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TO NEW READERS . OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.

We send this issue of The Truth Seeker to a great many Liberals who are not subscribers, with an earnest invitation to them
to become such, and thereby help along the Liberal cause.
We would also respectfully call their attention to the many points of excellence of the Pauer.
THE TRuTH SEEKER is the Largest Freethought Journal in the World.
The Cartoons of Heston appear each week, and each picture is worth the cost of the paper a year to one who appreci
ates plain and telling arguments against ecclesiasticism.
TBE 'l'RUTH SEEKER constantly prints the most varied and entertaining Selection of Original Papers of any Liberal Journal.
Its Contributors are all the noted Liberals of the country.
All that Col. R. G. Ingersoll gives to the Public can be found
in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and that Poet of Freethought, Samuel P. Putnam, writes more for its columns than for any other. The
Liberal speakers send us accounts of their journeys, and the best writers of Freethought freely devote their services to the
cause of Liberalism through the colums of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Charles Watts, perhaps the greatest Debater of our time, certainly the foremost Secular orator of England, will send us monthly letters from England with all the news of our · movement there
and such reflections and pertinent observations as will surely make every English Secularist living in this country and Canada want .to
read THE TRUTH SEEKER.. George E. Macdonald, one of the rarest combinations of humorist, satirist, philosopher, logician, has been
engaged to write regularly for our columns. A.s the ":Man With the Badge Pin," he ~s known to nearly all the Liberals of the country
and we are willing to make him known to more.
THE TRUTH SEEKER gives all the news of Freethought, and is always on Guard Against the Encroacqments of Ecclesiastics
upon the People's Liberties.
THE TRUTH SEEKF.R is devoted to the defense of Mental Liberty, of American Institutions, and the Preservation of
the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests and the maintenance of human rights. It advocates the abolition of all laws based on religion or religious observances. . It demands the taxation of church property. It is uncompromisingly opposed to anything tending toward a union of church and state, either in name or in fact.
- 'l he Sunday Question is now to the front all over the country.
O.n that THE TRUTH SEEKER will voice the demands of
the Liberal minded men and women of the country, and nowhere else will the rights of the people as against Puritanism be
found so sturdily defended.
To sum it up, THE TRUTH SEEKER is the biggest, best, and bravest Freethought journal in the world, and if you are a Liberal
or Freethinker, you want it and ought· to take it.
We appeal also to fair-minded Christians to hear our side and then decide.
Bigots and fanatics, we suppose, wouldn't take it on any terms.
SEE OUR PBEMLUM OFFER FOB NEW SUBSCRIBERS on the second and third pages. Take 'advantage of one of
ese offers, or send $3 for a Year's subscription, or $1 for four months' trial.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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The Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

HOW TO'GET

Four Hundred Years of Freethought.

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
OF FREETHOUGHT

BY

S.A..MUEL. P.

PUTN.A..M.

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout the \Jivilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

''Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
·
of Human History,
. ·
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rjch with the greatest Inventions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
Nothing Can be More Interesting,

more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigilance is the price of. liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN AFJ!'ORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest Thoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and Magnificent Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with thej added glory of
"WOMAN'S EMANCIPATION

from the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed ·and church.
,
'l'HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
__
. ~ The first part will embrac~ the following Grand Departments:
Literature.
Philosophy.
Science. Education and
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Ethics.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Copernicus.
Voltaire.
Ganibetta.
Madame Roland.
Bruno.
Rabalais. Schiller.
Hpinoza.
Galileo.
Bacon.
Rousseau.
Mary Wollstoncraft.
Castelar.
Kepler.
Comeniua,
CervanteB. Goethe.
Descartes.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Pestalozzi
Marlowe. George Sand. :French Revo- Garrison.
Da Vinci.
Frances Wright.
Locke.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
lution.
Newton.
Froebel.
Phillips.
Hume.
Lucretia Mott.
Humboldt. Combe.
Gibbon.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Hobbs.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Lyell.
Emerson.
Jefferson.
Spencer.
Burns.
Sumner.
Kant.
Lydia Maria Child.
Shelley.
Heine.
Owen.
Mazzinni.
Hamilton.
Darwin.
Lincoln.
Margaret Fuller.
Byron.·
Tyndall.
Holyoake.
Thoreau.
Bentham.
Bakounine. Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Comte.
Huxley.
Haeckel.
Pushkin. Whitman.
Mill.
Buchner.
Warren.
Susan B. Anthony.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Girard
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Feuer bach.
MatildllJoslyn Gage.
chewsky.
Lick.
Heinzen.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeker, Investigator, Ironclad Age, Secular Thought, FreethinkeTs' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the FTeethinkeT, Agnostic Jmtrnal, etc.
It will give a history of the

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CQNCRESS
at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. Th.ere will be the portraits of
George E. Macdonald, Capt. R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
Horace Seaver,
•T. P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
D. M. Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam,
Prof. J. H. Cook,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Parker Pillsbury,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H. Heywood,
Mrs. M.A. Freeman,
Charles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehm Smith,
Eliznr Wright,
T. 0. Leland,
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Colman,
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladin
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian Leland,
J'udge C. B. Waite.
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy Post.
lllnd other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
snould be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of histo~,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.

The name of every Subscriber who sends jive dolla'rs befo're the work is on the press
will be en'rolled in this book. DON'T FALL TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages oi Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits,
n will be elegantly bound. It wiil be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your friends when they ask, What is Freethought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world'?
. This is the most universal presentation of Freethought ever given to the public, and no Freethinker
can afford to be without it. It is a library in itself.
'
Address orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

FREE
SPECIAL OFFER.

We have made a~angements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends a most generous
offer.
We need more subijcribers to· THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
for it, but everyone can do a little
work to obtain a copy - congenial
work, that will do great good all
around. This is the offer :

Send us Four Ne"W"
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates ($I2 in
all), and "W"e "W"ill send
the Getter....up of the
Club a copy of'' FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
FREETHOUGHT"
,
FREE OF C~ARGES.
And further, to aid our friends in
getting this book for themselves, we
will offer

To the New Subscribers as •a
PremiWin,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By WATSON HESTON,

THE GREATFST BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.
Or,.if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
W, S. BELL'S

Handbook of Freethought.
With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no difficulty
in getting hlindreds of clubs of subscribers.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT,
free.
To each New Subscriber in the club, apremium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated," or W. s. Bell's
"Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-all free
by post or.express •
This really brings the price of the
paper down to $2 to each new subscriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEKER
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Subscribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our friends to
help us.
It o~ght not to be difficult to get
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" as soon as the
book is issued.

Tlwse who send a (Jf;ub and
Four New Subscribers and
$12 before the book is printed,
will have their names enrolled in its shining pages.
TIJ:E TRUTH SEEKER

28 Lafayette Place,
NEW YOBK,
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which sin was said to hav been laid it is· sufficient
to say that the doctrin of eternal torment was the
Sometime since a Christian handed one of our
cause of millions of atrocities. Men who really besubscribers a tract issued by the American Tract
FOIJNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
lieved the damnable dogma. were ready for any
Society. It is No. 31 and. must hav been written
E. M. MAODONALD, • • • • • Editor and Manager. many years ago, for its arguments are fairly musty crime against man if there seemed to be a chance
that the murder of a Jew or a heretic would insure
28 LAFAYETTE Pr..AOE. NEW YOBK.
with age and the writer of it appears to hav looked,
their . own little souls safe passage into heaven, or
upon Deism as the great enemy of his preewus
JANUARY 6, 1894. Bible, Apparently he had not heard of Agnosticism,' remove a false teacher who, living, would jeopardSATURDAY.
ize the salvation of their ch1ldren or weaken the inAtheism, Monism, and modern science. Although
fluence
of the persecutor himself. And they found
SIJBSCKIPTION KATES•
the:re are many more agreeable and cleanly occupain
this
precious Bible ample authority for the
Bingle subscription, in advance .....••••••...•••.••....••..•••.•3 00 tions than threshing .over this moldy chaff, which
destruction of unbelievers. Read these passages 1
One subscription two years. in advance ......•••••.••••........ li 00
Two new subscribers ....•.........••••.•.............••.....••••• :i 00 has been worn down almost into impalpable dust;
"If thy. brother, the son of thy mother, or thy son, or
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance. :i 00 nevertheless some profit may accrue therefrom, beOne subscription with two new subscribers, in one remit· ·
thy daughter, or the wife of thy bosom, or thy frit~nd,
tance ....................... ; ..........•••.....••............ 7' 00 cause' there are yet millions of people to whom the which lll as thine own soul, entice thee secretly, saying,
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remitsophisms and inanities of this tractarian will seem L.et us go and serve other gods. · · · Namtlly, of the
tance ..••••.••....................•.......................... S :iO
logical and conclusiv, utterly demolishing the pre- gods of thtl people which are round about you. · · ·
One subscription with four· new sublicribers, in one remit·
tance ........................................................10 00 sumptuous Infidel. Such an admission concecning Thou shalt not consent uuto him; neither shall thine eye
Any number over :ll.ve at the same rate, invariably with one
the mental incapacity of our race is not libelous, pity him; ne1ther shalt thou spare, neither shalt thou
remittance.
conceal him; but thou shalt surely kill him; thine hand
although it might appear to be so to one not well shall be first upon him to put him to death, and after•
Mcm611 should ~~~ sent lJtl ez:press com:pan11's money oraer, acquainted with the limitations of the average be- wards the hand of all the people" (Deut. xiii, 6-9).
:postal oraer, ara.re on New Yori:, or lJtl regtsterea letter. liever. But it is all very pitiful. However, let· us see
"H there come an:y unto you, and bring not this doc•
aaaress commu:ntcaetons ana mai:e ara.res, cneoi:s, 1)0st-ot/1Ce
trin, rtlceive him not into your house" (2 John i, 10).
what
our
author
has
to
say
in
support
of
his
propo~
ana ez:press monel/ orders:paua~le to
E. M. MA OIJONALIJ,
"If any man preach any other gospel unto yon than
28 Lafauette place, New Yori:.
sition that "The Bible is no Cheat":
·
that ye hav received, let him be accursed" (Gal. i, 9).
"The scriptures are the work of bad men, or devils; or
To quote again from the tract :
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
good men, or God."
readers i f they '\Viii send ns the naiDe and address of
•• Devils would never hav originated a book which ex·
It is the fatal weakness. of religion that its poses their hateful character, and strikes a blow at the
any 'Freethinker '\Vho is not a regular subscriber.
devotees cannot be satisfied with what is natural heart of their kingdom."
and
reasonable. Put the Bible into the hands of
While rational men and women of this age could
SOME HANDSOME PREMIUMS.
intelligent man who had been prejlldiced.neither not indulge the supposition that a devil wrote or
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renew- in its favor nor against it 'and he would say, afte~ inspired any book, it may be said, in passing, that no
als on the part ·of our friends we make the follow- reading it from beginning to end, that it was un- smart dtvil need be ashamed of the record his folks
ing handsome premium offers:
dvubtedly written by men who were very limited in: made in the old time, if the Bible is accepted a.s
For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one knowledge, who were easily impressed with the authentic history. God was involved in far more
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred unusual and unexplained, and that some of them discreditable transactions than the "adversary,"
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage were unquestionably given to the use of figurativ and the latter almost invariably got the better of
of this or our Free offer· of the book (see opposit and extravagant language. As to their moral char~ God. It is admitted, also, that if the orthodox
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in acter he would declare that some were evidently " scheme" works as it is predicted to do, the devil
the country should not possess this splendid work. criminals, some good men, and that the others were will get, at the lowest estimate, ninety-nine of every
scattered along between these two extremes.
As the writer of
one hundred human souls.
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
Matthew
tersely
puts
it,
attributing
the words to
"
Bad
men
always
hate
the
Bible,
often
persecute
it,'
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete"
and would never hav been the authors of a book enjoining Jesus:
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a such strict holiness, and laying sin under such an awful
"Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide is the gate
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be curse."
and broad is the way, that leadeth to destruction, and
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New
_Of course these are merely unsupported asser- many there be which go in thereat. Because strait is
Rochelle.
tions. Sensible persons know that b~lief in the the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto life1
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one Bible is no guarantee of good behavior. Nearly and few there be that find it."
Not a very severe blow at the heart of the devil's
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and every man whose naine is written across the pages
kingdom,
is itT To be sure the "bottomless pit"
Reformers " ($3). · By D. M. Bennett.
of the history of Christian nations as a wholesale
may
eventually
become slightly overcrowded, but
For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one murderer and heartless persecutor was a devout
doubtless
the
devil
will be able to colonize some· of
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's Dynamic The- believer in the Bible. Protestant and Catholic
subjects
elsewhere.
He has always shown himhis
ory ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one alike are marked with the bar sinister of blood.
self
to
be
very
resourceful,
or there are a prodigious
wants this book. It has over a thousand large And Biblical texts hav been the shibboleths on the
number
of
liars
in
the
pay
of
Ohristianity.
pages and more than four hundred illustrations. lips of the most cruel torturers and destroyers of
Good
men,
though
the
amauuenses
of God, were not
•'
their
kind.
Eight
shortwords-"
Thou
shalt
not
sufIt is a digest of Science, and every one who studies
authors
of
the
scriptures,
for
they
profess to write
the
fer
a
witch
to
Iiv"-hav
caused
more
suffering
than
it cannot help but be well-informed in all scientific
by divine inspiration; which, if they did not, they were
the
pen
of
man
can
measure
or
describe.
.As
to
the
matters.
gross impostors, and not good men,"
For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one "strict holiness" enjoined by the Bible it must be
Well, we are dealing with the human writers of
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- remembered, as we hav previously pointed out, that the Bible, good, bad, and mixed. We can never
the Bible is neither all bad nor all good. If a God
Book" in cloth ($2.50).
is needed to account for the good precepts in it, is know that they were inspired ; if they were, the
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year not then a devil required to account for the bad revelation was to them and not to us; we hav it
($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" precepts 1 Taking the volume through and through only at second, third, sixth, or twentieth-hR!ld,
in boards ($2).
there is just as much evidence in support of the through the original writers, the transcribers, the
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year theory that it was written by a devil as there is in translators, the collators, the modifiers, and all the
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comic- support of the Christian's assumption that it was rest of them. There is no doubt that there were
:ally Illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
written by a god. Which of them, to illustrate, is plenty of impostors in the outfit. God said he would
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one responsible for the eleventh verse of the second put a lying spirit in the mouths of his prophets, and
.year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically chapter of second Thess.: "God shall send them Paul appears to hav had a tender side for guile.
Illustrated," in board covers ($1).
strong delusion, that they should believe a. lie "T Mosheim, the church historian, says of the Christians
of the first centuries of this era: "It was an estabThis is a splendid opportunity to obtain books Or Deut. xiv, 21: "Ye shall not eat anything that
lished maxim with many Christians, that . it was
·which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceed- diethofitself; thou shalt giv it unto the stranger that
is in thy gates, that he may eat it; or thou may- pardonable in an advocate for religion to avail him·
:ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can est sell it unto an alien" 1 Or 1 Tim. ii, 11: self of fraud and deception, if it were likely they
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our "Let woman learn in silence with all subjection. might conduce toward the attainment of any con·
.present readers will call the attention of their But I suffer not a woman to teach "T And so on siderable good" (Eccles. His.).
But did all the Bible writers claim to speak by
friends to the values o:Jtered.
. interminably. Regarding the "awful curse" under
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divine inspiration T Did not some of them admit
that they wrote only from tradition? In fact,
what Bible author except the crazy showman of
Revelations, distinctly says that he was inspired?
What does Luke mean when he says in the opening verses of h;s first chapter?
"Forasmuch as many hav taken in hand to set forth in
order a declaration of those things which are most surely
believed among us, even as they delivered them unto
us, which from ihe beginning were eye-witnesses, and
ministers of the word; it seemed good to me also, having
had perfect understanding of all things from the very
first, to write unto thee in order, most excellent Theophilns," etc.
Here he claims no more than that he had a "perfect understanding " of certain things because those
"which from the beginning were eye-witnesses" had
"delivered them unto us," by oral tradition, evidently, because they had not before "been set
forth in order."
" The only remaining supposition is, that God is the
real author of the Bible. And is it not in every way
worthy of such an author-in the sublimity of its doctrine, in the pureness of its morality, in the benevolence
of its spirit, in the consolation it affords in affliction and
death?"
We hav already shown that the reasonable supposition is that the Bible was written by men of
various .degrees of moral worth and unworth, and
possessing only a very limited knowledge of the
world in which they lived. Now, as to the alleged
specific intrinsic evidences of its divine origin-is
the " sublimity of its doctrins" found in this T
''In the same day shall the Lord shave with a razor
that is hired, namely, by them beyond the river, by the
king of Assyria the head, and the hair of the feet: and it
shall also consume the beard" (Isa. vii, 20).
"Above it stood the seraphims: each one had six
wings; with twain he covered his face, and with twain he
covered his feet, and with twain he did fly" (vi, 2.)
''Thou shalt make three fringes upon the four quarters
of thy vesture " (Dent. xxii, 12).
Do these exemplify the "pureness of its morality,?
"And he said unto them, Thus saith the Lord God of
Israel. Put every man his sword by his side, and go in
and out from gate to gate throughout the camp, and slay
every man his brother, and every man his companion,
and every man his neighbor " (Ex. xxxii, 27).
'' And they warred against the Midianites, as the Lord
commanded Moses; and they slew all the males. . . .
And Moses said unto them, Hav ye saved all the women
alive? . . . Now therefore kill every male among the
little ones, and kill every waman that hath known man
by lying with him. But all the women children, that hav
not known a man by lying with him, keep alive for your.
selva" (Nnm. xxxi, 7, 15, 17, 18).
We cannot quote the worst of these "Bible aids
to morality." There is so· 'much that is vile in this
"word of God" that Liberals who hav compiled
pamphlets composed entirely of such matter hav
been persecuted under the laws against obscenity
by Christians who talk solemnly of the elevating influence of the Bible I And what shall we say of the
"benevolence " of the spirit of this book T Again
we will let it speak for itself :
"Both thy bondmen, and thy bondmaids, which thou
shalt hav, shall be of the heathen that are round about
yon; of them shall ye buy bondmen and bondmaids.
Moreover of the children of the strangers that do sojourn
among yon, of them shall ye buy, and of their ·families
that are with yon, which they begat in your land; and
they shall be your possession. And ye shall take them as
an inheritance for your children after yon, to inherit them
for a possession; they shall be your bondmen forever '•
(Lev. xxv, 44-46).
"And if a man smite his servant, or his maid, with a
rod, and he die under his hand; he shall be surely punished. Notwithstanding, if he continue a day or two, he
shall not be punished: for he is his money " (Ex. xxi,
20, 21.

"Servants be subject to your masters with all fear; not
only to the good and gentle, but also to the froward"
(1 Peter ii, 18).
As to " the consolation it affords in afl:liction and
death," it may be somewhat soothing to the few
who know they are sure of heaven, but to the
masses of "outbreaking sinners," and those who
are in doubt as to the sufficiency of their passports,
the Christian creed, if they really believe it, must be
a nightmare of perpetual horror. How must the
Christian mother of the criminal feel when she contemplates the never-ending torments of the damned,
knowing that her precious, even if wayward, son
had not repented and been washed in the atoning

blood ere he died-that he was cut off in the midst
of his wrong-doing and plunged unshrived into
the seething caldron of God's unassuagable vengeance? And millions ha.v known the unspeakable
agony that wrings the loving heart which believes
that its beloved are forever shut out from mercy
and doomed to anguish indescribable through eon
unto eon. If it be said that few Protestant Christians now believe in hell, it is sufficient to say that
this statement is not true; that the masses yet believe. Those who hav abandoned the belief and
who yet cling to the Bible hav had the old-time
weight lifted from their hearts, not by that book,
but by their loss of faith in one of the most essential factors of the Christian "plan of redemption,"
and that emancipation is due to education, science,
Freethought. There is yet more to be said in regard to the "consolation" which the Bible affords
the dying. What comfort can the Christian believer in immortality derive from these passages ?
"As the cloud is consumed and vanisheth away: so he
that goeth down to the g;ave shall come up no more. He
shall return no more to his house, neither shall his place
know him any more" (Job ii, 9, 10).
"For that which befalleth the sons of men befalleth
beasts; even one thing befalleth them: as the one dieth,
so dieth the other; yea, they hav all one breath; so that a
man hath no pre-eminence above a beast: for all is vanity. All go unto one place; all are of the dust, and all
turn to dust again " (Eccle. iii, 19, 20).
This subject will receve further attention soon.

Still Misrepresenting Sunday Opening.
The American Sabbath Union held its fifth anniversary in this city a short time since. Among the
resolutions adopted was this :
" Resolved, That we render hearty thanks to God for
the vindication of the Sabbath at the Oolnmbian Fair.
His ways are not as our *ays, nor his thoughts as our
thoughts. His enemies kept open the Columbian gates,
but he made their wrath to praise him. The covered
exhibits, the meager attendance, the conspicuous absence
of workingmen, the unmiBtakable opposition of public
sentiment, togetht.r with the financial loss entailed by
Sunday opening, make it certain that no similar attempt
of such colossal proportions will ever be made to over.
throw in America the sanctity of the Lord's day."
If God "vindicated the Sabbath" anywhere, it
was not at the Fair, but rather in Congress, frightened out of all regard for the· Constitution and
equal rights by the clamors of the clergy and the
forged and stuffed petitions poured into that body
by the American Sabbath Union and its allies. The
talk about "h1s ways" and" our ways " is a virtual
confession that the Sabbatarians do not think they
were victorious, spite of all their crowing. The
'' covered exhibits " prove nothing but the narrowness or cowardice of those who covered them. In
several cases state buildings were closed by the
votes of the state legislature, which had surrendered
to the Sab1>atarians a year or more before the Fair
opened, and before the com111on-sense people had
awakened to the situation. The attendance was
" meager " only because the Fair was practically
closed by the covering of exhibits, the stoppage of
the machinery, and the failure of the directory to
provide any compensating attractions. The heavy
attendance of the last four Sundays-reaching one
hundred and forty thousand the last Sunday-shows
very conclusivly what Sunday opening would hav
been for the people had the business been conducted in a sensible way, in calm defiance of the
meddling pietists.
Workingmen could not afford to pay fifty cents
admission to a show which bigotry and inefficiency
had shorn of the major portion of its attractivness.
But the attendance toward the close of the Fair
tells the real story. If there was financial loss it
was due, not to Sunday opening, but to Sunday
closing. Such talk as that of the American Sabbath
Union resolution is equivalent to the assertion that a
merchant who keeps open but three days in the
week has small sales because he kept open those
three days !
The pretense of interest in the welfare of the
workers is well exposed by the chatter about "the
sanctity of the Lord's day." Not that theyha.v any
fears that laboring people will be injured by excessiv work consequent upon the Sunday opening of
places of instruction and amusement do the Sunday
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worshipers bombard Congress and legislatures with
petitions and heaven with prayers against rational
use of the first day of the week. They are not
really worrying about "rest;" it is the "sanctity "
of their bread-winning day that causes them so
so much anxiety and induces them to work so hard
in behalf of the Puritan Sabbath.

Wanted-New Subscribers.
We solicit the kind attention of our friends to
the need which exists of increasing the subscription list of THE TRUTH SEEKER. There are several
reasons for this, which our readers will readily see.
First, It will do a world of good, by making more
Liberals and by interesting those already liberal in
the work of Freethought. l'he church is making
great encroachments upon our liberties, and the
people need to know about it, in order to defeat its
tyranny. And those who read THE TRUTH SEEKER
are a. hundred times more interested and activ than
those who do not. Second, It is a duty we owe to
our fellow-men to giv them the light of reason we
hav obtained. Liberalism makes for true civiliza·
tion, and freedom from fear of an angry God makes
men happier and better. ·Every Liberal should do
all he can to lift up his neighbors from the darkness
of superstition to the glorious plain of mental liberty. And, as Mr. Wakeman says, referring to the
resolution regarding the Liberal papers passed at
the late International Congress: "They are the very
life of the cause of intellectual and practical emancipation of the people. As such they are to be
built up and sustained by constant care, payment,
encouragement, and solicitation for subscribers for
them." Third, An increase in the list will relieve the
readers from the occasiqnal " duns " we are compelled to send out in order to get money with
which to pay bills. If we can obtain two or three
thousand new subscribers, the increased revenue
will make the business work of the paper easier,
and we can continue to improve the paper without
fear of financial embarrassments.
To reward those who will do a little for us in
this matter we hav arranged to take a large number of Mr. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of
Freethought," and to every one who sends us four
new yearly subscribers at the regular rates of $3
($12 in all), we shall send a copy of that magnificent work free. Those who send the club before
the book is on the press will be enrolled among the
original subscribers and patrons in the book.
And to make it easy to get these four new subscribers we will offer them as a premium either of
two spendid works-The "Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's "Handbook
of Freethought '' in cloth binding. Our readers
know the value of these books, and that about every
Liberal in the country would like a copy of one or
~he other. Either one of these, as may be chosen
will be given to the new subscribers obtained in
these clubs of four, and a copy of "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" to the one who gets
up the club and sends the money and names.
We cannot afford to make this premium to single
subscribers, but to enable old subscribers al!.d single
new subscribers to obtain these and other desii.-able
works at a great reduction, we hav made a list of
premiuurs in connection with subscriptions to the
paper, to be found in the first column of the first.
editorial page of THE TRUTH SEEKER. We are willing
to do our part toward making the obtaining of good
Liberal works easy and cheap, and hope our re&ders will take advantage of the terms offered.
Once more we ask that a. favorable eye be turned
in our direction, and a helpful hand extended. As
the resolutions of the International Congress expressed it, Boom the Liberal papers and you boom
the Liberal cause.
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Liberals Who Stand Up to Be Counted•.
spirits of ignoranc~ and bigotry are rampa.nt in the state matters. But it has not the honesty to say
In Santa Ana, California, there is a public read- United States to-day. Names usurp the place of so frankly. It fights the Mormon priesthood, not
ing room. There lay upon the tables THR TRnTB merit.
because it is a priesthood, but because it il!l not it1
SEEKER, the Investigator, and other Freethought
priesthood, because it is a rival hierarchy.
Talmage brings suit against a publishing firm of
publications. This was too much for some Christhis city. for printing as a speech of Wen dell
Everybody knows that everything can be proved
tians. The sight of the Liberal papers made them
Phillips a sermon which the Brooklyn pulpiteer de- and every" reform" supported by the Bible, but
blind to justice. Of course their own papers had
livered some twenty years ago. If the book pub- even this general knowledge hardly prevents us be
the same chance that the others had, but that would
lishers did this thing it is· to be hoped they will be ing surprised when suddenly confronted with the
never do. What business has an Infidel to claim
mulcted in heavy damages, for the American pf;!ople specific statement that Jesus was probably a vegefair play for himself and his belief T The Christian'
cannot afford to permit the name of Wendell :Phil- tarian! Of course the ludicrous and mendacious
papers must be granted a monopoly. So some one
.lips to be smirched by such a miserable libel.
claim that the Bible is favorable to total abstinen~e
objected. to the Free thought papers, and off they
and prohibition can never be surpassed in marvelwent. Then the bigots were happy. But their joy
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of January 20th we shall ousness by any new tax upon our credulity; but,
was of short duration; The glucose of intolerance publish an expose of the Roman Catholic parochial nevertheless, when Rev. Henry S. Chubb, of Philaturned to gall and wormwood in their mouths.
M~. D. M. Baker, of the Standard, was the alchemist school teaching. It will include extracts from their delphia, founds a church of which no one not a
vegetarian can become a .member, and calls the
who wrought the transmutation. He quietly filed school-books, exposing their falsification of histol'Y,
church "Bible Christian," and in his paper, Food,
a protest against the Christian papers, and off the and the relation of the Roman Catholic church to
Home, and Garden, avers that the fish Jesus is said
reading room tables they went. It was neatly and science. In the face of the facts we shall giv, the
to hav eaten may hav been lotus or seawee~ we
effectivly done. But how it did hurt! Such a cry
attempt to induce. the state to place our public cannot help asking, "What next?" The Sea of
of outraged innocence as went up from the rigidly
.
righteous! Hearing it, and being uninformed to schools 1n charge of the church seems most mon- Galilee must hav been rich indeed iri vegetable
growths to furnish sustenance to so many fisherthe contrary, you would hav supposed that the dear· strous. We hope Freethinkers will circulate this
men! Is there any 'conceivable reform or supposed
pious souls were being persecuted by the wicked issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER freely. It will do good.
reform that the Bible worshiper will not seize upon
heretics. However, they are checkmated for once,
when it becomes measurably popular, and fraudu
for there is a free paper in Santa Ana, and .so the
It not infrequently happens that people who
lently label "Christian " ?
truth is sure to be laid before the general public. think that they are so , ~perior to others as to be
Rev. Wilbur F. Crafts has resigned the editorship
Our subscriber, Mr. Theophilus Hirst, says in the above all obligation to treat them as equals, woeStandard, referring to the exclusion of THE TRUTH fully overestimate their own assets. This was true of the Christian Statesman, the National ·Reform
SEEKER and Investigator:
in the case of Professor Bishop, of St. Petersburg. organ. In the last issue of that paper he recapitu"To exclnde these two papers from the tabJes of the Says tl:e London Woman1 s Herald: "He was a lates his work for "Sabbath reform " during the last
Santa Ana Free Library 1s a disgrace to t.his city, which violent opponent of woman suffrage, his chief argu- five years. All friends of Freethought should read
proves it far behind the age in which we liv. It is a ment against it being that the average weight of a it, that they may see the extent to which governflagrant violation of the individual rights of a large class
of the reading public of this city. It is an act of narrow man's brain was 1,350 grams, while. that ef a wo- ment by preacher has already gone in this country,
religions intolerance and petty tyranny resulting from man's was only 1,250. When his own brain was and understand something of what it threatens for
deep-rooted prejudices a:ad a mean spirit of pemecntion. weighed it was found to be five grams less in weight the future. He thinks of establishing in WashingIf the editor of the Standard has given the aggressors than what he had declared to be the average for ton a "National Bureau of Reforms," which will
more than they bargained for, it is their own fault and women's brains."
work against various "un-American el'Bments in the
eerves them right. Aggression deserves to get back all
lobby"" of Congress. Herrick l ohnson, Joseph
it givs with good interest to boot."
Divorce is dual murder! So avers F. Herbert Cook, Mrs. J. C. Bateman, and other like "reformThe Standard says editorially :
ers " will be associated with him. What will the
Stead in the Independent. He puts it this way :
"When the churches let the people's literattire alone
Freethinkers
of the United States do to establish at
"Jesus
has
laid
down
the
law
and
the
ideal
of
the
home
they will never hav theirs disturbed. They are welcome,
so far as Freethinkers are concerned, to all the religions with rare explicitness. Now shaH we not as individuals the national capital a Freethought Bureau ? It is
trash an'll nonsense they can pile up, but we claim the and as churches resolve to combine to maintain this de- imperativly necessary that the enemies of religious
right to introduce the intelligent literature of the day as cree of the Ohrist against all comers? He has declared liberty and social justice be sharply watched and
an o:flset against their creeds, dogmas, and hideous the ethically irrefragable nature of marriage; it is a effectivly antagonized. We cannot afford to hav
theories, A Freethinker never oppresses anyone. He personal unity created by God-a two-fold life as real and
asks for no proscriptiv legislation; restrains ·no one's distinct as the single life, the willful destruction of which any more religious legislation by Congress. Al~
ready too many precedents hav been established.
opinions by force or law. · · · The sectarian saints is two-fold murder."
are kicking on the objections filed by D. M. Baker to their
Therefore, when a judge releases from the marital This country was dedicated to freedom, and it was deliterature. We simply ask, Who began this fuss? If yon tie a woman wh• has for years been terrorized and creed that church and state should be separate. It
don't like the medicin, withdraw your objections and hav maltreated by a drunken, violent vagabond, the cannot be denied by any honest and intelligent pera reading-room. A Freethinker pays taxes and has equal
rights with all of yon. Take your medicin or act with dispenser of justice is a double murderer l Sweet son that the ship of state is rapidly drifting from
her secular moorings out into the rock-torn waterl!l
common sense. Giv the Freethinkers their literature, Jesus, what logic, law, and humanity!
which they pay for, and yon can hav yours. The day of
of ecclesiasticism. We must at once bring her back
church proscription is passed."
Old Boreas placed violent hands upon the bustle to her safe anchorage or meet wreck and death in
Good for the Santa Ana LiberalA ! To Free- of the snug schooner Gertrude Summers on Christ- the near future.
thinkers everywhere they say by their acts: "Go mas week, and pushed her up the Jersey coast in
"BERLIN, Dec. 28.-Emperor William arranged an exand do likewise!"
such good time that Capt. Silas Latham sold his hibition at Wildpark this afternoon for the empress ana
cargo of 16,000 pounds of bluefj,sh and ate his their children. Half a company of chassenrs chased the
Mr. Charles Watts will contribute the second· inChristmas turkey under the eye of Mrs. Latham. pheasants in the Sans Sonci preserves toward the garden
stallment of news and views from England to THE When he came back from Noank he called here to in front of the new palace, where his majesty, standing
on the step, shot one hundred and forty-three of them,
get some reading matter to while away the evenings the gamekeepers handing him guns ones after another.
TRUTH SEEKER of January 13th.
on his next· voyage, and when he departed $25 Afterward the emperor moved to the main !ront of the
In the American Catholic Quarterly, the Jesuit worth of bluefish were left with the editor to palace and shot eighty-seven more pheasants. The emfather, James Conway, says the Pope is infallible sp:t;ead Freethought. The captain has done this press and family and the members of the imperial suite
and household watched the shooting from the palace
when he approves of religious orders but not when to us before. and seems to hav great luck in fishing, windows."
he suppresses them. · Even· the most zealous sup- whether in consequence· thereof, or in spite of it,
That is your very pious emperor, the man who esporters of authority don't like the lash when it is we leave for the theologians to determin. But at teems himself, before all otheF men in Germany, the
laid across their own shoulders.
any rate, the Gertrude Summers has the best wishes favorite of God;· the man who claims that he is
of all around here. And we hope she will poke divinely commissioned to rule and rob the people
The Sunday paper contains a deal of foolish her nose into a school of ~ million bluefish and get
of that country. Probably he would hav thought
stuff, but what an improvement it is over church them all aboard l
it little less than treason to himself and blasphemy
services ! By the by, papers issued on the other
against God had his wife or his children or any
The Independent is not pleased at the prospect
days of the week contain a vast amount of rubbish,
member of "the imperial suite or household" debut who thinks of suppressing them on that ac- of the admission of Utah as a state. The act of
clined to be brutalized by watching his heroic
count T You understand why not T They don't so admission provides this irrevocable ordinance:
slaughter of some hundreds of helpless bir<Js.
directly compete with the ministers as the Sunday
''That perfect toleration of religions sentiment shall be Christian :flunkeys hav much to say of the great
secured and no inhabitant of said state shall ever be
issue does.
molested in pemon or property on account of his or her piety of this young Hohenzollern, and no doubt
President Andrew D. White, writing of the Chris- mode of religions worship."
deem it very fortunate for his children that they
tian prejudice against the Jews, records this : "As
This, the Independent complains, is not enough; hav so "good " a father to look after their moral
late as the middle of the seventeenth century, when "there is no constitutional provision which can pre- training, while the children of Freethinkers are
the city council of Halle, in Wurtemberg,gave some vent the Mormon priesthood from tyrannizing in subjected to such terribly demoralizing influences l
privileges to a Jewish physician, 'on account of his state matters." Our contemporary speaks advisedly. But what Freethinker would arrange for his chiladmirable experience and skill,' the clergy of the It knows that similar and stronger gu!U"antees in dren such a hardening, distorting, cruel, crimecity joined in a protest, declaring that 'it were bet- the United States Constitution and in state bills of breeding "exhibition" as that which the "Godter to die with Christ than to be cured by a Jew rights hav not prevented the Protestant and Catho- sent" ruler of Germany provided for those whose
doctor aided by the devil.' " Precisely the same lic priesthoods from tyrannizing in national and father he is, unfortunately!
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HISTORIC MEANS OF GRACE
Persuasive Implements by Virtue of
Which the Religion of Love Was
Hade Triumphant.

' RECOMMENDED BY THE HOLY INQUISITION."

The Rack.

"I USED to read in books," says Colonel Ingersoll,

1 worked by a thumbscrew, like that which spreads
"how our fathers persecuted mankind. But I and closes a pair of dividers for describing circles;
never appreciated it. I read it, but it did not burn or like those which fasten a clothes wringer on a
itself into my soul. I did not really appreciate the washtub and depress the upper roller, they are all
infamies that have been committed in the name of called thumb screws. The prevailreligion until I saw the iron arguments that Chris- ing style used on the fingers and
:o
tians used. I saw the 'thumbscrew '-two little thumbs of prisoners are made of two
pieces of iron, armed on the inner surfaces with pieces of iron about three inches
protuberances to prevent their slipping; through long, and two short rods. The rods A. FAVoil!TE
each end a screw uniting the two pieces. And are riveted in one of the flat pieces;
STYLE.
when some man denied the efficacy of baptism, or the other piece has a hole in each end so that it may
maybe said, • I do not believe that a fish ever swal- slide Up and down on the rods. Between the two
lowed a man to keep him from drowning;' then rods is the thumbscrew, which is turned to bring
they put his thumb betwPen these pieces of iron, and
in the name of universal love and forgivene~s began to
screw these pieces togethe:i·. When this was done
most men said, 'I will recant."' "The man who
would not recant was not forgiven. They screwed
the thumbsrrews down to the last pang-, and then·
threw their victim into some dungeon, where, in the.
throbbing silence and darkness, he might suffer the
agonies of the fabled damned. This was done in
the name of love-in the name of mercy-in the
name of the compassionate Christ. I saw, too,
what they called the 'collar of torture.' Imagine
a circle of iron, and on the inside a hundred points:
almost as sharp as needles. This argument was
fastened about the throat of the sufferer. Then he
LEG <:lRUSil:EB,
could not walk, nor sit down, nor stir, without the
the
upper
and
lower
j)ieces together. The inner
neck being punctured by these points. In a little
while the throat would begin to swell, and suffoca- sides of the two latter are sometimes roughened
tion would end the agonies of that man. This man, like the sole of a rubber boot, so that the flesh ia
it may be, had committed the crime of saying, with pierced by blunt protuberances; others have little
spikes that penetrate the upper
tears upon his chaekP, ' I do noi. believe that God,
and lower sides of the thumbs. I
the father of us all, will damn to eternal perdition·
here present my drawing of one
any of the children of men.' I saw another instruof these, which I have christened
ment, called the' scavenger's daughter.' Think ofa
a "Happy Thought.'; The large
pair of shears with handles not only where they
ones crush the shin bones, or the
now are but at the joints liS well, and just above
bones of the wrists. There is
the pivot that unites the blades a circle of iron. In
also an open iron band with knobs
the upper handles the hands would be placed; in the
lower, the feet ; and through the ring at the center A HAPPY· 'rHOUGHT. on the inside, put on the head
the head of the victim would be forced. In this and tightened by means of the thumbscrew, pressing
condition he would be thrown prone upon the the knobs against the
earth, and the strain upon the muscles produced skull. This is called
such agony that insanity would in pity end his pain. the "iron crown," and
I saw the 'rack.' This was a box like the bed of a was worn by religious
wagon, with a windlass at each end, with levers and martyrs on the way
ratchets to prevent slipping; over each windlass to execution. Here
went chains ; some were fastened to the ankles of again appears the
the sufferer; ~t~ers to h_is wrists. And then priests, deadly thumbscrew,
clergymen, diVInes, samts, began turning these which runs through
windlasses, and kept turning until the ankles the the whole system of
knees, the hips, the shoulders, the elbows, the w~ists religious torture as
of the victim were all dislocated and the sufferer was the cross runs
wet with the sweat of agony. And they had stand- through the system
ing by a physician to feel his pulse. What for 1 of worship. A comTo save his life T Yes. In mercy? No; simply parison of the influence of the one andFOR THE HEAD-KNOBBY CROWN.
that they might rack him once again."
All these instruments of torture, these means of of the other upon the growth of Christianity might
·
grnce, as seen by Colonel Ingersoll, are now on ex- be decided in favor of the screw.
The plain, every-day rack, for simple stretching
hibition in New York city. They are arranged for
in~pection in a hall at. ~ixth avenue and Twenty- purposes, was without the spiked roller. As shown
third street. The exhibit does not consist of du- by this copy of an old print, they hauled the victim
plicates or fac similes of the instruments of taut and left him to suffer.
tqrture, but of the original instruments themselves,
which in the past did the deadly
and infamoulil work of breaking
the bones and tearing the flesh
of human beings. They are
mostly from the royal castle of
Nuremberg, in Bavaria, but include Spanish and Italian speciTHE PLAIN RACK.
mens. The collar introduced
Stocks for ordinary offenders were less diabolical
SPANISH COLLAR. here, it will be noted, is 0. than those in which offenders against heaven-that
Spanish article-a piece of bric•
is to aay, the churcha-brac from the Holy Inquisition. The thumbwere fastened ; neverscrews mentioned by the colonel are there. I saw
theless, the agony inthem a few days ago, and the sight of them corflicted by them must
recta? my impressions of what thumbscrews are. I
have been something
had m some way got the erroneous notion that
horrible. Whether the
thumbscrews were intended solely for compressing
four apertures in these
thumbs and that they took their name from the
. THE STOCKS.
stocks were used for
members compressed. That, I now conclude, is not confimng the feet of two persons at the same time
so, because they may be used on the wrists legs or or whether they received both the hands and feet
bead, or to prize the offender's teeth apart so that of a single individual, I hav no way of knowing.
the ''blasphemous" tongue may be torn out with pinThe collar of torture is as described in the forecers furnished with still other thumbscrews. These goinp- quotation from IngersQll, except that in some
i~struments ~re of various sizes ; but, beins- always spemmens the iron spikes on the inner side have

t!:j

springs back of them to maintain a constant pressure on the neck of the wearer. The dead spikes
would appear to be bad enou,gh, but tendering t~etn
alive and perpetually active by means ot the sprin~s
is an ingenious refinement of cruelty that l was fiot
prepared for. :t imagine that a sensitive persofi
looking upon this instrtiment could alttJ.ost feel thtl
points putlct~ting the sh:in bf his neck. it made
me r\lh my finger around inside my
collar to press it away from my throat.
The scavenger's daughter noted by
Ingersoll is a horror, but how about
torture stocks with accommodations
for the neck as well as for the wrists
and ankles, like this t
Then the rack, like the wagon bed
with the windlass at one end for
stretching the joi11ts o£ the sufterer
and dr~twing him forward and backward. rhis apparatus in the present
collection is furnished with a spiked
wooden roller ~iaeed across the bed
Under the victim s middle. rhe spikes
on one of them· are PO:tlietimes blunt
and merely bruise the :fiesh, but this
roller can be exchanged for another
(see headpiec?,." ~he Rack") called the
" spiked hare," the points of which
are sharpened,. and these would
puncture a man's :fiesh to a depth of
two or three inches H he lay upon his
back. If turned on his face, they T o :n T tJ R :1!:
would disembowel him.
s'.roc:lts.
l3ut the. rack was :hot the only system in vogue
for stretching men's limbs an 1 joints. The accompanying illustration, which
shows another method, is
frofu a historic engl"ltviilg
of "Geleyn Cornelius, hung
by his thumb with weights
to his· feet, 1572." Cornelius was afterwards burnt.
~he. engraving from which
I obtain the picture of Cornelius hanging by the thumb
is inclusive enough to show
the victim's torturers seated
a~ a table playing cards. 1
No doubt it is historically
accuralEi.
A third stretching machine appears in "A Specimen Group." The feet are
either weighted or lashed
to ring-bolts in the floor.
The wrists are made fast to
the triangle, and then-tht~
windlass is turned I Alongside "Fearful Eliza," as
this stretching gallows i&
called, is a chair. Will you
take a seat long- enough to
reconsider the views you
have expressed about the
whale story? Will you sit
. GELEYN CORNELIUS . down and reflect that after
all Joshua may have "held-up" the sun for a day T
The spikes in the seat will prevent you from slipping out, while the strap will see to it that you do
not arise until you have had plenty of time to think
of your latter end.

A SPECIMEN GROUP.
The crown just in front of the chair in th&
"Specimen Group" is of iron, susceptible of being
heated. Back of the chair is a constable's thief-.
catcher. It is not spiked inside like the heretic-.
c~tcher, _stealing being a minor offense compared'
wit~ !1' failure to be orthodox. Presumably, if the·
fugitive had only committed murder, tb.e instrument would he lined with fur.
·
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Among the instruments of torture is a. mouth- the thing was pushed upon the neck; then they
opener used on blasphemers. It is inade of two sprung together again. Some of them were prosmall iron plates. These are inserted between the vided with a spike in the terrule, with which the
upper and lower teeth and spread apart by turning constable could prod the culprit's shoulders as he
the deadly screw.
The pushed him along.
.
jaws being thus forced open
Large iron boots,
molten lead wa 1 turned to be put on reddown the throat or the hot or filled with
tongue caught with pincers melted lead after
and either slitted, torn out, they were donned,
or cut off. The pincers occur frequently. I
-·- · ·
used for thitJ purpose have present an exact
/
.
hooked teeth like the fangs · drawing of
the
0 · · . <) ·
of a serpent. The vicious "Iron Boot." The
little group which I have spattering lead is a
labeled" a trinity" includes vision of the young
the pincers for removing artist who accom~'""'Cl(")("h the tongue.
The second panied me .through
~
· -~ member is a· mask (put on the chamber of hor;red-hot) ; an~ the thing rors, thrown in , to
A TRINITY.
that looks like the skeleton make the picture
of a. snake is a metal scourge. This trinity was in more realistic. Wire
its time o.f material service in stimulating the wor- mail mittens and
ship of that heavenly 'Frinity in whose name the hose were used for
implements were manufactured and applied. There extorting
confesTHE IRON BOOT.
was a perforated iron spoon for dropping hot lead sions, and were always worn hot. The Spanish gag
upon naked bodies.
·
to prevent prisoners from crying out while
The instruments for flaying do not indicate that
undergoing torture looks somewhat like a
a victim was skinned after the fashion adopted by
bell .slit into sections. · The appliance
·butchers of cattle. The man or woman was strung
being thrust into the mouth, a spring is
up by the hands or feet, while the skin, with the
released, which spreads the sections and
flesh adhering to it, w JS dragged off with pronged
distends the jaws. This religioNs device
hooks.
is called a mouth-pear. Another gag
Some of the .torture implements are of polished THE HOT resembles a policeman's club,
steel, damascened with pious inscriptions. The :MITTEN. bat the lower end of it is
shackles especially are punctured with holes in composed of hinged sections which
the form of a cross.
Among the irons used are spread by turning the handle. It
for branding, the letter "U " predominates, which is a distinguishing characteristic of the
in most languages means unbeliever. · The little devices for harassing unbelievers that
coal stove in which the branding iron was heated, they are almost universally lined with
together with the bellows used for blowing up the sharp points or spikes. There is a belt
fire in it, are exhibited. Executioners' swords made of wire and called the "penitent's
are numerous and ornamental. The average blade girdle," with teeth on the inside like
is some two feet nine inches in length by two and those of the "card " used on cattle, only
three-fourths inches in width. The end is blunt they are straight. The penitent'lil crown, MOUTH-PEAR.
as though broken square off, and the· handle is collar, armlet, wristlet, and manacle are
made to be grasped with both hands. The con- all made with special reference to puncturing the
skin and flesh.

•

FOR JESUS'S SAKE.

demned one sat fu a chair, with bowed head; the
executioner whirled his blade in the air and if sufficiently strong and expert severed the neck . at a
blow. The swords are piously inscribed with the
names of the deity and Christ, or with rhymes that
may be freely translated about like these:
0 God, this sinner to thy kinF:dom .take
That he may taste of joy, for Jesus' sake.
Or,
Ohrist is the judge, and I the .instrument,
To execute God's law from heaven sent.
Or again,
When I upraise the fatal knife,
God give the sinner eternal life.
They had a heretic and witch catcher-a hoop on

HERETIC CATCHER.

the end of a pole. The ends of the hoop at the
.opening were so arranged that they opened when

For blasphemers an iron brank or mask is provided. It was heated before being placed on the
head of the wearer. This device is
highly recommended " by the holy
Inquisition." It has funnels at the
orifice of the ear for the more
convenient introduction of melted
lead.
RECOMMENDED
"Breaking on the wheel" is ill usBY THE HOLY trated with a bed made like a corduINQUISITION. roy road.
The cross pieces are six
inches apart, and the upper sides of them are
sharp. The victim is laid along
this bed,
and
bound down. The
executioner takes
a wheel with a
heavy iron at the
lower portion of
its circumference,
stands astride the
condemned, and
brings the iron
~down upon him
at points above
the spaces between the crosspieces, breaking
every bone in the
victim's body.
I am indebted -=~-C:=::::::ltC'
to the New York
World artist for
the illustration of
BREAKING ON THE WHEEL.
the wheel and bed.
The process of burning on the wheel, of which the
illustration here used is from an old and rare engraving, shows us that
sometimes the executioner varied the monotony of crushing a
man's bones by roasting
his flesh.
One instrument for
execution is an upright
plank, the top end beveled on both sides like
·the point of a cold
chisel, or like an inBURNING AT THE WHJ!EL.
verted V. The offender
sat astride this upright plank, with heavy weights

attached to his feet, and was· gradua.lly'l"split in
halves. That is the "Spanish Donkey.":--"'
A twin brother of the Spanish Donkey is a sort of
quartering machine, composed of two planks pivoted
where they cross in
the midclle. · Upon
these a man might be
stretched as shown in
the accompanying cut,
and the planks turned
at right angles to each
other, so that the victim was not only crucified but torn limb
from limb. This cut
QUARTERING MACIDNE.
isfromanancientprint.
The "cradle of unrest," used to induce children
to testify against their parents, is a cradle, covered
inside with wooden spikes. The head-rest or cushion, also spiked,
is movable, and
the torture inflicted upon a
child or youth
rocked in this diabolical machine
would doubtless
make him commit perjury in
self-defense.
Instruments of
torture thus far
described were
used impartially,
it is presumed,
on both men and
women, but there
are a few which
may be put in a
special female department.
For
example :
the
" Ducking Stool
Cage." Inside of
the cage will be
seen a seat; to
this the offending woman was
bound.
Then,
suspended by the
ring and chains,
the cage .was
lowered into the
water, and the
inmate "ducked"
until half-drownTHE DUCKING STOOL CAGE.
ed. Before life was extinct she was hauled up,
only to be doused again as soon as she had recov·
ered her breath. It was held by the priests, who
ruled the home, that in this manner the lady would
be made amiable and chaste, so far as other men
were concerned, and complaisant toward the servants of God.
There are in the collection a large assortment of
collars for scolds, and masks and branks for witches,
but a device that seems about as abominable as anything to be imagined is the so-called "chastity
belt." Some of these belts are wound with cloth,
and show by the stains on them that they have been
actually worn. But one is of rough and rusty
hoop-iron, and there are teeth on it like those of a.
saw, pointing inward. Christian women should
turn with a tender yearning toward the time when
the church ruled the world and prescribed punishments, and long for those happy days to come once
more.
If not enough has been said let the women gaze
on this horrible piece of ingenuity, the spider. It
is a cluster of steel hooks pointed like needles. It
is designed to be spread ov~r the breast of the wo-

THE

SPIDER.

man; the hand of the torturer grasps the central
ring, drawing the points together, and then the
flesh is torn away. And the Father of Mercies permitted this thing to be done in his name and under
his all-seeing eye.
.
As the church made a virgin the vehicle for bringing its alleged founder into the world, it naturally
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The "Fall " of Man.
made another one the instrument for putting its :fluous, whose fundamental dogmas have been disRead what constitutes the very foundation of our
enemieR out of the world. Hence was invented the carded, and whose m<;>st eftective means of grace
religion, and ask yourself, How can it be thus 1
"Iron Virgin." This chaste crP.ature is preserved have become the showman's stock in trade.
We are taught that God made the universe himin a glass case. She is probably eight feet tall and
self
from nothing. He then made man from the
nine feet in; girth. She wears a cloak of wood and
A. Letter From London.
dust he had just created, and that man (not ·being
iron, whif'h opens in front, revealing an interior
An obscure preacher belonging to the sect of created perfect) proved a failure. If man had been
Wesleyan Methodists, being, as is the way w.ith made perfect, he could never have fallen.
preachers, anxious to gain notoriety, took upon himWho, then, could have been to blame for man's
self with this object the task of delivering a funeral imperfections except his maker? As the Lord God
sermon onthe decease of the National Reformer, furnished his own material and did his own work,
and in the course of his remarks wade the time- who but himself could he blame for the "fall!"
honored assertion that men who profess Atheism The Lord's intentions must have been good, for he is
do not become stronger in their belief as t.ime goes said to be "all-wise, all-powerful, and all-merciful."
on, and to support this statement inferred that such And as there can be but one "first cause," God or
was the case with the late CharlP.s Bradlaugh, and Jehovah, as the Bible tells us, who was or could be
to prove this stated that a member of Parliament to blame for all the sin, suffering, and death of the
told him that he frequently conversed with Mr. world but Jehovah himself? The wiseacres who
Bradlaugh on religious subjectEI, and on one occa- pretend to know God's business tell us that God
Aion the latter said to hiin that he wished he were gave us a fr~e agency to do as we wish, and in dohalf as good as his brother, who had recently been ing so we sinned and lost our hold on God's love
converted. Mrs. Bradlaugh-Bonner of course ques- through the seductive influence of a being called
ti"ned the truth of this most remarkable statement, the devil. Where the devil came from, I know not;
and wrote to the member in question, asking him if but do know that Jehovah must have known before
he reallv told the parson such a tale. No answer he made Adam that he would fall, and if death was
wa<~ returned clirect, but a letter was ·sent to the
to be the consequence of the fall, I fail to see where
man of God saying that the narrativ had been some- God's mercy comes in when he forced Adam from
what garbled, and that Charles had said on a certain inanimate dust into the world, knowing he would
occasion, "My brother James is a good fellow." Al- suffer death at his hands.
though Mrs. Bonner pointed out that her father
We learn that the devil proved nearly or quite
never had a brother James, and had no very re- equal with the Lord, and overthrew the good work
markable affection toward his brother, the "evangel- the Lord had done by enticing Eve, a lady the
ist," who could scarcely be called "a good fellow," Lord God had made, and who was young and void
as he was always libeling the Atheists, this lying of the "knowledge of good and evil," (Bible) to
parson had not the ~ood manners or common sense partake of a forbidden apple and thus offend his
to get out of his lie by saying he had made a mis- majesty by disobedience.
take, but informed Mrs. Bonner that she was not
God must have known that the devil was in lurkhonorable enough and ladylike enough for him to ing on purpose to frustrate his design, and that
continue the correspondence.
No doubt this both Adam and Eve would fall ; that he, the Lord
THE IRON VIRGIN UP TO DATE.
wretched,
convicted
liar
will
go
on
glorying in his God, would have to inflict punishment on them, to
lined with spikes shaped like harrow teeth, seven
or eight inches in length and sharp as bayonets. infamy, and be looked upon as a hero by the con- satisfy his own infinite displeasure.
What do you think of a story that thus degrades
Iron handles swing the virgin open and disclose the gregation he humbugs, for of such is the modern
the God of our universe, and goes on to say that
spikes. The figure stood above a trap-door open- kingdom of heaven.
It must hav been somewhat ludicrous to see that God pronounced a curse upon the trinity of the
ing into a moat or ditch, so that when the spikes
other
notorious liar, Price Hughes, at the Labor garden of Eden episode, as well as upon all their
let go of it the corpse dropped into the water and
:floated away. The Rpikes are not as numerous as Conference. He talked very big outside the cham- posterity?
some sketches of the virgin would indicate, but ber, and evidently meant to upset the whole bench
What mortal man or " frail mother " would have
they are located where they will do the most dam- of bishops; but, as soon as one of the crew insisted so seen their daughter being led astray and do so
age. Two are apparently intended to enter the that the "living wage " question was not to be dis- little to protect her innocence as did the Lord God,
eyes, others the chest, and still others the abdomen. cussed, the brave Hughes roared very meekly, and who it is said is infinite and divine?
The virgin was the avenger of offenses against the humbly supported the bishops. He has a thick, imAllow me to ask where the devil and his antagpervious hide, so he was not affected by the con- onistic spirit came from if God did not create him?
church, Ruch as doubt or unbelief.
This relic dates from some time in the fifteenth tempt shown him for his despicable conduct by Who has made anything but God T Please follow ·
century and its habitat waR Nuremberg. It is the other and honester parsons, who would not knuckle the foolish story a little farther and see how the
only one ever made, and it is not in a remarkably under to the church dignitaries, as they call them- Lord became angry over his own failure in business
good state of preservation. The wood, probably selva. It seems to me a great piece of impudence and avenged himself on the trinity of disobedifour hundred and fifty years old, is rotting, and the for the clergy to discuss matters solely relating to ence. He pronounced judgment upon Eve that
nose of the virgin has disappeared. The iron is the workers, for precious few of them can ever aee both she and lier posterity should " bring forth-in
rusty and crumbling where the wood has fallen that the working classes hav any rights, only duties, sorrow," and to Adam, that he should "earn his
away from it. The .whole image, in fact, is typical which they are called upon to always carry out, and bread by the sweat of his brow," and caused Satan,
of the faith in whose interest it was conceived and never to forget to carry themselvs lowly toward the snake, to "eat dust and crawl on his belly all
constructed, though it has outlasted the power their betters, the betters also being members of the the days of his life." Could all this have been a real
which made it a terror. Despite her decay, the loafing and sweating community.
live, sure-enough God, to have got mad so easily
The laborers, however, are not quite so well in- and to allow his temper to explode in such a furiiron maiden's embrace would still be deadly. 'l'he
spikes that once punctured the brain and heart of clined to humble and abase themselvs. before the ous manner and yield injustice to the children of
the heretic retain their ability to pierce, though the representativs of wealth as they were even a gener- his own creating T Pray tell me how a snakP. could
hands that actuated them have been dust for ation back, and are beginning to discover that, while propel himself otherwise than to crawl on his
centuries. The doors might still swing inward to capital cannot 6Xist without labor, it is possible for belly? Surely he could not walk off upright on
enfold the form of the unbeliever, bat there is labor to exist without capital, and it is only a his tail.
none that dares to close them upon him in the question of time when co-operation of labor, or some
Is it not true that every one of the mammal
name of God. To the Christian the figure must be form of Socialism, gains the day and rules the family brings forth in sorrow as well as the human
a melancholy emblem of the golden days of the world, or some considerable portion of it. Chris- female ? Did Jehovah curse the whole animal
church that can no more return than the exhumed tianity and individualism are in the same boat, kingdom simply because Eve ate an apple? Must
monsters of prehistoric times can be reanimated and as they hav ably supported one another in days the whole animal as well as vegetable kingdom degone by, they are declining together, and will vour its own to pacify the wrath of deity?
and made to walk the earth.
Such are a few of the instruments of torture and eventually sink into oblivion.
Can you believe such a story of a creator that
Saladin has apparently been caught napping, made the billions of worlds that swing in space,
death in the collection I Lave attempted to describe.
Visitors walk about the hall, catalogue in hand, with otherwise I cannot account for his opening his our own at the velocity of over one thousand miles
funereal quietness, as though the place were a columns to a parson who has only used them for a minute? Could he that decorated the heavens
graveyard. At stated inter- the purpose of abusing better men than himself. It with the twinkling beauties of night, that has
vals they are called from a is always the way with parsons, they can never argue liltrewn the milky way with the :flowers of mystery,
contemplation of rusty relics a case on its merits. This particular genius has for that fills the birds with twittering song, makes the
by the ringing of an un- some months past been going to prove the deity, heart of mothers rejoice for their first-born, that
musical bell. It may be a etc., of Jesus Christ, and has not yet commenced on sends the sun's eternal kiss to cover nature with
little startling to persons the subject. It is always well, theoretically, to smiles and spread the carpet of green at our feet,
who happen to be reading allow free discussion, but when it comes to the get mad at his own error and force his own to suffer
the description of Exhibit practical part, it means cutting out interesting mat- and die?
No. 632 : " This bell was ter to admit the ravings of some clerical lunatic,
I ask )s such, the God that required of the Jews
rung while the condemned which are neither interesting nor instructiv. Over the sacrifice of their first-born child, the one to
was taken to the block or the columns of a high-class periodical black beetles hold sway over the intelligence of coming generaJ. D.
scaffold." But it rings now should not be allowed to crawl.
tions, and make dark and dreary the lives of coming
Lo11don,
Eng.
only to call the visitors to
man? Don't believe it.
THE EXECUTION BELL. their seats and listen to a
If the story ended here it would do little harm,
lecture, by Professor Freeland, on what they have
For fear man would eat of the tree of life and liv but the kite has a tale contingent, and goes on to
been contemplating. So that, if we class the or- forever God turned him out of tbe garden and say, that as man has f:!tllen and had some one to
dinary stereotyped musee lecture among instruments placed a :flaming sword where it would frighten cause him to fall,he must also have a savior to help
of torture, as inflicting cruel and unusual, and him. Since that comes his son and offers all the him rise, showing that :man is a creature of necessity
therefore unconstitutional, punishment upon Ameri- millions of millions free board with the governor. and susceptible of influence for either good or bad
can citizens, we have to admit that the function of Either he has built an addition and changed his (which is the only truth shown in the whole legend).
this bell has been mitigated. It ought sometime to mind materially or el· 3 ()::mebody has made a mis-. The rule seems towork both ways, yet the devil and
toll the funer!U knell of a religion which lags super- take.
the SP.TI9f were not the sa.m.e individual, but both
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came in a mysterious way, and from a source of
which we know not, but "with wonders to perform 11
for when God was once angry, some one had to sdffer and die. It seems rather hard that in everything the God of the Jews did, some thing or some
one must die at the wind-up to make all things look
sacred and divine.

Icheeki
defiance of the 'essential' Jew with his tongue in his
and the 'essential ' Christian who has 'hoisted

If there had been no fall we would have needed
no savior and no consequent preaching of the gospel to keep the devotees in grace to pay the ministry; but as truth is stranger than fiction, the latt'er
was first accepted.
Man is a creature of destiny formed by the law
of "cause and effect ;" is forced into life by no act
or desire of his own ; is forced through life a being
of control from his prenatal existence to his death,
and at last (as the story goes) we must catch in hell
all the misery we are lucky enough to escape on
earth, to pay the penalty of sin for one man and
woman whom God created over six thousand years
ago-unless we believe (a thing beyond our control) and be baptized to satisfy the will of a God
who is embodied with the attributes of omniscience,
omnipotence, omnipresence, and mercy.
Our home and family should be our heaven;
truth and justice our redee~er; earth our paradise,
and peace our god.
A. D. SwAN.

hi mae f with his own petard.'"
The Pe:ple's P.;.per, of Versailles, Ind., observes:
"The government need not hav the chaplains about.
The goveTnment might do less prayil:ig and more work;
it would be better for the people. The people like to
do their own praying, and the Constitution guarantees
to every man the right to worship God according to the
dictates of his own conscience. What right a president
or a governor has to say to the people, Fast on such a
day or pray on such n.nother day, we can't see. Those
officers hav a monopoly of all tbe good things of this
world, and want to make us take ours in the next."

In two editorials recently the New York World has
spoken out in meeting about Sunday laws. These are
among its remarks: "The courts are constantly monkeying with the Sunday laws and rendering decisions-first
one way and then another, until a person may well be
puzzled to tell whether they liv in the present century or
a hundred yeaTs ago. In some places people are being
prosecuted for selling Sunday newspapers. and now the
court of appeals decides that it is a penal offen·se to go out
fishing on Sunday. Yet the newspaper keeps people out
of mischief on Sunday more than the Bible itself, because
it is far more extensivly read, and it is impossible to
imagin an amusement more quiet, harmless, and innocent
than fisbing. The old SundayJaws are only a little less
behind the age than the fagot, the ducking-stool, and the
whipping-post. · · · Now, why should not this law
be repealed? It exists solely for the purpose of enforcing
the religious observance of a day. · · · It is the business of the state to protect all men equally in their perfect
religious libert.y and beyond that to keep its hands off.
Freethonght Progress.
· · · To forbid it [fishing] by Jaw merely because the
Several secular 'papers hav said some good things theological notions of some· persons condemn it is to imlately. The Hutchinson (Ks.) News give a fair synopsis pose one man'A conscience upon the condnct of another
of Remsburg's lecture, "False Claims." This must hav without reason or right. The law ought to be abolished."
surpl'ieed some of its Christian readers: "In the matter
of charities, the church, he said, made false claims to a
The London correApondent of the New York Times
monopoly. He referred to the public charities of ancient writes: "Huxley's collected essays, now being issued in
Peru, Greece, Rome, India, and among the Saracens popular form, are probably leading all else here in steadiwhere endowed hospitals were first established. Coming ness of sale. 'rhe fourth volume, just out, contains a
down to modern times he showed that the bequests and preface which has attracted marked attention. It deals
charities of Liberal thinkers would compare very favor- with the Oxford 'Helps to the Study of t.he Bible,' which
ably with chmchmen, and instanced the public n.nd pri- work it subjects to a merciless sweeping attack, ending
vate gifts of Girard, Smithson, Lick, Sandford, Cooper, with the declaration that it would be a parallel if he
Tyndall, Ingersoll, etc. · · · His discoursE~ at least (Huxley) issued 'Helps to the Study of Zoology,' in
tends to enlarge the horizon of one's information." A which the progress of -science during the past fifty years
correspondeNt of the News in the same issue hits the was ignored and every recent authority passed over in
missionary humbug a smart rap in a weak spot.
silence."
Refening to efforts in behalf of Sunday closing the
Santa Ana (Cal.) Standard emphasizes these factA: "1
They are not to flecure or guard any right or privilege of
the people. 2. They are in the interests of Sunday sacredness, and to secure the recognition of Sunday in such
a way as to giv it vantage ground from which its friends
may intrench it in the law and place it on a legal basis. 3.
The methodR practiced in obtaining them, and the representations concerning them, are often fraudulent and deceptiv. 4. Being used in the interests of a religions institution, thE~ir influence, as far as any is exerted, is to
place power in the hands of the church, which will result
in the destruction of the liberties of the people."
The Chicago Advance, having spoken of "The rescue,
in the interest of all who labor and are heavy laden, of
the sacred rest-day fTom the attempted over-sloughing of
it by the World's Fair management," the New York
Evening Post comments: "This somewhat enigmatic
expression apparently means the indorsement by the
public of the attempt to secure Snndav closing of the
World's Fair. We dissent entirely from the theory that
there was any such indorsement. As a matter of fact the
Fair was open every Sunday after the first few weeks,
and although no effort was made until the last month to
attract the people on that day, tens of thousands always
improved the opportunity to visit Jackson Park. What
is far more important, Sunday opening vindicateil its
wisdom in the opinion of all candid persons among those
who had been doubters. There was never any dTunkenness or disorder, and not the slightest bit of evidencA was
oftered to indicate that a single human being who attended
the Fair on Sunday suftered any harm. Towards the end
of the season the outcry against the system died out entirely exceot with 'the most fanatical Sabbatarians. ·By
the time the next World's Fair is held, the people who
advocate closing it one-seventh of the time will be as
much out of date as are already those who would close
public parks on Sunday, abolish free concerts for the
people on that day, and shut up the art galleries and museums which are now open on the first day of the week.
Public opinion has settled this question. and the victory
for the cause of Round morals deserves to be celebrated."
This victory can best be celebrated by keeping before the
people the principle of religions liberty. The legal victory in the higher courts was won by the Sabbatarians.
.Yet the fact of Sunday opening was of great weight and
value.
Commenting upon the Bonner-Bees correspondence
the Halifax (Eng.) Evening Courier says: "The genesis
of a misl'epresentation is often of a very astounding
charactel'. When Mr. Bradlangh was last in Halifax,.he
had occasion to emphatically deny the charge of an opponent at the meeting. who retailed the oft-told story
that Mr. Bradlaugh had publicly challenged the deity to
strike him dead. It will scarcely be credited, but this
very denial by Mr. Bradlangh has since then grown into
the myth that the last time Mr. Bradlangh was in Halifax
he challenged the deity to strike him dead. Comment on
such a glaring piece of mendacity is needless."
Robert Buchanan, the well-known author, writes to the
London Star: "I am a man who openly and frankly
declines to label himself • Christian,' because he has no
sympathy whatever with the Christian program, and no
faith whatever in the Christian theology or morality. I
go still furtber than that. I affirm that the sins and
blunders of orthodox Christianity, great as they hav
been are venial in comparison with the hypocrisies and
vanitfes of the heterodox, or 'essential,'' Christianity·
and I shall continue to preach the faith that is in me,
1
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to Sunday-closing.
At LeavenwoTth, Kansas,
a barber was fined for Snndav work. liis '' crime"
will cost him more than $100. How long are these clerical scoundrels to be parmittAd to rob honest men? ·. ·. ·
At Old Portage, Ohio, two men were fined fol' Snnnav
trapping. ·. ·. · In Tacoma, barbers are determined to
close by law all shops which refuse to close voluntarily.
For the " general good," of course. The old dog in the
manger trick. ·. ·. · A bill prohibiting the Tnnni.ng of
mail and all other Sunday trains has bP.en int.roduced
in the legislature of South OaTolina. It has t.h'l suoport of the Columbia Register, Governor. Tillman's
organ.

Lectures and

Meetin~R.

CoLONEL INGERS"LT• will lecture in Philadelphia, Pa..,
Jan. 8, 1894, at the New Park Theatre.
Subject,
"Abraham Lincoln."
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
Boston, Ingersoll Secular Society, Jan. 7th, 14th.
NDI"thport. IJ I ...Tan. 18, 19, 20.
Newark, N. J .. Jan. 21.
Ohio Liberal Rociet.y. Cincinnati .•Tan. 28th, 29th.
Delphos, 0., Jan. 30th, 31st, and Feb. lat.
Chicago, Ill., Feb. 18th, 25th.
Those wbo desire lectures at any points between N e'\'9
York and Chicago, and in the vicinity of Chicago durin~
the month of February, will please write at once to Mr.
Putnam, care of THE TRUTH SlllEltER, New York.
J. E. Remsburg will st1nt on a tour through Missouri,
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York, and
New England early in January.
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business College, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
Driggs avenues. Program of l13ctures for January:
Januarv nh-Mr. T. B. Wakeman: Subject, "Cosmic
Evolution and the Unemployed."
January 14th-Professor Eames: Subject, "Ethics versus Dogma."
Jannal'V 21st-Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.: Subject, "Microbe£~:
Their place in Nature."
Janual'y 28th-Mr. John Swinton: Subject, "John
Brown of Ossawatomie."

THE Pittsburg Secular Society meets in Curry University Hall, Sixth street, near Penn avenue, every Sunday
The supreme court of Montana, in the case of the afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Montana Catholic Mission Society of J esns VPrsus Lewis
THE First Secular Church of Portland, Ore., meets in
and Clarke County, decides that "an institution of public Central Labor Council Hall, 170~ Second street near
.charity itself is not exempt from paying taxes on its Yamhill, every Sunday at 7.30 P. M. Sunday-school in
property, but that certain of its property is exempt; also
·
that the property is exempt which is actually used for an the same place at 10:30 A.M.
institution of purely pablic charity. · · · The consti"HAwAn: Should We Annex It?" was the subject of
tution exempts prooerty used exclnsivlv for institutions Mr. Henry Nichols last Sunday at the Brooklyn Philosoof purely public cha1·ity. The legislature in the revenue
act used the same language. An intention to use th<~ phical Association. The lecture was full of historical
property for the purposes of purely public charity is not facts, bt'onght together gracefully. So far as the associasufficient to constitute the use contemplated by the con- tion is concerned the question is by no means settled.
stitution and the law. · · · The law describes the Mr. Wakeman speaks next Sunday.
property that is exempt and not the institution wh1ch
J 1!l. RlllMSBURG recently filled his seventh engagement
owns the property. Otherwise an institution of the kind
described might hold exempt from taxation all property at Ft. Worth, Tex. Referring to his lecture, the Ft.
of any character and of any amount in value, whether it Worth Gazette says: "The lecture on 'Bible Morals'
used that nrooerty exclnsivly or at all fur purely public last night at the City Hall hy Mr. J. E. Remsburg was a
charity. The judgment of the district court of Lewis and strong one from his standpoint. He was introduced by
Clarlre county is affirmed." Montana is decidedly in the
!earl just now. Our readers will call to mind in this con- Col. A. Harris. In his preliminary remarks Mr. Remsnection the opinion of AttoTnev-General Haskell on thfl burg said there were many heantifnl and grand truths in
use of the Bible in the public schools, from which we the Bible, many proverbs and facts of great value t'l the
quoted liberally last week.
race. But other nations had their Bibles also, and there
were very many good things in them. Each nation, howChurchly Purpose and Performance.
ever, denounced the sacred books of the other. He
Evidently England is a long way from being civilized; would not be understood as condemning the Bible
militant Christianity is still dominant in many parts or without reserve, but he would not accept it ns an infBllithe island. Mr G. W. Foote, editor of tbe Freethinker, ble book of morals, and that for many reasons." After
and presided of the National Secular Society, recently giving a leng~hy synopsis of Mr. Remsburg's VM'ions inattempted to lecture in Ryhope. Previous to his coming
a Christian lecturer had incited the faithful of that col- dictments of God's book, the Gazette concludes as folliery town to violence against the Infidel. He was hooted lows: "The lecturer was greeted with a fine audience of
and jeered the moment he entered the hall. The cool some three hundred ladies and gentlemen, whose undividand plucky protagonist of Freethought talked for nearly ed attention he held while he completely deluged them
an hour, occasionally getting a moment's hearing, but the with an avalanche of quotations from th~ Bible and from
confusTOn was appalling. At last the gas was turned off,
and Mr. Foote and his friends had to grope their way out profane history to prove his propositions. His language
as best they could. Part of the crowd followed him to the was chaste and choice and his methods cool and deliberminer's cottage to which he went to await the time for ate."
departure on the train, but they lacked courage to make
THE WOMEN'S LmERAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, meets
an attack upon the building. ·. ·. · "The Medici,'' an
opera by the Italian composer, Leoncavallo. is in in the Skerrett Building, Ridge avenue and Green street,
trouble in Vienna.
Leoncavallo had made Ginlano Tuesday evflnings at 8 o'clock. •Admission free. All are
Medici murdered by two priests. This is too much for welcome. Program of lectnl'eB for January:
Austria, so two noblemen are to be substituted as the
criminals. Alas! thA poor Austrian nobility! ·. ·. · Jus- January 9th-Diana Hirschler, "Union of Practical Progress."
tice Grantham, of England, seems desirous of wearing
the mantle dropped some time ago by Sir George J easel; January 16th-Ralph Raleigh, "The Coming Woman."
the Master of the Rolls. Recently he directed the jury to January 23rd-Mias Mary O'Reilly," Child Labor in our
Own State."
discharge a man accused of an assr.mlt upon a little girl.
And why? Because, as the child knew nothing about January 30th-Wayland Smith, "Principles of Theosphy."
God, Christ, or the Bible, his judicial mightiness would
not take her testimony! ·. ·. · Mrs. Frank Smith of
THE
Ohio Liberal Society meets in College Hall, 168!
Cortland, Ohio, lately went insane through religions exWalnut
street, Cincinnati, Sunday evenings at 7:415,
citement.
prompt. Admission is free. Program fol' January:
In the Kansas City barber-shop Sunday fight the Sab- January 7th-L. A. Fealy: subject, "Madame Blavatbatarians secured conviction in the first case tried, F. R.
sky."
.
Hale of the Midland hotel being tried befol'e a jUI"Y and January 14th-ChaR. C. Reemelin: subject, "The Earth
fined $25. ·. ·. · The .Michigan Federation of Labor
and Man as an International Totality."
wants the Sunday-running of all freight trains, except January 21st-debate: subject, "Christ's Blood Cleanseth from all Sin." Affirmativ, Prof. J. S. Van
those carrying live stock, prohibited. How about fruits,
Cleve, Ph. D.; negat.iv, Prof. Cbas. Augustine..
etc.? Lab::>r can secure a rest day without any Sunday
nonsense. ·.·. · In St. Louis the retail clerks hav ap- January 28th-Samuel P. Putnam: subject, "The Glory
of Infidelity."
pealed to the 1\linisters' Alliance for help in Sunday clos~~----~~-------ing. And yet there is no dflnbt that these clerks are as
ready as others to go into the country, and to buy confec" Take no heed for the morrow 11 was a part of
tiona, cigars, drinks, and papers on Sunday. ·. ·. · In "the glad tidings of great joy" which alarmed the
Minneapolis the ministers and a few foolish papers Jewish authorities quite properly.
are trying to dictate to the city government in regard
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Another Case of Blackmail.
GLoBE, A. T., Dec. 4, 1893.
Mn. EDIToR: I like your paper very
much. The cartoons are excellent. But
what I wish to speak of now is this: Here
:in our town sometime ago a man died. As
he was a "sinner " and his wife a Catholic,
a certain priest, hearing of it, went to con1lole the widow. He told the lady that her
husband was in purgatory and that he
could pray him out and would do it for
$100.
The contract was made.
'rhe
widow has paid $20 of the one hundred
and the specified time is nearly up. The
priest says if she doesn't pay the remainder
he will let the soul return to purgatory.
May Tirn TRUTH SEEKER liv long and
prosper. Yours for truth and honesty,
F. M. CooPER.

Don't Blintlfold Your Jteason When You
Open the Bible.
ST. PAms, 0., Dec. 9, 18!J3.
Mn. EDITOR: Find inclosed $2-$1 for
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the other for
Bell's "Handbook of Free thought," the
"Crimes of Preachers," and Paine's
"' Age of Reason."
I hav been a reader of THE TRUTH
:SEEKER for several months, and think its
pages are imprintf'd with matter which
will find a welcome in the minds of those
who wish to remove superstition, credulity,
:and ignorance, and implant, instead,
,science, education, and truth.
It occurs to me, if people in reading the
Bible would exercise their reason and not
be afmid to think for themselvs, the belief
in its inspiration would surely seem to be
the most consummate nonstmse. Could
not a being able to perform such miraculous feats as creating the planets, etc.,
create a more harmonious book? In observing the partiality of God toward
certain nations of believers we see enough
to show that he is of human invention.
F. E. KITE.

Woman Kisses the Hand 'l'hat Smites
. lfer.
NoRTII ENGLISH, IA., Dec 15, 18!J3.
Mn. EmToR: I "Would subscribe for the
good old TRUTH SEEKFR if it were not for
.the fact that I am traveling on the road
nearly all my time, and I get home only
once in three months. It would not do at
present to hav the paper go to my home
post-office, as my wife is a Catholic, and
she has told ine she would burn every copy
she could get her hands upon. I make
this statement to explain why J hav not
long since become a regular subscriber to
the paper. If I was at home nearly all the
time I should hav the paper anvhow.
I was a Catholic myself until about
five years ago. On my travels I met Mr.
H. S. Blinn, of Council Bluff;, and he
started me to thinking a little for myself.
Then I met 1\fr. A. H. Petty, of CorreC·
tionville, Ia., with the result thatl am now
an Infidel instead of a siave of priestcraft
I reason with :rp.y wife and beg her to giv
up superstition, but thus far it's of no use.
Please send another bundle of sample
copies.
A CoMM~:nCIAL 'rnAvELER.

Knows a Libeml l'roposition When He
Sees It.
CoLFAx, W ABII., Dec. 4, 18!J3.
MR. EDIToR: Yon hav done the thing
up in fine style in offering Putnam's
''Four H nnd1·ed Years of Freethought"
and THE TRUTH SEEKEU for $6 50. It has
solved the question with me. I wanted
the book and could not do without the
paper, and money is very scarce in this
part of the state. The great .Tehovah saw
fit after giving the people a bountiful crop
to continue his blessings in the shape of a
continuous rain, till two-thirds of the
grain crop is rotting in the stack or in the
sacks after threshing, while thousands of
acres of grain standing in the fields will
never be cut; and as we are in the same
boat with the rest it made us feel rather
blue, but we had to come to time when we
saw that very liberal offer of yours. I
think every Liberal in the country should
take advantage of it and get 1\fr. Pntnam's
book; I know it will be grand.
Inclosed find money order for $8.75 for
the following order: futnam's "Four

Hundred Years of Freethought," THE condition less miserable, what in hell
TRUTH SEEKER, "The Story Hour," and would be the good of it to him?
But enough; the subject's tough, there
"Apples of Gold."
V. J. BOBBETTE.
is not a bit of use to speculate any further;
it should be referred to some one who is
Su11day Laws the Beginning.
not only a good sky-pilot and well posted
LEXINGToN, KY., March 4, 1893.
in the mysteries of godliness, but who is
MR. EDIToR: Recently several stores, also a good hell-pilot and equally well
usually kept open on Sunday, were closed posted in devilishness. 1\fr. Editor, would
for the better observance of that holy you please call Brother Talmage's attentime. It is probable that priests and their tion to this damned conundrum, in order
assistants hav always known that they were to relieve the anxiety of an ungodly man?
practicing upon the credulity of the huYours truly,
RoBERT SwAIL.
man race, for their ceremonies hav been
Wl1at Is IU
shamefully childish and at all times an insult to human reason.
Dec. 10, 1893.
The great cardinal remarked that they
MR. EDIToR: What is spirit, or mind?
were religions when they were mere in- Some suppose it to be absolutely and
fants, so of course piety was to them like positivly immaterial, because it is purely
the rest of· their toys; but when they find spirit.
Others believe mind to be the
that this plaything rules the world, bring- result of organism, and contend that it
ing money and comfort to the clergy, has cannot exist without a brain, which is the
one of them the honesty to admit that the grand organ that secretes thought, even
cruel, inefficient God is a myth, not fit to as the liver secretes the bile (which, by the
excite worship or command respect?
way, is a false theory), as the stomach its
Why should thr,se little encroachments gastric juice! This, also, I think a little
on our liberties be considered so danger- doubtfuL All this we will leave for future
ous? Because we know what occurred considerations. The former of these suplong ago, when religious restrictions be- positions is th~ one generally adopted by
came unusually severe; when a few dif- the heathen-Christian community who beferences in doctrin caused a fierce out- lieve spirit to be an immateriality. Tl.Je
break of pious :rage; the bloodhounds of latter supposition is embraced by those
war were let loose upon the delinquents by Christians who wholly rely upon the Bible
the church-power; neither age nor sex was doctrin of the resurrection of the body for
spared, and the hills ran blood from their the future existence of the spirit. They
summits.
ALHAZA.
are called Materialists because they make
out the spirit to be of no substance at all,
Something About Deposit8 in the " Over· but merely the result of organized matter.
Of this faith was the celebrated Dr.
world" Savings Bank.
Priestley.
This latter position is also
BELVIDERE, ILL., Dec. 11, 1893.
1\fR. EDITOR: It is gratifying to know adopted by some Atheists, who contend that
that there are a great many Christian peo- spirit cannot exist independent of an orple who, notwithstanding the brutal feat- ganized brain; and as they reject the other
lUes of the creed they profess to believe, dilemma of the Christian's hope of the
are yet naturally BO superior to it that they resurrection, so they contend that mind is
cheerfully respond to appeals for charity. extinguished in the night of the grave and
During these hard times, when there are sleeps to wake ·no more. Hence the idea
so many out of employment and so much of a God as an intelligent spirit they resuffering in consequence, they not only gard as a freak of fancy. Both of these
contribute to the wants of the poor them- positions as regards spirit I reject, and will
selva, but they also try to induce others to giv my reasons for doing so. I reject the
do so likewise, whether Christians or not. immateriality of the spirit, because that
In furtherance of this noble object they which is positivly and absolutely imsometimes quote this scriptural promis: material can, - of course, neither possess
"He that hath pity upon the poor lendeth length, breadth, thickness, nor occupy
unto the Lord." At the same time it is any space. Indeed it cannot, in this c~tse,
intimated that, as a rule, any such loan to possess any form, and that which possesses
the Lord will be repaid in the next world no form cannot, in the nature of things,
and not in this. To the pious beli.ever in occupy any space. And to talk of a thing
God's promises it is evidently not a losing having an existence which, at the same
speculation to largely invest in charitable time, has no form, nor occupies space, is
deeds, since they are confidently assured the most consummate nonsense. Hence
that the security is first-class; but to the an immateriality is a blank nothing. On
unconverted, the unbeliever, the ungodly, the other hand, if mind is merely the
or the wicked sinner it is certainly a tan- result of organism, ancl if it cannot exist
talizing and worthless promis, for this rea- independent of an organized brain, then
son: Suppose that a common sinner, char- who made the first brain? Did it not
itably inclined, should giv assistance to require an intelligent spirit to organize its
those in poverty-and it is a pleasure to several parts, and adapt the eye to light,
know that there are a great many such sin- the ear to sound, and make these organs
ners who do so, and do so solely from an the inlets of sensation to the inhabitant
impulse of sympathy for suffering hu- in that brain? Surely the brain did not
manity, and with no expectation of ever make itself, for this would be saying that
getting their money back-and this com- the brain acted before it existed! But
mon sinner should shortly afterward die in what is mind? Mind is the ruling power
an unconverted state; then, according to of the universe, and the time has come
Christian theology, he would go straight to hav the true, unadulterated material
to hell. Now here is where the first diffi- produce such mind as will abolish heathenculty arises: Being in hell, how could he ism and hav a noble type of manhood.
mnnage to get his loan to the Lord repaid? This can be achieved only through Free'rhere being a great gulf fixed between thought principles and literature.
Dn. SIDNEY MuRPHY.
him and heaven, over which it is impossible for him to pass, how in hell could he
Prayer Contrastetl With Nerve.
apply to the Lord for a repayment of the
READ CITY, MICH., Dec. 20, 1893.
loan? But since it is said that the Lord
1\fn. EDITOR: Never before had I been
can go anywhere, it becomes evident that
if the Lord has any honor about him he so forcibly struck by the absurdity of the
will go to hell himself or send a deputy to so-called power of prayer and the entire
pay this poor, damned, unfortunate sin- scheme of religion as when I noticed Mr.
ner the amount he owes him. Now, sup- Heston's cartoon in your TRUTH SEEKER
posing that the Lord did do the honest of December 2d. Why people to-day in
thing, that he did go there and pay tne thjs age of progress and research can, as,
poor fellow; then, lo! this other difficulty alas! many do, resort to so foolish, fuperconfronts him: How in hell could he be stitious, and utterly absurd a practice is
benefited by it if paid in money? for, if it far beyond my power of conception.
was in the form of greenbacks, they would Where would electricity, with its manifold
burn up; if it was in silver or gold, it benefits to mankind, be to-day had Benjawould melt; but even supposing it was min Franklin confined himself within his
made fire-proof, who in hell would accept closet to pray rather than investigating
it., or what in hell could he get for it? If the deep secrets of natme, which underlie
he should wish to spend ten cents of it for every great invention, every grand disa dish of ice-cream to cool his parched covery by which man has ever benefited
tongue, where in hell could he get it? his fellow, rather than the power of one
Then if he ascertains that it is not possible single being, or even three in one? If all
for him to employ this money in buying the Franciscan monks in Christendom had
any comforts calculated to make his sad got down on their prayer bones and prayed

in regular orthodox style until the World's
Columbian Exposition was declared open
this spring, they would never hav prayed
themselvs upon glorious American soil had
not Columbus's firm determination guided
him to San Salvador. Washington was a
man that practiced prayer, but, when he
came to cross the Delaware, he crossed it
upon what would to-day be vulgarly
termed ''his nerve." People of reason
know quite different, but the ignorant, like
the poor, ye hav with you always. It is
my firm belief that were children to attain
the age of fifteen or thereabouts, with no
impressions of religion in any form made
upon their young minds, the next generation would be pure, sweet children of nature, as I fancy some were .before Christianity set its seal upon the earth to mar
what little virtue ages had given to man.
And how were we benefited? Christianity
gave us the clergy to support; superstitious notions that could be satisfied only
by a liberal contribution to the priesthood,
with which she founded nunneries and convents for the ruination of the simple,
trusting maidens who were so foolish as to
believe in them. Every student of history
knows that Catholicism was founded for
the sole purpose of obtaining wealth without honest labor, while one with half an
eye can see what millions must be tied up
in the church of Christ and its numerous
annexes. The church gets this entirely
by prayer, but where do the poor parishioners get it? By honest toil. The vices
of Christianity (it has no virtues) are today a big thing to fight. But I am more
than pleased that with my eye upon the
indicator, THE TRUTH SEEKER, I am able
to see decided changes for the better, even
within the past year; for I notice people
as a rule use their own heads more and t~e
heads of the priesthood less.
.
wALTER E. GRAF.

One Who Lets His Light Shine.
EsKRIDGE, KAN., Dec. 12, 1893.
1\fn. EDIToR: I left Clinton, Kan., and
came to this place last spring. For many
years I hav been an outspoken Freethinker-! love liberty.
1\fy nearest
neighbor is an old minister, and I had
been here but a short time when he inquired as to my religious views. I told 1
him I was a stranger and would rather
wait until he could understand me better.
But he insisted on the question. I stated
my views plainly, which led to quite a
lively discussion. He would sometimes
say that I was a fool, but I did not blamehim for that; I insisted that we should be
friends and that he had as good a right to
express his honest opinions as I had to express mine, but hoped that he would talk
with me in a fair and candid manner,
which he finally consented to do, and we
discussed the question almost every
evening for some time. He would often
ask me questions; still he insif,ted that I
would reason everything out of existence.
To which I replied: "I cannot reason
anything out of existence. I can reason
many false theories out of some minds ;
many superatitions hav been abandoned as
man has advanced, and it is only a question of time when orthodoxy must go.
You cannot deny that as man has advanced
he has lost superstition; that to revise a
creed is to kill iti that the old dies and a
new one is born; that the old was regarded
as a mistake and that if a certain doctrin
was necessary nnto salvation nearly everybody would be lost." To cut a long story
short, the gentleman is with me now and
says that I am right.
Another minister of this town called on
me the other day and said he would like
to hav a positiv statement as to my religious views. I told him that I was what a
great many would call an Infidel; that I
always believed it best to be honest; that I
would like to make the world better. I
would like to remove all the pain. and woe
and suffering from this world. He wanted
to know what I thought of the Bible; to
which I replied: "I hav read the Bible
carefully; I believe it to be au ancient
history and of purely human production;
the God of the Bible was jealous, envious,
malignant, penitent, and revengeful." I
told him that I did not believe in the
account of creation as given in Genesisin fact, I quoted many absurdities and
contradictions contained in the Bible. He
then asked me if I thought evtlrythi.ng
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came by "chance!• To this I replied:
"Many people know but little of the per!Jistence of force or the indestructibility of
lfistter; in my]ndgnieni matter has existed
forever; I cannot conceive of the indestructible being created.'
He said:
1
'Well, i believe that God created mat\~t.;' I asked: ''What God do you mean?
Do yon iliean tile Bible God?;' "Yes''
•· Well, the Bible doa is represerlteti ~s
having eyes, ears, nose, month, heart;
feelings, etc., such as belong to physical
organization; that would necessitate matter. Do yon think that God created the
matter of which he is composed? Where
was he before there was any place for him
to be?" I asked him many other questions, and :finally he concluded that the
gteat divine was right when he ~aid that
God was " an invisible organized intelligence." I replied: "Invisible-can't be
!!eenj organized-without substance; inteiligefice-withottt a brain. All there is
is matter; without matter there is nothing." "Well," said he, " yon are an
lnfldel." I asked: "Will yon please tell
We the meaning of Infidelity?" He re- ·
ferred to Webster. i then asked him if
he believed that Webster was inspired.
"Well," said he, "Webster is the standard!' I asked: "By what authority,
nll.tnrll.l or sUpernatural?" No answer. I
continued: "Is it possible that God let
the world go for thousands of years without telling his children the meaning of the
term Infidelity, and that if it had not been
for Webster we would still be in darkness?
Where did Webster get his right, and
when did I lose my right, to define the
term 'Infidelity?'" He asked: "What is
your definition?" I replied: "If 'Infidelity'· means anything wrong intellectually, it seems to me that the 'Infidel' is a
man who is false to his own mind-that is
to say, the man who preaches what he
does not believe is the real Infidel. It is
wrong to apply that term to an honest
man, one who • expresses his honest
thoughts. If such a man is an 'Infidel,' I
wish that all were 'Infidels '" Then he
said: "If yon had a change of heart yon
might see differently." To which I retorted: " Yon cannot change· a man's
heart without killing him, but the mind
may be changed."
c; v. WILLIAMS,

Let the Galled Jade Wince.
BROOKLYN, N.Y., Dec. 15, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: From the antics of our
mutual friend Peck in your issue of Dec.
9th, one is led to suspect that he has lately
come in contact with something that has
disturbed his equanimity. In the essay
referred to, Mr. Peck falls into sarcasm,
as our other mutual friend Wegg used to
drop into poetry, and exhibits quite as
mnc;b. aptitude in the r6le he chooses, as
did the individual whose life-purpose it
was to subject the nose of the golden dustroan to the operations of the metaphorical
grindstone, and, it may be added, meets
with about the se.me measure of success.
It would seem to the unprejudiced observer that our friend's descent from the
high position of a would-be instructor in
finance, which he assumed at the beginning, to the very low and swampy ground
he occupies at last, where, for lack of arguments with which to meet the objections
of those he looked down upon from the
altitude of the preceptor's platform, he is
obliged to confine himself to absurd conjectures in regard to the objector's diet, is
deplorably precipitate and undignified.
Friend Peck say!! that he cannot answer all
the letters he has had antagonizing his
views, which, considering the fact that
his views are somewhat queer and unusual
would seem more than probably true. But
when it is remembered that Mr. Peck has
appeared in your paper several times
since his article which precipitated the
"earthquake" was printed, without attempting to meet any of the arguments
advanced in even those antagonistic arti~
cles which were printed, the conclusion is
pressed upon one that Mr. Peck either has
a very feeble case, or else that there are
other lines of mental effort for which our
friend is better equipped than he is for debate.
If this be not the case, it would seem
liB if he might better hav noticed some
of the points raised against his posi-

tion than to hav wasted his space on the
desert air of absurd and ineffectiv ridicule
of the plaintiff's attorney.
Mr. Peck notices but one of the objections made against him in my paper, and
that not to answer it, but to simply remark: "Mr. Roscoe asks me if I would
take Confederate money in exchange for
cows. This shows that he has studied the
~oney !lnei!tion deeply." . Of course this
IS Mr; .Peck's neat ll.nd epigrammatic way
of intimating that I hat ~ven but little
thought and study to the question of
finance. It seems queer, however, that our
iconoclastic friend, who objects so strenuously against unfair ecclsiastical methods
of debate, should hav descended to the
same level by wresting that seemingly absurd question from its context, leaving it
to be presumed that that was all there was
of it, whereas that question followed an
attempt to show that Mr. Peck's assertion
that "it does not matter what material
money may be composed of, if it be only
convenient," and that money being only a·
measure of value, needs intrinsic worth no
more than a yard-stick, was and is not
true. "We wish to know the length of a
stick of timber," said Mr. Peck, "and we
apply the yard-stick. The rule need not
be of gold er silver in order to measure correctly." I called his attention to the fact
that money was not only a measure, but
also an equivalent given for the thing measured, and a~ked him if he would accept
Confederate money-in exchange for property, on the ground that, being called
money, it measured values as accurately as
any money could. His brief and convinc.
ing replv to this reasoning is, "This shows
that Mr. Roscoe has studied the money
question deeply." Now, if Mr. Peck had
"studied the money question deeply,''
could he not hav done better than that?
Again, when asked for proof that Ernest
Seyd bribed the American Cnngress to
demonetize silver, is that prud furnished
when Mr. Peck tells me that I "would do
better to use my powerful intellect" in
telling why water pours over Niagara
Falls, or why a rainbow does not stand
upside down.
If Mr. Peck calls this
kind of thing debate, he should join the
church as preacher, in order to hav a pnlpit from which to address those who do
not think, or if they do, hav no chance to
talk back. Then, Mr. Peck, assuming the
r6le of "a Lilliputian specimen of hnmanity," from which he rapidly changes
to the character of "a glow-worm under a
calcium light "-his first appearance, voluntarily, in that dual r6le on any stagewishes to know "if every independent
government has not the power to make
money from or of any material it chooses."
Fearing that he may never be an inquirer
again, let ns hasten to answer that various
governments hav made money of various
materials according to their pleasure, but
that no government has ever yet sue·
ceededinmaintaining formorethanashort
time the value it assigned to its money if
the latter had not some commodity basis
the intrinsic value of which was generally
recognized as being the most stable, sure,
and convenient measure of value, unless
that money was made of such commodity,
fixed in the coinage at its market value.
Of course, it is entirely possible to float an
irredeemable currency, if no better is
attainable, so long as the quantity that
would circulate of that better currency
is not exceeded. But no nat{on has ever
restricted itself within this limit, and
probably never will for long.
In taking leave of Mr. Peck I hasten to
remove the one distinguishing difference
between himself and "our Bob,'' and at
the same time rehabilitate him with whatever of self.respect my characterization of
his financial ideas as idiotic, absurd, and
so forth, may hav divested him, by remarking that I did not say or think that
he was or is a fool. So far from that being
the case, I assert that I hav read articles
from Mr. Peck's pen that were really
sensible and well thought out. But it is
not necessary that one should be a fool in
order to write foolishly. It is not neccessary to plunge into a discnBBion of a qnes- '
tion one has not studied and write without
reflection, which Mr. Peck has clearly
done in this financial question. · The head
and front of his offending hath this extent
-no more-that while assuming the r6le

ofinetrnctor, he is unable to even attempt
to anewer the objections of those he looks
upon as needing instruction because they
differ with him.
E. 0. RoscoE.
The Right to Work.·
MR. EDITOR: It is remarkable how many
persons .feel qualified to discuss the relations of capital and labor-to define the duties of one and rights of the other. Some
of them seem to think it wrong that anyone
should hav more property than another,
when it is only such ones who can giv employment to others. Some loudly demand
the right to work, ae if anybody in this
country had denied the right. And sometimes the priest hypocritically flatters the
poor by denouncing the rich, while he
himself is fattening on their mites and
winking at the millionaire with tha other
eye.
Most of the small writers and talkers on
these subjects seem to indorse, without
thought, the erroneous notion that all men
are born as equals. Witho<~.t stopping to
consider heredity, climate, and other
causes operating to produce variety, two
palpable facts Present themselvs to the observe;: 1. That not only is each race and
nation materially dissimilar from all
others, but the members of any given community differ widely in strength of character, ability, and influence. 2. That in
all ages and climes the many hav been led
and controlled by the few.
Diversity in mankind, as well as elsewhere, is a law of nature. At one time
and place she projects, like a mountain
peak, a Confucius; at another, a Buddha;
then a Moses, and other prominent personages on down through the Christian Dark
Ages to a meteoric Voltaire and a luminous Paine. There hav been times when a
Crnsar or a priest, as demigods, ruled the
world; and even now, in this age of progress, a pope with a magi(} thread of superstition lassoes and controls the greater
part of Christendom.
In respect to government, the more absolute the monarch the fewer individuals
will be found who possess any influence.
And right here in our better republic, the
individual sovereign who thinks he has a
hand in sailing the ship of state, if he takes
sufficient interest, goes to the canons and
receives orders from one or more leaders
who dictate the nominees and the policy.
Now this dieparity of human energy and
influence is witneRsed more or less in individual effort to obtain the means of living.
Every community has its more prosperous
class and its working class; and the workingman who, from lack of prudence, skill,
or sagacity, has not been able to accumulate
anything, is apt to attribute the difference
of condition to mere luck. He seldom
doubts his own ability, and is often ready
to giv advice.
"Do yon know, Mr. Longhead,'' says
Mr. Shortsight, "what I would do were I
in your place?" "Perhaps not, without
trial,'' replies Mr. Loughead; "but were
yon I, probably yon would do as I do, and
were I yon, I should do just as yon do."
One who iR not a parent kno~s just how
t-he child should be treated, and he who
never owned a dwelling knows just what
the man of means ought to do.
The Shortsights are numerous and of
many varieties. Some of them start early
in life with the notion that money spent for
cigars and beer does them more good than
if deposited in a savings bank. Some of
them think it necessary to dress like a
Longhead, although hardly able to make
ends meet. Some, who are scarcely able
to support themselvs, take wives to help
them raise up large families of such as demand of the Longheads the right to work.
Some of them form societies which forbid
working for Longheads except on their
own terms, and then claim the right to
work. Some o.f them vote for all government extravagances, erroneously snpposjng the Longheads hav to pay all the taxes,
With the expectation of having more work
and higher wages, they vote monopolistic
privileges to the Longheads. The higher
wages attract to our shores millions of
hands to share them with us and help to
flood our markets with their productions;
and when the Longheads hav to stop their
mills to avoid loss, there is a loud cry of
the right to work. When a builder finishes
a contract and has to discharge or lay off

1..1
the workmen, he is not disputing their
right to work.
The right to work is equal with all; but
all hav not equal ability. The assertion
that all wealth is the product of wage labor
is not more than half true. Brain lead£<
.the march in every step of enterprise. Thesavage has strong hand!!, but for better
brains he must wait on evolution.
The workingman who is competent and
prudent enough to save somAthing to build
himself a home becomes a Longhead. If
he can hire men at two dollars a day to helD
him, he will not offer them four. The job
done, the help paid, and the house is the
result of the labor and capital solel;IJ of Mr.
Longhead. Think that over. Why one
man hath what another lacks may be
figured out from natural facts.
Seeing a number of hand-drillers at
work on an extensiv rock, a Longhead invents a steam drill that does as much work
as a half-dozen men. Every factory strives
for improved machinery. 1\fachinery displaces hand labor, generally produces beyond local needs, and often earns a fortune
for its owner.
Where factorv shoes are aU the go,
Saint Crispin's kit hath little show.
Building the Brooklyn bridge gave employment to many men; but only the skillful architect and the capital employed can
prOPArly be said to hav built it. The
credit of constructing the Suez canal is
given the designer (De Lesseps) rather
than to any number of Arab sand-diggers.
Great enterprises do not create, but rather
display, business talent. Previous to our
civil war the different branches of business
were conducted with comparativ moderation and regularity. Legislation had not
then undertaken to abolish wholly the natural law of supply and demand. A competent workman was seldom idle, and more
such then t.han now owned their homes.
TrUA, wages were lower; but immigration
was less and easily assimilated, taxes were
lower, cost of living less, and the differ·
ence of condition not so great. During
and since the war, however, the rush in
fortune-making schemes has resulted in
elevating the Longheads and depressing
and increasing the number of Shortsights.
Meddlesome legislation, ostensibly for
the workingman's benefit, is responsible
for much of his hardship. The partial
law, intended to lessen some evil, is almost
sure to increase it. Instead of asking for
more benefit of that kind, he should urge
the lawmakers to repeal all such laws, reduce government expenses, and enact a
graduated income-tax law.
It is a Longhead who now obtains the
patent, who seen res the privileged charter,
who employs thousands in building and
other enterprises, and who knows when
his family is large enough.
I disclaim the thought of disparaging or
discouraging anyone; but I think it better to recognize the natural law of diversity among men; that to dO so will
enable us to be more practical in our efforts to remove existing evils and improve
our condition.
The Irishman who said that one man is
just as good as another and a little better
was partly right. I am conscious that
some persons are my superiors in ability
and worth (the reader will likely agree
with me in that), a~d I also feel that some
are below my grade.
I despise flatteJW, whether coming from
the priest who tells his selfish flock that if
they believe and giv just as he dictates the
Lord will in the hereafter put crowns on
their heads, harps in their hands, and
listen to their eternal singing; or from the
pedagog who tells the boys, in effect, not
to waste their time in small matters, but to
aim straight for the presidency-that each
one of them may win it. In aiming too high
we may overlook passing opportunities:
Probably nine-tenths of the workingmen in this country are slaves to some
church. · 'rhrongh fear they continue the
barbarian custom of helping the Lord, and
think that every dime given him relaxes
his angry brow. Enough is wasted in this
way to build thousands of homes. During
the long period of hard times and idleness
no case is known of any priest who lost flesh
or was evicted for non-payment of rent.
Were the sly priest compelled to let him
alone, more dimes could be saved for the
workingman's home.
L. G. REED.
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Eiited by MISs SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fal
River, Mass., to whom aU Oommunica
tionR for this Oorner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's oocuE&tions
That is known as the Children s Hour."

Happy New Year.
When the old year goes out and the new one
comeR in,
Let old grudges go too, let new friendship begin:
And remember that kindnesB and pleasure and
mirth
Are hatched, not in heaven, but in folks on the
earth,
Thou<rh the days be abort and the weather be
bad,
'Tis the time to make presents, the time to be
<?ladThe time for feastings and greetings of loveFor the joys of life that come not from above
With a bright blazing fire, rmd the hose running

o'er,
The chililren a-rlancing on tho big kitchen floor,
We'll thank our own prudence for the winter'"
supplyNot a bit of which come3 from the man in the
sky.
L. G. R.

A Happy New Year to All.
The old year has ~one, and the new
year, in all its sweetness and youthful
beauty, is with us.
We cannot be very joyous while there is
so much distress in our land. But let us
hope that present conditions are only temporary, and that soon the wheels of industry will be again in motion-that want
will disappear and plenty crown the board.
We wish all our friends, and enemies, too,
if we hsv any, a bright, prosperous, and
happy new year.-ED. C. C.

Out Duty Toward One Another.
BY EDWARD DOBSON,
Each clay still bettPr other's happiness.
Until the hl'svens, enjoying earth's good
hap,
Add an immortal title to your crown.
-/}haksperP.
Dr. Paul Carns truly says, "The ethical
problem is the burning question of today." True it is, few are aware of the
. importance of this "burning qne11tion,"
and of what bearing it has on the standard
of conduct of the world at large. Per.
haps, the chief reason why this is so, is
because too much time is taken up with
trifles and study of self. It i~ to be lamented, l'goistic feelin~s seem to predominate over altruistic feelings.
Were it
otherwise, much of t.he trouble and unhappiness tbat now affiict humanity would
be alleviated. Perhaps someone says,
"Since nearly every person has to look
out for himself or herself, is it not natural
egoistic feelings should preVBil ?" True
enough, but the many years life has been
upon the face of our planet, the many
trials and vicissitudes that the race has
been subjected to, should hsv taught the
lesson that altruistic motivs should predominate over all others, inRtesd of the
utterly selfish feelings which still characterize the world, in spite of its many organizations and societies "for the protection and welfare of each other." However, a new era is dawning. The future is
a~snming a brightened aspect, and soon,
we hope, instead of bein~ the cold, cruel
world it now is, it will become a peaceful,
kind, and loving world-s humanitarian
one. Then the main thought will be, not
to advance your own interests as much as
the interests of your fellow- beings, and the
society or community to which yon may
belong.
The intent of this essay is to show, to a
certain extent, how we should act toward
one another. It does not seem to be quite
.understood that we are born to be companion>~ to those whom we meet and know,
and to be friends to those wh::> are in need
of same. Very few seem to care whether
their neighbor is in need of help, or may
need words of encouragement. No doubt
there are some who will do their best to
help others along, but they are scattered
like ships on an ocean O'Oer thousands of
miles in extent. In fact, as it has been
said, we should "Jiv honestly, to hurt no
man willfully, and to render every man
his due."

Epictetus has written: ''There is no true
conclusion in these reasonings: I am richer
than thou, therefore I am better; I am
more eloquent than thou, therefore I am
better, But the conclusions are rather
these: I ,am richer than thou, therefore
my wealth is better; I am more eloquent
than thou, therefore my speech is better.
But thou art not wealth, and thou art not
speech." What noble reasoning! How
absurd to think that speech makes the
man, or even that gold or wealth, which,
as the " Bard of Avon " says:
'Tis something, nothing, ·
'Twas mine, 't is his, and has been slave
to thousands,
should make the man also. If we wish to
find out what a man's true character is, we
do not generally look to his wealth or to
his accomplishments in fine arts, for a
rogue may hav the bearing and education
of a gentleman. Epichsrmus wrote:
'Tis theirs alone, who boast no inbred
worth,
To found their claim of honor on their
birth,
And strive their want of virtue to supply
With glory borrowed from old ancestry.
No; we look to see how far he is 15enefiting his fellow- beings; how noble he is; how
kind, sympathetic, and generous; we look
to see how sincere he may be. Yes, these
are the traits that tell. These are the
characteristics of a man. When we are
born, we are all equal. It is our accomplishments, possessions, and pursuits
which seem to make us better or not as
good as anyone else; and Epictetus truly
points out the truth of this in the pars.
graph quoted from him. Is the man who
live in luxury any better than he, who is
Scorned and poor,
He begged his bread from door to door.

-Scott.
No; the beggar may hsv the characteristics of a man, _the other may be one in
disguise. So, if we really want to benefit
the world we liv in and to be a help to
those who may need it, we must be men
and women in the true sense, I hsv heard
a woman say that she " would sooner be a
woman tbsn a lady, as a lady means nowadays-that yon are wealthy and hsv a position in society, or something just the
!lame." There is more truth in those
words than one would naturally believe.
Aristotle says in his works on "Government,"" I mean to oppose men of account
to the common people, the poor to the
ri<'h, and to blend both these into one
bodv, and to increase the numbers of
those who are in the middle rank, and this
will prevent those seditions which arise
from an inequality of condition." There
is to be much fault found in the way peo.
ple are divided into classes to-day. The
overbearing of the rich, and the discontent of the poor, are one of the obstacles
the humanitarian may find in the way of
conciliating both these classes, and bringing about a better feeling. Were it otherwise, how easy would be the path of justice, truth, and love, and how mnch better
for the world, though it would be by no
means wise to counsel the abatement of
conflict in commercial lines, for it is by
this conflict we are able to better ourselvs.
This conflict should not make enemies of
man, as it sometimes does, but should be
the means of incres~ing the harmony between us.
The words quoted from Aril!ltotle contain truth. It is not necessary to "oppose" people to harmonize them. Still, it
would be much better were both the poor
and the rich more satisfied with one
another.
CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK,

Correspondence.
SKIDMORE, Mo., Dec. 18. 1898.
DtnAR Miss WixoN: We hsv taken THE
TRUTH SEEKER for a long time, and I like
it very much.
I go to school.
My
teacher's name is Mrs. Porter. I am nine
years old to-day. I study History, Arithmetic, Physiology, Grammar, Geography,
and Spelling. I liv in a very small town
about half a mile from the Nodaway River,
and there are about four hundred inhabitants in this town. There is only one railroad. I hsv a pet squirrel named Bunnie,
and three dolls. I think I hsv written
quite enough for this time. I will close.
Good-bye.
MABEL WARE.
[What does Mabel think she will do when
she grows np?-ED. C. C.]

BALLINGER, TEX., Dec. 12, 1898.
DEAR MISs WIXoN: I thought I would
write to the Children's Corner,, as I hsv
nothing else to do. My name IB Arthur
Doose. I liv in Bollinger, and am ten
years old. . I am i_n the fifth grade. I
study reading, spelling, geography, grammar, and writing. I would like for some
of the little Freethinkers of the. Corner to
write to me. I will close, hopi~g to see
this in print,
Your Liberal fnend,
ARTHUR DoosE.

us too extravagantly. We hardly dare to
print such glowing words. We are only
trying to do all the good we can, as we
pass through life, to destroy the snperstition that is so harmful to our hnmsn kind.
.
Many are engaged in the same g 1orwus
work, sndwesreonlyonewith them.-ED.
c. C.]

I

SKowHEGAN, ME., Dec 17, 1898.

[Arthur should secure some fine corre- rte~/~~mM~hse~~N~~~ !\~ !h~o~P~~;
spondents from the Corner.-ED. C. C.
and fearlessly adro.it being an Infide~.
I One girl says she only prays when It
WATERLOO, IND., Decl.'t~' 1~9t.
storms A Baptist minister called at our
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: I am a 1 e g:r BIX schooi. one day and asked one of my
years old. I go to school. RI d~sd ~t~te schoolmates if ~avis the Latin for ship,
~econd R~ader. I study ed Ng, b n- was really feminin, ~h:v they f'!.'SVe. ships
xng, Spelhng, Language, ~n
um era. men's names? "Well, Mr. H.," Bald my
I hsv one brother and ~ne sister. T ~o t~ schoolmate, "you've asked me a question,
~nndsy-school some times, but I on
I'll ask you one. Why do they call them
like to go.
Pap!" takes TdH~h Tori women's names?" The minister's answer
SEEKER. I am gomg to res
~
I- was " Miss M I bid you good-day."
dren's Corner every week. We hv on a Th~ entire ach~ol was shocked at my
farm, one. mil~ from town. I hsv l~ts <?f schoolmate's action, and more, I think,
pets. Th1s bemg my first letter, hopmg .1t when I defended him by saying that the
will escape .the ws~ basket, I remsm caller bad no business'to 'ask a question he
your Freethinker fnend,
himself could notanswer.
HATTIE R. SALTSMAN.
Revival meetings are being hel~ at the
[Few girls of six years can write so nice Methodist church here. One girl says
a letter, so free from mistakes.-ED. C. C.] her mother won't let her go, because the
evangelist looks like a "Bowery tough~"
MARSH, IDA., Dec. 5, 1898.
He said one evening, that the Lord Bald
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I thought I would he'd ought to get mad, and swear at the
write a few lines to the Cornel'. I some- people.
.
d
times go to Sunday-school and church.
Colonel Ingersoll was in Lewiston, an
The gentleman I am stopping with takes mv father who went to hear him, was deTHE TRUTH SEEKER and I read .it, an!'! lighted. We all wished that he could hav
like it very much. I would rather rea!'! It come here.
.
than the Bible. I only read the Bible
We are Spiritualists, and my uncle lS a
when I hsv nothing 'else to read. I am clairvoyant physician. Grsn~s has taken
fourteen years old. I liv on a mining THE TRUTH SEEKER for some tim!;!·
.
claim. The weather is very wet here now.
I hsv only been to church oncem Msme.
We hsv no school at present. I like to go I then went for my own amusement .. I
very well. For fear of the waste-basket I used to liv in Iowa, but I came to Msme
will close.
last January.
•
,
I remain your Liberal friend
This is my first Jetter to the Children a
ARNETOS E. BENAIT.
C'orner. I wrote once, last winter, to the
A Liberal friend,
[Tell us, Arnetos, please, about the Editor.
LucY BIGELow.
mines, and the kind of ore they yield.-ED.
C. C.]
[Lucy is a bright, Pensible girl, whose
letters should often appear in the Corner.
LINDSAY, ONT., Dec. 8, 1898.
DEAR MisS WIXON: I've thought of -ED. C. C.]
writing to yon several times, but think I
shall make a success of this effort. My
CLEVELAND 0., Dec. 11, 1898.
name was taken from Mrs. Blenker's story
DEAR Miss WIXoN:' This is my first letin THE TRUTH SEEKER, "John's Way." ter to the Corner. I am thirteen; I go to
My ps was at the great Fair, and attended Waring school; I am very much intere!'ted
three meetings of the International Con- in the Children's Corner. My father Is an
vention of Freethinkers on the final Sun- Infidel and a great admirer of Thomas
day and heard yon speak. He said yon Paine· my father takes THE TRUTH SEEKER
are a fine, well-built lady, eloquent and in- every~eek. In my school all the children
tellectual. He says yon are indeed the hsv to write a Christmas story of our own
child's friend and the friend of woman. composing. Thinking it mi~ht interest
Hoping to see this in THE TRUTH Sllll'KER, the children of the Corner, I w1ll send yon
which ps has taken for twelve years, I am a copy. This is my Christmas story:
your Freethinker friend,
There were four children in the big
MYRA MIDDLETON.
sitting-room at grandpa's farmhouse,
[Glad to hear from Myra, and hope she where they were to spend their holiday.
will write again. Her pH. is mistaken about Their names were Fanny, May, Lulu, and
,
the matter mentioned. The editor of the Tennie.
"I would like to see Santa C1sus, BIU
Corner is opposed to anything of the kind. Fanny
rubbing her eyes, for the sandNo woman of sense will be so unwise as to man h~d already been sronnd for that litinjure herself in snch a wsy.-ED. C. C.] tle girl, although the clock on the m~ntle
said it was only seven.
WOODLAND, Mo .. Dec. 16, 1898.
" When we go ·to bed we will keep
DlllAR Miss .WIXoN: As I hav not written awake, and see if we can see Santa Clans,"
to the Corner for a long time, I thought I said Tennie.
. would write again. I go to school every
"All right " said Lulu," and sway the
day. My studies are arithmetic, civil children went np-stsirs to .the big, w~rm
government, history, fifth reader, spelling, bedroom where four stockmgs hung m a
and language. I hsv finished up geog- row.
ik
raphy.
"Now when the clock str es twe1ve
•rhev hav four churches around in this keep reai quiet "said Lulu, "and we will
part of the country. The Methodists ?ad see Santa ClsnR:"
a meeting first, then the Presbytensn,
But, strange to say, before the clock
·finished last night. When the Methodist struck eight six little eyes were closed and
meeting was going on the members would three little girls were fast ssleen, And
shout and jump and make a terrible noise. onlv one little girl was awake. The clock
And even the preacher would jump. The struck nine, and thi:m ten, and eleven, and
preacher said that an ungodly man was no drowsiness came over May, and then the
better than a mule or a monkey.
clock struck twelve, and-Wll;st's that?
Well, I had better close, for fear it is too May starts np with a sudden JUmp, and
Yours truly,
DELBERT LEAR.
long.
there stood the funniest man you ~ver saw,
[Preachers are apt to make silly with a long white beard and a !lttle red
face with rosy cheeks and a httle pug
speeches, which, as they are of no impor- nos~. He had a little short, rounded
tance, are not worth noticing.-ED C. C.] body and a big basket of, ohl such beau·
tifui 'toys and dolls books, and ever so
WATERLoo, IND , Dec. 10, 1898.
many other hsndaom'e things, she couldn't
DEAR Miss WIXoN: As my little sister tell how much, there were so many other
has written a letter, I thimght I would things' in the basket. But,. before . she
write one too. I went to Sunday-school could hsv time to speak, the httle old man
yesterday and the teacher told us a story. had disappeared and left May to laugh
There was a man went to church sn.:VWent over the funny sight.
to sleep, and just as he awoke he heard
And then "Oh see what I hsv I" and
the preacher say something about com- "Oh, ain't' this beantifnl?" and "~es,
mentstors not always sgreemg with him, lovely!" and "May, are.yon s_wsk~?-Jnst
and he went home and told his wife get up and see the besntlf?-1 tll;mgsl And
that the poor preschel" had nothing but May jumped up, wondermg If sll;e really
common "tsters" to est and he was did see Santa Claus, or whether It was a
going to take h:im a bushel of good ones. dream. Anyway, he was a funny old man,
Paps heard yon lect.nre at the Congress and May laughs to this dsv, slth11m~h she
and he says that if all the children in the is an old woman now. And so ends my
United State had heard yon they would story.
say yon were the grandest woman that
Hoping to see this in print, I remain
ever lived. Charlesworth is going to be . yours
IRENE YEOMAN.
here this week. Yours sffecti_onately
dit bl littl sto _ED
GRACE SALTSMAN.
[A very ere a e
e
ry.
·
[Another bright girJ.. whose paps praises C. C.]
8
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1

Pleasure and Progress. PEN PICTU~ES Of THE WORLD'S fAIR.
AN ATTEMI'£ TO PROVE THAT

The Pursuit of Pleasure is the Sine Qua Non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social
Development, and that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship.
By A..lbert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
CONTENTS:
BooK I.-PLEAsURE: Chap. I.-Sources of. Pleasure. Chap. IL-Material Pleasures. Chap. ll.Ideal ~leasurea. Ch.ap .IV -Somal Pleasures. !-)hap. V--Pleasures of the Savage, the
Barb>trl..n and the C1vil1zed. Chap. VI.- Genesis of religions. Chap. VII.-Christianity.
BooK IL-INTELLEDTUAL DEVELOPMENT: Chap. I.-Purpose of l!fe. Chap, IT. -Matenal Plea~ures.
Chap. IlL-Ideal Pleasures: Knowledge. C!!ar· IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Reason. Chap.-V.
lde!tl Pleasures: Character. Chap. Vl.-Soo1a Pleasures. Chap. VII.-Pedagogical Despotism.
BooK ill.-MoB.AL DEVELOP¥ENT: Chap. 1.-M?rality. Chap. IT.-Material Pleasures: Prudence.
Chap. HI.-Matenal Pleasm:e~:. Re_linement. Chap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Foresi_ght,
Chap. V.-Ideal ~leasures: C1villzat10n. Chap. VI. -Social Pleasures. Chap. VII-Vice
Caused by Restraint.
'
BooK IV.-S!>C~ DEVELOP¥ENT! Chap. 1.-Progr.ess. CJl&p. n.-Protection, Capitalism, and
Somali~m: ResJ;le•Jtlvly an Actual, an Immment, and a Proposed Violation of Individual
Sovereignty. Chap. ill -;-C9ndition of A&Tioulture. Chap. IV. Public Schools, the
Me~eiM\)ne. Tekel of i:>omal1sm. Chap. V.-Provinoe of Government. Chap. VI.--Our
So01a Disorder.
Here &r\) some of the ver!licts 011- this remarkable prod notion which have been rendered by
men who are 1n every way quallfied as Judges of books:
This iA a spiritPd, rattling !lnrt of a, book that skates right along over the deepest subject with·
out mn. h thongbt whether the 10e is thm or not. It !LUBW.rs the greatest qnest10n-What is the
us;, obJect, mot•ve, purpode, and summum bonum of life, a.nd the real came and motive of progress?
-by on'' word,Plaa>urei-Thattaeus B. Wakeman
·
He sharpl.v a,tta•:ks, aho.• mod\)rn me~h?uS·of ~dueation, and in this he is most abundantly
bor~e nut uy the fa~ts, an ..t h1s arraignment 1s practiCally unanswerable. His book is altogether a
our1ons andsnggest1ve one.-New York CommerCial Aavertiser.
·rpe man who wrote this booJr knows how to write a book, and knows what he is writing about.
There 1s not a padded sentence 1n the volume, not an attempt to fill up with >vords for laok of
knowledge. The author deals hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for realities and
truth. We do not see how anyone can re•d this book and disagree with the laading prollositions
Thtl work is good; every ohaJ;lter is worth. reading. It is a work of common-sense Socialism. The
chapter on pnbllc schools ought to be put mto a tract and sent to every teacher in the land. Thousands of sentences are .worthy of being framed as political maxims and hung up all over the nation.
7'he book deserves !t Wide readmJ~~ not only for its literary style, which is clear and incisive, but for
1ts bold, honest saymgs.-L. K. washburn.
Here. we have pnilosophy Ull to date, the advance word of the progressive thinker; not a dry,
abstruse.discourse, but a common-sense essay in plain words upon the condnut of life, and a•l illnstrated.wlth su«h .an ai)nndance of aneodo.te. and meuaphor .as add real entertainment to solid in.
stru~tlOI!-· 7'~1s IS a~ Important book, s~nkmg at snperst1t10n and unreasonable tradition and UJ?holding mdiVIdual hberty Ill defi,ance of governmental law and soeial custom. After reading this
book one fe.els tha~ the author Will never be able to write another, for he has put all his life and
~now ledge mtq t·hls one. Every page bristles with points; there is no padding or filling in, no mere
hterary em Jellishment; but clean-cut apothegms abound, and every line is dictated by nard-head~d
common-senso -Capt. Robt. 0. Aaams.
After yon read this

b~ok

you will be as enthusiastic in praise of it as are the eloquent editor of the

Investigator and the gallant President of the Canadian Secular Union,
"Pleasure and Progress" has 398 pages, is splendidly Printed from large, clear type, on excel.
lent paper, and costs, bound in cloth, $1; paper covers, 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafare~te Pl., New York. N.Y.

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
A Full Description of the Fah-, Invaluable as a Guide-Book and still more Inval·
uable to those who cannot attend. It tells WHA.T TO SEE and WHERE TO SEE IT;
gives rates of admission to the various attractions of the Fair and cost of living in
Ohicago, with other useful information to the visitor.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the bast description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration "Ceremonies, gives
the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
of the Sunday-openers; describes the varione buildings and what they contain, and is,
all in all, the very best picture of the Fair lhat can be painted with a pen.
ILLU~T.RATED.

A MAP OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FUR, enabling one to comprehend at a
gla.uce the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.
PICTURES OF ALL
Woman's Building.
Administration BUilding,
Electrical Building.
Machinery Ha.ll.

THE PRINCIPAL BUILDINGS:
Fisheries Building.
Art Palace.
Manufactures and Liberal
Agricultural Buildin~.
Transportation Buildmg.
Arts Building.
Mines and Mining Building.
Horticultural Building.
Forestry Building.

A visitor to the Fair says of this book-reading it in THE TRUTH SEI!IKBR-that
it is charming and to one who has seen the Fair vastly entertaining.
Single copy, 25 cents. Five copies for $1.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A New Book bv Helen H. Cardener.

FACTS AXD FlCTIOXS OF LIF£.
CONTENTS.

-THE-

fRffTHINKERS' PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.
SHOWING
THE ABSURDITY .AND l1NTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE .AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, ANDREVEALING THE ABUSES
OF A UNION OF
OHUROH AND
STATE.

185
WITH

Full-Page
lUustratiolls.

COPIOUS

CI7ATIONS

OF

AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL.
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE AR7/ST.

IJESIG7V-R BY W.ATS'7N HESTON.
WITH Pul<TR_.IT OF
THE IJESIGNER.

The Illustrations are classified as follows:

6
14

•o

6
4
3
1,;
1
4
4

2
10
1

Sabbath Laws.
Chil·iren and the Church.
Woman and 1he Uhurch.
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and '!'heir Flocks.
Piet 7 in Our Peuiten tiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His Works.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent
5
"
1
"
25
1

2
4
:J

1
4
912
3
6

7

Samples of Christianity's Work.
Missionaries.
'rhe L >rd'~ Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Results,
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Uhnrch.
Church's ldea of Uivilization.
The Uses nf the Cross.
Unkind rteflections on the Church.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
,Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

A most extraordinary publicati 1n. We venture the assertion that nothin« like it ha• ever be.
fore &PI>"&red iu this countryhand it is very doubtful if another one li•e it mll~ver again be published. We must give the Trnt Seeker Company the credit d putting the book ln the reach of alL
At twice the price 1t wo11ld have been a. cheap hook. Arttst Heston as a portrait painter and qesigner is a wonderful St•cces •. and we indge from our own foelin~s that nearl:f every Liberal m
America will desire a copv of thi" most w. ndecful volnme.-[Freethinkers' Magazme.
Mr. Heston deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism :ije has dedicated his genin~ tn
Freethonght, and has done fai hfnl and noble work for the cause ofnght and truth. But the J:.~ct
ures do not make up the whole of his • o'ume ThPre are nearly two hundred pages of readm
matter th .t Re ve first as exp.aaationR of th' illnstrati n'l, and secondlY as text• tl) pr.we the t..tt• 1
fai~>ty of the church's profeeswns and r bP. hypocrisy of those who uphold them. Altogeth~r tlu
book h one of tue !rest weapons agains~ Christianity .nd the church tha; has e:ver be~n put in th
hands of F.reethmkers.-[Boston Investigator.

Price, board covers, $2;

clot~'\,,

$2 50.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Sex in Brain.
Hemdity in Its Relations to a Double Standard of
Mora.ls.
·
Divorce and the Proposed National Law.
Lawsuit or Legaoy.
Common Sense in Sur gory.

At the Woman's Congress at Ohioago Helen Gardener delivered as an address one of the chapters of this book. The Ohioago Ttmes said of it and her: "But the last address, dealing wiLh the
most delicate of the problems of reform, clell.r, unhesitant, modest 1 buG uncompromising, was listened to with breathless mterest by the audience. It was 'Heredhy in Its Relat.ion to a Double
Standard of Morals,• and 1t was delivered by the one wom~n of all others best qualified t, speak
upon that subject-Helen Gardener. Petite, graceful, eloquent with the burden of her thought,
Miss Gardener enchained every auditor 1 and when she had finished received a verfeot ovation, which
her courage ana devotion had so wortnily
won. The evening session was h1ghly intere•ting, but
that of the morning will be set down on the tablet of the memory of those present as one of the distinotivly great features of the week's congress."
Cloth, $1; paper, &II cents.

Address THE TRUTH ;sEEKER.

EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt. Every LIBERAL Woman
and Man Will Want lt.

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,

16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
2
"
The Church liobbing the People.
3
"
Thanbgiving.

Preface.
The Fictions of Fiction.
A Day in Court.
Thrown in With the City's Dead.
An Irresponsible Educated Cli•ss.
The Mor&l Responsibility of Woman in Heredity.
Woman &il an Annex.

WOMAN, CHURCH, AND STATE.
By Matilda Joslyn Cage.
This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how
the church has enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance at its contents will show this:
The firRt chapter-thA Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilizations woman had great
freedomd:mt that the tenden<•yof Christianity from the first wa• to restrict her liberty. In this
chapter lY!ro. Gage claims th•t to the ·Matriarchate-or Mother-rule-the world is indebted for its
ftrot conceptioJ.. of inherent rights
Chapter 11 deals with the theologiral dogmas of original sin and celibacy. Woman, by the
church, was not regarded as a human being; marria!le waH looked upon as vile- wives were sold
as slaves; women driven to suicide; the intln~nce of the church W&< unfavorab\o to virtue. The
celibacy of the clergy produced • egrading sensu,.Jity, and woman waH the victim of these brutes.
Chapter III is on The Canon Law, showin>!' how th" church controled woman by making tho
legitimac~ of marriage depbnd upon it" own control of the ceremony. Anment civili~<~ation gave
place to Christi' n barbarism. the c ergy became a distinct body-at ontJe a" holy" and an unholy
caste. Learnmg w· s proh}bited to women, hnsbanrts prohibited from leaving them more than onethird of their property; d~tnghtero cou:d be disinherited, sons could not. The Reformation effected
no change.
ChaJ?ter IV-Marquet+e-is on Feudalism and its degradation of women, the rights of "lordR
spiritual,' the immorality of the heads of the church, bapti•m of nndo women in the early Christian
church. It also deals with sonie of the later-day abuses of females, like our Northwestern pineries,
the English debaucheries, government..! crin e-makers, etl'.
Chapter V-Witchcraft. In the days , f this phase of religious insanity Mrs. Gage shows how the
possession of eve'l a little learning wa < sufficient cause to suspect a woman of witchcraft, that to keep
a vet was dangerous, so rabid WH!l the cler, y not to suff~r ,,, witch t' li v. This persecutiOn for
wi~chcraftwas a contmnance of the church's policy for obtaining un versa! dominion over mankind.
Women physicians of the Middle Ages were persecuted, and the" Pilgrim Fathers" continued it in
America. The first synod convened in America was to try a woman for hHesy, and others were
stripped and whipped for not a_greeing wit.h the clergy.
The chapter on" W1ves" shows how the disrnpt10n of the Roman empire was unfavorable to the
personal and proprieta.ry rights of woman-tuat the sale of daughters was practiced in England
seven hundred years after it was Christianized-that the practice of buying Wives was regulated by
law-that women were not permitted to read the Bible-that they were not admitted as witnessesthat civil mar•ia@...!.s npposed bv the church.
In Cnapter VII is shown how polygamy was snstained.by the Christian church, that the first
synod of the .Heformatio'l convened to sanction this institntio~ that Luther and tho other '' principal refor!llers" favored it, as we•l as the American Board of .troreign Missions. The Mormon theocracv is shown to be similar tot hat of other Ohristiah sects.
.
In the last three chapters Mrs. Gage treat~ of the o~position of the church to the amelioration
of WIJman's sufferings as interferenc'il woth her •· curse, of woman's degr&dation by the church to
labors unfit for slaves~ of woman's" inferiority," as taught by the church to-day, and of how little
value Christianity has oeen and is to civilization.

The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by
the church, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No
woman, it seems to us1 can read jt and remain a supporter of the religions institution
which has crushed her mdividuality, her mentality./ and degraded her person. To the
woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It oug.nt to be widely read for the good i1i
will do.

In cloth,$~; in 'll.alJ-leath6r binding, $8.

Address THE TRUTH SEEF""-
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Goma of ~AougAt.

Agents Wanted !

HAND-BOOK

:-· WE are as much gainers by finding a
new property in the old earth as by acquiring a new planet.-Emerson.
FREETHINKERS rage against an extinct
Jesuitism, not perceiving that the venomous thing has crept into a Protestant skin.
-Moncure D. Conwa.'l/.
A MAN should learn to detect and watch
that gleam of light which flashes across
the mind from within more than the luster
of the firmament of bards and sages.Emerson.

OF

FREEl~H

OUGHT.

By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitious doo-

We believe that not only can good be done but
money made by any Lib ral who 'II ill canva' s for
our book ·• Old Testawtnt Storifs Comically IIlustrattd." In fact we know one man who worked
st it but a few hours W"fkly and sod nearly
fifty co pi• sin a month. The price is l·.w; even-body knows the Old Testament storirs. ~nd
nea~ly everybody w~u!d like a bcok applying
nineteertb-century ,.it and knowlEdge to tbAm.
People li~e to hugh. Reverence for the Old
'l'estament tales b~s largely disa.pr eared anll
jokes at tbe expens~ of Jonah • nd J m epb and
Es">u and Samson and D•vid, ~nd tbe other worthiEs of unsavory reputati'n, are keenl;v apnreciat<>d. It saems to us that the beak ull eell at
sigbt. It does hEre in the storE>. Literals out of
!lmployme'l.t will find tbi< .a good way to make an
boo est dollar.
Terrns to Agents Sent on Application•
Address
THE TRU'.rH SEEKER.

trines of Christianity. As a· book of reference and aid
LoVE is-! know notwhat; which comes
.
to all truth Aeekers it is invaluable. Its classification
- I know not whence; which is formed-!
. , "
, .
of subjects makes it a band-book. Asingersoll said of
know not how; which enchants-! know Pa1~e s Age of Rf1ason~ 1t enables some od:y in every village to "corner the parson.'' Its wide
THE
THE
not by what, and which ends-! know not vanety of subjects mcluae a.ll the disPUted vomts between Cbristiani¥'Jj!d Freethought. Price
loth,
*1:
paper,
50
cents.
Address
TBUTH
SEEKER.
when or why.-Mllc de .Scuderi.,,
AND
Wno does not see that the same authority which can establish Christianity in exOB
clusion of all other religions, may establish, with the same ease, any particular
THE CONFLIUf BEIWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
sect of Christians in exclusion of all other
sects? -James Mad·ison.
AND THEOLOGY.
THE· goal for all is truth. The lines of A Re:tu-tadon o:t -the ArguDJ.en-t Tha-t Na-ture Exhibi-ts
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
travel may differ, but they will converge.
Marks o:t Having Been Designed by
with a preface by
Honor all honest meth,,ds by whJCh the
journey is accomplished. Let him who
an Intelligen-t Being.
R.
G.
INGERSOLL.
will travel in sleepers, with steam harThis is the only work of its kind in the literanessed to his chariot, and let him who
ture of Freethougbt. Its arguments are based
chooses travel afoot. What we need to acupon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's seLse of logic and love of justice.
knowledge is the necessity of movement,
SYNOPSIS:
It
is eloquent as well as convincing.
the imperious declaration of growth, and
I. Tbe Design Argumel!.t Vitiates Itself By Necessitating an Infinite Series of Design~rs
Price, cloth, $1.
Address
.
the vital overarching dictates of mental, II. If There Were a Designer He Could Not Be Beneficent.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
lii.
If
There
Were
One
He
Could
Not
Be
Wise,
for
moral, and physical iategrity.-Horacc L.
His Processes Are EgregiouRly Slow,
:Zraubel.
They Are Egregionsl:LWasteful,
COSMIAN
HYMN-BOOK.
They Often tlerve No Use,.
.
MAN is nature's last and most powerful
.
They Have Prodncfd Fault:v Mechanisms.
A COLLECTION OF
work; but however high his development IV. What Is Called Design Is Only Subserviency; and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimaob.
V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design.
or great his achievements, he is yet a child VI.
Astronomy and Design.
of the earth and the forces that hav formed VII. Tbe Argument of a .lf1rst Cause.
FOB
all the life that exists thereon. He cannot
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a Sketch of Astront;~my.
Lib•ral Bl'\cl :et~ical Socf•tf••
separate himself from the environment in
for Sc~ools Bl'\cl
which he grew, and a thousand .ties of
nature bind him back to the long-forgotten
t~e Hol'Yl••
BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.
past, and prove his kinship to all the lower
-With Music Written to All the Songs.forms of life that hav sprung from that
OoMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN
Price 15 cents.
Address
great common mother, earth.-Olarence
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.
Prl•e• $1.50.
ForsaleatTHIS OFFIOF.
S. Da1'row.
IT has always been claimed by the religioniat that mprality is the outgrowth of
religion, and without it the world would
degenerate into a condition of barbarity or
"total depravity." Where was religion's
morality in the days of religious persecution? Where was ber feeling of sympathy
at the times of the Roman Inquisition?
And where would her morality be to-day
In selecting Holiday Presents for their friends,
if the power of the church was nut reLiberals should remember that good books make
strained by social law? "Church and
lasting impressions, and please as well every day
11t11ote" :p:~.eans what it meant eight hundred
in the year. A Liberal book iu the right
hands often changes the vie"Ws of sev•
years ago-total destruction to individual
eral pe•so:u.s.
liberty.-1'. (}. Widdicombe.
We have q)!ite a number of books appropriately

BRAIN

BIBLE;

DESIGN ARGUMENT fALLACIES.

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS

P~tStXTS::
..---,__~,

ALwAYS the popular faith has been the
la11t word, the supreme revelation, to those
who believe; and always the first doubters
-the Uhlans preceding the army of destroyers and subsequent reconstructors.:_
hav been made martyrs to th!)ir negatiou,
To be said to do11bt the tutehu deities of
the city cost SoCI·atell his life-Socrates,
who, before all men, taught reverence and
prtached virtue. 'l'o deny that Jesus, the
son of Mary, was God incarnate has cost
many hundreds of lives. To question the
d1vine mission of lVJ ohammed bas been as
fatal to thousands as was the denial of the
supremacy of Jehovah to the priests of
B11al. The world reveres its idols, and
looks neither to the fashion of their make
nor to the passions they typify. Jealous
or cruel, punishing the children for the
father's sin, or demanding the sacrifice of
the innocent for the redemption of the
\ guilty-these idols are precious beyond all
t·. else, and their worship is held as dear as
~:.life 1tself,-.b'. Lynn Linton,
~-~ BuT the main source of that prejudice
•.:.: was revealed by a Russian journal, edited
(''in the interests of the holy Synod, and
f1:'which reminded its readers that "no re. 'strictions of their [the Jews'] civil rights
t;);can outweigh the scandal of their 1·eligious
'r, pTivilege." That pnv1lege, the prerogativ of rationalism, has never been forgiven
by the bondsmen of superstition. The
'slave's envy of the freeman, the chain!dog's antipathy to the wolf, are trifl.. es comipared with the odium of mental em~ncip!ltio:P., the bigpt's ljlingled horror and
hatred of the Sadducean who refuses to
sacrifice his reason upon the altar of faith.
They dread the consequences as much as
tl'l the motlvs of his intellectual independence;
~they watch him with the grim mistrust
(,''that turns upon the guest who insists on
~·remaining sober in an assemblage of Ruse sian topers. Hence the rage that hounded
:· the Waldenses from glen to glen of their
' mountain-homes, and for centuries hurled
a charge of sorcery at. the head of every
FreeLhinker. What m1gP,t not be expected
of an'advers~ry who pefsisted in keeping
lJ_is eyes open whi~e his opponents su~mit.
t~d to be hoodwmked by their pr1ests?
The unfairness of his advantages seemed
to forfeit his claim to mercy in this world
as in the next.-Feli:~: L, Oswald,

.r• ,r'/'../' /'/'--'"'._r-

~~--~
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THt :: f{OLIDA1S.

The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book, in

bound for Holiday purchasers, and we will pack
them carefully so they can go any distance in the
mail, or by prepaid express. Tbe following are
all good books for the purpose :
·

voltaire's Romances, Profusely Illustrated.
Half calf, $4; vellum cloth, $1.50.

cloth, with gold lettering and side stamp,
for $2.50. ln pbtin boards, $2.

oarwin and After Darwin.

Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated

The Story Hour.

in cloth, with gold lettering and side
stamp, for $1.50. In plain boards, $1.
volumes, red cloth covers, $6.50; leather,
red edges, $9.50; morocco, gilt edges,
$10.50.

]he World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers. 1,075 pages. 8vo. Cloth, $3;

conway's Life of Paine.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and Modern
T1mes. Two volumes. Written in

partcn's Life of Voltaire,

prison. In cloth, $3 per volume, or $5 for
tbe two volumes; in leather, $7; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.

woman, Church, and State.
·

Silk

Jngersoll's Princi~a/ Works: Gods and Other

~,

relates to Christianity in the " Decline
and Fail of the Roman Empire.'' Half
oalf, $4; vellum cloth, $2.

Force and Matter.

AProsePoe:w.. ByR.G.lngersoll.

B. Alexander. Cloth, $2.75.

22x28.

Lessons From the World 'of Matter and the
World of Man. By Theodore Parker,

Iucllts, heavy plate paper, 50 cents.

photograph Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll.

Cloth gilt top, $1.25.

Asleep an!'Awake.

50 cents.
Gilt stamp. $1.25.

cosmian Hymn Book.

$1.

Cloth, side and

With music to all

the son~s. Edited by L. K. Washburn.
Cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.50.

Other Books See the Advertisements, or Send to Us for a Free Catalogue . ...Addreiis THE TRUTH SEEKER,

I

A new Liberal novel,

.By Raymond Russell.
back stamp, $1.
·

Apples of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon.

~For

Half calf, $8; vellum

[Jynamic'Theory of Life and Mind. By Jamea

cept~.

Alfln A Lifetime, by Miss Wixon.

By Professor Ludwig

Buchner, M.D.
cloth, $1.50.

Ip (lolor. on boards, beveled, gilt edges, 50

1

By Matilda

Joslyn Gage. Leather, $8; cloth, gUt to.p.
$2.

History of Christianity, Comprising all that

Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures;
Some 1\Iistakes of Moses; Interviews on
Talmage; Wnat Must We Do to Be Saved?
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals.
1,141 pages. In one volume, half calf, $5.

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.

Of which the

same can be sa1d as of Conway's Life of
Paine. Half calf, $10; in cloth, $6.

Jngersolf' s Prose Poems and Selections.

~

Two large, hand-

some volumes. Tbe best and ·Only comple~e life of Paine.
Half calf, $10 ; in
cloth, $5.

leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

L1 fe.

An Exceptionally Hand-

some and Interesting book, Without Superstition, for Childien and Youth. Tbe
Only .Freethinkers' Children's Story-book
ever issued. 66 full-page illustrations and
25 smaller; large type, heavy. toned paper,
broad margins, illustrated covers;· 4to, 224
pp., boards, $1.

Around the World, by D. M. Bennett, 4

From his Writings and Sayings.
cloth, $2.50; tree calf, $9.

By George J.

Romanea. Silk cloth, gilt top, $2.

~S

Lafayette Place, Ne-w York,

I
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J[ot for ];Ja,rsons.
DILLY (in horrified whisper): "Mama,
Willy is an Infidel." Mama: ''An Infidel?"
Dilly: "Yes; he said he don't believe
there's any Santa Claus. "-Puck.
.
FmsT CoRNISH MINER: "I thout thee
was converted.
Where's thee faith?"
Second Cornish Miner (rolling up his
shirt-sleeves): " Thee call me a liar again
and I'll show thee where my faith is."
THE SQUIRE: "Well, Smith, I want
your advice. Hadn't we better let them
hav their way this time?" Smith: "No,
no, sir. Stick to your rights. What I say
is, ' giv such people a hinch and they'll
take a hell,' if you'll pardon my usin' such
strong language."

AN Argyllshire elder was asked how the
kirkl{otalong. He said: "Aweel, we had
four hundred members. Then we had a
division, and there were only two hundred
left; then a disruption, and only: ten of us
left. Then we had a heresy trial, and now
there's only me and ma brither Duncan
left, and I ha' great doots o' Duncan's orthodoxy."-Tit Bits.
"Hmo, Dinkelspike! I suppose that
now you and your·father-in-law hav embl"aced Christianity you keep Christmas."
"Yaiz. Silfersdein he come py me undt
he say, 'Devy, for dhose Grismas bresent
I giv you vorty her cent, disgount on all
dher poy's glothes you vant.''' "That
wasnice. Howmanyboyshavyou?" ''I
haf no poys. Only four girls."
A BosToN clergyman tells me that, a
short time ago, he was anxious to refer to
a book called "Seekers after God." Ransacking bookstores and libraries in vain
for it, he finally called to mind that a Chicago friend, also a clergyman, had frequentlyquoted from"it, so he wrote him to
look about in Chicago book-stores, and buy
the book for him as soon possible. By
telegram came the startling reply: "No
Seekers after God in Chicago."-Boston

Globe,

THEY met by chance in the waiting-room
of a railway station.. "My friend,'' began
the man with the valise full of tracts persuasivly, "hav you ever reflected on the
shortness of life, the uncertainty of all
things here below, and the fact that ·death
is ineVitable?" "Hav I?" replied the mfln
in the shaggy overcoat cheerfully. "Well,
I should reckon!
I'm a life insurance
agent." "Ah-um-looks as if we were
going to hav more snow; doesn't it?" said
the other, locking his valise with a snap.-

Ohicago Tribune ..
THE following is told by the iate Rev.
Hugh Stowell Brown: "At Aberdeen,
James Abernethy, a most sedate elder in
the Free Church, told me that in Scotland
the ministers are, or havbeen, so negligent
as not to baptize the children for years.
The children are great swearers, picking
up the accomplishment from the sailors
who frequent these islands. A child four
years of age was brought forward for baptism; and when the water was sprinkled in
his face exclaimed, 'Damn it! what's
this?' "-London Freethinker.
AT a prayer-meeting in an Indiana
church the other evening a stranger offered
the following petition: ., 'Lord, thou knowest I am a stranger here Thou.knowest I
do not liv here but reside in a neighboring town. Thou knowest I hav relative in
another town, whom I am on my way to
see. Lord, thou knowest why I am here
instead of there. Thou knowest why I
can't get there. Lord, thou knowest just
what I want. I want forty cents. Amen."
He got the forty cents, and is now a firm
believer in the efficacy of prayer.-New

York Tribune.
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ON Sunday last there was a church parade at which the bishop·of Mashonaland
offi.cin.ted. · Church parades a.re not, and
never will be, popular. There appears to
be a prejudice ingrained into the trooper's
nature against the institution, and there is
some truth in the saying that the affair is
the cause of more blasphemy than devotion. ''Fall in there for church parade,"
is the first thing heard, and then a subdued buzz runs along the line, which, if
attentivly analyzed, results in being found
Upon
to be a conglomeration of such expressions
as "Where the devil is my bayonet belt?"
"D--n these spurs, they won't fit;" a.nd
A new edition of that splendid :!?,rose ]J_oem,
then there is the long continuous growl of
"Life," by "the prince of orators, ' Col. R. G.
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pair of top-boots. In the evening there was table as an ornament. In the center of the rard
appear the!ortraits of the Colonel alld the baby,
a voluntary service in one of the improvised snrrounde
by the prose poem, which has been
tents, which was well attended, although truthfully described as, "one of the masterpieces
one's gravity was sorely tried when the of the orator and J,JOet who now, as far as we
knnw, stands alone m the living world." It will
bishop, whose discourse was rendered make
a delightful present, and will be a oonvenir
almost inaudible by the clatter of plates not only of intellectual greatness, but of artbtic
made by an enterprising coolie cook in the workmanshio. It is printed on heavy board, gilt
edge. The size is l2x16 inches, and the
near vicinity, suggested that soineolie beveled
price only75 cents, post-paid.
should "tell the gentleman washing the
plates and things tha.t ~ little le~s noise GHOST OF
JOHNS•
would be more edtfymg. "~D~amond ·
•
PlelaB .AavertiBer (.South .Africa).
By l'll, BABOOOK. Price, 15 cents.
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With preface by
J. M. WBEELEB, Sub-editor of FreetMnter.
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APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
An important and remarkable revelation concerning the life and times of Apollonins of
Tyana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
century. It is here claimed that his life and
teachings were apprQpriated and !J.tilized by the
formulators of the Ohristjan religion in the interest of so-called Christianity. 'l')ie plagiarjsin
is made_plain in this brief history of Apollon1ns
especailly in view of the historical references and
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonins
wa.s suppressed.
Price, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
1!8 Lafayette plaoe, New York City.
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DR. R. P. FELLOWS,

~At> -n•here von AAW

r hi" RiJvPr-

Vhpf'htud• .... .J•

IY" I wish to say that I am ~n ont-and~out
L!BERAL, and I t.rust the Frtethinkers of the lal\d
Will give me theu patrona~e and not waste their
time and money on Christian doctors.-Dr. FeJIOWB.
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Peterso'(l.'s Ma,qazine has gone into tl e
hands of receivers.
DEAN MERIV.ALE is dead. He .wa~ 1he
author of several historical works.
GERMANY is to hav a university for
women, to be called the University of
Germany.
TROOPS were called out in Florida because of sanguinary fights between whites
and blacks.
AN incomplete examination reveals a deficit of $3,000,000 in the Chicago municipal treasury.
THERE are indications that women may
soon hereafter be admitted to the South
Carolina College.
GovERNOR LEWELLING has removed
Mary E. Lease from her position on the
State Board of Charities.
THE trouble between Sweden and N orway seems likely to reach a crisis so on.
Civil war is not improbll>ble.
THE Matabele war in South Africa still
ra~es, The Matabeles annihilated on Dec.
8 tne entire command of Captain Wilson,

...

··,;·.

. ;::·--::-: ·~

THE LORD ORDERS SOME MARKING DONE.
And the Lord Eaid unto him, 9o through the midst of the city, through the midst of Jerusalem, and set a mark
the foreheads of the men that s1gh and that cry for all the abominations that be done in the midst thereof.-Ezek.
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SURVEYORS, ATTENTION 1
A rare chance is olfere<l for a surveyor to get a

TRANSIT CHEAP.
We have one for sale, iu good order, with
Tripod, which cost $160. \\ e '\ViU "ell it for
half•price-$80. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Agent·s profits per month Will prove
it or pay torffit. New art·cles just out.
A $l.t.O sample and terms ft·• e. Try us.
l'BID!!.BTltR & So~, 26 Bond bt., N. Y.
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The World's Parliament of Religions.
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The Gods.
By Ingersoll (with likeness) ........ Price 20 cents
Ingersoll Before The Unitarian Club ... Price 6 cents
Myth of the Great Deluge.
'By McCann ........................ Price 15 cents
Evolution of the Devil.
By Henry Fmnk ................... Price 25 cents
The Bruno Monument in Rome ........ Price 12 cents
Chttrch and State.
By ·'Jefferson" .................... Price 10 cents
Religion of Humanity.
By Benwell ........................ Price 15 cents
Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling ........ Price 4 cents
Dw1ght L. Moody.
By Susan H. Wixon ................ Price 5 cents
Christian Religion.
By an Old Farmer ................. Price 15 cents
God in the Constitution.
By Ingersoll ....................... Price 10 cents
Effacement of Christianity.
By Holyoake ....................... Price 10 cent!;
Life and Career of Bradlaugh.
By Holyoake ....................... Price 15 cents
Ingersoll's Address on Thomas Paine, Price 6 cents
Standing Up for Jesus.
By H. L. Green .................... Price 4 cents
ReligiOn in the Republic.
By M. A. Freeman ................. Price 6 cents
Never-Ending Life Assured by Science.
By Tenney......................... Price 6 cents
Charles Darwin (Illustrated).
By Flower & \Vakeman ........... Price 15 cents
Jehovah Interviewed................... Price 6 cents
Cosmology against Theology.
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National Coin Co.,
Clerk 171 832 Exchange Building, Boston, Mass.

Music Free to You.
We will send 16'! Popular Songs, words and
music, sentimental. nathetic, and comic, ab <olutely f-ee if ~on send 10 ents 'or three month.''
sub<criptiou io .Amencan Nation, our charmi"g
illustrateclmagazin•. '!'his music incmdes Li,tL
Fish~r Mai en. 'I'a ra ra Boom de ay, I Wui•tle
and Wait for KatiP, After the Bali, Ccmradee,
Otd Madrid, and 150 other.<. Bear in min·• you
;hall have this immense quantity by sending JOC
Sliver. You will be delighted Address, AMERI'
CAN MusiC Co ; 325 Washington st., Haston, Mass-

Darwin and After Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEoRGE J. Ro:MANES.
A systematicEx!)_osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ~eneral reader rather than to pro.
fessed naturahsts.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of English writers upon evolution,
besides ranking with Professor Huxle;v in scientip.c knowle~ge and abi!ity. And this 1s a part of
h18 (lonclus10n regardmg the great sn bJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere through.
nut organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a pnrelymechanical philo"ophy ...
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the pre•ent generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been pes"ihle;
ond inasmuch as the change which has taken
place hae tal{en pla..:e in the direction of naturalIsm. and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical int~rpretation of nature univer•al, jj
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
aw•kened to a new and a terrible force in the
words of its traditional enemY-Where is now
th:v God?"
Illustrated. Price, cloth+. $2.
Address,
TH11-" TRUTH SEEKER.

A SHORT

L K. Washburn's Works. HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
Sunday and the Sabbath,

"A law

re~

lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an liDpertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor.
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
·

The .t'oolishness or Prayer.

BEING

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon.

By BRONSON D. KEELER.

CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Oa.non. TJNew Tes"Think of tament.
The Early Controversies. The Books at

a miniRter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one against the Colorado beetle I"
Price, 10 cent•.

Followers or Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a FacU
Price, 5 cents.

Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insanet Price, 10 cents.
This is the greatestargumentevermade in a case Thf\ Public Schools and the Catholic
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
Church. Price, l'i cents.
I ong as the Christians use force to repress free

At MorriBtown, N. J.

speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christian _persecUtlOn is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Christians, an<l expounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
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Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
Paper, 5o cents: cloth, 75 centoo

First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Compatent? The Fathers Quoted &fl Scripture
Books Which are Now Ca.llea Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
Ptt.nA..-. Pi.O nAntF:I~

nlnt.h.

75 t~Antfll.

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.
BY CAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
Pnce, papar, 25 cents: cloth, 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

SIXTY-FIVE arrests ·hav been made in
this city of persons indicted by the grand
jury for frauds committed in the late
election.
AFTER an animated discussion, the Toronto Literary and Debating Club voted
by a large majority against the policy of
Chinese exclusion.
THE Cincinnati health board requires
physicians to register, reserving to itself
the privilege of determining what classes
may register.
THE New York and New England railroad is bankrupt, and Thomas C . .Platt,
who is hostil to McLeod, has been appointed receiver.
THE new tunnel for the Kensico reservior has been cut through the rock. Whf'n
it is finished New York will hav an addition to her water supply.
THE Atchison, To_peka, and Santa Fe
railroad, having more mileage than any
other railroad in the world, has gone in to
the hands of a receiver.
THE employes of the Northern Pacific
hav been enjoined not to strike. This is
the first time that an injunction has been
granted in advance of a strike.
\
THE special grand jury, now investigating charges made by Dr. Parkhurst against
New York city police officers, refuses to
indict Inspector Williams and Captain
Schmittberger.
THE jury sitting in the trial of Patrick
Eugene . Prendeg11st, the murderer of
Mayor Carter Harrison, of Chicago,
brought in a verdict of guilty and recommended that he be hanged.
GoVERNORS Lewelling, of Kansas ;
Waite, of Colorado; Russell, of Massachusetts, and ..!!'lower, of New York, will contribute to a symposium on "Tramps," in
the North .American .Review.
.JusTICE CULLEN grants McKane and his
associates a stay of proceedings in the contempt cases wherein Justice Barnard had
sentenced each to thirty days in jail and to
pay a fine of $250. The case will be pushed
on appeal
AT Caddo Mills, Texas, certain of the
whites hav ordered the negroes to leave
the neighborhood, or be shot. Many of
the negroes are old settlers. Their property they must dispose of at a great sacrifice or abandon.
THE Sicilian Socialists are pushing the
anti-tax fight very aggressivly. A mob of
four hundred took possession of the villa
of Prince Trabia and threate:~~.ed to burn
it if disturbed by the police. The infec·
tion of the Sicilian unrest has spread to
several cities of the mainland.
SENATOR VIOTOR ScHOELCHER, of France.
who was instrumental in securing the
emancipation of all slaves in the :E'rench
colonies and in abolishing the whip in the
French navy, died in Paris Dec. 26. For
opposing Napoleon in 1851 he was expelled
from France and then from Belg-ium. He
refused to accept amnesty and did not return to France until 1870. He was born
in 1804.
HUGH 0. PENTECOST haR been a lawyer
one year. As a member of Tammany Hall
he did yeoman service for Maynard, so
heavily sat down upon by the mdependent Democrats of the state. On the recommendation of Richard Croker and
James Martin, District Attorney-elect
Fellows has appointed Mr. Pentecost assistant district attorney ·at a salary of
$7,500 a year. Rapid promotion. But he
may not be confirmed, as there is strcmg
opposition to him.
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THE OLD VULT'VR.~ AND

HER BROOD.

TO NEW READERS OF THE TRUTH SEE~ER.
We send this issue of The Truth Seeker to a great many Liberals who are not subscribers, with an earnest

invitation to them
to become such, and thereby help along the Liberal cause.
We would also respectfully call their attention to the manv points of excellence of the Paner.
THE TRuTH SEEKER is the Largest Freethought Journal in the World.
The Cartoons of Heston appear each week, and each picture is worth the cost of the paper a year to one who appreci
ates plain and telling arguments against ecclesiasticism.
TBE 'l'RUTH SEEKER constantly prints the most varied and entertaining Selection of Original Papers of any Liberal Journal
Its Contributors are all the noted Liberals of the country.
All that Col. R. G. Ingersoll gives to the Public can be found
in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and that Poet of Freethought, Samuel P. Putnam, writes more for its columns than for any other. The
Liberal speakers send us accounts of their journeys, and the best writers of Freethought freely devote their services to the
cause of Liberalism through the colums of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Charles Watts, perhaps the greatest Debater of our time, certainly the foremost Secular orator of England, will send us monthly letters from England with all the news of our movement there
and such reflections and pertinent observations as will surely make every English Secularist living in this country and Canada. want to
read THE TRUTH SEEKER. George E. Macdonald, one of the rarest combinations of humorist, satirist, philosopher, logician, has been
engaged to write regularly for our columns. As the "Man With the Badge Pin," he is known to nearly all the Liberals of the country
and we are willing to make him known to more.
THE TRUTH SEEKER gives all the news of Freethought, and is always on Guard Against the Encroachments of Ecclesiastics
upou the People's Liberties.
THE TRUTH SEEKF.R is devoted to the defense of Mental Liberty, of American
the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests and the maintenance
tion of all laws based on religion or religious observances. It demands the taxation of
ingly opposed to anything tending toward a union of church and state, either in name or
'J he Sunday Question is now to the front all over the country.
On that THE
the Liberal minded men and women of the country, and nowhere else will the rights of

Institutions, and the Preservation of
of human rights.

It advocates the aboliIt is uncompromis-

church property.

in fact.
.
TRUTH SEEKER will voice the demands of
the people as against Puritanism be

·found so sturdily defended.
To sum it up, THE TRlJTH SEEKER is the biggest, best, and bravest Freethought journal in the world, and if you are a Liberal
or Freethinker, you want it and ought to take it.
We appeal also to fair-minded Christians to hear our side and then decide.
Bigots and fanatics, we suppose, wouldn't take it on any terms.
SEE OVR PBEMLUM OFFER FOB .NEW SUBSCRIBERS on the second and third pages. Take advantage of one of
these o:ft'ers, or send $3 for a Yea.r's subscription, or $1 for four months' trial.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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The Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

HOW TO GET

Four Hundred. Years of Freethought.

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
OF FREETHOUGHT

BY S.A..MUEL

P.

PUTN.A..M.

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout the \Jivilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

''Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious· Pages
of Human History,
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inventions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
Nothing Can be More Interesting,

more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day.,--to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest 'fhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and :Magnificent Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the. added glory of
"WOMAN'S EMANCIPATION

from the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
'l'HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every _Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Philosophy.
Bruno.
Hpinoza.
Descartes.
Locke.
Hume.
Hobbs,
Kant.
Hamilton.
Comte.
Buchner.
Feuer bach.

Science.
Copernicus.
Galileo.
Kepler.
Da Vinci.
Newton.
Humboldt.
Lyell.
Darwin.
Tyndall.
Huxley.

Education and
Ethics.
Bacon.
Comenius.
Pestalozzi.
Froebel.
Combe.
Spencer.
Owen.
Holyoake.
Haeckel.
Girard
Lick.

Literature.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Rabelais. Schiller.
Cervantes. Goethe.
Marlowe. George Sand.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
Victor Hugo.
Gibbon.
Burns.
Emerson.
Shelley.
Heine.
Byron.
Thoreau.
Push kin.
Whitman.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
chewsky.

Government and Politics.
Voltaire.
Gambetta..
Rousseau.
Castelar.
French Salon. Bradlaugh.
French Revo- Garrison.
lution.
Phillips.
Thomas Paine. Parker.
J e:fferson.
Sumner.
Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
Bentham.
Bakonnine.
Mill.
Warren.
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Heinzen.

Woman's Emancipation.
Madame Roland.
Mary W ollstoncraft.
Harriet Martineau.
Frances Wright.
Lucretia Mott.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Lydia Maria Child.
Margaret Fuller.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Susan B. Anthony.
MatildllJ oslyn Gage.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.

FREE
SPECIAL OFFER.

We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends a most generous
offer.
'We need more subscribers to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
for it, but everyone can do a little
work to obtain a copy - congenial
work, that will do great good all
around. . This is the offer.:

Send us Four Ne-w
Y early Subscribers at.
regular rates ($I2 in
all), a:p.d -we -will send
the Getter....up of ·the
Club a copy of" FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
FREETH OUGHT;"
FREE OF CHARGES.
And further, to aid our friends in
getting this book for themselves, we
will offer

To the New Subscribers as a
Premium,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By WATSON HESTON,

THE GREATF.Sf BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.
I

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS

Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of

in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeke1', Investigator, Ironclad Age, Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, .Agnostic Journal, etc.
I~ will give a history of the

Handbook of Freethought.

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chicago, tho Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and' other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
It will contain the portraits uf those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
Horace Seaver,
J.P. Mendum,
D. M. Bennett,
Parker Pillsbury,
Elizur Wright,
T. C. Leland,
T. B. Wakeman,
Judge C. B. Waite.

George E. Macdonald,
E. M. Macdonald,
L. K. Washburn,
Ernest Mendum,
Charles Watts,
G. W. Foote,
Saladin,
J. R. Monroe,

Capt. R. C. Adams,
John R. Charlesworth,
Samuel P Putnam,
John E. Remsburg,
Franklin Steiner,
J.D. Shaw,
E. A. Stevens,
H. L. Green,

Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Dr. E. B. FooteJ Jr.,
Prof. J. H. CooJt,
E. H. Heywood,
Otto Wettstein,
Stephen Pearl Andrews,
James Parton,
Abner Kneeland,

Susan H. Wixon,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Mrs. M.A. Freeman,
Katie Keh~ SJD.ith,
Lucy N. Colman,
Lillian Leland,
Amy Post.

and other men and women who have c~mtributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals th~t we find the best interpretations of the age.

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the ea:r1iest
possible moment.

The name of eve'ry Subsc·riber who sends jive dollars before the work is on the press
will be en'rolled in this book. DON'T FALL TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages oi Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
):tWill be elegantly bound. It Will be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your friends when they ask, What is Freethought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world'?
This is the most universal presentation of Freethought ever given to the public, and no Freethinker
can afford to be without it. It is a library in itself.
Addres!:) orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

W, S. BELL'S

With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FRfETHOUGHT,
free.
To each New Subscriber in the club, a premium ofa Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated," or w. s. Bell's
"Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-aU free
by post or express.
This really brings the price of the
paper down to $2 to each new subscriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEKER
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Subscribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our fri~nds to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to get
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of " Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" as soon as the
book is issued.

Tlwse who send a Club and
Four New S~tbsl·ribers and
$12 before the book is printed,
U?ill have their names e'lirolled in its shining pages.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,

28 Lafayette Place,
NEW YOBK.
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This is true alike of the declared Freethinkers and
the " higher" critics. Deists-and Atheists----'are
of
Last week we commented upon some of the ex
much
more familiar with its contents than are the
travagant claims made for the Bible by a lea1let
FOVNDED BY' Do Dio BENNE'rro
rank
and
file of church members and the great mass
issued by the .American Tract Society. The subject
of the clergy. In this connection it should be
E. M. MAODONALD, • • : - - Editor and Manager. is continued here :
borne in mind that, in the words of the author of
28 LAFAYE'l'l'E FLAOE, NEW YOBK.
" No philosopher can account for the rise, progress•
and prevalence of Ohristi.anity, in opposition to every "A Short History of the Bible," " the only :-",'€n dis·
SATURDAY,
JANUARY 13, 1894. feeling of the heart, every prejudice of the mind, and tinguished for their learning who now believe it to
every interest of the present life, without admitting that be the inspired word of God, are the .men who are,
-a divine power attended its first promulgation."
either directly or indirectly, making their living out
SlJBSCKIPTION KATES>
of it." As to the threadbare charge of immoral
No
philosopher
pretends
to
account
for
the
rise,
Bingle subscription, in advance ..•••••••••...•••.•••..••••••••••3 00
One subscription two years, in advance •..••••••••••••••...• ; . . li 00 progress, and prevalence of Christianity in opposi- lives, that does not count for anything. There are
Two new subscribers •.•.•...•.•.••••••.••...•...•...••••..••••••• li 00
On the contrary, Freethinkers in almost every neighborhood, and
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remitta.noe. li 00 tion to the forces mentioned.
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remitChristianity has had the aid of feeling, prejudice, their lives are their own defense. Christians hav
tance ........•..•....•.........•.•....••••••••••••...•...•... 'f 00
material interests, and-what was still more condu- nothing to boast of in this regard, as compared with
One subscription with three 11ew subscribers, in one remitta.nce .•••••••....•.......•.......•......•...•..••...•...•... S 50 civ to its spread-the dung~on, rack, stake, and Freethinkers. Even if Freethinkers were very much
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remittanoe ••••....•••••••...........•.......•...••••••••••••••••.•10 00 sword. The religion which could go to the common inferior to Christians in all other respects-which
Any number over five at the same rate, invaria.blywith one
people as the only faith under heaven whereby men they are not-the notorious contempt of the Chrisremittance.
cpuld be saved from the agonies of eternal torture tian for the basic social prin~iple of equal justice
needed no god to drive the superstitious and calcu- would much more than balance the scales. People
McmB?J Bh0Ul4 ~e 11ent !Ill ez.pre11B oom.vanfi'B monet1 oraer
Early Christianity did not who want to exempt church property from taxation,
postal oraer, ara.ft on New Yori:, or !Ill reatsterea letter. lating into its net.
A.aaress oommuntoattons ana mai:e araJf,s, oneol:s, :P06t-otllCe appeal to reaso;n, it did not appeal to human love- who compel their neighbors to pay for the teaching
ana e:epress monev oraerspaviW!e to
E. M. MAODON.ALD,
except for those within its own fold; it did not of religious dogmas which they do not accept, and
28 Latavette p!alle, New Yorl:.
appeal to the spirit of tolerance-for it was abso- who deliberately steal one-seventh of the citizens'
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We •hall be obliged to our lutely intolerant ; it did not appeal to science, nor time through Sunday laws, should keep very quiet
reader• H they wtll•end n• the na01e and addre• of culture, nor love of country and home. It had two about "morality."
any Freethinker -who ill not a regular •nb•crlber.
We cheerfully admit that those "who hav not
shibboleths : One was Brotherhood, regardless of
race, condition, or previous character, but the con- freely inquired cannot fairly decide," and this is the
SOME HANDSOD PREHU:MS.
dition was that acceptance of the Christ must pre- status of the average Christian. He has read the
cede
acceptance into the brotherhood. The second Bible-more or less-and he listens to his preacher's
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renewSalvation
through Christ.- You must believe e:c parte statements. He is not familiar with the
was,
als on the part of our friends we make the followin the Nazarene or be damned. No matter how most common arguments against the divinity and
ing handsome premium offers:
commendable your life, you had not a. ghost of a authenticity of the Bible. The god idea he swalFor $6.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKER one chance to escape the .flames unless you believed in lows without thought. Of the naturalistic beginyear ($3) and S. P. Putnam's " Four Hundred Jesus the son of God. His blood alone could wash nings and the comparativ history of religions he
"Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage away your sins. Says Lecky, the historian:
knows nothing. It is one of the easiest things in
.
of this or our Free offer of the book (see opposit
"Inquiry, among the early theologians, was much the world to get him to declare in the most positiv
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in less valued than belief, and appeals to reason than manner that important passages which you quote
the country should not possess this splendid work. appeals to fear. In philosophy the most compre- from -the Bible are not to be found in that volume,
For $5 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one hensiv, but in theology the most intolerant, system which he avers is his chart of the sea of life and his
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete" is naturally the strongest. To weak women, to the passport into heaven. As a rule-of course there
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a. young, the ignorant, and the timid, to all, in a word, are exceptions-the Christian is a person who was
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be who were distrustful of their own judgment, the born into Christianity. As a rule-again there are
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New doctrin of exclusiv salvation must hav come with exceptions-a Freethinker is a person who has inan appalling power; and as no other religion pro- vestigated and thought his way out of Christianitv.
Rqchelle.
fessed
-it, it supplied the church with an invaluable Who has most " freely inquired" '
For $5 we·. Will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one
"If the scriptures reprove sin, no wonder sinners
vantage
ground, and doubtless drove great multiyear ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
tudes into its pale" (Hist. of European Morals, Vol. hate the scriptures." But the Bible itself says that
Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
"the devils believe and tremble." The Christian
I., pp. 447-8).
For $4:.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXE.B one
That the " Brotherhood of Man" in the early contends that not only does the Bible reprove sin .
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's Dynamic The- days of Christianity meant merely the brotherhood but it reveals a way to escape the consequences of
ory ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one of. Christians there is overwhelming evidence. To sin. Then why should the sinner hate itT If he
wants this book. It has over a thousand large quote Lecky again :
believes, he gets a bill of credit on heaven which
pages and more than four hundred illustrations.
'fAll the fierce hatred which during the Arian cancels his indebtedness. If he doesn't believe,
It is a digest of Scienc_e, and every one who studies and Donatist controversies convulsed the empire, why should he hate a book which cannot harm him T
it cannot ·help but be well-informed in all scientific and which in later times has deluged the world with All this talk about Freethinkers and ''sinners"
matters.
blood, may be traced in the church long before the. "hating" the Bible is illogical and nonsensical. It
For $4:.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one conversion of Constantine. Already, in the secowl is a decrepit sophis'll which should be retired on a
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- century,it was the rule that the orthodox Christian pension.
Book" in cloth ($2.50).
"Deism is a cheat; and so hav many of its advocates
should hold no conversation, should exchange none
For $4: we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year of the most ordinary courtesies of life, with the ex- found it, when a death-bed detected its folly. ·Christianity is increasingly precious in that trying hour; and,
($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" communicated or the heretic. Common sufferings strange to tell, the instance is not recorded of a man who
were impotent to assuage the a.i:rimosity, and the died regretting his faith in the word of God, or warning
in boards ($2).
_
For $4: we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year purest and fondest relations of life were polluted by his friends against the delusion of the Bible."
the
new
intolerance"
(Ibid.,
p.
451).
A man having intellect enough to be a Deist or
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comic"Truth bears inspection. The more the Bible is can- an Atheist during his years of strength is not
ally lliustra.ted," in cloth covers ($1.50).
didly ·studied, the more highly it is valued. Deists are likely to be frightened back into Christianity at the
For $3.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one for the most paujgnorant of its contents, and immoral
approach of death, unless his mental faculties
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically in their lives. "Those who hav not freely inquired can
not fairly decide; and if the scriptures reprove sin, no weaken, and in that event his change of views proves
Illustrated," in board covers ($1).
nothing. Sickness of mind is no more an argument
wonder sinners hate the scriptures."
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
against
mental vigor and sanity than sickness of
"Truth bears inspection," which accounts for the
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceed- fact that the statements made in this tract do not body is an argument against physical strength and
ingly low. price. Old and new subscribers can bear inspection. There are no closer students of cleanliness. During the progress of dissolution the
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our the Bible than those who hav rejected the claims to mind usuallv shares the afilictions of the body.
present readers will call the attention_ of their supernatural origin made in its behalf. They hav Whether it ·does or. does .not generally depends
r~jected those claims because of their investigations. upon the nature of the disease which is sapping the
friends tlle values ol'ered.
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energies of the latter. It has often happened that and violence that disfigure so-called Christian lands the fundamental Christian dogmas-and we hav
those who, when in health, abandoned other creeds must in justice be placed at the door of non· compared their ~hortcomings with the shortcomfor Christianity hav returned to the religion of their Christians-suppose all this is conceded-and what ings of similar classes of offenders residing in lands
childhood when prostrated by sickness. Early im- is the logical conclusion? Let us see.
·
under the influence of other religions, and we hav
pressions are the more lasting.
Christianity has been the popular, the dominant, said that the comparison was not favorable to
Men die serenely in any and all beliefs, but and practically the only religion which Europe and Christianity, considered as a restraining, moralizing
Christianity would seem to be one of the poorest of modern America hav known. It is claimed that power. Now comes Mr. Pentecost, who emphaticdeath-bed comforters. Even if one is sure that he the races which constitute the bulk of the popula- ally avers that this is not fair, .that all crimes and
is himself of the elect it must be very painful to be- tions of Europe and America are naturally the keen- immoralities are diametrically opposed to the teachlieve in the last hours of life that so many who est, the most receptiv of new ideas, the most ener- ings of Christianity and that, therefore, there can
· helped make the eartl!.ward pilgrimage a pathway getic and progressiv of all the races which inhabit be no bad Christians.
of peace and joy are doon:::.ed to an eternity ~f suf- the earth. It is also claimed that the Christian reAccepting lhis view for the nonce, we ask why it
fering ; that he will never again look in their dear ligion comes directly from heaven, and that all is that Christianity, claimed by its adherents to be
faces, unless, perchance, he beholds them contorted other religions are of merely human origin; that the only God-given religion in the world, has not
with the agonies of hell as he gazes from the battle- back of Christianity is God and all the hosts of been able to make a better showing for itself as a
ments of heaven. On the other hand, what has the heaven ; that this God sent his only son to earth to police power and teacher of ethics! Why is it, that
Freethinker to fear? Death comes to him as to all reveal himself as the redeemer of man and to es- if it is, as claimed, so opposed to wrong-doing that
others. It cannot be escapE-d. No repentance can tablish God's church through whlch alone could no bad person can be a Christian, that the sum
make good to him what he lost by the mistakes he come salvation to the children of this world; that total of vice and crime in Christian lands is so
made. In the words of George W. Foote : "The in the Bible we hav God's infallible word, his im- . enprmous, equalling, if it does not exceed, the sum
only terror in death is the apprehension of what peccable commands to man; that this God-founded, total of vice and crime in lands of equal or greater
lies beyond it, and that emotion is impossible to a Bible-charted, and Christ-ruled church is opposed population under the sway of other world religsincere disbE-liever. Of course the orthodox may to wars of conquest, to cruelty, to nation'll and in- ions? Mr. Pentecost says that " the victims of
ask: 'But is there a sincere disbeliever!' To dividual robbery, to drunkenness, to prostitution, these sins are they to whom the gospel of forgivwhich I can only reply, like Diderot, by asking, 'Is to murder, to all governmental, social, and economic ness, regeneration, and sanctification are directed,"
tbere a sincere Christian ?'" Freethinkers die wrongs which breed paupers, the vicious and the and that Christ "came to save men from their
every day, and they close their eyes as peacefully as criminal, and that if it could hav its way the blood sins." This being so, whv is it that there are tens
any of earth's children can, who all go out of life of civilization would be purified and these terrible of millions of " sinners" in countries where this
through the gates of pain.
eruptions on the face and. body of society would gospel has been preached for many centuries T that
Yes, men hav died who in dying warned their disappear as the leper's spots are said to hav van- there are as many in those countries as there are
friends against the delusion of an inerrant Bible. ished at the to•1ch of the handof Jesus, son of God in countries where the gospel of Jesus has not been
Only presumption and ignorance of rationalism and God himself, founder of the Christian Church. preached? If God's gospel can show no richer
could ask such a question. "Regretting his faith
Well, Why does it not hav its way '! If Chris- fruits than the gospels of man, where is its superiin the word of God" ! Well, it is stated that tianity be indeed a religion of deed instead of faith ority? Why not concentrate all the forces of ChrisJesus cried on the scaffold, " My God, my God, why is it that the races which for a millennium hav tianity in one supreme effort to redeem the sinners
why hast thou forsaken me?"
been taught by this one only God-sent religion are in Christian countries instead of sending missionin many respects not a step in advance-to state it aries to lands which seem as well able to take care
A. Lame Defense of' Christianity.
very mildly-of other races which hav been under of the:r own undeveloped classes as Christian people
Rev. George Pentecost, D. D., missionary and the guidance of uninspired teachers of morals 1 are to take care of theirs T
Mr. Pentecost forgets-conveniently, perhapsevangelist, perpetrates this anent the speeches of Why is it that as regards war and persecution
non-Christian priests at the World's Parliament of Christian nations-using the phrase in its ordinary that the moral codes of the great religions are parts
sense-hav always been the most bloody and cruel? of the common property of the race. They did not
Religions:
You
say that the warriors and persecutors were not, come to man through revelation but by evolution.
" It was the monk Vivakanadra who arraigned Christianity for its crimes, for its vices and immoralities; who are not, Christians. What does this plea avail! They are the experiences of our ancestors voiced in
professed horror at the violence, bloodshed, and general Has Christianity no restraining influence? If after aphorism, maxim, and law. They are subject only
wickedness of the propagators of the gospel; who charged the passage of these many centuries nations that hav to the slightest and slowest of modifications as the
them with coming with a sword in one hand to kill and
race toils painfully onward through the centuries~
destroy and a Bible in the other to convert the mild and during all this time been under the direct influence
its
field of observation widening as the clouds of
gentle, the pure and spotless Hin~u~, to the gross, carnal, of God's own and only religion are more warlike and
and drunken habits of the Chnst1ans. The acts of so- less tolerant than nations that hav never known its superstition grow thin under the rays of the sun: of
called Christian governments, in wars of conquest against blessings, is it not time to ask in what its exception- knowledge and its eyes become acc~stomed to
the gentle Orientals; their inhumanity in forcing OP,ium ally elevating power consists ~ If as regards crimes the increasing light. It is not their differing moral
and alcoholic liquors upon an unwilling and innocent
systems that chiefly distinguish r~ligions. It is
people· the battle, war, and spoil waged by Western na- of violence, and drunkenness and prostitution we
when
dreamers or schemers begin to formulate
are
at
the
best
not
superior
to
peoples
which
worship
tions ~ere all charged upon Christianity. The drunkenness, \mmorality, and violence visible and open to view at the altars of the "false gods," in what respect is theories about the supernatural that they segregat£<
in Western Christian lands were alleged to be a part and Christianity superior to the other world relig- men into sects. In so far as religion enjoins men
parcel of Christianity and a direct result of the religion ions as a humanizing and refining and purifying to deal justly with their fellows because only thus
of Christ.
"
can social order and individual safety be secured it
"What is to be said to all this? First. That the un- influence?
is
a beneficent factor in society, but when it tells
And again: If Christianity is not to be debited
righteous acts of government are in no sense a product of
Christianity. There is no such thing as a Christian gov- with those who lead nations to war, and those who men that the social law of reciprocity is suspended
ernment in the sense that the state is directed and its ac- in private life are vicious and crimina~ we cannot in the case of the man who cannot believe some
tions authorized by the church of Christ.
in justice debit other religions with the immOrality tenet of the creed, then religion become.., a curse.
•• Second. The drunkenness, the violence, the immoralIf a man must believe-or pretend to believe-beities the depredation seen in the cities and countries and crime which are found in countries where those
call~d Christians, are all outside Christianity, and are the religions are domlliant. We do not forget that Mr. fore he can hav the protection which is extended to
sins and crimes against which the whole Christian minis- Pentecost tries to draw a line of distinction here, even the common criminal who believes, human life
try lifts its voice in the name of God and Christ. The but the faintest breath of truth instantly effaces it. is not safe for one moment. Religion has never
victims of these sins are they to whom the gospel of for- If those who do not, in Christian lands, respect the cared for the purely human virtues when some fictigivness regeneration, and sanctification are directed.
As wen' charge upon the medical profession responsibility rights of others and do not lead moral lives, are not tious duty to God required their sacrifice. .
This is particularly true of Christianity. To save
for smallpox, cholera, yellow-fever, and leprosy, as to to be called Christians, no matter how strong their
charge these worst works of the :flesh upon the gospel faith in Christian dogmas, then those who in other from hell the souls of the few it has been the murof Christ, who came to seek o.nd save men from their lands lead criminal and immoral liveR cannot fairly derer of the many. Mr. Pentecost cannot wipe out
sine. · · ·
the record; he cannot convince intelligent and un•' A man born of Hindu, Buddhist, or Mohammedan be called Buddhists, or Hindus, or Mohammedans,
prejudiced
people here nor in other countries that
no
matter
how
implicitly
they
believe
in
the
docparents, and inducted into the rites of these ~ait~s, is
Hindu Buddhist, or Mohammedan, whatever h1s life or trinal creeds of those religions. If Christianity the religion he preaches was not directly responsible
character may be. The answer to this is, that there are will not accept responsibility for the bad deeds of for the witchcraft delusion with all its horrors; for
good Hindus and bad Hindus. It is not so with Chris- those who call themselvs Christians, then we cannot the wholly unjustifiable Crusades; for centuries of
tianity. There may be good and better Christians, but
the most atrocious persecution; for numberless
there are no bad Christians, No drunkard, no liar, no in justice foist the bad deeds of those who call
wars
of unexampled ferocity; for the degradation.
whoremonger, no thief, no murderer, can be at the same themselvs·Buddhists upon Buddhism. Taking this
of
woman;
for the defense of American slavery by
time a Christian."
view of the matter, it at once becomes apparent that
appeals
to
the
Bible ; for bigoted opposition to the
Suppose that, for argument's sake, we grant all in comparing the great religions for the purpose
this-what then ? Suppose we admit, as Mr. of determining their relativ value as conservators of temperance movement in its days of struggle; for
Pentecost wishes us to do, that our government order and promoters of sound ethics we must place Jew-baiting, and for numberless other colossal
officials and the "jingoes'' behind them who force against their names demerit marks in the negativ wrongs that were the legitimate fruits of its superthem into needless, unjust, and robber wars, are ratio of unsocial acts which respectivly they do not natural dogmas and other-world morality.
not Christians; that our vicious and criminal classes prevent instead of in the positiv ratio of unsocial
are composed of men and women who are outside acts which those who bear their re,pectiv names
If you catch a preacher committing a crime, it
the pale of Christianity, and that the economic commit. We hav been pointing to the offenses of does not save him from justice any more to accuse
inequities which are larg~ly responsible for the vice those who are called Christians-those who accept you of being in league with the devil.
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.Wanted-New Subscribers.
We solicit the kind attention of our friends to
the need which exists of increasing the subscription list of THE TRUTH SEEKER. There are several
reasons for this, which our readers will readily see.
First, It·will do a world of good, by making more
Liberals and by interesting those already liberal in
the work of Freethought. ·rhe church is making
great encroachments upon our liberties, and the
people need to know about it, in order to defeat its
tyranny. And those who read THE TRUTH SEEKER
are a hundred. times more interested and activ than
those who do not. Second, It is a duty we owe to
our fellow-men to giv them the light of reason we
hav obtained. Liberalism makes for true civilization, and freedom from fear of an angry God makes
. men happier and· better. Every Liberal should do
all he can to lift up his neighbors from the darkness
of superstition to the glorious plain of mental liberty. And, as Mr. Wakeman says, referring to the
resolution regarding the Liberal papers passed at
the late International Congress: "They are the very
life of the cause of intellectual and practical emancipation of the people. As such they are to be
built up and sustained by constant care, payment,
encouragement, and solicitation for subscribers for
them." Third, An increase in the list will relieve the
readers from the occasional " duns " we are com. palled to send out in order to get money with
which to pay bills. If we can obtain two or three
thousand new subscribers, the increased revenue
. will make the business work of the . paper easier,
and. we can continue to improve the paper without
fear of financial embarrassments.
To reward those who will do a little for us in
this matte;r we hav arranged to take a large number of Mr. Putnam's "Four Hundre'd Years of
Freethought," and to every one who sends us four
n~w yearly subscribers at the regular rates of $3
($12 in all), we shall send a copy of that magnificent work .free. Those who send the club before
the book is on the press will be enrolled among the
!)riginal subscribers and patrons in the book.
And to make it easy to get these four new sub-
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ing ''the devil," they won't make such fools of town may grant to a corporation of not less than
twenty-five resident freeholders an exclusiv franchise
themselvs as some Jerseyites do now.·
for the term of ten years for the sale of liquors.
"Blessed be ye poor, for yours is the kingdom of
Prescribing how the corporation shall be managed,
God," is a promis said to hav been made by one
etc., it provides that after a five per cent. semi"Jesus of Nazareth;" but Nazareth is a long cry
annual dividend is paid, the remainder of the profits
from Bloomfield, New Jersey, where Grace Episcoshall go to the city or town; to the school district
. pal church has turned out of its choir a welland to the Young Men's Christian Association! Is
educated gentleman for the heinous offense of being
the "Hon." D. Nicholl, who drafted this precious
a coachman !
bill, more dunce or knave T But why should we be
'·I promis to study the Bible to find out what it surprised by his antics, when the state makes a
teaches about public and political questions and to present to the church of a receipted bill for the full
govern my voting and political conduct by it." If ·amount of its taxes and Congress makes a loan to
you want to take that pledge, send your name to the World's Fair management on condition that the
the Christian Patriot Morristown, Tenn. This is Fair be closed on Sunday! The Iowa Freethinkanother of the church-state straws. We should be ers, nevertheless, should keep a sharp eye on
pleased to hav this Tennessee theocrat tells us Nicholl and his bill.
----------'what Jesus meant when. he said, as reported, "My
John Wesley, a gentleman more or less esteemed
kingdom is not of this world."
by our Methodist brethren, including Rev. Mr.
Rev. P. E. Wilkinson is pastor of a Methodist BucklE~y, of the Christian AdiJocate, once upon a
church in.Chicago. Recently while he was praying time stated it as his solemn belief "that the giving
a young divinity student in the congregation went up witchcraft is in effect giving up the Bible."
to sleep and did ·not awaken for sixty hours. We Were the gentleman living at the present time and
do not know what is the moral of this, unless it is still of the same way of thinking he would doubtthat people should go home and go decently to bed less be ready to welcome as zealous accepters of the
instead of remaining in church, subject to the true faith the Mojave Indians, of California. The
soporific influences of prayer, thus running the Mojaves believe that the squaw who has twins is a
risk of putting their frienda to the trouble of carry- witch and a consort of evil spirits. So when a
ing them out in a recumbent position and calling a young wife among them recently gave birth to
doctor.
twins a grand council was at once called. The
The rejection of the B1ble God is only the first husband tried to save his wife and babiea, but the
step. Eliminate Jehovah and yet the moral equa- medicin man-the priest-insisted that the custom
tion is not demonstrated. It makes no difference of the tribe must be observed. Accordingly the
whether any particular God ever comma~de~ the babies were brained with a club and the mo her
crimes laid at the door of the t~telary divinity of burned in her house. The M:ojaves hav not been
the Jews. The crimes were committed, the suf- rationalized by Freethought, hence they appear to
fering was endured. All nature shrieks in agony. be nearlv the only uncorrupted spiritual descendIf an intelligent God created the cosmos he is re- ants of W E:sley and the Puritans who can now be
sponsible. Every argument from sympathy and found in the United States.

"To believe, to believe alone, is to liv. Skepticism as
a habit, as a condition, is a sign of deficient vitality, It
is a vastly nobler fear which dreads lest it should lose
some truth than that which trembles lest it should believe
something whtch is not wholly true. 'Seek truth and
pursue it.' Of course, seeking the truth you will hate
and avoid the lie-that goes without saying-but not to
avoid the lie, but to find the truth." -Phillips Brooks.
"To believe, to believe alone," may or may not
''The report l.s published that the project for beatifying be a sign of superabounding vitality, but it is surely
and canonizing Joan of Arc is likely to come to an abrupt
termination, as no evidence is forthcoming of extra- an indication of deficient mentality. Phillips Brooks
ordinary virtue or of miracles wrought by her. If that was an eloquent sentence-weaver and a popular
scribers we will o:fter them as a premium either of is the drfficulty, we might as well giv up the hope of hav- idol, but if all who preceded him in the course
two spendid works-The "Old Testament Stories ing any more canonized saints. 'rhe evidence for their of life had believed everything and doubted nothing
Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's." Handbook miracles will become less and less. ''-N. Y. Independent. he would never hav been Bishop of Massachusetts.
of Freethought '' in cloth binding. Our readers
So much for the Protestant view of exclusivly He would not hav been even a man. He would
Catholic
saints and miracles. But how about the never h a v h eard of " th e one t rue G od"
Th e 1og10
·
know the value of these books, and. that about every
·
alleged
miracles
of
Jesus,
tho
common
property
of
f
h'
"
t"
f
f
'th
ld
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th
Liberal in the country would like a copy of one or
o lS argumen
or al wou
ece 1 a e e
Protestant and Catholic T Is there any evidence
t• ·
t
f
thin
t
ht
~he other.
Either one of these, as may be chosen,
unques lOmng accep ance o every
g ever aug '
for these miracles T We venture to sa'y that if the no matter how contradictory or self-destructiv. A
will be given to the new subscribers obtained in miracies attributed to Jesus were credited to some man who· should attempt to condense into equal
these clubs of four, and a copy of "Four Hun- later ,C,atholic saint the Indepen<Jent 'would be space more puerility and silliness than Phillips
dred Years of Freethought" to the one who gets found among the disbelievers. Why is there such Brooks has crowded into the foregoing paragrapJ:t
up th~ club and sends the money and names.
a great difference in the length of two strings, one would hav a herculean task indeed.
.
·
t
·
1
measuring a foot and the other twelve inches?
We cannot afford to mak e thlS premmm 0 smg e
Sunday mails are now to be attacked with all the
subscribers, but to enable old subscribers and single
Christianity, resting on a basis of traditional or available forces of Sabbatarianism. The Sundaynew subscribers to obtain these and other desirable book authority-the case respectivly of the Catholic ites claim to hav petitions representing 10,000,000
works· at a great reduction, we hav made a list of and Protestant churches-is necessarily opposed to adults in favor of Congressional action against Sunpremiums in connection with subscriptions to the the development and integrity of the individ- day carrying and distribution, of mails. Of course
ual. To be sure, Protestantism claims to be the this is not so, for 10,000,000 adults would stand for
paper, to be found in the first column of the first
. d
·
champion of the right of private JU gment ; but 25,000,000 of our population, supposing that half
editorial page of THE.TRUTH SEEKER. Wearewilling th'1s c1arm
·
· con dit'10ned upon w h e th er th e m-.
·
1s
of the 10,000,000 are women. This is said to be
to do our part toward making the obtaining of good dividual's use of his own judgment leads him to ac- the largest petition ever presented to Congress. If
Liberal works easy arid cheap, and hope our read- cept or reject what she accepts or rejects. He it is, it knocks at least 15,000,001 off the 40,000,ers will take advantage of the terms offered.
may put his own interpretation upon any part 000 long claimed to hav petitioned for the closing
Once more we ask that a favorable eye be turned of the Bible, but he must not reject the book of the World's Fair on Sunday. It is clear that
.
. d.e·a- A s as God's revelation to man.
Wherever and in somebody is again trying to demonstrate that
in our direction,
and a he 1p ful h. an d ·ext en
.
whatever department of human: activity the genius "Christian veracity is the equivalent of Punic
the resolutions of the International Congress ex.
.
.
.
of ChristianitY: dominates the mind of man faith." But, judging by the eagerness with which
pressed 1t, Boom the Llberalpa~ers a~d-~ou boo~ the ~divi4.~al fmu~t be s~bor(ljna~.e(}_tq,.a.. power .COngress swallowed ·the M-nnchause:h tales of the
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ethics is as valid against any omnipotent God as
against the Idol of the Twelve Tribes. It is vain
to appeal from the God of the Jews to the God of
nature. Postulate a conscious, omnipotent, omniscient personality and "there is blood upon the
hand still and all the perfumes of Araby cannot
sweeten it."
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Freeth ought and Secular Notes from
England.
·a
During the past month several even t sof consi -

erable importance to us as Freethinkers h~v
occurred in ERglimd. The lecturing :field, Pa.rlia"th
t
ment, and the church hav furnished us Wl maerialei for reflection, from which many valuable conelusions may be drawn.
CHRISTIAN VIOLENCE.
At many of our open-air Freethought meetings
the defenders(?) of Christianity behave like the lowest rowdies rather than as respectable members of
society. In former days they frequently caused dis•t t t
turbances in our halls and they did not h esi a e o
insult our lecturers in the street. In some cases
these servants of the Lord, who are told in their
Bible to "abstain from all appearance of evil," hav
k
h t
·
·t
·
so terrified hotel- eepers t a on some oc~a.BIO?B I
was impossible for our speakers to obtrun either
shelter or food. Although public opinion and an
improved sense of justice hav compelled these or"f th · b t 1 onduct
th.o d ox fana ti cs. t o mo d ~ Y • err ru a. c
'
still the same kind of thmg m a lesser degree has
. been revived in Newcastle-on-Tyne and in other
towns, where Mr. Foote has recently addressed large
meetings much to the discomfiture of church bigots.
As I intimated in my last notes the president of the
National Secular Society has adopted the plan of
allowing free admission to certain portions of the
hall at his lectures and Christians hav marked their
appreciation of hi~ generosity by doing their best
to break up his meetings. At one evening gathering a crowd of these Christian roughs insisted upon
entering the hall at the conclusion of Mr. Foote's
lecture, and on his rising to reply to opponents
these pious people, notwithstanding they are enjoined in the New TestBlllent to '•let all things be
done decently and in order," persisted in drowning
his utterances by hideous cries such as are only excusable in the lower animals. Now, what becomes
of the boasted influence of the Bible and of the
holy spirit on such Christian minds? Evidently th J
love for Jesus does not inspire his followers with
justice for and decency towardR their fellow-men.
What would be said of Freethinkers if they were
guilty of such base conduct in the churches? Not
only would they be punished "according to law,"
as "evil doers," but they would, and justly so, be
condemned by all respectable and right-minded individuals. These actions of the wildly religious enthusiasts deserve to be held up to public execration.
The right of free speech has been dearly purchased
by the brave Freethinkers of the past and it must
now be defended at any cost. Of course we recognize it as a part of our mission, as Freethinkers, to
civilize such semi-savage natures and to try to
teach them to think, to reason, and to listen to argument; but, like John Wesley, we hav sometimes
to go through much rough work in our endeavors
to accomplish this desirable object.
AN INDICATION OF SECULAR PROGRESS.
Since my return from Americf!. I hav delivered the
annual lecture for the Birmingham branch of the
National Secular Society, in the Town Hall of that
city. Between two and three thousand persons
were present, fully one-third being ladies. Mr.
Cattell, who has taken part in the Secular movement in Birmingham for nearly half a century,
writes me as follows :
DEAR WATTS: I congratulate you on your return from
Americ~and also en your splendid reception at the Oity
Hall. walking home from the meeting with an old
friend, we could not but compare notes on the progress
of the Secular cause during the past thirty years. At our
gatherings held three decades ago, under the most favorable circumstances, an assembly of forty grown-up persons at my lectures was considered a "crowded meeting,"
even those being more thm were found at that period in
the Unitarian chapel. The increase of hearers from
scores to hundreds, and from hundreds to thousands,
shows unmistakably sig-ns of advance. T do not mean to
imply that the whole of your audience of nearly three
thousand persons agreed with your views, but the great
point is that they were present, and that they listened
without expressing dissent during the delivery of a discourse wherein views were expounded that many of them
heard for the first time. The words attributed to Galileo
are indeed true and applicable to Secularism-" Still it
moves."
0BA.RLE8 0. OATTELL.

Be it therefore enacted by the queen's most excellent
majesty by and .with the advice and cons~nt of. the lords
spiritual and temporal, and commons, pt this present
Parliament assembled, and by the authonty of the same,
as follows:
. o·vn
1. This act may for all purposes be cited as the I
and Religious Liberty Exteneion Act; 1893.
2. Nothing . contained in this act shall affect or be
deemed to repeal or contravene in any way. such. parts of
the act nine George the Second, chapter thirty-a~ relating to mortmai:d a~ remain unrepealed, or a~:v. ower act
amending or altermg such act; and the proVISIOns of all
such acts now in force shall apply to all tr.usts. created unde:. ~t:tthe passing of thi8 act, notwithstanding any
act, rule of common law, rule of equity, or rule of practice of any court of justice now in force to the contrary,
it shall be lawful for any person to create and endow, or
create or endow, a.ny trust for inquiry into the foun~a
tiona and tendency of religious and ethical baliefs which
from time to time prevail, or for the maintenance and
propagation of the results of such inquiry. And the
method; of application of bequests made for the P!lrposes
,aforesa1d shall be, on the part of those respons1ble for
their administration, subject to revision at intervals of

their credulous followers to ,, put their trust in God;"
For reasons of his own, Tyndall objected to be
called an Atheist, preferring what· he termed the
milder word, Agnostic.
.Yet in his lecture on
"Man" (PP· 27 and 28) he pays the following. tribute to the honor and :fidelity of Atheists : "If I
wished to :find men who are scrupulous in their adherence to engagements, whose words are their
bond, and to whom moral thriftiness of any kind is
subjectivly unknown; if I wanted. a loving fathe.r, a
faithful husband, an honorable neighbor, ·and a JUSt
citizen, I should seek him and :find him among the
band of Atheists to wh~ch I refer. I h~~ov known
some of the most pronounced BlllOng tht>m not only
in life but in de9.th-Eleen them approaching with
open eyes the inexorable goal, with. no dread of a
hangman's whip, with no.-hope of a heavenly crown,
and still as mindful of their duties, and as faithful
in the discharge of them, as if their eternal future
depended upon their latest deeds."

4. ~uch trust, whether created by de~d or will, or by
other mstruf!lept, shall be ~eemed a char!table trust, a~d
shall be administered and g1ven effect to m all respects m
as full and complete a manner as in the case of religious
and charitable trusts now recognized by law; and the
. doctrin of Qy-pres shall be applied to it when circumstanc~s shall arise requiring the. application of such
doctrm. . .
The b1~l IS supported by several well-kno'!n M.
~.'s, ~mt It cannot .make furt~~r progr?,ss this .seas10n, ma~much as It has .been block~d b;r ~ pwu.s
Tory, which means that It must rema.m as It Is until
next session.. When, howeve~, it .does beco~e la.w
-and ther~ IS no doubt but It will-Seculansts m
England will no longer be legall.y robbed.' of J:>eq~ests left them .for the promulgatiOn of their pnn01ples.

BRADLAUGH1S DEATH.
As the readers of THE TRUTH S~EKER hav already
been informed, religious slander has not left untouched the last hours of the life of the late great
English leader of Freethought. These .co"f,ardly
manufacturers of "Infidel Death-bed Stones, . ·who
could not answer Mr. Bradlaugh while he lived, 1- av,
with pious zeal, sought to defBllle his memory now
he is dead. The facts of the case were given in this
journal, dated Dec. 2, 1893. .It will be there seen
that the Rev. Allan Rees, to impart to his slander
the semblance of truth, professed to discover what
never happened-Mr. Bradlaugh's rhange of opinion upon religion; and he mentioned the name of a
brother of the dead hero who never existed. When
his wicked falsehoods were exposed, this occupier
of the "coward's castle " declined any further correspondence upon. the matter. :This reckless
preacher of "a religion of truth and justice " is a.
fair sample of theologians, who, with· an audacity
that ignorance and fanaticism alone could inspire,
libel Freethinkers who hav had sufficient intellectual ability to think for themselvs rather than to be
contented with the mental laziness of blind belief.
If the Bible be true, "all liars shall hav their part
in the lake which burneth with :fire and brimstone"
(Rev. xxi, 8)..
·

thirty years.

RELIGION IN PUBLIO SCHOOL!!.
we are having .in :England a similar trouble
with our public schools (termed - here board
schools) that obtains in A:merica. Theologians,
being unable to stem the tide of education, are
doing their level best to pollute its stream with
orthodox doctrine, that can only perplex the
J.Outhful mind and thus interfere with the reception of true secular instruction. The majority
of the members of the London- school board hav
issued a circular informing the teachers that the
Bible is their text-book of religion, and that from
it the children must be taught their relation to
God, the Creator, God the Redee;mer, and God the
Holy Ghost and Sanctifier. This is theological audacity with a vengeance, for it has long been an
accepted fact that the text in the New Testament
that groups these three Gods together is either an
interpolation or a forgery. Where does the moral
come in when such misleading instruction is issued
for teachers to perpetuate error and delusion among
the rising generation? The Roman Catholics are
determined not to be behind in their demands.
They are, therefore, asking for money from the
state with which to pay their educational expenses,
on the ground that they are rated for schools
which they consider "hurtful and dangerous."
It will thus be seen that in England the battle
for free and unsecta.ria.n instruction in our public
schools is not yet completely won. Still we do not
despair of victory, inasmuch as public opinion is
clearly opposed to all encroachments of the church
upon the education of the young. Theological restrictions and priestly domination hav had their
day ; the era of menta.l freedom is dawning in our
midst.
·

PROFESSOR TYNDALL.
The month of December, 1893, will be remembered as the time when death robbed the world of
the services of. the eminent scientific expounder,
John Tyndall. Next to the late Professor Clifford,
Tyndall was the most out-spoken Freethinker of
the present generation; his writings, with those of
Darwin, Spencer, and Huxley, hav done more to
modify the bigotry of the age than those of any
other men. The fBllle of Tyndall's Belfast address
to the British association, which was a modest defense of the truths of Materialism, has traveled
throughout the civilized world, causing great excitement and giving much tribulation to the theoLIBERTY OF BEQUEST.
logians whose tenets he called in question. His
Mr. Man:field, who succeeded Mr. Bradlaugh as bold proposal to test the efficacy of prayer in curing
member of ParliBlllent for Northampton, has intro- disease thoroughly staggered those who professed
duced into the House of Commons the following to believe in supernatural aid. He suggested that
bill, which is of special interest to all English Free- the patients of one ward of a hospital should be
thinkers:
placed under scientific treatment, while the sufferABILL TO SECURE THE EXTENSION OF CIVIL AND RELIGIOUS • ers in another ward should rely upon prayer, but
LIBERTY.
Christians lacked sufficient faith to try the t>xperiWBEREAB, It is expedient to remove the disabilities ment. It may suit them to preach that prayer is a
unde~ which pers!lns !!~:ffer who.are desirous of endowing, helper in the hour of need, but when that time
cre.at~g, and mB;Intll!llm~ ohar1table and other trusts !o.r arrives, science, tre Secular providence, is preferred
religious and eth1calmqUU'y, so~ to further extend Civil b th
h
t tl d · ·
y ose very peop1e w o are cons an y a Vlsmg
and religious liberty;

FALSE CLAIMS FOR CATHOLICISM.
The Rev. Dr. Vaughan is the archbishop of Westminster, a cardinal of the Roman Catholic churcp, ·
and the pope's representativ in Great Britain. As
it was said of Jesus, the cardinal has "opened his
·mouth" and spoke to the multitude, urging the
claims of his church, which he says ha~;~ "always"
been a friend of '•education, progress, and liberty."
·This is indeed a reckless statement in the face of
the ignorance which so extensivly abounds among
the Roman Catholic population, and of the present
unprogressiv condition of Catholic countries. The
mention of "Roman Catholic love of liberty" recalls
to mind the history of the rack, the thumbscrew,
and all the other cruelties and tortures to which
Bruno, Galileo, Vanini, Hypatia., and other noble
martyrs were exposed. Instances of Roman Catho·lic ''liberty" are furnished by the :fires of Smithfield
and of Oxford and also by the massacres of the Inquisition and St. Bartholomew, where the warmth
and force of Catholic "love " were experienced by
those who dared to differ from the "·mother
church."· It is a curious fact that this apocryphal
history of the Roman church was related by the.
archbishop in the famous city of Coventry, where it
is said that a certain man called "Peeping Tom"
had the misfortune to lose his eyes because, contrary to orders, he "peeped" at Lady Godiva, as
she rode in a nude state on a milk-white steed for
the purpose of saving the liberty of the city. I do
not indorse this story, but it is quite as credible
and better attested than Dr. Vaughan's story about
the claims of his superstitious and intolerant church,
which has ever been and still is the bitterest foe of
all the elements that are necessary to the existence
of civilization. He coolly observed that the English
people hav importea from Germany their skeptical
views of Christianity and their ideas of Atheism.
Had t)e cardinal studied the history of English
Freethought he might hav known that our heresy
as to the Christian faith. and our Atheistic philosophy, existed long before we becBllle acquainted to any
great extent with German ideas. He alleged that in
England "ultra Socialism, Anarchy, and Atheism" .
were allied and that the Secular societies, which he
admitted ''havmade, during the past few years, considerable development and expansion," encouraged
the violence which now destroys the peace and
safety of home and country. We take decided
exception to thus coupling our Secular prcpaganda.
with Socialism and Anarchy, for it does not claim
alliance with all forms Qf Socialism, anq ce:rt~~<inly
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it repudiates .every form of violence .and outrage as
strongly aa the archbishop himself. .Secularists
both public'y and privately show that they ar.e
more averse to such methods .than many .of Dr.
Vaughan's own follower,:~. hav proved themselvs to
be in many towns we could mention.
A SOCIAL WAB.

England has just .passed through a ~risis that for
months has paralyzed trade and shaken om commercial system to its very center.. This tremendous
conflict was caused thl'O\lgh a disp-g.te between the
colliery owners and the hard-worked ~iners. . This
is not the place to discuss which side was to blame
for the deplorable state of. things which threw
thousands of mel;l ou~ of eptploymen~, and reduced
hundreds of families to a state of starvation. The
whole busi~ess rev~aled a lam~nt~ble co~dition of
affairs under what is called Christian civilization
and brought to view the degraded. position into
which the vast m)lltitu.de of th.e workers in mines
hav been forced bY the soci~:~,l system tha.t obtains
in England. Fortun~tely this war is over. for the
present, al;ld peace has been secured in theonly way
which we, as Freethinkers, could approve-namely,
by a conference, .presided over by Lord Roseberry,
between the t:wo parties concerned. Still it would
hav been far more sensible to hav had Ruch a conference before instead of after the mischief had been
d 0 ne. Such am~stake will probably be avoid'ed in
the future, as "cop.ciliation boards" are to be legally
established for settling disputes between employers
and employed. The important fact has been discovered during this . crisis that "the secret of
England's greatness" is. not the Bible, but coal.
All the Bibles in the country could hav been locked
up and the people would not . hav materially suffered in consequence. Not so with coal that was
kept from the popll1ation and. untold misery was
the result. ;Long before peace had been proclaimed
meetings had been held throughout the country to
pray to God that he. would put an end to this
social war, but nothing came of it. The Lord of
heaven took no notice. Men, women, and children
continued to heroically bear the pangs of hunger,
and ultimately secUlar effort had ·to achieve what
prayer failed to accomplish.
,., A LIVING WAGE."

Another important result arising from the above
unfortunate conflict is that the question of a "living
wage " for the toiling masses has been brought to
the front. It is curious to notice the position taken
by many of the clergy in this matter. Some of
them.affirmed· that the only solution of the difficulty
was to accept the "living wage" prescribed long
ago by "the young carpenter of Nazareth." It is
certainly paying that young hero a poor compliment to connect him with a decided historic failure,
for it is confessed that after nearly nineteen hundred years no fair wage is being received by the
working classes to-day. But apart from this, these
clergymen urge that men ought to be paid as
" Christians" and not according to the value of
. their work in the market at any given time. A
man's income is not to depend on the wage fund or
upon the number of applicants among whom the
fund is to be distributed. No matter how rapidly
the population increases and the demand for labor
decreases, the "Christian wage" has to be paid,
each man having what he wants to provide for himself and family. While we should most heartily rejoice to see the last ~la?se ena.cte_d, the qti~stion
arises upon the " Christian" pnn01ple, how 1s the
thing to be done?
These reverend gentlemen
failed to tell us how, in the absence of the wage
fund and the demand for production, the " Christian wage" was to be found. Would a portion of
it come out of the hundred dollars received weekly
by many parsons or from the two hundred dollars
a day which are now paid to some bishops T These
preachers of "Blessed be ye poor" could well spare
some of their income and then hav a decent
" living wage " left for themselvs. Why did not
these clerical "helpers " advise the miners in the
language of Jesus to "labor not for the meat that
perisheth," and assure. them that their heavenly
father would feed and. clothe them as he did the
fowls of the air. If "the young carpenter of
Nazareth" could speak to-day, he might exclaim to
these clergymen, "0 ye of little faith."
SEOULAB LEGISLA.TION.

The Secular teachings of self-help and proVIsion
are receiving valuable supp~rt from_ a measure .now
passing through the Enghsh Parliament, ent1tled
"The Employers' Liability Act," which. provides
compensation to workmen in case of acc1dent and
to their families in case of their death through the
carelessness or neglect of their employers. All
~uch Iewfjl~ti9~ f'!trik~s at the r99t of th~ ·pld con-

ceptio~ that God could be relled. upon in the ho~r
of death or in the time of danger. Men no longer
rely upon prayer to protect them against accidents,
neither do they depend upon succor from heaven in
time of sickness. Thus science has become recognized as being the only available providence of life.
This is so even among those who profess the strictest religious doctrine, for they rely ~ all their business pursuits and in their domestic arrangements
upon the methods of science rather than upon assistance from heaven. This Secular policy not only
benefits individuals, but it also confers advantages
on ~he general community, who thus do not suffer
through the neglect of persons who otherwise would
put their trust in the delusions of theology instead
of in the revelations of science. In mynext "Notes
'from England" I shall mention more Secular legislation, which, under the name of "The Parish Council Bill," is now engaging the attention .of the
British House of Commons. This bill seeks to protect the rural population from the power of the
clergy, which for ages has kept them in a state of
.abject dependence and of mental servitude. In
England, as. in America, Freeth0 ught is making
rapid stlid,es, and Secular. philosophy is shedding
the glory of its wisdom among all classes of society.
.

.

0HA.BLES WATTS.

Birmingham,. December, 1893.

To Robert G. Ingersoll.
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Fnll of· promis, expectancy, peace, in secure sequeatration it lies,
Undismayed by a menace of ·storm from its arch of inscrutable skies. . . .
Oanst thou reach it, strong sea-farer? . . . Yes! for
the waves are thy bondsmen devout.
Look! they wash thee safe-limbed on its coast, clinging
firm to thy tough spar of doubt!
Roam at large in ita glorious domain; from its reaches
night half has withdrawn·
Over inlet, bay, meadow, and creek broods the delicate
damask of dawn;
Roam at large; 'tis a realm thou shouldst love; 'tis the
kingdom where Science reigns king;
In its lapses of grove and of greensward sleeps many a
crystalline sPring.
.
To the eastward are mountains remote, with acclivities
towering sublime:
The repose of their keen virgin peak~ mortal foot hath
not ventured to climb;
In their bastions and caTerns occult, in their bleak lairs
of glacier and stream,
There are treasures more copious and costly than fable
hath yet dared to dream,
Thou shalt see not their splendors, for fate }Day retard
through long ages the hour
That in bounteous bestowal at last shall mankind inconceivably dower.
Yet thy prophecies err not, 0 sage; tb.ou divinest what
wealth shall outpour
When exultant those proud heights of knowledge posterity sweeps to explore.
Not for thee, not for us, those dear days! In oblivion
our lots will be cast
When the future hath built firm and fair on the bulk of a
petrified past.
·
Yet its edifice hardier shall bide for the boons fraught
.
with help that we givFor the wrongs that we cope with and slay, for the lies
that we crush and outliv I
And if record of genius like thine, or of eloquence fiery
and deep,
Shall remain to the centuries regnant from centuries lulled
· into sleep,
Then thy memory as music shall float amid actions and
aims yet to be,
And thine influence cling to life's good as the sea-vapors
cling to the sea.! -Ed,qarFawcett, in The Arena.

Thou hast peered at all creeds of the past, and .each one
hath seemed futil and poor
As a firefly that fades on a marsh, as a wind that makes
moan on a moor·
For thy soul in its large love to man, in its heed of his
welfare and cheer,
Bids him hurl to the dust whence they sprang all idolatries
fashioned by fear.
Not the eagle can gaze at the sun with more dauntless and
· · challenging eyes ·
·
Than thou at the radiance of truth when it rifts the dark
durance of lies.
From thy birth wert thou tyranny's foe, and its deeds
· were disdain in thv sight;
Sunday Laws.
Thou art leagued with the dawn as the lark is-like him
dost thou leap to the light!
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:. It is
Having marked how the world's giant woes for the worst no more than fair that you grant me a little space
part are bigotry's brood,
to say what I hope will be my last words of a perThou hast hated, yet never with malice, and scorned but sonal character. In my recent article, published in
in service of good.
.
Thy compassionate vision saw keen how similitude always your paper, I simply compiled what the several
·hath dwelt
Secular societies had s!Jid in defining their opinions
Between fumes poured from altars to God and from and at the same time declared that I am in favor
flames haggard martyrs bav felt.
of a Secular Sunday, established by authority of
What more splendid a pity than thine for the anguish thy law. This called out in THE TRUTH SEEKER two full
race hath endured
columns of editorial matter, published a week
Through allegiance to specters and wraiths from the co- before my article appeared I
horts of fanoy conjured?
Now, this editorial is a curiosity. I only notice
At the bold pomps of temple and church is it wonder thy
wisdom hath mourned,
one paragraph: "A minority of the wage-workers,
Since the architect, Ignorance, reared them, and Fright, and here and there an unassigned gentleman like
the pale sculptor, adorned?
·
Dr. Westbrook, hav eaten of the ecclesiastical gulls'
But sterner thy loathing and grief that the priesthoods seed scattered by the priestly caste to catch the unhav shamed riot to tell
wary." Now, here is "richness" for you I I am
Of an infinit vengeance enthroned in the heart of an in- utterly at a loss to know what is meant by an "unfinit hell;
assigned gentleman." I hav examined Webster's
That they shrank not to mold from void air an omnip- unabridged and my law lexicons in vain, and so
otence worship should heed,
And yet clothed it with ruffian contempt for the world's must giv it up I Will the Editor please tell me
multitudinous need!
what he means by an "unassigned gentleman!".
Thy religion is loftier than theirs; nay, with vehement Then I am puzzled by the "gulls' seed." I turn
lips hast thou said
.
again to Webster and find this quotation from Mr.
Its foundations are rooted in help to the living and hope J. G. Wood: "Why the word 'gull' should be emfor the dead.
ployed to express stupidity, I cannot at all compreAll eternity's richest rewards to a spirit like thine would hend ; for the gulls are very knowing birds indeed,
prove vain,
Were it sure of but one fellow-mortal that writhed in un- and difficult to be deceived I" Now it may be that
perishing pain. ·
those "unassigned gentlemen" know more than
Like a mariner drifted by night where tempestuous their critics in consequence of eating this gulls'
wracks overshade
seed I "They are very hard to deceive." A few
Every merciful star that perchance might with silvery pi- years ago Punch gave his readers a recipe for
lotage aid,
making " gooseberry fool." It ran something like
Resolution and yigilance each close-akin as thy heart- this: "Carefully skin your go,oseberries, extract the
beat or breath,
·
Dost thou search in th;y courage and calm the immense seeds and wash the pulp in three waters, for six
chartless ocean of death,
hours each. Having done this with the gooseThere are phantoms of ehips that lurch up, and thou seest berries the fool is perfect I"
.them and art not allured
Now, I do not call anybody a fool, but I do say
By their masts made Of glimmering dream, by their bul- that the discussion of this Sunday question has, on
warks from cloudland unmoored;
the part of the extremists, been very much like
For the helmsmen that steer them are mist, and the sails making "gooseberry fool" according to the recipe
they are winged with, each one,
By the feverish hands of fanatics on looms of delnsion given by Punch. The subject has been washed
are spun.
over in so many waters that there is nothing but
At the vague stems are visages poised that in variant water left! In conclusion, allow me to add that-it
.. glimpses appear ; . .
is not true that I was ever in favor of closing the
Here the swart and imperial Osiris, the crescent-crowned Chicago Fair" by an. act of Congree:s." :J simply
Mohammed' here;
claimed that the commissioners having made a conOr again, mystic Brahma, with eyes full of omens, mo- tract with Congress by accepting the $2,500,000 on
nitions, and vows;
Or again, meek and beauteous, the Ohrist, with the blood- condition of closing, they were bound to keep the
crusted thomson his brows.
.
conditions of that contract and close on Sunday.
But thou sayest in thy surety to all: .. Empty seemings, To take that money and then open on Sunday was
pass onward and fade!" . . .
a piece of villainy that I can find no language
Not by emblems and symbols of myth wert thou born to strong enough to describe. But all this is now
.
''ancient history" and the question seems to be,
be trick~d and betrayed;
For alo?f o er the d~solate blank thou discernest, now "Shall Sunday be established by law!" I am ready
nowone
plam,
L
the a1unua
.ce- t•
f th"ts ques t•10n an d t o mee .."
The dublOns,
expanse of
sheltering sborel1.ud worth ardors . t o t-llo.li.e
IV o
uutold to obtain,
'
. any honorable opponeut in le~timate coJ:!.troversy,
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u•NP.Ver-a"'syllablf', ""said he. "I ha.v reasoned
Rhf'P.fl. Wb~'>n RRkeil hnw he obtained tbf'm be flaid
hA boue-bt tbPm of Mr. B., thA man who had the mvself into the pOFiition which I occupy."
I told himri would send him FIOme Freethou~ht
fifty RhPl>p in the DPXt lnt.. The tR.e'B WPre torn
from thl'l ~'>ILrB and the initials of Mr. B 1R name literature. He said it would not be a. favor if I did.
stamped wit.h red pRint ovf'r t.he initi11.ls of Mr. A.'s He told me that he did not wish to take a bone of
contention into his familv: that his wife was the
name. and also on t.he other Ride of the sht"~ep.
[Whv J. G. Wood should supnose that the word
But why such tediouR mAntion of a mattAr of nn dauuhter of a Methodist 'miniRter, and had never
"gull" is used to denotA stupidity in the bird or in e'Aneral concPrn to the public T BPcause t.his m11.n, drPamed that he did not believe in a God and the
the one who gulls we do not pretend to know. Of Mr. B., could •pray lon~er, open his mouth wider. Bible with all the attachments.
I was at his house over Sunday. He broue-ht up
course everybody but Dr. Westbrook saw that tha Rpout more holy froth. jump hi~her, bellow louiler,
ecclesiastics were the ~llers, not the gulled. If and p11.w up more MethodiRt dirt th11.n anv other the carriage, and his wife went to church. Re pays
Dr. Westbrook still believes that "Sunday should m11.n within IL hundreil miles of herA. He ~Rve the pew-rent and I presume attends church himself.
There are thousands in his condition in this
be established by law," after the absolute demon- $1.000 to build the church: he owns thirtv or fortv
cowFI, sixtv or Reventv horses, and two or three hu~ country to-day. In the church and out of it are
stration to the contrary in the editorial mentioned. ilrPd acrAs of land. . He is the ~reat mogul nf the men and women who hav reasoned themselvs out of
his CILBe is hopeless and further discussion useless. Methodist church.
the old superstition, but wife or husband, church or
·
-En. T. S.J
Why, he is the first mate on "the old ship Zion," business, or Mrs. Grundy holds their noses down to
----------~---------takes the observations and keeps the log-book when the Christian grindstone, and then makes them pay
Three Potntel'S.
the captain is otherwise engag-ed. HA has general for tu~ing the stone.
But the point I wish to make is this: This man's
A Christian youn~ woman in our neighborhood supervision of the celestial ret!ions. t~'>lls the an~els
has learned a. new song. She keeps time with her when to roost, furnishes straw for their nests, wife is a Christian dyed in the wool. She has not
when they want to set examine their eggs to see reasoned herself into Christianitv-she will never
foot to the cradle while she sings:
that none are addlAd; when the youn~ an e-els are rPason herself 01,1t of it. She is simply a. good
SlPAP, my child; thy troubled mother
hatched, watches them to see that "Old Clootifl" Christian; she has never been taught to reason.
Weeps while none her tears can see.
does not catch them before thev are able to fly. He Like other good Christians, her mind has been
Tha one sbA trusted as a lover
Never will be known to thee.
not only has chare-e of things above, but is the chief molded to a p11.ttern. Like a set machine, it can
director
in God's holy temple below. When he only run in one groove. She can hav no con caption
There is always something pathetic connected with
such cases, and none but the evil-mindt~d will rejoice bends his knee, God almi~hty stamps his foot on of the freedom of thou~ht. The business of the
at such happenings. I would not allude to the the golden pavement, and Rays "Whist," and then church is to turn out Christians, not to ,produce
circumstance did it not ha.v a moral attachment to it. there iR silence in heaven. Having ·turned the· cal- thinkers. To her mind there is a great being up
Christians would convey the idea. that those who cium light on this vicegerent of the great supernal amon~ the clouds or beyond, and she could be led
into any excess or absurdity if she could be made
experienca religion and join the church are more director, let us philosophize a little.
to believe that it would be pleasin~ to the great
Did
the
command,
"Thou
Rhalt
not
ste11.l."
hav
virtuous. hav more self-respect, and exert a. more
wholesome influence in society than those outside. any eflect on this holv nincompoop when he waR imat!"inary being above the skies. True Christians
This girl was brought up in one of the strictest stamping the initials of his own name over thoRe of can hav no innate sense of right and justice. They
PresbytP.rian families in all the countrv round. the owner T Did the admonition. " Do unto othP-rR will kneel in human blood when they think it agreeFrom the time she was old enough to ·fold her as you would hav others do unto vou." Rwav his able to God. They hav been led to commit the
hands in prayer she has been taught to pray. She mind when he was pullin~ the ta~s 'off t.he PILrR of most ferocious acts by being made to believe that
hiLs bean taught that God is always near to those the sheepT Did he pray, "Lead us not into tAmpta- God looked on approvin~ly.
If the woman abovA alluded to should learn that
who c11.ll on him; that he is a father to the faithful; tion," when he sold sheep which he knew belonged
her husband was a doubter, she would know that he
that when clouds darken and dan~er thickens God to anotherT
A miLD said not lnng a~o t.hat he knew all t.he is an object of God's wrath, and wnuld be damned.
always diRpels the clouds and turns away the
danger. She hiLs been taught from early youth ChristianA, but hA knew of only ono m11.n with whom From that mompnt., instead of the loving, tender
th11.t God axercises parental supervision over, and he would trust his pocket-book with uncount!'>il husband, he might become to her a. human Rcorpion.
Oh, the rarity of Christian charity.
holds aR in thA hollow of his hand, those who put money, and he was an Infidel. Th11.t Infi(lpJ will
hav to go to hell, while this holy flhepherd will buv
Now mark the difference. He doAs not believe
their f11.ith in him.
Oh. t.he wickedness and delusion of such teach- or squeeze his way through-get a pass from the in her God or hPr relieion; yet he indulges her in
ing! On account of such teRching, instead of usin~ church, 11.nd secure a harp and crown aftAr all. all her superstitious freaks and Christian Rbsurdtheir raRson and better jud~ment, thousands hRv Why, this nondescript half man, half cAleRt.ial, ities. She differs from him, and it does not create
trusted to this unseen helper, but when the hour of whose dwe1lin~-place is somewhere between earth a ripple ; but for her to know his real belief would
da.ne-er came-when too late--they found th11.t they and the seventh heaven, baR labored with me and create contention and strife. Christianity must
told ~e ~hat a e-rea.t amount of good I might ac- ever be intolerant.
hail been leaning on a brokAn reAd.
So it has been through the ages. So it must alNo doubt tbis girl had uttered the prayer many, c~mphsh 1f I would only change my views (be a
ways be as long as a system exists which reduces
many times-"Lead us not into temptation "-and h1~h-pressure hypocrit).
Did the commAnd to not covet his nP-ie-bbor's man and women to a state of mental slaverv. The
yE~t when the hour of temptation came she WILB no
pr?pertv deter this pious snob from stealing'· mind must be free to investigate everything-to
bettAr off than those who had not prayed at all.
When thA train is der~~oiled, when the vessel sinks w,n anv amount of praying take the rascalitv out mount a.q high as heaven or dive us deep as bell.
or t.he boiler explodes, God never happens to be of him T Will reading long chapters in the Bible
JoHN PEcK.
·
·
--------~~-------within belpine- diRtRnce. At the very moment he make him bon ARt T
As long as Christians teach such holy slush, and
Obsel'Vations.
is most needed he failR to materialize. He alwRvs
Mr. John R. CharlPsworth recently argued, in a
has b11RiDABI! in another direction. He is gAt.ti~~ make the church the headquartP.rs for sneak-thievE's
up 11. blizzard, or brinqing on 11. drouth or a flood, mongerFI, wine-bibbers, liars, extortioners, hvpocrits' communication to THE TRUTH SEEKER, that the
or laying a mine for an earthquake, or putting a and perjurers, it must be expected that s{,ch me~ state cannot be called a necessary evil because, to
will turn up.
so characterize it-every person born inlo the comfuRA to a volcano.
When the church instillR into the minds of the munity being a part of the state-would be pquivaHow manv hopPB bav been blastPd, how many
ha.v bePn disanpointed, becausA thev had been youne- a hi~her sense of honor, and teaches self- lent to saying that everv person is an evil. His ret~~.uuht t.h11.t God will help those who n~t their trust r;Fipect and a. due regaril for the thoughts and mark led me to say, in substance, that since deliverin him in the time of dangerT Yet t.here are thou- ne-hts o! others, we may expect to lift the coming ing Freethought ll'>ctures is a calling in which Mr.
Charlesworth excels, he would do more good by
BILndR of le~ROnR which unmist.~~.kablv teach th11.t generahons to a hi~her plane of mor11.litv.
But think of the horror and stupidity· of singing: confining himself to that work than by branchingthose who pray fare no better thRn thosa who do
off into e11onomics, upon which subject he does not
not. In this regard thPre is no difference between
He will forgiv, if you only believe.
express himself so convincingly. If I had known,
thoRe who Pray and those who swe11.r. I would
rather hav the advice of a. farseeing. cool, ca.lculat- And the young are made to think that belief is of as I hav since learned, that Mr. Charlesworth makes
more importa.nc~'> than reaF>on, intelli~Pnce honestv a diAtinction between state and government, I
ine- m11.n than to hav an interest in all the prayers
and
morality. Yes, the church teaches 'that if·~ should hav understood hiin better and might not
that. were ever uttered.
man only believes, he can be 11.dmitted when he hav evoked the reply he has sent to the Editor.
When reason and sound philosophy are taught in
the place of myth and superstition, men will trust knocks at the gate of St Peter, even though he hav From this reply, now before me, Mr. Charlesworth's
a hangman's noosA about his neck.
ilefinitions of state and government are learned.
to their own powers and not to a phantom which
can render no assistance in the hour of trial and
Some ni~hts ag~ I was. riding· with a· gentle~ an He says:
danger.
and lookin~ at the stars.
The state .mea.n.s that indiyiduals shall be brought into
"What bright star is that yonder," he asked.
:~~tr;:~:!1~~:~~~~~ch Wlth the other; while governThe impression is abroad that· those
belong
"That is not a star," said I .• "that 1·s the planet
M r. Ch a.rlesworth admits that he is not outs1'de
t an dwho
t o th e ch urch an d pay th e pnes
mak e long Jupiter."
are mo e honest mo a.l
d t
t
th
of the category of those who are mven to the conPra.vers
.
r
•
r • an
rus wor y,
"Wh. at do you think," said he, "about God
·
.,and exert a. more healthy influence in society than creatmg the heavens and the earth in six days out fusiOn of terms, which saves me the trouble of tellthose who do not. To prove the fallacy of such of nothingT"
ing him so, and which is so apparent that he hardly
· · the b' t f th' rt' 1
needed to mention it himself. He adds that the
d oc t nn
1s
o
]ec
o
1s
a
1c
e.
I
said
•.
"If
v.
ou
could
Wl'ng
your
way
throue~h
..i
S
t'
M A 1 t b t
th'
,. writer
of "Observations" confounds state with
orne 1me ago r. . os
e ween
1rty and space .Wl.th tha speed of lightn 1·n .., and pursue a·n'
blooded
h
S
f
th
h
d
b
"'
government
; but the confusion is in Mr. Cha.rles-o
t
8
f r Y
eep.
orne 0
em a
een undeVIatmg course for millions of years, you would
and had tags attached Lo th ·
d
worth's mind, not in. mine ; f,or wheri I say state I
re ...mstered
r.
e1r ears an
undoubtedly seA suns, planets. and stars as we d
_h.~~ ~~I!. ,Q~er'~. ~nit~a!s ~tam,ped -~pop. t~eir. rig~* l~m-ou~ preeent. standpoint.-~ -'Fhea& -are -alhma.te~ mean ~overn}De~t" .or . the. same thin~p 1 wlJ..~!~~s
- ~1-~e~l~ ola.c): paint:. Mr.. B,~ ~a~ fi1tr, sheep I in a:q Lrml_.bo__ d.'l_e,.s.•. a.n. _d. _t.,o. ' _s_u.,PP.o._se_ ·'...tha. .t ...thA-...."' we~e :. '"r'eate whh~nhMr. Charlesworth says sta.ta he means somely.
" lot
About the t'm th
h · ·.. .. ..
t
.
.
_
".1'
•, "
w 1c , as Thow~ft J:>a.. i.n_ .e. _sajd_ ,_ .i.s___11ot only different
•adlolnln
_: _.
!"'
. • .
_ _ .... __ .. 1 . e
,e s eep, were ou of nothmg m any t1me; Tong· or •ilio"t.. ~ls- -t'b'
-·
, b~~ .hft-tJ l(l.__di~r~:qt ..orim:J?:·_, ,'~ .~_qciety," ~a)"JI 1 Mr.
_m1sse~ Mr. B.'s sheep were taken a.wa.v. Mr. A! height of absurditv." - ..-:r • · - -- ~,. - " - fnquired if lii!l-sli'eep litid ·not ·g-of· into·· B~~s flock.
u.mh t · · t ·
.f!!ol:P.~.
~'is_pl.',o(ll!Q.~dJ PY,,th
9~f ~~II!!!~ thi£
is, '6y our
."".
- • •
....
'
.
_
"
.
•
-,-.- '1 tt ·HI J'l'ts what· I tbink,''-'Said~he,- · · · ·"- '-·• ,
~~
d
· · -· · ....... t .. ·.J.'IO, be sa.1d, !:'-e l;i_a.d no ~beep only tnose wb10h beTo my surprise I found' lh'8 t. 1i- ., li a_~
. !.'!'?Wl.n.
~;~qQ~_J>:~•.!'Jle "~~~-- Jl~ i -~n~ ~~.<>n.s~gue~~)y!.· a.s
"_l~ii.ged to h1m. ~he sheep were a.crvertised 'ii:dhe ~lie· walls''
imp --·t"t'
-' ..
-.- ---~ ·- -?'- . _sq~d ~r... Q~a.r]!l!:l~J>rt_h, p!J.ts ~~'. ~t_lp.pry-!~U:al~. ~lili=l>r~~g'ht
village paper from *eek to Wl'lek and much t'
A.th . t
ArB 1 10n. s,n :was. .an .out.a.nd-ou~ mtQ_Cl9."!)r r~l!lo~l_O_~.s:Q.tr> •.. ~ll:!lJit_ '!ltp, the~JotnPr.' It
. ~ ent in ioolrln for them.' '.
_, '-- ·• '' .. ~me .
filS --- ·';
: "' -'- _, _. . ' '---:~ . ~, -"-; ~ · ·~ : .Jv.a!! .}h1L4'\t~.~e ...\h'!!t.. p}'O~~cu.J.~d_?~ill..e l. Ti"E
.. rt.-.ma.·.n, d
P. . l , - h t: .g. j '
.
,
.... _,.
- . .
. ' - .
• ;
I asked him 1f he had ever rea'd··any"Wl'iti'n'"'t u on·
d a
" t F
t
·' ..,. n
....'" ~A-~
.. ~~g~ .~ll ..!r~~_}:p.t~lli~~~~ethat~r.
C:~_ad_li_is 'tlitrsubfect. - ,__ ·' - o · · " ·'- :. .. _ ;::·9- . .P,, tt!oJl. r..Q.~Il.:-'}m .. o: ... ~IJonq~:}.. ~~~B~(lle~y~P:-~.IP..~~ca
·.
_, _,, _, , , ,__
; JhafitQatrMit..edJw~ ~!f.<lr<>~!l.R-~~ ..t() .. ~:~J!/~~~.e;r.
who. inqf.ead of ile~~olin~ in v11le-~~or per"~ona.lit.iAI!, will
Wl'ite lik ~ a uent.l"'m'l.n. aqqi~neil or "unaqqie-nAil.''
Who among our Freethinkers will ILIW•nf. thi11 challene-A T
R. B. WESTBROOK.
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 2, 1894.
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The state m11.lres outlaws; society, outcasts. If the
secretary of the Freethought Federation will read
chapt~r ~!le. ~ar~ IT., "~ights of Man," on "Society
and CIVIhzatwn, he Will see that his definition of
state. is iden.tical with Paine's definition of society;
and if .he WJ11 read. Herbert Sfencer he will find
t h a~t t h at phi1osopher;s Use o the word state is
preli Y much the same as his own use of "government.'l But even if :Mr. Charlesworth had been accurn:te in his Use ol terms, it would be necessary. in
the mterest of truth, to E'ay that he is wrong in his
t t
t th t
·
•
s a emen
a every person 1s a part 01 the state.
ln the :6.rst place, the person born into a cotnmunity has no voice in the government for twenty-one
years after his entrance (I am s~Paking about our
own country, w~ich is exalted as the best example
of a state); and 1f the person·happens, which is an
. ch ance, t o b e your aun t insteaa· of your unclP
even
she will never hav any authoritativ voice 'at all. in~
fancy a~d aex thus exclude about five-sixths of the
populat10n from. participation in the directing of
state affairs .. The delegation ol the governing
power to representativs and "public servants"
h d d
d
· t
·
·
Shuts
' Out nme
un re an
nme v-nme
one·
th ousan dth s o f t h e remaining one-sixth and the
assumed power of rings and bosses furth~r reduces
the popular influence.
When I get ready to admit that the child is an
appreciable part of the state I shall also be ready
to acknowl~dge guilt through Adam's sin and to
claim salvation through the murder of J esu~ Christ.

a Sunday, was obliged to go outside the accepted Charity, and it is all the natiott has to offer in place.
vocabulary to find it. In one way the oft'sprin<:t of of the freedom it has assassinllted.
the forest differed from the Sabbatarian conception
GEO. E. MAODONALD.
of Judge Westbrook. It was not prescribed bv statutory law.
LectureR and MA~tinJrR.
· ht , J an, 1..• ,
OoLoNEL INGERSOLL will leetm~ Sun day m~
When District-Attorney Fellows, of New York, in Boston, Boston Theatre. Snbjec~, "The Gode,"
publicly announced that he had named Mr. Hugh
0. Pentecost as his assistant, I thought that the
S. P. PUTNAM's l!)cture appointments:
ex-editor of the Twentieth Oentury should be con- Boston, In~ersoll Aecnlar Society, Jan. 14th.
gratulated.. All the pa,...ers attacked Mr. Pentecost., NNortbpokrNt. LJ. I.J. Jan. 18 ' 19' 20 '
1-'
ewar . . .. , an. 2t.
(l.nd the New "York Tribune went so far as to say Ohio Liberal Aocietv. Cincinnati ••Tan. 28t.b, 29th.
that the appointment was "an insult to the inte1li- Delphos, 0., Jan. 30th. 31Rt., and Feb. 1st.
gence of the community.'' Of course everybody Obica!l';o. I11., Feb. tSth, 25 th.
knew that it was not intellh!'ence but the editor of
Thoee who desire lectures at any p'lints between NeW1
the Tribune th<tt had been oifencled, but the ou.tcrv York and Obicae:o, and in the vicinitv of Ohinae:o dnrine:'
had its effect, and Colonel Fellows reconsidered his the month of Febrnarv. will nlea!!e WTite at once to Mr.
Putnam, care of THE 'l'RUTH s~EltER, New York.
choice of an assistant.
Up to this time Mr. Pentecost had observeJ.
FRAWKLTN A·Mu~R's lecture engagementR are &9 fol'silence and retained the good-will of his old friends. lowR:
lte might be assailable for inconsistency in working Feb. 12. Clhica!!'o, Ill
\Mar. 9, MArMen, Oonn.
for the enforcement of laws which he denounced a~ ,, 1!1. 20. ~lliRnoe. 0.
" 11, Boston, MasR.
unjust, still the fact is ~enerally reco~ni~ed that n. " 26, PhilanPlpbiR. T'a.
" 12• t!l. Harwich "MAAo.
'th f .
" 28, Ellenvill<>. N. Y.
" 14, llotnit.. MB'IR.
man W1 "II. am11y to support must look out for the Mar. 2, N PW y ork.
! •'
Hi, o q t 'lrVl'11 A. MaB!f.
main chance. Some of his former sympathizers " 4, Brooklvn.
, " 1A, 'R 'qton, Mllq"·
even accepted the appointment as an indicatl'on that
" li, 7. Northpo..t.. N. Y. 1 " 25, Newark, N.J.
the political world was growinl! mo>:"e tolerant.
" 8· Norwalk, Oonn.
They called it a concession, and being of a claPs
Mr. Steiner bas some open dates for his return trip~
more accustomed to abuse than to favors, they were Address him, after February 12, in care of Tum TRu-rm
in a position to appreciate this one. 'l'he press de- SEl!KER.
nunciation did not lower him in their estimationTHE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetinge1
they were 1,1sed to that. It was left for Mr. Pente- every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock in Long I11land Bnsi-·
I hav reason to believe that the periodical resur- cost to "insult the intelligence of the community" ness Oonege, South Eighth street, between Bedford and~
rection of the joke first Fluggested the idea of human and to precipitate himself down the toboggan-Plide Driggs avenues. Program of lectures for January:
reincarnation. The "Not for Parsons'' column of from the bight whflre he enjoyed the respect of a January 14th-Professor Eames: Subject, "Ethics ver•
THE TRUTH SEEKER a WPek or two ago contained an few to a depth of self-abasement where he must
sus Do!l';ma."
anecdote about a certain Boston clergyman who feel that he forfeits the esteem of everybody. He J anuarv 21Rt-Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.: Subject, "MicrobeA:
Their place in Natnre."
sent to a brother e.lergyman in the Windy City for has recanted without hope of reward here or here- Jannarv 28tb-1\fr. John Swinton: Subject, "John
a copy of a work entitled "Seekers After God." after. Havi1'g been kicked, he turns to caress the
Brown of Ossawatomie."
The Western preacher. having made diligent foot that hoisted him. "I now know,'' he says,
THE Pit.tsbnrg Secular Society meets in Onrry UniverRearch, reported that there were " no Seekers after "that we liv in a world in which the governmt>nt sity
Han, Sixth street, near Penn avenue, every Sunday
God in Chicago.'' Now, that joke was born in and the sociRl system which prevail are the best afternoon at 3 o'clock.
England more than one hundred years ago. It that human h~>ings in their highest wiE!dom hav
THE First Secular Obnrch ofPortlann, Ore., meets in
suffered undflr George the Third, was doubtless been able to c mstruct. Whatever may hav been
crucified by people who can't ten a story, died and my former beliefs, I am now as firm a believer as any Oentra1 Labor Oonncil Hall, 170! Second street near
was buried, and descended into the newspapers. one in the practical necessity of the governmental Yamhill, every Sunllay at 7.30 P. ~- Sunday-school in
whence it arose in the third generation and has just system we hav and enjoy." Mr. Penteco!ilt il'l also the same place at 10:30 A.M.
THE WoMEN's LmlllRAY. LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, meet11
been set up by ~he right hand of the compositor. now prepared to say, in vindication of his political
Its birth was after this wise: The government of orthodoxy, that the evidence against the Chicago in the Skerrett Buildivg, Ridge avAnne and Green street.
England, in the year of ~race 1793, had taken in revolutionists, Engel, Parsons, Fischt>r, Spies, and TneRday evPninlo!'s at 8 o'clock. Allmission free. All are>
band the suppreFision of the political works of Lingg, connected them and all of them with t.he welcome. Program of lectures for January:
Thomas Paine; and all public officers were in- throwing of the Haymarket bomb, and that their January 16t,h-Ralph Raleilrb, "TbA llomine; Woman.""
Januarv 23rd-M"iRs Mary O'Reilly, "Obild Labor in onr
Rtructed to be on the lookout for stray copies. conviction, death, and damnation were 3·ust..
Own StatA."
The town crier of Bolton, being sent abroad on this
If Colonel Ingersoll, while a candidate for office, January 30th-Wayland Smith, "Principles of Tbeoehad
said
:
"I
now
know
that
we
li
in
a
world
in
opby."
errand, made the following return to his masters :
"Hav been all- around this place and find in it which the religion and the ecclesiastical sv"tem
which prevail arfl the best that the divine being in
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets in Oollege Han, 168i
neither the rights of man nor common .sflnse."
street, Oinoinnati, Sunday evenings at 7:45,
The joke has left something of its truthfulness in his infinit wisdom has ever been able to reveal; and Walnut
prompt. Admission is free. Program for January:
the sepulcher, for it very accurately described Eng- whatever may hav been my former beliefs, I am January 14th-Oba11 • 0. Re~>mAJin: Rnbject, «The Earth
and Man BRan International 'l'otBiitv."
land at the period alluded to ; whereas there are now as firm a believer as anyone in the necessity of the ecclesiastical system we hav and enjoy" January 21st-debBt.': subjPct. "Ohriat's Blood Oleansknown to be lunatics in Chicago.
-if Colonel Ingersoll had made such a confes!'ion
etb from all Sin." Affirmativ, Prof.•T. S. Yan
.
dd'
th t th b
·
f
. Oleve, Ph .. D.; nPr!'Btiv. Prof. OhBB. Au!!'llstine.
The respected Dr. E. B. Southwick, of Sherman, a t one t Ime,
a mg a
e urnmg 0 Bruno was January 28tb-Aamnel P. Putnam: subject, "The Glory
of Infidelity."
Mich., being one of those who ''dream while a righteous act and the persecution of Paine a neawake ''-that is, a Spiritualist-writes to me say- cessity, he would hav been governor of Illinois. We
had the satisfact-ion in his caRP of k·wwDuRING the last wPek in December, J. E. Remsburg
ing: " Your criticisms in T:a:E TRUTH SEEKER are a should hav
h
h
delivered a course of five lectures in Paris, Tex.. the home
sort of necessarv evil.'' I mention this in order to ing that e had vanquis ed his enemies, though by of Oolonel Peterson. who many years ago pnbHPbed the
thank my venerable friend for preserving the word the humiliation of his friends ; but what would hav Freetbonght journal Commnn l~·ense. .T. F. Miles and
"necessary.''
been the measure of our disrespect if he bad made his Oolonel Peterson, TRUTH SmEKER subscribers, arranl!'ed
recantation after being defeated ! It would be the for the meetin!!", which was quite 8 successful one. The
Judge Westbrook, of ·Philadelphia, has been set same measur · that is now felt toward Penteco~>t to third night Mr. RemRbnr~ Rpoke bfl was frequently interto the unrewarded task of pawing law-books and the extent that he is of sufficient importance to be rupted by a man in the audience. As the man wo.s intoxdictionaries to find out what is meant bv "unas- worthy of it.
icated no attention was paid tn him. The offender proved
signed gentleman "-a term applied to himself in
Political agitators, sinl'ere though misguided en- to be Oolonel Boyd, editor of the Paris Dail11 News and
an editorial appearing in thil'l journal. I can help the thusiasts. hav l;elped the world; so hav religious one of the chief pillars of the Methodist church. The
judge out by relating a romance of Puget Sound. fanatic£!, indirectly or negativly; but I never heard next morning Oolonel Boyd called at Mr. Remabnrg's
You must know, then, that along in ·the fiftiefl, of any good results from tbe crawfish.
bntel, came to his room, and humbly apololdzed lor his
when white men first penetrated that diRtrict, a
conduct of the previous eveninll. He snid that his consimple siwash maiden of the upper StillaguamiRh
A newspaper in whosP editorial utterances I hav duct w11s outrageous, and be regretted it the more because
country, having become the wife of a pale-face, no confidence, and which is therefore unworthy of he bad just come from prayer-meetin!f.
became also the mother of his last child. The un- respect, says: " J he ghost of free silver coinage apTHE Brooklyn Philosophical ABBociation bad Mr.
corseted daughter of the woods had expected that pears to be laid." I do not mention the paper, be- Wakeman last Snndav to speak on "The Oosmic Evolnher offspring would favor its father as to complex- cause the sentence lost all its originality shortly tion and the Unemployed." The lecture was mainly deion if a bov or its mother if a girl; and such was after it was uttered, and its truthfulness some time voted to coPmic evolution and the question of aociology,.
her confusion when she noted its bilious tint- before. But even if the ~?host of free silver were being a criticism of Mr. Spencer for his attitude toward
neither white nor salmon-colored-that she at once laid, we hav enough other ghosts to competently the question of socioloe:y, where be recognizes the indiconsigned her tenas (so the siwash kid is termed) fiH its place. Over the great West stalks the shade vidnal heforesociety. Mr. Wakeman wanted Mr. Skilton,
to the cold waters of the Stillaguamish river. When of departed Prosperity, e.nd it arose when silver when writing next to Mr. Spencer, to try and bring-him
solicited by the husband for an explanation of her was slaughtered. There and ev:orywhere is the around to recognize society before the individual, and
unnatural conduct, she replied in these memorable shado~ of lndust!-'Y, slain by those who struck Mr. Skilton promised be would do his best. Mr. Wakewords, familiar to the wahwah of Snohomish down 1ts parent, Stiver. There are the apparitions man's idea i11, first .the cosmic world, then biology, then
--county: · , .....Yoktl. ··halo 'siwash; ·yoka halo Boston ; .of o.ncEdlourishing communities; the soul of Plenty;· .society, nex• ethics,. an4 then :the .tndiv.i~l1Al.. J ~'-',said
, ydka -delate .. blankity-blllllk:"· ·The closi&g' ·com-· .the spirit of,. Enterprise--relics of material pros- this order. was accepted .. by. moat. ,of .th~, ,I!Qi!lP.~~sli!l __of
11dn:rrd,- though ·not "'found' in' dictionary or law perity drained of-its lifeblood by this crime oflegis.! Europe and !America,: e&cept the Spellced~~on "'h~ol"~ ....
.I
~-- ~. ....... - . ~- -. _
."l~xicOl:f,' COfiVeyed, ifi"hei' Eiitnple'pato'is, the woman's la.tors~ If these, Rgain, are not. enough, let me in"
·
··If
onem~n
·
prays·
for-rain
'and
another:·
for
1dry
'"idea-'tnilt tlli! infant~ o~iiig .no r~aiail and ~?.. ~~i~.e tro~~ce t~ JOUJ~e gaunt specters . Want:·: -~nd
-mii.n,-·,,,as-one-of tlie getiuin-unassigned. _
.
Hunger, and Misery, that we are trymg to tneet weather, a~d ·it l'Sins; the one' considen his· ·pra.yi>r
- ·NOw the- color or the cbild, like-the cliii.ract'er of and li..J?pease with·the hypocritical smirk of Charity~ an·swered and talks ab'ont it- •in '·prayer'tMeting,
wblle the'~her claps his hands·a'nd shoUts; :AmeJJ!
hii,Ving· enti,rely forgott~h.'his omr 'pnye~· which 'was
not answered. ' '. .. .. . ... ~ . .. . - ' ·' .. ' u ..... :I
.!!~e.~ipg a,,descriptiy .t~r~. fo;r_the_a~:vo~~f~_o! ~~(l~ .}li'l't .h.e .m_1g~t .. 1;>~ .r~~fe~ __ ot;lce .~,o~e .... ~~a~ ~as .. .. . , , ..... ,
,, , ...
C
J.

I'
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It Is a Civilizer.
SIDNAw, MicH., Dec. 24, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $3,
for which send me the beet paper published
·on this earth. I hav been reading ·THE
TRUTH SEEKER for about a year and· a half,
and I tlnd it a civilizer.
Yours for truth and liberty,
lBADORECABON.
It Grows Better Every Year.
DP.c 26, 293.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 for the

paper for another year. I hav taken it
fourteen years. It grows better every
year. We cannot do without it. My wife
joins me in wishing you and THE TRUTH
SEEKER family success the coming year.
Yours for reason, right, and truth,
E. H. GAULT.
One More Gathered Into the Fold.
ONEIDA, W ABH•• Dec. 14, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I am a little late in paying
lip my subscription, but I hav beE>n trying
to get a new subscriber for you, and bav
at last succeeded in obtaining one. Inclosed please find $5 in payment for my
subscription and for one new subscription.
Wishing you succeBB, I remain,
Miss E. G. NELSON.
Yours truly,
Another Greeting for Our New-Old Man.
SAN FRANCisoo, CAL.• Dec. 17. 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 for
one year's subscription to Tme TRUTH
SEEKER, in continuation.
_ Please present my compliments to Mr.
G. E. Macdonald and wife. I am still
sorry that they left San Francisco, but I
wish them every kind of prosperity in New
York or elsewhere.
F. B. PERKINS. •
Norwegian Freethinkers Want "Rod·
huggeren."
CRooKsToN, MINN., Dec. 28, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 for
·one year's subscription. Two months ago
Torkel Oftelie and myself started a radical
People's party paper, printed in the Norwegian language. As THm TRUTH BEEKER
might suppose, the paper is just as open
to the Infidel as to the preacher.
OLE E. HAGEN.
Did Not Say What Route They Would
Take.
GoLDTHWA.ITE, Tnx., Dec. 18, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 for
T:a:m TRUTH SEEKER for another year.
I went to the Methodisb church last
night to hear the minister bold forth. He
said a good many people around ·here are
going to bell, but be failed to tell us who
they were and which way they would bav
to go to get there.
W. C. CARSWELL.
Hard Up for a Baptismal Font.
WARRENSBURG, Mo., Dec. 30, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I herewith send $3 for renewal of BUbscription. Times are bard
and water scarce. We bad to resort to a lime
slack tub to baptize a negro in yesterday
just before the sheriff sprung the trap to
launch a good Christian into heaven. He
went the usual route of all murderers.
Long liv Heston and THE TRUTlt BEEKER,
0. D. WILLIAMS.
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.A. Lover of Burns and Ross.
VILLAGE GRoVE, CoL., Dec. 16, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I am glad I am alive yet,
to thank the Truth Seeker Company for
the good work they are doing in the world.
Mr. Heston with the pictures is doing
more than one man.
I will inclose $4. 75 for another year for
THE TRUTH BEEKER and two books, W.
Stewart Roes's " Janet Smith " and
"Lays of Romance." I like his style and
his books. My prayer-book is Robert
Burns's "Poem~.'' He was the greatest
·poet that ever lived on eal'th.
DoNALD McDoNALD.
Cannot .A.Jford to Miss a Number.
LA HoYT, IA., Dec. 26, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Send me a copy of THE
TRUTH BEEKER of December 2d, for mine
failed to reach me, and I can't miss a
numl·er. We had Rem!!burg to giv us
two lectures in Mount Pleasant last July,
and if we can raise the money we want
Franklin Steiner one week, sometime in
the future. Away with the clergy, who
are ever ready to trade promises of a
happy life after the people are dead for
this world's. goods.
Yours for Freetbougbt and liberty,
E. E. WmTE.·
But Not .A.ll Who Bow Believe.
KENTON, 0, Dec. 26, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Please send the paper for
another year. I like it very much. It
would be impossible for me to do without
it. I hav been reading . it for eighteen
years. I think it has no equal in bringing
truth and light into the world. Please
find inclosed $5 for the last and the
coming year.
I am living in a Cbiisti11n community
surrounded by churches. Revivals are
being held everywhere. And I believe
that any person who goes to church and
bows down at the altar is in the firei stage
of insanity.
JOHN 8CHWEMER.
He Means to 011en the Eyes of the Bli .d.
0To, IA., Dec. 22, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find draft for $6
for the accompanying list of books. I
still keep the light shining.
I took a trip to the World's Fair, but
not in time to take in the Freetbought
Congress. Was back to my .old home
after being away twenty. eight years. The
people seemed to hav gone back instead of
forward. So I thought I would throw a
a few firebrands into their midst by sending a few of your books. I would recommend that every Liberal when be renews
order some new books to help keep the
cause alive.
Yours for truth,
s. R. DAY.
Expects to Soon Lay Down His Sta:lf.
0GDE1if, UTAH, Dec. 23, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 for
the paper for the coming year.
I am truly sorry that I cannot order and
distribute more Freetbougbt and Spiritual
publications. The Ogden people are
wb,?llY absorbed in orthodoxy and politics,
while our Freethought people and Spiritualists are lost in the crowd and generally
divided between the two thieves of the
people's rights, Republicans and Democrats.
My subscription cannot last much
longer; last Sunday completed eighty-two
years of life, and the fropte of winter bav
whitened my locks, and, though I am
yet well and activ, I am looking for the
day "hen I shall be called over to meet
our dear old friend D. M. Bennett; and I
JoHNr A. JosT.
will look for him, too.

1.894.

satisfied that Putnam'R book will pe well
worth $5, and so.will not iake advantage
of your offer of it and the paper for $6.50.
Yours as ever,
G. W. R~MSEY.
A Weapon Dangerous to Superstition
and Intolerance.
GLENN'S FERRY, IDAHo, Dec 29, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Please find $1 for six copies
of "Self-Contradictions of the Bible."
The Christians, or Bible teachers, are dishonest. They quote different passages of
the Bible to support ce'rtain doctrine.
They do not quote the Bible to show or
make evident what the Bible teaches; to
prove or disprove the same proposition.
They dare not be honest in this; if they
did, they would explode a mine, which
would be self-destructiv. The Bible
makes God everything and nothing.
This little book puts the parallel pa!!sages on both sides of .this God's character
as uttered by bjmself, and is.~he artillery
which annihilates all who dare ·attempt to
array God as a host or power; All it needs
to make Liberals is to be well informed,
and especially on Bible contradictions;
speak out courageously, circulate Liberal
papers and Liberal books.
THE TRuTH BEEKER is a· two-edged
sword with a fearful point. It cuts both
ways, and the thrust is· deadly. Long may
it liv and everywhere may it go.
'
JAMEs STouT.
That Wretched Attempt to Belle the Dead
Bradlaugh.
VERA .0Ruz, Mo., Dec. 9, 1893
MR. EDITOR: I say all praises to the
·woman who has courage enough to defend
the steadfastness and goodne@s of a deceased father against the calumnies of
church bigotry. Charles Bradlaugb bas
been dead about long enou~b to make the
mouths of church liars begin to water. The
good deeds in life and record of nobility he
left to mark the time in which be lived With
beauty and truth must be overshadowed
with saintly lies to keep his record from
going to posterity in its true light. Every
good deed and word from a true and noble man must bav a church falsehood on
top of it for believers to nurse. Like
those who lived in the time of Voltaire,
Paine, and others, and could not meet the
sledge-hammer blows of argument struck
by such intellectual giants. during life,
the two pious venders of slush to the
.faithful in England bav in their eagerness
to outstrip what they call Infidelity. gone·
beyond the bounds of decency and truth
and forced the relations and friends of the
dead to the sad duty of defending the
truth against the aggressiv falsehoods of
Christian champions.
S. B. DAvis.
Advice that "Sammy" Wants to Take.
EAsT RoCHESTER, 0., Dec. 21, 293.
MR. EDITOR: As my subscription bas
about expired, and as the old TRUTH
BEEKmR and I bav been good friends for
the last twenty years, !cannot. make up my
mind to say "Stop the paper." Therefore
I inclose money order for $3.25, the 25
cents for " Crimes of Preachers."
The cause of Freethought is gl'adually
on tile increase. I take notice that the
masses of the people do not talk the same
as they did a few years ago. · When I be"
'e:an to defend our cause I could get up a
breeze any time and at all times, but now
the most rigidly righteous say they .do
not wish to advertise Infidelity, and then
they walk away.
One word politically: I bav been waiting for the last fifteen ye 81·8 to get a
chance to vote a Freethougbt ticket, and
hav failed; bav now identified myself with
tbe Populist partv, and there I expect to
stay until something better comes along.
A word to Sammy: Don't work too bard
on that new book. Remember .Mnnett;
ta.B:e lo~ of re_creation; it won't hurt to
Walt a little while, and we all can afford to
do it. I know that a man of the nervous,
fidgety make-up that he has cannot confine
himself so closely and do justice to himself.
Go slow, Sammy; take lots of play.
ENoCH WICKERSHAM.

this year yon' would bav an idea in what
.estimation I bold it. I also would ask
your excuse for being behind tim~>, which
I hope will never happen again.
In Draper's " History of the Conflict
Between Science and Religion," page 221,
it is stated that we are told by Ezra
(Esdras ii., 14) that be (Ezra) by the aid of
five others wrote the Pentateuch in forty
days.. I hav looked through the book of
Ezra in one of the A. B. S. Bibles, and I
cannot find any such or similar statement
in it. Could you explain where I can fiud
said statement of which Draper speaks?
.•
ARTHUR SCHUBERT.
[There are four books ascribed to Ezra
(Grecized into Esdras). Of these are
Ezra and Nehemiah in the authoriZed
EngJisb version. In the Vulgate and the
Tbir.ty-nine Articles of the Anglican
church they are called the first and second
books of Esdras, and the · apocryphal
books, now commonly kn 0 wn as. first and
second of Esdras, are there called third
and fourth of Esdras. Draper's printer
Inade the reference·read to the second
chapter and fourteenth verse of Esdras,
when it should bav been to II. Esdras,
fourteenth chapter and thirty-ninth verse.
But the entire chapter should be read in
·connection. See the Apocrypba.i Old Testament.-ED. T. S.]
The "Young Man" Gets Great Praise.
CoRRECTIONVILLE, low A, Dec. 24, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I hav never written you
(except for a renewal of my subscription)
before, so I thought I would say· that I remember seeing you about the first day of
last October, also several others who
seemed to me to bav some marks of intelligence abJut them. We bav bad one of'
those specimens with us during the last
few days, by name Franklin Steiner, who
gave 1M! four lectures in our Opera House.
By the way, be seemed to awaken considerable interest in our "church circles,"
and caused more Bible reading since be
was here than has been done before in one
year.
One of Mr.• steiner's lectures,
''The Great Religious Conspiracy Against
the Republic," so enraged one of our
"sky pilots" of the "water-mark ·persuasion," who bas the "-enviable reputation "
of being a " converted Jew," that be ro~e
by invitation of Mr. Steiner at the close
of the lecture, to answer some of his
"wishy-washy" remarks. He said there
was nothing said that amounted to anything, but before he got through with his
remar:k:~. be said be agreed with the
"young man" in a great deal ·that be bad
said, and gave notice to the audience that
be would answer the lecture on the follow.
ing Monday night, when be knew that the
lecturer would be gone. He made some
uncalled-for remarks, such as calling him
a "traitor to his country." But·wben be
got through speaking, which was inside of twenty minutes, Mr. Steiner answered his attacks very satisfactorily to
all present. On the whole, we think the
reverend gentleman is quite willing to let
the " young man " alone.
We bav bad as lecturers.in the last few
years, Professor Jamieson, J. E. Remsburg, and Mrs. Judge Krekel, but we think
Professor Steiner bas caused more commotion among the sanctified than any one
of the others. He givs evidence of being
a young man who bas been a great student of history, and he is quite a polished
orater.
Fraternally yours,
A. H. PETTY;

Do Not Like Prayer Tests.
HuMBOLDT, IowA, Dec. 29, 1893.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find order for
· $3.50 for THE TRUTH BEEKER and two
Scientific Education for the Masses.
copies " Crimes of Preachers."
LEAVENWORTH, KAN;, Dec. 15, 1893.
I often challenge the preachers and other
MR EDITOR: In a former communicaChristians to get down and pray for any
tion I promised that if you were so kind
one thing and .see if they can get their .A. New Year's O:lfering for Whicli He
as to refrain from consigning it to the
. Gets Value Received.
· prayer answered. They dare not pick up
oblivion of the wastebasket, I would write
the glove.
B, C. pARSONS,
LoTUs, CAL., Dec. 19, 1893.
. again, but I bav been waiting for the
MR. EDITOR: The near approach of
spirit" to_ move me.. I t~nk it must bav
. We Do Not Know of .A.ny.
another new year reminds me of a duty
been
traveling on a way-freight; but it has
MoDESTo, CAL., Dec. 25, 1893.
t.bat rests upon me -viz., to contribute
I come and gone, and so bas Grover's
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 to renew my yearly mite for the purpose of keepin"'
Thanksgiving day, and we ba.v .eaten our
my subscription and for one new sub· the glorious flag of liberty afloat abov;
turkey and mince pie, and been duly
scriber. I would not be without it under the cross, and to discharge the said duty I
thankful to-U.. S.-for it, and our chapany circumstances.
inclose herewith a money order for $12.50,
.Ja.ins bav given thanks to God in our beI would like to ask through your paper which you will apply as follows: Hand $5
half (they get paid for giving thanks and
if there are any Bible believers among the over to friE>nd Putnam to pay for a copy
Moses, Ezra, and the Pentateuch.
we don't) for all the blessing and calamities
astronomers of the present day. I do not of his forthcoming book, "Four Hnndred
C;)PPERAS CovE, TEx., Dec. 16, 1893.
which hav been showered down upon us
see how there can be.
Years of Freetbougbt;" then apply $3 on
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send you money. during the year.
I Bent Mr. Putnam $5 for one copy of subscription to the best of all papers, THE
order for $3 to pay my subscription to
THE TRUTH BEEKER should appear on
"Four Hundred Years of Freetbougbt."
TRUTH BEEKER, and for the remainder TaE TRUTH BEEKER. If you knew bow
Yours truly,
E. H. BEms.
send books as per inclosed list. I am hard I hav got to hustle to pay for it for our library table regularly, but sometimes
it is only conspicuous by its ~b~enQ~
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Whether it is stolen and suppressed by
some pions person, orjayhawked by some
graceless Infidel, who wants to hav it all
to himseH, I cannot say. I think the
chances are about even..
In my fertil brain I l;lav originated a
scheme, or plan, of work, which I expect
to get in operation about the first of March
next, or as soon as I can get ready for it,
and I will describe it, so that perhaps some
Liberal brother may. go and do likewise.
, By that time, !will hav a series of lectures
prepared (two of them are already finished
and type-written) on biology and psychology, beginning with the protozoa and
tracing life and ·mind from the speck of
protoplasm to man. I will also hav a
naturalist's microscope to illustrate the
wonders of cell. and insect life, and last,
but not least, I will hav a small library of
Liberal and scientific books to "let out"
to those who are not able or do not wish
. to buy. The lectures will be free, but
for exhibits with the microscope, and for
the use of books, I will charge a small fee.
I will sell the books whenever I can do so.
-The lectures will be in plain language, that
the common people can understand, and
the books also will be of those written for
the people rather than the scientists.
My plan is educational rather than controversial, and I will not provoke opposition unnecessarily. I will hav a few religions books and novels for those who
cannot appreciate anything else.
The main point which I keep in view all
the time in my lectures is to prove conclnsivly that man is a unity and not a duality.
If man has no immaterial soul, he needs
no immaterial religion to save it. I will
go into country neighborhoods or small
towns, where I can ·lecture in the schoolhouse, get a boarding place where I can
hav a room for my books and microscope
views, and stay a week or two, or as long
as it pays.
When I find a place where there is
enough raw material, I will persuade them
to organize a permanent " Secular Li. brary Association" for the advancement .of
knowledge. Now, yon hav the outlines of
·my scheme. I hav not applied for a patent,
and it is open for criticisms in the shape
of additions or amendments, After I hav
tl'ied it, I will let the readers of THE TRUTH
BEEKER know how it ''pans out."
CHARLES c. MILLARD.

others. If yon hav any papers or tractsfor distribution, please send some and. I
will make good use of them; I am satisfied
there are thoUBallds of Freethinkers right
here in this city, and yet, I am sorry to
say, we cannot boast of a Freethonght
society. But some day, and that very
soon, I hope, our silent brothers will
arouse, organize and act, unless they are
willing to be governed by priests and
preachers, pions legislators, and aldermen
and fanatical Sunday-law cranks.
ERWIN AUFFURTH.
P.S.-Pwrote above lines this morning
and am just taking up the Evening .State~
to see what the city council has been doing at last night's session, and behold! the
very first announcement is this:
The ordinance prohibiting the belting
·and switching of cars on St. Ch.nde street,
between· Washington avenue and Press
street, between the hours of 10 A.M. and 1
P.M. on Sundays was passed .
. Holy Moses in the bulrushes! how will
all this end? I ·understand there is a
building on that street whE-re the goodygoody people assemble on that day and
during those hours mentioned above to of·
fer their prayer to the great unknowable
"I am;" who is nowhere to be found; and,
so as not to disturb these worshipers of sn•
perstition, traffic and commerce must be
stopped. No doubt these Christian alderman(iacs) saw that planet "Venus" yesterday in broad daylight and, believing it to
be the star of Bethlehem, predicting the
second coming of Christ (by the way,
where is the proof of the first coming of
Christ?), they wished· to be on the safe
side, and will probably pass some more
laws of a similar nature while awaiting his
arrival. Only for the inconvenience these
goody-goody people would sn:ffer, they
would hav an ordinance passed next prohibiting the running of electric and horsecars on Sundays; but as for above reasons
they may not interfere with the running of
the cars, there is no telling how soon they
will demand that the ringing of the gong
and the bell be prohibited on Sundays.
The loss of a few human lives, which may
occur owing to the suspension of these signals of danger, does not amount to a row
of pins in the eyes of these wise and pions
people.
·
E. A.
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Lord his God gave .A.baz a sign and Isaiah
prophesied that a virgin should conceive
and bear a son;~ that the son "Should eat
butter and honey; that he shonld know to
refuse the evil and choose the good, and.
before the child should complete his education in that way "the land thou [Ahaz]
abhorrest shall be forsaken of both her
kings." This is called a prophecy by one
of the major prophets. It is claimed by
Christians to be a foretelling of the coming
of J esns Christ. As near as my memory
serves, Thomas Paine proves that it was an
attempt to inspire Ahaz with confidence to
do battle, well knowing that if Ahaz was
defeatea or killed there would be no. one to
expose the pions imposition, and if Ahaz
succeeded then he would herald Isaiah as
a great or major prophet, So Ahaz Wllnt
to warw1th the kingof Syria and the king
of Israel, and the result was (according to
2 Chron. xxviii) that Ahaz was defeated!
and dethroned, A hundred and twenty
thousand of his people destroyed, J ernsa··
lem was plnn<Jered, and two hundred thousand women, sons, and daughters carried
into captivity. That proved the falsehood
of \he prophet or the sign, whether it
was in the heaven above or on the earth
beneath or the waters ·under the earth.
Matt. xxiv, 30, 84, says: "And then shall
appear the sign of the son of man in
heaven aud then shall all of the tribes
of the earth mourn, and they shall
see the BOD of man Coming in the clouds
of heaven with _power and great
glory." ' · · ''Verily I say unto vou,
This generation shall not pass till all
of these things be fulfilled." And
although that language is ascribed to
Christ, whom the Trinitarians regard as
God, yet it has never been fulfilled, and
either Christ il!l a liar or he was mistaken,
mentally deranged, or else he did not say
those words. That wBB another sign that
failed, Perhaps it was a dry time. All
signs fail in a dry time, I hav heard said.
Many generations hav come since that prophecy is said to hav been made. Will
someone tell what that sign was and
whether it was seen in the heaven? Matt.
xii, 88-40: · ''Then certain of the scribes
and of the Pharisees answered, saying,
Master, we wonld see a sign from thee.
But he answered and said unto them, An
evil and adulterous generation seeketh
The "Old," the ''Middle," and the "New"
after a sign; . and there shall no sign be
Some Signs That Are Truly Astonish-. given to it, but the sign of the prophet
Astronomy.
ing.
The Kind of Work That Tells.
NEw YoRK, Jan. 1, 1894.
Jonas. For as Jon as was three days and
MR. EDIToR: The scholarly and genial NEw BRITAIN, CoNN., Dec. 25, :m.M. 293.
three nights in the whale's belly; so shall
NEw ORLEANS, LA., Dec. 27, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: About three years ago I the Son of man be three days and three
MR. EDIToR: Within find names and ad- Thaddeus B. Wakeman, at the Science Serdresses of four new subscribers, to whom mons Society in this city, Sunday evening, listened to a "Professor" of Astrology, nights in the heart of the earth." And
· please send THE TRUTH SEEKER and books December 31st, delivered one of the grand- He was before an audience of Spiritualists that sign failed if we hav a correct account
mentioned. This entitles me to Mr. Put- est generalizations on the subject of As- in Portland, Ore., and seemed to hav of Christ's body, put in Joseph's tomb on
But to convince the Friday evening and was out of there Sunnam's book, "Four Hundred Years of tronomy to which I hav ever listened. many believers.
Freethonght." So, please, put me down This gentleman's astronomy is up to date skeptics, he quoted Gen. i. 14, " And day morning "early while it was yet dark
as good for one, and do not omit to hav quite as much as his theology. Astronomy God said, Let there be lights in the firma- or at the rising of the sun." So it was
my name enrolled on its pages. Finan- is a subject to which attaches greater in- ment of the heaven, to divide the day there only two nights and one day, Yon
cially, I was unable to subscribe for same terest, perhaps, than to any of the other from the night: and let them be for see this sign was in the depth beneath and
at present, but your liberal offer was the sciences, because it is the oldest or one of signs, and for seasons, and for days and not a star sign Matt, ii, 1, 2: "Now
keynote in finding a way of securing it. the oldest of the sciences, and it deals. for years." Then the professor asked: when Jesus was born in Bethlehem of
Thanks to my little missionary work with with that part of the universe in which the "What did God mean when he said these J ndea in the days of Herod the king, bemy books, which are always "on tae go," Christian mythology places their heaven, heavenly bodies that are lights in the fir- hold, there came wise men from the east
as also by continually having my paper on with its mansions and golden streets, and mament of the heaven were to be for to Jerusalem, saying, Where is he that is
the desk at office for the benefit of any- their hell, as far as I know, which like- signs, and for seasons, if there were no born King of the J ewe? for we hav seen
one who wishes to read it, and by placing wise supplies an indispensable wing of the signs in the sun, moon, or stars? What his star in the east, and are come to worthem on the seats of the cars on our line Christian system of theology. So when was the use of such signs if they could not ship him. · · · Then Herod, when he
with my nam:e on the rim, so that passen- . astronomers turn their telescopes and be read and understood by men?" Then had privily called the wise men, inquired
gers may know where to find this ungodly spectroscopes on the regions in which he got excited and shouted at the top of of them diligently what time the star had
mail, I hav made new acquaintances and these places of such unusual hnman inter: his voice; and with tremendous gestures appeared. And he sent them to Bethsucceeded in securing these new sub- est are supposed to be located, and do not he said, "There are such signs and they lehem, and said, Go and search diligently
scribers. As I was willing to pay some- find them, it makes things very lively for are understood." He continued to shout for the young chil,d. · · · When they
thing for the book, and also determined to the church, at leal\t for those who tell of and affirm with. no other proof that he had heard the kmg they departed; and
secure new subscribers, I concluded to giv these wonderfnl celestial phenomena with "knew there were such signs." Well, lo, the star, which they saw in the east,
the paper and the bookl!l for less than yon grflat emphasjs, but who in reality know as strange and unreasonable as it may went before them, till it came and stood
even offer, and making good the difference no more what they say than the veriest seem, it only confirmed me in my over where .the young child was. ·When
myself; but I am· satisfied that after my babe that never looked through a tale- skepticism rf'garding astrology. So I re- they saw the star, they rejoiced with ex·
great joy." This may seem like
plied the next Sunday in substance that in oeeding
friends hav tasted of this healthy brain- scope.
wisdom to many, but it proves to me that
food f•'r a while, they will admit having
Briefly, the lecturer said that· the "old Isaiah vii, 10, 11-'moreover the Lord there is ignorance as great now as there
been rewarded tenfold for their little out- astronomy," previous to 1600, depended spske again to Ahaz, saying, Ask thee a was when the last quotation was written.
ay, and will renew their subscriptions at upon the eye, and it was taught that the sign of the Lord thy God. Ask it either in There was a star si~n, but who can conthe expiration of their present term with- multitude of heavenly bodies were created the depth orin the bight above." "Now, ceive anyone so fooh11h as to follow a star·
or ,how could they when light traveling s~
out looking. for a reduction or premiums. and placed· in the skies From 1600 to what does this mean?" as our Christian fast that it would come from the sun to us
I am ill hopes of sending more subscribers 1800 he called the period of the "middle friend would ask after quoting BQmething in eight minutes requires one year and a half
later on who cannot very well subscribe 'a.stronomy."
The astronomers of the from the BiblE>. It seems to prove that for it to come from the nearest fixed star?
just now, owing to lack of work and middle period depended upon t¥ tela- there were people who believPd in signs in So that the star seems fixed except for the
scarcity of the almighties; in the mean- scnpe and evolved the nebnlar hvpothesis, the depth below-! don't know whether it revolution of the earth whtch makes it
appear to go around the earth. Who but
time they are welcome to my paper until which astronomers of later times· claim to was at the bottom of the ocean or the deep- an idiot would try to keep up with the
they can secure it for themselvs.
be mere theory, without any facts to snb- e~t places under ground man had been-as apparent motion of either the ·sun, n;won,
I hav about fifty more TRUTH SEEKERS stantiate it, Consequently, it appears that well aR others who- had faith in signs in or stars? How could a star stop over
the bight. Whilei must confess ignorance where anybody's baby was born? Such
on hand-those of '93-which will be dis- the nebular hypothesis is being refected.
tribnted within the next four months. For
The most interesting portion of his ad- to what those signs were, it seems to me folly as this confutes itself. I haY good
reason to believe such professors and wise
a long time I was in the habit of saving dress, which contained .a twenty-weeks' those in the depth below would be as val- men do not know as much as children of
them, .btit, iiJ.thongh I do not like very college course conden~ed 1~to an hour and liable as those in the bight.
fourteen in the first class in astronomy in
Ahaz was a good man and would not any of our high schools.
much to part with them, I long ago con- a half, covered what 1s· bemg termed the
GEo. F. ELLIO'rl'.
oluded to distribute them and enlighten , '' uew astronomy," that dates from about tempt the Lord. Could he? But the
1860 up to the pJ:esent time, and was
ushered in by the discovery of the spectroscope. The spectroscope is a litUe instrument by which the ray of light coming
from any star is separated into its component parts, and the real character of the
substance emitting the light is determined.
So, instead of working on mere suppositions, as in the past, astronomers now
seek one or more facts upon which to base
an hypothesis.
In the place of the theories of creation
aud the nebular hypothesis. there is now
being substituted what is known as the
"aggregation hypothesis " This hypothesis hangs on the vossibility of our sun and
other suns in tJ:&e universe being fed by
comets and meteors passing near the sun
and being drawn into it by the attraction
of gravity. His conclusion wail that the
heat and light of the sun wonld not die
out for millions of years, if ever; because,
according to that theory, the universe is
the " feeding ground" of the sun.
Mr. Wakeman mentioned that ether is a
colorless substance, not niattel', and may
arise from the decomposition of atoms. If
I understood him aright, radiation from
the sun and other flaming bodies produces ether, which, in the course of time,
returns to matter and may be sifted upon
the earth or other body, as it is estimated
that five hundred thousand tons of matter
yearly fall upon the earth. Mr. Wakeman
is a most excellent medium between the
oues who make nriginal investigations and
evolve astronomical theories and those
who are less well informed.
If one wishes to be up to date in theology and astronomy, and not remain
clinging to Pxploded theories, he should
embrace every opportunity possible for
hearing this lecturer. That he is idolized
by those accustomed to hearing him was
clearly shown at the Manhattan Liberal
Club last Friday evening, when Mr. Wakec
man wa" pronouncing one of his favorite
benedictions. A gentleman, apparently a
stranger, arose and wanted to ask a question. Mr Wakeman asked if it was allowable to ask questions during benediction,
which was answered by the renewed applause each time the stranger tried t() state
his question, and he was finally obliged to
be seated without stating his objection to
Mr. Wakeman's remarks. L. B. CRINE.
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E tited by MISS BuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall
.River, Mass., to whom all Oommunica+io.,.• for· thl8 Gomer 8hould be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's ooonP.ations
That is known as the Children s H onr."

A Little Girl's Recipe.
][.don't •ee why the big folks, all
·Nee·! go to cooking school,
!For it's eaRY enonc;:h to make a cake,
''If yon make it by this rule:
lFirst, Yon must hav an apron
That you're not afrai i to hurt,
:For in this recipe we use,
J!'or flour, sifted dirt.
'.Then dig, with an iron spoon,
A bolA in the cool dark gronnd,
. And pnt in dirt and w .. ter,
Stirring it ronnd and ronnd,
"Ani! then a handfnl of pebbles
Yon'd better pnt in the don.,h,
'. Wha• are these for? In this recipe,
Pebbles are raisins, yon know.
. Anl whe'l yon get it all thick enough
Yon make it into a cake,
Then put it on a nice, clean boar 1
And set in the sun to bake.
Dear me I I'd most forgot to ~ay
Yon must april' kle with sugar (or sand}.
And whAn they're done, no bettfr cakes
Will be found in Babyland.
That's all I Yon see. to learn to cook
Yon don't need to make a fuss.
Though mamma say9, when she comes to the
door,
"Why Bessie, child I What a muss!"
-Ethel E. Sleeper, in Gool% House7ceepinq.

Our Duty Toward One Another.
OONOLUDED
How these quarrels between them dis·
gust one. You never bear tbe end of
them. Why? Because those who could
make the advancements which would cause
harmony will not do so, and because those
who can get advancements made to them
will refuse them unless they get every·
thing and leave the others nothing. What
an absurditv! you exclaim. ·Decidedly
Absurdity is no name for it. But Me·
nander remini!s us:
No I!'Ood in life the race of man can see,
Spring from one root as branches from the
tree;
But vear the good, we find the evil still,
And frequent good arises out of ill.
While Theocritus kindly counsels the discouraged with:
Yet coural!'e, friend I to-morrow fortune's
May s~~!e with comfort, though it lowers
to-day;
Hope to the living, not the dead, remains;
And the soft season brightens after rains.
Some dav we may hope for the conciJia.
tion between what are known as the " upper and lower classt:~s," and unt.il it comes
those who would help each other and be
humanitarians can always find a Jesson to
Jearn in the way of being kind, good, and
unselfish.
It is sad, but nevertheless true, tb<>re
arE' many who would sooner die tb"n liv
their "allotted time." The reasons why
are many, and it would be useless to name
them here. Paul Carns says: "Life i~
worth living, if but the aim of life is high
enough to giv value to the work of life."
Quite true. Our duty, then, is to see that
" the aim of life is high." To show, in the
words of Aristophanes, that
Evil eventR from evil causes spring;
And what you suffer flows from what
you've done.
To see tbat our fellow-beings are free
from pain and sorrow. "To sow and
Rcatter seeds of kindness." To watch and
hopli for the emancipation of the world
fro~ that cruel monster and master, selfishness. "Oh, if we but only knew the
way!" We know the way. It is to·be
men- to be women. . To cherish the
li'Qer~y, att4 ,rights. of. others as we w~uld
cherish our.: oWn.~: A.h,. yesJ to look upon

Let us set about it .with a good will. To
show the discontented that contentment
awaits them. To show the man of work
rest is for him, not in after life, but in this
life. (What takes place after life will
hav little eftect upon us; we will be unconscious of it all.) To show the discouraged that their hopes are to be realized, and to giv happiness to all, We will
not only show but giv. We hav no
Utopian ideas which can never be. All
that we want can be, and that only by the
united efforts of a united people.
While eaying be good to others, we
must be good ourselvs; It would be a
paradox to make others good when w11 are
bad. This is one of tJle first lessons to
learn-be good. "We cannot expect to
be happy if we do not liv pure and useful
lives," says Sir John Lubbock, and we can
very well agree with him. In fact, it
should be easy for us to liv good lives if
we intend preaching to others to do the
same. . But how often is the preacher the
opposit to what be is preaching? And
how often is the sinner the saint, and the
saint the sinner? are questions natural to
the mind.
"Seek not to hav things as you choose
them, but rather choose them to happen as
they do, and so shall yon liv prosperously," said Epictetus. Alas! philosophy
has little to do with the actions and thoughts
of penple. If it did, how difterent would
be to-day, and bnw different the to-morrow.
The darkness, intellectual and ethical, we
are groping in would be chanl!'ed into a
bright and glorious light, and philosophy,
the sun, which would be unexcelled in
grandeur, and which would put such
warmth into us as would make our lives
happy, ani! our flnrroundings cheerful,
and our fellow-beings the happieRt of mortals. Will that day ever come? Perhaps.
Let us be full of hope and enthusiasm, for
this is half the battle. Let us not dream,
but act. And let us not grumble or fie:ht
with each other, but increase the harmony
bet1Veen us. Oh, for the time whPn an
ideality will be a reality; and kindness,
love, and hanpiness universal traits. We
should also think that
Mine honor is my life, both grow in one,
Take honor from me, and my life is done.
-J5halc8pere.
How can we be of use to our fellowbeings"r In hundreds of ways. We may
never be at a Joss as to where kindness is
wanted, where enconr&gemeut is needed,
and where want is waiting to be filled.
We can never be of any use to each other
if wp hav only egoistic feelings a!!.d principles. We must all be prompted by love
of humanity. None are too bad, and
none are too good as to be able to help
thoRe who may be bad. "The good man
is not of necessity happy, but the happy
man is of necessit.y good," exclaimed
Archytas.
Now, the chief thing that is needed to
brin!!' all this and to make the people humanitarians, and to work for the benefit
of the world, is education. It is only by
education we mu,y ever expect to do anything. It is only by education that we
expect to accomplish what we want.
Whatever way a person is taught, that is
the w~ty they go. It is a lack of education
that generally makes reforms and new
ideas so unpopular at first. When they
become familiar and a part of the people's
daily life, they incline favorably toward
them. Half of the trouble that affiicts the
human race is due to lack of, knowledge,
and what is that but want of education?
Where you see education more in vogue
than anywhere else, there you will find
the better place, there you will find more
happiness, more progress and civiliza.tion. Educate the people, if they will not
educate themselvs, not by coercion, but
by gentle persuasion.
Deep wrapt in error is the human mind;
And.humsn hliRs iR ever insecure,
Know ye ,what.. fortunes yet remain...belt'no~'fd t~w lo:(;g the' P.rei!l!nt Wi.ij endur ·o;;

Correspondence.
CooPERSTOWN, N. DAK., Dec. 14, 1893.
' DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my first letter to the Corner. I enjoy reading the
Corner very much, and T am nine years
old. I go to school, and I study reading,
writing, spelling, arithmetic, geography,
and pliilology, and I h<tv one brother and
three sisters. I liv in North Dakota on a
farm and we hav very cold winters here,
but ~e hav lots of fun coasting and sliding
·on snow shoes. Father takes THE TRUTH
SEEKER and he thinks there is no paper
like it. 'I hope my letter wont find the
waste basket.
JAY KUHNs.
fi d th
'II
•
[Letters f rom J ~Y WI :?"e~er ~
.e
waste basket. Jays papa Is JUst nght m
his estimate of THE TRUTH SEEKER.-ED.
C. C.]
PoRT ToWNSEND, WAsH., Dec. 16, 1893.
DRAR Miss WIXoN AND CoRNER: A few
weeks ago I received a sample copy of the
Independent PulpU, and hope some time to
subscribe for it. My friend Annie Barthrop
and I bav read it over and over again until
the leaves begin to come out, and so bav
to keep it together with a pin. I get the
FreethinkPr8' Magazine every month, and
Pnjoy reading it very much; and in volnme
XI. I found a good proof that there is no
God.
Annie and I are the only Freethinkers
in our class at school; but we know that
the smartPst men and women in our city
are Freethinkers.
·
I hav read "The Story Honl'," ''Apples
of Gold," and many other books on Freethought.
Wishing you all a Happy Nllw Year, I
remain your Freethinker friend,
LoUISA !FFLAND.
[Annie and Louisa are numbered with
the jewels of the Corner.-ED. C. C.]
PETERSBURG, IND., Dec. 7, 1893.
DEAB Miss WIXoN: Some boys .were
pushing a car that stood on a switch. It
went slow at first, for the track was level.
Soon it went down grade and began to go
fast. Another boy below tried to put a
rail on the track to stop it, but the rail hit
him and broke his leg, and the car ran to
the end of the switch, and, after breaking
a wagon. it fell oft' the bank and broke in
pieces. I think this is like the church:
some people bothered with what did not
belong to them, and it is now going down
grade and will soon be breaking honest
people's necks. It is E>asy to walk along
with one's hands on the car while it is going, .but to start it at first, or to start it
back where it belongli!, ta'kes brave work.
I am fourteen years old; go to school,
and study reading, spelling, geography,
grammar, arithmetic, and history. We
hav to learn a declamation and write 11<
composition every month. !want to learn
to write stories and help others to start
right. Every g-irl wants to be good sometimPs, and when I see a soft little chic"ken
I just want to hug and kiss it. And ohl
how nice it makes me feel when I hav
tried to please anyone and am praised
for it. My Sunday-school teacher tells me
it is Jesus who cansPs all this, but I
think little girls thousands of years ago
felt the same way. And I don't think it is
right for big, fat preachers to claim all
that is beautiful in the world and say it is
Christ.
My mother died when I was nine months
old, and I hav one sister. Paoa is an Infidel. My sister and I keep house. At
school my general average last month was
93 while Mary's was 98.
i like t.he funny oictures in THE TRUTH
SEEKER. and I read the Children's ('orner.
Papa takes the Independent Pulpit, Free~
thinker, Little Freethinker, and Ironnlad
A,qe. We used to take the Open Oo>~.rt.
I hav no pets, because I could not take
care of them.
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This is so long maybe you won't print
it, and if you don't !will write a shorter
letter next time. I am going to try to get
some other girls to write to you.
Your friend,
EsTELuA WEAVER.
[Th
't
f tb
b
b
"bl
e wn er 0 · e a ove as sensi e
ideas.. She is a good reasoner, and no
doubt will make her mark in the world.
Estella's letters will be always welcome.C]
ED. C. ·
.-·
AROH BEAOH, OAL., Dec. 12, 1893.
~EAB Miss WIXoN: I steal a n;toment from
this busy ~ay to bav a chat wtt]l y_on and
the Cornerites. Alas! I only wtsb It was· a
• real "chat," and not a make-believe one.
: How delightful it would be. for me to slip
in and call on you among your books,
magazines, letters, mucilal!'e bottles, and
other editorial accompaniments for a few
minutes. It would no qoubt bother you,
but then bow pleasant for me, you know.
After returning to the dear, quiet, bumdrum little home, what a picture and what
a kind, gentle voice to remember!
But as that ca11not be, let me tell some
of the Corner friends about the place
where I liv. Away out here in the southern part of California; about sixty miles
from Los Angeles city, you will find it on
the map. Half a mile from the ocean,
nestled up among the bills and surrounded
by trees-eucalyptus, willow, and sycamore-is our honse. We are ordinary
country people, advanced inasmuch as we
are stanch Freethinkers, whose library is
mostly comprised of Liberal books aTid
papers. Our farm is small, but we raise
all kinds of vegetables, and hav fruit and
nuts. Apples, figs, olivs, walnuts, and almonds are our chief resources. Horses
and cattle feed in our pastures and chickens in our barnyard.
·
With pleasant surroundings and a comfortable dwelling, I think· farmers are the
most independent of people. Of course,
in a dull year, as the last has been, farmers, like everybody else, !luft'er. But there
is no bankruptcy and ruin, such as many
city merchants bav to endure.
I hav not many Liberal friends here with
whom to exchange opinions verbally; such
are few and far between, so I would like
to hav some Liberal girl or boy, between
the ages of sixteen and twenty, write to
me. Sometimes I get lonely, having to
choke back iny thoughts for fear of oftending some Christian friend by speaking out.
But I assnre you I'm not generally very
considerate, for I love to confound believer!!, though one person gets no sympathy unless he has Liberal friends, and is
only laughed at for his outspokennei!,B.
So far out of the woi-Id one cannot do
much for the cause, especially if their
funds are not lo.rge, even though their
good-will be plentiful But we can read
the wholesome literature of the day; that
bav I been doing this evening, and the
table is literally strewn with TRUTH SEEKERS and the grand, educating, elevating
books it advertises. And the New Testament lying near me looks sadly out of"
place. I hav been reading in it-like the
good girl I am-but find within its covers nothing to compare with, those . other
books. In fact-whisper it not in GatbI hav been reading it simply·to jot down
the mistakes, absurdities, and contradictions in the gospel of Matthew.
But my letter must be getting tiresome.
In closing I giv three :~beers for the brave
TRUTH SEEKER and finder, and' long liv all
our orators, lecturers, workers, arid all
good people. May the next Freethinkers'
Congress be soon. Many kind regards
and good wishes to yourself.
..
HARRIET E. THURSTON.
[A lovely letter from a lovely girl.-]jlD,
c. C.]
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WATER OF LIFE Free Pamph 1et.
J. R. PERRY, Wilkes .Barre, Pa.

OR.GAN~$43
If you buy it now.
It has five octaves, solid walnut case, with five
sets of reeds; thirteen stops; double c<iupler!i;
grand organ swell and every improvement;

No. 478 University Royal· Organ.
It contains 111 reeds divided into 5 sets, and
is by far the most elegant orga1i evei· dlfet·ed'
at this price. Send us $43 and we will ship this
, ()rgat:t,to ;rot! "~Yith Stooli!P.d.~O()k. and guarnl!tee
safe ideltver:Y'; or pdt $45'WJth yot)r"Ba.'nkel' or'
.. Merchant.and we;ivill,sendJt•tn.y.uurto be paid foJI:
.after flfwen days' trial in j·ou.r home.,
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Pleasure and Progress.
AN

JOHN E.

ATTEllfi>r TO l'BOVE THAT

The Pursuit of Pleasure is the. Sine Qua Non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social
Development, and that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship.
By A.lbert M. Lorentz. LL.B.
.
CONTENTS:
BooK I.-PLEASURE: Chap. I. -Sources of. Pleasure. Cllap. 11.-Material Ple8.8ures. Chap. ill.Ideal Pleasure<. Chap IV -Somal Pleasures. Ohap. V ~Pleasures of the Savage, the
Barb•ri ..n and the Civ lized. Ch ..p. VI.- Genesis of religions. Chap. VII.-Christianity.
BooK TI.-INTELLEOTUAL DEvELoPJIIE~T: Chap. 1.-Pnrpo•e of We. Chap, IL Mater.al Plea~ures.
.
Chap. Ill.-Ideal Plea8ni:es: Knowl~.!!ge. Chap. IV.-Iaeal_ Plea~ures: Reason. Chap.-V.
lde!J.l Pleasures: Character. Chap. VI. -Social Pleasures. Chap. VII.-Pedagogical Despotism.
·
BooK ill.-MoBAL DEVELOPMENT: Chap. I.-Morality. Chap. 11.-Material Plt>asnres: Prudence.
Chap. 1£1.-Material Pleasures: Refinement. Chap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Foresight,
Chap. V.-,.ldeal .t::leasnres: Oivilization. Chap. VI.-Sooial Pleasures. Chap. VII,- V1oe
Can~ed by Restramt.
BooK IV.-8<;>0I_AL DEVELOPJ!lENT: Chap. I.- 0 rogress. C.1ap. 11.-Protection, Capitalism, and
Somali~m: Resp_e .t1vly an Aetna~. !J.n Imminen.t, and a Proposed Violation of Individual
Sovereignty. Ohap. ill -:-C!>ndhwn of Agri nl~ure. Chap. IV._ Public Schools. the
Mene M.ene. Tekel of l:loOlalism. Chap. V.-Pro~mce of Governm~nt. Chap. VI.-Olir
Socia1 Disorder.
Here are some of the verdicts on this remarkable production which have been rendered by
men who are in every way qualified as judge> ol book~:
This is a spiritPd, rattling sort of a book that skates right along over the deepest subject with
out mn. h thought whether the ice is thin or not. It ~p.sw. rs the greatest questiOn-What is the
us., obJect. mot.ve, pnrpo;e,and summum bonum of 11fe, and the real can.e and motive of progress?
-by on, word Plea,nre!-7'71attt:ieus B. Wakeman
He sharpiy atta ks, al o, modern me&.bo~s of edneation, and in this he is most abnnd~tntly
borne "nt uy the fauts, an~ his arraignment is practically unanswerable. H1s bJok is altogether a
curious andsnggestin> one.-New York Gommercial.il.averttser.
:rhe man who wrote this book knows how to write a book, and knows what he is writing about.
There is not a padded sentence in the volume, no\ an attempt to fill up with • ords for laok of
knowle«!g_e. The tinthor deals hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for rtalities and
truth. We do not see how anyone can re •d ·this book and d•sagree with the l.,adiug proPositions,
ThE! work is good; every chapter is worth readin'l'. It is a work of common-sense Socialism. 'fhe
chapter on public schools ought to be put into a tract and sent to every teacher in the land. Thousands of sentences are worthy of being framed as political maxims and hung up all over the nation.
Th• book deserves a wide read n.'i+ not only for its literary style, which is clear an..l incisive, but for
its bold, ho~est s~~oyings.-L. K. washburn. ·
·
· Rere we have puilosophy no to date, the advance word of the progressive thinker; not a dry,
abstruse discourse, lint a common-sense essay in plain words upon tne conduot of life. and a 1 iilnstrated with such an abnnd~~once of anecdotd and me,aphor as add real entertainment .to· solid instrnJtion. This is an Important book striking at superstition and nlireas •nable trad,tion\~ntl UJ?·
holding individual liberty 10 defiance of g••vernmental law and so.:ial c~stom.. _After reaaing th1s
book one feels that the author will never be able to write 'another, fo'r he has put all his. life and
knowledge into •his one .. Ji}very page bristles with points;' there is no padding or filling in, no mere
literary em ,ellishment; but clean-out apothegms abound, and everr line is .dictated by nard-head,d
common-sense -Capt. Robt. O..Aaams.
· .
··
·· . - ·· ·
·
After yon read this bJok you will baas enthusiastic in· praise of it li.s are the eloquent editor of the
Investtoator and the gallant President of t.he Canadian Secular Union, ·.
"Pleasure and Progress" has 398 pages, is splendidly printed from. large, clear type, on excellent paper, and costs, bound in cloth, $1; paper· covers, 50 cents.·
Ad:1ress
THE TRUTH SEEKJ!JR CO., 28·Lafayeite Pl., New York, N.Y.
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fRffTHINKERS' PICTORIAL TfXT~BOOK.
SHOWING
THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL•
NESS OF THE OHUROH'S OLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI•
9ENT INSTITUTION, AND ~lll·
'Vlll.U.ING THE ABUSES
Oll' A UNION OF
OHUROH AND
STATE.
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REMSBURG'SWORKS.
Abraham Lincoln:

False Claims. Revised and· Enlarged

As a Missionary Document it is naexcelled. Amox . ; the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are: The Ohnrch and Morality; Cri!Jl:l!al fltatls"Zlos,_showmg the creeds of \he pris.
oners in the penitentiaries· tht> Church and C1v1lizatwn; the uh.nroh and 801eaoei,ihe Chnroll.
and Learning; the Church' and Liberw; the Church and the Antislavery Ref.orm.;, 1p.e Woman's
Rights Movement· the Temperance Reform; the Church and the Repnbho. rr1oe, 10 cents
singly; 75 cents per dozen.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Ct•imes and Vices Sanctioned

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best and most thorough work

ever written on the Sabbath from a rational point of view, Large and haqdsome print. 'J;hll
qnestwn is dlsLUssed under the fo lowin { head~: Ongm o.f th.e Sabbatic I<lea; the Jew1sh
Sabbath; the Christian Scriptures and the Sabbath; Ex!J.~matwn of Sunday Argnme;:~ts;
Origin of the Christian Sabbath; Tearimony !Jf tn<~ Chr1st\all: Fathers; the Sabbath durinll
tbe Middle Ages; the Puritan Sabbath.;_ ';['dstim1ny of Chr.lsLian Refor1ners, Scholars, and
Divines; Abrogation of Sunday La.vs. rr!Oe, 25 cents; 6 oop1es $1.

.I.mage Breaker.

Six Lectures:

Decline of Faith; Protestant Intolerance; Washington an Unbeliever; Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents; bound, paper,llll cents; per
doz., 40 cents.

Thmnas Paine.

Tells the story of the A uthor-Her.o's Life,

delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his nalJ?.e from the·
aspE)_rsiona cast upon it. Choice extr .. otsfrom ·• C9mmon Sen!e,•; •· American Cri8ls," "Uighi<·
of Man," and" Age of Reason," are given; also, trl)mted t'l P~tme s char!J.cter from more tha.n
one hundred noted persons of Europe and Arne~ ca, many of them written expressly for tlu~
work. Second edition, 160 Pal{es, printed on fine tmted paper, neatly bound, and oontaininw 111
hand3ome steel portrait of J!ame. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Apostle of Liberty.

·

.

.

An address delivered in Paine Hall, bef:re the N. E. Freethinkers' Convent1<m, .hnuar:r
29, 1884. Price, tO cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPAm,
For all the above works address
28La.fayette 1'1&041, New York.

'fHE l{bSURRECTION OF JESUS,\t
AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CoNTENTs: The Christian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why W!IS.
the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its

'l),!lth~

FuU...Page

PiltLte's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New In.dtot~nli,

IUustratioqs.

Against Jesus; Were the Guards Hired by !he Priests? Pilate's Motive f!!.;_SeereM!g:

COPIOUS

CI7ATIONS OF

FACTS,
HISTORY,
81ATIS TICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL •.
ARS

~y

Scripture; Falsehood and Deception; Chea.tin!!'; ~heft and Rqbber;y_; Adnltery and Prostitution· Murder· Wars of Col!_qne ,t ani Exteril).lnatw.1;, Despotism; ~ntolerance and Persecution~ lnjnsti~e to Woman· Unkindness to Children; urnelty to Ammals; Human Sacrifices;
Camrlbaiismi Slavery· Witchcraft; Pol:ygamy; lp.temperanoe; Pove.rty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and laiocy; o6scenity. Price, s1ngla cop!e3, ~ cents; 6 oop1es, Ill!. Special discount
on larger quantities.

the

WITH

Was He A (Jh;ristian?

For fifteen yea•s Mr. Remsburg has bl'en collecting material ~or his work, :EJ:e presents
an array of testimony that is irresistible. and overwhelmmg, and wh1oh mn.st put this questiOn
at rest forever. In addition to the testimmy of twenty Wl1nesses )Yho cla~m that Lmcoln wa 1.
a Christim, and which is reviewed and refn.ted,,lle adduce; the ~e~tlmoJ!Y of m!>re than. a hnndren witnesses in proof of the claim thaL Lmco:n wa' nqt a Qhnst1an. 'l'h!!se Witnesses mclnqe
'!tis wife and other relatives; his three law partae.cs; his pnyate secyetar~es; members of his.
cabinet; his principal biographers, and scores of us most 1 t1mate friends.

Bod~;

Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; _Fhuhe Angel Sat on the Stone;

Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identification; The Ascension; Why Did JP,sns Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; Th&.
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Roman Gnards'l
The Origin of the Story; St. Paul's Account; Bt. Paul's Conversion; A Modem
Example; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The Testimony of
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested'l
Inspiration; Conclusion.

Prille, cloth, 7ii cents; paper, 40 cents.

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafaye1ie Piaoe, New York Oft7.

Addreat

DESI(}}V·S BY WAT87N HESTON,
WITH Puk.TRAIT OF
THE DESIGNER.

Digest of Science:·

The Illustrations are classified as follows:
16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.

2

"

8
6

"

6

"·

14
u

4
3

U
1
4
4
2
10

1

The Church ltobbing the People.
Thanksgiving.
Sabbath Laws.
Chil.iren ana the Church.
Woman and the Ohnrch
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies in NaLnral History.
Thtl Bible and 8cience.
Tile Clergy and '!'heir Flocks.
Piety: in Our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and H1s Works.
Prayer.
·
The. Or.eeqs.
Cfiris~~ana ·a,nd Molia.zp,meqai)8.

2 represent Samples of Christianity's Work.
5
"
Missionaries.
1
"
The Lord'8 Instruments.
25
"
Bible Doctrines and Their Resnlts,
1
"
The Church and Slavery.
2
. Priests and Politics.
4
Ireland and the Ohnroh.
2
Church's !dea of Civilization.
1
The Uses of the Cross.
4
Unkind llefiec~io:qs ·I'll! j;he Church.
9
Persecutions of tlie Ohuroh.
12
~ome 4Uego~ea. ·
3
••
eaven.
,
6
"'
ell,
·
7
••
Miscellaneous.

A most extraordinary pnblicati Jn. We venture the assertion that.no~hing like it ha~ ever be.
·
fore appAared i<t this country an.t it is very donbtfnl if another OJ;te liKe 1t will!Jver agam be published. W" must give the Truth Bieker Company the credit d pnttmg the book ~n tht;l reach of all.
At twice the .,rice 1t woT!ld have b 'en o. cheap hook. Art.st Hes.ton as a portr&t pamter.,and d,esigner is a wonderfnl s .. cces;. an 1 w 3 judge from our own feelinl)'s tliat nearl:y every L1 eral m
America will deii!.re a 0or• v of thi• most w, nderfnl volnme.-[Freethinll:ers' Maga.ziue.

Mr. Heston deserves' o be oall!ld the artist-hero of Liberalism :EJ:e has dedicated h.s genin~ tn
Freethon"ht, and has done fai hfill and noble work for the cause of right and truth. lint, the llCtnres do not make n p the whole of his , olnme There are nearly two hundred pages "1 l'eadm
matter th ·t se ve first ILB exp.anations of th~ illnstratinns1 and secondly as texts to prove the t.tt< r
falo,tyofthechurcl!'s profe·s1ons and the h~ocrisyof tnosewho
uphold them. Altogetb~r tlJ<·
book il one of tue best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put .nth~
hands of Freethmkers. 7 [Bostou Investigator.
.

Price, board c;overs, $.2; c;lotll,, $.2.SO.
,&.ddre11• THE TB1JTH I!IE~o

THf DYNAMIC THfORY Of Llff AND MIND:
An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.
By JAMES B. ALEXANDER.
Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a .a-column index 'of 11 pages.
Price, 81(press· prepaid bv us, onlv •!1.'1:i.
This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, snob as those of the
" Humboldt Library of Science," the "International Scientific l:!eries," eto:,o by bringing together, in
stmple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all ox the known fa.otors contributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.
!)o !IOU

TDtllh to be welt tnformeat

THEN BEAD A OIUPTl!:B OB V.JmllE DAILY li'BOII[ THIS Bll!}.;,i Ol'
SCIENCE!

It is entertaining as well as enli~htening, and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worshir' naturb
A'1
w
You must own this book someday: why not NOWT
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl,::.ce, N4~w Yora.

-I. e., appreciate the worth of the Umversal Mother.

,.~

.
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HAND-BOOK
OF

MRs. DASH: Oh, doctor, your sermons
are so lovely! Dr. Dash: Bnt, my dear
madam, I always note that yon go to sleep.
Mrll. Dash: Yes; but I hav snob lovely
dreams!
SAID a colored evangelist: "How can
dem Infidels say dere am no debbil? I
knows dere's a debbil; case how, if dere
was no debbil, could dey make his pickter
so like 'im?"

FREEl"H OUGH1'.
By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitious doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
.
.
.
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification
· ·
• of subjects makes it a hand-book. Aslngersoll said of
Paine's "Age of Reasont it enables someod f in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
variety of subjects incluae all the dillputed pomts between Christianity and Freethought Prier,
cloth, •1; paper,l50 cents.
Address
THE TOOTH SEEKER.

DfSIGN ARGUM[NT fALLACI[S.
A. Re:tut;at;lon o:t t;he A.rgUDJ.ent; That; Nature Exhibits

Marks o:t Having Been Designed by
an Intelligent; Beina-.
SYNOPSIS:
I. The Desig11 Argumellt Vitiates Itself By Necessitating an Infl.nite Series of DesignHI
II. If There Were a Dei!igner He Could Not Be Benefl.cent.
III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wisfu for
His Processes Are .ll<gregiouRly Blow,
'l'hey Are Egregionsl:[...Wastefru,
They Often Serve No Use,
The;y Have Produced Faulty Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Called Design Is Oni:I'.Subserviency; and the Watch Argument Is Illegitima.,;,.
V. What Actually Did Oause Bo-Oalled Design.
VL Astronomv and De!ign.
VII. The Argument of a First Cause.
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a Sketch of Astronomy.
BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Price 15 cents.

Address

THE TRUTH BEEKER COMPANY, 28Lafayette Place,N. Y.

Remsburg's Book on Lincoln Now Readv.

ABRAHAM

Agents Wanted !
We believe that not only can.good be done but
money made by any Lib, ral who ~ill canva•s for
onr book "Old Testamwt Stories ComiCally lllustrah d." In fact we know one man who worked
at it but a few hours woek!y and sod nearly
fifty copLs in a month. The price is low; everybody knows the Old Testament stories, and
nea~ly everYbody wou~d like a book applying
ninetee!lth-century ,.it and knowledge to thAm.
People ·li~e to laugh, Reverence for the Old
',I'estament tales h•s largely disap, eared· and
Jokes at the expense of Jonah and Joteph and
Es~u and Samson and·D vid, and the other worthiEs o! unsavory reputation, are keenl;v: apnreciated. It seems to us that the brok "Will ~ell at
sigH. It does here in the store. LiLerals out of
employment will find thi3 a good way to make an
honest dollar.
Ter.ou to Agents Sent on Application.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
THE

THE

LINCOLN: BRAIN

AND

BIBLE;

OB

THE CONFLit'f BJrnVEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
By John E. Remsburg.

One of the most noted controversies of the century has been waged over the question of
Abraham Lincoln's religious belief. Boon after the remains of America's most illustrious son ware
laid to rest at Springfield, one of his biographers, Dr. Holland, put forward the claim that he was a
Christian. 'fhe claim was promptly denied by the dead statesm11.n's friends, but only to be renewed
again, and again denied. And thus for a quarter of a century the question of Lincoln's belief has
been tossed like a battled ore from side to side.
For fifteen yeaTs Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work. He presents an
array of testimonr that is irresistible and overwhelming, and which must I!nt this question at rest
forever. In additiOn to the testimony of twenty witnesses who claim that Lincoln was a Christian,
and which is reviewed and refuted, he adduces the testimony of more than a hundreil witnesses in
proof of the claim that Lincoln was not a Christian. These witnesses include his wife and other
relatives; his three law partners; his ,Private secretaries; members of his cabinet; his principal
biographers, and scores of his most intimate frienas.
NO'.rED WITNESSES.
Ron. W. H. Herndon, Col. Ward H. Lamon, Bon. John T. Stuart, Col. James H. Mathen;r, Col
John G. Nicola;y,Judge David Davis, Col Jesse W. Fell, Bon. Leonard Swett, Dr. William Jayne,
Judge Bte]>hen •r. Logan, Joshua F. SpeedtHon. Jesse K. Dubois, Bon. Joseph Gill~iP, !Jr. C. H.
Ray, Col. 1!'. B. Rutherford, Judge Ro15ert eachman. Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Leonard W. Volk, Joseph
Jefferson, Bon. K B. \\ ashburnei Bon. E. M HainesA Bon. James Tu~tle, Hon. M. B. Field~Hon.
Geo. w. JulianbHon. John B. AI eyj Bon. H!!Bh Mcuulloch Gen. M M. Trumbull Rev . .uavid
Swing, Rev. Ro ert Collyer, JuQ1!'e esse W. Weik, Bon. J.P. Usher. Bon. Geo. S. Boutwell, Bon.
Wm. D. Kelley_, Salmon P. Chase, Wm. H. Seward, Bon. John Covode, Bon. A. J. Grover.J.. Bon. W. H.
T. Wakefield, uen. D. W. Wilder, Judge Aaron Goodrich, Judge James M. Nelson, ~ev. Edward
!!J_ggleston, Rev. John W. Chadwick, Donn Piatt, B. K. Magie, Dennis F. Hanks, Mrs. Sarah Lincoln,
Mrs. ll'lary Lincoln.
The foregoing and sixty other reputable witnesses testify that the greatest man born on this
continent was a Freethinker.

Oloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
2li.Lafayette Place, New York

Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.
A Liberallivil)._g in Michigan said once that he wouJd give $25 &
~a.c to have the Urimes of Preachers recorded, as the frequent lapses
of 'Yirtue of the ministers showed how little value Ohrieti&nity
possesses to make men moral.
We have juat issued the Fourth Edition of the book do~ thi1
The additions for thia new edition of ihe

"Crimes of Preachers"
ebOWII nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in pre• T.lous editiOns bhow that within a. few years a.buut

1300 JIINISTERS ILl.VE BEEN GUILTY
of one kind or another of criminal conduct. Mo~+, of the crimes
are against women, for the fair sex are at once thJ weakness anti
the strength of the church-" the church" meaning of course the

~>lergy,

Notwithstanding the many n.dditional pa~es. we ha.vo kept the
price tbe same, 25 cents. Send for "' copy, a.ucl oonfou'"l the church- GC-!Iilll..a:lfllll!
me11. Show them JUSt what soro of sc~~.mp• are t.ne clergy who have
clo,..ed the.Wor~d's :E:air on ~unday. bscau.;e it is 1.0 holy a day th~t to look upon machiner:r or
l>IUn~s 111 this per1od is "J.mmoral."

Address

'fHE TRUTII SEEKER CO.M.PA.Nl',

with a preface by

R. G.

I~GERSOLL.

This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethought. Its arguments are based
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's seue of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
Price, cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

COSM/AN

HYMN-BOOK.

A COLLECTION OF

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS
FOB

Liberal al'\cl etnical Socfetfe•
for Schools al'\cl
tn• Hoft'\.•·
-With Music Written to All the Songs.COUPTLEP
Prl·.n. s;.1.a.n

L. K. WASHBURN,
v"',. CIAlA •* '1'1'R'TQ ~Yii'-vTnll'.

llY

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A Nineteenth Century Novel.

Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL
For Her Daily BrPad is the story of two young
girls a~d a YOti;nger brother wl).o were left parentless, With a little moneyh fair educationh and
much courage, to make t eir way throng the
world br gomg to Chicago. The author is also
the herOine. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a histgry of a ~orking-girl'slife and experience in the
City of ChiCago among bluff busin8ss-men, kindhearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits,.It is
iust such a •tory of human life as we should expect Colonel lnger.oll to be interested in; and
whatever he admires and appreciates iR sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
Price. 2li cents. Add·ess
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ASECULA.R MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL
AND

COLLECTION OF SECULAR HYMNS. ·
By A. R. AYRES.
"A good book written with a purpose."
Price, 25 cents.
Addrese
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

SHE: Do yon think Ward McAllister will
be saved? ·He: I think not. She: Then
just think how awful it will be for him to
see the beggar Lazarus resting on the
bosom of one of the Patriarchs.-Life.
A LEARNED bnt long-winded Scotch minister, being asked if he did not feel tired
preaching snob long sermons, replied:
"Na, na, I'm no that tired," and added,
"bnt losh me, boo tired the folks are
whiles."
WIFE: George, I wish yon belonged to
my church. The new minister is a man
yon would like. Husband: Not snob a
bigoted Methodist as the other, then, is
he? Wife: No; he's very broad! He believes that Episcopalians, if they repent,
can be saved ..-Puck.
VIsiToR: How beautifully still the chil(Jren sit while you talk to them. Sundayschool Superintendent: Yes. I've got them
pretty well trained. I told them right at
the start that every time I caught a boy
squirming around in his seat while I was
making a speech I would talk ten minutes
longer.-Indianapolis Journal.
A SUNDAY-SCHOOL teacher recently asked
a memb11r of her class what was charity.
" Please, ma'am, giving away things what
yon don't want," was the immediate and
unhesitating response. On another occasion the parable of the sower was briefly
recorded thus: "A certain sower went
forth to sow. And as he went he fell by
the wayside, and the birds of the air came
and devo~ed him." Probably the best
definition ever given of faith was that by a
schoolboy: ''Believing things that ain't
true."
Dm Santa Olans bring little Reginald
what he wanted?" asked the minister's
wife, insinuatingly. "Naw," answered
Reginald. "Why, that's too bad. What
did he bring yon?" "Oh, an old drum
an' four new games an' a pair of skates ari'
a sled an' three story books an' a lot er
things." "Why, Reggie, dear, what could 1
yon hav wanted besides all those things?"
"I wanted a Shetland pony an' a pet monkey an' a bowie-knife an' a minister that
wouldn't talks' much on Snndays."-New
York World.
.
"THE board.will please remain a:fter'the
congregation is dismissed," said the Rev.
.Mr. Harps. After the congregation had
filed ont the minister ·observed that a
stranger still kept his seat. "Ah, my
friend, did you wish to' see me?" asked the
good man. " Not particularly," replied
the stranger. "Then, pardon me, why are
you waiting?" "Because yon asked me to
stay." "I am sorry, bnt yon are mistaken. I asked the board to remain."
"Well, I am one of the bored."-London
Freethinker.
As the caravan paused in the grateful
shade of the oasis, they continued their
discussion of coinparativ theology. ·~No "
declared the sheik with the long white
whiskers; "I cannot believe the Christian
miracle of the loaves and fishes." Tbe
camel-driver with buff sandals sighed.
"Thou hast never, seemingly;" he observed, "partaken of oyster stew at one of
their socials. It is a wondrous faith,
verily!" Quaffing &!lain of the sweet waters
that sprang from the rock, they moved
forward.- Puck.
AUNT KEziAH, one of the pillars of the
Scrogginstown church, came to spend the
holidays with her lately-married niece in
the city. She saw no signs of " other
worldliness," so the other morning she began to investigate. " Emmeline," she
said, severely, "ain't your husband a professor?" "Why, no, Aunt Keziah," answered Emmeline, who had forgotten about
"professors of religion." "He's nothing
bnt a lawyer." And now Aunt Keziah is
going to leave her property to the missions
of Central J nngleland.-'-New York World.
A RATHER laughable incident occurred
in one of the .churches in this place on
Christmas eve. The teacher asked the
children: u Who first learned of the birth
of Christ?" A boy .raised his hand, and
the teacher said: "Who was it, my lad?"
"The shepherds who were feeding their
flocks by night." J nst then a little girl
raised both hands, and the teacher said:
•' Who was it, my little girl, who first
learned of the birth of Christ?" ''Mary."
This was a. correct answer, bnt the girl
did not know or see the point she had
made.- Wm. Hart,
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Gems of ~Aouglt.t.

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.

THERE are quite enough actualities in
this life to keep any good man busy without his wasting a single day upon fruitless
mysteries.- Galveston News.
EAOH grasps what he can; and in this
hell scramble, because no steel knives are
used, he calls it Peace, because far cunninger implements are used.--:-Oarlyle.

IT WILL
IT WILL

MAN'S sense of justice is itself largely
a matter of teaching. Things were considered right a thousand years ago that
are to us palpably wrong to-day. A thousand years hence the ideas of justice and
right which we entertain to-day may be
nothing better than second-hand laughing

MAKE YOU

CORNER
THE

stock.-Galveston News.
RELIGIONS themselvs · are never new.
Buckle declared that he who affirmed that
Christianity contained any new teaching
was guilty of either. ignorance or fraud.
If Buckle's life had been spared, he might
hav been able to say that ·Christianity
lived in its earliest days because it absorbed
Eastern ideas, and that it livs now because
it adopts secular methods.-ZUrneaux

PARSON.
Bv WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament...;...A Page of Text to Each Picture.

Jordan.
ANTI-RATIONALISM would be the most
appropriate name for a mania which has
spread the hue and cry of the Judenhetze
all over Eastern Europe, and for its abatement not only school-teachers, but reformers of a daring and aggressiv type, hav to
prem•de the legislator. The free thought
of Hume prepared the way·for the free
worship of the British Israelites. The
fact that the skeptic Voltaire could achie'fe
fame and wealth and. die in an "apotheosis
of popular applause has helped the cause
of the French Jew more than the Code
Napoleon.-Felix L. Oswald.

HEINE has a pregnant passage on this
point. Referring to Joseph Schilling,
who was "an apostate to his own thought,"·
"d
d th
1
h h d h'
lf"
who
eserte
e a tar e a
lmse
consecrated,,:• aHnC! "retburkned toht~~ c rdybpts
of the past,
eme re u es t e 0 1 elievers," who cried Kyrie eleison in honor
ef such a conversion. "That," he says,·
"proves nothing for their doctrin. It only
proves that man turns to religion when he·
is old and fatigued, when his physical and
mental force has left him, w·hen he can no
longer enjoy nor reason. So many Free..
· d thb d 8
thinkers are convert e d on theu
ea
e ·
But at least do not boast of them.
These legendary conversions belong at
best to pathology, and are a poor ev1'dence
for your cause. After all, they only prove
this, that it was impossible for you to convert those Freethinkers while they were
healthy in bodyandmind."-G. W. Foote.
WE must abandon the legend that revolutions are inspired by a popular passion
for liberty. Revolutions are not made by
the masses, but by the gentry. In . the
Congress that declared America independent of England nearly every member was
a wealthy aristocrat, and the revoluti,mary
leaders in France were of like social rank.
The freedom fought for in such movements is not human or personal freedom,
but freedom to exchange one master for
another. When America threw oft' the
yoke of England, its citizens were not
quite so free as before; they were subjected
to more rigid Sabbaths, their theaters
were closed by act of Congress, and they
were compelled to accept paper money for
their goods. As individuals they were given
up to the uncontroled despotism of their
respectiv colonies, whose supremacy represented an irresponsible power, not claimed
"l:>y any monarch or even legislature in
Europe. The fallacy exposed by Thomas
Paine in 1804, when the Louisianians demanded freedom to make men slaves, is
still widespread.-MoncureD. Oonway.
A

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
/Jalaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Barak

Jephthah and His Hu.man SacntleS·
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Watel', God Sh&/1 Not £xaei,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories fr.om the Book of Kinge,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

,tddrexs PHR TRnTR liiEEKEB 00)
THE

Truth Seeker Lt'bra·ry. THE HOLY CROSS SEBIES.

Let liars fear; let cowards shrink;
Let traitors turn away,·
Whate'er we've dared to think,
That dare we also say.
-Lowell.

Miller.

Fun-Page
Pictures.

Boards, WUDJ.ina"ted covers, 81; clo-th, K"ll"t side s"ta:m.p, 81.l50.

We speak the truth, and what care we
For hissing and for scorn,
· t 1
·
Whil e some f am g eamtngs we can see
Of freedom's coming morn. .

A

400 Pages. 200

CONTE:NTS)

a

Sustaining
Theory,
Seme (Jiants,
.
Tlfe Adventures and Work ef Noah,
.A _Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor.
A. Queer Family, .
/isaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

WE will speak out, we will he heard
Though
earth's
systems
crack;
We
will notallbate
a single
word,
Nor take a letter back.

~ kneel1'ng in his cell prayed long
A MON ~
and earnestly that God would watch over
,n his c)lildren on that night of tempe stu11
·
th t th
h
h
ous s t orm; a
ose w o were ungry
might be fed, and those who were shelterless might be housed. AU night long he
th h
t
. b
k
praye d , h 18 are nees on e s arp s ones,
the wind outside blowing a fterce hurricane. A wanderer came and knocked at
the monk's cell, knocked till he was
weary, till his strength gave way, and he
fell prone at the threshold. In the morning he w.as dead. Thus the monk found
. ld h
nim.
How con
e hav heard faint
knocking who prayed so long and loudly
through those hours of the night?-J. D.
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Sm SAMUEL BAKER, the great traveler
and African explorer, died on December
30th at Newton-Abbot, Eng.
So:ME ugly utterances were heard in
Boston at a meeting of the unemployed
presided over by Morrison L. Swift.
IN a battle between Italian troops and
dervishes near Agordet more than one
thousand derVishes were killed, including
the Emir of Kassala.
T.ttm towns of Dayton and Frazier, Ia.,
are ri~als, and as a result City Marshal
Larson1 of Dayton, is dead, and many
other cttizens seriously woundecil.
Tm: constitutionality of c~mpnlsory
vaccination laws is before the courts of
Pennsylvania. Citizel1B fined for-not complying with ·the law are pushing cases on
appeal.
· .
EXPERT Wn.soN, of the London. Investor's Review, predicts greater disasters for
the Bank of England than those which befell the Barings if its pre sent reckless
policy is not radically changed.
Tm: D. Lothrop Company, book publishers, of Boston, hav assigned. J uvenil
and Sunday-school books were its specialties. Has probably sold more Sundayschool books than any other firm in· the
country.
W. J. 0NAHAN, of Chicago, one of the
chief supporters of the "Purity in Art and
Literature Society," has been made by the
Pope a chamberlain in the court of the
MORE OF THE LORD'S TENDER MEROIES.
Vatican. We need such men as cell8orsof
1
our art and literature!
·
nd to t.he. others he said in mine hearing, Go ye after him through the city and smite: let not your eye spare
·zuiifh:. '-lav ye Pl~y: Slay utterly old _and young, both maids, and little children, ~nd women: but come not near any
SIOILY has ·been declared in a state of
man upon ":_ho~ 1s the mark; and begm_at my sanctuary. Then they began at the ancient men which were before the
siege. Rioting is continuous. Much
home.-E.zt. k. n,[5, 6·
property has been destroyed and many ·
lives lost. There are now more than forty
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=
thousand troops in the island. Soldiers
hav several times come in conflict with the
:m
£.
ANSWERS ANY QUESTION
rioters
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A Journal of Freethought and Reform.

THEOLOGY AND HUMANITY DURING THE DARK AGES.

(Compa:r;~.ion Picture Next Week.)

TO .NEW READERS OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.

We send this issue of The Truth Seeker to a great many Liberals who are not subscribers, with an ·earnest inyitatioo to therq
to become such, and thereby help along the Liberal cause.
We would also respectfully call their attention to the manv points of e:s:cellence of tb.e Paner.
THE TRuTH SEEKER is the Largest Freethought Journal in the World.
The Cartoons of Heston appear each week, and each picture is worth the cost of tl:;te paper a year to ot;te who appreci~
Mes plain and telling arguments against ecclesiasticism.
.
TBE 'l'RUTH SEEKER constantly prints the most varied and entertaining Selection of Original Papers of any Liberal Journal
Its Contributors are all the noted Liberals of the country. All that Col. R. G. Ingersoll gives to the Public can be found
in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and that Poet of FreethouQ"ht, Samuel P. Putnam, writes more for its columns than for any other. The
Liberal speakers send us accounts of their journeys, and the best writers of Freethought freely devote their services to the
cause of . Liberalism through the colums of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Charles Watts, perhaps the greatest Debater of our time, certainty the foremost Secular orator of England, will send us monthly letters from England with all the news of our movement there
.and such reflections and pertinent observations as. will surely make every English SeculariSt living in this country and Canada want to
read THE TRUTH SEEKER. GeorQ"e E. Macdonald, one of the r.arest combinations of humorist, satirist, philosopher, logician, has been
·engaged to write regularly for our columns. As the "Man With the Badge Pin," he is known to nearly all the Liberals of the country
•and we are willing to make him known to more.
THE TRUTH SEEKER gives all the news of Freethought, and is always on Guard Against the Encroachments of Ecclesiastics
upon the PeoplEi's Liberties.
THE TRUTH SEEKER is devoted to .the defense of Mental Llberty, of .An;lerican Institutions, and the Preserva:tion of
the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests and the maintenance of human rights. It advocates the abolition of all laws based on religion or r€ligious observances. It demands the t~xatipn qf ch~ch prqperty. It is U:lcompromisingly opposed to anything tending toward a union of church and state, either in name or in fact.
·
The Sunday Question is now to the front all .over the co~ntry. On that THE TRUTH SEEKER willjjvoicel;the demands of
the Liberal minded men and women of the country, and nowhere else will the rights of the people ~s against Puritanism be
found so sturdily defended.
.
• To sum it up, THE TRUTH SEEKER is the biggest, best, and bravest Freethought journal in the world, and if you are· a Liberal
or Freethinker, you want it and ought to take it.
We appeal also to fair-mi:r;tded Christians to hear our side and then decide.
Bigots and fanatics, we· suppose, wouldn't take it on any terms.
·
SEE OUR PREMIUM OFFER FOB .NEW SUBSOBIBEBS on the second and third pages. Take advantage of one of
these oft'ers, or send ta for a Year's subscription, or tl for four months' trial.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette :Place, New York.
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The Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

HOW TO GET

Four Hundred. Years of Freethought.

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
OF FREETHOUGHT ·

BY SAMUEL P.

PUTNAM.

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freeth ought throughout the \Jivilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race ..
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
of Human History,
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inventions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
Nothing Can be More Interesting,

more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest Thoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and Magnificent Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
"WOMAN'S EMANCIPATION

from the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
'l'HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Science, Education and
Literature.
Philosophy.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Ethlcs.
Copernicus.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Voltaire.
Madame Roland.
Gambetta.
Bruno.
!:;pinoza.
Rousseau.
Mary Wollstoncraft.
Galileo.
Bacon.
Rabalais. Schiller.
Castelar.
Comenius,
Kepler.
Cervantes. Goethe.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet MartinealL
Descartes.
Da Vinci.
Pestalozzi
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison.
Frances Wright.
Locke.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
Newton.
lution.
Phillips.
Froebel.
Lucretia Mott.
Hume.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine, Parker.
Humboldt. Combe.
Gibbon.
Hobbs.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Lyell.
Burns,
Spencer.
Emerson.
J e:fferson.
Sumner.
Lydia Maria Child.
Kant.
Shelley.
Hamilton, Darwin.
Margaret Fuller.
Heine.
Mazzinni.
Owen.
Lincoln.
Tyndall.
Byron.
Bentham.
Holyoake.
Thoreau.
Bakounine. Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Comte.
Huxley.
Haeckel.
Pushkin. Whitman.
Mill.
Susan B. Anthony.
Buchner.
Warren.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Girard
Garabaldi.
Feuer bach.
Petrofsky.
MatildaJoslyn Gage,
Lick.
chewsky.
Heinzen.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seekm·, Investigator, Ironclad Age, Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Maga:.ine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chicago~ the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identi~ed with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
Horace Seaver,
George E. Macdonald, Capt. R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
J.P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
D. M. Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam,
Prof. J, H. Cook,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Parker Pillsbury,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H. Heywood,
Mrs. M.A. Freeman,
Charles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehm Smith,
Elizur Wright,
T. C. Leland,
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Colman,
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian Leland,
J. R, Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy Post.
Judge C. B. Waite,
and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of historJ.;
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.

The name of every Subscribe'r 'who sends jive dolla;rs before the work is on the press
will be enrolled in this book. DON'T FALL TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages of Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits,
):twill .be elegantly bound. It wit.l be a book for the home and ~he fireside. It will be a book to give to
your fnends when they ask, What Is Freethought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world·~
This is the most universal presentation of Freethoucrht ever given to the public and no Freethinker
can afford to be without it. It is a library in itself.
"
'
Address orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

FREE
SPECIAL OFFER.

We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends a most generous
offer.
·
We need more subscribers to THE
TRuTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
needs" Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
for it, but everyone can do a little
work to obtain a copy- congenial
work, that will do great good · all
around. This is the offer :

Send us Four Ne"W"
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates ($I2 in
all), and "W"e "W"ill send
the Getter. . up of the
Club a copy of'' FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
FREETHOUGHT"
,
FREE OF CHARGES.
And further, to a1d our friends in
getting this book for themselves, we .
will offer

To the New Subscribers as a
Premium,
post free, a copy in boards of

"
Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By WATSON HESTON,

'l1IE GREA~T BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER \
CONCEIVED.
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
W, S. BELL'S

Handbook of Freethought.
With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of sub·
scribers.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FRfETHOUGHT,
free.
To each New Subscriber in the club, apre·
mium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated," or W. s. Bell's
"Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-all free ·
by post or express.
This really brings the price of the
paper down to $2 to each new sub·
scriber, as they get TaE TRUTH SEEKER
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Sub•
scribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our friends to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to get
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" as soon as the
book is issued.

Plwse wlw send a Club and
Four New Subscribers and
$12 before the book is printed,
will have their names ~n
rolled in its shining pages.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,

28 Lafayette Place,
NEW YOBK,

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. 2 I· No.3· {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.} New York, Saturday, January 20, 1894. {2s LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 Per Year.
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FO"UNDED BY Do Dio BENNETT.
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Editor and Manager,

28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.

SATURDAY.
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S"UBSCKIPTION KATESo

•s

Single subscription, in advance ....••••••...•••..•••...••••••••
00
One subscription two years, in advance ..•••••••••••••••..•••.• :» 00
Two new subscribers .......•....••••••.••••.•.••..•.••••••••••••• :i oo
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance. :i 00
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remittance ..•••...............•.......•...•.•••••••••••...•..•.... "oo
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remittance ..•••••••...•...•...•.......•.......•.•.•...•...•...•.•. s :iO
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remittance ••••....••••••........•.•••.....•.•...••••••••••••••••.•10 00
Any num.ber over five at the same rate, invariably with one
relllltta.nce.
Mtme?J. BhOUla be Bent l)!l ezpreBB oompantl's monev oraer
postal oraer, ara.tt on New Yori:, or l)!l reotBterea letter.
AaareBB oommunfoattonB ana mai:e ara.ttB, oheoi:s, pOBt-ot/ICe
ana ezpresB mone11 oraers.Pa!lable to
E. M. MA.OIJONA.LIJ,
28 Lafa!lette p!aoe, New Yori:.
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
readen H they 'Will send ns the na~ne and addre. . of.'
any Fre.,thinker -who is not a regular snbscriber.

SOME HAND80.ME PREMIUMS.
To induce new subscriptions and prompt !dnewala on the part of our friends we make the following handsome premium offers:
For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage
of this or our Free offer of the book (see opposit
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in
the country should not possess this splendid work.
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "Paine's Great W orka Oomplete"
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be
erected in Ohicago, and of his monument in New
Rochelle.
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
,year ($3) and " The W orld'a Sages, Thinkers, and
Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
:year ($3) and James B. Alexander's Dynamic The·ory ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one
'Wanta this book. It has over a thousand large
;pages and more than four hundred illustrations.
It is a digest of Science, and every one who studies
it cannot help but be well-informed in all scientific
,matters.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
·year ($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text.Book" in cloth ($2.50).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
'($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
in boards ($2). •
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
'($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Oomic·ally Illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
)'ear ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Oomically
Illustrated," in board covers ($1).
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
which• every Liberal desires to hav,· at an exceedingly low price. Old and new subscribers can
avail themaelva of it, and we shall be glad if our
present readers will call the attention of their
friends to the values o1fered.

The Colonial " Blue " Laws.
We hav had several inquiries pertaining to the
early church-state laws of New Haven, Maaaachuaetta, Plymouth, and other colonies of early New
England. These statutes hav received the collectiv title of "Blue Laws." The defenders of the
church hav lately attempted to disprove the existence of such statutes. The object of this article
is to sift the authenticated from the fictitious and
doubtful. Alice Morae Earle, in her very interesting and valuable work, "The Sabbath in Puritan
New England," says on this subject :
"The so-called 'False Blue Laws, of Connecticut,
which were foisted upon the public by the Rev. Samuel
Peters, hav caused much indignation among all thoughtful descendants and all lovers of New England Puritans.
Three of his most bitterly resented false laws which refer
to the observance of the Sabbath read thus:
'No one shall travel, cook victuals, make beds, sweep
house, cut hair, or shave on the Sabbath Day.
'No woman shall kiss bar child on the Sabbath or fasting day.
'No one shall ride on the Sabbath Day, or walk in his
garden or elsewhere except reverently to and from meeting.'
"Though these laws were worded by Dr. Peters, and
though we are disgusted to hear them so often quoted as
historical facts, still we must acknowledge that though in
d, tllil not correct, they are in spirit true records of the
\i Puritan laws which were enacted to enforce the
.;trict and decorous observance of the Sabbath, and
w.trich were valid not only in Connecticut and Massachuset~s, but in other New England States. Even a careless
glance at the historical record of any old town or church
will giv plenty of details to prove this."
Italics are ours:
This author giva hundreds of instances of prosecutiona under the genuin blue laws, and. we incorporate a few of them in this and succeeding paragraphs. "In 1670 two lovers, John Lewis and
Sarah Ohapman, were accused of and tried for ' sitting together on the Lord's Day under an appletree in Goodman Ohapman'a orchard.'" "In
Plymouth a man was 'sharply whipped' for shooting fowl on Sunday; another was fined for carrying
a grist of corn home on the Lord's day, and the
miller who allowed him to take it was also fined.
Elizabeth Eddy of the same town was, in 1652,
fined 'ten shillings for wringing and hanging out
clothes.' A Plymouth man, for attending to his tar
pita on the Sabbath, was set in the stocks. James
Watt, in 1658, was publicly reproved for writing a
note about common business on the Lord's day, at
kast in the evening somewhat too soon .. " It would
hardly hav been safe for Puritan business men to
post their books on Sunday. Present day Ohristiana owe very much to the liberalizing influence of
Freetbought. "A Plymouth man who drove a
yoke of oxen was presented before the court. as was
also another offender, who drove some cows a short
distance 'without need ' on the Sabbath. A Dunstable soldier, for ' wetting a piece of old hat to put
in his shoe' to protect his foot-for doing this·
piece of heavy work on the Lord's day, was fined,
and paid forty shillings. Oaptain Kemble, of Boaton, was in 1656 set for two hours in the public
stocks for his 'lewd and unseemly behavior,' which
consisted in his kissing his wife 'publicquely' on
the Sabbath day, upon the· doorstep of his house,
when he had just returned from a voyage ·and abaence of three years. The lewd offender was a man
of wealth and influence.''
"The Vermont 'Blue Book' contained equally
aharp ' Sunday laws.'
Whoever was guilty of
of any rude, profane, or unlawful conduct on the
Lord's Day, in words or action, by clamorous discourses, shouting, hallooing, screaming, running,
riding, dancing, jumping, was to be fined forty
shillings and whipped upon the naked back not to
exceed ten stripes. The New Haven code of laws,

more severe still, ordered that ' Profanation of the
Lord's Day shall be punished by fine, imprisonment,
or corporeal puniah.nlent; and if proudly, and with
a high hand against -the authority of God-with
death.' "
"Lists of arrests and fines for walking and
traveling unnecessarily on the Sabbath might be
given in great numbers," says Miss Earle. "As late
as 1831, in Lebanon, Oonn., a. lady journeying to her
father's home was arrested within sight of her
father's house for unnecessary traveling on the
Sabbath; and a long and fierce.Ly-conteated lawsuit
was the result, and damages were finally given for
false imprisonment." If the National Reform Asaociation, Dr. Westbrook, and Rev. W. F. Orafta
could hav their way, traveling would be stopped on
Sunday because involving "unnecessary labor."
"In 1657, Sam Olarke, for ' Hankenn'g about on
men's gates on Sabbath evening to draw company
out to him,' was reproved, and warned not to 'harden
his neck' and be 'wholly destroyed.' In Belfast,
Maine, in 1776, a meeting was held to get the
'Town's Mind' with regard to a plan to restrain
1
visiting on the Sabbath. The time had passed
when such offenses could be punished either by fine
or imprisonment, so it was voted 'that if any person
makes unnecessary vizits on the Sabeth, They shall
b L 00k't
'th 0 t
t'"
h
e
on Wl
on emp ·
We hav ere, and
in some other places, followed the capitalization and
spelling of the original documents, thus giving a
more vivid impression of the horrors from which
we hav escaped, for a short time, at all events.
Regarding enforced church attendance we find
this: "Even if they committed no activ offense, the
colonists co~d not passivly neglect the church and
ita duties. As late as 1774 the FiratOhurchof Roxbury fined non-attendance at public worship. In
1651 Thomas Scott was ' fyned ten shillings unless
he hav learned Mr. Norton's "Ohataciae" by the
next court.' In 1760 the legislature of Maaaachuaetta passed the law that 'any person able of Body
who shall absent themaelva from publick worship
of God on the Lord's Day shall pay ten shillings
fine.' By the Oonnecticut code ten shillings was
the fine, and the law was not suspended until the
year 1770. By the New Haven code five shillings
was the fine for non-attendance at church, and the
oflender was often punished as well. Oaptai.JJ. Denniaon, one of New Raven's moat popular and respected citizens, was fined fifteen shillings hr abBence from church. William Blagden, who lived in
New Haven in 1647, was 'brought up' for absence
from meeting. He pleaded that he had fallen into
the water late on Saturday, could light no fire on
Sunday to dry his clothes~ and so had lain in bed
to keep warm while his only suit of garments was
drying. In spite of this aee~gly fair e:Jtcuae,
Blagden was found guilty of 'aloathefulnesa ' and
sentenced to be' pubhguely whipped.' Of course
the Quakers contributed liberally to the support of
the Oourt, and were fined in great numbers for refusing to attend the church which they hated, and
which also warmly abhorred them; and they were
zealously set in the stocks, and whipped and caged
and pilloried as well-whipped if they came and
expressed any dissatisfaction, and whipped if they
stayed away."
Tobacco could be planted only "in very small
quantities 'for meere neceaaitie, for phiaick, preaeruaceon of health, and that the same be taken privatly by auncient men.' In Oonnecticut a man
could, by permission of the law, smoke once if he
went on a journey of ten miles.''
Saturday evening was included in the Puritan
Sabbath, and Governor Endicott received these inatructions from the New England Plantation Oom-
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pany: "And to the end that the S~beth~~y be I know the value ofthese books, and that about every
celebrated in a religious manner wee appoint that Liberal in the country 'would like a copy of one or
all may surcease their labor every Satterday through- ~he other. Either one of these, as may be chosen,
out the yeare at three of the clock in the after- will be given to the new subscribers obtained in
noone,. and
that they spend the rest of the day in th ese c ub s of f our an d a copy of ' , F our H un.
1
catechlzmg and preparaceon for the Sabeth as the
'
ministers shall direct."
· dred Years of Freethought" to the one who gets
Criticism of the church was not tolerated. up the club and sends the money and names.
" Severely were the early colonists punished if they
We cannot afford to make this premium to single
ventured to criticise or disparage either the minis- subscribers, but to enable old subscribers and single
ters or their teachings, or indeed any of the relig- new subscribers to obtain these and other desirable
ious exercises of the church. In Sandwich a man works at a great reduction, we hav made a list of
was publicly whipped for speaking deridingly of premium" in connection with subscriptions to t h e
God's words and ordinances as taught by the Sand.
paper, to be found in the first column of the first.
wich minister. Mistress Oliver was forced to stand
in public with a ch•ft stick on her tongue for , re editorial page of THE TRUTH SEEKER. We are willing
proaching the elders.' A New Haven man was to do our part toward making the obtaining of good
severely whipped and fined for declaring that he Liberal works easy and cheap, and hope our re&d-.
receivt'd no profit from the minister's sermons. ers will take advantage of the terms offered.
"William Howl'S and his son were, in 1774, fined
Once more we ask that a favorable eye be turned
fifty shillings 'apiece for deriding such as sing in in our direction, and a helpful hand extended. As
the congregation, tearming them fooles.' In 1631
the resolutions of the International Congress exPhillip Ratcliffe, for' speaking against the churches,'
pressed
it, Boom the Liberal papers and you boom
had his ears cut off, was whipped and banished."
the
Liberal
cause.
"Lancaster, in 1653, voted not to receive into its
plantation' any excommunicat or notoriously erring
agt the Docktrin and Discipline of Churches of this
Common wealth.' Other towns passed similar votes.'•
In a future issue we shall giv in full some of
these colonial statutes, that our friends may be
equipped to meet those who aver that the "Blue
Laws" had no existence.

Wanted-New Subscribers.
We solicit the kind attention of our friends to
the need which exists of increasing the subscription list of THE TRUTH SEEKER. There are several
reasons for this, which our readers will readily see.
First, It will do a world of good, by making more
Liberals and by interesting those already liberal in
the work of Freethought. l'he church is making
great encroachments upon our liberties, and the
people need to know about it, in order to defeat its
tyranny. And those who read THE TRUTH SEEKER
are a hundred times more interested and activ than
those who do not., Second, It is a duty we owe to
our fellow-men to giv them the light of reason we
hav obtained. Liberalism makes for true civiliza.
tion, and freedom from fear of an angry God makes
men happier and better. Every Liberal should do
all he can to lift up his neighbors from the darkness
of superstition to the glorious plain of mental liberty. And, as Mr. Wakeman says, referring to the
resolution regarding the Liberal papers passed at
the late International Congress : "They are the very
life of the cause of intellectual and practical emancipation of the people. As such they are to be
built up and sustained by constant care, payment,
encouragement, and solicitation for subscribers for
them.'' Third, An increase in the list will relieve the
readers from the occasional "duns" we are compelled to send out in order to get money with
which to pay bills. If we can obtain two or three
thousand new subscribers, the increased revenue
will make the business work of the paper easier,
and we can continue to improve the paper without
fear of financial embarrassments.
To reward those who will do a lit~le for us in
this matter we hav arranged to takf. a large number of Mr. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of
F n ethought," and to every one who· sends us four
new yearly subscribers at the regular rates of $3
($12 in all), we shall send a copy of that magnificent w;;rk free. Those who send the club before
the bo Jk is on the press will be enrolled among the
original subscribers and patrons in the book.
And to make it easy to get these four new subscribers we will ofter them as a premium either of
two spendid works-The "Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's "Handbook
of Freethought" in cloth binding.

contributions, saying afterwards: 'I didn't want to giv it
to Mrs. B. I wanted to giv it to the Lord."'
Unfortunate little fellow! Some day he may
learn that "the Lord " never receives the quarters
which the priest clutches. Do we want our children fooled in this cruel way T Keep religion out
of the schools.
The sore need of cash compels us to ask our
friends to renew their subscriptions to THE TRUTH
SEEKER at the earliest convenient moment. . The
"hard times" hav hit us, but we must crawl
thro ugh th em somehow ' and we turn w1'th con•
fidence to our readers.

The amounts in individual

cases are small and easy to pay, but the aggregate
is large and we must hav it to meet expenses. We
hav made such a combination of books and paper
that everyone can get a get a good deal more thim
his money's worth, and attention is called to these
offers. Purchasing books will help us also. But
please renew your subscription now. We need it.
The religious writers are just now having much
to say about Hugh 0. Pentecost. This is from the

"We hav in this country all sorts of people, be~ides Literary IJigest:
some who hav never been classiti.ed."-Galveston New11.
"He has been guilty of blasphemy, for in one of his
They are "unassigned gentlemen,"·so to speak.
addresses, he said: • The longer God livs, the more
useless he becomes. Once upon a time God could take
"If anyone is ill or in trouble in your family or among nothing and make a world out of it. He can't do it
your friends, Jet the minister know of it. Absence from now.'"
church is not always a sign of trouble at home."-The
It is to be supposed that the "blasphemy" conVisitor.
sists in the assertions that at present God is useless
It never is in our case.
and that he cannot, as formerly, make worlds out
A Colorado correspondent whose letter appears of nothing. Does the writer of the above-quoted
in this issue assures us that the people of his state sentence ask God to do anything for him that he
hav not been paralyzed by the recent legislation can do for himself or get other persons to do, and
prejudicial to its interests. Apparently so, for now does God do for him anything that he asks him to
comes Mr. N. C. Creede, vice-president of the do T Does he believe that God can now make a
Amethyst Mining Company, with a check for one world or even so incomplete a thing as a Christian
hundred iron dollars, fifty for books and fifty for logician out of nothing!
----------~---------general results. This is but one of the many favors
Next week will appear our second article on
which hav placed us largely in his debt. As a com- "Parochial Schools," in continuation and conclusion
bination of Creede and deed, our generous friend of that in this issue. It will tell of " The retreat of
surpasses the Gospels and the Acts.
theology in the Galileo case "; the attitude of the 1
church toward the science of geography; the way
The Methodist Times, of London, is pleased to
in which theological alienists treated the insane, and
say that abstinence from intoxicating liquors is a
will show that the school-book writers from whom
scriptural principle. Oh! We hav a little pamwe hav quoted, while depicting in flaming colors
phlet which we will send to the editor of the Times
the persecutions to which Catholics hav been subfor ten cents, and a careful perusal of it will conjected, are careful to suppress the record of the
vince him that it is no' longer safe 'to make such
atrocious cruelties of their own church. It will
claims as he does. FrEethinkers know as much
also demonstrate that the inculcation of scientific
about the contents of the Bible as do the editors of
truths is not sectarian teaching. The illiteracy and
Methodist papers, and, unlike those editors, they
criminality which are found in countries where the
giv the world the facts.
parochial school has been the chief instrumentality
Rev. H. H. George, of the National Reform As- in instructing youth are compared with the same in
sociation, has been sent to Washington to establish countries where the public school is dominant.
a bureau of reforms, which will be chiefly engaged Much other valuable information is given.
in furthering Sunday legislation in Congress;
Reader, are you certain that your Congressman
cannot be cajoled or frightened into voting against
Sunday mails'? Or that he will not barter away
your liberty by supporting some other schemE' of
the Sunday law meddlers? Suppose you write to
him, at once, and to your Senators.
The Boston Investigator has in this notice to a
correspondent squarely hit some of our Christian
friends and would-be contributors: .
"Your manuscript is returned with thanks. You hav
no right to accuse us of incon~1stency in refusing it. We
know our motto is, 'Hear all sides, then decide,' and we
think we liv up to it when we display a willingness to
publish any art10le written in good English on any subject that cannot get ahearing in any of the popular journals of the day. To think that you can compel the Investigator to publish a weak· defense of the character of
Jesus, that is poorly written and long enough to cover
three pages of closely printed matter, is to think wrongly.
Go to the Christian Statesman and see if you will fare
any better."
How they do lie to and mix up the brains of the
poor little children ! Here is a paragraph which is
going the rounds of the press, and is supposed to
be ''awfully cute":

"A Iitle four-year-old sat clenching his fingers around
a silver quarter of a dollar at Sunday school recently, and
Our readers reluctantly surrendered it to the lady who collected the

Sunday is the key to the situation. The abrogation of Sunday laws will not necessarily destroy all
superstition, but it will more than any other one act
of repeal free us from church tyranny. On the other
hand, the existence and enforcement of Sunday
laws mean the enslavement of the people to the
church-state. If the church can hav her way about
Sunday, she can hav her way about everything.
There is no other question so important, under the
circumstances. In regard to education, the Catholics and Protestants are bitterly opposed to each
other, and herein is our temporary safety. But as
to Sunday laws, they are very nearly of one mind.
When they hav obtained what they unitedly want
in the way of Sunday laws, they w\f be that much
better prepared to "get together " on the school
question! Remember that. They are fighting a
common foe, and we are fighting two foes with a
common purpose. Down with Sunday laws. .
Those who may be surprised at the revelation OJ
mendacity made by our parochial school article
must not rashly conclude that representativ Christians of the present time hav all outgrown ethe
temptation to lie to which their ancestors seem to
hav almost universally yielded without a struggle.
The poison is still in the blood, of Protestants not
less than of Catholics. Here, for instance, is Mrs.
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J. C. Bateman, Woman's Christian Temperance
Union Sabbath Observance Superintendent, in her
annual report solemnly affirming that forty millions
of our people had asked that the World's Fair be
closed on Sunday. It is a. waste of courtesy and an
insult to truth to assume that Mrs. Bateman believes this, or that the edit~rs of· the Christian
Statesman, who quote the assertion, believe it.
They are determined to succeed, and where truth
would weaken their claims they cheerfully substitute
falsehoods, just as did the early and Middle Age
Christians of whom Mosheim and Lecky write.
The ridiculous and mendacious nature of the Sabbatarian assertions about the tens of millions who
are said to hav signed petitions for the closing of
the Fair on Sunday hav been so thoroughly ventilated that no person who reads and thinks need
longer be deceived. Certainly Mrs. Bateman and
t~e rest of the conspirators know, even better than
we, the falsity of their statement.
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New Publications.
human production. He gave his testimony for
The Truth Seeker Company has just printed a new de_ charity, good-will, honesty, industry, and temperscriptiv catalog of books published and sold at 28 Lafay- ance. He left messages of love and injunctions to
ette Place, New York. It will be sent free on application. noble living to wife, child, grandchildren, and
friends. As he had of course wished, there were
The many admirers of Mr. Otto Wettstein's writings,
only secular services at his interment. Songs were
which are e>f the unsophisticated materialistic variety,
will be glad to learn that his Congress address on the sung, the epitome of his matured convictions was
"Giant Delusion" iii now obtainable as a pamphlet for read, and an address delivered by his friend, J. M.
Mathewson. May all other Freethinkers be equally
10 cents.
successful in having their wishes respected at the
The address delivered by Miss Susan H. Wixon at the la.st.-En. T. S.]
International Freethought Congress is now printed in
--------~.--------pamphlet form, the title being" Woman: Four Centuries
Singular Miracles t
of Progress." None of the speeches at the Congress has
What is the first miracle mentioned in the Holy
received as much praise as this one, and none was more
worthy of the eulogiums bestowed. Single copies 10 Writ!
Just what was first we can hardly say; but
cents.
•
among the first undoubtedly was the special creaA new edition of A. Jacobson's "Bible Inquirer" has tion of a woman for a. helpmate unto Adam. But
just been issued from the press of the Truth Seeker Com- after creation had, as it ~s given in Genesis, been
.pany, which has secured both the plates and the copyright of the work. As a concordance or index to the completed, the first actual miracle seems to hav
absurdities of holy writ, the "Bible Inquirer" is not been the transformation of Satan into a serpent,
equaled by any other book of its size. It has enjoyed a and the bestowing upon said snake of the power
large sale, which it still maintains. The price is 25 cents. of human speech. This was a miracle, if ever one
was, and one of the greatest on record. The
One of the numbers of ''The Truth Seeker Library'' proper definition of miracle must include such a
issued this month is entitled "Thumbscrew and Rack." wonder as that; and in the history of the supernal
It embodies the "Historic Means of Grace" published iri it will rank among the mightiest of all "mighty
THE TRUTH BEEKER of January 6th, with additional works "-a snake to be endowed with power of
matter, and several new illustrations, including the
human speech, and that, too, of eloquent speech ;
famous "chastity belt," drawn expressly for this work.
As a handsome pamphlet, with cover, "Thumbscrew and speech persuading our foremost mother to do a
Ra<>k" will be add at ten cents per copy. Being the only deed to "shock the earth and make the universe
work of the kind in existence, it should hav a large circu- turn pale;" a deed to bring woe upon all animate
creation, and especially upon her own descent.
lation. Geo E. Macdonald wrote it.
Another miracle in connection with this cne was
'' Self-Contradictions of the .Bible," the ninth edition of that wherety the serpent race was peculiarly cursed
which is hereby announced, will hereafter bear the im- for the act of his Satanic majesty in as mming
print of the Truth Seeker Company; to whom all orders snakehood. Just why such a miracle of injustice
for said work must now be addressed. We hav pur- should hav been performed, for such it was and is,
chased the plates from the author and original publ1sher,
Col. W. H. Burr, and added "Self-Contradictions" to as to make a whole race, breed, seed, and "generathe Truth Seeker Library.. The work is not an argument- tion (of vipers)'' rE>prehensible for the act of a preativ or persuasiv one-it is simply convincing, as it give a tended snake-not a real one, mind you-who can
HoLT.
hundred and fifty instances where the Bible contradicts sayt
itself, and he who runs may read. Price 15 cents.

The Christian Advocate thinks that, in any view
of the matter, Tyndall's "prayer test " ''would
hav been scripturally as absurd as the cry of the
Jews, 'Come down from the cross and we· will
believe;' or as Satan's proposition to Christ on the
mount of temptation." Whera the absurdity comes
in is in the attempt of Christian apologists to make
us believe that there was anything absurd and unreasonable in the demand of the Jews or the
proposition of Tyndall. If. the Christians knew
much less than they do they would eagerly embrace
every opportunity to demonstrate the efficacy of
prayer; possessing the intelligence they do, ifthey
were intellectually honest they would frankly giv
up the ancient superstition; but being too sharp to
believe in prayer and too morally obtuse to confess
their disbelief they resort to all manner of subterfuges to escape the logical consequence of the
.· prayer creed which they are supposed to accept. A. Veteran Mustered Out-Converse Close Is
Of course this applies only to the leaders who hav
Dead.
made all the fuss about Professor Tyndall's perOn the 22d day of December, 1893, in the seventyfectly fair offer. The rank and file are sincere second year of his age, after a painful illness of
nearly a quarter of a century, Converse Close sank
• enough.
into his final sleep. He lived to a ripe old age.
John W. Little, pastor of the Methodist church He. was a man of more than ordinary ability and inat Seward, Nebraska, is guilty of this :
telligence. He was an honest man, and was loved,
"No, sir, scores of us are not going, and would not buy honored, and respected by all who knew him. He
tickets on any condition. We are ready to do our part.in leaves no enemy behind. He held numerous public
a proper way to aid the worthy poor, and would offices, always with crP.dit to himself and satisfacrecommend to all of the poor who love the Lord tion to the people. He was our friend, and a friend
Jesus and want the morals of the community improved to humanity. He was liberal and charitable toward
that they positivly refuse any aid raised by the ball. All all, especially in his religious views. He was socially
gospel churches denounce balls as immoral. No one above reproach, tender and respectful of the feelshould countenance them. The Blade of December 3d ings of others. He was in morals pure, truthful,
says the ladies of Seward are to giv this ball. If this is temperate-in all ways exemplary. He was in all
so, the prince of darkness has shown himself very subtle his intercourse with mankind a model of kindness,
in securing their services."
sympathy, and amiability. In his domestic relations
Perhaps a charity ball is not the most economical his goodness, tenderness, and indulgence shone in
agancy through which to help the poor, but it is ·brightest luster and brilliancy. H 3 loved and
not a capital offense-as yet-under our laws, al- adored his wife, children, and home ; no unkind
though there is no guessing how soon it may be at word ever escaped his lips; his whole being seemed
wrapped up in his home circle. He detested and
the present rate of development of the church- abhorred impurity and hypocrisy in thought, word,
state idea. Neither is it necessarily immoral, and or deed. He was unselfish, always trying to see
there does not appear to be any valid reason why how much good he could do for others. He has
people should not derive some pleasure from their gone from our midst, gone where pain and· sorrow
deeds of fraternal sympathy. No doubt many of are unknown. He sleeps the sleep that knows no
the poor love "the Lord Jesus," but the proceeds waking, yet he livs in our memories by his loving
uf the ball may be sufficient to procure them more words and good example left behind. In all his
long sickness and su1l'ering he was never heard to
food, fuel, and clothing than all the love of Jesus murmur or complain, and when the last change
you could crowd into th~ hearts of Mr. Little and came he expressed himself as ready, and consoled
all of his kind would put into their homes. If there his friends with the assurance that he had no fears,
is or ever was any 'rational pleasure that the "gos- that all was well with him. He departed in peace,
pel churches" hav not denounced as "immoral" we surrounded by kind friends, while his noble wife
hav yet to be informed what it is or was. But the soothed him with her presence and loving kindness
to the last. Those of us who knew him best, loved
churches come along in the rear of the procession;
him most.. Let us all cherish his memory, emulate
they eventually accept what at first they condemned. his example, and practice the virtues of his life and
They hav taken in the organ and the violin; it will character.
JoHN M. MATHEWSON.
not be many years before they will find the ball an
[ConverSe Close was one of Freethought's most
indispensable ·adjunct in raising the minister's saluncomprorirising defenders. To the few like him
ary. Satan or no Satan, they are determined to the cause is indebted more than to the millions who
succeed.
believe in rationalism and science, but dare not let
the world know where they stand. Forty-nine
American and English Georges.
years ago Converse Close settled in the then wilderBazaatn, tn .A.qnosUc Journal.
•
ness of Grattan, Mich., and there he has since reGeorge E. M~~:cdonald, brother of t~e editor of THE . sided. In 1887 he wrote a succinct statement of
TRUTH SEEKER, IB, we observe, to contrtbute regularly to
. .
.
. .
.
that journal. George Macdonald is a writer of ''go" and hts vtews on the subJ_ect of rehg10n, an? thts. statenatural faculty, whose effusions we were wont to read ment was read at hts funeral. In this, "hts last
with genuin relish. He possesses some"!hat the s~me will and testament,'' as it may be called, he pointed
order of talent as o~ own Geol"ge Standrmg. We con- out many of the evidences which establish the posigratnlate our old frtend, THE TRUTH BEEKER, upon the . .
.
.
.
.
pens of the two brothers Macdonald.
·
1 tion of the ra.ttonalist that the Btble lS wholly a.

Lectures and Meetings.

CoLONEL INGERSOLL will lecture at the Broadway
Theatre, New York city, Sunday evening, Jan. 28. Subject, "The Mistakes of Moses."
8. P. PUTNAM'S lecture appointments:
Northport, L. I., Jan. 20.
Newark, N. J., Jan. 21.
E~ton, 0., Jan; 25, 26, 27.
Ohio Liberal Societ.y, Cincinnati, Jan. 28th, 29th.
Delphos, 0., Jan. 30th, 31st., and Feb. 1st.
Chicago, Ill., Feb. 18th, 25th.
Toronto, March 4, 11.
Those who desire lectures at any pointR between New
York and Chicago, and in the vicinity of Chicago during
the month of February, will please write at once to Mr.
Putnam, care of THE TRUTH SrnEKER, New York.
FRANKLIN STEINER's lecture engagements are as follows:
Mar. 9, Meriden, Conn.
Feb. 12, Chicago, Ill.
" 11, Boston, Mass.
" 19, 20, Alliance, 0,
" 12, 13, Harwich Mass.
" 26, Philadelphia, Pa.
" 14, Cotuit, Mass.
" 28, Ellenville, N. Y.
'' 15, Osterville, Mass,
Mar. 2, New York.
" 18, Boston, Mass.
'' 4, Brooklvn.
"

5, 7, Northport, N. Y.

''

25, Newark, N. J.

" 8, Norwalk, Conn.
Mr. Steiner has some open dates for his return trip.
Address him, after February 12, in care of THE TRUTH
BEEKER.
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business College, South Eighth street, between Dedford and
Driggs avenues. Program of lectures for January:
January 21st-Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.: Subject, "Microbes:
Their place in Nature."
Janual"Y 28th-Mr. John Swinton: Subject, "John
Brown of Ossawatomie."
THE,Pittsburg Secular Society meets in Curry University Hall, Sixth street, near Peztn avenue, every Sunday
afternoon at 3 o'clock.
THE First Secular Church of Portland, Ore., meets in
Central Labor Council Hall, 170! Second street near
Yamhill, every Sunday at 7.30 P. M. Sunday-school in
the same place at 10:30 A.M.
THE WoMEN'S LmERAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, meets
in the Skerrett Building, Ridge avenue and Green street,
Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock. Admission free. All are
welcome. Program of lectures for January:
January 23rd-Miss Mary O'Reilly, "Child Labor in our
Own State."
January 30th-Wayland Smith, "Principles of Theosophy."
.
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets in College Hall, 168!
Walnut street, Cincinnati, Sunday evenings at 7:45,
prompt. Admission is free. Program for January:
January 21st-Debate: subject, "€Jhrist's Blood Oleanseth from all Sin." Affirmativ, Prof. J. S. Van
Oleve, Ph. D.; negativ, Prof. Chas. Au!?Ustine.
January 28th-Samuel P. Putnam: subject, "The Glory
of Infidelity."
--------~~--------

JoHN R. SMITH of Galesburg, ill, writes: "I am delighted with Remsburg's book on Lincoln."
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fund have been feeling the public pulse, trying to Conway has very graphically and forcibly told us
find out if it is expedient at this time to press the in a late number of the Open Oourt:
" There is an optimistic superstition that truth,
matter to an issue. It has been announced that a
bill embodying such a scheme will be presented in however crushed, rises again and must prevail.
the New York legislature this winter. However~ The dismal testimony of history is that mankind
Disloyalty to Truth of Catholic Text so much opposition has been developed that it now never recovers from any long suppression of mental
seems probable that the whole business will be quietly and moral freedom. The effect is cerebral. Now
Book Compilers.
dropped for a time. A large number of the leading that reason is legally free in religious matters. it is
dignitaries of the Catholic church have put them- found to be, like the long-immured prisoner of Chilselves in opposition to the movement, not, it is fairly lon, unprepared to avail itself of liberty. ·Amid the
FACTS IN THE CALILEO CASE. to be presumed, because they are opposed to the blaze of sciences, the wealth and strength of Chrisprinciple of division, but because they see that it is tendom is bent to the support of superstitions transmitted from savage ages. It must be many gennot safe to precipitate a struggle at present.
There can be no doubt that the Protestants erations before mankind recover from the long
Gross Superstitions Which Are Taught in Romish Educational Institutions.- Hi!ltorlcnl Misstatemeuts would unitedly oppose division, a great majority of repression of their religious faculties, if they ever
and Bald Lies Concerning Religions Persecutions them because they intend to control the public do. Ethical reformers should take the sad lesson
Examined and Dlsproved.-ls the Inculcation of schools in their own interest and know that any to heart, and do their utmost to rescue moral freeScientific Truths Sectarian Teaching ~-Some Sta- division of the school fund would benefit the Catho- dom from any further su:tlering a fate similar to
lics and injure themselves. They talk glibly of that which preserves among men otherwise civilti&tics of Crime and Illiteracy.
And if the prophet be deceived when he hath spoken a thing, I "non-sectarian schools " and almost in the same ized the superstitions of chimpanzees."
the Lord have deceived that pronhet.-Ezele. xtv, 9.
breath insist upon keeping the Bible in the schools
Being crafty. I caught yon with gnile.-Pa11l.
WHAT THE CHURCH INTENDS THE BOOKS TO TEACH.
I was an establiRhed maxim with many Christians that it was and having prayers and ot:her religious exercises
pardonable in an advocate for religion to avail him•elf of fraud
Omitting all consideration here of some quesand deception, if it were likelY they ~ight conduce toward the at- added. In 1889 they came dangerously near gettainment of anv consir1erable good.-Mosn.etm. Eccles. Htst.
ting through Congress an amendment to the tions of equal justice which are interwoven with the
But this absolute indifference to truth whenever falsehood could
snbserve the interests of the Church, is perfectly cxplicahle, and national Constitution which would have insured the school problem, we will proceed to the examination
was found in multitudes, who, in o1her respects, exhibited the
noblest virtue. An age which has cea•ed to value impartialitv of teaching of "the principles of the Christian relig- of a few Catholic text-books, as we wish to ascerjudgment will soon cease to value accuracY of statement, Rnd when ion" in the public schools of all the states. Rev. tain the quality of the mental food which is furcrednl\ty is inculcated as a virtue, falsehoorl will not long_ beestAemed as a vice.-Lecley, Htst. of .l!iuropean Morals, Vol., II. pp. Dr. Rainsford has recently suggested that it would nished to the children who receive their education
225-6.
be entirely feasible to have religion taught in the in the parochial schools. The first volumes we
The problem of education is one of the most mo- public schools by clergymen of different denominar- take up are the Fifth and Sixth Readers of the Namentous which the American people are called tions during certain hours of the school day. He tional Catholic Series, compiled by Rt. Rev. Richard
upon to solve. As are the children, so will be the adds that if the Protestant denominations are not Gilmour, D.D., Bishop of Cleveland, and published
neighbors and citizens. Often the school, even more equipped for this work, then, rather than forego by Benziger Brothers, of New York, Cincinnati,
than the home, gives direction to the currents of the religious instruction, he .would favor intrusting and Chicago, "Printers to the Holy Apostolic See."
thought and mold to the plastic character. It is the task to the clergy of the Catholic church. The purpose of Catholic education is clearly reof the utmost importance to the child and to Judging from these and many other indications vealed in the prefaces to these Readers. In the
society that he shall be given the best education which cannot be misunderstood, it is plainly appar- preface to the Fifth, Bishop Gilmour says :
which he is fitted to receive. The instruction im- ent that if the Protestants were the "outs" their
While we have tried to give the book a national charparted and the guidance offered must be such as attitude toward the schools would be radically acter and to cultivate a love of country, we have always
will call out, stimulate, and strengthen his latent c1 anged, and the division of the school fund would considered it the first duty towards our children to give
powers for usefulness. He must be led to observe, appear to large numbers of them as perfectly justi- them a sound Catholic education. The lessons on
Church History, in connection with other historical lesto think, to act judiciously. Belief is not essen- fiable. It is equally clear that if the Catholics sons
throughout the book, are thought to be interesting,
tial ; knowledge is indispensable. He needs to be were the "ins" they would insist as strenuously as and it is hoped that they will increase the spirit of devodeveloped, not filled. The common school should the Protestants now do upon retaining all their ad- tion for our Holy Church. While they open to the child
graduate him a young reasoner and discoverer, in- vantages and would make the public schools ·prac- one of the richest sources of education, they naturally
suggest to the teacher such additional cultivation of this
stead of shutting him in a cage of convention, where tically parochial institutions sustained by general field
as circumstances will permit,
he is able only to parrot a few stock phrases he taxation. They would simply "take over" the comIn
the preface to the Sixth the conflict between
does not understand.
mon schools. Sectarian schools are supposed to be
What scientific studies should be pursued in the "un-American" and Protestants bring the epithet the secular and the religious systems of instruction
public schools we shall not here pause to consider. as one of the gravest accusations against parochial is touched upon, and the Bishop writes:
Education without religion, says the one system; editNeither shall we touch the question of higher educar- schools. Referring to this a Catholic writer pertication with religion, insists the other. Hence a conflict
tion. Here we are dealing with the common schools nently observes:
in which conscience admits of no compromise, and defalone.
Do yon for one moment suppose that any Episcopalian, initely forbids us to expose our children to the danger~
Shall religious instruction be given in these pri- Presbyterian, Methodist, Baptist, or, indeed, any one of of a. godless education. The Reader, next to the Catemary schools 7 If so, by whom? What of the the Protestant-allow me-sects would not loudly protest chism, is the book which most influences the moral and
character of the pupil, and should, therefore,
respectiv attitudes of Catholics and Protestants against the assertion that any of the peculiar sectarian religions
?octrines they hold, or religions devotions they practice, be eminently Catholic. This we have kept ever in view
toward religious teachings in the public schools! Is
in conflict with the spirit of American institutions? throughout the whole Series, and as the mind of the
Has either of these divisions of the Christian Could you get one of them to allow that any school they pupil becomes matured, and the influences which surchurch any cleor understanding of or favorable in- might choose to set up in which their own peculiar sec- round him take deeper root, it is fit that the last Reader,
the final impression brought from school, should be the
terest in purely secular, unsectarian education ? tarian doctrines were fully taught, would be, therefore, in most
thoroughly Catholic.
Would the adherents of either, were their power the least un"American? Of course not.
The Catholic church claims for herself the office of edu;From
all
of
which
we
are
forced
to
conclude
that
undisputed, grant to the partisans of the other the
cating her children. She does so as one possessing the
privileges they claim for themselvs? Would they Catholic and Protestant are arrayed against each infallible rule alike of faith and morals. Hence she alone
other
along
the
line
of
sectarian
differences
in
an
uncan guide aright both our intellects and our wills; and
not claim the right to pervert the schools, supported by the t.axation all the people, into a system compromisable struggle for the control of educa- she alone can fully "lead out" all our powers, and shape
them to their true end, by training our whole intellectual
of church schools wherein the inculcation of their tion in the United States. It would be fatal to and
spiritual nature "to the measure of the age of the
011r
liberties
if
either
party
should
triumph.
Absocreed should have the place of first importance,
fullness of Christ" (Fifth Reader, p. 216).
and such scientific instruction as they might con- lutely secular, non-religious-not anti-religious-unTHE SUPERSTITIONS TAUGHT IN THE BOOKS.
sider not inimical to the dogmas and prestige of sectarian schools are our hope, and for these we must
Here
follow some samples of the "education"
their church should be condescendingly granted a contend unceasingly against every foe, Catholic or which the author hopes will "increase the spirit of
.
subordinate position? Is not this precisely what Protestant.
Does some optimist suppose that the Catholic devotion for our Holy Church":
they are doing to-day, within the limits of their reAs Albert was about to rise, four ladies of stately and
chur!.'h will ever yield her claim to the right to
spectiv dom .ins!
majestic appearance approached. They were surrounded
As regards the moral element in education, is it direct the school education of her children~ Read by a heavenly radiance, yet their dignity and sweetness of
manner inspired him with confidence. Two of them, adnot of paramount importance that the child be this:
Suppose for a moment that the opposition to parochial vancin2', placed themselves before the ladder, as if to
taught the truth, so far as truth is ascertainable,
his escape; while the third drew near, and kindly
and that it be continually impressed with the im- schools were even more formidable in the church than it prevent
is or was, what then? Would that fnrni~h any grounds asked him why he was about to leave his convent home
portance of seeking new truths, and accepting for our Protestant friends to conclude that those schools and expose himself to the dangers and temptations of the
them wren found, regardless of their effect upon are doomed to decay and final extinction? Preposterous world. Albert pleaded his dullness and stupidity, which
theories previously accepted and institutions hitherto supposition! The church does not look to the people- made him unfit for the order. "Your trouble," said this
lady, "comes from seeking, in the strength of hnmau inbelieved to be invulnerable to criticism' What much less to a small minority of the people-for guid- tellect, that light and power which can come to yon from
ance. It is governed by authority, not by popular elecgood can be subserved by making children believe tion. I~ is a church of law, and every member of the God alone. Behold your mother!" pointing to ~he fourth
that it is their duty to accept without question as church Is bound to obey the laws, and he violates them at lady. "She is your protectress and friend; ask her for
true whatever is told them about gods and devils, his periL This of course is a free country, and if a man tbe gift of knowledge ; address her with confidence;
our intercession shall second your prayer." Albert, much
heavens and hells, martyrs and saints, marvels and does not like the laws and rules of the church he can encouraged,
looking up, easily recognized in the fourth
apostatize, become a Protestant, and go his way and folmiracles T Is credulity a. greater virtue than ve- low the desires and devices of his own heart. But if he lady the Queen of Heaven. Bending his face ·to the
racity! Is it possible to believe that boys and girls wishes to remain a Catholic, he knows very well that he ground, he asked for the gift of science and knowledge,
can have any adequate comprehension of the re- must lay aside his own private opinion when it comes in with the s&me earnestness with which he had formerly
asked ~r the grace of salvation. " My son," said the
quirements of justice so long as they are taught to conflict with the laws of the church. On the subject of Amiable
Virgin, ''science is beset with many dangers, but
education
the
church
can
never
change.
As
to
the
suthink that the terrible agonies endured by the preme fundamental necessity of religions education, your prayer shall be granted. In philosophy, on which
martyrs of the church and by millions of others are than~ Q-od we are all agreed. There may be a difference your heart is so fixed, yon shall rise to great eminence;
compatible with the sovereignty of a just and om- of. oprmon as to the extent and expediency of compromise and for eloquence, your fame shall be far spread. Long
With th~ state under certain circumstances, but the su- ·shall yon dazzle the world by the power of your intellect;
nipotent God 1
preme Importance and necessity of religions education but beware lest pride take hold of your heart, and be not
During the last few months there has been much can nner be yielded, and so long as the state refuses to do puffed up with your own greatness. As a reward for
said and written in regard to a division of the public ns justice in the public schools for whose support we are your sincere piety, I promise to withdraw the gift I now
school fund in the interest of such churches as may taxed, so long will it be necessary for us to build our own give yon the moment it becomes dangerous to yon."
. . . The next morning the whole convent was surwish to educate the children of those of their faith ~chools _and s~nd pur children to them. It is a binding, prised
and astonished at the change that had come over
lmperattve
obligation
which
cannot
be
shirked
without
a
in schools where religious instruction can be given se~io~s compromis~ of loyalty and devotion to Catholic the dull but humble novice. Dullness had given way to
keenness, and stupidity to clearness; the once-pitied
first place as the most important factor in the prmmple.-Gatholw Review.
.
now nndel'stood everything, and with ease could
development of the child. In New York and MaryWhat has been the effect upon the human mind scholar
the most difficult problems. So rapidly did Albert
land those who favor such a. division of the school of church control of education? Moncure D. solve
advance in his studies, but more especially in philosophy,
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that within a yeBr he not only outstripped his fellowstudents, but he even excelled his teachers, His humility
and piety kept pace with his leBrning. Neither vanity
nor worldly applause could seduce him. Though the
learned flocked to hear him, and the world praised and
called him "Albertns Magnus," or Albert the Great, yet
he never forgot for a moment from whom he had received
his wonderful .powers. For fifty :years Albertns Magnus
astonished Europe by the profundity of his learning and
the eloquence of his teachings. . . . It happened,
however, on a certain occasion, as he was preaching,
that, seeing his audience spellbound b:y: his eloquence, he
lifted up his heart with a feeing of vamty and, for the moment, was about to yield to a thought of pride; but he
suddenly stopped in the middle of a sentence. He had
lost his memory, and was unable to finish what he had
ber;mn. He decended from the pulpit, never again to
enter it. The Blessed Virgin had appeared tp her client
and, at the moment Albert was about to abuse the gift
she had given, deprived him of it. The famous preacher
and divine became again as dull and stupid as when a boy.
He understood the warning, and from that time devoted
himself to prepare for death, which happened two yeBrs
after, on November the 15th, 1282. Such is the tale that
history tells of this wonderful man. From it let us learn
to put ourselves and our studies under the protectioit of
God. Knowledge must be united to religion; they must
go hand in hand with each other, rendering men happy
because they are virtuous, and successful only so far as
their success leads them to God (Fifth Reader, pp. 358361).
"Throw the carcass, with plenty of weights, into the
Cloaca, there to rot among the filth of Rome, and be the
food of vermin ;" and this order given, the trumpets
blared as before, and the emperor moved on. That night
Lncina, another Christian widow in Rome, who had given
her husband and her only son as martyrs of Christ, was
favored with a vision. She saw the Cloaca Maxima, the
great sewer of Rome, with all its horrid deposits of filth,
suddenly illnminated with a celestial light, and Sebastian
stood before her, radiant with the joy of heaven, and with
an immortal beauty. With one hand he pointed to the
sewer, its gaping month showing corruption; with the
other, he pointed to that Via Appia, along which stood
already the tombsof so many of God's saints. Lncina
awoke, and lost no time in communicating to the other
Christians the knowledge thus given to her concerning
the relics of the martyr. They were soon recovered and
deposited on the Via Appia, where the Church of St. Sebastian was afterwards built (Sixth Reader, p, 105).
Another work is "Church History," adapted for
the use of Catholic schools, from the original of
Rev. L. C. Businger by Rev. Richard Brennan,
LL.D. Below are some excerpts therefrom:
In very early times it was permitted to offer up the holy
sacrifice of the mass in private houses. Thus, for example, St. Augustine, a holy doctor of the church, tells
us about a certain man named Hesperus, the members of
whose household were annoyed by an evil spirit. '' One
day " writes the saint, "when I was absent, Hesperus
bes~ught our priests that one- of them would come to his
house and by prayer drive away the demons. A priest
went and offered up the sacrifice of the body and blood
of Christ, fervently beseeching the Lord that the affiiction might depart from the household. Through the
mercy of God the petition was granted" (p, 87).
St. Polycarp who was bishop of Smyr~a, and likewise
a disciple of St. John, was condemned m the year 160,
when eighty-six years of age, to be burned to death, but
not being hurt by the flames, was pierced by a dagger,
and so put to death (p. 117).
The Pope is, in very deed and truth, infallible, But
this does not mean that he is impeccable; that is to say,
incapable of being a sinner personally. Nor doesitmean
that he cannot err in his own person. He is, of course, a
man and will be such till death. He can err in his nn. official teachings. He can err. even when deciding as a
a learned and experienced man on questions of profane
and sacred knowledge, or even in ordaining matters of
church discipline. It is only when, in virtue of his
sacred office and position as sh~p~erd of Christ:s fold, an~
·- as authorized teacher of all Christians, and by VIrtue of his
supreme .apostolical. ~utbori.ty, and by_ virtue of the
assistance that our divme savior has promised to St. Peter
and his successors, he decides and defines a question of
faith and morals as binding upon the whole church, that
the Pope of Rome is infallible. f?nch was t~e te~c~ng of
the Vatican council on the questmn of the mfallibility of
the Pope (p. 128).
St. John Nepomncene of Bohemia, having been cho~en
by Queen Sophia for her confessor, her hnsbann, King
WenceBlas IV., actuated by a ~eke~ curi!lsity, had the
presumption to approach the samt With a VIew of extracting from him the subject of his wife's confession. St.
John was shocked at the wicked presumption of the king,
and replied boldly that he would die rather than violate
the secrecy of the sacred tribunal by revealing a syllable of
the queen's confession. Furious at his discomfiture, the
wicked king had the saint ~tretched ~pon the. rack, ~nd
as neither threats nor promiSes would mdnce him to y-Jeld
to the tyrant's unreasonable demand, St. John Nepomncene was thrown from a bridge into the river Moldan, on
the night of the 20th of March, 1393. Immediately the
river became brightly illuminated, and the dead body of
the martyr of the confessional was brought to shore, carried amid the tears and sobs of the people to the cathedral,
where it was buried with great sole~nity. Three ~n~
dred years later, on the 15th of April, 1719, the san~t s
grave was opened and the tongue was found t? be m!list,
fresh, and untainted. He has ever been and will contmne
to be the patron saint of our father confessors, and. the
guardian of their eternal secrecy of the confessmnal
(p.The
195).most renowned among the h o1Y h ermi'ts of th e
church was St. Paul of Egypt, born in the year. 227.
During the persocntion of the Emperor Decins, this devout and highly educated ;y:onth fled to _the desert, wh6re
he passed ninety years without me~tmg a fellc;>w-man.
For the first twenty years, his subsistence consiSted . of
the fruit of a palm tree and the water of a _brook which
flowed in front of his hermitage. Durn~g th~;~ last
seventy years of his life, the Lord sent ~o him daily, as
to Elias of old in the desert, a raven bearmg ~ half barley
loaf. When Paul was one hundred and thirteen years

old, another holy hermit, St. Antony, directed by God,
and being himself then ninety years of age, came to visit
this venerable recluse. These two holy men, enlightened
by heaven, recognized each other at once, saluted each
other by name at the first moment of their meeting, fell
upon each other's neck in tender embrace, and thanked
and praised the Lord. A sacred solid friendship was at
once formed between them. While they were conversing, a raven flew down and dropped a whole loaf of bread
before the two saints. Paul said, smiling: "Behold how
good the Lord is! During sixty year11 he has sent me, in
this way, a half loaf of bread every day. But now, when
you have come to see me, Christ has doubled the pay of
his servants." They ate together, drank from the spring,
and gave thanks to God. On the following morning,
after a night spent together in prayer and pions meditation, Paul informed St. Antony that his life was about
to close, and requested him to go and bring for his shroud
a certain cloak which the bishop Athanasins had some
time previous given to him. Antony obeyed, and on his
return with the mantle, found· St. Paul in a kneeling
posture, with head bowed down and clasoed hande, apparently absorbed in silent prayer. But the soul of Pa~
had fled while he pra_yed, and he was now Bl'leep m
the Lord. Hardly had St. Antony enveloped the venerable remains of his friend in the mantle of the holy
bishop, when two strong lions approached with gentle
mien, and at once began to dig with their paws a last
resting-place for the body of St. Paul. St. Antony, after
Placing the remains in the grave, and having smoothed
the last sod, hastened back to his monastery to relate these
miraculous events to his wondering disciples. It is thus
that the death of this great servant of God is described
hy one of the most credible authorities, namely, St.
Jerome, doctor in the church (pp. 196, 197).
WH4T THE ROMISH CHURCH CALLS SCIENCE.

In the next extract we may get an idea of the
nature of what the Catholic church is pleased to
designate as "science":
Like St. Cecilia in the department of music, St. Catharine of Alexandria hilA! for centuries-been honored in the
church as the patroness of Christian science; another
evidence of the sincere, genuine sympathy of the church
for all true knowledge. The following account will explain whv this saint and virgin was selected to be the
patroness of science. One dayl while the Emperor Maximinns was holding a grand anct solemn festival at Alexandria in honor of the heathen deities, snddPnly a fair
young maiden. emerged from the assembled multitude,
and taking her stand before the throne spoke to thPm in
words of such fervid eloquence and profound knowledge
and wisdom against the absurdity of wor~hiping false
geds, and in favor of the one true God that neither the
emperor nor any one ·of his assembled phllosopherR could
reply. This intrepid virgin waR St. Catha-..ine. Without
delay the emperor summoned the most distinguished
philosophers in Alexandria, and others well versed
in religious science, to refute the saint. But they signally
failed. Nay, more, at the convincing arguments of
Catha-rine, the cloud of darkness was lifted from their
understanding; her words penetrated their hearts; they
professed themselves disciples of Christ crucified. Thus
did Christian science, hand in hand with virginal innocence and childlike simplicity, win the victory over proud
and eelf-sufficient worldly wisdom. St. Catharine was,
however, condemned to die a martyr's death. The
wheel on which she bad been placed, having broken to
pieces without injuring her fair person, she was dispatched with the sword on the 25th of November, 307
(pp. 212. 213).
One more excerpt and we will turn to another
volume-one of a different kind:
In the year 326 the pions empress Helena, who from
childhood had cherished in her soul the laudable design of
recovering the holy cross upon which our blessed Lord and
redeemer had consummated man's redemption, set out,
followed by the best wishes of her son, Constantine the
Great and the prayers of all her Chrietian subjects, from
her o~n country on her way to the holy city of Jerusalem, But alas! on arrivin~ at her destination, she
discovered that the places which had been once consecrated by the passion and death of Christ, had for more
than two hundred years been desecrated bythe heathens.
The pagan emperor Adrian; in order to show his contempt for the teachings C!f the cross, had· permitted. an
idolatrous temple to be built on Mount Calvary. Rely-Jng
confidently on divine assistance, the pions empress had
the temple pulled down, the rubbish removed, and excavations made· till at last the grotto of the hply sepulcher
was discov~red and lying near it were three crosses, with
the nails and the inscription. This inscription having become detached from the cross. the question now arose,
Which of the three was the cross of Christ ? In this
emergency, Macarins, the holy bishop of Jerusalem,
conceived the idea of carrying the three crosses to a wellknown pions lady of the city who was lying dangerously
ill In presence of the empress and several court attendan'ts, two crosses were applied to the person of the
invalid, but without any result. Hardly, however, had
the third cross touched her, when she felt new life coursing vehemently through her.hither~o withered and par!'"'
lyzed limbs, and she arose Immediately from her bed m
the full enjoyment of health and strength. Who can
conceive the joy that must ~ave thrilled t!Ie h!'lart of the
pions empress and other Witnesses of this m1racltl? (pp.
281, 282.)
WHY THESE LIES WERE TOLD,

Why were these monstrous tales invented, and
why are they repeated in this age of science? Why
are they instilled into the innocent and unsuspicious minds of little children in the parochial
school T Let Lecky, the impartial historian, anwer:
"When therefore a man· believes that those who
adopt an erroneous opinion will b~ consi~ed to
perdition; when he not only believes. this, but
realizes it as a living and operative truth; and
when he perceives that it is possible either by
direct falsehood or by the suppression or distortion
of truth to strengthen the evidences of his faith, he
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usually finds -the temptation irresistible. · ·· ·
The fathers laid down as a distinct proposition that
pious frauds were justifiable and even laudable ;
and if they had not laid this down, they would
nevertheless have practiced them as a necessary
consequence of their doctrine of exclusive salvation.
Immediately all eccler;~iastical literature became
tainted with a spirit Of the most unblushing mendacity. Heathenism was to be combated, and
therefore prophecies of Christ by Orpheus and the
Sibyls were forged, lying wonde:.:s were multiplied,
and ceaseless calumnies poured upon those who,
like Julian, opposed the faith. Heretics were to be
convinced, and therefore interpolations of old
writings or complete forgeries were habitually opposed to the forged gospels. The veneration of
relics and the monastic system were introduced,
and therefore innumerable miracles were attributed
to the bones of saints or to the prayers of hermits,
and were solemnly asserted by"the most eminent of
the fathers. The tendency was not confined to
those Eastern nations which had been always
almost destitute of the senfle of truth; it triumphed
wherever the .supreme importance of dogmas was
held. Generation after generation it became more
universal; it continued till the very sense of truth
and the very love of truth seemed blotted out from
the minds of men.
"That. this is no exaggerated picture of the condition at which the Middle Ages arrived, is knqwn
to all who have any acquaintance with its literature;
for during that gloomy period the only s<'holars in
Europe were priests and monks, who conscientiously
believed that no amount of falsehood was reprehensible which conduced to the edification of the
people. Not only did they pursue with the grossest
calumny every enemy to their faith, not only did
they encircle every saint with a halo of palpable
fiction, not only did they invent tens of thousands
of miracles for the purpose of stimulating devotion
-they also very naturally carried into all other
subjects the indifference to truth they had acquired
in theology. All their writings, ~nd more especially
their histories, became tissues of the' wildest fables,
so grotesque and at the same time so audacious, that
they were the wonder of succeeding ages. And the
very men who scattered these fictions broadcast
over Christendom, taught at the same time that
credulity was a virtue and skepticism a crime. As
long as the doctrine of exclusive salvation was believed and realized, it was necessary for the peace
of mankind that they should be absolutely certain
of the truth of what they believed; in order to be
so certain, it was necessary to suppress adverae
arguments ; and in order to effect this object, it was
necessary that there should be no critical or skeptical spirit in Europe. A habit of boundless credulity was therefore a natural consequence of the
doctrine of exclusive salvation; and not only did
this habit necessarily produce a luxuriant crop of
falsehood, it was itself the negation of the spirit of
truth. For the man who really loves truth cannot
possibly subside into a condition of contented
credulity. He will pause long before accepting
any doubtful assertion, he will carefully balance
opposing arguments, he will probe every anecdote
with scrupulous care, he will endeavor to divest
himself of every prejudice, he will cautiously abstain from attributing to probabilities the authority
of certainties. These are the essential characteristics of the spirit of truth, and by their encouragement or suppression we can judge how far a system
of doctrine coincides with that spirit" ("History of
Rationalism in Europe," Vol. I., pp. 393-396).
PERVERSIONS OF HISTORY.-GALILEO.

Another parochial school-book il!l, "What Catholics have Done for Science," by Rev. Martin S.
Brennan, A.M. In this, as in ·the Readers and
church history, there are m'Ultitudes of statements
that will not stand the test when the calcium light
of the disinterested historian is thrown upon them.
Why this is so, our quotations from the Bible and
from Mosheim and Lecky reveal with startling distinctness. The leopard has not changed his spots ;
the law of deception has not been abrogated. We
have space for but a few example~ of these
religious tergiversations, but these will suffice to
show that the parochial school is an institution
to which students desiring to learn the truth regarding the history of the so-called Christian
nations will not care to repair for instruction.
The treatment of Galileo Galilei by the Catholic
church naturally challenges our attention, and we
turn to "What Catholics have Done for Science"
to see what that text-book tells Catholic children
about one of the most striking episodes in the momentous struggle between religion and science.
In the introduction to this work, Rev. John J.
Hennessy says:
In the galaxy of discoTerers and inventors we find a
single name which irreligious BOieDtists as well as obsoure
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historians use as a sort of dummy to repreAent the on the publication of his work, entitled 'The Sys-1 the learned, the suspiCIOns of the Roman theolochurch'!l opposition to the advancement of truth. This tern of the World,' its object being the vindication gians were aroused, and the opinion of the motion
single
name, and
there is
one-and
becaUAe ofhave
this of the Copermca.n
·
d oc t nne.
·
H e was agam
· sum- of th e earth was au th ori"t a t"IVeI y censure d , fi rs t of
one instance,
volumes
of but.
slanderous
vitupAration
been hurled a!!~tinst thfl church-is Galileo Galilei. But moned before the Inquisition at Rome, accused of all in the persons of Copernicus and two of his disfor thfl prominencfl Ga.lileo's persecution obtained for having asserted that the earth moves round the ciples, and seventeen years later in the condemnshim, there is little doubt the shade of Kepler would have sun. He was declared to have brought upon him- tion, the imprisonment, and perhaps the torture of
obscured him. This horrible persecution and imprison- self the p· enalties of heresy. On his knees,_with his Galileo '' (Lecky, Hist. of Rationalism in Europe,
ment, which Galileo himself sayA was the happiest time of
d
his lifA, is as familiar to the average American child hot- hand· on the Bible, he was compelled to abJure an Vol. I., pp. 280-1).
houseil in the common schools or burnished in the high- curse the doctrine of the movement of the earth.
Next week the learned historian, Andrew D.
ACbools as the oft-told story of Washington and his little What a spectacle! This venerable man, the most White, author of" New Chapters in the Warfare of
h
f
d b th th t 0 f d th S ·
" 'II · h" t t'
hatchet, or of Don Qnixote and his fierce attack upon the
innocent windmill. The best refutation of the slander is illuAtrious of is age, orce
Y e rea
ea
mence, WI giV IS es Imony.
Galileo's own description of it. When the church con- to deny facts which his judges as well as himself
demns a heresv formally, the world is· made aware of it. knew to be true! He was then committed to
Round About Boston.
Tn regard to Galileo it was deemed wise to restrain his prison, treated with remorseless severity during the
astronomic precocity so that he might hasten slowly remaining ten years of his life, and was denied
Boston has a history and atmosphere of its own.
along the stellar plane.
It is not like any other city. Its streets are cerburial in consecrated ground."
On pRges 22 and 23 we find these assertions,
The same author writes more at length on the tainly inimitable. They could not be copied; and
made by the author, Rev. Mr. Brennan:
subject in his "Intellectual Development of it would be impossible for such an evolution of
It is curious how small a mole-hill an unfair enemy can Europe" :
crookedness to occur more than once in the promagnifv into a mountain. The Catholic church has been
There are streets and
accnsed of pereecuting Galileo because of his ecience.
" Through the suggestion of the Dominicans, cesses of the universe.
This accnsation is untrue, and therefore unjust. If any- Galileo was now summoned to Rome to account for ·streets ; but never anything like Boston. As well
thing under heavens has ever been worn threadbare, it is his conduct and opinions before the Inquisition. expect the reduplication of a cloud in the sky. It
thiR affair of Galileo's inquisitorial tortures. The darkest He was accused of having taught that the earth seems as if each street expanded to every point of
stain on the name of science is the number of its students,
or alleged stuilentR. that have baselv flaunted this ground- moves ; that the sun is stationary; and of having the compass. It is not in the capacity of a sober
lesR falsehood. Whewell savs that Leibnitz, Guizot, aUempted to reconcile these doctrines with the ma:n to walk them straight. However, we like to
Spittler, Eichhorn, Baumer, Ranke, and almost all per- scriptures. The sentenc~ _was that he mu~t re- get lost in these labyrinthine mazes. We like to
sons who have stndieil the facts, have at last done justice nounce these heretical opiniOns, and pledge himself watch the people, and the houses and big blocks
to the church: "That Galileo trifled with ~tnthority to
which h" profesRed to submit, and was punished for ob- that he would neither publish nor defend them for that present such a curious and massiv array. The
stinate contumacy. not for hereRy." Cat.holicR claim that the future. In the event of his refusal, he was to common and the public garden are always beautian cecnmenical council presided over by the Pope is in- be imprisoned. With the fate of B.runo in his r. ec- ful, be it summer or winter. The state-house is
fallible. They also claim that the Pope teaching ex
d
t t
cathedra is infallible. No Catholic believes that any ollection he assented to the reqmre recan awn, resplendent, and our prayer is that the wisdom of
priest, bishop, cardinal, body of cardinals, college or and gav~ the promise demanded. The Inquisition the legislators may never grow less; for in that case
congregation, is infallible. No Pope teaching ex cathe· then proceeded to deal with the Copernican sys- zero would be the result.
dra. nor cecnmenical council, censured Galileo. Whewell tern, condemning it as he:r:etical; the letters of
There is a vast radical element in Boston. The
fairly acquits thA church of persecuting sciAnce in Ga·
t
bl
difficulty
is to crystallize the flowing spirit. It is
lileo'a person, or otherwis!l. The congregations of the Galileo, which had given rise to the rou e, wer_e
Occasionally, in some
Index and Inquisition cenRured Galileo, and commanded prohibited; also Kepler's epitome of the _Coperm- vague and undefinable.
him to recite for a certain period weekly the seven peni- can tb,eory, and also the work of Copermcus.. In fortunate moment, as when Ingersoll lectures, it
tential psalm11. Galileo, as a true Catholic, performed his their decree prohibiting this work, 'De RevolutiOn- flashes to the surface like an army. It is a delight
penance. "This celebrated event.," says the erudite
I d
M h 5 1616 to view the enormous crowds which then assemble
'
Whewell, "must be look11d upon rather as a question of ibus,' the Congregation of the n ex, arc ,
decorum than a Rtrnggle in which the interests of truth denounced the new system of the universe as 'that as at a trumpet's call. It is a display of wealth,
and free inquiry wAre deeply concerned. The general false Pythagorean doctrine utterly ~ontra:y to the fashion, genius, and enthusiasm, and givs hope to
acceptance of the Copernican system was no longer a holy scriptures.' . . . The trial bemg com- those who labor for human advancement in less
matter of doubt. Several persons in the highest posiJ
22d ample surrounding!'!.
tion11, including the Pope himself, looked upon the doc- pleted, Galileo was directed to appear on u~e .
Paine Building is the object of my Sunday's piltrine with favorable eyes, and had shown their intetest in to hear his sentence. Clothed m the pemtential
Galileo and his discoveries."
garment, he received judgment. His heretic~} of- grimage, and I am greeted by many a veteran camThese apologists for the Roman hierarchy enter fenses were specified, the pledges he had violated paigner and genial comrade. The younger generathe plea that the charge that the church persecuted recited. he was declared to have brought upon tion is also pressing forward, so that the future is
Galileo is a "groundless falsehood." Included in himself' strong suepicions of heresy, and to be li~ble by no means a barren prospect. The golden tothis general disclaimer are several specific aver- to the penalties thereof; but from these he might morrow still shines before us. On entering the haH
ments to the effect that GaJileo declared that the be absolved if with a sincere heart, he would ab- the following happy !Ilessage was delivered to me
term of his imprisonment was the happiest period jure and curse,his heresies. However, that his of- with a shining green back, better than gold or silver,
of his life; that Whewell acquits the church of fens~ might not altogether go unpunished, and that since it represents the credit of a great people, and
blame ; that Galileo was punished for contumacy, he might be a warning to others, he was condem~e? its varied industries:
not for heresy ; that no Pope teaching ea: cathedra to imprisonment during the pleasure of the InqmsiBROTHER PuTNAM: Tnclosed is $5 for "Four Hundred
censured Galileo; that. at that time the "general tion, his dialogues were prohibited by public edict, Years of Freethought." Let me congratulate yon that
acceptance of the Copernican system was no longer and for three years he was directed to recite, once a :von hav helped to add to those years and knowledge.
C. FANNIE ALLYN.
a matter of doubt ;" that the "Pope himself looked week, the seven penitential psalms. In his garment Success a.nd good wishes from
Those who know-and they are legion-the valuupon the doctrine with favorable eyes ; and that the of disgrace, the aged philosopher was now ma?e to
name of G~tlileo is the only one that can be used to fall upon his knees before the assembled cardmals, able Freethought work of our brave ally, wiH realize
represent the " church's opposition to the advance- and, with his hand on the gospels, to make the re- the splendid encouragement which these few words
ment of truth." We submit below evidence fur- quired abjuration of the heliocentric doctrine, and giv in my labors and wanderings through four
niAhed by unimpeachable historical authorities which to give the pledges demanded. He was then com- hundred years, where I hope to gather some of the
effectually disposes of all these allegations, general mitted to the prison of the Inquisition ; the persons brig-htest jewels of human progress.
I was about half-way through my lecture on
and specific. In the article, "Galilei," Johnson's who had been concerned in the printing of his book
Cyclopedia says:
were punished, and the sentence and abjuration " Liberalism and Christianity," when a youthful
"The question as to whether this great man was were formally promulgated and ordered to be pub- and fervent Christian interrupted me. I gave him
actually put to the rack cannot fail to be of the licly read in the universities. In Florence, the ad- full latitude of speech, for it was an agreeable divergreatest interest. It is quite certain that at the herents of Galileo were ordered to attend in the sion. It helped to illustrate the points of the
time many persons believed Galileo had been church of Santa Croce to witness his disgrace. lecture. I hope that Christians will often do this.
literally tortured.
It is a]so most certain that the After a short imprisonment in the jail of the In- They are welcome, and shall hav fair play every
Romish church had done her utmost to keep secret quisition, he was ordered to Arcetri, and confined in time.
The gentleman claimed that he was a
the proceedings in the trial of Galileo, and the rec- hiR own house. Here severe misfortunes awaited Freethinker. I admitted that he might hav been
ords exhibit certain lacunm that may well have him; his favorite daughter died; he fell into a state up to a certain point; but when he voluntarily
their significance. At any rate, though it may be of melancholy; an application that he might go to or otherwise submitted to the authority of a Bible
doubtful whether Galileo was put to actual physical Florence for the sake of medical advice was refused. or church, then he ceased of his own action to be a
torture at Rome during his trial, it is most certain It became evident that there was an intention to Freethinker, whatever he might hav been in his
that he was threatened with it, and that he was ex- treat him with inexorable severitv. After five years intellectual processes before. As one can sell his
posed to cruel moral torture. while no menaces of confinement, permission was r~luctantly accorded own body into slavery, so one can surrender his
were spared to make him quail before his judges. to him to remove to Florence for his health; but mind to servitude. The audience was quite interOn. June 22, 1633, Galileo, at the age of seventy still he was forbidden to leave his house, or receive ested in the running discussion, which brought out
years, on his knees and clad only in a shirt of sack- his friends, or even to attend mass during passion more plainly the matter of my discourse.
cloth, was forced to pronounce, in the presence of week without a special order. The grand duke
After the lecture, with such jolly company as
his judges and a large assembly of prelates, a most tried to abate this excessive severity, directing his Washburn, Dr. Noyes, and Reuben Rush, I voyaged
humiliating formula of abjuration."
ambassador at the court of Rome to plead the ven- away to Revere on the seashore, glittering in the
Draper, in his "Conflict Between Religion and erable age and ill-health of the immortal convict, sunset; and nigh unto the editorial sanctum the
Science," furnishes this, pages 171-2:
arrd that it was desirable to permit him to commu- hospitable board was spread, and there was a de" Galileo was accused of imposture, heresy, bias- nicate certain scientific discoveries he had made to lightful repast, with plenty of philosophy, science,
phemy, Atheism. With a view of defending him- some other person, such .as Father Castelli. Not and Freethought mixed in.
self, he addressed aletter to the Abbe Castelli, sug- even that was accorded unless the interview took
Ret~ning to the city the domicil of M. T. Rush
gesting that the scriptures were never intended to place in the presence of an official of the Inquisi- was thrown wide open to the Pilgrim, and here I
be a scientific authority, but only a moral guide. tion" (vol. II., pp. 262-5).
spent the major part of the week with these conThis made matters worse. He was summoned beDraper adds that the Inquisition pursued Galileo genial associates, and it was nigh on to midnight
fore the Holy Inquisition, under an accusation of beyond the grave, "disputing his right to_ make a sometimes before we quit talking of the great probhaving taught that the earth moves round the sun, will, and denying him burial in consecrated ground. lems which agitate this nineteenth century. Mrs.
a doctrine ' utterly contrary to the scriptures.' He The Pope also prohibited his friends from raisi~g Rush, the mother of Reuben and Thomas Rush, is
was ordered to renounce that heresy, on pain of be- him a monument in the church of Santa Croce, m apparently as young, and is as bright-looking, as
ing imprisoned. He was directed to desist from Florence" :
the boys themselvs, and takes interest in the same
teaching ~nd advocating the Cope~ican the~ry, and
"Although the discovery of Copernicus was at progressiv matters. Mr. M. T. Rush, the father,
pledge himself that he would neither pubhsh nor first uncensured and his book-whiCh was pub- was a campaigner with Bradlaugh in the old coundefend it for the future.
.
For .sixteen years jlished in 1543_:dedicated t" Pope Paul III., as try. He used, however, to be a fervent Methodist
the church had rest. But m 1632 Galileo ventured· soon as:its views had acquirt J some weight among and has~ prayed for many an hour, but all to nO'
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effect. He fell from grace; or, rather, climbed out will be patient and giv me a little more time for the
completion of the book, for I wish to do the work
of it into the clear sunlight.
Whatever the boys do they do with a vim. They well. I shall devote all my time except what I hav
hav a stand over on Broadway, South Boston, to giv to lectures, which under the circumstances I
where beefsteak, mutton, pork, and poultry are dis- must attend to; but the lectures will not detract
pensed sometimes at the rate of nearly a thousand much from the real work of the book, but rather afdollars per day. It is a busy place. It presents a ford means of better information and helpful critfine appearance and it would make one hungry just icism. But I want my subscribers to understand
to look at the handsome outlay. They cooked for that I am doing the best possible; that the book is
me one of their best steaks and it went to the spot growing to its completion, and when they receive
with bacon and bread and cheese and coffee. It it I am sure they will be pleased that much more
was a square meal indeed.
time than first contemplated has been spent upon
Wm. D. Rockwood, president of the Ingersoll it; so that a truthful and manifold record may be
Secular Society, dropped in after dinner, and we given of Freethought. I find many things new,
wandered over to his "b~nking house and took a and I hope they will be new and inspiring to my
quiet smoke, and passed an agreeable evening, with readers, and help giv a nobler meaning to human
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
reminiscences of campaigns, and plans and prophe- history.
cies of the future. Mr. Rockwood has stood at his
post for many a year, and has never failed to do his
Observations.
level best for Freethought.
A bill entitled an act to amend an act governinO'
J F F t "
d
f
f
·
H
"
e the distribution of certain printed matter through
· · os er JOme our orces o an evenmg.
is a persistent worker. He never givs up. He the mails bas just been introduced in the national
knows how to tackle the politician. He has got the legislature. The act to be amended is the Comstock
thing down fine. He is making a brilliant fight for law of twenty years ago, and the amendment, as is
church taxation in the Massachusetts legislature. generally the case, makes the original law worse
Something is gained every year; and, like the old than before. It proposes to exclude from the mails
guard at Waterloo, Foster never surrenders.
any newspaper or other publication principally
One of the greatest pleasures of my visit to Bos- made up of criminal news, police reports, or stories
ton was roaming around among the old book stores of immoral deeds; and all such publications as conon Cornhill, Brattle street, etc. I was trying to tain advertisements of cures for private diseases.
find something for my book; and in out-of-the-way It makes all postmasters judges as to the mailability
corners I discovered much interesting material. of newspapers containing the above-mentioned
My friend Ryan, of Woburn, was with me the first matter; and they may not only exclude a present
day and we had quite a roundabout journey amidst issue of such a paper, but likewise "future issues
the musty volumes. I found many things in Bos- thereof."
ton that had not rewarded my search even in New
The bill contains other provisions that hav no
York. It is difficult sometimes to get just what I business on a statute book, but those referred to
want even in the largest libraries. Boston is a here are the new ones. No person acquainted with
good place for books. The old and the new are the record that Anthony Comstock and his subhere in profuse quantities. The public library is agents· hav made under the old law will need to be
well equipped. Boston has given me material for informed what outrages these sneaking rascals
my "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" which would be likely to commit wit.h the added power
I could not find elsewhere. My trip in that way placed in thr.ir hands by the amendments. If enhas been well rewarded.
forced, the provision touching prints devoted to the
I am also staying a part of the time at the home of publication of criminal news and police reports
the Tiltons, where there is always more or less a ·would suppress some of the daily papers. The
group of Freethought friends. Mrs. Lucy Tilton, provision aimed at "accounts of criminal deeds"
the mother, at the age of eighty-six, has just passed and "stories of immoral deeds" would make many
away. She was the mother of Mrs. Angela Hey- historical works unmailable, for, as some onr has
wood and Flora and Josephine Tilton, a remarkable said, history is no more than a record of crime.
woman with a clear intellect until the very last, This is especially true of church history. On the
meeting death cheerfully, yet always enjoying life. face of it, the law appears to be leveled at publicaShe had not the slightest expectation of living be- tions like that class to which the Police Gazette
yond the grave. The older she grew the more firm belongs; but who is absurd enough to suppose that
was her conviction on this point. She was frank Comstock would stop there? Who can be so gulliand fearless in her mental conclusions. She was a ble as to be imposed upon by the pretended
student of facts. Her old age was as progressiv as custodians of purity and morality! The old law,
youth itself.
its movers professed, was for the stamping out of
She is not in the grave, however. She did not obscenity; in pursuance of which object the agents
want any Christian burial. The funeral services of Anthony Comstock end-eavored to stop the sale
were plain and simple, expressiv of human endear- of Walt Whitman's poems! Under the proposed
ment. The body will not be placed in the cold amendment he would assail everything unorthodox
ground, but in the bosom of the eternal fire which in literature, journalism, and medicin. Clerical
is the emblem of progress. How much more beau- conduct could not be touched upon ; t.he history of
tiful is this disposal of the dead by cremation than the champions of the church could not be published,
by burial. It is not corruption, but ashes mingling and any person a:ffl.icted with a disease the nature
with the earth for fruitage still.
of which he did not care to make the property of a
It is always a pleasure to visit the rooms of Dr. gossiping local practitioner could not be informed
Noyes ; to enjoy the well-filled shelves where Free- by advertisements where a cure might be privately
thought books are in the ascendancy. . The doctor obtained. Think of a man being sent to jail for
is an Infidel clear through, without a particle of publishing the news, or another for advertising the
haziness. He is on the clean-cut bed-rock of discovery of a remedy; and think of the real crimes
science. He is opposed to superstition in medicin that go unpunished. A New York newspaper pub
as well as theology. He has just contributed to the lisher once declared that he was not ashamed to
Boston Journal a vigorous article against compul- print an account of anything the almighty permitted
sory vaccination, which will no doubt attract wide to occur. That was a good defense, but the right
attention, being· a subject concerning which truth to print, regardless of the almighty's connection
is of the first importance.
with the event described, is a better one.
Geo. N. Hill is still on deck, and the Investigator
Anthony Comstock has his place in nature. He
:flourishes. I cannot enumerate all the friends I has a scent for the obscene like a crow for carrion.
meet here, for they are many; Boston has been a While there are dung heaps, hogs will root in them.
camping-ground off and on for twenty-five years, While dogs remain as produced by nature, they
and I hav been through vast and various phases of will sniff each other on the corners of the streets.
thought since I first walked its historic streets; So will Anthony Comstock and the yendor of inand, whatever happens, Boston will be at the_ intel- decency be associated together. But that the crow,
lectual front.
the hog, the dog, and Anthony Comstock should
I lecture Sunday, J anuary 14th, on " S piritualism, be allowed to follow t h e promptings of their inTheosophy, and Freethought." However wide the stincts in the pre.sence of clean people, is another·
differences between these tendencies of philosophy, matter.
there are common grounds of actio!l; and in the
· we11 t o un d ers t an d
0 ne cause
1
great b att1e with or th od oxy1't IS
of th e propose d new pos t a11aw cl oses
the unity of our aim. Orthodoxy is not dead, and the mails to every "lewd, filthy, indecent, or
the contest for civilization is not over, and we need lascivious paper." Now, it is true that none of us
all our forces for the issue.
want papers of the character described in our
·
c· ·
Ch'
h
d f ·1·
d t "" t 11
d
. t
I now take a short tr1p to mcmnati,
10ago, ouses an amiieS, an o euec ua Y guar agams
and vicinity. It is necessary to do this. To the their entrance we forbear to subscribe for any of
subscribers of "Four Hundred Years of Free- that class of periodicals-that being quite sufficient
thought" I will say that I am nearing the end of to keep them from obtruding themselvs upon us.
•t b t B t h t ·
•
t ·
th
,
·
my labors. I hav been h ard at work upon 1 , u
u w a IS one mans mea JS ano er mans pOI·.
the material is vast, and it requires great labor to ! son; what some of us would regard as argument,
condense and arrange. I am sure that my friends others would deem blasphemy ; what the publisher
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might intend to be sound reasoning, by some readel"
would be characterized as vulgarity. Sentiments
in themselvs edifying, helpful, and uplifting TD.'l.V
be rejected as polluting, while the journ<J.l editAd
with an eye single to purity of thought may comA
at last to be denominated a~:~ filthy. S'Jme people
cannot tell the truth when they see it, and
call it scurrility; and others, alas! do not recognize
good English composition when they hav examples
of it spread before them free of charge.
These reflections are arouRed by a letter just received by the Editor and handed to me. It is from
the office of Dr. Musgrave, M.A., M.D., M.Ch.•
Dublin; 511 Bloor street weRt (cnrner of Borden
street), Toronto, Ont., Canada, dated January 8,
1894, and proceeds as follows:
EDITOR OF Tlilll TnUTH SElllKER-Sir: Your TRUTH
BEKKER received. I see bv the front pagA that it is sAnt
to Liberals. I am a Liberal in all snbjActs of thonf!ht,
not excluding religions thought. But, then. do not forget that Liberalism is not vul.qarity, and that we may
hav advanced ideas on pocial, mora.l, and religions questiona without eschewing all good taste. The English of
your publication would forbid my subscribing for it. I
should advise a little study of good masters in compositioPiease do not send me any more of your blasphemo?l.~
cartoonR and your incorrect and scurrilmM letter-press,
as my house is too sacred a place to be polbded by such
filthy publications. Yours truly, JAMES MusGRAVE.
[Italics are mine. Observe the similarity between
the language of Dr. Musgrave and the language of
the statute.]
This shows what I hav contended-that the same
thing strikes different persons with different effects.
It appears that THE TRUTH SEEKER and Dr. Musgrave hav collided. The paper impresses him aR
vulgar, blasphemous, scurrilous, polluting, and
filthy, anil yet it is not so, as every rAader can see
for himPelf. On the other hand, Dr. Musgrave impresses THE TRUTH SEEKER as an ignorant jackass,
and yet he may not be such. Perhaps he is an ordinary, or just below the ordinary, muttonheaded
Englishman from Dublin. It is his voice that givs
him away, the same being unmistakably asinin. An
old lady in New England not many years ago heard
the yawp of one of these animals owned by a neighbor, and, mistaking it for the noon whistle of a
factory a short distance away, made haste to set her
clock back to 12 M., although the hands pointed to
the hour of one. But this journal hath heard the
sound before, and is not deceived; nor are the
hands moved backward upon its dial. Had Freethinkers corrected t.heir time by the roars of the
long-eared and long-titled brayers, it would not yet
be sunrise. The world would still be waiting for
the crepuscular glimmering of mental liberty's laggard dawn.
But Dr. Musgrave's letter has served a useful
purpose in one way. It illustrates in a very timely
manner the danger that lurks in laws like those
passed at the imtance of the alleged suppressors of
vice. Twelve Musgraves (and this country has
millions of them), drawn on a jury and sworn to
render a verdict according to the law, would convict
every Liberal publisher brought before them, suppress every Freethought publication, and send the
editor to jail. Without Musgraves such a law
vrould be obsolete as soon as passed, but unfortunately the MuPgrave is not as yet an Axtinct mammal
GEORGE E. MACDONALD.
AT the Brooklyn Philosophical Association lost Sunday,
Professor Eames lectured on "Orthodoxy and Evolnf.ion;" not "Ethics vs. Dogma," as announced .. The address was mainly devoted to the Bible and God, and the
speaker showed how orthodoxy had hindered progress,
remarking that if it were not for orthodoxy we would
hav acquired our present state of civilization five hundred
years sooner. Mr. Henry Rowley, who had just returned
from a trip to Europe, was presented with an order upon
the Truth Seeker Company for $00 worth of books as a
token of the esteem in which the association held him.
Mr. Nichols made the presentation ~peech and Mr. Rowley, naturally surprised, gracefully thanked the associe.tion and friends for the kindnees on their part. The
Brooklyn people are fortunate in having a young lady
who occasionally givs them one or two piano solos on an
afternoon. They are worth listening to, and, with the
speeches, are " right in it."
SINCE the close of the International Congress, iu October1 J. E. Remsburg has filled nearly fifty engagements,
dehvering from one to five lectures 1n each of the follow·
ing
towns: Wis.,
Madison,
Lodi,Minn.,
Wis.,
Hillsboro,
West. W1s.,
Salem,Portage,
Wis., St.Wis.,
Charles,
Owatonna, Minn., Jordan, Mtnn., Elitelline, S. D.,
Naples, S. D., Aurora, S D. New Ulm, Minn.~.)~nperior, Ia., Castana, Ia., Lyons, Neb., Ponca, Neb., Tilden,
Neb., Hooper, Neb., Summerfield, Kan., Hebron, Neb.,
Seward, Neb., Meriden, Kan., DentonvJlle, Kan., Wetmore, Kan., Eagle Bend,-Kan., Beloit, Kan, Elk, Kan.,
Hollyrood, Kan., Ness City, Kan., Hntchinso.t;~, Kan.,
Guthrie, Oklahoma Terr., Nocon~ ·rex,, Ft. Worth,
Tex., Corsicana, Tex., Billington, Tex., Sherm~n, Tex.,
Atok~, Indian Terr., Caddo, Indian Terr:,o Paris, Tex.,
Roger~~ Ark., Sarcoxie, Mo., Springfield, Mo., Yale,
Kan., 1"< evada, Mo.
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Our Friend Passes Into Rest.
TuNKHANNOCK, Pa., Jan. 8, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. G. W. Crawford, one
of your subscribers, died December 30
from an injury received in his eawmill
December 26. He was caught in a belt
and thrown with a crash which mangled
him terribly.
From his wife,
MRs. LoNESA ORAWFORD.
"The World Do Move."
CAZADERo, CAL., Dec: 30, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed express money order for $5, one subscriPtion for myself and one for the free public
reading-room at Guerneville. Five years
ago I wanted to pay for a Freethonght
paper to be put in the same reading-room.
Then they would not accept it; now they
accept it. The world will move a little
some time.
HENRY F. EBJmrs.
Perhaps No Better, After AU.
BELTON, TEx., Jan. 4, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose postal note for
$3, which pays up my subscription to Jan.
1, 1894.
I would like to write more in regard to
THE TRUTH BEEKER, but I see there are
so many that can write in praise of your
worthy paper better than I can that I decline to say anything more than this, that
if I was finaucially able to aid the good
cause yon are advocating I would do it
liberally.
JAMEs HowORTH.
An Appeal to the Freethinkers of Connecticut.
NoRwALK, CoNN., Dec. 23, 1893.
DEAR FREETIDNKERS OF CoNNECTICUT:
Now is the time to strike the iron, while it
is hot. Let us come out one and all and join
in the work of circulating a petition for
the taxation of church property. The undersigned finds the Protestant element
and the clE>rgy interviewed in favor of it,
and if you will kindly send your address,
the undersigned will by the next mail send
yon a petition sheet and instructions as to
how to handle the question in public.
Yours truly, JAMES E. LARMER, JR.
On the Field of Truth They Quickly Rally.
LAMONT, IA., Jan. 8, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed herewith please
find draft for $5, to renew my subscription
to THE TRUTH BEEKER and that of Fred.
Field. There are at least twenty-five,
and I think many more, in this place who
are Freethinkers, and in full sympathy
with the ideas advanced by THE TRUTH
BEEKER, but for various reasons they refuse to subscribe or to do anything for the
cause, but as to myself you can consider
me a subscriber for life. I would not do
without THK TRUTH BEEKER if the price
was doubled.
Hoping that your noble
efforts for reform will continue, and that
yon will meet with abundant ~<uccess,
I remain, yours truly, WM. Qmcx.
Washington ami His Religion.
NEss CITY, KAN., Dec. 12, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: J. E. Remsburg has just
closed a series of lectures here, and he
said that George Washington, the first
president of the United States, was a Freethinker, and Christians are pulling Barnes'
Brief History of the United States, on pages
126 and 150 of which it is stated that he ;as
caught praying, and that he was a Christian. We want good argument or none.
This was in 1878-9. Plesse send us autho·
rity to disprove if possible.
F. w. EATON.
[We shall print shortly a paper by Mr.
RemRbnrg, entitled, "George Washington: Was He a Christian?" which considers the evidence and settles the matter.ED, T. 8.]
Heston As a Maker of' Freethinkers.
LoWELL, MAss., Jan. 6, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: WeaJl know of om Brother
Watson Heston's financial distress, and we
are all sorry for him; but how much are
we sorry? I am sorry $1, and inclose a
check for that amount to the Editor, to be
placed to his credit and forwarded when
convenient. I rely on the good nature of
our brother, Mr. Macdonald, to accept
contributions for him. Now, if everyone
that is sorry would giv what they can af-
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ford and not miss it Heston would be all
right. Our heaven'ly father won't help
him, and as to Brother Jesus, since he has
risen nobody knows where to find him. I
left word at my hotel out West if he came
round I would pay his board for a week,
but the bill was never presented, so I took
it for granted he wasn't out West; perhaps he is in New York.
Now, if we would take heed from the old
song-, and work in Brother Heston's behalf, it would show that we appreciate his
pictures. The Christians will all look at
them when they won't read a Freethonght
paper. I drove team for Uncle Sam a
while and there were five other men with
me, ~II believers. The pictures in THE
TRUTH BEEKER in a year's time made
Freethinkers of them all, including a
stanch Cathohc who at first got so mad at
one of them th~t showed up the Catholics,
that he destroyed it.
Giv what yon can with a generous hand,
be it a dime or a penny, for many can always help one, I've heard people say,
when one cannot always help raany.
J. 0. BLAISDELL.
Half Crop and Half Price, But Must
Hav It.
EAGLE, NEB., Dec. 22, E. M. 293.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed a postal note
for $5, for the grand old TRUTH BEEKER
for myself and Herman Frank Walton.
Times are very hard here, with only a half
crop and a half price, but I cannot do
without my weekly Bible, THE TRUTH
BEEKER.
These are hard times for the unemployed.
With plenty of everything in the country,
yet there are millions of men and women
that are crying for bread. There is something radically wrong. The sky· pilot tells
people to pray and hav faith in an imaginary God in the skies, who has no time to
attend to the wants of suffering humanity.
Men bad better throw their God overboard and look after and improve their
lot here, as men only are able to help their
fellow-men, while God shuts his eyes and
yon are asked to liv on faith.
I am glad that Geo. E. Macdonald has
come back to hiil old love, as I was always
anxious for ·his letters, for they were full
of wit and wisdom.
Yours for Mental Liberty,
OTTO R. BOESEWETTER.
From the Celestial Land.
MACAo, SouTH CmNA, Oct. 15, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: I hav to thank yon for
your prompt execution of my order for
books. For the small sum of $12 J. hav
been enabled to make a very goodly addition to my library.
Alexander's ''Dynamic Theory" contains a mine of valuable information. It
is an excellent sample of the only kind of
"revelation" that is to-day worthy of acceptance.
What., however, I especially
prize is the large number of Liberal tracts
(Manna and Ironclad series), by Holyoake,
Bradlaugh, and Watts, etc., which yon
hav kindly chosen for me. I should like
to buy out your entire stock of these
really valuable pamphlets. As it is, I shall
take care that those I hav circulate as
widely as possible. I would most warmly
encourage my fellow-subscribers to supply themselvs with these very cheap tracts,
with a view to. their propagandist usefulness.
As an English Secularist, I naturally
take the very keenest interest in the Freethought Congress.
With sincerest good wishes for the continned vigor and usefulness of your very
excellent journal, I remain,
Respectfully,
A. V.H.
Seems to Hav Troubled the Soul of the
Preacher.
BLoCTON, ALA., Dec. 20, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: As I see very little in THE
TRUTH SEEKER from this part of the world,
I take it upon myself to drop you a line.
I hav taken your paper for a year; I hav
asked my newsdealer to place it for sale,
but he must hav some scruples against its
policy, as he has not done so; but I circulate it, as it is a paper which snits my
ideas, as I am an hereditary Atheist. My
progenitors on my father's side were Infidels, and on my mother's side Wesleyans,
and I can say for them that they were sincere and nnobtrnsiv, and if the rest of the

Christians were the same this world would
be better. Thro~gh my mother's in~n
ence I attended (Ill England) the par1sh
Sunday-school till I was .fifteen years. old.
Afterwards I attended B1ble class twiCe a
week till I left England, when I was
eighteen. I often pitied the preacher
when I asked him some questions,. p~o
dncing at the same time the contradiCtiOn
from the same Bible, in which there is an
almost unlimited number. I find very
few Infidels here, but there are many professed Christians who know little or nothing of what is in the Bible. The Methodists had large accessions to their ranks last
fall, owing to a revival in Sam Jones style
(chiefly appeals to the emotions, mixed
with insults), in which they converted the
superintendent of this coal mining camp,
for he had lots of followers.
I wish yon to send me "Handbook of
Freethonght," ''Age of Reason," "Infidel Death Beds," and "Creation of God."
I would send for a copy of each of your
publications if I could afford it.
JOSEPH SToKEs.
A Christmas Turkey from a Calvinist
Converted to the Truth.
Oh, Glory! Hallelniah!
Has heaven come to earth!
Will all the sons of Calvin
Yet hav a second birth?
John Calvin burnt Servetns
J nst like a dry old stick,
But here's a Christmas Turkey
For this worst heretic,
Sent by a son of Calvin
My wornont form to feed;
I thank the sense that conquered
That old bloodthirsty creed.
A dollar, too, came with it,
These shivering limbs to warm,
In this old wind-mill cottage
That takes the winter storm.
What changes! Oh, what changes,
On this our priest- cursed sod,
Since martyr's smoke ascended
To please a man-made God!
A few more Liberal papers,
A few more stalwart men,
Worn out with life-long bearding
The lion in his den,
And Calvin's god will vanish
With Bible, priest, and hell,
And all the various races
In love and peace will dwell.
Thanks to Paine and Kneeland
And others living now,
Who burnt the pions rubbish,
And ran the Liberal plow.
They sowed with hunger, weeping,
The seeds of this reform;
Then let us giv them glory,
And save them from the storm.
All Liberals should send me a ten- and
five cent piece for my song, or $1 for ten.
Liberal lecturers, by reading two or
three verses of the song, could sell twenty
or more in a meeting. Send direct to
me and not trouble Liberal editors to get
them for you. Write plainly.
J. HACKER.
A Reward.
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., Jan. 2, 1894.
On December 23d, inst., as Mrs. Abbott
was coming home from New Cambria,
some one in ambush fired a shot at her
which passed between her and her horse.
Last August she and our children were
passing through New Cambria in the dusk
of the evening, when some one out of a
crowd of half a dozen threw missile at her
carriage, and the children said if one had
not fallen short of its mark it would hav
hit our baby on the bead.
Now, if the party that fired the shot will
divulge those that employed him (because
I know it to be a conspiracy), and it leads
to conviction, I will giv a reward of $100,
and will not prosecute the party (which
any well-informed lawyer will tell yon yon
can do with safety).
I will giv $100 for informatimf that will
lead to the finding of the parties that
threw the missils, conditions being the
same as in the other case. If anyone will
come to me privately I will tell them who
the principals in this meanness are. The
public will please note that in both cases
gathering shadows were used as a covering, when it is difficult to distinguish anyone at a short distance.
JoHN W. ABBOTT.
MR. EDITOR: The above article appeared
in the columns of the Salina Union.
Now, here is a chance to make a comparison between a Christian and an Infi-

del. Who has acted the most like the low,
cunning savage of the Dark Ages, and who
like the intelligent philosopher of the
nineteenth century-the Christian or the
Infidel? Which of the two has acted most
"Christ-like?" If yon want any further
proof that Infidel morality is superior to
Christian morality, take the statistics of
any prison in the union and you will find,
even in proportion to numbers, that it is a
hundred per cent in faTor of the Infidel,
notwithstanding we are constantly told
that we " ought to support Christianity on
account of its great moral influence."
I wish to ,notify the public of this
vicinity that I will be in Salina every Saturday and take subscribers for THE TRUTH
BEEKER at club rates.
JoHN W. ABBOTT.
Colorado "Snaps Her Stately Fingers."
DENVER, CoL., Jan. 1, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed yon will find
check for $5, covering two years' sub·
scription. Owing to the scare we had in
this state over the repeal of the "purchasing act," money is pretty close; but, bless
your life, not half so bad as we expected
nor as yon Eastern folks hav got it later
on. Where we hav one idle man, anywhere east of the Mississippi can be found
a dozen. . The best thing that ever happened Colorado was that same silver repeal
against which we protested so determinedly. Our state never knew what undeveloped resources lay hidden away in
her rugged mountains in yellow shining
gold until the silver interests were paralyzed, when, presto! the silver miner took
an extra hitch in his belt, lit his pipe, and
struck out for the gold camps, new and
old, with the result that old holes, ngt
worked for years and years, began to send
out their golden treasures and new camps
sprang into existence as if by magic, until
the value of the product of Colorado
exceeds that of last year, with gold instead
of silver predominating. I tell you, they
"cannot down Colorado, ye know," for if
driven from one industry there are lots of
others awaiting development. When the
people are heard from and silver once
more receives her due, the silver miner
can return to his own, leaving all this
added gold country and extra prod~cing
mines for other always ready hands, thus
adding to the population and wants to be
supplied by the fruit and farming portion
of our state until a home market shall be
found for all within her borders.
Colorado's showing in almost every
direction is a magnificent one, considering that from almost every other state in
the Union comes the cry for bread and
demands for work where none is to be
had. Her resources are almost unlimited,
awaiting such a crisis as the one just passed
through to be developed, and to prove to
the world that for the varied natural products of the earth Colorado stands preeminent-head and shoulders above any
sister state, and she does not propose to
take a back seat either, but forge ahead
through every impediment, great or small,
and snap her stately fingers at all such
puny, infantile panics as the present-or,
to us, past one.
D. D. LAKE.
Did You Ever Know or Hear of'' Presi•
dent" Robert Mcintyre~
GREELEY~ CoL., Jan. 1, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: For some time it has been
reported that there was a preacher in_ Denver, Col., who had been an Infidel, but no
reliable information could be obtained as
to who said preacher was. It is now
claimed that he is the Rev. Robert MeT · ·
h a·
Intyre, pastor of the r1mty Met o 1st
Episcopal church, "the finest and largest
Methodist church in the world." In the
G'T"eat Divid~ for November, 1893, there
is a cut of this church, and a sketch of the
,
Rev. Mr. Mcintyre s life, by Henry Dudly
Teetor, M. A., in which the following passage is found: "For seven years he forgot
his mother's and father's prayers and was
an Infidel. More than that, he was president of an Infidel society, and all his
talents were directed toward tearing down
the walls of the church."
As there was some doubt as to the truth
of this statement, the inclosed letter, with
a stamp for an answer, was immediately
sent to the Rev. Mr. Mcintyre; but no
answer came.
i It appears from the above-mentioned
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sketch that the Rev. Mr. Mcintyre was
born in Scotland, Nov. 20, 1851, and with
his parents and a brother, "the Rev.
Joseph Peter Mcintire, of the Methodist
Episcopal church, and a chaplain in the
United States navy," came to this country
and found a home at Haddington, one of
the suburbs of Pl;riladelphia, where Robert
attended school. The mother and father
died, "leaving the son seventeen years of
age, bound as an apprentice to learn the
bricklayer's trade."
The object of this is to find out the
truth about the Infidelity of the Rev. Mr.
Mcintyre, of what Infidel society he was
president, for how long, where it met, etc.
Will some Liberal friend giv a true history
of the case in TBE TRUTH SEEKER, as
Christians are making quite a handle of
this Infidel turned Christian? No man
need be ashamed of an Infidel record, if it
be true, and if not true, the sooner it is
exposed the better.
A. J. W ADLIA. .
Copy of letter to the Rev. Robert McIntyre, pastor of Trinity Methodist Episcopal church, Denver, Col.:
GREELEY, CoL., Nov. 1, 1893.
REv. RoBERT MciNTYRE, Trinity Methodist Episcopal church, Denver, Dear
Sir: The Great Divide for November has
just come to hand, and on page 36 there is
s.n article by H. D. Teetor, M. A., giving
a sketch of your life, in which is this statement: "For seven years he forgot his
mother's and father's prayers and was an
Infidel. More than that, he was president
of an Infidel society, and all his talents
were directed toward tearing down the
walls of the church."
Will you please do me the favor to answer briefly the following questions: 1.
How many years were you an Infidel? 2.
How long were you president of an Infidel
society? 3. Giv the name of said society,
where it held its meetings, and the names
of three or more other prominent members
of the society?
Yours respectfully,
A. J. W ADLIA.
.A. Letter From Santa Claus.
ORANGE, N.J., Jan. 3, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: You may enter my name
on the list of subscribers for friend Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Doubtless you recollect that I
reside in the city of Orange, of about sixteen thousand inhabitants, about half of
which are Roman Catholics and the remainder orthodox and heterodox Protestants. I am about a half-honr's ride from
New York city. My home is a little paradise-all the paradise I expect ever to see
here or hereafter. By here, I mean in this
country or world; by hereafter, I mean
back to the unknowable nowhere, from
whence I came.
We hav two little boys, whom we are
educating according to the cardinal principles of science and Freethought. The
oldest goes to the Protestant school, and
he has to come in contact with good little
Sunday-school lads, who lie and swear
and steal, and tell him all about God and
heaven and hell. Of course we instruct
him as well as we can, that there are no
such places and never will be. We tell
him that we do not know whether there is
any God or not, as no one has ever seen
God nor had any communication from any
such being. We don't know who made
the world, and the sun, moon, and stars.
Yesterday, as I passed along where a
number of little boys (young Modocs) were
playing, they commenced whispering to
each other: "There goes Santa Clans!"
So the word passed along until the large
boys further on my way caught the inspiration, and they dodged behind fences and
gates and trees, and jocosely said, in a
voice but little above a whisper: "Mr.
Santa Clans, please bring me a present!"
A little lisper spoke louder than the others:
" Misther Thanta Tlans, bing me sumfing." Hence yon may conjecture that as
no razor has touched my face for more
than twenty-five years past, and as those
youngsters perhaps never before saw a
man with a long and flowing beard and
moustache they could not be reproached
for honorfng me with that euphonious
title. I kindly replied: "The times are
~o hard, and money is so hard to get, you
will hav to wait another year for presents."
Whenever I hav an attack of illness or indigestion, I hav a hearty laugh at the innocent conjecture of those little fellows, that
I looked like Santa Claus, or that he resembled me.
But I nearly forgot to state that, as soon

as I get a copy of "Four Hundred Years
of Freethonght," I intend to call on every
Protestant clergyman and every Roman
Catholic father and _prelate, and on every
literary and intelligent man and woman,
and show them the book, and make a
laudable effort to induce the people to read
what has been done and what is now being
done to emancipate the human family from
sacerdotal bondage, to usher in that glorious day when every man can think for
himself, can be his own priest or prelate,
can do his own praying, and interpret the
mysteries, the wonders, and the laws that
are in perpetual operation round about
him, without jeopardizing his reputation
or character, and without fear of .any punishment by the civil or by the ecclesiastical
law of the land. I intend to call on every
librarian in the county and (book-agentlike) induce them, each and all, to purchase a copy, in brazen defiance of all
their refusals to purchase. Every sky~
pilot will want the book to see what the
devil is doing; and those who don't do
their own thinking I will persuade to take
a cop:y to see whether the father of lies is
gll.ining territory and constituents, or
whether truth and virtue are in the ascendency.
I believe in a higher and nobler manhood and womanhood than any of us hav
ever experienced. I am down on delusions
and superstitions and myths and sacerdotal legends, which are taught to children
as the inerrant revelations of the everliving God. My notions of a "higher
life," so much talked about and preached
about, are to tell the truth and pay honest
obligations between man and man. Vt hen
a person cannot be relied on as true,
trustworthy, and financially honest in his
commercial intercourse with his neighbors, when his oral promis is not as valid
as his written and sealed bond, he or she
is fit only for treason, stratagems, and
spoils. He can't go any lower in the scale
of being. I hate the infernal doctrine and
leBBons that I was once taught to believe
as God's eternal truth. I had rather be
called Santa Clans or any other respectable name. Orange is a real hotbed of orthodoxy. Yet there are m11ny, very many
Freethonght cowards who would gladly
embrace all the precepts of any Freethought organization if Freethought was
not so very unpopular as it now is. But
we are coming to the light of truth.
. SERENO E. ToDD.

Christmas Evening vs. " The Holy Sab·
bath."
CoLUMBUS, KAN., Jan. 2; 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I will Cook yon a medleysome hash-that I hope will be digestible
and nutritions.
I am neighbor to, and surrounded by,
the dupes and victims of Godism, priestcraft, and all• their concomitants. As
against a lighthouse on old ocean's coast,
the winds and waves of religious hatred
and bigotry hav been beating upon me
here for twenty-three years. "The light
shineth in darkiteBB and the darkness comprehendeth it not."
On the evening of December 23d I went
two miles to see a school exhibition and
Christmas-tree celebration, to break up
the monotony of my cmafined and isolated life. The amiable but orthodox
woman teacher unexpectedly invited me
to open her exhibition with a short speech,
which I made as well as my ill-health and
impaired vocal organs would permit. The
church was crowded, and all but five or
six were Christians. I told them (what is
often quoted from R. G. Ingersoll as original with him; but I and many others saw
it long before he did) that the time td be
happy is now; the place to be happy is
here, and the way to be happy is to be
healthy, liv right, do right, and love, seek,
and liv the truth. I then told them that
the great majority of Christians believedtook it for granted-that Christmas was a
Christian institution, beginning with the
birth of Christ, which was a false claim
and a delusion. I told them that the annual time of Christmas was celebrated
many years before the advent of Christ by
(without any proof to the contrary) the
ancient sun-worshipers. That they, by experience and observation, learned that the
ann annually moved from north to south
and from south to north over a heavenly
space of forty-seven degrees ; that at

Christmas time it always reached its
southern limit, and began to come north,
apparently, bntthisappearanceiscansed by
the earth's real motion, and the changing
of the earth's axis in relation to the
ecliptic, etc.; that then and there they had
a sure promia of a crop for the coming
year to sustain their lives, promote their
growth, etc. They well knew, as we do,
that the ann was the great and to us the
only source of life and sustenance-light,
heat, color, chemical, magnetic, and electrical forces, etc. ; that to me it mattered
not when, where, and by whom it originated, if it conld'always, as on this occasion,
make people kind, fraternal, and happy.
I then told them that they had come
there to hav a good time all around by
"breaking" the holy Sabbath of the decalog-the seventh "day of rest;" the only
day the Bible commanded them to keep;
that Christ was a Sabbath breaker, and
said that "it was lawful to do good on the
Sabbath," etc.; that this year, as Christmas eve came on the first day, in order
not to "break" the old heathen Sunday
that Christian civilization for fifteen hundred years has tried to make holy and sacred by the co-operation of church and
state, they had to break the only true
Bible Sabbath and thus violate their God's
command, "Remember the Sabbath day
to keep it holy." So I suppose it is all
over this so-called Christian country,
where people take the decalog as divine
authority, but practically violate it and
substitute our modern Sunday for the sacred (?) commandments of their God.
I then told them that they must not forget that all time is the measured motion
of the earth.in-its diurnal and annual revolutions on its axis and around the sun-·
no space to giv details-that therefore all
time is alike; aH time is sacred; that nature
has no Sabbaths, no Sundays, no sacred
days; that it was the same to me, and I
hoped they would be happy that night if
they were breaking a, to me, man-made
Sabbath. I hav to omit much I said.
In spite of all their falsities and superstitions, they had a jovial, witty, joyous
time; a spontaneous, exhilarating, contagious, all-pervading flow and reflection
of organic, natural functions and life.
PRoF. J. H. CooK.
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"Christ died to save sinners." This looks
to me like the innocent suffering for the
guilty, and I, bein~ but human, cannot
get that to 1\armomze with my idea of
justice. It seems to me that every person must be held responsible and canno
escape the consequences of· his own actions. That being so, h~w can it be right
for any other person to take or even share
them? Another reason: I believe in taking no privileges that I am not willing to
giv; in other words, I believe in fair play
for every man. I hav almost always
found that religion avoids discn~sion
notwithstanding your tolerance in this
case. I hav heard ministers of the gospel make remarks about men who differed
from them, when there was no person to
say anything on the other side, and I hav
never seen one that wonl<'l giv any person
a copy of their opponent's writings, and
ask them to compare them with their own
and then pass judgment. Another reason:
I hav never seen any person that had joined
the church who could giv any definit reasons for so doing; therefore, I came to the
conclusion that their comrersion was
brought about by a combination of excitement, sympathy, and emotion, and not by
reason and cool judgment. I cannot accept the Christian religion, because, granting God to be an ideal of everything noble and grand, I do not believe he stands
on ceremonies or exacts or requires them
of me. As I am aware there are some excellent people belonging to the Highland
Baptist church, I would like tG associate
with them in their ~ood works, and I would
be anxious to join 1t if stripped of its ceremonies and everything else that is unreasonable. I understand you did not request the signature of the writer, but I
never write anything that I am not willing
to sign.
STEPHEN HUTOBINBON.
The reverend gentleman preached his
regular sermon, and then announced to
the congregation that he had received
such a communication, would preach that
evening on the reaRons why I am not a
Christian; was sorry it came so late; he
would like to ha.v more time to study
it up.
The crowd then moved about
two miles to a creek that 'Was dammed
for the purpose and swollen with the recent rains and very muddy, where the
minister of God proceeded to wallow four
converts to giv them new life. In the evening everything was explained in the usual
way with the exception that the reverend
gentleman acknowledged that there were
several things that he did not know. He
did not know why the Lord gave such laws
as were in the Old Testament, but he gave
them all the same. David was a man after
God's own heart only so far as obedience
was concerned. It was right for the innocent to suffer for the guilty because it
happened occasionally, and if we owed a
debt, and another had it canceled, we
should he satisfied, etc. However, most
of the people thought he was badly staggered, but to some, such as were wallowed
that day, if he had not said anything, but
merely blown a horn, it would hav seemed
to them sound reasoning.
I notice in your issue of December 22d,
that Geo. L. Pratt objects to political discussion in THE TRUTH SEEKER. As I believe our liberty and success as a nation
depend on the amount of intelligence
that is exercised at the polls, and as the
reading of those discussions increases our
knowledge on those questions, I do not
see why they are objectionable. If we
could supply ourselvs with all the information we desire from other sources the
objection might be all right. But suppose
a man had but $3 a year to pay for newspapers, and he invested them in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, if 11uch discussions were
not there, his information on those questions would be extremely limited; on the
other hand, could he read a column from
such brilliant intellects as Colonel Ingersoll and John Peck, he could cope with
the readers of all other political papers.
I hav always thought THE TRUTH SEEKER
reasonable at $3 a year, but since Brother
Geo. E. Macdonald has become a regular
contributor, I think the paper a free giffr.
Giv us more political discussions, and may
your shadow never grow less.
STEPHEN HUTOHINSON.

HIGHLAND, ORE., Dec. 20, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: In the community where
we liv there are a variety of opinions.
The disease called religion is somewhat
prevalent; some hav it violently, others
in a mild form only, while a few are not
liable to take the distemper at all. Perhaps they hav been inoculated. As pions
folks tell their experienceil in church and
members of THE TRUTH SEEKER family tell
theirs through its columns, I will venture
to follow suit by telling my latest. The
Missionary Baptists are holding a revival
here. Being told that the reverend agitator proposed to explain away any reasons
which any person could giv for not being
a Christian, if they would write them o'.lt
and lay them upon the pulpit, I forthwith wrote the following and had it placed
upon the pulpit the next morning:
REV. MR. SHORT-Dear Sir: Being informed that you would explain any reasons
that any person could giv for not being
a Christian, I take the liberty to present
some:
· First. Jn my humble and honest opinion neither the Christian religion nor the
Bible is based on the principles of justice.
I came to this conclusion from reading
the Bible as carefully as I could. I was
told that the ten commandments as a
moral guide were sufficient for any man·
everything condensed so it could be carried
in the vest pocket. Well, I found that I
could own as many slaves as I could buy,
and marry as many women as I could support, without violating any sentence that I
could find in that highly esteemed document. I also found by reading the Bible
that those so· called men of God whom I
bad been taught to believe were exalted
characters were such criminals that if a
man in an ordinary community to-day
should imitate their actions, the best men
would unite and hang him to the nearest THE BOOK THAT STARTED THE REFERENDUM MOVEMENT.
limb if they could not rid themselv~ of
him otherwise. I found that the act10ns
of the man who had such a claim on perfection that he was called a man after God's
own heart, were most wicked and dis- By the Citizenship thl'ough the
graceful; his dying moments were filled
Initiative and Ueferendum,
with thoughts of hatred and revenge. As
BY J. W. SULLIVAN.
for the Oliristian religion, if I understand
Price. 25 cents. Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB.
anything about it, its corner stone is that
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little town, and contains six churches.
They are holding revival meetings uptown, and several persons hav been converted.
Edited by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
There are not many Liberal families in
River, Mass., to whom all Oommunica- Monte Vista; but a few vears ago we had
UonR for this Corner should be sent.
several lectures by W. F. Jamieson, and
it stirred up tbe people very much.
Yours for Freethought,
"Between the dark and the daylight.
LAURA c. MANSON.
When the night is beginning to lower,
ComeR a pause in the day's occuPations
[It is a pleasure to hear from such a
That is known as the Children's Hour."
good girl as Laura.- ED. C. C.]

A Wish.
I crave not wealth or jewPls bright,
Nor fA.me or great renown;
I only ask tha~ higher light
My onward way shall crown;
That patience shall he mine alway,
To bear each cro•R and ill;
That trntb and honor he my st•y,
Ny joy, my comfort still.
-S.H.W.

------------------Fathers of Noted People.

Shakspere's father was a wool merchant.
Christopher Columbus was the son of a
wool-comber. The father of Demosthenes
was a sword maker and blacbmith. Faraday's father was also a blacksmith. Laplace and Sir Isaac Newton were farmer's
boys. Kant's father was a saddler. The
father of Diderot was a cutler. Samuel
Johnson's father was a bookseller. John
Calvin was the son of a cooper.
Sir
Robert Peel's father was a day laborer.
OliveT Goldsmith was the son of a Protestant clergyman. Condorcet's father was
an officer in the army. The father of
Alexander Pope was a London merchant.
Robert Southey was the son of a linendraper in Bristol. John Locke's father
was a country attorney. The father of
David Home was a poor laird.
John
Bunyan's father a humble tinker, who
could hardly support his family. The
fathers of Virgil and JEsop were slaves.
Martin Luther and Robert Collyer's fnthers were peasants. Thomas Paine was
the son of a stay-maker. Spinoza was the
son of a Spanish merchant. The father of
Robert Burns was a poor gardener and
farmer, while Shelley's father was a wealthy
English baronet. Byron's father was an
officer in the army. Benjamin Franklin's
father was a soap boiler. The father of
Daniel Webster was a farmer in very humble circumstances. Henry Clay's father
was a clergyman. Theodore Parker and
Horace Greeley were farmer's boys. Peter Cooper was the son of a hat maker.
Madame Roland's father was an engraver, and Madame De Stael's an eminent financier. The father of Harriet
Martineau wa~ a silk manufacturer. George
Sand was the daughter of an army officer.
The father of Lydia Maria Child was a
baker. Susan B. Anthony's father operated a cotton factory in which she herself
worked in her younger days. The father
of Marv Somerville was an officer in the
Royal marines. Elizabeth Cady Stanton
was the daughter of a lawyer. Also Margaret Fuller. Annie Besant's father was a
doctor, who died when she was quite
young.
The father of Daniel Defoe was a
butcher. Tha.Okeray's father was an Indian civil servant. Stephen Girard was
the son of a mariner. Harvey was a farmer's boy. The Emperor Diocletian was
the son of a slave. The father of Copernicus was a Polish baker. Addison, Coleridge, and Tennyson were sons of clergymen. Kepler was the son of a German
public-house keeper.
G. J. R.

.Atohison, Kan.

Correspondence.
BEACH CITY, 0., Dec. 25, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I just got through
with my dinner. We had a large turkey
-it was splendid. I hope you had a good
dinner to-day.
Will you Jet me enter your Corner?
This is my first letter to the Corner. I
am fourteen years old. I go to school and
study plenty of books. I am a Freethinker, of course; my mother is a Christiim, as many women are.
I wish you a merry Chrismas. Goodbye.
FRANK GRossWILLER.
[Welcome, .Frank, and glad to enroll
your name in the Corner.-ED. C. C.l
MoNTE VISTA, CoL., Dec. 19, 1893.
DEAR MISS WIXoN: As I do not see many
letters from this part of the state, I thought
I would write a few lines.
Monte Vista is a small town south of the
Rio Grande river, a11d in the southwestern
part of the.;.. state. It is quite a religious

MINDEN, NEB., Dec. 10, 1893.
DFAR Miss WIXoN: This is my first letter to thG Corner. I am eleven years old.
I go to school. Our teacher's name is Miss
Mary Cronin She is a Catholic and is
very cross. I am in the fourth reader. I
study geography, writing. spelling, drawing, and arithmetic. I like to read the
Children's Corner. I go to church sometimes, but I don't believe what they say.
My father used to be a preacher, but now
he takes THE TRUTH SEEKER. He was
preaching one day, when he told the congregation he could not stay with the
church becanse he couldn't believe the
Bible. I will close for this time.
THOMAS REED.
[A sensible son of a sensible father.
But your father can still be a preacher and
he will find many a good text in THE
TRUTH SEEKER -ED. c. C.]

We prize them all, and hope to ever deserve the goodwill and friendship that is
back of every good gift and wish. Our
friends help to make the Corner bright,
readable, and interesting. We are grateful for their aid and influence, and trust to
merit a continuance of their favors, so that
our Corner in the future, as at present,
shall be regarded as an indispensable feature of THE TRUTH SEEKER.-ED. C. C.]
A. World Beater.
SNOHOMISH, WAsH., Dec. 30, 1893.
To Tllll: TRUTH SEEKER FAMILY: If any
of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, or
any friend of one, builds boats or keeps
them to let, !would be pleased to hav him
communicate with me, as I haT invented
a handpower for propelling small boats
that surpasses anything of the kind in the
world; can make from six to eight miles
per hour with ease, and will stem the swiftest current. Patent is secured and I am
now ready to sell state rights. If anyone
wishes to know anything about my power·
without conferring with me, I refer them to
Ge01·ge E. 1\facdonald of THE TRUTH
SEEKER staff. He has sat in my boats and
worked the power. It is bound to take the
place of oars for pleasure. J. S. MARTJ;N.

Book OLD COIBS
g1vmg Illustrated
and prwes
paid for. Send r.wo stamps
FBEE !6;~age
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Men~
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Introduction by
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Price, eloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
t~ Traae SuJJ:Pliea at Special DtscounUJ.
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National Coin Co.,

6m1 Clerk 17,832 Exchange Building, Boston, Mass.
RocKVILLE, IDA., Dec. 9, 1893.
DEAR ]\{Iss WIXON: I thought I would
drop you a few lines for the third time. It
AGENTS ll"\1'-~~ f.~of.~8
bas been disagreeable for about two
and more g-et sample free, bestmonths, raining about half the time. Our
known goods in all Allleroca. •;orschool is running now; it will be out on
set.. , HeJts, Brusl•es. Safety Hazflrs
DurJer.,,
Insoles, Pasters. and all our
the 23d of this month. Our teacher's
oU• er pupuJar goods. ,Either sex,)
name is Miss Annie Keanen. My studies
Address Dr. GEO A. S(~OTT
are arithmetic, reading, spelling, writing,
842 HroadW"ay, N.Y. Cit~.
grammar, history, geography, and oral
elements.
My father has been taking THE TRUTH
SEEKER for about twelve years. I think
it is the best paper ever printed. I like to
read the Children's Corner very much. I
would like some of the little children to
write to me.
I cannot think of much to write, so I
will close. Hoping to see this in print, I
remain,
Your Liberal friend,
c. c. CARLTON.
[Next time write something about the
town of Rockville, the people there,
climate, surface, etc.-ED. C. C.]

Books by S. P. Putnam.

HoBOKEN., N. J., Dec. 13, 1893.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: You will see by my
address th<J.t I hav moved to Hoboken, the
place where the pope has sent his blessing
to all the people. But it hasn't done any
good, for there is lots of stealing going on.
We hav to lock up the smallest things,
such as milk and butter, in the cellar. I
and two young ladies, who are Christians,
went to a prayer-meeting Sunday night,
and there was an old lady who got up und
said her house was full of Bibles and that
she loves to read them. She said her
grandson was dying, and he gave her a
Bible for a present, which she would bring
to Sunday-school and teach the little ones.
Well, I was surprised to see an old lady of
her age get up and talk so silly. It is time
some one showed her the difference, or she
will become insane like some other Christians.
So, my friends said, "Now, Hattie you
will pray before you die." I said, "Gir Is,
will you please tell me to whom I will
pray? You don't mean ·that unmerciful God of yours, do you, that sits up in
heaven, and can see some of his children
murdered, some fall out of windows, some
hanging themselvs and shooting and robbing one another, do you? Why, anyone
in his right mind would never offer up any
prayer to that kind of a god." Well, they
did not know what to say. I said, "Girls,
I meant to ask you one question, if you
were God, and had his power, don't you
think you could improve the world a
little?" They said no, and asked me if I
could. I Eaid, yes, for the first thing I
would kill the devil, so he wouldn't torment you any more; then, I would open
the doors of an asylum, and restore my
children to their right minde. I would
then open up all the jails and make everybody honest, and I would not let any of my
children starve and perish in the cold;
but I would make them all happy." I will
tell you more next time if this escapes the
W!lste basket. Your Freethinker friend,
HATTm THORPE.
[Yes, the world might be improved in
many ways. The trouble is, the people
do not pause to think of the silly nonsense
which they fancy they believe. Hattie
would be an excellent Freethought mission-

Gooks by Helen H. Gardener.

S THIS
,~

YDUB SON. MY LOBD 1

.Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
heligion and Social Matters.
.Price. cloth. $1 : paver, 50 cents.

PRAY YOU, SIR~ WHOSE
DAUGHTER?
A

NE"W NOVEL.

Price. oloth,

Paper, 50 cents.

$1.

Pushed
by Unseen Hands.
SHORT STORIES. '
Paper,

Price, cloth $1.

50

cents.

A. Thoughtless Yes.
CONTENTS:
A SJ>lendid Judge of a Woman The Lady of the
Club-Uniler Protest -For the ProsecutiOn-A
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House
1\lystery The Time-Lark of Our An- 1
ce~tors -Florence Campbell's
;fate-1\ly Pa-tient's Fate.
Prine, paper. 5.0 cents; cloth, 1{!1.

The New God. PJ."ice, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe~ and Its
Scientific Solution, with some Cnticisms of
Universolo~IT; Price~ 20 cents.
Waifs and wandermgs, .A. New American Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A Jlrose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezx from
first page to last with the living spirit of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.
Golden Throne, A. Romance. " The author certainly has ~enius. The divine
creative spark is within him. The book is
filled with manly thou_ghts expressed in
manly words-the transcnpt of a manly mind.
Every Liberal shonld read • Golden Throne.'"
-[In~t~r~oll. Price, $1.
Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation in
rhyme between the Nineteenth Centnry
Infidel and the Galile~tn Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price.10 cents.
Adami and Heva. A poetic version of
the Jndian story of the Garder:. of Eden in
whii:.a it~ superiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis le~repd-Is shown. Price, 10 cents.
Gottlieb : His .Llfe. A Freethought Romance. Price, 35 cents.
My Religions .Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
28 Lafavette place, New York.

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.

Facts and Fictions of Life.
CONTEN~S:

P1eface-The F1~tionof Fictiom-ADay inC 1nrt
-Throw . in Wi h the City's Dead- An Irrespon ib~e Educatod Clae. 7 'l'he Mo:t;al llesp<>nsib l!ty of·,Voman m Heredity'Wo·· an tts•nAnn<x -Sex in BrainHeredity in , t' Relati m to a
Double Standard of 1\'[oralsDivor. e and the Propo ed Nati nal Law
-Lawsuit ' r I. egac,:y-Coml)lon
M8llRe Ill
Surgery.
Cloth, 11; paper, 50 cents.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
By HEL£N H. GARDENER.

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures .Against
the Bible,
Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends. ·
Price. 10 cents. Address this office.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
New Yol'k.

28 Lr.fa;vette vlaoe,

By R. WHEELER.
This book is iust what i+.s title implies-thumping whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gosJ>els
are not authentic, and that Christiani_t~is a borrowed system of religion. That the Brble is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not areal benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
THE BOOK THAT STARTED THE REFERENDUM MOVEMENT.

DIRECT LEGISLATION

ary.-ED. C. C.]
[We take this opportunity to thank our
many friends for very beautiful oud sub- By the Citizenship through the
w
stantial remembrances at this gift-season
Initiative and ReferendnDl,
of the year. More than all are the sweet ;
BY J. w. SULLIVAN.
1 and loving thoughts accompanying them. · Price. 211 cents. Address THE TBUTH SEEKER.

BOOKS BY

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
rhe Rihle of Natnre: A Contribution
to tliP Beligiou of the Future. Cloth. 1!!1.
rhe SPCI"I't of t ht> East; or, The Origin
of t-he <_'l!riRtiA.n J\eligion an<l tho Significance
of JtH !tt"" nnd I •eC]JUe. Clot.b. $1.
!'hysical Edtu~ation; or, The Health-Laws
of. Nature. Cloth, $1.
flonseholct Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Human Or gam sm. Cloth, $1.
~oological Sketches: A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illustrated by fl. ~'aher. Cloth $2.
~iMr<>••

'!'HE '!'RUTH RF.F.KF.R,

,"" f .,f'q .... ,..++o rJ ..

~,.

'-J,.....,.. 'P"'.,..l

The Clergyman's Victims.
.A LIBERAL S:ZORY.
By 1\IBs. E. .

:aALL.

Price, 211 cents..'~
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New Publications.

Pleasure and Progress ..

JOHN E.

AN ATTEMl.'r TO PBOVE THAT

The Pursuit of Pleasure is the Sine Qua Non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social
Development, and that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship.
By Albert M. Lorentz. LL~B.
CONTENTS:
BooK 1.-PLEABUBE: Chap. I.-Sources of. Pleasure. Chap. 11.-Material Ple~tsures. Chap. 111.Ideal ~leasures. Ch.ap .IV -Somal Pleasures. Chap. V -Pleasures of the Savage, the
Barb•n..n and the Civ·ilzed. Chap. VI.- Genesis of religions. Chap. VII.-Christianity.
BooK 11.-INTELLEOTUAL DEVELOPMEST: Chap. I. -Pnrpo•e of hfe. Chap, II. -Mater1 ai Pleamres.
Chap.lll.-Ideal Pleasures: Knowl~dge. Chaf. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Reason. Chap.-V.
lde!tl Pleasures: Character. Chap. VI.-Socia Plea"ures. Chap. VII.-Pedagogical Despotism.
BooK 111.-MoaAL DEVELOP¥ENT: Chap. I.-Morality. Chap. 11.-Material Plflasnres: Prudence.
Chap. 1!1.-Matenal Pleasu~e~:. Re.tinement. Chap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Foresight,
Chap. V.-Ideal ~leasures: C1viilzatwn. Chap. VI.-Social Pleasures. Chap. VII,-VlCe
Caused by l:testramt.
BooK IV.-S~OI;AL DEvELOP¥ENT: Chap. 1.-Drogr.ess. C:..ap. IT.-Protection, Capitalism, and
Somali~m: Res~e :t1vly an Actual, !LD Immmen_t, and a Proposed Violation of Individual
Sovereignty. Uhap. III -C9ndiuon of Agn nltnre. Chap. IV. Public Schools, tbe
Me~e 1 M.~ne. Tekel of 1:1ocialism. Chap. V.-Prodnce of Governm~nt. Chap. VI.-Our
SomM D1sorder.

He~e ar!' some of the verdicts o~ this remarkable production which have been rendered by

men who are m every way qnahfied as Judges or book.:
This is a spi.ritPd, rattling ~rr~ of a_ book that skates right along over the deepest subject without mu. h thought whether the 1ce 1s thm or not. ~t !J.DSW. rs the greatest quest10n-What is the
us , obJect mot-ve, purpo,e1 and summum bonum of llfe, and the real can "'and motive of progress?
-by on•, word~ Plea> nre 1-7 haaaeus B. Wakeman,
He sharp1v a!ta ks, a! o_, mod!'rn metb!J~s of ~dneation, and i.n this he is most abnndo.ntly
bor;11e out o_ythe fa~ts, an 1 h1s arraignment 1s practiCally unanswerable. H 1s bJok is altogether a
cnnons andsuggesttve• one.-New York Gommercial.AavertiSer.
·rhe roan who wrote this book knows how to write a book, and knows what he is writing about.
The,re is not a padded sentence in the volume, not an attempt to fill up with . ords for la~k of
knowledge. The author deals hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for rtalities and
truth. Wf} do not see how anyonE) can re<d thi.s bo. ok a.nd d1sagree with the leading proPositions.
The work 1s good; every chapter 1s worth readmg-. It 1s a work of common-sense Socialism. '.rhe
chapter on pnblw schools ought to be put into a tract and sent to every teacher in the 1and 'l'hons ands of sentences are worthy of being framed as political maxims and hung up all over the nation.
The book deserves a wide read .n,~ not only for its literary style, which is clear anJ incisive, but for
its bold, houest sayings.-L K. washburn.
Here. we have puilosophy up to date, the advance word of the progressive thinker; not a dry,
abstrnse.disconrse, but a common-sense essay in plain words upon tile condnot of life, and a I illustrated Wlth such an abundance of anecdote and me,aphor as add real entertainment to solid instruction. This is an important book striking at superstition and unreas 'Dable tradttion\!J.Dtl UJ?·
holding individual liberty in defiance of g· •vernmentat law and so ~ial custom. After reaaing th1s
book one feels that the author will never be able to write another, for he has put all his life and
~nowledge int~ this one. Every page bristles with points; there is no padding or filling in, no mere
ilterary em·•ellishment; but clean-cut apothegms abound, and everr line is dictated by nard-headtd
common-sense -Oapt. Robt. a. ..Aaams.
.
After you read this book you will be as enthusiastic in praise of it as are the eloquent ~ditor of the
Investigator and the gallant President of the Oanadian Secular Union,
"Pleasure and Progress" has 398 pages, is splendidly printed from large, clear type, on excellent paper, and costs, bound in cloth, $1; paper covers, 50 cents.
Adclress
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafarette Pl., New York N.Y.
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fRffTHINKERS PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK.
SHOWING
THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL.
NESS OF THE OHUROH'S OLATM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI, OENT INSTITUTION, ANDRE·
VEALING THE ABUSES
OF A UNION OF
OHUROH AND
S'i'ATE.
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Full-Page
lUustratioqs.

New Publications.

REMSBURG'S
WORKS.
Abraha1n Lint'Oln:

JVas H<3 A Christian?

For fifteen yea s Mr. Remsburg has been collectin~ material ~or his work, Jle presents
an array of testimony that is irres•stible and overwhe1mmg, and whiCh m~st put th1s quest10u
at rest forever. In addition to the testim-my of twenty w,, nesses ~ho cla1m that Lmooln wa'
a Christi•n and which is reviewed and 1·efuted, ne adduce< the ~e~t1mol!l' of lU!Jre than. a hnndre<l witnes;es in proof of the claim ttla& Lincoln wa< nqt!.. (!llrt>t1an. 'l'h~se w1tneeses mclnqe
~is wife and other relatives; his three law partue_rs; h1s jJnyate sec!etar1es; members of Ins
cabinet; his principal biographers, and scores of L.1s most 1 t1m"te fnends.

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged

As a Missionar:vDocnment it is ntlexqelled. Amor,; the subjects considered by 11-Jr.
Remsburg are: The Church and Morality; Crlm_,~al f:ltat!s·;~cs,.showmg the creeds of the pns.
oners in the penitentiaries; thtl C)mrch and CtVlhzatwn; the uh.nrch and Smenc.ei· the Chnrc,ll
and Learning; the Church and L1bert;y; the C.mrch and the Antislavery Ref_orm,_ J1e Woman s
Rights Movement; the Temperance .tteform; the Church and the Repnbhc. rnce, 10 cent3
singly; 75 conts per dozen.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Orimes and Vices Sanctioned

~y

Scripture; F~lsehood and Deception; Che:i.dng; ~heft and Rqbbecy_; Adultery and Prostitution· Murder· Wars of Cal!.qneot an-i Extermmatwn;. Des:~~ot1sm; ~ntolerance and Pe~secn
tion: Ininsti~e to Woman· Unkindness to Children; urnelty to Ammals; Human Saonfices;
Camiibatism· Slavery; Witchcraft; Pulygamy; Intemperance; Pove.rty and Vagr.anCYj Ignorance and ldiocy; Obscenity. Pnca, s1ngle copied, :ul cents; 6 cop1es, $1. Spemal d1sconnt
on larger quantitieS.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the _best

~nd

:Image Breaker.

.

most thorough_ work

ever written on tha Sabbath from a rational pomt of v1ew_. Large and handsollle prmt. J;h~
qnestwn is dis .. ussed under the foJowin { heads: OrJfllD o.f tb.e Saboatto luea; the Jew1sh
Sabbath; the Christian Scriptuces and the Sabbath; ExJ~.lll:lllatwn of Sunday Argume~ts;
Origin of the Christian Sabbath; Testimony _of tne Chrurt\ao, Fathers; th~ Sabbath dnrm~t
tbe Middle Ages; th• Pnrit>tn Sabbath.;_ ";rest1mony of Ohr.lStlan Refo>rme.s, Scholars, and
Divines; Abrogation of Sunday Laws. rnce, 25 cents; 6 copies $1.

Six Lectures:

.

Decline of .Faith: Protestant Intolerance; Washmgton an Unbehever; Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents; bouud, paper, :a! cents; pe.:
doz. ,.40 cents.

Thomas Paine.

Tells the storv of the Autlwr-Hero's Life,

1

delineates the leading: traits o.f his character ~p.d genius, and vf,"l~icate~ his nan;te ..~~o 11). t he
asl)ersions cast upon 1t. Chmce extracts from Common Sense, Amen can Cris1s,
tlg 1't'
of Man," and" Age of Reason," are given; also, tri)mtea to Paine's char!J.cter from more tlu~n
one hundred noted persons of Europe and Ame~·ca, many of them wr1tten expressly .fo! tin<
work. Second edition, 160 pal{es, printed on fine tmted vaper, neatly bound, and contammg n
handsome steel portra1t of .Pame. Paper, 50 oents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Apostle of Liberty.

.

An address delivered in Paine Hall, bef:re the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January
29, 1884. Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
For all the above works address
28 Lafayette !'lace, New York.

"1 HE .t\.bSURRECTION OF JESUS.
AN AGNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CoN'l'El'IT~:

'rhe Cbri · tian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was

the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a• Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
Pil..te's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indictment
Against Jesus; Were the Guards Hired by 1 he Pl·iests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bod,.; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Angel Sat on the Stone;

WITH

COPIOUJ

C1711TIONS

OF

FACTS,
HISTORY,
87ATIS TICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL.
ARS

Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identification; The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Roman Guards?
The Origin of the Storv; St. Paul's Account; St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Example; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The Testimony of
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration; Conclusion.

Pri!le, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE AIIIIST

Addresr

•

IJESIG1\"R BY W..ATS N HESTO:N.
WITH Polf.TRJ!IT OF
THE IJESIGNE.R.

THE '!'RUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl&oe, New York Oity,

JJ 1g est o I Science.

The illustrations are classified as follows:
16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
2
"
The Church }lobbing the People.
3
"
Thank,giving.
6
Sabbath Laws.
14
ChiJ,iren ancil the Church.

1

6

4
3
1.J

1
4
4
2
10
1

Woman and 1he Church
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and '!'heir Flocks.
Piet ., in Uur Penitentiaries.
'.rhe Atonement Scheme.
'l'heLordandHisWorks.
Prayer.
'fhe Creeds.
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent
5
"
1
"
25

1

2
4
~·

l
4
9

12

a
6

7

Samples of Christianity's Work.
Missionaries.
'.rhe L •rd'.-< Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Results,
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and tbe Church.
Church's ldea of Uivilization.
The Uses nf the Cross.
Unkind rletlections on the Church.
Persecutions of the Ohurch.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.
By JAMES B. ALEXANDER.

A most extraordinary publicati n. We ventur,• the assertion that no~hing like it ha~ ever be.
fore app~ared i.t this conntryhan•J it is very don~.>tfullf another one !!He 1t will ever aga1n be pub.
lishrd. Wt> must give the Trnt Seeker Compani the credit cf putting the book in the reach of nil.
At twice the prica 1t wol'ld have b3en a cheap hook. A.rt1st Heston as a portrait painter and de·signer is a wonderful s.,ccess. anJ Wil judge from our own foelin~s that nearl:y every Li'""eral in
america will desire a COl' iT of this most WJnderfnl volume.-!:Freethmkers' Magazme.
Mr. Heston cleserves 'o be called the artist· hero of Liberaliom Jle has dedicated his genin~ to
Freethon"ht, and lms done fai hfnl and noble work for tbe cause ofnght and truth. llnt the PfCtures do not make up the whole of his volume. Th~re a:e nearlytwo hundred pages of readmlf
matter th•t Re ·ve first as exp.anations of the illnstrati ns~ and secondlY as texts to prove the utter
fal"ty of the church's profe;sJOns and the h:yvocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogeth~r the
bnok is one of tne best weapons against Chnstianity' nd the church tha·, has ever been put ;n the
bands of F.reethmkers.-rBoston Investigator.

Price, boarc:I covers, $.2; clot!» $2-.50.
Address THE TRVTH

THf OY"NAMIC THfORY Of Llff AND MIND:

SEEKER~

Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a a..:column index of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid bv us, onlv a2.,-:i.
This work endeavors to embrace the fteld covered by thonsan~ of books, such as those of the
"Humboldt Library of Science," the "International Scientific Sarles," etc., by bringing together, in
simple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, aJl of the known factors contributing toward the origin and evolution of orgaoic beings.,

to

tnformeat

THEN BEAD A OHAPTEB OB VEBBE DAILY l!'BOM THIS BmLE OJ'
SCIENCE I
It is entertaining as well as enli!fhtening~ and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worship) nature
-f. e., appreciate the worth of the Umversal Mother.
Yon must own this book some day: why not NOW?
.A.ddreaa
'l'HlC i'BUTH BEEXEB. 28 L&favette Fl&oe, New York.
!)o fiOU WtBh

be well
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HAND-BOOK

How To Preserve Healt~.

OF

By LOUIS BARKAN, M.D.

FREETH OUGHT.
By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitious doctrines of Christianity. As a book of refere)lce and aid
.
to all truth Aeekers it is invaluable. Its classification
of subjects makes it a hand-book. Aslngersoll said of
Paine's "Age of Beasont it enables someody in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
variety of subjects inoluae all the diaputed points between ChristianiU'_Ii!!d Freethoug:ht. Pri~,
cloth, *l: paper, 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

DfSIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACifS.
A Re:futa.don o:f the Argu:rn.ent That Nature Exhibits
Marks o:f Having Been Designed by
an Intelligent Beina-.

J[ot for '[}arsons.
Items of Piety.

The following solemn items are from a
Fordyce Barker, M.D., Professor recently published English book by Ron.
L. J. Tollemaoh, entitled, "Safe Studies."
Bellevue Medical College says of it, They are accompanied with a brief comwriting to the author: "I regard your ment or two, as title or note.
book as the most sound, senl!lible, and
THE GREATER DANGER.
useful book on the topics which it disA head of a college at Oxford sent for
cusses that I hav met with. I wish it one of his fellows who had turned Catholic
and said sternly, "Sir, I grieve to inform
could be in the hands of every intelli- you that by this deplorable act you hav not
gent head of a family. I am particu- merely imperiled your imm()rtal soul, but
also incurred my displeasure."
cularly pleased with one feature of. it hav
Sure enough-was it not the greater danthat it does not profess to teach dos- ger?
ing and drugging. I congratulate you
THE SURGEON ON OMNIPOTENCE.
on the wisdom and success of this efJohn Hunter explained the structure of
fort."
the knee to Paley [the "Evidences of
man], who said, "This wonOther noted physicians recommend Christianity"
derful adaptation of means to ends'is a sinit just as highly.
gular proof of creativ wisdom and goodness." But the great surgeon replied,
Price, cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.
"You little know to what manifold disorAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
ders this complicated contrivance, through
28Lafavette place, New York.
its very complication, is exposed." Hunter held that the brittle mechanisms of organic nature are evidence, not of omnipotence, but of limitation.
A kneegation of omnipotence, as it were.
We believe that not only can good be done but

Agents Wanted I

SYNOPSIS:
:· I. 'l'be Desi~m ArgumeBt Vitiates Itself By Necessitating an Infinite Series of DesignE-rs
If 'l'here Were a De,ggner He Could Not Be Beneficent.
I I. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wis~ for
His Processes Are J!igregiously Blow,
They Are Egregionsl:LWasteful,
They Often Serve No Use,
They Have Produced Fault:v Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Called Design Is Onl:I'.Bnbserviency; and the Watch Argument Is Illegitimao~>.
V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design.
VL AstronomY and Design.
- •
VII. The Argument of a Firat Cause.

H.

Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a Sketch of Astronomy.

/
Price 15 cents.

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Address

money made by a.ny Lib, ral who will canva~s for
our book ·• Old Testament Stories ComiCally 11lustrattd.'' In fact we know one man who worked
at it but a few hours weekly and so.d nearly
fift_y copies in a month. The price is low; everybod)T knows the Old Testament stories, and
nearly everybody would like a book applying
nineteenth-century wit and knowledge to them.
People li!!:e to laugh. Reverence for the Old
'restament tales h~s largely disappeared and
j_okes at the expense of Jonah and Joseph and
Esau and Samson and D·Vld, and the other worthies of unsavory reputation, are keenly: ap~re
oiated. It seems to us that the book will sell at
sight. It dc.es here in the store. Lioerals out of
employment will find this a good way to make an
honest dollar.
Ternu to Agents Sent on Application.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

THE TRUTH BEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.
THE

Remsburg's Book on Lincoln Now Ready.

ABRAHAM

BRAIN

•
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'

THE CONFLit'f BFI'WEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,

LINCOLN:
WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?

THE

with a preface by

R. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethought. Its arguments are based
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's seLse of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
Price, cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

By John E. Remsburg.

COSMIAN

HYMN-BOOK.

A COLLECTION OF
One of the most noted controversies of the century has been waged over the question of
Abraham Lincoln's religious belief. Boon after the remains of America's most illustrious son were
laid to rest at Springfield, one of his biographers, Dr. Holland, put forward the claim that he was a
Christian. 'l'hr> clai~ was promptly denied by the qead statesman's friei;J.ds, but o_nly to, be r~nl/wed
again, and agam demed. And thus for a quarter of a century the questiOn of Lmcoln s behef has
been tossed hke a battled ore from side to side.
For fifteen years Mr. Bmnsburg has been collecting material for his work. He Presents an
array of testimon~ that is irresistible and overwhehning, and which must put this question at rest
forever. In additiOn to the testimony of twenty witnesses who claim that Lincohl was a Christian,
and which is reviewed and refuted, he adduces the testimony of more than a hundreil witnesses in
proof of th!) claim that Linoohl wa~ not. a Christian .. These witnesses il!clude. his wif.e an9 ot.her
relatives; his three law partners; his ;pnvate secretanes; members of his cabinet; his prmmpal
biographers, and scores of his most intimate friends.
NOTED WITNESSES.
Ron. W. H. Herndon C(!l. War9 H. Lamon, Hon. John T. Stuart, Col. James H. ]11:a~hen;y, Col.
John G. Nicola~, Judge David Davis, Col Jesse W. Fell, Bon. Leonard Swett, Dr. William Jayne,
Judge Ste_phen '£.Logan, Joshua I<'. SpeedtHon. Jesse K. Dubois, Hon. Joseph Gill~_pi~, Dr. C. H.
Bay, Col. F. S. Rutherford, Judge Bollert eaohmal!, Col. B. G. Ingersoll Leonard W. Vol)!: Josepb
Je:t'l'erson, Hon. E. B. Washbnrnei Hon. E. M Hames_, Hon. James Tuttle, Hon. M. B. Field~Hon.
Geo. w. Julian Hon. John B. AI ey Hon. H-gg~ Mcuulloo~ Gen. M- M. Trumbull Rev. lJavid
Swing, Rev. Robert Collyer, Jud_g_e Jesse W. Wmk, Hon. J . .r. Usher, Hon. Geo. s. Boutwell, Hon.
Wro D Kelley Salmon P. Chase, Wm. H. Seward, Hon. John Covode, Bon. A. J. Grover-~-.Hon. W. H.
T. Wakefield, Gen. D. W. Wilder, Judge Aaron Goodrich, Judge James M. Nelson .ttev. Edward
Eggleston, Rev. John W. Chadwick, Donn Piatt, H. K. Magie, Dennis E. Hanks, Mrs. 'sarah Lincohl,
Mrs. Mary Lincom.
.
.
The foregoing and sixty other reputable witnesses testify that the greatest ma:q, born on this
continent was a Freethinker.
~-

Cloth,' $1; paper, 50 cents.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York

Just Out.-25 Cents,-Five Copies for $1.

ORIGINAL AND- SELECTED HYMNS
FOB

Liberal a}\d St}\ical Societies
for Sc}\ools a}\d
t}\e HolYl••
-With Music Written to All the Bongs.Pri'A,

CoMl'mED

$1.~0.

BY

L. K. WASHBURN,
a.t TIDS OFFICF..

li'nr so.le

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

possesses to make men moral.
We have jusu iHsued uhe Fourth Edition of the book
The additions for this new edition of ihe

~'Crimes. of

doin~r

this.

Preachers"

llbows nearly 400 oases of ministerial conduct. Wbile those in preT.Ious editions show that within a. few years abeut

1300 JUNISTERS HAVE BEEN GUILTY
of One kind or another of criminal conduct. :Mo•>, of the crimes
are against women, for the fair sex are at once thJ weakness and
the strength of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
11lt>r_gy.
Notwithstanding 1ho many additional pages, we have kept the
price tbe same, 25 cents. Bend for a copy, and confound the church- ,..lliiiiiii.Mi
men. Show them just what sort of so&mps are the clergy who have
tlused the World's Fair on Sunday. because it is so holy a day that to look upon machiner:r Ol'
'f6intillgs in this period is "immoral.''

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER COM.PA.N¥.

THE CAMBRIDGE STUDENT oN MmAOLES.

One of Charles Austin'fl Cambridl?e
friends being required to state in an examination Hume's argument on miracles
and to refute it, stated it with the utmost
clearness, and added " I hav forgotten the
answer to this argument."
For a good reason-there isn't any.
WINNING ON THE WRONG SIDE.

Charles Austin won a prize with an essay
in support of the evidences of Christianity.
But he afterwards said in hearing .of' Lord
Stanley of Alderley, "I could hav written
a much better essay on the other side."
And in after years he regretted 1having
thus argued against his own convictions.
THE RIGHT KIND OF RELIGIOUS CONTROVERSY.

Charles Austin once said, "The .schism
between the Greek and Latin churches
arose out of a controversy as to the procession of the Holy Ghost from the Son.
This is exactly the subject for an ecclesiastical diEpute, as there is not a particle of
evidence on either side."
TRUE RELIGION.

John Austin was thanked by his clergyman for subscribing liberally to &·charity.
The clergyman took the opportunity to
suggest that so benovelent a man ought to
attend divine service. Austin answered,
" I am too religious to go to church."
True religion is to keep away .from
church and do good.
THE JuG.

Bentham used to mark theological works
with the syllable "Jug," for J uggerna.ut.
GRANDFATHER'S TALES.

A grandson of Paley, having to answer
questions in an examination on Paley's
"Evidences of Christianity," subjoined at
by
the end of his paper, " Tales of my
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young grandfather."
A Nineteenth Centu~ Novel.

Preface

R. G. INGERSOLL

girls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with a little moneyh fair educationh and
much coura~e, to make t eir way throng the
world by gomg to Cbicago. 'l'he author is also
the heroine. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a hist<JrY of a w:orking-girl's life and ElXPerience in the
mty of Chicago amoi;J.g bluff busmess-m.en, kindhearted folks, and disreputable hypocnts. It is
jnst such a story of human life as we should expect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and
whatever he admires and appreciates is sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A Liberal living in Michigan said once that he would give $25 a

yea.r to have the Crimes of Preachers recordtld, as the freqllept !ap~es
of virtue of the ministers showed how httle value QhriStlt.mt:v

THE AusTIN BROTHERS.
These two brothers were men of extraordinary intellectual powers, but were prevented by physical weakness from accomplishing much. Nevertheless, John Austin's writings on jurisprudence are very
highly admired and valued, and Charles
Austin was, until his health broke down, a
wonderfully successful lawyer, and was
always a most brilliant talker and a profound thinker. Their orthodoxy was of a
fervency which may be estimated by the
following instances:

A.

SECIJLA.R MARRIAGE AND FlljERAL RITUAL
AND

COLLECTION OF SECllLAR HYMNS.
By A. B. AYRES.
"A ~ood book written with a purpose."
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THOMAS PAINE;
WAS HE JUNIUS?
By W. H. BURR.
Second edition, enlarged to 32 pages; with the
engraved likeness of Paine. Price, 10 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

DIFFERED FROM J EBUS.
Mr. Justice Stephen, speaking of resisting evil, said: "If the Sermon on the
Mount really means to forbid this it (i. e.
the sermon) ought to be disregarded."
THE TRINITARIAN CoNUNDRUM.

Horne Tooke, professing himself puzzled
by the mystery of the Trinity, was told by
a believing friend: "The doctrin presents
no more difficulty than what I hav just
seen-three men in one cart." Tooke replied: "It would hav been more to the
purpose if you had seen one man in three
carts."
HoBBES DEFINES RELIGION.

Hobbes, the famous philosophical and
political writer, defined as follows: "Fear
of powers invisible, feigned by the mind,
or believed from tales publicly allowedreligion. Not allowed-superstition."
Note the sarcasm.
IF Lot's wife had been sweet she might
hav turned to sugar.-Galveston News.
WATER OF LIFE. Free Pam!Jhlet.
J. B. PERRY, Wilkes .Barre, Pa.
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Gems of ~AougAt.
CoURAGE consists in equality to the
problem before OB.-Emerson.
GooD character rests upon a record, and
not upon a prospectns.-Ingersoll.
MYSTERY-The explanation ofl:ered by
ignorance concerning the nnknown.-

Minnie Mcintyre.

TilE true teacher defends his pupils
against his own personal influence. He
guides their eyes from himself to the
spirit that quickens him. He will hav no
disciples.-Bronson Alcott.
THE indications are multiplying on
every hand, in the pulpit, at the bar, and
in literature, that many so-called educated
men hav never learned to think exactly or
to express their .mea~ with clearness
and accuracy. And in this fact there is a
hint for the colleges.-The Watchman.
A RELIGION of effortless adoration may
be a religion for an angel, but never for
a man. Not in the contemplativ, but in
the activ lies true hope; not in rapture,
but in reality lies true life; not in the
realm of ideals, but among tangible things,
is man's santification wronght,-Professor

Drummond.
THE king of one country was angry with
the kiJag of another. "Let the people
fight it out;" said they, and went home to
read reports from the field. ·When the
war was over the conquered king owed
many millions to the victorious one.
"Let the survivors pay it," said they, as
they shook hands amicably; and neither
blnshed.-J. D. Miller.
.

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.
IT WILL

IT WILL
MAKE YOU

CORNER
THE

LAUGH~

PARSON.
By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTf!(:
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
Jl Hunting Anecdote;
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
1!8aac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Barak

Jephthah and His Human SacntlfM·
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Wate,., God Shall Not •·xcef,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kinge,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah· the Truthful Sailor.

Boards, WUDI.ina"ted covers, 81; clo-th, arllt side s"ta:rn.p, 81.1$0.

As THERE is a universal law of being
which controls all forms of life, from the
aimless movement of the mollusk in the
THE
sea to the most perfect conduct of the
best developed man, so all the varied
activities of human ·life, from tlie movements of ths savage digging roots to the
Pnblished Monthly at $3 per Year.
work of the greatest artist with his brush,
IssUEs oF 1891.-$3.
are controlled by universal laws, and are
Prl.oe.
good or bad, perfect or imperfect, as they Truth Seeker Anuual1)891.. ,., ....•••.•• , . ••. •$0 25
Women, and uods. Helen H, Garconform to the highest condition nature Meu, dener,.....................................
50
has imposed.-Olarence S. Darrow.
The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. Illustrated..................................... 25
•
THE more ·insignificant gods disappear. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Bennett....................................... 2u
The most conspicuous grows in comparativ .
Christian Absurdities. John Peck........... 20
size, by the retirement of his rivals. 'As Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire ...... ,..... 10
The Crisis. Thomas l'aine. Illustrated.,,,, 40
the serpent of Moses swallowed the ser- Sabbath
Breaking. John E. Remsburg....... 25
pents of the magicians, so the successful Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason.
Robert c. Adams , . .... .. .. .. •....• 25
god seems to swallow all other gods. The
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller,,,,,,,.,,,, ll6
jurisdiction of the one God extends, too, My
Religious Expel'ience. Samuel P. Putwith the political or social jurisdiction
nam............................ ,.......... 25
with which it is conterminous. The arms The Higher Cl'itioism in Theology and Religrion
•r E Longshore "·"' "" "·· · • 50
of the Mohammedans carried their religion
· ' ' ·
IsSUES OF 1892.-$3.
into three divisions of the Eastern ContiInfidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote."" .. ····" 25
nent.
The commercial conquests of Rights
of Man. Thomas Paine. Illustrated ........ .-............................... 40
Great Britain hav introduced Christianity
Was
Christ
Crucified? Austin Bierbower.... 10
into every quarter of the globe.-A. M.
Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. GarLorentz.
dener ···· ....... · · ··· · ·· ·· ··"" ·•·· · • ·· ·• 10
Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg .. """ ... · 25
BUT there is a community that is not Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk .......... ·• 50
free-an army in the field. The equality Pocket Theology, Voltaire .. ""·" ... ··..... 25
and fraternity impossible in peaceful and Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Babcook," .. · ... ·. · · · · •·" · · "" · · " .. •" · · · · · 15
industrial society may be approximated Liberj;y
m Literature. Testimonial to
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
where men are reduced to one and the
By
Col.
G. Ingersoll.............. 25
same function, where they become uni- Six L~oturesRobert
on Astronomy. Richard A.
forms and rifles, hav one purpose, and are
Proctor .... " .... · · .. " "" · · .. · .... · · · · · • 15
made comrades by common conditions, Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A. 40
Hart··· .. ··············· • · .... •.. '· "' "··
regulations, and dangers. The revolutionThe Holr Bible Abridged.",, .. """""""· 80
ists' dre~m of equality and fraternity led False R Ola.ims
b of the Church. John E. 10
them inevitably under a military despotems urg .. " · · · "" · · · · ·· ·" ·· · •·· •· •· ••
ISSUES OF 1893.-$3.
ism. Napoleon took away all personal
Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
liberty, but he gave the French more 't'homas
G.lngersoll............................... 15
equality and fraternity than they ever had, The Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hartmann, .... " ............. " ............. ·· 50
before or since. He organized them into
a militant mass, a unit formed of equal Crimes of Preachers in the United States. 25
M. E. Billings · • · •· •· · •· · · · · · · •• · · · · · ••• •· 40
atoms, an engin obedient to his hand. Resurrection
Jesus ...................
··•·•· 150
of of
Freethought.
W. S. Bell......
He ruled the nation absolutely; his ghost Handbook
Religion a Curse; Religion a Disease; Reruled it after he was dead-and is not laid
ligion a Lie. S. P. Putnam.. . . . .. ... 25
Design Arl[ument Fallacies. By Editor of
yet.-Moncure D. Conway.
THE TRUTH BEEKER .....·..............
15
THE ancient Hebrews vindicated their Abraham Lmcoln: Was He a Christian?
50
John
E.
:Remsbur~t....
.................
civil and religious rights under circumof The World's Fair. lllusstances of extreme difficulty, but, after all, Pen Pictures
tra.ted. S. P. Putnam.. ", ......... ,....
25
as successfully as the Greeks themselvs, Common Sense. Thomas Paine........ . . . . • 15
Examination
of
Prophecies.
Thos.
Paine..
15
who, indeed, lost their national independ· Pleasure and Progress. Albert M. Lorentz,
ence two hundred years before the deLL.B..................................... 50
struction of J ernsalem. Has exile unfitted
Durm~ the year other standard Freethought
works mll be published and sent to subscribers
the homeless race for the enjoyment of as
they appear•
.human rights? They did not abuse the
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
.hospitality of the Spanish Moors, and hav published in one year. In ordering please say
is desired.
certainly deserved the tolerance of their whioh.Year
Single numbers sold at prices quoted.
American fellow-citizens.
Rector AhlTHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
wardt·s slanders appeal to the prejudices
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
without gaining the credit even of his
most bigoted supporters, though there is
unfortunately no doubt that the chimeras
of the Middle Ages hav here and there retained their hold on the minds of besotted
rustics. The charge of child-murder, as a
A new edition of that splendid nrose 11_oem,
religions rite, inflames the passions of the ".Life," by "the prince of orators,~' Col. R. G.
ln!l'ersoll.
is larger and better than the old
Danubian peasants with all the symptoms edition, andItcan
be framed or nlaced upon the
of actual conviction, and Gambetta may table as an ornament. In the center of t.he card
hav been right in suggesting that the appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby,
surrounded by the prose poem, which has been
odium laesi-the prqpensity of hating truthfully
described as, "one of the masterpieces
those whom we hav injured-has a good of the orator and poet. who now, as far as we
deal to do with the persecution of a race know, stands alone in the living world." It will
a delightful present, and Will be a •ouvenir
guilty of deriving its descent from the vic- make
not only of intellectual greatness, but of artiotio
tims of the holy Inquisition. Messrs. Ahl- workmanshio. It is printed on heavy board, gilt
wardt & Co. may remember the outrages boveled edge, The size is 12x16 inches, and the
.of their medi~eval predecessors and fan price only?5 cents, post-paid.
their own prejudice with the conclusion
-that the survivors must be thirsting for re- GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
·venge.-Feliz L. 0Mwald.
B:r lrl, BABOOOX. Prloe, U cents.

.4.ddlrexH THJiJ 'l'RnTR SEEK.EB (){})r,
ANEW WORK

Truth Seeker Library.. THE HOLY CROSS

uWith Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knees."

BY

ARTHlJR B. MOSS,

The Popes and Their Doings. Biographical sketches of the most notea of these vicars
of Christ and vicegerents of O:od, showing what
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very pla.in statements, in very uuva-rnished laugnal!e, ~.nd the unmasking is complete, proving them to have been cruel, intrig;uing, and licentious men. Considering the
rapid growth of Cotholicism in this countrr,
th1s book cannot be too widely disseminated.
Price,paper,50cents; cloth,75cents.
Th A. f l Di 1
of Ma 1 M k
e W u
sc osures
r a
on ,
as exhibited in a narrative of her suffel'ings dur·
in~ her residence of five years as a noviceJ.-!1-nd
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel ~ieu
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any anti·
C!!-tholic bqolc published has. creat~d more E"J.C·
mtement, and had such a mrculat10n as tlm
work. To counteract its effectR the Catholics
Circulated a story that Maria Monk was "no
better than she should be," but investigation
disclosed that her "child of shame" was none
other than the child of her priest-seducer.
Prwe, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.
Auricular Confession and Popish Nun·
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
!Years a confessing prieet. A revelation of the
icentious \)ractices of the priests and nuns in
these religwus brothels. There iii no question
that Ex- \)riest Ho~an knew the truth of the
tales of VIce, seductwn, and infanticide he gives
in this volume, and equali Ythere is no question
that if the people general1y knew of them, Ca.
tholicism would not be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it by our various city
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth. 75
cents.
The Priest in Absolution. A Review of
the system of n,uricular confession, including
copious extracts from the "Confessional Unmasked," from the "Master Kef to Popertr.,"
·'
etc. The work is a protest ag~tins and an app('al
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and thoughtfully a religious system so inv•sive
vf privacy1 .so poweJ.fnl for evil in licentious
hands,so uaught with danger tofemalemodesty, to the ingenuous openness of youth.
and to the freedom of thought, speeah. and
action. Price. paper, 25cents.
Priestly Celibacy Exposed A lecture by
the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox,
a· of
, Durham,
h · En~land. Revised American e 1t10n, s owmg t e
result in pari•hes of thpe ,Roman decree that
prieHtB shall not mary. :nee, paper, 15 cents.
Sister Lucy aud Her Awful Disclot~ures
Respecting New Hall Convent, l3ore·
ham, Ess.ex England. Showing that convents
are ]Jlim1Cal to chastity, virtue, and freedom.
Price, paper, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette Pl••e, New York c'tw.
~
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5fll in ~ JfutshGll.

Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

Christianity and Evolution.
With preface by
J. M. WHEELER, Sub-editor of .FreetMnter.
Price, $1. Order at once.
Arlrlres~
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

PRECIOUS STONES,
COJ,•,EC'l'IONS, ETC.

2tS

E. H. McCREA, Albuquerque, N. M.
THE:

"Otto Wettstein" WATCH.
Perfected new model, 16 jewels, full adlustee
to heat, cold, and position. b!lautiful double sunk
dial, altd all modern improvements; guarantee«
a per, eot ttmer. Price, in silverine dust-proof
oases, $17; 4-ounce coin silver, $211. In best filled
gold case, open-face, !lust-proof, $26; hinged
case $28 'o $30; huntmg $30 to $85; 14 carat,
solid gold, $45 to $150. Nickel works, $2 more.
Ke!fUlar Grade American Watche••Silvenne case1 7 jewels, $6; 11 jewels, $7.50; 15
jewels, $9; dit,o, adjusted, $11; ditto, 17 jewels
$15. ln finer oa~es add us above.
LJJ.<lie•' American Gold Watchello-A.ll
latest styles. in nlush oases; best filled, 7 jewelsJ
$14; 11 jewels, $15-Ej!; 15 jewels, 11!00; 14 carat solia
gold, $10 more. .neavier, more elaborate, and
diamond-set oases, from 1!!5 to $100 more.
All watches aent with written guarantee ltept
in order 1 year, and after that time cleaned for $1
and returned free.
Su.ndrie11. -Lower grade nickel watches, $5,
$4, and $8. Best spectacles, $1; best razor, 1!12;
best triple-plated teaspoons, $1.80; table spoons
$~.60; knives, $1.75; forks, $1.75; all for sets of 6.
Holia silver spoons, $1.85 per ounce; solid silve1
souvenir spoons. IB 1, $1. ~5, $1.50~.,1!1~ to $8.
TbeColonellngerlloU.-·xea, $2.50; orange,
$2.75; sugar, II!Bi gilt bowls, 5~ cents more
Etched \teas only,:
• The Ttme to be Havw ts NOttJ,"
50 cents extra.
The •rorch of Rell.llon Badge, solid gold
enameled in 5 colora1 small pin'!> $2, $2.76, and
$8.50. With diamonas,
$5, $8. .uarge, $8. 1!14, $5,
$15. CharmllJ $8, $4, $5,$6, $7.50,$'0, $15 1!120, ljl30.
Diamono11. 20 per oent. below market pnce.
Send for price lists1• cards in colors and gold of
badge, traots, Ato., tree. ALl goods pre patti (except knives and f&rks) and caah refunded at op.
tion. Watch ole ..ned $1~auil returned free.
OTTO WE·.t·TSTEIN, R~chelle. Ill.
P.S.-The "lnllersoll Souvenir Spoon" free
with every $20 order. 5 with $100 order.

By ABA AUGER.
A condensation of the fund amen tal arguments
against Chri.stiani ty.
A Very Good Little MisSionary Work.

Price, 15 cents.

Address
THE TRUTH SEEKEB.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
An important and remarkable revelation concerning the life and times of Apollonius of
the great sage and philosopher of the first
century. It is here c~aimed that )~is life and
teachings .were apprQpnated and utilized by the
formulators of the Christian reliEion in the interest of so-called Christianity, ~'he plag_iarism
is made_plain in this brief history of ApolloniusJ
espec&illY in view of the historical references ana
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonius
was suppressed.
Price, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
• L&f&:rette place, New York Oit:v
Tyam~,

DR. R. P. FELWWS,
!'!Avwhere you saw tblsodvaP

Vlnelaucle Jr.J.

,.-I wish to say that I am an out-and-out
LIBERAL, and I trust the Freethinkers of the land
will give me their patronage &nd not waste their
time and money on Ohristi&n dootors.-l)r• .FI~

Joull,

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JANUARY ZO,
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Jt ewa of tla,e W•elt.

ZEKE'S JOSS IS OUT OF HUMOR AGAIN.
Therefore thus saith the Lord God; I will even rend it with a stormy win<l in my fury;" and there shall be an over_flowing shower in mine anger, and great hailstones in my fury to consume it. So will I break down the wall that ye hav
Aanbed with nntempered mortar, and bring it down to the ground, so that the foundation thereof-shall be discovered,
,and it shall fall, andye shall be consumed in the midst thereof: andye shall know that I am the Lord.-Zeke. xiii, 13, 14.

1~x~~~~~ ~~grR~V'c~~~~ :~~~~~~~~i;~~l:~~~~~~~:
lleutf~e~a £reigcift--~i~rl)er.l ~l~ff~uf9,1f~!vf~'-.
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SURVEYORS, ATTENTION 1
A rare chance is offered for a surveyor to get a

TRANSIT CHEAP.
We have one for sale, in good order, with
Tripod, which cost $160. We 'vtn sell it for
baU•pric-$80. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

$525
18t46

Agent'sprofitspermonth Will prove
it or pay forfeit. New art•olesjustout.
A IB1.t0 sample and terms frre. Try us.
VBIDEBTER & SoN. 26 Bond !;t., N. Y.

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,

Amongtheso are Rov,

Gordon & Dilworth, NewpYork; Edw. Osgood Brown, Ohicago.

Music Free to You.

A SMALL

Addr111

TIDI1 'l'BUTH BBBD.B,

We will send 16·l Popular Son s, words and
masic. sentimentaL nathetic, an:f comio, ab3o·
lutely f ee if son send 10 ents 1or three month;'
sub,;criptioo to .A mer wan Nation, our charming
illustratedmagazin··· This music inc.udes Littb
Fishe-r .M ai en. Tara ra Boom de I!<Y• I Wni•tle
Rnd Wait f'or Katie, Af,er the Ball, Comrades,
01d Madrid and 150 other•. Bear in mind you
;hall have this immense quantity by sending 10c,
s-lver You will be delighted. Address, AMERICAN Musro Co., 325 Washington st., Boston,,Mass

Fro Bthou~ht Library, I
ALI. FOB $1.60.
Evolution.
By B. F. Underwood .•.....••...•..• Price 6 cents
The World's Parliament of Religions.
By Tenney ......................... Price 10 cents
The Gods.
By Ingersoll (with likeness) ........ Price 20 cents
Ingersoll Before The Unitarian Club ... Price 6 cents
Myth of the Great Deluge.
s By McCann ........................ Price 15 cents
Evolution of the Devil.
By Henry Frank ................... Price 25 cents
The Bruno Monument in Rome ........ Price 12 cents
Church and State.
By ·•Jefferson " .................... Price 10 cents
Religion of Humanit~.
By Benwell ........................ Price 15 cents
Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling ........ Price 4_cents
Dwight L. Moody.
By Susan H. Wixon ............•.... Price 5 cents
Chrl~tian Religion.
By un Old Farmer ................. Price 15 cents
God in the Constitution.
By Ingersoll ....................... Price 10 cents
Effacement of Christianity.
By llolyoake ....................... Price 10 cents
Life and Career of Bradlaugh. •
By Holyoake ....................... Price 15 cents
Ingersoll's Address on Thomas Paine, Price 6 cents
Standing Up for Jesus.
By H. L. Green .................... Price 4 cents
Religion in the Republic.
By :M. A. Freeman................. Price 6 cents
Never-Ending Life Assured by Science.
By Tenney......................... Price 6 cents
Charles Darwin (lllustrated).
By Flower & Wakeman ........... Price 15 cents
Jehovah Interviewed ................... Price 6 cents
Cosmology against Theology.
• By Vindex ......................... Price 15 cents
Audres" luL u.V.ill .-,i'. •• l.EH.

L. K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday and the Sabbath.

"A law

Darwin and After Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory:

By GEoRGE J. Ro:MANES,
A systematicEx:llosition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ~eneral reader rather than to professed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of English writers upon evolution,
besides ranking with Professor Huxle;r in scientific knowledge and ability. And this Is a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
eupernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philosophy. . •
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the preeent generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place ha• taken plalle in the direction of naturalIsm, 11nd this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical interjlretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th:vGod?"
.
illustrated. Price, clo~-1. $2.
Address,
T.ll,,!i TRUTH SEEKER.

A SHORT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEII!fG

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon.-

By BRONSON D. KEELER.

re~

CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Teslating human conduct on the Sabbath is an Im- tament. The Early Controversies. The Boolts at
pertinence." Price, 10 cents.
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent 1 The Fathers Quoted as Scripture
The False Teaching of the Christian Books
Which are Now Called Apocryphal. The
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of Heretics.
The Christian Canon.
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
Pauer. 50 oenta: cloth. 75 cents.
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

" Think of

minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or tl'y:ing to induce the Deit;y to undertake a
crusade of one against the Oolorado beetle I"
Price, 10 centil.

&

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.

Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
At Morristown, N. J.
Was Jesus Insane~ Price, 10 cents.
This is the greatestargument ever made in a case The Public Schools and the Catholic
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
Church. Price, 5 cents.
long a.s the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Chri,!ltian jlersecution is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the OhristillllB, and. expounded on every occasion.
In paper, 26 cents; in oloth,liOoents.

EACH,

POPES

~HD

1'1t£lll DOJHGS

AOOOUNT OJ!'
Yicar1 of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
l"aper,IOoonta; cloth, '1'1 oenta.

RELIGION N07' HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.
B:v l"BOJ!', F. W. NEWMAN.
Price 25 '3ents.

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels in Faith.
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental jonmey from
orthotioxy to Rationalism.
l"noe, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 711 cents.
Addre&s
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE Andover Review, in its tenth year,
has Bnspended. .
.
• Ex-MINisTER ZoRILLA says that a republic is near in Spain.
JULES SIMoN says that the secret of old
age is intellectual work.
WILLIAM J. PoTTER, the prominent
Unitarian divine and editor of the Indez,
is dead.
THE New Haven railroad has obtained
full control of the Fall River line of steamboats.
~THREE of the chief of the World's Fair
buildings were destroyed by fire re~ently.
These included the Oonrt of Honor and
the Manufacturers' bnUding.
·
·
HYATTSVILLE; Maryland, the first singletax town in the world, has adopted· a new
charter, much ·like the old one, except
that the single-tax clauses are dropped. .
Russu's poor. were starving. last year,
but the national ·budget had a surplus. of
$50,000,000. More than half of this goes
into the navy. He who runs may read.
IN New Jersey there hav been during
the past ten days two senates, Republican
and Democratic. Doors hav been· b:roken
open and much bitter feeling engendered.
REv. EVANDER MoGILVAY, Presbyterian
missionary to Siam, has resigned and withdrawn from the church. This because he
holds the views for which Dr. ·Briggs· was
expelled.
. ·
A 0ATHOLIO priest in Vienna attacked
a member of his congregation.and -kicked
him into the street. The priest was givlln
seven days in prison for disturbing his
own religions services.
·
ITALY is stated to be "rebellion-ripe. n
News via London is to the effect that the
clericals and radicals are preparing uprisings to take place simultaneously in a
large number of cities and towns.
TARIFF debate is on in Congress.. Representativs Johnson, of Ohio, and Simpson, of· Kansas, hav. spoken .frankly for
free trade~ Dr. Everett, of Massachusetts,
demanded free art and free literature.
A ¥ET~£ODIST minis~er of A!abama., just
sent to pr1son· for steahng a smt of clothes,
pleaded that he was called by God to act
as he did that he might hav a better opportunity to do good among the convicts.
THE proprietor of the Daily Mercury of
this city has bought Daily America and
will hereafter issue the two as one six page
one cent morning paper, under the name
of Daily America, and Sunday Mercury.
JOHN Y. MoKANE and his associates in
the Gravesend election frauds must stand
trial, J ndge Bartlett having refused to
quash the indictments and also overruled
the defendants' demurrers. January 22d
is the date fixed for the trials.
BLANOH ELSAY, of Van Wert, 0., died
from the effects of vaccination. She suffered intense agony for several weeks.
Nearly all the muscles dropped out of her
upper arm. Many other deaths are reported as due to the same cause.
AUGUSTE VAILLANT, the man who threw
the bomb in the French Ohamber of
Deputies, has been found guilty and sentenced to die. As no one was killed by
the explosfon an attempt is being made to
secure a commutation of his sentence.
DisPossEss warrants are in great demand
in this city. So many people are out of
work that thousands of families are in
arrears for rent. The judges are succeeding in many instances in persuading landlords to grant their tenants extension of
time.
MGR. SATOLLI favors vesting the title of
all church property in a boaril of trustees
chosen by the clerical corporations.
Those who favor this plan are bitterly
attacked by the partisans of the old
method, which vested such titles in the
bishop.
A.:M:BULANOE surgeons J. R. Kelly and
Albert Pettis hav been dismissed from the
staff of Gouverneur Hospital for refusing
to take an injured man to the hospital.
They said he was drunk, but the fact was
that he had a fractured skull and two
broken ribs.
IN the Senate Mr. Hoar, speaking to a
resolution of Senator Peffer's, declared that
there "was no good reason why the pnblio
buildings of the country should not be
models of architectural taste, and they
would be if the masters of the art whose
handiwork was so much admired at Obi~
cago were permitted to enter into competitions for government work." He
added that "it was ridiculous to believe
that one man or a set of men under the
supervision of a government bureau could
ever giv the country the results whicb
woul'l follow open competition."
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KNOWLEDGE . CAME.

TO NEW READERS O:B' THE TRUTH SEEKER.

We send this issue of The Truth Seeker to a -great many Liberals who are not subscribers, with an earnest invitation to them
;.to become such, and thereby help along the Liberal cause.
We would also respectfully call their attention to the many points of excellence of the Pauer.
THE TRuTH SEEKER is the Largest Freethought Tournai in the World.
'The Cartoons of Heston apnear each week, and each picture is worth the cost of the paper a year to one who appreci
-:ates pla;i.n and telling arguments against ecclesiasticism.
TBE TRUTH SEEKER constantly prints the most varied and entertaining Selection of Original Papers of any ~iberal J ou.rn~l
Its .Contributors are all the noted Liberals of the country.
All that Col. R. G. Ingersoll gives to the Public can be fo"Q.nd
in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and that Poet of FreethouQ"ht, Samuel P. Putnam, writes more for its columns than for any other. The
Liberal speakers send us accounts of their journeys, and the best writers of Freethought freely devote, their services to the
eause of Liberalism through the colums of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Charles Watts, perhaps the greatest Debater of our time, cer~
tain~y .the foremost Secular orator of England, will send us monthly letters from England ~ith all the news of our movement there
and sucn reflections and pertinent .observations as will surely make every English Secularist living in this country and Canada want to
re~d THE TRUTH SEEKER. .GeorQ"e E. Macdonald, one of the rarest combinations of humorist, satirist, philosopher, logician, has been
engaged to write regularly for our columns. A.s the "Man With the Badge Pin," he is known to nearly all the Liberals of the country
and .we· are willing to make him known to more.
THE TRUTH SEEKER gives all the news of Freethought, and is always on Guard Against the Encroachments of Ecclesiastics
upon the People's Liberties.
THE TRUTH SEEKF.R is devoted· to the defense of Mental Liberty, of American Institutions, and the Preservation of
the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests and the maintenance of human rights. It advccates the abolition of all laws based on religion or religious observances. It demands the taxation of church property. It is uncompromisingly opposed to anything tending toward a union of church and state, either in name or in fact.
The Sunday Question is now to the front all over the country. On that THE TRUTH SEEKER will voice the demands of
the Liberal ·minded men and women of the country, and nowhere else will the rights of the people as against Puritanism be
found so sturdily defended.
.
· To sum it up, THE TRUTH SEEKER is the biggest, best, and bravest Freethought journal in the world, and if you are a Liberal
or Freethinker, you want it and ought to take it.
We appeal also to fair-minded Christians to hea; our side and then decide.
·:Bigots a~d fanatics, we suppose, wouldn't take it on any terms.
SEE OUR PBEMLUM OFFER FOB .NEW SUBSOBIBEBS on the second and third pages. Take advantage of one of
:these o:tfers, or send $3 for a Year's. subscription, or $1 for four months' triaL
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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The Mot:~t Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.
..

HOW TO GET

Four Hundred ~ears of Freethought.
BY

SAMUEL

P.

f

I1

PUTNAM.

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS

oF FREETnousnr

FREE

The object of this work is t? present the Oour.e of Free though!. throughout the .clivilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the o1me of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

''Four Hundred Years of Freethought " will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
of Human History,
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inventions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
No-thing Can be More In-teres-ting,

more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day--:-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights ~n.d
Procrress. The strucrcrle is not ended aml what IS already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal 'llgllanc~ is the price of liberty; and from tht'l Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN AFI'ORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest 'fhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and Magnificent Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
"WOMAN'S EMANCIPATION

from the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
'l.'HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailincr but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Philosophy,
Bruno.
l::!pinoza.
Descartes.
Locke.
Hume.
Hobbs.
Kant.
Hamilton.
Comte.
Buchner.
Feuer bach.

Science.
Copernicus.
Galileo.
Kepler.
Da Vinci.
Newton.
Humboldt.
Lyell.
Darwin.
Tyndall.
Huxley.

Education and
Ethics.
Bacon.
Comenius.
Pestalozzi.
Froebel.
Combe.
Spencer.
Owen.
Holyoake.
Haeckel.
Girard
Lick.

Literature.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Rabalais. Schiller.
Cervantel!. Goethe.
Marlowe. George Sand.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
Victor Hugo.
Gibbon.
Emerson.
Burns.
Shelley.
Heine.
Byron.
Thoreau.
Pushkin.
Whitman.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
chewsky.

Government and Politics.
Voltaire.
Gambetta.
Rousseau.
Castelar.
French Salon. Bradlaugh.
French Revo- Garrison.
Phillips.
lution.
Thomas Paine. Parker.
Jefferson.
Sumner.
Mazzinni
Lincoln.
Bentham.
Bakonnine.
Mill.
Warren.
Garabaldi.
Petro.fsky.
Heinzen.

Woman's Emancipation.
Madame Roland.
Mary W ollstoncraft.
Harriet Martineau.
Frances Wright.
Lucretia Mott.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Lydia Maria Child.
Margaret Fuller.
.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Susan B. Anthony.
Matild~~oJ oslyn Gage.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seelce1·, Investigator, Ironclad Age, Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Magazine, Independent Pu-lpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, .Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
Horace Seaver,
•T. P. Mendum,
D. M. Bennett,
Parker Pill~bury,
Elizur Wright,
T. 0. Leland,
T. B. Wakeman,
J'udge C. B. Waite.

George E. Macdonald, · Capt. R. C. Adams,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
Charles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
G. W. Foote,
J.D. Shaw,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,

Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Prof. J. H. Cook,
E. H. Heywood,
Otto Wettstein,
Stephen Pearl Andrews,
James Parton,
Abner Kneeland,

Susan H. Wixon,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Mrs. M.A. Freeman,
Katie Kehm Smith,
Lucy N. Colman,
Lillian Leland,
.Amy Post.

and other men and women who have c::mtributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey~£ history,
and such a galaxy of FrePthought.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.

The Juww of every Subscribe'/' who sends jive dollars before the work is on the press
will be em•olled in tlti:; boo/~. DOlV'T F .ALL TO SUBSCRIBE .AT OlVCE.
This book will contain
Ovar Six Hundred Pages oi Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
H will be elegantly bound. It wi,l be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your friemls when they ask, What; is Freethought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world'?
Tlti,; is t!1e most universal presentation of Freethought ever given to the public, and no FreethinkPI
can affol'll to be without it. It is a library in itself.
Address orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

SPECIAL OFFER.

We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends a most generous
offer.
We need more subscribers to To
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
needs" Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
for it, but everyone can do a little
work to obtain a copy - congenial
work, that will .do great good all
around. This is the offer :

Send us Four Ne~
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates ($I2 in
all), and ~e ~ill send
the Getter....up of the
Club a copy of" FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
F R E E T H 0 U G H T,"
FREE OF CHARGES.
And further, to a1d our friends in
getting this book for themselves, we
will offer

To the New Subscribers as a
Premium,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By WATSON HESTON,

THE GREATF.Sf BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
OONCFJVED.
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
W, S. BELL'S

Handbook of Freethought. ,
With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGdT,
free.
To each New Subscriber in the club, a premium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated," or w. s. Bell's
"Handbook of Freeth ought," in Cloth-all free
by post or express •
This really brings the price of the
paper down to $2 to each new subscriber, as they get To TxuTB SEEKER
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Subscribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our friends to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to get
four New Subscribers in any toWn in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" as soon as the
book is issued.

Tlwse wlw send a Club and
Four New Subscribers and
$12 before the bo~k is printed,
will have their names en•
rolled in its shining pages.
THE TRUTH SEEKER1

28 Lafayette Place,
NEW YOBK.
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Editor and Manager,
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SATURDAY,
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SVBSCKIPTION KA.TESo

Single subscription, in advance ................................ ea 00
One subscription two years, in advance ........................ li 00
Two ne:w subscribers ............................................. :i 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance. :i 00
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remit.
tance ........................................................ ,. oo
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remittance ....................................................... S :iO
One subscription with four new subacribers, in one remittance .......................................................10 00
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one
remittance.

-------------------Mcm61J BhoUlll 118 sent lit/ szpress oom»anv's monllfl oraer
postal oraer, llra.ft on New Yori:, or lit/ reotsterea tetter.
A.aaress oommuntoattons ana maA:e llra.ftB, checA:s, l>OBt-otnoe
ana ezpress monllfl oraers »atlallle to
E. M. MA ODONALD,
28 Latavette :Place, New Yori:.
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
readers ll they will send us the na10e and address of
any Freethinker who Is no& a re,;-ular subscriber.

SOME HANDbOME PREMIUMS
To induce new subscriptions and prompt r.,newals on the part of our friends we make the following handsome premium offers:
For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage
of this or our Free offer of the book (see oppo8it
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in
the country should not possess this splendid work.
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete"
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains J1
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New
Rochelle.
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers,_and
Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and James B. Alexanqer's Dynamic Theory ($2.75): This is a splendid offer, for every one
wants this book. It has over a thousand large
pages and more than four hundred illustrations.
It is a digest of Science, and every one who studies
it cannot help but be well-informed in all scientific
matters.
For $4.60 we ~ send THE TRUTH SEEXEB one
year· ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook" in cloth ($2.50).
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Bock"
in boards ($2).
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and a copy of "Old Testament Stories Comically lliustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEXEB one
.year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically
Dlustrated," in board covers ($1).
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceedingly low price. Old and new subscribers can
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our
present readers will call the attention of their

friends to the values o1fered.

the public ministry of the Word, after due means of conviction used, he shall forfeit for his absence from every
Last week under this head we answered q ues- such public meeting five shillings" (''Records," Vol. II.,
tions of correspondents who wished to know if there p. 178).
ever were 1.1uch statutes as are commonly known
Our present-day Sabba.tarians are very fearful
as the "Blue Laws." ·we quoted from Alice lest religious exercises be disturbed by people who
Morse Earle's "The Sabbath in Puritan New Eng- work or seek recreation on Sunday, no matter how
land " the statement that although ''the so-called far the scenes of their activities be re noved from
'false blue laws' of Connecticut
were the churches, and in this they are merely following
worded by Dr. Peters
and though in de- in the footsteps of the Massachusetts Puritans. In
tail not correct, they are in spirit true records of 1658 the general court formulated this:
the old Puritan laws." We then gave from Miss
"Whereas by too sad experience it is observed, the snn
Earle's pages the records of numerous punishments being set, both every Saturday and on the Lord's day,
inflicted under those laws, for Sabbath-breaking, young people and others take liberty to walk, and sport
non-attendance at church, criticisms of the clergy, themselvs in the streets or fields in the several towns of
and other theological offenses. Following this will this jurisdiction, to the dishonor of God and the disturbance of others in their religious exercises. · · · Every
be found transcripts of various laws of the early such person so found, complained of, and proved transNe.v England colonies. We hav room for but a few gressing, shall pay five ~billings for every such transgresof those which were intended to enforce conformity sion, or suffer corporal punishment, as authority afore. to the views of the orthodox lawmakers1 but these said shall determin" ("Records," Vol. IV., part i, p. 347).
Massachusetts Bay colony adopted many other
we giv will be sufficient b show the nature and
similar
ordinances relating to Sunday. Here is a
purpose of the entire mass. We find these intolersample
of the local laws, this having been enacted
ant statutes in Lewis's "Critical History of l:lunday
by
the
general
court for the town of Boston in 1679:
Legislation."
"For
prevention
of profanation of the Sabbath, and
In 1651 Plymouth colony decreed:
Saturday
night, by horses and carts passing
disorders
on
"It is enacted by the court that whatsoever person or
l"te
out
of
the
town
of
Bot;ton, it is·ordered and enacted
persons shall neglect the fr~:quenting the public worship
of God that is according to God, in the places where they by this court, that there be a ward, from sunset on Saturliv, or do assemble themselvs upon any pretense whatso- day night, until nine of the cluck or after, consiHting of
one of the selectmen or constables of Boston, with two or
ever, contrary to God and the allowance of the govern
more meet persons, who thall walk betw1•en the fortificament, tending to the subversion of religion and churches,
tion and the town's end, and upc~n no pretense whatsoever
or palpable profanation of G d's holy ordinances, bein:o{ suffer any cart to pass out of the town after sunset, nor
duly convicted, viz., everyone that is a master or dame ot any footman or horseman, without such good account of
a family, or any other person at their own dieputling, to the necessity of his busmess as may be to their satisfacpay ten shillings for enry such default " (''Records,'' tion; and all persons attempting to ride or drive out of
Vol. XL, pp. 57-8 ).
town after sunset, without such reasonable satisfaction
Al1:1o this:
given, shall be apprehenderl and brought before author"Enacted by the.court, that if any in any lazy, sloth- ity to be proceeded agamst as Sabbath-breakers; and all
ful or profane way doth neglect to come to the public other towns are empowered to do 'he like as need shall
wors.hlp of God, shall forfeit for every such default ten be"(" Records," Vol. V., pp. 239, 240).
shillings, or be publicly whipped" ("Records," Vol. XI., · The general court of 1667 ordered constables to
p. 58).
"make diligent search" for Quaker meetings and
In 1682 the same colony enacted this "ticket-of- when found, if refused admittance, to break into
leave" law:
the building and seize the offenders. Massachu"To prevent profanation of the Lord's day by foreign- setts Bay and Plymouth colonies were united in
ers, or any others, unnecessarily traveling through our 1691. From this date to 1760 witnessed a general
towns on that day: It is enacted by the court that a tit
man in each town be chosen, unto whom, whomsoever mcrease in the severity of Sunday law penalties.
hath necessity of travel on the Lord's day in case of dan- In 1727 an act was passed forbiddmg funerals-exger of death or such necessitous occasions, shall repair, cept in extreme cases-on Sunday. It is significant
and making out such occasions satisfyingly to him, shall that a strong movement in favor of the samd rereceive a ticket from him to pass on about such like oc- strictions is being promoted by many clerics and
casions, which if the traveler atttnd not unto it ehall be
lawful for the constable or any man that meets him to others at the present time, and with some measure
take him up and stop him until he be brought before au- of success already. The general court of the provthority, or pay his fine for such transgression, as by law ince of Massachusetts B"y repealed all the old Sunin that case provided. And if it after shall appear that day statutes in lli'60 and enacted a new law, the
his plea was false, then may he be apprehended at preamble to which read as follows :
another time and made to pay his fine as aforesaid "
"And whereas, it is the duty of all persons, unon the
("Records," Vol. XI., p. 258).
Lord's day, carefully to apply themselvs publicly and
Other days also fell under the ban, as is shown privately to religion and ,piety, the profanation of the
by this Plymouth edict:
Lord's day is highly offensiv to Almighty God; of evil
"It is enacted that none shall presume to attend servile example, and tends to the grit:£ and disturbance of all
work or labor or attend any sports on such days as are or pious and religiously disposed persons, therefore," etc.
Among the provisions of this law, as summarized
shall be appointed by the court for humiliation by fasting
and prayer, or for public thanksgiving, on penalty of five by Mr. Lewis, we find these:
shillings" ("Records," Vol. XL, p. 258).
"Work or play, on lanil or water, is fined not less than
Concerning Massachusetts Bay colony th~ his- ten shillings nor more than twenty shillmgs. Traveling
by any one except in extremity, and then only far enough
torian Hutchinson says:
"Tn the first draught of the laws by Mr. Ootton, which for immediate relief, is liable to the same _penalty.
I hav seen corrected with Mr. Winthrop's hand, diverse Loitering, walking, or gathering in companies in 'streets,
other offenses were made capital, viz., profaning the fields, orchards, lanes, wharves,' etc., is prohibited on
Lord's day in a careless or scornful neglect or contempt pain of five shillings fine; and on a Jecond conviction, the
thereof." (Num. 15, 30-36.) ("History of Ma!!!!achu- offender is required to giv bail for future obedience.
Absence from public serv c•e for one month is fined ten
setts," VoL I., p. 390.)
shillings. No one is to assist at any funeral, not even to
In 1646 the general court of this colony decree?: ring a bell, unless it be a licensed funeral, on penalty of
"That wheresoever the ministry of the Word is estab· twenty shillings fine. In Boston, however, a funeral
lished, according to the order of the gospel, throughout mig>ht be attended after sunset without a license. The
this jurisdiction, every person shall Eluly resort and observan"e of the Sunday wae to commence from sunset
attend thereunto, respectivly, upon the Lord's days and on Saturday."
upon such public fast days and days of thanksgiving as
The New Haven colony Sunday law was savage
are to be generally held by the appointment of authority.
in
its Old Testament severity:
And if any person within this jurisdiction shall, without
"Whosoever
shall profane the Lord's day or auy Pill•
juat and neoeSBBry oauae, withdraw himself from hearing

The Colonial " Blue" Laws-II.
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of it either by sinful servile work, or by unlawful sport,
recr~ation, or otherwise, whether willfully or in a careless
neglect, shall be duly punished by fine, imprisonment, or
corporally, according to the nature and measure of the
sin and offense. But if the court upon examination, by
clear and satisfying evidence, find that the sin was
proudly, presumptuously, and with a high hand, committed against the known command and authority of the
blessed God, such a person therein despising and reproachin~ the Lord, shall be put to death, that all others
may fear and shun· such provoking, rebellions courses."
(Nnm. xv, 30-36.)
In 1665 the Connecticut colony absorbed that of
New Haven. Here is the Connecticut law enforcing
church attendance prior to the union:
"It is ordered and decreed by this court and authority
thereof, th~t wheresoever the ministry of the Word is
established according to the order of the gospel, throughout this jurisdiction, evPry person shall dnlv resort and
attend thereunto, respectivly upon the Lord's day and
upon such public fast days and days of thankPgiving as
are to be generally kept by the appointment of authority.
And if sny person within this jurisdiction shall, without
just and necessary cans*', withdraw himself from hearing
the public miniatry of the Word, after due means of convtction used, he shall forfeit for his absence from every
such public meeting five shillings"(" Public Records
prior to 1665," p. 524).
The united colony adopted a number of statutes
of a similar tenor. Non-attendance upon church
services, traveling, work, play, absence from one's
house except for church attendance, going out from
church unnecessarily during services, posting notices, or publishing them in any other way, were
among the offenses prohibited under penalty of
fines or confinement in the stocks. Whipping,
the maximum being twenty stripes, was the penalty
for non-payment of fines.
These laws of the colonies are not of interest to
the literary antiquarian only. An activ, aggressiv;
and powerful party animated by the spirit of the
Puritans is to-day at work in this country. It has
won many victories and year by year its demands
become more greedy and insolent. So far it has
not openly asked that people be punished by fine
or imprisonment for not attending church, but it
does demand that they remain shut up in their
houses on Sunday if they do not take part in religious exercises. It does not very often say much
about punishing heresy directly, but it clamors for
the enforcement of existing and the passage of new
laws which make it difficult or impossible for the
dissenter to liv his belief, and it arrogantly says
that no man should be permitted to hol1 a civil
office unless he is "God-fearing." And this is but
the beginning.

Wanted-New Subscribers.
We solicit the kind attention of our friends to
the need which exists of increasing the subscription list of THE TRUTH SEEKER. There are several
reasons for this, which our readers will readily see.
First, It will do a world of good, by making more
Liberals and by interesting those already liberal in
the work of Freethought. 1'he church is making
great encroachments upon our liberties, and the
people need to know about it, in order to defeat its
tyranny. And those who read THE TRUTH SEEKER
are a hundred times more interested and activ than
those who do not. Second, It is a duty we owe to
our fellow-men to giv them the light of reason we
hav obtained. Liberalism makes for true civiliza.
tion, and freedom from fear of an angry God makes
men happier and better. Every Liberal should do
all he can to lift up his neighbors from the darkness
of superstition to the glorious plain of mental liberty. And, as Mr. Wakeman says, referring to the
resolution regarding the Liberal papers passed at
the l<~.te International Congress: "They are the very
life of the cause of intellectual and practical emancipation of the people. As such they are to be
built up and sustained by constant care, payment,
encouragement, and solicitation for subscribers for
them." Third, An increase in the list will relieve the
readers from the occasional '' duns" we are compelled to send out in order to get money with
which to pay bills. If we can obtain two or three

thousand -~~w---;;-~b_s_c-~bers, the increased revenue article, thus declaring open war. on the hierarchy.
and
will make the business work of the paper easier, The trouble between the Austrian government
.
. .
the church has its source in the Hunganan ClVl1
and we can continue to improve the paper without marriage bill, which was approved by the emperor.
fear of financial embarrassments.
To reward those who will do a little for us in
Henry Rowley, the popular Liberal lecturer of
this matter we hav arranged to take a large num- Brooklyn, recently took a few days off and visited
her of Mr. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of England. When he returned the memb~r.s .of the
Freethought," and to every one who sen d sus four Brooklyn Philosophical Association, reJOicmg to
hav him with them once more, made up a little purse
new yearly subscribers at the regular rates of $3 of $63, which they brought over to New York and
($12 in all), we shall send a copy of that magnifi- put in the hands of the publisher of THE TRUTH
cent work free. Those who send the club before SEEKER, to pay for books for their favorit lecturer.
the book is on the press will be enrolled among the No more fitting testimonial could hav been saoriginal subscribers and patrons in the book.
lected for this studious Liberal orator, and none
And to make it easy to get these four new sub- which would hav been more welcome to him. Each
scribers we will ofier them as a premium either of book will bear this presentation card, the free offertwo spendid works-The "Old Testament Stories ing of that prince of printers, Peter Eckler: "PreComically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's "Handbook sented by the members and friendsHof the RBrook1
lyn Philosophical Association to enry ow ey,
of Freethought" in cloth binding. Our readers Esq., as a token of their esteem, January, 1894."
know the value of these books, and that about every
The Bore need of cash compels us to ask our
Liberal in the coun t ry wo uld like a copy of one or
~he other. Either one of these, as maybe chosen, friends to renew their subscriptions to. THE TRUTH
will be given to the new subscribers obtained in S:EEKER at the earliest convenient moment. The
these clubs of four, and a copy of "Four Hun- "hard times" hav hit us, but we must crawl
dred Years of Freethought" to the one who gets through them somehow, and we turn with conup the club and sends the money and names.
fidence to our readers. The amounts in individual
We cannot afford to make this premium to single cases are small and easy to pay, but the aggregate
subscribers, but to enable old subscribers and single is large and we must hav it to meet expenses. We
new subscribers to obtain these and other desirable hav made such a combination of books and paper
works at a great reduction, we hav made a list of
d
th
that everyone can get a get a good ea1 more
an
premiums in connection with subscriptions to the
h
paper, to be found in the first column of the first. his money's worth, and attention is called to t ese
editorial page of THE TRUTH SEEKER. We are willing offers. Purchasing books will help us also. But
to do our part toward making the obtaining of goo d Please renew your subscription now. We need it.
Liberal works easy and cheap, and hope our readFreethought is in the world, of the world, and
ers will take advantage of the terms offered.
for the world. It knows no national boundary, no
Once more we ask that a favorable eye be turned racial limitation. It is inevitably opposed to all
in our direction, and a helpful hand extended. As forms of intolerance. It wages war against ecclethe resolutions of the International Congress ex- siastical tyranny because tyranny is unjust and
pressed it, Boom the Liberal papers and you boom hurtful, not because the tyrant is_ an Englishman,
a Frenchman, a German, or an Italian. It is
the Liberal cause.
--------~~-------wholly beneath the dignity of Freethinkers to subOur Protestant brethren are not likely to soon stitute epithets for arguments. When we make
hear the last about the folly of "revising " the the name of the race or n 'ltion to which an oppoinerrant "word of God." Here is the latest cut of nent belongs into a missil to throw at him we
the lash of criticism. It is from the Catholic Re- cheapen ourselvs, degrade our cause, and nullify our
vieto: "The Christian at Work is positiv that if efforts in behalf of liberty. Some Protestant
modern scholarship has demonstrated anything, it critics of the Pope and Mgr. Satolli are guilty of
is that the Vulgate at best is a poor translation, calling them" dagos." This is infinitly vulgar and
full of errors, transcribed by imperfect copyists, l).bsolutely pueril. Others persistently speak of
and wholly untrustworthy. How does it happen, them as " Italians." It is true that they are Italthen, that the revised version of the Bible, made re- ians, but why divert attention from their offenses ,
cently by the best Protestant Biblical scholars in to their nationality? Is "Italian," in itself, a term
the world, is much nearer the Vulgate in almost all of reproach? Some of the noblest workers in hudisputed passages than was the King James' edi- manity's behalf hav,been or are Italians. We want
tion?"
nothing to do with race-hatreds and national antipThe lower house of the Ohio legislature recently athies. These, next after religious jealousies, are
voted down by a vote of 29 to 38 a motion to pay the chief curses of the world. Nothing could be
a chaplain two dollars per day for prayers. The more trifling and less worthy of the noble mission
Cleveland Evening Post says that " Mr. Brittain of Freethought than sneers about the diet, dress,
made a savage argument in opposition to the prop- and other personal or national peculiarities of any
osition," and that" Mr. Locke of Madison and Mr. people. The true cosmopolitan does not stare at
Heinlein of Belmont fired a number of questions and jeer the stranger in unconventional garb.
not germane to the subject at the author of the res- That incivility is monopolized by street gamins and
olution, treating a pious matter in a very impious provincials.
wanner." It is probable that Mr. Brittain's argument is called "savage" because it contained a
namber of wholesome truths. As to the alleged
impiety of the other gentlemen-well, some ed1tors
are not able to distinguish between loyal defense
of religious liberty and " blasphemy."
The JJeutsch Zeitung, of Vienna, had recently an
article, said to hav been inspired by a high prelate,
which contained this:
"It is perfectly true that the relations between the
Vatican and the Austrian court are strained. The meeting at Mol!za between the emperors of Germany and
Austria has done much to bring about this deplorable
state of affairs. Austria must inevitably fall, unless
proper respect is shown to his holiness, and the emperor
should not forget his duty toward the Holy See."

Whereupon the Hungarian states-attorney seized
the number of the paper containing the offensiv

--------~~--------

Now and then a man with a mind of his own gets
on a trial jury, sedulously as the law guards against
such a catastrophe. Such happened to be the case·
in this city the other day. Our Atheist friend,
David Rousseau, electrician, inventor of thg electrical block signal system in use in the tunnel of the
ew York Central and Hudson River Railroad
north of Forty-second street, and erstwhile commodore of the Knickerbocker Yacht Club, was on the'
jury in Recorder Smyth's cou!t which had in charge
the case of a young barber who had cut another
youth with a razor in self-defense. Mr. Rousseau
was for acquittal and the other jurors for 'conviction, largely, it would seem, because they were in a
hurry to get to lunch. Fourteen ballots were
taken without any change in the vote, so Mr.
Rousseau's intelligent associates asked that the
ury be discharged, which was done. Then they
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presented to Assistant District Attorney O'Hare
what they said was a list of the reasons Mr. Rousseau had given for refusing to agree to conviction.
They said he was a Populist, Anarchist, and Socialist. Also, a woman suffragist. They also said that
he believes men and women should liv on hay and
grass, like animals. This because he had said that
he considered a vegetarian diet the best. Of course
no animals eat meat ! They had charged him with
being an Atheist. In an interview he says of this :
"The juror who I think wrote the letter also twitted
me with being an Atheist and not having a regard for an
oath. 'I am an Atheist,' I said, 'as are also many of the
great men of the world. I suppose yon believe that if
yon disregard an oath yon will roast forever in hell. If
yon find any pleasure in that belief yon are welcome to it.
I don't believe it, bnt I prefer to keep the obligation I
took when I affirmed, and prefer to remain upon good
terms with myself."
It is safe to say that Mr. Rousseau was the most
intelligent man on that jury, and the best qualified
to judge as to the value of the evidence offered.
Next week we giv the third and last installment
of the article on Parochial Schools. Those of the
subjects promised for this week which are crowded
out by lack of space will then appear. The investigation gains in interest and value as it is pushed,
and we are sure that Freethinkers will be glad that
we hav so developed the subject.

Four Hundred Years of Freethonght.
I find it quite refreshing to lay off once in awhile
from my task, and indulge in the pleasure of reading the friendly correspondence that comes to my
desk ; and as I cannot yet giv the book to the world,
I think that my subscribers would enjoy as well as
myself the prospects of success as shown in these
communications. It would be pretty difficult to
write this book without such encouragement, both
mental and material, which I receive. The progress
of the last four hundred years is so great and wonderful that its results bring into consideration
almost the whole history of the world. Astronomy,
geology, and evolution hav so radically changed
men's ideas of the past that there is opened up a
new field of research and "Four Hundred Years of
Freethought" becomes in a manner a record of the
whole univt.rse. I am glad that my friends do not
hurry me up; but on the contrary are ready to giv
me plenty of time. I shall take the advice given in
some of the following letters.
SUNAPEE, N. H., Dec. 21, 1893.
BROTHER PUTNAM: This note is simply to cheer yon in
the midst of the big job yon hav on hand-your "Four
Hundred Years of Freethonght." If I could be put back
twenty-five years, I might then express the wish that I
could be at your elbow a part of the time, to aid yon a
little in the drudgery part of the huge undertaking, bnt
·about all I can with proprietry d? now, at a ~istanc~, is to
giv you perhaps what yon don t need, a httle frie:adly
advice. Take time, Brother Putnam, take time. Do not
hurry on that work, for, as I regard it, it will be your
monument.
"Whatever is worth doing, is worth doing well," and
although much of your matter is already before yon in
the works and lives of the great pioneers of Freethonght,
yet the book .in its makeup should, and no doubt will,
take on the condensed vigor of your well-known style.
w. 0. STUROO.
Here is another:
BosToN, MAss., Nov. 12, 1893,
DEAR FRIEND PUTNAM: I am looking for the time when
yon will hav your great book, "Four Hundred Years of
Freethonght, ;, ready for de~very, bnt still ~ wo~ld rather
wait until yon had ample time to do .full JUStice ~o the
great cause knowing yon are competent to make It the
greatest Fr~ethonght work of the century. As it takes
time, money, and labor, and as those who devote t~em
selvs to an unpopular cause hav to make great F';'Crifice,
I take pleasure in inclosing $5 for the work, hopwg that
Freethinkers all over the land will stand shoulder to
shoulder to yon; and wishing the greatest sncce.ss to the
book I remain Yours respectfully,
M. F. RusH.
The followi~g is from C. C. Fisk :
·
MILFORD, MASS., Jan. 1, 1894.
MR. SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, Dear Sir: I will inclose a
a check for five dollars for a subscription to your book,
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght," as soon as published.
·
f
It looks to me now that the Freethonght Federation o
America is an excellent thing, and I shall join it when I
come to New York next spring. Wo~an s~rage ought
to be added to the Nine Demands of Liberahsm, because
it is their right and it is wrong to keep them away from
the polls· altho~gh superstition might flourish more tha_n
it does rtow-as I think it would-we ought to add this
demand to our platform before the church gets the start
of ns.
Wishing yon and the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER a
Happy New Year, I am, Yours truly,
0. 0. FISK.
I giv another from Chas. F. Blackburn:
SEATTLE, WASH., Dec. 29, 1893.
MR. SAMUEL PUTNAM, Dear flir: Please put my nam~
on the list for a copy of "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." I am with yon from the verY: "bed rock "
right up thro"'l~h~he Qlou4~ mto the clear light of w.ental
·Uberty,

. Yo~ are doing a grand, good work, and I am sure humanIty will ever feel grateful for the authorship of so noble
a work. ·•Four Hundred Years of Freethonght," conde~sed as _yon know how, will be a splendid tool with
wh10h to demolish the false structures of superstition,
and as our world is cursed with supernatural doctrine, a
keen-cutting implement is needed with which to clear the
track for progress, science, and reason.
Yours truly,
0HAB. F. BLACKBURN.
While from the Capital come these encouraging
words:
.
WASHINGTON, D. 0.
S. P. PUTNAM, Dear Sir: For some time I hav been
thinking to write yon, bnt my time has been so employed
that I hav put it off again and again, and still no letter to
yon. I "!Vant especially to express my gratification and
pleasure m the knowledge that von are preparing so valuable and important a contribution to the Freethonght
literature of the last four hundred years as the work yon
are now engaged upon must unquestionably be.
It had been my intention to see yon and others of onr
Liberal friends at Ohicago, bnt in this! was disappointed.
I did not get to Ohicago at all. That Oongress must hav
been a grand occasion, as affording opoortnni~ to ~tiv the
greatest of all modern questions-the question of the
overthrow of the religions superstition and theological
hmnbnggery of the world-a positiv advance move, an impetus which no other occasion could possibly afford.
A.J. BoYER.
These letters from veterans and pioneers in the
field of Freethought who hav been engaged in the
work themselvs for many years and who understand
what ~t is-these and many other letters of a like
tenor enable me to burn the " mi inight oil " with
courage and enthusiasm, and follow the march
of human thought to its most glorious victories.
SAMUEL p. PUTNAM.

Freethonght Progress.
When a '' miraculous " picture of the ''virgin and
child " appeared on the glass of a window in a church at
Oanton, Minn., and the sick and infirm pions began to
make pil~rimages to the place, Archbishop Ireland sent
a scientific expert to examin the window. The expert
found that a photographer had "subjected the pane of
glass to a kind of treatment, under which, by means of a
certain apparatus, the images were made to appear upon
it." A number of other men in Oanton were associated
with the photographer, and they had all hoped to make
money ont of the scheme. Ireland put a stop to further
exhibition of the window. The Medical World, after
quoting the New York Medical Record's account of the
delusion, says: "Such would be the outcome of abontall
the 'supernatural ' stuff and nonsense, if it were submitted to scientific test." But it was some other agency
than the parochial school which enlightened the world
sufficiently to make it possible for Archbishop Ireland to
employ a scientific expert to determin the character of an
alleged church miracle. Don't forget that. ·. ·. · "In
the few pronouncements Ohrist makes on biblical questions, he takes those very views to which orthodoxy has
ever clung-, but which critical science now shows to be
untenable."- Westminster Review.
·. ·. · The Midwinter Fair at San Francisco is open on Sunday. The
Fair being a purely private enterprise and California not
being cursed with a Sunday law it was not difficult to
keep it open. ·. ·. · The non-conformist farmers in the
Penrhyn district in Wales hav organized to resist the
payment of the tithes dne the clergv of the Ohnrch of
England. This will probably result in the disestablishment of the Welsh church. ·. ·. · W. B. Thompson, secretary of the Ohatham Branch of the National {:'ecnlar
Society, has been elected to third place on the Gillmgham
School Board. Mr. Morris, who was elected with him,
said in a sermon during the canvass that " he would not
speak of Atheists and Infidels. He would not insult his
hearers by warning them against the candidature of an
awowed Atheist, a blasphemer of their God. Indelible
disgrace would fall upon their church and parish if the
election of such were possible. He would pass over it as
an impossible event."
Fifty-four thousand voters in Switzerland hav petitioned
that the Swiss delegation to the Universal Peace Oongress
be given an official character, and that the Peace bnrean
m Berne receive state aid.
We are the recipient of the Canada Revue, a very able
journal, which ~e can hea~tily recommen~ to onr Fr~nc_h
reading subscribers. It lB an organ of hbert;r anc:I Ill; 1ts
scholarly articles it shows no resl?ect for ~~:nment_mstit~
tions merely because they are anment. It IB published m
Montreal 312 rue Oraig. ·. ·. · Thomas Paine is to hav
a mon.mn~ntal tablet in Paris. It will be placed on the
house he occupied while in that city. The municipal
councillor likewise proposed to name a square after
him. Paris is in France, not in the United States.
Viktor E. Lennstrand has resumed the editorial duties
of Fritankaren.
Times are hard in Holland; at least, the church thinks
so. At a recent auction of seats in the church of St.
Anna three giilden only were realized. They nsed to
fetch one thousand or more.
One after another pass away the glorious traditions of
the holy land. The railroad has taken the place of the
camel and ass, and in the garden of Gethsemane, the 9-alilean itinerant's favorit resort, concerts are now g1ven
every Snndayfrom 3to 5P.M. The band does not confine
itself to hymns either. Strauss's waltz, "Blue Danube,"
figures on the program. The next thing that we will hear
is that the "holy grave" has been transformed into a
"Oafe Ohanta:d."

Freidenker Almanach for 1894 has appeared. It contains several excellent articles on leading questions besides
several good poems. We recommend the almanac to our
German friends as the best extant. Published by the
Freidenker Publishing Oo., Milwaukee, Wis. ·. ·. · Marquis Pandolfi is a regular contributor to Die Waffen
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Nieder, the monthly organ of the Universal, Peace
Society, aud proves himself to be as valiant a defender of
peace as he is of Freethonght. The peace movement is
constantly growing, and we would again advise our lecturers and societies to indorse and ocoaaiona~h ~ektnre on
peace, as is the case among European Free 1· ers, the
·national Federation of whom hav in their constitution a
"demand" for disarmament and peace.

It Only We Knew!
Knowing little of the present and nothing of what is
to come, I deem it better to liv than to enter into the
unknown; and I hesitate to launch into that unknown
any creature that I love.-M. De Oherville.
If only we knew where our loved ones go
When we say good-byA, in bitter pain,
And, without need of faith, would know for a truth
That after this life they liv againIf only we knew!
If we knew that, at some glad, sweet time,

In some life after this, we should meet again

In a home e'en as lovely, and as fair a clime,

This life would lose most of its bitter painIf only we knew I
They proJ)liB a lovelier home, yon know,
And a fairer clime to which we may go;
Bnt I say, if 'twas all as good as this,
And we met again-what exqnisit blisslIf only we knew l
Perhaps it is better, with all as it is,
With the future concealed, and t.he great plan of life
A veriest conjecture l-as well as what comes
After the sorrow, the joy, and the strifeIf only we knew l
Some say we need pain, for disciplin here;
Some, that onr wills must be strengthened aright,
And some fill our souls with a horrible fear
By keeping a devil and hell in sightIf only we knew l
Some say that thts is the embryo state,
And must needs be borne for a future more great;
That doing right here will take ns '' np there"
To a heaven B:> glorious, lovely, and fairIf only we knew l
I cannot sea why 'twonld not better hav been
To hav made it all plain to the children of men;
How sweet then to liv, tho' a life filled with tears,
With a fntnre before ns of nnendfng yearsIf only we knew I
If, this were a truth, -'tis said, man his life

Would hold at small stake in the struggle for bread,
In the misery of crime, and of sorrow and strife,
Would by his own hand lay himself with the deadIf only we knew.
Bnt oh, the suspense-the pain of not knowing!
The suffering here !-not by onr own doingSad hearts, and e'en desperate ones might endure
If a new life to come was promised quite sureIf only we knew I
The suspense of it all! 'Tis enough, I should think
To drive men. mad when they stand on the brinkAnd men go mad, and brave lives fall
'
Because of the mystery surrounding it allIf only we knew l
The man of God-in reverence I sayFrom the word of God doth point the way;
Bnt he cannot say: "I know! I've seen!
I swear 'tis truel-for there I have been"This much we know.
The Bible! Ah, many a beautiful thought
From its pa~es I've learned with a trusting heart!
Bnt oh-onr father-he cannot be
Who for sins of earth rifts homes apartiThis much we know I
Who longs for a heaven with loved ones in hell?
Who dreams of happiness, when those who fell
Because of temptation beyond their stren~th
Are damned through all eternity's length?Not one-we know!
Some hav lightly sa.id, "This life is all!"
And little they reck of what they do,
Bnt only minds that are narrow and small
Oonld be thus to themselvs untrueThis much we know.
If we knew this was all there was of life,
We would be more lovink-hav less of strife.
I think we'd be truer to onr fellow-men
1f we knew life covered so small a spanIf only we knew l

How man;y unkind things thoughtlessly said
To our darling loved ones, that caused them pain,
Would hav been unuttered had we known our dead
Would never come tons againAh, this we kno1' l
This also is certain-if we liv not again,
We'll be spared from knowing this much of patn,
And the sleep that comes with the last-drawn breath
Will be the unending sleep of death.
This much we know.
It is said, "Whatever is, is best;"
Oh, for a faith to believe it true!
'Tis hard to doubt, and not to know.
If we only knew 'twas better soIf only we knew!

M. 0. B. W,

The many admirers of :M~· Otto Wetts~ei_n'~ wri~gs,
which are <>f the unsophisticated materialistic variety,
will be gln.d to learn that his Oongress address on tli.e
••Giant Delusion" is nQw obtainable as a pam.phlet fo:r
10 cents,
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mass of priests, bi«hops, arcbbi!ihopE', and cardmals, bitter of all. His whole power was thrown against
strove two popes, Paul V. and Urban VIII. · · · Galileo.
The opening strategy of
But the opposing powers were too strong. In 1615 Gableo's enemies was to forbid the sale of his work;
Galileo was summoned before the Inquisition at but this was soon seen to be unavailing, for the first
RJme, and the mine which had been so long pre- edition had already been spread throughout Europe.
Disloyalty to Truth of Catholic Text paring was sprung. Sundry theologians of the In·· Urban now bel•ame more angry than ever, and both
quisitwn having been ordered to examine two Galileo and his works were placed in the hands of
Book Compilers
propositions which had been extracted from Galileo's the I_nquisition. In vain did the good Benedictine,
letters on the solar spots, solemnly considered these Castelli, urge that Galileo was entirtly respectful to
points during about a month and rendered their the church; in vain di~ he imist that 'nothing that
unanimous decision as follows: • The first proposition, ?an ,be done can now. hmde~ th~ earth from rev?lvFACTS IN THE CALILEO CASE. that
the sun is the center and does not revolve a. bJut • mg.
He was d1smtssed In disgrace, and Gahleo
the earth, is foolish, absurd, false in theology, and he- was forced. to appear in the presen~e of the dread
retical, because expressly contrary to holy scrip- tribunal Without defender or. adviser. There, as
Uross Superstitions Which Arc Taught in Romish Ed· tures ;' and • the second proposition, that the earth was so long concea~ed but as IB n~w fully rev~aled,
ucatlunal Institutions.- Hi,torical Mi•stat"m"nts i~ not the center but revolves about the sun, is ab- he was menaced With torture agam a~d agam by
1
and Bald Lies Conccrni g Religious ·Persecutions
surd, false in philosophy, and, from a theological · express order. of Pope Urban, ~nd, as IB also thorExumined and lHSJH'OVed.- l!i! the lncnlcatiou of point of view at least, opposed to the true faith.' oughly estabhshel'i _from the tnal documents !hemScientific Truths Sectarian Teaching ~-Some Sta· The Pope himself, Paul V., now intervened again; selves, forced to abJure under threats and subJected
th.tics of Crime and Illiteracy.
he ordered that Galileo be brought brfore the In- to _imprisonmen.t bJ: com_mand of the Pope; the Inquisition.
De Lauda, fortified by a lftter qmsiti?n deferrmg m this whole matter to the papal
II.
· ·.
~
The _world ~no.ws. now t~at
Andrew Dickson White, ex-president of Cornell trom the Pope, gives orders that the astronomer be authonty.
University, in "New Chapters in the Warfare of placed in the dungeons of the Inquisition should G~ileo was subJect~:d certamly ~o mdigmty, to 1mScience," first publiBhed in the Popular Science he refuse to yield. Bellarmin now commands Ga- prisonment, and to threats eqmvalent ~o torture,
Monthly, exhaustively examines this question in his lileo, • in then me of his holiness the Pope and the and was at ast forced to pronounce pubhcly and on
.
fifteen tla and sixteen t.h papers, "Astronomy" and whole Congregation of the Holy Office, to relinquish his knees his reca~tati?n, a follows.:
"•I, Gahleo, bemg m my seven beth year, bemg
"The Retreat of Theology in the Galileo Case," altogether the opinion that the sun is the center of
which were printed in 1892 in the periodical the world and immovable, and that the earth moves, a prison~;r and on my knees, and before your
nam&d, issues of March, April, and June. Mr. nor henceforth to hold, teach, or defend it in any emmences, having before my eyes t~e Holy Gospel,
This which I touch with my hands, abJure, curse, and
White's articles are the most valuable contributions way whatsoever, verbally or in writing.'
to the discussion that have ever been made. The injunction Galileo acquiesces in and promises to detest the error and the heresy of the movement of
the earth.'
reader will understand why this is so when he is obey.
"This was on the 26th of February, 1616. About
"He was vanquished indee?, for he had b_een
informed that no other author using the English
languagu has written at length in the light shed by a fortnight later the Congregation of the Index, forced, in the face of all commg ages, to perJure
the publication d the Vatican documents which moved thereto, as the letters and documents now himself. To complete his dishonor, he was obhged
give the whole history of the trials of Galileo. Mr. brought to light show, by Pope Paul V., solemnly to swear that he would denounce to the Inquisition
rendtlred a decree that • the doctrine of the double any other man of science whom he should discover
White says:
"I shall present this warfare at some length, be- motion of the earth about its axis and about the to be supporting the 'heresy of the motion of the
cause, so far as I can find, no care1ul summary of it sun is false and entirely contrary to holy scrip- earth.'
"Many have wondered at this abjuration, and on
has been given in our language since the whole ture ;' and that this opinion must neither be taught
history was placed in a new light by the revelations nor advocated. The same dtcree condemned all account of it have denied to Galileo the title of
of the trial documents in the Vatican Library, hon- writings of Copernicus and • all writin~s which martyr. But let such gainsayers consider the cirestly published for the first time by M. L'Epinois, affirm the motiOn of the earth.' The great work of cumstances. Here was an old man-one who had
in 1867, and since that by Gebler, Berti, Favaro, Copernicus was interdicted until corrected in ac- reached the allotted threescore years and ten,
cordance with the views of the Inquisition; and broken with disappointments, worn out with labors
and others."
While we shall quote much from "New Chapters the works of Gahleo and Kepler, though not men- and cares, dragged from Florence to Rome, with the
in the Warfare of Science," our limited space com- tioned by name at that time, were included among threat from the Pope himself that if he delayed he
pels us to leave out a great deal more which is very those implicitly condemned as 'affirming the motion should be. 'brought in chains'; sick in body and
mind, given over to his oppressors by the grand
interesting and which flatly contradicts the asser- of the earth.'
•• The condemnations were inscribed upon the duke who ought to have protected him, and on his
tions of Revs. Hennessy and Brennan.
Tracing the history of the struggle between Index; and, finally, the papacy committed itself as arrival in Rome threatened with torture. What the
Galileo and the church, Mr. White . tells us that a judge and a teacher to the world by prefixing to Inquisition was he knew well. He could remember
"The first important attack on Galileo began in the Index the usual papal bull giving its monitions but as yesterday the burning of Giordano B:runo iri
1610, when he announced that his telescop~ had the most solemn papal sanction. To teach or even that same city for scientific and philosophic heresy;
revealed the moons of the planet Jupiter.
The read the works denounced or passages condemned he could remember, too, that only eight. years beenemy saw that this took the Copernican theory out was to risk persecution in this world and damna- fore this very time De Dominis, archbishop of
of the realm of hypothesis, and they gave battle tion in the lit xt. Science had apparently lost tl e Spalatro, having been seized by the Inquisition for
scientific and other heresies, had died in a dungeon,
immediately.
They denounced both his methor'J decisive battle.
and its results as abBurd and impious.
In
" Cardinal Barberini, who had seemed liberal and and that his body and his writings had been pubvain did Galileo try to prove the existence of satel- friendly, became pope under the name of Urban licly burned.
Galileo at this conceived new hopes, and
''To the end of his life, nay, after his life was
lites by showing them to the doubters through his VIII.
tel£-scope; they either declared it impious to look, allowe"d his continued allegiance to the Copernican ended, the persecution of Galileo was continued. He
or, if they did look, denounced the satellites as illu- systE-m to be known. New troubles ensued. Galileo was kept m exile from his family, from his friends,
sions from the devil.
The war on the Co- was induced to visit Rome again, and Pope Urban from his noble employments, and held rigidly to his
pernican theory, which up to that time had been tried to cajole him into silence, personally taking promise not to speak of his theory. When, in the
carried on quietly, now flamed forth.
But the trouble to show him his errors by argument. midst of intense bodily sufferings from disease and
the little telescope of Galileo still swept the heav- Other opponents were less considerate, for works mental sufferings from calamities in his family, he
ens, and another revela~tion was announced-the appeared attacking his ideas-work> all the more besought some little liberty, he was met with
mountains and valleys in the moen. This brought unmanly since their authors knew that Galileo was threats of committal to a dungeon. When at last
on another attack.
Still another struggle restrained by force from defending himself. Then, a special commission had reported to the ecclesiastwas aroused when the hated telescope revealed too, as if to accumulate proofs of the unfitness of ical authorities that he had become blind and wasted
spots upon the sun, and their motion indicating the the church to take charge of advaneed instruction, with disease and sorrow, he was allowed a little
sun's rotation. Monsignor Elci, head of the Uni- his salary as a professor at the University of Pisa more liberty, but that ltttle was hampered by close
versity of Pisa, forbade the astronomer Castelli to was taken from him, and sapping and mining began" surveillance. He was forced to bear contemptible
mention these spots to his students. Father (Vol. XL., pp. 590-6).
attacks on himself and on his works in silence; to
Busaeus, at the University of Innspruck, forbade
"While news of triumphant attacks upon him and see the men who had befriended him severely punthe astronomer Scheiner, who had also discovered upon the truth he had established were coming in ished ; Father Castelli banished; Ricciardi, the
the spots and proposed a safe explanation of them. from all parts of Europe, Galileo prepared a care- 1\laster of the Sacred Palace, and Ciampoli, the pato allow the new discovery to be known there. At ful treatise in the form of a dialogue, exhibiting the pal secretary, thrown out of their positions by Pope
the College of Douay and the University of Louvain arguments for and against the Copernican and Urban, and ihe Inquisitor at Flurenctl reprimanded
this discovery was expressly placed under the ban. Ptolemaic svstems, and offered to submit to any for having given permisl'ion to print Galileo's work.
and this became the general rule among the Catho- conditions that the church tribunals might impose He lived to see the truths he had established carelic universities and colleges of Europe. · · · The if they would allow it to be printed. At last, after fully weeded out from all the church colleges and
war became more and more bitter. The Dominican discussions which extendt:d through eight years, universities in Europe, and when, in a scientific
father, Caccini,
insists that 'geometry is they consented, imposing a humiliating condition- work, he happened to be spoken of as •renowned,'
of the devil,' and that 'mathematicians should be the preface written in accordance with the ideas of the Inquisitwn ordered the substitution of the word
banished RB the authors of all heresies.' The Father Ricciardi, Master of the Sacred Palace, and 'notorious.'
church authoriti. s gave Caccini promotion.
signed by Galileo, in which the Copernican theory
"And now measures were taken to complete the
The Archbishop .of Pisa secretly sought to entrap was virtually exhibited as a play of the imagination, destruction of the Copernican theory, with Galileo's
Galileo and dehver him to the Inquisition at Rome. and not at all as opposed to the Ptolemaic doctrine proofs of it. On the 16th of June, 1633, the Holy
The Archbishop of Florence solemnly condemned reasserted in 1616 by the Inquisition under the di- Congregation, with the permission of the reigning
the new doctrines as unscriptural; and Paul V., rection of Pope Paul V.
Pope, ordered the sentence upon Galileo, and his
while petting Galileo, and inviting him as the great"This Df'W work of Galileo-the • Dialogo'-ap- recantation, to be sent to all the papal nuncios
est astronomer of the world to visit Rome, was se- peared in 1632, and met with prodigious succ~ss. throughout Europe, as well as to all archbishops,
cretly moving the Archbishop of Pisa to pick up It put new weapons into the hands of the support- bishops, and inqmsitors in Italy; and this docuev;idence against the a' tronomer. · · ·
ers of the Copernican theory. The pious preface ment gave orders that the sentence and abjuration
"The whole struggle to crush Galileo and to save W' s laughed at from one end of Europe to the be made known ' to your vicB rs, that you and all
him would be amusing were it not so fraught with other. This roused th.., enemy. The Jesuits, Do- professors of philosophy and mathematiCs may have
evil. There were intrigues and counter-intriguPs, minicans, and the great majority of t.he clergy r&.- ·knowledge of it, that they may know wby we proplots and counter-plots, lying and spying; and, in turned to the attack more violent than ever, and in ceeded against the said Galileo, and recognize the
the thickest of this seething, squabbling, screaming the midst of them stood Pope Urban VIII., most gravity of his error, in order that they may avoid it,
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and thus not incur the penalties which they would
have to suffer in case they fell into the same.' · · ·
" Still another step was taken : The inquisitors
were ordered, especially in Italy, not to permit the
publication of a new edition of any of Galileo's
works, nor of_ any similar writings. On the other
hand, theologians were urged, now that Copernicus
and Galileo and Kepler were silenced, to reply to
them with tongue and pen. Europe was flooded
with these theological refutations of the Copernican
system. To make all complete, there was prefixed
to the 'Index' of the church forbidding 'all writings which affirm the motion of the earth,' a bull
signed by the reigning Pope, which, by virtue of his
infallibility as a divinely guided teacher in matters
of faith and morals, clinched this condemnation into
the consciences of the whole Christian world. · · · ·
"He had begged to be buried in his famil)' tomb
in Santa. Croce; this request was denied. His
friends wished to erect a monument over him; this,
too, was refused. Pope Urban said to the ambassador, Niccolini, that 'it would be an evil example
for the world. if such honors were rendered to a
man who had been brought"before the Roman Inquisition for an opinion so ·false and erroneous;
who had communicated it to many others, and who
had given so great a scandal to Christendom.' In
· accordance, therefore, with t~e wish of the Pope
and the orders of the Inquisition, Galileo was buried
ignobly, apart from his family, without fitting ceremony, without monument, without epit'lph. Not
until forty years after did Pierrozzi dare write an
i~scription to be placed above his bones ; not until
a hundred years after did Nelli dare transfer his remains to a suitable position in Santa Croce and
erect a monument above them. Even then the old
conscientious hostility burst forth. The Inquisition
was besought to prevent such honors to 'a man
condemned for notorious errors'; and that tribunal
refused to allow any epitaph to be placed above him
which had not been submitted to its censorship"
(pp. 729-35).
"During the seventeenth century in all France,
after all the splendid proofs added by Kepler, no
one dared openly teach the Copernican theory, and
Cassini, the great astronomer, never declared it "
(p. 740).
How pertinaciously the church clung to her condemnation of the Copernican system and the works
of Copernicus and Galileo this will show :
"The edition of the Index published in 1819 was
as inexorable toward the works of Copernicus and
Galileo as its predecessors had been ; but in the
year 1820 came a crisis. Canon Settele, professor
of astronomy at Rome, had written an elementary
book in which the Copernican system was taken for
granted. The Master of the Sacred Palace, Anfossi,
as censor of the press, refused to allow the book to
be printed unless Settele revised his work and
treated the Copernican theory as merely a hypothesis. On this Settele appealed to Pope Pius VII.,
and the Pope referred the matter to the Congregation of the Holy Office. At last, on the 16th of Augus I, 1820, it was decided that Settele might teach
the Copernican system as established, and this de-_
cision was approved by the Pope. This aroused
considerable discussion, but finally, on the 11th of
September, 1822, the cardinals of the Holy Inquisition graciously agreed that 'the printing aBd publication of works treating of the motion of the earth
and the stability of the sun, in accordance with the
general opinion of modern astronomers, is permitted at Rome.' This decree was ratified by Piu&
vn., but it was not until thirteen years later, in
1835, that the condemnation of works defending
the double motion of the earth was left out of the
Index" (p. 742).
·
.All preceding quotations are from Vol. XL.
THEOLOGY ON THE RETREAT.

Of the "Retreat of Theology in the Galileo Case,"
President White adds much that is of interest and
value in connection with the preceding. We quote:
"The retreat of the Protestant theologians was
not difficult. A little skillful warping of Scripture,
and a little skillful use of that time-honored phrase
attributed to Cardinal Baronius, that the Bible is
given to teach us, not how the heavens go, but how
m~n go to heaven, sufficed.
But in the older
church it was far less easy. The retreat of the
sacro-scientific army of church apologists lasted
through two centuries.
"In spite of all that has been said by these apologists, there no longer remains the shadow of a
doubt that the papal infallibility was committed
fully and irrevocably against the double revolution
of the earth. As the document!!! of Galileo's trial
now published show, Paul V. pushed on with all his
might the condemnation of Galileo in 1316, and the
condemnation in that same year of the works of
Copernicus and all others teaching the motion of the

eart~ around its own axis and around the sun. So,
too, ID the condemnation of Galileo in 1633, and in
all the proceedings which led up to it and which
followed it Urban VITI. was the central figure.
Without his sanction no action could· have been
taken~ True, the Pope did not formally sign the
decree against the Copernican theory then · but
this came later: In 1664 .Alexander VII. pr~fixed
to the Index containing the condemnations of the
works of Copernicus and Galileo and ' all books
which affirm the motion of the earth,' a papal bull
signed by himself, binding the contents of the
Index upon the consciences of the faithful. 'lhis
bull confirmed and approved in express terms,
finally, dE'cisively, and infallibly, the condemnation
of 'all books teaching the movement of the earth
and the stability of the sun.' The posj.tion of the
mother church, then, was especially difficult. The
first important move in retreat by the apologists
was the stat~>ment that Galileo was condemned, not
because he affirmed the motion of the earth, but
because he supported it from Scripture. There
was a slight appearance of truth in this.
But nothing can be more absurd, in the light of the
original documents recently brought out of the
Vatican archives, than to make this contention now.
The letters of Galileo to Castelli and the grand
duchess were not published until after the condemnation; and, although the Archbishop of Pisa had
endeavored to use them against him, they were but
casually mentioned in 1616, and entirely left out of
view in 1633. What was condemned in ·1616 by the
Sacred Congregation l:eld in the presence of Pope
Paul V., as 'absurd, false in theology, and heretical,_ because absolutely contrary to Holy ScripturE>,'
was the proposition that 'the sun is the center
about which the earth revplves '; and what was
condemned as 'absurd, false in "philosophy, and
from a theologic point of view, at least, opposed to
the true faith,' was the proposition that ' the earth
is not the center of the universe, and immovable,
but has a diurnal motion.'
"And again, what Galileo was made, by express
order of Pope Urban, and by the action of the Inquisition under threat of torture, to abjure in 1633
was ' the error and heresy of the movement of the
earth.'
"What the Index condemned under sanction of
the bull issued by .Alexander VII. in 1664 was 'all
books teaching the movement of the earth and the
stability of the sun.'
"What the Index, prefaced by papal bulls, binding its contents upon the consciences of the faithful, for two hundred years steadily condemned, was
'all books which affirm the motion of the earth.'
"Not one of these condemnations was directed
against Galileo 'for reconciling his ideas with
Scripture.' Having been dislodged from this point,
the church apologists sought cover under the statement that Galileo was condemned, not for heresy,
but for contumacy, and for wanting in respect to
the Pope. There was a slight chance, also, for this
quibble: No doubt Urban VIII., one of the haughtiest of pontiffs, was induced by Galileo's enemies to
think that he had been treated with some lack of
proper etiquette; first, by Galileo's adhf>E'ion to his
own doctrines after his condemnation in 1616; and,
next, by his supposed reference in the Dialogue of
1632 to the arguments which the Pope had used
against him.
"Again, as to the first point, the very language
of the various sentences shows the folly of this assertion; these sentences speak steadily of 'heresy,'
and never of 'contumacy.' As to the last point, the
display of the original documents settled that forever. They show Ga.lileo from first to last as most
submissive toward the Pope, and patient under the
papal arguments and exactions. He had, indeed,
expressed his anger at times against his traducers;
but to hold this the cause of the judgment against
him is to degrade the whole proceedings, and to
convict Paul V., Urban VIII., Bellarmin, the other
theologians, and the Inquisition, of direct falsehood,
since they assigned entirely different reasons for
their conduct. From this position, therefore, the
assailants retreated."
"The original documents of the Galileo trial had
been brought during the Napoleonic conquests to
Paris; but in 1846 they were returned to Rome by
the French government, on the express pledge by
the papal authorities that they should be published.
In 1850, after various delays on various pretexts,
the long-expected publication appeared. The personage charged with presenting them to the world
was Monsignor Marini. This ecclesiastic was of a
kind which has too often affiicted both the church
and the world at large. Despite the solemn promise of the papal court, the wily Marini became the
instrument of the Roman authorities in evading the
promise. By suppressing a document here, and
interpolating a statement there, he managed to give
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plausible standing-ground for nearly every important sophistry ever broached to save the infatibility
of the church and destroy the reputation of Galileo.
He it was who supported the idea that Galileo was
'condemned not for heresy, but for contumacy,'
and various other assertions as groundless. · · ·
"But some time later came an investigator very
different from Monsignor Marini. This was a
Frenchman, M. L'Epinois. Like Marini, L'Epinois
was devoted to the church ; but unlike Marini, he
could not lie. Having obtained access in 1867 to
the Galileo documents at the Vatican, he published
fully several of the most important, without suppression or piously-fraudulent manipulation. This made
all the intrenchments based upon Marini's statements
untenable. Another retreat had to be made."
"And now came the most desperate effort of all.
The apologetic army, reviving an idea which the
popes and church had spurned for centuries, declared that the popes as popes had never condemned
the doctrines of Copernicus and Galileo; that they
had condemned them as men simply; that therefore the church had never been committed to them;
that the condemnation was made by the cardinals
of the Inquisition and Index; and that the Pope
had evidently been restrained by interposition of
providence from signing their condemnation. · · ·
The facts are, that in the official account of the
condemnation by Bellarmin, in 1616, he declares distinctly that he makes this condemnation 'in the
name of his holiness the Pope.' "
" Again, from Pope Urban downward, among the
church authorities of the seventeenth century, the
decision was always acknowledged to be made by
the Pope and the church. Urban VIII. spoke of
that of 1616 as made by Pope Paul V. and the
church, and of that of 1633 as made by ·himself and
the church. Pope Alexander VII. in 1662, in his bull
Speculatm·es, solemnly sanctioned the condemnation of all books affirming the earth's movement.
When Gassendi attempted to raise the point that
the decision against Copernicus and Galileo was not
sanctioned by the church as such, an eminent theological authority, Father Lecarze, rector of the
College of Dijon, publicly con'tradicted him, and
declared that it 'was not certain cardinals, but the
supreme authority of the church,' that had condemned Galileo ; and to this statement the Pope
and other church authorities gave consent either
openly or by s1lence. When Descartes and others
attempted to raisE' the same point, they were treated
with contempt. }'ather Custelli, who had devoted
himself to Galileo, and knew to his cost just what
the condemnation meant and who made it, takes it
for granted in his letter to the papal authorities
that it was made by the church. Cardinal Querenghi, in his letters; the ambassador Guicciardini, in
his dispatches ; Polacco, in his refutation ; the
historian Viviani, in his biography of Galileo-all
writing under church inspection and approval at
the time, took the view that the Pope and church
condemned Galileo, and this was never denied at
Rome. The Inquisition it~elf, backed by the greatest theologian of the time, Bellarmin, took the same
view. Not only does he declare that be makes the
condemnation 'in the name· of his Rolin· ss the
Pope,' but we have the Roman Index, containing
the condemnation for nearly two hundred years,
prefaced by a solemn bull of the reigning Pope binding this condemnation on the consciences of the
whole church, and declaring year after year that
'all books which affirm the motion of the earth' are
damnable. To attempt to face all this, added to
the fact that Galileo was required to abjure 'the
heresy of the movement of the earth' by written
order of the Pope, was soon seen to be impossible.
Against the assertion that the Pope was not respon-.
sible we liav all this mass of testimony, and the
bull of .Alexander VII. in 1664.
"In 1870 a Roman• Catholic clergyman in England, the Rev. Mr. Roberts,
· published a
book entitled 'The Pontifical Decrees against the
Earth's Movement.' In this were exhibited the incontrovertible evidences that the papacy had
committed itself and its infullibility fully against
the movement of the earth. The Rev. Mr.
Roberts showed from the original record that
Pope Paul V., in 1616, had presided over the
tribunal condemning the doctrine of the earth's
movement, and ordering Galileo · to give up
the opinion. He showed that Pope Urban VIII., in
1633, pressed on, directed, and promulgated the
final condemnation, making himself in all these
ways responsible for it. And, finally, he showed
that Pope .Alexander VII., in 1664, by his bull,
Specutatores domus Israel, attached to the Index,
condemning 'all books which affirm the motion of
the earth,' had absolutely pledged the papal inj allibility against the earth's movement. He also confessed that under the rules laid down by the highest authorities in the church, and especially by Six-
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tus V. and Pius IX, there was no escape from this could not help performing the usual orthodox on my homeward journey. In every way I hav endodge of wandering from the question at issue. joyed this Northport trip. There has not b~en a\
conclusion.
"Various theologians attempted to evade the He had to lug in my "Religion a Curse," etc., dull moment in it. I hav found many new fni:mds,.
force of the argument. Some, like Dr. Ward and although I had not made the matter of that book and I am sure that our cause is progressing. , .
I leave Northport Sunday morning- and SundayBouix, took refuge in verbal niceties ; and some, the question before the house at all. He gave
like Dr. Jeremiah Murphy, comforted themselves some garbled extracts from the book in such a jum- afternoon I find myself again with my Newark·
with declamation. The only resnlt was that in 1885 ble that I would not hav recognized my own off- friends, and a crowded house greets me. President'
came another edition of the Rev. Mr. Roberts's spring had he not told me. It was a case, on his Bird is on hand. A new Freethinker has come'int'o ·
work, even more cogent than the first; and, be- part, of intellectual malpractice and abortion. I existence since I saw him last, "fresh as the morn·
sides this, an essay by that eminent Catholic, St. told the gentleman that I would defend my book and brilliant as its star;" and the future shines witli'
George Mivart, acknowledging the Rev. Mr. Rob- from beginning to end, but for the present, as I its ever-renewing promis. There is a lively discuserts's position to be impregnable, and declaring had presented a certain line of argument, I would sion after the lecture, which is upon the " Bible.'"
I spend the evening with Mr. Bentley Bamforth;.
virtually that the Almighty allowed pope and like that disposed of first. He had quoted the exchurch to fall into complete error regarding the pression that " all hypocrite are in the church." He is from England, a campaig:ner with Bradlaugh·
Copernican theory in order to teach them that sci- I told him this was necessarily true, for no man twenty-five years ago. It was a pleasure to meet
ence lies outside their province, and that the true was a hypocrit except for gain. There is no gain his family, all in the atmosp'~--ere of Freethought.
I leave this week for Cincinnati and Chicago. I
priesthood of scientific truth rests with scientific in being an avowed Infidel; but there is gain in
being a Christian, either by profession or church shall hav to mingle lecturing with book-writing for
investigators alone."
A Catholic writer in the .IJublin .Review endeavors attendance, and therefore all hypocrite must be the present. But the "Four Hundred Years" is
to throw the blame of the Church's opposition to Christians. This is as plain as that two and two coming toward completion. I am doing all that
can possibly be done to meet the expectations of
the new astronomy upon God. Mr. White quotes are four.
At this point a young man, big with question, my subscribers.
him as follows:
" But it may well be doubted whether the arose and talked, and I couldn't at first make out
Church did retard the progress of scientific truth. what he was driving at. However, it came out at TO LIBERAL FRIENDS AND MEMBERS OF THE FREEWhat retarded it was the circumstance that God last that he wanted to know if I came to Northport
THOUGHT FEDERATION.
has thought fit to express many texts of Scripture in and lectured for a "consideration." I answered
In
carrying
on
the campaign f0r the present year
words which have every appearance of denying the that the "consideration" was none of his business;
it
is
best
to
concentrate
our e:fforts at the most.
earth's motion. But it is God who did all this, not that it had nothing at all to do with the argument
available
point.
We
must
not
scatter our fire. Our
the Church; and, moreover, since he saw fit so to any more than what I ate for dinner. He wanted
forces
are
few
and
our
means
are not great. We
act as to retard the progress of scientific truth, it to make this point-that I had some temptation to
must make the most of them, and this can only be
would be little to her discredit, even if it were true, pretend to be an Infidel, because, forsooth, I didn't
lecture for nothing. I answered to this point that done by a selection of the field of work.
that she had followed his example."
The ecclesiastical party at Washington will nQI
We perceive that Whew ell's testimony in favor of I could get in the service of the church one hundoubt
make a further effort for Sabbath legislation,.
the church is valueless, because he wrote before dred dollars where I now get ten in the service of
the Vatican Library was opened to the world, and Infidelity. If I made up my mind to be a hypocrit and we shall watch them ; while it is evident that:
hence did not have access to documents of the I should certainly make a good bargain of it and they will not be able to accomplish much in·
greatest importance ; that Galileo was punished for sell myself to .the highest bidder. According to this direction. Our labor at this point would be·
heresy; that the doctrines of Copernicus and Gal- this sharp young man, the only way an Infidel mainly negativ, to prevent and not to initiate any
ileo wer~ co~demned by popes teaching ex. cathedra, could prove his sincerity was to labor for nothing advance movem(nt. There are too many other·
questions before the country. ·The opportunity is·
and that this fact was understood at the time and and starve to death.
It will thus be seen how the clergymen and their not favorable for progress, only for self-defense.
for hundreds of years subsequently, and has been
But there is an opening for great. and positiv
acknowledged by eminent Catholics, including St. supporters :fly off from any question at issue. It
George Mivart, in recent years; that at the time of is almost impossible to bring them within the do- work at the Constitutional Convention of New York
Galileo's condemnation the Copernican system was main of parliamentary rules. However, the audi· state. There is an ever-increasing sentiment in
not generally accepted-that, in fact, the teaching ence was interested in the desultcry fire of dis- favor of church taxation. Protestant clergymen
of its principles was forbidden in Catholic schools cussion, and on the last evening I had the largest hav recently given utterance to pronounced views
then and long thereafter: that two popes were audience of all, and I had an opportunity to approving of such taxation. They see the danger
active in the fight against Galileo and in the attempt giv a discourse, which no doubt set many to think- and acknowledge the injustice of the exemption of
to suppress the new astronomy ; that Galileo suf- ing, on the "Rights of Man"-the most impor- church property from bearing its share in the supfered keen mental torture during the term of his tant and fundamental question of Freethought. port of government. It is time to take advantage
imprisonment, and that he is but one of the great This included a discussion of church taxation, the of this growing agitation in the community. The
number of scientific thinkers persecuted and Recularization of the schools, etc. After I had got Liberals can unite with the fair·minded adherents
silenced by the church.
through, discussion was invited; but the chairman of the churches and push this reform before· the
rightly insisted that there should be no personalities convention. While we should remit no effo'rt for
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)
or wandering from the subject matter of the lecture. the a·ecularization of the schools and the abolition
The Rev. Mr. Saunders again took the :floor. He ex- of Sabbath laws, yet there is at present the greatest
News and Notes.
pressed himself as in favor of taxation, not because promis of victory in a combined an,d determined efNorthport is quite an orthodox place. The old it was just, but to stop the growling of the Infidels. fort for the taxation of church property in the state
Puritan spirit still prevails there, and the churches I answered him that I was glad of his conversion of New York.
I hav therefore determined, in view of the adpr~sent a solemn appearance.
Notwithstanding on any grounds whatsoever, but that it would be
this the free modern spirit sweeps in with the At- much better to do a thing because it was right and vantages o:ffered by this Constitutional Convention,
lantic gales, and keeps things on the move. not because somebody growled. But if growling to devote my whole time to that convention when it
There are a few here who are willing to be counted was effectual to make the clergy respect human meets; to prepare petitions, arrange our forces, andl
concentrate effort upon the point of equal and im'-'
for Liberalism, and to do some work in that direc- rights, growling there should be.
tion. Charlesworth has already broken the ground
The Rev. Mr. Saunders was quite disturbed at partial taxation. If we can succeed here, it will be·
and the clergy hav become quite excited. The the fact of Christian persecutions in this republic an opening for future successes of great importance.discussion overflows the local precincts into the and desired to know the names, etc., of those wh~ It is an opportunity not to be neglected, whatever·
Brooklyn papers, and interests even the metropol- had been imprisoned, sent into exile, put into the may be the result. The church party will certainly'
itan community. So it was thought best to keep chain-gang, etc. I gave him the names and assured be on hand, and the Liberals canl!lot afford to be
the tidal wave in motion, and it was arranged that him that I would present many more facts on this idle when the fundamental law of the land is being
I should giv three lectures on January 18th, 19th, point. He said it sounded like the story of Siberia. declared.
It is best to hav something definit in view for our
and 20th, which I did; and it was certainly in I answered that I certainly thought it did;, that
every respect a fruitful movement. There was a beneath our :flag horrors occurred as in that despot- work always-not merely general work-and the
definit field now chosen is the Constitutional Conpretty good number present on the first evening, stricken land.
when I lectur.ed upon. the ".Bible;" although
The discussion on various points lasted about vention of New York state. I am sure that every
there were rev1val meetmgs gomg on, receptionA, half an hour, and it was evident that a great interest Liberal throughout the country will realize the imetc., in the various church edifices. ~he second ?ad been ~ro~sed among the people. As agitation portance of this move, for a victory here will tell for
evening a much larger number were present and IS the begihnmg of Freethought, there is no doubt freedom all over the land. But especially should
after the lecture on "Liberalism and Christianity" that progress will be made in Northport. There is New York Liberals be interested in this matter and
an invi.tation was extended for a discussion upon certamly a good nucleus of Liberals here with con- aid to every possible extent.
the pomts presented. The Methodist minister viction and enthusiasm, and the :flag now :flung to
Of course, this requires some money-not muchstepped forward. He said that he was surprised the breeze will not be hauled down.
but something from every Liberal. Let us be
that I had said so many things with which he could
Mr. J. K. Rudyard presided the first evening and awake and join forces and furnish the sinews of
agree. However, he would like to find some fault. Mr. John W. Olmsted the last two evenings. I en- war.
He demurred to my definition of Infidel ; namely joyed the hospitable home of Dexter K. Cole. I
Send all contributions to E. C. Reichwald, 165
an unbeliver in the popular creed-a doubter ~ spent Friday on his steamboat. It was a lovely South Water street, Chicago, Ill.
denier-which of course made Jesus, Luther, ;nd day, and the landscapes and water views were deSAMUEL p. PUTNAM.
Wesley Infidels. He did not like to hav Jesus lightful as we sped along or :floated over the oyster
classed as a~ Infidel, but he had to admit finally beds. I had . all the oysters I could eat, fresh, ..,DR. E. B. FoOTE, JR., lectured last Sunday before the
that J_esus did deny, and did set himself against the roasted, etc., right from the depths of the sea, and Brooklyn Philosophical·Association on "Microbes: Their
established usage, custom, and belief of his time. t~ey were delicious. It would be quite a pleasure to Place in Nature." The lecture was delivered in the docHe was an Infidel in spirit, though not reaching hv always on the water like this. It would be a tor's usual mild manner. On January 18th, the associathe sam~ results as the Infidel ?f to-day. My rev- beautiful, dreamy existence. Capt. John Scott gave tion elected a new board of officers: President, Henry
erend fnend was apparently qmte astonished when me a drive over to Huntingdon, Oyster Bay, etc., Rowley; vice-president, R. E. Lowe; treasurer, W. WinI told him that Thomas Paine was a believer in a and on a bright, shining winter's afternoon this was ham; corresponding secretary, T. Dientze; recording
God, and so profound a believer that he wrote a a pleasing journey. There are elegant residences secretary, Edward Dobson. Olasses for young men who
most noteworthy argument to prove God's exist- all along, groves and lawns, and the blue waters are desire to join will be held at houses of members once.
ence. After this it seems that Thomas Paine will to be seen far away, glittering against the varied a week. The Rubjects to be discussed cover a wider range,
be in the preacher's calendar of saints; no longer shores: Mr. ~- L. ~idge~>n, who has been keeping than those of the Young Men's Christian Association.
:'Tom .~aine," but St. Tho.mas. However, my cler- up qmte a discussion With Rev. Mr. Saunders in They intend to disseminate the truths of science at least
as widely as ~eir Christian opponel:ltB sow the errors of
tc!ll cntiC, although I thmk he tried to be fair, the newspapers, accompanied me S"\lnday morning mythology.
··
·
·
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current of the Snohomish river without seeming to
He saw the Siwash canoe hugging
the shore, hunting eddies, following all the crooks
of the stream, and making a mile an hour. He also
t~oug:ht of Eldridge Morse:slowly and laboriously
chmbmg the riflle at Fiddler's Bluff, and thus cons~ming_ time that might. be more profitably spent
d1scussmg Spencer with Justice Burton.
Mr.
Martin had read THE TRUTH SEEKER for many
years, and had learned that man progresses to
the degree that he conquers and subdues the forces
of na:ture; and, being a boat-builder, he recognized
that It woald be within his domain or bailiwick to
build a boat that would overcome the natural forces
of the river upon which he dwelt. I do not know
how many boats and failures he made or how much
money he spent before he made a. success, but I
remember that about once a month during our
residence i~ the neighbor~ood he gave notice that
?e ~as gomg to launch h1s hand-power boat, and
mv1ted me to be his guest on trial trips which
n~ver came off. Nor can I describe the various deVIces he adopted.. <?ne <?f _the~, th_ough,_ involved
a_ propeller, and a big sprral spnng m which he destgned to store power to help things get past the
dead· center. It wouldn't work. The cogs and
ra~chets made a terrible roaring, but the boat
failed to proceed. . The spiral spring I took oft the
.inventor's .hands and set it to flipping the fly of a
newspaper press in the Eye office. .
Each of Martin's failures must hav given a. yank
on the old man's pneumogastric nerve like that felt
by a person who has started a paper in a good
cause and had to suspend, but he never ga:ve up.
He discontinued his announcements of successiv
launches, and put his new boats overboard in the
night. But a few months before I left Snohomish,
he had "made the riftle" so far as inventing a praetical hand-power was concerned, and was prepared
to climb any riffie in the adjacent streams. His
successful boat has a light stern-wheel ingeniously
connected with levers amidships, where the rower
sits with his nose pointed in the direction he desires
to travel.
Attaching himself to the levers, an
alternate forward and backward motion of his
elbows sends the boat scooting ahead. I use the
word scooting after due delibration, for it accurately
states the fact. The exertion required is not great;
no headway is lost by the recover, as in rowing,
when a man must shut himself up like a jack-knife,
driving his stomach upward into the cavity of the
chest and squeezing the wind out of his lungs.
Neither is there any spattering, unshipping of oars,
fishing for crabs, or rear-end collisions with the
bottom of the boat.
The steering apparatus,
worked by the feet, is perfect, and the mechanism
moves so noiselessly that you can hear a dewdrop.
Anyone with sufficient mechanical skill to turn a
grindstone can operate it ; so it will abolish the passenger who now keeps his coat on under the pretext that he can't row. I hav a photograph of the
boat, which, for the benefit of people of an inquiring
mind, I will display.

A circular from the Department for· the Promo- get anywhere.
tion of Purity in Literature and Art is at hand.
The " department " is evidently a branch of the
Society for the Suppression of Vice, as its national
superintendent, Mrs. Emilie D. Martin, has her
office with Anthony Comstock in the Times building. It is also the smutty end of the Women's
Christian Temperance Union, to the members of
which organization Mrs. Martin addresses her circular. The object of the department is to organize
the women into a vigilance committee to smell out
and suppress " matters which cannot be discussed
at the family table and which are not admitted into
polite society." The places to be investigated are
" the home, the church, the Sunday-school, public
schools and colleges, the press, news-stands, railroad trains, the mails, and theatrical bill boards."
The Bible is to be introduced everywhere in order
that its healing leaves may cure the evil; the
"objectionable" matter is. to be seized and its purveyors prosecuted accordmg to the Comstock law.
As a person of sensibility, I cannot help feeling a
shade of sorrow for Mrs. Martin, whose derangement has made her capable of preparing that sort
of a program, and for her sister sufferers who may
feel themselvs competent to carry it out. I am
sorry for them, but I am a good deal sadder when
I think of the ~at~ of the people with whom they
may chance to. come in contact. There are several
reasons why these ladies should shut up and subside. In the first place, they are not at all well, and
s?ould lose no time in consulting a reputable physiCian. I would recommend Dr. Foote of Lexington
avenue. As he is acquainted with the symptoms and
has diagnosed the case, he could prescribe without
· any of those delays that are proverbially dangerous.
In tbe second place, we hav so much government
now that it is difficult to feel patriotic toward the
whole of it, without a lot of women unknown to
the statute going about making female complaints
against citizens. In the third place, they propose
to cultivate the blindest ignorance regarding subjects a knowledge of which is important, and to
suspend the processes by which the thoughts of
men are broadened. If the wise are not to be permitted to explain young persons to themselvs, the
young persons are very likely to undertake the
task on their own account, with erroneous conclusions and deplorable results. -Fourthly, the
women of the Department for the Promotion of
Purity in Literature and Art are making an indelica.te revelation. A quarrelsome cat, being unfamiliar with itself, will scratch at its image in a
mirror. These females, in their crusade against
what they think indecent in a book or picture, attack it without stopping to think that its apparent
indecency is only a reflection of their own minds.
They invest the objectionable work with the depravity resident in themselvs, even as they invest
the Bible with their notions of virtue.
If there is a sensible woman in the Department
for the Promotion of Purity in Literature and Art,
I would be pleased to know how she accounts for
her course in seeking to expunge every-day literature
from the family circle and to replace it with the unexcelled foulness of the Bible. We must decline
to engage our scullions at the Department's intelligence office if, after the unavoidable refuse has been
clea-red away, something much worse is to be substituted.

Under the New York Sunday law it is a misdemeanor to keep a store open on Sunday for the sale
of goods. The police enforce the law. The saloon
keepers, however, subsidize the police, who do not
interfere with them, and the result is that about
the only thing to be bought in New York city on
Sunday is liquor. This state of affairs is paralyzing
both to citizens and to those who would essay
to make a comment on the subject of Sunday legisFew strollers along the shores of streams or bodies lation.
of water used for pleasure-boating can hav failed
--to observe that the same are strewn with the relics
When Putnam's book, "Four Hundred Years of
of abortivinventions designed to supersede oars for Freethought," sees the light of day and the lesser
propelling row-boats. I hav seen them everywhere, effulgence of artificial illuminators employed at
from Chesterfield pond in New Hamp~ire to the night, I shall know more about man's struggle for
Harlem river, and from the Harlem to Puget sound. the right to let his tongue report the operations of
Every boat-builder has probably dreamed of a craft his brain than I had previously expected to learn.
so constructed that the person propelling it may .Many others will share t.he information so disbursed.
"look out ahead" without twisting his neck till he From books whose authors in many cases could not
sees stars and gets red in the face. For this pur- be suspected of furnishing items for a history of
pose hav been invented oars with joints in them, Freethought, Mr. l>utnam has gathered the existing
boats with side-wheels turned by cranks, aquatic facts and arranged them in what evolutionists call
bicycles, and catamarans with paddle-wheels be- a catena-that is, a series of things connected with
tween the two hulls. On the Harlem a few years one another and serving to illustrate the main
ago I saw a floating arrangement with four wheels, proposition. As may be understood from the name
the wheels being hollow and air-tight, and sup- bf the book, it is a histo:ry of thought and philosoplying the necessary buoyancy.
The inventor phy, more than of'' events which hav transpired,"
worked it by means of treadles and got ahead as the local reporter would express· it. There is
about as fast as a horse treading for a thrash- just enough of physical history to account for the
ing machine. The defect of these craft is that philosophy and to show how the thoughts were augthey need a favoring wind and tide and a tow-boat gested. The writing of this book is the only work
in order to make as much speed as a longshore- of Putnam's in the performance of which his early
· man sculling a raft.
theological education is not a damage to him. But
It was left to Mr. J. S. Martin of Snohomish, here it is quite useful, for the seminary introduced
'Wash., to show that a row-boat can be made to go him to the philosophers and sophists-who, I hav
· fast without the use of oars. For some years he concluded, are often two of a kind-and he is now
- pbserved strong ~en tu~gin~ against the tide or ' 111ble to weigh them1 to gift them, ~nd to otherwise
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size them up. They usually prove to be light
weights and narrow in the chest. Their bumps of
ideality were overgrown.
They exhaled great
clouds of speculation· that soared away and were
dissipated in the sky. It is refreshing to notice
how the atmosphere has been cleared, and how the
men who demonstrate, while others a.l'e engaged in
drawing inferences from fundamental errors and
calling them systems of philosophy or religion, hav
at length come to be regarded as leading citizens of
the intellectual community. Putnam understands
Plato, Aristotle, Berkeley, Bacon, and Descartes as
well as they understood themselvs, if not better;
and I shall always be gnteful to him for showing
me what they were driving at. He has also a very
lucid chapter on the philosophy of Herbert Spencer.
Just now he is dealing with religion, where he
grasps his pen with both hands.
, Over the whole history Putnam throws a glow
that never comes from any other writer. It is the
same light that he has shed on the path of his own
wanderings over the continent; and when he
travAled throu~h the Coos bay country in Oregon
on horseback 1t was about all the glimmer he had
aftet· sundown. But it is a glow that never dies
out; he can't keep it from shining, and it is a part
of the light of the world.
GEO. E. MAanoNALD.

Lectures and Meetings.
TBE Pittsburg Secular Society meets in Curry University Hall, Sixth street, near Penn avenue, every Sunday
afternoon at 3 o'clock.
CoLONEL INGERSOLL will lecture at the Broadway
Theatre, New York city, Sunday evening, Jan. 28. Subject, "The Mistakes of Moses."
W. F. JAMIESON is Iectnrtng in Los Angeles, Cal., to
good houRes. He desires to make lecture engagements in
Nevada, Utah, and Colorado, along the lines of railroad
East. Addre~s W. F. Jamieson, Elsinore, Cal.
TBE First Secular Church of Portland, Ore., meets in
Central Labor Council Hall, 170! Second street near
Yamhill, every Sunday at 7.30 P. M. Katie Kehm
Smith, lecturer. Sunday-school iu the .same place at 12:30
P.M.

TBE Ohio Liberal Society meets in College Hall, 168~
Walnut street, Cincinnati, Sunday evenings at 7:45
prompt. Admission is free. Program for January:
'
January 28th-Samuel P. P:!tnam: subject, "The Glory
of Infidelity."
TBE WoMEN's LmmBAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, meets
in the Skerrett Building, Ridge avenue and Green street
TuEJRday evenings at 8 6'clock. Admission free. Allar~
welcome. Program of lectures for January:
January 30th-Wayland Smith, "Principles of Theosophy."
Tal!l Friendship Liberal League of Philadelphia will
commemorate the annivers11ry of the birth of Th,.,mas
Paine in their hall, corner Broad and Wood streetd, Sunday J!'lnuary 2~th1 at 2.30 and 7.3~ P.M., with appropriate
exerctees, conststing of vocal and mstrumental music, reCi!ations, and orations by able speakers. All welcome.
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
Eaton, 0., Jan, 27.
Ohio Liberal Society, Cincinnati, .Tan. 28th, 29th.
Delphos, 0., Jan. 30th, 31st., and Feb. 1st.
Chicago, Ill., Feb. 18th, 25th.
Toronto, March 4, 11.
Thoee who desire lectures at any points between New
York and Chicago, and in the vicinity of Chicago during
the month of Febrnarv, will please write at once to Mr.
Putnam, care of THE TRUTH SEEKER, New York.
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business College, South Eighth street, betwee::t Bedford and
Driggs avenues. Program of lectures for January:
January 28th-Mr. John Swinton: Subject, "John
Brown of Ossawatomie."
FRANKLlN S1EINER's lecturo engagements are as fol•
lows:
Feb. 8, 9, 10, Murray, Ia. Mar. 9, Meriden, Conn.
:: 11, Uhic!lgo, Ill.
:: 11, Boston, Mass.
18, Allillnoe. 0,
12, 13, H11rwich, Mase,
" 23, New York Ottv.
" 14, Cotuit, Mass.
" 15, Osterville, Mass,
" 25, Brooklyn, N. Y.
" 28, Ellenville, N. Y.
" 18, BJston, Mass.
Mar. 4, Philadelphia., Pa..
"
8, Norwalk, Oonn.

"
"

21-23, Northport. N.Y.
25, Newark, N.J.

Mr. Steiner has some open dates for his return trip.
Address him, 11fter February 12, in care of 'fBE TRUTH
SEEKER.
J. E. REMSBURG is now on his way East. His appoint•
mente as far as arranged are as follows:
Feb. 9, I ima, 0.
Jan. 28, Geneseo, Ill.
" 29, Savanna, ••
" 10, Grelton, 0.
" 11, Toledo, 0. aft'noon
" 30, 31, Oakley, Wis.
;; 11, Napoleon, 0. night
Feb. 1, Broadhead, "
'• 2, Steward, TIL
13, Clyde, 0.
" 14, Attica, "
" 1:1, 4, Rt. Anne, Ill.
" 15, Mas~illon, 0.
'' 5, Dowagiac, Mich.
" 16, West Richfield, 0.
" 6, Colon, Mich.
" 7, Pleasant Lake, Ind. " 17, 18, Cortland, 0,
" 8, ,\1cGnft'ey, 0.
Appointments for New York and Pennsylvania, also
additional appointments for Ohio, !n4iana, illinois anq
Mi~-.;ui~ wiU be ~ublishe4.~te~.
' ··
~
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Freethonght First, Last, and All the
Time.
HULL, IA., Jan. 8, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Herewith find post-office
order for $15 to help lubricate the axle of
progress. Please apply ten of the amount
on subscription to that great journal, THE
TRUTH SEEKER, the balance to pay for
"Four Hrrndred Years of Freethought,"
by Samuel P. Putnam.
I am for Freethought first, last, and all
the time.
N. G. 0. CoAD., M.D.
Well Pleased.
ARMsTRoNG, FLA., Dec. 30, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1,
for which send copy of "Old Testament
Storie; Comically Illustrated," in board
covers. I get THE TRUTH SEEKER once a
week regularly, and am well pleased with
it. I received the books you sent me,
with which I am also well pleased, especially "The Creation of God."
WM. NEISWENDER.
A City of Churches and Darkness.
NANAIMo, B. C., Jan. 1, 1894
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $3
for renewal of my subscription to THE
TRUTH BEEKER. I could not do without
it. I left San Francisco and am back to
my old home, N anaimo, so please hav the
address chan~ed accordingly. There are
very few Infidels here, but about as many
churches as houses. Sunday all the stores
and business houses arE' closed; in fact,
everything except the churches. So you
will imagin that the people are k!>pt well
in the dark.
MRs, E. KEMPER.
" Age of Reason " Better Than the
Bible.
NEw HAVEN, CoNN., Jan. 9, 1894.
MR. EmToR: PlPase send me a few sample copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I am
going to try for t}le prize, "Four Hundred years of Freethought." I hav already one !lubscriber besides mysflf, and
I ought to g11t two more with a.few copies
to show. But priestcraft is pretty powerful here in New Haven.
I hav Thomas Paine's '' Ae-e of Reason,"
and T think more of it than I ever did of
the Bible, though I was a Methodist fifteen years. The more I read the Bible the
less I believed it and the more disgusted I
was with its obscenity and lies.
RoSELLA L. STISSER.
Never Born Again Nor Dipped in Holy
Water.
BEAVER DAM, Wis., Jan. 9, E.M. 294.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find express order for $9 to renew the subscriptions of myself and two others. We hav
been waiting, as we expected, or had the
promis, of two new StJ.bscribers, but the
hard times beat us out of it. I hav taken
the Boston Investigator continuously for
forty-eight years, and THE TRUTH SEEKER
since it was first started by Brother Bennett. So, as you see, I am an old, unregenerated heretic; hav been born but
once and was never plunged in holy water, ~lthough I hav managed to liv alongside of those who hav been blessed with all
these advantages for sixty-nine years, and
hav been blessed with better health and
prosperity than most of them. Very truly
ANDREW WILLARD.
yours,
·Thinks Remsburg Might Be Introduced
to the Lake.
CHAUMONT, N. Y., Jan. 7, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed are $2 to renew
my subscription. Have been waiting in
hopes of getting a new subscriber. There
is one Liberal here besides myself, and he
has promised to take the paper this year,
-but failed to raise the money. There are
two churches in this place. President
Cleveland's brother presides over one and
an ex-coachman, who harl a call, over the
other. I hav never entered either.
I received a letter from J. E. Remsburg,
wanting to know if my Liberal friends
would like a lecture. I honestly believe if
he came here they would drown him in the
lake. There are only a few here to whom
I dare express my honest thoughts, and
they act as though they were sorry for me.
The ministers hav called on me, but never
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mention religion. Yours for liberty and I for one year. What are other F~eethi_nk
truth,
MARY L. RYDBR.
ers, Infidels, doing to educate, liberallze,
and reform the enemies of liberty more
Can Civilized People Enjoy DI·Gotten than the Spiritualists are doing? Are not
Wealth 1
we Spiritualists, trying to tear down the
PoRTLAND, ORE., Jan. 3, E.M. 294.
id~ls now worshiped? To do away with
MR. EDITOR: Please send three copies of priestcraft and torture? . Are we not l'.lerv" Old Testament Stories," one copy ing man instead of gods and devils? Some
"Facts and Fictions of Life," one Hill's say to me: " Colonel Ingersoll does not
"Money," one " Modern a Gotterdam- believe as you do." I think if all pracmerung," and ten copies of THE TRUTH ticed as he does, little children would
SEEKER of December 23d. If I were able suffer no more with cold and hunger. We
I would send for one hundred or more would never hear of many atrocious
copies to distribute, but I am such a poor crimes now committed by religious fandevil I hav to look out for myself first. atics, and all for Christ's sake! I care
Such letters as that of Dr. Mak to Presi- more for the teachings of Colonel Ingerdent Cleveland will be liked by most peo- soll, D. M. Bennett, and other Freethinkple, because it tells the truth in plain ers, than for the teachings of all gods.
English fearlessly. God is nothing; a Why not join our forces and vote such
humbug, a ghost to scare people. It is men into office? Liberty and the rights
impossible to prove that there can be such of the poor will never be vindicated until
a being. No one can prove it. But say we join in one harmonious band of
some, You can't make much if so honest freedom-loving people.
as to always tell the truth. I can't see
Yours for truth and right,
how civilized people can enjoy wealth if
Dr. F. S. BIGELOW.
they make it in a dishonest way. I inclose
$5 money order.
W. WEDEKEN.
Sowing the Seeds of Evolutionary
Is God Afraid of Atheists ~
Thought.
CROSBY, TEx., Jan. 10, 1894,
PoRTLAND, ORE., Dec. 29, 1893.
MR. EDITOR: Being a Fre13thinker, also
MR. EDITOR: Last Sunday night a week
a subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER, it ago I was handed a lecturer's license,
makes my heart glad to read the Tiews of granted me by the Oregon ·State Secular
other Freethinkers, Infidels, and pro- Union. Mr. Smith said, "We want you
gressiv evolutionists, and especially those to help us now," and I promised to do so.
of Mr. Putnam. I am disgusted with the The following Friday I paid the Southern
Christian Statesman, which is mentioned Pacific Railroad company $2 to convey me
in an editorial in the paper of December to Ballston, the home of my most excellent
16th-" Applied Christianity" -wherein friend, Wallace Yates. Upon my arrival I
the Rev. T. S. Stevenson refers to the got acquainted with Mr. Kenneth Campfamily as a divine institution and says that bell, a stanch Freethinker and a constant
it belon_gs to "God." Why does not the subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER for the
reverend hav " God " raise up some last seventeen years. Owing to the Christfamilies for general exhibition to convince mas festivities at the Methodist church
Infidels of his (God's) rights and of his nothing was done toward a Freethought
right to control in state and municipal meeting until Tuesday evenine;. I spoke
affairs? Maybe he (God) is afraid ofthose then on direct legislation and I let religAtheists that dare to speak their honest ion alone. The people perhaps concluded
convictions in matters political, scientific, that I was not very diabolical, even though
and religious. If God makes all things I did associate with Mr. Campbell. Wedout of nothing, where did he get the nesday and Wednesday evening the
electricity to set all nature, animate and Grange lecturer spoke in the schoolhouse,
inanimate, in motion? Can some of these' and as so much lecturing was quite unpraying priests answer the above question? usual the people seemed to get a surfeit;
J. c. HABVEY.
but despite that, on Friday evening, although the weather was quite threatening,
The Need of the Hour.
there were quite a number to hear me
DELPHos, 0., Dec. 28, 293.
speak on evolution. It was a brand new
Mn. EDiTOB: At the last meeting of our subject to most of those present and of
association we were honored with the course the fact that it left God out oi the
presence of John R. Charlesworth, who universe aroused l'.lome opposition. I gave
delivered a masterly and eloquent address all who wished an opportunity to ask
to a highly appreciativ audience. In the questions or to reply. Three asked quesabsence of the president on account of tions, among them the principal of the
sickness, the vice-president, Mrs. Dr. H. school. A few of my hearers were deH. Brundage, presided with the dignity and lighted, some pleased, and a number inparliamentary ability of a Blaine. Our dignant; one man saying that such talk
ai!Jsociation was only organized last sum- on~tht not be allowed. One thing is sure:
mer after Mr. Charlesworth had delivered Whatever else may be the result it will
a series of lectures, and the rapidity with cause a widespread discussion and many
which it has grown has far surpassed our of the facts I presented will not be for•
expectations. A common expression is, gotten by some of the boys who were
" I had no idea there were so many Free- present.
·
thinkers in the community until we got
Since the Secular Union has declared
them together." Many are surprised at me competent for this work I am open for
finding old acquaintances radical l!,ree- engagements. Address me at 29 Alder
thinkers of whose liberal views they had street, Portland, Ore.
HENRY ADDIS.
no knowledge until our association was organized.
My humble opinion is that what we
The Truth Shall Make Yon Free.
most need is the universal organization of
CmoAGO, ILL., Dec. 13, 1893.
local Freethought societies. Freethought
MR. EDITOR : Let us look upon the
lectures and subscriptions to Liberal papers world, the people,. and the condition t¥y
and books will necessarily follow. The are in at the pre&ent time, and then honpeople will become aroused, and as they estly ask ourselvs if it really is a blessing
are yet the source of all political power in to be poor, or a curse to be rich, as stated
this country, no man will then be com- in Luke vi, 20; Luke vi, 24; or Matt. vi, 19,
pelled to support a religion in which he ''Lay not up for yourself treasures upon
does not believe, and the divorce of church earth. " Another of those fine · teachings
and state in the United States will become is, "Take no thought for the morrow;"
absolute.
B. A. RoLoSoN.
yes, and a good many hav obeyed these
Sec. Freethought Ass'n of Delphos, 0.
teachings found in the so-called holy
Bible, and therefore find themselvs in a
What are We Doing to Liberalize, Edn· not very blessed, happy, i'or even healthy
cate, and Reform Christians t
condition. It is indeed not a blessing for
SKOWHEGAN, ME., J au. 12, 1894.
any followers of Jesus to be poor and helpMR. EDITOR: I see by the tab on Mrs. less, to depend upon charity, for a place
Bigelow's paper that you should hav $3, to sleep and a meal to eat. No sane man
as we hav no right to read unless we pay. or woman will rejoice in it and call it a
Since its founder was imprisoned it bas blessing; far better would it be, should he
been a weekly visitor in our home and · or she disobey the teaching of the Bible,
shall be as long as my mother can enjoy take a thought for to-morrow, and lay up
hearing its truths read, and I am able to treasures upon this earth.
Life would
pay $3 per year. I wish I was able to then be worth living. The Lord may dismake eTery Liberal family in Maine a like you, but every good man, woman,
Christmas present of THB TRUTH SEEDR and child will love and rel'.lpect you, and

say, "Well done." If the imaginary God
love or respect me I know nor care not,
but I do care to be respected and loved by
every good man, woman, and child. This
is my aim, and should be the aim of every
one who means to do good. I am with
our Robert G. Ine;ersoll, who says: "Now
is the time to be happy and this is the
place to be happy." But to be that, you
cannot follow the teaching of the Bible.
Like a Freethinker take a thought when·
ever you can; do the best you can-to improve yourself and your fellows. That is
what Freethought teaches us; therefore,
I for one hav broken away from the Roman
Catholic church and accepted a principle
far better than the old-the Freethonght
principle. There is the grand saying of
the noble Thomas Paine, "To do good is
my religion." That is and shall be my
relie:ion. Sooner or later I will be appreciated by many more of the better class of
people. The truth you shall know and
the truth shall make you free. Those are
the words of Freethought; they are upon
the lips of every honest, outspoken Freethinker. Yes, and more of the truth we
shall know when our grand Freethought
poet and philosopher, Samuel P. Putnam,
givs to the world his great work, "Four
Hundred Years ofFreethought," and I will
therefore inclose $5 for it to help along the
cause, as well as to educate myself and
friends who wish to know what Freethought
has done and what it is to-day.
Please send book when out.
WILLIAM LEMPERLE.
The Science Sermons Society Meeting.
NEw YoRK, N. Y., Jan. 20, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: At the Science Sermons
Society, Sunday evening, the 14th inst.,
the attendance was fair. As the hour approached for beginning the exercises, Dr.
Foote, Jr., took the platform and reported
news items of Freethought progress since
his last report, and it was noticed that he
used THE TRUTH SEEKER freely in so
doing.
Dr. Eccles took the chair and announced
the speaker of the evening, Professor
Win~?ate. The professor had for his subject "The Evolution of the City." He
told in general about how each of the
eighty-four thousand post-office· towns in
the United States had a beginnfug. First,
a broad prairie and a stream of water or
some other natural advantage; then the
first .settler and a few more, next the cross
roads, the saloon, blacksmith shop, school,
and of course a church, as otherwise the
town would hav no institution to look
after the local gossip and matrimonial
contracts and scandals.
Finally, he reached the topic of drainae;e, and thought that this city should conduct its sewerage through tunnels, if necessary, out to sea, and maintained that in
the center of every seven hundred by two
hundred block here in New York there
should be a crematory for garbage. This
-question of drainage is connected with the
subject of fertilization of the soil, as by
the plan suggested by the speaker fertilizing products are carried into the sea
and wasted.
Allusion to Mr. Wakeman and something that Moses had said touching the
subject of fertilization or drainage, had
the effect of bringing Mr. Wakeman to
his feet after the principal address had
been finished. This fluent debater showed
himself quite as much at ease on tbe platform discussing manure in connection
with Moses, as he does when tracing the
Genesis of Christianity, or in pointing out
the evolution and defects of the Holy
Ghost. He maintained that by the waste
of drainage, the gold of the soil is lost
and that we owe a debt to the future generations to return the food elements to
the soil. The farms of New England and
of the Atlantic coast are even now about
worthle88 for agricultural purposes, and
wheat and cereals hav to come from
Dakota and the New West. In one or two
generations more that source of supply
will be exhausted, and Uncle Sam has no
more vire:in soil to dispose of to his children. Consequently, we see the relation
between fertilizing the soil and the '' evolution of the city" is very close, and Mr.
Wakeman holds that it of fundamental
importance to the human race that the elements which produce food should be re-o
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turned to the soil and not deposited with
McGinty at the bottom of the sea. This
snggr,sts that as animals breathe the
oxygen given off by plants, and plants
absorb the carbonic acid gas given· off
by animals, so the soil and animal life must
be made to support each other.
.
Tbe lecturer next Sunday is to be a professor from the University of Pennsylvania, who will speak on Darwinism.
-·
L. D. CRINE.
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Red Hot.
.
poisonous, paralyzing influence, and ig- and what may come after death. I hold
.
CLINT, TEX., Jan. 4, 1894
norance, poverty, superstition, war, and still more firmly to my belief in the ability
MR. EDITOR: Having just read a couple slavery are ft~ certain fruits.
·
. of death to e:Ld all suffering, all pain, all
of articles in the newspapers, I find myself
It was very good of Satolli to come so joys and gladneBB-in fact, all consciousat the boiling point of indignation. and far to look after onr souls, to pray ns ont ness. Death is only a change of the chamfeel constrained, with your approval, to of his purgatory, to presene onr repnbli. ic 1 compound composing the animal orblow off a little of my caloric in the col- can form of government, and finally to ganism. Nature has rnn its course; the
umns of THE TRUTH SEEKER. . It seems land ns with Peter in heaven (all for good vital force is depleted, an.d animation
that among a number called on to giv pay in the best coin of the realm), and ceases. Then tile elements of which the
some reasons for publication why Thanks- there are millions of credulous, snpersti- body is composed separate, and decompogiving· day should be observed by all, the tious fools who will believe this; bnt intel- sitiori apparently destroys every vestige of
Rt. Rev. Father Ducey had his say. This ligent men and women all over the country them; bnt the fact is that not one atom of
Tbe Battle for Liberty Is Not Won.
father (an appellation no doubt deserved see in his coming and firm planting in t-he elements composing tile human being
Los ANGELES, CAL., Jan. 8, 1894.
for more reasons than one) has been good princely style almost under the dome of ha~ been destroyed; they hav only sepo.MR. EDIToR: Two revivals are now in enongh to inform the whole people of the· the capitol, the beginning of the estab- rated. The water has left the carbon and
progress here in Los Angeles....;.one con- United States that the Washington proc- lishment of a religions" Mafia," which in returned to its simple state, and perhaps
ducted by Mrs. Woodworth, the evangel- lamation was simply justified by the fact of a few years will make the profession of a the identical water that gave fluidity to the
ist, for the glory of God and the salvation the pope nf Rome sending over here this belief in and adherence to popery the pre- blood of the patriots of the Revolution is
of human souls, and the other by W. F. year his beloved and personal representa- requisit to a seat in Congress. When to-day quenching the thirst of some living
Jamieson for the elevation of humanity tiv, Satolli. Father Ducey, speaking of Blucher went over to London, just after human. So with everything else of which
and salvation from the toils of priestcraft. some little opposition to this move, says: Waterloo, they took him to the top of the human body is composed.
This is Professor Jamieson's first visit to "The winds and waves seemed to huv St. Paul's to view the city. Looking over
I am asked if I don't think it probable
this coast, bnt his reputation had prPceded threatened the bark of the church in thifl that wilderness of wealth. he blurted out that there is an immortal soul in man. I
him and created a desire in many minds to country, but the vicar of Christ, Leo from the depths of his brutal h~>art: answer, No. No more than I believe that
see and hear him. He lectured last Thurs- XIIL, heard the words of his master. He "Mine Got, v.ot plunder!" and so, when onr bodies are immortal. The soul is of
day night to a g()od audience on "Free- has spoken them with the voice and an- this cunning, ambitious Italian came over mat er and is entirely dependent upon
thought and Christianity Face to Face." tllority of the Lord. He has commanded here and received the fulsome, degrading matter for its existence. Thus the chemiIt is expected that he will deliver a conrRe the winds and waves to be still, and the demonstrations or" the great crowds, rode cal compound," the brain, give oft thereof eight lectures in this city, and if it is apostolic delegate, representing Leo XIII., in special palace cars free of expense, snlt-fe!'ling, tasting, hearing, smelling,
possible to find an opponent, a discussion is master of the sitna~ion." (Do you mind towered high over all the other prophets thinking, etc. If a certain lobe of the
with some orthodox clergyman will occur. that?) "We certainly hav many reasons of Israel at Chicago, and received the brain be taken ont, then the sense dependA move is on foot to hav him meet Dr. to be thankful to God for the wisdom and marked attentions anG. flatteries of our ent. for existence upon that lobe is deRavelin, late of San FranciRco, in a discus- fatherly spirit shown io the American three hundred pounds of president, he no stroyed; take the brain away altogether,
sion of that unAettled question regarding Catholic church in the personality of Arch- doubt shouted in the depths of his design- and where would the mind or soul be? It
another state of conscious existence. Dr. bishop Satolli." (J esnq wept I)
ing nature, when he viewed the wealth could not exist. Thus when the matter,
Ravelin is an ex-clergyman and at present
It was on that same pious Thanksgiving and magnificence of this great conn try as the compound of elements, giving rise to
a prominent Spiritualist lecturer.
day that the recent Italian importation, contrasted with his blood-sucked, ruined the eonl (mind) be separated or decomTimes are almighty hard here, and now emboldened by his nnlooked-for sue- Italy: "Mine Got, vot plunder!"
posed, the soul ceases to exist just as the
reformers of all kinds are thicker than ceBB, saw fit to enlighten this benighted
And that, freemen of America, is what sense~ cease to exist when the body dies.
dollars to sustain them; but it is hoped people with his views on our Constitution he is here for, in the interest of his master,
I am also asked what I think about God
tbat "onr people" will respond with and to inform ns of the only possible way Leo XIII., and that political machine or about the existence of God. God exenough of the needful to make this Free- in which to perpetuate it-viz., by uni- called the holy Catholic church, which ists only in the diseased imagination of the
thought revival a successful success, so to versa} approval and adoption of Catholic grasps at universal dominion through the superstitions, and was created through
speak. Many Freethinkers hav become schools and govdnment-money support of ignorance, the passions, and the superst"i- primitiv man's inability to account for the
indifferent and seem to think that Free- same. In short, the union of state with tiona of mankind. What are yon going to forces in nature which were beyond his
thought has done its work, and I some- the Romish <burch. This insolence and do about it? For one thing I should say: comprehension. The ·Christian points to
times feel a lack of enthusiasm when my effnmtery of this Jesuit priest, ignorant of Support all the Freethought publica- the savages as a proof of the existence of
reading is confined to that class of papers, even our language, fresh from the caves tions you can, and everywhere and at all a God; to the fact that savage nations beand little is heard of the follies of Chi-is- and dens of Vatican plotting and sinister fit times denounce this conspiracy against lieve in the existence of a supreme being.
tian superstition. To keep posted on what design-by nature, education, and practice our conn try and onr liberties.
That is conclnsiv proof that the scientist is
is going on I lately attended the revival utterly unfitted to comprehend the princiYours truly.
S. G. ETHERIDGE.
correct in his idea of the creation of God.
meeting of Mrs. Woodworth, who, as your pies of our form of government-is ahrmThe thnnd<Jr's roar was the voice of an anonly brother will recollec~, predicted the ing to contemplate; for he would not thus
Some Questions Pointedly Answered.
gry God; beautiful sunshine was his smile;
destruction of San Francisco some two insolently push to the front were he not
NEw LoNDoN, CoNN., Jan. 6, 1894.
good fortune his favor, while misfortune
years ago, but made a mistake on the date sure of the underhold he has in the maBBes
MR. EDIToR: I wish to announce through was evidence of his displeasure. Bnt now
when the earthquake should swallow up of ignorance and superstition, soon to be the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER the the thundering voice no longer terrifies
saint and sinner alike. It has been some openly wielded in government affairs in death of my brother, John N. Price, who the superstitions, because it has ceased to
time since I came ont of a religious meet- the interest of priest.craft and popery, and lived in Wayne county, W. Va. He was a be the angry growling of a fire-spitting
in!f more nauseated and disgusted than I of the backing he has from great and ill- Liberal, and a free-hearted one; no beg- God-myth; the sunshine is no longer the
came out of hers, for she gave evidence of gotten weaJ,th, which is willing to con- gar went hungry from his door. He died pleasing smile of the deity; fortunes and
having less sense than the average inmate tribute largely to this army of money- very suddenly from heart failure. His misfortunes are alike brought about by
of a lunatic asylum. And yet ther~ were loving priests as a kind of secondary friends and relative think that his death circnmstances, and not by the caprices of
those present who cried "Amen!" and police to hold the starving masses in was B judgment from God, and, in writing B changeful God. God was B terror to the
drank in her foolishness with genuin ap- check when the conflict comes. If the do- to me of the sad occurrence, they asked me superstitions while he had the power to
proval. Outside her t~nt I saw men with ing of good to ns poor heathen, as this several questions, which I will proceed to cause the earth to swallow up whole comBibles in their hands discussing the tenets oily-tongued, saintly individual would hav answer through your paper. In the first panies of men, to smite entire armies with
of different sects sud trying to convince ns believe, is the object of his coming to place, regardinll my brother'~ death 88 a blindness or death, or frighten the sweet
one another that they were wrong and did this country, representing the holy firm of jud!!'ment from God (for that lB one of the life ont of both king and men by making a
not understand what such and such pas- God, Leo, and Virgin, why didn't he with questions asked), I will say that if it is one big noise that resembled an army's charge.
sages really meant; and· I listened to their his vast spiritual graces and adornment of God's judgments it differs very slightly But for several centuries he has either
pueril nonsense until an opportunity came stay in his own miserable, bankrupt, from many other instances wherein he has been ashamed to resort to such unfair snbto turn loose a few Freethought ideas, poverty-stricken_country? Ah! there is bronghthisjndgmenttobearnponthenn- terfnges, or hal in his dotage lost the
which I did; and a general discussion took where hiR saintly services are most needed believer and believer as well, for both be- power to do so; at all events, he has ceased.
place that was not expected or desired by -where the greater part of the legislativ liever and unbeliever die from heart- operations since Napoleon demonstrated
those who held the idea that faith is a body are now under indictment for rob· failure. ln the second place, it would be so plainly that it was the heavy guns and
PBBBport to heaven and reason applied to bing the public treasury; where the peas- a strange judgment to take it in his own big battalions that won. God to-day conreligion is a sacrilege. The same old autry of the country are living on chest- hands to kill the heretic when he had sent snmes time in counting hairs and watch·
worn-out absurdities and disgusting non- nuts llnd the townspeople on beggary and only a shouting set of ignoramuses to try ing sparrows as they fall.
· wh ere the whole soci'ol fabric and turn him into the ways of the Lord;
sense are still being dealt out to the peo- maccarom;
My interlocutor goes on and asks me
· h
b d w1'th secret organi'zations bnt r1ght here is presented what is a puzple, and while it is, Freethinkers must 18
oneycom e
·
why I cannot be a Christian. That is a
work to nullify and counteract its effects; f
d murder ond where there zle to my mind. This is the sec_ond one of
or revenge an ·n ti'ons every
•
yeor than in my brothers that has died in this manner. question that would take np too much time
BBl
and if anyone gets to thinking that Freeare more assa
a
and space to answer fully. The em braceThe first was a believer in the Bible,
8 t t s put together
thought has no further work to do let him 1·1 th th E
eo er nropean
ae
a
thnt glorious
field for· Gods, and ghosts; he fell dead while do- ment of Christianity would involve faith
dispel that idea by going where fools are Wh d 'd }16 1
eave
in a myth, belief in impossibilities, such
y I
still made for Christ's sake and the glory Christ-like
endeavor to cross the broad At- ing his chores, and the canting profession as supernatural interference with the laws
h
d h'18 sort hnv nearly pointed to it as a wa· ning to my brother
of God-into churches or revival meetings. 1 · ? B.
antic
ecause e an
of nature. To be a Christian I would hav
c. SEVERANCE. sue
k ed th at conn t ry d ry. There l· n that and me to get into the bloody old ship of to accept a mass of contradictions as God's
h
that diabolical Zion. Now, when my Freethinking
[Let no Freethinker dream that super- f · t f J d ·
aires o an B lB w e_re 't' 1 ft h
brother dies while out at his work the sky- holy truths; I would hav to accept as an
stition is more than scotched. Christian- combination of wealth, l 68Ul Ica era • Yinfallible moral guide a book that teaches
·
d
1
t
f
nd
gold
which
pilot points to it as a judgment upon him
ity is still the dominant force in politics, pocrtsy, an Ul!l o power a
•
. h 0 1 h · h h 88 h d s pnme and a double warning to me. Why did cruelty to women, prostitution, polygamy,
'social life, and literature. Its poison is in he calls h lB
Y c nrc •
sa andn see to God kill one of his believers as a warning concubinage, theft, cannibalism, falsefift
the blood of the race and it will take cent- sway f or
een h und re d't year
•
hood, deception, lying, robb;,zr , etc.
uries to drain it away. There are 111,000 what a d ep1orabl e pass I h as b r onght the to two unbelievers? Fie! out npon such (John E. Remsburg, "Bible
orals.":
. htf 1 lnnd on the an ideal By saving such nonsensical
preachers in the United States. Against most fer t 11 an d d e1Ig
u
To be a Christian I would hav to accept
reland
raising
things
you
make
out
God's
character
to
be
I
these how few are the Freethought lect- g1ob e. Th en 1 0 k at Poor
'
the Bible as the trmh, the revealed will of
• 11Y a crop of pries
· t8 f
.urers and scientific instructors! A Sunday- prinmpa
or ex po:ct to much worse than I thought it was. I God·, bnt that I cannot do .
the
most
devoted
followers
of
knew
all
the
while
that
he
was
a
vicious
America
school at ev~>ry crossroads. Against these
In conclusion, I would choose morality
nurseries of falsehood we can put-what? popery 'in th e wor Id , t orn, blee d'mg, old wretch, bnt I did not know before that
poverty-stricken,
and
full
of
hatred
and
he
would
sacrifice
one
of
his
believers
in
for
its own sake and .not for Christ's sake.
No, we hav plenty to do: Whoever doubts
it needs only to read the bulletins of the malignity to Protestant England, and all order to frighten two unbelievers. And Go, yon who preach the go~pel, and take
census of 1890 and the reports of the the work of their insane deTotion to their again did he not know that by the Liberal~- up the ax or the hoe and try to make an
churches and their · auxiliary societies. hoi religion and the blood-sucking priest- death' is looked upon as th~ result of a_ nat- h?nest living as other laborers do, and ~ou
Liberals are optimistic only because they h ~ Look at Spain Mexico Central ural cause, and therefore lB not so fright- wtllfind that y0u can help yourselvs Wltllview the world snbjectivly. The ·sense of a:~ South America, ~herever this holy ful as some of God's loved ones think? , ont the aid of your lovinf!, revengeful
secmity will vanish when you mingle with church has been firmly planted, and there 1I see nothing in the ~· ath ~f my brother j God. Yours for Freethonght.,
like a deadly upas tree it disseminates its · to cans~ me to waver m my Ideas of death
SAMUEL B. PRICE.
the masses.-ED. T. S.]
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an old subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER
and I enjoy reading the Corner very
much. I never see any letters from
Texas, so will write and hope it will esEtited by MISS SusAN H. Wn:oN, Fall cape the wastebasket.
'liver, Mass., to whom all OommunicaEl Paso is a very pretty town of eleven
UO'YI." for th.is Corner should be sent.
thousand inhabitantR, situated on the Rio
Grande river, and has street cars running
across the river to Juarez, in Mexico. A
•• &tween the dark ann the daylight .
great_ many Mexicans liv here, and I am
.,.ben the night is beginning to lower.
' nrr es a pause in the dav's occuoatiors
learnmg to speak their language.
Tl-a., is known as the Children's Hnnr."
We hav four little wild ducks that my
cousin crippled and caught, and we are
trving to domesticate them.
Birthplace of BurnR.
I am nine years old Hoping to see this
In rPverent moon.
in print, and wishing good luck to the
I stoon within the space. where he.
Corner and Miss Wixon, I will close.
The trne interpreter of Nature'd melotlie~.
JuANITA RooKH PooLE.
First the light of rlay beheld.
We
are
glad
to hear from T as and
The Ftt.lc room where he was born[
.
.
.
ex •
The niche that once the humble cot
hope Juamta will write often to the CorFarl fiiJeil whereon he lay
ner. The picture of the cactus is handClasped in his mother's arms;some, but what is a resurrection plant?
The ample firedace. where he
Once watched the embers' flickering li~rht.
Please tell us about it and tell also that
Or laughed in glAe to see the yellow flame
which yon may hav le~rned in relation to
Caress, with wan+,on touch and boisterous mirth. the cacti.-Ev. c. C.]

The nnhewn log.
'The hearthstone. where in infancy he fro]iclred'l'he walls. his hands hnrl wandered o'er,
In childish play and pnstime;'The open door, where he ran out and inAll-all were there
There were the narrow windows.
The modest panes of ll'iass.
Through which. aforctime. he had often looked.
Watchinl!, with wonrlering eye·. the fleeks of
floating cloudR.
The bnd<ling treeR. the g;-een. upspringing grass
The sinPing bircls, thr flocks npon the nillo,
The ivy-covered kirk, and yard of rlaisied,
mnunds,
O'er which the banks and braes of Doon
Kep' watch ancl warcl;'l'he brig that, Apanned the silver stream.
The generous earth. with all its mysteries and
marvelsAll. as pf olrl. wc"e there.
RnclrlPnly. a nimbus.
A Rhimmering, purpling light,
Floorlecl the low-w~tllcd room;
Ancl in it~ center arose tltn fil'rnre of n woman;Rlithe an1l bonny as the morning glorv!Hcroelf a poem-a g!P!Lm nf opal-tinte<l sunshine,
A clream of love-embo,]iecl womanhood.
RltP WitH the poet's mothor;
'Phe queenly give~ of a ~hilcl of song,
Whose minstreloy h11th eclwerl in the hearts of
1nillionR,
All o'er the wonclrous world
R'rn ft'-~ I looke<l, tho vision vani~hecl,
Ann rlisappoared the pnrple mist:
While in its place remained the quiet
Of' the •unlit summer day.
Amirl t.he fmgrnnt memories of the hour.
This thon~rht stole in: While we
Weave chn">lets for the poet's brow,
Shonlrl we not. Place one little flower,
One sweet. forget-me-not,
Upoo the bosom of that first, best frienrl,
His mother?
SusAN H WIXON.

CorrespondADCA.
SALMON AR:r.r, Dec. 14, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I wrote a letter to
the Children's Corner. which was published December 2d. 1\fy name was misspelled. It was spelled Bella, which mak!'s
an l of a difference. Please correct mistake and oblige one of your Liberal
friends,
BELA S. BOLTON.
[It certainly makes a vast difference.
But Bela might do worse than to be mistaken for a girl. The Corner will always
bav a place for your letters, anyway.-Ev.
C. C.]
McCoY, OR., Dec. 18, 1893.
Wrxo!': As I saw my other
Jetter m prmt, I will try to write again.
I ~o to s~hool and study. reading, spelling,
anthmetic, mental arithmetic, history,
l!rammar, and geo,;rrnphy. 1\fy papa takes
'rHE TRUTH SEEKER, and I like to read
the Children's Corner very mncb. I go to
a dancing club every two weeks. I like
to dance very well. I would like to correspond· with some of the girlR about
twelve years old that write to the Corner
Yours sincerely,
DoRIS SEARS. ·
[It is very well to know how to danM
for it is fine amusement.-Ev. C. C.]
'
DEA~ MI~s

DELPHOS, 0., Dec. 23, 1893.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: I read the Children's
Corner every week, but I hav not yet succeeded in reading a letter from here. I
nm now taking the pleasure of writing a
few lines. We hav taken THE TRUTH
SEEKER for quite a long while and I don't
think we could d" without it. '
Mr. Charlesworth has delivered us two
series of lectures, and we expect to hav
M'r. Putnam for January 30th, 31st, and
February 1st.
I am thi_rteen years old. I go to school
and I am m C Grammar. I remain your
Liberal friend,
PEARL 1\fiLLElR.
[Pearl will hav a great treat in hearing
· Mr. Putnam, as she did in listening to 1\fr.
Charlesworth. We hope to hear from our
Pearl often.-ED. C. C.]

CooPERSTOWN, N. D. Dec. 19 1893.
DFAR Miss WIXoN: This iR my second
letter to the Corner. Well, I want to tell
yon about a Congregational minister who
called on mother and me one day this fall.
He brought us a lot of Sunday-school
papers. So I gave him some TRUTH
SEEKERS. He said he liked to read hoth
sides. He is a college mate of Mr. Putnam'!", but he doesn't like him so he
abused him. But mother told 'him he
must not, because he was her favorit writer.
He said eci~m~e and religion went together.
Then he s8ld If you take away mv religoion.
what hav yon to giv me in place of it?
Then I showed him Mr. Heston's picture
in THE TRUTH SEEKER August 12th. And
then he said, "My, oh my! What are
our children coming to?" Then he said
he wanted to see father to talk with him.
Mother invited him to come when father
was at home. Mother tald him he would
~njoy a visit from a preacher, for father is
Just one of thoRe Freethinkers who like an
argument. Then the preacher said he
wasn't afr~id to talk to any such man as he.
~a told him that he might hav more talkIng than he wanted by the time he got
through with him. The preacher hasn't
come yet. Pa can never meet him when
he is in town. I am eleven years old and
am proud to Ray I am a Freethinker.
Yours Truly,
B. KuHNz.
P. S.-The preacher's name is 0 P
• '
Champlain.
[That preacher is away behind the times,
as most of his ilk are. Bee and his papa
and mamma are ever so far away beyond
him. 1\fr. Putnam is one of the best
writers of the king's English, and to hear
him speak is an inspiration. If that preacher could but listen to him once it would
save his "never-dying soul " from ever
abusing an absent fellow-creature again as
long as he livs.-ED. C. C.]
GoRE BAY, MA. NITOULEN IsLE,}
Dec. 28, 1893.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: As I am writing
other letters, I thought I would write one
to you. I ~m going to tell you how we
Rpend the wmter on the Manitoulen island.
When the first snow comes all the children
bri_ng o~t .their sleighs to break roads for
s!eigh-ridmg (we hav broken a hill in front
of our place this winter); then we build
forts and snowball each other. We go to
school on dog-~leighs; _sometimes the boys
skate up the nver, which flows in front of
the school. When the bay is all frozen
over we go out and slide on the ice
Sleighi~g p~rties go out to entertainment~
or p~rties m the evenings. Prohibition
meetmgs are being held all over the island
so that_ affo~ds quite a bit of amusement:
There IS gomg to be one held here next
Saturday evening.
. w~ have quite a time to get a mail here
~n wmter. Dogs hav to pull it across the
ICe to the North Shore. I hav only one
correspondent yet; his name is Clyde M
Clough. I wr.ote him a letter, but he ha~
not answered It.
I rs,ave a recitation at the Church of Englan<:I's c~;istmas entertainment. It was
en~Itled
~he Christmas Guest." I received a pau of gold bracelets from mamma
on <;Jhristmas, and I gave her a china
porndge set, and papa a china cup,
saucer, and plate. Do yon think it is right
to tell children there is a Santa Clans? I
do not. I hav a very large doll that wants
a name; I would like yon to suggest a
name for her.
I _think my letter is getting too long so
I 'Yill come to a close. Wishing yo~ a
bnght and prosperous New Year ·r am
Your Freethinker friend,
'
GRACill E. llr:A·., ' •
[It is right to tell the truth always.
Santa Clans does not exist, and never did,
Name the dolly for some good woman.
How would Jfr!lP.Ces Wright llnswer?-ED.

EL pASO, TEX.' Nov, 20, 1893.
Miss W:rxoN: I em visiting my
conam, H. G. Stillwell, of El Paso, who is C. C,]
D~

I ST. ANTHoNY PARK, MINN., Nov. 23, 1893.
DEAR MisS WIXoN : This is my second
attempt to write to the Corner, and since I
saw my first letter published, I thought I
would write again.
I go to school now. I study reading,
arithmetic, spelling, history, sentences,
and language. I am in the second room,
in the highest class; there are three classes
in esc~ room. In two weeks I will be in
the tbnd room. There are three rooms.
I go to Baker school.
I wish I had $100 to givto the poor little
children, so that they might get some
warm clothes and food for Thanksgiving
day and Christmas.
I would like very well to hav some of the
children that write to the Corner write to
me. !f they do! will write to them.
I wxll send a piece of poetry, and I hope
to see it in print.
I remain one among your Liberal
friends. Address,
BLANCHE CHAMBERLIN,
St. Anthony Park, Minn.
[Blanche is sympathetic and benevolent.
It is much bettf'r to feed the hungry and
clothe the naked yourself than to ask God
to do it.-Ev. C. C.]
LITTLE MAMIE WONDERS.
I wonder why the flowers died,
And why they cannot grow,
And blossom in the winter time,
Out in the soft white snow?
I wonder why the leaves fell off
J nst when they looked so gay,
And when the bare trees creak and moan,
I wonder what they say?
I wonder if the crocuses
Are truly fast asleep?
If pansies really bow and smile,
And violets ever weeP?
I wonder what the busy bees
Are doing in the hive?
And if the pretty butterflies
Are frozen or alive?
I wonder if the birds went South,
Or if they came together,
And flew above the clouds to heaven,
To miss the stormy weather?
I wonder if they will come back
From some warm sunny clime?
And, oh! I wonder when is spring?
To-morrow, or some time?

8ooks by Helen H. Gardene1.

)few Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Gods.
Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
1''>£ Trade Supplied at Special D1.scount8.

S THIS YOUR SOB. MY LORD 1
~

l!'asc:inatmg Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.
.l!ri~f.\"

0

cloth. $1 : l)a-uer, 50 cents.

RAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?
A

NE'W NOVEL.
Paper, 50 cents.

PriM. cloth, $I.

Pushed by Unseen Hands.
SHORT STORIES.

Paper, 50 cents.

Price, cloth $i.

A Thoughtless Yes.

A World Beater.
SNoHOMISH, WAsH., Dec. 30, 189S.
CONTENTS:
To THlll TRUTH SEEKER FAMILY: If any
Splendid Judge of a Woman The Lady of the
of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER or A Club-Uncler
Protest
-For the P•·osecution-A
any friend of one, builds boats or k~eps
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler1House
them to let, I would be pleased to hav him
Mystery The Time-Lock of Onr Anceetors- Florence Campbell's
communicate with me, as I hav invented
Fate-l\Iy Patient's Fate.
a handpower for propelling small boats
Pri"e, paper. 50 cents; cloth, $I.
that surpasses anything of the kind in the
world; can make from six to eight miles
per hour with ease, and will stem the swiftest current. Patent is secured and I am
now ready to sell statl'l rights. If anyone
CONTEN~ S;
wishes to know anything about my power
F ction of Fietion'-ADav in Court
without conferring with me, I refer them to P1efsce-The
-Throw ' in Wi h the Oity's Dead -An IrreGeorge E. Macdonald of THE TRUTH
spon ible Edncat•d Claos-The Moralltespnnsib lu,y or Woman in HereditySEEKER staff. He has sat in my boats and
Won anaslinAnnex-SexinBrainworked the power. It is bound to take the
Heredity in ! t9 Relati · ns to a
place of oars for pleasure. J. S. MARTIN.
Double Standard of Mm·als-

Facts and Fictions of Life.

Divorr-e and the Proposed Nati mal Law
-Lawsuit •·r Legacv-Common
Sense in
Surgery.

Free Pamphlet.
J. R. PERRY, Wilkes Barre. Pa.

WATER OF LIFE

Cloth, 11; paper, 50 cents.
Hard Knocks
at Christianity. PULPIT, PEW,
By R. WHEELER.
This book is iust what i+.s
implies-thum •
and CRADLE.
ing whacks at superstition. It deals with til'e
ti~le

effect of. Cl:tristianity on the world, showing
~hat Chpstians have done to advance their religIon and Impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus )VaS ljo false prophet, ~h!!-t the gospels
are not authentiC, an? .that Christianity is a borrowed syste~ of rel~g10n. That the Brble is not
m accord W:tth Smence, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not a real benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents. six for $i .
Address THF. 'l'RTI'l'H RF.F.KER.
THE

By HELEN H. GARDENER.

One: of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures .Against
the Bible.
Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.

BOOK THAT STARTED THE REFERENDUM MOVEMENT.
28

DIRECT LEGISLATION

By the Citizenship through the
Initiative and ReferenduiD, .
BY J. W. SULLIVAN.

Price. 25 cents. Address THE ~!!'RuTH SEEKEB.

uWith Daughter's Babe Upon
·
His Knees."
A. new edition of that splendid prose ]:loem
"Life." by .. phe prince of orators," Col. R. G~
Ing~rsoll. It IS larger and better than the old
editwn, and can be framed or olaced upon t.he
table as an ornam.ent. In the center of the <'ard
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the batoy
clurrounded by phe prose poem, which has bee:r:.
truthfully des on bed a~." one of the masterpieces
of the orator and poet. wbo now as far as we
know, staJ1dS alone in the living world." It will
make a del~!!htful present, and will be a • ouvenir
not only of ~ntelle~tual. greatness, but of arti,tic
workmanshiP. I+-Is prmted on heavy board gilt
boyeled edge. '!'he size is .12x~~ inches, anct' tlw
pl'lCI'l onlY75 cents, post-paid,
-

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Lo.fayRtt.e p]at'IA. New York,

BOOKS BY

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Religion of the Fut-ure. Cloth. $I.

The

Secre~ ~f

the_

~ast;

or, The Origin

of the Qhnst1an llel~gwu and the Significance
of 1t~ U1so and Jleclme. Cloth. $1.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth. $1.

Honselwld Remedies for the Prevalent
Disord,ers of,the Human Orgamsm. Cloth, $1.

ZoologiCal :Sketches: A Contribution to
the 011tdoor study of Natural HiHtory. Illustrated by H. Faber. Cloth~$2.
Address
THE TJ:tUTH SEEKER,
<:J.q Tdl.fa;t·Pt.t.P. plaeA.
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The Clergyman's Victims~
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By MBii. E •• BALL.
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Pleasure and Progress.

JOHN E.

AN ATTEMPr TO PROVE THAT

The Pursuit of Pleasure is the Sine Qua Non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social
Development, and that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship;
By .AJ.bert M. Loren-tz, LL.B.
CONTENTS:'
BooK I.-PLEASURE: Chap. I.-Sources of. Pleasure. Cnap. !I.-Material Pleasures. Chap. ID.Ideal I:leasure>. Ch.ap .IV -Somal Pleasures. Chap. V -Pleasures of the Sa.vag;e the
Barbari>Lll and the Civthzed. Chap. VI.- Genesis of religions. Chap. VII-Christianity.
BooK II.-INTELLEOTUAL DEvELOP!IIENT: Chap. I.-Pnrpo•e of hfe. Chap, II. -Matenal Plea~ures.
Chap.Ill.-Ideal Pleasures: Knowledfe· Cl!ap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Reason. Chap.-V.
Ide~! Pleasures: Character. Chap. V .-Somal Pleasures Chap. VII.-Pedagogical Despotism.
BooK III.-MoBAL DEVELOP\l!ENT: Chap. I.-Morality. Chap. !I.-Material Pleasures: Prudence.
Chap. HI.-Matenal Pleasn,~e~:. Re.finement. Chap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Foresight,
Chap. V.-Ideal ~leasnres: CivihzatlOn. Chap. VI.-Social Pleasures. Chap. VII- ViCe
Caused by Restramt.
'
BooK IV.-S<;>or.AL DEVELOPJ!!ENT: Chap. I.- 0 rogr!lss. C..tap. H.-Protection, Capitalism, and
Soc1ah~m: Resl/.e.;tivly an Actual,, !Lll Immme~t, and a Proposed Violation of Individual
Sovereignty. Uhap. III -;-Cpndit10n of Agncnlmre. Chap. IV. Public Schools, tlle
Me~e, M.ene, Tekel of l:lomahsm. Chap. V.-Province of Government. Chap. VI.-Onr
Somal Disorder.
Here ar~ some of the ver.dicts o~ this remarkable production which have been rendered by
men who are m every way qnahfied as Judge; of book•:
This iRa spirit.-d, rattling~' r~ of ahook that skates right along over the deepest subject without mn. h thongnt whether the 1ce IS thm or not. It answ.rs the greatest question-What is the
us , obJect. mot•ve, purpose, and summum llonum of life, and the real can· e and motive of progreso?
-by ono word, Plea.ure !-Thaaaeus B. Wakeman,
·
He sharpl.v attacks, alw.• mod~rn meth9us of ~dncation, and in this he is most abundantly
bo,p.e "nt oy the facts, an:; h1s arraignment Is practiCally unanswerable. H 1s book is altogether a
cnr10ns and suggest! ve one.-New Yo1·k Oommercial.Aavertiser.
'I'!J.e man who wrote this boojl: knows how to write a book, and knows what he is writing about.
There IS not a padded sentence m the volume, not an attempt to fill up with .vords for la~k of
knowledge. The author deals hard blows at sh!Lms and falsehoods, and hard blows for realities and
truth. W~ do not see how anyon~ can re•d th1~ book apd disagree with the l.,adin_g proPositions.
The work 1s good; every chapter 1s worth readm<:. It 1s a work of common-sense t>ocialism. The
chapter on pnbhc schools ought to be put into a tract and sent to every teacher in the land Thousands of sentences are .worthy of being framed as political maxims and hung up all over th~ nation.
Th~ book deserves a Wide readm,&'~ not only for its literary style, which is clear and incisive, but for
its bold, ho1est saying~.-L K. washourn.
Here. we have pmlosophy ntJ to date, the.advap.ce word of the progressive thinker; not a, dry,
abstruse.d1sconrse, but a common-sense essay m plam words upon the condnet of life, and all Illustrated With such an abundance of anecdota and me~aphor as add real entertainment to solid in
struqtio~. ',('~is is ap. impo!tant book. s~riking at superstition and p.nreasonable tradttion\!Lnd up.
holdmg mdiVldnal liberty m defi.ance of g .. vernmontal law and so~1al custom. After reaamg this
book one feels that the author w1ll never be able to write another, for he has put all his life and
knowledge into this one. Every page bristles with points; there is no padding or filling in, no mere
literary em oellishment; but clean-cut apothegms abound, and everr line is dictated by Jlard-head . d
common-sense -Oapt. Robt. G. .Aaams.
After yon read this b~ok yon will be as enthusiastic in praise of it as are the eloquent editor of the
Investigator and the gallant President of the Canadian Secular Union,
"Pleasure and Progress" has 398 pages, i> splendidly printed from large, clear type, on excel.
lent paper, and costs, bound in cloth, $1; paper covers, w cents.
Ad:lress
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafa:re~te Pl., New York N.Y.

-THE-

fRffTHIN K[ RS' PICTORIAL T[XT-BOOK.
SHOWING
THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL·
NESS 0F THE CHURCH's CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI·
OENT INSTITUTION,. AND REVEALING THE ABUSES
OF A UNION OF
OHURCH AND
STATE,
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WORKS.
Abraham Lincoln:

JVas He A Christian?

For fifteen yea s 1\lr. Remsburg has been collecting material ~or his work, f!:e presents
an array of testilliouy that i 1 irres1stible. and ove.rwhetmmg, aud whiCh m~st put this questiOn
at rest forever. In ad t.tio'l to the test.1m ,ny ot t1venty w. tWsHes )Vho clann that Lmcoln wa •
a Christidn, and which is rc\'iewed and ref~ted,,t,e ndJuce; th0 ~e~tlmO!ilf. of 1119re than.n hundred witnesses in proof of the claim that Lmco.n wa iliQt f>, t~un tum. I h~se WI tneeses mc.lu,~e
~is wife and other rd~tive>; his th,·ee law part ,a e. s; h1s i)•·Iyatd sec!etar1es; members of his
cabinet; his principil biographers, and scores of LiS moot 1 t1m. te tnends.

False Olai'mS. Revlr,ed and Enlarged

As a MissionarYD!>cnment it is. uaexqelled. Amo1 : the subjects oo_nsidered by ~r.
Remsburg are: .'l'ht> Chureh otnd!Vlorallty; Crlm.~al!"!tt~tts;.cs,,so.owwJJ the creed~ of th~ pn~.
onera in the penitentiane;; the C,hurctl. and CtvliizatlOu; tho uh.urch t~nd Smeno.e, the Churu,n
and Learning; the Cnm·c 1 and L1bertr; the Caurch and the Antislavery Ref,ormi, t.he Woman s
Rights Jl'[ovement; the 'J'emperanco Heform; tho Church and tho Hopubhc.
nee, 10 ceut;
singly; 75 oeuts per dozen.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Ori'fnes anll Vices Sanctioned by

Scripture; F<tlsehood a3cl Da-:eption; Cheli.&ing; ~heft and ltqbb~r,l'; Adultery and Prostitution• Murder· Wars of CJQqUe;t and Exterll}matiou· Des!)otism, ).ntoleranoe aud Pe~secu
tion~ Injnsti~eto Wo.uan· Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Ammals; Human Baonfices;
Camrlbalism · Slavery· Witchcraft· Pol:ygamY; Intemperance; Pove.rty and Vagr~tncy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Prlca, swgl~ cop1e3, 25 cents; 6 copies, !Ill. SpeCial discount
on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breal<,ing. This

i~

the _best

~nd

'fYWst tlwro·ugh_wo?;k

ever written on the Sabbath from a rat10nal r01nt of v1ew,. L~rge aud haD:dsome prmt. ~hn
question is dts•. ussed under the fo lowin { h~adJ: Orifllll of th.a SabbatiC Idea; tho JewiHI!
Sabbath· the Christian Scriptures and the Sa >bath; J<:xa,mtnatwn of Sunday Argume.lto,
Origin ~f the Christian Sabbath; Te,timony ,of t•1; Cb.rist\at~ Fathers; tho Sabbath dunn,,
tb.e Middle Ages; thd Puritan Sabbath.,;, Tdst1m1ny of Chr~s.mn RefJrmors, Scholars, and
Divines; Abrogation of Sunday Laws. rriCe, 25 cents; 6 cop1es 1!11.

Image Breake'r.

Six Lectu'res:

DeclinE: of Faith: Protestant Intolerance; Washin)lton an Unbeliever; Jefferson an Uobeliever; Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents; bound, paper, 2li cents; 1.-c:
doz., 40 cents.

Tell.~

'l'IW1nas Paine.

the stor11 of the A'utlw'I·-:Hero's L'lfc,

delineates the leading traits of his character ~nd genius, and vindicates. his nf!Il)e from th.,
asp12rsions cast upon it. Choice extrllcts from'' Ct;Hmnon Sc,n!c.': •· Amer1cttu Cns1s," ·• Hu{ht<
of 1\l.an,'' and" Age of Reason,'' are gtven; also, tn).mtcJ to 1 <~.me A chttr!l"tor from moro tlmn
one hundred noted persons of En rope and A met: ca. many of tllt'm wr1tten expressly !o! thH
work. Second edition, 160 pages, pnnted on flue twted vapcr. uetttly bound, an<.l contammg n
handsome steel portrait of J?aine. Paper, 50 ccuts; clotll, 75 cents.

l'he Apostle. of

Lib~rtu.

An address delivered m Pame Hall, bef re the N. E. Irreethiukers' Convention, Janunry
29, 1884. Price, W cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
For all the above works address
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

1HE .KbSURRECTION OF JESUS.
AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CoNTENTs: The Christian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was
the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;

Fun...Page

Pibte's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indictment

JUustratioflS.

Against Jesus; Were the Guards Hired by the Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bode; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why tho Angel Bat on the Stone;

WITH

COPIOUS

Cl7 ATIONS OF

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,
AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL..
ARS

Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; Tho Disciples Were Deceived; Tho Identification; The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of tho Roman Guards?
The Origin of the StorY; St. Paul's Account; St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Example; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; Tho Testimony of
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration; Conclusion.

Prille, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST

Addr~

IJESIG1V'8 BY W.ATMN HESTON.
WITH PURTRAIT OF
THE IJESIGNER.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

uA .. Digest of Science."

The Illustrations are classified as follows:
16 represent Unole Sam and the Priests.
.2
"
The Church !\obbing the People.

:8
.tl

i4

· 0
16
.4

:ll
1:>
1
4
4

2
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1

"

Thank"giving.
Sabbath Laws.
Chilt:lren anol the Church.
Woman and the Chlll'ch
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and '!'heir Flocks.
Piety in Our Peoitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
The Lord and His Works.
Prayer.
'fhe Creeds.
Christians and Mohammedans.

2 represent Samples of Christianity's Work.

5
1
25

"
"

i

2
4
2

1

4
9
12
3
6

••
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Missionaries .
'fhe Lord's Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Results,
The Church and Slavery.
Priests and Politics.
Ireland and the Church.
Church's ldea of Civilization .
The Uses , f the Cross.
Unkind t{eftection~ on the Church.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.
By JAMES B. ALEXANDER.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture th!l assertion that,no~hinll: like it ha~ ever be·
fore appP.ared in this country, and it is very doutJtfnllf another OJ?.e llke 1t Wlll !lVer agam be published. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the cred t < f puttrng the book ~nth~ reach of ali.
At twice the price lt world have been a cheap ltook. Art.st Hes.ton as a portrait pamte~oand d.esigner is a wonderful Sl•ccess. and we judge from our own f elm~s that nearl:y every L1.eral In
America will desire a cop\' of this most wJnderfnl volume.-[Freethmkers' Magazme.
Mr. Heston deserves i o be called the artist-hero of LibereJism !Je has dedicated his geniu~ to
Freethonght., and has done fai>hfnl and noble work for the cause ofnght and truth. But the Jl!Ctnres do not make up the whole of 'his v olnme Th,.:-e 111 e nearly two hundred pages of readm!!
matter that Herve first as explanations of the illust!ati nshand secondly as texts to !•rove the utter
falsi(V of the chorcn's professions and the bvpocnsy of t ose who uphold them. Altogeth<:r 01e
book is one of tue best weapons against Christianity •nd the church that has ever l.Jeen put m the
hands of Freethmkers.-[Boston Investigator.

:Price, bc:>ar'd cover's, $2;

THf DYNAMIC THfORY Of Llff AND MINU1

clot~

$2.50.

Address THE TRVTH SEEKEllo

Orer 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a a-column iudex of 11 pages.
Price, expreu prepaid bv us, onlv l!l.,.:i.
This work endeavors to embraoo the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the
·• Humboldt Library of Science," the "International Scientific Series," etc., by bringing together, in
simple and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of the known factors contci bnting toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.

to !)e well tnformeat

THEN :BEAD A OILU'TEB O:B VEBBE DAILY FROM THIS BIBLE 011'
BOIENOEJ
It is entertaining as well as enlil{htening, and will lead yon to "worth-ship" (worship) nature
-t e., appreciate the worth of the Universal Mother.
Yon must own this book some d&y: why not NOW?
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafavette Place, New York,
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How To Preserve Healt~. Jfot
By 1 OlJIS BARKAN, M.D.

DfSIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACifS.

Fordyce Barker, M.D., Professor
Bellevue Medical College says of it,
writing to the author: "I regard your
book as the most sound, sensible, and
useful book on the topics which it discusses that I hav met with. I wish it
could be in the hands of every intelligent head of a family. I am particucularly pleased with one feature of it
that it does not profess to teach dosing and drugging. I congratulate you
on the wisdom and success of this effort."
Other noted physicians recommend
it just as highly.

A Rei:utation oi: the Argu.:rn.ent That Nature Exhibits

Price, cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.

FREEl'H OUGHT.
By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitions doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and· aid
. .·
to all truth ~eekers it is invaluable. Its classification
···
of subjects makes it a hand-book. Aslngersoll said of
Paine's "Age of Reason/' it enables someody in every village to "corner the parson." Its widf
Dariety of snble~ts •nolnae all the disputed points between Christianity and Freethonght Prior,
vloth, 11: paper, 50 cents.
·
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER

Marks oi: Having Been Designed by

Addrees THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
28La.f&vette l>la.ce. New York.

an Intelligent Being.

Agents Wanted!
SYNOPSIS:
I. 'l'he Desig)l Argnme11t Viti•.tes Itself By Necessitating an Infinite Series of Design~rs
II. If 'l'he1·e Were n Designer He Could Not Be Beneficent.
III. If There Were One He Could Not Be Wb~ for
His Processes Are .l!<gregiou•ly Slow,
'l'hey Are Egregio• BIL''astefnl,
ThAY Often Herve No Une,
They Have Produo' d Fau1tv Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Called Design Is Only Subserviency; and the Watch Argument Is lllegitima...,.
V. What Actually Did Uanse So-Ualled Design.
VL Astronom· and De•ign
VII. The Argument of>. l'1rst Cause.
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a. Sketch of Astronomy.

BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Price 1~ cents.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.

We believe that not only can good be done bn+.
money made by any Lio. ral who ~ill ranca.s for
o·,r book 'Old Testanv·nt Stories Com•call:v lilnstrat d." In fa, t we know one man who worked
st it but. a few hour' w t kly and sod ne><rly
fifty co pi sin a month. Th·, price is l .w; evuybody knows the UJd Testament stories, and
nea.~ly e enb dy wend ;ike a "' ok "pp1ving
nin,tae• th-centnrv "it and ka wl. dge to th.,m.
Peo_,Je li ~e to 1-ngh. Revdenc" for the Oll
estament tales h s 'arg~.ly 11sa;" e~red a.nil
jl)kes at tho e•·p•lls'of .Jonah snd Jo.ep•1 !It'd
Es nand s.,mson and T~ Vl'l, •nd •he other wortJoi so Ttr>oavvrv reputati n, are keen r apD•e
ci•ted, It saems to us . hat the b ok "ill ell at
sig t. It dr e• hHe in thj 't•)ro, LLer.ls out of
employment will find thi• a good way to make .;n
ho e~t d .Ua,r.
'l.'erDUl to Agents Sent on Application.
Address
THE 'l'RUTH SE!tKER.
THE

Remsburg's Book on Lincoln Now Readv.

ABRAHAM
LINCOLN:
WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?
By John E. Remsburg.

THE

BRAIN

AND

BIBLE;

OB

THE CONFLim' BEI'WEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
with a. preface by

R. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethongbt. Its arguments are based
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's seLce ·of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
Price, cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

COSMIAN

HYMN-POOK.

A COLLECTION OF
One of the most noted controversies of the century has been waged over the question of
Abraham Lincoln's religious belief. Soon after the remains of America's most illustrious 'son w~>re
laid to rest at Springfield. one of his bio~;~raphers, Dr. H<.lland. put forward the claim that he was a
Christian. 1'he claim was promptly demed by the dead statesm~tn's friends, but only to be renewed
again, and again denied. And thus for a quarter of a century the question of. Lincoln's belief has
been tossed like a battled ore from side to side.
·
li'or fifteen yea s Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work. He J?resents an
array of testimonf that is irresistible and overwhelming, and which must ~nt this queshon at rest
forever. In additwu to the test.imony of twenty witnesses who claim that Lmcoln was a Christian,
and which is reviewed and l'efuted, he adduce• the testimony of more than a hnndreil witnesses in
proof of the claim that Lincoln WaR not a Christian. These witnesses include his wife and other
relatives; his three law partners: his private secretaries; members of his cabinet; his principal
biographers, and scores of his most intimate frienas.
NOTED WITNESSES.

Hon. W. H. Herndon, Col. Ward H. Lamon. Hon John T. Stuart, Col. James H. Mathen;y, Col.
John 0 Ni<ola_y, Judge David Davi•, Col Jesse W. Fell, Eon. Leonard Swett, Dr. William Ja.yne,
Judge Ste~ben 'l'. Logan, Joshua l!'. Spfed. Ron. Jesse K. Dubois, Ron. Joseph Gill<ll!PiP, Dr. C. H.
Ra;y, Col.]!'. 8. Rntherfo1·d, Judge Robert Leach!I'an, Col. R. G ID.gersoll 1 Leonard W. VolklJoseph
Jefferson, Hon. E. B. \\ asbbnrne\ Ron. E. M Haines..t Hon. James Tmtle,
Hon. M. B. Fie d1.-Hon.
Geo. \\. Julian Hon. John B. Aheyj Hon. Hl!l!h Mcunlloch Gen. M M. Trumbull Rev. JJa .. id
Awing, Rev. no bert Collyu, Juij_ge fBBe w. Weik, Bon. J.P. Usher.Hon. Geo. s. Boutwell, Ron.
Wm. D Kelley... Salmon P. Chase, Wm. H. Seward, Ron. John CovodP, Bon. A. J. Grover.j., Hon. W. H.
T. Waktfielil, uen. D W. Wilder, Judge Aaron Goodrich, Judge James M. Nelson nev. Edward
Eggleston, Rev. Jthn W. Chadwick, Donn Piatt, H. K. Magie, Dennis .F. Hanks, Mrs. 'sarah Lincoln,
Mrs. Mnry Lincoln.
The foregoing and sixty other reputable witnesses testify that the greatest man born on this
continent was a Freethinker.
Cloth, $1: paper,

~0

cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
~8 Lafayette Place, New York

.,Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.
A IJ.beralliving in Michigan Raid once that he wonJd give $25 &
to have the Crimes of Preachers reoorded, as the frequent la.psea
of virtue of the ministers showed how little va.lue Ohristir.nit;r
possesses to make men moral.
We have ius~ i"sned ~he Fourth Edition of the book doinfl thia.
The additions for this new edition of ihe

CoMl'ILED

Prl·~. $1,!\n.

F. OR

L. K. WASHBURN
li'nl' ~o.IA at THTR Oli'FHm.

BY

HER DAILY BREAD.
A Nineteenth Century Novel.

Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL
For Her Daily Broad is the story of two young
girls al\d a yo~nger brother w~o were lef~ parentless, Wlth a httle money, fa1r euncat10nh and
much conra!!'e, to make their way throng the
world by golllg to Chicago. '1 he antnor is also
the heroine. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a history of a working-girl's life and experience in the
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kindhearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is
just such a ~tory of human life as we should expect Colonel lngerwll to be interested in; and
whatever he admiret~ and appreciates iR snre to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

AND

"

B:v A. R. AYRES.
"A good book written with a purpose."
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in prenons editiOns hhow that within a. tew yea.rs abent

~OWl!

1300 MINISTERS HAVE BEEN GlJILTY
..

f"l'!~lllloli~~~

Notwithstanding the many additional ]>ages, we have kept the
price the same, 25 cents. Send for ,. copy, and confound the church- ---~itlll,.,
tnPll Show them JUSt wha.~ sort of scamps are the olerll'Y who have
Jl.o,seq the.Wor~d's E:air .o!l f!nnday. because it is so holy a day that to look upon mo,c.u.mt•r;r
~ntillis lD thill per1od 1s "=oral."

!ddress

-With Music Written to All the Songs.-

COIOOI'ION OF SECULAR HYMNS.

"Crimes of Preachers"
~IE>r~ry.

FOB

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools
and the Home.

ASECULAR MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL

)'ll!L~

of one l<ind or another of criminal conduct. Mo•+. of the crimes
are against women, for the fair sex are at once thJ weakness anti
the strength of the church-" the church" meaning of course the

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS

THE TRUTH SEEKER COM.PANY,

THOMAS PAINE;
WAS HE JUNIUS?
By W. H. BURR.
Second edition, enlarged to 32 pages; with the
engraved likeness of Paine. Price,10 cents.
Address TilE TRUTH SEEKER.

for 1/~rsons.

ENGLAND has four thousand idle clergymen. Thus are the industries of Great
Britain blighted by the pernicious influence of free trade.
MRS. JACKSoN: I doan' see yer at chn'ch
no mo', Uncle Silas, how comes dat ?
Uncle Silas: Dat ere new pahson done sot
me agin him, a-sayin' anermals aint got no
souls. How dey gon a git chickens inter
hebbin, den, I'd like ter know!-.Puck.
IN an article in the current number of
the North American Review George W.
Cable, the novelist, tells of a parish priest
in Louisiana, who said to him in the Creole
patois: "Some people say that Victor
Hugo is an Intiddle. Oh, sir. sir! he-he
perspires rheligion."-New York World.
BoBBY: Pop, what has giraffes got such
long necks for? Fond parent: God gave
them their long necks so that they could
reach the leaves of the palm, which only
grow at the top of the trees. That is the
only way they can get at them. Bobby,
after a pause: Couldn't he hav made the
leaves grow lower down?- Puck.
LIGE HAYS, reviewing a recent loss to
the community: Yas; Deacon Skinner was
purty close, purty close; one of the richest men in the state; and yet I've heard
that he searched back two miles fer a
nickel he dropped out of his hand.
Gabe Barnes: 'Tain't ~o! Uncle Si Low:
Wal, I b'leeve it. Gabe Barnes: Oh, I
know he'd search fer it: but (with empha·
sis) if Deacon Skinner ever got his fingers
around a nickle, it was never dropped.Puck.
FoR fear of accid~nts, the parrot was not
allowed in the breakfast-room till after
prayers. One morning, however, by some
mischance, he was there; but behaved
with becoming dignity until prayers were
nearly over. My father had got to the
middle of the Lord's prayer when, in a
loud voice, ~on called out, "As many as
are of that opinion will say 'Aye;' as many
as are of the cont.rary opin10n will say
'No.' The 'Ayes' h'\v it." I need
hardly say, prayers were finished under ,
difficulties.- W. R. La Fanu •.
A LoNDON paper says that when the
''missing wnrd '' contests were declared
illegal, a Salvation Army exhorter addressed a street crowd, At the end of his
address he tried to show how much stress
is laid on the word "Repent" in the
Bible. "Our savior," he said, "spoke
the worn, and Peter spoke it." (Pause.)
"And Paul spoke it." (Pause.) " Hav
you read the word?" (Pause.) "Do yon
know the word?" (Long pause ) And
then the inevitable policeman, who, ongently pushing the preacher on the
shoulder, said grnffi.y: . "~on get away,
young man; yon know 1t am't right. We
can't hav no 'missin' word competitions'
'ere. Yon know they're illegal, so just
stow it."
HERE is an impressionist sketch of a
famous American preacher by an American
reporter, who should be equally famous:
•·.sw~at trickled _from the back jungle of
hts disordered hau, along the ravines and
furrows of his haggard face. He advanced
and retreated, rising upon his toes and
coming down on his heels with a dislocating jerk that made the windows rattle
pausing occasionally to inhale through hi~
dilating nostrils tempestuously and then
emitting a shrieking epigram of ~postrophe
that thrilled the blood like a wild cry at
midnight in a solitary place." These
"lines of lightning and eclip~e " are really
too good for a mere preacher. They
would tit a cyclone "like a plaster."London Freethinker.
EPISCOPALIAN: YeP, let us hav Christian
unity. In union there is strength, Let
all the churches unite in one grand body,
And let the basis of the union be the
Episcopal creed. It is the only basis
which is broad and solid enough and the
only one on which there is a pos~ibility of
union. Methodist: Yes, let us hav Christian unity. In union there is strength.
But I can hardly ageee with the other remarks of my friend. I can see no other
bnsis of union than the Methodist creed
Let us hav union on that. Universalist:
Yes, let us hav Christian unity. In nnio~
there is strength. And how is it possible
that a union can be formed except on the
basis of the Universalist creed-the broadest, !llost inviting of all creeds? It is not
posstble. We can hav no Christian unity
except on that basis. Baptist: Yes, let us
hav Christian unity. In union there is
strength. But, let me tell you mY'
friends, that there can be no sncc~ssflil
scheme of union which has not the Baptist
creed for its foundation. To adopt any
other basis would be to build on sand.
Chorus: Yes, let ns hav Christian unity
with the
Episcopalian creed}
Methodist creed
_
Universalist creed as a b881B.
Baptist creed
- W. L. Riordan in 1ruth.
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Do not make the condition of the chronic
indolent easier and better than the condition of worthy people in your midst who
toil and economize continually in order to
make ends meet.- Galveston News.
THE old is gone: 'tis wise and well
That old things fade and pass away.
Each yesterday's the half-grown bud
That bursts and blossoms in to-day;
And- from to-day's imperfect will be born
The finer issue of to-morrow's morn.
-M. J. 8avane.
IF, in any department of human in.terest, there are obstructions to liberty,
they will be found only by those working
in that department. Political and social
changes are BO rapid that society is always
passing into new conditions, all of which
bear upon personal liberty, but in such
novel forms that old principles require restatement in fresh applications. Society
can never outgrow the ancient issue between liberty and authority; but autho·
rity; serpent-like, slips from skin to skin,
and liberty is prone to think that because
one form of it has gone the thing itself has
gone.-Moncure D. Conway ..
I HAv heard of people dying for other
people; but I hav never seen unything of
this class of phenomenon. Once, in Syria,
it is said, sr.mebody felt so altruistic that
he voluntarily died for the whole world-a
stupid thing to do for the world, and a
stupid world to do it for! Living for the
world does it more good than dying for it.
This dying for it was, as the pions old
woman remarked, very long ago, very far
away, and let us hope, not true. The
world is in a very poor state. If it be
really the better for this dying, great
Christopher, what would it hav been· like
if this dying had not come off?-.Saladin.
THE early savage dwelt in caves and
cliffs, and spent his life in seeking food
and providing some rnd11 shelter from the
cold. He looked at the earth, the sun,
the sea, the sky, the mountain peak, the
forest, and the plain, at the vegetable
and animal life around, and all he saw and
heard formed an impression on his brain,
and aided in his growth. Like a child he
marveled at the storm and :flood; he
stood in awe as be looked upon disease and
death; and to explain the things he could
not understand, he peopled earth and air
and sea with gods and demons and a thousand weird creations of his brain. --Clarence
.S. Darrow.
THROUGHOUT the :fl.rst half of the eighteentl;l century, Massachusetts was an
arena of theological conflict; and though a
modified form of toleration was in 1780
grudgingly admitted into the first constitution of the state; it was not until 1833when the third century of its history was
already entered upon-that complete liberty of conscience was made part of the
fundamental law. The battle of religious
toleration had then been elsewhere fought
and won; Massachusetts reluctantly accepted the result. SQ far from ~innin,g
laurels in that struggle, her record in it 1s
in degree only less discreditable than that
of Spain.-Okarles F'ranois Adams.
IN '57 we had a war in China, known as
the "Lorcha Arrow War," a war which
involved us in a further Chinese war in '60.
The foremost statesmen, including Lord
Derby, Lord John Russell, Mr. Gladstone,
and Disraeli, united with Mr. Cobden in
speaking and voting against it. Lord
Derby appealed to the bishops to nse " their
great and legitimate influence to stay the
uplifted hand of violence and oppression
and rebuke the shedding ol innocent
blood." But in the division eighteen
bishops voted for the war and five against
it. Theyhav consecrated banners, put up
prayers and thanksgiving for victory, but
on no occasion hav they denounced the
horrors and atrocities of warfare. This
has been done by Freethinkers, who, from
Voltaire to Frau von Siittner, hav stigmatised war as a barbarism unworthy reasonable civilized beings.-J. A£. Wheeler.
CUBrous, too, though not surprising, is
the assumption that progress is the product
of Christianity, and that it is seen only in
those countries whereChristiauityprevails.
The method of proving this is very simple.
Professor Fairbairn, the prince of theological word-painters, shows us . how it is
done. Take a chronological history of socalled Christian peoples; tick off every
item which tells for progress, and then
roundly assert that these particular items
are the product of the Christian religion.
An impartial study of history givs no suppori to such a view. In their early civilization peoples must hav a religion. Even
progressiv peoples gradually assimilate the
religion most suitable and nearest to hand;
but their character is not raaically modi:fied thereby. Gibbon begins his fifty-first
·Chapter with the significant remark that
ihe Mohammedan revolution did not trans1orm the Arab. English history reveals
.no convulsion when Christianity was inzoduced.-Purneauz Jordan.
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Tyana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
century. It is here claimed that his life and
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formulators of the Christian reli_gion in tile interest of so-called Christianity. '!'he plagiarism
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was suppressed.
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SOME OTHER THINGS THAT MAKE GOD MAD.
And say, Thussaith the Lord God; Woe to the women that sew pillows to all armholes and make kerchiefs
upon the head of every stature to hunt souls ! Wi 1l ye hunt the souls of my people and ~ll ye save the souls
alive that .come unto you?-Ezek. xiii, 18.
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IN

THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
.At Morristown, N. J.
This is the greatestargumentevermadein a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christian Jlersecution is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Christians, an<\ expounded on every occasion.
In paper, 26 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
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THE income tax bill as a rider to the
tariff measure is likely to cause !leveral political horsemen to do some marvelous but
disastrous tumbling.

· EIGHT thousand persons crowded into-.
the Ohicago Auditorium on Jan. 20th to
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - hear Adelina Patti Ring. Thousands wer&
unable to gain admittance.
RAOE hatred l roke out in Oamden.
N.J., a few days ago, where an attempt
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL •.
was made to lynch a negro who had taken.
THE
Astronomical and Astrologtc- the place of a discharged white laborer.
al Origin of all Religions.
STREET oar men are out on a strike at·
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by Bridgeport, Oonn. Three big mobs defied the police last Sunday. Oars were
the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
burned, saloons opened, and barricades
4.~~r""• THJil TRUTH SEEKER.
built.
A SHORT
T. DE WITT TALMAGE will resign the
pastorate of the Brooklyn Tabernacle in
the spring on the completion of the
twenty-fifth year of his occupancy of its
pulpit.
·
BEING

L K. Washburn's Works.

Christianity .a Fiction.

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon.

MANY protected induetries,. including
the lead trust, are cutting the wages of
their employees on the ground that their
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
business will be injuriously affected by the
Wilson tariff measure.
CONTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Tes~ament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
THE Knights of Labor are talking of enFirst Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted ae Scripture joining Secretary Oarlisle from issuing
Books Which are Now Called Apocryphal. 'l'he new bonds. They will find it constitutionHeretics. The Christian Oanon.
ally impossible to do this. Such an official
l'&ner. !iO nentH: cloth. 7!i CAnt>~~.
is liable to impeachment, but cannot b&
enjoined.
·

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.

THE New York county visiting committee of the State Charities Aid Association in its annual report says that Gouverneur Hospital and the Infant's Hospital\
CHEAP EDITION.
on Randall's island are in a deplorable:
condition.
OHARLES EOKHARD, who was treasurer
of the American Secular Union in 1887.
died last Sunday at Bloomfield, N. J.,
BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
!3eing the story of his mental journey from aged about sixty-seven years. The body
was cremated at Fresh Pond, Long Island,
orthocioxy to Rationalism.
on Tuesday.
Pnce, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
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H. W. RosEBORN discharged the singer,
Katherine Germaine, from the "Rainmaker of Syria" company on the ground
that she has the shape of a barrel. Miss
Germaine (Mrs. Biers) sued for damages
and recovered $1,925.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.
Examination of the MoraJs and History
of the New Testament.
By PRoF. F W. NEWMAN.
Price 25 '.lentft.

Travels in Faith.
Darwin and After Darwin.
By GEORGE J. RoMANES,

A I!}'StematicExiJ..osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an Im- service
to the 15eneral reader rather than to propertinence." Price, 10 cents.
fegsed naturalists.
:Mr. Homanes is we!l kno'Yll as one of the Il!-ost
The False Teaching of the Christian
of Enj;hsh wr1ters J!POn eyolu t~on,
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of interesting
ranking with Professor HU)\ley In sClenthe Christian church are thirty-nine poor. besides
tific
knowledge
and ability. And this IS a part of
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
his conclusion regarding the g.wflat sUbJect of
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of Design. to which the church so often refers:
a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptaor kying to induce the Deity to undertake a tion or to those of bea.uty, everywhere throughcrusade of one against the Uolorado beetle I" out organic nature we meet with abUJndant
Price, 10 centa.
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents,
!lesign. . .. . . .Adaptatiol_l and
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact I supernatural
beauty are ·ahke receiving thell' explanatiOn at
Price, 5 cents.
tbe bands of a purely mechanical philosophy...
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
All nature has thus been tra,nsfgrmed before the
view of thl' preeent generatiOn In a manner.and
Was Jesus Insane I Price, 10 cents.
an extent that has never before J;>een possible;
The Public Schools and the Catholic to
and inasmuch as the change wh1ch has taken
Church. Price, 5 cents.
place ha• talren pla>Je in tbe dire<;tion of I_laturalIsm qnd this to the extent of rend~rmg th.e
me~hanical interpretation of nature umversal. It
is no wonder if tlie religions m~nd has su9denly
awakened to a new and a ternble force .m the
ACCOUNT OF
words of its traditional enemy-Where IS now
th God?"
Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
SEEKER.
Paper, 110 cents; cloth,~ cent.

Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law

M. WADDnmToN, French statesman, is
dead.
THERE is an epidemic of measles in
Kansas Oity, Mo.
THERE were race labor riots in Newtown, L. I., last week
SENATOR WALTHALL, of Mississippi, has
resigned because of ill-health.
PRESIDENT HELEN A. SHAFER, of Wellesley Oollege, died Jan. 20th.
PRESIDENT 0LEVELAND has vetoed the
New York and New Jersey bridge bill.
THE mayor of Cincinnati has been authorized to expend $100,000 in furnishing
work to the unemployed.
THE Brazilian war does not seem nearer
conclusion than it was months ago. Reports are very contradictory.
BusiNESS will continue to drag in the
United States Senate. There will be n:o
change in its rules this session.
AT Wellman, Iowa, a converted saloon
keeper made a bonfire of his bar fixtures
and. gaming tables. Iowa is a prohibition
state.
JANUARY 19th a severe wind storm swept
over a part of Dallas, Tex., killing one
person and destroying $100,000 worth of
property.
LAST Saturday night the New York police raided many saloons and other resorts
and carried hundreds of prisoners to the
station-houses.
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l1!ustratelddr~s~e, cl~~erfuU'l'll

JuDGE RoGER A. PRYOR, of this city,
refused a divorce to a husband who secured proof of his wife's alleged unfaithful"
ness by smuggling witnesses into her room.
The judge held that the husband was accessory before the fact to the wife's act. .
THE Senate has rejected the nomination
of W. B. Hornblower for justice of the
Supreme Oourt. He was nominated last
September, and owes his defeat to the antagonism of Senator Hill, who was offended
by his opposition to the candidacy of Maynard in this state last fall.
SECRETARY 0ARLISLE and Senators:
Ohandler, Vilas and Pugh hav just refused to accept the St. Gaudens design for
a World's Fair medal, on the pretext that.
it is "indecent." The artist very spiritedly refuses to modify the design, as that·
would be an admission that it was im-"
proper. The politicians are enjoying·
the mingled pity and contempt of the·
educated,
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IDOLA TRY.

TO NEW READERS OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.
We send this issue of The Truth Seeker to a great many Liberals who are not subscribers, with an earnest

invitation to them
to become such, and thereby help along the Liberal cause.
We would also respectfully call their attention to the manvpoints of excellence of the Paner.
THE TRuTH SEEKER is the Largest Freethought Tournai in the World. ·
The Cartoons of Heston appear each week, and each picture is worth the cost of the paper a. year to one who a.ppreci
ates plain and telling arguments against ecclesiasticism.
.
THE 'l,RUTH SEEKER constantly prints the most varied and entertaining Selection of Original Papers of any Liberal Journal
Its_ Contributors are all the noted Liberals of the country.
All that Col. R. G. Ingersoll gives to the Public can be found
in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and that Poet of Freethou~rht, Samuel P. Putnam, writes more for its columns than for any other. The
Liberal speakers send us accounts of their journeys, and the best writers of Freethought freely devote their services to the
cause of Liberalism through the colums of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Charles Watts, perhaps the greatest Deba.t~r of our time, certainly the foremost Sec1ilar orator of England, will send us monthly letters from England with all the news of our movement there
and such reflections and pertinent observations as will surely make every English Secularist living in this country and Canada. want to
read THE TRUTH SEEKER. George E. Macdonald, one of the rarest combinations of humorist, satirist~- ·philosopher, logician, has been
engaged to write regularly for our columns. As the "Man With the Badge Pin," he is ·known to nearly all the Liberals of the country
and we are willing to make him known to more.
·
THE. TR{JTH SEEKER gives all the news of Freethought, and is always on Guard Against the Encroachments of Ecclesiastics
upon the People's Liberties.
THE TRUTlr" SEEKF,R is. devoted to the defense of Mental Liberty' of American Institutions, and tJle Preservation of
the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests and the maintenance of human . rights. It' advocates the abolition of all laws based on religion or religious observances. It demands the taxation of church property. It is uncompromisingly opposed to anything tending t.~ward a union of church and state, either in name or in fact:
rr·he Snilday Ql'testion is now to the front all over· the country. On that THE T.J,tUTH SEEKER will voice the demands of
the Lib~ral minded men and women of the country, and nowhere else will the rights of tli~ p~ople as against Puritanism be
(~un!l so sturdily defended.
.· . . .. · :. .. .. ._ . ·
.
.
·
·.
To sum it up, THE TmJTH SEEKER is the biggest, best; and· bravest Freethought journal in the world, and "if you· are a. Liberal
·
or Freethinker, you want it and ought to take ,it.
We appeal also to fair-minded Christians to hear our side ali.d 'then decide
Bigots ;and fanatics, we ·suppose,· wouldn't take it on any terms.
SEE OUR PREMIUM OFFER FOB NEW SUBSCRIBERS on the second and third pages. Take advantage of one of
ijr~,s,e.p,!i:~l'l, or send $3 for a Year's subscription, or $1 for four months' trial.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New Yor~
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Origin o£ "the. Sabba"tic IdeaThe Je~ish Sabba"th-The
Christian Scrip"tures and "the
Sabbath-ExaiU.ina"tion o£
Sunday ArguiU.en"ts- Origin
o:f "the Chris"tian Sabba"thTes"tbnony of: "the Chris"tian
Fa"thers-The Sabba"th during "the Middle Ages-The
Purl"tan Sabba"th-Tes"tbnony
of: Chris-tian · Re£or:an.ers.
Scholars. and Divines-A..bro-

vro~able Books

H?g1e11e
DJef

Price, 66 Cents.

~a ~

eilll y .P' e.Pared, and the text by Geo. E. Macdonald. Paper, 10 ceu s.

'

Self·ComradictiouM of the ·Bible. Ninth
edition. Price, 15 cents

,. ~

Abraham Liuculn: Was H11 a

o

Pen·Pictnres of the World's Fair. Ilhis-

'

trated.
cents.

o

an d
Parellfagei
,. ~

rw.

Dea.tcatell. to the .Amertca.n Ocmuress, or 1892, whtch tur the salce Q/ lle!totoo, Stabbea. Lfbertv
to the Heart.
A work burning with indi_gnation inspirfld by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair
on Sunday-an act which practiCally united the gov~mment and the Christian ch'lrch.

To which is added Hr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian
Exposition Committee of the Honse of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Also the following Essays and T'oem' by Mr. Putnam, which have never before bePn pnt in
book formt Orthodoxy; Freethought; Man, Not God (written for a Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Liberti. and Thoma • Paine; &_j) em written for the opening exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; The Golden Age; Shut the Door (a poem on the closing of tht
Centennial Exposition in Ph•ladelphia, in l876).
The main ePsay in this work iR on~ of the strongest arraignments ever made of the religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of th~ people of this cour try. It should be dist'ributed widely.
It ha.s been commended in the highest terma &R it appeared in THE THUTH SEEKEB and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.

Price 2& cents: Ftve O®tes fur $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.
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A NEW BOOKo--AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE

The Creation of God.
By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
An explanation of t~e origin of the God Ide!!-, and the mental processes that led to the forma.Hon
of idolK and the worship of them. From the.tlm~ of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reform•tion and
his banishment for heresy and blas-phemy agamst the Chatrlean Idols, to Christ's comingi the principalcharaoteis M"e analyzed aag shown to be burna~, by thought and dee!l. "It is made pain that the
P!!Onliar phraseology, cant saYings, subterfuges, mJracles, wonder-workmgs, and supernatural padding are the propccr offspring of the then existing barbarism, ignorance, and superstition, constituting the peculia.r politics of the dav. CONTENTS IN DETAIL:
.

The Universal Aspect.
The Earth.
The Chemical Aspect.
The Bun.
Genesis-The Creation.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Deluge.
The Boriptural God-The Creation.
The Creation of God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God.
Samuel the Kingmaker;
Gocl Save the King.
Jehovah Takes a BAst.
The End of National Life.
The Christian Era.
Organic Life- Ve~ebble.
Organic Life-Animal.

Th!> 11-Iaster Tissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues.

Food and Food-Substances.

Elimination of Waste Substances,
In General.
By the Lungs.
By the Skin.
By the Kidneys.

Digestion and Nutrition.
The Elementary Substances.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
The Soul-What Is It?

The Mind.

Bin and Salvation.
The Ecclesiastical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
The Planetary Gods.
Every Man His Own God.

Tables {Gateways to Knowledge. .
Morals; Whence They Spnng.

The Non Credo.

Rules for Human Conduct.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
Map of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind.
Map of Theological Retrogression.
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.

Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred and Thirty-two
Large 12moo
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

PEN PICTU~ES Of THE WORLD'S fAIR.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

It is, besides b~iug a complete Guide-~ook, the ~est desot;iption of the. Fair _yet
given-poetic. beautiful, aoGurat.e. It descr1bes the IDauguratlOn ceremomes, g~ves
the director-gennal's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
of the Sunday-openers; describes tbe varioul! buildings and what they contain, and is,
'8ll in all, the very best picture of the Fair hat oan be painted with a pen.
ILLUSTRATED.
A M&.P OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FUR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, tbe greatest ever knf>Wn to the present time.

Hygie~e of the Brain and the Cnre ot
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1.50. "Get thb book "n'
read it~ for it a~ounds in practic"l valu.. bi•
knowlcage."-[ChJCago·Inter-Ocean.

}f. D. PriceJ>y nuiil, $1. "I am delighted wit!
it."-[H. B. naker, M;D., Secretary .i\llchigar
State Board of Health.

Parturition Without Pain. A Code ol

Directions for avoiding most of the Pains an,.
Dangers of Childbearing. By l\1. L. Holbrook
M.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A werk whose ex
cellence snn>ass~s mtr .Pc_>Wer to commend."[New York EvEllnng l\iail.,

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

tion of the Argument that Nature Exhibits
Marks.of Having Been Tlesigned by an Intel·
Jigent Being. J3y ·the Editor of THE TBUTR
SEEKER Paper, 15 cents.

Crimes of Preache1·s in the United States.
By M. E Billinus. Paper, 25 cent>-.

By W. B.·.

Prove t.bat the Pursuit of P"''aPnre is the stne
qua noo of 1ntdlect.ual, Mo.al, •·11d l:locial

Development. aild that the rromotion of
Pie> snre is the Luty of l'hilanthrop;y and
Statesmanship. J<y Albert M Lorentz, LL.B.
Olotb, :!11; !>&per. fiO cents.

The Creation of God. Tracing the GodIde- to Its Source. By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
Oloth. $1; paper. 50 cents.

Resurrection of Jesus. · By Don Allen.
Oloth. 75 cents: cloth, 40 cents.

Facts and Fictions of Lite.

By Helen

H. GardPner. Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Woman, Church, and State. By Matilda
Joslyn Gage. Cloth, $2;

leather,$.~.

Woman: Four Centurif'S of Progress.
Bv Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents.

Liver Complain~ .Mental Dyspepsia, and 'The Church and Freethought. By FrankSteiner Paper, 10 cents.
.
Headaclte : Tneir Cure by Home '.freat· ThelinGiant
Delusion. One of Otto Wettment. By M. L. Holbrool<, M.D. Price, L)
mail, $1. "Reading this book I cured my~eh
after several doctors had failed."-[T. C. Curtis.
U.S.A.

'rhe Relations of the Sexes. By 1\'Irs. E.

B. Duffer author of "What Women Should
Know," ' No Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
mail, $1. 11-Irs. Charles Brewster1 Portla.nd, l\Ie.,
writes: "Had I possessed this li>ook ten yearF
ago it would h'1?e saved me ten. ·years of in.
validism, and I should have been the mother o1
healthy instead of sickly children."

stein's Friendly Arguments with the Spiritu ·
&lists. Paper, 10 cents.

Bible Inquirer. By Andrew Jacobson.
Paper, 25 cents.

IN PRESS.
Four Hundred Years of

Fr~>ethonght.

By Samuel P. Putnam. Sub•cription book,
elegant binding, ovtr one handred portraits, $5.

lonth : Its Care and Cnltnre. By J

Mortimer Granville. $1. To this has beb
added a paper by that charmin!f Englk
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physico
Education of a Girl," an<t a J?aper on th
"Dress of Girls." lts retail priCe is $1.

ralks to My Patients. By Mrs. R. E

Oleaso!l,. M.D. A Practical Handbook for tl1
Maid, wife~-.and Mother: with a beautiful PlH..
tographic .rortrait of the Author. Price. I
mail $1.50. "We wish the chapttr, • Confider·
tial to 1\iothers,' might be J?Ublished a.s a tr:11·
and sent to every mother m the land."-[Har
per's New Monthly Magazine.

Antiquity
Unveiled.
-o-

rhe Better Way. An Appeal to Men :L

Anotent Votces
!'rom the Sptrtt
Realm dtsclose the
nwst Startztno Revelattons.

\exnal Physiology. A. Scientific and Po1

PrOYing Christianity

behalf of Human Culture through a wiser pa·
entage. By A. E. Newton. Price, by mRi
il5 cents. "It contains information and warni1
that are urgently needed."-[Christian linim1

.-o-

nlar Expositioll o£ the.Fundamental Proble1
in Sociology. By R. T. Trail, M.D. Pric0, 1
mail, $2. Thid work has rapidly passed throw
forty editions, and the demand is ,.constant,
increasing. No such complete arid valuabc
work has ever before been issued.

to be 'Of
Heathen Origin.
[ILLUSTRATED.]

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and SeieR·

tific Diet. By Gustav Schli~ke;rsen. Tran"
lated from tlie German, by M. L. Holbrook
M.D. In addition also it contains a Complet,
and Radical Cure for Intem:Qerance, by the Usf
of a Veg!ltable and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0.
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1

l'hree Books in One.

From the Cradlt

to the School. B;y_Bertha Meyer. The Hight;
of Children. B.Y. Herbert SI!_encer. The Gov.
emment of Children. EYM.L. Holbrook 1l\l.D
Price by mail, ·
·
cloth, $1. ·It b
a book worthy to De ranked with the best that
J has ever been written concerning the training
of children. "-[Bazar.

Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for In·
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.
Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should he quieti'
given to every drinker. "-[Herald of Health. ·

Jluscle-Beating; O.,!~ Home Gymnastics
for Sick and well. By C. Kemm,
manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cent~

\larriage_ and _Parent~~:ge, iu th~ir S~nitary
ond Phl'SlologJCal }{elatiOns, and m theiJ· heal'·
ing on the producing of children of liner healtl
and gr~;~at3r ability. J3y M. L. Holbrook, l\I.D .. $1
l'he Scientil!o Amertcan says: "Books on thi,
Rnbject are usually written by' cranks,' Lnt thi,
is radically different: it is scientific, sobe1.
clean, and worthy of conscientious considers·
tion by every .possible parent, and particular!)
by the young.
and Drink to Health, Disease Cure. By~T· L
Nichols! M.D., editor London Herala Of Health
Price, c oth. 50 cents.
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The Freethinker's Badge-~in
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin and THE 'TRUTH
SEEKEB one year for $5.

THE

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKE'R
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TBuTB
SEEKEB, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
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THE AGNOSTIC ANNUAL
-l!'OR-

Medical Hints on the Protection and Man.
agement of the Singing Voice. B3

~i894.~

Deep Breathing ; or Lnng Gymnastics.

Edited by CHARLES A. WATTS.
CONTENTS:
The True History of the Bible Prof. Edwin
Johnson; A Practic81 v.ew of Life, Charles VI atts;
'lhe D<'cadence of the Old 1 heology, Mrs. E.
Lynn Linto:g_j Inspiration tn Extremts. Samuel
Laing; be uospel of Love, A Poem. Capt. W. H.
McTaggart; A~n stic Ty>es. R. BitheJl, B.Sc.,
Ph.D.; On Spiritual ~ickedness in High Places,
Edward Clodd; A Pnes of Nature, A Poem,
Hon C. K. Tuckerman; The Dream of ImmortalitY. Frederick Millar·i Is Immortality a Dream,
W. Stewart Ross (. a adinl; Practical C ..·nsequences of Agnosticism, F J. Gould: The ReliglOUS P~openslty, Fnmtanx ·' ordan, F.R.C.S.
Price, 2& Cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEFER, .
28 Lafayette place, New York.

Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand. 30 ct>

Pnce, cloth, 50 cents. 11-lrs. Horace :Mann write•
"EverJ• book you J?rlnt is pure gold and <1~
serves wide circulatiOn."

How to Strengthen the Memory. By M
L. HolLrook, M.D. $1.

'

.._

l Physician's Serm.on to Young Men. B3
Dr. \V. Pratt. Price, ll5 cent~ Prof. R. A
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer
says of it: "Through false delicacy lads an.
youths are left to fall into trouble, and not a fL•
have th3ir prospects of a healthy happy life a\.
solutely rumed. The little book before us i• in
tende<l to be -put into the hands of young mH
by fathers who are unwilling or incapal>le ..,
disch:trging a father's duty in this respect; an·
as not one father in ten is, we believe, ready'
do what is right by his bo:va himself, it is wei
that such a book as this should be llvailable. J
jt h1 read by all who should read it, its Rale wi i
be counte<t by hundreds of thousands.'' Tl
publisher will send 10 copies by mail. post}'ai.
for $2 Rhould anyone desire them· by the 11
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms bycOJ
respondence.
' ~·
P'"Catalognes Free.....EII

By mail on receipt of pripe.
Single copy, 25 cents. Five copies for $1.

By Samuel P. Putnam. ·J:'aper, 25 cents,

Design Argument Fallacies. A Refuta-

Pleasure and Progrf'ss: An Attempt. to

Pages rhe Diet unre. The Relations of Food

In. Clo"th, 8 1; in Paper, l'»O Cents.

Paper, 25
'

Bell. Oloth, $1; paper, 50 cents

Eating for Strengtlt. By M. L. Holbrook,

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.

.By Samuel P. Putnam.

Religion a Curse, a Lie_,_ and a Disease.

Handbouk of Frf'ethought.

(tc.

,_,._ """

··

Christian~

by Jo .. n E. ReiLsburg. Cloth $1; paper, 50
c<·nts.
.

Jl\ arr Jage

:e. REo.M.SBURG.
Address THE TRUTH SEHDI,
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~·INFIDELS AND CHARITY.,_.
A Leaftet showing that the oft-repeated Christian statement that Infidels do not contribute
to nor found charities is a falsehood. It ought to
be widely circulated to mtet the calumny. Pries,
5 cents; 60 cente a dozen. Address l'liB 'l'BUTB
811BXD,Il8 La.fQ.{fl~~fl ¢aceocNew York.
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Clerical Functions, Past and Present.
Maurice and Kings~ey, whom Mr. Royce names.
Rev. G. Monroe Royc£o, once rector of the Amari- Gladstone has done good work in ·politics ·and litcan Episcop11l church in Florence, Italy, and author erature, but when he enters the arena of theological
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETr.
of a series of articles on" Lon:lon Preachers," wl'ites controversy he is found fatally weak, because his
E. M. MACDONALD, - • • • ~ Editor and Manager. in the January Forum of "The Decline of the cause is weak.
American Pulpit." .He thinks there are many very
Mr. Royce declares that the attention given in
28 LAFAYETTE l'LAOE, NEW YORK.
inferior men in the ministry, and it is probable that the American pulpit to "such men" as Tyndall,
SATURDAY,
FEBRUARY 3, 181!4. none but the inferior ministers tliemselvs will ques- Spencer, Huxley, and Harrison is "worse than
tion the truth of his statement. Occupants of the absurd, it is mournful." In England they are
depreciated pulpit and the religion'! papers are very ignored by the clergy; not the "slightest reference
SUBSCRIPTION RATES•
. Single subscription, in advance ................................ •a oo sharply criticising him. He quotes a professor in a is made to them by any English clergyman in his
One subscription two yea.rs, in advance. . . . . . . .. • . . . .. .. . . . . . . . :i 00 divinity school as saying that very poor material is public ministrations," so far as Mr. Royce has
Two new subscribers.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . •• . . :i 00
This might hav been expected. The En.
One subscription with onenewsllbscriber, in one remittance. :i 00 sent to him out of which he is expected to make heard.
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remitministers. Bishop Potter, of New York, recently glish conservativ is the last man to feel the influence
tance ......................................................... " 00
addressed a diocesan convention, and in the course of a new thought. No wonder that England's
One subscription with three uew su_bscribers, in one remittance ....................................................... S :iO of his remarks he said that there is a large and in- great scientists-and no country has given to the
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remit~ .
tance .......................................................10 on creasing class of clergymen who hav, it is clear, world greater ones in the last half century-are
Any number over live at the same rate, invariablnrith one
"gravely misapprehended the nature of ministerial strangers in English pulpits. It would indeed be
remittance.
qualifications." In the American pulpit are to be a miracle if the attorneys of retrogression should
Manev shauza lie sent bf/ ez:press com:panv's manev oraer . found but few graduates of Harvard and Yale. Mr. hav words of praise for the champions of progress,
:postal oraer, ara.rt on New YorA:, or bf/ reutsterea letter. Royce adds that while in all other professions the while they are just a little too shrewd-made so by
aaaress communtcattans ana maA:e ara,tts, checA:s, :post-ofl!ce
ana ez:press manev oraers :payallle to
E. M. M.A. ODONALD,
ra t"10 of specially trained m:eB is continually advanc- experience-to advertise the scientific foe by attack·
28 Lafa!lette Place, New YorA:.
ing, in the pulpit it is receding. He notes the ing him.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - melancholy fact that when Harvard Divinity School
The New York EIJening Pose thinks that Mr.
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our and Union Theological Seminary raised their stand- Royce erred in calling the change that has taken
readers if they will send us the na.JDe and address of
any Freethinker who is not a. relfllla.r subscriber.
ards they immediately lost in numbers.
place in the American pulpit a "decline." It obMr. Royce discusses the question, "Why is it serves that "the whole controvery seems to us a
that so few of our able young men are drawn to the profitless one, because it is so largely a dispute
SOME HANDSOME PREMIUMS.
pulpit T" The usual answer is, "Because of the about words.
· If he [Mr. Royce] had conITo induce new subscriptions and prompt r "new- tleep and wide pread skeptiCism of our times." Mr. tented himself with pointing out the great changes
ala on the. part of our friends we make the follow- Royce does not accept this explanation. He admits that hav come over the Protestant pulpit in the
that there is a widespread skepticism, and that the last thirty years, and refused to call those changes
ing handsome premium offers:
scientific spirit is its chief source, but this skepti- a decline or an improvement, we think he would
For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one cism, he avers, is neither deep nor earnest. We, in hav fared better. At any rate he could hav kept
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred turn, are compelled to confess that there is some himself more closely in touch with fact, and could
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage truth in this observation. Were the inquiring spirit hav written with less warmth and been replied to
of this or our Free offer of the book (see oppo-;it of the age more profound and more in earnest to with less wrath. For there can be no doubt, in the
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in uproot falsehood and plant the seeds of truth, we mind of one with an unprejudiced eye on the de·
the country should not possess this splendid work. should not find Liberals giving their adhesion to
80 velopment of church life in the United States, that
For $1) we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one many schemes which diametrically oppose t4e the pulpit has undergone a sweeping metamoryear ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete" fundamental principles of Freethought, and we phosis within a generation.
· The whole
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a should witness the erasure from the rolls of church thing may be resolved into the query whether the
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be membership of the names of hundreds of thousands changed conditi0ns and demands of the congregaerected in Chicago, and of his monument in New of men and women who ha-v no more faith in the tions hav not, in fact, produced a changed type of
Rochelle.
basic dogmas of Christianity than hav Robert G. the_clergy."
It may be noted, in passing, that if the American
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKEB one Ingersoll and Susan H. Wixon.
year ($3) and " The World's Sages, Thinkers, and • Rev. Mr, Royce thinks that the American pulpit Protestant minislry has been compelled to undergo
needs an awakening similar to that which aroused the a tranqformation because such a change was deReformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
.
English
ministry a half-century ago. Locke, Ben- manded by the laity, then it is apparent that the
For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
tham,
and
the elder Mill, we are told, "were all swept ministry no longer leads in the churches. The
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's Dynamic Theaway
as
so
much rubbish and dead-wood" before ministers hav been forced to submit to innovations
. ory ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one
the
"mighty
spiritual flood," set in motion by the initiated outside the pulpit, and doubtless also outwants this book. It has over a thousand large
"poet-philosopher,"
Samuel Taylor Coleridge. "In- side the church.
pages and more than four hundred illustrations.
tuition
has
held
its
ground
in England ever since."
The Evening Post continues: "Just here, we
It is a digest of Science, and every one who studies
Seldom
has
the
spiritual
power
of
the
English
think,
is where Mr. Royce made a fundamental
it cannot help but be well-informed in all scientific
church
"been
stronger
than
at
the
present
momistake
in assuming that the kind of preacher the
matters.
ment." ''The very best minds of England are to people want to-day is a 'seer,' a man of 'spiritual
For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
be found in the pulpit," while Gladstone is a repre- insight,' a' poet in the poise of his mind.' Taking
year ($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- sentativ of. her laymen. "The English pulpit can the average congregation in the older parts of the
Book " in cloth ($2.50).
not be drawn by the. scientific fly.'' That is, the country, this would be far from the fact. Such 'a
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year English pulpit is careful to avoid the consideration prophet of the soul' as he has in his mind's eye rep($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" of living, practical questions. The able ministers resents, rather, the unpopular and disappearing
in boards ($2).
are merely "spiritual " poets. They hav profited by type, which is being replaced by quite another.
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKEB one year the experience of their predecessors, who set their The best way to find out what kmd of preachers·
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comic- lances in rest against the geologists and other the people want is to ask what kind they hav.
scientific investigators and went down into the dust They get what they want in the long run, and we
ally Illustrated;" in cloth covers ($1:50).
and
into- disgrace as the result of the foolish en- may be sure that the most successf111 ministers of
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
counter.
So long as the English or any other the present come nearest the jdeal of the present."year ($3) and" Old Testament Stories Coniically
clergy can ignore the results of scientific discovery,
The first of the principal qualities of the successIllustrated," in board covers ($1).
intuition "can hold its· ground," in so far as those ful minister is, according to the Post, social usefulThis .is a splendid opportunity to obtain booke
who take their instruction from the ministers are ness. "Church people want a pastor who is
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceed· concerned. The assertion that "the very best minds thoroughly acquainted with all the propri~>ties and
ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can of England are in the pulpit" is merely an asser- amenities of life, who is as much at ease in a parlor
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our tion. One Herbert Spencer will outbalanc~, in the as in a pulpit, who can meet them and their fri~nds
present readers ·will call the attention of their scales which .weigh the great world-forces, all the on terms of social equality, and never giv thein
ministers of England, :qc;:>t 9mitting the l;>rillianf;. 9~Q~sion to blush for hiln, They are more and
friends to the values offered.
.:
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more coming to insist upon surrounding church
services with an air of quiet decorum. They would
simply shudder at one of Mr. Royce's prophets,
blurting out all sorts of unpleasant and ill- bred
truths. Some crusty old fellow has said that all
preaching is essentially bad manners. It may hav
been once, but we hav changed all that. ' Doctrinal
preaching' has gone, mainly because it is not 'good
form.' Dr. Shedd laments its disappearance, but
his complaints are as nothing to what would be
heard from the congregations if it were to reappea··.
But it will not, nor will the famous doctrinal
pr~achers of other days, who were invisible through
the week and incomprehensibl«;J on Sunday."
Of course if the church is simply a fashionable
Sunday rendezvous we must expect to find the minister, who is "at home" on that day, a polished
gentlema~ who will not say anything that can
offend any of his guests. It is permissible for him
to occasionally vent his usually suppressed ill-humor
on the outspoken Infidel, for the latter is supposed
not to hav any friends in that club house reception
room.
Executiv talent is the ministerial qualification
next in order, according to the Post. "The modern
church is a complex business requiring administrativ ability of a high order. More and more of this
is coming to be required of tho minister. Let one
take up the year book of a city church, with its
ramified charitable, educational, and missionary
interests, and he will see what a head for business
the clergyman in charge of it must hav.
What would a prophet do if plumped down at a
table with a lot of intricate accounts and tough
business problems thrust in his faceT He would
rather tackle J ezebel or the prophets of Baal twenty
times over."
The Euening Post concludes its· timely observations with thi3 paragraph: "It makes little difference whether we_ call the changes in the pulpit
which these inexorable demands hav brought about
a decline or an advance. They amount, in fact, to
a transformation, which is all the while becoming
more ~omplete. How it works in individual cases
may be inferred from a colloquy between two college
classmates, one of them a clergyman, ten years a.fter
graduation. They were comparing notes about intellectual growth and their opportunities for it, and
the clergymen said grimly: 'You will see at once
how much wiser I am than in college when I tell
you that I hav since gone to two or tbree hundred
afternoon teas, hav played five hundred sets of
tennis with the daughters of my parishioners, hav
attended many scores of receptions, and gossiped
three hours on an average at · each; hav presided at a thousand or two meetings of trustees
and boards, circulated a couple of hundred mbscription papers, and built three churches, two chapels,
and a rectory.'"
Need we wonder that ministers know so little
about science, including. sociology ! The course of
life so many of them in the cities and fashionable
suburbs are compelled to le11,d makes them as unfit
to be the intelleotual and moral leaders and teachers of the people as are the male and female butterflies of the "society" to which they render
homage. On the other hand we find such mountebanks, buffoons, and vulgarians as Sam Small, Sam
Jones, Talmage, Mills, and the other sensationalists, with Joseph Cook, Parkhurst, Dixon the sport,
Herrick Johnson, and the National Reform Association fanatics and petition-forgers thrown in to complete an olla podrida of incompetence, unveracity,
clownishness, nescience, bigotry, intolerance, treason, and cruelty. No wonder Rev. Mr. Royce thinks
the American pulpit is in a decline. But bad as it
is, and covered from sight as most of the naturally
good men in it are, it cannot exert the evil influence
which came from the Christian pulpit in America
in the days when Increase and Cotton Mather and
Jonathan Edwards were its bright and shining
lights. For so much let us be thankful to the patient students of science an:l the heralds of Freethought.

Wanted-New Subscribers.
We solicit the kind attention of our friends to
the need which exists of increasing the subscription list of THE TRUTH SEEKER. There are several
reasons for this, which our readers will readily see.
First, It will do a world of good, by making more
Liberals and by interesting those already liberal in
the work of Freethought. The church is making
great encroachments upon our liberties, and the
people need to know about it, in order to defeat its
tyranny. And those who read THE TRUTH SEEKER
are a hundred times more interested and activ than
those who do not. Second, It is a duty we owe to
our fellow-men to giv them the light of reason we
hav obtained. Liberalism makes for true civilization, and freedom from fear of an angry God makes
men happier and better. Every Liberal should do
all he can to lift up his neighbors from the darkness
of superstition to the glorious plain of mental liberty. And, as Mr. Wakeman says, referring to the
resolution regarding the Liberal papers passed at
the late International Congress: "They are the very
life of the cause of intellectual and practical emancipation of the people. As such they are to be
built up and sustained by constant cate, payment,
encouragement, and solicitation for subscribers for
them." Third, An increase in the list will relieve the
readers from the oecasional " duns" we are compelled to send out in order to get money with
which to pay bills. If we can obtain two or three
thousand new subscribers, the increased revenue
will make the business work of the paper easier,
and we can continue to improve the paper without
fear of financial embarrassments.
To reward those who will do a little for us in
this matter we hav arranged to tak£ a large number of Mr. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of
Freethought," and to every one who sends us four
new yearly subscribers at the regular rates of $3
($12 in all), we shall send a copy of that magnificent work free. Those who send the club before
the book is on the press will be enrolled among the
original subscribers and patrons in the book.
And to make it easy to get these four new subscribers we will offer them as a premium either of
two spendid works-The "Old Testament Stories
C~mically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's "Handbook
of Freethought" in cloth binding. Our readers
know the value of these books, and that about every
Liberal in the country would like a copy of one or
the other. Either one of these, as may be chosen,
will be given to the new subscribers obtained in
these clubs of four, and a copy of "Four Hun·
dred Years of Freethought" to the one who gets
up the club and lilends the money and names.
We cannot afford to make this premium to single
subscribers, but to enable old subscribers ar.d single
new subscribers to obtain these and other desirable
works at a great reduction, we hav made a list of
premiums in connection with subscriptions to the
paper, to be found in the first column of the first
editorial page of THE TRUTH SEEKER. We are willing
to do our part toward making the obtaining of good
Liberal works easy and cheap, and hope our readers will take advantage of the terms offered.
Once more we ask that a favorable eye be turned
in our direction, and a helpful hand extended. As
the resolutions of the International Congress expressed it, Boom the Liberal papers and you boom
the Liberal cause.

to "Roman influence" as its deceptiv rallying-cry.
It represents and includes the most bigoted and
unthinking elements- of Protestantism, intent on
establishing a Protestant state-church. Its papers
which come to this office are as fanatical and less
reasonable than the Christian Statesman, and surpass in bigotry all other religious papers-Catholic
and Proteslant-that we see.
A great revival is in progress in Brooklyn. The
New York Times observes that "it is one of the
curious coincidJ3nces of our history that movements
of this sort hav invariably followed pepods of great
business distress." This -is a polite way of stating
the familiar truth that the !;~burch invariably thrives
on the misfortunes of the people.
Susan H. Wixon has in press a new book, "Right
Living." It will be bound in cloth only and will
sell for $1. ThoRe who want it can send for it now,
and we will book all orders and fill as soon as the
volume is ready. No doubt most of our readers
will be eager to know what the Editor of the "Chilclren's Corner" has to say on so important a subject.
Some weeks ago our good friend, Erwin Auffurth, of New Orleans, sent us four new subscribers.
One of these, who received as a premium, "Old
Testament Stories Comically Illustrated," writes to
Mr. Auffurth: "The book is out of sight; laughed
more over it than any other thing I ever read. It
is worth its weight in gold." That is the way they
talk. The book is a regular nerve tingler.
The sore need of cash compels us to ask our
friends to renew their subscriptions to THE TRUTH
SEEKER at the earliest convenient moment. The
"hard times" hav hit us, but we must crawl
through them somehow, and we turn with confidence to our readers. The amounts in individual
cases are small and easy to pay, but the _aggregate
W
is large and we must hav it to meet expenses.
.e
hav made such a combination of books and paper
that everyone can get a get a good deal more than
his money's worth, and attention is called t0 these
offers. Purchasing books will help us also. But
plaase renew your subscription now. We need it.
Talmage announces that he will resign his pastorate of the Brooklyn Tabernacle next spring
upon the completion of twenty-five years of acting
there. This is certainly welcome news, but our
pleasure is alloyed by his further statement that he
intends to tour the country as a perip11tetic sermonizer and also to aftl.ict a long-suffering people
through the medium of the syndicate press. Years
ago the irreverent Times of this city said that it
was Talmage's custom to chalk his l'Jermons upon
the soles of his boots and then enthusiastically
wave the latter from the pulpit of the Tabernacle,
his pedal extremities being in his boots, of course.
Advancing years m~ty hav so~ewhat stiffened his
joints, and so it may be that his provincial houses
will find the evolutions of the Brooklyn acrobat less
hazardous and diverting than they hav anticipated.
In the Open Court of January 25th Moncure D.
Conway announces the discovery by himself of a·
work of Thomas Paine's, which has remained buried
for one hundred years. It was written in France
between the dates of the publication of Parts I. and
II. of "The Rights of Man," and in reply to four
questions put to Paine by Condorcet, or, possibly,
Lafayette. The questions related to the basis of
the new constitution of France and the legislativ
Ina executiv powers of the government under the
constitution. Paine's · reply was not necessarily'
for publication, and Condorcet held the manuscript
until 1792, when he translated it and caused it to
be printed in the Chronique du Mois (May, June,
and July of that year). The essay covers twentyfour folio pages, and will appear in full in the
second volume of Mr. Conway's new edition of
Paine's works.

To the close and fair observer it appears that the
American Pro'.ectiv Association has just one object
-to put and keep Catholics out of office and to put
and keep Protestants in office. Instead of opposThe Truth Seeker Oompany has jns4; printed a new de- ing the Catholic church at the points where it anA city paper remarks that· the churches appear
s:orlptiv catalog of books published and sold at 28 Lafay- tagonizes liberty, the American Protectiv Associette-Iilaoe, New York. It will be sent free on application.. ation is in politics for the spoils, using oppositioll, with ad,vancins civilization to draw away from the
----~~--._
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conception of " conversion " as a state of feeling
and to " insist that it shall be coupled with a firm
and practical morality." It concludes that the
· change is, from the point of view of morality, " a
gratifying one.'' In other words, ·civilization is
gradually reforming Christianity by eliminating the
non-human elements. As God and heaven and hell
recede into the background, the powers, virtues,
and duties of. true manhood and womanhood come
to the front. Many of us yet on the· morning side
of life can easily remember hearing Christian
clergymen frantically declaim against the moral
man as the most dangerous foe to religion. And
they were undoubtedly right, defining religion to
mean the theory of man's relation to the supernatural, which is the only scientific and historically
true definition that can be given.
Referring to the resignation of Talmage the New
York Times remarks that the announcement is
"neither unexpected nor unwelcome." That a Talmage should sooner or later "play out" it thinks
"is a conclusion that every lover of civilization was
bound to entertain." In every field of human
activity, in "everything that transcends the bargain
counter, the hope of the lover of civilization must
hav been that a time would come when people
would distinguish between what was evanescent
and what was permanent, between what was false
and what was true." But it regretfully adds that
there is, to our shame be it said, no evidence that
Talmage is less popular th,an he was two decades
ago. It quotes an enterprising manager as saying,
not many years since: '.'Do you know that there
are two hundred thousand copies of that man's
sermons printed and read in England every weekand no respectable person ever heard of him." The
Times continues: "The common people hav heard
him gladly, and the more gladly the commoner
they are. He has never had anything to say to any
educated or fastidious or sensitiv person.
The
commoner his audience the more he has had to say
to it." It is a shame to the Americans as an
ostensibly free and supposedly intelligent people
that they should hav opened so many and such
expansiv ears to the inanities and ravings of such a
moral and mental" sport" as T. De Witt Talmage.

time would be the only factor whose operation
would be needed to produce the same ghastly fruit
·
d m
· S pam,
. G erma.ny, an d S co tl an d an d
th a t npene
at that other Salem in earlier ages. Given the
seed and the fruitful soil and nothing more is required than the season of germination and development. Only Freethought can redeem the world.

I ativ or persuasiv one-it is simply convincing, as it givs a

Stevens, ex-minister to Hawaii, is a religious
canter of the most nauseating type. In the last
number of the Universalist magazine, To-.Day, he
magniloquently asks, referrmg to the Sandwich
Islands:
"Why did the Almighty Creator, by laws and forces
of his own, lift those islands from the depth of the sea,
place them in that commanding position, surround them
with a genial climate, clothe them in perpetual green, and
invite men there to make their homes? Why was gathered that vast Pacific srea of water, the most splendid
field on the globe for the pathway of ships, and for commercial intercourse and commercial power? The enormous wealth of waters must hav been accumulated for
some other purpose than for the life abodes of sea monsters which roam in its depths and for the fish which
sport in its waves. Plainly enough the volcanic fires
which pushed up these beautiful isles as sentin"ls and
guardians in the North Pacific sea were the servants of
God in a great work which he was preparing for the uses
of man. All those who hav made history a serious study
and recognize that its undying lamps are shining for the
guidance of nations, know that seas and oceans and the
·islands within them hav a remarkable relation to each
other and to the nations adjacent to them, who make use
of them ae agencies of their intercourse, their commerce,
and for the media. of their power."
From these vast assumptions he deduces the
"justness and necessity of American possession "
of those islands. How much your cock-sure theologian knows about God's purposes I
Judging
from the words and tone of Stevens we might be
led into the error of supposing that he is the
Almighty's private secretary or perhaps his Minister
to Earth. It does not appear to hav occurred to
this Universalist logician that when "God" lifted
those islands out of the waters and put the Hawaiian people upon them he intended that people to
hav the islands, instead of the missionaries and
their sons, who hav "civilized" nearly all the gentle
nativs out of existence.
Great is Cant and
Stevens is his prophet.

Self-Education.
How religion-which has been aptly defined as
superstition in fashion-has been modified by
science and Freethought since Cotton Mather .and'
the other witch-hunting Puritans of Massachus.etts
hounded to death helpless old women at Salem is
strikingly shown by the fate which has just befallen
three members of a Methodist church near Salem,
Ohio. We hav before alluded to this case. Certain
events had occurred of which these good Christians
could not furnish a ready explanation, except by
recourse to the theory of witchcraft.
So they·
circulated the story .that a family in the neighbor.ibood---,who were foreigners and somewhat exclusiv
in their associations, hence supposedly fit for the
•service of the devil-had bewitched divers persons
'and things. A cross-roads war immediately resulted,
'and a church trial soon followed. It was decided
that the accusers had been guilty of immoral and
un-Christian conduct in bringing a charge of witchcraft ag~inst the other people, and they were promptly
expelled from the church. Now, they hav taken an
appeal to the conference. They should appeal to
John Wesley's famous and logical Bible-based argument for withcraft. It does seem cruel for the
church founded by that great and good man to
kick out such genuin Methodists as these, whose
only crime is believing more implicitly in the
Bible than do most other modern Christians. This
witchcraft affair is very suggestiv. The survival of
the most disastrous delusion of the Dark-Christian-Ages through the centuries and its recrudescence in the minds of those Ohio Methodists
demonstrates anew that we are. not yet out of danger, that the habit of superstition is not yet eliminated from the blood of those whose ancestors felt
the heavy and cruel hand of the church in the days
of her supremacy. Given a community composed
of such as the three expelled Ohio Methodists,
' isolate them and put into their hands the Bible, and

Educate yourself. If all the colleges were wiped
out literature and science would suffer no loss.
Thomas Paine, Horace Greeley, .and Abraham Lin·coln were self-educated; Voltaire was not college
bred. Historian Buckle quit college at sixteen;
Francis Bacon at fifteen.
W. H. BuRR.
GEoRGE MACDONALD is continuing his "Observations" in THE TRUTH SEEKER. We hope they are
to be a permanent feature of that journal. George
has been inspecting the exhibition of the instru.ments of torture, which were some time ago on
view in London, and are now on tour in America.
"As exhibiting the method by which the religi9n of
love gets followers," he says, "they cannot be
equaled. "-London Freethinker.

New Publications.
The many admirers of Mr. Otto Wettstein's writings,
which are <>f the unsophisticated materialistic variety,
will be glad to learn that his Congress address on the
"Giant Delusion" is now obtainable as a pamphlet for
10 cents,
The address delivered by Miss Susan H. Wixon at the
International Freethought Congress is now printed in
pamphlet form, the title being "Woman: Four Centuries
of Progress." None of the speeches at the Congress, has
received as much praise as this one, and none was more
worthy of the eulogiums bestowed. Single copies 10
cents.
A new edition of A. Jacobson's "Bible Inquirer" has
just been iBBued from the press of the Truth Seeker Company which has secured both the plates and the copy
right of the work. As a concordance or index to the
absurdities of holy writ, the "Bible Inquirer" is not
equaled by any other book of its size. It has ez>joyed a
large sale, which it still maintains. The price is 25 cents.

~undred and fifty instances where th~ Bible contradicts
Itself, and he who runs may read. Pr10e 15 cents~

Lectures and Meetings.
THE Pittsburg Secular Society meetil in Curry University Hall, Sixth street, near Penn avenue, every S11nday
afternoon at 8 o'clock.
W. F. JAMIESON is l9otnring in Los Angeles, dal., to ~
good houses. He desires to make lecture engagemeuts ill.
Nevada, Utah, and C.>loradL>, alon~ the lines of railroad
East. Address W. F. Jamieson, Elsinore, Oal.

THE First Secular Church of Portland, Ore., meets in
Central Labor· Council Hall, 170~ Second street near
Yamhill, every Sanday at 7.80 :P. 111:. Katie Kehni
Smith, lecturer. S11uday-school in same place at 12:80 :P.M:.
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets in College Hall, 168t
Walnut street, Cincinnati, Sunday evenings at 7:45,
prompt. Admission is free. Program for January:
THE WOMEN's LmERAL LEA.GUE, of Philadelphia, meetS
in the Skerrett Bllilding, Ridge avenue and Green streeti
Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock. Admission free. All are
welcome.
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
Chicago, Ill., Feb. ;t8th, 25th.
Toronto, March 4, 11.
Those who desire lectures at any points between New
York and Chicago, and in the vicinity of Chicago during
the month of February, will please write at once to Mr.
Putnam, care of Ta:E Tnu:ra: SmEKmB, New York.
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings
every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock in Long Island Business College, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
Driggs avenues. Progran;t of lectures ~or February;
February 4th-Paine Celebration. ''Paine's Religious
Work," l;[enry l;towley. "Paine's Political Career,"
T. B. Wakeman. Vocal and inst.rumental music.
February llth-"~urvivals of Sex Worship," Miss Ida
C. Crad<;lock.
February 18th-" Personal Hygiene," Dr, Charles H.
Shepard.
;February 25th-" Morality without Christianity," Franklin Steiner.
FnA.NKLIN S:rmiNER's lecture engagements are as fol•
lows:
Feb. 8, 9, 10, Murray, Ia. Mar. 9, Meriden, Conn.
" 11, Boston, Mass.
" 11, Chicago, Ill.
" 18, Alliance. 0,
" 12, 18, Harwich, Mass.
" 23, New York Oitv.
" 14, Cotuit, Mass.
" 25, Brooklyn, N. Y.
'' 15, Osterville, Mass,
" 28, Ellenville, N. Y.
" 18, Boston, Mass.
" 21-2~./ Northport. N.Y.
Mar. 4, Philadelphia, Pa.
"
8, Norwalk, Conn.
" 25, ~ewa.rk, N.J.
Mr. Steiner has some open dates for his return trip.
Address him, after February 12, in care of THE TRUTH
SEEKER.
J. E. REMSBURG is now on his way East. His appointments as far as arranged are as follows:
Feb. 9, Lima, 0.
Feb. 20, Ridgeway, N. Y.
" 10, Grelton, 0.
" 21, Fairport, N. Y.
" 11, Toled~, 0. a.ft'noon " 22, Newark, N. Y.
" ll., Napoleon, 0. night " 28, Lisle, N. Y.
" 18, Clyde, 0.
" 24, Elmira, N. Y.
" 14, Attica, "
" 25, 28, Scranton, Pa.
" 15, Masgillon, 0.
" 26, N. Mehoopany,Pa.
" 16, West Rich~eld, Q. ... 27, l'ompldnsville, Pa.
" 17, 18, Cortland, 0.
Mar. 2, New York, N.Y.
" 19, Jamestown, ~- Y.
Appointments for New York and Pennsylvania, also
additional appointments for Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and
Missouri, will be published later.
·
AT the Brooklyn Philosophical Association last Sunday
John Swinton spoke on "John Brown of Osawatomie."
He showed the part that kind-he~rted ~au played in
.bringing about the end of slavery. He said, among
other things, that in the needless revol]ltion which may
be J>recipitated for indu11trial change, thA memory of
John Brown will hav a prominent place. Mr. Swinton
also said that a statue should be erected of that noble man
in New York harbor and o~ ,the spot .at Charleston, Va.,
where he was hanged.
·
CoL. R. G. INGERI;IOLv's lecture appointments and subjects for the present month are as follows:
February 1st-Elgin, Ill., ......•........................ Shl\kspere
February 2d-Chic(l.go Ill., ...... Some Mistakes of Moses
February 8d-J oliet, i:'u., ..................................Lincolu
February 4~h-Chicago, What Must We Do to Be ~aved?
February 5th-Bloommgton, Ill., ................... Shakspare
February 6th-Peoria, 111., ............................ Shakspere
February 7th-Keokuk, Ia., ........................... Shakspere
February 8th-B11rleigh, Ia., ......................... Sbaksoere
February 9th-Ottumwa, Ia., ......................... Shakspere
February lOth-Des Moines, Ia., .................... Shakspere
February 11th-Davenport, Ia., ...................... Shakspere
February 12th-Dubqlle. Ia., ·:·········· ............. Shakapere
February 13th-La Crosse, W1s., ................... Shakspere
February 14th-Minneapolis, Minn., .................. Lincoln
l<'ebruary 16th-Duluth, Minn., ......................... Lincoln
February 17th-West Superior, Minn., ......................... .
Liberty for Man, Woman, and Child
February 18th-St. Paul, Minn., Some Mistakes of Moses
February 20th-Saginaw, Mich., .................... Shakspere
February 21st-Bay Citv, Mich , .................... Shakspere
February 22d-Grand Rapids, Mich., ............. Shakspere
February 23d-J"ckaon, Mich., ...................... Shakspere
February 24th-Battle Creek. Mich., .............. Shakepere

"Self-Contradictions of the Bible," the ninth edition of
which is hereby announced, will hereafter bear the imprint of the Truth Seeker Company, to whom all orders
The great majority of those now in Abraham's
for said work must now be addressed. We hav pti~·
chased the plates from the author and original publisher, bosom are of the feminin gender. We can better
Col. W. H. Burr, and added "Self-Contradictions" to understand why after carefully reading the sacred
the Trnth Seeker Library. The work is not an argument- history of his life.
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PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS.
Disloyalty to Truth of Catholic Text
Book Compilers.
Gross Superstitions Which Are Tanght In Romlsh Ed·
ucatlonal Institutions.- Historical MisstatP.ments
and Bald Lies Concern! •g Religious Persecutions
Examined and Disproved. lH the Inculcation of
Scientific. Truths Sectarian Teaching ~-Some Sta·
tbtlcs of Crime and Illiteracy.
III.
THE CHURCH AND THE SCIENCE OF GEOGRAPHY.

Regarding the ~cience of geography we find this
assertion in "What Catholics have Done for
Science":
Catholics have been the great pioneers of discovery.
In gathering the materials for the edifice of geography,
Catholics have done the great bulk of the work. · · ·
We have inherited almost the whole of the science of
geography from Cathohc sources.
But the vital question is not what individual
Catholics have contributed to the fund of scientific
knowledge. What is of intere.~t to all is the attitude which the church assumed toward new theories
and discoveries which contradicted or seemed to
contradict old ideas. Take, for instance, the proposition that there may be inhabitants at the antipodes. The idea had been combated by most of the
representative men of the early church. Early in
the eighth century Bishop Virgil of Salzburg
broached the doctrine again. We will let Mr.
White tell what follo·wed :
"·There then stood in Germany, in those first
years of the eighth century, one of the greatest and
noblest of men-St. Boniface. His learning was of
the best then known. In labors he was a worthy
successor of the Apo~tles; his gAnius for Christian
work made him unwillingly primate of Germany;
his devotion to duty led him, willingly to martyrdom. There sat too, at that time, on the papal
throne a great Christian statesman-Pope Zachary.
Boniface immediately declared against the revival
of such a heresy as the doctrine of the antipodes ;
he stigmatized it as an assertion that there are men
beyond the reach of the appointed means of salvation; he attacked Virgil, and c·~lled on Pope Zachary for aid.
"The Pope, as the infallible teacher of Christendom, makes a strong response. He cites passages
from the book of Job and the wisdom of Solomon
against the doctrine of the antipodes; he declares
it 'perverse, iniquitous, and against Virgil's own
soul,' and indicates a purpose of driving him from
his bishopric. Whether this purpose was carried
out or not, the <:Jld theological view, by virtue of
the Pope's divinely ordered and protected 'inerrancy,' was re-established, and the doctrine that the
earth bas inhabitants on but one of iti sides became
more than ever orthodox, and, in the mind of the
church, necessary to salvtttion.
"Nor was this the worst. In Italy, at the begin·
ning of the fourteenth century, the churuh thought
it necessary to deal with questions of this sort by
rack and fagot. In 1316 Peter of Abano, famous
as a ph vsician, having promulgated this with other
obnoxious doctrines in science, only escaped the
Inquisition by death; and in 1327 Cecco d'Ascoli,
noted as a.n ast.ronomer, was for this and sim1lar
crimes driven from his professorship at Bologna
and burned alive at Florence. · · ·
"The warfare of Columbus the world knows well
-how the bishop of Ceuta worsted him in Port.ugal; how sundry wise men of Spain confronted him
with the usual quotations from the psalms, from
St. Paul, and from St. Augustine; how, even after
be was triumphant, and after his voyage had greatly
strengthened the theory of the e~rth's sphericity,
with which the theory of antipodes was so closely
connected, the church by its highest authority
solemnly stumbled and persisted in going astray "
(Popular Science Monthly, Vol. XLI, pp. 579-81).
Mr. White adds that the influence of the church
upon geography was, upon the whole, "steadily
hostile to truth." Here he draws a line of distinction between the religious' and the theological spirit,
giving due credit to individuals whose religious
ardor led them on voyages of discovery, and censuring the church which persecuted those whose reasoning it deemed a.t variance with scriptural and ecclesiastical authority.
ElrMITY TOWARD OTHER SCIENTIFIC

I~NcVATIONS.

The author of "What Catholius Have Done For
Science " makes this claim in his preface :
Yes, every branch of modern ecience owes, not only its
origin, but the main part of its growth to Catholic

scientists, so that it can be said witb, sincerest truth that courts as a disturber of the public peace. These lllV•
nounc~d his sentence, and executed it, though the bishthe s"epter of science belongs to the church.
ops of the Council, according to ~he testim~n.y of Ulr!ch
Under the head of " Gulileo " we show something Reichentbal, who was an eye-wJtness, petitiOned Kmg
0f what the church did to retard the development of Sigismund and the judges to spare Russ's life" (Church .
astronomy.
Rational hygiene bad to contend History, p, 227).
Of this event the Encyclopedia Britannica (ninth
against the grossest of superstitions fostered by
the church, and within two years Catholic towns in edition, Vol. XII., p. 421) says:
Europe have resorted to religious mummeries to
"The sentence he expected was pronounced on
.stay the progress of the cholera, while the simplest July 6th in the presence of the emperor and a full
sanitary precautions were neglected and scientific sitting of the council; once and again he attempted
physicians denounced as emissaries of the- devil, to remonstrate, but in vain, and finally be betook
Scientific treatment of the insane and hysterical was himself to silent prayer. After he had undergone
impossible so long as the very peculiar ideas incul- the ceremony of degradation with all the childish
cated or encouraged by the church alienists were formalities which are usual on such occasions, his
generally accepted. In the fields of geology, an- soul was formally consigned by all those present to
thropology, medicine, meteorology, philology, human the devil, while he himself with clasped hands and
antiquity, Egyptology, comparative mythology, and uplifted eyes reverently commi1,ted it to . Christ.
other sciences the ,balance of the influence of the He was then handed over to the secular arm, ~~ond
church· was heavily against reason and progress. immediately led off to the place of execution, the
The evidence in support of this statement is over- council meanwhile proceeding unconcernedly with
whelming; lack of space alone prevents its appear- the rest of its business for the day."
ance here as part of this article. But we cannot
The other exception to the rule of absolute
forbear quoting a few passages from Mr. White's silence concerning the slaughter of the defensechapters on." Demoniacal Possession and Insanity'': less by the church power is in the case of the sub"The idea of the Satanic possession of lunatics jugation of the Albigenses. Businger says :
led to attempts. to punish the indwelling demon.
Such abominable theories, if reduced to practice, would
As this theological theory and practice became more have destroyed the foundations, not only of the church,
fully developed, and ecclesiasticism more powerful but also of the state. · · · A body of soldiers, led by
to enforce it, all mildness began to change, or to be Count Simon of Montford, marched against them, and a
number of cruel and sangninar,;y battles were fought.
driven into remote corners of Christ ndom; the ad- About the year 1229 the InquisitiOn came into existence,
monitions to gentle treatment by the great pagan and handed these heretics over to the chastising hands of
and Moslem physicians were forgotten, and the the civil power as disturbers and mischief-makers dangertreatment of lunatics tended more and more toward ous to society.
" Disturbers and mischief-makers dangerous to
severity ; more and more generally it was felt that
cruelty to madmen was punishment of the devil re- society" probably is thought to grate less harshly
on the modern ear than "heretics," "blasphemers,"
siding within or acting upon them.
To deny Satan was Atheism; and perhaps nothing " children of the devil,'' and other similar designadid so much to fasten the epithet 'Atheist' upon tions so popular when the church was in the plenithe medical profession as the suspicion that it did tude of her power.
The children in the par~chial schools will know
not fully acknowledge diabolical interference in
what a rack is, for one of tnese writers describes it,
mental disease.
"Curiously enough, the only really important ef but they will never know that it wss one of the
fort [for humane treatment of lunatics] in the most effective agents in the propagation of the.
Christian church was stimulated by the Moham- Catholic doctrine in Europe and elsewhere. They
medan's. Certain monks, who had much to do with will not know that it was used at all by the ONE
them in redeeming Christian slaves, found in the church unless they come under the perniciously
fifteenth century what John Howard found in the truthful influence of heretics. But they will read
eighteenth, that the Arabs and Turks made a large this about Calvin's crimes: "James Gruet he had
and merciful provision for lunatics, such as was not several times put to the torture and finally beheaded.
seen in Christian lands; and this example led to The unfortunate doctor, Servetus, he burnt to death
at the stake. And all this wicked cruelty because
better establishments in Spain and Italy.
" The revival of the science of mPdicine, under these· persons held views different from his own."
the impulse of the new study, of antiquity, suddenly The sublime audacity of that last. sentence bas never
bade fair to take out of the hands of the church the been paralleled. Think of a Catholic historian
profession of which she had enjoyed so long and so writing of cruelty and of persecution for opinion's
profitable a monopoly. Only one class of diseases sake in that innocent way, as of something entirely
remained unquestionably hers-those which were foreign to the spirit and unknown in the career of
still admitted to be due to the direct personal inter- his church I But why should he not thus suppress
ference of Satan-and foremost among these was the truth T Has it not been the policy of the
insanity.
· Already, before the close of the church from the first? What teacher in a parochial
fifteenth century, Pope Innocent VIII. had issued school would dare call in question before he-r pupils
the startling bull by which he called on the arch- the accuracy of the work,. put into her hands to exbishops, bishops, and other clergy of Germany to pound to the children under her care? She, too,
join hands with his inquisitors in rooting out these must obey.
willing bond-servants of Satan, who were said to
It is worthy of mention that the author of "What
sw,trm throughout all that country, and to revel in Catholics Have Done for Science " deals chiefly with
the blackest crimes. A half-dozen popes had since sciences which are innocuous to "Bible truths,"
reiterated the appeal; and, thoullh none of these Investigators in mechanics, mathematics, acoustics,
documents touched on the blame of witchcraft optics, electricity, chemistry, mineralogy, and botfor diab~~?lical possession, the inquisitors charged any did not come in conflict with scripture texts
wit.b their execution pointed it out most clearly in which contradicted their discoveries, and hence
their infamous hand-book, the 'Witch-Hammer ' " they did not often invite the censure ~f the church.
(Pop·ular Science Monthly Vol. XXXIV., pp. 437-9, Mr Brennan discreetly abstains from making any
578).
definite claims for the church in so· far as most of
If the sins of commission of the authors of these the other sciences are concerned. Geology, geogparochial school books are many and rank, not less raphy, and astronomy are the chief exceptions, and
numerous and offensive are their sins of omission. here he got on to sueh terribly thin ice that he at
It seems to be as easy for them to suppress the once went through and to the bottom. We have
truth as to tell positive falsehoods.
e have a already mentioned a number of important sciences
striking instance of this in their treatment of the which he did not touch.
subject of persecution. They describe with great
particularity the persecutions to which Catholic
Are these reckless falsifiers of history, these disChristians were subjected by the Roman govern- seminators of the grossest or superstitions, qualified
ment, by Protestants, and others, but they are to write school-books for American children T
silent as the grave regarding the awful persecu- Should the public fi!chool fund be divided for their.
tions of which THE church is guilty. In only two benefit?
instances do they give even a hint that the Catholic SCIENTIFIC INSTRUCTION IS NOT SECTARI4N TEACHING~.
power has ever been instrumental in putting rcen , It is sometimes claimed that the teaching of
to death save in defensive wars. One of these ap- modern science and scientific ethics in the· public:
parent exceptions is tte burning of John Huss. schools should not be allowed, because, not being
Businger in "Church History " says that "this universally accepted, the propositions, av~rments,
proud and obstinate man withstood both entreaty and demonstrations of such science and scientific
and threat, and was burnt to death, at Constance, ethics are really sectarian dogmas, and the teaching
on tne sixth of July, in the year 1415, as a heretic of them is sectarian instruction within the proper
and disturber of the public peace." This statement, meaning of the term. Referring to this matter the
misleading as it is, was not sufficiently so to satisfy editor of the Popular Science Monthly wrote in
Mr Businger, so he subjoins this footnote:
that periodical in the issue of Novemb,r, 1889, as
It is untrue tn allege that the Church, in the Council of follows:
Constance, put Huss to death. 'rhe Council ilid nothing
"A Protestant minister in Oakland, Cal., in a.
but its duty; namely, to adjudge him guilty of heresy, to
deprive him of his office, and to excommunicate him from recent address on the subject of the public-school
the Church. He now became amenable to the civil system of the United States, expressed himself as
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follows; 'In one of the schools of San Francisco Herbert Spencer's "Data of Ethics" was introduced as a
text-book of morals-as palpable a violation of the
law forbidding sectarian instruction as the introduction of the Catholic or Methodist catechism; for
Herbert Spencer belongs to that very small and
narrow sect which promulgates the creed of Agnosticism-' If the reverend speaker had taken the
groqnd that the 'Data of Ethics' was too abstruse
a book to be placed in the hands of public-school
pupils, we should have felt inclined to sustain his
objection. But "when he says that to introduce
such a book is to give a sectarian character to the
school in which "itis used, we must enter a protest.
Science is never sectarian ; philosophy is never
sectarian. Sectarian teaching begins when you
ask a man or a child to assume what cannot be
proved, for the sake of kfleping within the dogmatic
lines that fence round some particular creed. The
followers of Mr. Spencer may be a minority, but
they are no more a sect than were the adherents of
the Copernican system of astronomy, or than are the
believers in the Darwinian theory of natural selec~
tion. Mr. Spencer makes no appeal to faith, but
finds his premises in the common experience of
mankind. A pupil who was being ta.ught out of
the ''Data of Ethics' would be quite at liberty to
dispute either the premises or the arguments of the
author ; and he would not be silencec by the
declaration that Mr. Spencer was infallible.. But
when catechisms are taught they are taught, not
as containing matter for discussion, but as containing doctrines that must not be disputed, on
pain of more or less disagreeable consequences.
Similarly, when the Bible is read in school, it- is read
not as a fallible record of events or a fallible guide
in morals, but as something absolutely authoritative-the very voice of- God. ·It is perfectly obvious,
then, where sectarianism in education begins. It begins just at the po;nt where doctrines of any kind,
accepted on faith by a portion .of the community
and not discussible on grounds of reason; are m11.de
a part of public-school instruction. Sectarianism
comes in whenever the teacher is obliged to say
• Hush!' to the inquiring schol r who wants his
reason satisfied before he will believe. There is no
sectarianism, on the other hand, in making use of a
book which lays no claim to any kind of privilege,
and which, therefore, cannot force the belief of any
one. The followers of Mr. Spencer do not form a
sect, because they have no beliefs which they wish
to exempt from criticism or discussion, and because
they hold themselves at full liberty to pass beyond
the bounds of Mr. Spencer's thought whenever
they can see their way ·to doing so. Mr Spencer's
'Data of Ethics' may not contain all the truth on
the subject of morals, but the truth which it does
contain lends itself to demonstration ; and no one
can be the worse for being taught demonstrable
truths. Upon that foundation he can afterward
build what he likes-hay, stubble, or what not;
and after his superstructure has been_ tried by the
fire of experience, as it is very likely to be, he will
still have something solid left on which to rebuild in
perchance wiser fashion."

"I challenge him to mention one nation whose inals are members and adherents of the Roman
c~tholic church.
wnte. Will he answer why the parochial schools
" If you will study the reports of our jails and
have been repudiated and common schools estab- penitentiaries you will find that your church has
lished in such Catholic countries as Italy, France, from more than three to four times its due proporand Mexico!
tion according to the population. The same is true
"Why is it that in Catholic Guatemala, San Salva- of our pauper institutions. The inmates ~e nearly
dor, and Costa Rica the state has taken education all foreigners and nearly all Roman Catholics. Out
out of the hands of the priests and made education of 2,362 state paupers in Massachusetts, Ireland
compulsory under state control T
contributed 945, or 40 per cent. of the whole, while -·
"Why is it that in Ca.tholic Argentine Republic, of those born in Massachusetts there were only 348.
Chili, Uruguay, Venezuela, and Brazil the parochial
"You made no reply to my charge that out of
schools have been closed by the Catholic authorities 4,000 children. born in Rome 3,000 are illegiti-nate:
and· free public schools have been established! (See You want the charge authenticated, do you T
W. E. Curtis's "Capitals of South America.")
"E'l Solfeo, an Italian journal of prominence,
"Ecuador is the only one of the South Am<>rican publishPs the following statistics: 'In 1870 Rome
republics holding on· to the old system of .thP had 2,469 secular cler~y among cardinals, bishops,
parochial school. In all Ecuador there is .not a prelates, and cures; 2, 766 monks, and 2,117 nuns,
single railroad or a stage-coach, only one newspa in all 7,322 religious of both sexes. The number of
per, and only forty seven post-offices. About -four births reached in the same year to 4,378, of which
per cent. of the people can read and write, and no 1,215 -were legitimate and 3,163 illegitimate. The
person can vote unless -he is a Roman Catholic illegitimates, therefore, bei~g in the proportion
·
(Rand-McNally's Atlas).
75.25 per 100 of the total births.'
"The nations of South America and Europe say
''The illegimate in Protestant London are olily
that the parochial schools have failed to teach the four per cent. You will also find similar statistics
people, and is not this the reason why many pro- by referring to a Papal sourca-namely, L' A-mico
gressive Catholics of the world stand for the public di Oasa, Almanacco Popolare, published at Turin.
schools~
"And from the same source we find that the aver"The eight Roman Catholic countries of Vene- age committals for murder per year are in Protestzuela, Austria-Hungary, France, Brazil, Sp!lin, Por- ant England 72, or 4 to every 1,000,000 ; in Catholic
tugal, Belgium, and Italy, with an area of 4.452.275 Bayaria 311, or 68 to every 1,000,000. More than
square miles and a population of 148,087.027, of four-fifths of the white men hanged in America are
wl ich the average is ninety-one per cent. Roman Cathe>lics. It distresses me to give you all these
fttctP, but you pressed me to do it.
Catholic, show an illiteracy of sixty per cent.
" The eight Protestant countries of Victoria,
"I have stated the actual truth so mildly that I
Sweden, Switzerland, Netherlands, Germany, Den- feel that I ought to apologize to· my readers, and I
mark, Great Britain, and the United States, with an promise you that for every fact and citation I have
area of 4,134,300 square miles and a population of brought I can cite from equally unimpeachable
149,702 830, of which the average is eighty per sources ten times as many more.
" Now how about the liquor traffic T I charged
cent. Protestant, show an illiteracy of four per
your church with having a monopoly of the busi.ness.
cent.
''Father Elliot who is associated with you in
"This statement is from data furnished by the
reports of the United States Commissioner of Edu- your work, in the Oatholic World (f3eptember,1890),
cation, the documents issued by the Bureau of of which you are one of the editors, made this honest
Education, the census of 1880, and the 'Statesman's confession: 'The horrible truth is that in many
cities, big and little, we have something like a
Year Book for 1887.'
"But, dear Father, since you are so very particu- monopoly of the bul:!tness of selling liquor, and in
lar you may not like the census of 1880, and since not a few somethin~ equivalent to a monopoly of
it is our aim to please you I call your attention getting drunk. I u"lite to acknowledge it; yet from
to the following statistics, collected by the United Catholic domiciles--miscalled homes-in those cities
States Bureau of Education in 1890, showing the and towns three folli"ths of the public paupers creep
ratio of illiteracy in Roman Catholic and Protestant annually to the a'Wnehouse, and more than half the
criminals snatched away b.v police to prison are by
countries:
baptism and training members of our church. Can
IN ROMAN OATHOLIO COUNTRIES,
_ Per Cent.
Per Cent. anyone deny this, or can anyone deny that the
Austria ........................ 39 Spain .......................... , 63 identity of nominal Catholics and pauperism existHungary ...................... 42 Ireland ......................... 21
Italy, ........................... 48 Belgium ....................... 12 ing in our chief cent.ers of population is owing to
the drunkenness of Roman Catholics T For twenty
Portugal.. .................... 82
IN PROTESTANT OOUNTRmS.
years the clergy of this parish have had a hard and
Per Cent.
Per Cent. uneven fight to keep saloons from the very church
Germany, less than....... 1 Norway, less tban ......... 1
Denmark, less than....... 1 Swedenj less than.......... 1 doors, because the neighborhood of the Roman ·
England........ ...... ... ... ... 9 Switzer and.................. 2t Catholic church is a good stand for the saloon business; and this is equally so in nearly every city in
Scotland...................... 7
''The eminent Catholic theologian, Dr. Orestes America. Who has not burned with shame to run
A. Brownson, who affirmed that 'Protestanti~m of the gantlet of the saloons lining the way to the
SOME PAROCHIAL SCHOOL FRUIT.
every form has not and never can have any right Roman Catholic cemetery T'
" But this same Father Elliot, speaking of his
Rev. Madison C. Peters has gathered some inter- where Catholicity is triumphant,' wrote thus in the
esting statistics which throw a flood of light upon the Catholic Review concerning parochial schools : recent missionary tour among the non-Catholics of
parochial school question. We reprint below part 'They who are educated in our schools seem mis- the West, declared : 'America will be converted and
·of a letter of his which appeared in a late number placed and mistimed in'"" the world, as if born and made a Catholic country.' Perhaps it would be in
·of the New York Herald. The matter quoted is educated for a world that had ceased to exist. The order to suggest that charity begins at home, and
:part of a controversy between Mr. Peters and cause of failure of what we call Catholic education that the priests convert their own people before
the Paulist Father Young. Of course Mr. Peters lies, in our judgment, in the fact that we educate they attempt to convert Protestants.''
writes as a Protestant, and a Protestant who would not for the present or the future, but for the past.'
We hope our readers will carefully file the
"Is it not a fact that the Catholic church controls record of these facts, so abundantly established by
commit the gross injustice of keeping the Protestant Bible in the common schools ; but these facts a large proportion of the desperate people of society! authentic history.
do not weaken the force of the statistics he has Do not our criminal classes come from countries
--~-----4~-------The orthodox-press of Spain is roaring mad at the "in·
where the Catholic church has been dominant for
collated:
·
sult"
offered
the holy _mothl!r church by the mayor and
"He did not and he cannot disprove the charge centuries? You do not and cannot disprove the municipal council
of Madrid,. by attending in a body the
testimony
of
the
Catholic
journals
and
Catholic
that in Itaiy, the home of the parochial school,
funeral of that great Freethinker, Ram6n Chie11. ·. ·. •
where the Pope for fourteen hundred years had his chaplains which I quoted-that your church . con The Spanish Free Mason Lodg~ "Progreso" has started
own way, less than five per cent. of the people were tributes more criminals than any other r.eligious de- a subijcription among Spanish Free Masons, the proceeda
of which are-to be used to erect a monument in honor of
able to read and write at the time that the temporal nomination. You did not disprove the Parliamt.nt- the
late Rain6n Chies. ·. ·. · Memorial services in honor
ary
report
for
1881,
which
shows
that
while
the
power of the Pope was overthrown.
of Ram6n Chies are· being held b'{all Spanish Free"He did not and he cannot disprove that Catholic Catholics form only three-quarters of- the popula- thought societies, and resolutions o sympathy hav been
Spain is reduced to beggary and sixty per cent. tion of Ireland; they furnish six-sevenths of the sent to his family and Las Dominicales by numerous
foreign Freethou.ght societies, by-prominent Freethinkers,
illiteracy. Will Father Young please answer ~by criminals.
and the Freethought Federations of France and Belgium,
"
Her
majesty's
inspectors'
report
concerning
:Protestant America., with all her freedmen, frontiersand we do not doubt also by .the Freethought Federation
men, and foreign population, has less than sixteen juvenile offenders in reformatories and industrial of America. The address _of, Las Dominicales is Calle
per cent. of her people who cannot read and schools in Ireland shows that there were in reform- de Carranza num 21, s·gundo&-,' Madrid. ·. ·. · Fernando
(Dem6filo)is now sole editor of Las Domtnicales
write, while old . Catholic Sp!Lin, with no influx of atories in 1883 143 Protestants and 956 Catholics. Loyana
and he proposes to convert this weekly journal foundea1
In
industrial
schools
in
1883,
805
Protel'!tants
and
foreigners and no untaught colored population, has
by him and Ram6n Chies in 1882 into a daily paper.
sixty per cent. of her people un~ble to read and 5,179 Catholics. In five counties in the North of
One of the Dnmbers of ''The Truth Seeker Library"
Ireland it required only 11 or 12 policemen to keep
'write!
·
issued thi11 month is entitled "Thumbscrew and R~k."
" He can furnish no evidence whatever against order among 10,000 people, while in five other It
embodies the "Historic Means of Grace" published in
my charge that only a small per cent. of the people counties of Ireland, where there are more parochial THE TBUTH S2EKRR of January 6th, with additional
of Mexico, Chili, and so on down thro>lgh the wh?le schools, it requires from 41 to 46 policemen to keep matter, and several new illustrations, including the
famous "chastity belt," drawn expressly for this work.
list of Catholic· countries, are able to read and wnte. order among each 10,000 people.
All a handsome pamphlet, with cover, " Thumbscrew and
"Leon
Bouland,
an.
ex-prieFt,
in
the
Forum
of
I pointed him to Catholic countries and showed
BaRk"
wi_ll be sold at ten cents per copy. Being the oli17
masses dwelling in ignorance till they shook off the July, 1888, calls attention to the fact that in the work of the kind in existence, it should hav a J.aio_,ge circucity of New York seventy-five per cent. of the crim- lation. Geo. E. Macdonald wrote it.
parochial schools.
ch~dren t~e Catholics have taught to read and
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The train arrives just about the time my lecture
should commence. I found a good-sized audience
Despite the hard times our cause still maintains awaiting my arrival with patience. Kansas. City
its ground and the Freethought lecturer is able to boasts a population of one hundre~ ~nd fifty th~u
keep his head above water. Trade is almost stag- sand. Once a pioneer settlement, It IS now the Bite
nant and we hav hard work even to get expenses, of large commercial houses and hives of industry.
but somehow we manage to get there.
It is full of enterprise-one glorious result of the
From Mechanicsburg I go to Delphos, 0., where large element ot Liberal thought it contains. Like
I giv one lecture to the members of the recently most Western cities of like proportions, it has a
organized society, at their regular meeting. I came free Sunday. The theaters, museums, etc., and
here more to spend a portion of my leisure time other places of public resort are wide open on the
than otherwise, but I happened along at the right first day of the week, and as is usual in such inmoment and my visit was not entirely for nothing. stances, the clergy do not like it, and they are
After a few days of pleasant idleness I resume sparing no efforts now to try and close them. The
my" journey. Mr. and Mrs. Roloson had made me clergy hav always been the greatest enemi~s of freea welcome guest and I disliked going, but had it dom, and it seems to be generally determmed that
been heaven itself I would hav had to go just the they shall 80 remain. Evety Sunday in Kansas
same.
City they may be heard denouncing Sunday openi~g
I reached Waterloo, Ind., and foun!l Jake Salts- and decrying in vociferous tones the alleged evils
man on the lookout for me. And so was the thereof.
weather. The Lord had taken a mean spite and
My lecture was a success in every way, thanks to
sent us one of the severest snowstorms I hav wit- the worthy efforts of T. J. Tanner, a young and
nessed for some time. This storm did not abate enthusiastic Freethinker. My audience, for the
during the three days that I lectured there; there- most part, consisted of well-known Freethinkers,
fore it had, to a great extent, a disastrous effect who gave me a splendid welcome among them,
upon my audiences. It was impossible for most of Milton J. Payne, president of the gaslight and coke
our friends to get in from the country, but Mr. and company, occupied the chair. Among the friends
Mrs. Brecbill were there and would not hav stayed are Mr. and Mrs. w~ S. Matthews. Mr. Matthews
away even if they had to make the journey in a is one of the foremost architects of Kansas City and
boat; and at one time it looked as though they a Freethinker from away back. He is one who has
would hav to use that method of· transportation. never stifled his honest thoughts in deference to
Still we had little of which to complain; we had public opinion. Honest and fearless in expression,
splendid audiences, made up of the townspeople, he lets the public know what he really believes.
and I was gratified to see such a large number of Respected by all who know him, he is ever ready to
young people present at each lecture. It will giv advance a new idea that could in any way benefit
the local clergy something to do when they tell the race. In this relation I might also mention
them that "Jonah swallowed a whale" and ask Leon E. Bailey, Dan H. Nourse, T.' E. Palmer, R.
them to believe it. Squire Daniels was chairman, Kriete, Charles Ison, J. P. Reisinger, E. W. Kenwhile Charley Voss and Jake Saltsman made splen- yon, and others, who constitute a grand host of
did ushers. The rain could not cool or dampen Freethought warriors who are determined to prethe ardor of their enthusiasm.
serve the freedom of the people in Kansas City
Mt next lecture was in Chicago, before the Secu- against the machinations of the clergy.
-lar Union. I was favored with a fair audience,
The next morning I am off again, this time for
con'sidering the inclemency of the weather, for Wichita, a beautiful little town situated about fifty
Chicago had received its due share of the storm. I miles north of the Cherokee Strip. I lectured here
w,as pleased to get back on the camping-ground on Sunday evening, and I was greeted by a large
of our recent Congress, and once more I met a host audience. Through the valuable assistance of Z.
of friends. My lecture was on the Bible, and it Tuttle I am to giv a course of lectures in this place,
brought out a good and spirited discussion. W. S. extending over the winter months. We are in
Bell presided at the meeting. It was the first time hopes that a permanent organization of Freethinkwe were on the platform together, and I hope it ers may be established. Mr. Tuttle is now admay not be the last.
vanced in years, but he retains all the enthusiasm
Monday evening I dined with Mr. and Mrs. of his youth for the cause of Freethought. WithFre3man, and during the week I was the recipient out him these lectures could not be had here at
of the same hospitality from Judge Waite and his this time. Wichita has a large number of Libestimable wife. During these few days plans were erals, and with their help we may achieve the suediscussed for the harmonious co-wcrking of the cess for which we are striving. Among the LibSecular Union and the Federation, whereby the erals here are Dr. and 'Mrs. Martin, together with
general good of the cause may be promoted. The their daughter Isis B. Martin. The latter is the
desire to work together, to assist each other, was librarian of the city, and now she is deeply intertruly encouraging, and it will not lessen.
ested in the establishment of a Freethought library.
_During my stay in Chicago, I was the guest of Besides these are Mr. and Mrs. Collins, the foundMr. and Mrs. E. C. Reichwald. Mrs. Reichwald is ers of an "Edward Bellamy Club," wherein the
:not , an avowed Freethinker, though she has too members liv, eat, and sleep upon the ideas laid
good a heart and far too generous a nature to be- down in his now famous work, "Looking Backlieve in hell. But to giv up a belief in hell is to giv ward." Also Mr. and Mrs. Cooper, Mr. and Mrs.
up a belief in orthodox Christianity. It is the bed- Garst, Mr. and Mrs. Haley, with many more, are
rock upon which the whole edifice is built. Shatter numbered in our ranks.
that rock with the dynamite forces of education and
In the morning I attended the Unitarian church.
Freethought, and the whole structure will topple Being the most Liberal meeting in the town, many
and fall. I had expected to enjoy the hospitality Freethinkers are regular attendants thereat for the
of Mr. and Mrs. Reichwald through the holiday want of a more suitable place. The pastor, Dr.
season, but this privilege I was denied, for Ire- Vail, is a very liberal-minded man; many such may
ceived a message from Delphos, 0., informing me be found in the ranks of Unitarianism-a school, by
that the wife of one of our friends had died. It the way, which Erasmus Darwin termed "a featherwas her special desire that I should conduct the bed to catch a falling Christian." I had never met
funeral services, and I turned back to comply with the doctor, and when I read his subject, "As a
her request. The deceased was the .wife of Wm. Christian Minister, What Would You Do with InEuston. Both were members of the local Free- gersoll?" I had half. made up my mind that I was
thought society. She died at the age of thirty-seven, to sit and hear the colonel denounced and abused
after a protracted illness, and the funeral took in terms that only a "Christian minister " can use.
place on Sunday, December 24th. It was the first To my intense surprise, however,_ the sermon was a
time that a Secular funeral had taken place in this glowing eulogy of Colonel Ingersoll throughout.
district. As a natural result great crowds were The preacher asserted that "he could not agree
drawn hither to witness the funeral ceremonies, with all he said or taught," but declared that "there
many coming out of sheer curiosity. The services was much in his philosophy that had moved men to
were held at the grave, and there were fully four lead nobler lives." What honesty of thought and
hundred people present.
The Delphos Herald utterance; what candor, to come from an assumed
gave a full and favorable report of the proceedings. Christian pulpit !
\
The day was raw and chilly. Therefore, to stand
During my stay in the Southwest it is my desire
with bare head in ths cold for thirty minutes was to lecture as much as possible in Kansas, 'rexas, and
not conduciv to good health. Suffering from a Oklahoma. Friends in these districts desil'ing lectslight cold at the time, this seriously aggravated urea may address me, for better convenience, at 243
my a.Ument, and the next day found me suffering N. Lawrence street, Wichita, Kan.
Terms and
from an attack of "la grippe." Thanks to Mrs. dates may be had upon application.
Roloson and her brother, Dr. Brundage, I soon re- •
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
covered. This slight indisposition caused me to
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
miss some of my lecture appointments, but beyond
this no serious damage was done.
Hell is full of people who ask questions about
Leaving Chicago by a midnight train I reach things which our Heavenly Father wishes to keep
Ka.naas City. It is my firat lecture in this city. quiet.

Sparks From the Lecture Field.

Observations.
This is translated from the Hoodoo. A certain
Adherent. of the church heard an Unbeliever express the opinion that the so-called Word .of God
is simply the word of the. men who wro~e It; that
religion in general is delusiOn touched With hypocrisy; that the church is not necessarily a mundane
type of the kingdom of hea~e~ ; .that clergymen
are guilty of unlawful solimtatwn when they
claim to belong to a third sex; and that preaching
is equivalent to talking through the hat. Such was
the anger of the Adherent at tht;ts ~earing ideas .expressed which he had devotad his life to concealing
that he sprang upon the Unbeliever and beat him
to the earth with a club. A police officer who was
unintentionally present arrested the Adherent for
disturbing his peace, while the Unbeliever was
taken to the sta.tionhouse as a drunk, where he died
before the newspaper reporters could call the attention of the department to the fact that the man's
skull was fractured. The Adherent being brought
to the bar of justice, the Court inquired why he had
killed his neighbor.
"Because," said the Adherent, "he was an Infidel and a Scoffer, denying those principles which
lie at the foundations of society I cannot tolerate
either his presence or his existence, or abide with
him in the same community."
''If that is your trouble," replied His Honor,
who was a just judge and whose judicial mind was
crossed withal by a streak of humor, "I can provide you with a retreat where you will not meet an
Infidel once in a hundred years."
And he sentenced him to the penitentiary for life.
The American Protective Association claims to
hav proof that the Roman Catholics of the United
States are arming and drilling as military organizations. This is hotly denied by the pope's papers,
and even Protestant journals, like the New York
Independent, scoff at the report or treat it lightly.
What, then, are we to make out of the fact that the
president of the college of St. Francis Xavier, a
Catholic Institution of this city, has received the
following communication?
WAR DEPARTMENT,
}
.
WASHINGToN CITY, Jan. 4, 1894.
By direction of the President, and in accordance with.
section 1,225, Revised Statutes, as amended by the acts
of Congress approved September.26, ?888, and ~ovelll;ber
3 1893 Captain John Drum, Tenth mfantry, 1s detailed
a~ vrof~ssor of military science and tactics at the college
of St. Francis Xavier, New York, and will revorvn per•
son for duty accordingly.
DANIEL S. LAMONT,
Secretary of War.
Is the Catholic church drilling men at her own
expense for the government service? When Mon- signor Capel, the papal emissary, was in this country a few years ago, he warned us that Catholics
would demand their "rights"-namely, a division
rf the public school funds; and he added that the
demand, when it came, would be quick and sharp,
like the click of a musket. Evidently the students
at the college of St. Francis Xavier are getting in
form to furnish the click.
The Seventh Day Adventists are with us in the
endeavor to prevent the church from becoming the
state. They hav a vital interest in the repeal of the
Sunday laws, because they "lay back stiff" on Saturday that they may do about two days' work on
Sunday. To enforce the Sunday law would giv
them two idle days in a week-one self-impelled,
the other compelled by the policeman. Any one
who has visited, on the first day of the week, as I
hav, a Second Adventist hive of industry like the
big printing establishmeut in Oakland, California,
will see that it is their busy day. If the hands dig
in on the other five days as they do on that· one, it
is not strange that the institution thrives. I believe
that on Sunday the foreman may swear at dilatory
hands without offense, and accelerate their movements by telling them that they are slower than tbe
second coming of Christ. Sunday idleness would
rob them of at least twenty-five per cent of their
earnings.
So the Adventists are with us; and they are so not
only from a different present reason, but likewise
with an eye on the future. According to the doctrin of this sect, religious legislation was foretold at
t.he beginning of the Christian era-longer ago, it
will be seen, that any Republican prophesied hard
times as a result of Democratic monkeying with the
tariff. John the Revelator then prognosticated that •
the United States would come to be formed in the
image of the beast which is the Roman Catholic
hierarchy. Furthermore, the Adventists assert that
the beast is in no wise to be overcome by the spirit of
liberty latent in the American breast, but only by
the power of God to be put forth at the fulfillment
of his promis to Christ: " Ask of me, and I shall
giv thee the heathen for thine inheritance, and' the_
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uttermost parts of the earth for thy possession.
Thou shalt break them with a rod of iron ; thou
shalt dash them in pieces like a pottt'r's vessel."
The Adventists now oppose the beast in order that
when breaking begins they may ba strictly in it, as
we say in modern English slanguage. The Adventist's faith in prophecy is not shaken by the fact that
the speaker assured his hearers that these things
should come to pass before persons within the sound
of his voice had let go of the willows. A thousand
years from now, sustained and soothed by an unfaltering trust, they will still be fighting some
beast or other foreshadowed by the Revelator.
Their lack of faith in the spirit of liberty is susceptible of explanation. They are themselvs the
willing bondmen of a delusion, and giv neither
themselvs, their employees, nor the stranger that is
within their gates any more liberty on Saturday
than the strictest Sabbatarian would giv them on
Sunday.

from Missouri, "for thirty years our body politic
has been possessed of Depublocratic devils, and its
vital organs hav been tied up in preat knots by the
Depublocratic party; but the Recratodublican party
-the savior of the peopie-has commanded them to
abdicate, and soon, Mr. Chairman, they will go out
of the body politic into the swine ; the swine will
go into the sea, and the nation will rise up blessing
God."
While the house yet enjoyed the sustained thrill
induced by the danse du ventre of the gentleman
from Missouri, Mr. Hendrix, of New York, arose
and inquired: "When that incident occurred back
in Galilee, was there no sympathy felt for the man
who lost the pork 1"
Here the hammer fell.
The financiers say that Secretary Carlisle's fifty
millions of United States bonds won't go because
he has not offered a commission to bankers for
floating them. But there is one thing that will go,
and that is the fifty or one hundred millions of uncoined and uncovered silver in the treasury vaults.
The bankers naturally do not want the silver, because there is no pound of flesh behind it; but the
people would handle it joyfully, and if the bankers
would not, they might close their doors, or stand
behind counters and twiddle their thumbs instead
of doing business. While under the bond system
the people are paying from five to ten per cent interest on their medium of exchange, which is to that
extent a tariff on trade of every description, the
cause of hard times ought to be so plain that a
blind man could see it with his stick.

"Educate yourself," says Col. William Henry
Burr. "If all the college"~ were wiped out, literature and science would suffer no loss." The colonel's statement may be true, but his advice is not
good for these days of civil service and of'"other ex.aminations patterned after that humbug. In San
Francisco a mari who applied for a position as mailcarrier was asked, in the course of his examination,
if he could giv the distance to the moon. He had
not thought of that matter in connection with his
application, not understanding that the moon would
be included in his route, and he failed to pass. If
he had been college bred he might hav answered
the question and got the job. Another instance:
GEO. E. MACDONALD.
A great daily in this city, having in view a departAt ·the Front.
ment devoted to progr~::ss in mechanical engineering,
sought as an editor a young man who possessed a
My next engagement after Correctionville was
· thorough practical knowledge of the subject, Pierson, a town about six miles distant. On Suntogether with fine literary facility, and long expe- day afternoon, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Petty
rience as a journalist. He was the ideal man fo1· and Mr. Dunlap, we began the journey through a
the place. For a dozen years he had earned his st01·m of sleet and snow. I was advertised to speak
living at just that sort of work, as editor of a sci- at three o'clock, and we arrived in ample time.
entific journal. Arrangements for his transfer Everything was excellently arranged. A number of
to the great daily were nearly completed, when the ladies and gentlemen, under the direction of Mr. S.
manager put the crucial question : "Are you a col-_ F. Benson, had been preparing themselvs to furnish
lege graduate!" The young man was not, and some musical entertainment at the meetings. Anythat settled it. The great daily secured at a good .thing of this kind always makes a lecturer feel good.
salary
college-bred "professor, who attached Some think that because we do not giv the atten'' C. E." and other characters of the Roman alpha- tion to music that the churches do, Freethought has
bet to his name, and the department of mechanical no melodies, and that the art of Orpheus will die
progress was inaugurated, wnile the young man with Christianity. We Jmow that this is not so, yet
kept his less lucrativ position, writing articles Freethinkers do not realize how much music adds
which the professor-editor of the great daily plagiar- to their meetings. Before the lecture began the
ized, garbled, spoiled, and published as his own. house was full, and many more came in afterwards.
The young man one day had the keen pleasure of In the evening, though it was very stormy, we again
taking a piece of his own work, thus stolen, to the had the hall well filled, aud on Monday night many
manager of the great daily and asking him to com- were standing up. Probably no town of its size in
pare it with the professor's effort and to state tpis country contains so many Freethinkers as
which was the more worthy performance. This, it Pierson. The church has little influence, and the
is true, terminated the college-bred professor's en- spirit of FreethoU:ght abounds. The leader of our
gagement with the great daily, but it did the young movement here is Mr. S. F. Benson. He is activ
~an no· appreciable good from a worldly point of and enthusiastic. The people respect him and ·imVIew.
pose confidence in his honor, notwithstanding his
Times hav changed since Colonel Burr made his heretical views. Though engaged in business he
pile as a stenographer. In journalism a diploma is finds time for Freethought work, and is ever ready
almost as much a necessity as in the medical pro- to defend Liberalism He is well read and can
fession, and the young man who does not possess meet all Christian arguments.
one is handicapped. A college course must cerNat to Mr. Benson is Dr. Efner, who always lets
tainly add something to the student's education, his light shine. Mr. Brooks, who owns the hall in
and in a time of sharp competition he can utilize which I spoke, is a Liberal of the right stamp, as
every advantage he may acquire. Thomas Paine also are Mr. Cummings and Mr. Hoffman. I received
was possessed of great genius, but he needed _it all a large number of names for the Freethought
to effectivly meet the assaults of those who pomted Federation, and sold many Freethought books both
out that he could not spell or write grammatically. in Pierson and Correctionville. Literature circuThink of the added power the polish of Burke or lated in a community at the. time of lectures sets
Junius would hav given him ! If Shakspere had many to thinking. Hundreds are ready to embrace
entered college he might now be accredited with Liberalism if only it is put before them. Hundreds
the works which he wrote.
of others are Liberals at hel}l't, but do not k now
just where to place themselvs. Hearing a lecture
Sometimes the force of an illustration employed or reading a book often brings these people out of
.
by a preacher or a political speaker may be tot~lly the church.
destroyed by an ill-timed inquiry about somethmg
On Tuesday morning I bade the Pierson frien d s
which the orator has overlooked in preparing his adieu, and returned to Correctionville. As I surspeech. This was proved last week in the National mised, the Rev. Mr. Zellhoefer replied to me_ while I
House of Representativs, when Mr. Hall, a gentle- was away. He preached a sermon attackmg me
.man from Missouri, was addressing the chair, and and Freethinkers generflllY in a genuin Ch ristian
·quoted the "Gadarene pig story '' (Huxley) as de- manner. The defunct Paine death-bed story was
:scribing the present condition of our beloved coun- revived and told. The reverend did not know that
try. Said Mr. Hall: "A certain man was possessed I was' coming back, and he opened his · eyes
d
of a legion of devils. When our savior approached wide when he saw me on the street. T h e frien. 8
the man to cast the devils out, the devils asked to decided to hav me reply to him. We had but
be let alone. Our savior then commanded them a day's time in which to secure necessary funds
No bills
to leave, but before they left the man's body, they .to pay for the opera house and advertise.
d f
th t 0
threw him down. They wrenched him, they racke~ were printed. It was announce
rom mou
him, and they knotted and contracted his muscles, mouth that I was to reply to the reverend, and
and he went through the most excruciating agony; when the time came the house was well filled, and
dozen from Pierson who had heard of
but when eventually the legion of devils did go out about a half
·
h d 1
Mr p tt
t
ll
of the man's body into th~ swine, and the svy-ine · the meetmg a a so ~ome:
· e Y sen
e •
ran down into the sea, the man arose and praised hoefer word through h1s friend, the Rev. Mr. ParGod. Mr. Chairman," continued the gentleman nell. It was late when we began, and as I did not '

a

z
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want to reply to the sky-pilot until he came, I took
up the time giving another lecture. We missed the
fun, for he did not materialize. I answered him
just the same. When he replied to me, he had hi 1
church well filled. He ought to hav h<td, for he advertised himself at my"lecturea. . A friend who went
to hear him the next night told me that he had just
about twenty-five people to listen to him.
I shall go back to Correctionville on my return
from the East, wh ::n I will lecture in several other
places in the neighborhood where they are unable
to arrange at the present time.

.Des Moines, Ia.

FRANKLIN STEINER.

Churchly Purpose and Performance.
The wholesale murder ,of Oatholic Christians by Greek
church Ohristiams in Kovna, Russia, is one of the later
evidences of the great civilizing influence of Christianity. ·. ·. · Abyssinia boasts of having been a Christian
country for fifteen hundred years, long before the mass
of Europe was Christianized. Christianity is there seen
in its original liglit as a vast monastic system which has
left the people in a state of barbarism. · · · Some
time ago a conspiri!<'J was discovered against the life of the
Negus Menelik. Well-known members of the court were
implicated, but in view of the influence they possessed,
the emperor pardoned them. A youthful attendant on
the negus had·been aware of the secret movement against
his majesty and took to fltght on the conspiracy being
revealed. He was captured, and, without the pretense of
a t-rial, was condemned to hav his tongue cut out and one
of his feet sawn off. The sentence was duly carried out;
but not content with the tor~ute to which the boy han
been subjected, the negus, eight days afterward, ordered
that his right hand should be cut off, and that he should
then be left exposed in the desert, in the full glare of the
sun, until he was devoured by vultures.-Agnostic Journal. ·. ·. · Baron Katte, a Prussian, says of these Christian Abyssinians: "I found everywhere in Ab.vssinia a
confirmation of what I frequently found in the Eastnamely, that the professors of Christianity are, in all
moral respects, far b~low the Mahommedans." ·. ·. · The
depth of superstitiou m which the early Christians were
sunk may be inferred from the inscription on a
papyrus in the Edwards collection, University Oollegoe,
London. It is a Greek Christian invocation and reads,
as tranRiated for the Academv, as follows: "Ye angels
and archangels who guard the floods of heaven, since I
hav a quarrel with a headless dog [heretic?], if he comes,
.overpower him and rescue me through the might of the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost. Amen. lao
Sabaoth. Thou who barest God inviolate, spotless
Virgin Mother of Ghrist, remember that thou saidst this
to thyself, again heal the woman who carries this amulet.
Amen." ·. ·. · Oanon Monahan moved in the Nottinghom (Eng.) school board that no teucher who did not
profess belief in the divinity of the Lord Jesus should be
allowed to giv religious instruction. The motion was Dot
seconded. So much for religious teaching in public
schools. In such schools it is an even race between proscription and hypocrisy. ·. ·. · It would seem that the
Russian church men hav determined that no liberty shall
be granted to dissenters, which decision means exile or
extermination for the latter. ·. ·. · At a recent election
at Barcelona, Odon de Buen, professor of the university
of that city-an outspoken republican and Freethinkerreceived 399 vote~ while the orthodox, F. Traver, received but 377. uhristian honesty could not stand this
and fixed the ballots so that the orthodox candidate
received 629 votes. The election will be contested by
Spanish republicans, and the Barcelona scandal is the
talk of the day. ·• ·. · The queen-regent of Spain, Maria
Christina, is to found a university at Escurial, which,
according to the wishes of her late husband, is to be
strong in "Christian sciences." ·. ·. · Nov. 1, 1893, was
a great day for the Austrian army. The soldiers were
made to take the oath of allegiance to the Austrian flag.
Bible, Koran, and 'falmud were opened, and priest, minister, rabbi, and imam announced that "to serve as
soldier monarch and fatherland is an honor; it is a religious duty. The God o[ armies bless your admittance to
the holy duty of a new life." ·. ·• · 'fhe Spanish government is in arrears to the amount of 12,724 pesetos in
salary to each school teacher. It does not owe the church
anything. ·. ·. · A new religious sect has appeared in
Russia. Its members consider the telegraph and railroad
inventions of the devil, but they make up in crossing
what they lack in sense. They make the sign not alone
on forehead and breast but also. on the stomach, which
they consider the most "holy " part of mankind.
The Sabbath worshipers of Wisconsin propose to sow
the state knee-deep with Sunday law literature. This
work has been assigned to the Young Peoples' Society of
Christian Endeavor. Documents in J!.:ngfish, German, and
Norwegian are to be circulated. Hav Wisconsin Libera~s
got their eyes open yet? ·. ·. · We learn from an authorltativ source-the Christian .State8man-that "the executive committ~e of the National Reform Association has
appointed the Rev H. H. George, .D. D., one of its secretaries, to visit Washington, D. 0., with a view to
establishing a Bureau of Legislativ Reform, especially in
the inter.,st ofSabbath legislation by Oon1ueRs.'' Do you
understand that? ·. ·• · The New York .Mail and Expresfl is fretting about the crying of Sunday papers on
the streets. It says: "It is an infringement of the rights
of all citizens to quiet in their churches and homes on the
day of rest and worship. It is in violation o[ an explicit
Jaw of the st11te of New York, which forbids on Suuday
'all noise disturbing the peace of the day.'" Chrtstll\nB
hav no more right to stop newsboys from earning R few
cents on Sunday than Jews and Adventists would hav to
prevent thetr doing the sam!! on SJ.tnrday-. Bes1des,
people who want to buy p~pers on either dw h'l.v j usG as
1mperat1v a right to an opportunity to do so as others hav
to Hit in church, and a large mmority of the lRtt1-1r also
buy the Sunday paper. And how about the wholly unnecesEary noi~e of church bell~? ·. ·. · In Dccemb~r
last many Jew1sh merchant!.' and others were arrested lD
this city for keeping their places of business open on
Sunday. Stlllday law persecution was rampant during
the clOsing montha of the year,

Not Afraid of a Two-Toed Devil.
LoNG HILL, CoNN., Jan. 17, 1894.
MR. EDITOR : I hav recently' found a
man who has not the fear of a two-toed
devil in his heart, whom I hav induced to
subscribe for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I inclose $5 to pay for my renewal and for his
subscription.
JOHN L. BEARDSLEY.
One Hopeful Sign In Canada.
HARRINGToN, P. E. I., Jan. 6, 18ll4.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find order for
$3 to shove my subscription along another
year. I am unable to senil yon the name
of a new subscriber. The church is running things to snit itself. The only hopeful sien of the times is that there are quite
a number that do not go to church, yet
they do not want to be called Infidels nor
snbECribers for our kind of literature.
PETER STEWART.
Want8 to Appear as a Spelling Reformer.
FAIRVILLE, N. B., Jan. 14, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Ie hav bfaur mee a letr
frnm Watson Heston saeng hee had sent
yw $1 I had sent him fner a kopy nv
"Old Testament Stories." Dhis shned
entietl him te dhe komishn, hwic widh
dhe 70 sents I enkloez fuer him wil maek
$1, hwic kiendly fanrwrd te him. Fner
dhe balans nv dhe $2, pleez send me:
"Holy Bible Abridged" and "Parturition Widhowt Pain."
Ie wish yw and yaur paepr a prosperns
New Year, and hoep dhat yanr paetrnz
wil soon send Mr. Heston ennf kash te
pnet him on hiz feet agen. H wat's dh
matr widh Col. Ingersoll and hiz $1 a hed
lektywrz? Kriscn caritybee damd!
Yours fonetikly,
FRANK JARVIS.
The Right Kind of a Fighter.
BRANDON, MINN., Jan. 16, 1894.
DJ:Mn. EDIToR: I Bm well aware that my
subscription is past due, but I hav been in
such circumstances that I could not send
you any money before now. I had the
money to send yon when my subscription
was due, but I had to fight the school district to keep the B1ble and prayer out of
the school. I had to get the county attorney to help me, and that took money.
Do not stop my paper. I wili send yon
some more as soon as I can. I got the
Bible and prayer out of the school, and
they will stay out as long as I remain here.
I had to fight the county superintendent
and all the school board, but I beat them
all, and I am loaded for bear if they try it
again. Hav mercy on me and do not stop
my paper. I will pay yon if I hav to sell
my farm. Yours truly, DAVID WERT.
Was Never

Tinctured With Creedal
Cussedness.
HAMBURGH, CAL., Jan. 5th, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: After settling up with the
year '93, T find I am $12 ahead, and to
show yon I am liberal for an old Infidel ®f
aeventv years I will send the amount to
your address. with the following order:
Send THE TRUTH BEEKER one year and
Bell's "Handbook" to this address, and
to the next address send the paper one
year and "Old Testament Stories." Also,
the paper one year and same book to the
third address. Also Bell's "Handbook"
and THE TRUTH BEEKER one year to the
fourth address. The above I hav donated
in order to receive Samuel P. Putnam's
"Four Hundred Years of l!,reethought."
I indorse the Nine Demands of Liberalism, and never yet was tinctured with
creedal cussedness. Hav no use for money
after the string of life comes to an end
with me. All the surplus cash I handle
goes into Liberal literature. Hoping
Freethonght may spread the gospel of liberty, truth, justice, and love, I will close.
J AS. w. M. HAMPTON.

est, though pleasant, way of sifting the
fruit of Rationalism from that of Christianity. And she does not find fault with
Christians for claiming what is left. Nei·
ther can they claim consistently what she
has sifted out. She leaves them the joy
and comfort of a divine revelation and
the blessed privilege of keeping green the
graves of dead gods, while she claims for
Rationalism every improvement in science
and art, from the rude hut of the savage
to the last revision of a creed. She spoke
from an hour to an hour and a half, and
the time.passed so qaickly that the babies
did not become restless.
A. YoRK.
Fear Fair Discussion.
NoTTINGHAM, IND., Jan 8, 294.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3.50 for
one. year's subscription to THE TRUTH
BERKER, and one copy "Old Testament
l:::ltories Comically Illustrated." Last
spring RemPbnrg gave a lecture at Bluffton, our county seat; after he was gone
the orthodox pitched into him through our
county paper. They abused all Freethinkers, calling them liars and sensualists,
until it became unbearable, when I wrote
an article in answer to their fal•e statements; but the editor is orthodox, and, of
course, would not publish it, though I
offered him big pay to do so. I got one
hundred printed in circ.nlar form and
painted the town red with them, since which
the clergy hav been as still as a grave-yard.
Not one word has since been said in the
paper against Paine, Voltaire, Hnme, or
IngersolL I thought I would get them to
debate, but they flew the track at once.
J. W. TERRELL.
A Recruit Wants Information.
CINCINNATI, 0., Jan. 16, 1894.
l\ln. EDIToR: On inclosed card please
inform me the best way of ascertaining
the names of all the Liberal clubs and of
their secretaries in the United States, and
oblige.
I am leaving a ten ye!lrs' work of ministry in the Disciple , hnrch after a post
course of six years' study and illustration
of universal history, religion, Freethonght,
science, and philosophy.
My lecture themes are:
1. The Downfall of Theology verdus
the So-Called Fall of Humanity.
2. The Ide :1 Christ (Truth), the U niversal Harmonizer and Guide.
3. Systems, their Origin, Merits, Demerits, Downfalls, and Transformations.
4. The Chaos of Church Matters.
5. 'rhe Universal Cyclic Progressions.
6. Eternal Universe, Visible and Invisible.
7. Twenty-six Conflicts Between Science
and Religion.
:My central address will be care W. Life,
Elyria, 0.
Truly,
S. A. WURTS.

Enlisted for Life.
NoRTH PoWDER, On., Jan. 13, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find money order
for $5 for THE TRUTH BEEKER another
year and Peck's '• Christian Absurdities,"
''Age of Reason," ''Holy Bible Abridged,"
"Strike of a Sex," and Foote's " Mother's
ManuaL"
I commenced taking THE
TRUTH BEEKER at this place in 1884 and
hav always been an outspoken Infidel.
Although I hav tried many times to get
subscribers for the paper I always failed
until a short time ago, when we sent you
four new subscribers. This is a small and
very orthodox town, but as there are six
copies of TH:rc TRUTH BEEKER coming here
now we hope yet to see the time when
superstition will hav to take a back seat.
We hav enlisted in Freethonght ranks for
life and will do all we can in our humble
way to help destroy the greatest curse that
ever afflicted the sons and daughters of
men, i. e., the Christian religion. We
think THE 'rnuTH BEEKER is the best Freethought paper we hav ever seen and would
likQ to hav its circulation doubled this
The Privilege of Keeping Green the year. Heston's cartoons cannot be beat.
Graves of Dead Gods,
Yours till the war is ended,
STRASBURG, ILL., Jan. 1, 1894.
JAOK PLUMMER.
MR. EDITOR : Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel
lectured here the 27th, 28th, and 29th of
God Let the Hogs Eat the Potatoes.
December. She had a· large audience
LEAD HILL, ARK., Dec. 26, 1893.
MR. EDIToR: I am a reader of THE
each night. She chooses the co•,strnct,iv
side of Liberalism; and prefers the term I TRUTH BEEKER and like it very much. I
" Rationalist" to that of Freethinker. am the only naturalist in this part of the
Any person who desires to know what country and yon may believe I hav a happy
Liberalism offers in .place of Christianity time reading the paper to the people here;
should hear her lecture. She has an earn- they think I am bound for hell. You may

put my name down on your list for "Four
Hundred Years of Freethought." I will
send for it soon. I am a machinist and.
am running a foundry and machine shop
in this place. I' am a Bohemian by birth.
I was reared a Catholic and was kfpt very
strictly under the Catholic rule until I
came to this country in 1863. I could tell
yon a great deal Of my experience in praying when I was young. It happened to be
our lot to be very poor in the old country,
so my parents had to hire me out to tne
farmers when I was only seven years old.
I worked for the sum of $3 a year. It was
not for the $3 alone that I worked, but
yon see it left the ones at home a little
more to eat. I was employed as he·d-boy
to care for the hogs. I had to drive them
through a long lane. The fence was made
with the boards two feet apart; the first
board was two feet from the ground, and
the last board two feet from the first.
There were potatoes growing on both
sides of the lane; some of the hogs were
big and heavy, and some were small and
light. The smaller ones would run so
much faster than the big ones that they
would get far ahead and int<Y the potato
fields and eat the potatoes in spite of all I
could do. Here was my trouble, so when
I got to the lane I would get down and
pray to God not to let the hogs eat the
potatoes, but while I was praying the hogs
were eating potatoes, and consequently I
got my pantaloons well tanned every night,
and at the end of the year I got no pay
and my father had to pay.$3.50 damage.
That was my first experience in prayer.
FRANK R. TEE.
All Gods Stand or Fall Tog;;ther.
W ORCEBTER, MASS., Jan. 6, 1894.
Mn. EDIToR: In THE TRUTH BEEKER of
December 16th, Mr. T. B. Conner attempts
to criticise the critics. Pleas!) .allow me a
few lines in reply.
Our friend claims
that yon, Ingersoll, Putnam, and himself,
know there is no God. Mr. Conner asserts that either of t.he four mentioned can
prove it, but omits the proof ; showing
how near akin he is to the Christ man, expecting his assedion to stand unsupported
except by his statement that he can prove
it. Why did he mention Ingersoll, Putnam, and the Editor? Was it to giv weight
to his argument? Why does he question
the veracity of Ingersoll and Putnam?
Does not his presumption surpass the
"Christ man's" when he claims they don't
mean what thPy say?
Can Mr. Conner demonstrate in any way
that there is no God. or that there is no
life after this-that death. ends all? He
will in doing this please remember that
the God of the Old Testament is a thing
of the past, and the God of the New is not
in it. So he need waste no time in going
over the well-worn and threadbare stories
of the Bible, but prove that there is no
overruling power, and that we are not acconntable for our acts, except in this
world. After this has been accomplished,
will Mr. Conner tell ns how proving there
is no God will benefit the world or those
in it? And it might be well to remember,
in using the names of other men to
strengthen his arguments, that it is better
to let their utterances stand just as they
came from the authors ; and not prolog
by saying that they don't mean what they
say, and epilog by telling them they know
things of which they hav never claimed the
knowledge, and sandwich in the idea that
they can furnish proof to satisfy all, fools
and bigots excepted, that his statement is
true; viz., there is no God.
J. A. FoRSYTHE.
[Mr. Forsythe may recollect that last year
there appeared on the editorial pages of
this paper an exhanstiv examination of
the God theory. He will find m our adverd;ising columns that that examination has
been put into a pamphlet nn~r the title of
" Design Argument Fallacies," and may
be had for fifteen cents. We are surprised
that so apparently intelligent a man as Mr.
Forsythe should ask how 'the disproof of
the existence of a God would benefit the
world. If the belief in the extstence of a
God does not rest o'n fact, would it not be
well for the world to know it?· What good
results can flow from the nursing of a
falsehood? So far in the development of
humanity it has been found that man has
been ben.efited~n. the r~ti~ that ~e has. been
brought mto nght relat10ns With his en-

vironment; that is, in the ratio that his
views of himself and the universe in gen
eral conformed to ascertained facti'. It
has been discovered that deceptionwhether self-induced or otherwise imposed
-is a positiv hindrance to civilization.
This being true, it neceesuily follows that
if there is no God, the race will be benefited by being put in possession of the
proofs which establish that proposition.
It may properly be added that,. in the
opinion of very many careful investigators
and cool reasoner?, the God idea has been
the cause of more suffering than any other
theory which has ever taken pnssession of
the human brain and influenced the conduct of men and nations. Shall we now
be accused of making unsupported assertions? What student of history, -who reads
the llnnals of the peoples with eyes which
seek for the cause.~ of the frightful persecutions and awful wars wbich hav drenched
this world in blood, can doubt that belief
in the existence of gods and of a place of
future rewards and punishments has been
one of the most prodnctiv factors which
hav caused the "martvdom of man"?
One word more: Arguments good against
the Jehovah of the Old Testament are just
as valid against any other God of whom
.omniscience and omnipotence are predicated -ED. T. S.]
Tax Those Seven Churches. Or Do You 1
MERCED, CAL., Jan. 14, 1894.
MR. EmToR: I read the letters from
friends with much interest, because they
come from: our brothers in the cause from
all parts of the world. These letters giv
us an idea of the condition of society in
distant states, and through these letters
we learn that where free speE;Jch and the
liberty of the press are tolerated, there
people are far advanced morally and intellectually beyond the people of those countries that are groping their way through
the foul slums and swamps of misty creeds
and ~nperstition.
Merced, the town in which I liv, l-as
seven church buildings, six Pro estant and
one Catholic, and I believe that .without
an exception any one of the buildings
could hold all the Christians in the town,
which has a population of about thirty-five
hundred.
We hav not organized a Federation here,
although we hav plenty of material-good
citizens, too.
We will bring some Liberal speaker, and
keep him f:Jr a week, as we did so well
after Mr. John
Charlesworth delivered
his two lectures here to good houses.
Any of the friends wishing any information about the Golden state can write
to me direct if they wish, and I will acknowl~dg.e all favors.
H. H. MINER.

R.

In a Fix Between the Devil and God.
TIPToN, CAL, Jan. 9, 1894.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find money order
for $3.50, for which extend my snbscription one year and send me your "Old
Testament Stories Comically Illustrated."
It has been a long time since I hav said
anything to the readers of THE TRUTH
BEEKER. I believe the last time ~;hat I
wrote to yon I promised to send some more
subscriptions soon, but the was-to-be subscribers failed to subscribe. There are
many disbelievers hereabouts, but they
are of the don't-care sort; we need some
good lecturer to stir them up, though
where t.he needful would come from no
man knoweth. By the way, what is Jamieson's address? [Elsinore, Cal.-ED. T. S.]
'\Ve hav two preachers here now, but
one, who livs just across the street from
me, never mentions outside of the church
the faith that is in him, so I never bother
him; I mention him as a specimen of some
strange species of gospel pedler. But the
other preacher keeps his horse in my barn,
which joins my shop, and I hav a picnic
with him, or would if he had any conscience. I hav been trying to hav him
help me find the blessed grace of the Lord,
bnt he does not seem to know just how to
go about it; the only advice he could giv
me is to pray for it. I hav pointed out to
him that my prayers without faith would
do no good. He says we must hav faith;
without faith we can never be saved,
that the devil it is who keeps me from hav1 ing faith, and that I can never get rid of
1the devil without God's help; must pray
1to God to help me down the devil. Anyone who has ever talked with orthodox
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clericals can imagin how he spread himself
while prescribing the above sure cure; but
I showed him that, according to his doctrine, I cannot get rid of the devil without
faith in God, and cannot hav faith in God
till I get rid of the devil, so between God
and the devil I am in a devil of a fix.
Your Liberal, Infidel friend,
F. B. HAWKINS.
P.S,-Some people treat the above terms
as synonymous, but they are not, by any
means. As a usual thing, he whose mind
is strong enough to overcome inbred superstition is self-willed and often unreasonably dogmatical.
F. B. H.
Sustain Watson Reston-Loans or Gifts,
Which 1
COLUMBUS, KAN,, Jan. 9, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I want room in THE TRUTH
SEEKER to express a few thoughts suggested by Watson Heston's published
statement. Last September I sent him a
dollar, which some one had sent to me,
wishing it was a hundred. I sent it most
willingly and gladly as a gift, or, I might
better say, I really owed it to him for the
good and pleasure I hav received by and
through the cartoons; the masterly productions of his fertil and ingenious brain,
It is true he would prefer to pose as a
debtor, nominally; but I hope no one who
has sent or will send him small sums will
expect him to pay them back, but will see
the matter in the light that I do, and feel
already paid for what they hav given to
our gifted Freethonght artist. For my
part, I think every reader of the paper,
every lover of truth -and humanity, is in
debt to Watson Heston. I presume THE
TRUTH SEEKER is not able to pay him onehalf that his services are worth. It seems
as if the resources of his brain are in-.xhanstible in variQty of conception, combination, and illustration. He shows up,
he pictures so true to life and reality, the
false and inhuman absurdities of both
ancient and modern times. It would be a
great loss to me if, for want of support,
those cartoons should cease to adorn and
so greatly add to the power of THE TRUTH
SEli:KER. Reader, I beseech you .to sustain Watson Heston.
J. H. CooK.

han~s which fashioned the house and I treatment of the new spiritual dispensation "temples of reason."
en!pll do not continue to exist, and what
uni~n or bond exists ·between houses,
e~gms•. and spirits? Perry harps on the
disse?tlOn of th.e dead body; it is too good
a thing_ for _him to drop; here he can
sound his trumpet to his heart's content,
and b~ast after blast he sends forth. But
why did yon not, Mr. Perry, tell us where
to look for spirits? Yon are goo d enongh
~ 0 tell us that anyone versed in SpiritualIBm would no~ ~ttack ~ dead body. If yon
~ssert that s~mts are m live bodies nothmg would giV me greater pleasure than to
dissect yourself and prove to the world
that Spiritualism is true.
Moses, we are told, was the meekest of
nien; but he lived a long while before
Perry's time. Mr. Perry informs us that
he has seen all parts of spirits· to see
spi~its yon must hav sensitiv ey~s; fine,
dehcate, keen vision. After this Mo~es
can stand in the !!hade. Yon are allowed
to be the meekest•of men.
Farmers, tailors, sailors, and others who
minister to our wants in this world, are
coarse mortals and unable to discern the
beauties of Spiritualism; this is reserved
for the mystery man. Walk up, gentlemen, pay your dollar, and commune with
the departed spirits; but don't forget, this
can only be done by and through the man
with the keen vision.
We are further assured that spirits preserve their identity and can be readily
recognized by their mental characteristics
as they appeared while· on earth. Personally, I hav no desire to associate with the
monsters of the past; think of the countless number of the insane who hav lived
on this earth and suffered continuing their
existence forever; tile man with the. keen
vision assures 1l!l that the imbecil will be
an imbecil still; this is not desirable; I for
one prefer an everlasting sleep.
A spirit is substance, we are told, buts~
fine that most Materialists cannot graRp it.
Is it the Materialists' fault that the spirit
is so fine? The Materialist had no part in
making spirit; it is the Spiritualists' fault.
Make your spirits larger and coarser, that
they (or it) can be grasped.
WILLIAM BROADBELT,

Wants a Spirit Ordinary Men Can Per· How Wide a :Meaning Shall We Giv to
the Word ''Religion" 1
ceive.
CmoAGo, ILL., Jan. 9, 1894.
NEw YoRK, N. Y., Jan. 1, 1894
I find at this office (the Progressive
MR. EDIToR: I hav been reading for
years the arguments which hav appeared Thinker) a book issued from your house
in THE TRUTH SEEKER for and agaio'st entitled "The Higher Criticism in TheolSpilitnalism; hav waited patiently, hoping ogy and Religion," etc., by Thomas Ellthat some one of the many toilers who wood Longshore, which I hav read with
read your paper would tell those gladiators great care and interest; and I write yon to
that we are not interested in their wordy say that there is much in it that I like, and
to the ordinary reader the historical data
warfare.
The majority of your subscribers are it contains will be of great use. To those
workers, daily toilers, men and women who hav not the opportunity or means uf
who hav to work with muscle and brain research, the light it throws on the mythto gain a daily sustenance. I belong to ological origin of the scriptures, and the
this class; we hav little time for reading, impossibility of preserving the original in
and when we can spare the time to read its entirety . while being copied and rewe are desirous of gaining some knowl- copied and translated into different lanedge; adding some little to what we al- guages, will hav the very desirable tendency to throw them back on their own
ready know.
The men and women who think, study, . reason, judgment, and common sanae.
Even the profound thinker, who may
and by writing impart to the many the
fruit of their labor, not by bare a!lsertion, differ from the author in much that he
but by conclnsiv proofs; who sweep away says, will admire his cleverness and perthe cobwebs of the musty past; who shed spicuity in stating his thoughts. Altolight and cl~ar the clouds of doubt and gether, it is a valuable acquisition to Freedread and fear, desene the thanks of all thought and 'Liberal literature.
But there are two points on which I
mankind.
The controversialist who enters into de- differ from the author very materially.
bate to hear his own trumpet blow; who The first is "religion," which, he says,
builds men of straw to show how valiant "has to do exclnsivly with the demons
he is in destroying them; who cuts deep called gods (or God), and morality or
gashes with sarcasm, for no other purpose ethics is no part of it."
Religion, as I understand it, embraces
than to irritate-these men are not helpers,
every
thought, word, and action toward
they are persist.ent pests who disturb the
God and man; in other words, a true life,
weary traveler's rest.
I propose to show in this letter that Mr. the product of that element in the soul of
Perry is one of these pests. After reading which aspires to the higher good and is
what he has to say for Spiritualism I feel inherent in man's nature, else he could no
that my time has been wasted; in other more attain to it than he could be a philoswords, I hav been imposed upon by a opher without the intellectual capacity to
juggler in words. Perry says houses and understand it.
I agree with the apostle James, who
engins exist after the man who made them
is dead and buried; is it not a waste of taught the religion of a true life (see James
time to tell us this? That a mother pro- ii, 14-26). But I differ from Paul, to whom
duces a child and the child livs after the our author seems very partial, and who
mother is dead. Moat of us know this taught justification by faith alone.
'!'he Nicean Council followed Paul and
from experience. The child is distinctly
separate from the mother after it is born. brought on all the bloody wars and perseWhat would happen to the child if the cutions which hav dis~raced Christianity
ever since.
mother died before it was born?
My second objection is to the author's
Will soJne Spiritualist tell us why the

known as modern Spiritnali&m, and which
is so well authenticated by indisputable
E'Vidence as to be beyond debate. It fnrnishes the only verifiable proof we hav of
immortality, and if our author is ignorant
of the reality of immortality as he says he
is, it is his own fault, as the means of
knowing it are all around him and if he
· Ignorant
· ·
'
won1d rather remmn
than
accept
evidence he has no right to call those who
do know ''crazy Spiritual lunatics."
R. NEELY.
Selling at Less Than Cost.
ETIWANDA, CAL., Jan. 7, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: For the inclosed money
order please send the books named. In
renewing my subscription for THE TRUTH
SEEKER- three m.onths late- my only
apology is poverty. While I hav to sell
raisins at two cents per pound that cost me
·two and a half to produce, and every
other branch ·of industry in a similar condition, how can we do otherwise than plead
poverty?
I hav t.ried long and hard to find a new
subscriber for the paper, but all are
financially short, However, I think I can
get two in a few weeks. The picture books
in the orEler are for them.
Send THE TRUTH SEii:KER, Alexander's
" Dynamic Theory," "Freethinkers' Pictorial Text Book," " Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated," '' God and
His Book," Bell's "Handbook," paper;
"The Creation of God," paper; "All in a
Nutshell," and" Candle From Under the
Bushel."
C. NEWTON Ross.

One very notable
feature of the evening was a tableau, " The
Burning of Bruno." That veteran Ma·
terialist, Dallionsie Priestly, was tied to
a stake, the fagots piled high around him,
while on each side stood a· full-robed
priest (our friends W. W. Jesse, president
Oregon State Secular Union, and Michael
Spahn, looked like Jesuits), with crosses
in hand in case he should recant. The
lights were turned off; Secretary E. E.
Girard handled the greek-fire, so that the
red flames flashed up around Bruno as he
burned. It looked as though the Chris-.
tians might hav absolute control again.
The effect was weird: and awe-inspiring.
As the curtain was drawn over his dying
agonies, it .reminded us that vigilance is
the price of liberty. If the church had the
power again she would like to burn some
of the Brunos of the nineteenth century_:_
our brave Freethonght speakers and
writers, as well ad the publishers of Infidel
papers.
So cl~"sed the most enjoyable Christmas
evening we ever experienced.
ORVILLE C. LEE.

PoRTLAND, OR., Jan. 11, 1894.
MR. EDITOR : You will oblige us by
changing the meeting-hour of our Sunday
school from 10:30 to 12:30 P.M.; also by
inserting Katie Kehm Smith's name as
lecturer in the notice yon hav been so
kind as to giv us in the grand old TRUTH
SEEKER. I know that the notice is doin~
UB much good, as THE TRUTH SEEKER has
a great many readers in Oregon and
Washington, and I hope there will be a
thousand times as many in a year's time.
We had a splendid meeting here ChristTwo Reports From Oregon.
PoRTLAND, OR., Dec. 25, E.M. 293.
mas eve. The hall was packed, and alMR. EDIToR: I will send yon some note& though we can seat over two hundred and
from this " Oregon of ours," to let our fifty people, about fifty stood up during
friends and co-workers in the cause of the evening and a great many went away
science vs. superstition know what we did when they could nnt get seats. But no
to celebrate-not the birth of the son of wonder. Mrs. Smith, Nettie Olds, H. E.
God, but the sun-god, as Christmas (De- Girard, and other members of our church
cember 25th) was known to the pagan -"the only church in the world founded
world before the Christians appropriated on common sense"-worked hard to get
it as the birthday of their mythical Jesus up a splendid entertainment. The followChrist. We, the members of the First ing was the program of the evening:
Secular Church of Portland-having de- Song, by the choir, "Hunters' Chorus;"
cided to keep Christmas in a purely seen- recitation, by Edith Kemp, "'fhe MoneyJar style-arranged an interesting pro- less Man;" dialog, by five Sunday-school
gram, consisting of musical and literary children; duet, by Nettie Olds and Edith
features, which was enjoyed by the large Kemp; tableau, the burning of Bruno at
and enthusiastic audience. As usual, the the stake, Mr. D. Priestly rePresenting
leading feature was an address by Katie Bruno, and Messrs. Spahn and Jesse two
Kehm Smith. Her subject was, "The Roman priests; next a recitation, by Nettie
Origin of Christmas," and she explained 0 Ids, " Nameless," and then an address
to the uninitiated that December 25th was by Katie Kehm Smith, " Christmas the
a pagan holiday, much older than the Jew- festival of the sungod, not the sun of
ish Jesus. She ·surpassed herself on this God," which was highly appreciated by
occasion. We handed a synopsis of her the audience, as her lectures always are,
able lecture to the leading paper (the The last, but not least, feature of the enMorning Oregonian) of this church- tertainment was the arrival of the ship
cursed city, and the editor, who is a "lib- "Progress," which was loaded with
eral," agreed to publish it if he could presents for every, man, woman, and
arrange space for it. Of course they did child in the hall. After the other presents
not hav space, but they published lengthy were distributed, Katie Kehm and D. W.
synopses of three orthodox Christmas ser- Smith were presented with a handsome
mons-Presbyterian, Methodist, and Uni- mantel clock by the members of the
tarian. Even Secular Sunday papers are church, Nettie Olds making a neat little
afraid of the churches and their sky-pilots, presentation speech.
who would order a boycott on any newsOn Dcocember 31st we held our semipaper that would dare to publish a Secular annual election of officers, at which we
selected the following: Thos. R. Kemp
1ectnre. But enough of this digression president; D. W. Smith, first vice·presi~
for the the present.
dent; D Priestly, second vice-president;
Preceding the lecture, Nettie A. Olds Nettie Olds, third vice-president· Fred
recited Voltairine de Cleyre's beautiful Kern, fourth vlce-president; A. R. l'ozier,
poem, "Nameless." Our choir rendered fifth vice-president; Mary Hagner, sixth
their parts well. Following the lecture, vice-president; three vice-presidents at
large are D. 0. Stewart, D. C. Hutch, and
our Christmas ship'' Progress" arrived in 0. c. Lee. H E Girard, secretary, and
port, laden wHh a large cargo of presents Chas. Hagner, treasurer. Mr. Girard defor all. As she hove in sight-drawn clined to serve a second term as secretary
from behind the curtain on to the but was elected against his will, as every:
t
'th fl.
d t
fl. ·
body seemed to be convinced that they
8 age-Wl
ags an 8 reamers ymg, could not get another man to fill the office
myriads of tapers lighting up the rigging, who would be as enthusiastic and efficient.
which was heavily loaded with gifts for the Too much cannot be said in praise of Katie
Secular Church, our Science Sunday- Kehm Smith for the noble work she is
school, and onr numerous friends-our doing in Oregon. We consider her the
lecturer, Katie Kehm Smith, proposed woman Ingersoll of the world. Stte had
h
to work under great disadvantages here in
t hr ee c eers for the ship "Progress," Portland. There had been a number of
which were given with a will by all present. Secular Unions started here, but they all
Among the numerous presents was an elfl- failed, although times were a hundred
gant ebony-fini.shed clock, the gift of our times b_etter than they are nnw, and I know
chnrch to Katie Kehm and D. w Smith ~h~t this church would not hav lasted long
with the wish: •• May yon liv t 0
thi'8 If It had not been. for her w1;mderful elo•
•
ear
qnence and enthusiasm. I Wish there was
clock stnke the hour when every orthodox . a Katie Kehm Smith in every city in our
church shall be turned into a temple of country. It would not be fifty years bereason." But I fear that we were too san- fore every temple of superstition "'onld
gain-unless the Freethinkers take a hav the sign on it, "For Rent." Inclosed
more activ' interest in organizing it 'll b please fin~ a half doz~n "blanks," which
.
• WI
e we would bke to hav tllgned by THE TRUTH
a long time before all of the untaxed tem- SEEKER staff as honorary members nd
pies of superstition are transformed into ' returned to us.
CHAs.

h

fumm:.
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more wonderful than any vision Patmosanchored John ever saw.
To a mind freed from the dark pall of
E lit~d by MISs SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall superstition and,open, like a flower, to the
River, Mass., go whom all Oommunioa- glad sunlight of truth nature presents a
UOY!.R for th(s Oorner should be sent.
panorama of exhaustless variety, interest,
and instruction. The kaleidoscopic clouds,
the rainbow, the ice-crystal, the humming"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
bird and innocent child, not only appeal
Comes a pause in the daY's occur.a.tlons
That is known as the Children s Hour."
powerfully to man's nature, but
Wheeling her flight through the gladdened
air,
When Spring Began.
The spirit of ·beauty is everywhere.
While roaming in the wood~ one day,
The popular idea of science is that she is
I asked the question, half in p~a.y,
iconoclastic, or analytical and destructiv,
• Who can tell when spring began?"
only; that, vandal-like, she is <'nly intent
Straightway the answ~r came," I can I"
And Robin lledbrea~t cocked his headon destroying all that we hold beautiful
" All right! Then pray proceed," I said.
and sacred. That is not the true idea.
The mission of science is to discover, first
~I must," said be, u expresR surprise
I'hat anyone with two good eyes,
and foremost, what is true. This is her
Or even one, should fail to cee
main object.
Spring's coming must depenil "n me.
Her second is, to make the world a betWhen I come, then will come the sroring,
ter place to liv in. And if .in the pursuit
And that's the gist of the whole thing."
of her object she should unconsciously
'Ho,ho! He,he! Wrli,Ideclare!"
jostle against some venerable error, some
A squirrel chucklAd, high in air,
respectable prejudice, and they, for want
'That is too droll-that you should bring,
Instead of being brought by •Pring.
of support, should topple over and fall to
I hadn't meant to boast, but now
the ground, she does not stop to mourn
The cause of truth will not allow
the loss, but marches straight on to her
My silence; s~ I'll merely s 'ate
That spring for me must always wait.
shining goal.
The thing admit; not of a doubt;
The true, the good, and· the beautiful
Spring can't begin till I come out."
hav nothing to fear from science. True,
'Well, bless my stars I F.Jr pnre conceit,"
she must first clear the ground before she
Began the broolc, "you two do beat
can erect a temple; but this done, she ap.All I hav heard. As if 'twere true
plies herself diligently to the synthetic or
'Spring never came at all till you
constructiv labor of her mission, which
Were born, and can't come when you're dead.
I'm •orry, sir, you've been mi led,
consists in discovering the true, fostering
But I oan set you right. I know
the good, aud aeveloping the beautiful;
Spring comes when I begin to flow,
everything that tends to lessen pain and
When my ice melts, and not till ,hen,
increase human happiness, or make " The
Spring· dares to venture fort·h again.
wildernt'ss blossom as the rose."
•. Whew I" sneered the breeze, in big h disdain,
A STUDENT.
'You're wrong, as they are, it is plain.
When first I came, not long ago,
Uorrespondence.
I found you nau!{bt hut ice and so ow,
rwas my wa•m breat.h, you thankless thing,
Mrssour.A, MONT., Dec. 26, 1893.
That brolce your bands an1l brought the spring,
DEAR l\1Iss WIXON: This is my fi •st at'!'he robin• and the sqnirrels all
temnt to write to the grand Children's
Come only when they hear me call.
Corner. I am ten years old. My father
In fact, I may assert with truth
bits taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for over a
I am the spring itself, in sooth.
year, and he likes it very much. I ~o to
Spring's here because I'm here, ancl when
school and study arithmetic, language,
I leave, you'll hav no spring again."
spelling, geography, physiology, and read-St. JXtohola.~.
ing. My papa and mamma hav joined the
Liberal League, and as soon as l get older
The Poetry of Science.
I will join it too. Hoping to see this letter
Rosm DAVIS.
Nature is the mol!lt beautiful, the grand- in print, I remain,
[We are pleased to hear from Rosie, and
est and most complete book it was ever
man's good fortune to study. When I hope she will write again, and tell the
walk forth over the green earth, with my Corner about Missoula.-ED. C. C.]
eyes open, and take in the full significance
GEoRGES STATION, PENN., Dec. 3, 1893.
of the story the glorious volume before me
DEAR MIAS WrxoN: This is my first letunfolds, I am lost in admiration of its ter to the Corner. Papa takes THE TRUTH
beauty, impressed with its magnificence, SEEKER. I hav one brother. I go to
I am thirteen years old.
In
and astonished that all others also do not school.
school I study the Fifth Reader, Physiolappreciate its grandeur.
ogy, Spelling, History, Geography, ArithThe winds and the clouds hav each a metic, Grammar, and Writing. My teachtale to tell more pleasing than that of the er's name is Frances Shaffer.
We liv
'Arabian Nights." The simple blade of about two miles from Greensburg, our
grass is more marvelous in its structure county seat. It is snowing here this eventhan the tallest spire men ever built. The ing. We are the only Freethinkers around
sunlight whispers to the violet and the here, except in Greensburg. It is only
three weeks from to-morrow till Christmas.
dew kisses the crag-crowning pine, and This is Sunday evening. I had nothing to
each tells a tale of chemical changes more do and I thought I would write a letter to
wonderful than was ever conceived in the the Corner. We liv on a big farm of over
wildest dreams of poets or vagaries of one hundred acres of land. We hnv the
"Freethinker's Pictorial Text-book," and
metaphysical philosophers.
"Old Testament Stories Comically IllusI walk along the river's bank and I see trated." There are some comical pictures
earth's vital current flow in her veins to in them. I read the Children's Corner
the sea, and hear the rhythmic beating of every week. From your Liberal friend,
IRENE STOREY.
her great heart. I pass a ledge of rocks
[Next time yon write please describe
and lol the leaves of the great book are
laid open to my admiring gaze. I read Georges Station for the benefit of the
not only the "testimony of the rooks," Corner.-ED, C. C.]
but Mother Earth's own story.
Her
KALAMA, WAsH., Dec. 27, 1893.
autobiography, written by her own finDll:AR Miss WIXoN: '.rhis is my first letger in letters of adamant; characters so ter to the Children's Corner. My parents
plain, so unmistakable, and so undeniable do not take Tirn TRuTH BEEKER, but papa
that he who loves truth more than fanatical intends to subscribe for it when he comes
or stolid adherence to a creed can easily home in the spring. I like to read it very
much. I am sixteen years old, and I am a
read, comprehend, and profit by the Freethinker.
I go to school and study
lesson.
arithmetic, grammar, constitution, alWhen I gaze up into the blue vault at gebra, literature, and spelling.
Our
night, studded with thousands of twinkling schoolis closed till after New Year's. There
stars, they are trausformed into millions are quite a number of Freethinkers here
of complete, grand, and beautiful worlds, in this little place.
I will tell you about the church people
sweeping in magnificent spiral paths here. Th~>re are four different denomithrough the infinitude of space, each in nations, CatholicR. Methodists, Congreperfect time, sounding its own note in the gationalists, and United Brethren. 'fhe
three last named are hold1ng revival
grand anthem of the universe.
Every ray of light that comes tremblin~ meetings herr. 'Pbey hav had a large attendance till the last few days. They hav
across the vast ocean of space to greet us been praying and singing, and it sounded
is freighted with a grander revelation than like so many frogs in a mill-pond. Some
ever :M:enu, Zoroaster, Confucius, Moses, of the higgest drunkards in town hav been
Buddha, Mohammed, or Jesus dreamed of. converterl, but I don't think it will last
The church has always been
The telescope and microscope open up long.
crowded, so yon could not get a seat till
to us vast fields of beauty and mines of Christmas night there was a dance, and one
mtellectnal wealth of which Moses, and of the preachers called it "the devil's
DaTid were as ignorant as children and prayer-meeting;" but when the time oa.me,
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I went to church, and it was about empty.
As soon as church was out. I went to the
dance, and the devil had more than three
times as many as the Almighty. The next
day the preacher of the Methodist Episcopal
church said he was going to keep up the
meetings till he breaks up all the dances,
but I am afraid he will hav a sweet time
of it. There is to be another dance New
Year's, and I will write sud tell you who
has the largest crowd There has been a
lot of them standing up on the Lord's
side, as 1hey call it, but last night they
opened the doors of the church and there
were only two that wanted to join, one for
the Congregational and one for. the Methodist Episcopal.
The United Brethren
was left in the cold. The preacher said
last night that they hav·been praying for
more to come to Christ, but they may
pray till they are gray-headed, and I will
not go. I think there are a good many
here in the same boat as I am. I will
close for this time, for fear my letter will
be too long. I remain,
Your friend and Freethinker,
ALFRED F. STONE.
P.S.-I hav a brother that will write
when I write my next letter.
A. F. S,
[Keep aloft the flag of Freethought,
Alfred, always.-ED. C. C.]
HARLAN, IA., Dec. 27, 1893.
DEAR MISs WIXON: This is my second
letter to the Children's Corner. I hope
that yon will see fit to publish it and my
piece of poetry. It is the first piece I
ever wrote for publication.
My sister has gone to visit my other sister.
That leaves papa and mamma and me at
home. We liv,on a farm. I never farmed
muoh; I hav to do all the housework, for
mamma is sick and cannot do any work;
she may never get well. I like to liv on
the farm, the air is so fresh. My sister
has been corre~ponding with Daisy Suter
in Egypt. She wants to know what kind
of a paper THE TRUTH BEEKER is, and
what a Freethinker" is. She says she
looks forward to a better life above.
This was a surprise to us after seeing her
letter. I am a Freethinker, but not an
Infidel. Well, I guess this is all I will
write. Hoping to see in print what I hav
written, I remain,
Your Freethonght friend,
ARTHUR J. BAKER.
P.S.-If any of the writers to the Corner
will write I will gladly answer. Address,
Harlan, Shelby county, Iowa. A. J. B.
'[No need to say that Arthur is good, for
his letter attests it. There is fine thought
in the verses, which we are pleased to
print.-ED. C. C.]
_MY MOTHER.
Her form is old and worn with care.
Upon her head lies silvered hair,
So fair to see.
The light of love shines from her eyes,
And there's no prize beneath the skies
So dear to me.
I wish to say this, while I write,
Her face so dear, her eyes so bright,
Show love-not scorn.
Her heart so true swells fast with loveShe's like an angel from above
In humaR form.
She said to me, about a year
Before the time I'm writing here,
"Speak but the truth."
Another thing she said to me:
" When others mourn cast off all gleeBe full of ruth."
And I'll remember till I die
Those words, and to the purblind cry:
" Speak but the truth."
A blessing then I'm sure l,'on'll get
If "speak the truth" yon lhiot forget,
And mind the "ruth."
A.J.B.
ATcmsoN, KAN., Dec. 31, 1893.
DEAR Miss WixoN: In· the last hour of
the day, in the last day of the week, in the
last week of the month, in the last month
of the year, and while waiting for the New
Year to come in, I will again take the
pleasure of presenting a few lines to the
Children's Corner.
Well, Christmas has once more come
and gone, and the New Year is close at
hand. Christmas was rather dull here
this year; or at least seemed that way to
me. Nobody seemed to take any interest
in getting up anything. TJ(e Christian
people had what they called Christmas
trees at their churches; but if they were
all like the one I attended I would call
them anything but that. They had the
tree de~orated with fancy paper and illuminated with candles, so as to make it
appear th at the tree was loaded Wl"th pr e seuts. They had a few speeches in regard
to their dear savior, and then came the
·
t
h
th
.
t
t Ime
o r~cerve presen s, w en
ey presen ted each and every one with a small
package of candy, and adjourned. Little
'll
t "th th
t t" · f
c h I c ren wen Wl
e expec a Ion o enjoying a good time and receiving many
presents, but were only fooled and disappointed by their Christian parents. It
seems to me that they did not show much
R

R

respect for their father above or they
would undoubtedly hav presented him
with a fine present. I did not once think,
or I would hav tried to sell them a
piano to present to the old fellow; but I
gne~s it is a good thing that I did not try,
as they would hav been fools enough to
accept my offer and would hav tried to
send him the piano. By the looks of
things on the street that night and the
next day they wanted to save their extra.
change and satisfy their appetites with a.
wet lunch. All such nonsense is monotonous, and is not worth writing.
We were going to hav one of the best
lecturers in the field soeak here January
1st, viz., the noted John R. Charlesworth;
but we could 'not find enough people that
would take a~y interest in it, therefore
could not raise the neceBBary amount. We
only hope that we will be able to hav him
and many others in the future.
Well, as the ·bells are ringing and the
whistles blowing- and guns firing for
the arrival of the New Year, I will olose
for this time.
Wishing yon and the
friends of the Corner a happy New Year,
I remain, Your sleepy Liberal friend,
JOHN REMSBURG, JR.
P.S.-George sends his b"st regards
and wishes yon a happy New Year, and
says he will write soon.
J. R.
[It cannot be denied that our Corner
can boast of many high-minded and rightminded young persons, and among them
may be counted the Remsburg brothers,
George, John, and Charley. We are
proud of them, and proud of all who
gather with us in the Corner from week to
week.-ED. C. C.]

Wettstein's ~ Be~air ~ De~artment.
BEREA, OHIO.

0Tro WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Til.. Bro. Materialist: The watch sent you a Rhort time ago tor

overhauling was received in just three and a half
days from the time it left this station.
It was put iuto A No. 1 shape and is running
fine. I Wish to compliment you on your manner
of doing business and will assure you that when
I have o~her work in your line to bd done you
A. E. SnnTll.
shall have it.
Watches can be safely sent by mail or Pxpress
and I pay charges one way. I have personally
managed my repair deportment for 34 years and
no w!Ltch is permitted to leave my establishment
until in perfect order and closely regulated,
P.IJICE LIST.

Cleaning, $1; Springs, $1; jewels, $1; or three
$1 job• at $2.50.
All wurk warranted one year. Liberal discounts to agents.

OTTO WETTSTEIN,.
THS

LISS~AL J:SWSL:S~.

ROCHELLE, ILL.

The Freethought Badge.

DESIGNER OF { The Ingersoll Souvemr Spoon.
Otto Wettstein Watch.

Send for price-lists, tracts, etc., free.
Mention THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Works of W. H. Burr.
Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144
Propositions proved Affirmatively and Negatively by Quotations from Scripture, without
commeut. 40,000 Rold. Price, 15 cen;s.
Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alike
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev.
Byron Sunderland. D.D., in 1871. Price. 15c.
Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that Shakspere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents,
Thomas Paine-Was He Junius~ Second
edition, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine.
Price, 10 cents.
Jnnin~, Casca, Common Sen~e, and Thomas
Paine. A refutation of M.D. Conway's
objections to the identification of P:tine as
Junius and Casca. Price, 5 cents.
AddrARS THE TRUTH R'E'El{'ER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.
This book is just what gs title implies-thum_ping whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of . C~ristianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gospels
are not autnentic, and that ChristianitY. is a borrowed system of religion. That the B1ble is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
~oheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not a real benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

uWith Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knee."
A new edition of tbat "P.lPndiil nrose I!_oem,
"Life," by ··the prince of orat0rs;>• Co'· R. G.
Ingereoll.. It is bnier and better than ·the old
edition, and can be framed- or nlaced upon the
table H~ an ornament. In the center of the ~ard
appear the p 'rtraits of the Colonel a11d thd baby,
,,rrounded by th'l prose poem, which has been
·' nt.hfullr described a'," one f the masterPieces
of the orator aHd poet, who now, as far as we
lm •w, stan Js alone in the livin'l" world." Io will
make a deli<rhtful present, and w•ll be a ouvenir
not only of intellActual greatneBR, bnt of arti-tio
workmanshi". Iris printed on heavy board, gilt
boyeled ed,~re. The size is .12x16 inches, and the
pr1ce only·16 cents, post-paid.
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JOHN E.

AN ATTElii:PT TO PROVE THAT

The Pursuit of Pleasure is the Sine Qua Non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social
Development, and that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
,_ Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship.
By Albert M. Loren-tz, LL.B.
CONTENTS:
BooK I.-PLEASURE: Chap. I.-Sou-rces of. Pleasure. C.i:J.ap. 11.-Material Pleasures. Chap. ID.ldeal ~Ieasure •. C~ap .IV -Social Pleasure>. Chap. V.-Pleasures of the Ravage, the
Barbo.ri"n and the Civ 1llzed. Ch"'P· VI.- Genesis of religions. Chap. VII.-Christianity.
BooK 11.-INTELLE::JTUAL DEVELOPMENT: Chap. 1.-Purpo•e of life. Chap, 11.-Matenal Plea~ures.
Chap. IlL-Ideal Pleasures: Knowledge. Chap. IV.~Ideal Pleasures: Reason. Chap.-V.
lde!!-1 Pleasures: Character. Chap. VI.-Social Pleasures. Chap~ VII.-Pedagogical Despotism.
BooK 111.-MoRAL DEvELO:P¥ENT: Chap. I.-Morality. Chap. 11.-Material Pleasures: Prudence.
Chap. IU.-Matenal Pleasu~e~:. Re.finement. Chap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Foresight,
Chap. V -Ideal ~leasures: Civilization. Chap. VI.-Social Pleasures. Chap. VII-Vice
'
Can<ed by Restraint.
BooK IV.-Sc:>CIAL DEVELOPJ!lENT: Chap. 1.-"rogr_ess. Caap. II.-Protection, Capitalism, and
Somall~m: Respe :tlvly an Aetna~. !J-n Immmen.t, and a Proposed Violation of Individual
Sovereignty. Chap. III --:-C!>ndition of Agn ulmre. Chap. IV. Public Soho,.,ls. tbe
Me~e. M~ne. Tekel of i:SOCHI.llsm. Chap. V.-P.rovince of Governmont. Chap. VI.-Oru·
Somal Disorder.
Here ar\l some of the ver,jicts o~ this remarkable production which have been rendered by
men who are m every way qualified as JUdges of booka
This i• a spirit•d, ~attling ~or~ of a. book that skates right along over the deepest ~object without mu. h thought whether the we Is thm or not. It p.p.swcrs the greatest questiOn-What is the
us·,_ obJect. mot•ve, purpo.;!:J and summum bonum of life, and the real can:e and motive of progress?
-by on; word, Pl~a-nre 1-·rhaaaeus B. Wakeman,
He sharplv a<ta ks, al o, modern methous of edn"ation, and in this he is most abund•ntly
borp.e nut o_y the faots, ant his arrai<mment is practically unanswerable. His bJok is altogether a
cunous and suggestive one.-New Yo1·k Oomrnerctal.Aaverttser.
·rp.e man who wrote this booji knows how to ·write a book, and knows what he is writing about.
There IS not a padded sentence m the volume, not an attempt to fill up with •ords for la ,k of
knowle<!g_e. The author deals hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for r~alities and
truth. We do nodt see how anyone can re•-d this book and disagree with the ltading pronositions.
1'he work is g9o ; every chapter is worth readin ~. It is a work of common-sense Socialism. 'rhe
chapter on publw schools ought to be put into a tract and sent to every teacher in the land. Thon~fl,ndji of S!'tltences are worthy of being framed as political maxims and hung up all over the nation.
Th• book deserves a Wide read n.'!J. not only for its literary style, which is clear an.1 incisive, but for
its bold, ho•lest s~yings -L K. washbw-n.
Here we have puilosophy unto date, the a.dvance word of the progressive thinker; not a dry,
abstruse discourse, bttt a common-sense essay in plain words upon ttle conduot of life. and a 1 illustrated with such an abundance of anecdote and me•.aphor as add real entert11.inment to solid instru ;tiol!-. ';r~is is ap important book striking at superstition and nnreas 'nable tradttion~p.nr:t UJ?·
holdmg mdividual liberty m defiance of g·>vernmental law ancl so•ial custom. After reaamg this
book one fe.els tha~ the author will neovPr be able to ·write another, for he has put all his life ·and
knowledge mt~ •his one. Every page bristles With points; there is no oadding or filling in. no mere
literary em 'Jel!ishment; but clean-cut apothegms abound, and ever:r line is dictated by nard-head,d
common-sense -Capt. Robt. a. ..Aaams.
After you read this b1ok you will be as ent"hmiastic in praise of l.t as are the eloquent editor of the
Investtgator and the gallant President of the Canadian Secular Union,
"Pleasure and Progress" has 398 pagPs, i' splendidly printed from large, clear type, on excel
lent pa~er, and costs, bound in cloth, $1; paper covers, w cents.
Adlress
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28Lafayette Pl., New York, N.Y.

-THE-

fR[fTH.INKfRS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK.
SHOWING

WORKS.
Abraham Lincoln:

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged

WITH

FuU ....Page
CI7ATIONS

.

Bible Morals.

Twenty O'rim_es and Vices Sanctioned by

Scrip:ure; F<J.lsehood and Deception; Chea.tmg; ~heft and R<!bb~r:F_; Adultery and Prostitu-tion· Murder· Wars of Coi!_que,t an:i Extermmatwu;. Desl)otism, ,J.ntoleranoe and Persecution: Iujusti~e to Woman· Unkindness to Children; uruelty to Ammals; Human Sacnftoes;:
Canitiba,ism· Slaver_y- Witchcraft• P.:>l:ygamy; Intemperance; Pove.rty and Vagr~noyi Ignorance and l_diocy; Obscenity. Prlca, slllgla copies, l!5 cents; 6 copies, $1. Special discount.
on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the _best ~nd most thoro'ugh_ work
ever written on the Saboath from a rational pomt of view_. Large and han,dsopre prmt. J;h~
quastwn is d1s. ussed under the fo lowin ~ heads: Orifiin o.f th.e Sabbatic luea; the J ewisl!
Sabbath; the Chr, 8 tian So. ipturas and_ the Sabbath; l<:xa.mmatwn of Sunday Argume.lts,
Ori in of the Christian Sabbath; Test-imony,of tall Cl:mst\an, Fathers; the Sabbath dunn'
tne-Middle Ages; th; Puritan Sabbath· rJstlmryny of Chr.lstian Reformers, Scholars, and
Divmes; Abrogation of t>unday La ~s. Prwo, 25 cents; 6 copies $1.

lmage Breakm·.

Six ·Lectures:

• Declin(l of Faith: Protestant Intolerance; Washington an Unbeliever; Jefferson an Unbeliever; Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Eaoh 6 cents; bound, paper, 26 cents; ~e:
doz., 4~ cents.
,

Thomas, Paine.

Tells the stor11 of

~he A'l!'t~w'I~-J:!ero

The Apostle of Liberty.

.

An address del'vered in P•ine Hall, bef:re the N. E. Freethinkers' ConventiOn, Janua:y
29, 1884. Price, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
For all the above works address
28 Lafayette l:'laoe, New York.

THIRD EDITION.

AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING

OF

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,

A

Cillmparlson of the Old and New Testament Dlyths and Mlraeles with thoat
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,
CONSIDERING ALSO '!'HEIR ORIGIN AND

MEANING,

WI'.rH NUMEBOUR ILLUSTBATIONS.

AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL ..
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST.
IJESIG1fi·S BY W.ATB:N HESTON.
WITH PUltTRAIT OF
THE IJESIGNE.R.

The Illt18trations are classi1led as follows:
2 repre~(Oout S~mples of Christianity's Wm;k

16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
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"
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15
1
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The Church !lobbing the People.
Thanksgiving.
Sabbath Laws.
Children aml the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The Chamh and Thomas Paine.
Studies in NaLural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Ctergy and 'l'.b.eir Flocks.
-PietJ in. Our Penitentiaries.
The Atonemenr. Scheme.
The Lord and HlS Works.
Prayer.
.
'rhe Creeds.
·
Christians and Mohammedans.

6

1
26
1

2
4
~

1

4
9
12

8
6
7

"
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Misstonanes.
'rhe Lord'• Instruments.
Bible Doctrines and Their Results,
The Church and Slav~ry.
"\>riests and Poli~ics.
ireland and the Church.
Church's !dea of Uivilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind J.\etlections on the Church.
Persecutions of the Church.
So me .Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell ••
.Miscellaneous.

A most extraordinary publication. We venture th!l assertion that.no~hin~ like it ha~never be·
fore appoared iu this country, and it is very doubtful If another 0'!-e liKe ItbWikll !lVetrhagai ~e rul>-ll
lished. We must give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of pnttmg the oo m 1.1 reac o a ·
A,t tww!l the }}ricd ,~ wol'ld have been IL. cheap book. Artist fHelis.togn atsh!t P;{~!~fyte~:~~t£i,ae~~l di~
Signer Is a wonderful st·cces; anolwaJndge from our own ee n.s
,
.
america will desire a cop;r of thb most wunde.rful volume.-[Freet_hinkers Magazme.
:Mr. Heston deserves' 0 be called the artist-hero of Liberalism f!:e has dedicated his geniu~ to
Freethought and has done fai· hful and· noble work for the ca~se ofnght andd trod th. Hn~ the ~lCt
ures do not make np the whole of .. his volum.e. The~e are· nearly two hun re pages " rea m '
_m(ltter th· t Rerve first as ~xp,anations of the_Illust,rati<fn~h~~~ :.'t~~~fi'o~~ tr~!iir~o IJJ.~~;ett~~~\~~~
fai~It~ of the cl;mreh s professiOns an!! the b:yp<?Cfl.SY 0 d th hu.rch that has ever been put in th~
book Is. one of tue best weapons agam,stGhnstianitY tiD
ec
hands of Freethmkers.-[Boston Investigator.

Price, board covers, $2; clot~ $2.SO.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

s L'l/f',

delineates the leadmg tra,ts of his character ap.d gem us, and V/,q~lOatea hiS Dl!-me,f!;Olll tlo"
aij)ersions cast upon it. Choice extracts from· Cgmmon Sen~e,, American Cnsis,
ltw t
, f l\1an," and" Age of Reason,'' are given; also, tri)mtes to l'ame a char!\(lter from mor~ thHtl
one hundred noted per"ons of Europe and Amerca, many of them written expressly fo.r tlu •
work. Secoud edition. 160 pa~es, printed on fine twted paper, neatly bound, and oontaimng 1t
handsome steel portrait of l'ame. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

BIBLE MYTHS,

lllustratioflS.

COPIOUS

.

As a Missionary Document it is uaexcelled. Am~I : the subjects considered by !l~r.
are: 'l'he Church and Morality; Crim. nal f!tatis·,~cs,_showmg the creed~ of the pr.IS·
oners In the penitentiaries; tha Church and Civihzatwn; the uh.uroh and SOien':e, the Chlll c~
and Le:.rning; the Churcll and Liberty; the Caurch and the Antislavery Uef~rm,, ~.he Woman s
Right• 1\Iovement; the Temperance Heform; the Church and tho Uepubllo. l nee, 10 cent_
singly; 75 coots per dozen.
Remsbur~

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL·
NESS OF THE OHUROH'S OLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, AND RE·
VEALING THE ABUSES
OF A UNION Oli'
OHUROH AND
STATE.

185

Was He A Christian?

For fifteen yea s Mr. Remsburg has been collecting matenal ~or his work; IJ:e presents
an array of testimony that i• irres•stible and overwhemung, aud which must put this questwn
at rest forever. In- addition to the testim my of twenty Wi•nesses ~ho claim that Lmcoln wa,
a Chrioti ·n, and which is reviewed an l refu.te,!, 11e adduce3 the ~e~hmop_y of m9re than. n hund.rerl witnes;es in proof of the claim tn.aoLmcoln wa1 n<?t r.. I..Jhr~>tian. l'hE~se Wltnessesmoluqe
~is Wife and other relatives; his three law partners; his priyate sec,retMies; members of h1:1
cabinet; his principal biographer•, and scores of !..Is mo;t J tim ,te fnends.

[Heathen Illustratio11 o.ftM Temptati6n.]

The Bundehesh (a sacred book of the Persians,) states that
Ahuramazda aft~r creating the first man and woman, Mashya
and Mashyana, bade them "to be humble of heart; to observe
the law; to be pure in their thoughts; pure in their s~eech,
pure in their actions." .But an evil demon came to them in
the form of a Serpent, sent by Ahriman, the prince of devils,
and gave them fruit of a wonderful tree, which imparted
immortality. Evil inclinations then entered their hearts,
and all their· moral 'excellence was destroyed.
Consequent:y they fel!, and forfeited the eternal happiness for
which they were destined. They killed beasts, and .clothed
themselves in their skins.
BIBLE MYTHS shows-this to be the origin of the Hebrew

story.
l Vol. Svo., cloth, about GOO Pages. Price, $2.60·
Sent post·paid by the

TRUTH SEEKER..
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.Jfot for ]}arsons.

HAND-BOOK

DuRING a revival meeting in Rivtlrside,
Cal., the sky pilot in charge, approachinga Swede, said: "Are you a Christ.ian?"
"Naw, l'se a Swede." "Well, don't you
wanttoworkforJesus?" "Naw, I got a
yob over at Chino."-0. Newton Ross.

OF

BoBBY: Pop, is it true that the Hebrews
are all going to Jerusalem? Fond Parent:
Sotheysay,Bobby. Bobby: Won'tthere
be any Christians there? Fond Parent:
No, Bobby; none whatever. Bobby: Then
what are the Hebrews going to liv on?-

Puck.

EBoNY HuGHES: Don't yo' want a boy
fo' to bait yo' hook? LucklPss Angler:
Yes, if you'll gurantee that I'll catch some
fish. Ebony Hul?hes: I done helped a
man las' week, an' he's got turned out ob
de church fo' tellin' de truft about de fish
he canght.-Puclc.
"Go," said the emperor to his courier,
"and direct that all those who hold beliefs
at variance with the state be thrown into
prison. And, by the way, stop at the
treasury department on yonr way out and
instruct my chancellor of the exchequer
that the new issue of coins be stamped with
the image of Liberty, that thus we may
please the populace.-J. D. Miller.
THE story is told of a parent who had
become a recPnt convert to hypnotism.
His small son, who bad hPard him niscussing the subject, asked what hypnotism was.
He did not answPr, but with the imperativ
manner of a professional mesmerist said:
"Now, Jimmie, do you hPar? That is not
a clock, but a dickey-bird, chip, chip!''
Jimmie turned and fled precipitately, crying: "Mammal mamma! papa's got the

jimjamsi"-.Argonaut.

WE had adjourned to the sitting-room
for relil!ious devotion, and the good old
man read a chapter in Deuteronomy, his
plan always being to read the Bible
through from the firRt chapter of Genesis·
to the last one in Revelations, one at a
time. With gTeat solemnity he stumbled
over the long list of names, and when he
had finished he knelt in prayer. Upon the
mantel was a parrot, seeming to listen with
great attention. The prayer commenced
with a supplication .for the entire world,
then followed the nat.ional government,
then the state, then the neighborhood,
then the relativs of the family, each being
named, until it had lasted about twenty
minutes, when sudde?lY the parrot in loud
and angry tones cned: "Oh, shut upSbut up, I sayi''-St. Louis Globe-Demo-

crat.

A BAPTIST minister had to travel several
miles on horseback through a country
where the Redskin had put in an appearance. This minister was what was known,
I believe, as a hyper-Calvinist. One Sunday mPrning he armed himself with a sixchambered revolver to protect himself
againAt an attack by the Indians. A freewill friend pointed out to the good man
how inconsistent he was, .because if the
Lord had foreordained that he should be
killed by an Indian, it would so happen,
and nothing could save him. The minister
cast a glance at his friend and said: ''Yes,
but if the Lord had fr,reordained that the
Indian was to be ~hot by him, how was
the will of the Lord going to be carried
out if he hadn't got his revolver with him?"
Predestination won the argument on that
occasion.

How To Preserve Healt~~
JJy i.OUIS BARKAN, 1ti.D.

DfSIGN ARGUMfNT fALLACifS.

Fordyce Barker, M.D., Professor
Bellevue Medical College says of it,
writing to the author: "I regard your
book as the most sound, sensible, and
useful book on the topics which it discusses that I hav met with. I wish it
could be in the hands of every intelligent head of a family. I am particucularly pleased with one feature of it
that it does not profess to teach dosing and drugging. I congratulate you
on the wisdom and success of this effort."
Other noted physicians recommend
it just as highly.

A Be:tutation o:t the Argu:rn.ent That Nature Exhibits

Price, cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.

FREEl'H OUGH'1'.
By W. S. BELL.
· Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitious doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification
of subjects makes. it a hand-book. As Ingersoll said of
Paine's "Age of Reason," it enables someody in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
variety of subJects inclndP all the disputed voints between Christianity and Freethought Pricf,
cloth. •1: t>aPer. 50 cents.
Address
THE l'RUl'H SEEKER.

Marks o:t Having Been Designed by

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00,
28Lafavette place. New York.

an Intelligent Being.

Agents Wanted !
SYNOPSIS:
I. The Desi~ ArgnmeB.t Vitia.tea Itself By Necessitating an Infinite Series of Designe-rs
II. If There Were o. De!!igner He Could Not Be Beneficent.
IlL If There Were One He Could Not Be Wise, for
His Processes Are Egregion•l;v Slow,
They Are Egregionsl:LWaste.ful,
·
They Often Serve No U•e,
The¥ Have Produc•d Faultv Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Called Design Is Only Subserviency; and the Watch Argument Is Illegitima..,.
V. What Actually Did Cause So-Called Design.
VI. Astronom' and Design
VIL The Argument of a First Cause.

Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution a.nd a Sketch of Astronomy.
BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Price 15 cents.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.

We believe that not only can good be done but
money made by any Lib ral who "ill canva·s for
our book 'Old Testam,nt Stories ComiCally 11lustrat d." In fo.,t we know one man who worked
at it bur. a few hour, w , kly and sod ne~trly
fifty co pi sin a month. Tha price is I •w.: everybody knows the Old Testament stories, and
nea~l9 e'er•·b dy wru'd like a h<ok applying
njneteet>~h-century "it and k~ wl1dge to them.
Peo ~1le li ,.e to hugh. Reverenctl for the Old
''estament tales h"s 1 arg.,Jy rlisa~, eared a.n<'l
jgkes at the el:p•ns>of Jonah and Jo,epb. and
Es .u and S9mson and T) v1d, snd the other wortt>i•s or nnsavorv reputatinn, are keenlY. app~e
ci•ted. It seems to us that the b ok v.1ll r ell at
sig~ t. It dres here in the ~tore. LiLenls out of
employment will find thii a good way to make an
ho2est d 1llar.
TeriDS to Ag.ents Sent on Application.

Address

THE ·TRUTH SEEKER.
THE

THE

Remsburg's Book on Lincoln Now Readv.

ABRAHAM

LINCOLN:
WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?
By .Tohn E. Remsburg.

BRAIN

AND

BIBLE;,

OR

THE CONFLIUI' BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
with a preface by

\

B. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kfnd in the Hter ture of Freethougbt. Its arguments are bast d
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's se1. •e of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
~ Price, cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

COSM/AN

HYMN-BOOK.

A OOLLEOTION OF

0RIGl NAL AN 0 SEL ECTE 0 HYM NS

One of the most noted controversies of the century has been waged over the question of
FOB
Abraham Lincoln's religious belief. 'Soon after the remain~ of America's most illustrious son were
laid to rest at Springfield. one of his bio~raphers, Dr. R lland. put forward the claim tha.t he was a
Christian. The claim wa3 promptly demed by the flead statesm&n's friends, but only to be renewed Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools
again, and again denied. And thus for a quarter of a century tha question of Lincoln's belief has
and the Home.
been .ossed hke a battled ore f; om side to side.
For fifteen yea s Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work. He \)resents an
-With Music Written to All the Songs.array of testimony that is irresistible and overwhelming, and which must 'QUt this quPst!on a.t rest
forever. In additio•· to the tes•imony of twenty witnesses who claim that Lmcoln wa• a. OhristHp.,
OoMPTLFI> I<Y L. K. WASHBURN,
and which is reviewed and refuted, ne adduce' the testimony of more than a hundrefl Witnesses m PrJ ... ~1 &I\
v~ ... •o:olo qt 'P:R'1~ • ~~liiTI11P 6
proof of the claim that Lincoln wa•. not a Christian .. These witnesses il!clude. his wif!l an<j. o~her
relatives; his three law partners; his _private secretanes; members of his cabmet; his prmmpal
IT is a matter of knowledge that, since the biographers, and scores of his most intimate frienlls.
day of the godly John Calvin, of ble~sed
NOTED WITNES"'ES.
memory, thfl population of Paradise has
Ron. W. H. Herndon, Ool. Ward H. Lamon, Bon John T. Stuart, Ool. James H. Mathen:y, Ool.
suffered few additions, the freedom of the John G Ni< ola_x Judge David Davi•, Col Je•se W. Fell, Pon. Leonard Swett, Dr. William Jayne.
A 1> ineteenth Ceidury Novel.
city being rather conferred upon them Judge Stc,phen T. Logan. Joshua F Sp. ed. Hon. JesEe K. Dubois, Bon. Joseph Gillespi<', Dr. 0. H.
Ra:v, Col. F. S. Rutherford, Judge Rol'ert Leachwan. Ool. R. G Ingersoll, Leonard W. Vol)r, Josepr
who by chance paRsed that way than uprm Jefferson,
Hon . .1£. B. ·as) bnrne, Ron. E. :r.r Baine~ Hon. James Tmtle, Hon. M. B. F~el"..._Hon.
Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL
all who desired that boon. Now certain fleo. "'· Julian, Hon. John B. Alley Hou Rj!gh Mcuullocl:>, Gen. M M. Trumbull Rev. lJa id
·For Her Daily Broad is the story of two yl)iJng
devout men, seeing thiR, wondered whether Swing, Rev. Rotert Colly< r, Jud_g_e jesse W. Weik, H<;n. J.P. Usher, Hon. Geo. S. Boutwell, Hon
Wm. D Kelley Salmon P. Chase, Wm. H. Seward. Bon. Jobn OovodP, Hon. A. J. Grover-~-. l:lon. W. H. girls and a younger brother w. ho were left parentthey might not facilitate emigration T.
Waktfielfl, Gen D W. Wilder, Judge AaTon GoodJich, Judge JameR M. Nelson, .l:lev. Edward less, with a little moneyhfair e.;ucatJOnh and
thereto; and to t.his end they wiRhed it Eg .leston, Rev. J hn W. Chadwick, Donn Piatt, H. K. Magie, Dennis F. Hanks, Mrs. Sarah Lincoln. much coura~e, to make t eir way throng tbp
. world -by gowg to Chicago. '1 he autnor is also
should be kDown that infants were wel- Mrs. Mary Lincoln.
The foregoing and sixty other reputable witnesses testify that the greatest man born on this the heroil•e. ·'!'he narrative is, in the main, a hiscome, and that three adults-at the least- continent
was a Freethinku.
·
tory of a working-girl'slifP a no experience in the
out of every million might, by long percity of Chicago among bluff business-men, kindhearted folks, and d'sreputable hypocrits. It is
serverance, ljv wit.hin the gates. WhereAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Cloth, $1; paper, oO cents.
just ~uch a •tory of human life as we should exfore these men with their brethren assem~8 Lafayette Place, New Ym;k
pect Oohnel lnger.oll to be interested in; and
bled and did debate the matter. And
whatever he admires and appreciates iR sure ·to
be worth the attrntion of the rest of the world.
they who would hav opened the gates were
Price, 25 cAnt~. Addi·ess
.
not enough to prevail. And they who
THE TRUTH BEEKER
willed that heaven should remain a close
corporation, neither were thPY enough to
A l.iberalllving in Michiga.n Raid once that he would give $25 ., ,
• prevail. So the decrees of the 'Almighty Je&J.' to have the Orimes uf Prtlachers recorded, as the trequent lapses
ASECULAR MARRIAGE AND. FUNERAL RITUAL
were in nowise amended. Now of them of ,.irtue ot the ministers showed how little value Christianity
AND
to make men moral.
.
who stood otit·most valiantly for the integ- possessea
We have jns10 bsued ~he Fourth Edition of the book do~ this.
rity of lieavPn were two, a tall man and a The adilitiona for this new edition of ~e
COLLEIITION · OF SECULAR HYMNS.
short man. And they were strangers each
By A. R. AYRES.
to the other. But after that the gathering
"A good book written with a purpo:e."
had dispersed did they two meet, and,
Price, 25 cents.
looking each ·in the eyes of the other, did tbOWII nearly 403 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in presay, "Congr•'tulations!" And the tall T.Ious edlt10ns bhow that within a tew years &bt>ut
1 ddress
'!HE TRUTH BEEF ER.
1300 1tiiNISTERS HAVE BEEN GUILTY
man said also: "Fxperience has tanght me
that few men are fit for heaven." And the of one l<ind or another of criminal conduct. Mo•., of the crimes
short man said: "Yea. And it were well &re ag!Unst women, for the fair sex are at once th3 weakue<s anu
that the society of the place should be se- the strllllP.th of the church-" the church" meaning of conroe the
lect." Then the tall man said: "I am the nl&<ry.
Notwithstanding the many ltdditional pages. we have kept the
By W. H. BURR.
chaplain at the penitentiary." Aud the price the same, 25 cent8. Hend for "' COIJY, and confound the church- 'lllll!lliiilllllo.l:~
.
Second edition, enlarged to 32 pages; with the
short man said: "I minister to a congre- ffiPll ·Show them Just wh&j; •or of BJ&mps are the clergy who have
JJ.used
the
WoT!u's
Fair
0.1 SnaJa.r. b;ca.we it is so holy a. da.y thJ.t to look upon macllJnetT or
gation of millionaires."- Wardour Street,
enKraved likeness of Paine. Price, 10 cents.
ll&intings in thili period i8 "immoral •·
in Kate_ Field's Washington.
. ·· .
Address
'rHE TRUTII SEEKEB COMPANY.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKEB.
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"Crimes of Preachers"

THOMAS PAINE;
·wAS HE JUNIUS?

.
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Goms of c;houg'ht.
TBE prodieality of the rich is the providence of 1;he poor.-Inger.~oll.
TIIE man who l!lays God is his father
would hav hard work to show that he was
not an orphan.-Boston Investigator.

Old TestEtmer~t Stories
~-----~--------------------------------------------Comically Illustrated.
11 WILL

I onoosE the nobler. part of Emerson,
when, after various disenchantments, he
exclaims, ''I covet truth." The gladness
of true heroism visits the heart of him
who is really competent to say this.-John

Tyndall.

IT WILL
MAKE YO!J

•

I BELIEVE politics will not go right, society will not go rigbt, religion will not go
right, not.hing human will ever go right,
except in so far as woman goeR right; and
for woman to go right she must hav her

righta.-Oharles Kingsley.

Bv WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Civen Concerning the Origin and ·Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

I HAV good reason to know how few real
men there are in the world. Wearing
trousers is not the only requirement of a
man. Trifles like charact.er, backbone,
integrity, self-control, doing the right
thin~ at the right time, are a few of the essentials of manhood. W<~re I asked what
was the matter "ith most men, I should
reply lack of virility and moral courage.
This is the reason why there are so few
good leaders. The dead level of medi·
ocrity wallows in platitudes and traditions,
waiting for some human cyclone to force
them out of their slough of inanity.-

As the world grew older, art was used
to celebrate the jreatness and achievements of kings an rulers as well as gods,
and tb.eir tombs were ornamented with
such decorations as thes11 early ages could
create ; but yet all literature and art
was only for the gods and the rulers of the
world. Then, even more than now, wealth
and power brought intellect to do their
will, and all its force was spent to sing the
praises of the rulers of the Parth and air.
The basis of all this art of pen and hrush
was the reality of the world; but this was
so magnified and distorted for the base
use of kings and priests, that realism in
the true sense could not exist.-0. B.

Darrow.
I KNOW what can be said for war" school of heroism," "surplus population," and so forth. One widow's tears,
nay, the agony of but one wounded horse,
outweigh a shoal of such flimsy stuff. The
simple truth is that war is so utterly horrible and abominable, it cannot be truthfully described without making humanity
shudder. In modern warfare courage no
longer has place, and instead of eliminating the unfit, it takes the flower of the
race, the fittest to survive. Tba+. sovereigns
and statesmen should hav the power to
embroil millions of unoftending people in
deadly combat is, bke the doctrin of
God's sending his creatures to eternal
hell, at once an absurdity a11d an atrocity.
-J: M. Wheeler.

THE
PARSON.

A DIVIDED party is snmetimes the only
. hope of an oppressed people. A closely
org~nized party is ·•pt to grow entirely too
strong for the people. They cannot hold
their · own against thoroughly organized
armies of greed. The pretorian guards
were for years a thnrougbly organized
party .-Galveston News.
•

Tn-m E is. always hope when people are
forced to listen to both sides; it is when
they attenrl only to one that errors harden
into prejudices, and truth itself ceases to
hav the effect of truth, by being exaggerated into falsehood. And since there are
few mental attributes more rare than that·
judicial facultv which can sit in intelligent
judgment between two sides of a question,
of which only one is represented by an
ailvocate before it, truth has no chance
but in proport.ion as every side of it, every
oninion which embodies any fraction of
the truth, not only finds advocates, but is
so advocated as to be listened to.-Mill.

CORNER

LAUGH.~

·

Kate Field.
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400 Pages. 200

Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS::
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisf 11 Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
/isaac and His "Sister,"
Dne of Twins,

Jacob and Esttu,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideo~
·

Barak

Jephthah and Hi11 Human Sacntl-·
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Jr.xcet.
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.
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Author of "The Bihle and Evolution,"
The Popes and Their Doings. Biographical sketches of the most noted of these vicars
ENTITLIIID
·
ilf
Christ
and
vicegerents
of
God,
showing
what
THE
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very pla.in statements, in very unvarnished languall'e, :..nd the unmasking is complete, proving: them to have been cruel, inWith preface by
Published Monthly at $3 per Year.
trig_uing, and licentious men. Considering the
J. 111. WltEELIIIB, Sub-editor of Freetldnl:Br.
rapid growth of C~ttholicism in this country,
Price, $1. Order at once.
thi,s book cannot be too wide!; disseminated.
IS!!UES OF 1891.-$3.
Price.
PriCe, paper,50 cents; cloth,75cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Men, Women, and uods. Helen H. Gar. as exhibited in a narrativeofhersufferingsdurdener, .. ,............... .......... .... .. .... 50
in~ her residence ef five years as a novice and
·two years as a black nun, in the Hotel Die)I
The Age of Reason. Thomas Pame. lliustrated .... , .............. , ...... .. .... .. .... 211
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any anti·
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. BenCatholic book published has created more ex.
citement, and had such a circulation as this
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CJ:mst•an A~snrdities. John P.eck.... ...... . 20 . work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
By
VwtorJI:ugos,Orat;on op. Voltaire............ 10
circulated a story that Maria Monk was "no
TheCnsis. T~omas Pame. illustrated..... 40
better than she should be" but investigation
CS. W. POOTB.
Sabbath~realn~g. John E. ReJII!Jburg.. .....
25
disclosed that her "child ~f shame" was none
other than the child of her priest-seducer.
Travels m Faith from Tradition to ReaS "k so~. f>ber&.C. Ad\fs:M:'ii"""'"""' :
Prwe,paper,50 cents; cloth '/'llcents.
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Auricular Confession and Popish Nnn•
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BelnJ!' true accounts of the passing away of the
IssUEs oF 1892.-$3.
these religi.ous brothels. There ii no question ollowmgo persons, thus refutmg the many Chris·
Infidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote ............ : 1111
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Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk............ 50
centPrs. t •
b l tl
R ·
f looper, D'Alembert, Danton, Charles uarWin,
Pocket Theology. Voltaire .................. ~ 25 The
ies Ill A. son on. A
eVIew o
•1rasmus D•rwln. Delambre. Denis Dlderot,
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Bahthe system of auricular confession, including 'iltienne Dolet, Georg~ Eliot, Frederick the Great,
cock,..... .. ........... ....... ... ........ 15
copious extracts from the "Confessional Un- }ambetta Garibaldi Isaac Gendre, Gibbon,
Liber~ m Literature.
Testimonial to
masked," from the." Master Key to Popery," ·lodwin, Goethe, Grote Helvetius, Henry Heth•.
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
etc. The work is a protest aga.i.nst and·an appeal •ringtonl Hobbes, Austln Holyoake, Victor_Hugo,
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.............. 25
to every American citizen to examine carefully Tume. L ttre Harriet Marblneau. Jean MeAlier,
Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
and thoughtfully a religious system so invosive fames Mill, Jo.llll Stuart Mill, Mlrabeau, Robert
Proctor................................... 15
of privacy~ so powerful for evil in licentious >wen~Thoma.s Paine, Courtlandt PalmerJ.Raba·
Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
hands, so rraught with danger. to female mod- lais, wiuwood Reade, Madame RolanJ, ueor_ge
Hart...................................... 40
est}', to the ingenuous openness of youthl land, Schiller Shelley, Spinoza, Strauss John
rolan~ Vaninl, Volni)X_, Voltaire, James Watson,
The Holy Bible Abridged...................... 80
an~ to thf! freedom of thought, speech, ana
'ohn
watts, ThomaR Woolston,
False Claims of the Church. John E.
action. Pnce, paper, 25cents.
0 rlnA. 9.~ MlltP.
Remsburg .............. · ........ · ~ · .. · ... 10 Priestly Celibacy Exposed. A lecture by
IssUEs OF 1898. -$3.
the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox of Durham Eng'{'homas Paine ·Vindicated. Col. Robert
land. Revised American edition, showi~g the SHA.LL THE BIBLE BE BEA.D
G.lngersoll............................... 15
result in Parishes of the Roman decree that
The Creation of God. Dr. Jacob HartprieRts shall not mary. Price, paper, 1~ cents.
50
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?
crim:a~h>i:'eachiir8 ·in.· the.tini.i;ia'siai88:
Sister Lucy and Her Awfnl Dlscloflares
M. E. Billings............................ 25
Respecting New Hall Convent, .BoreBy R. B. Westbrook, A.M.
ham, J!lssex England. Showing that eonventB
Resurrection of Jesus......................... 40
Are Jllimio&~1 tO chastity, virtue, ·and freedom.
Handbook of Freethought. W. S. Bell...... 50
Third Thousand.
Religi!>D; a Cur!le; "e!igion a Disease; Re.l:'l'i.ee, paper, lO!l~~~.· ,
.
·
hg10n a Lie. S. P. Putnam.
..... .• l!ll
l'.lil!l r&U .. n BEEK.El.t 0(!;;._
Price, 10 cents. • Address THE TRUTH SEEKV.B,
Deei~H~r~~~~ts!~~~~~.~-.. ~~.Editor.. ~~ 15
2S.I&f&.7ett41 ~lace. blew ~ork ~·
Abraham Lmcoln: Was He a Christian?
John E Remsburg.
.. .. ...... . . .. . 50
Pen Piotures of !'he World's Fa.i.r. lllustr.ted. S. p. Pmnam. ......... ;........
25
Tho11e
Common Sense. Thom«s Paine.~............
15
By ABA AUGER.
Amtcted
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine..
15
With
Pleasu~e and Progress. Albert M. Lorentz,
A condensation of the fundamental arguments
Early
LL.B....................................
50 against OhriFtianity.
•
Decay,
· Durm~ the year other standard Freethought
Loss or
Man•
works Will be published and sent to subscribers
A YE-ry Good Little Missronary Work.
hood,
as they appear.
mu.tina
Yearly subscribers at $3 receive all the numbers
Price, 15 cents. Address
Dill·
published iu one year. Iu ordering please say
THE TRU'I'H REEKR:R.
which year is desired.
c~'!~f::!
Single numbers sold at prices quoted.
Debility
cured, a
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
APOLLONIUS OE TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
for
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

6m1

Clerk 17 1 832 Exchange Building, Boston, Mass.

Christianity and Evolution.

Truth Seeker Library.

I

INFIDEL
DEATHBEDS.

--o--

THERE is no real-difference between the
tyranny of a claqs (e. g. hereditary nobility) and that of a populat majority. A
political party is a claBB. Indeed, so far
as personal liberty is concerned, it is
less likely to sufter from a privileged order than . from an electiv majority; for
the latter rules by patriotic sanction. It
is easier to deal with an aristocracy of
birth, tao timid to be aggressiv, a thousand times easier to grapple with an· individual tyrant, than with a tyrant majority,
entitled to use all the m"ans of the minority, as well as its own, to carry out the
THE PHILOSOPHY
will of a part as that of the w:hole. With
OF
the decay of hereditary authority, the majority is now steadily acquiring the ancient
powers of a privileged class. John Stuart
Mill was a true friend of the people,· even
A. Practical Exposition of
friend enou~h to tell them the truth. He
Natural Restorative Power.
recognized their infirmity, -their readiness
to coerce individuals, and predicted· an inBY LEANDER EDMUND WHIPPLE.
orea11e of governmental invasions of liherty
A Book to explain the correct idea of Mental
in Englana as the people . acquired more , Healing, and what may be ~e~~on~bly ~xp~cted
possession of the !!:OVernment.-Moncure to result from an understandingoflts.pnnmples.
D,-~(Jonway.
Price, $2.50.
Address Tmc TBVTR SUXE&

M EN T·A L HEALING.

3IZZ in

~.

..••

••••

JfutsheZZ.

CHRISTIAN JESUS.

An important and remarkable revelation concerning the life au.i times of Apollonins of
Tyaua, the great sage and philosopher of the first
DR, R. P. FF.I,LOWS,
century. It is here cla.i.med that his life and "''""where you lliLW tblalldver
Vlaelruut.l'f • .J.
t-eachings were appr<mriated and utilized br the
P" I wish to say that I am an ut-a.nd-out
formulators of the Christian relill'ion in t.t•e interest of so-called Christianity. The plagiarism LrBEBAL, &nd I trnst •he Freethinkers of the la~~;d
is made~ plain in this brief history of Apol!onius. wiH give me their patronasre and not waste their
especailly in view of the historical references and time and money on ChriRtian doctors.-.Dr. Felcomments thereon. It is quite evident that to lotlllr.
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonius
wa.s suppressed.
GHOST OF ST. JOHNS•.
Price, lb ~at:ess TtiE TRUTH SEEKER.
B:r lL BABCOOX. Frioe·, 15 bents.
ll8 L&f&yette place, New York Oit:r
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tAt W~~lt.

THE Bridgeport ~treet oar strike is on
again,
·
EIGHT lunatics were burned in the·
Boone county, Ia., poor farm madhouse.
McKANE, the Gravesend boss, is now
undergoing trial for his aots as election
inspector.
KENTUCKY has granted to married
women the right to will their property as
they shall sec fit.
IN Mo.ssaohueetts the opposition to. the ·
compulsory vaccination law is continually
growing stronger and more open.
PRINCE BISMARCK and Emperor William
hav become reoonoiled, to the orazy joy
·of the German people.
THE khedive of Egypt takes baok all he
has 11aid against the English officers in
command of the Egyptian troops.
LAURA ScJIIRMER·MA.PLESO'<~, the prima
donna, and wife of Colonel Henr.Y Mapleson, died in this otty on January 24th.
THE Republicans of Chioa.g-:~ ha.v filed a
petition to oust Mayor Hopkins, Democrat, on the ground of frauds in the special
election.
IN Sa.u Domingo General Marohina and
ei<zht of his friends were shot by order of
Heureaux, his suooessful rival for t];le
presidency.
CoNSTANCE FENIMORE WooLSON, American authoress, and grand-niece of J. Fenimore Cooper, died in Venice, Italy, on
And if the prophet be deceived when be bath spoken a thing, I the Lord hav deceived that prophet, and I
January 23d.
will stretch out my hand npon him, and will destroy him from the midst of my people Israel.-Ezek. xiv, 9.
THE committee of the whole of the
House of Representative bas voted to raise
the duty on unout diamonds from ten to
~
ANswERs ANY QUESTION fifteen per cent.
£11 I' ~£ ...z!t£tg£t ~UuJ£t. 1 158
BIBLE
HOUSE& 'REFERENCES,
NEW YORK--EXECUTE·s ORDERS 50c 0.
Literary, Artistic, 50c
THE hatters' strike at Danbury, Conn.,·.
SEND
FOR PLAH
• at r.• Scientific,
Commermal, Legal, Personal.
~ier ~a ben folgenbe ~fidjer in
Among these are Rev. Dr. Gottheil,Hen,-y George, Gurdon &Dilworth, .New York; Edw. Osgood Brown, Chicago. EACH,
seems likely. to soon oome to an end.
Quite a number of the strikers hav already
meufdjer 6tJrad)e roeld)e fe~r berfi~mt finb.
gone back to work.
A SMALL
· THE Gouverneur hospital authoritie11
~ie ,;}rrt~ftmer IDhlfe~,"
hav. again been censured, this time by a
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
coroner's jury for removing a dying girl
1
<fine friti fd]e Eefeud]tung bes pentateud7 fiir
TRE
Astronomical and Astrolog~c to Bellevue hospital.
Wiberfprud] 3ur mobernen Weltan•
PREMI"'R CRISP! of Italy is pursuing a
al Origin of all Religions.
fd]auung unb <Befittung.
.At.t. FOB $1.50.
very vigorous policy toward the Socialistic
bon ~of. ~- @. -3ngerfoll, \j3reil8 50 ~entl8. Evolution.
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by revolutionists of Sicily and the Anarchistic
ohe late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
By B. F. Underwood ................ Price 6 cents
disturbers on the mainland.
A~~rAoo 'l'lJlll TRTJTH REEKER.
The World's Parliament of Religions.
~ ~
THE newly-elMted president of SwitzerBy Tenney...... , .................. Price 10 cents
land, EmilFrey, served through our Civil·
A SHORT
The Gods.
~ube
war in an Illinois regiment, entering as a
By Ingersoll (with likeness) ........ Price 20 cents
.;}ll~r~unbert~.
private and coming out brevet maj~.
Ingersoll Before The Unitarian Club ... Price 6 cents
bon .tJelene .tJ. @arbener, \j3reil8 50 ~entl8. Myth of the Great Deluge.
· A BILL providing for the.expenditure of
• By McCann ........................ Price 15 cents
BEil'!G
$1,000,000 on public improvements in this
Evolution of the Devil.
A Popular Account of the Formation and Development .city for the relief of the unemployed is
By Henry Frank ................... Price 25 cents
before the legislature. Politics are mixed
of the Canon.
Bruno Monument In Rome ........ Price 12 cents
np in it.
bon ~ol. ~. @_ -3ngerfoll, \)3reil8 25 ~enttl. The
Church and State.
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
By ·'Jefferson" .................... Price 10 cents
IN Alabama the Knolbites and other
Religion of Humanity.
Oo!ITE!ITS: The Hebrew Oanon. The New Tes- :factions opposed to the regular Democracy
!Sttnbert~titer,"
;ament. The Ea.rly Controversies. The Books at -will hold a state convention February 8th.
By Benwell, ....................... Price 15 cents
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
bon -3o~n \)3ed, \j3reitJ 20 ~entl8.
Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling ........ Price 4 cents
Competent T The Fathers Quoted a~ Scripture The contest is expected to be very close
Dwight L. Moody.
·
l\ooks Which a.re Now Called ApocryphsJ. The ·.this year.·
'Ieretics. The Christian Canon.
By Susan H. Wixon ................ Price 5 cents
'PanAP \1;0 ~~rnt~· 11lnt.h "'!i ('!Ant.".
THERE seems to be an orl!"a.nized opposiChristian Religion.
iion to the enforcement of Governor Tillober LE BON SENS.
By an Old Farmer ................. Price 15 cents
man's hquor law. The raids of his conbes romifd?·fatolifd]en priefters Jean Meslier. God in the Constitution.
stables are very annoying to the people of
Examination of the Morals a.nd History
By Ingersoll ..... , ............... ,.. Price 10 cents
tlad] bem fra113oifd]en Q)riginal iiberfet)t oon
Charleston and other South Carolina cities.
of the New Testament.
Effacement of Christianity.
i}tiiuleln !llnna Rnoo~.
Bv PBOJ!'. 11' W. NEWl!lAN.
Price 211 'lentil.
By Holyoake............... :-....... Price 10 cents
WHEELER H. PECKHAM: nominated by
501 Seiten, £einwanb, $1.00, papier, 5o ~ts.
life and Career of Bradlaugh.
"President Cleveland for justice of the
Diefe Eiid]cr ftnb in papier Umfd]lag unb
CHEAP EDITION.
By Holyoake ....................... Price 15 cents
Supreme Court, may not be confirmed by
Ingersoll's Address on Thomas Paine, Price 6 cents
ihe Senate, owing to the opposition of the
flaren Drucf. Unfere Deutfd]en £efer
Standing Up tor Jesus.
New York machine politicians, represented
foUten es weit oerbreiten.
By H. L. Green .................... Price 4 cents
by Senators Hill and Murphy.
Religion in the. Republic.
mbreffire, "The Truth Seeker,"
As ONE result of the terrible aooident
BY CAl'T. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
By :M. A. Freeman ................. Price 6 cents
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York.
Never-Ending Life Assured by Science.
Being the story of his mentsJ journey from week before last on the Delaware, Lacka- .
wanna & Western railroad, in which tbirorthodoxy to Ration&lism.
By Tenney........................ ;Price 6 cents
•teen persons lost their lives, a block signal
Pnce,
paper,
25
cents;
cloth,
75
cents.
Charles
Darwin
(Illustrated).
SURVEYORS, ATTENTION! By Flower & Wakeman ........... Price 15 cents
system will be put in as quickly as the
AilrlrPRR TRw. TRUTH REEKER.
work can be done.
A rare chance is offered for a surveyor to get a
Jehovah Interviewed ................... Price 6 cents
A SEVERE blizz11ord prevailed in Oklahoma
Cosmology against Theol~gy.
and other parts of the middle west, and
1 By Vindex ......................... Price 15 cent&..
Andress 'l'HE TltUTH 8EEKER.
also in the northwest, last week. New
York received a fall of five inches of snow,
We have one for sale, in good order, with
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.
and bad some moderately cold weather,
Tripod, which cost $160. We 'viii sell it fe>r
although t];le mercury kept away above
By GEORGE J. RoMANEs.
half•price-1!>80. Address
A systematic Exp_osition of what may be termed zero.
THE TRUTH SEEKER. Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law reguthe Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
THE Demooratio canons voted to make
lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an im- service
to the ~eneral reader rather than to propertinence." Price, 10 cents.
the income tax bill a part of the Wilson
Agent'sprofitsper.month Will prove
feosed naturalists.
1\Ir. Ito manes is well known as one of the most tariff measure. The cooler-headed friends.
it or pay lorftit. N~w art·cles just out. Tile False Teaching of the Christian
interesting of Rnglish writers upon evolution, 1 of these bills think that this action puts
A lkl.to sample and terms fr•e. Try us.
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of beside•
CBID.I!.ST:hB & Sol!i, 26 .Bond bt., N. Y.
rankmg with Professor Huxley in scienthe Christian church a.re thirty-nine poor, tific knowledge
and ability. And this IS a part of both in extreme peril. in the Senate
l8t46
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
his ronclusion t·egarding the great subJect of surely, if not in the House. The final
The J<'oolishness of Prayer. "'l'hink of Design, to which the church so oft\11 refers:
a minioter's pra.ying God to kill grasshoppers,
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adapta- vote is to be ·taken on Thursday of this·
.
or trying to induce the Deit.Y to undertake a tion or to those of beauty, everywhere tbrongh- week,·. after we go to press.
crusade of one against the ·Uolorado beetle!" rmt organic nature we meet with abu:mdant
Price. 10 cent!i.
THE court of appeals of New York affirms
evidence of natural causatinn, while nowhere do
ARGUMENT
we meet with any independent evidence of the decision of Justice Williams of the
Followers of Jesus. Prioe, 10 oents.
design. . . . Adaptation and
I1'! THE
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact I Pnpernatural
beauty nr8 alike receiving their explanation at supreme court, declaring unconstitutional
Price, 5 cents.
the law allowi,ng women to vote for school
the hands of a. pnrelymeehanical philo•ophy...
Religions Problems. Prioe, 10 oents.
All nature has thus bef'n tramformed before the commiRsioners. All the judges join in the
view
of
the
pre,ent.
;;·pueration
in
a
manner
and
Was Jesus Insane! Prioe, 10 oents .
.At Morristown, N. J.
to an extent that bas never before bpen pos,ible; decision. The case grew out ·of the. canThis is the greatesta.rgnmentevermade in a case The Public Schools and the Catholic and inasmneh as the change which has taken· cellation of the name of Matilda Joslyn
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
Church. Prioe, 5 ceut11.
place hao tnl<en pl&<!e in the direction of J.>atural- Gage from the regi.strv li~t of the thil'-1
long as the Christians use force to repress free
lsm, and this to the f'Xtent of rend~rmg th.e
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its elomeflhnnical intPrpretatlOn of nature umversal, tt election diRtriot of Manlius, Onondaga
quence never equsJed. Wherever Christian peris no w~nder if the religious mind has suddenly county. The judges say: "A constitusecution is going on this a.rgument should be
awakened to a new an<l a terrible force in the tional conv'Pntion may take away the barACCOUNT 01!'
fteely circula.ted, read to the Ohristi&ns, &nd. exword• of its traditional enemy-Where is now rier which excludes the claimed right of
pounded on evf'ry occasion.
thvGod?"
Vioal'a of Chl'ist and Vicegerents of God• .
In paper. 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
the appellant, but until that is done we
lliustra~~c:e· cl~lft$ofR"OTH SEEKER.
l'&per, 110 oenta; oloth, 711 oenta
Addrue
THE TRUTH.SBEUB,
must enforce the law as it is written."
ZEKE'S GOD IS DECEITFUL.
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IChristianity a Fiction.

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.

" IDloberne 6Jotterbtimmerung,"
, !Bunner nub

"6Jlnu6e uub merttltttft,"

R£LIGION NOT HISTORY.

Travels in Faith.
Darwin and After Darwin.

TRANSIT CHEAP.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

$525

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
lieynolds Blasphemy Tria/,"
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READY TO SWALLOW ANYTHING-CHRISTIAN

BIRDS FEEDlNG TH;EIR YO'(JNG_.

TO NEW READERS OF THE TRUTH SEEKER.

We send this issue of The Truth Seeker to a great many Liberals who are not subscribers, with an earnest invitation to them
to become such, and thereby help along the Liberal cause.
we would also respectfully call their attention to the manv points of excellence of the Paner.
THE TRuTH SEEKER is the Largest Freethought Journal in the World.
The Cartoons of Heston apuear each week, and each picture is worth the cost of the paper a year Dto one who appreci
ates plain and telling arguments against ecclesiasticism.
THE '11RUTH SEEKER constantly prints the most varied and entertaining Selection of Original Papers of any Liberal Journal
Its Contributors are all the noted Liberals of the country. All that Col. R. G. Ingersoll gives to the Public can be found
in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and that Poet of Freethou~rht, Samuel P. Putnam, writes more for its columns than for any other. The
Liberal speakers send us accounts of their journeys, and the best writers of Freethought freely devote their services to the
cause of Liberalism through the colums of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Charles Watts, perhaps the greatest Debater of our time, certainly the foremost .Secular orator of England, will send us monthly letters from England with all the news of' our movement there
and such reflections and pertinent observations as will surely make every English Secularist living in this country and Canada. want tcr
read THE TRUTH SEEKER. George E. Macdonald, one of the ·rarest combinations of humorist, satirist, philosopher, logician, has been
engaged to write regularly for our columns. As the "Man With the Badge Pin," he is known to nearly all the Liberals of the country
and we are willing to make him known to more.
THE TRUTH SEEKER gives all the news of Freethought, and is always on Guard Against the Encroachments of Ecclesiastics
upon the People's Liberties.
THE TRUTH SEEKF.R is devoted to the defense of Mental Liberty, of American Institutions, and the Preservatio.Jl of
the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests and the maintenance of human rights. It advocates the abolition of all laws based on religion or religious observances. It demands the taxation of church property. It is uncompromisingly opposed to anything tending toward a union of church and state, either in name or in fact.
'lhe Sunday Question is now to the front all over the country. On that THE TRUTH SEEKER will voice the demands of
the Liberal minded men and women of the country, and nowhere else will the l'ights of the people as against Puritanism be
£ound so sturdily defended.
•
To sum it up, THE TRUTH SEEKER is the biggest, best, and bravest Freethought journal in the world, and if yon are a Liberal
<>r Freethinker, you want it and ought to take it.
We appeal also to fair-minded Christians to hear our side and t"Mn decide,
Bigots and fanatics, we suppose, wouldn't take it on any terms.
.
SEE OUR PREMIUM OFFER FOB .NEW SUBSOBIBEBS on the second and third pages. Take advantage of one of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
these o1fers, or send $8 for a Year's subscription, or $1 for four months' trial.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, FEBRUARY 10,
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The Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

HOW TO GET

Four Hundred Ye~rs of Freethought.

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
OF FREETHOUGHT

BY SA.M:UEL P.

PUTNA.M:.

The object of this work is t? present the Course of Freethough~.throughout the Civilized World for
the last Four Centuries, :from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the o1me of Ingersoll.
It wil1 be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

''Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
of Human History,
adorned with the brightest Genius, ra;diant with t,he most spl.enclid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inventions and Discoveries and ennobled w1th Freedom s most slumng advance.
Nothing Can. be

More

In-teresting,

more inspirin()" to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and
Progress. Tl7e struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty; and from th8 Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN AF.FORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and l't.lagnificcnt Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the, added glory of
"W"OMAN'S EMANCIPATION.

from the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
'J..1HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
; The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Literature.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Philo .ophy.
Science. Education and
Ethics.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Voltaire.
Gambetta.
Madame Roland.
Copernicus.
Bruno.
Mary Wollstoncraft.
Rabalais. Schiller.
Rousseau.
Castelar.
Bacon.
Galileo.
Hpinnza.
Cervantes. Goethe.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Kepler.
Co men ius.
DeAcartes.
Frances Wright.
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo· Garrison.
Da Vinci.
Pestalozzi.
Locke.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
lution.
Phillips.
Lucretia Mott.
Newton.
Froebel.
Hum e.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Gibbon.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Humboldt. Combe.
Hobus.
Lydia Maria Child.
Lyell. .
Spencer.
·, Jefferson.
Sumner.
Burns.
Emerson.
Kant.
Shelley.
Heine.
Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
Margaret Fuller.
Owen.
Darwin.
H~tmilton.
Tyndall.
Holyoake.
Byron.
Thoreau.
Bentham.
Bakounine. Elizabeth Cady Stanton. ·
Comte.
Susan B. Anthony.
Pushkin. Whitman.
Mill.
Wa.rren.
Huxley.
Haeckel.
Buchner.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Matild'l.J oslyn Gage.
Girard
Feuerbach.
chewsky.
Heinzen.
Lick.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.

I

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liber-al
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeke1·, Investigator, Ironclad Age, Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, .Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

FREE
SPECIAL OFFER.

We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends a most generous
offer.
We need more subscribers to .THE
TBUTH SEEXEB, and· every Freethinker
needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
for it, bp.t everyone can do a little
work to obtain a copy --:- congenial
work, that will do great good all
around. ThiEl is the offer :

Send us Four Ne~
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates ($I2 in
all), and ~e ~ill send
the Getter.... up of ·the
Club a copy of" FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
F R E E T H 0 U G H T,"
FREE OF CHARGES.
And further, to a1d our friends in
getting this book for themselves, we
will offer

To the New Subscribers as a
Pre'lnium,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By WATSON HESTON,

THE GIWTFSf BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
W. S. BELL'S

Handbook of Freethought.
With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscr\bers.

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF FRfETHOUGHT,
at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
free.
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
To each New subscriber in the club, a preIt will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Free- mium of a Dollar Book-either 11 0ld Testameut
thought work-editors, lecturers, officers of' societies, and those who, as representative men, have won dis- Stories Comically Illustrated," or W. s. Bell's
tinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
11
Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-all free
Horace Seaver,
George E. Macdonald, Capt. R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
by
post or express •
•T. P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Watts,

1
D. M. Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam,
Prof. J. H. Cool!:,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Parker Pill~;bury,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H. Heywood,
Mrs. M.A. Freeman,
Charles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehm Smith,
Elizar Wright,
T. 0. Leland,
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Colman,
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian Leland,
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy Post.
Judge C. B. Waite.
and other men and women who have c::mtributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should 'be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,

/

,

and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr. Putuam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.

The name of every Subsm•ibet• 'Who sentls jive tlollars before the work is on the press
will be en1•olled in th/is book. DON':L' F A.I.L TO SUBSCRIBE A.T ONCE.
•

This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages oi Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
Yt will !Je eleg:Llltly bound. It wi·l be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your friemls when they ask, Whai; is ]'reetlwught-what has it done and what is it doing in the world?
This is t!Je most universal presentation of Freethought ever given to the public, and no Freethinker
can afford to be without it. It is a library lll itself.
Address orders to
THE 'rRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

This really brings the price of the
paper down to $2 to each new subscriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEKEB
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Subscribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our friends to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to get
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Olubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" as soon as the
book is issued.

Those who send a Olub and
Four New Subscribers and
$12 before the book is printed,
will have their names enrolled in its shining pages.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,

28 Lafayette Place·,

NEW YOBK.
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S11BSCRIPTION RATES.;

Bingle subs.cription, in advance .•..•••••••...••..•••..••••••••• t3 oo
One subscnptio~ two yea.rs, in advance .....•••••.•••••....•... li oo
Two new subs.cnbe~s ..... , ....•..•••••..............•••....•.•••• ·I) oo
One subsc~~on Wl~h one new subscriber, in one remittance. li 00
One subscnpt1on With two new subscribers, in one remit- .
tance ........................................................ 'f 00
One subscription with three 11ew ~ubscribers, in one remittance ....................................................... S:iO
One subscription with four new sub~cribers, in one remit·
tance ........................................................10 oo
Any number over five at the s11n1e rate, invariably with one
remittance.
Mon611 shoula be sent ll!l ert.1W'eBB oom:panTJ'B monBTJ oraer
postal oraer, ara.tt on New Yori:, or ll!l reotsterea letter.
aaa;ress oommuntoattons ana mal:e ara.tts, oheol:s, post-otfkJe
ana express monBTJ oraerspaTJal/le to
E. M. M.A. ODONALD,
28 Laravette p!aoe, New Yori:.
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
readen H they W'lllsend us the na:rne and addresl!l or
any Freethinker w-ho is not a regular I!IUbl!lcrlber.

SOME HANDSOME PREMIUMS.
To induce new subscriptions and prompt r,mewals on the part of our friends we make the following handsome premium offers:
For $6,50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage
of this or our Free offer of the book (see opposit
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in
the country should not possess this splendid work.
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete"
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New
Rochelle.
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.'
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's Dynamic Theory ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one
wants this book. It has over a thousand large
pages and more than four hundred illustrations.
It is a digest of Science, and every one who studies
it cannot help but be well-informed in all scientific
matters.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook " in cloth ($2.50).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
in boards ($2).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEXEB one
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically
Illustrated," in board covers ($1).
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceedingly low price. Old and new subscribers can
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our
present readers will call the attention of their
friends to the values offered.
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This Calls for Watching and Work.
A dispatch from Washington, D. C., dated Jan.
29th, stat~s that Congressman Morse, of Massachusetts, one of the men who, in Congress, was most
influential in securing the adoption of the Sunday
closing provision in the World's Fair appropriation
bill, has given notice that he will soon urge his
God-in-the-Constitution resolution, now in the
hands of the House judiciary committee.
This
resolution calls for an amendment to the Constitution. In an interview Mr. Morse said that it was
so framed as· to be acceptable to all divisions of
the church-Jewish, Catholic, and Protestant. He
thinks that if adopted by Congress, there will be no
trouble in securing the ratification of the amendment by the legislatures of three-fourths of the
states. Such ratification he cha~acterizes as a
"formality," and adds that it "would be quickly
complied with, as the Christian element in the various states has a controling infltlence." Evidently he thinks that the Christian churches are
ripe for a union of church and state. We ar~ told
by him that "the present movement was inaugurated by influential gentlemen, principally of Baltimore.'' Furthermore, he thinks that the Jews will
not object to the clause relating to King Jesus,
" as the divinity of Christ is referr9d to in daily
public school exercises and in the opening prayers
of the Senate and House.'' And no doubt he also
holds that Freethinkers should not object, and for
the same reason. In other words, as we hav submitted to the violation of the Constitution in the
interest of the church, we certainly cannot be so
unreasonable as to object to its amendment in the
same interest.
Another note of warning comes from the Capital.
As previously announced, Rev. H. H. George, representing the National Reform Association, is now
in Washington. In the last number of the Christian Statesman that has come to hand Mr. George,
enumerating. various national " reforms " which
should be at once pushed in Congress, names the
"Christian amendment to the Constitution " as
first in the order of importance. There 'can be
little doubt that he was at that time cognizant of
the Morse resolution and that his frantic calls for
money had especial reference to the propaganda in
behalf of the amendment. Earlier in the legislativ
season it had seemed probable that the theocrats
would first concentrate their energies on the pro·
posed national Sunday laws, or, at least, a law
against Sunday mails. But from present indications they intend to press the amendment first,
knowing that if they can get that they hav everything else they want, for of course the greater includes the less.
The Freethinkers must act at once. In the
present condition of affairs it will never do to be
unrepresented at Washington. It is the poorest
sort of economy which leaves all the gates open
there, all the defenses down. We should hav a permanent bureau in that city. But if this is not yet possible some cool-headed, well-informed, courageous,
aggressiv Freethinker should remain on guard during the sessions of Congress. And two or three would
be very much better than one. We are of all people the most foolish if we disregard the repeated

PL.f $J.OO Per Year

warnings we hav received and neglect to take every
possible precaution in the face of such imminent
peril. We all know what the church has done when
she has been invested with political power, and
what she has done she will do. This is not the
hour for talk to Freethinkers, but it is the hour for
talk by Freethinkers to the lawmakers in Washington. Are we going to do now what should be done
or are we going to wait, as we did in the case of the
World's Fair, until after the mischief is accomplished T And do not forget that if we do sleep on
in fancied security until the enemy has spiked our
last gun of defense-the Constitution-we shall hav
no Chicago Local Directory to nullify the enemy's
victory. With God once snugly ensconced in the
Constitution, we are absolutely at the mercy of a
theological organization that has never known
mercy and never will while it grasps the scepter.
Freethinkers! How much do you want the
church kept out of the Constitution and laws T
And shall we not hav some one at once to represent
us in Washington T

Another Protestant Treasonable Society.
There is in this country a Protestant organization calling itself the "Junior Order of United
American Mechanics." It appears to hav a degree
or auxiliary known as the "D. of A.," which means,
we believe, the "Daughters of America." It appears that its fifth object is to secure the reading
of the Bible in the public schools. A friend has
sent us a copy of one of the official organs of the
Junior Order of United American Mechanics. In
it we find a communication from a very innocent
teacher in the common schools. Here are some
choice excerpts from her letter :
"Please allow me to say a few words regarding one of
the important objects of our order; indeed, to my
mind the most important, for on that one depends all the
rest. If the 'reading of the holy Bible' is not upheld in
our public schools, if the mind only is to be developed
and the heart left to take care of itself, one-half of our
labor is lost. · · · Is the Bible being read in the public schools? If not, why not? I hav been making inquiries, and find that not more than one-fourth the teachers here in Canton read tbe Bible in school. I will confess that it is only since I became a member of the
Daughters of America· that I read the Bible to my
school, Most of the teachers open the seesion with the
Lord's prayer. One I know of has each pupil commit a
verse and repeat it the next morning, and some hav
nothing at all."
From which we learn that, in the opinion of this
Daughter of America, the demand for the reading of
the Bible in the schools is ihe most important plank
in the platform of the Junior Order of United
American Mechanics. Quite likely this is true. At
all events it is one which we can enthusiastically
antagonize. We do pity "the heart that is left to
take care of itself," uncheered by the narrative of
the E'laughter of the Amalekites and Midianites, the
story of Lot and his daughters, and the ravings of
the writer of Revelations. The Junior Order of
United American Mechanics has already done some
mischief, for it has been the means of getting at
least one teacher to.disobey the United States Constitution by reading the Bible in her school. Most of
the teachers in the Canton schools open with the
Lord's prayer and one-fourth read from the Bible.
Where are the Freethinkers of Canton?
" Some make the excuse that we hav pupils in our
schools whose parents do not believe, some in the Old,
some ~ the New Testament. That may be true; all the
more reason that the pupil should know about both.
Others will say that Catholics employed in our schools as
teachers will not read the Bible. That can easily be
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remedied. They certainly will not if we do not. But
when I was a pupil in school I had a teacher who was a
Catholic, and she read the Bible to us every morning."
That is rich! Parents, it seems, hav no right to
a voice in the religious training of their children.
Did this teacher never hear of religious liberty!
Does she not know that she, a teacher employed by
the state, has no business to force her religious opinions upon the children of patrons who differ from
her? The utterances of this "instructor" force the
conviction upon us that no person is qualified for
the position of teacher in the public schools who
has not passed a rigid examination in civil government. Teachers should be thoroughly familiar with
the Constitution, understanding and accepting the
principle of total separation of church and state.
It makes no difference about their personal beliefs,
but those beliefs must not be intruded in the common schools.
The Bible-in-the-school question
would not be nearly so difficult a problem as it is
were it not for these chits of girls who begin to
teach before they hav learned to think, and who are
completely under the influence of the Sundayschool and church. Almost invariably in the case
of a :fight over the reading of the Bible in school it
comes out that the teacher has insisted upon this
unlawful performance against the protests of some
of the patrons of the school. Every such teacher
should be admonished once, and reasoned with, and
then, if the offense is repeated, be peremptorily
dismissed. They should be made to keenly realize
that the constitutional guarantee which secures to
them perfect liberty of worship is equally protectiv
of the right to worship in a different way or not to
worship of those whose beliefs differ from theirs.
They must be brought to sense, what should be the
self-evident fact, that parents are the natural guardians of their children, and that, consequently, school
teachers hav neither the right nor lawful authority
to instill into the minds of children religious notions not acceptable to the parents.
The last paragraph we hav quoted mentions the
fact that the Catholic teacher read the Bible-presumably the Protestant version-to her pupils.
This is not surprising. Those people who insist
upon religious instruction in school will usually
take a half-loaf when they cannot get the whole
one. Both Catholic and Protestant hate unsectarian
instruction, and if they cannot separately get what
they want they will combine their forces to seize
what they can.
---------~---------

Wanted-New Subscribers.
We solicit the kind attention of our friends to
the need which exists of increasing the subscription list of THE TRUTH SEEKER. There are several
reasons for this, which our readers will readily see.
First, It will do a world of good, by making more
Liberals and by interesting those already liberal in
the work of Freethought. The church is making
great encroachments upon our liberties, and the
people need to know about it, in order to defeat its
tyranny. And those who read THE TRUTH SEEKER
are a hundred times more interested and activ than
those who do not.

Second, It is a duty we owe to

our fellow-men to giv them the light of reason we
hav obtained. Liberalism makes for true civilization, and freedom from fear of an angry God makes
men happier and better. Every Liberal should do
all he can to lift up his neighbors from the darkness
of superstition to the glorious plain of mental liberty. And, as Mr. Wakeman says, referring to the
resolution regarding the Liberal papers passed at
the late International Congress: "They are the very
life of the cause of intellectual and practical emancipation of the people. As such they are to be
built up and sustained by constant care, payment,
encouragement, and solicitation for subscribers for
them .." Third, An increase in the list will relieve the
readers from the occasional " duns " we are compelled to send out in order to get money with
which to pay bills. If we can obtain two or three
thousand new subscribers, the increased revenue
will make the business work of the paper easier,
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and we can continue to improve the paper without
fear of :financial embarrassments.
To reward those who will do a little for us in
this matter we hav arranged to take a large number of Mr. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of
Freethought," and to every one who sends us four
new yearly subscribers at the regular rates of $3
($12 in all), we shall send a copy of that magnificent work free. Those who send the club before
the book is on the press will be enrolled among the
original subscribers and patrons in the book.
And to make it easy to get these four new subscribers we will o:fler them as a premium either of
two spendid works-The "Old Testament Stories
Comically Dlustrated," or W. S. Bell's "Handbook
of Freethought" in cloth binding. Our readers
know the value of these books, and that about every
Liberaf in the country would like a copy of one or
the other. Either one of these, as may be chosen,
will be given to the new subscribers obtained in
these clubs of four, and a copy of "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" to the one who gets
up the club and sends the money and names.
We cannot afford to make this premium to single
subscribers, but to enable old subscribers and single
new subscribers to obtain these and other desirable
works at a great reduction, we hav made a list of
premiums in connection with subscriptions to the
paper, to be found in the :first column of the :first
editorial page of THE TRUTH SEEKER. We are willing
to do our par~ toward making the obtaining of good
Liberal works easy and cheap, and hope our readers will take advantage of the terms offered.
Once more we ask that a. favorable eye be turned
in our direction, and a helpful hand extended. As
the resolutions of the International Congress expressed it, Boom the Liberal papers and you boom
the Liberal cause.

some of the most important articles of our Catholic
creed to Zoroaster, and thence to the Jews and ourselva... Ah I so the Catholic religion is largely a
seeond-hmd revelation after all, that is, not a revelation? Thank you.
--------~~--------

Edward Dunbar, once a noted evangelist and
author of the hymn, "The:re's a Light in the Window for Thee, Brother," died last month in the
Coffeyville, Kan., jail, where he had applied for
lodgings as a tramp, says a press dispatch. Evidently his parents were bad people, for the Bible
declares that "the seed of the righteous shall be
delivered."'
'' 'Wouldn't it be fun,' says Joe Howard, 'to hear
Moses talk about Colonel Ingersoll!' It wonld, indeed.
Meanwhile Father Lambert has talked for Moses, and
there has been a lot of fnn."-Catholic Union and
Times.
And then B. W. Lacy and Cha.rles Watts talked
about Father Lambert, and there was a "hea.p "
more hilarity, but it was not on the priest's side of
the fence.
"Sin dug the :first grave, and it will dig the last
one," says a religious paper. Don't you know that
that story about the "sin " of Eve ·bringing death
into the world was a " fake " of an old-time reporter
who picked the particulars off a grapevine receiver'!
Death is a natural event. Conception, birth,
growth, maturity, decay, death. That is the regular order. Stop talking nonsense.
That aggressiv Liberal, E. P. Peacock, 143 and
145 South Clinton street, Chicago, is preparing,
printing at his own expense, and distributing some
splendid leaflets. The work is more than creditable
typographically, and the subject matter is excellent.
Would that thousands could and would do likewise
in city, town, and village. This well-directed local
work is of vital importance. Help all you can.

Geo. E. Macdonald's "Thumbscrew .and Rack"
is ready for delivery. We hav made preparations to
:fill a multitude of orders for this graphic picture of
"Deposit your treasure in the bank of heaven. It will the loving work of Holy Mother Church. The
be there when you need it."-Pious Paragrapher.
pamphlet is copiously illustrated and retails for
Maybe, but will the depositor be there'!
ten cents. Twelve copies for $1. To whoever
"The sweetest words m the English language are wants one hundred copies to giv away we will make
special rates. Dealers will :find this a splendid
Mother, Home, and Heaven."-A Christian.
It is moved that· the resolution be amended by seller.
substituting Babe for "Heaven" in the last line.
The Christian Inquirer objects to the phrase, " a
reign of law." It says that what is meant is "reign
according to law." Presumably the Inquirer
thinks that God is a constitutional monarch whose
business it is to administer the organic law of the
universe. He is no longer anterior to and above
the law, it would appear, even in the estimation of
When Christian editors and preachers universally this Christian editor. That is so much gained.
denounce a popular writer as "immoral" or Nevertheless we prefer "a reign of law."
":filthy" it's dollars to cents that they mean
In Susquehanna, Pa., Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
"heretical." Examin and see for yourselvs if this
Larkin
celebrated their golden wedding. Among
is not the fact.
the grandchildren present was little five-year-old
"If God does not mean what he says, will some one Mary Edwards, her grandfather's favorit. While
please tell us what he does mean ?"-Religious Hu- kissing and caressing each other one of her golden
morist.
hairs got into his throat, causing severe coughing,
Yes, in this case, for instance:
which ruptured a blood vess.el and he died instantly.
"For I hav seen God face to face, and my life is preHis wife swooned and is not expected to recover
served" (Gen. xxxii, 30).
the shock. Had the merciful and loving God
from
'' No man hath seen God at any time" (John i, 18).
failt d to number that fatal hair?
'' Let Jesus be a full partner in all your plans, and suc"The word of God is to man what the rails are
cess is yours. "-Christian Paper.
Couldn't think of doing it. He would giv away to the locomotiv," remarks a' Christian. That is,
the seed wheat of the :firm to the :first tramp who something for man to travel on, we suppose you
should come along and steal a chicken. Remember mean. But in a few years the locomotiv, etc., wear
the advice he gave about coats and cloaks T Don't put the rails and new ones hav to be put down.
you suppose he would practice what he preached T Just so your old T rail word of God is worn out
and we are putting down the new heavy steel rails
Prince Krapotkin, in a recent lecture on "Savages of sc.ience, and we shall replace them from time to
and Barbarians," said that it was an erroneous time as necessity requires. Thank you for the
supposition that savages without religion were illustration, or whatever you call it.
without morality. He said that even missionaries
testified that they loved their children, were kind
Eve Blantyre Simpson, daughter of Sir James
to thfl weak and aged, while they kept their mar- Young Simpson, has been making public some of
riage laws better than Europeans.
the experiences of her father in introducing chloroform in 1847. The theologians were greatly scanRev. Dr. Mills, writing in the Nineteenth Century, dalized. As God had deliberately condemned
says that it "pleased the divine power to reveal ·women to suffer in parturition, it was considered
San Francisco Public Opinion says that a man
who will vote against his brother for the highest
office in the gift of the people cannot be an honest
man. This is according to the gospel of arrant
humbug.
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impious to do anything to nullify that benign decree. One minister declared that chloroform was
"a decoy of Satan, apparently o.ffering itself to
bless woman, but in the end it will harden secretly,
and rob God of the deepest cries which arise in the
time of trouble for help." Poor, despoiled God!
What a pity it would be if he should be deprived
of some notes of his daily serenade of agony!
Comptroller Fitch, of this city, in a letter to
Judge Daly thus slyly pokes fun at an official fetich:
"When I took possession of my desk in the comptroller's office I found in use there the Bible which
accompanies this letter. The conviction has grown upon
me day by day that nothing can be more improper than.
the possession by the financial officer of the city of stolen
property; that to hold possession of a stolen Bible was
particulal'ly sinful, and that to administer oaths upon it
was the hight of hypocrisy, Partly on account of these
conscientious scruples, and partly because I hav been
presented with a new Bible of much superior appearance
I beg to return to the possession of the Oourt of Oommo~
Pleas the book which some predecessor of mine probably
carried away in his pocket from that court." · · ·
Is it not about time New York banished this idol
worship from her court-rooms and offices?
The sore need of cash compels us to ask our
friends to renew their subscriptions to THE TRUTH
SEEKER at the earliest convenient moment. The
"hard times" hav hit us, but we must crawl
through them somehow, and we turn with confidence to our readers. The amounts in individual
cases are small and easy to pay, but the aggregate
is large and we must hav it to meet expenses. We
hav made such a combination of books and paper
that everyone can get a get a good deal more than
his money's worth, and attention is called to these
offers. Purchasing books will help us also. But
please renew your subscription now. We need it.
Jules Simon asserts that
"God and nature ha.v given us a trinity of good influences-three patrons ofyouth: The priest, the teacher,
and the mother. The priest speaks in the name of God
the teacher in the name of reason, and the mother in th~
name of nature."
The priesfs credentials hav not been verified; he
says he represents God; that is all we know about
it. If he does, God is desperately short of material
for ambassadors, for the priest fights as long as he
can against every new thought of the teacher's.
Besides, he does all within his power to keep the
teacher from speaking in the name of reason the
message of reason, and to shut the eyes of the
mother to the most important truths of nature.
The priest is a marplot; he is behind every movement in favor of ignorance.
" A flapjack to every worshiper cooked while you
pray- that is what we are coming to," said an
evangelical minister of Boston, as reported by the
Herald of that city. The minister was inveighing
against the church kitchen, which is likely to soon
become a greater power than the pulpit. The
Ruggles Street_ Baptist church of Boston givs
monthly sociables~ at which each person chips in
ten cents for dinner expenses; each Saturday
classes of girls are in this church taught to cook;
there are over thirteen hundred in the Sunday
school alone. "The South Congregationalist in
Back Bay, one of the swellest in the city, has the
most elegantly appointed kitchen" in the Hub.
Verily, Jesus was mistaken ; his kingdom is of this
world, and his throne is set up in the conventicle
.kitchen.
At Lyons llains, Conn., a prominent member of
Emanuel church secured four converts by hard
work, and prepared them for confirmation, but
when he got them into the church on the day set
apart for the ceremony he arose and declared that
because of their worldliness and wickedness they
were not fit to be accepted. The astonished young
men left the building, but waited outside, and when
their erstwhile instructor . and was-to~hav-been
sponsor came out they took the liberty to giv hhn a
.!5oog whipping, and insisted that he should promis
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to never again meddle with church matters. And
now his pastor declares that he must leave the
church instanter and threatens to resign in the
ev.ent of his failure to obey. Was it Jesus who
s~zd something about forgiving seventy and seven
tzmes?

reserved for the later part of the feast, when the
drinkers would be too muddled to distinguish between poor wine and good. For proof that the wine
of those times was intoxicating, see Gen. ix, 21-25;
Gen. xix, 31-36; Lev. x, 9-11 ; Judges ix, 13; 1 Sam.
i, 13, 14; 1 Sam. xxv, 36, 37; Pda. lxx:vii~ 65; Isa.
xlix, 26 ; Acts ii, 13, and hundreds of other places
"'Wanted-New snbscribers.-THK TnUTR SEEKER '
. "This is a long-felt want on the part of this Infidel where Bible writers hav associated wine with drunkli~le sheet. May it continue! Unbelief is the withering enness. Be honest, Mr. Funk.
w~ter ?f the son!. It darkens the sky of hope, robs life
of zts hzghest consolations and shrouds the tomb with imThe Independent, commenting upon the present
penetrable gloom. It is a crime to humanity to spread movement for the reunion of the Northern and
such a blight. "-Catholic Union and :Zlf.mes.
Southern divisions of the Presbyterian church,
A "crime" against humanity to advocate Freeafter touching upon the negro bone of contention,
thought T No doubt you think so, and if yow; says:
church had the power it possessed when the world
" The smell of higher criticism has hardly touched the
knew less than it does now it would make intellect- garments of the Southern church; and its members wish
ual opposition to creedism a legal o:ftense, punish- no union with the Northern church until it n.lso is clean
able with torture and death. We remember what of this matter. In the Northern church, on the other
your church once did and we do not forget that it is hand, there is an extreme conservativ party who are
anxious for union with the South to increase their own
your boast that THE OHUROH NEVER CHANGES! Spare US strength, while there is likewise a liberal party, for a coryour jeremiads about the coldness and gloom and responding reason, opposed to it. We hav, then, the
misery of unbelief. We know the whole story. We curious phenomenon of the men who call themselvs conhav no use for the '' consolations " of a religion servativ favoring a broader union, and the men who call
which givs humanity an inquisition here and themselvs liberal opposing it. As things stand, there is
not the slightest likelihood of the liberals being driven
promises nine-tenths of the race an eternal hell out of the Northern church. The only chance of expelhereafter.
ling them is by union with the Southern."
We are then to understand that the Presbyterian
Three Church of England clergymen hav recently
church
of the North will no longer attempt to drive
joined the Roman Catholic church. Among other
out
of
her
ranks the minister:> of advanced ideas.
recent converts to Rome are F. Anstey, of Punch,
Then
it
becomes
only a question of time when the
Marion Crawford, Miss Braddon, T. Fisher Urwin,
entire
body
will
leave
behind the ancient landmarks.
Dr. Berdoe, and Dr. Maitland King. So we learn
But
will
the
church
hav
the courage and honesty to
from the Freethinker. With Rome on one side
and Freethought on the other Protestantism in repudiate the Presbyterian name, after it has abanEngland is in danger of becoming bankrupt, but doned the Presbyterian creed? We see nothing
she will hav no trouble in finding two receivers. "curious" in conservativs favoring a " broader
Since writing these lines we hav read a summary of union" and radicals opposing it. Such a "phenoman article written for the Religious Review of Re- enon" is common. Generally, ra4icals are bright
views by the Rev. Compton Reade, rector of Ran- enough to see that " broader union" will bury them
chester, England, in which he treats at length of under a mass of conservatism where they will be
"The Agnostic Wave." He has expressed our powerless. Such union and uniformity are always
thought in very similar language. Speaking of the dangerous. They almost invariably smother disAnglican church and of the Dissenters, he says: sent and impede progress. They are the deadliest
"A house divided against itself must fall ; and, as dangers that threaten us to-day.
Disraeli prophesied, the church's residuary legatee
This is an incident of one of the series of revival
will be Rome; her chief bene.ficiaire, Agnosticism." meetings in Brooklyn, as reported in the New York
Dr. Fulton's paper, the Philadelphia Church
Standard, has been discussing, editorially and by
correspondents, the question, "Why don't men go
to church!" One correspondent says that he thinks
that if there were heterodox or Liberal churches
men would crowd into them. To this Rev. Edwin
C. Bolles replies that there are six liberal churches
(besides Professor Adler's Society of Ethical Culture) situated between Twentieth street and Harlem
in New York. Mr. Bolles has looked several times
into some of these llititudinarian churches, and each
time found only a handful of men, while in the same
district are numerous churches " in which the oldfashioned gospel is preached Sunday after Sunday
to crowds of men who outnumber the women."
This is encouraging. We should indeed hav hoped
that men who had outgrown the desire for the
"old-fashioned gospel" would be restless under the
droppings of the 'alf-an'-'alf pulpits, in which is
preached ·a religion that is amiable but iliogical, a
religion which is called by the name of Christianity,
but the resemblance of which to genuin Christianity ends right there.

Times:
" ' Now,' said Mr. Dixon, his voice unsteady, the tears
welling from his eyes, while many children sobbed and
the eyes of older people were moist, 'let all who love
Jesus and who were converted before they were fifteen
years of age arise.' By far the greater portion of the
congregation arose. Many of them were young girls and
children, but there were many men and women on whose
heads the sorrow of many winters had fallen. ' Now,
those who were converted between the ages of fifteen and
twenty-five,' said Dr. Dixon, and many men arose.
'Now, those who received Ohrist after they were fifty
years of age.' To this invitation not more than a dozen
people responded."
Probably not a person whose reasoning faculties
are developed above that of the average man has
been converted in these Brooklyn meetings. The
children arJ raked in and, as the foregoing shows,
the bulk of church membership is made up of those
who were vaccinated with the theological virus before they had reached manhood and womanhood,
before they were able to reason except as inexperienced children. Their emotions were played
upon; fear, unintelligent sympathy, and susceptibility to the influence of the mysterious and the
marvelous, dragged and pushed them into the
church net. 'l'he Young People's Society of Christian Endeavor is composed of these children and
youth; and they are the "power behind the throne"
in securing Sunday laws and other invasiv statutes.
They will sign any petition which their pastors and
superintendents put into their hands. These.!' June
fillys" and their mates are our rulers in the realm
of letters. They emasculate our literature, impoverish our art,' and make us the laughing-stock of
the educated world. Everything is ordered with
reference to their immature minds. Only in religion are they deemed competent to choose for
themselvs, and there presumably because religion is
child's play, anyway.

The Voice thinks that Jesus did not make the
kind of wine that is used to-day. Neither do we;
he did not make any, at least, not miraculously.
But that the wine of the Old and New Testament
times was of the ordinary, intoxicating brand, there
can be no doubt. The context proves it conclusivly. Take the alleged miracle at the marriage
feast. "When the ruler of the feast" had tasted
the water-wine he called the bridegroom, and said:
"Every man at the beginning doth set forth good
wine; and when men hav well drunk, then thcl.t which is
worse, but thou hast"kept the good wine until now."
If " wine" means only the unfermented juice of
the grape, why this talk about men being " well
----------~---------drunk" before the poorer wine was given them!
The Truth Seeker Oompany has just printed a new de, But if "wine" means an intoxicating drink, then it scriptiv catalog <Jf books published and sold at 28 Lafayis easily understood why the poor wine was usually ette Place, New York. It will be sent free on application,
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How it happened that the dominie and I got to
talking has no relevancy to the subject; the fact is
that we were talking, and about the various needs
of our municipality.
He and I thoroughly agreed that a supply of pure
water was greatly to be desired ; we were a unit on
the subject of the introduction of electric light, and
quite unanimous that a system of. sewerage was essential to the health of the township.
"Another thing," said he, "we ought to hav a
public library."
I assented, of course.
"A library," he continued, "that should be a
credit to the place."
"Certainly."
"From which all forms of so-called literature
calculated to corrupt the mind of youths should be
absolutely excluded."
"Of course."
Then, beguiled perhaps by my cordial acquiescence
in these most admirable propositions, the excellent
clergyman came down from principle, and began to
tell seriatim just what sort of works he referred to
-Huxley, Darwin, Herbert Spencer, and Ingersoll
-above all, Ingersoll.
I had gathered from my friend's judicious remarks as to our physical needs that he would be
equally judicious as to our mental ones. I now perceived, much to my chagrin, for I hate to be foiled
in a judgment of character, that I had gathered erroneously.
And I perceived also by a prescience I hav how
useless argument would be in such a case.
"Perhaps it might be well," said I, suggestivly,
" if the library could be wholly theological."
That propol!!ition staggered even him. But he
did not stay staggered long; from his point of view
it was most alluring.
"That, of all things," said he, "would be what I
should most delight in-if it could be effected."
"If we could all pull together," said I, "I think
it might be. We could make a collection."
" Of standard works T"
"Yes, of all the literature on the subject."
" What a grand idea !"
.
" It is ; all the Bible commentaries."
"Yes."
"All the works of the fathers of the church."
"Yes, yes."
"Evidences of Christianity."
"Yes, indeed."
"Volumes of sermons."
"Of coarse."
''Works on predestination and free will."
"Certainly."
"And on baptism."
"Yes."
"And communion."
"Yes, all these; in short, all that vast body of
learning, critical, doctrinal, and homiletical, which
has come down to us from the early days of the
church militant."
"And when we hav made our collection," said I,
" the next thing will be to erect a big building."
"It ought to be a fine building," said my friend,
unctuously ; " a fit repository for such priceless
trPasures."
"Fine or not," I continued, "it would certainly
hav to be big."
·
"True, quite true; the material is abundant."
"It is."
" And the building ought to be proportionately
large."
" It should."
·
"It ought to be fireproof-stone or brick."
" Oh, no; a wooden structure would be much
the most suitable."
"It certainly would be cheaper."
"Yes, it would be; and after we get our collection we must avoid as much further expense as possible. Then when the building is completed we
must engage a man."
.
" Oh, of course, for a librarian, you mean?"
"No, not exactly, either a man or a boy; perhaps
a stout boy would do-a boy stout enough to carry
a lot of shavings."
" Shavings !"
"Yes, and enough kindling to start with, and
perhaps a can of kerosene, and enough wit to pile
'em up to the windward of the building, and the
first time a brisk breeze was blowing to strike a
match and burn up the whole thing-there! that's
my idea of the best use to put your theological
library."
It took some little time for this idea to percolate
through the interstices of the clergyman's faculties

till it fetched up, where all ideas ought, in his robbery, warned every member of the city council
reason.
to vote for the measure. if he wanted his political
. Then it would hav surprised you to observe how head ~ut off at the next election., As a result, the
grieved and shocked he looked; yes, and how puz- bill received but twovotes and they were cast by
zled, too. And when he sighed, and asked me to two Catholic aldermen. At one time the majority
tell him the exact nature of my doubts, and I of the council were Catholics, and there were two
answered that I hadn't any doubts, he was more Catholic judges on the bench in Des Moines. Were
grieved and more puzzled than ever. I don't sup- 'this so now it would require a hard-fought battle to
pose he had ever met a Christian of exactly my sort defend the laws of the state against the toqls of Mr.
before. It was like an amateur entomologist with Pecci.
an entirely fresh specimen; he couldn't classify me.
The American Protectiv Association contains
A Christian with no doubts was a new bug to him. some · things that I cannot indorse, though it is
If it had been a questiqn concerning Noah and his doing a great work to preserve our institutions
flood, or Elijah the Tishbite and his ravens, or bar- against Romish influence. I am told that members
rels of meal, or bears, or Jonah and his whale, he must take an oath on the Bible. This I would never
might have arranged matters somehow. As it was do. There is also good reason to believe that in
he was staggered.
.
many places it works in the interest of the ProtestThere was a good deal more said, and I did my tant churches. I hav been told by members of the
best to explain. Alas 1 the harm was all done. organization that preachers hav tried to use the
After what I had said explanations were quite futil. order to place Protestantism in the position that
My wife says that last Sabbath he preached on a Rome aspires to. Where this is the case, no Free" personal devil," and it wouldn't at all surprise me thinker can consistently connect himself with
to learn that ·he meant me. I know when we meet it, whatever it may do to impede the progress
casually he bows very frigidly.
. of Catholicism. We will not assist to down· one
This seems very funny for a "professed" Chris- church that another may be raised up in its place.
tian. Don't it to you? As·I look at the matter,
The Des Moines ministers hav been preaching a
the worse man I was the more he ought to hav crusade against gambling. None of them, to my
stuck to me, to drag me from the evil to come. ·
knowledge, took as their text such passages as
If there is such a thing in the universe as a comic "Unto every one which hath shall be given, and
world-a Puck planet--! am convinced this earth is from him that hath not, even that he hath shall be
it. I can understand how one can hav an opinion, taken away from him." (Luke xix, 28; Matt. xiii,
and stick to it stanchly; but, to profess cocksured- 12.) The Rev. Dr. Sooy, of the Methodist churc4
ness about what isn't cocksure, passeth all my un- is reported to hav said to the Rev. H. 0. Breeden
derstanding.
that on account of the great vice of gambling, and
There's Dr. Briggs, for instance. Of course I particularly the •'nickel-in-the-slot" machines for
respect him as I do any man who is in live earnest, winning cigars, his church collections were falling
and yet some of his ideas seem very curious to me. off. Evidently a large portion of the Des Moines
He is a genuin truth seeker, and yet professes to gamblers are Methodists, judging from the .reverFRANKLIN STEINER.
believe in "faith," and "revelation," and "inspira- end's assertion.
tion ;" but, when you come to analyze his "views,"
it is faith with a percentage off, revelation with
News and Notes.
errors here and there, and inspiration with room
for human guesses to piece out a divine scant
Eaton, Ohio, is the first place I strike on this
pattern.
lecture trip. It is fifty-eight miles from Cincinnati,
I don't know, of course, how this may strike you, near the Indiana line. Quite a good campaign
but it seems very comical to me.
was inaugurated here. I gave three lectures in the
HunoR GENONE.
opera house, and the audiences increased every
night. There is a fine Liberal element in the comSome Random Jottings.
munity, although it has never been developed in
The "torture chamber" was splendid. ·When we the direction of radical Freethought. There are
are asked, "How has Christianity achieved its great over half a dozen churches to about two thousand
power?" we can point to these instruments as one inhabitants. Two revivals were going on when I armeans; its distinctivly pagan doctrins another, and rived. One was advertised with a large white banner
the ignorance of mankind still another. The fact stretched alongside the court-house. A young girl
that Christianity is great in numbers and wealth about fifteen years old conducts the Methodist sercan be easily explained. Had it not been granted vices. They say that she is quite successful. I
special privileges it would never hav been what it is. shouldn't wonder. ·She dresses neatly, looks
John Stuart Mill well says that "no reasonable pretty, talks nicely, and presents a very pleasant
penon can doubt that Christianity might hav been way for sinners to corr.e to Jesus. The other reextirpated in the Roman empire" ("On Liberty," p. vival is conducted by a man. He talks like an auc55). Tax its churches, giv it no more money from tioneer, as if he were knocking down harps of gold.
the state, abolish its monopolized Sabbath, and He gets in some good sense occasionally, however,
recognize it no more than you do Buddhism, and and then again he is somewhat off. He has talks
we will see how much longer it will prosper.
only to women, and then talks only to men. He
Though Protestants cannot plead guiltless to the gave the ladies suggestions as to how to manage
crime of persecution by means of these instruments husbands. One of the chief methods he said, was
of torture, nothing can be plainer than that the in three words, namely, "feed the brutes." ·He
power which established the Spanish Inquisition is didn't believe in playing cards, especially progresever working its way into our republic and ever siv eucher. It was not only a sin but a crime, and if
forming the most infamous plots. A case in point he had his way he would send every woman who
occurred lately in Davenport, Ia. Ex-priest Slat- played progressiv eucher to the penitentiary for
tery went there to deliver a course of anti-Romanist thirty days.
I do not know whether I lost any attendants by
lectures. The city has an ordinance compelling ali
traveling lecturers to pay the city a license when an the attractions of these revivals, but thf' audiences
admission fee is charged. Davenport is the resi- I had were very attentiv, although I did not hav
dence of Bishop Cosgrove, of the diocese of south- crowded houses. Many heard for the first time the
ern Iowa. The mayor of the town, a man named declaration of Freethought principles; and were
Volmer, "if it be lawful to call him a man," seems quite surprised to find so much in them with which
to be a mere jumping-jack i:n the hands of the they could agree.
Catholic hierarchy. He refused to grant Mr. Slat..
This portion of the country has been· quite a
tery a license to lecture, giving as an excuse that camping-grounc for the Universalists, and they hav
his lectures would hav a bad moral effect! The done much to circulate Liberal ideas. On Sunday
newspapers say that this same Volmer .licenses morning, January 28th, I attended the Universalist
houses of prostitution and permits saloons to run church, and quite enjoyed a sermon delivered by
in violation of state laws, yet lectures exposing the the Rev. C. C. Connor. He is not much hedged in
villainy of Roman Catholicism would be injurious by the old traditions. He is radical and a very
to morality! A more flagrant infringement of free interesting and well-equipped speaker. He is evispeech, coupled with the most brazen hypocrisy, is ~ntly a student of the whole universe; and says
hard to be found. His act of petty tyranny, I am something new every Sunday from a well-stored
glad to say, was condemned by all fair-minded mind. His audiences are increasing. He has beeJt
journals in the state ; and it is not probable that at Eaton for only a few months. I had the pleasthe people will permit such a thing again.
ure of making his acquaintance at the bountiful
The Romish .serpent is now trying to entwine and hospitable table of H. M. Young, who is one of
itself around Des Moines, the capital of the state. the Liberal friends of this place.
A few weeks ago there was established in that city
I had a very enjoyable time the whole of my
an institution for the furtherance of superstition sojourn; and things prospered so well that it is
called the "Mercy hospital." Their first step was my purpose, in accordance with the wishes of
to apply to the city council for e donation, even if friends, to visit Eaton again and push the work.
the constitution of Iowa does forbid appropriation
Messrs. F. R. Christman and H. C. Blackford
of public funds for sectarian purposes. The Amer- took hold of the matter of the lectures with generican Protectiv Associations, hearing of the mtePded ous euth'llsi"'sm, amd 9:pened the wa-, ~ .~d :{: feel
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under great obligations to them for the cordial
welcome which they made for me.
:Mr. J. Fleisch came all the way from West Florence, about ten miles off, to attend every lecture·
and Mr. Frank Seany, of Bo$ton, Ind., traveled
about fifteen miles; and I was plt>ased to meet with
these earnest supporters of our cause who with
Rem~burg in other places, hav floated our' Freethought flag.
Among other friend.s at Eaton are D. E. Stubbs,
E. B. Harkrader, LeVI Gould, C. B. Cohefair, Mr.
and- Mrs. John Zeller, Chas. Brooke, M. L. Hold,
A. B. Mayor, J!ldge Gilmore, Martin Early, Chas.
P. Thum, DaVId May, and Alf Deimy. I must
mention Jonas Foster, who is not exactly a Liberal,
but ~s te~~ing that '!'ay.
He was formerly a
Baptist mmister, but did not harmonize. I recomm"nded for his reading "Religion a Curse," etc.
Rev. John Blackford, cousin of H. C. Blackford,
h~s been Uni.vers~list clergym~n here. He is quite
Liberal, but It seems that Umversalism runs in the
family, for about four of that name are prominent
in tNs Liberal Christian pulpit. Mr. Blackford
remarked that in getting out of Calvinism into
Rationalism we hav- to go through his "potato
patch." To which Mr. Fleisch replies: "Yes but
we don't stay in that pot-lto patch." We are' just
as much obliged, however, for the potato patch.
May it flourish.
I was quite charmed with Eaton. It is in the
midst of a beautiful farming country. It is quiet ;
no manufactures here, but it has a solid business
aspect, and is as good a place for culture, progress,
.and Freethought as one can strike in many a day.
Sunday afternoon, with good-bye to these live
Liberal allies, I sped down to Cincinnati, and
found everything in ship-shape order ; the banners
of THE TRUTH SEEKER flying ; a full house and plenty
of cheer. The Ohio Liberal Society goes right onward and upward. It has a larger hall than last
year for its meetings, and it was crowded,. notwithstanding the somewhat drizzly weather. I
lectured on "The Glory of Infidelity,'' and after
the lecture there was, as usual, a rattling discussion, and theology and politics of all sorts were
pretty thoroughly ventilated, the audience taking it
in with zest; but the main -drift was in favor of
simon-pure Infidelity. Christians giv us the name;
we take it and will make it glorious with new truths
for the world.
I am glad to see this Liberal society still foremost in the field. Geo. E. Light is now president
and Andrew Hogg secretary, and -they hav a good
body:guard for the advance. I am always encouraged by the many ardent comrades whom I find
here. It makes the Secular Pilgrim feel that " this
old world is growing brighter." Mr. and Mrs. E.
P. Foster, editors of the Cincinnatian, work for
industl'ial freedom along the lines of Freethought.
They hav tried the church and found it lacking.
Thus, with the anniversary of Thomas Paine,
liberty advances, and hope shines, and golden tomorrows lure us on; for such great spirits hav not
toiled in vain.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

"hard money," and hard money only, through function consists simply in representing the value
whose cruel and discriminating operation the la- of an article sold and carrying it over to another
borer of to-day gets barely enough to clothe an..d conveying from sale to purchase the value of th;
feed himself and family, the farmer loses on every article sold.
bushel.of wheat he sells, the planter's cotton goes
When stripped of the misrepresentations thrown
at a pnce below t~e cost of production, and every about it ~y design~g men, and the veil of obscurity
othe~ ):>ranch .of mdustry is in the most pitiable enshrouding the mmds of the people be dispelled
conditwn, besides the thousands that are starving the "dark unfathomable" subject of money "to~
throughout a country overflowing with food, and deep for the ordinary mind to grasp," resolves itself
o.the~ thou~ands and tens of thousand willing hands into a simple token, emblem, or device, bearing the
seeking vamly for work, while at the same tiine stamp ?r fiat of the government, imprinted upon
these hard money advocates seem unable or un- gold, silver, paper, or other material issued for the
willing to realize the fact that through this cruel, convenienc~ of her people to represent the value of
unfair, discriminating system, bankers ·and others the products of their labor or other values, bridging
dealing jn and handling the money of the nation from value to value, from product to product,
are meanwhile, through lately devised methods of throng~ all the money transactions of the nation,
?orruption and fraud, growing rapidly richer, add- extendmg from the purchase of an empire by the
mg yearly to their millions, while the common government down to a stick of candy by the merest
people_ are led by them into the snares and pitfalls child within this wide domain, making it in fact as
planned and laid with such infinit care, whereby it is in name a land of equality, freedom, and indethe:y are, year. after year, robbed of every oppor- pendence for all.
tumty to obtam for themselvs an honest division of Where's them fallers that's a howlin' that our dollars
haint no good?
the fruits of their toil! Such are the conditions resulting almost entirely from an intentional lack of Pint out one that wouldn't take 'em, wouldn't steal 'em if
he could!
a sufficient circulating medium for the exchange of If our
dollar's made o' leather, if it's made of brass or
the products of Jabor, brought about through the
tin,
instrumentality and connivance of the money power An' it satisfies the mortgage, hain't itwhatwewant ter win?
of the world, regardless of the rights, the wants or If it bears the Yankee buzzard, an' the mighty U, S. A.,
the necessities qf the many.
' - It's a legal coin o' Freedom, an' shed bevthe right o' way.
I wonder if these single standard advocates of If our dollars burs us ev'ryt~ing the Y'!'nkees.hev to sell,
the dudes an cockneys g~t out, an' m fnrrm countries
gold alone, the money of ultimate redemption, hav Let dwell.
ever thought to investigate and ascertain what per
If the English and the Proosians an' the Roosians want
ce~t .of the value of the indebtedness or obligations
our corn,
eXI!'ltmg between the debtor and creditor would be They will send ther gold ter buy it jest as sure as you are
born.
saved to them through the intrinsic value contained
inour gold coin should the United States govern- Let us build a wall o' Ohiney fer our honest home-made
cash;
.
ment become hopelessly bankrupt. Would it be An we'll bust ther game o' freeze-out, knock ther parties
over two per cent! I assert that the gold in circuall to smash.
lation does not equal five per cent of the total. If We "kin liv without a sea-trip, ther's enough raised on the
so, why in the name of all that is reasonable is not
farm,
the whole circulation based directly upon the credit An' a leetle Yankee diet, boys, won't do a mite o' harm.
of the government! Why be dependent upon five When the other kickin' nations see what home-made dollars dew,
per cent of our money, with its unceasing fluctua- Bless yer heart, they'll come a runnin' an' they'll want
tions, to regulate the other ninety~five T With so
ter win 'em too.
.
stable a government as ours I can see no necessity All this dratted, pesky panic is a sneakin', holler sham,
for piling ninety-five bricks upon five and those five Raised by them who fer ther country never worked or
keer'd a damn.
be the money basis of the country, controlled and
If Uncle Sam coins money-, hain't it by our own decree?
manipulated by the money interests; to expand or S-u-r-e!
an' them's the clmkers thet I lalk-they're good
contract at their pleasure and to their individual
enough for me.
Geo. M. Vic/cera, BoBton Poat.
profit, while to be a safe and solid structure each
.Denver, Col., Jan. 1, 1894.
L.
brick of the whole one hundred should rest squarely
.upon the solid foundation of our government's
Intrinsic Value.
credit, the same as her bonds do and as did the first
Just a little- corner, Mr. Editor, to show the
issue of greenbacks-sixty millions-which led gold fallacy o.f intrinsic value.
in all its flights of advance during the rebellion,
The government takes ten cents' worth of copper
and stood one-half of one per cent higher than gold and coins one hundred cents out of it, worth $1 in
at its highest record, and which issue was the only money. It takes twenty cents' worth of nickel,
true greenback ever sent out by the government. and makes twenty five-cent pieces out of it--cash
All others were but poor, maimed, deformed, and value $1. It takes fifty-three cents' worth of silver,
decrepit bastards, denied and repudiated by their and converts it into ten dimes, which pass for $1.
own parentage, and why not therefore be discred- The dimes are seven per cent. light.
ited, cuffed, kicked, and abused by others as might
Now, let us put these statements into another
be expected until they had to beg from hand to form, so that they will be understood and apprecihand for the meager recognition they received 1
ated by all:
Without a stable government it would no doubt
Intrinsic
value ... copoer, 10 cts. Money value............. $1
What Is Money!
be necessary to exchange one article of value for
::
:: ... nickel, 20 cts.
"
" ... ;........ $1
another,
just as the· gold advocates insist we shall
- During the past few months there hav been pub... silver, 53 cts.
"
" ............ $1
lished in THE ·TRUTH SEEKER several articles upon be compelled by law to barter a piece of gold of a
money-the most important question now before legislated value for another article estimated of an Total intrinsic value ...... B3 cts. Total money value .... $8
Difference between intrinsic value and money
the people-in which, it seems to me, most of the equal value. But the unfairness and inconsistency
writers were more intent upon airing their particn· of their demands is, that where they hav one such value, $2.17. Now, the hard-moneyites claim that
hr ideas, liberally impregnat<'d with the Christian piece of gold they hav from twenty to fifty repre- all money which 'has not intrinsic value must be resp:rit of "believe or be damned," than actuated by sentativs of it, based upon this one, each represent- deemed. But where on earth or in heaven or that
ativ being the equivalent of the original, and IX ill other place can they go to get this difference ($2.17)
a desire to instruct and explain.
Our ideas upon the question of money and re- purchase just as much of the necessaries of life and between the bullion value and the money value
ligion, I insist, are obtained from the same source. go just as far in payment of debts, a.nd yet should redeemed. Everyone must know that this differA belief in a religion depends almost wholly upon the government "go to smash" only the original ence has been blown into the bullion value by act
the teaching, practice, influence, and training of the would be of any value whatever. Doesn't it seem of Congress. Yet no man has ever lost one cent
parents, whose instructions during our childhood like a queer way of doing business in such an en- by the arrangement. That it is a. very awkward
kind of money all must atlmit, but it has caused a
tend to mold our pliant minds into the same chan- lightened country as we hav or claim to hav?
Money is simply a convenience to go between an loss to no one.
nel of -thought and ideas as their own; and in later
Now, if we can use a very awkward metallic
years, out of respect for them and their teachings, article sold and another bought or to be bought,
and no doubt a certain veneration for long estab- and when issued by a stable government like ours money which has more than two-thirds of the value
lished usage and time-honored customs, nine times has no more reason for being composed of gold or legislated into it, may we not use a more convenout of ten we are apt to close our ears to any and silver than has a bridge extending from shore to ient material for money with the entire value legisall suggested changes in what has become so shore of a stream. We are supposed to hav out- lated into it! There can be no doubt that Confirmly implanted in our being, and for so long been lived the barbarous ages of barter and evoluted into gress has the constitutional right to coin money.
respected, revered, and implicitly bowed down to, one of civilization and enlightenment. But hav we? And as the Constitution does not prescribe the
that it is almost impossible for us to accept any Is not the exchange of a piece of gold for another kind of material to be used on which to im,press the
innovations upon the heritage transmitted from our article of value just as clearly barter now as it was money stamp of the government, must not the
parents to us, as it has been from parent to child, when practiced by the tribes that wandered over choice of material rest with Congress?
Why should the governmant ignore an economic
generation after generation, from the earliest the plains of Shinar in the days of Abraham, Isaac,
principle by using a costly material (gold and silver)
and Jacob?
records of time down to the preeent.
In the matter of money we stand to-day just for money, when a cheaper material (paper) will
Hav not the advocates of a gold standard in like
manner imbibed from the practice !lnd instructions where our ancestors stood over three thousand years answer a far better purpose?
Some claim that paper money would not be good
of their parents the idea that money must of neces- ago. Let us get out of these old ruts. Replace
sity contain intrinsic value in itselH Hav not their this senseless bartering business with something unless there is gold and silver money to redeem it.
early teachings so influenced, warped, and biased more in: harmony with orir advanced and. advancing But no one ever thought of getting the difference
their minds as to make it almost impossible for civilization; a money with the stamp of the great ($2.17) between the bullion value and the money
them to see or be willing to acct-pt any other than United States of upon it, issued direct to the people value redeemed, as shown above.
When a man pays a d~bt with a raper dollar, i•
volume suffici~~~ fo~ t!te~ Jl~~<ls, whose duty or
the old, Y~Der~ted, a~d ti~~-J!oBore4 Qn~to~ Qf
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it not redeemed T When he buys what he wants
with it or pays his taxes with it,is it not redeemed?
What more can he do with a gold dollar? Moreover, the gold dollar will cost him twice as much
and serve no better purpose. This money would
be issued on the faith and credit of the nation, the
same basis upon which the bonds rest, and they are
at a premium of twenty-five per cent. There is
talk 1 of issuing bonds at low interest-three per
cent-to pay soldiers' pensions. Why not issue
full legal tender paper money without interest T I
will guarantee the soldiers will take it. If interestbearing bonds are issued, they will drift into the
hands of a few rich men just as sure as water will
find the ocean.
Why not pay the president and Congressmen and
all tbe officers under the government with this kind
of money T Pay it out for building forfs and war
vessels, and for all army and navy supplies. It is
claimed that this money could not be used to pay
for our foreign purchases and to settle our balances
abroad. I am inclined to think that if the course
which I hav mapped out should be pursued, our
mines would furnish gold and silver enough to do
all our business abroad, and at the same time insure
"tranquillity at home."
Then, instead of issuing money at one per cent
to three or four thousand bankers, for the use of
which the people are made to pay ten to fifteen per
cent, issue it direct to the people at say two per
cent, secured by long-time mortgages on real estate
at half value.
Could money rest on a safer foundation, or could
the people be more faithfully or economically
served T Who but a money loaner or a mortgage
holder, or those who wish to reduce · the wealth
producArs of the country to a system of wage
slavery, could object to such a money system T
Naples, N. Y.
JoHN PECK.

Observations.
The New York Sun, in animadverting upon the
action of the House of Representative in passing
the Wilson tariff bil1, inqnires:
What happens to a political party in the United States
which makes definit pledges and thus secure!! offices and
then evades, ignores, or repudiates its promises? '
Presumably the promises here referred to are
those contained in the platform of the dominant
party; but has the Sun at any time believed that
the mass of politicians make promises with the intention of keeping them T If their oath to support
the Constitution is so disregarded by them as to
admit of their voting to close the world's Fair on
Sunday, or of paRsing a Comstock law, what binding
force ca~ a set of resoluticns adopted at a political
conventwn be expected to hav on their actions?
The answer of the railroad conductor to the passenger who desired to ride outside is still to the
point: "Platforms are to get in on, not to stand
on." As for last year's promises, everybody but
the Sun has forgotten them. They are out of
st;vle at present; but th!l gre.at P<?litical emporium
will open up the next presidential season with a
fresh and still more attractiv variety. The Sun
should bear in mind that no party h in the House
of Representative. The occupants of that expensiv
public edifice are gentlemen who use! the parties
as means to procure themselvs a soft snap. We
should always, when possible, hav an accurate
statement of the facts before proceeding to animadvert.
·

I had been cured of that superstition. He was going
to sail for a foreign port, and just before starting
consulted his oracle, the Bible. Shutti~g his eyes
he opened the book. Then he opened his eyes and
they fell upon these words of Isaiah : "Hell from
beneath is moved for thee to meet thee at thy
coming."
Lately a whole grist of Catholics. including
bishops and monsignors, gathered in an uptown
church to celebrate the feast of St. Agnes. The
monsignor was from Rome, and brought along with
him a relic of the saint, no more nor less than a
piece of her backbone. This relic was placed on
view at the altar, and the male worshipers were
asked to come forward and kiss it, which, having
wiped their mouths, they proceeded to do. 1'he
bone, according to church history, upon which sub·
ject I confess to being a trifle short, dates from the
year 303, when Agnes suffered martyrdom. She
was a virgin, and such Catholic histories as I hav at
hand fail to mention the circumstances of her death,
or to allude to her in any way, and the inference is
that having no other recommendation she was not
prominent in the community. It is a strange fact
that no one besides the priests knows anything
about these virgin martyrs, and it is equally strange
that priests should know enough about them to
testify to their impregnable chastity. One incident
in this sort of history that I recall deserves a place
in the Bible. Somewhere in the Roman republic
were seven Christian virgins who fell into the hands
of the authorities and were condemned to die. In
those days it was considered bad form to put
virgins to deat.h, and the young men were notified
that theRe seven awaited them, presumably as
wives. The youth of the city rushed forward, only
to discover that the youngest of the girls was turned
seventy; and as a 'consequence the females were
a!!signed to the executioner. This man had the
temerity to make a bold proposition to one of them,
but was laid out by the Angel of Chastity, who appeared on the scene just in time to giv the villain
what he needed. Possibly St. Agnes was one of
this job lot, for after their death their bodies were
miraculously preserved and their bones became
relics. The pagans exposed these ladies without
clothes to the gaze of the multitude, but the Catholics take them stripped to the bone and parade
their remains to be slobbered over and make a
Romish holy day.

A clipping from a newspaper has been handed me
with the remal:'k that it satisfactorily disposes of the
silver and gold standard fallacy-satisfactorily, of
course, to those· who hav never entertained that
"fallacy" long enough to get acquainted with it,
and who, on that particular subject, agree with the
writer's main proposition without regard to his argument. The author of the clipping calls himself
" Rinctum."
In reading the history of the times before the
abolition of negro slavery was accomplished, I hav
observed that the peo{>le who favored such abolition
were harassed with the query whether they would
like to hav their daughters" marry a nigger." And
in the year of grace 1894 there are persons still living who ask if the women who want to vote are prepared to do military duty. As for myself, I hav
never been able to regard these queries as otherwise
than irrelevant, incompetent, and immaterial; but I
should imagin that Rinctum would be pounded to a
standstill by them ; for it appears that the chest:'he philanthropie Ge~rge Wi~liam Childs, pro- nutty and moldy inquiry why all other productsprietor of the Philadelphia Publ1c Ledger, is dead, grapes, for example-should not be regarded as
and the people mourn their loss in sashcloth and coin commodities along with silver has got home on
ax~s. ~e made a ~ood .deal of money by specu- his intellects and fazed him. Like the pro-slavery
latmg m other men s brams; and after having sur- and anti-suffrage people, he believes in a single
rounded himself with all that wealth aould com- standard; and as by them all civil rights were
mand, h~ shook his superflux where it would jingle vested in the white male, so by him all the qualities
loudes~ m t~e ears o~ the world. In this way he of money are vested in the yellow metal. I do not
advertised himself Widely, and all his charities doubt that the opponents of the equality of black
could be defended as investments. When Colonel men and white men urged that owing to the more
Ingersoll visited Philadelphia a few years ago to rapid production or · reproduction of one or. the
deliver !In address, Mr. Childs took the trouble to other, a parity could not be maintained. Perhaps
order that no mention of the fact or report of the they argued that way, and probably after devoting
lecture should appear in the Led,qer. That order so much of their talent to calamity- howling they
and the illustrated window in Westminster Abbey, had not time to read in the Declaration that men
when contrasted with his reputed liberality of coin were regarded theoretically as equals by the former
indicate that an otherwise successful creator erred residents of this settlement. The gold men are
in not locating Mr. Childs's brain nearer his pocket. similarly afilicted ; under their inflamed eyes the
Constitution turns yellow, and they fail to recogIn old pagan times persons who were on the eve nize the equality of gold and silver in that instruof embarldng in any enterprise had a habit of con- ment.
suiting some oracle-the stars or the entrails of a
Having disposed of the fallacy above discussed,
fowl-in order to find 011t what luck tney might Rinctum goes after the rag-money men thus:
expect. The system is not yet extinct, and there
We are onen reminded by fiatiste that "a yard-etick
are P?ople who, wh~n in trouble or .about to do need. not be made of g"old nor hav a.ny particular value."
anything unusual, thmk that by openmg the Bible But 1t mu~t hav length because it measures length. A
at random they will strike some thought applicable to po~d weigh~ may h:av !lny ~ze, shape, v~lue, or color,
their case. I heard
the
but weight,
Its. essential quality lli! weight, because lt must Uleall•
.
. other
. . . day. of a bel;ever
.•
wh o : nre

He proceeds to giv other examples of the same
principle, and concludes that as a yard-stick must
hav length in order to measure length, a gallon
measure capacity to measure capacity, and a scaleweight weight to measure weight, therefore a standard of value. must hav value in order to measure
value. It will not take the fiatists long to discern
that this is rather more than fallacy; they will observe that it is pure sophistry, and they will send
Rinctum to sea in the same boat with those teleological chumps who hold that since all that exists
must hav been created, and since that which is
created must hav a creator, therefore there is a
creator of the earth. It is a "short '' argument,
and is abandoned by its inventors when somebody
suggests that if followed to its logical co:nclusion it
provides Jehovll.h with 11. line of ancestors reaching
back a. greater length of time than :Rinctum could
measure if he had a time-stick composed of long
eras. The fiatists will show Rinctum that value is
not an inherent property of gold as gravitation is of
a pound scale-weight-that as a matter of fact value
is not a natural property at all, and should not be
confounded with properties physical, chemii.al;ctor
organoleptic. They will ask ·him how he knows
that gold has value, or how m'IHlh. What was the
original measure of value, having value of its ownj
by which the value of gold was measured 1 And
who measured that original value, and the valu~
back of that, and so on T Verily, it is the creator
argument over again. When the fiatiRts hav had all
the fun they want with Rinctum, they will point out
that if he would take a bull by the horns he must
begin operations at the right end of the bull. He
ought to know, they will say, that gold is chiefly
valuable because it it! money, and not money because it is more valuable than any other metal.
The gold standard advocates are the adherents of
Paley and his doctrin of design, while the . silver
men and the fiatists recognize the results of adapta·
tion and the value of natural and artificial selection.
The quality· of value difrers totally from the
properties of matter, which are inherent 1 for value
is a creation of men and communities, while le11gth,
weight, and so forth plainly are not. Gold in the
pocket of a man on the trail or up in a balloon has
no value whatever, but his yardstick still retains its
property of length, and his can its capacity~ and
the weight seems rather to increase in gravity the
farther he lugs it. Value, then, is a matter of circumstance, while the properties mentioned are inexpugnable and independent of surroundings. Having
set a value on its possessions the community,sets a
value on a piece of metal as a unit of measurement,
~s one is the unit of numbers, and stamps it
officially "one dollar." It is the st.amp that makes
it a dollar, and the fiatists will maintain against all
the Rinctums in the world that a similar stamp on a
piece of paper or silver would hav the same result.
TO VARIOUS PERSONS.

C. H. PACKARD, Editor of the Eye, Snohomish,
W ash.-A man called on me to-day to obtain information about the great northwest. He was looking for a lodge in some vast wilderness ; wanted tO'
get a job as agent at a railroad tank station out in
the woods, thirty or forty miles from human habi-·
tation and the madding crowd's ignoble strife.
Said he desired the job to be permanent, so he
could lose himself fer life. His plan is to botanize
during the pleasant weather and read when it rains.
I tcld him that· in Washington state he would in
that way get more re11,ding than botanical specimens, and that while trying to unearth a root of the
endogenous Symplocarpus fcetidus, as you Snohomish people call the skunk cabbage, a true specimen of the cougar or catamount might light on his
back ; but that did not dishearten him. He sticks
to his determination, and only asks one little spot
to plant the word forgetmenot. Can you help him!
How would Everett suit him? Or would you auvise him to change his plan, start a paper in Snohomish, and sit in the office until somebody comes
in to subscribe?
WINKY-WlNKY, My Dear Control-Yes, I saw the
communication in the Pacific Coast Spiritualist,
stating thatW. F. Jamieson, who is now a Materialist, was formerly a medium of such power that he
c~ld summon spirits to lift him from the :tloor to.
the top of a table, chair and all, which manifestation:
the correspondent claims to hav beheld. What;
hav I to say to the question, "Was Jamieson a.
fraud then or is he one now?" I am not saying·
anything until I find out whether or not the corre-.
spondent has told the truth.
"L.," Denver, Col.-I hav read your article on
money, and pardoned you, because I am paid for
that sort of work, and sentences with two hundred
and twenty-five words do not tire me, though they·
are trying to the wind. of the copy-holder. It is
not of the~l_ c?~~lain; b)l.t. why did you mutilate·
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I ch ~rch m
· France,
· showing that it is not alone in the
. k ers' s P?em, " U nc1e J .osh on Silver, " b Y erasmg
V10
the word silver wherever It occurred T Mr. Vickers
would be justified in getting angry if he saw his
oem limping along minus the feet you amputat. d
P .
.
e.·
Bes1des, you o~ght to leave the silver-men thell'
literature, even If you must fatally stab their arguments
!NQ~IRER. -Mr. John A. Lant is at T rryt
.
•
a
own,
where be pubhshes the Amerzcan Moslem, the
organ of Emil L. Nabokoff's system of Mohammedanism. I do not know that Mr. Lant regards this
·
t L
· M
· ' "d
f
as carrymg ou
ewis asquener s I eas o Land
Reform, and am not aw~~:re that the property
willed him by Mr. Masquerier is invested in this
business. Mr. Masquerier was not a Moslem.
W · H · B URR, . ~s h'mg t on_. D · . - 1nce you say
that the only m1htary serviCe you ever performed
was blowing a fife for an ununiformed militia company during your minority, I will consent to withdra~ the title of colonel. I used to disturb the
atmosphere with a fife myself, but was never called
colonel. Out West we are much more fastidious
about titles. I was captain of a uniformed camp
.
there, an d MaJor Smythe, who edited and set up
the Whoop in Haller, came near shooting the
editor of a loathsome contemporary for ignorantly
sayiug I was the only 3·ournalist in the county with

w

c s·

a military prefix. The camp I was captain of passed
resolutions recognizing my gallant conduct in firing
away my ramrod last Decoration Day.
. (cap t . ) GEO. E . ~~ilfACDONALD~

Freethought Progress.
Viktor E. IJennstrand has recovered from his illness,
and anew .assumed the aotiv leadership of the Swedish
Freethinkers. His lecture, "The Three Hundred YE~ars'
Jubilee at Upsala," has been translated into Norwegian
and copies hav been sown broadcast over Christiana.
Dr. Titus Voelkel was released from' prison Nov. 17,
1893. His address is at present, Berlin, N. Chorinerstrasse 16, II. ·. ·. · · Freethonght is reviving in Stuttgart, Germany. A new society has been formed to take
the place of that formed by Albert Dulh, but .which
ceased by the death of its founjler. ·. ·.: 1Je~· Freidenker,
Milwaukee, has issued a large, neatly printed calendar
for the 1894. The center of the calende.r is devoted
to a New Years' poem, "Harrt · ans! Gebt nachtl"
byL. N. Ziindt, a,nd as an advertisement the calendar
does credit to our enterprising friend, C. Hermann
Boppe, edi,.tor. ·. ·. ·. When the German soldiers are
•' nice little boys," who attend to their bns.iness as automatic machines, greased with sufficient piety, thev are
given the chance of procurine- Bibles. hymn-hooks, and
New Testaments at reduced rates. The pious Rei.chsbote
feels terribly bad becan~e last year the sale of these
books even at "salvation" price fell 30,833 copies below
the year 1892. It is too bad.
In perusing Las Dominicales one gets an idea of the
great popularit-y of the late Ramon Chies. Three months
hav passed since his death. and yet the great paper of
which he was editor continues to devote a page every
week to letters and resolutions lamenting his death.
Surely Ramon· 9hi~s ·bas no~ lived in .va:in.. ·. :· · The
Spanish Freethmker, ex-Pres1den.t Zo:rlllB1, h!Ls 1ssned a
manifesto calling upon the Span1sh Republicans t{) be
ready for a revolution. Certa~nly the pres e~t conditions
in Spain are nnbearable, owmg to the a ~titude of the
church and her servant, the monarchy. The recent
Anarchist outrages hav given ~hese two b~ mds an. excuse
to proclaim martial law in Spa1n, to estabtiHh a strict censorship of the press (the church organs alo1ne can publish
what nonsense they like), a!ld imprison Jorominent .Republican Freethinkers, clairomg that they a.re Anarchists.
·. · · We are the recipient of El ProgrefrQ, New York.
The New Year's number of this excellent iBoanish Freethought journal, edited by ~?enor Ramon Ve~ea., proyes
that the journal is up to the t1mes. Among i;be mterestmg
contents we note a translation of .Chapter XIH of "Woman· Her Glory Her Shame, and Her God," by Saladin;
begi~ning of ••The Novels of the Holy Ghost." an essay
in "highest" (Freethought) criticism. · We can but commend El Progreso to the attention of our SpanishAmerican friends.
Catholic Frano.e under Napoleon III. had in 1865
53,000 public schools with 2,601,~69 pupil~. The irr~
ligious republic nf Fr...noe had m 1891 j9,000 public
schools with 5 500 000 pupils. In 1865 the state gave to
those schools' 10 'ooo.ooo francs; in 1891, 100,000,000
francs. Who is· the friend of education? ·. ·. · Aocorrling to statistics of the church, there are ~8,000.000 Ho~an
Catholics in France, but of these fully 30,000,000 fall. to
partake of the sacrament at Easter, and hence, aocordmg
to the regulations of the church, are to be regarded as
. excommunicated. Yet who does not hear Franc.e called a
Catholic country? ·. ·. · In 1881 the Freethmkers of
France were represented by 135 me.robers in the House.of
Deputies; in 1885 the number had mcr~ased to 150, .whlle
in the last house there were 180 Freethtnkers, and m the
present house 220 to 240. How m,!lonY ~r~~thinkers are
there in our House of Representative? . . The Freethinkers of the eleventh arondise1ement, Pari~, were
treated to a debate between M. Sobarre, ex-pre~1dent of
the French Freethought Federation, and the pr1est Garnier. A debate of this kind is a decided novelty in
France, where the priests are even more s~y of a reJ?re"
eentativ Freethinker than they are here. m t~e Umted
States. The debate, of course, wns a. demded VIctorr for
our cause and the remarks of M. Scharre were vlgorously apol~uded by the large assemblage who filled the
Hall of Commerce. ·. ·. · At the N ~.ttional C!.>ngres~ held
by the French Freethinkers, Oct. 29, ~893, m Par1s, 128
societies were represented. M. Ferdinand Bonnange,
mayor of Palaiseau, pre11en~e~ to the Congress some ver_y
interesting statis_tics pertammg t9 ~he Roman Catholic

Umted States that the church gobbles up" hatever she
~an lay h.e~ hands on.. There e~ist at preser;tt in France
~ 5,000 .religtous e11ta~hshments With 2~5,000 mmates, and
if t~e mcrease of t.he1r real estate oontmues at the presPnt
ratio the Roman Catholic church will, in the year 1900,
own one-fifth of the real estate of France. The Congress,
besides insisting upon the rigid separation of church and
state, the equality of the s~xt>s, and the enforcemen~ of
the school law11, gave Pres1dent Carnot an overhaulmg
because he had in his official oapacitv attended a haptisma.l ceremonv. ·.·. · The French F:reethonght Fed·
eratio~ is. to hav ~building o! its own in Paris. 11: site !or
the bmldmg havmg been g1ven by the Republican Allianoe of Beine-et-Oise.
·. ·. · That lively FrenchCanadian journal, the Canada Revue, is doing Bplendid
wor.k among the French-Canadians. Its short, pointed
articles are excellent, and we will in a future. number. of
THE TRUTH SEEKER translate a few of the artloles, wblch
are interesting for more than one rPason, among them
"Une Province Morte" (A Dead Provine~<~. Qnebeo),
which hast appeared in the Mail. ·. •. · T~e French
Senate, by a vot.e of 1?2 to 84, agr~ed to g1~ votes to
:~:!~::gaged m busmess at elections for tr1bnnals of
·
. Leslie Stephen has been engagPd to write the monograph on John Stuart '\fill fol' the '' Dictionary of N atinnal
Biography." ·. ·. · Religions liberty has_ juet been officially recognized in Englann by an Ad'roil'alty order. which
decrees that-" All Roman Catholics, Wesleyans, Presbyterians, and other,;o, having nbj'lotions to the church service, are at libertv to absent. themselvs from the same."
"And others" would ~eem to be suffiol.ently broad to inelude Freethinkers; Anywav, it is a step in advance.
·. ·. · The brancheR of the National Secular Society of
England are sending in VPry Anconrallin~ reports at the
beginning
yeal". ·.. ·. · G. W.
president. of
th
. ofl Sthe
. Foote,
ecul ar S 001ety,
receives
no remuneratiOn
e N at10na
for his services, and even does not charge the society for
the stationery and postage used in conducting its large
correspondence.
Our readers will recollect that
we mentioned the fact some weeks since that Mr. Foote
was nearly mobbed by the riotous Chrit!tians of Ryhope
when he lectured there. But the visit was not in vain.
The local newsdealer refused to· handle the FreAtltinker
any longer, but a friend of the paper took hold of the
work of distribution, and now the sale has increased from
three to fourteen copies per week.· It is to be noted that
the roetho:'Jq of circulation of Freethon~ht papers in
En~land and the United States differ widely. Here all
but an insignificant number of copies go tbrongh the
mails to yearly subscribers, while in England thev are
handled by the newsdealers almost exolusivly, we should
judge. Hel'" the yearly subscription rate is prominently
displayed in th<> paper; there, the price of the single oopv.
·. ·. · Lord Coleridge, ohiflf justice of En~l1,1.nd, who was
so fair in the trial of G. W. Foote for "blasphemy," bas
formally withdrawn from the "Society for Promoting
Chrietian Knowledge," because this society has ranged
itself "in the number of thoRe favoring the practice of
vivisection and advocating its horrors." It should be
said that this is not tbe firRt CbriAtian society which has
sought to promote "Christian know lege" by anvooating
or engaging in the work of torture. It is a healthy sign,
and one indicating the developm.,nt of Freethoue;ht, that
prominent Christians withdraw from such sooietiPs, ..
The cause of higher education for women in Germany
has taken another step forward. At the gymnasium at
Weimar, Greek, Latin, and roat.heroatics
be taught.
· ·. · Among those added by1893 to Freethought's roll of
distinguished dead should be named John Addington Symonds, John Tyndall, Ramon Chi~s, Victor Schoelcher,
Hippolyte Taine, and Benjamin Jowett. ·. ·.· The Oh.ri&tian tJtatesman sadlv records the fact thatPhipo's Conservatory in Schenley Park, in "Sabbath-loving Pittsburg,"
was thrown open to the public on January 7th, and four
thousand visitors "desecrated" the holy day. ·. ·. · The
Congregationalist avers that the custom. of giving quiet
dinner parties on Sunday evening is on the increase in
the cities. ·. ·. · A bill for the taxation of church property has been introduced in the Ohio legislature.

will

Lectures and

Meetin~s.

J. E. REMSBURG will lecture in Elmira, N. Y., Saturday
evening, Feb.. 24th. Elmira last heard a Freethonght
lecture some twelve years ago.
THE Pittsburg Secular Society meets in Curry University Hall, Sixth street, near Penn avenue, every Snnday
afternoon at 3 o'clock.
W. F. J AlltiESON desires to make leo~nre engagements in
Nevada, Utah, and Colorado, alon~ the lines of railroad
East. Address W. F. Jamieson, Elsinore, Cal.
THE First Secular Church of Portland, Ore., meets in
Central Labor Council Hall, 170! Second street near
Yamhill, every Sunday at 7.30 P. M. Katie Kehm
Smith, lecturer. Sunday-sClhool in same place at 12:30 P.M.
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets in College Hall, 168!
Walnut street1 Cincinnati, Sunday evenings at 7:45,
prompt. Adm1ssion is free.
THE WoMEN's LmERAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, meets
in the Skerrett Building, Ridge avenue and Green street,
Tuesday evenings o.t 8 o'clock. Admission free. All are
welcome.
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
Chicago, Ill., Feb. 18th, 25th.
Toronto, March 4, 11.
Those who desire lectures at any points between New
York and Chicago, and in the vicinity of Chicago during
the month of Febru!l.ry, will please write at once to Mr.
Putnam, care of THE TRUTH SmEKER, New York. ,
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business College, South Eightll street, between Bedford and
Driggs avenues. Program of lectures for February:
February llth-"Survivals of Sex Worship," Miss Ida
C. Craddock.
February 18th-" Personal Hygiene," Dr. Charles H.
Shepard.
February 25th-" Morality without Christianity," Frank·
lin Steiner.
FRANKLIN STEINER's lecture engagements are as fol·
lows:
Feb. 10, Murray, Ja.
Mar. 9, Meriden, Cl)nn.
" 11, Chicago, Ill.
" 11, Bostl)n, 1\:t:ass.
" 18, Alliance, 0,
"
12, 13, Harwich, Mass.
" 23, New York Oitv.
" 14, Cotuit, Mass.
" 25, Brookl;rn, N. Y.
" 15, Osterville, Mass.
" 18, B JRton, Mass.
" 28, Ellenv1lle, N. Y.
Mar. 4, Philadelphia., ],"a.
" 21-23, Northport N.Y.
"
8, Norwalk, Conn.
" 25. Newark, N.J.
Mr. Steiner ho.s some open dates for his return trip.
Address him, after February 12, in care of Ta:m TRUTH
SEEKER.
J. E. REMSBURG is now on his way East. His appoint•
menta as far as arranged are u.s follows:
Feb. 10, Grelton, 0.
Feb. 20, Ridgeway, N. Y.
'' 11, Toledo, 0. aft'noon " 21, Fairport, N. Y.
" 11, Napoleon, 0. night " 22, Newark. N. Y.
" 13, Clyde, 0.
" 23, Lisle, N. Y.
" 14, Attica, "
" 24, Elmira. N. Y.
" 15, 1\Ias~illon, 0.
" 25, 28, Scranton, Pa.
" Hl, West Richfield, 0. " 28, N. Mehoopo.ny,Pa..
" 27, 'I'omp 1dnsville, Pa.
" 17, 18, Cortland, 0.
" 19, ,Jamestown, N.Y. Mar. 2, New York, N.Y.
Appointments for New York and Pennsylvania, also
additipnal appointments for Ohio, Indiana., Illinois, and
Missouri, will he published later.

' CoL. R G. INGERSOLL's lecture appointments and subjects for the present month are as follows:
Febrnar.v lOth-Des Moines, Ia., .................... Shakspere
February 11th-Davenport, Ia., ...................... Shakspere
February 12th-D11bque. Ia ........................... Shakspere
February 13th-Lo. Crosse, Wis , ................... Sba.kspere
February 14th-1\1inneapolis, Mmn., .................. Linooln
February 16th-Dnlutb, Minn., ......................... Lincoln
February 17th-Weot Superior. Minn ........................... .
Liberty for Man, Woman, o.nd Child
February 18th-St Paul, Minn., Some Mistakes of Moses
New Publications.
February 20th-Saginaw, Mich., ........ ,........... Shakspere
The. many admirers of Mr. Otto Wettstein's writings, February 21st-Bay Cit.v, Mioh , .................... Shakspere
which are {If the unsophisticated materialistic variety, February 22d-Grand Rapids, Mich., ............. Sllakspere
will be glad to learn that his CongresR address on the February 23n-JI\Ckson, Mich., ...................... Shakspere
'• Giant Delusion" is now obtainable as a pamphlet for February 24th-Battle Creek. Mich., .............. Shakspere
10 cents.
A Paine Celebrution.
The address delivered by Miss Susan H. Wixon at the
International Freethought Cone-ress is now printed in
The
members
of the Brooklyn Philosophical Aspamphlet form, the title being "Woman: Four Centuries
of Progress." None of the speeches at the Congress hav sociation honored themselvs last Sunday by euloreceived as much praise as this one, and none was more gizing Thomas Paine. Mr. Rowley spoke on his
worthy of the eulogiuros bestowed. Single copies 10 religious work, and Mr. 'L B. Wakeman on his
cents.
political career. The former showed that the traA new edition of A. Jacobson's "Bible Tnquirer" has ditional and contemptible falsehoods, which the
just been issued from the press of the Truth Seeker Company, which has· secured both the plates and the cop_y- Christian church made up, when they could not
right of the work. As a concordance or index to the answer his "Age of Reason,'' were without foundsabsurdities of holy writ, the '' Bible Inquirer " is not tion. Because he worshiped_ only one God, and
equaled by any other book of its size. It has enjoyed a not three; because be did not place any faith in
large sale, which it still maintains. The price is 25 cents.
miracles and prophecies; because he was true to
One of the numbers of ''The Truth Seeker Library"
h ·a h'
h d
t
ld
1
on Y
issued this month is entitled "Thumbscrew and Rack." his man 0 • lS ort 0 ox opponen s con
It embodies the "Historic Means of Grace" published in vilify him. Because he was a plain and honest man;
THE TRUTH SEEKER of January 6th, with add1tional because he could not bear falsehood, and put up
matter, and several new illustrations, including the with the fRds, superstitions, and tyrannies of his
famous ,, chastity belt," drawn expresslv for this work. time, he was ostracized and persecuted. Because
As a handsome pamphlet, with cover, "Thurobscre'W and
Ra~>k "will be sold at ten cents per copy. Being the only he was a friend of humanity, he was hated by the
work of the kind in existence, it should hav a large circu- despots. Mr. Wakeman told how stormy had been
lation. Geo. E. Macdonald wrote it.
Paine's political career; how, through the treachery
'' Self-Contradictions of the Bible," the ninth edition of of those who persuaded him they were his friends
which is hereby announced, will hereafter bea.- the iro- and would carry through his plans, the brightest
print of the Truth Seeker Company, to whom all orders hopes of his ambition failed. He was, Mr. Wakefor said work must now be addressed. We hav pur
chased the plates from the author and original pub! •sher, man said, "a first souled man." The audience was
Col W. H. Burr, and added "Self-Contradictions" to pleasantly entertained with singing and instruthe Truth Seeker Library. The work is not an argument- mental music and the bervices of the critics were
ativ or persuasiv one-it is simply convincing, as it givs a d'1 pensed with
hundred and fifty instances where the Bible contradicts j ~/f: O dd · k
ak
t S d
itself, and. he who rUDS may read. Price 15 cents.
. .1U-1SS ra oc ape s nex un ay.
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so yon can count on me as a life sub- in his right place there, and may condiscriber, unless misfortune prevents my tions be such that he will be able to stay
raising the necessary funds for the fear- there, is my wish. I also admire the.
mighty 'work of S. P. Putnam; he stands
less Editor. ,
Money Nearly As Hard to Get As Re·
Religion is on the. rampage, and Satan, in the front rank with Ingersoll I hav
ligion.
in seeking to devour, has in the city of not eeen him for years, but I follow him
CHATTANOoGA, TENN., Jan. 20, 1894.
Maryville frightened over six hundred wherever he goes. It give me great pain
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed fi!:!d $3, to be apto think that I cannot, at this time, subinto the fold.
nlied on my subscription. Money is .as
I should like to secure the new book, scribe for "Four Hundred Years of Freehard to get as religion, and I havn't got a
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght," thought;" but I must hav it if possible in
bit of that; but I will send yon as above.
but the list I inclofle are not new sub- the future. If Putnam is in the office
Your paper is the best on earth.
scribers; so I shall trust to your judgment, when this reaches yon, please giv him my
Yours respectfully,
P. C. CRAMER.
Purgatory Discovered Much· Later than and if yon think I am deserving of the respects; he will recollect me in the old
the Other Theological Continents.
book send it to my address (I assure yon Utah campaign. We had good timesthen.
The Best He Has Ever Read.
STEUBENVILLE, 0., Jan. 16, 1894.
Eugene, I will do all I can for you and
it shall do much good); and if not, apply
ScRANTON, PA., Jan. 19, 1R94.
Mn. EDIToR: Yon will find inclosed $3, the extra amount to my subscription.
deeply regret that I cannot do better just
Mn. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3.50 for which plea~e place to my credit on subnow, but yon will hear from me again in
Yours for truth,
JAB. F. LANE.
THE TRUTH SBEKER and for "Old Testa- scription.
the immediate future. Please find inment Stories Comically Illustrated." I
I had about one hundred back numbers Are There That Many in All Missouri~ closed money order for $1.50.
would like to order more, and may in the of THE TRUTH SEBKER which I distributed
Why Don't They Report~
H. S. BRooKs.
future, but at present I cannot afford to do over town in cigar stores. I paid a boy
MARYVILLE,. Mo., Jan. 15, 1894.
so. I bav read the paper for the past year, for doing it, and I would like to know if
California.
Mn. EDIToR: "We" hav just experienced
and I think it the best I bav ever read.
ELSINORE, CAL., Jan. 25, 1894.
a revival, conducted by Major Cole.
it has done any good.
Wishing yon great success in your grand
Mn. EDIToR: There is so much to say
I hav lots of fun with my Christian They claim a goodly number of converted,
work of Freethought and reform, I am friends about their religion. I always get paupers being thick in this city this fall about this country that I will take short
sincerely yours,
C. L. ToBEY.
them, for I hav nature for my foundation, and wintFr. There are still between five letters to say it in.
Los Angeles has the name of being a
Believes in Local Advertising of Eye while they hav only a myth. I find the and eight thousand Freethinkers in this godly city ofseventy-five thousand "souls."
county
(Nodaway).
Thanks
to
common
best
way
to
get
Catholics
is
to
ask
them
if
Openers.
Hundreds of these thousands, though, are
they know that Purgatory was discovered sense.
LESLIE, 1\'IIOH., Jan. 22, 1894.
the most aggressiv and progressiv Liberals
Some·
time
ago
I
heard
the
members
of
hundred
years
ago.
They
say,
only
six
Mn. EDITOR : Please find $3 for THE
the Young Men's Christian Association of it has been my pleasure to meet in mr.ny
TRUTH SEEKER. Now, I want to say to "Why, no; I thought it always was."
Maryville debating whether they would years. Here I made the acquaintance of
I
will
do
all
I
can
for
the
paper,
and
each 'reader of the paper: Make yourself
allow Catholics to enter heaven. Finally C. Severance, Geo. T. Bruce, Dr. J. E.
hope
the
year
1894
will
be
a
successful
one
its agent and insert in your local paper a
it was decided by a cloEe ballot that, under Clark, and met Colonel Voss and family,
ZINN SCHARLOTT.
not.ice that yon are agent also for "Self- for yon.
favorable conditions, they might " pass whom I knew fifteen years ago in Girard,
Contradictions of the Bible," and say that
Yes, It Is a Splendid Book.
muster." Now, as everyone may see, this Kan., when I debated with Elder Cunningthere are one hundred and forty-four plain
COLUMBUS, 0., ·Jan. 20, 1894.
was a very close shave for the Catholics, ham.
contradictions in the Bible. That was
I attended, in company with Geo. T.
Mn. EDITOR: I hav just finished the for which they should echo the prayer of
what opened my eyes. Also state you are perusal of your edition of Winwood Reade's
the young man who said, " God bless the Bruc", the session of debaters in the
agent for "Mistakes of Moses." That is "Martyrdom of Man " and pronounce
Church of the New Era, whose pastor is
Young Men's Christian Association."
another good eye opener.
Rev. 1\'Ir. Bowman, as broad-minded a man
it the most eloquent epitome of universal
Last
year
a
Catholic
friend
was
working.
Yours Ior truth, SARAH A. HAYNES.
history within my range. Its author for a Protestant family on a farm, and as I ever knew inside a "church." There
could hav no more honorable suffix to his every Friday they would put meat in every is nothing" Christian" about it. This exThe Preachers Are Busy in Iowa~
name. I hope that our high schools and dish on the table, if possible; then watch plains. I heard him in the evening giv a
CLARION, !A., Jan 12, 1894.
colleges
will become sufficiently enlight- him pick the meat from the food and discourse on "Freeth ought." A more
Mn. EDIToR: It's simply awful ·to think
how hard the sky-pilots are working dur- ened by the rext generation to adopt it as laugh. The family were very strong able address I never listened to. I did not
ing the winter months in all the towns of a text-book. It stands on a par with Christians. '' Of such is the kingdom of agree with all his statements; that does riot
Iowa. At Williams, Webster City, Eagle Draper's "Conflict" and Carlyle's "French heaven "-I prefer hell. I am your brother matter. F1·ee thought qoes not mean that
we should all think alike-we can't anyway,
EVERARD FROST.
Grove, Clarion, and other towns they are Revolution." Among five hundred vol- in light,
if we sit up late nights to try; a les~on that
chasing after the young men. They hav umes I hav no greater prize. A second
Three Dollars Earned, and It Goes for a.ll Freethinkers hav not yet fully learned.
got the old folks, sure. Now they are perusal is almost irresistible, but life is
The Truth Seeker.
'short
and
there
are
other
temptations
as
I gave my first address here on Thursafter younger gudgeons. In most towns
THORNTON, R. I.l Jan. 23, 1894.
day evening, Jan. 4th, to about 350 perthe sky-pilots hav posters and dodgers put well as duties. If you could publish
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 for sons. Rev. Dr. Ravlin and Rev. Bowman
up on the street corners, stores, shops, three pr four of the first paragraphs
another year of THE TRUTH SEEKER. sat on my platform, and in short, spicy
of
Chapter
II.,
on
"Religion,"
I
believe
poet-offices, and all other public places.
These are tne times that try men's souls. speeches heartily indorsed my h~retical
Eagle Grove is plastered over with these that many would be sufficiently spoiled to
For the past six months only three days' sentiments. These brethren left the
want
to
read
it
all.
It
is
equal
to
forty
bills and dodgers. However, I am told
work hav I been able to find, and those church because they just naturally
J. J. BuRDGE.
that, notwithstanding the efforts of these Freethonght lectures.
three days I finish to-day at $1 per day, ugrowed." They are both . eloquent
preachers, their temples of superstition are The Preachers Still Malign Paine and
Do not know when I shall receive another, speakers. Oh, that the bulk of the clergy
not half filled by the dupes, and hence the
Voltaire.
but must hav THE TnuTa SEEKER, as would follow their example, and quit
sky-pilots are getting desperate.
PLUMB, KAN., Jan. 23, 1894.
times are so hard at present. I try my preaching nonsense! True, the gospel of
JoHN AYLWARD.
Yours truly,
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3.50 for best to get a subscriber. Sometimes there manhood does not pay as much in coin
A Freethinker All His Life, But Hadn't THE TRUTH SEEKER and " Old Testament will be three or four at one time waiting current. A man who turns his back on
StorieP. Comically Ulustrated."
for the paper. "Let me see it when yen superstition has a hard road before him.
Been Introduced.
I went to church a few weeks ago to hear get through with it." Said I: "Send $1, None but those who hav traveled it really
DEBDEMoNIA, TEx., Jan. 12, 1894.
a preacher talk on Theism, and in his the- and receive it for four months, if yon do know what this means.
Mn. EDIToR: You will find inclosed orizing he compared God to a rock, a mist,
not want to subscribe for a year." "Oh,
Dr. Ravlin has lately been giving lect$4.25, for which please send me the grand and other dissimilar substances; and
no, I cannot spare the money." Liberals ures in Burbank's Theater to large audiold TRUTH SEEKER another year, "Old finally jumped from the subject onto
of that stamp are not of much account.
ences, and with great acceptance, Sunday
Testament StoriPs Comically Illustrated," Thomas Pa.ine and Voltaire and gave
Moody and Sankey are in Providence, evenings. Rev. Mr. Bowman delights his
1
and ' Crimes of Preachers." I c"nnot af- them quite a shaking up, The sun did
doing up fools in bundles, for they hav · hundreds also Sunday evenings, in Illinois
ford to do without your paper. I hav not become darkened, neither did the
made fools enough to supply the whole hall.
been a natural Liberal or Freethinker all moon turn into blood, and when the
world. Colonel Ingersoll has lectured,
It is my intention, at the ·close of my
my life, but never knew it till I com- people went home they found their houses
too, in Music Hall, on "Myths and California engagements, to travel through
menced t.) read THE TRUTH SEEKER, a still standing on their foundations. The
Miracles." I don't know how many peo- Nevada, Utah, and Colorado, and I corlittle over a year ago. It expresses my next day opened in all her beauty, with
ple heard the grandest man that ever dially invite the Liberals there, who wish
views and belief better than I can myl!elf. the sun in the east. So will Mr. Samuel
lived, but every inch of the floor was oc- to avail themselvs. of the ' 1 means of grace,'.'
I wish we had a good lecturer here, if Putnam's new book, "Four Hundred
cupied. Of all the men that ever spoke in to write me immediately at Elsinore, Cal.
only three or !our times a year. There Years of Freethonght," shine in glory,
Providence he is the champion. Music
F. JAMIESON.
are many Liberals here, if they knew how splendor, and truth upon the American
Hall echoed and reechoed times almost
to be. J. D. Shaw, of Waco, lectured at people. Let preachers cackle as they may
without number with the applause of the Who is Worse-the Murderer or the
Dublin last spring, but did not get out about Voltaire and Paine.
God Who Deliberately Made the Mnr·
tremendous crowd. · What comfort and
here, as we are eleven miles from the railI hav been circulating some Freethonght joy it is to sit and listen to that man!
derer~
road.
EAGLE PoiNT, On., Jan. 1, 1894.
books ordered from your office; also THE
Yours truly.
WM. A. BENNETT,
I will send for more books as soon as I TRUTH SEEKER when I get done reading
Mn. EDITOR: As it is New Year's day I
can spare the cash. I exchange my paper it, and I can see it is having quite an influ- The Younger Brother Is in the Right think I cannot do better than to write and
with a friend for the Independent Pulpitj ence among the people in this part of the
Place.
let you and the many readers of your
also giv it away when I think best.
country.
LAKE SHORE, UTAH, Jan. 20, 1894.
valuable paper know that away out here in
N. E. PAYNE.
THE TRUTH SEEKER is the best paper in
MR. EDITOR: The grand old TRUTH Jackson county live an Infidel, as the ChrisSEEKER come!! to me regularly, and I tian calls him, and the Christian feels so
the world.
EzEKmL McCoY.
Not Prompt in Paying Store Bills.
deeply regret that I cannot do better than bad when he sees an Infidel, for he
Six Hundred Afraid of Satan.
BuCKLEY, WAsH., Jan. 20, 1894.
I am doing for its support. The financial thinks, What if the Infidel is right? Why,
Mn. EDITOR: I cannot help myself; I
CLEABMONT, Mo., Jan. 18, 1894.
embarraesment in this territor:fis terrible. then, the man that downed our preacher
must let THE TRUTH SEEKER family know
Mu. EDITOR: For the inclosed draft We absolutely cannot get cash for any in an argument on religion won't be punthat we in this town of Buckley are well please send THE TRUTH SEEKEB, as per kind of produce. In days gone by I hav ished; he made the preacher feel very
protected by revivals and prayer-meetings accompanying list. I should be glad to mailed hundreds of copies of THE TRUTH bad, and why? Because he could not
this new year. Last night they prayed send yon a much larger number, but the SEEKER, after I had read them, to all parts answer the Infidel. But the good Chris·
for us poor .deluded business men, and I financial stringency of the country pre- of this territory; but I am not able to do tian has some consolation; he thinks that
say that if there is any class of men that vents many Liberals from subscribing who so now. There are several of my neigh- if one does bring up arguments that he
needs praying for in these times it is would like to support your valuable paper. bors that admire the paper, but they a.re cannot answer God will answer it for him
surely the class engaged in trade; and, as Then there is a class of skeptics who are not able at this moment to subscribe.
in the sweet by and by. Oh, how glad I
I am one of them, I am interested and will wholly indifferent about the success of
Eugene, I admire your labor in the am that Freethought is gaining ground so
watch closely and report to your paper Liberalism, and will not spend a copper to cause of humanity, and it also gave me fast; it makes one feel like singing to meet
when the time for results comes.
advance the cause. As for myself, I hav great pleasure when the report came that so many men in our ranks to day; we are
We bav a Methodist church here, and been a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER for your brother, George, was back in the. gaining very fast all over the land, and the
you ~!l9W from your own experience that almost ten years, and find it indisvensable i sanctum of the paper an<l to stay. He iij · old walls of superstition are fast orumblini,
the people who believe in its creed are
very good folks, at least for the world to
come, though as a rule they are very slow
to pay bills, and especially store bills, in
this world.
Inclosed find a few names to whom yon
can forward copies of the paper, and when
the People's party gets into power I will
send you a greenback. Under this DemoRepublican rule I cannot promis to pay, as
they refuse to make money.
0. P.

w.
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Heston has a good picture in the issue of
December 16th; U shows how the old
structure is going,
The Christians out here are not hard to
handle. Yon ask one if he believes that
God made evPrything and he will say, "Oh,
yes."' Then ask if eyervthing does not
occupy space. "Yes," "Well, if that is
so, where was God before he made space?''
Just then he will turn_ pale and leave yon;
God will answer that question for yon;
just wait.
To think that a God, knowing all things,
would cause ·a baby to be born into the
world, knowing at the same time that it
would be a murderer-that it would kill
some of its fellow-men! I ask, Who is the
worst, the man who murdered or the God
who knew that he would, but made him,
and then looked on and-did not put forth
a hand to stop the. bloody deed? The God
theory is fast leaving the minds of the
thinking class cf men.
Yours for truth and justice,
J. HENRY FRENCH.

Will Try to Get Christians to Subscribe.
HARWICH, Msss., Jan, 25, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Again I renew and hope
to be able to renew to the end of my life.
If it cost $10 instead of $3 I should continue taking it. In fact, I could not do
without THE TRUTH SEEKER. It speaks
with no bated breath; drives straight to the
mark. It radiates like the scintillations
of the sun to all pJirts . of the country,
planting the seeds- o:l' reform that, let ns
hope, will spring np an hnn~edfold. But
just now I am inad, mad as:a setting hen.
I cannot get one subscriber among the
many Freethinkers in this ''banner town "
of Freethonght. And now I am going to
try to get ·the ChriStians to subscribe.
Yes, I turn to the gentiles. What an incentiv the thought Of tlie necessity of disseminating Froethonght principles should
be to giv Liberal literature a broadcast
distribution to every nook and corner of
the civilized world! There are thinkers
here and there, who woti!9" catch on, were
the chances thrown in their way by a word
written or spoken. How I wish I had the
time and means to canvass for THE TRUTH
SEEKER and other Freethonght literature!
But to ''keep the wolf from the door "
takes about all my time, I should hav a
Freethonght library, but shall hav to
wait. My last year's crop of cranberries
failed me, both in quantity and price, bnti
am hopeful for the next, this year's, I am
exerting all the influence I can in this vicinity in the interest of Freethonght by
words and deeds, but I find no Christian
that is willing to be fair in argument.
They profess to be meek, but are arrogant, belligerent, and assume the right to
ooonpv seven-eighths of the time; . and
while they profess to be meek and charitable, they get into a rage. when driven
into a corner. The other day I accidentally got into an argument with a devout
Christian, and when I saw that he meant
to make me a listener all the time, I just
called a halt and asked if he would giv me_
half the time and hav a fair argnment;
upon which he began to retreat to the
door, saying he did not want to argue.
There is more brazen arrogance to the
square inch in Christians when talking
about religion than in any other living
creatures on earth.
Find inclosed $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER
for 1894.
B. F. RoBBINS.
About Some of Talmage's Nonsense.
STRASBURG, ILL., Jan. 8, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Rev. Dr. Talmage in his
Christmas sermon (text in Rev. xxii, 16:
"I am the bright and morning star")
says: "But do not forget that Christ himself was a star. In the first place Christ
heralded the coming of the creation.
There was
time when there was no
order, no sound, or beauty. No wing
stirred." Here we are led to suppose
there were no angels, or else they were
wingless. Mr. Talmage does not suppose
anything connected with this beforecreation. Knowledge it is with him. In
speaking of Voltaire he said: " Voltaire
supposed he saw J esns in his dying room."
How does Mr. Talmage know? How does
anybody know what Voltaire supposed?
He says: "As far as God could look np,
QQwn1 or f~r o-qt1 he CQuld see nothing;
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no light sped." · He says: "Hight and I fer that it is but necessary to continue manhood of their subjects, and making
depth and length and breadth of nothiDg- digging np the plains of Mesopotamia to the enslavement of them an easy thing.
ness; no light sped." Here we suppose eventually obtain evidence enough to crush
The iAhabitants of Judea, no more peragain that it must hav been as dark as Mr. out all who dare raise a voice in opposition haps than any other people, felt the iron
Talmage fonnd the Mammoth Cave when o so-called sacred history. Whereas, im- hand of this mon ...roby. Is it not reasonthe light went out. Did Christ then partial inspection of this business of prov- able to suppose that a people who were
exist? He puts the question and of course ing the scriptures by these relics of the now_ the slaves of this power and now
answers, "Oh, yes." Later on he said, ancients will show to any fair-minded of that, and again of another, which
"He was the light of the world," but at person that a good deal of straining at a dragged them from home and forced
that early time his candle must hav been gnat and bolting a oam_el whole is being them into slavery in some distant
under the bushel-" no light sped," says d~me by the professors.· 'Where is the land, would gradually lose !'ll individualTalmage. "By him were all things made- professor who, after he has discovered what ity, if they ever had. any that was more
that are; things in heaven and things in he claims is a similarity in the history of a distinct than most sava~e tribes possess?
earth and things nnder the earth. Yes, heathen tribe to his cherished Biblical ac- Would they not hav acquired many of the
he antedated the creation; he shone be- connt, is going to point out which is the ideas of the people who enslaved them?
fore the first morning [though no light copy and which the original? How will Would not the religions forms and ideas
sped]; his 'voice was heard [heard it him- Mr. Jastrow prove that the Jewish account of Egypt hav had their effect upon slaves
self]; he saw the first foundation laid; he of the flood and its extra quantity of water and vassals, yea, the very dogs· of Egypt?
saw the first light kindled [though no is the original and official tale and that the Would not the Assyrians, after driving
light sped]. Christ heralds the dawn of account on the Asayrian bricks deciphered them away from home into perhaps the
heaven upon every Christian's dying by George Smith is only an attempt at re- neighborhood of Nineveh, to slave at tempillow. I suppose yon hav noticed that lating the same occurrence? He will, of ple building, or some other work, hav inthe characteristics of people in their ~onrse, not tryto pr~ve it. Yet one would stilled into them ideas of Assyrian relighealthful days are very apt to be their char- inler from his writing that he knows the ion, Assyrian arts and customs? After
aoteristics in their dying days; for instance: same to be a fact. How mnoh good does centuries of this kind of a life, of being
Napoleon's dying words, 'Head of the the Century Company do the world, the first this one's slave and then anarmy.' - Lord Byron's, 'I must sleep minds of inquiring young people, or any other's, is it strange that we find the Bible,
now.' Lord Nelson's, 'Kiss me hearty.' casual reader on snob topics by publishing which is a product of the later days of
Voltaire's, 'Crush the wretch.'" Mr. Tal- such stuff? None I Worse than none I these people, bristling with maledictions
mage further says: "I see now why it was The facts of archeological researches are against all mankind, filled with the superso easy to change water into wine; why it made to serve as means to further the ends stitions of Egypt, of Chaldea and Assyria,
was easy to cure the maniac; to hush the of superstition and priestcraft. Mr. Jas- a conglomeration of recollections and
tempest; ·to swing fish in Simon's net; to trow picks np the Biblical account of the yarns, spook stories, and undoubtedly an
giv sight to the blind; to raise Lazarus." destruction of Sennaoherib's army before occasional honest line or two of real hisTalmage does not explain why Jeans so t4e gates of Jerusalem (2 Kings xviii, xix), toric worth relativ to some of their captors
·despairingly cried out, "My God, my and insults the memory of this great mon- or masters?
When I read snoh articles as Mr. JasGod, why hast thou forsaken me?" Per- arch of Assyria by insinuating that he SUP·
haps it was the characteristic of liis health- pressed that part of the history of his oam- trow's I hope the day is not fo.r off when
fnl days. Mr. Talmage further says: paigns. He insinuates also that Sennaohe- honest men will hav shed the light of rea" Some suppose that Christ was a stranger rib's son and dPsoendants and all others of son and honest research upon these zealto Bethlehem. Oh, no; he created the Assyria lied o.hont the destruction, while ous oomparers of profane and sao~ed hisshepherds, the flocks, the hills, etc. BEl- only the historians of J ndea could tell the tories to snoh an extent tho.t these Chrisfore the world was Christ was." He does tale straight. How can any sane man be- tian oomparers will cease to insult the
not suppose anything about that; of that gin to believe this tale of Sennaoherib's histories of the past by their arrogance
he is sure; bnfrather wants it understood destruction who will take the trouble to and presumption ; but, rather, will turn
that Voltaire supposed it was J esns that read on a few lines or verses into the next their energies toward· truth seeking, rewas in his dying room. "I hav noticed," chapter (xx), where is found the aooonntof membering that all men in the po.st did as
says he further, "that the dying words of Hezekiah's boil that was about to bring on all men do now: imitated to some extent
Christians always mean peace. Generally his death, and of his recovery and grant of the thoughts and actions of those about
the pain is all gone and there is a great fifteen years more of life from the Lord ? them. As they delve into ancient history
quietude through the room." We agree Then read on to where the Lord made a let them keep in mind the probable oon<iiwith the reverend and believe that after sign of his mightiness by turning the ann tion of these people whom the Christian
the pain was all gone there was a great back 10° in its o~nrse, and all for the edi- era has delighted to honor as the chosen
qnietnde, with Paine, Voltaire, and Jeans fication of Hezekiah. What kind of soien- people of God. Let them remember how
Christ, as far as themselvs were concerned. tifio men are these who set np against the very natural it would hav been for them
H. BERNHARD.
whole nation of Assyria and their·word to pick np a large number of foreign ideas.
and honor the assertions of a handful of In fact, how could a race of people, occuThe People of Judea and Their Neigh· iianatics whose very words, one following pying the geographical position which
bors and Conquerors.
upon another, reveal falsehood after false- they did, help being submerged beneath
JAMESTOWN, N. Y., Jan. 20, 1894.
hood? The ann turned back 10° to please the loads of neighboring obtrnsivness?
MR. EDIToR: I hav just finished reading Hezekiah I How many of our Christian What could they hav known about a~ri
an article in the Century Magazine for colleges when teaching astronomy make onltnre, except that which warring facJanuary, 1894, on" The Assyrian Monu- mention of Hezekia J. 's notion and the tions allowed them to acquire in moments
ments and the Bible," by Morris Jastrow, Lord's juggling?
of peace, or else compelled them to learn
Jr. This is a royal specimen of presumpBut if anything is to be inferred from a under the lash? What about art, save
tion, a sample of the methods employed
striking similarity between Assyrian and what a master whipped into them in the
by modern religions people to make sacred
Jewish writings, what would be the most brickyard or in temple construction? What
and profane history agree.
about war, but that which they learned
reasonable inference? Would it not be reaMr. Jastrow repeats the story of George
in the bitter school of experience with
sonable when looking over the question to
Smith's finding among the fragments of
captors and oppressors? What education
remember that A8syria or rather the
the Assyrian writings in the British mn- long line of Chaldea, Babylon, Assyria, had they as a race upon the known sub-senm a writing oorredp:>nding to some. exjects of their day except such as was
and Babylon again, was a line or race runtent with the Biblical account of the flood, ning through thousands of years, a race picked np like crumbs from their masters'
and of his finding other fragments giving
that moved and swayed the destinies of tables?
here and there a line which they conceive the world of that day, alternating with
What nation or people honor these peoto correspond to the Mosaic account of the Egypt a supremacy that for centuries and ple of J ndea as being the foremost in art,
literature, science, home governrnent, or
world's creation. That they do not agree
centuries and for thousands of years was
as a snooessfnl, prosperous nation? None!
upon details is of no consequence, so it apmolding the shape of history?
None! Yet the Christian world has seen
pears. The Bible when compared with
History cannot reach back far enough to fit to dub them the chosen people of God.
anything showing a difference in detail is
always given the preference by the Chris- begin at the beginning of either Egyptian And why? Was it because they contians. An unsophisticated reader of Mr. or Chaldean history, yet every student of structed from the religions of their capJ astrow's article might infer that to find in ancient history knows that the portion of tors, who for JJentnries had beaten them
Assyria, or, in fact, anywhere among the the country known as Palestine lay along about from pillar to post, a religion withcountries of that section of the planet, an the much-beaten track of armies going out a single new feature; a religion which
account of a big flood was but the feeble and coming between Egypt and Mesopo- only needs to be compared with that of
attempt of heathen minds to depict the tamia. How many, many millions of men their neighbors to see that they are all
real flood of Noah and his ark. Or to find 'hav alternately made a stamping-ground more or less an imitation of one anothPr?
any description of this world's construc- of this portion of the world I Every army Each was the chosen people of God; each
tion shows but another heathen attempt at that passed from Asia to Egypt or vice had its Moses, each ils Isaiah and hunsacred history writing, and the digressions vena must of necessity hav brushed· dreds of other prophets who guaranteed
and discrepancies from the Mosaic account against the people of Judea. One need direct communication with God,
Alas! only too often do we find" such
are but the heathen way of putting it. not stretch his imagination in the least to
This kind of stuff Will do for Sunday- conceive that the people of this section widely-circulated and really elegant magawere continually under subjection to zines of literature and timely topics as the
school books.
Mr. Jastrow savors a good deal of Raw- some warring tribe or state; now paying Oent?t,ry actually patting on the back an
linson and his "Five Great Monarchies;" tribute to Egypt, and now to some other assertion that the source of all that there
and he, as well as many others following nation; perhaps being carried off in whole is in the Bible is a lie in all particulars in
this line of research and by comparison tribes and made the slaves of this or that which it differs from the -Bible. Ye gods!
trying to prove the scriptures to be an au- great nation. In fact, it was the custom Drop the curtain now. lint ring it np
thentic history of everything they describe, of Assyria for a long time to punish insub- whenever an honest man is found who will
and all that is different a lie, is a great ordination and similar offenses by deliber- look at these differences that are found bestumbling-block to beginners in ancient ately driving off whole tribes into some tween the records of the Jews, or any race,
history. This one article of Jastrow's will distant province of the realm, thus sever- for that matter, and the records of their
doubtless be read by thousands who know ing the ties of home and family assooia- neighbors with candor and fllirness.
JOliN M. CusHMAN.
little e~e upon thesnbjeot, ].{any may ill- tioJJS, destroying the individuality and
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ary or first of March. If any of your readers will enter the club, they will please
send thflir names to Miss Phelps or myself.
Yours for the cause,
Edited by MISs SuSAN H. WIXON, Fall
HARRY B. FAIRFIELD.
River, Mass., to whom all Communica[The Editor of the Corner hopes all of
tion.~ for this Oorner should be sent.
reqnisit age will join this interesting and
instructiv club.]
"Between the dark and the daylight,
NAME.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the dl)-y's occnr.ationa
This society shall be called the Liberal
That is known as the vhildren s Hour."
Correspondence Club.

My Optimistic Friend.
'Twas bitter!Ycolrl-so every one saidAnd away from the streets ped·strianA fled;
O'er the earth the snow a mantle bad cast,
And the river below wa.• frozen fast.
The old ice king, with his myRtical wand,
A jonrney wRs mailing throughout the land;
While grey Boreas wEnt howling along,
Now and then whistling an old Arc'ic song.
No chill was indoors. and an amber light
Shone ont from the grate on the curtained night.
In pessimistic mood, I closed my eyes
And thought it almost folly to be wise;
For howover sinrerply 0ne tries to ser~e.
With all his heart, and energy, and nerve,
He finds his effort" for the g< neral good
Are often very mu :h misunderetood.
I paused to readjuot my thinking c~tp,
When, all at once.. I heard 1t gentle tap,
And Jo! in gorgPone, graceful style appeared,
As thonob in aftluenre he had been reared,
A verY sprightly crfnturP, nndisma)ed
By this most unceremn1Jious ra'd.
Withstart.ling bnzz, hP then at once began
A lively sallY on the seme of man,
Who sees an ill when ill is never meant,
Bnt only highest good and good intent.
Presently, I pulled mY thoughts togetb~r
And said: "I!ow came you out in snch weather?
And, may I asl\, how you. my friend, snhsist1 woulrl. your highest confidflnce enlistCome, tell me now, UJlOTI what meat yon feed,
And what maY be your theologic creed?"
He circled airily around the room,
As thrngh he'd n<>ver thought of death or doom,
Ami, buzzing still, began: "I ne'er go out
In cold weather-I know what I'm about.
And how no I subsist? Well, by my wits
Mostly; and then, whate'or my fancy hits
I generallY talw; if not, the next best
That shows from the north, sonth, the east, or
west.
"I take it, ~tncl am thankful. I never
Murmur. While old time goes on forever,
Wbo c~tres though y'lU or I mav lau<th or m·y?
And why should either of ns breathe a sigh?
Our moaning and onr grieving changeth not
Another's sarl mistake or sorry lot.
As to oree.Js, Jot mini,ters >tnd laymen
About such things contend with tongue and pen;
I t•lte the whole great hreezy univer'eAm independent-free from praise or cnrse.
"I !iv, and I let liv, from day to day;
Sometime• I work, but oftener I pay.
I'm marie a. wrmderfull.v, sir, as you;
I hear quicker and hav mo·e eyes to view
What's going on. My clothes are reatly-made;
They fit me well, and are jnst about the shad a
I like. Then, too, with gauzy pinions light,
I cleave the air, amid the sunshine bright;
Walk upside down, and cheery mmic make;
Rnn races with the cool•, ami e l t her cake.
"I dine with ldngs and princes-mnl•e most free
With priest and prelate on the bendcd knee.
And, by and by, I shall lie clown and die;
And so will yon, no ma•ter how ron try
A thousand ways this de~tiny to change,
To dJc!ge the unrlertnker's certain rang-e.
Anil, when we're gone, the people, nothing loth,
Will ;till move 011 and, quicl,, forget us both.
"What may befall me in some other ~phere
I know not, sir. nm· hav I any f ar.
A• to a future heaven. or a-well.
I'm Agnoshc-l'm sure I cannot tell.
Yet, of such things, I know as much "S yon
Or any man who thinks he has the cue.
"I like this world; if there i• another.
r,IIike that one, too, my friend and brother.
But while I'm here l'llmo.ke the most of thi•,
And try no goorl ancl gracimts thing to miss."
'I'll kill the fly!" my serving-man th~n said.
"He buzzfs s", he really hurts my head."
"No. Joseph, no; yon will not kill the fly;
He has the right to life. a• you or I.
The room is large enongh, and let him Aing,
And >Oar aloft on fleet and airy wing.
Bring him some sug•r in a dainty cish,
And Jet him eat and liv; it is my wish."
And so he stays with me. and hovers near,
Buzzing the thought that only I may hear.
The little creatnre, happy all day long,
Plays hide-and-seek. and sings his gleeful song;
And then at eve he re•ts upon my book,
Is wide awnl<e, watches my every look.
And, in hi~ fashion, by little spPeches,
·Many wholesome leFsons me be teaches.
We take the good, nor ask the rea, on why,
My merry, optimistic friend and I.
Su~AN H. WIXON.

Something New.
A LIBERAL CORRESPONDENCE CLUB.
CLFVELAND. 0., Jan. 28, 1894.
DRAR :MI~s WIXON: Miss Lucy W. Phelps,
of West. Sutton, Ma~s., and myself are
tryin~ to organize a Liheral Correspondence Club among the young people of our
cam•t>. Will you kindly publish this as
soon as possible, as we wish to hav the club
in working order by the middle of Febru.

OBJECT.
The object of this club is to promote the
study of the lives and writings of Liberal
heroes and of the best writing of the other
side.
OFFICERS.
The officers of this club shall be president and secretary, chosen by the members of the club, whose terms of office shall
be three (3) months.
DUTIES OF OFFICERS,
The president shall hav,power to name
the correspondents, and with the advice of
the secretary appoint the subjects.
The president ~ball receive all correspondence, which must be forwarded to
him within two (2) weeks after receipt of
same, and he shall send one letter in each
saries of letters to the secretary for publication.
THE SECRETARY.
The secretary shall notify each member
of the club with whom to correspond and
upon what subject.
The secretary shall publish in the Liberal papers any correspondence the president may send.
MEMBERSHIP.
Any person of either sex, between the
ages of sixteen and twenty-three, may
upon application become a member of this
club.
It is hoped to hav the club in working
order by the :first of March, and any wishing to become members will please aend
name and address to Miss Lucy W.
Phelps, West Sutton, Mass., or H. B.
Fairfield, 1082 Arcade, Cleveland. 0.

Correspondence.
LoNG LAKE, MINN., Jan. 5, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXON: This is my second
letter to the Corner. I was fourteen years
of age on December 24th.
I am going to school next Monday; we
had two weeks' vacation. I study spelling,
arithmetic, ~rammar, geo~raph;r, physiology, and penmanship. I hav s1x studies
in all. Our teacher's name is Robert L.
Glasby, and I think he is a very nice
teacher. There are about thirty or mora
scholars in the room I am in.
I read the Children's Corner every week.
My father has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER
for six or seven years, and thinks he will
always take it.
I got a silk handkerchief for my Christmas present. I was invited to my aunt's
Christmas tree, and had all the nuts and
candy I could eat. I had a nice time, and
hope these lines will always :find yon the
same.
There are two churches within a mile
and a half of onr house, and I never went
to either of them; I don't care about going
there. One of them is a Catholic church
The girls try to make me go to church and
make their class larger, but I guess they
won't find me there.
We liv on a big farm and near a nice
lake. But my letter is getting quite long,
so I will close.
I wish yon a merry Christmas and a
happy New Year.
CARRIE WoLSFELD·
BuRMNGTON, lA., Jan. 7, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my second
letter to the Children's Corner. Papa bas
taken TBE TRUTH BEEKER for a long while,
and likes it very well. I read the letters,
etc., in t.he Corner every week, and like it
'lery much. I will be twelve years old the
15th of August. I hav one sister and fourA
brothers.
DAISY MosENA.
[Next time will Daisy tell us about Burlington, population, number of scho9ls,
and interesting points about the place?ED. C. C.]
BEEBE, ARK., Jan. 1, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXON: May I say a few
words in thu Corner?
I feel like Axpressing my views in the
dear Corner. I am an average girl of thirtePn years. Our family consists of mamma,
papa, two brothers, and myself, all of
whom are radical Freethinkers, althoug-h
we liv in the midst of Christ's vinyard,
with a "J OijS house " within a hundred
yards of our summer resort, and the saints
all drink nt our mineral springs.
The holidays hav been rather dull with
me, because the "sk;y pilots " came on
the day before Christmas, and began
pounding the pulpits of three churches

near here. They said they came to keep
the young people from going to parties
and dances, and they hav about accomplished their end.
Sometimes " Christ's disciples" call me
"a little Infidel," but I glory in it.
Yours for Freethoughtand reform,
EDITH WYATT.
[Edith is more than an average girl.
May we hear from her often.-ED. C. C.]

heaven or the devil's unknown hell.
For fine scenery, Kansas is unsurpassed.
Probably the most delightful time to look
upon the scenes of the sunflower state is
the latter part of May. Her flowers are
all in bloom to scent the air with their
volumes of odor, the green fields of wheat
are fighting with the breeze, her millions
of acres of corn herald to the world that
she is inferior to no state in the union, her
immense forests are full of the charming
melody of the birds, the jack rabbit jumps
from his cosy bed and invites the hound
to giv him chase, hundreds of lovely
streams traverse her brc>ad domain; all
this greets the eye of the person who seeks
pleasure in this far-oft western state.
In my next I will try to describe the
town in which I liv. Your anti-Christian
friend,
CHARLES B. REMSBURG.

CLOVERDALE, VA., Dec. 25, 1893.
DEAR MISS WIXON AND READERS OF THE
CoRNER: The last time I wrote a Jetter to
the Corner I trod on some people's corns
and bunions, and they wrote me angry
letters about it. This time to save the expense of a half-penny card I will begin
my letter by saying no oftense .is meant,
but if anytliing in this letter should come
home to a man, let him not send it to his
next-door neighbor, but get a coop for his
own chickens. People forget that I bav
other fish to fry, and they don't recollect
that it is bard to get blood out of a turnip.
Nobody expects cows to catch crows, or
hens to wear hats. Don't put a round peg
in a square hole, nor wind your watch with
a corkscrew, nor send a tender-hearted
man to wllip wife-beaters. Well, I hope I
will receive no more angry letters. The
following is a deAcription of the country
where I liv.
There are mountains all
around me. It is a beautiful and healthful
climate in the valley of Virginia. The
land is very productiv, our neighbors
being very pious.
I am the only Atheist in this community.
Well, Christmas is here, and I am having
a nice time. I went to a revival at Bonsacks last Sunday, and I wish you could hav
beard those golden-lipped, silver-tongued
preachers. They went· on worse than the
nPgroes do. One of the preachers told me
if I would read three verses in the PsuJ.m I
would cry like a baby. I told him to get
his Bible and I would read them. I could
read the whole Bible through from begining to end and not shed one tear. I was in
Fmcas the last court day, and the clerk
told me the marriage record was rather
dull; he said that one widow came to him
1nd told him she meant "bizness, '' and
would be let her bav a license at half price?
She would pay the preacher in potatoes.
What do yon think of that? Well as my
letter is getting rather long and tiresome, I All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
will bring it to a close. Will, be glad to
12mo, 300 pp., $1.
correspond with any of the readers of the Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
Corner. Wish yon all a Merry Christmas
Boys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., $1.25.
and a Happy New Year. From a little The Story Hour. An Exceptionally HandAt.heist.
CHARLES WM. PowERS.
some and Interesting BookhWithont SnperstiP. B.-Santa Clans made an assignment
tionkfor Children and Yout . The Only Freethin ers' Children's Story-hook ever issued.
Dec. 24, 1893. Grover Cleveland, trustee.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
C. W.P.
t vpe, heavy, toned paper. broad margins, illlJBtrsted covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
[We are glad to hear from Charles once
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO
more.-ED. C. C.]

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

ATCHISON, KAN., Dec. 3,1893.
DF.AR Miss WIXON : Hark I I hear a
doleful sound, and as this is Sunday it
must be the brayin~? of a preacher; but let
him bray all day, I'll finish this letter if I
bav to stop my ears with a ' ad of cotton.
Probablv if he knew I was writing a letter
to an Infidel paper on Sunday his brays
would change to sobs But if all these
vagabonds will get in their pulpits and sob
and bray until their hearts cease to beat, I
think the Infidel woul~ be willing to defray all funeral expenses, for it would
cause every Infidel in the land to rejoice
if the~e sky· pilots would all depart down
the narrow pat.h to the great beyond. Oh.
that I might bav my req nest, and that God
would grant me the thing that I long for!
These are the supposed words of Job, but
they are mine in reality. If God had
granted Job his request the rascal would
never hav fulfilled it, because I believe he
was too much like the blow-hard preacher
of to day who declares he is going to do
something good but never does it; but I
think if my request was granted either in
person or letter from God (and that request would be to let me stop that braying), I would try and fulfill it whether I
sncc~eded or not. If the braying of these
donkeys would cease to be heard, the number of convicts wculd begin to decrease.
I think that some day the braying and
sobbing of these two-legged donkeys will
no longer disturb his fonr-le~?ged ancestors
from their peaceful doze. It seems to me
as though the preacher surely originated
from the donkey, as his voice and looks
greatly resemble this harmless creature.
Still they show no improvement on their
long-eared ancestors.
-'
Well, church must be out, as I no longer
hear that disturbing noise, and as the
preacher has quit disturbing me I shall
quit disturbing him.
Although quite cold, this is in many
respects a beantiful day. The first snow
of the season is here and givs greeting to
the schoolboy and his sled. 'l'o look down
upon the old 1\Iissouri, with her water
struggling against the huge chunb of ice;
to look at the grand snow-capped hills beyond, with their naked trees shivering
with cold, and the brilliant sun with its
rays of gold trying to free the ground of
this glittering mass, makes a scene far
grander than the Christians' pictured

Worlrs of W. H. Burr.
Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144
PropoHitions proved Affirmatively and Negatively by Quot>~.tionB from Scripture, without
commeut. 40,000 •old. Price, 15 cems.
Sunday Not the Sabbath-AU Days Alike
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev.
Byron Sunderland. D.D., in 1871. Price. 25c.
Bacon and Shakspere. Proof tb~t Shakspere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents,
Thomas Paine-Was He Junius 1 Second
edition, ~nlarged, with best likeness of Paine.
Price, 10 cents.
Juniu~, Casca, Common Sen8e, and Thomas
Paine. A refutation of M. D. Conway's
objections to the identification of P .1ine as
Jllllius and Casca. Price, 5 cents.
Addr""s THE TRUTH REE'l{.'ER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

------

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.

This book is lust what i~s title implies-thum~
ing whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gospels
are not autnentic, and that ChristianitY. is a borrowed system of religion. That the Btble is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not a. real benefit to man.
!'rice, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEJl

uWith Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knee."
A new edition of that ~plendiil !i'rose poem,
"Life," by '"the prince of orators, 'Cot. R. G.
In\l:ersoll. It is larger and better than the old
ed1tion, and can be framed or Placed upon the
table as an ornament. In the center of the rard
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the bany,
orronnded by the prose poem, which bas been
P uthfully desoribed a•, "one of the masterPieces
of the orator and Poet. wbo now, as far as we
kn1w, stands alone in the living world." IG will
make a delightful present, and will be a ·ouvenir
not only of intellectual greatness, but of arti.tic
workmanshi... It. is printed on heavy board, gil'
boveled edge. 'I'he size ts !2xl6 inches, and tlo e
p~ice onlv7fi cents. Dost-Pairl.

FILE

j

BINDERS.

Those who preserve the volumes of THE TRU'l'll
SEEKER need a File Binder. which we wi!l send on
receipt of one dollar.
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-----------------Pleasure and Progress.
-------------~--

New Publications.

JOHN E.

AN ATTEMPr TO PBOVE THAT

The Pursuit of Pleasure is the Sine Qua Non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social
Development, and that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
'
Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship.
By Albert M. Loren-tz. LL.B.

REMSBURG'S.

CONTENTS·
BooK 1.-PLEABUBE: Chap. I.-Sources of Pleasure c'
11 M
·
.
.£deal Pleasurel. Chap IV -Social Pleasures na8i.
a~pal Pleasures. Chap. ill.Barbari"'n and the Civtlized Chap VI G · . 0af. . ·-:- easnres of the Savage, the
BooK IL-INTELLEOTUAL DEvELOPMENT: Chap. 1.-=.p:i_~;~!s 0 fr1e}IgiOB~· Chap. VII.-:-Christianity.
Chap. IlL-Ideal Pleasures: Knowledge Chap ·fv I~ e.l p ap, II. -Mater tal Plea£ures.
ldel}l Pleasures: Character. Chap. vr...:..social ·Pl .- ea Clehasures: Reason. Qhap.-V.
pot1sm.
easnres.
ap. VII.-Pedagog10al DesCh
II
.
BooK m.-MOBAL DEVELOPMENT: Chap. I -Moralit
· Chap. HI.-Material Pleasures·· Refine y.
ap. .-Material Pleasures: Prudence.
Chap. V.-fdeal Pleasures: Oivllization m8~~P CVIhapS. fY.- Ideal Pleasures: Foresight,
1
Caused by Restraint.
·
·
·- oc1a Pleasnre.s. Chap. VII.- VICe
BooK IV.-SociAL DEVELOPMENT: Chap L-Prog
c ,~p. pII.-Pro~ect.wn,.
·
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Socialism: Resi>e.;tivly an Actn~l an Im~ss. t
Capltahstp. •. and
Sovereignty. Chap. III -Condi'tion of f;ni •.(jn a ~filose IVVwlatw.n of Individual
Menei Men e. Tekel of l:locialism Chap V rp c !Ure. f ap.
· Public Schools. the
Socia Vtsorder.
·
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WORKS.
Abraham Lincoln:

This is a spiritAd, rattling s.,rt of a book that k t
· ht 1
·
·
out mn h thought whether the ice is thin or not 81 a es ng ta ong over the deepest subJect. Withus '• object, mottve, purpose and summum bonum
~nsw .rs he greatest qnestiOl!-What Is the
-by ona word, Pleaonre !-Thaaaeus B. Wakeman, 11 e, and the real can,e and motive of progress?
He sharply attacks, also, modern methoas of education and in this h ·
b d tl
0 t
borp.e nut lJY the fac~s. ana his arraignment is practically nn~nswerabl
He ~. Dfr ~ 'tun thn Y
curwns and suggestive one.-New York Commercial Aavertiser
e.
ts
o Is a oge era
·.rhe man who wrote this book knows how to write a b 00k · d kn
h th ·
· ·
There is not a padded sentence in the voln.me n 0t
ows w I} e Is wrltmg a_bout.
t t • ant
kn 1 d
Th
th d l.s h db
•
an a emp toft 11 up with ~ords for la k of
owe tge.
e au or ea
ar lows at shams and falsehoods and hard bl0w f
al't' · d
truth. We do not see how anyone can retd this book d a·
• 'th
~ or rE I l!J~ an
The work is good· every chapter is worth readin~ ltap.
tsagree WI
the leadmg P.ro_nosttwns.
chaSt
bl ' h •
ht be
.
,.
1s a work of commoo-sense SoCiali•m The
er on pu 1c sc oo,s O!lg to . put mto a tract and sent to every teacher in the land. ·Thousan s of sentences are ;wortny 9f bemg framed s,s pqlitical maxims and hung up all over the nation.
u:tgl~~g~~~rse:ytn~-~~za!~nWa~~W>~y for Its literary style, which is clear an:1 incisive, but for
Here. we have philosophy up to date,"the.advap.ce word of the progressive thinker· not a dr
abstruse.discourse, but a common-sense essay m plam words upon the condnut of life, arid a'l illu~~
tiate~. With 41.<lh .an abundance
a~ecdo.te. and me~aphor as add real entertainment to solid ins rn~ 101!. d' .dis lalBa~ 1mportant oo • stnkmg at superstition and nnreas mable tradttion and up
holding~~ lVI u liberty In de~ance of g•>vernmental law and so3ial custom. After 'reading th1~
book one e.els tha~ the author w1ll nevl\r be al)le to write another, for he has put all his life and
know ledge mtq this one. Every page bristles w1th points; there is no Padding or filling in no mere
literary emoellishment; but clean-cut apothegms abound and ever:r line is di t t db
'a h d d
common-sense.-Gapt. Robt. a. Aaams.
•
.
c a e Y nar · e~ •

oi

False (Jlwims. Rev·ii'Jed and Enlarged

As a Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Amo1 ; the subjects considered by Jlk
Remsburg are: 'l'he Church and Morality; Crim nal Statts·;.cs stwwmg the creeds of the priri·
oners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Ctvilization; the Church and Science; the Chur->.1
and Learning; tne Churcn and Liberty; t11eC1urch and theAntislaveryUeform;., the Woman',
~ights Movement; the 'J'emperance lteform; the Church and the Republic. rrioe, 10 cent
smgly; 75 c~uts per dozen.
.

Bible Morals.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best and most thoro·ugh wo•rk
ever written on ths Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large and handsome print. 'l'b •
questiOn is d1s ussed under the fo lowin{ heads: Ongin of the Sabbatic Idea; the Jewi>h
Sabbath; the Chrtstian Scriptures and the Sttubath; Examination of Sunday Argume.1t ;
Origin of th~ Christian Sabbath; Te~timony of tno Cnristian Fathers; the Sabbath durm
tbe Middle Age;; thd Puritan Sabbath_;, Tostim1ny of Chrisoian Reformers, Scholars, and
Divines; Abrogation of Hunday La\\s. rrice, ~5 cents; 6 copies $1.

After yon read this b~ok yon will be as enthusiastic in praise of it as are the eloquent editor of the
Investtoator and the gallant President of the Canadian Secular Union.
"Pleasure and Progress" has 398 pages. ie splendidly Printed from large, clear type, on exce 1
lent paper, and costs, bound in cloth, $1; paper covers, w cents.
. Adclress
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Pl., New York N.Y.

J..mage Breake•r.
Thomas Paine.

·

Tells the story of the Author;_Hero's Lif(',

delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from th ·
aSJ;>(lrsious <"ast upon it. Ohoice extr.,cts from ·• Oorunwn Sen;e," •· A mer! ran CriHis," "ltigh 1
of .Man," and" A<fe of Reason," are given; also, tribute; t-> P1tiue's chltrotf'.ter from more thn11
one hundred noted persons of Europe and Amer· ca, many of them written expressly for thl
work. Se~ond edition,l60pages, printed on fine tintedpaJler, neatly bound, and containing "'
handsome steel portrait of l'aiue. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

fRffTHINKfRS' PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.

The Apostle of Liberty.

An address llel'vered in Paine Hall, bef:re the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January

29, 1884. Price, 10 cents.

SHOWING

For all the above works address

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL•
NESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM
TO BE A DIVINE A:ND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, AND RE·
VEALING THE .ABUSES
OF A UNION Oll'
CHURCH AND
STATE.

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
!IS Lafayette l:'laoe, New York.
·---·-----·

T H I R D ED IT I 0 N.

Fun...Page

BIBLE MYTHS,

IUustratioJ\S.
CI7ATIONS

S·lx Lect·u1•es:

Decline. of Faith: Protestant Intolerance; Washington an Unbeliever; Jell'erson o.n U·,.
believer; Paine and Wesley; Christtan Sabbath. Each 5 cents; bound, paper, :l5 cents; 1 c:
doz., 40 cents.

-THE-

COPIOUS

Twenty Cr·lmes and Vices Sanctioned by

Scripture; F.Llsehood and Deception; Che10. .ing; Theft and ltobberl'; Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of Co!!cque.t an 1 Extermmatio;.~· Desvotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman; Unkindness to Children; Cruelty to Animals; Human Sacrifices;
Cannibalism· Slavery; Witchcraft; Pulygamy; Intemperance; Po,a;:ty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. Pnce, singla cople3, :l5 cents; 6 copies, I!IJ. 3~ecial dtscount
on larger quantities.

o6

WITH

Was He A. Olwistian?

For fifteen yea s Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work, He 11resents
an. array of testimony that b irres•stib1e and ov~rwhennmg, and which must put this qnestwn
at rest forever. In addttion to the testim my of twenty w.,nesses who claim that Lmcoln '"'"
a Chris tim, and which is reviewed an·.t retute,!, ue adduce' the testimonr, of more than a hun.
drerl w).tnesses in proof. of the claim tna~ Lincoln wa; nqt r. Unrbtian. '1 hf!Be witnesses incln<~c
~u• Wife and othor relatives; his three law partners; hts pnvatd secretaries; members of ln.;
cabinet; his principal biographer;, and scores of Lis moot J tim.te friends.

Here are some of the verdicts on this remark bl
d t'
·
men who are in every way qualified as judges of book:: e pro nc Ion which have been rendered by

185

9d

AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING

OF

FACTS;
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,

'I

Ii
,.

A

tlllmparlson of the Old and New Testament Dlyths and llllraeles with th...
of Heathen Nations of Antlqnlty,
CONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AND MEANING.
WITH NUlllEROUS ILLUSTBATION8.

AND

OPINIONS OF SCHOL •. l
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE AR7/ST

IJESIG1V'S BY WATS7N HESTON,

WITH...ro.PIJJtTRfiiT OF
TD.& IJESIGNER.

The Illustrations are classifted a.s follows:
16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
2
"
The Church llobbing the People.
.3
"
Thankegiving.
,6
Sabbath Laws.

:14
'0

16

.4
:3
)5
)1.

.4
4

:2
;1.0
;I

Children an<il the Church.
W oma u and the Church.
The Chnmh and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Hcience.
The Clergy and 'l'heir Flocks.
Piet 7 in Uur Penitentiaries.
The Atonemem Scheme.
'l'he Lord and Hts Works.
Prayer.
The Cre~ds.
Christians and Mohammedans.

.2 xeprelll'nt Samples of Christianity's Work.
5
"
Missionaries.
1
"
The Lord's Instruments .
25
Bible Doctrines and Their Results,
1
The Church and Slav~ry.
2
" ·
~riests and Politics.
4
ireland and the Ohnrch.
2
Church's ldea of Oivilization.
1
The Uses of the Cross.
4
Unkind llefiections on the Church.
9
Persecutions of the Church.
12
Some Allegories .
3
Heaven.
6
Hell.
7
Miscellaneous.

,A most extraordinary publicati n. We venture the assertion that nothing like it ha~ ever be.
Jfore appAared iu this couutry ant1 it is very doubtful if another one like it will ever agam be pnbjJi.•hed. We mn,st give the Truth Seeker Company the credit of putting the book in th~ reach ot all.
At t;w~ the pnce 1t woT'ld have been a cheap book. A.rttst Hest.on as a portra1t pamter and deS~igne;r is a wonderful Sl<Cces•· and we judge from our own feelin~s that nearl:y every Li' era! in
Alneric~ will desire a cop~ of thi• most wonderful volnme.-[Freethmkers' Magazme.

Mr. Heston deserves i o be called the artist-hero of Liberalism :EJ:e has dedicated his genin~ to
Jl'reethonght, and has done fai, hfnl and noble work for the cause of nght and truth. But the JClctnres do not make up the whole of ·his volume. There are nearly two hundred pages nf readm<:
matter that serve ·first as explanations of the illnstrationshand secondly as text~ to prove the ~tter
fals1ty of the church's professiOns and the hypocrisy of t ose who uphold them. Altogeth~r the
book is one of tue best weapons against Christianity and the church tha~ has .ever been put .n the
hands of Freethinkers.-[Boston Investigator.

Prfee, .bcar'd ecver's, $Z; elctll,

$z;so.

Addre•s THE TBtJTH SEEKER•

[ Heatlun Illustration of tk Temptatiun. J

The Bundehesh (a sacred book of the Persians,) states that
Ahuramazda after creating the first man and woman, Mashya
and Mashyana, bade them "to be humble of heart; to observe
the law; to be pure in their thoughts, pure in their speech,
pure in the:r actions." But an evil demon came to them in
the form of a Serpent, sent by Ahriman, the prince of devils,
and gave them fruit of a wonderfnl tree, which imparted
immortality. Evil inclinations then entered their hearts,
and all their moral excellence was destroyed.
Consequently they fel!, and forfeited the eternal happiness for
which they were destined. They killed beasts, and clothed
themselves in their skins.
BIBLE MYTHS shows this to be the origin of the Hebrew
story.
1 Vol. Svo., cloth, about GOO Pages, Price, $2.50·
Sent post•paid by the TRUTH SEEKER.
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for ])arsons.

'' THE' E's naught fO much the spirit calms
As rum and true religion." -Byron.
"WHAT are your hopes for the future?"
asked the solemn man. "I hav none just
now," replied the youth. "To-morrow is
my best girl's birthday, and I'm worrying
about the present. "-Life's Oalendar.
ToMMY: Maw, doesn't anybody but good
people go to heaven? Mrs. Figg: That is
all, my son. Tommy: But maw, how does
the good people enjoy themselvs if they
ain't any bad people there for them to try
and manage?-Enquirer.
NOT very lon_g ago in London a preacher
indulged in a little bit of sarcasm over a
~>mall collection, and he did it very neatly.
"When I look at the congregation," said
he, "I ask, Where are the poor? and when
I look at the collection I ask, Where are
the rich?"
A MANCHESTER carter was one day
swearing at his horse, which had fallen in
the street, when a virtuous gentleman
came out from his house opposit to ask if
he knew where he would go when he
died. ''It doesna' matter a d--," replied the carter; "I've friends i' both
places."
I HEARD the other day a good and true
story of a little girl; too good to keep, and
so I will giv it away: An older sister was
hearing her lesson in American history,
the subject being the capture of Ticonderoga by Ethan Allen-who demanded the
surrender " in the name of Jehovah and
the Continental Congress." The sister
asked: "What was the Continental Congress?" and the child gave a satisfactory
answer. "Who was Jehovah?" "Well, I
don't exactly know. I think it was either
Columbus or George Washington."-St.
Louis Republic.
THE refusal of the government to supply
a convict with a set of artificial teeth reminds the Eastern Daily Press of the
clerical authority for stating that the jailers in "another place" are more accommodating. For on a wicked and toothless
old woman being reminded, as she lay
a-dying, of the wailing and gnashing of
teeth reserved for those who depart impenitent, she perkily rejoined, with a
chuckle, "Let them gnash 'em as has
'£>m." "My good woman," said the parson, much shocked, "the teeth will be
provided. "-London F1·eethinker.
KAINTUOK PHILOSOPHY.
Yon Wi'yam knm heah, sah, dis instunce!
Wnt dat yo' got under dat box?
I do' want no foolin'-yo' heah me? Wnt
yo' say? Aint nut'in' but rocks?
'Peahs tnh me yon's owdashns p'ticler.
Sposin' dey's nv a new kine.
I'll des take a look at dem rocks. Hi yil
dnz yer t'ink dat l'se blind?
I calls dat a plain watermilyun, yo' scamp,
en I know whah it growed;
It knms fum de Jimmerson oawn-fiel' dah
on de ter side er de road.
Yo' stole it, yo' rascal-yo' stole it! I
watched yo' fum down in de lot;
En time I gits thoo with yo', niggah, yo'
wont be ev'n a grease spot!
I'll fix yo'-Mirandyl Mirandyl go cut
me a hic'ry, make 'ase!
En cut me de tnfes' and keenes' yo' c'n
find anywhar on de place.
I'll larn yo', Mr. Wi'yam Joe Vetters, ter
steal an' ter lie, yo' young sinner;
Disgracin' yo' old Christian mammy, en
makin' her leave cookin' dinner!
Now aint yo' ashamed er yo'se'f, sir? I is.
I's ashamed yon's my son!
~n de holy acorjan angel, he's ashamed er
what yo' has done;
En he's tuck it d'bwn yonder in coal black,
blood-red letters" One watermilynn stolen by Wi'yam Jo.
sephns Vetters."
En wat yon sposen Brer Bascom, yo'
teacher at Sunday-school,
'Ud .say ef he knowed how yon's broke de
good Lord's gol'n rule!
Boy, whah's de raisin' I giv yon? Is yo'
bonn' fnh ter be a black vilynn?
I's s'prised dat a chile er yo' mammy 'nd
steal any man's watermilynn.
En I's now gwineter cut it right open, en
yo' shant hav nary bite,
Fur a boy who'll steal watermilynns-en
dat in de day's broad lightAint-Lawdy! it's green!- Mirandyl Mirandy! come on wid dat switch!
Well, stealin' a g-r-e-e-n watermilyunl
Who ever yeerd tell er de Bich?

Old Testamer1_t Stories
Comically Illustrated.
11 WILL
17 WILL

MAKE YOU

CORNER

THE

LAUGH.

PARSON.
By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

Fun-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTI!(:
Jacob and E$au,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against JafJin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
II Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisf s Great Ancestor.
A Queer Family,
Isaac and His "Sister;·
One of Twins,

Barak

Jephthah and. His Human Sacm·,-·
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and_ Boaz,
Unstable as· Watel', God Sh«ll Not k."xcel,
David, God's Favorite,
·
Some Stories from the Book of King•,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Boards. W:u:orl•a.ted covers, 81 ; cloth, ·gilt side staDJ.p, 81.50.
Addre~!~.'l

THR TRUTH lfJEEKEB 00,

p~~c~! OLD COiuS
~wostamps
ll fHE
FREE ~-~~g: !~~dtr:!~d
HOLY C.BOSS SERIES.
paid lor. Send
National Coin Co.

6m1

Clerk 171 832 Exchange Building, Boston, Mass,
THE

Truth Seeker Library.
Published Monthly at $8 per Year.
IssUEs OF 1891.-$8.

Price.
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Men, Women, and uods; Helen H. Gardener,..................................... 50
The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. illustrated.....................................
25
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Bennett....................................... 25
Christian Absurdities. John Peck........... 20
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Infidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote.............
Rights of Man. Th·omas Paine. illustrated........................................
Was ChristCrnoified? AnstinBierbower....
Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener.....................................
Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg............
Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk............
Pocket Theology. Voltaire...................
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Bah. cook,......................................
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Ha~dpook of Freethought. W. S. Bell......
50
ReligiOn a Curse; Religion a Disease; Religion a Lie. 8. P. Putnam............. , 25
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Abraham Lmooln: Was He a Christian?
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50
Pen Pictures of The World's Fair. illnsC
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THE PHILOSOPHY
OF

MENTAL HEALING.

Cant tel w'en dey's ripe? W'y you thump
'em, en w'en dey goes " pank" dey is
.A Practical Exposition of
green;
Natural Restorative Power.
But w'en dey goes "punk," now you mine
me, dey's ripe-en dat's des w'at I mean.
BY LEANDER EDMUND WHII'PLE.
En nex' time yon hook watermilynns-yon
A Book to explain the correct idea of Mental
heerd me, yon ig'nant, yon hunk,
Healing, and what may be reasonably expected
Ef yo' dont want a Iickin' all over, be sho to result from !:_11 understanding of its principles.
dot dey allers go "punkl"-Harpers.
Price, $2.50.
Address Tu TD.lmi SuKEB.

The Popes and Their Doings.

Biograph~

ical sketches of the most notea of these vicars
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing what
they have done, and what kind of men they were
It contains very pla.in statements, in very nn
varnished langua.,e, :.rrd the unmasking is com
plete, proving them to have been erne!, in
trigning, and licentious men. Considering th•
rapid growth of C•.tholidsm in this conntrr
thts book cannot be too widely disseminated
Price, papt>r, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

l.'he Awful

Di~cloRnres

of Maria Monk.

as exhibiterl in a narrative of her sufferings dnr
in• her residence of five years as a novice,_anr
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel ..Jier
Nunnery. at Montreal. Perhaps not any anti
Catholic book published has crP.ated more PX
citemet.t, and had such a circulation as thit
work. To counteract its effects the CatholiC!
eirculaterl a story that Maria Monk was "m
better than she should be," but investigatioL
disclose([ that her "child. of Phame" was nom
other than the child of her priest-seducer
rr.ce,paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.

· \.uricular Conff'SSion and Popish Nnn·
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-fivf

Wettstein's = Be~air ~ De~artment..
BEREA, OII!fl,

OTTO WETTBTEI!l', Rochelle, m.. Bro. Matertal.ist: The watch sent yon a •hort time ago for

ovHhanling wa• received in just three and a half
days from the time it left this station.
h was ptit into A No 1 shape and is running
fine. I wish to compiiment you on your manner
of doing business and will assure yon that when
I have o her work in your line to bs drme yon
shall have it.
A. E. SMITH.
Watches can be safely Eent by mail or PXpress
and I pay chargeR one way. I have personally
managed my repair dep•rt.ment for 34 years and
no watch is permitted to leave my establishment
until in perfect order and closely regulated.
.PRICE LJST.

C,leanin!!", $1; Springs, $1; jewels, $1; br thrfe
$1Job• at $2.50.
·All work warranted one year. Liberal discounts to ~~ogeritd.

OTTO WETTSTEIN,

THe Liae-c:a.A.L

J:eWeL.e~.

ROCHELLE. ILL.

vear. a !'onfessing prie•t. A revelation of the
licenttons practices of the priests and nuns ir
h~ Freethimgbt Badge.
these religious brothels. There ia no questior• · DESIGNER OF he Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon.
tha.t Ex-priest Holfall knew the truth of th(.
.
Otto Wettstein Watch.
·
talt's of vice, seductiOn, and infanticide he givef
Send for price-lists, tracts, etc., free.
in this volume, and eqnallv there is no qnestioL
Mention THE TRUTH SEEKER.
.
that if the people generally knew of them, Catholicism would not be given the vast amount'
of money now allowed it by our. various cit'
· "- N;t]W WORK
governments. Pcice, paper, 50 cents, cloth. if
BY
cents.

f6

.l.RTH1JR B. MOSS.

['he Priest in .Absolution. A Review of

the system of auricular confesaion, including.
copious extracts from the "Confessional Unmaskerl," from the "Master Key to Poperv,''
Pte. 'J'he work is a protest ag:~.inst and an app~a·
to every American citizen to examine carefull)
and thoughtfully a religious system so invnsivt
.1f privacyA so powerful for evil in licentiom
bands, so rraught with danger to female mod·
est]• to the iugenuons openness of youth.
an•~ to th~ freedom of thought, speech and
act10n. PrlCe. paptr, 25cEnts.

'rlestly Ce1ibacy Exposed

A lecture by

tbe Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham. Eng
land. Revised American edition, showing thf
result in pariEhes of the Roman decree that
Priests shall not mary. Price. Paper. 1~ cents.

A.nthor of "The Bible and Evolution,"
ENTITLED

Christianity and Evolution.
With preface by
·
J. M. WHEELER, Sub-editor of Freethint:er.
Price, IU. Order at once.
A.rlrlre~•
TRE TR.UTfl SEJillUlll

SH.l.LL THE BIBLE BE RE.l.D
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?

~ister

Lucy and. Her .Awful Disclo~nre~
R.espeeting New Hall Convent, Bore·

h~.m, l!lssex England. Showing that (IOU v gu.f;f
'tre lllimica1 t'o ch:~.sti:ty, virtue, and fl1lectom
1'·n<lb, t•8per, 10 cents.
.
'!'.liE '1'ltU'l'Jl ~.KI!l.lU!;lt uo.,
·~ a..~t.~-r"'t.\fett.~ .PhH~~

N~"Yl

Vv~u-

N"'v

By R, B. Westbrook, A.M.

Third Thousand.
Price, 10 cents.

Address THE TRUTH 8EEKi:B.

3]ZZ in a. JYu;tsAell. STRONG, HEALTHY MANHOOD
By ASA AUGER.
A condensation of the fundamental arguments
against Christianity.

A Yery Good Little Misstonary Work.
Price, 15 oenta.

Address
_ Jf
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
An important and rema.rkable revelation con
earning the life and times of Apollonins o
Tyana, the gr!lat sage and philosopher of the firs
century. It Is here claimed that his life and
teachings were apprQPri.atf!d and .n~ilizfld by the
formulators of the Uhristian religion m the in~erest of sq-c~lled. Chri_stian,ity. The plagiarism
Is mad!l_plam m this bnef history of Apollonins
especa.i!ly in view of the historical references and
comments thereqn .. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plag1a.nsm, the name of Apollonius
was suppressed.
Price, 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
118 Lafa;rette Pla.oe, New York OitJ'

wnrd

~of

evidences or suoOR. R. P. FELLOWS,

Sa.y where YOil saw thhllldVM
Uoelaad. l'f• .J.
PI'"' I wish to say that I am an ont-and-ont

Lp!EB,AL, and I trust the Freethinkers of the land
will giVe me thetr patronall'e and not waste their
time and money on Christian dootors.-.Dr. Fe"'-

lo•n•.

GHOST .OF ST. JOHNS.
By 111, BABOOOK. Price, 111 oenl&l.
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THE DYNAMIC THfORY Of Llff ·AND

M.IND1

Anattempttoshowthat all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of .their respective Environments.
By JAMES B. ATLEXA.NDEB.
·orer 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1;067 pages, and a a-column indu of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid bv us, onlv t2.'J:i.

This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, snch &B those of the
"Humboldt :J:.ibrary of B<1ience," the "International Scientific Series," etc. b_y bringing together, in
strn'PU! and direct form •. W!th proper cqrrespondenqe be;tween them, aJl ,;[ the known factors contributmg toward the or1gm and evolutiOn of orgamc bemgs.
·
?o fiOU

tDtBh to be tDe!Z tnfOrmellt

Tl!EN

BEAD A OllAPTBB o:a

VEBBE

D.AILY l!'BO]I[ THIS BmLE OF

SOIENOEI

-1.

It is

ent!lrtaini111g as well as enlil{htening~ and will lead you to" worth-ship" (worship) nature

e., appreciate the worth of the Umversal Mother.

You must own this book someday: why not NOW?
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafavette Place, New York.

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.
By .Salr).Uel ~· Putl'\alr)..
Deatoatea to the Amerwan Ocmoress, or I892, whwh tor the sa"e o.t ReZfgton, Btabbea Ltllertfl
to the Heart.

OUR NEWEST BOOKS.
Thumbscrew and Rack. Illustrations specially preJ>ared, and the text by Geo. E. Maodonald. Paper, IO cents.
Self-Contradictions of.the Bible. Ninth
edition. Price, 15 cents
Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian~
By John E. Remsburg. Cloth, $1; paper, 50
cents.
Pen-Pictures of the World's Fair. Dlnstrated. By Bamnel P. Putnam. Paper, 25
cents.
Religion a Curse, a Lie..t and a Disease.
By Samuel P. PUtnam. l'aJ>er, 25 cents,
Design Argument Fallacies. A Refutation of .the Argument that Nature Exhibits
Marks of Having Been nesigoed ~an Intelligent Being. By the Editor of THE TRUTH
BEEKER. l'aper, I5 cents.
Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
By M. E. Billings. Paper, 25 cent•.
Handbook of Freethonght. By W. S.
Bell. Cloth $1; paper, 50 cents.
Pleasure and Progress: An Attempt to
Prove that the Pursuit of Pleasure is the 8£ne
qua non of Intelleotnal, Moral, and Social
Developmi!nt1 and that the Promotion of
Pleasnre .is ~he Dnty of Philanthrop:y and
Statesmanship. By Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
The Creation of God. Tracing the GodIde. to Its Source. By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Resurrection of Jesus. By Don Allen.
Cloth, 75 cents; oloth, 40 cents.
Facts and Fictions of Life. By Helen
H. Gardener. Cloth, $li paper, 50 cents.
Woman, Church and ~tate. By Matilda
Joslyn Gage. cloth, $2; leather, $8.
Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents.
The Church and Freeth ought. By Franklin Steiner. Paper, 10 cents.
The Giant Delusion. One of Otto W ettstein's Friendly Arguments with the Spiritualists. Paper, 10 cents.
·
Bible Inquirer. By Andrew JacobsoJJ..
Paper, 25 cents.

A work burning with indignation inspired by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair
IN PRESS.
on Bnnday-an act·which practicaJly united the government a.nd the Christian ch'll'ch.
Four Hundred Years of Freethonght.
By Bamnel P. Putnam. Subscription book,
To which is added Mr • .Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian
ele~ant binding, over one hundred porExposition Committee ofthe Honse of Representatives against Sunday closing.
traits, $5.
Also the following Essays and Poems by Mr. Putnam, which have never before been pnt in
boo)!; form•l Orthodoxy; Freethonght; Man, Not God (written fora Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Liberty and Thomas Paine; a_puem written for the opening_exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; The Golden Age; Bhnt the Door (a poem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 1876).
The main essay in this work is one of the strongest arraignments ever made of the religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of this conn try. It should be distributed widely.
It has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in Tn TBUTRBEBltER and we hope every
reader will bny a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.
·
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Goma of ~Aough.t.
WE believe in telling the truth even to
the young.- Unity.
THE oPinions of some men are merely a
lot of bad habits.-Galveston News.
IT is better to -know more and believe
leBB than to believe so much and know so
little.-Boston Investigator.
Hmt:ANITY to animals is a ~nty reposing
on the same foundations as the claims of
man to humanity.-Bentham.
WE repeat that the Bible cannot be the
test of truth, but truth must be the test of
the Bible.-Ohristian .Register.
IT is onl;r by the unremitting perform·
ance of individual duty that any public
evil ~ill be remedied or any public good
accemplished.-A. W. Tourgee.

Fon myself, I do not believe in any
revelation. As for a future life, every
man must judge for himself between conflicting vague probabilities. I am not the
least afraid to die.-Oharles Darwin.

IF ·a Christian tells yon of the persistency of superstition, point out to him the
anti-Semitic feeling which has come down
through the ages, and still characterizes
enlightened people.-Jewtsh Exponent.
THE simple fact is that in the seventeenth century, as in the centuries which
preceded as well as those that hav followed-in Massachusetts just as much as in
Spain - discussion, the antagonisms of
thought and idea, were no less necessary
to mental activity and development than
was atmospheric movement to air purity.

-Charles Francis Adams.

WE are amazed that the opponents of
the parochial school system say so little
about the necessity of making our public
schoois more American and less Protestant. The child of the Catholic should in
every way be treated as considerately as
the child cf a Protestant. The whole atmosphere of the school-room should be
sacredly kept clear of sectarian influences.
There should not be a word read nor a
-oprayer uttered, as a religions exercise, for
Anotent Vetoes who can read the Bible or make a prayer
f'rom the Bptrtt without injecting his peculiar belief into
Reazm lltsozose the the reading or the prayerful ntterance?-

'Antiquity
Unveiled.

25 08nts: 'Five OOj)teB for $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

Prtoe

Address

?oost Btartztnu Revezattons.
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A NEW BOOK.--AND A MOST ORIGINAL ONE.

The Creation of God.
By DR. JACOB H.A.RTMA:NN.

Progressiv Age.
PBOGREB~

is a matter of race, and is

most strikingly visible in Teutonic peoples
PrOYing Christianity . and
under 'fentonic rule; yet it is not
denied that in Teutonic peoples the decay
of belief is most marked. Speaking of
Heathen Origin. these peoples, Cardinal Newman declared,'
with exaggerated gloom, that, unless a
[ILLUSTRATED.]
new revelation came from above, ChrisPrice, - - - - •I.50. tianity would disappear before the end of
the century. Ireland and Spain, the two
most entirely Christian nations, do little
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
or nothin_g for civilization-nothing for the
collectiv mtelligence, nothing for the collectiv conscience, nothing for the collectiv
well-being. Ireland mntilat!ls dumb an!mals; Spain meets cholera With the crnciflx and religions processions.-Jilurneaux

to be of

An explanation of t~e origin of the God Ide!'-, and the mental processes that led to the fo:t;mation
of idols and the worship of them. From the time of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reforma.t10n and
his banishment for heresy and blasphemy against the Chatdean Idols, to Christ's coming~ the J>rinci-·
pal oharactets are analyzed and shown to be hnman, by thought and deed. It is made plain that the
peculiar phraseology, cant sayings, subterfuges, miracles, wonder-workings, and supernatural padding are the proper offspring of the then existing barbarism, ignorance, and superstition, constitutAddress
ing the peculiar politics of the day.
NTENT
·
CO
B IN DETAIL:
The Universal Aspect.
Elimination of Waste Substances,
In G6neral.
The Earth.
By the Lungs.
The Ch~mical Aspect.
BytheBkin.
The Sun.
By the Kidneys.
AND
Genesis-The Creation.
Digestion and Nutrition.
THE TRUTH SEEKER
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Elementary Substances.
The Deluge.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
ONE YEAR,
The Scriptural God-The Creation.
The Soul-What Is It?
Will
be
sent for $4.50. The
The Mind.
The Creation of God-Abraham.
$2.71> Pin and THE TRUTH
Sin a ·d Salvation.
BEEKER one year for $5.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God.
The b"clesiastical Kindergarten.
Samuel the Kin~aker.
THE
Ratio3tll Review.
God Save the King.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
Jehovah Takes a Rest.
The Planetary Gods.
The End of National Life.
Every Man His Own God.
The Christian Era.
AND
GatewaY!I to Knowledge.
Organic Life-V e~eta.ble.
THE TRUTH SEEKER
. Tables {Morals; Whence They Spring.
Organic Life-Animal.
The Non Credo.
ONE YEAR,
"
The Master Tissues.
Rules for Human Conduct. Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTH
The Muscular Tissues.
BEEKER,
$5.
Either
kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
ILLUSTRATIONS.
The Nervous Tissues.
more, .
Mal> of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind. gilt bowl, 50C.AddresR
Food and Food-Substances.
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Map of Theological Retrogression.
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.

The Freethinker's Ba~ge-pin

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon

Thirty Chapters-Four Hundred .and Thirty-two Pages
Large 12mo.
In Cloth, 81; in Paper, 450 Cent;s.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

THE AGNOSTIC ANNUAL
-FOR-

~i894.
Edited by CHARLES A. WATTS.

CONTENTS:
The True History of the Bible, Prof. Edwin
Johnson; A Practical VIew of Life, Charles Watts;
The DPcadence of the Old 'l'heology, Mrs. E.
Lynn Linto:g; Inspiration tn Eztremts, Bamnel
Laing; 'J he u-ospel of Love, A Poem, Capt. W. B.
McTaggart; A~nostic Types, R. Bithe!l, B.Bc.,
Ph.D.; On Spintnal Wickedness in High Places,
Edward Clodd; A Pries' of Nature, a. Poem,
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Hon C. K. Tuckerman; The Dream of Immortalit~. Frederick :Millt~r- Is Immortality a Dream,
W. l:ltewart Ross !"a1adinl; PracticBJ ConseIt is, besides being a complete Gnide-B~ok, the pest desc~iption of the. Fair .Yet quences
of Agnosticll!m, F J. Gould; The Religgiven-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the man.gnration ceremomes~ gtves ions Propensity, Furueanx Jordan, F.R.C.B.
Price,~ Cents.
the director-general's address, the eft'or~s to cl<?se.the Fau Sundays and th~ triumph
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
of the Sunday-openers; describes the vanonl! buildings B?d wha~ they contain, and 18,
28 Labyette place, New York.
ullin all, the very best picture of the Fair that can be plilllted With a pen.

PfN PICTU~fS Of THf WORLD'S fAIR.

ILLUSTRATED.

uiNFIDELS AND CHARITY."

A MA.P OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
:and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
.
A Leaflet aho ring th ~t tbe oft-repeated ChrisA BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehen~ at a tian
statement that lnfidels do not contribute
to nor found O.barities ls a f&lsehood. It ongh t to
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.
be widely ciroul&ted to meet the calumny. Price,
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address THE TBUTH
.8JUGJDm, 28 Lafayette place, New York.
Bingle copy, 25 centS. Five copies for ftl.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Jordan.
FonMEBLY, that John Smith .might cross
a river, some other John Smith must be
sacrificed by being built up in the bridge,
otherwise that edifice would not stand.
Just think of it. By the olden bridges
over our streams we cross on human bones.
It is believed that yon may now cross a
stream in safety without such saor~tice
being made for yon; but there are still a
goodly number among us who believe that
the bridge which leads over from time i~to
eternity is not safe apart from the behef
that a certain personage was sacrificed,
and, as it were, built up in that bridge.
We hav among us an educated. cla~s. of
professional men, who make thetr liVIng
by enjoining upon us to lay stress on the
fact that thiS personage was built up in
the bridge between Life and D~ath, ~nd
that it is perilous to set foot on It lackmg
that belief.-Saladin.
A OOMELY face hath Natnrehbnt no heart.
None! Are yon sad? S e smiles. Is
your grief past
And gladness come? Her skies are overcast.
In your chameleon moods she hath no
part.
Praise her-your warmest words ~ ne'er
impart
A flush the more to her full loveliness·
Flout her, and she will offer yon, no iess,
Flowers, fruitage, all the affluence of her
art.
Die, she will send her merriest• birds to
sing
Outside your window, and, upon your
brow,
Shed showers of sunbeams, bright overflow·
Go dow~ into your grave, no cloud will
tling
Its shaoe in sorrow that your' tale is toldSl e is a comely mother, but stone cold.

-T. Westwood.

'
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FRAN<;JOIB CoPPEE, F l'ench poet and
dramatist, is dead.
THE Thompson-Houston Electric Company, of New York, has passed into the
hands of a receiver.
THE district court at St. Paul has declared the Minnesota Anti-Ticket Scalpers'
law unconstitutional.
GEORGE W. CmLns, the philanthropic
editor of the Philadelphia Public Ledger,
died last week from an attack of paralysis.
AUGUST VAILLANT, the bomb-thrower of
the French Chamber of Deputies, was
guillotined on the morning of February
5th.
GovERN on FLOWER has approved the bill
appropriating $1,000,000 for new parks in
New York: and work upon them will begin
at once.
THERE has been considerable rioting in
the Mansfield coal district of Pennsylvania
during the last ten days. Some lives hav
been lost.
RosiNA VoKES, the actress, died in England on January 27th. She was the youngest and coneidered the best of the famous
Vokes family.
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IN Rio Janeiro harbor Admiral Benham,
of the United States navy, threatened to
sink the insurgent warships if they continued to fire upon our merchantmen.
Admiral Mello said he would yield to su'
perior force.
COPJ£8
JunGE DuNDY, of the United States
$1.00 .
Court for the Nebraska district, has fixed
the reduced scale of wag-es for the U. P.
Sent Post Paid
Railway employees, and enjoined them
against striking. Of course, when men in
TORTURE INSTRUMENTS employed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries fo government employ strike it is practically
1
the Promulgation of Ohristiamty. tieing the Nurember,s CJllection, and including specimens from rebellion.
'I'llc .llol)' inqu.i .. ition •
TI-IIRTY-FIVE ILLUSTRATIONS.
GEN. .I!'RAN<;JOIS MANIGAT, who has been
Spanish Collar, ·.rhumbscrew, Iron Collar, the Hac•. the I,on Orowu, Leg Oruoher, the Stocks, plotting to overthrow President Hipoolyte,
the lieretic 0 .teller. >he Iron Boot, the tiot &fit·,An, a 1\'Iouth-oBar (gag), Lrou 'd:asks recommended
by the Inqni,iti 1u, B:eakiug and Burning on the Wheel, thJ Ducking C~ge, the Cha•tity Belt for of Hayti, was arrested at Kingston, Jawomen, the ~pJd<r, tue Iron Virgiu U[l to D ... te the Ex:ecu·.ion Bell, etc.
· ·
maica, on January 29th, just as he was
··I meu to read in books," says Uolonel Ingersoll, .. how our father8 persecuted mankind Bat I leaving that city to go aboard a veBSel that
ntVer appreciated 1t. · 1 read h, b·1t it did not burn itself into my soul. I did not really appreciate
the mfam1es that have beeu committed in the name of religion until I saw the iron arguments tha• had brought arms and ammunition for him.
ULrintit~.ns nE:ed."
'
from au American port.
Price, 10 Cents per Copy.
12 Copies Cor $1.00
THE Wilson Tariff bill, with the incomeBUY A DOLLAR'S WOLtl'H AND HO.!.Tl'~.R THW,M AMONG YUU.R uHI:USl'IAN N.I!:IGHBORS!
Address THE I RUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New Yor,k.
tax rider, passed the House of Representative on February 1st by a vote of 204 to
140. The affirmativ vote was cast by 195.
~NFORMA
ANSWERS ANY QUESTION Democrats and 9 Populists; the negativ158 BIBLE HOUSE NEW YORf.. EXECUTES ORDERS 50
o. UP.• Commercial,
Scientill~. Literary, .Artistic, 50C
by 122 Republicans, 17 Democrats, and 1
SEND FOR PLAH &'REFERENCES,
.
Co Gl
Lel!'al, PProonal.
Atuongthese are RtJv.lJr. Gottheil,HenryGeorge, Gordon & Dilworth, New York; Edw. Osgood Brown, Chicago. EACH,
Populist (Newlands, Nev.).
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METROPOUTAN

TION CONCERN

Darwin and After Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwtnian Theory.

By GEORGE J. RoMANEB.

A systematic F.xposition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York.
service to the general reader rather than to profe>-sed nntnmli~tH.
Mr. ltomanes b well known as one of the most
interesting of F.nglish writers upon evolution,
besides r>mkmg with Professor Huxley in scientific Jmowledgo and ability. And this Js a part of
A rare chance is o!'·(·l'ell for a surveyor to get a
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we lool< to t!Je factR of adaptation or to those of bea.uty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
We have one for sale, in goon order, with we meet with any independent evidence of
Tripod, which cost $160. U e "'ill sell it fc•r ,upernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty nro alike receiving their explanation at
half•price-$80. Address
the hands of a. purely mechanical philoeophy...
THE TRUTH SEEKHt.
All nature has thus been tramformed before the
view of th<' pre,ent generation in a manner. and
to au extent that has never before been pos•Ible;
Agent'sprofitspermonth Will prove and inasmuch as the change which has taken
it or pay forfeit. New art cles just out. place ha• talten pla~e in the iUre<;tion of 1,1aturalA >!ll.W sample and terms f1·ee. Try us. 1•m. and this to the extent of rend!:!rmg th.e
mechtlnical intPrpretation of nature umversal, 1t
L'BIDI!.SThn & 8o~. 26 .Bond bt., N. Y.
i• no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
13t46
awakened to a new Rnd a terrible force in th&
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
thv Go<l?"
·
Illustrated. Price, cloth~$2.
SEEKER.
Address,
TH,I!; TRUTH

SURVEYORS, ATTENTION!

TRANSIT CHEA.P.

$525

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,

'

By GEO.E.
I MACDONAIJD ..

PER COPY

lllbreffire, "The Truth Seeker,"

'

.

finb.
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THUMBSCRrW ANO RACK

At Morristown, N. J.

This is the greatestargumentevermade in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians USE) force to repr8!!s free
speech. Its legal acumen 1s unsurpassfld,.1ts eloquence nE)ver ~qualed. Wherever Christ1anpersecntion 1s gomg on th1s argull!el!t should be
freely circulated, read t!) the Cbrist1ans, and. expounded oD every occas10n.
In paper,lltl~oente; iu oloth, 50 oenta.
'rBlll i'BlJ'l'B,BBEKJIIB,
Addrlllll

THE Supreme Court of Iowa reaffirms
its decision that the prohibitory amendment to the state constitution was not legally adopted.
GovERNOR TILLMAN, of South Carolina,
bas some of the state militia under arms
to defend the constabulary in enforcing
the dispensary law, and. deaths hav occurred.
DR. MooR, of New York, has discovered
that permanganate of potash is a perfect
antidote for the poison of morphine, if
taken at once and in a quantity equal to ·
the amount of morphine swallowed.

POPES AHD Tlt£1li DOINGS
AOOOUNT OF

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
'PP.nAr r:n t'!F~nt.~: nlnt.h.

~ ~Ant._cr

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.

B:v l'Bol'.l'. W.

NBWKAl'l.

l'rioe Ill '.lent&.

A sHoRT

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BEING

A Popular Account of the FormatiGn and Development
of the Canon.

By BRONSON D. KEELER.
lJol.'ITENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fathers Quoted a.e Scripture
Books Which are Now Called Apocryphal. The
IIeretics. The Christian Canon.
Paver, 50 cents: cloth. 75 oenta;

THE hard times hav closed 1,000 saloons:
in Chicago. In some of the factories a.
North Side coffee house will leave at noon
huge cauldrons of hot soup and coffee,.
which will be sold at two cents a pint.
This procedure will, it is hoped, hav some,
effect against the alcoholic evil.
LAsT week it was stated that in the 1501
cells of the Tombs in this city were cowfined 550 prisoners, and dllly one narrow
cot in each cell. The dilatoriness of the·
Court of Ge~eral Sessions and the assistant:
district attorneys is the cause of the:
crowded condition of the prison.

MAYOR HoPKINS, of Chicago, says that
Chicago is on the verge of bankruptcy.
The comptroller's estimates must be out
down $3,000,000 if the municipality is to
CHEAP EDITION.
mainta-in its credit. The mayor declares
that the assessors stand in with the capitalists; he also says that official salaries must
be reduced.
ON January 29th twenty-four of the inBY OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
mates of the Camden County (N.J.) Alms~eing the story of his mental journey from
house were turned out into the storm after
orthocioxy to Rationa.llllm.
working hard all day, because they prePnce, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
sented a petition for more food. . All they
had been given were one spoonful of potaAddress
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
toes, one small cup of coffee, and one slice
of bread. The grand jury is investigating.

Travels in Faith.

Christianity a Fict.ion.

THE English House of Lords has adopted
two amendments to the Employers' Lia-.
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
bility bill, one providing that workmen in.
trades who hav insurance funds to which
THE
their employers contribute be allowed to.
Astronomical and Astrolog!c- contract out of the provisions of the bill,
and the other that if the insurance funds:
at Origin of all Religions.
are not sufficient, and the employers:
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by are not willing to make up the deficiency,.
·the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
the workmen may hav their remedy byaction at ordinary law.
• ddress THE i'BUTH BEEKER.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
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RESOLIJ.TU)NS o.f c·oNooLENC£.

·Whereas, It has pl f3aseJ.. God to rert?ove o"u,. "Rev.
Il,ro'thcrHowardf'l"om tlu; PULP.LT: t71 t~e PE/VITENTIA!fY,
axel
"VJ(}Ie;eps, Sirlc-e Provide11ce has tJ..us Sf!etr flb /;o
{/ODS PEOPLE of"~he {VJ~AN$ of (;RACE lay l'"e

.

Jlrofho,.floword· t'!· tJ.e· PEN, tlre.refore he lt
Jleso/ved, That- we. his moiirn1it,j[ Con._g-1•egcdion,

extend. to h.im ow· mosf /'ious «nd tear/ul
and .6e if f.urtlr"er
.
Resolved, Thataltl.ough. Bro.Howtud lra.s ex.chtel"tj{ed
tlze .cler~·cal robe for tlte strtj:Jed _s"t:u•k. yef. tit hint the
Clzurch lz.os a sln'nlng-1&-ld and lt'f/itt_ff'example.of ~~t

pat~

lJiesse'd !nfiluence oj' t-lie CIIRIST!Af( R.EL/C.IO/'{, afff/. we
ma.!/ con/i:i_true .ste~d.f.ast 1i1 the faitlt in "lilt e.
newj'/eld o.f labor lio which God h_as ca. lied Aim 111
=- S.
& his C'/-IRIST/AN BRE:THRE:N,

,fill'l:'.!f h.e

I)'JJ riJ i ~~~~ ,

FROM THE PULPIT TO THE PENITENTIARY-ANOTHER SAINT PROVIDED FOR.

LEARN BOOK=KEEPING

fl ~)1~ you
can learn it AT HOME,
within 1oo hours' study,

Wl

without aid of a teacher,

"Goodwin's Improved Book-keeping and Business Manual."
40,493 Copi!'s·S~Id.

4,o:z8TestJmon1als.

THE GIANT DELUSION. Woman:
SUSANFourWIXON'
S BOOKS.
Centuries of Progress.
A. (Jonsideration of" the Doctrine

of" Personal Immortality.

12mo, 800 pp., $1.

By OTTO WETTS TEJN.

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for

Write to J • H• GOODWIN' 600 f 1215 B'wayJ NY.
•

A Paper reai! at the International Freethought
Congress at Chicago, October 5, 181!3.

The Story Hour, An Exceptionally Hand-

HAND-BOOK

Price, 10 Cetus.

OF

Addre~s
THE TUUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayet~e Place, New York city.

FREETH OUGHT

Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144

By W. S. BELL.

Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days .Alike
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev.

Propoaitions proved Affirmatively and Negativelv by Quotation• from Scripture, without
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cent-s.

Byron Sunderland D.D., in 187!. Price. 25c.

Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitions doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth seekers it is invaluable. Its classification
of subjects makes it a hand-book. Asingersoll said. of
Paine's "Age of Reason" it enables someody in every village to "cd'rner the parson." Its ~de
variety of subjects include a.ll the dispnted points between Christianity and Freethought Pnce,
cloth, *1: Jlaper, 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

With Daughter's Babe Upon His Knee.
A new edition of that splendid ~rose p_oem,
"Life," by "the prince of orators, ' Col. B. G.
It is larger and better than the old
ed1tion, and can be framed or placed upon the
table as an ornament. In the center of the card
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby,
•. nrrounded by the prose poem, which. has been
truthfully described as, " one of the masterpieces
of the orator and :poet who now, as far as we
know, stands alone m the living world." It will
make a deli~htful present, and will baa •onvenir
not only of mtellectnal greatness, but of artktic
workmanship. It is printed on heavy board, gilt
boveled edge. The siZe is 12x16 inches, and the
pti.ce only ~5 cents, post-paid.
'.l'HJ!l TBUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafantte place, New York.

HISTORY. OF TH.E BIBLE.
•

BEING

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon •

BY BRONSON D. KEELER.

pere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents,

Thomas Paine-Was He Junius~ Second
edition, mlarged, with best likeness of Paine.
Price, 10 cent•.

Junius, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas
Paine. Arefutation of M. D. Conway's
objections to the identification of Paine as
Junius and Casca. Price, 5 cents.
Addre•s THE TRUTH <HiJF;"R:ER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

CHEAP I::DITION.

Travels in Faith.

BY CAFT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Oanon. The New Tes·
tament. The Early Controversies. The Books at Being the story of his mental journey from
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
orthotioxy to Ba.tion&lism.
Competent? The Fathers Quo11ed as Scripture
Pnce, paper, 2ll cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Books Which are Now Oa.lled Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian O&non.

l'aper, 50 cents; oloth, '11 cents.

Boys and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., $1.215.

some and Interesting BookhWithont Superstition for Children and Yont . The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 2ll smaller; large
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus.
trated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.

works of w. H. Burr •. ___A_dd-'-r_es_s._TH_E_T_R_u_TH_BE_E_KE_R_co_.

Bacon and Shakspere, Proof that Shaks-

In~ersoll.

BY Susan H. Wixon. PtWer, 10 cents.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.

Address

THE '.rRUTH BEEKER.

How To Preserve Healt~.
By LOUIS BARKAN, M.D.
Fordyce Barker, M.D., Professor
Bellevue Medical College says of it,
writing to the author: "I regard your
book as the most sound, sensible, and
useful book on the topics which it discusses that I hav met with. I wish-it
could be in the hands of every intelligent head of a family. I am particucularly pleased with one feature of it
tbat it does not profess to teach dosing and drugging. I congratulate you
on the wisdom and success of this effort."
Other noted physicians recommend
it just as highly.
Price, cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO,
28Lafavette pl.&ce, New You.

The IV/oct Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

HOW TO GET

'Four Hundred. Yea,rs of Freethought.

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
OF FREETHOUGHT

BY SAMUEL

P.

tbro~hout

PUTNAM.

The object of this work is to presen; ;be Course of FreetbongM

-

the <Jivilized

F
EE
~~rld ;~r.
R

the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freetliought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
of Human History 1
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inventions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
No-thing Can be More In-teres-ting,

more inspiring to the Pioneer Workeril of to-clay-to those who are still in the van for HumanRights and
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN AFI'ORD TO BE WITHOUT

THI~

BOOK.

It"will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and lt.Jagnificent Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the, added glory of
"WOMAN'S EMANCIPATION

from the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
'l,HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with. Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prev:Liling but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
·
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
) The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Literature.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Philosophy.
Science. Education and
Ethics.
·
Copernicus.
Boccaccio.
Lessing.
Voltaire.
Gam betta.
Madame Roland.
Bruno.
Rabalais. Schiller.
Rousseau.
Castelar.
Mary Wollstoncraft.
Galileo.
Bacon.
l::!pinoza.
Kepler.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Cervantes. Goethe.
Comenius.
Descartes.
Da Vinci.
Frances Wright.
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison.
Pestalozzi.
Locke.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
lution.
Phillips.
Froebel.
Newton.
Lucretia Mott.
Hume.
Gibbon.
Victor Hugo. j Thomas J;'aine. Parker.
Humboldt. Combe.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Hobbs.
Lyell.
Spencer.
'i Jefferson.
Sumner.
Lydia Maria. Child.
Burns.
Emerson.
Kant.
Shelley.
Heine.
Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
Owen.
Darwin.
Hamilton.
Margaret Fuller.
Tyndall.
Holyoake.
Byron.
Thoreau.
Bentham.
Bakounine. Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Comte.
Mill.
Warren.
Pushkin. Whit"llan.
Huxley.
Haeckel.
.Susan B.- Anthony.
Buchner.
G<1rabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Girard
Feuer bach.
Matild~J oslyn Gage.
Lick.
chewsky.
Heinzen.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.

I

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
'rhe Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeke1·, Investigator, Ironclad Age, Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Maga2ine, Independent Pulpit, Lur:ijm·, the Freethinker, Agnostic Journal, etc.
·
It will give a history of the

.

,.

SPECIAL OFFER.

We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled·
to make our friends a most generous
offer.
We need more subscribers to To
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethough~."
Not all are able to pay $5
for it, but everyone can do a little
work to obtain a copy - congenial
work, that will do great good all
around. This is the offer :

Send us Four Nevv
Yearly Subscribers at
regular :rates ($IZ in
all), and vve vvill send
the Getter..-up of the
Club a copy of'' FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
F R E E T H 0 U G H T,"
FREE OF CHARGES.
And further, to aid our friends in
getting this book for themselves, we
will offer

To the New Subscribers as a
Pren'tium,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By WA'ISON

HESI~N,

THE GREATFBT BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
W, S. BELL'S

Handbook of Freethought.
With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought. to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT,
at Chicago, tho Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and o~her Liberal associations free.
throughout the world.
To each New Subscriber in the club, a preIt will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Free- mium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testamoot
thought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won disStories Comically Illustrated,'' or s. Bell's
tinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
"Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-'-all free
George K Macdonald, Capt. R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
Horace Seaver,
by post or express.
·
J.P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Watts,

w.

D. M. Bennett,
Parker Pillsbury,
Elizur Wright,
T. C. Leland,
T. B. Wakeman,
ifudge C. B. Waite.

L. K. Washburn,
Ernest Mendum,
Charles Watts,
G. W. Foote,
Saladin,
J. R. Monroe,

Samuel P. Putnam,
John E. Remsburg,
Franklin Steiner,
J. D. Shaw,
E. A. Stevens,
H. L. Green,

1
Prof. J. H. CooK,
E. H. Heywood,
Otto Wettstein,
Stephen Pearl Andrews,
James Parton,
Abner Kneeland,

Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Mrs. M. A. Freeman,
Katie Kehm Smith,
Lucy N. Colman,
Lillian Leland,
Amy Post.

and other men and women who have c:::mtributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey ~f history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be .published at the earliest
possible moment.

The na;me of eve'I'Y Subscr,lbe'r 'Who sends jive dollars befo're the work is on the press
will be en'rolled in this book. DON'T FAI.L :1'0 SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
This book will contain
C.
Over Six Hundred Pages oi Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
Yt will be elegantly bound. It wi1l be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your friends when they ask, Whab is Freethought-what has it done and what is it. doing in the world'?
This is the most universal presentation of Freethought ever given to the public, and no Freethinker
ean afford to be without it. It is a library in itself.
Address orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

This really brings the price of the
paper down to $2 to each new subscriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEKER
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Sub·
scribers and $12 ($3 - only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our frionds to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to get
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
_ Those who get up these Olubs will
receive their copies of "Four ~undred
Years of Freethought " as soon as the
book is issued.

Those who send a Club_ and
Four New Subscribers and
$12 before the book is printed,
will have their names enrolled in its shining pages.
THE TRUTH: SEEKER,

28 Lafayette Place,
NEW YORK.·
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bench and a stench in the nostrils of honest men.
The Sunday-Law Monster.
The Sunday-law octopus is reaching its tentacles Are these too strong words ! Is this in'temperate
around city after city, state after state. Its ap- denunciation? Let us see. The Bunday Ledger
FOVNDED BY D, ltl, BENNETT,
petite is prodigious and insatiable. No matter how givs the substance of the first part of Judge Reid's
E. M. MAODON~, • • • • • Editor and Manager. many or how precious the liberties sacrificed to it, pronunciamento as follows:
its maw opens cruelly and cavernously for more.
"Judge Reid's decision first recites alleged facts in re28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
'Xhe American citizen must make up his mind to lation to the case and then quotes the Sunday law. It
then takes up the defendant's objection that the law is un·
FEBRUARY 17, 1894. · kill_ it or giv up the last vestige of. freedom of constitutional
SATURDAY,
in that it is discriminating in allowing
act1on on the first day of the week.
hotels, livery stables, and restaurants to keep open while
In the East and West, North and South, its forbidding other business establishments to do so, and is
SlJBSCJUPTION RATES,
Now it invades the new thereby class legislation. The decision holds that while
Single an bscription, in advance ......... : ......................
00 deadly power is felt.
One subscription two years, in advance ........................ 3 00 Northwest. The Tacoma Sunday Ledger of Janu- the constitutional provision forbids legislation in favor of
Two new subscribers ............................................. 3 00
any particular class of citizens, it does not follow that the
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance. 3 00 ary 14th tells of a decision recently rendered by act in que11tion affects any particular class, it being diOne subscription with two new subscribers, in one remit.
Municipal Oourt Judge Reid of that city. "The rected against certain kinds of business and not in any
ta.nce ........................................................ 'f 00
decision sustains the validity of the law requiring wise prohibiting all citizens from engaging in the exOne subscription with three 11ew subscribers, in one remit.
tanoe ....................................................... S 30 the closing of all places of business on Sunday, and empted lines if they so desire. The first ground of ob·
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remitjection to the validity of the act is therefore decided to be
tance ........................................................10 oo overrules the defendants' demurrer to the complaint.
untenable."
Ally number over five at the aa.me rate, invariably with one
Henry Krech, the Fife hotel barber, will therefore
'
remittance.
We seriously ask every fair-minded man and
hav .to stand his trial upon the charge of ·shaving
woman, every friend of justice and civil equality, if
customers OJ! Sunday."
Monll!l shoula be sent btl ezvress oomvanv.'s monll!l oraer
the creature who makes the ermin the cover for
Think
of
it!
Do
you
not
feel
the
impudence,
the
postal oraer, tlraf't on New Yori:, or 'btl regtsterea letter.
!adress oommuntcattons ana mai:e araf'tS, clieci:s, post-o#IOB criminality, the immorality of such a law! Do you such contemptible pettifogging at the expense of
ana ezpress mO'IIIl!/ oraerspa1Jable to
E. M. MAODONA.LD,
wonder that justifiable laws for the protection of unoffending victims of. legal crime does not richly
28 Laravette place, New Yori:.
person and property fall into contempt when the deserve impeachment and removal T Not only
SPECIAL NOTICE~We whall be obliged to our machinery of the state is used to enforce such in- should he be impeached, but he should be comreaden if they w-ill wend n• the name and addre•• of famous statutes as this Sunday ukase?
Law pelled to pay out of his own pocket every dollar his
any Freethinker .w-ho I• not a regular wnb•crlber,
should be for the prevention and punishment of outrageous juggling with law steals from innocent
crime, for the defense of the weak against the men in the forms of fines, costs, and expenses of
SOME HANDSOME PREMIUMS
strong. But is there crime when Henry Krech counsel. Anything short of this is a cruel travesty
on justice. His special pleading about "classes of
To induce new subscriptions and prompt . e.aew-. shaves a man who wishes to be shaved? Of course
citizens" and "kinds of business" is the very rethere
is
not.
None
but
a
bigot,
a
fool,
or
a
knave
ala on the part of our friends we make the followwill maintain that there is. Has any wrong been finement of mental turpitude. No honest lawyer
ing handsome premium offers:
done to any other person by the Sunday work of with sufficient ability to be admitted to practice in
For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one this Tacoma barber? No. Every argument in a police court would giv his countenance to such
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred defense of these Sunday laws is the sheerest shystering. Note the cool insolence of the stateYears of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage sophistry, ths rankest Jesuitism. It is ethically as ment that citizens can engage in the lines of busiof this or our Free offer of the book (see oppo~it justifiable to shave or be shaved on Sunday as on ness which, so far, are exempt from the operations
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in Monday. Only a person steeped to the lips in the of the Sunday laws! But suppose that these citithe country should not possess this splendid work. grossest superstition can say that the revolution of zens prefer to engage in some business which is not
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one the earth once on its axis can affect one way exempt T Is not that their right under the Oonsti.
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Oomplete" or the other the moral character of such an act. tution T Why should they be robbed and then in($3). This edition of Paine's works contains ·a Will the inquisitors who are behind these idiotic sulted by some unworthy judge because they purpicture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be laws presume to say that the citizen has not the sue a legitimate avocation on Sunday T In the first
erected in Ohicago, and of his monument in New legal right to shave hims.elf on Sunday! And if he place, it is none of his business, as a private citizen.
has the right to shave himself cannot he delegate the In the second place, all such statutes ar~ undoubtRochelle.
edly unconstitutional, contravening both the letter
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one exercise of that right to a barber? Oertainly. and spirit of that instrument, and he renders him·
Just
as,
having
the
right
to
cook
his
dinner,
he
can
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
delegate the exercise of that .right to his wife, to self liable to impeachment and removal by his palReformers " ($3). · By D. M. Bennett.
the cook in his kitchE>n, or the cook in the restau- pable perversion of the basic law. What unprejuFor $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one rant. Of course these facts are self-evident to every diced person who has any regard for his reputation
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's Dynamic The- man and woman of sense, but, unfortunately, the as a reasoner would argue that a statute which perory ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one fools and cowards are in the majority and hence the mits the hotel clerk, the newsman, the minister, and
wants this book. It has over a thousand large· miserable Sunday laws that disgrace the statute the church organist to engage in their usual purpages and more than four hundred illustrations. books of almost every state in the Union and,the suits on Sunday, but forbids the barber and the
It is a digest of Science, and every one who studies ordinance records of hundreds of cities and towns. farmer to engage in theirs on that day, is not disit cannot help but be well-informed in all scientific If this generation of voters had one-tenth of the tinctly a class law 1 Such .playing fast and loose
with the English language is left for reckless polimatters.
spirit of independence which animated the men
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one who founded this republic these iniquitous Sunday ticians like Judge Reid, and his priestly backers.
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- edicts would be instantly swept out of existence in
" The defendant's second objection asserts that the
Book" in cloth ($2.50).
a hot whirlwind of wrath, and no man who had Sunday law is designed to compel observance of the
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEXEB one year raised his voice or cast his vote for them in the Christian religion, and therefore illegal; that to be com·
pelled to close hh place of business amounts to a m£>lesta($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" chambers of legislation would be again known in tion and disturbance of both his person and property,
in boards ($2).
public life until he had done works meet for repent- and that the religious liberty of the Hebrew would be
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEXEB one yea.r ance in the sackcloth and ashes of humiliation for thus violated by such compulsory observance. The cout"t
holds that if he were correct in his claim the law could
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comic- his treason to liberty.
not stand against his objection, but that he is in error in
Tbe distortion and perversion of the Constitution that the law does not intend to aid or repress any religious
ally Illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
of the United States and the bills of rights of the sect, but simply to provide a day of rest and to preserve
For $3.50 we will send To TRUTH SEEXEB one
states by our modem judges ia shameful. In order the public health. In support of this the court quotes
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Oomically
to sustaili a legislativ infamy and so eam thu grati- cases precedent, and disallows the defendant's contenIllustrated," in board covers ($1).
·
tude and gold of their masters they will declare tion."
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books that black is white and white black; they will be'' Oases precedent" could be cited to show that
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceed- fog and mystify the plain letter and crucify openly attendance upon religious services on Sunday should
ingly low price. ·Old and new subscribers can the spirit of the organic law, and so decide as to be made compulsory; also, that the citizen should
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad ·if our nullify the whole intent of the framers of these wear a coat cut in a particular way; also, that a
present readers will call the attention of their fundamental instruments of defense of the weak. negro has no rights which a white man is bound to
Men like this Judge Reid are a reproach to the respect, and so on indefinitly. Precedents can be
friends to the values offered.
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cited in support of any tyranny, and when a guidance, as a Christian nation, according to his ap- Bailey, Terry, Bay, Powers, Broderick, William A.
Stone, Updegraff, De Armond, and Childs."
judge wishes to make the worse appear the bet- pointed way, through J esns Christ,' in order to form a
more perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic
Write to these men at once. Do not delay.
ter. part he can easily find. in musty tomes the tranquillity, provide for the common defense, promote
Write
to the member or members from your own
recorded utterances of other learned interpreters of the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to
state
if
your state is represented on either comlaw wbo hav reasoned just as sinuously as he ourselvs and our posterity, do ordain and establish this
mittee,
but
if not, write to anyone you may know,
United
States
of
America."
Constitution
of
the
wi.shes to do. They will be at his service as '' auSenator Frye, its sponsor in the upper chamber, or to the chairmen. Write to both committees.
thorities."
It is a shallow pretense to assert that Sunday said to the Washington agents of the National Re- And keep on writing so long as the question remains
shaving is forbidden in the interest of the " public form Association: "I can see no objection what- undecided.' Write to other members and Senators.
health." It is forbidden in the interest of the ever to the bill." Representativ Morse, its steerer Collect signatures to petitions against this infamous
church. The "public health" is no more injuri... in the House, said emphatically ; "Gentlemen, I am resolution. No man deserves liberty who will not
ously affected by Sunday shaving than it is by very glad to introduce this bill, and I will stand by fight for it. Those who can afford the expense
Wednesday shaving. "Public health," whatever it." So reports R. C. Wylie, one of the correspond- would do well to send telegrams to the chairmen or
that may be, has nothing to do with the question. ing secretaries of the Association. And the Chris- others on the committees.
The House Committee on the Judiciary will giv
The shaving of John Smith by Thomas Jones on tian Statesman adds editorially : " Representativ
Mone
is
in
earnest
in
his
advocacy
of
the
bill.
another
hearing on March 6th. It may be that the
Sunday or any other day doesn't touch the public.
It is a purely private matter. It may indeed be Other members of both Houses hav expressed Senate committee will do so earlier. The committees
may consider the resolution the same day. If so,
more injurious to John Smith if he shaves himself themselvs as heartily in favor of it."
On February 1st the sub-committee of the House we shall be in a bad plight if we hay but one reprethan if he is shaved by Thomas Jones, particularly
if his razor is out of order and he is unaccustomed Committee on the Judiciary gave a hearing on the ~entati-v in Washington.
resolution. Revs. T. P. Stephenson and H. H.
To those optimists who think there is "no danto the work.
The vote on tbe ger" -we wish to say most positivly that there is
As to the "day of rest," that part of the Sunday George appeared before it.
question has been canvassed so thoroughly in these Wilson tariff bill prevented a full attendance of danger, and serious and imminent danger. The
columns that it is not necessary to devote much committeemen. The Christian Statesman reports: political Christians hav heretofore wound Congress
"Several members of the committee, however, were around their fingers, and they will do it again and
space to it at this time. It is sufficient to say that
all the law can rightfully do is to prevent invol- present, including Bepresentativ Stone, of Western Penn- again if the people of this country who are opposed
sylvania. Bepresentativ Morse, of Massachusetts, who to the union of church and state do not make themuntary servitude. If a barber wishes to work on
introduced the bill into the Honse, was also present. A
Sunday it is assuredly his right so to do. That is free interchange of sentiment was had for a time, and selva heard and felt. It is sheer folly to attempt to
something which he must decide for himself. So then a brief and able presentation of the argument in make light of or disguise the gravity of the situalong as there are men who wish to be shaved or favor of the bill was made formally by Dr. McAllister. tion. In spite of all the warnings uttered by the
hav their hair trimmed on Sunday, so long there will The members present expressed themselvs as deeply in- Liberal press, in spite of the daily object lessons of
be barbers who will be willing to perform those terested in the matter, and were evidently profoundly church-state triumphs which are given us, the mass
impressed with the argument presented to them in favor
services for them. The law of supply and demand of such an amendment to the Constitution. · The subject of the people of America seem to be under the
soporific influence of a deadly apathy or locked in
is as operativ here as elsewhere. Whenever stat- wns new to some of them."
the
treacherous embrace of a false sense of security.
utes interfere with that law confusion ensues, and
What is to be thought of the general intelligence
financial loss and mental and physical suffering in- of Congressmen who hav never before heard of this We confess that we are pained and surprised when
evitably follow, as they do all other crimes.
God-in-the-Constitution movement? Is it not time we look through the piles of letters we receive and
"In regard to ·the claim of the defendant that shaving that the Freethinkers sent some teachers among see how few of even our correspondents hav a word to
is not a trade, but a necessity, the court decides that such them at Washington 1 What Freethinkers-the say regarding the crushing, grind!ng, remorseless
a question could best be settled by a jury trial. He,
juggernaut of political ecclesiasticism. Our people
therefore, overrules the demurrer and givs leave to enemies of the amendment-should do can be
pointedly indicated by quoting a portion of Secre- do not seem to realize that for every one thousand
plead."
Shaving is a necessity to him who thinks it is. tary Wylie's statement of what should be done by scientists, teachers, authors, artists, journalists, and
No one is qualified to decide for him. And it is a political Christians--the friends of the amendment. other educated people who hav lost faith in the old
necessity to him on Sunday, if such is his convic- We must meet the National Reformers in whatever dogmas and abjured the leadership of the enemies
tion. That is, the judgment of no other person is direction they move, and resist them at every gate- of religious liberty, there are tens of thousands who
superior to his own. How absurd, .then, to say way through which they attempt to steal into the are yet under the influence of the priesthood, and
that a jury trial can determin whether the avoca- citadel of our rights and liberties. Secretary Wylie that these men hav votes which elect Congressmen,
and that Congressmen will cheerfully trample on or
tion of the barber is a trade or a necessity! It is says:
patch
the Constitution rather than run any serious
his trade, and to engage in it on Sunday may or
"1. At least two agents must be kept at Washington to
risks
of
failing to secure a re-election. Our hope
watch
the
progress
of
events,
to
arrange
for
hearing,
and
may not be a necessity to him; that does not matto
form
the
connecting
link
between
the
people
and
the
lies
in
convincing
an important fraction of this
ter, Neither is it of consequence whether Sunday
Congress.
army
of
voters
that
the union of church and state
shaving is a necessity, absolutely, to his patrons.
"2. When the time comes for hearing arguments by
has
always
been
a
curse
to the world, and tha.t the
Almost all persons can suffer many privations and the judiciary committee we must llend to Washington the
yet retain life, and even be moderately happy, but best talent in the land to present the strongest pleas ·pos- rights of no minority, Christian or Freethought, are
for one moment safe under the rule of a hierarchy
this capacity for endurance is not a warrant for sible for the submission of the proposed amendment.
''
3.
When
the
bill
is
reported
to
the
two
houses
we
which controls the state.
forcing these deprivations upon them. If A steals
must flood Congress with petitions urging the passage of
We hav already set the ball in motion, and hope
ten bushels of wheat from B's granary, his plea the bill. lJetters and telegrams by the ten thousand
to
be able soon to report substantial progress. The
that the loes of those ten bushels will not cause B should also be sent to individual Congressmen and
first
stE>p to be taken by the Federation is to get a
to starve to death or to go without comfortable Senators urging them to vote for the measure.
hearing
before the J ndiciary Committees of the
·'
4.
When
it
is
submitted
to
the
conventions
in
the
clothing will not be a competent defense. Quite
states for ratification Christian citizens without regard to House and Senate. We hav written to Chairman
likely Barber Henry Krech, of Tacoma, will, in sect or party should labor to secure the election of good
some way, manage to survive the adverse decision men, who are sure to vote for ratification, as members of Culberson asking that the Freethought societies be
heard before the House Committee, and shall make
rendered by Judge Reid, but that survival will not the ratifying conventions.
"5. Meetings must be held in every city, town, village, the same demand upon Chairman Pugh of the
wipe out the fact of the judicial theft of one-seventh
of his time, nor will it make less odious the subter- hamlet, and country district, to quicken and concentrate S-enate Committee. This initiates the official, orthe Christian sentiment of our country in favor of this
fuges to which that mocker of equity has resorted amendment. Petitions must bo circulated and signers ganized work, and now the Freethinkers all over
in order to curry favor with the priesthood of un- obtained by the hundred thousand. Every one who can the country should appeal directly to their Reprerighteousness.
devote a little time, if only a few days or hours, should sentativs and Senators. Do not wait for some one
else to lead; go ahead yourself. Only thus are
----------~---------circulate the petitions for signatures.
The Christian Amendment-The Fight Is On "6. Literature treating of this measure must be viotories won and rights preserved.
1
in Earnest.
scattered all over the land, East, West, North, and
Send to us for petitions against this Amendment.
On January 25th Senator Frye, of Maine, intro- South, so that the whole people may be awakened and
duced in the Senate of the United States, "by re enlightened on this the most important measure ever
The "Sun's" Work ot Supererogation.
quest of the officers of the National Reform Asso- brought before this nation.
"7. To accomplish all this funds are absolutely necesciation,'' a proposed amendment to the Constitution- sary. Without money our hands are tied. It is needed
The New York Sun, Tammany organ, has come
which was read the first time by its title and the' to maintain our agents at Washington; to send other out with a long editorial, evidently written by or at
second time at length, and referred to the Com- agents there to present arguments before the judiciary ~e dictation of an ecclesiastic, protesting against
mittee on the Judiciary.
The same day Repre- committees; to prepare and send out literature; to pay attacks upon the Roman Catholic church by either
sentativ Morse, of Massachusetts, introduced the postage on letters, etc. Nothing can be done without lay or clerical men.
money."
Evidently Archbishop Corrigan is waxing still
same joint resolution in the House, and it was reFreethinkers! It is your work to effectually
more powerful in the councils of Tammany. Othferred to the Committee on the Judiciary of the
antagonize, to surely cancel all these forms of theoerwise there would be no necessity for this, for the
House. Here is the preamble as it will appear if
cratic endeavor. Here are the names of the memCatholic population does not read and the Catholic
amended:
bers of the judiciary committees of the Senate and
'' PREAMBLE.
business men are the keepers of gin- mills and do
"We, the people of the United States, devoutly ac- !louse:
not advertise.
knowledging the supreme authority and just government
"Senate.-Pugh, Coke, George, Vilas, Hill, Lindsay,
Consequently, the defense of the heirarchy by
of Almighty God in all the affairs of men and nations; Hoar, Wilson, Teller, Platt, and Mitchell of Oregon.
the
Sun shows the need of redoubling the attacks
grateful to him for our civil and re'ligiousliberty, and en"Honse of Bepresento.tivs.-Culberson, Oates, StockI
couraged by the allliurances of his Word to invoke his dale, Goodnight, Boatner, Layton, Wolverton, Lane, upon it.
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Wanted-More Subscribers.
We solicit the kind attention of our friends to
the need which exists of increasing the subscrip
tion list of THE TRUTH SEEKER. There are several
reasons for this, which our readers will readily see.
First, It will do a world of good, by making more
Liberals and by interesting those already liberal in
the work of Freethonght. The church is making
great encroachments upon our Uberties, and the
people need to know about it, in order to defeat its
tyranny. And those who read THE TRUTH SEEKER
are a hundred times more interested and activ than
those who do not. Second, It is a duty we owe to
our fellow-men to giv them the light of reason we
hav obtained. Liberalism makes for true civilization, and freedom from fear of an angry God makes
men happier and better. Every Liberal should do
all he can to lift up his neighbors from the darkness
of superstition to the glorious plain of mental liberty. And, as Mr. Wakeman says, referring to the
resolution regarding the Liberal papers passed at
the late International Congress: "They are the very
life of the cause of intellectual and practical emancipation of the people. As such they are to be
built up and sustained by constant care, payment,
encouragement, and solicitation for subscribers for
them." Third, An increase in the list will relieve the
readers from the occasional " duns " we are compelled to send out in order to get money with
which to pay bills. If we can obtain two or three
thousand new subscribers, the increased revenue
will make the business work of the paper easier,
and we cari continue to improve .the paper without
fear of financial embarrassments.
To reward those who will do a little for us iii
this ·.matter we hav arranged to takE.' a large numher of Mr. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of
Freethought," and to every one who sends us four
new yearly subscribers at the regular rates of $3
($12 in all), we shall send a copy of that magnificent work free. Those who send the club before
the book is on the press will be enrolled among the
original subscribers and patrons in the book.
And to make it easy to get these four new subscribers. we will ofier them as a premium either of
two spendid works-The "Old Tes.tament Stories
Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's "Handbook
of Freethought" in cloth binding. Our readers
know the value of these books, and that about every
Liberal in the country would like a copy of one or
the other. Either one of these, as may be chosen,
will be given to the new subscribers obtained in
these clubs of four, and a copy of "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" to the one who gets
up the club and sends the money and names.
We cannot afford to make this premium to single
subscribers, but to enable old subscribers and single
new subscribers to obtain these and other desirable
works at a great reduction, we hav made a list of
premiums in connection with subscriptions to the
paper, to be found in the first column of the first.
editorial ps.ge of THE TRUTH SEEKER. We are willing
to do our ps.rt toward making the obtaining of good
Liberal works easy and cheap, and hope our readers will take advantage of the terms offered.
Once more we ask that a favorable eye be turned
in our direction, and a helpful hand extendea. As
the resolutions of the International Congress expressed it, Boom the Liberal papers and you boom
the Liberal cause.

nutritious reading. He makes several excellent
points. Perhaps one of the best is his refutation
of the claim that we must not charge tc " Christianity" the sins of "the church." In history they
are one and inseparable. He also strikes deep the
dagger of truth into the vitals of the antinatural
moralism of the church.

m

Beware of the priest
politics. He is there to
magnify his office. His ideal government is the
theocracy. He will strangle liberty.
Watson Heston givs us something especially
noteworthy on the first page this week. The Rev.
G. F. B. Howard, just landed in the penitentiary
by the United States government at a cost of
$75,000, is one of the most notorious and successful swindlers of the decade. His bogus European
estates claim agency was one of his best paying
specialties. . His operations took in the whole field
of the United States~ and he did business under a
dozen aliases.
Next week will appear the regular monthly installment of Charles Watts's "Freethought and
Secular Notes from England." Mr. Watts tells us
about the condition of labor in England, and what
1 arliament is doing to mend matters ; about Secular education ; a blow at priestly domination; children ~nd their "betters"; -an instance of successful
intolerance; Professor Tyndall and Christian mockery ; activity in the theological literary world ;
death of a Freethought veteran ; the "Converted
Atheist S~oemaker," and many other matters of
interest.
The sore need of cash compels us to ask our
friends to renew. their subscriptions to THE TRUTH
SEEKER at the earliest convenient moment. The
"hard times'.' hav hit us, but we must crawl
through them somehow, and we turn with confidence to our readers. The amounts in individual
cases are small and easy to pay, but the aggregate
is large and we must hav it to meet expenses. We
hav made such a combination of books and paper
that everyone can get a good deal more than
his money's worth, and attention is called to these
offers. Purchasing books will help us also. But
please renew your subscription now. We need it.
"Representativ Meiklejohn, of Nebraska, has reported
from the House committee on Public Lands a bill authorizing the issue of a patent to the Presbyterian Board of
Home Missions for certain lands on the Omaha Indian
Reservation. Meiklejohn's report was ordered printed
and referred to the Committee of the Whole House on
the state of the Union."-OongressionalRecord.
The union betwe£ n church and state, we presume, is the "Union" to which reference is made;
at least, that would be a fair inference from the nature of the report. The bestowal of public lands
upon the church is no new thing. Just here
the question arises : Has Congress authority
to giv to a church any portion of an Indian reservation without the formal consent of the tribe to
which the land belongs? But if the land in question is United States property, there is no question
about t.he illegality of such action as that recommended in Mr. Meiklejohn's report.
"In view of the statement that the committee on ways
and means was in session on Sunday, January 14th, a
resolution was presented at Joseph Cook's lecture in
Boston, on the 22d, making a,reepectful but earnest protest against such action, especially at this time of financial distress, and when throughout the country there is
such a realization of the necessity of divine wisdom to
guide .the counselors and lawmakers of the nation."Independent.

"Especially at this time of financial distress "
contains all the milk of this Cook's cocoanut. Having need of a quantity of " divine wisdoc" in an
emergency it is not deemed prudent to provoke to
wrath the head of the firm in whose laboratories
this brand of wisdom is distilled. The inference is
that if there was less financial distress in the coun--------~.--------Our readers will find Robert Lawrence's "Failure try it would not be such risky business for the
of Christianity" in this issue very entertaining and ways and means committee to hold Sunday sessions l

1.01.

God might forget the offense before the next panic
arrived!
Rev. Compton Reade, Church of England, in
enumerating the influences which are inimical to
that church, and, through it, to the old-time fervid
piety and implicit faith, mentions the groWing
laxity of the Nonconformist bodies, a.ild especially
their evident desire to get away from creeds, and
he asks : " Is it too much to affirm that creedl~ss.
ness leads to the abject Materialism of Professor
Huxley?" We hav often heard of "cold," and
"cheerless," and" naked," and various other kinds
of uncomfortable Materialism, but this is the first
time we hM' met an " abject " variety of a shamefaced genus. What does Mr. Reade mean by the
term 1 We hav thought that Professor Huxley
gave evidence of very little abjectness of spirit in
his criticisms of the dominant theology. And his
life is ample proof of the fact that his refusal to
close his eyes and swallow unquestioningly the·
fantastic theories of the church has not degraded
his splendid manhood. It would appear either
that Mr.. Reade's vocabulary is decidedly limited or
that his sense of verbal fitness is very deficient.
''The street preacher, with his gospel of calumny, hall
invaded the capital of Munster and his blasphemies and
insults to the Catholic church sorely try the hot blood of
the Oorkonians."-Oatholio Union and Times.
Doubtless the street preacher is unserupulous in
his attacks upon the Catholics, as he is in his on~;laughts upon Freethinkers, for that is the nature
of the religious protagonist. When Catholics write
or speak of ~iberals and Liberal principles and of
Protestants and Protestant beliefs they are ve'ly
careless of facts and make free use of denunciatory
and disparaging epithets. For instance, they hav
frequently been known to declare that all children
born of parents who were married by civil ceremony are illegitimate. It is very probable that the
street preachers in Munster hav not uttered a more
gross "insult" against Catholics than this which
Catholics are fond of hurling at Protestants and
Freethinkers alike. It is also not impossible that
the street· preachers hav said something that is .
true about the Catholic church. Nothing will more
"sorely try the hot blood of the Corkonians." But
they should learn to argue with their brains instead
of with clubs and paving stones.
Some weeks since we sent to A. W. Archibald,
J oggin Mines, Nova Scotia, a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated." Mr. Archibald
failed to receive the book, but he did get an inso.
lent postal card note from a collector of customs
stationed at Amherst, N. S., a copy of which note
we give below, with the official's italics :
"A book, entitled ' Old Testament Stories,' came
to this office to your address. I hav laid it aside, to be
destroyPd, according to instruction, as of 'indecent
character.'
W. D. MAIN, Collector.''
Mr. Archibald writes us that he could easily
stand the loss of the book if he knew that the collector had read it. But there is little probability
that he did ; such upstarts do not often read anything that can improve their minds or polish their
manners. They are the legitimate children of centuries,of "Christian civilizatiQn," and hav as little taste
for instructiv reading as they hav understanding of
the principles of justice and equity. They pretend
to reverence the Golden Rule, but never think o~
ordering their lives by it when their ignorant prejudices impel them to violate it. This robber on the
border does not seem to know that when he condemns our book as "indecent," he stains his sacred
volume with the same epithet. However, we ..must ·
not be too severe upon him, for, as Mr. Archibald
observes, the Christian has a very poor cause at,
best, and "must keep it well guarded, or all will be
lost;" and as the Christian has never learned to de- ·
fend his position by fair argument, he resorts to
prosecution and persecution, to calumny, fines, con- .
fiscation, imprisonment, torture, and death. These
Canadian officials can seize and destroy " Old Testament Stories," but they cannot eliminate those
stories from the Bible. Why do tb.ey allow the
Bible to pass ?
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every faculty such as never existed before within restrain wild animals and savages by compulsion,
b~t when civilization advances these restrictions behistoric times.
As result has come the independence, frankness, come burdensome and hurt.ful, restraining growth
honesty, and refinement, moral and intellect~al, and development, and shackling the spirit of huThe Failure of Christianity.
characteristic of present-day thought. The cravmg manity with "burdens grievous to be borne." The
for
freedom for each and all, mark of our advanced church has ever treated men as savages, or worse,
The religion of any race or nation-the system of
stage
of evolution, and diametrically opposed to the as beings utterly depraved, and has thus provided
rites and assumptions which serves to express its
notions
of the church-whatever those of the New no opportunity for their advancement. The false
opinions regarding things divine-is precisely an
Testament
may hav been-has freed the negro standards and the abominable inhibitions she has
outgrowth of racial instinct, a development of social
slaves.
despite
popular opposition and clerical de- set up for homage hav done. nothing :whatever to
intelligence. No historic system of religion has
nunciations
at
the time, and now looks to larger eliminate the hideous depravity, the miserable povever continued to be ahead of the times, nor has
freedom
in
the
social
and moral reforms which the erty, the vile sycophancy, and the despicable greed
failed to modify and a1vance in proportion to the
churches
hav
left
unnoticed
during all these twenty which characterize the civilization of every Chrisevolution of ideas ; ever in the rear of progress,
centuries,
and
which,
even
. now, only the more tian land, no matter about others.
conserving the forms of the paRt, never leading to
As against this assertion we are bid to consider
"liberal"
handle
at
all,
directly
or indirectly.
better things until compelled by the logic of tvents.
Yet, typical of its hypocrisy in all ages, the church the moral superiority of our civilization over that of
The Christian church is no exception to this to day is awakening to the "humanitarian interests," our Greek and Roman predecessors. Our attention
rule. It was at the start a popularization or adap- establishing social clubs, mutual improvement so- is pftrticularly called to the "Christian home," the
tation, and hence a pErversion, of a lofty ethical cieties. guilds, and missions, patronizing industrial "elevation of the female sex," and the "broad
Rystem set forth by the prophet of Galilee. It schools-all very good works-and then turns and fellow sympathy among men as expressed in
forthwith ceased to be a radical and revolutionary bids us see the "wonderful way in which she leads charities," etc. But in the first place these generalmovement, as with him, smd degenerated into a men," after borrowing the ideas of those she has de- izations are founded upon a few assorted instances
mere sociological phase. It became first a peculiar nouncPd Trade guilds and mutual improvement of ancient depravity of local or doubtful origin, as
secret society, having certain set rules regarding societies hav existed, we know, much more than a against scores of instances to the contrary supconduct, but more especially inculating certain century. Yet scarcely twenty years hav passed pressed. They are based first upon the assumption
rites and opinions more characteristically Semitic since they were called "worldly," and apart from that even a "heathen " state could stand with no
than Aryan. Being a narrow, positiv, and exclu- the church, whose only duty was to "save men's recognition of the cardinal virtues of society, and
siv cult, like the race from whence it sprang, it souls'' And this same attitude is still maintained second, that these virtues could possibly hav been
attracted attention and respect, as well as persecu- by certain conservativ bodies of Christians. It is inaugurated at any one historic period-absurdities
tion, in an age of uncertainty. Finally, after pass- thus evident that the church urges a false claim, none too great for "Christian faith." Again, they
ing through numerous vicissitudes, it came to be and deserves no credit for co-operation on these lines ignore and gloss over the fact that advanci~g ci~il
recognized as the supreme cult in the Roman em- of work, since, like former concessions, they are ization and refinement tends, up to a certam pomt,
pire, and persisted as the papacy through the merely self-preservativ.
·
to soften and modify old abominations rather than
efforts of crafty men when the Cmsars had ceaf!ed
The matter is indeed characteristic of an exceed- to eliminate them. Thus from the age of chivalry
to reign.
ingly insidious and hypocritical phase of present- comes that prurient and utterly unreal ".homage to
Thenceforth it held the power. The Saxons and day thought, an apparent adaptation of religion to womankind" which, kindly granting· a few priviother tribes were conquered by Roman arms, and present needs suitable to concealing the same old leges, none the less merely conceals the fact that
Christianity-a system of rites and usages-fastened outgrown orthodoxy with which they are incom- she is still the toy and slave of man-a form of
upon them as a condition of treaty. The con- patible. The school mostly patronizing the humane elevation which amounts to nothing. We are still
troling party in the church contrived to destroy movements is that known as "liberal," a word dear savages, only in a softer, gentler way.
and degrade all heretics, pagans, and other non- to many advanced souls among us, but utterly false
As for the " charity" which seeks to better the
conformists, suppressed all knowledge not in ac- in application here, a mere foil or sugar-coating. poor and oppressed by doles of goods and gold,
cordance with its own conceptions, and abolished "Liberal orthodoxy," so-called, is loud in proclaim- that is and long has been a favorit method of securall customs which in any measure bid fair to hinder ing that "religion is, in essence, justice, mercy, ing public credit. The New Testament, most of
its supremacy. Thus resulted the Dark Ages, the truth, and freedom;" yet upon closer investiga- whose precepts are ignored and explained away, inInquisition, the establishment of inhibitions upon
tion offers nothing lmt the form, the shell of that culcates this as a minor virtue, and thus, although
human freedom and of such cruel and unnatural
same old orthodoxy which in history has been the real spirit of love is dead, the letter is supposed
moral distinctions as remain to curse even our own characterized by none of these virtues, but hostil to to be obedience. Rich men giving large amounts
day.
them all.
from immensely larger stores are lauded as generThe discovery of America-an utter accident, for
This recent attempt to combine external and ous public benefactors-which end they seek and
which we are indebted to the science and the tradisocial interests with the church is of necessity a rejoice in-but those who giv all that they hav,:untions of non-Christian nations-gave a new opporfailure, and proof sufficient that they are not an less it be a huge amount, are overpassed and forgottunity and a new impulse to human activity. outgrowth of ecclesiastical life. In their logical ten. Some, to be sure, giv all. for humanity, 1even
Thence followed the Renaissance, the revival of
outcome they lead to a form of culture entirely life itself ; but if the merit of these few among
learning, and finally the Reformation. The Ramish moCiern and characteristic of an utterly new religmyriads is the credit of the church, of what use is
hierarchy, the controling party among Christians,
ious type. The church may do good work in these such a church when the myriads still sin on T The
strove to the extent of its power against the new
directions and uecome one factor in the growth of fact is, if the church could exercise the same in:flulearning. But the activities of men being largely
the new order, but it is working against its own ence in moral and spiritual spheres that it does in
occupied in conquering a new world or in developends, and must presently renounce its traditional the matter of controling opinion and in:fluencing
ing the new possibilities of life then revealed, were
standards or be left behind in the progress of legislatures there would be no unbelievers, a~d no
diverted from "religious" ends, leaving the church
evolution. The fact cannot be concealed that the sinners. But this it does not and cannot. For
only the opportunity to display a fiendish cruelty
restlessness of our day calls for a moral dynamic two thousand years its power has gone to other
in attempting to maintain its E!Upremacy. But
which theology, with its metaphysical assumptions, ends, and now it is rather late to retrace its steps.
liberty once tasted to any degree left an insatiate
cannot afford. It is a movement which involves
The fact need not be denied that throughout its
thirst ; the church was defied and its power broken.
utter denial of the traditional notions of sin, virtue, entire history the church has shown far more desire
The Reformation came as a step in advance. salvation, retribution, man, and God. It is steadily to aggrandize itself, and the mere name (not the
Luther, Calvin, and Henry VIII. arose and pro- away from them, and is avowedly or tacitly seeking character and spirit) of him she called "God," than
claimed the right of all men to think as Luther, substitutes.
to provide for the needs of suffering humanity that
Calvin, and Henry VIII. thought, and as a result
The age has done with supernaturalism and looks to her for comfort.
·
arose the several sects and schisms of Protestant "mysteries" and looks for a faith, born of science
Of course, being the self-appointed guardian of
Christianity.
Some reformers proclaimed the and philosophy, which shall teach the unity of the New Testament writings, it has not failed to
·• right of private judgment in religion," but care- nature. The quest is for an "inner imperativ" to in:fluence many individuals who were already posfully published the Geneva Bible with such anno- duty which shall culminate in the new humanity, a sessed of proper and normal tendencies, but it has
tations as wo;1ld lead "private judgment" to agree type as far above the civilized man of to-day as he never been anything more than a "guardian ;" it
with their interpretations. Thus they "robbed above the savage. The world has seen enough of has failed utterly to incarnate and express the New
Peter to pay Paul," and the ideas which had been legislation and imperative which control by merely Testament principles. It teaches :flagrant absurdigerminating as Freethought for two centuries were outward force, and seeks for culture of the moral ties in the face of the evident sense of scripture,
crystallized into Protestantism, a new order of au- sense as opposed to restraint, development of every and has prostituted the gospel (the glad news) it
thority, an expression of the advanced ideas of the faculty as opposed to suppression of any. lt only professes to preach into a maze of .superstition and
day.
perceives the fact that "sin "-that greatest of a synonym for intellectual slavery, misnamed faith.
Even as one thousand years before Buddhism, bugaboos-is merely a phase of the undeveloped
The principal matters referred to in the " moral
driven from India, left its impress on the later involutions of humanity, and not a thing to be superiority " argument are certain personal actions,
Brahminical thought, so Protestantism. "broad- cured by quasi-magical rites, or controled by in regard to which statistics are worthless. The
ened" Romanism, and as a result came the Douay priest.ly threats or legalized brutality.
"Christian home," and this is not expressiv of unitranslation of the Bible and the various Catholic
The church cannot, unless utterly changed-and versal happiness, fortified by the "sacrament of
apologieli, which with the self-same pretense at that means destruction of tradition-furnish this holy matrimony,". is, so far as not human alone, a
hberty sought t.o control and fasten thought.
element to progress.
Although professing to product of superstition working upon law. The
In course of time, after the Inquisition had ceased draw all standards from the New Testament, and vasj amount of the so· called "immorality" of the
its vain fury ; after Calvinists were tired of perse- to perpetuate its ideals, it has never ruled by later Roman empire arose from the abuse of the
cuting Socinians; after the Puritans, driven from "touching and regenerating" the heart of man, it freedom all men then rightfully had in regard to
England, had settled in America, and had done mo- has never influenced the world as a religious force, marriage and divorce. The .church perceiving that
lesting the Quakers; after freedom of thought was but, apart from its cult of ideas and superstitions, any degree of personal freedom was hostil to her
to a degree an established fs.ct, new germinal ele- has ruled as a political machine, engineering each sway, proclaimed mardage an unbreakable contract
ments appeared in humanitarian and scientific in·- "moral reform," as it does to-day, by in:fluencing (that was after 1200 A.D.), and a sacrament,.in vioterests.
the lawmakers. That the church in these matters lation of Old Testament tradition and obvious New
These were movements which hav inestimably longs more for the perpetuation of her own Testament spirit, foisting it among other forms of
benefited the world, but against which all the standards and power than for the good of human- slavery upon the world. The untold misery that
churches fought until defeated, then sought to con- ity is demonstrated by her methods. Existing evils has resulted from this one fact would fill libraries
ciliate and absorb. They are in no sense the out- are not treated wisely and calmly, " overcome with with horrible narations ; yet the form, the letter of
come of any religion, but the result of a broadening good measures" as was Jesus's principle, but opposed morality was preserved, and that was all the church
of life, and an opportu:aity for the development of by the armed force of law. It may be very well tQ co~d accomplish Qr appreciate. If it were Qther-

~ommu·rrioations.
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wise, and the church proclaims the "glorious lib- I away of all childish things, our superstitions and
erty of the children of God," why does it so fear- our errors
RoBERT LAWRENOE.
fully deplore the increase of divorce, itself a mark
·
of that spirit of liberty in souls who will not tolerThe Problem.
ate the ungodly oppression of an unhappy and
We know not if there be a God·
hateful marriage? Ye~ churchmen do deplore this
Nor know we, friend, the yet' to be;
For ont of reach of human thought
fact as a "mark of growing immorality." How do
Is soundless, boundless, mystery.
they make clean the exterior, when they cannot
reach the hopeless filth within ! How do they call
We may, from legendary lore,
Crude, mystic, theories receive,
down upon themselvs the condemnations of " their
And in onr helplessnesP. declare
master" against their Pharisaical prototypes!
Through self-delusion, "I believe."
The church has ever professed itself a moral and
Bnt not a dogma, faith, or creed,
spiritual-i. e., having to do with quality of motivaNo uttered word or written line,
tion-agency, and as such it is a failure, as such it
Can, save by test of proven fact,
is dead. Rejoicing in the law-compelled forms of moBe claimed immortal or divine.
rality, it "boasts many things of itself," and points
Belief and knowledge are not one:
to our advantages as against the abuses of freedom
Belief presumes and knowledge knows;
or the excesses of savages. Macaulay has said that
And knowledge is bnt what the laws
or science and of sense disclose.
" freedom is the only cure for the evils produced
by freedom," and surely compulsion has never
We know not if there be a God·
demonstrated its superiority. Yet the church has
But this we know, that if ther'e be,
He givs the Reason that endows,
ever ruled by compulsion alone, either in superControls, performs, and governs me.
stitious threats or legal force. It cannot do otherwise. Professing to follow one who preached freeAnd as in nature no two things
Are each to other counterpart,
dom, it is the apostle of oppression.
So differ minds which seek to solve
The church is dead. The child of Roman absoThe things concealed from mind and heart.
lutism has lost its power, has seen the last form of
Vain quest; vain waste of mental power,
slavery, save that of the mind, thoroughly eradiThis unsubstantial, fruitless strife;
cated in the progress of evolution in the last two
While round ns lie to sense and sight
centuries, and yet it is to-day striving to use the
The stern realities of life.
arms of freedom and progress to maintain that, and
Enon~h to know that if there be
will not su<'ceed.
·
·A Power supreme o'er each event,
"Christian" activity to-day is not the activity of
·~~e must, foreknowing all, exist
the church, although striving desperately to keep
Omniscient and omnipotent;
life in the moribund body. In societies of ChrisWho with a flash, a word, a sign,
tian Endeavor, in young people's guilds, White
Could still the strife that shakes onr zone,
Cross armies, gymnasiums, reading-rooms, and other
And with the splendor of himself
Replace the unknown by the known.
missions and charities it strives hard to reflect all
credit upon an institution which in d1rect influence
Since then in ignorance we grope,
is powerless, and to help retrieve its hideous past.
And wisdom infinit wills it so;
Man's true philosophy should teach
In societies for Suppression of Vice, temperance
Contentment with the thmgs we know;
unions, anti-divorce leagues, and various other meddling compacts it strives to influence the ruling
And that for man to preach to man
God's purposes and attributes,·
classes to restrain by force of law the moral delinAsserting as historic facts
quencies of the majority, and thus compel the
What scientific truth refutes,
observance of "Christ's moral standards." The
Is bnt the arrogance of fools,·
activity among Christians to-day in forming these
The rash presumption of the weak,
moral reform societies is differentiating church inWho claim from rotten creeds of old
fluence into hundreds of schisms, which work on
In "revelation's" name to speak.
even though the church in and for itself is helpless.
''
Bnt
Christ says this-and Christ says that,"
Christians are building better than they know, yet
The casuist argues in reply,
the church remains, not a conservator of religion,
"Surely what God, the &on, declared,
but a huge political machine, a vast superstition
Were revelations from on high!"
trust, an agency for controling and compelling men
To whom I say: first prove thy Christto artificial standards, a dead-weight upon civilizaA proof by doubters long desiredtion, and a clog to progress.
Remembering, as with other faiths,
Each founder claimed to be inspired.
Many persons, scarcely realizing their inconsistency, di ·criminate between the "church " and
Bnt if 'twere proved that Christ was sent
By God, his people to redeem,
"Christianity," or between the "church" and indiIt would bnt prove that God himself
vidual Christians, calling "Christianity" the "body
Hath failed in his salvation scheme.
of teachings set forth by Jesus." Yet the church
For, since the blameless Jesus taught,
can hav no raison d'etre, except as a vehicle of
Age after age hath passed away;
these, and as expressed by this vehicle Christianity
And, lo I of all the human race,
has failed.
A fraction name his name to-day.
The teachings and ideals of Jesus, as properly
And, of this fraction, who can say
understood, cannot be outgrown, but honesty deHe stands unshaken by a doubt,
mands some other name than Christianity for them
While subtle mysteries, like clouds,
-that has stood too long for the perversion they
The truth of prophecy shut ont?
hav suffered, and in proper parlance refers to the
And
even he who most believes,
church itself. The world looks forward' to-day to
Must feel his footing insecure;
an ideal of religion which shall truly regenerateFor, if material life be false,
Why should ethereal life be sure?
make over-the nature of humanity. It trusts
more and more as " sacraments " of life to those
I envy not the restless heart,
agencies which refine and cultivate every faculty;
The frail, imaginativ soul,
That with unsatisfied desires
which develop each individual into freedom and
Forever seeks a sightless goal;
power to comprehend and govern self ; which elevate the motivation into a sphere whence the actions
That, half in terror of a hell,
Half hopeful of a heavenly birth,
of daily life may be maintained in healthy and
Lets go the claims of present needs;
normal channels, independent of law and compulThe opportunities of earth;
sion. The age wants Mrs. Fuller's ideal ''spiritThat, all oblivious of the feast
ually minded worldly men," men who in Pauline
Which nature spreads in daily food,
phrase are a "law unto themselvs." It wants,
Knows not the hallowed peace that springs
above all things, a real religion, and the need in
From utmost faith in utmost good.
evolution will generate the supply. The age wants
Be
still, 0 trembling child of fears!
a science of humanity, which shall understand and
Awake, 0 dreamer of the night!
. treat man for his obvious benefit, train him accordArise, and bless the living day
ing to his capacity. It wants a system of ethics,
That sanctifies with healing light.
an idea of right and wrong, founded upon fact, and
The golden light of confidence,
not upon outgrown assumptions and harmful superThat all is right, that all is just,
And that whate'er the fntnre holds,
stitions.
There is no room for cold mistrust.
This ideal may be, probably is, Jesus's ideal; but
we must make no compromise with past mistakes;
Be this thy_oreed: If God there be,
we cannot call it Christianity. It will recognize
Goodness and justice are his throne;
Who, knowing all, controleth all
the spiritual value of Buddha and Confu?ius, ~f
The mysterieE oi the vast unknown,
the saints and prophets of all ages and nat10ns; 1t
must be the religion of humanity, whose first ideal
And that a power divine who placed,
Unasked, onr helpless natures here,
is the man-divin<·. Now, in this new age of unpreCreated not to wreak revenge
cedented opportunity we may hav perfect faith in
In some accursed fntnre sphere.
the "rising of the sun of righteousness;" the true
If this, my friend, false reasoning be,
return of the " Son of man " in "spirit and in
J3'qtJbi(al~ruatiy remain11;
power;" th~ ~tt~ip.ment <Jf }if4;1'~ ideal i tl:l~ putting

Onr God becomes a hideous fiend,
And man the victim of his pains.
Awav wit.b thf'se dehasing doubtsWith all that lf'B~f'ns hope, away!
Be to thy n"hlf'r instincts trne,
And all the laws of life obey.
Stand firm I the world is at thy feet;
Seek he1·e thy mllo;sinn, not above;
Liv to lift np each other's lives,
And build thy heaven on human love.
Friend, think of t-his, and ask thyself
If thy professions coincide
With tl>e convictions, calm and clear,
Which in thine inmost soul abide;
And if they do not, be sublime;
The knell of ghostly gods hath rungBreak, break thy bonds convf'ntional
And giv to honest thought its tongue.
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CAROLUS.

Storms, Wrecks, and Special Providence.
The year E.M 291 has been most cruel and destructiv. The death rate (outside ofloss of life by
earthquakes and floods) by violence exceeds that of
any in my recollection. And the manner of death
in many instances has been very cruel. If there is
any God, or any being or power higher than man,
then he, she, or it has been more cruel than any
fiend managing t.he orthodox hell. The scenes of
suffering left in the path of the irresistible and remorseless cyclone, which commenced it11 destructiv
work early in the year, an<l seemed to hav a peculiar
penchant for little children, women, and churches,
were enough to melt the heart of an orthodox devil.
The floods came next, and in their wild rush seized
the weak, the helpless, the innocent, and the beautiful and overwhelmed them together with the strong,
the guilty, and the deformed.
Then came the wrecks of boats and steamships
on the rivers, lakes, and ocean, and of railway
trains on land, with the drownings, crushings, and
burnings of the helpless crewlil and passengers.
Infants hav been drowned, or torn, or burned to
death in the presence of their parents; wives or
husbands within reach of each other, and yet each
unable to rescue the other from such a horrible fate.
And in all these cases there has. not been a single
instance where a God, special providence, virgin,
mother of God, son, saint, or other celestial being,
power, or anything whatever above or superior to
man, has lifted a hand or aided or assisted any man,
woman, or <~hild-not one. The question then
comes naturally, What is the use of people pn.ying
money to build sacred houses, and for an army of
over 111,000 ministers to intercede between man
and these gods and goddesses with scanty bodices
who cannot protect themselvs or do anything for
their own support~ In all my readings, conversatione with people who had traveled extensivly, and
in my own travels over continents and islands,
through storms, shipwrecks, railway collisions, and
the carnage of the battlefield, I hav never heard of
or known of any person who was, under any circumstances, aided or assisted except by a human
being, a dog, a cow, an ox, or a horse. Did you T
So long as the gods of the religionists cannot aid
us they are worthless, and it matters not what the
"books'' are, whether true or false. People are
becoming practical. They hav no use for the useless. · Th!'l burning qu~>stion is, if applied to business, How much money is there in it' If to machinery, or anything connected with labor or power,
What can it accomplish T And right reason would
apply the same rules to gods and the eutire celestial
family. What can they do in making and pushing
forward real, live, revolving worlds~ What to aid
man in protecting himself against the force of the
elements~ to subdue and bring under his control
the elements of the earth T When man is in contention with a superior fQrce and is about to be
overcome, what can the theological gentlemen and
ladies of the air do for him 7 The so-called ministers of religion say that they cannot do anything
for him. This, then, should settle that question.
The entire lot, gods, goddesses, saints, churchE-S,
and every person in any manner connected with
religion should at once be wiped out, that is, all
human laws should be withdrawn from their !!Upport. If true, they will remain; if false, they will
crumble and decay. Truth is eternal ana will
remain.
P. V. WrsE.
St. Joseph, .Mo.

If we would be followers of God and the dear
Savior, we must be contended to obey without questioning. They do not want any questioners in
heaven. The man who aeks questions is an Infidel,
and only fit to associate with the devil. He is the
wicked angel who demonstrated to our first parents
in the Garden of Eden that our Heavenly Father
was deceiving them as to the qualit~ of ceft!liP

fruit.
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photographer; B. W. Smith, Patrick H. Krutsch,
F.
J. Miller, N. B. Heidlebaugh, Frank Rye, and
. Although Delphos, 0., is overshadowed by an
unmense cathedral, and the Catholics are in numer- others are among those I met here, and the three
o.us a:rray, yet the light of Freethought is not ex- days of my campaign passed off quickly and detmgmshed, but sends many a ray into the darkness. lightfully, and I think all feel that something was
The Delphos Liberal Society has a stanch member- done for Freethought, intellectually and socially,
ship, and it purposes to keep things lively for hu- and that we can look forward with gre·;ter hope and
man progress, even under the very shadow of the determination to do our level best. · I am sure I
can ; and Delphos, with its cheery Liberals, has
cross.
been
to me a very encouraging :field of labor.
The lecturer who comes to Delphos will hav a
While I was at Northport I made a statement of
goo~ time always.
He will bav a hearty welcome;
and If he happens to be discouraged at the outlook the case of an engineer on a railroad in Massachufrom other points of pioneer labor, he can brace up setts who sued for damages and could not recover,
here with plenty of good fellowship, and feel that the railroad making the plea that he was engaged
this "old world is growing brighter." B. A. Rolo- in unlawful labor and not entitled to damages. A
son takes the pilgrim at once to hospitable table lawyer present at my lecture desired a record of
and bright fireside, and there is all the fun in the this case, asserting that such a decision could not
world mingled with the " tug of war" for liberty be rendered in Massachusetts, for it is a principle
and justice. I giv three lectures at Delphos on of law that the railroad could not make its own unJan. 30th and 31st and Feb. 1st, and the audiences lawful act-namely, making the man work on Sunare good from the beginning and constantly in- day-a plea for non-payment of damages. While
crease, although the churches are pushing their re- with Roloson, and by his aid, I went through the
vivals, and hold services until two o'clock in the records to find the case I cited. It is well known
morning. The Christian Endeavor Society prayed that law books are interminable, and a record can
until the members got hungry, and th~n they had not always be found, and in this case I was disapsupper and went to praying and singing again into appointed. I am quite certain of the case, and I
the small hours. These all-night revivals will be- hope those who know anything about it wil1 hunt
come popular, I guess, they are so much like the up the legal record and let me know just where to
dancing parties that sinners enjoy. There's music find it for future use. But I did find two cases in
and the festal board, etc. I wonder if some day the law_books where the same principle is involved,
they won't dance people into the kingdom of and which prove beyond question that I was right
heav~n, or win souls by a game of draw poker. If in my statement of Massachusetts law ; and the
the smners hav a good thing the saints adopt it railroad could make the plea and escape thereby
payment of damages ; and I will giv these cases for
sooner or later.
Charlesworth, with B. A. Roloson started the the benefit of others where a like dispute might
Freethought organization in Delphos,' about a year arise:
T~e plaintiff sustained personal damages from the
?r more ago, and it has kept steadily on. Its object
of the defendants while assisting them in their
IS "to encourage and promote intellectual and negligence
work on the Lord's day; in an ttction to recover for such
mora~ development, individual liberty, and human damages held that the plaintiff's illegal aot in working
happmess unrestrained by church or creed." This upon the Lord's day was so inseparably connected with
is a broad and practical platform, and there are a the cause of action as to pre,ve,nt his maintaining the,
large number in Delphos as elsewhere in sympathy suit (Case of McGrath vs. Munn, Massachusetts).
A conductor of a street railway car performing his
with it ; but many are not yet bold enough to let ordinary
d~ties. on Sunday is both laboring and traveling
the world know just what they do think. '
and oan mamtam no'action for an injury by collision with
One pleasant feature of the meetings at Delphos a car of another company while so employed (Day vs
'
was the presence of quite a company from a dis- Highland Street Railway Co.),
tance. Mr. Elmer Miller came from Crayon Ohio
This makes it plain beyond question that no
about fifty miles off; and he stayed thrmigh 'an th~ workingman in Massachusetts can recover damages
lectures. He is an occasional contributor to THE for any injury received on Sunday. Was there ever
TRUTH SEEKER, and advances Freethought when- a more unjust law~
ever he gets a chance. Mr. D. P. Lloyd was preRI left Delphos on Friday, February 2d, and it
ent the first night from Fostoria, and J. F. was a great pleasure after a long day's ride to meet
Hauenstein from Lima. Mr. P. J. Lauth, from in Chicago's magnificent Auditorium C. P. Farrell
Southworth, was at all the lectures; and others and Mr. and Mrs. Ingersoll, and to listen to this
from a greater or. less distance, not residing at p~erless orator of Freethought; and on Sunday
Delphos. Delphos IS a town of about six thousand mght the pleasure was repeated at MeVicker's.
~nhabit~n~s. Three or four railroads run through How the people do throng to hear Ingersoll, and
It, and It IS a good rallying-point.
how the old towers of superRtition do tumble down
. It has a big cathedral, the largest, I understand, when his electric words sparkle along.
m the state. It can hold a congregation of fifteen
On Monday evening, February 5th, Father
hundred. It cost $100,000, and its docorations Thomas Sherman, son of " Tecumseh " Sherman
cost a;nother $100,000. It is simply magnificent- made a brilliant and passionate plea for the Jesuits:
the wmdows and altars and images and painting Central Music Hall was crowded to its utmost
!he railing about the altars cost $30,000, and wa~ capacity.
Thui?-ders of applause greeted the
Imported from Italy. I ventured into its sacred speaker. He pamted the Jesuit as the ideal man
precincts with Roloson and other freinds, and ad. devoted altogether to the good and true and beauti~
mired ~he splendor and deplored the waste. The tiful ; a soldier and a saint ; a gentleman, a scholar,
Cathohcs own pretty near half a million dollars' and a hero. All of which remains to be proved.
worth ?f property _in. Delphos, a square of real es- Father Thoi?as has a good deal of snap to him, and
tate, with large bmldmgs besides the cathedral.
can fire up hke the oU warrior himself. The folIt is quite satisfactory to discover that the women lowing. reported near the close of his discourse is
of Delphos are ready to be counted as Liberals. rather startlin~, and it I?ay be well to put it 'on
There were many ladies present at the lectures. record as showmg the spirit of the Jesuit still. I
Mrs. Nora Roloson, wife of B. A. Roloson, and Miss guess he will bear watching:
D?ra Brui?-dage, her sister, are stanch Liberals, notWHAT SHOULD BE DONE.
withstandmg early Christian training ; and they
For _my part,_ I hav no apology to offer for the acts of
gave a generous welcome to the Infidel lecturer. I Catholics ID: vigorous protest against these wholesale
of mfamy (referring to the American Proteotiv
must not forget to mention G. Bruno Roloson vendo_rs.
AssoCiatiOn _lecturers). The father who slays the corthree years old, a Freethinker from his birth ; bar~ rupter of his child must be left to the almighty. The,
to be an orator, I am sure, for he can talk, and has man who shoots an Anarchist at sight is a public be,ne,more sense than some folks older. He believes in jactor. These ex-priests are Anarchists of the worst
equal rights and impartial liberty, without doubt. stamp. They appeal to free speech. If by free speech is
m~ant the ngbt to debauch the minds of women and
He attended all three of the lectures and behaved children at pleasure, then I for one say, Be,tte,r jr 66
like a litt~e man, and slept soundly. 'Louis Eysen- ~ullets than.free, spe,e,ch! If America will not draw the
b~ch, ~resident of the society, was at all the lectures, hne between hb!lrty and license, then America means
and old mght. Ther~ is no right to do public
mth his family, which count well for Freethought ohaos
wron_g, and every ~o'Yn and VIllage must prevent it. Sue
he having ten children, and the church has not for hbel? The evil Is done when the suit is begun. Of
caught o~e. Two of his daughters are teachers in co_nrBe I know Y<?U will not agree with me, but if the
the pubhc schools. . Mrs. H. H. Brundage is vice- bhght of curruptu~n ~ere to threaten your own you
president of the somety. Dr. Brundage is a Lib- W?nld act ~n the prmc1ple of prevention. There are oertai~ questwns that cannot be touched in public without
e~al, ~oo. Jos. Roth, treasurer of the society, and domg_ vast harm. The state exists to preserve publio
his Wife are devoted to the cause. W. S. Miller is morality.
ra:dical to .the backb_one. His daughter favored us
This is the principle that burned Bruno at the
with mus1c every mght, and that was an excellent stake,_ and c?un~less others. It is the same old
service. She is a Liberal, bright and early. Mrs d~ctrm th~t JUSti~es persecution. "There are cerW. S. Mi~ler, Mrs. J. H. Kuhns, Mrs. M. E. Brun~ ta_m questi_?nS that cannot be touched in ·pu'blic
dage are m the ranks with their hu;bands · so that without d~mg vast _harm "-namely, such questions
the Delphos Society is made up to a great ~xtent of as the pur.1ty, genumness, etc., of the papal church.
united families, and this is a beautiful feature about He who discusses these questions must hav a "free
it and a source of life and progress. S. G. Roloson, bullet." Ah, Father Thomas, you gave yourself

News and Notes.

away that time. You may put on sheep's clothin"',
but the wolf will growl. Father Thomas is a To~
quemada at heart, a true Jesuit. "Free bullets."
Yes, that has always been the policy of Rome.
"Shoot an Anarchist at sight." He meant" Infidel,"
of course.
I am glad to announce that over five hundred
pages of "Four Hundred Years of Freethought"
are now in type, and that the writing of the book is
practically completed. Of course there will be the
arrangement of the portraits and biographies, and
this will take time, besides the binding, etc. But
whatever happens to the Secular Pilgrim, the book
has been born out of his brain, and I hope it willliv.
Those who hav not subscribed I hope will do so.
It will cost two thousand dollars to publish the first
edition. I hav devoted months to the work. I feel
sure that it will contain information and thought
that cannot be found elsewhere in the same compass. I want the help of friends.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

Observations.
Concerning visions of the dying, like that attributed to Pasco Hodges, of Wilmington, North
Carolina, I hav not read any more sensible remarks
than those of Dr. J. M. Buckley. Although Dr.
Buckley is a clergyman and editor of the Christian
Advocate, he rejects all the superstitions of Christianity except those a professed belief in which is
essential to orthodoxy. In his recent book on
"Faith Healing, Christian Science, and Kindred
Phenomena " he talks like a Materialist. His study
of psychical things, including mesmerism, which he
has practiced more or less, leads him to the same
conclusions, so far as he goes, that were reached by
the late La Roy Sunderland, with whom he was
well acquainted. · Dr. Buckley says: "During the
past thirty years I hav seen many die, and many
who thought themselvs to be dying who afterward
recovered ; but I hav no ground to suppose any of
the visions supernatural, nor hav I seen any indieation of the development of a faculty of cognizing:
another world." His explanation of death-bed'
visions is that the vital force is so nearly exhausted a&'
to be incapable of stimulating any of the brain cell~
except those early impressed ; and a dying person
is more likely to look backward and see his childhood home than to look :forward toward what he
expects to :find after death. Devout and consistent
Christians, Mr. Buckley says, sometimes die in great
agony of spirit, while total unbelievers pass calmly
away, their minds unruffied by apprehension or
remorse. The fact as he states it is that "when the
dying appear to see anything it is in harmony with
the traditions they hav received." Thus dying
Catholics may hav visions of the Virgin Mary, be~
cause they hav been trained to supplicate her and
hav had her image before them in the church ; but
she never appears to Protestants who hav not. been
trained in their youth as Catholics. "Where
wicked persons see fiends and evil spirits, they
harmonize with ·the descriptions which hav been
given in the sermons, poems, and supernatural nar~
rations with which they hav been familiar."
That is a natural and sufficient elucidation ; and
it may be ornately said that mental phenomena not
susceptible of explanation on this hypothesis are
referable to the imagination or dishonesty of those
who assert them. Probably in the c11se of Hodges,
Dr. Buckley's method need not be applied. Given
a dying unbeliever, an unscrupulous priest; and w
rtlporter hunting for a sensation, and you hav the·
best raw material and the highest class of skilled
operativs for the manufacture of lies that the planet.
a:ff'ords.
The Manhattan Liberal Club failed to furnish the
press with a list o~ its lectures for February, and
for that reason I did not know that on the evening
of Friday, February. 9t.h, Miss Ida Craddock of
Philadelphia, would deliver a discourse on "Survivals of Sex Worship." Otherwise I should ha-v
attended, going early to avoid the rush. I learn
from a persc n who was there that at the close
of Miss Craddock's remarks an ( :fficer of the club
arose and suggested that inasmuch as the lecture
w_as jndecent and un?t to be either listened to or
disdlssed, the meetmg do now adjourn. Those
who, like myself, missed this chance to be cor:up~ed, ~ay be able to. make up the loss by indulgmg m a httle moral agitation on their own account·
nevertheless, such an opportunity as Miss Orad:
dock's lecture affords cannot be lost, I fear, with-.
out deplorably lessening the sum total of human.
yussedness.
The persistently obtuse silver men continue to
display the incorrigible nature of them by maintaining that i.t is better for a merchant to ~ay his bills
out o:f cash In hand. than to borrow money for that.
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purpose and pay interest on it. They even go so
far as to apply the sa~e principle to the government, argumg that while the treasury contains unco~ere~ a~d uncoine~. silver, there is no economy
in Issmng mterest-beanng bonds. They will never
learn what a hardship such a course as they propose
would work to those who liv without work. The
bond system and ·the banking system exist in such
a beautiful and harmonious reciprocal relation that
none but a silver man or a greenbacker would disturb it. It is so simple, too! Like the manual of
arms, it is reduced to numbers. At number one
the banker buys government bonds, paying fo;
them in gold, and issuing bank notes at the
rate of $90 in _notes to $100 in bonds, and drawing interest from the government on the bonds.
At number two, having turned his own notes a,nd
his customers' deposits into greenbacks or treasury
notes, he exchanges these for gold at the subtreasury, withdrawing gold from the government,
which necessitates the issuing of more bonds. At
num her three, he buys these bonds, issues bank notes
as before, exchanges them again, and goes back to
the first position.
The present ability of the
bankers to double up indefinitly, and also to draw
interest both on what they owe and what others
owe them, shows what a hardship the silver men
by blocking the system, are trying to work on ~
worthy class of citizens.
The female sex has been taught another-lesson in
obedience and silence, and the Rev. Mr. l'elletrea·1
of Ballston, N. Y., is the teacher. The female beneficiary is Miss Vassar, a member of Mr. Pelletreau's
church. It is a conceded fact that clergymen want
to do all the talking, and it is equally well-known
that the average female has some talking ability of
her own. So while Pelletreau preached, Miss Vassar conversed in a whisper to other members of the
choir. The displeasure of the pastor at this being
manifest, the young woman endeavored to consume
some of the superabundant vitality of her jaw by
chewing gum, which still more harassed the spirit
of Pelletreau. When he could endure it no longer,
he quit his pulpit, advanced to the center of the
chancel, and, in secular phrase, called Miss Vassar
down. Then the young woman arose, stiffened her
neck, and talked back.
Finding that extreme
measures were demanded, the clergyman braced
himself for a final effort, and thundered at the kicking female the words of St. Paul, " Let the women
keep silence in the churches." Fortunately for
Miss Vassar, nature besides furnishing woman with
a pliant tongue, has also provided her with seating
power and superior proportions for sitting down
substantially and with comfort. The young lady
availed herself of this gift of nature, and subsided.
Miss Vassar must yield to Pelletreau in the matter
of silence; but the pastor has won only half a victory. Wherf1 in the scriptures can be found any
inhibition on the chewing of gum T
Does anybody know whether the Friendship Liberal League has ever asserted its interest in the
property of· Levi Nice, bequeathed to the "Infidel
Society of Philadelphia" twenty-five years ago?
" Immediately after the death of both my said
grand-nieces," says the will of Mr. Nice, " then it is
my will that my real estate aforesaid shall go to and
be held in fee simple by the Infidel Society of
Philadelphia, hereafter to be incorporated, and to
be held and disposed of by them for the purpose of
building a hall for the free discussion of religion,
politics," etc.
A judge named Sharswood, who occupied the
bench of the supreme court of Pennsylvania at that
time, decided that the will was void for the reason
that no Infidel society existed in Philadelphia; and
the judge added that it was moreover improbable
that one ever would exist. Judge Sharswood, who
does not appPar to hav had brains enough to sustain a headache, went further, and, in what Mr.
Wakeman would call an obiter dictum, said: "The
laws and institutions of this state are built on the
foundation of reverence for Christianity. To this
extent, at least, it must certainly be considered as
well settled that the religion revealed in the Bible
is not to be openly :reviled, ridiculed, or blasphemed.
Indeed, a hall dedicated in perpetuity to the free
discussion of religion, politics, et cetera, under the
administration l•f a society of Infidels 'would be a
nursery of vice, a school of preparation to qualify
young men for the gallows and young women for
the brothel; and there is not a skeptic of decent
manners and.good morals who would not consider
such a debating club as a common nuisance and a
disgrace to the city.'"
The decision that a corporation cannot be formed
for the purpose of holdmg property already be-queathed to it is said to be good law; for it is ac-cording to Coke, who, by the way, was one of the

most atrocious villains that ever escaped tar and
feathers. Nevertheless, if the society existed at the
death ?f the g~and-niecel'!, the fact of its then being
a qualified deVIsee should somewhat modify the relevancy of ~- ~.oke_'s proposition that "a possibility
upon a possibility IS n1lver admitted by intendment
of l~w." I know that Coke was a bigot and totally
destitute of the sense of justice; I know also that
he has been_ dead_ s_everal hundred years, and that
t~erefore his oprnwn about current affairs is entitl?d to gr~at respect; still I think he might safely
be Ignored m cases where his opinions obviously do
not apply.
~ne of_ the great ornaments on our system of
domg thmgs is the fact that the will of a testator
cannot be carried out until some antic on the bench
has had an opportunity to consider how it will
affect his own interests or prejudices. Probably
Sharswoo? is dead-the· lapse of a quarter of a
century _givs us reason to hope; but as the place
yvhere bigotry or idiocy reigned in one generation
~s often competently filled by hypocrisy or rascality
m the next, the probability is that the will of Levi
Nice is broken forever.
T T
L. I., Feb. 7, 1894.
. HE RUTH SEEKER Co.: If you are not agoing to publish the book, "Four Hundred Years of Freethought "
why do you not return to the subscribers their money 1
ONE OF THE SWINDLED.
Friend, you err in roaring against the printers.
Addr~ss your remarks to Putnam. He promised
you SIX hundred pages, and nothing but some suP?r.natural in~erference ca.n now prevent him from
givmg you eight hundred. You must remember
that the Truth Seeker Company has a conscience
and_ therefore cannot ~eturn you your money afte;
havmg agreed to proVIde son with a book worth so
much more than the humiliating sum received. Let
out another reef in your p;atience, dear friend. The
great ':l'ork is just trembling on the horizon, and
when It burbts upon you full-orbed, you will no
longer regard yourself as one of the swindled.
You will be One of tbe Delighted and Blest.
GEo. E. MACDONALD.
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Lectures and Meetings.
J. E. REMSBURG will lecture in Elmira, N.Y., Saturday
evening, Feb. 24th. Elmira last heard a Freethought
lecture some twelve years ago.
THE Pittsburg Secular Society meets in Curry University Hall, Sixth street, near Penn avenue, every Sunday
afternoon at 3 o'clock.
W. F. JAMIESON desires to make lecture engagements in
Nevada, Utah, and Colorado, along the lines of railro!lod
East. Address W. F. Jamieson, Elsinore, Cal.
THE First Sec.ular Church of Portland, Ore., meets in
Central Labor Council Hall, 170! Second street near
Yamhill, every Sunday at 7.30 -P. M. Katie Kehm
Smith, lecturer. Sunday-school in same place at 12:30 P.M.
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets in College Hall 168~
Walnut street, Cincinnati, Sunday evenings at' 7:45
prompt. Admission is free.
'
THE WoMEN's LmERAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia meets
in the Skerrett Building, Ridge avenue and Green' street
Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock. Admission free. Allar~
welcome.
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
Chicago, Ill., Feb. 18th, 25th.
Metamora, Mich., March 1, 2.
Toronto, March 4, 11.
Those who desire lectures at any points between New
York and Chicago, and in the vicinity of Chicago during
the month of February, will please write at once to Mr.
Putnam, care of THE TRUTH SEEKER, New York.
JoHN PRESCOTT GUILD givs au '' Essay on Giordano
~runo, the ¥artyr Prophet of Science," to the SpiritualIsts, Wyman s Exchange, Lowell, Mass., Sunday evening
February 18th, when he would be glad to greet all truth
seekers in the Spindle City.
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business College, South Eighth street, between Bedford auil
Driggs avenues. Program of lectures for February:
February 18th-" Personal Hygiene," Dr. Charles H.
Shepard.
Febr!lary 2_5th-" Morality without Christianity," Frank·
lm Stemer.

Mrss CRADDOCK spoke last Sunday before the Brooklyn Philosophical AssociatiOn on "Survivals of Sex WorshiJ?." It wa!" an a~temi?t til ~h?w how largely that
anment worshiP AlHVIves m Christianity and how little
i~s devotees know it. She also made a. piea for more enlightenment on sexual matters, so that the sexes might
understand their relations to each other better than they
do, and the miseries resulting from pre~ent ignorance on
A Book Note.
this matter be lAssened. The audienco was most attentiv
Speaking of good books to sell, which likewise throughout the aildress,
do good when sold, and a1so of good men to sell
FRANKLIN Sl'miNim's leoture engagements are as fol•
them, we can unreservedly commend "Old Testament lows:
Stories" and our friend W. M. Carpenter, who in a Feb. 18, Alliance. 0,
Mar. 11, Boston, Mass.
small New Hampshire town has sold within the " 23, New York llitv.
" 12, 13, Harwich, M:ass.
" 14, Cotuit, Mass.
past four weeks one hundred and three copies of " 25, Brooklyn, N. Y.
" 28, Ellenville, N. Y.
'' 15, 0dterville, Mass.
Heston's humorous work. The way of th'3 preach- Mar.
4, Philadelphia, Pa.
" 18, 13 JAton, Mass.
ers in that town will be a trifle harder this year
" 8, Norwalk, Conn.
" 21-23, Northport N.Y.
than last. For which, 0 Lord, make them, or at
"
!l, Meriden, Conn.
" 21), Newark, N. J.
Mr. Steiner has some open dates for his return trip.
least us, truly thankful !
Address him, after February 12, in care of THm TRUTH
SEEKER.
Mortuary-Elizabeth Hart.
J. E. REMSBURG is now on his way East. His appoint•
Mrs.· Elizabeth Hart, wife of William Hart, of ments as far as arranged are as follows:
Kirksville, Mo., author of "The Candle from Under Feb. 17, 18, Cortland, 0. · Feb. 24 Elmira, N. Y.
" 19, .Jamestown. N. Y.
" 21j; 28, Scranton Pa.
the Bushel," died at her home in Kirksville on
" 20, Ri~g<~way, N. Y.
" 20, N. Mehoopa~y,Pa.
Jan nary 27th, at the age of sixty-three years. It
" 21, Fauport, N. Y.
" 27, 'fompldnsville, Pa.
was her request that no minister should hold ser:: 22, Newark, N. Y.
Mar. 2, New York, N. Y.
vices over her remains. Dr. 1\f. L. Ward read a
23, Lisle, N. Y.
Spiritualist burial service from " The Truth Seeker
Appointments for New York and Pennsylvania, also
Collection." A local paper report~ that she had a additional appointment~ for Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and
premonition of her coming demise about a week be- Missouri, will bo published later.
fore the beginning of her fatal illness, which lasted
CoL. R. G. INGERSOLL's lecture appointments and subtwo weeks. She promised her husband, with whom jects for the present month are as follows:
she had lived for forty-six years, that, if it should be February 17th-West Superior. Minn., ........................ ..
LibArly for Mau, W()man, and Child
possible, she would communicate with him from
February 18th-St Paul, Minn., Some Mistakes of Moses
the beyond. She calmly died in the faith in which February
20th-Saginaw, Mich., .................... Shakspere
she lived.
February 21st-Bay Cit.v, M'icb , .................... Shakspere
February 22d-Grand Rapids, Mich., ............. Shakspere
One of our most welcome exchanges is the New February 23d-JBCkson, Mich., ...................... Shakspere
York TRUTH SEEKER. Like other things that come February 24th-Battle Creek. Mich., .............. Shakspere
from America-cyclones, for instance-it arrives
GEo. L. PRATT, of Ridgeway, N. Y., writes: ",J. E.
irregularly. The latest numbPr before us is bright Remsburg is to lecture here Tuesday, February 20th at
and interesting. Watson Heston continues his car· the Universalist church at 7.30 PM., and I want all the
toons, George Macdonald has his keen pen again at truth seekers in Western New York, and especially all
work on the paper, and Charles Watts contrib- those in Orleans and Niagara counties, to be here so we
may get acquainted and know each other. I invite all
utes Freethought notes from England. Mr. Watts such from a distance to my house for entertainment. If
says that the National Secular Society, at whose more come than my home w•ll holrl, we will adopt the
birth he assisted, is " in a better condition in every custom in vogue among th, Univ<~rsalists and other Chrisway than it has ever been." This is a statement tia;ns, and I kno~ th~re are plenty C?f people among my
neighbors who will giv free and hospitable entertainment.
which we are not prepared to contradict.-Lon- I hope all who intend to come will drop me a postal-card
don Freethinker.
in advance. Trains pas~ Medina and Niagara Falls branch
of the New York Central and Hudson River R!!.ilroad both
The assistant Comstock society, known as the ways between 3 and 4 P ~r., anrl two Rtages come that
day. Rende?:vous at Adler & Co's clothing store and I
Quadro-Centennial Committee of the United States will see that the stage drivers of both Rtages wait for both
l:)enate, has voted unanimously that artist St. trains and stpp them. 'frains stop at Lvndenv!lJe on the
Gaudens must so alter his pure design for the R. 0. and Lake Shore Railroad both ways between the
World's Fair medal as to make it acceptable to hours of 12.22 and 2.21j P.llr. No stage that way. I will
meet or send ~eam for _any who n?tify me they are coming
these Senators' demoralized imaginations.
We that way. Ridgeway IS three miles north of Medina and
shall be greatly disappointed if Mr. St. Gaudens four miles south of Lynden ville."
does not once more at;td finally inform them that
~he many admirers of Mr. Otto Wettstein's writings,
they will hav to find some one else to do the indecent work. What do these would-be critics know whiCh are 0f the unsophisticated materialistic variety
will be glad to learn that his Congress address on th~
about art! Their trade is politics. Let them stick "Giant Delusion" is now obtainable 1\S a pamphlet for
to it. Even there they are only apprentices.
10 cents.
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A Strong Plant from a Sample Seed.
ST. MAGDALENA, IND., Jan. 28, 1894.
Mn. EDITOR: Some one has sent me a
copy of your paper and I like it so much I
herewith send money for the same for one
year. I hope to be able to send a few subscribers in a short time. Wishing yon
success, I am, Yours in Freethonght,
MRs. EuiZA W. HAINES.
That Live Secular Church.
PoRTLAND, On., Jan. 27, 1894.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $3,
which pays for paper to next January. I
think a great deal of it and could not get
along without it. We hav some lively
meetings in our FirRt Secular church in
Portland eTery Sunday evening.
The
hall is filled every time. Wishing yon
every success, I am, Yoor11 respectfully,
HENRY BENNETT, SR.
Trying to Spur Them Into Activity.
BAKER CrTY, OR., Jlln. 1, 1894
Mn. EDIToR: I send one new subscriber. I hav not the money at present
to renew my subscription. Just send the
paper right on; I will send the money as
soon as I get it. If you hav any tracts for
distribution please send some and I will
make good use of them. There are plenty
of Freethinkers here, but all seem to be
silent. I think their silence won't last
long if I can get some tracts scattered
among them.
MRs. M. C. KEYTON.
A Characteristic Offer.
FRIEND, NEB., Jan. 27, 1894.
1\In. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 for renewal. I would like to send yon other
subscribers from here, bot do not know
how to pl'ocure them. But if yon hav any
old or infirm subscriber unable to pay for
his paper I will gladly pay for some such.
J. w. GILBERT.
[Mr. Gilbert's generosity need not be
wasted, as we are carrying several aged
and impecunious Freethinkers on our list.
Some of them wouldn't like to hav their
hard lines published to the world, so we
refrain from mentioning them.-ED. T. S.]
Scltool vs. Revival.
GRAHAM, Mo., Jan. 29, 1894
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find postal order
to apply on subscription for the accompanying list of names.
The Methodist church of this town has
been making an effort to increase its membership. It has been striving for the last
four weeks, but so far has failed to cut
the mustard. The kind of material used
for their purpose is getting scarce in this
community. We hav a good school, with
three departments, and most of the pupils
hav learned their alphabet and multiplication table, which makes it uphill work for
the enemy of intelligence.
G. D. MowRY.
Clergy As Silent As God.
Los ANGELl'S, CAL., Jan. 30, 1894.
1\In. EDIToR: It is a pleasure to inform
you and your readers that Los Angeles
has again paid proper tribute to the name
and memory of the immortal Thomas
Paine. Prof. W. F. Jamieson was the
principal speaker on this, the 156th anniversary of his birth, and other talented
speakers followed him, with a good musi~
cal program. It was a successful celebration as far as oratary and music were concerned, but financially it was otherwise, as
we were twenty-one big dollars behind
on expenses.
We hav been favored with a course of
seven lectures Oii Freethonght subjects by
Professor Jamieson, and the possibility
exists for a debate on that ever-interesting
subject: "Does a Man Liv After he is
Dead?"
The clergy are as silent as God since his
last conversation with Moses, and they
don't hanker after a debate, so far as heard
from.
C. SEVERANCE.

the nearest outspoken Liberal to me is
eight miles distant and the next one is
eighteen miles away. I hav nevel' had the
pleasure of hearing a Liberal l<'cture. I
had the money promised by Liberal
friends to hav Mr. Remsburg giv us two
lectures, bot it soon got rumored that he
was au Infidel and I could get no house.
I knew if I got Mr. Remsburg we would
be sure of a debate, for we hav several
Campbellite ministers here who hav
boasted in their cowards' castles how easy
it would be for them to silence any of
those Infidel lecturers.
The Free Methodists hav been raising
heli for some time in onr neighborhood.
They hav a great many converts, but I
cannot say that one of them is of good,
sound mind. They are recognized as
honest people, but they are weak mentally
and very easily excited. I know of several
who hav lost what little sense they had
before they became sanctified.
D. M. GADDEY.
The Halls of Congress the Temple of
Liberty-Perhaps!
OuRAY, CoL., Jan. 23, 1894.
Mn. EDIToR: Rllceived all books 0. K.
I don't know whether you people realize
that a powerful bond and gold serpent
entered the United States in 1873; that
ever since then it has had its head in the
United States treasury; that its body has
coiled around our industrial system so
tight that the time has come when the
people most and will kill the reptil, or it
will starve the people into ind)lstrial
slavery. It has invaded the sacred temple
of liberty, the halls of Congress.
I am for Freethonght, free coinage of
silver at 16 to 1, and for free men and free
women.· The voters of Colorado, by six
thousand majority, hav said to the world:
Colorado must and shall be the second
cradle of freedom, by restoring to woman
her natural rights, and partly righting
man's inhumanity to woman within the
state. Why, if woman's rights were to be
voted on again to-morrow, with the honest
study that has been given it of late, I truly
believe the majority would be twice six
thousand.
These are the views of a Colorado miner.
E. T. HAUGHEY.
Don't Let the Senate See God's Denuded
Arm.
PAULINE, ARK., Jan. 22, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Talmage's wail: "Arm of
the Lord awake!" "God has never half
tried!" ,., There is such a reserve force."
After contemplating the inroads of Mohammedanism, he yells: "We are looking
for the stretched-down, bared arm of the
God of nations." This is news. We
thought that distinguished person (Talmage's God) had "half tried" when he
worked once six days and got so tired he
had to rest, and for some time afterwards
could only walk in the garden in the cool
of the day; when he drowned the world in
the cause of morality; stopped the son to
murder; when he wrestled all night with
Jacob. But now we know what was the
matter-he didn't roll up his sleeve to hi~
shoulder and "bare his right arm." Still
we suggest a better way would be to go
into training for three months and then
strip bare to the belt and try Corbett.
Since I come to tbink of it, Talmage's
prize-fighter has killed but three or four
himself. Let us see-there was Er, and
Onan, and Nahal, and perhaps one or two
more. It was his followers who did the
killing, but said he told them to do it.
We hope to hear from Heston on that
comet's-tail i\rm.
DR. w. R. BACHELOR.

That Must-Be-Good· Wltich -Is-Counterfeited Argument.
HARPSTER, 0., Jan. 25, 1894.
Mn. EDITOR: The tab on your valued
paper notifies me that I am slightly in arrears. I therefore inclose $5 for it two
years longer. And, as I wish to deal
square, I inclose a little slip describing a
little "slip." I often try to call my orthoTrademark of the Free Methodist.
dox friends down by calling attention to
BERRYVILLE, ILL., Dec. 24, 1893.
the frequency of such "slips," But
MR. EDITOR: I hope you will excuse me whenever I thus try to call them down, as
for being so far behind. Please find I was saying, they will come and councheck, for which yon can carry me a while ter by saying : " These slippers are all
longer.
counterfeits ; the counterfeit game is
I h~v no chap.oe of getting into ~club; never worked on ~ bad bank, and tbe

goodness of the bank is usually in proportion to the number of its counterfeits."
Pretty sound logic, I must confess. as to
ordinary banks, and if it applies to the
great Christian bank it must be sound indead. But I come back at them again by
saying : Banks themselvs detect these
counterfeits on sight, or if they can't. and
there are many counterfeits, they hav to
go out of business and wind up their affairs; while the Christian bank, having
ignored Mark's casting-out-devils, speaking-with-new-tongues, taking up serpents,
drinking-any-deadly-thing, laying-handson-the-sick test, they hav no means under
heaven given among men whereby they
can tell a genuin from a counterfeit Christian until he has done his deviltry and is
caught "dead to rights" at something
·that causes weeping and wailing and
gnashing of teeth in a whole neighborhood, and at something that he would not
hav had an opportunity but for the
church's garment of sheep's clothing.
Therefore don't you think, Mr. Editor,
that the logic of the argument carried
fairly out requires that the "true church"
should either resurrect the said castingout-devils, etc., "detector" ("detectors"
-that's what they called it in wild-cat
banking times), as it is wont to resurrect
the old savage Puritan blue-laws every
now and then, to worry and torture good
men for no other offense than carrying
brains too lal'ge to grapple a lot of Munchausen nonsense, unsupported by any
evidence such as would be admitted by a
backwoods justice of the peace to prove
the least material fact in a dog-fight case.
Don't yon think they had better, with
other fossils, resurreci; Mr. Mark's casting-outcdevils, etc., test, find some other
equally potent one, redeem or atone for
the deviltry of the counterfeits their
stamps keep in circulation, or go out of
business, turn over the church property to
atone, and rouli.d up so that a long-suffer·
ing church and god-tax ridden people may
be rid of the ravages of these omnipresent
wolves in sheep's clothing, and which they
would be rid of but for the sheep's clothing?
Awaiting your views, I remain your
ancient patron,
CYRUS SEARS.

the sense their parents ever had and left
them destitute. I do hope that the time is
not far distant when the sun of science
and not the soft of righteousness
shed its effulgent rays over this benighted,
preacher-ridden community. ·
Well, before I close, I must send a goadspeed to all the dear TRUTH SEEKER fam•
ily; I hav been so enlightened, amused,
comforted, and cheered by their letters,.
that I feel that they are indeed friends.
It makes no difference if I do not always
agree with all. I hope they will take me
as one of the TRUTH SEEll:ER family and
cover my many faults with a mantle of
charity.
A.M. CRAWFORD.

will

Behold, How These Fakirs Do Lie r
GRAND RAPIDS, MwH., Feb. 1, 1894.
Mn. EDIToR: While not a subscriber to.
that grand old paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER,
direct, I hav taken it almost continuously
two or three years, and am very much in
lo•e with it. I ordered two copies at a
news-stand in this city, and left one for
sale, paying the dealer for it if not sold. In
this way Tm: TRUTH SEEKER has gained
another subscriber, as that extra number
is now sold regularly.
I had the pleasure of knowing Mr.
Heston and his wife when they lived at
Fort Wayne, Ind., and a nobler man than
he is I hav:• no desire to meet. When I
learned of his financial distress, and read
his appeal for aid it grieved me much, because of my inabiiity to respond at that
time. If he is still in need of assistance to
tide him over, ·let me know. Kindly giv
my best wishes to Mr. and Mrs. Heston,
with the hope that the climatic influences
of San Diego. are proving beneficial to
Mrs. Heston's health.
We are to hav a rare treat February 21st,
at Po IVers's Opera House-a lecture by
by that greatest of all· orators, Col. R. G.
Ingersoll.
THE ·TRUTH SEEKER, I suppose, as the
name implies, is a seeker after truth wherever it may be faund ; but I hav been
under the impression that its special aim
was to fight superstition in every form.
Next to religion, political discussions engender more ill-feeling than anything else,
and it seems poor policy to me to fill Tm11
TRUTH SEEKER's columns with such_ fruitRather Rough on the Parents.
less, discord-producing matter.
There
LoNE RooK, On., Jan. 15, 1894.
are numberless books, pamphlets, and paMR. EDITOR: Inclosed yop. will find pers, giving both sides of the question, to
$1.50, which is all I hav. I hav been wait- be had at little expense by anyone desirous
ing to get some money that is due me, so of studying political economy.
that I could send yon $6.50, which would
In a recent number of THE TRUTH
pay: for my p1.per two years, as I hav SEEKER was a letter which suggested some
always sent before, and would also hav questions to me. It is this: If the mind
given me a copy of "Four Hundred Years and "soul" are the same, how much of a
of Freethonght," and also enrolled my soul has an infant one hour old? If the
name in Brother Putnam's great book, mind and the creativ power are interdewhich I should consider a far greater pendent, what could such an infant
honor than to hav it enrolled in the lamb's "create?"
·
book of life. But if I cannot get what is
Is not the brain matter; is not the mind
coming to me, I cannot pay what I owe dependent on the ·brain. and do they not
yon, and then those fellows down town both grow with the body? If their exwill suffer, as creditors do here, and so we istence commences with the body, is it
all become ras<lals together. However, not foolish to claim that either exists after
yQu can set this $1.50 to my credit on sub- the body?
scription to the glorious old TRUT:a
I inclose a telegraph clipping from the
SEEKER, and if I do not send the remain- Inter-Ocean of January 22d concerning
der when the time is out, stop my paper the death of a certain Pasco Hodges, of
and I will go without if it kills me; I would Wilmington, N. C. Believing it to be a
rather die than sponge my reading off the " fake," I wrote to the postmaster of Wil·
struggling Liberal Editors of to-day. The mington, asking for information. The in·
Liberal cause out here has a gloomy out- closed letler and clipping from the Willook; three churches organized in our mington Messenger of Jan nary 21st is his
little town; and the people nearly destitute, reply. How is one to refute such things?
and now we hav got a God house stuck up
F. G. BALL.
in our midst. I call it the Lone Rock Im-·
This is the dispatch printed in the Interposition, when the lambs come bleating Ocean, and following it is the letter from
around me to get my opinion, for I am out the postmaster at Wilmington:
of patience with their tomfoolery. We
RALEIGH, N. C., Jan. 22, 1894.-Many
hav had one after another of their differ- pers:Jns in Wilmington believed Pasco
ent kinds of fingerboards in here this win- Hodges died and came to life again .for
ter holding protracted meetings in our the purpose of telling his friends that
school-house and disturbing our school, heaven and hell were realities. Before
drawing the children's atte!!lt.ion from falling ill he was an Atheist, as were· m:any
of his friends. They did not believe
their studies. How they would kick, and. there was a God, a heaven, or a hell. His
not without cause either, if we had a dance views changed, however, on his deathevel'y night in the week to prepare the bed, and on Friday he was baptized by
·children's minds for study next day! Father Cahill, of the Catholic chtirch,
They cannot hurt me through my own and ordered his Atheistic books to be
burned. On Saturday he became unconchild:ren, for they can no more affect scious, and the physicians fearing that the
them than they could wet a duck by end had com<'~, requested his wife to leave
pouring water on its back, but I feel so the room. Soon afterwards he sat up in
grieved to see the bright young minds bed, called his wife, and, taking her in his
filled with such silly rot instead of common arms, said he had died but she had brought
to life by her distress. Then to the
sense, and I think we hav the brightest lot him
startled group of Atheistic friends who
of children here of all the places in which ha._d by this ~ime collected aroqnd himt he
I hav Uved, I think they h~v takel!. all Sl\l<l expreBBlvly ( Bic);
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"There is a hell; there is a heaven; I
hav seen both."
Then he describ~d both, and saying that
J esns was waiting for him and he must go
bade his wife farewell, placed his hands i~
the attitude of prayer, became unconscious
and remained BO until the end: Thos~
around who had professed. unbelief trembled and wept bitterly.
WILMINGTON, N. C., Jan. 27 1894.
MR. F. G. BALL-D~ar Sir: Replying
to your favor of the 24th inst. I beg to
say ~hat Pasco Hodges was a genuin resident of this city, and there hav beeri numerous wild stories afloat as to the deathbed scene.
I mail to you copy of a Wilmington
paper of last Sunday, giving a detailed account of his death, and beg to say that I
do not know anything of the particulars
from a personal knowledge.
.
I return you the clippi~.
Yo1;1rs truly,
J. S. MoRTON.
[This. tale has all the familiar features of
the· ordinary priestly lie about the deaths
of ~fidels. The picture of Atheistic repentance -and remorse is painted in lurid
colors, but it will frighten no one who has
sense enough to be worth standing-room
on this earth. Note the bathos of the
closing sentence: "Those who had professed unbelief trembled and wept bitterly" I What "Atheistic books" did the
"dying Atheist" order burned?
Can
"Father " Cahill tell? What liars these
medicin men are !-En. T. S.]

not to be supposed that such news is sought
after with any very particular avidity.
From the columns of another sheet
'!hich several months ago declined to pub:
bsh an article I sent it, that simply
referred to church persecution of anti?brist~ans during the Middle Ages, I hav
Jnst clipped the following:
Gypsit>s hav no religion and some of
them bav such an aversion to churches
that they never pass by one without a
muttered curse. In European countries
~hey never suffer themselvs to be buried
m a churchyard, but whenever allowed
they bury their dead in out-of-the-way
places. This antipathy to churches and
religions forms is supposed by some perB!>nB .to hav o~iginated from their persecutiO.n .m ~h~ Middle Ages, but, whatever its
origin, It IB a fixed fact.
This little item, published in the manner
it is, carries more weight against the
church than any half dozen articles I could
hav written. I repeat now what I hav
o~ten said 'before-that the church, espemally the Protestant church, is committing
gradual suicide by the expression of any
liberal idea, by allowing the press to publish the news as it comes, and by permitting the free, non-sectarian education of
our children.
J. B. SWETT.

Borns and Paine.
A TRIBUTE TO TWO HATERS OF SHAMS.
By John Prescott Guild, before the Spiritualist Society, Lowell, Mass., SunDangerous Wisdom.
day, Jan. 28, E.M. 294.
BINGHAMTON, N.Y., Jan. 20, 1894.
The world, the devil, and Tom Paine
MR. EDIToR: From the colnmne of ·our Hav tried to crush us all in vain;-sing.
newspapers, the majority of which pander The reason of their failure isto the tastes_ of orthodox Christians by The Lord protects the Methodists.-sing.
publishing church notices and a class of
Thus used to "line " and sing the deSunday-school short stories and rhymes, vont disciples of Charles Wesley, who,
it is very noticeable that the publishers do when the nnsnrpliced Thomas Paine was
not exercise as keen a censorship over the inspiring Americans with the spirit of
matter which, in the shape of a record of liberty, was himself preaching the Tory
current events, gets into their grist of gospel of obedience to the .ljritish king
news items as would be of most benefit to and Parliament.
the churches in sustaining a reputation for
The Methodists to-day boast their
morality or mimy other godlike qualities. strength, to which they hav grown under
A late copy of the Utica Saturday Globe, a free government founded by the ma·
which only a few months ago published a ligned Thomas Paine and his reasonlengthy lie about Thomas Paine (which guided cohorts, who "swore on the altar
was referred to by a correspondent of THE of their God eternal enmity to everything
TRUTH BEEKER), contained a statement that can enslaTe the mind of man "-as
made by a Japane11e priest at the theolog~ voiced by Jefferson, another "doubting
ical congress in Chicago wherein he said Thomas," who would "not believe every
that the antagonism of the people of his spirit talking through a white cravat."
country to Christian miasionaries was
Truth courts verification, but faith's
forcedby the missionaries th~mselvs stir- faithless ministry remand investigators to
ring up dissensions among the people and the court of inquisition for the. punishment
inciting to rebellion and violence. The of heresy, and after burning the life out
Jap!l.nese were compelled in self-defense of their bodies consign their souls to ceaseand to protect their lives, homes; and less tortures in endless hell.
While " the unspeakable Turk " to-day
families to oppose the missionaries.
Another weekly literary sheet, published stands guard over the alleged sepulcher of
at Scranton, Pa., which always reproduces the so-called prince of peace to keep his
one of Talmage's sermons, along with a discordant Christian worshipers from killhodge-podge of goodycgoody stories, last ing each other, yet in America, and
week contained the following paragraph:
wherever the principles of Thomas Paine
There is a firm in Ohio which, according hav taken root and borne fruit, the Mathto its own statement, has furnished for a odist and Presbyterian, Romanist and Arnumber of years past sermons, lectures, menian, are accorded equal right and jostle
and literary productions to many ministers each other in street and public hall with
throughout the United States. For- stock the security of common citizenship and
sermons the terms are $1.50; for a sermon h f .
f
d t'
b k' h'
on topic assigned, $3. Lectures are from t e ee1mg 0 common es my Y ms 1P
$5 to $50, according to style, length, etc., from Mother Nature.
and the firm pledges itself not to duplicate
Still there are those who are glad to
any production within a radius of two come to these fair shores and enjoy the
hundred miles.
blessings of a land nncnrsed by a crown
The Binghamton, N.-Y., daily Repub- and unfettered by a crosier, and with their
lican is a stanch defender and friend of foreign brogue on their tongue, and _the
odhodox ecclesiasticism. I hav many mark of a master on th9ir forehead, deny
times noticed its editorial leanings toward the beauty of the character that instituted
the established order of things. Its Satur- their- fran~hise according to the natural
day ej}ition advertises al1 the churches and "rights of man," which none but him
meetings, and tells who preached or is to ever defined so well.
preach. I was astonished, one day reOne of the announcements in this morncently, to find the following ·among its ing's papers was to the effect that Rev.
telegraph items:
Robert Court, D,D., pastor of the First
PRoVIDlllNOE, R. I.-The preliminary Presbyterian church, would preach on the
trial of Rev. Frank H, Sheffield, of West- subject of "Sundry Times"-" God, who
erly, who murdered his five-year-old at sundry times and in divers manners
daughter, Margaret, at Rocky Point last spake unto our fathers by the prophets,"
Monday was held in Apponang. When being of course intended, and which was
the bloody garments and little shoes taken as the text.
The reading of this notice led your
stained with blood were exhibited, She£fitJld looked at them for a moment, a flush sprea!l over hi!l face, he dropped his eyes, speaker to the solemn court of the Covand then allowed his head to sink upon his enanters, and suggested the · following
brea!lt. There was no defense offered. friendly note, which was sent up to the
Sheffield was adjudged probably guilty pulpit, the sanctum sanctorum of parchand bound over to await the action of the mented godliness:
grand jury. Just before being removed
LowELL, MAss., Jan. 28~ '94.
from the court-room Sheffield had a severe
paroxysm and had to be forcibly removed.
RoB'T CoURT, D. D., Rev. ~ir: ·~·o-day
the friends of Thomas Paine celebrate his
News of this kind getting into the col- anniversary. As yon hav long annnall,Y
llmns of a press notably under control of and justly praised Robert Burns for. h1s
the ohmoh i$ very conviMing because it is devotion to the people's liberty, will you

'

not now say a kindlv word for the Scottish
bard's often-traduced English compeer,
the first and foremost ad't'ocate of American independence and republican equality
-the "author-hero" of the Revolution?
He was one of those "sons of the morning," "at sundry times and in divers manners" sent to light the world to "universal brotherhood," and who, ''when he
came to his own, his own received him
not." Though the ranter and the romancer hav tried to blacken his fame by
calling him "a brute and an Atheist," yet
his own confession of faith, exemplified in
his life, was: "I believe in one God and
no more, and I hope for happiness beyond this life." '' The world is my conn~
try; to do good, my relit;tion.''
Respectfully,.
JoH~ P. GUILD.
This '' epistle of John " was intended to
draw the gospeler's fire, and it had the
plotted effect. Indeed, it proved like a
red blanket flung at a furious bull,
To this polite request to remember his
political savior the divine referred, without
reading it to :his sheep, while reviewing
the XIXth psalm, saying in parenthesis
that Paine in the very book he wrote
against the Bible had praised Joseph Addison's metrical paraphrase of it as the
most beautiful thing in the English language.
" It is true," said Dr. Court,
"that Paine helped on the Revolution by
writing ' Common Sense,' a political pamphlet, the ideas of lil:lerty in which he-drew
·from the Bible, which he freely quoted,
and then professed at least that he believed.- He afterward wrote the 'Age of
Reason,' as he named it, ridiculing the
scriptures. He was engaged in this both
in France, where he was concerned in the
revolution then going on, and in the
United States, where at last he died blaspheming. Burns, with all his errors, never
attacked the Bible; his assaults were aimed
against ecclesiasticism. He called in a
Presbyterian minister when OI;l his deathbed and confessed all his sins, There is
no comparison between the two men."
Of course to confess your sins to a Presbyterian minister liquidates all your
crimes. The blood of Jesus then marks
you as God's child, and you sail to bliss
on angels' wings. Delightful morals, are
they not?
In the course of the sermon Dr. Court
took occasion to say that the prophets were
God's mouthpieces, preaching righteousness, fearless alike of king, priest, and
people; that such a man was John Knox,
and if ever an old. prophet came back it
:was through him. He [Dr. Court] did not
say that any orie did, though certain ladies
of Lowell claimed that Joseph Addison had
spoken through them; the idea was too
ridiculous to think of. He also made the
charge (:which he ought to be brought into
court to I5rove, if he can) that "the Unitarians stole the Huguenots' Presbyterian
church in Boston, and are enjoying it today through the nefarious transactions in
the superior court of Massachusetts."
The foregoing is as nearly verbatim as I
am able to recall it. To all which kindly
remarks I will comment in the words of
his own scriptures-'' Behold how these
Christians love one another." I don't know
why any ladies of Lowell should not be
honored with a friendly visit by the shade
of Dr. Addis~n to-day as well as that a
lady in Nazareth should hav been courted
by the Boss Holy Ghost near two thousand
years ago.
Yes, Paine was a prophet if ever there
was one, and Isaiah may h~v been his
ministering spirit, for all we or Dr, Court
knows. Certainly Mr. Paine was not fool
enough ever to hav said as Dr. Court,
jackdaw-like, -repeated, that the Bible
would cease to be read in ten years after
the "Age of Reason" was published.
That the Bible is read now more extensivly than ever is due largely to the disposition of the people, which he helped
greatly to form, to not allow the clergy to
do all their thinking. He believed in
reading the Bible like all books, for himself. The more it is studied by the populace the less they are controlled by the
dogma ot the church in its interpretation
and view of its :mthorship. Paine believed more of the Bible, doubtless, and
had a more personal God in his fancy, than
do an important proportion of churchmen
and clergy and theological tutors to-day.
The heretic in gown to-day outranks the
Infidel in coat a hundred years ago. Why
not? !~ian and Jesus were both executed
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as blasphemers, same as were Socrates and
Bruno.
Paine attacked ecclesiasticism and also
showed up the inconsistencies of the He~
brew-Christian scrap.book, claimed as its
authority or record of ordination. He
denied the divine right of kings, assumed
from the texts: "The king beareth not the
sword in vain;" "Submit yont"selvs unto
the powers that be, for the powers that be
are ordained of God."
As J. J. Morse, the great London Spiritualist, has said in a Fourth of July oration
on Thomas Paine:
No wonder religions people feared him
in the country across the sea. If his
doctrine were true, he had undermined a
state that sanctioned the divine right as
associated with kings; torn the mask away
from a. hereditary ruler, uprooted the
fiction of an aristocracy that, like leeches,
sucked the blood from the common laborers of the land. No wonder they denounced him, for his voice was as the voice
of a god, kindling life and action in the
hearts of men that, in the name of liberty,
they'might drive the evils that oppressed
them from the world I
That eternal vigilance is the p~ice of liberty, is a proverb emphasized by every
step on a bibled pulpit stair up which a
shameless cheek mounts to discount reason and defame the honest, self-sacrificing
thinker for the sake of a paltry salary, or
under the vain pr~tense of saving souls by
a change of heart, when what is most
needed in both pulpit and pew is a change
of brains.
The trouble with the preachers of revealed religion, as they call it, is, having
no rational principle of their own, not having been born with any natural religion of
doing good, as they confess, ''conceived in
sin and brought forth in iniquity," they
cannot understand nativ virtue in anybody else, for rational things are rationally discerned, and therefore they attribute
total depravity to everybody else and call
for them t.o be born again in order to get
into heaven, and picture hell and the devil
as the things that are to be avoided, instead of holding forth to moral sight the
worthiness of right and the glory of true
self-respect.
In this respect Robert. Barns preached
a better sermon than any pulpiteer ever
propounded, when he sang:
The fear o' hell's a hangman's wl:ip,
To keep the rogues in order;
But when I feel my oonBcience grip,
E'en let that be my border. ·
They may call Paine a blasphemer, because he cursed hypocrisy and lies. They
may call him an Infidel, because he repudiated sham and showed himself a man.
Such "blasphemy" is his beatitude and
such ''Infidelity" is his indelible fealty.
As E. A. Stevens, the able Chicago Secularist, wrote some time ago in THRl TRUTH
BEEKER, closing an account of a brilliant
lecture by ex orthodox minister Samuel
P. Putnam on "The Glory of Infidelity:"
''The Glory of Infidelity" makes us proud
to bear that term of reproach; it makes life
eminently elastic1 and proveR that heretics
increase the worln's wealth of knowled~e·
it givs us clearer, wider, deeper stretch of
mental vision, and thus confronts us as
Secularists with the impo:tance of our
present dntv, besides picturing the substantial realization of a Secular paradiset
where peace, wisdom, and justice may tina
a resting-place, and bigotr,Y, hatred, and
superstition be forever bamshed.
Let me conclude with this sentiment for
Th~mas Paine on his anniversary Sunday:
If Thomas Paine, the lover of liberty for
all, for yon and me, for white and black,
the advocate of reason in face of intellectual treason, has been damned therefor
by his angry maker and sent forever to
dwell in flaming hell, while every gallows
bird is jerked to Jesus and borne on angel
wings to realms of glory, because with a
noose round his neck he has confessed his
cussedness and been sopped witb. the
"blood of the lamb" alias "holy-water,"
then I want to be excused from that ignorant and ruffian crowd and seek my company in the other direction.

The Best Oft'er Yet of Seeds
is that made on page 112 of this issue of
our paoer, by the great Seed Honse of
Peter Henderson & Co., of New York, who
will send Sixteen Variet.ies of Sweet Peas
(including the famous Emily Henderson),
together with their Illustrated Catalog, at
about half the regular prices. This ofl'<Jl'
is well worth reading aud accepting.
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forth in chorus with his father's closing
words, ''For Christ's sake," by saying,
"For Christ's sake, giv me a piece of pie."
Edited by Mms SuSAN H. Wn:oN, Fall I had been thoroughly amused at him all
River, Mass., to whom all Oommunica- through, but at this my amusement was
almost unbearable. The joke was too
tionR for this Oorner should be sent.
rich. Piety gave way and I was relieved
by an audible titter all around. I never
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lgwer,
heard whether the Lord enjoyed the joke
Comes a pause in the dav's occu£attons
or not.
That is known sa the Children s Hour."
One morning a small boy was walking
briskly along when he chanced to meet a
Washington's Birthday.
woman in the service of the Salvation
Though no one knows when he was born,
Army, who said to him: " My boy,
Nought of the year nor month nor morn,
wouldn't yon like to work for Christ?"
Children are taught to praise the name
Not having time to converse with her, he
Of Jesus, and to sing his fame.
quickly replied: "No, madam; I am going
or Washington we know the day
to work for Mr. Sell to-day," then hurried
l'f e came on earth his part to play;
No fraud was used about his birth,
on. Of the two hA was hnsiness.
No myth to fright the folks of earth.
A Sunday-school boy of our neighborYes, Jeous through his mystic life
hood, about nine years of age, felt someWrought deadly hate and world-wide strife:
what doubtful of what his teacher had told
War and torture, all in his name,
him
regarding the efficacy of prayer. Ac·
Hav been practiced for priestly gain.
cordingly, he consulted his mother to
But Woshingt~n wa• in the van
know if he had been properly taught. She
Of thooe who claimed the rights of man,
replied that she supposed he had. With
And with them gained a victory
O'er kingly foes from o'er the sea.
this he fell to his knees in earnest· prayer.
It being Christmas eve. she thought him
And he was friend of Thomas PaineThat son of man whom priests defame;
praying that Santa Clans might look upon
That man who givs all priests offense
him with favor. He arose early the next
In" Age of Reason" anrl "Common Sense."
morning and ran to a neighbor's house,
He risked his life 'gninst deadly foe,
where lived two playmates who were aL
To help his fellows here below;
most blind. Quickly returning, he exAnd all his deeds were works oflove,
claimed: "Mother, prayer isn't true at all.
Without commission from gods above.
The little Cooley boys can't see any better
Oh 1 go not back two thousand years,
than before." The little boy, instead of
And worshiP him of fraud and fears I
the big God, had the big heart,
Bnt if to man praise must be done,
Then giv that praise to Washington.
Once while working in the garden I came
L. G. R.
across, to me, a curious worm. A few
[But Washington's treatment of Thomas steps away was a very religions young
· Paino was anything but kindly. See Con- man, who I knew professed quite a
way's" Life of Paine."-ED. C. C.]
knowledge of natural science. Calling his
attention, I said: "What do yon call this?"
Wit., Humor, Patriotism, and Independ- "I will tell yon," said he. " That is a
ence.
tobacco worm." He then struck an attiThe old year has passed into the realms tude of eloquence, not unlike that of the
of memory and oblivion. The new one is great Grecian orator, and in a most sanctiupon us, and day by day into Time's monious tone, making every word stronger
• wallet of forgetfulness " we throw in- with an upward motion of his hea!I, he
cidents of minor worth, while memory continued: "If there is as great a differstores away the more important ones for ence in the present life and the life to
future reflection. The old year went out come as there is in the tobacco worm and
smilingly and the new one came in fully as the beautiful moth which develops from
gorgeous, fully as beautiful. I wish ye it, it will be superb indeed." Overcome
snowbound Northerners could enjoy some by amusement, for a moment my face was
of our beautiful Colorado days.
0-q.r buried in my sunbonnet. On looking up,
autumns are lovely, our winters usually I found that he retained a reverential attimild. Six days of the new year hav tude, and was looking as surprised as
slipped into the past; the seventh is going. though he had expected me to uplift my
l suppose the Lord knows by this time eyes in ~olemn prayer-knowing I was an
ust what he is expected to do during the unbeliever-lest I might escape the· possiensuing year. Ministers all over the land bility of such a boon.
assume the right to prepare for him annual
·The anniversary· of the birth of the
programs, and lest he should be remiss great Thomas Paine is close at hand.
they afterward prepare weekly ones. The DonbtleBB before this reaches the Corner
fulfillment of theRe programs are always readers it will hav been celebrated. I
nsisted upon by a formal "Do Lord," trust he will be as ably defended
com in~ from away back in the "amen this year as he has been for several years
corner." He is always given timely notice past. I will here relate a little incident
of his official duties. As you say, Miss which occurred while studying English
Wixon, as Christmas came on Monday, and American literature at school. My
'We shall see what we shall see."
classmates were of the pions order. One
This is that ill-used and much-abused morning among other authors in our lesday, Sunday-that day over which there son was the name of Thomas Paine. As
baR been so much controversy. At the an unusual circumstance the principal gave
Lord's feast the prayers hav been duly us our own selection of the subjects of the
warmed over and served in the most ap- lesson, each taking one of th~ authors and
proved manner, the guests partaking with writing from memory on the blackboard.
closed eyes, ready to swallow anythin~ The text-book itself had, as usual, slighted
that is offered them. It has been some the author of "The world is my country,
time since the people of Canon hav been anti to do Good, my religion," and I
favored with an open-eyed, broad daylight knew my classmates would do as much.
feast of reason and common sense. Some- Remembering one of Watson Heston's ilthing over a year ago Prof. W. S. Bell lustrations, where Thomas Paine was repstopped off on his way across the continent resented as clearing a forest of its rubbish
and delivered an exceedingly interesting and worthless trees, I selected him as my
}ectnre. He is a Freethinker and his snbiect, and wrote : "Thomas Paine was
remarks were well spiced with a genial a defender of human rights. He was
flow of wit. It has been just a year since born and lived for many years of his
Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel gave us a call. She useful life in England, telling her where
delivered two lectures in which she illus- she stood politically. He, having labored
trated Liberalism in a very comprehensiv for England, came to America. By writand convincing manner.
ing ' The Rights of Man,' 'Common
A few incidents hav come within my Sense,' 'The Crisis,' and the ' Age of
notice which may afford a little diversion Reason,' he led the colonists into the right
to the readers of the Corner. On one channel. His was in fact the . intellect
occasion, when visiting a schoolmate, as which roused the American people to in·
we were all seated at table, the father, dependence. In the sluggishness of the
as was his custom, " asked the bless- political forest he uprooted the underng." There was a little five-year-old growth of hypocritical weeds andleft the
n the family whom . I noticed growing trees of worth growing in a free and unquite restless during the ceremony. He polluted soil, beneath a clear sky, in an
had evidently been taught to sit quietly, atmosphere of joy and freedom. 'Always
but his hands were going as though defend the· defender of mankind.' " The
affi.icted with something akin to St. Vitus's effect was what could hav been expected
dance. _ The little fellow's eagerness burst on Sunday-school scholars. As I repaued
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to my seat I noticed a smile and a wink
being passed around the class. I then
read what l had written. The teacher
looked somewhat astonished, but said
nothing. As yet I hav heard of but one
text-book which pavs a fair compliment to
the memory of Thomas Paine. That one
is Montgomery's ''United States History,"
which says that evPn Washingson nilver
dreamed of a separation between the
colonies and Great Britain until after the
publication in Philadelphia of a little
pamphlet called ''Common Sense." I am
told that the author also compliments
him highly as a writer.
It is thus in Liberal minds livs the memory of the noble and just. We may look
through the category of the ages and we
will find none more original in character
than Thomas Paine. Never did a grander
type of humanity :figure on the possibilities
of a race. He realized every phase of life.
All along down the stream of Time, his
persecutors all forgotten, will be remembered the name and deeds of Thomas
Paine.
ORELLA LocKE.
Oanon Oity, Ool, January, 1894.
[Our Liberal lecturers ought not to pass
Canon. City without making a stop. We
would like to hear Often from our gifted
friend, Orella.-ED. C. C.]

Correspondence.
CRoMWEuL, !A., Jan. 13, 1894.
DEAR MisS WIXoN: This is my first letter. I am nine years old. I go to school,
My teacher's name is Miss Edith Alvord,
an unmarried lady. and her hair is gray.
I hav one sister and one brother. Papa
takes THE TRUTH SEEKER. W. S. Bell
came to visit us, and we had a good time.
We played high :five and ran a race, but Mr.
Bell could not catch me. We would be
pleased to see him again. There are but
few Liberals here, and we havn't had a
Liberal lecture this winter.
There has
not been snow enough to run my coaster.
I hav not had much fun this winter. It is
just go to school all the time. We liv one
one mile from Cromwell and the C. B.
& Q. R. R. This is a nice blue grass
country; stock could stay out all winter if
there was no snow. Good improved farms
are $50 an acre.
I would like to correspond with some
Liberal about my age. EDNA E. GEmR.
[No one can fault with that letter.ED. C. C.]
ATamsoN, KAN., Jan. 1, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: To-day is the beginning of another year and my wish is that
Freethought will triumph as grandly as it
did in the year we hav just bidden farewell
to. I believe Freethonght gained a victory last year that the church cannot overcome. It fought for the greatest of all
world's fairs to be thrown open on Snndavs, and it won the fight g-randly and
nobly. She held a convention in Chicago
in which men from all over America and
Europe assailed religion for a week, uttering living- truths. Not a quarrel was
heard. The Christians held a Parliament
of Religions at Chicago which conSisted of
boisterous qnaueling, in which the
" great " Joe Cook was a conspicuous
figure. The two great meetings proved to
the world that Freethonght can hold a
meeting without fighting, while Christianity cannot.
The men who should be praised for the
good work done in the past year are
Colonel Ingersoll, the Demosthenes of
America; S. P. Putnam, the poet-lecturer.
and hero of "Four Hundred Years of
Freethong-ht;:' Charles Watts, Saladin,
ani~ G. W . .l!'oote, tbe champions of our
cause in England; John R. Charlesworth,
the young and brilliant orator of the
West· E. M. Macdonald, editor of the
grandest paper beneath the shining sun;
L. K. Washburn, editor of the oldest
Freethonght paper in the world; Robert
C. Adams, Canada's brave and fearless
champion, and C. B. Waite, the noble
presioent of the American Secular Union.
The women who had the courage to defend what they knew to be right are Miss
\o\<ixon, the woman who has done all in
her power to make the children happy;
Mrs. M A. Freeman, the Seoul~ Union's
brilliant secretary; Helen H. Gardener,
the Freethought noveliRt, and Voltairine
de Cleyre, Freethonght',. woman orator.
With these brave men and women :fighting
for our cause Freethonght made 1893 a
glorious year; and if 1894 is as glorious we
can be thankful, not to almighty God, but
to truth and humanity.
Wishing you a happy New Year, I remain,
Your Liberal friend,
CRAB. B. REMSBURG.
[Our friend Charles modestly refrains
from mentioning the name of his honored
father, John E. Remsburg, among the
valiant workers for a better time to oome.
He 18 one of the most e:ffect1v and brilliant

I orators in the ranks of Freethonght, of
whom we are all proud. Best of all, his
bright, progressiv sons are being trained
in the way they shoUld go, and are already
making their mark in the world, young as
they are.-ED. C. C.]
_

W~FE

WANTED

.Who believes in no Christian creed; hence I ad
vertise. She muot be a good cook and house
keePer; also 5 H. Fin. to 5 ft. 9 in. in bight, weigh
'40 to 16'i, and have blue eye•, light complexion,
light or golden hair: ·~e 25 to 80 I am a poor
man (mechanic). farmers son, fairlY educated
honeAt, industrious, steady, quiet, and unassum
ing, have no licentious or intemperate habits, be
long to no church or lodge, am fond of home, and
want a wife who will help mP earn one which we
both can enjoy Maiden reader, if the above de
sc1·ibes you and yon would like a plain. hones
workingman, '1ke me, then don't hesitate to
write to me. Referfnces furnished and reqUired
Correspondence strictly confidential.
J Address A, care Truth Seeker Co., New York.

MEDICAL· ELECTRICITY.

J. FITZGERALD, latelY editor of the Twentieth
Oenturv, and founder of the Humboldt Library
Of SC'iP.'fiCP., has assnm•d the general. agency of
the Thermo- Ozone Battery, a • trictly scientific
device intended expressly for family use in treat
ing disease by transfusing into the blood Oxygen,
Ozone. and .Medicinal Agents by means of the
golvanic current. The Battery has the approval
of many not•d electricians and physicians
J. FI'l'ZGERAL 1l, 1:4 Fifth Ave., New York, will
sena yon on request a descriptive pamphlet 1t7

A SMALL

Froothon~ht Library,
ALI. FOB $1.50.
Evolution.
By B. 'F. Underwood ................ Price 6 cents
The World's Parliament of Religions.
By Tenney......................... Price 10 cents·
The Gods.
By Ingersoll (with likeness) ........ Price 20 cents
Ingersoll Before The Unitarian Club... Price 6 cents
Myth of the Great Deluge.
' By McCann ......•................. Price 15 cents
Evolution of the Devil.
By Henry Frank ................... Price 25 cents
The Bruno Monument in Rome ........ Price 12 cents
Church and State.
By ·'Jefferson" .................... Price 10 cents
Religion of Humanity.
By Benwell. ....................... Price 15 cents
Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling ........ Price 4_cents.
Dwight L. Moody.
By Susan H. Wixon ................ Price 5 c.ents
Christian ReliQion.
By an Old ~armer ................. Price 15 cents
God in the Constitution.
By Ingersoll ....................... Price 10 cents
1
Effacement of Christianity.
By Bolyoake.........••............ Price 10 cents
Life and Career of Bradlaugh.
By Holyoake ....................... Price 15 cents
Ingersoll's Address on Thomas Paine, Price 6 cents
Standing Up for Jesus.
By H. L. Green .................... Price 4 cents
Religion in the Republic.
By M. A. Freeman .................. Price 6 cents ·
Never-Ending Life Assured by Science. · ·
By Tenney......................... Price 6 cents
Charles Darwin (lllustrated).
By Flower & Wakeman ........... Price 15 cents
Jehovah Interviewed.....•............. Price 6 cents
Cosmology against Theology.
•
1 By Vindex ..•.•.••....••.•••...•... Price 1.5 cents
_ _ _ _ _A__
ctdre_s_s_•.r_HE
__T_R_U_T_H_SE_!l~~·

Hard Knocks
at Christia"'ity.
By R. WHEELER.
This book is just what i+,s title implies-thnm_p
ing whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their relig
ion and impede the progress of man. It show
that Jesus was ~ false prophet, ~h~t ~he _gospels
are not autnentiO, and that Chnstlamt;v: Is a bor
rowed system of religion. Than the B1ble is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion i
not a real benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
_ Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

L K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday and the Sabbath.

"A law re~

lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an 1m
pertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. '' The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

"Think of

a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or kying to induce the Deity to undertake 11;.
crusade of one against the Oolorado beetle!'
Price, 10 cents.
·

Followers of Jesus. Prio~ 10 oenta.
Is It a Faith or a FacU

Sp~tuallsm:
Pnce, 5 cents.

Religions Problems. Prioe, 10 oents. ·
Was Jesus Insane I Prioe, 10 oents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic:
Church. Prioe, 6 oenta.

pnest
. ycel"b1 acy Exposed.
1
By BBV. G. T. Fox, M.A.
Prloa.lfi aantfl.
.lddrass this oflloa.
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New Publications.

New Publications.

Pleasure and Progress.

Thomas Paine's Works.

AN ATTEllfi>r TO PROVE THAT

Aiffl of Reason. .Pap., liSe, t

The Pursuit of Pleasure is t~e Sine Qua Nou of Intellectual, Moral, aud Social
Development, aud that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship •.

6 copies for $1;

J. ~-Remsburg. Portrait. Pap.,

CONTENTS:
BooK I.-PLEASURE: Chap. I. -Sources of. Pleasure. Cnap. H.-Material Pleasures. Chap. III.Ideal ~Ieasure;. Ch.ap .IV -Somal Pleasures. 9hap. V -Pleasures of the Savage, the
Barbarl"n and the C!vollzed. Chap. VI.- Genesis of religions. Chap. VII.-Christianity.
Boox IL-INTELLEOTUAL DEvELOPMEtiT: Chap. I.-Purpo•e of hfe. Chap, II. -Mater,al Ple,.Eures.
Cllap.IH.-Ideal Pleasures: Knowl~dfe. Chap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Reason. Chap.-V.
Ide~! Pleasures: Character. Chap. V .-Social Pleasures. Chap. VII.-Pedagogical Des~
potlBm.
Boox III.-MoaAL DEVELOP~NT: Chap. I.-Morality. Chap. II.-Material Pleasures: Prudence.
Chap. HI.-Matenal Pleasm::e~:. Re.finement. Chap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Foresight,
Chap. V.-Ideal ~leasures: CivilizatiOn. Chap. VI.-Social Pleasures. Chap. VII- VIce
Caused by Restraint.
.
Boox IV.-S?OJ:AL DEVELOPJ!iENT: Chap. L- "rogress. C .ap. H.-Protection Capitalism, and
Somali~m: Res!!e ;tivly an Actual, !J-n Imminen:t. and a Proposed Violation of Individual
SovereJgnty~ Chap. III --;-C~ndi~1on of Agrlcnlmre. Chap. IV. Public Schools, the
Me~ei M.~ne. Tekel of l:!oclahsm Chap. V.-Pro Iince of Governm~nt. Chap. VI.-Our
Socia Disorder.

ooc.:

fRffTHINKfRS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK.

Ucvolut.ion. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75o.

Great Works.

WITH

Port. J>ap;>.~Oo

TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OP
THE ARTIST.
IJESIGNB BY WATSON HESTON,
WITH PURTRAIT OF
THE IJESIGNERo

The Illustrations are classifted as follows:

4

4
2
10
1

2 repre!J!i'nt Samples of Cbristianity's Work.
5
"
Jlfissionaries.
1
"
The Lord's ~nstruments,

9
12

8
6

7

•

"

·Bible Doctrmes and Therr Results,
~e Church and Slavery.
iests and Poli~ics.
eland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind fte:flections on the Church.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Jlfiscellaneous.

A most extraordinary publicati9n. We venture th!l assertion that.no~hinfi like it h&!! eber bt
fpre appAared ia tp.is couotryhana it is very doubtfullfda~otfher ftJ,le lif~e~t~~fri'~f.:~::h ~f~ll.
lished. We must g1ve the Trut Seeker Company the ere h o PU mg
t .t . t
d d
.A,t twic!l the pried lt woT'ld have been a. cheap hook. Art1st pe~ton a:h!t P~!~f! ~~~~~ fi?e~al i~
Signer 1s a wonderful Bl·ccess. and we JUdge from our own ee n~sk , M
<
America will desire a cop v of thb most wunderful volume.-i:Freethm ers agazme.
Mr Heston deserves 'o be called the artist-hero of Liberalism ~e has dedica.ted his geniu~ to
Freethou~ ht, and has done fai •hf'!l and noble worTkhfor the cause o~~~h~;:t!~~~ge~~'~ t~~~f~t;.
urea do not make up the whole of hts volume.
ere are near Y
t t t
tt
11
matter th•t Rerve first as explanations of the illnst;ratinnshand second!~ as ex 8 0 ~tcieetb~i
,~
fal•it;v: of the church's professlons an !'I the h:ytJqcrl.BY of dt tohse whhoc~~h~~dh!~~~er beengput :n 11
the
book 1s one of tue best weapons agamst Chr1St1amty an
e c ur
'
hands of Freethmkers.-[Boston Investigator.
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With Explo.nator,

Obse~~va.wns ..

trait.
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1

Price, board covers, $2; cloth, $2.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKERo

\
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va.r,er.
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wood.
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By G. Vale. Por.

Lit.ltogrnph of. Heavy plate
$1.

Political and Religious Rt>·
formero By B. F. Under·
•

Political '•'furks; "Common
Sense( ,. c:~!.siB/'
Man.t $\.:':-J.

,t

Rights

of

.Rights ol' Mau. Answer to
Burlte·o Attack on French Revo~ntion. J'ap., 40c.; clo., 75o.

Testlmouiuls t.o His Merits.
Compi:d l>l' .1. N. Moreu.u. lOc.

Theological \'\'orks: "Age of

Reason.,' '' E~xnnlinn.tionofi?-roph..
ecies~" (l;,c.~ wi l,l! I lifo of l>a1ne
and s~eui port. $1.00.

'Vindication of, Reply toN. Y.

Obsm-ver. By H. G. IngcrHoU. 10o.
fOIIo~>ge·k~..,.,., •Dontpany:

THIRD EDITION.

AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS;
BEING

A

temparlson of the Old and New Testament Dlyths and llllraeles with thoat
of Heathen Nations of Antlqnlty,
CONSIDERING .ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AND MEANING,

WITH ,NUMEROUS ILLUBTIU.TlONB.

COPIOUS . C/7ATIONS OF

OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS

15

with Remarks

Comi,e and RonsReau. By C
Bl"nchard. Pap., 40c.; clo., with
portrn.i+,,- 60c. ·

Illustratiol\s.
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FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,

4
8

moroooll,

Life of. .oy J. E. Remsbur&.

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFUL·
1
NEBS OF THE OHUROR B OLAIM
TO BE .A. DIVINE .A.ND BENEFl•
<lENT INSTITUTION, .AND REVli!ALING THE ABUSES
OF .A. UNION Oli'
OBUROB .A.ND
ST.A.TE.

6

Bvo. BOO pp.,

lllo., $8: 'cnther, $4;
silt edgeg-l~'¥4.!\0.
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BIBLE MYTHS,

-THE-

25
1
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4
2
1
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Written

Crisis. Written D'Ql'ing Am.

After you read this blok you will be as enthusiastic in praise of it as are: the eloquent editor of the
Investtgator lind the gallant President of the Canadian Secular Union,
"Pleasure and Progress" has 398 pages, ie splendidly Printed from large, clear type, on excel
lent paper, and costs, bound in cloth, $1; paper covers, 00 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayeite Pl., New York, N.Y.

Children and. the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The ChurQh and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
'l'he Clergy and 'l'heir Flocks.
Piet 7 in Our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Scheme.
rThe Lord and HlB Works.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and 1\Iohammedans.

clo .. 75o.

Common · SP.use.

Here ar~ some of the verJ'Iicts o~ this remarkable production which have been rendered by
men who are m every way qualified as Judges ot book•:
This is a spiritAd, rattling s Jrt of a book that skates right along over the deevest subject without mu h thought whether the ice is thin or not. I~ ausw rs the greatest questiOn-What is the
us,, object, mot •ve, purpos!!J and summum bonum of life, and the real can, a and motive of progress?
-by one word, Ple~Lonre 1-J:haclaeus B. Wakeman1
He sharply attacks, al!o, modern metho<1s of education, and in this he is most abundantly
borne out OJ' the fa~ts, an~ his arraignment is practically unanswerable. H1s b 10k is altogether a
curious and suggestive one.:-New York Oommer01al.Aaverttser.
.
·rhe man who wrote this boojr knows how to write a book, and knows what he is writing about.
There is not a padded sentence m the volume, not an attempt to fill up with ,ords for la·>k of
knowledge. The author deals hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for realities and
truth. We do not see how anyone can re,.d this book and disagree with the l~adin_g proPositions.
'rhe work is good; every chapter is worth rea din ~t. It is a work of common-sense Socialism. The·
chapter on public schools ought ~o be put mto a tract and sent to every teacher in the land. '1'honsa.nds of sentences a.re worthy of being framed as political maxims and hung up all over the nation.
The book deserves 1J. wide read .n,~ not only for its literary style, which is clear anil. incisive, but for
its bold, hoaest BiLYing~.-L K. washburn.
Here we have pnilosophy UP to date, the advance word of the progressive thinker; not a dry,
abstruse discourse, lint a common-sense essay in plain words upon tne conduct of life, and all illustrated with such an abundance of anecdotd and me&aphor as add real entertainment to solid instruDtion. This is an important book striking at superstition and unreas lnable tradLtion\p.na UJ?holding individualliberty Ln defiance of g •vernmental law and so Dial custom. After reaaing th1s
book one feels that the author will nev~r be able to write another, for he has put all his life and
knowledge into r.his one. Every page bristles with points; there is no padding or filling in. no mere
literary emoellishment; but clean-cut apothegms abound, and everr line is dictated by nard-hea.ded
common-sense -Capt. Robt. 0 . .Adams.
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tion of the

Pap . ..,4Qc.; Glo., 'i'5c.

Apostle of Political and Re•
ligious Liberty. (Life.) By

By Albert M. Loren-tz. LL.B.

16 represent Uncle Sam and the Priests.
'l
"
The Church l:\obbing the Peop1e.
3
"
Thanksgiving.
6
Sabbath Laws.

clo.~ 50c.

Age of Reason anu Examiua·

[H~athm .Jtlustration ojt!w Temptation.]
The Bundehesh (a sacred book of the Persians,) states that
Ahuramazda after creating the first man and woman, Mashya
and Mashyana, bade them "to be humble of heart; to obsen·e
the law; to be pure in their thoughts, pure in their speecl_,,
pure in the'r :1ctiuns." But an evil dem<;h came to them Ill
the form of a S::rpmt, sent by Ahriman, the prince of devils,
and gave them fruit of 1\ wonderf:1l tree, which imparted
immortality. Evil inclinations then entered their hearts,
and all their moral excellence was destroyed.
Consequently they tel~, all<! forfeited the. eternaJ happiness for
which they were destmed. They ktlled beasts, and clothed
themselves in their skins.
BIBLE MYTHS shows this to be the origin of the Hebrew

story.
1 Vol. Svo., cloth, a.bout GOO I'a.ges. Frice, $2.60
Sent post•paid by t.lw
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J{ot for ]}arsons.
NEPHEw ToM: Look here, Uncle Hiram,
if yon must swear in New York societv,
why, swear like a gentleman. Say "By
Jove." Uncle Hiram: What me! Me, a
descendant of old Hallelujah C .ffin and
Anathema Joye, swear by an immoral god
like him!-Life.
AN English Methodist paper says a wellmeaning local preacher recently prayed
that the Lord would "annihilate the
queen and all the royal family." When
be learned afterward what "annihilate"
meant he · was greatly distressed. "I
dearly loved the queen," he said. " and I
thought she deserved the longest word I
could get hold of. "-'l'ribune.
LAWYED BnoWN is a Sunday-school
teacher. He was endeavoring to inculcate in his pupils' minds the necessity of a
firm belief in things spiritual, when one of
the class, with open-eyed astonishment,
exclaimed, "Why1 Mr. Brown, I heard
yon tell a witness m court the other dav
that yon didn't care what he believed! All
yon cared about was what he knew!"London Freethinker.
"WHAT do yon mean by faith?" was the
question. "Please, sir, when yon believe
anything yon are quite certain is not true,"
was the prompt answer an Indian boy gave
me.· But the story on this subject I delight
in most was that of the little boy who
asked his mother what faith was, and received the not very judicious reply that
faith was believing m something yon could
not see, but which was told yon by a person whom yon could trust. . "l!,or instance," she continued, "if I told yon
there was a chair in that corner, yon would
hav to believe it1 though yon could not see
it." "YPs, motner, but should !be bound
to sit in it?"-Spectator.
IN Pittsburg, Phipp's Conservatory, in
Schenley Park, was opened on a recent
Sunday, and four thousand people visited
it. This nearly threw the Christian
Staif"sman into hysterics, whereupon the
.American .Sentinel comments : " This is
truly awful! What is the country coming
to, when people even in Pittsburg will persist in visiting a conservatory on Sunday?
Mind yon, a conservatory ! a wicked
place, in which flowers actually grow and
exhibit their gorgeous tints and exhale
their sweet perfumes on Sunday! How
long-, American Sabbath Union, oh, how
long? Cannot the papacy or somebody
put a stop to such things ere the 'American Sabbath' be-smothered in a bank of
winter roses-murdered in an evil resort
wherein flowers are permitted to run opposition to the Sunday pulpit."
I AM reminded of a st,>ry which the late
Cardinal Cnlleri used to tell. The cardinal
was taking a walk by himself in the conntry one Sunday afternoon, imd seeing a
boy on the roadside holding a goat by a
rope he entered into conversation with
him. The following was the dialog: The
cardinal: Were yon at mass to-day, my
boy? The boy: No, your riverence, I
wasn't. The cardinal: Why not? The
boy: Because I was howlding the goat.
The cardinal: Were yon at mass last Sunday? The boy: No, I wasn't, your riverence. The cardinal : Tell me, do yon
ever go to mass at all? The boy: No, I
don't. Don't I tell yon I do be howlding
the goat. The cardinal: But couldn't yon
. sometimes get some one Plse to hold the
goat for yon? The boy: No, your riverence, I couldn't. Yon don't know that
goat. The devil couldn't howld that goat;
yon couldn't howld that goat yonrself.Oatholic Review.
IN a certain locality there lived some
years ago, and may yet, a good old Methodist brother and a good old Presbyterian
brother. They got along very well together until they tried to t-rade horses or
talk religion, and then the Methodist
brother always lost his temper, and said
things he was sorry for. On one occasion
they had traded horses, and though the
result still rankled in the breast of the
Methodist, he was on terms with his neighbor, and they had met in a piece of
meadow and started a discussion on pre
destination. It proceeded warmly until
the Methodist brother lost control of himself, and, with horse trades and John Calvin mixed up in his mind, he exclaimed:
"Go 'way from here; you're a thief and a
liar and a Presbyterian." This was too
much, and the next minute they were rollover in the grass, clawing like a pair of
cats, and pretty soon the Presbyterian was
sitting astride of his foe bumping his head
into the soft ground. "Take it back," he
yelled; "take it back or "-bump-bump
-"I'll knock your old head off." "Stop
and I will," gasped the Methodist brother.
The Presbyterian let him up "That is,"
he continued, as he brushed himself and
spit the dust out of his month. "I'll take
it back on the first two counts, but you're
a dad blamed old Presbyterian anyhow,"
and it was an entire week before they were
friendly again.-Exchange.
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THEBE is nothing better for training the
memory than on one's- appointments.-

Galveston News.
THE optimist is he who insists upon believing that everybody is comfortable be~
cause he is.-Puck.
" No florid prose, nor buried lies of
rhyme,
Can blazon evil deeds or consecrate a
crime."
-Byron,
WE do not see any sense in thanking
God for the potatoes the school-children
hav contributed for the destitute,-Boston

Old Testamer1.t Stories
Comically Illustrated.
IT WILL
11 WILL

Investi_qator.

MAKE YOU

CORNER

LAUGH.

THE

WE do not believe in appealing to the
uneducated.. We disapprove of making
people '' Freethinkers " before they are
thinkers at all, either bond or "free."-

Saladin.
IT is unfortunate for mankind, but

PARSON.

fortunate perhaps for tyrants, that_ the
poor and the wretched hav not the instinct or the pride of the elephant, who
will not reproquce his species in servitude.

Bv WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

-Ohamjort and Vauvenargues.

TBE clergy can now only prop creeds
once believed essential to public order by
invoking the laws for a moral system
largely based on those creeds. All Sabbath laws and blasphemy laws contain the
old virus of theological persecution and
ecclesiastical authority. Their worst effect
is not palpable.-Moncure D. Conway.
IT is only now that the world is growing
so delicate and refined that it can see the
beauty of a fact; that it is developing a
taste so rare as to distinguish between the
false and the true; that it can be moved
by the gentle breeze as well as by the
winter's gale; that it can see a greater
beauty in a statement true to life than in
the inflated tales which children read.-

Realism in Literature and Art.

THERE is a general tendency Romeward
among Protestants. They took the first
step in this direction when they united the
church with the civil powers, and e\'ery religious law made by the state is an additional step in the same direction. ·By
making Sunday laws Protestants render
special homage to Rome, for the_y are thus
elevating and enforcing an mstitution
which rests solely on the authority of the
Catholic church.-H. P, Hosler.
IT is one of the fundamental principles
oi our government that " all men are·
created equal." It is not the prerogativ
of any one to be lord over any other, to
prescribe rules by which he must liv.
They are equal in this, that all hav an
equal right to think and act as suits their
inclinations. But this right is limited by
the fact that all are equal, which forbids
each to do anything that would encroach
upon the rights of his neighbor. For that
which would interfere with the rights of
others is not a right. Rights cannot conflict. Rights run in parallel lines, never
crossing, never clashing.-L. A. Smith.
IT does, indeed, seem at times as if a
certain class of delusions were fixed and
immovable in the human mind. Accepted
from time immemorial as truisms, reason
and experience alike, no matter how clear
the teachings of the one may be or how
bitter those of the other, produce no real
impression. The thing is repeated over
and over again in words slightly varied,
but always when analyzed reducible to the
same reeiduum. Fixity and uniformity of
belief are good in themselvs; and unlimited freedom of thought and discussion,
no matter how decently exercised,· hav a
dangerous tendency tv unsettle! In other
words, faith is n9t generally felt that truth
is only made stronger and clearer by dis·
cussion, and that error only has to fear
from it. The average historical writer,
like the average man, instinctivly clings
ta his delusion-hence the cant with which
so-called histories are replete.-Oha1·les
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MosT of the literature and art the world
ha{! known has been untrue. The pictures
of the past hav been painted from the distorted minds of visionists and the pliant
brains of tools. They hav represented impossible gods and unthinkable saints,
angels and cherubs and demons-everything but men and women. Saints may
be all right in their plac~>, but a sirlnt with
a halo around his head was born of myth
and not of art. Angels may be well
enough, but all rational men prefer an
angel with arms to an angel with wings.
When these artists were not busy painting
saints and Madonnas, they were spending
THE PHILOSOPHY
their time painting kings and royal knaves,
OF
and the pictures of the rulers were as unlike the men and women whom they were
said to represent as the servil spirit of the
painter was unlike the true artist of toA Practical Exposition of
day. Of course an artist would not paint
Natural Restorative Power.
the poor. They had no clothes that would
BY LEANDER EDMUND WHll'PLE.
adorn a work of art, and no money nor
favors that could pay him for his toil. An
A Book to explain the correct idea of Mental
ancient artist could no more afford to serve Healing,· and what may be rea•onably expected
the poor than a modern lawyer to defend. to resnlt from an understanding of its principles.
the weak.-0. ~- Darrow.
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especailly in view of the historical references ana
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonius
was suppressed.
Price,15cents. ·
·
· ·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
liB L&fa:rette plaoe, New York Oii:r.
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IT is proposed to rnn a trolley line from
New York to Philadelphia.
RoDNEY DENNIS has been reeleoted president of the Conneoticut Humane Society.

--

---·
~

A PERTINENT QUESTION.
The son shall not bear the iniquity of the father, neither shall the father bear the iniquity of the son: the righteousness of the righteous shall be upon him, and the wickedness of the wicked shall be upon him.-Ezek. xviii, 20.
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Really Distinct

THE bill repealing the Federal Election
law passed the Senate on February 7th by
a vote of 39 to 28. The a:fl:irmativ vote was
cast by 35 Democrats and four Populists.
President Cleveland has signed the bill.

Varieties
of these charming
garden flowers, se•
lected by careful
our trials of nearly one hundred varieties-

"munber nub mnnbcrtijlitcr,"
· bon .3'o~n \j3ecf, \j3reil3 20 ~enttl.

"(S;lnu6c ttttn mcrttttllft,"

ober LE BON SENS.
bes romifif?,fatolifd)en priefters lean Meslier·
Had? tlem fran3oifd?en Q)riginal iiberfeut von
i}'fiinlcht IUnun

Rnoo~.

Seiten, ltcinwantl, $\.OO, papier, 50 ([ts.
Diefe Biicf?er finb in papier llmfd)lag unb
flaren Druct lltt fere Deutfd)en \tefer
follten es weit verbreiten.
50\

\Hbreffire, "The Truth Seeker,"
28 LAFA VETTE PLACE, New York.

"Emilg Heq«ersoq"
THE QUEEN OF WHITE SWEET PEAS.
A gloriously beautiful acquisition of American· origin. Absolutely pure white, as clear as alabaster and as lustrous
as satin. The flowers, of remarkable substance, are
borne on long stiff stems, are extra large, with broad rdund
standards that stand up boldly without reflex or curl.
The plants are robnst, compact and branching prodnc!ng such a procligal abundance of flowers that the
plants appearasifcovered withsnow. Fromoneplan.t,
specia.llycnltiva.ted, we have cut in one season the
seemingly incredible number of 1,035 sprays of

bloom I In earliness it outrivals all competitors by nearly two weeks, and continues a vel'itable "cut-and·come-

SURVEYORS, ATTENTION!
A rare chance is offered for a surveyor to get a

TRANSIT CHEAP.
We have one for sale, in good order, with
Tripod, which cost $160. We 'viii sell it fc•r
balf•price-$80. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

$525

Agent's profits per month Will prove
it or pay forfeit. New art•cles just out.
A IBl.W sample and terms frPe. Try us.
<JBIDEST:aR & SoN, 26 Bond St., N.Y.
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Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
•

IN TRE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.
This is the grea.tespa.rgumentevermadein a. case
of this kind, and Wlll be a. model for the Ba.r so
long as the Christians us11 force to repre~s free
speech. Its lega.l a.oumen IS unsurpassl1d,,Its eloquence never equa.led. Wherever ChristianpereoutiOn is going on this a.rgn~el!t should be
foreely circula.ted, rea.d ~ the Christi&ns, a.n<\ expounded on every occ&sion.
In pa.per, 25 cents; in oloth, 50 oents.

Ad<lrelll

THE TB'O''l'll SllllllDIBo

On
receipt of

KING BEHANZIN, of Dahomy, has surrendered to the French, and will be sent
to Senegal.
·
DuRING 1893 Boston lost almost $5,000,000 by fire, and the United States
$150,000,000.
IN Massachusetts there is manifested a
growing feeling against the compulsory
vaccination laws.
THE French troops near Tim buctoo
were nearly annihilated by the nomad
Touregs, and Timbuctoo is besieged.
THE Board of Aldermen of Boston has
appropriated $500,000 for park improve•
ments, to giv work to the unemployed.
OFFICIAL renorts of last fall's :floods in
Japan show 1,400 people killed, 1,000 miss-·
ing, 46,000 buildings demolished, and 300,000 damaged
THE Mississippi legislature elected A. J.
McLaurin to fill out the unexpired term
of United States Senator Walthall. He
has less than a month to serve.
A mechanic's lien for $138.23 was foreclosed in the Court of Common Pleas in
this city. The bill of costs amounted to
$435, to which should be added the fees of
counsel.
·
GEo. E. WILSON, of Chicago, will soon
bring out a new book on immoral literature. He is on the track of the blackmailing gang which livs on the smaller
booksellers.
A TRANSATLANTIC steamship pool is in
course of formation. It will control the
steerage and second-class passenger travel
and may affect the first-class. Many agencies will be dropped,
A WIND and rain storm blew down a
church at Gate City, Ala., in which thirty
women and children of the Christian Endeavor Society were holding services.
Three will die. A judgment.

again" to tlte end of Autumn.
Plct., 15c.

Butterfly. White. snffnsed l&vendH;
edged with blue, Pkt. lo
Orange Piince. Or·
ange and pink....... 10
Boreatton. Maroon,
rich and velvety..... 10
Queen of the ls~es.
Striped, rose,

cr1m~

son, wine red and
white .............. ..
Primrose. Primrose
yellow ............ .
nrs. Gladstone. Exquisite soft blttsh
pink ................ 10
Captain of the Blues.
Bright purplish and
ultramarine blue ....

Cardinal. Grand crmlson scarlet. .. .. .. .. . 10
Dorothy Tennant. Heliotrope; beautifnl.. 10
Countess of Radnor.
Delicate lavendet· ... 10
Indigo King. Mamon
purple and indigo ...
Senator.
Striped
brown, purple, cream
and white ........... 10
Princess Victoria.
Pink and cherry t·ose
Blanche Ferry. Crimson pink and blush
white ................ 10
Her najesty. Deep

THE Brazilian insurgents 'captur~d the
!tapa with the government Admiral Goncalvez on board. Rear-Admiral Julie de
Cesar Noronha now commands the government naval forces. Severe fighting at
Nictheroy last week.
UNITED STATES MARSHAL PoRTER, of
Alaska, has ordered the arrest of every
white man known to hav formed illegal
marriage relations with nativ women. As
a result nearly every man on board the
United States steamer Pinta is in jail in
Sitka.
THE United States corvette, Kearsarge,
which on June 19, 1864, sunk the Confederate cruiser, Alabama, off Cherbourg,
France, foundered on the nie-ht of February 2d on Roncador Reef. · She was on
the way to Bluefields, Nicaragua. A total
wreck, but only one man lost.
TID.: Petite Republique Francaise says
that the French minister of war has ordered that hereafter· the army shall be
supplied with French canned goods, instead of American. This will increase the
cost of the goods to the government 130
per cent.

IN the mayoralty election at Dnluth
Rev. T. Lewis, Republican, was elected
by a majority of 3,025 in a total vote of
10,300. One of the causes of the defeat
of John Jenswold-nominated by the
Populists and indorsed by the Democrats
rosy crimson... . • . . . 10
-was the fact that his wife is a Cathof Sweet Peas named in right hand column (includ.ing
Emily Henderson.
olic, and so the Apaists worked against
11he Emily Henderson) and in addition, will send with(see cut) ............. 15
Jenswold.
out extra charge, with every order from this adverCatalogue for 1894 ..... 20
tisement, pl'Oviding .YOU will name this paper and date
THE McCreary Hawaiian resolutions,
$1.85
of iRsne, Onr Grand 1894: Catalogue of "EVERYsustaining President Cleveland and conAny of the above free by
mail on receiJ!t of price or
THING FOR THE GARDEN," (value
demning Minister Stevens. passed the
entire collectiOn for $1.00
20c.) larger and more beautiful than Total value
House by .a vote of 176 to 57. Only three
(total value $1.85.) Buyers
ever, 160 pages, six colored plates and
Democrats voted against the resolutions.
of one or more packets will
nearly 500 engravings, replete with all
be sent 1894 catalogue free
Of the Populists Baker and Kem voted
if they will name paper
that is desirable, old and new, in Seeds,
with the majority, aud Bell, Boen, Davis,
and date of issne.
Plants, Bulbs, Tools, &c.
Harris, Pence, and Simpson, with the Republicans.
THE ex-nriest, J. T. McNAMARA, has
been found guilt;r at Independence, Mo.,
of slandering Father Dalton, making the
penalty twelve months in the county jail
and a fine of $500. An appeal was taken.
The jury in the charga of slander against
Cizeh~~
.!!'ather Lillis disagreed. The bonds on
DR. WEsT's Specific for Mental Depression, NerAncient Egypti&n Oiviliza.iion a.nd Hebrew Na.r· McNamara are $500 in the Lillis case
vous~ess, J1WS0...-1WJA Prosu;a.tioc,
Lass1tude, !'111
lfil'
Inab1hty,
$50(} on the charge of circulating obscen~
rative in Genesis a.nd Exodus.
Loss ofVitality, Impotence, etc. Invaluable. Try it.
liter:;-.~.ure, $1,000 on the charge of slanderMail, $1.00. BRADBURY'S PHA MARCY, Dept. 25,
BY VAN BUllEN DEllSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15ll8nts ing Mother Vincent, and $1,500 on the
357 WashinJton Street, Boston, Mass, l'HE TBU'l'.li tiE.I!lli.l!lJ:£ app(al.J

$1.00 SIXTEENALL
VARIETIES

DONT SUICIDE.
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WHAT PRIESTCRAFT OFFERS TO THE HUNGRY PILGRIM.

HAND-BOOK
OF

FREEl"H OUGHT.
By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed _and systematiz~9 form a
vast amount of evidence agaJ.nst the superstitiOus doptrines of Christianity, As a book of reference _and !J-ld
to all truth seekers it is invaluable. Its classl1ic~t10n
·
of subjects makes it a hand-book. Aslngersoll said. of
P~ine's "Age of Beason" it enables someodl; in every villagE! t? ".corner the parson.~ ltsP:{de
variety of subjects include all the disputed t>omts between Ohnst1amt,YJf~dT'¥tr~~~o~~EtKEB. Cf,
cloth, a1: -pa-per. 50 cents.
Address
:r

With Daughter's Babe Upon His Knee.
A ·new edition of that splendid !?rose I>_oem,
"Life '' by "the prince of orators, ' Col. R. G.
In(l'er~oll. It is larger and better than the old
edition, and can be framed or Placed ,upon the
table as an ornament. In the center of the card
a. ppear the portraits of the Colonel ~nd the baoy,
. urrounded by the prose poem, which has peen
nuthfully described as," one of the masterpieces
of the orator and J;>Oet, who now, as far as we
knr>w, stands alone m the living world." It; wi.ll
make a deli!fhtful present, and will be a •ouv~mr
not only of mtellectual greatness, but of art1o~tc
workmanshio. It is printed on h!lavy board, gilt
boveled edge The s1ze is 12x16 mches, and the
price only75 ~ents, post-paidR.UTH SEEKER
'l'l:l..l!l 'l'
•
op T,o.favAtt.A nl&M· NAw York

1

THE GIANT DELUSION. Woman:
SUSANFourWIXON'
S BOOKS.
Centuries of Progress,

By Susan H. Wixon. PI!JI~r, 10 cents.
A Consideration of the Doctrine
A.ll in a Lifetime, A Liberal Romance.
of Personal Immortality.
12mo, 800 pp., $1.
A.pples of Gold. And Other Stories for
By OTTO WETTSTEIN.
A Paper rearl at the International Freethought
Congress at Chicago, October 5, 189J.
Price, 10 Cents.
Addre~s
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York city.

Works of W. H. Burr.
Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144
Propositions prqved Affirmatiyely and ;Negatively by Quotation• from Scnpture, Without
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents.

Sunday Not the Sabbatb-A.ll Days A.like
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev.

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE. Bacon and Shakspere.

Byron Sunderland. D.D., in 1871. Price. 2110.

Proof that Shaks-

pere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents,

BEll'!G

Paine-Was He Junius 7 Second
A Popular Account of the Formation and Development Thomas
edition, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine.
of the Canon.
Price, 10 cent~.
By BRONSON D. KEELEB.
OoNTENTB: The Hebrew Oanl!n. The New Testament. The Early Oontrgvers1es. The Books at
.First Not Considered Inspired. Were the F!!others
Competent? The Fathers Quoted as Scnpture
Books Which are ~O'i!'i' Called Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon. ·
Pq,~'r.ltri~An+.~:~!

"lnt.h.

'711\' ,.em+~.

Junius, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas
Paine. A refutation of M. D. Conway's
objections to the identification of Paine as
,Junius and Casca. Price, 5 cents.
Addre•s THE TRUTH AEE~EB,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

CHEAP EDITION.

THE BOOK THAT STARTED THE REFERENDUM MOVEMENT.

DIRECT LEGISLATION Astronomical and AstrologrcBy the Citizenship through the
TllE

Initiative and Referendum,
BY J. W. BULLIVAl'l.
l'rioe, 26 cents. Address Tlm 'rB'D'Tll SBBJtEB.

BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.

Being the story of his m~ntal. journey from
al Origin of all Religions.
orthocio:u to B&tion&lism.
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
Pnce, paper, 25 cents: cloth, 75 cents.
the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
Address
THE TBUTH .BEEXEB.
Address THE TROTH BEEKER.

Boys and Girls. 12mo, 883 pp., $1.211.

The Story Hour, An Exceptionally Hand-

some and Interesting BookhWithout Superstition for Children and Yout . The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 211 small!lr: l,arge
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margms,Illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

How To P.reserve Healt~.
By LOUIS BARKAN, l'ti,D.
Fordyce Barker, M.D., Professor
Bellevue Medical College says of it,
writing to the author: "I regard your
book as the most sound, sensible, and
useful book on the topics which it discusses that I hav met with. I wish it
could be in the hands of every intelligent head of a family. I am particucularly pleased with one feature of it
that it does not profess to teach dosing and drugging. I congratulate you
on the wisdom and success of this effort."
Other noted physicians recommen
it just as highly.
Price, cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00,
28La.favette place, New Yor.t.
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The Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freetbought Press.

.

.

Four Hundred
B"V

..

, FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
~e~rsofFreethought. oF FREETHou 6uT·

SA.M:UEL

P.

PUTNA.M:.

The object of this work is t.? present the Course of Freethough~.throughout the Civilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the •Ime o.f Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, In<lustrial, and Political
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

''Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
of Humari History,
adorned with the brightest Genius, ra:diant with t,he most s_pl_endid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inventions and Discoveries and ennobled w1th Freedom s most slnmng advance.
Nothing Can be More Interesting,

more inspiring to the Pioneer Work8rs of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and
Progress. The struggle is .not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.
NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonions and :Magnificent Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
1

W"OMAN'S EMANCIPATION

from the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
THE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a. prevaiHng but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especia-lly in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
,.,. The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Philosophy.
Bruno.
l::lpinoza.
Descartes.
Locke.
Hum e.
Hobbs..
Kant.
Hamilton.
Comte.
Buchner.
Feuer bach.

Science.
Copernicus.
Galileo.
Kepler. ·
Da Vinci.
Newton.
Humboldt.
Lyell.
Darwin.
~ndall.

uxley.

Education and
ELides.
Bacon.
Comenius.
Pestalozzi.
Froebel.
Combe.
Spencer.
Owen.
Holyoake.
Haeckel.
Girard
Lick.

Literature.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Rabalais. Schiller.
Cervantes. Goethe.
Marlowe. George Sand.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
Gibbon.
Victor Hugo.
Blirns.
Emerson.
Shelley.
Heine.
Byron.
Thoreau.
Whitman.
Pushkin.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
chewsky.

Government and Politics.
Gambetta.
Voltaire.
Rousseau.
Castelar.
French Salon. Bradlaugh.
French Revo- Garrison.
lution.
.Phillips.
Thomas Paine. Parker.
Jefferson.
Sumner.
Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
Bentham.
Bakounine.
Mill.
Wa.rren.
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Heinzen.

Woman's Emancipation.
Madame Roland.
Mary W ollstoncraft.
Harriet Martineau.
Frances Wright.
Lucretia Mott.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Lydia Maria Child.
Margaret Fuller.
Elizabeth Capy Stanton.
Susan B. Anthony.
Matild11J oslyn Gage.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volum:e.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freetbought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeker·, InveBtigator, Ironclad Age, Secular Thought, Freethinker8' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, AgnoBtic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

•

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS·
at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have _been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
Horace Seaver,
•T. P. 1\fendum,
D. M. Bennett,
Parker Pillsbury,
Elizur Wright,
T. C. Leland,
T. B. Wakeman,
Tudge C. B. Waite.

George E. Macdonald,
E. M. 1\facdonald,
L. K. Washburn,
Ernest Mendum,
Charles Watts,
G. W. Foote,
Saladin,
J. R. Monroe,

HOW TO GET

Capt. R. C. Adams,
John R. Charlesworth,
Samuel P. Putnam,
John E. Remsburg,
Franklin Steiner,
J. D. Shaw,
E. A. Stevens,
H. L. Green,

Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Prof. J. H. Cook,
E. H. Heywood,
Otto Wettstein,
Stephen Pearl Andrews,
James Parton,
Abner Kneeland,

Susan H. Wixon,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Mrs. M.A. Freeman,
Katie Kehm Smith,
Lucy N. Colman,
Lillian Leland,
Amy Post.

and other men and women who have c~mtributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about
.

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.

The name of every Subscriber who sends jive dollars before the work is on the press
w'lll be en'rolletl in this book. DON'T FAI.L TO SUBSCRIBE AT O:N.CE..._
This book will contain
(
Over Six Hundred Pages oi Printed Matter and Over qne Hun~red P.Qrtraits.
".it will be elegantly bound. It wi1l be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your friends when they ask, What is Freethought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world'?
'rhis is the nwst universal presentation of Freethoucrht
ever given to the public, and no Freethinker
0
can afford to be without it, It is a library in itself.
Aduress orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

FREE
SPECIAL OFFER.

We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends a most generous
offer.
We need more subscribers to THE
TRUTH SEEKEB, and every Freethinker
needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able·to pay $5
for it, but everyone can do a little
wor~ to obtain a copy- congenial
work, that will do great good all
around. · This is the offer:

Send us Four Ne-w
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates ·($12 in
all), and -we -will send
the Getter...up of the
Club a copy of" FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF·
F R E E T H 0 U G H T,"

FREE OF CHARGES.
And further, to a1d our friends in
getting this book for themselves, we
will offer
To the New Subscribers as a

Premium,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By WA.'I'SON

HESIO~,

THE GREATF.ST BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.
Or, if preferred, a copy. cloth-bound of
W, S. BELL'S.

Handbook of Freethough.t.
With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FRHTHOUGHT,
free.
To each New Subscriber In the club, a premium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
Stories Comically lllustr~ted," or W. s. Bell's
"Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-all free
by post or express •
This really brings ·the price of the
paper down to $2 to each new subscriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEKER
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Subscribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our fri,mds. to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to get
four New Supscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Olubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freet:P,ought" as soon as the
book is issued.

Tlwse who send a Club and
Eour New-Subscriber.s- aiJ,d
$12 bejore.theb.ook is printed;
wi~ have tl!,(!i'r. na!fncs eJiro_ll~d in its s~ining pages.'

T~aiL~H~~~~~1P:~·
~~ ~l;~lt~~·
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THE TRUTH SEEKER.
FOUNDED BY D. DI. BENNETT.

E. M. MACIDONALD, •. • - - - Editor and Manager.
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.

SATURDAY.

FEBRUARY 24, 1894.
SlJDSCKIPTION

KATES~

Bingle suba.cription, in advance ................................ t3 oo
One subsor1Ptton two years, in advance ........................ li 00
Two new subscribers ............................................. 5 oo
One subsc~ption wi~h one new sabscriber, in one remittance. 5 00
One subscnption With two new subscribers, in one remittance ........................................................ 'J 00
One subscription with three 11ew subscribers, in one remittance................ . . . . •. . •. •. .. . . .................... ;· ... S 50
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remittanoe ........................................................10 00
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one
remittance.
.
Monev should: be sent 0!1 e:cPress oompanv's monetl ord:er
ord:er, araJt on New Yor.t, or btl reatsterea letter.
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SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
readen H they will send us the name and address of
any Freethinker who is not a replar subscriber.

SOME HANDSOME PREMIUMS.
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renewals on the part of our friends we make the following handsome premium offers:
For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage
of this or our Free offer of the book (see opposit
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in
the country should not possess this splendid work.
For $5 we will send THE ·TRUTH SEEXER one
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete"
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New
Rochelle.
· For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4:.50 we Will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's Dynamic Theory ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one
wants this book. It has over a thousand large
pages and more than four hundred illustrations.
It is a digest of Science, and every one who studies
it cannot help but be well-informed in all scientific
matters.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook " in cloth ($2.50).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and ~'The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
in boards ($2). ·
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically
Illustrated," in board covers ($1).
. This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceedingly low price. Old and new subscribers can
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our
· present readers will call the attention of their
friends to the values offered.

In Place of Christianity-What f
A correspondent wants to know what he shoul:i
substitute for the Christian religion to make himself and the world better. What does Christianity
offer ? is a preliminary question. Leaving the God
dogma to one side, as it is not the private property
of Christianity, we find that this religious system
rests on certain assumptions pertaining to the
origin of the world, the first appearance of man on
the earth, his early and subsequent relations to
God, his alleged " fallen " state, places of future
reward and punishment, his possible redemption
through the shedding of the blood of a God-man
said to hav been sent to the earth for this purpose,
the infallibility of the collection of books in which
we find the account.of the "creation" and the later
reputed events, etc., etc.
Christianity Rays that the universe was created
by God, in six days. Science says that the universe
has existed for unnumbered ages, and is the result
of the operation of forces never at rest, in and upon
matter, which· cannot be destroyed, and hence
could not hav been created. Therefore, substitute
for the unverifiable guess of theology the demonstrable truth of science.
Christianity says that a perfect man and woman
were made by God a little less than six thousand
years ago. Geology shows that man has existed
on this earth at least a quarter of a million years,
and biology demonstrates that he was no more
nearly "perfect " in the past than he is to-day, to
put it very mildly. Study natural science instead
of accepting a theory of man's beginning proved to
be wholly unbased on facts.
Christianity avers that the first man and woman
were tempted to sin by a bad god called a devil,
who appeared in the guise of a snake ; that this
first "sin" brought suffering and death into the
world, and forced upon God the necessity of drowning all but a handful of earth's inhabitants in a universal deluge. The revelations of science show us
that suffering and death were al~ays concomitants
or effects of sentient existence ; that animals lived
upon each other millions of years before the time
of the alleged creation, and that the legend of a
universal flood_grew out of the fact of local floods
in ages when a man's "world " was the very limited
province in which he lived. Therefore, again,
search for truth as it is in nature and compare it
with the assertions of the theologians.
Christianity declare.s that the drowning expedient was not a success, the descendants of the
few who were saved being as great sinners as the
people who were drowned. So God had recourse
to the experiment of sending one-half of himself to
associate with a young woman, the result being the
birth of a hybrid-one-third of himself-through
whose vicarious sacrifice all who should believe the
Munchausenism would be enabled to dodge hell, a
place of excruciating and eternal torture, by giddily
walking a terribly narrow footbridge across a
chasm debouching into the "botto"IJless pit," and
squeeze into heaven, a place of eternal insipidity
and felicity. The virgin-born redeemer scheme has
always been a trump card of the religion manufacturers, and there is nothing new about this
J udean one save the· names of the characters. In
place of the fantastic tale our correspondent should
place the deductions of sound common sense
and critical scholarship. As a matter of fact,
the more sensible Christians of to-day hav found
something to put :iD. the place of these nonsensical
dogmas. About all they retain of the old simonpure Christianity_ is the name, although some of
them cannot get its spirit of intolerance out of their
blood.

Christianity says that the Bible is authentie,
genuin and inerrant, the very word of God. ltD.partial investigation and historical comparison show
beyond the shadow of a doubt that it is largely unreliable in its historical averments; that much· of; it
is spurious, and that from Genesis to Revelations-it
abounds in errors of every conceivable kind. The
evidence is simply OV('rWhelming that it is the WO:t'k
of imperfect man. In place of this book as an: infallible guide given us by God, we take it-as we ta::ke
all other books of the past and present-as one of
the fruits of man's groping after knowledge and
happiness, and we are prepared to accept whatever
there is within its covers which is good viewed in
the light and measured by the standards of this
age. We must not stultify our reason and smother
our ethical sense· in order to accept as true and
moral statements and maxims merely because they
are found in an old book which a priest, who is a
party in interest, assures us is divine.
Then, for what is false in Christianity we advise
our friend to substitute all attainable truth; for
the vengeance of the gods, the best possible human
justice; for the intolerance of the creeds, the right
of private judgment in all things, that is, Freethought, abstract and concrete; and for nightmare
dreams about. heavens and hells in unlocated
spheres, the study of sociology and ethics, that the
hells of this world may be destroyed and its
heavens multiplied, widened, and beautified.

Christianizing the Constitution.
The Church Reformer of February lOth has a
full report of the hearing in behalf of the Christian
amendment before the sub-committee of the House
CJmmittee on the Judiciary. The sub-committee
consisted of Representative Charles J. Boatner, of
Louisiana; Wm. L. Terry, of Arkansas, and Wm.
A. Stone, of Pennsylvania. Representativ Isaac
Goodnight, of Kentucky, a member of the Judiciary
Committee, but not of the sub-committee, was also
present. Representativ Elijah A. Morse, of Massachusetts, who introduced the resolution in the
House, was presen:t as a special attorney for the
Reform Association, taking full notes of the hearing, and interjecting arguments in favor of the
Covenanter program. The theocrats were also
represented by Revs. H. H. George, W. J. Robinson, T. P. Stevenson, D. C. Martin, and D. McAllister. Surely that was a one-sided hearing.
Part of the time devoted to the hearing was consumed by an inform!IJ conversation on "certain
aspects of the resolution." The Christian Reform6r says:
"It wa~ brought out by different speakers that Romanism makes the Pope the final authoritativ interpreter of
moral law for nations as well as for individnals. Nationa
must, aocordingto the papal claim, which is ioberent and
essential to the papacy, accept moral law as interpreted
by the infallible Pope as final. Protestants hold that the
nation mnst interpret moral law in its own sphere of action for itself, taking help from advice, and counsel from
churches or other bodies or individuals that may address
it by petitions or ID:elilorials or public meetings."
In other words, matters of conscience and morals
are to be decided on one hand by the infallible
head of a church, and on the other by a.n infallible
majority ied or bullied by churches and their auxiliary societies. On one side we must obey the
Pope, or be excommunicated ; one the other, we
must submit to government by preacher or be fined
and imprisoned. It is the old dilemma-the devil
on one side and tbe deep sea on the other. As ·between the two, we prefer the first. Thos~. of us
who do not believe in the devil do not fear him; the
ghostly penalties of Rome do not (rigAten us in the
least ; so long as we can keep church and state
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separate, the Satan of tho Vatican may fire all the 1 set about the task of interpreting and applying mitted to the legislatures, but the one now pending
in committee of Congress is to go to conventions,
ecclesiastical arrows at us that he pleases. But in some part of "~he law of God."
·the deep sea of legal punishments the least superCould any clearer demonstration of the folly and as the resolution now reads. Why this departure
stitious of Freethinkers may easily drown. We criminality of this carrying of religion into politics from the old custom? Why the expense which these
much prefer to keep our Constitution as it is, and be made than Mr. McAllister has given us in the conventions will involve 1 Is it not apparent that
take our chances in a fair field with Rome and the paragraph quoted? Religion is a matter which the the theocrats think that members of conventions
Covenanter.
individual must decide for himself. When "the elected on this issue will serve their purposes more
Here is a thought for Secretary McAllister and nation" begins "to interpret the law of God,' surely· than will members of the legislatures? The
action of the latter in voting against ratification
his associates : Has it not occurred to these gentle- pandemonium breaks loose.
men that the church of an infallible Pope may just
might not seriously imperil their politic~ futures
as readily as the Protestant churches giv "counsel"
Congressman Goodnight asked : "How will this while, as we think the Covenanters reason, there
and "advice " to the state which sets out to control affect the Unitarians?" To which Congressman are many strongly Christian communities in which
conscience and morals? Why may not Rome thus Stone replied: "They are not of great account so politicians would not dare stand out openly on an
help the nation" interpret moral law"? You gentle- far as numbers are concerned." Of course not. anti-amendment ticket, and so the amendment candimen claim that you are helping the nation do this They do not cast many votes, and everybody knows date would hav an easy race. Then the theocrats
when you seek by the use of every influence and in- that only large masses of voters hav any rights. undoubtedly presume, with good cause, that there
strumentality at your command to amend into the Christian law is made for the protection of the would be very many constituencies in which, beConstitution a recognition of God, Jesus, and the strong, who do not need it; not for the weak, who cause of their comparativ poverty or their failure to
Bible. You say that this is not the union of church do. But Mr. Goodnight was not satisfied with the realize the necessity for unceasing activity, the
and state, oh, no. It is simply the " interpretation answer of Mr. Stone, and he retorted: "No, not in opponents of the amendment would fail to act
of the moral law" by the Protestant minority, which numbers, but that does not meet the question." promptly and vigorously. It seems to be certain
calls itself "the nation." But suppose the Catho- Manifestly not. Mr. McAllister said there would that there is a very large and ·hungry cat in this
lics are in any nation in a majority, cannot they in be "no difficulty whatever with such representativ convention mealbag. We cannot be. too alert and
the same way secure the national recognition of the Unitarians as Dr. Channing and Dr. A. D. Mayo," aggressiv.
Virgin Mary, of the confessional, et al., and this and Dr. Stevenson supplemented, "or Dr. Gannet."
Another Pions Lie Nailed.
without a union of church and state if you are right Continuing; Mr. McAllister said:
Mr.
Watts
tells us something about the " Conin your contention that your schemes do not in"Such men hav said that a mere acknowledgment of
verted
Atheist
Shoemaker" in his "Notes" this
volve such union! Of course. All they will hav to God, without a distinctivly Christian element, such as
that
in
the
words,
'
according
to
God's
appointed
way,
week.
Mr.
Foote,
in his paper, the London Freedo will be to giv "advice" and "counsel" "by petithrough
J esns Christ,' would not meet their desires. A thinker, completes the story. He has found that
tions or memorials " addressed to the law-making
number of these men hav been activ workers for the
the "Herbert" of Rev. Hugh Price Hughes's narbody, or by "public meetings" mold public senti- Christian amendment of our national Constitution."
rativ
was a Charles Alfred Gibson, of Northampton;
ment and influence legislators.
These men are fine representativs of the "Libthat
he
never was a Freethinker, much less a diseral" Christians! In this bad company should be
tinguished
speaker at Victoria Park and in the Hall
To return to the hearing on February 1st : Dr. placed Dr. Miner, the Universalist.
of Science; that he and all others of his father's
McAllister made an address to the sub-committee,
Dr. McAllister argued that the Jews would not re- family were Christians, and that before his alleged
which we hav not space to answer in detail. Some
conversion from Atheism at the West End Mission
of the questions asked and remarks made by sist the adoption of this amendment because, in spite
he
had worn the uniform of the Salvation Army;
the representativs call for a few words. Judge of the fact that the unwritten constitution of this
that
his wife Jtdia was the author of the essential
Boatner thought that the clause in the proposed country is distinctivly Christian, they hav come here.
features
of the story, and that Mr. Hughes had reamendment which makes " acknowledgment of the Why did they come, he asks in substance, if they
ceived
the
tale from her and ''Sister Beatrice " of
just government of Almighty God over nations fear Christian institutions will jeopardize their
the
mission
without the least attempt at investigawould bring us into serious trouble. We should liberties? His answer is that they hav no such
tion
and
had
worked it over and embellished it with
acknowledge God's supreme authority, and I be- fear. He says :
fanciful additions of his own, sending the finished
lieve all our blessings come from him. But it will
"Jews hav come hither attracted by the liberty which
never do to charge the evils which are man's own the moral laws of Christianity hav secured. They enjoy romance out in a large pamphlet as a sober history
doing upon the Almighty." Mr. Boatner does not full protection in all their rights just because the nation of the conversion of one of the foremost Atheist
is Christian in its unwritten constitution."
speakers in England. The father and brothers
say what he- thinks of the omnipotence of a God
This
is
special
pleading.
Jews
hav
enjoyed
a
of
Gibson, earnest Christians, repudiate every mawho lets man overturn his moral law.
terial
allegation in Hughes's pamphlet and appeared
very
large
liberty
in
this
country
because
we
hav
Mr. McAllister thought that the adoption of this
upon
the
platform of the Hall of Science to subhad
much
less
of
Christianity
in
our
written
and
amendment would "effectually guard against all
stantiate
Mr. Foote's statements. But · all these
unwritten
law
than
hav
had
most
other
Christian
uniting of church and state." He added :
nations, for this nation is Christian in the sense facts do not prevent Mr. Hughes from flooding
"Let the nation itself recognize its own obligations in that a majority of its people hav at least a nominal England with Mr. Jiolyoake's "vindication " of the
its proper sphere of law and rights, distinct from that of belief in what to-pay passee for Christianity. But Methodist novelist, which goes far to prove that
the church, to take the law of God as the rule of its conduct, and then let it interpret and apply that law for itself, if Jews come to this country because of our un- that gentleman knew all the time that his story was
and there will be embodied in one fundamental law the written Christian constitution instead of in despite a fake of the worst kind. Mr. Holyoake admits
most effectual barrier possible against all intermingling or disregard of it; then they must hav gone to that Gibson was the name given him in confidence
and confounding of the relations and functions and duties England for the same reason in the years before by Mr. Hughes as the real cognomen of his "John
of church and state."
the repeal of the disability acts under which their Herbert." Mr. Foote is doing his part of the work
This is charmingly frank. Hitherto there hav people suffered. Then England had an unwritten thoroughly, after the manner of the English Freebeen unions of church and ~.>tate, more or less close, Christian constitution and written Christian thinkers, and the lie will be chased by the refutaand there hav been state churches in various na- statutes which cruelly discriminated against the tion into every nook and $~Orner of the land. One
tions. But now we are to hav a state which is at Jews. Yet they lived there. Why! Was it ba- hundred thousand copies of Mr. Foote's expose
the same time a church, or to make use of a com- cause they loved Christian oppression and oppress- will be at once printed and distributed. The
pound which we hav often found it convenient to ors, or because they must liv somewhere and other London newspapers reported very fairly the Science
employ, a state-church. This state-church is "to Christian nations were still more outrageous in Hall meeting at which the Gibsons appeared.
take the law of God as the rule of its conduct," and their persecutions~ Is not this one of the chief
Referring to Puck, the Oatholic Telegraph reis to interpret and apply that law for itself," and reasons why they come here? Russia is a Christian
this taking and interpreting are to erect an "effect- nation and the Jews are very oppressivly treated marks:
ual barrier against all intermingling and con- there. Why did they remain until thousands were
" Catholics throughout the country could teach Puck
founding of the relations and functions and duties banished' Was it "just because the nation was a sorrowfulleason if they would, but they won't. It is
simply astonishing what an amount of patience the aver.of church and state." But what is "the law of Christian"?
age Catholic has for the insults heaped upon him and
God?" Each sect says it knows just what that law
It is rank nonsense to claim that the Jews will his church by some secular sheets which he helps to mainis. Who are to "interpret and apply" it? Con- favor the Christianizing of this government because tain with his money."
gress and the state legislatures, presumably, aided the absence of Christian laws here has enabled them
And the Oatholic .Review adds :
by the president and the governors and the courts. to dwell in America in a state of comparativ
"It is a barber-shop paper-and in intelligence matches
This will make Congress and the legislatures prac- security denied them in the Old World, where its clientele."
tically church councils, and the legislators priests. Christian prejudice and Christian laws hav robbed,
There is certainly something inharmonious about
But suppose that the priests in Congress, for in- tortured, and slaughtered them for centuries. Mr. those two statements. It seems to be a fact that
stance, do not "interpret" the ''law of God " in a McAllister, usually a shrewd polemic, was fatally the .Review means to depreciate the intelligence of
manner satisfactory to the priests in the pulpits, oft his guard when he advanced this argument.
barber-shop habitues, else it would not hav flung
what then? More "advice" and " council" will
the epithet of "barber-shop paper" at Puck,"
be tendered, we presume, and the barrier between
The Constitution provides that amendments to it coupled with the statement that its intelligence
the churches and the Church will be badly shaken. may be ratified by either the legislatures of three- matches that of its read 3rs, in said shops. But
· We hav so many kinds of religion that there is fourths of the states or by three-fourths of the conven- how are we to reconcile this with the assertion of
bound to be very lively times in these church-state tions in the states, which conventions may be ordered the Oatholic Telegraph that Catholics help to
councils (now called Congress and legislatures) by Congress when it submits the amendment. Up maintain Puck? which must mean that they buy the
when the political priests of the the warring sects to this time all proposed amendn:i.ents hav been sub- paper, in which case the conclusion seems irresist-
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ible that their intelligence is on a par with that of
the barber-shop patrons, and as the intelligence of
Puck matches that of the latter, it does not seem
that the mental superiority of the Catholics has been
established.
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two or m_ore P!lBsible equivalents in the Assyrian syllabary. In Opposition to the Christian Amendment.
• _'!'he hbrar1es established by the ABByrian kings at
.d!Ot<Ur, Calah, and Nineveh, were formed in imitation of To the Friends and Members of the Freethought
Federation:
:~ose of Babylonia. Like the Babylonian libraries also
ey were thrown open to the public, though it' is ex~
I shall arrange to be present at W~shington,
~remel~ doubtful whether the reading public was so large
m Syria as in the. sister kingdom. At any rate, their March 6th, to meet the present dangerous movecontents were denved almost entirely from Babylonia ment to amend the Constitution so as to make this
Book Review.
The tablets or books were all numbered and arranged iii. a Christian government, which amendment will.
RESEAROHES IN 0RmNTAL HrsTORY. Embracing the Ori- orde!, and the table of the chapters in the great astro- legally disfranchise every Freethinker in the land.
gin of the Jews, the Rise and Development of Zoro- nomical wor~ .compiled for Sargon's library at Agade I desire funds to push this work, and I ask friends
astrianism, and the Derivation of Christianity· to (B. .0: 3800) eDJoms the student to hand to the librarian in at once to rally to my assistance. Write to mem"
the number of the book or chapter he wished to
which is added, Whence our Aryan Ancestors?' By writing
procure.
hers _of committee and to your senators and repreGeorge W. Brown, M.D. Fourth Edition.
senta.tivs in Congress. Send your contribution&
Think
of
it!
These
marvelous
libraries,
these
Dr. Brown has been a pioneer and practical reformer all his life. Going to Kansas in the early great storehouses of learning, already in existence, for the work to E. C. Reichwald, treasurer of Freeyears of the fierce struggle out of which that per- only 200 ·years after the creation ! Why, Adam had thought Federation, 165 South Water street,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
petually. pertu~bed domain ~as born a free state, he yet 730 years to liv ! Cain would not be born for Chicago.
President
of Federation.
thirty
years!
It
was
2055
years
before
the
birth
of
threw h1mself mt<? th.e confl.1ct with the slave power,
and fought worthily m the cause of human justice. Judah. alleged to be the father of the Jews ! And
Lectures and Meetings.
Calm, firm,. thoughtful, and courageous, he was yet all languages, all literature, all art all science,
THE Milwaukee Liberal Club meets at Severance Hall,
'
never a par~1san at the expense of truth, fair play, all ethics came from the Jews !
421 Milwaukee street, every Sunday at 7.30 P.M.
Again, Professor Sayee : .
and humamty. H~ has sought all h,is life to get at
CoL. B. G. INGERSOLL lectures Saturday evening, Feb.
the facts, to dig deeply for the radicals from which
Observatories were established in all the chief towns 24th,
at Battle Creek, Mich. Subject, '' Shakspere."
and
astronomers-royal
were
appointed
who
[of
Accadia],
grow upward all aspirations, religions, politics. He
had
to
send
fortnightly
reports
to
the
king.
At
an
early
THE Radical Library meets in Skerrett's Hall, Ridge
bas never been satisfied to believe on hearsay and date the stars were numbered and named· the zodiacal
avenue, and Green street, Philad~lphia. Open on Tues·
to yield his reason at the behest of authority. He sig-n~ had been mapped out while the vemai equinox still day, 7.30 to 10 P.M. ·
bas patiently explored, collected, classified, reasoned, fell m Taurus; and eclipses of the sun and moon had been
THE Pittsburg Secular Society meets in Curry Univerand one of the results of his painstaking investiga- found to recur after a certain fixed time, and we1 e con- sity Hall, Sixth street, near Penn avenue, every Sunday
s~q~entl;y calculated and looked for. The equator was
tions is this work on our desk, "Researches in divided
mto degrees, si:rty being the unit, as in other de- afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Oriental History." The book has slowly developed, partments of mathematics. · · · Time was measured
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
appearing first in short installments in the columns at all events at a later epoch, by means of the clepsydra: Metamora, Mich., March 1, 2.
and
the
gnomon
or
dial
was
a
Babylonian
invention.
So
of a public journal, and its author had ample time
Toronto, March 4, 11.
was. the week of seven days, which was closely con~
in which to arrange and systematize the material also,
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets in College Hall, 168!
nected With the early astronomical studies of the Accadiwhich he had carefully collected. It was Dr. ans, the days of the week being dedicated to the moon, Walnut street, Cincinnati, Sunday evenings at 7:45
'
Brown's purpose to show how the religious beliefs sun, and five planets. The 7th, 14th, 21st, and 28th days prompt. Admission is free.
and the ecclesiastical hierarchy of our time and of the lunnr months were kept like the Jewish Sabbath;
W.
F.
JAMIESON
desires
to
make
lecture
engagements
in
and were actually so named in Assyria. They were
nation hav grown from seeds sown by the priests and termed dies neja.~ti in Accadian, rendered "days of com- Nevada, Utah, and Colorado, along- the lines of railroad
mystics, by the prophets (so-called), and scientists pletion of labor" in Assyrian; the ARsyrian 8abattu or East. Address W. F. Jamieson, Elsinore, Cal.
of bygone ages, distant lands, and early religions. "Sabbath" itself being further defined as meaning
THE W OMlllN'B LmERAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, meets
He holds that it is better to explain superstitions and "completion of work" and "a day of rest for the soul." in the Skerrett Building, Ridge avenue and Green street
On _these d_ays it was forbidden, at all·events, in the Ac- Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock. Admission free. Allar~
distorted conceptions than to attack them. When cadian period, to cook food, ·to change one's dress or to
welcome.
they are understood they cease to astonish, terrify, wear ~hite robes, to offer sacrifice, to ride in a chariot,
to
legislate,
to
practice
augury,
or
even
to
use
medicin.
THE First Secular Church of Portland, Ore., meets in
and corrupt. Dr. Brown quotes Las Casas in this
Central Labor Council Hall, 170t Second street near
connection: "Idolaters never giv up their idols volThis was in the Accadian empire, which went Ya~hill,
every Sunday at 7.30 P..M. Katie Kehm
untarily, because no one can leave, of his own choice · down 1700 years B. o. and 129 years before the birth Sm1th, lecturer. Sunday-schoolin same place at 12:30 P.M.
and with pleasure, that which he has drawn in with of Moses. Twelve hundred years before a Jew was
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings
his mother's milk.
Before idols can be known. But here was a "Sabbath," rigid, puri- every
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Busitaken from their hearts, we must know the concep- tanical, cruel, long before there was a Moses to ness College, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
tion and estimation the idolaters hav of their gods, whom Jehovah could hav given the command for Driggs avenues. Program of lectures for February:
and then paint upon their hearts the conception of the observance of the "Sabbath of. the Lord!" February 25th-" Morality without Christianity," Frank·
lin Steiner.
truth." Our author adds: "Is there not more hope which ·we of to-day are told we must reverence unof reforming the idolater by teaching him how and der penalty of the law's condign punishment. The
FRANKLIN STEINER's lecture engagements are as fol•
by whom his idols were made, than by an indis- only change is, that the asserted divine attributes lows:
criminate slaughter of those lifeless and senseless of Moses's (!) Sabbath hav been transferred to Feb. 25, Broo~lyn, N. Y.
Mar. 12, 13, Harwich, Mass.
" 14, Cotuit, Ma.ss.
object.s of ignorant devotion?" Such is the spirit Constantine's Sunday. Professor Sayee finds the " 28, Ellenville, N. Y.
" 15, Osterville, Mass.
and such the purpose whose concrete fruit is this very name "Sabbath " upon the pre-Jewish pagan Mar. 4, Philadelphia, Pa.
" 8, Norwalk, Conn.
" 18, Boston, Mass.
monuments. Such is the '' wjtness of Assyria," achandsome volume of Oriental Researches.
" 9, Meriden, Conn.
" 21-23, Northport. N.Y.
cording
to
a
learned
Christian
professor,
representIn the preface Dr. Brown states that his "facts
Mar. 11, Boston, Mass.
" 25, Newark, N. J.
are almost wholly drawn from well-known ecclesi- ing a great university.
Mr. Steiner has some open dates for his return trip.
Dr. Brown shows that there are no monumental Address him, after February 12, in care of THE TRUTH
astical and reliable histm;ical authors, man1 of
'
whom were writing in the interest of the church to traces of the Jews in Egypt, quoting Naville, Ken- BEEKER.
rick,
Brugsch
Bey,
and
other
authorities.
In
this
J. E. REMSBURG will lecture in Elmira, N. Y., Saturday
further protract its power and its existence. Great
chapter he speaks of the historical work. of the evening, Feb. 24th. Elmira last heard a Freethought
care has been taken to avoid skeptical authority."
lecture
twelve years ago. He has been lecturing to
"'rhe subject of morals, Christian or otherwise," Egyptian priest, Manetho, which was mutilated by crowdedsome
houses in Ohio. He had fifteen engagements in
has not been canvassed in this volume. The author's Christian apologists to make it serve their "pur- Northern Ohio. He is now on his way East. His apobject was to trace the rise of dogmas. In this pose by harmonizing Jewish, Christian, and Egyp- pointments as far as arranged are as follows : Scranton,
time of theocratic machinations for the subversion tian chronology." It was finally destroyed by Chris- Pa., Fe.b. 2?th and 28th; N. Mehoopany, Pa. Feb. 26th;
TompkmsVIlle, Pa., Feb. 27th; New York, N.Y., Mar. 2d.
of the system of civil self-government which has tian vandals with the Alexandria library. A few Appointments for New York and Pennsylvania, also
hitherto been the pride of the American people, the quotations made by other writers from it are all additional appointments for Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and
MiBSouri, will be published later.
publication of such a work as this Dr. Brown deems that remain to us.
Palestine was a land of caves and robbers; the
most opportune, because it shows the sources and
The Christian Reformer, referring to a Sunday
explains the meaning of the dogmatic affirmations Jews were idolaters ; there were no Jews prior to
which misguided men are seeking to force upon the Babylonian captivity; Jews and Phenicians had session of the House Committee on Ways and
a common history; their religious views were Means, and a resolution against it introduced by
their fellow citizens by the power of the law.
Part I. of " Researches " is devoted to investiga- substantially the ·same that they brought with Joseph Cook at one of his lectures, observes :
tions of Jewish History. Dr. Brown disputes the them from Persia, the latter nation having received
''The hand of God is so manifest in the present distreBS
Christian assumption that "the pagan theology, them from ancient Bactria, whose people were that Senators and Representative should see and fear,
taught
by
Zoroaster
2,400
years
B.o.
This
Zoroasphysics, politics, poetry, history, and rhetoric are
without having their attention specially called to it by rededuced from sacred names, persons, rites, and trian source of the most important Hebraic and ligious assemblies."
records." He demonstrates that the exact opposit Christian doctrine has been admitted by a Catholic
Andrew D. White should write ~n addendum
of this is the truth. In this connection he quotes writer in the London Nineteenth Oentury in this
for
his " New Chapters in the Warfare of
at length from "Ancient Empireij of the East," by year of grace, 1894.
The
remaining
chapters
of
Part
I.
are
devoted
to
Science."
He could fill many hundred pages with
the Christian interpreter of the Assyrian monuments, Prof. A. H. Sayee, of Oxford University. a comparison of the statements of Jewish and con- extracts from sermons preached and editorials
The territory later occupied (from about 1700 B. o.) temporary historians, to an inquiry after the au- written by clergymen in this country during the
by the Cbaldean and still later by the Babylonian thors of the Jewish records, an exposition of how last ten years, which are as stupidly superstitious
empire, was formerly substantially covered by the Bibles are made, and an explanation of Dr. Brown's as anything he has cited from Middle Age ecclesiAccadian empire, whose capital was Agade. Of the reasons for writing this book.
Part II. givs the results of researches in Zoroas- astics. What kind of a God do these men worship?
civilization of those pre-Christian and pre-Jewish.
ages I will let the Christian scholar, Professor Sayee, trianism ; Part III. tells us of the derivation of Do they, in this age, believe that a just being is deChristianity, and Part IV. answers the question, liberately torturing the poor because of the offenses
testify:
"Whence came the Aryans?"
of the rich and ruling classes?
From the earliest period the literature of Chal~ea
In some future issue of THE TRuTH SEEXER I
was stored in public libraries. · · · Every great mty
THE Freethinkere' Magazine for March is a ProfeBBor
had at least one library, and the office of librarian was may, with the Editor's consent, present to its readconsidered honorable enough to be held by th~ br<?ther ers a few more fragments of this fascinatiog and in- Tyndall Memorial number. It contains articles on the
of the king. The most famous of the Babyloman libra- structiv book.
late Prof. John Tyndall from Professor Huxley, George
I. C.
ries were those of Erech, Larsa, and U r, and of Agade.
Jacob Holyoake, Moncure D. Conway, and Charles
The older library of Babylon perished for the most part
W. F. JAMIESON expects to lecture in Scofield, Coal- Watts of England; Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Parker Pillswhen the town was destroyed by Sennacherib. Scribes
were kept busily employed in copying and reediting- old ville, and Salt Lake City, Utah; and in Merced and Es- bury, Prof. C. de B. Mills, Prof. A. L. Rawson, T. B.
texts, and more rarely in preparing new ones. The cop~es condido, Cal.; also to hold a four nights' debate in J:..os Wakeman ; and B. F. Underwood, of this country.
were made with scrupulous care. · · · When an Assyr~n
Price, 20 cents. Address, Freethinlrers' Magazine,
scribe was in doubt as to the meaning of a character m Angeles. He can accept no calls from Arizona and New Buft'alo, N. Y.
his Babylonian copy, he either reproduced it or gave it Mexico this year. Address Elsinore, CaL
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Freethought and Secular Notes from
England.

bav effect as if the minimum age of occupation
were eleven yc ars. Friends of educational progress
will regard the change as a most beneficent step in
advance. To prolong the school life by a whole
year cannot but hav a lasting effect for good on the
children. It is probably the most important educational advance that bas been made since Mr. Mundella's act of 1880. The vice-president of the committee of council on education is also busy in substituting the teaching of science in our public
schools in lieu of the old theological notions which
hav so long marred the infltruction given to children.
Already he has appointed twelve new
inspectors of science and be is also seeing that the
physical condition of the children is not impaired
by unhealthy school-rooms. Thus the right kind of
school-masters are taking the pl.ace of the one-idea
clergyman, and the realities of this life are being
deemed of greater importance than are speculations
as to a future existence. This is a Secular triumph
of which we, as Freethinkers, feel justly proud.

slaughter, is denounced as base ingratitude. How_
ever, the· knell of the downfall of priestly supremacy
is sounded and a victory is at hand for the principles
of true democracy.

'fHE NEW YEAR.
The year 1894 bas commenced in England amidst
CHILDREN AND THEIR ''BETTERS."
conditions far from discouraging. True, the finanUnder the above beading the following letter apcial outlook in this as in other countries is not too
peared in the London. f!h:onicle of ~anuary 19th.
bright, and the state of the thousands of unemIt
illustrates the humihatmg, degradmg, and nonployed casts a gloom over societ-y in general. But
self-reliant manner in which children are trained
notwithstanding these drawbacks, there are many
who are under the influence of the country parson
rays of sunshine to cheer us when contemplating
and squire:
the prospects of the twelve months upon which we
Miss Florence, Balgarnie, writes: "In your issu~ of
hav just entered. The working clailses throughout
January 18th you describe as an 'extremely fatuous piece
England manifest by their activity and the digniof tomfoolery' the remark made by a clergyman at the
fied stand they bav taken, that they rightly
English Church Union in Birmingham, to the effect that
understand their position. Moreover, by their perin driving along the quean's hi~hway he knows by the
diflerence in demeanor of the children whether they are
sistent and orderly propaganda it is evident that
brought up in denominational or rate-supported_ schools.
they bav discovered the right method of having
I venture to think, however, that the remark IS not so
theit· wrongs redressed. They are more united
'fatuous' as it appears, and I hav long ago come to the
than they ever were, and, as the result of this imsame conclusion. The child from the voluntary school
may be recognized, especially in ,rur~l districts, by i~s
proved attitude, the government bas responded to
obsequious behavior on the queens highway to those It
the demand for legislation in the interpsts of labor.
has been taught to call its 'betters '-i. e., 'the squire
AN IMPENDING STRUGGLE.
While, in my opinion, the future of the working
and his relations' -and distinguishes itself by standing
Of
course
it
was
not
expected
that
the
supporters
classes must depend largely upon themselvs, Parstill with open mouth to me.ke 'bob curtsies.' to the
liament can assist in getting rid of impediments of theological teachings would giv up their educa- 'gentry ' as they roll by in their carriage. If the carwhich the church and the aristocracy hav placed in tional control over the rising generation without a riage happens to be empty it matters not, the curtsy is
made all the same to the outward and visible sign of
the way of the toiling millions working out thf:lir struggle. Hence, at the coming school-board elec- wealth and patronage. Would that in every school which
tion
these
pious
gentlemen
intend
putting
forth
all
own redemption. And this is what the British
lays claim to state aid we might see written in letters of
House of Commons bas been endeavoring to do for their energies to defeat the friends of free secular gold the words of Victor Hugo: 'I bow only to geniusmonths past. Their efforts bav been, to a large education. The practical view taken of this matter kneel only to goodness.' "
extent., successful, for they hav carried three meas- by the Fre1:1thinkers in England is, that while we
succESSFUL INTOLERANCE.
ures of first-class importance and magnitude : The should allow every person to enjoy his religion, he
should
pay
for
it
himself
and
not
tax
others
to
supLast
year
the
legislature of Guernsey passed a
Home Rule bill, the Employers' Liability bill, and
the Pa1lsh· Councils bill. What will be the ulti- port a mere personal conviction. The only true bill on primary education which was to include the
mate fate of these measures in the House of Lords, policy to be adopted in a public scheme of instruc- teaching of the doctrins of the Church of England
cannot at present be definitly stated. But it is lion is that the children should be taught only that under the direction of the rectors of the different
evident that the people of England are not in a which is necessary to make them good and useful parishes, and such schools were to be supported
mood to be longer fooled by an Assembly of irre- citizens. Moreover, the teachers should be con- from the public taxes. The whole of the Nonsponflible men who represent no one but themselvs, sidered. Their duties are at present sufficiently comformists of the island resented such an affront
and that very badly. This House, with few excep- onerous without imposing upon them the task of to religious liberty and equality. Petitions against
tions, is composed of what John Bright termed playing the part of amateur theologians experiment- this injustice were unavailing, for bigotry was too
''moral invalids and intellectual imbecils." There ing on minds incapable of understanding the relig- strong ~n this instance !or justice. The queen, by
is every sign now that if the House of Lords is not ious puzzles involved in Bible teaching. A promi- the adVIce of t~e council fo~ conducting t_he affairs
destroyed altogether, as a legislativ chamber, it nent churchman recently stated that if some way is_ of the channel Islands, bas given her sanctiOn to the
must be entirely remodeled upon a democratic not speedily discovered out of the "religious diffi- bill in its entirety, and for the present injustice
basis. If a second C'bamber is retained in this culty " the "ultimate end will be in having no reigns.
country it will bav to be made an electiv one; the religious teaching at all. What we hav to fear in
PROFESSOR TYNDALL AND CHRISTIAN MOCKERY.
hereditary principle must cease, life peerages must England to-day is not non-conformity, but SecularProfessor Huxley pays a touching and sympabe established, and the bishops will hav to withdraw ism." Thus spoke Mr. Torr, the recent candidate
and confine their labors to what they are supposed for Parliament in Lincolnshire. There is much thetic tribute to his late friend, Profes3otTyndall,
to understand-namely, the endeavor to keep to- truth in his remark, and I would suggest as a in the Nineteenth Century for last month. Some
gether a church that is rapidly losing its once un- means to get over the difficulty that the public professed Christians were sadly disappointed that
disputed authority. These are among the reforms schools should be utilized for secular training only, Tyndall in no way m~dified his Agnostic '1e~s bethat ani not far distant. The time of their accom- and that the inculcation of religion should be con- fore he died. His friends, I regret to say, did not
plishment will depend very much upon the conduct fined to the churches and, if it is thought desirable, fail to perform a farce at his funeral; for they
of the lords themselvs within the next few months. to the home circles. The equabble at the coming buried him in a churchyard and had the inconThey bav already once rejected the Home Rule ~11, election will be, whether the Bible shall be read sistency to bav the church burial service read over
his body. Of course it could not harm the proand considerably reduced the value of the Liabilhy without comment or be read and "explained."
fessor,
but what of the clergyman in holy orders
bill, and now they hav before them the third great
Strange that such difference there should be
wh6 was the principal aetor in the farce T He must
'Twixt tweedledum and tweedledee.
mea1mre. Will they mutilate or reject that? If
hav known that nearly every word of that service,
so, in my opinion, their doom will be sealed.
A BLOW AT PRIESTLY DOMINATION.
when applied to the great Agnostic, must hav been
The Parish Councils bill, to which I hav. already a sham. The same thing was done with the illusOTHER INDICATIONS OF PROGRESS.
Whatever tends to improve the condition of "the referred, deals a heavy blow to the clergy and trious Darwin. It is too much the custom when
hewers of wood and drawers of water," must be of squires of the English rural districts, and it Freethinkers die to bury them in "the sure and
interest to Freethinkers of all nations. Undoubtedly also largely increases the principle of· self-govern- certain hope of a resurrection," even while 'it is well
Secular legislation is now at the front in England, for ment in London. The old vestry system of Lon- known that during life they had no such hope. I
every measure that is passed in the House of Commons don, at the head of which was the vicar of the regard such theological impertinence as a violation
which bas for its object the material improvement parish, is to be swept away, and the vestries and of common honesty and nothing less than a solemn
of the people, enables them the better to carry out the guardians will in future be placed under the mockery.
SUGGESTIV FACTS.
the Secular philosophy of life. The government has control of the people of the metropolis. But the
greatest
check
to
clerical
influence
and
aristocratic
During
the
past
year the deaths of nineteen clerdecided to establish the eight hours system of work
per day for every man and youth employed in the monopoly will be in the country districts. During gymen in England reveal the fact that their gross
factories and workshops under the control of the the last three hundred years the poor folks in the personality was valued at £1,152,530, which repre··
war office. As the London .Daily Chronicle ob- villages hav been under the thumbs of the parson sents nearly six million dollars. This is a good sum,
and of the squire. They were not allowed to hav divided among nineteen preachers of a gospel that
serves:
any more to do with their local affairs than if they makes poverty a test of perfection, and that proThe social effects of the change are great, and they will
be felt not simply among tl e twenty thousand workmen were inhabitants of the Celestial empire, except to nounces riches the greatest impediment to enterwho will immediately benefit by it without the loss of a pay and bear the burdens of a cruel monopoly. All ing the kingdom of heaven. These followers of the
single shilling in wage, but by the whole body of wcrk- this will be changed when this bill becomes law, for "poor Galilean" evidently believed that" a bird in
ingmen in this country, by the great Anglo-Saxon com- the people will then be allowed to arrange the af- the hand is worth two in the bush." The anomalies
munities beyond the sea-in some of which the eighthours day is already an almost saored institution-and by fairs of the parish wherein they reside. The bishops of the Church of England are like Sam Weller's
every European country where the labor movement foes and the clergy are not only troubled at this change knowledge of London, extensiv and peculiar. The
on. It is another concession to what are truly calle the of rulers, but they dislike the idea of the poor hav- bishop of Winchester recently prohibited his vicar
rights of labor, the human right to rest, to the enjoyment ing control of the money and of the charities which taking part in a united communion at a Presbyterian
of family life, to self-culture, to amusement, and to hitherto these servants of the Lord hav used at their church, upon the ground that it would be contrary
.
variety of social outlook.
own discretion. To take the management of these to church laws. The vicar retaliated by reminding
Furthermore, the government is pledged to in- funds from thE> parson and the squire, and to ap- his lordship that he patronized those who performed
troduce three other bills in the interest of the point laboring men to administer them, is consid- mass for the dead, which was also against his
laborer-a new factorie~ bill, a quarries bill, and a ered by churchmen as "a wicked and an infamous church law. Hence the vicar is unable to see "the
miners bill-all intended mainly to giv additional attempt at the spoliation of the church of God." equity of interfering with his Christian liberty."
security to the life and person of the workman. It is deemed by some of the orthodox party a dread- But he does not bear in mind the distinction drawn
Tho advantages of secular education are not to be ful and an appalling thing that workingmen should by Shakspere-namely, "What in the captain is but
lost Eight of. A new regulation of considerable be placed on a level with the minister of one who a choleric word, is in the mouth of the corporal blasimportance has been issued under the new act of "had nowhere to lay his head." The fact is, a con- phemy." It is no new thing for bishops to preach
1893. Henceforth no child under eleven years of tempt is growing in the mind of poor Hodge for one thing and to practice another. They seldom
age will be allowed exemption from school attend- his parson. The villagers were taught in their do unto others what they would that others should
ance, whether partial or total, and all by-laws now childhood to reverence their pastors and masters, do unto them. There is now in preparation a catin force in the districts which may provide for the to obey the king and all in authority under him, alog of the British Museum. Part I. bas just apschool exemption of a child on his attaining the age and for them now to claim to bav minds of their peared, from which we learn that the museum conof ten, or some lower age, will be construed and own, and to refuse to be led like lambs to the tains only one edition of the whole Bible in the two
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0 rlginal languages of Hebrew and Greek, and that
this edition is the one published at Leipsic in 1741
by Michaelis. This will be rather startling information for some of our English Bible idolaters.

TWO REVEREND CHARACTERS.
A great fluttering goes on in clerical circles in
this country whenever the Rev. Charles Gore is announced to add anything to his "Lux Mundi."
The ex-librarian of Pusey House is a vicar and a
high churchman, and for some time he has been endeavoring to engraft the metaphysics of Hegel upon
the creed of the Church of England. In his forthcoming addition to the above-mentioned work he
intends to explain and to justify the position that
he has taken in this matter. When the book appears the controversial pens will make the ink fly,
as five other "eminent men" hav joined Mr. Gore
in his new high-church constellation. Another reverend gentleman of a very different school has just
caused some excitement in theological circles. This
is the notorious Dr. Parker~ of the City Temple of
London, who is not at all backward in resorting to
peculiar expedients to advertise himeelf. His
latest novelty is to challenge the bishop of London
to occupy the Temple pulpit, and to state the case
of the national church; while he, Dr. Parker, is 'to
be allowed St. Paul's Cath!3dral wherein to state the
claims of nonconformity. What this means or why
this challenge was given, is not explained. But the
doctor says it must be a " debate," and the first
who makes an offensiv personal remark shall retire.
This is certainly a unique idea of debate, with only
one disputant at each session, and the subjects to
be dealt with so totally different, as conformity and
nonconformity undoubtedly are. The two discourses may be termed lectures, but to designate
them "debate" is like the peace of God-it passeth
all understanding.
THE UNITARIAN .LUX MUNDI.
The Anglican party hav issued their Lux Mundi,
. which was followed by the Dissenters' "Faith and
Criticism," and now we hav the Unitarians' manifesto in a work called "Religion and Modern
Thought." This is indeed a-. period of lite;ary activity in the theological world. Explanat10n and
defense are found necessary1 in order that Christianity may retain the prof~ssed adhere~ce of an;y
portion of the thinking pubhc. These pious mamfestos are very amusing to the disinterested observer. First, the Pope issues his claims, then the
Protestant Church of England comes with its exposition· this is followed by the dissenting statement
of Ch~istian principles, and lastly comes the Unitarian elucidation of the "true faith." Be it observed,
they each differ widely from all t~e . ot~ers as ~o
what is to be understood by Chnstiamty. It IB
clear that competition is not confined to commer?ial
pursuits. It is eingular, however, that t~~ ?mtarians should be the last in the field of criticism to
which in times past their leading .men. devoted so
much of their time. In the work JUst Issued, evolution is regarded as the means employe~ by God
to unfold "his own power and glory." Then ~e are
told that the Unitarians "brush away all miracles
from the Bible treating even the resurrection of
Jesus as a lege~d." It appears that 'Snitarianism
is losing ground in its old home, Boston, Ma~s.
We hav always thought that this phase of the Christian faith was too indefinit to catch hold of the
masses.
DEATH OF A FREETHOUGHT VETERAN.
Many English Freethinkers who are in the United
States and Canada will probably remember .M~. J.
P. Adams, who thirty years ago was the prmClpal
manager of Freethought propaganda in London.
Death has recently closed his career, which was a
most valuable one to the Secular cause. He was a
thorough Atheist and a deadly opponent of all
phases of theology. At the period named he was a
regular contributor to the National !leformer, and
he was never happier than when workmg to promote
the cause of Freethought. For the. l~st few !ears
age and physical infirmity_ rendered 1t ~perativ for
him to retire from activ hfe. When hvmg, he was
respected by all who knew him, ~nd now h? is dead
his memorv will be revered by his many friends on
both sides ~of the Atlantic.
THE CONVERTED ATHEIST BHOEMAK~B.
The Freethinkers of England are just now in the
midst of considerable excitement in consequence of
a certain action that Mr. George Jacob Holyoake
has recently taken .in reference to this well-known
case. The facts briefly are these : Som_e yea;s. ago
the Rev. Hugh Price Hughes, a Me~hodist mimster
of some notoriety, published a story that he had
converted an Atheist who was a popular speak_er on
the Secular platform in this country. The real

name of the alleged convert was not given and as
the Freethinkers here knew of no such d~partnre
fro~ their ranks, Mr. BradlRugh, who was then
president of the National Secular Society, wrote to
the reverend gentleman for the name of the convert,
an~ also for particulars of his conversion. But
neither t~e one nor the other was given. This
occurred m the summer of 1889 and as time went
on no information of this said ~onversion could be
obtained, despite the fact that repeated efforts were
made to secure it. Then Mr. G. W. Foote wrote a
severe c:iticism upon the story (which he emphatically denied), under the title of "A Lie in Five Chapters." So the matter stood until recenUv, when an
arrangement was made between the Rev. H. P.
Hughes and Mr. George Jacob Holyoake that the
latte: gentleman should investigate the case and
pubhsh the result. This has been done, and the
Methodist Times for January 18th ha~ a full report o_f Mr. ~olyoake's "investigation," with his
portrait: This was considered a trump card for the
Methodist paper and for orthodox Christians in
general; the more so when Mr. Holyoake asserts:
"I do not doubt the substantial truth" of Mr.
Hughes's statement. Mr. Foote, in the Freethinker
of January 21st, also publishes the report of the investigation, and his reply thereto. The president
of the National Secular Society still adheres to his
original charge against Mr. Hughes, and denies
that the investigation was a fair and reliable one.
For instance, he was not made aware of what was
going on, and moreover the name of the •• converted " man is not even now made public. Apart
from Mr. Holyoake, none of us know more than we
did before he undertook his task of inquiry. At
the time of my writing the case is in a very unsatisfactory state. It will not, I presume, rest where it
is, and in my next "Notes" I hope to be in a position to state that the facts, one way or the other,
hav been discovered. Although I entertain a profound admiration for Mr. Holyoake, I am at a loss.
to conceive what induced him to associate himself
with our opponents in the matter without consulting with Mr. Foote, who certainly should hav had
his representativ present at the investigation. After reading all that Mr. Holyoake has published
upon the subjeCt, I am ·of opinion that Mr. Foote
was right in doubting the accuracy of the story and
in demanding proofs of the allegations made. But
what is done is done, and the best way to settle the
whole matter is to hav a complete investigation, and
let the name of the heroic Atheist (?).be told to
three gentlemen of our party, in confidence, if necessary. Of course I in no way impugn my friend
Holyoake's veracity; but, as he admits he is not infallible, his judgment may be defectiv, particularly
when it was exercised under the peculiar circumstances of this one-sided inquiry. Inasmuch as
thousands of persons are interested in the truth or
otherwise of the story, I contend that more than
one person should be informed of all that is to be
known in reference thereto.
CHARLES W ATTB.

.A Word With Mr. Perry.
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and a nerve system! In other words, tell me where
I can :find a mind disconnected with animal life.
Will you please tell me how it is possible for a
brainless skull to think! How a dead eye can see!
Will you explain how one can feel when there is no
nerve to convey the sense of feeling to the brain?
What kind of man would remain if deprived of the
sense of feeling, tasting, smelling, seeing, and
hearing? He would not know as much as a jelly-.
fish. There would be nothing to enjoy, nothing to
suffer. For Webster defines death as the total and
permanent cessation of all the vital functions.
Will you tell me how a dead man can speak, see,
hear, stand, or perform any act, either mental or
physical, or enjoy or suffer anything!
But you reply that there is a soul, a spirit, or a
soiDElthing, which passes out of a man at death and
which can exercise these functions. Will you please
explain to me how death can be total ard at the
same time only partial? Tell me what this soul,
spirit, or something is, that I may get an idea of it.
If it is something it must hav length, breadth,
depth, and ponderability ; tell me how much it
measures, put it on the scales and tell me how
much it weighs. I may convey to your mind the
sceni: of a flower you never saw, by telling you that
it smells like the rose. You tell me what this soul,
spirit, ghost, .or what-not smells like. Tell me how
I can hear it, see it, feel it, or get some tangible
idea of it through my senses. Put something into
an envelope, which has neither weight, length,
breadth, nor thickness, which can neither be felt,
tasted, emelt, eeen, nor heard, and send it to me. I
want to find out what that envelope will contain.
If my mind is so obtuse that I cannot understand,
I want to know the fact. But to me the difficulty
seems to lie in trying to describe something which
does not exist. You try to imitate a noise which
you never heard, or to describe something which
you never saw, and you will begin to realize where
the difficulty lies. So it seems to me, but I do not
know.
I hav read of Indians appearing in full nativ costume-with bows, arrows, tomahawks, and scalpingknives. I hav read of their being adorned with
feathers, scalps, teeth, claws, bones, beads, and
shells, and that the rattle of the shells and bones
and beads could be distinctly heard.
Do these Indians at :first appear in a nu-Je state,
or do they appear in full dress, with feathers, tomahawks, shells, bones, and beads, nil complete T Are
the bones, beads, etc., real bones and beads, or are
they spiritual~ If spiritual, what was it that died
to furnish souls or spirits for them? Then · what
becomes of them 1 Do they dematerialize when
the Indians vanish ! I should think it would put
nature to her very beet effort to dematerialize a
flint arrowhead or a tomahawk made of iron and
steel. I hav heard of spirits appearing with rich
jewelry and costly diamonds, which are considered
next to imperishable. Suppose a person should
capture one of the diamonds, would it melt in his
hand, or would it remain a diamond T I heard Jay
Chaapel, a Spiritualist of some note, tell of seeing
a spirit with a brilliant diamond breast-pin. I asked
him whether it was a real diamond or a spiritual
one. He said it was a real diamond. Now, where
did that diamond goT
You say "Spiritualism is founded .on the evidence
of our senses." Now can you not so present the
facts of Spi itualism as to do away with these
seeming impossibilities, and make them evident to
tny senses T You say of a table that "ii did such
things as standing on its two legs, rapping a certain number of times, and so on as desired. The
same was tested by others in the party, to the entire satisfaction of everyone present. It is a reasonable thing to believe that it was what it purported to be, viz , spirits.':
Now let us compare this kind of evidence with the
evidence in regard to witchcraft. How long ago is
it since men of undoubted veracity stood up "in open
court and in the most solemn manner swore to
things which we know were impossible~ And that
evidence was not only "to the satisfaction of every
one present," but to a grave judge and what was
considered an impartial jury.
How do you know that the table was made to
perform those evolutions through the agency of
spirits? Not long ago I was reading of rL young
man who had th~ power of making a table perform
according to his will, but finally the power departed
from him. An electrician got him into his office
and pumped him full of electricity, and behold! he
could operate the table as well as ever. Now, as
"it is impossible to show what matter cannot do,"
how do you know that the table was not moved by
electricity instead of spirits? I do not ask these
questions to bother you or to corner you, but ask
them in the same spuit that a pupil aaka <luea-

Mr. Perry, I want to talk about spiritR and Spiritualism, concerning which I know nothing. You
know all; you are the teacher, I am the learner.
You know all, and are positiv; I know nothing,
but am inquisitiv. I can reason only from analogy;
you claim to reason from facts. You say of Mr.
Wettstein: " If he had made half the effort to obtain and observe some of the facts and evidences of
the reality of spirit which he has made to oppose
it," etc.
I never had an opportunity to investigate Spiritualism, and I· frankly say so. But I am taking the
most direct means open to me to do so, by asking a
man who knows all about it to instruct me. To
my mind, with the information which I hav been
able to gather, spirits seem as impossible as gods,
ghosts, devils, and witches. I hav read a great deal
about Spiritualism. Men say that it is true and a
reality. But if we should take all that is said as
truth, without exercising our reason, where would
we be led? We should be compelled to believe in
the six days of creation. We should believe in the
inspiration of a dozen or twenty so-called inspired
books, in gods begetting other gods, immaculate
conceptions, the rib story, the snake, the Samson
story, the flood story, the Jonah story, and a thousand other stories which outrage science and sense.
Even the law of gravitation would be in question,
for it is told that men hav gone up from the earth
bodily. . Thus we see the danger of trusting to
what others say without proof, and without using
our reason and senses.
You convey the idea that you hav evidence that
death does not "end all." To my mind there is no
such evidence. Will you tell me how it is ~sible
for a mind to exist without a physical orgaikation t~QP.t!

()f h~s te~~~u~~-
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Is it not a fact that a modicum of faith is required
to make Spiritualism a success? You know that
faith is the chief stock in trade among Christians.
Without it they could do nothing-with it they
can remove mountains. . And it may be possible
that a doubting Infidel; one who takes nothing on
trust; one who investigates ; one who requires evidence, not "faith" of things unseen, can never be
able to understand the mysteries of Spiritualism.
Naples, N. Y.
JoHN PEaK.

discovers evil. Again, says Manga.sarian, "The doctrin of the atonement is right, for," says he, "we
see this vicarious sacrifice in the mother's love, in
the martyr's devotion to principle." If this is so,
the fact that a mother suffers for her child, or a
martyr dies for truth, is an evil, an injustice. But
it is a confusion of facts and ideas to say that this
suffering of a mother or a martyr is anything like
the orthodox "atonement." According to that doctrin, Jesus suffers the penalty in the place of the
sinner, and the sinner by faith in Jesus escapes
News and Notes.
the penalty. Now this is simply and absolutely
Franklin Steiner arrived in Chicago on Saturday, wrong, and no legerdemain of words can m~ke it
and we spent the day in visiting together. We first otherwise. This method of interpreting the Bible
called on Mrs. Freeman, the secretary of the Ameri- and its doctrine is, I think, immoral. It is in telcan Secular Union, who has just. recovered from a lectual magic and sorcery. It bewilders the mind.
severe sickness, but keeps at her post, and the work Let us hav the plain common sense of Thomas
goes on. Then we went down to E. P. Peacock's Paine, and call things by their right names. What
establishment and had a pleasant chat with him. He is the use !'f trying to put into the Bible a modern
has just been getting out some Freethought leaf- philosophy that its writers never thought of? They
lets, and they are circulating among the enemy said what they meant, and it is no use to try to
with great effect. Mr. Peacock is a tower of transform their leaden views into golden visions.
strength to the Liberal cause in Chicago. He is
Mangasarian said he attended the Paine meeting,
generous in the use of his money, and occasionally and he took up a copy of th~ " Old Testament
he sets a gunpowder train for orthodoxy which does lllustrated," and he was horrified. "Too bad, too
a deal of execution. Just now they are trying to bad," he said, "to make the dear old Bible look
put the Bible into the schools of Chicago, and are like that. Why, I would rather," he continued,
making a house-to-house visitation to effect this "bow down before the Bible in savage ignorance
purpose. But Peacock is preparing his ammuni- and worship it as a fetich than to thus ridicule its
tion, and the orthodox propaganda will hav a sacred pages."
"surprise party" one of these days.
Well, if this is "ethical culture" I don't accept
Saturday evening we spent at the home of Mr. it. I say stick to the truth. The old homely sayand Mrs. Geo. L. Robertson, with other friends, ing is, "You can't make a silk purse out of a sow's
and as usual there was a delightful reunion. How- ear." That is my philosophy. A sow's ear is a
ever, we missed Mr. and Mrs. Stevens, who are now sow's ear, and all the ethical culture in the world
can't make it anything else. This is a disagreeable
away on a trip to Ohio.
Sunday morning Steiner, Reichwald, and myself truth, no doubt; but how can we help it?
went to hear Mangasarian. His subject was:
Mangasarian was surprised to think that modern
"Thomas Paine in a New Light." Now I did ex- Freethinkers, who are mainly Agnostics and Athepect to hear something good from Mangasa.rian. ists, should glory in Thomas Paine, who was a
He is an eloquent speaker, evidently a scholar and Deist, and who passionately denounced Atheism.
a gentleman, and well furnished with ideas and Mangasarian does not seem to understand that
gifted with language. I must confess, however, Freethought is fundamentally a method, and not a
that I was greatly disappointed in the tone of his result. Mangasarian himself attacked the method
lecture. It was quite orthodoxical, transcendental, of Paine; and it is that method and not Paine's bemystical, goody-goody, namby-pamby. It was milk lief that ranks him with the world's great Freefor babes all over. It wouldn't do for a stalwart thinkers and Infidels. It was the method, first. of
Liberal. He damned Paine with faint praise. He all, of intellectual honesty, of acknowledging facts.
acknowledged the greatness of Paine, but did it It is the method of plain speaking and plain writing.
with poor grace ; and, although he said they had
One of the unfair flings of Mangasarian was that
nothing to do with his subject, he mentioned the he spoke of "the slovenly scholarship" of the "Age
scandals about Paine, his quarrel with Washington, of Reason," and he justified this phrase, "slovenly
etc. He didn't say that any of these things were scholarship," by Paine's admission that he bad no
true or false, right or wrong, but he stated them as books to consult, not even the Bible itself, when he
matters of curiosity, like old women's gossip. As wrote the work. A "slovenly" scholar is one who
to giving any "new light " on Paine, be did notb- has opportunities to use books and does not. Paine
ing of the sort. He simply used Paine as a gate- bad no choice. He couldn't get the books. He had
way to a discussion of the value of the Bible. to trust to memory. Is that slovenliness ? Did he
The Bible in the light of ethical culture was really make mistakes in either reasoning or facts? l'oint
the subject of his discourse, and on this subject he them out. When Paine afterwards consulted the
advanced nothing novel. It was simply a rehash of Bible he found his references correct. Is that evithat transcendental vice of trying to find the "soul dence of "slovenly scholarship?" It is evidence
of good in things evil "-to my mind one of the of great memory, accurate reading, and careful
most foolish things a man can waste his time upon. thought. Paine was not a scholar like Erasmus, or
Of course, according to Mangasarian, there is a Strauss, or Renan, but he was just as good a
"soul of good" in the cyclone, the earthquake, fire scholar as any of his opponents, and just as good a
and :flood and pestilence. There is a " soul of scholar as Channing or Parker. Paine was a man
good " in rattlesnakes and wolves and spiders and of wonderful information, and no living theologian
:fleas. There is a "soul of good" in murder, lying, or philosopher of his time could hav written so acrobbery, rape, and all the rest of the evils that curate a criticism of the Bible under the same cirthrong the world.
.
cumstances as Paine did. Mangasarian said that
Mangasarian didn't like Paine's method. There if Paine had lived in times of peace he would never
was too much fight and vigor in it. It was too hav been heard of. Does not Mangasarian know
destructiv. Paine tried to find the error mingled that Paine invented the first iron bridgeT Why, if
with the truth. "Don't do that," says the preacher, Paine had lived in times of peace his name would
"but try to find the truth in the error." Now I hav been illustrious in the world of invention. He
consider that any man who discovers an error and would hav shone at the World's Fair amidst its
crushes it is a benefactor to his race. This process mighty machineries. Paine was not a creature of
of trying to find the truth in error is one of marvel- circumstance; he was a great original force.
ous ingenuity, but quite barren of results, for there
I did not think that Mangasarian would so falsify
can be no truth in error, nor can there be any error the record ; that he would giv such a childish disin truth.. This is simply a play upon words. It course about this great man, and show such a want
befogs the mind. It confounds and confuses. Now of appreciation. It shows the limits of his ereed
what the world wants is analysis and distinction, and culture. He can nobly understand and apclearness of thought and preciseness of definition. preciate a Buddha, a Goethe, an Emerson ; but
But Mangasarian mixes things, and creates a great when he comes to a man like Paine or Ingersoll he
intellectual blur.
is beyond his clear vision. He cannot see them as
How he tried to put some sense into the story of they are. They are shadows to him. He does not
the Garden of Eden! He said the man who wrote behold in nature's breadth their real grandeur and
that had far greater wisdom than Paine, who criti- nobleness.
cised it. It was a solution of the problem of evil.
When Mangasarian does a good thing I will giv
''A.nd what," says Mansarian, "is the origin of him credit; but when he does a poor thing and a
evil?" He answers, "the desire for knowledge." bad thing., as he did in this discourse on Paine, I
Now this is manifestly wreng, for evil, as we under- shall go for him. He deserves to be severely
stand it, existed millions of years before man came handled.
•
into existence. Death is an evil, but desire for
Well, in the evening I listened to Franklin
knowledge does not make it. Nor does this desire Steiner on "Secularism and Christianity," and here
make all the evil in man himself. The desire for was a discourse worth listening to. It was the reknowledge makes man suffer more, because it makes suit of thought, and was stimulating. I hav high
him see the evil and feel it more keenly, but the hopes of Steiner. He is an earnest student, and he
evil is in the world before the desire. Desire only . has the oratorical faculty. · First, in the construe-

tion of his lectures ; they are real lectures. They
are not talks or exhortations, or a string of bright
thoughts merely. There is a well-developed argument, a logical process from beginning to end, and
a progress of ideas. Secondly, in the manner of
delivery, which is animated, persuasiv, and interesting. He speaks freely and forcibly. If he does
not falter by the way, he will become one of the
ablest lecturers in the field.
Mrs. Ames presided, and it is a good sign fm: the
Chicago 'Onion that women ate thus at the front
and shoW their sympathy and earnestness for F~ee
thought. The Union progi'esseEI; notwithstandmg
the hard times. it has good audiences and pays its
way, and that shows vitality and determination,
Among its lecturers to come are General Trumbull
and Ei:. C. Bennett and others of the leading men of
the city. The Union goes ahead, like Thomas
Paine, into the forest and cuts down the trees and
lets in the sunlight.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

Sparks from .the Lecture Field.
Since my advent into sunny Kansas, and more
especially the city of Wichita, I hav met with·signal success in my lectures. I am able to report
:tiJ.any new additions to our cause and the membership of .the Federation will increase. I hav held a
series of weekly meetings, lecturing every Sunday
night in Wichita, and now I hav several other appointments in the vicinity, with an occasional trip
into the territory of Oklahoma.
·
Wichita is full of excitement on religious topics.
1'he preachers are driven to every expedient possible
in a vain endeavor to keep the lambs within the
fold, and away from my lectures. But my audiences
hav steadily increased from the first, and our Paine
celebration held on January 29th capped the clima:lt.
There were nearly six hundred people present and
two hundred bad to be content with a. place to
stand.
The program consisted of music rendered by
Professor Blume and Mrs. Sandford. Their selections were received with enthusiastic applause and
encored. Isis B. Martin recited a.dmirably Thomas
Paine's poem, "The Converted Jew." Mr. J. H.
Purdy, another enthusiastic Liberal, gave a read~
ing of the poem, "The Statue of Liberty and
Thomas Paine." The program was enlivened by two
good readings by G. W. Collings, editor of the
Kansas Leader, a journal of Free~hought and reform. Between these numbers I gave an oration
on Thomas Paine, dealing with his religious and
political work, and showing the services he rendered
to America in her memorable fight for independence. The facts I gave were a revelation ·to many
present, for there were several orthodox Christians
in the audience, and the effect of this celebration
will be that in Wichita many people will hold more
kindly feelings toward Paine's memory than they
hav done in the past.
This was a splendid triumph for Freethought.
Many of our friends came from poin~s miles away,
and J. L. Cooper returned io Wichita from El
Reno, Ok.-a distance of one hundred and sixty
miles-purposely to join in this Paine celebration.
It was the first of its kind ever held in these parts,
and by it the bed-rock of orthodox Christianity baSI
been moved.•
One old Scotch Presbyterian, a preacher of the•
hell·fire order, whose breath emits a sulphurOUfil
odor whenever he givs a sermon, thought well tO'
allude to our celebration in his church the following
Sunday. He abused Paine, and abused those who
had part-icipated in the celebration. This reverend
shepherd told his :flock of sheep, whom he fleeces
every year to the tune of several thousand dollars,
that "he had in his possession a letter, purporting
to hav been written by a girl who had visited Paine
on his death· bed, and wherein she declared that she
had heard Paine calling on the name of Jesus for
help, mingling his cries for mercy with groans,
curses, and vile epithets." I will giv him one hundred dollars, poor as I am, for a copy of that letter,
with a ~hance to see the original, together with
proofs of ils authenticity and genuinness. Now, sir,
be a man, produce the letter, or else, by silence, acknowledge yourself· guilty of wHful falsehood.
;his same preacher, by the way, is a worthy dietciple of his pretended master. Christ whipped the
money-changers out of the temple, after telling his:
hearers to "love their enemies," and this professional'.
juggler laid his polluting hands upon our old'.
friend Zopher Tuttle, although the latter, whose.
white hair should command respect, had passed'
seventy-six years. Mr. Tuttle had simply called on
him for information concerning· the residence of"
another gentleman of the cloth. He drew the old •
man into an argument, and because he was beaten.
in the encounter, this man of God siezed the venerable Mr. Tuttle by the coat collar, and clenching his.
fist put it under hi~_J!o.se, re~arking at the time:: ·
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"You old Infidel, you ought to be ashamed of
yourself. My God does not require me to fight for
him, or else I would do it, and thrust you out of
my house."
I had challenged the Ministerial Alliance to a
debate, but they preferred not. I then received a
challenge from some obscure lady who was willing
to maintain, against my assaults, that "the Bible
is essentially true, and its God the true God "
Who was she? Nobody knew, except a few who
knew that ~he belonged to some church. Practicaily speaking, the people of Wichita knew nothing
about her, and I knew less. I demanded then that
she shou.ld receive the indorsement of the Ministerial .Alhan<ie before debating with her. Or failing
that, one of the preachers should meet me or all
could debate with me in turn. Some local' scribe
atta~hed to the Eaf!le thought fit to try to force
me mto a debate With any obscure individual who
may challenge me, and he even went so far as to
claim for her a negativ victory over me. But as I
ha? firs.t challenged them, and as they would
neither mdc;>rse her, nor stand up on their own account, I claimed, on the same grounds a negativ
victory over them. all.
'
With the valuable help of the local Freethinkers
we are making good headway, gaining ground rapidly. I hav engagements to lecture in several parts
of Kansas, and at El Reno, Oklahoma. My work
here will terminate at the end of l\Iarch, when I
shall return Ea~t. I hope to get a goodly number
'"'=of lecture appomtments between Kansas and Massachusetts. Friends desiring lectures between here
and the East, during the months of April, May, and
June, may address at once at Wichita, Kan., or at
the headquarters of the Federation in Chicago. All
mail matter will be promptly forwarded to me from
each place, so as to cause no delays.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH.

Observations.

who was led to the altar by the male individual that
had for some time professed to be her enamored
slave, requested the officiating person to omit the
word obey from the marriage obligation. The report of the proceedings does not say that his request was wanted, but the protest against an absurd ~orm IB on record; and perhaps the day is not
far ?Istant when women will marry men without
making any more promises than they intend to
keep.
The Second divergence to which I wish to allude has occurred in Boston, and I shall hav to
study the subject more deeply than I hav yet done
before I shall be prepared to say that it is a desirable. one. The new sty~e of Boston marriage is described as a sympathetic union of two women who
hav not been able to make agreeable matches with
persons of the opposit sex or with members of the
clerical profession. How maJl.y such marriages hav
been made, or consummated, as the term is, the
pap~rs do not state, but the prospectus is out and
women as eminent as Susan Channing and Edna
D. Cheney hav advocated and defended the habit.
Whatever may be said against such consortments
certainly it is the business of nobodv but the con:
trac_ting parties, for we may safely say that women old
enough to hav given up all hope of marrying a man
hav reached the age of. discretion at least. Probably if the Boston system of sympathetic unions
were traced to its beginning, it would be found to
hav its root in ecc;>nomy; for the New England
women are proverbially spare of figure, and no observant person who views one of them can fail to
remark the wasteful vacancy of surrounding space.
So~e attem~ts at adjustment. hav been made by
the mtroductwn of the three-quarter bed and single
pillow, but the disparity still exists. In the absence
of anything more satisfactory, then, there is no
reason why one expectant and another blushing old
maid shoul<l not enter into the relation here discussed. But what poet would hav the courage
to write their epithalamium?
Philadelphia, it seems to me, is far in advance of
either Brooklyn or Boston in the matter of chaste
unions; for while the Brooklyn method leaves out
the obligation of obedience, and the Boston marriage is based on sympathy, the Philadelphia union
is a purely spiritual one. No ante-nuptial promises
are exacted from the bride, and the groom has no
strings on him whatsoever. Again, there is a
chance that the Brooklyn system may be undesirably fruitful, and the Boston innovation is hopelessly
lacking in completeness for an opposit reason; but
the Philadelphia marriage, with the danse du ventre
as its outward and visible sign, contains more possibilities than a busy person can find time to specqlate upon.
Thus when our current matrimonial market has
been closed, and the offenses of all who hav bargained thereat hav been granted pardon and oblivion, the future-by the grace of the Brooklyn
girl, the Boston old maid11, and Miss Craddockwill still contain mischief for the human race.

'l'he annual exhibit of the Westminster Kennel
Club opened at Madison Square Garden, New York
on Tuesday of this week, and the World publishe~
the pictures and the names of the men and women
connected wlth the show, none of which persons
were ever heard of before. It seems to me that
fame is cheap when a man is distinguished by the
dogs .he owns.
--I hav three communications from California
people respecting the Midwinter Fair now open at
San Francisco; also a newspaper article written in
!!< frank spirit. One communication is from a merchant, who says that the city is full of footpads and
tramps, and starving men, women, and children.
As a conservativ business man he is preparing for
duller and more desperate times than ever, which,
he predicts, will mark the period following the closing of the Fair. The second communication is
written by a railroad man, a level-headed and trustworthy person. It contains tbe statement that the
projectors of the Fair "hav bitten off more than
they can swallow." The third one expresses the
opinion of an observing young woman who has
In the Oentury for February, Mr. Washington
traveled extensivly, said opinion being that the
show is a bold advertising scheme, so worked that Gladden, a minister, tells how a short time ago he
the patron instead of the advertiser pays the ex- was called upon to preach the funeral sermon of a
pense. It costs almost as much to see the foreign man called Land-Bill Allen. This Allen, who died
curiosities as it would to visit the countries where in an Ohio poorhouse, was reported to hav been
they are produced. Fifty cents is charged for admis- the author of the Land bill or Homestead act, under
sion to exhibits dear at a quarter; twenty-five cents which the United States government has been doto those worth a dime, and ten cents to others not nating land to settlers for many years past. When
worth anything. The departments are so ar- Gladden .set about gathering up material for his disranged, one within another, that the visitor must course upon the achievements of the deceased, he
spend the last nickel out of a ten-dollar piece before found out that Allen never had anything to do
he gets to th~ core of thfl thing. The newspaper with getting up the bill. He further discovered
article, which I hav just referred to as. written in a that beyond some incoherent talking, and some
frank spirit, speaks of the exhibition as "the Mid- more incoherent writing that was never printed,
Allen had never done anything for the land bill at
winter Fake."
all. Yet Allen left documents in his own handA DRY ESSAY ON MATRIMONY.
The institution of matrimony assumes so many writing asserting his authorship of the measure, and
different forms nowadays, that to simply say a per- a few months before his death he stated to the reson is married does not mean all that it once did. porters, with an unblushing front, that his bill
As far back in· the history of conjLigal life as the passed Congress in 1863. His literary remains show
records of the divorce courts ·go, we find that mar- that he was a crank and a deliberate liar, but he had
riage meant the possession of the man by the stuck to his falsehood so well and repeated it so
woman fot· a short and insane period preceding the often, that. finally people believed it, and his body
wedding, and the possession of the woman by the lay in state for a day under the dome of the capital
man thereafter. He professed to be her slave just of Ohio. Furthermore, subscription papers were
long enough to induce her to become his in fact. circulated for funds to build Allen a monument,
She promised to obey him, which was a definit ar- thus reversing the proverb that a prophet is with
rangement, while he got off with a pledge to do out honor in his own country. Allen was a genuin
something expreRsed by the vague term "cherish." prophet-that is, nothing that he said was true.
Perhaps there are other places in the United
It was not an equitable adjustment of differences,
and the man must hav known it all the time, though States besides Ohio that hav local originators of
he said nothing; but the women hav only recently the Land bilL The last time I was in Maine I heard
discovered the fraud. The quickened female per- people sixty or seventy years of age relate that they
ception is now producing results, and in three prin- had seen or heard of Jeremiah Hacker when they
cipal cities of the American union there ft.re indica- were children. They called him Uncle Jerry. In
tiona o'f departure .from the historical system. In Aroostook county, two of !flY aged relativs, both setBrooklyn, N. Y., just a few days ago a young lady tlers, appeared to believe implicitly that they owed
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their farms to the efforts of Uncle Jerry. The first
Homestead bill was introduced into Congress in
1814.
About twenty years ago a little group of grayhaired men gathered every month or so in the fruitstore of Henry Beeny, at the ·corner of Fourth
avenue and Twenty-fifth street, New York. Irecall the names of Evans, Ingalls, Devyr, Rowe,
West, and Masquerier as of this remnant of the
Free Soil party, whose platform in 1848 is said to
hav embodied the homestead idea. The group no
longer meets, and Mr. Beeny's fruitstore has disappeau-ed. A true history of the Land Reform movement might perhaps correct as many mistakes as
are discovered by research in other directions.
A circular is received .from Horace G. Knapp,
secretary of the General Union Temperance Committee, inclosing a petition to the New York legislature for " the removal of Political Caucuses from
saloons." The object is not a bad one, and if Mr.
Knapp will inform me how a state legislature has
acquired the right to control caucuses, I will head
a petition and circulate it among the infants of my
Bible class. I will also sign another petition to the
legislature for the removal of political caucuses
from church vestries. I would sign both petitions
as a matter of accommodat.ion, and not for the reason that my signature to them would be productiv
of harm. The saloon in politics, or politics in the
saloon, has a bad sound; but no legislation originating in saloons is half as potent for evil as that
which originates in the church. The saloon men
hav not asked that their property be exempt from
taxation, nor do they demand that all other places
of business except their own be closed by law on
one day out of seven. A cursory glance at the
temporary effects of liquor selling might giv one
the impression that the saloon is a greater evil than
the church, but historically and permanently it is
not. Neither is the saloon politician-carelessly
oblivious of other people's business so long as he is
permitted to follow his own undisturbed-as dangerous as the church politician, who conceives him!lelf to be the custodian of his neighbor's morals and
the regulator of his habits.
As for the caucus, it is the very fountain-head of
popular government; it is before the legislature,
and not responsible to it. That Secretary Knapp
should imagin that the legislature may dictate to
the caucus shows how far he is from knowing as
much as he ought to, and how well accoutered he is
to start a political reform movement.
TO V ARIOUB PERSONS.
J. S. MARTIN-Do not be surprised that my observation about your boat brought so many inquiries
that you had to employ a secretary. My notice fulfilled every condition that could be imposed by an
advertising agent; being in our ret;tular type and
next to pure reading matter, than which I write no
other.
R. F. GRIGSBY, Calistoga, Cal.-The paper containing your article on the initiativ, referendum, and
imperativ mandate is read. I note that your plan
promises to reduce the number of our representative
to one-half or one-third what it is now. That is
good for a starter, but why not let the last third go
with the other two 7 Since the war our representativs in Congress, besides drawing their salaries, hav ·
done nothing but obstruct commerce, interfere with
trade, unsettle finnnce, invade the lilferties of citizens, create panics, and invite general national disaster. I hav not the slightest doubt that if all
legislatures should adjourn sine die, and the president and governors go home, there would follow
such an era of prosperity that hair would almost
grow on bald heads.
DR. E B. FooTE, JR., Manhattan Liberal Club! regret that the facts with regard "to Miss Craddock's lecture before the club, and the vicepresident's remarks after the lecture, were not as I
stated them. Would suggest that Miss C. be recalled and that the proceedings be reviewed to conform with my account of them. If you can think
of any more feasible way to adjust the occurrences
to the record, it will be entertained by your sincere
admirer.
S. L. HoGAN, Friendly Correspondent-Your ;uggestion that I turn my attention to politics is noted.
Can't do it. I hav tried it occasionally, and for
three ~eks thereafter didn't know whether to approach the Editor humbly for losing him a subscriber, or to assume unusual importance for gaining
him two or three new ones. 'l'he balance is on my
side just at present, especially in silver states; but
in localities where one of the old parties givs a majority at every election larger than the male population, the chances are against my catching on.
Nevertheless I will keep your thoughtin mind.
GEo. E. MACDONALD.
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Freethinkers are gaining ground very
rapidly in this section of the country, considering the character of the population.
About one-half the people are Mexicans
The Church and Financial !&sues.
and of course they are Catholics; and they
DoRA, Mo., Feb. 2, 1894.
are kept in ignorance by the priests who
MR. EDIToR: I hav been a reader of are sPnt here to enlighten them. I am a
THE TRUTH SEEKER from the beginning, Freethinker first, last, and all the time.
and am afraid that under our financial
S. T. GRAY.
system, it, and most anything else, will
fail; our republic is about at an end; there ' Travels in Faith " as a ~lissionary.
are a good many Liberals here, but they
LuMBERVILLE, PA., Feb. 2, 1894
are unable to subscribe; they hav to sell
MR. EDITOR : In my last letter to yon,
their wheat at about thirty-five cents per which contained a renewal of my subscripbushel. I wish yon could devote some tion, I aiso ordered five books, four of
space to the financial question, which is which hav oome to hand; the other, "Four
hurting us worse than the church, and we Hundred Years of Freethonght," I prehav plenty able men in our ranks to dis- sume will be forwarded as soon as it is
ones the same.
ANToN FISHER.
ready. Of the four books, I think that
To Encourage the ~lan an1l Help the "Travels in Faith," by R C. Adams, is
the best fitted for missionary work, and I
Cause.
do most earnestly recommend its circnla
CAMERON, Feb. 2, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Will send $5 for paper and tion, and suggest that whenever a Freebooks as per list. Perhaps later I can find thinker has a· dollar to spare f@r such pura new subscriber,· but fearing that the pose he order four copies to be mailed to
down-town fellows might be out of coal, I such of his pions friends as need only
will remit right away. Pat me down on such plain and logical reasoning, based
Mr. Putnam's list for his "Four Hun- upon the eventful experience of the andred Years of Freethought," to encourage thor, to lead them to travel the same
the man and help the cause along. I bav journey.
Inclosed find $1, for which send four of
no doubt the book will be a mental treat to
anyone reading it. Wishing him and THE "Travels in Faith" to the following adTRUTH SEEKER ample success in all their dresses. Yours with earnestness,
WATSON KENDFRDIM.
undertakings, I remain yours,
L. c. LIVENGOOD.
Eleven at One Enlistment!
Some Information Wanted.
WATSoN, MINN., Feb. 6, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find check for
$3, with which credit my subscription account. I notice Mr. Ole E. Hagen, of
Crookston, Minn., informs your readers
that he has started a Populist paper. Our
friend seems to be very industrious and I
hav always counted him among the Liberals, but how a man can work to the extent
of publishing a paper in the interest of the
God-in-the-Com!!titntion cause and still be
Liberal and patriotic, is not easy to figure
out. Would like to hav Mr. Hagen explain himself on that subject.
0. EIDUN.
It Is Worth Three Dollars in Gold if
Anything Is.
OMEGA, OKLAHOMA TERR., Jan. 31, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3, for which
please giv me credit on subscription.
I do not see now how I can pay yon the
remainder before next J nly or August. By
that time I hope to hav some more 25 to 40
cent wheat to sell. This getting down to a
gold standard is, in my opinion, raising
h-11 with things in general. However, if
there is anything that I consider worth
$3 in gold it is THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I
do ;not feel right in not being able to do
better by yon. l3nt I still hope to do better by the time another harvest comes
round.
D. W. ARMSTRONG.
Cannot Giv It Up-It Is too Difficult.
BEN Hun, CAL., Jan. 24, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I did think I would drop
the paper as times are so hard and money
so scarce and I am taking four or five other
papers, but it is difficult to part with old
friends, so I inclose money order for $3,
for which yon will please forward a twelve
months' ticket for another cruise on THE
TRUTH SEEKER craft with the Editor and
the Man with the Badge Pin. Oh, by the
way, if George would turn his guns against
the rotten political hulks of the two old
parties, I think he would be a power for
good in our country and would be hard to
beat. With my best wishes for yourself
and the whole TRUTH SEEKER crowd, I am
yours truly,
S. L. HoGAN.
Purposes to Helv Watson Heston.
FoRT STANToN, N. M., Feb. 6, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I am a natural Freethinker
and am proud of it, although my parents
were religions and tried very hard to pound
it into my head; but fortunately they
failed to do it.
I hav been reading your paper for the
last ten years and think it one of the best
papers, doing more good for Freethought
than any other paper now in circulation.
Watson Heston'R cartoons are grand. I
am going to take up a collection among
my Liberal friends in this section of the
country and send it to him to aid him in
his grand work.

GoLDEN PoND, KY., Feb. 7, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find check for
$22 to pay for subscription list. I send you
eleven. Following is our list of snbscriberf!!:
Thirteen for THE TRUTH SEEKER. Other
Liberal journals : Ironclad Age, two ;
Freethinkers' ~Magazine, two; Lucifer,
one; Independent Pulpit, one. From
what I hear from other country places I
hope we are doing quite well. However,
the future looks much brighter here. I
think the hardest pad of the work is done.
F.or a long while only a few would read
Freethonght at all; now I could giv away
books and papers every day. Our people
are most all Liberal to a very great degree. I don't think yon could find more
than forty devout Christians in our section
of fifteen hundred people. We hav fairly
good schools and a good intelligent community and prosperous people. Our little
village has only about seventy-five inhabitants. No church.
Hoping to hear from othP.rs,
Your Liberal friend, E. W. RoDFS.
An Acrostic to "The Trutb Seeker."
Throughout all time and ages,
Where religion hath took root,
Human liberty and justice
Hav been trampled under foot;
Earth's millions hav been mourners,
And to-day are mourning still,
Through the edicts of its leader~,
That say, Banish, torture, kill.
Religion, yes, religion,
What deeds thy name implies;
Unveil its crimes, ye Lib'ral hosts,
Till this vile serpent dies.
TRU'rH SEEKER nobly leads the van
In this most worthy fight,
Hold up its hands-, then, ye who can,
And help it spread the light;
Show by the zeal your canse bespeaks
The generous heart and h11nd;
Enthrone you thus our tenets true
Throughout each clime and land;
Endear the principles we teach
By kindly acts and deeds;
Keep steady on until the light
Of liberty succeeds.
Entomb yon thus by nobleness
Of reason, logic, love,
Religions faith in devils, gods,
From hades to heaven above.
Paine Celebrations in Philadelphia.
PHILADELPH!A, P A., Jan. 30, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send yon a clipping from tbe Philadelphia Inqu-irer containing a report of the two large Paine
celebrations held in this city. I think it
worthy of publication in THE TRUTH
SEEKER, for it is very rarely indeed that
the daily papers notice our meeting. I
was greatly pleased on reading that the
Spiritualists bad an ali-day celebration, as
it diffused the leaven more widely. Our
hall being packed to overflowing, we could
not bav found accommodation for them

with us. It give me very great pleasure
to report that our celebration was toe
most snecessful one that we ever had the
pleasure of attending, not only in point of
audiences, but as regards talent and financial outcome.
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
GEo. LoNGFORD.
[We are much pleased to receive such
good news from Philadelphia, and only
t.he pressure upon our columns prevents
the reprinting of the Inquirer's very fair
report.-Eo. T. S.]

has not good sense. There are two Sunday beggars at Ilwaco now, and hav been
for three weeks holding meetings and
setting the people crazy with their lies
about heaven and the merciful God. They
say : '' Pray to God and he will help
yon.". God never helps anybody, and you
can pr11y till yon are white-head.,d, and
God will let yon starve before he will giv
yon one grain. Why? Because there is
no God. I wish somebody would tell me
where all the water went after the flood;
did the mercifnl God make the water into
nothing as be made the world out of
The Voice of the Sky-Pilot Is Heard in nothing?
Yours respectfully,
A. J.
the Land.
The "Heavenly Solomon."
LIVERMORE, !A., Jan. 31, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: The sample papers and R.
VINELAND, N. J., Feb. 7, 1894.
G. Ingersoll's arguments received at GoldMR. EDIToR: The following is the adfield, Ia., in good order. The sky-pilots vertisment of one of Vineland's reverend
hav been holding revival meetings the past cranks in the Sa tnrday paper:
five weeks with the result that the people
"The Heavenlv Solomon," will be the
bad so much love for· their fellow-man at snbjACt of Rev. D. H. King's discourse in
the close of these meeting-s that they said the Presbyterian church to-morrow mornI ought to be run out of town for giving ing.
Isn't that rich?
some of the more intelligent people of the
If the Vineland farmers had some subplace a few copies of TRm TRUTH SEEKER
and the Ingersoll arguments. One gentle- stance as full of fertilizing matter for their
man, who said he had the love of God in sandy soil as such a sermon must be of
his heart, took a copy of the paper, which falsehood, their sweet potatoes would
I had left on the office counter in the weigh twenty pounds apiece. Just think
hotel, and shoved it into the stove and of it, the heavenly Solomon! with seven
told me I shon!d be run out of town, eto. hundred wives and three hundred conI was afterwards informed that this man cubines, all supported by plunder and
was never known to pay his honest debts fraud, as his father David's wives and
when he could avoid it. But as he had concubines were, when he was called a
now joined the church· they hoped he man after God's own heart. If I had not
been too deaf for sixty years to hear a
would -pay up.
The sky-pilot cries most in the winter public discourse or common conversation
time and just now the Iowa sky-pilot is in I would hav heard that sermon if I had
been carried to the church on a wheelclover. It's a rich fibld for holy drones.
barrow. I am now authorized to pay Mr.
lam,
Yours fraternally,
King $3 for a copy of his sermon, w hioh
JOHN AYLWARD.
will pay him two or three times over for
No Preacher to Support Nor One at the writing it.
Burial.
Here is what my song says about
Solomon:
MoUND CITY, KAN., Feh. 4, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I see bv the reminders The Bible calls Solomon wisest of all,
sent out every week that yon are anx- With one thousand women, all slaves to
his call,
ious for all to pay up, and my subscription is past due. I had to try to raise the Supported by him by plunder and fraud,
Yet lying priests call him the wise man of
money to pay for your valnabie paper. I
God.
hav read it so many years I cannot civ it A good man with one good wife will do
up yet. I inclose $3. The new year did
very well,
not begin well with me, as I lost my wife But a fool with a thousand is in a live hell.
on the 8th of January, and I am left with So much for old Solomon, foolishest fool
all that are named in the old Bible
two little girls on my bands, one five and Ofschool.
the other two past.
They are good,
J. HACKER.
healthy-looking children, with well developed heads and smart as can be; I don't No, of Course Putnam is Not "Venerwant to giv them up to be drae-ged up in
able."
TRoY, N.Y., Feb. 15, 1894.
the church, which they would be, so I am
MR. EDIToR: For the inclosed stamps
trying to care for them myself. I am
much confinPd to the house by so doing, send me a few copies of the cathartic
and, as I am known to be an Infitlel, it is creed. I know I am behind in my dues.
impossible for me to get a woman to keep I hav had only a little work since the
house and take care of the little ones. I "bloated bond-holders" contracted th'l
bav a good home of my own and some money market. I will remit just a"! soon as I
other good property to keep me from get to work, which, I think, will be very
soon. Politics are booming here. The
starving, and no preacher to pay.
I wish to mention about the burial of Democrats are divided. The Republicans
Mrs. Adams. One of the Eastern Star are confident, and the A. P. A. intend to
members-Mr. Ely, a lawyer-made a raise ~heol with all hands.
The clergy here ·are trying to close up
good address at the house. The lady.
members walked in line before the hearse, the saloons; and they are angry because
They
and then they officiated at the grave. The public opinion is against them.
whole affair was very weH conducted, and went to the mayor and asked him to close
some of the Chr'istians said it was very them up. He told them to go to Albany
and get laws passed in their favor. If any
nice indeed; and the preacher got left.
Should some Liberal woman who reads "unassigned gentleman," or any other
thie think such a place would snit her, I kind of a gentleman, thinks he, she, or it
should like to hear from her. Must be of can get the best of Putnam in argument,
or our George in logic, be hai better take
middle age, without any incumbrance.
my advice and quit. I am opposed to
Yours respectfully,
JAMES ADAMS.
anyone calling my friend Putnam "venerable Putnam," as I still remember him as
Some Very Incisiv Remarb.
a blyt"e, happy young man, fair-haired
ILwAco, WASH., Jan 29, 1894.
Ma. EDIToR: I am taking THE TRUTH and full of life and ambition, pretty much
SEEKER and I consider it a good paper, as the out in TH!!l TRUTH SEEKER reprennd hope it will kill all the humbug relig- sents him I intend to hav onfl of his books
ions. I look upon all preachers as Sunday if I hav to pay$5 for it. S.D. JEFF.ERS.
beggars and a dangerous set of men. When
I was small I used to get whipped beWithout Guidance of Priest or Book.
cause I would not sit and iisten to the
PRovo Cr!'Y, UrAH, Jan. 18, 1891 ·
preacher's nonsense. They say God made
To Whom it JJ£,~y Concern: As yon recall things, and made them out of nothing; ognize in the Truth Seeker family of cormade man out of nothing. Any person respondents both learned and unlearned,
with good sense would know hetter, as Christ.ians and non-Christians, saints and
~omething cannot be made out of nothing. sinners, and are no respecters of persons,
They say there was a flood at one time, [will S!I.Y a little helping to investigate the
and all but Noah and his family were great question as to whether religion is
drowned. They also say God is merciful; necessaryto make and keep man moral, or
was he merciful when he caused a flood to whether man can ba liberated and go withdrown children, even little babies that did out guidance of priest aod book, behaving
not know right from wrong? Anybocfy without being scared with hell or enticed
• that will pray to sqch a murderer as that with heaven. Many Freethinkers bon estly
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believe religion a necessary humbug to
fool the ignorant into being good; hence
so many are luke-warm Freethinkers or
acting as Christians. I am inclined to believe mankind can be good without the
belief in a God-Son-Ghost-heaven-hell
religion. We are civilized and intelligent
enough to be good without being paid
for it.
It will be a long job to eradicate superstition, as many are constituted to naturally
love ceremony, sham, and display. Religion to many is fascinating; it is fashionable.
How inconsistent of providence to endow men so that they must differ so widely,
causing much contention and strife, because one believes religion to be so beneficial and harmonious and another, just as
good and wise, believes it to be detrimental
and discordant. If all who believe in religion were good and all who do not were
bad, we would know what to do. We
know it is possible to be moral and happy
without belief in religion. Yours for investigation.
ANDREW SwARD.
"Brother George" ·can BJnsh Again.
BARRE, MAss., Feb. 6, 1894.
MR .. EDITOR: Inclosed, please find $8$3 ior renewal of my subscription and $5
for Mr. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years
of Freethought." I could not send the
money before, I hope I am not too late
for my name in the book. I think it ought
to be there, for I took the platform in 1852
agaist Bible and church superstition, and
hav been at it ever since with my tongue
and pen as my health and circumstances
would permit.
I am delighted as ever with THE TRUTH
SEEKER, but cannot speak in its praise in
detail-of its editor and staff-its numerous supporters and correspondents-its
grand, good articles that cheer me in my
loneliness and seclusion; of that prince of
artists and designers, Watson Heston (to
whom I would send a small gift, if I knew
his address); to the lecturers, who giv us
their experiences; but last of all would I
make my · glo" ing '' Observations" on
"Brother George " and welcome his return to his first love; the little, great, incomparable TRUTH SEEKER I never was
reconciled to his departure and straying
off into Western fields, and robbing us of
his valuable services, and Tam more than
rejoiced to find him back where he belongs,
and hope here he will remain until his
head is frosted with fourscore yearslong after I will be gone and forgotten as
is the decayed mummy in the mausoleum
of the past, with no resnrrecti(m (in expectation) in kingdom came.
Yours for life,
ELLA E. GmsoN.
And Protestants are Fomenting the God.
in·the-.Constitution Rebellion.
CHIOAGo, ILL. , Jan. 30, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I inclose $4.50 for paper
an!! "Dynamic Theory." Times are so
terribly hard in the West we can only by
close and careful management and economy keep out of the clutches of the fortunate financial party or parties. My sympathy goes out for you in the struggle to
keep your paper before the people. Sympathy does not pay debts, I know; yet
every man should first discharge his own
obligations, if possible. I shall continue
to be a subscriber for your most valuable
paper while I liv and in that one particular
assist yon and the cause of Freethonght
and raligious liberty. It seems to me
that with what knowledge you impart concerning the power Catholics are getting in
our country yon would attempt to show
our people why such strides are being
made. In principle I am a Democrat, but
I hav observed for a long tinle that every
Democratic vote is indirectly assisting the
Catholic church. Only one Catholic out
of a thousand is a Republican, and in that
matter only for the benefit of his church.
The Protestant ministers are all the
most contemptible cowards the world
could produce, and their followers are no
better.
Look at the condition of your own city,
Baltimore, and Chicago-all are run and
controled by Catholics. I am not particularly opposed to Catholics but for their
record.
I am sure if religion was kept entirely
out of politics there would be more harmony in it and a better government. By
permi~WPg it to take the first place it givs
.
.

.
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the
denomination
. I advised
.
long one
sought
to t
t th
I e oppor t nmty
m_e to giv up trying to preach, for
and it is on thisge con .r~ of our country, they "believed the devil had me body and
crate are assistino~~~=n 1 say the Demo- soul." Encouraging I When I told them
cast, and the ;rot t by eve~. vote they I could not believe that there was a hell at
eithe
· ds
es ant mmisters are all-oh, horrors! When I asked them to
r cowar
or fools not to grasp the give
· me a strroghtforward
·
sitnati
answer and tell
P. WINEMAN.
me if they believed it, they told me (how
on.
The Heaven of Justice and Love on Earth. true!) if hell was left out the whole system
WEST TEXAS, Feb. ,
must fall. Then it was I began to doubt
_
7 1894
~R. EDITOR: I hav been waiting until their own sincerity. After such interthi~ hour, hoping for one or two new sub- views as this I might expect to hear a serscribe~s; hav failed to get them, sf> I send mon from our "beloved pastor" about
heremth $6.50 to secure . THE TRUTH "damnable heresies," or something of an
~EEKER one more year, andS. P. Putnam's equally pacifying nature.
'Four Hundred Years of Freethonght."
Just as soon as I began to doubt their
Also please send me your catalog of Lib- holy book I was pitched into from all
era! boob.
sides, not by the wicked sinner, oh, no!
By borrowing from the country we but by the good Christians themselvs. I
boast a population of 1, 034, and hav five was on the immediate route to hell, withchnrche_s- Catholic, Baptist, Disciple, out any "stop-over" on my ticket. How
Method1st, and Presbyterian. Their ways I stood all this shot and shell from 80
are evidently not God's way, for his must many at once, I don't know, but I didn't
be one way and theirs are five ways. let go even to "spit on my hands;" but I
The Catholics are "woman., worshipers . was not quite so enthusiastic.
"The virgin mother of Jesus queen of
My idea of _being an orthodox preacher
henven
" th e woman th at married
'
m
•
a man had dwindled to a hope that I might ense
m
"Joseph," and lost her virginity by hav- my conscience by taking up some work of
ing children, pons and daughters and that moral reform. When Christian science
too, after having consorted with a God' came along and said: "Yon do not need
ghost, or may be it was after all "Jo: to believe in hell; it is not necessaryto beseph." The Baptists, a mixed lot of pre- lieve there is a devil," it seemed to me that
destinarians, free agents, et al. The Dis- here was my forte. But, after trying that
ciples, who swim to heaven by way: of a for about three years, I saw that its methd_nck puddle, frog pond, or may ·be a ods were impracticable, and found myself
river. The Methodists, who get there by a dupe again. And so I hav been driven
sp_ri~ling, pouring, or may be by swim- from one indefensible position to another
mmg m company with Baptists and Dis- until I hav arrived at Freedom's gaol,
ciples at a respectful distance. The Pres- Freethonght. Good-bye, cowardly snperbyterians, ditto the Methodists with va- stition, forever! Hail Freethonghtl
riations,
'
Yours fraternally,
RoLLA SMITH.
There is another class I had nearly forgotten: "The Liberals," so-called,· .they
seem t o b e traveling on a straight line, ac.
cepting truth whether found in the Bible
.
or smence, rejecting error, wherever
found, either in the Bible or out of it. I
think they are on the direct road to
h
eaven, and will enter at the broad gate.
It seems to me the others are on diverging
roads, crooked, will enter at side gates,
may be back gates, but I hope all, all will ·
land safe in that golden city, eternal in the
heaven of heaven, that is, if there is any
heaven to reach. So mote it be.
LEM JoNEs.
A Brother Tells His 'Sperience.
SALIDA, CoL., Jan, 26, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Thinking perhaps it might
be of interest to some of your readers to
know the experience of another who has
been liberated from the shackles of superstition by Freethonght, I will venture a
few lines of my own.
Being a child of delicate health and endowed with a vivid imagination and sensitiv nature, it is not strange that I was· an
easy subject for the operations of tbe religions fanatics. I professed Christianity
at an early age, and also contracted the
notion that I must be a preacher. While
reason slept superstition fastened its
deadly fangs in me. I imagined that
Christians were better than other people
(I hav been undeceived since), and, as I
thought I must liv a perfect life, I would
"backslide," because of every slight error,
thinking I had committed a terrible sin,
and consequently must hav fallen from
grace. But having great fear of death
and believing that if I should die "out of
the Lord" I would be utterly damned, I
would seek the Lord again, in order to escape hell and its tortures. I heard a great
deal of talk about sanctification, and concluded if a little religion was a good thing
it must be better in larger doses; so proceeded to get dosed, and upon being advised to "take it to the Lord," went into
a coal-shed and put in the night "seeking," but "found it not." I hav often
wondered I did not lose my reason entirely, but consider myself lucky to hav
lost only a portion of it. That dose of
holiness physic settled me on holiness, for,
as Heston puts it, the more I was bored
the holier I got, . I still held the idea that
I should be a "cushion-pound1.1r," and,
being advised this tinle to "study God's
word," went to work in dead earnest, with
the result that I found it must be, some of
it, the fruit of that other fellow's iD£piration.
• This is the time I got my "foot in it,"
for the "superior ~mgels_" of this world.

Aunt Elmina Grows Enthusiastic.
s NOWVILLE, VA., Jan, 27, 1894.
M
R. EDIToR: The first of January finds
me looking over the various floral catalogs
I h
~
av received and trying to decide of
which florist I shall order my spring
plants and seeds. In comes the mail, and
1 unroll from its wrappings the one published by John Lewis Childs, Floral Park,
N. Y. Ah! I hav no need for further
search. One cannot want more than all
there is. Leaf after leaf is turned, and on
each you find a much-to-be-desired specimen-nice, fine copyright engravings too,
some almost as lovely as the real flowers
could possibly be. The cover of the book
is e_xqnisitly beautiful, and well it may be,
as It cost $10,000.
The frontispiece c.f "Superfine Pansies,"
with their rich colorings, is distractingly
enchanting. Each flower looks right at
yon, seeming to say, "I'm just the pansy
you want," and it really is so too, for yon
crave them all, The next colored plate is
"The Mayflower Premium," and it is just
as handsome as it can be. Then comes a
plate of "Childs's New Chrysanthemums,"
three of the handsomest specimens of thilil
popular flower yon ever imagined. Yon
will be sure to want all these.
And now we turn t) a full-page colored
plate of the "New Double Iris Kaempferi." Was there ever a handsomer sight?
Such vivid colors and in such variety, and
such lovely markings. Well, well; I'm
determined to hav them, .yon mentally exclaim. And what is best of all, they will
stand our hardest winters, and once yours
they are yours for all time.
I wish I had leisure and space to speak
for each flower of the flock:
Heliotropes with meekly lifted brow
Say to me, "Go not yet."
The crimson blossoms of the coral tree
In the warm isles of the sunny sea.
The morning glory "gladly opening to
the sun's first ray."
The lily, "white, spotless, clear, and
pure."
.
Then rose, sweet rose, with blush and
smile,
And breath in which all sweets are
drowned,
Thou com'st to bloom for us awhile,
And with thee is the summer crowned.
The sweet verbena, which, being brushed
against,
Will hold us three hours after by the smell
In spite of long wu.lks on the windy hills.
And oh, so many, many more. The
very best you c~n do is to send twenty-.five
cents to Childs and get the book for yourself; 188 pages of flowers, and directions
for planting and rearing. And the beauty
of it is you get your twenty-five cents back
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with your first order and twenty-five cents
more in superfine pansy seeds and a premium on the order besides. So yon see
it is a money-making investment as well
as a priceless treasure.
Then there is the vegetable department
-trees, shrubs, berries, etc., every one
first-class and tip-top.
The" Rose of All Colors," on the cover,
we must hav. Such a variety, I am sure,
never before grew on one bush.
The wind whispers softly a secret to meIt has seen the first rose of J nne kissed by
a bee;
And I see its bright splendor flash out on
the spray,
A little red world that will last for a day,
Don't say it is too early to think about
spring flowers. We must study the catalogs and mark what we want and begin
to lay by the pennies, so that when planting time comes we shall be able to get
at least a. few of the ones we most covet. I
wish every TRUTH SEEKER reader would
select some special flower and try his or
her best with it, and report results to me
next fall. I shall try the iris kaempferi
and will tell yon my success with it.
'
I once had a lady friend who said she
had never sowed a flower seed nor owned
a flower plant. But she had never seen
Childs's catalog and had her taste cultivated by its wealth of invitingly arrayed
blooms.
'Twas a dainty little flower
That was sleeping in a bower
Underneath tbe spreading branches of the
lanrel and the pine·
Where a shadow ~as in hiding
J!'rom her sunlight lover, gliding
In h1s madly merry seeking for his dusky
sweetheart's shrine.
Tht'n the wind came gently drifting
the leafy portieres lifting,
Darted In nnd touched the sleeping flower
wit.h his magic art,
VV:hen she ope'd her eyes so tender,
Llghted all the place with splendor
And the sunlight clasped the shadow' to
his palpitating heart.
-Frede?·iak A. Bisbac, on the Anemone.
ELMINA DRAKrn Sr,ENKER.
An~

Researches in Oriental History,
EMBRACING THE

Origin of the .Jews, the RIHc an(l J)evel·
opmeut of Zoroastrianism, and the
Ucrivation of ChristianitY;
to which is addod,

WHENCE OUR ARYAN

ANCESTORS~

By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
Jiourth Edttton.
Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten clliLpters.
Part II.-Researrhos in Zoroastrian:sm; thirteen
ch~tpters.

Part III.-Deri vation of Uhr:sti11nity • twenty
ch~tntors.
'
P11rt IV.-Whence C~t'llo tho Aryans? I<'ivo cl!apters.
I•re"'" Notice11,

The style ia forcible 11nd terse. the t·easoning
jl'Ood, 11nd 11s the fact• up~n.which tho ILr~umcnt
IS based ~·e l!Lfll'ely Chrtsttan, our tlJ~ological
fr~ends Will have somo hard nutR to cracl< if they
at,t;~pt to a~swer tbem.-IJoslon lnVI<.•ttyator.
Ihts book 1s one of tho most thorough and
learned of tho Fr~othougbt wori<H that !Javo como
across the Atlantic.-Tiw Freethtnlwr, T.onaon.
Is a mo•t valu11ble contrilmt•on to the lit<·t·a.
tTure of tho nineteenth ccntury.-P1·or1resslve
lttnker.
'
Elegantly b)und in cloth, price, $l.!JO.
AddreRR all orders to '!'HE TRUTFI HF:EKER
COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

Darwin

an~

After Darwin.

An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEoRGE J. RoMANES,
tbA ll}'lltel)ln:ticExQoRition of w~at may lJo termed
e parwm1sm of Darwm, and mtended to be of
~:!:~~en~t~~~~Jf..1~~ral reader rather than to pro. Mr. Itqmmws is well known as one of the most
mt~restmg of En[tlish writers upon evolution
b_estdes r~tnkmg With l~rpfessor Huxley in scien:
ti!lc kno:wlegge and aht!tty. And this IS a part of
hts .oonclusto!l regardmg the great subJect of
Dtstgn, to wh1ch the church so often refers:
. Thus whether we look to the facts of &daptatJOn or to those of beauty, everywhere throughou_t orgamc nature we meet with abuDdant
evtdence of IJatural ca~stLtion, while nowhere do
we meet With n:ny mdependent evidence of
Rupernatnral !lest~n. . .. . . . Adapt-ation and
beauty are ahko rece1vmg thetr explanation at
the hands ofu. purely mechanical philo~ophy...
A.ll nature bas thus been transformed before the
vtew of tht> preRent generation in a manner and
to an. extent that has never before been posHihle;
and masmuch as the change which has taken
place ba• tak_en pla..Je in the direction of naturalIBm, an!l t~ts .to the .extent of rendering the
'!llecbamcalmtP.rpretatJOn of nature universal it
IS no wonder if the religious mind bas sudde~ly
awakened .to a ne:w. and a terrible force in the
f~r'ij' 3~,1ts traditiOnal enemy-Where is now

0

!ffiustrated. Price, cloth-h$2.
Addreas,
TH.!" TnUTH SEEKER.
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Etited by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Maaa., to whom all Oommunicafio""R for thla Oorner should be aent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

The :Mystic Realms.
BY FRANK OLIPHANT.

There seems to be
No force or power that into mortal frawe
The breath of life can put when once that vital
flame
Has winged its flight, has ceased to light the
r•gions
Of the brain and guide the nervous heart. Not
e'en

of it, too. She seemed to think that while
it was quite a common, every-day affair for
a cat to hav kittens, it was wonderful for a
cat to hav a baby dog, Doggie developed
a wonderful appetite, and grew fat and
strong, and the kittens one after another
died, till only one was left. The mother
cat, Betsey, spent the most of her time
nursing and licking and caressing the
puppy. She didn't care the least for the
kitten, and it would hav died only for
cow's milk.
When J nm was six months old Betsey
died, and since that time he has been
rather unhappy; he is always looking for
his adopted mother. If he sees a cat when
heiR looking out the window, he cries till
we let him out to go to her; but when they
meet the cats never reciprocate his feelings, f~r they box his ears and sometimes
try to scratch his eyes. When we say,
"Where is Betsey?" he will run to the
chair she nsea to sit in and whine and cry.
Jitm does not like music, Ol' else likes it
too much, and we always put him in the
cellar when we begin to play. He has got
so now that, when we say "Jnmmie"
when he cries, he will go to the cellar door
and wait till we open it to let him go down.
We think him very cute. He loves to
watch mice, but doesn't try to catch them.
He understands perfectly what we say to
him. He doesn't like to mind very well.
I sincerely hope yon will be able to print
this letter. It is rather long, but I trust
it will escape the wastebasket. I would
like to correspond with girls or boys
from fourteen upwards. I think yon hav
a lot of bright and intelligent writers,
both boys and girls. May the Corner
prosper is my wish,
JEANNETTE V. SToNE..
38 Bailey Strfet, Dorchester, Mass.
[The writer of the above is not only
clever with her pen, but is also gifted with
a sweet voice, and the quality and smoothness of its tones hav charmed all who hav
Irstened to them,-ED, C. D.]

That power that first gave form a throbbing
pulse
lJav we e'er known to rouse the dead
From its protracted sleep; nor hav we in onr
Harkenings heard the faintest sigh breathed
ba.ok
Upon onr ears from mystic realms
Beyond the dark abyss of death.
Between cold lips
No wagging tongue iA heard to speak
Of beauties rich and fair beyond the grave; nor
Do the lips vibrate to tell of gilrled hall•
And streets of gold beyond the curtain of the
night,
When they'v encased death's frozen tongue.
For from that distant, shadowy vale
No one returns to whisper to onr souls
Its grandeurs or its solitudes; no eye lool<s out
Through lashes that hav close 1
In thi• eternal sleep, to drink ag>tin
The glances of the lnved ones left on earth;
No maiden's silvery laugh rings out
Upon the moon-lit· air to haunt the vine-clad
paths
WherA she so lately with a lover wooe"f;
No infant-foot returns to stamp its dimpled
print
In the honeysuckle glen; no huntsman's calling
notes
Are hearil to pierce the fo~eAt ghvle, no echo
Of his noisy horn is wafted from the hills;
No tmvele~ returns to drink and bathe
His heated brow in babbling brooks
That wander like a silver thread through cop•e
and woody dale;
No mother's tender words float back to warn
And guard the wayward son; no suffering wife
Correspondence.
I•'rom her ileparted h<tlf receives sweet guirlance
While 1·evels he 'mid beauteous scenes of paraAvlllRY, lA., Jan. 20, 1894.
diseDEAR MISS WIXoN: I am a young FreeThe so-called land beyond the silvery stretch
thinker, converted to reason and FreeOf starry Jights, where day-light never hang•
thought by reading the TRUTH SEEKER,
Her curtai11 np-where never falls the sooty kiss
and noticing other young Freethinkers
Of midnight'« cheerless gloom!
writing to yon, I thought I would send a
few lines.to help encourage yon in your
How Jumbo Was Adopted by Betsey.
good and noble work of trying to save the
DEAR MISS WIXoN: I hav seen yon a young people of this country from priestly
dominion and religions superstition.
great many times in Onset, where I often
There is quite a number of Freethinkers
go in summer days, and I hav read your in this town. As is usual with this class or
delightful little book about that pleasant people, they are composed of the best, the
wateringpl~tce; Ro I seem to be acquainted most honest and intelligent members .of
with yon, n.nd I want to send a Jetter for the community. I hav suggested to so!he
of them that we hav a Freethonght Sunthe Children's Corner. I bav been a reBder day-school started here where we young
of the Children's Corner since yon first people could be instructed in nature's
became itR editor. I turn to the letters laws and Freethonght principles, so as not
the firRt thing after taking up THE TRUTH to be led astray by wily priests and taught
SEEKER. Papa has taken the paper for to run after strange gods. Perhaps in the
near future we will hav one.
year~.
I ehonlil like to correspond with some of
I e.m sixteen years old, and, like most the bright boys and girls of the Corner ..
girls, am fond of pets. We hav one, a Tf any of them wiBhes, I will teach them
dog of seal-brown color, that we call the interesting science of phrenology, or
"Jnm," or "Jumbo." He was nam£d how. to read by phrenological, physiogJumbo. A lady said he ought to hav a nomical and temperamental signs the
characters, motivs, and dispositions of
name that would suggest bigness, because strangers or such-persons as they may come
he was then so very little. Now Jumbo in contact with.
Should like to know Miss Wixon's opinhas a history, and I think some of the
children would li'lre to hear about him. A ions of phrenology,
Yours truly,
AxEL PETERSON,
lady friend of ours in Onset had a pug
[THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
has reason to be
dog, who became a mother of three lit.tle
puppies on July 8, 1891. Our friend told proud of its converts, as the above letter
her little girl to drown them at once shows. Thanks for kind words of· enin a pail of water, as they were "mon- couragement and appreciation,-ED. C. C.]
grels." The daughter obeyed her, and
just as the last was taken out of the pail to
be buried in the sand, my mother came
along and Lizzie said:
"Oh, Mrs. Stone, yon ought to see what
pretty puppies Nipsic had!" and she laid
the cold, wet, lifeless little pnppy in mamma's hand.
·
Mother said: " It seems too bad to kill
such a nice-looking little dog."
"It is no use saying anything now,"
said Lizzie; "it is surely deail, for it has
been under water quite n. while."
J nst then the little puppy gave a short
bark, and mamma said:
"I will take it with me and let our old
cat hav it; perhaps she may adopt it in
place of one of her week-old kittens that
died this morning."
Then the puppy was placed in the eat's
box with the kittens. The mother cat
adopted it at once. She was very proud

0
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DEAR MI~ w~dN~L~~nJ~~ir2d. :!·to
describe cotton.
I shall not use the
des~ription used in botany, but just as I
see It here We bed up our land in three
to five-foot rows, then plant the seed with
a planter or by hand, by drilling them.
Plants come up with two leaves on one
stem. In about two weeks it has two more
leaves, and in a month it has six or eight
1
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t 0 f oJ B ow8hsigns o limbs,
ows
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forms
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white the first day, turn red the second
and
fnJ]
off the tht'rd. In one month the'
w
a
holl is grown, and opens in about Pix weeks
from the time it shows forms. The main
Rtalk keeps on growing and pnt.ting out
limbs, which in turn do tbe same and
g rows tmt.il frost. Some of I't grows t'welve
feet high, but the most of i~ is frhom four to
six feet high. Now, this IB w en everytbingis equable, seasons and weather; but
when the weather is cool, cloudy and i

rainy, in August the worms come; then
cotton evolntes into worms. In two weeks
the field looks as if fire had been through
it. I send yon a lock. Plant it in a hothouse in small paper boxes about the 15th
of April, and when the weather gets warm
plant it in rows eighteen or twenty inches
apart, and yon will hav some nice plants.
Yours truly,
BRANTLY WARD.
[A good description of the cotton plant.
Thanks for fine specim<m and for seeds,
which 'jill be planted; but probably our
season is not warm enough for it to matnre.-ED. C; C.]
PoRT TowNSEND, WASH., Dec. 27. 1893.
DEAR MISS WIXoN AND THE CoRNERITES:
We write to tell yon that we are trying to
form a Sunday club of young Freethinkers, and we hope we will be successful in
the attempt; but it is hard work converting the young folks to the good cause.
Some folkR think it is always good to be on
the safe side, in case "it might be so."
Our school-mates think it jnsf awful that
we are Freethinkers; but in our estima·
tion, "To be a Freethinker is e-reater than
to be a Christian." We hav "The Descent
of Man," by Charles Darwin, from which
we will read extracts every Sunday, and
we will soon hav "Four Hundred Years of
Freet.honght," by Samuel P. Putnam, and
then we are sure we will hav a very nice time.
A~ Annie is occupied in writing a letter to
one of her Freethinker friends (of the
masculin gender), she has thoughts for
no.thing else, and I will finish composing
th1s letter. We would like very much if
some FreethinkerA would come and lecture
in Port Townsend. We would snrelv be
present at each lecture, Inc!OE'Ied pieasll
find a clipping from the Examiner, which
we wonlil like to see in the column entitled " Not For Parsons." Wishing
you and the Cornerites all a Happy New
Year, We remain,
Your Freethinker friends,
LoUISA IFFLAND,
ANNIE L. BARTHROP.
[A Sunday club is just the ihing-a stPp
in the right direction. Do not be discouraged if yon make only small headway at
first. "Large streams from little fountains :flow." Lecturers will please remem her
Port Townsend when in that vicinity.
Thanks for kind wishes. and also ·for the
very beautiful New Year's remembrance
from Louisa and Annie.-ED. C. C.]
ST. JosEPH, Mo., Jan. 21, 1894.
DEAR MisS WIXON: I hav never succeeded in ~etting a letter started towards
the Atlantic before, but I think I can
muster conra!!'e enough to drop this one
in a letter box.
I take great interest in THE TRUTH
SEEKER, being a regular reader of it and
especially the Corner, althonl!'h I a~ not
what yon would call a child, but, as we
grow older, strange to say, our childhood
clings to us all the more.
This was illustrated yesterday at an entertainment at which I was present A
wax ~onp was the subject, portrayi~g a
scene m that well-known German fairv
tale entitled, "Snow White." Yon ail
can remember it as your mother used to
quiet your childish cries with its soothing
effects;
The lecturer gave us the story in full
detail, and at the close I found myself as
well as ma~y others, turning away wiih a
re~retfnl sigh •. as the lecturer smilingly
said we had listened to it just as if we
were children again.
But I _am wandering from my subject.
I was l!'omg to tell the Cornerites about
the place where I live. J nst imagin (I
hate to .ask anv more) a dusty or rather
B;'Doky ~Ity, and_ on the outskirts a nice
httle villttge With a nice little natural
park close at hand, where in the summer months the pleasure-seekers lounge
among the shady trees on the banks of a
small stream, with here and there a footbridge, and farther on a larger one where
the e!Pctric cars furnish music as' well as
transportation to those that like to enjoy
the pleasure and beant.y of Dame Nature
If yon can imagine such a place as i
hav done my best to describe yon will
hav my habitation complete.
'
We hav in our addition, I am sorry to
say, four churches-that is, four churches
too many. We hav also, I am glad to
say, one school· house, but lfhich is not
too mnny,
a
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w
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and liberty, which will, I hope, some day
mel\!f.to inbsignificance the church of snpers I wn,
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as well asalone
true and
of
Thomas Paine will be our Bible:
•
"The
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t
d
my religi';;~~ .. 18 my conn ry; to 0 good

..

he circumstances that they were, is
enough to make one love the speaker,
With a kind wish and a full-grown hurrah for all of my Liberal friends and coworkers I will close. .AIJ.y correspondence
from Liberal friends will be gladly welcomed. Hoping that this will do a little
good at least, I am your Liberal friend,
WM. D TROTTER.
[A little good!-snch letters do a great
deal of good. Comll again,-ED. C. C.]
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? Ieasure and Progress.

Thomas

Palne~s WorKs~
•

AN ATTEHPT TO PBOVE THAT

~~

ct copies for $1:

The Pursuit of Pleasure is the Sine Qua Non of Intellectual, ·Moral, and Social
Development, and that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
·
Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship.
By Albert M. Loren-tz. LL.B.

:a.'X;.;

clo.~50c.

Age of Reason anu Examina·
·tion of the Propllecie!<.
Pap . ..,40c.: clo., 75c.
Apostle of Political and Re·
ligious Libm·ty. (Life.) B}

•

J.lTI.l1emsburg. Portrait. Pap ..

CONTENTS:
BooK L-PLEASUBE: Chap. I.-Sources of. Pleasure. Chap. ll.-Material Plea.sures. Chap. III.Ideal PJeasure~. Ch!'l' JV -Somal Pleasures. Qhap. V.-Pleasures of the Savage, the
Barbarian and the Civilized. Chap. VI.- Genesis of religions. Chap. VII.-Christianity.
BooK ll.-lNTELLEDTUAL DEVELOl'MENT: Chap. I.-Purpose of life. Chap, II.-Matenal Pleaeures.
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Ide~l Pleasures: Character. Chap. Vl.-Social Pleasures. Chap. VII.-Pedagogical Des.
potism.
BooK ill.-MoBAL DEVELOl'¥ENT: Chap. I.-Morality. Chap. II.-Material Pleasures: Prudence.
Chap. III.-Matenal Pleasm:e~:. Re.finement. Chap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Foresi_ght,
Chap. V.-Ideal J?leasures: CivilizatiOn. Chap. VI.-Social Pleasures. Chap. VII,-Yice
Caused bl'" Restramt.
BooK IV.-SooiAL DEVELOF¥ENT: Chap. I.-~'rogress. Caap. II.-Protection, Capitalism, and
Sociali~m: Resi>eOtivly an Actu~. !ln.Imminen.t, and a Proposed Violation of Individual
Sovere1gnty. Ohap. III "7C9ndit10n of Agriculture. Chap. IV. Public Schools, the
Me~eiM~ne, Tekel of Socialism. Chap. V.-Province of Government. Chap. VI.-Our
Socia Disorder.
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L1fe of. . 3y J. E. Remsbura
Port. l,ap. 50c
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t•ortrni•i. 80c.

L1fe of.

With Explanaton

~b~ernt;;\VuM.

Here are some of the verdicts on this remarkable production whi~h have been rendered bY
men who are in every way qualified as judges of books:
This is a spiritAd, rattling snrt of a book that skates right along over the deepest subject with
out mu h thought whether the ice is thin or not. It answ,rs the greatest questiOn-What is the
us~. object, mottve, purpos!!! and summum bonum of life, and the real came and motive of progress?
-bY one word Pleasure l-:.chaaaeus B. Wakeman
He sharplv attacks, al•o.• mod~rn meth9ds of. ~duoation, and in this he is mo~t abundantly
borne out oy the facts, an<l his arra!gnment Is practically unanswerable. His book Is altogether a
curious and suggestive one.-New York Oommeroial Aavert~ser.
The man who wrote this book knows how to write a book, and knows what he is writing about.
There is not a padded sentence in the volume, not an attempt to ftll up with Rords for lauk of
knowled_ge. The author deals hard blows at sh.ams and falsehoods, and hard blow~ for realiti~~ and
truth. We do not see how anyone can re~d .this book and disagree with the leadin_g propositiOns.
The work is good; every chapter is worth reading. It is a work of common-sense Socialism. The
chapter on public schools ought to be put into a tract and sent to every teacher in the land. Thousands of sentences are worthy of being framed as political maxims and hUI.lg up all over the nation.
The book deserves 1Jo wide read in~ not only for its literary style, which is clear and incisive, but for
its bold, honest sa.ymg~.-L K. washburn.
Here we ha.ve philosophy up to date, the advance word o! the progressive thinker; not~ dry,
abstruse discourse, but a common-sense essay in plain words upon the conduct of life, and all Illl).strated with such an abundance of anecdote and metaphor as add real entertainment to solid mstrnotion. This is an important book. striking at superstition and unreasonable tradttiond'nd UJ?holding individual liberty in defiance of g"vernmental law and social custom. ·After reamng this
book one feels that the author will never be able to write another, for he has put all his life and
knowledge into this one. Every page bristles with points; there is no padding or filling in, no mere
literary em oellishment; but clean-cut apothegms aboUI.ld, and everr line is dictated by nard-headed
common-sense -Oapt. Robt. 0. Adams.
After you read this book you will be as enthusiastic in praise of it as are the eloquent editor of the
Invest~aator and the gallant President of the Canadian Secular Union,
"Pleasure and Progress " has 898 pages, is splendidly printed from large, clear type, on excellent paper, and costs, boUI.ld in cloth, $1; paper covers, 50 cents.
Address
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THIRD EDITION.
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BIBLE
•
AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING A
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fRffTHINKfRS' PICTORIAL TfXT-BOOK.

Cltmparison of the Old and New Testament Dlyths and ltliraeles with th"'
!If Heathen Nations of Antiqnlty,
CONSIDERING ALSO 'l'HEIR o:aiGIN AND MEANING.
WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.

SHOWING
THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFl1LNESS OF THE OHUROH'S OLADI:
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFI•
OliiNT INSTITUTION, AND BE·
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2 reprelfont S~m:ples of Christianity's Work.
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Thanksgiving.
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Sabbath Laws.
Qhildren an4 the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
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The Creeds.
Christians and Mohammedans.
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Misston&ries.
The Lord's ~nstruments:
Bible Doctrmes and Their Results,
The Church an\l )3lavery.
\!riests and Politics.
.ireland and the Ch;n~c)l. .
Church's Idea of <.Jivilizat10n.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Reflections on the Church.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.
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Price, boar'cl cover's, $2; cloth, $2.50.
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[Heathm Illustration o.ftM Temptation.]

The Bundelzeslz (a sacred book of the Persians,) states that
Ahuramazda after creating the first man and woman, Mashya
and Mashyana, bade them "to be humble of heart; to observe
the law; to be pure in their thoughts, pure in their speech,
pure in their actions.''. But an evil demon came to them in
the form of a Serpent, sent by Ahriman, the prince of devils,
and gave them fruit of a wonderful tree, which imparted
immortality. Evil inclinations then entered their hearts,
and all their moral excellence was destroyed.
Couse·
quently they fell, and forfeited the eternal happiness for
which they were destined. They killed beasts, and clothed
themselves in their skins .•
BIBLE MYTHS shows this to be the origin of the Hebrew
story.

1 Vol. Svo., cloth, about GOO Pages. Price, $2.60.
Sent post-paid by the

TRUTH SEEKER.

M~~Atl}INVIGORATION

SEXUAL

guarantee by DR. WEST'S NERTE AND BRAIN
Treatment. A Specl1lc for MENTAL DEl'RES·
SION AND INSOMNIA. No mineral poisons!
Really worth trying. Mall, fl.OO. Six for -$5.00.
BRADnURY's PHA,RMAOY, Dept.)25, 367 Washington
'3t-reet, Boston, Mass.
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Goms of ~hought.
REFORMATION•has always been regarded
as treason.-R. G. Ingersoll.

t:f:i THUMBSCREW

AND RACKI

OUR NEWEST BOOKS.
Dy GEO.E.
and Rack. Illustrations' sneM.ACDONAJ,D. Thumbscrew
cially prenared, and the text by Geo. E. M\1-cdonald. Paper,10 cen•s.

Self-Contradictions of Ute Bible. Ninth

10 Cts

ed1tiori. Price, 15 centi

Abraham Lincoln: Was He a

THE mortal who fails to think ahead
thinks too late.-Galveston News.

PER COPY

CRUELTY, like every other vice, requires
no motiv outside of itself; it requires only
opportnnity.-George Eliot.

12 COPIES

Christian~

By John E. Remsburg. Cloth, $1; paper,
cents.
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Pen-Pictures of the World's Fair. Illustrated.
cents.

By Samuel P. Pntnam.

Religion a Curse, a Lie.! an

d

a

Paper, 25

D'
Isease.

· By Samuel P. Putnam. !'aper, 25 cents,

$1.00

NoBIL'l:TY, the nobles say, is an inter
mediary between the monarch and the Sent Post Paid
people. Yes, as the hound is an intermediary between the sportsman and the
TORTUHE JN.S'l'RUlilENTS employed in the fifteen_th and ~ixtee~th ce~turies for
hare.-Ohamjort and Vauvenargues.
the Promulgation of Christianity. Being the Nuremberg CollectiOn, and 1uclndmg spemmens from
'.l'he Holt Inquisition.
ALTHOUGH the true end of all kn:>wledge
THIRTY -FIVE ILLUSTRATIONS.
is action, and it is only for the sake ·of
Rnanish Collar, Thumbscrew, Iron Collar, t:1e RacH. the Iron Orown'rLeg Crusher, the Stocks.
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HE;~etic
C
.tcher.
the Iron Boot,, the Hot Mitton a Mouth ..pear (gag), ron Masks recommended
action that knowledge is sought by the huby the Inqni•hion, Bte11king a:nd. Burning_ on the Wheel, t]?.a Ducking Cage, the Chastity Belt for
man race, yet, in order that "it may be women,
the tipid~r the Iron Vuj;n ' Up to Date the ExecutiOn Bell, etc.
gained in sufficient breadth and depth, it
.. I used to rea.d in books," says Uolonel Ingersoll, .. how our fathers persecuted mankind But I
is necessary that the individual should seek never appreciated Jt. 1 reai it, btt it d~d not burn it~ elf .in:to my s_oul. I did l).Ot really appreciate
knowledge for its own sake.- W: K. Clif- the mfamies that have been committed 1n the name of_xehgwn untll I saw the 1ron ar<lumen,s tha•
Christians used."
•
~
'
ford.
Price, 10 Cents per Copy.
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AMONG
YOUR
UHRISTIAN
NEIGHBORS!
TliE C'TOd of the Old Testament rewards
Address THE 1RUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
and punishes visibly and signally here; he
terrifies o.Uen by his anger; he reforms
sometime.s. The God of the New Testament make,s little difference here between
those whom he approves and those he disapproves; so little that he is charged with
injustice for it; but he lie.s ~n wait to p"!lnA KEY TO BIBLE INVESTICATION;
ish the latter hereafter with nnrelentmg
CONTAINING 148 PROPOSIT,ONS.
vengeance and eternal torments, when it
is too late to terrify because it is too late
With Refer-·nces to the moRt Plain and Striking Self-Contradictions of the So-ca:J.l.ed Inspired
- criptures. Including Qnestions Amwered Affirmatively and Negatively by QuotatiOns from the
to reform.- Lord Bolingbroke.

The Bible Inquirer,

Bible. Al,o, Other Bible Referenres of Importance.

Design Argument Fallacies. A Refuta-

tion of the Argument that Na.ture "Exhibits
Marks of Having Been ne~igned by an Intelligent Being. By the Editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER. Paper, 15 cents.

Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
By M. E. Billings. Paper, 25 cant•.

Handbook of Freethonght.

Bell. Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

By W. S.

Pleasure and Progress: An Attempt to

Prove that the Pilrsuit of Pleasure is the stne
qua nan of Intellectual, Moral, a-nd Social
Development, and that the Promotion of
Pleasure is the Duty of Philanthropy and
Statesmanship. By Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
Oloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

The Creation of God. Tracing the God-

Ide to Its Source. By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
Cloth. $1; paper, oO cents.

Resurrection of Jesus.

.

By Don Allen.

Oloth, 75 cents; cloth, 40 cents.

Facts and Fictions of Life.

By Helen

H. Gardener. Cloth, $1j paper, 50 cents.

Woman, Church, and State. By Ma.tilda
Joslyn Gage. Cloth, $2; leather, $3.

The Church and Freethought. By Franklin Steiner. Paper, 10 cents.

The Giant Delusion. One of Otto Wett-

stein's Friendly Arguments with the Spiritualists. Paper, 10 cents.

Bible Inquirer. By Andrew Jacobsoll.
Paper, 25 cents.

WHAT the world claims to-day is freedom
Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged.---Pricl', 25 Cents.
IN PRESS.
from work. What it should hav is freedom
Address
THE TRUTH BEKKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.
in work. If we contrast the popular misFour Hundred Years of Freethonght.
By Samuel P. Putnam. Subscription book,
conception and notion of work in the
elegant binding, over one hundred. porminds of most of our modern workers with
traits, $5.
the joy and pride that in former ages workmen had in their craft and in their productions we must acknowledge that, to a
certain extent, our boasted advance of civilization has been followed by a corresponding deterioration. I am not here to
plead for the social organization that prevailed in the Middle Ages. I merely wish
to call attention to this one fact-that in
Sy Sarr).t.lel P. Putt;.arr)..
the Middle Ages the workman was jealous
-oof the honor of his cran; he had a pride Deatoatea to the Amertoan 00'Tiol}ress, or 1892, whtoh tor the sa14:e of Reztgton, Sta"/J"/Jea Lt"/Jert?J
Anotent VOfces
and joy in his work,-Dr. Emil G. Hirsch.

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.
..

Antiquity
Unveiled.

to the Heart.

CERTAIN types of religionists believe that
they obtain their goodness from religion,
and it is doubtless true that some men derive benefit (within the limits of their organization) from systems which other
good, if mistaken, men hav devised;
nevertheless, no religion contains more of
good than men put into it. The goodness
existed previous to and independently of
the religion. Consider the man who is
about to pray perhaps for the first time;
some sudden trouble has overtaken him;
many emotions are aroused ; his latent
goodness is awakened.
He has been
taught that real goodness is to be found
only in prayer. But, in truth, goodness
comes first ; he prays because he is good,
he is not good because he prays. He makes
his prayer, his prayer does not make him;
probably he is comforted by the paroxysm
of emotion, for any religion give, to certain temperaments, the peace which passeth all understanding. Goethe expressed
the opinion, which Matthew Arnold indorsed, that religion is needed by those
who hav neither poetry nor art.-Jilurneaux Jordan.
IN Greece and Rome forms of worship
infiriit in variety were tolerated.
· ·
The easy-going toleration of Greece and
Rome disapp_eared in presence of Judaism,
and the time came when Hebraized Christianity superseded the mythologies as the
religion of the state until, about eight
hundred years ago, t.he rule of uniformity
was established. Thereafter, as Gibbon
asserts, a spiritual empire acquired by
fraud was defended by violence. U mversal conformity wns exacted, and tolera·
tion, becoming a thing extinct, was in
process of time forgotten; or worse than
forgotten, remembered and loathed as a
feature of paganism. The One True Faith
knew it not; nor, indeed, could know it.
This rule of religions conformity prevailed
from the beginning of the eleventh to the
beginning of the sixteenth century, and
was enforced both then and later by all
necessary measures, whether Catholic or
Calvinistic, including excommunication,
persecution, crusades, th~ Inquisition, and
other agencies, whether civil-numbering
the block, the gallow~<, the wheel, and the
fa"'ot-or spiritual, stimulated by terror of
the rack in this world and hell-fire in the
next. But now, as the nineteenth century
is drawing to a close, there are quite as
many phases o.f relig~ons !Jelief ~n communities not, hke Spam, still medieval, as
there were altars in Athens; and they are
treated with much the same forbearance.
Thus in the matter of religions toleration
the world has struggled painfully back to
where it was when Paul preached on Mars
Hill. So, as I said, religions toleration is
in a. way a revival; not a discovery.Oharles Francis Adams.

rrom the Spfrtt
Realm atsowse the
nwst Starutng Relle!attons.
-o-

· A work burning with indignation inspired by the Congressional act c_losing the World's Fair
on Sunday-an act which practically united the government and the Chriat1an ch'lrch.

To which is added Hr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian
Exposition Committee of the Honse of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Also the following Essays and Poems by Mr. Putnam, which have never before been _put in
book form-1 Orthodoxy; Freethonght; Man, Not God (written for a Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Liberty and Thomas Paine; a_puem written for the opening exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; The Golden Age; Shut the Door (a poem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 1876).
. .
The main essay in this w:orl! is one of the s~roJ?.gest arraignments ever ma.de qf the re!Jgwn
which cramps and fetters the mmds of the people of th1s cou •• try. It should be distnbuted WJdely.
h has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in THE TBUTH BEEKEB and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.

Prtce 25 cents; Ftve coptes for $1.
Address
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TH[ DYNAMIC THfORY Of Llf[ AND MIND1
An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.
By JAMES B. ALEXANDER.
Over 400 illustrations, 87 chapters, 1,067 pages, and a a-column index of 11 pages.

Price, express prepaid bv us, onlv

•~.'t:i.

This work endeavors to embrace the :field covered by thousands of books, snob as those of the
"Humboldt Library of Science," the" International Scientific Series," etc., by bringing together, in
simp!e and direct form, with proper correspondence between them, all of the known factors cont~buting toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.

'!DtSh to "/Je Well t!'formea t THEN BEAD A OHAPTEB OB VEBBE DAILY FBOlll THIS BmLE Oll'
BOIENOE!
It is entertaining as well as enli&'htening, and will lead you to "worth-ship" (worship) nature
-t. e., appreciate the worth of the Umversal Mother.
You must own thiP book some day: why not NOW?
Adrlreas
THE TRUTH SEEKER. 28 Lafavette !'lace, New York.
7fl
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PfN ·PICTURfS Of THf WORLD'S fAIR.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
the director-general's address, the efforts to close th.e Fair Sundays and the triumph
of the Sunday-openers; describes the variom buildings and what they contain, and ie,
ull in all, the very best picture of the Fair 1hat can be painted with a pen,

ILLUSTRATED.
A. M!P OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A. BlRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.

Single copy, 25 cents. Five copies for $1.

Address THE TRUTF SEEKER.
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THE AGNOSTIC ANNUAL
-FOR-

~1_894.~
Edited by CHARLES A. WATTS.
CONTENTS:
The True History of the Bible Prof. Edwin
Johnson; APractioalV1ewofLife, 0harlesWatts;
The DPcadence of the Old ~l.'heology, Mrs. E.
Lynn Linto:g; Insyiration tn Extremts, Samuel
Laing; 'J he uospe of Love, A Poem. Capt. W. B.
McTaggart; A~nostic Types, R. Bithell, B.So.,
Ph.D.; On BI>intual Wickedness in High Places,
Edward Clodd; A Prie8r. of Nature, a. Poem,
Hon. C. K. Tuckerman; The Drea.m of Immortalit:t. Frederick Millltr•l Is Immortality a Dream,
W. Stewart Ross (~a. adin); Practicil.l Consequences of A~nosticism, F J. Gould; The Religious Propensrty, Fumeaux Jordan, F.R.C.S.
Price, :tO Cents,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafa.yette place, New York.

~~INFIDELS AND

CHARITY."

A Lea:fiet sbolVi.ng th tt tbe oft-repea.ted Christian statement that ln:fidels do not contribute
to nor found obarities is a f11lsebood. It ongM tc
be widely circulated to meet the calumny. Price.
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address THE TBUTa
SEEKEB, 28 Lafayette pla.ce, New Yor~.
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Old Testamer1.t Stories
Comically Illustrated.

HEBE is a bit of unquestionable metaphysics fro~ a three-year-old boy: "Ifl'd
gone up-statrs, could God make it that I
hadn't?"-Overland Monthly.
·TEACHER: Who was the first man? First
boy: George Washington. Teacher: Next.
Second boY.: Adam. First boy (indignantly): I didn't· know you meant foreigners.-Boston Globe.
·
"WHAT must precede baptism?" asked
the rector, when oateohising the Sunday
school.. ''A b!l'by," exclai~ed a bright
boy, wtth the atr of one statmg a self-evident truth.-Tit Bits ..
A CENTl!lBVILLE, Ia., deacon made the
following announcement at a social recently: "Miss Jones will now sing 'Put
Me in My Little Bed' with Mr. Brown,
the pastor." The irreverent youths of the
congregation hav not ceased to snicker
PARSON.
over the remarkable announcement, and
hereafter the good deacon will see that a
By WATSON HESTON.
comma is placed right, before going ahead.
-l,cott County Argus.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Fuu...Page
WE hav all heard the stol'y of the man
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Pages.
who was wrestling with the bear, and
Pictures.
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.
prayed, "Lord, if you can't help me, don't
help the bear, but stand one side, and
you'll s~>e the all-firedest bear fight you
CONTENTS)
ever did see." Well, this is old, tooSustaining a Theory,
Jacob and Esau,
Jephthah and His Human Sacnt'-·
older than the oldest settler-for away
Some Giants,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Samson the Strong,
back in the days of the Lashes, their chief
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
Holy Moses,
Ruth and Boaz,
once prayed before going into battle:
.II Hunting Anecdote,
Salaam the Diviner,
Unstable as Wate,., God Shall Not Jtxct~
"Be on our side. An' gin ye canna be on
Abraham, Chrisfs Great Ancestor.
Bloody Joshua,
David, God's Favorite,
our side, aye lay low a bit, an' ye'll see
II Queer Family,
The Campaign of Deborah and Barak
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
thae oarles get a hidin' that must please
Against Jabin and Sisera,
Adventures of the Prophets,•
llsaac and His "Sister,"
ye."-Forest and Stream.
One of Twins,
General Gideon.
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.
As there is neither partridge-shooting
Boards. illn.:ndna:ted covers, 81. ; clo-th, a-U-t side s"ta:1np, 81.50.
nor cub-hunting on Sunday, Lady Di,
when in the country, whiles away the SabA.ddlrexs THE TRVTH SEEKEB CQ
bath by taking on a Sunday-school class.
This week she undertook to instruct her
neophytes by relating the story of Jacob
~6
P.~ge date,
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Book
g1vmg
and pr.ces
and Esau. She. was well in her stride
· '· paid 'or. Send oWO stamp3
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shoulder. Turning rotind, she beheld the · 6m1 Clerk 17, 832 Exchange Building, Boston; Mass.
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It contains very plain statements, in very unthe hair on the wrong. man."-London
It waR put into A No. 1 shape and iR running
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I wiRh to compliment yon on your manner
Freethinker.
plete, proving_ them to have been cruel, indoing lmHiness and will 88sure you that when
trig;uing, and licentious men. Considering the Iofhave
CONVERSION.
Published Monthly at $3 per Year.
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rap1d growth of Catholicism in this conntr:y,
Where the Pacific heaven smiles there lies
A. E. SMITH.
thts book cannot be too widely disseminated. shall have it.
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nett ..................................... .. 25
Cleaning, $1; SpringR, $1; jewels, $1; or thne
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
Christian Absurdities. John Peck .......... . 20
·
circulated a story that Maria Monk was "no $1 job• at $2.50.
And then, for many years, no word was VictorHugo's'Oratlon on Voltaire .......... .. 10
All work warranted one year. Liberal disbetter than she should be," but investigation
The Crisis. Thomas :Paine. Illustrated .... . 40
from that missionary heard;
counts to agents.
disclosed
that
her
"child
of
~hame " was none
Sabbath Breaking. John E. Remsburg ..... .. 25
other than the child of her priest-seducer.
And so the missions board sent out five Travels
in Faith from Tradition to ReaOTTO WETTSTEIN,
Prwe, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.
pious men, of courage stout,
son. Robert C. Adams .. .. . .... .. .. . .. .. 25
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To see if aught save moldering bones reMy Religious Experience. Samuel P. Putnerles. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
ROCHELLE, ILL.
mained of Reverend William Jones.
nam ........ ;.............................. 25
vearR a confessing priest. A revelation of the
Criticism in Theology and ReThe "Freethought Badge.
licentious {>ractices of the_priests and nuns in
And so they sailed the ocean o'er, and The Hi!{her
ligiOn. •.r. E. Longshore ....... ;........ 50
these religions brothels. There ia no question DESIGNER OF { The lngerROll Bouvemr Spoon.
duly landed on the shore;
IsSUEs oF 1892.-$3.
Otto Wettstein Watch.
that Ex-{>riest Hol{an knew the truth of the
Where they were much surprised to see a Infidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote............. 25
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of
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Whose face was Jones's at a glance, al- Was Christ
tholicism wouli:l not be g;iven the vast amounts
Crucified? Austin Bierbower.... 10
A. NEW WORK.
though a flour-bag formed his panoe.
of money now allowed 1t by our various city
Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gargovernments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth. 75
................................... .. 10
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Forward he came- with beaming face, and Bibledener
Morals. John E. Remsburg .... ~ ...... . 25
cents.
A.BTHIJB B. MOSS,
Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk .......... .. 50 The Priest in Absolution. A Review of
hailed the crowd with unctuous grace:
25
Theology. Voltaire ................. ..
Author of "The Bible and Evolution,"
the system of auricnlar confession, including
· " My f!iends, my dear benighted .friends, Pocket
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. BabcopiouR extracts from the "Confessional UnproVIdence works to ouriou~ ends, ·
ENTITLED
cock,...................................... 15
masked," from the "Master Key to Popery,"
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with
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Address.
to
every
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to
examine
carefully
listen to my words of cheer.
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.............. 25
and thoughtfully a religipus system so invosive
You all are on the road to hell-repent, Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
;,f privacy so powerful for evil in licentious
With preface by
Proctor................................... 15
like me, and all is well.
hands, so fraught with danger to female modJ. M. WHBELEB, Sub-editor of Freethtnter.
Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
estv. to the ingenuous openness of _youthf
"Cast off the sinful bonds that link you to
Hart...................................... 40
and to the freedom of thought, speech. ana
Price, $1. Order at once.
The Holy Bible Abridged...................... 80
action. Price, paper, 25 cents.
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priests shall not mary. Price, paper, lf cents.
The Creation of God. Dr. Jacob HartIN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?
mann..................................... 50 Sister Lucy and Her Awfnl Disclo&nres
"And if a sfngle woman can be better than Crimes
of Preachers in the United States.
By R. [J, Westbrook, A.M.
Respecting New 'Hall Convent, Borethe wor.tbiest man,
M. E. Billings .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 25
ham~_Essex, England. Showing that oonvents
His soul in goodness must be swimmin' Resurrection of Jesus......................... 40
Third Thousand.
are ..,~..timical tb ch&stity, virtue, and freedom.
Handbook of Freethonght. W. S. Bell.-.....
50
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•
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Price, 10 cents.
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CHRISTIAN JESUS.
We only know that, just last week,- " ,..
Twenty-five mission!'ries wen~ to wqere
An important and >emarkable revelation con- wnrd
those searching saints WE)re s~:Q.j;,
cerning the life and times of Apollonius of enyof
Tyana,
the great sage and philosopher of the first cess.
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
To send back to-the.vi:.:.tugus.world some
century. It is here claimed that his life and Sa~ where you saw tbls adver.
Vlnef lDd. l!i• .J.
'tidings of. the,s~~oii:rta, who hrulEl!l
~ ' ·
teachings were appropriated and utilized by the
W" I wish to say that I am an out-and-out
Themselvs up"On Bi·s~:vag~str~W-Atfl fi}lci,tn~.
formulators of the Christian religion in the interest of so-called Christianity. The plagiarism LmEBAL, and I trust the Freethinkers of the land
leallllr of tbeiJ: ,bap.d;.
·
is made_ plain in this brief histocy of Apollonius will give me their patrona~re and not waste their
Whose'· uttar. dis.&p pea]anoe mu~t hAv
especailly in View of the historical references and time and money on Christian doctors.-.Dr. Fe~
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to lOtD6.
oaJISed mU.Ch trouble to tlle jus~.
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonins
·MOBAu.
was suppressed.
].>rice, 111 cents.
.
A "mish" is much improved- sometimes
GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
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THE TRUTH BEEKE~
by wandering into foreign climes.
By H. BABOOOL Prioe, 15 oeuts,
II Lafayette plaoe, New York Oity,
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Christianity and Evolution.
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JYowa of tAo Woo1t.
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ZEKE DOES SOME HOWLING.

Cry and howl, son of man: for it shall be upon my people, it shall be upon all the princes of Israel: terrors by reason
of the sword shall be upon my people: smite therefore upon thy thigh.-Ezek. xxi, 12.
·

.

.

Each canvasser for signatures should take two copies of this petition and have both signed; one
to be sent to the House and the other to the Senate. All adults, men and women, should ·sign.
•
Cut this petition heading out and attach to a sheet of paper, ruled as indicated at bottom of this.
When sheet i,; 1iueLl with lHLmes put iu au envelope, stamp and address to THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette
Place, New York City, and mail at once. For more blanks send to same address.

Petition to Congress Asking It to Reject the Proposed
God-in-the-Constitution Ainendment.
·
To the Senate and Honse of Representatives of the United States, in Congress Assembled :
·
We, the undersigned, citizens of the United States, do hereby respectfully pray and memorialize your
Honorable Body to reject the proposed Amendment to the Constitution prepared by the National Reform
• Association and offered in the Senate on Jan. 25th, 1894, by Senator Frye, and in the House on the ,same day
by Representative Morse. The proposed Amendment would change the Preamble to the Constitution by the
insertion of the sentences within quotation marks which follow the words "We, the people of the United
States," in the paragraph below:
We, the people of the United States," devoutly acknowledging the ·supreme authority and just government of Almighty God in all the affairs of men and nations; grateful to h1m for our civil and religious liberty, and encouraged by the assurances of his Word to invoke his guidance, as a Christian nation, according
to his appointed way, through Jesus Christ," etc.
We ask the rejection of this proposed amendment for the following reasons :
1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
2. That the rights of all classes of citizens may be conserved and perpetuated. It is manifest that
the adoption of such an Amendment to the Constitution would be, in fact, the incorporation of certain religious and sectarian dogmas in the fundamental law of the land. Such recognition of religious dogmas in the
civil law was very cruefully guanled against by the wise founders of the Republic, both in the Constitution
as originally adopted and in tbe First Amendment thereto.
3. As the Coustitution now stands no discrimination, on the ground of heresy, can be legally made
against any citizen. More than one hunched years of experience amply justifies this wide tolerance and forcibly pleads for its continuance. Men of all shades of religious, non-religious, and anti-religious belief can
and do render allegiance to and acceptably serve the State, and this without hypocrisy or perjury. Should
this proposed Ameudment be adopted, it would at once shut out of public life candid and honest men, whose
reason, for any cause, cannot accept one or more of the three creedal statements contained in said proposed
Amendment, but unscrupulous doubters and rejecters of these creedal affirmations would have no difficulty
in taking the oath of allegiance to the Amended Constitution. Hence said proposed Amendment offers a
premium for hypocrisy and perjury, and is, consequently, in the highest degree immoral: It is also unjust,
in that it deprives a part of our citizens of their equal rights, because of a difference of opinion. Again, it
must be hurtful to the Stn.te, because, as already shown, it would admit pretenders and timorous men to
positions of trust and responsibility, and bar out men of honesty and courage.
4. The experience of all times and nations has shown conclusively that every attempt to force from
the citizen a direct or indirect acknowledgment of the truth of any of the dogmas of religion i! disastrous.
It creates new religious hatreds and intensifies the old; it demoralizes religion and corrupts the state; it
tramples the equal rights and liberties of the deserving citizen, and puts into the hands of bad men a dangerous and terrible power over the property, persons, and lives of their fellow-citizens.
5. If Theistic, Trinitarian, and Christian majorities may to-day rightfully force upon Deistic, Atheistic, or Agnostic, and Unitarian and non-Christian minorities their distinctive creeds, what warrant have we
that some other day the Catholics, the Methodists, or the Presbyterians will not Amend into the Constitution
their distinguishing sectarian dogmas? That step would logically follow the one which your Honorable
Body has been asked to take, and against which we respectfully but strongly and unalterably protest.
NAME.

TOWN.

STATE.

ANNIE PIXLEY; the actress, is dead.
EnwAim BELLAMY's paper, the New
Nation, has suspended.
RoBERT M. BALLANTYNE, the popular·
writer of tales for boys, is dead.
SEVERAL election inspectors of this city
hav been sentenced to prison for fraud.
THE Wichita Law and Order League is
in the hands of a receiver. Assets, 13
cents.
THE Godey Publishing Company has
assigned. The company published Godey'.s
Magazine and books.
THE Senate committee on finance is
reported to be making material alterations in the Wilson tariff bill.
A MEDIQAL monopoly bill has been introduced in the Massachusetts legislature. A
strong opposition is developing.
MosEs HULL, the Spiritualist lecturer
and editor, was stricken with partial paralysis in his study at Anderso:a, Ind.
THE House of Commons has declared
one of the Lords' amendments to the
Parish Councils bill unconstitutional.
MYRA BRADWELL, the first woman lawyer admitted to the bar in Illinois, and
editor of the Legal News, has just died at
the age of sixty-three.
THE lower house of the Massachusetts
legislature has passed a bill abolishing
Fast Day, and making Lexington Day,
April 19th, a legal holiday.
JOSEPH KEPPLER, one of the founders
and owners of Puck, and the famous caricaturist of that paper, died February
19th. He was a great moral power.
MAXIME DU CAMP, the distinguished
French author, archreologist, and Academician, is dead. His most famous work is
the "History of the Paris Commune."
JUDGE BRENTANo, who presided at the
trial of Prendergast, the assassin of Carter
· Harrison, has received letters threatening
him with death if he refuses a new trial.
THIRTEEN miners are entombed at Plymouth in Pennsylvania. Hopes of rescue
are not very strong, as the " squeezing "
is repeated whenever obstructions are removed.
MoRE religious riots in India. Hindu
temples and Mohammedan mosques destroyed in Yeola, one hundred miles from
Bombay. Disturbance quelled\ by military,
MAssACHUSETTS taxes foreign securities
held by her citizens. In Boston alone
there is $600,000,000 of such property,
but the assessors hav listed but $40,000,000.
Would income-tax officers find more?
PRESIDENT PEIXOTO of Brazil has issued
a decree calling for a general election on
March lat. This is considered a blow at
the insurgents, as the rebellions hav their
basis largely in enmity toward P~ixoto.
EMILE HENRY, an Anarchist, exploded a
bomb in the cafe of the Hotel Terminus in
Paris. A large number of persons were
In resisting arrest Henry
injured.
severely wounded a policeman and a
woman.
THE New Jersey senatorial deadlock
continues. The Democratic leaders hav
prevailed upon the race-track managers to
hav no racing this winter, which could
continue, as the deadlock prevents the passage of anti-racing bills.
A FRENCH Anarchist in London was
killed by the explosion of some chemicals
on his person. The police ' raided the
Autonomie Club and found documents in
French which were exact counterparts of
some distributed in Paris.
DURING 1893 five Mexicans, seven Indians, thirty whites, and one hundred and
fifty negroes, four of them women, were
lynched in the United States. The crimes
charged were rape fifty-two, murder fiftyseven, arson eight, and the rest miscellaneous crimes.
THE jury returned a verdict of "guilty"
in the case of John Y. McKane, the
Gravesend boss, accused of conspiracy in
last fall's elections. Awaiting sentence,
he was held in Raymond Street jail, Brooklyn, as a "gentleman" prisoner. On
February 19th Judge Bartlett sentenced
him to six years' imprisonment in Sing
Sing.
THE Senate has rejected the nomination
of Wheeler H. Pec]!:ham to be associate
justice of the Supreme Court, because of
Mr. Peckham's opposition to the candidacy of Judge Maynard in New York last
falL The vote was 41 to 32. On February
19th President Cleveland nominated for
the position Senator Edward Douglass
White of Louisiana and the Senate at once
confirmed him.
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HOW DUPES A.ND FOOLS FAVOR THE

HAND-BOOK
OF

FREEl'H OUGH'1~

PARSON.

THE GIANT DELUSION. Woman:
SUSANFourWIXON'
S BOOKS.
Centuries of Progresll.

By Susan H. Wixon. P~r,lOcents.
A Consideration of tile Doctrine
Ul In a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance,
of Personal Immortality.
1l!mo, 800 pp., $1.
Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
By OTTO WETTSTEIN.
A Paper reail at the International Freethought
Congress at Chicago, October 5, 1891.
Price, 10 Cenls.

By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitions doctrines of Christianity. As & book of reference and aid
to all truth ~eekers it is invaluable. Its classification
of subjects makes it a hand-book. Aslngersollsaid of
Paine's "Age of Reason~" it enables someody in every village to "corner the parson." Its widt
variety of subjects incluae &11 the disputed points between Christianity and Freethought Prier,
cloth, at; pa.per, 50 cents.
Addres•
'fRE 'fROTH SEEKER.

With Daughter's Babe Upon His Knee.
A new edition of that splendid nrose p_oem,
"Life," by .. the prince of orators,"' CoJ. R. G.
Ingersoll. It is larger and better than the old
edition, and can be framed or placed upon the
table as an ornament. In the center of the card
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the ba~y,
_urrounded by the prose poem, which has been
n nthfn!ly described a3, "one of the masterpieces
of the orator aud poet who now, as far as we
kn >W, stands alone in the living world." 16 will
make a deli!{htful present, and will be a ouvenir
not only of 1ntellectnat greatness, but of arti,,tic
workmanshhJ. It is printed on heavy board, gilt
boveled edge. The s1ze 1s 12x16 inches, and the
I»"ice only?5 cents, post-paid.
THE 'l'RUTH BEEKER,
OR J,afa.vAtt"lplaoe. New York
THE BOOK THAT STARTED THE REFERENDUM MOVEMENT.

DIRECT LEGISLATION

By the Citizenship through the
Initiative and Referendum,
BY J. W. BULLIV.u<r.
l'rioe, 116 oellta. A.ddress 'l'IDI 'rJIVTB S••ua.

Addre~s

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

28 Lafayette Place, New York city.

Works of W. H. Burr.
Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144
Propositions proved Affirmatively and Negatively by Quotations from Scripture, without
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents.

Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alike
Holy. A. Controversy with the Rev.

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE. Bacon and Shakspere.

Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price. 21Sc.

BEING

A Popular Account of the formation and Development
of the Canon.
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
Oo.NTEl'ITS: The Hebrew Oanon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
.First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers
Competent? The Fa.thers Quoted as Scripture
.Books Which are Now C&lleil. Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
PtmAr. ~o nent.R: olnth, 711 OAnt.o.

Christianity
a Fiction.
BY DB. J. H. MENDENHALL.
TliE

Astronomical and Astrologtc·
al Origin of all Religions.

Proof that Shaks-

pere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents,

Thomas Paine-Was He Junius~ Second
edition, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine.
Price, 10 centR.

J unlus, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas
Paine. A. refutation of M.D. Conway's
objections to the identification of P<Line as
Junius and Casca. Price, 5 cents.
AddreAs THE TRUTH HEEl\ER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

CHEAP EDITION.

Travels l·n Fal•th

•

BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.

Being the story of his mental journey from
ortholioxY to Rationalism.
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
l'nce,
paper, 211 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
the la.te Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
A.ddre11
'l'Hlil TBO'l'H BEBKBB
Address 'l'IDil 'l'BU'l'B SEEKJIB.

Boys and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., $1.21!.

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand-

some and Interesting BookhWithout Superstition for Children and Yont . The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-Look ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 26 smaller; la.ree
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margl.nB, illustrated covers; 4to, 294 pp., boards, $1.
Address, THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

How To..Preserve Health.
By LOlJIS BARKAN, M.D.
Fordyce Barker, M.D., Professor
Bellevue Medical College says of it,
writing to the abthor: "I regard your
book as the most sound, sensible, and
useful book on the topics which it discusses that I hav met with. I wish it
could be in the hands of every 1ntelligent head of a family. I am particucularly pleased with one feature of it
that it does not profess to teach dosing and drugging. I congratulate you
on the wisdom and success of this effort."
Other noted physicians recomme n
it just as highly.
Price, cloth, gilt side stamp, *1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKI!;t. lJO.
28La!avette place, New Yor•.
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The Mor;;t 11/agnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

HOW TO GET

Four Hundred Years of Freethought.

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
OF FREETHOUG·HT

BY

SAMUEL

P.

PUTNAM.

The object of this work is t.o present the Course of Freethought throughout the uivilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectun.l, Moral, Literary, Social, Inrlustrial, ancl Political
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

''Four Hundred Years of FreethoLight" wiH Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
·
of Human History,
a.dorned wit~1 the b_rightest Genius, ra:cliant with ~he most spl.enclid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inventwns and DIScovenes and ennobled w1th Freedom s most slumng advance.
Nothing;

Can be More

Interesting, -

more inspirin~ to the Pioneer Work8r:> of to-da.y---:-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights ~n?
Progress. 'rhe struggle is not endetl aucl what IS already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal 'llgilance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.
NO LIBERAL CAN AFIWRD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest 'rlwughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One 1-Iarmonious and Magnific~nt Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the, added glory of
W"OMAN'S EMANCIPATION

from the chnin::; and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
'l'HE FlRS'r PAR'r of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Methoc1, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
'rHE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the :first, and should be justly understood
and ti1e Pioneers of our work recognized.
. ·~ . 'rhe :first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Philo·;ophy.
Literature.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Science. Education and
Ethics.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Copernicus.
Voltaire.
Madame Roland.
Gambetta.
Bruno.
Rabelais. Schiller.
Hpinoza.
Galileo.
Rousseau.
Mary Wollstoncraft.
Bacon.
Castelar.
Cervantes. Goethe.
Kepler.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Comenius.
Descartes.
Frances Wright.
Da Vinci.
Pestalozzi.
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison.
Locke.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
Phillips.
lution.
Newton.
Froebel.
Hum e.
Lucretia Mott.
Humboldt. Combe.
Gibbon.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Hoblls,
Ernestine L. Rose.
Burns.
Lyell.
Spencer.
Emerson.
Jefferson.
Lydia Maria Child.
Kant.
Sumner.
Shelley.
Mazzinni.
Heine.
Darwin.
Hamilton.
Owen.
Lincoln.
Margaret Fuller.
Byron.
Tyndall.
Holyoake.
Bentham.
Thoreau.
Bakonnine. Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Comte.
Huxley.
Pushkin. Whit~an.
Mill.
Biichner.
Haeckel.
Susan B. Anthony.
Warren.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Matildq,Joslyn Gage.
Feuer bach.
Girard
chewsky.
Heinzen.
Lick.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.
THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeker, Investigator, Ironclad Age, Secular Thottght, Freethinkers' Maga;;ine, Independe:nt Ptt~Jit, Lumfer, the Freethinker, .Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-eclit.ors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
Horace Seaver,
George E. Macdonald,
Capt. R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon, ·
•T. P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
D. 1\f. Bennett,
L. K Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam,
Prof. J. H. Cook,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Parker Pillsbury,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H. Heywood,
Mrs. M. A. Freeman,
Eliz•u Wright,
Charles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehm Smith,
'r. 0. Lelanrl,
G. W. Foote,
J.D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Colman,
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian Leland,
Tndge C. B. Waite.
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy Post.
and other men and wtlmen who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
shtJulcl be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be mot3t interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we :find the best interpretations of the age.

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an mTaT of facts, such a survey of,history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
1\Ir. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.

The 1Ut11W of eve1·y Subsc·ribeJ• who sends jive dollwrs befm•e tlte wo'rk is on the p1•ess
will be enrolled in this book. DOB'T FALL TO SUBSCRIBE AT OBOE.
This book will contain
C.
Over Six Hundred Pages of Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
;twill be elega.ntly bouncl. It wiil be a book for the home and the :fireside. It will be a book to give to
rmr frieutls wheu they ask, What is Freethonght-wha,t has it clone and what is it doing in the world"?
'rlli,.; iH t!1e most universal presentation of Freethought ever given to the public, and no Freethinker
Citn affon1 to he \\'itl!ont it.
It is a library 1u it.self.
Addre,.,s onlers to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette pb.ce, New York.

FREE
SPECIAL OFFER.

We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends a most generous
offer.
We need mo1·e subscribers to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
for it, but everyone can do a little
work to obtain a copy- congenial
work, that will do great good all
around. This is the offer :

Send us Four Nevv
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates ($12 in
all), and we will send
the Getter,..,up of the
Club a copy of" FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
F R E E T H 0 UGH T,"
FREE OF CHARGES.
And further, to aid our friends in
getting this book for themselves, we
will offer

To the New Subscribers as a
Premium,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By WA'ISON HESTON,

THE GREATEST BOOK OF ITS KIND' EVER
CONCEIVED.
Or, if prefelTed, a copy cloth-bound of
W, S. BELL'S

Handbook of F1•eethought.
With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT,
free.
To each New Subscriber in the club, a premium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated," or W. s. Bell's
"Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-all free
by post or express •
This really brings the price of the
paper down to $2 to each new subscriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEKER
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of .Four New Subscribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our friends to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to gtJt
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought ,, as soon as the
book is issued.

Those who send a Cl'ub and
Four New Subsc1·ibers and
$12 before the boolr, is printed,
will have thei1• names en'l'olled in its shining pages.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,

28 Lafayette Place,
NEW YORK.
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Single subscription, in advance ....••••••...••••••••...•••••••• t3
One subscription two years, in advance........................ 5
Two new subscribers ..............••••.•.•••........•.•.....••••• 5
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance. 5
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remittance ...•............•..•....•......•.••••••.••••............ ,.
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remittance .••.••••....•...•.••..•.•...••........••........••..... 8
One subscription with four new snbscribers, in one remittance ••••.....••.•••......•.....•...•.......•••.••••••••••.•..10
Any number over ftve att.same rate, invariably with one
remittance.

00
00
00
00
00

50
00

Monev shouza be sent btl ezvress oomvanv's monev oraer
pasta! oraer, araJt on New Yorl:, or btl reatsterea letter.
!laaress oommuntoattons ana mal:e araJt,s, checl:s, vost-otnce
E. M. MA ODONALD,
ana ezvress monev oraers vavab!e to
28 Laravette place, New Yorl:.
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
readers if they Will send us the name and address of
any Freethinker -w-ho is not a regular subscriber.

SOliE HANDSOME PREMIUMS.
To induce new subscriptions and prompt lenewals on the part of our friends we make the following handsome premium offers:
For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one.
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage
of this or our Free offer of the book (see opposit
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in
the country should not possess this splendid work.
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete"
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New
Rochelle.
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4:.50 we will send THE T:aUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's Dynamic Theory ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one
wants this book. It has over a thousand large
pages and more ·than four hundred illustrations.
It is a diges~ of Science, and every one who studies
it cannot help but be well-informed in all scientific
matters.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook" in cloth ($2.50).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
in boards ($2).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comically illustrated," in cloth .covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER One
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically
illustrated," in board covers ($1).
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceedingly low price. Old and new subscribers can
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our
present readers will call the attention of their
friends to the values offered.

Putnam and the Christian Amendment.
S. P. Putnam, 1 resident of the Freethought Federation of America, goes to Washington to oppose
the proposed Christian Amendment to the Constitution. The Judiciary Committee of the Ho~se
will giv a hearing on March 6th ·to the promoters
and opponents of the amendment. The National
Reform Association and the American Sabbath
Union will hav several representative on the ground
to argue in favor of this measure, which is intended
to destroy the secular character of our national
Constitution and make it a Theistic and Christian
platform. Rev. A. T. Jones will antagonize the
theocrats from the point of view of the SeventhDay Adventists, while Mr. Putnam will voice the
uncompromising opposition of all friends of a government wholly separate from the church, and especially will he represent the Freethinkers of the
United States. He is the elected chief of the Freethought party, the eloquent champion of the equal
religious liberties of all citizens of the Republic.
He must be sustained. He has to do battle against
tremendous odds of numbers, wealth, and social
prestige; but on his side is the truth; on his side
is justice; on his side is freedom of conscience; on
his side are the clear thoughts of the fathers as
they embodied them in the Constitution which he
hastens to the country's capital to save from the
withering touch of the priest-politician; on his side
are the noblest traditions of this people, and to him
we look to do eftectiv work for us, our children, and
the unborn generations.
Mr. Putnam must hav the sinews of war; he
must hav money. His expenses must be paid as
they are incurred. You hav never yet failed him
and. the cause, and we do not believe that you will
now in this supreme crisis. Please send contributions at once to the Treasurer of the Federation,
E. C. Reichwald, 165 South Water street, Chicago.
There is another way in which you can help Mr.
Putnam. Write at once to your member of the
House, to your Senators. Telegraph to the House
Judiciary Committee, either through its chairman,
~r. Culberson, or some other member, if you prefer.
Address, giving the member's name, "Judiciary
Committee, House of Representative, Washington,
D. C." Last week we gave the names of all members of both committees. Send money to Mr.
Reichwald for Mr. Putnam. Send letters and telegrams to Congressmen, Senators, and especially
now to the House Judiciary Committee.

Our Struggle for Existence.
The men and women of the United States who
prize religious liberty realize at last that it is a
struggle to the death with the church, the political
church. No armistice or compromise is now possible. It is surrender or defeat for either the Theocrats or the Secularists. We must chain or break the
wheels of the ecclesiastical Juggernaut, or it will
roll over and crush us out of existence.
The National Reform Association, the American
Sabbath Union, the Women's Christian Temperance Union, the Young People's Society of Christian Endeavor, and many other "fighting corps" of
the churches, are executing well-planned, concerted,
and persistent att!lcks upon the constitutional defenses of our equal religious and civil liberties and

rights. We ha.v temp:>rarily repulsed them in a
few instances, but they hav presged steadily onward, and where we dressed our thin lines yesterday they enc1mp to-day. On one specious pretext
and another the courts havuniformly decided against
us. Constitutional safeguards hav been undermined by judges who were more .anxious to serve
the church than to protect the weak from the attacks of the powerful. The supreme courts of
several states hav sustained the validity of Sunday
lawe, and a multitude of the lower courts hav done
the same. The federal Supreme Court has affirmed
in an obiter dictum that this is " a Christian nation." Congress passed and the president signed
a bill intended to close the World's Fair on Sunday, and, although the Fair was not kept closed all
the time, the legal victory was with th3 theocrats,
for the Appellate Court of Illinois ·has j 11st decided
that Judges Stein and Goggin, whose acts kept it
open, did not hav jurisdiction. Besides, none of
the decisions which were operativ to prevent the
closing of the gates took into consideration the
real and vital principles involved. In Montana we
hav thus far succeeded in keeping the Bible out of
the schools, and in Ohio the hearing of prayers
in the lower house of the legislature. has been dispensed with this winter. These triumphs are encouraging, but, unfortunately, not decisiv. Nothing
will be permanently settled until the theocrats are
disastrously defeated on the battlefield of national
politics. With God and Jesus and the Bible in the
Constitution and the Supreme Court merely the
highest tribunal of a state-church, Ohio and Montana will easily be whipped into the ecclesiastical
traces.
One of the latest decisions against the religious
liberty of the citizen is that of the Appellate Court
of Maryland, rendered in the Judefind case. Mr.
John W. Judefind is a farmer livingin;Kent county.
He is an Adventist, and husked corn in his field on
Sunday. Arrested and taken before a magistrate,
he was fined $5. He appealed to the:Oircuit Court,
was tried, and again fined $5. · He carried his case
to the Court of Appeals on a writ of error, which
alleged that the Sunday law of Maryland is void
because it is in violation of the firBt paragraph of
the fourteenth article of the Conatitution of the
United States; because it is in violation of article
thirty-six of the Bill of Rights of Maryland; and
for several technical reasons, one of which was that
the warrant was issued and served on Sunday, and
another that the bond was void because it charges
"Sabbath-breaking," when no such offense is known
to the laws of the state. The court denies that any
writ of error lies to it in this case. But, although
this disposed of the writ, t)le court proceeded to
deal with the alleged unconstitutionality of the
Maryland Sunday law.
The court said that the law in question contra·
venes neither the federal Constitution nor the
Maryland Bill of Rights. Of course "numerous decisions sustain this view." We take this occasion
to remark that Freethinkers and other advocates of
a free Sunday will hav to make up their minds .that
the courts will in the future, as they hav in the past
and as they do to-day, decide that Sunday Jaws are
constitutional. They will continue to misinterpret
the organic law until they are forced to do otherwise by an aroused and aggressiv public sentiment.
The church militant is in the saddle. We shall
never enjoy the religious liberty contemplated by
the fathers and provided for in the Constitution
until she is unhorsed. The Maryland court continues:
"Nature, experience, and observation suggest the propriety and necessity of one day of rest, and the dar
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generally adopted is Snndav, There will always be difJerences as to how the day sl:J.'t 11 be spent, but the advan·
· tage is too apparent to doubt. In interpreti~g these differences we must not place unreasonable constructions
upon them; but a man, if he defies the 11\w of the state,
must expect to be punished. If the position of the
plaintiff be correct, then the law prohibiting the sale of
liquor on Sunday, etc., is unconstitutional, as would be
most, if not all, of our laws concerning Sunday. The
- court says that Sunday has been observed as a day of rest
from the foundation of the state, and cites Kilgore vs.
Mills et al. (6 G. and J., 274, and 11 Maryland, 313) to
prove the position, and it says the laws are looking to a
still surer making of the day a day of rest."
But nature, experience, and observation do not
suggest the propriety of compelling one to rest in
the particular manner favored by a Christian majority. The fact that a man, if he defies the laws of
the state, must expect to be punished, answers no
q~estion as to the constitutionality and righteousness of the law. There is the real issue always;
there is where the line is drawn between the just
man and the Sabbatarian. No doubt the early
·Christians expected to be punished if they dis, obeyed the laws of Nero, but that did not demonstrate the validity and equity of those laws. When
judges talk such twaddle as this uttered by the
Court of Appeals of Maryland, what hope is there
of a fair administration of law and an orderly and
prosperous social state? The court further avers
that " Sunday has been observed as a day of rest
. from the foundation of the state.'' What of that?
:.It could just as pertinently be said that Monday
has been observed . as a wash day during the same
pe~iod and that therefore a law to punish a woman
for doing her washing on Tuesday would be con. stitutional and equitable. Maryland has had a
"blasphemy" statute for a long time and no doubt
these Daniels come to judgment would declare that
it is valid because it is old, should an Atheist be
prosecuted under it and the case come before them.
We should be grateful to these judicial gentle··. men for their comforting assurance that " the laws"
· of Maryland "are looking to the still surer making
of the day a day of rest." Which means, of course,
that the Christian lawmakers and adjudicators are
determined that the people shall comport themselvs
on that day as the church desires them to do.
i

A national Sunday law is on the program of the
Covenanters and their allies. Rev. H. H. George,
of the American Sabbath Union, and who is now in
Washington lobbying for the Gad-in-the-Constitution amendment, is reported by an Iowa journal
o hav said at a Sunday convention in that state in
December last:
"We are living in stirring times. We must cry aloud
and put our shoulder to the wheel. We propose to stop
this Sunday desecration. The Sunday trains are dependent upon the Sunday mails for support. Stop the
trains, and that will stop the Sunday newspapers. All
denominations of any note are now united in this movement, Catholic and all, and we hav succeeded in getting
the cooperation of all labor unions, temperance associa.
tiona, and other societies, political and ecclesiastical, to
unite in one solid move on the present Congress, to force
them to pass a national Sunday law. We are prepared to
make Congress understand that this is a Christian nation. We would be a set of fools to giv up the battle
now after gaining the victory over Congress in the
World's Fair movement. We must hav a Sabbath day as
we want it. We hav got to get out on the streets and cry,
'Yet forty days and we shall hav law.' Those who will
not be persuaded to keep the Sabbath[Snnday]can be informed that they will be compelled to do so. The states
hav Sunday laws, but this is not enough. We are going
to hav a national law, and I think I am sure we shall hav
it before the first session of this Congress is closed,
Measures are now e:ffected to besiege Congress with representativ men from every organized body in the land,
and they will not dare refuse us. The church should
use the power of Congress to control the sin of the nation, and if she does not do so, blood will be on her garments."
That is the way these men talked before Congress
passed theW orld' s Fair Sunday closing bill, and we
thought the boast was a vain one, but we were very
soon undeceived. Shall we be caught again?
"We must hav a Sabbath day as we want it"!
The insolence of it ! "We are going to hav a
national law " I How do free men and women like
this talk ! And how will they like the fact'!
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man World's Fair injunction case by the Appellate
Court of Illinois, the Christian Reformer says :
" Christian citizens must be blind if they fail to see how
this injunction case demonstrates the necessity of an anthoritativ and undeniable constitutional basis for Sabbath
laws and all such distinctivly Christian institutions of our
government. · · · Of all the practical arguments for
the Christian amendment of our national Constitution,
this Clingman injunction snit is the strongest that can be
Let the attitude of the nation in all its
urged. · ·
courts and laws, toward the Sabbath and the Lord of the
Sabbath, be so clearly defined by a constitutional acknowledgment that all such trickery will be hereafter impossible."
In other words, if the Christian amendment,
now in committee of Congress, had been a part of
the Constitution at the time of the World's Fair,
Mr. Clingman could not hav appealed for his rights
under that Constitution, and Judge Stein could not
hav kept the gates of the Fair open on Sunday.
Now, Freethinkers, you can see clearly some of the
possibilities of mischief which are wrapped up in
this amendment which Mr. Putnam, as your representativ, goes to Washington to oppose, and you
will realize the imperativ necessity of holding up his
hands. The seeds of crime in that embryo amendment are numberless. Read again these words
which we hav quoted from the Christian Reforme1',
and note particularly that the theocrats are striving
to obtain " an authoritativ and undeniable constitutional basis for Sabbath laws and all other such

distinctivly Christian institutions of our government.'' Do you know what that means? If you do
not, read the history of any country in which the
church controled the state.
Will the theocrats pause in their work when they
hav succeeded in incorporating Christian dogmas
in the Constitution and the statutes'! What are
laws worth if not enforced, and who but Christians
can properly and remorselessly enforce Christian
laws? It is the wish and the intention of the Covenanter party to shut non-Christians out of all public
positions, and very probably also to disfranchise
them. Does this seem incredible? Nevertheless it
is true. Read these excerpts from an editorial in
the Christian Statesman of Jan. 6, 1894:
"It is absolutely necessary for the safety and welfare
of the nation and the national interests, that the government itself be held to the strictest conformity to the divine law. If it holds and exercises the divine authority
over men, it should be required to use that authority, according to the divine direction.
The divine
powers and prerogative of civil government are safe and
beneficent in the hands of. men only when they are directed
and controled by the divine law. 4. The importance of
vesting with the powers of civil government, such men
only as fear God and are true to his law. This follows
from the very nature and province of civil governm.ent.
If it is the ordinance of God's government over men, in
their civil capacity, and is clothed with his authority, and
exists for the accomplishment of his purposes among men,
and can be safely administered only as directed by his
law, it certainly follows as a logical nece.ssity that they
who administer its powers must be the obedient servants
of God, and men who love his law. · · · Will the
Christian citizens of the nation learn the lesson? Is it
possible to so far remove the film of party prejudice from
the eyes of intelligent Christian men, as to enable them
to see that what our land needs is not so much the supremacy of any party, or of any mere secular policy of
governmental administration, as the elevation to the
places of governmental authority and responsibility, of
men who are able, and fear God, and honor his holy
law?"
These sentences are their own commentary.

What is being done by the theocrats to push the
Christian amendment T Meetings in furtherance
of the movement hav been held in a number of
cities and towns, especially in l'ennsylvania ; at
one meeting $225 was raised for the work in Washington, a.nd $180 more for the same work was reported in one issue of the Christian Reformer,
besides more than $400 for the general work of the
National Reform Association; a mass meeting was
held in Pittsburg on March 2d, and it was expected
that a large delegation would go to Washington
from that meeting and be present as a moral backing at the hearing on the 6th inst. So many are
going that special railway faras and hotel rates in
Washington were secured; while the amendment is
pending, a monthly, the Constitutional Amendment,
Referring to the final disposition of the Cling- will be issued, and also a new weekly series of
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National Reform documents (the "Christian Amend.
ment Series"); subscriptions are being solicited to
send these documents to all the ministers and other
influential persons throughout the whole Unt?n; the
association wishes to send out each week one hundred thousand copies of the smaller document and
the same number each month of the larger one; petitions are being widely circulated; all friends of the
treasonable scheme are urged to write letters to their
Representativ and Senators, and it is expected
that hundreds of telegrams will be r~ceived by the
members of the House Judiciary Committee from
March 5th to 7th. These are some of the measures
being taken to "arouse the public conscience" in
order to intimidate Congress and so se~ure a favorable report from the Judiciary Committee. The.
enemy is splendidly organized, is under perfect disciplin, is fanatically enthusiastic, and in the final
struggle at the polls or elsewhere can depend upon
the dormant yet powerful superstitions of millions
of Christian men and women who may now think
that they are opposed to the demands of the National Reform Asso~iation, but who will find it impossible to resist the Christian appeal to their early
teachings and their fears-" He that is not for me
is against me.''
Now we know what is before us-a long and
stubbornly contested fight to preserve the most important parts of the nat~nal Constitution and
with them our dearest riglits as American citizens
and . free students in the great world-school of
thought. All that our ancestors wrested by the
force of brain and the might of the strong right
arni fr,om noble and priest and king is at stake .
The traitor political church has once more flung
herself at the white throat of liberty. Her murderous hand must be wrenched away at whatever cost.
She must be thrust back into her place and taught
to respect the rights of the people. She says government is from God, by which euphemism she
means herself. We say all just government is of the
people, and when she attempts to usurp their authority she does so at her peril.
Defeat the Christian amendment.

Do We Want the Bible in the Schools~
Some of our friends seem to be inclined to take
exception to our opinion that the American Protectiv Association is antagonizing the Catholic
church from the standpoint of the fanatical Protestant, and that, having i:J.o clear conception of the
basic principles of religious liberty and civil justice,
it aims simply to shut Catholics out of office in
order to make places for Protestants. To such we
respectfully commend the matterwhich follows.
The American Citizen, of Boston, a paper
strongly in sympathy with if not actually an organ
of the American l'rotectiv Association, says:
"We sincerely hope that this great organizationfounded on Christian principles-with the Bible as 'ita
supreme constitution-will adhere closely to the spirit
of the book which has made Protestantism what it is, and·
without which Rome has degenerated into a corrupt and
despised ecclesiastical despotism."
The American Eagle, of Kansas City, Kansas,
the official organ of the .ttmerican Protectiv Association in that state, prints the platform of principles
of the state organization. Here is the tenth plank:
"We demand that the Bible, which has been the recognized text-book of our fathers, be maintained in our public schools as the rule and guide of all moral actions."
Do we want the Bible in the schools?
State Superintendent of Schools Prendergast of
Minnesota thinks it will not harm any Freethinker
to hav a selection from the Bible read in the schools.
It is also possible that a selection from Ingersoll or
THE TRUTH SEEKER would not harm any Christian if
read in the same place, but the chances are that
the Christian would say something bad.
The Illinois appellate court has decided that the
state court that issued an injunction forbidding the
World's fair managers to clo;;;e the gates on Sunday, had no jurisdiction. Well, the gates were kept
open. Practically, the victory was with common
sense and liberty. Technically, the Sunday-closers
won. Yet it is never to be forgotten that Congress
was the first usurper. Following its illegal action
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comes all the rest. This "battle," so-called, was taneous assault upon the constitutional guarantees
but a skirmish. The real battles are to come.
of the religious liberty of the citizen, and that they
hav
already intrenched themselvs in custom, stat"Some of our thoughtless contemporaries think it is
ute
law, and judicial dictums and decisions. The
very inconsistent to send a cargo of rum and a missionary
together to Africa. But what could be more appropriate? address was well delivered, enthusiastically reThe missionary tells the native how to die, and the rum ceived, and the few lame criticisms upon it were
kills them. See?"-.N. Y. Voice. ·
easily and effectually disposed of by Messrs. RowOur pious neighbor will find itself outside the ley, Wakeman, Ames, Sullivan, Foote, and the
church soon if it keeps on telling the truth in this lecturer. A young man from the TRUTH SEEKER
careless way.·
office sat at a table by the door and very successfully solicited signatures to the petition against
"We will engage to make as strong an argument for the God-in-the-Constitution amendment.
polygamy out of the Bible as any man can make for the
liquor traffic out of the Bible. •:- Voice.
The anthropologists of the Bureau of Ethnology
That is an easy task, Mr. Funk. We will engage hav recei"\ted a report embodying the results of a
to make thrice as strong an· argument for either study of the skull of Pizarro, whose mummy was
out of the Bible as you can make against either out recently disentonibed in Peru. lt seems someof the Bible.
body has been "startled " by this revelation of the
cruel
conqueror's character .. We are informed that
District-Attorney Perry notified David Overmyer,
"the
skull reveals all the marks of the criminal
counsel of Moses Harman, that he should call up
type
as
recognized by science to-day." He "was a
the case of his client and move for sentence at the
murderous
and blood-thirsty brute." The cranium
term of the federal court sitting in Topeka last
"has
even
the
so-called 'fossa of Lombroso,' which
week. However, the court has adjourned and Mr.
Harman is still in undisturbed occupation of the modern criminologists hav never discovered except
in confirmed and habitual enemies of society." And
sanctum of Lucifer. It is well.
so on. No one familiar with the career of this
wholesale
murderer will be either " startled " or
"The American Sabba.th Union, the New York Sabbath Committee, and a number of the other Sabbath as- surprised by these. statements. Pizarro was the
sociations and unions hav issued a circular reminding the remorseless and unscrupulous destroyer of a civiliministers and churches that the first week in April has: zation superior in every respect except militarism
been for several years observed as a season of united
prayer for the Lord's day, and suggesting that, as the to that of Spain. He was a devout Catholic, and
first of April comes on Sunday, special attention be given could neither read nor write.
to that topic both in sermons and prayer."-Independent. :
The London Freethinker, referring to the GodApril 1st is All Fools' day.
in-the-Constitution amendment, says that the AmerThe American· Newspaper Publishers' Association,: ican Secularists hav forestalled the clericals "with
lately in session in this city, adopted a r~solution a sixteenth amendment to the Constitution, declarin condemnation of House Bill No. 4, 732, now be-. ing that no state shall pass any law respecting an
fore Congress. This is the proposed new gag law establishment of religion, or authorize any payment
drafted by the Society for the Emolument of Its of money to any church, religious society, or underOfficers and is· intended to put the control of the, taking which is wholly, or in part, under sectarian
advertising and news departments of the daily. or ecclesiastica.l control." There are some mistakes
papers and other periodical publications into the: in this. The Christian amendment is already under
hands of a gentleman temporarily -residing in: consideration by the Ju:Iiciary Committees of the
Washington and adorned with the mellifluous title Senate and House. There is a society of Protestof Postmaster-General. It is very gratifying . td ants which stands sponsor for such an amendment
as the Freethinker outlines. It is aimed at the
observe that · the American publishers know this[
Catholics. Several of the leaders in this society are
fool law when they see it, even if they do shut theirworkers for Sunday laws and other Christian stateyes to some others equally inimical to the freedomi
utes, and ther~ is not a kn~wn Freethinker among
of the press and to sound morals.
them. It is•more than probable that the God-inthe-Constitution
scheme will find supporters in this
The president of the Women's Christian Temperance Union of California has just written to the society.
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secretary of the National Reform Associaton in
hearty approval of. the present attempt to Christianize the. Constitution, and asking for 1,000 blank
petitions to circulate for signatures in the only state
that has no Sunday laws. Mrs. J. C. Bateham, of
Kentucky, orders 200; Mrs. Mary C. Woodbridge,
of Chicago, 200; Mrs. Dr. R. J. George, of Beaver
Falls, Pa., orders nearly as many, and in addition
has had several thousand printed at her own expen6e.
All these are prominent officers of the Women's
Christian Temperance Union, Mrs. Bateham and
Mrs. George being national officials. Did some
one say there is no danger ?

It is very difficult to please all the good folks, and
it seems to be impossible for them to agree among
themselvs as to the moral qualifications that go to
the making of a saint. The Christian Statesman
is very warm in its praise of the late George W.
Childs. He would not publish a Sunday issue of
the Public Ledger~· he kept all bad advertisments out of its columns ; he was a gi'eat moral
beacon-light for the young, etc. Next comes the
Voice with this broadside of denunciation of the
same man and paper :
"George W. Childs, who has just died after a life
crowned with public respect for his many benefactions
and the many noble traits of his character, was nevertheless the proprietor and editor of the Ledger, of Philadelphia, when it sold the columns of. its editorial page to
the drunkard-makers of Pennsylvania for so much cash,
and printed their lies and misstatements in such a way as
to lead the average reader to suppose that the editor was
responsible for them. For the assistance-rendered by his
paper in a eoritical hour to the work of wrecking homes,
breaking mothers' hearts, damning bright boys, and filling brothels with fallen girls, a thousand charities cannot
atone."
All of which goes to show that men are " poor
critters," doubtless made f'lO by God for some inscrutable purpose.

Some years ago Colonel Ingersoll, in speaking
of S.amuel P. Putnam, said :
"Mr. Putnam believes F.reethought bas a future; that
the time is coming when the superstitions of this world
will be forgotten or remembered-some of them with
smiles, many of them with tears. His abilities are of the
highest order. He compels the admiration of everyone
who really loves the just and true,"
Besides believing that Freethought has a future,
Mr. Putnam is doing as much as any other man to
hasten it and to make it glorious. The campaign
which this soldier of progress is about entering
~--------.--------upon is an important one, and we hope that the
The Cincinnati Catholic Telegraph pours out its
comrades will rally at his call. Colonel Ingersoll
has not overestimated the abilities of Mr. Putnam. wrath upon Puck because of the latter's cartoon
"representing the Catholic church as a cat in its
.various
stages of growth until it becomes a fierce
Franklin Steiner delivered his lecture on " The
and
murderous
tiger with its claws on the prostrate
Great Religious Conspiracy" before the Manhattan
Liberal Club on Friday evening, February 23d. forms of a public school boy and his mother, who
The lecture was an excellent presentation of the has around her waist a belt on which is inscribed
subject, showing that the two great priesthoods, the the word 'Liberty.'" From this it appears that at
· Oatholic and the Protestant, are ·making a simul- least. one Catholic editor accepts the Darwinian
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principle of development with a quick-time attach~
ment, for he has a common cat change into a tiger.
Possibly he will not take kindly our suggestion
that the tiger was a tiger all the time, only at first
it was a young and small tiger. Another thing:
We don't believe the artist intended the Goddess of
Liberty to be taken for the school-boy's mother I
We are afraid that the Catholic Telegraph's editor
is more familiar with representations of the Madonna and child tlian he is with pictures of tli~
Goddess of Liberty and the school children ·she
guards. In fact, we a.pprehend that this Catholic,
like his church, knows so little of Liberty and its
symbolical figure that he is unable to recognize
either when placed before him.
Women hav long been the most generous givers
to the church and other religious institutions. It
s~emed that the priest got all the money ric~. wo.
men had to spare during life or leave at death. But
a change has begun, let us trust. Here is a list of
the bequests of three women, all reported in one
week, and not a dollar to a church ! Good ! The
board of managers of the Germantown (Pa.) Hospital hav received a bequest of $100,000, left by tHe
late Mrs. H. Pratt McKean ; Mrs. Mary E. Sc4ePley, of London, England, who is a large landowner
in Pittsburg, Pa., has given that city the magnificent
gift of Schenley Park, the ground for the newsboys'
home, the site for the new institute for the blind in
Oakland, the historic old block house at the point,
$1,000 to the charity fund, and a voluntary redu!Jtion of rent to all her tenants. Lately she has contributed $10,000 to the fund for the purchase of
another public park. And Phipps Conservatory,
Schenley Park, is open on Sunday, right in the city
of Pittsburg, the home of the Christian Statesman!
Mrs. Charles Brown, Quincy, III., by will leaves
. $300,000 to public charities. She givs $55,00P
and her residence and furniture to inaugurate and
maintain a home for the aged poor in Quincy; 11
bequest of $5,000 to the Woodlawn Home for
Orphans in Quincy, and $5,000 to the Industrial
Home for Girls in Evanston, III.; $75,000 to the
Illinois Humane Society, $45,000 to the Louisiana
State Society for the PreventiQn of Cruelty to
Animals, $15,000 to the Massacqusetts Society for
the :Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, $15,000 to
the Quincy. Humane Society.

The Way a Lawyer Looks at the Scheme.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Please
send me several petitions against the proposed
amendment to the Constitution. I can obtain anumber of signatures here and will write to one or two
of the members of the judiciary committees.
I think it very important to notice that the resolution, as introduced, proposes the amendment for
ratification by conventions in the several stl.\tes instead of by t/J,e legislatures of the several states. As
provided by Article V. of the Constitution, Congress
may propose an amendment either to the legislllrtures or to be ratified by conventions. Every one
of the fifteen amendments to the Constitution has
been by Congress proposed to and ratified by the
legislatures. Should the resolution be concurred
in by two thirds of both houses, the National ,Reform Association evidently realizes that it must be
much more difficult for those who are in favor of a
government "6f the people} for the people, and by
the people" to overcome the ignorance and superstition of the masses and ind1110e them to choose delegates to conventions who would oppose the ratificllrtion than it would be to educate a few score members
of the legislature in each state, many of whom are
already elected. The National Reform Association
is well organized to influence the ignorant millions,
while the opposition is better prepared to bring
convincing arguments to the few. Therefore the
ratification by conventions is sought to be proposed
by Congress, which Congress may do but 'Which
it never has done. You may object to my language,
"the ignorant millions," but, as you realize that
there are "Congressmen who hav never before
heard of this Gad-in-the-Constitution movement,"
the sooner we come to realize the ignorance -of .:w,illions of their constituents the sooner will we. be
prepared to throw oft the chains of superstition
with which we are now bound and prevent- them
from binding us with more. I do not write this
for publication, but hope that I hav called your
attention to an important feature of the rel!uhtion.

:a.
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{Sommunioations.
A Grand Campaign-The Press and the
Platform.
Immediately after the publication of my book,
"l!'our Hundred Years of Freethought," I wish to
enter upon a thorough Freethought campaign
throughout the country. The times demand it.
There was neTer greater danger than at present.
What is needed is agitation and education. On
every side there are signs of ecclesiastical aggression. The church powers, through the facilities of
corrupt politics, are surely and almost without. re.sistance encroaching upon the liberties of the peo
pie. A long and hard battle is before us for human
rights. The fir<..t thing to be done is to enlighten
the people in the principles of American government, of justice and freedom, of humanity and progress The glorious principles of Freethought must
be declared in their universal application. The
clear light of reason must. illuminate the message
of science, of equality and fraternity.
This requires a determined effort. It requires
perseverance, courage, energy, and generosity. · It
requires steady work all along the lines, in every
locality. Wherever there is a handful of Freethinkers they should do something. They should arrange for at least one lecture, if not more, in their
community. Let this be done all over the country,
and a great advance will be made. There will be a
vast power in such a general and united effort.
The platform and the press must work together
in this great enterprise. The word spoken and the
word printed each has its own influence. The
lecture arouses as the book cannot; but the book
educates through silent days and in the depths of
thought as the lecture cannot. It is my purpose in
the important campaign which I now undertake to
combine these two in a method not before adopted,
and which I believe will giv new and far greater
success to our cause. I am sure that the Liberals
of this country will see the immense advantages of
the plan proposed, and will do their level best to
make it a brilliant triumph in every state in the
Union. Of course I must be amply supported by
Liberal friends or I c~&nnot carry it through to the
great resuHs which eertainly can be reached if there
is cordial co-operation. What I propose is this :
To giv lectures at the usual reasonable rates, and in
addition to the lecture to donate a certain amount
of books, to be used by the Liberals w;l10 pay for
the lecture as campaign literature for their own
benefit and the education of the community in
which the lecture is given. In this way the lecture
will leave behind a permanent and extending influence. 1\Iy terms, therefore, are as follows :
For $12 I will giv one lecture and $4 worth of
books; for $30, three lectures and $13 worth of
books; for $50; five lectures and $22 worth of
books; for $60, six lectures and $30 worth of book<~;
for $100, ten lectures and $60 worth of books.
These bo::~ks · are to be publications of the Truth
Seeker Publishing Company, Investigator, Freethinkers' Magazine, Independent .Pulpit, and other
Liberal publishing houses ; Inge:csoll's works,
Washbu-:n's, 'Vatts's, Remsburg's., Shaw's, Putnam's, ek-Freethought and scientific literature.
I shall pay my traveling expenses, but I shall ex
pect board to be provided for me at every lecture
point. It would be impossible for me to pay hot£:1
expenses at these rates.
It will be seen that the only way by which I can
successfully carry out this method of lecturing is to
hav a large number of appointments; at least five
hundred-better one thousand. Tnis will probably
be the last extensiv campaign that I shall make in
this country, and I .want to devote at least two solid
years to the work. I want to go into every state in
the Union and to every place where there is a handful of Liberals. I want to make this a campaign
both of agitation and education ; I want to create a
pervading and growing influence, and this comes by
means of the books. If I giv five hundred or a
thousand lectures on these terms, thousands of dollars' worth of Liberal·books will be distributed all
over the land, and this cannot be done in any other
way than as I propose. What a tremendous influence this will be for many years to come!
I hope that wherever possible Liberals will arrange for six lectures. In this way they will get
$30 worth of books, which will form a splendid
nucleus for a Freethought circulating library. Besides, it takes about six lectures to thoroughly
arouse a community, and it takes that number of
lectures to adequately explain Freethought in its
relations to life, philosophy, science, politics, and
human happiness and progres3.
It is understood that these loctures are to be
given consecutivly. I must lecture every night to
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I pay my way, and Sundays must always be counted question the preceptor and accept or reject his asfor two lectures ; one in the daytime, and one in
the evening. It is only by continuous labor that I
can make both ends meet.
When two or three lecture points are a few miles
apart, they can join forces for six or ten lectures at
the rates above, provided that all my traveling expenses are paid from point to point in this combination.
I shall not be able to enter upon this campaign
until the first of June next, on account of business
connected with the publication and distribution to
subscribers of "Four Hundred Years of Freethought;" but between now and that date I want at
lAast three hundred lecture appointments, and I
earnestl v ask those Liberals who think of accepting
these splendid offers to write me at once, for although
I may not be able to visit their field immediately, yet
by knowing beforehand what lectures I am to giv
throughout the country, I can arrange to do so at
the least possible traveling expense, and it is by t bus
having three or four hundred lectures on my list
that I am enabled to make such excellent rates, ·for
what I thus save in travel is put into the books.
It is understood that Liberals who pay for the
lectures will make their own selection of books, only
they must .be strictly .Freethought and scientific
books. I cannot afford to make these rates for any
other kind of literature.
The following are the titles of the ten lectures I
shall giv during this campaign:
"Rights of Man."
"The Religious Conspiracy."
"Liberalism and Christianity."
"Freethought and Morality."
"Evolution and Creation."
"The Bible and Modern Thought....
.
"Spiritualism, Theosophy, and Freethought."
" Liberty and Authority."
"Ethics of Jesus."
•• Geology and Genesis."
Now, I hope that the Liberals of America will
accept this magnificent method of work and push
forward with fresh enthusiasm to larger fiE:lds of
effort. I set my mark at one thousand .lectures
for this campaign. That will distribute over
$5 000 worth. of books. Think of it ! Rally. Let
there be a memorable advance. Write at the earliest moment to
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Care of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette pl11ce,
New York.

Still Searching for Light.
Why writers of ability in one line of thought exhibit analytical powers of a high order when discussing one particular question, and., rElfusing to
accept preconceived notions unsupported by logical
reasoning as proof of a doctrin, cling only to that
which can be demonstrated with reasonable certainty, abandon reason and logic when they enter
the discussion of other subjects requiring exactly
the same qualities which make them eminent in their
chosen line, is a. question which no fellow can answer, while all are forced to admit that that is just
what most eminent writers do when they venture
out of their accuatomed field. Citations without
number can be made in proof of this assertion, as
for instance the matchless Ingersoll, who, when
talking about the tariff, is quite as illogical and dogmatic as he is sound and argumentativ when pointing out the mistakes of Moses. That grand old
man, Gladstone, on the other hand, is an Ingersoll
in logi<i when discussing questions of political economy, but degenerates to the intellectual level d
that eminent praying machine, Dwight L. Moody,
when he defends theology. Descending a little in
the scale of eminence, we find that able imagebreaker, Samuel P. Putnam, absolutely resistless in
his pitiless logic until he runs afoul of the currency
question, at which time he utters such absurdities
as make the judicious grieve. Look at that wit and
poet, "the man with the badge-pin," who with this
dual description needs not to be further named .in
order to be recognized by readers of Freethought
papers, who, able and concise on his chosen subject,
yet furnishes a spectacle for gods and men when he
alludes, even casually, to the question of finance.
And last, not least, witness our able coadjutor in
iconoclasm, John Peck, whose sledge-hammer blows
against theology hav turned churches into theaters
and robbed clergymen, without number, of tranquility and sleep, but whose utterances on the currency satisfy the thoughtful that his Agnosticism in
the matter of finance is beyond dispute. If Mr.
Peck did not claim to be competent to teach others
in regard to financial matters, there would be no
cause of complaint against him. But as he assumes
the role of teacher, it is entirely in order for one
who, while acknowledging his need of instruction,
refuses to accept mere assertion as conclusiv, to

Rertions according as the evidence impresses him.
Since, then, school is open, let an inquirer ask Mr.
Peck if the fact that the making of fractional currency, such as cents, nickels, and dimes, is a governmental monopoly, taken in conjunction with the fact
that one can realize on such assets at the various
sub-treasuries, in any other kind of currency one
desires, does not suffi.c~ently account for their paBBing at their face value? If the answer be negativ,
the next question which suggest 1 itself is, Does Mr.
Peck believe that fractional currency would continue to circulate at its nominal valu~ if the . mints
were open to the free coinage of cents, nickels, and
dimes at ten cents' worth of copper, twenty cents'
worth of nickel, and fifty-thee cents' worth of silver
to the coined dollar'? If the answer be affi.rmativ,
we may ask if the certainty of ultimate redemption
in intrinsic value, when required, of any of the currency, fractional or otherwise, is not a large factor
in establishing the confidence of the people generally in money which bas no intrinsic value, or which
has very much less than its face value in intrinsic
worth? If yes, is "intrinsic value a fallacy'?" If
no, why does money which lacks intrinsic worth in
any degree evPr go to a discount as compared with .
money of full intrinsic worth! Further, what
princiP.le of political e~onomy is .ignored when the
government " uses a costly material, such as gold,
instead of a cheap material, like paper, for money?"
When Mr. Peck speaks of an "economic principle "
is he entirely clear in his mind regarding the difference between "economic," as applied to the science
which treats of the production and distribution of
wealth, an<l "eflonomical," which he here uses as
expressing merely the idea of costing less~ When
Mr. Peck, then, speaks of the government "ignoring an economic principle," does he mean that there
hq.s been a violation of the pricciples which underlie the laws governing production,. or does he mean
to i rply that the laws of frugality hav been disregarded? We are sorry to be obliged to press this
point, but it is essential that we should know. · '
In conclusion let us inquire if, "when a man pays
a debt with a paper dollar. the dollar is redeemed,"
it is not equally true that Mr. Peck's note would be
redeemed by the operation of the holder paying it
out to some one- in exchange for some commodity to
the value of its face! Would Mr. Peck despli.ir of
ever seeing his note again in consequence of such a
transaction, or would he bear in mind the date of
its maturity and hustle round for funds to meet it,
when it met him, as it surely would 1 Now, 1 in answer to these questions, let Mr. Peck not attempt
to wax sarcastic in regard to the questioner's diet
nor ask for a reason for a rainbow not standing upside down, but let him sincerely and honestly
answer if he can, or if he cannot let him come off
the preceptor's perch.
E. 0. RoscoE.

Religions in South America.
The Roman Catholic is the religion of Brazil, as
well as of the rest of South America. In the Ar·
gentine Republic, Uruguay, and Brazil there are
members of other denominations. These denominations are as strong as the foreign element happens
to be in that locality, for the only nativ converts are
a few servants, dependants or hypocrite for selfish
ends, all of whom return to their old allegiance as
soon as the foreign influence is removed. In a few
cities where the numhers justify a church is bUilt;
other, weaker sects hire or borrow the use of halls.
The churches as a rule hav their benches far apart,
and the hall meetings are sad affairs; in Brazil it
is especially so.
Missionaries from America are often to be met in
these countries; what good they ure doing from a
religious point of view is to be found only in their
reports to their home church or the society that
sends them, for upon the spot itself the good effect
is not seen. Their schools may be exceptions, for
in many parts these are found in a reasonably flourishing condition; but where these schools are frte
from these missionary influences they are better
still, for often their dogmatic action in regard to
religion disgusts their patrons, and many flourishing schools hav been broken up.
.I'The nativ women, ev~ri if they hav sufficient education to teach, possess none of those qualities
which could enable them to govern a school. The
customs of society make them timid and mistrustful
of themselvs; the functions of a school-mistress demand more freedom of action than the customs of
the country allow the nativ-born, while the foreigners are better educated, possess more self-reliance,
and are freer from the hampers that nativ society
puts upon its own women. As for being sectarian,
this is against them ; but, as many are callous on religious subjects, they prefer these schools to those
taught by the Catholic priests, especially for their
daughters and small boys.
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The religious status of South America, so far as I
hav bad opportunities to observe, can be summed
up in this sentence : The nativs are all Catholics,
and their priests divide them into two classes, that
is good and bad Catholics. It is an accepted doct;in of their cpurch that all must be received by
infant baptism into the church, and ever afterward
they are Catholics ; and this infant baptism the
priest sees is not neglected. · ·
From Protestantism the priests hav no fear, for
they know its weakness and their own streugth.
Besides the truly devout that hav all faith in the
pope and the dogmas of their church, there is
another large class that. sees the great good that
they are doing with tl:!eir schools for the training
of the young, houses of refuge for the unfortunate,
and hospitals for the sick of all nations, and even
many that profess no religion at all or disbelieve in
that of the Catholic church hav great respect for
them on account of their charities.
In their daily walks of life their religion does not
trouble them if they see proper to gamble, drink to
an excess, go to the horserace on Sunday, or do
any other act which is a .sin in the eyes of others.
Their spiritual advisers can absolve them from all
sin, although in South America such actions as the
above are generally recognized as having in them
no sin that calls for the aid of the priest or pricks
in the le1tst a Catholic conscience.
A few women, and occasionally a man, attend
mass and confession regularly. On saints' days of
grand display of pomp, glitter, and fireworks the
attendance is larger; but the general indifference
and apathy on these subjects among the masses I
should think would be alarmin 5 to Rome, for
among these baptized Catholics there is a large per
cent that totally disbelieve in the signs and symbols
of the church.
The Protestants reap nothing from this, for those
who leave Rome approach no nearer to the borders
of their belief, but on the contrary go out into
Matetialism, and the number of these to-day in
South America count up into the millions, but so
little interest is taken in these subjects that you
seldom hear them discussed, yet a direct reference
brings a ready response that they are disbelievers.
'l'he last ten years hav brought to the surface the
question of government aid to the established
church, which has invariably ended in the total
severance of church and state, and many even going
further, and decreeing that marriages are illegal
without the sanction of civil authority. This was a
deep stab to the powers of Rome, and disbelief is
at the bottom of it all.
From the census of the state of Rio de Janeiro
for the year 1892 I take the folio .ving figures:
Foreign inhabitants, five and three-tenths per cent;
twenty per cent of total is school population; all
males between seven and fourteen years and females
between seven and twelve, inclusiv, are 1eckoned
in· the school population; only eighteen per cent
of this twenty per cent attend, or three and six-tenths
of total population. This is only one state, but for
all Brazil the per cent is two and three-tenths of
total. •
Four persons (two couples) are married yearly
for each one thousand inhabitants; sixty-five per
cent of the population is unmarried; thirty-two
per cent married, and three per cent widowed.
(France has fifty-two per cent unmarried, and
thirty-nine per cent married.) Seventy-eight out of
every one hundred cannot read or write, and ninetynine per cent are Catholics. (nominally).
·
The men are some two per cent in excess of the
women, and the children of illegitimate birth are
thirty per cent of total.
. J. Ross..
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already hung and quartered. Christians are too Herald hav been shookingly scandal()US; .As this newscowardly to carry their threats into execution. paper is published in this diocese, I hereby warn J/OU
They are prevented from doing so, not by fear of that if you continue in this cou1·se of conduc.t, it w-ill be
at your peril.
hell, but fear of the jail and the penitentiary.
I am, gent.Iemen,
Yours truly,
As on the second night I had three churches to
M.A. CoRRIGAN, Archbishop of New York.
contend against, my audience was not as large as
After reading such a letter as the above, one is
on the previous one. I do not think there are a inclined to think that the Constitution of these
doz~n Libf<rals in Murray, and the first evening my United States, providing for and upholding the
audie11;ce. was composed of just the people I wanted libedy of sp~:~ech and of the press. is, after all,
-Christians. Everybody was discussing the sub- only a pleasant fiction, which existed alone in the
stance of the lectures and the Christians said some- brains of our heroic forefathers. The leopard canthing about a debate in the future I told them not change his spots, nor can the pope's litter
that I was ready and to bring on their David at change their nature. The Corrigan of seven years
any time.
.
ago is the Corrigan of to day; the threat made then
I enjoyed the hospitality of Mr~ J. A. Wick, a holds good now; and were he able, the whole secuveteran Freethinker. Mr. and Mrs. R. Jones came lar press would be muzzled, if not entirely supup from Osceola. My thanks are due to Messrs. pressed. Men who speak as they think and write
Wick and Banker, who, standing alone in a den of as they think hav ever found an enemy in the
bigotry, bravely hold to the sky the banner of Free- church of Rome. She has no use for truth seekers
thought and progress.
and truth tellers. The lies which she forged t.o
On the morning of February 9th I left Murray shackle the thought of the Middle Ages would hold
for Ottumwa, where Colonel Ingersoll was to lect- reason. as tightly now, were it not for the freedom
ure in the evening. I had never heard or seen our of speech and pen.
The Catholic church is not sleeping, and it is not
g-reat champion and no opportunity could be better.
The most enjoyable hour of my life was spent with harmless. It stands· to-day a great and powerful
the colonel in his room at the Ballin!:l"all Hotel. menace to our institutions. It threatens everyone .
While there a reporter came up to interview him on· as Archbishop Corrigan threatened Daniel 0.
the great questions of the day-political and relig- Laughlin, the publisher of the Catholic IIerald,
ious. I do not remember one-half of the witty and· seven years ago. May he never hav us in ·his
t-loquent words that were spoken while I was in his clutches, is all we ask. LINDsLEY FLAVEL MINES.
presence, but I felt that I was in the company of
the greatest man now living-a great man in every
Churchly Purpose aud Performance.
sense of the word. In reply to a remark I made to
Josiah
Leeds, the Quaker associate editor of tho
him about the discussions he had and the in- ChristianW./5tatesman,
is making himself very officious
numerable challenges he receives he said that in the attempt to bulldoze the news companies into rewhenever the churches will unite on a man and in- fusing to handle papers which do not come np to the
dorse him as their representativ he will be ready to standard of stupidity favored by Mr. Leeds and his conThese people seem to think that truth is dangermeet him, but that he will pay no attention to the freres.
ous, and music and the drama· they are sure also need a
little "fly-up-the-creek" parsons who seek a discus- censorship. Such men and women as these are saved
sion with him to bring themselvs into notoriety. only by their comparativ obscurity from making themThe lecture of the evening was on "Shakspere," selva as ridiculous as United States Senators hav done
the St. Gaudens medal. ·. ·. · A Christian paper,
and for nearly two hours the audience was charmed over
attacking the cheap theater, says that it attracts those who
by Colonel Inger..oll's eloquent interpretation of cannot afford to attend t.hH higher priced ones. It adds :
the great dramatist. To hear this lecture is to "And therA is not much difference between them. after
understand Shakspere better, for he has not a more all, in the effects upon the morals of their patrons." This
last reveals the real grievance of the church. It hates
devout student and loving admirer than Ingersoll.
the theater because the theater is a rival teacher and
Saturday morning found me in Chicago, and the entertainer. But the time is coming when it will claim
first friend I greeted there was Geo. Robertson. all there is good in the work of the theater as its own.
Soon I saw Mr. Reichwald, and finally Putnam, Only recentlv a clergyman declared that the theater was
the offspring of the church. ·. ·. · Rev. 0 H. H. George,
whom the labor of writing a history of Freeth ought representing
the National Reform Association a.t Washseems to hav no effect upon, for he is as robust and ington, has been informed of a man who will be one of
jolly as ever. Saturday afternoon we called upon fifty to giv $500 each " to press the acknowledgmen.t of
Mrs. Freeman, whom illness has prevented from God upon the nation." Mr. George says that $1,000 iR
wanted at 'once for "the special work in w~shington."
attending the Secular Union's meetings for several There
are not less than eight or ten most im]:J~rtant
weeks.- On Sunday morning, accompanied by Mr. questions, such as a National Sabbath law, a uniform
Reichwald, we went to hear Professor Mangasarian marriage and divorce law, the Honduras Lotterv scheme.
the sixteenth amendment on the school question, and
lecture upon Thomas Paine.
all the Christian amendment to the Constitution.
On Sunday evening I lectured before the Secular above
These, and others besides that should' be pressed before
Union. The hall was full, and a short discussion Congress at once; and hav summ<!n~d all th;e influence,
followed the :tecture. The Union seems to be and weight, and worth of the Christian BP.ntunent of· the
regaining its old prestige. It appointed a com- country to back them up. · · · "Christian people. are
called upon, more loudly to.day than ever before, to
mittee to call upon the editor of the Times, which speak out, and demand that the law of God be applied to
journal has been giving false and vituperativ re- the settlement of the qnest.ions so vital to the safety and
ports of the meetings, written by some bigoted welfare of our country." "And above all the Christian
reporter. The editor apologized and said that the amendment." Does Mr. Geor~e speak unadvisedly? No.
Conj!"ressman Morse of Massachusetts already has before
thing would not occur again.
.
.
the House judiciary com~!ttee an amendmen~ ~o the
The Salvation Army had a tnal of the devil at federal Constitution prov1dmg for the recogmtio'l of
their barracks on last Friday night, and the well- God. The mine iA ready to be sprung. What are :J!'ree·
known Freethinker, Jehu Barr, appeared as a wit- thinkers ·ready to do? ·. ·. · Rev. Mr. George, National
Reform agent at Washington, calls loudlv for petitions to
ness in his Satanic majesty's defense. The. Herald be
sent to the Senate against the admission as states of
published a rep:>rt of the trial. which was very Utah, New Mexico, and Arizona If these Reform meddlers display their usual dexterity in manipulating "peamusing.
While in Chicago I was the guest of Mr. E. C. titions," they will hav.twenty million namAB befm:e the
St. Gaudens Senate m a month. . ·. ·. The pohce at
Reichwald, the energetic treasurer ~f the Federa- Rome hav discovered a grand swindle perpetrated by
tion, whose kindness I will not soon forget.
some very devout French Catholics of high rank, pronilnent among- whom is the widow of the late Marshal Saint
.Delphos, ().
FRANKLIN STEINER.
Arnaud. Circulars were distributed in' all countries
Looking Backward-A Bit of History Reviewed. calling for contributions to the "Holy Father, "whom the
At the Front.
Freemasons kept chained an(\ lying upon straw in a deep
On February 7th I began a journey to the At- . During the year 1887, w~en the McGlyn~ aft~ir cellar of the Vatican. The money was wanted to procure
lantic coast and my first stopping-place was Murray, was at its bight, the Catholw Herald of th1s mty the Pope's liberty, and bring him in safety to France.
Quite a number of pious suckers did bite, among them
Ia a villaae of five hundred inhabitants. I was to published several articles which spoke approvingly the French bishoPs Chai and Glenard each gave .twentv
of
Dr.
McGlynn
and
supported
his
views.
This
op~n the ;ay here for Freethought, among people
thousand !ires. To those who said that the Pope wa~ ~ll
who had never heard an Infidel lecture and who evidently touched the archbishop in -a tender spot, right it was answered that it was a sham pope (a dev1lm
Leo'~ person); who occupied the papal chair, and made a
possessed all sorts of forebodings as to what b~th for he· immediately proceeded to use his ecclesi- fool
of men like Chauncy Depew. The Countess Arnaud
power
to
intimidate
_the
pub.lisher
..
To
effect
astical
the lecture and the lecturer would be. Mr. Jt S.
had in her house a fine altar surmounted by a hollow ~a.
this
he
wrote
the
followmg
letter,
whiCh,
from
Banker made the arrangements, and through the
donna lftatue whose inhabitant, a girl, spoke to the pions
kindness of Mr. Decker, who owns the Opera an ordinary citizen, would be punishable with im- visitors and ~ade them put up their cash. "What fools
·
·
these mortals bel"
House we were enabled to hav a hall. The Chris- prisonment:
THE SUNDAY STRUGGLE.
452 MADISoN AvE., NEw YoRK, Apr. 13, 1887.
tians ~ere taken by surprise. The Methodist
Sunday closing recently reported from Terre Haute,
To THE ·EDIToRs AND PRoPRIETORS. ol!' T~ Cat":olic
preacher inquirPd of all he ~et, "Who invited this Herald
Gentlemen: By this note, which Is entirely Ind. ·. ·. · The Holyoke paper mills will _hereafter be
vile Infidel to <)Ome here'" My first lecture was private 'and not to be published, I wish to call your at- closed on Sunday. ·. ·. · The new citv connell of Toronto
given to a full house. No opposition was offered. tention' to the fact that the Third Plenary Council of is opposed to the resnbmission of the Sui! day car question
coming summer. Of course nothmg better could
But the next day the whole town was in an uproar. Baltimore following the leadership of Pope Leo XIII., the
poin~d out the duties of tho Catholic presl!1 and de- be expe~ted in that city _under existing condi~ions · ·. ·. ·
Although there are three churches, there is but o~e has
nounced the abuses of which journals, styling tnemselvs Almost $2 000 was paid mto the Pennsylvama treaqury
resident preacher; so the first step w~s to cal~ m Catholic are sometimes guilty. That paper alone, says last year a~ fines for violation of the Sunday laws.. Ho~
the outside ministers
The Methodist sky-pilot, the coun'cn decree (No. 228), is to be .regarded as C!lth<;>lic much longer will a self. vaunted free people permit this
to continue? ·. ·. · On Jan nary 14th all ·-the
Rev. Mr. Matheny, walked over town the entire day that is prepared to submit in all thmgs to ecclesiastical stealing
ministers of St. Louis preached on "the observance. of
·
.
·
t the
inviting all to go to church, and by evening every authority.
Lord's day in ~ecular matte;rs." ·.. ·. · The Phila·
It warns all Catholic w~ters _agamst _PTesummg .0
church was fired up and lighted. Some said that I attack publicly the manner m which a bishop rules his delphia fetich-worshipers are trym!'l to secure tl:e en·
forcement of the Sunday law of 1794 hi that' city. Of
ought to be rotten-egged; others that I ought to diocese.
Fo~ some time past the utterances of the Catholic course the priests are :pushin~ the movement;
be ridden on a rail; and, to hear some talk, I was
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He dwells in a cloud of metaphysiGs and sentimental past few years has been up to the usual orthodox
imaginations. He loves Jesus and thinks the dodge. The association has a large, valuable buildBEADQUABTEBS: 165'Sonth Water street. Ohicago.
Golden Rule is the supreme thing, and his criticism ing which it rents for business purposes, and for
S. P. PUTNAM, President.
• generally ends in an exhortation. On the :whol~ he the use of its tenants has been .stealing the city
JoHN R. 0HARLESWORTH, Sec.; E. 0. RmoawALn, Treas. liked the lecture, and what I defined as L1berahsm water. It has just been discovered, and now they
Vice-Presidents:
he called Christianity, a confusion of terms which is must pay tax to the amount of several hundred dolFranklin Steiner, N. F. Griswold, B. A. Roloson, J. M. quite common. As I remarked in my lecture, the lars a year. When the Christian property is not
Peck, I. J. Porter.
most important thing in the world to-day is aefini- exempted by law, then stealing is resorted to.
Wouldn't that make. fine baptismal water!-holywa.tions. What do words really mean!
OBJECTS OF FEDERATION:
Keep church a.ud sta.te forever separate.- Grant.
Van Orman, my old army comrade, a devout ter, indeed, stolen from the taxpayers of Chicago.
In no sense whatsoever is this government founded upon the
Mrs. Myra Bradwell, of this city, has recently
Anarchist, but of the mild, philosophical sort who
Ohristia.u religion.- Was~~.tnuton.
It is wicked and tyrannical to comuel a.ny ma.n to support a. re- reason, but do not fling bombs, said that I did not died. She was editor of Legal News, which has a
lllrion in which he does not believe.-JI!IJ'erson.
ThA divorce between church and sta.te should be a.bsolute.- get at the real Jesus, who was not so much a national reputation. For years she fought to hav
GartteUl.
A religion tha.t depend• on the state for its support, is for tha.t churchman as a social.reformer, and in that respect her legal personality recognized, which the courts
rea.son a. bad reli~rion.-Fran7cltn,
worthy somewhat of admiration. I replied that in declared was lost in the fact of her marriage. This
Religion a.nd the ~nner of discha.rlfing it c11n be directed only
hy rea.son and conviction and not by force or violence.-Mat%1son. discussing Christianity we must take the Jesus of was in 1869, and was Christian legislation as to the
Christianity, and the Jesus of Christianity is the rights of women. Since then she has been admitted
To the .Friends ana Members of the Freethought Jesus of the gospels ereactly as they are. The to practice in every court in the United States.
.Feaeration of America:
Christian has no right to any other Jesus. To This is a victory for Freethought. It seems strange
The present dangerous attitude of the Christian change the gospels in any respect is to dissolve that less than thirty years ago woman was debarred
ehurch requires immediate and energetic action on the foundations of the Christian church. It sinks from a profession for which she was amply qualified
the part of Freethinkers. We must meet them in into the quicksands at once. It is all nonsense to and passed the highest examination, simply because
the halls of Congress where they are pushing for- talk about the "real Jesus," for there is no real she was a woman. The church law prevailed in
ward the " God-in-the-Constitution Amendment." Jesus, as Mr. Betts showed by some extracts from this republic until then. The destiny of woman
I shall be at Washington, March 6th, without fail, church history. There is no valid record of the was marriage, said the court, and therefore she can
to speak before the judiciary committee. I expect existence of a Jesus. And then, as Stuart Beattie not practice law. The head of the wife is the husto hav a host of clergymen to contend against. said, if you do find him, what's the use? He can't band, even though he be a fool and she a genius.
But besides the contest before the committee the teach us anything. We are away ahead of him, and But brains hav won, and St. Paul is now laid upon
agitation must be extended throughout the country. know a thousand things that he never thought of. the shelf.
S. P. P.
The ecclesiastical party are scattering broadcast But it is manifest that whoever Jesus was, he was
their pamphlets. We must do the same. I pro- not a Christian; for no one could be a Christian
Observations.
pose at once to publish and distribute by the until Christianity came into existence, and Chris"A highly esteemed friend in New Orleans," rethousand my lecture delivered before the Interna- tianity was not in existence until yearA after the
marks the New York Sun, ".asks us if we hav obtional Congress, "The Rights of Man." This lec- death of Jesus. So it is unhistoric to talk of the
served the fact that Senator White, of Louisia.na, is
ture shows the dangers which are before us and "Christianity" of Jesus. Jesus hadn't any. But
the first Roman Catholic ever appointed to the
the work which we must do. We must enlighten the point is this-the Christian religion is founded
bench of the Supreme Court of the United States.
the people in regard to our platform. They do not upon the Jesus of the gospels, and therefore the
Our friend is mistaken. Chief Justice Roger Brooke
understand it. They do not know that the princi- Christian religion must hold to what this Jesus
Taney, who presided over the Supreme Court for
ples of our Constitution are daily violated. Free- says. And if the Jesus of the gospels says, " He
nearly thirty years, was a Roman Catholic."
thinkers do not realize it themselvs. They let that believeth will be saved, and he that believeth
Mr. Taney was eminent otherwise than as a Rothings drift. We cannot afford to do this any not will be damned," then the churches are bound
man Catholic. He is the distinguished blunderlonger. The issue is now forced upon us. The to affirm that saying. It is their creed, no matter
buss who emitted the opinion that the colored race
church has taken a tremendously aggressiv step ; whether the·" real Jesus" ever said it or not. The
has no rights which white men are bound to respect.
and the church is determined to succeed ; this is no " Jesus" of the gospel record did say it, and that is
child's play on its part. It is the logic of its very the " Jesus " that the churches must stand by, and
We are often caused to wonder
existence ; the spirit that for ages ha.s animated it, it is that "Jesus" who makes their creed.
By the lightning and the thunder,
and which will not die out; the struggle before us
Mr. Beattie pointed out the great danger that Which phenomena do faze us by their majesty and might;
is one of the greatest in human history: the results now threatens from the Rcmish church. Almost all
But at present it's the twitter
Of another feller-critter
will be of incalculable importance. We must hav the city officers of Chicago are Catholics. They
That's permitted to amaze us, beating nature out of sight.
funds to pusll. our work, and I hope that every Lib- make a combination that is hard to beat.
eral will do what he can. We must hav money for
It is Roscoe o'er the river,
Mrs. Sarah E. Ames pointed out a sharp distincWho is posing as the giver
the campaign at Washington. The church has its tion between the Christian and the Liberal in that
1
agents there all the time. We must publish " The the one accepted the Bible as of divine authority Of intelligence supernal on the subject of finance,
With the casual injection,
Rights of Man," and send that forth as widely as and the other did not. He who believes a stateTouching tariff and protection.
possible.
ment merely because it is in the Bible cannot in the That the notions of our Oolonel are rejected at a glsnce.
Send all contributions to E. C. Reichwald, 165 very nature of things be a Freethinker.
Mr. Peck lacks information;
South Water street, Chicago. Hereafter all contriMr. Barr, the "devil's defender," put in some
Putnam causes lamentation,
butions to the treasury will be published weekly in few suggestions as to the cruel teachings of Jesus. Says this Prophet of Gowanus, in their economic role;
,.
While the man of witticism,
TBE TRUTH SEEXBB, so that every donor to the fund The Salvation Army recently undertook to try his
In the higher criticism
can see tliat his money is paid in, and what it is used Satanic majesty. Barr took the witness stand for
Makes exposure of his manners, like a monkey on a pole.
for. Now is the time for action.
tbe defendant. The prosecuting attorney inquired
But the Prophet of Gowanus,
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM,
if Mr. Barr had any personal knowledge of the
Who has chosen so to scan us,
Pres. Freethought Federation of America.
devil. The witness said "No."
Better quit the sort of meanness and retire into his hole;
"Where do you get your information ?" was the
It's a quite improper caper
B. 0. Bennett, South Norwalk, Oonn ..................... $1 00 next query.
For to write into the paper
B. A. Roloson, Delphos, 0 .................................... 5 00
And insinuate a Genius is a monkey on a pole.
"From the Bible," said Barr.
J. Henry Schroeder, Arago, Or............................. 2 50
"But we can't allow such testimony," said the
F. 0. Koechlin, Troy, Wis..................................... 1 00
Some time last year a sempstress named Emma
0. E. Anderson, Grafton, N. D ....................... , ...... 1 00 attorney.
F. D. Rope, Waterbury, Oonn ............................... 1 00
Goldmann addressed an audience of laboring peo~
"Why
not!"
said
Barr.
"Youuse
the
Bible
Unknown, Waterbury, Oonn................................. 50
W. B. Orchard, Boothbay, Me.............................. 50 against the devil. It's only fair to use the same pie in New York. It was evidently a hungry audience, for Miss Goldmann talked on the subject of
0. D. Sterns, Steamboat Rock, Ia.. ............ ............ 25 witness in favor of the devil."
L. Hofna. Grand Rapids, Mich ....................... , ...... 2 00
The judge thought so, too. But tee devil was bread. Her theory, as she developed it, was that
Wm. 0. Decker, Orawford, Mich ........................... 5 00
since· labor is employed in the manufacture of
W. J. Jones, Blank, Utah ..................................... 3 00 convicted nevertheless.
bread,
from the farmer in the field to the baker in
Barr
has
moved
for
a
new
trial.
G. M. Gates, Butte Oity, Oal .................................. 5 00
the
hot
cellar molding his sweat into his doughy
I lecture next Sunday again on the vital quesJoe Lomax ............................................................ 2 00
product, therefore laborers hav a right to eat it;
Geo. L. Pratt, Ridgeway, N.Y .............................. 1 00 tions of "Liberty and Authority."
E. 0. RllliOHWALD,
The ever-encroaching union of church and state and she said to her hearers, "Ask for work ; if
Treas. Freethought Federation of America.
is sef'n in the following. It crops out even in the they do not giv you work, ask for bread ; if
tariff question. · The churches want free trade in they do not giv you work or bread, then take
News and Notes.
everything that is for the use, benefit, and glory of bread." This system is not original with Miss
It might hav been advertised "standing room the church.
Goldmann. Some time before, Cardinal Manning,
only" at the hall of the Chicago Secular Union on
The ecclesiastics want exemption from duty on a distinguished prelate of the Christian church, had
Sunday night, February 18th. It shows that there stained or painted glass and works of art when im- written in the Fortnightly _.Review: "Necessity
are some live Liberals in Ohicago, and that the ported for the use of a church. Cardinal Gibbons knows no law, and a starving man has a natural
radical element is bound to survive and, more than has interested himself in this matter, and the repre- right to his neighbor's bread;" and the lady orator,
survive, to be a progressiv force. - The pioneers sentative of various church associations hav joined being sti·uck with the force of the remark, conceived
always hav to bear the brunt of the battle; and so in the petition.
that the present would be an appropriate occasion
it is with the Chicago Secular Union-the only
tel repeat it. But Miss Goldmann overlooked the
On this matter the Chicago Times well says :
organization in Chicago squarely committed to the
difference between her position and that of the carThe frequent exemptions granted to religious organizaDemands of Liberalism. There are Liberal organtions in our tax lil.ws, both national and local, are illogi- dinal. She failed to recognize the difference beizations, more or less Freethought, labor, and re- cal and giv the lie to the basic theory of independence of tween the extent of liberty accorded the subjects of
form organizations, and Liberal churches, where church and state, which is part of our national code. an effete monarchy like England and that granted
orthodoxy is so diluted that you can scarcely catch Under the immunity granted to religious, educationnl, in this free republic. She did not know that in
literary, and philosophical societies a horde of abuses can
a flavor of it; but the Secular Union is the only spring
England liberty is the prerogativ of clergymen~
up.
one entirely at-the front.
If congress will be logical it will either tax stained while in America it is enjoyed by an Irish constabuMter the lecture, the subject of which was glass, regardless of the purpose for which it is imported, lary, and finds its exercise in clubbing citizens who
"Liberalism and Christianity," there was quite a or admit it free altogether.
speak with a German accent. She was also blind
There is a Rev. Mr. Morgan, who
discussion.
This is a point on which the work of the Federa- to the distinction between Cardinal Manning, who,
comes every Sunday, and who poses as a Christian; tion can come in. If we hav a tariff, let it be im- like the praying man, meant no good, and herself,
but, as he rejects most of the Christian doctrine, it partial
who, like the blasphemous person, meant no harm,
is pretty hard to tell exactly what he does believe.
The Young Men's Christian Association for the These were fatal oversights. She spoke the words

Freethouyht Federation of America.
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quoted, and disaster followed. Our "institootion "
were undermined, the ea;th was rent, the :firmame~t
cracked, and several policemen within the sound of
her voice were immediately sobered. Confidence
was rest.ored by sending Miss Goldmann to jail.
The circumstances of the foregoing crisis are recalled by th? receipt of a pamphlet containing a defense of Miss Goldmann by Voltairine de Cleyre
Voltairine does not repeat Emma's and the cardi~
nal's sentiments, not because she has any respect
for legal authorities, but because she does not think
the advice is good. She is none the less severe
though, upon the exploiters of industry, and inti~
mates that were she Emma and Emma Voltairine
there would be a Voltairine would ru:ffie up you;
spirits, and put a tongue in every wound of Labor's
that should move the stones of Rome to rise and
mutiny.
The Defense is published in a five-cent pamphlet
and Miss de Oleyre's address is 3515 Wallace street
Philadelphia.
'

The cle:gyman could not say a word. He
snapp~d his book shut, "jerked" his robe as the
removmg
of a garment IB
· sometimes
•
'
.
described;
]a~ed both of. them into his satchel, and hit the
t~:il aw_ay from that house as though bears were
a er him. The widower's visage relaxed as he
watched th~ intruder out of the clearing; then he
8 ~?othed his face back to its former· condition of
rigid solemnity, resumed,. his seat as chief mourner
!IDd nodded to the neighbor to go on with the read~
mg. And Be;> the simple services proceeded.
Any~ne Wit~ a keen perception for the humorous might smile at reading a description of this
funeral; but .I am told by a person who was present
that no leVIty was exhibited, and that a more
sedate procession was never seen than this which
followed old lady Plato's remaiBs to their grave in
the woods.
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Tal' winked,.then whispered low, "Don't fret,
I play this dodge to raise that debt·
I've tried the bold bluff: game befo;e
Perhaps the trick may work once mdre ·
If so, why then we'll happy be
'
And sing the old Doxology." ' OwEN JoNEs.

The Vaccination Question.

509 E. IJocnst street, DEs Monms, IA., Feb. 15, 1894.
. Th~ state board of health has ordered compulsory vac·
cmat10n here, and a large number of our best Freethinkers are entirely opposed to it, and we want your grand
paper to turn on its modern searchlight of investigation
giving your views of it. We think it is useless and dan:
g~r~us. What do yon think of it? We hope yon will
giV It hell.
W. 0ALDBE0K.
For documents treating of vaccination we respectfully refer. our correspondent to Dr. E. B.
Foote, Jr., 120 Lexington avenue, New York City,
and to Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth street, Boston,
Mass. They are fully in accord with the views of
~ Western. contemporary published in a district Mr. Caldbeck. We should be glad to canvass many
which last "!!D-t?r sust~ed an epideJnic of small- other reform questions, but our Freethought and
reli~ious liberty specialties fill our pages to overThe priestless funeral, which causes so much com- l!o~, and whiCh IB now m the febrile stage of a re- :flowmg.
ligious
revival,
soliloquizes
thus:
ment in localities where clergymen hav enjoyed a
To think that the re~t of two long years of labor by
long and undisturbed monopoly of the last sad
Lectures and Meetings.
rites, does not excite any wonder in the rural pre- Georg~ E: ~.acdonald m the cause of '' intellectual
B. P. PUTNAH has given up his lecture appointments at
emancipation has been undone in two short weeks.
cincts of the new Northwest. I hav even known
Toronto in order to be at Washington March 6th.
~think it took about the same length of time for
people to be buried there without any ceremonies
JoHN E. REMSBURG will speak for the Manhattan Libat all, for the reason that no one but a minister vanola to put the community under quarantine. eral Olnb, Friday evening, March 2d. Sunday afternoon
could be found to officiate; and only the ministers Nevertheless, there are signs of returning health, Mr. Remsburg lectures on "Bible. Morals," at the Newfo~ the sa~e contemporary makes this rather stimu. ark Liberal League,177 Halsey street, Newark, N.J.
protested.
latmg
remark: "Evangelist Cairns says that a wise
THE 1\fil.wankee Liberal Olrib meets at Severance Hall
Near the little village of Edmonds, in Snohomish
'
county, Washington, the funeral of a wife occurred Infidel keeps his mouth shut. What a wide differ- 421 Milwaukee street, every Sunday at 7.80 P.M.
ence
there
is
between
a
wise
Infidel
and
a
wise
THE
Radical
Library
meets
in
Skerrett's
Hall
Ridge
not long ago that would hav had something humorevangelist !"
avenue and Green street, Philadelphia. Open o~ Tnes•
ous in it except for the respect in which she and
day, 7.80 to 10 P.M.
her husband we;e held. :An aged couple of the
THE Pittsburg Secular Society meets in Onrry UniverEx-Mayor Hewitt of New York was at a banquet
name of Plato hved there. They were both unsity Hall, Sixth street, near Penn avenue, every Sunday
?f
the,
So~thern
Club
given
in
this
city
on
Washbelievers and did not attempt to .conceal it. The
afternoon at 8 o'clock.
town had two rival church organizations-Congre- mgton s ?rrthday,. ~d being pe~~tted to speak
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets in Oollege Hall, 168l
gational and Episcopal, the members of the one showed his apprematwn of that priVIlege by calling
Walnut street, Oincinnati, Sunday evenings at 7·45
being known as "Congregationals '' and of the the Southert;t states.men fools. "I know your prompt. Admission is free.
· '
other as "Episcopals." Both the pastors were Southerners m Washmgton," he said, "and I know
THE
WoMEN's
LmERAL
LEAGUE,
of
Philadelphia.
meets
tenderfeet, but the Congregational proved himself them to be ignorant. That is the only word that in the Skerrett Building, Ridge avenue and Green' street
Almost in a solid
~he best rustl.er and the ~alance of trade in marry- fits ; blank, crass ignorance.
Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock. Admission free. All ar~
mg and burymg came his way. The Episcopal bo~y, with a few honorable exceptions, they gave welcome.
said much and sawed the air, but he had no calls their voteR to the Silver bill. That is the work
THE First Secular Ohnrch of Portland, Ore., meets in
outside the pulpit. When Mrs. Plato neared her of your ~outh 9f to-day. That is tbe South- Oentr'!'l Labor Oouncil Hall, 170~ Second street near
end the Congregational minister offered to pray at ern statesmanship at the end of the nineteenth Yamhill, every Sunday at 7.80 P. M. Katie Kehm
her bedside, but his services were declined on century. That is ignorance; that's what it is, ig- Smith, lecturer. Sunday-school in same place at 12:80 P.M.
grounds of unbelief in their utility. For the same norance, that. goes forwar~ ~ith the dangerous
PRoF. W. F. JAMII!IsoN lectured at Illinois Hall
strength of Its own conVIctions. There is no Los Angeles, Oal., recently. The large hall was wed
r~ason his proffer of a· funera.l sermon was not acwith attentiv listeners. The lecture lasted for
cepted The Episcopal minister, learning that his fool like the fool who rushes in where angels filled
a~ont two hours and was warmly applauded Mr. Jafear
to
tread."
He
spoke
of
Calhoun
and
Clay
and
rival wou!d not officiate, and. not knowing why,
mleson sends us the good news that Dr. J. E. Olark, who
thought It ·a good opportumty for himself to Benton and others as statesm-en after whom the has just opened a Freethonght bookstore in Los Ang-eles
show what he could do on such occasions, and re- more modern representativs and senators should will bav THE TRUTH BEEKER constantly on hand, and wili
solved to improve it. Those acquainted with Mr. pattern, which might hav been improving advice if doubtless sell many copies every week.
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings
Plato's mental attitude toward religion said noth- some of the Southerners had not hastened to point
ing, preferring to let matters take their natural out that these great characters were silver :oien like every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock in Long Island Busithemselvs. In fact, they go further and tell him ness Oollege, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
course.
Driggs avenues. Program of lectures for March:
Meanwhile, Mr. Plato made arrangements with a that no great statesman has ever put himself on March 4th-" The Future Oivilization," Jas. A. Skilton.
record
against
silver.
Mr.
Hewitt's
grudge
against
neighbor to read a service from" The Truth Seeker
11th-" Locomot-ion as Related to Life and SurSoutherners dates back to the time when he was a March
. vival," Dr. M. L. Holbrook.
Collection " or some other book of secular forms,
and went seriously about the work of setting his member of Congress and some of them refused to March 18th-" A Sermon to Liberals on Religion and
Ohurcb," Dr. J. H. Duren Ward.
house in order for the funeral. The place was at vote for free pig-iron, off which Mr. Hewitt, who is March 25th-" Moral Philosophy," Henry Rowley.
an
iron
manufacturer,
desired
to
hav
the
duty
lifted
some distance from the clergyman's residence, but
FRANKLIN Bl'EINI!IR's lecture engagements are as fol•
with his surplice and prayer-book in a satchel, he in order that he might compete with Carnegifil,
whose factories are located nearer the source ~f the lows:
arrived there before the services began. Members
nativ product. The temper of some Northern and Mar. 4, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mar. 25, Newark, N.J.
of his :flock were present to witness his trl.umph.
April 1, Alliance, 0.
Eastern gentlemen indicates that if the whites of ;; 8, Norwalk, Oonn.
The Congregationals were on hand, as they ad9, Meriden, Oonn.
" 8-'-6, Eaton, 0.
the South had been the slaves, there would not hav
mitted, to see the fun. The husband, busied with
" 11, Boston, Mass.
"
8, Dayton, 0.
been much enthusiasm hereabouts for their emanci- " 12, 18, Harwich, Mass. "
8, Oincinnati. 0.
the preparations, had not observed the clergyman's
pation.
(lEo. E. MACDONALD.
" 14, Ootnit, MaBB.
"
9, New Ross, Ind
~rrival. Everything was ready. The neighbor had
" 15, Osterville, Mass.
" 10, 11, West Point, Tnd
cleared his throat for the reading of his part, and
" 18; Boston, Mass.
" 18, 14, Toledo, 0.
Talmage, Don't Go t
the _hush that always attends such events had fallen
" 21-28, Northport. N.Y. " 15, Detroit, Micb.
Dear
Talmage,
don't
desert
the
church,
Mr. Steiner has some open dates for his return trip.
upon the assemblage, when the Episcopal priest
And leave the trustees in the lurch;
Address him in care of THE TRUTH BEEKER.
emerged from an adjoining room, "frock on and
For should the pastor go away,
book in hand," as a relator described him. The
The sheep forlorn would go astray
J. E. REMSBURG's appointments for March are as
And mingle with the sinful crowd,
follows:
Episcopals present looked jubilant, and the CongreAnd then Old Nick would cry aloudMar. 2, New York Oity.
~~r. 18, Marietta, 0.
gationals gazed at one another and winked. But
While o'er that pile his eyes he cast14, Alliance, 0.
"
8. Northport, N.Y.
old man Plato soon attracted their notice. He was
" Ah, ahl the game's played out at last."
15, Oanton. 0 .
"
4, Newark. N.J.
Should yon go away 'twould pain us,
equal to the demands of the occasion. When the
16, East German"
4, Wantagh, N.Y.
For wh:> beside could entertain us,
minister had reached the head of the coffin, the
town, Ind.
"
5, 6, Sporting Hill,Pa
With
such
bathos,
flights,
and
kicks,
17, 18, New Ross.tind.
7, Slouchburg, Pa.
"
"
widower got up and faced him, running his keen
And lots of other funny tricks?
19, Oarrollton, .tnd.
8, Williamsport, Pa.
"
"
old eye up and down the clerical garment, and then
But shall-for want of sordid cash20, Morristown, Ind .
9, Brookville, Pa.
"
Our Tabernacle go to smash,
bringing it to bear on the preacher's face. When he
21, E. St. LoniP, Ill.
10, Oonnellsville. Pa. "
"
Amid the giant's organ's groans,'
22, J erse:yville, Ill.
had completed his scrutiny, he remarked, "Who be
11, Zelienople, Pa.
"
And
the
blushing
holy
stones
13, Union, Mo.
''
11, Butler, Pa.
ye !" The minister was plainly and painfully surBrought from famed Mount Sinai,
''
12, Bellaire, 0.
prised, but he found tongue to explain in a confiWhere sacred thunders rent the sky,
THE Brooklyn Phil~sop~ical Associatio~ last Sunday
While sullen walls look down in gloom
dential whisper that he was a clergyman. " What's
bad the J>lPasnre of hstenmg to Frankhn Steiner on
As conscious of impending doom?
tj.em togs ye hav on'" continued the old man. "A
" M(lrality Without Ohristianity." It was an able lecAnd as if by demons sent
surplice," replied the other, and opened his book.
ture and the audience were very attentiv throughout., and
A hand writes "Twenty-three Per Oentl"
showed their appreciation by frequent applause. It was
"But say," interrupted the bereaved one, "be you
Oh, shall our sacred temple sinkan attempt to show that Obristian morality is to-day ina-runnin' this 'ere funeral?" The minister said be
Be turned into a skating rink?adequate, and tbat a morality founded on Secular princiA hippodrome-a concert hailsupposed so. "Well, I don't," said Plato; "I don't
ples, resulting from observation and experience, and conA stock exchange, or, worse than all,
suppose anything of the kind. '.rwon't do. The
forming to natural laws, would be all that could be
A rendezvous for city knaves
old lady wouldn't hav it. I don't know who sent
desired in place of Ohristian morality.
Oalled politicians, and their slaves;
A boxing ring, or, who can tell?
for ye, mister; I know I didn't, and I'm damned
The many admirers of Mr. Otto Wettstein's writings,
It may become a gambling hellsure I don't want ye nor yer book, nor any of yer
which are r-f the unsophisticated materialistic variety,
A
Brooklyn
Monte
Oarlo-where
w~wa. Young man, if ye intend to be present on
wm be glad to learn that his Oongress address on the
All hell might meet in conclave there;
this solemn occasion, ye'd better roll that surplus
"Giant Delusion" is now obtainable as a pamphlet for
Or perhaps a wild beast show;
0 dear De Witt, pray do not go.
10 llents.
and set down amongst the congergation."
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Ha8-a:Big Thing for Only $3.50.
HARRISBURG, PA., Feb. 12, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I received the book, "Old
Testament Stories," and I consider I hav
a big thing-THE TRUTH SEEKER and book
all for $3.50. Yon will oblige me by sending sample copies of the paper to the names
inclosed.
J. L. KNox.

Freethought on the noom ·at Delphos.
DELPHos, 0, Feb. 9, 1804.
MR. EDIToR: I inclose two money orders
for $4 each, $8 in all, to pay the subscription for new subscribers to the paper for
one year each.
Freethonght is on the boom here.
Charlesworth, Putnam, and Remsburg hav
been here and Steiner will be here next
week,
Vive la TRUTH SEEKER!
B. A. RoLoSoN.

A Very Welcome Billet Donx.
Nxw ORLEANs, LA., Feb. 14, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Here is another love letter
for yon to the tune of $7, for which please
renew my subscription and send your good
paper to two more new subscribers. This
makes six within six weeks, but if I had
the time and a little money to spare I
would increase the number to six times six
within the next six months. Under constraining circumstances, I am doing the
best I can, and hope to send some more
recruits later on.
ERWIN AuFFURTH.

A Note from Heston.
MoRRISTOWN, TENN., Feb. 10, 1894.
LIBERAL FRIENDs: Some of yon will be
surprised that I should leave the sunny
clime, Sunday freedom, and Liberal associates of Southern California for old
East Tennessee, with its Sabbatarian
tyranny, sloth, and religious bigotry,
but I am here because I can add a
few shekels to my income and thus get
~ut of debt Aooner. I shall remain here
twelve months or perhaps longer, and
may settle down here permanently provided I can endure the puritanical piety
and hypocrisy of the people. This would
be a delightful country to liv in if the people had the thrift, energy, and mental freedom of the North or West. Yours for
Freethought and the destruction of Christianity.
WATSON H11sToN.

for the reckless way in which he asks
questions in his paper about our heavPnly
father, where he is, and what he is doing
to help his children. Sometimes he defends himself by quoting a lot of scripture
and then asking them how they like their
own medicin; but last week he replied
to one by saying, "If yon ha" any kick to
make Jgainst this paper, just wait until the
next issue, and see what you get and do
your kicking then." I will send yon
some of the contents of the issue mentioned.
Yours for truth and justice,
FRANK MoRSE.

Wholly Sarcastic.
WoRCESTER, MAss., Feb. 3, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Since my first attempt at
literary work was favored with an excellent
editorial from your pen, I think a small
contribution on my part will not be out of
place, therefore I inclose $1 with this
missiv.
Not being able to lay claim to all knowledge, is it so surprising that the question
should be raised by me whether it was
possible to demonstrate that there is no
overruling power? And since I did not
see THE TRUTH SEEKER of last year and
hav not read the pamphlet, " Design
Argument Fallacies," it could not hav
been an intentional slight to the "exhaustiv examination of the God theory,''
as furnished by the Editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, but simply a reaching out for
more light, and an expression of my ignorance on the subject, with a hope that the
man who said he could prove there is no
God would enlighten me and giv proof for
his assertion. I hav not believed in the
God of the Bible for ten years, but did
not know that a process had been discovered whereby it is possible to prove the
non-existence of a supreme being.
While there is no doubt that the belief
in the God pictured in the Bible has
cantled more suffering than can be told, I
am not out of the mist f~ enough at pres·
ent to see how proving that death ends all
will tend to make the world a better place
to liv in; and, since yon hav the proof
wrapped up in pamphlets and sell them
for fifteen cents each, I inclose $1 and ask
you to send me a. copy of the ''Design
Argument Fallacies" and such other books
to the value of $1 as yon think wonid
most benefit one in my ignorant state and
tend most to my edification.
J. A. FoRSYTHE.

Successful in Spite of Priests.
MURRAY, IA., Feb. 14, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Franklin Steiner delivered
two lectures in our city February 7th and
8th to a reasonably well-filled house, considering the amount of opposition ~nd
prejudice engendered by some of our
light-weight priests. When the people
saw this young and courageous man, the
very image of perfection in mental and
physical endowments; when they heard
him speak with every sentence filled with
sparkling gems of truth; with every
thought landing one step higher in the
scale of human reason and morality ;
when they saw that nobility in man was
his highest ambition; that liberty and
,truth are our friends and reason our guide
-it was then that those prieets, seeing the
sky cleared by the sunshine of truth, received a just reprimand. Mr. Steiner
made a very good impression upon most
thoughtful people, which will in time
ripen into a benefit to our fellow-man.
J. S. BANKER,

An Editor with a Mind of His Own.
PoRT ANGELES, WAsH., Feb. 17, 1894.
MR. EDITOR : Thinking some of our
friends would like to hear from Port Angeles again, I write a few lines. The
snow has been only about four inches
deep this winter, and then it remained
only three days. The ground is covered
with growing grass, and the weather is almost like summer. The Lib.;)rals are not
doing very much for Liberalism here at
present, as they hav about all they can do
to make their living; many of them ask
me to giv them copies of TnE TRUTH
SEEKER, and I always giv mine away as
soon as I hav read it. There is a newspaper here--:the People-that is brushing
away the cobwebs of superstition. The
editor's name is E. M. Bohall. He has
"t>een_rebnked by some of his subscribers

Man's Knowledge and Its Limitations.
FALMoUTH, N. S., Feb. 9, 1894.
MR. EwToR: Will yon allow me to add a
few words to what Mr. J. A. Forsythe has
said in THE TRUTH SEEKER for l!,ebrnary
3d? Concerning the existence or nonexistence of a God, I will say nothing.
The question is beyond my intellectual
grasp, but I should like ·to express an
opinion on the knowledge of man and the
limitations thereto.
The chemist finds bounds set to his
knowledge. He cannot explain why chemical affinity should exist in nature or why of
all elements flnorin alone should refuse a
union with oxygen. The geologist cannot
tell why one species of rock should be
found in one country anu not in another.
The botanist will trace the growth of the
oak from embryo to the full-blown mon·
arch of the forest, but the silent cause of
these blind motions will ever remain a
mystery to him. Who can tell us why
consciousness should exist in one arrangement of organic atoms and not in another?
Dip into whatever Ecience yon will, there
is always one p:>int beyond which the human mind cannot penetrate. Can the
mortal understand the immortal or the
finite comprehend the infinit?
A knowledge of the first cause of nature
I conceive to be the climax of all learning.
When this is fully nnderstood, science
may fold her arms, for there is nothing
more to learn; but until then there is
work to be done. There are superstitions
to be uprooted, which is of more importance to us at the present day than the
existence or non-existence of a deity.
Nevertheless, Mr. Connor has a proof
which will satisfy all except fools or bigots.
It must be a recent discovery, for Paine,
Voltaire, Hnme, and Gibbon were nnconvinced, and I do not think they can be
counted under either of the above titles.

In conversing with a Christian not long
since, he made the remark that it wasn't
well to be too certain about these things.
I replied .that I knew of no one quite as
positiv as the apostle Paul, f0r he "knew
and was persuaded that neither bight nor
depth," nor board fences nor bulldog!',
etc. ; and I know and am persuaded that
)Vhen any nineteenth century Infidel
claims to know positivly that there is no
God, he reduces himself to the level of the
above-mentioned arch-hypocrit. For my
own part, I would like to be certain that
this religious bugbear does not exist.
Also I would like to be certain that I was
coming into a future some time; but one
seems to be as doubtful as the other.
Yourself hav said that all gods stand or
fall together; but I see no more reason for
plunging into Atheism, because we hav
shaken off the clutches of superstition
than the American colonies had for plunging into anarchy when they had freed
themselvs from the grasp of tyranny.
S~ill, I am open to conviction, as every
true Infidel is, and will inclose stamps for
" Design Argument Fallacies."
But, admitting for a IOoment the existence of a deity, I know of no stronger argument against the inspiration of so-called
holy. writ than the fact that it is in itself a
libel on the character and majesty of God.
Yours for truth,
W. P. LAWRENCE.
[Why is the Bible a " libel on the character and majesty of God?" Because it
says that he committed or ordered the
commission of atrocious crimes? But
suppose yon had never seen the Bible,
and had read in other books of similar
atrocious crimes committed by or at the
command of a devil; would not such allegations just as certainly constitute a ''libel
on the character and majesty of" the
devil? If not, why not? For, in the last
analysis, what do yon know of the character and majesty of either God or devil
except what yon learn by the observation
and study of the works of this God or this
devil? All the crimes-and millions more
-laid al the door of God by the Bible are
actually committed, and to them are to be
added all the horrible convulsions of nature, all the torments of animal existence.
An omnipotent God does or does not exist.
If he exists, the Bible has not libeled him.
The truth is never libelous. Puzzle our
brains as we may with nice distinctions
and metaphysical subtleties, we shall never
find it possible to reconcile God's alleged
omnipotene&l with his alleged goodness.
The moral sense which impeaches the God
of the Bible. impeaches likewise the God of
natnre.-ED T. S.]

.IngersoH-Shaksvere.
PEORIA, ILL., Feb. 6, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: The writer of .this brief letter had the pleasure and honor of sitting
for two hours at an intellectual feast in
Peoria-" The Genius of Shakspere," by
Col. R. G. Ingersoll, the greatest wordpainter, I believe, in the world. "We hav
met to-night to li;ten and to pay a tribute
to the greatest genius thG world has ever
known, and both his father and mother
lived on earth," was the starting-point,
"hich was received with repeated applause.
The painter, the artist, the sculptor, the
teacher, the philosopher1 the doctor, the
druggist, and even the preacher, listened to
his eloquent lines with pleasure and
benefit. He said that "Shakspere was the
only intellectual spendthrift the world has
ever known." He sh<mld hav said Shakspere was the intellectual spendthrift of his
time, for sixty-one years ago another was
born; Ingersoll began where Shakspere
left off. His peroration was beautiful beyond description-hardly reached by imagination.
He carried his twenty-five
hundred listeners as it were ·up a picturesque mountain, strewn withl.fl.owers and
intellectual gems, bedecked on either side
by as fine paintings as were seen in the art
bnilding at the World's Fair; step by step
they ascended until they stood upon the
topmost peak. Casting a backward glanco,
they beheld the picture, varied and beautiful, perfected by the eloquent touch of
silver and gold. Bursting from this soft,
fertil picture an artist could see the lily in
all its purity, the rose in all its beauty, and
love in all its sweetness (and those who
looked backward are not pillars of salt).
Oh, for the time when every pulpit
th.ronghont ~~e wo~ld shall be filled with

such orators! How great would be the
change. How beneficial to man I The
poison of superstition that has saturated
the brain of fear for ages would be transformed into paints of the rarest hue, and
by retouching the dark and frowning daubs
of fear that bow to stupidity they would
stand erect, and, like the statues on the
peristyle, out in bold relief, holding iu
either hand a search-light revealing in
every land the Goddess of Liberty holding
in her hand the torch of reason. This
would be so fatal to the miraculous that
those who hav for ages sought to rule by
fear and blind faith would pull the dark
curtain down to hide their deceptiv faces
from view for a short time only; then they
will come forth equipped with truth, bearing the torch of reason. Colonel Ingersoll is the intellectual search-light of the
world, and it is gratifying to know that the
good seed sown in good ground is bringing forth gems of thought in every land.
Peace must reign; optim~sts and patriots
must rule; justice must· decide. Then
peBBimists and traitors will hide their ugly
visages from t:tle god of truth.
Yours truly,
C. S. RANDOLPH.

A Few Samples of Evangelicism.
WATSONTOWN, PA., Feb. 9, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: It don't take a newspaperman long to become acquainted with the
fact whe:q. a news!'per changes handsthat is, changes editorial management.
Grit, of Williamsport, is a progressiv Sunday journal, but its present editor, Mr.
Watson I believe, must be suffering from
a hard dose of "love of God," if I may
judge from the article in a recent number
about the Williamsport woman cured of
some disease or other by the use of a dose
of the Evangelical religion. It is easy for
me to see that my old friend Geo. W. Bienhard is no longer at the helm of that paper,
which talks to over one hundred thousand
people every week. He never would pollute the columns of that journal with such
damnable trash and lies.
But this throws me into reminiscences.
I know something about the Evangelical
folks myself. Their religion gene:rally
cmres or kills. One night several years
ago I was sitting at my desk writin&' when
I heard a noise outside. It sounded just
as if some farmer's calf had got fast under
a fence and was giving. forth its doleful
sounds. I opened the door and saw two
men leading a fellow to his home. I asked
a passer-by what was up, and he told me the
man had been to the Evangelical church
down the road and the spirit of the Lord
Jesus Christ was working in him.
I
thought if J. Christ was so severe with all
his subjects I would not want to come
under his personal notice, especially
around the Evangelical woodpile. The
next day I took the liberty to look after
the man's personal character. I found
that he had got an Evangelical preacher's
daughter into trouble some time before.
He married the girl; but her parents
would not allow them to liv together.
She died (in childbirth, I believe) and her
parents had her cremated. The husband
never knew of it, but when he "found it
out he went to Jesus with his trouble.
Just one more instance and I will stop
talking on the subject of the Evangelical
people. This week the following report is
going the rounds of the press:
The master at Harrisburg bas just completed his report in the Williamstown
Evangelical church case. He decides that
the Indianapolis conference was the lawful one. and that its findings and decision
in the East Pennsylvania annual conference of 1891 are binding on the civil courts.
This is considered a Bowman-Esher victory.
The above has reference to the church
where the young man got his dose of religion. Two years ago the different factions
of the church had a fight for the property.
One faction had secured the church and•a
constable was placed within to watch it.
The constable was decoyed away and
members of the other faction entered with
revolvers and shotguns and defended what
they claimed as their property. Even the
constable was afraid to enter, and had he
attempted he would hav been shot.
Oh, this beautiful Evangelical religion
beats hell a mile and seven-eighths.
J. WARD DIEHL,
.An Infidel Editor.
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Some Sane and TimPly Words.
NEW YoRK, N.Y., Feb. 21, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I was witness to a pathetic
scene last Saturday night. The stage was
the sidewalk in front of the Fifth Avenue
Hotel on the Fifth a.venn.e side, and was
lighted by the glare of many electric
lights. The principal scenery was the millhn dollar hotel. The principal actress
was a poor old woman, with a placid, gentle face, a bowed form, and clad in a plain,
mud-bespattered dress. She carried in
her hands a small pasteboard box, in.which
were pieces of candy and a few trinkets.
Men, comparativly ove:~;flowing with wealth
and ease, as evidenced by silk hats, piccadilly shoes, caneR and cigars, stood
about on this stage, and looked with
elect.iv eyes upon gaudy prostitutes as they
passed np and down the street on review.
Painted face~, flowing furs, and crowning
plumes they could see far np and down
the side walk, but for this helpless, innocent, and consequently unfortunate
wom'l.n, they could not spare more than
one fleeting glance. I handed her a small
coin and at the same time another man was
hunting about in his pockets for a coin
small enough to giv her, to somewhat relieve his conscience. Together on the
same stage, in every· day life, are wealth,
poverty, and prosperous debauchery.
I had to wonder how many of those men
professed to love God. Perhaps all, perh~p3 "some, and, very improbably, none;
but regardless of professions, they hav
been unconsciously trained in their belief
by the prevalent Christian sentiment. I
wondere!l if ever such a scene was presented in a country overrun by the Mo·
hammeda.n religion, or in China, where
many souls are supposed to be going to
perdition on account of the absence of the
gospel of Jesus Christ. And then I thought
how much we need to be taught to love
man more and God less; not a hypocritical, pretentious love, but a gennin, selfsacrificing, heartfelt, and helpful regard
for others. Contributions may temporarily relieve individual cases, but the point
is, ba.v not we, as well as our forefathers,
·been following a wrong leadership, that
scenes like this one are repeatedly coming
bl'fore onr eyes? Society has looked to
the teachings of the church for guidance,
but has not the church failed absolutely to
make even its members moral, according
to its own standard, and hav its teachings
affected society in the manner it intends
they should? Is not the church compelled
to seek to do through civil legislation what
its thousands of pulpits hav tried to do,
but failed to accomplish by the teaching
of dogma and precept? Is it not time that
honesty and justice should be the standards of society, and not hypocrisy? Should
not the young be taught to regard the
Bible as what it really is and to seek the
source of all reforms in human reason 'l Is
there not something fundamentally wrong
about our social and economical systems,
when young men and young women, with
normal bodies, are obliged to pass to advanced age, without being mated for life,
. one man to one woman, and a home-life
established, instead of seeking eaCJh _other
on the streets in a sly manner, which, in
in its very method, dulls the conscience?
And is it not a worse evil still, as long as
the earth yields ns her products in abundance, for an aged woman to be on the
streets begging from nnresponding men to
escape starvation?
L. D. CRINE.

Paine Memorial.
CoRvALLis, Oa., Feb. 6, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Paine's birthday was celebrated in Portland in the grandest style
this year that I ha.v ever witnessed, and entirely by the home talent of the flourishing
metropolis of our Oregon. It consisted of
three grand lectures, one by a Spiritualist,
one by our most worthy secretary, and one
by our fourth vice-president. Each lecture
seemed to be so grand and comprehensiv
that it left nothing for the others to eay.
Then the literary exercises, consisting· of
the reading of poems composed especially
for the occasion, interspersed with music,
dialogs, singing, declamations, and regular theater plays taken from real life and
adapted to the occasion, were admirable.
So, although it cost me several days' time,
one hundred miles' travel each way, together with other expenses, I feel that
it wa.s th~;~ best speculation of the year,

with results so superior to money that
there is no comparison. Then to think
of the crowds nna.ble to obtain standing room within ear-shot! But then comes
the thought: A whole year must ela.ps
before another such opportunity can be
granted; I scarcely know how to employ
the time.
On Jan nary 28th, as the time for the Paine
memorial services was drawing near, I at-tended the Sunday· school and Bible class of
the First Secular Church of Portland, and
in the Bible Class "Immortality" was the
word for discnBBion. A Spiritualist stated
that the universe was composed of material
and spirit, ai:td we really love the Spiritualists when they strike these solid facts.
Then soul, spirit, motion, all imma.te:rialities, appear always with materialities, and
on this planet, at the bottom of the air and
the surface of the water and soil, soul,
spirit, and motion hav been at work producing animals minute and immense, working the materials over and over until
myriads ha.v become extinct and given
place to the more refined, until the human
animals hav become so refined that they
wear clothes and handle tools. Yes, and
one hundred and fifty-seven years ago they
produced Thomas Paine, and now a member of the Por.tland Secular Church produced a free-hand drawing of Thomas
Paine so na.tnral that it could almost talk,
while more animate material that eyed that
lovely picture actually did talk as fluently
or more so than himself; and all this material that has been collected at Portland
of course was already there, but was growing wild in the Christian forest and very
isolated, so that great men of wisdom and
sa.gaci ty ha.v looked the timber throngh and
through and could find only here and there
at long intervals a stick that looked as
though it poBBibly might be worked into a
Freethinker, for the peculiarity of Freethinkers is that they must be bom honestconversion is no good-for on the first
trial trip they break for the Christian
woods. Now the first Secular church of
Portland is composed of over one hundred
specimens of this extraordinary timber,
fitted and bolted with silver bolts so that
they neither rip, ravel, or cut in the eye,
and cannot be a:flected either by floods of
heavenly grace or flames of hellish lies.
Yes, all who know anything of this wonderful piece of mechanism ask, "Who was
the architect? Show me the master mechanic." At Ca~tle Kehm, on the bank of
the Willa.mette, in one of the wildest and
most picturesque locations ineOregon, can
be found the inventor, architect, contractor, master mechanic, and the full
force of builders, all concentrated into
one hundred pounds of material dominated
by a vast amount of indomitable spirit,
aided by soul, force, and motion, and all
named Katie Kehm Smith, who wields the
twenty-five pound sledge in forging those
silver bolts with a.l!l much ease and dexterity as an archbishop or cardinal can manipulate a tack-hammer.
B. F. HYLAND.

New Convert Willing to Put Up Money.
February 10, 1894.
MR. EDIToR; I hav read pro and con on
the subject of Spiritism in THE TRUTH
SEEKER and other periodicals and in books,
and ha.v always been a regular "doubting
Thomas," believing there could be no life
outside of matter; that the so-called spirit
manifestations were simply the reflex of
my own brain, or perhaps the result of
certain psychic conditions that we are as
yet unacquainted with, but I hav of late
been investigating the subject for myself;
ha.v been in circles and lectures where
tests were given ; ha.v taken private sittings from Maine to California, and while
I ha.v detected fraud, yet I ha.v often had
given me the names in full and a perfect
description of deceasedrela.tivs and friends
(as well as some living ones), many of
whom I hav not thought of for years; in
fact, some young children that I never
knew of until making inquiries since. I
am frequently told where I will be on certain days, which comes true and is the
least expected.
In a dark circle in Fort Worth, Tex.,
where the best of all mediums of my acqna.inta.nce officiated (Mrs. Maud Lord
Drake), there were three or more spirits
talking in audible whisper at one time, and
one of those in Spanish to Spanish relative
sitting in the circle, all of them being
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and some handsome residences. The Roman Catholics, the Methodists, the Congregationalists, and the Episoopa.lians ha.v
each imposin~t church buildings. They
are, of course, exempt from taxation. But
the building that I want to bring pa.rticnla.rly to the attention of your readers is
"Liberty Hall," which was built for the
Salvation Army, bnt the army failed, and
the building fell into the hands of Brother
R. S. Baker, an old-time Liberal, who
furnished the building with a bell and
christened it "Liberty Hall." It'is the
hPadqna.rters of the Fort Fairfield Libara.l
League, which preaches in it the gospel of
Liberalism. Of course it pays taxes.
Fourteen years ago, when T moved into
this section of the country, I heard of a
dreadful Infidel that lived at the fort, who
would go fishing on Sunday aud did not
believe in GJd, man, nor the devil. I lost
no time in finding this man, who proved to
be R. S. Baker, and after a little conversation I saw t!mt we could shake hands on
our religions beliefs.
He was then a
reader of the Index, THE TRu:ra SmEKER,
and Investigator, and was a life member
of the National Liberal League. I found
him a well-informed, genial, .and hospitable gentleman, a strong Democrat, and
at that time high sheriff of the county of
Aroostook. He has since been customhouse offioer under Cleveland's first administration, and has been seleotman for
a great many years. He is an intense
lover of children; although he has none
of his own, his home has never been without tho patter of little feet; children belonging to the town were there tenderly
sheltered until they could be provided for
otherwise. Although he is now well np
in the sixties a little boy climbs upon his
knee, 9ond puts his litt.le arms around his
neck and lovingly calls him papa. This
little boy, when a mere infant, came upon
the town, and Brother "Baker, like good
old Simeon of old, thon~ht he was a child
of promis, so he called him Percy Baker.
Shortly after I became acquainted with
Mr. Baker hs arranged that I should giv a
lecture at the Fort. The auc;lience was
composed principally of Liberals, who
enjoyed the novolty of hearing their sentiments spoken right out in meeting. One
gentleman, Mr. Gilman, walked twelve
miles to attend the lentnre. Although I
occasionally visited Brother Baker, no attempt was made to organize nor ha.v lectures until last January, when the Fort
Fairfield Liberal League was organized,
and "Liberty Hall" placed at the disposal
of the League. Soon after the League
was or~anized a debate between Mr. .Geo.
Eastman, of the League, and Mr. French,
of the Advent Society, and a citizen of the
town, attracted a good deal of local interest and aroused a desire on the part of the
public for more, which resulted in a.rra.ng'\
ing a debate between Mr. Putnam and
Rev. Mr. Wheeler, of New Hampshire, the
report of which was publiRhed in your paper at the time. The editor of Secular
Thought., Mr. Ellis, gave ns two lectures.
Mrs. Wentworth, of Knox county, Maine,
a Spiritualist, spent four Sundays with
ns last fall, and drew go<'d audiences.
Mr. Joseph Connet, a member of the
League, visited Chi~a5o to attend the
Freethonght convention and came home
enthusiastic. Mr. Connet is a good reader
and has read st.veral lectures before the
League.

P.a:RTH CENTER, N. B., Feb. 2, 1894.
MR. EDITOR : I ha.v thought it may
help the cause of Liberalism to let your
readers know how the cause is progressing
in this section of the country. In Liberalism there are no national lines, so the
headquarters of Liberalism in this section
of the world is Fort Fairfield, Me., eight
miles distant from where I liv. The village of Fort Fairfield is one and a half
miles from the line dividing the state of
M11ine from New Brunswick. It is beautifully situated on the Aroostook river, and
being the center of a fine agricultural
country, it does a large trade in buying
and shipping potatoes, besides snpplyin~t
two large starch factories during the
starch-making season. The town has a
good water supply and electric lights. The
different kinds of business usually found
in a country village are well represented,
including a bank and a newspaper office
from which a weekly paper is issued. It
has a goodly number of very fine stores

Last Sunday 'we held a Paine memorial
service which was pronounced a success.
Brothe~ Baker gave an interesting outline
of Paine's services to the country during
the Revolutionary war, and indicated the
obligations the citizens of the United
States were under to respect his memory.
Brother Geo. Eastman sh()wed the influence the "Rights of Man" had in giving
to the citizens of America the liberty-they
enjoy, and of which they are so justly
proud. I called attention to that immortal work, the '' A~e of Reason." Brother
Gilman was present, and his white head
was a benediction of hope and cheer.. We
hold our annual meeting on the 11th inst.
We propose to celebrate Easter.
The
Lesane has done good work so far, be.
can; the great motiv-power that has insured success has been the energy and
perseverance of Brother Bilker. I hope
the movement may become strong enough
to liv after he dies.
G.a:o. E. BA.xT.a:R.

recognized by friends, who held quite a
conversation with them without the aid of
the medium, who sat in the center of the
circle patting her hands gently, and who
kept up such a con tin nons talking that none
should think she did the talking attributed
to spirits.
While this is but a small part of what I
ha.v witnessed, yet it is enough to make
many of your readers sneer at the "non·
sense " and think me a " deluded crank."
While this may be true and I will accept
the compliment, yet I ask some one of
good sense, who knows all a.b.mt soience
and who is such a fine mathematical expert as to know there can be no room in
space for spirits of all the deceased of
earth, to explain how or by what fraud I
was so deluded.
At another time I arranged for a light
materializing circle to be held in my room
at the hotel, and, as I assisted in hanging
the curtain (cabinet), I know there could
ha.v been no fraud connected with the cabinet. The room was but partially lighted
when the medium was tied, and at the instant she entered the cabinet a hand appeared from between the curtains high
above the medium's head, and, as there
was no assistant or other than the medium
inside the cabinet, I wish the phenomena
explained. Please follow me a little further until I was called to the cabinet by
supposed deceased friends, and as I put
one hand in~between the curtains, holding
the curtains together with the other, I felt
my harid within the cabinet patted rather
hard, and· at the same time a seemingly
human hand reached far out of the cabinet
and patted me on the head, in full sight
and hearing of the twenty or more who sat
in the room. At the very instant I was
being so dealt with I reached into the cabinet and drew . the medium forth and
found her tied as when she entered the
cabinet, and the curtains being thrown
open, no one was visible, neither possible
to be inside of the cabinet. At the close
of the seance the medium requested that
as many as could and so wished would entEir the cabinet with her and see that no
one untied her. This they did, and almost
immediately they all returned with the
medium untied.· These are the facts as T
saw them in my own'Private room, with
but a borrowed curtain stretched across
the cornet of the room, where there could
be no trap-door or other vehicle by which
the medium could obtain assistance.
I hav seen tricks performed on the stage
and off; ha.v seen Professor Hermann and
others do what looked mysterious; but I
fail to see how what I ha.v described corrld
hav been a trick or delusion, and ask that
some one explain.
Should there be any among your readers
who hav lost relations and who think it
impossible for any medium, an entire
stranger to them, to tell them of their deceased friends-telling their names, when
they died, how long they were sick, and
many other things connected with their
lives impossible for strangers to know, and
who care to take the trouble and expense to
test the subject, and find that what I hav
written is nntrue-I will forfeit $50, on
condition they giv Die the same amount,
should they find what I ha.v said true.
A. D. SWAN.
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communicafio"ln for thls Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the dav's occuP-ations
That is known as the Ohildren s Hour."

A Soldier I Am Longing To Be.
A soldier I a soldier!
I am longing to be:
To take up my arms
In the ranks of the free;
With my sword to strike down,
That which oppresses me.
To cut the chains of serfs
And to ~et the slaves free;
To drive from the world
The bigots and their creed;
To giv humanity
Everything that they need;
To dispel from the world, •
Slavery of every kind,
To enlighten and free
The cramped human mind.
Ooaltn(J, .illa.

WALTER

R.

W ADD.

Hannted.
I am haunted, gentle reader, but in such a pleasantway
I do not fear the " specter " one iota.
In fact, I would consider it a dreary sort of day
In which I was nn!Lble to devot~ a
Good portion of the fleeting hours unto my
cheerful" phantom,"
And I'm" awful sorry" for the folks who hav no
":ghost" to ";haunt" 'em!
My little "spook" came down the stair to
"haunt" me t'other night
As la'e I labored o'er a drearv matter.
Through the grim shadows of the hall I caught a
glimps of white
And heard a. tinY slipper's gentle patter,
And presently a baby voice came through the
door to greet me,
"Bay, popper, did you fink Iwuz a goblnn come
to eat ye?"
-Hm·pe1•'s l.faaazine.

The Course of a Life •.
Born amid the splendors of an aristocracy, cradled in luxury, nursed by a
mother whose brows the breath of infamy
had not touched, attaining manhood under
the most enlightened and ennobling conditions, it was the fate of my friend, Percy
Walton, to die in a manner befitting a
beast of prey. The story is a simple one,
and if yon will bear patiently with me,
dear reader, I will relate it.
In the early part of our careers, now
sixty years ago, Percy and I resolved to
stand by one another despite anything
that might happen. We were both then
destined to follow the somewhat monotonous profession of clergymen, and in ouT
studies were thrown into each other's company very often. Our parents being very
religions, we were enthusiastic in studying for a calling supposed to be sacred,
and at that time we thought it was.
Time passed; we had been graduated
and each had received and accepted a call.
Our two places were near each other, so
we were not to be parted, even in pursuing our profession. They were what may
be called "fat livings," and our "flocks"
were easy-going, good-natured people,
and so free with their money that if we
wanted anything, and cared not to pay for
it onrselvs, we could appel\l to them with
good results.
We had been preaching for a year, when
one day my friend came to me with a very
serious look. I shall never forget his
face nor the day; for they were in contrast to each other. The day was bright
with summer beauty. The sun was shedding its warm rays around, and the birds
weTe warbling their songs, an abundance
of beautiful flowers decorated the bosom
of the earth, and a gentle breeze hardly
disturbed the leaves on the trees. Such
was the day. But his face I What a
troubled look he had! His brows were
knittPd together, and as he came up the
lane, I noticed he was in deep meditation.
So deep was his abstraction that if I had
not called his name he would hav passed
the house.
"Excuse me," he said, in his pleasant
way. "I am troublen with a few vexed
questions, and if I cannot solve them any
better than I hav so far been able to do,
I shall be obliged to resign my charge, as
I do not want to be a hypocrit for a moment."
L. I was surpnsed at the words, and, mVIt-

ing him into the house, asked if I could
be of any service.
"Look here, Reginald," he said, "yon
do not know how many perplexing questions we ministers can be asked that we
cannot answer. There is an Atheist in our
town, and he and I hav had a goodnatured argument, but, to be candid, he
certainly had the best o~ it."
"Yon fool!" I exclaimed, angrily, "don't
yon know we hav no business to talk to
such people, and don't yon know the harm
they are doing-?"
"Reginald," he replied, laughing, " do
not be bigoted. Surely, if by our argument we can arrive at the facts, sound
things to their depth and test their truth,
we hav a natural rig-ht to do so. It is a
right that is born with us, and no person
can lawfully take it away. Of course I
know these people whom yon despise are
ostracized from all good society, but I always remember that whatever a man believes he is a man for all that; and though
he may differ with me, I will make him my
friend, if he is my friend, and so long as
he is a good and respectable citizen, I
shall not ask anything more of him."
" Yon are too just for a minister," I replied suddenly, sorry I said so a minute
later.
"On the contrary," he exclaimed, "if
I am to preach the truth to others, I must
know the truth myself. If I am to preach
justice to mankind, I must be just, not to
one class only, but to all classes. As
broad as this I recognize religion."
" If yon persist in believing so, yon will
surely be driven out of your profession,
providing the authorities hear of it."
"Nonsense!" and then, becoming more
serious, he went on: "I hav a few questions to ask, Reginald; will yon hear them
and see what yon can do with them?"
"Yes," I replied.
"Very well.. I hav been studying what
is called science. It has proven a very interesting study; but it has set me thinking.
We are supposed to believe in a heaven
and a hell, are we not?"
I nodded assent.
'' Then, this science, or a branch called
astronomy, says that space is infinit, and
that we might traTel hundreds of years, at
a high rate of epee!, and yet never reach
the nearest star, which is millions of miles
away. Very well, if this be true, as I conceive it is, after thinking and reasoning to
myself, then our heaven, with it angels,
must be a myth-a delusion."
"Percy," I exclaimed angrily, "if yon
speak like this, why, yon wonld drive me
and the whole earth crazy. It is a lie,
whoever said it."
"Nay, nay," he remonstrated. "Meet
me fair. Yon promised to hear my questions and try to answer them, not avoid
them."
"Very well," I replied resig-nedly.
"Then, another branch, called geology;
says that this earth was once a molten
mass, and that by a slow process it cooled
down and became fitted for vegetable and
animal life.
Then, according to this
theory, there can be no hell-and for this
I am very thankful, if it be true."
"Percy, yon are becoming hopeless."
"Never mind, if it is the truth, we
should not hesitate to proclaim it. What
I am now going to say will indeed sound
blasphemous."
.
[CONCLUSION NEXT WEEK.l
What the Little Folks Are Saying.
The little daughter of a friend had just
mastered the art of expressing herself in
intelligent sentences.
One day her
mamma had to reprove her, and, after
giving her a sound lecture, told her to go
upstairs to her room alone and ask God to
forgiv her for her error. In a few minutes
the little one surprised her mother by appearing in the sitting-room with a serious
face. " Well, did yon go upstairs and do
as I told yon?" "Yes," replied the child,
"and God said, 'Great Scotti Elsie Murray, I'v known a great many worser than
yon!'"
A certain little girl from whom the
Listener sometimes hears is evidently
going to be a great logician. When she
was called upon at school the other day to
recite a verse from the beatitudes, she responded with, "Blessed are the dressmakers, for they shall see God." " But,
my dear girI," exclau;ned the teacher, "it
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is not 'dressmakers,' it's 'peacemakers."'
"Well,'' the child answered, stoutly, "my
mother has a dressmaker, and she makes
dresses out of pieces!"
"Mamma," said Mabel, "if people eat
up all the toadstools what will the toads do
when they want to sit down?"-Truth.
A Fifth ward mother tells the following
story about her nine-year-old son. She
was sick a-bed, and when the little fellow
went into the room to bid her good-night,
she said: "Johnnie, would you !eel bad if
mamma should die now, and go to heaven
without you?" "Ohl mamma," quickly
replied the youngster, "if yon can go to
heaven right off, go on, don't mind me."
-Lowell f5un.
''Mamma," said Willie, looking up from
the letter upon which he had been industriously at work, "how do yon make an
X? I want to write the word vaccinate."

First and Last Notice.
I hav written a book of 28 large pages,
close print, Title, "Common Sense
Thoug-hts on Equal Suffrage on a Freethought Line." I sell it at cost-price, 6
cents; two for 9 cents, or three for 12 cents,
postpaid.
JAMES PONTIUS,
Washington, Kan,
Send for It.
The l\farch number of .Advertiser's
Guide will contain an article on the at. tempt to legalize press censorship in this
country, giving a history of the infamous
Henderson bill. Send a two-cent stamp
for a copy to STANLEY DAY, New Market, Middlesex county, New Jersey.

iJlltutfrl)t £rtibtnktr-~iid)tr.
Wir ~aben foigenbe 58iidjer in
beutfdjer Ei)Jradje, meldje fe~r berii~mt finb

~ie 3rrt~iimer rolofe~,"

,

<Eine fritifd]e Ee!eud]tung bes pentateud] im
ll:id]t ber mobernen Weltan=
fd]auung unb ~efittung.

Correspondence.
YoNCALLA, OR., Jan. 24, 1894.
DEAR MisS WIXoN: This is my first letter
to the Corner. I enjoy reading it very
much. My father takes THE TRUTH
SEEKER and says he couldn't do without it.
There are lots of church members in our
little city, and they are always in a row. I
went to church last Sunday, just for the
fun of the thing, and to see the pretty
girls. The preacher was just in the middle
of a sermon when he was taken with
cramps, and had to break off. I will tell
the Corner friends where I Iiv. It is a little town 166 miles south of Portland on the
P. C. Railroad. This is one of the best
countries I ever lived in. Hoping this
will escape the waste basket I will close for
this time. Please correct mistakes.
FRANK BRUMMETTE.
[Please be careful about making mistakes. A good letter.-ED. T. S.]
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ober LE BON SENS,
WATERToWN, MINN., Jan. 26, 18il4.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I thought I would bes romifd?=fatolifd]en priefters Jean Meslier.
Jet you know that there is one girl in Min~us bern §ran3oftfd]en iiberfeJot von
nesota seeking after the truth.
~riinlein \Unna Rm~o~.
Watertown is a small village on the 30\ Sciten, lleinwanb, $(.00; papier, 50 <£ts.
banks of Crow river. It contains five
churches costing- about $20.000, one school- Diefe Biicqer finb in papier=Umfd]lag unb
house and two teachers. The village conflarcm Drud'. Unfere beutfd]en '£efer
tains about four hundred inhabitants.
foUten fie weit verbreiten.
There were no real Freethinkers in town
until Mr. Thornqnest came here. He cir£!Ran abreffire, "The Truth Seeker,"
cnlated his papers and books and now 28 LAFA VETTE PLACE, New York.
there are a good many Freethinkers in
tbe place.
We liv one-half mile from town on the
banks of the Crow river. Our farm contains about one hundred and t;wenty-five
acres. There are trees all around our
house.
Your Liberal friend,
An Exposition of the Darwiqian Theory.
AGNES D. EDWARDS.
By GEoRGE J. RoMANES.
[We are glad to hear from Agnes, and
A systematic Ex~osition of what may be termed
hope she will come again.-E:p. C. C.]
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of

Darwin and After Darwin

AusTIN, NEv., Jan. 17, 1894.
DEAR MisS WIXoN: Owing to much
study both at school and at home, I hav
been unable to write to the Corner for a
long time. I hav seen no letters from
Nevada, and, in order to let the Liberal
world know that the Silver state has at
lea•t one juvenil Fre11thinker who is awake
and aware of the fact that Christianity is
not the only standby, I will write.
I hav read but very few Liberal works.
Since the demonetization of silver times
hav been dull in Nevada, and for that
reason I could not get a better stock of
books, but hope to in the future. There
are about a dozen Liberals in Austin, but
none of them except our family take THE
TRUTH SEEKER, We hav three churches,
but only two are going, the Episcopal having shut down about four years ago on account of a deficiency of members (and
funds also).
The other day a band of Sunday-school
pupils, after coming from church, set
a trap to catch their teacher, but his wife
was the one who was caught. He went
and had them taken to court and put
under $100 bonds, but to-day let them off
because thev apnloe-ized to his wife. The
ringleader of this flock of saints takes care
of the church. This shows the size of
modern Christianity.
I will tell you something of the town in
which I liv. Austin is situated in a, canyon
about seven miles from Reese river. On
the eastern side of the ca.~on all the
mines are situated, about a hundred in
number. All are closed down now except
one. The company in charge now is running a tunnel. which, when finished, will
be nearly a mile in length. Besides the
mines, sagebrush is all the scenery here.
I wish some of the boys and girls of the
Corner would write to me. Hoping this
will escape .the waste-basket, I will close.
HARRY Moss.
[Thank yon, Harry, for the above interesting letter. Those Liberals who omit to
provide themselvs with THE TRUTH
SEEKER do not know the good they are
m.Issmg.-ED. C, C.]

service to the ~eneral reader rather than to professed naturalists.
·
'
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of En~lish writers JWOn evolution,
besides ranking With Professor Huxley in scientific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any .independent evidence of
'Upernatural design. . .. . . Adapt-ation~· and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands ofa, pnrelymechanical philo~ophy ...
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of thl' pre•ent generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place ha• talten pla<Je in the direction of naturaltsm, and this .to the extent of rendering the
mechanical intPrpretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in th&
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th.x.God?"
lllnstrated. Price, clofll...._ $2.
Address.
Ttl.~!< TRUTH BEEKER.

L. K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday and the Sabbath.

"A law re!Pl-

lating human conduct on the Sabbath is &n 1mpertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

"Think of

& minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or tl'ying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one against the Oolorado beetle I"
Price, 10 centil.

Followers of Jesus. Price1 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cents.

Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane I Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, l'i cents.
APdress '!'HE TRUTH BEEKER

DONT SUICIDE.
Da. WEST'S SpecUlc for Mental Depression, Nervous~ess, JlWSOTMrlWJAProso;a~on

.

l

LMsttude, 1-.
lfil-.
InabU1ty,
Loss ofVitality, Impotence,
Invaluable. Try it
Mail, $1.0~. BRADBURY'S PHA MARCY. Dept. 25
367 Wasbineton Street. Boston, Mass.

etc.
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-----------------------Pleasure and Progress. PfN PICTU~fS Of THE WORLD'S fAIR.
New Publications.

By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

AN ATTEMP.r TO PROVE THAT

It is, besides being a complete Guide-~ook, the pest descr_iption of the. Fair _Ye~
The Pursuit of Pleasure is the Sine Qua Non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social given-poetic,
beautiful, accurate. It describes the _mau.gurat10n ceremomes,, giVes
Development, and that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
the director-general's address the efforts to close the Fror Sundays and th~ trmmph
Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship.
of the Sunday-openers; describes the v~ioue buildings ~d wha~ they contain, and Is,
'1111 in all, the very best pictnre of the FIW' 1hat can be PIWlted Wlth a pen,
By ..Albert M. Loren-tz, LL.B.
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Thomas Paine1Js

Here are some of the verdicts on this remarkable production which have been rend ered b
men who are in every way qualified as judges of books:
This is a spirited, rattling ~~r~ of ~book thah skates right along over the deepest subject with
out mu ·h thought whether the ICe IS thm o~ not. It a.nswors the greatest question-What is the
usa~ object, mot1ve, pnrpo.i~ and summum Oonum of life, and the real came and motive of progress?
-bY on a word\Plea.sure !-:.t·hadaeus B. Wakeman
He sharPlY atta~ks, al<q, mod~rn meth!JdS oF !!duoa.tion, and in this he is mo~t abundomtly
borne •mt D.Y the fa Hs, an 1 his arra!gnment IS practiCally unanswerable. His book IS altogether a
curious and suggestive one.-New York Oommerof.a! Atluerttser.
·.rhe man who wrote this book knows how to write a book, and knows what he is writing about.
There is not a padded sentence in the volume, not an attempt to fill up with .. ords for laok of
knowlegg:e. Tlie author deals hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows. for realities and
truth. We do not_ see how anyone can retd this book and disagree with the l~ading propositions,
The work is good; every chapter is worth reading. It is a work of common-sense Socialism. 'rhe
chapter on public s!lhools ought to be put into a tract and sent to every teacher in the land. Thousands of sentences are worthy of· being framed as political maxims and hung up all over the nation.
Thi book deserves a wide readin_g,_ not only for its literary style, which is clear an.:~ incisive, but for
its bold, honest saying~ -L K. WashOurn.
Here we have pnilosophy UP to date, the advance word of the progressive thinker; not a dry,
abstruse discourse, but a. common-sense essay in plain words upon tae condu~t of life. and a·I iUustrated with such an abundance of anecdote and metaphor as add real entertainment to solid instruction. This is an important book. striking at superstition and 11nreas mabie trad1tion\ and UJ?holding individual liberty in defiance of governmental law and so~ial custom. After reaaing th1s
book one feels that the author will never be able to write another, for he has put all his life and
knowledge into this one. Every page bristles witb.points; there is no padding or filling in. no mere
literary embellishment; but olean-cut apothegms abound, and everr line is dictated by nard head d
common-sense.-Oapt. Robt. 0. Adams.
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After yon read this b!lok yon will be as enthusiastic in praise of it as are the eloquent editor of the
lnoosttgator and the gallant President of the Canadian Secular Union,
· "Pleasure and Progress" has 898 pages, is splendidly printed from large, clear type, on exceL
lent paper, and costs, bound in cloth, $1; paper coven, W cents.
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[Heath11s illustration o.ftM Temptation.]

T]:Ie Bundehesh (a sacred book ofthe Persians,) states that
Ahuramazda aftercreatingthe first man and woman,Mashya
and Mashyana, bade them "to be humble of heart; to obsen·e
the law; to be pure in their thoughts, pure in their speech,
pure in their actions." But an evil demon came to them in
the form of a Serpent, sent by Ahri.man, the prince of devils,
and gave them fruit of a wonderfnl tree, which jmparted
immortality. Evil inclinations then entered their hearts,
and all their moral excellence was destroyed.
Consequently they fel!, and forfeited the eternal happiness for
which they were destined. They killed beasts, and clothed
themselves in their skins.
BIBLE MYTHS shows this to be the origin of the Hebrew
story.

1 Vol. Svo., cloth, about 600 Pages. Price, $2.50·
8eot post•paid by the
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:Jfew I}u'bZioa.tions.
Unless otherwise specified, all publications noticed here can be had of THE
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
named.
A few days ago I received from the office
of THE TRUTH SEEKER a package of tracts
which call for acknowledgment; and at
the same time, with your permission, I
would like to giv my opinion of the value
of the contents. First in the list is the
"Thumbscrew and Rack," by George E.
Macdonald. It is enough to congeal the
blood in one's veins to look on the instruments of torture in picture, knowing them
to be exact representations of the real articles used by the "holy church" to~lOn
vert heretics. We talk of the wicked
Indian who scalps his victim, and we are
very apt to describe scalping as in consequence of the lack of the knowledge of t.he
Christian religion. Who has not sung
the hymn beginning
From Greenland's icy mountains,
From India's coral strand,
with all the fervor produced by the feeling
that we were to help to convert all heathen
to the knowledge of the Christian's God ?
I am sure this pamphlet, written by Mr.
Macdonald, must be one of the best eyeopeners that has ever been written; if only
we could get it into our school libraries,
Sunday school particularly, we should be
able to contrast it with the descriptions of
pagan torture found in most libraries. I
wish we could circulate the tract by tho
thonPands.
"The Giant Delusion" is a powerful
argument, convincing, to anyone who will
listen to argument, that death is really
death, not continued life, and much
more deeirable than the imaginary life
of the Christian. Mr. Wettstein is a forcible writer, and 'tis a pleasure to read his
works.
"The Bible Inquirer, a Key to Bible
Investigation," should be in every Freethinker's pocket ; and its contents contrasted with the pages of Lucifer, the
publishing of which paper sent its editor
to prison. Oh, shame! Fhamel To shut
up in prison such a man ns Moses Harman I
Next comes "Woman: Four Centuries of Progress." Fifty years ago l began
to speak for woman's emancipation. Since
that time I hav heard or read everything
for her cause, and nearly everything
against it, and I am free to say I hav never
seen or heard anything upon the subject
surpaBBing this lecture. If I were young,
instead of being old and broken down, I
would take these tracts and go from house
to house, as I used to do in the antislavery
times, and beg people to read them; but
alas! my work is done. Let me say to all
your readers we need the activ work of
all. Help THE TRUTH SEEKER; that is
activ and needed work.
With love to all I am now and always,
Yours for the right.
LuOY N. CoLMAN.
PLEASURE AND PRoGRESs. By Albert M.
Lorentz, LL.B. Cloth, $1; paper, 50
cents.
This book, published by The Truth
Seeker Company, at the ridiculously low
price of 50 cents, is a very interesting
work. It is full of wise sayings and
is sugge8tiv of much thought. The
author believes that the pursuit of
pleasure is man's unconscious aim through
life; that all altruism is but the result
of man's desire for pleasure; that charity
is not a sacrifice but a felicity. The book
comprises 398 pages of solid matter. You
can scarcely turn a single page that does
not contain some gem, of thought.
The volume is divided into four parts or
heads, treating of pleasure and its various
sources, pleasures intellectually considered, moral pleasures, and pleasures social.
Under the latter head the author treats
of protectio~ capital, labor questions, public schools, o:;ocialism, province of government,. and other kindred topics. He believes fully and firmly in the law of individual sovereignity, and in summing up
sho\\B the cause of our social disarrangement and points the remedy as it appears
to him in carrying out the law of the
sovereignty of the individual.
The perusal of this book has given me
much pleasure. Its short, pithy sentences
hav been written by a careful student and
a close observer of human life and its environments.
The reader may take some exceptions to
his doctrin, but the author will most
adroitly lead him to acknowledge his reasoning as very sensible in the main.
SUSAN H. WIXON.
"Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian?" by John E. Remsburg. A work of
336 pages, neatly printed. The Truth
Seeker Company, publishers, 28 Lafayette
place, New York. Price in cloth, $1; in
paper, 50 cents. Mr. Remsburg has given
all the data from every accessible source
as to the religious opinions of Mr. Lin-
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coin, who, though evidently an unbeliever
in orthodox religion, was too shrewd a
politician to let the general public know
E1'1£BRACING THE
just what he did believe. That he was not
a Christian is quite evident, but his Infi- Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel·
delity was not of a character to be emuopm~>nt of Zoroastrianism, and the
lated by a true Liberal. To those who
Derivation of Christianity;
hav any care about what he was, this book
to whit'h is added,
will be quite interesting. Like all Mr.
Remsburg writes, it is carefully written WHENCE OUR .A.RY.A.N .A.NCESTORS ~
and in every way truetworthy.- IndeBy GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
pendent Pulpit.
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FOR
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BOTTLE WITH
BUFF WRAPPER.

Feminine
Complaints
Lameness
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Wounds
Brut'ses
Catarrh
B.urns
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USE
POND'S
EXTRACT

Part III -Derivation of Chr~stianity; twenty
TAKES Work Nowadays: "You nig. chatters.
Part IV.-Whence Ca'Ile the Aryans? Five chap- gers," says Uncle Mose, "dat t'inks you
ters.
is gwine to git up dem golden stairs widPress Nodces.
out climbin', and climbin' hahd, is mighty
The stvle is fo,.cible and terse. the rea~oning much mistakened. I des want to tell you
goocl, and as the facts np 1n which the argulll.ent
is based are largely Christian, our theological right now dat de yellervator is stopped
fnends will ha.ye some hard nnts to cra.ck if_ they runnin' eber since de days ob ole 'Lijah."
a.tt 'mpt to a.nswer them. -Boston Investiuator.
Indianapolis Journal.
'l'his book is one of the most thorough and
learned of the Freethonght works tha.t have come
across the Atlantic.- The Freethinker, Lonaon.
"BE not afraid of sin, if you pay well,
Is a mo•t valuable contributton to the litera- There are no wealthy men in the Roman
ture of the nineteenth century.-Prouress!ve

Thtn/cer.

Elegantly bJnnd in cloth, price, $1.50•
AddresR all orders to THE TRUTH S F.EKER
COMPANY, ~8 Lafayette Place, New York City.

SURVEYORS, ATTENTION l
A rare chance is offered for a surveyor to get a

Papist hell;
God opens him the gate, and lets him in,
The want of funds to pay, is far the greater
sin·
For ali things else ·on earth, you settle
when in heaven,
So count your beads again and keep the
tally even."
-John Dryden.

TRANSIT CHEAP.

"MAMMA, do ron believe that God can
see everything?' His mother assured him
We have one for sale, in good order, with that. God was omniscient, explaining to
Tripod, which cost $160. We "Will sell i1; for him what the term meant. "But I know,
half•price-$80. Address
mamma there is something that God can
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
not see." The mother, naturally, was
shocked at the little skeptic's asseveration.
"But I know he can't see everything!"
"What can't he see?" "Why, mamma,
he can't see the top of his own head."London Freethinker.

THUMBSCREW AND RACK. M~C~~~A~~D.
10 Cts

PER COPY

AT the Revival Meeting.-Stranger: "I
should like to say a few words to-night "
Leader: "I <'lon't know· hav you had a
career of crime, been a drunkard, or anything of that sort?" Stranger: "No, indeed; I can truly say I hav always led a
correct life.." Leader: "All very well, no
doubt; but the people won't care to listen
to you. You'd better stay, however, and
hear Bruiserboy, the reformed pugilist,
and Mole, the saved sneak-thief. Both of
'em are rattlers." -Boston Transcript.
A THIEF AT THE BAPTIZING.

12 COPIES

"If you please, sah," said a well dressed

$1 ..00
Sent Post Paid
TORTURE INs'rRUM:ENTS empioyPd in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries for

or Uhristiamty

·.a·be Holt Jn.quisitiou.

Being the N-u-·emberg Collection, and including specimens from
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flnanish Collar, Thumbscrew, Icon Colhu·, t .e R"''-'· • the Iro:n nrown'rLeg L'rusher, the Stocks,
tho H"ret.i 0 (J tcil~r. the Irou Roo·. the Hot XJ:itt'n, a Mouth-_p .ar (g>Lg), ron MaRks recommended
l!ythe Inqni"hiun, Bctl•king "·n•l Buruiag_on the Wheel, th' lJncking Ca,ge, the Cha5tity Belt for
women, the t!pid~r. the Iron Vir•d , lJ p to D.te the E:reouti')n Bell. etc.
"I u,;oti to re"d in bo.,k•," say8 Uolonpl Ing~rsoll, ·how ou ·fathers persecuted mankind Bnt I
never appreciated ,t. L rea, I i\ b •t it ditluot. burn it~ elf into my soul. I did not really a.pprociate
rlH mf>Lmies tbat have b-Jml commit•.ed ill th9 uame of religion until I saw the iron ar,;nments th!!.G
Cilristians used."
,

Price, 10 Cents per (1opy.
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12 Copies for $1.00
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The Bible Inquirer,
A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTICATION;
CONTAINING 148 PROFOSIT o,~s.

With Refer nceR to the mn•t PI- in e.nd StriJdng R lf Contradic:ion• of thA So-callod InRpired
- cr ptn• Ps. Including Qnestions An"wered Affirmatin!) and Ne_att\"ely by Quotations from the
Bible. Al·o, Other Bible References of Imp r an e.

Fourtb Edition, Revi,l'd an1l
Address

Eularge,I.---Pric~>,

25 Cents.
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RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.
Decttcatea to the .Amertcan Congress, or 1892, whwh tor the salce oJ ReZ(,gton, Stabbea L£bertv
to the Heart.

,

A work burning with indi)Snation inspired by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair
on Snnda.y-an act which practically united the government and the Christian ch'lrch.

To which is added llr. Putnam's address delivered before the Colombian
Exposition Committee of the House of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Also the following Esijays and Poems by Mr. Putnam, which have never before been pnt in
book form: Orthodoxy; Freethonght; Man, Not God (written fora Paine anniversa.ry); The Statue
of Libertx and Thomas Paine; a_l1uem written for the opening_exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; 1.'he Golden Age; Shnt the Door (a poem on the closing of the
<Jentennial Exposition in Phtladelphia., in 1876).
The main essay in this work i8 one of the strongest arraignments ever made of the religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of this coUI,try. It should be distributed widely.
It has been commended in the highest terms as it appea.red in THE TRUTR BEEKER and we hope every
reader will bny a copy to lend his neighbor and a.ronse thought.

Prtce 211 cents: Ftve co;ptes for $1.
Address

ToMMY: "I owe Freddy Jones a licking." Mother: "How's that?" Tommy:
''He knew his Sunday-schoolleeson better
than I did yesterday."-Truth.

"WELL, little boy, what's your name?"
asked the Sunday-school teacher, opening
her Catechism. "Shadrach NebuchadFourth Eattton.
nezzar Jones." "Who gave you that
Part 1.-Resear-ehes in Jewish History; ten chap- name?" "I don't know. But if I find
ters.
out whin I gets me growth they'll be sorry
Part II.-Resear, he3 in Zoroastrian:sm; thirteen for it!"-London Freethinker.
chapters.

It will Cure.

the Promulgation

IJfot fo1.' ]}a.Psons.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafavette Place, New York City.

young negro to the lieutenant of police at
headquarters last night, "while ..All was
a- being baptized dis mawnin' somebody
stole mah watch -and mah money out of
mah clothes which Ah had left in de basement, sah."
"What is. your name, and where and
how did it happen?" asked the officer.
"Mah name, sah, is Henry D. Bern well,
Jr., and it was dis hyar very mawnin', sah,
at church. You see, dey had a big batizing up dere, sah. They was twenty-five
culled persons baptized, sah, and I was
one of 'em, if you will 'sense me for
sayin' it. We took o:ffen our clothes,
sah-that is our outside clothes, -a1:1J.
-down in de basemen', an' left 'em
dere. Den we went up to be soused in de
big. basin, and while de preacher was
a-sousin' us, some one of dem over at de
end of de line furderest from de preacher
slipped down into dat cellar and done went
frew our clothes, sah.
"Dey took mah silver watch and chain,
worth $10 any day, and mah money."
"How much money?"
"Only 35 cents from me, sah, but dat
represents a pretty powerful sum dese hard
times. Den dey took a good gold watch
from another man, sah, and 75 cents. An'
dey took 30 cents from mah cousin, sah, a
young lady, and she feels mighty bad
about it, 'cause she done had to walk home
in de rain after a-bein' baptized. An' dey
took some jewelry from an udder fell a, sah,
and I reckon if de thief had time he would
hav gone frew all' of de clothes, exceptin'
his own, of course."
.
"Where is that church?"
"It am de Baptist church at Nineteenth
and I streets northwest, sah, and it is a
wonderful strong church.· Dere was a fine
crowd dere dis mawnin', and de service
was powe'ful strong."
"Well, we will put a detectiv on the
case, and try and recover the stolen prop·
erty."
"Ah weesh you would, sah. Ah'll tell
you one thing. Ah shorely doan' think
dat dat thief's baptizin' dis mawnin' done
him much good, do you?"
"No, I don't," acquiesced the lieutenant, repressing a smile.
"An' dere's one thing mo'. I done got
religion die mawnin', but ef I meets dat
nigga' what stole dem things, it won't take
mah mor'n a minute to get mah fightin'
clothes on. No, indeed. Ump-um-m."
And, with a shake of his head, Henry
sorrowfully went out of the door into the
snow, to be alone with his thoughts of hap•
tizing and fighting.- Washington PotJt, •
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TilE freedom of thought and utterance
the foundations of social civilization, ar~
tampered with by all laws tbat can:not be
equally applied.-Moncure D. Conway.
:MoST social institutions appear to hav ·
the object of maintaining men in a mediocrity of ideas and sentiments, which
renders them easy to be governed.-

IT WILL

MAKE YOU

CORNER

LAUGH.

THE

PARSON.

Galveston News.

'By WATSON HESTON.

THE language of the Materialist must
always be preferred by science, because
(as Huxley has judiciously observed) connecting the phenomenon of life with other
phenomena, it invites the thinker to make
researches into the physical conditions
which accompany life, contributes to the
progress of positiv knowledge, and tends
to make us exercise over the moral world
a control analogous to that which we exercise over everything which is in relation to
the physical world.-London Freethinker.

S, Darrow.
I HAv lately been reading some of the
investigations made by the Anti~Vivisec
tion Society. The descriptions of experiments are given not in the words of the
anti-vivisectionists .themselvs, who might
be led by the intensity of their feelings
into an ext.ravagant use of adjective, but in
the unprejudiced scientific language of the
physiological journals or the monographs
of the investigators. To giv the details of
these operations would be almost as great
an act of cruelty to the reader as the
original operation was to its victims.
Thousands of vertebrate animals are
yearly sacrificed not to original scientific
research, but in cruel class demonstrations
of facts already firmly established.-Kate

Field.

·

IN the study of hiatory there should be
but one law for all. Patriotism, piety,
and filial duty hav nothing to do with itthey are, indeed, mere snares and sources
of delusion. The rules and canons of
criticism applied in one case and to one
character, must be sternl_y and scrupulously applied in all other srmilar cases and
to all other characters; and while surrounding circumstances should, and, indeed, must be, taken into careful consideration, they must be taken into equal consideration, no matter who is concerned.
Patriotism in the study of history is but
another name for provincialism. To see
history truly and correctly, it must be
viewed as a whole.-Oharles Francis

.Adams.
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of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing what
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very plain statements, in vei·y unvarnished language, :..nd the unmasking is complete, proving_ them to have been cruel, intri~;~uing, and licentious men. Considering the
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H was put into A No. 1 shape and is running
fine. I wish to compliment you on your manner
of doing business and will assure you that when
I have o~her work in your line to ba done yon
shall have it.
A. E. BMITII.
Watches can be safely sent hy mail or ~xpress
and I pay chargeR one way. I have personallr
managed my repair deportment for 84 vears and
no watch is permitted to leave my estaolishment
until in perfect order and closely regulated,
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By R, B. Westbrook, A.M.
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LET Americans understand that underneath the velvet gloves are the same
talons; beneath the brilliant vestments is
the same lust of domination; under the
honeyed accents are the same chords
whose vibrations filled the souls of men
with terror; under the acquiescence to
THE PHILOSOPHY
public sentiment when the incomplete
OF
purpose is prematurely brought to light,
is the never-weakening, ever-strengthening will to regain the temporal and- spiritllal power which the souls of the reformers
A. Practical Exposition of
1.l.J rew off at the risk, and many of them at
Natural Restorative Power.
tl.Je sacrifice, of life itself. The boast of
BY LEANDER EDMUND Wllll'PLE,
~l.Je Roman church that it never changes,
ltl t~ue.
To draw a :figure from its idea of
A Book to explain the correct idea of Mental
1:nnsnbstantiation in the reverse order- Healing, and what may be reasonably expected
ita accidents may change; its substance to result from an understanding of its principles.
JKver.-J. M. Buckley.
Price, $2-50.
Address Tmi: 'l'B11'l'H BEE.UB .
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IT WILL

THoUGHTFUL people who are devoted to
republican institutions, to government of
the people, by the people, for the people,
do not stop to inquire whether special
gov(;lrnmental favoritism pays in dollars
and· cents or not. They see the growing
danger of any so~;t of governmental control of private business and understand
that such usurpation, if tolerated, will result in the overthrow of free government.
and in the most unbearable .tyranny.-

THESE old fairy tales hav lost their power
to charm, as the tales of the gods and kings
went down before. They hav lost their
charm; for as we read them now they
awake no answering chord born of the
experiences that make up what we know
of human life. When the beauty of realism shall be truly known, we shall read
the book, or look upon the work of art,
and, in the light of all we know of life,
shall ask our beings whether the image
the author or the pain,ter creates for us is
like the one that is born of the consciousness which moves our souls, anll the experiences that life has made us know.-0.

1894.

Old Testamer1.t Stories
Comically Illustrated.

Ohamjort and Vauvenargues.

SoME amiable and heterodox sects retain
heaven and abolish hell. A kingdom in
the clouds may, of course, be port"ioned
off according to pleasure. The doctrin,
however, is interesting in an intellectual
point of view only, as illustrating in the
naivest faBhion the . common fallacy of
confounding our wishes with our beliefs.
The argument that because evil and good
are mixed wherever we can observe,
therefore there is elsewhere unmixed good,
does not obey any recognized canons of
induction.-Leslie Stephen.

\

CHRISTIAN JESUS.
An important and remarkable revelation con- ward
cerning the life anil times of Apollonius of edyof
Tyana, the great sage and philosopher of the first cess.
DR. R. P. FELJ.OWS,
century. It is here claimed that his life and Say where you saw thla adver.
Vln&e lDdo llf• .J.
teachings were apprQpri_!l.t~d and .u~ilizl)d by the
W"
I
wish
to
say
that I am an out-and-out
formulators of the Christian reli_g10n m the in- LmEBA.L, a.nd I trust the
Freethinkers of the la~d
terest of so-called Christianity. The plag_iariam
give me their patrona~e and not waste their
is made_plain in this brief history of Apollonius~ will
time
and
money
on
Christian
doctors.-.Dr. Fe~
espece.illy in view of the historical references ana
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonius
was suppressed.
Price, 15 cents.
Address THE TRU'.l'H BEEKER.
B:v M. BABCOCK. Prioe, 15 cents.
118 Lafayette pl&oe, New YorkOit:v·
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THE revival contagion has spreaEl from
Brooklyn to New York.
.
Two more bomb explosions in Paris,
this time in the quarters of the poor.
A MEMORIAL to Charles Darwin is to be
founded in his nativ town of Shrewsbury.
NoRMAN L. MuNRo, the New York publisher of cheap works of fiction, died last
week.
THE entombed miners in the Gaylord
mine in Pennsylvania hav not yet been
reached.
THE Great Mosque of Damascus, er~ted
in the year 86 of the Hegira, was destroyed
by an accidental fire.
A MAOHINE has been invented for drilling square, oblong, or hexagonal holes, •
heretofore found impossible.
FoRTY-SIX men were killed and mortally
wounded by a boiler explosion on the German cruiser Brandenburg on her tri!ll trip,
THE League of American Wheelmen has
at last got the word "white" into its constitution. . The negro is the Jew of
America.
DR, TYNDALL of the Broome street tabernacle, this city, took a live rooster into
the pulpit recently with which to illustrate
the devil's wiles.
A SNOW blizzard, starting in Cuba as a
cyclone, struck Florida and proceeded up
the Atlantic coast, reaching New York the
night of February 25th.

ZEKE PROPHESYETH ABOUT THE PREACHERS,-Ezek. xxii, 11.

A CmoAGo reporter interviewed four
hundred wayfarerswho refused to do any
kind. of work. Over three hundred and
Each canvasser for signatmes should take two copies of this petition and have both signed; ona fiUy of them were fairly well educated. ·

to be sent to the House and the other to the Senate. All adults, men and women, should sign.
A FORGE of British sailors, sent inland
Cut thisJr petitionl heading out and attach to a sheet of paper, ruled as indicated at bottom of this. on the west coast of Africa to punish slave
When sheet is filled with names put in an envelope, stamp and address to THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette dealers, were ambushed by Chief Fodisilah's savages and sustamed heavy losses.
Place, New York City, and mail at once. For more blanks send to same address.

Petition to Congress Asking It to Reject the Proposed
God-in-the-Constitution Amendment.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States, in Congress Assembled:
We, the undersigned, citizens of the United States, do hereby respectfully pray and memorialize your
Honorable Body to reject the proposed Amendment to the Constitution prepared by the National Reform
Association and offered in the Senate on Jan. 25th, 1894, by Senator Frye, and in the House on the same day
by Representative Morse. The proposed Amendment would change the Preamble to the Constitution by the
insertion of the sentences within quotation marks which follow the words "We, the people of the United
States," in the paragraph below :

IN the House of Representative, Bland
still fails t()get a quorum to vote upon his
coinage bill, He told the obstructionists
that they were mobocrats and Anarchists.
IN July the government bureau of engraving and printing will begin the printing of postage stamps, the government
having rejected all bids offered by private
firms.
A NEW version of the New Testament is
ready in France. ''It is almos~ radical .in
its character," ~ys the Independent'B
correspondent. Woe to the inerrant word
of God!
THE plurality of Galusha A. Grow, Republican candidate for· Congressman at
large in Pennsylvania (to fill vacancy), has
now reaohed 182,000. Grow was speaker
of the House in 1861.

We, the people of the United States," devoutly acknowledging the supreme authority and just government of Almighty God in all the affairs of mim and nations; grateful to him for our civil and religious libON February 20th a large body of the
erty, and encouraged by the assurances of his Word to invoke his guidance, as a Christian nation, according unemploved
threatened to "clean out"
to his appointed way, through Jesus Christ," etc.
· the Massachusetts state-house if their deWe ask the rejection of this proposed amendment for the following reasons:
1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
2. That the rights of all classes of citizens may be conserved and perpetuated. It is manifest that
the adoption of such an Amendment to the Constitution would be, in fact, the incorporation of certain religious and sectarian dogmas in the fundamental law of the land. Such recognition of religious dogmas,in the
civil law was very carefully guarded against by the wise founders of the Republic, both in the Constitution
as originally adopted and in the First Amendment thereto.
3. As the Constitution now stands no discrimination, on the ground of heresy, can be legally made
against any citizen. More than one hundted years of experience amply justifies this wide tolerance and forcibly pleads for its continuance. Men of all shades of religious, non-religious, and anti-religious belief can
and do render allegiance to and acceptably serve the State, and this without hypocrisy or perjury. Should
this proposed Amendment be adopted, it would at once shut out of public life candid and honest men, whose
reason, for any cause, cannot accept one or more of the three creedal' statements contained in said proposed
Amendment, but unscrupulous doubters and rejecters of these creedal affirmations would have no difficulty
in taking the oath of allegiance to the Amended Constitution. Hence said proposed Amendment offers a
premium for hypocrisy and perjury, and is, consequently, in the highest degree immoral. It is also unjust,
in that it deprives a part of our citizens of their equal rights, because of a difference of opinion. Again, it
must be hurtful to the State, because, as already shown, it would admit pretenders and timorous men to
positions of trust and responsibility, and bar out men of honesty and courage.
4. The experience of all times and nations has shown conclusively that every attempt to force from
the citizen a direct or indirect acknowledgment of the truth of any of the dogmas of religio/' is disastrous.
It creates new religious hatreds and intensifies the old; it demoralizes religion and corrupts the state; it
tramples the equal rights and liberties of the deserving citizen, and ·puts into the hands of bad men a dangerous and terrible power over the property, persons, and lives of their fellow-citizens.
5. If Theistic, Trinitarian, and Christian majorities may to-day rightfully force upon Deistic, Atheistic, or Agnostic, and Unitarian and non-Christian minorities their distinctive creeds, what warrant have we
that some other day the Catholics, the Methodists, or the Presbyterians will not Amend into the Constitution
their distinguishing sectarian dogmas? That step would logically follow the one which your Honorable
• Body has been asked to take, and against which we respectfully but strongly and unalterably protest.
NAME.

TOWN.

STATE.

mands for assistance were not at once
heeded. They had evidently taken their
cue from more wealthy beneficiaries of
politics.
RoBERT C. ADAMs, president of the Secular Union of Canada, has challenged the
evangelist, B. Fay Mills, to debate this
proposition: "Which principles will best
promote human welfare-those of Evangelical Christianity or those of Naturalism?"
REv. DR. GrEER, of St. Bartholomew's
Episcopal church of this city, has opened
in connection therewith a loan bureau for
the benefit of the uoor. Rate of interest,
six per cent. Cheaper than the three-ball
men, but six per cent is a fair profit for
the church.
THE House of Lords has yielded some
of its amendments to the Parish Councils
bill. The Duke of Devonshire, leader of
the Liberal Unionists, advised the Lords
to accept the judgn;~ent of the English people. The Commons hav accepted one of
the Lords' amendments.
THE freshmen's banquet at Cornell was
interfered with by the sophomores. Chroline gas was turned into the dining-room,
and a cook died as one of the results and
several students 'Were prostrated, Tufts,
Dartmouth, Rutgers, and other colleges
hav also lately given exhibitions of ruffianism. Candidates for prison stripes are
numerous.
AT Toledo, 0., in a suit in a justice's
court, it was brought out that among the
purchasers of rifles to be used against the
Catholics were the mayor of the city, the
police commissioner, the chairman of the
Republican· City Committee, and many
other prominent citizens. One of these
men testified that they had expected a
Catholic uprising, to begin in Chicago! A
transparently false forged encyolical caused
the scare.
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A SPOT THAT WILL NOT OUT. Christianity as Lady Macbeth-''Out, damned spot; out, I say."
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A Paper reail at the International Freeth ought
Congress at Chicago, October 5, 1893.
Price, 10 Cents.
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Works of W. H. Burr.
Summer Days at Onset,

lustrated. Price, 25 cents.

84 pages.

Il-

Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144
Propositions proved Affirmatively and Negatively by Quotations from Scripture, without
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents.

-With -Daughter's Babe Upon His Knee,
A new edition of that splendid !?,rose I>_oem,
"Life," by "the prince of orators, ' CoL B. G.
ln~ersoll. It is larger and better than .the old
edition, and can be framed or placed upon the
table as an ornament. In the center of the card
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby,
"urrounded by the prose poem, which has been
truthfully described as, " one of the masterpieces
of the orator and :{>oet who now, as far as we
know, stands alone 1n t.he living world." . It will
make a deli!{htful present, and Will be a •ouvenir
not only of mtellectual greatness, but of artiotic
workmanship. It is :printed on heavy board, gilt
boveled edge. The s1ze is 12x16 inches, and the
p>ice only75 cents, post-paid.
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
0!1 Lo.fa.vAttoA nla.ce. New York
THE BOOK THAT STARTED THE REFERENDUM MOVEMENT.

Sunday Not the Sabbath...:..An Days Alike
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev.

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE. Bacon and

Byron Sunderland. D.D., in 1871. Price. 25c.

BBDIG

CONTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Tea·
tament. The Early Controversies. The Books at
First Not Considered Inspire~ Were the Fathers
Oompetentt The Fathers noted as Scripture
Boolts Which are Now Ca.lle Apoorypha.l. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
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Proof that Shaks-

edition, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine.
Price, 10 cents.

Junius, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas
Paine. A refutation of M. D. Conway's
objections to the identification of Paine as
Junius and Casca." Price, 5 cents.
Address THE TRUTH REEltER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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DIRECT LEGISLATION Astronomical and Astrologfc·
By the Citizenship through the
Initiative and Referendum,

Shaks~ere.

pere could not wnte, etc. Price, 20 cents,
A Popular Account of the Formatltn and Development
Thomas Paine-Was He Junius~ Second
of the Canon,
By BRONSON D. KEELER.

CHEAP EDITION.
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•

Faith.

Br CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental journey from
ortholiou to B&tiona.lism.
Expl.&natory notes compiled and arranged by
Pnce,
paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
the late J on&than M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
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'l'IDil 'l'BU'l'B BEEKER,
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al Origin of all Religions.
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Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
By Susan H. Wixon. P!Wer, 10 cents.
A Consideration of the Doctrine
All In a Lifetime, A Liberal Romance.
of Personal Immortality.
12mo, 800 pp., $1.
By OTTO WETTSTEIN.
Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
Boys and Girl.B. 12mo, 888 pp., $1.25.

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand·

some and Interesting BookhWithout Superstition for Children and Yout • The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus.
trated covers; 4to, 294 pp., boards, $1.
Address, THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

How To Preserve Health.
By LOUIS BARKAN, M.D.
Fordyce Barker, M.D., Professor
Bellevue Medical College says of it,
writing to the author: "I regard your
book as the most sound, sensible, and
useful book on the topics which it discusses that I hav met with. I wish it
could be in the hands of every intelligent head of a family. I am particucularly pleased with one feature of it
that it does not profess to teach dosing and drugging. I congratulate you
on the wisdom and success of this effort."
O~her noted physicians recoxnmen
it just as highly.
Price, cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
28L&f&vette place, New Yora:,
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The Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

Four Hundred. Years of Freethought.
BY SAMUEL

P.

PUTNAM.

.HOW TO GET
FOUR HUNDRED YEAR~.
OF FREETHOUliHT ·

F'REE

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout the uivilized World for ,
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
It will be a. radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Humap. Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
SPECIAL OFFER.
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is. in itself and how manifold are its in:fluenpes, and with what
We have made arrangements with
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends a most generous
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages offer.
.
We need more subscribers to Tm:
of Human History,
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inven- needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
tions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
for it, but everyone can do a little
Nothing Can be More Interesting,
work to obtain a cppy _:_congenial
more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day~to those who are still in the van for Human Rights an.d work, that will do great good all
Progress. The struggle is not ended and wh<1t IS already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigi- around. This is the offer:
lance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.
Send us Four New
NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WirHOUT THIS BOOK.
Yearly Su bscri hers at
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
regular
rates ($12 in
In One Harmonious and Magni:fiCeiJ.t Whole,
all), and -we -will send
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the, added glory of
~OMAN'S

EMANCIPATION

from the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
'l'HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, n. prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the :first, and ·should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
"
The :first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Government and J!!!litics. Woman's Emancipation.
Literature.
Phflo:>opby.
Science. Education and
Ethics.
Voltaire.
Madame Roland.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Gambetta.
Copernicus.
Bruno.
Rousseau.
Mary Wollstoncraft.
Bacon.
Rabelais. Schiller.
Castelar.
l::!pinoza.
Galileo.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Kepler.
Comenius.
Cervantes. Goethe.
Descartes.
Frances Wright.
Da Vinci.
Peetalozzi.
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison.
Locke.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
lution.
Phillips.
Lucretia Mott.
Newton.
Froebel.
Hume.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Humboldt. Combe.
Gibbon.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Hobbs.
Emerson.
Jefferson.
Lyell.
Spencer.
Sumner.
Lydia Maria Child.
Burns.
Ka.nt.
Mazzinui.
Shelley.
Heine.
Lincoln.
Margaret Fuller.
Darwin.
Owen.
H11milton.
Byron.
Tyndall.
Thoreau.
Bentham.
Bakounine. Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Holyoake.
Comte.
Pushkin. Whitman.
Mill.
Susan B. Anthony.
Huxley.
Haeckel.
Warren.
Biichner.
·Garabaldi.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Petrofsky.
Girard
Feuer bach.
Matilda.J o~ Gage.
chewsky.
Lick.
Heinzen.
Helen H. ardener.
Annie Besant.
REFORMERS
ILLUSTRlOUS
THE PORTRAITS OF THESE
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethouglit and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeker, Investigatm·, Ironclad Age, Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular· Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secnlar Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-edit.ors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
George E. Macdonald, Capt. R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon;
Horace Seaver,
.1. P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. FooteJ Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
D. M. Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam,
Prof. J. H. Cool!:,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Parker Pillsbury,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H. Heywood,
Mrs. M.A. Freeman,
Elizur Wright,
Charles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehm Smith,
T. C. Leland,
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Colman,
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian Leland,
Judge C. B. Waite.
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy·Post.
ancl other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we :find the best inte'i·pretations of the age.
.

Tne Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,

,

and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.

The name of cvm·y Subsm"lber who sends jive dollars befm•e the work is on the press
wlll be en1•ollc(l in thi8 book. DON'T FAIL TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONOE.
This book will contain
(
Over Six Hundred Pages or Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
·Jt will _be elegantly bound. It wi,_l be a book for the home and the :fireside. It will be a book to give to
your fne~d~ when they as!{, Whab Is Freethought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world'(
Tlns Is the J?ost u~nversa! pre~entati~n of Freethought ever given to the public, and no Freethinker
can afford to be without It. It IS a hbrary m itself.
·
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What Does It Involve t
What does the proposed Christian amendment
to the Constitution contain? Th~t is, what can be
legitimately, logically, and legally deduced from it!
Would it commit the nation to the acceptance of
any fundamental dogma or dogmas of the Christian
religion? What effect would it hav upon legislators, judges, and executiv officers in the performance of their respectiv duties? Should it be
adopted, would the religious liberties of the citizen
be more, or less, respected and secure than they are
at present! Would it enable Christian, or pretended Christian, lawmakers and officials to oppress
dissenters under the pretext of enforcing "moral "
laws based, or asserted to be based, upon the Bible!
. In attempting to answer th~se questions we shall
go for information and exegesis directly to the
official representativs of the National Reform Association. We shall let them tell our readers what
this ·proposed amendment means and what they
hope to secure for the church by its adoption. Out
of their mouths we shall judge and condemn it.
In the first place, is the form of the amendment
satisfactory to the Covenanter church and its executiv, the National Reform Association ?
The
Christian .Reformer, whose senior editor is David
McAllister, treasurer of the Association, sa:ys :
"We are fully persuaded that no form of amendment
has ever been proposed that includes so comprehensivly
all the relations of a nation to God and Christ and the
Bible. This form of amendment will bear study; and
the more carefully it is examined in the light of God's
word and the principles of political soience, the more
clearly will its greater fullness a.nd accuracy of statement
be seen."
Rev. R. C. Wylie, a corresponding secretary of
the National Reform Association, :fills nearly two
pagefil of the Christian .Reformer of February 24
with an analysis and exposition of the amendment.
We will see what he says.
Mr. Wylie is unusually frank. Generally the defenders of the existing connection between church
and state and the advocates of new bonds of union
claim that all they want is an association of religion
and the state; they do not wish, they aver, to hav the
law recognize any particular church; they will be
satisfied, they contend, if the fundam:mtals of religion are made parts of the organic law and respected
in legislation. To this the opponents of Sunday
laws, Bible in the schools, and Christi~n amendments hav always answered that any recognition by
the state of a Christian dogma. is to that extent a
union of church and state; that all affirmations concerning sacred books, holy days, gods, and saviors
are essentially theological and can be made nothing
else, no matter how ingenious and ingenuous the
arguments of their advocates. Now comes Mr.
Wylie and candidly admits that theology and religion are one and inseparable, and that it is as much
a theological as a religious amendment tha.t he and
his associates are striving to make a part of the
Constitution. He is about to show us what this
Christian amendment contains and involves, and in
a preliminary way he writes the :first paragraph
below:
" The question Ior ns to decide is, does it suitably express the Christian principles of civil government? In
determining this matter let us consider, first of all, the
theology of it. We find in this proposed form the following theological truths:
"1. The supreme authority of God in all the affairs of
men and nations. · · ·
"2. The jnst government of God in the aftairs of men
and nations. Whatever calamities come upon nations,
they come under God's government and they come jnstly.
National judgments fall not only upon the nation as a
body, but also upon individuals and families. Hence the
individual as well as the social aspect of divine providences

is here taught. The righteous often suffer because of
their connection with a sinfnl nation. Tb.e righteous
character of God's government, w.1en he sends prosperity, is also involved in the language of this amendment.
·
"3. The mediatorial authority of the Lord Jesus
Christ. The expression ' encouraged by the assurances
of his word to invoke his guidance as a Christian nation,
according to his appointed way, by Jesus Christ,' is exceeding rich. [Yes, it is!] Having already acknowledged
God's supreme authority, the next thing to do is to put
the nation in right relation to that authority. This part
of the amendment teaches that God guides, governs, controls nations in an appointed way by Jesus Christ. · · ·
The bare acknowledgment of Christ's authoritv is not
sufficient. He is most highly honored when he is recognized a.s the appointed One.
"4. The undivided Cb.rist is recognized in this amendment. It is a mistake to divide the mediatorial offices,
and to assign the kingly offioe to the nation to the exclusion of the prophetic and priestly offices. He is the
Prophet of the nation, not only in giving law, but also in
giving encouragements and warnings. He is the nation's
Priest. If not, there is no forgivness for national sin.
He is undivided in his mediatorial office, and this amendment so regards him.
"5. The Divine Word is recognized in its entire relation to the nation. The Bible is law, and it is more. This
amendment says, 'encouraged by the assurances of his
word to invoke his guidance.' etc. It is true that the
word 'assurance' means neither law, admonition, nor
warning. But whatever it assures tue nation of that
would be of use in its guidance, is certainly involved in
this expression. The nation is hAre speaking. It is invoking divine guidance. It is encouraged so to do by
what it finds in the word. What is assured to the nation
in the word that has anything to do ·.vith its guidance?
Surely the idea of law, as well as promis and warning, is
here involved. The Bible in its whole bearing on the
nation is here recognized."
We make these lengthy quotations because it is
necessary that all lovers of liberty should understand fully what the theocratic conspirators aim to
accomplish. All these theological tenets will enter
into and form a part of the organic law if the
amendment is acoepted by three-fourths of the
states, and will be enforced through statute law by
the federal and local governments. As we proceed
in our examination of Rev. Mr. Wylie's exposition
of the Morse·Frye amendment, we shall :find that it
is the intention and expectation of the National Reformers that these basic dogma'3 of the Trinitarian
Christian church be accepted and enforced by 8.11
having anything to do with the creation, adjudication, and administrat~on of civil law. This means
that the Bible-or, rather, the Christian majority's
interpretation of it-will be the real organic law of
this nation. This means the control of the state by
the church. This means the persecution of dissenters of all classes. This means the suppression
of free speech, the gagging of the press, the blocking of the wheels of proa-ress, the stagnation of
thought, the return of the Millennium of Ignorance,
when
" Earth groaned beneath religion's iron age,
And priests dared ba.bble of a God of peace,
E'en while their hands were red with guiltless blood,
Murdering the while, uprooting every germ
Of truth, exterminating, spoiling all,
Making the earth a slaughter-house."
Mr. Wylie considers next the political philosophy
of the amendment. He says :
" 1. It teaches the moral personality of the nation. . . .
"2. It teaches that the auth ,rity exercised in ordaining a constitution of government is derived from God. It
should be carefully noted that the people, according to
this amendment, acknowledge God's authority in all the
affairs of nations, while in the act of ordaining a constitution. Manifestly they a.cknowledge that they ordain
the Constitution by virtue of a delegated power.
"3. There is here an a.cknowledgment that the nation
is subject to God in Christ. A Christian nation is represented in this amendment as invoking di"Yine guidance by
Jesus Christ. This is the recognition, by the nation,
acting wholly in the political sphere, of the important and
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profound theological trnth, t't>t God deals with nations
tiUoagh the Mediator.
"4. We hav here a covenant relation established between the nation and God. The expression 'to invoke
his gnidance,' etc., places the nation in precisely the
right relation to God in Christ. It is far more than a
bare acknowledgment of Christ. Acknowledgment is not
enough. When applicants for membership in the church
are examined, we demand more than an acknowledgment
of trnth. We reqnire an acceptance of trnth, and of THE
TRUTH, JEsus CHRisT. When the Christian nation is here
represented as invoking divine guidance by Jeans Christ,
it is represented as doing far more than merely acknowledging him as King. There is here a formal acceptance
of him as the Mediatorial Prophet, Priest, and King of the
nation. The language means, not only that the nation
invokes through Christ, bnt also that it invokes guidance
through or by Christ.
"5. The fact that moral issues arise in the sphere of national life and are to be settled by the Word of God, is
here recognized. This thought will be presently considered more fnlly."
Yes, this amendment involves far more than the
mere acknowledgment of Jesus. It "demands"
the AOOEPTANOE of Jesus Christ as "Prophet, Priest,
and King," and woe be to the doubter who cannot
accept him as such. For this doubter the pains
and penalties of civil law, aye, even the tortures of
the Inquisition, if less appalling terrors do not suffice to prevent the expression of heretical opinions.
"The amendment from a practical point of view"
next receives Secretary Wylie's attention. He asks:
"1. How wonld it be regarded by legislators? Suppose
a moral issne were before the national legislature. Let it
be the Sabbath, the saloon, the divorce, or any other
moral issne. During the discussion, let some one read
from the preamble of the Constitution the words, 'encouraged by the assurances of his Word to invoke his
gnidance as a Christian nation, according to his appointed
way by Jesus Christ, onr Lord.' Wonld any member of
Congress be so obtuse as to fail to see the propriety and
the dnty of appealing to the Bible to settle the question?
If it should be maintained that this form of amendment
does not make it obligatory to appeal to the Bible to settle the question, it should be remembered that the preamble is not the place for a statement of an obligatory
character.
" 2. How would the judiciary regard this amendment?
If they should take the oath sincerely they wonld regard
themselvs as bound to seek God's guidance through Christ
in all their judicial proceedings. It wonld be impossible
f~r a conrt to declare, with a good conscience, a moral
statute, framed in harmony with the morals of the Bible,
to be unconstitutional.
"3. How wonld it be regarded by the executiv department? As bound to be guided by God in Christ in all
official duties, and to enforce all moral statutes framed in
harmony with it."
Undoubtedly the member of Congress would
" see the propriety" of " appealing to the Bible "
to settle vexing political questions if the clause
quoted by Mr. Wylie were in the Constitution, and
a vigilant priesthood were busying itself in giving
"advice" and "counsel" to the law-makers. And be
sure the priesthood would never fail to do ils part.
All"it needs now is more legal rope with which to
bind and strangle religious freedom. Giv it the
amendment and it will very quickly compel the
legislativ rope-walks to manufacture all the cords
and cables it wants. The thoughtful reader will
not hav failed to note that Mr. Wylie more than
hints all this when he says that if it is asserted
that this form of amendment does not make obligatory an appeal to the Bible by the lawmakers,
"it should be remembered that the preamble is
not the place for a statement of an obligatory
character." Of course we understand what this
means : Incorporate into the preamble of the
Constilution the National Reformers' amendment,
and Congress and the legislatures will soon be
cajoled or bullied into putting into the statutebooks all the "statements of an obligatory character"
that the Covenanters desire. Think of it, free men
and women of the United States! Here are large
and powerful organizations purposing to so change
the fundamental and statute laws of our country
that Congress and the state legislativ bodies will
be compelled to appeal to the Bible for authority
for their acts! And these men-most of themhav the audacity to claim that this would not be a
union of church and state!

"There can be no question that the great mass of the
people, Christians, Jews, and Infidels, would regard this
amendment as making the nation, by profession, distinctiv ly Christian."
Yes, that is so. And with the nation "distinctivly Christian," what becomes of our boasted liberty
of conscience? Of what worth to us are the
struggles and sacrifices and martyrdoms of the
past T What hope for the future? This monster
of Theocracy must be choked to death by us, Ol" it
will destroy out every remaining free institution
and enslave our children and children's children.
Mr. Wylie concludes his exposition with these
words: "No form of amendment has ever been
proposed that is so full, and so completely in harmony with the Bible as this." We are free to admit that it is a "\'ery carefully constructed series of
affirmations, and it could not easily be so drafted
as to contain more potentialities of evil than it does
now.
Dr. McAllister follows Mr. Wylie's article with a
few laudatory sentences and then adds:
" Of course it is possible that if the proposed amendment were in the preamble of the Constitution to-day, a
jndge might be found who wonld interpret it with a scale
and scope of vision like that of an inverted microscope
rather than with' eminent historical andphilosophicalcomprehension,' and through the medium of the discolored
and distorted lenses of prejudice rather than through the
translucent and symmetrical glasses of 'serene candor.'
Bnt after the years of discussion that mnst elapse before
this amendment can become part of the Constitution, its
whole meaning and force will be so clearly understood as
to render impossible any interpretation that wonld strip
it of even a part of its thorough-going national Christia.n
character."
That is to say: It might now be possible to find
a judge who is more or less influenced by the nobler
traditions of the Republic and who yet holds with
some degree of tenacity to the Fathers' ideas of religious equality and civil liberty, and who therefore
would be unlikely to construe such an amendment
to the Constitution in harmony with the wishes of
the theocrats, but that, after the passage of the
years which must precede the contemplated change
in the Constitution, the court.s of the nation would
be so completely in the hands and indoctrinated
with the reactionary principles of the ecclesiastical
party that no judge would hav sufficient ability,
honesty, or courage to so interpret the poisoned
Constitution as to " strip it of even a part of its
thoroughgoing national Christian character." We
believe that Dr. McAllister will be proved to be a
true prophet if the coming " years of discussion "
so miseducate the people that they accept the proposed amendment, but we suggest to the reverend
gentleman and his fellow-conspirators that it is just
possible that when the "whole meaning and force"
of this treasonable scheme are " clearly understood" it will be buried in the grave of disgrace by
an enlightened and indignant people. And we assure these apostles of the reaction that they will
hav our earnest co-operation in the work of making
" clearly understood " the meaning, purpose, and
scope of their wretched plot for the overthrow of
this republic.
--------~~--------

Christian Amendment Lobbyists Packing Committees.

Rev. H. H. George, chief of the National Reform
Association and American Sabbath Union representativ in Washington, has a letter headed,
"Stirring News from Washington," in the Christian Reformer of March 3d. And the "news" is
indeed "stirring." He makes some statements
that are simply astounding.
He begins his report of a day's labor with, "Well,
I hav gotten in some splendid work to-day." What
this preacher calls " splendid" work an ordinary
politician would designate wire-pulling, and the
world would add that it was wire-pulling of the most
unscrupulous sort. He says that he first met
Judge Culberson, chairman of the House Committee on the Judiciary, who said he would do all he
could to secure the Reformers a prompt and fqll
meeting of the Committee. Then he saw Representativ Stone of Pennsylvania, who "is most cordial and hearty, and says he will do everything he
This Christian authoritativ interpreter of the can to get the Committee together, and will help us
pending amendment continues :
in every way he can." Mr. Stone is surprised that

some members of the Committee are opposed to
the amendment; he does "not see how they can be,
for it is right." Mr. Wolverton of Pennsylvania is
seen; he is "quite as cordial and hearty," "will
help all he can," and "vo1unteered to gather the
Committee."
Then Mr. George went over tu the other end of
the capitol, and got in some of his ward caucus
thimble-rigging. He saw Judge Pugh, chairman
of the Senate Judiciary Committee, and found that
gentleman "most cordial."
Mr. George asked
him if he would appoint his sub-committee· for
Wednesday. Why, certainly he would; "gllid to
accommodate us.'' Rev. Mr. George continues his
charmingly frank narrativ. "And after a little very
pleasant conversation, I said, 'Judge, would it be
improper, as I am acquainted with Senator Wilson,
of Iowa, to suggest that he be one of the subcommittee T'" Instead of telling the clerical lobbyist that such a request was highly improper, and
that he could not for a moment think of packing
the sub-committee in the interest of any combination, Chairman Pugh responded with alacrity, "He
shall be so appointed, at your request."· We do not:
believe that Senator Pugh will thank Mr. George for
telling the whole country about this little game.
The most hardened Tammanyite would blush to
make such a confession. Packing a jury is morally
and legally a crime, and packing a committee is the
same morally, even if it is not legally. Is this a
sample of the "purification of politics" that the
"reign of Christ over the nation " is to giv us ? If
so, release McKane from Sing Sing at once; he will
be a capital heeler for the National Reformers.
Mr. George went from Senator Pugh to Senator
Wilson, whom he apprised of his assignment to the
sub-committee. The Iowa Senator "accepted it
kindly ; will be very willing to serve, and his heart
is right on all such questions." Mr. Elijah Morse,
of Massachusetts, was the next friend of the amendment seen, and was found "brimful of interest."
He at once called his stenographer, and dictated a
letter to each member of the committee, insisting
(he is not a member of the committee) that each
one should be there on Tuesday morning.
"He also sent word to Culberson saying that th'e two
honrs of that day would be for the friends of the canse;
and if there should be opponl;lnts present, they might
look ont for another time. [Does Mr. Morse rnn all the
committees in that way?-ED. T. S.] I said: 'Wonld it
not be better for ns to divide the time with them and
meet them?' 'No,' he said, 'yon hav the grip on the
subject; hold to it, and pnt in all yonr force. If they
should get another time, we can perhaps be heard again.
Yon mnst come that week prepared to stay all week."'
What do you think of all this, Freethinkers and
honest ChristianE! who love religious liberty and believe in fair play in politics ?
We gave in our issue of February 17th a list of
the members of the Judiciary Committees of the
two Houses. We reproduce "them here.
Senate: James L. Pugh, Alabama (chairman);
Richard Coke, Texas ; James Z. George, Mississippi; William F. Vilas, Wisconsin; David B. Hill,
New York; William Lindsay, Kentucky; George
F. Hoar, Massachusetts; James F. Wilson, Iowa;
Henry M. Teller, Colorado; Orville H. Platt, Connecticut; John H. ~itchell, Oregon.
Address letters, petitions, and telegrams to (giving name of Senator)" Senate Judiciary Committee,
Washington, D. C."
House: David B. Culberson, Texas (chairman);
William C. Oates, Alabama; Thomas R. Stockdale,
Mississippi;' Isaac H. Goodnight, Kentucky;
Charles J. Boatner, Louisiana; Fernando C. Layton, Ohio; Simon P. Wolverton, Pennsylvania;
E<)ward Lane, Illinois; Joseph W. Bailey, Texas;
William L. Terry, Arkansas; David A. De Armond,
Missouri; George W. Ray, New York; H. Henry
Powers, Vermont ; Case Broderick, Kansas; William A. Stone, Pennsylvania ; Thomas Updegraff,
Iowa; Robert A. Childs, Iliinois.
Address letters, petitions, and telegrams to (giving name of Representativ) "House Judiciary Committee, Washington, D. C."
The Congressional Record shows that petitions
in favor of the amendment are pouring into Congress. Checkmate them with counter-petitions!
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Sabbatarian,ism Rampant in State and Nation.
Another state supreme court has swun()' into
line in the ranks of Sunday despotism. That of
Michigan has affirmed the constitutionality of the
barbers' Sunday-closing act of the last legislature.
No wonder the Sabbatari,ans are exultant and insolent. They hav not sustained a defeat for years.
They hav won an uninterrupted series of victories
over the friends of equal human .. rights. When
will the tide turn ?
On February 15th Senator Gallinger of New
Hampshire introduced the following bill in the
United States Senate:

The Senate Committee on Education and Labor
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twenty-five thousand inhabitants, and various other

to which has been referred the Gallinger District of items of information in connection with the. great
Columbia bill, consists of James H. Kyle, South
Dakota (chairman); James Z. George, Mississippi;
Eppa Hunton, Virginia; Donelson Caffery, Louisiana;
Edward Murphy, Jr., New York; Joseph M. Carey,
Wyoming ; William D. Washburn, Minnesota;
Henry Cabot Lodge, Massachusetts ; George C:
Perkins, California.

question of equality of taxation. Subsequently
these articles on church taxation are to be put into ·
a pamphlet which we intend shall be a hand-book
for all who are working for the abolition of theological deadheadism;

-------------------

Dr. Atwood in the Christian Leader (Universalist) takes issue with the Outlook in its contention
that religion can be taught in the schools without,
inculcating dogma. The Outlook says that Jesus
did not teach theology, to which Dr. Atwood replies that Jesus was a teacher ; that " a teacher
teaches something, doctrine; if they are religious
doctrine they are theology. It is quite time that
the nonsense about Jesus not being a teacher of '
theology were remanded to the intellectual owls
and bats- i. e., the unai.Ioyed sentimentalists.''
Amen! And now, Dr. Atwood, please take hold
and help us banish this theology from the common •
schools.

This week's paper is dated March 10, but as we
go to press Tuesday night (March 6),.we hav no
report from the hearing on the Christian amend"A bill to protect the first day of the week, commonly ment before the House Committee on the Judiciary.
called Sunday, as a day of rest and worship in the
The National Reform Association is receiving
District of Columbia.
plenty
of money these days. Week before last the
"Be it enacted by the Senate and Hpuse of Representative
of the United States of America in Congress assembled, treasurer reported the receipt of about $370, of
That on the first day of the week, known as the Lord's day, which more than $160 was for amendment work in
set apart by general consent in accordance with divine Washington. The enemy will be able to distribute
appointment as a day of rest and worship, it shall be un- hundreds of thousands of documents each week.
lawful to perform any labor, except works of necessity
and mercy and work by those who religiously observe
A meeting in the interest of the Covenanters'
Saturday, if performed in such a way as not to involve
amendment
was held in Boston, February 27th.
The Christian .Reformer compliments the Inor disturb others; also to. open places of business or
Joseph
Cook,
Rev.
Dr.
Plumb,
Rev.
A.
J.
Gordon,
vestigator
and THE TRUTH SEEKER very highly
traffic, except in the case of drug stores for the dispensing of medicine; also to make contracts or transact other D.D., were some of the speakers. "It is expected this paragraph :
commercial business; also to engage in noisy amuse- that Boston will speak out emphatically at the hear"Who are the legitimate enemies of the Christian
ments or amusements for gain, or entertainments for ing at Washington, March 6th," quotes the Chris- amendment? This is not ·a difficult question to answer.
which admittance fees are charged; also to join in public
For example, the organs of Atheism and Infidelity hav
processions, excep_t funerals, which last shall not use tian Statesman of March 3d. The enemy is alive promptly shown their dark colors in most bitter opposiand
aggressiv.
music; also to perform any court service, except in contion. The Investigato?', of Boston, indulges in a most
nection with arrests of·criminals and service of process to
blasphemous attack, not only upon the propos~d amendprevent fraud.
The East Grand Forks Courier says that the ment, but upon the God of the Bible. And TrrE TnUTH
"Sec. 2. That the penalty for violating any pr~vision people of that town and Grand Forks hav united SEEKER, of New York, a kindred sheet, is all aflame in
of this act shall be a fine of not less than $10 for the first in a call to the people of the two c~ties to join in the intensity of its anti-Christian and Atheistic hostility.
offense; for second or subsequent offenses, a fine not exThese sheets are filled, week after week, with advertisceeding $50, and imprisonment for not less than ten nor prayer to God that he will "direct the physicians and ments and cartoons and brief notes and longer articles,
nurses
and
restore
the
sick
and
comfort
the
bemore than thirty days, and one year's forfeiture of
assailing the Bible, vilifying its most exalted characters,
license, if any is held by the offender or his employer."
reaved, that the present epidemic may be stayed." calumniating its inspired writers, libeling and defaming
This was read twice and referred to the Commit- The Courier thinks the advice is timely, and adds: its code of morals, and blaspheming in the most horrifytee on Education and Labor. It is Senate bill No. "But for the love of God and humanity, boil the ing manner the divine author of revelation and man's
salvation. We shall not defile our columns with quota1628. The information reaches us that the noto- water, too." Boil the water first, and then pray, if tions from these blasphemous sheets. It is enough
rious Henry W. Blair, of New Hampshire, is to in- you must.
simply to indicate their character, in order that it may
be known just what kind of company other opponents of
troduce the same bill in the House. He will also
It is significant that such Christian papers as the the Christian amendment will hav. Is it not one of the
introduce a national Sunday law.
Independent and Christian Advocate do not say a best reasons why all respectable citizens, of whatever
It will be noticed that the bill for the District of word about the Morse-Frye amendment. They favor name or creed they may be, should pause before joining
Columbia excepts the Seventh-Day Adventists from
Sunday laws, and know that the amendment would in a.ny cause that will make them the associates and help·
its burdens and penalties. This is intended, unmake such laws constitutional, but not a sign do ers of such a host as the Boston Investigator and the
doubtedly, to purchase their silence, but it is certain they giv of their attitude toward the amendment. New York TnUTU SEEKER will lead into the conflict?
that it will do nothing of the sort. The American Why T Are they waiting to see if the Covenanters These will be the chief opponents of the Christian amendment at the hearing before the Judiciary Committee of
Sentinel says that "Congress has no right to pass are going to make substantial headway, before the House~n March 6th. Who will be their helpers?
such a bill either with or without an exemption.
they commit themselvs to the treasonable move- We wait with no little interest for the answer to this
The principle is wrong and no amount of exemption ment T They cannot consistently oppose the amend- inquiry."
Of course the latter part of this is intended to
can make it right." This is the only position rest- ment and ye\.
!end Sunday laws. Are they
ing on the solid bedrock of justice and constitu- frightened by the ogic of their position T If not, scare off the Christian and indifferentist opponents
of the amendment. And no doubt it will hav its
tional religious liberty.
why do they not speak out frankly?
effect upon some well-meaning but timid believers
The bill is an iniquitous thing from beginning to
in
the Bible. The Infidel Mte noire will be exend. But it has one thing to commend it: It frankly
A large number of extremely pious people object
says that it is in the interest of the churches. To to the selection of March 23d ("Good Friday") by ploited more and more as the conflict deepens in
be sure, the word "rest" is introduced, both in the Judge Brentano for the execution of Prendergast, intensity and bitterness. This will be an advantage
title and body, but that signifies nothing more than assassin of Carter Harrison, because this day is to the cause of Freethought ultimately, for fairthe desire of its writer and promoters to throw dust "reverenced almost universally for its one preor- minded Christians will not be slow to see that
in the eyes of the people who are called "laborers," dained execution!" It would not seE)m to be nec- while Christian organizations and papers are doing
and thus secure their assistance. We should know, essary to suggest to these unduly sensitiv folk that all that lies in their power to convert a once free
of course, that it is meant to bolster up religion if Prendergast is hanged on Good Friday it will republic into a theological despotism the Freeeven if the word "worship " were entirely absent, simply prove that there were at least two "pre- thought societies and papers are in the front batbut its presence says to all the nation that the bill ordained" executions billed for that day, and so no tling for equality of opportunities, for the freedom
is a religious one. The "Sabbath" worshipers are harm would result, as it is fairly to be presumed of conscience, for the right of private judgment.
growing bolder and bolder year by year. They are that what God preordains he wishes to hav come
FRoM Jan. 28th to Feb. 28th, J. E. Remsburg delivered
greatly encouraged by their late success in Con- to pass. Let the sheriff of Cook county proceed ; thirty-five lectures. While in the east Mr. Remsburg
gress and their swiftly-recurring triumphs in the if Prendergast was preordained to be hanged on was mvited to speak: in Boston, Philadelphia, and Brooklyn, but owing to previous engagements at other points
courts, and think they do not need to protest so March 23d he certainly will be, and if he was preor- was unable to visit those cities.
·
much against the charge of wishing and promoting dained not to be hanged on that day, the sheriff
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings '
legislation directly in the interest of the church. will be notified in due time. We'll warrant this to every
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Bnai-The forthcoming bill for national punishment of be good theology.
ness College, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
Driggs avenues. Program of lectures for March:
----------~-------Sunday work (and presumably recreation) will
March 4th-" The Future Civilization," J as. A. Skilton.
Next
week
(March
17)
our
readers
will
hav
the
probably include provisions forbidding the carrying
March 11th-" Locomotion as Related to Life and Surpleasure
of
perusing
another
installment
of
Charles
and distribution of mails, and the running of trains,
vival," Dr. M. L. Holbrook.
'
boats, etc., on Sunday. What else will be included Watts's "Freethought and Secular Notes." He March 18th-" A Sermon to Liberals on Religicrn'and
Church," Dr. J. H. Duren Ward.
'
in its inhibitions we can only guess, but we may be tells us something more about " The Atheist March 25th-" Moral Philosophy," Henry Rowley.
sure the Sunday autocrats will . not be modest in Shoemaker," enabling all to see how completely. Mr.
their demands. All these actual and prospectiv George W. Foote has exposed Hugh Price Hughes's
Mn. SKILTON was the speaker at the Brooklyn Philosobills for the curtailment of our natural and consti- tergiversations ; and there is much else in his letter phical Association last Sunday afternoon. He read a
paper on "The Future Civilization;" alsoa paper written
tution-guaranteed rights admonish us that we must of living interest to all Freethinkers. VI eek after by Herbert Spencer and read before the Congress of
next
(March
24)
we
shall
begin
the
publication
of
Evolutionists at Chicago. The association is able to renot go to sleep on duty. It is a time for stern and
port favorably concerning the mid-week classes. Ten
unremitting work rather than words, but words a series of articles on " Church Property," giving members
are now engaged in the stndy of logic, and it is
the
reasons
why
it
should
not
be
exempt
from
must precede action as thought should precede
expected to take up shortly the study of comparativ reliorigin of Christianity, morality, and philosophy,
words. Watch the Christian amendment I Watch taxation, tables showing the wealth of all denomi- gions,
All Freethonght societies permanently organized might
in
the
United
States
and
in
the
several
nations
the Gallinger and Blair bills! Write and telegraph
do the same, and thus train the young minds for efl'eotiv
states and territories and all cities having more than work in the cause of Liberalism.
to Congressmen and Senators.

m
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Noted by the Editor.
The witchcraft delusion is not yet dead in this
country. · Right here in this city, the Age, the
leading organ of the colored people, and an ablyedited paper, has two or more columns each week
of advertisments of witch doctors. And such advertisments may be found in journals published in
the other cities of the Union.
The new Parish Councils bill, passed by the
House of Commons, contained a provision that the
councils should never meet in a public-house (saloon). In the Lords this clause was stricken out,
every bishop present voting for the amendment.
We sl:ould like to know what Rllv. Mr. Funk, of the
Voice, thinks of this action of the ~nglish bishops.
The Oh'ristian Advocate, speaking of the numerous deaths causPd by the sudden and unexpected
shutting up of folding beds, advises its readers to
"sell them, giv them away, reconstruct them, or,
at least prop them up." It is quite evident that
Dr. Buckley is ob~dient to the orders of his God,
for the first two clauses in which his advice is em• bodied are an almost exact echo of the Biblical
command relating to the disposition of spoiled
meat.
" The teachings, the procedure, the forms, the structure of the Catholic church are identically what they were
when the first Catholic priest r9ised the cross on American soil."-Ca'rdinal Gibbons.
If this is so the Catholic· church is in the highest
degree dangerous. It is a menace to the happiness,
liberty, and life of every non-Catholic citizen of the
republic. No enemy of that church could by any
possibility say of it anything more severe than Ca:dinal Gibbons has in the words quoted. What It
was when Columbus landed in America the world
knows, and if it is the same to-day it is the cruel,
unscrupulous enemy of light and liberty. All its
fine professions of love for free institutions are then
the veriest falsehoods.
Compare these two statemE-nts and tell us which
authority you think is better qualified to speak
advisedly of the actual position and the real intentions of the Catholic church :
"Those who will compare the vresent attitude of the
Catholic church, us manifested by the bishops and by
its organs, witli that of a century ago, cannot but be sensible of a very great change in its position."-New Yo'rk

Independent ( P'rotestant).

"You must remember that the Catholich church is the
oldeRt institution in this country. Here, as in the Old
World, with the passage of timt>, everything else has
changed. Her organization, her principles, her doctrins, her rites, are precisely the same to-day as they
were when Columbus first landed."-Oa'rdinal Gibbons

(Catholic\

"Atheism is a flowerless and leafless tree. The white
bird of hope never lights upon it."-.Rev. M. M. Man-

gasa'rian.

That is merely your opinion. There are those
who see the very things-the ilowers and the leaves,
with the white bird of Hope in the midst thereofwhich you declare do not exist. Doubtless for you
they a're non-existent, but do not forget that people
are not organized alike, and that the conception of
the cosmos which to one seems barren an.d dreary
is to another fruitful of splendid aspirations and
lights the way of life with a radiance soft and glowing. We may some day find what will seem to us a
truer and more acceptable philosophy than Atheisru,
but so far we bav received no evidence of its existence.
"Really speaking, there are no Atheists, for there is no
life without a purpose, without hope and faith and love."
-.Rev. M. M. Mangasa'rian.

This is a fair sample of the logic of the "Liberal"
minister. As though one must believe in a God in
order to hav a purpose in life, or to hav hope for
the morrow of himself and of humanity, or faith in
justice and mercy, or love for the lovable. What of
Charles Bradlaugh ? Who that believed in God
worked more determinedly than this Atheist to destroy injustice, to establish liberty, to educate and
elevate the people of England? What of W. Kingdon Clifford? What of Ludwig Buchner ? What
of Ernst Haeckel? What of the hundreds and
thousands less distinguished but not less devoted
and tender and steadfast?
"We hav long failed to understand why it is that a man
who goes about the country lecturing against Catholicism
should be in danger of being mobbed, while Colonel Ingersoll can go about the country lecturing against Christianity of all sorts and be treated with indifference."N. Y. Independent.

Probably this is partly explainable by each
of two facts : Colonel Ingersoll confines himself
to attacks upon the fundamental principles of
all religions, while most of those who lecture
against Catholicism only are "ex "-something or

other whose stock in trade is "exposure," and
whos~ language can be compared with that used by
Colonel Ingersoll under the law of contrast alon?·
Then most of those criticised by the anti-Catholic
lecturers belong to a race which has ~ever be~n
noted for its willingness to amicably discuss dif·
ferences..
We wish to commend the observance of "Museum Sunday" in England to the thoughtful attention of Wilbur F. Crafts, Herrick Johnson, T. P.
Stevenson, and other clerical gentlemen who ar_e so
fearful that God will smite this country with the
besom of destruction if parks, museums, libraries,
and other places of recreation and instruction are
open on Sunday. The. movement was. inaug~rated
by the Sunday Society m 1892, the obJect bemg to
help secure the Sunday opening of the nati~nal
museums and art galleries in London. Then nmeteen sermons were preached in aid of this object..
On the second occasion of the observance of the
custom forty-three sermons were preached, and it
was announced that eighty art galleries and museums in the metropolis and in the smaller cities
are now open regularly on the first day of the
week. Rev. Jas. C. Street said at Birmingham that
"the Sabbatic spirit which closed the great libraries,
galleries, and museums was bostil to the spirit of
true religion." We should like to see the commentary upon this of Congressman Morse, of Massachusetts.
There was recently a gathering of orthodox ministers in San Francisco. There does not appear to
be anything wonderful in this, but when we add
that these ministers invited Prof. Joseph Le Conte
to present his views on evolution it will be seen
that the assembly was something out of the ordinary. That clergyman should listen respectfully
and without protest in their own meeting to the advocacy of such heretical views indicates that somebody has received a new revelation. Dr. Jacob
Voorsanger, a prominent Jewish rabbi, applaude!'l
the arguments of Professor Le Conte, and stated
that he accepted the theory of evolution. Prof.
David Starr Jordan, who, as the Oakland Times remarks, "has recently admitted the monkey into
fellowship and kinship with the human fan:.ily," was
also present. The 7 imes further observes: "True,
there is nothing in((endiary in the theory of evolution, only it disturbs many musty doctrins, and,
without being aggressiv or obtrusiv, wipes the
whole book of Genesis off the slate of both Christianity and Judaism." No, this is not incendiary,
but it burns up a lot of rubbish.
We hav previously noted sone of the utterances
of Rev. Cowpton Reade, and now we will quote
him once more. He thinks that " the last and most
fatal error of all " in the defense of religion in
England, '· concerns primary ·education." He has
observed "that the school-board [public] system
gave an enormous impetus to Nonconformity in
London and elsewhere; hence the whole energy of
Nonconformists has been directed toward" the extension of this system. "What is the result?" he
dramatically inquires, and answers : "In some
board schools the Bible tabooed ; in others, the
holy volume read, minus comment; in others, with
what is termed undenominational teaching. Education, by a startling paradox, is being slowly
divorced from religion, and this at the instance of
the teachers and preachers of Christianity!" This
is certainly a pleasing report, but we should say
that the paradox is found in the fact that Christians are helping to do this good work, not merely
in the fact that it is being done, as Mr. Reade
phrases it. The divorce of primary education from
religious instruction is not at all paradoxical, but it
is very necessary.
·
The Ame'rican Sentinel, quoting with words of
con:mi:mdation the greater 'part of our editorial,
" the Cloven Hoof of the 'Sabbath' Satan," mildly
says:
''In this article THE TRUTH SEEKER errs only in applying the name 'Christian' to things essentially antich'ristian. There are, properly speaking, no ' Christian persecutors;' and Sunday, instead of being Christian, is
essentially pagan and papal."
We cheerfully admit that Sunday was a " pagan "
holiday or holy day, and that Constantine initiated
its observance by law among Christians. There is
nothing in the New Testament which in terms warrants the Christian in observing it himself or compelling others to observe it as a Sabbath. So far
we are fully in accord with the Adventists. But it
must be remembered that Christianity is not to be
judged by the Bible alone. It has a history, a continuous life through many centuries. The name
'' Christian " is to be interpreted not so much by
the personality and teachings of the Naz&reDe as by

the whole body of doctrins and the acts of the
churches which hav borne the name until now. So
interpreted, we cannot escape the conclusion that
Sunday is a Christian institution. " We are confronted with a condition, not a theory." We sympathize with the efforts of our Adventist contemporary to bring its fellow Christians to the point
of admitting that Sunday is not sanctioned by New
Testament precepts and teachings, but nevertheless
we cannot deny to tl em the name of Christian, for
they a\"e historically justified in claiming and wearing it. Messrs. Jones, McKee, and Bollman must
bear in mind that, measured by the rule of faith in
the promises and obedience to the commands of
J eSUfil, they are themselvs no more Christians than
the members of any other sect. Yet we willingly
call them Christians, for if they and the others who
lay claim to it a~e _not ~ntitled to the appellation
there are no Christians m the world.
The logic of a gospel of exclusiv salvation leads inevitably to the Inquisition, as we hav shown very recently in these columns. When Mr. Bollman avers
that there are, "properly speaking, no 'Christian··
persecutors,'" he seemingly forgets that the whole .
bloody business of witchcraft torture and murder
ilowed as naturally and inevita.bly from the Bible a.s
water runs downhill. And what is true of the witchcraft delusion is equally .true of other horrible
fruits of the Bible conception of man's relation· to
supernatural powers. Christianity, built upon the
.Bible, was the inspiration ; Christians did the
bloody work.
--------~.---------

Sparks from the Lecture Field.
The warm, soft climate of southern, Kansas seems
to be very conduciv to the development of Freethought, for I ha.v received several invitations to
lecture in different parts of the state, and also a
" call" from El Reno, Okla. This "call," however,
was not from the Lord, but from a man of sterling
worth, Mr. J. L. Cooper. Until quite recently he
was a resident of Wichita. Up to the time of his
advent into El Reno the preachers had things
pretty much their own way. They had even gone
so far as to condemn card-playing and dancing by
the members of their respectiv churches, and had
passed resolutions to this effect at the meetings of
their association. But the moment "Jake" got
there trouble commenced for the parsons. He
-talked Freethought to the boys ; these readily fell
into line, and after a brief consultation it was unanimously decided to send for me. I responded with
alacrity, and soon found myself in the new t-erritory. Mr. Cooper was on hand to meet me with a
span of fine horses and an elegant sleigh.
El Reno is scarcely four years of age, yet it has a
population of as many thousands. In a country so
young, the spirit of American enterprise and pluck
may be seen at its best. I found that the town
possessed several large buildings of brick and stone,
including first-class hotels. It has a number of
wholesale houses, which command a good trade
from the interior. Its greatest beauty consists in
the grand fact that it is full of Freethinkers. Its
city council, its judges and attorneys, bankers and
business men contrib.ute their full quota to the
ranks of Liberal thought. I gave three lectures
here on the 14th, 15th, and 16th of February. Our
first meeting well-nigh filled the little opera house,
but on each succeeding night standing room was at
a premium. At the lowest computation there were
between six and seven hundred people present.
The audiences were enthusiastic to a degree. Very
few of them had beard a FJ;eethought lecture before, and the common expression was, " l'bose are
exactly the ideas that suit me."· Two of the
preachers were present, but although I had given
them a pressing invitation to take the platform in
opposition to what I had said, ..and had challenged
them· all to a joint debate, they remained silent.
Their silence, however, will last just long enough
for me to get away, and then I shall doubtless be
consigned to a very warm place. The clergy generally prefer to fight an absent foe. They find it
much easier and the victory more sure.
. During this campaign I secured about forty new
members for the Federation, and those who signed
the JlOnstitution very speedily organized themselvs
into a local Freetbought society. I read to the audience our platform and principles, and as each new
sentiment was uttered it was greeted with applause.
At the head of those who are valuable lieutenants
in the hosts of Freetbought in El Reno are Jacob
Cooper and his comrade in arms, Charles Geck.
The latter is also one of the "city fathers." Besides these I might mention AI. Jennings, the
county attorney; Gustav Thelen, president of the
Stock Exchange bank, and his trustworthy cashier,
M. Eichoff. Then we hav S. E. Clute and his
brother Frank, A. F. Martin, E. E. Wallace, J. L.
Sto~(lW!l!P 1 4- W. Cottey, W. P. Gaskell, G. W.
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Keller, and F. A. Newell, with many others. These
were the first·Freethought lectures ever given.in El
Reno, but now, like Oliver Twist, the Liberals call
for "more." T~e Fre~thought lecturer passing
through the terntory w1ll always receive a warm
welcome here. I got the local newsagent to take
some copies o~ THE ~RUTH SEEKER and Investigator,
and also obtamed BlX new yearly subscribers for
the former. I sold out my stock of pamphlets, and
arranged for another supply to be sent to the
town. This .trip gave me new courage, new hope,
new life.
.
On Friday morn~ng, in company with Sid Clute,
I rode over the plams to see the Indian schools at
Darlington. We visited the schools and observed
the methods by which the red-skinned children of
the plains are taught the English language. Mr.
I. W. Divier, th~ superintendent, took great pains
to show us around the institution, and we found
that the United States government is expending
large sums upon the education and for the ultimate
civilization of the Indian tribes. The children are
for the· most part of the Arapahoe tribe, with a
small sprinkling of Comanches. The school was
orderly throughout, and every command of the
teacher met with prompt obedience. The children
are taught to read, write, and fling, and also instructed in all branches of agricultural industry.
Sewing machines are used, and the girls are taught
to make the clothing worn by the younger children.
The dining-room, laundry, and the domitories were
visited, and the orderly neatness of the place indicates that in a few generations the Indians will lose
their distinctiv tribal characteristics and be brought
into closer touch with civilized methods of living.
The roll of pupils is one hundred and eleven, and
from the reports we learned that the average nearly
equaled the enrolment. As a rule the tribes do
not favor this educational system. They regard it
as a departure from their ancestral habits. In
some instances the parents hav refused to send their
children to the schools, but when they apply to the
agency for their supplies, they get none unless they
hav conformed to the rnle. In this way education
is made compulsory. When I left El Reno for
Wichita it was with the promis to return when. ever an opportunity came.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
165 8. Water St., Chicago, Ill

Grew mercifully hushed in death. ·
And when thou hearest what they say
Of what they suffered at the spleen
Of those who bade their fellows pray
And think, "these things had never been
Had God so willed it."-Think again!
And ask thyself if all the shame
And woe accomplished in his name
Were impotent to move him; vain
To rouse his pity or his power
In that foul time, that awful hour,
When streams of blood and tears ran red
- Between their banks of ghastly dead!
What hope, or thought, or chance can'st thou
For one mad moment entertain
Of luring him to lull thy pain,
·Or hear thy supplication now?
Co.r:roNOPOLIB, in London Freethinker.

Superstition's Favoritism.

Of all the unjust acts of government, that of exempting property, held by one sect or class, from
taxation, is among the most prominent. This exemption can be upheld in no other way than by
boldly asserting the favor of a few.
There is no difference between the r'ecipients of
this favor and the consequently imposed upon.
'£hey are all men, women, and children. Because
a man believes in a creed Il'akes him no different
from any other man, and there is a variation ,between
the silent believer and the paid preacher only in
the way of business. Looking at exemption clearly,
seeing it in a true light, is very different from viewing it from a point taken by bigotry, satisfaction,
or benefit. From those positions wrong will appear
right and what is truly correct will seem a perfect
outrage. The moment a voice is raised in dispute,
creed, coward, and credulity will uphold. hate, and
defend. The one who dares to express his honest
thought, or suggest for the benefit of the people,
will bel despised and slandered ; will be hated and
maligned. The probability is that sentiment will
be expressed which, "in the last analysis, will say
'you should not tell what you think,' 'never mind
your fellow-men,' 'work for us.'" Such a demand,
of course, cannot be satisfied. We must work for
our fellow-men, and can secure the greatest good to
them by instituting the most honest 'government.
The particular division of exemption to which I
refer is that of church property and clerical ownerships. The question is, is thi11 property any different- ·from any other property T The property is
held, in one case, by a combination. Can this alter
the property T It is held for the purpose of " getting money," and an alleged diffusion of what some
Watch and Pray.
[If the above-named injunction, so frequently· im- are pleased to accept as the truth, and describe as
pressed upon Christians, had been reversed, and made t) coming from and teaching of a supreme being.
read thus, "Pray and watch-the result;" things might This is in dispute. If it is left to argument, if it is
•
hav been different].
left to reason, the deniers of this assumption unAnd so - - thou prayest softly. Thou
doubtedly hav the greatest amount of evidence in
Hast asked the infinit to bow .
their favor. But laying aside all difference on the
And hear thee babble!
supposed truth of religion, it is only necessary to
Could the brain
Of Jttortal man conceive a train
note that all do not agree ; that there are many
Of thought more impudently vain
classes ; that each class h~s its particular church.
Than this? That one poor grain of sand
The church has an object. It is a business affair,
From 1ife's wide surface, lifts his hand,
and each minister, priest, and so forth, is a business
And calls on the immutable
To shift his purpose, change his will.
man in his (small) capacity. It is simply organWith calm assurance!
ized to accomplish a purpose. What difference is
Will yon sky,
there between this and any other establishment to
Against whose brazen arch the cry
confer on it a legislativ favor! If the argument is
Of billions, cursed by every pain,
Has hammered ceaselessly and vain,
taken on the stand of education, then why not
Be softened, that thy plaintiv plea,
exempt private schools, printers of "dailies,'' pubThus offered up on banded knee,
lishers of books, pamphlets, and writings of all
May gain admittance?
kinds! If thiJ is allowable we might continue the
Will thy god,
following
into the exemption of paper mills and
Who heard the moan of nations, trod
type foundries as necessaries to the printinjl trade;
By tyrant masters; saw the slaves
Sink manacled to countless graves;
and still continuing with as much justification,
And war's red ravage heap its slain
travel through all the great divisions and sections
On every hill and every plain,
of
civilization. This argument from benefit is
And nothing said-hav aught to say
wholly inapt for the occasion. We cannot excuse
To thee, because thou dei~'stto ~ray?
exemption on these grounds. They are absurd.
Can'st thou suppose that he who rends
It may be claimed as right, on the poor principle.
The cities' hearts with earthquakes; sends
that
it is desired by the people. So are goods, so
The cyclone fraught with ruin's breath;
is land, so are savings banks, and all commercial
'l'he plague and famin white with death;
houses. There are greater desires for food than
The storm, which burls with one· fell shock
A hundred ships on shore and. rock,
creed ; a roof and clothi~g are a thousand times
While shrieks and groans and terror's prayer
more
necessary and useful than a church. If such
Rise wild, but useless, on the air;
a plea can be advanced it must relate to everything.
flan'st thou suppose a god like this
Perfect dealings are demanded. We must follow
-Is troubled by thy woe or b~ss? .
the absolute.
Alas! my brother:-This belief
The question is, hav we a right to exempt propWas dangled in the arms of grief
erty from taxation, and if we hav, on what is the
And nurtured at the breast of fear!
decision to hang, who will decide what property is
And priesthoods hummed it in the ear
Of trusting ignorance and hope,
to be exempt and why it should be! Who will deStill striving fretfully to grope
cide belief T Is not the cre~d of one sect as pre'For things unseen. And when at last
cious to them as that of another! Why are not
The breath of reason blew her blast
Freethought teachers exempt, and why not their
On learning's trumpet-tore the tale
Of my11tic. fable like a veil
.
property T Why are not Theosophists exempt, and
From dogma's dominance-What Bald
why not their property? There are creeds, truer
Earth's cow led and mitred? Ask the .dead?
one than the other, but who will decide'? Each
The dead whose tortured bodies fell
one lJelieves he is right, and each one believes the
As thick as rain-drops from that hell,
The Inquisition. Question well
other wrong; yet we see no exemption in either
Those fair brave women who, in shame
case. Real reason, on the same lines, would comThat men would shudder but to name
1 pel the exemption of all taxation.
Why should
WeJ:e toJn 1!-D<l brolten1 till tbeil: breath
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preference be given to Christianity? A. garb,
creed, or a little hypocrisy exempts, Is this a
glory for the American people? Is it not apparent
that this is partiality? These exemptions for the
benefit of a few are detrimental to another many.
Just in proportion as "benefit" is allowed to one
set imposition rests on the other. The church
property is of great value; the value should be returned to society. The recipients of this favor
put the burden on the backs of those who labor
hard throu>!h week and month, through days of
weary work, and hours of tedious application.
They would rather take from those who are strugjlling hard for it the value thus devoted to their
selfishness.
It can be understood very easily why govl)rnment institutions go untaxed. There is no sense •
in taxing what we raise taxes to support. But
where there is no relation whatever to government,
on what grounds can exemption be continued?
The Constitutional Amendment declares that no
law respecting an establishmPnt of religion should
be instituted. Now either this is right or else it is
wronjl. If it is right that &ects should be partially
tr~ated, in fact, paid for their belief, then the Con- •
stitutional Amendment is wrong and should be
abolished. But if this is wrong, then Amendment
No. 1 iA right, and the necessary conclusion is
that the state is wrong. If the state is wrong, this
law, this class legislation, this partial conclusion,
this diverted sect favor, this unjust exemption,
should be abolished.
The amendment is right, the state is wrong.
The government is for and is the people. It was
not conceived for a division of society, it was not
instituted for clergymen, it was not founded for
mechanics, philosophers, Christians, Agnostics, or
Infidels; it was formed for all the .people. Every
man, woman, and child was supposed to be equal.
The proposition was to do justice. How could it
hav been different T On what ground could preference be given to a class T Philosophers, investigators are of great value in finding the hidden and
informing us of new-found facts, ,hut in this case
support is optional. A man may buy a philosophical work when he pleases and is not compelled by
law to do so. Such a law would be considered
monstrous. Suppose the government attempted
to exempt Agnostics. There would be an· awfu.l
time. The absurdity and injustice would be
plainly shown under the irritation of non-political
tenets. The same injustice would be shown more
plainly if this Fcheme was limited to one creed,
Catholic, or Presbyterian, or Universalist. J he
injustice lies in compelling one to pay for the
others.
·
The Brooklyn Eagle gave in the last report
(1893) of the board of assessors, $101,700 as ministerial exemption. Ministerial exemption, as explained, means the exemption from taxes to the
amount of $1,500 on the holdings of ministers.
The exemption of church property is $13,207,700.
These, together with church parsonage, represent·
$13,444,100 taxes to come out of the poor man's
pocket by indirect taxation.
If we hav any right to tax anyone for anything
it is not justice to excuse some from the payment.
There should be no party legislation. The sum
of $13,444,100 would pay a vast amount of the
debt of person to person. Objection is made to
the thoroughfare being monopolized by railroads,
yet we hear absolutely none regarding the land
monopolized lJy church.
If there is reason to tax :railroads for the monopolization of land, which they put to good use,
though unintentionally. for the wealth-makers of
Brooklyn-an act fully indorsed and recommended
by the writer; then there is absolutely no reason,
no basis on which to stand and assert the exemption of church, parsonage,oand ministerial belongings.
No more hav we a right to exempt a piece of land
because a "house of God" is located thereon than
to exempt the site of a banking establishment.
Where can be the justice in such legislation?
This case cannot be compared with public libraries.
They are for the diffusion of general knowledge.
Churches are erected for the exposition of a special
creed. The professors or instructors of a public
institution are not exempted from the tax OJl their
belongings to any amount. It is unjust. It is absurd. It is false. The falsity is apparent.
This result is the outcome of selfishness, of
narrow-mindedness. It is devoid of all breadth.
The broad-.minded, the untrammeled, had nothing
to do with this.
All that the church is relieved from falls on the
poor. Those who builded are taxed on their .wages
received from the building. Those who pa1d the
others to be taxed enjoy the benefit of their church,
and are exempt so far as that structure is concerned.
This law is ~n outra~e, a. ~f~~· lf they were
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honest the clergy would endeavor to repeal this
law. Perhaps time will accomplish what reason
has not. " Time makes more converts than reason." Perhaps we will see things changed in a few
years. We may before long hav a system of justification. Perhaps when people see this legislation
for a class, for a particular opinion, when they are
aware of the real facts, they will repeal these infamous laws. Perhaps they will institute equity a
president over legislativ action. Perhaps they will
insist, with one accord, that ethics must determin
Louis BoWERMAN.
every act, law, and order.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

-------------------

Observations.
"Lady Cook, nee Tennessee Claflin," is appearing

superstition; but from the way Mr. Remsburg's address was applauded I judge that the impression is
wrong. The club is not committed to Mr. Oppenheimer. The spirit of debate is still powerful, so
much so that criticism of the minutes of the previous
meeting, instead of correc.tion, is invited by the
presiding officer. A fakir known as Bror Sundeen,
claiming a gift from the Almighty in the form of
mind-reading power, entertains the audience at this
week's seance of the club.

is a lady of business sagacity. Any prudent woman
would save ten thousand dollars when opportunity
offered, even though it involved linking her fortunes
with those of an humble ex-president.
Four-fifths of the world is still in darkness. Without our aid
God cannot spread the light. He is doing the best he can. We
mu•t llo the best that we can. If God sitting in the heavens and
seeing this tremendous darkness, could sit there and do less than
his best, he is not our God. He is doing the best he can with the
I>Qwer he has got.-Btslwp Foster before the MethOrUst Soma!
Unton.

Doubting Thomases hav often wondered why
Any God of endless goodness and of might
Should permit himself to stand serenely by
While unrighteousness existed in his sight.
Unenumerated heathen every day,
· Never having heard of heaven or its king,
By perversity of nature go astray
And Jehovah doesn't do a blessed thing.
And the Infidels hav noted that his hand
Isn't lent to lillY visible degree
When the blizzard goes careering o'er the land
Or the hurricane depopulates the sea.
Even innocence may not enlist his aid
Though it supplicate protection in his name;
For the strength to meet temptation prays the maid,
But the parson keeps a-calling just the same.
But an answer to the question now is gained
And the esoteric riddle has been solv'ed,
All the hidden ambiguity explained
·
By the notion Brother Foster has evolved.
This Jehovah he discusses is so weak,
And so much does he resemble feeble man,
That whenever his assistance we bespeak
· We can only hope he does the best he can.
We should not be asking favors of him, then,
As perchance he is commercially depressed,
Or perhaps he isn't luckier than men
And is not in a condition for his best.
After all the difficulties he's endured
Since his trouble with this universe began,
It is meet reward for him to be assured
Brother Foster thinks he does the best he can.
GEO. E. M:A.CDONALD.

Although, on the whole, there are more disappointments in this life than there is any reasonable excuse for, we can still, in most cases, see how
things might hav been worse. Thus are our misfortunes mitigated in a measure and their harshness
modified. I know an estimable lady, now verging
on maturity, whose hand has never been solicited
in marriage, but alll.ong her confidential friends it
is no secret that on one occasion she suffered an
affront in the form of an offensiv proposition from a
man. As the chances of her ever entering a desirable union grow less, the fact of the affront emerges
oftener from its concealment in her bosom and has
assumed almost the dignity of a disappointment in
love. The proposition has also lost some of its
offensivness, and the recollection of it may some
day be tinged with regret that it could not be accepted under the circumstances. Do not, then,
dear reader, make undue haste to extend your sympathy to the unhusbanded female. She may, like
this one, cherish a romance that provides her with
consolation which the world knows not of. The
tender recolle~tions of maiden ladies are often
undervalued.

in London as a contributor to the press, and articles over her name are printed in the Westminster
.Review and the Agnostic Journal. Her sister,
Mrs. Victoria Woodhull Martin, also contributes a
picture and a flattering sketch of herself to the
Whitehall .Review. These women had passed their
glory here in New York.before my arrival, but their
reputation still lingered in the atmosphere. It did
not tend to clarify that element. While yet in my
minority I heard Mrs. Woodhull lecture in the
Cooper Union, under the patronage, I think, of Mr.
Cooper himself, on the " Garden of Eden." She
then interpreted the first chapter of Genesis otherwise than geographically, locating that sacred patch
in the vicinity of the female hypogastrium. I
thought at the time that the lecture could hav been
more appropriately delivered under the patronage
of Mr. Harry Hill, but of course I was young then,
and besides I had been imbued with a prejudice
against the sort of place that Mr. Hill kept. He was
When John Y. McKane, the Gravesend political
afterwards raided by the police. Victoria recently
brought suit against the British Museum for keep- boss, convicted of criminal interference with elecing on exhibition some earlier specimens of her lit- tion returns, reached Sing Sing last week the warerary work, whose authorship she repudiates. The den of that institution inquired what religion he
papers report that she pays the costs.
professed. It is not understood that any religious
Lady Cook, with whom Tennie C. has changed to test is required as a qualification for entering Sing
Tennessee, affects moral and historical subjects, but Sing, though if there were the population of the
those who knew her here say that she is illiterate place would not be materially diminished ; but the Freethought Federation of America.
HEADQUARTERS: 165 South Water street. Chicago.
and utterly incapable of writing anything, and that invariable asking of the question is suggestiv. The
it is doubtful if she could read the articles appear- warden does not inquire what kind of an Infidel
S. P. PUTNAM, President.
ing over her name without being terribly bored. you are, but what kind of a- Christian. Although JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH, Sec.; E. C. REICHWALD, Treas.
But Vic and Tennie are achieving notoriety and are Christians are the salt of the earth ; although reVice- Presidents:
therefore presumably content.
ligion is the only basis for morality, and although a Franklin Steiner, N. F. Griswold, B. A. Roloson, J. M.
Peck, I. J. Porter.
belief in God and Christ is the only influence that
My uncle Benjamin R. Tucker's Liberty, which can restrain men from committing crime-in spite
OBJECTS OF FEDERATION:
last fall appeared likely to winter-kill, has sprouted of these accepted lies, the warden takes it for
Keep church aud sta.te forever separate.- Grant.
In no sense whatsoever is this government founded upon the
again. It is a six-leaved product and will assert granted that the criminal is a church-member, Ohristiaureligion.Washtngton.
'
itself twice per month. ·It may be gathered fro.ll" though the fact that he is a convict does not indi- It is wicked and tyrannical to comPel any man to support areligion in which he does not believe.-Je.trerson.
the editor's remarks that he regards our present cate what denomination he belongs to. If the Th" divorce betwefl!!l church and state should be absolu~e.
governmental system as defectiv.
warden should always and first inquire if the con- Gartteza.
A religion that depends on the state for its support, is for that
vict was a Spiritualist, I think the adherents of the reason a bad religion.-Fran7cltn.
Religion
and the manner of discharging it Cl1n be directed only
A lady rhymer, Helen E. Starrett, contributes a Beautiful Philosophy would raise a howl, and there by reason and
conviction and not by force or violence.-Maatsonpoem to the Interior, of which the following is the would also be cause for objection if he should subrefrain:
stitute Materialist for Spiritualist; but I never To the Friends and Members of the Freethought
.Federation of America:
heard of the Christians protesting. I expect he
And still, when come the bitter wintry nights,
has assumed the Christianity of his guests so many
And hungry, houseless, suffering men we see,
Rally, friends! The churches are raising thouStirred by a love and pity, like to thine,
times without an error that it has become a rule sands of dollars to push this Christian amendment.
We weep, dear Lord, with thee.
of the house. To return to Mr. McKane, that gen- They are making a determined effort, and must be
The mingled tears of the poet and the party ad- tleman replied that he was a Protestant, which was met by constant opposition. This issue is not for
dressed cannot possibly relieve the indigent persons true, as, in fact, he leaves a large and flourishing the time being. The argument before the Judiciary
alluded to. After this fashion, therefore, let Helen Sabbath-school to mourn the loss of its teacher and Committee is only a point in the long warfare that
sing:
superintendent. Being further examined, McKane is to come. Fortunately, we hav the Constitution
replied that he neither smoked nor chewed tobacco with us, and it would show amazing cowardice and
Dear Lord, though weak and having naught to spare,
We break a crust with each poor suffering one;
nor drank liquor. It must grieve every pious weakness if we ever surrender this position. We are
They are thine own, dependent on thy careheart to know that t"tlls brilliant light will for the the conservativs in the defense of liberty; the
Dear Lord, what hast thou done ?
next six years shine ·only among criminals, and be Christians are the revolutionists in behalf of despotThe good man's sons do never want for bread,
snuffed out daily at 9 P.M.
ism. The victory is ours if we do not desert the
His daughters sink not to the depths of shame,
The case is wholly barren of material with which post. But remember, we hav a vast organization
While by his utmost power they may be fedto point a moral further than to remark that ap· against us, with a membership of twenty-one millAre thine, dear Lord, the same?
parent piety is not a sure sign of honesty, and that ions-one-third of the population of the country.
Dear Lord, the earthly parent reasons right
steady habits are not incompatible with rascality, or Two-thirds of the people are on our side, but they
That, having caused one of his kind to be,
bad habits with perfect integrity. A man may be a are unorganized and do not realize the danger. It
He owes it shelter from the wintry nightHow is it, Lord, with thee?
Freethinker, a Christian, or a hypocrit; be may or is our work as pioneers, Freethinkers, not only to
may not use tobacco, whisky, and profane language ; meet the enemy, but to arouse the enthusiasm of
Last Friday night, accompanied by Mrs. Badge- there is no doctrin in any system of religion, philos- our allies. We must educate the people. We must
pin and the Pledge of Affection which she pre- ophy, or hygiene that can keep a man honest who distribute our pamphlets by the thousand.
sented to me in the latter part of 1890, I attended follows the calling of a political priest. Neither is
Send in the money. Every little helps. A hunthe regular weekly meeting of the Manhattan there any warning in his fate, for the sober truth is dred fifty-cent contributions will count a long way.
Liberal Club. The lecturer was J. E. Remsburg; that where methods like McKane's send one knave Address E. C. Reichwald, treasurer, 165 .South
subject," False Claims of the Church." Mr. Rems- to the penitentiary they put a hundred others into Water· street, Chicago, TIL
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
burg remarked at the outset that he had delivered offices. of public responsibility and trust.
·
Pres. Freethought Federation of America.
the same address before the society ten years ago,
hearing which announcement the Pledge composed
Ex-President Benjamin Harrison has gone to
News and Notes.
himself in an attitude of rest and proceeded to California to deliver ten lectures on Constitutional
sleep. I listened to the lecture at the time of its Law from a Presbyterian point of view before the
Thursday evening, Feb. 22d, I listened to a lecprevious delivery, and enjoyed it, though I had students of the Stanford University at Palo Alto. ture on " The Perfect Man," by Professor Copeland,
theretofore set type on it and read it in manuscript, The engagement was made with the founder of the formerly of San Antonio, Tex. It was given in the
in proof, and in pamphlet form. But "False university, who has since died, and the remunera- Methodist church, and there were some very startClaims," as with the "Age of Reason," will bear tion was :fixed at $10,000. That is a good price for ling and radical utterances for so venerable an
reading frequently, and Mr. Remsburg's voice, like ten lectures, but it is unlikely that Mr. H. will ever institution. I hav no doubt it set many people to
the purling of a streamlet, never palls upon the ear. collect it, as a returned Californian informs me it is thinking, as it proclaimed the doctrins of evolution
I hav heard reports that the Liberal Club is get- generally understood that the widowed ex-president and social science. On the same evening I also
ting out of Freethought latitudes, and that its has entered into an engagement with the relict of attended a delightful entertainment given at
members are running after strange gods, like So- the late Mr. Stanford on other than financial terms. Scandia Hall, under the auspices of a TRUTH SEEKER
cialism, Nationalism, and other idols of modern If this is true it only demonstrates that the widow friend, J. M. Segner. It was musical and dramatic.
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Miss Ime Segner, Florence Segner, and Bertie are d~al of nonsense. Some of his ideas are very is awful. The mud is deep, and it is almost impossiquite gifted in this ~ine. They are but young yet, L1b~ral, ~nd he has the courage of his convictions. ble, from some quarters, to get into town, and
and show great prom1s. They read THE TRUTH SEEKER He 1s eVIdently a crank, but he is blown about by some, indeed, prefer to walk rather than to tug
faithfully. Bir the way, the Methodist church in many a heterodox breeze, and he says many things through with a team. I should hav had many
which Professor Copeland gave his lecture is a that would horrify the churchman. I rather liked more hearers had the traveling been favorable, but
property worth about $1,000,000; the church him. after he got through praying and did a little as it was, every seat was occupied, which is doing
corporation has.. a yearly income of $60,000. talkmg about the affairs of this world. He spoke pretty well for a village of two or three hundred
It has now pebtwned the city fathers for leave truths that it would· be well for Freethinkers to inhabitants. There.are two churches here and it is
to tear down the present building and rear ponder over on the question of property exempt pretty hard work to support them. The commuan immense business edifice in its place, a part from taxation, etc.
nity on the whole is Liberal, and is growing more
of which, however, must be devoted to church
In the evening I lectured before the Secular so. A few years ago it was impossible to raise
purposes, or the land would be forfeited. It Union, on "Liberty and Authority." There was a enough for Freethought lectures ; but now in this
is the most valuable business block in the city- large audience present; and a deep interest was case it is easily done. It is the same in many
and no taxes are paid on it-with $60,000 income ! manifested in this greatest of all practical questions. places where. Freethought lectures hav not been
On Saturday e.vening a few of us had an enjoya- While all Liberals are opposed to the authority of given. It needs but a determined effort, and the
ble time at the home of Mrs. Jl. H. Harris. We ~ible and church, there is some difference of opin- work is accomplished.
hav not yet forgotton our artist friend Harris, who wn as to the authority of the state, what shall its
There is a stanch Freethought element in this
was always the life of the company, and a Free- authority be, and to what exteJlt shall it be sub- place, composed of the best citizens; and by comthinker in every fibre of his being. He died a few mitted to. I took the grou,nd which it seems to me bined action, through lectures and otherwise, it can
months since, but his radiant genius in art and all Liberals must eventually take-:-of Jeffersonian exercise great influence. Among the ·comrades of
social progress is gently remembered by a host of d~mocracy; against all parental government of any our grand army here are Philo Isham, Joseph
friends.
kind whatsover, be it in the interest of religion, Gould, Dr. Geo. W. Stone, Elias Martin, who acted
Sunday morning I called on Judge Waite, who n;'-orality, economics, or anything else. The state is as chairman of the meetings, L. Y. Struble, Mark
among other duties is writing a series of articles s1mply a police-force to prevent crime; and liberty W. Kelly, Hirum Lee, Leroy Thomas, Alva Barnes,
on church encroachments, which show what the can only be maintained by thus restricting the Rufus Wilder, John Freer, John Brown, Richard
churches hav tried to do ; wherein they hav failed powers of government. Mr. Holmes, Mr. Van Easton, Isaac Lewis, and others. On the whole,
and wherein they hav succeeded. These are valua- Armun, Mrs. Parsons, Professor McNally. and this is one of the finest points I hav struck for Libble lessons of history. Judge Waite will be at others debatc,d the question in a very able manner. eral work.
Washington if pressure of business does not pre- They went rather beyond Jefferson and didn't want
I visited the schools of Metamora with my friend,
vent, to join in the battle on the Constitutional any government at all; but as it is admitted that Mr. Martin, who himself was formerly a schoolAm_endment proposed by the Christian party.
the rights of any individual in the nature of things teacher and is interested in educational matters. I
In the afternoon at Bricklayers' Hall I listened to is limited by the equal rights of all others, there find the schools under excellent management, with
a rushing debate between W. C. Pomeroy and Rev. must be some way to define these limitations and very little theology in the text books compared to
Mr. Burch of the Methodist l'hurch. They were maintain rights according to this natural law; and what there used to be, and the methods of teaching
both good warriors, and made a fine display. In what is this but a government as J e:fferson defines are more practical. The children are taught to
his address of welcome to the Labor Federation a itT I find that Anarchists, when driven into a cor- think for themselvs. The Bible, however, is read
few weeks since, Mr. Pomeroy had made some ner and confronted with the existence of crime, are in the sehools, but I hope for better things where so
pretty severe strictures on the churches, affirming compelled to admit the necessary existence of an much Liberalism prevails. As Mr. Martin says, "It
that they were not in sympathy with labor, and did authority to prevent this. "Anarchism," says one is evolution and progress."
not try to help labor in its contest with monopoly, of its level-headed upholders, "affirms the right of
I stopped over at Detroit a few hours and visited
but were rather on the other side. This address association for driving out or restraining the thief, with my old stanch friend, E. Chope, who has been
created quite a sensation, and the clergy felt it the murderer, the ravisher, the criminal of any class a Liberal for over fifty years, and is one of the leadkeenly, and one of their number, the Rev. Mr. or name, private citizen, or public official-whoever ing business men of Detroit. He settled here in
Burch, prepared to defend the churches. Mr. invadeR t.he d >main of the individual, and takes by 1837. There were only eight thousand inhabitants
Pomeroy was willing to meet him in debate, and force or fraud life, liberty, or property." Of course in Detroit at that time. He has seen this city grow
Sunday afternoon last was set for the affair, and a no one defended bomb-throwing ·• Anarchy," or to its present beautiful and magnificent proporvast crowd was present and intense interest ex- any resort to force or violence, for true liberty tions. It is one of the most prosperous cities on
the continent. Even in these present hard times
isted. Rev. Mr. Burch did his part well. ·He main- means peace and brotherhood to all mankind.
The line of battle for all Liberals at present is real estate has a boom. Mr. Chope is now seventytained that the churches were in sympathy with the
masses. By the church he meant what he called the total separation of c:hurch and state. If we nine years of age, but he looks as if twenty years
the Free American church. This of course excluded use the state for economic purposes, as the Social- more were in store for him in this world, which he
the Romish church. He admitted that there was a ist desires, it is certainly a most dangerous instru- knows how to enjoy with health and competence.
chasm between the churches and organized labor, mentality in this direction so long as the church is He has a lovely home and pleasant surroundings,
but he said that was the· fault of labor agitators and united with it. And it is also apparent that we after a liFe of successful industry. He has eight
would-be leaders, who for their own selfish pur- cannot reduce the power of the state until we ban- children living, fourteen grandchildren, and two
poses were trying· to widen the breach. What a ish the authority of the church. All must acknowl- great-grandchildren, and that is ahead of any
labor agitator COUld gain by SO doing was not edge that the church and state question is the orthodox heaven that I know of. Children are betdemonstrated.- It is generally und('rstood that they fundamental question. Until this is settled there ter than harps of gold to make music for life.
s. P. PUTNAM.
who knuckl~ to the churches even in the labor party is no surety of human progress and liberty.
The Chicago Secular· Union, the only organizaare the ones who get the loaves and fishes. The
Lectures and Meetings.
main question really at issue was not referred to by tion in this city that occupies this line of battle,
J. E. REMSBURG's appointments for March are as
Rev. Mr. Burch-namely, that the church was an should be supported, notwithstanding differences of follows:
instrument for future salvation, and not for this opinion on many points. New faces appear in the Mar. 10, Connellsville, Pa. Mar. 16, East German11, Zelienople, Pa.
town, Ind.
world, and therefore in the very nature of things audiences, new members are coming in, and with "
11, Butler, Pa.
"
17, 18, New RossJnd.
could be of little practical benefit. He tried to new elements there should be a new and brighter "
"
19, Carrollton, .tnd.
''
12, Bellaire, 0,
show that the church was a good, charitable insti- advance.
20, Morristown, Ind.
"
"
13, Marietta, 0.
Among others whom I hav met here is George ''
tution, and did giv bread and butter to the poor.
"
21, E. St. Loui~, 111.
14t Alliance, 0.
"
22, Jerseyville, Ill.
15, Canton, 0.
This is granted; but he did not show that by Wilson, who was arrested for selling literature on "
"
23, Union, Mo.
scientific and practical measures the church had sale at every bookstore of any standing in the city.
FRANKLIN
STEINER's
lecture
engagements
are as fol·
This
was
apparently
because
among
other
books
he
ever grappled with the problem of labor, or had
lows:
tried to settle it in the interest of universal justice. had for !ale Paine's and Ingersoll's books, etc. He Mar. 8, Norwalk, Conn.
Mar. 25, Newark, N.J.
He merely touched upon outside issues. He did not was imprisoned for awhile, but this was declared " 9, Meriden, Conn.
April 1, Alliance, 0.
unlawful and he was released. His book-store is " 11, Boston, Mass.
get at the heart of the matter.
:: 3-6, Eatou, 0.
" 12, 13, Harwich, Mass
8, Dayton, 0.
I am glad to say that W. C. Pomeroy put in his still carried on at 312 State street; and although he
" 14, Cotuit, Mass.
"
8, Cincinnati. 0.
work splendidly. He was not afraid to denounce has suffered many losses he does not surrender.
" 15, Osterville, Mass.
"
9, New Ross, Ind.
Freethought
books
and
journals
are
for
sale
as
usual.
the churches and their theological dogmas. He
" 18, Boston, Mass.
" 10, 11, West Point,lnd
I leave Cbicago for Washington. I am obliged
was not afraid to declare not only the principles but
" 20, Wantaugh, L. I.
" 13, 14, Toledo, 0.
" 28, Greensburg, Pa.
" 115, Detroit, Mich.
the name of Thomas Paine to that vast assembly. to postpone my appointments at Toronto in order
Mr. Steiner has some open dates for his return trip
"If the churches will work for this world," said he, to be at Washington March 6th. I consider it of
"all right. We will join with them; but what is. the first importance to speak before the Judiciary Address him in care of THE i'nuTo SEEKER.
THE lecture engagements of John R. Charlesworth are
the use of working for a world of which we know Committee of Congress in behalf of the Constitufollows.
nothing." He showed plainly that the church as an tion as it is. It is no use to say there is no danger, as
Apr. 26, 27, 28, Delphos, 0.
Apr. 1, Wichita, Kan.
institution was not in favor of the rights of labor; for there is danger, and it is increasing.
" 2, 3, Morganville, Kan. " 29, Cincinnati, 0.
I
hav
a
pleas11nt
stay
over
of
two
days
at
Meta" 30, Mechanicsburg, 0.
" 4, ·5, Oak Hill, Kan.
that it did cringe to the money power, although a
" 6, 7, 8, Clay Center Kan May 1, 2, Mechanicsburg, 0.
few individual Christian clergvmen were the other mora, Mich., where I giv two lectures in the town
" 10, 11, 12, Pierson, Ia. '• 3, 4. 5, Massillon, 0.
way, and did dare now and then in their pulpits hall to large audiences. This is the first time Free" 11, New York City.
" 13, 14, Cushing, Ia.
to say a word for justice to all. I think the Rev. thought has made an effort in this place and it has
" 25, Chicago, Ill.
been
eminently
successful.
Mr. Burch himself must hav learned something
MT. Charlesworth expects to lecture at Correction:yille
Metamora is fifty miles north of Detroit. It is and Manchester, Iowa, and several other places along the
from Mr. Pomeroy's brilliant arraignment, which
was the eloquent voice of labor against the old-time the center of a fine farming country, and, as it does route, including the Cape Cod districts, towards the end
not depend upon any manufacturing interests, it of May. Friends desiring lectures are requested to adsuperstitions that· hav ground it into the dust.
has
not so deeply felt the hard times, for the farm- dress him at 165 S. Water street, Chicago, Ill.
Mr. Stead presided at the meeting, which he
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday eveners in this country are pretty well fixed. Even if
opened with prayer and the hymn :
ing in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New
they don't make any money, they can stand it, for York,
at 8 o'clock. Program for March.
All hail the power of Jesus' name,
the land is generally free from mortgages I under- March OJth-"Mind Reading," with practical tests. Bror
and I didn't know but I was in a revival meeting stand; and hence there is the solid earth to depend
Sundeen.
until I heard Pomeroy's address, and there was "no upon, anyway.
March 16th-"Liberty and Progress in Government."
religion to speak of" in that, and
Charles Stewart Welles, M. D.
The weather here is delightful-that is, overhead.
23d-"Labor's Demands of the Constitutional
It is a beautiful sunshiny day. The skies are like March
The rock of ages, cleft for me,
Convention." Edward King.
and
the
fields
and
woods
with
the
white
silver,
rather disappeared. Mr. Stead is a typical EnglishMarch 30th-" The Truth about Hawaii." Clinton Furbish.
man. He has much good sense, mixed with a good snows are charming to look upon. But the "going"
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ology, A few of their clergy (too few, by to those in attendance : 'Why do you
far) are fairly well educated, but the rank bring me back so often?' And again
and file are not very much beyond the in- when hope had vanished, rallying one~
fan tile stage of mentality. One of them, more, she said: "I did not want to come
Worth $1,000 to Him.
a very estimable old lady in several ways, back.' Her deeds of kindness to those
lLu.AMAzoo, MICH., Feb. 20, 1894.
lately said to me that she was afraid this around her speak more for her excellence
1
Mn. EDIToR: Please accept $3 for one
higher education was going to spoil our of character than wor~s can express," At
year's subscription to your paper. -I think
rich religious experiences. I said, "Un- the grave the followmg paraphrase was
1
it is getting better every week, and if I
donbtedly." I think if that will spoil read after the body had been lowered:
only had lots of money I would make yon
them, they had better be spoiled, and that
"Sister Locke, while yet in love with
a present of $1,000, because it is worth it
quickly. When she saw some of" Zeke's" 1life and raptured with the world; has passed
to me. May success follow.
predicaments, so splendidly illustrated in. to silence and pathetic dust. This loving
Your reader,
A. W. VAN LoGHEM.
THE TRUTH BEEKER, she said, "My good- mother was the friend of all heroic souls.
ness 1 I nover supposed there was such She was a worshiper of liberty and a friend
To Keep the Flag of Liberty A1loat.
stuff in the Bible."
1to the oppressed. She has now passed the
AMBoY, WAsH., Feb. 19, 1894.
I enjoy a bG>ut with a preacher. A . stone on life's highway, and being weary
Mn. EDIToR: Hav managed to get one
"liberal" one boasted to me of his liber- 'for
a moment has laid down by the way.
1
new subscriber; will try and get more. I
ality, and startled me by saying, "I some- side to rest, and has fallen into that dreamwill send an order for two copies of THE
times read THE TRUTH SEEKER." I offered less sleep that kisses down her eyelids as it
TRUTH SEEKER for one year and a few
him the use of mine, but he would not will those of all the human family." ·
- books and pamphlets. W onld like to hav
touch it. Another one honestly acknowl- ! A large assemblage of neighbors and
more, but am not able, as I hav to make
edged that John Wesley was a domestic friends were present and accompanied the
a living by hard knocks, but will try and
'tyrant, and that Colonel "Bob's" charac- procession to the cemetery. Yours,
help what I can to keep the Flag of Libter was irreproachable. When they 1
G. T. CoNAWAY.
erty, THE TRUTH SEEKER, above board.
choose argumentum ad hominem, I'm .
-•
B. A. CUSTICE.
ready for 'em. One thought to squelch ' Death of a Veteran. Worker m the Cause
of Libe;ty.
me by calling me an Infidel. I told him I
Still the Mystery Is Unsolved.
A Sheriff Struck With Piety.
gloried in the name, especially as I de- 1
.
a~nary 25• 1894·
LAKE CITY, lA., Feb. 10, 1894.
veloped all my Infidelity at a theological
MR. EDIToR: Died, Jannar~ 18th, E.M:.
TAMPA, FLA., Feb. 20, 1894.
Mn. EDIToR: I write to say that, if I liv
·
db f
I learned that there 294, J. L. Blv, atthe home of his daughter, .
Mn. EDIToR: Please find inclosed order
an e ore
,M
T R K
p tl d 0
until my subscription expires, I intend for $6. 50 for renewal of subscription anti senunary,
were such persons in the world as Infidels, · rs. • · emp, or. an • r.
.
when renewing to take Putnam's "Four Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Free- How could I do that? I couldn't help it. I Mr. Bly was born m ~entnck:y, April
Hundred Years of Freethonght" in con- thought." Heston's cartoons are very
.
.
10, 1814, so that at the tnne of his death
acted h e was eig
. hty years o Id. His. life h as b een
nection with your paper. I hav taken much liked; they are the jewels of the The overdose of
. dogmatic
. pOison
· 1
only as an emetic, prodncmg no ent retch- '
d
f
THE TRUTH SEEKER about eighteen years, paper. They illustrate passages in script- ings,
1
succeeded by chronic nausea and a ong an use n1 one.
and after I hav passed away I hope it may ure to perfection.
·
B t f I Reared among slav. e owners, he early
Ioathi ng of th at cIass of me diem.
n o
· ·
still be kept in the family. I am now
1esson of JustiCe
to the black
Well, we Infidels are getting along very aII the things t o t urn the st oma Ch, I thin k learned the h"
f ath er, m
· 1824, freed his
seventy-two years of age and my health is well, considering that we hav no organiza,
man,
when
IB
e amend ed preamble will be th e worst . :
.
th
extremely poor. Still the mystery of life tion. We should hav some good speaker When this country becomes unendurably slaves, after which he moved to ~hantanqna
1
and death is jnst as great as ever.
·
·
t t Af ·
county, N.Y., where he soon died.
· t"
like Mr. Putnam to giv us a few lectures. Ch riB
Ian we can nnmigra e o rica.
y
BI
t th · f · hte
J.L.ToMPKINS.
Go A RED
onng
y, a
e age o eig en,
I will try to get some subscribers for
·
'
settled
in
Crawford
county,
Pa.,
where
the paper.
At Four-score and Three.
he married into one of the pioneer families
Harvy on the Hill.
Tampa is quite lively this winter, with
LIVERMoRE, CAL., _Feb. 17, 1894.
of that state.
theaters, circuses, Salvation Army, street Go, wander like the shepherd's flocks,
Mn. EDIToR: Inclosed find postal order
About two years before his death, the
Where sunny hills slope toward the sea,
preaching, and the churches thrown in.
for $3 to renew my subscription. I hav
The sheriff of the county has been struck You'll find the wild flowers 'mong the writer had the pleasure of conversing with
cataracts on my eyes, but hav read your
him about those early days, when, with
rocks,
with a streak of piety and took a notion to
paper for the last four numbers; know
his young wife, he built a home in the
Like virtue in humanity.
enforce the state law, closing up all places
George; hav been to his office on Kearny
Pennsylvania forest and prepared the soil
of amusement except churches on Sunday. The vulture sailing o'er the glen
street, San Francisco. Shall be eightyfor the rich harvest of grain, fruit, and
His piety will last but a short time. Of
Casts gloomy shadows on the way,
three the lOth of next May. Hav been
course we hav to submit to his most holy Like fears that throng the thoughts of flowers.
with S. P. Putnam and given recitations
Though eighty years old, Mr. Bly had a
will, or be punished according to the
men,
in connection with his lectures at Union
remarkable memory, and his reminiscences
Christian methods of rewarding sinners.
By superstition led astray.
Square Hall and at Irving Hall, also at
of the early days were very interesting.
Cheers upon cheers for THE TRUTH
Boulder Creek, Livermore, and Stockton.
A
lonely man lived on the hill
About the age of thirty, Mr. Bly became
BEEKER and Heston.
C. W. WELLS.
Cannot very well do without THE TRUTH
Where smoky columns seek the sky,
deeply exercised upon the question '?f reSEEKER.
M. s. pALMER.
He used to keep the water-:inill
A Hypothetical Speech.
ligion and joiJ?.ed the Methodist church, in
The brook now wanders idly by.
BRoNSToN,
KY.,
Feb.
19,
1894.
which, however, he did not long remain.
He at Once Ordered Petitions.
To use his own words: "Inconsistency,
Mn. EDIToR : Inclosed find $5, which Without a creed, without a fear,
ALEDo, TEx., Feb. 18, 1894.
hypocrisy, and rascality, prominent traits
place to the credit of Geo. B. Stigall and
An independent man was he.
Mn. EDIToR: I received my paper this
myself. Times are so very hard that we He lived a free life, but last year
of the godly leaders, soon drove me back
evening and the article on page 100-"The
hav to scratch for a little money like an
into the world," since which time his reHe gave it for humanity.
Christian Amendment "-attracted my atold hen that has two families of· chickens
ligion has been to do good.
tention so much that I read it and then
The preacher's daughter loved to play
to provide for at the same time.
Long before the Civil War, his sympalaid the paper down to write to yon for
By the mill-wheel, toiling in the race,
Don't yon think that it would be a grand
thies existed for and were activly engaged
petitions against the holy sky-pilots' grand
And gather shining shells each day,
thing if some prominent Republican Senin behalf of the black slave. He was one
move. I want four or five at least and not
Where the water mirrored back her
ator would be patriotic enoul{h to rise in
of the many noble men and women who
more than six, for I think that will be as
face.
his
place
in
the
Senate
and
address
his
helped
run what was called " the undermany as I can use. I think I can place
party somewhat after the following style? She stumbled down the slippery shore,
ground railway," which helped many a
three or four in the hands of other parties
On broken boards and mossy plank,
"Members of the Republican Party: I
slave from his shackles in the South to
who will get signers. I am opposed to
want to make an appeal to your love of our "Old Harve " ran to the open door,
liberty in the North. Hili two sons enany Gad-in-the-Constitution or any "In
And saw her struggling as she sank.
common country, to justice, and to that
listed in the Union army and served
God We Trust" on the dollar, for the
spirit of compromise so aptly illustrated in He sprang and caught her by the dress,
throughout the war.
dollar is what we trust in. I will send
a late speech -by Henri Watterson. It can
And pushed her safely to the shore.
At the close of the war, When the oil exstamp for postage.
J. C. MILLER.
not be successfully denied that a large ma- The mill-wheel crushed his giant breast,
citement broke out in Pennsylvania, Mr.
i.
jority of the people of the United States
And Harvy Crigger was no more.
and Mrs. Bly were enabled to sell the land
Has a High Opinion of Us.
:~. '
are in favor of a tariff for revenue only. The preacher, who had often eaid,
their labor had made valuable, and they
;:·
MARBHFillLD, On., Feb. 1, 1894.
invested their money in a comfortable
Mn. EDIToR: Inclosed find postal note And now, friends, as we cannot conscien"Old Harve will surely go to hell,"
home, only to find a year later that they
for THE TRUTH BEEKER and myth exposer. tiously vote for the Wilson bill which has Now murmured meekly O'er the dead,
had
been swindled by the Christian neighI should be very much pleased to send you passed the lower house, let us not do an
"Ah, yes! he doeth all things well."
bor in whom they had placed confidence,
more aid in the way of money for sub- act to obstruct its passage in the Senate.
J.M.B.
for a judgment of many years' standing,
scribers, but the plutocratic benefactors of Let the Democrats pass this bill as soon as
Another Priestless Death and Burial. and of an amount fully equaling the value
the country hav got their remorseless possible, and let it go into operation at an
CANoN CITY, CoL. Feb. 10, 1894.
of the place, was still unsatisfied. Thus, at
clutches on the finances of the nation so early date. It may prove a blessing to
Mn. EDIToR: On February 1, the wife of the age of fifty-two, he suddenly found
completely that it is scarcely possible to our country. We don't know. At any
' get sufficient money to pay for the bare rate, let them pass this bill, and then giv our worthy neighbor and Liberal friend, himself and family homeless. His many
necessaries of life, and I can see no pros- it a fair and impartial trial. If it should John Locke, died; and as she was a Liberal- years of arduous toil, under the inexorable
pects of deliverance from this terrible and prove a success, then we can all rejoice in minded woman, she requested that there ruling of Christian law, now availed him
unjust aflliction except through and by a the prosperity of our common country. be no religions exercises. Mr. Locke re- nothing.
The stroke was more than the·wife and
• more thorough education of the masses in If, on the contrary, it should work dis- quested me to read a service, which I did.
,, more liberal views, and a change in the astrously, then the whole country would We selected No. 1 in "The Truth Seeker mother could endure, and a few years of
· party that makes and executes our laws; turn to the protectiv system. Fellow- Collection of Forms, Hymns, and Recita- struggle sufficed to overpower nature, and
" and believing that the Editor of THE TRUTH Republicans, cease your opposition to this tions," changing· the wording B')aB to make she succumbed, a victim to the barbarous
SEEKER is doing as much perhaps as any measure. The country demands a test of it suitable for a wife and mother, with the condition known as '' Christian civilization."
other one man towards bringing about this the two principles, and for the welfare of following added:
'' She had no regrets. During a proSince the death of his wife, Mr. Bly has
result, I shnll always do all I can in my all its citizens it should hav it."
J. N. BRoWN.
tracted illness there were many times when spent most of his time with his daughter.
humble way to support the paper. ,
there were no hopes of her living any He realized that the Christian religion,
w. A. GILMORE.
Education Will " Spoil Our Rich Relig· length of time. During the intervals she with all its concomitants, is the great
In Memoriam.
ions Experiences."
frequently expreEsed herself as having no stumbling· block in the way of true and
'1
I
NEw BosToN, MICH., Feb. 18, 1894.
fear of death; she had no dread of the fn- gennin peace and plenty-giving reform,
RocKY RIVER, 0., Feb. 19, 1894.
Mn. EDITOR: One of your correspond- ture. All she cared to liv for was to be of and for many years has he worked for huH Mn. EDIToR: There passed away Jan. 27,
1894, near Rocky River, 0., your old- ents spoke recently in rather an uncertain use to her family and to those around her. man liberty. In a note received by me
time subscriber, Manley H. Woodbury, way of the Free Methodists. He was cor- If she could not recover her strength so as from Mr. and Mrs. Kemp, announcing the
.' aged eighty-three years. His long life as rect in all he said. I know them, their I to be useful in the world she did not care death of this good, earneat o ld man, they
· a reader of the Investigator, THE TRUTH condition, their methods, and their the- to liv. During her final struggle she said said: ''He was conscious to the very lastBEEKER, and historical Freethonght literature fitted him to look upon the ending of
human life as a sentence nature pronounced
at birth, with no possibility of evasion.
Few of the sixty-odd episodes described in
G. W. Foote's " Infidel Death-Beds "
could hav been a scene of more calmness,
peace, cheerful willingness to die, than his.
As gently as the setting sun sinks in a
tropical sea did he pass away. He reasoned
scientifically, intellectually, not
Born of fancies weird and elfish,
Nursing aRpirations selfish,
Gilded with a specious learning,
Cankering life with fntil yearning,
For a destiny supernal, •
Believed in rest, untroubled, deep,
Where no souls their vigils keep,
Where the pain to be shall cease,
And all life end in perfect peace.
His funeral was non-religions, as he requested. And thus is gone a bold advocate of truth a:nd reason in face of intellectual cringing and treason; gone to the
glory of his true self-respect and philo·
sophical manhood in belief.
SILAS GLEASON.
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Although a non-believer in the Christian I fr 0 nted
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'th their inconsistency, and
WI
the flag, the stars and stripes, though tended a so-called lecture at New Columreligion, his laat moments were as pe~efnl ~b~ndo~ Comstockism, o:r, by continuing they
eJl try hard, each hoping to be vicand resigned as could be;" which is an~ mIt, still further reveal their true inward- torious in the course of time; they are bia, a small, dyed-in-the-wool burg,
other refutation of the oft-repeated Chris . ness to the smiling Freethinker.
already getting too many rations out of located about one mile south of my home.
tian slander that "Infidels, in agony, call :
the public crib and continually looking The lecture (!) was delivered under the
on God to help them when they die."
' . [It is ~e~y difficult to tell w~~s;::::~m for more, more, more, but I hope to see · auspices of God, Son, and Holy Gloat by
day when their rations will be cut a Mr. Taylor. Notwithstanding 1118 "harkDear old grandpa, farewell. We loved Is-admitting for argument's sake that the
short.
from-the-tomb" demeanor, he was sleek,
yon living-we love your memory still. : th~re was a .Jesus to found it-for he is
Talk about being liberal and progressiv,
The noble thoughts yon so oft hav said will . sai~ to h~v enjoined his followers not to Yon are aware, Mr. Editor; as welhs I am, robust, and beefy, and I should judge qf
be again and again repeated by these 'wh() : resist evi!, and he also indicated that he that the different Christian societies and the motiv temperament. Phrenologically
were near and dear to you. Your cause-; wanted his enemies brought before him their clergy are trying their utmost to considering the constituency of his crathe great cause of Freethonght, love, and . and slain. He was most d
· t
d force upon us their Sunday laws and are nium, I am compelled to involuntarily exusing eJl their influence to induce Congress
·
· th ·
d 'th
th .
ennncia ory an
right-Is e1r ~a use, an WI yon
and : v~tnperativ in referring to or talking with to declare this to be, not a civil, but a claim, "A travesty on the genus homo!"
Casnality, comparison-the logical organs
bravely
forward.
his
opponents
But
ifw
t
t
strength they Will press
K
·
e canno e11 re- Christian institution, and to establish the -were remarkably· absent, while venerafirst
day
of
the
week
as
a
legal
holy
dayATIE KEHM SMITH.
ally what~esnsismis, no such difficulty connot holiday-for the ·benefit of the church, tion, spirituality, self-esteem, firmness,
Comstockism Not Christianity.
lront~n.smregard to Christianity. Its his- which wants to monopolize one-seventh of and continuity-the organs of selfishness,
tory IS Its definition.
There is nothing in- our time for its exclnsiv use. Very liberal egotism, and love of adulation and ap.
B ALTIMoRE, M D., F eb . 19, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Anthony Comstock has a : 0 fn~rno~s In the actions of the Baltimore indeed!
plause-were prodigiously predominant.
Again: Talk about your liberality. Hav
branch "Society for the Suppression of I ~~r~cs 0 ;hom our c_or~espondent writes.
yon not read about the "God and King His forte was " fuss and feathers."
Vice" in Baltimore, and Cardinal Gibe1r con net as Christians is justified by .Jesus"
His subject was methods of conducting
resolution, introduced lately by
bons, Rev . .John T. Ockerman, Rev. H. · the conduct of Christians in all preceding pions Congressman Morse of Massachu- a deformity school (Sunday-school).
Vrooman, and Rev. Charles A. Fulton are ages. Our friend thinks that all the setts? Is it liberal and progressiv to force
After Mr. Taylor had exploited his subthe head members. These gentlemen are police work these men are doing is an aid upon thousands of .Tews and millions of ject, he proposed that anyone desiring to
supposed to represent in all they do the to the law and not to Christianity. No anti-Christians such a law? No, it is not, acquire information appertaining to scriptMr. Editor; it is most illiberal and retroteachings of the meek and lowly .Jesus. greater mistake could be made. Every gressiv.
Will these progressiv (?) and ure and Sunday-schools was at liberty to
successful attack upon the freedom of
.Tails, fines, detectiv business, and policeliberal people, like Mr. Morse, ever let interrogate him. As no volunteers came
men's clubs rise up, however, before aU speech and press makes easier the work of that poor man .Jesus, who is suppose l to forward to entangle this profound sage,
who nad the proceedings of their mee~ Christianizing th€! Constitution. See in hav sn:ffered some nineteen hundred years and seeing a splendid opportunity to disings. These are all the accessories of the our editorial columns the quotations from ago such a horrible and untimely death play my views, I immediately embraced it.
the article of Rev. R. C. Wylie. No, it is (due to his mistaken ideas), rest? Had
law for suppressing crime, and the ways too late in the da.y to attempt to distin- the authorities taken charge of and re- I arose and asked: "Mr. Taylor, I ha.v
of the law arenot the ways of .Jesus, and, guish between the church and Christian- manded him for examinatiOn as to his carefully perused the Bible, and hav dis
mental capacity, the examining- physician .covered sundry chapters that are exceedconsequently, should not be the ways of ·
those who .profess to be among his most lty. The church made Christianity and would surely hav recommended his trll.ns- ingly difficult for me to comprehend; will
fer to an insane asylum for humane and
distinguished followers. It was the law is Christianity._-&. T. S.]
medical treatment. In that case we would yon read for the benefit of myself, as well
that crucified .Jesus. The hypocritical An Editor of a Daily Paper Gently Ad. hav been !!pared those terrible religions as for the benefit of these young ladies and
wars and massacres which occurred later gentlemen here, the thirty-eighth chapter
monished.
·
pretenders to the law of Moses, in the peron, for the purpose of spreading the Chris- of Genesis, and when yon hav finished
sons of scribes and pharisees, instigated
NEw ORLEANS, LA., Feb. 1G, !89
tian doctrine. Truly, he came not to reading the same will yon please comment
his death, and the law of the land, in the
MR. EDIToR: Occasionally I send a few bring peace, but the sword.
hands of Pilate, crucified him, at the·same lines to our local dailies defending our
Your actions toward me compel me to upon it and explain its significance?"
The gentleman was nonplnsed for a
time and in the same way that it crucified cause; sometimes they will grant me space, believe that yon are still wandering knee·
two of its ordinary criminals. It is very but as soon as I drop a few remarks too deep in tb.e _9.nagmire of superstitions doc- moment, when he ultimately asked: "Did
trine, and I assure yon yon hav my sin- yon say the thirty-eighth chapter of
conclnsiv from this that .Tel!ns's kingdom severe for our Chri_stian editors, the same cere
sympathy, hoping, nevertheless, that
is not of this world in its methods for re- will be rejected. Some time ago I penned sooner or later the torch of reason (but Genesis?"
" Yes, sir," I responded.
forming the world. If the cardinal and t_!le following lines· to ·the editor of T,he not the fagot, rack, thumbscrew, etc.,
" The idea of reading and explaining an
the other reverend gentlemen are to be- Truth (which, with the help of God even etc.-those instruments of Christian percome volunteer detective and vice ferrets, is not able to always tell the truth, th~ suasion of former days) will lead yon.into entire chapter within the li!llited time that
light; for it is more light we want, but the I possess is preposterous! Why, there are
they could more consistently take up their whole truth, and nothing but the truth):
editor of The Truth seems not to be in- variens chapters of the Bible, each of
business quarters near the police stations,
_
NEw ORLEANS, Nov. 2, 1893.
clined to spread any as yet. The day the
and allow their pulpits to preach in silence
EDIToR 'I he Truth: In your to-day's daily press becomes liberal enough to ad- which would require a whole night's time
the lessons -of their retrogression-allow- "Good Evening-" columns, mentioning vocate such reforms Churchianity will to analyze its spiritual meaning. To reing that they were ever founded, individu- the election of Rev. E. B. Bagley, of the prepare for its own funeral, and halls of vert and enumerate the chronological
ally, on the rock of Peter.
Disciples denomination, as chaplain of the science and education, spreadin~ the light periods of time, the downfall of dynasties,
Ministers wonder at the increase of lower house of Congress, yon say that of knowledge, will spring_ up In place of and the lives of those patriarchs would be
"this is a progressiv country and liberal temples of superstition. The foundation
Ingersollism, or Infidelity. Every ordi- in its religions ideas, and that before the of the l"tter is already crumbling, and a impossible now," he said, with much sonary man, with the Bible before him-and century ends, perhaps a .Jewish rabbi or a house divided against itself must eventu- lemnity and gravity.
Was I chagrined at his refusal? Not the
with no early education forced into him, Catholic priest may be elected chaplain." ally fall.
Very truly yours, for the emancipation least. With some regard for decency he,
But, as this is a civil institution, why
making him believe black is whitedoubts Christianity when he sees such di- elect a representativ of any denomination? of the human family from the thraldom of with some compunctions of conscience•
ERWIN AUFFURTH.
Why these costly prayers? Hav they ever mental slavery.
avoided an unpleasant issue. Think of
vergence between its precepts and the ex- been of any benefit to anyone except the
those who pretend to believe the Bible imamples of its professors. .Tnst as soon as chaplain? Why spend money for sectarian
Several Matters Pointedly Touched.
plicitly, really ashamed to read it in public
such a man finds that his business and purposes? Very correctly yon say this is
SAMoTH, ILL., Feb. 7, 1894.
social interests allow, he hies off to Infi- a progressiv age, but in this direction we
Mn. EDIToR: Quite an eon has elapsed places! What does this crucial test of the
delity, or, at least, becomes indifferent, are making very slow progress. Our Con- since last I came to the Editor's sanctum Christian's feigned belief demonstrate?
and sits under his own r. oof-tree on Sun. gress and legislatures could just as well and asked permission to convey my It proves beyond doubt or cavil that the
get along without chaplains and prayers
day, or goes on an excursion amid the and save money besiqes. When such thoughts to the columns of that courage-· Bible, as an aggregate, is not a fit inbeauties. of nature, instead of going to practices shall hav been abolishedz when ons champion of the "liberty of utter- structor to · mold the morals of man,
church. · The cardinal and the clergymen the time comes that our religions aenom- ance," THE TRUTH SEEKER. Your "Let- woman, or child. The question is, in this
can keep right on assisting the Anthony inations and societies will be liberal ters of Friends" department, besides era of enlightenment and "higher critienough, or if not thus, when they will be
Comstock methods of New York; but all requested
to pay their just pro rata tax, everything else comprising the con tents of cism," as Colonel Ingersoll superbly says,
of the police work they are busying them- etc., on a billion of dollars' worth of (now the paper, is of the_ most intense interest, "not, is the Bible inspired, but is it true?"
I admire inexpressibly W. H. Burr's
selva in is an aid to the law and not to untaxed) property, thus greatly relieving and is very thought-inspiring to the unChristianity, and the ordinary sinner will the poorer classes, who are now struggling dersigned, who permanently resides at the golden opinion of "self-education;" also
:tlee from them still further into the soft to save their only little hut and humble lethargic little village above designated. the ''Observations" of that ''humorist,
d
I
home from the sheriff's hammer, then we
Heston's cartoons are capital, concise, satirist, philosopher, logician," on the
an gentle bosom of that nfidelity whose may rejoice and exclaim, "Truly, this is a
and comical, and are 1he chief cynosure of same. Colonel Ingersoll has pertinently,
watchword is humanity.
progressiv country!"
A minister said to the writer the other
Very respectfully yours, for justice and all those who prefer progress and patriot- alliterativly, and poetically said: "Colday that the law of the land was founded equality to all and special favors to none, ism to fear and faith, credulity and con- leges are places where pebbles are polished
upon Christianity, and that it was the duty
ERWIN AUFFURTB.
tradiction, and '' Myth and Miracle "-and, and diamonds are dimmed."
I am contemplating entering the lectureof ministers to aid and uphold the law.
Though I inclosed a stamp and politely in brief-the "Mistakes of Moses," and
Away with such nonsense I The law of requested the editor to return above in the burlesque bulls of the Bible. May his field some time in the future when equipthe land is, indeed, founded upon the old case he rejected it, he did not do so. glowing artistic genius so increase that he ped with the intPlle-:Jtnal weapons of selfMosaic law; but that is entirely different After a lapse of over two months I sent will be enabled to depict the dogmas of the defense. I am twenty-three years of age.
from Christian law. Eye for eye, tooth him a letter of inquiry, again inclosing Bible so convincingly that future fanatics My means of livelihood is farming. My
for tooth, life for life, ·was the Mo!!aic law, stamp for answer, but his answer, as in and bigots will come up out of the slough circumstances are humble, but I am ''trueand the law of our land to-day stands the the former case, is-silence. This caused of superstition and bravely pronounce him blue" and aggreesiv through and through.
Now, the point that I wish to impress
blessed!
same-hanging for the murderer and pro- me to write to him the following:
I am grateful to Brother A. .T. Wadlia is this : Should any of the numerous
portionate punishment for injury of any
NEw ORLEANS, Feb. 15, 1894.
kind. But .Tesns said: ''Resist not evil,"
EDIToR The Truth: Pardon me for in- for exposing the enormity of exaggeration charitably-disposed readers of THE TRUTH
turn the other cheek to the smiter and for- trnding upon yon once more, but your indulged in by Henry Dudley Teetor, SEEKER wish to assist a fellow-Freethinker
giv seventy times seven. The apostle treating with silence my letter of inquiry M.A., in his biographical sketch of the in battling against the formidable bulwarks
said Christians are not under the law, but. of .Tan nary 19th, cop.cerning my commnni- Rev. Robert Mcintyre in the November of popular conservatism, just mail to my
d
·
cation sent yon some time previously,
un er grace-something more sympathetic which, being, being rejected, was not re- number of the Great Divide, wherein this address any paper, pamphlet, or book
and charitable in its work and something turned, as kindly requested, causes me to "M.A." (master of absurdity) apprises an which will enable me to secure that mentlfl
eager, fiction-guzzling public that the sub- pabulum so necessary to giv strength to
more pleasing and spiritual in its rewards. write again..
The absence of it seems to be apparent
Yon wish to hav your paper appear to ject of the sketch " forgot his father's and destroy the orthodox octopus, and I assure
when cardinal and . clergymen unite to the public as a great reform journal, daily mother's prayers, and was president of an yon it will·be thankfully received and read
hunt sinners with detectiv eye and police publishing columns of editorials on the Infidel society for seven years."
with diligence and thought.
assistance.
gambling and lottery questions, but a
Reformers, agitators, workers· in the
Lovers
of
liberty,
friends
of
humanpaper wliich will advocate one reform only
Comstock, feeling backed by the clergy and ignore others will not benefit the com- kind, let us be alert and vigilant to drive sweater's den and in the healthful field and
in what he does, and the clergy feeling munity very much. The subject I was every Theistical fabrication to the caverns forest, let us each and everyone struggle
backed by Christianity, it is eminently alluding to in my communication deserves of reticence, and plant the flag of Free- to overcome the obstacles that daily confitting that the clergy be shown how criticism just as much, nay more even, thought upon the ramparts of free inquiry. front us, and manfully press oRward and
than the gambling question, and, thanks
I desire to relate to the readers a bit of upward.
n tterI y contrary their action is to the le~ to the rivalry which exists between the
Yours for the happiness of humanity,
ter and spirit of the Christianity they pro- followers of the different sects, they hav my experience with the '' nnco guid "CHABLKS D. McBRIDE.
ess, that they may be ashamed when con- . so far been unable to plant the cross above devotees of devolution. Last night I at1
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..l!idited by MISs SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all OommunicaionR for this Oorner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occuEations
That is known as the Children s Hour."

A Reminiscence.
Long years ago, in joyous childhood's prime,
To go to Sunday-school in summer time,
My mother made me brand new coat, ancl breeches
Cut out of calico, and full of midnight stitches,
Sewed rufile on the front and neck with thread,
And curled a royal top.knot on my head.
I got a ticket for my good behavior,
In traveling on the way to see the Savior,
To whom I frequently addressed a prayer,
For I was very anxious to get there,
And hear the angels play upon their harps
Sweet anthems. without using flats or sharps.
Our antique schoolhouse stood upon a bank,
Near where the river birches grew quite rank.
Which by the pedagogs were made to tell,
When'er we missed a word we couldn't spell,
And other times they welted us right well,
As though they had been devils and we imps in
hell,
The structure was an octagon of stone,
With chimney out the Fttmmit of the cone,
And served some generations ere my day;
What was its age I'll not attempt to say,
But I hav seen it in a year or so,
And 'twas the same as forty years ago.
The mind is fraught with recollections dear,
Whenever kind remembrance wanders here,
And lingers on those youthful scenes afar,
Baclr in New Jersey on tbe Delaware,
'l'hree miles below the famous Water Gap,
Where I :first learned to use the name of " pap."
J. JBURDGE.

The Uberal Correspondence Club.
Miss Wixon, my respected friend, .
To yon I this poema send
Tbat young Freethinkers all may hear
Of names sent in from far and near
'l'o join our Correspondence Club.
With brightest hopes for g1·eat success,
We ask all others-not one lessWho deem it right, to send their nameAnd gladly we'll receive the sameTo join the Correspondence Club.
This Club's design is to promote
Study of heroes-near, remoteAnd thus to learn how they enduredDenounced the false, the good procured.
So join our Correspondence Club.
Acquaintance also would we make,
One of another's thought partake;
And since thought strengthens thought
you know,
We each in wisdom strong would grow.
So join our Correspondence Club.
And now, in closing, I will say
Plea~e send your name without delay,
Then officers we'll quickly choose
And precious moments never lose
l'o form our Oorresponclence Club.
West Su.tton. Mass..
Lucy W. PHELPS.

The Course of a Life.
[OONOLUDED.]
"Granting that space is infinit, that
the earth was a molten mass, cooled down
by a process-how could the earth hav
been created if it had to grow, as it were?
As onr first chapter of Genesis tells ns,
the earth was made or created, and all the
things thereon. Therefore, nothing could
hav grown, only what was born after, and
the trees and the grass.
Bnt geology
says, in the depth of the earth there are
what may be called fossil remains of animals that do not exist now, and which
must hav existed over a hundred thousand
years ago, perhaps a million, or even more.
Then, how can we make the Bible's six
thousand years coincide with this ? I
do not see how. Again, if the earth
evolved, as they say, what need was there
of God? And another thing, who made
God? He could not make himself any
more than yon could. I hav been reading
a book loaned to me by my friend, an
Atheist, which says the idea of God was
originated by man as explaining the mysteries or phenomena which surrounded
him. If this be true, where is the nse in
believing in God?"
"Percy," I said, "yon are simply an innocent fool, allowing yourself to be played
into the hands of a most despicable wretch,
who would rob ns of our dearest hopes,
and giv ns not anything in return for
them."
"Nay, there yon are wrong. I said the
same thing to him. Bnt he answered,
We do giv yon something in return. We
gtV you nature to worship in place of your

God. We will giv yon a code of morals
founded on experience and observation instead of sentiment-a sickly one at that.
We will giv yon in place of your Bible the
book of nature, wherein are recorded the
truths which science has revealed to ns,
taken from the heavens and the earth.
And instead of using your churches as
places of worship, we will turn them into
school-houses. This and more we will giv
yon.' This is what he said. And now,
Reginald, I will now write ont my resignation, and return to my home, and try
to preach to my fellow-men real truth,
and to alleviate their ·suffering in a better
and more beneficent way. The past few
months I hav spoken in my pulpit, I felt
like a sinner and a hypocrit, and this is
the course of action I intend to pnrsne."
"Idiot! fool! What will the people say
when they hear this? " I savagely "aid,
pacing the room with immense strides.
" I can't help what the people say,
Reginald. If my conscience tells me I'm
doing right I am not uoing to ask other
people if their consciences think the same
as mine. That would be utter folly. Another thing, the history of the Middle
Ages appears to me in a new light, and the
charity and spirit of tolerance manifested
by onr so-called Christians has struck me
as being unchristian-like in the extreme,"
Thus ended onr talk. He sent in his
resignation and earned the abuse of his
congree:ation. Rich as he was, and with
all means available to enjoy himself, he
was not allowed a minute's peace. His
former Christian friends conspired against
his life Rnd hired two assassins to butcher
him. The congregation that once admired
him was now full of the most bitter hatred
and reproach toward him.
The violence which I feared would happen to him came, alas! too soon. One
morning a letter arrived in my mail from
his young wife, telling me that he had
been cruelly murdered and cnt to pieces
as he was coming home one night. Later
I heard that, from the way the body was
found, he must hav been brained from
behind and over a dozen knife wounds
were found on his body. The perpetrators of the deed left no cine, bnt one of
them afterward confessed his part of the
deed, was tried and hanged.
When I noticed the look of joy on most
of tbe faces of his former congregation I
concluded that, if this is what a person
must expect to get in trying to carry ont
his convictions and be a man, I would resign from the ministry and emigrate to
America, where I could with safety investigate the truth for myself. I did so,
and hav since led a peaceful life as a
Liberal; and if there be a life beyond the
grave, I hope, when my turn comes, to
meet my friend there, for he was a true
man.
EDwARD DoBSON.

Correspondence.
pAWNEE, 0KT..A., Jan. 4, 1894.
DEAR Miss WixoN: This is my first attempt to write to the Children's Corner. I
hav seen a good many letters in the Corner, but I hav not seen any from Oklahoma; so I thought I would write a few
lines.
I hav three brothers, bnt no sisters, as
my only sister died six years ago the 8th
of this month. I will be fourteen the
13th of next month. I do not go to school,
as there is none here yet. My oldest
brother has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for
three or four years. I will close now,
hoping this will escape the wastebasket.
I remain your Liberal friend,
EsTHER HARRis.
[A kiss goes to Esther over the Mountains to Oklahoma, and best wishes also
from the Editor of C. C.]
STAPLETON, S. !., Jan. 6, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: As I was reading
the Children's Corner, I thought it was
my chance to write again. I never saw a
letter in the Corner from Staten Island,
and by that I think there are not many
Freethinkers here. Bnt this island where
I liv is a beautiful little place. In the
spring, when going to the woods, everything looks so fresh and green, and the
merry little birds singing their "tweet
tweet," the beautiful, towering trees
spreading forth their branches, that
everythin~ seems to beckol! ns to go and
see nature s garden. And m the. winter
when old ''Jack Frost" comes, we all go
coasting and skating, and such merry
times as we hav! Bnt still it takes only
twenty minutes to cros!l' New York bay,
and we are in the largest cityin the United

States. And oh! such stores, and such
beautiful things as they keep, especially
around Christmas time.
One more thing which I wish to say is,
that among many beautiful Christmas
presents, I also received "All in a Lifetime," which, as I hav read it through,
I think is beautiful. Fearing that I am
nsingtoo much valuable space, I will close.
·Remaining yours as ever,
ELSIE L. SIEDEL.
[We are glad there is some one to keep
the flag of Freetbonght flying in Stapleton. Elsie will always be welcome in the
Corner.-ED. C. C.]

and a spout leading from this into a gold
pan. · The month of this !!pont should be
under water, if not the quick-silver before
in water would salivate a person. Yes I
forgot, this retort must be in the forge but
n?t kept too hot, the spout being kept cool
mth a wet cloth. When the quick-silver
is ont the spout gets cooler itself and the
gold is ready to take out. It is n'ot a good
plan for a poor man to see much of this, for
be will be in pursuit of it himself. When
the gold is in that state it is ready for coining. I will close hoping to see this in print
if you think it worthy. Yonr.liberal friend,
ARMETAS E. BENOIT.
P. S.-In my given name yon had n instead of m, and o instead of a, and in my
E;sT JoRDAN, MIOH., Jan. 7, 1894..
sir name yon had a instead of o. This was
DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my first let- my mistake, I suppose, made by fast writter to the Corner.
ing.
A. E. B.
I am a little girl, nearly seven years old. . [A good €1.escription of placer mining.
My father takes THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
I like to read the little letters very much. Cranks are very often the best people in
He is in California now.
Bnt mamma the world.-ED. C. C.]
sends him THE TRUTH SEEKER.
I go to school every day, and my teachOUR NEWEST BOOKS.
er's name is Mrs. Pope, and I like her. I
Thumbscrew
and Rack. Illustrations soestudy readine:, writing, spelling, and
cial\y prePared, and the text by Geo. E. Macarithmetic. I liv in a town of about fifteen
donald. Paper, 10 cents.
.
hundred inhabitants.
There are six
of the Bible. Ninth
churches· here, bnt I don't go to. any, nor Self-Contradictions
edition. Price, 15 cents.
Sunday school. I hav two sisters and one Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian~
brother, all younger than myself.
By John E. Remsburg. Oloth, $1; paper, 50
cents.
·
I remain your Liberal friend,
Pen-Pictures of the World's Fair. IllusRuzrn G. STEWART.
trated. By Samuel P. Putnam. Paper, 25
[A fine letter from a girl not seven years
cents.
·
old. It shows how brig-ht she is; a little Religion a Curse, a Lie and a Disease.
By Samuel P. Putna.m. Paper, 25 cents,
jewel of Freethought.-ED. C. C.]
Design Argument Fallacies. A Refutation of the Argument that Nature Exhibits
Marks of Having Been nesignen by an Intelligent Being. BY' the Editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER. Paper, 15 cents.

LoNG LAKE, MINN., Jan. 9, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my first attempt to write to the Corner. We take
THE TRUTH SEEKER and like it very much;
we would not know how to get along without it.
I am going to school now, and like to
go; I started to.day, We hav a good
teacher- his name is Mr. Glasby; he is
very reiigions. There are quite a number
of Freethinkers here, lmt they are afraid
to say so, There is only one church in
Long Lake, and it is a small one at that.
We never had a good Freetbonght lecture
here. I think to hav one would open the
eyes of many half-blind Freethinkers,
There are two feet of snow here, and it
is very cold, sometimes running as low as
forty deg. below zero.
I hav been laid np for six weeks with a
sore foot; I cut myself in the right ankle.
We had the doctor three times, and had a
hard time of it besides.
We hav three of your books-" The
Story Hour," "Apples of Gold," and " All
In a Lifetime "-and like them very much.
This being- my first letter to the Corner,
I think !will close before it gets too long.
I remain your Freethinker friend,
FRANK WoLSFELD.
[We are sorry .for your misfortune
Frank, and hope your foot will soon be
well.-ED. C. C.]

Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
B;t J.\II. E. Billings. Paper, 25

cent~.

Hanubook of Freethonght.

Bell. Cloth, $1: paper, 50 cents.

By W. S.

Pleasure and Progress: An Attempt to
Prove that the Pursuit of Pleasure is the sine
qua non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social

Development. and that the Promotion of
Pleasure is the Dut:v of Philanthrop;y and
Statesmanship. By Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
Cloth, $1; paper. 50 cents.

The Creation of God. Tracine: the God-

Ide, to Its Source. By Jacob Hartmann,M.D.
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Resurrection of Jesus•

By Don Allen.

Cloth. 75 cents: cloth, 40 cents.

Facts and Fictions of Life.

By. Helen

H. GardP-ner. Cloth, $1d paper, 50 cents.

Woman, Church and .,tate. By Matilda
Joslyn Gage. doth, $2; leather, $3.

The Church and Freeth ought. By Franklin Steiner. Paper, 10 cents.

The Giant Delusion. One of Otto Wettstein's Friendly Arguments with the Spiritualists. Paper, 10 cents.

Bible Inquirer. By Andrew Jacobson.
Paper, 25 cents.

IN PRESS.
1
Four Hundred Years of Freethonght,

By Samuel P. Putnam. Subscription book,
ele~ant binding, ovtr one hundred portraits. $5.

illtutfd)t £rtibmktt-~iirl)tr.
lillir ~aben folgenbe }Bftd}er in
beutfd)er 61Jrad)e, llleld}e fe~r berii~mt finb:

MARSH, ID~ .• Jan. 13, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I thought I would 1
~ie 3rrt~iimer rolofe~,"
write to the Corner again. The gentleman .
I am living with is called a crank, and I <!:ine l'ritifcl]e :Seleucl]tung bes pentateucl] im
don't know any other reason unless it is be£icl]t ber mobernen Weltan=
cause be has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER and
fcl]auung unb <Beftttung.
Investigator so long and also various other 1
reading matter, There are a good many bon ([ol. ~. ®. -S'ngerfoU. jf3reit! 50 ([entt!.
Christians around here and it made some ,
kick because the singing school was open ·
!llf
on Sunday evenings; it is all bigotry to ~ll~ ~eUi
not even leave school open for those who
~nbe
would go. The teacher was very sensible, !
be~
3a~r~nnbert~.
for he did not go a cent on Sunday laws. I
Therefore, in other communities he taught bon ,Pelene ,P. ®arbener. jf3reit! 50 ([entt!.
Sunday afternoons and ovenings, as
there were not so many Christians and
moreover they were not so particular. I u
sent for your "Story Hour " and re- i
ceived it a few weeks ago and enjoy read- bon ([ol. ~. ®. -S'ngerfoll. jf3reit! 25 ([entt!.
ing it very much. I would like some of
the correspondents to write to me and I
~ttttber
~nnbert~liter,"
'
would gladly answer their letters.
bon -S'o~n jf3ed. jf3rei{! 20 ([entt!.
Now I will tell yon something about .
placer mining. The water is first brought 1
from different gulches to a reservoir in 1
~ernnnft,"
ditches and held over night. In the morn- 1
ing a head of water, just what is needed,
ober LE BON SENS,
is turned on and earned around a hill in a bes romifd?=fatolifcl]en priefters Jean Meslier.
ditch till it is from about 100 to 200 feet
~us bem §ran3Bftfcl]en iiberfetlt von
above where the mining is to be done. 1
~hiiulein SUuna Rnoo~.
The water is carried from what is called the
penstock, where it enters the iron pipe 501 Seiten, lteinwanb, $1.00; papier, 50 <£ts.
which is from six to ten inches in diameter. 1Jiefe :Siicl]er finb ·in papier.Umfcl]lag unb
Water enough should be turned through . · f[arem 1Jrud'. Unfere beutfcl]en £efer
to fill the pipe from the nozzle, -f>r chief, as I'
follten fte weit verbreiten.
it is called, to the penstock. The chief
works np and down and from side to side,
man abrefiire, "The Truth Seeker,"
so that the stream will cnt where yon want
it to. The water being forced down 28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York.
through the pipe is called hydraulic pres- I
sure. The gravel is washed away in a race,
A CRAND DISCOVERY! I
as it is called; this is set down far enough
0 0
so that the water cannot get out on either
W ~~~::~~;;~J~:v~~ ot ~I;!~dy~~~~~
side. The gravelis then washed into boxes
~~~i)n~t~'iA£~ ::.~~i~~~~~'?:s~!;t~:C,o~sif:c~~:
1
1
with 2x4 scantlings in the bottom .abou~ an
~~~:~8tf; a,r8g~~~ ~~!~t:e ~li~ ~e~i~V:~ireW'm~ ;a~o~
inch apart, and between these IB qmckabout one.tenth t~atofsilver; the chance of a lifetime; agents average from $50 to $100 per week, and
silver, which is to catch the gold. After
de~~~dt~;re~~ ~~A~ rt1:r:ra~~d~: s&.rreo~~sJp~
the quicksilver and gold mix they are
Dollars' worth in daily use. Cnse of samples-~
called amalgam. Tho only way to sepa- I enon
F ee. Address Standard Si11•erware
., Dept. ~9, Boston, lllass.
rate them is to put them into an iron bowl
or retort as it is called, with a tight cover
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New Publications.

New Publications.

WORLD'S fAIR.
Pleasure and Progress. PfN PICTURfS Of -lHf
P.
------~----------------

By SAMUEL

PUTNAM.

AN ATTEMPT TO PROVE THAT

It is, besides b.eing a comptete Guide-~ook, the _best descn:iption of the. Fair _yet
The Pnrsnit of Pleasure is the Sine Qua Non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social given-poetic,
beautiful, accurate. It desor1bes the 1nau_guration ceremomest g1ves
Dl)velopment, and that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
the director-general's ·address, the efforts to close the Fau Sundays and the tnumph
Dnty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship.
of the Sunday-openers; describes the variotlf! buildings and what they contain, and is,
ullin all, the very best picture of the Fair that can be painted with a pen.
By Albert M. Loren-tz, LL.• B.
-ILLUSTRATED.
CONTENTS:
Boox I.-PLEASURE: Chap. I.-Sources of. Pleasure. Chap. H.-Material Pleasures. Chap. m.A.
M!P
OF
JACKSON
PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around
Ideal P_leasurei. ChJL1J JV -Somal Pleasures. ()hap. V. 7 Pleasnres of the Savage, the
.
Barbarian and the Civilized. Cha.p. VI- Genesis of religwns. Chap. VII.-Christianity. imd the stay-at-home to see where he went.
Boox H.-INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT: Chap, I.-PnrpoRe of life. Chap, H.-Material Plea~ures.
A. BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
Chap.III.-Ideal Pleasures: Knowledge. C~ap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Reason. Chap.-V. glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.
Ide¥ Pleasures: Character. Chap. VI.-Bocial Pleasures. Chap. VII.-Pedagogical Des-

potism.
.
Boox III.-MoBAL DEvELOP¥!'NT: Chap. I.-Morality. Chap. II.-Material Pleasures: Prudence.
Chap. IlL-Material Pleasures: Refinement. Chap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Foresight,
Chap. V.-Ideal ~leasnres: Civilization. Chap. VI.-Social Pleasures. Chap. VII,-Vice
Caused by Rest"ramt.
Boox IV.-SooiAL DEVELOPJ!{ENT: Chap. I.-Progress. Caap. H.-Protection, Capitalism, and
Bociali~m: ResJ;>e~tivly an Aetna\, !Ln Imminenp, and a Proposed Violation of Individual
Bovere!gnty. Chap. ill -Condition of Agr10ulture. Cliap. IV. Public Schools, the
Me~e. M11ne. Tekel of Socialism. Chap. V.-Province of Government. Chap. VI...:..Our
Somal Disorder.
Here are some of the verdicts on this remarkable production which have been rendered b
,
men who are in every way qualified as judges of books:
This i$ a spirited, rattling sort of a book that skates right along o~er the deepest subject with
out mn •h thought whether the ice is thin or not. It answors the greatest question- What is the
us;, object, mottve, purpos!!l and summum bonum of life, a.nd the real came and motive of progress?
-bY one word, Pleasure !-:J."haaaeus B. Wa7ceman,
He sharplY attacks, also, modern methods of education, and in this he is most abundantly
borne out oy the facts, anti his arraignment is practically unanswerable. His book is altogether a
curious and suggestive on e.-New Yorle OommerO'tal Aavertiser.
1'he man who wrote this book knows how to write a book, and knows what he is writing about.
There is not a padded sentence in the volume, not an attempt to fill up with ~¥ords for laok of
knowledge. The author deals hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for realities and
truth. We do not see how anyone can re~d this book and disagree with the leading provositions,
The work is good; every chaJ;>ter is worth reading. It is a work of common-sense Socialism. The
chapter on public schools ought to be put into a tract and sent to every teacher in the land. Thousands of sentences are worthy of being framed as political maxims and hung up all over the nation.
The book deserves ~wide read in~ not only for its literary style, which is clear and incisive, but for
its bold, honest saYingR -L .K. washbUrn.
:
·Here we have pnilosophy UD to date, the advance word of the progressive thinker; not a dry,
abstruse discourse, lint a common-sense essay in plain words upon the conduct of life, and all illustrated with such an abundance of anecdote and me~aphor. as add real entertainment to solid instruction. This is an important book, striking a.t superstition and unreasonable tradition\ a.nd UJ?holding individual liberty in defiance of g•wernmental law and soeial custom. After reauing this
book one feels that the author will never be able to write another, for he has put all his life and
knowledge into this one. Every page bristles with :Points; there is no padding or filling in, no mere
literary emt>ellishment; but clean-cut apothegms abound, and ever; line is dictated by hard-head!ld
common-sense.-Oapt. Robt. a. Aaams.
·

Address THE TRUTF BE"EKER.

Single copy, 25 cents. Five copies for $1.

Works~

Thomas ·Paine's

.i.(ftJ of Reason. Po.p.,
II copies for $1; clo. 50c.

Pa,p . ..,40c.; clo., 75c.

Apostle of Political and Rl''
liglousLiberty. (Life.) B~
J. 'E. Ron1sburg. Portrait. Pap ..
150c.: clo., 750.
Common Sense. Wlitten i111
177fl. 15c.
Crisis. Written During Am.
Revolution. Pap., 400.; clo., 760.
Great Works. Svo. 800 pp.,
clo., $3; le~tther, $4;
g"ilt edges $4.50.

Comto and Rousseau. By 0
Blanchard. Pap., 400.; clo., with
portrn it, 60c.

L1fe of.

With Explano.tocy

Observations. By G. Vale. Por·
tra\t. $1.

Liihogrnplt of. Heavy plats
paper. 22Xll8, $1.

Political and Religious Rll·.
former. By B. F. Under
wood. 10c.
·
Political Works: "Common
Sense " ., Crisis," "RightM
M1tn.>~ .$l.. ti0.

-THE-

fR[[THI NK[ RS' PIC TO RIAL TEXT-BOOK.
SHOWING

THE .AllSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE OHUROH'S OLAllrl
TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFIOlllNT INSTITUTION, AND liEWALING THE .ABUSES
OF A UNION Oll'
OHURO:S: AND
S'l'A'l'lll.

185
WITH

Fun-Page
lllustratioJls.

COPIOUS

Bnrke'o Attack on French Hevolntion. Pap., 40c.; clo., 71\c.

~or~
~

rr-.

Testimonials to His Merits.
Compiled bJ• .T. N. Moreau. zoe.
Theological Works: "Age of

Reason,"" Examination of Frovt ·
ecies," etc., with J,ife of PaiL~
a.nd steel port. $1.50.

Vindication of, Reply toN. ·r.

Observer. ByR. G. IngerHoll. 10n.

Tru-th t;8eeke:t:'

OOIDU!l.UY..

T H I R D E D I T I 0 N.

BIBLE MYTHS,
AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING

A

Citlmparfson of the Old and New Testament Jllyt!Js and Mlraeles with thOH
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,
CONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AN.D biEA.NmG,

WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.

AND

OPINIONS or SCHOL.
ARS
TO MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF
THE ARTIST.
IJEBIGN"B BY WATSON HESTON,
WITH PORTRAIT OF
THE IJESIGNER.

The IDnstratio:ns are olassUled as follows:
9

"

"

10

6

4
8

15
1
4
4

2

10
1

"
"

The Church Robbing the eop1e.
Thanksgiving.
Sabbath Laws.
Children ana the Church.
Woman and the Church.
The Church and Thomas Paine.
Studies in Natural History.
The Bible and Science.
The Clergy and Their Flocks.
Piety in Our Penitentiaries.
The Atonement Boheme.
The Lord a.nd His Works.
Prayer.
The Creeds.
Christians and Mohammedans.

11 repre5nt Ba:m:ples o~ Christianity's Work.
6
"
Miss10nanes.
.
1
..
The Lord's ~nstrnments,
26

1
2

4
g

1
4
9

a

8
6

7

"

..
"
•

••

Bible Doctrmes and Their Results,
The Church and Slavery.
'trieste and Politics.
ireland and the Church.
Church's Idea of Civilization.
The Uses of the Cross.
Unkind Retlections on the Church.
Persecutions of the Church.
Some Allegories.
Heaven.
Hell.
Miscellaneous.

A most ex~raordinary publication. We venture the assertion that.no~hing like it hill! ever before a.ppsa.red in this country and it is very doubtful if another one like It will ever agam be Fnallblished. We must give the Truth Beeker Company the creqit of putting the book ~n tht1 reach o
·
At twice the price It wovld have been a cheap book. Artist Hes~on as a portratt.pamtet: and d.esigner is- a wonderful success. and we judge from our own feelings that near!~ every Liberal m
America will desire a. cop.v of this most wonderful volnme.-I:Freethinkers' Magazme.
Mr. Heaton deserves to be called the artist-hero of Liberalism J'!:e has dedicated his genin~ to
Freethonght and ha.s done faithful and noble work for the cause ofnght and truth. But the p;ctnres do not {na,ke up the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred pages of reading
matter that serve first as explanations of the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter
falsity of the chnrch's professions and the hypocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogeth!!r the
book is one of the best weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever been put .n the
hands of Freethinkers.-r:Boston Investigator.

Price, board covers, $2-; clot.lw $2-.SO.
Address THE TB1JTII SEJiliUi:Be

of

Rigbt.s of Man. Answer to

CI7ATIONS OF

FACTS,
HISTORY,
STATISTICS,

!3
6
14

moroco~,

Ltfe of. By J. E. Remsbur&
Port. Pap;t,~Oc.
Life of. with Remarks ox

After yon read this b~ok yon will be as enthusiastic in praise of it as are the eloquent editor of the
Investigator and the gallant President of the Canadian Becnla.r Union,
"Pleasure and Progress" has 898 pages, is .splendidly Printed from large, clear type, on exceL
lent paper, and costs, bound in cloth, $1; paper covers, tO cents.
Ad:lress
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 28 Lafayelte Pl., New York N.Y.

16 represent Uncle Bam and the Pries tap.

:&00. !

A.ge of. Reason and Examina·
tion of the Propltecie!!o,

[Heath4'n Iltustratio1t of tht Temptation.]

The Bundehesh (a sacred book of the Persians,) states that
Ahuramazda after creating the first man and woman, Mashya
and Mashyana, bade them "to be humble of heart; to observe
the law; to be pure in their thoughts, pure in their speech,
pure in their actions." But an evil demon came to them in
the form of a Serpent, sent by Ahriman, the prince of devils,
and gave them fruit of a wonderful tree, which imparted
immortality. Evil inclinations then entered their hearts,
and all their moral excellence was destroyed.
Couse·
quently they fel!, and forfeited the eternal happiness for
which they were destined. They killed beasts, and clothed
themselves in their skins.
BIBLE MYTHS shows this to be the origin of the Hebrew

story.

1 Vol. Svo., cloth, about GOO Pages. Price, $2.60·
lloat post·paid h.r the

TRUTH &EE.IQI:R.
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,Jfew I)u'bZ 1oations.

UEMAND POND'S
EXTRACT. • AVOID
ALL IMITATIONS.

Unless otherwise specified, all publications noticed here can be had of THE
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
named.
WoMAN: FoUR CENTURms oF PRoGRESS.
A Lecture Delivered at the Freethinkers' International Congress, Chicago,
October, 1893. By Susan H, Wixon. 10c.
This is a capital summary of woman's
history and present status~ shr.wing her
former slavery and degraaation and her
rapidly progressing emancipation. It is
full of salient facts, and is written in a
lively style. It should hav a wide circulation among both women and men, as it
is calculated to enlighten them both, and
shows that" Freethonght has always been
the best friend woman had," and that
her "condition decides that of the race."
There are few pamphlets of thirty-four
pages that contain more facts and pointe
of value on the woman question, and it will
be of great service for handy reference to
those who wish to be well posted on this
theme that is now becoming so prominent.
THE GIANT DELUSioN. By Otto Wettstein.
Price, 10 cents.
This is a good, hard-headed Materialistic onslaught upon Christianity and Spiritualism, and consists of blows straight
from the shoulder, backed by a keen logic
that it will be hard to refute. It is a paper
read before the International Freethonght
Congress at Chicago, October 5, 1893, and
contains some quite original arguments
and new forms of presenting old opinions
with reference to the question of immortality. It preaches the g-ospel of Secularism and advocates havmg a g"ood time
here and now. Those who wish for a
powerful, terse advocacy of Materialism
will find it here in handy and useful form
for distribution.

FOB

ALL PAIN

Rh.eumatism

. FAC-SIMILE oF
BOTTLE WITH
BUFF WRAPPER.

feminine
Complaints
Lameness
Soreness
Wounds
Bru,·ses
Catarrh
B.urns
P1les

USE
POND'S
EXTRACT
It will Oure.

POPIS AHD Tlttlli DOJHGS
ACCOUNT OF

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
Paper.

50 cents:

cloth.

711

centl>.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and. History
of the New TestlWlent.
Bv PBOII'. F. W. NEWMA!i'.
Price 2G ~ents.

in Oriental History,

BeseTGhes

EMBRACING THE

Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel·
LITTLE DauGHTER: "Didn'b the minis·
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the
ter say that there had been a great falling
Derivation of Christianity;
off in the attendance at church, lately?"
Mother: "Yes, he did." Little daughter·
to which is added,
"There doesn't anything stay in fashion:
WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS Z long, does it?"-.Street & .Smith's Good
News.
By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
Fourth Eattton.
Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten cltapters.
Part II.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen
chapters.
.
Part III.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty
cha-pters.
Part IV.-Whence Ca'lle the Aryans? Five chap.
ters.
Press Notices.
The style is foTcible and terse. the reasoning
~ood, and as the facts np1n which the argument
1s based are largely Christian, our theological
friends will have some hard nuts to crack if they
att•mpt to answer them.-Boston Investigator.
This book is one of the most thorough and
learned of the Freethonghtworks that have come
across the Atlantic.- The Freethinker, Lonaon.
Is a mo•t valuable contributiOn to the literature of the nineteenth centnry.-Progresstve

Thtnker.

·

.

A. STERLING MoRTON tells this story:
The Good Pastor-" I noticed that yon
looked pleased when I denounced certain
SURVEYORS, ATTENTION! members of our congre_gation for visiting
bad places, deacon, but I could not underA rare chance is offered for a surveyor to get a
stand why yon threw up your hand in such
a pecnlittr way, and slapped your knee."
The Deacon: "Oh, that was because yon
We have one for sale, in good order, with reminded me of where I left my umbrella."
Tripod, which cost $160. We "Will sell it f(lr -Judge.

TRANSIT CHEAP.
half•price-$80. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

"How did Mistab Jackson come out
wif 'is trouble wif de deacons?" " Does
yon hab ref'rence to de trial dat de hen~~INFIDELS
house 'cnrrence gave rise to?" "Dat's
A Leaflet sbo JVing th ~t the oft-repeated Chris" He's reinstated in
tia,n statement that Infidels do not contribute what I means."
to nor found charities is a falsehood. It ought t( membership, he is." "Golly!· I thought
be widely circulated to mett the calumny.. Pries. it were a clah case." '' N o'n deedy. What
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address THE TBUTB dey charged 'm wid. wns chickens, an' dey
BEEKEB, 28 Lafayette place, New York.
couldn't prove nnffin' but tnhkeys. "Washington Star.

AND CHARITY.".

t3::i THUMBSCR[W AND RACK.
PER COPY

12 COPIES

The Bible Inquirer,

ARGUMENT
IN

THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
.At Morristown, N. J.
This is the greatestargnmentevermade in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christian persecution is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Christians, and. expounded OD. every occasion:
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
Addres•
THE TRUTH REEKER

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.
This book is just what hs title implies-thumping whacks at superstition. It deals with the
eftect of Christianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a false prophet, that the gospels
are not authentic, and that ChristianitY. is a borrowed system of religion. That the B1ble is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
acheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not a real benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEREB.

Address

THE TRUTH BEKKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

RELICION A CURSE;
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.
Deatcatea to the Amertcan Oonoress, or 1892, whwh tor the sake o.J Reztoton, Stabbea Ltbertv
to the Heart.
'
A work burning 11'ith indi_gnation !nspired by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair
on Sunday-an act wh10h practlCally nmted the government and the Christian ch'lrch.

To which is added Hr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian
Exposition Committee ofthe House of Representatives against Sunday closing.
.~lso the following Es~ays and Poems by Mr. Putnam, which have never before been put in
boo~ form( Orthodoxy; Freethonght; Man, Not God (written for a Paine anniversary}· The Statue
of L1bert_y:an? Thomas Pa1l!e; .a~oemwritten for the opening_exercises of the Bilvertoit, ~re.,Free
thonght ;Hall, De!t~h ay;td L1fe, 'l'he ~oJden Age; Bhnt the Door (a poem on the closmg of the
Oentenmal E;pos1t10n.m P~1ladelph;1a, m 1876}.
. The mam es~ay m th1s -w:ork 1s one of the stroy;tgest arraignments ever made of the religion
WhlCh cramps and fetter~ the m1p.ds of the people of th1s coniJtry. It should be distributed widely.
It has be!Jn commended m the h_1ghe~t terms as it appeared in '!'HE TBUTH BEEKEB and we hope every
reader wlll buy a copy to lend his ne1ghbor and arouse thought.

Prtce 26 cents; Ftoo coptes for $1.
Address

MAMMA: "What hav yon been doing
Eddie?" . Eddie: "I'se been baptizing
Eva's doll." Mamma: "Well, did yon
repeat the ceremony?" Eddie: "Yes'm."
Mamma: "What did yon say?" Eddie:
"I baptized her once, and I asked her if
she felt any better; she said nothing, an'
I baptized her again. "-Literary DigeBt.

Elegantly bJnn.d in cloth, price, $1.a0.
Addres~ all orders to THE TRUTH BEEKER
COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

THUMBSCREW AND RACK.
By Geo. E.
Macdonald. Price, 10 cents.
ByGEO.E.
Of all the horrors this caps the climax!
A sure prescription for nightmare, and a
MACDONALD.
certain destroyer of all belief in the tender
mercies of the Christian church. It is
well to endure the revelation of past atroc10 Cts
ity to realize what Christianity might do
if it again had the power. Its perusal
will help the reader to resolve to resist
every encroachment upon liberty made in
the name of God, for it shows what cruelty
even good men can inflict when they become godly men. The author has ren$1.,00
dered a service in making this collection
of illustrations of the instruments of tort- Sent Post Paid
ure, and by explaining them in his peculiarly pungent style. Every Liberal needs
TORTURE INSTRUMENTS employed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries for
this book in his armory among the weapthe Promulgation of Christianity. Being the Nuremberg Collection, and including specimens from
ons for attack.
'rhe Holy Inquisition,
THIRTY-FIVE ILLUSTRATIONS.
THE BmLE lNQmRER. By A. Jacobson.
SPanish Collar, Thumbscrew, Iron Collar the Ra.ck, the Iron Orown Leg Crusher, the Stocks,
Price, 10 cents.
the Heretic c.tcher. the Iron Boot, the Hot 'Mitt9J¢., a Month-Pear (gag}, Iron Masks recommended
For a long time to come it will be neces- by the Inquisition, Breaking and Burning on the vvheel, the Ducking Cage, the Chastity Belt for
the Spider~ the Iron Virgia Up to Date. the Execution Bell, etc.
sary to prove to the Sunday-school bred women,
"I used to reaa in books," says Oolonel Ingersoll, "how our fathers persecuted mankind B11t I
Christian that the Bible is not the word of never appreciated it. I read. it. b11t it did not burn itself into my soul. I did not really appreciate
God. For this purpose the collection of the mfamies that have been committed in the name of religion until I saw the iron ar~nments tha~
used."
questions contained in this pamphlet, with Christians
10 Cents per Copy.
•
•
12 Copies for $1.00 t
.answers solely in the words of "holy BUY: APrice,
DOLLAR'S WOHTH AND SC~Tl']!]R 'l'HEM AMONG YOUR CHRISTIAN ,~JJ:IGHflORS!
writ," is a most admirable means. There
Address THii 1 RUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
is no getting away from the Bible's testimony about itself, and the best way to secure Freethinkers is to make Christians
study the Bible. The fact that this work
has reached its fourth edition shows that
it has been found nsefal. There is no betA KEY TO BIBLE·INVESTICATION;
ter book to use as an entering wedge for
doubt with the thick·and-thin believer who
CONTAINING 148 PROPOSfT,ONS.
cannot be reached on the plane of reason
With Referances to the most Plain and Striking Self-Contradiction" of the Bo-oalled Inspired
or the "higher criticism."
cr1ptnres. Including Qnestions Answered Affirmatively and Ne£at1vely by Quotations from the
RonT. C. ADAMS.
Bible. Al'o, Other Bible '"References of Importance.
Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged.---Price, 25 Cents.

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's

''A FA.SOINATING profession yours," simpered a popular preacher, to a lawyer in
large practice, " a very fascinating prOfession." "Yours is better," replied the
man of law, somewhat grn:ffl.y. " Why do
yon say so?" asked the reverend gentleman. "The opposit party hasn't got any
right of reply."
·
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PRmST : "But yon must remember,
Mr. O'Hoolahan, that when yon giv me
money, yon are but laying up a treasure in
heaven." Mrs. O'Hoolahan: "A threasure
in heaven, is it? Indadel Well, divil a
cent will yon git from me agin. As long
as Boss Corrigan, Boss Croker, Boss dis
fellar an' dat, wid de Foleys an' de Ragans, stan' a chance of bein' sint to heaven
before I do, divil a show would I git at de
treashnre, at all, at all."
THE following conversation took place
between two Highlandmen rounding the
Mull of Kintyre : "Keep her heat up
Tnncan, keep her heat up, man ; we'll
maype be able to make Campbeltown or
Carradale yet before daylicht goes oot."
Duncan: ''Keepyonr owriheatup, Tonald,
and not sit in the bows there greeting like
a bubbly jock. If we get to Campbeltown
I doot it'll be by crawling alang the bottom.
Och, och, this is what I got by
sailin' wi' a whisky cask like yon aboard;
0 Lord, I wnsh it wass yesterday."
Donald: "Och, och, this is what I got by
sailin' wi' twa whisky casks like you
aboard; 0 Lord, I wnsh it was the day before yesterday." Duncan: "Stop fetchin';
we're maist doon. Tonald, yon might
pray." Donald: "Yes, 0 michty for gracious Lord, Tnncan's an aufn feef; he stole
Macqnillim's nets and hens, an' promised
me the hanf, but nifler did I get a broon
papee. ·It's twenty years since I socht a
favor from yon, an' if fon'll tak' us safe
intae Campbeltown it'l be as lang again
afore I'll ask anither."-Ooast Seamen's
Journal.

AN eminent New York divine, in the
course of an address at a fraternity dinner
recently, told this story. Said he: "I met
a Brooklyn friend of mine a few days ago,
and as he appeared to be feeling in an unusually exuberant frame of mind, I asked
him why. He replied that he was happy
because he had done three good actions
the day before. He had met a poor woman
on the street. The woman held a sicklylooking child in her arms and she was
weeping. Inquiry showed that she waa ·
weeping because she was convinced that
her child was dying and unbaptized.
'But,' said the Brooklyn man, 'why do
yon not hav the child baptized?' ' Because I hav no money, and the fee for
baptism is $1,' said the woman. Whereupon the good Samaritan handed the
woman a $10 bill, gave her his address so
that she could bring back the changewhich she did return-and went his way.
' That is one good action,' said the doctor.
'Now for the other two.' 'Oh,' observed
the Brooklyn man, ' they are all three in
that one, First, I relieved the sorrows of
a weeping woman; second, I assured the
child of eternal salvation ; and third-'
Here he hesitated. 'Yes?' said the doctor.
' What was the third?' ' Well, said the
Brooklyn man, 'the third was that I got
rid of that vile counterfeit $10 bill I had
been carrying for more than a year.'"Editor's Drawer, in Harper'B Magazine.
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Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.

No man should be reverent at the expense of his reason.
THE fate of nations is determined by the
deeds of men.-Investigator.
PROGRESS is the natural form of perpetual

motion.-Katharine Mabley Oorbett.

.

IT WILL

I WOULD wil~gly BII:Y of the metaphysicians what Soaliger s~nd of the Basques" It is said that they understood each
other, but I don't believe it."-Ohamtort

and VauvenargueB.

11 WILL

·

THE credit given to popular tradition!!
and the fictions substituted for truth, and
these two errors being· accredited in ensuing ages-these are the cause of that
obscurity in which the most important
facts are veiled.-Tac~tuB.
.
WREN demagogs need more money
than they are taking in they proceed to
excite the prejudices of one class of the
people against anotuer class, and then to
satisfy this prejudice by the penalties of
increased taxation.-GalveBton NewB.
THill law.; framed to protect religion were
based on a superstitions belief that an offender of the gods might bring down their
wrath on the whole community; those laws
B~Uvive in all laws .for the punishment of
individual immorality, and in the related
laws against immoral literature. The
pious laws did not benefit the gods, but
did retard religious progress by punishing
new ideas as blasphemy; that the moral
statutes equally retard ethical progress appears to me equally certain.-Moncure D.
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THERE are thousands of men and women,
fathers and mothers, who repudiate with
their whole hearts the creeds of superstition, and still allow their children to be
taught these lies. They allow their imaginations to be poisoned with the dogma of
eternal pam. They allow arrogant and ignorant parsons, meek and foolish teachers
to sow the seeds of barbarism in the mind~
of their children-seeds that will fill their
lives with fear and pain. Fathers and
mothers should do their utmost to make
their children free. They should teach
them to doubt, to investigate, to inquire;
and every father and mother shonld know
that, by the cradle of every child, as by
the cradle of the infant Hercnles, crawls
the serpent of superstition.-B. G. Inger-

Boll.

THE last appeal of conservatism is always to the historic sense. Any daring iiinovation or. startling progress is solemnly
B!l~m~ned to confront the past, and apetitiOn Is sent up to be respectful to ""histo?c _contin~it:y-." But the surprising
thing IS that It IS the radical and not the
conservativ who really conserves the past.
As a matter of fact, it is the man with a
forward look who lovingly turns his face
backward to see what there is in the exp_erience of the race to warrant his position.. The autumn !eaf painted in dying
glories prates of hiStoric relations, and
pleads for continuity, but the new bud
that is pushing its way at the base of this
petition draws its nourishment from the
~ving past, and is so strong in the contmuity that it is too busy to talk of creeds

-Unity,

·

IT is not certain that. the immediate
fulu 7e will hav the light. Credulity is
deep rooted. Socialism may biing, with
the complicity of Catholicism, a new Mid~le Age barbarian church, an eclips of
!ibe~ty, of individuality, in a word of civilIZation. But the ulterior future is sure.
~he f~ture definitivly will no longer believe lD the supernat.ual, for the super!latural is not true, and all that is not true
18 condemned to die.
Nothing lasts like
the truth. This poor truth appears pretty
well ab!'ndone~, s~rved as it is by an imP~rcep~ble mmority.
Be tranquil. It
w!ll t~mmph. Judaism and Christianity
will disappear. ;Tewish work will end, but
Gree~ work-that is, science, rational and
expenmental-civilization without charlatanism, wi hout revelation, founded on
reason and liberty, will, on the contrary,
go on forever. The trace of Israel, however, will be eternal-Renan.
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MENTAL HEALING.
A Practical Exposition of
Natural RestOrative Powe:J,".
BY LEA.NDER EDHUND WHIPl'LE.
A Book to explain the correct idea. of Mental
Healing, a.nd what ma.y be reasonably expected
to result from &n understanding of its principles.
Price, e2.110.
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Nunnery, a.t Montreal. Perhaps not any anti·
Catholic book published has created more excitement, a.nd ha.d such a. circulation a.s this
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
circulated a. story tha.t Ma.ria Monk wa.s "no
better tha.n she should be," but investigation
disclosed tha.t her "child of ~ha.me" wa.s none
other tba.n the child of her priest-seducer.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.

Auricular Confesl!lion and Popish Nun·
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five

;v:ea.rs a confessing priest. A revelation of the
licentious :practices of the_priests and I).Uns in
these relig10us brothels. There ia no question
tha.t Ex-:priest Ho!i(a.n knew the truth of the
tales of VlCe, seduct10n, and infanticide he gives
in this volume, and equally there is no question
that if the people generally knew of til em, Catholicism would not be given the va.st amounts
of money now allowed it by our various city
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth 75
cents.

The Priest in Absolution. A Review of

the system of 1turicnla.r confession, including
copionR extracts from the "Confessions.! Unmasked," from the "Master Key to Popery,"
etc. The work is a. protest a.ga.instand a.n a.ppea.l
to every American citizen to examine carefully
a.nd thoughtfully a. religious system so inv"sive
of priva.cy1 so powerful for evil in licentious
handq, so Irltnght with danger to female modesty, to the ingenuous openness of youth~
a.nd to the freedom of thought, speech a.na
action. Price, paper, 25 cEnts.
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SHALL THE BIBLE BE BEAD
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS 11
By R, B. Westbrook, A.M.

Third Thousand.
Price, IO cents.
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A lecture by

the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox of Durham, England. Revised American edition, showing the
result in parishes of the Roma.n decree tha.t
priests sha.ll not ma.ry. Price. pa.per, I~ cents.

Sister Lucy and Her Awfnl Disclo&ores
Respecting New Hall Convent, Boreham, ~s~ex li)ngl&nd. Bhqwing tha.t oonvents
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Pri.OO, paper 10 cents.
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By ABA AUGER.
A condensation of the fundamental arguments
a.ga.inst Christianity.
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APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.

.v;;,;.,;;,:;,;, 0~~;::
the Doctor's

lmi>Oritant n:oedllcaldisoov·ei"J•-sm Out-

only remAn important a.nd rema.rka.ble revelation conof suocerning the life a.nd times of Apollonins of edy_of the
DR, R, P. FELLOWS,
Tya.na., the great sa.ge a.nd philosopher of the first cess. Address,
century. It is here claimed tha.t his life a.nd sa:; where you saw thlaadver.. Vineland, N. ;J •
tea.chings were a.ppro_priated a.nd utilized by the
W"" I wish to sa.y tha.t I a.m a.n out-a.nd-out
formul&tors of the Ohristia.n reli_gion in the in- LmERAL,
a.nd I trust the Freethinkers of the la.nd
terest of so-ea.lled Christianity. The pla.g_ia.rism will give me
their pa.trona.~e a.nd not wa.ste their
is m&d!)_pla.in in this brief history of Apollonins~
time
a.nd
money
on Christ1a.n doctors.-.Dr. Fs~;
especa.il.J.Y in view of the historical references a.na
comments thereon. It is quite evident tha.t to knDI.
conceal the plagiarism, the n&me of Apollonius
was suppressed.
Price, 15 cents. ,
.
Address
THE TBUTH SEEKER.
By }l, BABCOCK. Price, 15 oenta.
1!8 Lafayette place, New York Oity
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Lours ·KossUTH is seriously ill.· .
THE United States Senate continues to
do nothing.
AN incendiary is at work in. Brooklyn
and East New York.
THE Colorado house of representativs
has passed the referendum bill.
FIVE men were killed in a mine near
Allentown, Pa., by a cave-in of slate and
rock.
UNDER protest Artist St. Gaudens will
make a new design of the World's Fair
medal.
MoRE than one hundred shots were fired
at a Rook Island passenger train near St.
Joseph, Mo.
Public Opinion says that $300,000 worth
of lottery tickets are sold in San Francisco
each month.
MoRoooo will pay to Spain twenty. million pesetas indemnity for the Riffian attack
on Melilla last fall.
UDo KEPPLER, son of the famous cartoonist, Joseph Keppler, has had his first
name changed to Joseph.
JAMEs MoNTGoMERY BAILEY,' famous a
few years ago as the '' Danbury Newe
Man," died on March 4.
ANoTHER entombment of coal miners
has occurred in Pennsylvania. This time
at Ashland. Seven were buried.
LmUT.-GEN. JUBAL ANDERSON EARLY,
ranking officer of the late Confederacy,
ZEKE AS A SIGN.
died at Lynchburg, Va., March 2.
Thus Ezekiel is nnto you a sign: according to all that he hath done shall ye do: and when this cometh, ye shall know
';['HE first detachment of' pioneers for
that I am the Lord God.-Ezek. xxiv, 24.
the l!,reeland communist experiment near
Mount Kenia in Africa has left Hamburg.
one
to
be
AT the late elections in Brazil, Prudente
Each canvasser for signatures should take two copies of this petition and have both signed ;
de Moraes was elected president and
sent to the House and the:other~to~the Senate. All adults, men and women, should sign.
Manoel Victorino Pereria vice-president.
f
Cut this petition: heading out and attach to sheet of paper, ruled as indicated at bottom of this.
THE Persian government has announced
When Hhtwt 1,.; .tlJt~;tl with wtmes put in an envelope, stamp and address to THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayett,, that its mints will no longer coin silver.
Importations of silver will be forbidden
Place, New York City, and mail at once. For more blanks send to same address.
from April 1.
MoNEY has won; there is ari improve
ment in the financial outlook of the Brooklyn Tabernacle, and so Talmage has de
cided to remain as pastor.
.
STEELE MAOKAYE, author and dramatist, died near Timpas, Colo., on a Santa
Fe train, while on the way to San Diego,
"'
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States, in Congress .Assembled:
Cal., for the benefit of his health.
We, the undersigned, citizens of the United States, do hereby respectfully pray and memorialize your
CoNGRESSMAN WILsoN, chairman of the
Honorable Body to reject the proposed Amendment to the Constitution prepared by the National Reform Ways and Means committee, is ill in Mexico, where he went to recuperate. after the
Association and offered in the Senate on Jan. 25th, 1894, by Senator Frye, and in the Honse on the same day exhausting fight over the tariff bill.
by Representative JVImse. The proposed Amendment woulcl change the Preamble to the Constitution by the
THE bill providing for a vote of the cities
insertion of the sentences within quotation marks which follow the words "We, the people of the United and towns which may hereafter become
parts of the ''Greater New York" has passed
States," in the pamgraph below:
both houses of the legislature and been
signed by Governor Flower.
We, the people of the United f:Hates, "devoutly acknowledging the supreme authority and just governREv. W. P. RATLIFF, Populist member
ment of Almighty God in all the affairs of men and nations; grateful to him for our civil and religious lib- of the Mississippi legislature, shot and inerty, and eneonmged by the assurances of his Word to invoke his guidance, as a Christian nation, according stantly killed S. A. Jackson, a Democratic
member, and mortally wounded two byto his appointed way, through Jesus Christ," etc.
standers, in a court-house duel.
"\Ve ask the rejection of this proposed amendment for the following reasons:
EMPEROR WILLIAM has declared Ernst
Haeckel's "Monism, a Scientific Confes1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
sion of Faith," unsalable in Germany.
2. 'rhat the rights of all classes of citizens may be conserved and perpetuated. It is manifest that The book, now police - forbidden, ran
the adoption of such an Amendment to the Constitution would be, in fact, the incorporation of certain relig- through five editions in as many months.
CoNGREssMAN DUNPHY, of this city, has
ious aml sectlLrian dogmas in the fundamental law of the land. Such recognition of religious dogmas in the
quit Tammany, because of election corcivil law was very carefully gmmled against by the wise founders of the Republic, both in the Constitution ruptions in portions of his district and
Croker's opposition to tariff reform. We
as originally adopted ancl in tbe First Amendment thereto.
understand that Mr. Dunphy will oppose
3. As the Constitution now stall<ls uo discrimination, on the ground of heresy, can be legally made the Christian amendment.
against any citizen. :ll'Iore than one hundred years of experience amply justifies this wide tolerance and forGEoRGEToWN, CoL., wants to secede
the United States and become a part
cibly pleads for its continuance. Men of all shades of religious, non-religious, and anti-religious belief can from
of the Mexican republic. A petition to
and do render allegiance to aud acceptably serve the State, and this without hypocrisy or perjury. Should this end is being numerously signed. The
now claim that it was intended to
this proposed Amendment be aclopteLl, it would at once shut out of public life candid and honest men, whose signers
call renewed attention to the silver quesreason, for any cause, cannot accept one or more of the three creedal statements contained in said proposed tion.
JoHN Y. MoKANE, the Gravesend boss,
Amendment, but unscrupulous doubters and rejecters of these creedal affirmations would have no difficulty
is now in Sing Sing. Many convictions of
in taking the oath of allegi:mce to the Amended Constitution. Hence said proposed Amendment offers a dishonest election officers and fraudulent
premium for hypocrisy nnd perjury, and is, consequently, in the highest degree immoral. . It is also unjust, voters hav occurred in New York city. So
far there has not been a failure to convict.
in that it deprives :.L part of our citizens of their equal rights, because o£ a difference of opinion. Again, it Some of the offenders hav been sentenced
must be hurtful to the State, bec:Luse, :ts already shown, it would admit pretenders and timorous men to to five years' imprisonment.
THE titles of progress ebb and flow.
positions of trust anclrespmL:>ibility, and bar out men of honesty and courage.
Senator O'Connor has introduced a drastic
4. The experience of all times and lJ:Ltions has shown conclusively that every attempt to fo¥e from anti-divorce bill in the legislature of New
the citizen a direct or indirect acknowledgment of the truth of any of the dogmas of religion is disastrous. York, going so far as to make the coa felon. But in Buda-Pesth,
It creates new religious !Jatreds and intensifies the old; it demoralizes religion and corrupts the state ; it respondent
~ungary, 300,000 .Persons take part in a
tramples the equal right>-J aml liberties of the deserving citizen, and puts into the hands of bad men a dan- Joyful demonstration over the adoption
of the Civil Marriage bill.
gerous and terrible power over the property, persons, and lives of their fellow-citizens.
MR: GLADST,ONE .has b~e.n forced by in5. If Theistic, Trinitarian, and Ch:·istian mtLjorities may to-day rightfully force upon Deistic, Athe- crea!!mg
phyBical mfirm1t1es to resign the
istic, or Agnostic, ancl Unitarictn :mel non-Christian minorities their distinctive creeds, what warrant have we premiership. He refuses a peerage. Lord
Rosebery has been summoned to form a
that some other day the Catholics, the Methodists, or the Presbyterians will not Amend into the Constitution new cabmet, and held his first conference
their distinguishing sectarian dogmas? That step would logically follow the one which your Honorable March 3. Labouchere, leader of the Radicals, declares that the latter, with manv of
Body Las been asked to take, and against which we respectfully but strongly and unalterably protest.
the Liberals, will not support a government headed by a peer. If this is true,
the Rosebery government may not last a.
NAME.
TOWN.
STATE.
week.
·
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THE DYING FREETHINKER.

LE BOUTILLIER BROS.
14th Street New York.

RIGHT LIVING.
By SUSAN H. WIXON~
Etltic~ as Understood by a Student of Science. Sixty Chavters, as follows:
Right Living,
What i$ Hypocrisy?
In Re~ard to Concealed Vice,
What is Morality?
Conscience or Moral Sense,
Beautiful Charity,
What is Ignorance?
Selfishness, the Menace of So- FidelityJ...the Giver of Strength
Knowledge the GI·eat.Treasure,
ciety,
and nonor,
Concerning Education,
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Value of Wealth,
C~nduct· or Right Doing
Life,
Avarice, Not a Means to Life's
Vntue, the Dluminator of Life, Is Reverence a Duty?
Best End,
Pruu~nce, an Economy of Life, Self-Reliance,
Good Nature, one of Life's Best
What Know Ye of Justice?
Self-Control,
Blossoms,
Fortitude a Noble t'ossesswn,
Self-Res{>!lct
Reason and Free Inquiry
',
Temperance and Intemperance, Foolish Pride and Silly Preiu- Free Speech,
"-··
ls the Use of Tobacco Dangerdice 1
A Free l'ress,
ous?
Anger, ~he Distorter,
Rights of Animals,
CultivatiOn of Individuality,
The Angel of Forgiveness
Rights of Children,
Character, a Jewel of Great Price, Observation a Great Facility,
Human Rights; or the Equality
of Man.
! dleness, another Name for Loss, Perseveran•·e, the Friend of .M.an,
Industry, the Staff of Life,
Punctuality, a Promoter of Sue- Moral Cleaulines•_, ·
Value of a Trade,
cess
Politeness. The u-entlemaR
Recreation a Necessitv,
The Difficulties of Life,
Politeness. -Continued.- The
Games of Chance,
·
'l'eJllll!tation, tbe Demon on the
Gentlewoman,
'J'ruth and Falsehood,
h ghway,
Best Society,
.
What is an Oath? or the Worth Hab1t, Second Nature,
Progress; or Enlightenment:
of a Promise.
Power of Will,
Wisdom.
Fraud a Crime.
Courage, a .Necessity to Right
'!'he Poison of Blander,
Liv1ng

"Right Living" is well bound in cloth and printed on good paper.

PRICE, $1..00.
Address
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has dedicated to the memory of !Jer father and mother-these sentences from ~he works of a great
street adcJ.re•• a• above.
synthetic philosopher and a gifted liberal minioter:
As with the physical, so with the ethical. A belief, as yet fitfUl ana Parttal, is beainning to THE BOOK THAT STARTED THE REFER~pread amongst men, that here, also, there is an inaissoluble bona between cause ana consequence, an
ENDUM MOVEMENT.
tnexorable aestiny, a law which altereth not.-l:ltrbert Spencer.
Living is an Art, a methoa of_ expressing great conceptions; in fact, the highest methoa, the
noblest of the Arts.-Thomas Starr King.
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Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
By M. E. Billingst Paper, 25 centa.
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Pleasure and Progress: An Attempt to

Prove that the Pursuit of Pleasure is the stne
qua non of Intellectual, Mora1 and Social
Development, and that the rromotion ol.
Pleasure is the Duty of Philanthropy and
Statesmanship. Hy Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
Oloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

The Creation of God.
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tlte God-

Ide .. to Its Source. By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Resurrection of Jesus.

By Don Allen.
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Facts and Fictions of Life. By Helen
H. Gardener. Cloth, $~~ paper, 150 cents.
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J oslyii Gage.

doth, $2; leather, $8.

The Church and Freethought. By Frank·
lin Steiner. Paper, 10 cents.
The Giant Delusion. One of Otto Wettstein's Friendly Arguments with the Spiritualists. Paper, 10 cents.
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The Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press• .

HOW TO GET

FourHund.red. Years of Freethought. Fou:F ~::~:::uJHE:ns
BY SAMUEL

P.

PUTNAM.

FREE

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout the Civilized World for·
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
SPECIAL OFFER.
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
We have made arrangements with
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph. Mr. Putnam whereby we are enab1ed
to make our friends a most generous
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages offer.
We need more subscribers to Tm:
of Human History,
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
adorned with the brightest Genius, r3:diant with ~he most spl_endid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inven- needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought.". Not aJl are able to pay $5
tions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedoms most shmmg advance.
for it, but everyone can do a little
No-thing Can. be More In."teres"tin.g,
work to obtain a copy - congenial
more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and work, that will do great good all
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal -vigi- around. This is the offer :
lance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.
Send us Four Ne-w
NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
Yearly Subscribers at
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
regular rates ($I2 in
In One Harmonious and Magnificent Whole,
all),'and "VV"e "VV"ill send
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the, added glory of
W"OM.AN'S EM.ANCIP.A.TION

frcm the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
.
'l'HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth. ·
THE SECOND P.A.RT will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
' · The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Literature.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
P11ilo op}lv.
Science. Education and
Ethics.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Voltaire.
Madame Roland.
Gambetta.
Copernicus.
Bruno.
Rousseau.
Mary Wollstoncraft.
Rabelais. Schiller.
Galileo.
Bacon.
Castelar.
l::ipinnza
Comenius.
Cervantes. Goethe.
French Salmi. Bradlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Kepler.
Descartes.
Frances Wright.
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison.
Pestalozzi.
Da Vinci.
Locke.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
lution.
Phillips.
Lucretia Matt.
Froebel.
Newton.
Hum e.
Gibbon.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paip.e. Parker.
Humboldt. Combe.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Hobbs.
Spencer.
Burns.
Jefferson.
Emerson.
Lyell.
Sumner.
jfodia Maria Child.
Kant.
Shelley.
Heine.
Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
argaret Fuller.
Owen.
Darwin.
Hamilton.
Byron.
Holyoake.
Thoreau.
Bentham.
Elizabeth
Cady Stanton.
Bakomi.ine.
Comte.
:&;;ndall.
Mill.
Push kin. Whitman.
Haeckel.
Susan B. Anthony.
uxley.
Warren.
Buchner.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Matild~J oslyn Gage.
Girard
Feuer bach.
chewsky.
Lick.
Heinzen.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.
THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
in every domain of Human Thought and ProgreHs will adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeket·, Investigator, Ironclad Age.. Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
.
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-edit.ors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representativH men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits <?f
Horace Seaver,
George E. Macdonald,
Capt. R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
,J. P. Mendum,
E. M." Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr..
Mrs. Charles Watts,
D. M. Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam,
Prof. J. H. Cook,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Parker Pillsbury,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H Heywood,
Mrs. M. A. Freeman,
Eliznr Wright,
Charles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
:Katie Kehm Sm1th,
T. 0. Lelanrl,
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl AndrewS', Lucy N. Colman,
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian Lala.nd,
Judge C. B. Waite.
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy Post.
antl other men and women who have C::>ntributed to the advancement of Freethougb.t and whose names
slwnlll be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it iR in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

Tne Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be founLl such an array of facts, such a survey-.£ history,
and Hnch a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work a.nd it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.

The nmne of evm·y SulJsc·rUJm• who sends jive dollars before the work is on the press
will be ewrollell in th'ls book. DOB'T FA.LL TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
This book will contain
, Over Six Hundred Pages or Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
·n will be elegantly bouncl. It wi.l be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to ghre to
your frie1~d~ when they as~, What is Freet~wught-what has it done and what is it doing in the world'?
Tins IS the ~ost m;nversa~ pre~entati~n of Freethought ever given to the public, a11d no Freethinker
can afford to be without It. It Is a hbrary m itseli
.
Address orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Ll\fayette place, New York.

the Getter,...up of the
Club a copy of'' FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
F R E E T H 0 U G H T,"
FREE OF CHARGES.

And further, to a1d our friends in
getting . this book for themselves, we
will offer

To the New Subscribers as a
Premium,
post free, a copy in boards of •

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By WATSON HESTON,

THE GREATF.Sf BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
W. S. BELL'S

Handbook of Freethought.
With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT,
free.
To each New Subscriber In the club, a premium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's
''Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-all free
by post or express.
This reaJiy brings the price of the
paper down to $2 to each new subscriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEHB
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Sub·
scribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our fri.:lnds to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to get
four New Subscribers in any town in
the lountry, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of" Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" as soon as the
book is issued.

Tlwse who send a Club and
Four New Subscribers and
$12 before the book is printed,
will have theilr names enrolled in its shining pages.
T:n::E TRUTH SEEKER,

28 Lafayette Place,
NEW YORK.
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What Would the Christian Amendment Bring 1 pains and penalties. The world has had a million

17,

1894.

LA.I!'AYE'l''l'.E PL·J $J.OO

Per Year.

The first thing to be done in an educational way times too much of such criminal folly.
FOUNDED Bll Do l.Uo BENNE'rr,.
in arousing the people against the Morse-Frye
joint resolution for an amendment to the federal
Regarding the relation of the nation to the Bible
E. M. MAOOONALD, • · • • • • Editor and Manager. C~;mstitution is to show them just what its origina- wha~ ~as the proposed amend~ent to say' The
tors and
te h
t .
"t d
t .
Ohnstaan Reformer avers that It covers:
promo rs av pu mto I an expec It to
"
.
.
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
accomplish. In our. last issue we quoted exten- : . 1: The exp~ess.IOn of suprem!l authorit~ and law.
. .
.This lB necessarily mcluded, as already seen, m the con• 1 f
SATURDAY,
MARCH 17, 1894. 8 IV Y ro~ an expositiOn of· the. proposed amen~- nection of God's word with his supreme authority. That
ment Written by Rev. R C. Wyhe, secretary of the authority must be expressed for the nation over which it
National Reform Association. Mr. Wylie expound- is, and ~hat expression mus~ be in the Word of the su81JBSCRIPTION RATES.
Single s_ubs.cription, in advance .................. :............. •3 011 ed its theology, its political philosophy and fore preme Ruler. Besides, the- 'guidance' of a nation is ita
'
'gov~rbment.' Both words a~propriatel; 1efer to the
One subscnptlon two Years, in advance .. :..................... 5 oo shadowed its practical application.
. .
.
steenng and control of the ship of state. The governor
Two new subscribers ............................................. 5 oo
I
One subscription with one new su.bscriber, in one remittance 5 oo . _ n_ the. OhrMt,an .Reformer of March 3d the sub- is the helmsman or the guide.
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remit~
Ject IS still further elucidated, the investigation be"2. The nation in its troubles needs God'd Word for
tance ........................................................ " oo
ing pursued along the same lines as those followed comfort and strength. The 'assurances of His Word'
One subscription with three ll.ew 11nbscribers, in one remittance .......................... , . . . . ........................ s 30 by Mr. Wylie in his first article and the conclusions aftord this help. These assurances include all the inspirOne subscription with four new snbficribers, in one remitthe ~ame but the hrase· in~,promises w~ich ~he ;oati?n net>ds .. And very especially,
tance ................................... :....................10 oo reached are substantiall
.
Y
. '
P
.
S. Tbe natiOn, In Its AIDS, reqmres assurances of parAny number over five at the same rate, invariablywith one
ology employed brmgs out st1ll more sharply, In don and acceptance. NothinE< In the relations of the
remittance.
some cases the salient features of the Covenanters' nation to the Bible can be more important than this.
destructiv scheme. The writer first considers the Our nation is a ~inful nation. It must find forgivness or
Monllfl sll.ouza 08 sene l1rl ez;press tJOm'Panv's monllfl oraer
PJBtal order, ara.tt on New Yorl:, or lit/ regtsterea letter. theological aspects of the amendment summing up be destroyed. Gl)d's Word assurt:s it of forgivness, if it
· 1 ·
d · 1· t"
·
'
.
comes to him in his appointed way."
iattress oommw~tcaetons· ana mal:e ara./tll, ollecl:s, 'POBt-ot/IOB I"ts mc
uswns an Imp Ica wns m these SIX affirmaanaez;pressmonevoraers'Pavableeo
.E. M. MAODONALD,
tions
:
God is the governor of the nation through his
28 Laravettl.' 'Place, NeUJ Yorl:.
deputy, Jesus. His authority must be expressed
"1. God's supreme authority over the nation itself.
through the Bible. The "guidance" which he givs
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We oihall be obliged to our
"2. God's supreme authority ever the individuals comreaders If they will send u• the na1ne and addre•• of
through the Bible is really goverpment, which
posing the nation.
any Freethinker who Ia not a regular sub•crlber.
" 8. God's just judgment, in all his providences, of both means, of course, that the priflsts, as the visible
men and nations.
representative of God and his vicegerPnt, Jes11s, will
"4. These expressed relatimis of the nation to God, in not merely guide the nation by the inculcation of the
SOME HAND~OME PREMIUMS
their connection in the proposed preamble, imply that
To induce new subscriptions and prompt 1 enew- the nation, as itself posseBBing authority, must derive its precepts and admonitions of the Bible, but will actually 1-overn it by the legal enforcement of its comals on the part of our friends we make the follow- authority from God who is supreme.
"5. Still further that God's supreme authority is ex- mands, as they interpret them. They Will steer and
ing handsome premium offers:
pressed for a nation's guidance in the divine word.
control the ship of state, appealing for tht>ir author'' 6. That God is the one sovereign governor of the na- ity to .the dummy helmsman they hav thf:jmseln set
For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH BEEKER one
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred tion in and through Jesus Christ. The old form of up at the wheel. To change the figure, and adaptamendment suggested a double sovereignty, and a twoYears of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage fold supreme rulership. This new form is in perfect ing the biblical legend, the oracle will hav the face
of this or our "Free offer of the book (see opposit harmqny with the ecripture view, which is that 'God of Jesus, but the voice and hands will be the voice
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in rules the nations ' (Psalm xlvii, 8), and that ' He is tbe and hands of the priest.
The nation is sinful. God will destroy it if it
the country should not possess this splendid work. governor among the nations ' (Ps. xxii, 28). The words
oftbis last Psalm are the words of the Messiah speaking does not come to him for forgivness '·in his apFor $5 we will send THE TBUTH 8EE1tER one of his God and ours. So also in Revelation, prophecy
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete" tells us that the kingdoms of this world are to 'become pointed way." What constitutes "sin" in the
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ' (Rev. nation we can learn only from the Bible. So no
pardon is possible unless we believe the Bible
picture of Paine, of the 11tatue · proposed to be xi, 15).,
and condemn by law what it condemns, and enforce
Should
this
proposed
amendment
become
a
part
erected in Chicago, and of his monument·in New
by
law what it commands. But men difter with
of
the
preamble
of
the
Constitution,
whoever
thereRochelle.
regard to the doctrinal and ethical teachings of the
after
rakes
the
oath
of
allegiance
as
citizen
or
funcFor $5 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKER one
tionary by that act accepts or professes to accept Bible. ~hen whose understanding of that collec·
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
tion of books is to be made th9 law of the l11.nd!
these theological dogmas :
Reformers " ($3)~ By D. M. Bennett.
Manifestly
that of the majority. Whenever the
1. God is the ruler of the nation.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEE:JtEB one
majority
decree
that we must incorporate iu the law
2. God is the ruler of the individual.
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's Dynamic Thecertain
doctrinal
tenet or moral precept which is
a
3. Special divine providence.
ory ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one
4. The source of authority in government is God, found, or which the majority say is found, in the
wants this book. It has over a thousand large
Bible, the dissenting minority must submit. That
not the people.
- pages and more than four hundred illustrations.
5. The Bible is God's statute book for the gov- is, the majority constitute a state church and make
It is a digest of Science, and every one who studies
the distinguishing dogmas of that church essential
ernment of the nation and of individuals.
it cannot help but be well-informed in all scientific
6. Jesus Christ is God's deputy governor on parts of the law of the nation and of its sub-divismatters.
·
ions. 'fhus inability to believe becomes a crime.
earth.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TBUTH 8EE1tEB one
In other words, this amendment is designed to The priests of this official church will refuse to conyear ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- outlaw Atheism, Agnosticism, science-which knows vey to the nation the forgivness of God so long as
Book " in cloth ($2. 50).
nothing of special providence-Freethought, Juda- the nation is guilty of " sins " which they condemn.
For $4: we will send THE TBUTH BEEKER one year ism, Unitarianism, and self-government. It is de- While God withholds his pardon his priests will
($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" signed to make the doctrine of Theism and Trinita- agitate and legislate against the heresies which
in bo~;Lrds ($2).
•
rian Christianity essential parts of the constitutional stand in the way of the divine absolution. We are
For $4: we wm send THE TBUTH SEEKER one year and statute law of the civil republic. It is designed told that "the nation, iu its sins, requires a'lsurances
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comic- to force acceptance of the Bible-with its alleged au- of pardon and acceptance. Nothing in the relaJ;ions
thenticity: divinity, inerrancy, and impeccability- of the nation to the Bible can be more important
ally illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
upon all whose reason or moral sense will not per- than this." Important to the priesthood, we are to
For $3.50 we will Bt~nd THE TBUTH SEEEEB one
mit them to voluntarily take it as a divine guide. It understand. While it is possible for this caste to
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically
is deqigned to make men and-women submit to laws make the majority of the people believe that the
Dlustrated," in board covers ($1).
which a dominant priesthood says rest upun a true absence from the statutes of drastic laws against
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books interpretation of Bible teachings. It is designed to heresy subjects the whole nation to the danger of
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceed- punish honest investigators and fearless truth speak- God's vengeance, it will be easy for the ecclesiastics
ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can ers and reward credulous dupes and trembling hyp· to retain their power and manufacture confiscatory
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our ocrits. It is designed to do that which every page and punativ decrees and establish legal inquisitions
present readers will call the attention of their of history solemnly warns us against attempting- to suit themselvs. Of course religious liberty vanto teach religion by law ; develop love of God by ishes and persecution in every form deemed necesfriends to the values offered.
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sary to perpetuate the s u prr macy of the theocracy
inevitably supervenes. All these · immeasurable
evils the adoption of the Christi~n amendment will
surely bring upon the American people,
We are now brought to the consideration of the
'·'moral relations of the nation-its relations to
Christ." The Christian .Reformer tells us that
here the amendment includes :
'
"1. Christ's relation as Mediator. This is not in the
old form of a.mend~ent at all, except by remote inference. In the new form it is most distinctly expressed' a.ooording to his appointed way, through Jesus Christ.'
This is God, in Christ the Mediator, hearing tbe nation's
prayer for guidance, and granting this guidance with the
Mediator's hand on the helm of the ship of state. The
very idea. of Christ's mediatorial office includes, of neces. sity, both our approach with thanks and prayer to God,
and the communication to us through him of the blessings for which we pray and giv thanks. To speak of invoking God for anything according to his appointed way
through Jesus Christ without including the bestowment
of the blessing sought ·through the same mediation i~ as
superficial as it is unscriptura.l.
"2. Christ's relation to the nation as its Prophet. The
nation needs God's Word for instruction. This is a. part of
'guidance,' which is thus more comprehensiv than ~ruling.'
And the Word of God givs many assurances which are
the utterances of the Mediator as Prophet rather than as
King.
"3. Christ's relation to the nation as its priest. The
nation, as we saw in another connection, needs forgivness. If it comes to God in his appointed way, guided by
his Word, it must come through the merits and mediation
of the Great High Priest. In no other way, as the Senate of the United States and President Lincoln acknowledged in 1863, can the nation obtain the pardon of its sins.
"4. Christ's relation to the nation as its King. The
word ' guidance' includes . government, rulership, or
kingship. The names 'Jesus' and 'Chris~' are royal
·names and titles. They mean savior and anointed.
They bring distinctivly to view Messiah the Prince, the
Anointed Savior-King. Who can say that Christ's royal
titles are not here?"

The incorporation of the Morse-Frye amendment
into the Constitution would force upon the citizen
the acceptance of these doctrinal affirmations:
1. Jesus Christ is the divinely-appointed mediator
between the nation and God.
2. He is the nation's prophet.
3. He is the nation's high priest.
4. He is the nation's king.
All this we should hav to believe or be legally
damned. We should hav to believe that " God, in
Christ the Mediator," hears the majority's prayer
for guidance, and givs this guidance with the mediator's-meaning the hierarchy's -"hand on the
helm of the ship of state." In other terms, we should
hav to believe in the duty of prayer and in direct
answer to prayer. We should bav to believe all the
dogmas specified and hundreds of minor ones that
are more or less closely related to them. If we
could not believe any or all of these dogmas, and,
failing to believe, should refuse to stultify ourselvs
by pretending to believe, we would find ourselvs at
the mercy of the majority's laws. Persecution for
opinion's sake begins the moment doctrinal averments creep into the organic law and the statutes.
The desire to persecute is present before the law is
colored by religion. No man of ordinary sense ever
desired to put his religious opinions into the Constitution and into statutory enactments unless he
was unwilling to let his creed stand upon its merits
or fall because of its demerits under the clear light
of impartial investigation. The wish for compulsory conformity is behind the National Reform
movement. The church must dominate the state in
order that the beliefs of the Covenanters and their
allies may be shielded from honest criticism. No one
supposes that these theocrats will admit that they
wish to persecute, but they do frankly, with pat"ticularity and great elaborateness, proclaim their zealous desire to put every essential dogma of thei.J.·
creeds into the statute books and to compel the
makers, adjudicators, and administrators of. law to
appeal to and enforce the authority of the Bible.
Persecution, then, is their object. It is probable
they do not wish to cause undue suffering, but they
do mean to coerce dissenters to any degree that
may be found necessary to make them acknowledge
the divinity of certain theological statements and
render outward respect to the church and its institutions. Persecution does not cease to be persecu-

tion b~cause veiled under the euphemism of " en- I the time the Congressman wrote the committee
.
forcement of God's righteous laws." No Covenanter on March
6th, heard nine spokesmen of a delega-'
is better qualified than any Unitarian or Free- tion of ·two hund:red National Reformers argue for
thinker of. equal general inte)ligence to determin the amendment while it refused to permit the Freewhat are God•s laws: If a God exists and has thinkers and Adventists to divide time with th~m
either physical or moral laws to enforce W{l may be and present arguments in opposition. We reported
sure that he needs neither the counsel nor other as- last week the fact of the shameful packing of the
sistance of the National Reform Association or the sub-committee of the Judiciary Committee of the
Women's Christian Te:n:'tperance Union. Wh~n any Senate 'by the theocratic lobbyists and gave the
man contravenes a law of the material universe he names of several Congressmen and Senators who
is apprised of the fact without a message from are "all right" from the point of view of the pious
Jesus via Rev. H. H. George, Frances Willard, or tricksters.
·
·
a federal judge. If he invades the rights of his felNow the committees may not report the joint
if they do the Senate
and I
lows he will be the more quickly called to account resolution favorably, and
.
.
and their rights will be the more effectually pro- House may not adopt the .amendment. But, as we
tected the less time legislators and courts waste in. hav said before, the Reformers will not be beaten by
fooling with " God's laws," of which they know apathy and indifference on our part. And we wish
nothing.
the "no danger " people to bear this prediction in
The Morse-Frye joint resolution is capable of mind: No matter how o!ten they may fail to carry
mischief and of nothing but mischief. It should the committees or the two Houses of Congress
never come out of the committee room, but it may. with them, the Covenanters will never rest until
Wherever it appears it must be fought with every they are overwhelmingly defeated or defeat us in a
legitimate weapon at our command. We must de- political struggle which will arouse the people of
stroy it or it will destroy us.
the entire country and align the voters in two
great parties for and against the theocratic· theo~y
of government. For years Congress and the courts
The Song of the Siren.
The liberties of nations no less than the fortunes hav been playing into the hands of .the political
of individuals are wrecked on the rocks of "No church, and the adoption of the amendment to-day
Danger." Incalculable suffering has been caused, would be merely a ratification by the people of the
millions of lives hav been sacrificed, because men unconstitutional performances of the law makers
hav been careless and indifferent. They hav not and judges. Such ratification would remove the
resisted the first encroachments of the tyrant, the last obstacle in the way of the state-church. This
insidious sapping and mining of the legions of is no " scare" of ·ours ; it is a cold statement of
superstition, the heartlessly selfish scheming of the facts, of facts which are openly and confidently
beneficiaries of injustice. The Civil War of 1861-5 appealed to continually by the National Reformers.
was caused by just such blindness and apathy. As That the Detroit lawyers and millions of other
Karl Heinzen has tersely said, the American people citizens are unacquainted with or fail to realize the
had to learn through the stern teaching of the significance of these faCts is their misfortune and
logic of events what they should hav learned by the the country's danger. So long as the privileges
study of the logic of justice. The far-seeing men granted to the church are granted in violation of
who, decades before that awful conflict opened, the letter and spirit of the Constitution, we stand
prophesied its coming and did what they could to on. a vantage ground in a strong defensiv position,
induce the people to remove the cause by peaceful from which the adoption of the Christian amendmeans, were laughed at, slandered, and persecuted; ment would drive us. While the Constitution recalled "alarmists " and fools ; told that they were mains as it is there ~s always hope that we can turn
and
" scared by their own shadows "; that there was the tide of legislativ and judicial revolution,
I
. " no danger"; that the sky of the country's future force the church back into her proper place. But
with the Constitution amended as the theocrats
was cloudless and serene.
And now the grandchildren of those ante-bellum desire, the struggle for religious freedom would be
optimists are equally sure that there is " no danger " a hundred-fold more difficult.
in the scheming of the National Reformers and
their allies. Even a Liberal paper speaks of the
To return to the Detroit "all's well " people: It
proposed Christian amendment as" ridiculous." It
is passing strange that men hav such short memois ridiculous in the eyes of the rationalist, but how
ries. Hav these students of the law forgotten the
many rationalists are there among the millions of
Edmunds amendment which lacked but four votes
ch~rch-members in the United States? Ridiculous
of receiving a two-thirds majority in the Senate T
it is, intrinsically, but the more dangerous because
Hav they forgotten the Blair amendment which
it is ridiculous. Below is an extract from a letter
was defeated in . the House only after a protracted
we hav received from a subscriber in Detroit:
struggle! And above all else, hav they forgotten
"I inclose a list of seventy-nine names remonstrating the Sunday closing of theW orld's Fair by Congress!
against the proposed constitutional amendment. · The
most of my objectors to this remonstrance say it is not The church molded the House and the Senate and
necessary to fool away any time remonstrating, that there the president like wax in her fingers ; the commitis absolutely Ii.o danger that any such silly stuff as this tees that heard remonstrants refused to consider
proposed amendment will ever receive any attention the fundamental principles involved, and at the next
whatever at the hands of the United States legislature.
One, a lawyer, ventured the assertion that, if the bill session, after the friends of the free Sunday had at
ever comes to a vote, he felt assured that not a dozen last awakened and· Congress was asked to repeal the
men would vote for it. Another lawyer refused to giv Sunday-closing clause of the appropriation bill it
the matter any attention, upon the presumption that the was the same story over !!-gain,. and repeal was conbill will go into the hands of a committee and will never temptuously refused. Hav the singers of the
see daylight again. Quite a number of intelligent men
laughed me to scorn for being alarmed over the idea t.hat siren's song of "no danger" forgotten that the
such an absurdly silly proposition w0uld ever receive the same delusiv lullaby chant went up from all over
slightest consideration by such a. body of intelligent men the country when the question of closing the· Fair
as our national Congress. I quit canvassing in disgust." on the preachers' day was first broached? The
No wonder our friend was disgusted.
These chanters then had forgotten the Centennial Exposipeople he encountered know practically nothing of tion, when Hawley pbeyed the commands of the
the facts; they hav at the most only the haziest Protestant priesthood and shut the gates at Philaidea of the scope and strength of the so-called ~elphia in the faces of the people, as seventeen
National Reform movement. Members of Congress years later Congress shut them at Chicago. Sevenwho are on general principles opposed to a union teen years mark but half the lifetime of a generaof church and state are in a similar state of blissful tion, and it would seem that even persons with the
ignorance. A member from Kentucky, replying to poorest memories could retain. the impression of
one of our subscribers, wrote that the joint resolu- such a startling lesson that long. But what shall
tion would not even be seriously considered by the we say of the capacity to forget of men who cannot
House Judiciary Committee. As matters of fact, remember in 1894 the Congressional triumph of the
however, a sub-committee of that committee had church in 1891-2! Strange indeed that they
already given serious and interested attention to should forget so soon how the organized theocrats
arguments in favor of the amendment, and since frightened that "intelligent body of men," "our
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national Congress," into abject compliance with
their demands! It is fortunate that a few, at least,
hav not forgotten how the Sabbatarians forced
every Populist and a large majority of the Democrats and Republicans in the House to vote for a
measure obnoxious to every precept and principle
of religious liberty and equal justice.
Mr. Putnam quotes Judge Miller to the effect that
the Supreme Court cannot interpret the Constitution tor the co-ordinate branches of the government.
But the fact remains that the decision of that court
in one of a class of cases is respected by the subordinate federal courts and the state courts when
they pass upon other cases of the same class, precisely as the minor state courts respect the decisions
of the supreme court of their state. Furthermore it
is also true that the United, States Supreme Court
has the last word concerning any law passed. by
Congress. And the state supreme court has likewise the last word concerning any law passed by
the legislature of its state, unless an appeal is taken
to the federal Supreme Court. Theory is one thing
-and Judge Miller's theory is pleasant reading for
Secularists just now-but the opposing facts are
awkward to handle. It will be found on examination that the Supreme Court · does, practically, interpret the Constitution for the whole
country, including Congress and the executiv department of the government. The test is right
here: Is there on record an instance in which, the
Supreme Court 'having declared a law of Co:qgress
unconstitutional, Congress has turned aoout and
re-enacted the law in the exact form in which it
passed it at :first ! If not, is not this state of
affairs very good evidence that, in practice, the
Supreme Court is the national authoritativ, interpreter of the Constitution, Judge Miller's opinion
to the contrary notwithstanding? And when has
a state legislature re-enacted a law under like circumstance!:!?
·
The Supreme Court declared in an obiter dictum
that this is "a Christian nation," and since its opinion was given several state Supreme courts hav
echoed that view, in one way or another, in passing
upon the constitutionality of state Sunday laws.
Up to this date no power has been found to call in
question the dictum of the Supreme Court and save
citizens from the penalties of Christian law. So it
will not be prudent for us to lean on Judge Miller's
ex~:~getical reed and murmur; "There is no danger
in the Trinity church opinion of Judge Brewer and
his associates."
--------~----------

Do not fail to read the contents table of Susan
Wixon's new book, "Right Living." See :first page.
It is now ready for delivery.
The contributions, to the treasury of the Nationd
. Reform Association amounted to nearly :five hundred dollars for the week ending March 5th. The
enemies of growth are activ and rich. The more
they giv to destroy the guarantees of religious freedom the harder we must work to defeat them.
We are gratuitously informed that the Godin-the-Constitution amendment will, if adopted,
"mark the proper boundaries of true liberty." So
did the Inquisition. There was no true liberty
while the Inquisition l."uled. There will be none
after this amendment becomes a fact. That is the
way the " proper boundaries of true liberty " are
" marked" by religious despots, always. Liberty
is on one side of the boundary and Christian rule
on the other.

----------.---------

The latest news we hav from WashiBgton was
contained in a letter written to the Editor by Mr.
Putnam. The president of the Freethought Federation had not yet been able to get a hearing before
the Judiciary Committee. He will present petitions and his argument in manuscript, and will also
publish the· argument immediately. He thinks that
the unexpectedly strong opposition of the Freethinkers has blocked the game of the theocrats for
the present. This is good news, and it once more
shows us how important it is to be alive to the
dangers that threaten and activ in the work of defense. Mr. Putnam hugs no delusion. He says :

" Of course we must not hold up, for 'this thing
will be tried again. We· must annihilate them;
that is the only safety. It is well that I came
here."
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Jersey ; J. Abbott, Texas; G. W. Cooper, In~iana ;
C. M. Cooper, Florida ; A. C. Harmer, Pennsylvania; P. S. Post, Illinois; William Cogswell,
Massachusetts; J. J. Belden, New York; S. G.
Hilborn, California ; J. W. Babcock, Wisconsin. .
Send in letters of remonstrance. A victory for
the Sabbatarians in the District would be the entering wedge for a national Sunday law, to qe introduced at this session.
The District of Columbia
belongs to all the people of the Union and we h!lov
a right to demand that it be kept free from the rule
of the Sabbatarians; Make yourselvs felt in the
committee rooms.

English Freethinkers are making the atmosphere
quite sultry for Rev. Hugh Price Hughes, the constructor of the "Atheist Shoemaker" story. He
was to speak at Newcastle on March 5th;and preparations were being made to distribute among his
audience Mr. Foote'spamphlet exposing Mr. Hughes
and his story. When he lectured at Br<tdford, Mr.
J. W. Gott distributed six hundred copies of the
Freethinker at the door. Mr. Foote's exposure of
the Hughes pamphlet and of Mr; Holyoake's "vinOn Sunday evening, February 4, the Passion
dication" of it cannot be printed fast enough to Play was produced in St. Mary's Catholic church,
supply the demand. Probably three hundred thou- Winfield, Long Island. There were fourteen scenes,
sand copies will be needed.
·
beginning with Jesus in the garden and ending
with the transfiguration. There does not appear
That stanch friend of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
to hav been anything in the exhibition to disturb
wholesale disseminator of Liberal literature, Captain the equanimity of well~balanced people, but the
Silas Latham, receives this handsome notice in an orthodox believers are greatly perturbed. The Inarticle in the Sun describing bluefish catching off
dependent says that "it ought not to hav been
Cape Hatteras:
allowed"; Rev. Mr. Mallmann, pastor of the Pres"Capt. 'Sile ' Latba~, in the crack smack Gertrude byterian church in the village, talked the district
S_nmmers, has been breasting the perils of Hatteras all
winter in pursuit of the 'blues.' -He is a most venture- attorney into issuing summonses for several of the
some man, and is said to be absolutely without fear so far performers ; the Sunday Observance Society of
as the dangers of the sea are concerned. No chance New York contributed a letter to help bulldoze the
seems too slim for him if he sees a prospect of winning. He officials, and it is announced that the grand jury
comes from a Ion~ line of fishermen ancestors, and he will be asked to bring in some indictments. This
has a fine vessel. Captain Latham has spent all of tbe cold
months in the bluefish Mecca trying to make out where is a purely sectarian squabble. One kind of Christhe fish go to and how they can be captured in piping tians are shocked by the method employed by
cold January weather, when each fish would be worth a another kind to present the common "truths" of
round sum."
Christianity, and so they are trying to wield the
Sunday law club in order to induce the erring
The New York Ereq,miner (Baptist), in the course brethren to take a proper view of the matter. Pasof an article condemning_ the Sunday laws of Ten- tor Mallmann said that the play was both sacrilegious
nessee and Maryland, says :
and illegal, and should be prohibited ' 1 for the good
. "The Empire State has many defects, but we are 'of the community." Its illegality is only an inciproud to be citizens of a commonw~alth where legal per- dent; because it is "sacrilegious " it has been made
secution of one denomination of. Christians by others illegal in order that the community may be "prolong ago ceased to be a possibility."
tected "I Could there be a more distinct admisThis felicitation was premature. One week ago
sion of clerical desire for and enjoyment of legisla'last Sunday the members of St. Mary's church,
tivn in the interest of religion T What business has
Winfield, ~orshiped their God by taking part in
the law to take cognizance of such an "offense" as
and witnessing a performance of the Passion Play. "sacrilege"? But of course there is "no danger"
Whereupon the Presbyterian minister of the town, of priestly domination I The arrested Passion Play
backed by the Sunday Observance Society of this performers were arraigned before_ District-Attorney
city, procured the arrest of several of the perform- Noble. At the ruose of the examination he "lecters, and they were not released until the Catholics ured them severely, and scared them half out of
had promised that they would not again worship in their wits.'' If this is true the district-attorney is
that particular way.
a cad, a very impudent one at that. What business
has he lecturing people for attending to their own
. We are requested by a committee of seven women
business! But the preachers and Sunday Observto announce that all who desire to help the eause
ance knaves behind him, and who hav forced him
of equal_ suffrage will :find at Sherry's during March
to make this exhibition of himself, are worse than
and April, between nine and six o'clock, petitions to
strike out of the constitution of the state of New cads, even impudent cads.
York the word male as a qualification for votera.
We do so cheerfully, at the same time taking occasion to remark that :five of the seven committeewomen hav failed to begin the reformation at home
by striking the male given names out of their cognomens. We respectfully commend to the friendly
attention of Mrs. Charles Russell Lowell, Mrs.
Joseph H. Choate, Mrs. J. Warren Goddard, Mrs.
Robert Abbe, and Mrs. Henry M. Sanders a pleasant little anecdote told by "Our George." A man
of clear thought, bearing the euphonious name
of Charles Smith, one day re~eived a letter addressed to "Mrs. Charles Smith," whereupon he at
once seized his pen and wrote to his correspondent:
"I object to being called 'Mrs.,' but if you mean
. J ane. "
my wife, her name 1s

• FRANKLIN STEINER will return to the West the latter
part of March, and wishes to make an extended tour of
Iowa, Nebraska, the Dakotas, Wisconsin, and Minnesota.
Liberals in those states desiring lectures will address him
'at Box 882, Des Moines, Ia.
•' LocoMoTION, as Related to I..ife and Snrvival," was
the interesting subject of Dr. M. L. Holbrook's lecture
last Sunday before the Brooklyn Philosophical Association. He showed the evolution of locomotion, and how
man, by his ability through his lnventiv genius, having
created an artificial locomotion, had been able to advance
as he has. It was necessary for< man to devise artificial
locomotion, for if he did not, he would have perished in
the struggle for existence, especially when competing
with the brute creation. It was an evolution lecture in
the full sense of the term, and the simplicity which characterizes the doctor's writin~s characterized this lecture.
It was able, learned, and well worthy being heard.

On March 11, H~nry W. Blair, of New Hampshire, introduced in the Hou~e thE> bill offered by
Senator Gallinger in the Senate for the suppression
of Sunday labor, trade, and amusement in the District of Columbia. Referred to the Committee on the
District of Columbia.- In the Senate it went to the
Committee on Education and Labor. Las!: week
we gave the names of the members of this committee. The members of the House Committee on
the District of Columbia are: John T~ Heard, Missouri, (chairman); J. D. Richardson, Tennessee;
Harry Welles Rusk, Maryland; J.E.Cobb,Alabama;
E. E. Meredith, Virginia ; O. A._ Cadmus, New

To the Liberals of Long Island: Having, in conjunction with other Liberals, arranged for a lecture at this
place by Franklin Steiner, on the evening of March 21-st,
at 8 o'clock. I hereby invite and request all Liberals of
Longo Island, or elsewhere, to attend. This will aftord a
good opportunity for the L~bera's of tbe Isla:J?-d to ?acome acquainted and ·estabbsh f~ater?al relatlo?s With
one another. Their presence will gJ.V a prestige and
moral support to the meetin~, and be a source of enjoyment to all Liberals, who will thus hav the opportunity
of bearing their principles declared and advocated. by o.n
able and accomplished -speaker. w~~.ntagh is on the
southern or Montauk, branch af the Long Island railroad about twenty-seven miles from New York- and
Bro~klyn. The 21st of Marchfallson Wednesday, so persons who desire to attend can hav the advantage of the
late trains which run only on Wednesday and Saturday
evenings.
ROBT. B. JA.OXSON.
Wantagh, L. L, March 12, 1894,
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Freethought and Secular Notes from
England.
THE PRESENT CRISIS.

There is no lack of excitement at the present
time throughout the United Kingdom. In all
sections of society thought and expectation are at
their bight. Theological audacity and falsehood
hav been exposed; the non-representativ House of
Lords has n::.ade its crowning effort to destroy the
radical and Freethought work which took months
of hard and persistent labor of the House of Commons to accomplish ; the clerical party is still continuing its obstructiv tactics by endeavoring to
contaminate the education of our public schools
with the evils and follies of theological speculations;
hig-h dignitaries of the church are deploring the
sad and wretched social condition that now exists
in "Christian England," and those who profess to
be reformers of the many abuses that now abound
in this " Bible-reading " country are proclaiming
that we are upon the eve of the greatest moral
revolution that Great Britain has ever experienced.
I confess that the " signs of the times " plainly indicate that such an expectation is not groundless,
and it is certain that a fundamental change from
the present disordered condition of affairs is an
absolute necessity, if the happiness and welfare of
the general masses are to become realities. Society
to-day in England is rotten to its very core. Poverty, with its blighting effects; injustice, with its
glaring inconsistencies; wealth, with its cruel monopoly, and theology, with its superstitions and
withering pretensions, are wrecking our personal
comfort and overshadowing our national glory.
Fortunately, we recognize that a gleam of sunshine
is penetrating through the dense clouds of our
social life ; and that ray of hope is the determination
and activity of the working classes, who are now
conscious that if redemption from the present evils
of a priest-ridden and aristocrat-ruled nation is to
be achieved, it must be won by the efforts of the
people themselvs. They hav dil!lcovered that priests
hav misled them, that governments hav deceived
them, that their supposed representativs in Parliament hav betrayed them ; therefore, having learned
by bitter experience that their trust has been abused
and their hopes hav been falsified, their patience
has at last become exhausted and they are now resolved to use their own power to secure and to
retain those rights which belong to every member
of the community. My firm conviction for years
has been that self-reliance is the grandest feature
that can adorn individual character, and therefore
I am more than gratified to see that the working
classes of England are, in the present crisis, relying
upon this noble characteristic. If they will but be
firm in their present attitude the moral revolution
upon which we are now entering will culminate in
a solid and lasting triumph over theological dominancy and aristocratic monopoly.
A COMPLETE EXPOSE &F THE REV. H. P. HUGHEij.

In my last "Notes" reference was made to the
excitement which had then just been caused by the
appearance of a report in a Christian journal that
Mr. G. J. Holyoake had investigated the story
which was concocted five years ago, and which stated
that the Rev. H. P. Hughes had converted an
"Atheist shoemaker." Notwithstanding that many
efforts had been made to obtain proofs of the truth
of this story, none were given. The reverend
gentleman found that his veracity was questioned
and that even among his own friends a strong feeling existed that his persistent silence upon the
subject gave cause for suspicion as to the truth of
the "pious tale." Ultimately Mr. Holyoake was induced by Mr. Hughes to "investigate" the matter,
which investigation resulted, it was alleged, in a
"vindication " of the reverend gentleman. It is
said that "out of evil cometh good," and undoubtedly it has been so in this case, as the sequel will
show. On· hearing of the remarkable proceedings
upon the part of Mr. Holyoake, Mr. G. W. Foote
immediately commenced a real investigation, and,
as it was expected, the story turns out to be a pure
fabrication. The father and brothers (who are
professed Christians) of the man who was said to
hav been "converted'' hav come forward and they
hav publicly declared that he never was an Atheist,
and that the account given by the Rev. H. P.
Hughes was absolutely false. Mr. Foote has obtained undoubted facts which prove that the alleged
"conversion" was another of.those "pious frauds"
that hav from time to time been perpetrated for
the" glory of God." What course Mr. Holyoake
will take, now that he finds he has been caught
with theological guile, is not known at the date of
my writing. As for the Rev. H. P. Hughes, hi.s
~..::tion, now that he has been found out, is as cow-
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ardly as it was before questionable. He declin,es 1the perce~tage. Thus, supposing the Sabbatarians
to reply to Mr. Foote because his (Mr. Hughes s) had obtau~ed one hundre~ votes, not any five of
honor and veracity hav been impeached. Could them were m favor of studymg on Su.ndays even the
orthodox audacity go further? Here is a" pious works of that God who they behave made the
servant of the Lord" who for five years has been animals, plants, and minerals, that are to be found
trading on a barefaced falsehood of his own concoc- in our m~g?ificent museum~, and yet we are t_old
tion, grossly deceiving his credulous followers, t~at Chnst1a~s are always m favo~ of the cultivaand after his wickedness has been fully exposed t10n of the mtellect. Th~ f~c~ 1s, however, the
and his falsehoods completely refuted he tries to church has ever been ~n~ still1s m favor of mental
shelter himself behind a ·• dignified silence." But recreation only when 1t 1s supposed to strengthen
he will not be permitted to do so, for go where he the belief in its own creeds and dogmas.
will throughout the country he will be publicly reA BOMAN CATHOLIC SOCIAL ARMY.
minded of his first shameful " sin of co~nmission "
We hav long had in England Salvation and
and then of his cowardly " sin of omission " in not
publicly repenting of the evil he has done. We are Church armies, and now we are promised a Roman
sorry to find that the English Methodists hav Catholic Social army, which it is stated is to be formed
among them such a sad specimen of "human de- and put into the field by Cardinal Vaughan, archpravity" as the Rev. H. P. Hughes undoubtedly is; bishop of Westminster. According to announceand we would remind this preacher of the " gospel ment, the object of these soldiers of the mother
of truth " that, if Rev. ·xxi, 8. be accurate in its church is not proselytizing, but social reform
They are to inquire into the financial and home
statement, a fearful doom awaits him.
affairs of the dwellers in the houses they visit.
Now, if we could persuade ourselvs that the real
SECULARISM CONTINUES PROSPEROUS IN ENGLAND.
Among the encoura~ing "signs of the times " is aim of this new army was to relieve distress and to
the fact that at all Freethought lectures through- provide better homes for the poor· than they at
out the provinces, as well as in London, the attend- present possess, we should wish the soldiers every
ances are large and the enthusiasm of the listeners success, Catholics though they be. But unfortuis most hearty. It is true discussion at these meet- nately, we are too well aware of the Jesuitical policy
ings is very rare, but the various preachers-find it a of "the only true church" to hav any faith in its
trump card to refer to Secular lectures in the an- purely secular work, apart from religious consider
nouncements of their sermons and from their pul- ations. The one object of Roman Catholics is to
pits. 'l'o show the interest that is manifested in make converts, fairly if possible, but make them
the National Secular Society it may be mentioned they must at any cost. We fear this new move is
that the "Shilling Fund," started by Mr. Foote in but a disguised plan to get at the poor through
aid of Secular propaganda, has been well responded their stomachs. Evidently the Catholic church feels
to from all parts of the country. Subscribers to the truth of Pindar's words.:
the Hall of Science Company, which has for its
Th-e tu,mpike road to man's heart, I find,
Lies through his stomach, or I mistake mankind.
object the securing of a memorial to the late Mr.
Bradlaugh, also continue to increase. The FreeCATHOLIC PRETENSIONS.
thinker, although its price has been doubled, has
.
Cardinal
Vaughan
has just visited Birmingham,
still an increasing circulation, and its readers are
not confined to Great Britain and Ireland, but they and from a speech he deliverAd on the occasion, we
are to be found in most of the civilized cities of the can well under~tand the t.raining that he will giv
world. · It has been previously mentioned in these his army. He said people outside his fold were
"Notes" that last year a prosecution was threatened " profoundly ignorant of the teachings and doings
at Portsmouth for cparging for admission to Secu- of his church." The truth is, we know sufficient of
lar lectures on Sundays. It came to nothing, al- its history to justify us in believing that any extenthough the president of the National Secular sion of its power must prove detrimental to the
Mr. liberties of mankind. We quite agreed with the
Society challenged the bigots to proceed.
Foote has again visited the same town to test the cardinal when he said that, "as education was
courage of the would-be prosecutors, but they deem spread among the people, they would be inclined to
by
the discretion of doing nothing "the better part put aside the rule of faith in order to liv simply
1
of valor." The Christian faith must indeed hav the rule of reason." But this isexactlywh9.t this
fallen low when its conductors deem it necessary to "light of the church" does not want; hence, to
threaten to resort to a musty old act of Parliament, avoid such a desirable result, he advises that special
passed in the days when every person who dared to eff:orts should be made to " permeate" the minds of/
criticise religion was liable to be made amenable to men with the doctrins of his church. Will not this
any pious magistrate whose first consideration was be one of the principal " marching orders " of his
the interest of the church. Thanks to the spread army T The cardinal further said that the
of Secular ideas, the orthodox enthusiast can bark, Roman church "had always maintained the digbut he dare not bite. Probably the desire to per- nity, power, and authority of reason; that it was
secute still exists in many theological quarters, but created by God and planted in man to be his light
it is kept in abeyance by the power of Freethought, and guide." These words taken by themselvs read
which is not only stronger within our own ranks as if they were remarkably liberal. "But "-there
than ever it was, but it is rapidly gaining force in is generally a " but " or an " if " in any Roman
numerous religious circles. This encourages us to Catholic avowal-the cardinal continued, " the
reason was not indepersist in our vigorous work, and it also inspires church always held
in all matters
us with hope that mental freedom will ere ·long still pendent or self-sufficient
which pertained to the ·life to come. It was capable
further overcome intellectual servitude.
of being deceived." Of this latter statement we
no doubt, and probably thA speaker spoke with
hav
ORTHODOXY AND A FREE SUNDAY.
When we assert that orthodox Christians are op- authority at least upon this point. What, however,
posed to the cultivation of the intellect and to social in the cardinal's opinion, is to protect our reason
refinement, we are indignantly informed that it is from being deceived ? Here it if! : " God had left a
not so. But let us test the question practically. divine teacher in the world, none OLher than the
Lastyear the English bishops met in convocation, holy Roman Catholic church founded by Jesus
and the subject was raised as to the opening of Christ on the Apostle Peter, whose successors had
This. supreme
libraries and art galleries on the "Lord's day," come down through centuries."
which it is well known is the pagan day of the sun. nonsense will no doubt be an additional order for
It is rather curious, "!:>Y the way, that the sun should the new army. But I am not inclined to hav my
be supposed to be against everything else shining, reason " deceived " by such fallacies as are here proalthough it shines itself on that particular day. The pounded, and therefore I impeach this self-styled
Bishop of London (Dr. Temple, of the "Essays and Apostolic church as being in all ages of its existReviews" fame) declared that the opening of such ence the persistent destroyer of reason, and the reinstitutions on Sunday would "greatly shock " lentless murderer of some of the bravest of thinkartisans and manual laborers. _But to make doubly ers who preferred to follow the legitimate promptsure he suggested that a vote should be taken upon ings of what it is said God gave them as "a guide
the subject. The "Lord's Day Observance So- anti-light."
ciety" took the matte"!' up, and we hav now their
MY IMPEACHMENT VERIFIED.
report. They in vited an expression of opinion from
A great mission has been going on for some time
working-class communicants, Sunday-school teachers, members of Bible classes, regular attendants at in the Catholic churches of Westminster and throughreligious services, and others, and ·care was taken out London during Lent. One hundre~ and fifty
that the inquiry should be made when parochial and of the most distinguished preachers amongst the
congregational organizations were in vigorous op- Jesuits, Dominicans, Capuchins, Franciscans, Mareration. Of the replies received, seventy-four per ists, Oblates, Augustinians, and other religious orcent were unanimously against Sunday opening. ders took part in the services, and a Lenten pastoTwenty-one per cent showed a majority "against," ral by Cardinal Vaughan was read~ in which he
five per cent showed a majority "for," and none said: "The dangers of London life were always
were unanimously" for." It will be oblilerved that great, but they are far greater to-day than they ever
in this sham inquiry no figures are given, but only were. The sharp~!lin~ of tb.e intellect by schooling
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and popular literature and the growth of Rationalism, Communism, and Atheism, by tho decay of
religion, hav rendered the dangers to Catholic
youth fa.r more subtle, far more penetrating, far
more brmidable than they were in the days of
greater ignorance and poverty." .It will be here
seen that my impeachment is verified, for the days
of "ignorance and poverty" are evidently preferred by the cardinal to the present time "of intellectual progress. This proves that the Roman
church is still the enemy of reason and freedom,
and as such it is· one of the principal" dangers" to
be guarded against.
THE BISHOPS AND THE HOUSE OF LORDS.

The majority of the English House of Lords are
Tories, and it is well known that they hav it in
their power to dispose of certain beneficies among
the clergy. The bishops, knowing this, are with
very few exceptions the firm allies of the lords in
their obstructiv policy toward progressiv legislation. There is no doubt that ere long the question of
the disestablishment of the English church will become what is called in En~land one of "practical politics." The Welsh and Scotch churches are already
thTea.tened, and what John Bright termed the ".adulterous " connection with the state is to be abolished
The bishops understand this, and therefore they feel
the need of help from all their friends. This is one
reason why they hav joined the lords in rejecting
the progressiv measures that hav recently been
passed by the Commons. The Parish Councils
bill has just been mutilated in a most disgr~ceful
manner by the combined efforts of the lords and
bishops. Briefly the facts are these. The representative of the people in the House of Commons
decreed that there should be local government in
every parish with a population of two hundred.
The House of parsons and landlords has practically
said that in at least four thousand parishes the rule
of the parson and squire shall continue. In the
teeth of the People's House, which decreed that all
the new governing bodies should be electiv, the
House of landlords has said that the rotten system of
outside nomination shall endure. Then the House
of landlords an<J bishops, emphasizing the familiar
connection of beer and the peerage and beer and the
state-aided Bible, decreed that the public house
should be the center of village life. Worst of all,
like a gang of misers shielding ill-gotten gear, they
ha.v, on a motiv of avowed and unblushing selfinterest, shut the door of the laborer to the land.
If the laborer wishes an acre of ground he must
pass a special act of Parliament for himself before
he can get it, and it may cost him anything under
£2000. The church has laid up a reckoning with
landlord aid. It has managed to keep its greedy
hand in the patronage of the village doles. It has
shut its schools, which it calls upon the public to
maintain, against the parish as a. meeting-place, and
it has also succeeded in filching from the community
every public building, no matter what, of which the
parson or his officers, in Lord Selborne's phrasing,
· may either alone or with others chance to be acting
as trustees. In future, every such building, if the
bill were to pass, would be declared by law an ecclesiastical edifice. Nor is that all the account of the
establishment. To its jealousy Londoners hav
mainly to ascribe the f.act that the provision for
Parochial reform in the metropolis, which ia groaning for light on its institutions, has been thrown out.
Such is the work of English lords and bishops.
Every measure of first-rate importance that has
been introduced by the present government has encountered the savage hostility of the peers, aided by
the bishops. Home Rule, Betterment, Employer's
Liability, and Parish Councils hav fallen in turn
under their lordly displeasure. Where a bill was
not contumeliously kicked downstairs it was distorted into complete unlikeness to its original self.
Our American friends may rejoice to know that at
last the people are aroused to a sense of their duty.
For at the time of writing an agitation is going on
throughout the country for the abolition of the
House of Lords, ·and with its fall the bishops will
cease to obstruct the carrying c;mt of the expressed
wish of the nation.
THE CHURCH AND THE JIUSSES.

It is quite refreshing to discover even one man
in the church whose mental vision is sufficiently
clear to enable him to see things as they are, and
who has t.be moral courage to condemn the very
institution from which he derives his support.
Such a man we hav in Canon Scott Holland, who has
justpreachedaLent sermon, in whieh he impeached
commercial morality, upbraided the rich squire and
the greedy lawyer, and assailed his own church as
"an organization and a national institution, which
had yielded so often to the impulse of self-interest,
and had suffered itself to arrive at " ;po~it:ion where

it ha~ become. ~he ~ery by-word for arrc;>ga.nce and
merc~ess .ambitiOn. Again, he spoke of the church
~hoW1ng Itself " to the masses of English workers
m country and town, now at the very crisis of their
f~te, as the symbol of all that was aloof from their
l~fe, the t~e of all that was privileged and propertied, and Jealous, and unsympathetic, and least like
Christ." These are brave words to come from a.
parson. Rarely is denunciation .so strong and true
heard from any responsible quarter-least of all
from the church's own ranks. And since a parson
h?lds it needful to speak so. boldly and bluntly of
his own class, it is plainly shown how hopelessly
out of touch with the mass of the social community
the church must ha.v become.
·
THE JIURRIAGE QUESTION.

Archbishop Macdonald, of Scotland has issued
a pa.sf:<>ral a.d~ress in which he alludes' to marriage
as bemg ".raised to the dignity of a sacrament,"
and that It was a contract which when " once
formed, could not be severed b~t by d~ath."
Further,, he urged that the contracting parties
should both belong to the "holy mother church."
In case of "mixed" marriages, the husband and
wife "could hardly fail to be tainted with that fatal
spirit of so-called liberalism, which, with mistaken
ch~ty, ·place~ all creeds on an equality, and procl81med that It mattered not what they believed,
provided their lives were regulated bv a spirit of
kindliness toward their fellow-men. There could
not, in these circumstances, be that true reflection
of the virtues and peace of the holy family " at
Nazareth which the holy father wished to see realized in every Catholic home. This may be a religious idea. of marriage, but it is far .from being a
good one. Many lives ha.v been blighted, and the
happiness of homes wrecked, through a. forced continuation of a union of two persons who had been
unwisely mated. Hence the law of divorce has
been found to be a good one, inasmuch as in
many instances it has rescued men and women from
what might hav been a life-time of pain and misery.
Besides, the archbishop's notion of marriage is
based upon the supposition that love can be had at
command. It cannot, for conjugal love is a growth
or an inspiration evoked by k.indred feelings in two
na.t:ures. In the absence of this reciprocal feeling
passion may exist, but not real love. And surely,
if " a spirit of kindliness" prevailed in the domestic
circle, that ought to prevent the evils of "creeds."
We should like to hav been told where the "peace of
the holy family of Nazareth" was to be seen. It
was not manifested in the actions of its hero, who,
it is said, ran away from his parents and caused
them days and nights of anxiety ; nor in his general
conduct, which was so turbulent that his own
brothers thought he was mad. The Catholic idea.
of a home-; with a virgin mother, a miracle-working baby, and a husband who was not sure that he
was father of his "first-born," may suit the archbishop, but it does not come up to my ideal of domestic felicity.
SEVERAL BRIEF FACTS OF INTEREST.

The Gifford lectures delivered in February at
Edinburgh were by Professor Pfleiderer, of Berlin.
His first lecture was upon "Christianity," in which
he pictured the orthodox conception of its nature
and origin, and asked: "But was all this intelligibly conceivable history! No." He pointed out
that the first account of Jesus was oral, and, therefore, exactness could not be retained; moreover,
Jesus had been "transfigured, beautified, and idealized by the unconsciously working fantasy." In
reference to the gospels he puts that ascribed to
Mark first, and the one bearing the name of
Matthew last. The professor's statements will not
be very acceptable to orthodox believers.
Some time since a royal commission was appointed to formulate a scheme for establishing a university for London. It may perhaps be necessary to
explain that the present London University is not
one in the same sense as those of Oxford and Cambridge. Useful as the London one has been, it is
only a kind of office for the registration of the qualifications of students who hav studied in various
parts of the united kingdom. It teaches nothing,
but only examine the taught. It is now intended
to erect a magnificent institution, to be. conducted
on secular lines, as it will be open to all, irrespectiv
of creed or no creed. And thus we progress despite the church.
A memorial to Darwin, the distinguished naturalist and Freethinker, is contemplated at Shrewsbury, where he was ·born. Some years ago the
gremmar school of that town at which Darwin was
educated was transformed into a public library subscribed for by the inhabitants of the town and
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neighborhood, and a statue of Darwin was to be
placed in front, but for some reason or other I he
scheme was not carried out. The subject is again
revived by the mayor of Shrewsbury, and in addition to this memorial it is suggested that a Hall of
Science should be built in which Darwinian principles shall be expounded. Some years ago Mr. C. C.
Cattell wrote to the local press proposing that a
portion of the public library should be specially devoted to Darwinian literature.
On the stone in Stratford church over Sha.kspere's grave are- certain imprecations against
whomsoever should attempt to move the poet's
bones. The words are, "Cursed be he," and it was
supposed that such a style of cursing was original,
but an article in Macmillan's for February shows
that religion, long before Shakspere's time, played 1\
great part in the cursing business. Some of the
inscriptions on the gravestones of the Christians
are said to hav been horrible in their ferocity, as
when the violater of the tomb is told that he " will
be accursed of God and man forever." In another
case the offender is threatened with the curse of all
the fa.thPrs of the Nicene council. "He that throws
rubbish in this inclosure," the inscription runs, "has
the anathema from the three hundred and eighteen
fathers as an enemy of God."
The agitation among the laborers of Great Britain continues to be as vigorous as ever. A few days
ago Mr. Tom Mann addressed a. large assembly in
Perth, when we are glad to see that he mentioned
co·operation as a possible remedy 'for many of our
present evils. He attributed nine-tenths of the
crime in the midst of us to the poverty that now so
extensivly prevails on this side of the Atlantic. According to his estimate there are over five millions
of the laboring class in thh country existing in a.
state of either semi or actual starvation. He also
complained that although knowledge and wealth
had increased, "the standard of life among workers
has improved very little indeed." No doubt the advance has been exceedingly slow comparativly, but
I hav faith that the improvement of the condition
of the masses will go on more rapidly in the future
for the reason that the people ha.v now taken reform
into their own hands.
ThA. rebuilding of Gough square in the city of
London necessitates the demolition of the hou~<e in
which Dr. Johnson was born. It was in the garret
of No. 17 in this square that with the aid of his
amanuensis the doctor wrote his famous Dictionary
of the English language. It was here also that his
wife died and that he was arrested for debt. The
bouse stands almost opposit the printing-office of
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court.
Since my last Notes were written, Mr. William
Holyoa.ke, the artist, brother of Mr. George Jacob
Rolyoa.ke, has died. He was buried at Highgate
cemetery, and at the request of his son and daughter the "Father of Secularism" spoke over the gra. ~e
of his last brother. Many members of the Hoya.l
Academy of Artists, of which Mr. Holyoake was a
member, were present. William Holyoa.ke was a
quiet, kindly-disposed man, and was highly respected by all who knew him. From his early days he
was a Freethinker.
I hav not space left to giv particulars of the fight
now going en in the London school board between
the progressiv party and the exponents of theology.
It will be a desperate fight, and in my next communication I will endeavor to giv the readers of THE
TRuTH SEEKER a full account of the conflict.
Birmingham, Eng.
CHARLES WATTS.
"Christ built no clmrcb, wrote no book, left no money,
and erected no monuments; yet s~o'!' n;te ~en square
miles in the whole earth where Chr1stmn1ty 1s not, and
where the life of man and the purity of woman are respected, and I will giv up Christianity."-Lowell.
The inference is that in Christian countries the
life of man and the purity of woman are respected
to a degree not known _elsewhere. What is ther~ to
support this assumptwn T Look at the sta.ndmg
armies of millions of men. See the great a.rmaments
on the seas. Note the enormous slaughter of employees and passengers by railroa~s. Take account
of the private murders and lynchmgs. Gaze upon
the thousands of prostitutes in every Christian city
and the Christian men who support them. Observe
the frantic efforts of Christian publicists and
preacheril to prevent freedom of divorce. Open
your eyes to the frenzie~ strug~les _of v_arious societies to keep the people 1n physwlogical1gnorance,
the prolific mother of impurity, and then tell us if
the "heathen" lands can, on the average, show us a
worse condition of affairs as respects both crimes of
violence and physical and mental impurity.
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appear, whe_n that foe is a determined one and not forget the hospitable welcome of Mrs. Van
means to keep up the fight. There are some mem- Hoeter. ·They endeavored to make this wo:tld
HEADQU~RTERB: 165 South Water street. Chicago.
bers of the Judiciary Committee who are intensely happy. After a long life, our friend has passed
S. P, PUTNAM, President.
in favor of this amendment. One remarked that he away. There is no shadow over the grave. The
JoHN R. CHARLESwoRTH, Sec.; E. C. REIOHWALD, Treas. had received hundreds of messages in its favor and flowers of memory bloom there.
And another stanch friend is gone. A. Schell, of
Vice- Presidents:
only four against it, and two of these four, he said,
Franklin Steiner, N. F. Gril'lwold, B. A. Roloson, J. M. came from lunatic asylums, whereat the ecclesiastics Knight's Ferry, over whose grave W. F. Freeman
Peck, I. J. Porter.
had a great laugh. This only shows, however, that spoke the words of remembrance. Mr. Schell was
some lunatics know more than some Congressmen. an ardent Freethinker; and both in the East and
OBJECTS OF FEDERATION:
While looking through the book-stores I came West his eloquent voice has been heard. He was
Keep church and state forever separate.-Grant.
In no sense whatsoever is this government founded upon the
across three lectures on the Constitution by Justice always ready to help. Our brave comrades are now
Ohristian Teligion.- Washtnoton.
It is wicked and tyrannical to comuel any man to support are- Miller, who is, of course, a high authority. On one at rest, but we must keep marching on, in the way
ligion in which he does not believe.-Jtllferson.
ThA divorce between church and state should be absolute.- point I received a great deal of light. It is the that lighted them to peaceful sleep.
Gart!elll.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
A religion that uepend• on the state for its support, is for that common impression that the Supreme Court is the
reason a bad religion.-Frankltn.
expounder
of
the
Constitution,
and
that
its
decision
Religion and the ma.nner of discharging it C!tn be directed only
Treasurer Reichwald of the Federation acknowlby reason and conviction and not by force or violence.-Malltson. is binding upon all until reversed by the court
itself. Justice Miller says this is not so-that edges the receipt of the following contributions to
News and Notes from Washington.
the Supreme Court can interpret the Constitution the Washington work :
The Christian party made a determined effort to only for itself, but not for the legislativ and exec- John Henlst..................... :................................... $ 2 00
put God into the Constitution last Tuesday. They utiv departments. According to this the Supreme J. H .. Handy....................................................... 1 00
P. Peacock......................... .... ..... . ... .... ..... ... . 5 00
rallied their forces before the Judiciary Committee Court can never make this government a Christian E.
Henry M. Taber ................................................. 20 oo
government,
no
ma"tter
how
many
favorable
decisions
of the House of Representativs. The room was
0. Eidem....................................................... .... 2 00
crowded, mostly with women and clergymen. They it makes on that point. The Supreme Court can H. Smith ..................................................... ;...... 1 00
. 1 00
claimed that they could hav filled the Capitol to not expound the Constitution universally, only B. Odegaard................................................
Smith.....•. :................ .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
50
overflowing if they had only been given the chance. particularly-that is, in regard to some case before B.
A. RarJm............. ...............................................
50
They had telegrams, petitions, and letters by the it, but outside of that case the decision has no Geo. B. Warden.................................................. 1 00
hundred. One letter waR from Dr. Miner, Univer- binding authority. I consider this limitation of the John Bulmer................... .. .. ...... ............ ............ 4 00
salist clergyman of Boston, in favor of the Amend- function of the Supreme Court of vast importance, Chas. Barta......................................................... 1 00
G. T. Conaway.................................................... 1 00
ment. I am ashamed of Dr. Miner. He ought to and I put the statement of Justice Miller on record, J.
M. Harten....................................................... 1 ·oo
know better. His own denomination in times past for it strips the Supreme Court of a tremendous D. M. Worley............................................,....... 5 00
has suffered bitter persecution from the orthodox power and entirely destroys the Christian assump- Mr. and Mrs. N. Gaertner.. . ............ ......... ... l 00
party, and yet he is willing to put a club into the tion that a decision of the Supreme Court can ever N. F. Griswold............................... .. . ....... ...... .. 25 00
A. Cochran. ..... . .... .. .. ........ :. .. ... ... .....
5 00
Constitution which will one day strike down his make this a Christian government:
Wm. Wiley......................................................... ·5 00
"It is a delusion, it is a mistake, the idea that the E. Chope... .. . ...... ...... ..... ... ... ..... ..... .... .... ...... ..... . 5 00
Liberal Christianity.
All the arguments before the committee were Supreme Court of the United States. was created H. Bird............................................................... 5. 00
based on old-fashioned orthodoxy. Listening, I with one of its special functions to interpret and Jno. P. Thornqnest ..... .... . . .. .................. ........ 2 00
Jno. Edwards................................... .................. f 00
imagined myself back in the days of Jonathan construe the Constitution. I say while, however, J.
E. and A. L. Phelps........................................ 5 00
Edwards. There was not a scintilla of modern it is the special function of the courts to construe L. ,v agenheimer . ...... ...... .. .... .. .... ...... ...... ..... . . ... 5 oo
thought.
It was the orthodox God, the the Constitution in a judicial pro~eeding, with par~~
orthodox Bible, and the orthodox Christ that ties properly before them, it is equally the duty of ~~~~~~~~:::::::.
they wanted to put in. Most of the speeches were each member of Congress and the executiv to make Chas. Gregg. ..... . .. .... .. .... ..... . ... ... ... ....... ........ ... 1 ·oo
B. Winslow .... ,.. ................
..................... 2 00
exhortations in the old Methodist style. It was that construction for himself when he is called to act C.
Robt. Thorne...................................................... 1 00
really like a vrayer-meeting. Such a mass of absurd within the sphere of his duty. I think myself I hav Chas. I. de Rndio .. .. . ..... ...... .. .. .. .. . ... ...... .. .... ...... 3 00
...... .. . ...... 10 00
statements I nev~::r heard before on such an occasion. changed one of my beliefs of early life when I used Thos. Tripp..................... ... ... .....
You would think that even Christians might discuss to think that when a Marshall and his compeers had Peter Wettstein.................... ............ ............... 4 00
Peter F. Sencer .......... ,....................................... 1 00
universal principles before a Judiciary Committee, decided that the bank of the United States was a John
A. Calder.................................................... 2 00
and not indulge in the platitudes of a revival. financial institution authorized by the Constitution Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.............................................. 5 00
There were about a dozen ministers present and of the United States, ·the legislativ and executiv
The following sums hav been sent to THE TRUTH
they occupied all the time. They didn't giv us any branches should also concede the fact. I am prechance to reply. The speeches occupied about ten pared to admit, that while they are bound to con- SEEKER for the samP. purpose:
Thobieson................... ........... ...... ....... ..... ...... 2 00
minutes each, and they were not speeches but ser- sider that in that particular-that is, his execution C.
F. J. Black.................................... . .. ... .. .. . .... .
50
mons. They argried from existing abuses that there of the law as between the parties-all the other E. A. Haslet.................. ~ .................... :................ 5 00
ought to be more abuses. Because there were branches of the government must yield. Yet when Jno. Leilons, Jr ................................................ \ 75
chaplains, and "In God we Trust " on the coin, it comes to the conscience of any member of Con- J. Benninghoff.................................................... 1 50
therefore we ought to put God into the Constitu- gress, or any ereecutiv, to ·say • Oan I sign a bill.'?'
The Press and the Platform.
tion. Jesus was the "God-Man," said one, and nr • Oan I vote .for a measure'!' it is for him to
Immediately after the publication of my book,
therefore by all means he ought to be in the Con- decide on the best lights he has, whether the act he
stitution. The state is a person, therefore the is going to do is within the constitutional power of "J.!'our Hundred Years of Freethought," I wish to
enter upon a thorough Freethought campaign
state ought to hav religion, etc. The hearing occu- the body of which he is a member."
The Supreme Court can only interpret-the Con- throughout the country. The times demand· it.
pied about two hours, and then the committee adjourned. Only seven out of nineteen were present. stitution for itself, in it own sphere, but it cannot Th«:!re was never greater danger than at present.
We asked for a hearing on our side, but as no quo- interpret the Constitution for the executiv or legis- What is needed is agitation and education. On
rum was present the matter could not be settled Iativ departments or for the people at large. No every side there are signs of ecclesiastical aggresdecision of a Supreme Court can ever make this a sion. The church powers, through the facilities of
then.
I hav conferred with the committee, and so far as Christian government. No president, no Congress- corrupt politics, are surely and almost without reI can judge a majority are opposed to the ·amend- man, and no citizen would be bound by any such sistance encroaching upon the liberties of the peoment. No action has yet been taken. I shall decision, except, of course, the parties in suit before pie. A long and hard battle is before us for human
rights. The first thing to be done is to enlighten
. remain here a week to watch the course of affairs. the court.
I hav prepared and submitted my argument and
This takes away one of the chief weapons of the the people in the principles of American governpetitions to the committee, which is all that can be Christian party; for it has been their avowed pur- ment, of justice and freedom, of humanity and prog-,
done for the time being. The Christian party ad- pose to use the Supreme Court to make this a ress. The glorious principles of Freethought must
dressed a sub-committee of the Senate Judiciary Christian government, and they hav, to a certain be declared in their universal application. The
Committee; but I understand that even that sub- extent, succeeded, and there is danger that some clear light of reason must illuminate the message
committee is opposed to the amendment. The day they might secure the entire Supreme Court; of science, of equality and fraternity.
Christian party has quite a number of activ B;Ip- but even if they did, the Supreme Court could not
This requires a determined effort. It requires
porters in the House and Senate and through these enthrone Christianity in the Constitution.
perseverance, courage, energy, and generosity. lt
they obtain privileges of addressing committees,
Moody has been holding monster revival meet- requires steady work all along the lines, in every
which hav not yet been granted to us. "Rising ings here for the last month-eight and ten thou- locality. Wherever there is a handful of FreethinkSun Stove Polish'' Morse, of MassachusE;Jtts, is sand present afternoon and evening. There is a era they should do something. They should arspreading himself with a great deal of alacrity. lot of music and jingle about it. I went the last range for at least one lecture, if not more, in their
But notwithstanding this the Christian party has night. It was rather tedious. The services lasted community. Let this be done all over the country,
met with a saddening failure. We might say they two hours. Moody spoke only half an hour. The and a great advance will be made. There will be a
hav simply been ignored. They hav had only two rest was filled in with singing and praying. Moody vast power in such a general and united effort.
hours before the House committee, and only sevtln preached about the prophet who brought fire from
The platform and the press must work together
out of nineteen attended; and they did not even heaven; and to show that there was no mistake in this great enterprise. The word spoken and the
get a chance before the Senate committee, and only about it, he poured upon the altar twelve barrels word printed each has its own influence. The
had one hour before a sub-committee. They are a of water. Now, Moody says that for three years lecture arouses as the book cannot; but the book
pertinacious set, however, and don't realize when and six months there was neither dew nor rain in ed1cates through silent days and in the depths of
they hav been sat down upon. They declare that that land-all the rivers and springs were dried up, thought as the lecture cannot. It is my purpose in
they will never surrender, and I do not think they he said. Where did those twelve barrels of water the important campaign which I now undertake to
will, for they are fanatics of the first order, and come from' I think water must hav been pretty combine these two in a method not before adopted,
therefore we must always be ready to meet them. scarce. I don't believe a barrel would be left any- and which I believe will give new and far greater
I certainly shall not allow them to steal any march where. I don't wonder at the fire from heaven. success to our cause. I am sure that the Liberals
upon us. I hav been promised an opportunity to Most anything would burn with no dew or rain for of this country will see the immense advantage~:~ of
address the committee if need be. At any rate, I three years and six months. It's the water that the plan proposed, and will do their level best to
shall publish my argument, for now is the time to puzzles me. .
make it a brilliant triumph in every state in the
agitate. One of the members of the committee reI hav received word from Mrs. Van Hoeter, of Union. Of course I must be amply supported by
marked to me that ·this was "wild-cat business;" Grass Valley, Cal., that her husband is dead. He Liberal friends or I cannot carry It through to the
and that seems to be about the way that most Con- was a stanch Liberal, and died and was buried with- '1 great resuHs which certainly can be reached if there
gressman look upon it. But it is not wise to out priest or church. Grass Valley was one of the 1 is cordial co-operation. What I propose is this:
despise a foe1 no m~tter how ridiculous he may first :places that I went to in Oe.lifornia, an.d l shall To give lectures at the usual reasonable rates, and in

Freethought Federation of America.
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addition to the lecture to donate a certain amount
Observations.
of books,_ to be used oy the Liberals who pay for
The American Eagle flew high and yelled properly
the lecture as campaign literature for their own
benefit and the education of the community in when the administration's proposal to restore the
which the lecture is given. In this way the lecture ~anaka queen to her sandwich throne was repu·
will leave behind a permanent and extending influ- d1ated as a policy of infamy. The eagle, especially
the spread-eagle, favors the annexation of Hawaii
ence. My terms, therefore, are as follows :
For $12 I will give one lecture and $4 worth of and the pensioning of the queen and princess. But
ooks ; for $30, three lectures and $13 worth of the cause of monarchy is not extinct. The same
··oks; for $50, :five lectures and $22 worth of statesmen who thought it unamerican and undemo•ooks ; for $60, six lectures and $30 worth of book11; cratic to right the wrong this nation has done the
.or $100, ten lectures and $60 worth of books. queen of Hawaii are now urging an amendment to
These books are to be publications of the Truth the Federal Constitution recognizing a back numSeeker Publishing Company, Investigator, Free- ber local deity as the ruler of the United States.
thinkers' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, and other The eagle, especially the spread-eagle, likes the
Liberal publishing houses ; Ingersoll's works, amendment; but having a military record he preWashburn's, Watts's, Remsburg's, Shaw's, Put- fers to see the kingdom of heaven annexed to some
nam's, etc.-Freethought and scientific literature. Northern state, and the reigning monarch and heir
I shall pay my traveling expenses, but I shall ex- apparent liberally pensioned.
pect board to be provided for me at every lecture
The Boston Investigator through its financial
point. It would be impossible for me to pay hotel
editor
makes this announcement:
expenses at these rates.
We, see that the government can buy forty-six cents'
It will be seen that the only way by which I can
worth of silver and pass it upon the people for a dollar;successfully carry out this method of lecturing is to
That if a citizen were to do the same thing he would be
have a large number of appointments; at least :five locked up for a rascaL
/
hundred-better one thousand. ·This will probably
Not necessarily, Ernest; not necessarily. You
be the last extensive !}ampaign that I shall make in may hav noticed that you can buy forty cents' worth
this country, and I want to devote at least two solid of white paper, print fifty-two numbers of the In.
years to the work. I want to go into every state in vestiiJator on it, and mail the same to a subscriber
the Union and to every place where there is a hand- for three dollars. You are doing exactly" the same
ful of Liberals. I want to make this a campaign thing" as the government so far as circumstances
both of agitation and education; I want to create a will permit, but I understand you are still at large
pervading and growing influence, and this comes by and enjoying a reputation for business integrity.
means of the books. If I give five hundred or a
thousand lectures on these terms, thousands of dol·
A few years ago a picture dealer in New York
lars' worth of Liberal books will be distributed all was arrested and locked up by Anthony Comstock
over the land, and this cannot be done in any other for selling photographs of an actress in tights.
wa.y than as I propose. What a treme.ndous influ- About the same time a crusade was inaugurated
ence this will be for many years to come!
against similar photographs in packages of tobacco
I hope that wherever possible Liberals will ar- and cigar~ts; but there is money behind 'the torange for six lectures. In this way they will get bacco business and the crusade was not successful.
$30 worth of books, which will form a splendid Millions of the photographs hav been distributed;
nucleus for a Freethought circulating library. Be- the country is tired and surfeited with them; they
sides, it takes about six lectures to thoroughly are so cnmmon that they could not be disposed of
arouse a community, and it takes that number of for one ct u t per dozen ; and the picture for selling
lectures to adequately explain Freethought in its which Conroy went to jail is so inferior to these
relations to life, philooophy, science, politics, and others in wickedness and consequent attractivness
human happiness and progress.
that it has no place except as dead stock. Now
It is understood that these lectures are to be what a different thing would hav occurred had
given consecutively. I must lecture every night to Comstock's crusade accomplished the object of suppay my way, and Sundays must always be counted pressing the sale of these pictures. Instead of
for two lectures ; one in the daytime, and one in becoming harmless, and falling into the contempt
the evening. It is only by continuous labor that I. bred of familiarity, they would still retain the power
to corrupt and would hold their place as one of the
can make both ends meet.
When two or three lecture points are a few miles dangers threatening the foundations of society.
If Anthony Comstock and a few other professional
apart, they can join forces for six or ten lectures at
the rates above, provided that all my traveling ex- meddlers would kindly pay the debt of nature, we
penses are paid from point to point in this combi- should hav more lessons like that taught by the
photographs alluded to. For example, there is
·
nation.
I shall not be able to enter upon this campaign Herr Most, the wild-eyed revolutionary Anarchist,
until the first of June next, on account of business several times arrested for using explosiv language,
connected with the publication and distribution to and at present the object of police surveillance.
subscribers of "Four Hundred Years of Free- Last Sunday night Most spoke at a meeting held to
thought;" but between now and that date I want at commemorate the assassination of Czar Alexander
l11ast three hundred lecture appointments, and I of Russia, and in the course of his remarks took
earnestlv ask those Liberals who think of accepting occasion to say that the present Alexander deserved
these splendid offers to write me at once, for although the fate of his predecessor. Now the New York
I may not be able to visit their :field immediately, yet Sun says that such language should not be perby knowing beforehand what lectures I am to give mitted, as this country is on "excellent terms"
throughout the country, I can arrange to do so at with Russia. I expect it is true that America is on
the least possible traveling expense, and it is by thus hugging terms with the czar's country, where all
having thr~e or four hundred lectures on my list gratifying progress comes through assassination,
that I am enabled to make such excellent rates, for but it is not to our credit. Amicable relations with
the leading criminal of Europe is nothing to boast
what I thus save in travel is put into the books.
It is understood that Liberals who pay for the of. Herr Most is a ranter and his language is
lectures will make their own selection of books, only awful, but he has never committed robbery or
they must be strictly Freethought and scientific taken human life. The czar, on the other hand,
books. I cannot afford to make these rates for any exists only by virtue of his power to kill and rob all
who oppose him. John Most is a gentleman a.e~
other kind of Lterature.
The following are the titles of the ten lectures I compared with Alexander of Russia; also as compared with any American who wants to lock him up
shall give during this campaign:
for
speaking his mind. Let him alone. He is not
"Rights of Man."
wound up forever, and when he has talked himself
" The Religious Conspiracy."
out he will be as innocuous as the cigaret photograph.
·• Liberalism and Christianity."
"Freethought and Morality."
Without fear of successful contradiction I claim
''Evolution and Creation."
the Prophet of Gowanus as my discovery. Years
"The Bible and Modern Thought."
ago after putting some of his manuscript in type,
"Spiritualism, Theosophy, and Freethought."
I wrote him that a person with a hand like his
''Liberty and Authority."
·
should not btl lost to the printers. His cJpy is
"Ethics of Jesus."
as pretty, almost, as a greenback, and his spelling is
·'Geology and GenesiE>."
Now, I' hope that the Liberals of America will good. If he criticises my "poetry," and calls it11
accept this magnificent method of work and push stanzas" verses," I can easily forgiv him. He should
forward with fresh enthusiasm to larger fields of remember, though, that my lines were su~gested
effort. I set my mark at one thousand lectures by his own remarks, and in view of the inspiration
for this campaign.
That will distribute over he ought to be charitable. Still his fervor has led
$5,000 worth of books. Think of it l Rally. Let him to make assertions tbat I cannot agree with;
there be a memorable advance. Write at the earli~ as when he says that a question which goes to the
root of my belief is answered with four verses
est moment to
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
Care of THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, (verse means line) of doggerel. I want to remind
him that the only thing he had said respecting my
New York.

169

belief was that I furnished a speQta<}le for gods
and men whenever I alluded, even casually, to the
finance question, and I want to add that his remark
does not go to the root of anv belief held by me. I
hav no inform~tion, and, therefore, no conviction11,
as to the way the gods are pleased to regard the
subscriber.
The Prophet's language conveys no
idea to my mind. It is not an intelligible statement, and I did not regard it as a proposition
worthy of serious discussion. Hence the four
" verses."
_
The Prophet's suggestion about studying the
finance question reminds me of an illustration which
appears frequently in THE TRUTH SEEKER, representing a priest directing a peasant's attention toward
an apparition of the Virgin and at the same time
deftly inserting his hands in the pockets of the
spectator. If I were a politician and desirous of
escaping criticism while filchin~ from the populace,
I should certainly advise people to bury 'their faces
deep in some elaborate treatis on money. While
they were so engaged, like ostriches with their
heads in the sand, I should improve the opportunity to get in my work. . Of course we all know
that it is bad form for anybody except a prophet or
professor of political economy to object to robbery.
Citizens clubbed by the police are wholly unscientific if_ they protest before they hav read Huxley on
astynomocracy. Being knocked down or held up
or kicked into the gutter, it is a sufficient answer to
their complaint to. point out that they hav not
studied, even elementarily, the science of assault
and battery. A man who has not paid attention to
works on swimming has no grievance, according to
the Prophet, if he is thrown into water; the dampness
is an illusion due to his ignorance. Likewise none
but a doctor of divinity is qualified to express a ,.
doubt that Jonah swallowed the whale. Under
such a system the right to warble would reside
only with the learned class, composed of persons
like Mr. Roscoe. while Brother John Peck and
myself must withhold our remarks and look happy.
I am more than pleased to be regarded as a
butterfly. and any time when Mr. Rescoe can come
to New York I shall be gratified to light on him.
GEO. E MACDONALD.

Lectures and Meetings.
THE.First Secular Church of Portland, Ore., meets in
Central Labor Council Hall, 170~ Second street near
Yamhill, every Sunday at 7.30 P. M. Katie Kehm
Smith, lecturer. Sunday-school in same place at 12:30 P.M.
J. E. REMSBURG's appointments for March are as
follows:
Mar. 16, East GermanMar. 20, Morristown, Ind.
21, E. St. LouiR, Ill.
town, Ind. "
"
17, 18, New Ross. Ind. "
22, .Jerseyville, Ill.
"
19, Carrollton, Ind.
"
23, Union, Mo.
FRANKLIN STEINER's lecture engagements are as fol•
lows:
Mar.18. Bnston, MaRs.
April 8, Dayton, 0.
" 20, Wanta~h, L. I.
"
8, Cincinnati. 0.
" 28, Greensburg, Pa..
" 25, Newark, N. J.
April 1, Alliance, 0.

"

''

"

9, New RosR, Ind.
10, 11, WeAt Poin~, Ind
18. 14, Toledo. 0. ·

" 3-6, Eaton, 0.
" 15, Detroit, Mich.
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business College, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
Driggs avenues. Program of lectures for March:
March 18th-" A Sermon to Liberals on Religion and
Church," Dr. J. H. Duren Ward.
March 25th-" Moral Philosophy," Henry Rowley.
TJm Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday evening in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for March.
March 16th-" Libertv and Progress in Government."
Charlf>s Stewart Welles, M. D.
March 23d-"Labor's Demands of the Constitutional
Convention." Edward King.
1\farch 30th-"The Truth about Hawaii." Clinton Furbish.
Tmll lecture engagements of.John R. Charlesworth are
I!.R follows.
Apr. 26, 27, 28, Delphos, 0.
Apr. 1 Wichita, Kan.
" 2' 3 Morganville, Kan. " 29, Cincinnati, 0. .
" 4 5 Oak Hill, Kan.
" 30. Mechanicsburg, 0.
" 6'7 's ClayCenterKan May1, 2. Mechanicsburg, 0.
" 10 '11' 12 Pierson, Ia. " 3, 4. 5, Massillon, 0.
" ui, 14, C~shing, Ia.
" 11, New York City.
" 25, Chicago, Ill.
Mr. Charlesworth expects to lecture at Correctionville
and Manchester, Iowa, and sever~! o_ther places along the
route including the Cape Cod d1stncts., towards the errd
nf M~y. Friends desiring lecture _are reqnosted tet address him at 165 S. Water street, Chicago, Ill.
Colonel Ingersoll's Dates.
Richmond, Va., March 13th.
Knoxville, Tenn., March 14th.
Chattanoog"B, Tenn., March 15th.
Nashville, Tenn., March 16th.
M~>mphis. Tenn, March 17th.
Sprin~field, Mo., March 19th.
Sedalia, Mo., March 20th.
Jefferson Oity, March 21st.
Decatur, Ill., March 22d.
Danville, Ill., March 23d.
Jacksonville. Ill., March 24th.
St. Louis, Mo., March 25th.
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Preachers the Same, Regardless of Name.
GRAFToN, W. VA., ·March 1, 1894.
MR. ·EDIToR: Your shipment of books at
hand. "Old Testament Stories" is grand.
For the Cause-It Will Help.
I show it to everybody, worldling, churchWALSH STATION, 0AL., Feb. 10, 1894.
member, or Jew. I hav not attended any
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed a money church for about four years, and don't inorder for $5 for one year's subscription to tend to go there any more. A preacher
the paper and " Old Testament Stories is a preacher whether Catholic, Lutheran,
Comically Illustrated." The extra dollar 1\fethonist, or whatever else he may call
for the cause. It will help a little.
himself. They are for the almighty dolYours tmly,
Jos. M. FRALEY.
lar and often worse things than that. I
wish everybody could think as I do; then
What Every Freethinker Wants.
we wonld not feen a lot of idlers any more.
WooDSTOCK, N. B., Feb. 12, 1894.
Yours truly, CHAs. SToLZENFELD.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find order for
$6. 65 to pay for my subscription to THE
Reads Everything in It.
TRUTH SEEKER and take advantage of your
WEsT SuTToN, MAss., Feb. 11, 1894.
g-rand offer of S. P. Putnam's "Four HunMR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $10,
dred years of Free thought." That is just for which renew my subscription to THE
what every Freethinker wants at times as a TRUTH SEEKER another year, and send
reference. Wishing the cause every suc- your "Four Hundred Years of Freecess, I am,
·
T. T. DENT.
thon""ht " "Freethinker's Pictorial Textbook:" '"Old Testament Stories. ComiBigotry Rampant.
cally Illustrated," and "The Creation of
BnrnY, Feb. 26, 1894.
God."
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $4 50
We are well pleased with THE TRUTH
to renew subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER; are glad to hav Georg-e E. MacSEEKER.. Do not giv the clerical cranks donald back, and read everything in it
any quarter. Show the people how they with interest.
are being deceived by them. The MethWith best wishes for the success of it
odist preacher of Blooming Prairie, this and its Editpr, I am, yours truly,
county, refused to giv notice of a UniverJ. E. PHELPS.
salist meeting at that place a few days since.
A Call for Petitions.
Yours tndy,
CHARLES ADSIT.
PEoRIA, ILL., Feb. 22, 1894.
Pleased on Short Acquaintance.
MR. EDIToR: I hav read your article on
CHANDLER, OKLA., Feb. 27, 1894.
the proposed amendment to the Constitu• · MR. EDIToR: I hav been a reader of tion of the United States and will take adyour valuable paper but a short time, but vantage of your offer of petitions; please
must say that I am more than pleased with forward same.
it and the bold stand yon hav taken in the
I might add that I am a regular taker of
cause of truth and right. Please send to THE TRUTH BEEKER and was Cine of a party
my address list of books inclosed. I hope of ten who met Sunday, Feb. 18th, to conto be able to send you more in the near struct the foundations of a Freethonght
future.
Yours for Freethought,
society in Peoria. Our secretary was inALEX. BISHOP.
structed to write you for information, etc.,
and you no doubt hav heard from him ere
this. Will add also that I shall use all the
Impossible to Do Without It.
means in my power to prevent said amendAuBURN, N. Y., Feb. 25, 1894.
ment becoming a part of the Constitution.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $4 to
A. D. RHINESMITH.
apply on my subscription, which has been
due some time, but the scarcity of money
All's Grist for the Christian Mill.
has been the cause of my delay. At last I
BYBENE, 0., March 2, 1894.
hav been able to raise the amount, and
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3. I
with pleasure I sencl it for the paper I am informed that there are some fellows
prize so highly. To do without it now down town who are hard up; please take
would be impossible. My hope is to be this to them as a peace offering. I trust it
ever able to send in my remittance.
will oil up their financial joints until some
MARY J. JoNES.
other reader makes a payment. They call
me a heathen because I don't walk up
" The Freetllinlrer ·"
with my family, and be sheared at their
February 20, 1894.
church. The mills are grinding all around
MR. EDITOR: He is charitable; he has here ; you can hear the orthodox corn
no fear or anticipation of future life. His crackers in every direction. Everything
sentiments are pure, his works a guiding- that goes to their mill is grist, even to
post to humanity. Only that which is little tots eight and nine years old. If my
good and pure has entrance into his store- Christian friends pay me any time
house of truth. These are the principles soon for milk I hav sold them, I want
and virtues that create for him love for Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freehis fellow-man, build for him monuments thought."
Yours for U. M. L.,
that even the hypocrite adore and tbe gods
FRANK EvANS.
cannot destroy, though he has no faith in
The State-Church Will Make Them
their teachings.
BAMPER TAxTER.
Dance.
After Our Whole Library.
CoLUMBIA FALLs, MoNT., Feb. 24, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Find inclosed $6.50 for
DuRHAM, 0NT., Feb. 19, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: You will find herein cash one year's subscription to the paper and
for a few more books. If I hav no trouble "Four Hundred Years of Free thought."
The woods are full of Freethinkers here
with custom-house officers, and my funds
hold out, I shall soon hav your complete -red-hot, outspoken ones; but they seem
library.
I ordered "Old Testament shy about putting up $3 for the grand old
Stories" some days ago, and hope it does TRUTH SEEKER. They are brave, hownot meet with the same fate as A. W. ever, when it comes to borrowing my
Archibald's, of Nova Scotia. Mr. Heston's copy. Some are hard up, but all could
cartoons a:::-e certainly very entertaining, rustle the money for the paper, for they
and a large amount of information can be take in every jim-crow dance in a radius
gathered from them.
Send me your of twenty miles and spend twice the subscription price. You may rest assured
catalog.
ARTHUR H. JACKSON.
that I bav tried to induce them to take
your paper.
An Afro-American Witll His Eyes Open.
Brother George's writings are "hi yu
OzARK, ARK., Feb. 5, 1894.
skookum "
FRED CooKE.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $4 for
A Hood Plan-Put it in Operation.
Truth Seeker Library for 1893, and back
OscEoLA-, S. D., Jan. 18, 1894.
dues.
I am what Christians call a" nigger," but
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $5, for
I believe in doing what! can to get my peo- which please set the date of my tab two
ple to throw off the yoke of superstition. years ahead. Times are hard and crops
They worship a God who is "no respecter hav been nearly a failure here, so it is hard
of persons," but I found to the contrary to spare the money, but when we think
that he was a God of slavery, that in his what it would cost us Liberals to support
holy. book are many passages in favor of the gospel if we were in the clutches of the
that infamous institution, while nowhere rhnrches, the amount seems small indeed.
can be found a single word against it.
Just think ofit! twenty dollarsand upward
a year, preachers' salary, to say nothing of
Yours,
W. PIERCE.

missionary and other collections; ladies'
aidsodiety, gambling schemes, etc. Verily,
we ought to be able to support our few
Liberal papers, and pay for an occasional
lecture. Indeed, why cannot we hav lecture circuits all over the United States, according to Mrs. Smith's Oregon plan?
Liberals should certainly be willing to support such an organization even if there
could be only one lecturer to a state. It
would not leave us so much at the mercy
the sky-pilots in case offunerals. Our lecturers could organize the circuits when
they were on their regular lecture trips.
Would be glad to hear what others thinkof this and would be glad to hav the ball
set rolling.
C. STRATTON.
Seed that Has Already Germinated.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Feb. 27, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I am very much attached
to your valuable paper, and I am trying,
in my feeble way, to do something for the
cause of Freethonght. I hav been taking
THE TRUTH BEEKER for about three years.
But I hav very few copies on hand, for I
feel that they are too good to lie still, so I
commenced to senti them to acquaintances
soon after my first subscription. I mailed
a number to Lamont,- Ia. ; Capron, Ill. ;
Strawberry Point, Ia.; and I see by the
paper that some of my sowing has borne
fruit. especially at Lamont, Ia. At present I am sending copies as soon as I get
through with them to the different fire
departments of this city.
I see that my subscription expires on
March 1st, so please find inclosed $6.50 for
continuation of subscription and "Four
Hundred Years of Freethought."
S.C. ToDD.
Hard to Teach Science to Theologians.
MARTINSVILLE, ILL., Feb. 19, 294.
MR. EDIToR: I Pee by the best paper
published-THE TRUTH SEEKER-that the
Christian tyrants are trying to insinuate
their God and their religion into the Constitution. Please send me three or four
petitions against the Christian amendment. I will do what I can in securing
signatures to it in this very religious community, hut it is very discouraging in trying to teach a scientific truth to a mind
destitute of the primary principles of
knowledge; so we find the most of church
members on the subject of evolution. And
generally one controversy educates them
to avoid a second encounter on the same
subject. I received those books-" Mind
and Matter," by Buchner, and "Dynamic
Theory," by Alexander, and I am delighted
and enlightened every hour I study them.
Herein you will find stamps, for which
send me " The Giant Delusion," "Church
and State," '' God in the Constitution,"
'• The Public School and the Catholics,"
anil your new catalog.
J. T. HousE.
The Eternal Need of Eternal Vigilance.
HARWICH, MAss., Feb. 9, 294
MR. EDIToR: Find inclosed fifty cents
in postage stamps, for which send me the
"Bible Inquirer," "Thumbscrew and
Rack," and "Self-Contradictions of the
Bible."
I hav never made mention of the lectures given here by RemEbnrg and Putnam:
It is needless, perhaps, to say they were
mosterly and were well received by those
present to hear, but the weather and.some
other circumstances, needless to mention,
were unfavorable, and the attendance was
small. It seemed a pity that such elaborate lectures were heard by so few.
Charlesworth came last November, but
owing to the failure of his telegram to
reach me there was no preparation made
and consequently no lecture. However,
Charlesworth will get around to it some
time and giv us, what we need, a stirringup.
,'
The Methodists sometimes get up "revivals." I wish we Freethinkers could do
the same, but get up such as will last. The
Methodists' are only temporary excitements, and soon are followed by reaction.
Let ours be eternal vigilance.
B. F. RoBBINS.
Menaces to Religious Liberty.
CHEYENNE, WYo., Feb. 28, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I will certainly attempt to
help out our cause, for I am well aware
that it will be a bad day for this country's
liberty-loving people if there are not enough

of us to hold the balance of power, when
ye God-loving religionists get down to the
serious mercy of their creeds-exterminat-ing each other in the approved styles peculiar to their difterent interpretations of the
alleged '' Word of God." .I!'rom every indication of the times, this God-like love for
each other is becoming each day of a more
passionate character. The attempted Sunday-closing of the World's Fair; the incessant efforts to get public money for sectarian purposes; attempts to tamper with the
Constitution; efforts to inject religious
teachings into our public schools; the
murder-advocating utterances of the jesuit
Sherman recently, and many other like indications, should certainly be sufficient
warnings to all lovers of liberty and freedom, that unless they exert every resource
in behalf of our cause these religious fanatics (with intellects so narrow that a microscope is necessary to get a focus on them)
will utterly destroy every liberty we at
present enjoy.
CHAS. S.' EnswELL.
Sere in Years, bot Vigorous in Thought.
EvANSVILLE, Wis., Feb. 19, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I hav now got some·money
and you will find inclosed post-office
order for $10 for Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought;" Remsblirg's
"Abraham Lincoln;" two of Miss Wixon's
address at the World's Fair; two of "Historic Means of Grace;" subscription to
the paper, and $1 for Heston. Send
catalog. The people here bav lately got
up a public library; I want to see if they
will pick out $10 worth of books I will get
and giv them for the library.
I hav taken THE TRUTH BEEKER for
seventeen years or more and tried to circulate it. I liv in a little town of about
ei~hteen hundred inhabitants with six different religious societios; two Baptist, two
Methodist, one Episcopalian, and one
Congrogationalist. There has never been
a Liberal lecture here. I was not able to
bear all the expense, and could not get
much help, nor a fit man to take the lead.
I am now eighty-seven years old; am so
deaf that I cannot hear public speaking;
can see to read some witli one eye; you
cannot expect much of me.
Thine for the right,
P. F. BPENSE:R.
\

Congress Heeded Christian Petitions.
DAvENPoRT, WAsH., Feb. 21, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: r see in your paper that
the Christians are trying to hav God and
the cliurch recognized in state affairs and
that you call for petitions to be sent to
Congress relativ thereto. Allow me to
sav that I don't think petitions are a very
effectiv way to counteract influences of
that kind. Look at the petitions relativ
to the World's Fair; Congressmen never
see them, or if they do, never take any
notice of them. The only way I see to do
any good is to send two or three competent
men to meet these committees and present
the fallacies of this move. If this doesn't
hav any effect our case is hopeless. And
in order to defray expenses and carry on
the guerrilla warfare I pledge $5, providing such a course is pursued. As long as
men go to Congress with a view to please
the majority i:n place of maintaining
justice and right for a guide in our national affairs the door will always be open
for greed and corruption.
They hav
legislated so long that the country is_
nearly on the brink of ruin. It is a pity
that such tactics hav to be resorted to;
shame, oh; shame I
PETER SELDE, SR.
[The course recommended by Mr. Seide
is the one pursued. The $5 will help pay
tho necesEary expenses.-ED. T. S.]
A Trinity ef Privileged Classes.
DIAMOND, ARK., Feb. 20, 1894.
MR. EDITOR! Question-Where is the
predicate for these hard times?
What are the three greatest evils in our
body politic?
Who are the three favored and privileged
aristocrats in our nation that support and
sustain plutocracy; yes, upon which the
plutocrats maintain and support themselvs?
Answer·- The titled and privileged
M.D's, lawyers, and priests (whether they
be Catholic, Presbyterian, Baptist, or
Episcopal). These three brothers form
the tripod upon which plutocracy supports
itself. They are the three evil brvthers in
our body politic. They hav special laws
that giv them rights and privileges that
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-------------·---are not granted to any other class of vail over this little earth forever, I would ple eager to hear a Liberal lecture, the screws and chastity belts, or to answering
American citizens. They are the three ty- banish that great curse and disease called
like of which has not been given here for correspondents we never heard of with rerants that to· day clutch the people by the the Christian religion from the minds of many years. Mr. Remsburg gave his gard to matters we "know nothing and care
throat, for through these three are the the oredulone and superstitions people and
noted "False Claims of the Church" in nothin~ about, until such time as he has
people degraded and being. led t~ the replace it with the religion of humanity. such a masterly, forceful, convincing studied the qnestion of finance at least eleprison-pen. All must recogniZe thetr au- I would turn all the gospel shops and manner as to secure the closest attention mentarily, he will probably . be able to
thority and tyranny. It is they who do· temples o·f superstition into temples of of all present, and he was repeatedly and write something on that topic that will be
the thinking for the masses, and the knowledge, I would compel all sky-pilots loudly applauded by nearly the whole worth the. time spent in reading it. But
masses must comply because forced by law and pions· drones to work for im honest audience. Several came over from Austin- alas and alack I he will probably prove
to follow these three demons of evil. They living instead of allowing them to get their ville, Pa.-twenty-five miles distant-to headstrong enough to reject our advice on
are the enemies of liberty and the estop- living and money under false pretenses. hear the fearless champion of Freethonght. the ground that a genius can catch sr")nnd
pars of· justice. With them the Declara- After I had all that accomplished I would
In making preparations Mr. Tillson, ideas as he would the measles. This is the
tion of Independence is a dead letter.
look around and find plenty more to do seventy-five years of ·age-identified with way geniuses are built. Each has discovDestroy this triple alliance and plu- which would be beneficial to mankind.
Elmira for fifty years-Mr. Strait, a live, ered a royal road to knowledge universal,
tocracy will fall of itself. We ask not for
Wishing yon and Mr. Putnam success wide-awake, right-thinking Freethinker, and any subject, no matter how abstruse,
sympathy or pity, but we _do demand in your noble work of liberating humanity and the writer of these lines, felt that we develops its mysteries antoml\tioally to
justice, We ask for no platform, for we from the thralldom of superstition and had a herculean task to perform. Briefly, them as they run. Surface indications are
stand by and upon the Declaration of sectarian tyranny; I remain,
I will say we, a trinity of Freethonght, sufficient for their their supernal perspiAmerican Independence, and upon it and
Yours for Freethonght,
liberty, and justice, went to work with a cacity; need for revision of their first imby it we stand or fall.
.
·
HENRY BrssoN.
will, determined to he.v the truth pro- pressions is never suggested to them by
DB. G. H. MlLLER,
claimed in our city, and we know of no adverse criticism, and questions which go
The .Absurdities of the Babel Story.
better snbj ot than "False Claims.,. Its to the root of their belief are answered by
:Must Hav "Four Hundred Years."
EsKRIDGE, KAN., Feb 26, 1894.
author-invincible, like a brave warrior four verses of doggerel instead of arguST. PAUL, MINN., Feb. 27, 1894.
MB. EDITOR: Why should Chriqtians be crowned with triumph and. majesty-in a. ment. Bny a barrel of kerosene and a
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed you will find fearful of oinvestigation? Superstition is calm, dispassionate, but earnest, unan- student lamp, George, and go at the
money order for a "Freethinker's Picto- the child of ignorance and fear. We learn swerable discourse, utterly demolished the financial question like a man some night
rial Book." Please send it at ·your very from observation, experience, and investi- claims set up by the church. Even when the baby is free from colic.
earliest convenience. as I am going to hav gation, THE TRUTH SEEKER was born of a church-members admitted freely and unE. 0. RosaoE.
a few young Freethonght friends at my desire to know the truth, a wish to educate reservedly that not a single statement
bachelor house on a coming Sunday. the ignorant. Ignorance is the mother of made by the speaker could be denied-all
To the PrOJ)}Jet of Gowanus.
Money is pretty scarce, and a fellow don't a great deal of crime; as Colonel Ingersoll was absolntelv true. All seemed greatly
DEERING, ME., March 6, 1894.
know how long his job will last him, but I says, "fear is the dungeon of th& mind," pleased with both the lecture and the
MR. EDITOR: To those who of late seem
want that "Four Hundred Years of Free- and as crime is born of ignorance and su- lecturer and express a desire for hi!! more interested in finance than in. therethought," if I hav to liv on corn-meal and perstition, a cultivator of ignorance is a return, and we propose to hav Mr. Rems-. ligions aspect I respectfully address the
potatoes for the next six months. Well, cultivator of crime.
burg come here again to giv us a series of following verses:
District No. 49, situated about seven three lectures, and on Sunday we will
we had a oranoe to hear Ingersoll. I
There is bickering, and dissection
must say I was surprised to see so many miles from here, contains some very Lib- confront him with an audience "like unto
Of finances and protection
prominent church people out to hear the eral and intelligent people. About three a multitude."
Among our noble champions of liberty of
late,
"Mistakes of Moses." Some of the most week~ ago the school board of that district
The amount collected from our good
And this fruitless agitation
popular clergymen had sensational meet- called at my place of business, and invited Liberal friends was more than enough to
Seems of infinit duration,
ings at their holy palaces. Dr. Smith, of me to deliver a lecture at school-house No. defray all expenses; the residue we gave
Without a breathing period or chance to
the People's ohnroh, had Mayor Eustis, 49, allowing me to select my own subject. to Mr. Remsburg, in addition to a stipulubricate.
from Minneapolis. He and the doo.tor of I said that my subject would be, "Evolu- lated amount previously intended for him;
But
I think our worthy brothers,
divinity had a debate upon the· methods of tion of and Mistakes· About the Christian we just doubled the amount, feeling that
Out of due respect for others
municipal government. Some of the Religion." The night selected the house we could afford to, for he gave us a splen- And the cause of Liberalism, had best pull
others were delivering series of lectures, was filled with men, women, and chil- did lecture, expanding upon the subject,
in their horns ;
·
the most important one to be given Sunday dren. I was told that some Christians going over much ground, absolutely exFor their language is abnsiv,
An 'ti11 by no ·means oondnoiv
night. But that out no figure as regards w'ere present, and as· I feared I might not hausting that famous lecture, "False
To feelings of fraternity to pinch your
the "Mistakes of Moses." I saw a woman hav them before me again, I thought I Claim' of the Church."
neighbor's corns.
there with her husband, who I did not would do what I could to start them on the
Mr. Remsburg will not forget his recepjourney
to
intellectual
freedom.
I
began
JJet's leave finance where we found it,
think could be induced to go within four
tion in Elmira-a "Crowning success. Here
With the questions that surround it,
blocks of Robert Ingersoll. The man speaking five minutes before 8 o'clock, are press notices:
Which arE> safe a little longer in the hands
holds a prominent position in a railroad and closed a little after 10 o'clock. I never
Mr. Remsburg has a graceful but forciof Uncle Sam;
company, He doe~ not hav much love for addressed a more attentiv audience in my ble delivery and elucidated his views, which
And turn our whole attention
clergymen, though he never says any- life. One old gentleman, who wal'! of the are of the 1ngersoll order, in a manner
To some things I now will mention
thing; but what! want to bring out is this: Christian persuasion, w·as among the first that stamped him as a really able and elo- Which are being propagated by the folquent
Freethonght
orator.-Elmira
Telelowers of the Lamb.
This woman is subject to heart trouble, to grasp my hand when the lecture was gram,
and when she is taken down, she invari- over. He was greatly interested in the
There's
the God and Christ amendment,
The lecture was well attended. The
Just now in the ascendant,
ably begins to fight with her imaginary emarks concerning the " Tower of Ba- gentleman was listened to with much
devil of the Episcopalian church. So yon bel." I said the account was not only interest by the many present, and many Which thev mean to pnAh in Congress for
all that they are worth;
can see that people are taking some stock in false but foolish; if this globe was· all made of the ar~?uments he brought forth were
And our friends Materialistic,
the ''Mistakes of Moses," even out in wild into bricks it would not build a tower half well calculated to set people to thinking.
Spiritistic or Deistic.
way to some of those stars, and God ought -Elmira Budget.
Minnewta, as it may well be called yet.
Must hitch horses and defeat it if they
L.
DEWITT
GBISWOLD.
to hav known better t.han to hav l!lhown
·
wish to liv on earth,
FRED BoLLINGEB,
any concern in the matter. He ought to
For
we read in every letter
The Prophet Laughs.
hav known that they would hav to giv it
Curious Effect of a· Revival.
That they mean again to fetter
up; but it seems he was afraid the people
BBoOKLYN, N.Y., March 6, 1894.
The minds of honest freemen with superRrOEVILLE, IA., Mar. 2, 1894.
stition's chain;
MR. EmToB: Hal hall hall! Did we not
MR. EDITOR: This village is again would get into heaven. How could they
It will roll our history's pages
get
the
mortar
and
brick
to
the
top
when
say
he
was
a
poet?
Never
since
Touchseverely afflicted with a Methodist howling
Back into the Middle Ages,
spell. The other night I attended one of they got the tower a million miles high? stone has anyone ever rhymed with so lit- And our thinkers and reformers will hav
One
fellow
would
carry
the
hod
until
he
tle reason. And Our George "will rhyme
lived and died in vain.
the revival ~qeetings and before the services were over I was " moved by the died of old age, and hand his hod to the yon so, eight years together, dinners and
Freemen.
cease these vain discourses,
spirit" (of Freethonght) to do all in my other fellow, and so on. They would be suppers and sleeping hours [not] excepted;"
And at Oiioe unite your forces,
power to crush the monster (Christianity compelled to hav taverns all along the for he can rhyme quite as funnily with his Let us don the Freethought armor and do
battle while we can;
and church bigotry) and to do all I can for journey, and "Where would they get their month full and in his sleep as during
Let us write Truth's vindication
supplies?
No
pastures
for
stock,
and
the
times
that
would
seem
more
favorable
for
the advancement of Freethonght and
In the annals of the nation:
soil would not be very_prodnctiv; no wa- rhyming. But we wish that our ·poet had
Liberalism. So please find inclosed $6.50
"Religions toleration is the right of every
ter
to
drink
or
mix
the
mortar
with,
and
been
able
to
get
the
proper
number
of
feet
for one year's subscription to your paper
man."
FRED IRISH.
·and Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of after they got so· high, the brick pile would into the last line but one, of his poem,
Free thought." Hard times and scarcity be liable to bend a little; and if they gota without accusing us of writing "into the
of money compel me to take advantage of little too close to some other planet, the paper." That "was the most unkindest
your liberal offer. I think it is needless force of gravity would cause the top to cut of all." If rhymes could perform the
for yon to advertise the book any more come away with all the crew-then there functions of reasons, a.nd if fun could neu- Woman: Four 'centuries of Progress.
Bv Susan H. Wixon. P!!Per, 10 cents.
than to state that S. P. Putnam is its an- would be weeping and wailing and gnash- trnlize fact, Our George would be simply
In a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
thor, for everybody who :reads Mr. Put- ing of teeth; then God could "laugh at invincible. That they caonot is his mis- All
12mo,
800 pp., 1!!1.
their
calamity
and
mock
when
their
fear
fortune,
not
his
fault.
But
then
no
one
nam's articles in THE TRUTH SEEKEB knows
Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
I
lectured
there
a
miniscomet}!."
Since
argument
on
the
matter
of
finance
expects
that "Four Hundred Years of FreeBoys and Girls. 12mo, 883 pp., $1.25.
thought" will be one of the best books ever ter (who had one of his disciples attend from our poet any more than he Axpects The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handsome and Interesting BookhWithout Superstipublished. I often think that God must niy lecture to take items) has beon try- sedateness from the bn~tertly. If he were
tion for Children and Yout . The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
hav been on our side when he inspired Mr. ing to explain some of my propositions, different he would not be the l!lame, and
66
full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
therefore would not be Our George. We
Putnam to leave the ohtl,l'oh and work for which is fun for the listeners.
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illusc.
v.
WILLIAMS.
must
take
him
as
he
is,
for
if
we
attempt
to
trated
covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
.
the good oanse of mental liberty.
improve him we will probably spoil him,
Address, THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
I often imagin what I wonld do if I was
But we do wish that our butterfly would
Mr. Remsburg's Lecture in Elmira.
an almighty God. Instead of counting
confine his attention to those things which
ELMIRA, N. Y., Mar. 1, 1894.
hairs and watching sparrows fall I wonld
M:R. EDIToR: .A.s was thoroughly adver- everyone is at liberty to guess at, and let
prevent all railroad and steamboat and
other accidents which cost thousands of tised, Mr. Remsburg lectured in this city those subjects alone which are demonstraBED!G
lives annually and untold suffering. I Saturday evening, February 24th, to an ble; for really we get dogmatism ad nau- A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
·
of the Canon,
would prevent all droughts, floods, cy- audience of two hundred intelligent listen- seam from the theoiogians. Proof, arguclones, and other destrnctiv storms. I ers, the elite of Elmira, and had it been ment, the reason why, are the crying needs
By
BBONBON
D. KEELER.
wonld open all the hospitals and insane any but Saturday evening with the mer- of the hour, and those who sav that anything
is
true
because
they
say
it
is
true
are
cury
down
to
ten
degrees
below
zero,
it
OONl'El'ITS:
The
Hebrew
Oanon. The New Tesasylums and tnrn all the patients out sane
tament. The Early Controvorsieq. The Books a.t
and in good health. I would open all being hardly safe for people to be away of no earthly use. If George wilt confine First Not Considered Inspired. Were thA Father•
The Fathers Quoted a~ Boriptur~
jails and state prisons and turn all the from their own firesides, Stanolift'e Hall, his genius to the manufacturing of amus- Competent?
Books Which are Now Called Apocryphal. Tho
prisoners ont good citizens.
I would with a seating capacity of five hundred, ing accounts regarding the siwash conn- Hereti&. The Christian Canon.
l'aver. 60 cents; cloth, 76 cents.
cause universal harmony and peace to pre- would hardly hav accommodated the peo- try, or to descriptiv essays about thumb----~-------
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SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.

1?'2

THE TRUTH SEEKER. MARCH 1 ?', l 894.
hav four sisters younger than myself. We
As my letter is rather ]one: I will close·
hav never attended church or Sunday- but I will remain your friend,
'
school.
All we do on Sunday is help
GRACE MONROE,
mamma to do the work and then go out and
[We are glad to hav Gracie one of our
play tag or steps. I guess my papa is the ever-increasing band of young Freethinkonly man in town that takes TilE TRUTH
SEEKlllR and Investi_qator He went to ers. Our love to Mamma Monroe, and we
hear Colonel Ingersoll three times this are sorrv to hav missed seeing her at Chiwinter and he says he will go every time cago.-En. C. C.]
he comes to Boston. Papa said he would
like to see you verymuch and !would too.
KANSAS CITY, Mo., Jan. 24, 1894.
Your Liberal friend,
Rosn: McCAw.
MY DlllAR FRIEND Miss WIXoN: As it has
[Rosie is one of an interesting family been some time since I wrote to the Chilwhom it would delight our hearts to see. dren's Corner, and wi~hing the ple~Jlre of
LLANo, OR., Jan. 21, 1894.
exprePsing my thoughts, I take the oppor- ,
DEAR MisS WIXoN: Mv papa has taken It is far more creditable to help mamma tunity offered by the Corner. Since D1Y last
when
sh11
iR
tired
than
to
idle
away
the
time
TilE TRUTH SEEKER for a long time. I
communication I hav changed my address
hav n. nice two-year-old colt. I am goinl2' in a Sunday-school. Rosie will always and also vocation. I am at present attending
to school. and I read in the third reader. I find a welcome in this Corner.-En. C. C.] a college of dentistry, and as I pnrane my
am nine years old and I help my mamma
studies of anatomy and chemistry, it
do the housework. I do hope this letter
WEYAUWEGA, Wis., Jan. 20, 1894.
strengthens· my anti-orthodox belief.
will be printed.
LULU MAY JoHNSON.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: Weyauwega is a
Speaking of religion, I think it purely
[What a splendid girl-and what a help pretty little town with about one thousand of human origin. Take the thought of
to mammal We are glad to welcome Lulu people. There are five churches and six "heaven!" Can anyone conjure anything
saloons, which I think are enough to send grander? ''Eternal happine11s," ''livmg
to the Corner.- En. C. C.]
us all to hades. We also hav a high school, forever," just what everyone wishes for,
a grist·mill, a brewflry, a basket factory, and has from time immemorial.
The
BuRLINGToN, KAN., Feb. 1, 1894.
a cheese factory, and a creamery.
writers of the Bible fixed that part so as to
DF.AR MisS WIXoN : This is my first letWe liv a mile from town. I hav always answer for all time to come. Tf they had
ter to the Corner. I am twelve years of age. lived in town, but I like country life better,
I !)'Ot acquainted with TilE TRUTH SEEKER for T can roam about the fields and gat)ler done the same with the balance there
would not be so much disbelief. Bnt no;
Christm~H at Mr. Barland's. I find it a wild flowers, and listen to the sweet son11:s
very interesting paper. I was left an or- of the many birds that liv among the trees. we hav another place called hell which is
phan at eleven year!' of age, and was not The Ws.npaca river runs through our pas- not such a pleasant place (Recording to
brought up to any reli¢on .. T was left to ture. Papa has our place nearly set out to their theory). That is what everyone gets
who does not accept their teaching. "A
think for myself.
Your friend,
fruit, He is going to raise fruit and poul- merciful God" (so-called) planted the seeds
HETTIE WILLIAMSON.
try. I am anxious for spring to come, for of deception. The human nature is not
[It would save much trouble if every Leland and I are going to hav a garden of correct or we would not hav a tendency ·to
INEZ DAWES.
one would think for himself. We are glad our own.
l!e disobedient; that shows hnmanitv want
[Weyauwega must be a thriving place in no ruling power over them. Since I came
to add Hettie's name to our list of friends.
spite of its churches and saloons, which here I hav attended a number of churches,
-En C. C.]
somehow seem always to go along together. but no religion in a true sense-all style
and vanity. I thought if the houses of
EAu CLArnE, Wis., Jan. 28, 1894.
-En. C. C.]
worship were turned into tenement houses
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I thon11:ht I would
for the poor and the salary of the minister
write a letter to the Corner for the first
MoRRISoN's Bus~ WELLINGToN,} contributed to the poor fund, there would
time. My fat-her has taken TilE TRUTH
N. ZEALAND, t.1 an. 3, 1894.
not be so much misery, and it would b"' a
SEEKER for a number of years. I like to
DEAR MISS WIXoN: I hav posted for you llhristian
act. Yours for the progress of
read the Children's Corner. We liv abont the Christmas number, 1893, New Zealand
·
JuLIAS E. KRAFT ..
a half mile from the city on a farm. We Graphic. It has four splendid colored Freethought,
[J ulias is just right. Very glad to hear
hav a good many neighbors; the most of pictures, also a lithograph picture of the
them are church-members, Catholics and citvof Wellington, capital of New Zealand. from him again.-En. C. C.]
Methodists. My father has a great many
I hav sent yon this present because I
discussions with them on Christianity. I thought yon would be pleased to receive
go to school. I study reading, arithmetic, from this part of the world a token of reHooPESTON, ILL., .Tan. 20, 1894. ·
grammar, spellin~, and geo!P'aphy. I hav spect from one of the readers of Tm;:
MY DEAR AUNT Susrn: Once more I take
onfl brother and four half brothers. My TRUTH SEEKER paper, who is acquainted it upon myself to write to you; this time
father is asked if he brine:s his children up with the interest yon take in the welfare in behalf of the graduating class of Hoopesto believe as he does. He tells them he of the Childrfln: and I hope ynu may be ton's high school. Our professor has gotteaches them the truth. As my letter is spared for many years, to work for their ten deeply interested in politics, and coii.getting long I will close, hoping this will good. From your friend,
Reqnentlv is neglecting his duties to our
BARRATT.
escape the waste-basket. Yours truly,
[Thank yon, dear friend Barratt, for class. We are all very much worried in reAMY SHERMAN.
your kindness. The beautiful number of gard to the form of exercise for our com[If all children could be taught the the Graphic has just arrived. The pict- mencement. Whenever the !lubject is n:i.en-.
tioned, the principal says 1-}e il'l "looking
exact truth in all things, the world would ures are lovely-a revelation of that land out for something new." Now we are 1get.be the better for it.-En. C. C.]
of luxuriant summer beauty-a paradise ting anxious. So I cam<~ to the conclusion
among
the palms. Thanks for kind words that I would write to you before it was too
EMMRTSBURG, !A., Jan. 31, 1894.
of.
appreciation.
May you, too, liv long late and ask if you could suge:est approDEAR MISS WIXoN: I wanted to hav my
priate exercises for a clas~ of seven girls
name in the Children's Corner, so I just and prosper.-En. C. C.]
and two boys. We cannot hav orations,
thought I would write a letter. Papa takes
and one class has given selections from
Oo:!\_OORDTA, RAN., Feb. 2, 1894.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the letters in the
various noted authors and poets, RO to get
DFAR Miss WIXoN: I delight in reading something new for so large a class is rather
Children's Corner are very nice. I am in
the second room and in the A grammar the Corner, and in fact the entire paper. a difficult task. We usually hav about two
class.
I study geography, arithmetic, T am fourteen years of age. I go to school. months and a half to prepare our parts in,
language, spelling, and I write this on the T hav five studies. My teacher's name is and it is fast nearing time we knew sometypewriter because I thought you could Bert Ainsworth. He reads the Bible, or thing about them. Now, if you can make
:read it better. I am in the third reader, repeats the Lord's prayer each morning, any suggestion befitting the occasion you
and in about a ·month I will be in the but it does not amount to a hill of beans. will greatly oblige the entire class and es·
fourth reader and in the third room. I am We hav taken TilE TRUTH SEEKER for sev- pecially myself.
going to hav a "safety" in the summer. eral y~>ars, and think it the best paper ever
We hav just received our TRUTH SEEKER
Papa went to the World's Fair. And we published.
for this week, and as usual it is just grand.
hav been building. I am nine yea.rs old.
When our Christian friends and rela· The young lady friend I spoke of. in my
We liv right by the lake, and I can skate tions' come visiting us, they always manage last letter to the llorner has promised to
very nicely, mamma says. But the skating to keep a safe distance from the reading- write to yon too. I think I hav succeeded
is all spoiled because it has been snowing. stand; they think THE TRUTH SEEKER is in making a Freethinker of her. I do hope
I will write another time. Hoping to see poison, although we hav caught them so, any way.
my letter in the Children's Corner, I will reading on the sly. Pa and ma went to LinWe are having miserable weather now.
close for this time.
coln, Neb., to hear Col. R G. Ingersoll "The bottom has fallen out of the Lord's
From your friend, BRoOK CoHOON.
lecture when he was on his Western tour water tank," and we poor "•ortals are suf[Another bright boy added to our band. last October-subject, "Shakspere." They fering the consequences. It bas rained for
thought it was a grand t-reat.
nearly three days consecutivly, and is still
-En. C. C.]
Yours truly,
GEORGE BoWLING.
raining to-night. We hav all been sufferP. S -All the churches hav had pro- ing with severe colds, but are getting better
PoRT ToWNSEND, WASH,, Jan. 19, 1894.
tracted meetings around here, but they now.
DEAR MISS WixoN: I am going to write hav had hard luck so far.
G. B.
I think your little p,Jem entitled "A
you a few lines while I hav time. We hav
[George is one of 'our splendid boys. Wish" is splendid. We should all strive
had vacation now for four weeks. I hav
many school-mates, but they are all Chris- Guided by the light of THE TRUTH SEEKER for the same end.
We all send lovfl and best wishes to yourtians. One of the girls brought the "Old gospel, he will always be brave, manly,
self and sister. If yon cannot answer priTestament Stories" to school one day and and intelligent.-En. C. C.]
vately, answer the way that is most convewanted us all to look at it, but she did not
nient, and you will greatly oblige vour
know herself what it meant. Some would
MABEL, MINN., Jan. 24, 1894.
InA JoHNRToN.
not go near it; they said it was very mean
DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my first let- loving friend,
to make fun of the Bible. The teacher ter to the Corner. I hav just been reading
[There is nothing better for such exer _
told her to take it home again, because the letters written to you, and I thought cises than original· essay~, declamations,
some mothers would not like their children I would write too. I hv on a farm ofabout music, etc.-En. C. C.]
to look at it. I am the only Freethinker two hundred acres. We raise a lot of
in our class. I am twelve years old and grain, and cattle, and horses. j!., go to
would like to correspond with some of the school and study reading, anthmetic,
Corner friends about my age. Papa has geography, history, ~riting, and spelling.
taken TilE TRUTH SEEKER very long and I liv a quarter of a mile from school. I go
we all enjoy reading the Corner and look- every day, but it was so cold to-day that I
ARGUMENT
ing at the pictures. I take the Youth's did not go. My grandma died April 20,
IN THE
Companion, which contains many nice 1893, and grandpa died Jan. 11, 1894. They
stories. I am very fond of reading and so were both Free1hinbrs. My grandpa has
is my sister. As my letter is getting too taken the Invc.~tigator for twenty-five
long, I will close, hoping this will escape years an<l THE TRUTH SElllKER a great
At Morristown, N. J.
the waste-basket. From your friend,
many years too. Mamma visited the Fair
This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
J ENNJE lFFLAND,
and so did papa, and both reported a good of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar S·>
tong as the Christians use force to repress free
time. Mamma went to the Congress and ~peech.
Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its elo.
SoUTH FRAMINGHAM, MASS., Jan. 21, 1894. Mr. Putnam took her to see you, but you quenoe never equaled. Wherever Christian perDEAR MisS WIXoN: I just. came into the WPre not at home. I hav one brother secution is going on this argument should be
oiroulated, read to the Christians, a.nd, exhouse, and thought I would write to you. who is going to the business school. I hav freely
oounded on. every occasion.
I hav been skating on a stream that runs three pets, and my brother has one dog.
In pa.Per, 2~ cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
by OUl' house. I am eleven years old and · I am a little girl ten years old.
Addres•
'J'HE TRUTIISIIIEUB,

is Dry creek.
We are having revival
meetings here, or one started, rnnnine: two
nigbtii. The attendance was so meager
that they turned it into prayer-meeting,
E Lited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall and that stop~ to-night. That is the wav
H•ver, Mass., to whom all Oommunica- the church is dying here.
Uo"'.'' for this Corner should be sent.
Wehav very many readers of TilE TRUTH
SlllEKER in this neighborhood.
My
father takes the paper and thinks it is the
"Between the dark and the daylight,
best paper that he ever read. Well, I
When the night is beginning to lower,
C'omes a pause in the da:v's occuP-ations
guess I will close for this time, hoping to
That is known as the Ohildren s Hour."
see this in print. I remain your Freethinker friend,
LoTTA WOLFE.

Anne Boleyn's Execntion-1536.
Her l!"oldcn head bowed low.
With the heavy weight of care,
And in her eyes' blue luster,
The bit+erPst despair.
I wls she little recj,s or heeds,
The Fcaffold's shadow there.
She had not thought to die,
When with each brilliant guest,
Thronging the castle halls,
Her laugh rang merriest;
And had no premonition,
Of her·cruelly sad death.
Now in the gibbet'" awful gloom,
Her soul was filled with dread.
And thoughts of reath and eternity
Bowed low the l!"rnceful head.
"The king is just; I am unfit
For future life," she said.
Ah, words of dread imPort!
Oh, kneeling, ...-eeping queen!
In those words of supplication,
Is self-condemnation seen;
And over each accuser's face
.Do swiles t1 iumphant gleam.
A memory unrevered I
A pitying word unsaid;
Fair innocence in saintly garb,
Mocked by a power dread;
And justice, under deF pot's reign,
To bru'ish beasts has fled.
-IDA BALLOU.

What thP Little Folks Are Saying.
!
A teacher was expatiating on the beauties
of paradise to a class of London street
Arabs, lately. All at once the interest
flagged. He asked why, when a lad said,
"They'd never hav the likes of us about
them places, teacher, the hobby 'ud chiv~y
us out in no time." That is, "The police
would drive us out in no time."
SOMETliiNG SHE HADN'T THOUGHT OF.
Mary is the proud possessor of a doll
that her younger brother has never been
allowed to play with. But a short time
ago, MRry decided that if she married
the doll to Harrold the doll's happiness
would be increased. Harrold at first objected, but finally allowed his sister to
say the few binding words. Then, grabbing the doll he started on a run fur out
of doors, pursued by Mary. "You can't
hav her any more," he called back. "You
would marry her to me. And now she's
mine." -Boston Transcript.
DISCOVERERS OF THE OLD WORLD,
A principal of one of the grammar
schools in Savannah, an old time Irish
pedagog, relates an incident which is well
worthy of repetition and is indicativ of
the aptness of the Irish South.
One day while he was instructing his
class in geography the bishop of the diocese happened in, and, as is the custom,
propounded some questions to the pupils. "What parts of the globe comprise
the old and the new world?" was readily
and correctly answered, and when asked
who was the discoverer of the new world
one powerful chorus answered '' Christopher Columbus."
"Now, my little men," said the bishop,
yon hav told me who discovered the new
world, but can any of you tell me who discovered the old world?"
·
A dead silence for a few seconds, when
a little chap named Mahoney, the son of a
shoemaker, held up his hand.
"Well, my little man," said the bishop,
"let us hav your answer."
The surprise of the teacher and bishoP
can be imagined when the youngster replied in a voice Phowing confidence in
his answer, "Adam and Eve, my lord."
-Savannah Press.

Correspondence.
ANDOVER, KAN., Jan. 21, 1894.
DEAR MISS WixoN: This is my first letter to the Corner. I enjoy reading the
letterl'l of the Corner. I go to ~chool, and
study reading, writin11:, spelling, o.rithmetic, geography. grammar, physiology,
and civil government. I hav two sisters
and one brother. I liv in the southern
part of Kansas. We are having splendid
warm winter weather for Kansas. I liv on
a farm of one hundred and forty-eight
1\Cres; a creek rllllS through it. Its name

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
'ieynolds Blasphemy Trial,
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Pleasure and Progress.

TORTURE iN;o,TRUMENTS employed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries for
the Promulgation of l.}hpstianity
'I"he Dol)' lnqutSI"tion.

Being tb.e Nuremberg Collection, and including specimens from

THIRTY-FIVE

AN ATTEHP.r TO PROVE THAT

The Pnrtmit of Pleasure Is the Sine Qna Non of Intellectnal, Moral, and Social
Development, and that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

floanish Collar, Thumbscrew, Iron Collar tae Rae •. the Iron Crown Leg Crusher the Stocks
the Heretic .0. ~cher. the ~ron Boot, th~ Hot Mitt~Wn a Month-J)ear (gag), Iron Masks re~ommended
uy the Inqmsitwn, Breakmg &:nd. Burmng_ on the heel, t~o Ducking Cage, the Chastity Belt for
women, the l:!pld~r. ~he Iron YlrJnct Up to Date the ExecutiOn Bell, etc.
"I used t<_> read 1u books,': says <.Jol41nel Ingersoll_, · · h<.>'! out· fathers persecuted mankind But I
never appremated Jt. .l reai1t, b.tt 1t dtd not burn 1tself mto my soul. I did not really appreciate
1 h·.• 1nf_amies that have b~eu committed in the name of religion until I saw the iron a~>luments tha,
Ohrist1ans used."
.
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Price, 10 Cents per Copy.
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By Albert M. Loren-tz, LL.B.
CONTENTS:
Boox I.-PLEASURE: Chap I. -Sources of Pleasure. Cnap. H.-Material Pleasures. Chap. III.Idea.l Pleasure'· Chap IV -Socia.! Pleamres. Ub.ap. V -Pleasures or the Savage, the
Barba.ri..n and the Oiv lized. Chs.p. VI -Genesis of religions. Chap. VII.-Christianitv.
Boox II.-INTELLEOTUAL DEvELOPlltEIIT: Chap. I. -Purpo•e of life. Chap, II. -Mater1al Plea~ures.
Chap.lli.-Idea.l Pleasures: Knowledge. Char· IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Reason. Chap.-V.
Idea.! Pleasures: Character. Chap. VI.-Socia Pleasures Chap. VII.- Pedagogical Despotism.
Boox III.-MOIU.L DEvELOPMENT: Chap. I.-Morality. Chap. H.-Material Pleasures: Prudence.
Chap. HI.-Material Pleasures: Refinement. Cliap. IY.-Ideal Pleasures: Foresight,
Chap. V.-Ideal .Pleasures: Civilization. Chap. VI.-Rocial Pleasures. Chap. VII,- Vwe
Caused by Restraint.·
Boox IV.-SooiAL DEVELOPMENT: Chap. I.- 0 rogress. .c~a.p. !I.-Protection, Capitalism, and
Socialism: Respe :tivlr a.n Actual, an Imminent, and a Proposed Violation of Individual
Sovereignty. Chap. III-Condition of Agriculmre. Chap. IV. Public Schools, tue
Mene. Mene. Tekel of tlocia.lism Chap. V -Province of Government. Chap. VI.-Onr
Socia.! Disorder.
Here are some of the verdicts on this remarkable production which have been rendered by
men who are in every wa 9 qualified a.s judges or booko:
This i• a. spirit.,d, rattling s 1rt or a book that skates right aloag over the deepest anllject with
out mn h thought whether the ice is thin or not. I~ a.nsw .rs the ,rreatest questwn- What is tlte
us , object mot·ve, purpos!!! and summum bonum of life, and the real cau·e and motive of progres~?
-by on .. word Plea-urei-:J.·naddeus B Wakeman,
He sharpiv atta. ks,al-o, modern meoho~s of edu 1ation, and in this he is most abund~~outly
borne nut uy the faJts, an 1 his arraignment is practically unanswerable. Hls b JOk is altogether a
curious and suggestive one.-New York Oommeroi.al Ad.vertiser.
·rhe man who wrote this book knows how tll write a boolt, and knows what he is writing about.
There is not a. padded sentence in the volume, not an attempt to fill up with "ords for laJk or
knowledge. The author deals hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for realities and
truth. We do not see how a.nyone can re•.d this book and disagree with tue ldading propositions,
'I The work is good; every chapter is worth. readin ~- It is a work of common-aeuse 8llciali•m. l'he
chapter on publiC schools .mght to be put mto a tract and sent to every t.eacher in the tand. rhouI' Rands of sentences are wo~thy of being framed as political maxims and hung up all over the nation.
: Tho book deserves a wide read nJh not only for its literary style, which is clear an! incisive, llm rllr
' itA bold, ho.1est sll.yingR -L K. washburn.
! After you read this b JOk you will be as enthq-ia.stic in praise of it as are the eloquent editor of the
lntJesttuator and the gallan ~ President of the Canadian Secular Union,
Pleasure and Progress" has 898 pagPs, is splendidly Printed from large, clear type, on excel,
lent paver, and costs, bound in cloth, $1; paper covers, W cents.
Ad 1 ress
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Mr. Heston deserves o he called the artist-hero of LiberB.lism IJ:e has dedicated his genin~ to
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faldltY of the church's. profe,swns and the h:yi>ocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogeth~r the
llook i, one of tue heat weapons against Chnstianity •nd the church that has ever been put .n the
bands of Freethmkers.-[lloston Investigator.
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By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized form a.
vast amount of evidence against the superstitious do.otrines of Christianity. As a. book of reference and a1d
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classific~tion
· ·
of subjects makes -it a hand-book. Aslngersollsatd. of
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The Bundehesh (a sacred book of the Persians,) states that
Ahuramazda after creating the first man and woman, Mashya
and Mashyana, bade them "to be humbleofheart;toobsen-e
the law; to be pure in their thonghts, pure in their speech,
pure in their ~tions." But an evil dem• h came to them in
the form of a .S'erpmt, sent by Ahriman, the prince of devils,
and gave them fruit of a wonderf11l. tree, which .impartt:!d
immortality. Evil inclinations then entered their hearts,
and all their moral excellence was destroyed.
Consequently they fen, and forfeited the eternal happiness for
which they were destined. They killed beasts, and clothed
themselves in their skins.
BIBLE MYTHS shows this to be the origin of the Hehrew
!}tory.

1 Vol Svo., cloth, about 600 Pages. Price, $2.60
lent post-paid by the
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Miss Wixon's new book, "Right Living," will be ont in few days. We are
ready to fill all orders. The price is $1;
cloth only.
THE GIANT DELUSION. By Otto Wettstein. Price, 10 cents.
In my judgment, this is one of the best
of all the excellent papers read before the
Congress at Chicago. It may lack the
pathos and poetry of an Ingersoll or a
Putnam, but it is strong, radical, practical,
honest, straightforward truth, told in a
plain, simple, earnest styl3 that unfailingly
convinces the real searcher after light and
knowledge. The firm, steady blows given
to myth and falsehood, to theologies,
gods, and ghosts, are effectiv and truthcompelling. Our Spiritual friends may
think he hits their pet beliefs and delusions
too hea-.ily, but just so do their readers
feel regarding their rejection of still older
delusions, myths, and miracles. Mind, I
do not deny that there is what is called
spiritual manifestation; that much of it
really occurs. But I think it is all in us
-all in the living and not in the dead, who
are gone forever and forever. Plato lived
once, just as Tom, Dick, or Harry didjust as we all are doing. But no identity
1s or can be eternal. 'fhe idea that everlasting life might not be desirable is one
that we who . so much enjoy this life,
hardly iike to accept, but, as Mr. Wettstein says, our likes or wishes do not
create their fulfillment. We can readily
understand that a monotonous eternity
spent in a heaven of golden streets and
pearly gates, where one must be everlastingly singing fulsome praises of a
merciless, cruel, despotic, and unforgiving
God, 1>ho creates nine-tenths of his children for eternal, never-ending torments,
cannot be a haven of rest and joy to any
thinking, reasoning, loving being. The
spiritual heaven-the summer-land-is far
preferable. It is a grand evolution out of
the old Christian theological one, but it is
so vague, misty and intangible we don't
feel any great degree of longing to spend
ten thousand billion of years even in such
a place. While I think Mr. Wettstein is
right in enjoying all he can here in this
lite, I mu~t object to the "wine and
cigars." Perbap!! this may be bigotry in
me, but in my opinion they are an evil to
the race, and each year becoming overwhelmingly more and more so. As a rule,
I find nothing in any of Otto's writings
that I object to. They coincide so entirely
with my own opinions and ideas I am compelled to accept them as a part of my own
oetter self-better put, more clearly enunciated, and more strongly hammered out
than I could hav done. I wish this little
ten-cent book could be scattered broadcast through the land, and every truth it
contains could be made more manifest to
every reader thereof.
"Divines but peep on undiscover'd worlds,
And draw the distant landscape as they
please;
But who has e'er returned from those
bright regions,
To tell their manners and relate their
laws."-Dryden.

ters of religions science and written from
the extreme radical point of view. Followers of Colonel Ingersoll will be delighted at the array ofarguments advancr d
in favor of the theories which they uphold.
There is much in the style, if not in the
matter, of these pamphlets to oftend the
earnest and sincere Christian, but we do
not believe that the creeds which they attack hav much to fear from an oppo>ition
so vehement and inconsiderate of certain
ordinary rules of courtesy which must be
respected, even in religions or antireligions controversy.-Boston Traveler.
[When the church was supreme it respected the '' ordinary rules of courtesy"
by means of the dungeon, rack, and stake.]
''Design Argument Falla.cies; A Refntatim~ of the Argument that Nature Exhibits
Marks of Having Been Designed by an
Intelligent Being." ;By the Editor of
THE TBUTH SEEKEB. "l>aper covers, pp.
59, price 15 cents, the Truth Seeker Company, 28 Lafayette place, New York City.
This book meets, we believe, a want felt
by many Freethinkers. It is mnch easier
to convince people of the falseness of the
Bible and the non-existence of the Christian God, than to persuade them that there
is no god at all of any kind. At this latter
step nine-tenths of them balk. The consideration which mainly in1lnences them
in holding on to this last tenet is that of
design in nature. They declare it as plain
as the nose on one's face that very many
things about us, the animal frame in particular, bear unchallengeable traces of
having been consciously adapted to a purpose. Jn the present work about every
argument that bears against the design
theory has been incorporated. -- Secular
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Researches ID Oriental Hi~tory,
I

EMBRACING THE

Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel·
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the
Derivation of Christianity;
In his work, "Abraham Lincoln: Was

Thought.

He a Christian?" recently published by
the Tr_uth Seeker Company, John E.
Remsburg has forever settled the controversy-definitly answered the question.
Lincoln was not a Christian, and they
who shall hereafter make the assertion
will do so in the face of an array of facts
that are simply incontrovertible. Mr.
Remsburg has performed his work conscientiously. He has treated the subject
exhanstivly, and, as is the case with his
discussion of the Sunday question, he has
left nothing to be Raid.
"Bible Morals " and "False Claims "
by the same author, are unanswerable r:.rraignments of Christianity, and to attempt
to improve upon them by making a renewed attack would be to paint the rose
red. In his new work Mr. Remsburg
more than sustains his former effort!!, and
the easiest way to find an answer to the
question, "Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian?" will be to read his book. His facts
are reliable, for Mr. Remsburg does not
cite history that is not correct. In all hil!l
writings he is noted for exactness. This
book of 336 pages is a biography of the
great statesman, as well as a consideration
of his religions belief.
We meet in its brilliantly fascinating
pages, not only Linc,1In, but his friends.
We hear again his genial laugh, listen to
his world-renowned stories-the book contains many not before published-and
look into his kindly face. Mr. Remsburg
has done well. This is not the draped
dummy Christianity has attempted to
palm off ;npon the world as Abraham Lincoln, but the man himself-the simple, the
unique, the original, who, in the suddenness and bitterness of a tragic death,
grandly " wrapped the drapery of his
couch about him and lay down to pleasant
dreams."-Mrs. M.A. Freeman, in Bos-

THE BIBLE INQUIRER. By A. Jacobson.
Price, 25 cents.
'fhis is No. 36 of the Truth Seeker Library and is the fourth edition of a most
valuable little book, which in its new and
revised ed1tion, at the low price of ten
cents, should be in the library of every
Liberal. I hav had one of the old edition
for half a lifetime, and very useful it has ton Investigator.
been to me, too. How much of my present radicalism I owe to the little volume
" God only knows, and he won't tell."
It's one of the handiest books for reference
you could desire and one of the hardest
for a Bible believer to get over. Buy it
and try it and you will never "rue the
bargain."
" God dooms ns to Tophet,
Unless we do repent;
For Eve once stole an apple
When she had 'nary cent.'
"I wonder, oh, I wonder,
How these old Bible tales
Can ever find believers
Where common sense prevails."
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKEB.

to which is added,
WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS~
By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
Fourth Eattton.

Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chapters.
Part !I.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen
chapters.
Part ill.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty
chaPters.
Part IV.-Whence Ca'lle the Aryans? Five chapters.
Press Notices,

The style is forcible and terse. the reasoning
good, and as the facts up•m which the argument
is based are largely Christian, our theological
friends will have some hard nuts to crack if they
at.t•mpt to answer them.-Boston Investtgator.
'.rhis book is one of the most thorough and
learned of the Freethought works that have come
across the Atlantic.- The Freethtnlem·, Lonaon.
Is a mo•t valuable contributiOn to the literature of the nineteenth cimtury.-Progresstve
Tnt niCer.

JYot

for ]}arsons.

FBOM the way some men offer prayers it
is difficult to tell whether they are ministers or anctioneers.-Elmira Gazette.
WHEN I reflect upon the number of disagreeable people who I know hav gone to a
better world, I am moved to lead a difterent life.-Mark Twain in The Century.
BisHOP GuLLRM: "My dear young lady,
hav yon ·Started in this year to do unto
others as yon would hav them do unto
yon?" Dear Young Lady: "Yes. I've quit
speaking to those Grigsby girls."-Lije.
AFTEB Deacon Smithers had finished
his call on the pastor the latter's little
daughter said: "Papa, didn't the deacon
say he didn't believe in Santa Claus?"
"That's what he said, love." "Then,
papa, won't we hav to try him for heresy?"
A MAN who had buried seven wives
thought he ought to do somethine- in commemoration of the dear ones departed.
He therefore had a large marble hand
carved out with the index finger pointing
upward.
On the hand was engraved:
"Seven np."-J. P.
THEY came to a sidewalk .where the ice
was well covered with ashes. Said the
young lady, in grateful accents: "Thank
goodness! there's one Christian on this
street.'" "Yes," said her escort abstractedly, ''Mr. Solomon Isaacstein livs here."

-Boston Transcript.

GoiNG out hunting, a boy lilhot a bird,
and another ran to secure the trophy.
Coming near where it had fallen, he found
a white owl, so sprawling in the grass as to
present to his'view only a head with staring
eyes and a pair of wings attached. Instantly he shouted in dismay, "We're in
for it now, Jack; we've shot a cherubim."

-Boston Ideas.

DEACON HEAVYWEIGHT: "And SO yon are
going to leave ns, parson?" Rev. Mr.
Thankful: "Yes. I hav had a call to
another parish where, by the way, the
salary is considerably larger. I am sorry to
leave my flock, but I must obey the call."
Deacon Heavyweight (dryly): "Wal,
it may be what yon call a call, but it seems
to me a great deal more like a raise; "-Life.
LITTLE Maggie B. (sitting on her grandfather's knee): "Tell me some stories from
the Bible, grandpa-something about the
Revelation." Grandfather tells her of the
last days of the world, and that the trump
shall sound and wake the dead. Maggie
(with puzzled face): "But, grandp~ if
the trump sounds loud enough to wake
the dead, won't it kill the living?"-Liter-

Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.50.
AddresA all n~ders to THE TRUTH SEEKER ary Digest.
COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.
ST. PETEB: "How beautifully ·those
angels float in that orange-tinted cloud out
SURVEYORS, ATTENTION l yonder!" Recording Angel: "Yes, yes;
but don't interrupt me please I I'm terA rare chance is offered for a surveyor to get a
ribly busy. Millions of the most awfnl
cuss words coming in every second." St.
Peter: "What? Why this is early SunWe have one for sale, in good order, with day morning and neariy all the people of
Tripod, which cost $160. We -rn sell it for Earth, wearied with the week's work, are
half•price-$80. Address
asleep." -Recording Angel: "They were
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
asleep, but church bells hav begun to ring."

TRANSIT CHEAP.

"'NFIDELS AND CHARITY."

-Puck.

WHILE Joe Jefterson was down at his
A Leaflet showing th Lt the oft-repeated Chris- Louisiana plantation last year, the wife of
tian statement that lnfidels do not contribute one of his neighbors died, and Mr. Jefferto nor found oharities is a falsehood. It ought tc son called to express his sympathy and
be widely circulated to meet the calumny. Price
5 cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address THE TnUTB regrets. While be was at the bouse, the
SEEXEB. 28 Lafayette place. New York.
clergyman arrived to make arrangements
for the funeral. Neither the man nor his
wife had been a church-member. The
TI{~Jli
husband was prostrated with grief, but he
ACCOUNT OF
aroused himself as the clergyman entered.
"Is there any particular portion of the
Vioo.rs of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
scriptures yon would like me to read at
Pauer. ~0 cents: cloth. '1ll centa
the f11neral?" asked the clergyman. ·The
husband sat up, mopped his _llYes, and
thought for a moment. "Well, yon
might try. that bit about Samson and the
foxes," he exclaimed finally. "I guess
that's about as funny as any of 'em."-

POPIS AHD

DOIHGS

Antiquity
Unveiled. Darwin and After Darwin.

"The Creation of God." 432 pages, by
Dr. Jacob Hartmann. Published by· the
Truth Seeker Company, New York. It is
beautifully printed. and bound, and from
its initial letter to its finis the learned
doctur makes clear the strength and beauty
of the closing sentence: "Be your own
God, your own savior, and your own
priest." Price, 50 cents.-Little Free-

thinke?·.

We hav received from the Truth Seeker
Company, New York, a series of pamphlets, entitled '• The Bible Inquirer," "The
Giant Delusion," and "Woman: Four
Centuries of Progress," dealing with mat-

-o-

Anotent Votces
from the SptrH
Rea!m atsclose the
most Startltnu Revelattons.
-a-

An Exposition of the Darwmian Theory.

San Francisco Star.

By GEOBGE J. RoMANEs.
THEBE is a swift lunch resort near the
A syst.ematic F.xQ!JSition of what may be termed post-office in Philadelphia the walls of
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of which are covered with scriptural mottoes.
service to the f:eneral reader rather than to pro- This feature has made the place famous,
fe-se<l naturaltHt,.
Mr. Homanes iR well known as one of the most but the managers are talking of abolishing
of RnJ5lish w:riters upon e~olut~on,
PrOVIng Christianity interesting
beside• rankmg w1 th ~r9fessor Hu¥e;v m smen~ it because of an incident which occurred
tific lmowledore and abthty. And this IS a pat·t of the other ni~ht. A rather seedv individto be of
his ~onclusion regttrding the gr~t subJect of ual walked m and sat down at one of the
Des.ign, to which the chur('h so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the factA of ada pta. tables near the door. He got a substantial
Heathen Origin. tion
or to those of beauty, everywhere through. meal and started to walk out. He had
out organic nature we meet. with abundant nearly reached the door when the cashier
[ILLUSTRATED.]
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do recovered from his astonishment suffiPrice, - - - - •1.50. we meet with any independent evidence o1 ciently to call after him: "Hold on!
•upernatural design. . .. . . . Adaptat.io~ ann
bettnty are ulil<e recetvmg then explanatiOn at Yon havn't settled for your meal." The
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
the hands of a pmelyrnechanical phi!oRophy...
All nature has thus been transformed before thf man calmly replied: "Why, I havn't any
view of the pre•ent generation in a rnanner.anr. money.'' "What!" gasped the astonished
to au extent that has never before !Jeen pos8thle: cashier. "Did yon take this for a freeand inasmuch as the change wh10h has taker lunch joint?" "Why," said the man.
place ha• tal<en pla<Je in the direction of vat ural·
tsm, and this to the ~xtent of rend~rmg th.f "yon hav a sign -out there which says,
BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
mechanical intPrpretatwn of nature umversal, It ' The Lord shall provide,' and another one
Being the story of his mental journey from is no wonder if the religious m~nd has su~denl~ yonder, ' The Lord loveth a cheerful
awakened to a new and a ternb!e force .m th•
ortholioxy to Rationalism.
words of its traditional enemy-Where Is nov. giver,' and another, 'Feed my lambs. •
Pnoe, paper, 25 cents; cloth, '1ll cents.
ih_x.God?"
My name is Lamb." And he walked out.
J,Uustrat~ddr~~e, cl~~·ofBUTH BEEKER.
-Philadelphia Record.
Address THE TRUTH BEE KEB.

Travels in Faith.
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Goma of ~!ought.
DoGMA is the platfor.m of mediocrity.-

Katharine Mabley Corbett.

'

CoNSERVATISM, I believe, is mainly due
to want of imagination.-Grant .Allen.
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Old Testametl_t Stories
Com!cally Illustrated.

THB arts are democratic. They speak a
universallanguage.-8idney H. Morse.
CusToM does not make a thing right.
Custom may be merely a bad habit.-Gal-

IT WILL
•

IT WILL

MAKE YOU

CORNER

veston News.
No MAN who went into his closet to pray
has ever brought out an answer to his
prayer.;_Boston Investigator.
FREEDOM for ourselvs is merely happiness; it becomes virtue when we seek to
enable others to enjoy it.- Thomas Paine.

THi:...

LAUGH,

NATURE n;tay last forever, but no form
of nature will last foreTer. Her material
may be indestructible, but every combination perishes. Her power may be omnipotent, but every organized force is cir-

cumscribed.-Investi,qator.

UNTO the blazing ne"!!::_Year cheer
The children of wan Want draw near,
With outstretched hands that beg for
breadWhile the church bells rhyme and chime
,
o'erhead.
-Life.
Tms National Reform combination
never had any other purpose, nor any
other aim, than to commit the government
of the United States, by whatever means
possible, to the establishment and maintenance of "Christianity " as the national
religion, and to the enforcement of
"Christian laws, institutions, and usages "
and Sunday above all, upon all the peopl~.

PARSON.
By WATSON HESTON.
. The Stories Humorously Told~And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of· Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS::
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisfs Great Ancestor,
Jl Queer Family,
1/saac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Balaam the Diviner, .
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Jephthah and His Human Sacttr'-·
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Wate,., God Shall Not a·xa.S.
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of King•,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Barak

Boa.rdMo WUDI.ina;ted covers, 81; clo-th, ~::U-t side s"tan1p, 81 . .50.
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-American Sentinel.

IT is better to hav a physician for a
confessor than a priest. You tell the priest
THE
that you detest mankind; he answers,
"You are not a Christian." The physician give you a dose of rhubarb, and you
:Published Monthly at $3 per Year.
love your fellow-being. You telHhe priest
IssUEs oF 1891.-$3.
that you are tired of living. He answers,
Price.
''Suicide is a crime." The physician give Truth Seeker Annual,.,1891.. ................... $0 25
you a stimulant, and immediately you Men, Women, and uod.s. Helen H. Gardener,. .... ................ .... ... .. .. .. ... 50
feel life supportable--The Queen of Rou- The Age
of Reason. Thomas Paine. Dlusmania.
·
trated ......................... :........... 25
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. BenONE of the things we despise in public
nett. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 25
life in these United States is the amount Christian Absurdities. John Peck........... 20
10
that is spoken and written for eftect. That Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire .......... "
Thomas I'aine. Dlustrated..... 40
is to say, men speak and write to snit the TheCrisis.
BabbathBreaking. JohnE.Remsburg....... 25
temper of the hour, regardless of the truth Travels in Faith from Tradition to ReaRobert C. Adams ................. ; 25
of their statements. The ignorance of the Strikeson.
of a Sex. GeorgeN. Miller............ 25
people is assumed, and it is considered My Religious Experience. Samuel P. Putlegitimate to mislead them to gain a point.
nam.......................... ............. 25
Criticism in Theology and ReThis failure to employ simple honesty and The Hi~her
lig10n. •.r. E. Longshore................ 50
correctness in public discussion is a most
IsBUEB OF 1892.-$3.
lamentable neglect on the part of many of Infidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote............. 25
ourpublicmen. A~anshould be as honest Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. Dlustrain the giving of his opinions as in the most Was d~~8ii::iriiC'iiieiii"A.l:ffiti':tiBiei:'bOwei-::::
sacred private transactions of Iife.-Pro- Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener .... . .. .... • .. .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. .... .. 10
gressive .Age.
Bible Morals. John E.Remsburg............ 25
Awful
of Maria Monk............ 50
You cannot ma~e men all alike intelli- PocketDisclosures
Theology. Voltaire................... 25
gent, but you can come near making them Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Babcock,...................................... 15
all alike ignorant; and a uniformity of igm Literature. Testimonial to
norance is the only possible basis for a Liberty
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
uniformity of faith and practice. When
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.............. 25
not one in fifty thousand could read or Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
Proctor................................... 15
write, and when, as transpired occasion- Candle
From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
ally at church councils, certain of _the
Hart...................................... 40
bishops could not sign their own names, The Hoty Bible Abridged...................... 80
Claims of the Church. John E.
there was a solid basis for the faith which FalseRemsburg.......
......................... 10
has now fallen upon, for it, evil days, but
IssUES OF 1893.-$3.
upon better days for mankind. The church 'rhomas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
G. Ingersoll............................... 15
was clever in her way. With their eyes
Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hartopen men could not see alike; she blinded The mann
50
them (with ignorance), and then they saw Crimes of 'i>i:iiacb.'ers '{D.' tiie 'uiritiiJ'siates:
M. E. Billings............................ 211
alike-exactly. Not only was the laity
of Jesus......................... 40
blinded, but it was constantly assured of Resurrection
Handbook of Freethought. W. B. Bell.····· 50
its utter blindness, and counter-assured that Religion a Curse; Religion a Disease; Religion a Lie. B. P. Putnam..... · ...... ·
211
the church saw-saw not only all that was
Ar~;tument Falla.cies. By Editor of
on earth, but much that was in heaven. DeBIIm
THE 'l'BUTH SEEKER....................
15
The blind laity believed that the church Abraham Lmcoln: Was He a Christian?
John E. Bemsbur__g..... ...... ........... 50
saw, and it said: "For God's sake, lead
Pen Pictures of The World's Fair. lllusnsi"-.Saladin.
trated. S. P. Putnam............... .. ..
25
Common Sense. Thomas Paine..... ... .. .. ..
15
IN the same year, 1859, appeared Dar- Examination of Prophecies. Thoa. Paine..
15
win's "Origin of Species " and Mill's Pleasure and l'rogress. Alibert M. Lorentz,
LL.B.....................................
50
"Liberty." Darwin taught us that alJ
Durm~ the year other standard Freethought
developments of organic life, from the works
Will be published and sent to subscribers
zoophyte up to man, had resulted from as they appear.
Yearly subscribers at $3 receive all the numbers
the ability of some small variation to prepublished in one year. In ordering please say
serve itself against the majority of its whichyear
is desired.
species until a new species incorporatBingle numbers sold at prices quoted.
ing that variation is established. Mill
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pla.ce, New York.
Proved that all social progres ' depended
on the ability to develop mental and moral
variations from the majoritr. In the two
THE PHILOSOPHY
books we may trace evolutwn, from the
OF
sponge up to Shakspere, as an unbroken
struggle for larger liberty, by di1ferentiation; had it been permanently defeated
A Practical Exposition of
even in a worm, man could not hav exNatural Restorative Power.
isted; had it been permanently defeated
BY LEAJ!IDEB EDMUND WHIPPLE.
in the first human brain that di1fered from
its fellows, in every raCE!J, civilized mim
A Book to explain the correct idea of Mental
conld not hav existed. '.L'his is still the Healing, and what may be rea~onably expected
law: Freedom of individual difference to to result from an understanding of its principles.
develop itself is the condition of all progPrice. $2.~0.
AdilrfiRR THB TBU'l'R" REEKER.
ress, social, moral, and physical. If today any moral or othe:J: difterentiation in
any mind can be silenced or reprel!sed by
Examination of the Mora.ls and History
authority, or by the fear of it, all adof the New Testament.
vance of mankind is arrested.-Moncure
Price 2G '3ents.
By I'Bol'. J!. W. NEWKAlll·
D. Conway. ·

HOLY CROSS
Truth Seeker Library. THE
The Popes and Their Doings.

fg

MENTAL HEALING.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.

SERIES. Wettstein's ~ Be~air ~ De~artment.

Biographical sketches of the most noted of these vicars
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing what
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very plain statements, in very onvarnished langua~re, :..nd the unmasldng is complate, proving: them to have been cruel, intriguing, and licentious men. Considering the
rapid growth of Catholicism in this country,
this book cannot be too widely disseminated.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
The Awful Disclmmres of Maria Monk,
as exhibited in a narrative-of her sufferings durine her residence of five years as a novicel.-)1nd
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel .Jieu
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any antiCatholic book published has created more <'X·
citement, and had such a circulation as this
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
circulated a story that Maria :1\Ionk was "no
better than she should be," but investigation
disclosed that her "child of fihame" was none
other than the child of her priest-seducer.
Pnce, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.
_
Auricular Confession and Popish Non•
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
:vearR a confessing priest. A revelation of the
licentious :practices of the priests and nuns in
these religious brothels. There ii no queRtion
that Ex.:priest Ho~au knew the truth of the
tales of VIce, seductiOn, and infanticide be gives
in this volume, and equallv there is no question
that if the people general1y !mew of them, Ca.tholicism would not be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it by our various city
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth. 75
cents.
The Priest in Absolution. A Review of
the system of auricular confession, including
copious extracts from the "Confessional Unmasked." from the "Master Key to Popery,"
etc. Theworlds aprotestag!l.instandanappeal
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and thoughtfully a religious system so invnsive
Df privacy1 so powerful for evil in licentious
hands, so rraught with danger to female modest:v, to the ingenuous openness of youth~
and to the freedom of thought, speech. ann
action. Price. paper, 25 cents.
Prie!!tly Celibacy Exposed A lecture by
the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, England. Revised American edition, showing the
result in parishes of the Roman decree that
Priests shall not mar:v. Price, paper, 1~ cents.
f
Sister Lucy and Her Aw nl Discloflnres
Respecting New Hall Convent, Borebam, .\!)ss.ex li!ngland .. Bhqwing that oonvents
ttre IJliiJllCa1 to cha.stlty, Virtue, ttnd freedom.
!'rice, paper, lTOHEcen~~;ou•rR uEE" L'l' U".
... ..,.
o
.....,. • "':I
2f Lll.fa.Vf:ltt"' l'blce, blew !o'orlt UltJ'.
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BEREA Oaro.
0Tro WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill .. Bro. Material~hort time ago for
overhauling waq rooeive<t in just throe and a half
di!<Ys from the time it left this Ht~ttion.
It was put into A No. 1 shal>O and iH running
fine. I wi~<h to compliment you on your manner
of doing buRineHB 1~ud will aHHUro you that when
I have o~her work in your line to ba done you
shall have it.
A. E. SMITH.
ist: The watch sent you a

Watches can be safely sent by mn.il or AXpress
and I pay chargeR one ws.y. I have personall:y
managed my repair depn.rtment for 34 years and
no watch is permitted to letwe my establishment
until in perfect order and closely regulatett,
PRICE LJS'J',

Oleaning, $1; Springs, $1; jewels, $1; or thre
$1 jobs at $2.50.
All work warranted one year. Liberal disconn ts to agon ts.

OTTO WETTSTEIN,
THB

LIBB~AL

J:SW.BL:SR..

ROCHELLE, ILL.
The J<'reethought Badge.
DESIGNER OF { The lngersollSouvemr Spoon.
Otto Wettstein Watch.
Send for price-lists, tracts, etc., free.
Mention THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SHALL '.rHE BIBLE BE RE.l.D
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?

Bv R. B. Westbrook, A.M.

Third Thousand.
Price, 10.cents.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKII:B.

Pyramid of Cizeh.
Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew N&r·
rative In Genesis and Exodus.
By VAl'l BUBEl'! DENSLOW, LL.D. Price, 15 tl41Dts

DONT SUICIDE.
DB. WEST'S Specific for Mental Depression, Ncr·
vousncsa,
Proslra.tion,
Lassitude, L11
LYIL 11
Inability,
Loss ofVitalit1, Impotence, etc. Invaluable. Try it.
1\Iail,$1.00. BRA[\SURY'S PHIIMAflCY, Dept. 25,
367 Washincton Street, Boston, 1\Iass.
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By ABA AUGER.
A condensation of the fundamental arguments
against Christianity.
A Very Good Little MiS8tonary Work.

Price, 15 cents.

Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
mportant

An important and remarkable revelation con1
0
cerning the life and times of Apollonius of ~~~1 t1~t~h~N~ e"xls'&mce-wlth evlden~ ~r':::
Tyana, the great sage and philosopher of the first cess. Address,
DR. R. Po FEJ,LOWS,
century. It is here claimed that his life and ''""'where You saw this oov"" Vineland, N.
tea.chings were appro_pri!Lt!ld and .u~iliz~d by ~he
117" I wish to say that I am an out-and-on
fonnula.tors of the Chrrstlan religwn m themterest of so-called Christianity. The plagiarism LmEBAL, a.nd I trust the Freethinkers of the land
is made_ plain in this brief history of ApolloniusJ will give me their patrona~re and not waste their
especa.illy in view of the historical references ana time and money on Christian doctors.-Dr. Fezcomments thereon. It is quite evident that to lOWs.
conceal the plagi&rism, the name of Apollonius
was suppressed.
GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
Price, 15 ';t~~ess THE TRUTH BEEKER.
By M. BABCOCK. Price, 15 cents.
!18 L&fa:rette place, New York Oit y
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PoTTER PALMER is seriously ill. He is
seventy years of age.
DISTINCT charges of blackmail are made
against the New York police by responsible
men.
BY a bomb explosion in front of the
Chamber of Deputies in Rome eight persons were injured.
·
BY ari explosion in a coal mine in the
province of Shang Tung, China, nearly
450 men were killed.
CoNGRESS has made an appropriation to
save what is left of the wreck of the
corvette " Kearsarge."
·
FIVE hundred men rallied at Massillon
0., on March lOth to take part in Coxey'~
'' On to W aRhington " crusade.
'
JOHN KENDRICK BANGS, humorist . and
litterateur, has been nominated by the
Democrats of Yonkers for mayor of that
city.
THE government seems to hav abandoned
its experiment of making soldiers of the.
Indians; just why it does not clearly
appear.
IT now seems probable that the English
Radicals will, for the present at least, accept Lord Rosebery's leadership of the
Liberals.
·
·
AT the municipal election in Troy, New
~::~~~..~\~~;;i~;.;\\;;;;';;,,;;~;:;;;:;~"';,;~~'.·:.:.·:......··"'-·"~'"''"'''"'
York, one man was killed and another
seriously wounded. This is United States
OBEYING GOD'S ORDERS-BUTCHERING INNOCENT GIRLS.
Senator Murphy's borough,
Ani! her daughters which are in the field shall be slain by the sword; and they shall know that lam the Lord.-Ezek.
IDA VAN ETTEN, one of the best-known
xxvi, 6.
and most hard-working literarywomen of
New York, died in Paris, March 5th. She
did much for the working-women of this
Each canvasser for signatures should take two copies of this petition and have both signed ; one to be city.
,
•
:-;ent to the House and the other~to the:Senate. 1fAll~adults, men and women, should sign.
~~~i~~
GoVERNoR LEwELLING of Kansas has
Cut this petition ll1eacling ont and attach to sl1rPt of prqlPr, rn1Pil as indicated at bottom of this. removed John F. Willits, preRident of the
State Board of Pardons. Willits was the
'1Vhen sheet is filleJ with names put in an envelope, stamp and address to THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayett._ first
Populist candidate for governor (in

Place, New York City, and mail at once.

For more blanks send to same address.

1890).

Petition to Congress Asking It to Reject the Proposed
God-in-the.-Oonstitution Amendment.
To the Senate and House ot Representatives of the United States, in Congress Assembled:
We, the undersigned, citizens of the United States, do hereby respectfully pray and memorialize your
Honorable Body to reject the proposed Amendment to the Constitution prepared by the National Reform
Association and offered in the Senate on Jan. 25th, 1894, by Senator Frye, and in the House on the same day
by Representative Morse. The proposed Amendment would change the Preamble to the Constitution by the
insertion of the sentences within quotation marks which follow the words" We, the people of the United
States," in the paragraph below :
We, the people of the United States," devoutly acknowledging the supreme authority and just government of Almighty God in all the affairs of men and nations; grateful to him for our civil and religious liberty, and encouraged by the assurances of his Word to invoke his guidance, as a Christian nation, according
to his appointed way, through Jesus Christ," etc.
We ask the rejection of this proposed amendment for the following reasons :
That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
2. That the rights of all classes of citizens may be conserved and perpetuated. It is manifest that
the adoption of such an Amendment to the Constitution would be, in fact, the incorporation of certain religious and sectarian dogmas in the fundamental law of the land. Such recognition of religious dogmas in the
civil law was very carefully guarded against by the wise founders of the Republic, both in the Constitution
as originally adopted and in the First Amendment thereto.
3. As the Constitution now stands no discrimination, on the ground of heresy, can be legally made
against any citizen. More than one hundred years of experience amply justifies this wide tolerance and for.
cibly pleads for its continuance. Men of all shades of religious, non-religious, and anti-religious belief cau
and do render allegiance to and acceptably serve the State, and this without hypocrisy or perjury. Should
this proposed Amendment be adopted, it would at once shut out of public life candid and honest men, whose
reason, for any cause, cannot accept one or more of the three creedal statements contained in said proposed
Amendment, but unscrupulous doubters and rejecters of these creedal affirmations would have no difficulty
in taking the oath of allegiance to the Amended Constitution. Hence said proposed Amendment offers a
premium for hypocrisy and perjury, and is, consequently, in tl1e highest degree immoral. It is also unjust,
in that it deprives a part of our citizens of their equal rights, because of a difference of opinion. Again, it
must be hurtful to the State, because, as already shown, it would admit pretenders and timorous men to
positions of trust and, responsibility, and bar out inen of honesty and courage.
·
4. The experience of all times and nations has shown conclusively that every attempt to firce from
the citizen a direct or indirect acknowledgment of the truth of any of the dogmas of religion is disastrous.
It creates new religious hatreds and intensifies the old; it demoralizes religion and corrupts the state ; it
tramples the equal rights and liberties of the deserving citizen, and puts into the hands of bad men a dangerous and terrible power over the property, persons, and lives of their fellow-citizens.
5. If Theistic, Trinitarian, and Christian majorities may to-day rightfully force upon Deistic, Atheistic, or Agnostic, and Unitarian and non-Christian minorities their distinctive creeds, what warrant have we
that some other day the Catholics, the Methodists, or the Presbyterians will not Amend into the Constitution
their distinguishing sectarian dogmas? That step would logically follow the one which your Honorable
Body has been asked to take, and against which we respectfully but strongly and unalterably protest.

1.

NAME.

TOWN.

STATE.

.

STATISTICS extending over a period of
fifteen years show that five per cent of the
inmates of the insane asylum at Aarknns,
:penmark, became demented from religIons causes.
UNDER the amended liquor law of the
District of Columbia no barroom can be
opened within four hundred feet of a
church. The temptation is supposed to
be irresistible, presumably.
\

ANNA DICKERSON has a case in the United
States court, a snit against Dr. Oglesby
and Dr. Underwood and the Danville
Insane Asylum for $100,000 damages for
false imprisonment three years ago.
THE New York legislature has passed a
bill abolishing the New York city dog
pound and transferring the care of stray
canines and felines to the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
GoVERNoR FosTER of Louisiana has appointed Congressman Newton C. Blanchard to take the place in the United States
Senate made vacant by the appointment
of Senator White to the Supreme Court.
THE Board of Education of Newark, N.
J., has issued a ukase that no woman who
" has a husband to support her " shall
teach in the schools of that citv. Woman's
actual equality seems very slow in coming.
MAYOR HoPKINS of Chicago has called
for the resignation of the sixteen police
justices of the city, with their clerks and
bailiffs. He says there are too many and
intimates that some of them are no better
than they should be.
AFTER a trial lasting four months and
four days Ex-detectiv Dan Coughlin, accused of the murder of Dr. Cronin, in
Chicago in 1889, has been declare<l not
guilty by a jury. He was once sentenced
to life imprisonment for this murder.
THE steam yacht ''Natalie," which sailed
from the United States with arms and
ammunition for General Manigat to be
used by him in an attempt to overthrow
President Hyppolite of Hayti, has been
seized by the Haytians and her entire
crew shot.
A ooNFERENOE of leaders of the Populists
and Prohibitionists of Ohio has agreed
upon terms for a union of forces. Mannfacture and sale of liquors for medicinal
mechanical, and sacramental uses to b~
carried on by the state; for use as beverages to be prohibited.
DR. WEOKERLE, the Hungarian premier
contemplates introducing a bill for totai
separation of church and state. He also
int!JD:ds to advocate equal privileges to all
religiOns, and that all should receive state
snbsi!lies. Dr. Weckerle uses words as
antithetically as do our theocrats. "Sepaation " of church and state, with state
subsidies to all churches!
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FROM

THE MOURNERS' BENCH

TO

THE·.. PEN.

Noblesville, Ind., March 3d.-James Johnson, 18, was sentenced to two years in the state prison North, by Judge Stephenson.
stealing $40 from a companion while at a .mourners' bench at a Methodist revival.

=--JU_ST_O_UT_!----=---JU_S_TO_U_T!

RIGHT LIVING.
By SUSAN

Ethic~

H.

WIXON.

as Understood by a Student of Science. Sixty Chavters, as follows:

Right Living,
What i> Hypocrisy?
In Re~ard to Concealed Vice,
What is Moralitv?
Conscience or Moral Sense,
Beautiful Charity,
What is Ignorance?
Selfishness, the Menace of So- Fidelity, the Giver of Strength
Knowledge the Great Treasure,
mety, and Honor,
C•mcerning J£dncation,
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower ot Value of Weal~h.
.
Conduct· or Right Doing
Life,
Avarice, Not a Means to Life's
Virtue, the illuminator of Life, Is Reverence a Duty?
Best End,
.
Prndrnce, an Economy of Life, Self-Reliance,
Good Nature, one of Ltfe's Best
What Know Ye of Justice?
Self-Control.
Blossom!>
Fortitude a Noble PossessiOn,
Self-Respect
Reason and .Hee Inquiry
Temperance and Intemperance, Foolish Pride and Silly Prejn- Free Speech,
ls the Use of •.robacco Dangerdice,
A. Free Press,
one?
Anger, the Distorter,
Rights of Animals,
Oultiva.tion of Indi VIdnalit:~e.
The Angel of Forgiveness
Rights of Children,
.
Character, a Jewel of Great Price, Observation a Great Facnitr~
Human Rights: or the Equality
Idleness, another Name for Loss, Perseveran•·e, the Friend of .oo.an,
of Man.
Industry, the Staff of Life,
Punctuality, a Promoter of Sue- Moral Oleaulines".>.
Va.lue of a Trade,
•
cess,
Politenes~. The lientlemaR,_
Recreation a Necessity,
The Difficulties of Life,
Politeness.- Continued.- The
Games of Chance,
•.remptation, the Demon on the
Gentlewoman,
'Prnth and Fa.lsehood,
htJ:rhway,
Best Society,
.
What is an Oath? or the Worth Habtt, Second Nature,
Progress; or Enlightenment:
of a Promise.
Power of Will,
Wisdom.
Fraud a Crime.
Courage, a Necessity to Right
'l'he Poison of Slander,
Living,
Miss Wixon has taken a,s her mottoes in writing this beautiful book of 292 pages-which she
has dedicated to the memory of ber father and mother-these sentences from the works of a great
synthetic philosopher and a gifted liberal minister:
As With the phystcal, so wtth the ethical. A belief, as yet jlt.ful ana partial, is beQinning to
spread amongst men, that h.ere, also, there is an inaissoluble bOna between cause ana consequence, an
ine:wrable destiny, a law which altereth not.-HHbert Spencer.
Living is an Art, a methoa of expressing great conceptions; in fact, the highest method, the
noblest Qfthe Arts.-Thomas Starr King.
·

Right Living" is well bound in cloth and printed on good paper.

PRICE, $1.00.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

He was charged with

AND RACK,

~THUMBSCREW

By GEO.E.
llA.CDONALD.

IOCts
PER COPY

12 COPIES
$1 ..00
Sent Post Paid
TORTUltE INSTRUMENTS employed in the fi.fteen~h and '!ixtee;tth centuries for
the Promulgation of Christianity. Being the Nuremberg Oollectwn, and mclnding specimens from
·• he Hoi) •nqufsition.

THIRTY-FIV.E

ILLUSTRATIONS.

flnanisb Collar, Thumbscrew, Iron Oollar t~e Rack, the Iron Crown.,_Leg Crusher, the Stocks~
r.ho Heretic 0 tcber. the Iron Boot, the Hot M1tteE,. a Month ..pear _(gag), J.ron Masks re!lommendea
"Y the Inqni8ition, Breaking IJ:Ild. Burning_ on the vvbeel, tJ;le Ducking Cage, the Obast1ty Belt for
women the 13pidPr, the Iron VuglU Up to Date. the ExecutiOn Bell, etc.
.
.. I used to read in books "says Uolonel Ingersoll, .. bow our fathers pers(lCUted mankmd BJ1t I
11 ever appreciated 1t. 1 read' it, b~.t it d~d not burn Itself _iD;to my spnl. I did I).Ot really appreCiate
: h mfamies tbat have b~en committed 1n the name of rehg10n until I saw the Iron arguments that
Cltridtians used."
•
4':
AI 00 (

Priee 10 Cents per Copy.

•

•

12 Copies ..or

'll' •
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BUJC A. DOLLlR'S WOR"rH AND HC!.Tl'.I!:R 'rHEM AMONG YOUR OHRISTIA.N l'lEIGHBORS!
Address THE ,RUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

The· Bible Inquirer,
A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTICATION;
CONTAINING 148 PROPOSITIONS.

With References to the most Plain and Striking SAlf-Contra.dicti9ns of thQe S~cflled fnspi~td
"'criptnres. Including Questions Answered Affirmatively and Negatively by no a 1ons rom e
Bible. Also, Other Bible""References of Importance.

Fourth Edition, ReviRed and Enlarged.---Prlce, 26 Cents.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York Oity.
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The Most Magnificent Work Ever Published hy the Freethought Press.

HO"W TO GET

Four Hundred. Ye~rs of Freethought.

·FOUR HUNbRED · YEARS
lOF FREETHOUGHT

BY SAMUEL P.

PUTNAM.

The object of this work is tC? present the Course of Freethought_throughout the (Jivilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of In~ersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
of Human History,
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inventions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
No-thing Can be More In-teres-ting,

more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN

AFFOR~

TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.

It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and Magnificent Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the, added glory of
W"OMAN'S EMANCIPATION

frcm the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church. ·
'l'HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance :with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
., The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Philosophy.
Bruno.
Hpinoza.
Descartes.
Locke.
Hume.
Hobbs.
Kant.
Hamilton.
Comte.
Buchner.
Feuer bach.

Science.
Copernicus.
Galileo.
Kepler.
Da Vinci.
Newton.
Humboldt.
Lyell.
Darwin.
Tyndall.
Huxley.

Education and
Ethics.
Bacon.
Comenius.
Pestalozzi.
Froebel.
Combe.
Spencer.
Owen.
Holyoake.
Haeckel.
Girard
Lick.

Literature.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Rabalais. Schiller.
Cervantes. Goethe.
Marlowe. George Sand.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
Victor Hugo.
Gibbon.
Emerson.
Burns.
Shelley.
Heine.
Byron.
Thoreau.
Whitman.
Pushkin.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
chewsky.

Government and Politics.
Gambetta.
Voltaire.
Rousseau.
Castelar.
French Salon. · Bradlaugh.
French Revo- Garrison.
Phillips.
lution.
Thomas Paine. Parker.
Sumner.
Jefferson.
Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
Bentham.
Bakounine.
Mill.
Warren.
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Heinzen.

Woman's Emancipation.
Madame Roland.
Mary W ollstoncraft.
Harriet· Martineau.
Frances Wright.
Lucretia Mott.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Lydia Maria Child.
Margaret Fuller.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Susan B. Anthony.
Matildq.J oslyn Gage.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.

FREE
SPECIAL OFFER.

We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends a most generous
offer.
We need more subscribers to Tn
TBUTH SEEKEB, and every Freethinker
needs "Four Hundred Years of Fre&.
thought." Not all are able to pay $5
for it, but everyone can do a little
work to obtain a copy- congenial
work, that will do great good all
around. This is the offer :

Send us Four Ne-w
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates ($I2 in
all), and we will send
the Getter.wup of the
Club a copy of" FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
F R E E T H 0 U G H T,U
FREE OF CHARGES.
And further, to aid our friends in
getting this book for themselves, we
will offer

To the New Subscribers as a
Premiwni,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By WATSON HESTON,

THE GREATEST BOOK OF ITS KIND 1EVER
CONCEIVED.

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS

Or; if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of

in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
'rhe Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeker, Investigator, Ironclad Age, Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Maga;;ine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifm·, the Freethinker, Agnostic Jmtrnal, etc.
It will give a history of the
...

Handbook of Freethought.

W, S. BELL'S

-

With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of .clubs of subscribers.

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF FRUTHOUGHT,
at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
free.
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
.
-To each New Subscriber in the club, a preIt will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with- Free- mium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
thought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, ha:ve won dis- Stories Comically Illustrated, 11 or W. s. Bell's
tinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
11
Handbook of Freeth ought, II in Cloth-all free
Horace Seaver,
George E. Macdonald,
Capt. R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wi"ton,
by
post or express•
•T. P. 1\lendum,
E; M. Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. FooteJ Jr.,
:Mrs. Charles Watts,

D. M. Bennett,
Parker Pillsbury,
Elizur Wright,
T. 0. Leland,
T. B. 'Vakeman,
Judge C. B. Waite.

L. K. Washburn,
Ernest Mendum,
Charles Watts,
G. W. Foote,
Saladin,
J. R. Monroe,

Samuel P. Putnam,
John E. ~emsburg,
Franklin Steiner,
J. D. Shaw,
E. A. Stevens,
H. L. Green,

Prof. J. H. Coo.B:,
E. H. Heywood,
Otto Wettstein,
Stephen Pearl Andrews,
James Parton,
Abner Kneeland,

Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Mrs. M.A. Freeman,
Katie Kehm Smith,
Lucy N. Colman,
Lillian Leland,
Amy Post.

and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about
·

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
£or it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of Aiistory,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.
.

The nmne of every Subsc'riber who sends ji·ve dollars before the work is on the p1•ess
will be enrolled in this book. DON'T FALL TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages oi Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
it will be elegantly bouncl. It wiil be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your friends when they ask, What is Freethought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world'?
This is the 1.nost u~iversa~ pre~entation of Freethought ever given to the public, and no Freethinker
can afford to be without 1t. It Is a hbrary in itself.
Address orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

This really brings the price or the
paper down. to $2 to each new subscriber, as they get THE TBUTH SEEKER
one Y_ear and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Sub•
scribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our friends to
.
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to get
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Olubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" as soon as the
book is issued.

Those who send a Club and
Four New Subscribers and
$12 before the book is printed,
will have their names enrolled in its shining pages.
TH:E TRUTH SEEKER,

28 Lafayette Place.
NEW YOBK,
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Defense or Offense!

Is the chureh on the defensiv or the offensiv in
this
country to-day! Is she striving to defend her
F011NDED BY Do l11o BENNETT.
equal rights in the republic or to force her doctrine
E. M. MA.ODONALD, • • • • • Editor and Manager. upon the people who are not within her denominational folds ! Is she being oppressed, or is she
l!8 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
oppressing others f When and where is the freedom of worship of her devotees denied, except in
SATURDAY.
MARCH 24. 1894. the instances in which som~ strong denomination
persecutes a weak one! Who or what interferes
SUBSCRIPTION RATES•
with her freedom in building churches,- in furnishBingle subscription, in a.dva.noe .................................3 00
One subscription two Ye&rS,in a.dva.noe ...•.•••••••••••• ~ ...... 3 00 ing them, in educating men for the ministry, in emTwo new subscribers ............................................. :i 00 ploying them, in listening to them, in raising means
One subscription with one new sabscriber, in oneremitta.noe. :i 00
for the support of missions, in sending men and
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remit·
ta.nce ....................... , , ............................... 'f 00 women abroad as missionaries, in proselyting at
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remit·
ta.noe...... •• •. .. • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • .. .......•.•.....•...•... s 10 home, in meeting in council, presbytery, synod, and
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remitconference! In what state are they disfranchised,
ta.nce ............................... , ..... , ••••••••••••••••.•10 eo
in what state denied the right to participate in poA.ny number over five at the same rate, inva.ria.blywith one
remitta.noe.
litical primaries and conventions! Where are they
denied freedom of travel, of migration and settleMO'n8fl BTWUl4 lJ8 sent llrl ezpreBB oompanfi'B monl!fl oraer ment! What power has ventured to prescribe or
pasta' oraer, 4ra.ft on NBW Yorl:, or 11r1 reatsterea ~tter.
Ad:!lr88B oommuntoattons ana mal:e a:ra,ftB, oheol:s, :J)OBt-01/108 proscribe their garb! What authority has limited
anaezpreasmonl!flor4erapafla11leto
E. M. MAODON.ALD,
by law their opportunities to write, to print, to cirll8 Lafaflet.te place, New Yorl:.
culate their Bibles and other books, their papers,
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We •hall be obliged to our mag~ines, and reviews! Hav their Sunday-schools
readen if &hey will•end u• &he name and addre.u oJ and Bible-classes, their Societies of Christian Enany ·Freethinker who uno& a regular llltb•criber.
deavor, and their Epworth Leagues been interfered
=========r====/=r========= with or constrained in any way!
· SOME HANDSOME PREMIUMS.
Once for all, has the Christian church been abused
by the state! Of course we know that she has not,
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renew- that the only oppression of Christians has been by
als on the part of our friends we make the follow- means of laws demanded and defended by the vast
ing handsome premium offers:
majority of Christians, and that the only Christians
For$6.50 we will send TBB TRUTH SEEX:im one who hav been injured by these laws are the very
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's ·"Four Hundred ones who hav protested against them, but who were
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage too few in numbers to successfully cope with the
·of this or our Free offer of the book (see opposit church militant 1!-nd dominant.
What, then, means this cry from the camp of the
page) there is no reason why every .Freethinker in
the country should not possess this splendid work. Covenanters that Christians must organize for
For $5 we will send TBB TRUTH SEE:S:EB one defense? Listening to it, one not familiar with the
year ($3). and "Paine's Great Works Comprate" status of Christians and the Christian church in this
($3). -This edition of Paine's works contains a country would suppose that they were being cruelly
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be oppressed by some ruthless power. Here is R. M.
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New Downie writing in the Christian Reformer. He
Rochelle.
says: "Self-defense is the first law of nature, and
For $5 we will send . TBB TRUTH SEEXEB one of grace as well. The church must defend itself.
The Christian must defend himself." Defend ityear ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
self, defend himself, from what-and how T Mr.
Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
Downie pictures Paul looking down the light-lines
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEXEB one of time and over this generation; he sees sixty
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's Dynamic The- to sixty-five millions of people, eighty thousand
ory ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one to one hundred thousand churches, and as
wants this book. lt'.has over a thousand large many ministers ; he sees millions upon millions of
pages and more than four hundred illustrations. printed pages of Christian doctrin and exhortation
It is a digest of Science, and every one who studies. circulated weekly, but he percei~es that in spite of
it cannot help but be well-informed in all scientific all these evangelizing agencies the church "barely
matters.
holds its own." Mr. Downie asks: "Why has the
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEXEB one church lost her power with the masses!" He anyear ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- swers the question himself, although he denies the
Book " in cloth ($2.50).
truth of the reply he givs. Hear him :
For $4: we will send TBB TBUTB S:aEXBB one year
"It is saf~ to say that the maBBes are now more intelli($3) and" The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" gent but is not that itself a reason why they should be
mor~ ready to accept the gospel ? In the days of Paul
in boards ($2).
the gospel message was new, and doubts of its fitness for
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEXEB one year the world's needs might hav been entertained ; but after
($3) and a copy of" Old Testament Storie.s Comic- eighteen hundred years this tloubt should be dispelled."
ally illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
Nevertheless the fact of the greater intelligence
For $3.50 we will send TBB TRUTH SEEJtEB one of the people of this age does explain the weakenyear ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically ing hold of the church on their minds. And instead
illustrated," in board covers ($1).
of the doubt of the fitness of the gospel message
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books having been dispelled by the experience of eighteen
centuries that doubt has become a demonstration, a
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceed- truth self-evident to all able to reason and not
ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can blinded by the glamour of a name or led astray by
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our the illusiv light of an ideal
present readers will call the attention. of. their
Now, what does Mr. Downie propose as a remedy
for this confessed sickness of the church! How
friends to the values offered.
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does he purpose to renew the vigor of her youth!
Does he say that Christians must lead better lives,
that the apologists of the church must bring forward stronger arguments in defense of the Bible
and the actions of the church in the past and present? Not at all. Christians must defend themselva and the church. How defend and against
what! We will let the Covenanter tell:
11
In self-defense the church must arise in her strength.
She must show that as an agent of blessing she is capable
of solving these public questions. If the question be of a
political nature she must hav an arm long enough and
strong enough for her purpose. Such an arm the church
may hav in the National Reform Association. The very
existence of such an association answers and banishes the
devil's claim that the pulpit should hav nothing to do with
politics.
"About a year ago Elliott F. Shepard, the lamented
editor or the New York Mail and Express, spoke before
that great convention at Harrisburg convened to protest
against the repeal of the Sabbath laws. In substance he
said that the time had arrived when the Christian citizens
of this country must stand up for their rights, aad insist
that our laws Bha1l be made Christian, and the sentiment
wae cheered tO the echo by the representativs and delegates of fifteen or sixteen denominations, and a good
number of other associations. Along this line the church
needs and must hav a fortiftcation and defense. The
mass of church members is ready t,o follow. What il
needed is fearleBB leadership and thorough and intelligent organization."
Yes, that is just what we thought the church
champions meant by " self- defense." The church
is to solve problems by the "long" and "strong"
arm of the National Reform Association, precisely
as the Roman church solved them in the old days
by the long and strong arm of the Inquisition. The
Inquisition was the intermediary between the
church and the state, in its ecclesiastical character
trying men for heresy against the church, and in its
civil character punishing them or delivering them
to the officers of the government as violaters of the
state's laws. So to-day the church will use the National Reform Association and its affi.liated societies
to obtain laws for the punishment of those who
doubt the wisdom and authority of the church.
These associations are the intermediaries between
the church and the state. The church will not persecute-oh, no I She is acting in " self-defense" I
She will procure the enactment of laws in her interest; she will put her dogmas into the Constitution,
and the state, her servant, will punish the heretics
as "lawbreakers." It is the old, old scheme.
It is time for Christians to "stand up for their
rights, and insist that our laws shall be made Chris.tian" I The infinit audacity of that I Stand up for
their right to deny the equal rights of all oth~r citizens I Stand up for their right to convert the
civil state into a religious tyranny I Stand up for
their right to fine and 4Itprison men for differing
from them I Stand up for their right to force their
beliefs concerning gods and saviors and heavens
and hells, and holy books, and their ideas about
morals, upon men and women who think for them~
selva I Stand up for their right to pension the
church upon the state and tear the Constitution
into tatters that a priest's creed may become the
charter of the nation I And they call thitt" selfdefense"!
Stand up for the defense of their rights I Not a
right of theirs has been denied, as we hav shown.
The right to invade rights is not a corollary of the
law of equal freedom, and this is the only" right'•
that the theocrats are demanding. They want an
opportunity to commit crime; and this, they say, is a
right which they must "defend" I They want to be
given legal authority to punish American citizens
for inability to agree with them about the unknown!
This is the very sublimity of impudence.
The church is not oppressed by law. Christiane
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are not persecuted by Ft<>f'thinkers, nor do we ask
that the laws discriminate against theJ;Il in any way.
The church is aggressing, not defending herself
against aggression. Her rights are not denied, but
she denies the rights of non-churchmen. Her
rights are not threatened, but she continually and
with increasing arrogance and ever augmenting demands threatens the remaining rights and liberties
of every citizen who will not bend the knee in servil homage at her altars.
The ehurch is on the offensiv. She denies to the
citizen the right of private judgment, she tramples
under foot the fundamental principles of religious
equality. She does this by making the taking of
the judicial oath compulsory in some states; by
authorizing inquiry to be made concerning the
religious opinions of witnesses ; by forcing the taxpayers to support religious services in Congress, in
state legislatures, in the army and navy, in penal,
reformatory, and charitable institutions; by teaching her creeds to the Indians at the expense of the
nation; by demanding and receiving from states
and cities appropriations for the establishment and
maintenance of various institutions under her control ; by the exemption of her property from taxation; by vicious interference with the literature,
arts, and amusements of the people ; by meddling
with the domestic concerns of men and women in a
more or less 3uccessful attempt to substitute the
sacramental for the civil-contract marriage law; by
introducing into the common and normal schools,
state universities, and agricultural colleges the Bible
and theological exercises, such as prayer and the
singing of religious songs ; and by procuring the
enactment and enforcement of Sunday laws, thus
monopolizing in the interest of the priesthood oneseventh of the citizen's time.
Unsupported by a single fact is the claim of the
Sabbatarians and Covenanters that Christians are
denied their religious rights in America and must
therefore organize under "fearless leadership" for
defense. The assertion is preposterously absurd.
It does not contain one element of truth. It is a
deception and a snare. It must be denied and disproved whenever it is made, and its authors shamed
into silence. It is the acrid dust of delusion and
falsehood, thrown into the eyes of the people in
order to blind them to the aggressions of the hierarchies.

The Erie and Sunday Work and Rest.
The fact that the Erie Railroad has discontinued
most of its Sunday freight business and also cut
down the number of its Sunday passenger trains is
hailed by the Sabbatarians as a great victory. But
their shouts of triumph seem somewhat out of harmony with the actual circumstances. The change was
voluntary; no Sunday law compelled the partial
cessation of traffic on the Erie, nor ha.v we heard
that its officials are demanding that the state or nation compel the other roads to follow suit. Selfchosen suspension of trade on Sunday is one thing
law-enforced suspension quite another. We thiW.:
however, that the taking off of local passenger trains
was a mistake, and all freight which the consignees
wish to receive at the earliest possible date should
also ha.v right of way seven days in the week. It
should be easy, on any road managed on sound
business principles, for the consignors to arrange
for continuous transit. Under genuinly free competition, and in the absence of Sunday laws, that
road which furnishes the people living along its lines
and at and beyond its termini the best passenger service ; which handles freight most carefully and expeditiously, and treats its employees the best, will
be the most popular road, and the best paying one,
other things being equal.
We wholly repudiate the notion that it is necessary to incommode either passengers or shippers in
order to giv a. day's rest each week to workmen.
Suppose we take seven men, designating each with
a letter of the alphabet, A to G, inclusiv. On Monday, A rests; on Tuesday, B; on Wednesday, C;
on Thursday, D; on Friday, E ; on Saturday, F; on
Sunday, G. Thus we find that on each day six men
work and one rests. There would naturally, with

few exceptional cases, be a falling off in business on
Sunday, for reasons that will suggest themselvs to
the thoughtful reader, and so arrangements could be
made allowing more than one man to take his day
off on Sunday, should that be preferred as the rest
day. The exceptions would occur during the summer, when resorts are open and more suburban
trains are run on Sunday than on other days. Even
here, however, it would not be difficult to secure a.
day of rest for all who desired it. In the case of
the seven trainmen such arrangements could be
made as would enable each to hav a. different day
of rest each week, if preferred. As a result of applying common sense to the solution of the Sundayrest problem we hav secured a weekly day of rest
for all who wish it, and this without extra expense
to the company or loss to the men, and without
subjecting passengers or business men to discomfort or loss of time and money.
Sabbatarians declare very emphatically that they
are anxious for the welfare of the railway laborer; they
want him to ha.v his day of rest each week. "Soulless capital" would grind the life out of him if it
were not for them! Well, here is a sensible, practical plan for giving him his rest, and the unapproachable merit of it is that it does not interfere
with the pleasure or the property rights of other
people; it does not make a crime of innocent recreation or honest business. Will it be acceptable to
the Sabbataria.ns T No. Why not! Because they
are not one-hundredth part as solicitous about the
workman's rest day as they are about the "sanctity
of the Sabbath." They want Sunday laws to promote "worship," as Blair has boldly stated in his
recently introduced District of Columbia bill.

insufferable ignoramuses who father the scheme
with a paralysis that would forever stop another
wag of their tongues or a. lift of their fingers."
Mr. Putnam reports that at the hearing on the
Christian amendment, on March 6th, but eight of
the seventeen members of the House Committee
on the Judiciary were present. The Christian
Statesman says editorially that "nearly every member of the Committee was present." With nine
members absent it is something of a stretch of language to say that "nearly every member" was at
the meeting. The Christian Reformer, more careful, agrees with Mr. Putnam.
The Christian Statesman says mournfully that
on Sunday, March 11th, seventy-five thousand people visited Schenley Park in Pittsburg. It of course
calls this "Sabbath desecration.'' Such reckless
pursuit of pleasure and health by those seventy-five
thousand citizens of Covenanter Pittsburg is indescribably horrible. The wicked creatures will probably soon get the idea into their perverse minds
that the trees and .flowers may not, after all that
has been preached, spend eternity in hell as a. punishment for growing on the "Sawbath."

There was presented in Congress a. few days ago
a. petition in favor of the Christian amendment.
This fact is not remarkable, in itself considered, but
when it is known that on this petition were the names
of twenty-two senators of the Iowa legislature the
reader will probably be set to thinking even more
seriously than he has heretofore concerning the
irrepressible conflict between theology and human
liberty. We are inf9rmed that only twenty-four of
the Iowa senators were seen, and all but two of
The article upon church property which appears these signed the petition.
in this and succeeding issues of THE TRUTH SEEKER
"A so-ca.lled 'sacred' concert, for charity, was given
will be made into a pamphlet immediately upon in Ford's Opera. House, Ba.ltimore, 1\fd., on Sabbath,
completion. The book will be a vade mecum, as February 11th, at which such 'aa.ored' compositions as
Wagner's ' Tannhauser,' 'Hungarian Fantasia,' ' Oriental
the pedants say, upon the subject, and is designed Festiva.I March,' ' Torchlight Dance,' etc., were rendered
as a handbook for those who object to being held by one hundred Ba.ltimore musicians. It is about time
up by the tax gatherer and forced to pay other this thin disguise was tom from the open profanations of
the Sa.bba.th."-Ohristian Statesman.
people's taxes.
Yes, it is, but it will not be while Sabbata.ria.ns
\
This question will be brought before the New hav the power to secure the enactment and enforce·
York Constitutional Convention, which meets in ment of their contemptible Sunday laws. The worMay, and every delegate shall be supplied with this shipers of the Sunday fetich are responsible for all
pamphlet. We also desire to place it in the hands this hypocrisy.
~--------~---------of every editor and legislator in the state-and in
At a Boston meeting, held to advance the Christhe country, if we can-with requests for notice tian amendment propaganda, Joseph Cook said:
and discussion. We also want to circulate it gener- "Our fathers voted God out of the Constitution
ally and generously. The price for single copies Let us vote him in again." One would suppose
will be low (we will announce it as soon as the cost that Mr. Cook's "God" is utterly helpless, and we
presume that he is. What these men mean is, that
is determined) and in quantities still lower.
the fathers voted the theocrat's ideas about God
To distribute it as it should be we want help,
out of the Constitution, and now the theocrats want
particularly from the Liberals of New York state, to vote them into that instrument. Mr. Cook also
though it will not be refused from anybody. It is said : " It is necessary to exercise prudence and not
a national question and work done in one state drive the thick end of the wedge first." Ah! wants
helps in others. Those who feel like helping can to catch the American people with "guile," presend such sums as they can spare and will receive sumably.
pamphlets to the amount of their donation.
In a syndicate article Jeannette L. Gilder writes
The more we receive the wider will be the circula- of Annie Besa.nt:
'
tion of the l_ijamphlet. Every Liberal is interested
"I ha.v a.Iwa.ys regarded Mrs. Besant as a. woman who
in this question, and we hope will help us to dis- was not discussed in polite society. Her connection with
the hte Oha.rles Bra.dla.ugh, her 1\fa.Ithusia.n pamphlets,
tribute thousands.
and her blatant unbelief made her a. sooia.l outcast."
The officers of the National Spiritualists' Association announce that the Hon. Omer M. Kem, of
Nebraska., in the lower House, and Senator Jones,
of Arkansas, in the upper House, will do all they
can against the Morse-Frye joint resolution. President H. D. Barrett and Secretary Robt. A. Dimmick of the Association say that both Representativ
Kem and Senator Jones are Spiritualists and therefore are awake to the necessity of work. Secretary
Dimmick states that remonstrances against the
amendment can be had at thia office and at the
headquarters of the National Spiritualists' Associaciation, 510 E. street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
We rejoice to see our Spiritualist friends up and
doing. Quoting the proposed amendment, the
Light of Truth says editorially: "This is enough
to cause the shades of Jefferson, Franklin, Adams,
Paine, and Washington to rise up and blast the

Dear Miss Gilder, do you suppose Jesus was
" discussed in polite society " ? . It i.s reported in
an old volume for which presumably you hav much
r!'lspect that he mingled with "publicans and sinners," which would lead us to infer that he was a
"social outcast." Do you not know that "polile
sociJiy " has always turned the cold shoulder to the
men and women whom later generations delighted
to honor? You sneer at Charles Bradlaugh, but it
would be well if "polite society" in England or
America had produced in two generations a man so
great in all tbe elements of true nobility and usefulness.
If you happen to be in Kansas City, Missouri, on
Sunday and wish to be shaved you can be accommodated if you will sign this confession:
"For the purpose of obtaining the services of the bar·
ber shop in the Midland Hotel en Sunday, I state that
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the service of a barber shop is a necessity to me at this
time, and that my omission to obtain such service on Saturday was. not through any fault or neglect on my part."
This statement is in compliance with the ruling
of Judge Wofford. Why should his ruling not also
apply in the case of Sunday shoe polishing'? And
of clothes dusting'? In short, is there logically any
stopping-place in this dirty business of church-state
interference with the private affairs of men and
women'? How much longer will the descendants
of the men of the Revolution stand this insolent
nonsense'? Of what use is the ballot to them if
they do not make these judicial tools of the clergy
feel the force that they can wield'?
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day law scheme and hav permanent headquarters in sion in the administration of justice and a practical denial
Washington.
of constitutional rights."

German Freethinkers hav circulated a petition to
Rev. J. M. Foster has an article in the Ohristian theThe
Reichstag, in which they ask for the abolition of the
Statesman in which he givs many alleged reasons infamous section 166 of the criminal law, "hich provides
why the pending Christian amendment should be for the punishment of those who poke fun at an:y church
humbug. ·. ·. · Delegates from societies for "Ethical Culadopted. Here is one of them :
ture" met recently in congress at Eisenach, Germany.
"Because these [Christian] forces are not operativ in It was resolved to form an international union to insure
propagation of ethical principles. 'Dr. W. Forster,
the government unless they are recorded in the nation's awho
lectures for the Berlin society, was elected president.
Constitution. In 1808 President J efterson was petitioned ·.·.·We doubt whether the Christians hav made a bona
to proclaim a fast by the New England ministers. He fide sale of any of their manifold pamphlets exceeding
refused by saying: 'I consider myself as interdicted by that of the "Spaziergii.nge eines Atheisten" by Heigl,
the Constitution from doing anything that pertains to re- which has reached forty-five thousand copies, :vet this
is less than that of '' Dominee, Pastor of Rabbi,"
ligion.' In 1858 the Sabbath laws of California were tried number
by J. G. ten Bokkel, which is about fifty thousand copies.
in the Supreme Court. Judge Terry decided them un- ·. ·. · The Independent says Catholic papers in Germany
constitutional, because they are a. discrimination in favor complain that the spirit of unbelief is gaining ground in
the gymnasia and the high schools under control of the
The Pittsburg Times, reporting the proceedings of Christianity, and so against all other religions. Judge church.
It quotes from one of these papers as follows:
Burnet coincided with him. Since then California. has
at a mass meeting in that city called to indorse the had no Sabbath law. In 1869 the Bible was tried in the "The Catholic college student in Berlin is, as a rule,
Christian. amendment, givs this brief summary of Supreme Court of Ohio for being in the public schools of without faith. We do not recollect of a single case where
one of these young men entered upon the study of theolan address by Dr. F. S. Scovel, president of Cincinnati. Judge Welch decided that, since the words ogy. Among the older Catholic boys in Berlin there
' Bible,' ' Christian,' and ' Christianity ' do not occur in exists an unchurchly and even antichurchly spirit."
Wooster, Ohio, University:
the Constitution of the United States, the word' religion'
''He affirmed that it was .in no way revolutionary, He in that instrument must mean 'man's religion.' And so
The Rev. Dr. Peake, of the Lord's Da:v Observance
said that this is the only final method of settling the con- the Bible, the exponent of the religion of Christ, has no Society of England, havine: intimated that be wa.s on the
troversy and the questions which grow out of it. The right in the public schools. Ex-president Woolsey said, war path against Sunday "desecrators," George W.
amendment defines the limits of personal liberty as in the Evangelical Alliance, in New York, in 1873, 'Our Foote, president of the National Secular Society, wrote a
letter to the 6tar, closing with thischallene:e: "The Lonwithin the bounds of Christian morality, and affords a Constitution would require no change to be adapted to a don
Hall of Science, the headquarters of the Secular
basis for proper legislation on gambling, marriage, Mohammedan nation.'"
party, has been open since 1869 and there has always been
divorce, and Sunday observance."
It will be seen that no decision above quoted a charge for admission to the Sunday lectures, alth()l!gh
Settling what controversy'? Who presumes to sustaining the Constitution as it should be inter- of late we hav thrown a part of the hall open free. Why
has Dr. Peake never molested us then? Is it simply besay that we are so sure of the truth of any concept preted, and as secularists understand it, was written cause Fr~ethinkers are an nwkward lot to tackle? I invite
of religion that we can once and for all settle the later than 1869. The tendency to read · into the this cocksure clerical fanatic to try his hand at a prosecution, He thinks he knows the law through and through.
controversy over it by putting into the law the law in some way the assumption that " this is a Well, I believe I know it better than he doe8; and if he
opinion of one faction'? Has not the world already Christian nation," has been growing stronger year chooses to play the game, I feel sure that he will learn
two things-first, that the game itself is a pretty long one,
often and severely enough burned its fingers in by year since· the close of the Civil war, and it is the and secondly, that his last card will be taken with the ace
that fire'? Are we to keep on forever "settling" purpose of the theocrats to complete the work of of trumps." ·. ·, · There is progress even in Scotland, the
birth-place of the Covenanter. A Scottish minister has
controversies about God and Jesus and the Bible perversion by the adoption of the Morse-Frye ventured
to ask that questions be handed to him on Sunby pounding other people's beliefs into men's heads amendment. Freetrinkers cannot fail to realize the days, and he will answer them from the pulpit. The
says that the first question asked was, "Who
with policemen's clubs'? Who dares say that the vital necessity of keeping the Constitution on the Freethinker
was David's mother?" He could not answer . ·. ·. · Lawson
''limits of personal liberty" lie" within the bounds side of religious liberty, and we maintain that this Tait, writing about the proposed memorial to Charles
of Christian morality'''? Morality is a growth, not is the most important issue before the people to- Darwin in Shrewsbury, says: "Now even parsons falk
evolution in the pulpit without recognizing the fact that
a revelation, and the ethical conceptions of to-day day.
We must defend ourselvs.
To this end the words they use as everyday expressions and the views
had their source in experiences through which man judges must be watched and the votes of Free- they promulgate are precisely those against which
their predecessors fulminated so late as twenty years
passed thousands of years before the birth of Chris- thinkers made effectiv.
ago, and for which they condemned those of us who
accepted them to all the penalties of 'infidels' in this
tianity. Those early ideas of man's relations to his
world and condemned persons in the next." Mr. Tait
Freethought :Progress.
fellows hav been gradually developed through the
had to leave his nativ city of Edinburgh in 1866 because
his acceptance of Darwin's principles. ·.·.·Sunday conages and are still undergoing very slow modification.
The Freethinkers of Spain are to erect a monument in of
hav spread as far north as Inverness, Scotland, to
The law of equal liberty cannot be chained to a honor of Ramon Chies. Seven hundred and ninety pese- certs
the great discomfiture of the clergy. ·.·.·A writer in the
tas
were
subscribed
the
first
week.
creed which modern science and critical scholarship
New Earth calls the attention of Sabbatarians to the
commandment on which they base their doctrin. He
hav bent and shaken and whittled, but for which
THE TRUTH SEEKER and the London Freethinker are says that the most important part of the command, and
divine paternity and authority are still claimed by the two most prominent and widely circulated Free- that which takes precedence over any other part, is that
thought journals of the world, says JJer Lichtfreund, of about working six days. It is strange that so many good
those who wish to force their belief in it upon their Vienna.
people hav overlooked this most essential point. ·.·.·In
indifferent or skeptical fellow citizens.
London the income of the dispensaries, hospitals, and
The Freethought Federation of Sweden is the recipi- nursing institutions is increasing, and that of the missionent of a gift of one thousand crowns. Would that one ary societies steadily decreasing.
Editor Buckley of the Ohristian Advocate says of our wealthy Freethinkers would donate one thousand
Lectures and Meetin~rs.
that he cannot see the wisdom of attempting to dollars to the American Freethought Federation.
THE Milwaukee Liberal Club meets at Severance Hall,
amend the Constitution as the theocrats desire. He
Johannes Cyevski, the ex-Catholic priest, and for fift;r 421 Milwaukee street, every Sunday at 7.80 P.M.
would be compelled to antagonize the movement if years a Free Religious agitator and lecturer, is dead. His
THE Friendship Liberal League of Philadelphia meets
life was a continual battle, and like all reformers and
it had any prospect of success. He thinks Chris- apostles of liberty he died poor. He reached the age of Sundays at 2.80 and 7.80 P.M. in Warner Hall, near
Green and Broad streets.
tians should be content with "In God We Trust" eighty-one years. Honor to his memory.
THE WoMEN'S LIBERAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, meets
on the coins, the recognition of God in the DeclaraThe Turners of Milwaukee, Wis., ·held a rousing Paine in the Skerrett Building, Ridge avenue and Green street,
tion of Independence and in more than thirty state celebration. There was music, singing, and speeches, Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock. Admission free. All are
constitutions, the obiter dictum of the Supreme the latter in both the German and English language. welcome.
Mr. C. Hermann Boppe, editor of JJer Freidenker, de- March 27th-" Evolution vs. Revolution. "Samuel H.
court that this is a Christian nation, the judicial livered
Gordon.
the German oration, while Mr. I. Ulrich spoke in
THE First Secular Church of Portland, Ore., meets in
oath, and the law-enforced " Christian Sabbath." English.
Central Labor Council Hall, 170! Se(lond street near
He declares that to introduce the name of" 'Jesus
We are the recipient of several numbers of La Razon, Yamhill, every Sunday at 7.80 P. M. Katie Kehm
Christ our Lord' into the Constitution of our coun- published at Caracas, Venezula, by our valiant contem- Smith, lecturer. Sunday-schoolin same place at12:80P.M.
try would be a step toward the union of church and porary, Lnis P. Herrera, and ju(!gin~ from v~ous a;THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday evenwe can but congratulate all fnends of liberty m ing in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New
state, which, so long as we wish liberty of con- ticles
Venezula on the fact that they hav at least one period- York, at 8 o'clock. Program for March.
science, we can never advocate." ·But are not all ical which is not merely willing, but also capable of March 2Sd-"Labor's Demands of the Constitutional
these existing Christian features, which Mr. Buck- defending liberty of conscience.
Convention." Edward King.
March 80th-"The Truth !\.bout Hawaii." Clinton Furley favors, steps "in the direction of union of
An International Freethought Congress will be held at
bish.
church and state''~ Of course. Why, then, does Brussels Belgium, duringthefallof1894. ·.·.·The Belgian
FRANKLIN
STEINER's lecture engagements are as fol•
he oppose the amendment'? Because he is more Freetmr.:kers are following in the wake of their French lows:
and Spanish. brethren,. and will p~bl!sh a:n annu~l this
April 8, Cincinnati. 0.
crafty than the Covenanters. Hear him:
year which IS to contam such statistical information as Mar. 28, Greensburg, Pa.
" 25, Newark, N.J.
"
9, New Rosa, Ind.
will be of interest to Belgian Freethinkers. ·. ·. · The Bel"An agitation such as this can simply arouse opposition gian Freethinkers hav several schools, an. orphan B!!Ylum, April 1, Alliance, 0.
" 10, 11, West Point,Ind
" 3-6, Eaton, 0.
" 13, 14, Toledo, 0.
where it is now slumbrous, and lead to the unrestrained and an infirmary for aged and decrepit Freethinkers.
"
8, Dayton, 0.
" 15, Detroit, Mich.
utterance of sentiments provocativ of irreverence and
"A
SERMON
to
Liberals
on
Religion
and Church " was
The
London
Freethinker
says:
''
Chin
on
is
a
little
town
irreligion."
in old Touraine, now the uepartment of Ind~e et Loire, the subject of Dr. J. H. Duren Ward last Sund'!;Y before
Rev. Mr. Buckley is afraid of going too far by France. It will ever be celebrated as the buthplace ~f the Brooklyn Philosophical Association. He oegan by
remarking that man is by nature religious, and no matter
one forced march. He doesn't want the church the great Freethinking wit, Franr;:ois Rabelais. There IS how
Liberals try they cannot get rid of religion and
at
present
a
Freethought
society
in
the
town.
They
call
army to get too far away from its base of supplies. themselvs Les Enjants de .Rabelais; A recent funeral church, though they may destroy a religion and a church.
It might be defeated and lose all the special privi-. of one of their members was attended by more than three He also remarked that Liberals do not organize as they
should· that by their indifference in such matters they
leges it now has. Therefore the reverend politician hundred persons, and the proceedings gave great oftense fail to do much good work that otherwise could be done.
to tho clericals."
He said that if Liberals were conf!istent and worked
is in favor of one step at a time. He could easily
together civilization might be advanced a thousand
New York labor unions hav passed this resolution: "We years further than it is. A very interesting debate folhelp get a Sunday law for the District of ColuiJI.bia,
insist upon a return to fundamental principles of free lowed the lecture. Mr. Rowley speaks next Sunday on
for instance. But it would not do to arouse the speech,
free press, and free. mails, and an ~erence to
enemy by a premature revelation of his full plan constitutional guarantees which assure those nghts to the " Moral Philosophy."
of campaign. Mr. Buckley is very shrewd, but his citizen and we demand that the laws shall be enforced
Colonel Ingersoll's Dates,
only by the duly a'!lthorized o!fi?~r~ of the people. In
Jacksonville, Ill., March 24th.
game is perfectly well known to us. Samuel P. view ol the mischievous posmbilities of the Comstock
St. Louis, Mo., March 25th.
Putnam is right-we must watch the District Sun- laws, we demand their repeal as being a ~1;1ree of confu-
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that light, churches also are productive. Many of on the membership roll of a church he should wile
the halls and rooms owned by secret and fraternal ingly pay his share of the taxes of that church. H
societies are non-productive, and hence should be should not shift any portion of the burden on to
exempt from taxation if non-productivity is a legit- the shoulders of his rival who does not belong to
imate cause for the exemption of churches.
any church. He should himself pay for his adverTHE GREAT MORAL AND PRACTI- But, as a matter of fact, are all churches wholly tieing. He has acted upon the assumption that the
unproductive! In many of them pews are rented at church is a productive factor in his business, and
prices which put them out of the reach of all but justice imperatively demands that, having invested
T/CAL QUESTION.
the more wealthy people of the society, making his money at his own risk, he shall not force his
these churches practically Sunday club rooms for neighbors to bear any portion of the expenses of
the rich. Why should they not pay taxes on these collection of his dividends. The money which he
luxurious appointments of worship! People who put into the church was just as much a part ~f his
own club rooms in which they worship probably active capital as that which he paid for his stock of
just as sincerely on week days as they and others do goods, and it is certainly as clearly his duty to pay
Should It Be Exempt from Just and in
the fashionable churches on Sunday, must pay the taxes upon that as upon the goods.
Impartial Taxation?
taxes on these places of resort, and there is no
Gifts make up the bulk of church property, we
really sound reason why the owners of the churches are sometimes informed; therefore it should not
should have more favors than they.
They all be taxed. If A leaves ten thousand dollars to the
REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. freely choose their own methods and places of rec- church instead of to his son, why should the son be
reation or adoration, and should pay their own bills. compelled to pay more taxes on his farm or workIn another . way the churches are productive. shop because his father chose to give the ten thouAn Argnment for Eqnality of Taxation, and a State·
ment of Facts, Giving, from the Censns of 1890, the They are collection offices and workshops. In them sand dollars to the church 1 This he must do under
Valne, by Denominations, of Chnrch Property in the are gathered most of the moneys which pay the the present law, as his father has withdrawn that
United States and in the Several States and Terri· salaries of one hundred and twelve thousand or amount from the taxable property of the town and
tories and in All Cities Having 25,000 or :More more clergymen, and in them these clergymen do pu:t it where it is a public charge. Why should not
Inhabitants; so Arranged as to Show at a Glance much of the work which entitles them to the pay. the church, having the benefit of the money, pay
the Relative Standing as to Wealth of the Leading Here, also, are collected the enormous sums which the taxes upqn it T Why should the state fine the
Denominations and Denominational Gronps.-Also, maintain great missionary boards, thus furnishing son for his father's failure to give him the property!
Who will argue that property which one individ:Mnch Other :Matter of Especial Interest to Certain remunerative employment to thousands more men
Cities, States, and Sections.-All Comparisons and and women. Why should the salaries of these resi· ual has received by gift from another should not
dent clergymen, these organists, missionaries, and be. taxed? Certainly such a claim ·would hE) prePercentages Based Upon Official Fignres.
missionary
society officials be augmented by the posterous. Why, then, make it in the interest of a
If you exempt the property of any church organization, to that extent you impose a tax upon the whole com- aggregate of taxes that church exemption saves to church? A church is nothing but a society of inmunity.-James A. Ga;rfleld.
the ecclesiastical corporations which employ them! dividuals. This society may or may not make a
The property of church organizations is exempt Or, if their salaries would be just as large without better use of the gifts it receives than does the infrom taxation. Why are these corporations granted the exemption, why should the corporations be per- dividual the gifts bestowed upon him. Whether it
such a great favor! Are there any good, or even mitted to partly recoup themselves by forcing other does or does not has nothing to do with the quesplausible, reasons why they should be privileged classes of workmen to pay their taxes T To put it tion of equal taxation. It has the property and can
above all other citizens and societies of citizens! in another way, why should the people at large pay use it as it pleases, within the limits of the condition~
"No taxation without representation" seems to de- the taxes upon the workshops, offices, banks, and imposed by the bestower; and the individual benemand a correlative," no representation without tax- clearing houses of corporations having upon their ficiary can do no more. If fifty heads of families
ation." So long as any kind of private property is pay rolls one hundred and fifty thousand or more in a town each put two thousand dollars into a comsubject to taxation, should not all kinds be equally menT In the buildings owned by these corpora- mon fund and erect a church costing one hundred
subject? Each person invests his money where he tiona millions of dollars are annually raised by thousand dollars, what· tenable reason is there for
believes it will yield him the largest dividend pe- means of pew rentals, fairs, raffias, meals, collec- exempting that church from taxation which would
cuniarily, or in mental and moral satisfaction. Be- tiona, and subscriptions. How can they be exempt not have been equally cogent for the exemption of
the fifty sums of two thousand dollars each which
cause one man puts one thousand dollars into a from taxation on the ground of non-productivity?
In yet another way churches are money-making were given to build itT It is always to be prechurch, and another the same amount into a Masonic hall, is no reason why the latter should be institutions. Every observant person knows that sumed when a man voluntarily gives another or othrequired to pay the taxes on both sums. It is la.rge numbers of business and professional men era a sum of money that he follows the line of least
plainly an injustice to compel him so to do. Could identify themselves with them because of the social, resistance; that he derives more pleasure from the
anything be more inequitable than the exemption political, and pecuniary advantages to be obtained act of giving and the contemplation of the goC?d
from taxation of a million-dollar cathe~ral, built thereby. There are thousands of places in which which he imagines the money will do in the hands
and patronized by wealthy people, whil3 the small one of the first and most frequently repeated ques- into which he has put it than he would have received
stores and shops of the men and women who can tiona concerning a new-comer is, "What church. had he kept the money in his own pocket. · It is
barely make a living, are taxed to the extreme limit does he attend?" He finds it to his direct ad van- not at · all necessary or just that some ·one else
tage to show himself immediately and often at one should be weighted with an additional tax because
of the rate!
of the popular churches of the town. It is one of- he gratified himself by making a present to a cause
Alleged Reasons for Exemption Examined.
the ways in which he must advertise his business. in which he is interested.. That the present was
What excuses are oftered for this partialism! Should he fail to present himself at some church made to a church, instead of to a Masonic society or
What arguments in its defense are advanced by its door on Sunday mornings during the first few a baseball club or a collector of botanical specimens
advocates! In the light of justice it is revealed as weeks of his sojourn in the place he will be more or or a relative, is only an incident which in no way
gross favoritism, in justific&tion of which no valid less courteously informed by would-be friends that affects the question of equitable taxation. Leaving
argument can be put forward, no reasonable ex- this, that, or the other is the church in Smithville: It to one side for a moment the fundamental idea of
cuse devised. To the mind of the man who is is the largest, or the most respectable, or the wealthi- justice, it might indeed be argued with considerable
familiar with the underlying principles of human est, or for some other reason the best society with force that those who are able to spare a portion of
justice and social ethics, it is self-evidently wrong. which he can affiliate. It is delicately hinted that their wealth to the church are better prepared to pay
Yet it persists as a fact., and finds many apologists, he cannot aftord to hold aloof; that "nobody who the taxes on the church than are those outside of it
both within the church and in the "world." Let is anybody" neglects the means of grace in that who have a hard struggle to maintain their families
us examine the less trivial of the pleas set up in neighborhood. He soon finds-if he was previ- and so are not in a position to make valuable gifts
extenuation or bold defense of this great evil of ously unacquainted with the fact-that the church to any one. 'l'hat is, the financial ability to support
·
inequality of taxation.
is popularly supposed to be a Bureau of Recom- thE> church by gifts of- land or money presupposes
Ohurch property is nor~rproiluctive, we are told. mendation, and he perceives that a very large pro- th2 possession of a like ability to pay all public dues
Admit that it is, what then? There is a vast portion of the merchants, doctors, lawyers,· poli- upon the gift; for it is to be borne in mind that the
amount of other property which is unproductiv. ticians, and many mechanics act aB though they giver is also, as a member of the church society,
Shall it, also, he exempt from taxation 1 Many knew that one of her unwritten but unalterable one of the receivers of his own benefaction. If he
business investments turn out disastrously. Thou- laws was, "You patronize me and I will patronize wishes to transfer a certain sum of money from one
sands of failures are recorded every year. Men you." In many places families are "out of society" perso:t::tl account to another he must be willing, or
put into various enterprises much more than they if they do not belong to the church, and this is a whether willing or not, must be made to pay the
are able to get out of them. Shall this unproduc- very serious thing with most people who are am- taxes on it after as he did before the transfer. He
tive secular property be given a "free pass " by the bitious and are not satisfied with the simple and has no right to force his neighbors who are not
state? Why should non-productive ecclesiastical pure triumphs of intellectual emulation and the members of the church to help him make his "freeproperty be exempt, while non-productive secular sweet delights of nature. It is chiefly because of their will offerings." And if he is not a member or
property is taxed 1 The homes of the people, from business and social advantages that certain churches leaves the money at death the church receives the
the laborer's cottage to the millionaire's mansion, in every town so far outstrip others which are benefits and should pay the costs.
.
are non-productive. From the hour they are com- equally orthodox. It is a matter of value for value.
Churches ereert a great moral influence, and
pleted, until they are destroyed by fire or flood or The man of business insight pays what he thinks he therefore they should not be taxed, is another of
tempest, or become uninhabitable through the slow can afford for church assislance. He realizes that the c6mmon objections urged by those who have not
but sure processes of decay, they are constantly the church is a social and political force which he thoughtfully examined this problem. Perhaps no
subject to deterioration, continually requiring re- must reckon with and whose friendship is more other "argument" against justice in taxation has so
pairs, alterations, and additions, which necessitate likely to help than to hinder him. He knows that much influence on the average man as this, and yet
the expenditure of money that returns neither. in- it is merciless in its pursuit of doubt and non- no defense of church pauperism could be weaker.
terest, profit, nor wages to him who spends it. belief, or, at least, non-conformity. So he gives it What can be said for the moral influence of an orAre these non-productive houses, with their plots money that he may get from its adherents more ga.nization which deliberately refuses to pay its just
of ground and outbuildings, exempt from taxation 1 money in the near future. We have nothing to do dues? Fundamental to all morality is justice. The
It may be urged that these homes are in a manner here with the ethical bearing of these undeniable man who will not deal justly with his fellows is not
productive, because, if their owners did not have facts; they are mentioned only because they have a moral in any practical way. He may cry aloud for
them, they would be compelled to pay rent. And very direct connection with this question of church morality and decency and purity until he is exif the congregations did not build and own their exemption. It is submitted to the candid judg- hausted, but if he systematically defrauds his
churches, they would be under the necessity of hir- ment of every fair-minded citizen that when a man neighbors or denies to them equality of opportuing halls and paying rent therefor; so, viewed in finds it to his pecuniary advantage to put his name nity he is dishonest. It is a hollow mockery to
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claim that the church is a healthful moral.in1luence
while she each year puts her hand into the pockets
of the people and steals . millions of dollars. She
owns the property and ·she should pay taxes upon
it at the same rate that the individual citizen is
assessed for his- property. What an absurdity to
try to excuse a man for. refusing to pay his debts,
on the ground that he IS not under any obligation
to pay them because he exerts a great moral influence! Why, under the universal application of this
rule there would not be a knave in the country, the
knaves being their own judges. All would be paragons of probity and purity, and exempt from taxation. Any . organization which willingly receives
from the state a tribute that the latter has taken by.
force from citizens not members of that organization by that acceptance throws itself under grave
suspicion of extreme laxity of moral fiber. It has
become a receiver of stolen goods. Every dolla.r
that the church saves by the exemption of its property from taxation is a dollar inequitably acquired.
The fact that the majority of church members honestly believe that the church is entitled t~;> such exemption serves only to emphasize the truth that she
is not entitled to it. An organization that can so
blunt the moral sense of its adherents as to make
them believe it is right to compel other people to
pay their debts cannot be the mighty engine of
righteousness that she is claimed to be. No amount
of teaching of abstract principles of morals, Christian or any other kind, will neutralize the evil effects
of immoral actions. When the church voluntarily
declines to any longer accept tax-wrung appropriations for her schools and other institutions ; when
she demands that her property be taxed, and ceases
to invade in other ways the equal rights of the people, she will rise very much in the estimation
of right-thinking persons.
Advocates of exemption should bear in mind that
no one wishes to tax the " moral influence " of the
churches ; it is their property that we affirm should
bear its just proportion of the public burdens. It
could quite as fairly be said that the "moral "influence " of the honest merchant is lessened by the
taxation of his property as that that of the church
would be curtailed if she wer-e compelled to depend
upon her own resources instead of sponging her
way as she is now permittE)d to do.
·
So much for the actual delinquencies of the
church which have a direct bearing upon the issue
of exemption, and about which there cannot be
two opinions among intelligent lovers of justice,
no matter what their religious beliefs may be. All
such must admit after a fair investigation of the
subject that the church cannot legitimately claim
the exemption of her property from equal taxation
with the homes of the people on the ground that
she exerts a potent moral influence, for such exemption is itself immoral. Self-vaunted moralism is no
warrant for the commission Qf an unjust act. The
fact that a man does not swear or get drunk does
not invest him with a right to appropriate his
neighbor's property, not even though the latter is
lacking in some of the moral graces.
Inasmuch as the exemption of church property
necessitates the imposition of an additional tax
upon the people a£ large, it follows that the_ nonbelief of a part of the tax-payers ~ the creeds of
the churches must be taken into account in considering all pleas for exemption which are based on
the theory that their good moral influence entitles
the churches to thia extraordinary privilege. No
matter how excellent their influence in the community, the exemption of their property from taxation cannot be justified for a moment in any country which, as does ours, prohibits the union of
church and state. As exemption of one is extra
taxation of another the release of the chui'ches
from public burdens means the taxation of dissenters for the support of Christian ministers, and,
consequently, the dissemination of Christian doc,trines. No individual can be constitutionally or
justly fined for the entertainment of opinions at
variance with those promulgated by any church.
He cannot be constitutionally or justly forced to
pay even one cent of his earnings into the treasury
of a church. The exemption of church wealth
from taxation fines the dissenter by compelling him
to pay a portion of the taxes of the churches, and
this fine is ·a forced contribution for the maintenl\_nce of a religious system of which he d?es ~ot approve, and which he would not voluntarily aid. It
is not for others to determine what he shu.ll give to
or withhold from any Christian church. It is not
for them to justify the alienation of his property by
an appeal to the moral teachings and restraining
influence of the churches. It is not what they think
but what he thinks of religious precepts and church
practices that will determine his decision as regards
pecuniary support of the ecclesiastical organizations; What the minister calls moral he may con-

si?er .decidedly immoral. He may say that the
Bible IS not a book which, upon the whole, will tend
to prod~ce a healthy moral development of the
youn~ mmd.
He may object, for instance, to the
doctrme of vicarious atonement ; to the idea that
repentance will secure rewards which a good life
wo.uld not; to the attitude of many of the Biblical
wnters toward slavery, witchcraft, wine drinking,
and polygainy. He may aver that the great virtue
of tolerance receives scant honor from any division
of the church, and that the Bible also sanctions the
intolerant and persecuting spirit ; he may say that
the narrative of wars waged by the Jews and the
record of the massacres they committed, together
with the very plain language of a large number of
chapters and passBges, make that volume an extremely risky one to use in Sunday schools, and
otherwise put into the hands of children. Now, it
~s n~t m~terial w~ether this critic is right or WI'ong
m his anooadverswns upon the scriptures and his
skepticism regarding · the moral influence of the
churches ; it is sufficient that he does not accept
t~e one as God's word, and does not ally himself
With the other. Doubting the divinity of the Bible
and questioning the healthfulness of clerical teaching and example, he has the undoubted right to
withhold his support from any and all churches.
When the church asks that he be compelled to give
her financial aid, she trespasses in intent, and when
she takes from the hands of the state the money
that he has yielded only at the behest of irresistible
power, she vindicates the wisdom of his doubts regarding her purity of purpose and her fitness to
guide, instruct, and admonish the youth of the
land. To tax men of one belief or opinion for the
propagation of the belief or opinion of other men,
is an outrage, and the plea that those in whose in"
terest the mulct is paid should receive it because
their influence tends to the diminution of immorality and crime, destroys itself.
If church property should be exempt from taxation because of the morally educative, protective
influence of the pulpits and Sunday-schools, then,
by a parity of reasoning, we should be forced to
argue in favor of the same exe~ption for religious
papers, tract societies, publishers of religious books,
and .the various organizations which. claim to be
entirely devoted to the work of moral education,
rescue of the unfortunate, and prevention of divers
acts not acceptable to the operators and backers of
the societies in question, and peJ."haps not to the
masses of the people. That this claim of "moral
influence" put forward in defense of the privileges
now granted to the churches would be equally applicable if urged in favor of a like favoritism to the
societies and business houses named above, is selfevident.
But we need not stop here-nay, we cannot stop
here. Every legitimate business enterprise, every
place in which .labor finds occupation that keeps
hands from mischief and brains from atrophy, is a
center of moral influence. Every farm which lies
green and golden and brown under the sun of
spring and summer and autumn; every workshop
and mill and factory in which men and women
fashion articles of utility and beauty; every home
where knowledge and honor and love are enthroned;
every man and every woman ·who eats bread
honestly earned, and injures none through malice ;
every one who is kind and generous and just, and
trespasses net-all these places and persons radiate
moral influence as the sun sends forth light, and all
should be exempt from taxation if it be right to exempt church property because of the alleged good
e:ftect of religious teaching and Christian practice.
The moral influence argument proves too much
and hence proves nothing.
A fine church enhances the value of adjacent
property, it is sometimes contended, therefore it is
just to exempt ecclesiastical edifices and other such
property from taxation. It is somewhat difficult to
see why, granting that the church does increase the
value of a few pieces of near-by property, the taxpayers in other parts of the town or county should
be required to pay the church's taxes, unless we
are supposed to assume that the increase of taxable
property in the neighborhood of the church equals
the taxable value of the church, which would not
very frequently be the case, I judge.
It is not at all certain that the erection of a
church would increase the value of property in its
vicinity, even if the owners of the property were
all devout Christians. Bell ringing, the collection
of crowds in the evenings, funeral processions, and
other like elements of the-problem have to be taken
into consideration by the residents. It is':a fact
that in some localities in the residence parts of the
cities a church is considered a positive evil. All contracts for the transferof property in a section of West
Eighty-fifth street, New York, contain an ironclad
stipulation that no livery stable or church shall be
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erected on the land described in the document.
Livery stables are proverbially undesirable neighbors, almost universally looked upon as nuisances,
and generally held to be extremely dangerous ; and
therefore when property owners find it necessary to
include churches with them in a prohibitive contract,
we must conclude that tenants think that the towering edifices of worship are also nuisances, if not
actually sources of danger, for we ~ay be sure that
land holders would not make a rule against any
class of business. or buildings that acceptable tenants desire in their vicinage, for that would lessen
their profits) and cent per cent is the fundamental
law of trade and investment.
There is another fact that cannot be lost sight
of when we inquire whether the value-elevating attribute of a church entitles it to exemption from
taxation. There is no reason founded on the bedrock principles of religious freedom and equal justice, why a Freethinker should be compelled to pay
a tax on an increased valuation estimated by a
Christian assessor, while he himself holds that his
property is worth less than it was before the erection of the church, and also be forced to help pay
the t~ of the church. The first is an unavoidable
evil, but the latter is an injustice which need not
be perpetrated. To avoid it it is only necessary to
adopt the principle of uniform taxation herein advocated.
But a handsome residence would likewise increase the value of adjacent houses and lots.
Should the residence be exempt from taxation on
that account? The erection of a block of storerooms and offices would also increase the value of
adjoining property. Should the new block therefore be put on the deadhead list T Or a citizen
adorns his premises with a fountain, and statuary,
and shrubbery, and :flower gardens. These improvements will undeniably make the places on
either side and across the street more desirable as
homes, and will, consequently, raise their market
value also. Is the man who has pleased himself by
creating- the conditions which have made the whole
neighborhood more attractive, and its properties
more salable, to be put on the free list by the city
assessorT
Following this argument for church exemption
to its ultimation, no property that in any way increases the value of other property would be taxed.
So another so-called argument for the exemption of
church property from equitable taxation reduces itself to an absurdity.
Why Church Property Should Be Taxed.
Because its exemption interferes with religious
liberty. The right of the citizen to worship or not
to worship, as he is impelled by his own conscience
and directed by his own intellect, is ·inviolable and
inalienable. Any forcible interference with the
enjoyment of this right, by either church, society,
or the state, is a crime. Therefore the exemption
of church property from taxation is a crime, for it
lessens the financial ability of the non-churchmember to propagate his personal beliefs and compels him to contribute of his earnings for the propagation of beliefs which are abhorrent to his intellect
or his moral sense or both.
There is no difference in principle between a direct and an indirect appropriation for the support
of theology. It cannot truly be said that A is
denied equal religious freedom less by an act of the
legislature which compels him to pay a portion of
the taxes upon B's place of worship than he would
be by an appropriation bill which necessitated an
extra tax upon his property for the payment of the
salary of B's pastor. A church is an association
formed for the purpose of teaching certain religious
theories, or establishing certain religious facts, if
you please, believed in or known to the men and
women who compose this • church. They have-or
should have-perfect liberty to attach themselves to
or withdraw from this religious society. This right
of free association is derived from the right to worship. It is one of the means employed to secure
enjoyment of the primary right. Each such voluntary combination (denomination) of persons of
similar beliefs is naturally expected to be selfsupporting. Of course whatever it receives by free
gift from those outside its fold is a part of its
legitimate assets. But it outrageously interferes
with the equal right of association of men and
women of a divergent belief if it takes by force even
one cent from them, directly or indirectly. Not
only does it trainple the right of association, but it
invades the equal religious liberty of the isolated
citizen who does not care to ally himself with any
society, if it takes from him, without his consent,
by means direct or circuitous, any portion, no matter how small, of his labor fruits. If people are
moved, by whatsoever cause, to be religious, nonreligious, or anti-religious, they must be so at their
own cost, else they disregard the fundamental prin-
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On Tuesday I took the train for New York city
over the Pennsylvania road, and Wednesday morning found me in THE TRUTH SEEKER office. The
first for me to meet was the Editor, of whom the
late Congress had left m£1 many pleasant·memories.
Here I met for the first ·time his brother George
the delight of the readers of THE TBUTH SEEXEB f~
and near. I also met with pleasure Mr. E. C.
(TO BE QON'l'INUED.)
Walker, who has done valuable work for Freethought..
News and Notes from Washington.
On Friday .evening I took dinner with Dr. E. B.
Foote, Jr., after which we repaired to the German
The God-in-the-Constitution amendment, at the
Masonic Temple, where the Liberal club was to hold
present date, is in a very demoralized condition.
its seven h)lndredth meeting. A large audience
You might say it is in a comatose state. It is not
was present to hear my lecture on " The Great
dead, but sleepeth. It is tucked quietly away in
Religious Conspiracy."
A discussion followed,
the House Judiciary rooms, but it may be resurMessrs. Wakeman, Oppenheimer, Rowley, McDonrected at any time and put on new life. It is one
ald, Weeks, and Dr. Foote, who presided, being the
of those things that die hard. It won't do to cease
participants- The chief objection to the points of
watching.
the lecture was that there is no danger to be feared
In the Senate the amendment is dead. The subfrom the Gad-in-the-Constitution movement. I
committee, to which the matter was referred, did
took the po~:~ition that if the American people
not report favorably. It was punctured by some
wake up to the situation, there is no danger, but
pertinent inquiries of Senator Vilas and collapsed.
their apathy will result in a victory for priestcraft.
It does not seem possible to revive the question in
Though nearly every idea conceived by the human
the Senate committee.
brain has been ventilated at the Liberal Club, every
The only hope now for the amendment is the
one receives a warm welcome and respectful attenHouse Judiciary committee; and the facts are
tion, no matter what he may hav to say.
about these: Only two of the House committee are
The following Sunday I lectured in Brooklyn
in favor of the Amendment; but although such a
before the Philosophical Society, and a great pleasgreat majority are opposed, still the amendment is
ure it was. Nowhere could I hav had a more intelheld in abeyance-that is, its consideration is laid
ligent, appreciativ audience. Mr. Henry Rowley,
aside for the time being. It is not definitly disthe president,' introduced me. I must here make
posed of, for or against, and for this purpose, as
mention of the splendid work .done by this gentlefar as I can get at it: To giv the Christian sa chance
man. His whole soul is in our movement. Besides
to rally their forces throughout the country, and
being a man of wonderful informatio~ he is a
by meetings, resolutions, telegrams, and letters, to so
genuin orator-one of the best speakers I ever
inundate the committee that even against its own
heard. He has organized a class of young men for
convictions it will report the amendment to the
the study of Logic, and it is gratifying to know
House for action, on the plea that as so many people
that it is highly successful. A warm discussion
demand it, it ought to pass through the committee
followed the lecture, though good feeling prevailed
and hav its chance before the country; and hence
throughout. The New York World gave a fair reit may be possible that the committee with 15 to
port of what I said. Mr. Thomas Duntze is secre2 against will still report the amendment ; for the
tary of the society, and M~. Winham is treasurer. I
argument of the church party to the committee is
hav also been to Ellenville, New York, and to Philathis: "Your action will not amend the Constitution;
delphia, of which I shall tell in my next article. I
but you can giv the people a chance to act on the
return to the West the latter part of March, and wish
matter, and that is all we want." It will be seen
to make an extended tour of Iowa, Nebraska, the
that such an argument weighs with a politician;
Dakotas, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, and I hope that
At the Front.
and he will avoid all responsibility by saying:
"Personally, I am not in favor of the amendment,
After my lecture in Chicago. I took the train for friends in those states will correspond with me at
but giv the people a chance to vote on it."
Delphos, 0., where I received a warm welcome to once, addressing Box 882, Des Moinefl, Iowa.
New York Oity.
FRANXLIN STEINER.
This is the only possible hope of the Christians the home of my friend B. A. Roloson, one of the
\
ever getting the amendment before the country- most activ and enthusiastic Freethinkers of my acThe
Cause
in
Oregon.
the plea, Giv the people a chance to vote upon it. quaintance. He is the leader of our movement in
Of course this would hav no weight with men of Delphos, and I need not say that he is a banner of
In point of numbers the Oregon State Secular
seme, but men of sense do not always predominate strength to our cause. Being a lawyer by profes- Union is increasing rapidly. Every mail brings
in Congress.
.
sion, it chanced )hat, while I was in Delphos, he new memberR, and money enough has thus far
It will easily be seen that the only way to meet had a case in court. His legal opponent was a fa- beel!l. contributed to pay off the old debts, pay for
these tactics of the church party is for every Free- natical Methodist. A little .girl, twelve years old, new membership blanks and a year's supply of
thinker in the country to write to the committee, was placed upon the stand, and the pious lawyer stationery. We hav been able to do this through the
and to get all others possible to write, so that this tried to intimidate her by asking where she would following contributions: From W. E. Jones, Portamendment can be killed where it ought to be go when she died if she told an untruth. Friend land ; Mrs. A. DePeatt, Ashland; M. Manning,
killed, in the committee room. I am very sure that Roloson's sense of justice waxed warm, and he Forest Grove; Wm. Barlow, Barlow; F. J. Beaty,
if every Freethinker will do his duty in this respect, made the court ring with an appeal for fair play, Chemawa; B. F. Hyland, Corvallis; Levi Oren,
this amendment will never be taken from its and a denunciation of such contemptible tactics on Corvallis; Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Beaty, Chemawa;
present pigeon-hole. Of course I am perfectly the part of an attorney. It is needless to say that M. J. Olds, Dr. A. K. Olds, W. T. Booth, McMinnwilling to appeal to the people, but no true lover the question was overruled.
ville ; W. A. Gilmore, Marshfield; H West, Mrs.
of his country desires to see it for the next fifty
On Wednesday evening I lectured before the H. West, Scappoose, $1 each. From Thos. Bellingyears plunged into the fiercest religious controversy Delphos Freethought Society, upon the great con- her, Bruce Huston, M. Bisbee, Forest Grove ; W.
of the ages. Every good citizen will endeavor to spiracy now in operation by the priesthood against W. Price, Scappoose, $2 each. From R. H. and
crush this monster before it can rend and tear the religious liberty. A large audience was present, Ann Scott, Woodburn, $10, and $3 from Mrs.
nation. Hence we must put forth every possible and I think that Delphos Liberals are alive to the Maria West, Scappoose, making a total of $35.
effort to crush this conspiracy in its very inception. situation. Roloson keeps thinsrs activ. Among the
Two new circuits, with Secular Sunday-schools,
If the matter assumes any such proportions as many other Liberals of Delphos, I can mention hav been formed, one at Forest Grove, in charge of
suggested, we shall hav our chance for reply before Joseph Roth, who was originally a Catholic. Mr. Mrs. A. E. Barker, and the other includes Ranier
the committee. There will be a hot debate. The Roth is a ·solid Freethinker, and is ever ready to and surrounding country, in charge of Henry
church party, therefore, are in a box. If they let take a stand for Freethought principles. He is Addis.
the matter rest just where it is, the amendment is fearless and outspoken at all times. Among the
At the last meeting of the executiv committee of
dead ; and if there is any further action, then it will others I may mention Mr. Smith and the Eisen- the Or&gon State_Secular Union held in Portland,
be our chance to talk and pour hot shot into the bach family, and the Drs. Brundage. Surely our Sunday, March 3d, the following persons were
orthodox camp. The moderate Christians dread cause here is well sustained.
licensed to lecture under the auspices of the Orethis controversy and would rather leave the matMy next engagement was Alliance, ·O., where I gon State Secular Union: Mrs. A. E. Barker, Portter where it is than thus let loose the fires of a was to giv two lectures. Mr. D. W. Smith met me land ; Nettie A. Olds, McMinnville ; Virgil S.
religious warfare.
at the train, and conducted me to his hospitable Smith, Beaverton, and Katie Kehm Smith, Oregon
I am quite sure that the presence of A. T. home. Soon I met his brother, R. G. Smith, and City.
Jones, Allen Moon, and myself, with the aid that the Smith brothers are truly the vanguard of LibMiss Olds delivers her first lecture March 17th,
others would giv if necessary, has blocked the eralism in Alliance. The FreethinkerR hav charge at the Portland Secular church. Virgil S. Smith is
game of the Christians, for if there had l>een no of a building called the Independent Church, where a oow worker in our cause. While a student at the
opposition apparent before the committee, then the our lectures are given. It was once a Christian Willamette University, where he was fitting himself
Christians would hav appealed to the good will of church, but now the religious features are no more. to become a foreign Christian missionary, he bethe committee, and said, " Giv us a chance before The communion pitcher and goblet are still in the came acquainted w1th W. E. Jones and his book·
the people." And the committee might hav said: pulpit, filled with water for the lecturer when be store of reform literature and became a Liberal
"Well, perhaps the people do want it; and it won't becomes thirsty. The Christians speak of this and is now preparing himself to be a home misdo any harm to let them hav a chance to vote upon church as "the hell on the hill." It causes them a sionary in the cause of Freethought. He is young,
it." But when the Christians are confronted with world of anxiety. They taunt Infidels because earnest, and enthusiastic, and no doubt will do
stubborn resistance before the committee itself, they f~Wn no more halls than they do, but they are much good for the cause in Oregon.
their plea that the people want it is contradicted, very glad, in reality, that we hav so few of them.
· Over three hundred people were present at the
the backbone of the committee is supported, and Through the energetic work of Mr. D. W. Smith two First Secular church of Portland when resolutions
moderate Christians begin to cry for quarter. It fine audiences greeted me, and it was decided that were unanimou<~ly adopted, protesting against the
s simply absolute nonsense tO say this amendment I giv two more lectures in Alliance on my return proposed amendment of the National Reform Aswould ~ot hav :passed thf) conunittee under any cir- West.
sociation to the Constitution of the United States.
ciple of the right of private judgment. If they
grow tired of contributing to the support of the
ministry of their church let them withdraw from it.
That is the only honorable eonrse they can pursue.
But to compel others io pay for their religion is
dishonorable and downright dishonest, as it is destructive of religious liberty.

cumstances. The very fact that the committe.e,
with a large majority against the amendment, still
refuses definitly to repudiate it, shows .that they do
fear the bulldozing tactics of the church party,
and that even against their better judgments they
might at last report the bill to the House.
Whatever happens the fight will be long continued. We are dealing with a set of fanatics who
hav fought the principles of this government since
its foundation. Foiled ·on one point they resort
to some other, and they will never giv up thtl contest. They are now concentrating forces on a District Sunday law. This is a most dangerous piece
of legislation, and we must meet it in every possible
way. I shall seek for a hearing before the com,
mittee. Write to every member of committee
whose name has been given in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
The passage- of a bill like this would be a great
triumph for the Christians. In addition to this
they hav in readiness a National Sunday law, to be
introduced at the first favorable opportunity.
This is the long session of Congress. It may last
until July or August, and it will not do for us to
remit our exertions in the least. I shall hold myself in readiness for any action taken by the church
party. They hav money; they hav members of
Congress devoted to their interests ; and they will
use all sorts of subterfuges in order to bring their
measures before the House. This Sunday legislation business is especially to be guarded against,
for in it are all the bad features of the God-in-theConstitution amendment. It is a practical declaration by Congress that we are a Christian government. I ask for the support of Liberals that I may
continue this battle, even to the end of this present
session of Congress, for during the whole session
there is peril to the liberties of the peopls. The
time has come, I believe, when we must make
Washington a center of operations, and we must
be prepared always to meet our enemies in the halls
of Congress. Do not fail to send.in contributions
for tliis purpose to E. C. Reichwald, 165 South
Water street, Chicago. There never was a time
which demanded more decisiv and united action
on the part of Liberals. Besides work in Congress
we must distribute pamphlets, we must educate the
people.
S. P. PuTNAM.
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Copies of these resolutions, signed by President
T. R. Kemp and Secretary H. E Girard, were sent
to the chairman of both the Senate and House
committee on judiciary, and to Oregon's senators
and representative.
A number of copies of the resolutions were typewritten by Superintendent Nettie A. Olds, of the
Portland Sec~ar Sunday-school! and s?nt to Oregon
Liberals, urgmg them to take rmmed1ate action in
their neighborhood. In addition to this, the members of the Secular church are circulating THE
TRUTH SEEKER petitions and obtaining hundreds of
signatures.
The executiv committee of the Oregon State
Secular Union adopted similar resolutions at its
regular quarterly meeting, March 3d, and the secretary ,has forwarded the same to Washington.
This is a. copy of the circular letter which the
executiv committee of the Oregon State Secular
Union a~thorized sent to Liberals:
DEAB FRIEND: We want yon to kindly giv this letter
yonr personal and prompt atten~ion. No one knows better than yon that we advocate a JUst cause; no one wishes
more than yon for the success of that cause.
There are thousands of men and women in the state who
feel about the cause just as yon do.
Dr. Buckley, editor of the Christian .Advocate, once
sneeringly said of Freethinkers that " they hold mere
annual conclaves for shouting maledictions at the everincreasing millions of the Christian churches," No
doubt there is some truth in this, and that is why Freethinkers become discouraged and apathetic.
They see "annual conclaves" held; the treasnry
emptied to pa,y for '' maledictions," and the people ~o
home and nothing more done until a year rolls round,
when another "annual conclave" is called, more "maledictions " listened to and paid for and the treasury
emptied again, and again the people go home to do nothing.
.
Of course. these '' conclaTes" hav done some good, but
most Liberals hav not been satisfied with the results.
In consequence of this dissatisfaction, the Oregan
State Secular Union has incorporated to giv it a legal existence and laid down some more aggressivlines to work
by, chief among which are: (1) The forming of circuits
in charge of stationed lectnrers who must work up societies and Sunday-schools and deliver regular lectures, and
~2) Organize onr forces to make a determined fight for
the taxation of church property. It is evident that we
need to know the name and address of every Liberal in
Oregon. It is evident, also, that we must show our legislature that the Oregon Secnlat_ Union is numerically v~.r
strong. (Politicians hav great respect for numbers.) We
want to be ap!e to publish to the world, and especially
the politicians of Oregon, that the Oregon State Secular
Union is fifteen t.honsand strong, and we can do it if every
Liberal in the state will join it. We therefore want yon
to join the Union and get others to do so if yon can. Be
sure the money will be used for permanent work and not
for the temporary "conclaves," Membership is free,
but we must provide the Science-schools with lessons,
songs, etc., and pay the expenses of the Union; so help
fin~tncially, if yon can.
Send for more blanks if you can use them.
By order of the execntiv committ,ee.
KATIE KEHM SMITH, Sec.
Every Liberal in the state who reads this letter-will you not consider it addressed to you and respond!
All of the circulars, the lessons, songs, poems,
constitutions, and instructioE.s to the local auxiliaries and Sunday-schools are type-written by Miss
Olds and myself, as there is no money to hav them
printed.
Liberals of Oregon, are you in favor of holding
one annual mass-meeting, or do you wish to see
permanent work all .the year round in the form of
Secular churches or Unions and Science Sundayschools, equipped with paraphernalia so simple
that any one who can read and who will take time
to do so, can organize and conduct them 1
If the latter, now is the time to let it be known.
F1ve hundred more membership blanks hav bE>en
printed.
KATIE KEHM SMITH,
Sec. Oregon State Secular Union.

Observations.
The Hon. Mr. Coxey is said to be massing troops
in the vicinity of Massillon, 0., to be called the Industrial Army, and to march on to Washington in
the interests of certain economic measures advocated by the People's party. His first lieutenant is
Carl Brown, of Los Angeles county, Cal. Perhaps Mr. Coxy is a harmless person, though impracticable, but his first lieutenant is recognized by
the people of California as a picturesque old fraud.
A weekly journal claiming to be "the only prohibition paper published by a heathen" comes from
Lexington, Ky., and is called the Blue Grass
Blade. Charles C. Moore is the editor and keeps
himself in the reader's mind by means of his picture and also by using the capital "I" instead of the
editorial " we." He thinks Lexington a good place
for a paper like his, because whisky and religion
of the most popular brands are made there and
shipped to the heathen in the same barrel. Brer
Moore, who describes himself as a. "durned old
lnfidel1" hal[! bad a. varied experience, having been

in both. the pulpit and the jail. AU the ministers
of. Lenngton who enjoy his acquaintance are his
fnends ; and, says he, with great modesty, " there
are other ministers here who would be my friends
if they only had the pleasure and honor to know
~e." One of Editor Moore's unsatisfied yearnings
1s to see Mohammed recognized by a.n amendment
to the federal Constitution, for the Prophet was the
first prohibitionist, and his influence is still felt
among his followers.
He also desires to meet
Colonel Ingersoll in a debate on prohibition, being
certain that he can giv the great orator what David
gave Goliah. The paper contains a short article on
the sanctity of the Sabbath, in which Mr. Moore
says: "My habit has been for years to work on my
farm on Sunday just like any other day, and though
under this disregard of religious sanitation I hav
never been struck by lightning and enjoy such
health that I can any day walk to Lexington and
back-sixteen miles-and am· fifty-six years old, I
find that age and trouble are more and more inclining me to the consolations of religion, and I hav
concluded hereafter to devote my Sundays to pious
meditation and fishing." In this way he hopes to
atone for errors of the past. The old man is a
writer of remarkable continuity, and contributes
about a dozen long columns to his paper. There
are no birds of his feather to flock with him, a.s he
belabors Infidels for not being prohibitionists, and
he can't catch on to the prohibitionist procession
because he is an Infidel. I am afraid the Blue
·Grass Blade will not. do much to popularize unbelief,· but it may accomplish something in the way of
stimulating thought in Prohibition circles.
The crust of whose Hecker :von cannot break even with a blacksmith's sledge.-Prlest Seahill,

Now Father Seahill, a Romish priest,
· Confessor of Pasco Hodges,
Says all Freethinkers are brain-diseased,
Aod he's onto their Infidel dodges.
And priest and doctor hav disagreed
Regardine; a question serious;
The one affirming a change of creed,
The other a mind delirious.
Sa·v" nn<>, before the man went hence
He .. rJered his books cremated;
The other, displaying a larger sense,
Denies what the priest has stated.
Disputes like this are often known
To life, which delusions checker;
But what in the name of the Great Horn Spoon
Is the ernst of a.n Infidel's Hecker ?
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much sympathy with the stars and bars a.s I hav with
the banner of St. Patrick, but. I object to being
committed to the Lost Cause by having it raised
over the fraction of a. brick I own in the city hall.
If Catholics desire special recognition, why don't
they demand it where they hav most signally won
it, and insist on raising the standard of St. Patrick
over the penitentiary!
The manufacturing industry a.s related to the
production of new forms of rE>ligion seems to 6.ourish independent of tariff vicissitudes. The newest
thing in this line of goods is the religion introduced
a.t Portland, Or., by Mrs. "Landaulet" Williams,
wife of the Hon. Geo. H. Williams of that city.
Mrs. Williams acquired her soubriquet of ''Landaulet" from an equipage formerly sported by her
husband in Washington. She has some three or
four hundred subscribers, which is rather a. small
number considering the absurdity of her doctrin
and its consequent attractivneas for all who are
religiously inclined. The great truth which Mrs.
Williams has sprung upon the world is that his
satanic majesty, the devil, occupies a process of the
human anatomy known to science a.s the vermiform
appendix. There is reason to believe that the
location of the evil spirit as above is suggested by
the Gadarene swine story, there being some doubts
among modern biblical critics as to the existence of
devils elsewhere than in the plll't of the animal corresponding to that assigned them in the human
system by Mrs. Williams. But the devil being so
located, it is the object of the new worship to exorcise him; and to that end the devotees undertake a.
forty days' fast on crackers and claret. The two
articles of diet represent the body and blood of
Christ, an4 they cannot without sin be replaced
by pretzels and beer, nor yet by doughnuts and
cider. Tbey are not, as in the Protestant denominations, a.n outward and visible sign of an inward
and spiritual grace, but of malignant appendicitis.
The theory is that the devil abhors claret and
crackers and so starves to death. Incidentally,
some of the children of devotees h~v starved also,
but that is explained on grounds of total depravity
in the children. Reports say that the authorities
are at a loss how to handle these lunatics, which
shows that the doctors of Portland are not keeping
abreaRt of progress in medical science further ~aet.
Appendicitis is of frequent occurrence hereabouts,
and is treated by an operation to remove the
affected part. The fune cal is held at the residence
or at the church where the deceased has bi~en accustomed to worship. The emigration of a. few
New York physicians to the northwest might hav
so~e effect. in preventing the further spread of the
new fanaticism.

This is the season of the year when the vox Hibernorum is heard in the land, demanding that the
emerald flag surmount the public buildings of cities
on St. Patrick's day. March 17th is an important
anniversary in this Greater Ireland known to an
cient history as the United States of America. The
pope's Celtic subject has possession of the town.
He scorns to work, begins boozing early, and at
Some of the fe1tures of the Pollard-Breckinridge
nightfall is seen meandering homeward with his breach of promis case are worth noting, as showface flushed and his whiskers full of crumbs from ing the difficulties which oul' legislators hav to conthe free lunch counter. His motto is the green tend with m framing laws to govern such matters.
above the red, and he therefore stores the red-stuff The companionship of Congressman Breckinridge
beneath his regalia; but it mounts to his head and and the plaintiff dates from 1885. Mrs . .Breckingets on top after all.
ridge was then alive, and did not die until about
There is no disguising the truth that St. Patrick's 1892. It was understood, so Miss Pollard claims,
day is a Roman Catholic festival. Although all that the Congressman was to marry her at the exRoman Catholics do not celebrate it, neverthless all piration of a year after his wife's decease, and in May,
who do celebrate it are Roman Catholics. The St. 1893, the engagement was announced before witPatrick mythology has no place in _the political his- nesses. Before going upon the stand to deny the
tory of Ireland. Any recognition of him must be engagement, the Kentucky orator and statesman
based on the church legend that he converted the produces, through his counsel, a. certificate of his
Irish people to Romanism, and is an admission that marriage with a Mrs. Wing; and the lawyers claim
such conversion was an event worth commemorat- that the fact of his being already married at the
ing. Public officials ought to quit that sort of tom- time he agreed to marry Miss Pollard nullifies his
foolery, and the action of Mayor Scbieren of Brook- promis to make her his wife, and that consequently
lyn, who refused to run up the green flag on the the plaintiff cannot recover. Of course Mrs. Wing
city hall, is to be commended. Irishmen are good was ignorant of Breckinridge's engagement to Miss
enough citizens as long as they behave themselvs. Pollard. So, according to ~he theory advanced by
They are like the rest of us in that respect. They counsel, if it can be maintained tbat the defendant
made excellent officers and soldiers in the late war, fooled two wcmen instead of one, neither has cause
and when they parade there is no h~trm in flying for action. Furthermore, if it is ~:~hown by compethe flag under which they fought as they pass a tent witnesses that Miss Pollard had other associgiven point. But they ought to be satisfied with ates besides Breckinridge, her cause is lost; while
such recognition, which is all that Americans ask the admitted fact that the Congressman had more
for. A flag that is good enough for an American is than one at the same time does not weaken his
good enough for an Irishman, I think. Any way, defense.
the stars and stripes is the only standard that has
Such rules as these may hav been laid down in
any fitness on a public building in the United all wisdom, but it strikes me thtot they establish a.
States. The private citizen undeniably may fly what percentage in favor of the mari.
piece of cloth he chooses-the green flag, the black
Gxo E. MACDONALD.
.
bag, the red flag, the stars and ~a.rs, or the stars
and stripes, singly, severally, or m patchwork deTHEI lectnre engagements of John R. Charlesworth are
d b t.
.
as follows.
18
b
t
un lD'J an Apr. 25, Ch.icago, Ill.
May 1, 2, Mechani~sbnrg..!. 0.
signs. They are all of un mg, an
article of commerce the color of which is not of in- " 26, 27, 28, Delphos, 0. •• 3, 4, 5, Massillon, u.
herent significance. This a.s regards a privat.e " 29, Cmcinnati, 0.
" 11, New York City.
building, whose owner has not that form cf pnju- " 30, Mechanicsbnrg, 0.
dice which we distinguish as patriotism; but on
Mr. Charlesworth expects to lecture at Correctionville
.
· ·
fl.
· ·
t ·
ffi 'al and Manchester, Iowa, and several other places along the
publ~c ~ulldmgs a a.~ ,18 lD a cer am s~nse 0 01 ' route, mclnding the Cape Cod districts, towards the end
and md1ca.tes that mbzens generally mdorse the , of May. Friends desiring lectures are requested to ad·
sentiment of which it is a.n emblem. I ha.v just a.s · dress him at 165 ~. Water street, Chicago, Ill.
o
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would hav none of their' mummeries at hie
burial. He was followed to hie gTave by
the business-men and hie neighbors. This
was the first burial in this place without
Died Serenely.
ihe services of a clergyman.
ST. JosEPH, Mo., Feb. 21, 1894.
He leaves four children to mourn hie
Mn. EDIToR: My mother died on Sept. lose. He was a kind father and a noble
3d, 1893. She was 82 years of age; she citizen.
JOHN M. MoREE.
did not call on the Lord or God, but died
a very quiet death. So did my father in
Brother HackH lllust Be Very Good.
1880.
CHARLES LAMDFRT.
Feb. 26, 1894.
Mn. EDIToR: The "good book" says,
Scattering the Seeds of Liberty.
"The wicked shall not liv out half their
VERONA, PA., Mar. 5, 1894.
days." How sad onr old friend Hacker
Mn. EDIToR: Inclosed is $3 for another most feel to think be has, by rejecting the
year's subscription. I like the paper first- only true relil!ion, done that which will
rate. I send my pap2r all over the conn- cut him off in hie prime. The fact that he
try and get all I can to read it. I hope it is in hie ninety-fourth year shows what a
will be the mesne of getting some one to long life he would hav had before him if
take it.
WILLIAM FRAY..
he bad only accepted without question all
that
was told him about heaven, hell, and
A Call for Currency Chat.
all the other beautiful stories contained in
BELFAST, ME., Mar. 6, 1894.
that most precious book.
Mn. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $3 for
As a boy I read Brother Hacker's paper,
subscription. Let ne hear more from
the Plea.qure Boat, and to it was inJ ohh Peck and the " Man with the Badgedebted for some of the ideas that started
pin" on the financial question, notwithme on the road to Freethonght. Long liv
standing Brother Roscoe declares them to
Brother Hacker!
be "away off" on the subject.
A young lady recently asked her SundayC. Y. CoTTRELL,
school teacher where Cain got his wife,
and the teacher had to say she could not tell
Young, But a Power.
if there was, as the Bible says, only Adam,
NoRwALK, CoNN., March 9, 294.
Mn. EDIToR: Mr. Franklin Steiner gave Eve, and Cain in the world. She next
one of his " np to the times" lectures last asked her pastor and he admitted he could
night to a fuir and attentiv audience. Mr. not answer the question, and now the
Steiner, although a young man, is a power young lady is skeptical about the writers
H. 0. NoRTON.
on the Freethonght platform. I hope he being inspired,
may meet with the cordial support he de- Write to Reprl)Sf'nta1ivs and SPnators.
serves from all lovers of mental liberty
PEASTER, TEx., Feb. 23, 1894.
and jnstice.
A. B. BENNETT.
Mn. EDITOR: I eee by the tab on my pa-

~etters

of q£rioncis.

lli1l'Hence Uetween a Goo1l lUan aJHl God.
BRAOKETTSVILLE, TEX., Feb. 28, 1894.
Mn. EDIToR: Herewith find $3 to pay
for my subscription; it comes late, bnt
times out here on the frontier are extremely hard. Between Del Rio, in Val
Verdi county, and Eagle PaBB, Maverick
county, in the Rio Grande valley, no rain
has fallen for the last ten months. The
all-loving and all-supporting God failed in
hie role; he forgot to sustain hie creatures.
I pity him; we hav to try to do without
him. And still our frontier population of
the most superstitions kind of Mexicans,
and some supposed to be reasonable white
people too, cannot help believing in hie
all-loving faculty. When I make a child,
and it is born, I love it, and do the beet I
know and can for hie support and welfare,
bnt-1 am only a man; the all-wise, omnipotent, and aJl-loving God need not do
that. When he made mankind he resolved
that it should paddle its own canoe. Still
the priesthood insists that we should be
thankful to him, when, looking at it
squarely, life is not worth living.
Yours, etc.,
A. TuRPE,
Laid to Rest Without Clerical Help.
KIMBALL, S. D., Feb. 20, 1894.
Mn. EDITon: Another brave, outspoken
soldier of liberty has fallen. Henry Cuehing was born in South Royalton, Vt.,
sixty-one years and eight months ago. He
epent most of hie life as an artist and accumulated, by strict attendance to bueiness and honesty and manliness, quite a
competence.
In 1884 he came to Kimball and invested
his means in lands and other securities,
but dishonest professing Christiane, who
loved and served the Lord, took advantage
of hie confidence in humanity and he lost
considerable of hie capital.
Henry Cushing was a frank and fearless
Freethinker; dealing justly with all hie
fellow-men. Hie word was as good as hie
bond. He had no nee for sky-pilots and

Letter to a Congressman.
NEw YanK, Mar. 9, 1894.
Mn. EDIToR: The following is an extract
from a letter addressed to Repreeentativ
Warner:
The people at the time of the Revolution
were more intelligent in regard to religious disputes than are those of to-day, and
many of them still felt the smart of peree·
cntion.
They were· f11.miliar with the
divine-right claim of king8, government
patPrnaHtnn, aud church influence, and
they had no intent.ion, when free of British rule, of adoptmg any part of that system. They intended a government with
specific powers only- the people to be free
in the pursuit of happiness without federal
interference or expense.
It now appPars that a portion of the
church is not eat.iefied with this freedom
and is aiming for compulsory powers
through an amendment of the Constitution
indorsing and legalizing a portion of its
theology. The~;e can be no other motiv
but the desire of conetraininl! others.
I think it no sin to pick berries on Sunday. My neighbor may think it is. We
are now free to pick or not to pick.
Enable him by law to prosecute me for
picking berries and he will then demand
that I shall go to and support hie church.
Please don't set that ball a-rolling. This
movement has an old aggreeeiv look. All
church property is now exempt from taxation, which means that all other property
is taxed more. Why is the church not
satisfied?
But my principal object in addressing
yon is in reference to the character of
church petitions.
The churches and
Sunday-schools are eo organized that the
name of every man, woman, and child
will be duplicated on petitions praying for
the passage of the amendment.
The
Liberal element has little or no organization, and never until now has such a thing
been supposed· needful. Therefore, although some petitions opposing the proposed amendment may be presented to
the committee, they will by no means be a
measure of the opposition. I hav not
signed nor asked anyone to sign a petition.
There is a population of over sixty-five
million.
Now, should the Christiane,
through their difierent organizations, send
to the committee petitions aggregating
twenty million signatures, yet they would
Open Letter to Senator Mitchell.
represent only a minority.
LoNE RooK, On., Feb. 24, 1894.
L. G. REED.
RoN. J. H. MITCHELL: By THE TRUTH
BEEKER I see that yon are on the J udiciA Long Credit Mark for ~teiner.
ary Committee of the Senate. Being one
PHILADELPIDA, PA,, Feb. 7, 294.
of your constituents, and considerably
Mn. EDITOR : It give me very great
worked up as to the union of church and pleasure to report that Mr. Franklin
state, I take the liberty of addressing you Steiner's lecture last Sunday with us was
concerning some matters brought before a great success. We were more than suryon:.- committee by the National Reform prised at the lecturer's literary ability, and
Association. I would ask you to remem- the elegant manner in which he handled
ber the noble men by whom our govern. hie en bjecte. It was a rare treat, indeed;
ment was founded. They were true and coming as it did from such a young man in
patriotic. They knew what they were do- our Freethonght movement. I predict a
ing and meant very much when they gave great future for him, for wherever he gets
God no more reco~nition than they did a hearing he will surely be wanted again,
when they framed our Constitution. I ask I would advise all Freethought societies
you to view the history of bloodshed, tyr- that hav not heard him to engage him;

per that my enbeC'ription expires March 1,
1894. I herewith inclose another year's
subscription, as it is impossible for me to
get along without the grand old TRUTH
SEEKER, I like the way it handles the
Sunday bigots and the "Gad-in-the-Constitution" advocates. I think such gigantic intellects should be wrapped in brown
paper to prevent them from becoming
musty. It's a great pity indeed that such
bigots are not at home where they belong.
We hav existed and done business as anation for nearly a century and a quarter
without the assistance of Gods, angels, or
devil!', and we hav succeeded remarkably
well, all things considered ; and I can see
no good reason why we cannot continue
indefinitly in the old way. I sincerely
hope that ali Liberals or Freethinkers will
write to their repectiv representative and
senators, and urge them to vote against
the amendment. Let us giv them such a
flood of letters, and ·urge our demands
with such firmness, that they will not dare
to vote for it. Let ne giv them to understand that we are watching their every
movement, and know something of what
is being transacted in our legielativ balls,
and that they are the people's representatives ; and if they fail to do their bidding
they will be replaced by men who will.
We already hav to many superfluous and
foolish laws which fetter the natural rights
and liberties of mankind and hinder progress. Ingereoll says, The more liberty we
giv away, the more we will have oureelve;
but it seems that all our law makers think
of is to destroy what rights we hav remaining. If you will mail me some of those
petitions against the proposed amendment,
I will get all the signers I can. I hav tried
to get a few new subscribers, but crops
were very light here last season and money
is scarce. With beet wishes for THE TRUTH
SEEKER and the Truth Seeker family, I
remain,
J. S. WHITE.

Want!'\ a Better Dress for Heston's I1lea~.
AvEHY, IA., March 10, 1894.
Mn. EDITOR: I will inclose a list of names
I hav secured in this town. There are
only a few Freethinkers in this place, but
I feel that I ought to do something to help
maintain the ''few liberties" we hav, and
the cause of Freethonl!ht.
I hav been taking THE Tnu:rH SEEKEll
now for one year and I think it is the
grandest paper I ever read, and I hope the
ime may come when the Editor will be
able to engrave Watson Heston's cartoons
in the finest style known to the art.
Yours for Freethought and Liberty,
J. CALLINGWOOD.

I

anny, and crime when church a~d state
were married. I ask you to consider the
helli;:h tyranny of the church party, its
ehameleee denial and destruction of the
rights of citizens of our country, regardIeee of the safeguard of our Con8titution,
when and where it has had power, its
damnable interference in affaire that concern no one but the private individual. I
ask you to remember that the object of
law is to protect the weak, to restrain
criminals, and not to further priestly, private ambitions or propagate creeds and
prejudices, and that when used for the latter purposes law becomes tyranny unbearable. Please bear in mind that this is intended to be a free country wherein all
citizens are equal regardless of belief or
disbelief in any creed or superstition.
One's belief; or another's unbelief, should
not be allowed to gain importance by civil
recognition. I hav just attended a political meeting, and the orators told me that
you are a friend of the people against the
classes. Please remember that the people
consist of all kinde of religionists, and
that their beliefs and unbeliefs are their
own private affaire. You msy think it
would not be wrong to let the legislatures
settle this Gad-in-the-Constitution question, but I respectfully ask your attention
to the fact that the legislatures are composed largely of politicians who will do
anything if the priesthood makes them
think they will get Totes by eo doing. And
again, it would pass the legislatures of the
pious South without a thought, and thus
establish a church tyranny in our country.
GEORGE w. CRAWFORD.

they will be well paid intellectually, and
it will be a great encouragement to the
young man to be kept busy in such unpopular work. The subject of hi!!! afternoon discourse was, "The Great Religions Conspiracy Against the Republic."
It is needless to say that he made out his
case, for in the debate that followed, some
one disputed the statement that Roman
Catholic soldiers deserted the army during
the Rebellion. The statement was corroborated by one of our membere,·who
had served in the army. Dr. Westbrook
at the close of the lecture paid a glowing
tribute to the able manner in which the
lecturer argued hie e~bject, and complimented him by indorsing every statement
he made. The evening's discourse was
"Popular Evidences in Favor of Christianity Tested." The doctor not being
there, he missed a rare treat indeed, for
this was a masterpiece far exceeding the
afternoon's discourse. The vast audience
was en rapport, judging from the frequent applause during hie delivery.
There was not one stone left untouched, and
everyone was completely demolished in its
turn. The criticisms that followed proved
that the lecturer was more than a match
for hie critics. I am pleased to report
that the Freethought movement is booming at present in this City of Brotherly
Love. We are going to move into our
new quarters on Sunday, March 18th, and
I am pleased to announce that B. F. Underwoad is going to lecture for us on the
following Sunday, both afternoon and
evening. There will be no golden stairs,
three flights high, to reach this hall, as
it is on the ground floor. We hav at
last got completely tired of holding our
meethtge eo near heaven that we hav re.
eolv ed to get nearer the good folks below.
Liberals. please take notice that Friendship Liberal League will meet in Warner
Hall, near Green and Broad streets, at 2:30
and 7:30P.M., every Sunday until further
notice. The hall is fitted up with all the
modern improvements, and has a capacity
of one thousand. Heretofore we could not
find seats for our people after they had
climbed three flights of stairs. Now,
brother Liberals, as we hav studied your
comfort by securing this commodious hall
for yon, we trust you will appreciate our
efiorts and attend the meetings. In conclusion I will say that were I a Christian
I would wind up in this way:
"Come all the world,
Come, sinner, thou;
All things in Christ
Are ready now."
GEoRGE LoNGFoRD.
Need

of

Organized Freethonght in
Washington.
WASHINGToN, D. C., Feb. 22, 1894.
Mn. EDIToR: Ever since the reintroduction, on Jan nary 25th, of that infamous
Gad-in-the-Constitution humbug I hav
been thinking how beet to bring to bear
upon Congress the most eff€ctual force to
counteract the devilish doings in that
body of these fanatical priests, and at this
writing I am undecided as to what should
be done, There may nothing at aU come
of it; and yet there may be much mischief done.
As the Scotchmen say,
''Keep your eye on the fuglemen."
Jf this religious legislation can be consummated and "Christian morality" (according to Blair) be incorporated into the
organic law of the land, why Romaniem
would ask for no nicer thing when it shall
hav obtained the power and control which
it is as certain to obtain as that to-morrow's
sun shall rise if the Protestant fanatics are
permitted to prepare the way for it, as
they hav thus far been proceeding to do.
In the name and by the mediumehip of
Protestantism Catholicism has won its
j!randeet achievements in America over
freedom and republicanism. Once the
fanatical Protestants shall hav sandwiched
God and the Bible into the Constitution
and Christianity into the schools and other
eecnlar afiaire, all Rome need do when the
proper time arrives is to say that the
organic God and the authorized Bible and
the recognized Christ are those of the
Catholic church, and the outwitted Protestant simpletons will stand aghast, gazing
at each other in dumb-stricken awe,
wondering why they didn't think of that
before.
But, seriously, what had beet and quick-
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est be done? 'Better send a strong delegation of onr best Freethinkers here at o110e
and await events. Come to my house
(667 F street, N.E.), or let me know where
I can see and cooperate with them.
There should be a permanent society of
Freethinkers at the capital. Such a body
is constantly needed here. Every other
interest is strongly represented here bnt
that of the Secularists-the all-important
interest, involving not the existence or
propagation of a body of religions doctrine, bnt the underlying principles of the
government itself. To me the signs of the
honr look ominous and dark. The seat of
government is evironed by a huge theological reptil whose virus is poisoning
every artery and fiber of the nation from
this center. At some future day I will giv
the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER an inside glance at some of the diabolical
doings of the churchites at Washington.
For the present I want the Freethinkers
of the land, and especially the officers of
the Freethinkers' federations and the
Secular unions throughout the country,
to pnt themselvs in communication with
me with the view of centralizing a force at
the capital and concentrating onr efforts
to counteract the infernalism going on
here.
Please, Mr. Editor, call attention to the
above, that the Liberals of the land may
be aroused to immediate action where
action is most needed.
Hastily but earnestly yours,
A. J. BoYER.

his confidence in the God of Abraham
Isaac, and Jacob. And yet, in spite of
the presence of these two preachers, and
~he close proximity of this place to heaven,
It cannot be called an orthodox communi~y, and Sunday laws to restrict personal
liberty are not found unt.il yon descend
the other side of the mountain and get
into San Bernardino, where they hav lately
passed some that would gladden the heart
of a Puritan. Over there they hav l!Jeen
stricken with a streak of piety, and lately
had a mania for salvation by immersion
which, in the cold water and cold weathe;
that has prevailed this winter resulted in
giving two of the victims' the pneumonia, and sending them to heaven much
sooner than they expected. While speaking of heaven, I wish to refer to the
fact that
daily paper in Los Angeles lately had many people interviewed
as to their preferences in dying, and
I want to call particular attention
to what one of the sky-pilots said
for it substantiates what Putnam ha~
so many times affirmed-that the preachers
would not willingly go to heaven, that
b.eantifnl home and splendid place to talk
about, unless they could get a return
ticket.
Said the Rev. Mr. Smithers:
"Well, to be candid with yon, I would
rather not die at all. It is a kind of experience that I havn't any hankering after,
anyway." Brethren, let ns unite in singing, "Oh, That Home Over There!"
Bnt, as I started to remark in language
plain and clear, that $3 I hav owed yon so
long is here. I am, was, and always shall
be,
Yours very truly,
C. SEVERANCE,

1S'i'

The Pasco Hodges Case.

ST. Loms, Mo., March 2, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Being a Roman Catholic
Infidel, I thought I would see what the
Rev. Fr. Cahill (he has it M. P. Seahill)
would himself say about that Pasco Hodges
Infidel death-bed conversion. I asked
him for the information in a letter with
the clipping which I cnt ont of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and am glad to inclose yon the
same with his reply to my inquiry. It
speaks for itself, and as the whole thing
seems to be a public affair, I do not think
it wrong for me to send it to yon. Use it
as yon deem fit.
J. E. BLAKE.
ST. THoMAS' PRo· CATHEDRAL. }
WILMINGToN, N.C., Feb. 27, 1894.
M1. J. E. BLAKE, My Dear f>ir: Yon
are the first to ask me a statement on the
Hodge's case. I advise yon not to bother
about such things. All that I know is the
man never belonged to any religion, and
when he saw himself dying he saw also the
necessity of a priest. No ·catholic could
die a holier death than Pasco Herbert
Hodges did. I baptized him on Thursday
and he died on Saturday. I visited him
the night before he died at 9 P.M., and
about the same time several of his Infidel
companions entered; seeing them he arose
in his bed leaning on my arm and conI!Cionsly and emphatically affirmed there
was a heaven and a hell and a God and a
Savior. He expressed externally his inner
.conviction and saw, by the light of reason,
there was a heaven and a hell. The sincere, good man ordered his books to be
burned, and they were burned. I hav
never expressed any opinion; am unwilling
and unable to giv any on this case.
Everything about his conversion and
death was extraordinary.
Who is Mr.
Ball and the newspaper the clipping is
Don't Want to Go to Heaven.
taken from? Yon must remember that a
HESPERIA, CAL., March 4, 1894.
Catholic priest is above noticing the grinMR. EDITOR: Standing np here just bening and snarling and Balling of such
Many Pleasant Personalities.
low the portals of heaven, and without a
cowardly, malignant liars, and their big
FABIUS,
N.
Y.,
Feb.
21,
1894.
doubt in the immediate presence of Moses,
knowledge of medicin. I'm astonished at
MR. EDIToR: I hav taken THE TRUTH yon noticing the sneers of brain-diseased,
Noah, and Abraham, I take this fleeting
opportunity to inform yon that times were SEEKER continuously since its first issue by opium sots, the ernst of whose Hecker yon
cannot break even with a blacksmith's
so tough in Los Angeles I could not raise D. M. Bennett, at Paris, Jll. Hav met sledge. Why, most of those crazy Infidel
the wherewith to pay np my subscription, many of onr Freethonght speukr n in New " mechanics " are foreign Anarchists.
so I came up here and hav succeeded in York State Freethinkers' Associations, in- Onr country knows how to treat them.
doing so. As yon probably never heard cluding yourself (at Rochester in 1883). I Americans are a people of deep religions
of this place, I will inform yon it is the should feel very lonely now without the conviction. The death bed scene of Mr.
Hodges ought be a warning to anyone.
one Colonel Ingersoll has long been seek- paper, having taken it so many years. I And everybody was edified without disgathered
many
bright
ideas
from
both
hav
ing-where good health is catching instead
tinction of denomination.
"Those who had professed unbelief
of disease. At the present time there is Materialistic and Spiritualistic correspondnot much here bnt good health, or the ents. I am glad that all sides are granted trembled and wept bitterly;" if so, no
One of these afterward wrote a
conditions to produce it, and though a a hearing in your columns. My motto is wonder.
piece in a Wilmington journal, which
graveyard has been started, I am credibly "Hear all sides" and then decide for my- was more amusing than anything that
informed that the necessary material was self. Infinit diversity in nature precludes could appear in Puck.
I take no further notice of matters, and
imported from Los Angeles, where people the possibility of all thinking just alike.
do occasionally die. I hav seen and talked I believe in free discussion of all subjects hope I remain, Your faithful friend,
M.P. SEAHILL.
with a man who had the dyspepsia so bad when conducted in a friendly spirit and
[It will be perceived that Father Seahill
when he came here that he could not tell personalities avoided. My wife, Helen
the truth, bnt now he is so healthy and Mar, also daughter, Elda S., are both disposes at once of all the alleged superhungry he finds it a difficult matter to get stanch Freethinkers. They are now visit- naturalism of Hodge's dying testimony.
enough to eat. The ozone in the air re- ing relative at Harper, Kas., having been The newspaper story had it that he told
news old and worn-out lungs, and con- absent several months. During their his wife that he had died, bnt she had
sumption is as impossible here as the visits Miss Elda, onr only child, sketches brought him to life by her distress, and
presence of ice in our future home. Being and pencils portraits and givs public enter- that he informed his former Atheistic asso near the throne of grace, of course it tainments in elocution. Prior to their sociates that there was a heaven and a hell,
gets pretty cold at times, bnt the purity leaving home a cousin of ours, Miss Cor- for he had seen both. The priest is rationof the air and its freedom from fog and delia L. Frost, arrived at on:r house, the alist enough to say that he merely exmoisture make it less noticeable than the home of her childhood in Pompey, N. Y., pressed ''his inner conviction," having
same temperature lower down. It will, from San Francisco, Cal., and kindly prof- seen, "by the light of reason," that there
some day, be a noted sanitarium, but, at fered to giv wife and daughter a respit for were such places. This is a good explanapresent, only thirty or forty families reside a few months, which they improve in visit- tion of all death-bed visions, if we amend
in the city proper; and one reason for this ing, etc. Miss Frost is a radical Free- it to the effect that the dying see these
small number of residents is the scarcity thinker, and was quite a prominent leader snbjectiv pictures by the light of imaginaof water, and the fact that a syndicate of in San Francisco, as friends Putnam and tion, the impressions received in youth beChristians, who don't believe in laying np George Macdonald perhaps can attest. ing much more strongly fixed in the brain
treasures on earth, hav got control of all Glad to learn that my friend Watson Hes· than those received in later years, these
the land-thirty-six thousand acres-which ton has moved a little fmther north. He early registrations acting automatically
they are waiting and willing to dispose of and his wife v. ill never forget the good after disease has lessened or destroyed the
for $100 per acre, more or less. Which visit we had together near Carthage, Mo. reasoning powers of the instruments of
leads me to inquire, where, oh, where, is Hope they may soon regain bealth. I thought.
At the risk of again arousing the anger
Henry Gaorge with his single tax to com- wish I could now help them, for they are
of Mr. Seahill, we must ask him something
pel them to yield their grip on so much worthy. Present necessity precludes the
idea just at present, bnt hope for the fntnre. more about the books Mr. Hodges is said
terra firma?
Don't
fail to hav him well represented in to hav directed to be burned. We hav a
Although but few people reside here,
there are two of the "110, 000" in their Putnam's forthcoming book. St. Anthony general statement that Pasco Hodges was
midst; but if they lived by preaching arrested a news vender in Syracuse a short an Infidel and an Atheist, and that his
alone, they would hardly be able to re- time ago; same old story: "Obscenity and books were Infidel and Atheistic books.
main. I hav gazed upon them both, and tons of obscene literature." Inclosed find Bnt we know that even good Christ~ns
I tell you, confidentially, that if appear- $6.50 for renewal to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Theists hav been culled Atheists by
ances indicate anything, neither one of and Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of their fellow Theists and Christians of difthem has much influence with the Lord. Freethonght." Wish I could send more, ferent sects who could not understand or
One of them is built to enjoy the good so please accept the will for the deed. I had an object in mirepreaenting their
things of this world, and judging from the like to hear all sides of subjects, therefore views. It is not impossible that if we had
rotundity of his ·abdomen, he could read- be as liberal as possible. John Peck, the the titles and the names of the writers of
ily dispose of h o full-grown chickens at learned blacksmith, is more than a peck. the books owned by the late Mr. Hodges
one sitting, and still hav plenty of room He is a good bushel if not more. Lots of we should find that they, in themselvs, giv
for inward grace. I hear he is compelled others I'd like to mention, bnt space for- no tvidence that that '' sincere, good man •'
was an Atheist. Can Mr. Seahill throw any
to labor outside the ;Lord's vinyard to bids.
light on this subject? Does he know the
Friends
Gene
and
George,
btick
to
your
provide for his bodily wants, not having
titles, and names of the writers, of any of
work,
.
.
faith enough to supply them with prayer,
Onr paper keepslmproviD~;
the books which were destroyed?
while the other servant of the most high Unpleasant Clnties ye'll not shirk,
The reverend gentleman objects to the alis fortunate in havin~ monied friends back
So push along, keep moving.
leged mendacity of those who hav called in
HoMER A. BILLINGS,
east, or the struggle to exist might dispel

a

I

"

question the accuracy of the Pasco Hodges
story, bnt he does not hesitate to say that
they are " opium sots." How did he come
to stumble upon that somewhat nnnsnal
epithet? And does he think it is fair and
in consonance with the dignity of a priest
to hurl it at persons of whose personal
habits he knows absolutely nothing? What
he means by accusing ns of being " mechanics " we cannot even guess.
Bnt
all this abuse of Freethinkers is entirely
foreign to the issue.
While "conversions " of dying Atheists to Christianity
is nothing " extraordinary," any more
than the return of "converted Jews"
to the religion of their ancestors at the
approach of death, there were many things
reported in connection with the asserted
conversion of Pasco Hodges which called
for doubt. The miraculous color given to
it threw suspicion on the whole story.
Father Seahill has now reduced the tale to
its merely hnm~~on terms, and it may be
substantially true, yet the fact, as stated
by the priest, that one of the former
"unbelieving" friends of the dead man
wrote a letter to a Wilmington paper about
the affair excites onr curiosity again, especially as Mr. Seahill says that the article was very "amusing." We shall be
under obligations to whoever can get ns
into commnnicat·ion with a real Freethinker of Wilmington or vicinity, or whoever will send ns a copy of the paper containing the letter in question. Perhaps
Rev. Mr. Seahill will kindly forward us
the paper.
Since the preceding paragraphs were
written we hav found the following excerpt
from the Wilmington Star in the Boston·
Investigator. Now, we ask the Rev. Mr.
Seahill: Who has told the truth, yon or
the physician who attended Mr. Hodges?
Will yon answer?
Mr. P. H. Hodges, who came here some
three months ago with his wife and child,
and opened a boarding-house on Market
street between Front and Second, died yesterday morning, after an illness of several
days with pneumonia. He was from Norfolk, Va.; wns a member of the Catholic
church, and made many friends during his
brief residence here. His funeral will take
place this afternoon from St. Thomas' Catholic church. Some sensational reports were
current yesterday to the effect that Mr.
Hodges after death had come to life all:'ain,
and spoken to the attendants at his bedside
and then had expired. Bnt the physician
who attended him says there is no truth in
the report.
Mr. Hodges was delirious
some time before his death, and in his
ravings said that he had died twice before.
It was· this remark, probably, that gave
rise to the report that he had died, and
then came to life again.
By this we learn that Mr. Hodges was a
Catholic instead of an Atheist, consequently he was not converted from the
former to the latter on his death-bed.
Rev. Mr. Seahill said he was. Furthermore, he did not hav any Atheistic books
to be burned. Rev. Mr. Seahill said he
had. The man was simply delirious. Be·
hold what a big smoke a little fire sends
np when it is needed to conceal a fact.Eo. T. S.]
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beard. A well-known lawyer, who basalways entertained views somewhat adverse
to those of Colonel Ingersol1, sat near the
writer. After the lecture be was beard to
Eiited by Miss SuSAN H. Wn:oN, Fall remark that it was the finest discont'Be be
Ri.,er, Mass., to whom all Oommunica- ever beat'd.
'-iOTI-" for this Corner should be sent.
Colonel Ingersoll's lecture bas started
the ball to rolline here, and it is to be
hoped that it will continue to roll, until
"Retween the dark and the daylight,
some of these towering God houses will be
When the night is beginning to lqwer,
nomes a pause in the da:v's occupatiOns ,
converted into institutions of learning or
'!'hat is known as the Children's Hour.
of charity. The public school rears its
bead above several churches which stand
near by and seems to look down with areLincoln.
proachful countenance upon the structures
The dogs of war are loosed. To battle's fore
where, instead of reason, trU:tb, jnR'ice,
The heroes march to fight, to suffer, die.
charity, and education, only ignorance,
The mill is stopped. the s•ream crawls listless by; piety. and credulity prevail. Every time
The wife i• weeping at her sunny door;
J see the gloTions 11tars and stripeR kissin!?
The anxious mother's head is bowed and hoar;
the breeze above our public schools I look
The children mimic war with pompous crY;
into the future and see a brighter day
The maiden walks apart and heaves a sigh
dawnine-a day when that flag, the emFor lover groaning 'mid the battle's roa~.
blem of the free, will wave proudly and
Above the ruined home and fiercr-st fight
triumphantly above the cross; a day when
A figure glorified. all clothed in cloudour public institutions will no longer be
A nob'e. gentle soul, but firm for right,
Supreme in wit, •ublim9, but never proudthrottled by the clutches of sectarian bigIn benediction stretches forth his handots; a day when humanity· will be the only
Four million fetter• fall at his <'ommancl.
religion, and every human being can giv
utterance to that sublime sentiment of
-WALTER W. CLARK.
Thomas Paine: "The world is my conntTy; to do, good my religion."
George Washington.
GEo. J. REMSBURG.
George Washington, like me, was once
[Atchison cannot remain long in priestly
A litf.le boy at school;
He studied hard and was no dunce,
domination with snob a feat' less eXpounder
And kept thfl Golclen Rule;
of the trntb as our friend George within its
And by his noble, manly ways
limits. He is right in regard to the pubA diadem has won,
lic school. It is the most potent influence
With honors ani! a fame that blaze
Like noonday's brightest sun.
in America, but it will be still more effectiv
when made entirely secular, as by right it
And why may I not hav a name,
When I grow np a man,
should be. No Bible reading or prayers
As great and good in noted fame
should come into these nurseries of the
As other heroes can?
young. Thanks for appreciation of our
I think I may-will do my best,
And set my standard highefforts,-ED. C. C.]
Work for my country's weal with zest
And naughty things decrY.
-HoMER

L.

MINNICK

Corresvondenc~.

ATOIDPoN, KAN., Feh. 5, 1894.
Miss SusAN H. WIXoN - Esteemed
Frien 1: It bas been some time since Ilast
wrote to you ani! my Corner frienfls. I
don't believe I bav written since I ret.nrneil from tbe Fair. I did not get to
the Fair during the Freethinkers' Conerase, and I was very much disappointed.
I was rejoiced to bear that the Congress
was such a grand success. I read vonr
splendid addre~s with pleasure, and I desire to congratulate yon upon it. Your
Poem on Robert Burns in a late issue of
THE TRUTH SEEKER was a beautiful production. The birthday of Burns is generally celebrated by the Scotch-American
cilizens of Atchison, but they did not celebrate this year on account of dull times. I
celebrated the event by paying a tribute
to him in one of our local Papers.
I bav been having a little lPisnre of late
and bav devoted a portion of it to Freetbm,ebt missionar.v work. Atchison is a
good fielil for missionary work, as a laree
portion of bPr citizens are skeptical eonearning the Bible and Christianity. The
city bas about fifteen cburcbes, bowevPr,
when one-third as many are all, and really
more than the town needs. It often reQnirPB much exertion on the part of the
ebnrcb people to get out a crowd when a
revival is in progre~s, and they oft.en rePort to deceptiv plans in ori!er to draw a
CTowd. As an in11t.ance I might mention
that two noted (?) evangelists recentlv
held a series of what they called "Union
Gospel Meetings" here, and in order to
att.ract the people they advertised on a
certain evening that two meet.ings, nne at
Pacb cbnrcb, would be held- on" for
"women only," and the other for "men
only." Naturally enough it bad the desired effect. The people, ont of curiosity,
tbrongPd both cbnrcbes, as is genPrally
tbe case when such meetings arP announced. Bnttbey werA deceived. They
heard nothing more than the ordinary
droll religions sermon. There was nothing in either sermon that could eiv rPason
fnr the sex ilistinction thus made. Yet it
ifl eVPr m. Nine times out of ten a preacher
will ileceive the people if be thinks it will
add to his congregation, for the larger the
congre~?ation the more money will be
placed in the contribution· box.
I venture to say that our citjzens would
rather li~ten to the gifted and eloquent
Colonel Inger!loll than all these traveling
""ind-bags" known as evaneelists who
ever visiteil Atchison. 'f'bis was evinced
by the hearty greeting they gave Colonel
Ineereoll when be lectured here on
"Myth and Miracle" recently. The best
nnd most intellieent people of the city
turned out to listen to the man who
bas· made the pulpits all over the land
-tremble by his thunderbolts of eloquence
and logic. This was one instance when
tbe people did not f!O away deeeived, bnt
rather went away doubting the myths
and miracles of the so-called Christian rE>Iieion. As the strains of eloquence fpll
frnm t.hf'l lips of the speaker, the people
sat almost charmed and motionless. The
drop of a pin could bav been distinctly

OsKALoosA, JA., Feb. 11, 1894.
DEAR MISS WIXoN: Pardon me for the
liberty I think I take in addressing yon,
since it is stimulated through tbA interest
my little boys manifest in the Children's
Corner of TB:m TRUTH SEEKER of wbicb yon
are editor. I am a very poor man, misfortune seeming to bav ever marked me for a
special victim; hence bav never been able
to furnish proper reading for my family
and thus a f!reat luxury bas been denied
them as well as myself. I was long ignorant of the status of my ideas of
Bibles, gods, devils, etc., or the proper
names applied to snob belief; however,
now, thanks to generous and kind friends,
who bav sent me books and papers, I beein to find out who and what I am. THE
T.RUTH SEEKER is sent to us by an old
friend in California and my children as
well as myself take a ereat interest in it,
and they (the children) importuned me to
write for their Corner in the pll,per, and
you cannot realize the actual joy or pride
I realize to note the drift of their young
hearts and minds. I feel it the highest
duty I owe to assist, guide, counsel, and
ilirect these jewels of my life, and when
I was made aware of .their desire in this
direction, I not only gave them my consent, but proposed to assist them; and
would write to you also, and tell you about
them, and it is to fnlfil that promis to
them t.bat this letter is written. Hopinf!
you may not think me discourteous, and
wishing yon a jovons and happy sojourn
through your worthy and useful life, I remain,
Your grateful friend,
w. H. MINNIOK.
[Thanks, brothel', for your kind letter.
You are not poor, but rich in the possession of those splendid children, inestimable jewels, worth more than millions.
You bav reason to be a proud and happy
man.-ED. C. C,]
OsCEoLA, S.D., Feb. 1, 1894.
MISS WIXoN, Kind Friend: As it bas
been a long time since I last wrote to the
Corner, I thought !would write again and
occupy a email space in its columns.
There are not many Freethinkers out
here, although very few profess religion.
There are two churches quite near us;
neither bas a very large attendance. They
are holding revival meetings in one of the
cbnrcbes and are trying to catch bold of
the sinners, but bav not caught many yet.
and I guPBB they never will, for tbe world
is getting too far advanced to believe
everything that comes along.
I think Rest n's pictures sometimes
look verv cruel; but just turn to the Bible
and read the chapters and then look at the
pictures and it all sePmB real. I hope tbat
in the future religion will be banished
from the f'artb forever, and education and
common ~ense take its place. The people
would be better for it, although it will
take many yeaTs to do it.
I corresponil with a young lady in
Bundysbnrg, 0.-Miss Lma Fenton. It
is very interesting and pleasant. We
write long letter!!. My uncle used to liv
near Bnnil:vsbnrg, and so when T ~aw one
of Miss Fenton's letters in the Comer I
thought I would write to bel', and I would
like to correspond with some of the other
Cornerites about my age, which is fifteen.

1894.

As my letter is getting tiresome I will
close by giving three cheers for the grand
old TRUTH SEEKER and all of the noble
workers who are making progress with
good words and bard labor. Many kind
regard!l and good wishes for yourself.
I remain, as ever,
. Your Liberal friend,
GRAOE A. MILLER.
[Very glad to bear from Grace once
more.-ED. C. C.]
WoRCESTER, MAss., Feb. 21, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXo'lll': I bav not written to
yon for quite a long while, but take the
p]eRsnre now, and inclose a abort poem.
The old TRUTH SEEKER is getting better
and · better. Geo. Macdonald is doing
some clever work. I see a Correspondence
Club is to be formed. I like the idea, and
hope it will succeed. All the Cornerites
should get right in and lift, and make the
scheme a " go."
To-morrow is the birthday of "the
father of his country." I don't suppose
that .Washington was a perfect man, but
be was great. He was strom!' where other
great men bav been weak. He conquered
on the field of battle. But other men won
greater fields. He bore up in adversity.
But others buv shown fortitude as great.
Great generals bav conquered the nations
-bav brought the world under their will.
But Washington did what they could not
do, be conquered himself and brought his
·fiery nature under his control. With those
who can conquer others, the great battle,
the greatest conquest is with and of themselva. Yours for tbonebt, and lots of it,
WALTER W. CLARK.
[We are glad to get a letter from yon,
Walter, and hope you never will forget
the Corner, never. We agree with a]] yon
bav written above.-ED. C. C.]
HUTOIDNSoN. KAN., Feb. 5, 1894.
Miss SusAN H. WIXoN-Dear Friend:
Southern Kansas is seldom beard from
through the columns of your enlightened
Corner.
We were greatly favored on December
12th and 13th by two lectures from Prof.
J. E. Remsburg, wbicb were highly appreciated bY. those present. There are a great
many Liberals here, but few outspoken.
ThA Methodist Episcopal church held
revivals nere for three months in sncces-.
sion, and as much harm was done as good.
It led to stealine, for several parties lost
their horses and buggies. I went several
times, and I don't think I was enlightened
on the subject called religion-it only disgusted me more.
This being my first attempt I will not
tire the readers with a long letter.
I should bav written sooner in reply to
Miss McCoy's, of St. Joseph, Mo., letter.
My time is very much occupied. I assist
in my father's office (con.nty treasurer).
Your friend,
CLARA CooTER.
[To assist your father in business 'is
much more creditable than to be helping
the cause of ignorance and superstition.
We are glad to number Clara among our
friends.-ED. C. C.]
OsKALoosA, !A., Feb. 12, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: Papa says yon like
the Freethinkers' children to write to yon
for the Corner. I am one, and this is my
first letter. I go to the Lincoln school
here. There are eight rooms. I am- in tbe
fifth B class. I am eleven years old. I
bav a sister and brother older than I at
home, and two younger brothers. Two of
my little brothers, and one sister, died last
year.
I hav sent yon some verses papa made
up for me to P.peak in school, when the
teacher wanted us to speak something
about Washington. Papa makes most of
our pieces. If this is good enough for the
Corner, I will · write more next ~ime.
Kind regards to yon a,nd all Corner writers.
Holi!ER D. MINNIOK;
[If Homer's good ideas are carried into
practice, and no doubt they will be, be
will become one of the smartest and bravest of men-perhaps be president of the
United States-who knows?-ED. C. C.]

first part of October. Matllma went with
him. She came back in about three weeks
Papa went to California for his health and
is not back yet. He used to take 'Tn
·TRUTH SEEKER most of the time, but now
be sends bo1_!1e a few once in a while. I
guess be will be glad to bear from me. If
Tlapa bad been home my sister and
I would bav gone to school in Hillsboro or Caledonia this winter, but we expect him home soon, and then we can go
to school the latter part of the winter. A
week ago it was fine weather. But now it
is cold again. I will stoP for this time.
Yours truly,
HELEN MUNTER.
[Will Helen tell the Corner about the
town abe live in when ~he writes again?ED. C. C.]
OsKALooSA, IA., Feb. 12, 1894.
MISS WIXoN: Brother Homer wrote you
a letter for- the Children's Corner to-day,
and I thought I would do so too. I go to
school and am in the fourth room, B clSBB.
We never saw THE TRUTH, S111EXER until
Mr. N.C. Creede, of LosAngele!l, Cal., sent
us some. He is an old schoolmate of
papa's, and pa and· be were lost to each
other for nearly thirty years. Pa thinks
much of him, so do all of us, for be bas sent
us lots of reading, books and Papers, and
sent us his photograph too. We all 'like
kinil, good people; ilon't :von? Pa does
not let us go to Sunday-school or church,
but tells us to wait until we eet older and
bav more knowledge. Will write again
perhaps if this is suitable for the Corner.
Your little Agnostic friend,
FRl!lDDIE MINNIOK (9 years old).
[Lovely boy-,-yes, we like all kind, good
people, and hence the Minnick familv bas
a warm place in out' beart.-ED. C. C.]
PULiiMAN, WASH., Jan. 25, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is my first letter to the Corner. I am twelve years old;
I go to school; I study reading, arithmetic,
spelling, history, geography, and writing.
My teacher's name is Wallace SavaJle, and
he belongs to the Catholic church, but be
does not sav anything to the school about
it. My father is a farmer; be live four
miles from Pullman, Wash. I like to go
to church and bear what the preachers
~ay, but I do not believe their big stories.
My father bas taken THE TRUTH SEEKER
for many years; . I like to read the Children's Corner very much, and to look at
the pictures. My father and mother are
both 'Infidels. My little sister bas a dog
bytbe name of DomPedro; be was named
aftet' the emperor of Brazil. I would like
to bav some of the children of the Corner
correspond with me. Your frien'd,
ALIOE v. HUBBARD.
OsoEoLA, S. D., Feb. 1, 1894.
MISS WIXoN: This is my first attempt to
write to the Corner. My uncle takes THE
TRUTH SEEKER and I think we could not
do without it.
I go to school, and study reading, history, arithmetic, geography, and spelling.
We bav a good teacher; his name is Mr.
Foss. We liv nearly two and a half miles
from ecbool. I bav some nice story books,
and < ne is "Little Lessons for Little
Folks," and mv sister bas ''The Story
Hour," which I like to read very much.
I bav two pet lambs that are cute; I can
bav lots of fun with them. I think I bav
written enough for this time, and if this
escapes the waste-basket I will chat with
yon again. I am thirteen years old and
proud to say, a Freethinker.
J AJI!ES B. MILLER.
[And we are proud of James.-ED, C. C.]
'

ANDoV'RlR, KAw., March 1, 1894.
DEAR MISR WIXoN: I will write yon my
first letter to the Children's Corner. I am
ten years·· old. I go to school. I study
reading, geogTapby, arithmetic, spelling,
a.nd grammat'. My teacher's name is Miss
Hattie Weeks; abe is a religions lady. My
papa takes THE TRUTH SEEKER. In it be
saw two letters from Mr. Jacob Saltsman's
small girls. Papa sayR be was well ,acquainted with Mr. Saltsman when be lived
in Indiana, sixteen vears ago. My papa
was at the World's Fair and also back in
Mr. Saltsman's town (Waterloo), and he
MEOHANIOSBURG, 0., Feb. 5, 1894.
says be inquired about him. They bav
DEAR Miss WIXoN: As I am a conPtant Snnda:v-scbool here, but we do not attend.
reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER and take a
From your friend,
TINA WOLF.
great interest in the Corner, I bav a clip[And
so
we
gather
them
in,
the precious
ping from the Meigs CoJinty Tribune
wbicb I thought would be very appropriate darlings of the Freetbongbt fold.-ED.
for it.
C. C.]
Yon will remember me as one of your
number at the Chicago Convention. With
CENTJllR WARD, Jan. 22, 1894.
best wishes I am sincerely yours,
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I bav never written
G. B. VAN NESS.
to the Corner, so I thought I would write a
LTbanks for clipping-very good. Yes, few lines. I am eight years old. I go to
we recollect yon very well.-ED. C. C.]
school and read in the Second Reader.
I study reading, writing, Ppelling, _grammar, counting, and geography. Well, I
CALEDONIA, N.D., Jan. 25, 1894.
guess this letter is long enough. Hoping
DEAR MISS WIXON: I will now take the to see this in print, I remain,
liberty of writing you a few lines. I am
Your little friend,
twelve years old, and am not going to
CHRISTEENA LINDSAY.
school for a few months, through the cold
[Describe the town yon liv in, next time
weather, as yon know Dakota is a cold
state. Papa went to the World's Fair the you write.-ED. C. C.]
I>
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estimation in which Mr. Remsburg is held
as one o~ the most serviceable workers for
progresBlv t~onght in this progressiv age.
Unless otherwise specified, all publicaThe publishers deserve great credit for
tions noticed here can be had of THE the get-'!lP 9f the book, which is as satisTRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price ~actory m Its making as in its matter. It
18 a book that every Liberal must own
named.
RoBERT C. AD.AMs. '
read, and lend.
ABRAHAM LINcoLN: WAs HE A CHRisTIAN?
By .Tohn E. Remsburg, Cloth, $1; pa- A CHORUS OF FAITH, AS HEARD IN THE
pARLIAMENT OF RELIGIONS HELD IN
per, 50 cents.
C.HWAGo, September 10-2'7, 1893. ComWhether Abraham Lincoln was a Chrisp~led and With an Introduction by .Ten·
tian or not is of no importance as a test of
km :t;.lo;vd .Tones.· Chicago: The Unity
the truth or falsity of the Christian religPublishing Company. Price, 50 cents.
ion. Men of. greater intellectual attainMr . .Tones dedicates this work "To
ments than he,hav been Christians, and the laborer~ who are making the great
equally good me~ hav. been nnt;>~lievers>- prophecy history ; the believers in the
But the questiOn 1s a most \Important universal religion of character, the church
one as affecting the public estimation of of. humanity," The "compilation conthe evidences of Christianity. The masses tams one hundred and sixty-seven exof mankind are influenced by authority trac~s from one hundred and :fifteen difrather than by private judgment, and the ferent authors, all of them taken from the
power of names is still potent.
utterances of the main Parliament." The
As Christianity has no case against Free- book has a purpose; the passages hav been
thought it invaria}Jly adopts the maxim, selected to show "the essential unity of
"When yon hav no case abuse the plaint- all religions faiths at their best," the "funiff's attorney." _Confronted by the argu- damental harmony in human nature made
ments of EvolutiOn and the Higher Criti- apparent by the 11oblest utterances of its
cism, the defender of Christianity :finds representative." Mr. .Tones thinks that
himself without logical reply and is re- the spirit of the Parliament was broadenduced to shouting: "Rousseau was im- ing, liberating, elevating-. He says that
moral, Voltaire died in distress, and Paine here "the Brahmin forgot his caste and
was a drunkard. Show me an :J:n:fidel who the Catholic was chiefly conscious of his
was a good man, or who ever did anything catholicity. Here the Presbyterian laid
for the world!" If it can be shown that aside his creed, the Baptist ro.se above his
the Great Emancipator was an Infidel, it close communion tenet, the Methodist
would do more to affect three-fourths of tunneled under his disciplin."
" The
the American people favorably in their ea-. Parliament demonstrated the essential
timate of the merits of Rationalism than piety of Terrence, when he said, 'I deem
would be done by any number of volumes nothing foreign that is human.' "
·
of doctrinal argument.
But, generally speaking, only the broadFor this reason Mr. Remsburg's book is est minds went into the Parliament, and
one of the most important works that the so we cannot be too sure that the tolerant
Liberal press has ever issued, and right utterances of the speakers are indices of
well has the task proposed been performed. the best religious thought of the age. We
No more thorough analysis of testimony are inclined to think that they came more
has ever been made, and no more exhans- often from the brains of men who cling to
tiv search for evidence has been pursued. nothing in religion but the name and a
As an example of critical examination of va~me faith in a God of some kind. Any
witnesses, the book will interest every definition of religion· that makes it chiefly
reader and secure commendation irrespec- something other than a theory of man's
tiv of personal opinions. Its perusal car- relation to supernatural persons1 places,
ries one along with the interest of a and conditions is a definition tnat does
detectiv story, and the incidental glimpses violence to truth and deceives the masses
that are giveu of the great president's life of the people. The Archbishop of Canterand characteristics throw a charm over the bury and the hot-headed politician, BiRhop
whole volume.
A: Cleveland Coxe, refused to attend the
The result of the investigation leaves no Parliament. They certainly are not nearly
room to doubt that Lincoln lived and died so ,lovable, as men, as many who did atan Infidel. Of twenty witnesses to his tend, but as theologians and Christians
Christian belief ten were clergymen, who, thev are far more logical and consistent.
from the nature of their profession, might Christianity has been in the world for
be susceptible to bias; whereas one hun- eighteen centuries, and during that period
dred witnesses testify to the contrary. .All it has preached the gospel of exclnsiv salthe stories of his conversion prior to 1862 vation. When it give up that dogma it
are disposed of by his letter in that year ceases to be Christianity. This the Archto .TndgEl Wakefield, in which Mr. Lincoln bishop of Canterbury perceived clearly
says: "My earlier views of the unsound- when he wrote to Rev. .Tohn H. Barrows:
ness of the Christian scheme of salvation, . ·"The difficulties which I myself feel
and the human origin of the scriptures, are not distance and convenience, but rest
hav become clearer and stronger with ad- on the fact that the Christian religion is
vancing years, and I see no reason for the one religion. I do not understand
thinking I shall ever cbanl<'e them." The how that religion can be regarded as a
statements that he was converted after member of a Parliament of religions with1862 are met by the fact that the change out assuming the equality of the other inwas unknown to his wife, private secretary, tended members and the parity of their
law partner, executor, and .most intimate position and claims."
Bishop Coxe wrote:
friends. Surely their testimony is better
" My ml\ster says of Confucius and of
than that of those who would gain glorification for themselvs, or honor to their Buddha-' they are thieves and robbers;'
cause, by claiming the president as their that is, however conscientious and virtuconvert or associate. Mr. Lincoln's ous they may hav been as poor benighted
honesty and sincerity were so great that gentiles, they hav rebbed him of millions
concealment of such a charge would hav of souls who should hav been sheep of
been an inconsistency less probable than his pasture. They hav robbed those souls
the mistake or even falsehood of witnesses. of the only light that is the light of truth;
While, to the logician, Mr. Lincoln's re- the only true light that is the ' life of
ligions belief is not to be counted ae an man,' the only true' Light of the World.'"
There spoke gennin, logical, historical
argument in favor of its truth, it is certain
What · our kind· hearted,
that when the fact becomes known that he Christianity.
was a Freethinker, a vast deal of prejudice g-enial, justice-loving friend, Jenkin Lloyd
will be dispelled. To those who would Jones, and ethers of his school are working
claim for Christians a monopoly of human· for and illustrating is hnmani81D partially
ito.rian virtues, there can be no more instructed by science and touched with
Powerful reply than the picture of the In" supernaturalism.
:fidel president as drawn by Mr. Remsburg:
"In the darkness of night, on a bloody THE LAST SONG OF JEREMIAH HACKER.
Price, 15 cents.
:field of the Peninsula, he bent beside the
The author of these sensible reflections
prostrate form of a dying soldier of the
South, and while the hot tears rolled down is ninety-four years of age. He was a
his furrowed cheeks, soothed . him with stalwart worker for religions liberty when
words of tenderest sympathy, and, by the · most of us were boys and girls at play.
dim rays of a lantern, took down from his The. father of the writer of this took Mr.
lips a message to his mother, and sent it Hacker's paper, the Portland PleasU1'e
by a flag of truce into the enemy's lines Boat thirty-five or more years ago, and
to be transmitted to his home." By such we h~v always had kindly thoughts for the
eXBnlples Christians will learn in time that old "Friend" who so many decades ago
men can be tender hearted even if they do spoke often of his loved "mate" Mary,
who helped him sail the Boat on the
not believe in hell.
The only criticism against the work from stormy waters of theological hate. 'Ye
a Christian standpoint would be that it is hope he will sell at least ten thousand copies
the argument of an advocate, rather than of his "Last Song,'' for he needR the
the impartial examination of a judge. Mr. money. Jeremiah Hacker livs !'t VineRemsburg's zeal and fervor, as an apostle land, New Jersey, and is still engaged in
of, Freethonght, of course, are manifest, the :fight for Freethonght.
and he sometime!' give utterance to impetuous denunciation, or withering sarcasm, A NovEL PRoPoSITION. Revolutionizing
the Distribution of Wealth. Farm
that will not be pleasant reading to a
Products Moved as Mail Matter at a
Christian, Yet it is hard to see how a
Uniform Rate for All Distances. By
fairer analysis of evidence, or a more conDavid Lubin. Sacramento: D. John9lnsiT summary of its results, could be
ston & Co.
made by the most judicial mind; while to
A collection of miscellaneous newspaper
the Freethinker the author's comments
and enthusiastic outbursts are most re- articles, letters, .etc., whose purpose is exfreshing, and increase the already high plained by the tttle of the pamphlet.

WIFE WANTED

Who will be a. help to an honest workingman in securing a. home which both can
enjoy. Must be a. believer in no religious
creed, a. neat and economical house-keeuer
and cook. Age 25 to 30, hight 5 feet 5 inches
to 5 feet 9 incheij, wei~ht 140 or more. have
blue eyes, light complenon, and light or golden
hair. Maidens of this description, rich or poor,
wherever you are (I liv in Indiana.), please write
·a.t once, if my description suits you. I lloill a. bachelor, age so, hight 6 feet. weight I50, have dark
gray eyes, dark complexion and hair. Am a.
mechanic, farmer's son: would live in town if
wife has suffiCient means and desired me to.
Have no licentious or intemperate habits, am
reB.!'ona.blY industrious and economical, trust¥,
truthful, fair-minded, orderly, plain and practical, steady, quiet and una.isuming, average
hea.tth, Ja.ir school edu~a.tion, love home better
than society, and will be a. trne and loyal husband
to the right one. Who Will b' th ..t one? Ladies~
will you write to me. Good references furnishea
when required. Address "A," care Truth Seeker
Co., New York.
2t21

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
BBING

A Popular Account of the formatlen and Developmen
of the Canon.

By BRONSON D. Kl!IELEB.
OoNTBl'ITS: The Hebrew Canon, The New testlloillent. The Early Controversies. The Bookil a.t
First Not Considered Inspired. Were tbe Fa.tbers
CompetentT The Fathers Quo~ed as Scrivture
Boolis Which are Now Oa.lled Apocryphal. 'rhe
Heretics. The Ohristia.n Oanon.
Ptoner. 110 aauts: aloth. 75 aants.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
;Examination of the Morals and Hilltory
of the New Testament.
Bv Pao... II'. w. NB-Att.
Prtae liii\IADGIO.

.Just Out.-25 Cents -Five Copies for $1.
A Liberal living in Michigan said once that he wonJd give $25 &
~ to ha.ve the Oi-imes of Pi'ea.ohers recorded, as the trequent lapses
of 'l'irtue of the ministers showed how little value Ohristi&nit:r
pOSsesses to ma.ke men moral.
We have ins~ issued $he Fourth Edition of the book dol.na thil
'The additions for t):ris new edition of ~e

"Crimes of Preachers"
.-haws nearly 400 oases of ministerial conduct. While those in previous editions show that within a. iew years a.bt.ut

1300 :MINISTERS HAVE BEEN GUILTY
ol one kind or a.nother of criminal conduct. Mos., of the crimes
&re against women, for the fair sex are at once th.3 weakness ana
the strength of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
•l~>r.'l:Y·
·
Notwithstanding the many additional pages, we have keJ>t the
price tbe same, 25 cents. Send for a copy, and confound the church- -••~~o.ot~~
mPn. Shciw them just wha.t ·sort of scamps are the clergy who have
Jlosed the World's Fair on Sunday. because it is so holy a day thJ.t to look upon ma.ohlner:r or
ll&intings in this period is "immoral.''
Addre1111
'l'JIE 'l'RTITII SF.EK•:R «10MI'AN\".

REDUCTION IN -PRICE OF A UREA r BOOl
With the

eighth edit;oa .,.

~·winwood Reade's "Martt,.
dam of Man," the cost 111

Iproduction

has been ,.,,

t

, sened so that we can reauc1

. the prtCii frorn $1.76 to

$1.00.
l'be book bas bnd a Phenomenal

~ale

loT

S\)

beretica.l a. 'l;f'Orkbseoond only to Helen

' Men, Women, and Oods.' a.noi ws dva Q'U readers the pecnma.ry enefit of i~. The

"MA11~rYRDOM

•

Ga.rde~Mrt

OF MAN"

IJI& very interesnngl.Y Plt:tured ~ynopsiP of umversa.l b1story, showing what the race has under!! or.-,
-its martyrdom-in It• ride to its present ola.ne. It s1ows bow War and Religion hnve been opprtll!
llive factors in man's Rtruggle for Libert¥, and the last chapter, of some 150 pages, describb~ hu
mtellectual struggle from tbe anim!ltl penod of the earth to the present, adding an ouMine of w!J.a,
ihe author conctives would be a religton ot reason and love. The chapters are:
UT
!£gy-pt. Western Asia., the Persia.r~s, the Greeks, the Ma.oedonia.ns, Alexandria ~'"
~· l .d.
• Pbenicia.n~. Ca.rtha.!le and Rome, Roman Africa.. the Arabs.

'R
RELIGION
L1 BERTY •

The Natural Historr of Relunon, the Israelites, the Jews the Pro11bete
• Ohara.cter 9f ~esu~ 7 tbe. Chri•tianshAra.bi~ Me<:ca,., Oha.ra.cter ,of Mob am
med, Descnpt10n oi Africa.. the Mo a.mmeua.ns m uentra.l Afrwa..
Ancien$ Europe, Invasion of the Germans the -Oa.stle the Town lb"
Church, Venice, Arab B]la.in, the l'ortn~ues~~,. Discoverer,!!_, the Slave 'l'ra.dA
Abolition in Europe, AbolitiOn in !menca.. lVla.teria.l8 of Human HistorY
~TELLECT Animal Period of the Earth, Orig_in of Man and Early Hi•tru:-~
~
8ru¥mary of Universal History, The Fntu.ooe of the Human Race 1'111•
·
B~ligion of Rea.eon and Love.
..... reduood ~rem $t. ')'IJ) to a1.00.
AddreSB
TilE TRUTH SEEKER,
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r-RJR.vette -:>lR.oA.

Nf!W y 0•'1'.\-.

1HE KbSURRECTION OF JESUS.
AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CoNTENTs: The Cbri·tian Dogma. of Salvation; The

Cbri~tia.n's

Belief; Why Wa.a

the Resurrection a. Secret Affair? The Age of a. Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
PiltLte's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus: Christ Before Herod; ANew Indictment
Aga.inet Jesus; Were the Guards Hired by 1he Priests? Pilate's Mbtive for Secreting
the Bodv; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection;

W~y

the Angel Bat on the Stone;

Mary's Visit; Angels; Rena.n's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identification; The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena.; The
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Roman Guards?
The Origin of the StorY; St. Paul's Account: St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Exlloillple; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The Testimony of
Contemporaneous Writers: Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration: Conclusion.

Pri'le, cloth, 75 cents; paper,
AddreE!I

40 cents.

THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York Oity,

71:¥4f !::~ 1o.fl74~~
Of • ,.., taiu year and $5 75 for l853 quarter dollar. High Ht premiums on eleven hundred va.rietie•

of United l:ltat R .nd forei~o coin< and st.mos. als '<Jonfedera.te money. Inclose stamp tor oo•t' ge
a.ud we will send you·free our 16-pa.ge Illu;tra.ted Catalogue showing what we buy. Do not delay,
but ,end toda.yi· 1eeping y_oa,Leves opeu :Y!l.U ~a.y pick up coins and stamps that will bring you a.
large amount o money, NA'J.'lONAL OOUI au., 682 Stock Exchange Building, Boston Maes. 16t1
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OUR NEWEST BOOKS.

ROBERT G.

Thumb~crew and Rack. Dlustra.tions soe·

cially _pre_pared, and the text by Geo. E. Macdonald. Paper,10 cen~.
Self-Contradictions of the Bible. Ninth
edition. Price, 15 cents.
·
Abraham Lincoln: Was He a ChristianT
By John E. Remsburg. Cloth, $1; paper, 50
cents.
Pen-Pictures of the World's Fair. Illus·
trated. By Samuel P. Putnam. Paper, 25
cents.
Religion a Curse, a Lie..! and a Disease.
By Samuel P. Putnam. J:'aper, 25 cents,
Design .Argument Fallacies. A Refutation of the Argument that Nature Exhibitli
Marks of Having Bee11 Designed !:!Y an Intelligent Being. By the Editor of TltE TBUTll
SEEKER. Paper,15 cents..
Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
By M. E. Billings, Paper, 25 cents.
Oi'\ly A utl).ori.zed Bditioll•·
Handbook of Freethought. By W. S.
Bell. Cloth $1; paper, 50 cents.
Pleasure and Progress: An Attempt to
Prove that the Pursuit of Pleasure is the stne
GODS AND OTHER LECTURES.
qua non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social
Comprising The Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individua.lity,jHeretios and Heresiu
Development, and t1iat the Promotion of
• Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Pleasure is the Duty of Philanthrop;y and
GHOSTS AND OTHER LECTURES.
.
Statesmanship. By Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
Including The Ghosts, Liberty of Man, Wo~au, and Child; ~e Declara.tio;t of lnqepend·
Oloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
ence, About Farming in Illinois, Speech Nomwatmg James G B\ame for Pres1d~ney m 1876, The Creation of God. Tra.cin~ the God·
The Grant Ba.nqnet, A Tribute to Rev. Alex. Cla.rke, The Past RISes Before Me L1ke a Dream.
Idea to Its Source. By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
and A 1'ribnte to Ebon C. IngersolL Paper,50cents; cloth, $1.
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Resurrection
of Jesus. By Don Allen.
SOME MISTAKES OF MOSES.
. ..
Contents: Some Mista.kes of Moses Free Schools, The Poht1CuJ.ns, Ma.n and 'fomai\, The
Cloth, 75 centst cloth, 40 cents.
Pentateuch Monda.y, Tnesda.:y, Wednesda.y, Thursday, He Made the Stars Aleo, Fnday, Satur· Facts and Fictions of Life. By Helen
da.y Let u~ Ma.ke Ma.n Sunday, The Necessi~ for a, Good Memory, 'rha Gar~en, !'he Fall,
H. Gardener. Cloth, $1j paper, 50 cents.
Da.mpness, Bacchus and'Babe~,Faith in Filth'hThe Hebrews, The Plagues, The Flight, Confess Woman,
Church and State. By Ma.tilda.
and Avoid, Inspired Slavery, marriage, War, neligious Liberty, Conclusion. Paper, 50 cents;
Joslyn
Gage. cloth, $2; leather, I!J.3.
cloth, $1.
The
Church
and Freethought. By Frank·
INTERVIEWS ON TALMAGE.
.
.
lin Steiner. Paper, 10 cents.
Being Six Interviews with the Famo:gs Orator on Six Sermons by the Rev. T. DeW1tt Talma.ge of llrooklyn. to which is added a 'l'a.lmagian Catechism. Paper, W cents; oloth, $1.25; The Giant Delusion. One of Otto Wett·
stein's Friendly Arguments with the Spiritucloth: gilt, $1.00.
a.lists. Paper, 10 cents.
BLASPHEMY.
,
Inquirer. By Andrew Ja.cobso:a.
Argument by B. G. Ingersoll in the Trial of 0. B. Reynol!ls\at Morristown\N. J. This is Bible
Paper, 25 cents.
.
the greatest argument ever made ln a case of this kind, and will oe a mpdel for tne bar ~o long
as the Christians use force to repress free speech. Its legal .acumen 1s unsurpassed, 1ts eloIN PRESS.
quence never equaled in a trial for ".blasphemy." Wherever Ph.rlstian persecution 1s going
on this arg]lment should be free!~ mrcnlated, read 'o the Chrl8tians, and expounded on every Four Hundred Years of Freethought.
By Samuel P. Putnam. Subscription book,
occasion. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
ele~ant binding, over one hundred porWHAT MUST WE DO TO BE SAVED f
,
tra1ts, $5.
Analyzes the so.called gospels of Matthew, Mark Luke, and John, and devotes a chapter
each to the Catholics, Episcopalians, MethodistshPresbyteri~~tns, Evangelic~! ~.ance 1 and ~n
swers the question of the Christians as to what e proposes lnB~ead of Christiamty-~he rehg·
ion of sword and flame. Paper, 25 cents.
THE GREAT INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY.
The famous Christmas Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the heated replies of the ministers, Self-Contradictions·· of the Bible - 144
and Colonel Ingersoll's rejoinders to the same. Paper, 25 cents.
Propositions proved Affirmatively and NegaTHOMAS PAINE'S VINDICATION.
tively by Quotations from.Scripture, without
A Reply to the New York 0/Jserver'B Attack Upon the Author-hero of the Revolution, by
comment. 40,000 sold. Pr1ee, 15 cents.
R. G. Ingersoll. Paper, 15 cents.
Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alike
LIHITATIONS OF TOLERATION.
,
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev.
A Disoussion between R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederick R. Ooudert, and Ex-Governor
Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price. 25c.
Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10 cents.
Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that Shaks·.
ORTHODOXY.
CIVIL RIGHTS SPEECH.
pere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents,
A Lecture. Paper, 10 cents.
With Speech of Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10 cents.
Thomas Paine-Was He Junius~ Second
OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY:
edition, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine.
In the snit of the B. & M. Tel. Co. vs. W U. TeL Co.,1886. Paper, 10 cents. .
Price, 10 cents.
CRIMES AG.A.I~ST CRIMINALS.
.
Junius, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas
•
Delivered Before the New York State Bar Association. Paper, 10 cents.
Paine. A refutation of M.D. Conway's
LIFE. A Prose-Poem. In color, on board, gilt edges, 9:.:13 (for mantel, wall, or easel), I!Ocents
objections to the identification of Paine as
Junius
and Casca. Price, 5 cents.
LITHOGRAPII OF R. G. INGERSOLL.
A LAY SERMON.
Addre•s THE TRUTH f'IEEl(ER,
22x28 inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents.
On the Labor Question. Paper, 5 cents
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
PHOTOGRAPH (CABINET) OF R. G. INGERSOLL, 50 cents.
m
"
"
" COLONEL INGERSOLL, WITH BABY BROWN.
~
(A home picture.) 50 cents.
PHOTOGRAPH (PANEL), 18 x 24 inches, $5. (IMPERIAL), 7~ x 13 inches, $1.50.
STAGE AND THE PULPIT.
.
An Interview on their Comparative Merits, and Opinions on "the Trial of the Chicagc
Anarchists, the Catholic Church, etc. Paper, 3 cents.
A. Consideration of the Doctrine
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.
INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
of Personal Immortality.
Centennial Oration. Paper, 6 cents.
Paper, 3 cents.
By OTTO WETTS TEJN.
INGERSOLL CATECHISED. Paper, 3 cents. BIBLE IDOLATRY. Paper, 3 cent&
A
Paper
reail
at the International Freeth ought
THE TRUTH OF HISTORY.
Congress !l,t Chicago, October 5, 1893.
Comments on the assertion by an evangelist that Colonel Ingersoll had become a Christian.
P:rice, 10 Cents.
had admitted that Thomas Paine recanted, and that his own children had joined the church
Paper, 3 cents.
Addre•s
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
~8 Lafayette Place, New York city.
INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE THE NEW YORK UNITARIAN CLUB.
The lecture iq a grand one, and Wlls received by the club with continuous applause from
beginning to end, whwh speaks well for the Unitarians. The pamphlet con tams 1~ pages,
beautifully printed. .!:'rice, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.
MEMORIAL ORlTION OX ROSCO~ CONKLING.
Delivered before the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Price, 75 centll.
Sommer Days at Onset. 84 pages. . IlGOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.
.
lustrated. Pric~ 25 cents.
One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote:"' In paper cover with likenes1 of
Woman: Four \.ienturies of Progress.
author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.
BY Susan H. Wixon. P~er, 10 cents.
INGERSOLL'S GRE \T ADDRESS ON THOMAS PAINE,
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
At the Paine celebration inN ew York city in 1892. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 50 cents.
12mo, 800 pp., $1.
INGERSOLL'S LECTURES IN ONE VOLUME.
Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
CO~l'ENTS.-'l'he Gods; Hum"boldt; Individuality· Thomas Paine; Heretics and Here.
Boys and Girls. 12mo, 883 pp., $1.25.
, sies; The Ghosts; The Liberty of Man Woman, and Child; The Centennial Oration, or DeclaThe
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand·
ration of Independence, July 4, 1876; \Vhat I Know About Farming in lllinoi!.j SpJe ·h M Cincinnati iu 1876, nominating James G. Blaine for the Pre~idencv~ The Pa~tnises Bofore 1\'Ie
some and Interesting BookhWithout Superstior, Vision of War, an ext.ract frnm a fu>eech made at the Solaiers' and Sailors' R uni >u
tion for Children and Yout . The Only Freeat Indianapolis, lui., Sept. 21 1876; A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll; The Grant Banquet;
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
Crimes· Against Criminals; Tribute to the Rev. Alexander Clarke; Somq Mistakes of .l\lo•es;
66 fnll-page ·illustrations and 25 smaller; large
What 1\Iu t We Do to be Saved? Six Interviews with Robert G. Ingersoll on Six Se1·mons by
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus·
the Rev. T. De Witt Talmage, D.D.·i: to which is adcled a Talmag1an Cateehism, aud Four
trated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Prefaces, which co•ltain some of Mr. ngersoll's wittiest and brightest sayings.
Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER CO
This...,olume has the greatest popularity, is beautifully bouncl in half calf or half moroco.mottled edges, 1,357 pages, good paper,large type, post 8vo. Prlc8, postpaid, $5.
LIBERTY IN LITERATURE.
Testimonial to Walt Whitman. "Let tts Pttt w,.eaths on the brows of the ltvinu." An Ad
dress delivered in Philadelphia, Oct. 21, 1890, with portrait of Whitman. Containing alst
BY DB. J. H. MENDENHALL.
COLONEL INGERSOLL'S ADDI~ESSA'r •rHE FUNEI~AL OFWAL'rWHI'I'a
MAN~ at Harleigh, Camden, N.J., March 30, 1892. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
TllE
PROSE·POEMS AND SELECTIONS.
Astronomical
and AstrologtcFifth edition, enlarged and revisecl. A handsome quarto. containing 3 '3 pag.es. This is
beyond question, the cheapest and most eletrant volnmo in Liberal literature. Its mechanical
al
Origin
of
all Religions.
finish is worthv of its intrmsic excellence. No expen>J has been spared to make it the th:ng <J'
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
beauty it is. The type is large and clear, the paper heavy, highly calendered~ andri·•hly tiute•
the ls.te Jonathan M. Roberts. P!;ice, 50 cents.
the presswm·k faultless, and the binding as perfect as the be;t materiah ana skill can make i
As to the contents! it is enough to say th.tt they include all of the choicest mteranceJ t
.\ddress THE TBB'rfl SEEKER.
the greatest writer on t 1e topics treated that has ever lived.
·
Those who have not the good fortune to own all of Mr. Ingersoll's published work•, wiL
have in this book of selections many bright samples of his lofty thought, his matchl"ss eJo. With Daughter's Babe Upon His Knee.
quence, his wonderful imager.v and his epigrammatic and Poetic power. The <·olleetion in
A new edition of that oplendid :!?rose I>.Oem,
eludes all of the "Tributes" that have become famous in literature-notably those to his broLt.e
"Life," by '"the prince of orators, ' Col. R. G.
Jil., C. Ingersoll, Lincoln, Grant, Beeche1·...,..Conkling, Conrtlandt M. Palmer, Mary I•'i <ke, Elizm In~ersoll.
It is larger and better than the old
nright: his peerless monographs on "The Vision of War," Love, Liberty, Art and Mora.lity
Science, Nature, The Imaginat10n,.,Decorntion Day OrationhWhat is l'oetry, 1\IusLl of Wagner ed1tion, and can be framed or_placed upon the
table
as
an
ornament. In the center of the card
Origin and Destiny," Leaves of l:trass.'' and on the great eroes of intellectual Liberty. Be
sides the~e are innumerable gem" taken here and there from the orations, speeches, ar _uments appear the portraits of the Colonel~~:nd the baby,
torrounded
by the prose poem, wh1ch has been
toast~ lectures, letters, interviews, and day by day conversations of the an thor.
The Look is designed for, and will be accepted by, admiring friends as a rare personal r1 uthfully desoribed as, "one of the masterpieces
the
orator
and ~;>oet who now, as far as we
of
10uvenir.. To help it serve this I>Ur);lose, a fine steel portrait, with auto~raph fac-simile, haE
oeen prepared especially for it. In the more elegant styles of binding 1t is eminent.y suited knuw stands"alone m ~he living world." It will
'a
delightful
present, and wlll be a •ouvenir
make
for presentation pnr);loses, for any &eason or occasion.
PniOEs.-In cloth 1 beveled boards, gilt edg~s~~2.50; in half morocco, gilt edges, $5; in half not only of intellectual greatness, but of arti. tic
It
is printed on heavy board, gilt
workmanship.
calf, mottled ~edges1 liorary •tyle, $4.50; in full ·.1-urkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely line, $7.50"
boveled edge. 'J he s1ze is. 12x16 inches, and the
in fiill tree calf, hignest
pqssible finish, $9.
·
.,
price only?5 cents, post-pa1d.
Any of the above sent to allY_addr~ by _fl_xpress, prepaid, or· mail~ post free,
TB..E TRUTH SEEKER
1!8 La!a:vette Place. New Yorl:.
~n_rec~ipt o~ price. .A.ddreli8 THE TRu·J:H SEEKER, 28 Lafa.yetto Pl., New York,

INGERSOLL'S

WORKS.

Works of W. H. Burr.

THE GIANT DELUSION.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Christianity a Fiction.

SUNDAY ScHooL TEACHlliR: ""What are
the heathens?" Briflht Boy: "Heathens
are people who don t qua.rrel ove~ re]ig.
ion. "-Good News.
MoTHER: "Did you pra.:y that you !llight
be made a. better girl?" Ethel: "I forgot
about za.t, but I prayed za.t Johnny might
be made a. better boy."-Good.News.

MAsTER (who has had the floor· laid in
concrete): "Well, cook, this is a.n im·
provement, eh?" Cook: "Yes, sir, it's
ever so much better since it's been comecrated."

Tlllli Rev. Dr. Firstly: "I trust my dear
young lady, yoli. ha.v decided ·to observe
Lent in a. proper spirit." Young Lady:
"Indeed I ha.v, doctor. I shall come
twice every Sunday to hear you preach."-..:

Chicago Journal.

SUNDAY-SCHooL TEACHER: "Tommy, I
was shocked to hear you swea.ring so dread.
fully a.t that strange boy when I came in."
Tommy: "I couldn't help, it ma'am. He
was making fun of our kind of religion.".,._

Chicago Tribune.
WICHITA, KAN., Feb. 23d.-" You are
lying under a. mistake," said Rev. Mr.

Woods to County-Attorney Boone to-day,
in the Law and Order League case, now being examined into by a. special court,
"And you a.re a. liar under no mista.ke,"
County-Attorney Boone retorted.
DuRING the miners' lockout a. Salvation
Army man, called Ha.ppyBob, shouted out,
" Come with us, dear friends. There are
no reductions a.t our colliery.". At this
some laughed, and he added: "It will be
no la.u~hing matter when you get to
heaven, for there'll be no Salvation Army
soldiers there."-London Freethinker.
IT is said that a well· known bishop of the
Episcopal church in a. Western town was
introduced to a. man who said that he was
a. 'Piscopa.l. The bishop was evidently not
much impressed by the man's manners,
and said to him, . "How shall I know
whether you are a.n Episcopalian or not?"
"Why," said the other, "'ca.use I do the
things that I ought not to ha.v done and
leave undone the things that I ought to
ha.v done, and there is no health in me."
"You'll do," said the bishop. -2"roy Times.
A VENERABLE and pompous English
bishop was having his portrait painted by
a.n eminent artist. After sitting steady for
a.n hour in silence, the churchman thought
he would break the monotony with a. re·
mark: "How are yon getting a.lc;mg?" he
inquired. To the astonishment of the
bishop the knight of the palette, absorbed
in his work, replied: "Move your head a
a. little to the right and shut your mouth."
Not being accustomed to such a. form of
address, his lordship se.i.d: "May I ask
why you address me in this manner?"
The artist, still absorbed in his work, said:
"I wa.nt.to take off a. little of your cheek."
The bishop colla.psed.-St. Louis Repub-

lic.

SAm the wise man, "A soft answer turn·
eth away wrath." A lady who believed in
this precept said to her four-year-old Nel·
lie, who is somewhat quick tempered, "If
one of your playmates speaks rudely to
you, return a. soft answer."
"Soft?"
'' Yel!l, Now run a.lon~ and play; mamma.
is busy." The child went out on the lawn
where a. neighbor's boy was mending
a. kite. She accidentally broke the kite
still more, whereby the boy was made
angry. " I don't hke you; you're a. horrid thing!" he se.i.d. Little Nellie's eyes
flashed, and she was about to reply with a.
very unkind remark, when suddenly recalling her mother's advice about a. soft
answer, she looked the boy right -in: the
eye, and se.i.dmeekly and soberly, "Mush.'•
A CLEAR CASE OF DESIGN.
"Are not two sparrows sold for a. farth·
ing? and one of them sha.ll not fall on the
ground without your father. But the very
hairs of your hea.d are all numbered.
Fear ye not therefore, ye are of more value
than many sparrows " (Matt. x, 29-31).
Ohl I a.m a. jolly Tape-worm
And I liv in a. gallant man,
Who labors every day, for me,
As hard a.s ever he can.
I gnaw his bowels every day, .
And fill him full of pain,
Till with the agony he writhes,
And the sweat runs down like rain.
Ohl I lie inside him and laugh
To see him work, and eat
Till he starves his wife and children,
To giv a. Tape-worm meat.
The ja.ws of my man make music
That sets me wild with glee,
And I chuckle with joy whene'er I think
How the good God cares for me.
I a.m only a. worm, I know,
And a. worm of low degree
And I bless the Lord with ;b my might
For making a. man for me.

THE TRUTH SEEKER .J.U.AR
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Goma of ~AougAt.
THE thought of death deludes us, for it
makes us forget to liv.-Chamtort and

Vauvenargues.

ONE person's opinion is frequently b.ased
upon the exploded opinions of others.-

Galveston News.
MEN hav no more right to choose the
amusements for other men than they hav
to choose their religion for them.-Investi-

gator.

t9i

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated.~
Jo.-

IT WILL
IT WILL

/

MANKIND, in the gross, is a _gaping monster who loves to be deceived, and is seldom disappointed.-Mackenzie, in "Man

MAKE YOU

CORNER

LAUGH.

THJ:..

of Feeling."

ALr.. lynchers, rioters, "political assas-

sins," are tyrants; they are the worst enemies of liberty, for they compel governments to relaps from civil order into the
barbarism of military rule.-:-Moncure D.

PARSON.

Conway.

HE who has been faulty in the management of his own concerns will not be able
to advise well with reference to those of
others. Those who are especially careless
of their own welfare are seldom remarkably attentiv to that of others.-Bocrates.

Bv WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Civen Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

PERHAPS the most valuable result of all
to mak& yourself
do the thing you hav to do when it ought
to be done, whether you like· it or not; it
is the first lesson which ought to be
learned, and, however early a man's
training begins; it is probably the last lesson he learns thoroughly. - Professor

Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisfs Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
1/saac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Huxley.

SUREr..Y, if anyone is persuaded, whether
rightly or wrongly, that his fellows are expending the best part of their imaginations
and feelings o_n a dream and a delusion,
and that by so doing moreover they are retarding to an indefinit degree the wider
spread of light and happiness, then nothing he can tell them about chemistry or
phychology or history can in his eyes be
comp!U'able in importance to tlj.e duty of
telling them this.~John Morley.
·

IT was to cancel the fall of man through
the first Adam that the second Adam had
to agonize in Gethsemane and bleed. on
Calvary. Do away with the Fall, and you
do away with the Rise. Call Adam a myth,
and Jesus does not require to be a reality.
lf, through Adam, we did not incur the
wrath of God, we did not require the
atonement by Jesus to restore us to his
favor. If the Adam :who got us into hell
. never existed1 why should a Jesus exist to
get us out of 1t?-Baladin,
THE growth of letters has been like that
of art, from the marvelous and mythical
to the natural and true. The tales and
legends of the ancient past were not of
common men and common scenes. These
could not impress the undeveloped intellects of long ago. A man of letters could
not deify a serf or tell the simple story of
the poor. He must :write to maintain the
status of the world, and please the prince
who gave him food. So he told of kings
and queens, of knights and ladies, of strife
and conquest, and the coloring he used
was human blood.-0. S. Darrow.
FoR twenty-four years the National Reform Association of professed Protestants
worked steadily alone to hav "the Christian religion " named and legalized as the
religion of this nation. In its twenty-fifth
y_ear, 1887, it secured the alliance of the
National Prohibition party and the National Woman's Christian .Temperance
Union, and with this additional power
c?ntinued its efforts for the legal recognit!on of the .Christian religion as the natiOnal religion. In 1888 this National Reform combination secured the alliance of
the American Sabbath Union representing
the l!reat '' evangelical " churches of the
country, and with increased power the
whole combination plied their efforts upon
the national government to secure the legal
recognition of the Christian religion and
the setting up of Sunday as the national
holy day, In 1889, the National Reform
Association, through the leadership of the
American Sabbath Union, secured the
l?ng-desired "cooperation " of the Cathohc church for national Sunday observance.
And in 1892 they were gratified with the
unanimous decision of the Supreme Court
?f the United States, declaring that "this
Is a Christian nation," thus giving national,
legal r~cognitio!l to the Christian religion,
and th1s was swiftly followed by the action
of Congres's in which Sunday was set up as
he Sabbath of the fonrth commandment
and of this :aation.-American 8entinel,
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REFERRING to the time-and place of the
first Christians, Renan says: There never
was an age so· naively credulous, and this
was exact!~ the age of the great outburst
of faith. The faculty in the human spirit
which reasons. seemed extinct; infantine
folly was-the common atmosphere. It is in
this kind (i)f milieu that religions are
founded. People lie, and then believe
their lie.
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. THE S!lnate has passed the Bland SeignIOrage. bill by a v ote of 44 to 31. .
MR. JEAN PAUL C:mE, president of Coinite
d'Etudes Morales, is seriously ill,

Tank 8jelo, the Swedish Freethought
paper Fritankaren under a new name; is
dead.
Sm JAMEs FITZJ'AMEB STEPHEN, jurist
and author, is dead. His most notable
book is "Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity."
THE New York Times has begun another
of its thorough exposures. This time it
has turned its search light on the penllion
frauds.
THE ambulance sur~eons of New York
hospitals continue to diagnose fatal illness
as alcoholism. Some removals are.. badly
needed.
THERE was a serious riot in Harlem on
Sunday, March 18th, in which the police
and the Italians participated. The police
were the aggressors.
AT Paterson, New Jersey, the silk dyers
and ribbon weavers struck, attacking and
driving out workmen who refused to quit
and destroying much property.
'
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STILL the Senate does nothing, except
make money out of the rise and fall of
stocks, which owe their fluctuations to its
manipulations of. the tarifi·schedules.

-_::J.--WAILING FOR TYRUS.

And they shall make themselvs utterly bald for thee, and gird them with sackcloth, and they shall weep for thee with
bitterness of heart and bitter wailing.-Ezek. xxvii, 31.
.
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Researches In Oriental History,

. THE Cataract General Electric Company
has received a :fifty year permit to operate
boats on the New York canals. Cost of
propulsion will be reduced at least :fifty
per cent.
·
_

WALTER. WELLMAN, the syndicate newspaper man, is going to make "a dash for
the North Pole "with a party of American
Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel· and Norwegian scientists. The expedition
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the
will return in the fall.
Derivation of Cb,ristianity;
KING BEHANZIN, of Dahomey, just preto which is added,
vious ·to his submission to t.b.e French
WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS~ called his mother into his presence, and;
telling her he wished to send a message to
By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
his father (who is dead), had· her beFourth Eclttton.
headed.
Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chapDESIRiil JOSEPH p AUWELS was blown to
ters.
Part H.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen pieces in the vestibule of the Madeleine
chapters.
Part m.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty church, Paris, on March 15th, by a bomb
concealed on his person. It is supposed
chapters.
PartiV.-Whence Ca'lle the Aryans? Five chaP· he intended to explode the bomb in the
ters.
congregation,
1
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GOD AND HIS BOOK:

When he had read this book Oolonel!ngersoll wrot!J to the author: "Yo:n h!Lve earned t~e
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast research\ of sound cntimsm~ or caustic
humor of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathing satire, of pamos and elog,nence. J.t Is one of
the heiviest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the JeWish God and the Bible.
Cloth, golJ letters, $1.25.

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that" Christianity ~le-r,ated the woman; it ~hfonded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child. The oJ?ject o~ Saladi;n s 'WO):"k
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has snocee(led. An English wnter said of 1~:
"This cPrtainly 1s one of the most marvelous books ever Issued from the press. The anthonties cited are unquestionable, and the result is convincing."
In two volumes, cloth. gilt lettered, $2.50.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A conden•ation of the known facts upon this snb)ec_t proving that Chris~ianity did nos
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. To which are added such comments
as only t;aladin can make. In paper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION.
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and science, and of the question whJ
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible ca.I.L be interpreted by modern scie
In paper, 20 cents.

THE prominent Belgian Freethinli:er
The style is forcible and terse. the reasoning
good, and as the facts up~n which the argument Victor Arnauld, died Jan. 17, 1894. H~
is based are largely Christian, our tb,ological
friends will have some hard nuts to crack if they was a delegate to the International Freethought Congresss at Naples .1869, and
attompt to answer them.-Boston Investigator.
This book is one of the most thorough ·and London, 1887. He was twice elected presilearned of the Freethought works that have come dent of the Belgian Freethought Federaacross the Atlantic.- The Freethinker, Lonaon.
Is a moet valuable contribution to the litera- tion.
ture of the nineteenth centnry.-Progresstve
A DIVISION of the army of the unemThinker.
ployed, which is to march upon WashingElegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.a0.
ton, will come from California. The San
Addre~~ all Mders to 'T'HE TRUTH SEEKER
Francisco /jtar (Single Tax paper) says
COMPANY, ~8 Lafayette Place, New York City.

Antiquity
Unveiled.

ROSES AND RUE.

-o-

Being Random Notes and Sketches. 6ome of its snblects are: A La.st Interview wo-_
Man of Uenms; An Essay on Stirpicultnre; Asceticism and Superstition; Ca.pital Punishment;
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Uods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be callw". Sa.la,:.
din's own bnok, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that lovers of -:-tronr •· _.,rature
like to read again aud again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $UiO.

A.notent' Votces
rrom the SptrH
Realm clisolose the
most Startztng Revelations.
-o-

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir W:alter Scqtt, being romantic. histori!Y..
page with the energy of a true and h1gh poetic genius.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents

_;4,

a.glow in "er'l

PfOVIng Christianity
to be of

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.

Heathen Origin.

The title poem is "' story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poems
are fresh, fragrant, thonghtfnt, and every verse reveals the thinker, observer, a.nd reformer.
Every page glows With passion and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.
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Price, - - - - •1.50.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B:y: one who endured it. Ba.sed upon a. manuscript in the poneaeion of B~Jadl!!·
In paper, 10 cents.
·

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.
Studies in Psychology. By one who was out down from the &'allOWII. Printed from m&Jlll•
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
.THE CONFESSIONAL.
B<.ing an exposure of tha.t infamous reli~ions rite. Contents: Li. ·tionsness of the PreReformation Church; Lechery of the ConfessiOnal; The Priest in Absc, :.on; Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; l!:xtraots from Dens and Liguori; Examination of tr.. <Jhurch's Claim to
ha.ve .!fostered Learning; Her Atte pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her Selflndul.B"enoe; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism
ln paper, 25 cents.
e
....,~~ ..n "' u .........,,.h -..'1~.-e••
'I"9JJI ~~ Si\EXF.B. 11 JA.f~ovetw Place- lif11111r Ylli!ho

CHARITY." POPIS AHD TI{£Jlt DOJHGS

A Leaftet sho·JVing th 't the oft-repeated Ohristia.n statement that lnftdels do not contribute
to nor found charities is a. falsehood. Itong_ht tc
be widely circulated to meet the calumny. Price
6 cents; 50 oents • dozen. Address Tmc TBuTB
SUJtU,III La.fa.;ret1t pla.oe, New York.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

L. K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday and the Sabbath.

A short stocy of clerical crime and villainy founded on fa.ot. Of this book the OJ>en Ooort.
said: "This novel will command the same, or more, interest tha.n Helen Ga.rdener's11tory, 'II
rhis Your Son, My Lord?'" In pa.per, 25 cents.
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Address

ACCOUNT OF

Yioars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
J?a.per, 50 oeuts; oloth, 'I'D oentt.

"A law

re~

lating human conduct on the Sal:Jjrath is· a nlmpertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of

a. minister's pra.ying God to kill grasshoppers,
or tnrfng to induce the Deity to undertake a.
crusade of one a.gainst the Colorado beetle!"
Price, 10 cents .

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Facti
Price, 5 cents.

Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane I Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.
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that the leaders, one of whom is Redstone
are rascals and should be promptly ar'rested.
A SooiA.LisT deputy in the French Chamber of Deputies in a recent speech showed
that protection ends in Socialism.. He
said that the government should import
as much wheat as is needed each year beyond the amount raised by French farmers,
and sell all at a price :fixed by law.
LABoUOHERE offered an amendment to
the Queen's address that. the power now
enjoyed by the House of Lords to prevent
the passage of bills shall cease. It was
adopted by a vote of 147 to 145. Half of
the members were absent at lunch and the
government will not consider it a mandate
to resign.
PRESIDENT PEIXOTo's fleet and the forts
attacked Admiral da Gama's insurgent vessels in Rio Janeiro harbor on March 13th.
The rebels did not return the fire and soon
surrendered, Da Gama taking refuge on a
French man-of-war, Most of the insurgent officers were subsequently taken off a
Portuguese vessel as it attempted to leave
theharbor. Ad~iral Melloi with several
of the insurgenrships, is sti 1 helping the
land forces of the rebellion in the southern
states of the republic.
GoVERNOR WAITE, of Colorado, l-as the
authority to remove members of the fire
and police boards of Denver. Several of
his removals hav been sustained by the
Supreme Court. Recently he removed two
police commissioners. They refused to
giv up their offices, and a subordinate
court enjoined the governor from further
action. .fie called out the militia, and the
police armed and held the city hall against
the state troons. General McCook ordered United States soldiers from Fort
Logan to preserve the peace. The contending parties hav now submitted the
dispute to the arbitration of the Supreme
Court,
·
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RIG-HT LIVING.
By SUSAN

H.

WIXON.

Ethici as Understood by a Stndent of Science. Sixty Chapters, as follows:
Right Living,
What i~ Hypocrisy?
In Re((ard to Concealed Vice,·
What is Morality?
Conscience or Moral Sense,
Beanttful Charity,
What is Ignorance? Selfishness, the Menace of So- Fidelity. the Giver of Strength
Knowledge the Great Treasure,
mety
and Honor
o,ncerning Education,
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Value of Wealth,
Conduct· or Right Doing
Life,
Avarice, Not a Means to Life's
Best End,
Virtue, the Dlnminator of Life, Is Reverence a Duty?
Prudence, an Economy of Life, Self-Reliance,
Good Nature, one of Life's Best
What Know Ye of Justice?
Self-Control.
Blossoms
Fortitude a Noble Possession,
Self-Resllllct
Reason and Free Inquiry
Temperance and Intemperance, Foolish Pride and Silly Preju- Free Speech,
ls the Use of Tobacco Dangerdice 1
.
A Free Press,
-·
ous?
Anger, ~he Distorter,
Rights of Animals,
Rights of Children,
Oultivation of Individuality, . The Angel of Forgiveness
Character, aJewelof Great Price, Observation a Great FaCilit;yj
·Human Rights: or the Equality
Idleness, another Narne for Loss, Perseveranee, the Friend of man,
of Man.
lndustr{, the Staff of Life,
Punctuality, a Promoter of Sue- Moral Cleanlines"..t.
Value o a Trade,
ces8
Politeness. The uentlemaR
Recreation a Necessity,
The Difficulties of Life,
Politeness. -Continued.- The
Games of Chance,
·
Temptation, the Demon on the
Gentlewoman,
•rruth and Falsehood,
h'2hway,
Best Sooiety,
What is an Oath? or the Worth Habit, Second Nature,
Progress; or Enlightenment:
of a Promise.
Power of Will,Wisdom.
Fraud a Crime,
Courage, a Necessity to Right
'l'he Poison of Slander,
· Living,
Miss Wixon has taken &s her mottoes in writing this beautiful book of 292 pages-which she
has dedicated to the memory of her father and mother-these sentences from the works of a great
synthetic philosopher and a gifted liberal minister:
As With the physical, so with the ethiCal.· A belief, as yet ftt.ful and. partial, is beqinnina to

spread amongst men, that here, also, there is an ind.issoluble bond. between cause and. consequence, an
inea:orable d.estiny, a law which altereth not.-H•rbert Spencer.
Living ts an Art, a method. of. e:cpresstng great conceptions; in fact, the highest methOd., the
noblest of the Arts.-Thomas Starr King.

Right Living" is well bound in cloth and printed on good paper.

PRICE, $1.00.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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BAPTISM

TO BLOODSHED.

t:f:l THUMBSCREW

ByGEO.E.
AND RACK! HACDONALD.

TOCts
PER COPY
12 COPIES
$1.00
Sent Post Paid
TORTURE INSTRUMENTS employed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries for

the Promulgation of Christianity. Being the Nuremberg Collection, and including specimens from
The Holy Inquisition.

THIRTY-FIVE

ILLUSTRATIONS.

SPanish Collar, Thumbscrew, Iron Collar the Rack. the Iron Crown.._Leg Crusher, the StocksJ
the Heretic c~tcher.:,. the Iron Boot, the Hot 'Mitte.}!_, a Mouth.pear (gag), uon Masks re!Jommendea
by the Inquisition, .nreaking and Burning_ on the wheel, the Ducking Cage, the Chastity Belt for
women, the Spider the Iron Virgia Ut> to Date. the Execution Bell, etc.
"I used to read in books," says Oolnnel Ingersoll, "how our fathers pers(lanted mankind B)lt I
never appreciated it. I read it, bn~ it ~d not burn 1tself .i~~:to my s_oul. I did J).Ot really app~emate
the infamies that have been comm1tted m the name of religton unt1l I saw the tron argnmen.s th&~
Christians used."
•
( _

Price 10 Cents per Co~y.

•

•

12 Copies for $1.00

BUI; A DOLLlR•s WORTH AND SCA.T!'ER THEM AMONG YOUR OHRISTIAN :NEIGHBORS!
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

The Bible Inquirer,
oil

A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTICATION;
crVTAJNING 148 PROPOSITIONS.

With References to the most .:'lain and Striking Belf-Contradicti_ons ofbthQe S~cflled jnspi~g~
- riptnres. Including Questions Answered Affirmatively and Negattvely
Y no a tons rom
0
Bible. Al•o, Other Bible References of Importance.

Fonrth Edition, Revised and Enlarged.---Price, 26 Cents.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.
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The Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

HOW" TO GET

Four Hundred. Yea,rs of Freethought.

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
OF· FREETHOUGHT

BY SA..HUEL P.

PUTN.A.H.

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout. the Civilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time ·of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
of Human History,
.•·

adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inventions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
No-thing Can be More In-teres-ting,

more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and Magnificent
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the, added glory of

Whole~

W"OMAN'S EMANCIPATION

frcm the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
'rHE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
'
The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Literature.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Philo.,op}lf.
Science. Education and
Ethics.
Voltaire.
·Gambetta.
Madame Roland.
Copernicus.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Bruno.
Rabalais. Schiller.
Rousseau.
Mary W ollstoncraft.
Bacon.
tlpinnza.
Galileo.
Castelar.
Kepler.
:E'rench Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Comenius.
Cervantes. Goethe.
Descartes.
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison.
Da Vinci.
Pestalozzi
Frances Wright.
Locke.
lution.
Shakspere. George Eliot,
Newton.
Phillips.
Froebel.
Lucretia Mott.
Hum e.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Gibbon.
Humboldt. Combe,
Ernestine L. Rose.
Hobbs.
Emerson.
Lyell.
Spencer.
Jefferson.
Burns.
Sumner.
Kant.
~dia Maria Child.
Shelley.
Heine.
Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
Owen.
argaret Fuller.
Darwin.
Hamilton.
Byron.
Thoreau.
Tyndall.
Holyoake.
Bentham.
Bakounine. Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Comte.
Huxley.
Pushkin. Whitman.
Mill.
Haeckel.
Warren.
Susan B. Anthony.
BUchner.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Ga.rabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Matild'l.Joslyn Gage.
Girard
Feuer bach.
chewsky.
Lick.
Heinzen.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
'rhe Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seekm·, Investigator, Ironclad Age., Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, .Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union" the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
'
'It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
Horace Seaver,
George E. Macdonald,
Capt. R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
.l, P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote1 Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
D. M. Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam,
Prof. J. H. CooK,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams, .
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H. Heywood,
Mrs. M.A. Freeman, "
Parker Pillsbury,
Eliznr Wright,
Charles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
Otto Wettstein, ·
Katie Kehm Smith,
T. 0. Leland,
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Colman,
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lilhan Leland,
Judge C. B. Waite,
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy Post.
and other men and women who have c~mtributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

Tne Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,

,

and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.

The narne of every Subscriber who sends jive dollars before the work is on the press
will be enrolled in this book. DOB'T F AI.L TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages oi Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
n will be elegantly bound. It wi•l be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your friends when they ask, What; is Freethought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world'?
This iH t!Je most universal presentation of Freethought ever given to the public, and no Freethinker
can afford to be without it. It is a library in itself.
Address orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

FREE
SPECIAL OFFER.

We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends a most generous
offer.
We need more subscribers to TlD!l
TBUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
for it, but everyone can do a little
work to obtain a copy- congenial
work, that will do great good a11·
around. This is the offer :

Send us Four New
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates ($12 in
all), and we ""W"ill send
the Getter,..,up of the
Club a copy of" FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
F R E E T H 0 U G H T,"
FREE OF CHARGES.
And further, to a1d our friends in
getting this book for themselves, we
will offer

To the B ew Subscribers as a
Premium,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By WATSON

HESTON,~

THE GREATEST BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
W, S. BELL'S

Handbook of Freethought.
With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought,to be no difficulty
in getting· hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGitT,
free.
To each New Subscriber in the ·club, a pre·
mium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated," or W. s. Bell's
"Handbook of Freeth ought," in Cloth-all free
by post or express.
This really brings the price of thE'
paper down to $2 to each new subscriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEKER
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Sub·
scribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our friends to
help us. ·
It ought not to be difficult to get
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" as soon as the
book is issued.

Plwse who send a Club and
Four New Subscribers and
$12 before the book is printed
will have their names enrolled in its shining pages.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,

28 Lafayette Place,
NEW YOBK.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.

E. M. M.&.ODON~, • • • • • Editor and Manager.
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.

SATURDAY,'

MARCH 31, 1894.
SUBSCRIPTION RA.TES<

Single subscription, in advance ..•..•.••••..••• : ..••...••.••••. e3 06·
One subscriptio~ two years, in advance •....•••••••.•••..•..... li 00
Two new subscnbers ....•........••••..••...•...•....•••...•••••• 3 oo
One subsc~pti.on with one new subscriber, in one remittance. 3 00
One subscnptlon· with two new subscribers, in one remittance._. ..•...........•...•.......•....••••••••••••.......•... 'f oo
One subscnption with three :new subscribers, in one remittance .••••••••...•...•...•...•...••.•.......•.•.•...•......• s 30
One subscription with four new ·sub~oribers, in one remittance .......................................-. ................10 00
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one
remittance.

Monev sliO'ula be •ent brl ezj)ress oomj)anrl's monefl oraer
postal oraer, ara.rt on New Yori:, or bl/ reutsterea letter.
A.dllress oommuniQattons ana mai:e ara.rts, olleoi:B, %10Bt-O#I06
ana ezj)ress monev oraerspa!/ab!e to
E. M. M.A. ODONALD,
28 Laravette place, New Yori:.
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We •hall be obliged to our
readen U they - n i •end n• ·the na:nae and addre•• of
any Freethinker who l• not a regular •nbscrlber.

SO»E HANDSOME PREMIUMS.
To induce new subscription.s and prompt renewals on the part of our friends we make the following handsome premium offers:
For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's ":four Hundred
Years of Freethought" ($5). By _taking advantage
of this or our Free offer of the b9ok (see opposit
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in
the c9untry should not poss~ss this splendid work.
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete"
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be
erected in Chicago, and of his mon\lment in New
Rochelle.
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's Dynamic Theory ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one
wants this book. It has onr a. thousand large
pages and more than four hundred illustrations.
It is a digest of Science, and every one who studies
it cannot help but be well-info1rmed in all scientific
matters.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Picto•rial TextBook " in cloth ($2.50).
For $4: we will send THE TRuTH SEEKEB one year
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text.-Book"
in boards ($2).
For $4: we will sen.d THE TRUTR SEEKER one year
'($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comic:ally lliustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
:Year ($3). and "Old Testament Stories Comically
:mustrated," in board covers ($1).
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
'Which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceed·ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our
-present readers will call the attention of their
"friends to the values offered.

What Weapons Shall We Use!
No doctrin, principle, theory, hypothesis, relation,
book, or institution is "sacred," in the sense that it
may not be or should not be freely examined and
criticised. No man or woman should be required
to accept a dogma on trust. All progress depends
on fearless investigation. All advance results
from dissatisfaction with what is, from hope or
knowledge of something be~ter. These are axioms
~th the Freethinker. If he sometimes fails to
apply them it cannot legitimately be assumed that
they are therefore untrue; the weakness is in the
man. He has not fully grasped the meaning of
Freethought. Old prejudices an.d defectiv .methods
of reasoning, inherited from generations of mental
slaves or instilled into his mind in childhood, inca.pacitate him for logical thinking and fair treatment
of opponents. He forgets that Freethought is, as
Samuel P. Putnam well says, a method and not a
result. He does not realize that the fundamental
demand of Freethought is for liberty to grow. This
does not mean that · the developing mind should
hav liberty to grow in some particular direction, but
it means that it should hav liberty to grow in any
direction. It means that, the brain which grows
into Methodism has as many rights as the
brain which grows out of Methodism. And vice
versa. It means that civil law should respect the
freedom of choice alike of Catholic, Presbyterian,
Adventist, Universalist, and Atheist.
As Freethinkers we necessarily war on intellectual errors-that is, of course, on what we conceive
to be intellectual errors. We would enlighten the
people. We would show them that, historically
considered, the Bible and the Christian church are
not what they hav been taught by their parents,
teachers, and pastors to consider them. We would
induce them to study religions comparativly. We
would urge an investigation of the claims and facts
of material science. We would ask all to search for
truth, regardless of the effect of new-found truth
on old beliefs. We would insist that every man has
the indefeasible right to form and promulgate his
own conclusions regarding the credibility of any
statement in history, "sacred" or "profane," and
any hypothesis advanced by men of science. Claiming this right for ourselvs, we are forever debarred
from deBying it to others. .It makes no difference
how credulous they are; they may not hav a single
event of the past ages straight in their minds, and
they may be as ignorant of the facts of modern science as the babe in arms. Their civil rights remain
the same and equal with those of the student and
philosopher. So long as the acts of government are
restricted to the defense of personal and property
rights, the ignorance of the elector is only a transitoJ;y evil, and one which affects himself chiefly. The
most humble or ignorant .citizen has precisely the
same right to protection from aggression as has the
most exalted or learned. And no class has the right
to pass upon the intellectual qualifications of another class when it comes to the exercise of civil
rights. If the voter's ignorance of the primary elements of education shut him out of the polling
booth through his inability to read and properly
mark a ballot, we may or may not think the result
desirable, although justice demands that it be
said in passing that such educated men as f.he leaders of the theocratic party are, at least, as dangerous to civil and religious liberty as are any would-be
voters who do not know A from Z. But the disfranchisment that results from inability to read a
list of names on a ticket is something wholly different from the proscription of a class of citizens
whose knowledge is not up to the standard set by
their religious enemies. Their disfranchisment

would be theological persecution pure and simple.
As Freethinkers, as Liberals, we could not for a
moment countenance such intolerance, directly or
indirectly. Only as a punishment for grave crime
is disfranchisment allowable, and as such it can
be visited only upon the individual offenders.
It is an essential part of the work of Freethinkers to weaken and destroy belief in the ridiculous
and immoral dogmas of the churches. We know
that the belief in witchcraft, for example, has been
an unmitigated curse to the race. The dogma of
vicarious atonement is demoralizing. The idea
that a book or a man is infallible is opposed to all
experience and has been productiv of ·suffering beyond the power of pen to describe. Both forms of
this delusion still torment millions of our fellows.
The dogma of exclusiv salvation makes men selfish,
intolerant, and cruel. Prayer, as an appeal to a power
beyond ourselvs, is a waste of time and energy. The
attempt to reconcile the evil that unquestionably
pervades the universe with the existence of a God
at once all-powerful and aU-good is a hopeless task
and can result only in the stultification of our ethical natures. It forees us to comm~nd in God what
we condemn and punish in man, thus holding the
finite, helpless creature to a rigid accountability
from which we release the infinit, supreme creator.
All these and many other tenets of the religion
which is dominant in this country, and much of the
narrativ part of the Bible, hav, upon the whole, a
positivly bad influence. The sooner they are nullified by the rationalistic view of religious evolution
and the turning of the people's thoughts in other
directions, through the discoveries of scientific explorers and the improvement of our economic and
social conditions, the better it will be for humanity.
In striving to bring about this desirable change we
must remember that Freethought is a method
which we cannot afford to disregard. We can
guide and instruct, but we cannot compel. And
we should not compel if we could. What we can
do by the presentation of facts, by the use of argument, by appeals to the moral impulses and fraternal sympathies of men and women, and by ridicule
of absurdities and the satirizing of hypocrite, it is
rightfully ours to do. All such sowing will, sooner
or later, help replace tares with wheat. It will
assist, albeit imperceptibly, in the slow but grand
uplifting of our race.
But it is no part of our mission to go out into
the highways and bypaths of ignorance, prejudice,
hate, and vice and force those who would not to
come in to the marriage feast of reason and love.
Leave the business of cmppulsion to the church.
Liberalism is a protest against that method of evangelization, and cannot engage in it without committing moral suicide. We must not attempt to limit
the civil rights of citizens because they cling to
doctrine which we reject as absurd or immoral. Before all else in importance is the right of choice in
matters of belief. Even if it were justifiable from
a moral point of view to disfranchise citizens or to
d6bar them from office because of their church affiliations, it would be the hight of folly to attempt to
do so; for, while legal persecution causes great individual suffering, it inevitably strengthens the
belief which is assai,led, and this chiefly for the reason that it does inflict losses and pain upon the
accepters of the creed that is discriminated against
by the law. No matter how intensely you loathe
the tenets of any church or how bitterly you hate
its leaders, never do so indiscreet a thing as to invoke against them the laws of the state. If you do
you confess your own weakness, you trample the
principles of Freethought, and you do more in one
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Congress, had voted for a Sunday statute or for will make the business work of the paper easier,
the retention of the Bible in the schools T
and we can continue to improve the ·paper without
fear of financial embarrassments.
Freethinkers would use only mental and moral
To reward those who will do a little for us in
weapons, save in self-defense. They would destroy this matter we hav arranged- t.o take a large numby supplanting. As has been said, they would re- ber of Mr. Putnam's- "Four Hundred Years of
move an evil "by the absorbent substitution of the
Freethought," and to every one who sends us four
opposit good." They do not wish to compel Chrisnew
yearly subscribers at the regular rates of $3
tians to accept their principles, and they could not
($12
in all), we shall send a copy of that magnifiif they did. No one can do that, although almost
all religionists hav attempted it, and many of them cent work free. Those who send the club before
hav not yet profited by the experience of their pre- the book is on the press will be enrolled ·among the
decessors. Freethinkers would not discriminate in original subscribers and patrons in the book.
the slightest -degree against Christians because of
And to make it easy to get these four new subtheir beliefs nor because of their spiritual allegiance
scribers we will ofier them as a premium either of , --.__
to the heads of their churches. It would -not disfranchise them, it would not prevent them from two splendid works-The "Old Testament Stories
holding office. But when any among them attempt Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's "Handbook
to subvert the Constitution, to unite church and of Freethought" in cloth binding. Our readers
state, to deny equal freedom in the name of God or know the value of these books, and that about every
Jesus or Bible or Vicegerent, then those individual Liberal in the country would like a copy of one or
offenders must bear the responsibility of their own the other. Either one of these, as may be chosen,
acts. In self-defense we will strike them as hard
_will be -given to the new subscribers obtained in
as we can. And we will strike all lawmakers who
these cHubs of four, and a copy of " Four Hunassist them in their plots against the liberty and
peace of the people. In the case of the American dred Years of Freethought " to the one who gets
Sabbath Union, the National Reform Associat-ion, up the club and sends the money and names.
and other similar bodies which are founded for the
We cannot afford to make this premium to single
avowed purpose of securing religious legislation, subscribers, but to enable old subscribers and single
our antagonism is directed against them collectivly; new subscribers to obtain these and other desirable
they are all offenders and no member of any of them
works at a great reduction, we hav made a list of
should ever be belped in to a position of authority by
our votes. They are pledged to cut the throat of premiums in connection with subscriptions to the
Liberty at the first opportunity and we are crazy if paper, to be found in the first column of the first
we assist them in the least to obtain that oppor- editorial page of THE TRUTH SEEKER. We are willing
tunity. With the churches, however, it is dif- to do our part toward making the obtaining of good
ferent. Against them we shall use all :mental Liberal works easy and cheap, and hope our readand moral weapons and we shall strive to strip ers will take advantage of the terms offered.
them of the privileges with·which custom and law
Once more we ask that a favorable eye be turned
hav invested them. But not all of their members
in
our direction, and a helpful hand extended. As
are in favor of religious legislation ; in some of
them very few are, and hence we can in justice deal the resolutions of the International CongfeSs exat the polls only with those who array themselvs pressed it, Boom the Liberal papers and you boom
in the ranks of the deniers of equal rights. They ilhe Liberal cause.
hav taken the sword of aggression, and they who
take the sword shall perish by the sword. But
Is the Fight Against Superstition Won l
their fellow church members who do not favor laws
in' the interest of Christianity hav not offended
Many of our friends who are devoting theh•
against the Constitution and the law of equal lib- attention chiefly to political and economic reforms
erty in religion, and therefore we wage no political are fond of telling us that it is a waste of time to
warfare against them.
fight religion, for religion is practically dead.
These optimistic utterances come from men and
women representing all schools of modern socioWanted-More Subscribers.
W e solicit the kind attention of our friends to logical thought. Such sentiments frequently find
the need which exists of increasing the subscrip- expression on the platform of the ManhattllJ!l
Liberal Club. Freethought lecturers are there told
tion list of THE TRUTH SEEKER. There are several that they are ass~ulting a cripple, that the church·
reasons for this, which our readers will readily see. is powerless to harm science and Freethought or to
First, It will do a world of good, by making more limit liberty of expression and action. It is foolish,
Liberals and by interesting those already liberal in we are info:rmed, to copcern ourselvs about the
the work of Freethought. The church is making movements of the National Reform Association and
great encroachments upon our liberties, and the its congeners. All will come out right if only we
will leave the intellectual emancipation of the world
people need to know about it, in order to defeat its
to "evolution." It apparently does not occur to
tyranny. And those who read THE TRUTH SEEKER
these good people that "evolution " is just as comare a hundred times more interested and activ than patent to attend to the eccnomic as to the mental
those who do not. Second, It is a duty we owe to liberation of the people and that therefore Populist,
our fellow-men to giv them the light of reason we Single-Taxer, Socialist, and Anarchist can lay down
hav obtained. Liberalism makes for true civiliza· their pens and close their mouths in the sweet astian, and freedom from fear of an angry God makes . surance that "evolution " will do. their work for
men happier and better. Every Liberal should do them. Once people looked to, " God" to win their
ll h
t lift
hi
· hb
f
th -d k
battles and now some of their descendants are ina
e can .0 .
up s nel~ ors ~om e ar n~ss eliDed to substitute "evolution" for God. As a
of superstltwn to the glorwus plam of mental
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erty. And, as Mr. Wakeman says, referrmg to the the human brain is one of the most potent factors
resolution regarding the Liberal papers passed at in ev-lution, and religious no more than economic
the late International Congress: "They are the very disenthrallment will be achieved l:iy blind trust in
life of the cause of intellectual and practical eman- the forces of growth, conceived of as something
cipation of the people. As such they are to be apart from human activities.
built up and sustained by constant care, payment,
Freethought workers in Australia meet the same
encouragement, and solicitation for subscribers for obje~tion~ t_ha~, we do. here. A writer signi~g him·
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th self 'Somahst says m the Melbourne L~berator
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readers from the occasional " duns" we are coma
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the people out of the church, and he makes the surpalled to send out in order to get money with prising ai\Bertion that nearly all the workers are
which to pay bills. If we can obtain two or three Atheists. "Scrutator," one of Mr. Symes's assistthousand new· subscribers, the increased revenue ants, replies to "Socialist" very e:ffectivly, and as his

hour to atrengthen the _position of your enemy than
he>. could do in twenty years of unmolested propa,.
ganda. Critical scholarship, the steadily onward
march of science, and the evolution of ethics are
disintegrating the religions of Christendom. Even
the Roman Catholic church feels and, is_ moved by
the spirit of the age. Education advances. The
light is spreading. Hope smiles. But such assaults
as are being made in some quarters on Rome are
mischievous, because they are foolish and savor of
persecution. They hav done much in a very few
years to stir up the worst of passions, and also to
array against the crusaders thousands of believers
in fair play who yet agree with them that Rome
represents, as perhaps no other church except
the Covenanter does, superstition and reaction.
These intemperate attacks are doing a great deal
to consolidate the forces of the very organization
we are anxious to weaken by the spread of intelligence and the complete separation of church and
state. Leaving to one side all questions of equity
and religious freedom, we could do no more unwise
thing than attempt the disfranchisment of any
class of citizens because of their membership in a
particular church.
Freethinkers can giv no quarter to doctrins
which affirm the right of the church to interfere
with or control the state. All such meddling, all
such dominance, is, by the testimony of universal
history, sure to lead to the oppression of dissenters.
But the right of Christians to teach such doctrins
must be conceded and defended. Even when they
claim allegiance to spiritual powers beyond or
above the nation they do not lose their citizen
rights. They can still propagate their opinions.
The rig-hts .of conscience are inalienable. We do
not war on their religious beliefs, nor can we punish
them for fear they will sometime commit a crime
against the equal rights of the citizen. Being subject to the laws, they cannot be denied a voice in
the enactment of the laws. The franchise cannot
be touched in the name of either heresy or religion.
No kind of belief or disbelief can constitutionally or
rightfully be made a test of citizenship.
Officials are, or should be, merely the agents of
those who select them. They are not authorized,
or should not be authorized, to enact, interpret, or
administer laws prejudicial to the equal rights of
any citizen. In the absence of any such statutes,
and in the case of offices which do not require their
incumbents to hav anything to do with laws of that
class no true Freethinker would concern himself
with the religious opinions of a candidate, especially
if that candidate held by the principles of equal religious liberty, as many Christians do. Whenever
possible difi'erences upon religious questions should
be kept out of politics, and above all else no man
should be voted against in caucus, convention, or
at the polls simply because he does not agree in
religion with the voter.
On the other hand, we must not permit ourselvs
to be stripped of our civil rights. We must see to
it that those who in office vote for measures which
are in contravention of the fundamental principles
of social justice do not in future receive our support
or the support of any others who think as we do,
but who may not be conversant with the record of
these recreant office-holders. They are actual as
well as potential offenders and must take the consequences of their acts. Politically, we war on all
schemes which would deny freedom of expression
of thought. Politically, in self~defense, we war on
men who support schemes that deny religious and
mental liberty. Less we cannot do. Religious
liberty does not involve the right- to destroy religious liberty. As it is unconstitutional and unjust to
legislate in favor of or against any form of religious
or non-religious belief it is our unquestionable right,
as defenders of equal religious liberty, to antagonize
at the polls all who favor that kind of legislation.
What Freethinker could vote for a friend of the
Christian amendment to :fill any legislativ office?
Or for an advocate of Sunday laws? What one
among us could support for a judicial position a
awyer who, as a member of the legislature or of
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arguments are not limited in their application by
their local allusions we subjoin them in full:
•• We certainly are surprised to hear that most of the
workers are Atheists. If that can be made clear our
work is pretty well done; and we promis to change our
policy .and drop forever our Ap.tichristian crusade, as
soon as it shall be made apparent that ninety per· centay, eighty per cent-of the working classes are Atheists.
''If religion and rel;igious ·bigotry are so very dead as
• Socialist ' asserts~ we beg to ask an explanation of the
following facts: 1. How is it Mr. Symes cannot get a hall
in Ballarat imd many other colonial cities for a lecture,
even upon neutral subjeots? 2. How is it halls are still
refused him after being hired and paid for? 3. How is it
the very newspapers are ri~tidly olosed against him, exoept
they hav a o'hanoe to slander or misrepresent him?
4. How is it that the poor by hundreds and thousands
wallow in poverty and giv their penoe to support priests
and build God houses and palaoes for religious purposes?
5. How is it that about $200,000,000 per annum are. devoted, in Great Britain, one way and another, yearly, toreligious objeots, if religion is so very dead? And how is it
a probably proportionate sum is expended in the same way
in the oolonies? We find it extremely di:ffioult to believe
all this money is wasted by unbelievers upon things their
faith no longer embraoes. 'Sooialist' may hav lost all
his· own faith, and falls therefore into the error of supposing other people are like him in that respect.
"We, however, know better. We know that still religious bribery and intimidation sway the world to an
enormous extent; we know that thousands of poor workers and struggling tradesmen are positivly afraid to declare their opinions or be seen attending a Freethought
lecture. We know that the railway bookstalls in England
refused even to sell the National Reformer, though
filled with first-class political matter; and we kpow that
to this very day most of our agents are afraid to let it be
known that ·they sell the Liberator; and even Mr. Cole
in the Book Arcade would not offer for sale a work bearing Mr. Symes's name on any condition whatsoever. We
know worse still, and that is that Mr. Symes has no
chance whatever of getting common justice from most of
the judges, because religious bigotry and rancor forbid.
These facts, being plain and undeniable, demonstrate the
necessity of further vigorous fighting to kill the serpent
theology. As for the parsons and priests, they order and
drive the people as long as they possibly can; then they
lead, cajole, and amuse; when this is no longer possible,
they follow them, or pretend to do so; anything to catch
prey. 'All things to all men,' is their motto."
Substantially the same state of things prevails in
America, except that in some parts of the country
the lecture platform is more free than it appears to
be in Australia. Yet, even Colonel Ingersoll was
denied admission to Music Hall, Philadelphia, only
a few years ago. We know what religious class
laws are here, what the press is, how the masses as
well as the classes fill the coffers of the churches.
There is still plenty to do. The. battle for knowl~dge and liberty is not yet won~ A gr£ater educativ
and political conflict than any we hav yet passed
through impe_n_d_s_.~------'-"None but empty hands can grasp a full
remarks Thomas Cook, · the evangelist.
certainly bad news for the owners of
churches, ~hose hands clutch greedily the
money.

that the rendition of " sacred music by choral societies on Sunday evening 11 is allowable, but people
who wish to hear other kinds of music should be
denied the opportunity to do so. This is characteristic. The religionist is to hav what he_ wants,
because he puts up the claim that he is better than
his neighbor and legislators generally admit without
investigation the validity of the assumption. The
well-known philosophical author, Frederick May
Holland, writes to the IntJestigator that the proposed statute "seems to call for sharp comment
and prompt action. The most important of all
the demands of Liberalism, in my opinion, is
that all our citizens should be permitted to spend
Sunday in any way they please which is permitted
by law on other' days and does not disturb public worship." Mr. Holland is clearly right in this, as
he is in the further observation that" it is not a question whether sermons do more good than concerts,
but simply whether those who prefer tQ go to concerts are to be at liberty to do so."
We !hav quoted above some comments of F.
M. Holland upon the pending anti-Sunday concert
law in Massachusetts, and we wish now to call particular attention to another point which he makes.
It is this : " If Sunday concerts are forbidden by
this legislature, it may prove very difficult to get the
law repealed. Many citizens prefer to keep every
law as it is, on general principles ; and that class
can now be asked to support the liberal side." The
importf¥1ce of preyention cannot be over-estimated.
We can kill ten baa bills in committee or on ·the
Representativ and Senate floors much more easily
than we can secure the repeal of one iniquitous
law. We hope that Massachusetts Freethinkers
will act at once. THE TRUTH SEEKER suggests that
they communicate immediately with Mr. Holland
at Concord. Remonstrances should be prepared
without delay and sent to the legislature.
The United Brethren church aligns itself with the
Christian amendment people. At its last general
conference this declaration was adopted :
" We believe that God is the source of all authority
and has appointed our Lord Jesus Christ· as the ruler of
nations. The Bible containe his revealed will for nations
as well as for individ.1als, and it is the standard by which
all moral issues in political life are to be decided. This
nation will not be a Christian nation in the highest sense
until this authority is nationally accepted and obedience
rendered thereto."
According to the census of 1890 the United
Brethren churches hav 225,281 communicants and
untaxed property to the value $4,937,583. They
are next to the Free Methodists as regards ignorance and fanaticism.
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the country, if we can-with requests for notice
and discussion. We also want to circulate it generally and generously. The price for single cop,ies
will be low (we will announce it as soon as the cost
is determined) and in quantities still lower.
To distribute it as it- should be we want help,
particularly from the· Liberals of New York state,
though it will not be refused from anybody. It is
a :pational question and work done in one state
helps in others. Those who feel like helping can
send such sums as they can spare and will receive
pamphlets to the amount of their donation.
The more we receive the wider will be the circulation of the pamphlet. Every Liberal is interested
in this question, and we hope will help us to distribute thousands.

-------------------

Last Monday's New York papers reported portions of a sermon preached the day before by Rev.
John F. Carson, of the Central Presbyterian
church, BJ"ooklyn, on "The McKanes and the
Breckinridges of the Church." Here are some sen·
tences from the sermon :
''The two men whose audacious crimes hav appalled
the country were prominent in the church. I hav only
one hypothesis on which to explain their church relationship-they are hypocrite, having stolen the livery of
heaven that they might better serve the devil. Their
church membership is only one mo:re item in their life of
deception and hypocrisy and fraud. The McKanes and
the Breckinridges are prominent representative of other
men in the church who are false to their vows, hypocritical in their profession, corrupt in their lives. · · ·
The McKanes and Breckinridges of the church are living
in direct antagonism to the clear teaching of the church,
the essence of whose doctrin is purity and uprightness."
How does Mr. Carson know that McKane and
Breckinridge are hypocrite T Would he say the
same if they had professed to be Buddhists or
Freethinkers or followers of Mohammed T . We ~e
told that the essence of the doctrin of the church
"is purity and uprightness." It is not. What
distinguishes the Christian from the devotee of the
other religions and from the Freethinker is the acceptance of certain dogmas concerning persons,
plac,, and conditions which are without the range
of human experience. In its moral cult Christianity differs only in unimportant details from the
other great religions and from the unchurched
world. Eliminate its doctrinal tenets and nothing
distinctiv is left of Mr. Carson's religion. That a
man is vicious or criminal does not even tend to
prove that his profession of Christianity is hypocritical. "The devils believ~ and tremble." A vi!lit
to any. prison will prove this, translating " devil "
into evil. Belief is the test of Christian sincerity.
Belief is the test of all religious sincerity. It is a
.very poor proof, do you say T That may be, but ,it
is the only one you hav, for morality is something
distinct from religion, although often subordinated
to it. This has been the curse of the world. The
greatest enemies of their race hav been devout believers, and the same is true to-day. It is not to
be denied, of course, that there are multitudes of
men in the church who do not believe in her dogmas, but they are no more likely to be her criminals
than are the real disciples. She is responsible for
their hypocrisy, for she makes a profession of belief
instead of moral conduct the open sesame to good
society and business and political preferment. A.s
regards McKane and Breckinridge there is every
reason to believe that they hav not rejected a single
.fundamental dpctrin of their respectiv churches. A
man's belief makes him careful of ·his duties Godward. That is what devoutness is for, but it does
not necessarily induce him to do his duty iloward
man. Some it does effect that way, though it is
still more likely to make them persecute their
neighbor for his 'soul's health. Mr. Carson should
remember that the Bible knows but one "unpardonable sin," and that is neither political conspir~cy,
perjury, betrayal, nor hypocrisy. Why, then, does
he say that the essence of Christian doctrin is
purity and uprightness! It is belief.

--------.-------Christ,"
we are informed by a paper representing a cerThis is
untaxed tain self-styled reform faclion that the American
people's people are reckless in " allowing any such press to
operate in its limits as will publish any sentiment
in favor of the Romish church.~' Does not this
Those of our subscribers who hav asked for copies Protestant bigot and would-be inquisitor hav sense
of Saladin's "God and His Book" will please take enough to see that because Rome in times past
notice that we hav just received a small consignment acted upon the principle he. advocates she made herfrom England and we shall be pleased to fill all self the scourge of humanity! That is why she is
orders while the supply lasts.
mistrusted to-day. Can not this candidate for the
editorship of a Protestant Inde~ ErqJurgatorius
·What will likely prove to be a murder was com- grasp the fact that in demandi~g ~he suppressio~ of
mitted in Columbus, Ohio, March 14th. The prob- Roman Catholic literature he 1s himself mculcatmg
able slayer is George R. Chapin and the victim is the fundamental political ideas of that church T She
his stepfather, Henry Gardner. Chapin ordered did what he wants to do and for that he curses her I
Gardner away from his mother's and when s~e said Poor, deluded sectarian! Before and above all else
that if anyone went it would be George he seized a is the freedom of the press.
knife and stabbed Gardner twice in the back. ThEt
The article upon church property which appears
murderer had joined the Memorial Baptist church
in
this and succeeding issues of THE TRUTH SEEKER
the previous Sunday and been immersed. Mr.
Heston thinks this crime has a moral, as the reader will be made into a pamphlet immediately upon
will see by his cartoon on the first page.
completion. The book will be a vade mecum, as
the pedants say, upon the subject, and is designed
Our readers will see by the letter from Thos.
Bu;k that Mr. A. D. Swan is requested to find out as a handbook for those who object to being held
some facts so far unknown to Mr. Burk, who kindly up by the tax gatherer and forced to pay other
givs the champion of mediums the full name of his people's taxes.
brother. This should be a valuable clue.
This question will be brought before the New
York Constitutional Convention, which meets in
A movement is on foot in Massachusetts to outMay, and every delegate shall be supplied with this
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture engagements are as fo1lows :
law Sunday concerts. Ex-Lieut.-Governor Barrett's
Boston, Mass., April 8th.
pamphlet.
We
also
desire
to
place
it
in
the
hands
morning paper, the Boston Advertiser, places the
East Dennis, Mass., April 15th.
seal of its approval upon the proposed law. It says of every editor and legislator- in the state-and in Brooklyn Philosophical Association, May 18th,
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CHURCJ{ PROPtRT1.
•

Should It Be Exempt from Just and
Impartial Taxation?
REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT.
An Argument for Equality of Taxation, and a State·
ment of Facts, Giving, from the Census of 1890, the
Value, by Denominations, of Church Property in the
United States and in the Several States and Terri·
tories and in All Cities Having 25,000 or More
Inhabitants ; so Arranged as to Show at a Glance
the Relative Standing as to Wealth of the Leading
Denominations and Denominational Gronps.-Also,
Much Other Matter of Especial Interest to Certain
Cities, States, and Sectlons;-All Comparisons and
1
Percentages Based Upon Official Figures.
II.
It is wonderful how custom and prejudice, saying nothing of supposed self-interest, will blind
people to the most glaring inconsistencies and flagrant wrongs. Nearly all representative Protestants declaim against the granting of appropriations
to sectarian institutions, and yet we find that according to a. report published in 1880 by Dexter A.
Hawkins, a lawyer of New York city, Protestant institutions in this metropolis had received from the
state and city donations of real estate to the value
of three million dollars, and, from 1869 to 1880,
five million six hundred 'thousand dollars in appropriations from the treasury. During the last eight
years the Methodists, Presbyterians, Episcopalians,
Congregationalists, and Lutherans have divided
with the Catholics nearly four· million dollars given
by the national government for Indian schools
under sectarian control. And yet Protestants say
there is no union of church and state in this
country, or, if there is, it is only to the extent that
Roman Catholic institutions receive gifts from the
states and cities in which that church is a great
power. If Protestants really do not believe in
taxing one man for the support of bis neighbor's
religion, why do they insist upon having chaplains
in Congress, in the army and navy, in state legislatures, and in charitable, reformatory, and penal
institutions, and upon having these chaplains paid
out of national, state, or municipal funds! Why do
they persist in continuing religious exercises in the
public schools, these schools being wholly supported
by taxation! Why do they, with a few honorable exceptions, defend the exemption of church property
from taxation! In all these cases, except the last,
public money is directly appropriated for the support of ministers and therefore for the propagation
of religion, and in t~e matter of church exemption
the end reached is the same, only the route taken
is slightly tortuous. ·
·
Manifestly, then, the exemption of church property from taxation directly traverses the law of religious liberty, being, in effect, the voting of a certain sum out of the public treasury for the support
of a particular form of belief concerning matters
about which it is impossible that all the people of
the state can agree. In this connection I quote
from Rev. Dr. Wayland, who, in his "Political
Economy," has said:
" All that religious societies have a right to ask of the
civil government is the same privileges for transacting their own affairs which societies of evAry other sort
possess. This they have a. ri~ht to demand, not because
they are religious societies, but because the exercise of religiOn is an innocent mode of pursuing happiness. If it
happens accidentally that others are benefited, it does
not follow that they are obliged to pay for this benefit.
It cannot be proved that the Christian religion needs the
support of the civil government, since it has existed and
flourished when entirely deprived of this support."
America's first great philosopher, Benjamin Franklin, wrote:
"When a religion is good, I conceive that it will support itself, and when it cannot support itself and God
does not take care to support it, so its professors are
obliged to call for help from the civil power, it is a sign, I
apprehend, of its being a bad one."
It certainly is bad to the extent that it denies the
vital principle of religious freedom by imposing itself upon non-believing or differently believing taxpayers.
£resident James A. Garfield, himself once a clergyman and president of a religious college, said:
"The divcnce between church and state ought to be
absolute. It ou~ht to be so absolute that no church property anywhere, m any state, or in the nation, should be
exempt from equal tuation; for if you exempt the proPerty of any church organization, to that extent you impose a tax upon the whole community."
How quickly this nation-wide denial of the rights
of conscience would cease if all Protestant minis-

ters-saying nothing of Catholic clergyme~-had as
clear a sense of justice in this matter, as mtense a
love of the absolutely secular republic, as the murdered Garfield has, in the foregoing sentences, given
evidences that he possessed!
·
Even the New York Independent has allowed this
to go out to the Christian world in its columns:
"The time has come when all religious denominations
must affirm that no public moneys shall be used for sectarian instruction· the time-honored principle of the separation of church and state must be again emphasize.d. If
a church is not willing to support its own schools, I~ cannot come to the state for aid. I would go so far m the
application of this principle as to be willin~ to see ~11 our
churches taxed as is other property. We hav no rie-ht to
tax unbelievers that churches may be maintained; no
more ri~ht than they would hav to tax churches for the
support of Infidel clubs."
It is much to be regretted that so influential
a paper as the Independent cannot see its way
clear to carry to its logical conclusion the principle
so well illustrated in the quotation I have made.
"No more right to tax unbelievers that the
churches may be maintained" than unbelievers
"would have to tax churches for the support of
Infidel clubs." That is the truth in a nutshell.
Whole pages of argument are concentr~tted in those
few words.
The San Antonio E-;cpress uses this vigorous
language:
"The Express is not antagonistic. to the churches. It
believes that many of them are domg a great and noble
work; but it does not believe in exempting sectarian
property from taxation in a land of alle~ed religious
liberty at the expense of men who regard the church as a
brake on the wheels of progress, an incubus on civilization, the preeervator of antique ignorance, the storehouse
of foolish superstition. It does not approve of the churcp.
posing as an almoner while the thin purse of labor IS
annually mulct to make it a present of several million~.
Let it be jaAt before it attempts to be generous. Let It
assume its due proportion of the public burdens and perchance there will not be so much need of its dole. The
church should not profit at the expense of the poor; it
certainly should not fatten at the cost of those who
despise it."
This question is pertinent: Do church pAople
who talk of " Christian liberty " mean the liberty of
Christians to take by legal force the property' of.
other people? It certainly would seem so when
they denounce the taxation of ecclesiastical property
as an interference with the rights of the church.
When William Cullen Bryant was at the editorial
helm of the New York Evening Post that paper
reasoned logically upon the question of church
exemption, as witness this:
. " The Evening Post has long been of the opinion that
the American theory of a self-suppordng church ought to
he carried out to itA full arid legitimate conclusion, and
that the separation nf the church and state ought to be
complete. It should include the total discontinuance of
contributions of public money, direct or indirect, to the
support of any religious establishment. We have never
been able to see the sli~htest difterence in principle. between the appropriation of a certain sum of money raised
by tax to a particular church, and a release of that
church from a tax on its property to the same amount.
The cost of the act in either case falls upon the taxpayers
generally."
Religious believers will surely feel the force of
the arguments contained in this memorial a<' dressed
to the general court of Massachusetts in 1775:
" For a civil legislature to impose religious tax is, we
conceive, a power which their constituents never had to
give, and therefore going entirely out of their jurisdiction. We are persuaded that an entire freedom from
being taxed by civil rulers to religious worship is not a
mere favor from any man or men in the world; but a
right and property granted us by God, who commands us
to stand fast to it. We should wrong our consciences by
allowing that power to men which we believe belongs only
to God."
The exemption of church property from taxation
denies religious liberty because it enables the
wealthier societies to secure and retain large
properties in the most desirable locations in the
great cities, where they wield a social and political
influence out of all proportion to their numbers and
moral beneficence as compared with the weaker
societies of the same denominations. If they had
to pay taxes upon their estates they would not be
so avaricious of land, their edifices would not be
so gorgeous, and there is· a probability that their
disease-breeding cemeteries would be removed from
the heart· of the city to locations where they would
be less detrimental to the health of the people.
Tax· exemption also enables these wealthy church
corporations to hold property in the older parts of
the cities until the general rise in the value of real
estate has greatly augmented its selling price, when
they move out into more fashionable districts, hav·
ing made snug profits out of the downtown property, and this largely because it was exempt .from
taxation. They often resist street extenliions and
other improvements and in general comport themselves in such a manner as to show that they are
unworthy to receive special privileges from the city
and state, even were the granting of such privileges
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not on general principles unjust and violative of
religious liberty.
Exemption of Church Property from Taxation is
.
Unjust.
.
Taxation should be equal and uniform..
No
class of citizens should be compelled to pay
a higher rate of taxation than any other class .
Property, not persons or beliefs, should be taxed.
No special privileges should be gran~e~, n? monoi?olies created or protected. ;I:nequalittes m condition there will be, but these inequalities should
not owe their existence to governmental interference
and favoritism. To exempt church property from
taxation is to grant to church organizations favors
which are denied to other societies and to individuals. It makes taxation unequal a~d unjust. It
takes burdens off shoulders that should bear them
and puts them on those that should not bear
them. Those who possess and enjoy should pay.
Those who have money to build churches should
pay the . taxes upon them. Those who are rich
enough to rent or buy pews in churches are rich
enough to pay the state for protecting them in the
use of those pews. It is scandalously unj.ust that
a two-million-dollar cath(ldral should compel the
city to pay for sewering, paving, and lighting the
street in its front. What right·has it to call upon
the city fire department to save it from the flames
or the police department to protect it agai.n:st
rioters ! If it is insured have not the other pohcyholders.in the companies which carry the risk just
cause of complaint in the fact that they are forced
to draw from their tax-depleted purses. to pay losses
upon property which is free from all tax assessments!
·
All church exemption is wrong in principle, but
the iJ~justice is greatly aggravated, practically, in
the case of edifices costing up into the hundreds of
thousands and millions of dollars. It is positively
shameful that the hard-working people of the city
should be compelled to help pay the taxes upon
such palaces of fashionable worship, palaces into
which' they could not get admission if their supposedly immortal souls depended upon the entrance
therein of their poorly-clad bodies. It is generally
understood that the Protestant Episcopal church
organizations in the city of New York are contemplating the erection of a cathedral to cost
$10,000,000. Think of it! Ten millions of dollars
locked up in one bu,ilding or buried in its site !
One hundred thousand dollars wrung annually
'from the tax-payers of New York, on the supposition that property in the city is assessed 1 for
taxation at one-half its cost. Talk of a "free"
gospel preached in a ten-million·dollar cathedral,
whose owners are so poor in common honesty that
they ask exemption from taxation in the names of
justice and morality I
When costs of street improvement, sewers, etc,
are assessed against the abutting property, owners
of lots in the same block with a church may be
robbed of nearly all they possess by the operation
of the law of church exemption. So much of the
block being tax-free throws a relatively greater burden upon that which is taxed, and the u}lfortunate
owner finds the savings of years confiscated that
the church palace may escape the payment of i~s
obligations. Could injustice be more rank! The
carriages of its patrons are driven to its doors over
pavements for which an Infidel living under the
shadow of its steeple has paid!
Touching the injustice of church exemption from
taxation, the San Antonio Express, previously
quoted. comments :
"We have in America several single church properties
whose value mounts up into the millions, yet they are exempt from governmental burdens, while ~he la~orer's
cottage the widow's cow, and the orphans patrrmony
must p~y a heavier tax in consequence. In order to exempt church property whose value would make Dives
feel like a beggar we impose a heavier burden upo!l the
man who believee with his whole heart that the Christian
religion is but a tissue of sacerdotal falsehoods, inimical
to all that makes for the betterment of the human race,
This opinion may be, and doubtless is, erroneous; but in
a 'free country,' in a land of 'religious libertY..' the
Agnostic and the Atheist should stand on an equality before the law with the most devout 'evangelist.' But
such is not the case. · Being in the majority, the ' believers' tyrannize over the dissenters, ignore their rights,
an~ actually 'tithe' them that costly church property
may be exempt from public burdens."
A writer in the Ohristianinquirer, of New York,
thinks that the equal taxation of all property would
be a positive benefit ~o religion. This is his argument:
•• As things are it might be hard on some of our churches
to tax them, but the principle of exemption is wrong; if
churches were taxed we should have fewer temples of
pride, less extravagance in ~hurch b~ilding, and Iilore
convenient houses of worship. Meeting-houses threefourths steeple and one-fourth edifice would disappear.
Churches would be built without debt. Steeples and
mortgages would alike be left off, and economy, instead
of extravagance, would be the rule. We think that in ~he
end the taxatioll Qf Ql!:grch prol>erty would be a bleslllllg
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to the obnrcbAs. Only obn!obes ablA to pav taxes would
dare be ex~rava~>?:ant.. Arnbiteots would study eoonomv,
and not .pile o:o the. nsel<>sq oTnamentat.ion to increase
thAiT own pAroenta!le. Bnildin!l committees wonld n"t
build to o~nam<>nt the town, and bTin!l up real estate, bnt
to oonvem.enoe the people. We should hav.. Jesa imposing
church. edifice!!, but we shonlil have more fTee from debt.
The e:atn wonld be gt"eat, and tbel"e wonld be a retlfrn to
former simplicity. A ob~rch costing $250.000 is wol'tb no
more. as a place of WOl"Sbtp than one ooRting but $60,0.00.
Tho Interest of $190,000 saved would build one country
meetin~>?:-bonse every year. Now and then the erection
of a costly ohnroh mav be justified, but 1>1:9neral taxation
would !llak!' the number of, snob vel'V small. There is
something tn a y"rY costly o · Ul'on edifice that is snbver->
sive of the best uleas of spiritual worship."
Such reasons are goo~ in themselves, but the
one argumAnt that should move Christians to demand the taxation of church property is the fact. that
its exemption is unjust because it. is a denial of the
pricelessly valuable principle of religious liberty
and refuses equal· ciril justice to all citizens of the
republic.
Exemption of Church Pyoperty from Taxation is Dan•
gerous.
The granting of special privileges to ecclesiastical corpor~tion~ is ~ the highest deg~ee dangerous. T~ndi~g mevttably to the buildmg up of
monopolies, It affects the well~being of every citizen
· who is engaged in a legitimate vocation. It' enables the churches to hold in everv citv and town
the most desirable properties, compAlling the taxpayers to bear the public burdens of which the
theological societies are relieved by the unjust discrimination of the state. Business and industry
are handicapped ; genteel pauperism is encouraged
and rewarded ; great wealth, without accompanying
responsibility, makes the priesthood arrogant, dictatorial, and corrupt; such a large proportion of
the property of the countrv being exempt from
taxation, the real supporters of the state are crippled in resources and oftentimes impoverished by
the excessively high rate of taxation imposed on
them, and the mendicancy created or aggravated
by this state of affairs gives to the ecclesiastical
monopolists .a new opportunity to exploit the
people on. the plea that their great " charities ''
alone keep- multitudes from starvation and crime.
No matter what the condition of the people, these
favored societies continue to accumulate wealth.
AU that they get is. clear gain. After the absorption of the earnings of labor has reached a certain'
ratio of increase men of energy and foresight, who
object to bein~ defrauded in the name of "religion"
or "morality" or "charity," make up their minds
that they will escape while they can from a city or
state or country which denies them E>qual opportunities. They put their property upon the market.
A certain proportion of it goes into the hands of
the church societies and is added to the nQn-taxpaying list, and thus the evil of unequal tax'ltion i11
augmented, and. the march toward confi<~cation and
revolution is hastened. Right here in America we
find to-day a startling illustration of the truth of
these observations. The province of Quebec, in the
dominion of Canada, is in a state of torpor. The
cpngestion of wealth in the hands of the church
has checked the flow of the currents of healthful
indust.rial life, paralyzed enterprise, ·and demoralized alike the spoilers and the despoiled. Animadverting upon ·thA evil effects of church exemption in
Montreal, the Franco-.Americain .Oitoyen says:
"The oitv of Montreal is feelin!l more the bnrden of
taxation. The lar!!'est owners of re11.l estate are Protestant.. Their taxes inorAase in the rati" of the inOT"ase of
Roman Catholic institutions. Property whicb paid taxes
is.l>eing soli! to religions orders, and thus becomes exemot from taxes, and the burden of the city expenditure
falls 'upon the few.
"There is a strong feelin~>?: amon~>?: the liberal Roman
Catholics that all these rich institutions should pav taxes.
We allow an int.elli!lent CBtbolio gentleman to express his
views on the qnesti"n of clerical gTeed. He says an answer t.o the qnAstions which follow is called for:
'"Wh"t and where are the relie-ionR institutions which
sheltered the people in the day of need? It will do mnoh
to dispel mi!lnnderstandings. That there are several institutions wbiob claim to be purely charitable, everybody
admits. But what the pnblin would like to learn are facts
and fignTeB showing the extent of cbadtable work perfoTmed, the number of people sheltered, and the amount
of money PXpAnded. As matters now stand the public
sees only an enoTmons growth of the wealth of religions
institutions in the land and bnildine-s. Where doPs all
the money come from? And why, with the existence of
so much poverty and want in the community, iR the phys·
ioal, mental, and moral destitution of the people allowed
to continue and increase, while mag-nificent, massive
buildings for religions and allt?ged charitable purposes
are crowning the finest and most valuable sites in the
city? Both wisdom and justice are in the making of these
inquiries. for may we not see in this abnormal develoPment.of the wealth of religionR institutions a likeness to
~he nrooess which took place in EngolBnd at one time·, and
tn France, Italy, Spain, and South Germany? In these
oonntTies, as every stndent of. history knows. oorporated
religions wealth became so great that it orinpled their resources, paTalyzed industry, and pl"oduced political ana
Rooial ambitionR. which were only alleviated by wholesale
confiscation History is said to repeat itself, and this
province seems in a fair way of rea:hing a condition anal-

o1wns to that of FTanne b· fore the Revolntion when the
obnTob owned one-fifth of the s"il or to t.hat of Italy bef?re the advent of GaTibaldi, when one-half the population was composed of monks, nuns, begaa.,.s, and brigands.' "
·
.,A Mr. Sutton, of Montreal, writing in the London Times, .avers:
·
''Outside Montreal the whole province is desolate.
The rule of the priest has mllde Quebec a city of the
dead. Its stTeets eobo onlv to the tl'ead of the monks
and . nuns. The English have left Qnebeo. They are
leavtn~ Montreal. All cannot go, because capital is invested.
"The ·oou.,try is ,covered with convents, monasteries,
and catbedrA.ls. There are over · ooe hundred million
ilolla!s' worth of exempted eoole.siastical propertv. Th"
En!ll~Rh Iiave to pav for these exemptions by increased
taxatwn. There is no power in the province which dare
propose their abolition."
How a church which has grown rich through exemption from taxation, direct appropriations from
the public treasurv, donations of land, and by
means of other special privileges, will continue to
bleed the people in divers ways is shown by a third
writer, who puts on record these facts about this
same province of Quebec:
· "The exemptions from .taxes on clerical account ~e a
heavy load. ·There are mnnioipalities where fifty per
Tlent of tbe·whole asse~sed value is exempt, others where
the value of the property exempt actually exceeds that of
the property taxed. Then the people have to support the
reli~rions orders. • • · From a hasty examination of
the statistioal information fnrnishild by the official hand
hook, ' ~e Canada Eoolesiastiqne!' for 1898, I should say
that thetr aggrel!'ate membership exceeds 4,500. The·
mo~t nnmeTons order is the Congregation of Notre Dame,
which has 750 members in Quebec and 70 in Ontal"io.
Th~re ~s :iJ.o ~a'W by which the peo~le. can be o_ompelled to
m~mtatn t_hiB. arm:v,:; alJ the same It lB by t!Ietr sweat a~d
toil that It Is mamtamed. · · • Addtng the 'rellgions • to the secular or parish clergy, and counting the
clerical pl"ofessors and teachers in colleges, there arA over
6,590 eoolesias~oal persons to b_e sl!pported by 1,800,000
Roman Catholics, or one eoolesiastlo for every two hundred men, women, and ehildren. At this rat!'!, Ontario,
with a population exoeedin~r t.wo millions, would rfqnire
10.000 ecclesiastics, and the United States a host of BOO000.
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"I have not epa,oe to epe~k of the miso~llaneol?-s ~ays
and means reported to proVIde food, olotbmg, bmldmgos,
and traveling expenses, etc., for our •religious'-the bazars, concerts, collections. house to house begging, etc.
The provincial trea;mry is dra~ 5m to provide for a gr~at
many of them. Directly or tnd~reotly. the oh.nroh, With
her . orders, handles a very conSiderable portiOn of the
vearly expenditure. Here are some of the larger items
(public accounts, year ending June SO, 1898) which she
oontrols in whole or in part:
Education ........................................................ $871.000
Reformatories and prisons................................. 88 000
Asyl~~s. · ................................ ~ ........................ 800 000
Charities . ...... ... ... ... ... .... .. .. .... ... ... ..... . ... .. . ... ... ... 56, 000
-$815.000

I might say that the church spends, or oversees the spending of one-third of the whole provincial revenues, less
the snbsidieR from Ottawa. Last year the gross revenues
were $5,600,000, btit of this $1,150,000 was monev bor·
roweil from the bankl"npt treasury, and $t,soo:ooo
Dominion subsidies. ThA revenue, excluding the subRi. dies and loans, was $8,150,000, and I am quite snre the
church had to do, one way or another, with $200,000
more than the sum of the forElgoing items.
"From the nun who comes to your door for a quarter
toward the erection or maintenance of her convent, from
the parish pTiest who oollents his titbes and sacramental
dues, from the bland Snlpioian, with $50.000,000 in the
coffers of his order, who insists on this piece of land or
the other being exempt from taxation-fTom these and
others like them. to the ecclesiastioals who pnt their hands
into the provincial treasnTy for the immense snms ennmerated, the cbnrch and her vast revenue is flattening out
the dumb toilers of this province. · · • In no other
country of the modern world bas clericalism snob a carcase for its vultures."
Think of a city where one-half of the assessed
value of property is exempt from taxation I And
yet it is only, a ·question of time in any country
·Which exempts church property when an approximately as deplorable condition of affairs will be
brought into existence. It cannot, probably, become
quite as bad as that in the United States or in
other countries where the people are fairly intelligent; .!;he breaking-point would be reached before
half of the taxable property had been ruled oft
the assessorl' books. But it would be foolish and
criminal as well to permit matters to drift from bad
to worse, as they are now doing, until the breakingpoint is reached. If we are wise we shall remove
the cause at once, instead of allowing it to operate
unchecked until we or our successors are compelled
to deal as best may be done in the stress and storm
of political or military conflict with the baleful
effects, ns other nations have had to do because
they did not awake in time. It is better. to prevent
injustice than. to wait until we are compelled in
self-defense to destroy the institutions wlrich it has
fattened at the expense of the weak. We can learn
some very salutary lessons from the experience of
other countries. If we are alive to our own· interests we shall be content to be taught by observation
of the mistakes and sufferings of the people of
France', Italy, Germany, Mexico, and the South
American republics. We ought not to need any
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burning of our own fingers to warn us to keep them
out of the fire.
The people of France were, before the Revolution,
robbed by three powers-the monarchy, the nobility, the priesthood. The royal family and its favorites and the nobles and the church were rich and
well-fed; the people were poor and starving. Justice
and liberty had been denied by and in the name of
this trinity. The storm came, and in it these
privileged classes were shattered and scattered;
they reaped what they had sown. Innocent individuals suffered with the guilty. What else could
have been expected t The people had agonized for
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never taught them what justice was; they did not
themselves know. How then should the untaught
peasants practice it when at last they, in the
drunken joy of vengeance, felt their power as they
saw beneath their feet the representatives of the
orders that had robbed ·them of food and clothing
and shelter and love! The wonder is not that the
Revolution was stained with innocent blood but that
it was stained with so little, comparatively. lnjus•
tice is never barren; she never fails to bring forth
her myriad-numbered- broods of hideous and cruel
children. Had the French people not been robbed
o.f prop.erty and liberty there would have been no
revolution. The church was one of their robbers;
she took from them the fruit of toil and she held
it exempt from the exactions of the state, while the
people were compelled to pay out of what was left
'
k"
to th~m, .all that nobles and mg _den;tanded.
There tneVJtably came an hour of revendicatiOn and
vengeance, for human' nature will not bear everything without an attempt to better it.s condition.
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evo u~Ion was an o Jec.- esson. to. the
world. Will the Umted States heed Itt This IS a
republic and there are but two serious obstacles in
its way to the goal of liberty justice honor and
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ese a.re . e Ignorance o a part o t e
people and the Indifference of another part. The
masses must think and act or no republic can long
remain free. When a nation permits the church to
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o vast p~operties exemp rom t~axa Ion It mvttes
the awakenmg that came to France.
In Italy the church had in her possession at the
beainning of the seventh decade of the present
o.
century property valued, by a low elltimate, at
$400,000,000. The people were poor, the necessities of the government urgent, and in 1867 the
state took for her use $116 000 000 of this wealth·
and it was also deemed ~ece~sary to abolish th~
convents and monasteries. Whether this latter act
was in harmony with the principle of religious
liberty or in violation thereof the scope of this in~
quiry does not require us to ask; it is sufficient to
'lay that the closing of the Catholic institutions
named was done by a Catholic government acting
for a people overwhelmingly Catholic.
·
Mexico passed through a long and fiercely-waged
"war of reform," which began in the early fifties
and cannot be said to have ended until the overthrow of Maximilian and the permanent establishment of the republic under the presidency of Benito
Juarez. Formerly the church owned nearly onethird of the soil of Mexico. By the laws of reform
of 1856 and 1859 the landed property of the church
was nationalized, convents abolished, and all superfluou~ church buildings sold or converted to public
use. When Napoleon III. landed troops in Mexico
and made the Archduke Maximilian titular emperor
the church threw all its influence into the scales in
behalf of the inchoate empire, and ilad Napoleon
succeeded in his designs the confiscated estates of
the church would have been restored to her and the
struggles and sacrifices of Jaurez and his compatriots would have been in vain, all their splend1d
work for justice, education, and peace rendPred
nugatory. When a churph owns one-third of the
real estate of any country, a con1lict is inevitable
if the people have left in them a spark of the spirit
of independence. To prevent "wars of reform " it
is absolutely essential that the law of justice shall
rule ; the relation of the church to the state must
be that of complete independence, and this is impossible so long as the people are taxed, directly or
indirectly, to support the church.
The rapid augmentation of church values which
President Grant foresaw, and which he cmii.puted
upon the basis of the ratios of increase from 1850 to
1860 and from .1860 to 1870, should be a cause of
most serious apprehension to all who are familiar
with the history of the similar growth of ecclesiastical wealth in other countries. All values were
greatly lessened by the forces which produced the
panic of 1873 and the subsequent readjustment of
prices and wage11, but the relative increase of church
property values has not been affected thereby.
The present comparative numbers of church organizations and church buildings are such that, in tlie
absence of a gr{ll,'t ~D.II:D~i~~ ~r~s!J.~ t!J.I.l conetJuction.
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of edifices must continue for many years to greatly
exceed the increase of population. Rev. W. A.
Spencer, D.D., who is correspondin~ secret.ary ?f
the Methodist Church Extension Somety, wntes m
the Independent that in -1893 his society aided in
the building of six hundred and eighty-three
churches: So much for one denomination. Mr.
Spencer quotes figures from the United States
census of 1890 to show that the Roman Catholics
have fifteen hundred more organizations than
churches; the Presbyterians need a thousand more
churches; the Baptists could uAe three thousand
six hundred more buildings than they have ; the
Oongregationalists show a shortage of one hundred
and more edifices ; the Methodist Church South
needs two thousand four hundred additional buildings and the Northern Methodists could use three
tho~sand more. And so on through the denominations. In some of the older states these sects
have a surplus of meeting-places, but their necessities in the South and West are greater even than
the above figures indicate, for those figures represent only the net difterence between the number of
organizations and the number of churches.
All of this is additional evidence that the ratio of
increase of church wealth will be greater in the
future than it has been in the past. The different
denominations must not only strive to keep up with
the increase of church population, but must provide
shelter for that which they now have which has
as yet no buildings of its own. .Should church
property continue to be untaxed until 1950 the conditions of many parts of this country will bear a
striking resemblance to that of Italy and Mexico
prior to the confiscation of the wealth of the church
in those countries.
I cannot, perhaps, more fittingly bring to a close
my argument under this head than by reproducing
a well-known passage in a message which President
Grant sent to Congress in 1875:
"In 18/50. I believe, the church property of the United
States which paid no tax, municipal or state, amounted to
$87 000 000 In 1A60 the amount had doubled. In 1870 it
wa~ $35'4,48S,587. In 1900, without a ch~ck, it is safe to say,
t.his property will reach a sum exceedmg $3,000,000,000.
So vast a sum receiving all the protection and benefits of
government ~thout bearing its proportion of the burdens
and expenses of the same, will not be looked upon acquiescently by those who have to pay the taxes. I~ a gro.wing country, where real estate enha:r;tces so rap1dl.Y ~th
time as in the United States. there Is scarcely a limit to
the wealth that mav be acquired by corporations, religious or otherwise if allowed to retain real estate without
taxation. The co~templation of so vast a property as h~re
alluded to, without taxation, may lead to sequestratiOn
without constitutional authority, and through blood.
I would suggest the taxation of all property equally."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Sunday Work and Damages for Injury.
In TnE TRUTH SEEKER of February 17th Brother
Putnam' asks for a certain authority on a point of
law as expounded by the learned judges in Massachusetts in relation to whether an engineer on a
railroad, if injured while wo:king on Sunday, or the
Lord's Day, aa they call 1t there, could recover
damages or not. I send you a little "brief" on the
subject. which you will please hand Brother Putnam. If he ever gets in need of any such thing
again let us know through THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
I, for one, will try to help him out.
An engineer of a locomotiv engin, who is performin~
the ordinary duties of his employment on Sunday, is
laboring in violat.ion of ~he pnblic sta~utes, ch~pter 9~,
section 2. unless the rnnmng of the tram on which he Is
employed is a work of ~ecessity, o~ ?harity; and if it .is
not and while so labormg, he 1s InJUred by a defect m
the'railr~ad track, his illegal act necessarily contributes
to camie his injurv, and precludes his maintainin~ an action therefor. (Read VB. Boston & Albany R. R. Co.,
140 Mass. 199.)
Under the authority of Day VB, Highland street Railway, 135 Mass. 113, the ruling that the plainti!f was not
entitled to recover was correct, unless the runnmg of the
railroad freight train on which he was employed was a
work of necessitv or charity. The statute of 1884, chapter 37, was passed after the mjnry complained of, and does
not apply to this action. (Read vs. R. R. Co.. supra,
citing Bucher VB. Fitchburg R. R., 131 Mass. 156.)
Section I. of the statute of 1884, chapter 37,
which took e:ffect on Feb. 27, 1884, is as follows:
"The provisions of chapter 98 of the public statutes
relating to the observance of the Lord's Day shall
not constitute a defense to an action for a tort
or injury suffered by a person on that day." Read,
in the above cited case, was injured on Sunday,
October 8, 1882.
So Massachusetts took one step forward in 1884.

A.

Tn Woman's Press Olub of New York announces a
lecture by Helen H. Gardener. It is for the benefit of
the Club and will be given at the Holland House, Fifth
avenue and Thirtieth street, on Friday, April 6th, at 8 P. M,
Subject: "Woman as an Annex." Tickets, one dollar.
No res!ll'Ved seats. Tickets may be obtained from members of the Club, or from the treasurer, F. T. Low, Low's
Exchange, 949 Broadway,

Campaign NoteR.

Observations.

Congressman Breckinridge, the defendant i:n 'Miss
Pollard's breach-of-promis suit, admits his meretricious relations with the plaintiff previous to the
death of his w,ife and afterwards, but he declines to
fa~e the responsibility and pleads that the woman
led him astray. This shows that the religious habit
is strong in Kentucky's senior Congressman, and I
am surprised that some of the lead~rs in his
church should suggest his expulsion ~rom membership. As David, save in the matter of Mrs. Uriah,
was a man after God's own kidney, so is Breckinridge save in tl:ie matter of Miss Pollard and perhaps a miscellaneous lot of other obscure females;
and even here his conduct is strictly ministerial and
his defense orthodox, for it will be recalled that
Adam accused the woman of being first in the
transgression. If these things are not sufficient to
establish Colonel Breckinridge's orthodoxy, let his
enemies remember that he is a pillar of the Young
Men's Christian Association and its silver-tonguedest orator; that he is the author of the Breckinridge Sunday bill; that he championed the closing
of the World's fair on Sunday; and that he was
counsel for the prosecution in the Briggs heresy
trial. There is not a man of more unmitigated
piety on the two hemispheres. Still, if the Presbyterians are determined ·to inquire into his conduct
and expel or whitewash him I suppose there is no
way to stop them. It might be suggesteil, though,
in the interests of thoroughness, as also of poetic
justice, tha£ Professor Briggs be retained to conduct the investigation.
The pending suit at the capital has an important
bearing on current issues; for if distinguished
religious lights continue on their present line of
conduct, the state will soon be able to demand a
divorce
from the church on the statutory grounds.
To THE FRIENDS oF CHURCH UNION WITH THE STATE:
In working to secure recognition of God and Christ in
the Constitution and laws of the United States and make
For the first time in several years I violated the
this a Christian nation, with written Christian Constitution and Chri~tian laws, teachin!!: and enforcin~ Christian civil, economic, and physiological Sabbath last Sunmorality, dnes not your earnest desire for a universal day by attending the Catholic church, selecting for
brotherhood blind your eyes to the fact that a movement that purpose the institution on Twelfth street dediof this kind-to make the state enforce religious beliefscould verv well hav originatfld with the Roman Catholic cated to St. Ann. I found the stage set for an altar
church, to enable it to decidA which and what is the scene, lighted at various points, and suggesting a
Christian religion and to establish for itself again tem- Chinese theater modified by a night parade of B.:-rporal power?
num & Bailey's circus. I havn't seen anything so
Do you forget the lessons of history? With a; nnion of
chnt'ch and state vour persons and propertv will not b& oriental and barbaric sin<'e I left San Francisco.
safe, small sects will be wiped out, and all will be at the The candles, the priests and acolytes in celestial
mercy of the strongest religious organization at any time vestments and headgear; bells and brio-a-brae, and
ruling the nation.
above all the odor of burning joss-sticks; and even
Hav you become tired of freedom of speech and of the
press that you would make it thus a dream of the past? the music, which, like that of the prohibited people,
Religious and political freedom were the watchwords of lacks what we call tune-all these take the returned
the fathers of our country. Think you they were fools? Californian back to the coast faster than a telegraph
Know you not that you put a premium on hypocrisy message goes. In cheerfulness, however, the Conwhen you make the nation's prisons and militia the
censors of opinion? The weak, the ven '1, and those of fucian surpasses the Catholic. I never saw a really
worldly policy will never be marty.rs. They will wreck solemn Chinaman _at any public doings, but the
your Christian state with lies for private gain.
worshiper at St. Ann's has a countenance like a sad
'Shall we hav religionR instead of political parties, with mule, which he crosses frequently with the hasty
occasional civil wars? You can make men hypocritical,
but nfver good, bv law.
, and deft motion of a monkey wasting his face. If
If you believe in a free country and wish to be pro- anyone should inquire the cause of his depression,
tected in yonr opinions, religious or political, work and I doubt that he could giv a lucid reply.
vote against any sort of union of church with the state.
Elect no person to a convention or a legislature who is in
favor of such union unless you belong to the Roman
If in the course of a discussion with some other
Catholic church.
person I hail incidentally remarked that whenever
The District Sunday bill has been sent to the the Prophet of Gowanus alluded, even casually, to
district directors for their approval before being the subject under consideration, angels and earacted upon by committee, ancl it will be some weeks aphs shed tears that tubs could not contain, I
before action is taken. We shall watch the matter. should not expect him to regard such reference to
What is wanted at the present stage of affairs is himself as a question going to the "root of his b'eto pour documents and petitions upon Congress. lief." Neither should I look for extended argument
I find that Congressmen do read our literature after in reply. Nevertheless Mr..E. 0. Roscoe, having
all, and are getting posted in our principles. This av~rred that under certain specified circumstances
is one good result of the agitation. The pertina- the gods regard myself as a "spectacle," now comcious efforts of the Christians to disseminate their plains that instead of proffering argument, I abandogmas has aroused an interest in the other side of don myself to verse. Then, unmindful of the provthe question, and our documents are now more !lrb, the sagacity of whiQh has been prov~d by
read than they ever were before.
frequent application, that we should sometimes
I desire, therefore, to publish at the earliest pos- answer the wise according to his wisdom, he alleges
eible moment "The Rights of Man" and distribute evasion and hints at a paucity of sand. Now a
it widely. People are interested in this question as · man in a ditch is not afraid of bullets, and a prophet
never before, arid now is the time for education. conscious that his brain is impervious to thought
We must prepare material for future work. If one mayinvite discussion with safety; but, to introduce
thinks the contest is ended, he is greatly mistaken. a. figure of speech, having "sat into the game," I
There are established abuses which we must correct. may as well call his bluff.
We must not only keep God out of the Constitution,
It is a peculiarity of the Prophet's literary mathbut we must abolish the chaplaincies, which is a odrthat he invariably devotes a moiety of his paper
practical recognition of God in the state. I hope to sarcastic exordium; and it was in his half-column
that friends will not fail to see the necessity of prelude to a column article in reply to Mr. Peck
continued effort. We must not only repel new that he made the before-mentioned allusion to "the
attacks, but overthrow ancient wrongs. I hope the man with the badge-pin." I do not know whether
generous cont.ributions to our treasury will not Mr. Peck's belief is the same as mine or not, but
cease because we hav won one victory. There are the questions which the Prophet has asked him are
many more yet to win before we are a free people. not unanswerable from my point of view. Here is
S. P. PUTNAM.
the first one:
Let an inqnirer ask M. Peck if the fact that the making
A SECULAR UNION was oreanized at Forest Grove, Or., of fractional currency-such as CPnts, nickels, and dimes
on Sunday, March 11th ; D. C. Stewart, president ; Dr. -is a governmental monopoly, taken in conjunction with
Hines, secretarv; Mrs. Dilley, treasurer. Regular meet- the fact that one can realize on such assets at the various
ings will be held Sunday evenings ; Sunday school, 3 P. M, sub-treasuries in any other kind of currency one desires,
It is now understood that the House Judiciary
Committee will report the Christian amendment
unfavorably. For this reason the committee do not
think it necessary to giv a hearing to the opposition. This is manifflstly unfair, for the supporters
of the amendment hav not only had an opportunity to present their arguments to the committee,·
but to hav them printed as a government document, and certainly the arguments upon the other
side should hav the same advantage. This shows
how much prejudice we hav to work ag-ainst. Even
the New York Sun. which is opposed to the amendment, is also opposed to the Freethinkers having
any say before the committee. The impression
seems to be that some dreadful things will be said,
that blasphemous words will be indulged in, etc.,
which is an entirely unnecessary fear, for Freethinkers hav plenty of solid argument and do not
need to resort to polemical methods. However, I
understand that the arguments of the Christian
party were presented in such a manner that they
tended against the amenilment rather than for it,
and convinced the wavering that this theological
tampering with the Constitution was a bad policy.
The only chance now for the amendment is to !!acure a consideration of it in Committee of the
Whole, if its friends think there is sentiment
enough in its favor. I suppose they are determined to perish in the last ditch, and will use
every chance to bring the matter to vote. On this
point a legal gentleman of northern Michigan o:ffers
some valuable suggestions to these "reformers."
It must be admitted that if there ever is a union of
church and state in this country, the Roman Catholic church will hav all the advantage. I print
what my friend sends me:
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~~:: v~h:e.snfficiently account for !their passing at their and end its -existence. Its -usefulness in the ways votes nor bnsine~s patronage in the future. ·. ·. · Monis
If what Mr. Roscoe says about centEI, nickels, and
"dimes passing at their face value and being exchangeable for any other kind of currency were
strictly accurate as regards all points in the United
States, then I should say that these accidents
might hav something to do with the case; but
since there is a large section of the country where
cents do not pass at their face value, their circulation in other quarters must be otherwise explained.
And since, furthermore, their exchangeability does
not insure them currency where they are not wanted
we are not warranted in concluaing that it is their
exchangeability which causes them to circulate in
localities where trade could not be carried on without them.
Anticipating an affirmativ response, the inquirer
proceeds:
If the answer be o.ffirmativ, we may ask if the certainty
of ultimate redemption in intrinsic value, when required,
of any of the currency, fractional or otherwise, is not a
large factor in establishing the confidence of the people
generally in money which has no intrinsic value, or
which bas very much less than its face value in intrinsic
worth.
·

Now that is a very fair question. I hav to admit
that in finanoo, as in religion, redemption is a large
factor, albeit a strong delusion. According to a
late statement of Secretary Carlisle there was in the
United States treasury sufficient gold to redeem
about $1 out of each $8 of the government's
promises to pay. The figures were: Gold, $100,000 000; promises to pay, $813,000.000 (Century
Magazine for January, 1894, p. ±73); so that
each individual dollar rests on a basis of one and
one quarter dimes in gold. The eighty-seven and
one-half cents is confidence.
I would allege
that under the free coinage of silver the intrinsic
value of the standard silver dollar would be equal
to the intrinsic value of the gold dollar; and that
were gold demonetized the gold in the dollar would
not be worth as much as it is now. But even if
the silverdollar has an intrinsic value of but fiftythree cents, I conceive that fifty-three cents' worth
of silver is as well. calculated to inspire confidence
as a. dollar relying for its soundness on gold to the
value of only twt>lve and one-half cents, saying
nothing about the fact that Wall street could in
twenty-four hours withdraw every ounce of gold in
the treasury and leave the nation's promises with
no intrinsic value whatever behind them. Question
No. 3 is this:
Does Mr. Peck believe that fractional cnrrency=wonld
continue to ·circulate at its nominal value if the mints
were open to the free coinage of cents, nickels, and dimes
at ten cents' worth of copper, twenty cents' worth of
nickel, and fifty-three cents worth of silver to the coined
dollar?
As for the dollar, I think it would. It is said to
hav so circulated previous to its demonetization. The
free coinage of nickel and copper is not proposed.
These metals are substitutes for silver and gold,
the coinage of which into denominations of one
and five cents is impracticable. Money is a good
deal like a flag: a piece of bunting is riot in itself
an object of distinguished regard, but print the
stars and stripes on it and it at once commands respect. Its importance does not arise from the
material which enters into its construction, but from
the fact that the credit of the country is pledged
to its support. This has been found quite sufficient
to gain it "world-wide acceptance" and recognition.
I ought to remind the Prophet that presenting
itself at sub-treasuries and getting redeemed is not
the highest use of money. Its province is to di~
charge debt and to facilitate fXchange of commodlties. Here intrinsic value is not considered, and a
dollar ·passes for one hundred cents because the receiver knows that the next man will take it at that
rate. The dollar based on a dime 'and a quarter of
gold and 87.50 cents of confidence is worth a dollar.
If it were not, the Prophet may wager his reputation that nobody would accept it in EXchange for
one hundred cents' worth of gold. I might go
further and aver that it is not the redeemable
quality of this country's currency that makes it exchangeable for gold; but it is so exchangeable
because the party having the ~old knows t~at t_?e
currency has the same debt-paymg power as hts com.
It. is the old question of tbe egg and t~e he!l; but
With a dime of egg and a dollar of hen m eVIdence,
I an;t inclined to think the latter exerts the greater
influence. The Prophet still swears by the original
egg, despite the influence which time and change
has had upon that product. Mr. Roscoe cannot jar
loose from the doctrin of redemption. He seems to
regard a dollar as a sort of religious pilgrim with a
sub-treasury for its holy grail or the tomb of its
redeemer, and with no other object but to get there

of industry is quite overlooked.
In c<;>nclnsion let us inquire if, "when a man pays a
debt With a paper dollar, the dollar is redeemed," it is
not equally true that Mr. Peck's note would be redeemed
?Y the oneration of the holder payin~ it out to some one
m excbange for some commodity to the value of its face?
Wonld Mr. Peck despair of ever seeing his note again in
consequence of such a transaction, or would he bear in
mind the date of its maturity and hustle round for funds
·
to meet it, when it met him, as it surely would?
This inquiry, I believe, brings the discussion up
to date so far as argument is concerned, which Mr.
Roscoe says is what he wants. It will be seen that
Mr. Peck's opponent has placed him in the position
of the government confronted with one of its notes.
I imagin that under the circumstances Mr. Peck
would say : "The expenses of this government
necessitate the collection of taxes from citizens.
Your share of the public burden is this amount;
the note is for that amount. Take your receipt and
your change-another note-and go to the devil."
The note has done its work; it is "redeemed ;" and
as Mr. Roscoe stopped asking questions when he
got to this point, I do not feel called upon to follow
it any further.
Ge·o. E. Macdonald.-If you theorize as widely of the
mark on financial questions as yon do on the author of
the "What We See column," yon will never become a
Sherman, nor even a silver-bill Blair.
You are mistaken, Ernest, if you think that simple denial will acquit you of the "What We See"
column. Also if you think I want to be a silver-bill
Blair. Everybody is onto you in the column aforesaid, and it is no secret that my ambition is to be
a Sunday-bill Bland.
Dr. Caleb S. Weeks has published a pamphlet
giving his "Experience in Hypocrisy." The doctor
concludes that hyp,ocrisy, or the form of deceit so
termed, is commendable-a state of mind he has
perhaps reached from his experience at the Liberal
Club~ where a philosophical audience habitually listens to s<>vPral perpetual motion orators, and hypocritically r1 fril.ins from throwing anything at them.

Sichenaenn, of 220 Bowery, New York, was arrested for
selling a shoestring to a detectiv on Sunday. For want
of a bondsman he was held in the Tombs for trial. Such
damnable outrages against the weak are enough "to stir
a fever in the blood of age, and make an infant's sinews
strone as steel/' And now comes Dr. Westbrook, and
tells us that we are foolish to think we can put a stop
to this besotted Cl'iminalitv-we "might as well attempt
to paddle a canoe up Niagara. Falls or to sweep back tbe
ocean with a broom." We shall see; perhaps tbe doctor
reckons without his host. ·, ·. · In Wisconsin "Protestant
PRBtors and Catholic priests are uniting for the better legal
observance of Sunday." It is not the first time mother
and daughter hav combined forces to strangle liberty.
·. ·. · The Evangelical Alliance of St. Louis called a mass
meeting to fot:m a law and order league to secure the ~n
forcement of the Sunday law. ·. ·. · The chief of pohce
of Chatham, Mich., bas notified newsdealers that Sunday
papers must not be sold or deliver!ld in tltat town. How
long Will tbe peop-le of the United States submit :tn this
thing? What would be said by ChTistians if the Freethinkers were in the majoritv in Chatham and should
forbid seTvices in the churches? That would be no greatfr
outrage than the suppression of the sale of Sunday papers. The citizen has precisely the same right to buy and
read a Sunday paper that he has to listen to a Sunday
sermon.
..
Chicago preachers hav requested the
dailies not to print the notices of their church serviceR in
_the Sunday morning papers. It is not stated that they
hav objected to reports of their sermons appearing in the
Monday morning papers, although most of the work on
these papers is done on Sunday. The preacher objects to
the Sunday paper, not because it involves Sunday work,
l:;lnt because it is a rival to the pulpit. ·. ·. · The m~yor
nf La Crosse, Wis., bas st~~orted a paper in thll interest of
Sunday laws. ·. ·. · A bill has been introdncen in tbe
Chicago city council to close all places of business on
Sunday. ·. ·. · A strong Sunday observance union ha!!
been formed at Oshkosh, Wis. ·. ·. · At a Sunday law
meeting in Philadelphia J nstice Williams, of the State
Supreme Court, spoke in favor of the Snnday inquisition.
·.·.· Rev. E. M. Milligan, of Steubenville, 0., has made
information "against a newsdealer, his nsRistant and
three newsboys, two butchers, and a cigar dealer, for violating the Sunday law," reports the Ghrl8tian State.qman.
Turn about is fair play; let the people who bav been
wronged lay an information against Milligan's church;
his work is neither necessary nor charitable. Besioe!l,
be is a pest in the community, for he meddles with ann
despoils people engaged in legitimate business.

Lectures and Meetings.
FRANKLIN STEINER's lecture engagements are as fol•
lows:
April 1, Alliance, 0.
Aprill 0, New Rosfl, Incl.J!!
" 13, 14, Toledo, 0. _
" 3-0, Eaton, 0.
" 15, Detroit, Micb.
"
8, Dayton, 0.
"
8, Cincinnati. 0.
" 21,22, 1\it.Pleasa.nt, Ia.
"
9, Petersburg, Ind.
" 24, Eildyville, Ia.

While the plaintiff in the breach of promis suit
now trying in Washington was giving her testimony, women were excluded from the court. This
leads a Chicago lady to inquire whether, when the
defendant goes on the stand, all the men will be
JoHN R. CHARLE!!WORTH has arranged for two debates
shut out. And yet there are persons who contend on his return trip to the East. The first will be with Revj'
that women are not gifted with a sense of humor I .T. J. Porter, a cousin of Sam Jones, at Franklin, Ill.,
four nights. The other will be with Prof. ,J. S. Van
Cleve at Cincinnati, and will take place on Sunday, April
Last week I made favorable mention of the initial 29th.
A third is unner Qonsideration, and if arrangments
number of Charles C. Moore's revived Blue Grass are consummated Mr. Charlesworth will enter thll lists
Blacle, a paper published at Lexington, Ky. The with Dr. J. M. Hall, of the Baptist Gleaner, during tbe
second number is now at hand, and I must revise early part of May, at Golden Pond, Ky. Six nights.
the opinion which I formed upon reading the first. M:r. Charlesworth lecture engagements are as follows:
19, 20, Humboldt, Ia. j April 27, 28, Delphos, 0.
I now think that Moore is destitute of any honest April
"
23-26, Franklin, Ill.
purpose or principle. He discloses himself as simFRANKLIN STETNillR lectured to an appreciativ audience
ply .a coarsP, ribald old man, who, havh~g no purpose
in life, has adopted prohibition in the place of it. last Sunday before the Newark T.Ji.beral League.
"MoRAL PHILOSOPHY" was the subject of Henrv RowI should imagin that every conscientious Prohibitionist in Lexington, after reading the Blue Grass ley at the Brooklyn Philosophical Assoe~iation Sunday.
Blacle would feel like opening a saloon and getting
J. E. REMSBURG has returned from his eastern tour,
full ju~t to avoid suspicion that he is identified with having delivered sixty lectures in fifty-five dayR. He will
Moore's detestable method of propaganda. Mo- lecture next in Kansas, Nebraska, and Missouri.
hammed Charles Chilton Moore! read the leading
ON Friday, March 30th, nt the Manhattan Liberal
editorial in this issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Per- Club, lecture by Mr. Carl Snyder, "How New York
pend its benevolent precepts, apply them to intem- Might be Made a Model City."
perance instead of· its twin evil religion, and then be
HENRY Rowr..EY will deliver two lectures in Philadelphia, under the a11spices of the Liberal League, on Runashamed of yourself as you ought.
day, April 8, 1894.
GFo. E. MAcDONALD.
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetini!'B
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island BusiChurchly Purpose and Performance.
ness College, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
A school mistress in GaTth, England, held an annual Driggs avenues. Program of le':ltures for March:
prize distribution, followed by a dance, an~ on praye~
THE WoMEN's LIBERAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, meefs
meeting evening. Whereupon Rev. Mr. N10hol~on satd
with all possible gravity: "The gr~at God and Judge of in the Skerrett Building, Ridge•avenne and Green street,
all will bring all such godless ones, nch and poor, to an Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock. Admission free. All are
account and assign them their portion in hell f<?rever,:• welcome.
What a God and what a preacher! ·. ·. · The Ohw peniTHE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday evententiary is "out" two chaplains. When th_e McK~nley
in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New
administration came in there was a chaplam appomted ing
who was soon found ~uilt:y: of "ministerial conduct" York, at 8 o'clock. Program for MM"ch.
THE Milwaukee Liberal Club meets at Severance Hall,
and dismissed, and lately h1s sncces.sor had. to go for
_appropriating the funds of the conVIcts to hts own us~. 421 Milwaukee street, every Sunday at 7. 30 P.1>1.
·. ·.·· President Blanchard, of ~heaton college,, when m
THE Radical Library meets in Rkerrett's Hall, Ridge
attendance at the district meetmg of the Am!lrl~an Sab- avenue
and Green street, Philadelphia. Open on Tuegbath Union at Des Moines three years ago, satd, m advocating the boycotting of the Sunday paper, "Why, I day, 7.30 to 10 P.M.
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets in College Hall, 168!
would rather swear for half an hour tlian to buy a Sunday
Walnut street, Cincinnati, Sunday evenings at 7:45,
newPpaper for a minnbe."
prompt. Admission is free,
SABBATABIAN AGGRESSIONS.
. "It is settled law in Michiga?l that. a Snnd~y contr~ct
is a prohibited transaction, the tllegaht:y of which forbids . THE Friendship Liberal League of Philadelphia meets
it being made a sale by mere delivery after." (Chief J ns- Sundays at 2.30 and 7.30 P.M. in Warner Hall, near
tice Hooker Michigan Supreme Court, Aspell vs. Hos- Green and Broad streets.
bein, 57 N. W. Rep. 27). Date of opinion, December 8,
THE First Secular Church of Portland, Ore., meets in
1893. ·. ·. · Topeka, Kan.,, i~ in ~he agony of a Sunday Central Labor Council Hall, 170~ Second street near
closing campaign. The Mmutenal Umon-of course- Yamhill, every --Sunday at 7.30 P. M. Katie Kehm
wants cigar stores, butcher shops, and news stands shut Smith, lecturer. Snnday-schoolin same place at 12:30 P.M.
up on the preachers' workday, and a number of :roung
men hav declared a boycott on the chlliches belonging to
A Catalog of the Truth Seeker Company's publications
the Union. Let them also blacklist every counc~man
voting for the ordinance, and see that he gets neither sent free to any address,
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im1titntions combined, and has, in all times poses, g)lided by the experience of sncpast, been the greatest curse the world bas cessfnl men, leaving God, Christ, and
known. If be does this he will probably Bible out of the question, and obeying
find a glowing light of truth that will as- and relying upon the laws of Idaho for belp
Straight from the Shoulder.
tonish the world and put laurels on his and protection, I hav distanced the hungry,
ALLISON, IA., March 13, 1894.
devouring glutton, and if I liv will · soon
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find money brow that will be worth more than gold.
Fraternally yours,
S. B. DAVIS.
hav a special fund to devote to the Freeorder 'for $1.50, due yon on THE TRUTH
SEEKER. Your paper is getting better
thought cause and to the destruction of
every day. It's hitting them right on the Another for Putnam's Work in Wash- error and her advocates. JAMES SToUT.
ington.
head. Yours truly, JoHN SwANOARA.
From an Earnest Worker.
BELJIWNT, N.Y., March 10, 1894.
His Name in the Book of Life.
MR. EDIToR: We bav taken your valuMcCALLUM, WASH., March 6, 1894.
BLAKRSLEE, 0., Feb. 26, 1894.
able paper for many years, and welcome it
Mn. EDITOR: I hav found one man who
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $17.60 weekly as a gift of worth and wisdom. said just as soon as he could get some
to pay for tbe gallant old TRUTH SEEKER We look forward to the time of its arrival m~ney he would hav THE TRUTH SEEKER
another year for myself and five new ones, with interest, as we know we will hav a and some books. I showed him my "Picwbo bav bad tbe hoodwink removed and feast of intelligence and wisdom. Please torial Text-Book." He was delighted; he
now want to aid in clearing the mental find .inclosed $5 in payment of our sub- had never seen anything of the kin(\ besky of gods, ghosts, and devils.
scription, Saladin's "God and His Book," fore. When I came home I sent him some
This entitlPB me to S. P. Putnam's big and the remainder to go toward Putnam's of my old TRUTH SEEKERS and one Boston
book, in which yon may enroll my name if expenses while in Washington. I hope InveRtigator. Ever since I became a
this reaches yon in time.
soon to send an order for several books.
Liberal t hav been working all I could for
D. W. IsENHART.
Yours for Freethonght,
the cause and to increase the subscription
JOHN LEILOUS,
list of your journal. I never was a pro_Not "Holy," but True and lnstructiv.
fessing Christian, but belieyed the Bible
Would Make a Better and Greater
PoRTAGE, Wis., March 2, 1894.
was the word of God until four years ago,
-People.
MR. EDIToR: Yon will find inclosed order
when a neighbor gave ns a TRUTH SEEKER;
for $5 for renewal of your paper and for
CRETE, NEB., Feb. 19, 1894.
We read it two or three times; the more
Thomas Paine's entire works. I cannot do
MR. EDIToR: Send to each of the four we read it the better we liked it; so I subwithout THE TRUTH SEEKER; need it for names inclosed your paper for one year scribed for it, and hav since sent for quite
reference every day.
Thomas Paine's and "Old. Testament Stories Comically a number of books, all of which hav given
works are my Bible, not "holy," but in- Illustrated," and to me ''Four Hundred ns general satisfaction. Our books are
strnctiv and true. I hav tried hard to get Years of Freethonght," as per your club
nearly always away from home, but hope
yon some new subscribers and am in hPpes offer.
they aTe doing good work.
to get some yet, as I hav a promis. HopInclosed find draft for $28. I do not
Inclosed yon will find $4 for renewal of
ing for your continued success, I remain wish to make any money, but take books, subscription, and for pamphlets.
yours for the truth,
Mns. S. RAOE.
as the last three are for myself. I will do
Yours fraternally,
J. N. FRIEND.
all I can for yon or the cause of FreeA Friend Wanted.
thought; whatever my commission may
From One Who Stands Alone.
OAKFIELD, ME., March 12, 1894.
be I will take out in books. I will hav
AsHLAND, On., Feb. 8, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Would not some of your another order for yon before a great while.
subscribers like to pay for my" TRUTH W onld like to circulate thousands of
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed yon will find $3,
SEEKER? I am unable to pay for it myself. your books about here, as I think it would for which send "Life: A Prose Poem," a
The person who promised to pay for the make the people more Liberal in their Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll, and apply
paper has met with bad luck. I bav a views-a better and a greater people.
the balance on my BJ}bscription. I would
wife and four children to support by
like to be able to send yon more now but
FRED THIBODEAU.
working out by the day; besides, 1 hav
cannot; hope to soon. I must hav Colonel
been need up with the rbenmatism all winIngersoll's picture, for I do think he is
On the Eve of Great Events.
ter. Should you publish this I hope some
the greatest, grandest man living. He has
ATLANTA, GA., March 12, 1894.
one will respond that we may not lose
said so many beautiful things in behalf of
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find order women; has tried to make them see what
the honest old TRUTH SEEKER.
for
$3, renewing subscription for THE slaves they hav been to the church.
Yours truly,
J. E. LASKEY.
TRUTH SEEKER another year. Yon hav
I often tbink what a fool I was when I
been patient with me, and I am obliged to thought everything the preacher said was
Grandpa's Bible.
yon. For several months I hav been absent true, and did not doubt the divinity of the
SEATTLE, WASH., March 7, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find order for from the city a great deal, going in and Bible. I wonder why I was so blind to
$6.50, for which please send me what one of out on business.
reason. I hav more Liberal books than
I consider it to be the bounden duty of anybody else here, but not half that I
my grandchildren, five years old, calls
grandpa's Bible, THE TRUTH SEEKER, and every Liberal to giv support to one-or want and hope to hav sometime. I want
one copy of Putnam's "Four· Hundred more-of the exponents of Freethonght. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of FreeOf these THE TRUTH SEEKER easily keeps thought," but cannot get it yet. I hav
Years of Freethongh t."
Money matters hav tightened consider- the lead. To my mind we are on the eve tried, and will keep on trying for new subably since your brother left this part of the of great events-political and religions- scribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER, but hav
Lord's vinyard, or I should hav remitted religion the warring element. Wishing failed, for the cry is "hard times." I supsooner and also hav sent a mite for the yon a full measure of success during these pose yon hav heard that before.
good of the cause, but may do so later on. hard times, and hoping for a wider spread
Ashland has the name of having many
of the principles of Freethonght,
F. H. HARKINS.
Freethinkers. I don't think tbat half of
Yours, etc.,
THoMAS M. TAYLOR,
them take a Freethonght paper. I don't
Sinews of War Against the Amendment.
see how they can be so indiflerent to a
God
Is
in
the
Law~,
Anyway.
ATOHIBON, KAN., March 2, 1894.
cause that needs the support of every one
ST, JoSEPH, Mo., March 10, Jll.M. 294.
1\in. EDIToR: Inclosed please find draft
that our liberties may be protected. I hav
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $5,
for $13.50.
to fight my own battles, as I am the only
I wish yon to apply $5 towards fighting for which yon will please giv credit.
woman in Ashland who calls herself a LibI
hav
been
circulating
petitions
versus
the God-in-tbe-Constitntion amendment
eral, and is not afraid to hav people know
now before Congress, and please mail me the God-in-the-Constitntion amendment, just what she is.
Mns. A. DE PEATT.
and
bav
got
something
over
fifty
names,
a petition blank to Congress asking it to
reject the joint resolution. Renew my but hav had to talk a great deal to obtain
Fasting and Stealing.
subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER and them; people seem to think that God is
March 18, 1894.
send me the '' Freethinker's Pictorial already recognized in that document. I
Text-book," ''Woman, Church, and t.hink that all Freethinkers should join the Can God's immortal feel envious of man- kindState," Remsburg's " Lincoln," and Bell's Federation so that they can be counted, and
then we would hav votes enough to seen re They in full effulgence, man still groping
"Hand-book of Freethonght."
attention for our side of the question in
blind?
E. A. HASLET.
the Congressional committee-room; in If in state celestial they do drink and eat
Wllat in Place of Christianity~
other words, we would become respectable Of dainties more luscious than mortal
VERA CRuz, Mo., Feb. 27, 1894.
enough to be noticed and our votes would
tongues greet;
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of then be worked for. I will circulate a list If forever they liv on elixir of life,
Feb. 24th yon say a correspondent wants and get n 1mes for the Federation the next And with famin and death hav no ken nor
to know what he should put in the place of thing I do after getting through with the
strife;
the Christian religion to make himself and petition. Wishing the Truth Seeker family Why need they begrudge ns our daily rethe world better. Now, if your corre- a grand future, I am
past,
Yours fraternally, G. G. BEOK.
spondent will take a suggestion from me I
And a priesthood appoint to order a fast?
would like to say: Just substitute reality
Does fas~ing make lighter the heavenly
for superstitions notions; honesty for hyHas Distanced the Wolf.
rod?
'
pocrisy; truth for falsehood; goodness for
GLEN's FERRY, IDA., March 8, 1894.
Or does what is saved go to fatten a God?
condemnation and persecution; love for
MR. EDIToR: Please find $1, for which Is the faster relieved, on ending each fast,
malicious prejudice; common sense for send "Bible Contradictions," "Religion As is the bad boy when the tingle is past?
dervish-like bowling; peace for church a Lie, a Disease, a Curse," "Crimes of Or in Lent a martyr-with no meat supjangles and quarrels; school-teachers for Preachers," Miss Wixon's "Woman."
plypriests and preachers; schools for churches;
! am not unmindful of my duty to the Whilestn:ffingdown fishes, eggs, puddings,
honest industry for running to church Freethonght heroes. I will this month,
and pie?
and spending time and money for the sup- send yon something to help sustain S. P. Full of joy is the faster when the churchport of an institution that has been a brake Putnam at Washington, and pay for one
bell strikes
to the wheels of progress; has caused copy of "Four Hundred Years of Free- The right to end fast and to eat all one
church fanatics to torture and murder bet- thought." The wolf has been close upon
likes;
ter men than themselvs ; caused more my heels, but with pluck, nerve, temper- But what kind of a god is pleased at the
strife, war, and bloodshed, than all other ance, diligence, and manly, honest pursight

Of one fasting all day and gorging all
night?
When a Christian is sick, his stm;nach all
clogged,
His bowels inflated, and his mind befogged,
No question but fasting will do him more
good
Than cramming down windy or heavybuilt food.
But when he is choking on biblical lies,
To vomit is better than fastings and sighs.
In the old Canaan times some angels were
known
To take meals on earth when the wife was
alone;
A lamb on the altar would bring a God
down
To partake of the roast when done to a
brown;
And while t.he tribe engaged in fasting and
prayer,
The God and the priest took the whole of
the fare.
When the God was displeased, he was
soothed with a lamb;_
But it took, when furious, a bullock or.
ram.
No share now has a God, e'en though be
complain;
The priest takes the whole in an ancient
God's name.
Stealing and fasting, through centuries of
time,
Hav been joined together in many a clime.
Without tithes the fasting would be of no
nee;
'Tis for- dimes that the priest makes for
sinners excuse.
Should the priest stop stealing, and let
spooks alone,
.
No need then of fasting for sins to atone.
Now, when tbat will happen no propbet
can tell;
But on earth 'twonld be heaven, perhaps
in heaven a bell.
L. G. REED,
How and Where Did He Die ~
SALESVILLE, MoNT., March 11, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: In your issne:.of March 3d
there appears a letter over the signature of
A. D. Swan, the. last paragraph of which
reads as follows:
Should there l:le any among yolll' readers
wbo bav lost relations and who think it
impossible fo:r any medium, an entire
stranl!er to· them, to tell tbem of their deCE>ased friends-telling tbeir names, wben
they died, how Ion!! they were sick, and
many other things connected with tbeir
lives impossible for strangers to know, and
who care to take the trouble and expense
to test the subject, and find tbat what I
hav written is untrue-! will forfeit $50,
on condition that. they ltiv me the same
amount, should they find what I hav said
true.
Now, I am not after Mr. Swan's $50;
neither am I after his scalp; but I should
esteem it a favor beyond my ability to ever
adequately recompense, and for· which I
should amply reward him, if he will,
through mediumistic or any other power,
tell me where my brother died. I do not
know myself, but hav always been anxious
to find out. From the candid and earnest
manner in which Mr Swan wrote his entire
letter I do .not construe his $50 offer as made
with a mercenary intent, but rather to emphasize his own deep convictions, with a
view to more forcibly impressing them on
others. If correct in this view of the
case, viz., that it is with an earnest desire
on his part to convince others of the truth
of Spiritualism that he makes the offer,
I take it for granted thBt he will agree
with me that he cannot adopt a better
method to that end than t-' giv the proof
the notoriety of newspaper publication.
I would inquire of Mr. Swan if this particular case of mine and all similar ones do
not come within the prescribed rules of
spirit manifestation? That is, wherein
would there be any violation of conditions
in giving the information I desire? Could
not my brother's spirit speak through a
medium and tell where it parted with the
flesh and the fact be communicated to me?
Where would there be any violation of
conditions in this? Am I not fair?
Some years ago we got an inkling of his
death through newspapers, but could never
learn where it occurred. I advertised in
several papers, THE TRUTH SEEKER among
them, but no tid4J.gs came. Therefore,
when I read Mr. Swan's communication,
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replete as it is with so much confidence, it
occurred to my mind that it was a fine
opportunity to make a public and practical
test of the claims of Spiritualism, and at
the same time, if within the realms of
probability, acquire the information desired. That Mr. Swan may be asslll'ed
that t.his comm-unication is not written in
a spirit of banter, merely to puzzle or perplex, I giv the full name of my brotherHenley Lybrook Bnrk. The rest of the
details I leave to mediumistic power.
THoMAS BuRK.

upon the action of the body, that without body there is no mind. Mind might
exist without body, but we hav never.had
any experience of this and therefore cannot prove it. As to what is beyond death
we can only hope. Human experience,
however, demonstrates this: If we liv our
~est to-day, we shall thus be prepared to
liv our best to-morrow; and so if we do
our best in this world we shall be prepared for any destiny hereafter.
Experience also shows that if we strive to
make other_s happy we shall be happy ourselva; and 1f death is the close of our selfconsciousness, we can leave behind the
memory of good deeds. So with every
other question; consult facts. Don;t shut
your eyes and dream· don't seek for
"faith;" don't ask peo~le for their belief
but for the facts they hav. Read books fo~
facts; read history for facts; get all the
facts yon can; illuminate them withyour
your own reason; relate them with one
another-that is, see how one fact depends
upon another fact or produces another fact
etc. Theology says, "Don't mind facts'
believe as the Bible and the church tell yo~
to believe." Freethonght ·says, "Don't
mind the Bible or the church, but believe
according to facts, as yon see them and
understand them with the activity of your
own brain."-SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.]

An Investi~rator's Questions.

LA BALLE, ILL., March 1; 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just finished reading
John Peck's questions to Mr. P,rry. Now
will Mr. Peck explain )lOme things in re~ard toFreethinkers? I havbeenreading
THE TRUTH SEEKER only a short time. It
has been loaned to me by one of yo)lr subscribers. I was raised in the church,
which does not meet my demands. I hav
also investigated and given Spiritualism my
full consideration with like results. Every
creed has its foundation. What is yours?
Yon say yon "take nothing on trust;"
neither do I, I cannot believe what I am
told, but must see and feel demonstration
to havfaith; am free of prejudices, but am
soconstitnted that I cannot believe what I
do not understand. My reason requires
proof. So far as I know inyself, I am of
Reasoning From the Basis of Fact.
uncertain faith in the unseen and un0¥YoN, 0., Mar. 6, 1894.
known.- Yon convey the idea that death
MR. EDIToR: Having traveled fifty miles
ends all. Can yon tell me why yon believ:e to Delphos to hear a series of lectures by
so? What is your evidence? What is the the invincible Samuel P. Putnam, andrefaith of a Freethinker? Samuel P. Put- turning filled unutterably full of the Holy
nam says: ·" Freethought is fundamentally Ghost of Freethonght, I feel like giving a
a method and not a result." What does he few thoughts in the columns of THE' TRUTH
mean by that? Do not consider these re- SEEKER on the subjects of the God idea,
marks impertinent, but made in all sincer- the Bible, and the existence of the soul.
ity by an honest investigator, and by
It occurs to me from my experience in
giving this your consideration the light life that heaven, hell, and the Bible God
may fall upon others as well as myself. exist in the minds of the people only.
At least yon will confer a favor upon a When we see the convulsions of nature
thinker, but perhaps not a Freethinker.
sweeping destruction before them and its
INVESTIGATOR,
blind forces destroying life on every hand
[Yon inquire what is meant by the state- we perceive no evidences of a benevolent
ment, "Free thought is fundamentally a God. When we look upon undeserving
method and not a result."
people smothered almost with the richest
By method we mean a wa;v of finding blessings of life and beside them honest
ont the truth. By result we mean an in- people writhing out a miserable existence
tellectual conclusion. When we say that in want, disease, and starvation, we see no
Freethonght is first of all a method, we evidences of a just God. When we read
mean that it insists that there is only one in the Bible of the many instances (J ndges
way of finding out the truth; namely, by i, 19) where God could not accomplisH. his
the observation of jacts, and reasoning plans on account of the superior powers of
from thosejacts. Without facts no truth men, we see no evidences of an infinit God."
is ascertainable. All the knowledge that When we pursue the studies of geology,
the human mind now possesses has come philosophy, chemistry, etc., and acquire
through experience; that is, by the contact a true conception of the eternity of matter
of the human mind by means of the senses and force, we see no evidences of a God at
with facts. The imagination, the feeling, all. I do not assert that I know there is
the reason, simply as such, can giv no par- no God, no supreme power or principle,
ticle of truth. Thinking merely as think- but from the evidence already given in,
ing give no facts. Reason without facts the jury of my conscience decides for the
give no knowledge. Reason with facts give negativ. Since the finite cannot grasp the
infinit, and the natural cannot comprehend
all the knowledge that there is.
What, then, is the "creed " of Free- the supernatural, we are shut oft' from the
thought? It is that yon shall observe all conception of a deity, should there be one.
the facts that yon can, and come to your There may be myriads of gods in the
own conclusions, and accept no authority domain of the unknowable, but so far as
but the truth of facts, as yon see that truth human conception .is concerned there. is
with your reason. Yon are not to accept no foundation upon which to build such a
the authority of Bible or church or priest. theory.
To believe that there must hav been a
Yon are not to "trust to your feeling. '•
Yon are not to believe a thing because yon God to bring the universe into existence
want to believe it, but yon are to believe is to approach the climax of absurdity.
it on the evidence of facts, interpreted by This would imply then that before the
your own reason, and on no other evidence. creation there was nothing in existence,
This is the method of Freethonghf;. It the immensity of space a vacuum. Then,
is the scientific method, and is the only before there was matter and force, how
method of discovering truth. It will be could a God "speak worlds into existeasily seen that by this method it is impos- ence?" Science declares that "from
sible to demonstrate the existence of God, nothing nothing comes." To assume that
for we never can hav facts enough to dem- matter always existed in some form is the
onstrate his existence. We can go beyond most plausible theory and yet borders on
facts and imagin God exists, but if we stick the mysterious; b-at to assert that at one
to facts, we can prove only that which is time it was made. of nothing would be
finite. If by God is meant "infinit and ridiculous. We will be compelled to aseternal goodness," facts demonstrate that sume that the universe always existed
there fs no such being; for there are evil when we cannot contrive how it could be
facts in the universe, and these could not made from nothing. Thousands of people
exist if there were an "in:finit and eternal honestly believe in the existence of a God
because their ignorance prevents them
go.,dness. "
The question of immortality is simply to from accounting for the phenomena of
be decided by facts; not by one's wishes. nature. The more a person knows, the
What are the facts? Yon must decide for less God does. Where knowledge ends
God steps in and begins work. The more
yourself.
We do not say that "death ends all." we know the loss use we hav for a God.
Death ends nothing; it simply changes. What is not known is God; what is
There is no such thing as annihilation. known is science. As science advances
Bnt universal human experience shows God is correspondingly going out of
that ~!> ~etion of the mind is dependent business.

'

In olden times the people believed God
to be a real, tangible, human-shaped
being; but now he is a "spirit without
body, parts, or passions," which is an excellent definition for nothing. They could
eat, drink, and play hide-and-seek with
him (Ex. x:x:xiii, 18--23) in the days of
Moses, but now the astronomer with his
powerful telescope cannot discover him or
his abiding-place.
. As for the Bible, it condemns itself, with
its countless contradictions, obscenities,
and mistakes. It being the outgrowth of
the human brain, I b-eat it the same as
any other human production. If I am to
believe that the Bible is a divine revelation its authenticity must be proven, and
that has never been done. When history
tells me of so many bibles and religions,
and all in contention and at variance with
each other, I am driven to the thought
that there is a fault somewhere, and to
place myself in a safe and satisfactory
attitude I reject them all.
The existence of the soul is another
vague mystery that clouds my comprehension when I try to grasp it. What is it?
where is it.? when did it come into existence? and what becomes of it when dissolution takes place? are questions that
constantly arise in my mind. As I understand the theory, this immortal principle,
the soul, is seated in the brain. That
which causes our identity and our mental
existence is the organism of the brain. If
we are to exist after death and be sene.itiv
to pleasure or pain, we must hav a conPcions intelligence upon which it can act.
We all believe that it requires an organized
brain to produce intelligence or thought.
Then, when this brain is dissolved or disorganized at death, where is this thought?
In short, where is the soul? I believe
physiology will bear me out in asserting
that there is no thought without a brain.
Before I was born I did not think-! had
no soul, neither had I a brain; and after
death will I not be in precisely the same
condition? Strike a man a blow on the
head and he immediately ceases to tMnk,
that is, he ceases to exist mentally. Suppose the blow is sufficient to cause death,
when and how would he regain consciousness in another world? If I cannot carry
an organized material brain with me into
eternity, my existence ends at death-my
mental existence. The atoms of my
material existence are eternal and will
never cease to be. Formation and dissolution, and not creation and annihilation,
are the immutable processes of the economy of nature.
It now remains to be seen if science will
. not vindicate my propositions.
From
what I know of it I think· it will. Apply
science to this whole superstitions fabric
ap.d it falls to the ground a helpless myth.
Forever yours for Freethonght,
ELMER MILLER.

The Prophet's Rejoinder.
BR90KLYN, N.Y., March 18, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: It is not necessary to contest the claim made by the man with the
badge-pin, in regard to who discovered
"the prophet of Gowan us," although such
a contest would be entirely successful.
The main point is, the "prophet" is here.
Our George's version of what he wrote me
"years ago" is, however, not in strict accordance with the fact; but let it pass uncorrected, since the allusion to that corre;;pondence is ev1dently only a peg on
which to hang a bargain-counter sarcasm,
built on the model of the New York Sun's
spiteful remark about General Hancock
during the Garfield campaign. I- ~nd,
upon reference to the correspondence mentioned, that our George also writes a very
readable hand, and, as an orthographist,
leaves nothing to be desired. He generously forgive me for criticising his
"poetry," and also overlooks the fact
that I called his stanzas verses, for which
I thank him, the more so as he has added
to my knowledge by showing that the use
of '' verse " is improper in the connection
in "hich I used it. But, then, I never
claimed that one could learn nothing from
George; the claim was that he had made
a mistake in writing (even casually) about
money, except, perhaps, to delinquent subscribers, or other debtor's, suggesting the
necessity, for various reasons, of prompt
remittance. He informs me that I should
be charitable toward his "poetry," be_
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cause his lines were sugg-ested by my
remarks, and; therefore, the inspiration
being of something less than the potency
necessary to screw him up to concert
pitch, he could not be expected to produce
first-chop poetry. In reply, let me ask
him if the absence of infernal machines to
his address-by express-is not the most
conclnsiv proof that I believed he had
done the best he could nuder the circum.
stances. I am a little surprised, however,
upon mature reflection over his accusation
that I wrote "into the paper," at my leniency. George continues, in the breezy
way we know l!!o well, and are so entirely
and completely "mashed on," by affecting
to disbelieve th"t the questions in regard
to ftnanc '• in the letter which caused him
to mount his Pegasus without his spurs,
go "to the root" of auv belief he holds.
If they do not, he must believe in sound
money; that is to say, in money with an
intrinsic basis of world-wide acceptance.
If that is his position, I owe him an apology and hasten to tender it. But it seems
impossible to believe that such is the case,
for the reason that a simple statement of
the fact would havsettled the controversy,
and at the same time hav saved some damage to his reputation as a poet. It seems
more reasonable to conclude that it was
easier for him to pay attention to my allusion to the light in which the gods regarded
him than to demonstrate that the spectacle he presented to men of sound financial knowledge lacked all inducements to
mirth. If George had held financial ideas
that were susceptible of being logically
defended, he would not hav sought to
escape from the dillcnssion through snoh a
small aperture as that of preten_ding to
think he had met a proposition that was
not intelligible. He might, for instance,
hav answered the questions contained in
the letter in question, which Mr. Peck
seems to be still deliberating, or else has
given up. "The prophe~'s suggestion
about studying the finance question" reminds our poet of the picture which represents a priest as picking the pocket of a
peasant while he attracts his attention to
an apparition of the Vi•gin. It would hav
been in order to show the reason for believ.
ing that studying the finanoial question is
equivalent to offering convenient opportunity for picking the student's pocket.
Such study is warmly recommended on
the ground that it will tend to remove the
danger of having one's pocket rifted by
unstable money; if the claim be not true,
discussion will show its falsity; but George
refuses to argue. Perhaps he thinks he
is arguing when he says: "If I were a
politician
desirous of filching
from the people, I would advise them to
bury their faces in some elaborate treatis
on money." If I were a politician, there
might be some room for this remark, although even then it would seem necessary
to show how general study of a subject,
popular ignorance in regard to. which enables pcliticianR to rob the people, could
possibly facilitate the robbery. Or again,
he may fancy he is arguing when he remarks: "Of course we all know that it is
bad form for anybody except a prophet nr
professor of political economy ~o obiect to
robbery." Where does he get this universal opinion from? Who ever denied
the right of any man whatsoever to object to robbery? Sensible men demand
that those who charge that any given system results in robbery shall prove their
case before obtAining a verdict. Macdonald refuses to testify, which prompts
the belief that he fears the inevitable
cross-examination. So, aldo, he may really
think it argument when he remarks:
"Likewise none but a doctor of divinity
is qualified to doubt that Jonah swallowed
the whale." Doctors of divinity are either
of the class that examine but one side of
theoloey, or else are numbered with those
who falsely pretend to believe what they
hav every reason to think is false, through
unwillingness to giv up a "soft snap."
Rather an unfortunate analogy, it seems to
me. If upholders of religion attempted
to palm oft' such misfit analogies as these
I hav noticed, on our George, I fancy he
would with difficulty overcome his desire
to project any handy missil, violently, in
their direction; and he would be entirely
excusable if the desire proved invincible.
Better buy that barrel of kerosene,
George.
E. 0. RosCoE,
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Etited by Miss SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Oommunica'.io"'..• for this Corner should be sent.
""Between the nark and the daylight.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the dav's occuPations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

My Right to Think.
My right. to think I My right to think!
'Tis greatPr than the crowns of kings!
Anrl to DlY heart. by love-wrought link,
Unceasing joy it ever brings.
My right to thin!! none ~hall dispute,
Nor put a fetter on my brain,
Whore treasury is an institute,
Which yie!deth sweet and precious grain.
My right to think-and thought must be
As free as is t-he upper air,
Thus shall I alwa~·s plainly see
Straight ont, wb ere nil is clear nnd fair.
Freeth ought, thou art a jewel rare!
Amid ail gems t-he brighte•t still!
Thi~e i• the gracious, vo!rlen sharP,
Which neither man nor time can kill.
-SUSAN H. WIXON.

A

Freethou~ht

Sunday-S'chool.

EDI'l'OR CHrr,DIWN's CoRNER: I stop
right in the midst of my work and take up
my pen for a little talk with yon. I come
enoroachingon your valuable time, but yon
are such a whole-souled, pure, good woman,
I feel I hav the privilegP.
Mv dear friend, I come begging this
morning, a phraRe which I pre~nme that
yon are familiar with. I want help, advice,
anil counsel. I look around me from day
to day and see the great nnm ber of little
children, especially boys, loitering and
loafing about the streets and frequenting
places which can but poison their young
hearts and bring them on to manhood with
nothing to cal"e for, no helping, trusting
hand to guide them, no loving, tender
friend to rely on or help them over the
rough places in life. Some of them are too
poor and present too abject an appearance
to hope for any kinil word, look, or deed
to raise them from their present state.
A great many of them do not believe in
the teachingR of the Christian Sabbath
school anil wonl<l not go there for fea,r of
being made fun of by those who are able
to dress better and own their own Bible
and carry plenty of miRsionary money.
Anil therefore a great many children with
bright intellect, a warm and trusting
nature, a tender and willing heart, are
allowed to drift in all the worst existing
elements of this world. It is not because
they do not want to be something or somebody, but because they do not know themselva; they do not know what important
place they are expected tn occupy· in this
great world'R panorama.
I may not bav the faculty to exprese my
meaning clearly and I dare say I go "entirely around Robin Hood's barn to get in
the back door;" be it so. What I want to
do is to organize a Freethonght Sundayschool. A school where all who wish to
come are welcome. Where all can hav a
voice, to express each young idea, giv
each child credit for its worth, teach each
member to fully understand who he is or
by using the words of Alexander Pope,
"To know then thyself,
The greatest study of mankind is man."
The Cl>ristians hav said if yon take their
religion from them what do yon giv in its
place. Of course a matured mind needs
nothing in the place of superstition. Yon
take nothing from them; they giv nothing; they are brought merely to see superstition in another light; hav dropped the
dark veil of superstition from their eyes
and come face to face with truth and mind
to mind with the scientist, the philosopher,
the astronomer, and many others who hav
dropped the same and become enlightened
men and women. But for children, what
do we giv them? Thel"e are many poor
mothers who do not believe, but whom
the Christians hav befriended, and who,
without giving the matter any serious consideration, let their children go into the
Sunday-schools, or go adrift on the city
streets, because there are many other
things to look after and attend to. Whatever kind of men and wome:Q. these children make, who shares t.he dif!grace or
glory-who is fully to blame?,!.Not the

children, not wholly the Christians, but
partly the parents and partly us. Yes, we
talk a great deal about Freethonght advance, reform, etc., but very few of us
act. As Mrs. Marden said, "More work
and less preachin~ would be a nobler
creed." This holds good for us as well as
Christians.
·
What I want to do is to act-help others
and feel at liberty to ask for help. I
would like to orl!'anize a school here in
Jamestown, but know not just how to
begin and come to yon for some good suggestions, as I know your mind possesses
them.
My idea was to hav a library; of course,
small at first, but consisting of good scientific b0oks in diffel"ent branches-medicin,
etc. It would not, I think, be very difficult to find subjects for the older children,
but what could be donll with the wee
children. I should want to make the
meeting interesting as well as instrnctiv.
There is a little magazine published in
New York entitled, Our Little One8, which
contains delightful reading for children.
It has none of "Pansy's" writings in it,
nor any of her style. My dear friend,
please offer me some suggestions. My
thoughts travel with my ambitions and
both travel too rapidly for my body to
keep pace. I hope yon will not deem me
too ambitions, for I think we should
Be up and doing,
With a heart for any fate,
Still achievin~, still pursuing,
Learn to labor and to wait.
That is, do all we can; labor all we can
and wait patiently for our work to develop
and gloom in beauty. "Procrastination
is death." While we procrastinate the
little tender hearts are being initiated into
the Christian Sunday-schools, and even if
they are again redeemed and brought to
see the light, their feelings hav been
trifled with, their faith in hnmanit.y and
all that is real has been shaken. Why not
begin now and instill the truth into their
young hearts in the beginning? Please
do not think I mean nothing is being done,
for I know a great many willing workers
are making bold strides toward the enlightenment of mankind, but many of us
are sitting with folded hands waiting for
something to ''turn up."
My dear friend, I hope yon will hav
patience with this very lengthy letter. I
did not intend to write so much when I
began, but hope yon will answer and
express your mind.
Sincerely in Freethonght,
MRs. EMMA CusHMAN,
Jame8town, N. Y., Feb. 26, 1894. ·
[Gather the children in. Teach them
of the composition of their bodies and of
the world in which they liv. Begin with
simplest things-a leaf of a tree, a flower,
a pebble, mosses, the new grass, a piece of
coal-anything, almost, is of interest.
There's a world of information and beauty
at our very feet. There is no nobler calling than to impiut knowledge. Dear,
earnest heart, all our sympathy is with
yon in your aspirations. Thanks for your
good opinion, which we would always
like to merit, but do not know as we ought
to print sncllpraise.-ED. C. C.]
Across tbe Continent.
The Editor of the Corner expects to
make a visit to California, leaving Boston
the first week of April. Her address in
California will be the Russ Honse, San
Francisco, where she will be happy to
meet her friends who may desire to call
upon her. She will keep the Corner
informed of her whereabouts and trips in
that wonderland of bloom and beauty.
Chats With Correspondents.
F. LINDBURG.-Thanks for interesting
clippings from New Orleans Picayune.
Always pleased with similar ite_mR.
IDA J.-Then we wero misinformed. It
was told for a fact.
CHARLES STANDII1G.-Be honest because
it is right so to be. Thus yon ar~ happier
and everyone also who may be affected by
your conduct.
ALBERT 0LLTNGER.-No need to trouble
about c;lying. You can die when you hav
nothing else to do.
F. H. H.-Thanks for specimen of
quartz containing gold. Under the -micro-

scope it shows that it is like the sender,
gennin, pure gold.
J. E. LARMER.-Excuse delay in answering your letter. We hav very little time
for correspondence.
ELLA VINToN.-Yes, our new book,
"Right Living," is suitable for the purpose yon name. The Truth Seeker Company tills orders.
B. THORNDIKE.-No reason whatever for
discouragement. If yon cannot succeed
in one thing turn your hand to another.
Your health and strength are the finest
capital in the world.
W. C. S.-Shall write soon. Hav been
very busy.

Books· by Helen H. ·Gardenet.

------~~------

Correspondence.
HANNA, IND., Feb. 7, 1894.
DEAR Miss WixoN: Would yon please
tell me if there is a Liberal monthly or
weekly- magazine for children? Is the
"Children's Hour" a magazine or book?
and oblige a Liberal mother.
LIZZIE W. CHAMBERS.
[The editor of the Corner often receives
inquiries similar to the above. It is a pity
that she is always obliged to answer in the
negativ. Howlongmnstthisbeso? "The
Story Hour" is a book by the editor of
this Corner.]
SALEM, NEB,, Feb. 4, 1894.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: This is my first letter to the Children's Corner. My papa has
taken THlll TRUTH SEEKER for thirteen
years. I like to read the Corner very
much. I go to school in Salem. I liv on a
farm about a mile and a half southwest of
Salem. We hav had a nice winter without
much snow.
I seldom go to church.
There are five churches in Salem. Salem
is a small town. I am fourteen years old.
Hoping to see this in print I will close.
Your Liberal friend,
NELLIE BRINEGAT.
.[The school will do Nellie more good
than the chnrch.-ED. C. C.]

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Gods.
Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
'I'M Trade Supp!i,ed, at Special .Discount..

lS THIS YOUR SOB. MY LORD 1
~

}'ascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.
Price, cloth. 1!!1: paver, 50 cents.

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?
A

NE"W" NOVEL.
Paper, 50 cents.

Prille, cloth, $1.

Pushed by Unseen Hands.

ScRANToN, PA., Feb. 6, 189.4.
DEAR MISS WixoN: As I saw my .other
letter printed I thought I would write
SHORT STORIES.
again. This is the coldest day we hav bad
Paper, 50 cents.
Price,
cloth $1.
here in a long time. I hav cold and can
not go out-at leasEz I do not want to go
out. I read the uhildren's Corner all
through last week and I thought the letters
and pieces were very nice. I wonld think
Mr. Heston would get tired of making
CONTENTS:
1
those funny pictures so much. As my A Splendid Judge of a Woman The Lady of _the
Ciub-Unrler
ProtestFor
the
Prosecutwn-A
letter is getting so long I will close. WishRusty Link in thA Chain-The Boler Honse
ing- success to the Corner and THE TRUTH
Mystery The Time.Lo~k of Our Ancestors -Florence Campbell's
SEEK~R, I remain,
Fate-My Pa.tient's Fate.
Your Liberal friend,
Price, paper. 50 cents; cloth, $1.
MARY LILY MERRITT.
[We are glad yon like the Corner. Mr.
Heston is fond of his work and he cannot
grow weary in a good cause.-ED. C. C.]

a

A Thoughtless Yes.

Facts and Fictions of Life.
CONTEN'IS:

The Truth Seeker Library.
'll'he World's Sages, Thinkers, and. Re·
formers. The Biographies of three hundred of the most distinguished teachers and
philosophers (who were not Chris.tians)l from
the time of lVIenu to the present. By D.lV . Bennett. 1.075 pages, 8vo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
.

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into
the reality of divine revelation. Decidecliy the
most. thorough an<l exhaustive work on the
claims of supernHturalism ever written. By F.
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London
University. 1,115 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4 ·
leather'· $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.
'

The Great Works of Thomas Paine•

Including The Age of Ueason, Examination of
Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erslnne, Essay on Dreams, Letter
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights of
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine,
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges:
$4.50.

Analysis of Religious Belief.

An ' ex-

amination of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred
writings of the World. By Viscount Amberley,
sop of the late Lord John Russell 1 twice Preruler of England. Complete from ~he London
edition. 745 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full account of all the gods the nations of ihe earth
have worshiQed, including_ Jehovah, Satan, the
H_oly Ghost, Jesus Christ Virgil! !Uary and the
B1ble.. 8?5 pages, 8vo. Vol. Ir deRcr~bes fully
all rehgwus systems of the world, mcluding
Judaism, Mohammedanism, ann Christianity·
~he latter occupying_ 872_pages, being fully _gone
mto. !»9 pages. By V. M. Bennett. Written in prison at Albany. In cloth, $3 per volJlme, or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7;
m morocco, g1lt edges, $8.
·The foregoing Volumes are called "The Truth
Beeker Library." If all are ordered together and
sent by express\ one dollar will be deducted from.
the pnce of eacn.

Christianity and Evolution.
With preface by
J. M. WHEELER, Bub-editor of Freethtnl:er.
'Price, 1!!1. Order at once.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

PI eface-The Fiction of Fictiom-A Day in Court
-Throw~ in Wi h the City's Dead- An Irreapon ible Educat> d Cla•s-The MnralltespOnsib·Jt,; of Woman in HeredityWall anasnnAnn•x-SexinBrainHeredity in , t• Relati n• to a
Double Standard of MoralsDivor< e and the Propo,ed Nati nal Law
-Lawsuit. r I egacv-Common
R en" e in
Surgery.
Cloth, $1 ,· paper, 50 cents.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
By HELEN H, GARDENER.

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
8tronge8t Lectures Against
the Bible.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price, 10 cent,s. Address this office.

BOOKS BY

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
· to the Relif(ion of the Future. Cloth.J!1.

The Secret of

tht~

. •

East; or, The Ongm

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth. $1.

Physical Education; or, 'rhe Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth, 1!!1.

Ronsellold Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Hnm&n Orgamsm. Cloth, 1!!1.

Zoological Sketches: A Cout.ribntion to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. illustrated by H. Faber. Clothh$2.
Address
THE T-"'UTH SEEKER,
28 Lafavett.e place. NAw VnrJ..

FILE

BINDERS.

Those who preserve the volumes of THE TBUTll
BEEKER need a File Binder, which we will send on
receipt of one dollar.

Unless otherwise specified, all publicat · ns noticed here can . be had of THE
T~UT!I SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
named.
LIVING. By Susan H. Wixon.
Author of "All in a Lifetime." "The
Story Hour," "Apples of Gold,"
'• Woman: Four Centuries of Progress,"
and other works. Chicago: Charles H.
Kerr & Co. Cloth. Price; $1.
Of course the Editor of the Children's
Corner needs no introduction to the readers of this paper. All know about her
and all like her. · Whenever she!ets out a
new book they want to see it an enjoy it.
And after they hav _read it they _loan i~ to
their friends and neighbors. This loanmg
may seem to involve a hardship to the
publisher, but it does so only aJ?parently,
for it makes more people aoqnamted with
the author and so when she publishes her
next work it has a larger sale than its predecessors. Books that their owners do
not like well enough to wish to hav their
delights shared by others never attain a
very extended circulation. A book that
appeals so to one's thoughts and emotions
that she involuntarily exclaims, "Oh, I
wish mother, or sister, or Harry could
read this," has a future of popularity.
This is the explanatio:.;t of. the reception of
Miss Wixon's productiOns.
"Right Living " ie an attraotiv book.
The printer and book-binder hav conspired to please the people. This is importaD.t. No matter how excellent the
contents, a book lacks much in charm and
influence which does not appear in a tasty
dress. Beauty and vigor are in the highest sense compatible. Charles H. Kerr &
Co. understand this.
Miss Wixon believes in right living in
the here and now and for the sake of the
future generations on this earth. Morals
which come from the skies are useless in a
world of realities. The ethics of supernaturalism invariably subordinate the human
to the divine when there is any conflict
hetween the two, as there generally is.
Yes, as there always is, for any concept
which doesnothav its origin in men' sinterrelations or which introduces extraneous
elements pertaining to supposed snpermundane wishes or needs necessarily demands
the sacrifice of the earthly to the heavenly.
Our author holds with Herbert Spencer
that "as with the physical, so with the
ethical. A belief, as yet fitful and partial,
is beginning to spread amongst men, that
here, also, there is an indissoluble bond
between· cause and consequence, an inexorable destiny, a law which altereth not."
On the first page of this paper the business manager has stated the contents of
the book here under review, so it is not
necessary to particularize. But it is not
easy to resist the temptation to reproduce
some of its gems. In her introduction
Miss Wixon says: "It is a law of nature to
do naught that imposes torture upon ourselva, because we shrink from snftering.
Therefore we shun those acts that hold the
sting of pain and regret. · · ·
"We are constantly to try to know more
of human nature, the appetites and passions, the laws of heredity, the affections,.
forces, environment and influences that
make human beings what they are. As
we learn more of the guiding and oontroling powers of life, we will be better fitted
to guide, restrain, and direct others. It is
our duty to be ready to show by actual demonstration, by example, the nobler way
and the reasons for walking therein. Many
would be better men and better women,
better children, if they only knew how to
be. Such a showing and inducing of all to
adopt the way that is free from pain, vexation, and despair, is true moral culture."
We may add that all would be better if
they knew how to be, for all seek happi!J.ess, and all stumble more or less through
Ignorance.
Again, in the introduction the author
wisely observes:
"The circulation of the blood is swifter
where a function of the brain is in action.
We should aim to bring the circulation to
that function of the mental system whose
use is followed by health and pleasure. A
:faculty not stirred or aroused w action beco~es dorma.n~, and, after awhile, inachv. Lead one to think of what he actually is, and then make him realize, if
possible, all that he ought to be and may
become. Point him toward the nnfold~ent of the great possibilities and capabilIties of his highest nature."
Here are a few short passages culled
from various chapters:
"Our concern is to improve, strengthen
~d qnioken the tendrils of right action;
m every way possible, to bring to light the
~at forces of physical, moral, mental, and
Intellectual being."
"Good health is one of the requisits of
good morals. A healthy body can sustain
a healthy mind better than a feeble and
diseased body; therefore we should sorn~
pulonsly observe hygienic principles, be
true to all laws o~ health, and jealously
RrGJIT
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guard eyery avenue through whioh might
enter disease and infirmity. We should
be .careful _as to the food we eat, and the
flmd we drink, that no harmful thing may
enter the system, and thus work injury to
th~ physical, mental, or moral nature, each
bemg dependent and inter-dependent upon
the other."
"In living a moral life, should one be·
~ctnated by hope of reward or fear of pnnIshmen~? No. Such reasons are both
degrading and insulting. Animals are
moral, but they cannot tell why. Man
should be 11?-or~l because it has been proven
that morality Is better for health, happiness, and comfort."
Are not " health, happiness, and comfort "_rewards of. a moral life, and their
opposits the pnmshments of an immoral
life? Certainly. Then we are actuated
by "hope of reward" and "fear of punishment." Probably what Miss Wixon
means is that we are not to be actuated by
hope ~Dr fear of human rewards and ·punishments, but only by the knowledge of
nature's consequences which are however, practically rewards and punishments. And are we not often induced to
choose the better way through hope of the
rewardin~ approbation of those we love?
Or because of our desire to escape their
censure?
'"robe ignorant is to take a back seat.
It is·to be pushed aside while learning and
intelligence grasp the prizes of life."
''Ignorance is in all directions. In
lacking of skillful fingers, quickened
thon~ht to apply ways and means to make
a livmg, in wastefulness of energies, in
failure to find the channels of progress."
With this illustration of the imperativ
need of a knowledge of the common facts
of our every"day life we must leave "Right
Living" in the hands of our subscribers for
their closer examination:
"Nature commands that we seek to
know, and knowing, to apply knowledge.
Of what avail is &nowledge unless applied? In a book called 'Homestead
Highways,' the author tells of a graduate
of a distinguished New England college,
who could tell all about Latin and Greek
roots, and who later was graduated from
a well-known theological seminary with
some degree of honor, who, when his
health failed, because of over-study, went
back to the old homestead among the hills
and took up the plow. This man, though
he knew so much of dead languages, so
much of higher mathematics and of philosophy, so much of all that '\\as choice in
literature, went about his farm with his
cart-axles groaning and squeaking so
loudly that his neighbors might hear them
a half-mile away. One day he started out
with his oxen and cart for the adjacent
grist-mill. He had not gone far when he
met a neighbor,
" ' W al, deacon, 'pears like them air
wheels o' yourn air pnrty dry. I've hearn
'em sqneakin' more this year 'en ever.
Why don't yer grease 'em, deacon? Sounds
kinder lon'som' like t' hear 'em whinin' up
an' daown hill, an' 'cross th' fields.'
"'Why, sir, it never occu1-red to me,
but I think it might be a very excellent
plan. I believe father did something of
the kind when I was a boy.'
"So, the author says, it was with everything about the deacon's farm. The things
wore out, went to ruin quickly because
the deacon had no knowledge of the ordinary workings of every-day life.
He
could not decipher nature's cost-mark."
EUTHANASIA; THE JElSTHETIOB OF SUICIDE.

·By Baron Harden Hickey. New York:
Published by the Truth Seeker Company for the Author. 16mo. Price, 50
cents.
Baron Hickey says in the preface to this
unique volume that there is always one
consolation in life, and that is, that truth
will eventually triumph, and he is sure that
when she does come into her own suicide
will be loc.ked upon by philosopher and
moralist in a light far different from that
in which it is viewed to-day. For the enlightenment of the Christian the author
observes that if the legend on which that
religion was founded is trne1 J esns ''would
occupy a very prominent place in the annals of suicide," and to induce reasonable
oo"'itation in the minds of other people. he
gi;'s the pith of what bas been writte~ on
this subject by Zeno, Epictetns, Aurelius,
Diogenes, Seneca, Cioero,MarcnsAnrehns,
Montaigne, Rousseau, Donne, Hnme, Gil?·
boll Montesquien, and others. The book Is
com'posed of four hundred numbered sections preceded and followed by the sym·
bola hf dissolution and interspersed with
illustrations of self-inflicted death. The
anthm:'s style causes ns to wonder regarding his nationality, for it is forcible and
yet peculiar, and he seem~ to hav deter·
mined to add some expres&v words to the
English language. The illustrations hav
not made us anxious to hasten the shnftling
off of the mortal coil, for his dead do not
appear to be enjoying themselvs.

PRIESTLY CELIBACY EXPOSED
By liBV. G.'£. Fox, M.A.
Addraes this 018.aa.

Prioa.II aanr.a.

Who will be a. help to a.n honest workingman in securing a home which both can
e~>ioy.
Mnst be a bellever in no religious
creed. a neat and aconomioa.l house-keener
and cook. A~te 25 to SO, hi.:ht 5 feet 5 inches
to 5 feet 9 inche., wei~ht I40 or more. have
blue eyes, light complenon, and light or .golden
hair Maidens of this description, rich or poor,
wherever yon are (I liv in India.na), ploase write
at once, if my description snits :ron. I a.m a bachelor, age SO, hight 6 feet, weight 150, have dark
gray eyeJ, dark complexion anq h~r. Am .a
mechanic, farmer's son; would hve m town 1f
wife has sufficient means a.nd desired me to.
Have no licentious or intemperate habits, am
rea•onably }nilnstrions a.nd econqmicaJ., trustf,
truthful, fau-minded, orderly, plam and pra.otlcal, ste.dy, q•1iet and ·unalsnming,· average
hea.th, fair school edn ·ation, love home better
than society, a.nd will be a true and loyal husband
to the right, oue. Who w•ll b • th •t one? L~dies~
will yon wnte to me. Good reference_s furmshea
when required. Address "A," care Truth Seeker
Co., New York.
·
2t12

BBJl{G

A Popular Account of the Formation and Develop men
of the Canon.
By BRONSON D. KEELER.
OoNTBNTB: The Hebrew Or.non. The New rea·
tament. The Early Oontroversies. The Book3 at
First Not Oonsidered Inspired. Were tbe Fa.thera
Oompetentt The Fathers Qaobed a~ Soripture
Books Which a.re Now Oa.!lea Apoorypha.\. The
Heretios. The Ohristian Oa.non.
Pa.per. 50 cents: o\oth. 75 oents.

NOT HJ,'ttTnRY.
g 1 U

R£.L'~'nN
IICIIU

;Examination of the Morals &nd History
of the New Test&ment.
Bv PaoJP. 11'. W. Nmw'llAN
Priee !Ill 'leotA.

Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.
A Liberallivin__g in lfiohiga.n said once that he wou.'d give $25 a..
fll&r to have the Urimes of Prea.ohers recorded, as the frequent !ap~e•

of virtue of the ministel'!l showed how little v&lue Ohristla.IIltJ'
•
possesses to make men moraJ.
We ha.ve iust issued the Fourth Edition of the book do~ _thi1.
The additions for this new edition of ~e

~'

Crimes of Preachers"

lbOWB nearly 400 oases of ministerial conduct. While those in pre-.:lous editions show that within a. few years a.bout

1300 HINISTEBS HAVE BEEN GUILTY
of one kind or another of criminal conduct. Most of the crimes
a.re against women, for the fair sex are at once the weakness a.nd
the strength of the church-" the church" meanina- of course the
olerJ:ry,
Notwithsta.nding the many additional pa.ges, we have ·kept the
price tbe same, 25 cents. Send for a copy, and confound the churchmen. Show them just wha.t sort of sca.mps are the clergy who have
t!.usei!. the World's Fair on Sunday. becarue it is so holy u. da.y tha.t to look upon maohinerr or
vaintings in this period is .. immoral."
AddrAIIII
TR'F. 'l'RlTTif S'F.'F.l\J<!R COM I',\'\'\'.

•••urlll

REDUCTION IN ·PRICE OF A GREAT

BOO~

With the eighth editloa •·
Win wood Reade's "Mart]'l'
dom of Man," the cost ol.·
production has. been IH
sened so that we can red/Jfll
'the pNC8 from 11.1/S.

a

$1.00.
i'he book has had a pbenomen&J sille for so heretical a workbsecond only to Helen
• !!len, Women, and Gods," and we SlVe our readers the pecaniary ene.fit of it. 'l'he

Ga.NeD~"''

"MARTYRDOM OF MAN"
1J a. very interestingly p1otured synopsis of. universal history, showing what the race has nndersrol!.-.
·-its martyrdom-in its rise to its present nlaue. It s!.ows how War and Heligiou have been oppret}-

tive factors in man's struggle for Libert~, and ths last chapter, of some Il50 pages, describes hie
Intellectual struggle from the animal penod of the earth to the present, adding an oumne of wha•
ibe author conceives would be a. religion of reason and love. The chaptexs are:
UT
Eiwt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Maoodonians, Alexandria., \b•
,.. f .a_
Pheniciaru., Carthage and Rome, Boman Africa, the Arabs.
0

'R
. LIGION
RE
_. BERTY•
.LJ.

The Natural Histor;y of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews, the Prophet&.
.character of Jeslll\7 the Christians1 Arabia~ Meoca1,0haracter of Mohammed, Description ox Africa, the Monammeuans in lJentral Africa.
Ancient Europe, Invasion of the Germans. the -Uastle the Town, tb~
Church, Venice, Arab SJ>ain, the l'ortn~ues~,_ Discoverer,~ ihe Slavo ~·rada.
Abolition in Europe, Abolition in \merwa. "vLateriaht'of .1:1uman History
Animal Period of the Earth, Orig_in of Man and Early Historr,
.sm:pmary of Universal History, The FutlU'e of the Human Race, Tliot.
R:.Jigion of Reason and Love.

lNTELLECT
·

·"'~ ~~W-ooed from

$1. '14: to .1.00.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
l..afa.vette nlana, N ~w Yor~,

9.@

'1 HE KbSUKN.ECrl'lUN

ur· JESUS.

AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CoNTE:>;TS: The Christian Dogma of Salvation; The Chri"tian's Belief; Why Wus
the Re'mr cection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not J'rove Its Truth;
Pilate's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Defore Herod; A New Indict,ment
Against Jesus; Were the Guards Hired by 1 he Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Dod·; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; _W~uhc Angel Sat on the Stone_;
Mary's Visit; Angels; Benan's Theory; ThA Disciples Were Deceived; The Identification; The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Roman Guards?
The Origin of the Story; St. Paul's Account; St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Example; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The Testimony of
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration; Conclusion.

Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40' cents.
Addretf

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 28 Lafayette Place, New York Oity,

7-VC~Af }!:.o:l!: 1o.~
Of a certain year and $5 75 for 1858 quarter dollar. Highest preminmJ on eleven hundred varieties
of United States a.nd foreign coins and stamps, also Confederate money. Inclose st&mJ> for poRtage
and we will send you free our 16-page illustrated Cata.logue showing what we buy. Do not delay,
but send today/· keeping ypnr eyes open r~.u may pick up coins and stamp~ that will bring yon a
lara-e amount o money, l.IIATIONAL OOJ.bl 00., 882 Stock Exchawre BaildinM, Boato~aaa. Ul&ll
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OUR NEWEST BOOKS•
-

Thumbscrew and Rack. Illustrations sne1
cially prePared, and the text by Geo. E. MaeA OERTAIN Chinaman once commenced I
donald. Pa~er: 10 cen' s.
•
.
.
h .. b
d all went well so far Self·C~ntradi_ctwns of the Bible. Nmth
a tt end 1ng C _u. 0 • an w
edition. Price, 15 cents
as the serviCes were concerne~. but he Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian~
could not understand the passmg ?f the
By John E. Remsburg. Cloth, $1; paper 50
contribution plate. The first Sunday 1t was
cents.
•
-

INGERSOLL'S
WORKS.

passed to him he looked at it and inquired,
"Wha' fo ?" "For the Lord," said the
steward. This satisfied John, but the next
Sunday the plate being again stopped in
front of him he again asked "Wha' fo?''
Once more h~ was told the ~oney was for
the Lord Thereupon a look of perplexity
.
.
· .
came over h1s face, wh1ch found expressiOn
in the inquiry: "Lord all time bloke?"
.
.
JoNAS HANWAY, the philanthropist, having once advertised for a ~oa~hman;he had
a great number of apphcat10ns.. O~e C?f
them he approved of, and told him, !f his
character answeredl he would take hun on
the terms which tnev had agreed upon.
"B "
h "
1.
th
t•
ut, sal
e, as am ra er a par lOU·
lar man, it may be proper to inform you
that every evening, after the business of
the stable is done I shall expect you to
'
t
f
h
come to my h !>Use for a quar er o. an our
to attend famlly prayers. To th1s, I suppose yo)l can hav no objection." "Why,
as to that sir, replied the man, "I doe.s
not see m~ch to say against it, but I hope
you will consider it in my wages. "-LonZi>
h· k

Pen-Pictures of the World's Fair. Dins
trated. By Samuel 'P. Putnam. Paper, ~
cents.
Religion a Curse, a Lie-'- and a Disease.
By Samuel P. Putnam. .l:'aper, 25 cents,
Design Argument Fallacies. A Refutation of ~he Argument tha~ Nature Exhibits
Marks of Havmg Been nesigned by an Intelligent Being. By the Editor of THE TRuTn
SEEKER. Paper, 15 cents.
Crimes of Preachers in the United States,
By M. E. Billings. Paper, 25 cents.
Handbook of Freethonght. By W. S.
Bell. Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Pleasure and Progress: An Attempt to
Prove that the Pursuit of Pleasure is the stne
qua non of Intellectual, Moral, a-nd .Social
Development, and that the PromotiOn of
Pleasure is .the Duty of Philanthropy and
Statesmanship. By Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
Cloth, $1.: Paper, 50 cents.
.
The CreatiOn of God. Tracm~r the GodIde to Its Source. By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
Cloth. $1; paper, 50 cents.
Resurrection of Jesus. By Don Allen.
Cloth, 75 cents; cloth, 40 cents.
Facts and Fictions of Life. By Helen
H. Gardener. Cloth, $1i paper, 50 cents ..
Woman, Church! and State. By Mat1lda
Joslyn Gage. C oth, $2; leather, $3.
don .z.·reet m er.
The Church and Freethonght. By Franklin Steiner. Paper, 10 cents;
THE WORRmS OF GODSIDP.
The Giant Delusion. One of Otto WettThe scene is a cloudscape in God's private
stein's Friendly Arguments With the Spiritualists. Paper, 10 cents.
''grounds,"
Bible Inquirer. By Andrew JacobsoB.
Away either up, down, or sideways,
Paper,
25 cents.
Where light sends its beams round the vaIN PRESS.
porous mounds
In curves, so that nothing should hide Four Hundred Years of Freethonght,
By Samuel P. Putnam. Subscription book,
rays.
ele~ant binding, over one hundred portraits, $5.
His Godship is seen on his nebulous couch,
With mien-beatific reclining;
His volume plethoric would, seemingly,
vouch
He'd too well, not wisely, been dining.
of the Bible - 144
But truth bids us say th~t the cause of his Self-Contradictions
Propositions proved Affirmatively and Negagirth
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents.
Was not gormandizing erratic;
The cause of it was, as we're taught from Snnda_y Not the Sabbath-"-All Days Alike
Holy, A Controversy with the Rev.
our birth,
Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price. 25o.
The union that's styled " hypostatic "Far closer than three-storied unions on Bacon and Shakspere.. Proof that ShakSpere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents,
earth,
'Twixt ground-floor and first-floor and Thomas Paine-Was He Junius~ Second
edition, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine.
attic.
Price, 10 cents.
J nnins, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas
The bulk of a triad should never excite
Paine. A refutation of M.D. Conway's
A unit to mirth or derision·
objections to the identification of Paine as
Remember that three in God's person
Junius and Casca. Price, 5 cents. I
uniteAddreRs THE TRUTH REEKER,
Addition's more fat than division.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
"The Hebrew cosmogonist, silly old lob!"
Said God, with his phiz all congested,
"Declares that I finished the cosmical job
In six days, and afterward rested!

HODS AND OTHER LECTURES.
. .
.
Comprising The Gods, Hlllllboldt, Thomll8 Paine, IndlvfduaJity,_Heretics and Heresi11.
• Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
h HOSTS AND OTHER LECTURES.
Incmdin" 'rhe Ghosts, Liberty of Ma.n, Woman, and Child;_~e Declar&tio~ of Inq.ependence, About Farming in Illinois, Speech Nominating J,ames G .l:ll.&me for Pres1d~noy m 1878,
The Gra!J.t Banquet, A Tribute to Rev. Alex. Clarke, rhe Past RlBes Before Me Like &Dream.
and A 'l'nbute to Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
SOME MISTAKES OF MOSES.
Contents: Soma li'Iist11kes of Moses, Free Schools, The Politicians, Man and vy'oman, The
Pentateuch Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, He Made the Stars Aleo, Friday, Saturday, Let u; Make Man, Sunday, The Necessity for & Good Memory, The Garden, 'l'he Fall,
D .. mpness, Bacchus and B11bel, Faith in Filth.,..The Hebrews, Tho Plagues, The Flight, Confess
and Avoid, Inspired Slavery, Marriage, War,l'eligious Liberty, Conclusion. Paper, 50 cents;_
cloth, $1.
tNTERVIEWS ON TALMAGE.
Being Six Interviews with the Famous Orator on Six Sermons bythe Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage, of .Brooklyn, to which is added & Ta.lmagian Catechism. Paper,IIO cents; cloth, $1-25;
cloth, gilt, $1.00.
BLASPHEMY.
Argument by B. G. Ingersoll in the Trial of c. B. Reynolds, at Morristown\N. J. This is
the greatest argument ever made in &case of this kind, and will ne a mpdel for tne bar ~o long
as the Christians use force to repress free speech. Its legal acumen Is unsnrpassed 1 Its eloquence never equaled in a trial for ".blasphemy." Wherever 9bpsti&n persecution IS going
on this arg_ument should be free!~ mrculated, read to the Chrls,Jans, and expounded on every
occasion. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
WHAT MUST WE DO TO BE SAVED~
Analyzes the so-called gospels of Matthew, MarkJ Luke, and John, and devotes a chapter
each to the Cathalics'-Episcopahans, MethodistshPresoyterians 1 Evangelical Alliance, and &nswers the question oi the Christians as to what e Prd!>oses ins'ead of Chrisiianity-,he religion of sword and flll.me. Paper, 25 cents.
THE GREAT INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY.
The famous Christmas Sennon by Colonel Ingersoll, the heated replies of the ministers,
and Colonel Ingersoll's rejoinders to the same. Paper, 25 cents.
THOMAS PAINE'S VINDICATION.
A Reply to the New York ObserVBr's Attack upon the Author-hero of the :Revolution, by
R. G. Ingersoll. Paper, 15 cents.
LUIITATIONS OF TOLERATION.
A Discussion between B. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederick B. Oottdert, and Ex-Governor
Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10 cents.
ORTHODOXY.
CIVIL RlGHTS SPEECH.
A Lecture. Paper, 10 cents.
With Speech of Ron. Frederick Douglass. Paper,lO cents.
OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY:
In the snit of the B. & M. Tel. Co. 118. W. U. TeL Co.,l886. Paper, 10 cents.
CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINALS.
Delivered Before the New York State Bar Association. Paper, to cents.
LIFE. A Prose-Poem. In color, on board, gilt edges, 9x)3 (for mantel, wall, or easel), 110 cents.
LITHOGRAPH OF R. G. INGERSOLL.
A LAY SERMON.
22 x 28 inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents.
On the Labor Question. Paper, 5 cents.
PHOTOGRAPH (CABINET) OF R. G. INGERSOLL, 50 cents.
"l
"
"
" COLONEL INGERSOLL, WITH BABY BROWN.
(A home picture.) 50 cents.
PHOTOGRAPH (PANEL), 18 x 24 inches, $5. (IMPERIAL), 7i x 13 inches, $1.50.
STAGE AND THE PULPIT.
An Interview on their Comparative Merits, and Opinions on :the Trial of the Chicago "What, rested!. The work of creation
A Consideration of the Doctrine
Anarchists, the Catholic Church, etc. Paper, 8 cents.
·
was rest
of Personal Immortality~
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.
INGERSOLL ON :McGLYNN.
Compared with my subsequent doings!
Centennial Oration. Paper, 6 cents.
Paper, 8 cents.
My work for the Hebrews alone was no
By OTTO WETTSTEIN.
INGERSOLL CATECHISE». Paper, 3 cents. BIBLE IDOLATRY. Paper, 3 centa.
jest,
·
A
Paper
read
at the International Freethought
The
smashings,
and
backings,
and
hewTHE TRUTH OF HISTORY.
Congress at Chicago, October 5, 1893.
·
Comments on the assertion by an evangelist that Colonel Ingersoll had become a Christian,
ings!"
Price, 10 Cents.
had admitted that Thomas Paine rec&n ted, and that his own children had joined the church.
"We wish we were deaf, or that Christians
Paper, 8 cents.
Addre•s
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
were dumb,"
INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE THE NEW YORK UNITARIAN CLUB.
'rhe lecture is a grand one, and w».s received by the club with continuous applause from
Said two of the Trinity scowling;
beginning to end, whiCh speaks well for the Unitarians. The pamphlet contams 111 paies, "No rest can we get from the nois~s that
beautifully printed. !'rice, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.
come
MEMORIAL OR!TION ON ROSCO'..: CONKLING.
From the simpletons praying and howlDelivered before the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Price, '15 centa.
ing!"
Summer Days at Onset. 84 pages. llGOD IN THE 1JONSTITUTION.
Iustrated. Price, 25 cents.
One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likenes1 of "Oor Son, when on earth, rashly bound
Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.
us to grant
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents.
INGERSOLL'S GRElT ADDRESS ON THOMAS PAINE,
The things, without any restrictions,
A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance,
At the Paine celebration in New York city in 1892. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 50 cents.
That faith might request; but, confound
1~mo, 300 pp., $1.
INGERSOLL'S LECTURES IN ONE VOLUME.
him! we can'tApples of Gold. And Other Stories for
CO~TENTS.-'rhe Gods; Humboldt; Individuality• Thomas Paine; Heretics and HereBoys and Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., 1{!1.25.
They always involve contradictions!
"') sies; The Ghosts; The Liberty ofllian Woman, and Child; The Centennial Oration, or Decla' ·· ration of Independence, ,July 4, 1876; 'Vhat I Know About Farming in llliuoi'; Speech at CinThe Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand"For
instance:
from
Peckham,
last
night,
cinnati in 1876, nominating James G. Blaine fm· the Presidency~ The Pa~t Rises Before Me,
some and Interesting Book 1_Without Superstior, Vision of War, an extract from a ~peech made at the Solaiers· and Sailors' Renni•>n
did arrive
tion for Children and Yontli. The Only Freeat Indianapolis. Inrl., Sept. 21b 1876; A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll; The Grant Banquet;
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
Conflicting
petitions
for
weatherCrimes Against Criminals; Tri ute to the Rev. Alexander Clarke; Some Mistakes of Moses;
66
full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
What Mu,t We Do to be Saved? Six Interviews with Robert G. In~ersoll on Six Sermons by For wet and for dry; well, we cannot con- : tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad m;trgins, illusthe Rev. T. De Witt Talmage, D.D. ·'r to which is added a Talmag1an Catechism, and Four
trated
covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
trive
Prefaces, which contain some of ltfr. ngersoll's wittiest and brightest sayings.
To grant all their wishes together!
A~dress. THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
This volume has the greatest popularity, is beautifully bound in half calf or half moroc<ll'
mottled edges, 1,857 page3, good paper, large type, post 8vo. Price, postpaid, $5.
"The millions of opposit prayers that
LIBERTY IN LITERATURE.
et
Testimonial to Walt Whitman. "Let us put wreaths on the brows of the ltvinu." An AllFr:~gfarmers,
cits, ryots, and fellahs! .
dress delivered in Philadelphia, Oct. 21, 1890, with portrait of Whitman: Containing also
COLONEL INGERSOLL'S ADDRESSA'I' 'I'HE FUNERAL OFWAL"I'WHI'I'• The sunshine for this one, for that one the
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
I!IAN, at Harleigh, Camden, N.J., March 30,1892. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
-wetTHE
PROSE-POEMS AND SELECTIONS.
From makers of blinds and umbrellas;
Astronomical and Astrologfc•
Fifth edition, enlarged and revised. A handsome quarto. containing 8'l3 p_ages. This is
be:fond question, the cheapest and most elegant volume in Liberal literature. Its mechanicaf "The ice-man petitions for sunshine and
al Origin of all Religions.
fimsh is worth" of its intrmsio excellence. No expense has been spared to make it the thing
heat;
. •1
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
beauty it is. The type is large and clear, the paper heavy, highly calendered~ and richly tin tee
Another wants showers antrsloshes,
the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
the presswork faultless, f!.D\i the binding as perfect a.s ~he best materials an<1; skill can make it
As t-> the conten:tshit Is enough to say that they Include all of the choiCest utterances o; . And prays for the weather that soddens
A.ddrAAs THE TRUTH BEEKER.
the greatest writer on t e topics treated that has ever lived.
the feet
Those who have not the good fortune to own all of Mr. Ingersoll's published works, will
have in this book of ReJections many bright samples of his lofty thought, his matchless eloAnd quickens his tr~de in galoshes!
With Daughter's Babe Upon His Knee.
quence, his wonderful imagery and his epigrammatic and poetic power. The collection includes all of the "Tributes" that have become famous in literature-notably those to his bro~her A pious man asked us, in name of our Son,
A new edition of that splendid !?rose IJ_oem,
"E. C. Ingersoll, Lincoln, Grant, Beecher, Conkling, Conrtlandt M. Palmer, ltlary Fiske Elizur
"Life," by "the prince of orators,' Co!. B. G.
Wright: his peerless monographs on "The Vision of War," Love, Liberty, Art and Morality, I To giv to an imbecile lad nons;
In~ersoll. It is larger and better than the old
Science, Nature, The Imaginatwn},:Oecorntion Day Oration~ What is Poetry, Music of Wagner, ~The man was a Christian-agenuin one!- edition, and can be framed or Placed upon the
Origin and Destiny, "Leaves of u-rass." and on the great neroes of intellectual Liberty BeAnd ended his days in a madhouse,
table as an ornament. In the center of the card
side• the•e are innumerable gem:; taken here and there from the orations, speeches, argwnents
appear theJ'ortraits of the Colonel and the baby, ·
toast~ lectures, letters, interviews, ann day by day conversations lf the author.
' " Confound them! we'll leave the whole t..rrounde by the prose poem, which has been
The Look is designed for, and will be accepted by, arl.miriug friends as a rare personal
'nthfully described as, "one of the masterpieces
lot to their fate,
tonvenir. To help it serve this pnr11ose, a fine steel portrait, with autograph fac-si:fuile has
of the orator and J?Oet who now, as far as we
Or send them oor friend on the ' pale kn •W, stands alone In the living world." It will
neen prepared especially for it. In the more elegant styles of binding it is eminently suited
for presentation purposes, for any 2eas JU or occasion.
make a deli!!htfnl present, and will be a •ouvenir
'oss'PBicEs.-Iu cloth, beveled boards, gilt edges $2.50; in half morocco, gilt edges $5; in half
not only of mtellectnal greatness, but of artiotio
!Jalf, mottled :edg~s1 liorary ttyle, .4.50; in full TUrkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely' fine, $7.50; Here! run and tell Peter to lock the front workmanshiu. It is printed on heavy board, gilt
m full tree calf, hignest possible fimsh. $9. {'
boveled edge. The size is 12Xl6 inches, and the
gate,
Price only?5 cents, post-paid.
And let us play quoits with oor halos!"
Any of the above sent to any_address, by: express, prepaid, or mail, post free,
'l'.BJ!i 'J:BUTII BEEKER
on receipt of price. Addreli8 THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 1-G. L. MA.oKENzm. London Freethinker.
28 L.tayette place, New Yor'k.
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OEMAND POND'S
EXTRACT.
AVOID
ALL IMITATIONS.

DooToRS are the statistics of vice.-

Katherine Mabley Corbett.
THERE is very little difference between
religious and political fury.-Galveston

News.
GENEROSITY is the sole, though clumsy,
apology for wealth,-Kate Field's Wash-

ington.

wF.. cannot judge a man's life by a falser
rule than his death.-Ohamfort and Vauvenargues.
THE ministers say: "God will pay those
who work in his vinyard." They themselva prefer the cash.-.Fritankaren.
THE -order and energy of the universe I
hold to be inherent, and not imposed from
without; the expression of fixed laws, and
not of arbitrary will, exercised by what
Carlyle would call an almighty clock-

maker.-John Tyndall.
I DO not see how it is possible for a maD
to die worth millions of dollars in a city
full of pain, where every day he sees the
withered hand of want, and the wh1te lips
of famin I I do not see how he can do it,
any more than he could keep a pile of
lumber on the shore, where hundreds of
thousands were drowning ill the sea.-In-

gersoll.
FoR sixty years I hav considered the
clergy on a lower plane than the tricky
horse jockey or quack medicin vender,
though they hav a more g-enteel appearance. If you trade with a jockey you "Will,
at least, get an old, spavined horse, whoee
hide may be worth a trifle; if you buy
quack medicin yon may, perhaps, get
something that will kill rats or bed bugs;
but if you giv your money to the clergy,
all you get is a bare promis of a faint possibility that if you can liv after you are
dead you may get a harp, crown, and mansion in a city of gold.paved streets that
not one of them knows anything about,
and, if tlley did, hav no right to traffic in

it.-Jeremiah Hacker,
IN the National Reform party, allilld
with Rome, there is danger. Then put
with this the almost universal demand for
more rigorous laws, more vigorously enforced, for the stricter religions observance
of Sunday-the very thing above all others
at which the National Reform movement
aims-the danger is increased and is imminent. In view of these facts there is
great danger that through the sophistry
of the National Reform arguments, the
ill-informed zeal of thousands upon thou·
sands of people who favor Sunday laws,
,,,ill be induced to support the National
Reform movement, and so they and the
whole nation be delivered into the hands
of Rome. There is danger in the National
Reform movement.-.American ,Sentinel.
SA.BLE are the torn fibers of the heart

with which the warp and the weft of life

are woven. Weird is the fling of the
shuttle in the loom of Fate. And, if a
bright thread be tangled into the web, it
is only, by its garish ·luster, to throw into
deeper gloom the blood and tear-stained
fabric of our mortal experience. There is
no canvas of joy that is not set in a frame
of woe. The grass is green on the meadow,
but as green on our father's grave. The
sunbeams are bright on the yellow tassels
of the broom, but as bright on the yellow
hair of the dead. Happiness is only a
foam-flash on the great Dead Sea of
Misery. Laughter is a transient variation
in the long, deep moan of Pain. Human
life is a furnace, heated for all, seven
times hPated for many. And it is the loftiest s •uls that, fused in the fires of agony,
from the torture of Time, are ppured into
the matrix in Eternity. The less lofty
souls pass scatheless, even as the storm
tha.t leaves the toad-stool unharmed lays
the oak in the dust.-,Saladin.
.
AMoNG our faculties the moral sense now
alone claims absoluteness, and in these
days, when the moral sentiment is borrowing the enthusiasm of religion, it is important to consider whether this reinforced
power is using scientific methods, or
merely giving new lease to notions re!ated to discredited systems. The increasmg tendency to invoke legal authority for
the regulation of private conduct has succeeded to the declining authority which
~egnlated religious belief and worship, As
1t 18 now certain that the enforcement of
creeds retarded religions progress for
many ages, it may be fairly suspected that
moral legi~lation will retard ethical, consequently social, progress, unless the enforced morality be perfect and infallible.
But it would require human omniscience
o determin such perfection; and by consensus of ethical philosophers our moral
systems are defectiv, their social results
unsatisfactory. Legal repression of moral
differentiation is therefore, so far as effectual, Practially prohibitiv of improvement,
!rom tile danger of the general principle
mvolved in such laws.- Moncure D. Con-

way.
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of Christ a.ud vicegerents of God, showing wha.t By the Citizenship th1'0Ugh the
theyha.v.edone,ana '!ha.tkindofme.ntheywere.
Initiative and Referendum
It conttuns very pbuu sta.tements,1n very un'
va.rnished la.ngna.~te, :..nd the nnma.sking is comBY J W BULLIV •v
plete, proving__ them to ha.ve been cruel, in· •
A'''
tri~?tuing, a.nd licentious men. Considering the
"PriM. !Ill n~~nt.•. "''1<11'ARR 1'q" 1'RTM'11I'I"'wtt-.m.
ra.p1d growth of Ca.tholicism in this country, 1
this
book
ca.nnot
be too
wider:r dissemina.ted.
Price,
paper,
50 cents;
oloth,75cents.
The A.wfnl Disclo11ures of Marla Monk,
IU! exhibited in a. na.rra.tive of her sufferings durEMBRACING THE
in~ her residence of five yea.rs as a. noviCe,JLnd
two yea.ra IU! a. bla.ck nun, in the Hotel .vien Origin of tbe Jews, the Rise and Devel·
Nunnery, a.t Montrea.l. Perha.ps not a.uy a.ntiopment of Zoroastrianism, and the
Ca.tholic book published ha.s crea.ted more ex·
citement, a.nd ha.d such a. ciroula.tion a.s this
Derivation of Christianity;
work. To conntera.ct its effects the Ca.tholics
to which is a.dded,
circula.ted a. story tha.t Maria. Monk was "no
better tha.n she should be," but investiga.tion
disclosed tha.t her "child of sha.me" WIU! none
WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS~
other tha.n the child of her priest-seducer.
By GEORGE W, BROWN, M.D.
PriCe, pa.per, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.
Auricular Confession and Popish Nun·
Fourth EIZttton.
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five Pa.rt I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten cha.p)Tea.ra a. confessing priest. A revela.tion of the
tera.
licentious :pra.ctices of the._priests a.nd nuns in Part II.-Researches
in Zoroa.stria.nlsm: thirteen
these religions brothels. There ia no question
cha.p·:era.
tha.t Ex-:priest Ho!f&n knew the trntli of the Pa.rt m.-Deriva.tion of Christianity; twenty
ta.les of v1ce, seduct10n,a.udinfa.nticide he gives
cha., ters.
in this volume, a.nd equa.llll there is no question Pa.rtiV.-Wbence
Ca.'lle the Arya.ns? Five cha.p.
tha.t if the people genera.!1y knew of them, Catera.
tholicism would not be given the va.st a.mounts
of money now a.llowed it by our va.rious city
Press Notices.
governments. Price, pa.per, 50 cents, cloth '115
The st:yle is forcible a.ud terse, the reasoning
cents. ·
j!'OO<l,
a.ud
as
the
fact• up n which the argument
The Priest in Absolution. A Review of 1s based a.·e la.rge.y
Cbristla.n, our theologica.l
the system of auricular confession, including fr1ends will ha.ve some na.rd nu~s to cr11ok if they
copious extra.cts from the "Confession&! Un- a.tt mpt to a.n•wer them -Boston Investtaator.
masked," from the "Ma.ster Key to Popery,"
'rh1s book is one of the most thorOullh and
etc. The work is a. protest a.ga.inst a.nd a.n &Ilpea.l lea.rned of the .Freethonght works tha.t have come
to every America.n citizen to exa.m\ne ca.refully a.cross the Atla.ntic.-Tite Freethtnleer, Lonaon.
a.nd thoughtfully a. religions system sQ.inv•sive
Is a. mo•t va.lua.ble contribut•on to the litera.of priva.cy so I?owerfnl for evil in licentions ture of the nineteenth century.-Proaresstvs
hands, so lra.ught with da.nger to female mod- Thtnker.
esty, to the ingenuous openness of _youth~
Elega.ntly bound in cloth, price, $1.~0.
a.nd to the freedom of thought, speech. a.nu
a.ction. Price. pa.per, 25cents.
AildresR a.ll o~ders to THE 'J'RUTB BFEKER
Priestly Celiba~y Exposed. A lecture by COMPANY, 28 La.fa.yette Place, New York City. :
the Rev Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durha.m. Engla.nd. Revised American edition, showing the
result in pa.ri•hes of tha Roma.u decree tba.t
prieAts shall not ma.ry. Price. pa.per. 1~ cents.
A ra.re cha.nce is offered for a. surveyor to get a.
Sister Luc:v and Her Awfnl Dlsclo~rnres
Resvecting New Hall Convent,. Bore·
ba.ro1 .l!lssex ~ngla.nd, Bhqwing tha.t ~v.ev.ts
a.re :QJ.imical1 to oha.stJ.ty, vtrtue, a.nd ~edom.
We ha.ve one for sa.le, in good order, with
.Price, peper, ~f:;m"~f.:ltU'l'B. l:l.l!:.l!lli.llllt UU.
Tripod, which cost $160. We will soli It fClr
half•prico-$80. Address
:te La.tt~..vettt> t'l.IOC:se, blew llotll: Lfltv.
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Published Monthly at
per Year.
IssUEs oF 1891.-$3.
Price.
Truth Beeker Annua.l,)891..................... $0 25
Men, Women, a.nd uods. Helen H. Gardener,..................................... 60
The Age of Rea.son. Thoma.s Pa.ine. IDustra.ted. ,.. ............ .... .. ... . .. ......... 25
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Bennett ...................................... . 25
Christian Absurdities. John Peck ......... .. 20
Victor Hugo's Ora.tlon on Volta.ire ........... . 10
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Ba.bba.thBreaking. John E. Remsburg ..... .. 25
Tra.vels in Faith from Tra.dition to Rea.son. Robert C. Ada.ms .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. 25
Strike of a. Sex. George N. Miller.... . .. .. . .. 25
My Religious Experience. Ba.muel P. Putna.m....................................... 25
The Hi~?ther Criticism in Theology a.nd ReligiOn. 'r. E. Longshore................ 50
By ABA AUGER.
ISSUES OF 1892.-$8.
,A
condensa.tion
of the fnnda.mentlll. a.rgnments
Infidel Dea.th-Beds. G. W. Foote............. 25
a.gainst Christia.nity.
Bights of Ma.n. Thoma.s Pa.ine. IDustra.ted........................................ 40
Wa.s ChristCrucified? AustinBierbower.... 10
A Y6ry Good Little Missionary Work.
Pulpit, Pew, a.nd Cra.dle. Helen H. G!U'dener ................................... . 10
Price, .15 cents. Address
Bible Mora.ls. John E. Bema burg ........... . 25
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Awful Disclosures of Maria. Monk ........... . 50
Pocket Theology, Voltaire ................. .. 25
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Ba.bcock1...................................... 16
Liber_ty m Litera.ture.
Testimonia.! to
APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
Wa.lt Whitma.n, with Funera.l Address.
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll...... .. • .. . .. 25
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
Six Lectures on Astronomy. Bicha.rd A.
15
An importa.nt a.nd remarka.ble revela.tiop. conca.ndl~r~;g~ "U'ziiie"r.the ':Bi:i.siieC Wxii.' 'A:
Ha.rt...................................... 40 cerning the life a.nd times of Apollomus of
The Holy Bible Abridged...................... 80 Tya.na., the grea.t sa.ge a.nq philosopher ,of ~he first
century. It is here c~&lmed tha.t .Jps llfe a.nd
Fa.lse Ola.ims of the Church. John E.
Remsburg....... .. .. .. .... .. .... .... .. ... 10 tea.chings were a.pprQpna.ted a.nd utilized by the
formula.tors
of the Christia.n religion in the inIssUEs oF 1898.-$3.
terest of so-ca.lled Christia.nity. The pla.gia.r!sm
'l.'homa.s Pa.ine Vindica.ted. Col. Robert
is
ma.de.
plain
in this brief hist9rY of ApollomusJ
G. Ingersoll............................... 16 especa.illy in view
of the histonca.l references a.na
The Crea.tion of God. Dr. J a.cob Ha.rtcomments
thereon
.. It is quite evident tha.t. to
50 concea.l the pla.gia.nsm,
the name of Apollomus
Crim:a.~f ':Priia<iiiers ·i-n: iiie ·uirliiiJ. 'siS.ia;:
wa.s
suppressed.
M. E. Billings .. .. .. •.. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. 25
16
Resurrection of Jesus......................... 40
Price, c:at=ess THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Ba.ndbook of Freethought. w. B. Bell...... 50
1!8 L&fuette t>la.oe. New York Clt:v
Religion a. Curse; nelig10n a. DiseiU!e; Religion a. Lie. B. P. Putna.m.
.. .. . .
25
Des1gn Arg_ument Fa.lla.oies. By Editor of
THE TRUTH BEEB:ER...... .. .. . . . .. .. .
16
A.bra.ha.m Lmcoln: Wa.s He a. Christia.nT
John E BemabUN. . .. . .. ... ........... 50
Pen Pictures of The World's Fair. Tilnstr•-tQ.d. B. P. Putna.m..... •. .. • .. .. . . . ..
25
Common !:lens e. Thomas Pa.ine. . . . . . .. . . . . . • 15
Exa.mina.tion of Prophecies. Thos. Pa.ine..
16
Plea.sure a.nd Progress. ALbert M. Lorentz,
LL.B ........ .. ...
.............
60
Gia.nt Delusion. Otto Wettstein............
10
Bible Inquirer. A. Ja.P.obson .. .. . . ... ....
25
-oMister Lucy. Her Awful Disclosures of
.Anotent Votces
Newha.ll C!onvent..... .... .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .
10
Woma.n: Four Centuries of Progress. Busa.n
from the Sptrtt
H. Wixon...............................
10
Realm atsolose the
ISSUES OF 1894 -$8,
most Startlt11fl BevThumbscrew a.nd Ra.ck. GPo. E. Ma.rdonald 10
elattons.
l:!elf-Contra.diction of the Bible. W. H. Bnrr 15
-oDurm~; the yea.r other sta.ndard Freethought
works Wlll be published a.nd sent to subscribers
a.s they a.ppea.r.
Yea.rly subscribers a.t $3 receive a.ll the numbers
·to be of
published in one yea.r. In ordering pleiU!e sa.y
which yea.r is desired.
Bingle numbers sold a.t prices quoted.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
[ILLUBTBA.TED.]
28 La.fa.yette Pla.oe. New York.
Price. - - - - al.50.

Oriental History,

SURVEYORS, ATTENTION!

TRANSIT. CHEAP.
------

$ZZ in a .]futs'AeZZ. Wettstein's ~ Be~air ~ 'De~artment.

Antiquity
Unveiled.

PrOYing Christianity
Heathen Origin.

L K. Washburn's Works.

Address

BmREA OHio.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill .. Bro. Jffatertaltst: The wa.toh sent you a. Rhort time a._go for
overha.uling was received in just three a.nd a ha.lf
da.ys from the time it left this st11tlon.
lG w11s put into A No. I sh11pe 11nd is running
fine. I wish to compliment you on your manner
of doing business a.nd will IU!BUre you tha.t when
I ha.ve ocher work in your line to bs done you
sha.ll ha.ve it.
A. E. SMITH.
Wa.tches ca.n be safely sent by mail or express
a.nd I pa.y charge• one wa.y. I h11ve personall:y
ma.naged my repa.ir dep •.rtment for 84 vears a.nd
DO wa.tch is permitted to lea.ve my establishment
until in perfect order a.nd closely regula.ted,
PRICE LIST.

Clea.ning, $1; Springs, $1; jewels, $1: or thre
$1 job• a.t $2.50.
All work wa.rra.nted one yea.r. Libera.! discounts to a.gent~.
.

OTTO WETTSTEIN,
THe

LIBe~.A.L

The Freethought Bf),dge.

DESIGNER OF { The Ingersoll Bonvemr Spoon.

Otto Wettstein Wa.tch.
Bend for price. lists, tra.cts, etc., free.
Mention THE TRUTH BEEKER.

SHALL THE BIBLE BE READ
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?

Bv R. B. Westbrook, ,A.M.

Third Thousand.
Price, 10 cents.

Da. WEsT's Specific for Mental Depression, Nervousness,
Al Proatratlon,
Lassitude, 1-.
ua1-. .ta. Inability,
Loss ofVItallt1, Impotence, etc. Invaluable. Try lt.

JlWSO.,..lWJ

Mall, $1.00. BRADBURY'S PH A MARCY, Dept. 21;,
367 Washlncton Street. :Voston, Mass.

STRONG, HEALTHY MANHOOD
TIIORO

Afflicted
wltll

Enrl:v

e:::!;
lUnn•
hood,

mJ)Js...ttna
e~~~f~~

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,

Address THE TRUTH BEEKJ:JI,

DONT SUICIDE.

THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Sunday and the Sabbath. "A la~ re~
Ia.ting huma.n conduct on the Ba.bba.th 1s a. rumpertinence." Price, 10 cents.
The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
ARGUMENT
the Christia.n church are thirty-nine poor.
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
Ill THE
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of
a minister's pra.ying God to kill griU!shoppera,
or tzying to induce the Deity to underta.ke a
crnsa.de of one a.ga.inst the Oolora.do beetle 1"
At Morristown, N. J.
Price, 10 centa.
This is the grea.testa.rgument ever ma.de in a.oa.ae
Followers of Jesu!f. Price, 10 cents.
of this kind, a.nd will be a. model for the Ba.r so
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a FacU long a.s the Christi&~ ns~ foroe to repre~s free
>peech. Itslega.l a.cumen 18 unsurpiU!sed..lts eloPrice, 5 cents.
quence never equa.led. Wherever Christla.nperReligious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
secution is going on this a.rgument should be
freely circula.ted. rea.d t!' the Ohristia.ns, an<l exWas Jesus Insane r Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Cathollt llOllllded OD every occasiOn.
In pi,per, 25 cenw; in cloth, 50 oente.
Church. Price, 5 cents.
Adclree1
TBB 'rBUTII BBBKBB,
APdress THE TRUTHBEEP.R

JeWeLeR.

ROCHELLE, ILL.

Dcblllt:v

curedth~

wnrd th~
APt\::;Ji'f~o~i;.t~~~;~t1~~;~~;~:~~~~~
edyof
DR, R. P, FELLOWS,
Sa~ where you saw tills adver. VIneland, N. 3.

cess. .Address,

w- I wish to sa.y tha.t I a.m a.n out-a.nd-ont
LIBERAL, a.nd I trust the Freethinkers of the lai!d
will give me their pa.trona.~e a.nd not wa.ste the1r
time a.nd money on,Christla.n dootora.-Dr. Fer,.
lOin•.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
By 14. BABOOOK. Prloe, 111 oente.
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MANY steel works in Pennsylvania hav
resumed operations.
PoNDOLAND, South Africa, has been an.
nexed to Great Britain.
BENJ. R. TucKER will spend April and
May, and perhaps the summer, in Europe,
A SEVERE storm swept over Northern
Texas last week, and the death-roll exceeds
twenty;
COMMANDER HEYERMAN, who had charge
of the Kearsarge when she was wrecked
will be court-martialed.
'
CoMMODORE wi:r.Lu.M D. WHITING retired, of the United States navy, died last
we~k, aged seventy years,
SENATOR CoLQUITT, of Georgia, died
March 26th. He was one of the most earnest Sunday law advocates in the Senate.
MoRE than two- hundred Malays were
killed in an attack upon the Spanish garrison on the island of Pantar, Malay Archi--~
pelago.
THE students at Budapest hav been
mobbing the residences of those who do
not display mourning for the deceased
patriot Kossuth.
GEN. LoRD RoBERTs, ex-Commander-in9hief of England's forces in India, declared
1n a recent speech that imposts imposed
by the Indian government are hindering
.........
commerce.
...... ~"""' ~ 1,. __::-: .---+.1-.-._
. 7-:'~ ..--~..
Loms KossUTH, the great Hungarian
patriot, died at Turin, Italy, on March
20th. He suffered very much in his last
A PREDICTION WHICH PROVED A FALSEHOOD.
days. Kossuth was in his ninety-second
year.-when he died.
DR. J. M. PEEBLES has won a victory
£rtillrnktr-~iid)tr. over the regular doctors of Texas. He was
indicted for practicing without a certifim3ir f)aben folgenbe 5Biid}er in
cate, but the indictment was quashed and
·
beutfd}er @)~rad}e, tueld}e fef)r beriif)mt finb : the case dismissed.
BY
"AMERIOAN" laborers at Altoona, Pa.,
, ~ie ;Jrrtbftmer rolnfe~,"
got together in a mob to drive out Italian
workmen. The mob dispersed· only upon
~ine fritifd)e ~eleud)tung bes pentateud) im
being promised that· the "foreigners"
£id)t ber mobernen Weltan=
~hould not be given work.
fd)auung unb <Befittung.
PASTOR C. VINTON PATTERSON and his
bon ([ol. ~- @. 3ngerfoH. \13rei~ 50 ([ent~. \<iherents had to break the locks upon the
.foors of the Central Park Baptist church
(W. STEWART BOBS),
in East Eie-hty-third street before they
~n~ !Seiti nub i~re etelluug 3ltf -Jould
hold Easter services.
·
9leUginu ttttb airdje nm ~ube
Editor of the
THE New· Jersey Supreme Court decides
'n favor of the Republicans in the Senate
be~ 19. ;}nbrbuubert~.
dead-lock case. Of the eight justices six
;aONDON .&Jl·NOBTIO .TOUBN.AL.,
bon ,Pelene 4). @arbener. \13rei~ 50 ([ent~. are Democrats and five of these a~d the
t~? Republicans join in the majority declswn.
GOD AND HIS BPOK:
u Mnberue 6Jotterbimmeruug,"
When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrott. to the author: "Yo:n.h!Lve earned tl!a
CANADIAN post-office officials refuse to
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast research\ of sound Crltlmsmiof caust10 bon ([ol. ~. @. 3ngerfoll. \13rei~ 25 ([ent~. let copies of the Congressional Record,
humor of sledgehamm..r vehemence, of scathing satire, !Jf pamos and elog.nence. t 1s one of
in which were incorporated parts of Henry
the he~viest iconoclastic broadsides ever :fired at the J eWlBh God and the B1ble.~
Cloth, goU letters, $1.25.
George's ''Progress and ·Poverty" pass
,
!Stutber
nub
!Sttubert~iter,"
under frank. Such excerpts the Canadian
WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
government holds to be not properly pubbon 3of)n \13ed. \13rei~ 20 ([ent~.
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that" Christianity ~ley,ated the woman; it ~hfonded
lic documents.
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child. The oJ:>ject o~ SftlaW.n s work
is to show the al'Chdeacon his error, and he has succee(led. An English wnter sa1d of 1~:
THE New York State Board of Charities
"This c~rtainly is oue of the most marvelous books ev;er lAsued from the press. The author!•
, <ilnutie ttttb ~eruuuft,"
ties cit.ed are unquestionable, and the result is convincmg."
has reported to the legislature that SuperIn two volumes, cloth. gilt lettered, $2.150.
ober LE BON SENS,
intendent Brockway and the board of
bes romifd?=fatolifd)en Prieflers Jean Meslier. ma~agers of Elmira Reformatory are not
CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
fit forth~ positions they hold. The charges
Uus bern £ran3ofifd)en iiberfelat von
A conden~ation of the known facts upon this subject proving that Ohristianity did no~
of cruelty against- Brockway are unani~l!iinlein ~una Rnoop.
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in human beings. To.which are a.dded such comments
as only Saladin can make. In paper, 8() cents.
30t Seiten, Eeinwanb, $t.oo; Paaie~, 50 ~ts. mously sustained.
THE TRANSITION. .
,
~
T. THoMAs FoRTUNE, who sued James
1liefe ~iid)er ftnb in Papier=llmfd)lag unb
Trainor, proprietor of a hotel at corner of
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and ~cienoe, and of the question w~
flarem Drucf. Unfere beutfd)en Eefer
the vel!ed or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible can be iriterpreted by modern scie
Sixth avenue and Thirty-third street, New
In paper, 20 cents.
follten fie weit verbreiten.
York, for refusing to sell him beer, because
ROSES AND RUE.
he was a colored man, has won his snit in
man abreffire, "The Truth Seeker,"
the Court of Appeals, getting judg-ment
Being Random Notes and Sketches. Some of its subiecte are: A La.st Interview ~
Man of Genms; An Essay on Stirpicultnre; Asceticism and Superstition; Ca.pital Punishment;
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York. for$1.016.23. Fortune isthe editor of the
Poverty; God m the Constitution; Bruno; Gods; Witchcraft, etc. This may be ca.J.lt0 SalaNew York .Age.
din's own book, for it is poetrY- in l'rose, and is one of the books that lovers o{ !!trow ~ture
like to read again aud again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.1!0.
KENNETH P. SuTHERLAND, indicted,
tried, and sentenced for complicity in the
LAYS OF ROMANCE.
Gravesend election frauds, has jumped
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic, Jrlstori~ ~· a.rlow in e'fer7
page with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
·
hill. bail bond and _disappeared. Justice
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.
Newton pleaded guilty and was sentenced
By GEoRGE J. RoMANES.
to nil!e months' imprisonment in the peni•
ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
A systematicExi>_osition of what may be termed teritiary and .to pay a fine, and Constable
The title poem is ft atory of intense passion, tonchingl:r told. The other twenty poems the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of.
are fresh, fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse__reveals tlie thinker, obeerver, and reformer. service to the !l'eneral reader rather than to pro- Jamieson was tried, found guilty, and senEvery page glows with passion and throes with life.
fessed naturahsts.
tEmced to eighteen months' imprisonment. ·
·
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of F.nglish writers J!POn evolution, Sixteen other Gra;vesenders hav pleaded
A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
besides rankmg with Professor Huxley in scien- guilty.
tific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of
B;r one who endured it. Based upon a. manuscript in the po1seasion of Ba1adlD
ConY's commonweal army of the unemhis l'onclusion regarding the great subJect of
J.n paper, 10 cents.
ployed started from Massillon, 0., Sunday,
Design, to which the church so often refers:
THE AGONffiS OF HANGING.
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adapta- March 25. They numbered one hundred
or to those of beauty, everywhere throughStudies in Psychology. By one who was cut down from the .r&llo1fl!. :Printed from man'll• tion
out organic nature we meet with abu:ndant when the army started, but before they
script in the hands of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do - reachedCuntonabouttwent:y-fivehaddropwe meet with any independent evidence of ped out, a snow storm haVlng come upon
WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
A short story of clerical crime and villainy founded on fact. Of thie book the Open Ooun beauty are· alike receiving their e)!:~lanation at them. Chief Commissary Marshal Solon
said: "This novel will command the same, or more, interest than Helen Gardener's atory, • b
the hands of a. purely mechanical phi.l{)sophy...
C. Thayer (formerly a leader at Liberal,
This Your Son,l\Iy Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.
All nature has thus been transformed before the Mii!souri) got discouraged and resigned <in
view of thE> present generation in a manner and
THE CONFESSIONAL.
to an extent that has never before been possible; reaching Canton.
·
Baing an exposure of that infamous relif:ious rite. Contents: Li. ·tiousness of the Pre- and inasmuch as the change which has taken
B. LEWis, newsdealer, of 250 Hanover
Reformation Church; Lecher7of the ConfessiOnal; The Priest in Absc. ion; Confessions of place ha• taken pla<Je in the direction of naturalthe Escaped Nun; Extracts uom Dens and Liguori; Examination of tc. 0hnrch's Claim to Ism, and this to the extent of rendering the street, Boston, was indicted o:ii: seven
have Fostered Learning; Her Atte pts at Continency even more Ruinous than Her Belf- mechanical interpretation of nature universal, it counts for alleged sale of obscene litera·
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly ture. The jury, after a long deliberation,
lndul_gence; The Relative Criminal Statistics of Catholicism and Protestantism
to a new and a terrible force in the
In paper, 25 cents.
e awakened
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now found him guilty on two counts. Lewis
'I'Pt loll "~ th.!!•ll '!l!'n~lr~ a.dd-r•n
TlUI', ~lJTH SEEXEB, II L~r.:retle Plr.oe, New Yor&
~ G~~
.
has appealed to the superior court. Count
ff!ustrated. Price, cloll!J. $2.
Zuboff, who was arrested on a charge of
Address.
T.I:I.Jjj TRUTH SEEKER.
issuing obscene matter, in putting forth
"INFIDELS AND CHARITY."
his last book, '' Violet," was acquitted on
A Leatlet sho l!'ing th ~t tbe oft.:repeated ChrisAOOOUl!IT ol!'
the 12th inst.
Alexander McCance, a
tian statement that Infidels do not contribute
Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Nar· South End Washington street newsdealer,
to nor found charities is a falsehood. It ought tc
Vioar• of Christ and Vicanerents of God.
has also been indicted on a charge similar
be widely circulated to mest the calumny. Price,
""~~
rative in Gen1l8is and ~odus.
li cents; 50 cents a dozen. Address TBE TBUTB
to the foregoing for selling a Worthington
SBUBB. 28 Lafayette pl.oe, New York.
l'aper, DO cents; oloth, 'I'G cent.
lJ7 VAll Blmli:N DuSLOw, LL.D. Prioe, 16 oenta edition of the "Decameron."
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SOME PLANETARY PROBLEMS FOR CHRISTIANS TO CONSIDER.

(SEE PAGE

CONWAY'S

POPULAR EDITIONS
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EDITION

OF

OF

Thomas Paine's Works. THE WRITINGS OF THOMAS PAINE.
COLLECTED, EDITED, AND CHRONOLOGICALLY ARRANGED

AGE OF REASON. Pap., 25c.;
6 copies for $1; cloth, 50c.

AGE OF REASON AND EXAM·
INATION OF THE PROPHECIES. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
APOSTLE OF POLITICAL
AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
~Life)_. .... By J. E. Remsburg.
- ortra1t.

P~

, roc.; clo., 75c

COMMON S.t:NSE. (1776.) 15c.
CRISIS. Written During Am.
Revolution

Pal'., 40c.; clo., 75o.

GREAT WORKS. Svo. 800pp.;
clo.. $3; leather, $4; morocco,
ilt edges, $4.50.

fPap ,

L FE OF.
40c~

By C. Blanchard.

clo., with I!!lrtrait, ooc.

LIFE O.r·. ByM.JJ.Conway.

With History-of his Literary, Political, and Religious Career in
America, Franco-~.,. and England,
and a Sketch by william 0 ·' bbett.
The only adequate Biography of
Paine. 2 vola. Portraits. $5.

LIFE OF. By Remsburg. 50c.
LIFE OF. By G. Vale. $1.
LITHOGRAl'H OF. 22x28. $1.
POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS
REFORMER. Underwood.lOc
POLI'riCAL WORKS : "Common Sense," u Crish,'' "Rights of
Man ' $1.50.

RIGHTS OF MAN. Answer to
Burke's Attack on the French Revolution PI!Jl·• 40 C,_J clo .. 75c.

TESTIMON IA.LS TO HIS MERI'rS. Comp. by Moreau. lOc.
THEOLOGICAL WORKS: "Age

of Reason,"" Examination of the
Prophecies," etc., with Life of
Paine and steel portrait, $1.50.

VINDICATION. Reply toN. Y.

BY.R. G. Ingersoll. lOc.
THE TRUTH SEEKER; 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
ObsertiBT.

Address

By

MONCURE

DANIEL

CON'WAY.

A.uthor of '' The Life of Thomas Paine," '' 0 mitted Chapters of History Disclosed in
the Life and Papers of Edmund Randolph," etc.

Four Volumes, Royal Octavo, Gilt Tops, Uniform with the Editor's" Life of
Paine." Price per Volume, $2.50.
An edition of one hundred and fifty numbered copies bound in half leathel', lrilt
tops, uniform with the limited editions of "The Writings of• Washington," "The
Writings of J eft'erson," etc. Price, per volume, $4.
.
For the general reader the $8 edition of Paine'd works is sufficient, as it contains all of his
writings upon which his fame substantially rests. But for those who desire to go <leeper into the
"ubject of the man and polemic we can most unreservedl;r: commend the "Life of Paine" by Mr.
Conway, and this edition of Paine's works edited by him It is the fullest that we arolikelv to have,
and the student of history, anil particularly the writer, should have it upon his shelves.
The work will consist of four volumes, and will be arranged chronologically. The cause of
America, as Pll.ine said, made him an author, and the first volume will cover the period of the
American Revolution, beginuin~ with the y-ear 1774. It will ~herefore open with Paine's antilavery essay, and his philosophical or moral essa,l's 1 while editing the PennB'IJlVanta Magazine;
taese being followed by the great revolutionary, politiCal, and controversial pamphlets which made
ouch a profound impression on the country.
Thesecon1 volume will consist maintyof the" Rights of'lfan," and pamphlets relating to English p1Iitics, but will also contain certain papers on French affa.irs.
The third and fourth volumes will consist mainly of Paine's religions writings, but will also
contain some essays relating h American affairs, written in his last years. At the close will be
given Paine's poems.
The first volume i~ now ready for delivery, and the others will follow soon. Orders fvr the
"hole set will be taken and filled as the volumes I!!PJ1!l_ar, or· tne volumes can be purchased sepa'"tely.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Bible Inquirer,
A KEY TO BIBLE JNVESTICATION;
crYTAINING 148 PROPOSITIONS.
With References to the most .<'lain and Striking Self-Contradictions of the So-called Inspired
·e ptures. Including Questions Answered Affirmatively and Negatively by Quotations from the
.tb!e. Also, Other Bible References of Importance.

Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged•.:_--Price, 25 Cents.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.
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The Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought" Press.

HOW TO GET

Four Hundred. Yaa:rsof Freethought~

FOUR HUNPRED ··lEARS
OF FREETHOUGHT

BY

S.A..MUEL

P.

PUTN.A..M.

FREE

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout the tJivilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of In~ersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
SPECIAL OFFER.
Movement.
It will show what ·Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with whi~ , We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.
to make our friends a most generous
·
"Four Hundred Years -of Freeth ought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages offer.
We need more subscribers to To
of Human History,
·
TxuTB SEEXEB, and every Freethinker
needs
"Four Hundred Years'of ·Fre&.
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inven~
thought." Not all are able to pay$5
tions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
for it, but everyone can do a little
Nothing Can be More Interesting,
work to obtain a copy - congenial
more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and work, that will do great good all
· ·
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigi~ around. This is the offer :
lance is the price of liberty; and from tht3 Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN AFI'ORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest Thoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Me:IJ.
In One Harmonious and :Magnificent Whole,

a. vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the 1 added glory of
w-OMAN'S EMANCIPATION

frcm the chains and slavery of a b~rbaric creed and church.
THE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but-unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
.. -, The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Literature.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Phflo~ophy.
Science. Education and
Ethics.
Boccaccio.
Lessing.
Voltaire.
Madame Roland.
Copernicus.
Gambetta.
Bruno.
Rabelais. Schiller.
Rousseau.
CasteliU'.
Mll.l'y Wollstoncraft.
l::!pinoza.
Galileo.
Bacon.
Cervantes. Goethe.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet ~rtineau.
Kepler.
Comenius.
Descartes.
Pestalozzi.
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- 09.rrison.
Da Vinci.
FranceR Wright.
Locke.
Shakspere. George Eliot. / lution.
Phillips.
Lucretia. Mott.
Froebel.
Newton.
Hume.
Gibbon.
Victor
llugo.
Thomas
Paine.
Parker.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Humboldt. Combe.
Hobbs.
; Jefferson.
Emerson.
Sumner.
Lydia Maria Child.
Lyell.
Spencer.
Burns.
Kant.
Shelley.
1 Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
Heine.
Darwin.
Margaret Fuller.
Owen.
Hamilton.
Byron.
·Thoreau.
Bakonnine. Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Tyndall.
llolyoake.
Comte.
Bentham.
Pushkin,
Whitman.
Mill.
Huxley.
Warren.
Susan B. Anthony.
Haeckel.
Buchner.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Ga.rabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Girard
Feuer bach.
Matild~J o~ Gage.
chewsky.
Lick.
Heinzen.
Helen II. ardener.
Annie Besant.
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Send us Four New
Yearly Subscribers.ei
regular rates ($xz_ i:ri
all), and.'VVe 'VVill sen(l
the Getter,.,up of the
Club a copy of •' FOUR.
HUNDRED YEARS OF
F R E E T H 0 U G H T,"
FREE OF CHARGES.

And further, to a1d our friends in
getting this book for themselves, we
will offer

To the New Subscribers as
Premium,

a

post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically 1//ustr(lted
By W A.'ISON HESTON,

THE GREATEST BOOK OF ITS KIND ' EVER
,CONCEIVED.

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS

Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
W, S. BELL'S

in every domain of Human Thought and.Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
·
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organize<;]. Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeke1·, Investigator, IronClad Age. Secular Tlwught, Freethinkers' Maga2ine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

Handbook of Freethought.
With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no difficulty.
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT,
at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
free.
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
To each New Subscriber In the club, a pre- .
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Free- mlum of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
thought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won dis- Stories Comk:ally Illustrated, 11 or W. s. Bell's
tinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
"Handbook of Freethought, 11 in Cloth-all free
·Horace Seaver,
George E. Macdonald, Capt, R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan II. W~on,
by post or express.
J.P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote1 Jr.,
Mrs. Ch!U'les Watts,
D. M. Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam,
Prof. J. II. Ooox,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Parker Pillsbury,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. II. Heywood,
Mrs. M. A. Freeman,
Charles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehm Smith,
Elizur Wright,
T. C. Leland,
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Colman,
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian. Leland,
J. B. Monroe,
II. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy Post. ·
Judge C. B. Waite.
and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of~istory,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.

The name of every Subscriber who sends jive dollars before the work is on the press
will be en1•olled in this book. DON'T FALL TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.

This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages of Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
'It will be elegantly bound. It wiil be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your friends when they ask, What is Freethought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world'?
This is the most universal presentation of Freethought ever given to the public. and no Freethinker
can afford to be without 'it. It is a library in itself.
Address orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

This really brings the .price of thf'
paper down to $2 to each new subscriber, as they get To TxuTB SEEXEII
one year and a dollar book for $3. \

A Club of Four New Subscribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,·
and we want to help our fri.mds to·
help us.
It ought not to be ~cult to get.·
four New Subscribers in any town in:
the country, especially with these·
Splendid Premiums to assist.
··
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" as soon as the
book is issued.

Tlwse who send a Club and
Fou.r New Subscribers and
$12 before the book is printed
will have their names en·
rolled in its shining pages.
THE TRUTH SEEKEHf

28 Lafayette Place,
NEW YOBK,

·
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New York, Saturday, April 7, 1894.
Our Weapons and Theirs.

We indicated in this place last week the logical
necessity that Freet~ers are under to respect the
~qual rights of all citizens, regardless of the opinE. M. MAODONALD, - - - - - Editor and Manager. wns of those cit~ens upon the subject of religion.
We said, in substance, that all progress depends
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
upon freedom of thought and expression; that
APRIL
7,
1894.
Freethought
is a method of investigation, not a
SATURDAY,
===================~~;; bundle of dogmas; that we war on intellectual
errors with facts and reason only; that the absurd
SUBSCRIPTION BATES•
Bingle snbscription, in a.dva.nce ................................ t3 00 and immoral in the popular religion will disappear
One snbscription two yea.rs, in advance ........................ 5 00 when increasing intelligence and a quickened ethical
Two new snbscribers ............................................. 5 00
One snbsoription with one new sabsoriber, in one remittance. 5 00 sense havstripped them of the illusiv:veil of "inspiOne snbscription with two new snbscribers, in one ·remittance ........................................................ 7 00 ration," but that an attempt to punish people beOne snbsoription with three new snbsoribers, in one remitcause of their acceptance of any tenet or because of
tance ........................................................ s 50
their spiritual allegiance to any church cannot reOne snbscription with four new snbscribers, in one remitta.nce ........................................................10 80 sult otherwise than in strengthening the church
Any number over five a.tthe same rate, inva.ria.bl;vwith one
thus unfairly attacked; that we must not join with
remittance.
those who would limit th~ civil rights of this or that
MrmB'II shouza be. sent llfl ez_preBB oom:Dan11•s mon6'11 oraer division of our fellow citizens for fear that their
postal oraer, ara.tt on New Yorlt, or bTl reatsterea letter. ideas may lead to invasion of equal rights · and
A.dllreBB oommuntoattons ana malte ara,ttB, ohecl:s, :DOBt-ot/ICe
'
anaez:DressmonB'I/oraer~rPavableto
E. M. M.AODON.ALD; _ that the misguided sectarians who want to disfran28 La.f'a!lette Place, NetD Yorlt.
chise and shut out of office their religious opponents are the legitimate children of the inquisitors
SPECIAL NOTICE._:We shall be obllged to our
of the Dark Ages and the Puritans of New England.
readers H they W"illsend ns the na:~ne and add:r- ol
And while protesting against proscription as
any Freethinker who itl no-c a regular subscriber.
wholly opposed to the spirit of Freethought wereferred to the religio-political associations formed
SOD HANDSOME PREMilrMS.
for the sole purpose of establishing a theological
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renew- despotism and said that no Freethinker could giv
als on the part of our friends we make· the follow- his support at t~e polls to any member of these
bodies. They hav left the arena of argument and
ing handsome premium offers:
appealed. to the arbitrament of force on the battleFor $6.50 we will send Tm: TBUTH SEEKEB one
field of politics, and, in self-defense, we must meet
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred
them on the ground they hav chosen. If they sucYears of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage
ceed, religious liberty dies. On the other hand, we
of this or our Free offer of the book (see opposit
said, the churches contain many who are not in
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in
favor of religious legislation, and hence we cannot,
the country should not possess this splendid work.
at the ballot-box, war against the churches as suchj
For $5 we will send Tm: TBUTH SEEKEB one only against the privileges which law has given
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete" them and against their individual members who
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a support the· theocratic demands for church-state
picture of- Paine, of the statue proposed to be union.
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New
Such, in brief, is the attitude of the intelligent
Rochelle.
Freethinker toward the church and its members,
For $5 we will send Tm: TBUTH SEEKEB one and toward the theocratic societies whose purpose
year ($3) and" The World's Sages, Thinkers, and is to make religious freedom a memory of the past.
Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
Now, what is the attitude of the National ReformFor $4.50 we will send Tm: TBUTH SEEKEB one ers toward liberty of opinion, and does that attiyear ($3) ·and James B. Alexander's " Dynamic The- tude justify us in our declaration of political antagory" ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one onism to that society and its allies T We will see.
wants this book. It has over a thousand large Rev. J. :M:. Foster, of the National Reform Associapages and more than four hundred illustrations. tion, writes in the Ohri8tian Statesman of March
It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies 24th, under the head, "What the Christian Amendit can help but be well-informed in all scientific ment Includes." Here is a part of one paragraph
of his article :
matters.
''It [the amendm~nt] will require moral and religions
For $4.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKEB one
qualifications
for civil office. The scriptures specify
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Textthese qualifications.
' Religious convictions,
Book " in cloth ($2.50).
grounded upon the truth of divine revelation, are necesFor $4 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKER one year sary.' · · · Hence it follows that weak and ignorant
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" men, drunkards, libertine, Sabbath-breakers, profane
swearers, Atheists, Infidels, plotting Jesuits, and. ranting
in boards ($2).
heretics should be constitutionally prohibited from
For $4 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKEB one year holding office. The proposed &lllendment would require
($3) and a copy of" Old Testament Stories Comic- that the provision forbidding the requirement of any religious test as a qualification for office or trust in these
ally Illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
United States should be repealed and in its stead a proFor $3.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKER one vision be enacted admitting to office and trust only true
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically Christian statesmen, whose natutal.endo:wments, high
moral worth, and fear of offending the King of kings fit
Illustrated,', in board covers ($1).
them for representing the divine ordinance of civil govThis is a. splendid opportunity to obtain books ernment."
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceedHere, then, is an organization which represents
ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can principles the direct opposit of those held by Freeavail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our thinkers. This organization would deny civic rights
present readers. will call the attention of their to all who do not agt'ee with it as to the proper
way of spending Sunday.
It would similarly
friends to the values offered.
F011NDED BY D.

m:.

BENNE'rr.

ostracize men who do not pronounce with what it considers sufficient solemnity the names of its myths,
and those who e.re Jesuits and Atheists and Infidels and "ranting" heretics. Contrast this position with that of the Freethinker. The latter
would not ask that people who choose to go to
church on Sunday be denied the opportunity to
hold office ; ·he would not ask that persons who say
"God " and "Christ" and "hell " in a peculiar,
long-drawn-out, and reverential manner, be made a
pariah class, although he has no more of a predilection for swearing than has the average Christian,
and he would not wish to debar men and women
from public positions because of their religious
beliefs. In a word-the Freethinker recognizes
the right of private judgment-the. theocrat does
not, although, if he is a Protestant, he loudly
claims that his "Reformation" was based on that
right.
Besides emphasizing the contrast between the
fundamen:tal ideas- of the Freethinker and the National Reformer the above quotation from Rev. Mr.
Foster justifies our declaration of political war
against the society he represents and its affiliated
associations. It is evident to all observant persons
who hav given this question serious thought that
no compromise with the theocrats is possible, and
certainly we could agree to none, even were future
peace attainable upon such a basis. The conflict
between the secular and the theocratic principles is
irrepressible. We in America had fondly believed
that the serpent of church and state union could not
breathe in our atmosphere. We were grievously
mistaken. We hav been rudely awakened. From
this day forth it is to be a struggle for domination
on the part of the theocrats, for liberty and life upon
our own. Not only must we spread the light of
criticism, scholarship, and science, but we must
also hurl the projectils of political defense against
the assaulting hordes of fanatical intolerance. The
channels of investigation and discussion must be
kept open. This will not be possible if we permit
the champions of suppression to sit in the places of
authority. The men who would make religious belief the test of 'fitness for public office must not be
given the opportunity to put any more of their proscriptiv political creeds into the statutes nor to
tamper with the Constitution.
No discrimination against any class of people
because of their religious beliefs and allegiances
and no legislativ offices for the bigota who would
enact such laws if they could get the offices.

.Strength of the Church, Past and Present.
The Oongregationalist thinks that there is no
basis for the assumption that Christianity is on the
wane. It says "that there never was a period in
human history when eo many persons absolutely
Probwere interested in Christian churches.
ably there never was a time when the proportion
of Christians to population throughout what is
called Christendom was so large as now." As
for the first as&ertion, it is to be said that the
defections from Christianity necessarily occur chiefly
in the comparativly small class of studious meii. and
women ·who are capable of reasoning coolly and
critically, and hav· some leisure for investigation;
and that, taking into account her great wealth and
admirable means for proselyting, it would be
strange, indeed, if, in spite of the increase of the
world's population, the Christian church was to-day
absolutely weaker, in numbers, than she was fifty,
one hundred, or five hundred years ago. But when
it is asserted that she is probably relativly stronger
numerically than she was at any previous time iD.
her history, it is using very mild language to say
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that the averment is absurd. Once she held entire
nations in the thrall of her superstitions, and no
man dared question the divinity of her self-declared
mission. 'In this age, scientific, critical, and historical assaults upon her position hav forced her to
drop dogma after dogma in order to retain the
support of those of the more intelligent people who
are not hopelessly lost to her, and it is this very
letting down of the bars which has enabled her to
keep within her pale multitudes who hav no belief
in nor respect for the Christianity which· was supreme a few centuries ago. Once she held the
brain of Christendom in her grasp, and all men
served her through hope of heaven and fear of hell.
To-day tens of thousands of the keenest thinkers
do not pretend to work for her, and other tens of
thousands lend her their pens only because she is
a mighty social force and a well-oiled political mS:.
chine. Others, again, serve in her ranks because
they think she is permanently reformed. But this
is a delusion. The theological leopard has not
changed her spots. Catholic and Covenanter are as
ambitious, rapacious, and intolerant as ever. All
they lack is power to reinaugurate the reign of religious terror.

Wanted-More Subscribers.

...

We solicit the kind attention of our friends to
the need which exists of increasing the subscription list of THE TRUTH SEEKER. There are several
reasons for this, which our readers will readily see.
First, It will do a world of good,_by making more
Liberals and by interesting. those already liberal in
the work of Freethought. The church is making
great encroachments upon our liberties, and the
people need to know about it, in order to defeat its
tyranny. And those who read THE TRUTH SEEKER
are a hundred times more interested and activ than
those who do not. Second, It is a duty we owe to
our fellow-men to giv them the light of reason we
hav obtained. Liberalism makes for true civilization, and freedom from fear of an angry God makes
men happier and better. Every Liberal should do
all he can to lift up his neighbors from the darkness
of superstition to the glorious plain of mental liberty. And, as Mr. Wakeman says, referring to the
resolution regarding the Liberal papers passed at
the late ID.ternational Congress: "They are the very
life of the cause of intellectual and practical emancipation of the people. As such they are to be
built up and sustained by constant care, payment,
encouragement, and solicitation for subscribers for
them." Third, An increase in the list.will relieve the
readers from the occasional " duns " we are compelled to send out in order to get money with
which to pay bills. If we can obtain two or three
thousand new subscribers, the increased revenue
will make the business work of the paper easier,
and we can continue to improve the paper without
fear of financial embarrassments.
To reward those who will do a little for us in
this matter we hav arranged to take a large number of Mr. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of
Freethought," and to every one who sends us four
new yearly subscribers at the regular rates of $3
($12 in all), we shall send a copy of that magnificent work free. Those who send the club before
the book is on the press will be enrolled among the
original subscribers and patrons in the book.
And to make it easy to get these four new subscribers we will o:tler them as a premium either of
two splendid works-The "Old Testament. Stories
Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's "Handbook
of Freethought" in cloth binding. Our readers
know the value of these books, and that about every
Liberal in the country would like a copy of one or
the other. Either one of these, as may be chosen,
will be given to the new subscribers obtained in
these clubs of four, and a copy of " Four Hundred Years of Freethought" to the one who gets
up the club and fiends t}!e money and names.
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We cannot afford to make this premium to single
subscribers, but to enable old subscribers and single
new subscribers to obtain these and. other desirable
works at a great reduction, we hav made a list of
premiums in connection with subscriptions to the
paper, to be found in the first column of the first.
editorial p~tge of THE TRUTH SEEKER~ We are willing
to do our p~trt toward making the obtaining of good
Liberal works easy and cheap, and hope our readers will take advantage of the terms offered.
Once more we ask that a favorable eye be turned
in our direction, and a helpful hand extended. As
the resolutions of the International Congress expressed it, Boom the Liberal papers and you boom
the Liberal cause.

Ohristian temperance, indeed! We know of several
good Freethinking women who, in some inexplicable
way, hav been decoyed into that reactionary organization. How they can feel at home there-if they
do-is more than we can understand. Will not the
Union's open championship of Sunday laws and the
Christian amendment open their eyes?

"We want not the right to speak or pray in the prayer
meetings, the question that a certain brother talks so
glibly of introducing into the next ministers' conference. What care we for that? We should spurn it! We
are South Oarolina women-South Oarolina Baptist
women. We stand by the Bible, and are not ignorant
of some things that Paul has said."
So writes a woman c'orrespondent of the Baptist
Oourier. This utterance well illustrates the condition of mind in which faith in the Bible as a divine
authority leaves its unhappy victims. There are
Colonel Ingersoll's recent trip through the South no other such abject slaves as those who love their
was a kind of triumphal tour. The heartiest of chains.
receptions greeted him everywhere, and in Memphis
"There is religion enough in the wo rid. It is Ohrisand Chattanooga the hotel-keepers even refused tianity,
the religion of Ohrist, that the world needs. The
payment of their bills. He and his party didn't world was religious before Ohrist came, and it has never
owe them anything, they said. And he must come ceased to hav religion."-Journal and Messenger.
again. This will make Louis Levine's heart glad,
Will the Journal and Messenger kindly inform
for it shows that his sunny Southland is getting us which of the one hundred and fvrty-odd sects in
ahead intellectually to appreciate the Great Heretic this country has the genuin "religion of Christ"!
to such an extent.
Or must we wait until we get Jesus into the Constitution before we can hav an authoritativ an.swer!
On the 22d of February, at W elland, Ontario,
What is there in the religion of the "son of the
died John Ray, aged eighty-eight years. Mr. Ray
carpenter" that is so essential, so superior to any
was one of the stanchest o~ Canadian Freethinkers.
and all other religions ?
Born in Huby, England, he was trained in the principles of the Church of England until he was eighThe Ohristian Advocate is not inclined to place
teen. For the next twenty years he attended the
much faith in the "supernatural communications
meetings of the Friends. Then he came to Canada
of facts" and gift of prophecy of Mrs." Landaulet"
and was for thirty years a member of the society of
Williams and her small band of followers, who reFriends. He was past sixty-eight years of age
cently retired from the world to fast for forty days
when he came out int.o the unfenced fields of Freeon claret and crackers. Dr. Buckley thinks that
thought. He retained his mental powers to the
"many would join them if they could hav all the
last and died without fear.
claret they wished." He says that these two artiThe Independent observes, anent the recent less- cles "contain sufficient of the elements of nutrition
ening of Sunday freight traffic on the Erie, that "it to keep persons, not exposed to the elements or enis a serious thing to rob men of their rest day, and gaged in physical labor, healthy for at least eleven
still more serious to rob God of what is his due." months." The good doctor is decidedly rationalistic
We hav always said that the Sunday-law people when dealing with modern frauds, but does not
cared far more for " God's honor " than they did seem to see quite so clearly when gazing at ancient
for the laborer's tired body. Just think of the ab- marvels. Dilitance appears to lend a hypnotic
surdity of the idea that man can" rob God of what glamour to his view.
is his due " ! What babyish superstition ! As to
" If any man can make truth, righteousness, and love
the laborer's due there is not the slightest need of Atheistic,
then there is no God worth honoring in the
interfering with Sunday work. or pleasure in order universe."- Unity.
to giv him all the rest he requires.
We think it a fair assumption that Unity means
that if men can be truthful, just, and lovipg without
Speaking of the bill recently before the New York
belief in God, then there is no God in the universe
legislature, which proposed to permit the people of
worth their worship, for they hav in themselvs the
this city to vote upon the question of allowing the
moral attributes popularly assigned to him, and so
sale of liquor on Sunday, the Independent observes:.
will gradmtlly elevate the race by means of these
"To compel men engaged in legitimate and useful
inward forces working for righteousness. Certainly
business to close up on Sunday, and allow those
there are many Atheists who possess all these qualconducting the infernal traffic in intoxicants to open,
ifications of mind and impulse. But it may be that
would be an unspeakable outrage."
Unity wants the Atheist to prove that the attributes
We would hint to our neighbor that the compulnamed do not hav their source in the thoughts of
sory closing up of "legitimate and useful business"
God. If so, we would remind it that as it affirms
is itself an "unspeakable outrage," which such a
God the burden of proof is not ours but its own.
journal should be ashamed to sanction.
Father A. Lambert, a noted missionary of the
Redemptorist Order of the Roman Catholic church,
has renounced his allegiance and allied hi'llself with
the Protestants. In his letter of resignation he says
that the "intolerance and duplicity" of the Catholic priesthood has "become utterly unbe~able " to
him. And he adds, in conclusion :
"Some may now condemn me, but I intrust my cause
to the almighty and to his son, Jesus Ohrist. I know
DIW clearly that those who believe in Ohrist shall be
saved. I believe in him. I resign myself unto his loving
care and I feel sure he will not forsake me."
It would appear that Father Lambert, in his en- ·
deavors to shun Scylla, has fallen into Charybdis
He will find plenty of intolerance and duplicity in
The Women's Christian Temperance Union in the Protestant priesthood.
Australia is devoting itself mainly to attempted
enforcement of Sunday laws and the Christianizing
As we must get out our church taxation pamphlet
of the public schools. It is animated by the before the New York Constitutional Convention
identical spirit which spurs into pernicious activity meets in May, we are obliged to divide Mr. Watts's
the same organization in this country. What could laat installment of Notes into two, perhaps, three,
be expected of a society whose name is a falsehood? parts. In this week's paper he tells us more aboui

The House Judiciary Committee by a majority
vote has laid the Morse-Frye joint resolution on the
table. Representativ Stone ma:le.a vigorous speech
against such action, but the Democrats voted solidly
to table. So the resolution will not be reported,
either favorably or unfavorably, as the adoption of
the motion to table prevents a minority report
being mad~. The· theocrats now hang their hopes
on the possibly friendly action of the Senate Judiciary Committee. It will be just as well for our
friends to hold all blank remonstrances, and those
which hav been signed, ready for such an emergency.
The enemy has not gone to sleep.
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the "Atheist Shoemaker" story. The Methodists
and other Christians hav much to· say about Mr.
Holyoake's alleged "Vindications" of Hugh Price
Hughes, but they are very careful not to print any
part of Mr. Foote's exposure of the original story
and his thorough analysis of the "Vindications."
On the other hand. Mr. Foote has published in the
F'reethinker all that Mr~· Holyoake has written,
although the latter gentleman's articles were prepared for first insertion in the Methodist Times.
This illustrates anew the difference between the
Christian and the Freethought conception of fair
play.
William H. Artman, living a few miles from Tell
City, Indiana, trampled his wife and one of his children to death, and the other children fled for their
lives. Religious excitement was the cause of Artman's insanity. Revivalists will hav much to answer
for in "the day of judgment"!
Up at Mt. Kisco and other places on the Croton
watershed, whence comes the water consumed by
New York's great population, there has recently
been discovered much filth which must inevitably
pollute our water U]lless removed. Several nuisances had to be abated. One of these was a pond
at Mt. Kisco. On "Easter" Sunday a gang of
workmen were engaged in filling it when a pious
Methodist and an equally pious Presbyterian 0ame
along on their way to church. They were shocked.
They ordered the men to quit work. The laborers
did not obey, whereupon warrants were sworn out
and two were arrested. But new men were put on
and the work was continued and completed.
Cleanliness is much more conduciv to both physical
and moral health than is godliness when godliness
opposes cleanliness for the sake of a fragment of
time which cannot be hurt.
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normal amount of ozone. What a collection of lie communicants number 6,257,871, to which he
"converted Infidels" the church has gotten to- adds fifteen per cent to make up the total of Cathogetherl
lic adherents, 7,362,000. Catholic and Protestant,
"What the people of {)ur stBtes and of our nation must 56,992,000. Total population (1~90), 62,622,250.
come to is the expression in fundamental law of the will Difference, 5,630,250, which number includes the
of the people as subject to the will of Christ, and the lay- Jews, Latter Day Saints, Freethinkers of all
ing down of that divine law by the people as the authori- classes, Theosophists, and the indifferent. Are
tativ rule for the administration of the government in these figures approximately correct! At a meeting
all its departments, legi.Slativ, executiv, and judicial."of the Congregational Club of Chicago Professor
Christian Reformer.
In other words: What the people of our states and Henderson of Chicago University displayed these
of our nation must come to is the subordination of estimates with. much pride, but his colleague, Prothe civil power to the religious; the absolute rule of fessor Taylor, said he had studied church statistics
the church through her officials, the priests, in all and they would not stand inquiry. In his church
departments of the government, and the smothering at Hartford he had been unable to find a living
out of all new ideas, of all theories, principles, and per·son to answer to two hundred and fifty of the
methode of social development not in harmony with five hundred and twenty names on the membership
these priests' interpretation of a book called the roll. Every church he had been connected with in
Bible. This, in plain English, is the ultimatum of his twenty years work in the ministry was in a
the ecclesiastical power as represented by the similar condition. What has Statistician Carroll to
National Reform' Association, the Women's Chris- say to this?

-------------------

tian Temperance Union, !l.nd affiliated societies
The urgent need of vigilance in guarding against
which are behind the God-in-the-Constitution the encroachments of the Sunday worshipers can
amendment now in the Judiciary Committees of the not be too often insisted upon, and it is of the utHouse and Senate.
most importance that the Federation be abundantly
supplied with money for use in emergencies. As
Rev. H. H. George observes that "what God has
our readers are already informed, a Sunday bill for
joined together no man shall put asunder." But
the District of Columbia is now pending in both
the question is, How do you know that God has
Houses
of Congress, and a National Sunday law
joined together a certain man and woman? Your
bill
is
prepared
and will be introduced at this sesJesus is reported to hav declared that the tree was
sion,
unless
its
friends get frightened off, which
to be known by its fruits. You say your God is
What it is intended to accomis
scarcely
possible.
perfect, and if this is so and if he does actually join
by
means
of
a
National
Sunday statute is told
plish
men and women in matrimony these heaven-made
by
Rev.
J.
M.
Foster
in
his
article
on the scope of
unions should produce only peace and happiness.
the
Christian
amendment.
A
National
Sunday law
Do they always? Is there a particle of evidence to
before
the
·adoption
of
the
amendment
would be
prove that marriages are consummated in heaven 1
unconstitutional,
as
are
all
present
Sunday
laws,
All this talk about God's authorship of marriage is
but
such
a
trifle
would
not
of
itself
prevent
its
in the interest of the priest, who by the acceptance
passage.
Mr.
Foster
says:
In the Asiatic Quarterly Review, London, Bert- of the idea is enabled to extend and perpetuate his
''It will, therefore, be imperativ that the law adopted
ram Mitford, F. R. G. S., reviews the treatment of malign power over mankind. Mr. George further by Congress in 1810 and observed ever since, that the
avers
that
there
are
fifty
millions
of
people
in
this
the Matabeles by the English. Although King
United States mail be carried and distributed on Sabbath
Lobengula's ambassadors were shot while trying to country who want God's law of indissoluble mar- be repealed, and the mail service be discontinued on the
escape, two white traders who were in Lobengula's riage rather than the existing systems of marriage Lord's day. It will also be obligatory on the general
to prohibit inter-state commerce on Sabbath.
capital were found unharmed when the English with more or .less easily-procured divorce. Fifty government
The running of railroad trains, the issuing and l!elling of
millions
T
Why
did
not
the
reverend
gentleman
took the place. The Literary JJigest givs the gist
Sunday paper!!, and carrying on of Sunday excursions
of Mr. Mitford's conclusion in these significant claim· the entire population of the country and be will be unlawful on the Sabbath day."
done with it?
words:
This is, in brief, the program for National Sun"The proselytizing zeal of English clergymen,
The article upon church property which appears day legislation, and the District bill is the entering
'whooping for MatalSele blood' in order to further 'the in this and succeeding issues of THE TRUTH SEEKER wedge. Mr. Putnam will hav to go to Washington
spread of the gospel ' among the Mashonas is credited
again this spring or summer. E. C. Reichwald, 65
with having played an effi.Dient part in the tragic program. will be made into a pamphlet immediately upon
The writer advocates the reconstruction of the Matabele co:mpletion. The book will be a vade meeum, as South W at.er street, Chicago, is the treasurer of the
'
under one responsible head and insists that a crowd of the pedants say, upon the subject, and is designed Freethought Federation.
missionaries should not be forced on it."
This Week's Cartoon.
as a handbook for those who object to being held
Did not Jesus say that he "came to send not
Astronomy proves that the boundless realms of space
up by the tax gatherer and .forced to pay other are filled with innumerable planetary bodies. It is but
peace ,but a sword"? .A,nd must not he be proved
people's taxes.
reasonable to snppoHe that many of these bodies are ina true prophet?
--------~~-------This question will be brought before the New habited by rational beings similar to man, and if such is
At the legal hanging of Daniel Gilchrist at Rock- York Constitutional Convention, which meets in the cage, then all the inhabitants of all these worlds hav
either remained in a state of sinless purity, or some of
ingham, North Ca~olina, the officiating minister took
May, and every delegate shall be supplied with this them hav transgressed God's laws and ''fallen" as theofor his text : "I hav fought a good fight; I hav
logians claim man has in this world. But if some of
finished my course; I hav kept the faith." Follow- pamphlet. We also desire to place it in the hands the inhabitants of other worlds hav "fallen," then, acing the sermon came this hymn: " Servant of God, of every editor and legislator in the state-and in cording to the orthodox plan of salvation, a savior would
well done." Both minister and murderer were the country, if we can-with requests for notice be needed for eaoh and every world thut had sinned!
But as God has but one " only begotten son," who was
white. We do not wonder that the Independent and discussion. We also want to circulate it gener- sent expressly to this world, then God must invent a new
says: " Really, we think som.ething more appro- ally and generously. The price for single copies scheme of salvation, beget more " only sons," or let them
priate might hav been selected"; but that paper will be low (we will announce it as soon as the cost all go to eternal damnation. The Christian assumes that
'' man is the chief object and end of all of God's creations,
needs to be reminded that so long as belief is neces- is determined) and in quantities still lower.
and
created for the purpose of worshiping and glorifying
sary to admit a man to heaven, while in the absence
To distribute it as it should be we want help, his creator," then, allowing them this assumption, it
of such belief good conduct won't save him from
particularly from the Liberals of New York state, follows that if none of these other worlds are inhabited
hell, such scenes will be possible.
'by rational beings or ·man, there is a vast lot of unthough it will not be refused from anybody. It is oooupied territory which will forever remain untenanted,
Editor Brown of the Ram's Horn boasts of the a national question and work done in one state and from whose mighty depths no prayers nor songs of
alleged fact t!J.at he was once an Infidel. How he helps in others. Those who feel like helping can praise will ever be heard, and thus the "chief end and
aim" of God's creativ purpose becomes a failure. It is
was converted is told by a Western paper:
send such sums as they can spare and will receive well for thinking Christian!! to consider this problem,
"Brown went to a Moody service to ' write up ' that
for there are but two horns to it, and no matter which
preacher in a humorous fashion, and in the midst of a pamphlets to the amount of their donation.
they seize or reject they will find the whole Christian
The more we receive the wider will be the circula- scheme ripped open by the other. In contemplating the
sermon on the ' Prodigal Son,' Moody suddenly pointed
straight at Brown in the gallery and exclaimed with im- tion of the pamphlet. Every Liberal is interested vastness and grandeur of the universe with its countleBB
passioned earnestness: 'Sinner, that father is your God!'
worlds separated by appalling distances, all moving in
Startled as if addressed by name, Brown dropped pencil in this question, and we hope will help us to dis- majestic harmony and order in obedience to one great
and tablet, and turning to a man sitting beside him, tribute thousands.
law, the law of necessity, how foolish, aye, how conasked: 'Is that so?' 'Yes, it's all true,' was the reply.
temptible seems the Biblical Jehovah with his petty
It led to Brown's conversion."
Dr. H. K. Carroll, in his" Religious Forces of whims and passions, and bow utterly childi&h the entire
Assuming this story to be ''true, we are free to the United States," puts the number of .communi- scriptural narrativ with all its narrow dogmas! ~ooking
admit that Mr. Brown was duller as an Infidel than cants of Protestant churches at 14,180,000, and into the starry depths of spaoe the thoughtful mind is
he is as a Christian and we are very glad that Mr. then multiplies this number by three and one- convinced of the comparativ insignificance of this world,
that there are two and one- ~e ~alsity 0 ~ Christian dogmas, the ign~rance of so-called
Moody rescued him froni oblivion. A man who coUld half' on the supposition
.
.
.
msp1red wr1ters ·and revelators, the littleness and usebe" taken in" that easily belongs in the church. He half adherents, m~luding young children, for each leBB:qese of eith.er a multitude of gods or one.
W~TSON REsTo~.
would soo:Q. strangle in an atmosphere containing a communicant, making a tot!'! of {9,630,000. CathQ-,
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CHVRCJi PROPtRT1.
Should It Be Exempt from Just and
Impartial Taxation?
REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT.
'
An Argument for Equality of Taxati!)n, and a State•
ment of Facts, Giving, from the Censns of 1890, the
Valne, by Denominations, of Chnrch Property in the
United States and in the Several States and Terri·
tories and in All Cities Having 25,000 or More
Inhabitants ; so Arranged as to Show at a Glance
the Relative Standing as to Wealth of the Leading
Denominations and Denominational Gronps.-A.lso,
:Mnch Other Matter of Especial Interest to Certain
Cities, States, and Sections.-A.ll Comparisons and
Percentages Based Upon Official Fignres.
Ill.

Church Wealth by Denominations.
The total value of church propert~ in the United
States, by the census of 1890, is lfl679,694,439.
The census figures were revised in only a few particulars, as we are informed by H. K. Carroll, LL.D.,
from whose work, Vol. I. of " The American Church
History Series," all the figures in this paper are
taken. Mr. Carroll had charge of the division of
the Census office which directed the gathering and
compiled the statistics of churches.
Following this will be found a table giving in the
order of their magnitude the holdings of all the denominations. The six divisions of the Adventists
are grouped together and the property of all
lumped in one sum. The same procedure has been
followed in the case of the Baptists, with their thirteen divisions; the three branches of the River
Brethren ; the four branches of the Plymouth
Brethren ; the seven Catholic bodies; the two divisions of the Christian church ; the eight Communistic societies ; the four schools of Dunkards;
the four bodies of Friends; the two divisions
of the Jews ; the two churches of Latter Day
Saints (Mormons); the sixteen Lutheran sub-denominations, with the independent congregations under
that name; the twelve bodies of Mennonites; the
seventeen divisions of Methodists; the twelve Presbyterian churches; the two wings of the Protestant
Episcopal church; the three divisions of the Reformed church; the two wings of the United Brethren; and the various Independent Congregations,
except the Lutheran.
The same system has been carried out in all the
tabulations by states.
1. Methodist (17 bodies) ............................ $132,140,179
2. Oatholic (7 bodies) ............................... 118,371,366
3. Presbyterian (12 bodies) ..................... ,.! 94,869,097
4. Protestant Episcopal (2 bodies) .............~." 82,835,418
5. Baptist (13 bodies)............................... 82,392,423
6. Oongregationalist .................................. 43,335,437
7. Lutheran (16 bodies).............................. 35,060,354
8. Reformed (3 bodies) .............. ,............... 18,744,242
9. Disciples of Ohrist................................. 12,206,038
10. Unitarian.............................................. 10,335,100
11. Jewish Oongregations (2 bodies)............. 9, 754,275
12. Universalist........................................... 8,054,333
13. United Brethren.................................... 4,937,583
14. Evangelical Association......................... 4, 785,680
15. German Evangelical Synod................... 4,614,490
16. Friends (4 bodies)................................. ~,541,334
17. The Ohristians (2 bodies)........................ 1, 775,202
18. Independent Oongregations................... 1,486,000
19. New Jerusalem...................................... 1,386,445
20. Dunkard (4 bodies)................................ 1,362,631
21. Adventist (6 bodies)............................... 1,236,345
22. German Evangelical Protestant............. 1,187,450
23. Latter Day Saints (2 bodies).................. 1,051, 791
24. Moravian..............................................
681,250
25. Mennonite (12 bodies)............................
643,800
26. Ohurch of God (Winebrennerian)..........
643,185
27. Spiritualists...........................................
573,650
28. Ohristian Union.....................................
234,450
29. Oommuni11tic Societies (8 bodies)............
106,800
30. RiverBrethren (3bodies)........................
81,350
31. Oatholic Apostolic (Protestant)...............
66,050
32. Ohinese Temples....................................
62,000
33. Ohristian Scientists.................................
40,666
34. Salvation Army.....................................
38,150
35. Friends of the Temple...........................
15,300
36. Ohurch Triumphant (Schweinfurth).......
15,000
37. Schwenkfeldians ....................................
12,200
38. Social Brethren ............................... ~.....
8, 700
39. Ohristian Missionary Association............
3,900
40. Ohristadelphians ............................. ......
2, 700
41. Plymouth Brethren (4 bodies)................
1,465
42. Theosophical Society..............................
600
ADDITIONS SINCE 1890.
It is estimated that to the above aggregate is to
be added thirty million dollars for each year since
1890, that sum being put into church buildings
annually. This would make the grand total of
church property at this time in the United States
$769,694,439 by the census. The value of all property has suffered a shrinkage during the past two

years, but church property is known to be listed
very much below its taxable value, so it will be perfectly safe to say that · there is now in this country
an aggregate of $800,000,000 of untaxed church
property. By some careful computers it is put at a
much higher figure.
To this $800,000,000 of untaxed church property
should be added another very large amount for sectarian schools, charitable institutions under church
control, and various other adjuncts of the churches
that in one way and another escape taxation. Let
the reader turn to " Ohio" and he will find a list of
properties in and near Cincinnati which belong in
this class of subsidiary church property and are not
taxed.
Denominational Wealth by States.
In the pages that immediately follow will be
found tables giving the wealth of the lea_ding denominations or denominational groups by states.
After the tables there is stated, approximately, the
proportion of the total church property in the respective states held by one denomination, and by
two, three, and five denominations. Next is given
the total of church property in each city of the
first, second, and third class in the state, with the
amount owned by the leading denominations or
groups. The number of times any denomination
holds first, second, third, or fourth place in all the
cities in the state is then recorded. Such explanatory remarks as seem to be demanded by exceptional
conditions in any state or city are added.
Alabama.
In this state the total value of church property is
$6,768,477. The leading denominations are:
Methodist.. ......... $2,278,988 Oatholic ................ $602,752
Baptist................ 2,110,362 Jewish Oong.......... 103,500
Presbyterian....... 819,255 Oongregationalist.. 91,755
Prot. Episcopal... 655,752 Disciples of Ohrist.. 78,185
The wider the diversity of religious opinions the
greater the religious liberty of the citizen. Con-_
centration of vast wealth in the hands of one
church or of a few churches is not conduciv to the
public welfare. This is the unanimous verdict of
history. The more wealthy a church is, the more
does it receive from the state by the e,;emption
of its property from taxation, not only absolutely
but also relatively. ·In such a case, the exemption fund is a pure luxury which labor presents to
ecclesiastical power ; and in order to place all denominations on a level, this favoritism would need
to be balanced by an appropriation to the poorer
churches equal to the exemption of the rich.
In the United States there are forty-three denominational groups, composed of one hundred and
forty-three denominations. The differences between
the denominations of the same group are very slight
in nearly all instances, in many cases being only historical or sectional. For statistical purposes all the
denominations of each group may be treated as one
denomination, and they are so considered throughout this paper.
·
A glance at the figures which give the wealth of
the churches of Alabama shows that one denominational group owns more than a third of all the
church property in the state; that two denominations own nearly ·-two-thirds of the total, while
five denominations own sixty-four sixty-sevenths
In other words, the state of
of the whole.
Alabama, in appropriating money for the propagation of religion-an act in itself unconstitutional-bestows more than one-third of its bounty
upon one denomination, and gives to all in
the direct ratio of their wealth, thus helping that
church the most which is the most able to help itself,
while the weaker denominations, which are unable
to build many or costly edifices, and are compelled
to worship in private houses, get comparatively nothing. These observations, taken in connection with
the considerations presented in the general argument, demonstrate conclusively that, in whatever
light the tax exemption question is viewed, such exemption is seen to be inherently inequitable, viciouE~,
and demoralizing.
What is true of Alabama is true in degree of all
the states, and the criticisms here made apply in
the cases of all, but the evil of concentration is
greater in the Southern than in most of the Eastern,
Western, and Pacific Coast states, and, by a curious
and instructive but not surprising coincidence, the
older and more rigidly orthodox Protestant doctrines are clung to with greater tenacity in the
former division of states than in the latter divisions,
and also dissenters are more harshly treated there,
as the persecution of the Adventists in Alabama,
Arkansas; Maryland, and Tennessee bears witness.
Not only are the ultra evangelical denominations relatively stronger in the Southern than in
most of the other states, but there is within their
own pales less of the leaven of the new and tolerant
religious thought than there is in the same denominations north of Mason and Dixon's line. Speaking

of the Presbyterian church north and south, the
New York Independent says: "The sniell of higher
criticism has hardly touched the garments of the
Southern church."
There will be frequent occasion to illustrate the
general principles stated in these paragraphs in
comparisons of the strength of the leading denominations in different states, and it is also revealed in
the table which is given in another place of the denominational groups and denominations in all the
states~

Church property in Mobile is li~ted at $806,119,
of which the Catholics own $297,000 ; Methodists,
$192,900; Episcopalians, $110,150; Presbyterians,
$105,000 ; Baptists, $79,069; Miscellaneous, $22,000. Birmingham, total, $664,525; Methodist,
$208,550 ; Presbyterian, $140,800 ; Catholic, $105,000 ; Baptist, 93,800 ; Episcopalian, $54,375 ;
Miscellaneous, $62,000. Total in two cities, $1,470,644.
Alaska, Indian .Territory, Oklahoma.
These three territories have within their borders
church property to the value of $447,491. Of this
Alaska has $203,650, the Indian Territory, $182,266, and Oklahoma, $61,575. No doubt the latter
territory has, in the three years since tlie census
was taken, at least quadrupled the value of church
holdings.
Indian Territory, Methodist, $75,243: Presby~
terian, $59,158; Baptist, $35,765. In Oklahoma
the Methodists have $37,550. In Alaska the Russian Orthodox church has property to the value of
$180,000.
,
Arizona.
In this territory the total value of church property is $270,816. The most popular denominations
own property as follows :
Oatholic ................ $124,500 Presbyterian.......... 13,900
Methodist.............. 58,100 Baptist.................. 11,200
Latter Day Saints.. 26,400 Oongrega.tionalist ... 9,500
Prot. Episcopal...... 24,216
In Arizona one denomination owns more than
three-sevenths of the aggregate of church property
and two denominations own two-thirds. Four denominations own twenty-three twenty-sevenths of
the whole.
Arkansas.
In this state there is listed church property
amounting to $3,266,663. Leading denominations:
Methodist ........... $1,200,842 Disciples of Ohrist 106,360
Baptist.. ............. 1,066,104 Jewish Oong ..... ..
44,000
39,345
Presbyterian....... 357,68ii Lutheran .......... ..
26,000
Oatholic.............. 219,100 Oongrega tionalist.
Prot. Episcopal.... 196,122
One denomination owns more than one-third of
the total of church property in the state, while two
'
own more than two-thirds.
In Little Rock there is church property to the
value of $497,600, of which the Methodists own
$135,900; Baptists, $99,700; Episcopalians, $79,500 ; Catholics, $65,000; Presbyterians, $45,000;
Miscellaneous, $72,500.
California.
Church property in this state is valued at $11,961,914. The wealthiest denominations are:
Oatholic ............. $2,667,955 Disciples of Ohrist.. $291,250
Methodist ........... 2,575,631 Adventist............... 170,850
Presbyterian ....... 1,895,675 Universalist........... 96,000
Prot. Episcopal. .. 1,019,695 Evangelical Ass'n... 72,100
Oongregationalist. 1,014,975 Independent Oon~.. 70,575
Baptist................ 763,860 New Jerusalem...... 41,500
Jewish Oong....... 396,000 Ohinese ................. 37,000
Unitarian............ 366,040 United Brethren.... 37,000
Lutheran............ 364,800
In California there is no legal exemption.
Church real estate, whether rented or otherwise
used for profit, or devoted solely to religious worBut taxation s.eems to he
ship, is taxable.
pretty much of a farce, so far. Oftsn the churches
evade the law in all possible ways.
An injunction will be asked for, on one pretext or
another, restraining the assessors from performing
their duty. The temporary injunction granted, a
paralysis seems to lay hold of the officials charged
with the duty of enforcing the law. Nothing more
is done ; property protected by the injunction
escapes assessment and the honest owners smile
complacently at the success of their little scheme.
Irf one instance the attention of the assessor in
San Francisco was called to the fact that he had
listed a certain church property at a ridiculously
low figure. He replied that as the building did
not yield any profit he had assessed only the land,
and as the latter was encumbered with the non~
productive building. its value was very much lessened, hence the low assessment !
By the injunction trick the Young Men's Christian Association property in San Francisco escaped
taxation for several years, and may still be exempt,
but its present status is not definitely known.
The friends of equal taxation in California should
put themselves in position to effectively antagonize
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-the church's attempts to evade the law and also to
defeat all movements having for their object the repeal of that law. The state cannot afford to take
any backward step in the direction of the union
of church and state. Every dollar which a church
saves by exemption from taxation is a dollar appropriated by the state for the support. of religion. No
amount of sophistical reasoning can make it anything else. .
.·
· As regards the number of denominations and the
monopolizing tendency of a few, California makes
a .better showing than the preceding states. The
wealthiest denonlln.ation owns less than one-fourth
of the total ecclesiastical property in the state,
while five own a little more than three-fourths.
· The total of church property in San Francisco is
$4.241,100, of which the Catholics own $1,364,300;
Presbyterians, $66~.100; Methodists, $517,950;
Episcopalians, $385,000; Jewish Congregations,
$300,000 ; Congregationalists, $249,500; Baptists,
$199.250 ; Lutherans, $168,200 ; Miscellanec;ms,
$390,800.
Oakland, total, $1,052,491; Catholic,
$240,00: Methodist, $183,216; CongregationaliRt,
$168,800; Presbyterian, $140,500; Baptist, $64,500; Episcopalian, $55,875; Miscellaneous, $199,600. Los Angeles, total, $951,507; Methodist,
$295,100; Presbyterian, $170,000; Baptist, $101,500; CathCllic, $87,000; Congregationalist, $81,600; Episcopalian, $65,507: Miscellaneous, $150,800. Sacramento, total, $337,100; Catholic, $150,000; Methodist, $4 7, 000; Baptist, $31,000; Episcopalian, $25,000; Congregationalist, $20,000 ; Miscellaneous, $64,100. Total in four cities, $6;582,198.
In these four cities the · Catholic church holds
first place three times and fourth place oncE!.; the
Methodist, first place once, second place twice, and
third place once; the Presbyterian, second place
twice, and fourth place once ; the Baptist, third
place twice ; the Congregationalist, third place once,
and Protestant Episcopal, fourtbplace twice.
Colorado.
In the Centennial state the census of 1890 found
church property to the value of $4,743,317. The
greater bulk of it was divided among these sects :
Methodist........... $1,105, 700 Lutheran.............. $154,800
Catholic............. 848,687 Disciples of Christ. 151,625
Prot. Episcopal... 700,065 Jewish Cong.......... 75,500
Presbyterian·'···· 643,550 UnitedBrethren.... 82,800
Baptist............... 440,000 Reformed............. 20,000
Congregationalist 877,090 German EvangeliUnitarian.. ......... 157,500
cal Synod.......... 18,000
One denomination has possession of nearly onefourth of all the church property in the state, while
five hold some more than three-fourths.
In Denver church property is valued at $2,884,142, or $512,484 more than half the totai value in the
state. Of this the Methodists own $762,000; Catholics, $513,042; Episcopalians, $418,000; Baptists,
$254,600; Presbyterians, $236,150; Congregation~~olists, $206,300; Lutherans. $140,200; Jewish Congregations, $63,500 ; Miscellaneous, $290,350.
Connecticut.
The church property ot' Connecticut aggregates
$16,985,036. · The richest denominations are these:
Congregationalist$5, 866, 201 Presbyterian ......... $448,500
Universalist......... 867,000
Protestant Episcopal...... ........ . 8, 408,170 Lutheran............. 172,900
Catholic .. ;.......... 8,098, 750 JewishCong......... 87,000
Methodist......... . 2, 225,780 Adventist............. 59,840
Baptist............... 1,656, 750 Unitarian............. 88,000

----- - - - - - - - Methodist. .......... $1,116,125 Catholic ............... $201,500
Prel!lbyterian. ... ... 709, 800 Baptist .. :......... ... ... 184, 800
Protestant EpisFriends.. ... ... ... ...... 65 500
copal............... 888,000 Unitarian.............. 1~000
One denomination owns more than two-fifths of
the $2,708,825, and five denominations hold about
twenty-six twenty-sevenths of the total.
The v:~ lue of church property in Wilmington is
stated to be $1,600.100, of which· the Methodists
own $570,050; the Presbyterians. $435,300; Episcopalians, $191,250; Baptists, $150,000 ; Catholics,
142,000; Miscellaneous, $111,500.
District of Columbia.
In this territory, set apart as the seat of the federal government, the valuation of church property
is $6,313,625. The best-equipped denominations
are these:
Methodist........... $i, 548, 000 Congregationalist... $889, 000
Catholic ............. 1,015,800 Disciples of Christ. 80,000
Presbyterian....... 950,000 Unitarian.............. 80,000
Baptist............... 914,150 Friends................ 50,000
Protestant EpisUniversalist........ ;.. 47,000
copal............... 790,500 Jewish Cong. ......... 42,000
Lutheran............ 414,000 Reformed.............. 81,000
One denomination owns a little less than onefourth of the total amount, and five denominations
hold about five-sixths.
Mr. Carroll, or some one of his assistants, has
apparently blundered in the figures for the District
of Columbia. or in those for Washington. While
the total of church property in the entire District
is put at $6,313.625. that of the city of Washington
is given as $6,370,575. It is possible that this is
not really a mistake-that some conference, diocese
or presbytery, takes in territory outside the District. Perhaps several do so.
Florida.
Here is found church property valued at $2,424,423. These are the denominations which own most
of it:
Methodist ............. $829,551 Catholic ................ $225, 100
Presbyterian ......... 484,650 Qong:regationalist... 78,775
Prot. Episcopal.. .... 890,561 Disciple!! of Christ. 14,850
Baptist .................. · 875,986 JewishCong .......... 18,500
· One denomination owns some more than onethird of all church property in the state, while five
denominations hold about twenty-three twentyfourths.
Georgia,
The Empire state of the South makes a return of
church property amounting to $8,228,060. These
are the denominations which should pay the taxes
upon most of it :
Baptist ............... $8,109,890 Disciples of Christ.$197,925
Methodist........... 2, 788,267 Jewish Cong.......... 159,000
Presbyterian....... 776,025 Lutheran .............. 124,150
Prot. Episcopal... 492,800 Congregationalist.. 75,850
Catholic.. .. .........• 485,128
One denomination owns more than three-eighths
of total, two own more than two-thirds, while five
hold all but about one-fourteenth of tl:::e whole
amount.
The totai of ecclesiastical property in Atlanta is
$1,073,050, of which the Methodists own $349,600 ;
the Baptists, $325.450; Presbyterians, $138,500;
Episcopalians. $115,000; Catholics, $64,500; Miscellaneous, $80,000. Savannah, total, $705.300;
Catholic, $201,000;
Episcopalian, $121,800;
Baptist, $118,650; Lutheran, $75,000; Methodist,
$54,550 ; Presbyterian, $50.000; Miscellane<?us,
$84 300. Augusta, total, $711,775; Presbytenan,
$155 600; Baptist, $117,075; Catholic, 116,000;
Methodist $101,600; Episcopalian, $68,500; Miscellaneous, $153,000. Total in three cities, $2,490,-

One denomination holda. nearly one-third of all
the church property in this state, three hav considerably more than two-thirds, while five own nearly
fifteen-sixteenths.
The value of church property in New Haven is
$2 089.600. of which the Congregationalists own
$676,000; Episcopalians, $432,000; Catholics, $323,500; Methodists, $269,600; Baptists, .$239,000;
Lutherans, $56,500; Miscellaneous, $93,000. Hartford, total, $1,989,600; Congregationalist, $533,000; Episcopalian, $394,000; Catholic, $382,600;
Baptist, $280,000; J\1: ethodist, $150.000; Pres~yte
rian, $75,000; Miscellaneous, $175,000. Bridgeport, total, $1.260,000; Episcopalian, $350,000;
Catholic, $250,000 ; Congregationalist, $180,000 ;
Methodist, $159,000 ; Presbyterian, $150,000 ;
Baptist. $88,000; Miscellaneous, $83,000. Waterbury, total, $708,000 ; Episcopalians, $220,000 ;
Catholic, $180,000; Congregationalist, $130.000;
Methodist. $86,500; B'aptist, $61,500; Miscellaneous, $30,000. Total in four cities, $6,047,200.
_ In these cities the Episcopalians hold first and
second place twice each; the Congreg~tionalists,
first and third place twice each; Catholics, second
and third place twice each; Methodists, fourth
place three times, and Baptists, fourth place once.
· ·- _- . . . ·
Delaware.
.
. . .
The total vahie ·of chur-ch property in this little .
state is $2,708,825. The chief denominations and
their holdings follow :
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Lntheran ............ 8,021,850 New Jerusalem ...... 168,700
Congre~ationalist. 2,975,812 IndependentCongs, 140,000
Prot. Episcopal... 2,848,075 Dunkards.............. 105.880
Disciples of Christ. 1,145,275 Adventist.............. 87,900
Ger. Evan. Synod 818,450 The Christians.;..... 68,185
Jewish Cong. ...... 586,500 Church of God...... 41,850
Universalist......... 528,850 Friends................. 41,660
One denomination holds more than one-fourth of
this enormous total, two denominations considerably more than three-sevenths, and five denominations a little more than eight-thirteenths.
Chica{!'o returns church property to the value of
$15,462,66_7, divided among the denominations as
in the table which follows :
Catholic ............. $4,887,657 Jewish Cong ......... $586 500
Methodist........... 2,218,700 Unitarian .............. 8oo'ooo
Presbyterian ....•.. 1,646,800 Universalist .......... 21s:ooo
Congregationalist. 1, 279,810 Evan!l'elical Ass'n... 187 000
Prot. Epis!Jopal... 1,228,100 .Disciples of Christ, o5:ooo
Luth~ran ······.·:···· 1,080,250 Miscellaneous........ 874,000
Bapttst ··········'···· 1,058,850
The value of church property in Peoria is $876 ~
600, of which the Catholics own $247.000; the
Presbyterians, $222,500; Congregationalists, $108 500 ; Methodists, $97,600; Baptiste, $48,000; L~
therans, $34.300 ; Episcopalians, $28,000; Miscellaneous, $90,700. Quincy, total, $770 225 ·
Catholic, $220,525; Baptist, $i05,000; Meth~dis~
.$99,600; Congregationalist, $90.000; Presbyterian,
$75,000; Episcopalian, $33,500; Miscellaneous,
$146,600. Total in three cities, $17,109,492.
In these cities the Catholics are first in all ; the
Methodists second in one, third in one, and fourth
in one; the Presbyterians stJcond in one and third
in one ; the Baptists third in one, and the Congregationalists fourth in two.
Indiana.;
The total value of church property in this state
is $18,671,131. These are the denominations which
own the bulk of this untaxed wealth :
Methodist .......... $4, 656,285 The Christians....... $280, 9215
Catholic ............. 18,584,691 Congregat.ionalillt . 221,650
Presbyterian ...... 2,610,200 Dunkards ............. 218,890
Baptist ............... 1,627,297 Evangelical Ass'n.. 214,890
DisciplesofChrist 1,829,870 Jewish Cong ......... 166,500
Lutheran ........... 1,220,410 Universalist.......... 188,900
United Brethren. 721,186 Ger. Evan. Prot.... 54,150
Prot. Episcopal... 587,600 Church of God...... 58,500
Friends............. 880,877 Adventist............. 51,810
Ger. Evan. Synod 887,660 Mennonite............ 85,865
Reformed.......... 248,775 Christian Union.... 25,700
One denomination holds nearly one-fourth of this
large aggregate, three denominations own nearly
three-fifths, while five hold about eleven-fifteenths.
Indianapolis contains church property valued at
$1,651,650, of which the Methodists own $438,500;
the Presbyterians, $360,000; Catholics, $243,700;
Episcopalians, $153,000; Lutherans, $118,700: Baptists, $93,600; Congregationalists, $66,050; Miscellaneous, $178,100. Evansville, total, $901,600;
Catholic, $284,500; Presbyterian, $241,000; Methodist, $111,100; Episcopalian, $69,000 ; Lutheran,
$47,600; Baptist, $30,800; Miscellaneous, $117.600.
Fort Wayne, total, $848,900; Catholic, $229,800;
Lutberan, $215,000; Presbyterian, $164,000; Methodist, $59,800; Baptist, $50,000; Episcopalian,
$40,000; Miscellaneous, $90,300. Terre Haute,
total, $396,925; Catholic, $94.500; Methodist,
$69,500; Presbyterian, $44,000; Congregationalist,
$40,000 ; Episcopalian, $25,000; Miscellaneous,
$123,925. Total in four cities, $3,799,075.
The Catholics hold first place three times and
third place once ; Methodists, first, second, third,
and fourth places once each; Presbyterians, second
and third places twice each; Episcopalians, fourth
place twice ; Lutherans, second place once ; Con125.
In the three cities the Catholics hold first and gregationalistl!l, fourth place once.
Iowa.
third place once each; the Presbyterians first and
third place once each ; Methodists first and fourth
In the Hawkeye state the total value of church
place one each; Baptists, second place twice, and property is $16,056,786. The churches which
third place once ; Episcopalians second and fourth should pay taxes upon the most of this vast sum
place once each ; and Lutherans fourth place once. are here named :
Idaho.
Catholic .............. $8,872,400 Friends................ $118. 782
In 1890 this young state had church property Methodist ........... 8,602,860 Universalist........... 118,800
....... 1,848 000 Ge:.;. E_van. Synod.. 110,800
within her borders to the value of only $281,310. Presbyterian
Baptist ............... 1,242,690 Un1tar1an............... 88,100
Doubtless she has at least doubled that in the last Congregationalist. 1,281,886 Adventist............... 78,425
three years. Her most prosperous denominations Lutheran........... . 1,150, 795 Dunkards....... .. . ... . 58,955
Prot. Episcopal.... 887,400 Jewish Cong..._....... 58,000
are these:
·
Disciples of Christ· 708,100 Latter Day Sa1nts... 44.985
Methodist ............... $74,200 Presbyterian ........... $40, 950 Evangelical
Ass'n. 299,235 'l'h_e _Chri.stians....... 82,775
Cat.holic .................. 70.050 Baptist .............. ::··· 27,000 United Brethren..
280,528 Spmtualists. .......... 28,075
Latter Day Saints.... 45,560
Reformed............ 176,250 Christian Union..... 21,500
One denomination owns a little more than oneOne denomi:aation owns something less than
fourth of the whole amount, and two denominaone-fourth
of the total amount of church property
tions more than one-half.
in the state, two denominations own less than oneIUinois.
half, while five own approximately three-fourths.
The Prairie state givs the churches taxes upon
Total of church property in Des Moines is $873,property amounting to $39,715,~45. Th«'~. de~om 775, of which the Methodists own $146,600; the
inations which profit most by thts unconshtut10nal Catholics, $140,000; Presbyterians, $102,125; Congenerosity of Illinois are n_amed below in the order. gregationalists, $85,000 ; Ll,ltherans, $74 000 ; Episof their culpability :
·
copalians; $52,150; Baptists, $40,000; MiscellaneCathoijc ............. $9.946,819 Ev~ng~iicai Ass'n ... $488,500 ous $233 900. Sioux City, total, $548,600; CathMethodist........... 7,807,118 Umtanan.............. 406,000 oli~ $97,000 ; Congregationalist, $88,000; BapPresbyterian....... 4,649,410 United Brethren.... 298,475 tist, $85,500 ; Lutherans, $83,700; Methodist,
Baptist .•............. 8,681,860 Reformed. ............. 272,000
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$72,500 ; Presbyterian, $48,000 ; Episcopalian,
$22,900; MiscellaneouP, $51.000. Dubuque, total,
$715,200; Catholic, $371,500 ; Episcopalian, $92,000 ; CongregationaliRt. $60,000 ; Presbyterian,
$57,000; Methodist, $44.200; Lutheran, $31,000;
Baptist, $25,000; Miscellaneous, $34,500. Davenport, total, $485,900; Episcopalian, $208,300 ;
Catholic, $100,000 ; BantiRt.. $45,500 ; Methodist,
$39,000 ; Congregationalist., $36 800 ; Micellaneous,
$56,300. Total in four cities, $2,623,4 75.
The Catholics hold first and second places twice
each ; Episcopalians, first and second places, once
each ; Methodists, first and fourth places, once
each ; Congregationalists, second, third, and fourth
places, once each ; Baptists, third place, twice ;
Presbyterians, third and fourth places, once each ;
Lutherans, fourth place, once.
Kansas.
Total value of church property, $7,452,269. The
bulk of this is divided as follows among the leading
denominations:
Methodist ........... $2, 280,265 Evangelical A~s'n .... $85,600
Presbyterian ....... 1,299,260 Friends ................... 84,815
Baptist................ 921,958 Dunkards .... ., .. .. .. .. .. 61.625
Catholic ...... ....... 625,561 Reformed ................ 55,400
Con!n'egationalist. 485, 97/l 1\fennonite ............... 45,180
Disciples of Christ 468,975 Ger. Evan. Synod ... 87,750
Lutheran ...... ...... 418,410 Unitarian ................ 20,500
Prot. Euiscopal... 816,225 UniverAalist............. 20,200
United Brethren.. 198, 970 Adventist ................ 19,550
One denomination owns some more than twosevenths of the total. two denominations own considerably less than ha.lf, while five own less than
four-fifths.
In Topeka there is church property valued at
$519,725, of which the Methodists own $135.100;
the Presbyterians. $109,500 ; EpiscopalianFI, $80,875; Baptists, $72,000 ; Lutherans, $44,000; Congregationalists, $24,500; Catholics, $21,000; Miscellaneous, $32,750. Kansas City, total, $301,885;
Methodists, $112,750; Presbyterians. $65,410;
Baptists, $50,125 ; Episcopalians, $25,000 ; Catholics, $18,500; Miscellaneous, $30,100. Total in
two cities $821,610. Methodists first in both and
Presbyterians second in both.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Freethonght and Secular Notes from England•
THE PRESENT SITUATION.
The past month has been one of unusual excitement in the political, social, and theological circles
of the United Kingdom. One of the greatest
prime ministers that England ever had has practically retired from public life ; the Cabinet has been
reconstructed ; the House of Lords, at least in its
present form, is doomed; the House of Commons
is as vigorous as ever in its energy and determination to carry out democratic measures; the Labor
problems are advancing slowly but surely to a sensible solution; the Educational Progressiv party is
struggling hard against the machinations of theological bigots ; the church is still activ in trying to
secure the allegiance of the people by departing
from its ancient landmarks and by making desperate efforts to adapt itself to the modern requirements of society; and, finally, the National Secular
Society is continuing its dignified and successful
propaganda in vindicating the honor of the Secular
party and in exposing the shams and unmitigated
falsehoods of those who are constantly preaching
what they term " the truth as it is in Jesus." While
we on this side of the Atlantic recognize and feel
proud of the noble Freethought work that is being
accomplished in the United States and Canada, we
can assure our American and Canadian co-workers that the Secular and Freethought movement in
the old country is in a really thriving condition,
and its activ toilers are full of hope in consequence
of the steady progress that is being made both in
London and throughout the provinces. Our favorit
motto, "Onward and onward still," is well to the
front.
A VERDICT OF GUILTY.
The case of the alleged "Converted Atheist" has
now been thoroughly and completely investigated
by Mr. G. W. Foote, with the result that the Rev.
Hugh Price Hughes has been proven, without a
shadow of doubt, guilty of a series of tlie most
unblushing falsehoods that ever emanated from a
theological brain. The main point in the story is
that the supposed "convert" was an Atheist and a
prominent speaker in the Secular ranks, but he
had, it was said, changed his views and become
converted to the Christian faith. Now from the
clearest and most indisputable facts, furnished by
the father and brother of the hero of this pious fiction, who are professed Christians, also from the
testimony of others, it is proved that the principal
feature in tbe case is the utter absence of truth
from t)le whole stor;r. Mr. l!'oote h&,s writtep ~nd
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published a thirty-two-page pamphlet, containing
all the evidence bearing upon. the subject, in which
he supplies overwheb:ning evidence that the tale
concocted by the Rev. Hugh Price Hughes wa:s a
barefaced deception, destitute of one redeemmg
point.

UNDOUBTED EVIDENCE.
In Mr. Foote's pamphlet he says:
I went down to Northampton and interviewed the family-the father and two brothers of the Atheist Shoemaker. They had important documents in their possession, which they hav since left in my custody. They also
~ave me a mass of VArbal information. The father is a
devout Christian, and has conducted a Methodist mission
at Northampton. He is a man of simple. honest manners,
and 11trong feelings. Having just read Mr. Holyoake's
report and my pamphlet, he deemed it wrong to let the
world be longer abused. "Herbert's" brothers are also
Christians, and hav never been otherwise. There was
never a Freethinker in the family, They are satisfied
that the dead son and brother was never an advocate of
Atheism. His real name was Charles Alfred Gibson.
The Gibson's were so indignant at Mr. HughPs's conduct that they declared they would do anything I thought
advisable. On my invitation they came uu to London on
Sunday, February 4th, and appeared on the platform at
the Hall of Science before a very crowded assembly.
Several reporters were present, and reports of the meeting appeared in London papers the next morning. Half
way through my own speech I paused to let Mr. Gibson
senior giv his own testimony. He said that he was there
as a Christian man in the interest of truth, and he
branded the Atheist Shoemaker storY as a "damnable
lie." Mr. StepbenHenrvGibson, the "Atheist brother"
of the story, said to hav been converted by the " seraphic
death" offtharles Alfred Gibson, also stood up at my request. "Were you ever an Atheist?'' I asked him, and
he answered, "Never." "Hav you ever been anything
but a professed Christian?" Again he answered, ''Never,"
THE SEQUEL TO THE STORY.
The Rev. Hugh ~rice Hughes, being convicted
upon·the clearest evidence, takes shelter in silence.
He now discovers that " discretion is the better
part of valor," but where does his Christian morality come in! For years he has been deluding the
public with a vile fabrication, and now that he has
been detected and exposed he makes no attempt to
atone for the wrong that he has done. The least
he could do would be to try to mitigate the evil he
has wrought, by assuring his credulous followers
that he had been mistaken. But no ; once a sinner he will remain a sinner, probably seeking forgivness through the " atoning sacrifice" of his savior; for,
While the lamp holds out to burn
The vilest sinner may return.
In the mean time ample facilities are being employed to let the world know of his guilt and cowardice. Thousands of Mr. Foote's pamphlets are
being given away, not only to the general public
but also at the slanderer's own meetings. The
Freethinkers of this country hav generously subscribed over a hundred pounds to secure ·a wide
and free circulation of this full and complete exposure. No event in connection with the Secular
party within mv experience has elicited more earnest and united action than the successful e:ffort
of the president of the Np.tional Secular Society to
vindicate the principle of truth and justice. ]'rom
all parts of the country he has received aid in and
approval of the useful work he has done in this
matter. Let lis hope that the impertinent inventors
of" Infidel Death-bed Stories" will learn a lesson
from the humiliating fate of the Rev. Hugh Price
Hughes.
CHARLES WATTS.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

terialistic view of brain phenomena not exactly in accord
with the theory of a distinct indwelling soul principle.
Professor McGee's lecture was more of a popular one
treating of the growth of the earth, its maturity and de~
cline through the ages, as a parallPI of the life of an individual; but the general tenor was to cast some doubt on
the idea of a special creation, and showed a decided leaning toward the theory of evolution, not an uncommon
heresy in these iays. Some of the particularly oft'ensiv
paragraphs of the lecture su~rgested the possibility that
the theory of evolution would be one day universally accepted, but one of the crowning oftenses, which seemed
to hav caught even the eye of the copy reader, was the
spelling of Creator with a small "C."
It seems that there is an orthodox censorship in
the publications of the Smithsonian Institute,
which is devoted entirely to science, and science,
therefore, is to be expurgated at the demand of the
orthodox religion. This certainly is a most humiliating surrender to ignorance and bigotry. Smithsonian Institute is also closed on Sundays, the very
day when it should be open, for thousands of the
clerks and working people cannot visit it on any
other day. Here again we are under the heel of
orthodoxy, and a protest should be constantly made
against such outrages.
The Press aD.d Platform campaign which I hav
outlined is meeting with most favorable support.
About a hundred lectures are on the books already
in New York, Michigan, Ohio, Iowa, Nebraska, and
North Dakota. I expect now to proceed Westward
after June 1st ,through Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Iowa, Nebraska, and along the Northern
Pacific to the Coast. I expect to lecture at Fargo,
N. D.; Crookston, Minn.; Fort Maginnis, Morit.;
and I hope that Liberals along this route will do
the best they can for the work in spite of hard
times. Arrange for one lecture at least. In places
where two or three Liberals hav to pay expenses I
will make special terms if necessary ; but I would
like as far as possible to carry out the campaign as
I hav planned it, for I believe that in this way great
good c&,n be accomplished. Write me at once, care
of THE TRUTH SEEKER office.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

:Mr. Gladstone's Religion.

Mr. Gladstone's resignation is a fact of religious,
as well as political, significance. It will presently
be perceived that he has been a great Conservativ
influence. Not only has he held Radi<llalism in
check by his unquestionable ascendancy and the
glamour of his personality ; he has also been a bulwark to the cause of religion. Certainly his defense of the Bible was a p'tiful performance~ like
his reply to Ingersoll. But that did not matter.
Only a handful of people, after all, took the trouble
to read the great statesman's apologies for the
Christian faith. It was enough that he was on the
side of orthodoxy. Christian advocates never tired
of exclaiming that the greatest statesman of the
age, one of brilliant intellect and unsurpassed eloquence, who led the Liberal party and held the
office of prime minister, was a devout Christian, a
believer in the inspiration of the Bible, and a subscriber to the cardinal doctrine of all the churches.
Such an exclamation, of course, was lost upon persons who had the courage and ability to think for
themselvs. But it served the turn with the multitude, who are always prone to be overawed by the
authority of "great names."
.
Now that Mr. Gladstone has resigned, and practically disappeared from the activ political world,
we shall hear less and -less, and finally nothing, of
tbis cheap argument for Christianity. Mr. Gladstone's successor is not exactly a pious man. Lord
Notes of work.
Roseberry is eBBentially a man of the world, with a
" God in the Constitution" is laid aside for
saving sense of humor. He may profess himself a
the present ; but the "Reform Party " is pressing
Christian, but he will never write articles.in defense
the District Sunday bill and National Sunday law;
of Christianity. At bottom, he is more a friend of
and we must meet these issues. It is folly for
Liberals to cease doing anything because " God has culture than a friend of religion. And when this is
taken in conjuntion with the presence in the Cabibeen knocked out," as the papers report. There
net of an open Freethinker like Mr. Morley, it
are other things fully as dangerous, or more so:
shows that orthodoxy is losing ground in favor of
than " God," for "God" is but an abstraction ; but
skepticism on the one hand and indifference on the
bigotry is a reality, and rules in the government.
other.
Here is an instance brought to my notice by the
Mr. Gladstone is the last great figure of an old
president of Newark Liberal League :
school which has had its day. Neither the Church
sMITHsONIAN REPORT SUPPRESSED.
fE 1 d
th Nonconfo 'st
·
ill
The entire edition of the annual report of the Smith- 0
ng an nor
e
rmi consCience w
sonian Institute, numbering two thousand copies, will ru~ in the future. The secularization of public
hav to be expurgated before the report sees the light of life grows apace, an!l the time is not far distant
day. It was discovered just before the report was to be when the very name of God will sound strange in
placed in the hands of the binders, that it conta;ned Parliament, despite the attendance of the chaplain.
matter that would shock the national idea of orthodoxy.
h
The objectionable matter was found in two lectures by Religious considerations will be dismissed to t e
well-known Washington scientific men-one by Prof. W. sphere of individual privacy, and the language of
G. McGee, of the geologioal _surve:y, and ~he other by secular civilization will prevail in all assemblies for
Prof. Lester Ward, of the Smith!Joman Institute.
the transaction of public business. In another fifty
The:v were taken from the wmter course of Saturday .
th
t t t'
f ·
f
lectures at the National Museum, and the offense in each or a_ hl!n~red rears
e 08 en _a IOUB pro eBBlOn 0
was trenching on the teachings of the orthodox church. Cbnstiamty will be rather a disadvantage than an
They were accordingly expurgated.
assistance to statesmen, and he will be most trusted
~he lecture by Professor W!'rd was on t~e "Physio- by the people who talks as little as possible about
logical Man." Professor Ward, In common With a number
·
ld b t thi
t
of modern scientific mi:m,is of the opinion that all mental the ~BJ.l'S of a~y wor
u
~B. Even at presen
e:J~;hibitiona are the result of physiological action, a ma- there Ia a certam allowance made for Mr. Gladstone.
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His occasional appeals to. the almighty are winked
at on a.ooount of age and personality. A smaller or.
a younger statesman might be reminded that the
almighty's approval or disapproval would make
very little difference in the division lobby, and that
a month's prayer would be less effectiv than the
services of a good whip.
Mr. Gladstone's religion is out of date in the
political sphere. Henceforth we shall find it only
in churches. And the fact shows how far we. hav
advanced on the path of national skepticism.-G.

port. l)isfranchisment, as she understood it, had settle our Congressmen, especially the elderly aud
a direct in1luence on conduct.
pious ones. To complete the happiness of the
couritry, it would only be necessary that the statf!
Governor Tillman of South Carolina is ~ving the legislatures adjourn never to meet again this side
world an object lesson in State Socialism. The the grave, while the various capitol buildings are
state control of the liquor busmess necessitates the turned into asylums for the reception of the lunaemployment of spies to search the houses of citizens. tics who insist upon more legislation, popular or
Naturally the citizens object, and the governor calls otherwise.
on the militia to back up the spie·s. The militia
refuse to act, and the governor proclaims martial
I am grieved to notice that Gen. M. M. Trumlaw, seizes the telegraph lines, and plays the dic- bull, the Open Oourt's frisky contributor. has
W. .Foote, in London .Freethinker.
tator with a. high hand. There has already been fallen into the vacuum which ex-Mayor Hewitt
bloodshed and more is likely to occur.
created when he discussed the Bland Seigniorage
Observations.
It is rather creditable to the citizens of South bilL True, the bill .is now a thing of the passed
.
· Carolina that they decline to submit to this tyranny. and vetoed, but that does not license anyone to
A C~nnecticut correspondent of .THE TRUTH SEEKER It shows that they know when they hav had enough slander it. De mortui8 nil nisi bonum-always
in laytng out a plan of camp&gn for lecturers state interference with their ·private affairs and if speak highly of the recently deceased. The facts
intimates that the speakers should be men who will their revolt calls general attention to the' drift in are . that the government issued silver certificates
work for the ~o'?d .of the cause rather ~han for the governmental matters, the occurrence will not be redeemable in silver dollars of 412!- grains of silver
money .t~ere IB m It. There are two Bides . to that altogether a calamity. Probably nobody 'outside of and -that having set aside silver bullion to redeem
propo~Itwn. . A l~cturer may work for nothing and South Oarolina, except, perhaps, the Prohibition- its promises, the government has silver enough
get biB reward m the spread of truth, but how ists, believes that any state officer can possibly hav remaining to coin some fifty-five million standard
abo?t the rank an? fileT D_? they not feel an inter- the right to force his way into private houses and dollars. That is seigniorage, and it is as material
est m the proceedmg; and If they do, how can they search the occupants' trunks, but there are plenty as the bricks that a contractor may hav remaining
display it· better than by generously supporting of people who believe in other things just·· as after building a house. The only vacuum made
those who are gifted a"! speakers T Self-sacrifice has infamous. For example, there are customs officials apparent is the one existing in that particular part
its place as a sentiment, but it is impractical and on the Canadian border who open express packages of Mr. Hewitt's system which should generate
mischievous, for the reason that when one individ-· addressed to citizens of the dominion, and then thought.
ual works for nothing some other individual gets exercise their own idiocy with regard to forwarding
It seems to nie that General Trumbull deals with
the benefit without paying for it, which is not only them. Officials of the same stamp hold up travelers effect. instead of cause when he says that the coinunjust, but unscientific. Every instance 1of self- landing at the port of New York and outrage person ing and redemption of silver is "the logical folly of
sacrifice involves a wrong,-and the practice should and property by search and robbery. Immigration the 'legal tender ' system ;" for "once allow governbe discouraged. People who don't want lectures commissioners likewise hav a little inquisition of ment the power to declare gold, silver, or anything
cannot be expected to contribute, but those who do their own, and if they find that an immigrant has else a legal tender in payment of debts, and the •
should be willing to pay for them. I don't believe had the foresight to provide himself with employment way is open for wildcn.t finance unlimited." I sugthat the correspondent alluded to really wants to before landing, he is excluded under contract-labor gest to the general that he review tht notio~ and
see the apostles of Freethought walking about on laws. Then we hav the Parkhurst societies, the see if he cannot find that the legal collectwn of
their uppers and depending upon charitable strang- Gerry societies, and the social purity smellers, and debt lies at the root of the matter. The state
era for their subsistence. One thing is as sure as to crown them all, there is . the Comstock society having undertaken the enforcement of private conthe sunrise, and .that is that men of ability are not with its fingers in the mail bags and its nose in the tracts, the establishment of a legal tender for the
going to devote themselvs to any cause whose ad- crack of every bookseller's door. In one. way or discharge of such contract~ would appear to be
vocates do not adequately appreciate their services, another, the last barrier that secures safety and positivly necessary. There IB no sense m a governand I don't blame them a bit.
privacy to the citizen is torn down, and the whole ment declaring that a debt shall be paid and saying
gang of meddlers comes trooping in. The Tillman nothing about the kind of money it shall be paid in.
The other day the Rey. Dr. Buckley had occasion despotism is the logical result of the accepted sys- The repeal of all laws looking to the enforcement
to send to Anthony Comstock some evidences of tem, for if a UBited States official may search "'a of Shylock's demand for his pound of 1lesh must
attempts to swindle by the sale of counterfeit money, traveler's pockets, state officials hav just as good a. precede the abolition of the "legal tender folly,"
warrant to dive into his trunk. If Anthony Com- and a man of Commander Trumbull's perspicaeity
and was favored with this reply :
stock may stand between the sender of a piece of ought to see it.
"The matter will receive attention. Since last week mail matter and the person to whom it is addressed,
---------4--------Monday we hav reveived over ten thou8and such sam- then Governor Tillman may capture telegraph lines
Lectures and :Meetings.
ples."
FRANKLIN
STEINER'S
lecture engagements are as fol•
and dictate every message sent over them. BeDr. Buckley is astonished, and being also im- tween these censors with their search warrants and lows:
April10, New Ross, Ind.
pressed by Comstock's great usefulness, proceeds the revolutionary ·Anarchists with their bombs April 1, Alliance, 0.
Eaton, 0.
" 13, 14, Toledo, 0.
to giv that worthy a very flattering notice. But the there is little choice ; only it would be more satis- "" 3-6,
8, Dayton, 0.
" 15, Detroit, Mich.
editor of the Advocate is not the first to be as- factory if the hanging of each propagandist-by- "
8, Oincinnati. 0.
" 21,22, Mt.Pleasant, Ia,
tounded by Anthony's ability as an exaggerator. In deed could be supplemented by hustli'ng an "in- "
9, Petersburg, Ind.
" 24, Etldyville, Ia.
the language of the poet, sublimity is admirable spector " into the penitentiary.
THE WoMEN's LmlilRAL LBA.GUE, of Philadelphia, meets
in the Skerrett Building, Ridge avenue and Green street,
even in a liar.
Tuesday evenings at R o'clock. Admission free. All are
It is not to be wondered at that the Populist welcome. Program for April:
Almost everybody has a remedy for the state of scheme of the initiativ and referendum is growing April 10th-" Evils of the Sweating System." Miss Diana
,
morals disclosed by the pending breach of promis in favor. Experience is teaching the people that AprilHirschler.
17th-" Walt Whitman as Man and Poet. Thomas
suit at Washington. The Rev. Dr. Funk, editor of our national legislature cannot be relied upon to
Harned, Esq.
the Voice, says that "it is a serious question pass any measures demanded by the country at
THE
Frienilsbip LibE~ral League of Philadelphia meets
whether provision ought not to be made by law for large. Indeed, to suggest any reform in laws regu- Sundays at 2.30 and 7.30 P.M. in Warner Hall, near
the asexualization of men in certain cases-such lating finance or trade is to invite a year or two of Green and Broad Rtreets.
men, for instance, as seducers," etc. The good Dr. hard times and a business panic like the one that April8tb Henry Rowlev. 2 SO P.M-"Hasl\Ian a Soul?"
Funk goes far for a remedy which lies near at has just been precipitated upon the country by the 7.30 P.M.~"The Ohristian Scheme of Salvation."
Tmn Manhattan Liberal Olub meets every Friday evenhand. Let men of the Breckinridge stamp be at silver discussion and the tariff bill. Not that there
ing in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New
once ordained as clergymen, and made members of is anything inherently dangerous in those measures, York,
at 8 o'clock. Program for April:
the third sex. Then their conduct will not. cause but partisan politics and an unscrupulous press hav April 6th-" The Wheel of Life." Mrs. Mary Shepherd
used
them
to
discourage
prosperity.
But
I
am
unable
surprise, and with a bucket c;>f ecclesiastical whit?Singer.
.
wash always at hand any little spots upon their to see how the initiativ and referendum would April 13th-" Women as Oitizens Es~ential to Amertcan
Institutions." Judge Noah D11.vts.
character may be readily wiped out and scandal help matters; for what the coun~ry needs . i~ n?t
avoided without recourse to the law. But as an legislation so much as. a suspenswn of a~t~Vlty ~n April20th-"rr:ruth About Hawaii." Olinton Furbish.
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture engagements are as follows:
ounce of prevention is often more salutary than a. that direction. The f&th of the average Citizen m
Boston, Mass.. April 8th.
pound of cure, Dr. Funk might attest his sincerity the power of law to adjust all misfits is at once sim- East
Dennis, Mass., April 15th.
ple and touching. Whether the questi.on relates t? Brooklyn
by receiving it. ·
Philosophical Asso'{iation, May 13th.
Next comes a lady with her moral specific. Miss catching fish out of season, to marnage and diTHE
Brooklyn
Philosophical ABBociation holds meetings
Eliza Archibald Connor, addressing the congrega- vorce to running a railroad, to business depression, every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Busition of the Baptist church at Lexington avenue and to m~tters of faith, or to personal habits, we are ness Oollege, South Eighth street, between B~ford and
Twenty-third street last week, said, "If woman had always ready to prescribe a law. Of course we all Driggs avenues. Program of lectures for Aprtl.
sufi'rage, that unholy panorama of scandal now un- know that no law passed since the war has afforded April 8th -"What Labor demands of the Oonstitutional
Oonvention." Edward King.
rolling at Washington would hav been un~nown." any relief or led to any beneficent adjustment of
How the enfranchisment of woman would stimulate difficulties, but that doesn't shake our faith in statu- . LAsT Sunday at the Brooklyn Philosophical AsAocia.tion Mrs. Mary Shepherd Singer spoke on "The Fall of
morals is not apparent, in view of the fact. that tory law or lessen the acutE!ness of the legislating Man from a Scientific Standpoint." It was an interestsome men who vote are notoriously bad. Disfran- mania which possesses us; only now we are con- ing and able lecture, delivered in t_he ~adv's usual charmchisment of the male sex, I should say, would be vinced that if we take the law-making power out of ing manner. She regards the Btble s fall of mlm as a
myth but supposes that at some period of time there exmore to the point. And this recalls something that the hands of the small mob at Washington, and isted~
race of perfect people, who, in their attempts to raise
occurred in New Hampshire a good many years lodge it with the big mob spread over the country, those below them, ~ell from their state of perfectionthe
end
sought
for
will
be
obtained.
I
take
that
ago. There was a regulation to the effect that perthis being the fall.
sons supported wholly or in part by public aid notion alongside witho~t hoisting it a~oard. To
THAT earnest Liberal, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., will talk
were not allowed to vote. In the community where my mind the problem lB how to get ~d of these about ''Microbes, Good and Bad, What They Do for Us,"
fellows
who
insist
on
legislating.
Possibly
the
abob~>fore Tbe Science Sermons Society, in the lecture-room
I lived was a shiftless fellow with a big family of
of Rev. Robert Oollyer"schurch, Park avenue and Thirtychildren who applied to the selectmen ~or relief. lition or reform of the English House of Lords will fourth
street, on Sunday, April 8th, at 7.45 P.M.
He got it and having seen that the apphcant was convince the American Senate that it no longer has
any
reason
for
continued
existence,
and
the.
memTHE
Ohio Liberal Society meets in Oollege Hall, 168!
comfortable the first selectman, on reaching home,
Walnut street, Oincinnati, S•mday evenings at 7:45,
observed td his wife that old Harvey was disfran- bers will go home. Then maybe we can get the prompt. Ad!llission is free. Program. for April: . .
chised. The good woman was a tri!le shocked at lower House to attend the Pollard-Breckinridge April Bth-"Infi.delity Defended Agamst the Olmstian
Pulpit." Franklin Steiner.
first; but said there was one consolatwn-the town trial in a body, when a number of high-school girls
wouldn't ~~v an;r m.o~e of the Harvey brats to sup- could be turned loose among them, and that would April15th-"Thomas Jefterson." Dr. E. S. McLeod.
i
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And Yet a Little More Work.
WHITEHALL, Wis., March 21, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find order for $1,
for which please send me five copies of the
"Age of Reason." I want to do a little more missionary work before I
lay me down to sleep, and when that
time comes I hav a stanch old friend in the
person of B. F. Wing, who will be ready
to take np the gauntlet when I lay it down.
Yours fraternally, 0HAS. A. EcKER.
Anyone Can Comprehend It.
DE GoLIA, P A,, March 15, 294.
MR. EDIToR: I am delighted with "Design Argument Fallacies." This great delusion is explained in language anyone
can comprehend. Most writers use too
big words, too vague phrases, supposing
that ae they know what they mean others
will, forgetting that the masses are
" mostly fools."
:Please send Otto Wettstein's "Giant
:Pelnsion" and catalog of his other works,
if any.
MRs. LoTTIE FosTER.
To Make the Country Fit for Habitation.
EDGEwooD, ALA., March 7, 1894.
MR. EDiroR: I inclose the amount due
on THE TRUTH SEEKER, and for another
year's subscription. I hav been a long
way behind, but could not well help it,
i having just got money that was due me
more than a year ago. I hav always paid
a hundred cents on a dollar and think that
I shall while I liv. I am long past three
score and ten years, and crippled with
rheumatism; am not able to do much. I
do not take the paper as much for my own
benefit as I do to distribute it in this
priest-ridden country for the benefit of
others and make it a safe place in which to
liv. There are a number of People here
~ho do not believe in the churches, but
help support them and keep their families
in t.he church. There is no use of wasting
ammunition on them. I hav been the
means of getting yon two new sn bscribers
in this vicinity, and will probably get some
more if money matters improve. Hard
times here. I hand yon order for $9.46.
L. PULsiFER.
As All Rivers to the· Ocean.
OHATTANOOGA, TENN., March 21, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Mr. Robert G. Ingersoll
lectured here on the 15th to a full house
on the subject of "Shakspere." It was
the first distinctiv Freethonght lecture
that had been eveR reasonably patronized
and listened to by our people, and will hav
a great and widespread infinence. The
lecture, when printed, should be distributed by the million. It is incomparable!
While it yields to Shakspere that "the
thon~hts of others that fiowed to him,
as all rivers to the ocean, were purified of
all things crude and rough, and yielded
back to them, as by returning rivers, to
all lands," from this mighty Shaksperean
ocean-the grandest utterances of the ages
-these, thus gathered and combined and
again diffused to the world, are here, by
Ingersoll, expanded, etherealized, and illn·
mined, filling all minds and the surrounding constellations with an all·pervading
light and intelligence, expelling ignorance, darkness, and all crime-a wonderful character, a most wonderful elucidation.
J. W. J AMB:S.
Truth Concealers too Abundant.
NEw ORl:..EANs, LA., 1V.iarch 22, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I hav received the sample
copy of your paper and read it with much
interest. I hav been a truth seeker myself
for a good many years, but as truth concealers are so abundant in this world, the
article does not circulate freely enough to
snit me. The fact is, I had no idea that
such a paper as THE TRUTH SEEKER was
published. Imagin my surprise and pleasure to find so many of my own opinions so
well expressed in this number.
I but recently, and on pz:evions occasiGms, had a similar experience to that of
Mr. Erwin Anft'urth, who, I see by his
published letter, is a 1'esident of this city.
The Truth, Times-Democrat, and Picayune refused to publish one of my contributions offered them, because I al!!sailed
some of the questionable methods of Ohris·
tianity, although they frequently publish
my contributions on other matters.

Pleaoe send me THE TRUTH SEEKER one The Truth Seeker Breaks ~ew Ground. thousand dollars. The city of Fostoria
owns one such, a well about seven miles to
year. Inclosed find order for $3.
RusHVILLE, ILL., March 13, 1894.
Yours respectfully
S. S. BRYAN.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $10- the southeast of me, and greater wells hav
one new subscription, my own renewal and been found to the northwest, while some
Good Werk for the· Remonstrance.
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght," wells are nothing but salt water and others
WHITEHALL, Wis., March 9, 1894.
"Answers to Ohristian Questions," and the hav been found perfectly dry holes. This
enterprise is much ·of a lettery; some men
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3.10, for '' A.ge of Reason."
which send me the books mentioned on inI diq not hav to do any soliciting in get- with thousands of dollars hav been br~ken
closed slip. The torch of Liberty still burns ting the new subscriber. It is not neces- up, while others, with barely .enough . to
in this vicinity in spite of the ignorant and sary when one meets such good, frank, drill one well, h!tv been made independently rich.
I would like ·to .:fix the
domineering privileged class. In counting large-hearted people as Dr. Olark.
noses in this community one is likely to
We hav a small sprinkling of Fr~ethink amount of stock that any one person.~ight
underestimate the number of Liberal- ing people here, but, as usual, they are hold at one dollar, and I Will open ·a
minded men, but in this town of less than not in a position where they dare express record for that purpose and place the
four hundred inhabitants we got the sig- themselvs oPenly. I should like to hav name and post-office address of each and
natures of seventy-five male adults to a Brother Putnam come here and deliver forward a copy of the sallle to THE TRUTH
petition remonstrating against the God-in· eeveral of his lectures, but owing to the SEEKER each week, which would be an
the·Oonstitntion amendment, and even fact that I am a comparativ stranger here acknowledgment of the receipt of one
then we did not get all the signatures that it will be impossible for ns to do so the dollar for the purpose of drilling for gas
we might hav obtained, owing to the lim· first year of his coming tour. Yet if we . or oil, and if sufficiently encouraged will
ited time that the petition was in circula- cannot get him here we all hope that the commence operations by May 1st. I
tion. I wish every town in the United lecture course will be a success. I think would expect to retain one-sixth royalty of
States had done as well. The Judiciary it is one of the best methods of overcoming the product of the well, that bei11.g the
Oommittee probably would ·not hav been the old superstitions dogmas and spread- customary price of a lease; the remaining
so fast in declining to hear Freethonght ing those truths which go to liberate the five-sixths to be placed to the credit of the
stockholders and a dividend 'struck and
arguments after they were presented. I minds of people.
am pleased that our Putnam is there with
I shall try to getyon several more new remitted at the end of each quarter after
his heavy artillery, and I will shortly send subscribers before long. The existence of the beginning of operations. One dollar
him a contribution from his friends here. THE TRUTH SEEKER was not known at this in the undertaking may be a dollar lost
Yours truly,
0HAS. A. EcKER.
place before I came here six months ago. and it may pay your subscription to To
I am sending my paper to every one who TRUTH BEEKER for a year or for three or
five years. I will head the list with a
is willing to hav the scales removed.
Working With the Remonstrance.
Hoping that this much may be appre· dollar for my wife, one for each of my
WEST SUTToN, MAss., March 20, 1894.
two children, one for myself, and one
Most respectfully,
MR. EDITOR: Thinking a little out-door ciated, I am,
donated
to the Truth Seeker Oompany,
DR.
D.
W.
BoTToRF.
exercise would be beneficial to me, I cut
the proceeds to be used for the cause of
out petitions from THM TRUTH SEEKER,
Briefiy but Strongly Stated.
Freethonght. Three hundred such famiand attaching sheets of paper thereto,
RENSSELAER
FALLS, N.Y., Mar. 23,1894.
lies will drill the .well and donate three
started ont one bright morning to secure
MR. EDITOR: As yon are don btless a ware, hundred dollars in stock to the cause of
signatures for the same among the people
the
New York Press for some months Freethonght, which might become a
of this village. I succeeded in getting
names of fifty-eight persons, fifteen of past has been publishing letters on Ohris- powerful auxiliary to the cause of liberty.
I will close with the promis to giv yon
whom are church members and one a dea· tianity, Agnosticism, Atheism, etc. The
con. I presented the petition to the Bap- following letter, however, which I sent all the items of interest as the work goes
tist minister, Rev. W. D. MacKinnon, a them on the 7th inst. for some unknown on, and pledge my word and honor to be
faithful and honest, which is the highest
nativ of Nova Scotia, and asked him for reason fails to appear:
To THE EDITOR oF THE PresR, .Sir: Who oath I can take. I was born in 1854, hav
his signature. He said that he had read
the proposed a~endment over carefully, can tell the first great cause of all things? lived in this place for twenty-five years,
and thought that any person who was not The Agnostic, after investigating the sub- hav been township clerk _for ten years, and
ject, frankly says he does not know. The
an Infidel could hav no objections to it, Ohristian claims to know and calls it go out this BJ>.ring at my own request. I
therefore he could not sign the petition. I "God," and says that the Bible is his believe I hav the business qnalificatJons to
carry out the proposition made, and hav
then asked Jlim if it would not be hypo. revelation to man.
Now, what we see in these days of scien- implicit confidence in my Freethonght
critical to say, "We, the people of the
United States, devoutly acknowledging," tific truth is the manifestation of the friends, trusting them farther than I can
natural. In the barbarous past superetc., and referred him to the Unitarians, natural displays of ghosts, witches, visions, see them, thereby doing as I wish to be
who do not acknowledge Ohrist as God. etc., were of frequent occurrence, but in done by. As a reference of ident\ty I
His answer was, '' Majority rules." The these 'days of general education they are refer yon to Samuel Bower, of North
next day in church he read the proposed seen no more. Let ns examin briefiy the Baltimore, 0. (the nearest TRUTH SEEKER
amendment to his congregation, and told two main pillars of this revelation, which subscriber I know of, and he is seven or
the very foundation of the Ohristian eight miles distant), and this, too, without
them that two-thirds of the people who are
religion, viz.: "Fall of man" and "Sal- his knowledge or consent.
Nothing
had signed the petition did not understand vation through Ohrist."
what they had done, and advised them to
In the first six verses of the third chap- ventured nothing made. Who will lend a
withdraw their names. (A very unjust re- ter of Genesis an account is given of a helping hand?
Yours for money, Freethonght, and
fiection on the mental caliber of his mem- serpent holding conversation with a woman
(Eve), t.hereby causing her to sin. That liberty.
W. H. DENNIS,
bers who had signed the petition.)
is to say, the dogma of the "fall of man"
Address Marvel, Wood county, Ohio.
After listening to him, some wondered ·is based upon the assertion that a serpent
1\l:ake all express and money orders pay·
if they had committed an unpardonable could talk.
W. H. D.
If this was found in the Koran or in the able at Bairdstown, Ohio.
sin.
Yours for justice and liberty,
Hindoo bihle instead of his own, what
LucY W. Pmi:LPS.
Joseph Van Hoeter.-Putnam's Address.
would the Ohristian say about it?
A~ain, the dogma of "salvation through
GRASS V ALLRY, OAL., March 12, 1894.
Now the Lecturers Can Talk to Him.
Ohr1st" is based upon the declaration of
MR. EDITOR: It is by request of Mr. S.
his divinity. But how do we know that
NoRWALK, OoNN., March. 16, 1894.
Christ was divine? We know it by Jo- P. Putnam that I send yon the inclosed
MR. EDIToR: I take the liberty to make seph's dream: "BAhold, the angel of the clippings from Grass Valley papers about
the following suggestions in the interest of Lord appeared unto him in a dream, say- the death of my husband, Joseph Van
Freethonght lecturers:
'
· ing, Joseph, thou son ·of David," etc. Hoeter.
1st. That lecturers visit every town of (Matt. i, 20).
I expected that Putnam would let yon
That is to say, the Ohristian has as a know; but it seems he did not receive my
any size on the lines of their tours through
basis for his religion, or divine revelation,
the Btf!.t~s.
two dogmas-one based upon the assertion first letter, in which I informed him of
2d. Get from the different Freethonght that a serpent had the power of human the receipt of the funeral address which
publication offices the names of Free- speech and the other upon a dream.
he wrote, and Mr. Van Hoster's death.
Is it possible that a revelation having It arrived an hour before he passed away.
thinkers who are subscribers to said pnbli
the above for a foundation came from the To-day I got an answer to a second letter
cations on the lines of said tours,
of all truth? If not, then the
3d. And suggest to them that if they source
Ohristian knows no more about "God" to him, which also seems to hav been de-·
procure a suitable hall and properlyadver- than the Agnostic.
layed more than a week. In Mr. Van
tis~>, a lecture will be given, for which an
0. 0. vAN wATERS, M. D.
Hoeter Grass Valley has lost the only
admission fee of ten cents will be charged.
independent, aggressiv Freethonght ex4th. That the Freethonght Federation
An Opportunity for Co-operation.
pounder. I do not doubt that/the seeds
of America place twenty lecturers in the
MARVEL, 0., March 12, 1894.
he has sown will propagate some.
field the coming winter-men who are
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $6.25, your
Mournfully, MRs. P. VAN HoETER.
willing to sacrifice something for the cause dues for THE TRUTH SEEKER, If but one
Says the Grass Valley Union:
of Freethonght. As the growth of the paper comes to my house that paper must
Joseph Van Hoeter, deceased, was a
Methodist church was due to circuit rid· be THE TRUTH SEEKER. But; jike many warm-hearted, genial old gentleman, and
ers ministering to the people, so Free- others of your readers, I can scarcely his man~ virtues won him many friends.
thought men must go into the field with afford it. I liv in Bloom township, Wood He was mdependent and often expressed·
the good of the cause in view and not for county, northwestern Ohio-the oil and himself forcibly, but still he had respect·
for other people's opinions. The deceased
the money thev may get out of it.
gas regions-and own three and three- was born in Brussels, Belgium, Oct. 18,
5th. The above suggestions, if put in quarters acres between two gas wells a 1819, of a highly respectable family. He·
practice, wontd enable all small places to little over one-half mile apart. Oil and leaves an aged wife and two grown sonshav at least six to eight lectures during gas hav been developed all about my one in San Francisco and the other in
the winter months. The present system is place. I would like to drill a well on my Oregon.
not beneficial to the cause; many Free- land but cannot do so on account of the· The G~ass Valley 1el~>graph's repo t
thinkers hav become discouraged, owing to cost' and the lack of money. The wells follows, mclnding the address. written byo
the slow progress Freethon~ht is making are drilled to a depth of from one thou- Sam~el P. Putnam:
sand to fifteen hundred feet· cost from
This aJternoon th!J remain~ of Joseph
in this country.
'
Van Hoeter, were la1d away m the grave
The above is written in the interest of one to two thousand dollars, and
are worth in Greenwood cemetery. The services
the Freethonght cause. A. B. BENNETT,
from nothing up to and exceeding fifty were held in the house on Upper MaiD.
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street, and were carried out in accordance toil 3!1d reward a.s we pursue life's check~ and the establishmen~ of a single gold. submitted to the people for their approval
with the wh!hes of deceased. A .male ered Journey.
·
standard for the payment of all debts? or rejection. I am ready and· \villing .to
quartette, consisting of Messrs. Moore
Peace to thee, and peace to us as with
Argai!, Opie, .and Glasson, rendered aP- undaunted spirit we so learn to ~bor and Dill they ask the people whether they sign a petition to Congress to submit the
favored. the further destruction of silver Sunday law, the God-in-th6-0oniitltnfi<in
propnate mns1c, Mrs. Wm. Moore officiat- to waiting at the organ.
as money by the repeal of the Sherman amendment, taxation of all propertY,· 8nd
" That to-morrow
Mr. A. ;Burrows .most impressivly read
Find us .farther than to-day."
law, without any provision for coinage? every other question of national im'porthe followmg address:
Did they ask the people whether they tance, to a direct vote of all the peopie,
Our friend has passed away! Whatever
should issue more bonds to make deb!' and for that end I am ready to work and
may be the mystery of the darkness we
Majorities Cannot Enact Religions.
R. F. G:Bi<isBY. ·
slaves of our children and their children? vote.
call death, we hav no fear but that which
CALISToGA, CAL., March 2, 1894.
is right in this world must. be always right,
No, no, no, never! They don't do the
[Our friend is decidedly in earnest, but
and duty well-performed 1s sure of happiMR. EDIToR: I see in my last TRUTH business that way. Did they ask the peoin his enthneia.sm he has overlooked some
ness wherever the path may be. Our BEEKER a heading for a petition to Confriend and companion in this life has gress asking it to reject the proposed God- ple if they wanted a Sunday law? . Cer- very important f!'Cts. We _art) Qop;fronted
tainly not. Will they, or dare they, sub- now with the menaee of·
helped to giv happiness to those around
Christian
him; he has been a worker in the fields of in-the-Constitution amendment. There is mit this God-in-the-Constitntion clause to· amendment. · It cannot: be 'Settled 'by the
time; _he ~as joined himself to the ranks not a doubt in my mind that stioh an a direct vote of the people? No, never!
of humamty and stood faithfully by his amendment is unwise and unjust and is Do they dare to submit any, or all, of the referendum, beca11Be it is an amendment.
All ame:Qdments to the Constitution can
post; he has done his share in the service against the principles of a free an'd indeof mankind; and to him is the victory as pendent people; and, as yon sa.y, will lead damnable list I hav named to a direct vote be adopted and ratified only as. provided
of the people? If they had done so in the in the Constitution itself. Any proposed
we now lay him in the grave. His life is
the best monument, illuminated by truth ns step by step until we hav a complete first place, those laws would never hav amendment to the Conl!titntion· ninst rehon~sty, devotion, and love. A husband union of church and state; then, good-by disgraced our statutes and robbed our ceive a two-thirds majority in both houses
and a father, he has proved himself pure to our liberties; we will be thrown back people.
of Congress. It then goes. to the: ~tates
and honorable,; as a neighbor he has won upon the track of progress at least one
Now, my brother Liberals, do yon not for ratification or rejection. .It 'in.ay be
respect and given sympathr.· as a citizen thousand years.
think it time the people were 11eeking to voted upon by the legislatures of the
he has labored for justice, liberty, order,
These unscrupulous meddlers of the
and progress.
restore their rights? Do yon not believe states or by conventions chosen for that
In our universal humanity in the har- church are seeking to fortify their rotten that a direct vote of the people is the best
mony and glory of the nnive:se itself we absurd, and decaying dogma.a by gettin~ way to settle these important questions? purpose. Which course Will be _pursued
in any case depends upon Congress. Unfind our hopes fo:t the dead. We giv them them fraudulently incorporated in the
to the bosom of that eternal nature from fundamental laws of our land. I regret Now, let me ask: yon candidly, Are yon der the Constitution that body can choose
which they sprang-nature, which givs her very, much to see this thing being forced not willing to submit the Sunday law and either method. Hitherto all amendments
sunshine and her flowers to all alike and
the God-in-the-Constitntion amendment to the Constitution hav been submitted
whose countless paths lead to the same upon ns, but it is surely being done, and to a direct vote of the people ofthe United to the legislatures of the states. An
is being done in such a way that the masses
goal for. the greatest and the least.
States? Havn't yon sufficient confidence
Ours lB a common sorrow, and none can of the people cannot help themseln. And in the intelligence of the people to demand amendment is ratified when three~fonrths
of the legislatures or of.the conventions, as
escape the dark hour, and therefore are the reason is, we no longer ha.v anything
we bound together in the common ties of to say in regard to the making of the laws. that they by their own votes shall decide the case may be, vote for it. The pending
under what laws they shallliv?
deepest afl'ections; together ·we must liv
Christian amendment will be submitted to
and together we must pass into the in)init Political parties and political bosses arThe despot, the priest, the politician, conventions, if the theocrats can bav their
range and manipulate the elections so that
beyond.
Let ns look upon our friend as still liv- their tools or their friends are elected to the money lord, and the landlord, hav way, as they evidently think that in very
ing in our hearts and memories. Let us office. With a few rare exceptions, our always been above the people; the people many districts no man would dare stand,
~herish all his deeds of kindness. He has legislators are men seeking solely for self- hav never had a fair show; and I say now, in the face of the church influence, on a
mdeed added to the happiness of this aggrandizement and the almighty In- let ns unite upon one proposition: Let us platform opposed to the recognition of
world. He has done what he could to dedemand that every la.w by which the God in the Constitution and ask voters
crease the 11?-isery in it. A life of simple God-we-trust dollar. They are profes- people are to be governed shall be sub- to ca.at their ballots for him a.s a delegate
politicians,
and
in
order
to
succeed
sional
nsefnl:Q.ess 1s better than any shining
crown or golden stream of wealth. "Do they will sell their honor to rings, com- mitted direct to the people, to be ratified to the convention. And we think they are
your duty" is the lesson of this hour. bines, and trusts. With such men at the or rejected by the people; let the major· right. It will be much cheaper to defeat
Let us not be made weak by the gloom of helm of state, what are we to expect? ity of all the votes decide every question. these traitors in committee of Congress or
death. Let us see in it the stars that shall
I hav such confidence in the intelligence on the floor than els~where. The· avershed their mild influence on our onward S,nch men are easily inflqenced to vote for of the people, even in my plodding work- age of intelligence is higher there than
any
measure;
yon·
never
see
a
politician
course. Our friend sleeps beneath the
canopy of heaven like a babe in its moth- with honest, open convictions which he ing brother, that, when given the chance, among the masses. To make that intellier's bosom-a sweet sleet> unbroken by dares to express; he is always ready to he will assert his manhood by voting for gence act for us it is necessary that we
the storm and conflict, To those wb.o are secure the largest vote, or the longest the interest of himself, his wife, and chil- show our power at the hearings, 11y argunear and dea~ to him, to his wife who has purse, and will fall easily on either side of dren. The interest of the least among us ments, letters, ·telegram!!, and petitions.
been by his side for so many years in the
is the interest of all. The moment I am A determined minority c.an do much more
joys of home, and who knows but to love the fence. They cannot be trusted. With convinced that the people cannot be trusted in legislativ halls than it can on a direct
the nobility of his character; to his chil- a majority of our representative made up
dren who revere and mourn a beloved pa- of such material, what will petitions avail to make their own laws, I shall say good- issue at the ballot-box. What iii needeii
rent; to these we would giv the consola- us? No matter if our cause is just, one bye to liberty and free institutions, It is is to show Representative and Senators
tion of our presence, of our honor for the wily politician can upset the petitions· of notsol I hav faith in my fellow-man; the that if they vote to subvert the Con.sti~n
dead; our appreciation of his services and
Knights of Labor, be it said to their glory, tion we will use our balance of po_wer
tender memory of his manly and g~ner one million honest men. If the number hav decided in favor of direct legislation against them at the polls. That ia, if the
ons deeds amidst the good and evil for- of petitioners is to decide the case; what
by the people. All labor organizations, present member ·from your .district votes
tun~ of our co:r;nmnity, our state, and our hope hav we against the villains and perthe farmers' and industrial unions, are for. this amendment or for a Sunday law;
nat10n.
jurers who will send in more petitioners
We do not perish any of us, forg_<>!ten from a single state than there are men, falling in· line; they recognize the fact vote against him if .he stands for reelecif we strive to liv to help others. Wed~
that representativ legislation is a delusion tion, no matter what other principles he
not shrink into nothingness; but into the women, and children in that state, as was and a fraud; we can talk, petition, and represents that yon accept. There 'ar~
great stream of humanity passes the effect done by the ChristianA in their petitions to
hn,ndreds of districts where the vote be~
of our lives. As we gather here let us be close the World's Fair on Sunday? With pray our representative, but it does us no
animated by this sublime truth-let us not an honest Congress, one such example good. I hav persisted in that line of pro- tween the parties is so close that a few
be haunted by the fears of superstition· should hav condemned the whole Christian cedure along with others whose intentions hundred Freethinkers can turn the B<la]e.
let us not tremble as if in the presence of
were equally good. Twenty-five years
No, we do not want to be governed ,;y
some unknown tyrant; let us not bow in scheme; but it did not. These Christian has convinced me we are wrong; we hav majority votes in religions matters; the
despair and agony and terror; let us be schemers, with many of their frien,ils in been teaching the people; but for all this fathers wisely provided against any snob
brave and hopeful; let us recognize the high office-Brother Ben, John, and others
greatness of our being; let us be upright -told these political tricksters that if they I see the priests of religion allied with the hell noon earth by the original. Consti~n~
and free and aspiring, even in the face of refused to vote for the bill; the churches professional and unscrupulous politician tion and the first amendment .ihereto.
death itself. Let us see an added dignity would boycott them at the polls. And and step by step our libertieR hav been en- Religions. liberty is too precious a th,ing
and beauty in life because of this universal
croa.ched upon and the shackles of relig- to be made the shuttle-cock of contending
the political boss was also brought to bear.
sorrow.
ions intolerance· are being drawn around parties. We, as Freethinkers, absolutely
We must depend on one another. It is It is a well knoWn fact that the ministers, us. If we had been able to see the right
deny the right of any majority to tma.ct $
in humanity itself that we find our greatest the priests, and the churches, the money
solace, our greatest strength. No super- bags, the millionaires, hav always been a course and pursue it we might to-day hav Sunday law or any other piece of religio'ns
human power has ever come from the unit as against the common people who been leaders instead of followers. Let us legislation. These things are without the
breaking heavens to help our toiling and earn an honest living by honest toil. The not stand longer alone where we can ac- domain of politics, direc.t or representativ;
struggling world. We onrselvs must plant
complish nothing; let us join in earnest, and only because the Christian. violators
the seed, and we ourselvs must reap the churches hav ever upheld the oppressor. hand in hand with the great industrial of the Constitution hav forced the issue
They
do
not
hesitate
to
enter
into
league
golden harvest; we onrselvs must make a
paradise here and every man must be his with deepotism or the devil for the sake of classes-V~ork, talk, and vote with them are we making this fight in Congress and
own providence, his own divinity, and his more power. This is the charge of the for direct legislation through the system through the press. We want the Consti~
own redeemer. Such is the lesson which Protestants against the Catholics, and the of the initiativ and referendum.
tntion to remflill as it is. We are under
our friend teaches from the silent tomb, a
We hav, as Liberals, always claimed the no obligation to submit the question to any
same
compliment
is
returned
by
the
lesson for the living and the future.
body of men nor to all the people~· The
We cannot change the past; it is like Catholics with much truth and propriety, equal right$ of all and opposed class legisone
thing to be done is to lOll the amendlation,
and
I
believe
the
only
way
to
secure
marble, and no hand can alter its lines en- while the people who do not believe their
graved.
falsehoods, hypocrisies, and shams are that end is by the people making their own ment in the quickest way possible. SelfBut the future is like an ocean. It is left between the devil (churches) and the laws-by direct legisl.8tion. This givs defense. is the primary right. We. must
rolling before us, and we can shape our deep sea. Between the politicians, money every D'an an equal chance. I do not fear educate the people;it is true, and that is
voyage. Let us look forward with hope.
what we are doing as fast as we can; but
We may sink in death, but we can leave sharpers, bankers, and the preachers, the the results; we can go on educating the that is something entirely different .from
people
and
thereby
improve
our
condition.
behind a beautiful memory. Our words people hav very little show. Our rights
and deeds can giv cheer to many a weary hav been stolen, our substance squandered, " Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty," putting_ our heads into the 'lion's month..
one, and we can illuminate the darkness and our political and religions liberty de- is certainly a true saying, and I hav been Faith in the people .is all right, ~1n)ts
of death with the torch of reason, the stroyed. Our representative, or, _more broken on that rack for twenty-five years. way, but it will not do to ~org~;~t that the
flames of liberty and human progresR.
We elect officers and representative who people's government· is what· they. in~k:~
We can broaden the blue skies of truth properly, our misrepresentative in Con- at once become our masters and exercise it. They are not fooled so o{ten &!!'they:
. gress, pass lawlil for classes, combines, and
and enlarge the harvest of man's toil.
. · Farewell, friend and brother! Over the rings without so ximch as saying to· the despotic sway over us.. We are ever on fool themselvs. Religions Jegi$1ation' is
the alert to prevent them pusing bad laws unconstitutional. . No mali's propiil:ty ·.t?~
conch of everla.ating rest we place the people, By your leave.
flowers of hope and memory. We giv thee
-and
they do pats about ten bad laws for liberty is safe when it ii! permitted. 'IUs
Did they ask the people whether they
the sad tribute of our tears; but no shadow
every good one. Let us take their power no part of oilr duty U.s citizens to_ g1Y.y.
favored
the
National
Banking
system?
of fear is in our breast. Whatever is
Christian majority in any city or state :61
good and beautiful in nature will be thine Whether they desired to fund our cur- away; let us reserve the law-making power
-if a sleep, a dreamless sleep, soft a.a the rency into interest-bearing bonds? in the hands of the people, and this eternal the nation an ·opportimity to force a. S~ll>
waves that sink in the bright bosom of Whether they favored the giving of the strain will cea.ae. There is no argument day law u.Pon .us or· the ':Bible •. iz;it9"':~be
o~an'R depths.
public domain to corpbrations, along with against the principles of direct legislation, l'cJlools oj a; direct ~-ote 'or.: any .othe~;
If thou awakest it will be to virtue, to hundreds of millons of dollars? Whether wherein every law, every appropriation; They bav no. right to.vote such laws;:·: $
happiness, and to progress. The fruit of
and every national undertaking shall ·be must protect our8elvs,-ED. '1:. S.] ·· · ·.
onr life we take with us, unto our further they favored the demonetization of silver,

the
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Father and mother were at the fair while small place of about thirty houses and
ingthe week. Our club will meet every Satthree stores. I had a very nice time.
urday afternoon, at which time we will open you were there, but 'did not see you,
Ohristia'·ity is not thriving very well Papa owns the foundry here. Mr little
the box and answer the queries. If there
here. This is not the soil to raise Ohris- brother, three years old, got his finEdited by MISs BuBAK B. WIXoN, Fall be too many (and I foresee from former tians on, they grow better on poor soil. gers mashed oft in December. The
notes
that
the
possibility
is
obvious)
we
River, Mass., to whom all OommunicaTo educate, Liber!'lize, and civilize seems accident happened at the foundry. We
tiO'lR for th4s Corner should be sent.
will hav to let them go until next time. to be the best object in this life of the call him Bob Ingersoll. We think he
favors Mr. Ingersoll's picture. Papa says
But if we hav only one or two questions school to which we belong.
I would hke to write more, but dare not he hr>pes he will be a Freethinker when be
upon entertaining and instructiv subjects
"Between the da.rk &nd the daylight,
for fear of the waste- basket, as this is my gets older, I eo to sinclng school. I hav
When the night is beginning to lower,
-what we might call feasible subjects- first attempt to correspond with you. been going three weeks and like it very
Comes o. pause in the da.:r's oocnE&;tions
That is known &a the Ohildren s Honr."
our club will be a success. Now, do you Hoping to see this in print, I remain,
much, Our teacher's name is Mr. Barnes.
all understand?" she asked, leaning back
BRooKS WooD, JR.
We are about the only Freethinkers in
this town. Some of the people think Papa
and surveying her little audience with selfweare
acquainted
with
Brooks,
[And
now
.!.dam Never Was a Boy.
satisfaction beaming in every feature and whose ideas will always be welcome in the is going crazy because he does not believe
in the Bible. Papa has not been taking
Of all the men the world has seen
through her half-closed eyelids.
Oorner.-ED. 0. 0.]
TBE TRUTH SEEKER a year yet. He says
Since time his round began,
Before anyone could reply Arthur exhe has been looking for a paper like it all
There's one I llity every dayKALAMA, WASH., Jan. 10, 1894. · his life, but only found it last July. He
claimed in mock admiration: "So well do
Earth's first and foremost man,
DEAR MISS WIXoN: In my last letter I thinks there never was anything that
we understand and appreciate that the
And then I think what fun he missed
I would write and tell you how the beats it. If I see this in print I will write
By f&iling to enjoy
question arises in our bewildered minds, said
dance came out. The church people had again.
Your Liberal friend,
The wild delights of yonthtime, for
'How
one
small
head
could
carry
all
she
a candy-pulling in the church and the
He never W&B & boy,
RosA LEE.
knew?'"
dance was put off till the next day and it
[Your
papa
is
right
in
his
estimate of
He never stubbed his naked toe
After the laughter had subsided, Aunt (the dance) got the majority of the people.
Against a root or stone;
TBE TRUTH SEEKER. We are veJ;"y sorry
The
devil
is
still
ahead
when
it
comes
to
Margaret
said
by
way
of
approval:
He never with & pin hook fished
"Florence's plan is an excellent one, and dancing. I wonder why the preachers are for the accident to yonr little brother~
Along the brook alone.
down on dancing. I will tell you a story
He never sought the bumble bee
offers a splendid opening for some good that some of the boys tell about an old lady ED 0. 0.]
Among the daisies coy,
work and earnest thinking. If sufficient that joined the church. There was once
Nor felt it's bnsines• end, because
SOMETHING NE'W!
interest can be stimulated among our little an old lady who always went to dances,
He neve~ was o. boy.
group for such a purpose, it cannot help but no one would dance with her, so she
He never hooky played. nor tied
having a beneficial eftect, even if we do went and joined the church, and some of
The ever re&dv pail
her friends asked her why she did n9t go
not realize all the advanta/'tPS we hope to. to the dances any more. "Oh," says she,
Down in the alley all alone
WARRANTED -0 PLEASE.
To trusty Fido's tail.
Our club will be a philosophical one, as "when I go, no one will dance with me
And when he home from swimming came
well as interesting, for to present questions and so I joined the church." That's what
His happiness to cloy
Every Book Full of Freethought Sentiment.
and analyze the various forms of literature, is the matter with the preachers.
No slipper interfered. because
Is
God
married
or
is
he
a
bachelor?
In
art, and science is the best phase of ppilosHe never was & boy.
Not a Dry, Tedious Page Allowed.
the first two books of the Bible, it
ophy'--the most perfect. I would also reading
seems to me as ii God was a married man. It is pnhli~hed month'y at >1>1 50 a year; s'x
He never cnt a kite string, no!
suggest that little preparatory essays be We read, "The sons of God took unto them
copies, 75cents; single copy,15 cents.
He never hid an Easter egg;
written by each member of the club upon daughters of men for wi-ves" (Gen. vi, 2). Address THE LIBERAL PUBLISHINI+ CO.,
He never mined his pantaloons
ft!4
Portlanil, 'Kan••·.
A.p)ayin' mumble peg;
some good subject, to be read before us at By readinl't this, I should judl'te that he
He never from the attic stole
surely must hav a wife or he could not hav
each
meeting.
Prizes
can
be
awarded
for
A coon hnnt to enjoy,
the best essay, if you choose. It will any sons. I don't think he could. I wonTo find the old man watching, for
der how he brought them down from
cultivate a taste ,for writing and improve heaven. They surely never rained down
He never WM o. boy.
lillh: f)aben folgenbe mudjer in
your composition."
or they would be very badly bruised. I'd
I pity him. Why should I not?
beutfdjer
6Vrndje, ttJe(dje fef)r beriif)~t flub :
She
paused
for
a
moment,
and
Mrs.
hate
to
hav
them
fall
on
me.
Well,
I
I even droP a tear;
He did not know how mnch be missed,
Mass, who had come into the drawing- don't think he had any sons. He told the
,, ~ic 3rrt~ftmet rolofe6,"
He never will, I fear.
room-an interested listener-now seized children of Israel that'he would rain bread
And when the scene3 of" other days"
from heaven (Ex. xvi, 4). Does he bake ~ine fritifd]e <3eleud]tung bes pentateud] im
the opportunity to announce what she had his own bread or has he a wife? If the
My growing mind employ
ltid]t ber mobernen Weltnn=
been wanting to for the last ten minutes: Bible be the inspired word of God why
I think of him-earth's only man
fd]auung unb d3efittung.
Who never was & boy.
"I think you had better adjourn to the don't he make things plain so no one can
®. 3ngerfoU. ~rei~ 50 ([ent~.
dining-room, as supper has been waiting doubt it? I think it must be the inspired bon ([ol.
word of some devilish priest.
some time."
The Inquirendo Clnb-1.
Yours truly,
ALFRED F. SToNE.
They all arose and followed, a little
"We ought to do something to improve
[By the road of Inquiry we reach the ~n6 mei6 nub ibte 6teUnng ~nr
noisily, into the next room. Arthur
our minds," declared Florence. Oonsider9leligion ttnb Stitd.Je nm ~nbe
hou!le of Knowledge. So, Alfred, fear not
ably startled by the vehement tone from too wanted to know with such evident anxiety to question. Study, think, reflect. No
beG 19. 3tt~t~nnbeft6.
who
were
the
officers
for
the
new
club
that
usually inert Florence, our little company
they had to decide to hav the meeting subject is too sacred for investigation.- bon ,Uelene .p. ®arbener. ~rei~ 50 ([ent~.
glanced in a surprised way towards her,
ED. o. 0.]
held the following Saturday.
\
where, reclining languidly in the oaken
IDA
BALLOU.
GoLDTHWAITE, TEx., Feb. 17, 1894.
u roloberne <Sliitterblimmerttng,"
rocker, she seemed to fully merit her
-------,--DEAR Miss WixoN: As it has been some
brother's satirical remark: "Supposing
Correspondence.
® 3ngerfoll. ~rei~ 25 @:ent~.
time since I last wrote, I take the pleas- bon ([o(.
you set the example?"
DAIRY, OR., Feb. 11, 1894.
--I
ure of writing again. We hav been having
Even Aunt Margaret appeared interDlliAR Miss. WIXoN AND FRmNDS OF THE some very bad weather the past few days.
"m.utber
unb
mnnbeft~litet,-"
ested. "You are quite right, Florence. OoRNEB: I will attempt to tell you of the Our school was out the 26th of January,
Dairy religion.
bon 3of)n ~ect ~rei\3 20 ([ent~.
but it did not amount to much. We were
But what do you propose to do?"
We had protracted meetings here lastin~ examined at the end of the term to see if
"That's right, auntie," said Arthur, a week,
and I went once and the preacher
• an inducement for such a prodigious task would jumP high and make all kinds of we could pass into a higher room, and as
, ~lntt6e nttb ~ernnnft,"
I passed, I will e-iv you my monthly reis sine qua non." Arthur prided himself motions and every once in a while he port: Reading, 86; spelling, 99; writing,
ober LE BON SENS,
would say, "ha yay." I don't know what 80; grammar, 93; arithmetic, 92; physi- bes romifd],fatolifd]en priefters Jean Meslier.
on Latin. "Now, Florrie."
"If you will keep still for a moment," be meant. unless he was consulting the ology, 85; geography, 95; deportment.
Uus bern §ran3ofifd?en iiberfet;t von
Lord in Dutch. Do all the preachers say 100; average, 98! per cent. Promoted to
said Florence, "I will tell you. What do that?
ifriiulein lllnna RnoolJ.
If so, why? We hav not had any- grade seven.
you think of organizing a club?"
body join in this precinct. They powThis is a sorry grade, I will admit, but 501 Seiten, \leinwanb, ~1.00; papier, 5o<£ts.
"Good!"
wowed around some of the people here, as I had not much of anything else to tell Diefe <3iid]er finb in papier=Umfd]lag unb
The vote was unanimous. Florence but that is all the /'tOOd it did. Hoping you I thought I would tell you about
flarem Drud'. Unfere beutfd]en Iiefer
ooked pleased, but soon after assumed a this is not too long, I will close.
our schools down here. As we hav been
foUten fie weit verbreiten.
Yours
truly
JIMMY
McOoUGAL.
having some bad weather we lost a great
comical expression of dismay, as the ques[Jimmy is too smart to be caught in a many cattle, and they just keep dying, as
tions immediately followed in breathless
IDCan abreffire, "The Truth Seeker,"
silly revival trap. He is our boy.-ED. 0. there. is not much for them to eat. It just
haste:
keeps so~e. of the people going to get a 28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York.
0.]
"Where will you hav it?"
"What
decent hvmg, as times arc so hard.
Since our play school is out I get lonewill you call it?" "When will you start
LEE, N.D., Feb. 7, 1894.
it?" "Will it be held during 'wee sma"
DEAB FRmND MISS WIXoN: As I hav not some, but I hav employment enough to
hours?" This was from Arthur, of course. seen any letters from this part of the coun- do, to tack carpet rags and piece quilts. I
hav started me a worsted quilt, but don't
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.
• And will you throw in refreshments and try, I thought I would write: Mamma get to piece much for cooking and dishPapa are Freethinkers, and I am, too,
By GEoRGE J. Ro:MANES.
cigars-apropoR of 'inducements?'" he Iand
.
hav two brothers, Willie and Ouy, and washing.
A !!YStematicExi!_osition of what may be termed
added wickedly.
Well, I !'~'ness that it is about time that
and I hav two sisters, A/'tnes and Elma, and
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
"What is it for?" and "who will you they are Freethinkers also. I study read- I was bnnging my letter to a close, as service
to the t<"eneral reader rather than to prothe
clock
just
struck
9.
I
would
like
to
fe"sed naturalists.
ing,
arithmetic,
grammar,
geography,
hav?" asked the younger children. Aunt
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
correspond
with
some
readers
of
the
Oorphysiology,
and
spellinl't,
and
I
am
eleven
Margaret looked amused, but said quietly
interesting of F.n!'lish writers upon evolution,
Your Liberal friend,
years old. We are having very nice ner.
besides ranking WIth ~rpfessor Hn:x)ey- in scienthat it was a very good idea."
RosA McPHERSoN.
tific knowledge and ab1hty. And th1s 1s a part of
weather here now. We are the only Freeliis "onclusion regarding the great subJect of
.. Gracious!" cried Florence, "what thinkers around here. We try to show
[We call that a good average, showing
to which the church so often refers:
a perfect tornado of queries. I think you THE TRUTH SEEKER to people, but we can that Rosa is bright and studious in school. Design,
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation
or
to those of beauty, everywhere throughnot
l'tet
them
to
read
it.
They
·are
so
will all prove excellent members, judging
out organic nature we meet with abundant
afraid of it that they could not be more It is too bad that the cattle are dying so. evidence
from your ability to ask questions."
of natural causation, while nowhere do
so if it were poison. Will some of the Free- -ED. 0. 0.]
we meet with any independent evidence of
"Now, listen," she commanded, "while thinkers
'UPernatnral
design. . . • Adaptation and
please write to me, and I will
beauty are alike receiving their explanatiqn at
I explain, Since I could not possibly an- answer. I must close. Hoping this will
LEAD HILL, ARK., Feb. 7, 1894.
the
hands
of
a
philo~ophy. · ·h
DEAR Miss WixoN: I will trv i{) write to All nature has pnrelymechanical
swer your interrogations, even were I to escape the waste-basket, I remain,
tlms been transformed before f f
the
Ohildren
's
Oorner
for
the
first
time.
I
view
of
th<:>
pre•ent
g~neration
in
a manner and
Your Liberal Friend,
try, I will tell you of my plan just as I hav
will be fifteen years old on March lOth. to an extent that has never before been possible;
NELLm GERTRUDE RUKKE.
thought it out. It will be a reading club.
and.
inasmu"h
as
the
change
which
tak~n
My papa takes THE TRUTH BEEKER; he place ha• taken plal.le in the direction ofhas
natural·
[A good word from a true-hearted Lib· likes it very much. I read the Oorner 1sm,
We will hav readings and recitations about
and this to the extent of rendering the
unportant subjects bearing upon science, eral girl.-ED. 0. 0.]
every week and take great pleasure in mechanical intPrpretation of nature universal, it
no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
reading the letters of little girls. My is
art, and literature. But the name will be
awakened to a new and a terrible force in th4
BANGoR, MwH., Feb. 14, 1894.
sister is eleven. She is taking music les- word• of its traditional enemy-Where is now
• The Inquirendo Olub,' suggested from
DEAR Miss WIXoN: Father takes TBE sons and is getting along very well. I thv God?"
Budor Genone's book, 'Inquirendo Is- TRUTH SEEKER, and I hav got well ·ac- play
:filnstro.ted. Price, cloth~ $2.
the organ at Sunday· school when I
AddrAAs.
TH~ TRUTH SEEKER.
land.' Because the object of the club is quainted with you by reading it. I liv on /'tO. I go about once a month. Every
to instruct; and I think it cannot be done the eastern shore of Lake Michigan, in the summer we go to a river four miles from
better than by asking questions and study- center of the great fruit belt, where here to fish. When we go we stay two or
ing up answers. We will hav a 'query- peaches, pears, and apples grow in abun- three dayP.. Papa alwavs catches a good Ancient Egypti&n Civilization &nd Hebrew No.r
dance. It is indeed a lovely country,
box,' which will be used for the purpose of especially in fruit time. Most all the fruit many fish, and we all hav a goot'l time. I
ro.tive in Genesis and Exodus.
spent Ohristmas in a little town ten miles
receiving notes and queries deposited dur- is shiJ>ped to Ohicago.
from here by the name of Peel. It is a By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. .£>rice, 1508Dta
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ROBERT G.
Of a certain year and $5 75 for 1853 quarter dollar. High ~;t pre min ns on eleven hundred varietie
of United States and foreign coia~ and stll.mps, ala a Confederate money. Inclose stll.mo tor po<t&g
and we will send yon fcee our 16-page Illustrated Cata.logue snowing what we buy. Do not delay
bnt send today; lleeping Y.91ll" e:y:{ls open Ion may pick np coins and stamps that will bring yon a.
large amount oi money, NATIOJ)IAL CO N CO., 882 Stock Exoha.nge Building, Boston M-ass. t8t11

Just Ont.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for
A Liberal living in Michigan ss.id oMe that he wou.1.d give $25 .,

INGERSOLL'S
WORKS.

yea.r to have the Crimes of Pie&ehers recorded, a.s the frequent lapses
of
l'irtne of the ministers ahowed how little v&lne Christi&nitt
poasesses to make men mor&l.

We have just issued the Fourth Edition of the book doinlr this.
The additions for this new edition of ihe

" Crimes of Preachers"
JbOWII nearly 400 "'oases of JPinisterial condnct. While thos.e in prefious editions bhow tha.t within a few yearg abt.ut

1300 ltiiNISTERS HA.VE BEEN GUILTY
of one kind or another of criminal conduct. Mo•+. of the crimes
ue against women, for the fair sex are at once tlu weakness and
the strength of the church-"the church" meaning of .course the
~Jtor:&~twithstanding 1he many additional pa,Jes.
price the same, 25 cents. Rend for "' copy, and cuJ'}I<HliJ.U
tnPll
~dhow them just what son of scamps are
.tused the World's Fair on Sunday. because it is so
that to look upon m!~CJI.ln«ll'!'
vaintings in this period is .. immoral."
lddrAIIII
TIJ'E 'I'R.TITII RRRlU!R flfllt f>,\ '\' •

REDUCTION IN PRICE OF A. GREAJ .BOOt
With the eighth editioa .,
Win wood Reade's "Martr,.
dom of Man:· the cost Di
lproduction has been Its

lsened so that we can rediHit
the (mer; from $1.16

a.

$1.00.
1'he book has had a phenomenal &ale for so beretica.! a worl!., aecona onlr

~o

Helen Ga.Neo.r'<

" l!l.:n. Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecnniary ueneflt of i\. The

"MARTYRDOM. OF MAN''
1Jt • very lnterestingl,r pictured synopsis of universa.l history, showing what the race has undergoo..,

.-its martyrdom-in 1ts rise to its prf~sent plane. It sl.ows how War and Religion have been opprea
dve factors in man's struggle for L1bert:y, and the last chapter, of !lome 1f!O pages, d~scribef! hie
;ntellectual strn~gle from the ammal penod of the earth to the present, adding an outbne of wha\
the author conce1ves would be a religion of reason and love. The chapters are:
UT
EgY.Pt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Macedonians, Alexandria, tb1
~· f 1:l.
Pheniciam, Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa, the Arabs.
1

'R

The Natural Histor:y of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews, the Prophet&
• Character of ~esu~i the. Christians1 Arabia~ MeC?ca,_,Character ,of Mohammed, DescriptiOn OI Afnca, the Monammeaans m uentral Afrwa.
Ancient Europe, invasion of the Germans the Castle, the Town tbf
.church, Venice, Arab Spain, the l'ortngues~~,.Discoverer~ the Slave TradA'.
Abolition in Europe, AbolitiOn in \merica . .ll1ateriala-of .1:1uman History
Animal Period of the Earth, Origin of Man\ and Early Risto,.
Snmmary of Universal History, The FUtU.."e of tne Human Race, Tli>t
• R_ligion of Reason and Love.
.
·:~ nduoed from tl.'lG to $1.00.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
ila Lafavette ola.oe New Yo11'.'r.

RELIGION
'

L.1 BERTY

INTELLECT
·

·rHE l{bSURRECTION OF JESUS.
AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CONTENTS: The Christian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was
the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;

Pilate's Attempt to Save the Life of Jeans; Christ Before Herod; A New Indictment
Against Jesus; Were the Guards Hired by 1he Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bod~; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection;...}YP.Y the Angel Sat on the Stone;,
Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identification; The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Roman Guards?
The Origin of the StorY; St. Paul's Account; St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Example; The Roman Governors and .the Resurrection StorY; The Testimony of
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?

COLONEL INGERSOLL'S ADDII-ESSA'I' '.I'HE FVNEII-AL OF WALT WHJ'r•

Inspiration; Conclusion.

Pri-:Je, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Addresr

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York Oity.

PEN PICTURES OF THE WORLD'S FAIR.
.By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the ~est desc~iption of the. Fair _Ye
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate, It describes the mauguratwn ceremomes,_ gives
the director-general's addreslil, the ejfort.s to·cl<?se.the Fau Sundays and th~ trmm:ph
of the Sunday-openers; describes the vanoue bmldmgs and wha~ they contain, and 1s,
ullin aU, the very best picture of the Fau bat cBn be patnted w1th a pen.
ILLUSTRATED.
A. MlP OF JACKSON PA,RK, enabling the visitor to make his

W$Y around
and thP. stay-at-home to see where he went.
•
A BlRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehen~ at a
glance the mag~itude of the Exposition, the greatest_ ever known to the present time.

Sillgle copy. 25 cent&.

GODS AND OTHER LECTURES.
•
Comprising The Gods, Hwnboldl, Thomas Paine. lndividualU:rJHeretlos &Dd Her.1i11
Paper, 5J cents; cloth, $1.
GHOSTS AND OTHER LECTURES.
Inc,uding The Ghosts, Liberty of Man, Woman, and Child· The Deolara.tion of IndependeTnhce, About Farming in £llinois, Speech Nominating James G ':Blaine for Preaidenoy in 1876,
e Grant Banquet, A Tribute to Rev. Alex. Ola.rke, The Past Rilles Before Me Like a Dreaillo
an d A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper,OOceuts; cloth, $1.
SOME .MISTAKES OF MOSES.
Contents: Soma Mistakes of Moses, Freil Schools, The Politicians, Man and Wom~ The
Pentateuch, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 'l'hur~day, He Made the Stars A!llo, Frida;r, Sil.turday; Let u~ Make Man, Suuda]', The NeoessitJT for a Good Memory, '.l'he Garden, '!'lie Fall,
Dll.mpnes~. Bacchus and Babel, Fll.itll in Filth~.rhe Hebrews, ThB Plagues, The Flight, Confess
and Avoid, Inspired Slavery, Marriage, War, neligious Liberty, Oonolusion. Paper, ao cents;
cloth, $1.
lNTERVIEWS ON TALMAGE.
Being Six Interviews with the Famous Orator ou Six Sermons by the Rev. T. DeWitt Talm1age, o~ Brooklyn, to which b added a Talmagian O&teohism. Paper,IIO cents; oloth, $1.1111;
c oth, gilt, $1.150.
_
BLASPHEMY.
.
Argument byR. G. Ingersoll in the Trial of 0. B. ReY!lolds at Morristown N.J. This is
the greatest argument ever made in a case of this kind, and will be a model for the bar so long
as the Christians use force to re,l!ress free speech. Its legal acumen i~ unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled in a tl'ial for" blasphemy." Wherever Christian persecution 1s going
on th~s arg]lment should befreel' circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on everY
occas1on.. Paper, 2a oents; cloth, 60 cents.
WHAT MUST WE DO TO BE SAVED I
Analyzes the so-called gospels ot Matthew, Mark. Luk(lo and John, and devotes a chapter
each to the Catholics, Episcopalians, Methodists, Presbyterians, EvanfQ.lioal Alliance, and an~wers the question of the Christians as to what na proposes ins~ead o Ohristianity-the relig.
1on of sword and flame. Paper, 25 cents.
·
THE GREAT INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY.
The famous Christmas Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the heated nplles Ot the minister~
and Colonel Ingersoll's rejoinders to the same. Paper, 1111 oeuts.
·
THO:MAS PAINE'S VINDICATION.
A Reply to the New York 0/Js97'fJ61"'8 Attack upon the Author-hero of the :Revolution, by
R. G• Ingersoll. Paper, 15 cents.
·
LIMITATIONS OF TOLERATION.
A. Discussion between R. G. Ingersoll, Ron. Frederick B. Oouc!ert, and Ex-Governor
Stewart L. Woodford. Paper,lo cents.
·
ORTHODOXY.
CIVIL RlGHT~ SPEECH.
A Lecture. Paper,10 cents.
With Speech of Ron. Frederick Do1111l&Sa. Paper,lO oenh.
OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY:
In the suit of the B. & M. Tel. Co. tiS. W U. TeL Co.,1B86. Paper, 10 cents.
CRIMES A.GA.I~ST CRIMINALS.
Delivered Before the New York State Bar Association. Paper,10 cents •
LIFE. A Prose-Poem. In color, on board, gilt edges. 9x 18 (for mantel, wall, or easel), IIOcenta.
LITHOGRAPH OF R. G. INGERSOLL.
A LAY SERMON.
22x28 inches, heavy plate paper, W cents.
On the Labor Qneation. Paper, &cent•.
PHOTOGRAPH (CABINET) OF R. G. l"iGER~OLL, 50 centa.
"
"
" COLONEL INGERSOLL, WITH BABY BROWN.
(A. home picture.) 50 cents.
PHOTOGRAPH (PA.NEL), 18 x 24 inches, $5. (IMPERIAL), 7! x 13 inches, $1.50.
STAGE AND THE PULPIT•
An Interview on their Comparative Merits, and Opinions on the Tri&l of the Chi:a~ro
Anarchists, the Catholic Church, etc. Paper, 8 cents.
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.
INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
Centennial Oration. Paper, 6 cents.
Paper, 3 cents.
INGERSOLL CA.TECHISED. Paper, 3 cents. BIBLE IDOLArRY. Paper, 8 cent•.
THE TRUTH OF HISTORY.
Comments on the assertion by an evangelist that Colonel Ingersoll had become a Christian.
had admitted that Thomas Paine recanted, and tbat his own children had ;Joined the chnrcb.
Paper, 8 cents.
INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE THE NEW YORK UNITARIAN CLUB.
'.rhe lecture is a grand one, and was receive.! by the club with continuous applause from
beginning to end, which speaks well for t11e Unitarians. The pamphlet ooutatns Ill P&ll'e•.
beautifully printed. !'rico, 6 cent~; ten copies, 50 cents.
MEMORIAL ORlTION ON BOSCO'- CONKLING.
Delivered before the New York legislature May D, 1886. Price, '111 centL
GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.
One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. lu paper cover with lilteneu of
author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.
INGERSOLL'S GRE \.T ADDRESS ON THOllAiil PAINE,
At the Paine celebration in New York city in 1892. Price, 6 cents; tencories for I!Ocenb.
INGERSOLL'S LECTURES IN ONE VOLUME.
CONTENTS.-The Gods; Humboldt; Individualityo Thomas Paine; Heretics and Heresies; The Ghosts; The Liberty of Man Woman, and Ohild; The Centennial Oration, or Decl&·
ration of Independence,July4,1876; What. I Know About Farming in lll!uoi~ ldpee 1h at Cltcinn.!l..ti in 1876, nominating James G. Blaine for &he Pre3idencv\ The Pa~tuises Before lie,.
or, Vision of War, an extract frflm a fujeech marie at the ldolaiers' and Sailors' R~uoi .. ,
at Indianapolis. Ind., Sept. 21b1876; A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll; The Grant Banqu,·t;
Crimes Against Crimiua.ls; Tri ute to tbe Rev. Alexander Clarke; Some Mistakes of MoReK;
What Must We Do to be Saved? Six Interviews wih Robert G. In11ersoll on Six Sermons by
the Rev. T. De Witt Talmage, D D.;,. to which iij added a T!Jlmagian Catechism, and Fon~
Prefaces, which co'\tain some of Mr. 1nger~oll's wittiest and brightest sayings.
This volume has the greatest popularity, is beautifully bound in half calf or half morooo.
mottled edges, 1,357 pages, good paper, large type, post 8vo. Prioe, postps.id, If!&.
LIBERTY IN LITERATURE.
,.
Testimonial to Walt Whitman. "Let 1~H put wreaths on tlte I»'OtDs of tlte lt!1lna." An A4
dress delivered in Philadelphia, Oct. 21, 1890, with portrait of Whitman. Containing_ &lso

Five copies for $1.

AddreBB THE TRUTP SE'EKER.

J'fiAN, at Harleigh, Camden, N. J .• March 80, 1892. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, liO cents.
PROSE·POEMS AND SELECTIONS.
Fifth edition, enlarged and revised. A handsome quarto. containing 8•3 11ages. This is
beyond question, the cheapest and most eleg_ant volume in Liberal literature. Its mechanical
:finish is worth v of its iutr1nsic excellence. No expem J had been spared to make it the thing o'
beauty it is. The type is large and clear, the paper heavy, highly calendered~ audri~hly tinter
the presswork faultless, and the binding as ,l!erfect as the beit materiala ana skill can mu.ke i
As to the contentshit is enough to say th<J.t they include all of the choicest utterance• o.
the greatest writer on t e topics treated that has ever lived.
Those who bave not the good fortune to own all of Mr. Ingersoll's published work~, will
have in this book of selections many bright samples of his lofty thought, his matchl«-sd ~lo
quence, his wonderful imaFer.v, aud his epigramlljatic and Poetic power. The rollection includes all ofthe" Tributes' that have become famuus in literature-notably those to his bror ... er
l!:. C. Ingersoll, Lincoln, Grant, .Beecher, Conkling, Courtlandt M. Palmer, Mary Fi•ke, Elizur
Wright: his peerless monographs on "The Vision of War," Love, Liberty, Art and Mora!it.y,
Science, Nature, The Imaginat1on,_Decorntion Day Oration: What is .Poetry, Music or WagnE'j:,
Origin and DP.stiny," Leaves of urass," and ou the great ne10es of intellectual Liberty. :B.r.c
sides theRe are mnumerable gemo taken here and there from the orations, speeches, ar. umeiJfo·,
toastll1.,lectnres,letters, interviews, a nil day by day oonversa~ions )f ihe an thor.
·
·'
·.me bg_ok is designed for, and will be accepted by, admiring friends as a rare persQ.J)fll
1ouvenir. 'l'o help it serve this Il.Ul'Jlose, a fine steel portrait, with auto~raph fac-simile, lt~t~
been prepared especia.lly for it. In the more elegant styles of binding 1t is eminently suit"H
for J)l:esentation purposes. for any aeason or occasion.
·
l'BIOEB.-In cloth beveled boards, gilt edges 1!!2 50; in half morocco, gilt edges, $5; in half
calf, mottledi'edges~ library Ptyle, f4.50; ill ..ull TUrkey morocco, gilt, exquisitely fine, $7.1Sq;
in full tree ca f, hignest possible :fimsh, $9. ~
.
Any of the above sent to any _addr~y express, prepaid, or mail, po@t frPe,
OD receipt of price. Address THE TRu·~·.ta. BEE'KER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New Yw•
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THE WRITINGS oF THoMAS PAINE. By
Moncure Daniel Oonway, author of
"The Life of Thomas Painf'," and other
works. New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons...-·Oioth, octavo, gilt .top, four vols
$10. .:Vbl. 1, 1774-1779.
To the ·gr'eater number of the admirers
of Thomas Paine the one-volume edition
of his'' Great Works Oomplete," published
by ,_the Truth. Seeker Oompany, and retaijing for :$a.· will appear to be all that is
needeP, .Arid it is the book for the masses,
because it is in a handy, compact form,
and has between its covers "The Orisis,"
"Oommon Sense," "Rights of Man," and
Age of Reason," the famous four "Great
Works-" of the Author.-Hero, while its
price puts it wif.hin the reach of all.
Nevertheless Moncure D. Oonway's edition will undoubtedly hav a large sale,
and it deserves it, for the large, clear type
and the broad-margined, white pages of
the publishers make it a delight to the eye,
as the careful, systematic, sympathetic
work of the learned editor causes it to be
a joy to the mind of the lover of noble
books which are given to the reader as
the author wrote them. Every publio library will need this edition of Paine's
work. So will every writer who has occasion to quote from Paine, or to refer to the
early literature of this country. So also
will all lovers of the heroes of the revolutionary epoch, for Thomas Paine !!poke
their greatest thoughts and voiced their
deepest aspirations, and in the<e volumes
are included many magazine articles and
other shorter papers which bav not before
appeared in book form. One.of these is
an arraignment of slave dealers and a denunciation of slavery which first appeared
in the PostRcript to the Pennsylvania

.Tournal and the Weekly Advertiser,

March 8, 1775. Referring to this article,
Mr. Oonwav says: "So far as I can discover, to Thomas Paine belongs the honor
of being the first American Abolitionist."
Paine also "partly drafted and signed
the Act of Pennsylvania abolishing slavery, March 1, 1780--'-" the first legislativ
measure of negro emancipation in Ohristendom."
One admirable feature of this edition of
Paine's works is the arrangement of his
productions in their chronological order.
In reading volume after volume we realize
that we are assimilating the history of one
of the momentous pPriods of human development, that these chapters were written
on the spot, and that we are getting them
in their regular sequence. This is the best
possible of "aids to the study of history."
The contents of the first volume are as
follows:
"Introduction, Prefatory Note to
Paine's First Essay, African Slavery in
America, A Dialog between General Wolf
and General Gage in a Wood near Boston,
The Magazine in America, Useful and Entertaining Hints, New Anecdotes of Alexander the Grl'at, Reflections on the Life
and Death of Lord Olive, Oupid and Hymen, Dueling, REflections on Titles, The
Dream Interpreted, Reflections on Unhappy Marria!<'es, Thoughts on Defensiv
War, An' Occasional Letter on the Female
Sex, A Serious Tho:nght, Oommon Sense,
Epistle to Quakers, The Forrester's Letters, A·· Dialog, The American Orisis, ·Retreat Across the Delaware, Letter to
Franklin in Paris, The Affair of Silas
Deane, To the Public on Mr. Deane's
Affair, Messrs. DeanP, Jay, and Gerard."
The publishers say in their prospectus
that "it was only natural, after Mr. Oonway had completed his a.nthoritativ biography of Painf', that t.he publishers
should hav secured his services for the
preparation · of the definitiv edition of
Paine's writings.
Mr. Oonwav's researches Ior materials for the Life peculiarly .fitted him to undertake the work of
arranging and annotating the works of
Paine. The editor has availed himself of
the facilities of .the libraries in London
and in Paris, ·and has discover eel much
hitherto unpublished material.
"Mr. Oonway bas included this new material in his volnmes. He has also followed
the earliest eilitions in reprinting the better known essays, and has added valuable
introductions and notes."
Writing of Paine's style, and of his influencf', Mr. Oonway naturBlly refers to
the large number of " characteristic~ essays "which hav escaped all previous compilers, and he shows that familiarity with
them cannot prudently be despised. In
thiB connection I will quote one long paragraph of Mr. Oon-way's introduction:
"Possessed of a style which, as Edmund
Randolph said, insinuated itself into the
hf'arts of learned and unlearned, he wrote
not for the sake .of. writing, penned no
word for personal fame, oared not for the
morrow of his own reputat1on. His Quaker
forerunner, George .Fox, was never more
surrendered to the moving spirit of the
moment. Absorbed in the point to be
carried, discarding all rhetoric that did
not -feather h'is arrow, dealing with every
d!it&~l as w:ell as largest events and princnples, hill works are now invaluable to

the student of American history. In them
the course of political events from 1774 to
1787 may be followed almost from hour to
hour, and even his military narrative are
of great importance. Previous editors of
Paine's works, concerned mainly with his
theories, hav overlooked many of these
occasional writings; but the historian, for
whom such occasions are .never past, will
find in these recovered writings testimony
all the more valuable because not meant
for any day bllyond that which elicited it.
Ohief-Justice Jay confided to a friend his
belief that the history of the American
Revolution would never be written, on
account of the reputations that would be
affected were the truth fully told. That
the history has not been really written is
known to those who hav critically examined the Stevens 'Fac-similes,' the Letters
of George III. and of George Washington;
To these actual materials, awaiting the
competent and courageoue historian, are
now added the writings of Thomas Paine,
second to none in importance. Oertainly
there was no witness with_better opportunities for information, one more sleeplessly vigilant or more thoroughly representativ of public sentiment during the
twelve momentous years in which the
American government was founded."
One word used by Mr. Oonway in his
Introduction more accurately than any
other could describes this latest edition of
the works of Thomas Paine. That word
is'' adequate." Others hav been ''laborious and useful collections," but this is
adequate, this is, equal to the task essayed,
for it givs us what every painstaking
student has long wanted, and what multitudes more will want as the years go by
and Thomas Paine's character and services
come out from under the clouds of religious bigotry and hatred. Literature, history, truth, and rational patriotism, are
all deeply indebted to Moncure D. Oonway• for his ''Life " and his compilation
of the "Works" of Thomas Paine.

Edmund J. James, Ph.D. New York:
American Bankers' Association. Price,
50 cents.
This is Number 4 of the series, "Education of Business Men." It is one of the
fruits of ...a systematic effort to arouse
public attention to the importance of providing for a more extensiv and more
thorough professional education of ,our
business classes." It appears to be JUst
what is dellired for the purpose named.
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DoZELEIGH: "Why do you insist up.>n
the new pastor being a fat man?" Dea..
con Broadside: " Because fat men are
generally short- winded. - wa~hingtrm

News.
SHE was so pious durin~ Lent
I thought it best to shun her,
So she'd hav leisure to repent;
But in the forty days so spent
My rival wooed and won her.
DR. LITTANY (on the way home from
Easter service): "Ah, Miss Van Mode,
Eastertide is truly a joyous occasion!"
Miss Van Mode: "Yes; one does feel so
happy in new olothes!"-Puck.
ToMMY: "All these people havn't gone
to heaven, auntie." Auntie: "Hush,
Tommy.
Why do you say that?"
Tommy: "Because I read on some tombstones, ' Peace to their ashes,' and they
don't hav ashes only where it's very hot."

OUR NEED oF PHILoSoPHY. An Appeal to
ttJe American People. :A.n address delivered on August 21 1893, before the
World's Oongress of rhilosophy at Ohioago. By Dr. Paul Oarus. Ohioago:
Open Oourt PubliShing Oompany. 10
cents.
Dr. Oa.rus is an able writer and in this
pamphlet he has expressed some good
thoughts, but we do not know .what he
means by his closing statement that this
nation has a. "great opportunity that a
kind _Providence has provided."
-Pick-Me- Up.
A LITTLE girl who was taken to .the
FIRST .STEPS IN PHILosoPHY. (Physical Episcopal church for the first time heard
and Ethical.) By William Mackintire the clergyman read the tf'xt: "On these
Salter. Ohioago: Oharles H. Kerr & two commandments hang all the law and
Oo. Oloth. Price, $1.
the prophets." " Grandma," said the
Mr. Salter, who is one ofthe most promi- little girl after she got home, "do they
nent promoters of the ethical culture move- hang tne prophets on the commandments
ment, says in the preface to this book that just the same as they do presents on the·
philosophy,' 'whatever else it may mean, in- Ohristmas tree?"
volves the clarification of our fundamental
"JoHN, get up. We really ought to go
conceptions." "First Steps" is "an examination into two fundamental concep- to church." "How's the weather?''
tions-Matter and Duty." ··under the first "Too bad to drive." "Then there won't
head we hav an analysis of the definitions be a ball game, either." "No.'' " Has
of matter, a consideration of the difficul- the paper come?" "Yes; it is only twenty
ties in realizing the idealistic view, and pages to-day." "Humph I Are we to
the reconciliation of that view with com- dine out, or hav company?" " Not this
mon sense. Under the second head Mr. Sunday." "Has my new suit come?"
Salter inquires, "What do we mean by " Yes, and my bonnet." " All right.
'
duty?" and givs, as he sees them, the ele- Let's go to church. "-Life.
OLD Mr. Hayseed (to his son Johnny,
ments of the idea. He seeks for the
rational basis of the idea of duty, and aged eighteen, who has ju!lt returned .from
maintains that the realization of the nature a visit to his uncle's people in New York):
EDUCATION OF BUSINESs-MEN IN EURoPE. of each being is the end for which we are "I hope, Johnny, you did not neglect
A Report to the American Bankers' As- to strive, and he tests other theories of attending the sanctuary while you were in
sociation through Its Oommittee on duty, such as Intuitionism and Utilitarian- New York?" Johnny: "You bet I didn't.
Schools of Finance and Economy. By ism, by this.
I went to a sacred concert every Sunday
even:in_g." Old Hayseed: " I'm glad to
hear, Johnny, that you didn't forget the
religious training I've given you at home."
JUST OUT! JUST OUT!

-'lexas Siftings.

RIGHT LIVING.
By SUSAN

H.

WIXON.

Ethic;; as Understood by a Student or Science. Sixty Chavters, as follows:
Right. Living..
What!~ Hypocrisy?
In Re~ard to C9ncealed Vice,
What Is Morality?
Consmence or Moral Sense,
Beautiful Charity,
What is Ignorance?
Selfishness, the Menace of So- Fidelizy. the Giver of Strength
Knowledge the Great Treasure,
mety,
and Honor,
Concerning Education,
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Value of Wealth.
Conduct; or Right Doing,,
Life,
Avarice, Not a Means to Life's
Virtue, the Dlnminator or Life, Is Reverence a Duty?
Best End,
Pruaence, an Economy of Life, Self-Reliance,
Good Nature, one 'of Life's Best
What Know Ye of Justice?
Self-Control,
Blossoms,
Fortitude a Noble !'ossess10n,
Self-Resi>_ect,
Reason and Free Inquiry.
Temperance and Intemperance, Foolish Pride and Silly Prein- Free Speech,
Is the Use of Tobacco Dangerdice,
A Free l'ress,
ous?
Anger, the Distorter,
Rights of Animals,
Cultivation of Individuality, . 'l'he Angel of Forgiveness
Rights of Children,
Character, a Jewel of Great Pnce, Observation a Great FacUi.t;r~
Homan Rights· or the Equality
Idleness, another Name for Loss, Perseverance, the Friend of .111.an,
of Man.
'
Industr7, the Staff of Life,
Punctuality, a Promoter of Snc- Moral Cleanliues•.l.
Value o a Trade,
cess,
Politeness The uentlemaR
Recreation a Necessity,
~he Diffi,culties of Life,
Politeness: -Continued. -The
Games of Chance,
Iemptat10n, the Demon on the
Gentlewoman,
'l'ruth.and Falsehood,
ht~orhway,
Best Society,
What Is· an Oath? or the Worth Habtt, Second Nature,
Progress; or Enlightenment:
of a Promise.
Power of Will,
Wisdo.n.
Fraud a Crime,
Courage, a Necessity to Right
1'he Poison of Slander,
Living
1
Mi~s Wixon has taken 11,s her mottoes in writing this beautiful book of 292 pages-which she
has dedicated to the memory of her father and mother-these sentences from the works of a great
synthetic philosopher and a gifted liberal minister:
As. wtth the _phystcal, so with the ethical. A belieJ', as yet fttfUl ana _partial, is beqinnin{J to
spreaa amongst men, that here, also, there is an inatssoluble bona between cause ana consequence, an
inexorable aesttny, a law which altereth not.- Herbert Spencer.
Livino is an Art, a methoa of ex.vressin{J great conce.vttons; in fact, the hi{Jhebt methoa, the
noblest Qftlle Arts.-Thomas Starr King.
Right Living" is well bound in cloth and printed on good paper.

PRICE, $1.00.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

1:3::1 THUMBSCRfW

AND RACK.

By GEO.E
MACDONALD.

10 Cts

PER COPY
$1 ..00
Sent Post Paid
TORTURE INSTRUMENTS employed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries for

the Promulgation of Christianity. Being the Nuremberg Collection, and including specimens from
'.l'he Hoi}' lnquisition.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

fu>anish Collar, Thumbscrew, Iron Collar the RacB. the Iron Orown Leg Crusher, the Stocks,
the Heretic c~tcher, the Iron Boot, the Hot Mitten. a Month-pear (gag), Iron MMks recommend~d
by the Inquisition, Breaking and Burning_ on the Wheel, thJ Docking Cage, the Chastity Belt for
women, the Spider, the Iron Virldu Up to Date the Execution Bell, etc.
"I used to read in books," says Colonel Inger8oll, .. how onr fathers persecuted mankind Bnt I
never appreciated It. 1 read it, bnt it did not born itRelf into my son!. I did not really appreciate
the mfa.mies that have been committed in the name of religion until I saw the iron ar.:uments tha.o
Christians used."
(

Price, 10 Cents per Copy.

-Nixon Waterman in Puck,

BRoTHER BLAOK: "I'se got a 'fession
tub make tub you, €leacon." Deacon
Dark: "Wha's dat, Brer Black?" Brother
Black: "Id was dis way. I'se made up
my min' tub rob Mistah Brown's melonpatch; but las' night a ahparition 'peared
tuh me, an' by de drace ob de Lawd I'se
spared dat sin, an' see de error ob my
way." -Deacon Dark (uneasily): "Whad
was de ahparition, Brer Black?" Brother
Black: "Why, I seed you a-oomin' out de
patch wid two big bags, an' 1 knowed
shore· 'nuff id was all up wif dis coon."

-Christian Statesman.
A OoLLEOTioN was lifted in a ~oston
Sunday-school last Sunday for a foreign
mission, and the pupils of one class were
asked each to repeat a verse from the
Bible appropriate to the occaRion. The
first boy said: "It is more blessed to giv
than to receive." "Good I" cried all.
And then they went on: '' The Lord loveth
a cheerful giver." "He that giveth to the
poor lendeth to the Lord," and so on.
One boy staggered the teacher a bit by
quoting: ·• The spirit is willing, but the
flesh is weak," but a certain amount of
appropriateness was recognized. " Giv
the devil his due," lengthened some faces
when the next boy blurted it out, but the
climax was reached and the quotations
ended when another boy shouted: "A fool
and his money are soon parted;"-Boston

Traveller.

12 COPIES

THIRTY-FIVE

'TwAS Easter services; her fair and soulful
face
Seemed quite the personation of piety and
grace;
And to this day, when memory her winsome presence brings,
I think the thought her fac·e first brought;
an angel, minus wings.
,
1
But was it prayer she oftered as in loveliness she sat?
Ah, no! She simply asked a friend,
"Where did you get that hat?"

•

•

12 Copies for $1.00

BUX A DOLLAR'S WORTH AND 8CA.Tl'1!.:R THEM AMONG YOUR UHRISTIAN N'~~It1-Hil0RS!
Address TH£ • RUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

" IN Sydney," said a dealer, " !s a
firm to whom I sell goods once m a
great while. The senior partner is a regular shark. Not long ae:o he loaned some
money to a church society for the purchase
of a new organ. When payment of the
loan was made he charged the society 9
per cent. This was refused and the principal was not, paid. Finally, one of the
deacons of the church was sent to talk
with the usurer. "You hav acted very
badly," said the pillar of the church.
"How's that?" "Six per cent was enough
interest." "Nine is fair." "When the
Lord looks down on that nine he will put
a long black mark against ~ou:r name."
This staggered the old fellow for a moment, but suddenly recovering, he
replied: "When the Lord looks down on
that 9 he will think it's 6, "-Gostord

Times.

THE TRUTH
llEMAND POND'S
EXTRACT.
AVOID
ALL IMITATIONS.

"PEACE hath her victories," and one of
the greatest of them is won by people who
overcome tlie desire to go to war.- Galveston News.
THE application of science, and above
all of scientific skepticism, to histor;r has
yet to be made; it will be fruitful m results.-George Henry Le111es.
HoNESTY that succeeds in busineBB is not
a question of religion or of religious belief. Honesty does not depend on any religious creed or do~ma that' was ever conceived.-Henry W. Bok. .
MosT imaginativ people are radical, for
even a bad man may sometimes:uphold tli.e
side .of right because he has intelligence
enough to understand that things might
be better managed in .the .future for all
than they are in the present.-,-Grant
Allen.
THE greatest evil of our times is the prevailing cowardice. We do not dare to
assert our opinions, to bring our outward
lives into harmony with our inward convictions; we believe it to be worldly policy
to cling outwardly to relics of former
ages, when at heart we are completely
severed from them.-Max Nordau,

FAC-SIMILE OF
BOTTLE WITH
BUFF w.RAPPER.
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SHA.LL THE BIBLE BE READ

ALL PAIN

OUR NEWEST BOOKS.
Thumbscrew and Rack. mustra.tiona sne-

IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?

Rheumatism

Self-Contradictions of the Bible. Ninth

Third Thousand.

cia.H~

preJ)ared, and the text by Geo. E. Maodona.ld. Paper, 10 cents.

edition. Price, 15 cents.

Feminine
Complaints
Lameness
Soreness
Wounds
Bru·lses
Catarrh

By John E. Remsburg. Cloth, $1; paper, 50
cents.
·

Pen-Pictures of the World's Fair. Illustrated.
cents.

By Samuel P. Putnam.

Paper, 25

By Samuel P. Putnam. .l:'aper, 25 cents,

Design Argument Fallacies. A Refuta-

tion of the Argument that Nature Exhihitli
Marks of Having Been nesigned Q:y an Intelligent Beinl!'. B· the Editor of THE TRUTH
BEEKER. Paper,15 cents.

Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
By M. E. Billings, Paper, 25 cent&.

Handbook of Freethonght.

Bell. Cloth $1: paper, 50 cents.

By W. S.

Pleasure anu1 Progress: An Attempt to

Prove that the Pursuit of Pleasure is the sine
g:ua non of Intelleotua.l, ·Moral, o.nd Social
· Development, and that the Promotion of
Pleasure is the Duty of PhilanthroP:I': and
Statesmanship. By Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
Cloth, $1; paper, 5!1 cents.
,

THE GIANT DELUSION.
of Personal Immortality.
By' OTTO WETTSTEIN.
A Paper rearl at the International Freethongh~
Congress at Chicago, October 5, 1893.•
Price, tO Cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKEH,
28 ;Lafayette Place, New York city.

Researches in Oriental History,
. EMBRACING THE

Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel·
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the
The Creation of God. Traciilg the. GodDerivation of ChristiaBity;
Ide to Its Source. ByJ acoh Hartmann, M.D.
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

EXTRACT

Resurrection of Jesns.

By Don Allen.

Cloth, 75 cents; cloth, 40 cents.

Facts and Fictions of Life.

By Helen

to which is added,

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS t
By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D,
Fourth Eattton.

H. Gardener. Oloth, $~i paper, 50 cents.

Woman, Chnrcb and ;:,tate. By Matilda
Joslyn Gage. doth, $2; leather, $8.

" It will Cure.

THE HOLY CROSS SERIES.

circulated a story that Maria Monk was "no

THm consciousness of having reflected
better than she should be," bnt investigation
disclosed that her "child of shame" was none
seriously and conclusivly on important
other
than the child of her priest-seducer.
questions, whether soctal or spiritual, augPrwe, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.
ments dignity while it does not lessen hu- A.nricnlar Confestdon and Popish Nnn•
manity. In this sense, taking thought can
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
and does add a cubit to our stature. OpinyearR a confessing priest. A revelation of the
ions which we may not feelbound, or even
l icentious practices of the_llriests and nnns in
these
religiOns brothels. There ill no question
permitted, to press on other people, ue
that Ex-priest Hol{an knew the trnth of the
not the less forces for being latent. They
tales of viCe, seductiOn, and infanticide he gives
in this.volume, and eqnallv there is no question
shape ideals, "nd it is ideals that inspire conthat if the people generally knew of them, Caduct.-John Morley, "On Compromise."
tholicism would not be given the vast amounts

of money now allowed it by onr various city
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth. 75
cents.

in Jewish History; ten chap.
The Chnrch and Freethonght. By Frank- Part I.-Researches
ters.

lin Steiner. Paper, 10 cents.
in Zoroastrianism; thirteen
The Giant Delusion. One of Otto Wett- Part 11.-Researches
ohapters.
stein's Friendly Arguments with the Spiritualists. Paper, 10 cents.

Bible lnqnlrer. By Andrew JacobsoB.
Paper, -25 cents.

Woman: Fonr Centuries of Progress.
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents.

IN PRESS.
Fonr Hnndred Years of Freethonght.

By Samuel P. Putnam. Subscription hook,
ele~ant binding, ovEor one hundred portr&lts, $5.
THE

Truth Seeker Library.
Published Monthly at $8 per Year.
IssUES OF 1891.-$8.
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Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Bennett..................................... .. 25
Christian Absurdities. John Peck ......... .. 20
Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire ...........• 10
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. Illustrated .... . 40
BabbathBreaking. John E. Remsburg ..... .. 25
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason. Robert C. Ada.ms............. .... . 25
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller............ 25
My Religions Experience. Samuel P. Putnam......................... .............. 25
The Hi!{ her Criticism in Theology and ReligiOn. •.r. E. Longshore...... .. .. .. .. .. 50

IssUES oF 1892.-$8.
The Priest in Absolution. A Review of Infidel Death-Beds.
G. W. Foote.. .. .. .. .. .. .
the system of auricular confession, including

Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. Illustrated........................................
Was ChristCrncified? Austin Bierbower....
Pnlpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener ................................... ..
Bible Morals. John E.Remsburg ........... .
Awfnl Disclosures of Maria Monk ........... .
Pocket Theology. Voltaire ................. ..
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Babcock,................... ..................
Liber~ m Literature.
Testimonial to
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
Priestly Celibacy Exposed. A lecture by
.
By
Col.
Robert
G.
Ingersoll
............ .
the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, England. Revised America.n edition, showing the Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
Proctor
.................................
..
result in pariehes of the .Roman decree that
Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
priests shall not mary. Price, paper, lf cents.
Hart... ..................................
Sister Lncy and Her Awful Disclo&ares The Ho!Y Bible Abridged......................
Respecting New Hall Convent, Bore- False Claims of the Church. John E.
Remsburg....... .. .......................
hamLEssex, England. Showing that oonventl!
ISSUES OF 1898.-$8.
are .JPimicru 1io chll.Btity, virtue, and freedom.
'l:'homa.s
Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
!>rice, paper' l~.mF-~1•ittJ'rB. ISEEiillR 00.
l!C Latu.vettt> J:'lalce• .New .\!ork lHtv. · The <eir~~fi';~o~f'
iiai:t:
copious extracts from the "Confessional Unmasked," from the "Master Key to Popery,"
·etc. The work is a protest ag~tinst and an ap_peal
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and thoughtfully a religions system so invosive
of privacy1 so powerful for evil in licentious
hands, so uanght with danger to female modesty, to the ingenuous openness of youth~
and to the freedom of thought, speech, ana
action. Price. paper, 25 cents.
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12mo, 300 pp., $1.
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Religion a Cnrse, a Lie_, and a Disease.; .A Consideration of the Doctrine

USE ~W!~s
POND'S

Snmmer Day:s at Onset.

Bv R. B. Westbrook, A.M.

Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christiant Price. 10 cents.

I CoNFESs that I look forward to the international labor partnerships as the best
prospects the world has of· coercing those
hateful instincts of governments, all alike
irresponsible and indifferent, by which nations are. perpetually armed against each The Popes and Their Doings. Biographical sketches of the most no tea of these vicars
other to the infinit detriment, loss, and
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing what
demoralization of all.-Thorold Rogers.
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very plain statements, in very unMAN can only be a gainer, and not a
varnished langna2'e, :..nd the unmasking is comloser, both intellectually and morally, by
plete, proving. them to . have been crnel, intriguing, and licentious men. Considering the
the spread of knowledge and education,
rapid growth of Catholicism in this country,
and by the disappearance of 11uperstitious
this book cannot be too widely disseminated.
ideas. To refuse to recognize this is to
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth,75 cents.
run counter to all reason and all history. The A.wfnl Disclmmres of Marla Monk,
Popular theories about the government of
as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings dnrin" her residence of five years as a novice.._and
the world and immortality may change
two- years as a black nnn, in the Hotel .i.Jien
and take whatever forms they like; human
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any antiCatholic book published has created more E'X•
society will not be changed for all that,
citement, and had snch a circnlation as this
and wtll not come to grief.-Buohner.
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics

· MANNERS are of more importance than
laws. Upon them, in a great measure, the
laws depend. The law touches us but here
and there, now and then; manners are what
vex or soothe, corrupt or purify, exalt or
debase, barbarize or refine us by a constant,
steady, uniform, insensible operation like
that of the air we breathe in. They giv
their whole form and color to our lives.
According to their quality, they aid morals,
they supply them, or they totally destroy
them.- Burke.
AND the church did lead the blind and
appealing Polyphemus of humanity-led
him for ages in the tenebrious cave, its
floor ghastly with bones, its sides horrent
with blood; and, in the darkness, humanity's hands touched the back of the indefinit anthronic monster, Superstition,
and the shapeless bulk of the troglodyte
dragon of Ignorance. The church led and
the nations followed, and the track over
which the leader led is known as the Dark
Ages.-8aladin.
LET us be austere to ourselvs, but do
not let us impoverish life. Let us not deprive humanity of its joys; let us take
pleasure in beholding its enjoyment. The
joy of'others is a great part of our own; it
constitutes that g-reat recompense of a
good life, which is gaiety. I hav been reproached with too much parade· of this
religion, 1W easy in appearance, but the
most difficult of all in reality. Wishing
will notmake one gay. One must belong
to an old race, not blasej one must also
be satisfied with one's life. My life has
been what I should wish, what I conceive
asthebest. I would not alter much if I had
to liv it over again. On the other h,and, I
hav little to fear of the future. I shall
hav my biography and my legend. My
legend? Yes. Having myself a little of
the trick of ecclesiastical writers, I can
trace it out in advance. The legends of
the enemies of· the official church are all
cast in the same mold. The fate which
the book of Acts attributes to Judas is its
e!!B6ntial feature, For one party of traditiOn I shall finish like that, in a fashion
compounded of Arius and Voltaire. God,
how black I shall be I All the more because when the church feels· herself lost,
she will go down maliciously, biting like a
~ad dog. In spite of all I hav confidence
m r~ason. The· enlightened part of hum~ty, the only part I care for, will hold
me·m some·esteem.-.Renan.
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ll- Religion a Curse; Heli8'l,on

IssUES OF 1894.-$3.

Part ID.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty
chat-ters.
Part IV.-Whence Ca'llle the Aryans? Five chap.
ters.
Pres• Notice•.
The style is forcible and terse, the reasoning
good, and as the facts up m which the argument
is ha.sed are largely Christian, our theological
Jfnends :will have some hard nuts to craclt if they
att~mpt to answer them.-B011ton Investf.gator.
'l'h•• book is one of the most thorough and
learned of the Freethought works that have come
across the Atlantic.- Tile Freethtnleer, Lonaon.
Is a moot valuable contrihntwn to the literature of the nineteenth centnry.-Proaresstt!e
Thtnlcer.
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.~0.
Address all orders to THE TRUTH BEEKER
COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

Yl ettstein's ~ Re~air ~ DeiJartment.
BEBEA OHIO.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, ill.. Bro. Materlal1st: The watch sent you a Rhort time ago for
overhauling was received in jast three and a half
diU's from the time it left this st&tion.
It was put into A No. 1 shape· and is running
fine. I wish to compliment yon on your manner
of doing bnsine•s and will assure yon that when
I have other work in your line to be done yon
shall have it.
A. E. SMITH.

Watches can he safely sent by mail or Axpress
and I pay charge• one way. I have personally
managed my repair depo.rtment for 84 vears and·
no watch is permitted to leave fny estahlishmen t
25 until in perfect order and closely regnlated.
PRICE LIST.
40
10
Cleaning, $1; Springs, $1; jewels, $1; or thre
$1 job• at $2.50.
.
10
All work warranted one year. Liberal dis~ counts to agent~.
25
OTTO WETTSTEIN,
15
25
•
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40
80
10

THB LIBB'=a.AL JBWBLBR.
ROCHELLE, ILL.
{The l'reethought Badge.
DESIGNER OF The Ingersoll Sonvemr Spoon.
Otto Wettstein Watch.
Bend for price-liRts, tracts, etc., free.
Mention THE TBUTH SEEKER.
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sumera1 a solid mctn.l whitens silver! no plata to
we&r otr1 ~oods guaranteed to wrnr o. 1 fetlmc 1 coat
about one-tenth that of silver; the chance of & litetime; agents avera.ge from $00 to flOO per week, and
meet with ready sales everywhere, so great Is the
demand for our Solid Metal Goode. Over One Million Dollars' worth in dally use. Cue of samples
Free. Addrus Standard Hll,•erware
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STRONG, HEALTHY MANHOOD

Thumbscrew and Rack. GPo. E. Ma!'donald
10
Helf-Contradictions of the Bible. W. H. Burr
15
Durm~ the year other Rtandard Freeth ought
works Will be published and sent to subscribers
as they appear.
Self-Contradictions of the Bible- 144 Yearly subscribers at $3 receive all the numbers
Propositions proved Affirmatively and Nega- published in one year. In ordering please say
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without which year is desired.
Bingle numbers sold at prices quoted
·comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
Snnday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alike
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
Holy. A Oontroversy with the Rev.
Byron Sunderland. D.D., in 1871. Price. 25c.

Works of W. H. Burr.

Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that Shaks~
pere conld not write, etc. Price, 20cents,

Thomas Paine-Was He Jnnins t Second
edition, enlp.rged, with best likeness of Paine.
Price, 10 cents.

Christianity a Fiction.

Onto

~~'t\:::~af~~~l.~'ie~~n~··.~·:·it·~~, ....
ev'-ld.•e''n"~'U!:.

BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
THE

ceas. Addret!S.

DR. R. p. FF.T.LOWS.

Jnnins, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas Astronomical and Astrologrc- sa-:- wbere you saw tlllalldvar VIneland, N'. J. ' ·
IF' I wish to say that I am an out-and-out
Paine. A refutation of M. D. Oonway's
al Origin .of all Religions.
LmDAL, a.nd I trnst the Freethinkers of the land
objections to the identification of P .>ine as
Expla.na.tory notes compiled and arranged by will give me their patronaie and not waste their
Junius and Casca. Price, 5 centS'.
time and mone:v on Ohrist1an dootors.-Dr. F•'?the l&te JoD&th&n M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 La.fa.:vette Pla.oe, New York.
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Jt ewa of tAe Weele
A PAPER trust is in process of formation:
P. AusTIN, the well-known author
d1ed m Boston last week.
·
'
GoRGI!l TIOKNOR OuRTIS, at one time a
prominent politician, died last week.
IT is said that Protestants are increasing
and Oatholics decreasing in numbers in
Germany.
THE Senate began debate on the tariff
bill Apl'il 2, seven weeks after it was sent
up from the Honse.
J. HERON FosTER has been forced by
ill-health to suspend the publication of his
Pennsylvania Nationalist.
VrKToR E. LENNSTRAND, the Swedish
Freethinker, has recently submitted to
the fifth surgical operation and is in precarious health.
THE Russian-German commercial treaty
passed the German Reichstag by a strong
majoritv. It is a step in the interest of
peace and progress.
A_ SPECIAL bill was rushed through the
New York legislature and signed by the
governor providing that when a fishing
season begins on Sunday it shall be lawful
to fish on the preceding Saturday.
THE Oity of Mexico is more than one
hundred years ahead of New York in having a pawnshop established on humane
princioles-the Monte de Pieda, founded
in 1775 by a gift of $300,000 from Senor
Don Pedro Romero de Terreros.
THE jury in the case of Laidlaw vs. Sage
givs $25,000 to the plaintiff, Laidlaw was
a clerk in Russell Sage's office at the time
that N orcrosll attempted to blow up the
latter with dynamite and claims that Sage
stlized and held him, Laidlaw, between
Norcross and himself.
THE new treaty with Ohina, pending in
the Senate, mitigates some of the inhuman
features of the Geary law, but does not
deny the right to exclude, Ohina asking
only that she hav the right to exclude
United States laborers from Ohina, if such
exclusion seems desirable to her.
GoVERNOR N ORTHEN of Georgia appointed Speaker Orisp to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of Oolquitt. Mr.
Orisp declines, deeming that the interests
of the party demand his retention of the
office he now holds. The _governor has
substituted Patrick Walsh, an Atlanta
editor, who accepts.
SIXTEEN more Gravesenders hav been
sentenced to imprisonment and it is prob--.
able t-hat there will be another extraor- •
dinary session of the grand jury to secure
indictments against persons hitherto nnsnspActed, bnt who were implicated in the
election frauds by the confessions of some
of the last batch of convicts.
Loms KossUTH was buried at Budapest
on Sunday last. More than 100,000 peasant-s came into the city, mostly on foot,
and 300,000 people crowded the streets
during the ceremonies, singing the revolutionary air '' Szozat." Maurice J okai
delivered the chief address. In the procession the Honveds of 1848 led the lines
carrying with them their old standard,
and flags.
AT Milwaukee on April 1st about thirty
members of the Polish A.P.A. broke down
the doors of the St. Vincent Oatholio
school house and attacked the St. Vincent
branch of the Oatholic Oolumbian Leagne
with axes, hatchets, and knives. Several
persons were badly injured, one fatally.
The Columbian League is a society organized to counteract the A. P. A., and
was holding a meeting behind closed
doors.
IN a car on the Pennsylvania road were
fifty-two tramps. On the Wilson bill they
stood twenty-seven in favor of the bill and
ten against it, and fifteen had no choice,
as they would not work if they had a
chance, as they do not believe in it. The
nationalities were then taken np, which
showed the crowd consisted of ten Irishborn, twelve German, seven English, three.
French, and seventeen American, which
included most of the fifteen who would'.
not work. The others present were a.
Dane, a Swede, and a Hungarian.
THERE is serious trouble in South Oaro"lina over the attempt to enforce the dis-pensary law. The searching by st.ate.
spies of private houses for concealed!
liquors caused a number of deatha at Darlington. Governor Tillman called out
several companies of militia1 most of whom
refused to obey orders, and nav disbanded.
Tillman seized the Ooast Line railroad
and established a censorship of the tel&graph companies. The citizens of Florence offered to.send assistance to Darlington in its fight against the spies and pro~
able conflict with country volunteers who
hav come to the governor's aid. But the
Darlington authorities seem to bav restored order. Florence and DarlingtO!l
are under martial law .
.JA~E
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-··------------ ······---GATHERING HOl\fE PEOPLE WHO HAD NEVER BEEN AWAY.
Yet thus saith the Lord God: At the end of forty years will I gather the Egyptians from the people whither they
hav been scattered.-Ezek. xxix, 13.

BOOKS
BY

SALADIN
(W, STEWART BOSS),

Editor of the

MAGNIFICENT·

LAWNS
PRODUCED BY BoWING THE

z.ONDON .A.GNOBTIO JOUBN.AL.\

GOD AND HIS BOOK:

When hlfhad read this book Colonel Ingersoll wrotE.. to the author: "Yo~_h!Lve earned the
thanks of all who really think." It is a work of vast research\ of sonnd cr1t1msm~ of caustic
humor, of sledgehamm.r vehemence, of scathing satire, of patnos and elog,uence. .Lt is one of
the heaviest iconoclastic broadsides ever fired at the Jewish God and the B1ble.
Cloth, golJ letters, $1.25.

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME, AND HER GOD.
The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that" Christianity elevated the woman; it shrouded
as with a halo of sacred innocence the tender years of the child." The object of S8.ladin's work
is to show the archdeacon his error, and he has succeeded. An English w1iter said of it:
"This certainly is one of the most marvelous books ever issued from the press. The authorities cited are unquestionable, and the result is convincing."
In two volume~, cloth. gilt lettered, $2.50.

HENDERSON
LAWN GRASS SEED.
You can duplicate these in
any size by following the simple directions which we send,

without

charge, with

evecy

order.
The Henderson Lawn Grass

Seed can be obtained from
druggists, dealers Ol' us direct,
for 25 cents per qt., $1.60 per
peck, $5.00 per bushel. If by ·
mail, e.dd 6 cents per qt. for
postage.
A quart will sow e.n &rea 15:1:
20 feet=300 square feet; for an
acre 6 bushels are required.
Our 1894 Catalogue of

CHRISTIANITY AND THE SLAVE TRADE.
A conden•ation of the known facts upon this subject proving that Christianity did not
abolish but aided this infamous traffic in lium&n beings. To which are added such comments
as only Saladin can make. In paper, 80 cents.
/

THE TRANSITION.
A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible &nd ecienoe, and of the question whJ
the velled or allegorical portions of the Christian Bible call be interpreted by modern scie
In paper, 20 cents.

ROSES AND RUE.
Being Random Notes and Sketches. !';orne of its subjects are: A Last Interview wo-_
Man of Gem us; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticispt and Superstition; Capital Pnnishment;
Poverty; God m the Constttutwn; Bruno; Gods; W1tchcraft, etc. This may be c,aJlw' Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in prose, and is one of the books that lovers ot" "tronr ·-· _..u.a.ture
like to read again aud again. In cloth, gold- and silver-lettered, $1.1KI.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.
This book reminds one of Sir Walter Scott, being romantic, blBtori~
pe.ge with the energy of a true and high poetic genius.
·
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

SAW A.ND ADMIRED 'IHE

"EVERYTHING fOI' the
GARDEN" will be sent
FREE with every order ifyou
will name paper a.nd date o1
issue of this e.dvertisement.
Every copy, with postage, costs
us 25 eta., and should be in the
hands of every on~ interested in
garden matters ..-Its 160 pages
contain nearly 600 engravings
and six colored plates of flowers

and vegetables. Postage stamps
accepted as cash.

PETER HENDERSON &GO.,

~·aglow in 8'f'fl'l7

ISAURE and OTHER POEMS.
The title poem is 11 story of intense passion, touchingly told. The other twenty poema
are fresh, fre.grant, ~hough~ful, and every verse. reve&ls the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Every page glows Wlth passwn and throbs with life.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.
B;y one who endured it. Based upon &manuscript in the poueaaion of B&ladhl
In paper, 10 cents.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.

Antiquity
Unveiled.
-o--

Studies in PsychologY. By one who was cut down from the e..Uows. Printed from Dllll'l.•
script in the handS of Saladin. In paper, 10 cents.

Anctent Votces
from ./he B:P t r tt
Realm atsclose the
most Startltna Revelattons.
-o-

WHIRLWIND SOWN and REAPED.
. -}. shqrt story o~ clerical crime and villainy fonnqed on fact. Of this book the ()pen Ooun
sa1(1: This novel will command the same, or more, mterest than Helen Gardener's atory, • 11
l'h1s Your Son, My Lord?'" In paper, 25 cents.
·

THE CONFESSIONAL.

PrOYing Christianity
to be of
Heathen Origin.

&in_g an exposure of that infamous religious rite. Contents: LL tio1l8ness of the PreReformatiOn Church; Lecher_1of the Confessional; The Priest in Absc. 'on· Confessions of
the Escaped Nun; Ex.trapts rrom Dens and LigHori; Exttmination of tr.. 'Jhurch's Claim to
have Fostered Learn1~g; H!J:t' Atte pt~ 11-t Contlnency_ even more Ruinous than Her SelfIndul_gence; The Relat1ve CrilninalStat1st1Cs of Catholic1sm and Protestantism
In p&per, 25 cents.
e
"'"''" ..U t>f th'""'" "'""b &dm.-•
'J'HJil ~m:a: SEEJ\ER, • Lldavette Place. New YCI!IIs.

uJNFIOELS AND CHARITY.'' POPIS AHD Tl\tlli DOJHGS

A Le&ftet sho·Jring th ~t the oft-rePe~tted Chrisiian statement that Infld!!l8 do not contribute
to nor found ohll.fities is a falsehood. It ought tc
btl wt4ely clfculated to meet the calumny. Price,
I oeulil; 150 oents a dozen. Address To TBtl'l'B
......, • Lafa7aiil plr,oe, New York.

ACCOUNT 01!'

'

Yioors of Christ and YicBfjerents of God.
Paper,l50oants;

olo~.

Tl Oilltl

[ILLUBTBATED.l

Price, - - - - 81.50.
Addre~s

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
WONDER CABINET FREE • Pnck Trick
Cards, 2 Magic KeJa, Devil'8 Bottle, Pocket
Camera, Latl!llt Wire Pun:le, Boot ofSldghtof
Hand, Tou.l ValGe 60c. Sent free with immense
catalogue of 1000 Bargain11 for 10c. for poat&ge.

INGERSOLL.BRO., OOOo..U...d\Str.,ll!, Y.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
New York, Saturday, April 14, I894·

{2s LAFAYETTE PL·} $3.00 Per Year.
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CHEATING THE DEVIL OUT OF HIS DUES-ANOTHER VIEW OF THE SALVATION SCHEME.
CONWAY'S

POPULAR EDITIONS

EDITION

OF

OF

Thomas Paine's Works.

THE WRITINGS OF THOMAS PAINE.
COLLECTED, EDITED, AND CHRONOLOGICALLY ARRANGED

AGE OF REASON. Pap,, 25c,;

By MONCURE DANIEL. CON'W A Y.
6 copies for $1; cloth. 50c.
AGE OF REASON AND EXAM· Author of "The Life of Thomas Paine," "Omitted Chapters of History Disclosed in
INATION OF THE PROPHEthe Life and Papers of Edmund Randolph," etc.
CIES. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
APOSTLE OF POLITICAL Four Volumes, Royal Octavo, Gilt Tops, Uniform with the Editor's" Life of
AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
Paine." Price per Volume, $2.53.
~ife),. By J. E. Remsburg.
- ortra1t. PMb roc.; clo., 75o.
edition of one hundred and fifty numbered copies ,bound in half leather, gil
COMMON S.tJ~SE. (1776.) 15c. tops,Anuniform
with the limited editions of "The Writings of Washington," "The
CRISIS. Written During Am.
Writings of J eft'erson," etc. Price, per volume, $4.
Revolution Pap.,40c.; clo., 75c.
GREAT WORKS. Svo. 800pp.;
For the general reader the $3 edition of Paine'R works is sufficient, as it contains all of his
clo.. $8; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.

LIFE OF.

By C. Blanchard.

o~·.

ByM.JJ.Conway.

Pap , 40c.;.i clo., with IPrtrait, 60c.

LIFE

With History of his Literary, Political, and Religious Career in
America, FrancoJ.. and England,
and a Sketch by william Cobbett.
The only adequate Biography of
Paine. 2 vola. Portraits. $5.

LIFE OF. By Remsburg. 50c.
LIFE OF. By G. Vale. $1.
LITHOGRAPH OF. 22:x:28, $1.
POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS
REFORl\IER. Underwood.lOc
POLITICAL WORKS: "Com-

mon· Sense," "Crisis,"" Rights of
Man" $1.50.

RIGHTS OF MAN. Answer to

Burke's Attack on the French Bev-

T~s¥rno~fi·l~ciociUibR-

ITS. Comp. by Moreau. lOc.
THEOLOGICAL WORKS:"ue

of Re&aon,"" Examination of tlie
Prophecies," etc., with Life of
Paine and steel portrait, $1-liO.

VINDICATION. Reply to N~Y.
0/Js~. BY R. G. Ingersoll. 100.

Address

THE T:RUTH

EEKER, 28 Lafayette l'l&ce, New York.

writ.ings upon which his fame substantially rests. But for those who desue to go deeper into the
subject of the man and polemic we can most unreservedl:l' commend the "Lire of Pame" by Mr.
Conway, and this edition of Paine's works edited by him It is the fullest that we arolikelv to have,
and the student of history, anil particularly the writer, should have it upon his shelves.
The work will consist of four volumes, and will be arranged chronologically. The cause of
America, as Paine said, made him an author, and the first volume will cover the period of the
Americaa Revolut•on, beginning with the year 1774. It will therefore open with Paine's anti•lavery essay, and his philosophwal or moral essays, while editing the Pennsvtvanta MagaztnP-;
tbese being followed by the great revolutionary, political, and controversial pamphlets which made
such a profound impression on the country.
The secon<1 volume will consist mainlY ot the" Rights of '\'Ian," and pamphlets relating to-English p,litics, but will also contain certain papers on French affairs.
The third and foorth volumes will consist mainly of Paine's religious writings, but will also
contain some essays relating to American affairs, written in his last years. At the close will be
given Paine's poems. .
.
.
The first volume 1s now ready for dellvery, and th!l others w1ll follow soon. Orders for the
whole set will be taken and filled as the volumes anj1!l_ar, or the volumes can be purchased separately.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

The Bible Inquirer,
A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTICATION;
crvTAINING 148 PROPOSITIONS.
With References to the most ..:'lain and Striking _Rolf-Contradicti.ons of the So-c&:lled Inspired
'cr•ptures. Including Questions Answered Affirmat1vely and Negat1vely by Quotatwns from the
Bible. Aleo, Other Bible References of Importanre.

Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged.---Price, 25 Cents.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, ]!jew York City.
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The Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.
'

Four Hundred Years of Freethought.
BY S.A:MUEL P.

PUTNAM.

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought_throughout the tJivilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the t1me of In~ersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
of Human History,
.
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inventions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
Nothing Can be More Interesting,

more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and
Progress. The struggle· is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.
NO LIBERAL CAN AFI'ORD TO BE WIT~OUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and Magnificent _Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the, added glory of
'WOMAN'S EMANCIPATION

frcm the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
.
'l'HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, 11 prevailing but un01·ganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the· first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
,.., The first part will embrace the following Grand. Departments:·
Literature.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Philosophy.
Science. Education and
Ethics.
Voltaire.
Gambetta.
Oopernicus.
Boccaccio. Leasing.
Madame Roland.
Bruno.
Bacon.
Rousseau.
Galileo.
Rabalais. Schiller.
Oastelar.
Mary Wollstoncraft.
l::lpinoza.
Oervantes. Goethe.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Oomenius.
Descartes. Kepler.
Pestalozzi.
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison.
Frances Wright.
Da Vinci.
Locke.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
lution.
Phillips.
Froebel.
Hume.
Newton.
Lucretia Mott.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Gibbon.
Humboldt. Oombe.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Hobbs.
Lyell.
Spencer.
Burns.
Emerson.
Sumner.
Kant.
j Jefferson.
igdia Maria Ohild.
Shelley.
Heine.
Mazzinni..
Owen.
Lincoln.
a.rgaret Fuller. ·
Hamilton. Darwin.
Holyoake.
Byron.
Thoreau.
Tyndall.
Bakounine. Elizabeth Oady Stanton.
Oomte.
Bentham.
Pushkin. Whitman.
Mill.
Huxley.
Haeckel.
Susan B. Anthony.·
Warren.
Buchner.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Garabaldi.
Girard
Petrofsky.
Feuer bach.
Matild"Joslyn Gage.
chewsky.
Lick.
Heinzen.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.
THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS

I

in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeke~·, Investigator, I~·onclad Age. Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Maga2ine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinke1·, .Agnostic Journal, etc.
.
It will give a history of the

HOW TO

FOUR HUNDRED: YEARS
~.OF FREETHOUGHT

FREE
SPECIAL OFFER~

We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we .are enabled
to make our friends a most generous
offer.
.
·· .
We need more subscribers to ~HE
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able topay $5
for it, but everyone can do· a little
work to obtain a copy ~ congenial
work, that will do great goqd all
around. This is the offer :

Send us Four New
YearlySubscribersat
regular rates ($IZ in
all), and :vve "VVill send
the ·Getter,.,up of the
Club a copy of ,, FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
FREETHOUGHT"·
,
FREE OF CHARGES..
And further, to a1d our friends iu
getting this book for thtlmselves, Wll
will offer
' ·

To the New Subscribers as a
Premium,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories·
Comically Illustrated
By WA..TSON HESTON,

THE GREATEST BOOK OF ITS KIND. EVER
CONCEIVED.
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
W, S. BELL'S

Bandbook of Freethought.
With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.
'

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
· at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
It will contain the' portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with·.Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other :fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
Horace Seaver,
George E. Macdonald, Oapt. R. 0. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
J.P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Oharlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote1 Jr.,
Mrs. Oharles Watts,
D. M. Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Pntnam,
Prof. J. H. Ooox,
Mrs. Robert 0. Adams,
Parker Pillsbury,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H. Heywood,
Mrs. M. A. Freeman,
Elizur Wright,
Oharles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehm Smith,
T. 0. Leland,
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Oolman,
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian Leland, .
Judge 0. B. Waite.
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy Post.
and other men and women who have contributed to the· advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age. ·

The Price

of

This · Superb Book is $5.00,

,

and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
·
.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.

The name of every Subscr,iber who sends jive dollars bejo1•e the work is on the press
will be enrolled in this book. DON'T FALL TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages oi Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
:tt will be elegantly bound. It witl be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your friends when they ask, What is Freethought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world?
This is the most universal presentation of Freethought ever given to the public, and no Freethinker
can afford to be without it. It is a library in itself.
Address orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.
~

·G~T

'

Remember, to the Getter-up of' The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT,
free.
• To each New Subscriber In the club, a pre.mlum of a Dollar Book-either "OidJestament
Stories Comically Illustrated, 11 or W. Bell's
"Handbook of Freethought, 11 in Cloth-all free
by post or express.

s:

This really brings the price of thr
paper down to $2 to · each new subscriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEXEII
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Sub·
scribers and $12 ($3 · only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our friends to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to get
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New York, Saturday, April 14·, 1894.
Catholic and Protestant and Biblical Inerrancr. learned Catholic who, in 1892 and 1893, contributed
In reading the history of the struggle precipitated
by the discoveries and theories of Copernicus and
Galileo one is strongly impressed with the. fact that
the Catholic church blundered fatally in sta.king her
reputation for infallibility upon the literal truth of
certain passages in the Bible. She risked all upon
the inerrancy of the scriptures; and she lost.
To-day she would giv very much indeed if she could
wipe out the record she made in that cruel but
futil attempt to put the new wine of science into
the old bottles of Biblical legend, to bind the growing brain of the world in the stiffing compresses
fashioned by men whose conceptions of the universe
BJ;td of man were exceedingly primitiv and almost
wholly misleading. She did not forget that lesson..
To her Protestant children was left inost of the
burden of mai.Jlta.ining the inspiration of the Bible
writers against the assaults of the geologists. Her
more astute leaders did not wish to identify their
reputations with. another losirig struggle like that
in which Urban VIII. and Alexander VII., with
Bellarniin and a host of· other prelates, had fought
~~ogainst Galileo and his successors. They saw that
the dogma of an infallible book was a dangerous
one to hold in the face of a critical world. Almost
always better strategists than the Protestants, the
Roman Catholic dignitaries and apologists hav
generally prudently declined, since the Ga.lileo
episode, to hazard much upon. the asserted divinity
of the Bible. It was far lass risky to defend the
church's traditions than the Bible's statements.
The latter are there in black and white and they
cannot be got away from easily. An infallible Pope
is far better for any church than is an infallible
book; if the church wishes to mainta.in its power
and prestige in a world of study and science.
Never was the Catholic church more far-seeing
and wise than when she resolved to send her inquiring children to the Pope instead of to the
Bible, and so we cannot help wondering what Leo
XIII. had in mind when he issued his recent
encyclical enjoining the study of the Bible upon the
priesthood. Did he think that Catholic sophistry
could do what Protestant sophistry has so ignobly
failed to do-nullify the e:ftects of scientific investigation and cancel the results of the Higher Criticism 1 If he did, he has fooled himself as signally
as did his predecessors when they attempted to put
the earth back as the center of our solar system
after the telescope of Galileo had revealed that the
sun occupied that position and that, consequently,
the Bible writers did not know anything about astronomy. An "open Bible" is the bane of Protestantism and the efficient auxiliary of Freethought.
We want the Bible to be read and studied by all.
The Christian who lets his priest or preacher read
and interpret the scriptures for him is not on the
highway. that leads to Liberalism, but when he
reads them for himself he is in danger of losing his
faith in them, if he has fair reasoning powers. If Leo
could put the Bible into the hands of all members
of his church who can read and induce them to
stuay it carefully it would be the heaviest blow that
ecclesi.astical organization has ever received. The
Roman church rests by tradition on the Bible, and
to hav that foundation examined by tens of millions
of people to whom its contr~dictions and absurdities had not become familiar by long assot~iation
~ould hav the effect of a score of powerful bombs
exploded at the base of the pillars of the temple.
That scholarly Catholics realize this there are not
lacking plenty of indications. The New York Tribune of Sunday, April 1st, quotes at great length
from advance sheets of an article written for the
April number of the Contemporary Review by the

to the same review a series of articles on the Papal
policy. This writer, who conceals his identity under a pen name, remarks :
" Why we Catholics, of all Ohristians, should expose
our church to such terrible and needless riske, merely in
order to compel men to believe that the Bible we so sel·
dom open is absolutely free from error, is one of those
profound mysteries which it is hopeless to try to solve;
for we can never convince outsiders of the truth of thi1
assertion, and for them alone is it a matter of real impor·
tance. For the needs of members of the true fold this
doctrin possesses no inherent fitness. The vast majority
of them never open a Bible. To them a text from Genesis is the same as one from Isaiah or Esther, and no text
has any intrinsic weight of its own, being dependent for
its force upon the teaching of the church. When in
search of light and guidance, as many of us are at present, it is not to the Bible that we hav recourse, but
directly to the church or its venerable head."
Continuing, this writer says that in his previous
papers he had emphasized these facts, and had
humbly called upon the Pope to "interpose his infallible authority." Then came the report that Leo .
was preparing an encyclical upon Biblical studies
"which would set all our doubts and misgivings at
rest."
"But our joy was singularly short-lived.' It soon leaked
out that the sovereign pontiff, whose infallibility providentially stops short at definitioDil, was being inlpired
solely by theologians who pride themselvs on their ability
to tackle the most intricate Biblical problems in the offhand manner in which Hegel was wont to deal with all
scientific questions-a priori. Further inquiries made it
clear that our holy father had shut his ears to the suggestions and warnings of the very few Catholics who are
entitled to speak with authority ()n Bible criticism, and
was constituti:D.g himself the spokesman of their aoousers."
It will be observed that, in the estimation of this
essayist, there are but few Catholics "who are entitled to speak with authority on Bible criticism ;"
that is, there are but few who know that it is
utterly impossible to reconcile the Bible with
science, history, and the fruits of comparativ criticism. Evidently the present Pope is not one of
these few competent Catholic students of the Bible,
else he would not hav issued· this rash encyclical.
The Contemporary's contributor continues to score
the infallible head of his church in this caustic
fashion:
" Having enumerated the senices of theologians of
past ages, his holiness givs expression to his solicitude
that the clergy of to-day should follow in their footstep1,
and with this object in view ordains that the btudy of the
Bible be prosecuted in a manner befitting the importance
of the subject and the needs of the time. What he
understands by this ia made perfectly clear by the rules
he lays down for their guidance, which are in truth admirably calculated to render all oonftict between science
and revelation impossible. · · · They are all summed up
in Augustine's comprehensiv ru'le, upon which the sover·
eign pontiff dwells with manifest admiration-that whenever a new fact is discovered by science, and so oonclusivly established that it caunot be called in question,
it behooves us to set about proving that it does not run
counter to holy writ: but if a new. soientiJlc proposition
be found incompatible with the testimony of the Bible,
then it is our bounden duty to demoDitrate that it ia mOlt
false, or if we cannot aooomplish this, we must at leut
ftrmly believe-without the shadow of a dou'ht-thafi U
is so."
Now follows some delicious sarcasm :
"Nor do these wholesome restrictions in any way
fetter the liberty or retard the progress of the student.
He still has a vast field for his research, which he can
plow in perfect safety under the protecting wing of theology. For theology is the one science whose conclusions we can accept with a light heart and an easy conscience. Superior to all others, 'she employs them all
as her inferiors and handmaids.' And aooording to the
teaching of theologians and the Fathers, there is no error
in the Bible which in its entirety, as in each of its parts, ·
was written by divine inspiration. Althou,gh not ~
tended to initiate us into the mysteries of profa.tie IIOieDOe&,
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it is nevertheless infallihle even with respect to these;
for God is the author of holv writ, the individual writers
being his instruments in the same sense as our hands,
when we write, are the instruments of our brains. Oonsequently, those who hold that there is or can be in the
scriptures any error of any kind on any subject whatsoever, 'either pervert the Oatholic notion of divine inspiration, or else accuse God himself of error.'"
Touching the inerrancy of the Bible, as maintained by the Pope, we quote this:
"I now proceed to offer a few remarks on the two
main propositions of the encyclical: First, that the Bible
is wholly free from all admixture of error, because error
must spring from a human source, and all human sources
are eliminated by the dootrin. that God is not merely the
inspirer, but also the actual author of the scriptures; and
secondly, that it is as possible as it is necessary to study
the text scientifically without ever being confronted by
any of the inconvenient problems of 'Higher Oriticism.'
" The first of these two theses is calculated to astonish
the unbiased reader of the encyclical more than aught
else it contains. For not only does it eliminate all errors
contrary to the doctrine of the church, but likewise all
mistakes and inaccuracies in matters of science and history, and categorically denies the possibility of any contradictions, discrepancies, or even inconsistencies between the various writers of the scriptures. The pious
Oatholic will discern and respect the noble sentiment that
prompted this belief, and most Ohristians feel that it
would hav been more in harmony with our human
notions of what a book written by an omniscient being
for the purpose of revealing. himself to mankind should
be, had it been preserved from all admixture of error,
contradiction, and obscurity. But surely the inscrutability of God's ways, which we hav already laden with
weigl).ty mysteries and seeming impossibilities, will easily
bear the further strain of the many contradictions in
secondary matters which we find in the Bible. That they
cannot be lightly brushed aside nor otherwise disposed of
will appear manifest from a few concrete instances taken
at random."
Of course this givs away the whole case for the
Bible, but the writer is more honest than most of
the apologists of the Protestant churches, for he
admits that there are contradictions which "cannot
be lightly brushed aside" and he does not want to
be placed in a position where, as a faithful Catholic,
he must contend that the contradictions are nonexistent. He prefers to throw upon thl;l already
overburdened scapegoat-" the inscrutability of
God's ways "-the additional load of Bible contradictions, inaccuracies, and nescience. Commenting
upon contradictions in Exodus, Leviticus, and
Numbers, our author passes to Daniel and points
out some historical errors
"with which the papal encyclical no longer allows us to
saddle the writer of the book of Daniel. We are to hold
that God is the author of tl).e book, and that the error
forthwith becomes a lucid statement of fact."
Poor Leo I And after that merciless cut his undutiful son gets after him in this way:
"When enacting laws concerning the food that was to
be regarded as clean or ·unclean J ahveh strictly forbade
his chosen people to partake of the :f:l.esh of the hare.
And he said in very clear and absolutely unmistakable
terms: 'And the hare, because he cheweth the cud, but
divideth not the hoof; he is unclean unto you.' Now it
is not true that the hare chews the cud; it is an error.
And the only way to prove that it was not an error then
would be to show that hares in those days did chew
the cud but hav since abandoned the practice. We
hitherto explained this by saying the statement was made
by the authors of Leviticus and Deuteronomy, and is of
no account from a religious point of view; otherwise it
would not be found in the Bible. To· day our attitude is
differellt. We are now to Bjj.y: 'These words hav not a
man but God himself for author. It is not perhaps true
that the hare chews the cud, but it is no error to .maintain that it does, if it be God who puts forward the
thesis.
" J ahveh himself thought, acted, and lived like an
apotheosized son of Israel. He dwells at one time in
Paradise, where he takes his walks in the cool of the
evening, graciously conversing with its human inhabitants. He does not know exactly what is going on at the
tower of Babel, or what wicked lives the men of Sodom
are leading, until he has visited them in person and inquired into their doings on the spot. He is a true friend
to his own people, but while furthering their interests,
he is likewise materially advancing his own, for he and
they are mutually dependent on each other, their disappearance· from the scene inevitably entailing his own."
Now comes the summing up of the whole question:
"The papal encyclical tends to effect neither more nor
leBB than a revolution in our attitude toward the Bible,
without any sufficient cause. In the name of reason it
lands us in a maze of difficulties and contradictions,
whence the wit of man is unable to find an issue. In the
name of religion it undermines our sentiment of awe for

the divine attributes by shifting the burden of error from
the shoulders of fallible men, and declaring that we must
either deny its existence or else tax God himself with ignorance. And what is the object of this startling innovation? What does our church gain by the change? It
gains nothing and ri11ks everything. To us the Bible has
never been an object of worship. We are independent of
its authority. The vast majority of our co-religionists
never read ten pages of it in their lives, and never will
Our faith would, therefore, lose absolutely nothing if we
continued to say as before: 'The errors and inconsistencies to. be found in the Bible are but the signs manual
of the human workman. They are of no real moment,
and leave the spirit untouched. And the spirit is of
God.' · · ·
"But now we are called upon to believe that this book,
destined for men as untutored and gross-minded as a.
Yorkshire tike, was written by God himself, who, in order to bring it down to the level of their shallow understanding, condeecended to make use of their incorrect
language. Such was the importance attributed by God
to this message, such his desire to hav it understood by
the most dull-witted of mortals. And was his intention
fulfilled? The papal encyclical replies by affirming that
the bulk of mankind do not understand it. But, perhaps, it is their own fault? No, because they who study
it most are furthest from grasping its true meaning. But
surely God who himself wrote his message adequately
adjusted the means to the end he had in view, so
that mankind. could understand it, if they would? No
man, replies our holy father, can ever hope to grasp its
true meaning unless he hav faith. Mankind may read it
and study it from the schoolroom to the grave, but itis
utterly impossible that they should ever do more than
gnaw at the rind; it is a hopeless task for them to en.
deavor to reach the marrow. And yet these il.re ~recisely
the ill-starred people for whom the message was composed
by God himself. Who, then, are the privileged who
alone feed on the marrow, who alone understand the
scriptures? None but the members of the true church.
This is to say, none but those who no longer need them,
who never open or read them, and who, like Mr. Lilly,
frankly confess that such matters possess little interest
for them. And we are bidden to discern in this method
of procedure a sure sign of the divine omniscience, and a
signal mark of God's goodness to man. Now, of these
two things one must be true: Either the Bible was written
only for an infallible church, and therefore without sufficient reason; or else it was written for the bulk of mankind, and in this case God defeated his own purpose. The
fact is that if these doctrine are to be forced upon our ac.
ceptance, we shall not only hav to learn a new Oaliban
language in which to express them, but we must first get
some orthodox Theodorus canonically to purge our
minds with anticyrian hellebore, in order to drive away
all rational cobwebs from our overburdened brains."
Our Protestant friends must hav effectually
purged their minds and driven away all rational
cobwebs, for this is precisely the colossal absurdity
which they accept and swear is the. ripest, most
perfect fruit of the reason.

Censor, or Advertising

Agent~

rights in refusing to handle '.'If Ch~ist Came to
Chicago." They must determin for themselvs what
works they will selL But when the Recorder demands that it be excluded from the mails and con.
fiscated whenever offered for sale, and that those
who deal in it "surreptitiously" be sent to the
penitentiary, it is time to emphatically call a halt.
Of course when the news managers talk of "blasphemy," they show their bigot's ears, as does the
Recorder when it echoes the epithet. Has it come
to this that the news agencies can be applauded for
suppressing books at the behest of and in the
interest of reljgion, and. the post-office department
be called upon to join in the crusade T Where is
this thing to stop T Hav American editors neither
common honesty nor common sense'
Against ·these diseiples of Comstock, these desce:adants of the oldtime hereE~y hunters, we array
the framers of the Constitution of New Hampshire,
who wrote: "The liberty of the press is [an] essential of freedom in a state;· it ought, therefore, to
be inviolably preserved." With the old Granite
state men stand those who, in 1776, put into the
Constitution of North Carolina these unequivocal
words: " The freedom of the press is one of the
great bulwarks of liberty, and therefore ought
never to be restrained." And beside these stand the
Virginia Constitution-makers, who said, in the same
great year, in almost identical words : "The freedom of the press is one of the great bulwarks of
liberty, and can never be restrained but by despotic governments." Referring to these declamtions, the Omaha Bee says: "These cita.tions
should afford abundant material for re.flection to
public men and courts that undertake to tyrannize
over the press, or seek to abridge its freedom by
threats of summary punishment of editors, reporters, and publishers. Such a course is not compatible with modern ·ideas of public rights, and free
discussion of public servants, even though they
.wear the ermine and occupy the judgment seat."
And what is true as concerns criticism of public
servants is equally true of criticisms of other men
and of creeds and Bibles.
We are bothered by il. doubt, so far as the
Recorder is involved in this suppression business.
Is that paper in earnest, or is it merely an advertising agent for Stead's publishers! This is what
leads us to ask such a question: Sorr e weeks ago
the New York World advertised that the next Sunday it would print •advance sheets of "If Christ
Came to Chicago." The Recorder, thus forewarned,
determined to make a "scoop," and so it printed
advance sheets of this ''moral pestilence " in its
edition of the Saturday evening preceding the Sunday on which the World containing them appeared.
This was a good business stroke for the Recorder.
It probably made a snug little sum out of the job,
and can now afford to be virtuous! At that time it
advertised Stead's book in one way to its own advantage; is it now advertising it in another way
with equal profit to itself 1 Whether censor or advertising agent, it is equally contemptible.
"Squeamishness, mock modesty, ·and narrOWJ1eBB
of vision," truly observes the New York Times,
" are qualities not singular to such Americans as
sit in judgment on art matters. In Australia there
is a fine showing of literary ignoramuses." The
trustees of the Melbourne Free Library exclude
from the shelves of that institution the works of
Kipling, Haggard, Onida, Mrs. Wood, and Miss
Braddon. Here is a valuable pointer for the
Recorder and the news companies.
Some of our reformatory friends who hav lately
been holding the Rec.order to their breasts m:1y :riow
drop it before it sinks its fangs into their :flesh again.
And it is more than ever apparent tl:at the censorship of the press, begun in the asserted interest of
"morality," has for its ultimate goal the suppression
of all publications which do not do obeisance to the
idols of popular superstition. Works ".objectionable" to the Christians or "bla!'lphemous " in their
estimation are to be suppressed by law wherever
they can revive old statutes or secure the enactment
of new ones.

If liberty of speech and of press is ultimately destroyed in this country, it will be because of the
cowardice and treachery of the newspapers. Read
this from the New York Recorder:
"The American News Oompany and the Union News
Oompany of this city hav resolved not to sell W. T. Stead's
sensationai book entitled, 'If Ohrist Oame to Ohicago.'
The ground on which they decline to do so is that the
title is blasphemous, and that the pu~lication is a directory of sin. ' The book is not,' says Manager Williams
·of the Union News Oompany, 'proper reading to go into
the family, and the reputation of the author does not palliate the offense in any way, in our opinion.' That is
the high, sound, moral ground to take in regard to this
outrageous publication, and the two companies will hav
the commendation of all pure and right-minded people in
the lofty position they hav assumed. Financially they
will be the losers, but money coined out of immorality
invariably goes back to the Evil One from whom it came.
This is a magnificent precedent which the two great newsdealing and book-dealing companies hav set. It is superb
service to the cause of public morality, .to religion, to law,
and to order. The title of the book is 'blasphemous;'
the matter it contains is, for the most part, a moral pestilence. It should not be allowed to circulate through the
mails. It should be confiscated on every counter where
it is exposed for sale. The man who offers to sell it -sur./'
reptitiously should be sent to the penitentiary. Where is
Mr. Oomstock?"
We are not concerned to defendW. T. Stead, nor
his motive, nor his book. He is a Christian sensationalist, with whose methods we hav little sympathy, although we are bound in common fairness to
say that they are immeasurably superior to those
of his would-be suppressors. But we are concerned
to defend the liberty of speech, of press, and of
transmission. It is not a question of the truth or
Governor Morris of Connecticut recently issued
reverence or good or· ba_d taste of Stead's book.
Neit~er are the news companies transcending their a proclamation in which he called upon the people
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of that state to fast and pray on March 23d. Here
follow some of the grotesque things he wrote :
"The minds of the people seem so greatly at variance
concerning the ·things needful for their happiness, that it
would be well for them to continue the custom of observing this day, and in their invocation say, '0 Jesu, hominem salvator, with thy gracious light illumin the minds
of thy children, who, groping in darkness, are nnable to
see the truth when it is p:resented .to them."
His excellency should provide some one to translate into the Connecticut dialect the Latin with
which he has enriched his lucid proclamation, or
does he expect God to so ill11min the minds of his
parishioners that they will "see the truth when it
is presented to them," even if disguised in a dead
tongue T It would· appear that Mr. Morris thinks
prayer and fasting could be dispensed with if the
people could only agree " concerning the things
needful for their happiness," which is only a circuitous way of stating the world-old truth that
man's extremity is God's (the priest's) opportunity.
By the by, did the Nutmegers elect Morris to
preach or to attend to the secular duties of governor?

Both the orthodox Jew and the orthodox Ohristian a.re
offended by such performances, and it is the spirit of our
laws that such sentiments, be they capable of logical explanation or not, shall be represented."
The lawmakers hav nothing to do with the "logical justification" for this play. " Orthodox people" are "offended" by the holding of Freethought
meetings and the publication of Liberal papers, and
hence, according to the logic of the Times, the
"sentiments " of these pious people should be
"represented " in " our laws" and the Freethought
papers and meetings suppressed. The fact is, it is
this meddling with questions of belief, the practice
of worship, and the recreations of the people, that
has no logical justification. It is 'unconstitutional,
invasiv, and cruel. The Times should know better
than to giv it the slightest encouragement.

"THE TRUTH ·sEEKER, organ of the AtheiAts, is coming
to the help of those preachers who consider it their duty
to prove that Ohrist made intoxicating liquor to be given
to those who had already 'well drunk.' We are not surprised that THE TRUTH BEEKER shonld seize upon such a
position with avidity; but that so many preachers should
lend themselvs to the effort is somewhat surprising.,_
Voice.

The Voice is as complimentary to us as it is uncomplimentary to the preachers. It takes it as a
matter of course that we should maintain the truth
of history and honestiy quote the Bible, but it is
surprised that any ministers can be found who are
candid iri. dealing with the subject of the Bible's
attitude toward liquor drinking. Considering the
records of the church writers and theological teachers this conclusion is natural enough, but we entertain a hope (tentativly and dubiously, we confess,)
that a few years' service in the pulpit does not
invariably crush all the truth out of a man. Dr.
Funk should hav more c~arity for his fellow-workers
in the Lord's vinyard. He used to be a preacher
himself.
James E. Stone, the murderer of the Wratten
family in Indiana, furnishes us with another timely
text on the barren nature of Christian morality.
This was written of him the day before his death :
" Stone has expressed no contrition for the horrible
deed other than mere regret that his victims were sent
out of the world unshriven. He is sorry they should
hav been sent before their maker unprepared, but does
not regret the butchery itself. Because of this and other
peculiiu features of the crime, there exists considerable
doubt as to his sanity."
If Stone must be held to hav been insane because
he was sorry his victims went to hell, but not sorry
because he killed them, then Christendom was for
ages a vast insane asylum. Millions of men, women,
and children hav been murdered that their souls or
the souls of others might be saved. Lynchers usually and legal executioners always giv their victims
time to pray and make their peace with God before
they kill them. It is a fundamental idea of the
church that a man's "soul" is of infinitly more importance than his body. Stone was a logical Christian.
That usually very reasonable paper, the Oakland
Times, gets into hot water beyond its depth when
it attempts to defend the persecution of the participants in the Passion Play at Winfield, in this state.
It says that "the sentiment of the majority of the
people in this country is against the theatrical presentation of the scenes recorded in the early books
of the New Testament." What of that? What
has the majority to do about it? It could as pertinently be said that the sentiment of a majority of
the people of England was at one time in favor of
"blasphemy " laws, but that would not be a valid
argument in justification o~ those laws. The
majority then had no right to enact blasphemy
laws, nor };las a majority here and now any right to
meddle with the exhibition of the Passion Play.
The. Times adds:
"The question as to ·whether there might be a logical
justification for a play of this sort is of no importance so
long as sentiment is oftended by the actual production.

The article upon church property which appears
in this and the next issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER
will be made into a pamphlet immediately upon
completion. The book will be a vade mecum, as
the pedants say, upon the subject, and is designed
as a handbook for those who object to being held
up by the tax gatherer and forced to pay other
people's taxes.
This question will be brought before the New
York Constitutional Convention, which meets in
May, and every delegate shall be supplied with this
pamphlet. We also desire to place it in the hands
of every editor and legislator in the state-and in.
tlie Ci?untry, if we can-with requests for notice
and discussion. We also. want to circulate it generally and generously. The price for single copies
will be low {we will announce it as soon as the cost
is determined) and in quantities still lower.
To distribute it as it should be we want help,
particularly from the Liberals of New York state,
though it will not be refused from anybody. It is
a national question and work done in one state
helps in others. Those who feel like helping can
send such sums as they can spare and will receive
pamphlets to the amount of their donation.
The more we receive the wider will be the circulation of the l'amphlet. Every Liberal is interested
in this question, and we hope will help us to distribute thousands.

cheerfully bear witness to his many good qualities,
but for the dates here given and other biographical matter we are indebted to the Investigator,
whose editor pays a tender tribute to his old friend.
.DR. DWIGHT RUSSBLL.
Dr. Dwight Russell, of Milford, Massachul!letts,
died in that city, March 24th, aged seventy-four
years and eleven months. He was a man of unblemished character and he was not afraid to express his thoughts. L. K. Washburn delivered the
funeral address.

The Constitutional Amendment Must be Indorsed by Congress.
I see it stated by Mr. Putnam that an eftort will
be made to hav the committee report the God-inthe Constitution amendment, in order that the people may hav a chance to act upon it; and it is urged
that Congressmen can do this without committing
themselvs in favor of it.
But they cannot. That is a great mistake ; or
else, what is worse, it is an attempt to deceive on
the part of those who use this argument.
The Constitution, Article V., says : "The Congress,
whenever two-thirds of both houses shall deem it
necessary, shall propose amendments," etc. No
Congressman has a right to vote to submit an amendment to the people unless he indorses it. The
Constitution does not mean, whenever two-thirds
of both houses shall deem it necessary to submit
the amendment to the people, but when they shall
deem it necessary that the amendment be made.
Chicago, Ill., March 26, 1894.
C. B. WAITE.

Obituary.
JOHN M. L. BABOOOK.

One of the best known of the Freethinkers of
Boston has met a tragic' end. J. M. L. Babcock
perished in a fire which occurred at 5 Dover str.eet,
in that city, at 3 o'clock on Tuesday mormng,
April 3d. He was suffocated and partially burned.
One of the city papers states that when the fire
was. extinguished he was found dead in his bed,
which would indicate that he escaped the agony
of death by fire. Such, at least, is our hope.
Mr. Babcock's tall, commanding, and portly figure
was a familiar one at all Liberal gatherings in Boston and his full white beard and resonant voice
made him a marked man _anywhere. He was liked
by all who knew him, for he was hospitable, generous, genial, and an excellent conversationalist.
Rev. J. M. L. Babcock first saw the light in New
Hampshire, at Andover. His family were Baptists
and he entered the ministry of that church in 1854.
Here he remained for seventeen years, when he
joined the Unitarians, preaching for the church of
that faith at Groton, Massachusetts. In a few
years he abandoned the ministry for good. The
New Age was started by him in 1877. It was in
the interest of labor and other reforms, but survived for only eighteen months, dying of the ailment
so fatal to pro<;{ressiv journals-lack o~ support.
Subsequently Mr. Babcock took part m several
political campaigns in behalf of the labor cause,
and he wrote a novel, "The Dawning," to aid the
development of Socialistic thought. He was a Freethinker for a number of years before his untimely
and terrible death.
Four daughters and two sons surviv3 him.
Funeral services were held in Parker Memorial
Hall on Friday, April 6th, the liberal preacher,
Rev. James K. Appleby, officiating. It is a pity
that the preacher had not respect enough for the
dead to forego prayer. His body was taken to
Wilmot, New Hampshire, for interment.
From our personal acquaintance with him we

Lectures and Meetings.
FRANKLIN BTEINliiB'S lecture engagements are as fol•
lows:
April21,22, Mt.Pleasant, Ia.
April10, New Ross, Ind.
" 24, Eddyville, !a.
" 13, 14, Toledo, 0.
" 15, Detroit, Mich.
THE WOMEN's Lm111BAL L111AGU111, of Philadelphia, meeta
in the Skerrett Building, Ridge avenue and Green street,
Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock. Admission free. All are
welcome. Program for April:
April 17th-' 'Walt Whitman as Man and Poet." Thomas
Harned, Esq.
.
April24th-"Mary Wollstonecraft, Her Trials and Her
Triumphs." Voltairine deOleyre.
THill Friendship Liberal League of Philadelphia meets
Sundays at 2.30 and 7.30 P.M. in Warner Hall, near
Green and Broad streets.
·
THill Manhattan Liberal Olub meets every Friday even·
ing in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for April:
April 13th-" Women as Oitizens Essential to American
Institutions." Judge Noah Dttvis.
April20th-"Truth About Hawaii." Olinton Furbish.
April 27th-" The Ohances of Success." Henry Nichols,
And annual meeting for election of officers.
S. P. PUTNAM'S lecture engagements are as follows :
East Dennis, Mass., April 15th.
Brooklyn Philosophical Association, May 13th.
THill Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business Oollege, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
Driggs avenues. Program of lectures for April.
April 15th-" Evolution in Form and Oolor in the Vege·
table World." Henry Bird.
April22d-"The Ohances of Success." Henry Nichols,
April29th-''Religionfrom a Labor Standpoint." Prof.
Daniel De Leon.
THill Ohio Liberal Society meets in Oollege Hall, 168i
Walnut street, Oincinnati, Sunday evenings at 7:4i,
prompt. Admission is free. Program for April:
April15th-"Thomas Jefterson." Dr. E. S. McLeod.
April 22d-"The Separation of Ohurch and State."
Rabbi Isaac M. Wise.
·April 29th-Debate: "The Morality of Ohriatianity! fJB.
The Morality of Secularism." A.ftl.rmati v, Pror. J.
S. VanOleve,Ph. D.; negativ,JobnR.Oharleaworth,
of New York Oity.
THE Radical Library meets in Skerrett's Hall, Ridge
avenue and Green street, Phillldelphia. Open on Tuea·
day, 7.30 to 10 P.M.
----------~----------

Colonel Ingersoll's Dates.
Me.
April 12th-Lewiston, Me.
April13th-Saco and Biddeford, Me.
April 15th-New York Oity.
April 16th-Philadelphia, Pa.
April22d-Brooklyn, N.Y.
Aprilll~h-Waterville,

~-----------------

Consigned to the Mercies of Messrs. Foote and Watts.
No, I seldom read any book by English Inftdels. They
never write anything .worth reading! If I wish to know
the worst and the ablest that has been said against Ohristianity, I send to the Truth Seeker Oompany, Lafayette
place, New York, and I am sure to get there the ablest
assaults on Ohristian truth. The three nnbound volumea
lying there, "Handbook of Freethought," "The Rellnrrection of Jesus Ohrist," and ''The Oreation of God," are
all from that firm. They are fresh, trenchant, able, and
uncompromising, and are useful in 11howing us what are
some of the ideas and facts which make and keep some
men Infidels.-Rev. George Duncan, Editor Clentl~
men's Journal, London,
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CHURCft PROP!R11.
Should It Be Exempt from Just and
Impartial Taxation?
REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT.
An Argument for Eqnallty of Taxation, and a State•
ment of Facts, Ghing, from the Census of 1890, the
Valoe, by Denominations, of Church Property in the
United States and in the Several States and Terri·
tortes and in All Cities Having 25,000 or More
Inhabitants ; so Arranged as to Show at a Glance
the Relative Standing as to Wealth of the Leading
Denominations and Denominational Groups.-Aiso,
Much Other Matter of Especial Interest to Certain
Cities, States, and Sections.-ill Comparisons and
Percentages Based Upon Omcial Figures.
IV.
Kentucky.
Here we find ecclesiastical property valued at
$12,112,320. Once more we list the leading denominations with their holdings :
Baptist ............... $3,020, 742 Ger. Evan. Synod..$137,400
Methodist........... 2,718,518 Unitarian.............. 70,000
Presby:terian ...... 2,045,870 Lutheran.............. 60,300
Oatholic ............. 1,800,550 Ger. Evan. Prot..... 51,000
DisciplesofOhrist 1,321,510 Reformed.............. 37,500
Prot. Epi8Copal... 758,800 Oongregationalist... 20,200
One denomination holds about one-fourth of the
total, three denominations considerably less than
two-thirds, and five nearly eleven-twelfths.
Church property in Louisville is valued at $3,332,750, of which the Catholics own $889.200 ; the
Baptists, $686,650; Presbyterians, $575,500; Episcopalians, $376,300; Methodists, $373,500; Lutherans, $40,800 ; Reformed, $25,000 ; Miscellaneous, $365,800. Covington, total, $574,600 ; Methodist, $200,000; Catholic, $165,000; Presbyterian,
$80,000; Baptist, $60,600; Episcopalian, $45,000;
Miscellaneous, $24,000. Total in two cities, $3,907,350.
As Newport is eighty-two inhabitants short of
25,000 it is not a city of the third class, and therefore its church statistics are not given by Dr. Carroll.
Louisiana.
In the Pelican state the value of church property
is put at $5,032,194. These are the most prosperous
denominations :
Oatholic .............. $1,573,200 Lutheran .......... ;. $64,400
Methodist........... 1,134,992 Ger. Evan. Prot..
40,000
Baptist............... 988,967 Unitarian............
40,000
Presbyterian....... 454,035 Ger. Evan. Synod 26,450
Prot. Episcopal.... 387,950 Oongregationalist.
23,800
Jewish Cong....... 275,000 Disciples of Ohrist 22,300
One denomination holds somewhat less than onethird of the total, and five denominations ninetenths.
The total value of church property in New Orleans is $2,553,107, or considerably more than half
of the total amount in the state. Of this the Catholics own $970,400; the Methodists, $438,607, Presbyterians, $337,000; Jewish Congregations, $235,000 ; Episcopalians, $231,500; Baptists, $137,850 ;
Lutherans, $60,200; Miscellaneous, $142,550.
Maine.
In this state the census found church property
to the value of $6,198,400. Most of it is divided
among these denominatiol,l.s:
Oongregationalist$1,512,030 The Ohristians.... $76,380
Baptist................ 1,511,000 Adventist............
46,750
Methodist ........... 1,152,875 Friends..............
35,975
Oatholio. ............. 597,550 New Jerusalem...
33,000
Universalist........ 542,900 Independ'ntOong
17,500
Prot. Episcopal... 406,590 Spiritualist.........
15,650
Unitarian............ 216,700 Presbyterian.......
12,000
One denomination owns approximately one-fourth
of the church property in the state, two denominations own something less than one-half, while five
own more than five-sixths.
The listed value of church property in Portland
is $919,700, of which the Congregationalists own
$221,000; the Episcopalians, $159,000; Catholics,
$150,000; Methodists, $122,500; Baptists, $95,000;
Miscellaneous, $172,200.
•
Maryland.
The church property in Maryland figures up to
the comfortable total of $15,445,946. These are
the denominations which should pay the state for
protecting the greater part of this wealth :
:Methodist ........... $5,347,!!27 Evangelical Ass'n $123,900
Prot. Episcopal... 2,427,406 United Brethren. 113,789
Oatholic .............. 2,108,670 Uni~isn ............ 107,000
Presbyterian....... 1, 752,424 Oongregationalist. 71,500
Lutheran ............ 1,081,925 Disciples of Ohrist 66,200
Baptist................ 881,275 Dunkards ............ 65,800

Reformed............ 484,225 New Jerusalem.... 44,600
Jewish Oong....... 266,500 Ind~.=~pendent Oong 40,000
Ger. Evan. Synod 228,500 Universalist......... 30,000
Friends............... 210,850 Ohurch of God..... 25,700
One denomination holds more than one-third of
the total amount, two denominations own more
than one-half, and five own more than four-fifths.
The total of church property in· Baltimore is
$9,528,838, of which the Methodists own $2,741,400; the Catholics, $1,462,920;. Episcopalians,
$1,418,544; Presbyterians, $1,191,324; Baptists,
$804,150; Lutherans, $585,800; Jewish, Congregations, $263,000; Reformed, $185,500 ; Congregationalists, $68,000; Miscellaneous, $808,200.
More than three-fifths of the church property in
the state of Maryland is congested in the city of
Baltimore.
Massachusetts.
The total of church property in the Bay state is
$46,835,014. The denominations responsible for
the taxes upon nearly all this great wealth are
given in the order of the magnitude of their delinquency:
Oongregation'ist$11,030,890 Spiritualist............ $269, 710
Oatholic........... 9,816,003 Jewish Oong ......... 245,500
Baptist.............. 6,301,530 The Ohristians ....... 160,300
Methodist......... 5,398,825 Friends................. 122,200
Unitarian.......... 5,278,370 Independent Oong; 121,S50
Prot. Episcopal.. 4,720,193 Lutheran .............. 114,400
Universalist...... 2,110,193 Adventist.............. 82,900
Presbyterian.....
530,500 Disciples of Ohrist.. 67,200
New Jerusalem..
368,500 Reformed.............. 56,000
One denomination owns less than one-fourth of
the total amount, two denominations own about
thirteen-twenty-ninths, aud five own approximately
nineteen-twenty-thirds.
The value of church property in Boston 'is $14,671,375, of which the Catholics own $3,296,700; the
Congregationalists, $2,318,100; Episcopalians, $2,144,175; Baptists, $1,537.,000; Methodists, $1,190,000; Presbyterians, $350,000; Jewish Congregations, $243,000 ; Lutherans, $72,000; Reformed,
$56,000; Miscellaneous, $3,464,400. Worcester
has church property valued at $1,986,004, of which
the Congregationalists own $740,354; the Catholics,
$402,000; Baptists, $247,350; Methodists, $206,900; Episcopalians, $148,000 ; Miscellaneous, $241,400. In Cambridge there is church property valued
at $1,535,500, of-which the Baptists own $401,500;
the Catholics, $342,000; Congregationalists, $300,000 ; Episcopalians, $184,500 ; Methodists, $132,000; Miscellaneous, $175,500. In Springfield
church property to the value of $1,219,300 is listed,
of which the Congregationalists own $404,300 ; the
Methodists, $221,500 ; Baptists, $185,000 ; Catho-·
lies, $93,500 ; Episcopalians, $70,000; Miscellaneous, $245,000. In Lowell there is ecclesiastical
wealth to the amount of $1,162,000, of which the
Catholics own $292,700 ; the Congregationalists,
$280,000 ; Baptists, $186,500 ; Methodists, $143,900 ; Episcopalians, $77,000 ; Presbyterians, $25,000 ; Miscellaneous, $156,900. The value of church
property in Lynn is given as $1,152,700, of which
the Episcopalians own $236,000 ; the Methodists,
$225,000; Baptists, $197,000; Catholics; $130,200;
Congregationalists, $122,000; Miscellaneous, $242,500. Fall River is credited with church property
valued at $1,141,407, of which the Catholics own
$469,000; the Baptists, $192,850; Congregation":lists, $155,400 ; Methodists, $116,800 ; Episcopalians, $98.657 ; Presbyterians, $28,000 ; Miscellaneous, $80,700. The value of church property
listed in Somerville is $713,245, of which the Congregationalists own $217.000; the Baptists, 113,855; the Methodists, $113,000; Catholics, $75,500;
Episcopalians, $38,000; Miscellaneous, $155,890.
New Bedford has church property amounting to
$668,750, of which the Catholics own $222,000; the
Congregationalists, $85,000; Methodists, $79,600;
Episcopalians, $66,900; Baptists, $44,600; Miscellaneous, $170,650 The value of church property
in Lawrence is $594,600, of which the Catholics
own $279,000; the Congregationalists $83,500;
Baptists, $82,000; Methodists, $58,900; Episcopalians, 33,500 ; Miscellaneous, $57,700 Salem, the
"Witch City," has church property listed at $572,900, of which the Catholics own $100,900 ; the
Congregationalists, $82,000; Episcopalians, $60,000 ; Methodists, $58,000 ; Baptists, $41,000 ; Miscellaneous, $231,000. Holyoake, total, $546,976;
Catholic, $185,000; Congregationalist, $117,976;
Baptist, $104,000; Methodist, $62,000; Presbyterian, $30,000; Episcopalian, $20,000; Miscellaneous,
$28,000. Taunton, total, $525,000; Catholic, $154,000 ; Episcopalian, $85,000 ; Congregationalist,
$75,700; Baptist, $52,500; Methodist, $47,800;
Presbyterian, $20,000 ; Miscellaneous, $90,000.
Haverhill, total, $470,200; Baptist, $161,000; Catholic, $79,000; Congregationalist, $76,000; Methodist, $65,000; Episcopalian, $15,000; Miscellaneous,
$74,200. Chelsea, total, $391,900; Congregationalist, $124,000; Baptist, $115,000; Methodist, $61,-

500 ; Catholic, $20,000 ; Episcopalian, $16 400.
Miscellaneous, $55,000. Brockton, total, $387' 600:
Congregationalist, $130,000; Methodist, $65'600:
.Baptist, 45,500; Catholic, $40,000; ·Miscella.n'eous'
'
$106,500. Total in sixteen cities, $27,739,457.
Mr. Carroll, in his compilation of church statistics
from which all our figures are taken, has, in dealing
with cities of the third class, provided columns for
Baptists, Catholics, Congregationalists, Lutherans,
Methodists, Presbyterians, Episcopalians, and "Miscellaneous" only. In tables of cities of the second
class he has in addition columns for Jews and Reformed churches. The consequence is that in several of the cities of Massachusetts, as well as in
some other cities, the " Miscellaneous " column
contains some very large aggregates, as in the case
of Salem, where $231,000, or more than two-fifths
of the entire value of church property in that city
is lumped together. It is quite probable that t~
separation of these unclassified sums into their denominational component parts would show that the
Unitarians, Universalists, Disciples, and perhaps
other deiwminations would, in certain cities in the
East and West and South, take the positions of the
sects which, so far as the figures we have been· able
to give reveal, now occupy first, second, third, or
folirth places. It is not very likely, however, that
such an analysis of the " Miscellaneous " totals
would, except possibly in a very few instances, result in relegating the denominations now in the
first and second ranks, to subordinate ones. Most
of ·the changes would be made in the third and
fourth ranks. These probabilities are to be borne
in mind in estimating the relative urban wealth and
importance of the different denominations as exhibited below for Massachusetts and in the proper
places for other states.
The Catholics hold first place eight times, second
place three times, and fourth, five times ; the Congregationalists hold first place five times, second
place, six times, and third, four times ; the Baptists
hold first place twice, second place three times,
third, seven times, and fourth, twice; the Episcopalians hold first and second places once each, and
third and fourth places twice each ; the Methodists
hold second and third places three times each, and
fourth, seven times.
First place is held eight times by the Catholics,
five times by the Congregationalists, twice by the
Baptists, and once by the Episcopalians. Second
place is held six times by the Congregationalists,
three times each by the Baptists, Catho:qcs, arid
Methodists, and once by the Episcopalians. Third
place is held seven times by the Baptists, four times
by the Congregationalists, three times ·by the
Methodists, and twice by the Epicopalians. ·Fourth
place is held seven times by the Methodists, five
times by the Catholics, and twice each by the Baptists and Episcopalians.
Although the Catholic church is the w-ealthiest
ecclesiastical organization in eight of the siXteen
larger citi€s of Massachusetts, its wealth in the entire state is much less than that of the Congregational
church. A similar phenomenon is observable in
·
New York and some other states.
Michigan.
Michigan churches own property to the amount
of $18,682,971. The bulk of this wealth is divided
among these denominations:
.
Methodist.......... $4,144,427 Universalist.. ........ $221,800
Catholic............. 3,671,350 Evangelical Ass'n. 188,450
Presbyterian...... 2,242,236 Unitarian ............. · 168,500
Baptist.............. 2,135,694 Disciples of Ohrist 160,650
Prot. Episcopal.. 1,653,651 Jewish Oong. ....... 154,000
Oongregationalist 1,533,055 Adventist............. 118,275
Lutheran........... 1,109,058 The Ohristians...... 62,200
Reformed..........
484,800 New Jerusalem.... 34,600
United Brethren
252,800 Friends................ 26,900
Ger.Evan. Synod
242,450
One denomination holds a little less than twoninths of the total amount of church property in
the state, and five denominations hold about twothirds.
The value of church property in Detroit is
$4,119,150, of which the Catholics own $1,050,800;
the Presbyterians, $875,000 ; Episcopalians, $621,600; Methodists, $397,200; Baptists, $344.200;
utherans, $181,250; Congregationalists, $161,500 ;
Jewish Congregations, $107,000; Miscellaneous,
$380,600. Grand Rapids, total, $1.110,700 ; Oath- ·
olic, $225,000; Congregationalist, $161.000; Methodist, $138,800 ; Baptist, $132,600 ; Episcopalian,
$85,300 ; Presbyterian, $64,500 ; Lutheran, $54,000 ; Mincellaneous,. $249.500. Bay City, total,
$492,600 ; Catholic, $139,000 ; Methodist, $100,000;
Episcopalian, $78,300 ; Baptist, $68,300; Presbyterian, $35,000 ; Lutheran, $23,500; Miscellaneous,
$48 500. Saginaw, total, $488.800; Methodist,
$131,000; Episcopalian, $104,500; Presbyterian,
$70,300; Lutheran, $57,400 ; Catholic, $55,000 ;
Baptist, $44,000 ; Miscellaneous, $26,600. Total
in four cities, $6,211,250. The Catholics hold first
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place three. times ; the Methodists first, second, and since that date it has added at least fifty per cent boken, total. $1,093,500 ; Catholic, $37o;ooo ; Episfourth places once each; Epi~copalians second place to this valuation. These · denolninations are the copalian, $361,000 ; Methodist, $98,000 ; Lutheran,
once and third place twice ; Presbyterians second heaviest property owners :
$77,500; Baptist, $48,000; Presbyterian, $35,000 ; .
and third places once each; Baptists fourth place
Metho~ist ............. $247,859 Presb:yterian........... $88,000 Miscellaneous, $104,000. Camden, total, $983,490;
twice ; Congregationalists second place once ; Lu- Oathollc ............... 184.100 Disciples of Ohrist... 58,800 Methodist, $299,290 ; Baptist, 170,100 ; Presbytetherans fo~th. place once.
·
Prot. Episcopal.... 165,450 Congregationalist.. .. 88,800 rian, $148,000 ; Catholic, $140,000 ; Episcopalian,
Baptist................. 89,000 Lntheran ................ 11,200 $107,100; Lutheran, $84,500; Miscellaneous, $34,· Minnesota.
Church property in Minnesota is valued at $12,One denomination owns considerably more than 500. Elizabeth, total, $911,450; Presbyterian,
940,152. Most of it is owned by these denomina- one-fourth and five denominations own approxi- $305,500; Episcopalian, $258,500; Catholic, $138,500; Methodist, $109,000; Baptist, $70,950; Conmately thirteen-fifteenths.
tions:
gregationalist, $16,000 ; Miscellaneous, $13,000.
Oatholio ............. $3,517, 325 Ger. Evan. Synod ... $97,900
Nebraska.
.
Lutheran ............ 2,143,805 DiSciples of Ohrist ... 73,000
The total of ecclesiastical property in this state Total in seven cities, $13,648,409.
Methodist ....... ;... 1,76.4,493 JeWish Oong.... ... . . 70, 000
The Catholics hold first place four times, second,
is
$6,443,689. Most of this untaxed wealth is diPresbyterian....... 1, 329,910 Adventist ................ 55,700
third, and fourth places, once each; Presbyterians
Baptist .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 1, 204, 889 Friends................... 35,500 vided among these denominations :
Oongregationalilit 1,114,800 New Jerusalem ....... 29,000 Methodist. ......... $1,836,475 United Brethren .... $95,550 hold first and second places twice each and third
Prot. Episcopal... 931,100 Reformed ...... ,...... :. 28,620 Oatbolic ............ 1,179,160 Evangelical Ass'n... 86,100 place once ; Methodists hold first, second, and
Universalist........ 192,900 United Brethren..... 23 375
774,816 Unitarian.............. 44,000 fourth places once each and third four times ; EpisEvangelical Ass'n. 170,550 Moravians............... 20,600 Lutheran..........
Presbyterian......
691,939 Ger. Evan. Synod... 43,500 copalians, second and fourth, twice each; Baptists,
Unitarian......... ,.. 126,600
Ooilgregationalist 640,204 Universalist........... 88,800 second place -once and fourth twice ; Reformed,
580,145 Dunkards............... 24,000
One denomination owns more than one-fourth of Prot.Episeopal...
549,010 Reformed.............. 22,800 third place once, and Lutheran, fourth place once.
the total amount, and five denominations own a Bantist..............
The Presbyterian is the wealthiest church in New
Disciples of
Jewish Oong......... 20,500
little more than three-:fourths. ·
Ohrist.............
269,375 Adventist............... 13,000 Jersey, but the Catholic is the richest in four of the
The valuation of church property in Minneapolis
One denomination owns something more than seven chief cities.
is $3,446,828, of which the Catholics own $625,;115;
New Mexico.
one-fifth
the total amount as above, two denominathe Prespyterians, $546,000 ; Baptists, $513,863;
Total value of church pro:Jilerty, $531,925. These
tions
own
more
than
five-thirteenths,
and
five
own
Methodists,. $485,200 ; Congregationalists, $465,are the most wealthy denommationiS :
250 ; Episcopalians,. $246,200 ; Lutherans, $203,- about three-fourths.
Oatholic ................ $296,755 Prot. Episcopal ...... $41,165
The
value
of
church
propertyin
Omaha
is
$1,990,000; Jewish Con~regations, $20,000: MiscellaneMethodist.............. 107,100 Baptist.................. 22,000
825,
of
which
the
Catholics
own
$549.000
;
Episcoous, $342,200. St. Paul, total, $2 499.300 ; CathoPresbyterian......... 45,675 Oongregationalist... 17,800
lic, $683,300 ; Methodist, $407,200 ; Presbyterian, palians, $276,550 ; Lutherans, $258.075 ; MethodOne denomination owns much more than one-half
$395,000.; Lutheran, $269.300; Baptist, $250.400; ists, 244,100 ; Congregationalists, $220,600; Presby- of the total and ·two denominations own nearly
Episcopalian, . $193,700 ; Congregationalist, $133,- terians, $195,700 ; Baptists, $124,300 ; Jewish Con- four-fifths.
200; Jewish Congregations, $50 000; Miscellane- gregations, $20,500; Miscellaneous, $102,000. LinNew York.
ous, $117,200. ·Duluth, total, $295,800; Baptist, coln, total, $490,932 ; Methodist, $98,200; Baptist,
In this state we find one-fifth of the total church
$73,600;
Presbyterian,
$69,800
;
Episcopalian,
$62,$74.900; Congregationalist, $60,000; Lutheran,
property in the United States. The figures as
$42,000 ;· Methodist, $36;800; Catholic, $35,500; 500 ; Catholic, $55,000 ; Lutheran, $27,200; Miscel- given by the census are $140,123,008. The denomlaneous, $104,632. Total in two cities, $2,481,757.
Presbyterian, $17,100 ; Miscellaneous, $29;500.
inations which are the chief beneficiaries of this
Nevada.
Total in three cities, $6.241,928.
enormous tax-emption roll are these:
Total
value
of
church
property,
$208,225.
MoiSt
The Catholics hold first place twice ; the Bapof
this
is
in
the
han,ds
of
these
few
denominations
:
Prot. Episcopal $81,142,618 Independent Oon_g $722,400
tists hold . first and third places once each:; the
Oatholic .......... 25,769,478 Ger. Evan. Synod. 681,570
Methodists, second, third, and fourth places once Oatholic.......... :....... $88,500 Presbyterian........... $11,400 Presbyterian.... 22,727,192 Evangelical Ass'n.. 401,850
Methodist
...............
78,800
Baptist...................
7,000
each ; the Presbyterians, second and third places
Methodist......... 18,305,200 Disciples of Ohriat.868,650
Baptist............. 13,625,588 The Christians..... 257,850
once each; Lutherans, third and fourth places once Prot. Episcopal ....... 19,500
Two denominations own about four-fifths of the Reformed......... 7,698,280 New JerUBalem.... 192,900
each ; Congregationalists, second place once.
Oon 'gationalist. 5, 175, 262 Moravians.... ... ..... 127, 200
total of church property in the state.·
Lutherat;t.... ... .. 4, 698,875 Adventist............. • 58,700
·Mississippi.
New Hampshire.
JewishOong..... 4,815,200 Oath. Apostolic Oh' 55,000
The census takers found in this state church
Here. we find church property valued at $4,457,- Universalist...... 1,7.98,250 United Brethren ... l 84,650
property to the value. of $4,392,473. This tax- 225: The bulk of it is owned by these denomina- Unitarian........ 1,117,500 Spiritualist ......... :;: 88,250
Friends...........
767,450 Ohinese Temples...: 25,0!)0
exempt wealth is nearly all in the hands of the de- tioniS:
nominations named below:
One denomination owns much more than oneOongregationalist$1,405,050 Universalist ......... $203,025
Methodist. .......... $1, 652, 269 Oatholic ................ $321, 525 Baptist............... 964,050 The Christians...... 62,950 fifth of the. enormous total, two denominations own
Baptist ............... 1,433,332 Jewish Oong. ......... 64,000 Methodist..........
614,350 Adventist............. 37,000 more than two-fifths, while five own nearly fivePresbyterian....... 530,290 DisciplesofOhrist... 55,422 Prot. Episcopal..
541,400 Presbyterian......... 34;,800 sevenths.
Prot. Episcopal... 322,960
Unitarian............ 357,200 Lutheran............. 16,000
In New York city alone the value of church propOne denomination owns nearly two-fifths of the Oatholic. ............ 205,600
e~ty, as returned by the census of 1890, is $54,670,above total, two' denominations own considerably
One denomination owns nearly _one-third of all 600, or nearly two-fifths of the total in the state.
more than two-thirds, and five own twenty-two church property in this state, and five denomina- This is divided between the denominational families
tions own approximately thirteen-fifteenths.
as follows:
twenty-thirds. This tells its own story.
Church property in Manchester is listed· at $430.- 1. Protestant Episcopal. .............................. $16,898,000
Missouri.
2. Presbyterian (6 bodies)........................... 9,854,000
In this state the total value of church property 300, of which the Congregationalists own $117,000; 3.
Oatholic ................ ,................................ 8,124.750
Catholics,
$77,800
;
Baptists,
$72,000
:
Methodists,
is $19~663,737. These denominations own the bulk
4. Baptist (4 bodies).................................... 3,878,800
$4
I ,000; Episcopalians, $25,000; Miscellaneous,
5. Jewish0on~~:regations(2 bodies) ............. 8,740,000
of it:
$97,500.
6. Methodist (10 bodiesL............................ 8,971,750
Unitarian
.............
$230,
BOO
Methodist ........... $4, 232,428
7. Reformed (3 bodies)................................ 8,448,000
New Jersey.
Ger.
Evan.
Prot....
70,000
Oatholic.............. 4,070,370
8. Lutheran (11 bodies)........... ................... 1,621,800
The
churchmen
of
New
Jersey
are
opulent.
The
Latter
Day
Saints.
58,650
Baptist ............... 2,980,316
9. Oongre~~:ational....................................... 1,015,500
Presbyterian ...... 2, 789,652 United Brethren... 47,825 total value of church property in the state is $29,- 10. Unitarian............................ ..................
680,000
Disciples of Ohrist 1, 632,531 Evangelical Ass'n.. 39, 700 490,414. The denominations which escape taxation 11. Universalist............................................
565,000
Prot. Episcopal... 977,600 Ohristian Vnion.... 39,050
12. Friends (3 bodies)....................................
448,000
Lutheran........... 890,090 Dunkards............. 24 625 upon most of this great wealth are enumerated 13. Disciples of Ohrist.............................. ....
118,000
below:
Oongregaf.ionalist 650, 344 NewJerusalem...... 24,600
Miscellaneous.......................................... 1,867,000
Ger. Evan. Synod 575,650 Reformed............. 18,800 Presbyterian ....... $6,800,000 Jewish Oong.......... $168,300
The total amount of church property in Brooklyn
Jewish Cong....... 241,800
Oatholic .............. 6,062,082 Universalist........... 112,300 is $18,682,437, divided among the denominational
One denomination owns between one-fifth and Methodist........... 5,500, 640 The Christians....... 66,700
Prot. Episcopal... 3,860,350 Evangelical Ass'n... 59,250 families as follows :
one-fourth of the total, two denominations own Baptist
............... 3,020,913 Independent Oong.· 52,300
more than thirteen-thirtieths, and five denomina- Reformed.......... 2,230,329 Ger. Evan. Synod. 39,000 Oatholic ............. $4,984,637 Lutheran ............... $852, 100
Episcopal ... 3,369,500 Jewish Oon~~:.......... 227,000
tions own about five-sixths.
Congregationalist 655,300 New Jerusalem...... 24,500 Prot.
Methodist .......... 2,283,150 Unitarian .............. 190,000
The value of church property in St. Louis is Lutheran............ 526,750 Unitarian.............. 23,500 Baptist ............... 1,858,000 Universalist........... 188,250
$5,876,960, of which the Catholics own $1,602,- Friends............... 271,700 Moravians............. 13,500 OonJ1:l'egationalist 1, 753,000 Friends................. 146,000
835 ; the Presbyterians, $980,700 ; Methodists,
One denomination owns between one~fifth and Presbyterian....... 1,582,000 Disciples of Ohrist. 50,800
$749,350 ; Episcopalians, $502,000; Baptists, $431,- one-fourth of this great mass of untaxed wealth, Reformed........... 976,500 •EvangelicalAss'n ... 49,500
375; Lutherans, 422,400 · Congregationalists, $333,- another denomination owns nearly as much, five
The value of church property in Buffalo is
000 ; Jewish Congregations, $178,000; Miscellane- own more than five-sixths, and six own about $5,969,120, of which the Catholics own $2,176,500;
ous, $677,300. Kansas City, total, $2,672,355; twenty-seven twenty-ninths.
the Presbyterians, $1,051,600; the Episcopalians,
Methodist, $64 7,455; Catholic, $569,950 ; Baptist,
The value of church property in Newark is $4,- $797,000; Methodists, $422,200; Baptists, $412,$356,000 ; Presbyterian, $3.32, 700 ; Episcopalian, 722,069, of which the Presbyterians own $1,339.720; 000 ; Lntherans, $257,070 ; Congregationalists,
$200.500; Congregationalist, $164 500; Lutheran, the Catholics, $783,049; Methodists, $738,000; $117,000; Miscellaneous, $735,750. Albany, total,
$95,000; Jewish Congregations, $50,000; Miscella- Baptists, $547.000; Reformed, $426,500; Episco- $3,516,550 ; Catholic, $913,000; Episcopalian,
neous, $256,250. St. Joseph, total, $803,175; palians, $426,000; Jewish Congregations, $117,800; $650,000 ; Presbyterian, $500,500 ; Baptist, $480,Catholic, $198,000 ; Methodist, $154.800; Presby- Congregationalists, $90,000; Lutherans, $75,000; 500; Methodist, $241,000; Lutheran, $19a.soo;
terian, $91,500; Episcopalian, $64,500; Baptist, Miscellaneous, $179,000. Jersey City, total, $2,~ Miscellaneous, $532,750. Rochester, total, $3,378,$60,700; Lutheran, $58,575; Congregationalist, 798,400; Catholic, $1,083,500; Methodist, $361,900; 107; Catholic, $1,057,000 ; Presbyterian, $670,000 ;
$13,500 ; Miscellaneous, $161,600. Total in three Reformed, 336,500; Episcopalians, $325,000 ; Pres- Baptist, $424,607.; Episcopalian, $330,500; Methcities, $9,352,490.
byterian, $280,500; Baptist, $207,000; Lutheran, odist, $266,000 ; Lutheran, $127,000; CongregaThe Catholics hold first place twice and second $77,000; Congregationalist, $52,000; Miscell-ane- tionalist, $120,000; Reformed, $46,000; Jewish
place once ; the Methodists hold first, second, and ous, $75,000. Paterson, total, $1,705,000; Catholic, Congregations, $40,000; Miscellaneous, $297,000.
third places once each; Presbyterians, second, third, $505,000; Presbyterian, $421,500; Methodist, Syracuse, total, $2,143,700 ; Catholic, $618,000;
and fourth places once each; Baptists, third place $185,000; Baptist, $180,400 ; Episcopalian, $105,- Presbyterian, $457,000; Episcopalian, $242,500;
once; Episcopalians, fourth place twice.
000; Congregationalist, $35,000; Miscellaneous, Methodist, $232,500; Baptist, $138,700; Lutheran,
··
:Montana.
$273,100. Trenton, total, $1,434,500; Catholic, $122,000 ; Congregationalist, $105,000; MiscelThia state in 1890 had church property within $456,000 ; Presbyterian, $429,000; Methodist, laneous, $228,000. Troy, total, $1,995,200; Cathoits limits to the value of $885,950. As it is one of $258,000; Episcopalian, $99,500 ; Baptist, $77,000; lic, $504,200 ; Presbyterian, $441,500; Episcothe youngest of the states it is safe to assume that Lutheran, $55,000; MisCellaneous, $60,000. Ho- palian, $377,500; Methodist, $300,500; Baptist;
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Hence they persistently fought to the last toremain masters and adminiljltrators of the money left
to aid the sick and the needy. This, which they
hav held until recently, and which their predecessors
hav for centuries held before them, has given them
an influence over the poor which all their preaching
failed to command. Fortunately, however, these
servants of the Lord hav been defeated, and the
bill has now been inscribed upon the statute book
of England, giving the people in each parish absolute control over their local affairs. It is the most
democratic measure that has been passed in England since the Great Reform bill of 1832. How it
will work, and the extent of good it will effect, of
course remains to be seen, but surely it will at
once giv life to society in small places where
hitherto the inhabitants hav had to exist under the
rule of dull parsons and sleepy squires. This is
indeed a noble triumph for Freethought and for
personal freedom. Until recently the dwellers in
our counties had no more to do with their own
local, or with. national affairs, than had. the negroes
of the South in America, but now Hodge is his own
master, and the clergy of our rural population will
henceforth be comparativly ciphers. This is secular
Freethought and Secular Notes from England. progress of which we are justly proud. "He that
THE CLERGY AND EDUCATION.
hath ears to hear let him hear."
The clergy are in arms and are still fighting with
CRIME AMONG THE CLERGY.
all their might against our national system of secular education. The Education act of 1870 has been
During the past month crime has been rife
understood by the majority of the school boards as among the clergy in England. The latest case is
allowing the Bible to be read and explained in our that of the Rev. Alexander Blair, vicar of Allerton
public schools. For years this has been the case, Bywater, Yorkshire, who was recently charged with
but now the clerical party want more. They being intoxicated while officiating at a funeral. On
desire that in addition to the Bible "the principles March 14th he was deprived of his vicarage and
of the Christian religion and morality shall be benefice and all the privileges thereto belonging, by
taught." Such is the. singular wording of a pro- the bishop of Ripon, at a consistory court held in
posal that has been discussed for some weeks in the Ripon cathedral.
London school board. The proposal was introduoed by its clerical members, and at several meetLATEST INFORMATION.
ings of the board all useful work had to giv way to
Just upon the eve of. mailing these "Notes" the
the debating of this theological attempt to subvert vote has been taken in the London School board
the original object of the act. The clerical party upon the proposal referred to above. The clerical
are insisting upon the children being taught to be- party hav carried their point by a majority of
lieve in God the Father, God the Son, and God the twenty-one. Notice has been given that next month
Holy Ghost. Thus it is sought to transform our a resolution will be moved to set the vote aside.
schools into "Little Bethels " and the teachers into Probably, however, the matter will not be settled
missionaries of the faith of the Church of England. until the election in November, when the work of
The Unitarians, the Rationalists, and others on the the Freethinkers will be to secure a majority on the
board, are opposed to this innovation and hav made board in favor of purely Secular education.
a determined stand against it. The curious featLondon.
CHARLES WATTS.
ures in the controversy are the efforts of the parsons to make it appear that their proposal does not
· Four Hundred Years of Freethought.
mean the teaching of sectarianism! Impartial
I suppose some wond.er if this book will ever be
minds, however, cannot see it in that light. If the completed, but there is an end to all things, even
doctrin of the trinity is not sectarian, in the name to "Four Hundred Years," and the big book is
of common sense what is! Obviously it is that almost ready. I hope my readers sufficiently apprewhich divides the Unitarian from the Trinitarian. ciate the task which has been performed, and that
But apart from the absurdity which such doctrine their patient waiting has not been in vain. So far
involve, there is the fact that the time which should as the size of the book is concerned, they will cerbe devoted to teaching the children their secular tainly gain by the delay, for there will be eight
duties is taken up in submitting to them subjects hundred and fifty pages of reading matter instead
that hav puzzled and divided mankind for ages, and of the six hundred I originally promised, and I bewhich will continue to do so "while memory holds lieve that all the matter presented is valuable and
a seat" in a theologically distracted brain.
helps to elucidate the subject, for I hav had to condense these pages out of twelve hundred pages preA REBUFF TO BIGOTRY.
pared; and if I had written all that was in my mind
It is evident that the bigots upon the Sunday I should hav had twice that amount. The material
question are not to be allowed to hav it all their is immense. I had to read hundreds of books, as
own way. The Sunday Society has just scored a will be easily seen when the scope of the subject is
notable victory. Mr. Alderman Treloar's motion understood. I hav not only had to read these
for the opening of the forthcoming Loan Exhibi- books, but to arrange tlie matter in an original way,
tion at the London Guildhall Art Gallery on Sun- for this is the history of a movement and not a set
day afternoons has been carried by the casting of biographies. It is much more difficult to write
vote of the lord mayor in a full court. Every of a movement than of a person, for not only must
attempt was made by the Sabbatarian party in the the movement itself be understood, but the relations
corporation to frustrate the alderman's object, and of persons to its development. I hope my readers
not only was the court flooded with literature, but will thoroughly understand what I hav tried to do,
special whips were sent out to insure a large and that this book is not a compilation of material
attendance in favor of Sunday closing. Petitioners ready at hand, but a digging up of 'new material
against the motion were in the precincts of the and an interpretation of history which has not been
Guildhall, but the court refused to hear them, as given before. If this book had been merely a comonly one side was represented. The lord mayor pilation I could hav finished it in a month; but
has done a popular thing in enabling the corpora- being something radically different from anything
tion for the first time to try the experiment of Sun- before published, it could not be hurried through
day opening, and all the work that is needed will in any such manner.
be done by volunteers.
I hav satisfied my intellectual conscience in this
book. I feel that I hav done the best I could do in
THE DEFEAT OF THE BISHOPS.
the space allowed; that all I hav given is valuable
In my previous "Notes" I drew attention to the as matter of history. I do not know of anything
"Parish Councils bill," which was then being dis- that I would strike out or alter, for I hav written
cussed in the British House of Commons. The ob- this book first of all as a matter of love, and not for
ject of the bill was to rescue the rural population any fame or fortune connected with it. However,
from the power of the priests and of the aristocracy. I hav felt keenly the limitations of space, for great
After a protracted debate in the Commons the bill worlds of thought hav been open before me which I
passed up to the House of Lords. Here it met with hav not been able to express. I hav satisfied my
the :fierce opposition of the bishops, who are sup- conscience but not my ideal. It has been hard for
posed to be the successors of tent-makers, fisher- me to forego many things, to avoid tempting regions
men, and tax-gatherers. These preachers of poverty, simply because of the limitations of time and space.
but who are personally accumulators of wealth, did If any miss thing's in this book which they would
did not like to giv up the control of the poor like to see, it is not because I hav not seen or de$160,000 ; ·Miscellaneous, $211,500. Binghamton,
total, $1,291,500 ; Catholic, $618,000 ; Methodist,
$200,500 : Presbyterian, $150,000 ; Episcopalian,
$106,000 ; Congregationalist, $105,000; Baptist,
$103,000 ; Miscellaneous, $9,000. Here six denominations practically monopolize the field. Utica, $1,282,500 ; Catholic, $279,800 ; Episcopalian, $269,500; Presbyterian, $235,000; Baptist, $127,500;
Methodist, $109,000; Miscellaneous, $261,700. Yonkers, total, $1,003,750; Episcopalian, $416,000;
Baptist, $163,150; Methodist, $140,600 ; Presbyterian, $140,000; Miscellaneous, $144,000. Auburn,
total, $789,000; Presbyterian, $246,700 ; Catholic,
$160,000 ; Baptist, $140,500; Episcopalian, $128,000 ; Miscellaneous, $114,700. Elmira, total, $654,700; Catholic, $151,000; Congregationalist, $141,500; Presbyterian, $105,000; Episcopalian, $95,000; Baptist, $87,500; Miscellaneous, $74, 700.
Long Island City, total, $286,600; Catholic, $217,100, or three-fourths; Baotist, $30,900; Methodist,
$29,500 ; Episcopalian, $10,000. These four denominations have no rivals. Total in thirteen
citie1, $95,662,664.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

sired them, but because I could not write in
eight hundred and. fifty pages what would occupy
two or three thousand pages. I hav endeavored
to select the best in reference to the history of Fre&.
thought.
Now I hope that. those who hav delayed about
subscribing for the book will send in their names
at once. I hav at present over five hundred and
fifty names enrolled who hav subscribed and paid
for the book. I hav one hundred names who hav
subscribed, but not paid. Now, according to agreement, I am not to enroll in the book the names of
those who do not pay beforehand. To do so would
be h"ardly fair. I want a solid list of subscribers to
show the world those who hav not merely said they
were going to take the book, but who hav really
paid the cash ; and this is the rule I mean to adopt
-to enroll only cash subscribers, for I think that
one can pay five dollars now as easily as a month
hence if he really wants to do it. If these one hundred .pay up, and I . hope they will, for there will
never be a better chance to go upon the roll of
honor, I shall hav nearly seven hundred names to
enroll. I would like a thousand, and I hope that at
this eleventh -hour when the book is ready to be
ushered upon the world there will be a rush of subscribers to make up the one thousand. I want my
friends to understand that I hav spent about one
year's hard work on this book, and meantime I hav
had practically to abandon the lecture-field, and
therefore I need all the substantial aid I can get for
this undertaking. Taking all expenses together it
will cost pretty near four thousand dollars to publish this souvenir edition of one thousand copies.
I can assure my friends that the priceof this book
will never be any less than :five dollars. How can it
be, with eight hundred and fifty printed pages and
nearly one hundred and fifty portraits, making in all
a volume of over one thousand pages! I hav given
one-third more than I bargained for at the beginning. I hav done this because I wanted to do the
work well, money or no money. I hav wanted to
giv as far as possible a vast and inspiring picture of
Freethought-Freethought in history, in the grandeur of philosophy, in the splendor of poetry, and
Freethought also among the masses of the people;
Freethought as home life and social development.
Now, friends, since my arduous task is done I
want one grand rally at the last, and a pioneer rollcall of one thousand. Write to me, or directly to
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
s. P. PUTNAM.

Notes of Work.
I hope that the friends of Freethought will not
cease their contributions to the fund, for undoubtedly I shall hav to go to Washington again
to look after the Sunday bill. It will riot do to
neglect these things. The enemy are busy as bees,
and if we are not careful they will get some advan·
tage over us. Don't fail to send your contributions
right along to E. C. Reichwald, 165 South Watt>r
street, Chicago. I want especially to call upon
New York Liberals to supply the means for work,
for the Constitutional Convention is near at hand,
and I shall attend that to push the cause of impartial taxation; and besides, I want to be armed with
that bristling pamphlet-bristling with facts and
arguments-on church taxation just published by
the Truth Seeker Company. I want to distribute
thousands of copies of that pamphlet; I want to
giv a copy to every member of the· convention.
This is important, and to New York Liberals I say,
attention. Giv us the means of work. If more
convenient, New York Liberals can send directly to
me at New York city, or to THE• TRUTH SEEKER
itself. The money will be accounted for to the
treasury of the Federation, and the receipts. will be
published. One little country church raised $250
to put "God" in the Constitution. Let us learn
from the enemy. If money is raised to put God in,
we m~st also raise money to keep him out. We
must hav plenty of ammunition for this fight.
I shall begin my Western tour about June. I
hav some communications from Wisconsin. I shall
deliver lectures in that state at Neilsville and otht:r
places on the plan of the ''Press and Platform
Campaign." I hope that Liberal friends in Wiscfkl!lin will join in the work. I want a good circuit
in that state. There is Bangor City, Michigan. I
expect to journey that way; so I hope that friends
in Michigan will stir up matters. Since the decision
of its supreme court on Sunday laws there is need
of education. Clinton and Nevinsville, Iowa, and
Ord, Nebraska, are among my appointments, and I
want more in these states ; and then I shall push
on to the Coast. Northport, De Ruyter, and
Elmira, New York, are also points where I expect
to labor, and I hope New York Liberals will make
a good rally. I want this campaign to tell. We
must not only secularize the state, we must also
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
secularize the people.
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Observations.
One of the daily papers last Sunday printed a
picture over the line, "Will Somebody Please Build
a Fire Under This Donkey T" It represented a donkey standing crosswise, and so obstructing, the
road in front of a stagecoach; the donkey being the
United States Senate and the coach the business interests of the country. The picture tells the whole
story, but I do not see how those who believe in
business legislation can draw . any moral from it
consistent with their .line of thought. Having admitted that Congress may interfere with the natu. ral course of trade, the people are in the position of
theologians who teach that God, having bestowed
life or any other blessing upon us, has a right to
withdraw it, and we must bow in resignation to his
will without entering any complaint. I reject that
notion, and I reject also the notion that the national legislature has anything to do properly with
encouraging or discouraging private enterprise.
I can imagin that a Senator or Congressman familiar with all the branches of industry, from picking
up cigar stumps to managing a railroad, miglit hit
upon a law to protect some universal principle from
violation, which would be a good thing. We know,
however, from experience and observation, that no
such Senator or Congressman has asserted himself;
and we dissover that when any commercial measure
comes before a legislativ body, each member votes
for or against it according as its passage or rejection
would affect his own individual interests. This is
perfectly natural-so natural, in fact, that if he
should profess to hav voted otherwise no one would
believe him, although his general reputation for
truth and veracity might be good. Thus those who
vote for the Wilson bill, with its income-tax rider,
do so because they know, or think they know, that
the bill will put more money in their pockets than
the rider will take out. Thus, also, the members of
the Senate delay action on the tariff bill in order
that they may rea.lize all there is "in it for them.
From the point of view of exact justice a discriminating tariff schedule-stimulating one established
industry and depressing another-is a.s obnoxious
as the religious amendment to the Constitution or
the exemption of. ecclesiastical property from taxation. Anybody who cannot see this. is certainly
blind in one eye. Such measures are ;out of place
in House or Senate. They are the thic;k part of the
paternal-government wedge, which, when driven
home, will split the body politic all the way up the
back.
Notice has been served on Mohammed Charles
Chilton Moore, editor of the Blue Grass Blade,
Lexington, Ky., that suit will be filed. ·against him
in the civil court for blasphemy. His prosecutor
is the Rev. E. L. Southgate. Mr. Moore was once
a preacher, but some years ago exchanged belief for
unbelief, adopting Prohibition as an efficient substitute for the invasiv bigotry of religion. But he
is not to be prosecuted for being a Prohibitionist,
for it is the peculiarity of laws ~ramed af~er
the fashion of blasphemy statutes, that they. aim
at repressing that which makes for good m a
man rather than that which tends to constitute
him a public nuisance. As a Prohibitionist Mohammed Moore is one of that undesirable class of
persons who would invoke the aid of the law in enforcing upon all others their own methods of pursuing pleasure and attaining happiness. As such he
belongs with the church, and as such he could ~Of!
sistently prosecute those whose Rystem of worship IS
not the one he would prefer that they should practice. In being prosecuted for blasphemy, ~heref~re,
he is suffering in his own person the. pams which
he seeks to inflict upon his neighbor' by means of
a law identical in character with that invoked
against him. But two wrongs cannot make a rigbt.
Though blessed by the church and Iicense.d by the
state, their progeny is still ~rong. It IS not a
crime to sell what another desires to buy, whether
injurious or otherwise; neither is it a crime to express any opinion, whether honest o! not, ~nd the
prosecution of Moore for blasphemy IS as WICked a_s
the prosecutions he contemplates under the Prohibition law when he gets one.
The communication from Mr. E. 0. Roscoe on
page 235 of this volume· contains a startling propol:!ition, to wit :
Either Macdonald is or I am misleading_ ~he peoplecertainly unwittingly-to the best of onr abi]Ity; and being directly opposed to one another regardmg the question of finance, it is certain that one or the other '!f ns
should-in the interest of that portion of the pnbhc we
reach-stop.
.
If I were to write the foregoing sentence I
should throw the last part of it into another form,
as, " it is certain that, in the interest of that portion of the public we reach, one or the other of us
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should stop "-thus bringing the auxiliary " should " upon this branch of the .subject is that what we
into closer relation with its principal "stop "-but know about the expense of gold and silver m~ing
that may pass. The- proposition in any form would can only convince us that both metals cost a good
be novel. Stop T I know not what course the deal more than they are worth. But however that
Prophet may take, but so long as any crude remarks may be, it is a contradiction in terms to say that a
of mine can call forth a bi-weekly communication dollar which is a legal tender, and which is receivfrom Gowanus, they will be continued in our next. able for taxes, can fall below par, at least in this
Be~ides, the principle is wrong. Nothing displays country.
As for other countries, when the choice
the proportions of truth to so mnch advantage as to comes between keeping their goods,. and accepting
set it up beside a dwarfed and shriveled error. The American money for them, I doubt if it will take
mistakes of Moses and the blunders of the church them long to decide.· Mr. Roscoe's state"l,ent that
hav done more than anything else to stimulate scien- "our gold· and silver money is accepted abroad by
tific research. Then let the Prophet continue to op- weight, and our other money not at all," should be
pose his yellow dollar to the silver one which I pre- entertained only as a theory. The testimony of
sent, and if it looks the better, the larger, the more travelers is that our money, paper preferred, stands
glorious, and generally more respectable, persons next to the English bank-note, which in most civil·with a clear vision, like that portion of the public ized countries has commanded a premium over gold.
we reach, will not be slow to see it.
My valued opponent, in closing, fears I shall acBut to come back to what has been written, I cuse him of lacking the sense of humor if he takes
wish to suggest to Mr. Roscoe that when a discus- my method of redeeming Mr. Peck's note seriously.
sion is in progress, and all the knowledge of the His apprehension is groundless, for it is not humor
subject is on one side, it is scarcely considerate in that he lacks, but fairness ; otherwise he would
the party so favored to repeatedly recur to the ig- admit that when a note is accepted by its author in
norance of the oth~r. I am almost persuaded that payment of an obligation due him, it is redeemed.
to wait until such ignorance is revealed is more
judicious than to assume its existence at the outset . TheN ew York Sorosis·, a women's society, last week
and without citing evidence in proof. And again, discussed the proprietry of telling fairy stories to
an unlettered block will serve as well as any for him children, with frequent reference to the Christmas
to chop logic on.
myth, Santa Olaus. The remarks of Mrs. Merriman
Mr. Roscoe has asked whether certain facts as to showed that at least one member of the club believes
cents-including the government monopoly of coin- in imposing upon children the double task of learning them, and their exchangeability for other money ing and unlearning. This lady said:
-do not account for their passing at their face
"As for Santa Olans not being real, why there are
valtie. It is true, as he says, that such governmental monopoly is a fact in any section of the people to whom the Ohrist child is not real either. Does
it matter much? There will come a time, when we reach
country; but he knows of no section of the country another
stage of existence, when some one will say, theae
where they are refused. He has not heard of the things yon took for vital truths were bnt parables. That
Pacific slope, where government monopoly and reminds me that a school-girl not long ago gave this definiother accidel!l.ts of the cent-piece cut no figure. tion of a parable: 'A heavenly truth with no earthly
meaning in it.' People may sav that angels are physical
Not only are they not receivable there in sums monstrosities;
that a child cannot be born of a divine
which "the law allows as a legal tender," but a pas- parent· that the sto17 of tbe wise men following the star
senger on a street car in San Francisco cannot is bnt ~ parable of wisdom leading the way. Yet, I put it
force them upon the conductor in payment of a to yon,• is not the world better for being nourished in its
five-cent fare. This is true also of two-cent and spiritual infancy on these fictions?" ·
So it goes. Just as we are beginning to think
three·cent )'irces. While I was a resident of San
Francisco an Eastern man who tendered two of the that the women are oohieving a degree of grod
latter coins for his fare was ejected from the car, sense unknown to the majority of the male populaand when he brought suit for damages the courts tion, some such break as this is made by one of
sustained the railway company. This occurred, too, their representative, and down goes the fair conceit ..
within a few minutes' ride of the sub-treasury. I For to say that children are made better if taught
argued from these circumstances that since govern- fables by parents is equivalent to affirming that
ment monopoly of making coins and their exchange- parents are improved by having liars for children.
ability for money in other forms did not secure The parent who sustains a child's intellect with the
currency to cents in quarters where they are not literature of miracle and myth is about as culpable
useful in commercial transactions, we must look as though he restricted its physical nourishment to
to some other cause for their currency in other wind.
localities. I cannot blame Mr. Roscoe for not accepting the argument, since he was ignorant of the
Recent events hav given a set-back to the s'Jcialfacts upon 'which it was based.
istic proposition that the general government Rhould
· Mr. Roscoe explains the circulation at par of own and control railroads and telegraph lines.
dollars based on twelve and one-half cents' worth of The ministry now in pl.lwer in Newfoundland are
gold by saying that few :want the_ gold. so long as it all in court for bribing voters by hiring them with
is to be had for the askmg. It IS pl&n, then, that public funds to do useless work on Interior railway
one dollar of one hundred CElnts' intrinsic value will construction, which may be regarded as a fair
float twelve and one-half of no intrinsic value. I sample of what would occur when t.he spoils system
am no hand at planning, but it strikes me that a now prevalent in this country is extended to include
twelve-and-one-half per cent seigniorage would pro- all the larger industries. Governor Tillman, of
tect the government credit under free coinage as South Carolina, by seizing a telegraph line and dicefficiently as the same percentage of gold now sus- tating press dispatches, has further exhibited the
tains the government's paper promises to pay. The beauties of complete government control of the
Prophet will see that every twelfth ~C?lla~ m!ght be means of communication, of which the Comstock
coined to contain one hundred cents mtrmsic value censorship of the mails had given us a foretaste.
of silver and as not even one person in twelve
Religion!! surveillance of scientific investigation,
seems to 'want his money redeemed, and as the big as exemplified in the expurgated reports of the
dollar would pass for no more than the. or?inary Smithsonian Institute; governmental railroad buildsize, it would, for obvious reasons, rem&n m the ing as exemplified in ~ewfoun~land; gove!nmental
treasury.
control of liquor sellmg, &s illustrated m South
As lit reason for not believing that free coinage Carolina, and· government seizure of telegraph lines
would raise the commercial value of the silver dollar as exemplified by Tillman; •governmental espionage
to that of gold, Mr. Roscoe submits that it costs over the moral qualities of mail matter as exemplithirty-four times as much to produce an .ounce of fied by the Comstock laws-how do the Socialists
gold as it does to produce an ounce of Silver. A like it as far as they hav got ?
report prepared and published by the Western
Gxo. E. MACDONALD.
miners' association about a year ago gave the cost
of silver production at $1.20 an ounce, and of gold
EDwARD KING lectured last Sunday before the Brookat about $20 an ounce, as nearly as I can remember lyn Philosophical Association on "What Labor Demands
the figures. This expense of cour~e. includes the of the Oonstitntional Oonvention." The lecture was an
capital invested in unsuccessful_ mmmg ventures, able, earnest, and to many minds, a C?nvincing _one.
Th
Among the numerous thmgs labor wants Is the repeal ot
which can only be roughly estimated.
ere are all the so-called conspiracy laws, an employers' liability
mines that turn out gold or silver almost as cheaply act making employers responsible for all accidents to
as it could be coined, and others that, after an in- employees resulting from ~heir negligence; home rule for
illi
t
t
th"
all municipalities and VIllages, and the referendum,
vestment of perhaps am on, urn ou no mg. wherebypeople will be able to vote direct onallqnestions
From conversation with practical miners and from of reform and otherwise.
the perusal of treatises on the subject, l d?ubt
~-~~--------whether the ratio of cost to value of gol~ and ~Ilver . FRANKLIN STEIN'l:R, of Des Moines Iowa, delivered his
is approximately known, or whether their ratiO to celebrated lecture on "EvidencPsof Christianity Tested,"
each other, as to cost of production, can be more to a crowded house io Marks' Hall last evening. !Ie is
The Prophet's cocksure and an eloquent and forceful speaker, an~ held the a!Jdien~e
th an gue~se d a t ·
.
.
spellhonnd. The ideas adv .. nced bemg Infidel In their
mathematical statement of the ratiO as 34 .1.' ~here- character, were with many "let in at the one ear and out
fore causes me to wonder at the extent of hiS mfor- at the other." To-night he will lecture on "The Great
mation. Perhaps the wisest remark to be made Oonspiracy,"-Greensburg Tribune,
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Wants uFour Hundred Years."
LluD HILL, ABK., March 16, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1.50
for the continuance of THE TRUTH SEEKER
to my address, and when the "Four Hundred Years of Freethou!!'ht " is completed
I will send $5 for the book. F. R. LEE.
Cannot Do Without Their Friend.
RIVERSIDE, OAL., March 27, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: You will please find inclosed $3 to pay for the good old TRUTH
SEEKER another year, as we cannot do
without our old friend in this hypocritical
W. 0UNNINGHAM.
town.
He Lends a Helping Hand.
DUNDEE, N. Y., March 23, 1894.
MB. EDITOR: Inclosed find draft for $6
to renew my sub@cription to the grand old
TRuTH SEEKER; $2 to help keep God from
interfering with our Oonstitution and $1
to the picture man Heston. We cannot
get along without him, and why should
not every Liberal that can afford to, send
him $1? I make the draft $6.10, so you
will not hav postage to pay sending money
as directed.
W. 0. SwoRTB.
May He Stray No More.
EAsT OTTo, N.Y., 1\Iarch 28, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Please excusedelayandaccept many thanks for your very valuable
paper, which I do not mean to do without.
A word of welcome to the Man with the
Badge-pin, and all the Pledges that he can
keep. I hope that no western fever will
ever cause him to again stray from your
side.
Find inclosed money order for $6, for
which send THE TRUTH SEEKER to address given, and Remsburg's " Lincoln,"
cloth.
OLARK BURCHARD.
A Look Over the Shoulder.
OMAHA, NEB., March 21, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2.25,
·which will pay my subscription to THE
TRUTH SEEKER until Dec. 31, 1894. I am
pleased with the paper in every respect so
far.
The cartoons are immense. It frequently
amuses me while I am reading during
noon hour to hav some pious believer or
holy fakir sneak up behind me to see what
the cartoons look like, in which case I
never forget to let him see them. Wishing
your splendid paper a successful career, I
am yours truly,
JoHN McAllDLE.
WUI Want a "Host" of Books.
BERNia, MoNT., Feb. 7, 1894.
MR. Em,ToR: I would be glad to send
some new subscribers, but hav failed so
far to get any. Your letter reminds me of
the fact that I am behind on my own subscription, though you were too modest to
say so. I cannot do without THE TRuTH
BEEKER. Send it along and inclosed you
will find pay for another year.
I lUll teaming in this country and hav no
settled place, but when I stop for good I
will order a host of your books.
Yours for liberty, GEo. W. ScoBEE.
Not to Preserve but to Acquire Liberty.
DANSVILLE, N. Y., March 28, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Herewith I inclose copies
of petition, etc., with twenty names. I
wish it were as many thousand. I havn't
strength and time to spare to canvass the
town and am not acquainted at all except
on the hillside. I hope there will be a
powerful protest presented to Oongress.
No one to whom I hav presented it has
hesitated to sign. There is a tremendous
struggle before us to preserve our republic
and acquire liberty. Respectfully,
LUCINDA B. 0HANDLER.
Liberal Societies Wanted.
BLAINE, WASH., March 18, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: There are a great many
Liberals here, but only a few who speak
out. I would be glad to see a Liberal
League in every city and village in the
country. I am sorry I hav kept you waiting for your money so long, but I was
.hoping to get a new subscriber or two. I
will send the money for renewal and for
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought."
If you hav tracts for free distribution I
will scatter some where I think they will
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do the most good. Wishing all friends of of the resurrection which happened at the
th~ Truth SeekAr Oompany a happy life, I time of the passover. Hence we say Easter
day, Easter Sunday, but very improperly.
remain your Liberal friend, A. GF.ERY.
As early as the second century there was
keen dispute respecting the day on which
The Preacher Well Answered.
this feast should be kept. The dispute
PELLA, IA., March 26, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $5 for another was finally settled at the council of Nice in
year's subscription and Paine's " Great 325, which ordained that it should always
Works Oomplete." I liv within two hun- occur on Sunday. So, you see, it is of
dred yards of six or seven sky pilots, who fre- human invention, and is of no use whatquently called on me, but they hav nearly ever but to humbug the paople.
Dr. Jorton says these councils hav been
stopped, as they could not stand Free·
thought. There was one called on me much extolled by Oatholics and by Protestfor a favor, and we talked some on the ants. They were collections of men who
Bible, and he said we were all sinners; he were frail and fallible.
S. R. THoRNE.
was a sinner and his wife was a sinner, and
my wife and myself were sinners. I told
The Theologian.
him I did not think so, for I had lived Along the :flowery pathway stalks
The Theologian-solemn, grim ;
with my wife nearly sixty years, and I
Brooding o'er deeds of death and Bin
never knew her to do a bad thing. Then
With which to terrify his :flocks.
he said he had a good woman, and so had
I, and I told him good folks were not sin- And as with creed-killed soul he walks
Toward his church across the fields,
ners; and he said no more. I am eighty
His cane of Oainish blight he wields
years old, but I will do what I can the rest And w1rlsks the daisies from their stalks.
of my life.
W. S. GEoRGE.
No 11hade of ~uilt comes o'er his look,
AB thus he murders kindred life ;
His Blood is Not Congealed.
For in his mind ferments that strife
SITKA, ALASKA, March 12, 1894.
Which bigots wage around their book.
MR. EDITOR: I would like to write you
Their
eyes are blind to a II that's kind,
sometime. I would like to tell you what a
Save kindness cruel made by creeds ;
church-ridden territory Alaska is; what a
Oreeds cruel as those savage deeds
perfect paradise it is for the surplus mis- That sought by blood to chain the mind.
sionary element of the States; all about A cobwebbed mass of myths that blind,
the clanging of church-bells, keeping good
Orum bling 'midst shouts of nations freed,
people awake day and sometimes through
The church, with all her crazy creed,
the night; all about how the government Still cramps the freedom of the mind I
is ignoring the people's mandate of sepa- Yet as a lad he roamed through vales
rating church from state; how rich the
And culled with tender clue the rose
(poor) Indian is and how well the poor
That opens wells of joy to those
missionary knows it. I must, however, Who learn to love the hills and dales.
take some other time to write full particu- So pure, so good his boyhood shone,
lars. I would like you to secure a census
His parents held him fit to preach.
He grew a man, to rave and screech,
report (the last one of Alaska), in which
And all his sympathies were gone.
you will see the methods pursued.
I am as poor as a church mouse, but as! He grew a man of selfim heart,
And empty forms became his prayer ;
hav subscribed for THE TRUTH BEEKER
And, staining dark a name most fair,
since 1878, I will continue to scrape up
enough to renew. Inclosed find postal Ascribed to Ohrist the juggler's art.
note for $2.50. I giv away papers and And now he struggles to uphear
The tottering pillar of the past ;
send some all along the coast, · but am
But science says it shall not last,
afraid that I hav not done much good for
And man and nature both declare
you Or myself.
R. ALBERTSON.
Its might has vanished with the slave,
No more upheld by freedom's foes· .
Air Foul With Superstition.
For man stamps out his ancient w~es,
RwEVILLE, lA., March. 25, 1894.
And grandly marches past their grave.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find money
THANE JONES.
order for books as per list inclosed. I
would like to know if Paine's "Age of
Liberty! Liberty! Liberty!
Reason " is published iu German and how
OoLUMBus, RAN., March 15, 1894. ·
and where I can get it, for I hav a sister
READERS: You who are strong and
living in Illinois who is s~ill entombed in young, who hav heads to think and hearts
Oatholicism and priestcraft. She cannot to feel, wake up and fight for life and
read English, and I think the " Age of liberty. Be vigilant, activ, aggressiv,
Reason" would be. the best book I could heroic. Oirculate the remonstrance; write
send her to begin with in the process of to your Representative and Senators and
Rationalism. I hav lately made a visit ·to make a grand effort in this crisis to save
some of my relative and friends in a com- American liberty, the Declaration of Inmunity where I used to liv before I went dependence, and the National Oonstitution
through the process of evolution from from the clerical vandal!! and traitors
darkest Oatholicism to mental liberty and gathered at Washington. For twenty
Freethought. Here I found the air so years past I hav done my part in circulatfoul, so poisoned with superstition and ing various petitions to Oongress and
ignorance, that I could endure it only a writing letters to representative and presifew days, for to " argue with those who dents, but I can do so no more, as I am
hav renounced the use of reason is like about· played out. But as long as I can
giving meaicin to the dead," because the talk, write, and think, Liber~y shall be my
priests are applying the science of igno- living sentiment and my dying sentiment.,
rance to perfection on the poor dupes. as .rohn Adams said. Romans betrayed
Ohristianity is yielding some legitimate Rome. The pretended friends of Oonstifruits in this part of the country, for tutional liberty, in violation of their official
insanity cases on account of overdoses of oaths, are stabbing liberty to the heart by
religion are quite numerous.
their religious legislation.
HENRY BISSON.
Every man and woman who wants· a
[We are very sorry to say that the "Age church-and-state religion is an enemy of
of Reason" is not printed in Gerinan.- and traitor. to natural and constitutional
ED. T. S.]
liberty.
Do any of the Freethinkers and lovers of
A Scrap of History.
liberty want to be deprived of their testiNEw YoRK, N.Y., March 20, 1894.
mony in the courts, be disfranchised, be
MR. EDITOR: There is a grea~ time made compelled to '' keep Sunday" as Ohriswith some people about Easter. What is tians may dictate, and pay taxes to support
Easter anyway, that it has become so pop- that and those who deprive t~m of their
ular among the people when it is known to liberty? If not, now is the time and nota
be the English word for the Saxon goddess moment to wait, to show your manhood
Estre, whose festival was held in April?
and love of humanity. We hav given the
The Ohristian church commemorates the tyrannical enemies of liberty an inch and
savior's resurrection on the day which is they hav taken an ell of our liberties, and
set apart for the Jewish Passover, without soon they will all go if we do not all unite
any reason, and calls it Good Friday, or in a long pull and a strong pull. Must
Long Friday, as the Saxons say.
PutniUll, like his Revolutionary namesake,
It is no honor to our translators that this be the first and foremost to plead alone beword occurs in the English Bible, as you fore the committee for our liberty? As it
·win find it in Acts xii, 4. It should hav looks to me, every lawyer in the land who
been Pasl!!over. Easter is a word of Saxon loves truth and liberty should hasten to
origin. The name became attached by as- Washington with R. G. Ingersoll as leader
sociation of ideas to the Ohristian festival and show those traitors by numbers, as well
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as eloquence and logic, that they, that
those who are not Ohristians, hav rights
and aspirations they are bound to respect.
Oh that I had health and strength and
means to go at once to Washington and
fight for my liberty and life; for my liberty is my life. Every court that decides'
that this is a Ohristian nation, decides a
lie, violates its oath, and is a traitor to·
liberty.
Shall one-third of the people
(Ohristians) rule, control, and compel the
other two-thirds to liv, and think, and act
and spend their time al!! the Ohristians dictate, sustfained by church-and-state enacted
laws? Hoi to the. rescue, hoi "Up,
guards, and at them." '' A liberty that
someone else must define for me is no liberty at all." Reader, is there anything
more precious to you than your liberty?
If there is, then are you willing to be a
slave or a hypocrit wlien our enemies hav
destroyed the liberty we hav had? The
love of liberty has been constant inspiration to me. 0 reader, let it inspire and
impel you to action in liberty's present
struggle for life.
" 0 Liberty I thou wast undone, ·
Wast from thy nativ country driven
When tyranny eclipsed the sun
And blotted out the stars of heaven."
J. H. OooK.

a

Bible Points for Military Chiefs.
ScRANToN, PA., March 29, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: We had the pleasure of
hearing three good lectures, delivered in
the Music Hall of this city by John E.
Remsburg. They were: "Fathers of
Our Republic," " Bible Morals," and
"Sabbath-Breaking." Mr. Remsburg, at
the conclusion of his last lecture, urged us
to organize, which we did on March 14ih.
You may hear from our secretary in the
near future. I went to visit one of our
members and saw that his tables were
strewn with Liberal works of all kinds.
He gave me six back numbers of THE
TRUTH BEEKER. Believe me, I hav a good
laugh every time I look at them; they
would be just the thing for Sunday-schools.
I am not a subscriber to any Liberal
journal, but I intend to subscribe for THE
TRUTH BEEKER as soon as I can.
I am a genuin Infidel and am proud to
say that I fear no God, ghost, or devil, or
any other windbag; but this has been the
cause of my being held down. I work in
the mines, and all mine foremen are
religious cranks, which makes it hard
for a Freetbinker to liv under their paw,
but I would rather die branded with Freethought and truth than to be crowned
with lies of barbarian kings who may hav
lived a few thousand years ago.
I hear much talk about Spiritualism; I
believe as much in that as I do in the
famous or infamous old Adam and Eve
story. No, love is my religion. I love .
the small as well as the great, the weak as
well as the strong, the poor as well, and
better, than the rich. Bnt my Ohristian
friends would hav me believe that the
sun and the moon did stand still. Why
did not the great generals Grant and
Lee try the same scheme in the late war?
Why did they not giv the ocean a kick
and make a path in it, and when their
enemy would follow cause it to close in on
them?
Now, a few words about our organization: We hav had only two meetings as yet,
and we don't know exactly which way to
point our cannon or how to load it. If
you could giv us any information I would
like to .present it at our next meeting,
which is next Sunday. There are undoubtedly two or three thousand Freethinkers in this city; but they will not
show up because we cannot offer them
protection against their cowardly oppressors, by whom we are all employed; we are
the next thing to being unemployed at
present. I cannot afford to buy anything
just now, but as soon as we begin to
work I will be on your subscription list.
I remain,
Yours in Freethought,
w. w. WATKINS.
["What to do" in local societies is one
of the most difficult problems we are trying to solve. So much depends upon the
conditions in any given place. Those
upon the ground should be better qualifted
than any others to choose effectiv methods.
Where there is not sufficient money to
employ our traveling lecturets and tbete
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is littll) or no home speaking talent !\ number of ·expedients may be resorted to
which are often found quite ·successful
Hav some one read a lecture or editortaf
from a Liberal paper. Oomment upon it
either from your seats or the platform:
Or read from some Freethonght or scientific book. A ·good reader · and a good
book put together on, the stage can interest
and instruct an audience of Freethinkers.
Then hav music if yon can; any instrument will please the children and singing
will draw numbers into the ranks of the
entertainers. Recitations, dialogs-everything of the kind helps. Make a cheerful
place for all-men, women, and childrento meet. That is what will e~pty the
churches. Hav a Sunday-school if yon
can. · Get speakers whenever possible·
many will be glad to hav the opportuni~
to address your society. We mean oooal!lional, volunteer, speakers. Try to keep
informed by your daily reading in regard
to all matters of especial interest to Freethinkers, and then when yon come together tell your friends what yon hav
learned and exchange your op1mons
about the matter.. A picnic, a dinner, a
festival, will help make yon sociable,
Huxley's and Tyndall's scientific essays,
Ingersoll's lectures, Reade's "Martyrdom
of Man," Miss Wixon's ''Apples of Gold,"
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years ·of Freethought," Beall's "Brain and the Bible,"
Bell's ''Handbook of Freethought," would
furnish yon with hundreds of splendid
selections to read and discuss.-ED. T. S.]

Events Interestingly Touched.

streiiB on the fact that he is not in a demption plays no part in keeping those
position to know the light in whi9h the promises at par. He further alleges that,
gods regard him, and ignores completely under the free coinage of silver, dollarl!l of
the sublunary portion of his amused audi- that metal would rise to the value of gold.
ence, until he is forced out of his cyclone To the first assertion it is sufficient to reply
pit of more or lei!B bright and witty badi- that few want the gold so long as they are
nage by the derrick of persistent demand confident that it is to be had for the askfor argument. When he emerges, he be- ing, and this confidence renders it possible
gins defensiv operations with a euphemistic for a dime and, a half of gold to keep ten
variation regarding a fool and his folly; dimes' value of paper money or silver at
refers to the fact that a '' man in a ditch " par. As to the second allegation, it is ceris not "afraid of bullets;" remarks that tain that free silver coinage could never
''a brain impervious to thought may invite raise the commercial price of that metal
discussion saf~ly," and finally decides to to the present ratio with gold, or maintain
aooept-after some delay-what in his pe- a silver dollar on the level of a gold dollar
culiarly facetions way lie terms " my in purchasing power; for it is notorious
blnft," but which .really was a direct, that it costs about thirty-four times as
straightforward challenge to discussion, much to produce an ounce of gold as
made with the view of convincing, or be- it does to produce the same quantity of
ing convinced, of the truth or fallacy of silver, which would make the commercial
the claim that it is quite as impossible to ratio of silver to gold about thirty-four to
create value from nothing as raw material one, while the coinage ratio is but sixteen
as it.is to create a solar system, or systems, to one. Now, it is manifest that the free
from nothing but omnipotence. Let the coinage of silver can only benefit owners
situation not be misunderstood. Either of that metal-and others not at all-so
Macdonald is or I am misleading the long as the government is able to giv a
peop~e-oertainly nnwittin~ly-to the best gold dollar for one of silver; and it l&
of our ability; and being directly opposed equally clear that, since everybody knows
to one another regarding the question of this perfectly, there would be a terrific
finance, it is certain that one or the other rush to exchange all other kinds of money
of us should-in the interest of that por- for gold, and that the very small margin
tion of the public we reach-stop. The of that metal which the government has
·disonssion which is now on will tend to would scarcely last a week, at which time
show, at one and the same time, who it would not be possible to get anything
should revi,ae his financial conclusions more valuable for a silver dollar than anand which of us, if either, " iR in a other of the same kind, and we would find
ditch," or has been gnilty of folly, or ourselvs on a monometallic basis of silver,
is ''impervious to thought." Before ar- with the currency contracted by the hoardgument begins, however, it seems legiti- ing of all the gold. Mr. Macdonald thinks
mate to call attention to the fact that my that the silve.r dollar under free· coinage
Opponent made no attempt to defend the would still purchase as much as one of
rickety and rheumatic analogies he set up gold, since it so circulated before it Was
to display the folly of studying the finan- demonetized. But Mr. Macdonald forgets
cial question. Evidently, on this oooa~ion, that at that time the commercial ratio of
he feared the bullets because of the fact silver to gold was le11s than the coinage.
that he was "in a hole," which develops ratio, which made silver more valuable as
the falsity of his assertion that men belou bullion than as coin. No silver was coined
for years before free coinage was stopped.
the surface are indifferent to missile.
Mr. Macdonald, abandoning ·sarcasm, The gentleman thinks, also, that the stathen proceeds to notice the first question bility of money does not depend upon the
propounded to Mr. Peck, which seems to material of which it is composed, but upon
hav acted as an anesthetic on the latter the fact that the credit of the country is
gentleman, which in sti.bstanoe was whether pledged to its support, and that this fa9t
the fact that the manufacture of fractional givs it world-wide acceptance. The fact
coins is a governmental monopoly, taken is our money has no currency outside of
in conjunction with the possibility of ex- this country. Our gold and silver money
changing them at the sub-treasuries, does is accepted abroad by weight, and our other
not account for their being universally money not at all. Now, is not the credit
received at their face value, and whether of the country which Mr. Macdonald says
they would be received at more than their keeps our money at par, measured by its
bullion worth if neither of these condi- power to keep its promises to pay partions exis.ted. To this Mr. -Macdonald this is, gold-for any other money? Is it
answers that if these conditions existed in not true, that if its power to pay is limited
all parts of the United States, they might to silver, the dollar (other than gold) will
bav something to do with the case. What be worth but the bullion value of the silver
has this remark to do with the fact that dollar? The province of money is to disthe making of fractional currency is a charge debt, and intrinsic value is not
governmental monopoly? Is that not a considered, a dollar paBBing for one hunfact in any section of the country? As to dred Pents because the next man will take
the other condition-of redemption-while it at that rate, we are told. But the next
sub- treasuries are not numerous, and are man will soon stop taking it at that rate if
therefore rather inaccessible, the knowl- those at the centers of exchange lose conedge that coins are exchangeable for any fidence in the ability of the gqvernment
kind of money is universal, and operates to keep its promis to pay gold to all
as effeotivly at long range as it would next asking for it, at which time the next
door to the place of· redemption. Mr. man will take it-if at all-at such a figure
Macdonald hints at sections where cents as he is sure will protect him against loss.
do not pass at their face value, and also of The gentleman " might go further," he
localities where they hav not currency be- says, "and aver that it is not the redeemcause they are not wanted. I hav never able quality of our currency that makes it
heard of a place where they were refused exchangeable for gold, but because the
at their face value, although it is possible party having, the gold knows _that the curthat if oftered in larger quantity than the rency has the same debt-paymg power as
law allows as a legal tender, they might his coin." Mr. Macdonald stClps too soon
be refused except at a discount. But this in his chain of redemption, for it is certain
does not change the fact that the monop- that no man will giv gold coin, or its
oly of their manufacture, together with value, for currency, unless he is reasonacceptance of the obligation to receive ably certain to get gold value again for
them in payment or exohangt', by the his currency when he wishes to exchange
government, is all that keeps them at any it, and this certainty depends upon the
point greatly beyond their metal value ; ability of the government to fulfill its
for if it were possible to coin them freely, promis to pay gold for its other ourenoy.
the metal of which they are made would With snob ideas it is not strange ·that the
be presented and coined just as long as the gentleman puts his trust in hens. Mr.
coin was worth a reasonable profit more Macdonald " brings the argument up to
than the metaL As to the need for cur- date" by redeeming Ml'. Peck's note in
rency insuring the circulation of tokens such a fashion as invites the oonolnsion
of small intrinsic worth at their face value, that he left himself a loop-hole to say, in
it is certain that in such oases promises of an emergency, that ''evidentlythe Prophet
redemption hav always stood behind them, is utterly devoid of the sense of humor, or
which, if violated, soon caused their re- he would never snppose that I would injection.
sinuate that a reputable gentleman like
Mr. Macdonald argues further that the Mr. Peck would attempb to redeem his
fact that but $11JO,OOO,OOO of gold is all note by oftering to renew it and counselthat stands behind $818,000,000 of prom- ing the holder to go to the devil."
ises to pay is sufficient to show that reE. 0. RoscoE. ·

should .hav any· part in· it· and that two of
his friends should officiate-one say a few
words at-the honse, the other at the grave.
~his .sho'!s that the Ohio Liberal Society
lB spreading common sense in that com·
munity.
The society now occupies the spacious
light, attractiv hall of the Oinoinnati Ool:
lege, directly opposit the Gibson Honse
for their regular Sunday evening meetin,;
I attended the 'meeting of March 18th.
The subject of the evening was "The
Physical Evolution of Mind," and the
speaker J. Olegg Wright. Andrew Hogg
ably presided. The lecture was a brilliant
eftort-profonnd, yet entertaining. The
speaker possesses a splendid voice and
knows how to nee· it eft'eotivly, often emphasizing his points with dramatic force.
He is thoroughly radical, but insinuates
sufficient irony, humor, and sarcasm into
his address-especially when dealing with
theological vagarie~to keep his audience
en rapport from beginning to end. There
are but ~ew Liberal lecturers who can be
compared with J. Olegg Wright.
The lecture concluded, Ohairman Ho!<'g
announced that the speaker would delineate
the characters of such persons as would be
called on the platform. The first subject
was the genial· president of the society,
George Light; the second was a, lady of
the society. Speaking ·of .the leading
characteristics of Mr. Light, the lecturer
said he was impulsiv, generous to a fault,
yet withal possessed fine traits to make a
prosperous bnsiness man. As George is a
strong Materialist, you can better imagin
than I can desol'ibe the eft'eot of the professor's announcement that "he [Mr.
Light] was a healer-a medium." Well,
the house went wild over this, and I con"
eluded to suggest THE TRUTH SEEKER, as
soon as possible, as the advertising medium
wherein Brother George could spread the
"Light" of healing- on his "Wings-fin!'.
The next subject wa~ the writer, but,
really, the professor said so many flattering things about my "scientific " style of
mind-a searcher for facts, etc.-that I
will revert to the weak points. He said I
was inordinately sensitiv; that is, I had
been &o until late years; wanted my own
way; no one would drive me off with a
broomstick; there was a good deal of oombativness about me; I was not out out for
a speaker, but certainly was for literature,
and what will astonish some, he said I
was "extremely conscientious." Dr. McLeod said that he had hit me off to a dot.
At any rate, we furnished plenty of
amusement for the audience.
I find this in the Enquirer:

OmomNATI, 0., March 20, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: St. Patrick's day found the
writer in Oinoinnati, where he received a
hearty greeting from that stalwart Liberal,
Dr. E. S. McLeod. There . is no joke
about the stalwart, as our. Esonlapian
disciple stands about. six feet Six and is of
m:ajestio proportions. He is a host in
himself, and he is honored by all who hav
had the good fortune to form his acquaintance. The doctor was one of the chief
supporters of the Ohioago Secular Union
in its days of influence and prosperity.
That evening I accompanied the doctor
to a lecture on {' Socialism," by Richard
T. Ely, professor of political economy in
the University of Wisconsin, at the Odeon
Music Hall; Having read a number of
articles by Mr. Ely, I had formed an exaggerated opinion of his importance and
integrity. I should hav admired him
more without hearing him. His lecture
was illnsivlyindefinit, prolix, and pedantic.
Sometimes yon would think he was an ad
Rev. Father Mackey, of the cathedral,
vocate of Socialism, at another an oppodelivered an interesting and scholarly
nent. If it was intended as advocacy it lecture
on "The Relation Between Ohnroh
was a very cold-blooded sort, which I can and State" before a large audience at the
scarcely appreciate. If there is anything St. Ann's church in West Oovington~ Ky.,
I like it is to hear a person who is fairly last night. Father Mackey is empnatioimbued with an idea (even if it be an ally in favor of the church and state being
separate as at present and he is
erroneous one from my point of view) and kept
opposed to the proposed amendment to
not afraid to place himself on record. He the federal Oonstitution recently introseemed to· stifle Socialism by ''they do duced in both houses of Oongress, the obthus and so." It was too impersonal al- ject of which is to declare the United
together. It lacked spirit and ardor. States of America a Ohristian government.
Father Mackey also expressed himself
The amount of information dispensed apas opposed to having foreign customs or
peared microscopic. He seemed to feel practices introduced into the government
that either himself or his subject was out of this country. He insisted that "everyof place. It was something of a society thing in America must be American." He
event, as the speaker and the chairman ap- agreed with the expressions of Archbishop
peared in evening dress. In the audience Ireland, made in a speech at St. Paul,
Minn., Satnrdar,, on "Foreign Nationalwas a fair scattering of preachers. The ism in America. '
chairman is president of some theological
E. A. STEVENS.
mill in the Gem city. The audience was
not a Socialistic one.
During the lecture the speaker defined
From the " Man in the Ditch."
Anarchism and Socialism. At its close
BROOXLYN, N. Y., Aprill, 1894.
questions were allowed, of which this is a
MR. EDITOR: If in the course of any
sample: " Do Anarchists believe in a
divine authority?" The lecturer replied discussion, any person, prophet or laythat no Anarchist could believe in a God or man, had accused me of ignorance regardany authority. George Light, president ing any subject I had ventn:red to write
of the Ohio Liberal Society, being present, ''even casually" about, and had stated
asked if the Socialists believed in divine that my views were so ludicrous as to afauthority.
The speaker declared that ford mirth to "gnds and men," I wouldmany of them did and many of them did if I replied at all-hav attempted to demonstrate to men the sonndneiiB of my
not.
Sunday afternoon George Light at- assertions, and would hav been completely
tended the funeral of a business friend indifferent as to the light in which the
with whom he often conversed, but who, gods regarded me. But, strange to relate,
while he had attended the meetings occa- our friend Macdonald, who would hav
sionally, had never joined the Liberal so- been entirely justified in ignori.ng the
ciety. He was agreeably surprised to find casual reference made to him by way of
that instead of a thoroughly orthodox pointing a moral and adorning a discussion
Presbyterian funeral his friend had left with another man, chooses - for reasons
bliltrnotions that no priest or preacher not altogether obsonre-to lay partionlar
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but she did not invite my brother and
myself; probahly because we do not believe in the B1ble. The people around
call us Infidels; but I do not care; I am
Erlifed by Miss SUSAN H. WIXoN, Fall proud of it.
TJLLm F. RoTSOH.
River, Mn11s., to whom all Communica[Your teacher exhibited a very poor
tion<> for this r!orner should be sent.
spirit in not inviting you to her party, and
fot" such a reason. Never mind. Be true
"Bet.ween the dark ani! the daylight,
to your convictions and you will be happy,
· When the night ;s beginnin<r to lower.
Comes a pause in the cla'"'" occupation•
though you never attend a party given by
That is known as the Chilclren's Hour."
one so bigoted. You are our own dear,
brave girl.-ED. C. C.]

Sleepy Song.

Come, little clarling, your eyes are sleep Fmitten;
Come to the arms that would rock you to rest.
S~A how your pJ.wmate, the bonnie Whit~ kitten,
Spee<l• to its mother and snugs in her breast.
Purr-purr-purr-purrHear how she coaxes her kitten to rest.
Vst t-o her lullaby; charged full of slumber
Is the low song that the pu~sy cat sings.
Sleep fairies hear it and :flockwith~ut number
Near to my baby on gossamer wings.
Purr-pnrr-pnrr-purrThat is the tune that the mother puss sings.
Come then, my little one, yield and be taken
Close in the arms that would shelter their own.
Haste, Jest your playmate, the white kitten,
waken
First from its slumber to frolic alone.
Hush-hnsh-hmh-huehSleep in the arms that will shelter their own.
ELLA. WH~ELEa WILCOX, in the Jnaependent.

What the Little Folks Are Saying.
The funny things which the little folks
say at bedtime would doubtless fill a very
large volume. Here are three bedtime
queries and remarks which excited much
amusement in their respectiv households:
Little Ritchie wanted to omit his prayers
t.hA other evening when his room was
quit11 cold. So bis mamma asked him:
•• Don't you want to ask. God to care for
you through the night?" " Oh," was the
~aive reply, "you don't catch God comin'
round such a cold night as this!"
Little Marion was told to include the
petition, "And make me a good girl," in
her ev~ning prayers. " What," she cried,
"an' eat up all the crusts? Well, I guess
not!"
A little seven-yPar-older, whose philo~ophical mind was bent on allowing its
little owner to stay up longer than usual,
asked a question which could not be
answered off-hand. It was this: "Mamma, what would we hav been if we hadn't
been anybody?"

Correspondence.
N oRBE, TRx., Feb. 8, 1894.
DEAR Miss WixoN: My papa is not
taking THE TRUTH SEEKER, bnt my uncle,
Theo. Colwick, is a subscriber, and he is
living with us. I love to read tbe Children's Corner. I havtwenty-four cousins;
two sisters older than myself and one
brother younger. I am ten years old and
liv on a farm, where we raise wheat, oats,
millet, corn, and cotton. I help on the
farm when I am not going to school. I
picked one hundred and fourtPen pounds
of cotton in one day. We did not raise
mnch cotton last year on account of a
drouth.
MAUD E. OLSoN.
[My, what a lot of cousins! And what a
dear little worker to pick so much cotton
in one day.-ED. C. C.]
WALLA WAiiLA, WAsH., Feb. 19, 1894.
MISS SusAN WixoN: I read the letters of
the Corner every time I get a chance.
My papa is a strong Freethinker and so
am I. I go to school every day, Bnd I am
thirteen years old. It is very dull here.
The Sahation Army has a granrl time.
Two of its mem hers were arrestf d for
stealing whisky And got eleven days in
jail. After they were released they went
back into the army shouting, •' Halle
lujah!" and "Glory to God!" My papa
would like to become an agent for the
Freethought work and has written to THE
TRUTll SEEKER. I hav no brothers or
sisters. I will close, and remain,
Your little Liberal fri1-nd,
BERTHA MoNTAGUE.
[Another splendid girl added to our
Corner list.-ED. C. C]
CARTHAGE, Mo., Feb. 16, 1894.
DEAR Mxss W1xoN: My pa has taken
THE TRUTH SEEKER for several years. I
like to read the Corner better than any of
the paper, because it is interesting to hear
what the children hav to say. I go to
school, and my teacher is very religious.
She had a question box in school for a
while, and I threw in several Bible questions, but received no answer; so i answered them myself, bnt the teacher
showed plainly that she did not like. them.
So she abolished the question box. Perhaps she thought we were gettin11: too wise
because she could not answer the questions. She had a party at her house since,

PoRT ANGET,ES; WASH., Feb. 14, 1894.
DEAR MIRS WIXoN: We hav three
churches in this town, but I hav never attflnded any of them. My father has taken
THE TRUTH SEEKER for ten years and finds
no other paper equal to it. I read the
Children's Corner, and would much like
to talk with you. My father Publishes- a
Populist paper here called 'Ihe People,
and a Rhort t.ime ago he publi,.hed an article called "Joe's Dream," which so stirred
un the Christians that some of them wanted their paper discontinued. The larger
half of the people in this town are Freethinkers. Your Liberal friend,
LEo BoHALL.
[Another brave boy to hold up the cause
of truth.-ED. C. C.]
·
GARDlMU, PA., March 13, 1894.
DlllAR Mrss WixoN: We hav taken THE
TRUTH SEEKER for ten years; that is, ever
since mamma's convAr~ion to Freethought.
She says it is her Bible, as she gave up the
Bible for it.
I hav four brothers. the eldest of whom,
0. J. Fairchild, is in Bradford, Pa. I am
the youneest of the family, fourteen years
of age. We liv in a valley, with monntains
all around- a very pleasant place. Hunting and fishing for trout are the sports of
the young people. I hav the "Story Hour"
and wish I had more. If any of the children of the Corner choose to correspond
with a Pennsylvania mountain girl, I shall
be happy to answer. IDA L. FAIRORILu.
[A good letter for the first one.-ED.
C. C.]
BoND, KAN., Feb. 14t 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: We hav ha<l several
revival meetings here. First the good
Christians of our valley employed a
preacher from New York, the Rev. CartJ
wright. who told us that where he came
from they called hi.m a Hustler; but as he
did not succeed in bringing any souls to
Christ, they concluded they would hold a
revival conducted by their own preachers.
For two months they prayed for us and
warned us of our danger if we did not accept Christ, but all in vain. They succeeded in converting only four little girls,
the oldest not fifteen years of age.
We hav a literary society meeting in our
schoolhouse once a week, and hav had several interesting debates. One evening the
question was: "Resolved, That the preslint ByBtPm of geology and astronomy S.B
taught is incorrect." Only two 11:entlemen
spoke on the affirmativ side, but they were
in earnest. They based their arguments
oil- the Bible. One of these gentlemen is
a member of .a school board. Think of it,
Corner .friflnds; a man who believes that
the earth is flat, and that the sun revolves
around it, is a member of a· school board !
I think that in this enlightened age such a
man shnuld not hav anything to do with
school affairs. Your Liberal friend,
E:tvA HELLSTROM.
[The people should see to it that only intellig(;nt and educated persons hav charge
of the schools.-ED. C. C.]
HANOVERTON, 0,, Maroh 19, 1894.
DFAR Miss WIXoN: 1 venture a few lines
to the Corner in reference to Mr. William
Kintner and lady, who reside in this town
and are endowed with more than ordinary
powers of mind; both sterling Freethinkers who work for the cause. Mr. Kintner
is everybody's friend and never aggressiv,
but when one of the anointed scare-crows
picks him up for demolition he is soon
spiritually moved to drop him. They hav
lived happily and enjoyed life for all there
is in it.
But alas! the diphtheria in its worst form
visited the town, to which their beautiful
daughter of twelve years fell a victim.
She suffered a few days and died. She was
an ornament to the family circle, and, for
one of her age, was well advanced in literature and Freethoughtphilosophy. J rec·
ollect in the long ago you had little Alice
in the Corner. ·
But again, a few days later, a bright
little brother of some ten years was
attacked w1th the epidemic; he suffered a
week, when little Archie was no more.
This is crushing to the doting parents.. I
would gladly say something comfortine for
them, but can find no wc.rd; but we cherish a hope that their good sense and philosophy will- carry .them safely over. Their
loved ones are resting sweetly where
trouble will never reacli them. May the
flower of fond memory ever bloom over

I their graves, whose 11:l~om is lost iJ;l the

glory of unsullied virtue unforgotten, lB my
prayer.
J. F. JoHNSON.
[We sincerely· sympathize with our
friends in the loss of their bright children,
Alice and Archie. Dear Alice was one of
our Corner friends. Their vacant places
can never be filled, and the hearts of all
who loved them will ache while their
pleasant ways are remembered. But they
can never snffer again. ' There is no more
pain, sorrow, or grief for them. With
them all is peace forever.-ED. C. C.]

fJooks by Helen H. Gardenet.

ARCH BnAOH, CAL., Feb. 6, 1894.
Mrss W1XoN-.Dear Friend: I am going
to help fill out the Children's Corner a
little this week. I see by the last few
numbers of the ever-welcome old TRUTH
SEEKlllR that there is "always room for
one more." That ever-truthful paper has
been in the family about as long as I hav,
New Edition, ReVised and Enl&rged.
so you may know that it is no new· friend
to me.
.
I am one of a large family of freehearted Liberals. Several other members
Introduction by
hav written to THE TRUTH SEEKER at
different times, but this happens to he my
ROBERT G. ~GERSOLL.
first communication. We all try to do
Price, cloth, $1; paper, liO cents.
what we nan in behalf of our glorious
cause.
But unfortunately that is not
7'1ul Traae Sv:ppliea at Special .Dts~ountll.
much; indeed, it is really nothine, for
livine as we do, far up in the mountains,
about ten miles northeast of nowhere, and
within about twenty miles of a faint glimmer of somewhere, we find that the verv·
most we can do is just to think! But I
hav often thought what a blessing it is
that we are gifted with Freethought. In- ~ Fascinating Story of Radical Trutbs on
deed, I do not know what would become
Religion and Social Matters.
of us if, like so many of our poor Chris.Price. cloth, $1 : paper, 50 cents.
tian friends, our thou11:hts were perennially bound to a church, wrapped up in a
preacher and inclosed ·within the iron
covers of a detestable Bible.
I hav often heard my little Christi&n
friends at school say ·they did not like Sunday, and wished it would never come; that
A NE"W' NOVEL.
they enjoyed Saturday much better. If
Paper; 50 cents..
Prine.
oloth, $1.
you asked them the reason, they would
say, mamma would not let them play on
Sunday; they had to go to Sunday school
in the morning, and in the afternoon they
had to stay in-doors and read the Bible. I
SHORT STORIES.
liav really seen parents that were almost
too pious to allow their children to laugh
Paper, 50 cents.
Price, cloth $1.
and talk on that sacred day, I should
think it would be torture to the poor children. I sincerely pity such ignorance I
It seems to me that when a person has
grown to a_ mature age, and still holds
CONTENTS:
such preposterous views of religion, they
Splendid Judge of a Woman The Lady pf the
must surely hav a limited amount of A Club-Un<ler
Protest -For the Proseout10n-A
brains. For my part I always look forRusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House
Mystery. The Time-Lol'k of Our Anward to Sunday ·as a very enjoyable day,
cestors- Florence Campbell's
and enjoy it much better than I do SatFate-My Patient's Fate.
urday; for the latter is a day of extra
Pri •e, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
work, while it is our custom to do as little
work and hav as much pleasure as possible
on Sunday. Our chief sport is picnicking
or shelling, when the tide is low, as we liv Facts and. Fictions of Life.·
but a short half mile from the ocean.
CON'l'EN'IB:
In my estimation· we liv in one of the
F ction of Fictions-A Day in Court
prettiest little nooks there is to be found in Preface-The
-Throw, in Wi h the C1ty's'Dead --An lrrethe Rocky mountains; it is a vPry small
spon ible Edu~at-d Cl~t>s-The Morall:leSJ>''nsib lt;y of Woman in Heredityplace, and is completely surrounded by
Woo anashnAnn•·x -SexinBrainlofty mountains. Indeed, if a stranger
Heredit-y in t• Relati n• to a
were to drop d0wn from the sky, he would
Double Standard of MoralsDivor e and the Prothink he -was in a cage, though not a very
po ed Nati nal Law
unpleasant one, judging from the scenery
-Lawsuit r 1 egaround him. I am afraid if I continue the
aoY-Common
Aen•e in
description of my home in this letter, !will
Surgery.
deprive some of my Liberal friends (who
Cloth,
11;
paper, 50 cents.
hav a firmer hold on the Corner than I
hav at the present time) of elbow room, so
I will close, leavin11: my best regards to
yourself and all the Cornerites,
Yours respectfully,
ANNIE M. THURSTON.
[But Annie has a firm hold on the CorBy HELEN H. GARDENER.
ner after this.-ED. C. C.]
One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, tmtl

Men, Women and

Gods~

IS THIS YOUR SON, MY LORD?

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?

Pushed· by Unseen Hands.
.A. Thoughtless Yes.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

SOMETHING NE"W'!

A Freethonght Romance Library.
WARRANTED TO PLEASE.

Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price, tO cents. Address this office.

Every Book Full of Freethought SentinienL
Not a Dry, Tedious Page Allowed.
p:~blished monthly at $150 a year; aix
copies, 75cents: single copy,15 cents.
Address THE L tBERA.L PUBLJiHING CO.,
Etl4
Portland, Kansas.

It is

HISTORY. OF THE BIBLE.
BEDIG

A Popular Account of the Formation and Development
of the Canon,

L. K. Washburn's Works.

Sunday and the Sabbath.

"A law regu-

lating human conduct on the Sabbath i~ an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. " The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

" Think of

a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or Y.ying to induce the Deit;y to undertake a
crusade of one against the Uolorado beetle I"
Price, 10 centi.

By BRONSON D. KEELER.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. .
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Fact I

Ool!ITBI!ITB: The Hebrew Canon. The New Testament. The Early Controversies: The Books a.t
First Not Considered Inspired., Were the Fathers
Competent t The Fathers Quoted ae Scripture
Books Which are Now Called Apocryphal. The
Heretics. The Christian Canon.
l'aper, 50 cents: oloth, 75oenta.

Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents•.
Was Jesus Insane I Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholie
Church. Price, 5 cents.
APdress THE TRUTHI f'l!l!EFB

"Price, 5 cents.
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ROBERT G.
INGERSOLL'S
WORKS.
--Q--

Of a certain year and .;5 75 for 1853 quar•er dollar. H1gh ,,t pr.,wm.n• on eleven hundred varieti6•
of United StateR 11.nd fore1gn coin• and stamp•, ala' Oonfederate mpney. Inolose st&lllll for po•t~ge
and we will send you free our 16-page illustrated Catalo~ue stiOwmg what we buy. Do not delay,
but fend today· heaping y!)ar ey-es open i:OD may pick np coins and stamps th~ Will bring you a
lar~te amount of mone:v. NATIONAL OOIN 00 .• 832 Stock Eichan~te Building. Hoston Ma..•s. t6tll

Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.
A Liberal living in Michigan sald onoe that he wou.1d givQ. $115 &
~ to have the Oiimes of Pi'eaohers recorded, as the frequent l&psel
of T.irtue of the ministers showed how little value <Jhristi&irlt;r
possessea to m&ke men mor&l.
We have just issued the Fourth Edition of the book doinlr thil.
The additions for thill new edition of the

~'Crimes

of Preachers"

lbOWB nearly 400 oases of ministerial oondnct. While those in pre.,
nous editions show that within. few years &bout

GODS AND OTHER LECTURES.
Comprising 'fhh9 Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individtia.lity, Heretic.S and Heresies
P aper, 5U cents; cot
1 , $1.
· •

HHOSTS AND OTHER LECTURES.

Incmding TJ?.e G;host~, Liberty of Man, WOIJ).an, and ChilM Tbe Declaradon of Independence., About Farmmg m flqum;, tlpeech Nomtnatmg Jame• G Blaine for Presidency iu 1876
The G,ra!lt R<nquer., A Tnbute to Rev. Alex. Olarke, 'fhe Past Rises Before Me Like a Dre ..m'·
and A fnbute to Ebon C. In((ersoU. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
'

SOME MISTAKES OF MOSES.
.
Content•: Some Mistakes of )ioses, Free Schools, The Politicians, Man and Woman The
Pentateuch, Monday, Tue~day, Wednesday, T)mrsday, He Made the Stars Also, Friday, l::l~tur
day, Let us Make Jl'l.an, Sunday, The Necessity fo,· a Good Memory, 'fhe Garden !'he l•ai
Dttmpne~s, B>tec)lns and Babel, l<'<ti~h in _Nlth, 'l'l!e .Hebre'!Vs, The Plague~, 'fhe Flight, Conf~s~<
and
Avmd, Insptred .Slavery, Marnage, War, Relig10us Liberty, Conclns10n. Paper , 50 cents·,
~n

INTERVIEWS ON TALMAGE.

1300 :MINISTERS HA.VE BEEN G'UILTY
of one kind or another of criminal condnot. Most of the crimes
are against women, for the f&ir eex are at onoe thd weu.kness and
the strellith of the church-" the church" meanin&' of course the
l'ler_gy.
Notwithstanding the many additional pa.qes, we have kellt the
price the same, 25 oents. Send .for "' copy, and oonfonnd the church- . . . ..,.IIi
l!len. Show them jnst what sort of BC&lllPB are the clergy who have
elosed the World's Fair on Sunday. because it is so holy & d&y that to look upon mach!nerr or
IJ&intiDgs ill this period is "immoral."

Address
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REDUCTION IN PRICE ~\OF A GREAJ BOOL

Being Sh Interview~ wi~h tbe Famon; Oratpr on Six Sermons by the Rev. T. DeWitt Talm>ge, of Urooklyn·, to which !J auded & Tahnag1an Catechism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.25;
cloth, gllt, $1.50.

BLASPHEMY.'

With the eighth sdit/M •

Argument hyR. G. Ingersoll in the Trial of C. B. Reynolds\ at Morristown N J This is
the greate~t ~rgumen~ ever made in a gase of this kind, and will oe a model for the ·boX so long
as the Chrtsoians use f.orce to re!M'ess free speech. Its legal acnmer_ i; unsurpassed its eloqnenc.e never equaled m a trial for ".blasphemy." Wherever Christit~,n per,ecution is going
on th~s argJ].ment 5hould be free! mrculated, read to the Christiane, and expounded on every
occasiOn. Paper, 25 cents; clotu, 50 cents. ·

Win wood Reads's "Mal"tJrdom of Man.'' the coat of
production has bssn ,...,

WHAT MUST WE DO TO BE SAVED t

Analyzes the.so-c-tlbd gos?els of ii'Iatth!lw, MarkJ Luke, and John, and devotes a chapte~
each to the Cathohcs, Eptscopa.lian", Methodists Presoyterians, E~angelical Alliance and ~tn
~wers the question of the Christian; as to what he proposes instead of Christianity-the religIOn of sword and ft~tme. P<tPclr, 25 cents.
.

THE GREAT INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY.

ssnsd so that we can red*
the prtoe from It .11 It

.

.The famous Christm.a~. Sermon by Colonei Ingersoll, the heated replies of the ministers,
and Colonel Ingersoll's reJ omders to the same. Paper, 25 cents.
"

$1.00.

THOMAS PA.INE'S VINDICATlON.
A Reply to the New York Obse1"1!er's Attack npon the Author-hero of the Revolution, by
R. G. Ingersoll. Paper, 15 cents.
.
·

LIMITATIONS OF TOLERATION.

A Dls~nssion between .R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederick R. Oonden, and Ex-Governor
Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10 cents.

ORTHODOXY.

A Lecture. Paper, 10 cents.

CIVIL R£GHTS SPEECH.
"

Wit~ Speech

of Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10 cents.

OPENING SBEECH TO THE JURY:

In the snit of th9 B.&; M. 'rei. Co. vs. W. U. Tel. Co., 1885

CRIMES A.GA.US'f URIMINA.LS.

·

·

.
Paper, 10 cents.

Delivered Before the New York State Bar Association.

·

Paper, 10cents.

'LIFE. A Prose-Poem. In color, on board, gilt edges, !!x 18 (for mantel, wall, or easel), 50 cents.
LITHOGRA.PII OF R. G. INGERSOLL.
.
A. LAY SERMON.
22x28 inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents.

On the Labor Question. Paper, r, cents.

PHOTOGRAPH (CABINET) OF R. G. UGERSOLL, 50 cents.
.
"
"
" COLONEL INGERSOLL, WITH BABY BROWN.
(A home picture.) 50 ~ants.

PHOTOGRAPH (PANEL), 18 x 24: inches, $5. (IMPERIAL), 7:\- x 13 inches, $1.50.
STAGE AND THE PULPIT.

An Interview on their Comparativ9 Merits, and Opinions on the Trial of the Chicago
Anarchists, the Catholic Church, etc. Paper, 8 cents.

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.

Centennio.l O~ation. Paper, 6 cents.

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
Paper, a cents-.

INGERSOLL CATECHISE». Paper, 3 ce:ats. BIBLE IDOLAl'RY. Paper, 3 cents.
THE TRUTH OF HISTORY.
.
Comments on the assertion by an evangelist'that Colonel Ingersoll had become a Christian,
had admitted that Thomas Paine recanted, and that his own children had jowed tuu church.
Paper, 8 cents.

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE THE NEW YORK UNITARIAN CLUB.

The lecture i~ a grand one, and Wits received by the club with conoinuons applan•e from
beginning to end, wh1eh speaks we1l for the Unitarians. The pamphlet con tams 1~ pages,
beautifully printed. .l'rice. 6 cent.;; teu copies, 50 cents.
·

MEMORIAL QR!TH)N O,S' ROSCOE CONKLING.

Delivered before the New York legislature May 9; 1888_. Price. 75 cents.

GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.

Olie of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness of
an thor. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.

INGERSOLL'S GREA.T ADDRESS ON THOMAS PAINE,

At the Paine celebration in New York city in 1892. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 50 cents.

INGERSOLL'S LECTURES IN ONE VOLUME.

CO ~TENT.:l.-The Gods; Humboldt; Individuality- Thomas Paine; Heretics and Heresies; The Ghost•; The Liberty of Mao Woman, and Child; The Centenniil.l Oration, or Declaration of Independence, July 4, 1876; \Vhar. I Know About Farming in Illtaoi:;i tlpee·1h ar. Cincinnati in 1876, nominating James G. Blaine for the Pre1idencv\ The Pa;tnis~s Before J\-Ie,
or, Vision of. War, au ext.ract :fr-.m a Soeech made at th~ Solaiers· a~d Sailors' Rr·union
at Indianapolis. In-1., Sept. 21bl876; A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll; Tne Grant Banquet;
Crimes Against Criminli.ls; Tri ute to the Rev. Alexander Clarke; Som • M<st>~.kes of 1\loHes;
WbatMu;tWeDo to be Saved? Six Interviews with Robert_ G. Ingersoll on SixSermons by
the Rev. T. De Witt Talmage, D. D.· to which is added a Talmagian Catechism, and Fonr
Prefaces, which co., tain some of 1\Ir. Ingersoll's wittiest and bright~st sayings.
Tbis volume ha~ the greatestpopularity, is beautifully bonnd in half flalf or half morocco,
mottled edges, 1,3:;7 page.!, good paper, large type, post Svo. Pncd, postpaid, $5.

LIBERTY IN LITERATURE.

Testimonial to Walt Whitman. "Let us put wreaths on the brows of the ltvtng." An Address delivered in Philadelphia, Oct. 21, 1890, with portrait of Whitman. Containing also

COLONEL JNGERSOLL'S ADDRESS AT '.l'HE FUNERAL OF W.<\.L'.l' WHJ'.l'•

The book has bad a phenomenal 1ale tor eo beretloe.l a worll second only to Helen G.,......

"Men, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the peccmiary 1oeneflt or ii. The

''MARTYRDOM OF MAN"
!Ia very interestinglY. Pictured synopsis of umversal history, showing what the race hns nndergoae
-its martyrdom-in 1ts rise to its present ulane. It shows how War and Religion have been opp~
aive factors in'man's struggle for Libert:~•:, and the last chapter, of some lliO pages, describ6s ldl
intellectual struggle from the animal per1od of the earth to the present, adding an ou~line of wball
the author conceives would be &religion of reason and love. Tbe ohapters are:
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persiat~s, the Greeks, the Maoedonians, Alexandria, the
~" l
.Pheniciam, Carthage and Rome, Roman Afrioa, the Arabs.

UT.A_R

'RELIGION
L .l' BERTY.•
INTELLECT
·

.,._ reduoed

1 Hb

KbSU!<KtJ:rl'lUN Ut' JESUS.
AN AGNOSTIC'S VIEW.

CoNTENTs: The CLri tian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; WhyWaa
the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Ag-e of

a Story Does Not Prove Its Trnth;

Pil..te·s Artemp,. to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indictment
AgainsL Jeans ;_F_ere_the_2na•t!s_Hi~e_d by he Priests? Pilate's Motive for 3ecreting
the Bod ; Matthew'R A· coiJ.nt · f the Resurrection;

Why_the_Anr~el_Sa~E-_!he

Stone;

Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan'" Theory; Th•• Disciples Were Deceived; The Identification; Tbe Ascension; Wby Did J•·sus

DisaP_I:J~r!..QEiler

Strll.nge Phenomena; Tbe

Chief Priests Did Not Believe iu Resurrection; What Became of the RomRn Guards?
Tbe Origin of the Ston; St. Paul's Account; St. Paul's °Conversiou; A Modern
Example; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The Te•timony of
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration; Conclusion.

MAN, at Harleigh, Camden, N.J., March 80, 1892. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

PriP-e, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.

PROSE·POEMS AND SELECTIONS.

Fifoh edition enlarged and revised. A handsome quarto, containing 3'3 pages. This isl
beyond question, the cheapest and most eleo:ant volume in Liberal literature. Its mechanical
finish is worth v of its intrmsic excellence. No expens~ has.been spared to make it. the thjng of
beauty it is. The type is large and cle.ar, the paper heavy, highly calendered and rl"hly tmted,
the presswork faultless, and the binding as perfect as the beot materiah and skill can make it.
As tQ the contentshit is enough to say th.tt they include all of tae choicest utterances of
the greatest writer on t e topics treated that has ever lived.
Those who have not the good fortune to own all of Mr. Ingersoll's published work•, will
.have in this book of sel\)ctions many b~ight. samples 9f his lofty. thought, his matchle.s8 e)oquence, his wonderfullma.,ery and his epigrammatic and poetiC power. The ~ollect10n mcludes all of the "Tributes ,rthat have become famous in literature-notably those to his bro•her
E. C.lngeraoll, Lincoln, Grant, Beecher.._Conkling, Courtlandt M. Palmer, Mary Fi•ke, Elizur
Wright: his peerless monographs on "The Vision of War," Love, Liberty, Art and 1\forality,
Sciel).ce, Nature, ;I.'he Imaginat10n,.,Decoration Day Oration~ What is foetry, l'tlnsic. of Wagner,
Orig1n and Destmy, "Leaves of u-rass," and on the great neroes o(mtel·ectnal Liberty. Besides the"e are innumerable gems taken here and there from tpe oratiOns, speeches, ar ,nments,
toast~lectures, letters, interviews, anq day by day conversat10p~ c.f th~ an thor.
·.t·ne Look is designed for, and will be accepted by, aquuqng fnends as a, rar~ p~rsonal
souvenir. To help it serve this purpose, a fine steel portrait, Wl~h !tnto~rJ!.ph ;ac-snnile,.h&B
been prepared especially for it. In the more elegant styles of bmding 1t 1s enunently smted
for presentation purposes, for any season or occasion.
.
.
PBICES.-In cloth beveled boards, gilt edges $2.50; in half moro.cco, gilt ,egges, 1!!5; m half
calf, mottled :edgesJ library Pt_yle,-ljl4.50i in full TUrkey morocco, g1lt, exqulSltely line, $7.1\0;
in full tree calf, hignest possible ftmsh, '1!9• J
·
•
Any of the above sent to &llJ_addreS!t.._bi e]YK~s, prepaid, or mall, post free,
Gil receipt of price. Address THE TBU·~·.I:L SE
R, 28 Lafayette PL, N"'w York.

The Natural IDstorx of Reli!don, the Israelites, the Jews, the ProP.,hetil,
.oharacter of iJesu'li the.Christians1 Arabia~ Me(/OabCharacter ,of Moh&m:
med, Description 01 Afnca. the Monammeaans m antral Afrwa.
Ancient Europe, Invasion of the Germans the Oastle the Town, the
Church, Venice, Arab S_pain1 the Portn~nes1,1~,- Discovere% lhe Slave Trade.
Abolition in Europe, Abolition in \mer1ca. JYtaterial&"of .ti.Uman History.
Animal Period of the Earth, Orig_in of Man and Early Hist<ln'o
.snl!lmary of Universal History, The FuttUe of the Hnman Raoe, Tlie
R.:Jigion of Reason and Love.
from tt.'ltJ to .1.00.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKE~
18 Lafayette _plaoe, New York.

Addres~

-..>

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place. New York City.

PEN PICTURES OF THE WORLD'S F.AIR.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book; the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
of the Sunday-openers; describes the various buildings and what they contain, and is,
ullin all, the very best picture of the Fair that can be painted with a pen.

ILLUSTRATED.
A. M!P OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A. BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.
~copy.

20 cents. Five copies for

.1.

Addreu THE TRUTH SE'EKEB.
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SOIJ!iNOE AND HEBREW TRADITION.
By
aThomas H. Huxley.
Volume IV. of
Collected Essays. New York: D. Ap; pleton & Co. Cloth. Price, $1.25.
The lectures included in this volume of
the collected essays of the great popnlar
teacher of science and fearless prot~onist
of truth are: "On the Method of Zadig"
[1880] (Lecture at the Working Men's College);·" The Rise and ProgreBB of Palmontology" [1881]; ''The Three Hypotheses
Respecting the History of N atnre "; ''The
Hypothesis of Evolution-The N entral
and the Favorable Evidence "; " The Demonstrativ Evidence of Evolution " [the
last three, New York, 1876]· "The Interpreters of Genesis and the interpreters
of Nature" [1885]; Mr. Gladstone and
Genesis " [1886]; "The Lights of the
Church and the Light of Sciilnce" [1890];
'' Hasisadra.'s Adventure" [1891]; ''The
Evolution of Theology-an Anthropological Study " [1886].
Professor Huxley; bas rendered an inestimable service to the cause of human
advancement by putting the results of
his scientific studies and critical investigations of religions literature into the
language of the people. His lectures and
essays hav already had a very large sale,
and there can be no doubt that they hav
done much to enlighten the reading world
of Europe, America, and Australasia, and
that they will exert a still greater influence
on the rising generation is equally certain,
Not merely because he reveals certain
facts and truths to the searcher, bnt more
because he shows the way to find truths
through the synthesis and analysis of facts,
is the literary scientist a really efficient
teacher. It is to the scientific method
that we are indebted for our knowledge of
nature, and in the ratio that the masses of
the people accept and act in accordance
with this method will the race leave behind it its superstitions and barbarities.
In the volume before ns, Professor Huxley, :writing in the preface of the theory of
creation, which bas its root (so far as
Jews, Christians, and Mohammedans are
concerned) in the Genesaical narrativ, observes:
"It is becoming, if it has not become,
impossible for men of clear intellect and
adequate instruction to believe, and it has
cased, or is ceasing, to be possible for
such men honestly to say they believe,
that the universe came into being in the
fashion described in the first chapter of
Genesis; or to accept, as a literal truth,
the story of the makin~ of woman, with
the account of the catastrophe which followed hard upon it, in the second chapter;
or to admit that the earth was repeopled
with terrestrial inhabitants by migration
from Armenia or Knrdistan, little more
than four thousand years ago, which is implied in the eighth chapter; or finally, to
shape their conduct in accordance with
the conviction that the world is haunted
by innumerable demons, who take possession of men and may be driven ont of
them by exorcistic adjurations, which
pervades the gospels. · · · The doctrin of biblical infallibility, which involves these remarkable consequences, was
widely held b;v my countrymen within my
recollection; I hav reason to think that
many persons of unimpeachable piety, a few
of learning, and even some of intelligence,
yet uphold it. Bnt I venture to entertain
a doubt whether it can prod nee any champion whose competency and authority
would be recognized beyond the limits of
the sect or theological coterie to which he
belongs. On the contrary, apologetic effort, at present, appears to devote itself to
the end of keeping the name of ' Inspiration ' to suggest the divine source, and
consequent infallibility, of more or less of
the biblical literature, while carefnlly
emptying the term of any definit sense.
For 'plenary inspiration' we are asked to
substitute a sort of 'inspiration with limited liability,' the limit being susceptible
of indefinit :fluctuation in correspondence
with the demands of scientific criticism.
Where this advances that at once retreats.
''This Parthian policy is carried ont with
some dexterity; bnt, like other such maneuvers in t.he face of a stron~ foe, it seems
likely to end in disaster. It tB easy to say,
and sounds plausible, that the Bible was
notmeanttoteach anything bnt ethics and
religion, and that its utterances on other
matters are mere obiter dicta; it is also a
specious suggestion that inspiration, filtering through human brains, must undergo
a kind of fallibility contamination;· and
that this h'nman impurity is responsible
for any errors, the existence of which has
to be admitted, however unwillingly.
" Bnt how does the apologist know what
the biblical writers intended to teach, and
what they did not intend to teach? And
e:ven if their authority is restricted to
matters of faith and morals, who is prepared to deny that the story of the fabrication of Eve, that of the lapse from innocence effected by a ·talking snake, that of
the deluge and ·the demonologicallegends,
hav exercised, and still exercise, a pro-

found inHuence on Chriatian theology and
Christian ethics? The very apologists who
put forth this plea are never weary of declaring that the divine authority for the
moral law is the only safe foundation of
ethics. Bnt if several of the most important Pentatenchal narrative prove to be
utterly unworthy of credit, what pretense
isthere for accepting other uncorroborated
stories of a no less improbable character?
If the writers of tbe gospels hav taken fietion for truth the survivals of pagan
enperstition .fo; religion, in one department of spintnal knowledge, what guarantee hav we for their infallibility in other.
departments? If the 'human element'
must be admitted to bav already encroached so largely beyond the bounds,
erstwhile thought to be set by divine anthority, what justification is there for
imagining that any limit can be set to the
discovery of further invasions?
"The truth is that the pretension to
infallibility, by whomsover made, has
done endless mischief; with impartial maIignity it has proved a curse, alike to those
who hav made it and those who bav accepted it; and its most baneful shape is
book infallibility. For sacerdotal corporations and schools of philosophy are able,
under due. compulsion of opinion, to retreat from positions that hav become nntenable; while the dead hand of a book
sets and stiffens, amidst texts and formnlm,
until it becomes a mere petrifaction, fit
only for that function of stumbling-block
which it so admirably :Performs, Wherever, bibliolatry has prevailed, bigotry and
cruelty bav accompanied it. It lies at the
root of the deep-seated, sometimes disguised, bnt never absent, antagonism of
all the varieties of ecclesiasticism . to the
freedom of thought and to the spirit of
scientific investigation. For those who
look upon ignorance as one of the chief
sources of evil; and hold veracity, not
merely in act, bnt in thought, to be the
one condition of true progress, whether
moral or intellectual, it is clear that the
biblical idol must go the wa.y'M all other
idols. Of infallibility, .in all shapes, lay
or clerical, it is needful to iterate, with
more.than Catonic pertinacity, Delenda
est."
The essay on the "Evolution of Theology" opens with these paragraphs:
''I conceive that the origin, the growth,
the decline, and the fall of those speculations respecting the existence, the powers,
and the dispositions of beings analogous
to men, bnt more or less devoid of corporeal qualities, which may be broadly ineluded under the head of theology, are
phenomena the study of which legitimately
falls within the province of the anthropologist.
'' With theology ·as a code of dogmas
which are to be believed, or at any rate
repeated, under penalty of present or
fntnre punishment, or as a storehouse of
anesthetics for those who find the pains of
life too hard to bear, I hav nothing to doi·
and, BO far as it may be possible, I shal
avoid the expression of any opinion as to
the objectiv truth or falsehood of the systams of theological speculation of which I
may find occasion to speak. From my
present point of view, theology is regarded
as a natural product of the operations of
the human mind, under the conditions of
its existence, just as any other branch of
science, or the arts, or architecture, or
music, or painting are such products.
Like them, theology has a history. Like
them also, it IB to be met with in certain
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r·.simple
and rudimen ta.ry forms; and these
~n be co!Wecte.d by ~ multitn.de of grads-

·tions which extBt or· hav ensted !'mong
.people of various a~es and races, wtth the
most highly developed theologies of past
and present times."
Referring to the horrible doctrine and
persecutions <_>f the Middle Ages, ProfeB8or
Huxley says m the above e~y_;,
"The greatest men o~ th~ ~ddle Ag~s
are unable to escape the mfect10n. Dante s
' Inferno ' would be revolting if it were
not so often s'!lblime, ~o often e;z:quisitly
tender. The hideous PICtl!res which cover
a vast space on the south wail of the Campo
Santo of Pisa convey information as terrible as it is indisputable, of the theological
conceptions of Dante's countrymen in the
fourteenth centnr:y, whose eyes '!ere !'ddressed by the pamters of t!tose digusting
scenes, and whose app~obat10~ they knew
how to win. A candid Mencan of the
time of Cortez, could he hav seen this
Christian burial-place, would hav taken it
for an appropriately adorned Te.oca!Ji.
The professed disciple of the god of Justice
and of mercy might there. gloat over the
sufferings of his fellowDi.en depicted as
undergoing every extremity of a~ocions
and sanguinary torture to all etermty, for
theological errors no less than for moral
delinquencies; while, in the central figure
of Satan, occupied in champing np souls
in his capacious and well-toothed jaws, to
void them again for the purpose of undergoing fresh suffering, we hav the counterpart of the strange Polynesian anl1: Egyptian dogma that there were certa.ip gods
who employed themselvs in devonrmg the
ghostly :flesh of the spirits of the dead.
Bnt in justice to the Polynt;lsians, it must
be recollected that, after three such operationa, they thought the soul was purified
and happy. In the view of the Christian
theologian the operation was only a prep&ration for new tortures continued .for
ever and aye."
The last paragraph in the essay on the
Evolution of Theology is as follows:
"It is my conviction that, with the
spread of true scientific culture, whatever
may be the medium, historical, philological, philosophical, or physical, through
which that culture is conveyed, and with
its necessary concomitant, a constant elevation,. of the standard of veracity, the end
of·,the evolution of theology will be like its
b!lginning-it will cease to hav any relation to ethics. I suppose that, so long as
:the human mind exists, it will not escape
its deep-seated instinct to personify its
intellectual c~nceptions. The science of
thif present day is as full of this particular
form of intellectual shadow-worship as is
the nescience of ignorant ages. The difference is that the philosopher who' is
worthy of the name knows that his personified hypotheses, such as law, and force,
and ether, and the like, are merely nsefnl
symbols, while the i1morant and the careless take them for adequate expressions of
reality. So it may be that the majority
of mankind mar find the practice of roora.Iity made e&Sler by the nse of theological symbols. .And unless these are converted from symbols into idols, I do not
see that science has anything to say to the
practice, except to giv an occasional warnin~ of its dangers. Bnt, when such symbois are dealt wit~ as real existences, I
think the highest duty which is laid upon
men of science is to show that these dogmatic idols hav no greater value thtm the
fabrications of men's hands, the stocks and
the stones, which they hav replaced."

JUST OUT!

RIGHT LIVING.
By SUSAN H. WIXON.

Ethici as Understood by a Student of Science. Sixty Chavters, as follows:
Right Ljying,
What h Hypocrisy?
In Re~ard to Concealed Vice,
What is Morality?
Conscience or Moral Sense,
Beant1ful Chal'ity,
.
What is Ignorance?
Selfishness, the Menace of So- Fidelity. the Giver of Strength
Knowledge the Great Treasnre,
01ety
and Honor,
Concerning Education,
Gratitnde, a Fragrant Flower of Valne of Wealth.
Condnct· or Right Doing
Life,
Avarice, Not a Means to Life's
Virtne, the lllnminator of Life, Is Reverence a Dnty?
Best End,
Prudence, an Economy of Life, Self-Reliance,
· Good Natnre,one of Life's Best
What Know Ye of Jnstice?
Self-Control,
Blossoms,
Fortitnde a Noble Possession,
Self-Res~ot
Reason and Free !nqniry
Temperance and Intemperance, Foolish !'ride and Silly Prein- Free Speech,
Is the Use of Tobacco Dangerdice,
A Free Press,
ous?
Anger, the Distorter,
Rights of Animals,
Cnltivation of Individnallt..:,
'J'he Angel of Forgiveness
Rights of Children,
Character, a Jewel of Great Price, Observation a Grea.t FacnityJ
Hnman Rights; or the Eqnality
Idleness, another Name for Loss, Peraeveran~e, the Friend of ruan,
of Man.
/
Indnstry, the Staff of Life,
Pnnctnality, a Promoter of Snc- Moral Cleanlines•;.
cess,
Politeness. The ~.:.tentlemaB
Valne of a Trade,
Recreation a Necessity,
The Difficulties of Life.
Politeness. -Con tinned. -The
Games of Chance,
Temptation, the Demon on the
Gentlewoman,
'!'ruth and Falsehood,
h•llhway,
Best Society,
What is an Oath? or the Worth Hab1t, Second Nature,
Progress; or Enlightenment:
of a Promise.
Power of Will,
Wisdom.
Frand a Crime,
.Conrage, a Necessity to Right
The Poison of Slander,
Living.
Miss Wixon has taken as her mottoes in writing this beantiful book of 292 pages-which she
has dedicated to the memory of her father and mother-these sentences from the works of a great
synthetic philosopher and a gifted liberal minister:

As wtth the P11.7Jstcal, so wtth tll.e etMcal. A beltl\1', as vet tlfJ'ul ana parttal, ts beQinntna to
spreaa amonast men, that here, also, there ts an tnatssoluble bona between cause ana consequence, an
inexorable aesttnv, a law wMch altereth not.-Herbert Spencer.
Ltmna 1s an Art, a metll.oa Qf expresstna areat concepttons; tn fact, the htahest methoa, the
noblest Qf the Arts.-Thomas Starr King.
Right Living" is well bound in cloth and printed on good paper.

PRICE. $1.00.
Address
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CHRISTMAs is over. As Sidney Smith
says, '' The ordinances of the church are
tolerably well kept np-the rich keep the
feasts and the poor keep the fasts:"
'!MY fren's," said Brother Gardner of
the Limekiln Club when the routine business of the meeting had been disposed of,
''I heard Brndder Be bee sayin' to Shindig
Watkins de odder night dat he should depend upon Providence to git frew de winter. I also heard Brndder Shin sayin' to
Givadam Jones aat his rent was behind,
bnt Providence would step in snmwhar.
I wan' to 11ay a few words to yo' on dis
matter of Providence. I used to figger a
heap on Providence helpin' me out, bnt de
night I dun left my hen-house doah unlocked an' went to bed dependin' on Providence to stand guard I made sich a mistake dat I hain't got ober. feelin' mad
yet. Doorin' · dat dark and tremulous
night a cnll'd pnsson jumped my fence an'
entered dat hen-house an' removed fo'teen
of ·de nicest chickens in all dis stait. If
Providence was round dar anywhar, she
probably helped put dem chickens in de
bag.
"I knowed a pnsson about three y'ars
ago who owned a mewl, an' one night dat
mewl was taken sick. I was called on, an'
I saw it was a case of colic an' recommended de usual remedy. De owner of
dat mewI concluded to depend upon Providence instead, and when he riz np next
mawnin' he had a cold ·corpse on his
hands. Dat same pnsson cut a hole in de
roof of his kitchen an' rnn a 11tovepipe
frew it widont any safeguard. One day
when he was awav from home dependin'
on Providence to see to dat stovepipe, his
house caught fire an' was dnn burned to
de ground.
"Dar am a sartin member of dis club,
an' his name am Sundown White, who
used to depend on Providence to even furnish him codfish fur breakfast. He
spected Providence to hunt him up a job,
doctor his family, bny shoes fnr his
chillen, an' pay his house rent, an even
when dey war gwine to send him to de
porehonse he hung to Providence. I is
happy to say dat I is de pnsson who opened
his eyes at last. He cum ober to my cabin
to borrow $2. He depended on Providence to open my heart, bnt got sadly left.
Den he got mad an' depended on Providence to help him lick me, bnt I peeled oft'
my coat an' giv him sich a thrashin dat he
wuz in bed fnr two weeks. When he got
ont he giv Providence de cold shake, an'
to-day he am well fixed an' gettin' along
a.ll right.
"Dar am sartin members of this club
who reckin dey kin sit on de fence all summer an' be sartin dat Providence will furnish 'em wid taters an' bacon frew de winter. 'Long about Jinnary dey'll be mighty
glad to fill np de vacnnm wid stewed pumpkin. Tf Providence was ever in de provision bizness, she went ont of it long ago.
Dar was a time in my life when I let de
winter woodpile go and depended on Providence to keep 'de ole cook stove red hot.
Arter my dof: had friz to death, de ole
woman lost her big toes, an' I had got a
crop o.f chilblains to last me .de rest of my
nachel life, I cnm to de conclnshnn dat
Providence wasn't in de woodyard bizness.
It's all right if yo' am gwine to ride on a
railroad to lean on . Provitience, though
she do an' seem to get further west dan
Bnft'alo, bnt when yo' figger dat she am
gwine to pnt a $15 overcoat on yo'r back
as a Christmas present yo' will git badly
mistook.
'' Onr own experience right here in Paradise Hall proves de troof of what I say.
On one occasion I left seven dollars in de
safe an' forgot to set de b'ar·trap on de
sta'rs. I went home, dependin on Providence, bnt 'long about midnight I got oneasy an' onm down an' sot de traps an'
changed de combinashnn from 'reptil' to
'kangaroo.' I friz my heel a-goin' home,
bnt what did de next day reveal? In
one of dose b'ar-traps was a big toe from
a human foot. An evil-minded person
had got into dis hall to rob ns. After
borin' sebenteen holes in onr safe wid an
anger, he had started down sta'rs to find a
bag to plit de money in, an' de trap had
cotched him. He didn't depend on no
Providence to open dat trap, bnt jes' pnlled
away till he pulled his toe oft and den
skated away. ·
"Dar am a pnsson right yere befo' me
to-night who borr@wed $3 of me last
spring an' am dependin' on Providence to
pay me back. I'ze waited to see if she'd
do it, bnt she hasn't. I'ze gwine to wait
one mo' week, an' den if dat money hain't
handed over. I'ze gwine to p'ove to dat
pnsson dat Providence neither borrows
nor lends, an' she hain't got no nse for
lazy folks or liars, If he dodges me in a
dark alley he may figger dat Providence
aided him, bnt he'll be wrong. It'll be
on account of dat squint in my right eye,
an' I'll trail hiin down by da:flightl We
will now break np de meetin an' depend
on Providence to keep de trolley kyars on
de track till we git home."-M. Quad,
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G•ma of rpAougAt.

FOB

ALL PAIN

SoamTY grinds its ax on charity.Katherine Mabley Oorbett.

Rheumatism

THBRE is one light in' every village-the
schoolmaster; and one extingmmer-the
priest.- Victor Hugo~
·
.
NBABLY every work of genius was burned
by the common han~an, up to the Reformation, and many smce-not to mention
the grand works of art piously destroyed
by the Puritans.-Moncure D. Oonway.

Feminine
Complaints
Lameness
Soreness
Wounds
Bruises
:uoFvSL:R:EP~l~. Catarrh
Burns
Piles

SELF-EARNED pleasures are seldom immoderate. When hardship is an incident
of acquisition, prudence is probably an incident in expenditure. In thiS way, diligence is a brake on ~dulgence.-.A. M.
Lorentz.

FAC-SIMILE OF

U
POND'S
EXTRACT

WHA.T a man does, that he has. What
has he to do with hope or fear? In himself is his might. Let him regard no good
as solid but that which is in his nature· and
which must grow out of him as long as he
exists.-.Emerson.
WoRK, brothers mine, work hand and
brain·
We'll win the Golden Age again.
And Love's Millennia! morn shall rise
In happy hearts and blessed eyes.
Hurrah! hurrah! true knights are we
In labor's lordlier chivalry.
-Gerald Massey.

') It will Cu»e.

IT was a battle between an old and a new
philosophy. And the old was Ohristianity
in all its forme. The greatest criminal
against man~ind had been he who had
pretended to love it most. His creed of
self-sacrifice: It had produced those who
renounce-the misery that was now
clamoring for deliverance. God must fall
in every shapei-John Henr.11 Mackay.
·

SH.&LL THE BIBLE BE RE.&D

Tblimbscrew and Back. Illustrations sne-

IN 01/R PUBLIC SCHOOLS'?

Self-Contradictions of the Bible. Ninth

Third ThoWiiland.

cia.lly pre_pared, s.nd the text by Geo. E. Macdonald. Paper, 10 cems.

Bv R. B, Westbrook,_ A.M.

edition. Price, 15 cents.

Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian! Price, 10 cents.
By John E. Remsbnrg. Cloth, $1; paper, 50
cents.

Pen-Pictures of the World's Fair. Illustrated.. By B&lllmil P. Putn&lll.
cents.

Paper, 25

Religion a Curse, a Lie.! and a Disease.
By Samnel P. Putnam. J:'aper, 25 cents,

Design Argument Fallacies. A Refuta-

tion of the Argument that Natnre Exhibits
Marks of Having Been nesigned by an Intelligent Being. Bv the Editor of THE TBJJTH
BEEKER. Paper, 15 cents.

Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
By M. E. Billings. Paper, 25 cents.

Handbook of Freethonght.

Bell. Oloth1 $1; paper, 50 cents.

By W. S.

Address THE TBUTB BEU:lllll..

THE GIANT DElUSION.
.& Consideration of the Doctrine
of Personal Immortality.
By OTTO WETTSTEIN.
A Paper reail at the International Freethonght
Congress at Chicago, October 5, 1893.
Price, 10 Cents.
Addre~s
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York city.

Pleasure ana Progress: An Attempt to

Prove that the Pnrahlt of Pleasnre is the stne
non of Intellectna.l, Mora.!, and Socia.!
Development, and that the Promotion of
Pleasure is the Dnty of Philanthrop;y and
Statesmanship. By Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
Cloth, $1· paper, 50 cents.
t;CUa

Researches· in Oriental History,
EMBRACING THE

of the Jews, the Rise aad Bevel·
The Creation of God. Tracing the God- Origin
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the
Ide to Its Sonrce. By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
Derivation of Chrlstiaaity;
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Resurrection. of Jesus. By Don Allen.
to which is added,
Cloth, 75 cents· cloth, 40 cents.

Facts and Fictions of . Life.
H. Gardener.

Cloth,$~\

By Helen

paper, 50 cents.

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS t
By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
Fourth Eattton.

Woman, Church and ;:')tate. By Matilda
Joslyn Gage. cfoth, $2; leather, ll_8.

The Church and Freethonght. By Frank- Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap.
lin Steiner. Paper, 10 cents.
ters.
The Giant Delusion. One of Otto Wett- Part H.-Researches
in Zoroastrianism; thirteen
stein's Friendly Argnments with the Spiritna.lists. Paper, 10 cents.

chapters.
Part lli -Derivation of Christianity ; twenty

Paper, 25 cents.

Pa.rt IV.-Whence Ca'De the Aryans? Five chapters.
Pres• Notice••
The style is forcible and terse. the rea•oning
!'OO<l, and as the facts up m which the arg~ment
lB b~sed are la.rgeJY Christian, onr tb~olo~tical
fr1ends will have some hard nnts to crack If they
att'mpt tc~ answer them -Boston Inveattaator.
'l'h1s book is one of the most thorongh and
learned oft he Freethongbtworks that have come
across the Atlantic.-Th6 Freethtnker, London.
Is a mo•t valnable contribnt1on to the litera.ip-~~~~- the nineteenth century.-Proaresstve

Bible Inquirer. By Andrew Ja.cobsoB.

Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
By Snsan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents.

IN PRESS.
Four Hundred .Years of Freethonght.

By Samnel P. Pntnam. Snbscription book,
ele~ant binding, over one hnndred portraits, $5.

IT was said by Emerson- that Burns
made a mere provincial dialect classic. _
He did more than that; he glorified by his
pathos and humor, not only the dialect
of' Scotland, but the very weeds in her
valleys, the heather on her banks and
braes, the homely fare and hodden gray
of her peaEantry, yea, the very rags of her
poverty. ·He made all of them classic as
the majestic imagery of Milton. He ·
poured his soul in love and benediction
upon his country in such exuberant flood
that before the end of the eighteenth
century it had overflowed the British
Islands, and now covers the world.-M.

THE

Truth Seeker Library.
Published Monthly at $8 per Year.
IssUEs oF 1891.-$8.

cha~Jters.

Elegantly bonnd in cloth, price, $1.:50.
Address all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER
COMPANY, 28 Lafo.yette Place, New York City.

Price.
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Answers to Christian Qnestions. D. M. Bennett ....................................•••
Christian Absnrdities. John Peck .........•. ~~ The Bible of Nature: A Oontribution
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Victor Hngo's Oration on Voltaire .........•.. 10
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. Dlnstrated .... . 40 The Secret of Ute East; or, The Origin
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tst: The watch sent yon & Hhort time ago for
Liber]¥ m Literatnre.
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BOOI(S BY

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.

M. Trumbull.

THE old-time artists thought they served
humanity by painting saints and madonnas
and angels from the myths they conjured
in their brains. Thev painted war with
long lines of soldiers dressed in new uniforms, and looking plump and gay, and a
battle scene was always drawn from the
side of the victorious camp, with the
ensip planting his colors on the ramparts
of the foe. One or two were dying, but
always in their comrades' arms and listening to shouts of victory that filled the air,
and thinking of the righteom cause for
which they fought and died. In the last
moments they dreamed of pleasant burialyards at home, and of a grave kept green
by loving, grateful friends, and a smile of
joy lit up their fading faces, so sweet that
it seemed a hardship not to die in war.
They painted ·peace as a white-winged
dove settling down upon a cold and "fare. well " earth. Between the two it was
plain which choice a boy would make, and
'thus art served the state and king. But
Verestchagin painted war so true to life·
that as we look upon the scene we long for
peace. He painted war dB war has ever
been and ever will be-a horrible and
_ghastly scene, where men, drunk with
blind frenzy-which rulers say is patriotic
pride-and made mad by drums and fifes
and smoke and shot and shell and flowing
blood, seek to maim and wound and kill, because a ruler givs the word. He paints
a battlefield a field of life and death, a
field of carnage and of blood. And who
are these who fight like fiends and devils
driven to deilpair? And what cause is this
that makes these men forget that they are
men and vie with beasts to show their
cruel thirst for blood? They shout of
home and nativ land; but they hav no
homes, and the owners of their nativ land
exist upon their toil and blood. The
nobles and princes, for whom this fight is
waged, are sitting far away upon a hill,
beyond the reach of shot and shell; and
from this spot they watch their slaves pour
out their blood to satisfy their rulers'
pride and lust of power. And what is the
enemy they fight? Men, like themselvs,
who blindly go to death at anather king's
command; slaves who hav no land, who
freely giv their toil or blood-whichever
one their rulers may demand. These
fighting soldiers hav no cause for strife,
but their rulers liv by kindling in their
hearts a love of nativ !and-a love which
makes them hate their brother laborers of
other lands, and dumbly march to death,
to satisfy a king's caprice.-0. S. Darrow.

OUR NEWEST BOOKS.

THE HOLY CROSS SERIES.
The Popes and Their Doings. Biographical sketches of the most notea of these vicars
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing what
_ they ha.ve done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very plain statements, in very unvarnished langna~e. :..nd the nnmasking is complete, proving_ the:in to have been erne!, intriguing, and licentions men. Considering the
ra:pid growth of Catholicism in this conntr:y,
th1s book cannot be too widel:r disseminated.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth,75cents.

The A.wfnl DisclO!mres of. Marfa Monk,
as exhibited in a narrative of her snfferings dnrine her residence of five years as a novice~~,...and
two- years as a blaok nnn, in the Hotel .iJien
Nnnnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any antiCatholic book pnblished has created more excitement, and had snch a circulation as this
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
-circnlated a story that Maria Monk was "no
better than she should be," bnt investigation
disclosed that her "child of shame ""was none
other than the child of her pries~sedncer.
Prwe, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.

Auricular Confession and Popish Nun.
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five

yearR a confessing priest. A revelation of the
licentiOUS :practices of thELpriests and nnns in
these religwns brothels. There ia no qnestion
that Ex-:priest Hol'{an knew the trnth of the
tales of viCe, sednctwn, and infanticide he gives
in this volnme, and eqnaliY there is no question
that if the people general1y knew of them, Catholicism wonld not be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it by onr varions city
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth. 75
cents.
-

The Priest in Absolution. A Review of
the system of anricnlar confession, inclnding
copionR extracts from the "Confessional Unmasked," from the "Master Key to Popery,"
etc. The work is a protest aga.inst and an appeal
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and thonghtfnlly a religions system so inv•sive
of privacy so powerfnl for evil in licentions
hands, so franght with danger to female modesty, to the in_gennons openness of _yonth~
and to the freedom of thonght, speech. ana
a.ction. Price. paper, 25 cents.
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Thnmbscrew and Rack. GPo. E. Mll.('donald
Priestly Celibacy Exposed. A lecture by !:!elf-Contradiction
of the Bible. W. H. Burr
the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Dnrham, En_gla.nd. Revised American edition, showing the
resnlt in P&ri~hes of the Roman decree that
priests shall not mary. Price. Paper. 1f cents.

Sister Lucy and Her A. wfnl Disclo&ares
Respecting New Hall Convent, Borebamtpf::;~ England. Showing that convents

· ·
to Chastity, virtne, &nd freedom.
Price, paper,l~_dW~fRU'l'B. I:IEEKJ!;R 00.
~ La.ftWetttl i>!&ce. .New :k:ork Ofty.
a.re

Travels in Faith.

Br CAPT. ROBERT C. ADA!IB.
Being the sto17 of his mental Journey from
orthocioxy to Ration&lism.
Pnce. pa.per, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cena.
A.ddrea•
'l'BB TBlJTB SBBDB.

10
111
Dnrm~ the year other standard Freethonght
works mll be pnblished and sent to snbscribers
as they appear.
Yearly snbscribers at $8 receive all the nnmbers
pnblished in one year. In ordering please say
which _year is desired.
Single nnmbers sold at prices qnoted
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pla.ce. New York.

Christianity a Fiction.
Br DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
THE

Astronomical and Astrolog£cal Origin of all Religions.
Explana.tori notal! compiled &nd &lT&nged by
the late .Jona.th&D M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
.6.ddreH 'l'BB TRlJTB SBBKU

ward

edy

of

auo

DR. R. P. ll'ELLOWS,
'Ia.,. where You eaw tblalldVIII' Vineland, N :1.
IF' I wish to say that I am an on~an4-oui
cess.

LIBEBAL, a.nd I trust+ he Irreethinkers of the land
will give me their p&Vo 111ge and not waste their
time a.nd money on Ohrilti&D dootors.-.Dr. F•"-

IQw.

J{oiDa of tAo Woolt.

ZEKE SCRIBBLES SOME MORE MAUDLIN FALSEHOODS.

By GEO. E
I IDcutfrl)c $rcibrnkcr-~iirl)cr.
~ THUMBSCREW AND . RACKI MACDONALD.
o:wtr .,auen fo1genue ..,er m
an·

~-. va1ft..r.

f. ""

beutfdjer (f5.)lradje, tueldje fe~r

10 Cts

berii~mt finb

:

~te 3nt~iimer IDlofe~,"

,

PER COPY

·

<l:ine fritifd?e Se[eud?tung bes Pentateud? im
£id?t ber mobernen Weitan•
fd?auung unb <.Beftttung.

12 COPIES

bon ([ol. ~- ®. -3ngerfo11.

$1.00

~ret~

50 ([ent~.

~tt~

Sent Post Paid

meUi nub tijre 6tdlnng 31tr
9leHgton nub Sttfdje ttut ~nbe
be~ 19. 3tt~f~nnbed~.

TORTURE JNs'rRUM:ENTS employed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries for

the Promulgation ot Uhristianity. Being the Nuremberg Collection, and including specimens from
'Jhe Hoi, .Inquisition.

TI-IIRTY-FIVE

ILLUSTRATIONS.

Finan ish Collar, Thumbscrew, Iron Collar t':le Rae~. the Iron Orown Leg Crusher, the Stocks.
the Uer~t.io 0 ,toher. the Iron Boot, the Hot Mitt•n. a Month-]lear (gag), Iron Masks re~ommended
!Jy the luq ui•ition, Bce~king R.nd Burning- on the Wheel, the Ducking Cage, the ChaBtity Belt for
women, the tipidPr. the Iron Virgiu Up to Date the Execution Bell. etc.
.
"I u;e,t t.o re•-d in book~." says Oolonel Ingersoll, .. how on~ fathers persecuted mankind Bnt I
never appreciated lt. l real it, b•lt it did not burn itijelf into my son!. I did not really >tpprec.R.te
t.h" mfaunes that have b·"eu committed in the name of religion until I saw the iron argument• th~
Christians used."
·

·Price, 10 Cents per Copy.

•

•

12 Copies for $1.00

bon ,Pelene ,P. ®arbener.

~rei~

50 ([ent~.

IDloberne <iiitterbtimmernng,"

u

bon ([ol. ~. ®. -3ngerfoll.

, munbef nub

BUl: A. DOLL.'\R'S WOHl'H AND HC.!.'l'l'~i;R '~'H~M 4.1\tO~G YOUR 'UHRISl'IAN dWHf~OllH.
Address THE , RUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

bon

~rei~

25 ([ent~.

munbed~titer,u

-3o~n ~ed. ~rei~

20 ([ent~.

, <ilttn6e nub

THf DYNAMIC THfOAY Of Llff AND MINU1
An attempt to show that all Organic Beings are both Constructed and Operated by the Dynamic Agencies
of their respective Environments.
By JAMES B. ALEXANDER.
Over 400 illustrations. 87 chapters, 1,067 pages. and a 3-column index of 11 pages.
Price, express prepaid bv-us, onlv •~-"li·
This work endeavors to embrace the field covered by thousands of books, such as those of the
"Humboldt 'f_,ibrary of B~ience," the "International Scientific Series," etc., by bringing together, in
stmvle and d1rect form, w1th proper· correspondence between them, aJl of the known factors contributing toward the origin and evolution of organic beings.
.
·9fii/OU WtB"

to be WBZZ tnformear

~ernnnft,u
ober LE BON SENS,
bes romifd?·fatolifd?en Priefters Jean Meslier.
Uus bem &ran3ofifd?en iiberfel,;t uon
iftiiuhiin IUnnlt RIUlo~.

50~

Seiten, lteinwanb, $~.00; papier, 50 ~ts.
Viefe Siid?er finb in papier.Umfd?lag unb
ffarem :OrucF. Unfere beutfd?en llefer
follten fie weit uerbreiten.

lman abreflire, "'rhe 'rruth Seeker,"
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York.

Uarwin and Alter Darwin.·
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEoRGE J. RoMANES.
THEN BEAD A. OIIA.PTEB OB VEBBE DAILY FBOM THIS BIBLE OF
BOIENOEI

It is entertaining as well as enlightening, and will lead yon to "worth-ship" (worship} nature

-c. e•• appreciate the worth of the Universal Mother.

Yon must own this book some day: why not NOW?
AddreRs
THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafavette Place. New York

Hi\ND-BOOK
OF

FREEl'H OUGHT.
By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized form &
vast amount of evidence against the superstitions doctrines of Christianity. A.s a book of reference and aid
to aJl truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification
of subjects makes it a hand-book. AB'Ingersoll said of
Paine's "Age of Reason," it enables som ody in every village to "corner the parsoJil." Its wide
variety of subjects include all the dilputed points between Christi&ni~ and Freethongl!_t Prioe
otb, •1; paper,50oents.
Address
THE TBUTH BEEKER. '

A. syatematicEx~osition of what may be termed
the DarwiniS1ll of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the jl'Pneral reader rather than to profe"sed naturah~t"
Mr. Homanes i" well known as one of the most
interesting of l<~nglish writers upon evolution,
beside" rankmg with Professor Huxley in scientific knowledge and ability. And this IS a pa1·t of
his ~onclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughnut organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of nn.tnral causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independe,jlt evidence of
npernatnru.l <lesign. . . . 'Adapt.at.ion and
\Jeu.ntv arA a!il;e r<·c~iving their explanation at
tlte hands ofo. pnrelymechanical philosophy ...
All nature has t.hus been transformed before the
view of the pre~ent generation in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place ha• t~tlten pla<le in the direction of naturalISm, and this to t-he extent of rendering the
mechanical int.Prpretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religions mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in th"
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th_y_ Go<l?"
illustrated. Price, cloth., $2.
Address.
TH.!!i TRUTH BEEKER.

DR. BRoWN-SEQUARD died i~·. P~ris .on
April2d.
·
THE Honse failed to pass the seigniorage
bill ovtlr President Oleveland's veto. ·· ·
PRENDERGAsT, Oarter Harrison's insane
assassin, has been respited to July 2d.'
A BILL looking to home rule for Scot.
land has been introduced in the Honse of
Oommons.
THE death of President Bermudez, of
Peru, precipitated upon that unhappy
country the triple woe of two presidents
and one dictator.
PRoFESSoR WILLIAM RoBERTSON Smm,
librarian of the University of Oambridge
and one .of the most learned orientalis'
of the age, died March 31st.
THERE is trouble in the Indian Territory
between the Oheyennes and the white
settlers. Several killed. The whites ap.
pear to hav been the aggressors.
GovERNOR TILLMAN, of South Oarolina,
has withdrawn the troops from Darlington
and Florence, and assumed command of
all the municipal police in the state.
PoLISH laborers in Buffalo· mobbed the
employees of the Barber Asphalt Oompany
when a new street-grading machine was
put to work. The machine was also badly
damaged.
THE Republicans carried Rhode Island
by a majority of some six thousand,
insuring the election of a Republican to
succeed United States Senator Dixon,
Democrat.
Oo:MMANDERHYERMAN, of the Kearsarge,
lost on Roncador reef, has been found
guilty of negligence and inefficiency, by
the court-martial sitting on his case and
that of Lieutenant Lym·an.
THE grand jury of the District of Oo·
lnmbia has brought in a new indictment
for manslaughter against Ool. F. 0. Ainsworth in the matter of the Ford's Theater
disaster in Washington last year.
THE Democratic members of the Honse
of Representative hav called a caucus to
consider the advisability of a compr'omise
for the repeal of the. state bank tax. This
would be a move in the direction gf free
banking.
A FRENOH engineer has discovered an
immense cave in the district of Guerrero,
Mexico. He explored it for fifteen miles,
and in one place found the petrified bodies
of four hundred lndians, with idols and
stone implements.
THE Honse of Representative has unseated Oharles F. Joy, of Missouri, Republican, putting in his place John J.
O'Neill, Democrat.
Hilborn, of Oalifornia, Republican; has also been supplanted, by English, Democrat.
VERY bad riots in the Oonnellsville coal
region in Pennsylvania last week. The
Hungarians were wild and much property
was destroyed and a number of lives sacrificed, inclnd.ing that of Ohief-:mngineer
Paddock of the H. 0. Frick Ooke Oo.
A FIEROE battle is reported to hav taken
place in the kingdom of Bornn, in the
Oentral Soudan, between an mvading
army, 30,000 strongtand the troops of the
Sultan of Bornu.
oases heavy, inclnd·
ing the· Sultan and Rabah, the leader of
the invaders.
IN · Ohicago, Kansas Oity, and other
towns in the middle states, serious riots
occurred on the day municipal elections
were held. Several lives were lost. Bad
blood eng'Elndered by the Oatholic and
A. P. A. antagonism had much to do with
the disturbances.
ON April 4th a bomb was exploded in
the restaurant Foyo~ opposit the Senate
chamber, in Paris. ;:;everal persons were
injured, including a Communist· Anarchist poet, Laurent Tailhade, who had
applauded the act of Vaillant He has lost
an eye and hi-8 old opinions.
AT Omaha on April 5th United States
Judge Oaldwell decided thatJ ndgeDnndy's
order cutting down the wages of the Union
Pacific employees and enjoining them from
striking was not good law, and that the
receivers had broken the contract with the
labor unions. The decision is a great victory for the employees. A decision of an
opposit character was rendered by United
States J ndge Jenkins at Milwaukee on
April 6th. He explained and reaffirmed his
former injunction restraining the em·
ployees of the Northern Pacific from strik·
ing, He holds that a court of equity must
restrain threatened trespass. involving the
immediate or ultimate destruction of
property, working irreparable injury, and
for which there would be no adequate com·
pensation at law. The jurisdiction is be·
yond question ; is plenary and compre·
hensiv,
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WHO WILL PROTECT THEM?
CoLUMBIA: "Really, I think we are in as much danger from the schemes of our fool friends as from our secret foes I"

POPULAR EDITIONS

CONWAY'S EDITION

OF

OF

Thomas Paine's Works.

THE WRITINGS OF THOMAS PAINE.
CO~LEOTED, EDITED, AND CHRONOLOGICALLY ARRANGED

AGE OF REASON. Pap., 25c.;

By MONCURE DANIEL CON"WAY.
6 copies for $!o; cloth. 500.
AGE OF REAoON AND EXlll• Author of" The Life of Thomas Paine," "Omitted Ohapters of History Disclosed in
INATION OF THE PROPHEthe Life and Papers of Edmund Randolph," etc.
CIES. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
APOSTLE OF POLITICAL Four Volumes, Royal Octavo, Gilt Tops, Uniform with the Editor's " Life of
AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
Paine " Price per Volume, $2.50.
.~e): By J. E. Remsburg.
.. ortra1t. PM2" roo.; olo., '1'5o.
An edition of one hundred and fifty numbered copieS' bound in half leather, ~t
COMMON SE.NSE. (1776.) 15c.
CRISIS. Written During Am. t.ops, uniform with the limited editions of "The Writings of Washington," "'.rhe
Writings of Jefferson,'~ etc. Price, per volume, $4.
Revolution Pan., 4()0,; Clo., '1'5o.
For the general reader the $8 editiort of Paine'd works is snftlcient, as it oontains all of hill
GREAT WORKS. Svo. 800pp.;

With Histocyof his Literary, Political, and Religions Career in
Ameritl&, France and England,
and a. Sketch by Willia.m Cubbett.
The only a.dequa.te Biogra.phy of
Pa.ine. 2 vola. Portra.its. $5.

writ.ings npon which his fame substantially rE:sts. Rnt for those who destre to go <leeper into the
-object of the man and polemic we can most unreservedl;y: commend the "Lire of Pame" by Mr.
Conway, and this edition of Paine's works edited by him It is the fnllest that we arelikelv to have,
and the stndent of histor~, an<1 particularly the writer, shonld have it npon his shelves.
The wol'k will consist of fonr volnmes, and will be arranged chronologically. The canse of
A.merica, as P<~.ine said, made him an author, and the first volnme will cover the period of the
American Revolntton, beginnin~ with the year 1774. It will therefore open with Paine's antilavery essay, and l>is philosophical or moral essa;ys, while editing the PennB!Ilvanta Maga:dne;
Goese being followed by the great revolutionary, political, ana controversial pamphlets which ma.de
.
onch a. profound impression on the country.
The seconfl volume will consist main,yof the" Rights of Man," and pamphlets relating tc English P"litics, bnt will also contain certain papers on French sffairs.
The third and foorth volnmes will consist mainly of Paine's religions writings, bnt will also
contain some essays relating• to American affairs, written in his last years. At the olose will be
given Paine's poems.
The first volnme is now read_y for delivery, a.nd thll others will follow soon. Orders for the
whole set will be taken and filled a.s the vol11mes aP..Q~ar, or the volnmes QO.n be purchased sepa.rately.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Pla.oe, New York.

mon Sense,""'' Crisis,"" Rights of
Man" $1.50.

The Bible Inquirer,

clo.. $3 ; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.

LIFE OF. By 0. Blanchard.
Pap , 400.;i cloT! with I!_Jrtrait, 600.
LIFE O.r·. »yM.JJ.Oonway.

LIFE OF. By Remsburg. 50c.
LIFE OF. By G. Vale. $1.
LITHOGRAPH OF. 22x28. $1.
POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS
REFORMER. Underwood.lOc
POLITICAL WORKS: ''Oom-

RIGHTS OF MAN. Answer to

·

.
a
.A.ddree•

Bnrke's Attack on the French Rev-

T~S~mO~IA'~'1J!OoliDJbR-

ITS. Oomp. by_Moreau. lOo.
THEOLOGICAL WORKS:".A!re
of Rea.son,"" Examination of tlie
•
l'rollhecii!Bt" etc., with Life ot
• .
Paine a.od steel PQJ"trait, $1.110. Y
VINDICA.TION. Beply to N. •
~'"*'· B7 & G. IqenolL J.Qo. ·
Tim TBUTH BllllllDB, 118 Laf•yettt l'laoe, l!l'ew York.

A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTICATION;
cr'VTAINING 148 PROPOSITIONS.
With References to the most .:'lain and Striking Self.Contra.dictionA of the So-called In•pir£"d
"~Ptnres. Inclnding Qnestions Answered Affirmatively and Negatively by Quotations from the
.it ble. All>o, Other Bible Referen~es of Importance.

Fourth Edition, Revilled and Enlarged.---Priee, 25 Cents.
....._
Address
THE TnVTB BEElER, 28 La.fa.yet'e :Pl~, NewYorl!: City.
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The Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

Four Hundred Yea.rs of Freethought.
BY SAMUEL

P.

PUTNAM.

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout the-tJiyiiized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments ofthe Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
.
of Human History,
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inventions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
Nothing Can be_ More Interesting,

more inspirin"' to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and
Progress. Tl~e struggle is not ended aml what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty; and from thtl Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

.HOW TO GET

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
OF FREETHOUGHr -

FREE
SPECIAL OFFER.

We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends a most generous
offe~
·
we need more subscribers to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
needs" Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
for it, but everyone can do a li~tle
work to obtain a copy - congenial
work, that will do great good all
around. This is the offer :

Send us Four Nevv
Yearly Subscribers at
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and -the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
regular rates ($i2 in
In One Harmonious an~ Magni:fic cnt Whole,
all), and we will send
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
the Getter. . up of the
'WOMAN'S EMANCIPATION
Club a copy of·' FOUR
fr0m the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
HUNDRED YEARS OF
'l1HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
F
R E E T H 0 U G H T ,"
Method, a. prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America FREE OF CHARGES.
NO LIBERAL CAN AFJi'ORD TO BE WI rHOUT THIS BOOK.

and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should . be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
l1t The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Philo~op:hy.

Bruno.
l::!pinnza.
Descartes.
Locke.
Hume.
Hobbl!l.
Kant.
Hamiltoa.
Oomte.
Biichne:r.
Feuerbach.

Science.
Copernicus.
Galileo.
Kepler.
Da Vinci:
Newton.
Humboldt.
Lyell.
Darwin..
Tyndall.
Hnxley.

Education and
Ethics.·
Bacon.
Oomenius.
Pestalozzi.
Froebel.
Oombe.
Spencer.
Owen.
Holyoake.
Haeckel.
Girard
Lick.

Literature.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Rabelais.
Sch1ller,
Oervantes. Goethe.
Marlowe. George Sand.
Shakspere. George Eliot./
Gibbon.
Vic.tor Hugo.
Burns.
Emerson.
i
Shelley. - Heine.
'
Byron.
Thoreau.
Pushkin.
Whitman.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
chewsky.

Government and Politics.
Voltaire.
Gambetta.
Rousseau.
Oastelar.
·French Salon. Bradlaugh.
French Revo-: Garrison,
lution.
Phillips.
Thomas Paine. Parker.
Jefferson.
Sumner.
Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
Bentham.
Bakounine.
Mill.
Warren.
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Heinzen.

I

Woman's Emancipation.
Madame Roland.
1\fary W ollstoncraft, •
Harriet Martineau.
Franceil Wright.
Lucretia Mott
Ernestine L Rose.
Lydia Maria OhUd.
Margaret Fuller.
Elizabeth 011dy Stanton.
Susan B. Anthony.
Matild .,Joslyn Gage.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Pl'ess in modern times. The Truth Seeke1·, Investigator, Ironclad Age. Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the
·

And further, to atd our friends iu
getting this book for themselves, Wt>
will offer

To, the New Subscribers as i.t
Premium,
po~t

free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically 11/ustrate.d ·
By WA.'JSON

HESIO~,

·

·THE GREATFEf BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
W, S, BELL'S

Handbook of Freethought.
With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

Remember, to the -Getter-up of The tlub,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FR£ETHOUGttT,
at Chicago, tho Freethought Federation. of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and free.
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
To each New Subscriber in the club. a pre.·
throughout the world.
·
.
It will contain the portraits of those who; up to the present time, have been identified with Ft·ee- mlum of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
thought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won dis- Stories Comically Illustrated," or W. s. Bell's
tinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
"Handbook of Freethought;'' in Cloth-all free
Horace Seaver,
George E. Macdonald,
Oapt. R. 0. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
by post or express.
CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS

J.P. Mendum,
D. M. Bennett,
Parker Pillsbury,
Eliznr Wright,
T. 0. Leland,
T. B. Wakeman,
Judge 0. B. Waite,

E. M. Macdonald,
L. K. Washburn,
Ernest Mendum,
Oharles Watts,
G. W. Foote,
Saladin,
J. R. Monroe,

John R. Oharlesworth,
Samuel P. Putnam,
John E. Remsburg,
Franklin Steiner,
J. D. Shaw,
E. A. Stevens,
H. L. Green,

Dr. E. B. Foote1 Jr.,
Prof. J. H. Ooo.a:,
E. H Heywood,
Otto Wettstein,
Stephen Pearl Andrews,
James Parton,
.
Abner Kneeland,

Mrs.

Oharles Watts,
Mrs. R'Jbert 0. Adq,ms,
Mrs. M.A. Freeman,
Katie Kehm Smtth,
Lucy N. Oolman,
.
Lilltan Leland,
Amy Post.·

and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be· about

· Thi.s really brings the price of thr
paper down to $2 to each new subscriber, as they get THE TRUTH S.EEKEII
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Sub·
scribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does .this.

_ We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our fri_,nds to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to get
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.
four New Subscribers in any town in
Tne Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
the country, especially with these
~
Splendid
Premiums to assi~t.
·
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of history,
Those who get up these Clubs will
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest receive their copies of" Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" as soon as the
possible moment.
.
The name of every Subscribm• who sends jive dollars bejo1•e the work is on the p1't:SS . book is issued.
1!1wse who send a Club and
will be en1•olled in this book. DON'T FALL TO SUBSCRIBE AT O'NOE.
Four New Subscribers a'nd
This book will contain
$12 before the book is printed
Over Six Hundred Pages of Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
will have their names en'l:t will be elegantly bound. It wi•l be a book for the home and the fireside .. It will be a book to give to rolled in its shining pages•
.your friends when they ask, What is Freethought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world?
This is the most universal presentation of Freethought ever given to the public. and no Freethinker THE TRUTH SEEKER
28 Lafayette Place.
can afford to be without it. It is a library in itself.
NEW YOBK,
Address or4ers to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture ofFreethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
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self-government. It will advocate the control of all
schools by the civil authority, and the establishment only
Those who assume to instruct their fellow-men in them of such religious recognition as is common and
and to guide them into right courses of moral, acceptable to all the people."
F~UNDED BY D • .Mo BENNETT.
economic, or political action cannot be too careful
"Bravo I" exclaims the Liberal, "that is sound'
E•. M. MAODONALD, • • - • • Editor and Manager. in their· teaching. They should be solicitous to doctrin, and I guess the American Protective Asso. ·
possess themselvs of the facts in regard to any as- ciation is all right. To be sure, that last sentence
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
serted reform movement, and should strive to thor- has a false note; but yet, as Mr. Sims wants only
SATURDAY,
APRIL 21, 1894. oughly understand just what the -spokesmen of the such 'religious recognition' in the schools ' as is
movement mean in what they say~ Neither can common and acceptable to all the people,' he must
they afford to listen to public clamor for or against mean that he wants no religious instruction therein,
SUBSCRIPTION KA.TES,
Bingle snbsoription, in advance .................: .............. t3 oo the alleged reform, with the intention of shaping for there is no religion which is common and acceptOne subscription two. yea.rs, in advance........................ 5 oo their own course by the rush ·of the emotional mulable to all the people. He simply took that
Two new snbs.cribers .. ; . • .. • .. .. . •. • • • .• .. .. . .. • • . • •• •. • .. . •• . • • . 5 00
One snbscription with onenews11bscriber, in oneremitta.noe. 5 00 titude. They should'find out the real values attach- method of saying that he wanted a purely secular
One snbscription with two new snbscribers, in one remitAnd. then ·our eood-natured Liberal
tance .... ·... ~ ................................................ 7 00 ing to party catchwords, declarations, and plat- school."
One snbscription with three 11ew subscribers, in one remit-"
forms. It must never be forgotten that most plat- glances down the column and reads Editor Sims's
t&nce .............. , ........ , ............................... S 50
forms are constructed to get in on, not t9 stand on closing words : " It [the Standard] will stand by
One snbscription with four new subscribers·, in one remitta.nce ........................................................10 eo in legislating.. It will always pay to ask what your olie flag, one citizenship, of single allegiance, the
Any num}?er over. :five at the s·ame rate, inv&riablyw}th one
opponent means by a given statement of principle, Constitution, and non-sectarian education," and he
· ·ramittan.ce. ·
·
.
for it h quite probable that if you assume without opens his arms and takes the dear, good man to his
Monev shoula. be sent b7l ez:preBB o"om:pa:ntls monev ora.er investigation that-he means what you understand the heart.·
:postal ora.er, ·araJt on New Yorlt, or b71 reatsterea zetter. words to express you will be undeceived at your
But there is something more in that" Salutation;"
A.a!lress oi>mmuntoattons ana mal:e ara,ftB, oneou, :post-ot/IOe
own· cost. Such experiences are always awkward, and that something more immediately follows the
ana ei:press monev oraers vauable to
E. M. M..A. ODON..A.LD,
l!8 LM'ariette place, New Yorlt.
quite often disastrous, and not infrequently irreme- talk about the ''religious recognition that is com.
·
diable. ·
mon and acceptable to all the people," and it reads
SPECIA.L NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to OlU' · Never is caution in the acceptance of party proas follows:
readers H they will send us the name and addren ol
nunciamentos
more·necessary
than
when
those
pro"Since the Supreme Oourt has so far interpreted our
any" Freethinker w-ho •• not_ a regnlar llllbscri~er.
nunciamentos are . issued by religious or semi- Oonstitutioil as to recognize that these United States are
religious · organizations. The Freethinker who a Ohristian nation, we shall advocate an open Bible in
SOD HANDSOME PREMIUMS
takes these people at their own appraisement is the public schools, it being the foundation of a common
Ohr·lstianity, such as our Constitution recognizes."
To induce new subscriptions and prompL _enew- "ieft," to use the slang of· the period. It is wellThere you hav it ~t last, without disguise, withals on the part of our friends we make the follow- known, to illustrate, that the National Reform As- out equivocation. · That is the "non-sectarian"
sociation, which is trying to Christianize our Coning handsome premium offers:
stitution, is, if we may believe the asseverations of educ"a.tion of the American Protectiv Association
For $6.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one its representative, opposed to the union of church and it is the same kind of non-sectarianism as that
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred and state. So with· the American Sabbath Union advocated by the theocrats of the National Reform
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage and the Women's Christian Temperance U~io:a, Association and the Women's Christian Temperance
of this or our Free offer .of the book (see opposit auxiliaries of the first-named association. And all Union. And do not fail to note that the "nonpage) there is no reason why every Freethinker in th!3Be people stoutly assert that they are in favor of sectarian education " which goes with "an open
the country should not possess "this splendid work. a purely "unsectarian, public school system, when Bible in the public schools "is the "religious recogF~r $5 we will ·send THE TBUTH · SEEKEB ·one we all know that they are determined to keep the nition " which, in the words of Professor Sims, is
year ($3) · and "Paine's Great Works Complete" Bible and continue . religious services in those "common and acceptable to all the people." I8 it
($3). · This edition of Paine's works contai;ns a schools. The.least analytical Freethinker will see at common and acceptable . to all the people T As.picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be once that these Protestant Christians use the word suredly it is not. Does Professor Sims himself be.
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New "unsectarian" in a sense totally different from that lieve that it is ? We do not wish to answer the last
question, for we do not care to appear discourteous,
Rochelle.
in which he employs it.
but we will ask him three more questions. They
What is true in these particulars of the societies
For .$5 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKEB o]le
are these : Does he believe that the Protestant
year ($3) anft "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and already named is equally ~rue of the American Pro- Bible in the schools would be acceptable to the
tectiv Association, the Junior Order of United
Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett. ,
Catholics 1 Does he believe that the New TestaAmerican
Mechanics, and similar bodies. This we
For ·$4:.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKEB one
ment would be acceptable to the Je;vs 1 Does he
hav shown in the reply to Mr. Wessels in the deyeai''($3) and James B. Alexander's" Dynamic The.believe that either the Catholic or the Protestant
partment of "Letters from Friends," and our artist
ory" ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one
Bible would be acceptable to the Freethinkers T
reinforces our position with his capital cartoon on
wants this book. It has over a thousand large
One thing is certain : Whenever a Protestant, no
the first page. Mr. Heston's picture is based upon
pages and more than four hundred illustrations.
less than a Catholic, ass&rts that any society to
an editorial utterance in the first number of a new
It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies
which he belongs stands for non-sectarian schools
paper called the American Standard and_ pubit can help but be well-informed in all scientific
he must be asked for a categorical answer to this
lished at Indianapolis, Indiana. Its editor is Walquestion: "Will your organization work for the
matters.
ter Sims, one of the most popular lecturers in furFor $4:;50 we will send· THE TB.uTH SEEKEB one therance of · the principles of the American Pro- withdrawal of the Bible from the public schools and
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- tectiv _Association, and, judging from his writings the cessation of all religious exercises therein T" If
he does not answer this question with an unequivoBook" in cloth ($2.50).
and the reports of his lectures, a gentleman of exFor $4: we will send THE TBUTH SEEKEB one year tended information and considerable argumentativ cal "Yes'' and at the same time prove that his an($3} 'and." The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book' ability. Those who are accustomed to take the swer is authoritativ for that society it will be a
waste of time for Freethinkers to coquet with it.
in. boards ($2).
promises of Christian reformers at their face value
On th"e political side our mission is to secure the
For $4: we will send THE TBUTH SEEKEB one yea.r will be much pleas_ed with what Professor Sims says
complete separation of church and state. Sectarian
($S) and a :copy of " Old Testament Stories Comic- in his "Salutation., He tells us that the Ameribroils are of interest to us in so far only as they
can Standard will
ally Illustrated,'' in cloth covers ($1.50).
disrupt the forces of the common foe. We can
For $3.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKEB one· "be the relentless Joe of any or all who seek to model the watch the internecine strife but must not become
year· ($3) and "Old Testament Stories Comically Oonstitution after the principles of their particular relig- involved in it or entangled with any of the warring
ious belief, to the injury a:li.d.injustice of others. There is
Illustrated," in board covers ($1).
possibly no question of more vital importance, looking factions.
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books toward the maintenance of American liberty, than that of
Referring to the God-in-the-Oonstitution struggle,
the free, non-sectarian public school system. Without this
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceed- system the principles of American birth equality, as pro- the Independent Pulpit observes that "The New
mgly low price. Old and new subscribers c~ claimed in the Declaration of Independence, are made York TBUTH SEEli:EB is making a splendid fight
void. The Standard is, therefore, pledged to the people against this infamy." And we are pleased to see
~vail. themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our
to maintain the principles of such non-sectarian education
pr~~nt .. readers. will call the attention 9f their ail will prepare the rising generation for the solemn re- that Mr. Shaw is ready to do his part, and that he
spo:wlibilities aoueotecl wUh republioaD. institutioDI of clearly perceives the necessity for .constant watch·
friends to the values offered. ·
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fulness and continued action. He adjures the Liberals to remember that, whatever the fate of the
Morse-Frye joint resolution, the bigots wm COD·
tinue to bring forward measures in favor of their
religion, "which is also their business. I>oliticians
are uncertain, and unless the Liberals of this country take more interest in the preservation of their
freedom, it will some day be taken from them."

A Stride Backward into Night.
The grand jury recently in session at Lexington,
Kentucky, evidently set out to distinguish itself,
and it has done so in a wholesale way. It brought
in a report that it understood that progressiv euchre
was being played in the city and that it had heard
rumors that baseball had been played on Sunday,
but had no direct proof of the commision of these
awful crimes. It indicted J. W. an~ Mrs. Lunsford,
Spiritualists, for nuisance and practicing medicin
without license, and for obtaining money under
fase pretenses in claiming to call up spirits from
another world (it did not indict any priests or
preachers for dealing in futures), and it indicted a
manufacturing and commercial concern for nuisance
in allowing boys to play ball on its premises on
Sunday!
But its crowning work consisted of two indictments against Charles C. JV: oore, editor and publisher
of the Blue Grass Blade. One of these indictments is for "blasphemy" and the other for
"nuisance." In Kentucky "blasphemy'' can be
only a "common law" offense, as the state has no
blasphemy statute. This is the first prosecution
of the kind in that commonwealth and it remains to
be seen whether the musty and moldy common law
can be successfully invoked in this age of light
to punish a man for a "crime~· that has not
now nor ever had an exiatence save in the superheated brains of theologians.
The indictments were procured by Rev. E. L.
Southgate, Methodist. The reader will see that the
one for nuisance is in great part a repetition of the
one charging blasphemy. At this distance it looks
as though it was feared that the charge of " blasphemy" would not hold, and so the other indictm~nt
was secured in the hope that its meshes would
be close enough if Mr. Moore slipped through
those of the other. At all events, the prosecutor,
Rev. Mr. Southgate, was after the blasphemer.,
first and always, as ·he admits in an interview which
is published in the Kentucky Leader of April 11th.
"The indictment for nuisance was secondary and
incidental," he says. That is, the alleged offense
against man was trivial as compared with the crime
against God. The theological mind is always warped
similarly. In an earlier interview appearing in the
s.ame paper, Mr. Southgate declared that Mr. Moore
" not only blasphemes the name of God the father
and imputes gross evil to the Virgin Mary and the
deepest destruction to Lord Jesus, but he commits
the sin that Jesus declares to be the one unpardonable sin, the sin against the Holy Ghost."
The Leader adds that Mr. Southgate is "prompted
by no personal motiv," as he and Mr. Moore hav
only friendly feelings for each other, but he "is
earnestly opposed to Mr. Moore's treatment of religion and he intends to seek recourse through the
courts of justice." That is neatly stated, but perhaps the clergymen would receive a new light if the
positions of himself and the editor of the Blade
were reversed. and Mr. Moore, being "opposed" to
the preacher's" treatment of religion,"" should seek
recourse through the courts of justice." It is the
time-honored way of settling religious differences.
A sentence to prison is a conclusiv argument, for
the time being, although it has some attributes inconveniently like those of the boomerang.
In a conversation with Mr. Moore, his clerical
hunter said that he had "no personal unkindness
in the matter, and that he was going to hav him
prosecuted simply because he regarded it as his
duty as a Christian minister and good citizen to do
so." The religious persecutor is a cold-blooded
torturer. Generally he has no such poor excuse a a
hatred or revenge. He persecu'es simply because
he thinks his God requires him to begin the work
here which he, God, will take up and continue uninterruptedly in another world. He considers that

such torture is necessary in order to save the " soul,
of his victim and the souls of others, and incidentally,
of course, lay up treasures for himself in heaven~
W. Kingdon Clifford had men of the Southgate kind
in mind when he wrote: "When we love our brother
for the sake of our brother, we help all men to grow
in the right ; but when we love our brother for the
sake of somebody else, who is very likely to damn
our brother, it very soon comes to burning him alive
for his soul's h~lth." These are the indictments:
FO:If BLASPHEMY.
''FAYETTE CIROUIT COURT.
The Commonwealth of Kentucky,} _
vs.
Blasphemy.
C. C. Moore,
·
·
"The ~rand jury of Fayette county, in the name and by
the authority of the commonwealth of Kentucky; accuse
C. C. Moore of the oftense of blasphemy, committed as
follows: That C. C. Moore in the county aforesaid, being
then and there the owner, controler, proprietor, and editor of a certain newspaper in the city of Lexiil.gton
known as the Blue Grass Blade, did in the issue of said
paper of Sunday, Mar~h 18, 1894, unlawfully, wickedly,
and maliciously and blasphemously publish of and concerning the Christian religion, and concerning Jesus
Christ and God and the Holy Scriptures, scandalous,
false, malicious, wicked,. and blasphemous words as follows, to wit: 'When I say Jesus Christ ·was a man exactly like I am and had a human father and mother
exactly like I had, some of the pious call it blasphemy.
When they say that Jesus Christ was born as the resnlt
of a sort of Breckinri.dge-Pollard hyphenation between
God and a Jew woman, I call it blasphemy, so you see
there iR a stand off,' thereby meaning. that pious and religious persons stated and believed that.the birth of Jesus
Christ was the result of an unholy and illicit alliance and
connection between Almighty God and Mary, the mother
of Christ, and intending thereby to treat with offensiv
levity and ridicule the scriptural account of the divine
conception and birth and to bring contempt and ridicule
against Almighty God and his divine purpose and wisdom
in causing the birth of Christ for the redemption of the
world and the salvation of sinners, to the contempt of the
Christian religion and the laws of this state, to the evil
example of all others in like mannel' oftending, and
against the peace and dignity of the commonwealth of
C. J. BRoNSTON,
Kentucky.
"Commonwealth's Attorney.
"Witness, Rev. E. L. Southgate."
FOB NUISANOJ!l,
"FAYETTE CIBOUIT COURT.
The Commonwen.lth of Kentucky,}
vs.
Nuisance.
C. C. Moore.
"The Grand Jury of Fayette County, in the name and
by the authority of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
accuse C. C. Moore of the offense of committing a nuisance, committed as follows :
''That said C. C. Moore on the 6th day of April, 1894,
in the county aforesaid; being then and there the owner,
controler, proprietor, and editor of a certain newspaper
published in the city of Lexington, .known as the Blue
Grass Blade, did unlawfully, wilfully, habitually, and
continuously publish iJi the said paper articles and pieces,
the chief intent and purpose of which was to revile and
bring into contempt the character and attributes of
Almighty God and the Holy Ghost, and Jesus Christ and
the divine origin and conception of the latter, the holy
scriptures, their authority, and the .inspiration of any
portion thereof, and to continuously deny and reproach
God, his creation, government, and final judging of the
world, and with the further mischievous and malicious
intent to bring ridicule and contempt upon Christianity
and the Christian religion in general, and to persuade and
entice the people into a disbelief of the doctrine of the
Christian religion, and be led into Infidelity and Atheism, and to destroy the influence of the church of God
and his holy religion among the people, and by treating
all of said sacred subjects with offensiv levity, to induce
the people to treat them with scorn and contempt; and
the said Moore did also unlawfully, wilfully, habitually,
and continuously publish articles in said paper exposing
to public ridicule the private life and character of divers
individuals, applying opprobrious and offensiv epithets to
them, attributing immorality and dishonest motive to
them, and endeavoring to bring t~em into the contempt
of the public and to destroy their good name and fame,
all of which aforesaid acts the said Moore has done and
still continues to do for lucre and gain and to bring
himself notoriety, and for the malicious and mischievous
purpose of of injuring public morals, and sowing dissensions and stirring up strife, quarrels, and breaches of the
peace among the people, and to the great dishonor of
religion, good manners, and good government, and to the
common nuisance and annoyance of all good citizens of
the commonwealth, and against the peace and dignity of
the commonwealth of Kentucky.
" C. J. BRONSTON,
"Commonwealth's Attorney.
"Witness, E. L. Southgate."
Those indictments read like leaves from the history of tl:e Dark Ages. They would make appropriate appendices to George Macdonald's" Thumbscrew and Rack," for they would giv the reader a

vivid idea of the most convincing Christian literature of the centUries in which the instruments of
torture now in the Nuremburg collection were
doing the work of the medieval Southgates. All
intelligent Americans must blush with shame that
such legal documents are possible in the land which
was served by Paine and J 13fferson and Adams.
Think of invokulg the law in this day of science to
preserve from ridicule the dogma of the miraculous
conception I Who is there to-day so credulous as
to believe that Jesus (if such a ma:a .ever lived) had
an origin one whit different from that of every other
man who has lived or who ·now livsT Mr. Southgate may be very ignorant, but we should hesitate
long before reflecting upon his intelligence to the
extent of charging him with believing that any man
or woman came into life without the aid of an earthly
father. And here steps forward a Kentucky grand
jury with a presentment against an editor who has
laughed at the ancient tale! What a spectacle!
But the prosecution would be no less persecution
if Mr. Moore had denied the existence of the law of
gravitation or that of chemical affinity. It is his
right to say that the earth is 1lat, or that the sun is
a satellite of the moon. He has an inalienable right
to his opinions and the expression of them, no matter how absurd they may be or how contrary to the
prejudices or the knowledge of all the Southgates
and grand juries in the world.
On April lOth Mr. Moore gave bonds in $1,000
for his appearance for trial on July 2d. His bondsmen are George H. Whitney, E. B. Wrenn, M.
Kaufman, and Dr. Bennett. His counsel are Judge
George Denny and Judge J. R. Morton. He hopes
to secure additional counsel before July. We shall
keep our readers informed concerning all new developments in the case. With the Christian amendment as . a part of the Constitution the outlook
would· be dark for the editor of the Blue Grass
Blade, but under a secular Constitution there is a
fighting chance for him.
----------~----------

For Dr. :M.cAJlister's Eye.
We learn from the Oongressional Record that
among the. petitions sent to Congress against the
Christian amendment was one from the Baptist
ministers of Atlanta, Georgia, others from four Lutheran churches in Kansas, and one from a Lutheran
church hi. ·North Carolina. This must make sore
the heart ~f':Dr. McAllister, who has time and again
warned Christians against · opposing the amendment, and thus aligning themselvs with the wicked
Infidels, who are so depraved as to believe in and
work for religious liberty. Then Dr. McAllister
argued before the Judiciary Committee of the
House that the Jews could not antagonize tlie theocratic schemes because they came to this country in
pursuit of the Ohristian liberty granted by our institutions! It is ·too bad that the Jews do not justify his confidence in their supposed. blindne'!s.
Here is the Jewish Messenger of this city saying
editorially that the Judiciaty Committee has "very
sensibly reported adversely on the proposed religious amendment to the Constitution," while a contributor, Rev. L. Stein, writes a two-and-a-halfcolumn argument against the Morse-Frye iniquity.
It is an excellent production, and closes with these
unmistakable words: " As Americans and Jews we
shall ever solemnly protest, as we do now, against
any attempted encroachment upon the fundamental
principles of our Constitution, fervently joining in
the warning cry that arises in its behalf from millions of loyal hearts-' Hands off! Touch not mine
anointed!'" The Messenger also neatly satirizes
Governor Morris, 'of Connecticut, and his, 0 Jesu,
h01pinem salvator," fast day proclamation.
Rabbi E.· N. Calisch, of Richmond, Virginia,
arraigns the National Reformers in a way that must
send cold shivers up the spines of Messrs. George,
McAllister, and Wylie.
He clearly understands
that legislation can make hypocrite but not believers
and he sees that the attempt to secure the adoption
of a Christian amendment will involve a resort to
all the tricks and dishonest schemes common to
politicians. The American Hebrew reports Rabbi
Calisch as follows:
"You cannot enact belief, or place faith within a man's
bosom by putting it on the atatute book, Law oannol
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control the str~1des of the soul, or legislation check or
restrain its flight. There may be a thousand. constitutions, with a thousand preambles to each, and a thomumd
mentionings of the deity in each, yet they will never turn
the Atheistic heart or place God withiri a bosom where he
is not already enthroned and acknowledged.
"For this reason the union of church and state is
wrong; for this reason that union, wherever it has been,
·bas been dangerous and pernicious; and for this reason,
t1rllJ resolution, which seeks to reestablish this union, is a
threat to the safety of the couhtr_y, whose greatest blessing has been the separation of these two great factors of
human civilization.
·
"It is probable that this bill will not become a law.
· · · But it is in every degree possible. The sense of
justice in some of the followers of the creed favored
therein may be strong enough for them to admit that this
resolution is an infringement on the rigpts and privileges
of many citizens, but it will not be strong enough, in all
instances, to produce any opposition fo it. ·Its advocRtes
will be tirelel!s and ubiquitous. Though many of them
will, doubtless, be ministers of the gospel and pronounced
professors of religion, yet we know, from_ experien«?e,
that not, in all cases, will they hesitate to use means unscrupulous and dishonest. With them the end justifies
the means. · To hav it formally and constitutionally declared that this is a 'Ohristian country _and that its glory
and grandeur are due to the name of Ohrist,' will be sufficient to set in motion all the machinations of politics,
All tlie tricks, methods, and media, known and· yet to be
invented, will be resorted to. Appeals will be made to
cupidity, fear, superstition, social ambition, to the love
of gain and distinction, and like Esau's,mess of.pottage,
the birthright of the dearest privilege of American
citizenship will be bartered for a vote for a hangman's
office, or the janitorship of a public building."
Is Dr. McAllister sure that the Jews are such
dullards as he professed to believe them to be 1

Liberal in the C<:>nntry would like a copy of one or
the other. Either one of these, as may be chosen,
will be given to the new subscribers obtained in
these clubs of four, and a copy of "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" to the one who gets
up the club and.sends the money and names.
We cannot afford to make this premium to single
subscribers, but to enable old subscribers and single
new subscribers to obtain these and other desirable
works at a greaf·reduction, we hav made a list of
premium~ in connection with subscriptions to the
paper, to be fo~p.d in the first column of tbe first
editorial page of TBE TRUTH SEEXEB. We are willing
to do our part toward making the obtaining of good
Liberal wo;ks e~sy and cheap, and hope our readers will take ad-vantage of the terms offered.
Once more we ask th~t favorable eye be turned
in our direction, and a helpful hand extended. As
the .resolutions of the International Congress expressed it, Boom the Liberal paper'S and you boom
•he Liberal cause.

Wanted-More Subscribers.
We solicit the kind attention of our friends to
the need which exists of increasing the subscription list of THE TRUTH SEEKER. There are several
reasons for this, which our readers will readily see.
First, It will do a world of good, by making more
Liberals and by interesting those already l~beral in
the work of Freethought. The church is making
great encroachments upon our liberties, and the
people need to know about it, in order to defeat its
tyranny. And those who read THE TRUTH SEEXEB
·are a hundred times more interested and activ than
those who do not. Second, It is a duty we owe to
our fellow-men .to giv them the light of reason we
hav obtained. Liberalism makes for true civiliza
tion, and freedom from fear of an angry God makes
men happier and better. Every Liberal. should do
all he can to lift up his neighbors from the darkness
of super~tition to the glorious plain of mental liberty. And, as Mr. Wakeman says, referring to the
resolution regarding the Liberal papers passed at
the late International Congress : " They are the very
life of the cause of intellectual and practical emancipation of the people. As such they are to be
built up and sustained by constp,nt care, paymen~,
encouragement, and solicitation for subscribers for
them." Third, An increase in the list will relieve the
readers from the occasional " duns " we are compelled to send out in order to get money with
which to pay bills. If we can obtain two or three
thousand new subscribers, the increased revenue
will make the business work of the paper easier,
and we can continue to improve the paper without
fear of financial embarrassments.
To reward those who will do a little for us in
this. matter we hav arranged to takt: a large number of Mr. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of
Freethought," and to every one who sends u~ four
new yearly subscribers at the regular rates of $3
($12 in all), we shall send a copy of that magnificent work free. Those who send the club before
the book is on the press will be enrolled among the
original subscribers and patrons in the book.
And to make it easy to get these 'four new subscribers we will ofier them as a premium either of
two splendid works-The "Old Testament Stories
Comically IDusti-ated," or W. S. Bell's "Handbook
of Freethought" in cloth binding. Our readers
kn.ow the v!Uue of these books, and that about every

a

The Pennsylvania Sabbath Association will celebrate t-he one h-undredth anniversary of the Pennsylvania Sunday law. Why doesn't it also celebrate
the anniversaries of the hanging of the witches at
Salem? Or the burning of Servetus by Calvin 1
At Platte City, Missouri, the grand jury has
brought indictments against forty of the leading
men and women of the place for playing progressiv
euchre! The press dispatch saya that, as a result,
one of the leading churches is likely to be disrupted.
No comment is necessary, for any one who cannot
see the moral in this event would be wholly impervious to argument.
--~---------------
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World's Fair on the first day of the week. 'Yet, in
the lawsuit at Washington, this significant fact
came out under crol!s-examination :
"Next day-Sunday-! found a pile of correspondence ·accumulated -at my house, so I attended to that,
and did not go to church,"
Now, Breckinridge had just as good a reputation
·at that time for loyalty to the Sunday superstition
as Morse, and Blair, and Stone hav at present.
We respectfully suggest to Rev. H. H. George and
Dr. McAllister that they wait upon the three Congressmen above named and demand that they say,
on their honor as Christian gentlemen, whether
they attend to their correspondence on "Sabbath."
We think that even Messrs. McAllister and George
will agree with us that Infidels cannot be expected
to submit with good grace to Sunday laws which
their framers and champions deliberately disregard.
The cause of Sabbath observance is at stake.
Are Morse, and Stone, and Blair like Breckinridge-do they devote themselves to business
on Sunday?
--------~~--------

In presenting the concluding installment of
" Church Property" we wish to again call the attention of our readers to the value of this collection
of the statistics of ecclesiastical wealth and the accompanying arguments in support of the demand
for the uniform, equal, and impartial taxation of all
kinds of private property. It should hav the widest
possible circulation, fm: there is no other work extant which so combines statistical facts, historical
examples and warnings, and sound reasoning.
Every editor, every newspaper writer, every economic reformer, every minister, every legislator,
should hav a copy. The pamphlet will contain
more than one hundred pages al}d it will be sold for
15 cents per single copy. Ten copies will be sold
for $1.00 and one hundred copies for $8.00; postage prepaid in all cases. We shall at once send a
copy to each paper in the state of New York, and to
leading papers in other states. A copy will be
mailed to each member of the New York legislature
and of the New York Constituti~nal Convention.
Thus thousands of copies will be distributed gratuitously; All this will put us to considerable expense
and we hope the friends of equal taxation will chip
in a little to help us do this work which is for the
benefit of all The fight is centered in New York
this year and a victory here will make the triumph
of justice in other states in other years very much
easier.

The New York Times, while assuming that there
cannot be two opinions ~bout the merits of the
Pollard-Breckinridge lawsuit, takes occasion to
sharply rap the Grannisites over the .knuckles for
obtruding their opinions during the progress of the
trial. It givs said amateur judges and jurors
these deserved blows :
"The public pr ss, so far as we hav remarked, has observed a decent reticence upon the matter, but scarcely
a day pa8ses that some society does not feel called upon
to pass some resolution in order to show that it is not in
sympathy with indecent and criminal conduct. This
precipitancy argues a pruriency of mind.. Suppose the
case were one of embezzlement or arson. Would the
unions, leagues, and societies fAel called upon to express
their views upon these crimes in advance of the verdict,
Lectures and Meetings.
lest they should be suspected of a secret sympathy with
FRANKLIN
STI!IINER'B
lecture engagements are as fol•
stealing money or setting houses on fire? Of course not. lows:
They would not find the subject. matter of the trials so April21,22, Mt.Pleasant, Ja; 1 April24, Eddyville, Ia
irresistibly alluring to them that they could not. wait uritil
the trial was over in order to say something."
TBE WOMEN'S LmmBAL LmAGUE, of Philadelphia, meets
in the Skerrett Building, Ridge avenue and Green street,
evenings at 8 o'clock. Admission free. All are
A motion was made in the New York conference Tuesday
welcome. Program for April:
of the Methodist Episcopal church that the prosecu- April24th-"Mary Wollstonecraft, Her Trials and Her
Triumphs." Voltairine deOleyre.
tion and conviction of John Y. McKane b~ approved
and also the prosecution of W. C. P. Breckinridge,
TBE Friendship Liberal League of Philadelphia meets
and demanding that the latter be expelled from Sundays at 2.80 and 7.80 P.M. in Warner Hall, near
Green and Broad streets.
Congress. Silence reigned for the space of a
THlll Manhattan Liberal Olub meets every Friday evenmoment and then a minister rose and said :
ing in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New
"I see no reason for dragging in the name of Brother York, at 8 o'clock. Program for April:
McKane. He is receiving his punishment now. He is April20th-"Trnth About Hawaii." Olinton Furbish.
done for. I suggest that his name be stricken out of the April27th-"The OhanceB of Success." Henry Nichols,
And annual meeting for election of officers.
resolutions."
"Brother McKane's" name was stricken out and
TBE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings
Mr. Breckinridge received the full discharge from every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock in Long Island Business Oollege, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
the battery of Methodist wrath. Was the Congress- Driggs
avenues. Program of lectures for April:
man condemned and the Gravesend boss's offense April 22d-'' The Ohances of Success." Henry Nichols.
passed over in silence because the former is a Pres- April 29th-'' Religion from a Labor Standpoint." Prof.
Daniel De Leon.
byterian and the latter a Methodist or because the
Methodists look less kindly upon immorality than
TBE Ohio Liberal Society meets in Oollege Hall, 168!
Walnut street, Oincinnati, Sunday evenings at 7:45,
upon crime?
prompt. Admission is free. Program for April:
----------------~April 22d-"The Separation of Ohurch and State."
_The Sunday law zealots want to ha.v the ordering
Rabbi Isaac M. Wise.
of other people's occupations on Sunday. They April 29th-Debate: "The Morality of Ohristianity, vs.
The Morality of Secularism." Affirmativ, Prof. J.
are fearful that the " sanctity" of the day will get
S. VanOleve,Ph. D.; negativ,JohnR.Oharlesworth,
of New York Oity.
bruised if the ungodly are left to seek their own
happiness in their own way. ~ut these zealots are
THlll Radical Library meets in Skerrett's Hall, Ridge
not so tender of the day, when they can work out avenue and Green street,· Philadelphia. Open on Tnes·
day, 7.80 to 10 P.M.
of sight of the people they try to fool and rule.
W. F. JAMIESON writes that he will start on his tour
C. P. Breckinridge endeavored to get through
through
and Oolorado in May; and that he finds
Congress a Sunday law for the District of Columbia, OaliforniaUtah
a fine climate to linger in, HU! addres11 iQ
and he supported the movement to close the Elsinore, Oal.

w.
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also Cathol~c Female School, 193 by 189 fee~, all v.alue.tll
at $43,900. "Pav school and residence for siSters.'-' .
CathOlic Female School, 84 by 189, valued at $26,200;
"For sisters and pay ·school."
.
- -· ;
_Wm. Elder's lots, five pieces, Hoffner's subdivision,
Rapid Run road., 11 acres, valued at $92,000.. . · ·
Little Sisters of th' Poor, 50 by 51, .Syn;tme!! subdivision, northwest corner of Third ·and Lytle, -valued at·
$23,300. '' Residence, ~chool," etc.
' · ·
·
Little Sisters of the Poor; north side of Queen Cify'
avenue, land valued at $160,000. "lnfirm.·home ana.
:·
hospital.where pay is received for old people.,....
Sisters of Charity, Cincinnati, Van Horne's subdivisjon, .
10.05 acres, not valued.
.
.
.
St. Mary's Female Institute, Henry Lewis, of Grandin ,
.A.n Argument for Equality of Taxation, and a State·
Three denominations o.wn much more than half estate, 8.11 acres, valued at $43,100. "Home for sisters
school."·
·
ment of Facts, Giving, from the Census of 1890, the of the 8 bove total, and five denominations o.wn ap- and
Three other pieces of properhy in the same name,
Valne, by Denominations, of Church Property in the proximately five-sevenths.
. valued at ·$580; also two more· in same name, valued at
United States and in the Several States and Terri·
In Cincinnati church property is listed at $6,144,- $500.
.
.
. .
.·· ...
Passionate Monastery of the Holy Cross, five pieces ..ot
tories and in All Cities Having 25,000 or More 050, of .which the Catholics o.wn $1,934.900; the
property,
valued
at
$720.
.
.
.
Inhabitants; so Arranged as to Show at a Glance Presbyterians, $963,700 ; Methodists, $709.000,
St. Xavier College, Sycamore street. consisting of: five
the Relative Standing as to Wealth of the Leading Jewish Congregations, $484,000; Baptists, $348,- lots, and all·valued at $205,960. "This is .a paying ;inDenominations and Denominational Groups.-Also, 500; Episcopalians, $314,000; Reformed, $172,500; stitution."
.
.
The Little Sisters of the Poor, Kemper's subdivision,
Mnch Other Matter of Especial Interest to Certain Congregationalists, $169,000; Lutherans, $119,~
.
.
lots, valued at $8,370.
Cities, States, and Sections.-.A.ll Comparisons and 000; Miscellaneous, $929.450. Cleveland, total, three
St. Mary's Female Institute, Court and. Mound, not
Percentages Based Upon Official Figures.
$4,233,900; Presbyterian, $840,000; Catholic, valued. " Paying school and residence for sisters."
·
Ten lots belonging to the Sisters of the Poor, Betts.·
V.
$832,000; Methodist, $548,000; Congregational·
·
·
,
New York-Concluded.
ist, $397,200; Episcopalian, $367,700; Baptist, street, valued at $97,300.
The C~mvent of Good Shepherd, Mother Mary Cnsa.ck;
In these thirteen cities of this state, which are $363,500; Lutheran, $178,000 ; Jewish Congrega,., trustee, Hartshorn's subdivision, nine lots, valu,ed at
all the first, second and third class cities of New tiona, $108,000; Reformed, $74,650; Miscellaneous, $45,600. "Residence for sisters and a home for incor:
·
.
York, according to the classification of the Census $524,850. Columbus, total, $1,814,595 ; . Catholic, · rigible girls."
The House of Good Shepherd, Bank street, four lots,
Bureau, the Catholic church holds the first place $522,270 ; Methodist, $509,700 ; Presbyterian,
at $94,800.
.
. .
.
ten times, and second and third places once each; $236,000; Congregationalist, $153.900; Luther- valuad
The Female Acaden;ty of Sacred Heart, Clifton, Millthe Protestant Episcopal church holds the first an, $139,500; Episcopalian, $100,725; Baptist, creek township, 37 2 acres,_ not valued. " Paying school
·
·
place twice, second and third places three times $72.000; Miscellaneous, $175.500. Dayton, total, and residence of the sisters and help."·
Little Sisters of the. Poor. four pieces, making seven
each, and fourth place five times; the Presbyterian $1,518,625 ; Catholic, $324,000 ; Presbyterian,
no value.
·
holds first place once, second place five times, third $256,000; Methodist, $197,800; Lutheran, $166,- acres,
House of Good Shepherd, 98.95 acre!', in four lots:ad-·
place four times and fourth place once; the Baptist 500 ; Baptist, $148,000; Episcopalian, $80,000 ; joining, valued at $9,520.
·
.
Sisters of Charity of Cincinnati, Delhi township, 123.02
holds second and third places twice each, and fourth Miscellaneous, $346,325. Toledo, total, $1.116.800 ;
· '
place four times; the Methodist holds second place Presbyterian, $240,000; Catholic, $227,000; Epis- acres, valued at $90,000.
Sisters of Charity, 17.73 acres, valued at $1,210.
once, and third and fourth places three times each, copalian, $169,200 ; Methodist, $145,000 ; LuthProtectory for Boys, Delhi, 100 acre11, no value.
and the Congregationalist second place once. Thus, eran, $133,200 ; Baptist, $84,600 ; ·CongregationalSisters of Notre Dame, 69 acres, at Reading, no value.
The same owns a piece of property on the north ~ide of
while the Protestant Episcopal is the wealthiest ist, $51.000; Miscellaneous, $66,800. Springfield,
church in the State, the Catholic owns the most total, $713,300; Lutheran, $164.000; Methodist, St. Mary's street, west of school lot, in the name o~ J. Il·
Voorhees' suboivision, valued at $6,870.
property in ten ci~ies, taken separately, and is sur- $160,200; Presbyterian, $103.000; Catholic, $77,- Purcell,
William H. Elder, Holy Sacrament, 117 by 200 feet,·
passed by the Episcopal in only two and by the 000; Baptist, $64,100; Episcopalian, $55,000 ; southwest corner Church and Depot streets, valued at
.
.
· . ·Presbyterian in one. Yet in the aggregate the Congregationalist, $40,000; Mir!cellaneous, $50,- $17,050.
John B. Purcell, Mt. Adams, five lot!', valued, at
Protestant Episcopal owns $23,184,500 in the 000. Canton, total, $594,000 ; MethodiRt, $178,.
thirteen cities, while the Catholic owns $19,874,987. 500; Catholic, $115,000; Presbyterian, $102.500; $11,050.
St. Joseph's College, south side of Eighth street; 89:
Who can doubt that the exemption from taxation Lutheran, $89,000; Baptist, $60,000; Miscel- feet east of John, yalued at $12,990.
.
Good Samaritan Hospital, 181 by 197.7 southeast ·cCirof these great aggregations of wealth is a denial.-of laneous,
$49,000.
Akron,
total, $567,000 ;
equal justice, and that its effect upon morals is dis- Methodist, $160,000; Lutheran, $90,000; Cath- ner Sixth and Lock, valued at $55,840.
Oregon.
tinctly and momentously diRastrous' Is there any olic, $4 7,000; Episcopalian, $45,000; CongregaIn this state the church property is listed at
valid reason why the taxes of the people should be tionalist, $40,000; Baptist, $27.000; Miscellaaugmented by the amount which these gorgeous neous, $158,000. Youngstown, total, $487,800 ; $2,829,150 Most of it is held by the fcllowinr detemples of worship in the great centers of wealth ·Presbyterian, $175,000; Methodist, $114.500; nominations:
and fashion evade' Why should not Trinity's Baptist, $52.000; Catholic, $41 000; Congrega- Methodist ............. $693,275 Jewish Cong .......... $96,000
millions pay for their own defense' Why should tionalist, $16,500; Lutheran, $16,300; Episcopal- Presbyterian......... 463,500 Disciples of Christ... 76,700
Prot. Episcopal.... 361;930 Evangelical Ass'n... 63,900
not all these churches pay their debts to the com- ian, $15,000 ; Miscellaneous, $57,500. Total in Baptist,...............
319,125 Lutheran............... 59,0fi0
munity, and thus to that extent justify the claims nine cities, $17,190,520.
Catholic............... 290,090 United Brethren ..... 35,800
made for them as teachers of ethics ?
The Catholics hold first and second places three Congregationalist. 160,200 Reformed.............. 29,300
In New York the real and personal property of times each,. third place once, and fourth place Unitarian............. 139,500 Adventist............... 13,300
One denomination owns nearly one-fourth of the
preachers and pri!lsts is, to the value of fifteen hun- twice ; the Methodists, first and third places three
dred dollars, exempt from taxation. This is mani- times each, Recond place twice, and fourth place whole, and five denominations own about threefeatly unjust, because it compels dissenters to help once; the Presbyterians, first and third places three fourths,
In Portland there is church property to the. value
pay for the religious services enjoyed by believers, times each, and second place twice; the Lutherans,
and because it gives to one class of workers a state second and fourth place twice each ; Episcopalians, of $1,4 79,550, of which the Presbyterians own
pension not granted on equal terms to all workers. third and fourth places, once each; Congregation- $286,000; the Methodi!its, $280,000; E'piscopalians,
There is no valid reason why the property of the alists, fourth place twice; Baptists, third place once, $231,000 ; Baptists, $162,000 ; Catholics, $141,000;
Congregationalists. $75.200; Lutherans, $48,500;
editor, the Freethought lecturer, the hod-carrier, or and Jewish Congregatiqns, fourth place once.
the blacksmith should not have the privilege of exMr. Nicholas Kleeman has bee.n trying to hav put Miscellaneous, $255,650,
emption that is granted to that of clergymen, and on the tax duplicate of Hamilton county a large
Pennsylvania.
there is no man who loves justice who will defend number of pieces of property owned by the Catholic . The property of ecclesiastical corporations in this
the exemption of the latter unless he is blinded by church. ·The aggregate value of this untaxed state amounts to $85;917,a70 The denominations
partisan prejudice. Such exemption is unconstitu- church wealth is more than two million dollars, named below hold the title deed.:! to nearly all this
tional, unfair, and unjust.
according to the Cincinnati Commercial. Follow- enormous wealth :
ing is a partial list of the property, as furnished by Presbyterian ...... $19,146,130 ·Dnnkards .............. $423,958
North Carolina.
There is in this State church property to the Mr. Kleeman to the Commercial. It must be Methodist.. ........ 14,476,904 Universalist ........... 417,500
value of $7,077,440. The denominations owning understood that much of this is in addition to Prot. Episcopal. 11,724,131 Church of God, ...... 375,185
most of it are these:
the amount of Catholic church property :retur~ed Catholic ...... ...... 10,117,670 Mennonites ............ '366, 600
9,258,020 Moravians ............. 340,400
Baptist ............... $2,556,147 Disciples of Christ ... $71,157 by the United States census. Possibly it all is, as Lut.}lAJ'O.IA··----·····
Baptist, ............ , 6,088,322 Unitarian ............. 276,200
Methodist.. ......... 2,418,984 Moravians ........... ... 58,900 the census enumerators probably listed only church Reformed.......... 5,299,828 New Jerusalem ...... 230,500
Presbyterian....... 818,745 Reformed................ 49,000 buildings.
Friends............. 1,841,050 IndPpendent Con!!'. 140,900
Prot, Episcopal.... 545,010 Friends .................. 36,850
Evangelical Ass'n 1,590,605 Ger. Evan. Synod .. 132,150
Lutheran............ 270,005 JewishCong ........... , 36 500
St. Mary's Seminary, Warsaw and Grandin road, 9.46 United Brethren 1,086,135 The Christians.: ..... 98,500
The Christians.....
97,705 Congregationalist.. .. 14;200 acres, valued at $50,500. "This property is a paying in- Jewish Cong......
668,750 Spiritualist............ 58,600
Catholic..............
90,262
stitution."
Congregationalist 672,588 Adventist............... 47,800
One denomination owns more than one-third of
Sisters of Charity, Warsaw pike and Cedar Grove, 6. DisciplesofChrist 533,147 River Brethren...... 36,900
Ger. Evan. Prot..
439,000 .
.
the total amount, two denominations own more than acr~s, valued at $33,000. "Residence of sisters."
Staters of Mercy, 150 by 300 feet, northwest corner
One
denomination
owns
between
one-fifth
and
Kenner and Freeman streets, valued at $34,000. "The
two-thirds, while five own about eleven-twelfths.
North Dakota.
building is used as dwelling for janitor."
. one-fourth of the total amount, five denominations
fi d
1 · t' 1
t
Sisterl!l of Mercy, 25 by 150 feet. Foot & Lawler's sub- ovfn more than three-fourths, and ten own about
H
ere we n ecc estas 1ca proper Y valued at division, valued at $5,000. "Residence, school, and seventeen-eighteenths.
$780,775. The bulk of it is divided as follows:
other buildings." The same property has two .other lots
The total amount of church property in PhilaCatholic ............... $171,550 Baptist .................. $90,300 attached, 77 by 262 and 52 by 136, valued at $81,800.
Methodist............. 139,985 Congregationalist... 81 800
The Passionists' Monastery of the Holy Cross, valued delphia is $28,023,365, divided as follows:
Lutheran............. 136,275 Evangelical Ass'n... 21:100 at $15,000. "Used for residence for St: Franciscan 1. Presbyterian ............................................ $6, 504, 500
2. Protestant Episcopal. ........... : ................... 5,919,171
Monks."
Presbyterian ....... , 128, 025
The ~ittle Sisters of the Poor, three pieces of property 3. Methodist................................................ 3,547,100
One denomination owns between one-fifth and one- in H. E. Melindus's subdivision, valued at $40,500. 4 Baptist...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2, 962, 384
fourth of total amount, and five denominations own "Residence for sisters." An additional piece is valued 5. Catholic ................................................... 2,468,300
6. Lutheran ................................................. 1,584,400
about eleven-thirteenths.
at $31,940. "Residence of sisters."
Sisters of Charity of Cincinnati, Schuman's sub- 7 Friends .................................................... 1,495,000
Ohio.
division, nine acres, valued at $1,210. "Residence and 8. Reformed ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 860, ()00
The census uncovered church property in the farm for sisters."
9. Jewish Congregations...............................
475,000
B-q.ckeye state to the value of $42,189,762. These
The Catholic Female School, south side of Sixth street, 10. Unitarian................................................. 250,000
245,500 ·
sects own most of this great wealth :
115 feet west of Broadway; also Catholic Female School, 11. Universalist..............................................
south side of Sixth street, 128 feet east of Sycamore; 12. Congregational......................................... 160,110
Methodist .......... $9,600,820
Catholic. ........... 7,395,640
PreRbyterian...... 6,722,875
Lutheran........... 3,007,097
Baptist.............. 2,819,828
Prot. Episcopal.. 2,103,487
Should It Be Exempt from Just. and Congr'gationalist 2,044,525
DisciplesofChrist 1,462,250
Impartial Taxation?
United Brethren 1,436,810
Reformed.......... 1,155,875
Ger.Evan.Synod
836,200
Cong......
703,225
REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. Jewish
EvangelicalAss'n 491,975
Ger. Evan. Prot.. 438,975

CHVRCJ{ PROPtRT\'.

The Christians ...... $392,500
Universalist.......... 344,800
Friends............... 288,500
Dunkards............. 228,065
Church Union...... 114.350
Ne.w Jerusalem..... 103,500
Church of God..... 99,550
Unitarian............. 80,000
Mennonite............ 77,515
Adventist .... ;.,,,;, 67,450
Latter Day Saints 43,000
Moravians ............ 37,400
Independent Cong 22,800
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18. Evangelical Association ............................. $ 130,500
14. Disciples of Ohrist ................... ;................ . 35,000
Miscella:neous...... .. .... ...... .. . ..• ..... ....•..... .. .... 1, 3B6, 400
Church property in Pittsburg is listed at $6,913,750; of which the Presbyterians own $2.042,450;
the Catholics, $1.373 800 ; Methodists, $1.245,000 ;
Episcopalians, $939,500·; Lutherans, $373,000;
Baptists, $252,200; Reformed, $70,000; JewiPh
Congregations, $65.000; Congregationalist, $52,50'0; Miscellaneous, $499.600 Reading, total, $1,230,200; Lutheran, $493 000; Presbyterian, $995,000 ; Epi!lcopalian. $96,000; Catholic, $92 000;
Methodist, $74 000; B!tptist., $28,500; Miscella
heom•, $437,200.. HarriE"burg, ·total, $1,095;500;
Presbyterian. ll!i264,000; Methodist. $249,000;
Lutheran. $199,600: Catholic; $110,000; Baptist,
$56 500 ; Episcopalian. $55.000; Miscellaneous,
$161.400. Scranton, total, $1 060,728; Pres byterian, $330:200 : Catholir, 233 000 ; M~thodist;
$139,100; Baptist, $133,500; Episcopalian, $93.
800; Congregationalist, $47;028; Lutheran, $27.~
500: Miscellaneous, $57,400
Wilkes barre, total,
$961:500; Presbyterian, $320 QOO; Catholic, $225,000; Methodist. $191,5{)0; Episcopalian, $90;000.
Lut.heran," $37,000 ; Congregationalist, $30,200 ;
Baptist, $25,500; Miscellaneou 7 , $42 000. Lancaster, total, $7 49,800; Lutheran. $188,100; Oatholic, $175,000; Methodi.l'lt. $97.000·; Episcopalian,
$73,000; Presbyterian; . $73,000: Miscellaneous,
$143 700.
Williamsport, total, $744,950; M"Elthodist. $161 000; Episcopali n, $160,000; Catholics,
$128.000; Presbyterian, $124,500; Lutheran, $52,000 ; Baptist, $46,500 ; Miscellaneous, $72.950.
Altoona, total, $609.800 ; Lutheran, $131,300 ;
C th
.
Methodist, $119,000; Presbyterian, $ 103,200; · a olic, $67,000; Episcopalian, $50 000; Baptist, $42,000; Miscellaneous, $97,300.
Erie, total, $603,175; C11tholic, $132.000; Presbyterian, $124.500;
Lutheran, ·$99,200; Episcopalian, $80 200; Methodist, $58,200 ; Baptist, $38 000 ; Miscellaneous,
$71 075. Allentown, total, $504.500; Lutheran
$140,500; Catholic, $50JOOO; Methodist, $18,500;
Episcopalian, $18,0'00; Baptist, $13.000; Presbyterian, $12,000; Miscellaneous, $252,500. Total
in eleven cities, $42,497;268
·.
The Presbyterians· hold first place five times,
second place twice, and third and. fourth places once
each; the Lutherans hold first place four times and
third place twice ; the Catholics, first and third
place once each, second place 'five times and fourth,
three times ; Methodists, first place once, second
place twice, and third place six times; Episcopalians, second place . twice, third place once, ~nd
fourth place five times; Baptists, fourth plaee twice.
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Prol Episcopal.. $234,582 Mennonites......... $11,150 MethodisL .......... $765,650 Adventist.. ............ $35,900
Oongreeationalist 200,665 Disci pi• s of Ohrist
20, 4BO Bapti"t ............... 67B,B75 Spiritualist........... 23.250
Lutheran............ 1B8,575 Unitarian............
10,000 Prot. Eo scopal... 472 0=>0 Independent Orlng. 18,575
Five denominations own about thirteen-seven- Universalist . ...... 2B!),000 The Ohristians....... 9,800
One denomination owns considerably m-ore than
teenths of the total amount of church property in
one-fourth of ~tbove total, and five denominations
the state.
own about forty-one forty·sixths.
Tennessee.
The census enumerators found church property
Virginia.
in Tennessee to the value of $9,890;443. Much the
'l'he census makes the valuation of church propgreater part of it is held hi the name of these de- erty in Virginia $ I 0,4 73,943. NParly all this wealth
nominations:
is divided among these sects:
M · ··
·
Oongregationalist
..
$106,000
491
3
860
Baptist .............. $8, 152,5B2 Jewish Oong........... $B7,500
ethodist
.......... $ 2,566,373
, •
Baptist
...............
Lutheran............... Ill, 760 Methodist........... 2,910,B58 Dunkards .............. 7B,478
Presb:vtl>ri&.n .. ;... 2,002,605 Spiritualish ..... ;...... 36,000 Prot Episcopal ... 1, 70•). 075 The Ohristians. ....... 66,100
Prot .. Epi~coral... 575,1!00 Unitarian.............. 16,000 Presbyterian ....... 1,2:!4,501 United Brethren.... 65,940
Brethren . ... 18, 9B5 Oatholic.. ............ 45B,800 Reformed .............. 44,800
g'l:i;f~s~io'h~i~t !~~.:gg United
Dunkarru ............. 11,700 Lutheran..... ...... 844,915 Ger. Evan. Synod ... 30,000
.Tewisb Oong.. : ..:. 114,500
:9isciplesof Ohrist 2411,929 Friends ................. 2B,200
One denomination own" m~re than· one-third of
One denominati· .n own II about three-tenths of
the whole amOunt, three denominations own more total amount, two denominations own 1.\0mPthing
tbali five sixths, and five own about nine-tenths.
less than three-fifths, and five deoominations own
The tot~tl vaiue of church property in Nashville more than nine-tenths.
is $1.292 796 of which the MethC'dists own $443,In· Richmond the total of church property i11
471; the Presbyterian!!, $356,650; Baptists, $151,675; Episcopalians, $137,000: Catholics, $87,000; $1,476,150, of which the Baptists own $536.650;
the Episcopalians. $308 000; Catholics, $157.000;
Miscellaneous, $117,0.00. Memphis, total, $1,041,Methodists, $153,500; Presbyterianl", $146.800;
200; Presbyterian, $248.500; Methodist, $188,300;
Lutherans, $28,000 ; Miscellaneous, $146.000.
Baptist, $182,800; Catholic, $170,000; EpiscopaNorfolk, total. $623.443; Episcopalian, $181,000 ;
liil.n, $91.100; Lutheran, $25,000; CongregationMethodist, $172900; Catholic, $100.000; Presbyalist, $15,500; MiscPllaneous, $120.000. Chatta-.
terian, $69,500; Baptist, $68.343; Miscelhneous,
nooga, total. $713.830; Methodist, $220,000; Pres$31,700 Total in two cities, $2,099,593.
byterian, $126,820; Catholic, $100,000; Baptist,
Washingtou.
$93.200; Episcopalian, $19,200; Congregationalist,
Here we have church property valued at $2 408,$50,000; Miacellaneous, $44,610. Total in three
625. This wealth, with the exception of a small
't'
$3 , 047, 826
·
·
CI tea,
. .
The Methodists hol\l. first place twice and second amount, is owned by the · denominations named
place once; the Presbyterians hold first place once below:
and second place twice; BaptistP, third place twice Methodist ............. $768, 175 Lutheran ................ $75,950
and fourth place once; Catholics, third and fourth Presbyterilln." ......... 865;B75 Unitarian ................ 75,000
... 316,230 United Brethren ...... 30,900
places once each, an.d Episcopalians foUJ.:th place Oongree;ationalist
Prot. Episcopal.. .... 242,BOO Adventist ................ 20,750
onoe.
Baptist.. ................ 242,160 Evangelical Ass'n ..... 14,,900
Oatholic ................. 156,050 Reformed ................ 11,410
Texas.
Disciple11 of Ohrist.. 98,400
The property of church corporations in this state
The law of Washington exempts from taxation
amounts to $8,682,337. The denominations which
churches
worth less than $5,000 One result of
should, in justice, pay taxes· upon the greater part
this was that, in Seattle, where some churches cost
of this sum, are these :
as much as $25,000 to $50,000 each, none were
Methodist .......... $2,667,391 Lutheran .............. $210,915 assessed as worth more than $5,000 I . Can organBaptist............... 1,119,096 Jewish Oong ......... 1B2,000
Presbyterian...... 1,241,4B5 Oongregationalist. . 55, 300 ization-; whi~h connive at such rascality justly claim
Oatholic............. 1,01B,BOO Ger. Evan. Synod.. 36,300 exemption from taxation on the ground that they
Prot. Episcopal... 624,900 Evanl!'elical Ass'n.. 22,950 are the chief conservers of morality T
Ger. Evan. Prot.... 10,500
Disciples of
One denomination owns nearly one-third of the
Ohrist............. 467,900
total amount, and five denominations own about
One denomination owns thirteen-forty-thirds of nineteen twenty-fourths.
·
the total amount, and five denominations own more
The value of church property in Tacoma ill given
than seven eighths.
as $515,125 of whirh Ihe Methodists own $114,900;
Rltode !&land.
In Dallas there is untaxed church wealth to the the PresbytHians, $92.000; Episcopalians, $79,Church property in the smallest state in tbe value of $619,425, of which the Methodists own
500 ; Congregationalists, $65,700 ; Bapti11ts, $60,Union is valued at $7,583,110 Most of this un- $153,200; the Baptists, $122,675; Presbyterians, 000 ; Lutherans. $32,000 ; Catholics, $20,000;
taxed wealth is owned by these denominations : .
$115 100; Catholics, $75,000; Episcopalian!', $35,- Miscellaneous, $51,025. SeattlP, total. $484,800 ;
Oatholio ............ $2,295, 700 lndepend'~tOong
B9,200 750; Uongregationalists, $22 000; Miscellaneous, Methodist, $211.000; Epif'copalian, $63.500; ConBaptist......... ... 1,450,117 Presbytenau.......
76,000 $95,700. Galveston, total, $606,950; Catholic,
gregationahst, $56 200; Bapt.ist, $48,500; PrPsbyProt. Episcopal... 1, 1B9, 700 Friend~..............
65, BOO
Oongregationalist 905,BOO Adventis~ .. :.........
61,575 $151.000; Methodist, $125,100 ; Episcopalian, terian; $41,700: Lutheran, $16 400; Catholic, $15,Methodist.......... . 60!1, R6B The Ohr1stians....
4B, BOO $125,000; Presbyterian, $87,000 ; Baptist. $53,- 000; Misrellaneous, $32,500. 'l'otal in two cities,
Unitarian............ 393,500 Jewish OOJig.......
45,000 350; LuthPran, $15,000; Miscellaneous, $50,500. $999,925
Universalist........ 301,500 New Jerusalem...
39,000 San Antonio, total, $460,850 ; Catholic, $108,300 ;
West Virginia.
One domination owns some more . than two- Methodist, $93,750; Prellbyterian, $79,500 ; BapThe property in the hands of. ecclesiastical corsevenths of the total, and five denominations own a tist, $66,300 ; Episcopalian, $51,600 ; Lutheran,
.porations in this state is listed at $3,723,383. The
little more than three-fourths.
$15,000 : Miscellaneous, $46,400; Houston, total, wealthier denominations are these:
The value of church property in Providence . is $379,650; Methodist, $130,900; Baptist, $83,800.;
Methodist .......... $1,450,448 DisciplesofOhrist $92,292
$4,258,768, of which the Catholics own $1,285,000 ; Catholic. $53,000; Episcopalian, $42,900; Presby- Presbyterian
...... 5B1, 150 Ger. Evan. Prot..
68,000
Baptists, $676,700; Episcopalians, ~627,300; Con terian, $30,000; Miscellaneous, $39,050. Total in Baptist............... 552,865 Reformed...........
25,300
gregationalists, $585,500 ; Me.thodists, $330,~68; four cities, $2,066,875.
Oatholic .. .. .. ... .. .. 340, 155 Dunkarda .. .. .. .. .. .
24, 7B5
1~,500
Presbyterians, $55,000; Jewish Congregatwn11,
The Methodists hold first and second places Prot. Episcopal... 276,6B7 Oongregat;onalist
UnitedBretbren. 140,645 OhurchofGod....
10,700
$25,000; Miscellaneous, $673,600. Pawtucket, total, twice each ; the Catholics, first phce, twice and third Lutheran............
11B,525 Jewish Oong.......
9,000
$546 500 · Catholic, $2.52,500; Baptist, $89,500; and fourth places once each; Baptists, second place
One denonimination owns nearly two·fifths and
Congregationalist. $.7 5, 000 ; Episcopalian, $50,500 ; twice and fourth place once; Presbyterians third
five denominations own approximately thirty-two
Methodist, $27,000; Miscellaneous, $52,000. Total place twice and fourth place once; Episcopalians,
thirty-sevenths.
third and fourth places· once each.
in two cities, $4,805,268.
Church property in Wheeling amounts to $622,South Carolina.
Utah.
200, of which the Mehb.odists own $154,000; the
The eccle~>iastical organizations of this state hold
In this territory we find church property to. the Presbyterians, $137,000; Catholics, 112,000; Luthuntaxed property to the value of $5,636,23~. These value of $1,493,791. The sects owning most of it erans, $61,000 ; Episcopalians, $53,800; Baptists,
are the denominations which own most of It:
$10,000; Miscellaneous, $94,400.
are these:
Methodist .......... $1,65B, 1B2 Lut~eran ....... .... $839,250 Latter Day Saints.. $736,916 Prot. Episcopal ........ $71,250
Wisconsin.
Baptist ............... 1,606,3B5 Jew1sh Oo!Jg... :...
7B,OOO
............. 228,650 Oatholic .................. 6B,OOO
The value of church property in the Badger state
Presbyterian....... B96,635 Oo~gr~gationabst
31,350 Methodist.
.... ·..... 212,975 Baptist ................... 65,000 is $14,525,841. Most of this aggregation of taxProt. Episcopal... 590,234 Unitarian............ · 30,000 Presbyterian
Oongregationalist .. 76,000 Jewish Oong........... 40,000
Oatholic..... ... .. .. .. 3B4 500
proof wealth is owned by the corporations named
One denomination owns nearly half of the total
Two denominations own nearly three-fifths of the
below:
amount, and five denominations own approximately
above total and five own about ten elevenths.
Oatholic ............. $4,B78,270 Reformed .............:$191,950
The total amount of church property · in thirteen-fourteenths.
Lutheran............ 2,32B, 13B Ger. Evan. Synod. 1B2, 700
The· total amount of church property in Salt Methodist ........... 1,BB9,200 Jewish Oong......... 112,000
Charleston is $1.502,592, of which the Episcopal... _. l,OB9.750 Universalist.......... B5,200
ians own $280,000; Catholics, $250,000; Presby- L\l.ke City is $602,094, of which the Presbyterianb Oon'gationalist
Prot. Episcopal... 1,035,117B Adventist.............. 40,375
own
$117
000
;
the
Methodists,
$98.000
;
Congreterian!', $245,000; Lutherans, $232.000 ; Met~od
Presbyterian ....... 1,004,355 United Brethren... 39,275
ists, $211,275, Baptists, $130,750; Congregatwn- gationalists, $50,000; Episcopalians, $46,500 ; Bap- Baptist ...... ......... 964,570 Disciples of Ohrist. 80,800
tists, $45,000 .; ·Catholics, . $33,000 ; Miscellaneous, Evangelical Ass'n 355,100 Moravians ............ 27,900
alists, $31,000; Miscellaneous, $122,56'7.
Unitarian........... 23B,500 Spiritualiat .......... 27,000
$212,594.
Sonth Dakota.
One denomination owns more than one-third of
Verntont.
In this . new state we find church property
t~tal
amount, and five denominations own nearly
Religious corporations in this state ~ol~ property
:!mounting to $1,761,277. These denominations
valued at $4,643,800, These denoinmatwns own eleven- fourteenths ..
hold nearly all of it :
The total value of untaxed ecclesiastical wealth
nearly allof it~
Methodist. . .. .. ... .. $3B4, Q60 Presbyterian....... · 162,B40
is Milwaukee is $3,205,400, of which the Catholics
112
500
41,650 Oongregatio~aliat$1,31B, 100 Unitarian· ............ $ •
Oatholic........ ...... 246,030 Reformed..........
~own $891,200; the Lutherans, $653,700; Epiaco20,450 Oatholic.............. B66,400 Presbyterian .. .. . .. .. 50,400
Baptist............... 239,675 Evangelical Ass'n
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palia.ns, $493,700; Presbyterians, $302,500; Methodists, $225,500; Baptists, $200,800 ; Congregationalists, $158,000 ; Jewish Congregations, $93,000; Reformed, $24,500; Miscellaneous, $162,500.
La Crosse, total, $405,700 ; Catholic, $163,800;
Baptist, $46,100; Methodist, $42,500; Lutheran,
$41,300 ; Presbyterian, $32,200 ; Congregationalist,
$30,000; Episcopalian, $13,800 ; Miscellaneous,
$36,000. Total in two cities, $3,611,100.
Wyoming.
Wyoming has within her borders church property
to the value of $368,625. These are the leading
denominations :
Catholic ................ $173,450 Congregationalist .... $44,550
Methodist.............. 52,700 Baptist.................... 27,875
Presbyterian.......... 52,250 Latter Day Saints .... 11,700
One denomination owns nearly one-half of total
amount, and five denominations own more than
thirty-five thirty-sevenths.
Canada..
We do not hav at hand statistics of church property in the Dominion, except for Toronto. Secular
Thought of March 17th condenses from the Toronto
Evening 7 elegram a table of exemptions for that
city. The total of. exempt church property is
$6,256,135.
Episcopalian........ $1,597,660 Congregationalist.. $211,523
Catholic ............... 1,394,097 Salvation Army..... 86,122
Methodist............ 1,139,409 Unitarian .............. 37,838
Presbyterian........ 1,124,512 Jewish Cong.......... 17,995
Baptist................ 463,225 Miscellaneous........ 183,754
Among other exempt properties are a number of
Young Men's Christian Association buildings, and
the item of $45,674 for public halls covers buildings
"carried on as commercial speculations, and all
fraudulently claiming tax exeirption as 'religious'
institutions."
Relative Wealth of Denominations.
Comparing the denominations in the .various
states and territories and the District of Columbia;
to determine their relative wealth, numerica.lly
measured, we find that the Methodist group holds
first place in twenty-five states, second place in fifteen, third place in six, fourth place in three, and
fifth place in one ; the Catholics hold first place in
twelve states, second place in fourteen, third place
in two, fo.urth place in eight, and fifth place in
eight ; the Congregationalists hold first place in
five; third place in one, fourth place in four, and
fifth place in five; the Baptists hold first place in
four, second place in nine, third place in seven,
fourth place in nine, and fifth place in thirteen ; the
Presbyterians hold first place in two, second place
in seven, third place in twenty, fourth place in ten,
and fifth place in two ; the Episcopalians hold first
place in one, second place in two, third place in
nine, fourth place in thir~e£n, and fifth place in
nine ; the Latter Day Saints hold first place in one,
and third place in two ; the Russian Orthodox
church holds first place in one; the Lutherans
hold second place in two, t.hird place in two, fourth
place in one, and fifth place in four ; the -Disciples
of Christ hold fifth place in three. the Unitarians
fifth place in two, and the Universalists fifth place
in one.
To put it in apother way : The Methodists hold
first place twenty-five times; the Catholics, twelve;
the Congregationalists, five; the Baptists, four; the
Presbyterians, two; the Episcopalians, Russian Orthodox, and Latter Day Saints, once each. The
Methodists hold second place fifteen times; the
Catholics fourteen; the Baptists, nine ; the Presbyteria.nR, seven ; the Episcopalians and Lutherans,
. twice each. The Presbyterians hold third place
twenty times; the Episcopalians, eight ; the Baptists, seven; the Methodists, six; the Catholics,
Lutherans, and Latter Day Saints, twice each ; the
Congregationalists, once. The Episcopalians hold
fourth place thirteen times; the Presbyterians, ten;
the Baptists, nine; the Catholics, eight; the Congregationalists, four; the Methodists, three ; the
Lutherans, once. The Baptists occupy fifth place
thirteen times; the Episcopalians, nine; the CatholicR, eight; the Congregationalists, five; the Lutherans, four ; the Disciples of Christ, three ; the Presbyterians and Unitarians, twice each; the Methodists and Universalists, once each.
Leading Urban and Rural Denominations.
Comparing the statistics of the states with those
of the cities to determine the relative standing of
the leading denominational groups, an interesting
fact is brought to light. In the fifty-one states,
territories, and the District of Columbia the Methodist group leads, being the wealthiest in twentyfive, while the Catholic is wealthiest in only
twelve, the Congregationalist in five, the Baptist
. in .four, Presbyterian in two, and the Episcopalian in one. In the one hundred and twentyfour .cities of the first, second, and third classes in
the United States the Catholics lead in fifty-five,
the Methodists in twenty-eight, Presbyterians in
:fifteen, Congregationalists in nine, Episcopalians in

eight, and the Baptists and Lutherans in four each.
This shows that the Catholic, Presbyterian, and
Episcopal churches flourish most luxuriantly in
the larger cities, while the Methodist and Baptist
and, in a. lesser degree, the Congregationalist, find
a more nourishing soil in the ·towns and country.
Inasmuch as urban population and wealth are increasing more rapidly than the rural, it is fairly safe
to assume that the Catholic, Presbyterian, and
Episcopal churches are destined. to outstrip all
other churches in the accumulation of property.
This presents a great opportunity for these powerful denominations to step to the front and declare
that the demand for the taxation of church possessions has their unqualified indorsement.
How
quickly such a declaration now would raise them in
the estimation of the "great common people "! By
doing this they would relax many a bowstring drawn
taut to wing a shaft of piercing criticism or righteous denunciation.
Following is a table giving the number of denominational groups and denominations in each state
and territory :
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dence and the business block on the free list.
Church property should be taxed because its
exemption interferes with religious liberty by compelling the minority to pay taxes for the propagation of the theological opinions of the majority, the
exemption of ecclesiastical property from taxation
being, in effect, the voting of a sum out of the
treasury of ·the state for the support of. certain
beliefs about matters concerning which it is impossible for all the people to think alike.
Exemption of church property ·from taxation is
unjust, because it is not equal,. uniform, and impartial. Those who use churches should pay for them.
Exemption of church ·property from taxation· is
·dangerous. It tend"' to build up monopolies,
fetters business and industry, encourages and rewards polite pauperism, makes the priesthood arrOgant, dictatorial, and venal, and leads ultimately
and inevitably to conflict and confisr.ation, if not to
war with all its horrors. The examples of FraneP,
Italy, and Mexico should warn in time the people
of the UnHed States. And on our northern border
is Quebec, in many municipalities of which half or
more of the property is exempt from taxation.
It should be understood by all law-makers that
there is no good reason for exempting from taxation any portion . of the property of the Young
Men's Christian Association. Such exPmption is .a
gross outrag-e upon the tax-paying public. Every
· t th e exemp t"wn of c h nrch propert y
argument agams
of course includes in its scope all favoritism toward
wealth owned by the Young Men's Christian Associations, Epworth Leagues, Young People's Societies of Christian Endeavor, Women's .Christian
Temperance Unions, and other similar organizationa. The principle of equality of citizens' rights
cannot, under any circumstances, be legitimately
d t · tif
th
t'
f
use
o JUS y or even excuse
e exemp 1on o
tbe property of these societies from taxation.
This plea. for equal justice to all the pAople may
well be brought to a cl~se with these words from
th e pen of th e auth or of th e D ecI arat'JOn of I n d ependence, Thomas Jefferson:
It is wicked ana tyrannical to compel any man
to support a religion in which he does not believe.
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To New York Liberals.
9 10
While the Constitutional Convention of New
8
9
~~
6 6 York is of national importance, so far as Freethought is concerned, and all should· aid in the
Conclusion.
work to be accompliAhed there, yet the Liberals of
It is argued in defense of the exemption of church New York hav a special interest, and upon 1 them
property from taxation that such property is non- must devolve mainly the raising of the necessary
productive. In answer to this, it has been shown
that it is not wholly unproducti:ve-that, in fact, means for securing the end we hav in view-namely,
much church property is very productive. But, if the non,exemption of church property from taxaall church wealth was entirely infertile, its exemp- tion. It is not best to scatter ou1· fire. So far as
tion from taxation because of that non-productivity Sunday laws are concerned, that matter will rest
would logically and justly necessitate the exemption miunly .with the legislatures anyway ; but the
of a vast amount of other wealth which is likewise question of the exemption of property from taxation
non-productive. ·
should be taken out of the hands of the legislature.
Became the church is largely supported by gifts
it is urged that it should not be taxed.. In re- This body should not hav the power to exempt.
ply it has been asked why the son whose The Constitution should settle this question on the
father has given a portion of his fortune to the basis of impartial taxation. And that is what we
church, instead of to the son, should be fined for the shall try to do-to so change the Constitution aR it
support of the church his father has enriched, as he now is as to prevent forever ' the exercise by the
is fined by the withdrawal of the legacy from the legislature of this unjust and dangerous power of
list of taxable property. And who would say that
the property which one individual had received by exemption. If we can do this, a very important
gift from another should not be taxed! The victory will be won. We may not succeed; but at
church receives the benefits of the gift, and any rate, as Freethinkers, it is our duty to ~ry. · If
should, in equity, pay for its protection.
we do not try, we certainly shall not win. If we do
In answer to the claim that churches exert a not win, we can create an agitation, and put forth
great moral influence, and therefore should be ex- means of education that will enable us to win
empt from taxation, it has been answered that hereafter.
The question of church taxation is
justice is fundamental to all morality, and that the
organization which refuses to pay its debts cannot the most important political question before
exert a good influence, no matter what its teachings Liberals to-day, and it is time to put forth every
may be ; that the demand is made for the taxation effort in this direction.. I hope that New York
of the property of the churches, not of their moral Liberals will contribute generously. We want to
influence; that when the church, by the exemption distribute the pamphlet on · "Church Property."
of her property from taxation, compels unbelievers Send directly to the Truth Seeker Company. All
to contribute to her support, she exerts a. distinctly
immoral influence, because she violates the Consti- receipts will be acknowledged. Do not delay.
S. P. PuTNAM, Pres. F. F. of A.
tution by eflecting a. union of church and state ;
that the argument of " moral influence " would re- ' · Donations to the Freeth ought Federation.
lieve from the payment of taxes every man whose Stephen Brewer ......... $1 00 Mrs.M.Y.B.Humphrey$ 50
property serves a useful purpose, and that the Mrs. N Pefferle......... 1 00 Miss May B. Young... 50
moral influence of Christians is greatly le&sened by Geo. E. Andruss ........ 2 00 John Grovon ............. 1 00
S. & Ruth Brettel... 2 00 Dr. E N Ogden........ 1 00
their refusal to bear their share, as church mem- F.
H. L. Wilson............. 1 00 J os. Remittard.. ......... 1 00
.
bers, of the public burdens.
Mrs. M. M. Tarbell.... 5 00 W. A. Bogard ............ 1 00
When it is urged that a handsome church en- Arthur H. Jackson ..... 1 00 Z. T. Bogard ............. 1 00
hances the value of adjacent property and there- J. R.. DeGalley........... 2 00 E. W. Rodes.............. l 00
Polak ............... 5 00 R. T. Oakley.............. 25
fore it should not pay taxes, it is sufficient to show Jacob
Geo. Larson ............... 3 00 T. M. Oakley...........
25
that sometimes churches depreciate the value of J. & 0. Plummer ........ 2 00 Wm. T. Cross............. 2i
property in their neighborhood, and even if they A. C. Lake ................ 1 00 Jno. Bngard ..............~ 50
always increased it such fact would not justify their Jonathan Wells ..... ;.... 1 00 Rufns Mays............... 25
S. L. Babbitt, M.D .... 1 25 Jos Mays................... 50
exemption, lor the same effect produced by the H.
F. Young.............. 50 Mrs. Charlotte Palm ... 1 50
erection of a beautiful residence or a business Mrs. H. F. Young....... 50 Wm. J. Fox ............... 1 00
block would, by a parity of reasoning, put the resiE. C. REIOHWALD, Tress.
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Observations. ·
~pon which he imp<?ses the duties of a conjunction,
Wll@Jl the religious statistics of the Washington 1_s a rather more senous offense than to impeach, as
prison$ were tak~n a few years ago, one Infidel was he does, the vigor of the Holy Ghost. Mohammed
found, among the convicts. Some of the Free- Charl~s ! the phrase " like I am" or " like I had " is
thinkers took· the trouble to investigate the case indictabl~ in all the courts of letters. Say "a8 I
and discovere~ that :the man'~ " crime " was sellin~ am " and " as I had," Moey, old boy.
The above M_oore prints an ironical item to the
a bottle of whisky to an 'Indian-an offt>nse whichmust be one of frequent· occurrence, as, during my .effect that an important witness has been {ound in
residence in that state, I observed that· the siwash the Breckinridge case-namely,,the man who drove
with coin to pay for it could acquire a jag that the· carriage and heard the defendant's cries for
would satisfy any white man~ There is now a second help when the plaintiff assaulted him. Moore and
Infidel in the Washington penitentiary. He is other Prohibitionists should hasten to find a simiC. F. Blackburn, a 'long-time reader of THE TRUTH lar witness in their own behalf-some person who
SEEKER, an earnest worker, and ari enthusiastic has seen the liquor-seller assaulting the citizen and
writer an.d talker. Mr. Blackburn got there by pouring his wares down the latter's throat, or heard
writing a postal card. In Seattle, where he lived the citizen's calls for assistance. Such a witness's
there is a disreputable gang of politicians, with a~ testimony might impart some substance to what the
unscrupulous newspape:c organ; and these together Bon. David Overmyer so accurately describes as the
run th~ affairs of the city and state in whatever man- hollow and vapid sophism of Prohibition.
ner is, most remunerativ to them personally. BeLast Sunday evening, .at Hackensack, N. J., Miss
sides being an Atheist, Mr. Blackburn is a Populist
and a free silver man, in which varied capacities he. Belle Shiels was singing the hymn, " J esu11, Lover
incurred the enmity of the newspaper org-an above of my Soul," and had just uttered the words, "Let
alluded to, and it slandered him freely. Its editor me to thy bosom fly;" when a boy pointed a gun at
declined to publish his replies, and so, desiring her, it. was discharged, and she flew. Death was
that others should know his opinion of that merce- instantaneous.
Dear Lord, instead of crushing this young bud,
nary individual, Blackburn took to writing him
On whom thy hand hath fallen to destroy,
postal cards;· When the paper made a crack at him
Oh, why not, with a dull and sickenin!l' thud;
one day,. the editor got a C!trd the next. BlackLet drop a brick on that blamed idiot boy?
burn knew there wa.B a law against abusing anybody through the mails, and when especially
J. K. Ingalls, of Glenora, N. Y., advises me as
worked up he sent his cards by a messenger boy. follows:
But it appears that on one occasion either the boy
While agreeing with yon mainly, in your criticism of
or the editor posted the card, for Blackburn was Gen. Trumbull on "The Legal Tender System," in THE
arrested for going contrary to the statute, tried and TRUTH SEEKER of April 7th, I think yon not quite exact
saying that under enforcement of debt contracts "a
convict$d, sent to the penitentiary, and fined $500 in
legal tender for the dischar!l'e of such contracts would
with costs of court. I hav not learned ·what he ·appear to be positivly necessary." In the absence of a
wrote on the card, but I presume he told as near legal .tender money there. need be no forced sale, the
the truth as his knowledge of the facts and his com- creditor taking any property he might find free from exemption at. the market priCf3, or at·a price determined by
mand of language would permit. Probably a ma- the
conrt or by the jury rendering the verdict for recovjority qf the readers of the newspaper concerned ery. The price would hav to be made, of course, in terms
would admit that its editor could be slandered, as of current n:ioney, but this would be quite different from
it was not known that he had· ever stolen a horse or compelling thA debtor to first part with his assets at
sal£' n.nil then purchase legal tender, at whatever
been gJ;J.ilty -of beach-combing; but that was foreign forced
premium, tn pay his debt with. Our nation sold its
to the matter at issue. The Holy Ghost, which is property for 50c. or 60c. dollars, and then bought gold,
the third person of the trinity with Comstock and legal tender, at lOOc., to pay billions of debt, aft(lr the
the postmaster-general, had been sinned against, war.
Beyond dispute, the legal enforc~>ment of private
and Blackburn was railroaded off to that station
where passengers change clothes for the peniten- contracts is an insidious enemy of prosperity. It
should hav been abolished along with imprisonment
tiary and enjoy long periods for refreshments.
It will be seen that Mr. Blackburn has been in- for debt, of which barbarity it is a twin ; but I am
discreet, and is now paying for it. Although a not quite clear as to Mr. Ingalls's meaning wh~>n he
mining man, it was obviously his duty to view with speaks of the purchase of legal tender for the payequanimity ·the ruin of his business through the ment of debt. A debtor compelled to part with his
destruction of the .silver industry, in which the assets at forced sale must hav the same claim to repaper assisted. Although an Atheist, he should ceive legal tender as the proceedF! of the sale that the
without protest hav gone to the limbo of cranks creditor who sells him out has to receive legol tender
to which other Freethinkers were con!!igned by in payment of the original obligation, and would
the same authority. Although a Populist, it not, then, be obliged to purchase any. All money
was not his business to object to being called "an issued under ·the sanction of the government, or
Anarchist of the worst stamp," and; although a citi- none at all, should be a legal tender. Mr. Ingalls's
zen and a taxpayer, he should hav resigned his right proposed substitute for the forced sale seems to me
to use the mails, and never said a word. Finally, a beneficent one.
when landed in the penitentiary, his family broken
The American Eagle, a Kansas paper, looks
up, his character maligned, his property forfeited.
and himself penniless, where does his kick come in T from its eyrie upon the Commonweal Army of
Are not the politicians the saints, from the haloed Coxey, and,emits this warning screech:
Governor McGraw up to Henchman Denny O'Brien,
Heretofore we hav not mentioned Coxey's army, as we
and has he not o:tl:ended their organ, the Seattle considered it in the light as a freak of a lunatic. Conthe inoreasing additions to the army we think it
Post-Intelligencer? Above all, did he not buy a sidering·
is time the matter was investigated. Should it turn out
Card, did he not hav the impudence to write thereon to be a Jesuitical scheme WA mav expect a bloody time.
Words, . and did not the 11ame pass through the If so, their real object will be kept from the general
Mail<~, and should not every honeRt man so doing public until they can surround our storehouses of arms
and amnnition of war and seize the same. Should there
rejoice to be in jail while the gang who procured be
anything of the kind contemplated we may expPct that
his conviction are at large T What are laws for ex- Rome will turn out her seven hundred thousand armed
cept to protect those who profit by enforcing them T men which they hav in the United States ready for an
What is the use of roaring ? In the solitude of his emergency.
cell Mr. Blackburn will hav an opportunity to reflect
There should be an investigation sure enough,
upon these matters, and the next time he attends a but it ought to be made by a commission de lunatico
Fourth of July demonstratign he will understand inquirendo, extending its research to the editorial
what the orators mean when they allude to Amer- rooms of a few A. P. A. papers, the conductors of
ican libill,oty.
which are either lunatics, or sane persons who
Meanwhile I should like to be told by what imagin they are dealing with a constituency that
method the writing and mailing of a postal card has no sen11e. As fantastic liars and all-round
~n be stretched into an offense worthy to be pun- illusionists these editors form a distinct religious
Ished by a year's imprisonment and financial ruin. sect, their fetiches being the Bible and a handful of
The enormity of maintaining and enforcing such a American mud. They also hav a distinct system of
law is greater than any crime that coul(l by any demonology, with the pope as archfiend and all
possibility be committed in violation of it.
C11tholics as imps. As the poor Indian with untutored mind sees God in clouds and hears him in
Mohammed Charles Chilton Moore, of Lexington, the wind, so the·. Apaist recognizes everywhere the
Ky., has been indicted for blasphemy, charged with presence of his~. malign spirits. They assa11sinated
usmg these words among others :
Lincoln, actuated the Confederacy, brought on
hard
times, struck Billy Patterson, invented apI say that J esns Christ was a man exactly like I am,
pendicitis, and hav now inspired Coxey to organize
and had a father and mother exactly like I had.
It may be fortunate for Moore that no worse the Commonweal Army and seize the country. As
charge has been brought against him; for blas- writers of current history of the Romish church,
p~emy is a peccadillo compared with his repeated the Apaists find rivals nowhere except among the
cr1 nes against English grammar. His abduction of Catholic writers of its record in the past, and there
the adverb "like7" which he holds in duress and is no truth in either of them. Being opposed to
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Roman Catholicism, the American Protectiv Assooiati?n ~eeessa.rily does some good; for example, it is
making the Democratic party very sick of its coalition
with that church ; but a propaganda founded on religious prejudices, falsification of history, and misrepresentation of current facts will prove so prolific in
its evil results that the good it does will not be
conspicuous when the balance is struck. I feel
safe in making the prophecy that the unknown
" Smith" iu Coxey's brigade will not be revealed as
Pope Leo in disguise.
A rev. gent. named Brevard D. Sinclair, B.oston,
Mass., sends out a book entitled " The Crowning
Sin of the Age," which sin is defined as the " perversion of marriage." Mr. Sinclar views with alarm
the lack of fecundity in modern New England
families, especially among adherents of the Protestant churches. There are marriages enough, and
he does not deny either the benevolence of New
England wives or the devotion of New England
husbands; but he decries with a loud voice the
prevalent shirking of parental oblig-ations, because
of which our foreign and Roman Catholic population is fast gaining upon the descendants of the
Puritans. · He declares that it is incumbent on
every married couple to rear at least four children,
and repeats the old lies that " God never created a
mouth without food to. fill it," and "creates covAring for every body which he has made." A young
man on slender pay, who asks · his advice about
marrying and raising children, is rebuked for "lust
of money;" 11nd told to go ahead and "do his duty
manfully." He speaks highly of the Catholic church,
which encourages the free and unlimited coinllge of
infants. It is, in fact, a mortal sin for a Roman
Catholic individual to divert in any m11nner the
course of nature in this respect; such ~~on act being
regarded by the priests as ~ more heinous offense
than taking life in its maturity. A physician testifies tha~. prenatal infanticide is unknown among
Catholics ; . but the fact that the majority of postnatal homicides are committed by adherents of that
religion i.e not cited, as it ought to be in considering
a questi~n like this; for so long as the most prolific races furnish the largest percentage of criminals, there would seem to be an argument against
over exertion on the part of such parents.
Mr. Sinclair denies that the size of families is in
any way a practical question. MHrriage, as he views
it, is a sacrament, and God has placecl no limit on
its numerical results. He illustrates the well-known
proposition that on matters pertaining to this
world clergymen are the worst posAible advisers,
but even as a theologian he should not counsel
prodigality of the multiplying faculty. He must
know that the more people there are born. the wore
will be damned.
Thanks, George, awfaily. You might hav hit us
harder. We expected it. Perhaps yon bav long· since
learned that it is very easy to make a mistake. Wise m~>n
are apt to realize this.-Ernest Mendum, in the lnve11ti·
gator.

Nothing could be more graceful or less permeated
with error
Mistakes are, indeed, accomplished
with extreme facility. Moses made them, and even
Homer sometimes calked himself.
I am under obligations to R. F. Grigsby, Edg£worth, J, K. lngallE', and others for valuablA suggestions ·on mattt>rs under discussion. Though
some of the suggestions made for my benefit may
apparently fall on barren ground, yet I thank all
who hav thus generonsly endeavored to develop my
mental resources.
GEo. E. MAcDONALD.
CoLONEL INGERSOLL lectures in Brooklyn on Sunday,
April 22d.
S. P. PUTNAM lectures before the Brooklyn Philosophical Association, May 18th.
THE Liberal Club h d the honor of listening, last Friday,
to a lecture by Judge Noah DaviA, on "Women as Citizens Essential to American Institutions." It was an able,
thorough, and brilliant address, and the cause of woman
suffrage was strongly advocated by the genial judge.
LAST Sunday night at the Star Theater a crowded
honse_greeted Colonel ln!!'ersoll's last appearance in
New York this season. "What Must We do tD Be
Saved?" was the lecture; and it was delivered in his bRat
style, the many witty sayings causing much laughter,
and his eloquence at times bringing great applause. Thtl
many points scored against the creeds, espeCially that of
the Catholic church, was enjoyed hPartily by the enthusiastic audience. Many were turned away tor want of room,
ONE of the most interesting talks the Brooklyn Philosophical ABBociation has had the plAasure of listenin~~: to
this season, was by Henry Bird, of Newark, last Sunday,
wben he spoke on "Evolution in Form and Color in tbe
Vegetable World." He brought specimens by which to
show how one plant may differentiate into two or three
kinds; also different colored roses, showing how a rose of
one color may produce two or thrPe roses of as many
colors. The remarks made were listened to apreciativly
and the specimens thoroughly examined.
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admit that yonr paper is fighting its opponents-ignorance and superstition- as
boldly and effectually as ever, an«l I sincerely .hope tha~ yon and all the other
Prlestcraft Destructiv of Liberty.
brave champions of liberty will liv long
LINOOt.N, N. M., March 18, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please finil peti- enough to see your eft,..rts crowned with
tion allainst the God-in-the-Constitntion every success. With best wishes for tbe
amendment. Also $10 to aid Mr. Putnam final triumph of Freethonght, I remain,
Yours for liberty,
WM. WEsT.
and Mr. Heston in their grand work. Yon
'Yill. please divide this money equally bePutnam's Press and Platform.
tween them.
ELSINORE, CAL., March 23, 1894.
I will giv yon the names of the parties
MR. EDITOR: Whenever any of my
who contributed the inclosed amount: Nat.
Moore, Nogal, New Mexico, $4; R. M brother or lrister lectnr11rs propose pracHopper, Fort Stanton. N, M., $2; J. N. tical meaPnres and do radical work, I for
Coe, Fort Stanton, N. M., $2; S. T. one take great pleasure iil. commending,
even more than in the exercise-so exhilGray, $2; total, $10.
arating-of
all-around criticism. of which
I bope Mr. Putnam will snceeed in denearly
all
Freethinkers
are passionately
feating the God-in-the-Constitution reso~
fond and Christians generally hate.
lntion. If we allow priestcraft to reign
Brother Putnam declares a very importover our government we will soon be deant fact which Underwood, Chase, Hull,
prived of our liberty. ·
S. T. GRAY
York, Bowman, Ravlin, . myself, and
many others, hav for years endeavored to
W11at! Only Two Chnrehes ~
actualize, namely, "It takes about six
LEONIDAS, MIOH., March 30, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $6.20, for lectures to thoroughly arouse a commuwhich please send THE TRUTH SEEKER, nity, and it takes that number of lectures
"Right Living," "Thumbscrew and to adequately explain Freethonght in its
Rack, nand "Church and Freethongbt." relations to life, philosophy, flcience,
We have two churches in this little p"litics, and human happiness and progplace, and both seem to hav reached a ress." Not "adequately," Brother PutstJ'ndstill, ii they are not on a decline .It nam, only partially. The field is immensP,
has been four years since either bas hl\d a the laborers few. A single lecture can
revival, and the last one drew but thirteen n:ot " thoroughly arouse a community."
into the fold, twelve of whom were Brother Putnam se!'S this clearly. Ingersoll makes his influence felt mig-htily in
women.
A IZ'eneral stagnation of bnsinees has pre- one lecture '' left blooming alone·." But
vailed in this vicinity for some time, owing let him remain in each city at least one
to the extreme low price of produce. week and giv a lecture each night, matinee
What we seem to want is more money in Saturday afternoon, and two sermons on
business and less in bonds. Wishing you "Lord's day." He would deepen his
and THE TRUTH SEEKER all possible snc- impressions, ''convict and convert"
nearly the entire community. That would
cees, I remain
.
make thorough work as far as he went;
Yours truly,
D. MILLARD.
but even a week is insufficient to crowd in
The Old Question About Cain's Wife.
his scores of lectures.
Is some one saying, '.'No one city could
ILwAco, WAsH., March 9, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKlllR I afford to p y $1 admission every night for
came across an article written by "A. J.," six or eight nights, and the attendance
and I will say that it i~ the best piPce I would dwindle •·? P<lOple do, however,
hav ever seen in the paper. There are patronize the theater with large admission
some preachers that are not Snndav beg fees for months together, and is not the
gars. We hav a preacher here who is a colonel more entertaining and fully as innicfl man; his name is McKay; he takes strnctiv as a first-class theater?
Rev. s~m J oneq bas " evangelized " two
only what you giv him, and he will divide
with the poor. Some persons say there weeks and mon at a time in several cities;
was no need of a fioo_d in the United States, three, s metimes four "sermons" daily.
True, they were free, ostensibly, but actullB there were no inhabitants to drown.
The Christians want to hav the Bible in ally costly.
No truer words than these of Putnam's
the ~chools. It will tPach murder, robbery, cannibalism, and lying and cheating-, can be expressed: "A long and hard batas all of that is in the Bible. If any per- tle is before ns f 1r bnman rights," and is
son does not believe it let him read the he not correct in saying, " Wherever
Bible and he will find it. The Bible says there is a handful of Freethinker", they
Adam and Eve were the first man and should do something."
A.nd, as he says, "The platform and th·e
woman, and they had two sons, Cain and
Abel, and Cain had a mark put on him, prees must work together in this great enand he went to another land and got a .terprise."
I hav noticed for several years that the
wife. Now, where did that woman come
Freethought family that does not snbscribe
from, if Eve was the only woman?
'l'he preachers say, "Giv ·your soul to for. and ·receive re!l"nlarly, one or more
God, or you will go to hell?" Can anybody Liberal publications, soon hecomes cold,
t.ell where hell is? Hell is on earth a:.~d apathetic, and the younger members
nowhere else; when yon hav plenty of drift into some fashionable church. This
everything yon want ~nd good health yon mockery has been kept up for a generaare in heaven. But when yon are sick all tion, and the Christian religion, with all
the time and starving and snflerin!!, then its absurdities, gaily bedecked in the most
yon are in hell, and that is all the hell ridiculous notionR ever concocted, proudly
walks through the world the most f~•hion
there is.
M. 0.
able, useless, pernicious thing in it. What
It Tells of Men and Women.
there is about the Christian religion to
FoRTREss MoNRoE, VA., March 28, 1894.
attract any sensible person is a worse puzMR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5, zle than the Chinese ever invented. But
for which I expect to get one of the grand- when the children of Freethinkers join the
est books that this or any other age ever chnrch-0 ye gods I how the "angels"
produced, and I will be very proud of must laugh till tbey grow red in the face
seeing mv name enrolled in it-I. mean S.
Snarch out the cause antl..yon will disP. Putnam's "Four Hundred Yea•s of cover that the parents never subscribed
~,re "thought."
for a Freethonght paper! This t<hot will
I am sure th"t everybody who has heard hit nine out of ten.
W. F. JAMIESON.
Mr Putnam l!!ctnre or read any of his
former books will agree with me that he is Looking for a Job Undet· King Jesus.
one of th11 ablest champions of FreeCLINT, TEx., March 16, 1894
thought and well worthy of being the
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3 for reanthor of a book which will, I hope, in a newal of subscription. I am rejoiced to
few years, gain entrance t"> the home of see the splendid- resistance THH TRUTH
every Freethinker in the country, bPcanse SEEKER iR making to the diabolical designs·
it will deal with facts anti tell ns of men of the self styled National Reform ARsociaand women worthy of our respect, love, tion. To the rational mind what a pitiable
and esteem, and not of mythical, blood· spectacle this boaqtfnl free country prethirsty gods, mnrdererfl, thieves, and sents! A mongrel population of sixty five
a.tnlterers, as th!! Bible does.
millions, most of whom are th!! victims of
Every Freethinker in the country ought ignorance and superstition, by means of
to subscribe for it at once, especially as which some two hundred thousand holy
you offer your splendid journal for half I priests, preachers, evangelists, etc., 80
price in conjunction with it, and I must called, are supported in idleness, and a

thousand million dollars of property goes
untaxed as belonging to a non-resident by
the name of God, while his povertystricken followers· hav to snpp:>rt this
extravagant government which Mr. Cleveland, in his inangnral,.said God is running
for his own glory. Then why don't he
pay the expenses of it and the pension roll?·
I said that the sky-pilots were idlers. No,
th£y are not wholly so. As a rule, what
time they are not visiting and gossiping
with the women they are engaged in trying to auction off corner lnts in the city of
the New Jerusalem and "mansions in the
skies" on the installment Plan. Many a
poor fool thinks he can read his tit.le clear
thereto after having paid the cash here,
but I am thinking he will hav a hard time
getting possession of the prem•ses. And
now the two hundred thousand or thereabout want to amend the Constitution so
as to make Jesus king of the United
States, anc:l they aml their successors to
hold all the offices and make the laws.
Poor George Washington and Thomas
Jefferson and other men of that bad stamp
left God out of the Constitution, wherefor
they must hav been in hell all this time.
Bnt things are better now. We hav a
pions president who knows all about God.
Then, too, we hav a pions Congress. It is
true that in the last thirty years it has
legislated half the wedth of the conntry
into the possession of some twenty-five
thousand plutocrats, but that is a small
affair when we consider what it did for
God in voting to close the World's Fair on
Sundays. Now, Mr. Editor, b tween us,
don't yon think it best for n& to .get
"powerfully converted " and join this
~reat holiness party, seeing how fast they
are gaining power? If we do this in time
we may get a fat office under. King Jesus;
if not, we can at least get lncrativ employment soon as they reestablish the Holy
Inquisition, such· as chief engineer of the
improved racking machine, twister of the
thumbscrew, adjuster of the iron boot, or
something of the kind.
s G. ETHERIDGE.
"Survival of Fit~est"-Adaptability to
Environment.
BotSFORT, WAsH., March, 10, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $7.00. Money is almost impossible to get hold of, and
through the lies, treachery, and persecutions of the godly pions I hav been reduced
almost to penury. The Methodists hav
been ·holding a .revival here and hav not
even warmed np the old backsliders, and I
am blamed for their whole failure. They
say that my infinence has been the cause
of their not getting converts. This E' levates me, to think that I hav more power
than their God, J esns, and whole force
combined.
·
Here is a specimen of their methods of
making hypocl:its: AD. eleven year-old
child said to the hired-man one day:
"Well, Jim, I hav got to go np to that
G-d d-d altar just to please ma " Hundreds of prayers hav been offered up fnr
my conversion, but I don't convert; and
lastly the preachers and all the shining
lights prayed to God to move me off the
earth, but they hav not the faith of a grain
of mustard seed, for I stillliv. I happened
to be in conversation with a gentleman
ab 1ut the American Protectiv Association,
when a good pious brother broke in with
theae words: "! am going to join that
association the first chance I get; and
Boyd, you don't helieve the Bible, but
we'll show you, we'll carry the next election, and then we'll put the Bible in "the
public schools and keep it there with the
bayonet." Now this, I am satisfied,
emanated from the preacher, and shows
what they are ·aiming at. When they
put the Bible in the public schools
wi h tlle bayonet, the next step will be to
stop all Sunday papers" wi~ the bayonet;"
they will close all places of amusement
"with the bayonet;" stop all Sunday trains
and travel "with the bayon"t;" drive
all the people to their God-houses and to
the mourners' bench "with the bayonet;"
consequently force all the people to become
as big hypocrite as they are tbemselvs;
honesty, truth, and reason will then be below par, and hypocrisy, deceit, lies, treachf>ry, slander, blood, and murder will be at
a premium, and the one that dpes the most
of it will get the chromo,
·
To bear false witness seems to be a

Christian virtue; we hear the sky-pilots
shout many things lrom the pulpit that we
know to be positivly false; for instance
they soap their dupes very much with this~
"Infiilels are trying to destroy the Bible
and giv us nothing; absolutely nothing, in
place of it," and the poor deluded people
bPJieve it, yet we know it to be an a~olnte
falsehood. But then, from the first intr 0 •
dnction of Christianity into the world, it
has be11n commendable to lie and deceive,
When St. Paul was caught in his lif>s, be
exclaimed, "If the truth of God bath
more abounded through my lie, why am I
yet called" sinner?" And again, ".being
crafty I caught you with guile." Even in
the maAter's time there were liars and
bypocrits, and he condemned them thusly:
'' 0 ye scribes and hypocrite, ye compass
sea and land to make one proselyte, and
when he is made he is two-fold more the
child of hell than yourselvs. Ye devour
widows' houses and, for a pretense, make
long prayers, therefore, ye shall receive.
the greater damnation. Ye are likened to
whited sepulchers," .etc. Now we bav
more than one hundred ·thonsanel priests
and preachers in the United States, and
many of them will tell the most nnscmpulous lif>s and call them trnthR, to catch
a convert "with guile," or fill their p'lck·
eta with riches, which Christ most emphatically forbade.
Many intelligent people are beginning
to see the horribleness of Christian can
nibalism-for Christians eat their Jesus
and drink his blood, and call it sweetthey would rather hav the love of humanity shed abroad in their hearts, than the
love of God, for the love f>f God iA nothing but a mass of treachery, hat):"ed, and
revenge, from one 11nd of the God-'l;>oolr to
the other.
I like Otto Wettstein's sentiments, but
think he is a little off on "the survival of
the fittest," for it really seems that it is
the "survival" of the biggest selfish
hog. There are many persons here who
bav evolnted out of Christianity, but are
moral and mental cowards; they dare not
express their true sentiments for fear of
the hatred of the good Christians " who
love t·heir enemies." If I had the wealth
of a Gould or Vanderbilt, it would all go
to propagate Freethought. I find that the
thinkers are generally not very well fixe-1
in this world's goods, and this givs the
godly pions a large advantage in trying to
get God into the Constitution. May truth,
liberty, and justice prevail.
G. A. BOYD.
The Gospel of Divine Right.
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., March 22, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: The following was uttered
in a speech by the Hon. David Overmyer,
of Topeka, in the great quadrangular debate at Salina, Kan., in December, 1893.
PHOHIBITION RESTS ON DIVINE RIGHT.
The Prohibition convention of 1884,
which nominated Governor St John for
the presidency, declared that it "acknowledged tbe Almighty God as the
rightful sovereign of all men, from whom
the just powers of the government are de·
rived."
·
The Declaration of Ind~>pendence, which
common consent regarded as the foundation of our entire political fabric, delares
that" governments derive their just powers
from the consent of the governed." The
constitution of Kansas, Section 2 of the
Bill of Rights, provides: "That all politi·
cal power is inherent in the people, and all
free governments are founded on their
authority." Here is a direct i~sue between
the two· great theories of government,
which hav struggled for the mastery from
the dawn of history to the present day.
That of our fathers and of the founders
of Kansas, holding that all civil government is of man, resting on his consent
and going so far, and so far only, as he
may consent that it shall go; while that of
the Prohibitionists and the absolutists of
all ages holds that civil government is of
God, and may, in its operations, go as far
as those who know God's will and are his
agents see fit to hav it go. It is a renewal
f the old battle between jure divino
upon the one hand, and popular consent
upon the other. The adherents of the
former, as in past ages, want no limitation placed upon man official, since, according to their view, he is God's servant,
and many restrictions placed upon mqn
individual, since he is the child of the
devil and wholly depraved. The ad~erents
of the latter want few restrictions ripon
man individual, seeing that they innst be
planed there by one as ignorant, as weak,
as venal, as vicious and corrupt as himself;
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and, many restrictions placed npon man
official, lest, being only human, too much
latitude. t'lo mnch po:we:r, too much op~
po:rtnnity and· temptation make of him,
as· they always do, a tvrant. Resolutions
similar in import to the one quoted, hav.
passed each national co1{vention of that
party, and state and local conventions hav.
everywbllre reiterated them.
The National Reform Association and
Women's OhTistian T~mperance Union
· are the chief· pillars of the Prohibition
partv. Both of these organizations favor
God in the Oonstitntion and Ohrist in the.
11tate. Mr. Wier, Secretary of the AE!sociation, WTiting a short time ago npon the
importance of the Women's Ohristian
Temperance Union, to the Prohibition
part~, s~id: ''I am convinced that thtl
thini to do is to apoeal for aid in carrying
ottr Lo:rd'R canRe through the Prohibition
party. to the Women's OhTistian Temperance Union. • · • The Prohibition
. party cannot do without their aid, and
thfly know it. It is the a.ttitnde of the
Woman's f'h:ristian Temperance Union
that is compelling the nnwiliirig leaders
of the party to indorse woman suffrage.
· • · They ha.v insisted, thank God, and
the party has. yielded. If "they inRist on
the clear, frank, fnll recognition of Ohrist's
authority ann law we will get it."
This ~ame Mr. Wier, in reporting a. convention of Pennsylvania Prohibitionists,
Rays: "Thll. ac~nowledgment of the authority of God in civil government. which,
within the past year or. two, has become
the almoRt universal declaration. introducing the platform of the Prohibition party,
wtsgiven, as usual, the first place. And to
what does the Pa:rtv pledge itself in that declaration? Plainly this: "God being> the
source of governmental power, and the
ruler who uses it being, therefore, his
minister. the:v will choose for every office
onlv snob as· fear God."
Mnch more to the same effect might be
eaqi}v produced, bnt the foregoing will
snfficf'; besides, no true Prohibitionist will
deny that he considers God the Ronrce and
author of civil government, and that consequently. those who know or profess to
know his will should hav the exclnsiv control of the government. Indeed, Prohibition iR not thll ultimate aim, not the goal,
of the Prohibition party. Prohibition is a
means, not an end. The crusade for prohibition is simply the precursor, the avant
nourier of a e-eneral movement toward a
union of church and state. Indeed, the
Prohibition party would consider itself
scanilalized and slandered if any one
should charge that it had no other purpose
in view than the propagation of the hollow
and vapid sophism of prohibition.
Any party that holds God is the !lonrce
of mere human civil government, must
nece•sarily hold that whosoever administers such e:overmilent does so by divine
right and divine appointment, for it would
be absurd. as well as sacrilegious, to suppose that God would set np and establish a
gov"rnment and clothe it with snob powers as were a"'reABble with his divine will,
and thnt he ;onld not, at the same time,
so order that it should be administered
by right and authority of the same divine
origin, and by men. endowed with celos~al
grace, and with a knowledge of the divtne
will, and an nnswervine: purpose to execute the divine will. The lo!rlcal and inevitable result of such a doctin would be
that only those who profess to be. in possession of knowledge of the will of God
would be eligible to office.
In plain English, the proposition of the
Prohibitionist that God is the source and
author of civil government means that all
Tnle of man over man isjure divino, or
:rnle by divine right. Thus we ~ee th~t the
·Prohibitionists take as the startmg-pomtof
all their theorie8 and p'Elrposes the old, exploded dogma of kingcraft and priestcraft,
which has been discarded in every repub
lie on earth, which is utterly antagoni~tic
to the essential theory of all rep~bbcs,
which is that all power is inherent In the
people, and that governments "derive
their just powers from the • c~n~ent ?f t.~e
governed." This dogma of d1vme ~1ght IS
the cardinal p'lint in every despot1•m on
Aarth. It supports every throne and protects every crown on earth. It has been
invoked to sanctify every outrage that .w~s
ever perpetrated upon humanity. and It IS
eminently fitting that it should now become the· bulwark of those whose ideas can
be given effect only by the destruction of
the primary postulates of free government
and by the stamping out of individna~ l~b
erty. Opposed to this theory of d1vme
right stands the doctrin of popular consent. It was the doctrin of the fathers of
this republic, their cloud by day, their
Pillar of fire by night. and it is the bedrock
npon which are laid the foundations of the
temple of liberty· remove it, and not only
"ill the temple fall bnt its very fo.mdadati.ms will disappe~r. These two theories
of e:overnment are so radically antagonist.ic to each other that they never can
abide in peace in the same country. Between them there has been for ages a
ceaseless warfare. The old theory of government by divine right ha~ received and
still receives the ardent indorsement of

kings and the nobility and aristocracy,
which support monarchy and despotism;
of· high churchmen, who believe in a
church supported by the state; of absolutists, of the advocatf>s of God in the Oonstitntion, and the Prohibitionists.
The more modern doctrili of government by popular consent has been, and is.
the doctrin of those devoted heroes and
P'?'t~ots who, while [many of them]recogmzmg the fatherhood of God, remember
also the brotherhood of man. and deny
that the common father of all ever
placed brother over brother, irrespectiv
of merit or qualification; and assert
that the authority of man over man
can hav no sanction except such as
is derived from man's consent. The
advocates of this 111acred principle hav been
the martyrs of onr race. Their blood has
flowed in torrents, their Pathway through
the world has been lighted by the fires and
haunted by the terrors of persecution.
Nor. need we delude onrselvs with the
idea that these United States will neTer
hear the repnlsiv voice or see the inhuman
figure of ju,re divino. Its sappers and
miners are here now, in the shape of the
national amendment and Prohibition parties. summoning ns to' surrender onr liberties in the name of God. No snob party
can solve social Problems in a rePublic, for
its solution means the destruction of the
republic.
"The 1\fossback" [a Democrat] points
also to the suppression of liberty in the
name of morality, and hll has no faith in
thoRe hermaphroditf's who seek to set
a'lide the law .of nature and the teachings
of the fathers respecting the freedom of
religion, npon the pretext of putting God
in the Oonstitu.tion and Ohrist in the state,
nor of the political gospel p:ropa!"andist
whose platform is pure e:oodne~s, bnt
whose actual purpose is self and power.
Mr. Editor, I think the above will be of
very great interest to your :readers at the
present time.
JoHN W. ABBOTT.
Some Questions and Their Answers.
OLD TAoo:r.rA, WAsH., March 26, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Yon will greatly oblige ml'l
by answering through tl,e C'11umns of
your valuable paper ~he fullH•ing questions:
1st. What are the chief objects of the
American Protectiv Association?
2d. Do they believe in the separation of
church and state? ,
3d. Do they believe in onr public schools
being strictly non-sectarian?
Please state all yon know concerning
the above. society. By so doing yon will
settle a great many arguments, and will
also oblige
Yours respeot.fnlly,
PETER WESSELS.
[We giv below, in answer to the first
question of onr correspondent, the objects
of the American Protectiv Association as
these objects. are stated in their official
organs:
1st. Nationality is not a bar to membership in the order. No man was asked
where he was born.
2d. We interfere with no man's partisan
politics.
.
3d. We attack no man's religion so long
as he does not attempt to make his religion an element of political power.
4th. We unite to protfct onr country
and its free institutions against the secret,
intolerantl and aggressiv efforts that are
persistent y being set forth by a certain
religio-political organization to control
the government of the United States and
destroy onr blood-bought civil and relig.
ions liberty.
5th. We are in favor of preserving con•
stitntional liberty and maintaining the
government of the United States.
6th. We regard all religio-political organiz \tions as the enemies of civil and religions liberty.
7th. It is, in onr opinion, unwise ~nd
unsafe to appoint or to elect to civil, political or military office men who owe snpre:Ue allegiance to any foreign kiog, potentate or ecclesiastical powers.
8th. We are therefore maintaining the
principlll of one general nnsectarian free
school organization and will or>pose all attAmpts to supplant it by any sectarian in·
stitntion.
9th. We are opposed to all attempts, local
or national, to nse public funds for any
sectarian purpose.
11Jth. We are in favor of laws taxing
church property.
11th The opening of private and paro·
chial schoolR, convents, and monasteries
to public official inspection and placiog on
the same plan of morality and laws as
Protestant institutions are.
12th. We are in favor of changing onr
immigration laws in such manner that they
will protect onr citizen laborers from. th;e
evil influences of cheap pauper .and Criminal labor which through the mstrnmentality of Enrop~an propagandist societies
and in this country by the aid of strikers

and the subtle influence of priests, are
rapidly supplanting our free and educated
American citizen in every line of industry.
13th. We believe there should be an
educational qualification to electiv franchise that will require every American citizen to be AmeTioanized.
14th. We are in favor of putting into
office honest and true patriots who are
best qualified to fill the positron, regardless of political parties.
15th. We are willing to be governed by
these principles in onr fntnre political
action.
16th. Onr mission'is to awaken the people of America from their lethargy. indif
ference and over-confidence. Eternal
.vigilance is the price of liberty, yet the
Protestants of this Republic hav ceased
to be vigilant, and in conscious strength
are intently chasing the almighty dollar or
quietly dozing while we are swiftly drifting toward a more tremendous and terrible crisis than this country has yet known.
Birthplace is not the sole t11st of American
loyalty. We hav wen born in several
countries remote from this that are as
loyal as any nativ. Bnt they aTe not
Romanists. Am~<rican loyalty consistR in
devotion to onr Oonstitntion, laws, flag,
and, above all, onr public schools, for without intellie:ence this representativ republic will go to pieces. We opnose the teaching of perverted history in onr schools·
and the mutilation of reference books to
cover the infamiPs of the so-called church
which is more political than :relie;ious. We
are oppoE!ed to priests and prelates aR such
taking part in elections, and voting
their laity a'l a unit .in the interests of a
foreign corporation, with intent to injure
this nation and its institutions.
It will be seen at once that the foregoing statement of objects does not
answer the questions of Mr. Wessels.
From a very careful reading and study of
the principles as stated, we are forced to
the conclusion that the society named <loeB
not believe in the separation of church and
state, and does not believe in an nnsectarian public school system. An equally careful reading of the numerous American
Protective AAsociation papers that come
to this office renders that conclusion a matter of positiv knowle~ge.
Take the school question to begin with :
The American Protectiv A'lsociation's demand for " one general nnsectarian free
school organization "·is, in substance, the
same as th~t of the National Reformers
and all other Protestants who are fighting
for the retention of the Bible and religious
services in the public schools. In the
months of all these people "unsectarian"
means orthodox Protestant -not bing more,
nothing less. In all onr extensiv reading
of American Protective Association papers
we hav not seen a single protest against
religions teaching, as snch, in the schools,
and we hav read numerous demands for
the retention of the Bible in those institutions of learning. We recently quoted one
of the planks of the platform of the Kansas state organization of the America,n
Prote tive Association. We reproduce it
here:
We demand that the Bible, which has
been the recognized text-book of our
fathers, be maintained in onr public
schools as the rule and guide of all moral
actionR.
Where is the American Protectiv Asso·
ciation paper or lodge that has repudiated
that demaud? And where is the American
Protectiv Association paper or lodge that
has protested against the traitorous machinations of the National Reform Association and the Women's Ohristian Temperance Union? Do they denounce Sunday
laws, state.paid chaplaincies, religions
proclamations, theologi01l inscriptions on
onr coins, etc., etc. ?
The American Protectiv Associations do
demand the taxation of church property.
So mnch is to their credit, bnt it is to be
observed that when they cite illustrations
of the evils of exemption they hav their
eyes on the $118,000,000 of Oatholic church
property to the obscuration of the $562,000,000 of Protestant church wealth. In
short, the entire crusade seems ~ be an
Orange, a Protestant, attack on the Oatho·
lies rather than a broad movement for the
secularization of the state and the firm
establishment of the foundation ·priuciples
of equal religions liberty. We, as Freeth~nkers, can hav no part in the fights of
sectarists. Already the new organization
has stirred np the worst of religions pas·
sions and caused the shedding of blood.
All this was unnecessary, and had the men
who ii.Te responsible therefor in the beginning taken their position on really nn-
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sectarian ground they would hav had the
hearty sympathy of all Freethinkers.
Let ns glance veTy briefly at a few of
the assertions made in the above-quoted
declaration of .principle'!. We hav not
space for the examin~~otion of all. The
numbers here correspond with those in
the A. P. A. platform.
3d. Bnt do yon attack all men who attempt to make their religion an element of
political power? In what instance hav
yon criticised Protestant schemes?
,4th. Exactly; you want to protect onr
conn try a~ainst the invaqiv· acts of·" a
ce'rtain " organization. Bnt there are a
score of organizations which would'" destroy onr blood-bought civil and religions
liberty." One of these is the Sabbath
Union; another is the National Reforin
Association. Another is the American
Protectiv Association, whose mission appears to be the teaching of religion in the
schools.
6th. Is not the American Protectiv Association a "religio-political·" organization?
7th. Of course there are matlv Oatholics
in office who are dangerous to free inl!ltittitions, bnt is not the same true of officeholding members of the Methodist, Presbyterian, and other Protestant 11ects?
Especially the Oovenanters, who believ11
that all government iR from God instead
of from the people? Why do yon wage a
sectarian .war against the Oatholics alone?
And why against all Oatholics?
8th. Bnt yon do not do that. Yon insist
upon Protestant, therefore sectarian, instruction in the schools.
9th. Why, then, do yon not protest
against chaplains in Oongress ? And
against the nse of public funds for the
payment of teachers who devote a part of
their time to religions instruction ?
12th. Yet the best allies that the SeculariRts hav in their strll!l'gle to maintain
onr "blood-bought civil and religions liberty" are men of foreign birth.
13th. What doeR thif! mean? Is education something distinctly and p'lculiarly
"American"? Or do·you mean that all
would-be citizens must understand the
Oonstitntion? If so, what are yon going
to do with nativ-born Americana who understand the Oonstitntion so well that they
want it amended so that it' will be an instrument for the destruction of religion11
liberty?
14th. And of religions belief, yon should
add. That is ou,r position.
16th. Yes, most of the Protestants are
asleep, except snob of them as are attempting to make this republic a theocracy, and
another division whi"h is trying to induce
ns to believe that religions proRcription is
a good thing. If " American loyalty "
consists in what you say it does, and if yon
are Americans, why do yon not make loyalty to the secular Oonstitntion really the
test of good citizenship and consequently
oppose religions instruction in the schools,
and activly antagonize Protestant as well
as Oatholic enemies,of religious freedom?
Why? And if yon are opposed to religions instructors taking part, as snch, in
elections, why do yon not denounce the
action of the Protestant clergy of scores of
cities in the United States, who hav, during the last two years, taken snch an activ
part, aa ministers, in local and state
politics?
Let ns hav fair play; a purely secular
government, religious liberty, freedom of
speech and press, and, preliminary thereto,
a candid discussion of differences, instead
of hot- headed abuse and indiscriminate
denunciation. Both Oatholics and American Protective Association men can d 'l
mnch to promote courtesy in debate.ED. T. S.]
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Edited by MisS SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communication" for this Corner should be sent.
"Bet.ween the dark and the daylight.
When the night ;s beginninll to lower.
Comes a panse in the da"<"'R occnP.ation•
That is known as the Children s Honr."

Across the Continent.
"The gobelnns will git ye, if yon go
alone," said one, when the editor of tbA
Corner was getting ready to make the long
journey from the Atlantic to the Pa(lific.
I lan~bPd and said I would "watch out,"
but that I am not afraid of "gobelnns,"
anyway.
It was a drizzly, snowy afternoon, the
29th of March, 1894, when good-byes were
spoken at the station in Fall River to the
friends who, with my sister Betbia, had
come to see me off.
Amid the snow and sleet the train bore
me away toward Boston. Riding along,
the rough lltone walls, the boulders by the
wayside, the long stretches of whitebirches, the barren fields, the ponds, the
hills and mndows and scrubby pines, the
neat cottage bomee, the pleaFant valleys of
New England never appeared half so lovely
to my eyes as when I felt that I should
not look upon them again for some time
to come. People came into the cars at
the various stations, and others left, but
amon~r them there were none that I knew,
after Florence Davis left me at Somerset.
My eyes were a bit moist as the old familiar placE's receded one. by one, and my
heart went back to the old home and the
!Zirl I left behind me.
Reaching Boston, I paBBed over to the
Boston and Albany depot, where I was
soon on board the train for Chicago.
Finding my sleeper, it was not long before
I retired, and the next morning was awakened by the porter saying to one of my
neighbors:
"Bound . for Syracuse?"
"Yes," was the sleepy reply. "-Time
yon's up, then." The porters on these
trains are good-natured and understand
their business. The night before, when
the sable individual who officiated in the
elegaDtly upholstered Pullman sleeper
was about to make my bed, be inquired,
"Which way'll ye bav yer bead lay?"
"The regulation way," I answered,
"Then it'll be with yer bead toward de
ingin." "Why so?" I a~ked. "Well.
ye don't get de draft quite so much, an'
de smoke, an' den de ingin kinder draws
yer on to de land o' Nod." However, I
changed my pillows during the night, and
thon~?ht I felt better with feet toward the
engin. I do not suppose it makes much
difference, when one is tired, which way
one lies when the "sweet restorer, balmy
sleep," with ~?entle fingers presses down
the weary evelids. Before retiring, at the
risk of being interviewed by a nightmare,
or seeing all the "ghosties" of my grandfathers, both great and small, I partook of
a piece of mince-pie that Betbia bad arranged in a lunch baSkPt with other good
things. Neither nightmares nor grand
fathers disturbed me, and I slept the sleep
of the righteous.
From Buffalo, where I remembered
there are pleasant friendA and lovers of the
Children's Corner, we traveled over the
LakeShore and MicbiganSontbernrailway
to Chicago. Our way lay through a fine
country where there are many vinyards.
The glimpses of Lake Erie at varion<~
points are lovely and inspiring. We
passed through Erie, Pa., and A.sbtabnla,
0., and, at sunset, we were at Cleveland.
Arriving in Chicago in due time, Saturday morning, I was disappointed to learn
that connections West could not be made
nntil5 P.M. The time was passed in writing letters and walking over familiar
ground. Meeting Miss Donovan and Miss
Higgins, with the latter I strolled and
lunched until train-time, when I started
for KaDsas City. I did not know a single
person on the well-filled train, and bad
never in my life been west of Chicago before. It did not take long, however. to
make pleasaDt new acquaintances. Failing to secure a Sleeper, I was obliged to
sleep in the "chair car," as it is called. It
was a new aDd novel experience. The
chairs can be tipped backward, and are

something after the fashion of a steamer
lounging chair. It was an odd spActacle to
see so many stretched in their ·chairs like
.
. .
.
'
so many mvahds m a large hospital ward.
The conversation was bright and entertaining. There were low discussions on
the tariff, religion, and several other subI was reJ"ects.. A. lady • pe r ceivi ng that
"
movmg my boots, remarked, Ob, I would
not dare to take off my eoots; I would be
afraid of some accident." A.n old gentleman in front growled, "Why, yon could go
to Rheol [only he didn't Pay sheol] just as
well with your boots off!" "But yon
might burn your feet," said another·
Once, when the train stopped a longer
time than usual, the same old gentleman
remarked that this was a good time to Ret
s hen. I thought he must be a poultry
fancier.
One of my neighbors was on his way to
his ranch in Texas, and he gave many interesting points relating to that country
and life on a ranch. We ate California
pears together, while he told how people
liv in that far-off state. One time he was
sick, and the men doctored him. To a
horse they nsna1ly giv a pound and a half
of Epsom salts. He not being so big Bll a
horse, there was mixed for him a halfpound of the same medicin in the form of
paste!· He did not take the whole, but
enough to make him sicker than he cared
to be. They do not. take particular pains
with housekeeping on a ranch. They do
not mind putting the stewpan and contents right on the table, it being easier
thus to help yourself, and Jess work. Once
he had a tablecloth, and after a year or so
one of his men washed it, and in the encounter with soap and watAr it came all to
pieces. But when one is hungry, food
tastes just as well without table linen, and
the finest damask cannot produce appetite
nor develop good digestion.
A.t Kansas City, the next morning, we
parted company, this Texan friend and I,
much to my regrAt, for he made the time
Ie11s tedious than it might otherwise hav
been.
S. H. W.

Correspondence.
NoRsE, TFx., Feb. 8. 1894.
DlllAR MISS WIXoN: My uncle Theodore·
Colwick had the pleasure to meet yon at
the Freethinkers' Congrpss, and heard
your IActnre in Chicaj?o. I bav read onP
of your books, "The Story Hour," which
my cousin loaned me. I am twp}ve years
of agA. and go to school at Harmony
school-house. I study "First. Steps in
Scientific Knowledge," besides other
branches. I liv in a beautiful valley,
thickly settled; when one is on a high hiii
or mountain it looks like a town; it is very
hilly, and many beautiful streams flow
through the vallev. My father is a doctor.
I hav two sisters and one brother. I like
to read the Children's Corner.
OLLIE 0. OLSON.
[What a lovely place it must be, where
Ollielivs! Kind regards to Uncle Theo.ED. c. C.]
Bo:I!"D, KAN.,. Feb. 14. 1894
DlllAR Mrss WixoN: A.s I see no letter
from this place, I thought I would write
onp. Most of my friends at school belong
to church. but I am glad that T can say I
do not. Bond is growing a little at a time.
A. tannery has been hni]t, but I don't think
it will succeed. The Christians of Bond
started a church, but they could not raisA
enough money to finish it. We hav had
two dances at our houqe this winter. One
was on Thomas Paine's birthday, and we
had a fine time My aunt never forgets to
celebrate his birthday. We hav had nice
weather nnt.il lately-a hard rain followed
by a heavy snow, so that we girls oonld
not go to school. The snow was eighteen
inches deep on the level.
If any of the readers of the Corner will
writA me, I will gladly answer.
Your Liberal friend,
IDA HEoox.
[Our regards to the aunt who always remembers the birthday of Thomas Paine ED c. C.]
BEAOH CITY, 0., Feb. 11, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: 1 would like to know
about that Liberal Correspondence Club.
I would like to join, for I know it would·
do uR children good. I am still a Frtlethinker and shall always be one until I die.
I never knew what a Liberal was until I
came down here to work for Albert Zimmerman. He is a strong, good, houest,
and upright man. He is goiug to giv me
a piece of land and I can put out whatever
I want to. I think I will put out some
strawberries, cabbage, swePt corn, potatoes, and onions. I can hav all the money
that I get for them. Then he i~t going to

I pay me for the work that I d?· I am
~?oinJ;!' to try to get four snbscrt~ers for

THE TRl!TH SEW.KER, and then I Will get 88
a premmm "Four Hundred Years of
Freethonght." I know it will be a great
hook. A. preacher, G. K. Little, from
Missouri, is holding revival meetings here;
o~e woman and a man, also, hav gone
Wild, and they had t~ take her away. The
woman's husband said he would "fix" the
preacher if he ever cam A to his house.
There are a number of Liberal-minded
people here, bnt ~hey are afraid to 8peak
out.
•
FRANK GRosswiLLl!R.
[A. bright lad is Frank ·Grosswiller, and
we hope he will secure the four new subscribers and thus get the premium offered
-Mr. Putnam's great work, "Four Hundred Years of Freethonght." If there
were more men like Mr. Albert Zimmerman, this world would be the better for it.
-ED. C. C.]
PoRTLAND, OR., Feb. 20. 1894.
SusAN H. WIXoN-lJfy Dear Friend:
Once again mv thoughts revert to the beloved Corner and its many friends. It has
been over three years since I wrote yon.
During this time I hav watched with interest the advancement of the great cause of
human Liberty, and right earnestly hav 1
endeavored to lend .my mite of strength
toward the accomplishment of that end
for which we all so ardently hope and labor
-Universal Mental Liberty.
Too much cannot be Faid in praise of
your work and the influence- of the Corner
on the minds of the young. Yon are sowing seed in fertil soil and the harvest will
be bountiful. Yon are pouring noble
thoughts into the minds that are the most
susceptible to influence and strengthening
the most important part of the structure
of human intelligence. It was a wise
thought of the Catholic teacher who said:
"Giv me the training and teaching of the
child until he is seven years of age and he
will never dppart from the faith;" for true
it is that in the vast majority of cases the
early training of a child determins his
course through life. It is the young, then,
that we should reach; it is the little boy
and girl we should snatch from under the
lash of superstitious authority, either of
God or man, and rear them in the pure, unpolluted atmosphere of nature's freedom.
With the knowledge of tbis fact pressing
heavily upon us, and the untiring efforts
of the church to control the rising generation both while in the church and in the
school, demandmg that we take immediate
steps toward staving this influence in its
deadly march, the Liberals of this city hav
or~ranized B. Secular Sunday School, an account of which no donht many of my
readers hav seen in connection with the
Secular Chnroh of Portland. The Oregon
State Secnla•· Union has been in existence
several years, but no truly permanent
work can be said to hav been accomplished
until the organization of the Secular Church
in this city. Katie Kehm Smith, our untiring worker in the field of reform, believing that Liberals must adopt the plan
which the church has proven to be so
successful-that is, form regular churches
or societies with stationed lecturers, whose
work it must be to deliver regnlar lectures,
and organize Snndayschools in connection
with them, if they would reap .the greatest
and earliest harvests-took it upon herself
to organize a Secular church in the priestridden city of Portland, Jan. 29, 1893•.
Her labors are being richly rewarded, for
not only has the church enrolled upon its
membership list nearly two hundred
names, but it has been the means of the
organization of chnrchE>s elsewhere which
also hav their Sunday-schools and are doing splendid work.
Liberals hav lone: been entertaining the
delnsiv idea that it is entirel v illiberal to
be obliged to support a society or church;
that as Liberals WA should each go our
own way, neither asking nor demanding,
disorgaD.ized, scattered, few knowing who
or where their friends are, and yet all the
while complaining because Liberalism is
not advancing as rapidly as they would like
to see it. Now, it is just as reasonable to
look for success in this way as it would be
to send out an army of untrained, disorganized men to meAt the solid, disciplined
ranks of the foe and expect them to gain a
victory.
I would like to tell yon jnst how our
Sunday-school is condnct.ed, but space
forbids me to say more ~an that we hav
a good attendance every Sunday, and that
we are teaching the little ones plain
common-sense and unvarnished truths,
and endeavoring to incnlc .. te in them
such principles of Jove and justice toward
humanity as will enable them to forever
rise above the false, cruel, snpers.itions
creeds which teach men to do the ri~ht
through fear of punishment or for the
sake of reward, and that they can be pure
and happv saints while the great majority
of their fellow-beings suffer eternally the
torments of the damned.
We are also stltrting a museum and
library with fair prospects for success.
We wish to collect spectmens of all sorts

fr~m nature's bonndlfB'I fields, and make
this museum a place where one may go
and study the· trnA and beautiful of life
A.ny specimens will be gladly: ·received
from friend!!. Quite a number hav responded to our ,advertisment in the Free.
thought papers, and to them I desire to
fXtend our hearty thanks.
·
Trustin~ that health and opportunity
may permit yon to carry on your goo"d
work for many years to .comA, and that
the little ones who correl<pond Wltl:J. ynu
and read your paper may. bear in mind
that each and all can do something for the
great cause of hnman advancement by endeavoring to become grand and . useful
men and women, I remain,
.
.
• Yours for physical and mental freedom,
N.lllTTIE A.. 0Lns.·
[Thanks for the above good llltter, and
best of wishes for the success of a great
and noble work.-ED. C. C.]
·
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Oriental History,

EMBRACING THE
Origin of tbe Jews, the Rise and Devel·
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the
Derivation of Christianity;
to which is added,
WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS t
By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
.1! ourth Eatttan.

Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap·
ters.
Part II.-Researrhes in Zoroastri~n.sm; thirteen
.
chapters.
Part ill -Derivation of Chr:stianit~; twenty
chapters.
Part IV.-Wheuce Ca'lle the Aryans? Five chapters.
Press Notices

The style is fo,.cible and terse, t.he rea.oning
gooll, and as the facts np •n which the argument
is b~sed are largely Christiau, onr tb~olo~ical
fnends will have some nard nm• to crack it they
att'mpt to answer them.-Boston lnvestigatur.·
'I'his book is one of the most thorough an-i
learned of the Freethought works that have come
across the Atlantic.- The Freethinleer, London.
Is a mo•t valuable contribut•on to the literature of the nineteenth centnry.-.l'rogresstve
TMnleer.

Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $lo:iO.
AddresR all orders to 'I'HE TRUTH 8 FEKER
COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

THE GIANT DELUSION.
A Consideration of the Doctrine
of Personal Immortality.
By OTTO W£TTS1£/N.

A Paper rea<! at the International Freethonght
Congrt>ss at Chicago, October 5, I893.
Price, 10 Vents.
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THE TRU rH SEEKER,
~8 Lafayet•e Place. New York city.
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Christianity a Fiction.
BY DR. J.

H.

MENDENHALL.
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Astronomical and Astrolog!c·
al Origin of all Religions.
Explanatory notes compiled and a.rranged by
late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 oent.s.
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ROBERT G.
INGERSOLL'S

A Liberal living in Michigan a&id once that he wou.ld give $515 •
~ to h&ve the Orimes of Preachers recorded, as the frequent la~e1
of ~irtue of the ministers showed how little value Ohristi&DitJ'
possessea to make men moral.
...... _we have jus~ issued the Fourth Edition of the book do~ this
:....., additions for this new edition of· the

~01111

WORKS.
·-{)--

.

·of Preachers"

~~Crimes
~

GODS A.ND OTHER LECTURES.

253

nearly 400 ciiSea of ministerial conduct. While those in pre-

editions show th&i within • few ye&rd abaut

1300 HINISTEBS HA.VE BEEN GUILTY
ot one kind or another of criminal conduct. Most of the orimes
are against women, for the fair sex a.re at once tha weakue•s an<t
the strenath of the ohnrch-" the ohnroh" meanin~ of course the

"'~:&~twithatanding the ma.ny additional pages, we have" kept the
Price tbe same, 25 cents. Bend for "' copy, and Qonfound the churoh- •••~~o.r~~
II!.Pn. Show them just what son of soamps are t.he cler~ry who have
·
Jl~seq the. World's :E:air ,on Sunday. becarue it is so holy a day th ...t to look upon mu.oh.lner;r
II&Ultingam this penod 18 "immoral."
·
.
Addre1111
TH'E '1'RlTTII SREKI<!R CO.lt l'.l VY
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REDUCTION IN PRICE ~,OF A GREAl BOOL

Comprising '£he Gods, Humboldt, Thomas Paine, Individuality -:Heretics and Heresies.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
•-

I-I HOSTS A.ND OTHER LECTURES.
Including TJ;te G;host~,Liberty of Man, WoiJ?.a.n, and Child; The Declaration of Independence, 4-bout Farmmg m flqums, Speech ~omma,tmg James G Blaine for Presidency iu 1876,
The Grant Banquet, A Tnbute to Rev. Alex. Ularke, The Past Rises Before Me Like a Dre~~.m
and A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll. .Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
'

With the eighth edita ..

SOME MISTAKES OF MOSES.

Win wood Reade's "Mar,,.

Contents: Some Mistakes of Moses, Free Schools, The Politicians, Man and Woman, The
Pentateuch, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, He Made the Stars Also, Fridav, t:latut·day, Let us Make Man, Sundax, The Necessitx fo,· a Good Memory '£he Garden ·i'he .l!'aJ
D~mpness, Bacchus and Babel, l!'aith in Filth, '!'he Hebrews, The Plagues, The Flight Conf~;•
~y~:;v$f.d, Inspired Slavery, Marriage, War, Religious Liberty, Conclusion. Paper, 5o cent,;

INTERVIEWS ON TA.LMA.GE.

or

dom of Man," the cost tJ/J

IproduCtion

has been 1..

I1sened eo that we can redllflt

.

Being Six Interviews with tbe Famous Orator on Six Sermons by the Rev T. DeWitt TalPaper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.25;

m~ge, of llrooklyn, to which L1 added a Tlloimagian Catechism.

:the prtce from $1.11 111

cloth, gilt, $1.50.

BLASPHEMY.

Argument by R. G. Ingersoll in the Trial of C. B. Reynolds at ~orris town N. J ThiJ is
the greate~t l}rgument ever made in a gase of this kind, and will be a model for the bar so long
as the Chnst1ans use t:orce to repress free speech. Its legal acumer. i; unsurpassed, ito uloquenc.e never equaled m a trial for ".blasphemy." Wherever Christian per,ecution 1s going
on th1s arg_ument should be free!' mrculated, read to the Christians and expounded on every
occasion. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
·
·
'

$1.00.

WHA.T MUST WE .DO TO BE SA.VED t
Analyzes the .so-c<tll.ed gospels of Matth!lw, Mark, Luk.e, and John, 11.nd devotes a chapter
each to the Catholic3, Ep1scopalians, Methodists Presbyterlans, Evangehcal Alliance, and an~wer~ the question of the Christians as to what 1e proposes instead of Christianity-the religlonofsword and flame. Paper, 25 cents.

l'b.e book has had a phenomenal sale lor so heretical a work second onlY to Helen GUI&eDir';:

· ~n. Women, and Gods,~ and we give our readers the peonniary benefit of it.- The

''MARTYRDOM OF MAN"

THE GREAT I-NGERSOLL CONTROVERSY.

The famous Christmas Sermon b~ Colonel Ingersoll, the heated replies of the ministers,
and Colonel Ingersoll's rejoinders to tne same. Paper, 25 cents.

THOMAS P!.INE'S VINDICATION.
A Reply to the New York Observer's Attack upon the Author-hero of the Revolution, by
R. G. Ingersoll. Paper, 15 cents.

LIMJTA.TIONS OF TOLERATION.
.A Disoussion between R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederick R. Coudert, and Ex-Governor
Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10 cents.

ORTHODOXY.

CIVIL RIGHTS SPEECH.
Wit~ Speech

A Lecture. Paper, 10 cents.

of Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10 cents.

a ven lmerestingl7. Pictured B)'llopeil! of universal history, showing what the race has underA'OI!.e
-its martyrdom-in 1ts rise to its present t;llane. It sl..ows how War aod Religion have been opp~.
live factors in man's struggle for Libert:y, and the last ohapter, of some 1110 pages, describes bill
lntellectualstmggle from the animal per1od ot the earth to the present, adding a.n outline of wb.lbe author conceives would be a religion or reason and love. The chapters are:
UT
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Macedonlans, Alexandrir.. lilt
,... f .a_ 0 PbeniciaDII. Oarthll.lle and Rome, Roman Africa, the Arabs.
1.1

'R
RELIGION
LJ.. BERTY
lNTELLECT

The Natural Histol'l" of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews, the Propheta
Oharacter of ~esu't the. ChristianshArabia~ MeqoabCharacter ,of Moham
med, Desonptton ox Afnca, the Mo ammeaans m antral Afrwa.
Ancient Europe, Invasion of the Germans the Castle the Town,·~
.church, Venice. Arab Spain, the l'ortugues!!~,-Disoovere% the Slave ~'rad4.
Abolition in Europe. AbolitiOn in \merica, material&bf .1:1.uman History
Ani'mal Period of the Earth, Orig_in of Man, and Early Hist~
0 !:)J!P.iD:Jary of Universal Hi~ tory, The FnttL.-.e of tne Human Raoe 1'1111
~!'liSion of Rea. on and Love
0

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY:

In the suit of the B.&; M. Tel. Co. 'VS. W. U. Tel. Co., 1886

CRIMES A.GA.INST CRI.MINA.LS.

Paper, 10 cents.

Delivered Before the New York State Bar Association. Paper, 10cents.
A Prose-Poem. In color, on board, gilt edges, 9 x 13 (for mantel, wall, or easel), 50 cents.

LIFE.
LITHOGRAPH OF R. G. INGERSOLL.

A. LA.Y SERMON.

22x 28 inches, heavy plate paper, 60 cents.

On the Labor Question. Paper, 5 cents.

PHOTOGRAPH (CABINET) OF R. G. INGERSOLL, 50 cents.
"
"
" COLONEL INGERSOLL, WITH BA.BY BROWN.
(A home picture.) 50 ~ents.

(IMPERIA.L), 7t x 13 inches, $1. 50.

PHOTOGRAPH (PANEL), 18 x 24: inches, $5.
STAGE A.ND THE PULPIT.
'

An Interview on· their Comparative Merits. and Opinions on the Trial of the Chicago
Anarohists, the Catholic Church, etc. Paper, 3 cents.

··~<iii~

nduoed from tt.:.'IG to .1.60.

Address

·

THE TRUTH BEEKER,

·11f! Lafavette plaoo, New Yor&.

PEN PICTURES OF THE WORLD'S FAIR.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
INfllERSOLJ. CA.TECHISED. Paper, 3'ce:ats. BIBLE IDOLA~'RY. Paper, 3 cents. the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
of the Sunday-openers; describes the various buildings and what they contain, and is,
THE TRUTH OF HISTORY.
ullin all, the very best picture of the Fair 1bat can be painted .with a pen.
Comments on the assertion by an evangelist that Colonel Ingersoll had become a Christian,

DECLA.RA.TION OF INDEPENDENCE.

INGERSOLL ON JlcGLYNN.

Oentennial Oration. Paper, 6 cents.

Paper; 3 cents.

had admitted that Thomas .Paine recanted, and that his own children had jomed the church.
Paper, 8 cents.

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE THE NEW YORK UNITA.RIA.N CLUB.

The lecture is flo grand one, and w~ts receiil!d by the club with continuous appl ..uoe from
beginning to end, whlch speaks weU for the Unitarians. The pamphlet comams 1~ pageg,
beautifully printed. .l:'rice, 6 cent;; ten copies, 50 cents.
.

'IIEMORUL ORlTION

0~

ROSCOE CONKLING.

Delivered before the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Price. 75 cents.

GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.

.

.

I L LUST.RATED.
A. M!P OF JACKSON PA.RK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A. BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FA.IR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.

Sinlde copy, 25 cents.

Five copies fol' 1111.

AddreA" 'l'HE TRUTJf R'EEKER.

One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness of
author. Price, 10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.

INGERSOLL'S GRElT ADDRESS ON THOMAS PAINE,

At the Paine celebration iu New York city in 1892. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 50 cents.

INGERSOLL'S LECTURES IN ONE VOLUME.

CO:l!TENTS.-'l'he Gods; Humboldt; Individuality; Thomas Paine; Heretics and HereRies: The Ghostd; The Liberty of Mao Woman, and Child; The Oentenni8.1 Oration, or Decla·
nti9n of Independence,July4, 1876; \Vha'.I Know Abont Fartning in Illluoi<' l:lpee'l.h a' 01 ·cianati in 1876, nominating James G. Blaine for the P1·e>idenc•: '£he Pa•tRis'ls Before 1Ie,
or, Vision of War, a::t ex,raet rr,m flo Soeech madA at th" Sold:ers' a••d Sail•>rs' R n i ,.,
at Indianapolis. In<l., Sept. 21 1876; A '£ribute to Ebou 0. Ingersoll; T11P. Grant Ber1qu t;
Crimes Against Criminals; Tribute to the Rev. Alexander Clarke; Som • l'I'I st •kes of Jllo.•e";
Wnat Mu;t We Do to ba Saved? Six Interviews with Robert G. Ingersoll on Six Sermon< by
tlte Rev. T. DA w;tt Talmage, D D.;,. to which is added a Talmagian Catechism, am! Four
Prefac•R, which co., tab som1 of 1\Ir . .Lngersoll's wittiest and bright>.st saying".
This volumo. ha~ t~-:~ greatest popularity, is beautifully bound in half !Jilolf or halfmcrocco,
mottled edges, 1,3:i7page~, good paper, large type, post Svo. PrlcJ, postpa1d, $5.

LIBERTY IN LITERATURE.

Testimoni.1l to Walt Whitman. "Let us put wreaths on the brows of the UVin(J.:' An AddrABS delivered in Phila<lelphia, Oct. 21, 1890, with portrait of Whit.man.
Containing also

COLONEL INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS A'I' 'I'HE FUNERAL OF W~<\.L'.I' WHI'I.'•
MAN, at Harleigh, Camden, N.J., March 80,1892. Paper, 25 cents; cloth. 50 cents.

PROSE-POEMS AND SELECTIONS.

edition, enhtrged and revised. A handsome quarto. containinq 3 ·a pages. Thi>l is1
beyond question, the cheapest and most ele.rant volume in Liberal literature. Lts mech~nical
finish is worthY" of it3 intrmsic e"cellence. N<> expen;J ha~ been spared t0 make it the thmg of
beauty it is. The type is large and cle 11', the paper heavy, highly calefldere<l~ andri··hly tinted,
the presswork faultless, and the binding as perfect a.s ~he bA>t material; anq skill can make it ..
As t'l the contentshit is· enough to say th<tt theY. l<)clude all of t.1c choicest utteranceJ of
the greatest writer on t e topics treated that has ever liVed.
,
.
.
';I'hos!l who have not the good fortu_ne to own all o.r 1\~r. Ingersoll s publ~sheil work·, will
have m this book of Relection3 many bnght samples of hl:! lotty thought, h1s matchl•s~ e)oquence, his wonderf1tl imflogcr.v and his epig!-'amma~ic .and Poetic power. '!'he •·Oll!Jction mcludes all of the "Tributes" that have become famous In hterature-notablythose to his bror.uer
E. C. Ingersoll, Lincoln, Grant, Beecher.,.,Conkling, Courtlandt l\1, Palmer, Mary Fi"ke, Elizur
Wright: his peerless monographs on "The Vision of War," Love, Liberty, Art n.nd li'Ioratity,
Bclel).ce, Nature, The ImaginatiOn,_,Decoration Day Oration1 What is ~'oetry, l'I'Iusi.1. of Wagner,
Qngm and Destiny, "LPave3 of u-rass," and 0'1 the great neroes o~mtel ectualLiborty. Beside~ the•e are innumerable gems taken here and there from t.he oratwn,, speeches, ar. uments,
toast'!,., lectures, letters, interviews, anrl dav by day conversatlOp.~ d th!J autho,·.
The Look is designed for, and will be accepted by. aqmn~ng friend; RH a,rar(\ P :rsonal
souvenir. To help it serve this I>Jlrpose, a fine steel portrait, Wl~Ji !lutof(r!l>Ph ,ao-simile,,has
been prepared especially for it. .Jn the more elegl}nt styles of bmdmg It 1s enunently smted
for presentation purposes, for any season or occas10n.
.
.
PBICEB.-In cloth beveled boards, gilt edges $2.50; in half morocco, gilt .e~ges, $5; m half
9alf, mottled :edges~ lihrary ftyle, ~4.50; in full Ttcrkey morocco, glit, exqUisitely line, $7.50;
•
m full tree calf, hignest possible finish, $9. 1f
Fif~h

Any of the above sent to a!!J_address,__by express, prepaid, or· mail, post free,
..-receipt of price. Addrees T.EU!l TRUT.1:1. SEEKER,~ Lafayette Pl., N~w York,

The Creation of God.
By DB. JACOB HARTMANN.
An explanation of the origin of the God Idea, and the mental processes that led to the formation
of idol~ and the worship of them. From the.time of Terah's apostasy, Abr~ham's reform&tion and
bis banBhment for heresy and blasphemy agamst the Cha1dean 1dols, to Ohnst's coming{ the .Princlpalcharactels z.re analyzed and shown to be human, by- thought and deed. It is m'de pain that the
peculiar phraseology, cant sayings, subterfnges, miracles, wonder-worJdngs, and supernatural v.addmg are the proper offspring of the then existing barbarism, ignorance, and superatition, constltuting the peculiar politics of the dav.
OONTENTB IN DETAIL:

The Universal Aspect.
The Earth.
The Chemical Aspect.
The Sun.
Genesis-The Creation.
Genesi.s-The Garden of Eden.
The Deluge.
The Scriptural God-The Creation.
The Creation of God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God,
Samuel the Kinrpnaker.
Go•l Save the King.
Jehovah Takes a R ..st.
The End of National Life.
The Christian Era.
Organic Life-V e~eta.ble.
Organic Life-Animal

The Master Tissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues.

Food and Food-Substances.

Elimination of Waste Substances,
·

In G6neral.
By the Lun~a.
By the Skin.
By the Kidneys.

Digestion and Nutrition.
The Elementary Substances.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
The Soul-What Is It?

The Mind.

Sin and Salvation.
The .IMclesiastical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
The Planetary Gods.
Every Man His Own God.

T bl68 {Gateways to Knowledge,
a
Mora.ls; Whence They t:lpring.

The Non Credo.

Rules for Human Oonduct.
ILLUSTBA.TIONB.
Map of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind.
Map of 'l'heologicalltetrogression.
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.

Four Hundred and Thirty-two

Pages Large 12mo.

In Cloth, 81; in Paper, 450 Cent;s.
Addre11

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New Yo k
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Identical in being, power, and sway,
She shall shine on into thi3 perfect day;
In mild £qnality and tender strength;
Her slavery's kingdom overthrown at
length;
And not by beauty flashing on the sense,
Shall she attain degrading eminence;
But by her splendid reason, lofty aim,
Work manifold, and duty's kindling flame
Shall make her love a dower uf heavenly
bliss,
Not merely sparkling pleasure, passion's
kiss;
But hero's fervor, conscience' beauteous
light,
Impulse snbli~e and inspiration bright;
Yes, yes, there shall be progress, splendor,
. joy,
.
Man's hidden life shall outward wrong destroy." -Pntnam's Prometheus.
ELMINA D. SLENKEB.

THlll PoLITICAL AsPECTS oF THE LABOR
PRoBLEM. By J. W. Sullivan. Price,
10 cent •
Mr. Sullivan, who is the leading American
expositor and advocate of the initiativ and
referendum, maintains that trades unions
hav greatly benefited labor; that they
are purely democratic in their character;
that poverty has been generally intensified
during the past forty years, and that conventional solutions of the labor problem
are inefficacious.
Mr. Sullivan thinks
that the People's party, if wisely guided,
will be useful to organized labor. In the
report of the debate which followed the
lecture we find some remarks of Dr. Lewis
G. Janes. He Baid that recent decisions
of courts in railroad cases recalled the fact
that the interstate commerce laws were SIXTH SPECIAL REPORT OF THE OoMMIS·
passed in the avowed interest of labor.
SIONER oF LABoR. The Phosphate In·
These decisions show that the legal sword
dnstry of the United St!'tes. By Oarroll
cuts both ways. Tho inference is that
D. Wright. Washington: Government
governmental interference is dangerous
Printing Office.
and impolitic. T. B. Wakeman said that
all civilization now it' capitalism. Dr.
Go to the Devil.
Robert G. Eccles denied that economic
onditions had changed unfavorably from Should a seeker for truth endeavor to find
what they were fifty years ago. In fact, A cause for the ills that are cursing mankind,
there has been decided i "llprovement
And seek for the cause of the first cause of
evil,
THE NEw REPUBLIC-SCHEME TO ABoLISH
PovERTY. New York: New Era Pub- Or why God made a hell or created a devil;
lishing Oompany, 15 Vandewater street. If hi!! questions by all are laid on the shelf,
He had better then go to the devil himself;
Price, 25 cents.
This is one of the cure-ails. Warranted Yes, if from all sources he got no reply,
to revolutionize society in double-quick Let him go t9 the devil and ask him why.
time. All to be done by a "plan." The
writAr of it thinks that the year 1900 will But in seeking for truth it is nothing but
civil
see the beginning of the end. · These marvelous transformations are to be accom- To apply to the Lord as well as the devil.
plished by ignoring such insignificant Go to h1m, ye seeker; let truth make yon
brave,
trifles as human nature, fixity of type,
and evolution. This theorist has no idea But you'll find that the Lord is as mute as
' the grave.
that anything grows; he is sure that all
things, desires, institutions, are made, per Then inquire of his priests and see if they
can
pattern.
Giv a cause for the ills that fall upon man.
WoMAN: FouR 0ENTURms oF PRoGRl!SS. They will· roll up their eyes and dodge it
most sly,
By Susan H. Wixon. Price, 10 cents.
So then go to the devil and ask him why.·
This is one of the best books for its
price that I hav yet seen on the equality of Now some may say it is very uncivil
To tell anybody to go to the dAvil;
sex.
lt is bright, forcible, strong, and clear Yet 'tis honest to giv to the devil his due,
And nothing but right his case to review;
in'its statement~:'.
It" shows the slow, sure, and steadv prog- And that man is but a coward, forsooth,
ress of the elevation of woman, despite the Who'd be sca;red by the devil from seeking
enormous odds against her in the form of
the truth.
chnroh and state.
So yon must, if yon wish these things to
It is the most scathing of denunciations
untie,
of Paul and his preaching! Read, for in- Go straight to the devil and ask him why.
stance: "If ever there was an ingeniouely
woven plot, it is that of ' The Fall of Man' The scriptures inform ns that after the fall
The devil was doomed on his belly to
with Paul of Tarsus for its mouthpiece
·
crawl.
"His words on the subject of women
are deadly poison. ' She was first in the But as further we read in that book, we
find out
transgression,' said priestly Paul, ' therefore keep her in subjection.' 'She shall He was up on his legs and walking about.
not teach. She must not nsnrp authority And John, among others, writes wonderful thingsover the man.' 'She must obey her husband' whatever he max_command, and she How the devil was once ornamented with
wings,
must keop silence.' Why? Well, this is
the reason given. 'She was first deceived How he improved, so you better apply
and not Adam!' Realizing that she might To the devil himself and ask hinl why.
desire to ask a question or two, might So the devil may not be as black as he's
wish for some edncatien, her schooling is
painted.
provided for in this way by the sainted And men may be worse who in church hav
Paul. She can go home and ask her husbeen sainted:
band l Oan anyone wonder that women, By his power no martyrs in bonfires hav
married women especially, were such ab~
glowed,
solute illiterates when they had such ig- While for God and his cause blood in rivers
norant instructors as the husbands of the
has flowed.
past?
So hear him ere judging which side to be"Next to Paul the old church-fathers
lieve,
come in for their share in oppressing and Nor heed those who say he will only d9wronging their mothers, wivPs, anddaul'!"hceivt~,
ters. 'The canon law dPcreed th<Lt woman For the Bible shows plainly he ne'er told a
was so vile, that while the Lord's Supper
lie,
might be allowed her, yet she should not So go to the devil and question him why.
receive it in her naked ha11ds.'
"It was not till the tenth century that a What, go to the devil? Now, where does
he dwell?
Ohristian wife of a Ohristian husband was
allowed to eat at the same table with her His present headquarters, priests tell us, is
hell.
husband."
As yon read page after page yon wonder Where in hell is the devil? You're in the
same plight,
if it can pJssibly be that all this is true.
Yet, as yon consider the cond,tion of For science has wafted them both out of
sight.
woman in the most enlightened countries
of to-day, and commence enumerating her With hell-fire extinguished and old Satan
dead,
wrongs and opprel:'sions, yon cease to marvel, and yon think to yourself how the Onr only resort for an answer is fled,
coming race will look back upon us and And into first ca.nses 'tis useless to pry,
wondt>r btill more at our blindness and in- Or go to the devil to question him why.
·
RoBERT SwAIL,
justice· than we now wonder at that of the
past.
My first thought as I read the lecture
was, I wish I had ten thousand copies for "With Daughter's Babe Upon
free distribution. I looked at my one little
ten-c •nt volume and wondered where I
His Knee."
could place it firHt, Rnd who should hav it
next, and I've not even yet laid out all the
A new edition of that splendid nrose I>_oem,
plans I've conceived of for its missionary "Life," by "the prince of orators,;' Col. R. G.
J
n~ersoll. It is larger and better than the old
work.
ed1tion, and can be framed or Placed upon the
I hope every woman who reads this will table as an ornament. In the .center of the card
secure a copy at once, and as many more appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby,
urrounded by the prose poem, which has been
as she feels able to do, and make them 'uthfully
desoribed as, "one of the masterpieces
count for woman's emancipation and per- of the orator and J?Oethwho now, as far as we
fect equality with man, and probably her kn .• w, sta~ds alone m t e living world." It will
make a delightful present, and w1ll be a •ouvenir
superiority to him.
not only of ~ntelle<?tual. greatness, but of arti. tic
"Then woman's shall not be
separate workmanshiP. It 1s pnnted on heavy board, gilt
boveled edge. The slZe is 12x16 inches, and the
life·
·
v>"ioe only?5 cents, post-paid.
With ~'man's greatness her own soul is
'l'B..I!l TRUTH BEEKEB
li8 Lafayette Plr.oe. New Yor'k.
;rife;
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RIGHT LIVIN·G.
. By SUSAN

H.

WIXON.

Ethici as Understood by a Student of Science. Sixty Chapters, as follows:
What io Hypocrisy?
In Re~ard to Concealed Vice,
Conscience or Moral Sense,
Beautiful Charity,
Selfishness, the Menace of So- Fidelity. the Giver of Strength
mety,
and Honor,
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Value of Wealth.
Life,
Avarice, Not a Means to Life's
Is Reverence a Duty?
Best End,
.
,
Self-Reliance,
Good Nature, one of L1fe's Best
Self-Control,
Blossom8,
.
Self-Resi>_ect
Reason and Free Inquiry ·
Foolish Pride and Silly Preju- Free Speech·,
·
dice,
A Free Press,
ou~?
Anger, the Distorter,
Rights of Animals,
f'ultivll.tion of Individuality,
'T'he Angel of Forgive, ess
Rights of Children,
Character, a Jewel of Great Price, Observation a Ore• r. FacuityJ
Human Rights; or the Equality
Idleness, another Name :for Loss, Perseveran<"e, the Friend of man,
of Man.
Industry, the Staff of Life,
Pu11ctuality, a Promoter of Sue- Moral Cleanlines._,_
cess,
Politeness. The uentlemaB ·
Value of a Trade,
Recreation a Necessity,
The Difficulties of Life
Politeness.- Continued.- The
Games of Chance,
Temptation, tbe Demon on the
Gentlewoman,
'!'ruth and Falsehood,
h ~rhway,
Best Society,
What is an Oath? or the Worth HabJt, Secnnd Nature,
Progress; or Enlightenment·
of a Promise.
Power of Will,
Wisdo.n.
•
Fraud~ Crime,
Courage, a .Necessity to Right
'.rhe Pmson of Slander,
Living,
Mi)ls Wixon has taken as her mottoes in writmg this beautiful book of 292 pages-whieh ilhe
has ded~cated to the memory of her father and mother-these sentences from the works of a great
synthetic philosopher and a gifted libe•al mini.ter:
As wtth the Ph'llstcal, so with thR ethical. A belief, as vet t!tf'ul ana l)arttal, til beotnntng to
spread amongst men, that he1•e, also, there is an inatssoluble bona between cause ana consequence an
inexorable aesttnv, a law which altereth not.-H. rbert Spencer.
'
Living is an Art, a methoa of exl)resstng great conceptions; in fact, ·the highest methoa, the
noblest of the Arts.-Thomas Starr King.
·
Right Living,
What is Morality?
What is Ignorance?
Knowledge the Great Treasure,
Concerning Education,
Conduct· or Right"Doing
Virtue, the Dluminator of Life,
Prud•nce, an Economy of Life,
What Know Ye of Justice?
Fortitude a Noble Possession,
Ttmperaoce and IotemiJerance,
Ia the Use of Tobacco Danger-

Right Living" is well bound in cloth and printed on good paper.

PRI<JE, $1.00.
Address

'!'BE TRUTH REEKER, 28 Lafayette ·Place, New ')•'c.

--------------------------

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.
Deatcatea to the American Ol:m.uress, of 1892, which lor the sake Of Relt(Jton, Stabbea Libertv
to the Heart.
A work burning ~ith indi.gnation !nspir•d by the Congressional ac~ ~losing the World's Fair
on Hunday-au act wh1ch pra t10ally umted the govHnment and the Chr1st1ail ch'lrch.

To which is added Hr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian
Exposition Committee of the House of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Also the follo1'ing Es"ays and T oem· by l'IIr. Putnam, which have nev.r before be,·n put in
boo~ form1 Orthodoxy; FreethL ught; Man, Not God {written for a Paine anniversary); The Statue
of L1bert~ and Thomaol aine; a_11, em written for tbe opening_exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; '!'he Golden Age; Shut the Door {a poem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 18o 6).
. The main essay in this work i~ on~ of the strongest arraignments ever made of the religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of this cou. try. It should be distributed widely
[1; has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lf'nd his neighbor and arouse thought.
Price 2ll oents; Five col)tes for $1.
AddreRs

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafavette Place, New York City.

------------------------------·

E3::i THUMBSCREW

By GEO E

AftO RACKI MACDONALD.

10 Cts

PER COPY
12 COPIES
$1.00
Sent Post Paid
TORTURE INsTRUMENTS employ-ed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries for

the Promulgation of Christianity. Being the Nuremberg Collection, and including specimens from
'l'he Holt Jlnquisition.

. THIRTY-FIVE

ILLUSTRATIONS.

.

f>.nanish Collar, Thumbscrew, Iron Collar~r1e Rae.,, the Iron Orown.._Leg Crusher, the Stocks.
the Heret-ic C tchtr, the Iron Boo<, the Hot tuitton, a Mouth-.Pear {gag), .1ron Ma8ks re~ommend d
l!y the Inquio!Lion, Breaking &nd Burning_ on the Wheel, th3 Ducking Cage, the Chastity Belt for
women, the tlpider, tile Iron Vir~i-t U11 to Dll.te the Execution Bell, etc.
"I used to reR.d in book,," says Colonel Ingersoll, ··how ou ~fathers persecuted mankind B11t I
never appreciated l t. 1 rea tit., b 1t it did not burn ltBelf into my soul. I did not really apprectate
thJ mfamies that have b~en committed in the name of religion until I saw the iron argument" th .. ,
Christians used."
(

Price, 10 <Jents per <Jopy.

•

•

12 <Jopies for $1.00 ·

BUY: A DOLLAR'S WOIHH AND HC!.Tl'J!:R THFM 1\MONG y,)UR UHitlSTIAN ISUGH ,ORSI
Address THE , RUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

HAND-BOOK·
OF

FREEl'H 0 UG H1'.
By W. S. BELL.
Oontaming m condensea and systematized form a
vast amoum of evidence against the superstitious doctrines of Christianity. A' a book of reference and aid
to all truth Heekers it is invaluable. Its classification
of subjects makes it a hand-book. Asingersoll said of
·
Pa.ine's "Age of Reason,:' it enables somebJdf in every village to "corner the pa.rsma."- Its wid!!
variety of subjects incluae all the diavuted pmnts between Christianity and Freethonght - Prme',
oloth, .1; vaper, 50 Ce'l.ts
A.ddre88
TilE l'I,\UTll 8l!;I;!,;H,E~.

T:FIE TRUTH SEEKER. APRIL 21.. 1"894.

G•ma of ~!,ougAt.

DEMAND POND'S
AVOID

EXTRACT.~

ALL IMITATIONS.

GoD'S promis is good for nothing unleBB
indorsed by ms.n;-Investigator.
Do not let matters of sentiment throw
your head out of plumb.-Galveston
News.
·
BBFoBB attacking an abuse we should
see if we can ruin its foundations.-Ohamfort and Vauvenargues. ·
·

-.:woa

Seeker Library. I Jf ot for- ])a'f'sons.
ALL 'PAIN Truth
Published :Monthly at $8 per Year.· I
,.:

Rheumatism

Feminine
Complaints
Lameness
Soreness
5e!-'1Wounds
Bruises
:uoFvSL.:R~E~~~R. Catarrh
Burns
Piles

DARWIN did more for mankind than if
he had built a thousand hospitals. Voltaire did more than if he had built a thousand asylums for the insane; he will pre;.
vent thousands from going insane. -Robert
FAC-SIMILE oF
G. Ingersoll,
But bolder they who first offcast
Their moorings from the habitable past
And ventured ohartless on the sea
Of storm-engendering liberty.
.
--,-President Eliot on the Peristyle of the
(]Olumbian E-xposition.
THB greatest good of a people is their
liberty. Libert_y is to the oolleotiv body
what health is to every individual body.
Without health no pleasure can be tasted
by man; without liberty, no happiness
can be enjoyed by eooiety.-Bolingbroke.
EAOH soul, weak or strong, must judge,
must refute, must suffer, for himself.
Many a one lacks the courage for this
awful responsibility. To such, the church
of Rome epens her arms to welcome that
soul and take his conscience into her keeping,-,-Marshall E, Smith.
SHIIILLEY misunderstood, ignored, reviled, despised, rejected, persecuted
during his life, now, two generations after
his absorption into the etel,'nal sile:g.oe, is
beginning to be accepted at his true worth
by mankind, whose benefactor he was.
The battl& provoked by Whitman's attack
upon cherished error has not yet subsidet:lt
but when the 8llloke of the conflict shau
thin and roll away, humanity shall behold,
at first dimly through the mist and then
ever clearer and more clear, .his godlike
face and figure by the side of his younger
brothel.', and together they, the Ithuriel
and Prometheus of the modern world,
shall "beacon from the abode where the
eternal s.re."-Isaac Hull Platt,
EvERY pulpit is overloaded with maxim.
The threshold of the college is golden with
ancient counsel. The statesman acknowledges that he must serve the people, Are
we satisfied with the laggard and niggardly
professions of service? What is honest?
What will serve the public? Interpretation read into act is the vein of life-blood.
Admirable, in this light, are man and wo-.
man who utter a philoscphy which they Thumbscrew and Rack. Illustrations snewill apply to · the life they share. The ·
ciall:y pre]>ared, and the text by Geo. E. Macdonald. Paper, 10 cents.
dream is vital. It foreruns. But with
quick step fulfillment must follow and Self-Contradictions of the Bible. Ninth
edition. Price, 15 cents
overtake. What do legislators mean by
serving the people? May they not betray,. Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian~
By John E. Remsburg. Cloth, $1; paper, 50
even while the profession of service is on
cents.
their lips?-Horace L. Traubel.
Pen-Pictures of the World's Fair. Illustrated. By Samuel P. Putnam. Paper, 25
Wic are told that the press purifies public
cents.
opinion. Do we. giv public opinion a Religion a Curse, a Lie.! and a Disease.
wholesome training, and stimulate real
By Samuel P. Putnam. Paper, 25 cents,
thought? What is called ruling public Design Argument Fallacies. A Refutaopinion often means mere subserviency to
tion of the ·Argument that Nature Exhibits
public opinion. There is nothing · more
Marks of Having Been nesigned l:!Y an Intel·
ligent Being. Bv the Editor of THE TRUTH
il.attering than an echo. To say to-day
SEEKER. .Paper, 15 cents.
what every one will say to-morrow is often
of Preachers in the United States.
the one thing aimed at by journalists. A Crimes
By M. E. Billings, Paper, 25 centa.
young friend of mine went to a. professor Handbook of Freethought. By W. S.
of journalism; all the professor's idea of a.
Bell. Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
journalist was the ability to spin words out Pleasure and Progress: An Attempt to
of intellectual vacuity. Ten men can
Prove that th!l Pursuit of Pleasure is the lrine
qua non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social
write now for every one man who could a
Development, a.nd that the Promotion of
few years ago. But are there ten times as
Ple&snre is the Duty of PhUanthrop:y and
many people who think for themselvs, and
Statesmanship. By Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
speak at first hll.nd? A journalist should
bear in mind that he should never write The Creation of God. Tracing the GodIde to Its Source. By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
anonymously what he would be afraid to
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
state openly. ·Carlyle once stated that Resurrection of Jesus. By Don Allen.
modern journalism was just so much ditchCloth, 75 cents • cloth, 40 cents.
work. A good many people seek to en- Facts and Fictions of Lire. By Helen
H. Gardener. Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
lighten the world who are mere impostors.
Woman, .Church and State. By Matilda
-Leslie /5tephen.
Joslyn Gage. doth, $2; leather, $_8.
A MAN is, unto himself, the mean of his The Church and Freethought. By Frankreligion, the measure of his deity. Except
lin Steiner. Paper, 10 cents.
built upon ignorance and supported by The Giant Delusion. One of Otto Wettstein's
Friendly Arguments with the Spiritn·
tyranny, there can be no such thing as a.
aJ.ists. Paper, 10 cents.
national religion, or even a religion com- Bible
Inquirer. By Andrew JacobsoB.
mon in all essentials to any considerable
Paper, 25 cents;
community of individuals. I am religious, Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cent3.
but I hav never come in oont.a.ot with anyone whose creed corresponded e~otly with
IN PRESS.
my own, for the reason that I am myself Four Hundred Years of Freethought.
and not someone else. If a man differ so
By Samuel P. Putnam. Subscription book,
much from his nei~hbors that he must be
eleEtant binding, over one hundred portraits, $5.
specially measured for his garments, still.
more must he be specially measured for
his religion; for the unlikeness in physique
between one man and another is not nearly
B!> obvious and pronounced as· is the unhkeness in psychique. This as far as
mere creed or intellectual belief is concerned.. But religion does not rest wholly,
or even mainly, upon the intellectual.
And, widely though men drfter in intell~ot
ual, still more wideli. do they differ in
~oral and emotions. , qualities; and it is
m the soil of these that religion has its
rooti.-Saladin,
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The Age of Bea.son. Thoma.s Pa.ine. Dins25

ADAM was put out of Eden for commit· ting one sin, and yet there are liars an,i
thieves who
b expect to• be. made welcome in
heaven eoause the:rr 'Wlves belong to the
· ohuroh._:_Ram's Horn,
Answ~~~~\:iiari8ti.8.ii"Qiiesiioii8.""if?ii.·:BaD.:
1 JoNES: "My dear sir, I really need your
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Tl).oma.sJohn
Pame.
illustrated..... 25
40 terest in church matters."-Humnri~>ti
BabbathBreakmg.
E. Remsburg.......
Travels in Faiith from Tradition to Rea.aches .Deutschland, Leipzig,
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Strike qf .a Sex. Geo.rge N. llfiller............ 25
THE only moral a great many statesm"'n
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Wa.s ChristCrucifted? AnstinBierbower.... 10 know how mimy translations of the Bible
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Bible Mora.ls. John E. Remsburg .......... .. ~ the heathen?" Boy: "No, ma'am; but I
Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk .......... .. 50 know all about the guns that was used."Pocket Theology. Voltaire .................. . 25 Puck,
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Babcock, .................. ·............... ... 15
" Is the victim soared?" asked the Can.
Liber]y m Literature. TestimoniaJ. to
nibal king. "No," answered the attendWaJ.tWhitman, with FuneraJ. Address.
By Col. Robert G; Ingersoll... . . . . . •. . . . . 25 ant. " He does nothing but look up and
Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
Proctor................................... 15 talk of resignation." His majesty gasped
for breath. "Talmage I" he faltered,
Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
Hart...................................... 40 "It must be he. "-Puck,
The HolY Bible Abridged...................... 80
Fa.lse · Olil.ims ol the Church. John E.
APBoPoS of the fascinations of golf, I
·..
Bemsb~l:iEii' 0:P'189s.'.:.:-$ii."'"'"'"' 10 heard the other day of a Scotchman, are'l'homa.s Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
tired minister of the kirk, who was deplorl'he <tir!!t'i~~o~f"iiod:'"iii.''j'&Q~i;"iiart: 15 ing the tendency of the game to become a
mann .... _.:. .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . 50 ruling passion, and also to induce bad IanCrimes of Prea.chers in the United States.
~uage. ''In fact," he said, '' I had to giv
M. E. Billings ................ :........... 25 1t up for that reason." "Giv up golf)" exResurrection of Jesus......................... !0 claimed his f:riend. "No," said his reverHandbook of Freethought. · W. B. Bell...... u0
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•
,
Religjon a Curse; Helig10n a Disea.se; Reenoe, ' the meenl8try. '-London Truth,
ligion a Lie. B. P. Putnam.
.
25
Des1~ Arg'(lment FaJ.lacies. By Editor of
"I DoN'T see what's the use of my being
THE TRUTH SEEKER.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 vaccinated
again " said Tommy, baring
Abraham Lmcoln: Wa.s He a Christian?
J«hn E Remsburg...................... 50 hi; arm reluctantly for the doctor. "The
Pen Pictures of ·l'he Wo•ld's Fair. ll'nshuman body changes every sevt>n years,
tr.ted. B. P. Putnam................... S&
Common Sense. Thomas Paine.. . .. . . . .. . . . 15 Tommy,~' replied his mother. "You are
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine;. 15 eleven years old now. You were in your
Plea.sure and Progress. A1be&t M. Lorentz,
LL.B ........ .. . .
..... ..... 50 fourth year when you were vaccinated
Giant Delusion. Otto Wettstein............ 10 first, and it has run out." "Well, I was
Bible Inquirer. A. Jar.obson .. . . . ... . . . . ~5 baptized when I was a baby. Has that run
t;ister Lucy. Her Awful Disclosures of
Newhall C1onvent........................
10 out, too?''-Ohioago Tribune.
Woman: FourCenturiesofProgress. Susan
A woRTHY colored divin&, after preachH. Wixon...............................
10
ing a very "movin' sermon," had given
IssUES OF 1894 -$8,
ThnmbRcrew and Rack. GPo. E. Macdonald 10 out the hymn and was beseeching the unHelf· Contradiction of the Bible. W. H. Burr
15
Durm!I the year other standard Freethonght repentant to turn from the error of their
works mll be puBlished and sent to subscribers way while the congregation sang:
as the:y appear.
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
" While the lamp holds out to burn
published in one year. · In ordering plea.se say
The vilest sinner may return."
which _year is desired.
· Bingle numbers sold at prices quoted
Just as the mellow voices of the dusky
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
worshipers were quivering on the second
28 Lafayette Pla.ce. New York.
line a particularly tough and unregenerate
Sambo, with chicken feathers in his hair,
rose and approached the altar. Tile parson stopped in his exhortation, paralyzed
with astonishment; then, suddenly finding
voice, as if by inspiration, he shouted:
"Blessed he de Lawdl Blow out de Iampi"
-Memphis Commercial.

Wettstein's ~ Be~air ~ De~artment.
BEREA 0BIO.

0Tro WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, ru .. Bro. Mater1al1st: The watch sent yon a Rhort time ago for

overhauling was received in jUlit three and a half
da.ys from the time it left this station.
I• was put into A No. 1 shape and is running
fine. I wish to compliment yon on your manner
of doing business and will assure you that when
I have o· her work in your line to be done you
shaJ.l have it.
A. E. SMITH.
Watches can be safely sent by mail or express
and I pay chargeR one way. I have personally
managed my repair depa.rtment for 84 t~ears and
no watch is permitted to leave my establishmen
until in perfect order and closely regulated,
PRICE LIST.

Cleaning, $1; Springs, $1; jewels, $1; or thre
$1 job• at $2.50.
All work warranted one year. Liberal dis·
counts to agents.

OTTO WETTSTEIN,
THe

LISS~AL

..JeWeLeR.

ROCHELLE, ILL.
hA Freethonght Badge.

fb

he I~ersoll Souvenir Spoon
tto Wettstein Watch.
Bend for price-lists, tra.cts, et!lo, free.
· Mention THE TRuTH SEEKEB.

DESIGNEROF

STRONG, HEALTHY MANHOOD

DB, EDWARD BEDLOE came over from
Philadelphia one night recently, and was
entertaining a choice group of friends with
tales of the far East. In the edge of the
group sat a man from Pennsylvania, who
had come over from Pottsville on some
government business. He was all ears aod
eagerness. His name was Strauss. Finally
the restraint became too intense, and he
broke loose: "Tootor," said he, "what is
dot new reliohun I beers off apout Ohina?
My wife has got it ferry bad, und I don'd
understand it." ''Tell me the name," said
Bedloe. ''Is it Mohammedanism, Buddhism, Shintoism, Tauism, Collfnoianism,
or what?" "No, it is no isms, but der
name is like a tramp's migrashun of der
soul, aind it?'' '' Oh, you doubtleBll mean
transmigration of the soul." "Yah, dot's
it. Yust dell me about dot." "Certainly.
Transmigration of the soul is a very pretty
poetic dootrin of metempsychosis, which
our friends of tpe Theosophical Society
hav borrowed from the far East"-'' Here, here, doctor, tell me · vot dot
means, 110 I can undershtand what you vas
talking a bond." "All right- I will tell
you in plain language. Take yourself, for
instance. You Jiv to the allotted age of
threescore years and ten, and then you
pass away. Your soul goes into the body
of a bird-a canary, we'll say-and from
your gilded cage you fill a lady's boudoir
with melody, Jiving a life of luxury and
fed from the dainty fingers of beauty"--" Oh, dot is peautiful, peautifull I like
dot." "And then you die again, and your
soul goes into a lovely flower in a garden,
and you· fill the air with fragrance and delight the eye with your exquisit color and
delicacy of petals"- "Ah, dot is fine. I
like dot reliohun." "As I was saying,
when you interrupted me, you liv the life
of a flower, until one day a donkey gets
into the garden, and, attracted by your
loveliness, he eats you, and. your soul
ps.BBes into the donk~>y"-- "Yah, yah."
--"When some former aoqnaintanoe
comes along, strokes your long ears and
says: 'Why, Strauss, is it ;y_~u? How
little you hav oluwgedl' "-Washington
Pod,

l
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THE lives of ten firemen were lo3t in a
theater fire in Milwaukee lal!1; week:
GmN. HENRY W. SLOoriM died 1n Brooklyn April 14th. He was born Sept. 24, 1827.
THE death is announced in Paris of
Henri Oharles Georges Pouchet, the naturali,st.
, .
THm National Dairy Union is r~nning
. amuck against the manufacturers of oleomargarine.
·
Tmi jury in the Pollard-B~ookinridge
case brought in a verdict of ·$l5J000 for
the plaintiff.
·
. ,
AT Middleport, 0., ten men were terribly burned by the upsetting of a mass of
molten metal.
BY the burning of the American Glucose
Oompany's building in Buffalo twelve to
twenty lives were lost.
.
DA.VID DunLEY FIELD, the distinguished
jurist, codifter of the common law, died in
New York on April 12th.
A NEW cable is being laid by the Oommercial Oompany between W~terville
Ireland, and Nova Scotia.
· .·
'
GEw. JoSEPH B. KERSHAw, whose command led the charge of Longstreet's corps
at Gettysburg, died last week at Oamden,

s .. o.

ZEKE KNOWS JUST WHERE HELL IS.-See Ezek. xxx:ii, 18~0.

Old .Testamerl.t Stories
Comically Illustratede
'

11 WILL
11.WILL
. .,..
.

MAKE YOU

CORNER

LAUGH.

TH£
PARSON.
By WATSON HESTON.

The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400

Pages.

200

Fun ....Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS.:
Sustaining a Theory,
Seme Giants,
The Adventures and Work ·ef Noall
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisf s Great Ancestor.
A Queer Family,
llaac and His "Sister,"
line of Twins,

Jacob and ES11u,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Balaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Barak

Jephth_ali and· Hill Human Sactm-.
Samson the Strong,_
Ruth and Boaz,
.
Unstable as Wate,., God Shall Not Jixoel.
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of King•,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Board&. IDUID.lnated covers, 81; cloth, K"ilt side sta:rnp, 81.50.

..tddrexR THR TRTlTR l'IEEKEB CO,

THE RESURRECTION OF JESUS. Darwin and Alter Darwin.
AN AC OSTI 'S VIEW
N
C
•

CoNTENTS: The Christian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was
the Resurrection

&

Secret Affair? The Age Qf a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;

Pilu.te's Attempt to Save the Life of Jeans; Christ Before Herod; A New Indictment
Agailll!t Jesus; Were the Guards Hired by ihe Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bodv; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Ans-el Sat on the Stone;
Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identification; The Ascension; Why Did Jeans Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Roman Guards? ·
The Origin of the Story; St. Paul's Account; St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Example; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The Testimony of
Oontempora.neons Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested? .
Jnapiration; Conclusion.

Price, cloth, '15 cents; paper, 40 cents.
"-ddr~

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 118 L&t~t:rette Place, New York Oi~y.

An Exposition oftheDarwtnian Tl>eory.

By GEoRGE J. RoMANEB.
A systematicEx)2osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ~:eneral reader rather than to profe•sed naturll.h"t".
Mr. Romane8 is well known as one of the most
interesting of F.nglish writers upon evolution,
beside• nnkmg with Professor Huxley in scientific knowledg., and ability. Ann this ts ·a part of
his ronclusion regarding the1 g1·eat subJect of
Design, to which the chur(•h •I'T often refers:
"Thus whether we look to thH f11ct• of adaptation or to those of beauty, P''en·where throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causatinu, while nowhere do
we meet with any indevendent evidence of
•upernatural ·design. . · . . Adaptation and
beauty .are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a pnrelymechanical philo•ophy...
All nature has thus been transformed before ihe
view· of theo pre•ent gencr»tinn in a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible:
and inasmuch as the ch1tnge which has taken
place ha• taken pla\le in the direction of naturalIsm, and th_is to the !lxtent of rend~ring th_e
mechanicalmtArpretatlOn of nature umversal, 1t
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in th"'
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th God?"
*ofuUTH SEEKER.

lUustratetcidi:S~e, ol~lfE

EmLio OASTELAR, the eminent Spanish
politician and writer, has abandoned the
republican and joined . the monarchist
group.
A TERBmLB explosion in the· fireworks
factory at Blandford, Va., occurred on
April 7th. Thirteen workmen were blown
to pieces.
HARVA'RD OoLLEGE has been obliged to
dismiss. two profes~ors and four' instructors
becaus.e of diminution of receipts from investments.
, __ . · ·
THE Democratic House caucus adopted
a resolution in favor of the removal of the
ten per cent tax ·upon private and state
bank issues. ·
.
SENATOR ZEBULON B. V.A.NOE of North
Oarolina died at 10:45 ~.M.; Aptif14th, at
·Washington, from a stroke·- of apoplexy.
He was born in 1830. .
:· .
. Tm: Pennsylvania co;Ire strikers are still
intimidating, attacking, aud killing workmen who are trying to contin~e work in
order to support their families. · ·
GoVERNOR j AOKSOl! of Iowa ordered out
the militia to meet at Oouncil Bluffs Kelly's
Oalifornia division of the Oom:monweal
Army and prevent it stealing trains..
A SNow-. 11nd rain-storm, · driven by a
furious and disastrous gale, struck the
Northern A'tl.antic coast last week. · Much
damage was done, on bqth land arid water.
THE Minnesota Democratic Association
denounces as traitors to the party those
Senators who oppose a reduction of the
tariff. The address is heartily commended
by the leading Democratic journals.
.
. THE German government admits the
truth of .all the charges against its officials
in the Oameroons, Africa. The cruelties
practiced were worthy of the Inquisition,
The government says it will punish the
criminals.
IT is reported that Father Phelan, editor
of the Western Watchman, of.St; Louis,
will sign the apology and retraction demanded by Archbishop Kain as the condition of the removal of the condemnation
of the paper.
E. V. SMALLEY, writing 'in the Forum,
says that, "at a very moderate estjmate,
the farmer of our day, with the help of
machinery, exerts a productiv force equal
to that of three I)len in the days of his
grandfather." .
, ·
REPltESlllNTATIV SPERRY of Oonnecticut
has introduced a bill in the Honse to establish inter-state banks-the government
not to guarantee circulating notes but to
hav general supervision through Oomp·
troller of the Ourrency.
.
THE National Miners' Oonveiltion has
ordered a .· general· strike of soft coal
miners, to begin April 21st. It throws
two hundred thousand men out of work,
and will close the mines in eleven states.
More recruits for the ,·, Oommonweal"
armies!
·
· ON April 14th the notorious OarlBrowne,
chief marshal of Coxey's Army of the
Oommonweal, was deposed by the army
and the "Unknown" put in charge. The
next day Ooxey arrived and he and
Browne turned out the "Unknown" al. though the army, by a vote of 154 to 3,
sustained the latter. Ooxey, however,
told them that they must giv up the
commissary wagons or their favorit leader,
and they surrendered. The "Unknown"
and Ooxey's son, who stood by the "Unknown," were sent out of camp.
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SHALL THEY BE TAKEN ON BOARD? (Companion picture next week.)
LIBERTY :-If I let in that circus there will be no room left for you and some of the boys h~re, that's certain I

POPULAR

EDITIONs·

CONWAY'S EDITION

OF

OF

Thomas Paine's Works.

THE WRITINGS OF THOMAS PAINE.
COLLE<-'TED, EDITED, AND CHRONOLOGICALLY ARRANGED

AGE OF REASON. Pap., 25c.;
6 copies for $1; cloth. 60c.
By MONCURE DANIEL CONWAY.
AGE OF REA;:,ON AND EXAM·
INATION OF THE PROPHE- Author of "The Life of Thomas Paine," "Omitted Ohapters of History Disclosed in
the Life and Papers of Edmund Randolph," etc.
CIES. Pap,, 40c.; clo., 75c.
APOSTLE OF POLITICAL
Four
Volumes,
Royal
Octavo, Gilt Tops, Uniform with the Editor's "Life of
AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
Paine " Price per Volume, $2.50.
~ife)_. By J. E. Remsburg.
- ortra.1t. P.ru:!,_, roc.; clo., 750.
An edition of one hundred and fifty numbered copies' bound in half leather gilt
COQON S.t:.NSE. (1776.) 15c.
CRISIS. Written During Am. tops, uniform with the limited editions of "The Writings of Washington," ' 1 The
Revolution Pa.n., 4Qc.; clo., 750.
Writings of Jefferson," etc. Price, per volume, $4.
GR:f:AT WORKS. Svo. SOOpp.;
For the general reader the $3 edition of Paine'n works is sufficient, a.s it contains a.ll of his
clo.. $3; leather, ll!4; morocco,
gilt edges,ll!4.50.

LIFE UF. By 0. Blanchard.
Pa.n ,40c.; clo., with JL')rtra.it, 600.
LIFE OF. By M. JJ. Oonway.

With Histocyof his Literary, Politica.l, a.nd Religious Career in
America., France-~.. a.nd Eugla.nd,
a.nd a. Sketch by william Cobbett.
'fhe only adequate Biography of
Paine. 2 vols. Portraits. $5.

LIFE OF. By Remsburg. 50c.
LIFE OF. By G. Vale. $1.
LITHOGRAPH OF. 22x28, $1.
POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS
REFORMER. Underwood.lOc
POLITICAL WORKS: ''Oommon Sense," "Crisis,"" Rights of
Ma.n" $1.50.

RIGHTS OF :MAN. Answer to
Burke's Attack on the FrenchBevolutiou. P~W,.._40 c.,; olo .. 7!SC.

TESTDlONJ.A..LS :t·O HIS MERITS. Oomp. bl'_Moreau. lOo.
THEOLOGICAL WORKS:"A2e
of Reason,"" Examination of tlie
Prophecies," eto., with Life of
Paine and steel pqrtl'ait, $1.110. ..,.

VINDICATION. Reply to N.....
oo.erwr. B7 B. G.lll,enoll. 1oa.
i8 Lr.faJ'ttk J.'laoe, !iew YDrk.

writings upon which his faine substantially rests. But for those who desire to go rleeper into the
•ubject of the man a.nd polemic we can most unreservedl:r commend the "Life or Paine" by Mr.
Conway, and this edition of Paine's works edited by him It is the fullest tha.t we a.re likelv to have,
and the student of history, a.nil particularly the writer, should ha.ve it upon his shelves.
The work will consist of four volumes, a.nd will be a.rra.nged chr~no!ogica.lly, 'file ca.u~e of
America, a.s Paine sa.id, ma.de him an author, and the first volume will cover the "Q.!lrtod of the
American RevolutiOn, beginnin~ with the yea.r 1774. It will therefore Qpen with l'a.ine'a a.nti··la.very essay, a.nd J>is philosophlC&l or moral ess&.l's1 while editing the PennBttl'Vant Magaztne;
these being followed by the great revolutionary, polit10a.l, a.na controversial pamphlets which ma.de
such a profound impression on the country.
·
The seconn volume will consist main,yof the" Rights ofMa.n," and pamphlets relating to'"English P'litics, but will a.lso contain certain papers on French affairs.
The third a.nd foorth volumes will consist ma.mly of Paine's religious writings, but will &lso
contain some essays relating to American a.ffa.irs, written in his la.st years. At the close will be
given P&ine's poems.
.
The first volume is now rea.d.Y for delivery, a.nd the others will follow soon. Orders fJr the
whole set will be taken a.nd illled as the volumes I!!P.I!!l..&r, or the volumes qe.n be purchased sepa..
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 2B Lafayette Place, New York. ·
ra.tely.

The Bible Inquirer,
A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTICATION;
Cf'YTAINING 148 PROPOSITIONS.
With References to the most 2la.in a.nd Striking Belf-Contra.dicti.ons of the Bo-c&:lled Inspired
criptures. Including Questions Answered Affirmatively a.nd Nega.t1vely by Quotat10ns from the
Bible. .Also, Other Bible"References of Importance.

Fourth Edition, ReTIRed and Enlarged.--Price, 25 Cents.
..,.. -~ ·~~~~

TQ TBVl'H BEEP:B, 2BLafantteJ.>laQe,NewYorkOit~.
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The Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

HO"W TO GET

Four Hund.red. Ye~rs of Freethought.

FOUR . HUNDRED YE_ARS
OF FREETHOUGHT

BY SAMUEL

P.

Pl!JTNAM.

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout the tJiVilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
of Human History,
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with ~he most spl.endid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inventions and Discoveries and ennobled wtth Freedom s most slumng advance.
Nothing Can be More Interesting,

more inspiring to the Pioneer Work8r,; of to-day-to tho,;e who are still in the van forHuman Rights and
Progress. Tl!e struggle is not ended 1Lnd what is nlready won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN AFJl'ORD TO BE WI rHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One IIat·monious and Magnific nt Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
"WOMAN'S EMANCIPATION

frC'm the ch~ins and slavery of a barbaric creed and clnirch.
'l'HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with FreAthought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganizecl InflueiJCe iu every Department of Humau Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
ancl tl1e Pioneers of our work recognized.
,
f) The first paTt will embrace the follo,ving Gmnd Departments:
Literature.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Philo·•opllv.
Science. Education and
Ethics.
Boccaccio, Lessing.
Voltaire.
Copernicus.
Gambetta.
\f ad~~ome Roland.
Bruno.
Sch1Iler.
Rousseau.
R~~obelais.
Oastelar.
Bacon.
Mary Woll.stuncraft.
Galileo.
MplU••za.
Kepler,
Cervantes. Goethe.
French Salon. Bradiaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Oomenins.
Descartes.
Pestalozzi.
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison,
Frances Wright.
Da Vinci.
Locke.
lution.
Phillips.
Newton.
Shaksrere. Georg-e Eliot.
Froebel.
Lucretia Mott
Hnme.
lfumboldt. Oombe.
Gtbbun.
Victor Hugo. / Thomas Paine. Par•er.
Hobbs.
Ernestine L Rose.
Spencer.
Burns.
Emerson.
i Jefferson.
Sumner.
Lyell.
Lydia Maria Oh ;ld.
Kant.
Shelley.
Heine.
' l\{azzinni.
Lincoln.
Hamilton.
Darwin.
Owen..
Margaret Fuller.
Byron.
Tyndall.
Holyoake.
Thoreau.
Bakuunine. Elizabeth O•dy Stanton.
Oumte.
Bentham.
Huxley.
Mill.
S:aeckel.
Pnshkin. Whit'Tian.
Buchner.
Warren.
Susan B. Anthony.
Tcherny: Ingersoll.
G~rabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Girard
Matildq,Joslyn Gage.
Feuer bach.
chewsky.
Lick.
Heinzen.
Helen H . .Gardener.
Annie .B ... sant.

I

THE PORTRAITS OF TH.ESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORllERS
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn tl1e pages of this volume.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freetlwught and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeke1·, Investiga.tor, Ironclad AgP. Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Maga1:ine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chica~o, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associatioHS
throughout the world.
·
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those ·who, as representative men, have won di,.;tinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
George E Macdonald, Oapt. R. 0. Adams,
Dr. E B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
Horace Seaver,
,J. P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Mrs. Oharles Watts,
D. M. .Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P Putnam,
.Prof. J. H. Oook,
Mrs. R_~bert 0. Ad11.ms,
Parker Pillsbury,
Erne;t Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H Heywood,
Mrs. M. A. Freeman,
Eliz'tr Wright,
Oharles Watts,
F'rankliu Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehm Smtth,
T. 0. Lelanrl, ·
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Oolman,
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian Leland,
Judge 0. B. Waite.
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy Post.
and other men and women who have c:mtributecl to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethongbt progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

T ne Price of This Superb Book is $5_00,
ancl" not for the same n.mouut of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a surveyjof history,
and such a galaxy of FrePthought.
·
Mr. Pnt~am is now devoting l1is whole time to this work &nd it will be published at the earlie,.;t
possible moment.
'1.'/w na nw of m'ery SnlN•criber whf) sends fi1m dolla'rs before the work is on the J-'1' ss

will be eJu•olled 'in this book.

DON'1' FALL TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.

This book will contain
Ov~r Six Hundred Pages oi Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
It will be elegantly bound. It wi.l be a book for the home an<l the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your frieuJs when they ask, What is Freethought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world'?
Tl1is is t!1e '?ost u~iversa~ pre~entation ~>f Freethought ever given to the public. and no Freethinker
can afford to be without It, It 1s a library in 1tself.
.
AutlreB~ orders to
. THE TRUTH SEEKER: ,2e Lafayette p~~ce~ New York..
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FREE
SPECIAL OFFER_

We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends a most generous
offer.
We need more subscribers to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." ·Not all are able to pay $5
for it, but everyone can do a little
work to obtain a copy - congenial
work, that will do great good all
>tround. This is the offer:

Send us Four Ne"VV
YearlySubscribersat
regular rates ($I2 · in
all), and "VV"e "VV"ill send
the Getter,.,up of the
Club a copy of· •' FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
FREETH 0 UGH T"
FREE OF CHARGES. '
And further, to a1d our friends in
getting this book for themselves, we
will offer

To the New Subscribers as a
Premittm,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By WA1SON

HESION~

THE GREATF.ST BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
W. S. BELL'S

Handbook of Freethought.
With the~:~e Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FRfETHOUGtlT,
free.
To each New Subscriber in the club, a premium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated," or W. s. Bellis
"Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-all tree
by post or express.
This really brings the price of th~
paper down to $2 ·to each new subscriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEKEii
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four :New Sub·
scribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our frLnds to
help us.
.
It ought not to be difficult to g~t
four New Subscribers in any town 1n
the country, especially with these
·
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" as soon as the
book is issued.
·

Those who send a Club and
Four New Subscribers and
$12 before the book is printed
will have their names en.
rolled in its shining pages.
THE TRUTH SEEKER

28 Lafayette Place,
NEW YOBK,
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THE TRUTH SEEKER.
FOUNDED BV Do Mo RENNET'J',

E. M. MACDoNALD, - · · · · Editor and Manager.
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE. NEW YORK.

SATURDAY,

APRIL 28, 1894.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES,

dingle subscription. in a.dva.nce ..............•........••..... ·•a 00
One subscription two yea.rs, in advance ......................... li 00
Two new subscribers...... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. li 00
One subscription with onenews11bscriber, in one remittance. li 00
One snbsoription with two new subscribers, in one remittance ....................................................... 7 00
One snbsoription with three new 11nbsoribers, in one remit·
ta.nce ...... , ................................................ s :50
One subscription with four new snb~cribers, in one remittance .......................................................10 80
AnY nnmber over five at the same rate, invariably with one
remittance.
Mrme!l s7wula I'Je sent IJV ezvress oomj)Q,n!J'B mone!l order
postal oraer, arQ,ft on New Yorlt, or 1JV reatsterea letter.
A.a<!!ress oommuntoattO'IIB ana malte ara.fts, oheolts, post-ot/IOe
ana ez%1YeBB mrme!l oraers paflai'J!e to
E. M .. MA ODONALD,
28 Lafaflette place, New Yorlt.

SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
readers il they will send na the name and addre•• of
- any Freethinker wii~ is not a regular IIUb•criber.

SOME HANDSOME PREMIUMS
To induce new subscriptions and promlJL .e.aewals on the part· of our friends we make the following handsome premium offers:
For $6.50 we will send T:B:E TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage
of this or our Free offer of the book (see oppo~it
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in
the country should not possess this splendid work.
For $5 we- will send THE TRUTH SEEKEB one
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete"
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a.
picture of Paine, of the . statue proposed to be
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New
Rochelle.
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEXEB one
year ($3) and " The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKEB one
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 7 5). This is a splendid offer, for every one
wants this' book. It has over a thousand large
pages and more than four hundred illustrations.
It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies
it can help but be well-informed in all scientific
matters:
' For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook " in cloth ($2. 50).
For $4 we will send Tim TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book'·
in boards ($2).
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKEB one year
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically
Illustrated," in board covers ($1).
.
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
which every Liberal desires to hav, ~t an exceedingly low price. Old and new subscribers can
avail themselvs of· it, and we shall be glad if our
present readers will call the attention of their

frieude to the values offered.

New York, Saturday, April 28, 1894.
Schemes of the Sunday Tyrants.

{ 28 Lll'A.YETTE PL-} $3.00

Per .Year.

"A bill for Sunday rest.
"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representative of the United States of America in Congress asnam said that the question of church taxation was sembled, That no person or corporation or agent, servthe most . important issue for American Liberals. ant, or employee of auy person or corporation shall perWithout any desire to belittle the importance of form or authorize to be performed any secular work,
that demand, we cannot help thinking that the en- labor, or busineBB to the disturbance of oLhers, works ot
necessity and mercy and humanity excepted; nor shall any
croachments of the Sunday meddlers and despots person engage in any play, game, or amusement or
constitute a still more deadly menace to the liberties recreation to the disturbance of otllers on the first day of
and rights of our people than does the exemption: the week, commonly known as the Lord's day, or during
of church property from taxation, .outrageous as is any part thereof, in any territory, district, vessel, or
the latter. And we think that Mr. Putnam will place subject to the exolusiv jurisdiction of the United
i:::Jtates; nor shall it be lawful for any person or corporaheartily agree with us after reading the text of the tion to receive pay for labor or service performed or
Kyle national Sunday Rest bill. But . this 1s not rendered in violation of this section.
material ; the Liberals of the country can fight
"Sec. 2. That no mails or mail matter shall hereagainst both evils. In fact, they must fight; there after be transported in time of peace over any land
is no escape from the conflict. The enemy has postal route, nor shall any mail matter be collected,
assorted, handled, or dehvered during any part ol'
chosen the battle-ground, and there we must meet the first day of the week: Provided, .'!'hat whenever
him. And it is no mere skirmish which will follow any letter shall relate· to a work of necessity or Jneroy,
the aligning of. the respectiv forces of liberty and or shall concern the health, life, or decease of any
tyranny.
person, and the fact shall be plainly stated upon the
S
face of the envelope containing the sBme, the postmasterTwo unday bills are now pending in Congress. general shall provide for the transportation of such
The first was introduced on February 15th in the letter or letters in packages separate from other mail
Senate, by Senator Gallinger, of New Hampshire, matter, and shall make regulations for the delivery
and referred to the Committee on Education and. the1eot, the same having been received at its place of
Labor. On March 11th Representativ Morse, of destination before the said first day of the week, during
such limited portion of the day as ll!hall best suit the
M assach usetts, intro d uced the same bill in the public convenience and least interfere with the due obHouse, where it was referred to the Committee on servanoe of the day as one of worship and rest: And prothe District of Columbia. We printed this bill in vided further, '!'hat when there shall hav been an interTHE TRUTH SEEKER of March lOth, and reproduce ruption in the due and regular transmission of the mails,
it here:
it shaH be lawful to so tar examin the same when delivered as to .ascertain if there be such matter therein for
" A bill to protect the first day of the week, commonly lawful delivery on the first day of the week.
called Sunday, as a day of rest and worship in the
"Sec. 3. That the prosecution of commerce between
the states and with the Indian tribes, the same not being
District of Columbia."
"Be it enacted by the Senate and Honse of Represent- work of necessity, mercy, or humanity, by the trans·
ativs of the United States of America in Congress Assem- portation of persons or property by land or water in such
bled, That, on the first day of the week, known as the way as to interfere with or disbrb the people in the
Lord's day, set apart by general consent in accordance enjoyment of the firilt day of the week, or any portion
With divine appomtment as a day of rest and worship, it thereof, as a day of rest from labor, the same not being
shall be unlawful to perform any labor, except works of labor of :necessity, mercy, or humanity, or it!J observance
necessity anti mercy and work by those who religiously as a day of religions worship, is hereby prohibited, and
observe Saturday, if performed in such a way as not to in- any person or corporation, or the agent, servant, or emvolve or disturb others; also to open places of business or ployee of any person or corporation who shall wilfully
traffic, except in the case of drug stores for the dispens- violate this section shaH be punished by a fine of not less
ing of medioins; also to make contracts or transact other than ten nor more· than one thousand dollars, and no
commercial business; also to engage in noisy amuse- service performed in the prosecution of such prohibited
menta or amusements for gain, or entertainments for commerce shall be lawful, nor shall any compensation be
which admittance fees are charged, also to join in public recoverable or paid for the same.
processions, except funerals, which last shall not use
"Sec. 4. That all military and naval drills, musters,
music; also to perform any court service, except in con- and parades, not in time of aotiv service or immeniate
neotion with arrests of criminals and. service of process preparation therefor, of soldiers, sailors, marines, or
·
cadets of the United States on the first day of the week,
to prevent fratid.
"Sec. 2. That the penalty for violating any provision except aSBemblies for the due and orderly observance of
of this act shall be a fine of not less than $10 for the first religions worship, are hereby prohibited, nor shall any
offense; for second or subsequent offenses a fine not ex- unnecessary labor be· performed or permitted in the
oeeding $50, and imprisonment for not less than ten nor military or naval service of the United States on the
more than thirty days, and one year's forfeiture of Lord's day.
license, if any is held by the. offender or his employer."
''Sec. 5. That it shall be unlawful to pay or to receive
payment or wages in any manner for service rendered or
This is Senate Bill No. 1628 and House Bill for labor performed or for the transportation of persons
No. 6215. The Senate Committee on Education or property in violation of the provisions of this act, nor
and Labor consists of Senators James H. Kyle, shall any action lie for the recovery thereof, and when so
South Dakota (chairman); James
George, paid, whether in advance or otherwise, the same may be
H
y
·
recovered back by whoever shall first sue for the same.
Mississippi; Eppa
unton,
irgima; Donelson
"Sec. 6. That labor or service performed and rendered
Caffery, Louisiana; Edward Murphy, Jr., New on the first day of the week in consequence of accident,
York; Joseph M. Carey, Wyoming; William D. disaster, or unavoidable delays in making the regulbr
Washburn, Minnesota; Henry Cabot Lodge, Massa- connections upon postal routes and routes of travel and
chusetts; George C. Perkins, California. The transportation, the preilervation of perishable and exposed
House Committee on the District of Columbia is property, and the regular and necessary transportation and delivery of articles of food in condition for
composed of these members: John T. Heard, Mia- healthy use, and snob transportation for short dialianoes
souri (chairman): J. D. Richardson, Tennessee; from one state, district, or territory into another state,
Harry Welles Ruek, Maryland ; J. E. Cobb, Ala- district, or territory as by local laws shall be declared to
bama; E. E. Meredith, Virginia ; c. A. Cadmus, be necessary for th.e public good, shall not be dee.med
violations of this act, but the same shall be construed, so
New Jersey; J. Abbott, Texas; G, W. Cooper, far as possible, to secure to the whole people rest from
Indian~ ; C.· M. Cooper, Florida; A. C. Harmer, toil during the first day of the week, their mental and
Pennsylvania; P. · S. Post, lllinois; William Cogs- moral culture, and the religions observance of the Bahwell, Massachusetts; J. J. Belden, New York; J. bath day."
W. Babcock, Wisconsin.
This is Senate bill No. 1890.
The second bill was introduced by Senator Kyle
In coming issues of THE TRUTH SEEKER we shall
of South Dakota on April 12th, and was reported take up and dissect this bill section by section,
to the Committee on Education and Labor. Fol- showing its unconstitutionality, its needlessneas, its
lowing is the full text of the infamous meaeure :
tyranny, and the pr~ctical union of church and

In the last issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER Mr. Put-

z.
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state which its passage would effect. At present
we wish chiefly to call attention to the fact that it
has been introduced and to urge upon the Freethinkers of the United States immediate, unanimous,
determined, and unremitting action to defeat it,
and to defeat it so completely that it will be buried
beyond hope of resurrection.
It will be noticed that while the District of Columbia bill is, by its title, avowedly designed to
protect Sunday as a day of rest and worship, the
Kyle ·bill comes under the hypocritical mask of
"rest," although it reveals its real character unmistakably in the last clause, in which it is declared
that the law is to be construed so as to secure "the
religious observance of the Sabbath day." Here it
is assumed that Sunday is the Sabbath, Congress
being asked to decide a long-standing theological
dispute. Who will dare say afterward; if this bill
becomes a law, that Congress has not enacted religious legislation T The Gallinger-Moree bill also
·assumes the truth of a theological dogma. It says
that Sunday is divinely appointed as a day of rest
and worship. If Congress may rightfully do this
much, why may it not go a little further and reenact the Thirty-Nine Articles, the Westminster
Confession of Faith, or the Nicene Creed ?

deemed to be of admirable service to the state. It enables Senators. If the national Sunday Rest bill is introthe industrious workman ·to pursue his occupation in the duced in the House we will giv you the names of
ensuing week with renewed vigor and cheerfulness,
From the examination I hav been able to giv the subject the members of the committee to which it is referred.
I do not conceive the necessity for the enactment of the You hav above the names of all the other committeebill in question. All laws should be founded on neces- men. Write, write at once, and write to as many as
sity. If, however, the commissioners, on mature reflec- you can. Put your protest and sound arguments, in
tion, should be of opinion that this District stands in brief, before them. Make yourselvs felt.
need of further moral legislation, the present bill ap.
Mr. Putnam will obtain hearings before the
pears to be in good form, and they might favorably reccommittees
if he can. . And he needs financial help.
ommend it to Congress for enactment."
He
can
get
it
from none but the live Freethinkers
After having declared that there is no need for
of
the
United
States. We ought to hav a permafurther Sunday legislation in the District, this "adnent
bureau
at
Washington, and that we shall hav
viser" of the commissioners has not the moral
as
soon
as
we
can
perfect our organization suffibackbone to unreservedly tell them that they should
ciently
and
raise
the
needed funds. Can not some
not recommend the bill to Congress. On the conour
Freethought
attorneys
go to Washington and
of
trary, he intimates that they would do-well to ask
for· its passage, for it is in "good form !" Then help Mr. Putnam T The agents of the theocrats are
look at his plea :for Sunday laws ! "Sunday laws swarming there. Ministers and bishops are pulling
are not based on the idea that it is immoral or irre" the wires that move the legislators of the natiun.
ligious to labor" on Sunday, he says. But that is When the first Sunday bill for the .District was
just what they are based on, and the very bill he is pending, the chairman of the sub-committee of the
talking about is distinctly said to be for the protec- Committee on the District of Columbia was warned
tion of "worship." Of course we know that the that if he reported the bill unfavorably he would
word "protection" should be "promote," for gen- not go back to Congress. He did hand in an aderal laws, applicable to ·all days alike, are ample for verse report, and he did not go back to Congress.
the protection of worship. He indulges in the Such are the influences that secure the enactment of
ordiaary cant about "rest" and the "laborer." religious laws. Freethinkers! stiffen the backbones
These are simply the mask-words of the theologians. of your Representative and Senators.
Send for protests against the two Sunday bills.
Adequate rest for all can easily be secured without
interfering with the Sunday liberty of the people.
Moore, Southgate, and Kentucky Law.
By dividing workmen into relays all can get one day's
Charles
C. Moo:~;e, of the .Blue Grass Blade,
rest in seven, or even more, without resort toreshould
hav
little difficulty in showing the court and
ligious laws. The Leavenworth (Kansas) Standard,
jury
that
the
charge of "blasphemy" is not in harcommenting upon our previous arguments touching
mony
with
the
letter and spirit of the Kentucky
this matter, well and tersely says: "This arrangeThat
instrument says:
constitution.
ment provides in fact all that is asked for and goes
" Section 1. All men are by nature free and equal and
further, and accomplishes a still greater good, as it
will giv employment to one-seventh more men in hav certain inherent rights, among which may be reckoned:
2. The right of worshiping God almighty accord·
the United States, probably somewhere near a ing"Sec.
to the dictates of their consciences.
quarter of a million [on railroads]. It remains to
"Sec. 4. The right of freely communicating their
be seen whether the advocates [of Sunday laws] are thoughts and opinions.
"Sec. 5. No preference shall ever be given by law to
honest or dishonest. If honest they will accept
the amendment. If dishonest tricksters and frauds any religious sect, society, or denomination; nor to any
particular creed, mode of worship, or system of ecclesithey will refuse to do so."
astical polity; nor shall any person be compelled to atWhen Mr.- Thomas weeps for the poor laborers in tend any place of worship, to contribute to the erection
the "heated rooms and close quarters of large or maintenance of any such place, or to the salary or
cities," he forgets that they are the ones who would support of any minister of religion; nor shall any man be
suffer most severely from a Sunday law which compelled to send his child to any school to which he
may be conscientiously opposed; and the civil rights,
should stop the running of Sunday trains and privileges, or capacities of no person shall be taken away,
street cars. Sunday is the only day in which most or in any wise diminished or enlarged, on account of his
of th.em can get into the country or to the seashore. belief or disbelief of any religious tenet, dogma, or teachNo one disputes the fact that the laborer pursues ing. No human authority shall, in any case whatever,
his occupation with renewed vigor and cheerfulness control or interfere with the rights of conscience."
Rev. Mr. Southgate can get little comfort from
after he rests, but we fail to see that this calls for
a law compelling him to sleep at night, or that it Sections 4 and 5. But this is not all. Mr. Moore
necessitates that all workmen rest at the same time. was a witness for 'the state when a man named
Bush was on trial for the murder of a Miss Van
Either conclusion would be ridiculous.
It is evident that the attorney for the District of Meter. The case was appealed on the ground that
Columbia was embarrassed by the problem pre- Moore was a blasphemer and his testimony incomsented to him, which was to so decide as to please petent in any court. The Court of Appeals susboth the friends and foes of Sunday laws. Sunday tained the verdict, saying, "It is highly improper
statutes are not enacted to enforce morality, he to ask a witness his religious beliefs or unbeliefs."
avers. Then he pleads for them in order to giv the That is right to the point.
Of Rev. Mr. Southgate, the Nicholasville (Kenlaborer a day of rest (which he can hav without
them), after which he says that he sees no necessity tucky) .Democrat remarks:
"The preacher who thinks he has a right to stand up
for the bill in question, and he winds up by telling
the Commissioners that if they think the '' District before his handful of ethnological curiosities and express
stands in need of further moral legislation the pres- his scandalous belief and exercises the right to blast
every man who does not swallow his prima facie absurdent bill appears to be in good form "! But as this ities, thinks the month of these blasted should be sealed,
bill seeks to secure a more rig d observance of Sun- that they should be locked up because he cannot successday laws, and as Sunday laws are, according to his fully controvert them with logic, reason, and common
argument, not moral, but economic or sanitary stat- sense; he appeals to brute force like a Goth with a clubor a policeman with a clamper. _. · ·
utes, how does he establish the truth of the assev"He has made big money by seizing the natural aderation that the adoption of this bill would giv the vantages in land and town lots and belongs to that gang
District more moral legislation T
of Bedouins of the desert who Tide in advance and seize
the water and when the famishing people come up they
The Christian amendment is scotched, not killed. must shell out or die of thirst; the same crowd who hate
It is almost safe to say that it will not revive auf_ Thomas Jefferson's doctrin that the earth belongs in
ing this session of Congress. Yet the Senate com- usufruct to the living."
The Blade is to he published by the American
mittee may force it again upon the attention of the
country. It will hav to be watched. Watching Press Association of Cincinnati and a large edition
will probably be all that is necessary, just now. At will be run off and sold through the news com.
present the real struggle is over the two Sunday panies. Perhaps Mr. Southgate some day will come
bills. Let every Freethinker in the country write to understand that persecution does not pay in this
to the members of the committees wLich hav the age-that every attempt to suppress but scatters
bills on their files. Do not fail to do this. It will more widely the seed of that which the persecutor
be the most ~:ffectiv kind of protest. If the bills are would destroy by brute force.

Colonel Ingersoll may be interested to know that
the Woman's Christian Temperance Union of the
District has indorsed the Kyle bill, on the ground
that under it the Ingersoll Sunday evening lectures
may be stopped.
The Gallinger-Moree bill was referred to the
Commissioners of the District for examination and
consideration, and they handed it over to the attorney for the District, Mr. S. T. Thomas, who has
made his report. The attorney refers to old-time
Sunday laws, including some of those in force in
England, and remarks that in most . of the states
of the Union there is legislation on the subject,
" following, as a rule, the lines of the general act of
29th Charles II." He speaks of the Massachusetts
law on Sunday traveling, and observes that in several states the number of Sunday trains on railways
is limited by statute. He also alludes to the Pennsylvania law and its wide scope. Next, h:e summarizes the Sunday laws now in force in the District, which are the provisions of the Maryland acts
of 1723 and 1780, and the act of Congress of July
29, 1892: This last is for the preservation of the
public peace and order, and provides for the punishment of the disturbers of a religious congregation. Of course this end is legitimate, but to
secure it no special law for Sunday is required, and
neither should a congregation be held to be "disturbed" by the pursuit of the ordinary vocations
and avocations of the people on Sunday any more
than on any other day. More than this-no law
should be framed for the protection of "religious "
congregations. All public assemblages should share
in the protection given by the state or city.
Attorney Thomas says further that the police regulations of the District make it unlawful to sell newspapers after 10:30 A.M. of Sunday, and also require
barber shops to be kept closed on that day. From
all we hav quoted it would appear that the Sunday
laws of the District need to be liberalized rather
than to receive a new infusion of bigotry and proscription. In addition to the statutes already mentioned, there is a law of Congress approved March
3, 1893, regulating the sale of liquor on Sunday.
Mr. Thomas thinks that there is no need for additional Sunday legislation- saying that the number
of arrests on Sunday are thirty per cent less than
on other days. He particularly objects to the
clauses in the Gallinger-Moree bill against entertainments and prohibiting music in funeral processions.
But after all this he finds it necessary to "cast an
anchor to windward," and this is the way he tries
to get on the good side of the clerics:
·
" Sunday laws are not based on the idea that it is
immoral or irreligious to labor on the Sabbath day,
but on grounds of public charity, in order to protect
all persons from the physical and moral debasement
which comes from uninterrupted labor. Such laws are
merciful and beneficial, especially to the poor and dependent, to laborers and mechanics in factories, workshops, and the heated rooms and close quarters of great
cities. The keeping one day in seven as a time of relax- reported favorably, it will be necessary to write also
A Catalog of the Truth Seeker Company's pnblicatiiJJll
.
!'tion and reflection, as well as for public worship, is to the Representativ from your district and to your sent free to any addreBB,
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wh? try to earn an honest penny on Sunday.'' The
A.bout Our Dooks.
Umted States are overrun with the same species of
We hav j nat printed new editions of the following
pests.
·
works:
''Martyrdom of Man," by Winwood Reade. This is the
A. W. Shatford volunteers this about two of the ninth edition of this splendid work, and since we hav rebooks on the shelves of the Truth Seeker Company : duced the price (to $1), to meet the times, we hav sold
them faster than ever before.
.. I am now reading 'Right Living.' As a guide book
''Lay Sermons," by Ool. Ingersoll. This little tract is
to good conduct it is worth all the Bibles that were ever a sort of exposition of Mr. Ingersoll's opinion on social
printed. Every page bristles with common sense and the
Price 5 cents.
~centiv to nobler action and a better life taught therein matters.
'' Self-Oontraructions of the Bible," by William Henry
1s the correct one. I would recommend Miss Wixon's
book to those Freethinkers who delay. paying their Burr. This edition is we-don't-know-how-many thoutheir subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER. It should be sandth. The Boston Ohristian crank, Hastings, has got
put into. the hands of the groWing sons and daughters in out a "reply" to it, but it's like "Lambert's Notes on
Ingersoll "-no reply at all. There can't be any reply.
every household. I would also strongly recommend
Two and two can never to be made to count five, no matter
' Pleasn~e and Progress, ' It too is a grand book."
what the pions necessities of the case. Price of "SelfOontradictions," 15 cents.
The Lutheran church of Madisonville, Ohio,
"Orimes of Preachers." A list of the clerics who hav
sends a memorial to Congress against the Christian been caught, so far as we could discover from a necessaramendment. The memorial is signed by the pastor ily limited reading of newspapers. And we are still catchand two hundred communicants. Scores of other ing" them. Most of them are guilty of ministerial conduct. wi~h the sisters, and it makes queer reading,
Lutheran churches are doing likewise. The Lu- cons1dermg what they pretend to be. Like Breckinridge,
therans are putting rival Christian bodies to shame. of pions fame, the ministers are great boys with the girls,
But the Cincinnati Post is, of course, mistaken in and several thousands of them deserve an overcoat of exits statement that this protest of the Madisonville ceptional adhesivness and flaft'iness.
Remsburg's five little five-cent tracts are good missionchurch is the first presented to Congress against
ary documents, and the people use them freely. " Dethe amendment. Thousands of names from Free- cline of Faith," " Protestant Intolerance," "Washingthinkers and others hav been received by both ton an Unbeliever," '' J eft'erson and Franklin " ditto,
houses.
hav each sold into the thousands, as well as " Sabbath
Breaking."
"There is. a family in Oregon which has a peculiar
''Old Testament Stories Oomically lllnstrated" still goes
religions faith. They work for six years and rest the and is still agoing fast. The edition just printed was two
whole of the seventh year, They base their religion on .thousand, and we shall .hav to print another in a week or
the Bible, and claim that all other religions are false.''- two. Agents are doing exceptionally well with this book.
Oleveland News and Herald.
It sells to almost everybody who sees it. One man sold
And they are right; all religions are false which thirty-six copies in six hours-an average of one each ten
claim to base Sabbath observance upon the Bible minutes. Another sold eleven in two hours, and another
a dozen in half a day. It's a great book for fun as well as
and yet fail to keep the seventh-year Sabbath. The for solid argument, sound sense, and historical research
biblical sanction for the yearly rest is precisely into Old Testament history. The price is still $1 because
the same as for the weekly rest. · If. it is anti- we can't make it cheaper.
Paine's •· A~e of Reason" is a book that sells more
scriptural to work and play on· the seventh day
and
more as the years roll by. New editions of it are so
(first day, the Sundayite now says) of the week, it
frequent that we forget to mention them. It bas probis equally anti-scriptural to work and play in the ably made more Infidels than any other one book.
seventh year. These Oregon people are genuin Price 25 cents, and if anyone wants to distribute a hunJews; the Sabbath Observance Union agitators are dred around the neighborhood to make more Infidels we
will let them go at a loss. It will come back to us in
hybrids.
good works.
"Thumbscrew and Rack," by George Macdonald is in
'' A dispatch from Uganda says the British hav declared
the
second edition and on the third thousand already.
war against King Kabaraga of U nyoro, because of his
aggressivness against King Toro, the ruler of a tribe It's a great eye-opener and every Freethinker who wants
friendly to the British. Kabaraga, who is a powerful to help along should buy a dollar's worth and giv them
chief, resented the erection upon his territory of several away.
"The Bible Inquirer," by Andrew Jacobson had long
British forts, and sent an army to punish Toro, who permitted the forts to be built. In consequence, a British been out of print till we purchased plates and copyright
force, consisting of Nubian soldiers under the command from the author, but jnd~ing from the way they are sell~
of Oaptain Owen, has been sent to meet Kabaraga's ing it was a great mistake to allow it to lie idle. It has
army. Oaptain Owen has with him a Maxim gun, and done good and will tlo more in our hail.ds, for we intend
Kabaraga's army is large and well armed. Desperate to circulate it extensivly. Price 25 cents.
" Sister Lucy," a reTelation of the way things are
fighting is expected."
done in convents, is in its tenth or twelfth thousand. It
Methodist Times.
Christian nations seem much more ready to hits particularly at the Roman Oatholic church, and hits
" civilize " the people of Africa with Maxim guns hard. Price 10 cents.
"Church Property " will eoon be ready for de- than with Christian maxims. By the way, what
Last, but not least, our new Oatalog. The descriptions
livery. The first orders received will, of course, be would be the feeling in England and the action of of the books in it are as good as some more pretentious
the first filled. We hope to send out within the the English government if France should cross the missionary leaflets, and it has the merit of being the
next three months at least ten thousand copies of Channel and erect several French forts upon cheapest of all. We hav given away several thousands
and are willing and anxious to giv away more. Send for
this compendium of facts and arguments.
British territory! Is there, indeed, so much differ- it, read it, and yon are bound to buy some books, which
ence between six and one-half dozen, and hav helps us along wonderfully. The Oatalog is free, and
Christianity is always a civilizing influence, and "sa.vages" no rights which the followers of the the books it advertises are all good and chea-p.
it is getting in its work in _excellent shape in South " Prince of Peace" are bound to respect ?
A queer little book that we hav published for the author,
Baron Harden Hickey, is "Euthanasia; or the Ethics of
Africa. London Truth says that the authorities at
Suicide." We don't recommend its doctrin, but it is a
Johannesburg decreed that no Kaffir may walk on
A meeting of considerable interest to Free- little startling to find that a great many philosophers hav
the pavement with white men. More than two thinkers will be the "American Congress of Liberal looked upon suicide as a legitimate method of avoiding
hundred KaffirA have received ten lashes each for Religious Societies," to be held in Chicago in May. trouble. They ought to hav known better. Price 50
violating the "law," of which they were probably The call is issued by those who believe in the cents.
Elizabeth Oady Stanton says that the cause of woman
ignorant. The" cat" with which the whipping was "great law and life of love " and who desire "a
snft'rage
is making great progress in New York state,
done was first steeped in brine, and after the lash- nearer and more helpful fellowship in the social,
That is good, but if she wants to know what progress
ing salt water was thrown over the victim's lacer- educational, industrial, moral, and religious thought woman herself has made in the last four centuries she
ated back.
and work of the world." The signers to this call should read Miss Wixon's latest pamphlet on the subject,
being her speech at the International Oongress of FreeOf course English "respectability" is greatly include preachers, rabbis, lecturers, editors, and thinkers held at Ohicago last October. Price 10 cents.
distressed by all talk which hints at the deposition other representative of Congregational, Unitarian,
of the reigning family, and it is likewise deeply Universalist, and independent Christian churches,
FBANKLIN STEINER is arranging for a trip thrt:mgh
concerned for the preservation of the "Sabbat_b.. •' Jewish congregations, and one Freethought maga- Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, the Dakotas, and Wisconsin.
A short time since the Prince of Wales was in zine. A few of the more prominent signers are Liberals in those states wishing lectures should address
him to box 882, Des )loines, Ia.
Paris, and Ifigaro reports that he spent a Sunday Revs. H. W. Thomas, E. L. Rexford, M. J. Savage,
evening at the Renaissance Theater and applauded W. E. Copeland, P. R. Frothingham, Frederick A.
J. E. REMBBUBG has been lecturing in Nebraska. He
the play. At the close of the third act he visited Hinckley, Jenkin Lloyd Jones, Mary A. Safford, spoke in Peru, April 12th; Elkhorn, 13th; HoopAr, 14th
and 15th; Olearwater, 16th; Fremont, 18th and 19uh;
the room of Sarah Bernhardt, whom he felicitated Celia P. Wooley; Rabbis E. G. Hirsch, Joseph North Bend, 20th; Wahoo, 21st and 22nd; Orete, 23d;
Silverman,
K.
Kohler,
Henry
Cohen,
Louis
GrossOooke 24th, 25th, and 26th. He is billed for t!t. Joseph,
both on her admirable acting and on her choice of
Mo., April 29th, and Huron, Kan., May 1st. He then
the fine drama, "Izeyl." This is a drama in which man; Messrs. William Salter, Francis W. Parker, goes to Missouri, where he has the followin~ list of apPaul
Carus,
B.
0.
Flower,
H.
L.
Green,
Henry
D.
pointments: Warrensburg, May 6th (2 P.M.); Kansas
Buddha is substituted for Jesus and the Magdalene.
Oity, 6th (8P.M.); Liberal, 7th; Ava, 8th and 9th; Siloam
The London If reethinker asks, "What will English Lloyd, J. G. Schurman; Bertha Honore Palmer, Springs, lOth; West PlaiDB, 11th; Dixon, 12th and 13th.
Prof.
John
Fiske.
About
two
hundred
names
p.re
Sprin¢ield, 14th; Jo:plin1 l(ith a~d 16th; Ohanute(Kan.)1
Sabbatarians say to this.!" and answers: "Why,
17th; Belton, 18th,
·
·
they will go on prosecuting barbers and new~:~boys ~~ottached to the call,

Rev. Hugh Price Hughes still doggedly refuses
to take notice of Editor Foote's complete exposure
of the " Atheist Shoemaker " story, except by the
continued circulation of Mr. Holyoake's alleged
"vindication.'' But Mr. Hughes does not find his
course approved by all of his own denomination.
The Crusader, a Methodist paper, declares that the
time has come when his brethren must stimulate
Mr. Hugll.es "to meet t-he grave impeachment upon
his veracity and good faith." The Crusader continues:
"This necessity is the more lU'gently laid upon Methodists because of Mr. Hughes's well-known mental incapacity to admit a mistake except under the most overwhelming pressure. Indeed it is difficult to recollect any
instance in which he has ever frankly and unreservedly
done so. It is enough, however, to. say that he must refute
the charges now made against him if he is to continue to
hold his place in the Methodist connection. · · · Mr.
Holyoake's investigation and report carry no judicial
weight for the most obvious reasons. The plaintiff was
no party to the inquiry, which was secretly instituted behind his back by friendly arrangement with the defendant. · · · The charges against Mr. Hughes's veracity
and good faith are no longer the charges of .merely Mr.
Foote, the Secularist, but of the Methodist father and
brothers of the dead man.
· These relations of
the alleged Atheist Shoemaker state that the greater part
of Mr. Hughes's book is utterly false, and they flU'niBh
the moat explicit evidence, demolishing statement after
statement for which Mr. Hughes assumed the fullest responsibility."
The Crusader also says that Mr. Foote's proposal
for a court of honor is " most fair and reasonable.''
It remarks that Mr. Hughes is "seldom hampered
by inconvenient candor," refers to the "inborn
meanness " of some of his actions in connection
with this matter, and declares that Mr. Foote "has
presented evidence with respect to his allegations
amply establishing a prima facie case. He has
not merely asserted but is prepared to prove his
charges." This Methodist paper closes its article
on Price Hughes's veracity and the alleged "investigation'' with these stinging words :
"The Atheist Shoemaker is not the first, nor the second, nor the third public statement which Mr. Price
Hughes has put forth and failed to substantiate. This
time silence will not avail him. He must refute the present charges or descend from his place as a religions
teacher. Is the 'Atheist Shoemaker·• a true story? Or
is it one of the most contemptible 'pions frauds' which
members of the chnrcli in whose supposed interest it
was launched ought to be the foremost to expose and
condemn?"
We suggest that the Literary .JJigest find room
for a summary of the Crusader's article, since it so
early printed .a gist of Mr. Holyoake's letter in the
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" The church" is Christianity, and Christianity is f either dumb, or what she says is wrong. Red~
"the church." Or, if not identical, they are Siam- handed .with a million murders, and still ·profiting.
ese twins, and neither can long drag around the by robbery, she has no moral message for the men
dead body of the other.
of to-day, much less for the future.
"Christianity Outside the Churches."
To
speak
of
"Christianity
outside
the
churches"
A. F. HutiLT_ON.
I.
(coNCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)
The above is the amusing heading of an " open is to use self-contradictory language. The unbroken
letter" in t.he September number of the Century, by traditions of more than a thousand years of Christhe Rev. Dr. Wm. Chauncey Langdon. The ami- tian teaching is that outside the church there is no }'reethought and Secular Notes from England.
SUNDAY LIBERTY.
able doctor does not intend it to be amusing. Quite Christianity.
The fanatics of " The Lord's Day Observance
When we play fast and loose with language, we
the contrary. Nor does it signify to him and his
stultify ourselvs. There is one way to find out Society " are again at their bigoted .wor~. For
like what those outside the churches see in it.
Dr. Langdon's thought (how kind in him to say what a word means, and it is-not to evolve it from some time past they hav been endeavoring to comit!) is that there are some good men outside the the depths of our consciousness. We cannot make pel those whose custom it is to keep their shops
churches. It is evidently a new idea to him. He an unreality real simply by giving it a familiar name. open for a few hours on Sunday mornings to close
was doubtless trained, as all clergymen are, to re- Words are not things. "They are the counters of and also to suppress the sale of newspapers in th~'
gard Infidels as the enemies of the human race. wise men, the money of fools." Most men are the streets on that day. Now they propose to take
legal action against two gentlemen who officiated
But he cannot quite shut his eyes to the facts of his slaves of names, as they were in Hobbes's time.
Let these reverend doctors emancipate themselvs. as chairmen for the L"eed's "Sunday Lecture Sotime. He shows no acquaintance with the writings
of the great Freethinkers, but there is a good deal Let them escape from the confusion of thought ciety." The idea of lectures and music on Sundays,
of thinking, more or less free, done nowadays inside which blinds them to the obvious implications of unconnected with a church, appears to be a very
the churches. Th~:~ reverend doctors are saying the truths they now see. :tet them attach clear shocking spectacle to Christian men! Pehaps these
things that would hav got men into jail fifty years and definit meanings to the words they use. They enlightened (T) members of the Sabbatar1an Soago, and into the fire three hundred years ago. I>r will then, if they are honest, come out from an in- ciety will next turn their attention to the famous
Langdon innocently thinks it safe to read and stitution whose teachings they reject, and join us in Baliol College at Oxford, w.here it is reported that
quote what the Rev. Freethink~r, D.D., says; but· open war upon it. They are probably injuring the on Sunday, March 4th, •• A Memorial Concert to
let him beware. He quotes some very heterodox church as much by fighting it from the inside, but Professor. Jowett" was given. The artists were
expressions from Rev. Dr. Newman Smvth ("Per- to injure the church is not the: only nor the para- selected from the best talent available in London,
sonl11 Creeds") and Professor Bruce ("Kingdom of mount duty of the hour. To tear down the church and the concert commenced with a requiem, the
God "). " There is now a goon del11 of unformu- is a means, not an end. The end is to build up words of which were chosen by the late master of
lated and even unbaptized Christianity in the righteousness, to inculcate loyalty to truth, not Baliol College himself. As far back as 1885 he gave
thought and life of men outside the church." "With "loyalty to truth and to Christ," to use Dr. Lang- his permission for such concerts to be held, and the
a high sense of moral honor they prefer to go with- don's absurd phrase, but loyalty to truth, Christ or performances bav not been confined to sacred muout any belief in a divine plan of salvation rather· no Christ. The end is to set mankind free, and sic. "Sabbath desecration" is winked at when
than to profess belief in some conceptions which loyalty to truth is freedom. The end is to E)stablish carried on in high circles, but according to orthodox
take no activ hold on their experience of life." justice among men, and liberty is justice. Truth, notions it must not be permitted among the hum" Instead of claiming for the church that within it Freedom, Justice, these three are one ; here is a bler classes.of sciety. Yet Christians prate about
alone is salvation to be found, earnest men are Holy Trinity which all men may worship without the brotherhood of man, and that all Dlen ar.e
0 Christian consistency, where is thy
more inclined to ask whether salvation is to be fear, without idolatry, without superstition, without equal.
blu~;h 1 These fanatics of the "Lord's day., are too
found in it at all, and does not rather consist in mutual rate.
Dr. Langdon shows more kindness of heart than late with their suppressiv measures, even in "Chrisescapin~ from its influence." And more to the
clearness
of head when he applies the name "Chris- tian England." We hav s"ome freedom, and we
same effect.
This guileless and garrulous D.D. seems uncon- .tians" to "them that are without" (his name for intend not only to retain what we hav; but we are
scious that he is telling an open secret, and un- those usually stigmatized as "Infidels" by hia resolved to hav more in spite of the church and its
Mental freedom has
aware that the facts he witnesses are premonitions brother theologians). That title we must in candor narrow-minded followers.
disclaim.
We
do
not
know,
and
we
fear
our
friends
been
too
dearly
purchased
for
us to sacrifice it upon
of
do not, in what sense they use the word Christian the altar of theological prejudice and of priestly
" The tempest of the twilight of all gods,
And sundown of the spirit that was man."
when they apply it to those who reject all that the despotism.
The word
"The church " is going to reform, he thinks, and world has ever called Christianity.
THE ROMAN INDEX.
then these good men now standingouf,side will come has never been extensivly used in any sense that
St. George M~vart's "Happiness in Hell " having
in. "When the churches," he says, " or any one of will permit us to call ourselvs Christianll. Not only
them, by her leaders and representativ men, shall, so, but it calls up too many associations that excite been impounded, public attention has been forcibly
with honest and manly candor, court criticism and the our horror and indignation, and we cannot strip it directed to the proceedings of the holy 1Roman
most searching trial of all things which may hav be- of those associations, however sincerely we may office for the protection of sound doctrin and the
saving of the souls of the faithful from the perils
come unreal, when they manifest a sincere devotion, wish to do so.
The word may not perish with the thing it now of heretical opinions. A writer in the Cornhilt
above all things else, to Christ's Christianity, even
should the theologicl11 traditions of their past be describes. It may cease to be synonymous with Magazine for March devoted considerable attention
convicted of err01·, in the new light of truth, and superstition and. bigotry, with hate and war and to this ancient and sacred office. He quoted from ·
the customs and methods and e!Jclesiastical life, persecution, with the holy Inquisition, w1th rack and John Milton's historic defense of liberty, where he
which are now taken for granted, of unreality by dungeon and fire, with absurd and horrible dogmas, says the Catholic church thought it had the key of
the new revelation ; when any church thus illus- with hell and damnation. It has survived already the press as. well as the key of paradise. This .
trates its supreme loyalty to truth and to Christ, a thousand changes of meaning. The Christianity generation needs to be reminded of the stormy past,
then those who now stand so utterly apart, in their that sent millions of witches, Jews, and unbelievers when men had to fight for liberty of speech and
pen against the most unscrupulous foe that progress
own loyalty to both, will return by one and another, to death is already dead, as extinct as
has ever had to encounter. If the ruling powers of
and at last in 1locks, to ecclesiastical allegiance."
"Those monsters of the prime
Rome stop the circulation of the writings of. one of
And in this hope he is encouraged by Dr. Smyth
That tare each other in their slime."
and Professor Bruce. He quotes the latter as folTo each of the multitude of wranglin sect; which its own friends and supporters at the present time,
lows : "If, as both faith and philosophy attest, illustrate Christian love by hating om. another, the we can readily credit the enormities laid to their
Christianity be the absolute religion, perennial be- word has a different meaning, and new sects are charge at a period when freedom was feeble·· and
cause perfect, not destined to be superseded by constantly making confusion worse confounded. defenseless. lt is curious to find how little is known '
any better, because better is impossible, it must be Is not Briggsism a kind of religion heretofore un- among the masses of the proceedings of this church
able to shake itself clear of whatever hampers the known! Perhaps this is the new revelation spoken and how indifferent most people are in reference to
free expression of its eternal vitality. · · · The of by Dr. Langdon,
its power. 'rhe professed zeal for freedom on the
need of a new hour of emancipation is a prophecy
Again I say, let us not be the dupes of words. part of the members of the Roman church when ·
of its coming."
When Professor Bruce speaks of Christianity as they are in a minority is calculated to blind SOLI e
I hav quoted thus extensivly to show the spirit of "the absolute religion, perennial because perfect," persons' eyes as to the character of the enemy in
these writers. In the whole article the word " In- he uses language that is unintelligible to those who our midst. "Put not your trust in princes " should '
fidel " does not once occur. When doctors of divin- take the word in its ordinary sense or in any sense be supplemented by "Put not your trrist in a
ity can speak of those who reject their creeds with- sanctioned by usage. Nothing that is now called church that takes upon itself to deci: e what people .
may or may not read." ·It is essential to the happiout shooting the poisoned arrows of vituperation, or has been called by that name can be perennial.
that fact is itself a prophecy of the coming of " a
Christianity is doom?d. In the same number of ness and advancement of the world that this, like
new hour of emancipation." Our war with such the Century with Dr. Langdon's "Open Letter" is all other churches, should be kept in check and that
men as these is not to the death. They are friends an article by G. E Woodberry, in which he speaks all its deformities should be constantly exposed to
in disguise. But to "the church " they are wolves (p. 682) of " the modern malady of incredulity " I the gaze of every generation. What Roman Catho- ·
in sheep's clothing-traitors mining the citadel from will not quarrel here with the phrase. I wish to lies would do with Freethinkers if they were in
within.
point out that the "malady" is contagious and in- power may be judged from what they hav recently
In their admissions we read the doom of " the curable, and its inevitable spread means the inevit- been guilty of in Spain towards their fellow
hristians. Chapels belonging to Protestants hav
church." All that the most radical Freethinkers able downfall of "the church." The ages of faith
hav been saving is here practically admitted by are forever gone. "The thoughts of men are been closed by order of the priests and in other
those who cl1ll themselvs Christians. But they are widened with the process of the suns."
cases those Christians not belonging to the Cathu·
unconscious traitors. They do not mean to stab
The world will dispense with Christianity because lie religion hav been compelled by order of the
their mother. It is a case of confusion of thought, it can no longer believe, and will not much longer Roman Catholic prefect to enter their places of
and we are just beginning to realize how common pretend to believe.
worship through a small door in an adjoining house
·
that is among men. They are the dupes of names.
The world will dispense with Christianity because and to leave the doors open during the holding of
They pl~tinly see that something is wrong with" the it cannot dispense with righteousne8!3. I need not the service. As Shakspere says, ''Can these things
church;" that, as Dr. Briggs says in the Forum catl1log here the crimes of "the church," nor dwell come upon us like a summer's ·cloud, and not com-:
(quoted in the Springfield Republican), "the upon her dark and cruel and bloody history. What mand our special wonder!"
church has lost the confidence of the people in its needs to be insisted on is that now, though shorn
ability to to teach them the truth, and in its author- of her power and held in awe by public opinion,
A BOLD PROTEST.
ity as a divine institution." But they fail to see she is the prolific mother of evils innumerable.
The teachers of the various board schools hav, as
that the distinction between "the church " and She blocks the progress of mankind. On many of a body, sent jn their protest against any inquisito"Christianity" is a distinction without a difference. the most momentous questions of the time she is rial investigation being made as to their religious

{Som:m:un'ioat'ions.
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opinions, and which certainly would be made if the
unique proposal of the clerical party were carried
out. Such a policy could only be invidious and
detrimental to the authority of the teachers in the
schools. For those· who cannot teach the new
"principles " are to " stand aside " nnd let others
perform their duties. The fact is that the only
policy of state schools that commends itself to practical and unbiased minds is that of secular education. What is taught at the expense of all should
be that upon which all are agreed. What the state
requires, and what it has a right to demand for the
money it expends on education, is that the best instruction shall be given to children with a view of
preparing them for good and useful citizens. It
appears to me that the only way out of this diffi
culty is to send members to the school board, at the
election in next November, who are not suffering
from theology on the brain. It is therefore a. hopeful, sign to see that organized efforts are beingmade to select persons ,who are in favor of secular
education as candidates for seats on the school
board at the coming election.
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They tried almost every expedie~t that human ·inFreethought Progress.
genuity could invent to keep the peo11le from atRobert G. Inl!'ersoll's lectnres, '' Tbe Gods" and '' 'l'he
tending my lectures. Each Sunday they would Ghosts." are published by P. C. Wezel, Haarlem, Holrefer to my lectures, either directly or indirectly; land. Both translationR. which are excellent, are accomthey advised the young women to rather "marry a panied by a preface by Vineta.
drunkard, a gambler, or a burglar, than to marry
Portugal is announced t." be on the vere:e of a revoluan Infidel." They employed women to "whistle tion. ·The propaganda of FrPetbonj!'ht and republicanism
praises to God," but they failed to accomplish their as oTganized by Mogelhaes Lima and Prof. T. Braga is
bearing fruit. That evl'n thEI king thinks harvest time is
purpose.
is eviaP""C"il ,by the fact that he has just got his life inSo desperate did the clergy become that at one n«>Br
sured for $200,000.
of the regular meetings of the Ministerial Alliance
Wf' are the recipient of severBI copies of tbe two Libthe matter of my lectures was fully discussed and
the following resolution was unanimously adopted: Pra.l HPhrew journals, -Frei" Arbei~er <'itimme and The
Union ZeitU"'fl. We mention this simply as a matter of
WHERBA.I', An Infidel of some note is in town, lectnr- courtesy. and to show our readerR tbat even the countryin!! on Infidelity in tbe Board of Trade Hall every Sun- men of JE>sns 1--nv heard of THE TRUTH Sl!IEX:mR, ann wish
day _ni!Zht, and otherwise raising the devil; and as many to exchange. Wbal. the papers contain we do not know,
Chr1Bt1an people hav bel'n lured to this place both bv BB our linguistic knowledge does not embrace Hebrew.
curiosity and invitation we find that we are not doing
ennngb to counteract these evil infinE>ncee; therefore, be it
The annual rE~port of "Cercle des Soirees popnlaires
R•sol-ved. That each member of this Alliance shall rationalistes," of Brussels, Becinm, is at hand. DnriPg
make it his Epecial duty to go out to the highways and ·the past yE~ars the societ:v h1-1ld 9 special meeting~. 28
byways of Wichita and vicinity fo preach the true go10pel committee meetings, 20 person& joined. 10 resigned to
of Christ, as did the disciples of old, to rescue the people form a new Freethonght society, 5 secular baptisms and
from this snare into which they are rapidly falling.
onA marriage were celebrated; of excursions and conferabout a dozen were held. Besides this the 9ociety
The preachers did get out. They set up their ences
took part in two national Freethonght congresses, a restands upon the street corners in a vain attempt to ception to the orphans of Campins, IW.d several political
THE RATIONALIST PRESS COMMITTEE.
manifestations, and ore:anized a dramatic comPany which
This committee, which for severlil years hav been drag people into their churches with a theological played to larg'e audiences in Brussels as well as other
harness
around
their
necks.
On
the
contrary,
the
doing some valuable work, hav just issued their
places. The Belgian Freethinkers can be proud of such
·
"Fourth Annual Report,'' from which we learn that pr6achers became the laughing stock of the com- a society.
munity. One of these meetings was in progress;
during the past year, "quietly and unostentaF11brnary 2Sd the 'fund contributed by Snanish Freeand the sky-pilot who had been selected to take the
tiously, they hav been pursuing their special work,
leading Jlart happened to be making his address to thinkers toward the erection of a monument in Memory
and with a degree of success most marked and enthe late Ramnn Chies had reached the sum of 2, 147. Ofi
those present when up came five well-known of
pesetas. ·. ·. · Every once in a while the Catholic church
couraging." The report further states:
Infidels. The crowd now numbered just seventeen. or a church ~ocietv is excited by an art.icle in Las noThree supplements to Watts's Literary Guide hav Among the many bitter attacks upon Infidelity in minicales del Libre Pensamiento. This time it is the
been published, giving epitomes of Leslie Stephen's "An which the preacher indulged was the following central society of ''Padres de Familia," which ilenonnces
Agno~tic Apolol?y," Lecky's '' History of Rationalism,"
as immoral the many-times damPed organ of the excommunicated Demafilo (Fernanda Lozan), bAcanse he, in
and Renan 's "History of Israel." Wtth the approval of statement:
'' I would like to see Bob Ingersoll stretched very chaRte lane;nfl.l!'e, exposed a scan~al of the u~nal kind
subscribers the series will be continued. · These supple.
mente are special!v useful in drawing attention to the upon a rack. I would like to see the thumbscrews in the cathedral of Santiago. ThA " PadreR de Familia"
works of cultured Rationalists, and are well aflapten for applied and twisted so tight that every struggle must be sonv that th«v attacked Las Dominicales, for in
its issue of Feb. 16, 1894, the latter devotes a whnle pagA
postal circulation a.nd gratuitous distribution. Tbe postal would stain the instruments with his blood."
to the polit.ic~, morals, and general good-for-nothingness
distribution of literatn.re, which the committee hav made
Thus is the true spirit of the clergy fully made of the " fathers."
a specialty, has attracted considerable :iJ.OtJce, and has
been the means of introducing our publication!! to a large manifest. Here is the true feeling of the orthodox
The church of Arila, Sw11den, is not troubled with.
circle who were formerly nnacqnainlilld wHh Rationalist Christian church toward all who dare oppose it.
views. The committee bav decided to iRene and extensivly. There is not a church in the land that is truly visitors. At t.he services bAld in it bn Christmas eve last
yPa.r there was hnt one at.t.enila.nt besides the cbnroh
circulate some leaflets exnlaining the Rationalist attitude
Christian that would not. gladly set up another In~ nflicial~. ~avs Eskilstnna IC.triren. ·. ·. · Lucifer, tbe
at the impending School Board elections in London.
quisition on its own account. And these are the Swedish Freethong-ht and Workingman's annual for 1894,
men who are now striving for further power by i~ beforA ns. As usual the number does great oredit to
WHAT FREETHINKERS ARE DOING HERE.
the publisher and editor. It contains several good porplaQing "God in the Constitution."
traits and engravings, and amon"' its f1rmtribntorl! it
As regards the education struggle, it has engaged
In addition to my work in Wichita, I hav paid t~onn+Awell-'~<nown Freethi11kers like ViktorE. Lennstrand,
the attention of the Executiv of the National Securegular visits to Benton, a little town in the next Dr. Knut Wicksell, and Mrs. A. Buge;e-Wicksell, Ernst.
lar Society, and it has been resolved to prepare and
county. It is but a small place, though full of Hellbor~?. Bjornstjerne Bjornson, Axel Danielsen; and
others. Tb'l price is about twenty-five cents. including
to issue to the general public a pamphlet dealing in
Liberals Go where you wm, the country round
a comprehensiv · manner with the relativ value of here seems to be alive with them. Remsburg has poehwe, and WA advise our Scandinavian subscriber~ to
RAnd for a copy to G. W. Wilhelmsson, Grefthnregatan
Secular and theological education. It has also been been over this ground befo-re me and the force of 19,
Stockholm, Sweden.
decided to run in London one or more of the mem~ his lectures in preparing the way has been immense.
Dr. Brunn WillE~, the speaker of tbe Free Religions
hers of the National Secular Society as candidates Each time I was favored with an audience of nearly
at the coming contest in November. It is import- one hundred and fifty people. Each time I was the Society of Berlin, is engag'ed in a violent oontroverAy
tbe pions school Buthoritii'R. They claim be sbonld
ant work that has to be done, and it will be entered guest c;>f "Uncle " Henrie, a sturdy old Freethinker with
bav a licensE~ to teach; be ~ays, No. The law is plainly on
upon in an earnest spirit and with a determination of eighty-six YElars. His son, Clark Henrie, to- the side of Dr. Bruno WillE~; bnt then, anything for the
to secure direct Secular representation on the Lon- gether with C. K. Robinson, H. Wolf, and many glory of God. ·. ·. · The childl'en of Free ReligionR padon School Board. The same thing will be done in more, go to swell the Freethought ranks. They are rents are by law excused from re<~eiving relil?ions instrnotion in tbe public sohools of Germany, but thiR does not
the provinces, and I hav a firm faith m the success all so activ and earne~:~t that even the one church prevent pinna ,flicials from denying tbiR rilrht, hut. someof the undertaking. In the lecturing field Free- can scarcely keep together.
t.imeR higb«>r courts sustain the law, as in thEI case of
Karl Brandt versus the magiFtrate of HallA, which was
thought is progressing. Mr. Foote and myself hav
Following this I had an engagement in Columbia, r<Jcently ne<>ided. ·. · · The National Congress of the
large and crowded audiences both in London and Oklahoma, to giv a series of three lectures, but an German Freetboneht Federation wiH be held at Koln am
also in the principal provincial towns. Besides, unlooked-for circumstance prevented my going. Rhein on May 12-15, 1894. ·. ·. · March 24th, on the
there is a. large staff of young and rising lecturers Just on the eve of my departl:Ire, when everything occasion of tbe sevent.ietb anniversary of Professor
who carry on regular outdoor propaganda. This had been got iB. readiness for the journey, news Biicbner's birtb. a Popular edition of his celebrated work,
plan of advocacy has proved highly satisfactory in was brought me of the death of one of our friends "Force and Matter," was published in Germany and
Holland.
enlisting recruits for the Freethought army. I hav in Andover, Kan. The parents, being Freethinkers,
just had a two nights' debate in Derby with. a most had expressed tbe wish that I should conduct the
Cremation is slowly but steadily gaining in public
intelligent Swedenborgian minister upon the "Im- services, and this bei.ag in full accord with the prin- favor. The United Statps has 16 crenHttories; England,
mortality of. the Soul." The audiences were exceed- ciples of the deceased, I gave up my appointment 2; Germnny, 3; Italy, 23. Tn Paris, Fronce, 45 cremations took plot"e in thEI year 1889, 121 in 1890, 134 in 1892.
ingly large and. orderly. I hav two other debates and attended this funeral.
and 159 in 1803, each cremation accc>rilin~ to thA wiPh of
arranged to take place in Scotland during May.
The deceased was Henry C. James, aged twenty- the family of thEI deceased. ·. ·. · The Tnrnerbnnd of
Mr. Foote has just concluded a most successful one years, the eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Fr~eman North Amerira, which is composed of our German fellowcitizens and Freet.hinkerP, is in sore straits. The Protesttour m Scotland.·
James. The funeral took place on March 27th, at ant MinisteriBl Association of Chicago bas hurll'd its
CHARLES wATTS.
the home of his parents. I gave two addresses, anathema against our unfortunate brethren by publish
one at the house and the other at the grave. Ow- ing a small book entitlPd, ~·Could .Teens be a Member of
the North American Tnrn11rbnnd?" Aocording to l11st
Sparks from the Lecture Field.
ing to the great popularity of the deceased, there information
received, flo Turner has been scared into the
were
nearly
three
hundred
people
in
attendance.
My three-months' engagement i~ the . city of
fold of the cbnrch and most likely never wm be. ·. •. ·
Wichita has terminated, and by the time tbts letter The young man had been an enthusiastic and con- We hav received Rodhungeren, 1\ Scanilinavi11n weekJy
publi~hPtl at Fere;ns Falls, Minn., by Torkel
is in print I shall be on the rounds again. My .ex- sistent Freethinker. While at college he refused newspaper
Oftelie and Ole E. Hagen. It adheres in its columns to
perience in Wichita has taught me that more lastmg to take part in the prayers, which brought him into ita mot.to : "Friked for Loke soavel som for Thor"
good can be done by such methods as these than a discussion upo_n the subject with the principal, a (Liberty for Loke as well as for Thor). PricEI $1.25 a
by taking a flying trip through the country and Professor Dyre. He also became involved in are" year. ·. ·. · "The mnnicipal bodieR of Ottawa, Hamilton,
other cities in Ontario, intend to co-operate in pregiving one or two lectures here and there. True, ligious controversy with the Methodist preacher at anif
sentin~ 11 petition to the legislature demandin!! the right
this expedient must be resorted to chiefly b?cau~e Wichita, wh~n again he stoutly defended his views. to tax the ground upon which ecclesiaetica1 edifice11
it is not possible to conduct such a campaign m He has written several short essays uPon religious (chnrcbes, parsonages, and schools) are erected," says a
e'{ery town. But if Liberals would only get. to- topics, also a little poem entitled "Religion," in correspondent of the Canada Revue.
gether and arrange to keep a lecturer in their town which he denounces it as a "bane and a curse."
Madame Mari11 DeraismeP, one of the most prominent
Death had no terrors for him. Death had been French
for two weeks" or a month they would soon realize
women Freethinkers and an avowed advocate of
robbed
of
its
st1ng.
He
died
true
.to.
his.
honest
woman's rights, died last month at Paris, at the ae-e of
the beneficial effects to the cause that would be
convictions. A life_ full of· noble qualii.ies enabled fift.v-nine yef>rs. She was the anth"r of several works on
sure to follow.
different snbjet"ts; from 1881 to 1884 she edited the jourI hav lecturAd · every Sunday evening in Wichita, him to look back upon his past without regret or nal
LP- RepubliNtin de Seine-et-Oise. She was a memfrom January 8th until April, and twice during the remorse. Like the calm, soft whispers of thEl vernal ber of vn.rinus Frefthongbt BI"Cieties and treasurer for
breeze,
he
fell
asleep
in
nature's
arms,
the
bounteComite a Etudes Moralefl. Her funeral, which was
week; and during the entire course .my audiences
hav fully maintained their stan.dard ~n both num- ous mother of all, his last words being: "Truth Rt.rictly secular. waR attended by all the prominent
Freethinkers of Paris, and by Reveral societies as
bers and enthusiasm. Never before m the church and justice shall couie at last."
such. ·. ·. · In France, when a Freethought societ:v
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
history of Wichita hav the clergy been .hrough~ to
gets too large a11 to territory represented by its
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
members, a branch society is invariably formed, so
such a pitch of activity to preserve thexr standing.
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that no excuse regarding time and distance can be
oftered by members not attending meetings regularly. The city of Amiens, which has about 80,000 mhabitants, had until of late three Freethonght BOCieties,
besides the Freemason lodges. This number, however,
was not sufficient, and last month a new society1 " !'Union
. Laigne," was founded, with a charter memoership of
twenty-four. •• ·. · According to Taine, there are
among the two million nominal Catholics in Paris oTer
thirteen years old 80,000 women and 20,000 men that are
Catholics; the others are pagans or Freethinkers. In the
provinces, one of every four women is a good Christian,
but only one of every twelve men.· ·. ·. · Everything
points to a great battle at the coming French elections
between the Freethinkers and Freemasons on one side
and the church on the other. Never before were French
Freethinkers so activ. ·. ·. · Our friend Mr. C. Cilwa has
again resumed the activ editorship of La Verite, and all
letters and exchanges are to be addressed to Monsieur C.
Cilwa, 172 Faubourg St. Honore, Paris. ·. ·. · Among
prominent French Freethinkers who died during 1893 we
should always remember Victor Schcelcher and Victor
Considerant; both hav, in their respectiv spheres-the
former as scientist and senator and the latter as workingman-done much for the propaganda of Freethonght.
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"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" is now Dr J W Goodson
ready for the press. The closing pages will contain Charles Gers
the names of paid subscribers to the book. I
S WBond
hereby giv a. list up to date. About three week's Dr Wm T Carter
grace is left for those who hav not sent in their JWHolmes
names. Those who intend to take the book I hope
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fifty cents, can be obtained from Mr. Thomas
Duntze, 24 .Stockholm street, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Full particulars of the.day's proceedings will be
announced later.
On behalf of the Brooklyn Philosophical Association,
HENRY RoWLEY, President.
THoMAs DUNTzB, Cor. Sec'y.

ENGLAND.
GERMANY.

Theo. Wilmersdoerfer
Will every subscriber who has paid for a book,
closely scan this list of names and see if his or her
name and address is correctly given. If any name
is omitted, or errors occur, write me at once. Subscribers who hav not paid will please forward at
the earliest moment in order to be enrolled. Now
is the time for those who hav not subscribed.
Book will be out soon now.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

News and Notes.

265

eyes on the Constitutional Convention. The taxation question will come u-p there.
The National Sunday Law is now being pushed.
The following is from a Washington paper:
Senator Kyle to-day introduced in the Senate a bill
providing for Sunday rest. It provides that no one shall
perform any labor or engage in any amusement on Sunday to the disturbance of others, in any territory, district,
vessel, or ula.ce subject to the exclnsiv jnris<tiction of the
United States on the Sabbath, and prohibits the transportation of the mails on that day of the week.
The following also shows the animus of its suPporters. They want to stop Ingersoll's lectures, as
well as Sunday mails, by law :
The Chapin Al!Xilial'Y.of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union; Mrs. Mary E. Cohen, presid~>nt, held an
important meeting at headquarters, in Ct~ntral Union
Mission building, yesterday afternoon, in the int.erest of
a better observance of the Sabbath. Mrs. Marv E.
Catlin, superintendent of the department of Sabbath observance for the District, gave an instrnctiv Bible lesson,
and the meetinl{ was thrown open for a free discussion on
the snbject. The conviction prevailed among the ladies
of the union that the estimation in which the Sabbath
was held and its proper observance in a community was
an indication of the morals of that community. No
Sabbath· breaking oi£y was a safe place to rear the young
for· honorable citizenship. Resolutions were adopted
favoring the passage ·by Congress of the bill offered by
Senator Kyle for the protection of Sunday in the District
and prot(lsting a~rainst the lecture delivered recently in
this city by Col. R. G. Ingersoll.
I shall devote special attention to this Sunday
legislation in Congress.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

When I arrived in Boston, the 8th inst., April
was tl'ansformed into furious March. The skies
were stormy and the ground was covered with
snow. Retreating winter seemed determined to
giv a tremendous kick as it vanished from the
scene, and it succeeded in making a "spell of
weather" which had not been experienced for years.
All day long the sleet descended, and I didn't expect a corporal's guard at my lecture in the afternoo~ at Paine Hall. However, there was a ~ood
aud1ence,
and 1- was happily disappointed. This
The Paine Monument.
was due in part to the fact that Ingersoll was to
~lo the Citizens of the United States, and to lecture in the evening, and that brilliant attraction
Lovers of Liberty the World Over.
aided me materially in my humbler pathway. It is
Like many other pioneers of great principles, a fact that Ingersoll creates such an enthusiasm all
Thomas Paine has been misunderstood, misrepre- round that the whole Liberal field is benefited by
sented, s.nd maligned. His motive hav been im- his surpassing labors. If Ingersoll should devote
pugned, his character has been traduced, and his himself entirely to the lecture field every one of us
self-sacrificing labors in behalf of oppressed human- would receive an immense benefit. It is my hope
ity hav been depreciated by some, and forgotten by that he will do this. Ingersoll is too universal a
The Press on the Amendment.
many. Truth, however, compels the admission that genius for anythipg but literature and oratory.
The well-meanin~:t people who want to "put God in the
few men hav done more to establish in the minds of Boston Theater blazed with a big audience that Constitution," and who addressed impressiv appeals to
men the love of liberty and justice, and that no stormy Sunday evening, and the great orator was the Honse Judiciary Committee recently, were painfully
man has performed greater and more lasting ser- neve~ in happier vein. · Ingersoll is a special shocked at the close of their exhortation to learn that
persons desired to be heard on the other side of the
vices for the cause of American Independence, than favont of Boston. Boston can appreciate him, for question. Shocking as it mav seem, the question has
Thomas Paine.
although Boston is very fond of elegance and two sides, and the side which does the least talking is by
- He attacked vigorously the prejudices and super- admires literary form it is still delightfully open to far the larger one.-Philadelphia Reoord.
The fact that "there is no God in the federal Constitustitions of his time. His writings are clear and new ideas and welcomes original genius, and Ingertion" continues to pain the pietists. Senator Frye has
direct in style, but there is no bitterness in his soll givs them all they desire in any direction.
presented a petition to so amend that instrument as to
words, his object being to widen the boundary of
I spent the week in Boston, and "enjoyed" the acknowledge the existence of the Almighty. We move
human thought and to enlarge the scope of human east winds as never before. I made out to get that a clause be also inserted recognizing the law of gravi·
opportunity. Such objects cannot be attained around ROme and visit in the midst of literary labors. tation.-.San Antonio Express.
When the ohnroh and state join hands and begin to
without encroaching upon the preserves of the I was at the Rushs', the Fentons', and at Rt>vere
"recognize" one another, and the things of one another,
privileged classes and doing violence to the precon- with Washburn a;nd other confreres of the Liberal pledging
to each other their undivided.strength and coopceived notions of the narrow minded and bigoted cause, and while we pitied the sailors who were eration, th~>n it is time for the American eagle to take
partisans.
fighting the stormy sea which we could hear thun- fli~rht and fly as fast as his wings can carry him, for then
Herein lies the o:ftense of Thomas Paine.
dering on the beach, we had all the illuminations will begin snob a decay of freedom, such destruction of
individualism, such a failure of progress and civilization,
Liberty, to Thomas Paine, was the breath of life. that human life could giv in its onward 1low. such
corruption and rottenness, as the world never s"w.
The essay he published in America was a plea for Saturday I went ei~hty miles· down the cape to · · · The advocates of this God-and-Christ constituthe emancipation of slaves, a work which was not East Dennis, where I arrived at 8 o'clock in the tional amendment are devotees of the letter of things,
accomplished until ninety years afterward. He was evening with the clouds thick and dropping rain. I which means deOBy, deRtl'uotion, and death to the nation,
a republican because he had learned that liberty in had a melancholy prospect before me for Sunday, if it means anything.-East Oregonian.
The Rouse has tabled aresolntionproposing an amendits full meaning was impossible under mon archcal but lo and behold l when I awoke in the morning ment
to the Constitution aoknowledl!:in~r the supreme authe sun was pouring fourth his brightness and thority of God in the temporal affairs of this ~rovernment.
rule.
He was the first to suggest American Independ- driving away the gloom. A revival had been going This proposition comes up regularly, and it is re~:tularly
ence, the first to propose the establishment of a on thewholeweek, and the Lord hadn't smiled upon bowled over. Nevertheless, a certain set of people continue to expend a great deal of time and talk in the ennation of free men with the opportunity of carrying it at all, but when the "Infidel preacher" came deavor
to prove that this country cannot pro~per so long
out their own destiny, and it was he who wrote for along nature instantly put on her best attire, and as God is not mentioned in the Constitution. These
the first time the glorious words, "The Free and made everything lovely for his work. The old well-meaning bnt narrow-minded people seem to think
orthodox God is certainly disappearing. At any the Almighty can be flattered by resolution or by some
Independent States of America."
formal acknowledgment of.his greatness in matters withHis little pamphlet, "Common Sense," laid the rate the "clerk of the weather"has concluded to be out relation to devotional exercises or reli~rions observfoundation of the Declaration of Independence, on the side of human progress.
ance. Snob people would insist upon openin~r a keg of
As before, I found a hospitable welcome at the nails with prayer, or would say grace every time they
and sounded the note of liberty throughout the
home of Joshua Crowley, president of the East took a dose of salts. Doubtless, they are pions in their
world.
way, but their persisoont attentions must bore the Lord
His labors extended over the vast field of poli- Dennis Society. In the morning, with telescope in mighti!y.-Oakland TimeB.
tical, social, philosophical, and religious questions. hand, we climbed Scargo-1 think that is the name
Let none underrate the significance of this crusade!
He illumined every subject he touched, and brought -the highest bight near by, and looked over the Behind its banner mal'oh all the Evangelical churches. It
the most abstract question within the reach' and broad ocean and surrounding lands. It was a vast is supported by the now on the increase" anti-foreigner"
of which anti-Semitism and the American
comprehension of the people. He had the courage and beautiful prospect. We could see the cape in sentiment,
Proteotiv Association are some of the symptoms and revof his opinions, and in the face of bitter opposition dim distance as it circled to Provincetown, and the elations. It will prove the rallying standard of all Sabfrom unscrupulous foes, and in the midst of great ships· seeking safety in the still heaving harbors, batarialls and Prohibitionists. Small as yet, it has the
pers 'nal peril, he unflinchingly maintained the cause while beyond could be seen the Atlantic sweeping uncanny possibilities of developing to huge dimensions.
to the distant shores of Europe. Around us were The friends of liberty must be on the alert! The ava.of political liberty.
·
lanche which buries nnder its shroud the peaceful hamlet
He exposed the false claims of the church and the pleasant villages of Cape Cod greeting the of the valley did not set out on its errand of death as a
spring's
effulgence.
In
the
sods
at
our
feet
were
priesthood, and urged mankind to a life of usefulponderous mass. · · · Th£ churches are organized,
ness built upon the broad and natural foundation peeping forth the gentle Mayflowers an!l we the Liberals are not. The former, in this ostensibly ingathered bouquets of this avant courier of summer's nocent amendment, are soliciJ;ons not so mnoh for God
of mental and moral integrity.
and Christ as t!:iey are for sell. They would fain see the
Such a man is one of the glories of the human mass of bloom-the trailing arbutus is the name it day when no Jew and no Catholic, no Freethinker and no
goes
by
in
the
book,
I
understand-but
I
never
race, and his memory is an inspiration to all liberty"foreigner" shall be eligible for office. From Jew and
think of calling it anything else except the M;ay- "foreigner " they dread the impulse to a more rational
loving people.
·
religion. And this must be forestalled. The amendment
In the early part of this century the people of 1lower.. That was the name in the days gone by is
bnt the thin end of the wed~re. They are profuse
the state of New York presented to Paine a large when we gathered them in our wandering boyhood. in protestations of love for liberty, but it is always
lectured
in
the
afternoon
and
evening,
and
fine
I
their liberty. The Liberals must also bestir themselvs.
farm at New Rochelle, as an expression of gratitude
for his eminent services to the cause of American audiences were present. The East Dennis Society Majorities are often oren ted by the apathy of minorities.
The "populus" is not always amenable to reason. PrejuIndependence.
· has been organized about twenty years and has dice speaks
as frequently at the ballot box as does wellSubsequently some of his friends and admirers sturdy supporterP, both men and women. It meets seasoned conviction. The churches hav a strong hoid on
in
Worden
Hall,
named
after
the
first
settler
or
his
their members, even politically. Women are easily
erected thereon a monument to his memory. Reson Peter, who, from the records, seems to hav been swayed by pastor and presbytery, and in turn they are
cently it has fallen somewhat into decay.
the power behind the throne.-E. G. H., in Unity.
The members and friends of the Brooklyn Phil- the original Infidel of America.
I return to Boston on Monday. Amidst the
osophical Association hav resolved to renovate and
THB Manhattan Liberal Olnb meets every Friday evenbeautify it. Arrangements hav been made for the orthodox shadows of Wellesley I enjoy the genial ing in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New
work, and May 30th next (Decoration Day) has been Freethought of the Denton family and of Mrs. York, at 8 o'clock. Program for April:
Chances of Success." Henry Nichol£!.
selected as an appropriate time, and New Rochelle Shull, who with quiet independence maintain their April27th-"The
And annual meeting for election of officers.
Liberal
views.
Wellesley
is
a
lovely
place,
and
I
am
as a fitting place, to celebrate the event.
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings
You are cordially invited to cooperate in this glad that it is not altogether given over to the ·every
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Busichurch
people,
who,
however,
exercise
considerable
glorious work, and to be present on that important
ness College, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
sway
on
account
of
the
college
and
its
surroundings.
occasion.
Driggs avenues. Program of lectures for April:
A special train will leave the Grand Central depot And all this ecclesiastical property is untaxed.
April 29th-'' Religion from a Labor Standpoint." Prof~
I hope that New York Liberals will keep their
DaniellDe Leon,
l't l2:~0 :r.~. Tickets to New Rochelle and return,
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said: "He makes out the Protestant as names to the list of those that are battling us slay every homo from off the face of
bad as the Catholic." We hope to hear for the right. It would be hardly worth the earth. They say it is peaceful to liv in
him snon again.
FRANK S. WEAVER.
while for me to try to get any more. The peace. They say: 'Let us advance;' but
names that I hav on the petitions are all it cannot ·be, for God would no longer-be
For the Truth of To·day.
A Worthy Laborer and Teacher.
alive
and probably will liv for some time of our likeness. Let us slay the Homines."
NEw YoRK, April 12, 1894.
PAINTED PosT, N.Y., April 7. 1894
to
come;
no kids just born or those that A.nd it was so.
MR. EDITOR: On the 17th of March, the
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed money
The Homines w~re all torn to pieces;
day when my Rnbscription expired, I was order for $3 for your paper. I hav takt n are going to be born again; none that hav
but, behold! the chmate changed exceedbeen
dead
twenty
years
like
those
that
was at yonr office, and paid $6.50 for your it for a number of years, and cannot do
ingly, and little Homines grew up all over
est.eem·ed paper and for Mr. Putnam's without it. I would like to get you one I hear the National Reform Association
the face of the earth; even faster than
are
putting
on
their
petitions
to
swell
the
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght."
or two subscribers. I am the only out- numbers.
men could hew them down, and the evenThese
are
men
and
women
I hav been reading your paper for more
spoken Freethinker in our village of about that are very much alive and understand ing and the morning were the last day of
than a year, and it snits me first-rate. It
one thousand inhabitantR. There ardhree what they are doin~.
savagery; and civilization Pent a feeble ray
is just the kind of paper that I was looking
churches here. I do not attend any of
Mr. Editor, if every truth seeker in the through the dark clouds of ~nperstition.
for, and I con'-n"atnlate myself that I hav
them. The ministers always treat me po- land will spend time enough to get as many
And the morning was the nineteenth
at last secured a paper that expresses th'e
litely, but they fight shy of an argument names as there are on these petitions, century.
{lommon thought of the modern civilized
Though Freethonght has been oppJ"essed
there will be as many names sent to
world, and not that of the superstitions with me.
so long, is it not making rapid advanceThe
Presbyterian
minister,
a
doctor
of
Congress
by
us
as·
by
the
National
Reform·
ancient world.
H. G. BAKER.
divinity, commenced an argument with me Association, and names th"t would hav an ment after all?
Yours for liberty,
Loms N. CoHEN.
some years ngo on the Bible, and came out influence.
Mortuary-William Dippe.
second best. He always treats me in a very
It is an Aid to Digestion.
Yours for mental liberty and justice,
GENESEo, ILL., March 27, 1894.
gentlemanly
way,
but
I
cannot
get
him
to
WM. SLATER MowRY.
CASTILE, N.Y., AprillO, 1894.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find a
argue·
with
me
again
on
the
Bible.
I
am
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3.50 for
clipping from a local paper, giving an acThe Evil of Religious Intoxication.
payment of my subscription and one copy now seventy-six years of age, am a mecount of the life of Mr. William Dippe.
SANTA CRuz. CAL., April 8, E.M. 294.
in paper of "Yone Santo, a Child of chanic, and hav always labored hard. Ihav
The deceased was born in Holstein,
MR. EDIToR: PleaRe find inclosed money
five children living, and they all believe as
Japan."
Germany,.
Feb. 16, 1821. On Sept. 10,
I wish to thank yon for waiting so long I do. My religion is to do not unto others for books ordered. The other day a Chris- 1844, be was united in marriage to Miss
wlmt
I
would
not
have
others
do
to
me
tian
Prohibitionist
friend
wrote
to
me:
"I
for the money due yon, and hope yon will
Doris Preper, who survives him. In 1854
With best wishes for your success, I re- can see but one evil afflicting hnmanity, they came to America, stopping first in
not be called upon to do so in the future.
and that is liquor drinking." Now, she Chicago; and remaining t.here aborit one
The old paper grows better and better, main,
B. C. WooD.
Yours respectfully,
certainly needs such lil!ht as she would goet year, when they came to Rock Island, and
and my Sunday morning breakfast won ld
by a CRrefnl reading of THE.'l'RUTH BEEKER in 1856 moved to Le Claire, where they
never digPst properly if I did not hav t}lat
hav resided ever since. By occupation
A
Live
Lightning
Director.
fifty-two
times a year. Of course the Mr. Dippe was a ship carpenter, and was
to read. Take THE TRUTH SEEKER and a
MoRRISTOWN,
MINN.,
March
26,
1894.
liquor
traffic
is
a
great
evil,
and
the
use
of
considered a good workman. His maxim
pipe of good tobarco, and if a man can not
MR. EDIToR: Find money order for intoxicatingo drinl,ds the great cause of the in life was, "Whatever is wo-rth doing at
be comfortable after a Sunday morniJlg
all, is worth well doing." He was forebreakfast he deserves to he Rhot on the $3 50. Please send me the followin~ tramp evil, but by experience we know man
o~ the LeClaire boat-ways for a numbooks as soon as possible: " The Story that the prim<~ cause of miserv and poverty
spot.
Very trlily,
F. N. SMITH.
ber of years, and the venerable Oapt. J.
Hour," "Ghosts and Other LectureR," is reli!!'ious intoxication. The Christian W. Van Sant, who was proprietor at the
For the _Absolutely Sl'cular Stat...
"Liberty in Literature," "B1ble In- God him•elf is the originator of the gin- time, says he naver heard him utter a
PENN YAN, N. Y., A.prillS, 1894.
quirer," " Crimes of Preachers," " Self- mills, and presiding eldn in the wbisky cross word to the men who were "orking
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed I send money Contradictions of the Bible," seven leaflets, trust.. He had horns coming out nf his uniier him. After becoming too old and
order for $5, and wish to renew my sub- " Charity and Infidelity." Will say I am hand, and there waR the hiding of his feeble for the performance of heavy manual labor, he followed the occupation of
scription for one of the best. edited papers station agent here, and that I hav done a power (Hab. iii, 4). You savy? Yes, they florist and gardener, and many a heart
in the United States-THE TRUTH SEEKER. good work since I came; hav made two shall drink, and they shall swallow down has he gladdened with a beautiful bo11qnet
Long may it wave! The benefit it }las stanch and out-spoken Liberals, and now (Oba. i, 16). Such is their God's autobio- of fresh flowers Ml". Dippe ha11 resided in
been to mankind, in making for a better I hav help whenever J need it. There are graphical chronicle. 0 f course every per- LeClaire nearly thirty Pight years, and his
civilization, is almost incalculable. Beinl! quite a nmnber of Liberals here, and we son possessing common sense iii place c.f life has been that of an honorable, upright man. He had many virtues, but the
the awful, wicked Infidel that I am, I feel are sowing the seeds of progress that will religi,ms insanity knows that the debasing e-randest of them '' 11 wa• in attending
that I m.ust read it, and probably will, so bear fruit soon. My father and a friend phantasy in whose name woman-and man, strictly to his own a:ffairs. W onld that the
long as I am able to raise the ducats to of ours attended the lectures of the Col- too-is degraded to miserable !"lavery, is world had more such men!
buy it. May it liv, and wax strong, until onel at Minneapolis and St. Paul. He is the root of all evil. I cannot write all that
I wiEh to add for the readers of THE
the complete, absolute separation of church indeed a grand man, and I love him bet- I think, but T do believe that if every one TRUTH SEEKER that Mr. WiliiamDippe was
and state iR obtained. at least. It will hav ter than any god or Christ. I hav re- would consider himqelf bound to make a one of tbe noblest specimen• of humanity I
performed an almighty good work shm,Jd ceived the "Dynamic Theory," and it is a business of improving this world instead ever met. After an acquaintanQ,e of over
it liv no longer. But it will probably liv splendid work, and one that all people of confining himself to preparations for thirty years I hesitate not to pronounce
longer, if till then.
C. ELMENDORF.
ought to read. I cannot say too much for another, there would be no more problem him ·brave, generous, kind, noble, and
He was an out and out Freethis bnok. Will try and get yL n a new of ·the unemployed, human sympathy and honest.
The Same Cry of Hard Times.
subscriber or two here in the near future. friendly aid would take the place of whole- thinker, and was always ready to avow
SoUTH BEND, WA.sH., April 3, 1S94.
sale serpent's egg corporations, whose and defend his views and principles. And
E. L. CHUBB.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find order
deadly, blighting evils are encircling all while he was nearing the cold, dark river,
for $2 25-$2 to apply on my subscription,
nations of the earth. Therefore, think his faithful and Iovin~ wife wa~ an invalid
Who Was David'" ][other 1
and twenty-five cents for "Secular Marand act for yonrselvs. Wishing All honest and blind. The would-be pious neighbors
CLAY CENTER, KAN., April 3, 1894.
riage and Funeral Ritual." I hav been
called on them and wanted them to let the
MR. EDITOR : 1. Who was David's men and women a grand future, I am,
canvasRing for two days trying to get you a mother?
Yours, etc.,
VICTOR LAINE.
church people pray for them, saying that
new l!nbsci.-iber, but all in vaih, bntl think
the Lord would raise him and restore
2 When were the Dark Ages of the
A New Genest~~
I will get one, or two, after awhile. There world?
sight to his blind wife. Feeble and low as
HaRLAN, lA., April 6, 1894.
are a number of Freethinkers in South
3, And how long hav the Old and New
he was, he became indignant and ordered
And man said: "Let us make them from his house.
Bend, but the hard times make it difficult Testaments been in existence?
God in our image, after our likeness; and
to goet snbEcribers at present.
He was universally respected. I underYours truly,
J. B. WISE.
let him hav dominion over the fish of the stand that Mr. Barnes, who officiated at
We clubbed together, a few of us, la~t
[1. We do not know. Who does?
winter, and got Reynolds from Tacoma t"
his funeral, was a Freethinker.
2. The boundaries of this period are not sea and the &uckers of the land."
So man created God in his own image
come here and -lecture. He lectmed fuur agreed- upon by all students and writers.
Respectfully,
L. G. BARNES.
nights to a good audience, and to our great It may be said to hav begun about the In the image of man created he him, and
HENRY 0. JAMES.
RatiRfaction, but this winter times hav close of the sixth century and to hav ex- he had dominion over every thing that
been so hard that very little could hav tended to the thirteenth, although there creepeth and cringeth cefore him on the
ANDOVER, KAN., A.pril20, 1894.
been accomplished in any way. I expect are some who would continue it to the face of the earth.
MR. EDIToR: Henry C. James, the writAnd man saw that God was truly in the er's nephew, died March 25th. He was
to be able some time this summer to send fifteenth.
for some books, and I will then Jet yon
3. The pre11ent canon of the Bible, as image of man. And the evening and the a bright and accomplished young man,
know more from this place.
accepted by the Catholic church, was morning were the sixth day of savagery; loved and esteemed by all who knew him,
With the best wishes to Tm: TRUTH adopted at the Council of Trent, April, and m&n fought and slew and butchered, and would hav graduated in a short time.
SEEKER and Heston for their good work, I 1546. The Protestant canon was prescribed and strewed the face of the earth with He was a Freethinker, and not afraid of
remain yours for liberty and truth,
by the Westminster assembly in 1647. It bones and graves; and he worshiped his speaking his belief to all who happened to
HENRY ELLISON.
is identical with the Catholic, except that '' Great J ehova" and )lis'' Lord of E osts," appr.'ach him on the subject of religion.
it rejects the Old Testament apocrypha. for he knew that he was the invisible His death was very sudden. He was sick
Yes, They Are a Dad Pair.
For the development of the books of the leader of the glorious slaughtering expe- hardly one day. One pions old lady rePmTERSBURG, IND.,· A.prillO, 1894
Bible read Judge Waite's "Hi8tory of the ditions of men, and that he was truly after marked that it was so sudden that the poor
MR. EDIToR: Franklin Steiner's lecture Christian Religion of the Year 200." One his " own heart." · ·
boy had no time to repent, and a moment
here last night in the Opera Honse was a of the best histories of the formation and
The morning was the dawning of . the later a male relativ of hers said the boy
success. His personal · appearance and development of the canon is Bronson C. seventh day of savagery, and there began did not hav an enemy· in the world.
gentle dignity disarm opposition and Keeler's "Short History of the Bible."- to ·grow upon the face of the earth creaJohn R Charlesworth was called to dewin the esteem of the young. Five hun- ED. T. S.]
tures that were neither " ~h of the sea," liver the funeral oration at the house of
. dred free family tickets, distributed at the
nor "fowl of the air;" they were not his parents and also at the grave. I will
door cf the public school building, made
Names of Those Who Are Alive.
"cattle," nor did they "creep upon the say right here that it was the first secular
·one-fourth of the audience students, who
WooNSOCKET, R.. 1., March 31, 1894.
earth;" and so it came to pass that God service ever held in this vicinity. There
listened with attention to the "Evidences
MR. EDIThR: I send yon the petitions had not dominion over these strange crea- are quite a goodly number of Freethinkof Christianity Tested.'' Mr. Steiner that I receiw d from yon some time sinee, tures.
·
ers through here, but not very activ; all
drew back the veil and disclosed to the with eighty five names attached thereto,
Men said that they were a vulgar race, afraid of "Mother Grundy." The boy's
wondering gaze of our Christian youth, hoping they may help to influence Con- knowri by the nil.me of Infidi, but modern father, mother, and sisters are highly
and with telling effect, the fraud, false. gress to reject the proposed amendment scientists hav proven that they were a true pleased with Mr. Charlesworth, though
hood, and sup~'~rstition upon which ·chris- should it come before that honorable variety of the earliest race of Homines.
many.higoted Christians declare _that .-he
tianity rests. Every claim made is proven, body. I suppose there would be· no trouble
Now these Homines went about among did not say anything. The young man
and every charge he sustains with incon- in filling a d, zen petitions with names in men, saying= "Why .are all these ·_bones? died 11.s he lived and believed. His last
trovertible .evidence.
·
Woonsocket if some one would take the Is it not more peaceable to liv in peace? words were: "Truth and justice will come
A.n old gray Liberal said: "I knew it time to circulate them.
My time ·is so Why do yon not advance? Is· science not at last," and Christians hav the audacity
all, but never before heard it told with nearly taken up that I hav but very little left growing on all these bushel!?"
to twist and distort these words into ansuch force and ingenuity." A. Romanist in which to see those who would add their
And ~he men answered, saying: "Let other meaning, and hav even gone so faJ.
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as to say that he did not die a Freethinker,
but Mr. Charlesworth put a quietus on
all that.
Revivals hav not been a success through
this section, although much loud talking
has been done. In my town quite a number hav taken their names from the church
books dming the revival.
•
.
I hav been the chairman of onr school
board for two terms· (six years); was defeated two suooessiv years .on account of
my opinions on religion. Our school was
duriug this time almost an entire failure,
and last fall the Epworth League and
others had a general falling out; and in
order to punish each other, and to rehabilitate our school, they put me back on
the board as treasurer, and some hav even
declared that they intend to keep me there
· as long as I remain in their district.
H. N. WoLF.
Imitativ Emotionalism at a Revival.
·
ELBA, 0., April1, 1894.
MB.ED~oR:
·
Oh, wad some power the ldf•ie gie us
To see onrsels as others see us! ·
It wad frae monie a blunder free us
And foolish notion;
What airs in dress an' gait wad lea'e us,
And ev'n devotion.
Out' Methodist revival this year exceeded, in some respects, all similar events
that ever occurred near this place, and a
description of it by a critical observer will
aid the participants in viewing themselvs
in a sensible way.
The stationed circuit rider is seldom
fitted for revival work, because· he is
usually required to exhibit some intelligence in the regular work, and habit is a
powerful influence; consequently, only a
few are able to suppress the tendency to
use some reason in their discussions.
Judging by knowledge acquired from
atte.nding revival meetings, reason and intelligence, or at least the use of such by a
revivalist, are a great obstacle to success,
and emotional appeals must be relied upon
in such work. The preacher here made a
great effort to fulfill these raqnirements
and ~ucoeeded very well, save for his lack
of emotional display. Being aware of this
defect he brought a lady from Canton, 0.,
to· assist him. This lady possesses the
emotional qualities in abundance.
It is both interesting and amusing at
times to study the methods and observe
the performances of such a combination,
It may be discourteous to laugh at serious
actions, but those witnefsed at an old-time
Methodist revival tend to disturb the com
posnre of the most solemn· persons, and I
W!loB unable to suppress all smiles at this
revival.
Tuesday evening, January 23d, a large
congregation, including a delegation of
recent converts from Macksburg, gathered
at the Methodist Episcopal church here
and after the usual sermon and song
service, some of the •' mourners," there
being_ a dozen or fifteen at the ''mourners'
bench," were "converted." This ap ·
peared to cause the lady from Canton and
some other emotional people to "shout."
The commotion soon beo~me general, and
Probably forty or fifty people took part
in the memorable scene that followed. It
is saftl to say that no similar event in
modern times, considering the numbers
engliged, has excelled this one.
For
probably two and a half hours those engageQ. in creating the tumult indulged
themselvs in the most idiotic actions and
hideous noises that o mld be produced.
The noi e aroused the people in the village
and snrronuJ.<ng country. Under such
oironmstancos the audience could not be
expected to keep its composure. Those
who ·could crowd to the front did so.
Others, whostl view was obstructed, stood
on top of the l.Jaoks of the old-fashioned
seats. The pceaoher repeatedly stood on
top of the iml1 iit and tried to make himself
heard, but could not. By his motions he
seemed to be urging •' sinners" to join
with them.
I hav witnesded Free Methodist, Salvavation Army, and colored camp-meeting
scenes, bnt never saw nor he!ird anything
of the kind that equaled this. Old residents tell me that forty and fifty years ago
similar scenes were common, bnt that they
never saw anything that excelled this.
If such a disturbance should occur at
any other kind of an entertainment or
meeting, those engaged in it would be

considered either lunatics or savages.
They would probably be arrested for riot
and dealt with accordingly until lunacy
was proven. In this age of the world
only wilfnl or inexcusable ignorance of
mental science or incapacity to understand its simplest truths, would cause anyone to consider such actions the result of
God's blessing. Experimental religion,
or "conversion" in the Methodist sense
is simply a delusion, and when the delu:
sion becomes epidemic the subjects require
the exercise of our charity, for by sympathetic imitation our actions and thoughts
may be oontroled even agairst our judgment and deliberate convictions, the will
simply permitting it. If an attempt be
made to reason a person out nf a delusion
by demonstrating its complete inconsistency with the most obvious facts, the
reply will usually be to this effect: "The
evidence of my own feelings is stronger
than any evidence which you can urge."
Such people should hav our sympathy, but
should be informed of their error, and
made to see themselvs as others see thPm.
·The arrogance and impudence of a
Methodist revivalist is astounding and the
boldness in displaying these qualities
seems to paralyze an audience. " The
fo~l hath said in his heart, There is
no ·God," "Ye .fools, when will ye be
wise?" and similar statements found in the
Bible are model phrase!! for a revivalist;
but they forget that if Jehovah were a
gentleman he would not use nor authorize
the use of such language. They boldly
tell us that we are the vilest of being~ and
hav the effrontery. to call themselvs the
saints-the good peopl<>-and invite us
to join them and be good like thflmselvs,
when to our certain knowl• dze they are,
at least, no better than othe-rs.
The
position they assume is an insult to selfrei!peot.ing opponents, and y~>t if we are
inclined to defend onrselv3, +b<>y c ·nsider
us worse thiLn murderers, fu• murderers
are usually "jerked to J esns," and an unbeliever who smiles at tbe antics and
ridiculous things he sees and bears at a
revival meeting commits a sin ogll.inst the
Holy Gho~t. whatever that may bA. ·This
particular Ghost is very senRitiv, too; con·
seqnentlv we are eternally damned for our
smiles, and the thought seems to be a comfort to the orthodox pople.
If the energy worse than wasted at a religious revival conlrl be expended in teaching moral and intellectual truths instead
of religious nons<>nse, the community
would not be disgraced by such uncivil
exhibitions as we hav witnes•ed here. If
the wealth and energy expended in propa·
gating Christianity had been applied to
advancing civilization, we might hav been
spared the "dark ages;" and yet there are
people who ask what our civilization
would be without Christianity. Morals
and manhoo"l will not suffer by the absence of false doctrine, and it is much
better to teach the truth.
W. J. DuTToN.
The Prophet is Grieved.
BRoOKLYN, N. Y., April 20, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: My opponent accuses me
of being unfair, in that he says that I do
not admit that a note ao epted by its
author, in payment of an obligation d~;te
him, is redeemed. If a well-founded
charge of unfairneBB could be brought
against me, it would grieve me more than
I can express, for I desire, above all
things, to be absolutely fair. As to Mr.
M. 's statement of this case, tt seemb to me
not strictly in accordance with the f~ot~,
which are as follows : Mr. Peck had
assumed that a paper dollar is redeemed
when the holder give it to another for
value received, which prompted me to as!!.
if his personal note would be redeemed by
the holder transferring it to another for
goods to thfl amount of its face? Mr. Maodonald answers this query by saying : "lt
will be seen that Mr. Peck is placed by his
opponent in t~e positiun of the government confronted with one of its notes,"
which was not the case. He continues: "I
imagin that, under the oiroamstanoes, Mr.
Peck would say: 'The expenses of this
government require the collection of
taxes. Your share of the public burden is
this amount; the note is for that amount.
Take your receipt and your change-another note-and go to the devil.' 'fhe note

has done it's work; it is redeemed." Mr.
Peck's dollar, it is to be remembered, was
not presented to the government in payment of a debt due it, but to another citizen in exchange for goods; yet Mr. Peck
said it was thereby redeemed. Now,
Mr. Macdonald presents it to its author,
the government, in payment of taxeP,
and says, truly, that it is redeemed,
because its maker accepts it. But
the government always rtliRsnes these
notes, and thus puts itself in the ~<ame
position that Mr. Peck would ooonpy if he
renewed his note at maturity, in which
light I think my assertion that Mr. Peck's
note had been "redeemed " by Mr Mao·
donald by an offer of renewiLl and an exhortation to the holder to go to the devil,
not an unfair summary of the latter gen·
tleman's plan of redemption; for it is clear
that the government, by reissuing noteR,
keeps renewing its obligations as fast as it
cancels thPm, and that the "work of a
nota " is never " done."
Mr. Macdonald begins his reply by making some pedagogical corrections in m v arrangement of some of the words contained
in what he terms "a startling proposition,"
though what there is startling about it," except the fact that Mr. Macdonald would
hav expreRsed it very much better-which
I admit-he neglects to inform us. Since
he makes no claim, however, that the sene~
of the paBBage he oorrflots is obscure, it
needs no further comment; but, lest he
again accuse me of unfairness, let me s~~oy
that one should stop writing against the
truth the moment that he becomes aware
of the fact that he has been antagonizing
it, because many see the fallacious reasoning who never see the refutation. When
Mr. Macdonald is convinced that hiR irleas
about free silver coinage are fallacious, I
do not doubt that he will be found on the
other side, trying his utmost to convince
others that national prosperity cannot poe·
· ibly be engendered by enabling owners of
silver to exchange forty-six cents' worth of
silver for one hundred cents of value in
other forms, which. is exaotl.v what open·
ing the mints to the unlimited coinage of
the white metal.wonld, for a very Hhort time,
do. Resuming the disonsoion, my nppo·
nent assures me that cent~ d • not circulate
at all on the Pacific Slope, wh10h I accept as
being true, while insisting thll.t such nonaooPptanoe h!lR no eff,ot on th!l a~sPrtion
that the circulation of fractional onrrenoy
at its face value is due to go,ernmental
monopoly of ~noh coinage, anti to the fact
t·hat it is exchangeable for any other kind
of money at the pleasure of the hold~r, beoanse-:-by his own statement-such non·
aooPptanoe is entirely due to the fact that
such coins are not needed. As to the judge
who decided against a passenger who presented a two and a three-cent piece for a
oar fare, and was ejected from the car npon
refusing a larger coin, it would seem as if
this judicial luminary should be written
down in the sam~ ter~rs as that other Dog·
bt>rry, of whom Shakspere tells us, was desirous of being Jesoribed; for the supreme
law making power of the land-so far as
legal·tender currency is concerned-has
decreed that such coins shall be a legal
tender for any debt less than a dollar. I
think, however, that Mr. Macdonald had
better review the case, for it seems impos·
sible that he can be correct in his statement. Mr. Macdonald, then, seems to me
to lack logic when he claims that some
other oanses than those under discussion
must be found to explain the f11ot of their
(the oentb') currency where they are
needed, beoll.nse they do nut circulate at
all where n"t needed. If fractional currency did not pass at par where such eoinQ
are ntoes5ary, or if such coins were nut
redeemable, and their fabrication not a
governmental monopoly, and they yet
were taken at their face value, such conditions would force us to fin•i other reasons;
but, as neither of these oontigenoies is
present, we rest our case, confident of
receiving a favorable verdict.,
Proceeding, Mr. M~odonald sayR it is
plain, from my e+atement that few desire
gold, if they. are sure of getting it when
they do want it, ti.Jat one hundred of intrinsic value will float twelve and a half
times as much money without int• insio
worth, and concludes therefrom tbat ·' a
twelve and one-half per cent seigniorage"
would protect the government credit
under free coinage [of silver, presumably]
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as efficiently a'l the sa'm'l proportion of·
gold now sustains the government's paper
promises to pay." Desiring to avoid c·aptionsness, I will not bear on the fact that
the intrinsic value which at present sustains our ourrenov; at par, is in Df) sense
seigniorage, and taking it for certain that
my opponent is under no misapprehension
of the fact that aeigniorage is something
quite different, I will proceed by calling
his at.tention to the fact that not only does
this intrinsic value in gold keep the
" paper promises to pay " at the level of
the purchasing power of the gold itqelf,
but that it also sustains, at the same time
and in the same degree, the silver dollars.
If it were not within the ability of the government to giv gold, worth one hundred,
in exchang'l for Rilver dollar~, wort.h only
forty-six, all the gold coin would disappear from circulation; for, silver man
though he is, not even my frienrl Macdonald would let a coin of gold go out of his
hand in exchange for less than half its
value in silver. At this time the government, having nothing more valuable than
silver with which to keep its promises to
pay, silver will fall to its commercial value
(at most), and will be the standard of our
currency, and gold coins will again become a oommoility, purchasable only at a
premium in silver, or in paper money at
the silver valuation. At this point my
friend's claim th'\t twelve and one-half
per cent of silver, intrinsic value, would
sustain our currency, just as gold floes
now, would be true, but prices woulrl be
found to hav risen, when one took these
silver or paper dollars to market, in at
least the proportion that gold. whfln com·
pnted in silver, had aivance·t I would
'very much like to convince mv opp.ment
that this reasoning is sound, and therefore oonolnsiv as to the ino.:ivisu.bility of
opening the mints to the free ooin·,~e of
silver, for I think he is worth saving. Or,
if he deniesthe validity of the argument, I
hope that he will lay aside, for a brief
period, his propensity to treat everything
as a jok~>, and treat the subject seriously,
for I firmly believe it to be invulnerable;
hut I will "come off" precipitately H I
finrl it at all shaky.
Mr. Macdonald wonders at the" Prophet's" cocksure and mathem'\tioal statement of the cost ratio of silver to golrl as
being 34:1, on the ground that "theW estern miners' association " made a report,
about a year ago, which ~ave the cost of
producing silver as being$1.20 an oz., and·
that of gold as $20 for the same quantity,
naively adding that " of course, this expense includes the capital invested in unsuooesafnl mining ventures," which, he admits, "can only be roughly estimated."
Macdonald has absolved me from the imputation of lacking appreciation for humor, but, at the risk of forfeiting his good
opinion bv accenting Ferionsly what might
.be only some of George's nonsense, I must
call to his attention the fact that the millions lost in unsuccessful mining ventures
hav no effect on the present cost of producing silver or gold, as is clearly shown
by his statement thll.t, counting in thoRe
nnsuooesafnl ventures, silver costs $1.20
per ounce to produce, while referenoe to
any market report will sh w that that metal
sells freely at about sixty cents, while
miQ~:Js enough to amplv supply any likely
demand are st1ll a.t work producing silver to
Hell on a mark,et tl:lat bas o. olea• tendency
downward. If G.JOrg•• counted in '\ll the
unsuccessful ventures in the printing line,
h'l would fignre th!l oo~t of prodnoin~ TeE
TRUTH SEEKitR .. t abiJnt 'steen dollars a
copy, while the retail price is about seven
cents. Go to, George! That is a very
bad argument or a very l~me j Jite, just as
you choose.
As to our money circulating abroad, it
is certain that it has no greater onl'i'enoy,
as money, than foreign money has here,
which is virtuallY, none at all. In conclusion,. Jet me assure my opponent that the
fact of a flollar being d~olared a legal tender, and bemg receivable for taxes, does
not insure its circulating at gold value,
since paying taxes is but a small part of
the functions of money, and because the
legal tender feature only applies to debts
oont.raoted before the paBBage of a legal-·
tender law, or before a financial crisis,
since anyone is at liberty to refuse to sell
if the muuey offered does not su{t his notion.
E. 0. RoscoE.
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Rrlfferl b'JI Mrss BuRAN H. WrxoN, Fnll
River, MnR8., to fl'hnm. all rnm.m.?tnicafionR for this Corner shou_ld be sent.
"BPi:ween the ila>'lr n.nil the ilaYlil?ht.
When the nill'ht iR hPainnin<r to lower,
CnmeR a 'PAUAA in thP da.T'FI nccnna.+innq

That is known as the Chililren's Honr."

Across the Continent.-ContinnPd.
It ""as Snndav morning, April 1st., and
we were Rpeeding alon!!' across t.be great
state of Kansas. We bad cros~ed the Missouri River, and as far as the eye can
11ee there is only a vast ext.ent of level, flat
land. Kansas Oitv itgelf is delight.fn11y
situated on a bln:ff, or plateau, anif must
he, from its appearance, a beantifnl and
desirable place of residence as well as an
enterprising city.
After crossing the Kansas, orKaw River,
t.be train stopped awhile. and some of the
passengers went out and picked np shells
from the banks where they bad been
washed by the overflow at some time.
Then we resnmed our journey Mross the
state, 486 miles, taking nearly a day and a
night. At noon we stopped for refreRhment at Topeka, the ~ttate capitn.l. We
passed thron!!'h rich and fertil :field~. and
through a tine coal sect.ion. coming to the
Arkan11as River near Hutchinson. It was
here that a fellow-traveler, Mr. E. P.
Hassine-er, learning my name, said be had
known of mv work for years. It wss
pleaRant to find a friend so far from home,
and we bad a delillhtfnl conver~at.ion. Mr.
HaRPinl!'er is intendinll to establi~b o. hotel
at Hutchinson. I afterward met several
otber11 who knew me well hy reputation,
and many favors anif attentions were bestoweil upon .the editor of the Oorner in
the way of frnit, confectionery, and tbP
content.s of dainty Inn ch- boxes. We looked
out at Osage Oity. The land, as far as the
eye can see. stretches out like the ocean,
a st.raigbt. level, flat surface, a;nd we rode
miles and miles without seeine- a single
babit.ation. The early afternoon found us
at Emporia, and I noted wide fields of
winter wheat rising upward from the soft
11oil. And as I looked., there in the ifil'!tancP
I saw a "prairie schooner." "Wbat iR
t.hat?" you Easterners inquire. as I dii!. It
is a great white-covered wa!!'on, with a
stove-pipe projecting from the ton, slowly
drawn by a conple of horse11, ~tnd a hlack
dog following behini!. It containe a family and their household belon!!'ings, and
they are l!ailin!!' over the prairies to a new
home in the West.
What a vast country is ours, growin!!'
larger and larger all the way as we travel
on. It is marvelous. Western people are
large-hearted, free, and eaqy to get acquainted with.
I was much amused watcbin!!' the neople
and listening to the conversation. Among
the passengers were Mrs. Mu.nson ani! her
daughter Agnes, a pretty, sweet-faced !!'irl
offonrteen. Mrs. Munson entertained me
with an account of her residence in t.he Indian Territory, and of life !!'enerally in a
new settlement. Her husband took up
some land in the territory, and she went
there to liv while be wn11 away on some
business. Well, she bad a trying t.ime.of
it. There were no windows in the loghouse, and she was obliged to keep a light
hnrning all the time. Snakes were plenty,
not excepting rattlesnakes, and they made
themselvs familiar, coming into tbf.l bouse
(that is, the common snakes) quite frequently. They coiled in the hens' nests,
killed chickens, and swallowed e!!'gR whole.
Abe was obliged to keep water boiling all
the t.ime, to scald the serpents who tried so
hard to be sociable. At one time there
were two "sarpints" in the house, and
while she was scalding one, t.be other
made precipitate egress under the doorsill. Once, upon retirin'g, she found a
snake comfortably reposing iu her beil.
and immediately chopped off his head.
Her nearest neighbor was a mile awav.
and she had never forgiven her husband
for taking her to such a wild country, and
t.hen leaving her to battle with the snakes.
I certainlv did not blame her.
It was Sunday, April 1st, but there was
no sacredness att.aohed to the day out there
on the plains. Instead of Bible reading
there were games of euchre, and prayers
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were superseded by palmistry. Most of the
travelers, including the conductor of the
train, gathered around a lady who generon~ly read the palms of her traveline- companionR; they eagerly listening to her
revelations and predictions.
It is an experience never to be forgotten
to be out on the wide prairies of the West.,
whose solitude is like the sea. Thoughts
would turn, however, every now and then
to the Eastern hills and valleys over which
was written in lar!!'e, bright letters the
sweet word, "home."
A little group in the chair cars comPlained that the railroad company, although bestowing plenty of water, furnished neither soap nor towels to dusty,
way-worn travelers. Arriving at the next
station, a young gentleman volunteered to
flnd some soap and proudly reappeared
bearing aloft triumphantly a cake of toilet
soap, when there was a scramble ·as to
which of the party should bav the first
use of the same, a lady agrE!'eing to supply
towels from her satchel.
A goodly
quantity of the real estate of Kansas had
gathered upon the countenances of the
wearied wanderers, which being removed,
introductions were in order, as individuals
presented an entirely different appearance
after ablutions, which led to a discussion
of the advantages of cleanliness and godliness. It is needless to say the decision
was in favor of the former.
To change the scene, at one little station
t.he whole party ran out and in.qnired of
the lonng-ers on the platform where the
distingniehed people of the town livedthat they desired to call on the prominent
citizens, etc.
"There ain't no prominent citizens
here," was the reply; " all just alike."
"But where's the mayor?" was the next
query.
"No mayor in this town; every man for
himself here."
The company thought it was a novel
town and laughed at the good joke.
S.H.W.
------~~------

Correspondence.
OsoEOLA, IA.. March 23, 1894.
Miss SusAN WIXoN- Dear Friend: I hav
never seen a letter from Olarke county in
the Oorner yet, and as the saying is, there
is alwavs room for one more, I still bav
hopes that there is left one vacant place,
which jnst this much and no more can
fill. if it is not used to fill the wastebasket.
Father has taken this paper-THE TRUTH
SEEKER-for nin~ears, and never got
tired of it yet. We bav the first Paper
that was sent to us. Well, for fear of that
dan!!'erons wastebaAket, I will close.
Yours with respect. MYRTLE JoNEs.
[Myrtle is very welcome.-ED. 0. 0.1
MooDY, TEx., March 19, E.M. 294.
Miss WIXoN: As it has been rainin!!', and
I bav plenty of time, I will :write to the
Oorner. I wrote about six years ago.
There are a good many Liberals living
around here. A young Ohristian school
teacher il'l teaching arithmetic in school at
night. He teaches every other night.
Last Friday a preacher of the •ame denomination came along and wanted to
hold a meeting at the Pchool-honse, but
the teacher would not giv way for his
own .j,enomination; so in order to carry on
the meeting, they bad to go to a neighbors' house to preach every other night;
but I think the meet.ing is broken up. It
has rained to-day till the valleys look like
small lakes all over them. I will close by
askin!!' some of the writers of the Oorner
to write to me.
W. A. SIMMoNs.

is an unmarried lady, and her age is
twenty-twp.
She has taught here two
terms. We hav been having bad weather
for the past week. It snowed here on
Friday last. It wasn't very deep. I will
close for this time. ·I would like to correspond with some boy or girl.
I am your friend,
MATTm BoYEs.
[Mattie might tall us something about
Texas.-EP. 0. 0.]
ELBERTON, GA., March 3, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: Yon asked me to tell
what a Freethinker is. A Freethinker is
one who does not allow anyone else to think
for him, on any subject at all, especially
religion. One who thinks for himself.
To-day is my eldest sister's birthday. ·
Elberton has three churches and two
schools in it. I used to go to Sundayschool, but I havn't been in a long time. I
go to school every day I can. I love to go
to school.
Yours truly, OLIVE BELL.
[Learn all that is possible. Scientific
knowledge is valuable.-ED. 0. 0.]

&ew Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Gods.

RoANoKE, VA., March 1, 1894.
Introduction by
DEAR Miss SusAN AND RmADERS oF THE
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
OoBNEB: It bas been a Ion!!' time Pince I
wrote to the Oorner.
The Ohristian
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
scapegoats of this communitv are holdTM Trade Su:p:pUed at Special Dtscount&.
ing a revival just opposit our house every
night. I was there one night, when one of
t.he good men asked me to join the church,
but I told him "No, thank yon." I hapPened in one day at a lawyer's office where
I heard some farmers talking about the
Atheists; then I told these farmers about
my dream. I commenced as follows: I
dreamt I was down visiting the devil, and \ Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.
he was carrying me through his palace,
Price. cloth •. $1: vaver, 50 cents.
showing me where he kept the different
denominations and how he treated them;
but I didn't see anv fa,.mers, ani! I said to
him (the devil). "Where are the farmers?"
And he said, "Around here. come with
me."
I went, and insiife of a red-hot
room was a lot of farmers hanging by their
A NE'W' NOVEL.
necks. and the tire was just 'burning and
Paper, 50 cents.
crackling under them. I said. "What do
Prine. oloth, $1.
· I
yon hang them np by their necks and roast
t.hem for?" And he answered me, saying,
"Because the farmers are so d-n green
that they bav to be dried before I can burn
them!" I never heard any more from those
SHORT STORIES.
farmers about Atheists.
Now, I don't
Paper, 50 cents.
Price,
cloth $1.
mean what I !'aid about farmers all being
green, because there are some mighty
shrewd farmers, especially their daughters. I just told them about my dream,
so they would hush their mouths about the
Atheists, and they did.
CONTENTS:
I am very sorry to see so small a number A Splendid Jndge of a Woman- The Lady of the
Club-Under
Protest
-For the Prosecntum-A
of letters in the Oorner, and I think if we
Rnsty Link in thA Chain -The Boler Honse
larger boys and girls would write more, it
Mystery-The Time-Lo"k of Onr Anwould induce the smaller ones to write.
cestors -Florence Campbell's
Fate-My Pa.tient's Fate.
Now let us larger boys and gir Is pitch in
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
and try to keep our Oorner to correspond
with other Oorners in other papers. It
would be a disgrace for our Oorner to run
aground when t.here are enough of us to
keep it going. Now, let us see if we can't
CONTEN~S:
hav more letters.
I am going to Philadelphia in a day or P. efsce-The F ction of Fiction•-A Day in Conrt
-Throw, in Wi•h the City's Dead-An Irretwo, and when I get there, I will tell you all
spon ible Edncatod Cla•s-The Moral Reabout my trip.
sp•'nsibiltty of Woman in HeredityWou. an 11.s hn AnnPx -Sex in BrainI will be glad if some of the boys and
Heredity in , t< Relati' no to &
girls will write to me. I will close before
Double Standard of Moralsm:v letter gets too monotonous.
Divor•·e and the Propo;ed Nati nal Law
Wishing good luck to the Oorner, and
-Lawsuit r I egmore letters, yours,
0HARLm PoWER.
aoy-Com:~p.on
Ren•e m
[There are letters enough, Oharlie. We
Snrgery.
hav a huge pile on hand all the time, but
Cloth, 11; paper, 50 cents.
not space enough toprintthem.-ED. 0.0.]

IS THIS YOUR 'SOB~ MY LORD 1

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?

Pushed by Unseen Hands.
A Thoughtless Yes.

Facts and Fictions of Life.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
Li~rary.
By HEL£N H. GARDENER.

SOMETHING NE'W'!

A Freethou~ht RomanGe

WARRANTED TO PLEASE.

Every Book Full of Freethought Sentiment

SANGER, OAL., Feb. 25, E.M. 294
Not a Dry, Tedious Page Allowed.
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: This is· my first letter to the Oorner. I liv three and a half It is pnbli•hed monthly at $1 50 a year; six
copies, 75 cents; single copy, 15 cents.
miles from Sanger. My papa's right eye is
sore, so he rented the place this year to his Address THE LIBERAL PUBLISHING CO.,
Etl4
Portland, Kansas.
two brothers. I bav three sisters and one
brother. I and my sister just younger go
to school. Our teacher's name is Prof. G.
D. Hinds. and he is a church member.
The wild flowers are in bloom here. Mv
papa and mamma are both Liberals. I liv
a half mile from the school-house. This
morning I heard the Salvation Army beating away, and wasting precious time that
they can never make up again. Papa and
mamma belong to the F. A. & I. U., Qnd
are opposed to churches and SnndavSeudo Diamond
soboole. I will be glad to see this in print.
• I remain your Liberal friend,
ONLY $1.00.
LILLm RoSE.
[Tell the Oorner about Sanger next
To introduce our new Anglo-American Goods,
on receipt of $r .oo we will send, for sixty days, posttime, all about the town.-ED. 0. 0.]
GoLDTHWAITE, TEX., Feb. 26, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN : This is my first
letter. I will tell you my age. I am fourteen years old. I go to school. My teacher's name is Miss Mary Lou Graves. She

Books by Helen H. Gardener.

paid, one of our elegant Gold Filled Seudo Diamond
Rings, which is equal in appearance to one that
cost $so.oo. It is a beautiful piece of jewelry suitable for either lady or gentleman and worn by some
of the best people at full dress parties. Enclose
with $1 .oo a slip of paper the size of your finger and
we will send the above by return of mail,

Address H. W .Sparling&Co.J8&zoLiberty5t.N. Y

One of Her Brigktest, Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price, 10 cents. Address ·this office.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

Sunday and the Sabbath.

"A law regu-

lating hnman condnct on the Sabbath is an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian chnrch are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer.

"Think of

. &minister's praying God to kill. grasshoppers,
or kying to induce the Deity to nndert&ke &
crusade of one against the Colorado beetle I"
Price, 10 cent2.
·

· Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact f
Price, 5 cents.

·

Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insauef Prioo, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholie
Church. Price, 5 cents.
4Pdr~ss Tlll!l TitlJ'l'H S;p!:iJ:iJB,
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Just. Out.~25 Cents -Five Copies for $1.

ROBERT G.

A Liberal living in Michigan sa.id once tb.at he would give $!15 a
~ to ha.ve the lliimes of Preachers recorded, a.s the frequent la.pse1
of "Virtue of the ministers showed how little va.lue Ohristiairlt;r
poasessea to make men moral.
We have just issued the.Fourth Edition of the book doinlr tbh ..
The additioDB for thia new editiou. of the

INGERSOLL'S

~·

Crimes of Preachers"

~~bows

nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in preT.Ioua editiODB show thai within & few yee.rs about

WORKS.

1300 lt.IJNISTEBS H..l.VE BEEN G"UILTY
of one kind or ~mother of criminal conduct. MoRt of the crimes
a.re against women, for the fair ser. are at once thd weakneRs and
the strength of the ohuroh-" the ohuroh" meaning of course the
l'ler_gy.
Notwithstanding the many additional pa.ges, we have kept the
price the same, 211 cents. Send for a copy, and confound the churchID.en. Show them just what Rorc of sca.mps are the cler~y who have
Jlo_se4 the.Wor~d's ~air on !'Jnnday. becawe it is so holy a. d&y th!l.t to look upon maohlner:r
\laUltings m thts period is "lDlllloral."
A.ddrARII
TH"E 'l'RUTII S"E"EK"ER COM.PA NV.

-••wl:il

--o--

GODS AND OTHER LECTURES.
Comprising The Gods, Humboldt, Thomas P&ine, lndividnality,_.Heretics and Heresies.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
.
HHOSTS AND OTHER LECTURES.
InclUding Tl;le G;host~. L}berty of Man, Wo:rq.a.n, and Child; The Declaration of Independence, Abont Farmmg m £11!-nms, Speech Nommatmg James G Blaine for Presidency in 1876
The Gra¥t Banquet, A Tnbute to Rev. Alex. Clarke, The Past Rises Before Me Like a Dre ..
andATnbute to Ebon C. Ingersoll. Paper,50cents; cloth, $1.
SOME .MISTAKES OF MOSES.
Contents: Soma Mistakes ofl\'Ioses, Free Schools, The Politicians, Man and Woman The
Pentateuch, Monday~ Tuesda:y, Wednesday, Thursday, He Made the Stars-Also Fridav l:latu,·day, Let us Make .Man, Sunda_y, .Th!,l N
itr for a Good Memory, 'rhe Ga'rden, •.t'lb.e l!'aJ.
D"mpne~s. Baccjlus and Babel, .l!'•u~h m
, 'l'qe .Hebre"jVs, The Plagues, The Flight, Confes"'
and A.vmd, Inspired Slavery, Marriage,
, .Religions Liberty, Conclusion. Paper, 50 cent,;
cloth, $1.
INTERVIEWS ON TALMAGE.
Being Six Interviews with tbe Famous Orator on Six Sennons by the Rev T. DeWitt Talmage, of l:lrooklyn, to which. io added a Talmagian Catechism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.25;
cloth, gilt, $1.50.
BLASPHEMY.
Argument by R. G. Ingersoll in the Trial of C. B. Reynolds at Morristown N.J. This is
the greate~t l}rgumen~ ever made in a case of this kind, and will be a model for the bar so long
as the Chns~tans use f_orce to. repress free speech. Its legal acumell i3 unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled m a tnal for" blasphemy." Wherever Christian persecution is going
on th~s arg_ument .should be free!" circulated, read to the Christians, and expounded on every
occaston. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
·
WHAT MUST WE DO TO BE SA.VED ~
Analyzes the_so-c'l.Ued gospels of Matth!lw, Mark~ Lnk,e, and John, and devotes a chapter
each to the Cath_olics, Episcopalians, Methodists Presoytenans, Evangelical Alliance and n.n~wers the questwu of the Christians as. to what he proposes instead of Christianity-the religIon of sword and fl.tme. PaPer, 25 cents.
THE GREAT INGERSOLL CONTROVERSY.
The famous Christmas Sermon by Colonel Ingersoll, the heated replies of the ministers,
and Colonel Ingersoll's rejoinders to the same. Paper, 25 cents.
THOMAS PA.INE'S VINDICATION.
A Reply to the New York 0/Jserver's Attack upon lihe Author-hero of the Revolution, by
R. G. Ingersoll. Paper, 15 cents.
LIMIT.A.TIONS OF TOLERATION.
A Disnussion between R. G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederick R. Oouden, and Ex-Governor
Stewart L. Woodford. Paper, 10 cents.
ORTHODOXY.
CIVIL RIGHTS SPEECH.
A Lecture. Paper, 10 cents.
WititSpeech of Hon. Frederick Douglass. Paper, 10 cents.
OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY:
In. the suit of the B. & M. Tel. Co. vs. W. U. Tel. Co.,1886 Paper, 10 cents.
CRIMES .A.G.A.I~ST CRIMINALS.
Delivered Before the New .York State Bar Association. Paper, 10 cents.
LIFE. A Prose-Poem. In color, on board, gilt edges, 9x 13 (for mantel, wall, or easel), 50 cents.
LITHOGR.A.Pil OF R. G. INGERSOLL.
.A. LAY SERMON.
22x28 inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents.
On the Labor Question. Paper, 5 cents.
PHOTOGRAPH (CABINET) OF R. G. INGERSOLL, 50 cents.
"
"
" COLONEL INGERSOLL, WITH BABY BROWN.
(A home picture.) 50 .ents.
PHOTOGRAPil (P.A.NEL), 18 x 24 inches, $5. (IMPERIAL), 7t x 13 inches, $1.50.
STAGE AND THE PULPIT.
An Interview on their Comparative Merits, and Opinions on· the Trial of the Chicago
Anarchists, the Catholic Church, etc. Paper, 8 cents.
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.
INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
Centennial Oration. Paper, 6 cents.
Paper, 3 cents.
IN~ERSOLI. C.A.TECHISED. Paper, 3 oo11.ts. BIBLE IDOLATRY. Paper, 3 cents.
THE TRUTH OF HISTORY.
Comments on the assertion by an evangelist that Colonel Ingersoll had become a Christian,
had admitted that Thomas Paine recanted, and that his own children had joined the church.
Paper, 8 cents.
INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE THE NEW YORK UNITARIAN CLUB.
The lecture is tt grand one, and w~ts received by the club with con~inuous applause from
beginning to end, which speaks weU for the Unitarians. The pamphlet con tams 1t pages,
beautifully printed.· .Price, 6 centd; ten copies, 50 cents.
MEMORIAL OR!TION ON ROSCOE CONKLING. ·
Delivered before the New York legislature May 9, 1888. Price, 75 cents.
GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.
One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with likeness of
author. Price,10 cents. Twelve copies for $1.
INGERSOLL'S GREAT ADDRESS ON THOMAS P .A.INE,
At the Paine celebration in New York city in 1892. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 50 cents.
INGERSOLL'S LECTURES IN ONE VOLUME.
CONTENTS.-'l'he Gods; Humboldt; Individuality- Thomas Paine; Heretics and Heresies; The Ghosts; The Liberty of Man Woman, and Child· The Centennial Oration, or Declaration of Independence,July4,1876' What. I Know About Farming in Illiuoi•; Speeoh at Cincinnati in 1876, nominating James G. Blaine for the Presidencv; The Pa~tRises Before Me,
or, Vision of War, an extract frnm a Soeech made at the Soldiers' and Sailors' Reunion
at Indianapolis, In<i., Sept. 21b 1876; A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll; The Grant B~nquet;
Crimes Against Criminals; Tri ute to the Rev. Alexander Clarke; Some Mistotkes of Moses;
What Must We Do to be Saved? Six Interviews with Robert G. Ine-ersoll on Six Sermons by
the Rev. T. De Witt Talmage, D.D.~ to which is added a Talmag1an Catechism, and Fonr
Prefaces, which co'\tain some of Mr •..mgersoll's wittiest and brightest sayings.
This volume has th9 greatest popularity, is beautifully bound in half palf or half morocco,
mottled edges,1,357 pageJ, good paper,large type, post Svo. Pnce, postpatd, $5.
LIBERTY IN LITERATURE.
Testimonial to Walt Whitman. "Let us put wreaths on the brows of the ltvtn<;." An Address delivered in Philadelphia, Oct. 211..1890, with portrait of Whitman. Containing· also

REDUCTION IN PRICE _ ,OF A GREAI BOOL

m,

COLONEL INGERSOLL'S ADDR-"'<SSAT '.l'HE FUNERAL OFW_,L'.l'WHI'.l'•
DIAN, at Harleigh, Camden, N.J., March 80, 1892. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

PROSE-POEMS AND SELECTIONS.
Fifth edition, enl~trged and revised. A handsome qp.art!J, contf!-ining 3'3 Jl.ages. Thi~ is1
be~ond question, the cheapest and most ele~ant volume m Ltberal hterature. I~s mech!lmcaJ
fimsh is worth v of its intrmsic excellence. No expense has.been spared to make 1t.the th~ng of
beauty it is. The type is large and clear, the paper heavy, highly calendered~ and rwhly tmted,
the presswork faultless, and the binding as perfect as tlie best materittls ana skill can make it.
As to the contentshit is e.nough to say that they il).clude all of the choicest mterancea of
the greatest writer on t e topics treated that has ever lived.
.
Those who have not the good fortune to own all of Mr. Ingersoll's published work~. will
have in this book of selections many b~ight. samples 9f his lofty. thought, his matcbJ.e.ss eJoquence, his wonderful imagery and hts ep1g~amma~tc .and PoetiC power. The <'Oll!Jctwn mcludes all of the "Tributes" thai have become famous tn hterature-notablythose to hts brother
E. C.lngersoll, Lincoln, Grant, Beecher, Conkling, Courtlandt M. Palmer, Mary Fi~ke, Elizur
Wright: his peerless monographs on "The Vision of War," Love, Liberty, Art and Moralit.y,
Science Nature The Imaginat10n,_,Decoration Day Oration1 What is .Poetry, Music of Wagner,
Origin and Des'tiny, "Leavea of urass," and on the great neroes o(intellectualLiberty. Besides theRe are innumerable gems taken here and there from t)le orattons, speeches, arguments,
toast'!,. lectures, letters, interviews, anil day by day conversatto~ C"•f t)l!l author.
The took is designed for, and will be accepted by aqnur~ng fnends as a,rarfl PE_lrsonal
souvenir. To help it serve this Jl.nrpose, a fine steel portrait, Wlj;h !tntop-Jtph ~ac-siD:ri.le,_has
been prepared especially for it. In the more elegant styles of btnding 1t IS emmently smted
for presentation ptJIPoses, for any season or occasion.
•
.
PBroEs.-In cloth beveled boards, gilt edges~,.$2.50; in half moro.cco, gilt .e(l.ges, $5; m hal!
cal!, mottled :edges library ptyle, ljl4.50· in full ·.111rkey morocco, gilt, exqrusttely fine, $7.50;
in full tree calf, highest possible finish, $9. ,

Any of the above sent to any_addresst...by exp,ress, prepaid, or mail, post free,
Oil receipt of price, Addrei3S THE TBUT.1:1. SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York;
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With the eighth editloe •
Win wood Reade's "Mar,,.,
dom of Man," the coat oi
production has been IN·
sened so that we can redllf/fl
the

(mce from 11.11 •

$1.00.
l'he book hOB had a phenomenal eaJe tor eo heretical a work second 9nlr to Helen GUIAeolrJ
• l!bll, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary 1oenefit ot i,, 'l'he

".MARTYRDOM OF MAN"
1:11 • very interestinglr. PICtured synopsis of universal history, showing What the race has undergone
-its martyrdom-in tts rise to its present ulan e. It s1ows how War and lteligion have been oppf!l~J

tive factors in man's struggle for Liberty, and the last chapter, of some liiO pages, describes hll
tntellectnalstrnggle from the animal period of the earth to the present. adding an ou~line of whM
the author conooives would be & religton or reason ttnd love. The chapters are:
Egytlt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks, the Macedonlans, Alexandri"' Ult
..tl.. 1 Pheniciam. Carthage and Uome, Homan Africa, the Arabs.

W 'R
The Natural Histor;r of Rel)gion, the Israelites, the Jews, the Propheta.
of Jesus the ChnstianshArabia, MeccabOhamcter of MohamRELIGION.character
med, Description of Africa, the Mo ammedans in antral Africa.
,
·
BERTY
Ancieni Europe, Invasion of the German'!.t the Oastle, tl1e Town, the
•Abolition
Church, Venice. Arab Spain, the
lJiscoverer.,!l,., the Slave
L.1
in Europe. AbolitiOn in \merica. JVLaterialttof .1:1uman History
Animal Period of the
Orig!n of Man, and Early Hlsto17,
of Universal History, The
of tne Hnman Race, TIN
lNTELLECT Bnwmary
R_ligion of Reason and Love.
l'ortngues~~

Earth,

1

....,... nduoed from tl. 76 to .1.00.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER,
18 Lafayette place, New fort.

PEN PICTURES OF fHEWORLD'S F.AIR.
By SAMUEL P • .PUTNAM.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
of the Sunday-openers; describes the various buildings and what they contain, and is,
ullin all, the very best picture of the Fair 1hat can be painted with a pen.

ILLUSTRATED.
.A. M!P OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
.A. BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to·the present time.
Single copy, 25 cents.

Five copies for $1.
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The Creation of God.
By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
· An explanation of the origin of the God Idea, and the mental processes that led to the formation
of idols and the worship of them. From the.time of •rerah's apostasy, Abr&ham's reform&tion and
his banishment for heresy and blasphemy agamst the Ohatdean tdols, to Ghrist's coming[ the .Principal characters are analyzed an~ shown to be humal)., b:yo thought and deep. It is made p ain that the
peculiar phraseology, can~ saymgs, subterf[lll!lS• miracle~, wo,nder-worJungs, and snP,~rnatnral P.adding are the prop~r offsprmg of the then enstmg barbartsm, 1gnor~nce, and snperst1t10n, constttntiug the peculiar politics of the dav.
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:

The Universal Aspect.
The Earth.
The Chemical Aspect.
The Sun.
Genesis-The Creation.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Deluge.
The Scriptural God-The Creation.
The Creation of God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God,
Samuel the Kingmaker.
Gotl Save the King.
Jehovah Takes a Rest.
The End of National Life,
The Christian Era.
Organic Life-Ve(!tetable.
Organic Life--Azdmal.
The Master Tissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
,
The Nervous Tissues.
Food and Food-Substances.

Elimination of Waste Substances,
In G6neral.
By the Lungs.
By the Skin.
By the Kidneys.
Digestion and Nutrition.
The Elementary Substances.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
The Soul-What Is It?
The Mind.
Sin and Salvation.
The .bicclesiastical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
Visions-Bible Dreams--Revelations
The Planetary Gods.
'
Every Man His Own God.
Tables {Gateways to Knowledge.
Morals; Whence They Spring.
The Non Credo.
Rules for Human Conduct.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
Map of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind
Map of Theological Retrogression.
•
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.

Four Hundred and Thirty-two

Pages Large 1.2mo.

In Clo"th, 81; in Paper, t»O Cen"ts.
Addre81

THE TBUTH BEEKER, 88 Lafayette Place, New Yo k
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Unless otherwise specified, all publica·
tions noticed here can be had of THE
:.l'RUTH SEEKER OoMPANY, at the price
named.
·
WoMAN: FouR OENTURIES oF PROGRESS.
by 8nssn H. Wixon. Price, 10 cents.
This is, in my opinion, one of the best
pamphlets for missionary work yet published by the Truth Seeker Oompsny.
Since women are the mainstay of the
Ohristisn churches, our chief aim is to get
tht>m interested in Freethonght, and Miss
Wixon has given us s spleudid lecture
which can be used for this purpose. Her
style is clear and forcible and her arguments convincing, and the pamphlet deserves, and no doubt will hsv, s wide circulation.
I wish also to call attention to another
pamphlet: ·•The Orime of 1893: Russia
and America." By W m. H. G&lvani. Published b;y the Jones-Morris Publishing
Honse, Portland, Or. Price, 15 cents.
This little book will add much to Gslvsm's already well-known reputation as s
writer. The pamphlet is s review of the
treaty recently concluded between Russia
and our govtrnmenL
No one is more
tilted to write intelligently on this subject
than Wm. Gslvani, who, being born and
having spent most of Jus life in Russia,
has himself seen and studied the state of
affairs in that sorrow-stricken country.
Every lover of liberty in every country
should read this little book; should become
acquainted with the gro~s injustice our
government has perpetrated in this movement and should enter his protest against
this, ' our country's "compact with
tyranny." Never I.Jefore hav I read so
much of truth and of value in sixty-three
pages.
KATm KnBM SMITH,
Sec. Oregon State tiecnl•r Union.
TBREE INTRODUCTORY LECTURES ON THE
SOIENOE oF 'l'nouGBT. By F. Max Muller, Ohicllgo: '!'he Open Uonrt Publishing Oompany. Price, 25 cents,
Professor Miille1· maintains that language
is identical with thought. He says there
is no such thing as reason, and asks if we
hsv come hone~tly by that snbstsntiv. In
a letter to s friend who urges objections
ag-ainst this position of the great philologist, Professor Miiller says: "'Reason is
something, namely language, not simply
iLs we now hear it and use It, but as it has
been slowly elaborated by man through all
the ages of his existence on earth. Reason
is the growth of centuries, it is the work of
man, and at the same time an instrument
brought to higher and higher perfection
by the leading thinkers and speakers of the
world. No reason without language, no
language without reason. Try to reckon
wtthont numbers, whether spoken, written,
or otherwise marked, and if you succeed
in that, I shall admit 1hst it is possible to
reason or reckon without words, and that
there is in us such s thing, or t~nch s power
or faculty, as reason, apart from words.
• • · Some people seem to resent it almost ail a personal insult that what we call
our divine reason should be no more than
human language, and that the whole of
this human language should hsv been derived from no more than eight hundred
roots which can be reduced to about one
hnnd~ed and twenty concepts. But if I
had wished to startle my readers, I could
easily hsv shown that out of these eight
hundred roots, one-half could really hav
been dispensed with, and has been dispensed with in modern languages, while
among the one hundred ana twenty con·
cepts not a few are clearly secondary, and
owe their place in my list merely to the
fact that in Sanskrit they cannot be reduced to any more primitlv concepts. To
dance, for mstsnce, cannot be called s
primitiv concept; perhaps not even to
hunger, to thtrst., to cook, to . roast, etc.
Only it so happens that m Sanskrit, to
which my statistical remarks were restricted, we cannot go behind such roo s
as NART, KSHUDH, 'l'ARSH, PAK, etc.
It is in that hmtttd sense only that such
roots and such concepts can be called
primitiv. The number of really primitiv
eoncepts would be so alarmingly small that
for the present it seemed wtser to say
nothing about it. But so far from being
ashamed of our modest beginnings, we
ought really to glory rather in having
rsit~ed our small patrimony to the immense
wealth ·now hoarded in our dictionaries."
'£here follow the '' 'l'hree Introductory
Lectures" thirteen letters from eminent
scientists and literary people in criticism
of the professor's views, and s communication from him in reply thereto, all reprinted from Nature.

volu roe appeared i.u t.be New York :Mercur.v
and JJ.feriweftter'R Weekly, and in various psperR in lows and other Western
states, of which Mr. Kernan was editor
1\lr. Kernan's extreme vi~>ws on political
questions-he was editor of the famous
Mates, of Okohons, Mississippi-hav done
much to prevent the recognit.ion of his
great merits as 1\ poet. But it seems certain that the future will giv him credit for
the possession of talents of no mean order.
He is often compared to PoP, sod it cannot
be denied that many of his productions at
once call to mind the out-pourings of that
somber genius.
The contents of this book are clsAsified
as· "Poems of Pessimism," "Melodiea of
Misogamy," "Poems of Passing Moor'! A,"
•• Agnostic ArgninentR," and ''Poems PoliticaL"
Here are a few stanzas from the poem,
" Per Oastrs Ad Astra:"

JUST ·OUT!

JUST OUT!

RIGHT LIVING.
By SUSAN H.

Ethic~

WIXON.

as Understood by a Student of Science. Sixty Chavters, as follows:

Right Living,
What i• Hypocrisy 1
In Re~ard to C\)noealed Vice,
What is Morality?
Conscience o•· Moral Sense,
Beautiful Chanty,
·What is lgnoraJ•ce?
Selfishness, the Menace of So- Fidelity. the Giver of Strength
Knowledge the Great Treasure,
mety.
•
and Honor,
Onncerning .l!:dncation,
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Valne of Wealth.
Conduct· or Right Doing
Life,
Avarice, Not a Means to Life's"
Virtne, the illuminator of Life, Is Reverence a Dnty?
Best End,
.·. . . ·"
Prnumce, an Economy of Life, Self-Reliance, '
Good Natnre, one of Life's'-Best
Self-Control.
Blossoms,
· · ·
What Know Ye of Justice?
Fortitude a Noble t'ossesswn, Self-Respect
Reason and Free Inquiry.
Temperance and Iutemperan"e, Footish Pride and Silty Preiu- Free Speech,
Is the Use of '.robacco Dangerdice,
A Free .l:'ress,
on' 1
Anger, the Distorter,
Rights of Animals,
nultiv<Ltwn of lndivtdnallt:v,
'l'he Angel of Forgiveness
Rights of Children,
Character, a Jewel of Great Price, Observation a Grea~ Faciiitr~
Human Rights; or the Equality
of Man.
ldleneos, another Name for Loss, Perseveran •e, the Friend of man,
Industry, the St•ff of Life,
Punctuality, a Promoter of Suo- Moral Cleaulines..,_
cesd,
Politenesd. The uentlemaR·
"Per csstra ad astra "-through camps to Vahe of a Trade,
Recreation a Necessity,
The Difficulties of Life.
Politeness. -Continued.- The
the starsGames of Chance,
'l'emptation," tile Demon on the
Gentlewoman,
Ran the demagog legend of old:
h.ghwa:v,
Best Society,
'!'ruth and Falsehood,
It glowed on the banners borne forth to What is au Oath? or the Worth Hab,t, Secund Nature,
Progress; or Enlightenment:
Power of Will,
Wisdo.11.
of a Promise.
the wars
Fraud a Crime,
Conragcl, a Jllecessity to Right
By the soldiers believing and bold.
Livmg
The Poison of Slander,
Miss Wixon has taken as her mot'oes in writing this beautiful book of 292 pages-which she
When torn by the spears of the truculent has dedicated to the memory of ber father and mother-these sentences from Lhe works of ·a great
synthetill philosopher and a gifted libe·al minister:
foe,
And trampled by hoof and by heel,
As Wlth the Ph1!slcal, so wlth thP. ethical. A belief, as yet fitful ana partial, is beqtnning to
spreaa amongst men, that here, also, there is an tnatssoluble bond. between cause and. consequence, an
They were taught that their glorified ine:corable
aesttny, a law WhiCh altereth not.-llorbert Spencer.
spirits wonld go
Living is an Art, a methoa Q/' e:cpresstng great conceptions; in fact, the highest methoa, the
noblest of the Arts.-Thomas 8tarr King.
Straightway to the Land of the Leal.
Poor dupes of proud devils! They thought
if they gave
Of their blood to the glory of kings
They would sweep forth, transfigured,
from out of the grave
With s flash of white, fluttering wings!
"Per castra ad astra "-the lie has come
down
Through cycles and conquests unknown;
And still it stirs men to march forth for
the crown,
And with bayonets prop up the throne;
And still it stirs many to barter the bloom
And the song and ttle sunlight of time,
For the hope of a blessing beyond the
bleak tomb
In s vague and invisible clime.
WoMAN, OHtJRan, AND STATm.
The beginning of an epoch is always a
fitting time for retrospection, and the activ
awakening of both ma.n and woman at the
present day to the latter's worth o.nd
nghts to co recognition marks s period
whPre s right view of the past can well be
taken and ttle snhject of cause and effect
clearly considered. In "Woman, Ohurch,
and State," Matilda Joslyn Gage has formulated a collection of far reaching historic facts which in themselvs are silent
arguments for the progressiv cause the
author so ably champions. ·Its pages teem
With examples of oppression that bear
mute witness to the patient endnran(Je and
long-suffering of w"omen because of their
sex-virtues which in themselvs should at
least demonstrate their equality with their
persecutors.
From the earliest days of written history
to the present time, the author cites the
countries and their treatment of wm;nen,
and many s poignant truism does she
ev,•lve.
Filled as the book is with statistical
facts, it is yet free from the uninterestingness usually the companion thereof; for
the author has interwoven s personality
into her writing that keeps awakened the
interest throughout.
It is s woman writing about women.
And who can better appreciate the subject?
'fsken in its entirety, it is treated in a
manner that calls for the highest praise,
llnd the work cannot but prove s valuable
addition to the literature of progressiv
thinkers of the day.
As must seemingly be the esse with all
writings of advanced thought, t.he writer
hs" lost sight, in several instances, of the
necessity of policv in general as w.-11 as
individual association a-nd some of the conclusions and inferences drawn are open to
criticism on the ground of expedient concessions to the laws of cause and effect.
Naturally, also, there are s few inacnrscies, but they are of minor· detail, snob,
for example as classing the Ohristian
Register of this city as s recognized organ
of the Episcopal church.
But the general truths are not thereby
affected, and it may well be "addressed
to all persons who, breaking sway from
custom llnd the usages of ages, dare sf'lek
·rrut.h for the sake of Truth." To all such
it will be welcome; to all others sggresiv
and educstionsi.-Boston Idea8.

3/ZZ in a Jfuts'AeZZ.

By A.SA AUGER
THE FLAMING METEOR. Poetical Works
of Will Hnbbard-Kernan. Biography
A. condensation of the fundamentnl arguments
by Hon. John R. Olymer. Portrait. against Chri~tianity.
Ohicago: Ohsrles H. Kerr & Oo. Oloth.
A Y6ry Good Little Misstonary Work.
Price, $1.50.
Above the pen name of "Kenneth LsPrioe, 15 oents. Address
I111U'" most of the poema in this baJldlo me
TBlll TBUTBI:lUU&

Right Living" is well bound in cloth and printed on good paper.

PRI()E, $1.00.
Addres•
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RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.
IJP.tl.tCfltP.tt

to th<' A mp,rtcan Congress, or 1892, which fm- the salce of Religion, Btabbea Liber!JU
to the Heart.

A work burning with indignation inspired by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair
.··
on Sunday-an act which practically united the govtornment and the Christian ch'lroh.

To which is added Hr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian
Exposition Committee of the Honse of Representatives against Sunday closing•.
Also the following Es~ays and ' oem·; by Mr. Putnam, which have never before been put in
hook form: Orthodoxy; Freethuught; Man, Not God (written for a Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Libertxand Thoma< l"aine; a_puem written for the opening exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; The Golden Age; Shut the Door (a poem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Ph,ladelphi '• in 18i6).
The main essa.y hi this work i• one of the strongest arraignments ever made of the religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of thq People of this con .. try. It should be distributed widely.
[,has been commended in the highest term• as it appeared in THE Taura:SEEKEB and we hope every
reader will buy a copy ~o l~nd his neighbor and arouse thought.
Price 25 oents: Five copies fm- $I.

AdclreHA

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafavette Place, New York City.

EI::i THUMBSCREW

AND RACK.

B~·

HEO. E

MACDONALD.

12

$1.00
Seut Po:-t Pmd
TORTURE JN.s'rRUM:ENTS employtd in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries for
the Promulgation· of Christianity Being the Nuremberg CoJ.lection, and iu"cln ling specimens from
'lhe Holt Inquisition.

THIRTY-FIVE

ILLUSTRATIONS.

· Ruanish Collar, Thumbscrew, Iron Gollar~r1e Rao •• the Iron Orown.,.Leg Crusher, the Stooks
the Heretic C tchtr. tbe Iron Boot., the Hot il'litton, a Month-J>ear (gag), .tron Masks ret'ommenddO1
oy the InquioiLion, B,·eaking and Buruing_ on the Wheel; tho .UU.cking. Gage, the Cha8tity Belt for
women, the 8pider the Iron Virgi , Up to Date the Execution Bell, etc.
"I used to read in books," says Colonel Ingersoll, ·how on.- fathers persecuted mankind Bnt I
never appreciated 1t• .L real it, b:J.t it did not burn itself into my soul. I did not real,y appreciate
th.,.mfamies that have been committed in the name of religion until I saw the iron ar ." nment8 tha•
Christians used."
(

Price, 10 ()ents per ()opy.

•

•

12 ()opies Cor $1.00

BUY; A DOLLAR'S WOJH'H AND 8C.!.Tl'.I£R 'T'HEM AMONG YuUR CHRISTIAN '~HlHRORS!
Address .TH£ 'RUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

HAND-BOOK
OF

FREEl"H OUGHT.
By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitious doctrines of Christiamty. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its olassiftoation
of subjects makes it a hand-book. Aslngersoll said of
·
··
Paine's "Age of Reason( it enables somebod;v in every villagE) t9 ".comer the parson." Its ~de
variety of subJeots inoluae .U the diiPuted POlnts between Chiistl&lU~&nd Freethou.s:ht .Price,
olo~, •1; P&"Ptlf• GO oeuts.
4d,di'eee
'l'UE TBU'l'H S!'OEltJ!I~.
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UEMAND POND'S
EXTRACT.
AVOID
ALL IMITATIONS.
Q

THE equality of man is written in the

neaux Jnrdan.
LET church organizations, if they so
choose, frown upon dissenters and look
upon those in pity or resentment who
differ from them in their convictions.
Before the law of a f:.;ee land, of a nation
of freemen z alons to preserve their inalienable rights, Jew and gentile, skeptic
and Agnostic, mnst not be discriminated
against. The _unbeliever, if a loyal oiti~
zen, shares w1th the believer the same
rights of oitizenship.-Rev. L. Stern, in
Jewi~h

Messenger.

JoHN MdRLEY says with truth: "One
reason why 110 many persons are really
shocked and pained by the avowal of
heretical· opinions is the very fact that
snob avowal is uncommon. lf unbelievers
and doubters were more courageous, he-·
hevers would be less timorous. It is because they hv in an enervating fool's paraaise of seeming assent and conformity,
that the breath of an honPst and outspoken
word strikes so eager and nipping on their
sensibilities." The time is pretty 11nre to
come to all when they mnst speak ont
what is in them or play the hypoorit.
Who can doubt which is the manly part?-

J. M. Wheeler.

THE present generation of Americans
has been reared largely on the most
dangerous stimulants. Of course, all wise
men knowthat every spree has its penalty.
This country is now sobering np. It is
particularly hard on the rising generation
that has not been accustomed to economy
and to the ordinary hardships of life. It
is hard even on the older inhabitants and
pioneers, bnt these hav had some experience- on the. dead level, and hav lonr,r
since learned that the boom of a whole
nation is. quite as unstable and mnoh more
dangerous than the boom of a single district or town. A boom is a boom, and
ultimately every boom mnst explode and
blow its army of visionary mortals to kingdom oome.-Galveston News.
·
BUT suppose that Ohristianity, as the
nominal religion of the majority of citizens,
were adopted as the religion of the state;
even then the confusion would not be
ended. ShaH the state be Oatholio or
Protestant, orthodox or liberal? Shall1t
acknowledge the infallibility of the church
and pope, or adopt the .Bible as an in~
fallible guide? What dootrin shall be set
forth in the creed, and what condemned
as heretical? What rites and forms shall
be prescribed? To entertain snob questions is to remove the foundation of republican government and to revive tr.e
dootrins and assumptions ont of which
grew the Inquisition with all its bloody
horrors, and make the stake and the fagot
once more the terror of aissenters from
the orthodox faith.-Oliver Johnson.
THE community at large has an instinotiv
distrust for aJl parade of religion; for all
pretentious and obtrnsiv piety. 'l'he man
who should every morning, before openmg
hie business for the day, summon his employees around him and '' rt cognize God"
by leading them in public prayer, would
lose business and become an object of
general distrust, not because people generally distrust religion, bnt because they hav
a wholesome drea.d of false pretenses.
The general instinct does not err. The
man who carries his religion on his !!leeve;
who makes an advertisment of it and nses
it to attract attention to himself and his
merits, is generally what people take him
to be. Neither in business nor in politics
nor anywhere else is it safe to'trnst those
who thns- proclaim their religion <>n the
corners of the streets. At the opening of
the French. Revolution there was an admirable illustration of this species of
pharisaism. The Girondins, representing
the moderate and oonservativ element of
the French Republicans, were opposed to
any profe11sion of theocratic government,
bnt another element insieted that " God
must be recognized.". This element was
the Jacobina, with Robespierre as their
leader, and they carried the day. As the
champion of the almighty, Robespierre
forced through a complimentary reference
t ' the " supreme bemg," declaring that
the republic was inaugurated under his
"l_l.nspioes." This done, the Jacobina proceeded to decapitate the king and to set np
the gnillotin in the Place de Ia Revolution
-all "under the auspices of the supreme
beingi"-St, Louis Republic,

ALL PAIN

Rheumatism

difterenoti.-:Katherine Mabley Corbett.
Grv me the liberty to know, to utter,
and to argue freely according to oo:asoienoe, above allliberties.-Milton.
RELIGIONS thems~lvs are never new.
Buckle deolal"ed that he who affirmed that
Ohristianity contained any new teaching
was guilty of either ignorance or fraud.
If Buckle's life had been spared, he might
hav been able to say that Ohristianity·
lived in its earliest days because it absorbed Eastern ideas, and that it livs now
because it adopts secular methods.-Fur-
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To introduce our beautiful Art Portfolios of The
World's Fair, we will send
absolutely FREE a fine 18k
rolled-Gold Ring and large
package splendid Silk Remnants I Send only
12 cents to pay postage, packing, etc .. of The
Orand Portfolio to your address. and we will send
you absolutely Free all of the goods mentioned
above. A genuine offer. $100.00 forfeited if we fall
to send as agreed. Address H. C. BUCHANAN &
CO., 67 Warren St., Box 2628, New York.

OUR NEWEST BOOKS.
Thumbscrew and Rack. Illustrations snecially prejlared, and the text by Geo. E. Macdonald. Paper, 10 cen,s.
Self-Contradictions of the Bible. Ninth
edl.tion. Price, 15 cent•
Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian7
By JoJ:tn E. Remsburg. Cloth, 1!11; paper, 50
cents ..
Pen-Pictures of the World's Fair. Illustrated. .By Samuel P. Putnam Paper, 25
cents.
Religion a Curse, a Lie_, and a Disease.
By Samuel P. Putnam. Paper, 25 cents,
Design Argument Fallacies. A Refutation of the Argument ·hat Nature Exhibits
Marks of Having Been "esig~ed by an Intelligent Bein!l". B·· the Editor of THE TBUTH
SEEKEB. Paper, 15 cents.
Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
By M. E. Billings. Paper, 25 cent.•.
Handbook of Freethought. By W. S.
Bell. Cloth, $1: paper, 50 eents
Pleasure and Progress: An Attempt to
Prove that the Pursuit of Pleasure is the stne
qua non of Intelledual, Moral, •nd Social
Development and that the. Promotion of
Pleasure is the Duty of Phllanthrop:y and
Statesmanship. Ry Albert M Lorentz, LL.B.
Oloth, $1; ~aper, 50 cents.
The Creation of God. Tracing the GodIde to Its Source. By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Resurrection of Jesus. By Don Allen.
Cloth, 75 cents; cloth, 40 cents.
Facts and Fictions of Life. By Helen
H. Gardener. Oloth, $1; paper, 50 cents
Woman, Cbnrchi aud State. .By Matilda
.Joslyn Gage. C oth, $2; leather, $a.
The Church and Freethonght. By Franklin Steiner. Paper, 10 centM.
The Giant Delusion. One of Otto Wettstein's Friendly Arguments with the Spiritualists. Paper, 10 cents.
Bible Inquirer. By Andrew JaoobsoB.
Paper, 25 cents.
Woman: Four CE>ntnries of Progress.
By Su~an H. Wixon. Pap~r. 10 centd.
IN PRESS.
Four Hundred Year!! of Freethought.
By Samuel P. Putnam. Hnb•cription bouk,
ele~ant binding, ovtr "ne hundred portraits, $5.

THE
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Pnblished Monthly at
per YP.ar.
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Price.
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Men, Women, and U:ods. Helen H. Gar50
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Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Ben- ~

·mua:
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Victor Hugo's Orat.on on Voltaire ...... ,.....
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. Illustrated.....
SabbathBreaking. JohnE. Remsburg.......
Travel• in Faith from lfradition to Reason. Robert n Adams.. .'··............
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller............
My Religions Experience. Samuel P. PutThe I¥f;~.'ercriiici8Di.i"D."'rhe<il<ii-Y:"8.ii,f'Re:
lig10n. T. E Longshore .. ............
lssu:ms oF 1892.-$8.
Infidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote.............
Rights .of Man Thomas Paine. lllnstra.ted... ....................................
Was Christ Crucified? Austin Bierbower....
Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener ... .. ... .. .. .. ..... ...... ..... .....
Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg .... ··· ··· ·
Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk ........... .
Pocket
Theology.
Voltaire
·· ··
Why Don't
God Kill
the .............
Devil? M. · Bahcock,.... .. . . .. .. .. . . .... .. . . . ... .. .. .
Liber!Y m Literature.
Testimoni.al to
Walt
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By
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Robert G.with
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PrOYing Christianity
to be of
Heathen Origin.
[ILLUSTRATED.]
Price. - - - - tl.50.

Puck.
"Roqs intimated he was very aotiv in
church work. What's his special line?"
"He sends New Year's cards to the poor
and gets up fasting olnb i among the destip k
tnte during Lent."- uc:
"GADSBY, the evangelist who went out
West, wa~ shot dead recently." "How
did it happen?" "During a Oi!.mp-meeting
.he turned snddealy on a cowboy, and
asked if he was prepared to die."-Puck.

25
MAMMA (reprovingly, Sunday) : "Yon
told me yon werd go lUg tJ play ohnroh."
40 L1"ttle D10k: "Yes'm." "Tnen I'd like
10
to know what aU tnis loud laughing is
10 about." "Oh, that's DGt and m.e. We're
25 the choir."
50
211
THE pess1·~
• t·. "Do yon. really think
~1 8
15 the world will ever be Ohristianized?"
The optimist: "Yon bet I dQ. And at
the rate the heathen are being
25
d wiped out
,
by these machine gnns nowa ays 1t wont
15 be long, either."
.

Hart · · · · · · .... · · · · ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

"YEs, Grab bit is not only a hoarder and
miser, bnt has the faculty of acquisition
Remsburg....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 developed in him to an extraord1uary deIssu:ms oF 1898.-$8..
gree. He wants everything he sees that
'T'homaa Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
be can get for nothing." " Why, I thought
0
15
rhe ~r~~fi';~ ~f·a~,C:Dr.""j'~~oi>""iia~t.:
Grabbit was a OhriBtian." "There, that
mann...................................... 50 just shows him·. .lie is a Ohristian. The
Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
moment he heard salvation was free, he
M. E. Billings............................ 25 froze to it."
.
Resurrection of J esns. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
. Handbook of Freethonght. W. s. Bell...... 50
"YouR crop seems to bo considerably
Religion ll. Curse; •ieligwn a Disease; Religion a Lie. B. P. Putnam.
25 in the grass," said a passer-by to a negro
Des1gn Argument Fallacies. By Editor of
·
THE 'rBUTH SEEKER...... .. . ....
15 who sat on the fence. "Yes, sah, General
(J-,·tJ• n's dnn got it."
··Did you over• braham Lmooln: Was He a Christian?
J,..bn E Remsburg. ... ...... ... ....... 50 plant yourself?" "No, sar; planted 'bout
Pen Pintnres of l'he W01ld's Fair. ll1nstr,ted. B. P. Putnam...................
25 'nnft." "Why didn't you plow it?" "Wife
Common Sense. Thomq.s Paine. . . . . .. . . .. 15 tnk sick. t::;he does the plowin' fnr dis
Examination of Prophecies~ Thos. Paine..
15 plaod. 'What does I do?' I praaohes,
Pleasn,.e and Progre~s. Alibert M. Lorentz,
LL.B . . . . . .. . .
. . .....
50 dat's what I does. Ef providence oomds
Giant Delusion. Otto Wettstein ............ · 10 along and makes de 'oman sick, I kt\m't
Bible Inquirer. A. Jacobson .. .. . . . . . ...
~5
help it. lse been called, I llas. "-Ar!:lister Lucy. Her Awful Disclosures of
Newhall llonvent........................
10 kansas Traveler.
Woman: Four Centuries of Progress. Susan
MRs. DExTER has often told h3r fiveH. Wixon...............................
10
year-old daughter, J nlie, that she was
Issu:ms oF 1894 -$8.
ThnmbRcrew and Rack. GAo. E. Macdonald 10 never alone, because God was always w1tb
!'<elf. Contradiction of the Bible. W. H. Burr 15 her. One day Mrs. Dexter left J nlle alone
Durml{ the yeal other Rta.ndard Freethonght
works w1ll be published and sent to subscribers in the room while she went to the
as the:y appear.
drawing-room to see a visitor. When she
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
published in one year. In ordering please say came back she said feelingly, ·• Why,
Julie, hav yon been all this t1me alone? 1
which _year is desired.
Bingle numbers sold at prices quoted
thought nurse was coming ml" Julie:
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
"Oh, 1 havn't been alone, mamma, be1!8 Lafayette Place. New York.
cause yon see, Dod was with me; bnt he's
dretfnl poor oompa.ny."-BrQoklyn Ltfe.
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Yioar• of Christ and Vicegerents of Bod.
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Wettstein's ~ Be~air ~ De~artment.
BEBEA OHIO.
0TI'O WETTBTEH, Rochelle, Ill.. Bro. Matertal~hort time ago for
ovHhauling waR received in just three and a half
days from the time it left this station.
h waR put into A No. I shape &ud is running
fine. I wish to compliment yon on your mann~r
of doing business and will assure yon that when
I hav.e o her work in your line to bd done you
shall have it.
A. E. SMITH.
-tst: The watch sent yon a

Watches can be safely sent by mail or Axpress
and I pay chargeR one way. I have personally
managed mv repair dep•.rtment for 34 years and
no watch is permitted to leave my establi~llmen
until in perfect order and closely regulated,
PRICE LIS"r.

Cleanin!!', $1; Springs, $1; jewels, $1; or thre
$1 job• at $2.50.
All work. warranted one year. Liberal discounts to agent~.

OTTO WETTSTEIN,
THe

LIBB~.AL

..JBWBLBR.

THERE was a backward student at Baliol
who, for failure to pass an examinatiOn in
Greek, w"as ''sent down." His mother
went to see the master, the late Dr. Jowett,
and explained to him what an excellent
lad her son was. "It is a hard experience
for him, this disgrace," said the old lady;
"bnt he will hav the consolation of religion, and there is always one book to
which he can turn." Dr. Jowett eyed
her for a momentJ.. and then answertJd,
•' Yes, madam; the ureek grammar. Good
morning."
WHILE Miss Louis was instructing her
inlam ola•s last Sunday in the Oongregational t::;unday-sohool she was interrupted
by Master Pixley, who suddenly conceived
an idea, and with great emphasis remarked, "God can see ns, bn~ we can't
him. He is right here, he is everywhere,
he can see right through iron." Littlto
Gladys Uhl (one of the twins) with mnoh
expression, said, "Yes, of course, if it's
got a hole in it." A. smile went around
the class, and a 11ndden digression fol-

lowed.-Exchange.

"IT's a great secret," said the canny
Soot, " but I'll tt~ll you in confidence. The
folk I saw, maistly J<&Ve three· penny bits.
ThA Freeth ought Badge.
W eel, when 1 got the money every SabOESIGNEROF { The Ingersoll Sonvemr Spoon.
Otto Wettstein Watch.
bath evening, I carefully picked out the
Bend for price-lists, tracts, etc., free.
sma' coins and pnt them by. Noo, as
Mention THE TRUTH SEEKER.
there's only a limited number of tnreepenny pieces in a little place hkl:l this,
and as I hav maist o' them at present nn.ler
lock and key, the folk mann giv sixpences,
at least instead. Sae, that's the way tile oc~l
leotions are don bled. "-Spare Momenfs.
"I TELL yon, William," said a Oolnmbia
county sheriff to a farmer whom be was
endeavoring to hav meet a out-throat Dote,
"yon'il hav to llnstle and pay np, or we
will put yon lD limbo." 'fhe old farmer,
after h1s departure, was puzzled to kn•1w
what limbo meant and sought the conn try
squire. It was very dark for the justice,
bnt after diligently searching P • nden's
"Digest" for llalf an hour, he exclaimed.
"l've got it, Bill! Limbo means tile outward
skirts of hell." "Gee whiz!" snorted the
edyof
old man, looking frightened to deat-9.
cellS
DR.. R. p, FELLOWS,
"Oan it be possible that a measly Oolnm""'" wbP.r.eYou saw tblaa4VW Vineland, N.J. bia
county deputy sheriff has the power to
W" I wish to s&y that I &m &n ont-&nd-ont
LmEBAL, and I trust the .Freethinkers of the l&ni put a fellow in a place like that? 1 guess
will give me their pannage and not waste theif I'd better settle up."- Wilkesbarre Daily
time and mo11e7 011 011rist1r.D doowrs.-.Dr. F''t Newsd.ealer,
ROCHELLE, ILL.

STRONG, HEALTHY MANHOOD
Antiquity
Unveiled.
.Anofent Votces
from tile Sptrtt
Realm a-tsolose tile
most StartlfWJ Revezattons.
-o-

SoN: .. Father, why do they call preach•
ers doctors of divinity?" Father {c.f the
old school): "Because so many preachers
doctor divinity to snit their own ideas."-

'"''
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ZEKE IS AS A LOVELY SONG..
And, lo, thou art unto men as a very lovely song of one that hath a pleasant voice, and can play well on an instrument: for they hear thy words, but they do them not.-Ezek. xxxiii, 82.
.

Old Testamet'lt Stories
Comically Illustrated.
IT WILL

IT WILL
MAKE YOU

CORNER
THi£'

LAUGH.

PARSON.
\

By WATSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400

Pages.

200

Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS)
Sustaining a Theory,
Seme Giants,
The Adventures and Work of Noah.
Jl Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor.
A Queer Family,
llaac and His "Sister,"

llnl of

rw;ns,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Boa.rdlil, illu:odna:ted covers, 81; cloth,

Baralt

~rllt

Jephthah and His Human Sacnr,_
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not £xa.l.
David, God's Favorite,
·
Some Stories from the Book of King•,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailol'.

side sta:rn.p, $1.£50.
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'fHE ·f\ESURRECTION OF JESUS.
AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CoNTENTs: The ChriRtia.n Dogma. of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was

A. Late Breakfast
is often caused by a late milkman. No
cream for the coffee or oatmeal has delayed many a morning meal. Keep a supply of Borden's Peerless Brand Evaporated Oream in the house and avoid such
~nnoyancee.

the Resurrection a. Secret Affair? The Age of a. Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
:I'i1t!_e's Attempt to Save the Life of Jeans; Christ Before· Herod; A New Indictment
Against Jeans; Were the Gna.Tds Hired by 'he Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bod•; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Angel Sat on the Stone;
Mary's Visit; Angels; Rena.n's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identifica-
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fbe Bible of Nature: }. Oontribution
to the Relill'ion of the Fntnre. Cloth. $1.

l'he Secret of th11 East; or, The Origin

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth. $1. ·

tion; The Ascension; Why Did Jesns Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena.; The
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Chief Priests Did Not Believe in ResnrTection; What Became of the Roman Gna.rds?

Household Remedies for the Prevalent

Tha Origin of the Story; St. Paul's Account; St. Pa.nl's Conversion; A Modei'Il

Zoological Sketches : A Oontribution to

Example; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; Th~ Testimony of
Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration; Conclusion.

Pril.le, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 4:0 cents.
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Cloth, $1.

Disorders of the Hnma.n Organism. Cloth, $1.
the Outdoor study of N!!.tnra.l History. Ulna·
tra.ted by H. Faber. Cloth~$2.
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FILE BINDERS.
Those who preserve the volumes of Tllll: TBUTa
S:uKEB need a File Binder, which we will send on
reoeiPi of one dollar.

A :r.rmmoAL monopoly bill is before the
·
.
New Jersey legislature.
SEVERAL persons were killed in a labor
riot in Denver on April 18th.
THE Great Northern railroad has been
tied up by strikers for several days.
THE House of Representativs has
adopted a rule for counting a quorum.
NELsoN J. WATERBURY, one of the oldest
and best-known New York lawyers, died
April22d.
·
Srx or seven Ooxey armies, in different
parts of the country, are now enroute to
Washington.
THE typhoid epidemic at Montclair, N.
J., has extended to Bloomfield. It was initiated by bad milk.
OHARLES W. SMITH, an eleven year old
boy, died in Brooklyn last week from the
effects of vaccination.
HENRY S. I VES, the erstwhile "Napoleon
of Finance," died of consumption at Asheville, N. 0., April17.
MAYoR HoPKINS of Ohicago' is trying to
reform the police force of that city by discharging captains and inspectors.
The supreme court of Oolorado sustains
Governor Waite in his action removing
members of the Denver police board.
MoRBISoN L. SWIFT, of Boston, has
issued a petition to Oongress asking the
government to giv work to every one.
FRANOE thinks that the betrothal of the
Russian czarowitz to Princess Alice ·of
Hesse is a blow aimed by Germany at
France.
THERE was a labor riot in Oleveland on
April 20. It grew out of dissatisfaction
with the very small pay received by street
workmen.
AT East St. Louis a year's work, at $1.1i0
per day, was oftered to two hundred of
General Frye's industrial army. The
offer was refused.
I

GovERNoR OARR of North Oarolina h~
appointed Ex-Governor Thomas H. Jarvis
to succeed Z. B. Vance, deceased, in the
United States Senate.
THE miner's strike may bring about a
clash in Alabama. The militia are under
arms, as fears are entertained of attacks
on the prison stockades.
\
PRoHIBITioN carried in Nova Scotia four
to one. Manitoba voted nearly three to
one in favor, and Ontario gave a majority
of nearly 90,000. These votes are phenomenal and unexplainable.
THE Immigrant Bureau of New York
finds itself unable to get laborers enough
to meet all the demands made upon it.
Recruits for Ooxey's army of the unemployed are also being obtained in this city,
GREEOE has been visited with repeated
and destructiv earthquakes. Thebes was
almost entirely destroyed, as were many
small villages. Athens was badly shaken.
Ohurches fell in upon worshipers, In all,
hundreds of lives hav been lost.
THE Supreme Oourt of South Oarolina,
by a majority decision of two to one,
hands down the opinion that the Tillman
dispensary law is unconstitutional. Governor Tillman has bowed to the authority
of the court and ordered the dispensaries
closed.
ABouT 180,000 bituminous coal miners
went out on strike at noon Saturday, April
21st. More are expected to join the movement soo~~!'nd if the strike continues long
the evil will be aggravated by the forced
suspension of work by manufactories de·
pendent upon the closed coal mines for
fuel.
THl!l Boston detachment of Ooxey's
"army" was mobbed on the Oommon last
Sunday. The crowd of 80,000 people
seemed to be heartily in unison with the
'• army's " leaders in their demands for
state farms and workshops and government
ownership of about everything, but the
army was scattered and its banners tom
into shreds. It next gathered at Hyde
Park and marched to Dedham.
FoR a few days serious trouble was
threatened at Omaha and Oounoil Bluffs.
The Iowa-Ohicago railroads refused to
furnish trains for the free transportation
of Kelly's division of the Oommonweal
"army." Between 6 000 and 8,000 men
marched over from Omaha and seized a
train in the Oouncil Bluffs yards. This
was manned and sent to Kelly at Weston,
ten miles out. Kelly refused to accept the
train, as it had been taken unlawfully.
Tracks are torn up and few trains running.
The "army," about two thousand strong,
is now marching across Iowa, being fed
by the farmers,
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writings upon which his fa.me substa.ntia.lly rests. But for those who desire to go <leeper into the
subject of the man a.nd polemic we can most unreservedl;r commend the "Lite of Paine" by Mr.
Conwa.y, a.nd this edition of Paine's works edited by him It is the fullest tha.t we aro likelv to have,
a.nd the student of history, ann particularly the writer, should have it upon his shelves.
The work will consist of four volumes, and will be a.rranged chronologica.lly. The cause of
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tbese being followed by the grea.t revolutiona.ry, politica.l,and controversial pamphlets which made
such a profound impression on the country.
The seconrt volume will consist ma.inly of the" Rights ofl\lan," a.nd pa.mphlets relating to English p'>litics, but will also contain certain papers on French affairs.
The third and fourth volumes will consist mainly of Pa.ine's religious writings, but will also
contain some essays relating to American affairs, written in his last yea.rs. At the close will be
.
given Paine's poems.
The first volume is now rea.qy for delivery, and the others will follow soon. Orders for the
whole set will be ta.ken a.nd filled as the volumes I!PJ11l_&r, or the volumes Qa.n be purchaserl sepaately.
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The Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.
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Four Hund.red. Years of Freethought.

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
OF FREETHOUGHT

BY

I

5, 1894.

SAHUEI..

P.

PUTNAM.

i
The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout the Civilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
·
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
It will show what Freethonght is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

''Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
of Human History,
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inventions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
Not;hing Can be More Int;erest;ing,

more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal -vigilance is the price of liberty; and from tht3 Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.
NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harntonious and Magnificent Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
~OMAN'S

EM.A.N"CIP.A.TION

from the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
THE FIRST PART o£ the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
The first part will embrace the follo~Ving Grand Departments:
Literature.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Philosophy. Science. Education and
Ethics.
Voltaire.
Gambetta.
Copernicus.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Madame Roland.
Bruno.
Rabalais. Schiller.
Rousseau.
Bacon.
1\'Iary Wollstoncraft.
I:Jpinoza.
Galileo.
Castelar.
Comenius.
Cervantes. Goethe.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet Martineau. ·
Descartes. Kepler.
Pestalozzi.
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison.
Frances Wright.
Do. Vinci.
Locke.
Shakspere. George Eliot. j lution.
·Phillips.
Froebel.
Newton.
Lucretia Mott.
Hume.
Gibbon.
Victor ;Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Humboldt. Combe.
Ernestine L. Rose ..
Hobbs.
Spencer.
Emerson.
1 Jefferson.
Sumner.
Lyell.
Burns.
Lydia Maria Child.
Kant.
Shelley.
Heine.
1
Mazzinni.
Owen.
Hamilton. Darwin.
Lincoln.
Margaret Fuller.
Thoreau;
Holyoake.
Byron.
Bakounine. Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Comte.
i'ftndall.
Bentham.
Push
kin.
Wh1trnan.
uxley.
Haeckel.
Mill.
Warren.
Buchner.
Susan B. Anthony.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Girard
Feuer bach.
Matild11J oslyn Gage.
chewsky.
Lick.
Heinzen.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.
THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
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in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeker, Investigator, Ironclad Age., Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Maga£ine, Independent Pulpit, Lttcijer, the Freethinker, Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the
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and other men and women who have c~ntributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.
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and such a galaxy of Freethought.
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· possible moment.
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servance of the day as one of worship and rest: And provided further, That when there shall hav been an interThe contradictions, absurdities, puerilities, falla- ruption in the due and regular transmission of the mails,
cies, and tyrannies in the Kyle Sunday Bill are it shall be lawful to so far examin the same when dealmost innumerable. Section one reads as follows, livered as to ascertain if there be such matter therein for
lawful delivery on the first day of the week."
less the enacting clause :
" That no person or corporation or agent, servant,
The transportation and distribution of the mails
or employee of any person or corporation shall per- is a government monopoly. The citizen is forform or authorize to be performed any secular work, bidden to avail himself of any other means of translabor, or business to the disturbance of others, works of
necessity and mercy and humanity excepted; nor shall any mitting letters, under penalty of paying to the
person engage in any play, game, or amusement or government as a fine the full amount of postage if
recreation to the disturbance of others on the first day of he sends a letter by any other agent, and this in
the week, commonly known as the Lord's day, or during addition to the private agent's charges. The conseany part thereof, in any territory, district, vessel, or quence is that the people hav come to depend upon
place subject to the exclusiv jurisdiction of the United
States; nor shall it be lawful for any person or corpora- the postal department of the government to transtion to receive pay for labor or service performed or port and distnoute all their correspondence. They
rendered in violation of this section."
are at the mercy of any faction which may, by any
Why should the citizen be denied the right to means, be able to procure the adoption of such a
perform any " secular" work on Sunday, when he is, statute as this proposed by Senator Kyle. Yet if
by the absence of any prohibition, granted the privi- the citizens had provided themselvs with other
lege of performing " sacred " work? Why should agencies for shipment of mails, Section 3 of this
the 'preacher, tl].e priest, the church . organist, the bill would, if adopted, render those agencies of no
choir singer, the church usher, be given special use, as that section forbids inter-state commerce on
privileges! Is not this a discrimination by the Sunday. So this bill amounts to a prohibition of
law-making power in favor of certain classes and inter-state .transportation of mails on Sunday and
against other classes ? Is not this distinct recog- of all distribution on that day, and is intended
nition of religious agents as persons apart from and . to be such. This is a flagrant. denial of citizen
superior to all other laborers and men and women rights for which there is not the shadow of a• exof business? By what principle of equal justice cuse. No one is injured, nor need be injured, by
and under authority of what article or section of the the transportation and distribution of mails on
Constitution does Senator Kyle presume to say that Sunday. On the other hand, millions would be inthe railway conductor has less right to pursue his convenienced and injured were this bill to become
ordinary vocation on Sunday than the clergyman law. Large numbers of people in thousands of
cities, towns, and villages depend upon the Sunday
has to pursue his ?
But, we are told, no secular work is to be per- morning opening of the post-offices for their reading
formed "to the disturbance of others." Why not, on that day, which is their one period of leisure.
then, trust to general laws, which are good enough to Then they obtain their Sunday papers, and many
Frevent such disturbance on the other days of the weekly papers do not arrive before that time.
week! Is the Wednesday evening prayer meeting There are also letters, magazines, and miscellaneous
less " sacred " than the Sunday morning service ! mail matter which they want to get at the earliest
And why should people be protected from " secu- hour possible. They hav an undoubted right to
lar " disturbers by a special law for one day when this accommodation. They pay for it and no other
they are not protected from " sacred " disturbers on class is justified in denying it to them. If post.
masters and their clerks do not want to distribute
the sa;llle day T
Sunday they are not compelled to do so ; there
on
Plays, games, and amusements must not be enare
any number of people well qualified for the
gaged in on Sunday" to the disturbance of others."
The plain inference is that they may be engaged in positions who will gladly do the work. The poston Monday or Friday, no matter how much they master is a servant of the people, and no one should
disturb those not engaged in them. But such dis- accept an office whose duties he knows he cannot
turbance is not allowed under the laws now in force. perform without violence to his conscience. The
What is disturbance on one day is disturbance on patrons of the office hav rights which must be reall days. No law particularly for Sunday is needed. spected, and if any man knows that he cannot reThe truth is, some people would be " disturbed " spect those rights without stifling his own conby a game of base ball or a Sunday concert ten or a victions he has no business in the post-office.
thousand miles distant, if they knew either. was to In the absence of monopoly and of laws forbidding
take place. Such people are the ones who inspire Sunday commerce there would be no difficulty in
or draft these statutes against Sunday work and giving all the people just the mail service they wish.
Let it be distinctly \lllderstood that no patron
amusements. All that is needed to "disturb " these
persons and set them to clamoring for special legis- of the postoffice is obliged to take his mail out on
lation to protect their nerves and opinions is to do Sunday. He can do just as he pleases in the matsomething they do not approve, such, for instance, ter. And, furthermore, it is none of his business
as riding on a train, or attending a performance at whether or not his neighbor follows his example.
His neighbor's affairs are his own. B's right to get
the theater.
his mail on Sunday is precisely the same as A's right
"Sec. 2. That no mails or mail matter shall here- to let his lie in the office until Monday. Why is it
after be transported in time of peace over any land necessary, after one hundred and seventeen years of
postal route, nor shall any mail matter be collected,
assorted, handled, or delivered during any part of political independence, to din these axiomatic printhe first day of the week: Provided, That whenever ciples of equal ~reedom into the ears of American
any letter shall relate to a work of necessity or mercy, citizens and law-makers 7
or shall concern the health, life, or decease of any
Will some one say that those who conscientiously
person, and the fact shall be plainly state<! upon the object to the Sunday carrying of their mail hav
face of the envelope containing the same, the postmastergeneral shall provide for the transportation of such rights which should be respected T Granted, but
letter or letters in packages separate from other mail it is not in the least necessary to invade the rights of
matter, and shall make regulations for the delivery ·all others in order to respect the scruples of these
thereof, the same having been received at its place of people. Let a stamp be provided-as we underdestination before the said fust day of the week, during stand is . done by the Belgian postal department-snob limited portion of the day as shall best snit the
public oouvenienoe and least interfere with the due ob- which, when afiixed to a letter, is a notice to all

The Kyle Sunday Bill.
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officials and clerks that that letter is to be put into called for by this preference. Labor is too well or- night, rather than in the day time ? Well, here are
a package with others which bear the "Sunday- ganized to be successfully denied its weekly resting hundred of thousands of " victims" of " soulless
rest" stamp, and kept out of the mail-bags that time, evennoiflawintervenesin its behalf. But even capital," who work at night, no doubt to the injury
carry the regular mail. The burden of respecting if the latter statement were not true, nothing more of many of them. Where is the minister, in the
a man's conscience should rest on himself.
would be required than a statute making it obli- Senate or out, who has proposed a law forbidding
The first proviso in Section 2 offers a premium gatory upon employers to giv their employees a rest night-work, nullifying the obligation of contracts
for lying. When a man has a business or other day each week, if the latter desire it, and leaving for such work, and authorizing dishonest employers
communication which he desires expedited to its the selection of the day to the two parties directly and professional informers to sue for the recovery
of wages paid for such work! Are there any who
destination he will be tempted to put a false state- concerned.
ment on its face so as to avail himself of the priviWe hav said that, as a matter of convenience, the cannot see through this talk about "rest "T All
leges authorized by this proviso. How will the· majority of the people would choose Sunday as the Sunday laws are religious in origin and purpose.
falsehood thus solicited aid morality! Note the day of leisure. This would not be true, however, if
"Sec. 4. That all military and naval drills, musters,
difterence in this respect between our suggestion a minority did not work. Mere abstention from and parades, not in time of activ service or immediate
in the preceding paragraph and the proviso now work is not all that makes Sunday or any other preparation therefor, of soldiers, sailors, marines, or
under consideration: The opportunity to affix the holiday desirable to the people. Some want to cadets of the United States on the first day of the week,
"Sunday-rest " stamp to a letter would put no attend church, but many more prefer other forms except assemblies for the due and orderly observance of
temptation to lie in the way of anyone. The use of recreation. Hundreds of thousands, yes, millions religious worship, are here'by prohibited, nor shall any
unnecessary labor be performed or permitted in the
of the stamp could not be misunderstood, for all it of city residents, want to go into the country and military or naval service of the United States on the
says is, "Do not transport this letter on Sunday." to and on the water. Libraries, reading-rooms, Lord's day."
But this permission to write on an envelope, "John art galleries, museums, theaters, and almost innuThis section is without excuse, like all that preis sick," "We hav a baby," " Mother is dead," is a merable other places hav their patrons on the. rest- cede and follow it. There is no reason whatever for
perpetual lure to trap people in the meshes of false- day. This, of course, necessitates that large num- the interference of Congress. Garrison commandhood ; it is a constant menace to truth, an offered hers work. Restaurants, hotels, news-stands, boot- ers are 'no doubt as well qualified, to say the least,
partnership with dishonesty. And people who boast blacks, confectionery and cigar stores, flower stands, to determin what days they will parade and drill
of their religious zeal are the ones who thus trifle livery stables, street cars, railways, etc., etc., are their men as is a civilian member of Congress. Not
with the candor and good faith which are the real then all liberally patronized. This is no hard- even a religious person will contend that this part
bonds of social order! Shame to them and to the ship to anyone. There are willing hands for every of the bill was not drafted solely to glorify a cer.
legislators who encourage them in their assaults job of work there is. The majority of those who do tain theological opinion. No one is so dull as
alike on truth and liberty!
not work on Sunday would find the day dreary to believe that the soldiers are so hard worked in
indeed if it were not for the services of the Sunday time of peace as to need all of Sunday for "rest.''
"Sec. 3. That the prosecution of commerce between workers. There is no more reason in the demand Should this section be adopted its passage would
the states and with the Indian tribes, the same not being for this law than there would be in clamor for a law be an act of religious legislation, avowedly and
work of necessity, mercy, or humanity, by the trans- prohibiting work on the Fourth of July or Christ- shamelessly such.
portation of persons or property by land or water in such mas. There is no statute forbidding and setting
way as to interfere with or distT.lrb the people in the the seal of disgrace on work on those holidays, and
"Sec. 5. That it shall be unlawful to pay or to receive
enjoyment of the first day of the week, or any portion
payment
or wages in any manner for service rendered or
thereof, as a day of rest from labor, the same not being yet labor is voluntarily suspended for a part of the for labor performed or for the transportation of persons
labor of :necessity, mercy, or humanity, or its observance day by the great majority, especially on the Fourth or property in violation of the provisions of this act, nor
as a day of religious worship, is hereby prohibited, and of July. But those who chose to labor can do so with- shall any action lie for the recovery thereof, and when so
any person or corporation, or the agent, servant, or em- out subjecting themselvs to the danger of fine or paid, whether in advance or otherwise, the same may be
ployee of any person or corporation who shall wilfully
recovered back by whoever shall first sue for the same."
violate this section shall be punished by a fine of not less imprisonment. The enjoyment of the many who
Nothing could be more difficult than to criticise
do
not
work
is
greatly
enhanced
bY.
the
services
of
than ten nor more than one thousand dollars, and no
service performed in the prosecution of such prohibited those who do. We repeat : There is no more need this section in temperate, judicial language. It is
commerce shall be lawful, nor shall any compensation be of a law making labor on Sunday a misdemeanor infamous from first to last. It strikes down the
recoverable or paid for the same."
than there would be for a law making it a misde- lundamental right of contract, and furnishes em·
In the above, as in Section 2, the safeguarding of meanor on the Fourth of July or Decoration day. ployment for an army of scoundrels. What do legis·
Sunday as a day of wo'l'ship is frankly stated to be Why is there such a persistent endeavor to secure lators think they hav the power to do T Do they
one of the objects of this contemplated legislation. special legislation for Sunday while no one thinks imagin that they can make sensible men and women
Congress, under the Constitution, has nothing of demanding similar laws for those secular holi- believe that acts which invade the rights of no one
whatever to do with worship beyond the protection days T He who runs may read the reason. There are criminal ~ Can not they see that every time
of all in their right of free choice of worship or is a large and influential class directly and pecuni- they attempt . to do anything of the kind they
non-worship. It is no part of its duty to provide arily interested in retaining a monopoly of Sunday. weaken the sense of obedience to law, and thus inthem with a day of worship, with a minister or This class is mortally afraid of free competition evitably help bring the most wholesome laws into
priest, or with a church building. All this they with the Sunday excursion train, the summer re- contempt T Do they not know that they hav no
must do for themselvs. Should it be objected that sort, the theater, the opera, the Sunday news- right nor authority to do coll!'lctively what they hav
their poverty compels some to work on Sunday, paper, and the contents of the Sunday mail sack. not the right and authority to do as individuals?
when they would prefer to attend religious ser- This tells the whole story.
Which one of them would hav the hardihood to say
vices, it is answered that their poverty may likewise
So far as Sunday work on railways is concerned; that he, as an individual, could rightfully fine a man
prevent them possessing a place of worship. If the which is the alleged evil at which the third section for plowing in his own field, or another for opening
government is bound to provide them with a day of this biP is aimed, there is no need whatever for the doors of his opera-house on Sunday ! .R~ghtf!
for worship, it is, by a parity of reasoning, bound this law. Business men, travelers, and patrons of not possessed by the units cannot be delegated to the
to- provide them with a place of worship. But is the post-office demand Sunday transportation and agents of the units. Men hav identically the same
the author of the Kyle bill prepared to accept the there is no valid reason why they should not hav right to work on Sunday that they hav to work on
logic of this plea of the Sunday observance advo- it. It is perfectly practicable to divide the men other days,. and all contracts made in furtherance of
cates! Suppose that some of these poor laborers into relays, each relay working six days and resting the exercise of that right are valid in equity. Any
want Sunday, not for purposes of worship, but for one day. By alternating the seven relays so as to law which destroys the obligation of such contracts
purposes of recreation and amusement-what then T change the rest day of all each week, if the men de- is infamous and criminal. Such laws are the nursAre they to be protected in such use of the day ! sired it, those who one week rested on Sunday ing mothers of dishonesty, and are mischievous. in
Not at all in any territory or the District of Colum- would the next week rest on Monday, and so on to every conceivable way. They make illegal that
bia. Section 1 provides against plays, games, or the end of the list. And more than this : There which is not inequitable, and therefore they are
amusements on Sunday. To be sure, they are in- might be a few among the men of each division clearly against public policy, as they are violativ of
terdicted only if they disturb non-participants, whose conscientious scruples would lead them to individual rights.
but, as already pointed out, no special Sunday law desire to always lay off on Sunday instead of on one
C, an honest, industrious, kindly man, makes a
is needed for such a purpose, and we well know how of the other days. Arrangements to this end could contract to work for D a certain length of time, inprejudiced judges and juries interpret "disturb- easily be made by the trainmen themselvs, with the cluding a given number of Sundays. He fulfils
ance " in Sunday statutes.
no doubt readily obtained concurrence of the com- his part of the contract. His employer is satisfied
By this time it should be perfectly clear to all panies. By this common sense plan a much larger with his labor and he is satisfied with his wages.
who can reason and who see the social and indus. number of men would secure employment than fl:e is paid. Now comes an idle, dissolute spy and
trial worlds as they really are that the claim that could do so if all inter-state Sunday commerce sues C for his earnings. He wins his suit, for the
special Sunday observance laws are needed to giv were stopped, and neither the mails, business, nor laborer's pay "may be recovered by whoever shall
the workman a day each week for rest is the veriest travel would be interfered with, while the priceless first sue for the same." C's family needs every cent
nonsense. Such, also, are all arguments in support principle of equal liberty would be respected and he can earn and here he is robbed in the august
of the proposition that a considerable amount of the happiness of all the people augmented.
name of law, subjected to contumely, and compelled
Sunday work is not a necessity in this or any imThe advocates of Sunday laws say that they want to pay for the services of those who assist in stealmediately proximate stage of civilization. Of course to secure " rest " for the " victims " of " soulless ing from him his labor fruits. Is it possible to
no one questions the fact that a large majority of capital." They say that nature indicates that man conceive of a meaner crime T But this is not all:
the working people, as well as those not technically should rest one day in seven. But suppose the The law, as proposed by Senator Kyle, would allow
such, prefer to take their day off on Sunday, chiefly days are several months long, as in some latitudes ! the employer to sue for the_ recovery of the wages
as a matter of convenience. But no Sunday law is And does not nature say that man should rest at he had, by a purely voluntary act, paid to the work-
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man. . This section seems to hav been ingeniously
contnved to pander to the most despicable traits of
human nature. Representative and Senators, you
owe it to your self-respect, if to nothing else, to kill
Section 5-to kill the whole bill.
''Sec. 6. That labor or service performed and rendered
on the first day of the week in consequence of accident
disaster, or unavoidable delays in making the regnlt.;
connections upon postal routes and routes of travel and
transportation, the preservation of perishable and exposed
property, and the regular and necessary transportation and delivery of articles of food in condition for
healthy use, and such transportation for short distances
from one state, district, or territory into another state
district, or territory as by local laws shall be declared t~
be necessary for the public good, shall not be deemed
violations of this act, but the same shall be construed so
far as possible, to secure to the whole people rest f;om
toil during the first day of the week, their mental and
moral culture, and the religious observance of the Sabbath day."
Imagin, if you can, the conflict between local,
state, and national authority, the litigation, the expense, the animosities, jealousies, and hatreds
which must be inseparable from any attempt to enforce the provisions of this bill, should it become
law. See what latitude is given the e.ourts I Each
judge would inevitably inject into his decisions a
large measure of his private opinions. It could
not be otherwise. He is set the herculean task of
securing to the people "rest," "mental and moral
culture," and "the religious observance of the Sabbath day" (Sunday). What might be rest for one
class would certainly be virtual imprisonment for
another and very much larger class. And so on to
the end of the chapter.
All this denial of liberty, all this cot·ruption, all
this spying, all this interruption to the orderly
processes of social life, and all this suffering, is for
what 1 Simply and solely to compel all the people
to do reverence to a day which a faction of the peo.
ple say is sacred! That is, it is legislation in the
interest of a religious dogma, legislation unconstitutional and subversiv of equal. religious freedom.
Kill both the Kyle-Johnson bill and Gallinger-Moree
District of Columbia bill.

Our Official Christians.
"Hannele " is a play translated from the Gennan
of Gerhardt Hauptman. It has never been produced in English, but was announced for a four
weeks' run at the Fifth Avenue Theater. It
has been presented at the Imperial Theater of Berlin and the Imperial Theater of Vienna. But those
cities are in e:ftete monarchies, where the officials are
not so anxious for the safety of the Christian religion as are our own gentlemen of that ilk. But we
anticipate.
Alice M. Pierce was cast for the title role. As
she is only fifteen years of age, the theater managers
had to apply to Mayor Gilroy for a license. The
application was sent to the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, as required by law.
The president of this Society, Elbridge T. Gerry
sent to the mayor a long letter in protest against
the appearance of Miss Pierce in the play. The
pious old gentleman appeared to think that he was
empowered to decide as to the "piety" or "impiety " of the piece, and it is now generally known
that Protestants regard any theatrical presentation
of so-called "religious truths" as blasphemous, especially if they hav immediately to do with the
Jesus legend. Mr. Gerry objected to the play
" upon the ground of the impious character of the
performance." After describing the first part of the
play, this official Christian continues:
"Then (and this is the most impious part of the whole
piece) a personage, who is none other than our blessed
Lord, but who is described in the manuscripts as a
'Stranger,' appears on the scene, with the auxiliaries of
unnatural light, etc., and in his own words from holy
writ performs a miracle and resurrects the child, presumptivly dead, from the coffin. The play begins with
the name of our blef'lsed Lord, as the initial word of a
well-known hymn, and finishes with his personal appearance,
'' This revolting and horrible travesty of a resurrection,
as a theatrical exhibition in a public theater, is not only
perfectly shocking and at variance with public decency,
but is well calculated, in the mind of a nervous child, to
pr~!'t~ !!r ~e~~a~ j~;preesi9!! of ~ Js.~tJu~ Alld molil~ hljuriOtlij
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character, to say nothing of the awful blasphemy in day law. Is it not time Free Sunday leagues were
which she is thus compelled to take part. Not only is formed!
suo~ a per~ormanoe one which should be suppressed by
~aw m all 1ts details, but so far as the child is concerned,
The London .Freethinker, as well as some Ameriif _she we.re. allowed to take part in it, all persons in any can Freethinkers, has been misled by the name; the
w1se ass1Bting or prompting her so to do would be liable
RedeD'ptorist priest, A. Lambert, who recently
to arrest under Section 289 of the Penal Code."
abandoned the Catholic for the Protestant church,
It is to be understood that all Mr. Gerry can do
is not the priest, L.A. Lambert, who wrote" Notes
by law is to forbid the appearance of Miss Pierce;
on Ingersoll."
he cannot prohibit the performance of the play.
But, as the reader will see, he wants the piece supThe National Secular Society and R. 0. Smith,
pressed and, of cours.e, he would suppress it if he lessee of the London Hall of Science, in 1879, hav
had the power. And this because it is impious I joined_ in an action for damages against the printer
And how impious? Why, it represents the per- and publisher of an atrociously libelous pamphlet
formance of a miracle by the " savior," the "savior" containing the report of remarks made by one
upon the miraculous character of whose acts de- Walton Powell in a debate with Greaves Fisher.
pends the entire system of Christianity which Mr. Christian falsifiers are not dallying in primrose
Gerry is so eager to defend against the attacks of paths in England just now.
the paynim I Is it not rich ? " Our blessed Lord"
must be supersensitiv if Mr. Gerry is his truthful
Representativ M. N. Johnson of North Dakota
interpreter.
has introduced, "by request," the Kyle national
Mayor Gilroy had before him Gerry, Rosenfield Sunday rest bill. It was referred to the Committee
Brothers-the proprietors of the Fifth Avenue on Education. That committee consists of these
Theater-Miss Pierce and her mother, Mr. Unter- members: B. A. Enloe, Tennesse (chairman); B. F.
myer-Rosenfields' attorney-and Miss Maud Banks, Grady, North Carolina; A. J. Pearson, Ohio; J. L.
who has a part in the play. After a lengthy hear- McLaurin, South Carolina ; Marshall Arnold, Mising he decided that Miss· Pierce could not be per- souri; J. S. Williams, Mississippi; J. F. Stallings,
mitted to appear. He delivered himself of this Alabama; J. M. Wever, New York; H. F. Thomas,
piece of wisdom :
Michigan; H. 0. Van Vooris, Ohio; .G. W. Murray
"I hav no objection to plays that inculcate re1igious South Carolina ; S. W. McCall, Massachusetts.
truths, but I feel constrained to deny this application.
The teacher, called sometimes 'The Stranger,' seems to
The days of grace are now very few. Those who
me to be intended for Christ. T.o take part in this pro- wish to get their names into " Four Hundred Years
duction would destroy this child's reverence, if she has
any. I cannot believe that this character is intended for of Freethought " should let us know at once.
any other than that of Ohrist. I think that at this point Names and $5's are coming in quite encouragthe line should be drawn, and there it shall be, so far as ingly, but there are some pledged ones still
I am able."
·
without the gates, and a large number of others
Oh, dear, what would become of us all if we did who, we surmise, intend to come .in at the eleventh
not hav the Gerrys and Gilroys to preserve our hour. Well, that hour has struck. Do not forget
"reverence" from the felonicus assaults of Chris- that $6.50 secures TH:m TRUTH SEEKER for one year
tian dramatists I Possibly they hav saved Miss and a copy of Mr. Putnam's book, which contains
Pierce's reverence for Jesus, but they certainly hav more than eight hundred and fifty pages of reading
rendered it impossible for her to entertain even matter, one hundred and fifty portraits, and the
respect for themselvs, and for the burlesque on names of all who hav paid in advance for the book.
law which they enforce. By the way, that young ."A man is known by the company he keeps," and
lady's reverence must hav been badly damaged no better than this could be found.
during the three months that she has been taking
Dr. Foote always puts his hand into his pocketpart in the rehearsals of." Hannele."
Mr. Theodore Rosenfield said that "there is and takes it out with something in it-when a good
nothing so strong against cruelty to children as cause needs assistance. His letter on page 282 tells
this play. It is the &trongest argument against what he thinks of our " Church Property" pamcruelty to them that was ever written, and it is phlet and of the work that should be done at
cruelty to them to forbid its production." Mr. Albany i:n May. His good opinion amounts to $5
Rosenfield is very likely accurate in both his state- in the first play. Next there dropped into our den
ments, but he evidently did not know Gerry or he that hearty and generous "wayfarer of the seas,"
would not hav urged those facts in support of his Captain Silas Latham, and laid upon the desk
request that Miss Pierce be permitted to appear at two bright, clean ten dollar bills as his contribution
his theater. Arguments against cruelty to children to the work. Others who helped along are A. Mcare the last things which such professional pro- Ginness, $5 ; E. Auffurth, 50 cents : Aug. Behrens,
tectors of children want to hear. When Miss $5; Mrs. E. Beveridge,· 50 cents; Fred. Koezly, $2;
Pierce found that she could not take part in James L. Parshall, $5 ; C. B. Rouss, $5 ; C. S.
"Hannele," she had a "paroxysm of weeping." She Weeks, 50 cents. Who next for "Justice in taxahas had very little to do for a year, and stood in tion"!
great need of the money she could earn with the
Among the " Letters from Friends " this week
Rosenfields, but Gerry is naturally indifterent to will be found a communication from D. Webster
such trifles. His business is to save " our blessed Groh, in which he suggests that a Freethought
Lord " from the Satanic machinations of his fellow
"Letter-writing Corps" would be a good thing.
Christians of the stage. The children can starve
We are certain that it would. And the very much
or do worse, for all he cares.
alive and eminently pract'icalLiberals who subscribe
for this paper will be of the same opinion, we are sure.
See the list on page 285 of agents for THE TRUTH
Mr. Groh has so fully explained the work proposed
SEEKER and our other publications. We are always
that we hav no need to enlarge upon it here. What
ready to add thereto the names of good, activ,
is required is a target. There are plenty. Let the
efficient men and women.
first volley of intellectual missile be fired at the
Mr. Charles Watts writes us that he is going to Senate Committee on Education and Labor, which
make a fight for a seat on the London School Board, has in charge the Gallinger-Moree Sunday bill for the
and he hopes to win. That would .be tiresome for District of Columbia and the Kyle-Johnson Nb.tional
some of the ministers in that body, and would Sunday Rest bill. The names of the members of
hasten the coming of secular education. Success to this committee will be found on page 259 of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, issue of April 28th. Address, giving
him.
name, Senate Chamber, Washington, D. C. Select
"Judge Otis, of San Bernardino, Cali!ornia, has your man or write to all, just as you feel disposed.
affirmed the constitutionality of the Sabbath-closing ordi- Write brief, terse, and, of course, courteous letters.
nance, in a test case brought before the oourt."-Ohris.Those not having THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 28th may
tian Statesman.
Of course, they all do it. Not a judge that does write to Senator James Z. George. All together,
not seem to be in mortal fear of the church. ''An and let us put in our protests against Sunday legisindependent judiciary!" Fudge I And this decis- lation. Here'fJ to tJ;J.e "f:reethou~ht IJett~r-writin~
ion i5 J'llPdered in Oaliforpia., a st~te witll,Qut ~ Sun- Corps"!
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Some Protestant Associations.
The American Protestant is the name of a
weekly paper published in Boston. It is devoted to
. the interests of various societies which are composed
exclusivly of Protestants. In its issue of April14tb,
it givs the names of the chief officers of these organizations with statements of their principles and
'
aims. These
bodies are : "American Protectiv
Association," "American Protestant Association,''
"Junior Order United American Mechanics," "The
National League for the Protection of American
Institutions," "Loyal Orange Institution' of the
United States of America,' "Patriotic Order Sons
of America,"" American Orange Knights." It will
be observed that there are two "A. P. A.'s."
Of course, all these organizations are aggressivly anti-Catholic. They are divisions of the same
army. The purpose that animates one animates all.
The journals that are friendly to one are friendlyto
all. They are all ostensibly pledged to defend "civil
and religious liberty.'' Each claims to be "non-sectarian and non-partisan.'' And each declares that it
wishes to maintain our public school system free
from all taint of "sectarian" teaching.
The significant fact that asociety which is avowedly
organized to oppose a particular church yet calls
itself a "non;sectarian" body, should make us very
inquisitiY regarding the meaning which it attaches
to " non-sectarian.'' We hav heretofore shown that
with these people, as with the National Reform Association and the Women's Christian Temperance
Union, " non-sectarian" is simply a synonym for
" Protestant.'' By non-sectarian public schools is
only meant schools supported by public taxation and
burdened with Bible teaching. The evidence in support of these statements is absolutely overwhelming.
Some of this evidence we hav already laid before
our readers, and more will be found below. We
repeat, the general assertions of these Protestants
are unreliable, are conf11sing and misleading. Take,·
for illustration, this plank of the platform of the
Junior order of United American Mechanics:
'' We guarantee to every man the liberty of worshiping
God according to the dictates of his own conscience, and
would giv every assistance to protect all in the exercise of
this liberty, but we object most strenuously to the interference of any church, no matter under what name it
may exist, in the temporal affairs of this country."
If this were an honest demand for equal religious
liberty, "but we object" would be" and we object,"
and the two immediately succeeding planks would
not be in the platform. Here are those planks :
"We believe that the Bible should be read in our public schools, not to teach sectarianism, but to inculcate its
teachings. It is the recognized standard of all moral and
civil law; we therefore believe that our children should
be educated in its teachings, but that no dogma or creed
should be taught at the same time.
'' We believe that patriotism and love of country should
be instilled into the hearts of children, and that with the
sacred words of' Mother, Home, and Heaven,' our children should be taught that our :Hag is the symbol of all
that makes a' home' for us. We should place a :Hag upon
every public school in our land, and a Bible within, and
the object lesson therein set forth should be a beacon
light in every storm that threatens to engulf us."
Is there any Freethinker anywhere who is in
doubt what these principles mean, and what their
application would imply and produce!
It will be observed that a lame attempt is made
to make it appear that the Bible can be read in the
public schools without inculcating dogma or creed.
This is self-evidently untrue. The teacher, left to
himself or herself, will read such portions as he or
she deems best, which will be tbose parts that giv,
or seem to giv, support to the views held by the
teacher. So we hav dogma at once and inevitably.
But if the school board, or some other authority
outside of the school room, prescribes the course
of Bible reading, we hav merely transferred the
dogma-creating or selecting power from the instructor to the officer or legislator. And more than
this: Putting the Bible into the schools in itself
makes these schools sectarian within the proper
meaning of the word, no matter what portion of the
Scriptures is read, for the work is a sectarian textbook, and that is why the Protestants want it in the
common schools.
Beware of the " non-sectarian " Christian "reformer " and politician.

F cclesiastical and Civil Marriage.
Some weeks since we referred incidentally to the
generally known fact that the Catholic chureh holds
that marriages not solemnized by ecclesiastics are
adulterous, and the offspring of such unions illegitimate. A correspondent wishes to know our
authority for the statement. We had supposed
that the position of the church named was understood by all. Inasmuch as the Roman Catholic
church decrees that the services of the priest are
essential in the performance of the marriage ceremony, there can be no escape from the conclusion
that unions not so solemnized are invalid and their
issue illegitimate. Johnson's Cyclopedia says:
"After the papal supremacy was established the church
of Rome asserted that marriage was purely a religious
act, and was, therefore, within its exclusiv jurisdiction.
An elaborate· code of rules for its regulation was incorporated into the canon law; and since the canon law was
generally accepted and followed, prior to the Reformation, throughout Christendom, these rules were recognized in all Christian countries as the foundation of
the local legislation and as the guides for the local tribunals. In asserting its exclusiv control the church maintained that its own concurrence, through the presence
and blessing of a priest, was essential to the validity of
any marriage. This decree was formally announced by
a rlecree of the Council of Trent (November, 1563), which
declared that after that date all marriages not contracted
. in the presence of a priest and two or three witnesses
should be void."
The " Cyclopedia " adds that this position was
"vehemently maintained by the Roman .church,"
and, referring to the present civil marriage law.s of
France, Italy, Austria, and Germany, says : '' This
legislation has been the cause of bitter controversies
between the governments of those countries and
the Papal See.''
·
Rev. Dr. Farrell, of Cleveland, Ohio, in a sermon
recently delivered in St. John's Cathedral, in that
city, stated the Catholic do~rin in these words, as
reported in the Cleveland Evening Post :
"We hav rejected, my dear brethren, the usurped
authority of the state over matrimony. We hav seen
that the secular power has neither. the right to bind nor
loose ; neither the right to declare a marriage valid nor
to loosen the divinely-appointed bond."
Mr. Franklin Steiner relates an anecdote which
shows that the Catholic laity understand well the
position of their church in this matter. Judge
Nugent, a distinguished lawyer of Des Moines,
Iowa, was one day asked what he, a member of the
church and with a brother in the priesthood, would
do if he were asked to procure a divorce. He
answered : "If the parties were Catholics I would
not take the case, but if they were Protestants I
would take it, and on the ground that they were
never married." By "Protestants" he meant, of
course, all whose unions had not received the
priestly blessing.
----------~----------

Wanted-More Subscribers.
We solicit the kind attention of our friends to
the need which exists of increasing the subscription list of THE TRUTH SEEKER. There are seve1al
reasons for this, which our readers will readily see.
First, It will do a world of good, by making more
Liberals and by interesting those already liberal in
the work of Freethought. The church is making
great encroachments upon our liberties, and the
people need to know about it, in order to qefeat its
tyranny. And those who read THE TRUTH SEEKER
are a hundred times more interested and activ than
those who do not. Second, It is a duty we owe to
our fellow-men to giv them the light of reason we
hav obtained. Liberalism makes for true civilization, and freedom from fe·ar of an angry God make
men happier and better. Every Liberal should do
all he can to lift up his neighbors from the darkness
of superstition to the glorious plain of mental liberty. And, as Mr. Wakeman says, referring to the
resolution regarding the Liberal papers passed at
the late International Congress: "They are the very
life of the cause of intellectual and practic8J. emancipation of the people. As such they are to be
built up and sustained by constant care, payment,
encouragement, and solicitation for subscribers for
them." Third, An increase in the list will relieve the

readers from the occasional " duns " we are compelled to send out in order to get money with
which to pay bills. If we can obtain two or three
thousand new subscribers, the increased revenue
will make the business work of the paper easier,
and we can continue to improve the paper without
fear of financial embarrassments.
To reward those who will do a little for .us in
this matter we hav arranged to take a large number of Mr. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of
Freethought," and to every one who sends us four
new yearly subscribers at the regular rates of $3
($12 in all), we shall sana a copy o.f that magnificent work free. Those who send the club before
~he book is on the press will be enrolled among the
original subscribers and patrons in the book.
And to make it easy to get these four new subscribers we will o:fler them as a premium either of
two splendid works-The "Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's "Handbook
of Freethought " in cloth bindi:p.g Our readers
know the val~e of these books, and that about every
Liberal in the country would lib a copy of one o
the other. Either one of these, as may be chosen,
will be given to the new subscribers obtained in
these clubs of four, and a copy of " Four Hundred Years of Freethought" to the one who gets
up the club and sends the money and names.
We cannot afford to make this premium to single
subscribers, but to enable old subscribers al!.d single
new subscribers to obtain these and other desirable
works at a great reduction, we hav made a list of
premiums in connection with subscriptions to the
paper, to be found in the first column of the first
editorial page of THE TRUTH SEEKER. We are willing
to do our part toward making the obtaining of good
Liberal works easy and cheap, and hope our readers will take advantage of the terms offered.
Once more we ask that a favorable eye b1e turned
in our direction, and a helpful hand extended. As
the resolutions of the International Congress expressed it, Boom the Liberal papers and you boom
the Liberal cause.
Victor Hugo was on his death-bed when the time
came to ship Bartholdi's Statue of Liberty to the
United States. It wa~ desired that he should write
a sentiment in the little book that was to accompany the statue. With weak and uncertain fingers .
he wrote : " The statue . is nothing, b11t the idea it
embodies is everything.'' He fell back upon the
pillow, and it was thought he was dead' but he
raised himself, took up the pen once more, and
added : " For liberty is woman, and woman is liberty." They were the last words he wrote. There
is a wealth of wisdom in both sentences, but the
last expresses a hope rather than states a fact. Liberty will be only a dream so long as woman remains
the slave of superstition. ·
·
"The first chapter of Genesis never m,ade an Infidel,
and no explanation of it can remove Infidelity."-.H. G.
Wilson.

·

But the first chapter of Genesis has undoubtedly
helped to make many Infidels, for men hav compared
its statements with the records of the rocks and the
stars and they hav found that they would not harmonize. Therefore the story of creation was seen
to be inadequate as an explanation of the origin of
man and it was relegated to the limbo of legends.
It is true, however, that no explanation of Genesis
can remove infidelity, and for the reason that all
attempted explanations which seek to reconcile it
with the revelations of science and the demands of
reason are strained, far-fetched, contradictory, and
absurd. President Wilson is supported by Dr.
Morehouse, bishop of Manchester,. England, who
says that "science and criticism hav done their
work, and the result has been not to increase
skepticism, but to rationalize and deepen faith."
There is just one answer to this-it is not true.
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Observations.
If there be any person who holds that the age of
miracle is past! I beg leave ~o respectfully call him
down. I find 1n the Oatholzc Review an account of
a young man named Smith, who, having donned the
"cord oJ St. Joseph," was enabled to fall from the
fifth to the ground :door of a building in this city,
by. way. o_f an elevator ~haft, without sustaining
senous InJury. The RevMw asserts the miraculous
character of the event, and says it is "elear to all
Catholics that the miracle must be ascribed to St.
Joseph." The circumstance is of local inter~st for
the reason that the efficient cord was obtained at
Father Drumgoole's establishment, a few d:Jors from
THE TRUTH SEirXER office.
I get a second instance of miraculous intervention in natural processes from the Ohristian Instructor, as follows :
At the very time that the Honse Committee reached its
conclusion [tabling the God-in-the-Constitution amendment], the unusually mild weather of March suddenly
changed, and blighting frost fell upon almost every part
of the country, North and South. Reports from Chautauqua county, N.Y., stated that the frost had dPstroyeol
all hope of a grape crop there this year. Over $6 000 000
of. capital is said to be invested in that county ~lone in
this mdustry. From North and South Carolina, from
Delaware, and, indeed, from almost every part of the
South, came reports of widespread disaster to fruits and
vegetables.
It is not for me to comment on the complicity of
the Almighty in these felonies, or I might say that
the action of the House Committee which brought
calamity to the wine industry of Chautauqua
county might hav compensatory joys for the Prohibitionists. I might also warn the Ohristian In&tructor against too implicit confidence in the
prophecies of the fruit men, who hav been known
thus early in the season to predict a short crop in
order to stimulate prices. But all this might tend
to weaken the lesson of the event, namely, that
there is a " connection between the decision to refuse to acknowledge the supreme authority and just
government of God in the nation's fundamental
law, and these judgments of God poured out in the
destruction of the fruits of the nation's fi&lds." And
for the same reason I forbear to note the lack of
harmony between the theory of God's just government and the fact that the destruction aforesaid has
been poured out on the property of persons in nowise responsible for the action of the committee.
I now pass to the third miraculous event, which is:
HoDGEVILuE, KY., March 19.-Hugh Warren, a farmer
residing near Deyarn, became convinced that Snsan
Kelly bad bewitched his cattle. He procured a silver
b.1llet, and, making a picture of Mrs. Kelll"! shot it in the
head. Within a minute of that time Mrs. Kelly, who was
sitting by her :fire, rose to her feet, complained of a sud·
den peculiar pain in her head, and fall dead.
Having accepted the two preceding accounts as
true, the reader will experience no difficulty in
getting away with the last one, which is quite as important, since it contains an example of the primitiv superstition upon which, according to Professor
Huxley, the others are based Indeed, I may hav
erred in not placing it first, in order that the series
might come under the very appropriate heading of
"De Yarn."

They bav in l'aris, France, an individual who
combines in his person the variously detestable
attributes of Anthony Comstock, the Rev. Dr. Parkhurst, and the Hon. W. C. P. Breckin·ridge. Of the
name of M. Dide, a press dispatch thus describes
him:,
He is the president of the Association for the Suppression of Immorality in the Streets of Paris. He is F.eized
with speechless horror when he beholds one of the exquisit studies of the nude, and his piety was the admir .t·
tion of all beholders.
The same sort of hypocrit, evidently, that flourishes on American soil. Under promis of marriage,
this Parisian Breckinridge maintained connubial
relations with a young woman, whom he discarded
in order to marry another. The girl has just committed suicide. Sometime, I suppose, the world
will learn that the blatant moral censor is bound
sooner or later to embrace the vices which he grows
familiar with in his professed endeavor to suppress
them. But who ever knew one of these wretches
to part with his religion?
The popularity of the current agitation for the
right of women to vote must be very gratifying to
the veterans of the cause, but the support it is obtaining from the l>rotestant clergy is a tri:de suspicious. Hav these sapient persons dropped to the
fact that the women members of their churches are
largely nativ born, while many of those of the
Catholic church, old enough to vote, are unnaturalized foreigners ; and that therefore female suffrage
would giv the Protestant clergy a protuberant
bulge' There was a famous victory in· Massachusetts a few years ago, when Priscilla captured

Boston ~d vindicated against the Catholic priests
the teaching of Protestant history in the schools.
Between the date of Biddy's declaration of her
"intintions" and the day when she could vote that
victory might be repeated many times else~here.
All of which the A. P. A. should make a note of.
Before the Daughters of the Revolution in this
city a few days ago ex-Mayor Hewitt delivered an
address on "Liberty," which he defined as "the
right of every human being to do what he chooses
to do under the law." That is admirable, because,
as the reader will observe, it makes provision for
denying exactly what it professes to grant. The
rule, ~s applied in Kentucky, givs to C. C. Moore
the r!~ht ?f a fre~ press and sends him to jail for
exerCising 1t. It d1d the same for Bennett in New
York, Him:D.an in Kansas, and Heywood in Massachusetts. In Tennessee it grants religious freedom
to the Adventists, and imprisons them for Sunday
labor; and a practice identical obtains in other
states. Under the same head, Freethinkers may
object to being taxed for the support of the
churches, and be sold out by the sheriff. In fact,
liberty as defined by ex-Mayor Hewitt means only
the liberty of the majority to limit the freedom of
the minority. If he had . said only that liberty
meant "the freedom of every human being to do
what he chooses to do" be might bav been misunderstood, for which he could not hav been held
responsible, but he would not hav been inaccurate,
·for which he is seriously to be condemned.
I am asked whether Mr. E. 0. Roscoe, the
Prophet of Gowanus, with whom I hav been conducting a more or less desultory discussion on the
subject of finance, is a real personage, or a creation
of my own wayward fancy, conceived to misrepresent the gold-bugs. Such a suspicion seriously
questions my sincerity, and I am willing to rest the
whole case on the identity of the Prophet with a
very intelligent, well·informed, and earnest gentleman of Brooklyn, who is as certain in his own mind
that the credit of the country rests on a gold basis
as a good Christian is that religion lies at the
foundation of all morality worth practicing. Furthermore I request that nt this point the reader
who cares to follow the discussion turn to page 267
of the last issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER and read
the communication of E. 0. Roscoe there printed.
In Mr. Roscoe's first paragraph he has stated the
affair of the last note and its redemption as it now
stands. I hav to side with Mr. Peck in his declara·
tion that a paper dollar is redeemed (so far as the
holder is concerned) when he givs it to another for
value received, and that it is finally redeemed when
the government accepts it for taxes. I can ·understand why Mr. Roscoe, in order to avoid admitting
that his original question is adequately answered,
should contend that this is not redemption, but I
am not onto his object in denying that he placed
Mr. Peck in .the ''position of the government confronted with one of its notes." Mr. Peck was
clearly speaking of a government note when he inquired if a dollar was not redeemed when a man
paid a debt with it (see THE TllUTH SEEXEB, Feb.
10, 1894); and when Mr. Roscoe asked if he would
regard his own note as redeemed by the holder
turning it over to another individual in exchange
for goods, I hold that Mr. Peck, for the purpose
of the argument, was placed in the position of the
government confronted with one of its own notes,
especially as he is expected to hustle around for
funds wherewith to meet the obligation. But if
Mr. Peck was not to be so regarded, then Mr.
Roscoe's question had no relevancy, and should be
thrown out of the discussion. I regret that he did
not see fit to inform me earlier that he was questioning Mr. Peck's individual responsibility rather
than that of the government.
The remainder of the first paragraph may be disposed of by saying that the reissue or ''renewing "
of notes by the government has no apparent disadvantages, such as appertain to the sale of bonds
for gold which the government cannot hope to
repay without issuing other bonds. Under the one
system. the redemption and reissue balance each
other ; under the other, there is a perpetual unreturning outflow from the treasury in the form of
interest. Note here the $5,500,000 interest for the
month of April.
With respect to Mr. Roscoe's second paragraph,
I can only repeat that the facts were as stated, and
that I share his opinion of the court. I hav no
doubt that silver dollars would be kicked against
quite as strenuously in Brooklyn as copper cents
are in San Francisco, and with a similar disregard
of reason.
All the new matter in paragraph 3 is a prophecy of
what would follow the remonetization and free coinage of silver. As I am old enough to remember the
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warnings uttered when resumption was proposed,
and not having lived to see them fulfilled, I do not
know why I should be frightened by similar warn"
ings at the present crisis. In 1879 tbe people used
their money to do business with instead of emptying the treasury, and I infer that under like circumstances they would do the same in 1894.
Mr. Roscoe next rai&es the question whether the
millions los~ in unsuccessful mining ventures should
be regarded as a factor in estimating the cost of
producing gold and silver. He holds that they
should not. But! cannot get away from the notion
f·hat the expense of producing anything determins
its cost. It will not be denied, I think, that prospecting, tunneling, and developing by means of
labor and machinery, are as inseparable from the
production of gold and silver, and as necessary to
it, as the actu8.1 working of a mine ; and such being
the case, the expense of these, ~ven when not
followed by profitable results, should, in my judgment, enter into the problem of cost. Be that as it
may, since my statement regarded gold and silver
alike in this respect, there bein~J as many failures in
the pursuit of the one as of the other, the ratio is
not altered. The free coinage of gold fixes the
price of that metal, and the suspension of coinage
of silver accounts for the fall in its price; but these
circumstances hav no relation to the cost of either.
The forced sale of Mr. Roscoe's residence during a
period of dullness in the real estate market would
be a pour index to the expense of its construction.
"As to our money circulating abroad," says Mr.
Roscoe, "it is certain that it has no greater currency, as money, than foreign money has here,
which is none at all." Facts furnish! d me by
correspondents convince me that my opponent has
been misinformed. One writes : "In the Straits of
Magellan I find American money-gold and silver
-at a high premium, but what they really prefer
down there is American greenbacks. At Valparaiso
our money commanded a good premium.'.' Another,
who, like the first, has circumnavigated the globe,
says : "I found American mone-y the best to exchange in J"apan. In China they like Mexican silver
dollars particularly well, and United States money
is next. In India English money leads, but American money was never far behind it anywhere. In
Russia our currency leads the English. I.found no

place where there u:as not a premium on American
money.'' This testimony has a direct bearing
against Mr. Roscoe's previous statement that American coin is accepted abroad only by weight, and
paper money not at all; and I also regard it as supporting my contention that, as with the flag. our
nation's credit guarantees to American money a
world-wide recognition. The second correspondent
I hav ·quoted adds that Mr. Roscoe "does not appear to know what he is talking about," but the remark will not be repeated here, as I am supposed
to represent the ignorance of this combination.
I bav tried to convince my distinguished critic
that any sort of money that the government will receive for all dues is bound to circulate at par, which
theory he rejects for the alleged reason that " paying taxes is but a small part of the functions of
money." Now, the United States government in
1893 received more than four hundred and fifty
millions in taxes, or between six and seven dollars
from each man, woman, and child ; the exact per capita tax, as stated by F. N. Barnett, in the American
Grocer, is $6.69, which is more than one.fourth of
the per capita circulation. Can that- accurately be
called a "~?mall part?" And if the one-fourth which
the government would redeem in tax receipts is
really a "small part," how would Mr. Roscoe describe the one-eighth which can be redeemed in
gold! The further this discussion goes, the less
excuse there appears to be fur Mr. Roscoe, under
his own rule, to continue it.
.
Last week a certain play, by Hauptman, a German
dramatist, was announced for production at a local
theater. Thereupon one Elbridge T. Gerry, the
dry-nurse employed by the Society for the Prevention of the Intellectual Development of Children, demanded to be shown the text of the play, which,
having read, he pronounced blasphemous.
He
then applied to the mayor to hav its production
forbidden.
Gerry's objection to the play is that the title role
is performed by· a little girl, who is supposed to die
and to be brought to life by the intervention of Christ,
the latter appearing in person and spouting holy
writ. Doubtless it is a dramatization of some scene
described in the Bible, Gerry sat on the stage of
the theater, read the manuscript of the play, and
informed the managers that it could not be produced, when, instead of kicking him into the orchestra circle, those urbane gentlemen are said to
hav smilingly escorted him to the door.
The arrogance of these volqnteer ~ml1!t~\ll' sn.e~q
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and spies like Gerry ought in some way to be checked.
It is intolerable. In this particular case, before
taking action looking to the legal enforcement of
Mr. Gerry's opinion on the subject of blasphemy,
Mayor Gilroy should at least inquire whether the
Judean story has been copyrighted and all rights
reserved, and also ascertain what percentage Jesus
Christ has over other historic characters in the matter of immunity from dramatic representation.

subtract five from three and hav a considerable remainder.
Rightly viewed, as I hav intimated, the Coxeyites
are drawn to Washington by the same sort of delusion that attracts superstitious Catholics toward
Rome ; and, by the same token, the wise politician will dismiss them with promises which he
knows he will never be able to fulfil.

The too candid Col. Phil Thompson, who defended Breckinridge on the ground that he was not
more immoral than the average public man, is receiving greater censure for that open utterance
than he would appear to deserve. If there are not
a good many others besides the Kentucky statesman
who "take their license in the :field of time," why
the innumerable leagues, unions, and societies for
the moral reformation of mankind? Do they all
exist solely for the reformation of Colonel Breckinridge? Some years ago, the Rev. Henry Ward
Beecher, in the course of a political argument, contended that if all the men in New York who had
broken the seventh commandment were to vote one
way they would carry the state by 200,000 majority. If Beecher was right, then Colonel Thompson had a theological basis for his remark.

"Christianity Outside the Churches."

GEo.

n.

E.

MACDONALD.

the controversy between the homoousian and the
homoiousian, between the Calvinistic Christian and·
the free-will Christian, all the wrangling sects are
agreed that they will not giv everything to begg~s
will not lend without interest and security, will not
submit without resistance to every form of outrage
and wrong, and will be rich if they can, although
they are assured by "the holy scriptures " that no
rich man can enter heaven. The rules are in the
book, but they hav dropped out of the memory of
Christians,· and any serious attempt to enforce them
would overturn the churches.
.
But our Christian friends ought to desire such a
revival, because it would stop the mouths of those
who are affirming that the whole power of public
opinion, as far as the churches can control it, is
brought to bear to induce men to conceal their real
opinions, and to giv their support to dogmas that.
ha.v lost all hold on their minds. One· of the most
serious counts in the indictment against Christianity
is that "the church" o:ff:ers rewards to those willing to
prostitute their real convictions, and inflicts penalties
upon those brave and honest enough to avow them.
When "the church" makes it "pay" ·to profess
religion, she slams her doors in the faces of honest
men.
Note the queer prediction of Dr. Langdon.
When the churches shall hav done certain things
which they cannot possibly do without ceasing to
be churches as we now understand the term, then
those now outside will return " in flocks to ecclesiastical allegiance." Now, it must be apparent to
any one who will reflect a little that after " the
church" shall hav committed hari kari, the term
"ecclesiastical allegiance" will hav a different meaning from what it now has ; and since that meaning
is wholly unknown, the pr~diction is meaningless.
What tricks language plays with men's minds l

Christianity can be spared from the wo:rld,
because it is a stupendous and melancholy failure.
Surely its " divine author " owes it to his own selfrespect, if not to the sentiment of mankind, to giv
his "plan of salvation '' success enough to save it
from contempt. Yet, to-day, after eighteen centuries of Christian propagandism, we behold the
vast bulk of the living millions on the globe tramping the downward road to death, practically in
utter ignorance of the "chief end of man," and
utter disregard of their "eternal doom." What a.
result! Obtained at what cost of blood and treasure I I say nothing here of the exertions of Almighty Love and In:finit Wisdom, and the death of
God on the cross. I ask, What Christian can contemplate the visible human effort put forth to
A detachment of the industrial salvation army of accomplish so pitiful an achievement-the holy InCoxey has reached Washington and camped on fed- quisition, the. rack, the dungeon, the stake, the
eral ground. Until this aggregation of confessed Christian wars that hav devastated the world, the
incompetents shall haT been disbanded and mus- millions slaughtered by Christian love-who, I say,
tered out, nobody can guess its effect upon the can compare these tremendous efforts with the reaction of the constituted authorities. Newspaper sult that we see in the world to-day without unwriters hav got into the notion of calling the move- speakable sorrow and despair?
ment a phenomenon and something altogether new
To this proposition I expect the assent of all reto history. But it plainly is not. It is a religious flecting readers inside or outside the churches.
crusade with Washington instead of Rome or The present attitude of the Christian world toward
Mecca or Jerusalem for its destination; and the the Christian church cannot long endure. These
A. F. HAMILTON.
almighty spook supposed to quarter there is Gov- tremendous dogmas are not to be trifled with as
ernment instead of God.
The brutal instinct they are. If credible they are to be believed with
News and Notes.
which lmig ago led certain men to erect deities in all one's might; if incredible they are to be warred
wh0se name they might enforce their own domi- upon with all one's might. For a thousand years
1 had the pleasure! Su:nda.~ tlvening; of listening
neering intentions on their peers and vicinage has men seem to hav taken them seriously, and hate, to a lE!ctute on the " Evolution of FlowElrs;h by
led them to erect a government for the same pur- bloodshed, horrors unspeakable, were the result. Henry :aird, before the Science Sermons Society, in
pose. As their god was invested with unlimited The modern world seems to hav determined as the the vestry gf tl.obert Collyer's church, which is per~
powers, so is their government ; and as the said only escape from what was :intolerable, not to take vaded somewhat by the at:l:llosphei'e of teligimt.
god could be approached only through the priests, them seriously; til giv pro forma assent, to a certain The subject is a very interesting one, as perhaps ffi
so the government must be invoked with the poli- extent, to the propositions, but to empty the words flowers more than in any other form of life do we
ticians as mediums. The religious pilgrims of ol meaning. Hell shall not mean hell unless one see the marvels of evolution, many of which are
course discovered that after their crusade was over chooses to hav it so, everlasting shall not mean end- going on before our eyes at the present time.
they had to get out and rustle for themselvs; also less, fire shall not burn, nor torment cause pain. "Show us evolution to-day," says the theologian,
that the deity's favors were expensiv; which is a Carlyle doubtless had this state of things in mind and we ansWer by depictitig the process 1 gf th.e
lesson that the Coxeyites and some others hav yet when he characterized Christian belief as" sham be- flowers. 'rhe speaker; who is a florist, and has had
to learn. Out of every gift attributed to providence lief and bedlam delusion, damnable, dead, putrescent years of practical experience with the growth and
a big percentage went to the priest, and all persons cant."
varieties of flowers, showed to t:b.e audieMe how dif~
who hav ever received anything from government
But men hav beguri to ask themselvs whether the ferent for:ths of the flowers had originated withi:u
will probably testify that a good-sized hunk of it remedy is not worse than the disease; whether the last ten ye~ts, so that in the flowery kingdom
remained in the hands of the politicians. God peace purchased at s:titlh II. price is not worse than the tliost c6nspicluQus and bri1liant diE~plays of na~
(which is the church) never gave to any man a cent open war, 1'war with a thousandbattles and shaking ture's eternal unfoldings are to be witnesiiietL Mt.
or a crust that was not previously taken from some a hundred thrones."
Bird had the platform profusely decorated with
other man, and there are some who hav concluded
The enlightened conscience, we mean the con- flowers and plants, and his lecture was constantly
to leave the church out and so save tbe commission. science unperverted by ages of Christian teaching, illustrated with these vivid pictures of real life, so
The class of men who hav joined Coxey's army are revolts at the spectacle of mankind grinning at one that it was most entertaining and instructiv. Mr.
pre-eminently the producers. Every dime that the another through the mask of a solemn creed. When Bird was follow{ld by :Mr. Wakeman, 'Who is ahva"l
gove~ment has power to bestow upon them, eithEr the explosion comes, and men begin to drop their ready to speak out of a full mind on these scientific
as a g1f~ or as wages, has passed once through their own masks in disgust, and to tear off their :11eigh- subjects; upon which he also flings the light of poetic
hands m the form of some product or material of .bora' in indignation, what will be the effect on the fancy, for, quoting lrom Schiller and Goethe, he says
agriculture or manufacture, and out of it the middle- churchesT
that what the flowets do unconsciously in usefulness
man a.nd the tax gatherer has each in turn taken his
We hav heard much; not so :thuch fecently1 of and beauty man muat do consciously and by tbe
expenses, salary, or profit. Now the applicants what are called "revivals of religion." There is a e:liort of his will. The old idea of :flowers, as
for government work ask that the same money shall form of that phenomenon at which we outside the taught by Jesus, was that they, in their abundant.
pass out of the treasury through the hands of mid- churches would rejoice with exceeding great joy. glory, were a declaration of divine pt<:lvidenlie,....
dlemen-commissioners, superintendents, foremen, We should like to see historic Christianity (the God's care of all his creatures. They teach 116
overseers, bosses, clerks, paymasters, cashiers, and official creeds) take hold on the lives of those who such lesson in evolution. They teach no God, as
the rest-and that what is left of it shall be paid.to profess it, shake them with its fulminations, go Mr. Bird lilaid ; they simply teach nian to do his
them as wages for work for which there is no down to the roots of character, gloom in. their best, and to be satisfied with that, as the flowers
demand. That is to say, they want to be robbed conduct every day in the week, every hour in the are which die in tbe golden sunshine and expect no
twice, or rather, they want the legitimate laborer day, every minute in the hour. We should like to reward beyond death. After Mr. Wakeman, Senator
·and producer to be mulcted twice for their benefit. see such a revival, because it would empty the Boyd made an enthusiastic speech all in praise of
Let them pause for a moment or half an hour and churches.
the "great designer," which he declared was exnote the process by which the government gets its
Christianity is professed in these days because it hibited in the beauty and splendor of the flowers.
revenues ; let them follow a dollar from the hands is not practiced. It is neither preached nor prac- It was quite an orthodox sermon, delivered, how·
of the taxpayer to the United States treasury and ticed. Hell is still in the creeds, but it is no longer ever, without any maledictions against liiCience or
note. the abrasion. They may get a pointer by on the lips of the preacher nor in the thoughts of those who held opposit views. As I was called
reading the report of the seeretary of the treasury his hearers. And the morality of the New Testa- upon to join in the discussion, I concluded, even if
announcing a deficit, the true meaning of " deficit " ment (Christ's Christianity) has shared the same I was in a church, to stick to my colors and declare
being that the collection of the dollar has cost more fate. Parts of it cut to the bone. They are im- '(bat in nature there was no God ; that the belief in
than one hundred cents. The contributor to a practicable in any condition of society ever known God was merely a sentiment, but not a scientific
missionary fund who expects that his penny will among men. History reveals no time, much less is truth. I found that most of the audience responded
ever reach the heathen is right next to himself com- ~he present a time, when men could giv indiscrim- to my radical utterances. Mrs. Burnz said that
pared with the taxpayer. It is a matter of fact mately or without limit to every beggar, or permit God is love, and therefore love is God, and tbat all
that gov:ernm~nt employees are overpaid as com- the robber who takes their overcoats to take their who believe in love believe in God, which, of course,
pared w~th pr1vate employees. It is the scant re- coats, or the ruffian who cuts off their right ears to is good as a compromise; but as there is no in:finit
muneratio~ ?f . the latter that the Coxeyites and cut off their left also, without wronging not only love in the universe, so there can be no in:finit God,
oth?r . BOC1ahst1c labor reformers are protesting themselvs but also their fellow-men. Accordingly There is only a. .finite love, that is man's love, and!.
agamst; and yet they expect the government to these rules of Christian morality (Christ's Christian- woman's too, which is after all the only love that.
pay them high wages out of revenues drawn from ity), repudiated by the common sense of mankind, amounts to anything. The discussion was qu~te.
the meager earnings of those not, like themselvs are set aside even by those who profess to consider interesting, took in a pretty good range for a church
favored with public patronage. If that is a~ them binding, with a unanimity that is found no- :ff:a\r, and refreshed the ecclesia.,tical surroundings.
econ~mic possibility, then w~ sho~d be able to wh~~~ ~ls~ in the Christian world. However bitter
g'!_ess
the. Science
Ser~<?lllil
Society,. $ltb.oqifh not,
..... ·- ·- .
. . :.. .
:~
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extremely radical, has been doing some pretty good
work this winter; but perhaps its future success
will depend upon its coming out into the broad
open air of universal inquiry and inviting to its
platform every kind of scientific and Freethought
expre!!sion.
·
·
I hav just received of Allen Moon, Washington, D.
C., a copy of the Sunday rest bill introduced into
the Hous,e by Mr. Johnson of North Dakota. I
expect I shall hav to go to Washington to watch
this matter.. I hope that Liberals throughout the
country will be ready to aid and for this work send
in their contributions to E. C. Reichwald, 165
South Water street, Chicago, treasurer of the Freethought Federation.
I hope that New York Liberals. will realize the
special !J.nd important opportunity which is opened
to them by the State Constitutional Convention to
begin May 8th. Unless Freethinkers make an
effort for church taxation, nothing will be done.
This is our battle, and we must take the lead. An
amendment will be proposed to forbid any appropriations to religious institutions. But this is not
by any means radical enough. Why not go to the
very root of the evil T Why try any compromise T
Exemption of church property from taxation is giving the church millions of dollars a year, and is an
appropriation in a most dangerous and unjust form.
Of course, we are opposed to any appropriations for
any purpose to religious institutions of any kind.
But an amendment to the Constitution merely
against appropriations is not all, but impartial taxation of all property logically and surely takes with
it the forbidding of appropriations, and is by far the
greater gain for justice. It won't do to be satisfied with half a loaf. in this matter. We want simple
and absolute justice all round, and it is for this that
we must strike, and .if we Freethinkers do not do
it, nobody else will. Let there be no lack of courage and decision in this matter. Don't think that
others will do our work.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

:' Sparks From the Lecture Field.

'" Aday or two before leaving Wichita I

received a
message asking me to go down to Dover, Oklahoma,
and giv a course of lectures. I went. Dover is
one of the new towns that hav recently struggled
into existence. · It is but a small place, but there
are scores of Liberals here. I gave three lectures
to large and enthusiastic audiences, and the people
seemed pleased with them. At the conclusion
about forty new members were added to the rapidlyincreasing lists of the Federation. Those who
signed the Constitution are all good Liberals,
and they expressed a hope that I would make
Oklahoma the battle-ground for the Freethought
campaign, for the special purpose of preparing the
territory for. statehood. Good work can b~ dcme
here in this direction. The large number of hberalminded people will make possible the dra!ting of a
constitution that will provide for the eqmtable taxation of all ecclesiastical property and the removal
of all religious influences from the public schools.
I promised them that this matter should receive
consideration.
Thomas White, Mr. Tousely,· Dr. Bailey, and
many others are among the hosts of freedom in
Oklahoma. While here I was the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. White. It is a Freethought home, and their
little children, Thomas and Marguerite, ara not to
be contaminated by superstition. ~ s~ort time previous to my advent here a subscnpt10n sheet w~s
circulated to secure money to pay the preacher s
salary. lUra. White was approached and soli~ited
for a donation, but the canvassers were met with a
frank refusal, and the added remark, " Let the
preacher work for his living, as we bav to de;>." .
If all Liberal men and women would do hkewise,
scores of preachers would ver.Y speedily run short
on their salaries. How many Liberals there are who
donate freely to the church, either from want of
thought, .or, what is still worse, for "policy's sake:"
Business interests stand between them and their
principles. If they would only giv the~ money ~o
ourFreethought papers and help them m the distribution of rationalistic literature, or to the Feder·
ation, to help us in our efforts to preserve our
secular institutions there would be no need for
complaint of the la~k of harmony among Liberals,
and a man's business interests would be as well protected as they are now.
. .
In exceedingly good spirits, I returned to WIChita
in time to complete the arrangements for the program consequent upon the closing lectur? o~ the
season. We had good music and good rec~tat10ns.
Mrs:· Sandford and Professor Blume agam composed the orchestra. The program was made more
interesting by the recital of Putnam's "Why Don't
He Lend a Hand T" by Isis B. Martin and a humorous essay from J. H. Purdy. We '!ere again
fav(>r_~q W~th a, ractteq ~OlJBe, al}(!. tQ() ClOSlll~ l~gture

was received with great enthusiasm. My warmest
thanks are due to those noble hearts who aided me
in my work here, and in this relation I must mention first and foremost OUr friend Mr. Tuttle, who
financiered the movement. Next comes Isis B.
Martin, who never failed to do her share of the
work necessary for its success. Also Charley Matthews, J. H. Purdy, J. H. Thomas, W. H. Bailey,
E. E. Fitzpatrick, the Collings family, and many
others.
The lectures at Morganville, my next appointment, were given in the district schoolhouse, and
each time the little place was filled with an eager
crowd. This is .a busy time with the farmers.
They are at work in the fields until the sun has
passed below the horizon and we are compelled to
begin late in order to giv them time to get in. So
pleased were they with the principles and objects
of the Freethought movement that twenty more
signers were secured for the Federation. Mr. and
Mrs. L. P. Tebbe entertained me while here and
afforded me a royal welcome. The Freethought
pilgrim will always receive a welcome here.
My lectures over, Mr. Tebbe hitched up his team
and drove me across the prairies to my next appointment at Oak Hill, :fifteen miles distant. On
our way we stop at the home of Mr. Fred Pacey
and wife, who are English settlers in Kansas. Agood dinner and some interesting reflections on
their part and speculations regarding the future,
cheered us up and we resumed our journey. Mr.
Pacey takes me the remainder of my journey, and
in due time we reach the home of Mr. and Mrs. W.
D. Gwin, where I take supper and then proceed to
the school-house, where my lectures are given. I
gave two here and from miles around the people
flocked in to hear an exposition of the principles of
mental freedom, with all the enthusiasm that once
marked an oldctime Methodist revival..· Thirty additional members were added to our rapidly increasing membership. The Federation's li~t~ are now
lengthening to an extra thousand. This IB encouraging to us as we work on for our cause. The
prospects for the continued triumph of the Federation are exceedingly bright.
The continued "hard times," together with the
severe drouth prevailing over Kansas at this time,
renders it hard work to secure any subscribers to our
papers, but with prospects of good crops we hav
hopes for the future. The seeds of Free thought hav
been sown on fruitful soil, and an abundant harvest
awaits us.
Another ideal Freethought home is that of Mr.
and Mrs. Gwin. They are both young, enthusiastic and devoted to their principles. Their little
boy 'is named Darwin Gwin, and their little
daughter, Lorena. Both of the~e. littl? ones are
exceedingly bright. These are brilhant Jewels that
gem the sky of Freethought. . In the proper education of the young lies the hopes of our cause and
the safety of American liberties. Filled with hoJ?e
and inspiration to continue our work, I go on agam
to take up the campaign in other places.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Sec. Freethought Federation of America.
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Lectures and Meetings•.
THE address of Charles Watts is now 81 Effra Road,
Brixton, London, S. W., Eng.
THE Milwaukee Liberal Olnb meets at Severance Han,.
421 Milwaukee street, every Sunday at 7.30 P.M.·
THE Friendship Liberal League of Philadelphia meets
Sundays at 2.30 and 7.30 P.M. in Warner Hall, near
Green and Broad streets.
THE Radical Library meets in Skerrett's Hall, Ridge
avenue and Green street, Philadelphia. Open on Tnes ·
day, 7.30 to 10 P.M.
W. F. JAmmsoN writes that he will start on his tour
throlJ.gh Utah and Colorado in May; and that he finds
California a fine climate to linger in, His address is
Elsinore, OBI.
FRANKLIN STEINER is arran!rlng for a trip thron~h
Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska. the Da.kotas, and Wisconsin.
Liberals in those statE's wishin~ lec~nres should address
him to box 882, Des Moines, Ia.
THE First Secular Church of Portland, Or., meets in
Central Labor Council Hall, 170! Second street near
Yamhill, every Sunday at 7.30 P. M. Katie Kehm
Smith, lecturer. Sunday-school in same place at 1~:30 P.M.
THE Manhattan Liberal Olnb meets every Friday evening in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for May:
May 4th-"Indnstrial Problems," Mrs. Stanton Blatch,
daughter of Mrs. Elizabeth Oady Stanton.
May llth-"Liberty and Authority," S. P. Pnt·nam.
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Bnsi·
ness College, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
Driggs avenues. Program of lectures for May:
May 6th-" 'Where We Are At,' From a Woman's Standpoint,'' Emma Beckwith.
May lSth-"Libertyand Authority,'' S. P. Putnam.
May 20th-" The Science of Life," Rev. F. E. Mason.
May 27th-" A Study of Shelley,'' Henry Rowley. Oonclndin~ meeting; report of fileason's work; vocal and
instrumental music.
May 30th, Decoration Day-Paine Celebration at New
Rochelle. Tickets, including railroad fare, 50 cents.
Tickets are exchangeable for railroad ticket to New
Rochelle and return by special train of theNew York,
New Haven & Hartford R. R. Oo, which will leave
Grand Central DApot at 12.30 P. M, The return ticket
from New Rochelle will be good on any train during
the day.
THE WoMEN's LmERAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, meets
in the Skerrett Building, Ridge avenue and Green street,
Tuesday evAnim~s at. Bo'clock. Admission free. All are
welcome. Radical Library open 7.80 to 10 P.l'tr. Pro·
gram for May:
May Bth-" Revolt of Woman, What It All Means," Harriet Pnrdv Cochran.
May 15th-" Essentials of Socialism," Dr. G. Metzler.
May 22d-" Woman and Single Tax," George Stephens.
May 29th-" Woman in Journalism,'' Mrs. T. H. Symon,
See. U.L.L.

PRoF. DANIEL DE LEoN spoke before the Brooklyn
Philosophical Association last Sunday on "Religion from
a Labor Standpoint." He remarked that the churchgoing capitalist was not true to thA religion and morality
of the Bible when he took usury, for the Bible plainly
said he only could dwell in the Lord's tabernacle who
"pnt.teth not out his mnney to usury," and he defined usury as getting more than a pers~>n produced. A~
cording to the Professor, as the cap1tahst does not g1v
the workingmanthatvalnAwhich "is worthy of hi~ hire,"
he is guilty of nsnrv, and is theref?re not tr~e to ther~lig
ion which he professes. ThAre lS a certa.m bnmpt10ns
and "know-it-all" individual who attends the meeting
every Sunday and who sometimes poses as a capitalist,
and is generally verv personal in h;s remarks, who in"Four Hundred Years."
sulted the lecturer after the meeting by calling him an
In addition to the na'Il es of subscribers to" Four Anarchist and saying his ideas led the young men of the
day astray. The honor of the Association was sustained
Hundred Years of Freethought" published last by
the president apologizing for the attack.
week, the following hav been received :
MR. HENRY NICHoLS spoke last Friday before the
OALIFORNIA.-L. Magenheimer, Arthur Edward OlsManhattan Liberal Olnb on "The Chances of Success,"
hansen.
J
d
0
B
w
·te
He showed very ably the danl'\'er that monoPolies and
ILLINOis.-Frederick Dnhlstrom.,. n ge . . a1 .
corporations are becoming to thrifty and honest citizens
INDIANA.-J. E. Stroup, E. R. Snoemaker.
who are trying their best to get along, and that if the
MABSACHUBETTS.-M. Florence Johnson.
power of these concerns is not weakened in some way.
NEBRAsKA,-Henry Reithardt.
NEwYORK.-Mrs. Eliza B. Bnrnz, Jackson A. Haynes, the chances of success for individuals in the commercial
world will be very small. He made the statement that
Frederick Koezley, E. 0. Walker.
if a person went into the safe business he would spend a
NoRTH DAKOT.A.-David Wallace.
lifetime and a fortune befol-e he would be able to comPENNSYLVANIA.-George East.
mand any success, so powerful are the present safe interTEXAS.-J. 0. Harvey.
ests. It is the same with all other grAat manufacturing
WiscoNSIN.-A. G. Descent.
and commercial enterPrises to-day. He proved by facts
I hope that every subscriber will carefully note admitted
by monopolistic writers the reality of the danhis name and address, and correct if there are any gers into which we are drifting. After the lecture a busierrors. The list of names will be published in the ness meeting was held and the followinQ' officers for the
closing pagee of "Four Hundred Years of Free- ensuing year elected: President, E. B. Foot.e Jr; ViceMrs. Emma Beckwith. Mes~rs Perrm and
thought." All who desire to be enrolled will please presidents,
Chamberlain; Secretary, MosPS Goldsmith; Treasurer,
send their subscriptions at OJlce.
Miss A. Schachtel: Librarian. Mrs. E. B. Bnrnz; Trnatees,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Messrs. Wilson, Good, and Taber.
When Christ would meet a sick man he would
curse the spirits which infested him, and they would
go out of the man and into a ~erd of swine, or perhaps into some other poor neighbor who happened
to be inadvertently standing around with his mouth
open. By the aid of science a doctor now deliberately pokes an electric-light tube into a man's
stomach and by its illumination reads all the
secret il:l'side working of his personal anatomy; applies the proper remedy, cures the patient, and never
once thinks of the legions of devils which the
li!Oll of Go4 W~IJ such 1\~ ~J~dept
de!Wng witb.

m

Gall and Wormwood for Sabbatarlans.
LoNDoN, April23,-The first pnb1ic exhibition o! pictures t.o be held in London on Sunday was opened m the
Gnildhallyesterday,andwas attended by enormous crowdP.
So great was the public desire to take advantage of thA
new privilPge that long lines of people were formed and
maintained by constant additions throughout the day,
Many persons stood in the lines for hours ~atiently aw~it
ing thAir turn to be admitted The qnestwn of opemng
art galleries to the public on Sundays has been l~ng and
bitterly discussed in the councils of the corporat10n and
the success of yesterdav's experiment assures .the co~
tinnance of the exhibition, and al•o ml\kes 1t certam
that other galleriee will soon be op9necl to the pnblic ou
SUDdays,
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his infinit power, but also of the divine
heart within. Neither does this show his
infinit wisdom. For had he been infinitly
It Jars the Tympannms of the Pions. wise he would not hav undertaken that in
which he knew he certainly would fail. In
NIPOMO, CAL., April 4, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find money this he was endeavoring to change an unorder for $3 for my yearly subscription to alterable law in nature, which would b:~ as
your paper. Your hammering on ortho- difficult to do as it would hav been for God
doxy is resounding through all the land; to get his breath before he made air.
J, 0, FULLERTON,
a sweet sound for the ears of a free people,
but a mournful sound for the ears of the
It Was His Savior.
fanatical. Thank yon.
MRs. C. M. Popp,
WESTERN SPRINGS, ILL., Feb. 9, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $5 for the
First Place in His Affections.
renewal of my subscription and Paine's
LEE, N.D., April5, 1894.
" Great Works Complete," because I like
MR. EDIToR: I herewith inclose yon $3 to hav Thomas Paine's works. His "Age
to renew my subscription to your splendid of Reason " was the first Freethongh t book
paper. I am free to say that I value your I ever had. It was translated into the
paper very highly, and, while money is Swedish language, and it was my savior
tight and hard to get, I would rather do from the old superstitions.
without some other paper in order to be
I hav be en delaying my renewal in hopes
able to hav THE TRUTH SEEKER continue its of obtaining a new subscriber, but in vain.
weekly visits to our home.
Send me your catalog, and if yon hav the
address of the Swedish Fritiinkaren,
Very truly yours,
N. C. RmE.
Stockholm, please let me hav it, as I
should like to snbscr.l11e for it.
The Most Opportune Moment.
Yours fraternall;y,
NELs PEARSON.
NEw YoRK, April 21, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Yon are doing a good work
in circulating that pamphlet on church Its Light Breaks ~L'hrongh the Clouds.
. JAMESTOWN, :N". Y., April 20, 1894.
property, and although I am not flush, I
MR. EDITOR : There is a feeling caused
want to chip in. Every one ought to lend
a hand. Constitutional conventions are by TUE TRUTH BEEKER's weekly appearnot held every year, and this is the most ance, which seems like the breaking away
opportune moment to agitate the question of the clouds of religions vapors that are
of taxing church property. I inclose yon continually hanging about us. We somemy check for $5, which yon will please use times in our little home circle feel like a
as your judgment dictates in circulating vessel at sea surrounded by a fog, so dense is
the religions atmosphere here. THE TRUTH
the documents.
BEEKER, like a ray of sunshine, seems to
Yours truly,
E. B. FooTE.
dispel the fog here and there. !tis a ray of
light that bids us hope-bids us remember
Say It Is Sacrilegious.
there are others like onrselvs. And I enBUTTEVILLE, OR., Feb. 8, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me one copy joy very much the letters from the truth
of '' Crimes of Preachers," as I want some- seekers who reflect back to yon a view of
thing to show my Christian friends. I am their surroundings and workings for truth.
strong in the faith of Infidelity. I would Not that we tire of talking to one another
like to be able to help the cause, but am here, but occasionally a desire comes to
sick and cannot get out of the house, but one to exchange views with another of his
JOHN M. CusHMAN.
hav lots of fun with my Christian friends. own mind.
I show them the goodness of God to the
Men Afraid of Their Wives.
United States; and I hav the "Old TestaWALLA
WALLA, WASH,, April 15, 1894,
ment Stories Illustrated." I hav found a
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find order
few who will not read, either ; say it is
sacrilegious. Hoping the cause will ever for books and $4.95 to pay for the same.
I hav taken THE TRUTH BEEKi!JR for three
grow, I remain,
Yours truly,
years and could not now do without it.
J. R. KINYON.
Mr. McFarlane and I are the only outspoken Freethinkers in our neighborhood.
Has Thought Himself Partly Out.
There are many that would be Liberals if
THoR, IowA, March 26, 1894.
MR. EDITOR : I bav received frc.m a it was not f<'r their wives or the fear of
friend a few copies of your very in- being boycotted by the Christians.
The Methodists hav labored hard "to
teresting paper. I am a Freethinker,
save
sinners," prolonging their efforts for
although raised by Christian parents and
two
weeks
at one time, but made only two
taught religion from childhood. I believe
in a God, a creator of the universe, but not or three additions to their numbers. But
in the Bible or its three Gods. I believe in the town of Walla Walla there has been
in being a good man, and in doing what is a great "outpouring of the holy spirit;"
right by our fellow-men. My bibltl is na- the '• Christians " and Methodists hav
ture. I very early saw the humbug and raised sheol in grand style and "saved"
greed of money of the preachers and their perhaps a hundred "souls."
Soon as finances will admih I will send a
followers. I hav not read any papers or
books on Freethonght, and was very glad larger order for books. W. A SHELTON.
when I got your paper.
A. C. HoLM.
}lark Them for Defeat.
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., Feb. 16, 294.
Heston Induces Bible Study.
MR. EDITOR: All Liberals no doubt
TRIVOLI, ILL., Feb. 24, 1894..
agree
that Mr. Heston made a good hit
MR. EDITOR: I wish to say thd I got
the catalog yon sent me the other day, and! when he pictured the Congressmen who
see that yon hav another of Mr. Watson voted for the closing of the World's
Heston's illustrated Bible books, and I Fair on Sundays as asses. Now, we think
want to get it. I hav the one where Adam he would make a still better hit to
is plowing with a big hog, and it has heen picture as asses, with their ears exceedlooked atand read by a good many, and I ingly long, all Liberals who aid or abet
think it has done some good. I know one in any way whatever their ree'ection the
man who sent and got a new Bible; he coming fall, because, if a person snp·
thought the book did not tell the truth, ports another knowing that he is a fraud,
but now he is satisfied, and he has read he is himself his own worst enemy. We
more Bitole this winter than in all his life hav had Liberals say to os that if they
before. I see by the catalog that the book did not snpport a candidate of their own
that I want is $1.50. Please send me the party for any reason they would not vote for
the opposing party's candidate. Now, we
"Handbook of Freethonght" also.
believe, when we strike a man, in hittinoo
GEo. HovENDEN.
him hard enonl!'h to knock him down.
man has great respect for the one who
God Couldn't Get HiR Breath.
knocks him down, and none at all for the
BUTLER, PA., April 15, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Should these few lines be half-hearted fellow who makes the attempt
JOHN W. ABBOTT.
read by any of our Christian friends I and fails.
hope they will not become melancholy, as
Don't Owe the Church Anything.
I wish only to call your attention to the
NEw BosToN, MIOH., Feb. 19, 1894.
vain attempt Christ made when he underMn. EDITOR: Some of the Methodist
took to make the fig tree bear fruit at an
unseasonable time of the year, and then "revivalists" at this place requested me
cursed the tree on account of his failure. to adjourn our school literary society. As
This not only giva very poor evidence of president, I haq no authority to 4o so, but

A

being always ready to accommodate polite
people, I called a special meeting to consider the question of adjournment for that
week, A very lively discussion followed
the motion, Only one argument was presented in favor of the plan. That was
that we "ought not to attract people
away from the church." This was met by
the opposition with such sentences as:
"The church is always demanding and
never giving " " It has done nothing for
us, why should we do anything for it?"
"We don't owe it anything." "They
havn't converted anyone yet, and probably
will not to-night." "That preacher wants
the earth," etc. How is that for young
America? Heresy, caught in the public
schools without doubt. I hav not trained
them at all in this line of thought; neither
do I read the Bible to them.
I was asked at the Fair to sign a petition
to hav the Bible read in the public schools.
I quickly said, "No, I don't believe in it."
A voice behind me said, '' Shake, partner,
I'm with yon." I turned to meet a very
pleasant young man, also a teacher, from
New Jersey. He it was who introduced
me to THE TRUTH· SEEKER, I owe him a
debt of gratitude for that.
Yours for liberty, FRANK E. RoMINE.
A Freethonght Letter-Writing Corps.
NEw ORLEANS, LA., April 17, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: All reform movements are
somewhat allied, and through the single
tax at least one man has become a subscriber to several Freethonght weeklies in
this manner.
In the New Orleans Times Democrat
recently Mr. S. S. Bryan criticised single
taxers, saying they were hypnotized by
reading Henry George's voluminous writings. I replied, asking if Christians, Mohammedans, Buddhists, etc., were not
equally hypnotized?
The Times-Democrat, Picayune, and
Truth, each in turn, refused to print Mr
Bryan's affirmativ rejoinder on the ground
that it attacked Christianity. Though a
total stranger, he then mailed it to me to
read and return, which I did, expressing regrets that it was not printed, and saying that
only THE TRUTH BEEKER and a few other
Freethonght journals were liberal enough
to publish such articles. Learning thus
(and through a succeeding interview) for
the first time in his life of these Freethought publications, he sent for sample
copies and subscribed for several of them.
Doubtless many more, like him, are kept
in ignorance of such publications and the
cause of Freethonght incalculably retarded
by the perverse attitude_ of the daily press,
How to change this perverseness is therefore worthy of consideration by the best
and noblest Freethonght minds.
Until quite recently, the daily press as
persistently misrepresented the facts about
single tax and denied single taxers a hearing, But, mainly through a Single Tax
"Letter-writing Corps" (every member
of which pledged himself to write at least
one letter to a target the captain of the
corps named each week in the single tax
newspapers) their attitude has changed.
Cannot Freethinkers profit by this example and do likewise? Editors are very
careful of their reputation anti circulation.
And, when numerous letters, from intelligent men all-over the country, come pouring in, criticising their action, they are
not likely to repeat the offense, even if
they do not apologize for the one already
committed. Reading no Freethonght
journals, and hence ignorant of the existence of a letter-writing-corps, they would
naturally conclude from the receipt of so
many intelligently-written letters that
public sentiment was changing-in favor of
F.reethought and act accordingly, Naturally possessed o_f so peri?I: intelligence,
nearly all F.reethmkers could write good
letters, neatly, concisely, and grammatically. If, in addition to this, they were
written in a kindly spirit, many editors
would likely publish them.
"Vinegar
never catcheR fliefl," neither doth harsh
criticism make converts.
Thus, judiciously managed, a "letter-writing corps"
might open to our communications our
natural ally-the daily press-which now
already is almost.driven into Freethonght
ranks by the pert~ecntion it receives for
publishing a Sunday edition.
If such a corps is formed, I, for one,
he~eby :pled~e Ill) self to write ~ brief,

pointed, respectful letter or postal to the
target, the captain of said corps names
each week. Others approving the plan
can ~nsh it to realization by similarly
pledgmg themselvs and appointing E. M.
Macdonald or some other New Yorker as
the seat of Freethonght publication as
captain of the corps.
Another effectiv single tax campaign plan
which Freethinkers might profitably copy
isthatof having for use on their envelopes
packages, etc., motto stickers, like post:
age stampfl, on which is printed some
striking sentence. We might use such as
these: ''Who made God?" '' One world
at a time." "There can be but little liberty on earth while men worship a tyrant
in heaven."
Agitation of the question of taxation has
caused nearly every state legislature to
consider bills for changing their system of
taxation. As a "rider " to all these bills
amendments "taxing church proper~
equally with all other property" should be
offered. To burden it with the rider to
which they object, opponents of these bills
would vote with church taxationists, thus
giving them apparently more strength than
they really possess at that time, and thus
eventually helping to tax church property,
D. WEBSTER GnoH.
A True Man Borne· Down in the Battle,
BARNUM, MINN., April18, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send yon a copy
of the will of L. H. Hawkins, who committed suicide April 1st. Yon can make
your own comment on the same, and print
any part of it you wish. I did not hear
any particulars regarding the funeral, but
presume it was conducted according to the
will. Fraternally yours,
A. M. TowNSEND.
"A.M. TowNSEND, Barnum, Minn.-M.v
Dear Judge: I hand yon a copy of my broth.
er's will. After reading, yon may send to
THE TRUTH BEEKER if yon see fit. It shows
how bravely a man may meet death without the aid of the orthodox faith."'-Yours
truly, H. H. HAWKINS, Thomson, Minn.,
April 15, 1894."
THE WILL,
To my friends, and to all whom it may
concern: It being customary, before the
physical death of an individnal, 1to make
what is termed a will, in which the statement is _quite usual that he or she is of
sound mind and memory, I take advantage
of such custom to make known to the gent~emen whose n_ames I shall presently mention my most smcere and urgent wishes as
to the final disposition of my body, after
these presents shall come into their hands.
To the following named gentlemen, in
whom I hav most exalted confidence, both
as to their integrity, their honor, and their
friendship, I trust the details of my funeral.
As yon are well aware, I believe in no
system of religion. I am, in its broadest
sense, an Agnostic. I hav no fear of death ·
but court it, as I hav for over a year, with
such yearning and curiosity that I am unable to longer wait for its coming. Since
the death of my wife, and the settling of
my boys in comfortable homes, I hav had
no desire to liv. I admit, as society looks
at it, I hav been at times madly reckless in
my conduct, but to the injnry of no one
but myself. Had I not plunged into some
kind of E_lxcitement, I would to-day hav
been the mmate of an asylum for the insane, but
"Such maddening moments as my past,
They could not and they did not last."
For some reason, unknown to me, all
the attorneys of this place, except C. L
Pratt, have formed a combmu.tion to
either humiliate or destroy me. I do not
care to ma~ e the tight, and hence, to avoia.
further sn:ffering, I hav concluded to adopt
heroic measures, and plunge headlong into
the great unknown. To infnre dying as I
hav lived, an Infidel, it is my demand
that I be buried without religions cere~
monies of any kind or character; neither
reading, praying, sermons, psalm <r
hymn-singing shall be allowed. It won'd
please me if my brother, H. H. Hawkins,
or some one whom he may select, would
say a few words. over my body before burial, and let my friends sing, " When the
Mis~s Hav _Rolled A way." I desire to be
bnr1ed beside my wife.
~· ~· Toole, Wade Blaker, D. M. Gnnn,
Phll. Oasselberg, and E C. Kiley, together
with my brother, who llvs at Thomson, are
the gentlemen in whose hands I trust the
carryin,r out of my wishes as above set
forth. Do not, I beg of yon, forget wnat
I so urgently ask-to place me in my Jat1t
resting-place without one single word or
act of a religions character. A simplll
coffin, which any carpenter can make is
all I ask.
'
I feel that my eyesight, which for manr.
years has been precarious, is again to fall
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me. My l!llffering has been too acute in
· the past to undertake on my part to bear
again, and for the following reasons I pre. fer death: Since my wife died I hav had
-no desire to liv. My sickness during the
past four months has removed all ambition
· to longer exist. The threatened trouble
with my eyes is another reason why I prefer death. And last, but not least, the persistent persecutions of my enemies • · · in
their efforts to humiliate and disgrace me,
has been the "straw that broke the
camel's back," for, in my present condition of health, and in the oonditjon of my
finances, I do not feel competent to make
the fight and push the conflict, but I do
-assure yon all that I hav committed no
wrong, hav indulged in no crime.
J ndge Holland, in making his order
upon mi" final report as assignee for Chapman & Dunton, did me a great injustice,
which cast a gloom over my life from the
time it was served on me by my arch
enemy, . . · . I want the world to know that
the following attorneys, who are now arrayed against me, F. Price and J. N. True,
were formerly my lawyers in the same
matter.
I trust, gentlemen, that yon, in whose
· hands I hav placed [the execution of] the
most solemn wish of my life, will not allow
yonrselvs to be. influenced by any outside
pressure, but will place me at rest just as
·yon find me. Do not remove or change
my clothing. I have oa-refnlly prepared
myself, and as I lie before you in exactly
the condition I desire to be buried,
place me as yon find me, without disturbing one article of my apparel, in a coffin,
and lay me away by the_ side of my wife;
·the only woman I ever loved.
I now want to say good by to you one
and all, and to all of my friends.
" Here's a sig-h for those who love me,
And a smile for those who hate,
But whatever sky's above me,
Here's a heart for any fate."
L. H. HAWKINS.
[We are deeply pained to learn of the many
troubles and griefs of our friend, L. H.
Hawkins, and of his death. He was a man
who richly deserved a kindlier fate. His
hospitable home at Shakopee was always
open to the Freethought worker, and both
himself and M-rs. Hawkins delighted to aid
the cause of liberty and justice. Some
years ago Mr. Hawkins became identified
with the Topolobambo enterprise of A. K.
Owen, and he went to Mexico as the attorney of the Credit Fonoier Company. He
soon became dissatisfied with the management of the colony, and returned to the
United States, having lost one of his sons
by small-pox while at Sinaloa. He stopped
· at Tempe, Arizona, where he remained for
some time. Through all the changes of
fortune he stood erect, refusing to the last
to bend the knee at superstition's altar.
He lived a free roan, and such he died.
May his surviving sons grow into manhood emulous of all that was tender and
noble and true in the character and life of
their father and their mother.-ED.
T. S~]
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our shores to pay their fines, with a brisk Job and his friends sat staring at each confess, keep silence. Then Elilm, a bytrade in importation going on besides. To other for seven days and seven nights. To stander who had been listening to the
make this plain to the reader, it will only relieve Job's weary arms, not one of them debate, took up the cudgels in Jupiter's
be necessary to giv a few of the principal offered to take a turn at his back with the behalf. He occupies half his time trying
incidents in the story. The author first potsherd, but in grim silence they sat, to impress his audience with the wonderful
introdnoe.s us to Job of Uz, a wealthy, which must hav added considerably to benefits they will derive from listening to
honest, p1ous man, with a family of seven Job's discomfort. Those who doubt my his drivel, and the other half in trying to
sons and th-ree daughters. The sons and veracity will find the foregoing in the first tell them something he had never known
daughters are out on a grand spree, which two chapters of Job, and as Bibles, like or else forgotten. Elihu is the father and
kept old man Job busy offering sacrifices other weeds, are plentiful, all can investi- .founder of theology, and his disciples are
continually, to keep the Lord in good hu- gate for themselvs, and from this out we just where he left them. Elihu says:
mor, and from taking notice of their be· will giv chapter and verse for all quota- "Behold, my belly is as wine which hath
havior. The author, or reporter, then tii>nli. At the end of seven days and seven no vent; it is ready to burst like new
tells us of a gathering of the sons of God nights Job opened his mouth and cursed bottles. I will speak, that I may be reat their father's, and Satan came also. in very emphatic language his natal day, freshed" (Job xxxii, 19, 20'. According
From this it would seem that Satan, as a and put forward a great many whys and to Elihu, theology is not an emanation
general thing,. was too busy with his own wherefores which are still whys and where- from the brain, but a gaseous exhalation
affairs to attend his father's levees, or such fores to all religiously-educated people who i'rom an overloaded stomach; if science
particular notice would not hav been taken hav the honesty to doubt and investigate. can discover some other way of expelling
of his presence at this time. And the Lord One quotation will illustrate all the rest: this gas from our priests and parsons our
showed Satan marked attention, and in- " Wherefore is light given to him that is religious population will be healthier, as it
quired in the most friendly manner about in misery, andli.feuuto the bitter in soul?" must be confessed, if we believe Elihu, a
his wanderings, and does not seem to hav (Job, iii, 20). This reflects on God's wis priest or parson is no better than an open
taken the slightest notice of the rest of ms dom and justice, and contains the insinua- sewer.
progeny. As the feast went on, Job's God tion that he is cruel without cause.
How long Elihu would hav trifled with
became irrelevant in his remarks-too
From here to near the end of the book time is uncertain had not Jupiter put in an
much soma juice, perhaps, or Satan may it is pretty much repetition; Job's friends appearance and demanded with contempt:
hav been twitting him with having no fol~ -urging him, like J esuitioal father con- "Who is this that darkeneth counsel by
lowers among the children of men. But fessors, to make a olean breast of the words without knowledge?" (Job xxxviii,
the reporter has recorded nothing which sins and follies he had been guilty of, 2.) And Elihu does not seem to hav
led to his saying: "Hast thou considered over which, no doubt, they would bav re- waited to giv his address, but must hav
my servant Job, that there is none like him joiced immensely. And they brought for- skedaddled and hid in the scrub; or, as
in this earth-a perfect and an upright ward a great many orthodox arguments to his oration was of a piece with the speeches
man, one that feareth God and esoheweth prove that Job must hav committed some of Job's friends, he would hav been :fined
evil." To this Satan replied : " Job is all Alpine sins and follies, or God, being in the wind-up had Jupiter known where
for the dollar, you hav bribed him to a just God, would never hav used him so. to find him. J npiter challenges Job to
hypocrisy; but take away the possessions I will giv a few quotations as samples of debate the case at issue between them, but
with which you hav bribed him, and he the comfort they gave Job: "Remember, instead of sticking to the question, which
will curse thee to thy face." To use a I pray thee, who ever perished, being in- was certainly the justice or injustice of
sporting phrase, Satan had his father in nocent? or where were the righteous out Job's afflictions, J npiter launches forth into
the corner, and he had either to put up or oft'? Even as I hav seen, they that plow a windy deEoription of creation and the
shut up, anEI. as old J npiter had too much iniquity, and sow wickedness, reap the elements, taking credit to himself, as he
grit to take backwater, he was obliged, same. By the blast of God they perish, goes along, for getting up the whole panomuch against his will, to giv Satan power and by the breath of his nostrils a-re they rama, and asks Job U he knows how it was
over all Job's possessions, and no doubt consumed" (Job iv, 7-9). "The wicked done or where he was at the time. This
this rascally father of P"'lit'cians chuckled man travaileth with pain all his days " no doubt confused ,Job, as it was entirely
with Satanic glee over the way he had out- (Job xv, 20). "The light of the wicked foreign to the case and something he had
generaled his father.
shall be put out, and the spark of his fire lodged no complaint about. Jupiter then
Without givingJob'sfamilytime to taper shall not shine.
His strength marches a whole battalion of animals beoft', Satan, with a four cornered wind, de- shall be hungerbitten, and destruction fore Job's mental vision and dilates on the
molished the house, and killed the whole shall be ready at his side" (Job xviii, 5-12). wonderful qualities of eaoh as they pass;
drunken outfit, and with the aid of Sa- "The triumphing of the wicked is short, and it must be admitted it will require a
beans, Chaldeans, and :fire from heaven he and the joy of the hypoorit but for a mo- well-stretched poetic license to save
stole or destroyed the rest of Job's posses- ment " (Job xx, 5). I hav given these Jupiter from the accusation of gross
sions. It is probable there is a mistake quotations at random, and all their lengthy exaggeration. As a sample of special
about the fire from heaven, as Satan had harangs are of the same pattern, and it pleading, Jupiter's speech is a mastertoo keen an eye to business to go to a for- must be admitted that they are of a piece piece, for Job's boils and other afflictions,
eign market for a commodity with which with the cold comfort that is generally which were the grievances Job had comhe was overstocked at home, according to given by the orthodox to an unfortunate plained of, were as entirely ignored as if
priestly accounts. ·
man. Job will grant nothing of this and they never had been, Jupiter knowing he
And itoame to pass that Jupiter gave an- maintains his honesty and integrity and had no excuse for his conduct in the matother ball, arid Satan was again a guest. impeaches God's justice and laments that ter. Job, tired out, disgusted, and disAt this second party, Jupiter reproaches kicking will do no good, as God, being so couraged, as he well might be in such a
Satan with great bitterness for inveigling much stronger, will beat him in the end. court as this, begs off; and here the best
him into the bet to destroy Job without He reproaches his friends bitterly for of Jupiter's character is seen, for, to use a
cause. We hav' here an open, unequiv- taking sides with God against the right, to law phrase, he renders a sweeping verdict
ocal confession from God's own mouth curry favor-the same as the orthodox in Job's favor, with all expenses, and fines
that he is. acting unjustly or sinning, and among ourselvs. I will giv a few of Job's Job's friend11, who had praised and :flatThe God of Job.
I hav always contended that God's actions sayings: ••Behold, he taketh away, who tered himself, for lying, seven rams and
RAPID RIV.IIlB, April15, 1894.
were all imperfect, and some of them can hinder him? who will sqy unto him, seven bullocks each. If Jupiter Tisits
MB. EDITOR : My father and mother highly criminal, and felt highly indignant What doest thou? · · · For he break- America and fines our pions, oily-mouthed
were Presbyterians of the most pro- thereat, but when I find him so consoience- eth me with a tempest, and multiplieth my liars like this, we will be obliged to benonnoed type, and with their lessons on stricken over his own shortcomings,· and wounds without cause" (Job ix, 12-17) come vegetarians, as there will be no eatelection, predestination, man's free will, confessing his sins with such open candor " Will ye speak wickedly for God? and able beast left, even the pigs will go to the
and effectual calling, they kept my youth- to his father confessor Satan, to tell the talk deceitfully for him? Will ye accept last grunter. Jupiter paid all loss and
ful ideas in a state of chaotic eruption, like honest t-ruth, I feel like forgiving hi.m for his person? will ye contend for God?" damage sustained by Job and gave him
the seething waters of an angry geyser, all the evil he has done, and saying, " De- (Job xili, 7, 8.) "My face is foul with twice as much as he had before, but
and they insisted that the Bible held the part in pegoe, but see that you don't do it weeping, and on my eyelids is the shadow whether he brought the stock from heaven
key to all these mysteries, and obliged me again." Satan and the supper overcame all of death. Not for any injustice in mine or got Satan to steal them from some other
to read a portion of it every day when a Jupiter's good resolutions, and, to use an- hands" (Job xvi, 16, 17). "Behold, I cry nnoffending Jr.an the book does not say.
From the quotations given it is plain
boy. When I grew to manhood I kept up other sporting phrase, Satan hauled in a out of wrong, but I am not heard: I cry
this practice, until its mysteries became fat jack pot, for when this party broke up aloud, but there is no judgment" (Job that Job's GQd did not consider hisaotions
absurdities, and ever since I hav left to he was a-rmed with inquisitorial powers to xix, 7 . '' God forbid that I should j nstify perfect by anv means. He lays claim to
God the solving of his own puzzles. But, put Job to the tortu-re. "And he smote you: till I die I will not remove mine in- great power and mechanical ability, but
on account of its gauzy delusions, fog- Job with 11ore boils from the sole of his tegrity from me" (Job xxvii, 5). In frankly acknowledges the injustice ·of
bank pretensions, and granite-wall contra- foot to his orow.n." Then this victim of a Job's speeches we hav the doubting in- some of his actions, thereby confessing
dictions, I hav studied its pages a great set of d-runken, gambling gods took a vestigator who is beginning to think that that he was imperfect, a sinner. And Job
deal since then, and, like the old Roman piece of a b-roken pot, and with the sharp God is no better than he ought to be, but is maintained throughout the book that God
Infidel, I am surprised that two priests edge of the break scratched himself afraid of God's power; while in his friends was unjust, and in the wind-up God ooncan look each other in the face at any of withaL The reporteT, not being up to his we hav the utterances of genuin, abject fesBes that Job told the truth. And in
their pretentious oeremoni.es without business, does not info-rm us, but it is evi- believers who, whatever their real opinions fining Job's friends we can see that hypoclanghing outright, and yet it never dent from this that Job's boils were of the may be, through fear and selfishness are risy was not one of the weaknesses of Job's
dawned on me until a few days ago that scarlet-colored variety, and the pain and afraid to giv voice to anything but the God and that he took no pride in being
our Bible was the inspired word of two dis- itch of them are intolerable. At this time most servile :flattery. Men of thie stamp considered better than he was. In strong,
tinct gods, with nothing in common be- Job's wife gave him excellent advice-to thank God for cyclones, :floods, accidents, emphatic language, without reserve, he
tween them; but such is the case. -The curse God and die. But Job seems to hav and hard times, and the crawling syco~ declares Job perfect; a perfect and an up·
God of Job has no more resemblance to been as obstinate as a Scotchman, and was phanoy of their conduct never seems to right man; a better being than himself;
the God of Moses than a human being has determined to hang on an_d see the thing strike them, and the reason is obvious: dispeJiing the priestly fable of original sin,
to an octopus. The God of Job knows through as long as he could sit in the ash- They hav been taught to lie to God and and making it clea-r that if any son of God
neither Jew nor gentile, creed nor color, bin. Job's three friends, hearing of his_ about God from their earliest years, and died it must hav been to expiate the sins
bond nor free; the only line he draws is misfortunes, came to see him under pre- in this duplicity pickled generation after of his father, not of his brothers and sisbetween the upright, fearless, truth-speak- tense of condoling with him, but, as we generation until they ace hypocrits·to the ters; thus leaving that distorted delusion,
ing man and the lying, whining, hypoorit· find from the book, in reality to gloat and marrow in their bones, and the word of Christianity, without a foot to stand on,
ioal knave. If he visits America and sits rejoice over his calamities. In solemn si- an irreligious pickpocket is more reliable and stamping the rest of our Bible a
forgery and a fraud and the God of Moses
in judgment on our sanctimonious hypo- lenoe, to which the scraping. of the J?ots- than the oath of a pions Senator.
Job's friends, seeing that he will not an overgrown impo&tor, ToM W.u.Iou~.
prits, it will t~e everr bulJQQ\ !liJ.<l 1'3Ul on . herd as it rattled over the boils kept time,
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(j'AiZarsn' s (S ornsr.
Ediferl by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communica'iOn" jor this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the dar's occu~ationR
.That is known as the Children s Hour." .

Contented Jim.
Everything pleased our neighbor Jim,
When it rained
He never complained,
But eaid wet weather suited him.
" There never is t"o much rain for me,
And this is something lil;e," said he.
When earth was dry as a powder mill,
He did not sigh
Because it was dry.
But said if he could hav his will
It would be his chief supreme delight
To liv where the sun shone day and
night.
When win'er came, with its snow and ice,
He did not scold
Because it was cold,
But said: "Now, this is real nice;
If ever from home J"m forcPd to go.
I'll move up north with the Esqnimau."
A cyc'one whirled along i's track;
And did him harmIt broke his arm,
And stripped the coat from off hi• back;
"And I wonlcll!iv another limb
•.ro see such a blow agam," said Jim.
And when at length his years were to~d;
And his body bent
And his Etrength all sp9nt,
And Jim was very weak and old:
"I long hav wanted to !mow," he said,
How it feels to die "-and Jim was dead.
The Angel of death had summoned him
To heaven. or-well,
I cannot tell;
Bnt I knew that the climate suited Jim;
And >.Jold or hot, it mattered notIt wa• to him the long-sought spot.
-0. F. Pearre 1n .American Yonth.

Across the Continent.-Continued.
We reached the state line of Kansas
sometime Sunday night, and on Monday,
April 2d, we were in Colorado. At Pueblo
we saw the sun rise in splendor. Pueblo
is an odd-looking but pretty place, destitute of grass, as it seemed from the car
windows. I remembered that some of our
children of the Corner lived in that place,
and wondered if some of them might not
be among the bri~?ht boys who were playing about the station. The railroad runs
through the adobe region; and some of
the houses of the Mexican village on the
right, I noted, were made of adobe. The
Mexican women at this village appeared
dressed in flaming colors of red and ye1low,
and the little children were tzay as the
plumage of Southern birds. Once in a
while we saw a coyote running along
through the wild cacti. The Mexican
soap-plant dotted the sandy way, also, and
in the midst of one wide, grassless stretch
was the grave of some pioneer who had perished there afar from home and friends.
His companions had made him a bed amid
the sagebrush and cactus and inclosed it
·with a wooden railing. But he sleeps as
sweetly there as in a more pretentious
spot, and the heavens smile as kindly
above his resting-place there in the desert
as they do upon the splendid mausoleum
of the first Napoleon at Paris.
Away to the left were seen the towering
Spanish peal!s and the snowclad Greenhorn mountains loomed in majesty, while
Pike's Peak's snowy top glistened amid the
clouds, fourteen thousand feet above sea
level.
At Colorado Springs, which was our
next station, I was glad to stop oft' a day
and night, and found pleasant rooms with
Mrs. Dillon on Pike's Peak avenue. I
know our children belonging to the Corner liv in Colorado Springs, but I had no
time to look them up, and they did not
know I was to be in their town a day and a
night. Inquiry revealed that the manager
·of the Opera Honse is a reader of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, at least I was so informed;
and I was sorry not to hav seen himself
and family, as well as others whose letters
hav appeared in the Corner.
Colorado Springs is a lovely place with
pure, invigorating mountain air. No
manufacturing is allowed here, and no saloons, consequently rioting and drunkenness are unknown. Avenues are one hundred and forty feet wide, and every other
street 1\ llu11dred feet across, witb diwhe~

for the mountain streams on either side. years, and the population is now between
BRONSTON, KY., March 19, 1894.
DEAR MisS WttoN : Several months hav
The Jaws are rigid, and if the owner of seven thousand and eight thousand.
a lot uses it for selling intoxicating liquors
Passing the old stage place, a cleared lot passe~ since ~ last wrote to thf! Corner, 8o
the land is forfeited, this being in the deed where stages &topped before the railroad ·on th1s bes.ntifttl Sunday mornmg (beautiful from natural causes) Iwill again endeaof sale.
was made, the whole route is one of wild, vor to pen yon a few lines. J nst now
It was voting day, and the women were glorious magnificence, the clouds floating Dame Nature is changing her frosty garto vote for the first time under the revised in regal beauty below the peaks, which I ments for a cloak of green. The merry
Constitution. They were alert and activ, watched in wonder and awe at the sublim- bird~, the f~;eshening air, the swelling
buds, all herald the coming of spring.
and were working for special favorite. ity of the scene.
Soon the lovely flowers, nature's beautiful
The horses wore placards bearing this
At the Divide, not Continental, the water carpet-tacks, will begin to peep up here
legend: "Vote the straight Republican begins to run in two directions, .one and there, on the rugged mountain, as well
ticket." Tuesday, April 3d, will always stream down to the Arkansas and the other as in the sweet-scented meadow. There
be a memorable day in the history of the opposit down to the River Platte. After are a great many people in this neighborleaving the Divide, the way grows more hood who would be, were we all Freewomen of Colorado.
thinkers,· outspoken Liberals, but the
I looked over upon Cheyenne mountain and more picturesque and grand.
clergy keep them intimidated, and in order
The
region
is
covered
with
fir
and
where Helen Hunt Jackson was buried
to gain popularity, they dance on one foot
amid the hills she loved so well. The cedar trees. Among them are immense to Freethonght and shnftl.e with the other
heap of stones still marks the spot, but her bowlders and wild, rocky ledges, and oc- to Christianity. It is terrible to think of
body has been removed to a cemetery casionally a small shed-like house appears, the many thick-skulled fanatics who are
blindly groping in the unlighted, yawning
since Mr. Jackson's marriage to her niece, with a solitary man standing .near the abyss of ignorance and superstition. We
door.
He
has
maybe
taken
up
some
land
When I inquired the reason for the rehav a hard fight before us, but if we permoval of the remains of Helen I was .told for a home, or has a cattle ranch, for herds severe and hav patience much good can
· and will be accomplished. But there are
that too many people went there for picnics. of handsome cattle are grazing near by.
Now, I would be glad to think when I am _ Our way is still cloud ward, the cars sway some bigots that never will be reclaimed.
will not let the torch of reason light
gone that friends would come and picnic from side to side, and go rocking like a They
them out of the fathomless pit they hav
cradle.
Immense
rocks
are
piled
one
near my ~?rave. It would be pleasant to
fallen into.
JEROME B. BRowN.
know they thought so mnch of me, and I upon another, and layers of stone reach
LYes, perseverance and patience are
would prefer they should eat, drink, and high toward the skies, in. many weird, fanbe merry than that they should weep in tastic forms. Great, white flecks of clouds needed in the Freethonght camps.-ED.
lietupon air around the mountain peaks, c. C.]
sorrow over my last earthly bed,
presenting
a picture beautiful and enI rode out to Manitou, six miles. The
pretty town lies in a valley that penetrates chanting as it is wild and strange. The GEoRGE's STATioN, PA., March 19,1894.
DEAR MISS WIXON AND FR:mNDB OF
the great range down through the foothills. day was clear, the sun shone brightly, and THE
CoRNER: I hav the plrasure once
The red rocks all around present a most the sky was blue as blue can be. On either again to write to the Corner, I went to a
side
castellated
walls
of
red
and
gray
rocks
singular and strange appearance, and at
Catholic church about two weeks ago, A
first yon cannot see the town at all until it tower high, while mountain streams break priest from some other church preached.
is suddenly revealed. There are a half. throng;h the patches and banks of pure, He m~d if you wanted to win a victory,
you were to pray; he said Moses prayed,
dozen or more mineral springs here on whitA snow.
Talk about heaven, and the glories of and he was victorious; then he said he
the banks of Fountain creek, the Navajo,·
CFased praying and he was defeated Our
Shoshone, and Manitou being among the the new Jerusalem ! pearly gates and s<1hool will be out in two weeks and three
more popular. The elevation at Manitou golden pavements! It all seems weak and days. I will tell yon about George's StaThere are three houses and the
is 6,297 feet, about six hundred feet puny compared with these hills and hol- tion.
highPr than Mount Washington in New lows, this grand and magnificent pano- station house, the store and the butcher's
shop. _ There is an oil pipe about a quarter
Hampshire. In a sort of park surrounded rama. The B"ribes who wrote the Scrip- of a mile from the station. up on the hill.
tures
had
never
heard
of
the
Rocky
mountby beetling cliffs and hills are many curiGeorges is down in a kind of hollow; the
ously formed rocks, red and yellow. ains, their golden sands, and the glory and pipe got a leak in it and oil is running all
Great caverns and mysterious paths are grandeur that rest upon their lofty bights, over the road; it ran down to a hollow in
all around. In the Ute pass are the Mani- never. And what a pity. How much more the road and then it struck a crevice and
ran down in the spring. At the store it is
tou Grand caverns, and the Cave of the intelligently might they hav written had running all over evervthing about the
they
been
better
informed.
Winds is another wild-looking and strange
place. The people who Iiv there are movAt Florissant, I remembered letters that ing away. The man living there has a
place. Between Colorado Springs and
Manitou is a spot called "the Garden of had been sent to the Corner, and looked large tank sunk and he dipped two barrels
the Gods," with huge, fantastic rocks, red out with tender love in my heart for the of oil one day. The railroad run!! just below our farm; we can see· the train go by.
m color, guarding its entrance-a "ild, writers who live there.
Our schoolis very small nowi· a good many
Weird
and
broken
shadows
played
along
romantic place.
of the pupils hav quit, so do not care
After chatting with Mrs. Dillon and the rook-ribbed sides of the mountains, about going. I never miss reading the
and
my
eyes
continued
feasting
upon
the
Children's Corner.
Good-bye for this
viewing her poultry yard, noting her
and reform,
Plymouth Rocks and Brahma fowl, we constantly unfolding splendors and glories time, Yours for Freethonght
IRENE STOREY.
bade good-bye to Colorado Springs and through which I rode. And when I thought
N.B.-I would like if some of the boys
started again on our journey overland, and there could ben thing newer or stranger, and girls of the Corner would write to ine.
a
sudden
gleam
of
glory
would
leap
out
My address is: Irene Storey, George's
upgrade all the way, two immense engine
puffing and pulling no the train. The from the sun-kissed chasms in a blaze of Station, Westmoreland county, Pa.
rise in some places is four per cent, new and greater magnificence. S. H. W.
[We hope Irene will not lose her interest
that is four fePt to every one hundred,
in her school. The years at school are
and the scenery is most impressiv and
Correspondence.
golden.- ED. C. C ]
picturesque-a most wonderful part of the
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., March 7, 1894.
Rocky mountain region of Colorado. Up
DEAR Miss WixoN: Yon can see by my
and away we climb through the Ute pass, address that I hav moved. I read the
SOMETHING NE"W"!
the engine tnl!"ging harder and harder, pass- Corner every week. The school that I go
to now is the Annex school. I hav been
ing huge boulders that sometime had rolled corresponding
with a girl named Deta
down from the top of strange peaks. Hooper. My mamma used to write for
Cascade C1ty is the first station and then THE TRUTH SEEKER before she was marWARRANTED 70 PLEAS£.
Raymond, two beautiful little villages in ried. Her name was C. ,, ay McCormack
Every Book Full of Freethonght Sentiment.
the mountains. We noted little houses of then. Mamma is sick in bed now, and it
the prairie dogs, who with cunning in- is very lonesome for my Uttle brother and
Not a Dry, Tedious Page Allowed.
me when she cannot be about the house.
stinct lay up food enough in autumn to last Papl tries to do for mamma and us both,
It is publi•hed monthly at $1 50 a year; six
till warm weather comes again.
but no one can take mamma's plaoe. Papa
copies, 75cents; single copy, 15 cents.
We passed a "dug-out," forsaken now, also used to write some for' THE TRUTH
Address
THE LIBERAL PUBLISHIN<t CO.,
probably, but once the home of man, a SEEKER.
~t14
Portland, Kansas.
D.
·
M.
Bennett
visited
my
grandpa
on
heap of earth with a wooden door. The
his return trip around the world, when
earth is dug out, poles or logs put up and my m"mma was a girl at home.
slats acmes, which are covered with mud
I had the toothache very bad last night,
~\ 1%_seudo Diamond
or olav, which makes a comfortable but, also the earache. I hope you or any of the
I should think, a rather warm shelter. At children that seat theml'lelvs in your co~y
ONLY $1.00.
Woodlawn Park, up in the mountains, we Corner will never hav it, for it is very
bad.
To
introduce
our
new
Anglo-American Goods,
stopped for dinner.
Well, as I can think of no more to say on receipt of $I.oo we will send! for sixty days, postpaid,
one
of
our
elegant
Gold
Fi led Seudo Diamond
A gentleman, Mr. Wicks, of Colorado I will close. From your Freethinking
Rings, which is equal in appearance to one that
Sprmgs, gave me much information as we friend,
BLANCHE G. CHAMBERLIN.
cost$so.oo. Itisabeautifulpieceof jewelrysuitfor either lady or gentleman and worn by some
rode on toward Cripple CrPek, and told
LWe hope your mamma will soon be able
of the best people at full dress parties. Enclose
me, too, of the little WelF•h pony his <lbil- well. Please giv her our love.-ED. · with $t.oo a slip of paper the size of your finger and
we will send the above by return of mail.
dren hail for a comrade and friend-a little c. C.]
,
Address H. W .Sparling&Co.J8&2oLibertySt.N. Y
colt only forty-nine inches high, which can
bow, kneel, and perform several other
tricks. ;He has picnics with the children,
eats his corn and then begs for sugar and
cookies. If refused, he pulls off the tablecover and runs off with it. He can open
the gate with his teeth, and when the but-.
ton was placed on the other side, he soon
found it, and opened the gate just the same.
When t.he little boy was feeding the chickens, and did not giv the pony, whose.name.
is Cute, any corn, he picked him up and
shook him out of his pantaloons.
Cripple Creek is a mining town, where a
tbowmnd miPe!l gav b!leJl opened in $WQ

A Freetbou~ht

BomanGB

li~rary.
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Books by Helen H. Gardene1

Agents for The Truth Seeker.
A.:iab&J:Da

Loeb & Loeb, Montgomery.
Arkanaas

C!':i THUMBSCREW

AND RACK.

By GEO. E.
:MACDONALD.

Davies & Son, 412 Main st., Little Rook.
CaiHornta
Thos. W. Baker, Exeter.
10 Cts
Stoll & Thayer, 117 W.lst st., LosAngeles.
S.C. Blake, 503 Kearney st., SanFranoisco.
C. E. Du~an, 334 Montgomery st., San
FranCisco.
Edwarcis & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
Angeles.
Max NewsStand, 102 N. Main,LosAngeles.
$1.00
J. E; Matthews, Eureka.
Eclectic Book Store, Los Angeles.
Sent Post Paid
Shaw & Gregg, Broadway opp. Central
Bank, Oakland.
TORTURE INSTRUMENTS employ:ed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries for
the Promulgation of Christianity. Being the Nuremberg Collection; and including specimens from
S.D. Schoenfeld, Red Bluff.

PER COPY

12 COPIES

.

·rhe Holt Jnqutsitiou.

Canada

P. C. Allen, 35 King st., Toronto;
John McKenna, 80 Yonge st., Toronto.
Colorado

New EiUtion, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Gods
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

IS THIS YOUR SOB. MY LORD 1
l. Fascinating Story of Radical Truths
Religion and Social Matters.

oll

Price. cloth, $1: va:oer, 50 cents.

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?
A. NE"W NOVEL.
Paper, 50 cents.

Prioe, oloth, $1.

Paper, 50 cents.

Price, cloth $1.

A Thoughtless Yes.
CONTENTS:
A Splendid Jndge
a Woman The Lady of the
Club-Uniler Protest -For the ProsecutiOn-A
Rusty Lio kin th~> Chain-The Boler Honse
Mystery The Time. Lork of Onr Ance•tors- Florence Campbell's
Fate-My Patient's Fate.
Price, paper. 50 cents; cloth, $1.

of

12 (Jopies for '11'1.00

---------------------------Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.

Brentano Bros.,204 Wabash ave.,
Chas; W. Curry, 183 Madison st.,
Henry Fash, 516 W. Madison st.,
Chas. Macdonald, 55 Washington,
Post-Office News Co., 93 Adams,
Iowa

Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.

C. Deuel!, Marshalltown.
Franklin Steiner, Box 882, Des Moines.
Clarence Brown, Avoca.
Indiana

Frank Weaver, Box 150, Petersburg.
Indianapolis News Co., 55 Mass. av., Indianapolis.
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A Liberal living in Miohi~ran said once that he won!.d give $211 &
~ to have the Crimes of Preachers recorded, &a the frequent lapsea
of virtue of the ministers showed how little v&lne Ohristiairlt;r
possesses to make men moral.
We have just iss ned the Fourth Edition of the book dol.nlr thia.
The additions for thia new edition of ihe

~~

Crimes of Preachers"

lbowa nearly 400 oases of ministerial conduct. While those in Pll&'tioua editions show th&t within a few years about

1800 KINISTEBS HA.VE BEEN GUILTY

Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston..
H. W. Smith, 5 N. Main st., Fall River.

of one kind or another of criminal conduct. Most of the crimes
are against women, for the fair sex are at once th.l weakness and
the stren~ of the church-"the church" meanin~r of course the
"ler_gy.
,
Notwithstanding 1he many additional pages, we have kept the
price tb!l same, 211 cents. Send for a. copy, and confound the church- . . . . . . . .
men. Snow them just what sort of scamps are the clerii'Y who have
Jl.osed the World's Fair Clln Sunday; because it is so holy a day tha.t to look upon m11.chlnerr or
'4aintings in this period is" immoriLL"

N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress st, Portland.

--------------------~-------

Louisiana

Al. J. Dwyer, 226Baronne st.,NewOrleans.
Geo. Elli.B, 11 Deoattir st., New Orleans.
Massachusetts
1lJaine

.Michigan

Pushed
by Unseen Hands.
SHORT STORIES.

•

Georgia

Illinois

at S:pectaz Inscount11.

•

BUl: A DO~R'S WOltrH AND HClTn:R 'l'HW.M 1\.1\IONG YOUR UHIUSTIAN .~.IWHf•{ORSI

Wm. Estill, Savannah.

Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

.rrice, 10 (Jents per (Jopy.

Florida

Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
A. J. Gardner, Kissimmee.
·

Introduction by

Tile Traae B1f1111Ziea

J X ow land & Co., 400 Harrison av., Leadville.
Stanchfield & Co., 200 Union ave., Pueblo.
C. Smith & Son, 385 La.rini.er st., Denver.
J. C. Richey, 309 Harrison ave., Leadville.

THIRTY-FIVE ILLUSTRATIONS.

~Panish Collar, Thumbscrew, Iron Collar t'J.e Rack. the Iron Orown.,.Leg Orusher, the Stocks1
the Heretic C .tcher. the Iron Boot, the Hot Mittqn, a Mouth-_pear (gag}, uon Masks re~ommendrn
by the Inquisition, Breaking II,Ild Burning_ on the Wheel, tha Ducking Oage, the Chasttty Belt for
women, the l:!pider the Iron Virll'i<> UIJ to D11.te the Execution Bell. etc.
"I used to read in books," says Oolonellngersoll, ··how onf fathers persecuted mankind But I
never appreciated tt. l. rea1 it, o•t~ it d~d not burn itself .in. to my s_onl. I did J).Ot really app~eclate
thatnfamies that have been commttted tn the name of rellg10n nnttl I saw the tron t~.ro~umen •• th•H
Christi&!!s used."
o111
,· ·
f

!ddres11

THE 'l'RTTTII !i!EEKI-:R CO:ttP,\NY.

REDUCTION IN-· PRICE",OF AOREAl BOOK.

B,aker & Holton, 87 Woodward av., Detroit.
Herman Rei£, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
H. Ullbrioht, 552 Catherine st., Detroit.
R. S. Squires, 24 Jefferson st., Muskegon.
Minnesota

With the eighth editloa •

W. L. Beekman, 55 E. 5th st., St. Paul.
Paroher&Sacre, 8 3rd st., S. Minneapolis.
ltlonta.na

Winwood Reade's "Marflf'·

Missouri

dom of Man," the cost oi

D. J. Cavanah, Box 648, Missoula.
'

J. A. Koder, 1707 Frederick av., St. Joseph.
E. F. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Philip Roeder, cor. 4th & Olive, St. Louis.

has been lea

New York

S. M. Bernhard, 109 E. 104th st.
.BrentanoBros., 5th ave. & 18th st., N.Y.
L. Jonas & Co, Astor House, New York.
Mr. Goldberg., 72 Canal st., New York.
E. J. Nieuwland, lOth ave. and 157th st.
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.
C. Ryan, 133 Western Boulevard.
J. H. Russell, 124 Fulton st., New York.
CONTENTS:
Pre'sce-The Fiction of Fiction•-A Day in Court W. Winhom, 388 Keap st., Brooklyn.
E. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester.
-l'hrow" in Whh the City's Dead -An Irrespon ible Edu~at'd Cla•s-The Moral ReR. Renfrew, Jr., 190 West av., Rochester.
sponsibility of Woman in HeredityW. H. Leonard, 91 Congress st., Troy.
Woman 11.s an Annex -Sex in BrainBest & Co., 8 Chestnut st., Buff"lo.
Heredity in 1t• Relati n• to a

$1.00.

Facts and Fictions of Life.

Double Standard of MoralsDivorre and the Propoled Nati •nal Law
-Lawe11it · r I egMly-Common
fl en •e in
Surgery.
.

Cloth, 11; paper, 50 cents.

~ULPIT,

PEW,
and CRADLE.

By HELEN H. GARDENER.
One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, ana

Price, 10 cents. Address this office.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

F. Braithuit, 91 Belleville av., Newark.
W. Walz, 87 BremPn st., Newark.
NebraslLa

J. I. Freuhanf, Omaha.
G. A. Howe, York.
J. S. Stott, So. Omaha.

Ohio

L. C. Collins, 110 So. High st., C6lumbu@.
Felix L. Oswald, P. 0. Box 700, Cincinnati.
Larwood, Day&Co., 259Superior,Clevel'd.
N. Hexter, 342 Superior st., Cleveland.
Standard News Co., 14 W. Tuscst, Canton.
Alf. Warren Co, 217 Central ave, Cincinnati.
D. E. Stubbs & Co.. Eaton.
Oregon

Frank LeGrand, 65 l!'irst st., Portland.

H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts., Phila.
George Longford, 22 Richmond st.. Phila.
R. Staley, Wood and 4th ave., Pittsburgh.
Rhode Island

H. Carr & Son,1775 Westminster st.,
Providence.
Tennessee

D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.

VJ.rg•nia

"Think of Mrs. E. D. Slenker, Snowville.,
a mini.Rter's praying God to kill grasshoppers, E. J. Brady, Richmond.
· Washington
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
Crusade of one against the Colorado beetle I" 0. B. Reynolds, 420 No. L st., Tacoma.
Price, 10 centi.
J. F. Riggs, Seattle.
Followers of Jesus. Price1 10 cents.
E. Rkamser Buckley.
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 Sutton & Afiairs, 104 So. 2d st., Seattle.
The Foolishness of Prayer.

Price, 5 cents.

Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was J esns Insane I Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholit
(Jhnrch. Price, 5 cents.
A.Pdress THE TRUTH B:iDI:ll:llB.

"MARTYRDOM OF M.AN"
C. a very interestinglY. pictured synopsis of universal history, showing what the race has nndergou
-its martyrdom-in tts rise to its ~~resent yla.ne. It s1ows how War and Religion have been oppr_et·
tive factors in man's struggle for Libert:y, and the last chapter, of some· 150 pages, dcscribus bJI
~.ntellectualstruggle from the animal penod of the earth to the present, adding an ou~line of wh&'
Ule anthor conceives wonld be &religion of reason and love. The chapters are:
UT
Egypt, Western Asia, the Persians, the Greeks~ the Macedonians, Alexandria, Ult
l 1:l. .Phenici.am. Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa, tne Arabs.

-'R
RELIGION The
L.1 BERTY•
. TELLECT
lN
r

Natural History of Religion, the Israelites, the Jews, the Prophets.
•Character of Jean~ the Christians~ Arabia~ Mecca,.Character of 1\iobammed, Description ox Africa, the Monammeuans in uentral Africa..
Ancient Europe, Invpion of the Germans the Castle the Town. the
Church, Venice, Arab S_painl the Portn~ues\!\. Discoveret:,s_, the Slave 1'radll,
Abolition in Europe, Abolit on in wertca. JYlaterial&Of .ttuman History.
Animal Period of the Ea.rth, Origin of Man and Early Histo_D,
.Slupmary of Universal History, The Futu."''l of the Hnma.n Race, 'l'bl
BJligion of Reason and Love.

,. .

....._ nduoed from .l.'lG to .1.00.
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18 Lafayette place, New York.

Sy Samuel P. Putl'\alY).
JJeawatea w the .Amerwan Ccm.aress, or 1892. which tor the salee oJ lteltgton, Btabbea Lt'Jflrtv
eo the Heart.
A work burning with indi_gnation inspired by the Congressional act closing theW orld,s Fai
on Snn<iay-anaact which practiCally unite l thagov .rnmant.antl the Christia'l chnh.

To which is added J!lr • .Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian
Exposition Committee of the Honse of Representatives against Sunday closing.
Also the following Esijays and Poem~ hy Mr. Putnam, which have never before heen pnt in
book form: Orthodoxy; Freethonght; Man, Not God (written for a Paine anniversary); The !:!tatne
of Libertxand Thomas l'OJ.ne; a_j).em written for the opening_exercises of the Silverton. Ore., Freethought Hall; Death and Life; '!'he Golden Age; Shnt the Door (a poem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Phtladelphh., in 1876).
The main essay in this wort is one of the strongest arraignments ever made of tl e religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of this conL try. It shonld be distributed widely.
It has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in THE TBUTH SEEKEB and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
By 1r11 BABOOC~ Price, 15 ceJIU

Address

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.

Texas

E. H. Andrae, 916 Main st., Dallas.
lating human conduct on the Sabbath is 8 n im- .J. R. Humphrey, Waco.
pertinence." Price, 10 cents.
F. Ohlendorf, Galveston.
Utah
The False Teachinfr of the Christian
Church. . "The Thlrty-nine Articles of Margett Bros., 76 Main st., Salt Lake City.
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor. J. W. Wilkinson, _Lo~an.

Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law regu-

broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The book bas had a phenomenal sale tar so heretical a work1 second only to Helen G~w
and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary oenetit of it. The

~Women,

New- Jersey

Strongest Lectures Against
W. E. Jones, 291 Alder st., Portland.
the Bible.
Handley & Haas, 150 1st st., Portland.
Pennsylvania
Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends

•'

Price 211
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Pleasure and Progress.·.

dispute. Mr. Remsburg's effort to find
ont the troth has discovered many interesting bits of biography of Lincoln hardly
be found in other and more pretAntions
AN ATTEMP!! TO PBOVE THAT
Unless otherwise specified, all publica- to
tions noticed here can be had of THE works.-Dr. Foote's Health Monthly.
The Pursuit of Pleasure is the Sine Qua Non of Intellectual, Moral, and Socia
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price DYNAMIC THEORY OF LIFE AND MIND.
Development, and that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
named.
From a long, critical, and appreciativ
Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship.
review by Stephen H. Allison in the
By Albert M. Lorentz, L:L.B.
Three Excellent Pamphlets.
.Agnostic Journal we take the following
excerpts:
THUllfllSCREW AND RACK.
CONTENTS:
"The Dynamic Theory of Life and BooK I.-PLEASURE: Chap. I.-Sources of Pleasure. Chap. II.-Material Pleasures. Chap. III_
When yon hear a person say that ChrisIdeal
Pleasure<.
Chap
IV
-Social
Pleasures. Chap. V.-Pleasnres of the Savage, the
tianity has helped civilizatiun and then Mind," by Mr. James B. Alexander, is a
Barbarian and the Civtlized. Chap. VI- Genesis of religions. Chap. VII.-Christianity.
hear him go on to tell how much good it careful work, which most hav cost its an- BooK IL-INTELLEOTUAL DEvELOPMENT: Chap. L-PnrpoRe of life. Chap, IL-Material Plea~nres.
Chap. II!.-Ideal Pleasures: Knowledge. Chaf. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Reason. Chap.-V
has done, just hand him a copy of George thor a considerable amount of time, and.
Ideal Pleasures: Character. Chap. V!.-Socia Pleasures. Chap. VII.-Pedagogical Des~
E. Macdonald's "Thumbscrew and Rack." involved a vast amount of research-in
potism.
Let him read it, and if he does not torn fact, it may, without exaggeration, be BooK III.-MoBAL DEVELOPMENT: Chap. I.-Morality. Chap. II.-Material Pleasures: Prudence.
Chap. IIT.-Material Pleasures: Refinement. Chap. IV.,-Ideal Pleasures: Foresight,
away in sickening disgust and shuddering called a veritable "Bible of Science."
Chap. V.-Ideal Pleasures: Civilization. Chap. VI.-Social Pleasures. Chap. VII,-VIce
horror he will be less than human. He This volume, which extends to 1,067 pages,
Caused by Restraint.
can bot revolt at a system that evolved is embellished with over four hundred BooK IV.-SooiA.L DEVELOPMENT: Chap. I.-Progress. Caap. H.-Protection, Capitalism, and
Socialism: Reilpeotivb: an Actual, an Imminent, and a P.roposed Violation of Individual
such instruments of cruelty, such hor- illustrations, and the extremely full and
· Soverejgnty. Chap. III -Condition of Agricnlnnre. Chap. IV. Public Schools, the
rible evidences of malignity, such devil- accurate index leaves absolutely nothing
Mene. Men~. Tekel of l:locialism. Chap. V.-P.rorince of Government. Chap. VI.-Onr
ish implements for the purpose of en- to be desired. The author has ably marSocial Disorder.
·
forcing acceptance o·f Christian dogmas, shaled an immense array of facts in sopHere are some of the verdicts on this remarkable production which. have been rendered b
and close his eyes with a moan of anguish port of his thesis that '' all organic beings men who are in every way qualified as judges of books:
.
and sympathy for those who suffered from are both constructed and operated by the
This is a. spiritAd, rattling sort of a b:>ok that skates right along over the deepest subject with-·
dynamic
agencies
of
their
respectiv
enthe barbarity and brutality of a system
ont mrh thought whether the ice is thin or not. I& answ ,rs tb.e ll"reatest qnest10n-What is the
ns •. object, motive, purpos!!l and summum bonum of life, a.nd the real came and motive of progress?
that still holds human beingB in the bonds vironments." In order to prove his point, -by
one word Pleasure 1-"L"haddeus B. Waleeman,
Mr.
Alexander
has
roamed
over
the
whole
of ignorance.
He sharpiv attaoks, al•o, modern methods of ednoation, and in this ·he is most abnnda.ntly
If, after reading the book and viewing field of physical scienc'e, and has requisi- bomll ont by the faots, an 1 his arraignment is practically unanswerable. His b:Jok is altogether a
curious
and suggestive one.-New Yorle Oommerc-taZ Advertiser.
tioned
the
works
of
such
leading
writers
the illustrations, he ·should still, by any
man who wrote this book knows how to write a book; and knows what he is writing about.
manner of means, consider the Bible a and thinkers as Agassiz; Bain, Bastian, There·rhe
is not a padded sentence in the volume, not an attempt to fill np with .vords for laok of
good, reliable book and the veritable word Binet, and Fere, Charcot, Darwin, Draper, knowleqge. The an thor deals hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for realities and
Geddes, and Thomson, Haeckel, Huxley, truth. We do not see how anyone can re~d this book and disagree with the leadin~g propositions,
of God, jnst call his attention to
work is good; every chapter is worth reading. It is a work of common-sense Sooiali~m. 'rhe
and others too numerous to mention. · · · The
THE BIBLE INQUIRER.
chapter on public schools ought to be pnt into a tract and sent to every teacher in the land. ThouEmbryology and the comparativ devel- sands of sentences are worthy of being framed as political maxims and hung np all over the nation.
This is a key to Bible investigation, and
book deserves a wide readinJ» not only for its literary style, which is clear ani incisive, bnt for
its author has done a noble work and con- opment of man and other animals are thebold,
honest sa.yings.-L K. washbUrn.
ferred a benefit upon the world in pre- treated by Mr. Alexander in an elaborate is
this b:Jok yon will be as enthusiastic in praise of it as are the eloquent editor of the
senting this book to the public. It is one and exhanstiv manner. The statement, After yon read Investtgator
and the gallant President of the Canadian Secular Union,
of the most useful of books, a handy vol- that it would require an expert to discrimPleasure and Progress" has 898 pages, is splendidly printed from large, clear type, on excel
ume to carry in the pocket and upon occa- inate between the human embryo of four
lent paper, and costs, bound in cloth, $1; paper covers, 50 cents.
sion to be nsed in confounding the igno- weeks and that of a horse, ox, dog, or
rant and bigoted. It is indeed an eye- rabbit at its corresponding stage of develAdlress
. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafaye~te Pl., New York N.Y.
opener, and whoever reads it cannot, in opment, will not create any surprise after
all conscience, continue to take stock in looking attentivly at the illustration after
the " Book of Books." If he did, he Haeckel which is reproduced representing
JUST OUT! JUST OUT!
would at once be rated by all intelligent the embryos of fish, chick, hog, and man
at various stages of development. The repersons as non compos mentis.
semblance at an early age between the
embryos of .such different animals is truly
THE GIANT DELUSION.
The old fetiches get a good many hard remarkable, and the illustration speaks
knocks, first and Jast, from the level- more forcibly than words. A chapter is
headed and strong-minded and among the devoted to the consideration of rudimenBy SUSAN H. WIXON.
hardest hits may be counted Otto Wett- tary organs in man, showing his kindred
stein's strong and sturdy blows at the old with the "beasts that perish;" and I would
Ethici as Understood by a Student of Science. Sixty Chapters, as follows:
superstitions that every now and then specially recommend this chapter for p~ Right Living,
What i> Hypocrisy?
In Rel)"ard to Concealed Vice,
rnsal to all devotees of the "design argu- What is Morality?
appear in various forms and new dresses.
Conscience or Moral Sense,
Beant1ful Charity,
Selfishness, the Menace of So- Fidelity. the Giver of Strength
Mr. Wettstein is a reasoner and brings ment." In the sixth chapter ten valuable What is Ignorance?
the Great Treasure,
ciety.
and Honor,
in his evidence in such a way that one is and extensiv tables are given from Knowledge
Concerning Education,
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Value of Wealth.
obliged to see the facts of the case. "The Haeckel's ''Evolution of Man." The tea, Conduct· or Right Doing
- Life,
Avarice, Not a Means to Life's
Best End,
Giant Delusion" deserves to be widely timony of geology is then marshaltld in Virtue, the illuminator of Life, Is Reverence a Dnty?
Prudence, an Economy of Life, Self-Reliance,
Good Nature, one of Life's Best
read, and no doubt will be; and if the ten chapters, which furnish a completl!' What
Know Ye of Justice?
Self-Control.
Blossoms,
author's arguments can be refuted he and armory of facts on the subject, sufficient Fortitude a Noble Possession, Self-Res!!_ect
Reason and Free Inqniry.
to prove that in the vast geological periods, Temperance and Intemperance, Foolish Pride and Silly Prein- Free Speech,
all others will be glad to know it.
Use of Tobacco ·Dangerdice,
A Free Press,
with their diversity of conditions, there Is the
SUSAN H. WIXON.
qua~
. .
Anger, the Distor~er,
R.ights of Animals,
was ample time for the development of the CultivatiOn of Individnalit¥,
'l'he Angel of Forgivenesa
Rights of Children, 1
Character,
aJewelof
Great
Price,
Observation
a
Great
Facnit¥~
Human
Rights; or the Equality
different
~pecies
of
plant
and
animal
life
WoMAN: FouR CENTURms oF PRoGRESs.
Idleness, another Name for Loss, Perseveran,e, the Friend of man,
of Man.
A lecture delivered at the Freethinkers' which now exist on this planet. The sur, Industry, the Staff of Life,
Punctuality, a Promoter of Snc· Moral Cleanlines"_,
cess,
PoHteness. The u-antlemaB
International Congress at Chicago, Ill., vey of the geological history of organic Value of a Trade,
The Difficulties of Life,
Politeness. ~Continued -The
life proves conclnsivly " that there has Recreation a Necessity,
October, 1893. By Susan H. Wixon.
Games of Chance,
Temptation, the Demon on the
Gentlewoman,
·
been
general
progress
in
the
types
of
life
A noble address by a noble, womanly
Trnth and Falsehood,
h·ghway,
Best Society,
What is an Oath? or the Worth Habtt, Second Nature,
Progress; or Enlightenment;
woman. It should be read by every from tbe beginning to the end." · · ·
of a. Promise.
Power of Will,
Wisdom. .
Among other important chapters, that
woman and every man. Especially excelFraud a Crime,
Courage, a .Necessity to Right
lent to place in the hands of women who on '' The Origin of Sex " calls for special 1'he Poison of Slander,
Livmg.
are members of the churches. Price 10 study, as it embodies the result of recent
Mills Wixon has taken &s her mottoes in writing this beautiful book of 292 pages-which she
researches by Geddes and Thomson, and has dediCated to the memory of ber father and mother-these sentences from· the works of a great
cents.-Progressive Thinker.
synthetic
philosopher and a gifted liberal minister:
· ·
other authorities, on this snhject. Mr.
· As wlth the Physlcal, so w!th th• ethtcal .. A. belief, as yet ttt.ful ana pa1·ttal, is beainning to
THUMBSCREW AND RACK. Torture imple- Alexander then makes an incursion into spreaa
amongst men, that herP-, also, there is an inatssoluble bond between cause and consequence, an
ments employed in the fifteenth and six- the field of physics, and reviews in succes- tnexorable aesttny, a law whtch altereth not.-l:l>rbert Spencer.
Livtng ts an Art, a method or expresstng great concepttons; in fact, the highest method, the
teenth centuries for the promulgation sion the various forces of nature. In his noblest
of the ·Arts.-Thomas l:lta.rr King.
of Christianity. By Geo. E. Macdonald. chapter on "Crystallization " there is the
A concise, graphic account, with pic- following pregnant passage, which ex,
Right Living" is well bound in cloth and printed on good paper.
torial illustrations, of the instruments of presses the views which he has been led
PRICE, $I.OO.
torture used by churchly inquisitors to to hold by his preceding investigations:
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 2~ L'lofaveth P.aJl, New York.
convert or destroy heretics and Infidels. "Since we hav got a habit of talking of
the mineral kingdom and of the organic
Price 10 cents.-Progressive Thinker.
kingdom8, we are apt, inadvertently, to
The American Israelite, a paper printed get a half impression that these are inde,
in Cincinnati. Ohio, and now in its fortieth pendent departments of nature, in which
volume, in its issne of March 8th makes a the materials used and the laws governing
two·colnmn extract from "Woman: Four "their movements and arrangements are
By DR. JACOB HA:RTMANN.
Centuries of Progress," and speaks in its different and independent. It is our first
editorial lines after this fashion: "In duty to rid onrselvs of this false impres,
.An
explanation
of
tl;le origin of the God Ide!!-, and the mental processes that led to the formation
Chicago and outside thereof none dared to sion, and to come to a realization of the o~ Idol~ and the worshiP of them. From the.time of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reform&tion and
fact
that
nature
is
only
one.
We
may
call
his
bamshment
for
heresy
and blasphemy agamst the ChaLdean Idols, to Christ's coming the _princiburst this bubble of Christian love except
Me analyzed an9 shown to b,e huma~, by thought and deed. It is made plain that the
those Freethinkers in their Congress. it all a mineral kingdom, if we choose, in palc~aractets
peculiar
phraseology,
can~ sa.ymgs, snbterfJlg!ls, IUiracllll!, wonder-workings, and supernatural padAnd there even, we know only of one which we are to com1ider every organic ~ng are tb.e J?rOPbr ?:\fsprmg of the then enstmg barbarism, ignorance, and superstition, constitntcourageous woman-her name is Susan H. body as a lot of minerals arranged in a mg the peculiar politics of the dav.
.
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:
Wixon-who argued clearly and boldly to particular form, and, therefore, liable to a
the point. It was the heel of Achilles in particular set of reactions. Or we may The Universal Aspect.
Elimination of Waste Substances,
call it all an organic kingdom, in which The Earth.
Christian history which she struck.
In Gsneral.
By the Lungs.
case
the
so-called
minerals
become
organic
Tlie Chemical Aspect.
"TEACHER."
By the Skin.
bodies of simple constitution." The limits The Son.
.
By the Kidneys.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN: wAS HE A CHRISTIAN? of space forbid my dealing further with Genesis-The Creation.
Digestion and N ntrition.
multifarious
this
book,
which
covers
such
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
By John E. Remsburg. Troth Seeker
The Elementary Substances.
Co., 28 Lafayette Place, New York. subjects as the senses, on each of which The Deluge.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
there
is
a
separate
chapter;
the
comparaThe Scriptural God-The Creation,
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
The Soul-What Is It?
tiv anatomy of the brain, and functions of
The Mind.
The motto of Chas. Bradlaugh was its several parts; memory, conscience, the The Creation of God-Abraham.
Sin and Salvation.
•' Thorough." Mr. Remsburg may as fairly will, slefp, hypnotism, animal intelligence, Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God.
The .liicclesiastical Kindergarten.
wear it on his escutcheon-if he has one. telepathy, language, the ego and multiple Samuel the Kin_gm.aker. '
Rational Review.
The question as to Lincoln's religions ego, consciousness, theological considera- Go1l Save the King.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
belief was raised by one of his biog- tions, energy and ether, force and form, J ehova.h Takes a Rest.
The Planetary Gods.
raphers, Dr. Holland, and seemingly and many other topics too numerous even The End of National Life,
Every Man His Own God.
would not down, bot Mr. Remsburg's book to mention. l advise all who wish to hav The Christian Era.
T bl
{Gatewa.ya to Knowledge.
is based on fifteen years work in collecting a complete scientific education to purchase Organic Life-V e~etable.
a es Morals; Whence They Spring.
The Non Credo.
evidence from over one hundred and and read "The Dynamic Theory of Life Organic Life-A.nilnal.The Master Tissnes.
Rules for Human Conduct
twenty witnesses, and as the ratio is one and Mind."
The Mnsonlar Tissues.
ILLUBTBATIONB.
The Nervous Tissnes.
hundred to twenty that Lincoln was not a
Map of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind
Food and Food-Substances.
professed Christian, not accepting its vital
Map of Theololrlcal Retrogression.
and distinctiv dogmas, it looks as though SHA.LL THE BIBLE BE BEA.D
Map of the Defnge and Garden of Eden.
Mr. Remsburg had thoroughly settled the
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
Hundred
and
Thirty-two
Pages Large 12mo.
question, bot such matters are becoming
Four
Bv R, 8, Westbrook, A.M.
perhaps impossible to settle when the
In Cloth, 81; in Paper, 50 Cents.
Third Thousand.
status of a man to-day, like Dr. Briggs,
A.ddr111
THE TRUTH SEEKER, Ill Lafayette Place, New Yorl(,
himself claiming to be a Christian, is in Price, 10 cents.
Address TllE Tli"DTll Suo..
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G•ma of ~AougAt.

FOR
ALL PAIN

THE strongest frailty of a feeble mind is
revenge.-Juvenal.

Rheumatism

THE most dangerous robbers are those
who know how to plunder the people by

law.-Ga.lveston News.

He who glorifies his ancestry is an aristocrat, but he who glorifies his progeny is
a noble-man.-Katherine Mabley Cor-

bett.
IT is idle to attribute the destruction of
superstition to the Reformation. Protestants were as superstitions as Oatholics.-

Henry Thomas Buckle.

FAC-SIMILE OF
BOTTLE WITH

NAY, never falter; no great deed is done
By falterers who ask for certainty.
No good is certain, but the steadfast mind,
The nndi'rided will.to seek the good;
'Tis that compels the elements. and wrings
A human music from the indifferent air.
The greatest gift a hero leaves his rooe
Is to hav been a hero.

BUFF WRAPPER.

USE ~N~~s
POND'S
EXTRACT

-George Eliot.
A GOVERNMENT founded upon anything
except liberty cannot and ought not to
stand. All the wrecks on either shore of
the stream of time-all the wrecks of cities
and nations, are a warning that no nation
founded on slavery can live. From sandenshrouded Egypt, from the marble wilderness of Athens, from every fallen stone
of mighty Rome, comes a wail-a cry:
"No nation founded onslaverycanstand."

Feminine
Complaints
Lameness
Soreness
Wounds
Bru·lses
Catarrh

" It will Cure.
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OUR NEWEST BOOKS.

-R. G. Ingersoll.

Thumbscrew and Rack. Illustrations sne0BEED and faith are antagonistic terms, 1 cially pre.Pared, and the text by Geo. E. Macfor we can feel no need of creed unless we
donald. Paper, 10 cents.
doubt the power of truth. The truth can Self-Contradictions of the Bible. Ninth
never be put into a creed, becal!se the '
edition. Price, 15 cents.
.
truth is infinitand creedsarefinite. Every Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Chrtstian1
sect has been the result of this attempt. A·i
By John E. Remsburg. Cloth, $1; paper, 50
society with a creed is a sect, and what. is 'Pe:~p~~tnres of the Worid's Fair. Illns·
worse, a sect bound to error; for, even if a
trated. By Samuel P. Putnam. Paper, 25
creed could be framed broad enough to
cents.
express the truth to-day, it would fail to Religion a Cnrse, a Lie1 and a Disease.
express the truth to-morrow. Faith is free- i
By Samuel P. Putnam. Paper, 25 cents,
dom, creeds are fetters. As for those peo- ·Design Argument Fallacies. A Refntaple who are tired of "freedom" and "de-~
tion of ~he Argument tha~ Nature Exhibits
)\iarks of .Havmg Been nesigned by an lntelmocracy ' " an ethical society would not
hgent Bemg. Bv the Editor of THE TaUTH
seem to be the place for them; the holy
SEEKER. .Paper,15 cents.
Roman Oatholic church affords a warm . Crimes of Preachers in· the United States.
fireside for those who cannot bear the i
By M. E. Billings, Paper, 25 cent~.
fresh, clear air of freedom.-baac Hull Handbook of Freetbought. By W. S.
Platt.
j Bell. Cloth, $1: paper, 50 cents.
· .
.
.
Pleasure and Progress: An Attempt to
WE begm to get the large pomt of .VIew.
Prove that the Pliranit of Pleasure is the stne
When our great principles run into com·
qua non of Intelleotual, Moral, a.nd .Social
we hav realized
DevelopmE_lnt. and that the. Promotion of
mon life ' we know that
· h
'd l
Pleasure IB the Duty of Philanthropy and
their measure. Elsew1se t ey are e~ o ons,
Statesmanship. lly Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
dreams, vague offerings, nnjoined outlines :
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
.
and patches and dashes of inharmonic . The Creation of God. Tracm!!' the Godc0 10 r Every American believes in lib·.
Ide· toltsSource. ByJacobHartmann,M.D.
· h
· lit f th"1 l"b
t ? 1 Cloth. $1; paper, 50 cents.
• Wh
S 1 ~r &y_ ; Resurrection of Jesns. By Don Allen.
erty.
a~ 1s t e qua Y 0 •
It shifts, it IS up or down, With every mdi- 1
Cloth, 75 cents; cloth, 40 cents.
vidual ':yon meet, so that, until we know · Facts and Fictions of Life. By Helen
the individual fully, we do not know the I
H. Gardener. Cloth, $~i paper, 5BO cenMts ild
quality of his "liberty." Freedom of con- Woman, Chnrchy and I:'! tate.
Y at a
science? It was one thing to Roger Wil· ! .Joslyn Gage. c oth, $2; leathter, $B~. F
k
·
Freethough
bams,
ano th er. t o. th e Qn akers! a:r:w the r .to 1 ThelinChnrch
Steiner. and
Paper,
10 cents. • y ran the Puritans; 1t IS freedom withm Ohrls· . The Giant Delusion. One of Otto Wetttian lines to many to-day, or freedom
stein's Friendly Arguments wiLh the Spiritu.
within present social principles. Beyond
alists. Paper, 10 cents.
that the offender finds only wilderness.- Bible Inquirer. By Andrew Jacobsoa.
25
Horace L. Traubel.
Wo;;::!r; F~~~- Centuries of Progress.
No practice is commoner with · small·
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cent!.
minded folk than that of trying to knock
IN PRESS.
down persons of an opposit wa:y: of thinkFonr
Hnndred
Years of Freethought.
ing by hurling at them some big, unpopBy Samuel P. Putnam. Subscription book,
ular name of mysterious import. A man
ele\l"ant binding, ovtr one hundred portakes a broad, unitary view of the unitraits, $5.
verse and immediately some little word·
monger launches at him, :• Pant~eist)" No
epithet is more grossly misused m this way
than that of '' Materialist." Every one
whose reasoning follows closely the visible
order of things, and 'Yho r~fn~es to a!'cept
unverifiable assumptiOns, IS Immed1ately
branded Materialist. But does it not look
as if the epithet might be retorted with far
more justice? The most obvious criticism,
Anotent Votces
it seems to me, of those who take what
from the BPt.rft
they call a spiritual view of life is ~ts exRealm atsolose the
ceeding nnspiritnality. Such folks, m genmost Btartltno Re'Deral, hav only the grossest, most infantil
elattons.
notions of spirit.- Wm. H. Johnson.
-0-'Provlng Cbr~stlanlty
IT is no light thing to hav secured a livelihood on condition of going through life
to be of
masked . and gagged. To be compelled,
week after week and year after year, to
Heathen Origin.
recite the symbols of ancient faith and lift
[ILLUSTRATED.]
up his voice in the echoes of old hopes,
with the blighting thought in his soul that
Price. • - • • •1.50.
the faith is a lie, and the hope no more
than the folly of the crowd; to read q~n
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
dreds of times in a twelvemonth, With
solemn unction, as the inspired word of PRIESTLY CELIBACY EXPOSED
the Supreme what to him are as meaning·
tsy ttJtY. '*· 'r. Fox, M.A.
less as the abracadabras of the conjuror in
P•t..-a •15 .. a..,~.,.
-'rltJ~A,.,. thi•nfft"p
a booth; to go on to the end of hi~ days
administerin~ to simple folk holy r1tes of
commemorat10n and solace, wben he has
A CRAND DISCOVERY!
in his mind at each phrase, "What dupes
ANTED.-A Jive man or woman In every
county where we have not already secured ,
W
are these simple folk, and how wearisomely
representative to sell our "Nevada Silver
counterfeit their rites"; and to kno~
SOLID METAL. Knives, ~orkB a~d Spoons to consumers.! a solid metal whlte as stlver • n.o plate to
through all that this is to be the one bu81wear otfl oods aranteed to wear a 11fetime l co&t
about one-~nth t'f:!.tofsllve_r_; the chance of a llf~
ness of his prostituted life, that s? drea~y
time l ~ents average from 800 to e100 per week, an
and hateful a piece of play-actmg Will
meet w1th ready salea everywhere, so great Ia the
demand for our Solid Metal Goods. Over One Milmake the retrospect of his last hours-of a , lion
Dollano' worth In dally u•e. Cue of oamplet
truth here is the very abomination of deso- ·
Free. Adc!rela Standard 8111'erware
co.,Dept.~D, Bo•ton, lllu••
lation of the human epirit mdeed.-John
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Wettstein's ~ Be~air ~ De~artment.
BEREA OHIO.

0Tro WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Til.. Brp. Matertal,..
tsl: The watch sent you a •hort time ago for

overhauling was re~ei ved in just three and a half
days from the time it left this station.
It was put into A No. I shape and is running
fine. I wish to compliment you on your manner
of doing busineRs and will assure you that when
I have o:herwork in your line to be done yon
shall have it.
A. E. SMITH.
Watches can be safely sent by mail or ~>XPress
and I pay chargeR one way. I have personally
managed mv repair depa.rtment for 34 vears and
no watch· is permitted to leave my establishmen
until in perfect order and closely regulated,
PRICE LIST.

Cleaning, $1; Springs, $1; jewels, $1; or thre
$1 job• at $2.150.
All work warranted one year. Liberal discounts to agents.

OTTO WETTSTEIN,
THe LIBB'R.AL
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ROCHELLE, ILL.

Thll Freethought Badge.
Otto Wettstein Watch.
Send for price-lists, tracts, etc., free.
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edyof
ceea.

DR. R. P, FELLOWS,
S&ywbere:vouaaw tblall4vw. Vineland, N J,

..-I wish to say that I am an .out-and-ont
LmEBAL, and I trust the B'reethinkers of the lan1
giv~ me their pa•.ronage and not waste thelt
time and mone:v on Ohriatian dootors.-.Dr. Fl-,.
wili
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BEE what woman has accomplished under adverse circumstances and with only
one rib to start on.-Galveston News.
Tru.oT distributor: ''Are yon walking in
the straight and narrow way, sir?" Hardened sinner : '' No, sir; there are lots of
crooks m this street."-Lije.
TEAOHER: "Oan any little 8oy tell me
why St. Peter is always at the gate?"
Johnny Ferguson: ''I reckon he's a-layin'
fer dose fellies w'at robbed him ter pay
Paull"
"WHAT did the children of Israel do
after they came through the Red Sea?"
asked a New York Sunday-school teacher.
'' Dried their clothes, I s'pose," replied
Tommy Amsterdam.
AN eloquent sentence from the sermon
of a young and zealous minister: '' Here
stands Mother Ohnrch-one foot firmly
planted on the earth, the other pointed
toward heaven."-Lije.
LITTLE MILLilll had been told by her
mother that God never slept. One night,
after praying God to care for them while
they slept, she finished with, '' And
now, God, do try and get a little rest for
yourself."
FoND mother: "And has mamma's angel child been a peacemaker to-day?"
Mamma's angel child: "Yes'm; Tommy
Tuff was a·lickin' Willie Whimpers, an' I
jumped in an' licked the stnffin' out o' both
of 'm."-Philadelphia Record.
"MY boy," said a certain Methodist
minister, "is the most truthful little fellow that ever lived." "I believe it," answered Mr. Brown; "I've heard it said
that the suppressed qualities in the father
always crop out in the son. "-London

Freethinker.

Mns. SLmsoM: "My little boy has been
very wicked to-day, He's got into a tight
and got a black eye." The Rev. Dr.
Drowsie: "So I perceive. Willie, come
into the other room and I will wrestle in
prayer for yon." Willie: "You'd better
go home and wrestle in prayer for your
own little boy. He's got two black eyes."

-Lije.

ELDER BERRY: "Wal, deacon, how'd
the revival go?" Deacon Jones: "Splendid I We got all the young folks in town so
wrought up about eternal damnation that
they've pledged themselvs to giv up dancing, card-parties, singing secular songs,
and all sorts of godless amusements, for
life." Elder Berry: "0 deacon! Your
heart must swell within yon to think how
much you've done to make life happy for
unthinking yonth."-Puck.
'' PETER LoMBARD," writing on the sn b·
ject of the burial of amputated limbs in
the churchyard, cites the Rev. R. M. H.
as writing of an old Lincolnshire woman
who came to him some years back. When
she brought her son's finger in a tiny coffin.
to the vicar~ she said, "Thou knaws, sir,
as the Lora's host 'll be main an' throng
(very busy) a pntten foalks tegHher i' the
resurrection morn, an' A reckon it doant
beseem such as we to send 'em a ram·
mockin an' a ravin about (running hither
and thither, and turning things over), if so
be as we can put the bits handlike for 'em
in his own ground."- London Freethinker.
THE JAFFA AND JERUSALEM RAILROAD.
A little double iron track,
A station here, a station there;
A locomotiv, tender, tank,
A c.Jach with patent swinging chair;
A postal car and baggage too,
A platform of the Miller make,
With buffer, duffer, chain, and spike,
And nobby automatic brake.
Such is the pride of orient hordes,
And Syria's brightest modern gem,
The railroarl train that snails along
'Twixt J afft~. and J ernsalem,
Beware, 0 sacred mooley cow,
The engin when it rings its belli
Beware, 0 camel, when yon hear
The whistle's sharp and warning swell!
And, nativ of the Holy L~nd,
Unused to modern travel'R snare,
And soothed by guileful taffy talk,
The awful peanut boy beware!
_
Else, trnstiJJg to hia words and wares
Thou may'st bav reason to (londemn
The style of t.raffiD that prevails
'Twixt Jaff~ and Jerusalem.
And when, oh, when the bonds fall duE>,
How vexed and wroth will wax the state;
From Nebo's mound to Nazareth,
The cry will sound, "Repudiate,"
From Hebron to Tiberins,
From Jordan'11 banks unto the sea,
Will swell the chorus loud and Ion!!',
Against that''-- monopoly!"
The horny-handed shepherd swain,
OppreBBed by bond~ str~tagem,
Will curse the corporation line1
'Twixt Jafia aud Jeruealem,
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CoXEY's ''army" hal! reachedW~shington.
MoRE severe e~rthquake shocks in Greece.·
THE Senate is still working hard doing
nothing.
THE revival at Niblo's Garden in this
city has come to an end.
NEW YoRK's fool police are arresting
gir Is for selling newspapers.
THE Lyons, France, exhibition of art
science, and industries opened April29. '
J. W. TnROOKMORTON, pioneer in and
ex-governor of Texas, has recently deceased.
IN New Rochelle, New Yorlr, private
detective were arrested and fined· as vagrants;
'
NINETEEN members of the San Francisco police force hav been dismissed in
disgrace.
IN the House of Commons a bill has been
introduced providing local self-government
for Scotland.
THE most famous hotel in the South, the
St. Charles. of New Orleans, was destroyed
by fire on April29.
IN St. Paul, the Socialists, Populists,
and Prohibitionists hav united in the mu·
nicipal campaign. It is suggestiv.
SENATOR FRANOIS BROWNE STOOKBRIDGE,
of Michigan, died in Chicago, April 80.
Born in Bath, Maine, April 9, 1826.

~
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YAHWEH IS A JUDGE OF LIVE STOCK.
And as for you, 0 my flock, thus saith the Lord God; Behold, I judge between eattle and cattle, between the rams
=._and the he goats.-Ezek. xxxiv, 17.
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The Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

400 Pages. 200

Fun-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS::
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Family,
/isaac and His "Sister,"
tln·t of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Barak

Jephthah and His Human Sactiflfl&
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Watel', God Shall Not Excel,
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of King•,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sail(}r.

K'fi"t side s-ta.:n~.p, 81.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB CO.

Boards, illu:1n.lna.-ted covers, 81; clo-th,

;1 HE RESURRECTION OF JESUS.
AN AGNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CONTE:>~Ts:

The CLri.-tian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was

the Remrrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;
Pilate's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indict.ment
Against Jesus; Were the Guards Hired by •he Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bode; Matthew's Account cf the Resurrection; Why the An;;-el Sat on the Stone;
Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; ThA Disciples Were Deceived; The Identification; The Ascension; Why Di<l Jesus Disappear? Other Stra~ge Phenomena; The

Certified Milk.
Every dairy supplying our condenseries is
under supervision. Milk is produced
under rigid .hygienic rules. 'l'he company's reputation is therefore a certificate
of the absulute purity of the Gail Borden
Eagle Brand Condensed Milk.
Tbe Living Waters.
To those who need a medicin, remember
that Water of Life is one of the best, and
will cure the stomach, liver, and kidneys.
Large pamphlet free, 341 S. Main st.,
Wilkesbarre, Pa. J. R. Perry, mgr. 21t18
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Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Roman Guards?
ThJ Origin of the Stou; Rt. Paul's Ac~ount; St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Example; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The Testimony of
Contemporaneous Writers; 1\firacle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration; Conclusion.
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ON April 26, Asquith, Home Secretary,
moved in the House of Commons the disestablishment of the church in Wales.
IN the House, Cooper, Democrat, of
Florida, introduced a bill for the free
coinage of :silver dollars of value equal to
gold dollars.
.
EDITOR RosEWATER, of the Omaha Bee,
was sentenced for contempt by Judge
Scott to serve thirty days in jail and pay a
fine of $500 and costs.
JAMES M. HARVEY, of Kansas, ex-governor and ex-United States Senator, died
near Junction City in that state on April
16th. Born Sept. 21, 1833.
SINOE the decision of ·the South Carolina
Supreme Court against the dispensary law
the saloons hav generally opened again.
A test case will soon be made.
OoxEY bands hav seized trains in Indiana
and Ohio, and in the latter state the governor, McKinle:v, ordered out the militia,
and "Colonel" Galvin surrendered.
A LANDSLIDE ·into the river Ste. Anne,
near the village of River Noire; Quebec,
caused a dozen or more deaths and destroyed $500,000 worth of property.
THE strike on the Great Northern con·
tinues. All traffic is suspended, to the incalculable damage of business interests.
But wage earners are suffering still mo~e.
THERE are divisions of the " Commonweal army" at Washington, Des Moines,
Chicago, Portland. Tacoma, Sacramento,
and in Ohio, Indiana, New Jersey and
other states.
FEDERAL troops were ordered out in
Oregon to protect property of the G.reat
Northern from Coxeyites. A Union Pacific train was captured but recovered by
federal cavalry.
ON April 24th Frank Hatton, of the Washington Post, was prostrated by a stroke of
paralysis, and died April 30th. He was
formerly editor of the once famous Burlington Hawkeye.
ANAROHIST EMILE HENRY, who caused
the explosion in the Cafe Terminus and
Rue des Bona Enfants, Paris, was found
guilty on April 28, and sentenced to death.
He was insolent and self-glorifying.
WILLr.ui MoGARRAHAN, who for forty
years has been trying to secure from Congress recognition of his claim to the lands
Panoche Grande in California, is dead.
He had undoubtedly been shamefully
treated by those in authority.
SEORET.ARY MoRTON, of the Agricultural
department, says that the march of the
''unemployed" upon Washington is the
natural sequel to the crusades of the Pr0tectionists. The demands of the former are
the logical extension of those of the latter.
W. W. CoLLINs, Freethought lecturer,
has been elected to the New Zealand parliament. His grandfather, John Collins,
Chartist leader, suffered imprisonment in
Warwick jail in 1839. Ten preachers stood
for parliament in New Zealand election.
All defeated.
A DETAOHMENT of t-he Coxey army stole
a freight train of the Great Northern at
Butte and started for the East. At Billings a conflict with federal marshals took
place, and several persons were wounded.
At Forsythe tbe Coxeyites were surrounded by United States ttoops from
Fort Keo~h. and surrendered,
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Conway, and this edition of Paine's works edited by him It is the fullest that we are llkelv to have,
and the student of history, anr! particularly the writer, should have it upon his shelves.
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Pap • 40c~ clo., with ll.. rtrait, 60c.
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Americau
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and his philosophical or moral essays, while editing the Penn81/ll!anta Maga:ztne;
litical, and Religions Career in tnese being followed
by the great revolutionary, political. ana controversial pamphlets which made
America, France and England,
profound-impression
the conn
try. of the" Rights ofM an," and pamphlets relatmg
. to Engand a. Sketch by William Cobbett. such aThe
seconrl volume willon
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Paine. 2 vols. Portraits. $5.
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1he Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.
_,__ ~
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- JOUR -HUNDRED -YEARS

Four Hundred Years of Freethought.
BY S.A.HUEI.. P.

PUTN.A.H.

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout the Civilized World for

the last Four Oenturies, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
_

_ HOW TO 0

oF FREunouGur,

F'REE

It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.

It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political

Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with whBtt
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
of Human History,
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inventions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
No-thing Can be More

In-ter~s-ting,

more inspiring to the Pio?eer Work~rs of to:.day--:-to those who are still in the_ van for Human Rights ~n.d
Progress. The strugrrle 1s not ended and what 1s already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal 'VIgilance is the price of liberty; and from tht:l Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.
_

NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WirHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and Magnific .::nt Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of ·
W'OMAN'S EMANCIPATION

frc:n the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
11HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as- a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Iufluence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especia-lly in America
a.nd Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
ancl the Pioneers of our work recognized.
The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Literature.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Pbllo op'hy.
Science. Education and
Ethics.
Copernicus.
Voltaire.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Madame Roland.
Bruiw.
Gambetta.
Ra.belais. Schiller.
Rousseau.
Hpinnza
Ga.lileo.
Bacon.
Ca.stelar.
Mary Wollstoncraft.
Comenius.
Cervantes. Goethe.
French Salon. Bra.dlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Descartes. Kepler.
Da Vinci.
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Ga.:rrison.
Pesta.lozzi.
F ranees Wright.
Locke.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
lution.
Phillips.
Lucretia Mott. >
Newton.
Froebel.
flume.
Vwtor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Humboldt. Combe.·
Gibbon.
Hobbs.
Ernestine L Rose.
Lyell.
Spencer.
Emerson.
Buns.
Kant.
Sumner.
Lydia. Maria. Child.
I J e:fferson.
Shelley.
Heine.
Ht\milton,
Darwin.
Ma.zzinni.
Owen.
Lincoln.
Margaret Fuller.
Tyndall.
Byron.
Thoreau.
Holyoake.
Onmta.
Bakounine. Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Bentham.
Huxley.
Push kin. Whtt-na.n.
Mill.
Biichnel:.
Haeckel.
Warren.
Susan B. Anthony.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Girard
Ga.raba.ldi.
Petrofsky.
Feuer bach.
Matild 'lJoslyn Gage.
chewsky.
Lick.
Heinzen.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besa.nt.

I

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
in everv domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.-·
.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freetbought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeket·, Investigator, Ironclad .Age., Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Maga2ine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, .Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the
-

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local or~anizatious, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
througilout the world.
'It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
.
Hora.co Seaver,
George E. Macdonald, Capt. R. C. Adams,
Dr. E B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
.1. P. 1\f.,udum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
D. M Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam,
Prof. J. H. Cook,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Parker Pillo-bury,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H_ Heywood,
::Mrs. M. A. Freeman,
Ehznr Wraght,
Charles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
Xatie Kehm Smith,
T. 0. Leland,
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Colman,
1'. B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian Leland,
Judge C. B. Waite.
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
.Amy Post.
and other men and women who have c~mtributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

SPECIAL OFFER.

We have made arrangements with
\-lr. Putnam whereby we are enabled'
to make our friends a most geii.erou8,offer.
-'.•.
We need more subscribers to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
needs "Four Hundred Years. of· Free.
thought." . Not all are able to pay $5
for it, but everyone can do a _little
work to obtain a copy __:_ congenial
work, that 'will do great good all .
around. This is the offer :
·

Send us Four New
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates ($I2 in
all), and -we -will send
the Getter....up of the
Club a copy of'' FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
FREETHOUGHT"
,
- FREE OF CHARGES.
And further, to a1d our friends in
getting this book for themselves~ we
will offer
-

To .the :New Subsc'ribe'rs as a
P'remium,
post free, .a copy- in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comi(:ally Illustrated
By WATSON HESI'ON,

THE GREAm BOOK OF ITS CKIND EVER
.

CONCEIVED.

Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bomid of
W, S. BELL'S

- BandlJook of F'reetlwught.
With these Splendid Works as pre·
miums there ought to be no difJiculty
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FRfETHOUGHT,
free.
To each New Subscriber In the club, apremium of a Dollar Book-either 11 0id Testament
Stories Comk:ally Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's
11
Handbook of Freeth ought," in Cloth-all free
by post or express.
This really brings the price of tht~
paper down to $2 to each new subscriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEKEll
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Sub·
scribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this._· ·

we want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our friends to
:
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable, help us..
It ought not to be difficult to ;get
for. it is in individuals that we find the best interpretation~ of the age.
four New Subscribers in any town in
Tne Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
the country, especially with these
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts,. such a surv6y of history, Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these. Olu~s will
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr. Putnam is uow devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest receive their copies of "Four Hu!ulred
possible moment.
. Years of Freethought, as soon as the
'
The name of eve'ry Subsc1•lbe1' who sends five dolla1'S be[o're the wo'rk is on the p'ress book is issued.

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,

will be enrolled in this book. DON'T FALL TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.

' This book will contain
Ovar Six Hundred Pages oi Printed Matter and Over One HUinclred Portrait.sJ
it will .be elegantly bouncl. It wi1_l be a book for the home and the fireside. I~ will be a book to give to
youdrle~d~ when they as~, What 1s Freet~ought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world'?
, - · Tins 1s the most umversal presentatiOn of Freethourrht ever given to the public and no Freethinker
can afford to be without it. It is a library in itself.
"'
'
• Address orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 L-a~a.yette :;>lace, New York.

Tlwse wlw send a Club and
Fou1' :New Subscribe'rs and
$12 bejo't'e the book is p1'inted
wiZZ have ·thei'r names en·
1'oZZed in its shining pages.
THE TRUTH SEEKER

28 Lafayette F'lace,
NEW YOBK,
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THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Archdeacon Farrar's Hits and Misses.

{28 LAFAYETTE PL.; $3.00 Per Year.
ance of the gospel has nothing necessarily to do with
the shibboleths, the ceremonies, or the constitution of
this or that church or sect; it means sincere love of
God, and self-sacrificing service to man. Any amount of
nominal religion ·which is not accompanied by love,
meekness, truth, purity, contentment, is no better than
sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal. To belong to the
strictest sect of the purest religion-to be as orthodox as
Thomas Aquinas-to be as devoted to forms and ceremonies as Durandus-to macerate one's self, like St.
Peter Damiani or Henry Suso-and yet not to be holy,
bumble, and loving, is as useless as to rely on the clacking of the Tartar's prayer-mill. 'The kingdom of heaven
is within you.' To true religion, to genuin Christianity,
no human ·being ever was, or ever can be, an enemy;
for they only express the true relation 6>f man to Go•t,
and the beauty of holiness, the godlike elevation of spirit,
the pure consistency of character, the love and selfsacrifice which sprivg from that relation,"

In McOture's Magazine for April, Dr. Frederic
W.
Farrar, Archdeacon of Westminster, has an
FOUNDED BY Do IU:o BENNETI'o
article entitled, "Qhristianity-True and False.'•
E. M. MACDONALD, • • - - • Editor and Mapager, Its argument may be fairly summed up in this way:
"All the bad deeds of those who profess to be
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YOBK.
Christians must be attributed to either their
natural depravity or the demoralizing influence
MAY 12, 1894.
SATURDAY, of the paganistid survivals in the religion of the
Nazarene. All t.he good deeds of those who bear
SUBSCRIPTION KATES•
Single subscription, in a.dva.nce ............................ ~ ... t3 00 the Christian n~e or hav: been subject to the inOne subscription two :vea.rs, in a.dva.nce ........................ li 00 fluence of Christianity without identifying themselvs
Two new subscribers ............................................. li 00
One subscription with one newsabscriber, in one remitta.nce. li 00 with any of its branches are to be attributed to the
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remittrue and beneficent teachings of the carpenter." It
ta.nce .... .-............................ , ...................... 'J oo
is
according to the old familiar rule, "Heads I win,
One subscription with three 11ew subscribers, in one ren:iitta.nce.... .. •.. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . S 30 tails you lose." This is one of the latest attempts
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remitThere is nothing left of supernaturalism for Dr.
ta.nce ........................................................10 80 to make it appear that religion, and particularly
Any number over :live a.t the sa.me ra.te, inva.ria.bl;vwith one
Christianity, is a moral cult. Theological dogmas Farrar. All has been swept away by his own hand.
remittance.
are as coolly eliminated as though they were not, as Gone, the creation of all from nothing ; gone, the
they are in fact, the warp and woof of every relig- fall ; gone, the immaculate conception ; gone, the
Monev Bhoula be sent 1111 eZjlreBB oomjlanv's mOnBf/ oraer
vosta! oraer, ara.rt on New Yorl:, .or 1111 reatsterea letter. ion, in so far as that religion is distinguished or dis- miraculous conception of Jesus; gone, the resurA.attress oommuntoattons ana mal:e ara.rts, oheol:s, J!OBt-O#ICe tinguishable from all other religions and from rection ; gone, the hell to be escaped and the heaana ezwess monefl oraers vauall!e to
E. M. M.A. OJJONALJJ,
ven to be won by belief and baptism·; gone, dogmas
systems of secular morality.
28 Laravette vza,ce, New Yorl:.
Dr. Farrar says in his opening paragraph" that· and creeds and "plans ofsalvation ;" gone, marvel and
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our "many hav argued, and hav, unhappily, argued miracle and the ceremonial essential. to life eternal,
readers H they -ill send lUI the na"IBe and addreu of with serious and passionate conviction, 'that reli- and gone, belief in the foreordained murder of the
any Freethinker -ho is not a regnlar subscriber.
gion has been a curse to the human race;' 'that innocent for the redemption of the guilty. Now,
Christianity has indicted upon mankind more harm what is left ? Human rights and human duties.
SO.ME HA.NDSO.ME PREMIUMS
than good.'" The next paragraph we giv entire, And is the acknowledgment of these peculiar to the
because
it, in connection with the closing part of religious n an, to the Christian T Most assuredly it is
To induce new subscriptions and prompt 1 enewthe article, embodies the fundamental misstatement not. Nothing could be more baseless and misleadals on the part of our friends we make the followthat religion, and especially that peculiar form of it ing than such a claim.
ing handsome premium offers:
It may be said that Dr. Farrar does not giv up
which goes under the name of Christianity, is
For $6.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEXEB one only an ethical code. Says the Archdeacon :
all of supernaturalism, that he still insists that
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred
"Now, to us who believe and know that religion is the Christianity is "belief in Christ," that he calls for
Years of Freethought '' ($5). By taking advantage one saving, ennobling, impiring, uplifting element in the "acceptance of the gospel,'' and talks of "sincere
of this or our Free offer of the book (see opposit life; that without religion mankind would not only be as love of God," and of the "true relation of man to
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in the beasts which perish, but would be more guilty and God." But all these expressions are qualified and exmiserable than they; that it is religion alone
the country should not possess this splendid work. more
which enables us bravely to face the duties of life, and plained by other statements of his, as, for instance,
For $6 we will send THE TRUTH SEEXEB one cheerfully to bear its trials-does it not become trans- that wherein he says that, "in essence," the "true
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete" parently clear that no human being could maintain that and only meaning" of religion is "a good mind and
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a 'religion bas been a curse to the human race,' if he used a good life," and, again, when he quotes approvingly
the word religion in the same sense as ourselvs? And to
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be us who know that Christianity has conferred upon man- the assertions of St. John that "he that doeth righterected in Chicago, and of his monument in New kind boons which utterly outweigh every other boon eousness is righteous," and "he that doeth rightwhich man has received from his creator, is it not obvious eousness is born of God." In short, conduct is all,
Rochelle.
that
the thesis, 'Christianity has inflicted on mankind belief, in itself, nothing.
For $6 we will send THE TRUTH SEEXEB one
more harm than good ' can only be redeemed from utter
This is substantially the position that the Freeyear ($3) and" The World's Sages, Thinkers, and senselessness when we become aware that those who hav
thinker occupies. He avers that belief cannot in
Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
argued in its favor use the word 'Christianity ' to mean
something absolutely diflerent from that which we mean itself make a man a good neighbor or a good citizen.
For $4:.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEXEB one
If his belief, when a good one, is not supplemented
by it."
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's" Dynamic TheNow let us turn over a few pages and we shall at by a good life, it fails largely of its purpose. It
ory" ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one
once see why the Rationalist means by "religion'' may be objected that "good" is not the proper
wants this book. It has over a thousand large
and "Christianity" "something absolutely different word with which to qualify belief, that no moral
pages and more than four hundred illustrations.
from that which we ["Christians" of Dr. Farrar's quality inheres in belief, it being a purely intellectIt is a digest of Science, and no one who studies
school] mean by it." " What is religion ?" asks ual condition. To which we answer that by a
it can help but be well-informed . in all scientific
Mr. Farrar, and he answers that it is not church 'good belief " we mean O\}ly a belief or accepted
matters.
membership; that it is not "intellectual acceptance principle regarding the relations of the acceptor to
For $4:.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEXEB one or profession of a set of dogmas ;" that it is not his fellows, and we aver that, no matter how earnestly
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- outward observance, such as "rites, forms, cere· he may believe that he should respect the equal
Book" in cloth ($2.50).
monies, feasts, fasts, new moons, sacraments, sacri- rights of all other people, if he does not do so his beFor $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEXEB one year fices, and so forth." He declares that the meek, lief or logic of life is largely worthless. On the other
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book, the just, the pious, the devout, " are all children of hand, a bad belief is almost sure to lead to bad acin boards ($2).
· heaven, and they shall meet and recognize each tione, for it has no restraining influence upon the
holder, as has a belief which includes acceptan,oe of
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year other when their various masks and li varies are
the fundamental canons of social equity. We can
($3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comic- taken off." The A.l-chdeacon concludes :
not in reason expect men who believe in a partial
ally Illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
"'Religion' means, as the great thinker, Benjamin
and
thieving and ·revengeful God to respect the
said, ' a good mind and a good life.' This, ~
For $3.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one Whichcot,
rights
of their fellow men. To the extent that they
essence is its true and only meaning. How, then, can 1t
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically be or ~ver hav been, otherwise than one infinit blessing do so, they hold personal safety or secular order
lllustrated, 11 in board covers ($1).
to' mankind? And 'Christianity ' means that belief in above creed and the supposed duty of being like the
Christ and that following of the example of Christ, which
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books rende;s a good mind and a good life possible to every God they worship. lf their God persecutes, they
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceed- child of man. It means that faith in Christ, and in the will persecute and generally in the direct ratio of
ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can broad simple teaching of Christ-unencumbered by the the intensity of their belief.
mountain•masses of falsification and corruption which
Those who hav declared that " religion has been
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our were accumulated around it after the first centurya curse to the human race," and that "Christianity
present readers will call the attention of .their which enables every child of man to obtain forgivness has indicted on mankind more harm than good,"
of past sins and strength for future service. The acceptfriends to the values offered.
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hav keenly realized that there was an intimate and
logical connection between men's conception of the
unknown and their treatment ~f those who did not
agree with them in religious belief. Religion is not
conduct, Christianity is not conduct. Both affect
conduct, it is true, and the way they hav most potently affected it is by intensifying many of the
worst tendencies and passions of man. Ambition,
avarice, lust of power, envy, hatred, cruelty, fear
hav all -fed tipon the basic dogmas of Christianity
and waxed strong. Tell ignorant and believing
men that an eternity of felicity is to be gained and
an eternity of agony is to be escaped by the profession of certain beliefs and the performance of certain rites and ceremonies, and such a reign of religious terror as that of the Middle Ages is inevitable.
The Bible declares that salvation is possible only
through belief in Christ and the acceptance of baptism. Here you hav the doctrin of exclusiv salvation. It was a warrant in the hand of Bigotry for
the extirpation of the unbelieving. We do not care.
what you may say about errors of translation and
misconception of the meaning of certain texts.
Enough that the Bible reads as it does read ; that
the Christian world accepted it as the infallible
word cf God; that it itself pronounced anathemas
upon him who should add to or subtract from it,
and that many of the people to whom it was brought
believed in it and endeavored to force all others to
believe in it, as the book itself and its interpreters
commanded them to do. That which sets Christianity apart from other religions is its body of doctrin, just as the body of doctrin of .each of the other
world religions sets its apart from all the rest. Of
course, there are some tenets in common, as the
affirmation of the existence of a God.
It is a very modern idea that the Christian church
is not chiefly the custodian of definit; connected,
essential truths concerning the existence of certain
supernatural beings and man's relations thereto.
Historically this is what Christianity is. It is too
late to attempt to prove, as Dr. Farrar does, that a
few disconnected and contradictory moral aphorisms,
said to hav been uttered by a young man who may
hav lived about two thousand years· ago, constitute
the religion known as Christianity, the religion
which has left an indelible impress upon the modern
world. Christianity was and is essentially dogmatic, not ethical. Broadly yet truly speaking, it
has never laid emphasis on the moral teachings associated with its theology. These teachings hav
been subordinated to its creedal affirmations and
necessities. For a few decades now a number, not
easily ascertainable, of its teachers hav sincerely
striven, and a much larger number hav pretended to
strive to exalt the ethical above the religious. This
would never hav happened had not the growing intelligence of the world lost faith in the legends, myths,
and miracles which giv to Christianity all its really
distinctiv attributes. At least one pois'on yet remains
in the blood of the average religionist, and that is
the virus of intolerance. The prototype of the
modern Christian persecuted in the name of God
and to save souls from hell in the hereafter ; the
present-day Christian, and some who scornfully disclaim the appellation, persecute in the name of morality, and to save bodies and minds from the hells
of this world. In both cases the aim challenges our
admiration, but the means employed were and are
diabolical, and the results disastrous beyond
measure.
The trade-mark, so to speak, of every great religion is its theology. One intolemnt command
from the lips of its legendary or real founder will
outweigh a score of commonplace moralisms.
"Thou shalt not kill "-"thou shalt not suffer a
witch to liv "-which has the Christian world obeyed T
Jesus enjoined his disciples to love their enemies,
but he also incorporated this in a parable : " But
those mine enemies that would not that I should reign
over them bring hither and slay them before me."
Does any intelligent student of history ask which has
received the approval of Christians T Dr. Farrar
quotes Paul's " God hath made of one blood all nations of men," etc. Over against that theological glittering generality we set this positiv injunction from
the pen of the same apostle : " If any man preach any
other gospel unto you than that ye hav received,
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let him be accursed," and accursed and tortured he
was through the long, terrible night of the Chris~
tian centuries, spite of the Paul-proclaimed "fatherhood of God and brotherhood of. man." When
Archdeacon Farrar tried to prove by St. John that
Christianity is primarily the teacher and conservator
of "righteousness," that is, right-doing, he forgot
this injunction of the same penman : " If there come
any unto you and bring not this doctrin, receive
him not into your house.'' The believing Christians of all nations hav interpreted this ·as a command to hustle the heretic off the earth in the
_shortest p9ssible order. And how could they do
otherwise when they had but to turn from the proscriptive utterances of Matthew and Mark and
Paul and John to the Old Testament, quoted and
indorsed by the New Testament writers and by
Jesus, and read such God-given commands as this:
"If thy brother, the son of thy mother, or thy son, or
thy daughter, or the wife of thy bosom, or thy friend,
which is as thine own soul, entice thee secretly, saying,
Let us go and serve other gods, which thou hast not
known, thou, nor thy fathers; namely, of the gods of the
people which are round about you, nigh unto thee, or far
off from thee, from the one end of the earth even unto the
other end of the earth; thou shalt not consent unto him,
nor hearken unto him; neither shall thine eye pity him,
neither shalt thou spare, neither shalt thou conceal him.
But thou shalt surely kill him; thine hand shall be first
upon him to put him to death, and afterward the band of
all tbe people."
Yes, Dr. Farrar, we do mean by Christianity
something "absolutely different " from that which
you mean by it. We mean the Christianity of the
Bible and of history. You mean by it a few texts,
some of which embody the world's conception of
human relations and are therefore common property,
and the others of which voice the utterly impracticable dreams of a visionary.

Something Good for Everybody.
Our energetic friends of the Brooklyn Philosophical Association are arranging a fine program for
the Paine Celebration at New Rochelle on Memorial Day, May 30th. Several of our best speakers
will giv their tributes of eloquence to the memory
of the Author-Hero, and everything possible will
be done to make the occasion one of joy and inspiration. But only a few of our readers will be able
personally to testify by their presence their appreciation of the services of the man who wrote
"Common Sense," "The Crisis," "The Rights of
Man," and "Age of Reason," and partake of the
intellectual feast that will be spread at his graveside. So we hav determined to make amends, as
fully as we can, to the distant comrades for their
deprivation. The issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER of
May 26th will be an ILLUSTRATED PAINE
MEMORIAL number-a souvenir issue. It will
contain testimonials to Paine from his contemporaries and from men of later generations ; short
extracts from his chief works ; a fine portrait of
Paine and a picture of his monument at New Rochelle, etc. 'lhis devoted apostle of Liberty has too
long been. neglected and contemned ; at last his
name is coming out from under the clouds of
priestly defamation which l:av hidden it from the
eyes of the American people, or made it appear as
the cognomen of one vicious and criminal ; at last
justice may be done if we fearlessly bear our testi·
mony to the noble character and priceless labors
of Thomas Paine.
Let us know at once how many extra copies you
will want of the PAINE MEMORIAL. NuMBER, that we
may know what orders to giv our printer. It will
be an excellent number to hand to your inquiring
and even to your orthodox friends, but if you do
not order in advance you will be unable to get it.

Abont Present-Day Infamies.
Comstock morality has gone to seed down in
Jacksonville, Florida, where they sentenced a merchant to the penitentiary for one year (but subsequently released him because of the opinion aroused
in his favor,) for the awful crime of exhibiting in his
shop window copies of Rubens's immortal paintings.
"The Judgment of Paris" and "Pandora Before
Prometheus and Epimetheus." The prosecuting attorney fiercely denounced the tradesman who had
been so unlucky as to take up his residence in that

province. Such verdicts will continue to be rendered
until the patience . of sensible and respectable people is strained to the breaking-point. Some day
we shall put a stop to the rule of the foul-minded
meddlers who now dominate this country. These
ignorant and vicious creatures are perpetually ob.
truding themselvs upon decent people. Only the
other day here in the city of New York a petty official
of the custom house branded as '' obscene" Raphael's "Lucretia and Tarquin.'' The copy is an
etching on parchment of the date of 1524, and is
said to be very valuable. · ·The little fellow in the
custom house refused to admit the picture, .but
Collector Kilbreth remarked that " the original had
been . on view in Berlin for many years," and so he
decided to admit the copy. .
We execrate the religious bigotry which, in
England, sent Richard Carlile and scores of other
independent men to prison for selling the works of
Thomas Paine, and we wonder how men. could hav
been found· to execute the infamous statutes under
which they were convicted. A centriry hence our
grandchildren will execrate the moral bigotry
which sent James- Douglass to the penitentiary
for exhibiting " The Judgment of Paris " and they
will wonder how men could hav been found besotted aiJ.d vindictiv enough to execute the law
under which he was convicted. This might be a.
tolerably decent world in which to liv if only the
people of each generation would visit their wrath
upon the infamous laws of their own time instead of
expending all their ethical strength in denouncing
the bad government o_f their predecessors. It is so
easy to be tolerant and kind and just five hundred
years subsequently.
"There are now over 250,000 words in the English Ian·
guage acknowledged by the best authorities, or about
70,000 more than in the German, French, Spanish, and
Italian languages combined."
But among all these words the theocrats can not
find any in which to make their " explanation" of
the difference between the union of church and
state, which they condemn, and the union of religion and the state, which they favor, intelligible to
plain, blunt men, of common sense and candor.
I

The Oanada Revue has brought suit for damages
itgainst the Archbishop of Montreal. "His circular
withholding the privileges of the church from those
who should read, sell, or circulate it reduced the. publication from a condition of prosperity to absolute
ruin," says the New York Times. The archbishop
relies upon his spiritual privileges . as a defense.
'We should suppose that the paper could get no redress in the courts of a state whose people were
foolish enough to boycott a publication at the command of a priest. People who are afraid of being
sent to hell by a clergyman if they read what he
forbids are notJikely, through their tribunals, to•
reimburse the journal for the losses it has sustained
1
because of their slavish ignorance.
Rev. Joel R. Hicks, of St. Louis, is called "the
storm wizard." He is said to hav "predicted many
of the most disastrous calamities that hav befallen
this country in the last ten years." He also said, in
1874, in the Eden Chapel of the M. E. Church
South, in St. Louis county, Missouri, that the soul
of Abraham Lincoln " went howling from . the
theater down to hell." Was it his prophetical insight that gave him such extraordinary knowledge T
It should be added, in the interest of historical accuracy, that Mr. Hicks made this remark, not because he disliked Lincoln, but because he had the
cl~rgyman's instinctiv and unreasoning hatred of
the theater.

,

The brave refusal of the teachers of London to
obey the instructions of the majority of the School
Board is very encouraging. The reader will find in
Mr. Watts's" Notes" this week an account of the
struggle in the metropolis over the question of
religious instruction in the public schools. Think
of that meeting of one thousand teachers, gathered
to protest against the prostitution of their high callng to the ignoble ends of the sectarists ! Who can
doubt that the love of fair play of our English
ri ends is one of. the best elements in. their eharac-
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ter? When the teachers of the United States become equally averse to giving sectarian instruction
n the common · schools · the beginning of the end
will be near. Such sensitivness will evince the posSession of a sense of justice which will lift the consideration of grave issues out of the mire and filth
of partisan and theological politics.
"Any association that comes to be a rival of the church,
that occupies a higher place in one's affections than the
church ojlcupies; and that demands and receives the
time, energy, and money that should be given to the
church, is an institution of wrong and should be abandoned by all friends of .Christ. "-Christian Reformer.
This was written in the course of an argument
against secret .societies, and by the editor of a
rabidly Protestant paper. Wherein does it differ
froiD similar declarations of Catholics against secret
bodies!
More . than this : Why condemn the
Catholics and organize against them because they
are supposed to hold allegiance to their church
above allegiance to the government ! Does not' the
Reformer demand that Protestants do likewise !
And is not the family included in the condemnation
which the CoTenanter editor visits upon those
organizations which occupy "a higher place iri one's
afiections than the church occupies"? And is Dr.
McAllister an inconsistent Christian because he
takes this position ! No; does not Jesus say :
"If any man come to me and hate not his father,
and mother, and wife, and children, and brethren;
and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be
my disciple "T
Contributions are coming in for the work before
the Convention and Congress. We hope that many
others will realize the importance of this matter
and that now is the time to do something. we
cannot work without funds. We cannot print and
circulate pamphlets without money, and that is one
of the greatest means of advancing Freethougbt.
No doubt the Sabbatarians will vigorously push
their Sunday. bill in Congress, and use the same
means as before. So far as we hav been able to
firid out, the opinion is prevalent among the delegates to the Constitutional Convention in favor of
imJ>artial taxation. There is quite a sprinkling of
Liberals if they will only hav the courage of their
co:p.victions. A perusal of the TRUTH SEEKER pamphlet on "Church Taxation" would no doubt
strengthen tlJeir backbone. We must bring into
play every influence possible, and not relax our
efforts. The following, in addition to those already
reported, hav sent in their contributions. It is
hoped that every Liberal will make an extra effort
at this time.
Hepry M. Taber ................................... :............. $5 oo
John L. Way...................................................... 2 00
J. A. Smith......................................................... 1 00
Miss Lilla Turney................................................ 3 50
M. H. Goldowsky ............... ,... ,............................
50
John Dean .......................................... : .............. , 1 00
Paul Fisher ........................ ,................................ 1 00
M. :F. Balee............ ............ ...... ........................... 2 00
The Christian Reformer is apprehensiv that the
Kyle Sunday bill will share the fate of the Christian
amendment, and it proceeds to utter dire threats,
presumably by direct inspiration ~rom on high. It
says:
"Without doubt this nation is in the midst of a most
important crisis. The gospel of the kingdom has been,
for months past, preached to it as never before. The
claims of Christ and his word ho.v been pressed upon the
lawmakers at Washington. We anxiously await the
resu'lt. There will either be some evidence of national
rePtlntance and reformation, or there will be a hardening
of heart. There will be either national reformation,
or divine judgments and national ruin."
What a pity that the representative of sixty-five
millions of people of diverse opinions did not instantly capitulate to a little knot of Covenanter
clergymen and incorporate their theological notions
in the Constitution! It is little less than scandalous that the sophisms of the good theocrats did
not as quickly convert all our lawmakers as that
famous " light " did Saul of Tarsus. Because they
cannot make their contemptibly narrow and cruel
creed into a legal scourge for the laceration of the
backs of Freethinkers and Jews these modern elect
of God are sure that the jealous and remorseless
king whoDl they wo;rehip in fear II!DC\ tr~qtt;!ling will

a~enge in a whirlwind of wrath the slight put upon
h1s henchmen by the politicians. No other form of
"national ruin "could equal in horror and destructivness the accession to complete power of the
National Reform party.

Quite a number of years ago, Rev. T. L. Cuyler,
D. D., was disciplined by his church for permitting
a woman t.o speak in his pulpit. The castigation
appears to hav been taken to heart, and he evidently resolved to never again be caught advocating
larger privileges for that sex. At all events, he is
now making speeches for the women who do not
want the word "male" stricken out of the Constitution of th~ State of New York. In the course of
his remarks at a recent meeting of prominent "society " women in Brooklyn he said :
''There is one argument against imposing the burden of
civil duties on women that delicacy allows US only to hint
at. It is that the creator has put an interdict on the participation of a large number of our sister sex in public
affairs through certain physical disabilities which belong
to wifehood and maternity."
When a man feels that '' delicacy " demands that
he shall only "hint at" the natural, unavoidable,
and indisputable fact that all of the genus homo
whc;> liv on this earth were "born of woman," we
can only conclude that his mind needs a thorough
washing and disinfecting. The reverend gentleman
had a father and a mother, as we all had, or hav,
and we deliberately affirm that the man who says
that this fact is of such an immodest or indecent
nature that it is indelicate to more than "hint at"
it is a man either too ignorant to vote or too depraved to mingle with clean-minded men and women.
The American Sentinel, quoting and indorsing
an article of ours in exposure and condemnation of
the intrigues of the theocrats, asks this question:
"Why should not one who sees unrighteousness so
clearly be able eventually to fathom the mystery of righteousness?"
Why should there be any mystery about righteousness! Ignorance there is, to be sure, concerning social relations, but this ignorance distinguishes
no less those who hav had the benefits of a revelation
than those who hav been left in" natural darkness."
Men loved justice and were kind long before the
Syrian scriptures were written and before Jesus
and Paul and James spoke in the East. Mr. C. P.
.Bollman of the American Sentinel and Dr. D. McAllister of the Christian Reformer read the same
Bible, accept the same Christ and worship the same
God, and yet manward they are greatly difterent.
Mr. Bollman stands for religious liberty and civil
justice, while Dr. McAllister would strangle re_ligious freedom and deny civil justice to non-conformists. Why the difference! Is it not to be found
in the fact that they are organized differently and
hav·been educated in opposing principles 1 For all
practical purposes, so far as human rights and
duties are concerned, Mr. Bollman is nearer us than
he is to his Christian brother McAllister. But they
both profess to hav fathomed "the [divine] mystery of righteousness," while we are in total igno
ranee thereof.· What is the use of a revelation from
God if its interpretation and application depend
wholly on the character and mental bias of him who
receives it! What does it reveal T
A Pittsburg paper published in the interests of
the Covenanters, or God·in-the-Constitution party,
recently discussed the Inquisition, and maintained
that the Romanists are still desirous of using it.
This we do not doubt for a moment, nor do we any
more doubt that the Protestants of the Covenanter
party would resort to it as willingly. The paper in
question leans this way strongly itself, for it says:
"Beyond question the danger among. Protestants today is this extreme of license of speech and the press and
conduct generally. A sheet is issued weekly in New
York city which is full of vilest blasphemy. A recent
number of it contains a cartoon of such outrageously
blasphemous charac&e):', as to make its circulation a crime
against the order of society."
This refers to our recent cartoon, " Jesus Paid
It AIL" Naturally the Christians are angry at
having the absurdity of the doctrin so plainly
pictured, but they should recollect that the fault is
the doctrin, not in the exvosition of it. The
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offense is in themselvs, not in the pictures. Other
people regard the cartoons with great favor, the
"general public" as well as Freethinkers. In front
of THE TRUTH SEEKER offi~e there are two bulletin
boards covered with. Heston's artistic work. They
are always surrounded by crowds, some of the limber ones getting down on their knees to see the
bottom pictures. Some of these people do not like
the cartoons, but they never howl for the Inquisition, because they are not sufficiently Christianized.
They are just plain folks from whom early religion
is wearing away. If they were real simon-pure,
God-in-the-Constitution, Covenanter Christians they
would probably throw stones through the window
at the Editor. Being men of common sense they
enjoy the pictures, come in and buy a paper and get
a catalog, and afterward come back and purchase
the '' Old Testament Stories Comically Dlustrated"
or the "Pictorial Text-Book," and subscribe for
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
If the Covenanter crowd think they can suppress
THE TRUTH SEEKER we cheerfully invite them to
make the attempt.

----------------------About Our Books.

We hav just printed new editions of the following
works:
" Martyrdom of Man," by Win wood Reade. This is the
ninth edition of this splendid work, and since we hav reduced the price (to $1), to meet the times, we hav sold,
them faster than ever before.
. '' Lay Sermons," by Col. Ingersoll. This little tract is
a sort of exposition of Mr. Ingersoll's opinion on social
matters. _Price 5 cents.
" Self-Contradictions of the Bible," by William Henry
Burr. This edition is we-don't-know-how-many thouRandth. The Boston Christian crank, Hastings, has got
out a "reply" to it, but it's like "Lambert's Notes on
Ingersoll "-no reply at all. There can't be any reply.
Two and two can never to be made to count five, no matter
what the pious necessities of the case. ·Price of "SelfContradictions," 15 cents.
" Crimes of Preachers. " A list of the clerics who ha v
been Caught, SO far as we Could discover from a necesear•
ily limited reading of newspapers. And we are still catching them. Most of them are guilty of ministerial conduct with the sisters, and it makes queer reading,
considering what they pretend to be. Like Breckinridge,
of pious fame, the ministers are great boys with the girls,
and several thousands of them deserve an overcoat of exceptional adhesivness and fluffiness.
Remsburg's five little five-cent tracts are good mission·
ary documents, and the people use them freely. "Decline of Faith," " Protestant Intolerance," ''Washington an Unbeliever," "Jefferson and Franklin" ditto,
hav each sold into the thousands, as well as " Sabbath
Breaking."
"Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated" still goes
and is still agoing fast. The edition just printed was two
thousand, and we shall hav to print another in a week or
two. Agents are doing exceptionally well with this book.
It sells to almost everybody who sees it. One man sold
thirty-six copies in six hours-'-an average of one each ten
minutes. Another sold eleven in two hours, and another
a dozen in half a day. It's a great book for fun as well as
for solid argument, sound sense, and historical research
into Old Testament history. The price is still $1 because
we can't make it cheaper.
Paine's "Age of Reason " is a book that sells more·
and more as the years roll by. New editions of it are so
frequent that we forget to mention them. It has probably made more Infidels than any other one book.
Price 25 cents, and if anyone wants to distribute a hundred around the neighborhood to make more Infidels we
'will let them go at a loss. It will come back to us in
good works.
''Thumbscrew and Rack," by George Macdonald is in
the second edition and on the third thousand already.
It's a great eye-opener and every Freethinker who wants
to help along should buy a dollar's worth and giv them
away.
"The Bible Inquirer," by Andrew Jacabson, had long
been out of print till we purchased plates and copyright
from the author, but judging from the way they are selling it was a great mistake to allow it to lie idle. It has
done good and will do more in our hailds, for we intend
to circulate it extensivly. Price 25 cents.
" Sister Lucy," a reYelation of the way things are
done in convents, is in its tenth or twelfth thousand. It
bits particularly at the Roman Catholic church, and hits
hard. Price 10 cents.
Last, but not least, our new Catalog. The descriptions
of the books in it are as good as some more pretentious
missionary leaflets. and it has the merit of being the
cheapest ·of all. We hav given away several thousands
and are willing and anxious to giv'away more. Send for
it, read it, and you are bound to buy some books, which
helps us along wonderfully. The Catalog is free, and
the books it advertises ·are all good and cheap.
A queer little book that we bavpublished for the author,
Baron Harden Hickey, is "Euthanasia; or, the Ethics of
Suicide." We don't recommend its doctrin, but it is a
little startling to find that a great many philosophers hav
looked upon suicide as a legitimate method of avoiding
trouble. They ought to hav known better. Price 50
cents.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton says that the cause of woman
soffrage is making great progress in New York state;
That is good, but if she wants to know what progress
woman herself has made in the last four centuries she
should read Miss Wixon's latest pamphlet on the subject,
bb ~f. her speech at the International Congress of Free.
~ 1· _ ers held "t Cbic~o last October, Price 10 cen~.
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principles, they hav been led to the conclusion
. Freethougbt and Secular Notes from England. resolution was adopted, expressing the indignation scientific
that such doctrin is suited to the capacities of the chil
THE DAWN OF SPRING.
If we in E ugland do not progress as rapidly as
many of us desire in social and theological matters,
there is no denying that a marked improvement i<~
taking place in our climate. Never within my recollection has spring dawned upon us more brilliantly
robed than it has in 1894. For some time snowdrops hav met our eyes on every side, and " wee
crimson-tipped flowers "·hav been seen among the
springing grass of the meadows. And now the
·windfl.owflr puts long streaks of quivering silver
hy hedgerow and wood and the blackthorn is loaded
with its snowy bloom. For many weeks the cuckoo
has been heard in different parts of the country, the
swallows hav encircled the old homesteads, martins
hav twittered softly beneath the eaves, the nightingale
has sPnt forth her welcome melody, and the slanting showers hav let fall on the eager flowers beneath a rain of pearls which the rosy sunbeams
greet as they glint thereon, scattering the perfume
of primrose and hyacinth, and waking the birds to
song. In our gardens and orchards we behold with
delight clouds of snowy plum and pear blossom
peeping over wall and hoarding, as if to giv promis
to the wayfarer of a bountiful crop. Not only pears
and plums show abundant bloom, but apricots,
peaches, and cherries giv promis of healthy abundance. As nature now appears around me, so exquisit in hPr budding beauty,! am forcibly reminded
of the sweetness, the variegated foliage, and the powerful fragrance with which I hav been so often
charmed on the American continent. Let us hope
that the grandeur which now adorns the English
climate will not be merely temporary. Still nature
is very fickle upon this "little island," and King
Frost may yet cast a withering blight upon the existing beauty. As Shakespere says :
This is the state of man: To-day he puts forth
The tender leaves of hope, to-morrow blossoms,
And bears his blushing honors thick upon him.
The third day comes a frost, a killing frost.
THE QUESTION OF THE HOUR.
The rescue of the education of the young from
the control of the orthodox party is now the task
that is engaging the most earnest attention of the
Secularists and the liberal-minded men and women
of all sects and classes in London. The battle is a
desperate one, for, in spite of determined protestation, the clerical party on the London S::~hool Board
persist in their efforts to enforce the teaching of
orthodox doctrine to the children. In my former
"Notes" I hav explained the circular which has
been sent out to the teachers, authorizing them to
include religious instruotion in their daily tuition.
To this be it said to their honor the teachers decidedly object, and they point-blank refuse to obey
the orthodox mandate. At a recent indignation
meeting, over a thousand strong-the most largely
attended, most enthusiastic, and. most determined
ever known in the annals of Unionism among
teachers-a resolution was carried which is a
crushing reply to the cltrical party in the board.
It plainly stated that the teachers reg>1rded the
issue of the circular as entirely uncalled for, and
the statements it contained a serious reflection upon
the performance of this most important duty by the
teachers. Coming to the contents of the circular,
they very properly expressed the fear that " it will
create disabilities, and be made the means of persecuting some of the most conscientious among us."
Closing their dignified and unanswerable statement
the teachPrs asked that the circular might be withdrawn. Finding that the small majority upon the
London School Board refused to listen to their
reasonable request, the teachers held a second
meeting, at which they decided to issue a manifesto
that concludes thus:
Our strongest objection to the circular rests in the fear
that it will create disabilities and be made the means of
persecuting some of the most conscientious among ns.
We greatly fear that it will operate as a religions test, and
that individual teachers who may a9k to be relieved from
the duty of giving Bible instruction will thereby debar themselvs from promotion and make themselvs obnoxious to some managers and members of the board.
Under these circumstances we most respectfully and earnestly appeal that the circular may be withdrawn, and until such withdrawal is carried out we feel that we cannot
conscientiously cuntinne the instruction, and we therefore respectfully ask to be relieved of the duty.
OTHER PROTESTS.
It is encouraging to friends of Secular education
to find that orthodox bigotry in this matter is
meeting with unmistakable condemnation from all
parts of the country and even from some prominent
churchmen. At the sitting of the National Conference of the Unitarian and Free churches at
Manchester last week the policy of the London
School board was very adversely criticised. · A

of the conference and adding :
We protest against any such instruction as an outrage
upon the minds of children, as involving a religions test
which no school board has any right to impose upon its
teachers, and as introducing a teaching of sectarian dogma~ at the public expense. We thank the minority of the
board for the resolute way in which they hav opposed this
measure, and hereby call upon all friends of liberty to
unite in condemning a policy which if finally carried
out in London must inevitably lead to dissension
throughout the country, and arrest the ca'lse of national
education.
·
The bishops of London and of Rochester hav·
both publicly condemned the action of the school
board bigots. The latter bishop has published a·
long letter, in which he expresses the hope that the
next school board election will not turn upon the
re1igious questions which were raised in the recent
controversy within the board. - The bishop may
continue to hope, but in vain. It is now too late and
the orthodox party will hav to _suffer the consequences of t h. eir f oolhardy actions. It is curious
to note that at the same time there comes. from
Dean Gregory of St, Paul's a wail on behalf of the
poor voluntary schools, badly equipped and badly
supported. And it is for these weaklings that the
board schools are being neglected.

THE NATIONAL SECULAR SOCIETY,
The question whether or not the education of
our board schools is to be corrupted by being
burdened with theological nonsense must be decided at the school board election which will take
place in November next. In the meantime the
National Secular Society is not idle. Before these
"Notes" are read in the United States and Canada a
pamphlet written under the auspices of the executiv
will be circulated throughout London by thousands.
It will contain a full statement of the position
taken in the struggle by the Secula1· party. Moreover, it is intended to run Secular candidates at the
coming elections in London· and in the provinces.
It is my intention, at the request of the executiv of
the National Secular Society, to stand for a London
constituency, and my program will be thoroughly
Secular. I shall hav nothing whatever to do with
any compromise. Believing that education given
in public schools should be free from all religion,
I shall fight unreservedly on that ticket alone. But
more upon this point in my next '-'Notes."
OTHER VALUABLE AID.
The Rationalist Press Committee has published
a valuable supplement to" Watts's Literary Guide"
for April, under the heading of "Religion in Board
Schpol;;." J t is an excellent and timely manifesto
showing the folly of the religious instruction given
in the public schools and the injurious effect it has
upon the youthful mind. Among other useful information it demonstrates that Christian teaching
is a mistake and unsuited to children's capacities:
This is affirr:ned .on three grounds.: (1) Christianity
re;t.s on doctrms of supernatural bemgs-God, angels,
devils. None of these are capable of reduction to clear
itleas. What is God? Can man by searching find out
God? Can a child's tiny lantern discover the secret?
Why not wait till the Jew, the Christian, the Moslem
the Hindoo, and the Buddhist can agree as to what ar~
God's attributes, and then go and tell the urchins of Lon·
don? God is our father, says Christianity. Boardschool children repeat a prayer daily to " Our Father
who art in heaven." It is, however, well for the majority of London boys and girls that they hav an additional
hther in the flesh-and-blood parent who feeds and clothes
them. Some children hav only a heavenly father
and they drift into the workhouse, the reformatory o~
Dr. Barnardo's homes! There is an excellent organization called the London Sehools DinnE)r Fund, which
provides meals for the little ones who are neglected by
both the earthly and the celestial father. Even then all
the starving children are not fed. Hungry lads and
lasses, as the clock strikes twelve, are made to assume a
devout posture, and sing:
"Be present at our table, Lord;
Be here and everywhere adored;
These creatures bless, and grant that we
May feast in paradise with thee."
They are _dismissed, and go home to gaze at empty plates
and med1tate on the teacher's glowing description of
God's paternal love.. These thin~s are so eminently
suited to the capacities of the children! How easy of
comprehension is the proposition that the absol.1te anJ.
infinit, in w~om we liv and move and hav our being,
took the solid form of a Jewish carpenter. He planed
wood at so much per foot, and we are "bound to trust
and serve him as our God." The carpenter died, and the
board-school children sing the reason:
" He died that we might be forgiven,
He died to make us good;
That we might go at last to heaven,
Saved by his precious blood."
In other words, a London boy's rudeness untruthfulness, cruelty, or dhhonesty will be forgiven'him through
the blood of ~ ;r ~":ish pe~son long since deceased, yet,
stated to be still livmg-th1s person being a man whom
the young Londoner has never seen, never shaken hands
with, never received a letter from, nor hav any of the
young Londoner:s friends. The members of the school
board are educational experts, and, by the application of

dren. Or take the subject of "God the Holy Ghost a;
our sanctifier." . The teacher must not point out that the
natural basis of holiness-i. e., wholesomeness of thought
and life-lies in cleanliness Qf body and habit, in converse
with good people and good books, in good employments
in self-respect. No, .but he will tell how an invisible in~
tangible, imponderable person, having neither b~dy
p!lrts, nor passions, is the agent of purity, · Howeve~
filthy the child's skin or clothes, however grimy the slum
he resides in, however overcrowded the attic he sleeps in
still God the Holy Ghost is his sanctifier. Meanwhile a~
the lesson proceeds, the clock hand creeps toward ihe
hour of ten, Ten ·o'clock strikes, and the secular timetable bel!ins its official course. The teacher then resumes
the language of common sense, and, if perchance the
topi~ of bogies crops np, wisely warns his pupils not to
believe in ghosts. Next morning.he may find it needful
to withdraw the advice, for it may fall to his lot to discourse on ghostly angels and devils. How many sane
people honestly believe in the existence of -a: deVil or
suppose that angels haunt the streets of London? 'Yet
these theological fictions are considered fit material for
jnvenil study. (2) Christianity rests its doctrine on
supernatural events. The world is now learning to carry
on its work without any expectation of miracles. Science
and industry, political and social movements are prorooted on purely secular lines. No man looks for God's
interference in a scientific experiment, in the prosecution
of trade, in political agitation, or in social-reform. All
has to depend on human energy and human control over
natural forces. Why, then, do we thrust upon the undeveloped intellects of children false statements about the
:flood, the diVision of the Red sea, the resurrection from
tbe dead, or an ascension to heaven? The child-mind
needs right, clearness,· simplicity, reality. The school
board supplies it with false history, perplexing theology
and barbarous conceptions of the order of the world. '
NEW EDUCATIONAL CODE.
No doubt it will be of some interest to the numerous readers of THE TRUTH SEEKERin the United
States and Canada to learn from the official "Educational Code" just p~blished that there are nearly
2,500 school boards in England and Wales, with
4,869 schools under their management, and there
are nearly 15,000 schools under voluntary managers,
·of which 12,000 are in connection with the Church
of England, 530 are Wesleyan schools, 1,000 are
Roman Catholic, and nearly 1,400 belong to the
British and other undenominational managers. The
number of departments und,er separate head· teachers is all but 30,000, and 4,000,000 pupils are in
average daily attendance, while the sum distributed
by the Education Department for the purposes of
elementary education now exceeds £6,000,000 sterling. These figures are enough to show what an·
immense body of persons now exist whose duty it
is to make themselvs acquainted with thE\ Code of
Regulations of the Education Department, by
which the parliamentary grant is administered. Of
teachers alone, whose daily work in the schools is
mainly governed by the departmental regulations,
there are more than 100,000, one-half of-whom pos·
sess certificates of merit, obtained after a searching
professional examination. The !J.nnual appearance
of the Code and of the instructions to the inspectors,
therefore, is a matter of great interest to a vast
body of persons, and parents themselvs are now
showing an intelligent and anxious interest in the
conduct of the elementary schools in which their
children are to receive the instruction which is to
fit them for the battle of life.
CHA.s. WATTS.
London, Eng.

Female Sufl:rage.
I

The policy of woman suffrage is being more and
more widely discussed, petitions advocating the
measure are in circulation for signatures, and in
some places it has to some extent already been
adopted. It may be both interesting and useful to
inquire what are the reasons and .objectl!l that now
inspire so many of the fair sex in an effort to grasp
and wield the handle of state.
. Do these women imagin that the male suffragists,
in exercising the solemn duty and the in.toxicating
privilege of casting a ballot for a cut-and-dried candidate, really improve the world, and that they
desire only to share in the blessed work T Or do
they think that he, ignorantly or viciously, oftener
than otherwise, votes for the worst candidates and
worst measures, and that, unless they can counteract him at the polls, the country will soon go the
way of old Babylon T Or do they hope to get control of the scales of justice, and retaliate on manfor
so long playing the part of lord and master over
women and cattle?
If the last hypothesis be the true one, then
woman has a strong case. According to orthodox
authority, the first man that the potter, God,
moulded of dirt, treated his wife meanly-turned
state's evidence, which brought upon her double
punishment. Although all creation is carried down
in the fall, Adam manages to get on top, becomes
the head of the race, and a record of the male
branches only is kept. The murders and thievings
committed by them are piously recorded, while
woman is seldom noticed, _except as when giving
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birth to some scalawag, or as, in lump form, serving the man with God's heart and his wise son. All
the way down through the Bible centuries woman
has been subject to man's whims, caresses, and brutalities, and" it is still difficult f_or him to understand
whY everything that pleases him should not please·
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uncon~itionally opposed to female suffrage, loses. Heinrich Heine's "Heaven we surrender to ane-eiR and
But thmk for a minute. Has universal male suf- fools." ·. •. · The provincial synod of Brand· nhnr~,
has issued a bull which deprives every Chritfrage proved a. blessing T At the end of a century Prtusia,
tian that marries a .Tew or Jewess of the benefits of t.he
does economy m government and fraternity among chtirch and denial of "Christian burial." This in the
t~e people prevail T Or is not extravagance and year of our Lord, the Jew Jesn8, 18il4. ·. ·. · The prod.tscord the rule T Did nation ever before grow and vincial synod of Saxofly, Germany, clamors for the establishment t f a Protestant inquisition to prosecute the
her.
npen so fast and show signs of rot so soon T We
Now it will be generally allowed that man pos- hav: now in this country about twelve tho:usand writers and publishers of· books which " blaspb~ me" t.he
holy queer. ·. ·. · Bishop Gonx, of VersailleP, Franc~'>,
sesses 'not only greater physical power, but more legtslat~rs annually engaged, for the most part in has written a book in which ·he proves by chemistry, to
will power, along with his superior stubbornness i plundenng the states and nation through schemes his own satisfaction, that the only genu in "holy coat" is
and ugliness, and that woman is more sympathetic, for private gains. There seems to be a correspond- to be found at Argentenil. ·. ·• · Wilhelm Harnish,
Lichtsrahlen, Berlin, has been sentenced to one
confiding, and impressible. . It is now well proven ing relation between the number of voters and the editor
month's imprisonment for poking fun at a Catholic
that there is such a thing as hypnotism, and that number of officials ; and the salaries of the latter church invention. He had written a rather pointed artiman, more than woman, can subject a susceptible are often increased at the expense of the former t>le about the only genuin holv coat of Jeans. which is
person t? its influence ...When, i~ the times of :While promising them higher wages. To be candicl, found at Trier, Moscow, St. Petersburg, and var.ions
other places. ·. ·. · The Pope forbade cremation of Cathmagic, mtracle, and mystiCism, a priest or other de- Is not the man who has no property the most likely olics
some yeMs ago. An Austrian, Count Tlll'onca, di~d
ceiver hypnotized a fair, confiding damsel, the issue to vote for extravagance ? He thinks he has noth- and willed one hundred thousand gulden to a Vienna
was supposed to be a god, or at least a demigod, ing to lose and hopes to gain something. Good cloister upon the condition that one of the monks should
and sometimes the mother was specially honored. government, not personal advantage, should be the aoc.1mpany his remains to Gotha crematory, and tl;tat his
ashes should be deposited in the cloister church. . The
But it is vastly different nowadays, when a like object of the voter.
one hundred thousand gulden made hi11 " Infallibility "
transaction occurs in a Christian community. The
Stop another minute and think. When a farmer the Pope become fallible. ·. ·. · Santiago Salvador,' the
offspring, instead of being worshiped, is insulted, hires a lanaiess man to help. him he does not Q-iv convicted and confessed Anarchist; who caused the
and the mother, instead of being called" blessed," the man equal control in running the farm. And catastrophe in the Barcelona theater, is a very pions and
orthodox Catholic, who never forgets his " crosses" or
has the scornful finge:r of piety pointed at her.
why should such man pos.3ess the right in town- prayers, and who attended mass regularly. The church
The status of woman was low enough previous to meeting to vote to tax his employer for means to papers all the world over which stated that he waR an
the apostolic epoch. Then she was crushed. The enlarge and beautify the poorhouse T Without such Atheist must feel!!ore now, yet it is not to be expected that
will retract a word of their former statt'ment. . .
sainted Paul, who was the real founder of the a right is he likely to suffer in anv way T If the they
Mrs. Williams, wife of an ex-attorney-general of the
Christian'hierarchy, declares his God to be the head nativ-born young man can safely liv in the land United States, is the head of a new sect in Oregon. She
of the man, and man to be the. head of woman-a without the right to vote till he is twenty-one years says that she is the greatest :woman in Portland, because
big difference ; and, rio matter how mean and igno~. old, would any danger likely befall him if he should God speaks through her. Microbes, she declares, "were
in the blood as a penalt:v for the sin of Adam, and
rant the man may be, the wife is ordered to stay at liv. a while longer without the right T And if the nlaoed
it is only when the blood is purg€d of them that the body
home and ijubmit to his will and instruction. That immigrant can safely exist here for five_years without can acquire the condition of Adam before he had sinned.
Christian women should most admire the apostle exercising the inestimable privilege of voting away This minute life cannot subsist on the food partaken of
who most · degrades them· is a marvel to one who his liberty, why .could he not saf~ly contin~e that by myself and my people duriflg our periods of fasting,
and the blood polluted by the microbes is supplanted by
The only Christian privilege allowed kind of existence indefinitly T
thinks.
the blood of God. It is only at God's command that we
young women in early times was to become nunsFor the good of the nation and fairness to women, undertake a fast, and we cannot" die if we obey him, for
to gather in convents and do ·the begging. At the right of suffrage should be limited to those he sustains us. After a fast all passion is dead. There is
times one of them would be sainted-a bait for re- of American birth who hav reached the age of thirty no desire to sin. Married people liv apart and young
people bav no wish to marry. Will not this depopulate
cruits.
years, who own real estate to the value of at least the world with one 11;eneration? Yes· but do you. not
The greatest wrong perhaps ever done to woman $300, and who hav paid at least one annual tax on know that the millenninm is at hand? Why should more
by mim was his making her the principal subject of the same ; and all females who possess these re- children be born to share the fate of mankind? I am
my pePple to prepare for it." Alas! the poor,
witchcraft. Most of the accusers, and all the judges, quirements to hav the rigM of suffrage €qually with teaching
weak brains that come to grief in their encounters with
during that cruel period, were men; and of the males.
the old wives' fables of the Bible! ·. ·. • The species of
estimat.ed nine millions of victims. slaughtered on
Oligarchy! Oh, no! The number of voters religion known as male Christianity has struck in deeply
that charge under Bible authority at least nine- would still be large enough to prevent danger in in the South. Here is one of the many symptoms of the
disease. "The pastors of Savann~h, Ga., hav recently
tenths were ·females.
Paul hated women~ In that direction. Of course some folks will bristle expressed
themselvsnearly unanimously as adverse to the
revenge he peoples the air with spirits-mostly up with the claptrap claim of manhood sovereignty practice of women preaching or exhorting. Ck>mmenting
bad ones·; and some ·of his successors hav been vs. jackass-property qualification.
But, havivg upon this the Savannah FreBB says: 'Some women are permean enough to think that Paul's bad spirits could seen a trio of manhood paupers slily cuted from snasiv speakers, and no objection can be nrged to their lead·
their own class meetings or conducting Bible lessons
and did hypnotize women. Hence one of the poorhouse to town hall and there hold a balance of ing
at their Sunday-school or prayer rooms. But the practice
power
at
the
ballot-box,
I
entertain
a
due
respect
cruelest periods of human history.
of encouraging women evangelists and women preachers,
or women stump speakers will not prt.vail down here,"'
Now, can a woman who belongs to a church that for the jackass.
L. G. REED.
eulogizes the saint· who has so degraded her be
trusted with the ballot?
FRANK 8TEIN11R is a young nativ of Des Moines now
.Melancholy .Man.
At no time has Christianity treated woman as
abroad making a name for himself. He will be rememWhen
Nature
draws
her
mantle
o'er
the
earth
man's equal She has gained in that direction just
bered by a number of attendants at the West Desl\loines
And floods it with a darkness, dreary-cold,
high school as a remarkable student of history. It need
in proportion to the increased influence of FreeWhen all seems dead and silent as the tomb,
to be said that when Frank's turn came to recite in this
thought. In most Christian countries the wife _h
I then my melancholy thoughts unfold.
particular branch of study. Professor Call always bad to
A
most
secluded,
noiseless
spot
I
seek,
yet almost a nonentity in the eye of the law; and m
knock in his knees to get him to sit down, and to muzzle
has
cast
her
shadows
all
forlorn,
Where
night
him to get him to shut up. The professor himself, even,
England, not many years ago, a man could :flog his
And pacing to and fro, with heavy heart,
went so far as to admit that Frank could possibly giv him
wife with impunity, seize and dispose of her propI sadly think the man was made to mourn.
a pointer or two in history, from the theoretical monkey
erty and earnings at will, and forbid her to se? ~er
period all the way up to date. For reasons best known
My fevered brain prevents the boon of sleep,
own children. And some of that brutal ChrtstJan
to Frank, he left school a year or so .before his graduatMy heart is beating loud with nameless fear;
ing term. !>egan, privately; h<?wever, continn~ng his
common law is in force in this land to-day, and
I fairly curse the hour I first saw light
studies d1hgently. He left history temporarily and
should be abolished. But the church is in the way.
Of day upon this miserable sphere.
turned his attention to theology and philosophy, and
"Is there a God?" I shriek, in blind despair,
A few years ago . Dr. Cuyler, a Presbyterian miniscame out of his researches into the wisdom of the world
My
conscience
smites-"
Agnostic
thonghb,
away;
ter in Brooklyn, who had disobeyed Paul, was
an Ingersollian disciple. When B. Fay Mills was here a
I fear your subtle voice, your deadly touch.
year ago la11t winter, Frank took occasion to correct a
tried by the church court for allowing a woman to
Rule others, if yon will, with silent sway."
number of the gentleman's misapprehen~ions concerning
speak from his pulpit. He promised to do so no
the character and works of one of Frank's idols, Thomas
Why
rasp
the
soul,
and
torture
it
with
fears
more.
Paine, in a two-column letter to the Reg ster, which, for
Of punishment eternal, Elow, but dire?
Now with the above facts in remembrance,
reasons sufficient and satiBfaorory to Mr. Mills, and 9:nite
If God be just, wonl~ he confuse his work,
apparent to the casual inquirer, was not hoaored wttb a
surely ~oman cannot be blamed for .wishing to get
And then consign it to hell's burning fire?
reply. Frank aleo, some time since, tc>ok the liberty to
While thus I ponder o'er this time-worn theme,
hold of the lash of the law aDd make man howl for
except in the matter of certain vie~s advanced and asserWhich
slowly
seems
to
eat
my
brain
away,
a time.
tions made by the Rev. Mr. Sooy m the course of a SunA thousand fears and fancies fill my heart,
If the first cause suggested-that the world is
day eveninl!' sermon, and fathert.d a rather incisiv
A,nd torture me until the dawn of day.
pamphlet letter addresstd to the ~rentleman, which did
being renovated in proportion to the number _of
not, however, elicit a response. Frank attended the
I see my youth and manhood slowl:y pas~;
· voters.,--indicates the reason why these women destre
World's Freethonght Congrees in Chicago and dd1ver~d
A loving, cheerful mother, lone smce dead,
the right of suffrage, they should consider th? natForgotten friends and foes, too, join the march,
an address. During a conve.ittion there of the Freeural results. Should the wives of all Republicans,
Which fills my soul ~ith fears and name!ess dread.
thought Federation of America he was elected its first
vice-president. He is presently engaged in lecturing
Mv mind is slowly bending 'neath the stram.
and all Democrats agree and vote with their husbands
from the Freethonght nlatform, his engagements coverOn earth I hav no longings now to dwell;
the relativ strength of parties would remain the same,
ing a period of some three months, and including the
No more I'll linger in this vale of tears,
nothing gained; but should a wife vote in opposicities of Chicago, Detroit, Cincinnati, Boston, New York,
But find a home in heaven or in hell.
H. M. MEAD.
Philadelphia, and a number of the smaller cities of the
tion, the husband would be mad, his vote would be
East. In a private letter he irreverently refers to his
wasted, incompatibility of temper would be more
lecturing as "preaching " and to his lectures as "serChurchly Purpose and Performance
frequently alleged, family discord inc~eas?, and the
mons." He has met with success highl_y complimentary
hypnotic influence fall to zero. Thts VIew of the
The treasurer of the National Reform Association to his ability and not unflattering to the capacity of hl8
x:eports its financial condition better than for several years purse. The Boston InveBtigator speaks of the youthful
subject is not encouraging.
But the second hypothesis is more likely the true past. ·. ·. · The ~nnday~tes sometime since ~eld a ~ass heretic as follows, in the conclusion of a column report
meeting in Washmgton m behalf of the Blatr-Gallmger of one of his '' sermons" before the Ingersoll Secular
one. The charge that many voters ar~ bought ?r District
of Columbia Sunday bill. Members of the Society: "Mr. Steiner has a good presence, a good voice,
blindly led by partisan leaders, to obtam the sp01ls Honse Senators and ministers of the city delivertd and made a favorable impression at once. His ideas
of office, we will let alone, for one might hunt all addres~es. ·. ·. · 'At the College Springs. Iowa, '!onven- were clothed in fine language, and he was applauded
day in vain for a single fact to disprove it. But tion of the National Reformers, Mrs. Woodbridge, a time and again as he scored l'>o~t after point against
officer of the Women's Christian Temperan_ce Christianity and the church. He 18 an eloquent speaker,
would women voters be proof against just such in- national
Union was one of the principal speakers. ·. ·. · Copies a careful student, an original thinker, and a keen, logical
fluences? They, more than men, are now led by of Dr. 'McAllister's "Christian C~vil q-over~ment" w~re debater. At the close he was accorded an encore."
the priest. They fill the churches three to one. presented to the libraries of Tarkio (Mis_so~~l) and Amity Steiner will return to his home in De Moines about May
And when a woman addresses her pastor as "dear," (College Springs, Iowa) colleges ~o tram those vonng, 1st to rest up for an extended trip in the interest of his
•. nlar form of heresy in the Northwe~tern states.and EOpeaks of him as being "so lovely," we know eager brains in the ways of Bible government for parti
Correspondent Des MoineB Saturday Revzew.
America."
that she is in ~ slippery state of hypnotic susceptibility. Better throw off the priest before taking
Don't quote poetry in Vie,nna. A yonng wom~n ~
SEND for catalog of our public~tiops.
been sentenced to eight days severe confinement m Jall
on the politician.
Now, the reader who has bet tll3t ·tbis writer is because she quoted at a public gatherin~: of women on application.
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she would grow healthy and happy, put that of little likelihood of its being done, and if there were
Observations.
From present indications it is to be judged' that course is not the dramatist's scheme in this instance. no argument which they bav put forward could ha;
the play "Hannele," the suppression of which was Christ the Stranger, as represented by Mr. Rich- any influence with sane persons such as it is hoped
undertaken by Elbridge T. Gerry on account of its man, is a character that no Christian need be the constitutional convention is composed of. Their
alleged impious character, has been indorsed by the ashamed of, and although the angels on the whole plea is that the suffrage is not a right or privilege,
public and that its production will not cease through are not quite so agreeable personages as women but· a duty which they would feel bound to attend
intervention of policemen's clubs. I had never read ordinarily are on the stage, they are not offensiv, to if enfranchised, and their prayer is that the cup
or beheld anything that struck me as blasphemous, despite their wings, which are a misfit. The piece may pass from them.. If these an,ti-suffrage women
but on the representation of Mr. Gerry that "Han- holds the attention of the spectator, and is no more could be conceived of as sufficiently intelligent to be
nele " was such, I went to see the play on the open- suggestiv of blasphemy than the living picture of funny, their petition might be regarded as a joke, ·
but it seems they are quite in earnest. There are
ing night. My :first objection to it is that it is not Moses in the bulrushes at the Garden theater.
plenty of strong objections to women's voting, the
a play but a scene. The Fifth Avenue Theater was
I hav seen the advance sheets of a sketch of :first being that their participation in elections would
full and uncomfortably hot. The seat I occupiad
was constructed to accommodate a soda cracker set myself which is being printed in Mr. Putnam's nearly double the expense of the process,. with no
up edgewise, and did not fit me, but it was never- '·Four Hundred Years of Freethought." It is corresponding advantage to the public. This mattheless costly, and so I did not complain. The quite flattering, but 1 think I could hav made it ter bas not been put forward strongly by the antis.
scene opened and continued on the darkened inte- more that way if Mr. Putnam had allowed me to The argument in its favor is that since men vote,
rior of an almshouse in Silesian Prussia. Several write it myself intead of getting the Editor of this there is no conceivable reason why women should
inmates, who, it seems, are in that country permitted journal to do so. My biographer, I observe, cla.lms not, and I know of no other nor see the need for
to go out to beg or steal, were on the stage. In that I am "pudgy," which is a circumstance that, any.
There is now and bas been for the past fifty
one corner was a cheap bed. After the minor left to myself, I should not hav revealed, although
yeiU'B
an unmistakable inclination among great
I
am
duly
vain
of
the
virtuous
habits
and
untroubled
characters hav wearied the spectators in the usual
fashion, a robust yoimg man looking like a priest conscience that hav permitted me to be fat. numbers of the more intelligent persons to keep out
comes in out of the snow, bearing in his arms a There are many things in the life of a fat man of politics, to cease their attempts to govern others,
young girl, whom he places upon the bed. He. is which he would fain forego, especially if his weight and to follow the more desirable occupation of
Gottwald, a school-teacher, and she is Hannele accumulates while he is young. Ainong all the governing tbemselvs. I wish that the women like
(pronounced Hahnelly), alleged daughter of one girls I hav ever paid marked attention to in a life Mrs. Stanton and her female brethren bad chosen
Mattern, a mason, who quarters at. the almshouse. quite assiduously devoted to that delusion, I never to join this class, though I suppose that in the
On account of hardship and abuse by her putativ found one who was not sensitiv on the subject of a regular course of evolution it is necessary that
father, the girl has attempted suicide by drowning, fat beau, and I hav for that reason been at a dis- women should go through the legislativ period in
being rescued by Gottwald A constable, a magis.- advantage in the presence of other males with less order to get out of it. They must learn, as some
trate, and a doctor appear, but are unable to draw beauty, as I viewed them. It is true that this men bav, what an impotent thing is the ballot and
any information from the girl. Gottwald is more sensitivness on the part of the female disappears bow poor a gift is the privilege of th!'l suffrage.
successful and :finds that Hannele immersed herself after marriage, and that the conjugal mate of a The evils of an ignorant, prejudiced, bigoted, and
in the pond because she saw Jesus beckoning to chubby gentleman :finds joy in poking her :fingers vicious ballot are so apparent that no one denies
her from the depths. Evidently her mind -is over- into the adipose tissue covering his ribs, but that their existence, and we bav therefore placed legiswrought by contemplation of her misery and by re- does not offset the other inconveniences. For latures, the executiv, and the ·courts between the
ligious instruction. Other inmates diaclose the example, when pleased it is not agreeable for him ballot box and the statute book. These will remain
cruelty of Mattern and he is apprehended. A sister to be obliged to repress all evidences of hilarity for when women vote, and they can rely upon it that
of. charity or deaconess is called in to nurse Han- fear of shaking down, a stovepipe or cracking a the gemeral result, beyond increased expense and
nele, but goes out occasionally, and during her chair. He would like to be able, sometimes, to sit corruption at the polls, will not be a:ftected
absence the girl has the visions which constitute the with his legs crossed, or to pull off his boots with- Political reform is not going to be brought about,
blasphemous portions of the alleged play. First re- out getting rea in the face. He feels a trifle guilty however, by restricting suffrage to males or by disturns the cruel father, who accuses Hannele of for taking up so much space in the world, and he is franchising "ignorant foreigners." It will begin
shamming illness and orders her out of bed to re- bound to be squeezed in public places. He is ex- at the top, and will come through the large class of
plenish the :fire. In endeavoring to obey him she pected to be good.natured at all times. Any one which I bav spoken who are a law unto themselvs
falls in a faint, and Sister Martha, the deaconess, who wants a favor will pick him out from a dozen and who will refuse to be governed or robbed by
rushes in and restores her to the couch. The sister lean men. He is conte nned for ,being late at a the politicians and their mob of electors, male or
ag~~oin absenting herself, Hannele's dead mother ap- fire. He may find more pleasure than others in sit- female. As I said before, I wish the advanced
pears and describes the glories of the blest. Again, ting down, but in the enjoyment of this comfort he women had chosen to identify tbemselvs with these,
angels present themselvs at the foot of the bed and is called indolent. His clothes are as mealsacks, instead· of the others.
gladden the sufterer. Further on, the dark angel his hat as a bushel measure, and his shoes spread
1
In Cincinnati, the other day, the Rev. Father
Death is s~en; he claims the girl, but is "avaunted" over a large acreage. On a warm day he steams
by the deaconess, who recognizes him and inter- like a clambake ; the heat vexes him, and the sharp Dominick O'Grady, a Catholic priest, shot a girl
poses her "consecrated hand." Then are brought elbows of his neighbors crucify his flesh. Such is dead, his reason for doing so being that she rejected
crystal slippers and gorgeous robes wherewith the pen<~lty of the virtuous life and the untroubled his attentions and made him jealous. A few months
Hannele apparels herself, and lies upon the bed, a conscience by which I am marked, and such are the ago the Rev. Father Conley, a Catholic priest of
beautiful corpse.. The school-master Gottwald, with griefs from which my biographer in "Four Hun- Duluth, Minn., ravished a thirteen-year-old girl, and
the school-children, llannele's playmates, appear, to dred Years of Freethought " has torn the veil with was sentenced to twenty years in the penitentiary.
whom the teacher delivers a homily; neighbors flock ruthless hand. A picture of the undersigned ac- It is only fair to female members of the Catholic
around, and four youths in white bring a crystal companies the sketch and adds great value to the church to say that their conduct does not often
lead to the tragic and disastrous· results here
coffin, placing therein the dead girl. Now comes work as a whole.
noted, and that it was wholly irregular for the
Mattern, the alleged father, who is not aware of his
A. contemporary having stated that "the prefer- young women concerned to giv the reverend fathers
daughter's demise, and whom the neighbors hiss at
as a murderer. But Gottwald assumes the charac- ence given by industrial employers to the man who cause for such extreme measures. The priests bav
ter of messenger and accuser; Mattern denies his does not use intoxicating liquors has done. more to the women of the church fairly under control, and
complicity in the girl's death; a flower upon her sober the nation than all the Prohibition drum and a frequent repetition of these developments need
breast becomes incandescent; thunders roll and trumpet rant that has been uttered since Neal Dow not be looked for.
lightnings flash, and Gottwald calls Mattern a liar. first posed as a Prohibitionist;" Editor Funk, of
Some ot the critics hav shuddered because at this the New York Voice, says: "You forget, however,
I observe from Mr. Charles Watts's correspondpoint the mason threatens the messenger with per- that when Neal Dow started his Prohibition crusade ence in this issue that the writer bas been touched
sonal violence, but as the former is a man of magnif- 'industrial employers' had an idea . that neithl:lr by the beauties of returning ·spring, his remarks
icent physique, while the latter is comparativly they nor their men could do a full day's work with- thereon being quite as poetical as though he bad
undersized, no serious apprehensions as to the re- out intoxicating liquors. Their present attitude is thrown them into the form of verse. All the mildsult are entertained by the audience. Finally the itself one of the results accomplished by the Prohi- :r;tess he bas noted in the English atmosphere can
cruel father slinks away; Gottwald's somber vest. bition agitation." .
not be confined to Europe, but is quite conspicuous
I judge from this utterance of the Voice .that here ; and the posies are in blossom, daisies and
menta drop off, and he stands transfigured under
calcium lights as the St.ranger, that is, Jesus Christ. Prohibition, rightly comprehended, means that the forget-me-nota, some of them along the wayside,
He approache&l the coffin, clasps the dead girl's sentiment of abstinence has more influence than its but the most of them in pots. As I write, a callahands, speaks her name, and she arises to shelter enforcement ; for certainly Prohibition· can claim lily, which we prougbt from Puget Sound, all the
herself under his protecting arm. Angels and no practical results except in a comparativly few way across the country, to transplant in Eastern
seraphs are summoned, who appear in a blaze of isolated instances, while discrimination against ground, in the kettle where we placed it, now is
effulgence from the wings, and the master leads drunken employees is world-wide. It is no senti- sending branches out that remind me of my boyHannele up a flight of stairs at the rear of the stage ment which leads to this discrimination, except, hood and the bright potato sprout. In the park
into regions supposed to be those of ineffable glory. perhaps, in the case of Messrs. Funk & W agnalls, the green is spreading as the sunny moments pass,
Whereat the curtain falls to rise again momentarily and I am inclined to believe that even they would and in vain the park policeman strives to keep it off
on the interior of the almshouse, showing the dead prefer a competent workman who drank occasion- the grass. There's the cuckoo in our country, and
girl in her former rags on her miserable bed. That ally to an incompetent abstainer. The reason why his voice is often beard in our balls of legislation,
is all.
employers prefer non-drinkers is obvious-they are but it's not the English bird. By a strange conThough there are two scenes in "Hannele," it is more reliable; and it must follow, as a natural re- catenation of phenomenal events, the blossom of
really one, the curtain's fall at about the middle of sult, that when a workman :finds he can not hold a the plum-tree can be seen inside the fence ; and
it affording only a three-minute intermission, dur- job and drink, he will, if sensible, giv up the drink. the colored circus poster bourgeons on the rented
ing which the audience is respectfully requested by This might occur in New York; but if in New York boards, though such lumber in this country is dethe program to remain seated.· On the whole, the there were no objection to a drinking employee, I nominated boards. In the yard upon the clothesproduction is pathetic and what my Snohomish do. not see how Prohibition in Iowa, Kansas, or line bang the carpet and the rug, while the young
partner, Mr. C. H. Packard, would call tear-starting. Maine could influence him to swear off.
man's wayward fancy lightly turns to thoughts of
It would be nobler if Gottwald, instead of merely
bug. You can tell that spring is with us, not berebuking the brutal parent and then taking the
The anti-woman suffragists are exerting them- cause the sun is hot, but the Editor is restless to be
girl's spirit to heaven_, would throw him out of the selva . unnecessarily in endeavoring to thwart the sailing on a yacht. (Since the snow fell in November
window, after the style of Josh Whitcomb, and intent of theii sisters to bav the word male stricken and the wintry breeze.s blew be bas raised a crop
transplant Hannele to some old homestead where out of the Constitution of New York. There is of wbis~ers fo:r: ~e ~qs ~0 W~qer ~OU8b.)
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Coxey's horde of Commonwealers throng the highway and the town; Christ has been reincarnated in
the person of Carl Browne. In the churches contributions now are given with a zest fur the minister's vacation and the congregation's rest; while
the voices of t~e captains from the rivers inward
:tloat, and the people ta.ke excursions on a Coney
Island boat. Oh, the spnng has dawned for certain,
like the one we had last year, and when the snow
has gone again another will appear.
·
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of church and Bible. and priest and king, but when
it comes into politics and the sphere of the state
apparently wide. differences arise. · Two great tendencies are in the "people's advent "-to CollPctivism
and to Individualism; and it looks at first as if one
must triumph at the expense of the other. But I
am inclined to think that the broad-minded and
acute Stephen Pearl Andrews is right when he says
that the problem is to unite these two. Certainly
we desire in the future of humanity splendid individualities, grand personalities, great men and great
women. Can there be any supreme civilization
without these'! And yet must there not be throughout humanity a unity of action and a common interest 1 This, to -my mind, is the sublime goal.
· I enjoyed the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Bird, amidst the splendid sunshine and the beautiful flow~rs, and so the pathway of the Secular
Pilgrim is filled with the bright colors of hope and
friendship, and the toils of the future are gilded
·
with promis.
I lecture at Northport, Long Island, June 4th-8th,
and after that I shall push Westward on my year's
lecture trip. During the month of May I shall
devote myself to the Constitutional Convention and
open the way for Freethought work as far as possible.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

The "Sunrise Club" is a unique institution, and
stands for all sorts of looking forward to better
times. It is a reform affair, permeated with the
sociable spirit. I had the pleasure of attending
on Monday, May 7th, its club dinner, and I found
a very congenial atmosphere. There was plenty of
intellectual excitement, with the good things that
pleased the P.alate. It is rather encouraging for
pioneers to Bit down to a good, square meal, and
then, with a satisfied appetite, discuss the radical
problems of human life. It givs a brightening aspect to the forlorn hope. The question discussed
this evening was, "Is Socialism Practicable?" No
conclusion was reached, but a great variety of
bright and conflicting ideas were expressed. There
was no unanimity of opinion.
Starr Hoyt
"Four Hundred Years."
Nichols opened with what might be called the hard,
The finishing· touches hav been put on the plates
common-sense view of the whole matter; and I of Mr. Putnam's big book, and it is now in the
followed with a statement of Freethought democ- hands of the pressman. An elaborate Index ·has
racy, which, to my mind, is the path of political re- been prepared, so that any character or subject
form ; and then Idealists mainly occupied the floor touched upon may be turned to at a moment's nowith a delineation of what might be if human na- tice. Although the printed pages number more
ture were only perfectly right. Most any kind of than eight hundred and fifty, the illustrations are
"ism" would be practicable if all.men and women .so numerous as to occur at about every sixth page.
were supremely wise. But as we hav to deal with An ample Introduction sets forth the object of the
ignorance and crime, that alters the condition of the work and tells the reader how ·it is to be regarded
problem. However, we all believe in "Sunrise," in -not as a biographical dictionary, but as a chrona better and brighter day for humanity, notwith- ological history of the de~elopment of Freethou/3'ht.
standing all diffi.culties ; and it is well to come At the same time there lB much of date and biOgtogether, and view the Sunrise and its manifold and raphy. The frontispiece is Bruno, who, standing
spreading lights, even if we don't hav the same at the threshold of · the new era, looks forward to
standpoint, or see the same glory. So I hope the the great Ingersoll, the typical Freethinker of to"Sunrise Club '1 will long fling its shifting hues upon day; the latter, with daughter's babe upon his
the pathway of reform.
knee," holding, as it were, the bl?ss~m of the presNext comes the Liberal Club, with its heteroge- ent and the promis of the future m his hand. Under
neous independence, and this· time a woman dared the head of "Proem" the author, in one of the best
the criticisms of this Socratic audience, which is poems he ever wrote, has set forth the significance
always asking questions and demanding a reason of the group as no other could. .
for everything ; and unless one ha.s a reason there
There are twenty-five chapters in the book, with
is no use of talking. Mrs. Stanton-Blatch, ~ daugh- subdivisions as follows:
ter of Elizabeth Cady Stanton, was the speaker of Chanter I.-Proem, Introduction.
the evening, and she gave luster to ·the ancestral Chapter 11.--:Colnmbus, Vasco de Gama, and MagellanThe three Voyages.
name. She discussed that burning question--:-woman's rights and woman's work. She di? not deal at Chapter HI.-Before Columbus.
IV.-Astronomy.
all in sentiment, but in facts and logic. It was a Chapter
Chapter V.-The Reformation.
straightforward discourse and h~rd to .be answered, Chapter V£.-Philosophy: Bruno and Spinoza.
and the critics of the Liberal Club did not antag- Chapter VII.-Pomponazzi, Telesio, Campanella, and
Vanini.
·
.
.
onize it but made opposition only on some side ·Chapter
VIII.-The Critical Philosophy- Descartes,
issues. 'A dusky Indian princess was present, w~o
Locke. Hume, K~~.nt, H_ami~ton, and Comte, .
added interest to the occasion, and gave some qu1te Chapter IX.-The Final SCientific Answer-Momsm..
vivid ideas about aboriginal life and its superiority Chapter X.-Education and Ethics-Bacon, Comemus,
Pestalozzi, Froebel, Combe, Herbert Spencer, Huxin some respects to 'civilized life. It seems that we
.
ley, Holyoake, Owen, Haeckel
can learn something from the Indian. Mrs. Stanton- Chapter XI.- Literature- Provencal, Rab~l~ts, MonBlatch gave one of the best expositions of th.e
taigne, Cervantes, Mysteries and Moralities, Marlowe, Shakspere.
woman question I hav yet. hear~. She ha~ eVI.
Chapter XU.-Gibbon.
dently studied the question In all Its aspects, In the Chapter
XIII.- Voltaire, The Fre~ch RevolutiOn,
true scientific spirit, and sup~orts ·her arg~ments
Thomas Paine, Rousseau, The Parts Salon, Condorwith statistics. Her main pomt was that m the
cet, Volney.
v· gil Milworld of jndustry woman has always been as potent Chapter XtV.-Shelly and Goethe-Homer, tr ,
ton_
Modern
PoetsBurns,
Wordsworth,
hcott,
a factor a,s man, only she has been a slave. It .is
Keats Byron Lessing, Schiller.
better for man and woman that woman be free 1n Chapter XV.-Ge~logy-Age of Man-Age of the Earththe realm of industl'y, for in the end it will be higher
Order of Evolution.
wages for man and woman, and co-operation and Chapter XVI.-Evol.ution-Methods, Proofs, ResultsReligion-Morality, Progress.
not competition.
Chapter x-y-11. - ~od~rn Europe- Politics:- Kossuth,
On Tuesday evening I listened to the Theosoph·
Mazzim-Garihaldi, Proudhon, Bakoumne, Marx,
ical Hindoo monk, who is quite eloquent, and who
Caetelar, Bradlaugh.
.
. .
created somewhat of a sensation at the World's Chapter XVIII.-Modern Europe-Literature-Religion
-Tennyson,
Swinburne,
Massey
_H;ne.'o,
Zola,
I_hsen.
Parliament of Religions by his presentation. of Chapter XIX.-America Before the 0Ivil War-Puritans,
Oriental philosophy. I really cannot find anythmg
Abolition, The Yankee.
new in these 'l'heosophical speculations. They are Chapter XX.-Woman's Emancipation-Won;aat;l a~d the
Bible. the Church, the State, Before Chnstmmty.
simply metaphysics. But sin~e t.hey ~r~ a~ti
Chapter
To-Day.
. .
.
orthodox and help to stir people s ~~nds? It IS .qmte Chapter XXI.-America
XXII.-F~eethoug_ht OrganizatiOn- Amenca,
enjoyable to listen to their expositiOn m a pi~tur
·
England-Contmental Europe.
esque manner. The monk appears in his n~tiv Chapter XXIIt.-American. Biographical Sketches.
costume has a fine intellectual face, a pleasmg Charter XXIV.-English Btographica~ Sketches.
voice a~d without doubt is master of his subject; Chapter XXV.-Freethinkers of Contmental Europe.
The following names of su?,scribers to "~our
He ;easons subtly, and unless one ~ollows h~
Hundred
Years of Freethought hav been received
closely he is pretty apt to be ensnared m the ~
doo's dazzling idealism. Perhaps these P?ilo- since the last acknowledgmen~ a week ago. . The
sophical fancies are a good pathway to many mmds entire list, which is to appear m the ~ook, Will btl
reserved for the last form. Reader, IB your name
out of the bigotry and darkness of orthodoxy.
I myself lectured at Newark Sunday afte~noon written there! It is the book of the kingdom of
on" Liberty and Authority. 11 Th~ New~k Liberal Freethought, and there is nowhere a brighter page.
Arkansas.-John Q. Carter, Perry McDorman.
League is flouri -bing. The audience I~ ready to
California.-Will li. Baker, N. D. Goodell, Victor
listen to all sides. Liberty and authorzty present
Laine.
the most difficult problem of all, tu;td even among
Kansas.-J. R. Bnrns.
.
Kentucky.-Miss May Collins.
Liberals there is by no mean~ e~ttre agreeme~t.
Of OQUfB~ fill ~e ~ favor of a.bolishing the authonty . Maryl~nd.-Jolm R. Rarp.
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Massachusetts.-C. M. Bush, Mrs. Harriet C. Dodge.
Michigan.-M. A. Dexter, Francis R. Payne.
Minnesota.-M. A. Gilmore.
Missouri.- C. W. Caines.
Montana.-W. H. Culver.
New Jersey.-J. S. Shephard.
New York.-W. W. Ames, B. "F. Harrington, G. A.
Kenyon, F. Larabee, Eugene V. C. Myers, Wm. A.
Sands.
Ohio.-S. F. Fobes, Elmer Miller, Fred W. Raper,
James Roth, Alex. Scott.
Oregon.-Miss LUla Turney.
Pennsylvania.-C. J. Curtis, Ed. W. Dewey.
Texas.-T. Theo. Colwick, M. H. Goldowsky, G. S.
Lincoln M. D., B. C. Murray, R Peterson.
Washine:ton.-C. W. Samis, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Seide,
J. S. Martin.
West V.irginia.-Geo. W. Robinson.
Wisconsin.- James H. Wilson.
Canada.-Joeeph Fortier.

Lectures and M.eetlngs.
THill Milwaukee Liberal Club meets at Severance Hall,
421 Milwaukee street, every Sunday at 7.80 P.M.
Tm: Radical Library meets in Skerrett's Hall, Ridge
avenue and Green street, Philadelphia. Open on Tuea ·
day, 7.80 to 10 P.M.
Tm: First Secular Church of Portland, Or., meets in
Central Labor Council Hall, 170! Second street near
Yamhill, every Sunday at 7.80 P. M. Katie Kehm
Smith, lecturer. Sunday-school in same place at 12:80 P. u.
THill Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday evening in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for May:
May 11th-" Liberty and Authority," S. P. Putnam.
T. B. Wakeman, Henry Rowley. Samuel P. Putnam
and Joseph Warwick, so far constitute the speakers
for the Paine Celebration at New Rochelle on May 80th.
There will be others, and a splendid and lively program may confidently be expected.
·
FRmNDSRIP LIBERAL LmAGUB of Philadelphia will
commemorate the annivers~~ory of Stephen Girard's birth
with appropriate exercises, Sunday. May 20th, at 2.80 and
7 80 P M., in Warner's Hall, Broad and Wallace streets.
Able talent has been secured for this occasion, and having a commodious hall with a seating capacity for one
thousand people, Liberals are cordially invited to participate.
'
Gmo. LoNGFORD, Sec.
Tm: WOMIIIN's LmliiRAL LliiAGUl!l, of Philadelphia, meets
in the Skerrett Building, Ridge avenue and Green street,
Tuesday evenin~s at 8 o'clock. Admission free. All are
welcome. Radical Library open 7.80 to 10 P.M. Program for May:
.
May 15th-" Esqentials of Socialism," Dr. G. Metzler.
May 22d-" Woman and Single Tax," Gear~e Stephens.
May 29th-" Woman in Journalism," Mrs. T. H. Symon,
Sec. U.L.L.
ON Friday last, at the Manhattan Liberal Olub, Mrs.
Stanton-Blatch, daughter of Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
spoke upon ''The Economic Freedom of Women." Notwithstandin~ that adverse criticism wa~ invited, the critics commended the lecture in every way. It was an aPpeal for the economic freedom of women, a plea for the
better management of children, and cooperation in the
affairs of home. The lecturer did not flee any reason
why men should not help themselvs · more, instead of
thrusting S'l much upon women, using valuable time,
which could be employed better than in sewing on buttons, and doing otheJ,' things which men could do just as
well.
MRs. EMMA BEOXWITR spoke last Sunday before the
Brooklyn Philosophical Association on ''Where Are We
At? From a Woman's Standpoint." It was an interestin~ lecture, containing many facts and spl'inkled with
bright remarks. Looking at things from a bookkeeping
standpoint, she· thought that socially and religiously we
had a balance on the rie:ht side, bnt in. politics there was
a deficit somewhere and the lecturer was not sure where
we would come out. She thought that no person should
be allowed to vote until he had resided here for 21 years,
and that America should hav absolute monetary independence.
Tm: Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings
every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock in Long Island Business College, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
Driggs avenues. Program of lectures for May: . .
May 18th-" Liberty and Authority," S. P. Putnam.
May 20th-" The Science of Life," Rev. F. E. Mason.
May 27th-" A Study of Shelley," Henry Rowley. Concludin~ meeting; report of season's work; vocal and
instl'umental music.
May 30th, Decoration Day.--Paine Celebration at New
Rochelle. Tickets, including railroad fare, 50 cents.
Tickets are exchangeable for railroad ticket to New
Rochelle and return by special train of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford R. R. Co., which will leave
Grand Central Depot at 12.80 P.M. The retnrn ticket
from New Rochelle will be good on any train during
the day.

---------4---------

Sunday-school Teacher: "Now, who can tell me
why Satan was cursed T Hold up your hand."
Dave : "'Cause he told the truth.''
A high, broad forehead is like a red rag to a
priest. The boy built on that plan will eat of the
tree of knowledge and tell the truth about it, even
if he is alone in a neighborhood of Christian liars,
slanderers, and gossips who are ready to vilify intelligence by any low means in order to carry their
precinct for the master who ordered all the men,
women, and little children killed, "saving only the
maidens alive" for purposes which are excluded
from the United States mail unless religiously connected with the postmaster-general.
·
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fined $50 and costs. The parties who furnish the convicting evidence get half the
fine. If the person fined is poor, he ia
.A. Veteran's Order.
sent to the workhouse as a slave to this
most Christian state, the state paying the
WYOMING, !A., April23, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $1 for ten informer. Sunday patroling will pay betcopies of the arguments on taxing church ter than fishing. I hereby recommend the
legislators of Ohio to study Remsburg on
property.
ABNER KIMBALL.
Sabbath-breaking.
For the .A.dvancfment of Freethought.
Yours for a perpetuation of constitutional liberty,
SAM. C. WESTFALL.
So:wHo, KY., A.pril19, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2. Yon
Wettstein Cannot Faze Him.
may use same for the advancement of
Freethonght in a way that yon think will
URBANA, 0., April 24, 1894. ·
M. F. BALEE.
do the most good.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $6 for subscription. Now I don't want to tell stories
Would Make a Strong Team.
or make excuses, for I did the best I could.
ZURICH, KAN., A.pril18, 1894.
Almost all Freethinkers are poor; no
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 to extend millionaires among us. I wish there were.
my subscription. If it were not for your
I am not able to get "Four Hundred
paper I do not know where I would turn Years of Freethongh.t" and other books I
to find out what the Christians are doing want, but think I shall soon.
in Congress in trying to get God into our
I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER from
Constitution. I think that will never be the start and I hav not yet seen an arguaccomplished, at least, not while we hav ment that could knock me out of the true
men like Putnam defending our cause. principle of Spiritualism, but I ·hav no
I do wish R. G. Ingersoll would take controversy with Materialists. I havbeen
hold with Putnam; they, combined, would there, but I l:Jav progressed and that is the
make a strong team to fight the dastardly line upon which we can work,to kill orthohypocrite.
S. I. CLEAVELAND.
doxy and every man-made god. If I hav
to stop the paper it will.be because I am
Since Bennett's Arrest.
not able to pay.
WM. H. BAXTER.
FINDLEY, MIOH., May 1, 1894.
Some Que&tfons.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $6.50 for
LocKwooD, WAsH., Feb: 4, 1894,
THE TRUTH SEEKER and "Four Hundred
Yeors of Freethonght." I am rather late
MR. EDITOR: Please permit me to ask a
with my remittance. I hav been trying to few questions. What would be the most
get a new subscriber to send· along with benefit to the human family, science and
mine, but the times are so hard I could not facts or religion and faith? Would it be
make it out. I hav been a Freethinker any more trouble for a god to giv us facts
ever since I can remember ; hav taken than it would be to giv faith? Who hav
and read THE TRUTH SEEKER with interest been fighting Ecience from its infancy?
ever since D. l\f. Bennett was arrested at Hav they been the so-called devil's people,
Watkins by that orthodox band. I am the Infidels, or hav they been the sowell pleal'!ed with the paper, and expect to called God's people, the Christians?
take it as long as I liv, if I can raise the W onld the world be better off without scistamps.
M. A. DEXTER.
ence than it would with science? Will
some Christian friend who is well versed
Truthful and Reliable.
in history please answer the above quesLEON, N.Y., April 30, 1894.
tions? For an ill nstration: If it could
MR. EDITOR: I send in registered letter be possible for two parties to start out in
$2, to extend my subscription to the end opposit directions on a straight line, and
of the year. There are many things of in- travel a billion years and a billion miles a
terest, both to Secularists and church be- second, what do yon li!nppose each party
lievers, now pending, and I find that THE would find God doing at his journey's
TRUTH SEEKER givs information more di- end? And do yon suppose little brother
rect and reliable in regard to such matters God-Jesns would hav himself spread out
than can be found in other publications from one party to the other?
within my reach. .
Yours truly,
H. 0. CROOKER.
It is highly important that both Secularists and church believers keep themselvs
Our Reward When Reason Rules.
posted on pending issues, and I _think
VERA CRuz, IND., Feb. 12, 1894.
your paper has, or should hav, credit for
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3, renewal
being truthful and reliable on such mat- of my subscription for one year. I tried
ters. Truly yonrfl,
E. C. DuRFEE.
in vain to get some Liberals to join me. I
went to Bluffton, our county seat, on pur·
Not Enough Free Soup.
pose, but failed. They all say the paper is
SKowHEGAN, ME, April 24, 1894.
too dear. Well, we know, but the number
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5, for which of truth-loving people is -so small that I
send me Ingersoll's lectures in one vol- know yon are not getting very rich, even
ume. We expect to hav this talented at this rate.
·
orator in this city in September.
·
The InveBtigat01·, the Freethinker, the
We hav had two hundred and fifty of Independent Pulpit, etc., all good, are
God's chosen ones in our city the past swamping my table with sample CC'pies.
week, being in attendance at the Meth- Well. after deliberation, I thought I would
odist Episcopal Conference. They hav stick by yon. I may hav " an ax to grind "
ml\de Colonel Ingersoll's visit a positiv by and by, brother. and as I am a poor
necessity, for they hav preached "hell-fire man, I am not. very saucy.
and damnation" quite strongly, and the
I would very much like to hav Putnam's
atmosphere needs cooling, and they must "Four Hundred Years of Fnethimght, •'
know ''What [they] can do to be saved."
but I cannot reach it now.
Considering the fact that the conference
Tell the Liberals all over the world for
had not been held in Skowhegan for thirty me, that as the light of reason dawns the
years, many were grieved, and. I think the cause of truth against error will prevail,
ministers most of all, to think that eighty when we may obtain our reward.
members had to stop at the hotel and pay
Fraternally,
J. M. MTLLER.
board.
DR. F. S. BIGELOW.
''Infidel" Grates on the Ear.
What is the Matter in Obio ~
SAN C'ARLos, A. T., Feb. 9, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Your .interesting journal
SHYVILLE, OHio, A.pril9, 1894.
. MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2. Apply is gladly received here each week by the
$1 on subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, few who are inclined to our way of thinkand send me '' Men, Women, 11ond God~," ing, and is read by quite a number who do
"Sabbath Breaking," "Thumbscrew and not openly profess to ·be of Freethonght
Rack," and "Self-Contradictions of the opinions.
The rather harsh term " Infidel" deters
Bible." I am sorry that I cannot send yon
any new subscribers, as I had expected. many a person from avowing his true
There are a number of Liberals in this part thoughts in public, but the fact that he
of the country, but they are apat4etic. A. harbors these ideas, no matter how deeply
number of them are teachers like myself. hidden within him, shows us that sound
Ohio is becoming so Christianized that I common sense is in the ascendant and will
think God will soon resign as celestial king eventually gain the day. Religion has been the curse of mankind
to become presiding officer in the Ohio
legislature. If I hav not been misin- from time immemorial. Directly or indiformed, a man who thinks so lightly of rectly, it has caused war, persecutions,
God's day as to fish on said day may be famin, insanity, murder-in fact, nearl'

everything detrimental to the good of
mankind, which it. so zealously claims .to
protect. Our lunatic asylums are crowded
to overflowing by victims of this baleful
superstition. Even those who are proof
against the wiles of this social monster,
but lack courage and determination to
proclaim their honest opinions, willingly
and knowingly pursue their way through
this vast net-work of hypocrisy and illusion, with no thought or consideration except when their gains are affected by it.
With most sincere hopes of prosperity
and success for your truly interesting·
sheet, I am, respectfully yours,
H. M. MEAD.
Hopeful, and Prospectivly Generous.
RIDGEWAY, ·N. Y., April 28, 1894. ·
MR. EDIToR: I hav just been ·reading
pages 250-51 of your issue of April 21st
and I find so much to commend in all of
them, but particularly the letters of W. F.
Jamieson, S. G. Etheridge, G. A. Boyd,
Overmyer's speech, ·and the Editor's reply
to Peter Wessel's letter, that I wish to
heartily indorse and commend them ali.
I hav been passing through severe financial embarrassments for the past seven
years, so I hav been unable to support the
cause of truth as against superstition all
freely as I would hav been pleased to do.
My financial prospects, howeyer, are
now looking brighter and if realized will
involve a change of residence to another
state, when, if my hopes are not delnsiv, I
will giv a liberal percentage of my income
to the support of measures to prevent our
be.loved country being cursed with a theocracy.
GEo L. PRATT.
From a Hotbed of Orthodoxy.
1hw MARKET, !A., A.pril20, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been taking your
paper till it has become necessary .to my
existence. I liv in such a hotbed of orthodoxy that but for .TJIE TRUTH. SEEKER
and your publications I would never l:Jav
believed that the silly dogma of Christianity is on the wane, for here the bloodsucker still gets his sustenance by preaching up the horrors of hell; to which he
never fails to consign everyone outside
his own particular creed, and especially
all doubters and investigators~ In fact,
there are not a half dozen outspoken Freethinkers in this (Taylor) county. I hav
the honor of being the only one who ever
spoke in public against the Christian religion within this. county.. That was in a
two nights' discussion with a young sky
pilot of the Disciple creea, and realizing
that this would be my last and only chanct>,
I triE:d to hit the rotten old hulk of Christianity a hard blow; and when through I
felt that I had not failed. We will try to
hav Remsburg the Great to deliver one to
three lectures within this county this
spring. Now let me say again that I know
of no other paper that approaches equality
with THE TRUTH SEEKER. I admire the
wonderful genius of Heston. I am amused
at the wit of George. I fully appreciate
the untiring zeal of Putnam. In truth, I
feel myself a friend to all contributors
and correspondents of that paper; but for
solid food for thought, for masterpieces
of logic, ·reason, and argument, presented
in a manner so plain that the wayfaring
man, though a fool, etc.-for all these giv
me our worthy Editor. I would much
rather shake his hand than that of Grover
Cleveland.
The $6.50 is for the renewal of my snbB<'ription and "Four Hundred Years of
Freethought." Hoping it will not be too
late to enroll my name in that book, I am,
as ever, a friend in flhe cause of freedom.
wARREN O'DELL.
.A. Tandem Discussion.
RowLAND, OR, Febf9, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: The most of the people
here are " wedded to their idols." But
few of them hav ever heard a Freethonght
lecture, and fewer still read Liberal books
or papers.
The nearest we hav ever had a Freethought lecture here wae at Harrisburg,
distant seven miles. C. B. Reynolds lectured there four or five years ago, and
then there were but few of the orthodox
fraternity out to hear him. Colonel Ingersoll and Brother Putnam hav been at
Eugene City, some twenty miles from
here, twice each, and had good audiences.

There is where I. D. Driver, D. D ; claims
,to hav had a discussion with Colonel·Ingersoll. Well, he did; but he did his ~is
cussing about a fortnight after·the:oolOnel
had gone back to Chicago.
It relieves the doctor very much to tell
the people here liow he had a discussion
with the colo:nel in Chicago, and to tell
the people there how he had a discussion
with him in Oregon or Washington, when,"
as a matter of fact, he never had a public
debate with the colonel anywhere. Bnt it
is almost impossible for the doctor..to deliver a discourse at any time or any place
withOut telling his audience something
that Colonel Ingersoll has said or done.
Remember me kindly to "The Man.with
the Badge pin," and . tell him · that his
"Observations" are almost like a loveletter to mo. I hav never seen him, but I
feel that I am acquainted with him Indeed, I feel so toward the whole TRVTH
SEEID!iR family. With much esteem, I re•
main,
F. M. KIZER,
Eternal Hell and the Golden Rule~
SAN BERNARDINO, April 20, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $4, to
renew subscription and for Miss Wixon's
book, "Right Living."
We are great admirers of this charming
writer's stories, so simply trn~ to .life.
They teach a good les.()n. while affording
delightful entertainment. All parents
wishing their children to imbibe ennobling
sentiments and lofty aspirations with their
pastime reading should secure her books.
We once thought we had the truth in
the Bible, but thanks to your paper we
are now elevated to ·a higher level, and
enjoy a broader, clearer outlook. We hav
now ceased turning over such knotty problems as the sun standing still for the space
of three hours and the whale swallowing
Jonah, in the effort to make them harmonize with what we know to be truth.·
We hav now ceased trying to understand
why a God, infinit in power and wisdom
and perfect in love, should yet be the
author of sin and eternal damnation, by
creating beings whom he predestined to
eternal damnation millions of years .before
thev were born. We heave a sigh of r,elief
that this diabolical infinitude of malice
and hatred has been ruled out of the universe. How could any man in his s(lnses
suppose for a moment that such a· God
could hav ever inspired the golden rule,
"Do unto others as yon would that they
should do unto yon?".
Yet such is the logic of orthodoxy.
THE TRUTH SEEKER should be read in
every family in· the land. When \1 e take
our paper from the post-office, and .hear
the ejaculations on every Bide, "Oh, my!
do yon take that paper? How did it .ever
happen?" we nnders~and there are great
difficulties in the way of its circulation.
It was purely accidental with us, and, like
many accidents that hav led to great. results in the arts.and sciences, it has opened
the way to knowledge.
MRs. R J;J, KuFF~'r..

--

.A. Skirmish "ith Salvationists.
CROSBY, TEX., April 22, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I came in contact with
some of the Salvation Army yesterd~y in
Houston, at the cei.!bration of the anniversary of the battle of San Jacinto. About
two weeks ago I was in Houston, and t xchanged some of my TRUTH SEEKERS with
the army for the War Cry; which was the
cause of the rout that they sustained yesterday. As it is their custom on all occasions to dispose of their War CPy to all
who will giv them a nickel, one of the
parties yesterday offered me some, when
.the following colloquy ensued: . '' Hav a
Wm· Cry'!" "Oh, hoi Did yon read
THE TRUTH SEEKER?" "Yef>, but do not
understand it." "Well, read it again; I
think yon will catch on." " Oh, no.? I
won't, for Bob Ingersoll does not believe
wl::.at he says, and is a convicted man~ for
he has never said thil.t there is no 'God,'
and is talking only for money." ''Be
that as it may, Ingersoll g~vs more to the
poor out of his earnings than any otht:r
man in his profession " Salvationist fired
another shot to ·the effect that Robert Ingersoll could not buy a seat in heaven with
his money. Here is where I got in my
work. I said: "Look here,- my Salvation
friend, I do not believe that Mr. Ingersoll
thinks of a place in heaven in return for
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the 81lffering that he relieves by his charity, among other things voted upon was this: I I am by degrees gathering all the books I
and that. is not all.. Yon will hav to con· Whethe r.~th e sch oo lh onse should be used can, not only those upon our side, but the
vinoe me by better logic than has yet been for de_vo t Iona1 an d 'l"t
1 erary purposes;. The opposite also. I shall try to get "Four
produced that a person ean be cognizant sky-~llots and their duped followers came Hundred Years of Freethonght," which I
of an·existence without brain£1, and as we out ~~ f~ll· force and voted in "public believe will be a ~and book, but at present
bury our dead and their brains with them;· ·WO~sh1p," but vot~d out literary societies, I am deeply in debt. I am crawling out
there is no chance for the future existence ~aymg~
There 1s too much worldliness little by little, and if I retain my health
of man, if there be any. if there be snell m a hteraty society; that kangaroo or· for a year I will be on roy feet and fu
an existence, your Gqd and devil will hav moot co~rts should ·not be held in· any shape to look after my little ones. I was
a merry ehase to catch the brtiinlass souls· commnmty, because they taught the peo- reading "Why Don't God Kill the Devil?"
·of men; and ·also, your God and devil be- ple to be shams and liars." Being a far- to my wife the ~ther evening, and several
ing without brains or material for that mer, Tam not very well informed on liter- days afterwards my boy, four years old,
much-needed organ, will not hav sense· ary and educational topic!', and hav never asked me the same quest~ on, "Papa, why
enough to catch a SalvationArmyist, to say had the opportunity of reading. Bny Lib- don't .God kill the devil?" I hav not annothing about people who had beaten the ·eral literature;· therefore I ask ~11 the s~ered the little one yet, but I would like
God that yon· preach so· much about in readers of the grandest paper I hav ever to ask some of our clerical friends to do so.
Yours for truth, E. WILLMUNDEB. ·
every adventure that he, through the seen, THE ~RUTH :SEEKER, to write out a
priest, has invented." The Salvationist speech and send it to me by mail. Write
bolted at this.jnnctnre, and cast imaginary it just as yon would stand before an andiA Kansan Says a Few Words •.
fire and brimstone upon my poor devoted ~ence .and deliver it-one in favor of literaK IRWI'T, ,U4N.,
v.
F eb, 13, 294.
head, as is the case in every instance where •ure and literary societies. I will read
MR. EDITOll: Please find inclosed
and study and commit it to memory and money for renewal of subscription .. I am
yon corner any of God's chosen people.
Find inclosed $5 for Putnam's "Four call the· ·people together and try to talk a little short this winter; we in Kansas are
Hundred Years of Freethonght." · I am them out of such ridiculous nonsense. in a bad fix; cannot sell anything here
still se&rching for truth. J". C. HARVEY.
The myth-worshiping people hav organ- but fat hogs and they are scarce and do
ized a Sunday-school and are holding re- not brin~ a very big price.
To the Liberal :Press and Friends of li g10ns
·
· our new sch oolhonse
meet'mgs m
The pr eac ··eH! are making a vain effort
and are 1aughing m
· th eu
· s1eeves over .to draw in 1\ Jew fiFhes, but, after weeks
· Freethought.
FoREST GRovn, OR., March 28, 1894.
keeping out the young· folks' lycellins.
of steady pn'~ing, when they got their net
MR. 'EDITOR: As a worker in this great
My mother and father· belong to the. ashore they did not hav many fish. So
field of reform, I am glad to be able to ad- missionary Baptist chnr~h. My grand- they gave it up. The Abiah came to my
dress yon individually and collectivly, so father was a Methodist preacher. All my house a.nd wanted to pray .. I told him he
that yon may know what the progress and grandparents were church-members.
was welcome . to pray all he wanted to;
I hav read a history, or soni.e might call that so far as we were concerned we did
need of our work is, and what the few
earnest workers in the vinyard of Free~ it a novel. Probably some of yon hav read not go a re.d on prayer; that we could not
thought are doing in the far West. As' a it. ~ow and then a church-member will see that it would affect anything but the
licensed speaker under the Oregon State re.ad 1t. This ·book 'is called the J"ewish individual who wa!! making it, and possibly
Secular Union I began my work in Forest B1ble. When I found it was their ·way·bill. the hearer. So he went away, P.aying that
Grove, February 11th. The Liberals here from earth to skY I became disgnst~d with we were. a perverse and stiff-necked
are very earnest workers and rally nobly such silly, · ridiculous nonsense. The people.
around the banner of Univ~rsal Mental "dust" story; the big "fish" lie; that
I want to say, Mr; Editor, that political
Liberty and render every assistance in muscular man with the new jawbone; the articles in THE TRUTH SEEKER are not
their power to make our work a success. great cornstalk ark story; that big bear relished very well by a.ome of us, that is
Forest Grove has a population of about that ate forty-two children without any ·some of the subscribers. We are
fifteen hundred, and is the most creed- salt; the great destrnctiv quail story; and diverse political views and what one would
bound village I was ever in in the West. the story of that man who sailed np into relish another would not. For instance
The Congregational church governs the heaven, chariot and ' all, where' flesh and one' brother wrote about our legislatnr~
Pacific University and,high school. All blood has no business to go-such stories last winter, when some fellow at Topeka,
the churches are ml;i.ch enraged because I will . do to read when· yo11 cannot get any- calling himself a non-partisan, jumps on
am a regular speaker here. They are not thing better, but for mercy's sake don't this brother and proceeds to call him bad
afraid of the lecturer who comes and goes, take it for truth.
J"oHN ADAY.
names, etc. Now, I want to say in few·
who leaves nothing but a little enthusiasm
words that notwithstanding what this nonbehind him, but they are afraid of organ~
Will Stand Up for His Rights.
partisan says about it, the struggle of la~:~t
ized Freethonght. We organized under
GALLUP, N.MEx.; Feb. 21, 1894.
winter was between the farmers of Kansas
the name of the Forest Grove Secular
MR. EDIToR: Although not a subscriber and the great railroad lines which hav got
Union, auxiliary to the Oregon State to your very valuable psper, I 'see nearly the agricultural claSB throttled and are
Secular Union, and established a Sunday-· every copy by exchanging the Ironclad squeezing every drop of sweat and blood
school, where lessons in secular science .Age for it, so yon see that my friend out of them. It was well known that there
are systematically taught; also a kinder- Murray and myself can get two papers for would I e some legislation that the railgarten class and a class of adults where the price· of one. Not that we begrudge roads did not want if the Pe.ople's party
various topics are discussed, likewise calis- the price, but we are really unable to do got both houses of the legislature; so the
thenics, singing, aeclamation, etc., are otherwise. I am heartily in accord with all railroad combined and through the great
engaged in to the advancementand edifies- that leads to ·the emancipation of the hn- Santa Fe road they laid their plans.
tion of all. Where in the world could a m&n _race from the degrading bonds of These plans it would take more space than
Freethonght reading-room and circulating priestcraft, and I hope to liv to see the yon probably could spare to explain.
library. be established more effectually day that the churches will hav to pay their That great and notorious villain, Geo. R.
than here? Owing to the depression of share of the taxes and all sectarianism, of Peck, was the principal manager in carrythe finances of our country it is quite whatever kind, will be expunged from our ing out their plans. They downed the
probable that among the few Liberals statutes. It is a disgrace to an intelligent farmer members, over-reached them. It
here it would be impossible to raise a snf- people to hav such laws as are now in is a well-known fact that the rural class is
ficient sum of money to start a library and vogue in most of the states. In this terri- more simple and unsophisticated than
reading-room; but if each one who is tory there is a law prohibiting·an·work on those of cities and towns, also that the
willing to help us will send a book or the so-called Lord's day; but I hav not farmer is no match for the lawyer when it
periodical he may hav read that treats of heard of its being enforced up to date. I comes to trickery and chicanery; so the
current topics, the sciences, and all sub- hav worked Sunday as well as any other final result was that the farmer man got
jects that are designed to crushsnpersti- day of the week, in coal minesandonthe left,bntittookalmostthewholeforceofthe
tion and enlighten the people, specimens railroad, at work that I thought could well Santa Fe railroad, assisted by the Gould
in mineralogy, entomology, botany, fos- be dispensed with for a day, and also on roads, to do it. Now, as I said before, the
ails, etc., for our~cabinet, in short, if yon work that could hav been prevented by an whole thing was done to prevent, if poewill send that which yon can spare to giv Almighty being, had he so desired. But Bible, certain contemplated legislation
us a start it will be thankfully received. no, he allowed water to accumulate in the that the railroads did not want; for inSecularists, Liberals, Freethinkers; Spirit- mines on Sunday as well as on other days, stance, the Iowa maximum freight rate
nalists, let us each bend to the oars and and had it been left to be taken out any law, which is very satisfactory in that
work and help till we see the ship of prog- day but Sunday, it would hav entailed a state to the farmers, was thought to be the
ress, with every sail unfurled, plowing serious loss to the miners as well as the right kind of law to pass in Kansas; hence
through the sea of superstition and putting owners. . I hav seen a train that had gone the trouble. The railroads did not want it
into port at every home.
through an open switch and bridge; this and brought all their force to bear to pre. Address all contributions to A. E. could hav been prevented bad God sent vent its enactment and succeeded. There
Barker, Forest Grove, Or.
one of his angels or come himself is another point in this controversy, that
A." E. BABKER.
and closed the switch. It would hav pre- is this: Nothing can go over the telegraph
vented the engineer's ·leg being broken, lines of a political nature until it is conned
the fireman's back being bruised, the and scratched and hatoheled and pruned
He Wants Your Assistance.
brakeman being thrown from the tender and then submitted to the final revision
CARR, Mo.,.April9, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I am not a subscriber to to the whistle, and about $9,000 worth committee to see if there is anything left
THE TRUTH SEEKER, but intend to be of property being destroyed. This is only in it that would be detrimental to certain
soon; hav just received some sample one case out of millions that are recorded folks or combines; then, after it is thoronghly scanned so that not a truth or fact
copies .and like it ever. so much. !·know in history.
Now, Mr. Editor, I would not take up a in regard to th~ir plans to skin the public
no one taking it in this (Stone) county.
Send me some more ·samples and some straw to enforce my beliefs or opinions on remains, it is sent to the headquarters of
tracts if yon hav any for distribution. others, but I will do what I can to prevent the A11sociated Press, there to be again
I will try to get some subscribers. This is others from enforcing their opinions and conned. So yon see, Mr. Ejlitor, there is
and has been the worst preacher-ridden beliefs upon me. I am willing to do unto rather a slim show for any truth or facts
country that I ever saw. To show how others as I would that other-s dO· unto me, that would be objectionable to these great
much superstitions rot still remains in the and I want others to treat me accordingly. combines to get to the· general public,
minds of the people here: We held our · I am the father of two_ young scamps who Now, and finally, it appears to us-that yon
annual school meeting April 3d, and will receive the best education I can afford. should be very chary in aocepting anyA

oi

thing of a political nature from the Asso·
ciated Press dispatches
I am truly glad to see that your brother,
George E., has taken up the cudgels and
is rapping some of the schemers over the
head.
With best wishes for THE TRUTH
SEEKER and all its friends, I remain,
Yours for Freethonght,
s. M. TRAVIS, M.D.
Where the .Sun Goes Down.
April 20th, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Don't permit the idea to
long remain in the sensorium of E. 0. Roscoe that he is leading or misleading any of
your readers referred to as the "public "
on the· money question. Out here, where
the sun sinks to rest in the Pacific ocean
and the grasshopper sits on the sweet potato vine, we hav not a very exalted opinion of Mr. Rascoe's ideas on money, for
his verbose emanations disclose the fact
that several barrels of coal oil would hav
to be consumed in his student's lamp before he could write anything sensible or
worthy of serious consideration on that
subject.
Any man in this age of the world who
holds to the idea that money must hav an
intrinsic value is either a knave or a man
badly in need of information. Aristotle,
in his dp.y, .had a oouect idea of money,
and he did thus remark: " Of itself, money
is an empty thing. It has value only by
law, and not by nature, for a change of
agreement among those using it can depreciate it entirely, and render it unfit to
satisfy our needs." To hav money yon
must first hav a government, and that government invariably coins and regulates the
value of all kinds issued, be the various
kinds made of gold, silver, nickel, copper,
or paper ; and if the full le~ral tender quality is given to each kind, the same power
is possessed by all alike. Nothing Ct\n disprove this fact, and I challenge Mr. Roscoe to show one instance where a paper
dollar endowed with fnllle~ral-tender qualities, under a stable government, ever depreciated or failed to perform the functions for which it was issued. Gold and
silver are nothing but commodities without the monetary stamp of some government, · and their power to pay debts is
fixed by law. Let this government enact
a law that gold is legal tender for all debts
and dues except duties on imports and interest on the public debt, and make the
paper dollar afnll legal tender without anv
exception, ann the gold dollar will depreciate in value. Law can regulate its monetary
value every time, and the present value of
gold as bullion is largely fictitious because
of its being so generally used for monev.
Subject the yellow metal to the Rame legislation silver has received, and its hnllion
value wonld be likewise affected. We all
know that the great increase of gold during the California and Australia excitement led to the talk of demonetizing
gold as money, but since then silver bas
come to the front in such quantities that
t.he Shylocks and bankers had. that metal
demonetized, fearing the people might hav
too much money. When it was demonetized. its bullion value wa11 greater than
that of the !!"Old dollar, but since that event
it has stPadily decreased, showing innispntably the power of legislation to affect
it. But what idiotic nonsense it is to say
that until men dig and delve in the bowels
of the earth for gold and silver we cann()t
hav money to effect exchanges of Property
and pay debt~< I Neither one of these metals has intrinsic value in the true sense of
the word, fq,r neither vossessea the power
to sustain or prolonlllife, ]ike wheat, corn,
or potatoes. And if 1\fr. Roscoe was removed from the center of societv and left
on some desert with the opportunity to
choose for the support of life between
100 lbs. of gold and the same weight of
wheat, no orie can doubt what his choice
would be. There is as much superstition
in the reverence of some people for gold
and silver sts there is in the reverence of
others for the father, S()n, and holy ghost;
and some are as blind financially m! others
are religionslv. Let the government demonetize goliJ and silver, isrme nothip.g
bn.t paper money, and that ditect to the
people withnnt the intervention of Shylock
bankers, and we will beholii such changes
in the material comfort and welfare of the
peonle as the world never saw before.
Wbile we remain slaves to the suPerstition that gold and silver possess intrinsic
value, and money can be made of nothing
else and bav value. we will cnntinne to be the
victims of Shylocks' greed and the despotic
tyranny of those who control and manipulate these metals. A full legal-tender paper
dollar is good enough for
CoL. C.ALIENTA TAMALE,
'
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(SAiZarsn' s (j ornsr.
Edited by Mzss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to •wh.om all OommunicationR jor this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to 1~wer,
Comes a pause in th~ day'~ occupahoJ)A ,
That is known as the Children s Hour.

Two Pussy Cats.
I. THE PET CAT.

Dainty little ball of fur, sleE!k and round and fat,
Yawning through the lazy hours, some one's
honshold cat,
Lying on a bed of down, decked in ribbon~ gay;
What a pleasant life ron lead, whether mght or
day.
Dining like an epicure, from a co•tly dish,
Served with what yon like the best, chicken, meat
or fish,
Purring at an outstretched hand, knowing but
caresses:
Half the comforts of your life, pu~sy, no one
guesses.
Romping through the hOn!ie at will, racing down
the hall,
.
Full or pretty, playful pranks, loved and praised
by all,
.
Wandering from room to room to find the choiCest spot;
Favored little household puss, happy is your lot.
Sleeping on mv lady'R ln.u, or dozing by the grate,
Fed with catnip tea if ill, what a lucky fate I
Loved in life and mourned in death, !llld stuffed
may be at that.
And kept np on the mantelshelf-dear pet cat.
II. THE TRAMP CAT.

Poor little beggar cat. hollow-eyed and gaunt,
Cree ing down th 9 alleyway like a ghost of want,
Kicked and beat by thoughtless boys, bent on
cruel play;
What a scrry life yon lead, whether night or day.
Hunting after crmts and crumbs, gnawing meatle•s bones,
Trembling at a human foot. fearing bricks and
stones,
Shrinking at an outstretched hand, knowing only
blows;
Wretched little beggar cat, born to suffer woes,
Stealing to an open door, craving food and heat,
Frightened off with angry cries and broomed
into the street;
Tortured, teased, and chased by dogs, through
the lonely night:
Homeless, little beggar cat, sorry is your plight,
Sleeping anywhere 1 on can, in the rain and

snow,
Waking in the cold, gray dawn, wondering where
to go;
Dying in the street at la.st, starved to dea•h at
that;
Picked up by the scavenger-poor tramp cat.

-Ella Wheeler Wilcox, in Independent.

Across the Continent.-Continued.
Still the cars go rocking, rocking, amid
the Rockies. Piles upon piles of magnificent rocks, boulders rising straight upward hundreds of feet, make the wonderful Granite Canyon. What an upheaval
was here! What an awful tumult and convulsion of nature has in this region taken
place!
At Spinney the mountains are less rocky,
and assume more of a sugar-loaf shapebrown sugar. Grass lands are here and
mounds, and places are noted where land
sections hav been taken. "Snowy range"
is on the left of ns, covered the year round
with snow and ice. At Hartsel beautiful,
park-like lands appear. I cannot see what
may be the principal industry, but it may
be stock-raising. What immen~e tracts of
land appear! And I thought if government would expend some money in opening up these lands, devoting them to agricultural purposes, what a blessing it might
be 1 People ought not ·to crowd the cities
so but should follow Horace Greeley's advi~e and " go West," and our republic, instead of itching to acquire more territory,
ought to develop the resources of this
one,
On Tue!!day, the third of April, at a
quarter-past 4 p.m., we were at Buena
Vista, ·a lovely village in a valley with
snow-capped mountains around it, like a
row of stately sentinels. Gold mines ha.v
recently been discovered here in the valley of the Arkansas, which river we strike
between this place and I.,eadville.
A man on the train built the first house
in the valley here twenty-seven years ago.
There were no railroads then in this region, and the lumber for the little house
which he pointed out cost $300 !or the
hauling to this place. Most of the railroads hereabouts hav been built since
1880. This gentleman lived there two
years, and then left on account of difficulty
in getting out gold from the mines, On

the other side of the road, in 1860, were
rich placer mines. He lived there, and
w:ith eleven other men took out $600 worth
of gold per day. The earth for several
acres shows evidence of having been
worked for gold in other days, but is now
washed out, if that term is correct, and
gold is not found there any longer. Gold
may be found sometimes a foot below the
surface, and sometimes 400 or 500 feet, or
more, below.
This gentleman, who explained many
things that were strange to me, was Mr.
Abner BroWn., and he it was who taught
the first public school in Denver in 1860.
Mrs. Brown, also, bad been a teacher in
the early days of Denver.
The mountains are very deceiving in appearance. Although st>eming only a short
distance away, they may be fifteen or
twenty miles distant. A man thought he
would walk from Denver to the little town
of GoliJen. He fancied it about two or
three miles oft'. After walking six or seven
miles, he came to a creek, and, pulling qft
his clothes, prepared to swim. A farmer
remonstrated, and told him that it was
only a small creek. "Ah," said the stranger, "you can't fool me. I thought it
only a couple of miles or so to Golden, and
I hav been told it is fi~en miles instead,
and' this creek may be a wide river, yon
know, and I'm going to swim."
Nearing Leadville, the snow was quite
down to the railroad track.
Leadville is not a pretty city to ap,.
proach. It appears dull and gloomy. It
first came into notice in 1859, and WWI
known as " California Gulch," and between that year and. 1864 $5,000,000 in
gold dust, it is believed, was washed out
of the earth in this locality. In 1876 it
became the great "Carbonate Camp," carbonate beds of silver having been discov-'
Ared, and the place again became popular.
It has now a population of 30,000, and its
elevation ia10,200 feet.
I was as near the orthodox heaven as
perhaps I shall ever be, and the altitude
was anything but agreeable. My heart
fluttered like a frightened bird, and my
breath came in little gasps, much as one
might breathe after running. I should
think that a person affected by heart disease
might hav serious trouble in trying to' liv
in Leadville. The Continental Divide is a
few miles west of Leadville. We reach
beautiful Glenwood Springs in the night.
We rode through a tunnel about two
miles after leaving Leadville. This was
put through by a tunnel company, and every passenger is charged twenty-five cents
extra. He does not realize it, however, as
it is assessed on the car fare. , Leaving
the Continental Divide we begin the downward grade, going toward the Pacific,
running faster and the brakes are applied.
I bad a lone talk with a Mormon, or
"Latter Day Saint." He informed me he
was a polygamous c_hiM and was proud of
the fact. His father had five wives, and he
himself had thirty-seven brothers and sisters. Quite a family, to remember all
their names.. We had quite an interesting
conversation, in which Mr. Sheehan, an
assayer and Catholic, who is acquainted
with Colonel Ingersoll, joined. Mr. Sheehan spoke in highest terms of praise of
Colonel Ingersoll, as a high-minded gentleman, one of the finest he ever met.
I was in Colorado when I went to sleep
on the third of April, but awoke on the
morning of the fourth in Utah, and looked
out upon long ranges of stonv cliffs that
appeared like forts, after which we passed
some wonderful and majestic bights. Saw
another coyote skipping along, unmindful
of civilization and its devious ways. Our
road was through a wonderful canon, and
through Castle Gate, a magnificent spectacle, with great natural pier on the right.
For many, many miles we rode through
mountain scenery, beautiful and inspiring,
all sizes, shapes, and forms, rough, Rmooth
and ja!!'ged were the bights. And, now
and then we passed a little log house, oc·
cnpied by a·miner, who some day may be
a millionaire.
We reached Salt Lake City in the afternoon, and the train stopped long enough
for a drive around town, The city is in a
deli~thtful situation, in which are lovely
home!', fertil fields, and luxuriant gardens, shady streets, and in each one, as in
Colorado Springs, q.re two ijwlftJy tlowing

streams of purest monntain water. The
city is at the foot of the Wahsatch mountains, in which it is said there are rich silver
mines.
I saw the houses that much-married
Brigham Yonng had built for his numerous wives, namely, the " Bee-hive," the
'• Lion," and "Ga.rdo Honse." The Tabernacle is a queer-looking turtle-shaped
building, in which are seats for 8,000 persons, but it is capable of holding eleven
thousand. It is 233 feet lmig, 133 feet
wide; and 79 feet high. Its aconstio properties are wonderful, a pin dropped on the
floor being easily heard at any part of the
building, and also a whisper was heard
just as readilv. A visit was inade .to the
grave of the founder of this beautiful city,
by passing through Eagle Gate, an Mch
throu~h-the old mud wall, which once inclosed Brigham's private propertY. This
grave is inclosed by an iron railing, and
no stone marks the spot. Several of his
wives repose near his grave, and there is
Space left for his other wives.
This strange "saint" was the father of
fifty· six children, and when he'. died, left
seventeen wives, sixteen sons, aiid'twentyeight daughters to lament his 'loss. In
many respects he was a remark'able m:an,
but how he managed to liv harihoil.ionsly,
or, in ·fact, at all, with such a· nninber of
wives, when too many can barely get along
with one wife, is a marvel and a mystery.
We drove past the house of his favorit
wife, Amelia, a very hadsome edifice, indeed. Amelia is said to be a cousin of the
wife of Grover Cleveland.
. .,
The Temple, to which vistors are not
admitted, is built of granit from Cottonwood Canon. It is a handsome structure,
with waDs one hnndred feet high, and cost
$4,000,000.
There are glimpses and broad views of
that .mysterious body of water known as
the Great Salt Lake, for many miles after
leaving Salt Lake City. This wonderful
American Dead Sea covers three thousand
square miles, and is ninety-three miles
long by forty-three miles Wide. It is
higher than the top of the Alleghany
mountains, being more than 4,200 feet
above the sea leveL It is sixty feet deep
on an average, an4 has nearly ·fourteen
per cent of solids, nearly ten per cent niore
than the Atlantic ocean. The mountains
around the great basin are exceedingly
picturesque and attractiv, and for' miles
the views are of a most lovely and bewitching character.
I went to sleep early, and was awakened
by the voice of a beggar, who, while the
train stopped at a small place, ..had, watching the porter's absence, crept intp the
sleeping car. He wanted something to
eat, and said he was riding on the trucks,
but he quickly disappeared when the porter
came in sight. The porter said it was not
true that he was riding on ..the trucks,
though some do ride that way... One man
rode on the trucks for fifteen years. The
porter felt uneasy, and said the_ beggar
was undoubtedly on the train for plunder,
and he did not feel right until he had
looked everywhere, and wat~ certain the
man was not secreted anywhere ,in the cars.
S.H.W.

mail over on a large sleigh, and sometime s
people too. But when. the ice is breaking
up in the spring, a tug"boat bas to plow itS
way through _the ice to Spanisli river·
This is the day the boat starts, and now.
as I write, I can bear it puffing and tooting. Every month we hav examinations
on dift'erent subjects in our· school, to see
how we stand. The last examination, the
subject was Composition. For my snbjec
I choose ''Journals and newspapers." In
my composition I ·praised the journals
TRUTH SEEKER and Secular Thought
very highly. The other pupils wrote a lot
about several religions papers1 and .got
ninety-five marks (total, one . hundred),
while I _got only fifty-eight. T_he teacher
is a Methodist crank, so that· accounts for
it. Papa says that he thinks it_ would take
a professor· to make ninety-five marks out
of one hundred. Our teacher said that
skeptical men hav never made any mark
(at literature) in the world yet. I hav
named m_y doll Nana Wright Irene Mazena. A long name, is it not? But the
doll is strong, and I think she willliv under it.. I am learning to dance, and hav
been to two balls tbis spring. Do you
think it is wrong to dance? I do not, if
in good company. I think I will close
my letter no". Hoping yon will enjoy
your trip, I am, yon Freethinker friend,
GRAOE BRAZENN.
[Your teacher cannot be posted in literature or science, or she would know better
than to make such a remark. I do not
think it wrong to dance. Certainly not.
It is an innocent and agreeable amusement, but it must not be indulged in to
excess.-ED. C. C.]

Correspondence~,

Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144

W Amo, OR., .l!'eb. 6, 1894.
DEAR MISs WIXoN: I thoneht T would
attempt to write to the Corner. I ha.v
been thinking about it for a lone .time. I
am going to school now. I study_ reading,
writing, spellin~, geography, language.
arithmetic and history. I hav one ·brother
and one sister. I am twelve years of age.
I hav two cats and one dog.' The dog's
name is Cap and the two cats' names ue
Tondles and Dude.
I will close for this time.
PAINE D:aiVER.
Yours truly,
[Paine is a bright boy.-ED.. (# 0.]
Gomn BAY, ONT., May 1, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXON AND READERS OF THE
CoRNER: I now write my fourth letter to
the Corner, I hav a severe cold, so I did
not go to school to-day. The ice is breaking np, and will soon be gqne. If the
Cornerites will take their geographies,
tnrningto the map of Ontario,_ they_ will see
'' The Grand Manitonlen Island." At the
north of that great island they ·will see the
North Channel, and then on the mainland
are the Spanish mills. The train does not
come to Gore Bay, but to Spanish Mills,
and all the mails hav to be taken across
the channel to these. In the winter, when
the oba.Dnel VI. frozen over, dogij pull the
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Seudo Diamond
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..With Daughter's Babe Upon

His Knee"
A new edition of that splendid prose ll_oem,
"Life," by "the prince of orators," Co!. R. G.
In!l:ersolL It is larger and better than the old
·edition, and can be framed or nlaced upon the
table as an ornament. In the center of t-he oard
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby,
urronnded by the prose poem, which has been
truthfully described as, " one of the masterpieces
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kn ow, stands alone m the living world." It will
make a delightful present, and Will be a •onvenir
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women, tlie Spider the Iron Virgin Up to Date. the Execution Bell~ etc.
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cestors- Florence Campbell's
Hrentano.Bros., 5th ave. & 18th st., N. Y.
Fate-My Patient's Fate.
L. Jon~s;& Co, Astor Honse, New York.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Mr. Gd!!fberg , 72 Canal st., New York.
E. J. N1euwland, lOth ~ve. and 157th st.
R. W.,Tui-ner, 349 4th ave., New York.
C. Ry:a~;)~3 Western Boulevard.
J. H.illui!Sell, 124 Fulton st., New York.
CONTENTS:
Preface-The Ftctionof Fiction•-ADay in Court W. Winham, 388 Keap st., Brooklyn.
E. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester.
-Throw J in With the City's Dead -An Irrespcn ible Educat•d Cla•s-The Moral ReR. RenfNw, Jr., 190 West av., Rochester.
sponsibility of Woman in HeredityW. H. Leonard, 91 Congress st., Troy.
Worn an as an AnnPx -Sex in BrainBest & Co., 8 Chestnut st., Buffiilo.
Heredity in . ti Relati ns to a
New Jersey
Double Standard of MoralsDivort·e and the ProF. BraHhuit, 91 Belleville av., Newark.
po3ed Nati •nal Law
W. Walz, 87 Bremen st., Newark.
-Lawsuit ··r Leg·Nebraska
acy-Common
J. I. Freuhau.!J Omaha.
Aense in
Surgery.
G. A. Howe, .tork.
J. S. Stott, So. Omaha.
Cloth, 11; paper, 60 cents.

production has been f•· ·
eened eo that we can redllflt
tbe price from 11.11 •

$1.00.

Facts and .Fictions of Life.

Ohio

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
By HELEN H. GARDENER.

L. C. Collins, 110 So. High st., Columbus.
Felix L. Oswald, P. O.Box 700, Cincinnati.
Larwood, Day&Co., 259Superior,Clevel'd.
N. Hexter, 342 Superior st., Uleveland.
Standard News Co., 14 W. Tuscst, Canton.
Alf. Warren Co, 217 Centrlilave, Cincinnati.
D. E. Stubbs & Co.. Eaton.
Oregon

OM of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and Frank LeGrand, 65lrlrst st., Portland.
Strongest Lectures Against
W. E. Jones, 291 Alder st., Portland.
the Bible.
Handley & Haas, 150 1st st., Portland.
Pennsyl vanta
Every Woman Should Read It
H. Heyn,e, loth and Market sts., Phila.
and
:iKnow Her Enemies and Her Friends
l'rice. 10 cents. Address this office.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

George Longford,· 22 Richmond st., Phila.
R. Staley, Wood and 4th ave., Pittsburgh.
Rhode lsJand

H. Carr & Son, 1775 Westminster st.,
Providence.
•.rennessee

D.P. Henderson & Oo., Chattanooga.
•.rex a•
Snllday and the Sabbath. "A law re~PI E. H. Andrae, 916 Main st., Dallas.
lating human condllot on the Sabbath is an Im- J. R. Humphrey, Waco.
pertinence." Price, 10 een ts.
F. Ohl!'ndorf, Galveston.
Utah
The False Teachlnl{ of . the Christian
Chnrch. "The Thlrty:..~e · ~cles of Margett Bros., 76 Main st., Salt Lake City.
the Christian church are tlurty-mne poor. ;J. W. WilltinsonL Lo~an.
virginia
broken-down opinions.'' Price, 10 oents.
Mrs. E. D. Blenker, Mnowville.:
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of E.
J. Brady, Richmond .
.a minister's praying God to kill grasshop]~els,
Washington
or trying to induce the Deity to underu; e a
C.
B,
Reynolds, 420 .So. L st., Tacoma.
crusade of one against the Colorado bee e I"
Price, 10 cents. · ·
J. F, Riggs, ije11ttle.
E. S)tam,ser, l3uo~ley.
Followers of Jesus. Price 10 cents. ·
Sp~tnallsm: Is It a Faith or a Facti Sutton & All~~oirfl, 104o So. ~4 st., Seattle.
l'rice, 5 cents.
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
'
Was Jesus Insaoet Price, 10 cents.
The PnbHc Schools and the CathoHe
Chnrch. Price, 5 cents.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB.
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l'he oook bas had a phenomenal sale for eo heretic&l a work1 second onlr to Helen G~

· 111tJn, Women, and Gods," and we give our readers the pecuniary oeneftt of ft. The

"MARTYRDOM OF MAN"
cia verr interestingly 1119tured synopsis of universal history, showing what the race has undergoae
·-its martyrdom-in Its rise to its ptesent plane. It stows liow War aDd Religion have been oppl'jlftive factors in man's struggle for Libert:y, and the last chapter, of some 1110 pages, describ&s bll
Lntellectualstruggle from t.be animal penod of ~he earth to the present, adding an ou~line of wha~
Ule author conceives would be a religion of reason and love. The chapters are:.
'UT
Egypt, Westem Asia, the Persians, the Oreeks1 the Macedonians, Alexandria, tilt
r· l 1:1.. . .Pheniciaru.. Carthage and Rome, Boman Africa, tne
Arabs.

'B
Tbe Natural History ReHilon, the Israelites, the Jews, the Prophet..
qf esusJ the. Christians, Arabia Megca 0haracter .of MohamRELIGION• Character
med, Descnpt10n ox Afnca, the Monammeuans 0antral Afrwa.
~

cf

1

In

Ancien~

Europe, Invasion of the Germanl!t the Oastlf' the Town, tiM
•Church, Venice, Arab B.Pail).1 the Portugues~'" viscovere~ the Slave ~'r&de,
Abolition in Europe, Abolinon in !medea. Jnateria.lli-of unman History.
Animal Period of the Eatth, Origin of Man and Early Histor7,
.81'1m,m&ry of Universal History, The htlU'e of the Human ~ace, Tlil
B;Jigion of Reason and Love.
-... n4uoec1 from tL'lG to .1.00. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
18 Lafayette plaoe, New Iork.

L J. BERTY

lNTELLECT

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.
Sy San').uel :P. :Putl'\&n').·
tor the Bal:e 0/ Reltu1Am, BtablJea . Lf.Dertr/

Oeawatea to the .Amerwan 00TI(JreBB, ot 18112. w11.w11.

to the Heart.

A work burning with indi,ll'nation inspired by the Congressional act closing the World,s Fai
on Bunday-an.a.ct which practically united the government and the Christia'l chnh.
To which Is added llr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian
Exposition Committee of the Hou&e of Representatives against Snnday closing.
Also the following Es"a;vs and Poem~ by Mr. Pvtn-.m, whiclhave n11yer before been put ip.
book form: Orthodo::-y; Freethought; Man, Not God (written for a aip.e anniversary); The Statue
of Libert)': and Thomas l:'aine; a_llvem written for the opening_exer es of the Silverton, Ore., FrQethought Hall; Death and Life; The Golden Age; Shut the Door (a poem on the closing cf the
Centennial Exposition in Phuadelphia, in 1876).
The main essay in this won is one of the strongest arraigl!ments ever made of the religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of this cou .. tnr. It should be distributed widely.
It; has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in To TBUTH BEEXEB and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.

Addre&l

Price • oems: Fcve OOJ)1e• for e1
THE TRUTH BEEKER. 28 Lafavette Place, New York Oit:r.
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Jf ew ])u'bl {e~tions.
Unless otherwise specified, all publications noticed here can be had oj THE
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
named.
APHORISMS FROM THE WRITINGS OF HER·
BERT SPENOER. Selected and Arranged
by Julia Raymond Gingell. Portrait.
New York: D. Appleton & Company.
Cloth. Price, $1.25.
About four years ago the compiler of this
interesting and useful volume commenced
the selection for her own satisfaction of
short passages from the writings of Mr.
Spencer. Subsequently she arranged these
in the form of a calendar and presented a
written copy to the friend, Mr. W. R.
Hughes, F. L. S., who had bronghttheSynthetic Philosoph:y _to her notice.
Mr.
Hughes wrote to Mr. Spencer, informing
him of the existence of the calendar and askin~ifhewonldliketohavacopy. Anaffirmatlv answer being received the duplicate was
prepared. From this germ developed the
book before us. Of the difficulty attending the preparation of a work of this kind
the compiler says: "In all works there is
danger that, in eliminating small portions
from the context, the line of thought being
broken, the clearness will either be lost or
a wrong impres11ion of the author's meaning conveyed; but in the case of the Synthetic Philosophy the danger is even
greater, for every paragraph is a part of a
great whole, and though many passages
are fine when standing alone, all gain increased significance and beauty when considered in relation to the rest. My earnest
hope, therefore, is that these quotations
may awake sufficient interest in those who
are unacquainted with Mr. Spencer's
works, to induce them t.o read for themselva."
We earnestly concur in this hope, for
the writings of modern philosophers are
shamefully and suicidally neglected by
Americans, and '' Aphorisms " are well
calculated to whet the appetite for many
substantial meals at Herbert Spencer's
generous board. Mrs. Gingell says: '' The
Aphorisms hav been selected from the
latest editions of the works, and I hav
tried to make them illustrate, as fully as
possible, the wide range taken by this
unique philosophy, which not only soars
to the sublimest bights, but takes note
of the, apparently, most trivial matters,
showing that nothing is too insignificant
to form a more or less important factor in
the great work of evolution."
The 166 pages of "Aphorisms" are apportioned amo:f!g eleven chapters, the first
of which is "Education " and its mottodefinition is, "Taken in its widest sense,
culture means preparation for complete
living. · • · Acquisition of fitness for
carrying on the business of life is primarily a duty to self, and secondarily a
duty to others."
"Evolution" is defined as being "an
integration of matter and concomitant
dissipation of motion; during which the
matter p~:~ssesfrom an indefinit, incoherent
homogeneity to a definit, coherent heterogeneity; and during which the retained
motion undergoes a p;uallel transformation."
Of Science, the subject of the third
chapter, we are given this definition, by
comparison: "Knowledge of the lowest
kind is un-unified knowledge; Science is
partially-unified knowledge; philosophy
is completely_-unifled knowledge."
Of the spirit in which we should approach the study of Sociology,· and how
that spirit is evolved, this is said: "A fit
habit of thought, then, is all-important in
the study of Sociology, and a fit habit of
thought can be acquired only by study of
the sciences at large. For Sociology is a
science in which the phenomena of all
other sciences are included,"
That politics are almost hopeless of purification this would seem to show: "As
originating from ultimate laws of right
conduct, beneficence and veracity must go
together, and political beneficence will be
shown by insisting on political veracity;"
J nstice is better secured by prevention
than by cure. "Intelligible laws and a
good judicial system would advantage
every one, not simply by righting him when
wronged, but by preventing him from
being wronged." But with thousands of
new statutes every year, how can we hope
to ever hav either intelligible laws or equal
justice?
In the arrangement of this book "Justice " precedes ''Liberty," but Spencer
holds that it can only follow-a fact overlooked by most latter-day '' reformers."
In "The Study of Sooiology," Mr. Spen·
cer observes: "All other reqnisits are nn' important compared with · this primary
requisit, that each shall so liv as neither to
burden his fellows nor injure his fellows."
That is, translated into the vernacular, he
shall mind his own business and hoe his
own row.
' The would-be truthful man has a hard
taak,- for, as Spencer says;" there are lies
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told by actions as well as by words, and
ethics giv no more countenance to the one
than to the other."
'' I£ we consider how mnch both our
general welfare and our immediate pleasures depend on sympathy, we shonld
recognize the importance of whatever
makes this sympathy greater."
lt is evident that Mr. Spencer would
not agree with those religions gentlemen
who glorify suffering as the great purifier,
Jor he writes: "That happiness is the supreme end is beyond question true, for
this is the concomitant of that highest life
which every theory of moral ~idance has
distinctly or vaguely in view."
Compulsory moralists will find food for
cleansing thought in this sentence : ·
"Moral suasion is very admirable; good
for us-good, indeed, for all who can be
induced to use it."
We are very glad that Mrs. Gingell has
prepared ''Aphorisms " and had the book
printed. Ther~ is in it much of the most
healthful, invigorating reading.
ABRAHAM LINOOLN: WAS BE A OHRISTIAN?
The Truth Seeker Company has issued a
very valuable book under the above title.
It is especially valuable, because the .nnscrnpnlons orthodox apologists so invariably claim the adherence and the weight
of the name of every great man who has
not distinctly, openly, and unmistakably
denounced their barbarous faith, that
many persons are readily misled by their
vigorous assertions. One of the most
noted controversies of the century· has
been waged over the question of the religions opinions of L"incoln. Very soon after
his funeral, Dr. Holland put forward the
claim that he was a Christian. The claim
was promptly refuted; but, like many
other orthodox calumnies, it is continually
being repeated · by unscrupulous Christians.
·
For several years Mr. Remsburg has
been collecting ·material on this subject,
and his book presents us with an array of
testimony which should finally dispose of
the question. Reviewing and refuting the
testimony of twenty witnesses who claim.
that Lincoln was a Christian, Mr. Remsburg arrays a phalanx of over a hundred in
proof of the claim that Lincoln was not a
Christian, inclnaing his wife ail.d other
relativs; .his three law partners, his private
secretaries, members of his cabinet, his
principal biographers, and scores of .his
most intimate friends.
It seems strange that the Christian bodysnatchers should claim as an adherent a
man whose whole life was a practical protest against their crude theology, and.
who, apart from one or two conventional
expressions, simply, in his whole public
life, ignored their entire system. Can a
man be a Christian without being a ~res
byterian, or a Catholic, or a Salvationist?
If Lincoln was a Christian, then we may
all of us expect to see Thonias Paine
plucking harp-strings at the foot of the
great white throne. .
· ·
Mr. Remsburg has performed a muchneeded work- a great work for Freethought-in compiling this book, and we
trust he will be suitably rewarded by an
immense sale of it. Its 336 pages are
handsomely printed and very neatly
bound in cloth at $1; iJ!. paper at 50 cents,

-Secular Zhought.

Progress.

Plea·sure
AN

ATTEMPr TO ·PBOTE THAT

The Pursuit of Pleasure is the Sine Qna Non of Intellectnlll, Moral; and Socia
Development, and that The Promotion of Pleasnr., is the
Dnty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship~

:M:.

Lorentz. LI,.~·B.·. ·
CONTENTS:
Boox !.-'-PLEASURE: Chap. I.-Sources. of Pleasnre. Chap. !I.-Material Pleasures. Ohap. IDIdeal Pleasure~. Chap IV -Social Pleasures. Ohap. V -Pleasures· of the Sava~e, the
Barbarian and the ·Civilized. Chap. VI- Genesis qf r!)ligions. Chap. VII.--;Christianity.
Boox II.......:lNTELLEOTUAL.nEVELOPMENT: Cha11. L-PnrPo•e of hfe. Chap, II.-Matenal Plea.~nres.
Cha11. IlL-Ideal Pleasures: Knowledge. Chap. IV.c.,..Ideal Pleasures: Beason. :Ohap....,.V.
Ideal Pleasure.s: Character. Ohap. VI.-Social Pleasures ..Chap.. VII.,... Pedagogical Despotism.
.
. .
..
Boox ill.-'MoBAL DEVELOPMENT: Chap. I.-Morality. Chap. II.-Material.·Pleasnres: Prnderi"ce.·'
Chap. !!I.-Material ~lea.sn~e~:. Re,tinement. Chap. :ry.-Ideal Pleasnres_:··Foresi~t!J.t,
Chap. V.-Ideal.Pleasnres: C1vtliz&ti.on. Chap. VI.-SoCial Pleasures.. Chap. VII;-Vrce
Caused bl'" Restraint. ·
·.
·
.
.
··'
Boox IV.-SooiAL DEVELOPMENT: Ohap. L- 0 rogress, Caap.-II.-Protection, Capitalism, and
Socialism: Res11eotivly an Actual; &n ·Imminent, and a Pro'posed Violation of Individual
Soverejgnty.· Chap.. :m-Condition of Agriculture. Chap. IV. Public Schools,·the
Mene. Mene, Tekel of J:'lqpialism. Chap. V--Province of Government. Chap. VL-Onr
·' ·
Social Disorder.
Here are s~me of the verdicts ~n ·this remarkable production which have been rendered b
.
men who are in every way qnallil.!ld as.jndges of books:
This is a spirited, rattling sort'~f a·book that skates right along over the deepest subject with.ontmn h thought whether the ice is thin or not. It answ,rs ·the greatest questiOn...,. What is the
ns ,, object, mottve, purpos!!i and summum bonum of life, and the real can· a and motive of progress?
-by one word Plea.snre 1-:L'h.alldeus B. Wakeman,
lJe.sharp\v attaoks, al•o, modem methods of edn,ation, and in this he is most abnnd~ntly
borne out by the facts, an 1 his arraignment is practically unanswerable. llis b 1ok is altogether a
·cnrions and snggesti ve one.-New. York Oom.merotal. Adverttser.
·
.
The man who wrote this book·knows how to write a book, and knows what he is writing about.
There is not a padded sentence in the volume, not an attempt to fill np with mrds for la lk of
knowledge. The author deals hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for realities and
truth. We do not see. how anyone can re~d this book and disagree with the leading propositions,
The work is good; every chapter is worth readin:t. It is a work of common-sense Sociali~m. 'fhe
chapter on public schools ought to be pnt into a tract and sent to every teacher in the land. ['bonsands of sentences are worthy of being framed as political maxims and hung up all over the nation.
~he book deserves'!- wide read in~ not only for its literary style, which is clear and incisive, but for
IS bold, honest saying~:-L :·K. washburn. .
··.
·
After yon.read this b:>okyon will be as enthusiastic in prai!ie'Ofit.as are the eloquent editor of the
Investtgator 11nq _the ~allant President of the Canadian Secular Union,
Pleasure and Progress" has·_ 8118S~&geli; is-. splendidly printed from large, clear .type, on excel
lent paper;.and costs; bound in cloth, $1; paper covers, 50 cents.
Ad}ress.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafaye~te.Pl:, New York. N.Y.
By Albert.
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JUST OUT!

RIGHT LIVING.
By SUSAN

Ethic~

H. WIXON.

as Understood by a Student of Science. Sixty Chapters, as follows:

Right Living,
What is Hypocrisy?
In Re~ard to Concealed Vice,
What is Morality?
Consci(lnce or Moral Sense,
Beautiful Charity,
:What is Ignorance? ·
Selfishness, the Menace of So- Fidelity. the Giver of Strength
·Knowledge the Great Treasure,
mety,
and Honor,
Concerning Education,
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Value of Wealth,
·Conduct.• or Right Doing
Life,
Avarice, Not a Means to Life's
Virtue, the Tiluminator of Life, Is Reverence a Duty?
Best End,
PrndPnce, an Economl'" of. Life, Self-R!lliance,
Good Nature, one of Life's Best
Self-Control,
Blossoms,·
·
What Know Ye of Justice?
Fortitude a Noble Possession, Self-Res:Q!)ct
Reason and Free Inquiry.
Temperance and Intemperance, Foolish .Pride and Silly Prejn- Free Speech,
Is the Use of Tobacco Dangerdice,
A Free Press,
· ons?
Anger, the Distorter,
Rights of Animals,
1
Cultivation of Individuality,
The Angel of Forgiveness
Bights of Children,
Character, a.J ewel of Great Price, Observation a Great Faciiit;rJ
Human Rights; or the Equality
of Man.
Idleness, another Name for Loss, Perseverance, the Friend of man,
Industry, the Staff of Life,
Punctuality, a Promoter of Snc- Moral Cleanlines')_
.Value of a Trade,
cess
Politeness. The uentlemaa
ll.ecreation a Necessity,
The Difficulties of Life,
Politeness. -Continued. -The
·Games of Chance,
·
Temptation, the Demon on the
Gentlewoman,
Truth and Falsehood, .
hurhway,
Best Society,
What is an Oath? or the Worth Habit, Second Nature,
Progress; or Enlightenment:
· of a Promise.
Power of Will,
Wisdom.
.
Courage, a Necessity to Right
Fraud a Crime.
'l'he Poison of Slander,
Living,
Miss Wixon has taken a.s her mottoes in writing this beautiful book of 292 pages-which she
has dedicated to the memory of her father and mother-these sentences from the works of .a great
synthetic philosopher and a gifted liberal minister:
'

· As wtth the 'Ph?JS!cal, so with the etMcal. A beltef, as yet fitful and parttal, ts beQtn~tng to
spread amongst men, that here, also, there 1.8 an tndtssoluble bond between cause and consequence, an
tnezorable desttny, a law whtoh altereth not.-II~rbert Spencer.
Ltmng is an Art, a method o.f ezpresstng great concepttons; tn fact, the Muhest method, the
noblest Of the .Arts.,-Thomas St~t.rr !Gng.

Right Living" is well bonnd.in cloth and printed on good paper.
PRICE, $1.00.
THE GIANT DELUSION. A paper read beAddress TilE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 L&fa.y<Jtte Place, New York.
fore the Internation&l Freethonght Congress at Chicago, October 5, 1893. By
Otto Wettstein.
· ·
Intensely anti-Spiritualistic; very strong
as against the ordinary church arguments
for immortality; but from the standpoint
of Spiritualism the author is a man fightBy DR. JACOB :n.A.R.TMANN.
ing in the dark, or completely blindfolded.
Price 10 cents.-Progressive Thinker.
. An explanation of the origin of the God Idea, and the mental processes that led to,the formation
of idols and the worship of them. From the time of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reforma.tion and
his banishment for heresy and blasphemy against the Chaldean Idols, to Christ's comingi the _principal characters Are analyzed and shown to be human, by thought and deed. It is made p ain that th!l
peculiar phraseology, cant sayjngs, subterfuges, miracles, wonder-workings, and supernatural padding are "the :~)roper offspring of the then existing barbarism, ignorance, and superstition, constituting the peculiar politics of the day.
.
.
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:
The Universal Aspect.
Elimination of Waste Substances,
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theary.
The Earth. . ,
· ·
In Gsneral.
The
Cheinical'
Aspect.
By the Lungs.
By GEoRGE J. RoMANEs,
~~~
By the Kidneys.
A syste~p~ticEXI!!>siti9n of wl:!at may be tanned Th e Sun.
Digestion and Nutrition.
the Darwtmsm of Darwin, and mtended to be of Genesis-The Creation.
"ervice to the ~eneral reader rather than to pro- Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Elemen~ Substances.
fe•sed naturahsts.
.
Alcohol and Its Eflects on the System.
Mr. Homanes iR well known as one of the most The Deluge.
The Sonl-What Is It?
interesting of l~nJl'liBh writers J!Pon evolution, The Scriptural God-The Creation.
heRideR mnkmg wtth Professor Huxley in scienCreation of God-Abrallam.
The Mind.
tific knowledg~ and ahility. And this IS a part of The
Sin
and Salvation.
ltis ~onclusion regal . ag the great subJect of Moses-Confirmation of the }dea of God,
The
Ecclesiastical
Kindergarten.
Design, to which the · ::trch so often refers:
Samuel the Kin,pnaker.
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adapta- God Save the Kin,_g.
Rational Review.
tion or to those of beauty, everywhere throngh- Jehovah
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
Takes a Rest.
~>nt organic nature we meet with abundant
The Planetary Gods.
.,vidence of natural causation, while nowhere do The End of National Life,
we meet with any independent evidence of The Christian Er~.
Every Man His Own God.
<upernatural design. . . . Adapt-ation and
Tables {Gateways to Knowledge. . ·
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at Organic Life-Ve~etable.
Mora.ls; Whence They Spnng.
tho hands of a pnrely mechanical philoRophy...
Organic Life-Animal.
The
Non
Credo. .
!\.11 nature has thus been transformed before the
·
The Master Tissues.
Rules for Human Conduct
view of th~ pre•ent generation In a manner and
The Muscular Tissues.
to an extent that bas never before been possible;
h.LUSTBA.TIONS.
The Nervous Tissnes.
Qnd inasmuch as the change which has taken Food and Food-Substances.
Map of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind
place ha• ta~en pla..Je in the direction of l;latnralMap of Theological Retrogression.
tsm, and tlus to the extent of rendermg · the
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.
mechanical int11rpretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religions mind has suddenly
Four Hundred·· and Thirty-two Pages . Large 12mo.
n.wakened to o. new and a terrible force in th&
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
In C1o"th, -si'; .~:In. Paper, 450 Cents.
th_x_God?"
Illustrated. Price, clo~$2.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl&oe, New York.
.A.ddrees, T.I:LI!i TRUTH BEEKER.
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FOB
FINAL and contingent profit sharing is
all right, provided all the parties interested
are ready to join· each other in case a little
loss-sharing becomes neoessary.~Galvea

tonNewa.
WE look before and after,
And pine fonvh!"t is not;
Our sincerest laughter
With some pain is fraught;
Our swee.test .!'longs are those that tell of
saddest thought.
·-Shelley.
How to liv?-That· is the essential question f{)r us. Not. how to liv in the mere
mat-erial. srnse only, but in the widest
sense. The general problem which comprehends every special problem is-the
right ruling of conduct in .all directions tmder all circumstances.-Herbert .Spencer.
OF course, the reference here is to
strictly private conduct; that is, to conduct
which directly ·concerns the individual
agent alone. Human laws exist only to
. prevent one from injuring another, or
others; that is, from violating jndividnal
rights or public order. The law has no
right to enslave a man; and it. does make a
slave of that man whose free :will is coerced
in matters directly concerning himself
alone.-Moncure D. Conway . .
A MEBE reporter, if he has done his work
honestly, has done his duty; but an au~
thor, who is more than a reporter, has very
responsible duties. He must hav a gennin
interest in his work. My advice to young
would- be journalists is to know something
really. -Be the slaves of some great idea,
or yon will be the slaves of a newspaper.
E-..ery man ought to believe that .truth is
attainable, and should endeavor to attain
it, . A. writer should be philosophic in
sp4"it, and should look at the events of' the
day from a higher point of view than from
that of personal feeling or of party politics.
T.b.en, even.in political journalism, he will
be discharging one of the most important
functions of life.-Lealie .Stephen.·
WE believe in free thought, free speech,
and. frlle press. We bold that the exercise
of individul judgment 1n all things is not
only the privilege but the duty of every
one, and the conscientious discharge of
this d:nty is necessary_· to the full realization of the responsibilities of the citizen,
the only manner ·in which he can attain
the full stature of a freeman. We believe
in the absolute separation of religious
questions from the administration of civil
government. Therefore, we are opposed
to all organizations having for their object
the political proscription of anyone because of his religions belief. Snob societies are not American, and in pretend. ing to .be they sail under false colors.-

.San Francisco .Star.

LAZARUS is a social ·evil, and as such
looks out from his .lair, often: with much
mischief in an evil eye, only because, humanly speaking, all legislation, with any
practical bearing whatsover upon his real
state and condition of most dangerous
moral· deform~ty, does not provide for
flooding his lair with light. So~e of those
who are accounted leaders, both in church
and state, are in truth grievous offenders
against Lazarus. They are, indeed the
hope, not of his life, but of his lair. They
hav. made large profits out of his slums,
aed-then, with shabby meanness, call him
an 'nliprofitable servant. . The rookeries
and slums of England hav yielded, and
still continue to yield, immense returns to
some legislators, and also, it is grievous to
s~y, to some ecclesiastics; and in the sordid sJ>i:i:it in which such pernicious legislation has been oonoeived the oppressor has
been highly regarded, and the oppressed
no less pharisaically despised,-.Rev. Ar-

thur Robins.

·

·

'·

THE objects of a· republican state are
purely civil and secular, relating to the
present, not to a future life; to the duties
which citizens owe to each other, not
to those which they owe to the invisible
God. It knows men neither as Christians,
Mohammedans, nor Jews, neither as Oatholios, Protestants, nor Skeptics, Theists nor
Atheists, Orthodox nor Liberals, but simply imd solely as citizens, extending equal
protection to all. The Hindu may erect
his temple, the Mohammedan his mosque,
the Buddhist his shrine, the Chinaman his
j I)Sshonse, and the Jew his synagog, just
as fi.·eely as the Christian may build his
cathedral, church, or chapel; and the protection of the government is extended·
equally to all the various forms of worship,
sof~ as they do not endanger the public
peace. Still further, the Infidel, the Atheist, or the Freethinker, may erect his hall
wh~rever he lists, and the meetings held
therein will be under the same protection
as the assemblies for the worship of God.
Such is the nature, the bight and depth,
the length and breadth, of that libert:y
which is the boast of this republic, and
which is not its shame, but its glory.-

Oliver Johnson, in Atlantic Monthly.
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Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
II Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Chrisf s Great Ancestor.
A Queer Family,
.,aac and His "Sister,"
llle of Twins,

Jephthah and His Human Sacnf,_
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
Unstable as Water, God Shs/1 Not £xael.
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Salaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

SMALL-POX epidemic in·Ohicago.
BAD cyclone in Arkan11as on May 1st,
CoNTINUED and very disastrous earthquakes in Greece.
GALVIN's "Army of the· Commonweal"
has reached McKeesport, Pa.
DB. E. B. FooTE, JB., writes agaillBt
vaccination in the Health Monthly for
May.
·
THE Ohio assembly defeated by a very
emphatic vote...,-45 to 16-the medical monopoly bill.
THE Wellman polar expedition has sailed
from Turnsve, Norway, for the island of
· ·
Spitzbergen.
THE strike on the Great Northern is
ended, the adjudicators giving the strikers
nineteen-twentieths of their demands.
GEOBG'Ill WILLLUI ABELL, preaident of
the A. S. Abell Oompany, owners of the
.Baltimore Sun, died last week. Pneumonia.
"GENERAL '' OoXI!lY and OarI Browne
were not permitted to speak from the steps
of the Oapitol, it being against the laws of
the District.
.
ON May 2d Senator Walsh of G~orgia
introduced a bill providing for the unconditional repeal of the ten per cent tax on
state bank issues.
FLATLANDS, Flu~hing, and Gravesend
hav been annexed to Brooklyn. This will
interfere with freedom of recreation at
Ooney Island on Sunday.
THE ship " Cleopatra," bound from
Bremen to New York, was burned and
blown up by dynamite, part of her cargo,
in mid-ocean. Orew saved.
·
GoVEBNOB RIOH of Michigan has appointed John Patton, Jr., to fill the seat
in the United States Senate occupied by
the late Senator Stockbridge.
REV. SAM P. JoNEs is to be tried by the
General Conference of the Methodist
EpiRcopal church South for his refusal to
perform regular pastoral duties.
DURING the past week there hav been
some serious disturbances in the Pennsylvania coke regions, and in the Mesaba
Range iron district of Minnesota.
. Tma Metropolitan Telephone Oompany
of New York is putting women~ place of
meri in its offices. They are said to be
more efficient. Wages remain the same as
for men,
IN the Seventh Congressional district of
Kansas the Republicans hav nominated
Ohester I. Long, who in 1892 reduced
Jeremiah Simpson's majority of 7,800 in
1890 to 1, 500.
H. H. KoHLSAAT, for three years publisher of the Ohicago Inter-Ocean, has
transferred· the controling interest to
William Penn Nixon, who has been editor
of lihe paper for eighteen years.
IN the 'l'hird Congressional district of
Ohio Paul J. Sorg, Democrat, was elected
to fill the vacancy caused by the death of
Geor~e W. Honk. Mr. Borg's opponent
was E. G. Rathbone, Harrison's fourth
assistant postmaster-generaL The issue
was squarely on the tariff and Borg's
plurality is about 2,000. Last fall McKinley carried the district by 600.

THE report of the compulsory insurance
system of Germany shows that for the last
year $7,500,000 were paid to the victims of
THE TRUTH SEEKBB 00e
industrial accidents. There were ·more
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resulting in total ai:J.d permanent disablement, 33,000 resulting in permanent partial
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Large pamphlet free, 34 S. Main st., Allison, Voorhees, Hoar, Aldrich; Hill,
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Frye, Davis, Oullom, and Lodge.
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The Outlook (formerly Ohristian
Union) says that the causes of the prevail-

ing depression are unjust taxation and a
vitiated currency; that taxation which is
levied upon expenditure instead of upon
BJx 180, New York.
property is always unjust taxation, and
that gold monometallism, giving a stanSHA.LL THE BIBLE BE REA.D dard of value which is steadily appreciatIN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS? ·
ing, produces a falling market, which.
necessarily checks production. It aays
Bv R, B. Westbrook, A.M.
the desideratum is a stable currency, a.
Third Thousand.
standard of value which will neither rise.
AddreBB Tim TB11Tll8:UU::a. nor fall.
rice .locents.
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By MONCURE DANIEL CON'W.A.V.
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!NATION OF THE PROPHE- Author of '' The Life of Thomas Paine," '' 0 mitted Chapters of History Disclosed in
the Life and Papers of Edmund Randolph," etc.
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APOSTLE OF POLITICAL Four Volumes, Royal Octavo, Gilt Tops, Uniform with the Editor's" Life of
A.ND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
Paine." Price per Volume, $2.50.
bLife).- By J. E. Remsburg.
.. ortrait. P~, roo.; olo., 750.
An
edition
of
one
hundred
and fifty numbered copies bound in half leather, !tilt
COMMON SE.NSE. (1776.) llio.
CRISIS. Written During Am. tops, uniform with the limited editions of '' The Writings of Washington," '''!'he
Writings of J eft'erson," etc. Price, per volume, $4.
•
Revolntion PaP., 40o.; olo., 750.
For the general reader the $3 editioll of Paine'• works is sufficient, as it contains all of his
GREAT WORKS. Svo. 800pp.; writings
upon which his fame substantially rests. But for those who desire to go <leeper into the
clo.. $8; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.

With Histocy:of his Li,erary, Po·
litical, and Religious Career in
America, France and Eugland,
and a Sketch by William Cobbett.
'l'he only adequate Biography of
Paine. 2 vola. Portraits. $5.

·ubject of the man and polemic we oa.n most unreservedl;r: commend tne "Lire or Paine" by Mr
Conway, and this edition of Paine's works edited by him lt is the fullest that we are likelv to have,
and the student of history, anrl particularly the writer, should have it upon his shelves.
The work will conijist of fonr volumes, and will be arranged chronologically. The oanse of
America, as Paine said made him an author, and the first voHtme will oover the period of the
American RevolutiOn, bell"innin~ with the year 1774. It will therefore open with Paine's anti·
<lavery essay, and his philosophical or moral essays, while editing the Pennsvlronta MagaztnP;
these being followed by the great revolutionary, political, and controversial pamphlets whiob made
ouch a profound impression on the country.
.
The seconrt volume will consist main<Y of the" Rights of !\fan," and pamphlets relating to Eng.
lish p'>litics, bnt will also contain certain papers on French affairs.
The third and fourth volumes will consist mamly of Paine's religlo11s writings, but will also
contain some essays relating to American affairs, written in his last years. At the close will be
given Paine's poems.
- ·
The first volume is now ready for delivery, and the others will follow soon. Orders foJr the
whole set will be taken and filled as the vol11mes &.JI.Illl_ar, or the volumes Q&n be p11rohased separately.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Plaoe, New York.

RIGHTS OF MAN. Answer to

mon Sense," "Crisis," "Riehts of
Man" $1.50.

The Bible Inquirer,

T~s¥mo~iA'fsT00ilitFJiER..

A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTICATION;

LIFE OF, By C. Blanchard.
l'ap , 40c.; olo., with ll_Jrtrai.t, 600.

LlFE OF. ByM.lJ.Conway.

LlFE OF. By Remsburg. 50c.
LIFE OF. By G. Vale. $1.
LITHOGRAPH OF. 22x28, $1.
POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS
REFORMER. Underwood.lOc
POLITICAL WORKS: "ComBurke's Attack on theFrenchRev-

ITS. Oomp. by Moreau. lOo.
THEOLOGICAL WORKS:"Atle

of Beason,"" Examination of tlie
Prophecii!B." eto., with Life of
Paine and steel PQrtrait, $1.l'JO.

VINDICATION. Reply to :N.Y.
(IOHrW. liY B. G• .llljeiloll. JOo.
• Lafan* Plloe, !lew York.

crvTAIN/NG 148 PROPOSITIONS.
With ReferPnces to the moRt 2lain and Striking 8Alf.Contradiction• of the So-ca.lled InspirPd
~r ptnres. Including Qnestions Answered Affirmatively and Negattvely by Qnotat10ns from the
llbk Al•o, Other Bible Referenres of Importance.

Fourth Edition, Revi11ed and Enlarged.---Prlce, 25 Cents.
.A.ddrese
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rhe Most Magnificent Worlr Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

·HOW TO GET

Four Hundred Years ofFreethought.

FOUR HUNDRED Y-6ARS
OF FREETH:O'lf&~l,

BY

S.AMUEY~

P.

PUTNAM.

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout the Divilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll..
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is iri itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
of Human History, adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most sple~did Poetry, rich with the greatest Inventions and Discoveries and enno~led with Freedom's most shining advance.
No-thing Can be More In-teres-ting,

more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what is already won mustoe carefull.Y guarded.. Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty; and from tht'l Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD ·TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Great~st Men
•.
In ~ne Harmonious and •agni:fic_nt Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
W"OM.AN'S EM.ANCIP.A.TION

frc'll the chains and slavery of a-b~rbaric creed and church.
THE FIRST PART oi the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with,-Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the :first, a.nd should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
·
·
The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Literature.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
PIIJl()SOphy.
Science. Education and
Ethics.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Voltaire.
Madame Roland.
Oopernicus.
Gambetta..
Bruno.
Rabalais. Sch1ller.
Ronsseau.
Oastelar.
Mary Wollstoncraft.
tipinnza.
Bacon.
Galileo.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Kepler.
Oomenius.
Oervantee. Goethe.
DeAcartes.
Pestalozzi
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison.
Francefl Wright.
Da Vinci.
Locke.
Froebel. ·
Shaksrere. George Eliot./ Jntion.
Phillips,
Newton.
Lucretia Mott.
Hnme.
Gtbbun.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Hnmboldt. Oombe.
Ernestine L Rose.
Hobus.
Spencer.
Emerson.
J eft'erson.
Lyell.
B11r.ns.
Sumner.
Kant.
Lydia Maria OhUd.
1
Shelley.
Heine.
1 Mazzinni
Lincoln.
Darwin.
Owen.
Margaret Fuller.
Hamilton.
Byron.
Tyndall.
Holyoake.
Thoreau.
Bakounine
Elizabeth 011dy Stanton.
Oomttl.
Bentham.
Whttnan.
Mill.
Huxley.
Push kin.
Haeckel.
Warren.
Susan B. Anthony.
Buchner.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Gll.rabaldL
Petrofsky.
Girard
Matild lJoslyn Gage.
Feuer bach.
chewsky.
Lick.
Heinzen.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie BPsant.

I

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORllERS
in every domain of Human Thought antl :Progre:-;.s will adorn tl1e pa-ges of this volume.
.
.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freetlwught and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeke1·, Investigatm·, Ironclad .Agf.. Secu.lar Thought, Freethinkers' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, .Agnost-ic Journal, etc.
·
·
It will give a history of the
·
..

FREE
SPECIAL OFFER.

We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are. enabled
to make our friends a most generous
· ·'
offer.
We need m:ore subRcribers to THE
TBUTB SEEKEB, and every F~eethinker
needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
for it, but everyone can do a little
work to obtain a copy- congenial
work, that will do great · good all
·
around. Thi,. is the· offer :

Send us Four Ne-w
Y early Subscribers at
regular rates ($12 in
all), and we will send
the Getter. . up of. the
Club a copy of •' FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
FREE THOUGHT"
FREE OF CHARGES.
J

'

And further, to a1d our friends in
getting this book .for themselves,- we
will offer

To the New Subscribers as a
Pre'IWium,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically J/1ustrated
By l\' ..\1SO:N HEStON,

THE GREATEST BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.

.

Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
W, S. ;BELL'S

Handbook oj Freethought.
With these Splendid Works as }J!emiums there ought to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

OREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS

Remember, to the Getter-up of The tlub,
FOJR
HUt4DRED YE"RS OF FR'EETHOUGliT,
at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the Arntwic;tn StJcular U uion, the various state and
free.
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the Briti~h Secular Union, .and ot!Jer Liberal associations
throughout the world.
To each New Subscriber in the club,_ apreIt will contain the portraits of those who, up to the presPnt time, have been itlenti:fi.ed with Free- mium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
thought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and tlJOs~ who, as Tepreseutati ve men, have won tlis- Stories Comk:ally Illustrated, 11 or W. S. Bell's
11
tinction in other fields of effort. The:r;e will be the portraits of
Handbook of Freethought, 11 in Cloth-all tree
Horace Seaver,
George E Macdonald, Oapt R. 0. Adams,
Dr. E B Foote, Sr.,
Snsan H. Wixon,
by post or eipress.
,J.P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
JohnR. Oh•lrlesworth, Dr. E. B. l!'oote, Jr.,
Mrs. Oharles Watt~,

D. M. Bennett,
Parker Pill~bury,
Eliznr Wright,
T. 0. Leland,
T. B. WakAman,
Judge 0. B Waite,

L. K. Washbnrn,
Ernest Mendum,
Oharles Watts,
G. W. Foote,
Saladin,
J. R. Monroe,

Samuel P Putnam,
John E Rflmsburg,
Fro.nkli" Steiner,
J D. Shaw,
E A. Stevens.
H. L. Green,

Prof. J. H. 0 •ok,
E. H Heywood,
Otto Weth;tein,
Stepllen Pearl Andrews,
Jt~..n~,; Puton,
Abner Kneeland,

Mrs. R •bert 0. Ad~~oms,
Mrs M.A. Freeman,
Kat1e Kehm Smtth,
Lncy N. Oolman,
Lill.an .Leland,
Amy Post.

and other men and women who have c~ntribute<l to the advaucemPnt of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout tile Liberal ranks. There will al,.;o be about
1

ONE HUNDUED BIOG ltAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progn~ss wl:ich 1i·ili he most interesting and valuable,
for it is in in~ividuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

Tne Price of Th:s Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an arrav of facts, such a surve1 of history,
and such a galaxy of Fre~tbought.
·
•
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work ·a.nd it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.
.
·
The 1Utme of every Subscriber wh:, sends jitJc dollar .;; bt'fore tltc work is on tlte press

will be enrolled in tltis book.

DON''l' FAlL 1'0 tiUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.

This book will contain
,
Over Six Hundred Pages oi Printed Matl er and Over One Hundred Portraits.
Jt will be elegantly bound. It wi·l be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your friends when they ask, What is Freethought-what has it done antl what is it doing in the world?
This is the most universal presentation of Freeth<,ught ever given to the public, and no Freethinker
can afford to be without it. It is a library in itself.
AddrE;~ss orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.
.

.

.

This really brings the price of th~
paper down to $2 to each new subscriber, as they get THE TBUTH SEEKEB
one "year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Sub•
scribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our cirmilation;
and we want to help our fri,.,nds to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to ge~
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
,
Those who get up these Clubs /will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" as soon. as the
book is issued.

Tlwse wlw send a C{ub and
Four New Subscribers and
$12 before the book is printed
will have their natnes en·
rolled in its shining pages.
THE TRUTH SEliBI<.H

28 Lafayette Place.
NEW YOBK,
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worst species of gambling, because it affects those classes
in the community which are less able to spend money in
Three of our· official Christians, the grave· and this way, and because it is mol"e widespread and far reachFOUNDED BY De m:, BENNETT,
reverend Senators Hoar, Gorman, and Vest, donned ing than any other form of this rice; but I can never find
clowns' caps and jingled their bells merrily in the my consent to go even into a fort or an arsenal or the DisE. M. MAODONALD, - - _. - - Editor and Manager. Senate on May 2d. Mr. Hoar asked · unanimous trict of Columbia, where we hav exclusiv jurisdiction, and
consent for consideration of Senate Bi111620, relat- punish people who, for charitable purposes, raffia off arti28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YOBJL
cles at a festival or a fair.
ing to the suppression of the lottery traffic. After
"It seems to me that that is carrying the doctrin enSATURDAY, MAY 19, 1894. some debate over comparativly unimportant amend- tirely too far. In the state of Missouri we hav the most
stringent laws against lotteries, statutory and constiments, Mr. Vest said:
tutional. We hav a provision in the constitution of
S1JBSCKIPTION KATES,
"The language of the amendment of the committee Missouri which makes all sales or the giving away
Single subscriPtion, in a.dva.nce ••••••••••••••••.•••••..••• : •••• t3 00 continues:
of lottery tickets within the state uiilawful, and deOne subscription two yea.rs, in a.dva.nce •.•••••••••••••• ; ••••••• 1i 00
Sh~ll contrive, propose, set up, or draw a lottery, so- clares all contracts in regard to lottery tickets to be unTwo new subscribers •.•• ~.~ •••••••••• ; •••••• ·••••.•••••••...•••••• li 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremitta.noe. li 00 called gift concert, or similar enterprise, offering prizes lawful, and we hav a statute to the same effect, but the
dependent upon lot or chance, or assists in such contriv- legislature of Missouri, as I remember-! hav not examOne subscription with two new. subscribers, in one remitta.nce ..•.•••••..•••..•..••.••.••••••••••••• •... • •• . •• . . • . •••• 'f oo ing, proposing, setting up, or drawing in any place
ined it lately-made an exception as to charitable instituwithin the jurisdiction- ·
One subscription with three Jtew subscripers, in one remit- ·
tions or assemblies. It has long been the custom •for
ta.nce •••••••••.•••.•••.• ; • . •• • . • . . • • • . •• •• • . •••• • . •• •. • . •••• S liO
"As amended it reads 'exclusiv jurisdiction'One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remitpeople to raise money at religious fairs in that way, and
and
subject
to
the
laws
of
the
United
States,
or
who,
ta.nce .•••..•••••••••.•.••••••••.•.•••.•.••.•••••••••••••••• ~ .•10 eo
however much difference of opinion may exist as to the
from
any
place
whatever,
whether
within
or
without
such
Any number over ftve a.tthe sa.me ra.te, inva.ria.blywith one
propriety and morality of the proceeding it is the custom
jurisdiction.
remitta.nce.
"Under that section, as I understand it, it will be a throughout the country.
"MB. GBAY: Would it be germane to propose an
Monet/ shoula be sent· btl ezjlreu. oomJJanv's monet1 orller criminal offense at a church festival in the District of amendment exempting church members from the operaJ)ostal orcler, llra.tt on NetJJ Yorlt, or btl reuuterell letter. Columbia, for instance, to hav prizes."
tion of this bill?
·
,Uttress ·oommun~oat'ons ani! malte. firilftB, ol'ieoli:B, JJOBt-Ot/108
Mr. Hoar here inten>osed with another verbal
"MR. VEST: I am obliged to the Senator for that sugana ezJJreBB monetl orclers J)atlable to
E. M. MA UDON.ALD,
28 Laravette J)Zaoe, Nem Yorlt.
amendment, and then the Missourian continued:
gestion. I am not legislating as to individuals, but legislating as to practices, and if any Senator thinks that that
"While I am in entire sympathy with the purposes of should be put upon the same footing wi~h the Louisiana
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
the
bill
to
prohibit
lotteries
so
far
as
the
national
jurisor the Havana lottery he is perfectly conBistent in so votreader~~ H they will send n• the name and addreM ol
diction extends, I do not think we ought to leave this ing, but I do not think so. As a matter of course, I do
any Freethinker "WhO I• not a regular llllbllcriber,
clause in the bill, which would involve the idea to which not propose to exempt any man because he ill a member
I hav alluded, that at a festival for charitable purposes, of a church or because he belongs to any society. The
where there is the drawing of a lottery, it shall come question is hardly worthy of the Senator from Delaware.
SOD HA.NDSOJIE PRE:MIUMS ..
within the prohibitions o.f this statute. I hardly think He knows my opinion very \\ell in regard to that sort of
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renew- that is according to the idea of the framers of the bill.
legislation.
"MB. HoAR: I hav not myself been able to contrive a
"But as to applying this penal statute to what is reals on the part of our friends we make t.he follow- piece
of legisiBtion which will hit the gambler and steer garded all through the country as an innocent, if not a
ing handsome premium offers:
,
clear of other people. ·I do not know but it may be done. justifiable practice in religious and charitable assemblies,
"MR. VEST: If the Senator will pardon me, is that the that is a very different question, and I am not prepared
For $6.50 we will send To TBUTH SEEXlllB one
meaning of this bill?
to vote for any such statute."
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred
"MR. HoAR: If we are going in all the territories and
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage the District of Columbia to prohibit gambling, and to
Mr. ~ray's question is a fine bit of sarcasm, and
of this or our Free offer of the book (see opposit prohibit it by the usual and ordinary penal descriptions it seems to hav been a shaft which penetrated the
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in of penal legislation, I do not see how we can except brazen armor of Mr. Vest, who resorts to the transthe country should not possess this splendid work. church-members. They will contrive to hav their church parent subterfuge that he does not wish to exempt
faus very delightful without. gambling, I think. If the
For $5 ·we will send THE TBUTH SEEKER one Senator has any language that will accomplish that object, any man from the operation of the law because he
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete" I hav been unable to find it myself, and I hav never is a church member. Here is a proposed law
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a heard of any before. I suppose that in every state in the against gambling ; if churches are not to be subject
Union, without an exception, church fairs and church
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be lotteries and gift enterprises and raffias at temperance to it, then church members, as such, acting for the
erected in Ohicago, and of his monument in New meetings and such places are in fact illegal and punish- churches, are exempted. The fact cannot be got
able, but· they go on. I do not suppose anybody can around or tunneled under.
Rochelle.
·
After some further talk Senator Gorman interFor $5 we will send To TBUTH SEEXlllB one frame language which will not apply to them also, and I
do not think we ought to."
vened and this colloquy ensued:
year ($3) and " The World's Sages; Thinkers, and
It will be observed that while Mr. Vest wants the
"Mr. President, I agree with the Senator from MisReformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
·
bill so framed as to exempt the churches from its souri [Mr. Vest] that this bill is too sweeping.. I hav not
For $4:.50 we will send ·To TBUTB SEEKER one operations, Mr. Hoar, ·less pious or more politic, the slightest objection to confl.ning it to the lottery busiyear ($3) and James B. Alexander's" Dynamic The- wishes it to be general in its phraseology, a drag- ness, but to provide that the oftering of pri:t<es shall be a
penal oftense at innocent church fairs and other little enory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one net for all kinds of gamblers, trusting that the terprises of that sort, it seems to me, is going beyond
wants this book. It has over a thousand large church small-fry will be kindly thrown back into what we ought to attempt.
·
pages· and more . than four hundred illustrations. the water by the officers charged with the enforceAil I understand the law now, as sustained by the deciIt is a digest of Science, and no one who studies ment of the law. He admits that in all states sion of the Supreme Court, lottery tickets pure and simit can help but be well-informed in all scientific church lotteries are illegal but are not molested ple are excluded from the mails. There is no question as
to that. I think every provisioh that can be made should
Jnatters.
by the officials, and he opines that the same state be made to reach the great Louisiana Lottery and other
For $4:.50 we will· send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one ·of affairs will prevail under the congressional law. enterprises of that sort, but I understand they are absoyear ($3) and" The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- In other words, to save appearances, the law will lutely excluded from the mails to-day.
"MB. HoAB: Perhaps the Senator did not hear my
seem to be directed against all forms of gambling,
. Book" in cloth ($2.50).
statement. The law excludes from the mails to-day lotbut
the
churches,
it
is
tacitly
understood,
will
not
For $4: we will send To TBUTH SEEXEB one year
tery tickets, and also requires postmasters to refuse to
($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" be prosecuted. Inasmuch as the churches .are the deliver registered letters to persous and corporations
activ workers for this law, they are to be under- who advertise themselvs as engaged in the lottery busiin boards ($2).
stood, ass~ing that Senator Hoar " speaks by the ness; but it does not extend to other letters; and this_will
For. $4: we will send THE TBUTH SEEKER one year
only change the existing statute so as to cover other
($.3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comic- card," as laying the wires for the passage of a law letters.
,
wliich they do not themselvs expect nor intend to
"MR. GoRMAN: There will be no objection to extendally Illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
obey. If this is not the very sublimity of assur- ing it to other letters, but when you propose to extend it
For $3.50 we will send To TBUTH SEEXlllB one ance, what would you call it! And would not the to all these little gift enterprises and fairs, I think it is
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically enactment of such a law be religious legislation of going too far. If the bill were confl.ned to letters other
Illustrated," in board covers ($1).
the most cowardly, the most demoralizing kind 1 than those registered, there would be no objection to it.
"Ms. HoAR: That part of it is not applicable to church
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books But let us return to the Senate chamber and listen fairs· it is applicable only to persons and corporations
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceed- to some more of the debate. Replying to Mr. Hoar, who 'advertise themselvs as engaged in the lottery business, as the Senator will find if he refers to the statute.
ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can the Missouri Senator says :
"MR. GoRMAN: I ask the Senator from Massachusetts
•
•
I
hav
simply
to
say
that
within
the
jurisdiction
of
the
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our
whether
the statute to which he refers does not prohibit
United States, as I remarked before, I am in favor of the
present readers will call the attention of their moat atringent .legislation against lotteries, such as the newspapers from publishing such adTertisments, and if
Louisiana lottery and the Havana lottery. That is the newspapers are not excluded from the mails if they do
·friellds to the values offered.

Some More Official Christians.
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publish them? Under the nr•·'-isions of the first S!lCtion tiona in the District constitutes only about one-fourth of
of the amendment, as I nnd , R and the bill, if a church the cost of keeping up those m~gnificent hospitals and
desires to hold a fair where there are to be the usual splendid institutions for the unfortunate in different relations of life.
drawings, they could not advertise in a newspaper.
"I trust that the Senator from Massachusetts will con"How are these institutions kept up? They hav folsent that the bill may go over until we may examin it lowed in the District the old custom that existed by law
further.
in Maryland from the foundation of the government, of
"MR. HoAR: I tried to consult with every Senator having their little fairs and offering prizes. They sell
whom I could get to take an interest in the bill. I know' tickets and advertise in the newspapers that they will hold
the great interest which my honorable friend from Mary- a fair at the prl.vate residence of Mr. So and So, or at the
land takes in church fairs, and of course I do not wish to chapel, or at some hall in the city, and there these drawdo anything which he thinks would affect that portion of ings take place as regularly as the year comes aronnd.
his constituents who are interested in church fairs. All There is not one of these institutions, from the Little
these laws hav a practical administration.
Sisters of the Poor up to the great Garfield Hospital,
"No officer of the law ever does interfere with these where two-thirdE of the revenue does not come from
little church fairs. Whether they should or should not these innocent drawings. To enact leeislation prohibitis a question we might discuss, but we cannot make a law ing drawings of the character I hav described by
which will prohibit the evils of gambling and put in it a churches, hospitals, etc., merely for the purpose of carryprovision that church members and amiable people may ing out the view that has been enforced here recently, to
gamble a little for pions purposes. It is not practicable; drive out the lottery, it seems to me is most unfortunate.
it ought not to be done, and, if done, it would make in''There is not an institution in Maryland, created prior
finit mischief in our legislation.
to twenty years ago, that is not the creation of a system of
"I do not believe there is a state in the Union in which this sort authorized by law. There is not one of them in
such laws are not couched in general language which that state or in the District of Columbia that is not mainwould prohibit what the Senator from Maryland speaks tained in that way. If yon pafs the bill in the way in
of; but practically nobody meddles with it. I suppose if which it is framed now, what is the result? The public
the Senator from Maryland should come in here and treasury will be called upon for double the appropriations,
move an amendment to exclude church fairs or to exclude and yon not only therefore add to tbe burdens of the
lotteries for charitable purposes, when he got it written treasury, but yon deprive these people of an innocent
out he probably would not vote for it himself; I do not right, for no man can compare the drawing in one of
believe he would, but he knows better than I do about these fairs and the selling of tickets to the drawings of
that. I think the best way is to do what the government those lotteries whose agents go in the byways and alleys
has done, and what every state has done, so far as I am and on the public places and take from poor people their
informed, make general laws prohibiting gambling."
hard earnings. That is a matter that can be stamped out
The Maryland Senator speaks of" innocent church and ought to be stamped out.
.
.
.
.
"The law to-day is sufficient to do it. The law is en. ,
fall's. Innocent of ~hat T What IS this l~w mtended forced to-day. No man can sell lottery tickets in Wash·
. to suppress! Gambling, of course. Then, If the church ington without going to .jail. I know to my certain
gambles, how can it be "innocent" in the eye of knowledge that the law here has been enforced rigidly,
this law T Mr. Gorman evidently means that what an~ so let it g? on.
is a crime in outsiders is all right when committed
. Mr._ President, there co~es no de_man~ for such
. .
,
.
legislat~on as that proposed m the pendmg bill. There
Withm the "sacred precmcts of the church. Fur- is no nee:essity for it. If the Senator from Massachusetts
ther comment on this is not necessary. Now comes and the Committee on the Judiciary think it necessary
Mr. Hoar and tries to reassure the perturbed Mary- that there should be any further amendment to the law
lander. He tells his friend that the part of the law already upon the statute book, which relates alone to these
which forbids the transmission of letters relating to lottery c?mpan~es, let the committee report such a bill
.
. .
. and hav It considered.
lottery busmess will not hurt the churches, as It
"Mr. President, I for one cannot con~ent to extend the
applies only to those concerns which ~tdvertise anti-lottery legislation so far as to exclude all the innothemselvs as engaged in that business. But Mr. cent and proper enterprises which I hav attempted to
Gorman is not to be deceived in that way; he describe."
knew all the time that this would shut out the
Both Mr. Gorman and Mr. Hoar are anxious to
destroy
the "vicious system" of gambling which is
newspapers which advertise church drawings, and
there was where he waa hurt, and he lets the Sen- not made conventional by the cloak of religion, but
ate see his wounds, whereupon Mr. Hoar puts on each is ready to save, one in one way and the other
some more of his they'll- never- enforce- the -law in another, the gambling schemes of the pious peosalve. He assures Mr. Gorman that "no officer of ple. They are terribly afraid that the youth of the
the law ever interferes with these little church country are going to be demoralized by the Louisifairs," but tries at the same time to impress upon ana and Havana lotteries, and that the poor will
the mind of his rather too candid fellow lawmaker be robbed by those concerns, but they do not
the impracticability of openly exempting the appear to take into consideration the fact that in
churches. The Massachusetts man is shrewder but the churches and benevolent societies millions of
apparently a trifle less honest than the Marylander. people of both sexes get their first taste of games
He is clear-seeing enough to perceive that it would of chance. If the state should suppress gambling
not do to put into the law'' a provision that church there is no reason whatever why any exceptions
members and amiable people may gamble a little should be made to the rule. All just laws are apfor pious purposes," but he is perfectly willing that plicable to every class and are equal and uniform.
executiv officers shall universally connive at the If the citizen must hav a national guardian to shield
violation . of the statute by said church members him from the seductions of the unsanctified lottery
and amiable people. By the way, we are pleased to he needs that guardian just as much to keep his
see that Mr. Hoar differentiates these two classes feet from straying in to the by and tangling paths
of the sanctified lottery. And ten persons are
of our citizens.
George Frisbie Hoar is quite well satisfied that "tempted" by the latter where one is by the former.
Arthur Pugh Gorman would not, after he had him- Mr. Gorman says that "no man can compare "the
self written out an amendment excluding the drawing in one of these fairs and the selling of
churches from the operation of the law, vote for it tickets to the drawings of those lotteries where
when it came to the pinch. Presumably he thinks agents go in the byways and alleys and in the pubthat Mr. Gorman would become a convert to the lic places and take from the poor people their hard
Yankee Senator's game of guile, by means of which earnings." This is nonsense. Anyone at all acthe precious set of Senatorial Pecksniffs play fast quainted with the methods pursued by the male
and loose with the " moral sentiment" of the and female cappers for church games knows how
people are bullied and cajoled into risking their
country.
Later on Mr. Gorman again takes the floor and "hard earnings." It will not do; church lotteries
proceeds to make this plea for gambling churches: hav no better standing than other devices for ge._
ting a good deal for a little.
"Now, if there is the slightest defect in that law, if it
Mr. Hoar followed Mr. Gorman, saying, in part:
does not cover ordinary letters and applies only to regis"What the Senator from Maryland says in regard to
tered letters addressed to lottery companies, I can understand th"t such a defect ought to be cured. There can the history of lotteries in this country is true. After the
be no objections to that being done; but I ask the Senator Revolutionary war for a good while the colleges in this
from Massachusetts, Why should Congress go beyond country were aided by lotteries. I know Harvard College
legislation that deals with. the vicious system that we hav in my own state had repeated lotteries, as had hospitals
tried to drive out of the country? Why should we under- and humane enterprises also. But our people hav detertake to include in legislation of this sort all the little mined substantially in all the states in the Union that
enterprises that are carried on by churches, hospitals, that ought not to be done, that it fosters a spirit of gamand institutions of that kind? Let the Senator from bling, the idea of getting something that yon do not pay
Massachusetts take the District of Columbia, where we for or do not work for, which is the bane of all human
hav original jurisdiction. Our aid to charitable institn- society wherever it prevails, and they hav crushed them

out. There is not a state in the U:nion that would now
hav its hospitals or its colleges or its .universities sup.
ported by gambling; and why that should not apply to
the District of Columbia I do not see. I do not think
these little gift enterprises are in the least essential to
anything, unless they are to make money by gambling.
The churches and hospitals a~d other similar institutions
can substitute some other form of amusement or contribution for them in all the places where they prevail.
" So far as they are a serious method of making money
does the Senator from Mary land, at this time, in the close
of the nineteenth century, think the government hospittals in the district of Columbia ought to get two~ thirds of
their support by gambling and by selling lottery tickets,
out of which they make money, and by which they poison
the minds of the youth and of the persons who take part
with them? Certainly the Senator from Maryland does
not mean to be so understood. . . .
" So the bill prohibits bringing in lottery tickets or
lottery advertisments from outside ·the country or carrying them from state to state; To that the Senator does
not object.
''The third thing that it does is to prohibit gambling in
the exclnsiv jurisdiction of the United States, namely, in
the forts, arsenals, and so on, and in the District of Columbia. That the general law does, which applies to all
lotteries. If this be impolitic substantially all the lottery
legislation of the country is impolitic. If this be unjust
or badly written in language all the lottery legislation of
the country is liable to that objection.
"Now, the Senator from Maryland thinks we should
put into the bill, in order that a deacon at a church fair
may not get into trouble if he has a raflie, something
which not in terms, but in substance, will except that
class of persons. I do not think it is possible.
"If it were possible I do not think it is wise. I think
they will go on just as they go on in the state of Maryland, or the state of Masaachnsetts, or the state of Missouri, without being meddled with. But if it is necessary
for the sake of the great good of suppressing this most
dangerous and destructiv species of gambling to break it
up in little church fairs, I think it ought to be done. I
do not think it is.
"In regard to the serious part of the Senator's speech,
in which he says a great revenue comes to these people
from gambling operations and that the government would
hav to pay their expenses if they are cut off from such
operations, I say they ought to be cut oft' from them, and
I shall vote against my honorable friend when that is the
issue."
This is a wretched jumble of moral inconsistencies,
a politico-religious beating of the devil around the
stump. In one breath Mr. Hoar protests against
poisoning the minds of the youth by mean~ of these
church and hospital lotteries and in the next he
declares that they will go on just the same, spite of
the law. If it is necessary, he says, to suppress the
church fairs, in order to break up the regular
lotteries, he is willing that the former shall be sacri·
ficed, but he does not think that such an extremely
impartial measure will be required. While he wants
these institutions in the District of Columbia which
get two-thirds of their revenues by gambling to be
cut off from that source of supply, he has said
repeatedly that they will not be, judging the future
by the past.
·
What a spectacle ! Here are three of .the most
conspicuous of the Senators of the U;nited States,
two of them asking that church officers be directly
exempted from the operation of a law which they
clamorously demand shall be strengthened and vigorously enforced against officials of other lotteries,
and the other Senator assuring the first two that
while such direct exemption is not "practicable,,
the executiv officers of government will indirectly
grant this exemption by failure to prosecute religious offenders ! What next T Church property is
exempt from taxation,. churchmen appropriate to
the use of the priest one-seventh of our time, the
Bible is forced into the public schools, the religious
bodies control the education of the Indians, the
tax-payers foot the bills for public prayers, etc., and
now we are told that church members should be
permitted to violate laws which they are eager to
enforce against everybody else. This government
of ours is fast becoming a government of the
church, by the church, for the church.
The PAINE MEMORIAL NuMBER will bear the date
of June 2d instead of May 26th, as incorrectly
announced last week. Among the other good
things which it will contain, in addition to
those previously enumerated, will be a poem
written for the occasion by Geo. E. Macdonald.
This later date givs you one more week in which to
get in your orders for extra copies. Be sure to
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write in time so that we can hav a suffici!lnt number iams, Mississippi; J. ·F. Stallings: Alabama; J. M.
nonsense. As a matter of fact, the' crime was
printed to supply all demands. It will be an issue Wever, New York; H. F. Thomas, Michigan; H.
caused by the wholly reprehensible and excuseless
worthy the subject and satisfactory to the reader.
~- Van Vooris, Ohio; G. W. Murray, South Caro- rowdyism of the students.
lma ; S. W. McCall, Massachusetts. The second
General Matthew M. Trumbull.
target is the House Committee on the District of
God is in another arson ecrape. Anyway, that is
Freethought and social reform hav just lost one
Columbia, to which has been referred the Gallinger- what Talmage says, but we admit that God, conof their most polished, able, and lovable literary
Morse bill for protection of rest and worship in sidering the character of the testimony, is entitled
champions. General M. M. Trumbull died in Chithe District of Columbia. The members of this
cago on the 11th inst., aged sixty-eight years. He committee are: John T. Heard, Missouri (chair- to the benefit of a doubt. Talmage declares that
the fact that the Tabernacle did not burn until after
was born in London, and came to America· fortyman); J.D. Richardson, Tennessee; Harry Welles the immens_e congregation was dismh sed is proof
seven years ago. When he arrived in Canada he Rusk, Maryland ; J. E. Cobb, Alabama ; E. E.
that God's mercy is great. But where was that
went to work on the railroad with pick, shovel, Meredith, Virginia; C. A. Cadmus, New Jersey;
and wheelbarrow, and he later followed the same J. Abbott, Texas; G. W. Cooper, Indiana; C. M. being with his wonderful stock of mercy whAn the
thousands of helpless worshipers perished in the fire
occupation in Massachusetts. He also taught Cooper, Florida; A. C. Harmer, Pennsylvania; P.
which qunsumed the cathedral in Santiago? And
school in Canada and in the states. He served in S. Post, Illinois ; William Cogswell, Massachusetts ;
if God could postpone the Tabernacle fire for a few
the Mexican war, was later obliged to leitve Virginia J. J. Belden, New York; J. W. Babcock, Wisconsin.
hours could he not hav prevented it altogether T
because of his views antagonistic to slavery, and . Next week we
giv you another official target, Why has he destroyed three of Talmage's churches T
finally settled down in Iowa. In that state he but the issue will be other than the Sunday quesIt begins to look· as though he has more sense than
worked in a brick-yard and studied law. Admittfd tion. There is not likely to be any scarcity of tarthose·who build the Tabernacles, for certainly peoto the bar, he soon had a good practice and was gets ; we hav several in mind now, and no doubt
ple who can listen to Talmage Sunday after Sunday
elected prosecuting attorney, against his protest, more will be discovered each week.
_
must be peculiarly made, mentally.
however, and he refused to qualify. Shortly after, in
Mr. C. Putnam, of Gibbon, Nebraska, reports that
1857, he was elected to the legislature. He servPd he has written to the target previously designated,
Colonel Ingersoll lectured at· South Norwalk,
with distinction in the Civil War, Pntering the and he makes the following suggestion and nominaConnecticuh Friday evening, May 11th. The Freeservice in the Third Iowa Volunteers, and subse- tion:
'
thinkers of Northport, L. I., were invited by D. K.
quently commanding the Ninth Iowa cavalry. For
.. w onld it not be well to hav a fnll set of officers scat- Cole to use his steamer Mystery to go over and take
bravery in the field he was made brigadier-general. tered over the states who could report local occurrences in the treat. A fog came up in the evening, and
At the close of the civil conflict he was elected to the captain for his consideration and disposal? I the captain, after fruitlessly trying to get out of the
nominate J.D. Shaw, of Waco, Tex., for first lieutenant:"
district attorney in· Iowa, and when Grant entered
There is nothing objectionable in this plan, we tortuous So. Norwalk harbor, put back and lay to
upon the presidency he appointed General Trumare sure, although we hope that volunteers in every until five o'clock in the morning. Starting again, it
bull Collector of Internal Revenue, which office he
part of the country will furnish us with all informa- was not long before the fog belied its promis to lift
held during the whole of President Grant's admintion attaiilable. Mr. Shaw is a good worker, and and settled down thicker than ever. The boat
istrat\~n.
we hav no doubt that he will do all that he can, forged ahead very slowly, but, cautious as was the
Some twelve or fifteen years ago he removed to
whet1er as officer or "private," as Mr. Putnam captain, the Mystery was soon fast. in the sand at
Chicago and entered upon a distinctivly literary
Eaton's Neck, and the receding tide left her high
modestly designates himself.
career. Here he acquitted himself well and did
and dry on the beach. Nobody was injured and
humanity excellent service. Under.the department
The Oakland Times pithily and wittily says that the boat's damages were very slight. Now the
head of "The 1 ulpit" he wrote for the Radical the arrest of C. C. Moore for blasphemy " is in- pious folks are shaking their heads sagely and talkReview spicy, keen, and ably critical synopses and tended to dull the edge of his criticism of the ing about "dispensations" and "divine displeasure."
reviews of the sermons of Chicago cle:r:gymen. His Christian religion." But the performance does not They omit to take into account the significant
most pretentioas work, "History of the Free Trade appear to sharpen the arguments of Moore's oppo- fact that had the Mystery grounded a few feet
Struggle in England," has had a good sale and is nents. Evidently the rule is a poor one, for it further ea.st she would hav struck Eaton's Neck
now an authority in some institutions of learning. does not "work both ways."
Reef and surely gone to wreck. The burning of
His splendid legal ability was exerted in behalf of
Talmage's Tabernacle and the escape of the Mystery
the Chicago labor agitators who were hanged, and
The Independent would not be surprised to find show clearly that "Providence" has a discriminating
later of their comrades who were imprisoned, his a "blasphemous" picture in THE TRUTH SEEKER, eye.
"Trial of the Judgment" being an €xhaustiv anal- but is shocked that such a picture, as it looks at it,
The other day Colonel Ingersoll dropped a spark
ysis of the arguments and methods of the prosecu- should get into the Voice. To this the latter paper
tion and of Judge Gary. Last year he wrote and retorts that the Independent has been affected with into the pulpit powder magazine of Middletown in
had published in the Arena an answer to Judge "moral strabismus" for years and it pointedly inti- this state. He lectured there upon "What Must
Gary's retrospectiv view of the famous trial. Gary's mates that its big neighbor is bearing false· witness. We Do to Be Saved ?" and the preachers are yet
artjcle appeared in the Century, but the reply of Tut, _tut, good pious gentlemen, don't you know trembling with mingled fear and rage. He spoke
General Trumbull did not receive a like hospitality. that Christian brethren should dwell together in in the evening (Sunday) at the Casino and the minA regular contributor to the Open Court, the peace, and that "a soft answer turneth away isters opened nll their batteries at their morning
services. The Episcopal rector was particularly
.Monist, and other periodicals, GenAral Trumbull wrath ''T
denunciatory. It appears that several of the directhas writ ten some of the bright~st things in the
ors
of the Casino are members of his church, and
Intelligent
public
o~iDion
in
England
is
becomliterature of rational, common sense radicalism.
he
swooped
down on them for letting the arching
more
and
more
oute<poken
on
the
side
of
G.
W.
The book by "Wheelbarrow," "Articles and DisInfidel
occupy
their rostrum. The more liberal
Foote
and
against
Hugh
Price
Hughes
in
the
cnssions on the Labor Question," appeared first as
"Conv~rted Shoemaker" affair. "Dodo," a highly church people strongly censure the rector for his
contributions in Chicago papers.
A Republican in politics, at least until very re- esteemed writer in Reynolds's Newspaper, says that intemperate utterances, while the unco guid are
cently, General Trumbull was yet an unqualified "l\:'[r. Hughes stands . before the public fully re- disposed to look upon him as a modern Savior or
free-trader and one of the most incisiv, outspoken futed." The London Echo remarks that Mr. rural Parkhurst. Rev. Dr. Beattie of the Second
critics of the pension abuses of the last decades. He F~ote has "proved to a ~emonstration " that the Presbyterian church was almost equally severe in
has also written some very readable and trenchant Shoemaker story was '' three parts fiction to one his excoriations of the Freethinker, who, he said,
pan fact." We regret that Mr. Foote has been did not "know as much about salvation as Balaam's
articles on the United States Senate.
compelled
to cancel his lecturing engagements and ass." We hav observed the same phenomenon bePersonaliy, Matthew M. Trumbull was one of the
lay
off
for
a
few weeks at the seashore. He is not fore; the animal named is S\lre that he knows all about
most agreeable, sociable, and kindly men we hav
really
sick,
but
his physician counsels him to take a salvation and the other "mysteries of God." Rev.
ever known. He was a good citizen in the best
sense of that much- abused term; an honest man; and rest in time. This is well; Freethought cannot Mr. Heath of the Baptist church preached on the
a patriot without being a jingo. He was a thinker afford to lose the. editor of the Freethinker. May "Invested Dollar" and attacked the Casino directors
and the newspapers, the latter for printing notices
and a worker. He lived without and beyond the full strength soon again be his.
of Colonel Ingersoll's lecture. " The Outrage at
creeds and was a co-laborer of whom all Freethinkers
Some months since a woman lost her lif~ and the Casino" was the title of the rector's sermon. It
in all lands may well be proud.
other lives were put in jeopardy by the reckless an- is apparent that all the clericals knew they were
tics of a band of students at Cornell. Pious Presi- going to be hit. Well, the lecturer gave them a
The Letter-Writing Corps.
Owing to an oversight no target for the Free- dent Schuman of that college in his address at the doubtless coveted opportunity to obtain a sensathought Letter-Writing Corps was announced in annual dinner of the alumni spoke of the affair " as tional advertisment for their own discourses. In
THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 12th. Two are given a disaster, a sad accident, a3 purely all accident as the evening Mr. Ingersoll paid his sarcastic compliherewith, and each member of the corps can write God ever permitted to occur." It is well that ments to all the churches. Of the Episcopalian he
two letters, which will even matters up to date. President Schuman does not seek to relieve God of said:
The first target is the House Committee on Educa- his responsibility for the crime, for if there is such
"The Episcopal church has done some good. It has
tion, which has in its keeping the Kyle-Johnson an omniscient and omnipotent being he did permitr not destroyed beauty. It has -allowed vines to grow
National Sunday rest bill. This committee is com- the students to kill the woman; yes, not only did over its edifices. It has allowed its people to keep time
to music with their feet. It allows them to play cards.
posed of the following members~ B. A. Enloe, he permit the act to be done but he designed that God won't mind, or he'll look the other way. It is easier
Tennessee (chairman); B. F. Grady, North Caro- it should be done, else the woman would n.ot hav to get forgiven according to the Episcopalian creed when
lina; A. J. Pearson, Ohio; J. L. McLaurin, South been injured. But when Mr. Schuman talks of. that yon belong to that faith, upon the principle that mtml:ers
Carolina; Marshall Arnold, Missouri; J. S. Will- which God " permits " as an " accident" he talks of the firm are allowed to hav goods at cost."

will
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lie schools, that the reading of t_he Bible, without com- Freethought," and to every one who sends us four
.A. Few Mistakes Corrected.
ment, is 'sectarian instruction of the pupils, in view of
Our friend, C. B. Reynolds, writes: "You are the fact that the Bible contains numerous passages, upon new yearly subscribers at the regular rates of $3
away off on the American Protectiv Association." some of which the peculiar creed of almost every religious ($12 in all), we shall send a copy of that magriifiWe hardly see how this can be true, w};ten all our sect is baaed, and that such passages may be reasonably cent work free. Those who send the club before
adverse comments hav been based on the platforms understood to inculcate the doctrine predicated upon ~he book is on the press will be enrolled among the
them.' The enemies of the common school declare that
of this and kindred associations and the utterances 'exclusion
of the Bible would not help the matter. This original subscnbers.and patrons in the book.
of papers speaking for the movement. Where are would only make the schools purely secular, _which were
And to make it easy to get these four new subwe to go for authentic information if not to such worse than making them purely Protestant. For as it
scribers
we will o:fter them as a premium either of
sources T Mr. Reynolds says that certain officers regards the state, society, morality, all the interests of
two
splendid
works-The "Old Te~tament Stori~s
of the society in Washington are good Freethink- this world, Protestantism we hold to be far better than
no
.religion.'
Comically IDustra.ted," or W. S. Bell's " Handbook
ers. Supposing that is so, what bearing has it on
" In the present state of the controversy, we hold it to
the all-important fact is that the association is a be the duty of the citizens of a commonwealth, Ohristian of Freethought" in cloth binding Our readers
Protestant organization formed to advance Protes- in its history and in the character of its laws, to deny know the value of these books, and that about every
tant interests T The few Freethinkers will be over- that the Bible is a sectarian book, and to claim for it a Liberal in the country would like a copy of one-of·
borne by the immense majority of Christi~ns, and place whenever the state attempts to educate youth for the other. Either one of these, as may be chosen,
the duties of citizenship."
be forced either to yield the priceless principle of
will be given to the new subscribers obtained in
What does Mr. Reynolds think· of that! .
equal religious freedom or get out of the society.
Our friend in the state of Washington also tells these clubs of four, and a copy of " Fo:ur HunWe are further told by Mr. Reynolds that the Assous
that if the American Prot~ctiv Association " ad- dred Years of Freethought " to the one who gets
ciation is " opposed to any religious instruction in
the public schools, and is opposed . to union of vertised itself as an Infidel institution" it could up the club and sends the money and names.
church and state." The one sufficient answer to effect nothing I In the first place it is inconceivable
We cannot afford to make this premium to ·single
this is that we hav shown that all these Protestant that it could advertise itself as an Infidel asssocia- subscribers, but to enable old subscribers and single
bodies are working for the retention of the Bible tion, for the reasons that its principles fall far short new subscribers to obtain these and other desirable
in the schools, and that " separation of church and of being those of Infidels and that its membership
works at a great reduction, we hav made -a list of
state" means no more on the lips of these people is overwhelmingly religious. In the second place,
than it does in the mouths of the National Reform Mr. Reynolds's plea amounts to this: As Free- premiums in connection with subscriptions to the
Association and the American Sabbath Union advo- thinkers we can accomplish nothing, therefore let paper, to be found in the first column of the first
cates ; and even Mr. Reynolds will admit that it is us disband the Secular Union, the Freethought editorial page of THE TRUTH SEEKER. We are willing
Federation, and other Liberal societies, and enlist to do our part toward making the obtaining of good
worthless in the latter instance.
We were well aware, as Mr. Reynolds informs us, under the sectarian banners of the various Protes- Liberal works easy and cheap, and hope our readthat this Protestant party claims to be " opposed tant societies to pull their chestnuts out of the fire ers will take advantage of the terms offered.
to any appropriation of publio money under any Let THE TRUTH SEEKEB veil its Freethought under
Once more we ask that a. favorable eye be turned
circumstances to any religious society or organiza- a semblance of Christian· zeal and " put out" hooks
in our direction, and a helpful hand extended. As
tion." But this declaration does not prevent it " to catch the religious and then get them to
think."
Like
St.
Paul,
we
are
to
catch
them
with
the resolutions of the International Congress exfavoring religious teaching in the common schools,
guile.
Into
what
sorry
straits
we
hav
been
driven
pressed
it, Boom the Liberal papers and you boom
which teaching, of course, necessitates the use of
it
is
true,
as
Mr.
Reynolds
alleges,
that
in·
showif
the Liberal cause.
public money for sectarian purposes. It cannot be
too earnestly insisted that we must be very cautious ing the real purposes of the American Protectiv
"A special committee of the Wilmington, Del, city
in accepting the ere parte statements of these Prot- Association and kindred aggregations we "denounce
the
only
sure
means
to
gain
our
victory"
!
We
hav
ha~:~ reported favorably a bill, drafted by the
council
estant politicians. They are out for votes and
in
the
subliiDe
mission
of
Freethought
more
faith
board
of
police commissioners, which makes it unpower. Here, to illustrate, is the "National League
than
to
think
for
a
moment
that
we
can
do
nothing
lawful
for
any girl under seventeen years of age "
for the Protection of American Institutions." Like
the American Protectiv Association it demands that for liberty of conscience unless we masquerade as to be pref:lent at any public place· of amusement
all appropriations of public money to sectarian in- Protestants crusading against the Catholics in the after 8 o'clock in the evening. And this regardless
of the consent or presence of her parents. Here in
stitutions shall cease. In fact, to secure an amend- interest of the Bible in the schools.
New York a girl under siXteen cannot take1 part in
ment to the Constitution forbidding such appropriaWanted-More Sub~cribers.
a performance at a theater, even if her parents are
tions is the one object of its existence. Yet its offiWe solicit the kind attention of our friends to anxious to hav her do so, if cne Gerry, a fidgety
cers are known to· stand for the Bible in the schools,
Sunday laws, etc. In the winter of 1889-90 the Su- the need which exists of increasing the subscrip- old bigot,, objects. We are a high spirited and free
preme Court of Wisconsin decided that use of the tion list of THE TBUTH SEEKEB. There are several people. We must be, for the ancestors of some of
Bible in the schools constituted sectarian teaching reasons for this, which our readers will readily see. us once threw some very good tea into the
within the meaning of the Constitution of that state. First, It will do a world of good, by making more Atlantic.
In the words of one journal, "the Supreme Court of Liberals and by interesting those aiready lib~ral in
"True Ohristian prudence makes us submit our under"
Wisconsin decided against the use of the Bible in the work of Freethought. The church is making standing to the maxims of ·the gospel without fear of
the public schools, under Constitutional provisions
being deceived. It teaches us to judge things as Jesus
.great encroachments upon our liberties, and the Ghrist judges them,·and to speak and act as he did."-St.
which in substance and on their face are identical
with this amendment which is proposed by the Na- people need to know about~ order to defeat its . Vincent de Paul.
For " Christian prudence " read Christi.m credutional League for the Protection of American Insti- tyranny. And those who r~ THE TBUTB SEEKEB
lity.
The amendment is in the interest of accurate
tutions." One not on guard against the tricks of are a hundred times more interested and activ than
What Christian is there to-day who is
expression.
these Protestant Jesuits would naturally suppose those who do not. Second, It is a duty we. owe to
to
judge
things as Jesus judged them and
willing
that this " League" would hav gladly embraced the our fellow-men to giv them the light of reason we
to
submit
his
understanding
to the maxims of the
opportunity to indorse the principle of secular edu- hav obtained. Liberalism makes for true civiliza.
gospel?
Who
that
does
i::J.ot
want
to commit suicide
cation so well formulated by the Wisconsin court.
tion, and freedom from fear of an angry God makes will drink prussic acid or submit to being bitten by
Did it do soT NO. Its aim is to shut off state aid
from the Catholics and at the same time strengthen men happier and· better. • Every Liberal should do a rattlesnake or copperhead ? Who will giv to the
the Protestant grip on the public schools. Dr. all he can to lift up his neighbors from the darkness thief his overshoes to keep company with the stolen
·King was then and is to~ day the general secretary of superstition to the glorious plain of mental lib- patent leathers or turn the unsmitten cheek to the
of the League. On April 8~ 1890, in the New York erty. And, as Mr. Wakeman says, referring to the tr~mp, if there is a policeman within coli ? Go to,
conference of the Methodist Episcopal church, he, resolution regarding the Liberal papers passed at good Christian friend, and quit talking nonsense.
as ch~irman of the Conference Committee on Relig- the late International Congress : " They are the very You may be sincere, but nobody not similarly
affiicted can repress the- suspicion that you are-posion and Public Education, submitted a report emlife of the cause of intellectual and practical eman- ing for eftect.
bodying the following declaration of principles :
cipation of the people. .A.s such they are to be
"2. That the separation of church and state cannot
The Charity and Organization Society of Buffalo
mean, under our form of government, the separation of built up and susfm.in.ed by constant care, payment,
seems
to be run in the interest of Protestantism.
encouragement, and solicitation for subscribers for
Ohristian morality and the state,
A
Pole,
one Jos. Antoszewski, writes totheBaptist
"3. Historically, and by the highest legal and judicial them." ·Third, An increase in the list will relieve the
Record of that city as follows :
precedent, we are a Ohristian nation.
'' 4. It is well settled by decisions in leading s~tes of the readers from the occasional " duns " we are com'' In the PoliSh mission we can eay that God has blessed
Union that Christianity is a part of the common law of palled to send out in order to get money with us the past three months. I was able to preach the goa· the state; 'the American states adopted these principles which to pay bills. If we can obtain two or three pel and by some gifts of benevolence to show the practica \
from the common law of England.'
thousand new subscribers, the increased revenue frUits of the gospel. I was able to giv to many needy
" 5. Education consists in the symmetrical developperson.s pr.ovision~, clothing, and coal. Tbe Oharity and
ment of the whole man for the purpose of his creation. will make the business work of the paper easier, Orgamzahon Somety engaged me to assist in their work.
This purpose is admitted to be moral. Purely &!lcular and we can continue to improve the paper without I was able to help the poor by money they furnished aLd·
education is impossible in a land whose literature, hisfear of financial embarrassments.
to secure work for the unploymed"
tory, and laws are a product of a Ohristian civilization.
•ttl
This Antoszewski is a Protestant missionary
'' 12. We repudiate as un-American and pagan, and as a
T
. o reward those wh o will d o a l1 e for us in among h"ts cath o1·1c fellow countrymen, which is all
menace to the perpetuity of our free institutions, the recent supreme court decision in the state of Wisconsin, a this matter we hav arranged to tak£ a large num- right, of course, but just why he is permitted to
decision dictated and defended by the enemies of the pub- ber of Mr. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of employ public funds or charity funds to buy cou~

1
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verts for his particular kind of Christianity, does
not appear. It will ·be noted that this gentleman
quietly assumes that benevolence is one of the
fruits of the "gospel," as though there were no
benevolence before the birth of the writers of the
New Testament books or where the Bible has not
molded the ideas of the people. Christianity is
indeed "The Cl~~>imant," although, like some other
noted pretenders, it has no standing in court.

Freethought a~d Secular Notes from England.
SKEPTICISM IN THE ROMAN OATHOLIO OHUBOH.
A Roman Catholic theologian, who sometimes
writes in the Contemporary Review, is affected evidently by the skepticism of the age, for he has just
m~de a vi~orous attack upon the Pope. and the
B1ble. It IB well, perhaps, for the writer's sake
that he preserves his anonymity, otherwise h~
would probably very soon hav to share the
fate 9f Mr. St. George Mivart. The battle recently fought by Dr. Clifford and Mr. John Urquhart over the alleged inerrancy of the :6ible is
now fought over again by this writer, who, while
acknowledging the the a~thority of the Pope, takes
shelter under the protectwn of the fact that a papal
encyclical is not a binding definition e:c cathedra
and therefore is not exempt from criticism. Cer·
tainly this critic does not spare the Pope, who has
so hastily condemned the higher criticism. All who
hav any knowledge of biblical criticism in England
and Scotland are aware that opinion among experts
is so overwhelmingly in favor of the modern school
of critics that it is impossible to find a competent
scholar ready to maintain the narrow orthodox
view. This . writer declares that it is the same in
the church to which he belongs, for he says :
I . am myself acquainted with Catholic divines who,
havmg devoted the best years of their lives to the stUdy
of the Bible, for the sole purpose of employing their
knowledge in defense of strict orthodoxy, found themselva compelled to •indorse the very propositions which
they had set out with the intention of refuting. This is
why the serious study of the scriptures is tabooed by our
Catholic theologians, and will havto be wholly prohibited
in time.
The writer acknowledges ·that his difficulties are
greatly increased by the publication .of the Pope's
encyclical. Hitherto this devout Catholic has had
to believe only in an infallible church, which some
of them found, it appears, to be not at all easy; but
now they are bidden also to believe in the infallibil
ity of a book which says that Aaron was buried in
two different places; that Elijah sent a Jewish king
a writing after he was dead, and which in one place
says that God tempted David to do a certain thing,
and in another place that Satan tempted him to do
it. The Catholic writer in the Contemporary Review objects, as a Christian, to be bound to accept
the orthodox view of the Bible while it is so contradictory in its statement~. He therefore, in spite
of the Pope, believes in the "Higher Criticism."
BEOULAR PROGRESS.
Seventy years ago Robert Owen was deemed by
certain employers of labor a lunatic for proposing
that the working hours of factory laborers should be
reduced from sixteen to twelve hours a day. Increasing the possible comforts or lightening the
burden of the toiling millions was not then recognized as a part of the orthodox faith of either laymen or clergymen. At the present time, however,
England is ringing with praise of the successful
experi!I'ent of an "eight hours' day" for work.
Many Freethinkers twenty years ago were considered the bitter enemies of the employers for suggesting that nine hours of labor should constitute a
day's work. Secularists never could accept the doctrin that the whole duty of man consisted in slaving
with his hands and in fearing God and obeying the
king. Believers in free minds hav always taught
the necessity of freedom of bodies. Hence we rejoice that the nation is b~coming converted to the
Secular view of life.
A NEW BEOULAR FOROE.
I hav frequently pointed out what a power for
good the pulpit might become if it were used to expound scientific and econom~c questions concerning
every-day life. At last this useful course is to some
extent being adopted in England. Bishops, clergymen, and ministers are now dealing Sunday after
Sunday with the labor and other Social problems
which demand solution. Of course the cause of
this "new departure" is obvious enough. The
church needs the patronage of the working men,
and therefore the clergy feel compelled to deal with
those social subjects that their predecessors ignored.
Still, we, as Secularists, need not trouble about the
motivs in this case, if the evils are admitted and
remedies _for them are publicly discussed. Any-
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th!-ng is_ better than the mystification of the public their lights. there could be no objection to it. But
mmd with theologic~ conundrums, and the neglect these theological tramps seem to be destitute of all
of the mundane a:ffa1rs of existence.
dec€ncy and tbe ability to tell the truth. One of
these depraved exp'lnents of the orthodox faith has
MORE OONVEBBIONB.
several times publicly made a charge of the most
The .?~refaced fiction of "The Converted Shoe- obscene character against the conductors of the
mak~r Is ~ot to be allowed to hav all the running. London Hall of Science, and as the filthy libel has
A pwus samt has published a score of names of been printed and widely circulated, it has been ret~J.O~e who are said to hav been converted to Chris- solved to commence a prosecution against the pubtianity from Freethought. The unfortunate point lisher of this foul charge. Probably in my next
however, for the saint iP, that most of the names h~ "Notes" I may be able to giv further particulars
mentions are ?nt~rely unknown to the Secular party. about the matter. It is quite time that a stop
Those unpreJUdiced people who are familiar with was put to such a degrading mode of Christian
the en?rmou~ figures used in describing the armies advocacy.
of the Lord m the Old Testament will not be surP"ised that hjs ministers to day should indulge in
INTERESTING ITEMS.
~eckless exagg~>ration. It is a way they hav, for is
The Rev. Holden Sampson has just been the vicIt not all for the glory of God! Does not St. Paul tim of church intolerance. The reverend gentleman,
say, "For if the truth of God hath more abounded it appears, has been somewhat too outspoken on
~hrough my lie. unto his glory; why yet am I also social questions and too liberal in his interpretation
JUdged as a sinner?"
·
of biblical teaching to suit the purse-holders of the
church, and he has accordingly been forced to reA VIOTIM OF BOOTOH BIGOTRY.
sign. Incidents of this kind deserve the fullest
. The Rev. 'Yil~iam Robertson Smith, who recently publicity. A church that claims to be national has
d~ed, was a Vlchm some years ago of the bigotry of no right to expect its acts of bigotry to be hidden
pwus Scotland. In 1878 he was made Professor' of under a bushel.
Hebrew in the Free Church College at Aberdeen,
In spite of the superstitious opposition to cremaand t?ere h.e becau;te the victim of a heresy hunt. tion the seventh issue of the transactions of the
Certam articles wh10h he had contributed to the Cremation Society of England shows continued
"Encyclopedia Britannica" roused the fervid ortho- steady increase in the number of practical converts.
doxy of the highland host, as the more conservativ In the year 1885 three bodies were burnt at Woking,
and Calvinis~ic of the Scotch·Free Church ministers and for the following eight years down to the presare known. They summoned him before the general ent time, the yearly numbers hav been 10, 13, 28,
ass~~bly of his kirk, ~and the debates were long and 46, 54, 99, 104; 101. Last year looks, at first sight,
ex01tmg. After a bnlliant defense Dr. Smith was like a decrease, but Manchester has now established
removed from his office. In 1881, the year of his a crematorium, and thirty bodies cremated there
dismissal, he joined the late Dr. Baynes in the would otherwise probably hav been added to the
editorship of the Encyclopedia, in which the offend- Woking total.
ing articles had appeared. He was one of the ablest
The "Church Schools Sunday," on which, in readvocates of what is called the higher criticism of ~ponse to· a request from the bishop of London,
the books of the Old Testament, and especially of collections were made last December on behalf of
the Pentateuch. It is asserted as a settled point the church schools in London, seems to hav been
which no fairly well informed man with unpreju- rather a failure.
One hundred. and fifty-four
diced mind ever calls in question that the Penta- churches collected £873 between them-less than
teuch, or .rather Hexateuch (for the book of Joshua £6 apiece. The London .Diocesan Magazine reis commonly included), in its present form, is not gretfully refers to the £30,000 raised in the churches
an original composition, but a compilation, consist- on Hospital Sunday, and thinks that £5,000
ing mostly of extracts from at least three different " toward the preservation of church schools is no~
sources ; and 'that the compilation was made many too much to expect." The bishop is going to make
centuries after the time of Moses. This belief has another attempt in July.
become, or is rapidly becoming, one of the commonA return for the Education Department states
places of every-day opinion ; and Dr. Robertson that the expenditure for public education in EngSmith was, if not latterly, the most prominent, cer- land and Wales in 1893 was £6,394,152, an increase
tainly the most powerful instrument in accomplish- over the previous year of £428,636.
ing this momentous result ; for momentous it will
" Christian " England has very little faith in its
probably prove to be in more ways than one. The God as a source of protechion, for, according to the
Christian scriptures are built upon the Jewish; and official returns of parliament, the country has to
the character and authority of these latter cannot spend every year from £53,000,000 to £58,000,000
CH.t.B. W ATTB.
undergo a change without changing also the Chris- for the defense of the empire.
tianity which rests upon them or is developed from
London, Eng
them.
THE MAHATMAS TO THE FRONT.
Mrs. Besant has returned from India just in time
to take part in a rupture among the Theosophists.
It eeems that in the theosophical circles in India,
some vague charges had been floating as to the attitude of Mr. Judge, the vice-president of the Theosophical Society, toward the ''masters." Mrs.
Besant brought theae rumors to the official notice
of Colonel Olcott, the president, and the colonel
incontinently gave Mr. Judge the alternativ of resigning the vice presidenoy or demanding a committee of inquiry. In his haste, however, Colonel
Olcott is said to hav nt glected the forms of procedure ]aid down in the constitution of the society,
an.d Mr. Judge, supported by the European and
Indian secretaries,, urged this neglect warmly
against him. The quarrel, though turning on
points of constitutional form, really involves the
question whether the society as such shall affirm or
deny the existence of mahatmas On this profoundly interesting point the .society has hitherto
expressed no opinion, for the best of reasons ; some
of its members believe in the '' masters;" others do
not; and a dogmatic pronouncement woul!l be the
signal for a perilous schism. Colontl Olcott wrotA
in haste. He will probably repent at leisure. His
procedure against the vice-president offends not
only against the constitution of the society- his
own constitution-but against the most elementary
notions of judicial fairnes.,. In any case the mutual
recriminations of the Theosophist officers are furnishing sport for the Philistines.

Random Notes.
Here is a good story. A French bishop was invited to dinner at a cardinal's in Rome. "Where
is your bishopric?" asked the cardinal. " In Angouleme." The ca.rdinal looked as intelligent as if
the bishop had explained the Trinity mystery to
him.
"Department of Charente," added the
bishop. No more light was visible. Suddenly a
bright idea struck the bishop. "I am bishop in
Cognac," li!aid he, "my diocese lies in Cognac."
"Ah, Cognac, Cognac," cried all the guests, "that
m.ust be a heavenly place in which to be bishop."
·"To tax church property is to tax God," says the
Catholic Revieto, and adds no comment to its solitary epigram .. Let us see. Then to rent church
property is-what T To sell church property iswhat T To insure church property is-what ? To
mortgage church property is-what T To hold a
ra:flling fair in church property is-what T The
epigram has more bray than brains.-Amerioan
Sentinel.
There is no proof on record of a prayer ever having been answered, and yet there are at this moment a million human beings on their knees iR the
dirt asking God to do a million different things,
which in their opinion should be done .at once, and
which he will not do.
Some inquisitiv and sacrilegious people may wonder why God did not want Eve to know she was
naked; but it is none of their business-" God's
ways are not as our ways "-he was not civilized.

A NEOEBBARY PBOBEOUTION
There are ·several theological trampP, supported
It was God and not the devil who said to "the
by certain religious bodies, going through the
count.ry defending Christianity and attacking Secu- woman," "I will greatly multiply thy sorrow," etc.
larism. Were this done by respectable and intelli- Women will crawl on their knees in the dirt for
. gent men who were acting truthfully according to him, and yet they want to vote.
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News and Notes.
Thursday, May lOth, under a beautiful sky, all
the glory of spring around, with Dr. E. B. Foote
Sr., I visited the monument of Thomas Paine at
New Rochelle, which is now in process of being
renovated, the name and the noble sentences of the
great reformer shining forth in gold. I look forward to a grand celebration at this place on Decoration Day, when the improvements will be fully completed, and amidst flowers and music the memory
of Thomas Paine will be illustrious. This is a delightful place for a gathering of this sort. There
are lovely scenes about, the trees branching in leafy
garniture, the gentle hills stretching away from
the intervale, and sunshine and shadow mingling on
the luminous grass. Here one can dream of gre.at
things, of the heroic past, and here one can gather
inspiration for future work. Here nature mingles
her glory with the hopes and toils of man. Amidst
her music and grand and beautiful forms is the
. monument of man's noble endeavor to be consecrated in the undying memory of the race. May
the multitudes flow to this spot and rekindle the
fires of freedom.
Friday evening, May 11th, I again confront the
Liberal Club, which I always like to do, for it
generally appreciates one if he tries to do his
level best. My subject was "Liberty and Author-.
ity," and on this occasion my critics did not seem
to differ very widely from my fundamental principles. I find rather more accord there than I expected. If we agree on first principles, the question of m.ethod must be settled by human experience.
The political principles of Paine and Jefferson are
those most generally adopted by Freethinkers, in
fact, if there is to be any government at all in the
world without tyranny these principles must be
adopted.
I gave the same leture before the ,Brooklyn
Philosophical Association, and it was received in the
same spirit as at the Liberal Club, that is, the differences were simply as to methods and not as to
principles. While many Freethinkers are Socialistic,
and would enlarge the powers of the government,
they would, as Mr. Wakeman expressed it, bring in
the voluntary principle and diminish the compulsory. If there is Socialism in the future it must
be secular and scientific, and not religious. We
hav had enough of religious and paternal Socialism.· All Freethinkers must oppose that, for in it
are the seeds of the tyrannies of the past~ The
state is . not over the people, but it is merely an
agency m the hands of the people for certain
purposes, and beyond those purposes its functions
must cease. The state .cannot in any . event be
made universal as human society itself. As Paine
points out, the state is only a function of society,
and not society itself. It is a part of society, as
~he eye is a part of the body; and the body itself
IS far greater than any particular function of itself;
so human society in its manifold powers and developments is far higher, profounder, and vaster
than the state itself, which is not the life of society
but simply its police force.
These principles were elucidated after my lecture
before. the association by Henry A. Stone, Joseph
WarWick, and others, and especially by the president, :S:enry Rowle!, wh<? is always fully equal to
the subJect under dlli!cussion. I always wish, when
I hear Rowley, that he was out in the lecture field
stU:ring up the people with his splendid matter and
del~very, for he ~as that way of expressing his ideas
which not only mforms but arouses. As president
of the Brooklyn Philosophical Association he is
doing a great work, and will surely become one of
·the best known exponents of our ·cause, as he is
to-day on? of our. most brilliant platf<?rm speakers.
A very m~ere,~tmg phase of my subJect, "Liberty
and Authority, came up both before the Liberal
Club and Brooklyn Association-namely compulsory vaccination, which it seems to me m~st be opposed both on Freethought and scientific grounds.
I a~so attended a meeting wi~h Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
which he addressed, and which was a pretty vigorous protest against this sort of tyranny. However
some Freethinkers are in favor of compulsory vac~
cination; but I am of the opinion that when the
subject is fully discussed and understood the fallacv
and the wrong of it will be admitted by those wh~
are without prejudice.
It. is ~ .matter beyond dispute that compulsory
vaccmat10n has caused the death of several individuals ~ Brooklyn ; t~at is, innocent persons hav
been pOisoned to death m order to insure the safety
of the rest of the community.
It.is a question as to whether criminals ought to
be killed for the sake of the security of society.
Some argue against capital punishment even for the
murderer. But in this case not criminals but innocent people are executed for the sake of society. Is
not this orthodox vicarious atonement? We pro-

test against Christ dying for us. How about having Iittltl children poisoned and killed for our good T
Is that justice T
Even if vaccination really secured the safety of
society, is it not a question as to whether it should
be compulsory!
What is the ground for comp~sory vaccination T
This, of course : that vaccination is a certain
preventiv of small-pox.
This can be the only
ground of compulsion. But if vaccination is a
certain preventiv, then those who are vaccinated
are safe anyway and are not in danger from the
non-vaccinated.
Where, then, is the reason for forcing th~ nonvaccinated against their own judgment to be vaccinated, since this does not conduce to the safety of
the vaccinated T .For the vaccinated are already
safe, being vaccinated/ If vaccination does not
make one safe, then vaccination is a humbug and,
of course, should not be compulsory.
On either horn of the dilemma compulsory vaccination must go by the board. If vaccination
insures safety, then the vaccinated cannot enforce
vaccination on the non-vaccinated on the ground of
pr~tection; for they are already sufficiently protected
by their own act. If vaccination does not insure
safety, then we are confronted by the preposterous
claim that the state has a right to force upon the
community an uncertain remedy.
This question .goes so deeply into the principles
of government that it is well to understand these
fallacies of compulsion. It is like forcing religion
upon the community, and if one is justifiable, then
the other is equally so. If not, why not T
The Philosophical Association is making grand
preparations for the Paine festival at New Rochelle,
Decoration Day. It looks as if there would be a
great throng present, and every Freethinker who
can possibly attend should do so. It will be a rare
day-one of a thousand. Let it be enshrined with
the great memories of the republic. Let it be a
white day amidst the toils of reform. Let it be a
gala day for humanity and progress.
I hav arranged to be at Albany when the Constitutional Convention comes together again May 22d.
On Sunday, May 27th, I shall lecture at Van
Vechten Hall, 119 State street, afternoon and
evening. I hope that every Freethinker in the
vicinity of Albany and Troy will be present, that we
may make a vigorous protest for human rights.
Now is the time to do our level best; and we must
work together.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

"Four Hundred Years."
The days of grace are now very few~ Those who
wish to get their names into" Four Hundred Years
of Freethought" should let us know at · once.
~ames and $5's are coming in quite encouragmgly, but there are some pledged ones still without
the gates, and a large number of others who, we
surmise, intend to come in at the eleventh hour.
Well, that hour has struck. Do not forget that
$6.50 secures THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year and
a copy of Mr. Putnam's book, which contains more
than eight hundred and fifty pages of reading
matter; one hundred and fifty portraits, and the
names of all who hav paid in advance for the book.
"A man is known by the company he keeps," and
no better could be found. Following is the list of
pictures:
Adams, Robt. C.
Baker, R. L.
Bennett, D. M.
Besant, Annie
Bird, Henry
Bjornson, Bjornstjerne
Blodgett, D. A.
Botsford, W.
Cee, Jean Paul
Child, 0.
Cilwa, C.
Coleman, W. E.
Colman, Lucy N.
Darwin, C. R.
Dekker, E. D.
Emerson, R. W.
Fergus, James
Foote, E. B., Sr.
Foote, E. B., Jr.
Gage, Matilda J.
Garcia, J. M. L.
Gardener, Helen H.
Garibaldi, Giuseppe
Garrison, Wm. Lloyd
Gibbon, Edward
Gibson, Ella E.
Hardee, R. A.
Hayden, Chas. T.
Heston, Watson
Heywood, Ezra. H.
Holyoake, G. J.
Ingersoll and grandchild

Andrews, Stephen Pead
Bradlaugh, Charles
Bruno, Giordano
Bruno Monument
Buchner, Ludwig
Burnham, J. H.
Butter:fi,eld, R.
Comenius
Comte
. Conant, J as. A.
Cook, J. H.
Creede, N. C.
Denton, William
Des Essarts, Jules
Foote, Geo. W.
Freeman, Mrs. M. A.
Freeman, Mrs.· M. D.
Freeman, W. F.
Girard, Stephen
Goethe, J. W. von
Goodellt...N. D.
Green, .H.. L.
Greenhill, J. A.
Griswold, N. F.
Hugo, Victor
Humboldt, A. von
Hume, Robert
Huxley, T. H.
Ingersoll, R. G.

Jamieson, W. F.
Kneeland, Abner
Leland, Lilian,
Leland, T. C.
Lennstrand, Viktor E.
Macdonald, E. M.
Macdonald, G. E.
Martineau, Harriet
Mendum, Ernest
Noyes, R. K.

Krekel Mattie P.·
Lick,. James
. Lincoln, Abraham
McCabe, J. J.
Mille, Constantine
M o.nroe, J. R.
J.'dendum, J. P.
Oswald, Felix:

Peck, John
Paine, Thomas
Pillsbury, Parker
Palmer, Courtlandt
Post, Amy
Parker, Theodore
Putnam, Samuel P.
Parton, ·James
Rosenow, A. .
Reichwald, E. C.
Ross, W. Stewart
Remsburg, John.E.
Rowley, Henry
Reynolds, C. B.
Rush, Reuben
Richardson, J. P.
Rose, Ernestine L.
Specht, Dr. August
Schell, Abram
Spe~cer, Herbert
Schell, Caroline
Spinoza
.
Schroeder, J. Henry
Stanton, Elizabeth Cady
Schwella, :Edward
Steiner, Franklin
Seaver, J;forace
Stevens, E. A.
Shaw, J.D.
Sturoc, W. C.
Shelley, P. B.
Smith, Katie Kehm
Thorpe, Robert
Taber, Henry M.
Toomey, S.
TenBokkel, J. G.
Tyndall, John
Thompson, Otto
Thoreau, Henry
Vostrovsky, J.
Voelkel, Titus
Voltirlre, M, de
Whitman, :walt
Waite, C. B.
Wicksell, K.
Wakeman, T. B.
Wille, Bruno
Walker, E. C.
Wixon, Susan H.
Washburn, L. K.
Wollstonecraft, M.
Watts, Charles
Wright, Elizur
Watts, Kate E.
Wright, ·Frances
Wettstein, Herman
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Subscribers for ·the work continue to send in
their names. Following are the new ones received
·
since acknowledgment last week : '
California.-Charles Wagner, Joel B. Parker, Mrs.
Chris. Scofield, Ed. Wegner.
.
Colorado.-Christopher Miller.
Connecticut.-Adam Ferris.
.lllinois.-G. C. Paoli, M:D.,H. Coons, Frank G. Praetz.
Iowa.-H. F. Bchnedler.
·
Kansas.-Owen Jones.
:ltentutlky.-0. P. lllldred.
Maryland.-Aaron Davis, Thomas F. Diftendall.
Massachusetts.-C. J. Grey.
.
Montana.-David Hall, Jacob Harris, H. L. ~tephens.
Missouri-W. C. Devall.
Minnesots.-Julius Rasmussen.
Nebraska.-Thomn.s Patrick, John McArdle.
New JerMey.-John Snijer.
·
New York.-Henry A. Stone, Edward A. Little.
Ohio.-John W. Turner, Alexander C. Scott, Jr.,
Joseph Roth.
.
Qregon.-Chas. S. Harris, Katie Kehm Smith.·
Wisconsin.-Wm. D. Cullmann.
Canada.-George l>erry, Charles Laperche.

Lectures and Meetings.
THE Detroit Investigator Society meets every Sunday
afternoon at the hall, No. 32 .Moroe avenne.
S P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
Albany, N.Y., May 27th.
Northport, L. I., June 4th-8th.
THE Manhattan Liberal Olub meets every Friday even·
ing in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street; New
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for May:
·
May 18th-'' Walt Whitman-the Prophet of Democracy,"
Dr. Isaac Hull Platt.
May 25th-" The Three,fold Man." Prof. Theo. F.
Price.
FRIENDSHIP LmERAL LEAGUE of Philadelphia will
commemorate the annivers~~ory of Stephen Girard's birth
with appropriate exercises, Sunday, May 20th, at 2.30 and
7.30 P.M., in Warner's Hall, Broad and Wallace streets.
Able talent has been secured for this occasion, and having a commodious hall with a. seating capacity for one
thousand people, Liberals are cordially invited to participate.
·
GEo. LONGFORD, Sec.
THE WoMEN's LmERAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, meets
in the Skerrett Building, Ridge avenue and Green street,
Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock. Admission free. All are
welcome. Radical Library open 7.30 to 10 P.M. Program for May:
.
May 22d-'' Woman and Single Tax," George Stephens.
ay29th-"Woman in Journalism," Mrs. T. H. Symon,
·Sec. U.L.L.
. THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holds meetings
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Busi·
ness College, South Eighth street, between Bedford an!d
Driggs avenues. Program of lectures for May:
May 20th-" 'l'he Science of Life," Rev. F. E. Mason.
May 27th-" A Study of Shelle.Y," Henry Rowley. Concluding meeting; report of season's work; vocal and
instrumental music.
May 30th, Decoration Day-Paine Celebration at New
Rochelle. Tickets, including railroad fare, 50 cents.
Tickets are exchangeable for railroad ticket to New
Rochelle and return by special train of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford R. R. Co., which will leave
Grand Central Depot at 12.30 P 111. The return ticket
from New Rochelle will be good on any train during
the day. Tickets for sale at the Trnth Seeker office.
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Observations.
A repo!ter of a daily paper! who as a tramp
recently mvest gated . the workings of a charitable organization in this city, is surprised to find
that it is conducted on business principJes-that
is, the managers hav regular office hours; the destitute are not relieved until they hav earned their
food, and tickets of a~mission are procurable only
from clergymen.· It 1s probable that this institution is a type of all organized charities, which are
not charities in the -true meaning of the word.
· They are business concerns, which· make commerce
of the misfortunes of mankind, and the palatial
quarters in which their offices are located testify to
the remunerativ qualities of the business.
Colonel Breckinridge discovers that the Bible is
a very prolific source of defense and bxcuse for his
lately exposed line of conduct, while the clergy
sometimes find that the Kentucky Congressman
furnishes them a convenient illustration in the
expounding of biblical truth. In his address to his
constituents the colonel compares himself to
King David, who, though like him a sinner, found
favor with the Almighty; and a Southern m~nister,
desiring that his :flock should hav a better idea of
the character of King Solomon, lately remarked
that this wi.sest of men was " a regular Billie
Breckinridge." Thus do the ancient and modem
saints serve as a complement. to one another and
· powerfully aid in achievit:Jg a comprehension of
divine truths.
The Rev. Dr. Parkhurst, head of the Society for
the Encouragement o~ Meddling with Other People's Business, has expressed himself oil, the subject
of woman suffrage. His advice to women is that
they remain " womanly" and not strive to be
"mannish," which is like admonishing an aunt not
to usurp the functions of an uncle; but what would
become of Parkhurst's moral crusade if he should
conclude ·to act like one of the male sex instead of
fussing about like a prudish old maid 1 Granting
that politics has a coarsening influence on women,
it is not plain that familiarizing them week after
week with the depravity of the outcast m·embers of
their sex can serve to promote their modesty and
refinement. On the whole,.the associations of the
polling booth, corrupt as they are, can make some
pretensions to decency compared with the influences
of Parkhurst and his society for the elevation of
immorality to the dignity of a political issue.
This column is indebted to Mr. J. K. Ingalls for
the following draft of a dialog showing how bank
control of the currency affects the citizen :
HAYSEED AND GOLDMAN.
FARMER HAYSEED: Here's a note for $1,000 guaranteed
by Deacon Jones. Want money on it for a considerab.le
spell.
.
BANKER GOLDJIUN: Well, that's what we call "giltedged." Will giv yon $93<1 50 in our notes for your in·
dividnal note for $1,000, payable in one year; we keeping
the guaranteed note as security. Sixty dollars is the dis·
count for one year, and fl. fty cents for. the three day's
grace. .
F. H.: Whew! Never hear'n tell 'tyon bank fellows
had any grace to grant Don't see where it comes in
either. Yon take pay for it a year in advance without
waiting to see whether it is wanted or no. But, say I
want the credit for twenty years, How much monght be
then the mis-disconnt?
B. G.: H'm. Well, 'twonld be $1,200.50. But we
don't discount notes having that long to run. _
F. H.: !"should say not. Let's see. I would pay yon
down $200.50 and $1,000 when the note was due without
ever having ·from yon a measly red. Don't want any
mis-dis-misconnt that gits in such work. And, cum to
think o' it, will vote no more of your };lank men or their
attorneys into office to "fix the value " onto money so
it'll miscount like that.
The meat that Senators feed on· makes them
great. Once arrived at the seat of government
they look back upon their constituency as through
a telescope turned end for end. . The people" of the
state of Maryland, which sent Mr. Gorman to the
Senate, recently held a meeting in Baltimore to
urge upon Congress the passage of a certain measure. When asked how he viewed the demonstration
the Senator in a supercilious manner replied; "The
people must hav somPthing to amuse themselvs
with, and this is just as good a way to do it as any
other, _I suppose. I sincerely hope they enjoyed
themselvs." Kind, considerate father of his people !
Let him keep them amused, or some day they may
get serious and think it hardly worth while to pay
the salary of Mr. Gorman. Then the joke would
be on him.
.
This senator is a man of conspicuous piety. He
has so much respect for the church that he believes
its members may gamble without sin and without
prejudice to the law that provides for the harassment of other gamblers. In fact, it is not to be
doubted that he regards himself as a divinely ap-

pointed Senator from Maryland, the legislature that
elected him being a mere ratifyrog convention, and
the people not being in it at all. While no hereditaryr leader of his people, like Breckinridge, he suffimently resembles him in the matter of piety to
bear watching.
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results, social and moral, than those which attend
unwedded motherhood. As dispensers -of prophylactics, the vaccinators must stand second to the
crowd of so-called malpractitioners now under indictment in this city, while, as perpetrators of outrage, purveyors of ill-health, and as accessories to
homicide, the positions are reversed. The lawr un·
der which they operate shoUld carry ~ clause pJ"oviding that all sections of the Constitution guaranteeing the security of person or property are hereby
repealed.

The lecture which Mr. S. P. Putnam delivers under the title of ."Liberty anq Authority " would
not be a good one for a politician to star the country with. It contains too much Jeftersonian and
Paine democracy to be popular in these days. It
would not please the Democrats-and-Republicans,
I pray that Ml'. E .. 0. Roscoe of Brooklyn will
who want a strong and centralizeq government; and not take offense if I interpose no further argument
it is too radical to suit the Prohibition or Populite against his position on the finance question; I
taste. ' In fact, Jefferson's notion that the country conclude that he is wedded to the gold-basis idea,
is governed best when governed least, and Paine's or the idea that all trade is barter, one commodity
great truth that government is a necessary evil, of which must of necessity be gold; between himcontain no potential snaps for the politician, and self and that idea there is that perfect compatibility
hav been generally discarded. According to this of temperament which always exists where -one
lecture of Mr. Putnam's, Anarchism, even the phi- rules and the other implicitly trusts and obeys, and
losophic sort, is impracticable on account of its in- _there are therefore no statutory grounds for his
completeness as a system, so long as we hav crime divorce. There are women, said to be intelligent,
to deal with. State Socialism is to be rejected as a who protest against the enfranchisment of ·their
tyranny in. itself, and as furnishing the majority sex ; the other day I read of a convict who refused
with the best possible machinery for the suppres- to leave his prison when his sentence expired;· and
sion of new ideas. We cannot even compromise when queer things like these occur I cannot reasonon Populism, whose every representativ in Congress ably be surprised at Mr. Roscoe's reticence. We
voted to close the World's Fair on Sunday, whose hav a financial basis that is continually contracting,
Senators, like Kyle, of Sot~.th Dakot~, champion continually depressing prices, and more and more
national Sunday laws, and which is the only political repelling investment and industrial enterprise.
party (except the Prohibitionists) to incorporate Possibly Mr. Roscoe is a capitalist who knows that
the whim of divine sovereignty as a plank in its under these conditions idle money reproduces itself.
platform. On the whole, Putnam's "Liberty and If he has securities redeemable in gol~, he knows
Authority" contains good, safe doctrin, which must that their value will continue to increase with the
some day become the refuge of Freethinkers from increasing scarcity of gold and contraction of the
the maternalism of present governmental theories. _ currency. On this supposition his fealty to~ the
gold standard is easily explained. If, 'howevlit, he
I am reminded that the demand of Coxey's army is a debtor, able and willing to carry out his confor government work for the unemployed and tracts as they were made, but with diminishing
large appropriations for the building of roads has a ability to fulfil them with money every day becomdistinguished and time-honored precedent in the ing harder to get, he is as peculiar a freak as the
protectiv tariff and appropriations for the improve- prisoner I hav mentioned. I do n.ot hold that the
ment of unnavigable waterways. I am grateful for remonetization of silver alone would inaugurate a
the suggtstion, and ready to admit that if the gov- commercial millennium. With land monopolized,
ernment owes the manufacturer a bounty on his with taxes, interest, rent, and debt consuming the
product, it owes the workingman the same on his vitals of industry; with great hordes of official
labor. It cannot, of course, be maintained that the loafers on the payroll of town, county, state, and
employee is benefited by the protecti v tariff, because nation ; with swarms of priests and preachers robthere is free trade in labor, but even if such a con- bing poverty of its pennies ; with the artificial imtention could be upheld, it would be much more pediment to commerce, known as the tariff, between
Just to pay men directly from the treasury than to the owner and the buyer ; with a venal legislature
continue subsidizing manufacturers and trusting dictating terms to trade and speculating on its vithem to dole out to their employees the dregs of cissitudes which they themselvs can cause; with all
public patronage. According to the new light, Mc- the existing insecurities to life, liberty, and happiKinley is the original Coxey, and his army is com- ness, I do not suppose that one minor reform can
posed of protected manufacturer!! who march on to act as a panacea; but I am firm in the conviction
Washington in palace cars, either as legislators elect that the first nation to remonetize the white metal
or as delegates from chambers of commerce and will be the first to grasp a hunk of returning
GEO. E. MA.ODONALD.
other organizations of public beneficiaries. Carry- prosperity.
ing out the analogy, we hav Coxey Frye in the Senate, and Coxey Morse in the House, demanding
The following additional contributions hav been
concessions to the church; and their industrial made to the fund for the distribution of "Churoh
army of clericals, camped in the Washington hotels,
had evacuated the capital but a few days before the Property" and the payment of Mr. Putnam's extrue Commonweal army invested it. That the penses at the Constitutional Convention. We are
"tramp" leader. should hav been .clubbed and im- glad to hav · the opportunity to thank so many of
prisoned, instead of these others so much more in the friends, and hope that many others will do
need of that treatment, does not speak highly for deeds meet for the same courtesy.
the Washington constabulary.
Mary J. Jones .................................................... $1 00
J. E. Marden,...................................................... 1 00
Under a system of compulsory vaccination, by J. K. Ingalls....................................................... 2 00
doctors who hav a pecuniary interest in the opera- Dexter K. Oole. .. ... ... ... . ... ... ............... ... ..... ....... .. . 5 00
Olmsted..................................................... 2 00tion, instances of serious illness and death as a re- John
Oapt. John Scott................................................. 2 00
sult of the practice are of almost daily occurrence. Nelson Pidgeon....................................................
50
Added to these evils is the almost equally great one H. Merrick............. ,............................................ 1 00
of invasion of person and property, and the inocu- Manuel Northen.................................................. 2 00
E. E. Onrtis. ...... .. ... .... .. .... ...... ... ... .. .... ...... ... ... . .. . 1 00
lation by main strength of people who deny both John
Nnessle.............. ........................................
50
the efficacy of the treatment and the right of the W. Voonenbnrg .................. :................................
50
state to enforce it. The whole business comes as F. S. and Ruth Brettell........................................ -1 00
clearly under the head of outrage as does any other 0. Ohild ............................................................. 20 00
E. B. Eoote, Jr .. .... .. ... ....... ...... .. . ... .... .. ....... .. 5 00
kind of assault. If we had the statistics of vaccina- ]Jr.
Ozro Littlefield . .... . .. ... ... .... .. .......... .. ... .... ... ..... .... 2 00
tion and voluntary abortion, we should probably W. J. Bryant....................................................... 2 00
find the b"a.lance of ill-effects on the side of the for- Mrs. L. A. Griswold .. . . .. .... ... ... ...... ... ......... ... .. .... 5 00
mer, and yet the state enforc?s the one an? makes William Smith ... .. ... .... .. ..... ............. .. ... ...... ... ...... 5 00
a crime of the other. I take 1t that the att1tude of
J. E. REMSBURG has been doing some pioneer 'work
the law makers toward the latter is nothing more lately, making a tour by team through the Ozark mounnor less than an accident. If previous to the passage tains of Southern Missouri.
of laws on the subject some public nuisance had
TH1!l Milwaukee Liberal Olnb meets at Severance Hall,
introduced into the legislatu~e a bill providing for 421 Milwaukee street, every Sunday at 7.30.P.M.
the inspection by public officials of all unmarried
TB1ll Radical Library meets in Skerrett's Hall, Ridge
members of the female sex falling under suspicion, avenue and Green street, Philadelphia. Open on Tne1
and an enforced operation iii case guilt was estab- day, 7.80 to 10 P.M.
lished the legislature would hav enacted it into a
TB1ll First Secular Ohnrch of Portland, Or., meets in
law ~d members of the health board, with Comstock Oentral Labor Oonncil Hall, 170! Second street near
Yamhill, every Sunday at 7.30 P. M. Katie Kehm
as their spy, would be official abortionis~s instead Smith,
lecturer. Snnday-schoolinsameplaceat12:80P.H.
of vaccinators. And there would certainly be as
T. B. Wakeman, H~nry Bowley, Samuel P. Putnam,
good grounds for such a law as can be adduced. and
Joseph Warwick, so far constitute the speakers
for the present action of the board of health; for all for the Paine Celebration at New Rochelle on May 80th.
moralists must admit that an unmarried female There will be others, and a splendid and lively promay sustain an attack of variola with less serious gram may confidently be expected.
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death. The fault in our ethics upon this
question is that what has been granted as
a boon to philosophers has been wrongGeorge Better Order an .A.sbestos Snit. fully withheld from the suffering commons.
Yours respectfully,
C. PUTNAM.
LAWBEN<lE, KA.N., May 2, 1894.
- MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed list of names
against Sunday law. Don't suppose they Seventy-six Years Old and Went Fifteen
Miles.
will count much. George Macdonald is a
JACKBONVIL'LE, ILL., May 5, 1894.
cuss; he will go to hell sure.
MR. EDITOR: I had the pleasure of atW. JONES,
tending three lectures given by John R.
Brief but Snggestiv.
Charlesworth at Franklin, Ill., the 23d,
24th, and 25th of .A.pril. Subjects: "The
RocKWooD, TENN., .A.pril23, 1894.
·MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 to Philosophy of Freethonght;" "Is There a
renew my subscription for another year Life Beyond the Grave?"" Is the Bible
to the best paper printed, hoping that it the Inspired Word of God?"
These addresses were grand, to say the
may liv long and prosper, and all that are
least. I was well paid for going fifteen
connected with it the same.
miles to listen to him. Mr. Charlesworth
Yours for the truth, W. L. NELSON.
and myself spent a day with six brothers
Willing to Glv Us Time.
(Roberts) and their wives and mother, all
ADAMS CENTER, N. Y., .A.pril 29, 1894.
Freethinkers, and yon ought- to hav seen
· MR; EDIToR: I saw your call to renew the table and heard the music. Good for
subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER. Al- .A.pple Creek! We voted our speaker a
though my subscription has not expired, I champion. .A. little sky-pilot, Rev. Mr.
will take this opportunity to extend it one Swindell, drew a Bible from under his
year and also secure Samuel P. Putnam's arm, and said it was God's holy word, and
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght." it was a chain around our necks to bind us
Inclosed find $6. 50. Take all the time together. It gave consolation to father
yon wish to bring out this great work. I and mother, to all of the family. Charle~
know yon are equal to the task. Wishing worth replied that it was a chain about our
the greatest success to the book and also feet and brain to retard onr progress; a
to the dear old TRUTH SEEKER, I remain,
chain that bound Bruno and Servetns to
B. F. HARRINGTON.
Yours truly,
the stH.ke to be burned; the same chain
hung witches in New England; Galileo
· Never too Young for Truth's Army.
snfl'ered from tlie same chain. The world
NAPLEs, N.Y., .A.pril 30, 1894.
does move all the same. If it givs conso
MR. EDITOR: I cannot invest very latlon to our friend to be taught that nineheavily, for I am a poor boy, but I am de- tenths of the human family are predestined
termined to know something of this good to be driven into a lake of fire and brimwork of Freethonght. Christians tell me stone to be burned forever, he is welcome
I am too young to stand out so, but when to enjoy his cruel propensities.
they talk with me they generally show the
Yoprstrnly,
JoNAS ScoTT.
•• white feather" and think I am more
than of age, but such is not the case.
Mortuary-Ludwig Magenheimer.
Long may the work prosper. ;Find
SAN JosE, CAL., .A.pril 28, 1894.
twenty-five cents for ".A.nswers to ChrisMR. EDITOR: The inclosed clipping from
tian Questions." I take your valuable the San Jose Evening Record of the 27th
paper in partnership with another of my inst., truthfully says that a good man
class.
Yours for victory,
·
whose place it will be hard to fill has gone
GEO. L. SMITH.
to his reward:
The deceased was born in Oggoersheim,
He Sees the Point.
Bavaria, on .A.ngnst 23, 1820, which makes
YOUNGSTOWN, 0., April 30, 1894.
him 72 years of age. He married Miss
MR. EDITOR : Please send me "The Catharine Raab in 1845. In coneeqnence
Christian: Religion; What is to be its Final of the religions revolution which racked
his nativ country in 1849, he came to
Outcome?" by an Old Farmer.
.A.m glad to hear that yon hav shown what .A.merica with his young family, and remained in NewYork for five years. Leavthe .A.merican Protectiv Association really ing
his young daughter there, he and his
is. It is simply a Protestant organization, wife came to San Jose, and in 1856 they
that is all. I am informed that many Lib- opened and conducted for seven years a
Ill
erals are mem hers of this organization, restaurant· and bakeTy bn!liness.
but I hope they will leave as soon as they health caused Mr. MagEmheimer to retire,
find out what it is. .A.t Lowellville, a short and after recovering he looked after the
bnsinei!IB interests of the San Jose Turn
distance from here, the Junior Mechanics Verein until last October, when his health
and the .A.merican Protectiv .A.Psociation hav compelled him to giv up altogether. He
been fighting against the eflorts of some leaves a widow and a daughter, and two
Liberals and Catholics to prevent the Bible grandsons, Carl and Ludwig Fish!>r.
being read in the public schools of that
Mr. Ludwig Magenheimer is well known
place. If Christians want to fight each to the Freethonght world, being one of
other, let them do so.
the only two subscribers to the Bruno
With best wishes for the success of our Monument Fund within the corporate limgrand and glorious cause, which is redeem- its of this city, showing how diligently he
ing the world, I remain,
watched for every Freethonght movement
Yours very truly,
D. T. JONES.
on the globe. .A.lways to. the Liberal
front, he will be sadly missed by the Free·
Stands by His Convictions.
thinkers of this city. Liberal, jnst, and
GmBoN, NEB, .A.pril29, 1894.
charitable to all, is the record of Mr. MaMR. EDITOR: The "qneer little book" genheimer.
L. R. TITus
that yon say yon hav published for the an
ihor-"Enthansia"-does not l;!'et very
A Few Questions for E. 0. Ro~coe.
favorable notice from yon. I do not know
CooK, Nl'B, April30, 1894.
anything of Mr. Hickey that would enable
MR. EDITOR: Having been very much
me to judge of the merits of the book, but entertained in the reading of Mr. Roscoe's
I am: one of those. who think the "ethics articles on finance, I wish him to answer the
of suicide" is a snbjAct that does not de- following questions, hoping thereby to get
serve either tbe sneers or disapprobation more light on the subject, RO that I, at
of anyone. I believe that suicide should least, may be able to see what constitutes
bav universal sanction, and should be held a money value.
sacred as an availablA means of ending
lat. By what process do we know that
misery of body or mind. No sentiment there is one hundred cents' value in 25 8-10
either of morality or religion should ever grains of gold?
prononnce·censnre against suicide, except
2d. If the twenty-five and eight-tenth
solely snob as takes into consideration the grains of gold contain exactly one hundred
duty and obligations that e. man owes to cents' value, will that value ever change?
those living who are dependent upon him,
Sd. If the value is liable to change, what
and who claim from him the sacrifice of. certainty hav we that the value ever was
living against the solace of dying. I in- or ever will be fixed correctly?
close fifty cep.ts for the "queer little
4th. If the law was repealed which
book," and · I earnestly ask of yon to_ makes of the 25 8-10 grains of gold a value
change the tone of your_ notice. Yon may of 100 cents, and a lawful money, would it
be_!;'!;! noncommittal or. as neutral as yon still retain its present value and llell for
please, but don't tread harshly upon sa- 100 cents?
cred things. Don't treat lightly those bur5th. Did the 412~ grains of silver of the
dens of soul from which philosophers and silvPr dollar ever contain 100 cents value?
statesmen hav found grateful release in
6th. Was not the rule just as reliable

lowed an inspection of the treasures his port.
foqos contain. lam simply ~~ostounded.that
a person possessing SO much artistip. skill
could hav abandoned art entirely; if not for
fortune, at least one would think he would
hav pursued it for faine and Pleasure.
The subjects were usually -those of the
severely classic o-rder, with a scattering of
rural sketches from. nature. Free-hand
sketches of the Venus de Milo, the· gladi~
ator, -Mercury, etc., were specimens of
real genius, while·some larger study-heads
were executed with extraordinary Skill.
It appears that the doctor's father and
mother possessed artistic talents of high
degree.
I enjoyed the musical treats this household affords. Mrs. de Lespinasse usnally presides at the piano while the doctor
l.'killfnlly plays. the violin. Master Fred
occasionally takes the piano while his
mother brings forth the deep-sounding
tones from the violincello. The doctor's
sister, Mrs. d9 Crane, often assists. It is
frequently claimed that "music hath
charms to soothe ihe savage breast."
The Ingersoll Home and Colleg.e.
While I hav not the skill to discover
ST. JosEPH, Mo:, .A.pril30, EM. 294.
whether my breast has been tamed or not,
MR. EDITOR: On Sunday evening, .A.pril on snob occasions, I cannot refrain from
29th, Mr. J. E. Remsburg delivered his ''yelping," and, as the rest of them surgreat lecture on "Some Flaws in Christ's vived the ordeal, I presume that there wlll
Credentials " at Turner Hall in this city, be no claims for damages.
arid he hand 'ed his subject in his usual
This is by no means why I intrude on
mast rly and logical manner. His subject your readrrs. The doctor, his wife, and
had reference _to the Christ of theology, myself hav for years been Materialists of
and it was shown that Christ was a myth the ultra or Wettstein order. Latterly
and therefore the Christian religion was they hav been the recipients of a singular
founded on a fictitious basis. Mr. Rems· phenomenon that . has puzzled them
burg proved that there was just about as greatly. Tt is the usual table-tipping.
much reliability and inspiration. in the Certain deceased relative hav sent
writers of- the gospels as there was in the them messages. The doctor's father,
writers of Munchansen's tales or Gulliver mother and others, are supposed to freand no more. There was a very appreci- quent!; manifest themselv~ at these private
seances U snally Mrs. de Lespinasse and
ativ audience of about two hundred.
We wish to express our thanks to the a Mr. Los, an intimate friend, are seated
Turner S cciety for their magnificent hall, at the table; or Mrs. de Lespi:i:tasse and
lighted and given free for the lecture; and Henry de Lespinas3e, the doctor's brother.
we also wish to thank the gentlemen who Usually the deceased Mrs. Los is so perfurnished the fine music; and we will aild, sistE-nt to communicate with her son that
that we are very ln'atefnl to the Free- the sitters get tired and treat her with
thinkers who contributed money to pay slight courtesy.
On the night of my arrival all the dead
the expense of the lecture. Our German
friends came to the rescue nobly, and we Chicago .A.narchists made themselvs manihope to be able to hav more leotnres.
· fest, or were supposed to do so. First
Now, Mr. Macdonald, I wish to jog the Parsons appeared and wished to Bpeak to
Freethinkers a little on the subject of the me. I asked if they were satisfied with
Ingersoll aollege project. Your readers what I had tried to do for them? The
will remember that the question was answer spelled out: "Yon are a true
mooted last year, and that I m•de a mod- friend. M&ny thanks." He desired me
est oiler in THE TRU'rH SEEKER of Sep- to personally see his wife and sent her a
tember 16th last to giv some land at Inger- written message with his " n dying love."
soll Springs, and yet after I left the Con- Spies appeared aud held converse~ B) did
gress there was a gentleman frnm Kear- Engel. Lastly, the very turbulent spirit
ney, Neb., who oflered more land and, as of Lingg was supposed to be there. The
I understand, pledged himself to ra;se table was so violent that I could not hold
$20,000 to nild the home and college. I it still nnlEiss the parties took their hands
thought then, and still think, that mine oft entirely. .A.sked as to whether he
..-as the ·bJst oiler m1de on that occ'losion, would advoc1te the sa':Ile ideas now, Lingg
because it was possible to make a success replied: ...Hav struck for victory in a
of it, and I hav been waiting to hea-r or see foolish way." Nearly all repudiated their
something· about it in THE TRUTH SEEKER, ideas of force. On one thing Lingg was
but hav waited in vain. Now, my oiler is very emphatic, that he did not kill himself.
open yet and the scheme can be made a .A.skerl as to who had done it, he could not
sncces• if we commence on a scale com- · say. He suspected, but that was all. I
mensnrate with 'Freethinkers' pocket· asked their opinion of some present leadbooks. .A.t the Springs there would be no ers of the lalJor movement and whether
.incubus of orthodoxy and it would be a they approved of their course, but the reFreethinkers' home and college in fact. I plies were Bllmewhat mixed.
would like to hear something from some
Whether these manifestations are eviof the leading Freethinkers on the subject dences of spirit life I am not prepared
as soon as this great Coxey uprising is to say. But certainly it opens up a lin<~ of
settled.
thought that I shall not be quite so certllin
Hoping Freethonght will prevail, I re- on as of yore. I hav thought that possibly
Yours fraternally,
main,
the table is moved by animal magnetism of
.
G. G. BECK.
the two or more sitters; that, by a process of telepathy or mind transference, the
IteiDs froiD IolVa.
impressions of some one present is given
CARRoLt., !A., .A.pril 26, 1894.
those operators and the table or they spell
MR. EDITOR: I hav just had a delightful out what is in their minds. This may or
visit at the charming home of Dr. G . .A.. may not account for it satisfactorily.
F. de Lespinasse, vice-president of the However, it is worthy of further investiFreetbonght Federation and)he American gation. Had tbis occurred among proSecular Union, at Orange City, Ia. The nounced Spiritualists I should scarcely hav
doctor is eq 1ally famous for his liberal given it a Sf ~::md thought. Here were
largP.sse to the cause of radical progress people that did not, nor do they yet, fnlly
and his literary ability to "bag hi' game" believe in Sp'ritnalist;n, but they say they
when the other fellows fly too high. do not know. [Page of MS. missing.-ED.]
Here Lucy N. Colman spent a good many
Mr. M - - prides himself on blooded
pleasant months and her portrait occupies stock and his stables contain some aristethe post of honor in this home. I hav cratically pedigreed ponies, ·which bA
known the doctor and his amiable wife for keeps for his " amusement," as he terms
some years, visited and .correi!ponded with it. He piloted me to his barn, lit by inthem frequently, but never knew before candescent electric lamps and.aflording by
that in his youth he had been a most pro- no means undesirable quarters. Here I
ficient student of art in one of the lea-ling found he kept lodgers-three specimens of
sohools of Holland. This time 1 was al· the genus tramp-whom he pointed out to

and just as correct that declared 100 cents'
value in the 412i grains of silver as that
which put 100 cents' value in the 25 8-10
grams of gold?
·
7th. Had the rule been reversed, or
should it be rever&ed to-day, and the 100
cents' value of gold be put at 412~ grains.
and that of silver at 25 8-10 grains, is
there any valid ·evidence by which we can
determin which is the nearest the truth?
8th. Does ·the price that any product or
commodity brings on the market determin
its value?
9th. Do acts of legislation ever hav any
effect on prices of products or of value?
lOth. What was it that caused 412! grains
of silver to bring 103 cents before the act
of 18731 and immediately after that act.
bring lel!ls?
11th. Was not ita actual, real value just
as great after tbe passage of that act as it
was before?
12th. Is the rnle the same that fixes the
value on gold that fixes values on all other
products of labor?
W. P. BROOKS.
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me with special pride. It is customary
for town and deputy marshals to arrest all
parties guilty of the unpardonable crime
of poverty. In many oases these limbs of
the law induce these tramps to commit an
oflense so they can secure a dollar or so for
their arrest. To such exalted ideas of
government Mr. M - - is not particularly favorable, and if a tramp wishes to
secure a good place and plenty for his
stomach he regales Mr. M - - with harrowing tales of the cruelty of town marshals and, with his chronic detestation of
government mixed with a good deal of the
milk of human kindness, the hobo discovers that he has struck what he classically terms a "snap." However, this is a
good thing for both, as it brings adversity
in touch with prosperity. May many
more practice it.
Iran down to Des Moines over Sunday
and met Franklin Steiner, who had re~
turned from his sea-board lecture trip the
day previous. He has met with phenomenal success thus · far, large audiences
and considerable enthusiasm. In Meriden
and· Norwalk, Conn., the papers gave
good notices-something they never had
done before. At Greensburg, Pa., Mr.
Steiner received flattering notices from
the press-the first Freethonght lecturer
who has been so fortunate. ').'he best test
of a young leo~urer's popularity is the increasing number of engagements. On his
first lecture trip he had just six appointments, on his second, thirty. Steiner is
coming b the front in splendid shape.
Success to him!
E. A. S.

they struck home, nevertheless as was
evidenced by the applause at th~ snap of
his bow.
In the begilinin.g of his addreBB he said
that we had gathered together to pay
tribute to the world's greatest poet; that
Shakspere was the greatest tragedian and
dramatist the world ever produced.
Though all this is true, said he there was
nothing miraculous in Shaka~re's birth;
he was born of natural parents, a natural
father and a natural mother, both of whom
had the happy and commendable habit of
living in the world. He said that Christianity despised Shakspere with oonsnmmate hatred, his worst faults being that he
would not go to church or damn souls;
that Shak:spere's father was an obscure
man, about all we know of him being that
he went to church once a month. He
said that on the day of Shakspere's birth
John Calvin died, and on that da_y l',latnre
wrought for mankind a greater boon and
blessing than it had ever wrought before
or has wrought since. He said that all
men were happy when they were prosperone, when they·had plenty of the world's
goods; but that Christianity went hand in
hand with famin, scourge, and. pestilence,
and was always prosperous when those
conditions were prevalent.
Thus did the world's greatest living
orator, and the church's greatest living
enemy, deal out to Christianity, the most
subtle, yet arrogant and destrnotiv enemy
of the human· race, that which it least
wished to .hear. I will say that it has been
my good fortune to be in large gatherings
and audiences, but never be.fore has it
been my pleasure to number one in snob
Colonel Ingersoll at Peoria.
an audience as that which assembled to
PEoRIA, ILL., April 2, 1894.
hear Colonel Ingersoll that winter eveMR. EDIToR: It was my intention to ning, when intelligence is taken into ·conwrite a short letter to TH:m TRUTH SEEKER sideration. Yon could look above, below,
the day following the evening of Colonel to the right and left, before and back of
Ingerso1I'.s lecture in this city in February, yon, and none but intelligent men and
but other things interfered, so I was women met your sight. Of course there
ob!iged to postpone mywriting.
were many Christians present, and as you
Colonel Ingersoll's visit to Peoria at see, I hav given them all credit for being
that time was the first since 1878, if D;ly · intelligent. And unless they were 80
memory serves me. correctly. His subject Christian hide-bound as to be totally nnwas '' Shakspere," and the place where he reoeptiv of truth and beauty, I am sure
deliv,ered his address was the Grand Opera that their standard of intellig!moe must
Honse. Every seat and all available hav been elevated a few notches higher
standing room was occupied, save in the than it was when they took their seats
galleries-vulgarly termed "coon heaven." among us poor ungodly pieces of hnThe stage was supplied with chairs, and at manity.
least one hundred availed themselvs of-the . Recently, in this city, in theY. M. C. A.
opportunity thus afforded to be near the Anditorinm, one of our prominent lawspeaker. Peoria being the colonel's old yers delivered an address upon Colonel
home, he needed no introduction, and Ingersoll's "Libel of Abraham Lincoln's'
when the lecture hour arrived he made his Religions Beliefs." The ungodly of Peoappearance wholly unattended, and with- ria's citizens view the action of this lawyer
out any prefatory remarks he entered at as intended by him and the other promotonce upori. his subject-after the audience ers of the movement to forestall the effect
allowed him to proceed. Never before that is likely to be produced when Colonel
has it been my pleasure to note snob Ingersoll again speaks in Peoria-the latter
hearty good-will thrown into the applause part of April or the first part of May next,
which greeted a speaker. The .applause at which time the Colonel's enbjeot will be
which rolled upon the ear on this occasion "Abraham Lincoln." Yet those whose.
was not of the sort one is 80 accustomed ears and understanding are open to the
to hearing in a gathering of people that is truth, as regards the religions views and
to be addressed npoii political issues. By belief.s· of L'moo1n WI'll no t h av bee n so
no means; the applause given Colonel In- biase d b y wh a t they may '-wov h ear d f rom
· attorney as .t o re fns· e t o liste n
gdrsoll was of .that character which im- the P eona
pressed one as being the heartfelt appre~ to the argumen t s of th e o th er Bl"de~ I p r e·
ciat.ion of an exceptionally intelligent diet for Colonel Ingersoll a larger and as
.
t an an d'1enoe on his next VI's1't L"0
audience for an exceptionally intelligent inte111gen
.
and noted gentleman, in which all present Peoria as th at whioh g reeted him m
participated. I will here add that the col- February.
onel's appearance upon t-he stage on this
There is no Freethonght organization in
occasion marked . the first opportunity Peoria at present, but I think we WI'II soon
I had ever had of seeing him. And know the reason, if any, wh y one canno t
1 t
t
when I saw him step out and take his be organized. W e are amp Y s ron~ 0
osition
at
the
stand,
I
saw
before
me
the
hav
a
good
organization.
All
we
need
is
P
· one to t._e
-'- th e matte r np an d pus h
man who· of all men I hav heard slandered some
and shamefully abused,· als", I saw be- it to an issue. If no one e1se moves.in th at
·
fore me the m.an who above all other direction
soon, I sh a11 P1ace my own sh. oul•
-""o"ent
1
men I was taught to shun, despise, and der to the wh ee1 fi rst , and. I h av BWll
· · t o b eabhor. And not very many months since confidence in others of l1.ke opmlOn
the ~:ffeots of that damaging and ignoble Jieve that there will b e no 1ao k 0f supteaching still clung to me with a tenacity port.
made posSl'ble only by snob instruction im·
While having your paper handPd to me
over the counter of t h e· news·Bt and I ast
bibed 1·n· ohi'ldhood and youth. ·
While .the· snbJ'eot upon which Colon_el Sunday, a oopywasa1so h an d ed t 0 a young
Inger•oll ·d1"s.. oonrsed upon this occasion. man standing at my Bl·a·e. I remarked to
"
1
d th
B'bl
\Vas not
th at upon wh1"oh he is most noted, him that evident Y we rea . e same 1 e.
h
~ h
1
yet the opportunity to send an occasional He smiled, and replied t a. e was P ea11e d
· a very lD
· t elligen t young
shaft from his- powerful and well-temp· ered to know it. H e IS
·
b
d
'
nto
the
ranks
of
the
enemy
was
man
and
I
learne
m
sn
seqnent converbow l
' that he is yet a nomma
· 1 mem b er 0f
great, and he did it effectually·, and little sation
· th".18
concern d1'd he mnn1'fest as to the place at Hale Chapel, a .w.eth 0d'18t- 0 h nrc h m
h h d
t b
which those shafts would penetrate the old city. He stated that . e a no een m
moss-covered shell of Christian orthodoxy. the ohnroh for fully SIX months, and h~d
·
t
ll
d
him
The enem.y was all around him, and if the 1 written the mimste~ 0 oa . an ~ee
!'l'rowe he djd s~nd were bUJ'led at random, on a.n important snbJeot, wbioh subJect oe,n
A

A

A

A

A

A

.....

A

be easily and readily surmised. He said
he was forever thrt>ngh with churches,
Christianity, and sky-pilots. So may it be
·
GoWBR.

is a prophecy of what would follow the
free coinage of silver," says my ·opponent.
That paragraph pointed out the fact that
the free coinage of silver could only· bene.
fit owners of that metal-and others not at
The Prophet's Response.
all-so long as the treasury retained the
BRool!LYN, N.Y., May 7, 1894.
ability to pay gold for the silver dollars,
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Macdonald, in his last and that, when the time came, as it shortly
paper, still contends "that a paper dollar would, when the government was drained
is redeemed (so far as the holder is con- of its gold, it would hav nothing· more
oemed) when given for ·value received, valuable than one silver dollar to giv for
and that it is finally redeemed when the another, which is no more prophecy than
government receives it for taxes;" to which would be the assertion that my friend's
it is only necessary to reply that if there note for $100 would be. worth only the
is ·any difference in meaning between amount he was able to pay on it. If he "redemption" and " transference," the could raise but fifty dollars his paper would
latter expresses the sense of the trausao- lose just-one half of its face, and that is
tion, and the former does not. The gov- just what would happen to our paper and
ernment certainly redeems the dollar when silver dollars under frt>e coinage, since
it accepts it· in payment of its dues (which there is no more doubt that such currency
has never been contested), but it just as would be presented for gold at the treasury.
certainly renews ·its oblig"tion every time than exists in regard to the willingness of
it receives its notes; for instead of cancel- even the free coiners to get two for one.
ing, it ·reissues them, and thus they are I regret that Mr. Macdonald did not see
never really ·redeemed for keeps. Mr. his way clear to showing the fallaoy:-if he
Macdonald "regrets that he was not in- supposes it present-in the argument supformed earlier that Mr. Peok'sresponsibil- porting this conclusion.
ity, rather than that of the government,
As to "the millions lost in nnsnooessful
was questioned," to which I reply that at mining ventures being regarded as a factor
no time hav I questioned the responsibility in the present cost of mining silver," it
of either Mr. Peck or Uncle Sam. My wonlrl. seem as if the absurdity of snob
opponent continues by saying that "the a proposition were Rnflloiently developed
reissue of notes by the government has no by simply oalllng attention to the fact that
apparent disadvantages snob as appertain Mr. Macdonald, by reckoning this factor,
to the sale of bonds for gold which the makes silver cost $1.20 Per ounce, while
goyernment cannot hope to repay without that quantity of silver is oflered freely in
issuing other bonds; to which it may be re- the market for 64 cents, with mines
marked that, since the bonds bear interest, enough still producing to supply any
and are. taken voluntarily, while t-he notes probable demand. My opponent still
are a forced loan without interest, it would adheres to the notion that our money
seem that the 'bonds were free from tbe circulates largely in foreign countries,
charge of oppression, while the reissue of while being perfectly 'aware that foreign
paper money reeks with it, unless one can money does not circulate herA; and in
get intrinsic worth in exchange-if he de- face of the fact that all exportations of
sire it-and this feature of redemption, I money consist of gold, with a little silver.
believe, my onponent considers nnneoes- which are treated entil'ely by weight in
sary. But why can the bonds not be re- any and all civilized countries.
deemed without issniniZ other bonds to
My friend also opines that "the free
raise the money? Hnndreds of millions of
coinage of gold fixes the price of that metal,
bonds hav been redeemed, during the last
and the suspension of silver coinage ac·
few years, and that without issue of bonds counts for the fall in its price;" neither of
of any desm•iption. What is the sinking which assertions is true. As to gold, it.is
fund for if it be not for the cancellation of certain that a gold dollar could never
bonds when they fall dne (or are called buy more gold than the coin contains, be·
in)? The last issue of fifty millions was cause there would be greater profit in havnot made to pay bonds. It wag made for ing the gold coined than in B(\lling it; and
the purpose of strengthening the I!'Old re- it is quite as certain that, if there were
serve which supports, at par, the treasury more gold in the coin than the dollar would
notes and the vast volume of silver and buy, it would be melted by goldsmiths
silver certificates with which those who and platers, or exported to some place
believe as my opponent does loaded our where it would bring its real intrinsic
cnrrPnoy, and which by its introduction worth. The commercial price of gold fixes
created distrust in the public mind, and the purchasing power of the coin, thereinduced the financiers to sell their seonri- fore, and my friend has put the cart beties and get gold for paper from the treas- fore the horse. As to silver, it is only
nry while it was yet to be had· Had it not. necessary to call attention to the fact that
been for onl' monkeyin~ with the silver silver had not been coined for decades bebuzz-saw, the gold reserve could and fore the so-called demonetization took
would hav been maintained from the daily place in 1873, for the rt>as0n that the white
receipts at the custom houses. On ac- metal was nndervalnfld by the ratio at
·count., however, of the distrust engendered which it was open to free coinage. There~
by silver inflation, this became impossible, fore, as undervaluation could not reduce
si·noe the proport1on of gold receipts the price of silver except by .the infinitesi8°1lk from 95 to less than 5 percent of the mal difference that cessation of demand
whole within two years, and it is app<Lrent for coinage would produce, it is certain
that the interest, to which mv friend ob- that, if overvalued, coinage could only set
jP.ots, was caused by those who believe that the commercial price of silver so long as
the government can m'Lke fifty in silver the treasury possessed the power to pay
equal in vain_ e to one hundred in gold that the metal that was undervalued for the
is to say, by my opponent's friends. In
fact our who1e interest ohar~e -past, pres- coined silver. Improvement in mining
,
apparatus, the opening of more prolific
ent, and fntnre-ha~ arisen from the notion
mines, and the extension of railroads, bav
that the "aovernmental atamp could create
cheapened silter, in the face of the fact
value and from the fact that the authorities
did n~t demand snob an equal proportion of that the government had for three years
(before a short time ago) been buying
every man's wealth as would liquidate the
about the entire American product. Silwar expenses as fast as· they accrued,
inb
ver, if I remember correctly, was .about
stead of issuing greenbacks and onds, on $1.10 per ounce. when the Sherman Law
which generations yet unborn must pay passed, and fell to about 70 cents down to
interest and finally redeem. The govern- the timA of its repeal, which, it seems to
ment did not hesitate to ask some for their
me, proves the fact that no sort of legisla-.
lives; why, then, should it hav hesitated to
ask the millionaire and the workman, and tion can long keep the price of silver either
above or below the. commercial value~. · ·
all intermediate classes, for, say, five per
In closing, let me assure my friend .that
cent of their wealth? In concluding
b .
h this
h he bas lost sight of the fact .that. the fonr
topic, it seems logical to e11eve
t
at
t
e
h
reissue of promiSBory notes by t d'
e I!'OVern- hundred and fifty millions the government
-he says-received iii taxes during a year
ment has all the "apparent tsadvanf h" bears a very small proportion to the comtages" that the oentinned renewa1f o 1s
.
obligation!! would hav in the case o h a pr1- mercial transactions of a single day in one
city, in which view ofthe case it is certain
vate individual,
witho<t being so onor.
d that such a very picayune outlet could not
able, for the former transaction iss
force
h
th
loan without interest, and t e o er possibly maintain a distrusted currency at
would include a quid for a quo in the par. The most it could do "'onld be ·to
t
arrest to a small extent its depreciation.
shape of the legal rate per oen .
"All the !lew matter in paragraph three
E. 0. Rosomr.
A
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althonghbe was nnconscions. Mrs. Laura she would ask one of the 11 brothers " to
Hastings, a physician from Hastintil"s, come down-she went home. The next
Neb., aDEl others, rendered necessary week the man came and organized a nice
with thirty-eight members. I a.m
BPsistance.
Reno, and, in fact, nearly society
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.
on the program to take part in a debate.
every town of importance, seemed familiar This is the subject: "Resolved, There is
By GEoRGE J. Ro:MANEs.
from correspondence of the Children's more ha.ppinesR in the savage than in the
A systematicExJ>..osition of what may be termed
Corner. I walked through the emigrant c!'r civilizfd state." I hav the .negativ, but I the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the {!'eneral reader rather than to prowhen we stopped at Reno, and Eaw the poor anticipate defeat.
naturalists.
·
lam invited to a big party next Wednes- fessed
Mr. Romanes is well knoWn as one of the most"
woman who was taken insane a day or two
day evening out in the country about interesting of F.n~lish writers JWon evolution
ago. It was necessary to confine her, she three and half miles I understand they besides ranking with Professor Huxley in soien:
tific knowledge and ability. And this 18 a. part of
became so violent and had tried to jump are going to hav colored waiterR, Isn't his
conclusion regar-•;og the great snb3ect of
11
Design,
to which the ll~. nrch so often refers:
from the car.
that gusto " ? I expect to hav a fine
"Thus
whether we look to the facts of adaptatime,
but
"Oh,
the
foolishness
o't."
At Verdi we passed the boundary line
tion or to those of beauty, pverywhere through.
This is a windy day, but I snppose we out organic nature wtJ meet with abundant
and came out of Nevada into the state ·of
may expect many similar ones this month. evidence of natural cauMatinn, while nowhere do
California. The Truckee river winds along
any independent evidence ot
Our commencement exercises are still we meet with
design. . . • Adaptation and
through a fine country, and into the ntJn est. The principal gave us permis- Rupernatnral
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
stream falls many a mountain stream and sion to find out about the exercises; that the hands of a. purelymechanicalrhilo~ophy...
All nature has thus bePn transformed before· tl1e
silvery cascade. Again we were in a rich is the reason I wrote to you about it.
view of tht- pre•ent gPnHation m a manner ani!
timber region, with snow on one side of the · Yon remember that I told von that the to an extent that has never before been J)os>iHP;
Rnd inasmuch as the change which has talu·n
track and green grass upon the other. professor was deep in politics. Well, place ha• tal<en pla\le in the direction of natura).
yesterday was the election, and; after all tam, and this to the tlxtent of rendering the
Toward dark, after leaving Truckee, we his work and neglect of the school, he was mechanical
intPrpretation of nature universal. it
began ascending the Summit in the defeated. I am very sorry, for I expect i• no wonder if tlie religions mind has suddenly
to
a new and a terrible force in th;,
awnkened
romantic Sierra Nevada mountains. The he will be crosser than a bear.,
word• of its traditional enemy-Where is now
School will close Friday, May 25th. I thv Gorl?"
·
snow sheds, however, conceal much of the
fllnstrated Price, cloth.J.$2will be glad, for I hav been going to that
~randeur of the scenery. The darkness
A.ddrARA.
TH.H;
TRT1'1'1l
RE"F."KF.R.
school for ten years, and I think that it is
came .all too soon, and obscured the view, most time enough to put in on a.n ordinary .
which some did not regret, as the way ie education.
said to be as perilous and frightful as it is
Well, I will not take up any more of
11
magnificent and grand. On Friday morn- your valuable space. Mamma says, Giv
EMBRACING THE
Aunt
Susie
my
best
love."
We
all
send
ing, April 6th, we arrived in San Francisco,
Origin of tb.e Jews, the Rise and Devellove
and
best
wishes.
and I was glad to find a resting-place Bt
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the
Yours for the prosperitv ond advancethe Russ Honse, and it seemed to me I was ment of Liberalism, IDA L. JoHNSTON.
Derivation of Christianity;
never so wearied before. But I hav
to which is addeil,
spanned the continent from the Atlantic to
.A. Few Puzzles.
WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS t
the Pacific shore, hav travelled four thou1.-NUMERIOAL ·ENlGMA.
By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
sand miles from the frost and cold of New
I am composed of twenty-two letters
and
am
a
Freet.honght
motto.
·
Foorth Eattton:England to the land of fruit and :flowers.
My 7, 13, 19; 3, 12, 11, 20 is a well- Partl.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap·
The country traversed is beautiful and
I Part ll.-Researehesm
ters.
. .
.
glorious. No other land that I hav seen known lecturer . 17
· h t
d
Zoroastri~~on.sm; thirteen
18 , 11 , 15, , 5, 4, 19 1S
M
w
a
yon
o
\
·
chapters.
y
compares with it, and it is ours. Best of to be saved.
Part ill -Derivation of cJir:stianity ; twenty
an, over its vast domain the bells of FreeMy 7, 14, 10, 1, 51 9 is a favorit spe~ker. Part IV.~Wh!~~e Ca'll~ the Aryans? Five chap.
dom ring.
My 10. 5, 8, 2 1s what a. .Freethmker
ters.
·
California beamed upon my vision like a should never ee. ·
Press Notices.
My 9, 3, 18, 11, 6, 13, 22 is what every
The style is forcible and terse, the reasoning
queen in robes of royal mal!'nificence, It
good, and as the facts up •n which the argument
man, wnman, and child should hav.
ie a lovely land, with all kinds of zones,
is based a.re largely Christian.- our theological
2.-DIAMOND.
friends will have some ha.rd nn~s to crack if they
and ozone in abundance. Like Rome,
A letter, to linger, a great man, a quad- att•mpt to answer them.-Boston Investtgator.
San Francisco stands upon seven hills. ruped, a letter.
'fhis book· is one of the most thorough and
learned of the Freethonght works that have come
Roses, lilies, and margneritf's ado~n the
across the Atlantic.- The Freeth.tnleer, London.
3,-WORD SQUARE.
Js a mo•t valuable contributiOn to the literadoor yards and fill the air with fragrance. · Exactness; a Shaksperian character; a
ture of the nineteenth century.-Prouress!ve
Blossoms are everywhere, and the green min~;~ral; is fruitful; an animal.
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grass rivals that of the Emerald Isle,
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1o:iO.
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about which so much has been said and
In light but not in dark,
Address all o,.ders to THE TRUTH SEEKER
COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.
In wren but not in lark,
sung.
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In girl but not in boy,
In merry, not in joy,
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In rain but not in snow,
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In sail but not in row,
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In lovA but not in hate,
!'he Bible of Nature: A Contribution
FRIENDS: As I havn't written to you since
In walk but not in skate,
to the Religion of the Fnlmre. Cloth. S1.
"last year," I thought I would write toTn lost but not in missed,
rhe Sl'cret or tn"' Ea11t; or, 'fhe Origin
day, as a good opportunity presented
My whole is a. cont-roversialist.
of the Uhristian Helig1011 anrl the ~igniftcancto
itself.
of its Rise and necline. Cloth.. $1.
5.-WORD SQUARE.
This is a beautiful March Sunday afterTo bloSIJClm; affection; like a.n egg; part Physical Educni:ion; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth. $L
noon, and I hav just finished a. hearty din- of a shoe.
Housebollt Uemf'dies for the Prevalent
ner. I wish everyone in the world could
_;Disorders
of the Human Organ.•m· (]loth, $1.
hav as good a dinner and enjoy it as I did
zqological Sketches: A OouLribntion to
mine.
··
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illns·
Seudo Diamond
·r went to church this morning to hear a
tra.ted b:v H Jo'aber. Cloth 11!2.
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new pastor. He is young, but married,
... 1 ......
, , ... ..r ,.
and just as "soft" looking as he can be.
ONLY $1.00.
He is a Rev. Mr. Smith from Manchester,
To introduce our new .Anglo-American Goods,
Ia. , and ho prenches to-day and to-night
receipt of $T .oo we will sene!, for sixty da~, postas a. candidate. One thing he said which . on
paid, one of our elegant Gold Filled Seudo D1amond
struck me very forcibly was: "The reason Rings, which is equal in appearance to one that
Self-Contradictions of the Bible- 144
cost $so.oo. It is a beautiful piece of jewelry suitthPre arA so manv Ath<>ists is IJeeing inno
Propositions proved Affirmatively and Negafor eitherlady or gentleman and worn by some
cenr.e snffer. The people say that if there able
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without
of the best people at full dress parties. Enclose
40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents.
comment.
if! a. God, why dosn't he prevent suffering? with $T.oo a slip_ of paper the size of your finger and
Sunday
Not the Sabbath-.A.ll Days .Alike
we
will
send
the
above
by
return
of
mail.
Well," he said, "it isn't because he can't,
' Holy. A Controversy with the Rev.
but because in preventing suffering he Address H. W .Sparling&Co.I8&2oLibertySt.N. Y
Byron Sunderland D.D., in 1871. Price. 25c.
takes away a man's freedom! And without
Bacon and Shakspere~ Proof that Shakshis freedom man would be a mere puppet."
pere could not write, etc. Price, 20cents,
He then gave an illustration: "Supposing
Thomas Paine-Was He Junius t Second
yon were going out some fine morning to
edition, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine.
·
Price, 10 cents.
take a walk, and, of course, you hav your
Junius,
Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas
freedom to walk if you wish. In another
Paine. A refutation of M.D. Conway's
part of the country a man tumbles into a
objections to the identification of Paine as
deep well. A hasty prayer is offered that
Junius and Casca. Price~5 cents.
the attraction of gravity may be checked
-oAddress THE TRUTH REE"R:ER,
.
28 Lafavette Place, New York.
Blld the man cease falling. Now, if God
Anotent
Votces
should answer that prayer, the man would
f'rom the Sptrtt
cease falling, but yon would also disconUpon
Realm atsolose the
tinue your peaceful walk. The attraction
most Btartl'llno Revof the other planets would take yon :flying
elattons.
through space." Now, what do yon think
-oA new edition of that splendid nrose Jl..Oem,
of that? I expect the congregation will
"Life," by "the prince of orators;>• Col, R. G.
PrOYJng
Christianity In~ersoll.
It is larger and better than the old
keep him, for he seemed to snit pretty
edition, and can be framed or Placed upon the
well.
to beof
ta.ble as an ornament. In the center of the ca.rd
One evening, not long ago, one of the
the portraits of the Colonel and the baby,
Heathen Origin. ,,appea.r
urrounded by the prose poem, which has been
"sisters " attempted to organize a young
truthfnlly
desoribed as, "one of the masterpieces
people's society; she came down with a
[hUSTBATED.]
of the orator and J?oet. who now, as fa.r as we
long face, a pions expression, and a lecture
know, stands alone m the living world." It will
Price, - - - - 11.50. make a delil!'htfnl present, and will be a •onvenir
"two yards long." She talked about
not only of mtellectnal greatness, but of artiotic
f?nerals, battles, an<:] sue~ like, and my
workmanshiP. It is printed on heavy boa.rd, lrilt
Address
THE TRUTH REEKER.
s1ster and another gll'l sm1led just as she
boveled edge. The siZe is 12x16 inches, and the
1>1'ioe on)y~5 cents, post-paid.
got to the funeral part, and she asked
them to ple!'se leave if they could not keep
from laughing, whereupon the girls (both
lively) rose and marched out. She then
continued her discourse until about time A Consideration ot the D~ctrine
to close. They were all busy singing
ot Personal IDIDIOrtabtyBY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
"Beulah Land " when one boy (her
By OTTO WETTS 1£/N.
TEE
nephew) caused another boy to turn a
A Paper rearl at the International Freethonght Astronomical and Astrologfc
double somersault. This settled the mat· Congress
at Chicago, October 5,1893.
al Origin of all Religions.
ter, and declari.Qg that she had not the
Price, 10 Cents.
Explana_tory notes compiled and a.rranged l y
"nerve " to manage such a lot of young
Addreps
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
people-that it would take a man, and that
2B•Lafayette Place, New York city.
Addreas THE TRUTH SEEK.EB.

Darwin and After Darwin.

Edifed b11 Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Oommunicaion• tor this Oomer should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the daY's occnr.ation•
That is known as the Children s Hour."

Setb-~Sander's Religion.
A PASTORAL.
Seth Sander· kePt a grocery store
At Sqnashbnrg, state of Maine,
Wherein the thousand things were sold
That country storPs contain;
Mola.!!•es, codfish, cotton cloth,
Grindstone•, lung balsam, shoes,
Ink, paper, mopsticks,'sewing silk,
Mixed paints in reds"and blues,
Hoe han <lies, bonnets, pocket knives,
Salt mackerel, hats and caps,
Umbrellas, hair dye, wooden pails,
Wlieel grease, and ladies' wraps.
An absent-minded chap was hP,
And sometimes goods got low,
Or ran oomplttely out of stock
Ere he the fact did know.
Folks would ask for-this and tha+.
And Seth would ~ay (or squeak),
"JeRt abeont all aeont;
Hav some in next week."
So oft he had to use this phrase
It got to be a joke,
And everrbodv n•ed to laugh
Whene'er these words he spoke,
But" Methody cam_p-meeting" came,
And" to it peopltl flocked
Jn numbers such that half the roads
With teams were fairly blocked.
The joke was quite forgot and all
'l"he townfolk staid away
To sing jmd shout and cry "Amen I"
And one warm, sleepy day,
While Seth dozed idly in his store,
A solemn man passed through
The village and stepped stifll.y in
And slowly said, "Hav yon
Religion,go1?" Seth, half awake,
Replied, -with same old squeak,
"FJe~t abeont all aeont;
Hav some in next week/'

Across the Continent.-Continued.
On Thursday I was less fatigued, and
had several little talks with the children in
the car. I took Lulie Hendricks, fi:ve
months old, in bed with me in the morning, while her mamma was dreasin~. At
Battle Mountain, where we stopped for
breakfast, the Indians came to greet us,
squaws gayly attired, with papooses
strapped to their backR, and a :flour bag
over their faces for a veil, and tall braves
arrayed in bright-hued blankets, moccasins, and slouching hats. One coppercolored grandmother walked behind her
daughter, who, for a nickel, deiened to let
us look upon her baby's face. They liv in
villages near by, and belong, some to the
Shol.'hone and others to the Pinte tribe.
They speak little English, but can say
11
money " distinctly. but they appear very
fat and are lazy-looking for the most part.
So we rode along, losing the timber line,
and passing through an arid region, all
hills and dry sand. At Winnemucca I
noticed by the sign that the distance to
San Francisco is 475! mileP, and here were
more Indians, the women good-natured,
with red handkerchiefs on their heads,
while the men were smoking. They had
discarded blankets, and were diFplaying
watch-chains and seals.
We come to a little town called Rye
Patch, a lonely looking plaQe, yet the
children in the doorways and yards seem
lively and happy.
We were now in Nevada, a11d not infrequently saw snakes coiled near the
track. Since we left the beautiful Salt
LakE! valley we saw no trees, only sand and
wild-- sage. After leaving Humboldt we
came- along past a large, broad stream
called the Humboldt sink. It shows three
difterent color11, green, blue, and pale oliv.
At times it is not to be seen at all, entirely
diPappearing, so that one could walk from
shore to shore. But, a.t this time, big
wave·s al'e washing nearly to the railroad
trac£-. The alkali lands are here and there
is no ·vegetation.
At Wadsworth more Indians met us at
the station, their faces painted ye1Iow and
red, women arrayed in blue calico with
white triminings and scarlet sacks.
Aftf'r leaving Wadsworth an incident in
thA CB"S stirred. the heart of every one.
A fine~ looking young man was taken with
a :fit, epileptic, I think. He was awfnlly
convulsed, and it was dreadful to see him,
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Books by Helen H. Gardener

Agents for The Truth Seeker.
Alabama

Loeb & Loeb, Montgomeiy.
.

·

Arkan•as

~ THUMBSCRfW AND RACK.

ByUEO.E
IA.CDONA.LD.

DaVIes & Son, 412 Mam st., Little Rock.
Calliornia
Thos. W. Baker Exeter
Stoll & Thayer, h7 W; l~t st., LosAngeles.
S.C. Blake, 503 Kearney st., SsnFrancisco.
C. E. Du~an, 334 Montgomery st. :San
FranCisco.
'
·Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st. Los
Angeles.
'
Max. NewsStand, 102 N. Main,LosAngeles.
J. E. M;atthews, Eureka.
Eclectic Book Store, Los Angeles~
Sent Post Paid
Shaw & Gregg, Broadway opp. Central
Bank, Oakland.
TORTURE INSTRUMENTS employ:ed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries for
the Promnlgation of Christianity. Being the Nnremberg Collection, and iuolnding specimens from
S. D. Schoenfeld, Red Bluff.

10 Cts
PER COPY

12 COPIES
$1.00

·rhe Holy Inquisition.

Canada

P. C. Allen, 35 King st., Toronto.
John McKenna, 80 Yonge st., Toronto.
:r

!'lew Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Gods.
Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
TM Traae Suwz~ea at S:IIee'tal ])fsc~n~.

IS THIS YOUR. SOB. MY LORD 1
l Faecmating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.
Price. cloth. $1 : :Oaller, 50 . cents.

PRAY YOU, .SIR~ WHOSE
DAUGHTER?
A. NE"W NOVEL.
Price, cloth, $1.

Paper, 50 cents.

Pushed
by Unseen Hands.
SHORT STORIES.
Price, cloth $1.

Paper, 50 cents.

A Thoughtless Yes.
CONTENTS:
A Splendid J nd_ge of a Woman The Lad¥ of the
Club-Under Protest -For the Prosecntwn-A
Rnsty Link in the Chain-The Boler Honse
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Onr Ancestors -Florence Campbell's
Fate-My Patient's Fate.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Colorado

J Nowland & Co., 400 Harrison av Leadville.
.
.,
Stanchfield & Co., 200 Union ave., Pueblo.
C. Smith & Son, 385 Larimer st., Denver.
J. C. .l:twhey, 309 Harrison ave., Leadville.
Florida

Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
A. J. Gardner, Kissimmee.
.
Georgia

Wm. Estill, Savannah.

Illinois

Brentsno Bros.,204 Wabash ave.,
Chas. W.Ourry,-183 Madison st.,
Henry Fash. 516 W. Madison st:,
Chas. Macdonald, 55 Washington,
Post-Office News Co., 93 Adams,
Iowa

Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chlcago.

C. Deuell. Marshalltown.
Franklin Steiner, Box. 882, Des Moines.
Clarence Brown, Avoca.
Indiana

Frank Weaver·, Box.:J.50, Petersburg.
Indianapolis News Co., 55 Mass. av., Indianapolis.
,
'
Louisiana

Al. J. Dwyer, 226Baronne st ,NewOrleans.
Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
- lUBiilsacbusetts

Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
H. W. Smith, 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
••Iaine

~nanish

THIRTY-FIVE

ILLUSTRATIONS.

Collar, Thnmbsorew, Iron Collar the R.a.ol!,\.the Iron Orown Leg Crusher, the Stocks
the Heretic C .tohllr. the Iron Boot., the Hot Mitt•s. a m.outh-.Pear (gag), fron Masks recommendPd
by the Inqnisition, Bre~king and Bnrning_on the wheel, th3 llnoking Oage, the Chas$ity Belt for
women, tlie ~pidar the 1ron Virldu Up to Date· the Exeontion Bell, etc.
"I used to read in books," says Oolone1 Ingersoll,·· how onr fathers 1111rseonte.d mankind Bat I
never appreciated Jt. I read it, 'tiitt it did nnt bnrn ihelf into my aonl. I did not rea.lly appre0111te
the mfamies that have been oomfuitted in the name of religion nntil I saw the iron .. r"nments th•H
.
· f
Christiane used."

Price, 10 ()ents per ()opy.

•

•

12 ()opies for $1.00
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Just Out.-25- Cents -Five Copies for $1.
.
A Liberal living in Michig11.11 said once that he would eive $115 a

~

to have the <Jrimes of Prer.ohera recorded, as the freqnent lapse•
of -yirtne of the ministers showed how' little valne OhristianitJ'
possesses to make men moral.
We have jus~ issned the Fourth Edition of the book doina thla
'!'he additions for thia Dew edition of She

~'

Crimes of Preachers"

Jlbowa nearly 400 oases of ministerial oondnot. While those in preno118 editions show. that within & few :rears ab&nt

1800 XINISTERS .HA.VE BEEN G-uiLTY
of one kind or another of ori~nal conduct. MoR+. of the crimes
&re against women, for the fair .·sex are at once thJ wea.kuess and
the strength of the church-" tbe churuh" me&nin&" of oourae the
nlerllY·

.

Notwithstanding lhe many ~~odditional pages, we have kept ihe
price the same, 211 cents. Bend for ,. copy, and oonfonnd tb.e ohnroh- ---~
mPn. Show them jnst what Aon of auampa are the olerii"Y who h~~ove
Mu.sed the. World's ~air on Sunday. b3oause it is eo holy a day th .t to> look npoD m&.OiliiDei~T
ll&tntiwrs m this period is "immoral"
&llil""""
TJI~ 'l'RTI'I'U SF.~K ..:n. ('(I'll 1'\ \'\"

N. G. Fessenden, 48.4 Congress st, Portland.

REDUCTION IN PRICE ,.)OF A GREAT BOOK.

Micliigan

B,aker & HoltoR, 87 Woodwardav., Detroit.
Herman Reif, 114 Gratiot ave., Detroit.H. Ullbricht, 552 Catherine st., Detroit.
R. S. Squires, 24 Jefferson st.., Muskegon.
Minnesota

With the eigllfh edit;oa •

W. L. Beekman, 55 E. 5th st., St. Paul.
Parcher &Sacre, 8 3rd st., S. Minneapolis.

I Win wood Reade's

tnontana

D. J. Cavanah, Box. 648. Missoula.
.

Missouri

Nebraska

J. I. Freubauf, Omaha.
G. A. Howe, York.
J. S. Stott, So. Omaha.

Ohio

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

L. C. Collins, 110 So. High st., Columbus.
Felix.L. Oswald, P.O.Box. 700, Cincinnati.
Larwood, Day&Co., 259 Superior,Clevel'd.
N. Hex.ter, 342 Superior st., Olevel.snd.
Standard News Co., 14 W. Tuscst, Canton.
Alf. Warren Co, 217 Central ave, Cincinnati.
D. E. Stubbs & Co.. Eaton.
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of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and Frank LeGrand, Oregon
65 }'irst st., Portland.
Strongest Lectures Against
W. E. Jone-!!1 291 Alder st., Portland.
the Bible.
Handley & Haas, 150 1st st., Portland.
Every Woman Should Read It
· Pennsylvania
One

and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.

L. K. Washburn's Worksi

H. Heyi!e, loth and Market sts., Phila.
George Longford, 22 Richmond st., Phila.
R. StilJ.ey, Wood and 4th ave., Pittsburgh.
_

Rhode lslano

H. Carr & Son, 1775 We~tminster st.,
Providence.
Tennessee

D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
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tile ,NCI from I I 71 ..

$J.OO.

Facts and Fictions of Life.

New Jersey

·ill

production lias been , ..

\sened so that we can

New York

F. Brsithuit, 91 Belleville av., Newark.
W. Walz, 87 Bremen st., Newark.

,

1

J. A. Koder, 1707 Frederick av., St.Jo11eph.
E. F. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Philip Roeder, cor. 4th & Olive, l::lt. Louis~

S. M. Bernhard, 109 E. 104th st.
.Hrentano .Hros., 5th ave. i!il. 18th st., N. Y.
L. Jonas & Co., Astor House, New York.
Mr. Goldberg., 72 Canal st., New York.
E. J. Nieuwland, lOth ave. and 157th st.
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.
C. Ryan, 133 Webtern Boulevard.
J. H. Russell, 124 Fulton st., New.York.
Co:NTEl!ITS:
Prefs oe-The Fiction of Fictions-A Day in Court W. Winham, 388 Keap st., Brooklyn.
E. C. Weidman, 126 State fit., Rochester.
-Throw~ in With the City's Dead-An Irrespon•ible Ednoat~d Ola•s-The Moral ReR. Renfrew, Jr., 190 West av., Rochester.
sJ)Onsibillty of Woman in HeredityW. H. L.eonsrd, 91 Congress st., Troy.
Worn an as an AnnPx -Sex in BrainBest & Co., 8 Chestnut st., Buffalo.
Heredity in 1 t• Belati n• to a
Double Btanda.rdof MoralsDivorre and the Proposed Nati mal Law
-Lawsuit <•r I egaoy-Common
Sense in
Surgery.
Cloth, 11; paper, 50 cents.

"Manr!"

dom of Man," the coli

l'be oook bas bad a phenomenal eale for eo heretical a work second gnly to Helen Q....._,,
ltl4n. Women, and Oodl!.~ and we give our readers the pecnnlary henedt of I$. The

u.

MARTYRDOM OF MAN"

a V!lrY !n~erestingl_y PlctlUed synopsis of nniversal history, showing what the race has ttnderA'OILii
-its martyrdom-in Its rise to its PJ"()sent 1;1lane. It sl..ows how War and Religion have been 0 pp~.
~ive factors in man's· strnggle for Libert:y, and the last ohallter, of some· 11!0 pages, descr1b~s bill
illtellectnalstrn~gle from the arum!U penod of the earth to the present, adding an omliue of whal
ibe an thor conetives wonld be a religion of reason and love. The chapters are:
UT
Eg:roJ;, Western Asia.. the Persians, the Oreeka_. the M&cedonians, Alexandria. liM
,... l .1:1. • .Phei:iiciaru.. Carthage and Rome, Roman Africa, t.ne Arabs.
IJI

'R
The Natural metocy of Religion, She Israelites, the Jews, the Propbeta
of iJ
the. Christians ArabiaJ MegcabOharacter .of MohamR.EL'IGION • Oharacter
med, Deacriptwn Afnca, the Mo.nammeaans m antral Africa.
Ancient Enrope, Invasion of the Germane the
the Town. tb4
·
.chnrch, Venice, Arab B.Pain the I•ortngues!!~,.Discovere~ lhe Slave
L1 BERTY
Abolition in Enrope, AbolitiOn in .\merica, m.aterialltOf ttnman History
Animal Period of the Ea.tth, Orilrin of Man and Early
of Universal History, Th811'utll!'e of the Hnman Race, TIN
lNTELLECT• B_.!iglon
of Beason and Love.
esus.~
01

1

Oas~le

1

Sr-q:~mary

...,_ .reduoed from tl-715 to .1.00.
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RELICION A CURSE, .
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE •.

Teias

Sy San') uel :P. Putl'\al'l').
8n11.day and the Sabbath. "A law regu- E. H. Andrae, 916 Main st., Dallas.
lating human oondnot on the Sabbath is an im- J. R. Humphrey, Waco.
Deatcatea to tM .A mertcan Congress, or 1892. toMch tor tM sa:te 0/ ll61~ton. BtaObea Liberti/
pertlilence." Price, 10 cents.
F. Ohlendorf, GSlveston.
to tluJ Heart.
Vtab
The False Teachln~ of the Christian·
Margett
Bros.,
76
Main
st.,
Salt
Lake
City;
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
A work bnrning with indi$nation inspired by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor. J. W. Wilkinson, Log-an.
on Bnnd&y-an act which practically nnited thegovernment and the Christian ohnrcb..
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
Virginia
·
To which Is added llr. Putnam's address dellvered before the Colombian
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of Mrs. E. D. Blenker, Snowville.
Exposition Committee of the HouiJe of Representatives against Snnday closing.
a minister's p_ra;ying God to kill grasshoppers, E. J. Brady, Richmond.
or trying to mduoe the Deity to nnderta.ke 11
Washington
crusade of one against the Oolor&do beetle I" fl. B. Reynolds, 420 No. L st., Tacoma.
Price, 10 cen tlil.
J. F. Riggs, Seattle. .

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 oents.
E. Flkamser, Buckley.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a FacU Sutton & Allaire, 104 So. 2d st., Seattle.
Price, li cents.

Rellglous Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane I Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Cathollf
Cllurcb. Price, 5 cents.
.6.ddresa '1'liE TB'D'l'H SBEEE.B.

Alao the following EsKII}'S and Poem~ by Mr. Pntnall!, whiol h~ve never before been pnt ~n
book form: Orthodoxy; Freethonght; M!'n• Not God (writ~en for 11 aine anniversary>; The l:lt,tne
of Liberty and Thomas PaiJ!e; a_lloem wntten for the openmg_exer sea of the BUverton. Ore., Freethonght .Ha.ll; De!'~h II.!J.d Life; The .9-olden Age; Shnt the Door (a poem on the clo1ing of the
Centenmal ExpositiOn m Philadelphia, in 1876).
. The main essay in this work i• one of the stroJ].gest arraignments ever made of the relilrion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of th18 con· try It shonld be distrlbnted widely
h has be!Jn commended in the h_ighe~t terms as it appeared in 1.'HB TBUTII B&BK&B and we hope everi
reader will bny a copy to lend his neighbor and aronse thonght.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
Dr II. JWWOOX. l'rloe. 111 OIDW·

.1.

Addrtn

Pr1ol • oenw; FCH OOJICU .tor
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Jf ew I)v:bZloations.

animals is found in the traces of the action
of man upon the bones of extinct animals.
Sometimes the bones were injured by
wounds, "sometimes worked upon, and
UnleBB other:wiBe Bpecified, all publica- sometimes broken or split." Upon some
tionB noticed here can be had oj THE are crude artistic markings representing
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price various animals of that period and even
named.
man himself.
Not only in the Dilnvial but in the still
~ IN THE p .AST, PRESENT, .AND FuTuRE! older Tertiary strata hav indications of
.A Popular Account of the Results of the presence of man been found. But
Recent Scientific Research Regarding aside from all this we hav in the alluvium
the Origin, Position, and Prospects of· formations of the present epoch ample
Mankind. From the German of Dr. proof that man has existed on the earth
Lndwig Buchner, author of "Force and for a length of time which can be measured
Matter," "Essays on Nature and Sci- only by tens of thousands of years, at the
ence," and other works. New York: most moderate calculation. In this conPeter Eckler. Cloth. Price, $1.
nection mention is made of the mounds in
This· profoundly scientific and philo- the va1leys of the Ohio and Mississippi in
sophical work appeared first in English North America, the borings in the delta of
translation about twenty years ago. To the Nile, human skeletons found in coral
the present edition hav been added some rook banks in Florida, excavations near
outs illustrativ of the text, and notes, eto. Lake Geneva, the Lake-Dwellings of
We read it first many years since, and at Switzerland a11d Italy, the Dani- h kitchenthat time thought it one of the best books middens and the same kind of refuse
that had ever fallen in our way. We are heaps on the ooasts of the two Americas.
not yet prepared to amend that verdict.
Geology knows no abBolute numbers;
.Professor Biiohner inquires concerning "only snob as are relativ or proporthe origin and antiquity of the human tional" Of the length of time man has
race, ·and defines the position of man in been an inhabitant of this globe we oan
nature. The arrangement of the work is form only an approximate estimate. No
unusually felicitous, as will be seen by matter how long he has been here it is
only for a moment compared to the age of
perusal of this paragraph of the preface:
"In- order to avoid confusion by the the earth itself. Says Dr. Biiohner:
particularly copious abundance of mate"Thus we see that, great as may be the
rials at hand, the author has arranged the antiqnity of man in comparison with the
actual, or more exaot, proof of what is periods of history or tradition, he is nevergiven in the text (consisting of quotations. theless very young upon the earth itself,
soientiflo details, and further particulars and under any oironmstanoes, is one of its
or remarks), in a separate appendix, last and most reoent productions. For
brought into oonneotion with the text by even snpposmg that m!'n was in existence
continuous numbers, and also in a series as early as the olose or even the middle of
of foot notl~B• He hopes thar. ·this method the Tertiary period, he still reaches but a
will augment the soientifio value of the little way up in the great scale of the
book without injuring its usefulness with history of the earth. 'l'his soale, so far as
the· general pnblio, to whose wants he it relates to the fossiliferous strata, has
has paid. particular attention in the text been divided by Lyell into thirty-six memitself."
. hers, but this number now appears to be
"Whence do we oome?. What are we? too small, as still older strata hav been
And whither are we going?" .are the prob- found to contain organic remains. In this
lems, says our author, '' whioh hav. in ..all soale, then, the man in the Tertiary
times occupied the human mind." Fol- period would extend to No. 3 or No.4, or
lowing·. the 'introduction, this book is di- at the outside to No.5 or No. 61 Innnmvided into three parts, and eaoh is set erable ·raoes of plants and animals preapart for the answering of one of these ceded him in series long drawn out, and
questions.
during almost infinit periods of time, aild
In the first part-"The Antiquity and man himsell plays, as it were, only in the
Original State of the H nman Race, and last act of a colossal drama, the first
Its Development from a Barbarous Be- scenes of which· are concealed from us by
ginning "-the evidence in support of the impenetrable darkness."
contemporaneity of man with the now exThe historical period is said by Sir
tinct an~mals of the Diluvial_period are Charles Lyell to be only a creation of yesexamined and summarized. The human terday as compared with the eons "during
remains and traces of human handiwork which our race has actually inhabited the
discovered in the cavern of Anrignac, in earth." For an unmeasured and nnascerFrance, are minutely described.
'.rhe tainable length of time, man, armed only
reader is also told of similar discoveries in with wedge-shaped fragments of stones,
caves in Belgium, France, Italy, Spain, fought for existence against the savage and
Germany, America, Asia, and Australia. powerful scarcely lower animals of the
The twenty years' struggle of Boucher de Dilnvial or Tertiary age. lB nearly all
Perthes to overcome the ECientific prejn- instances primitiv man was.small, "with a
dices of his time is interestingly narrated, narrow skull and prognathous. [oblique]
and it is shown how his diwuvery of anti- jaws, and consequently low mentality, but
dilnvian rough flint axes in the valley of that mental development, smaU as it was,
theSomme "gave a totallydiflerent aspect was what preserved him in that almost into the whole question of the .antiquity of terminable struggle for existence in which
the human race upon the earth." These his weapons were so few and so poor. We
unpolished flint axes seem to mark the be- say "almost interminable" advisedly, for
ginning of human invention and art. Dr. as our author points out, man's progress
Biichnerremarks:
was very slow, so slow that perhaps for
. "We may therefore regard the flint axes tens of thousands of years he scarcely
of the valley of the Somme, commonly moved. Says Dr. Biiohner, referring to
known to archeologists from the special the snccessiv ages of stone, bronze, and
localities where they are found, as liltone iron:
implements of the Amiens, or of the
'' A circumstance of great significance
Abbeville type, as the earliest known in the history of human development, obtrace of human industry, or as indicating served in this transition from stone to
the .first and rudest beginning of the arts bronze and from bronze to iron, is that
of civilization. As representing such a the first bronze weapons we1·e made
commencement as this, these objects, not- exactly after the pattern of the old Btone
withstanding their simplicity and rough- implements, and in the same way also the
ness, possess the highest significance, and earliest implements of iron after the patmust excite our deepest interest. For tern of the bronze implements which prethey show us with what rude and primitiv ceded them, although without such models
steps man must hav commenced his long before them no one would hav thought of
and weary march toward civilization, and bringing the malleable and dnctil metal
how- poor and insignificant-were the first into the rough and inconvenient forms of
beginnings of a culture which has since the stone age. From this instance we see
yielded such grand and noble results. most distinctly that the human mind can•.rhey furnish us with the best guide to the not produce anything at once and directly
recognition of the great fundamental law from itself, but that it is everywhere conof nature and of man, according to which fined to the laws of its gradual, sensualistic
everything great and admirable that man development, and to the nourishment furor the universe can yield or possess, is not nished to it by impressions from without."
a gratnitone gift from above, but only
We must now pass from this part of the
attained by slow and laborious develop- professor's fascinating work, although the
ment from simple and rude beginnings, temptation to linger there and reproduce
by gradual evolution of the powers and much more than we hav room for is very
faculties slumbering in nature and in man. strong.
To use the wordsofthe celebrated
The Second Part-" What Are We?
discoverer of the flint axes, Boucher de The present position of man in nature; his
Perthes, in his well-known memoir, 'De developmental history and production
l'Homme aniediluvien (Paris, 1860): from the egg cell; origin and genealogy of
'Let us not then disdain these first essays the human race"-tells of the place "our
of our forefathers; if they had not made race occupies in the zoOlogical system and
them; if they had not persevered in their with regard to the animal world which is
efforts, .we should hav neither our towns so nearly related to it, but especially with
nor palaces, nor any of those masterpieces regard to the highest representative of the
which .we admire in them. The first man Qnadrnmana, and at the same time of the
who struck one pebble against another to vertebrate type in general, whioh comes
giv it a more regular form, gave the first nearest to man in form and structure."
blow. of the chisel which produced the There is found in this part an admirable
Minerva and all the marbles of the Par- summary of the evidence and arguments
thenon.'"
for the evolutionary hypothesis of man's
Another. strong evidence for the con- origin as that evidence and those argntemporanelty of man and the Diluvial ments were collected and formulated

f twenty years ago. Of course a still
stronger case could be made out to-day,
although at that time< it was sufficiently
formidable to convince all but the most
prejudiced among educated people. We
would suggest the careful perusal of this
part of "Man, in the Past, Present, and
Future" to the very smaU number of
Freethinkers who do not accept the principles so ably elucidated and unanswerably
demonstrated by Darwin, Huxley, Haeckel, and their fellow-scientists. ·
·
Part Three-"Where Are We Going?
The future of man and the hn1Dan race"treats of the possibility of the existence of
new and still higher .races of men, and of
the gradual elevation of the standard of
culture and happiness over the whole
world; of government, nationalities, society, capital, labor and laborers, the
family, education, woman, marriage,
morals, religion, philosophy, and Materialism and Idealism.
·
This is a very instrnctiv and it is also a
phenomenally cheap book. It oosts but
$1 and is printed on heavy paper of an ex~
cellent quality, with long and broad pages
and substantial oloth binding. There are
274 pages in the body of the work and 65
pages of appendix in small but olear type.
The table of contents is unusually full and
there is 'also a good index. In every way
"Man, in the Past, Present, and Future"
is a credit to the author and the publisher,
as both are highly oreiiitable specimens of
the Man of the Present.
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The CoH'ee Habit
is difficult to throw off, especia1ly if one's

epicurean taste leads to the use of the Gail
Borden Eagl~ Brand Co,ndensed Milk in
this popular beverage.' Its superiority to
cream is admitted. Rich flavor and uniform consistency.

Modern Marriage.
By EMILE ZO"LA.

Translated from the French iYv Benf. R. Tucker.
In this his latest story Zola takes four typical
marrial!'es-one from the nobility, one from the
bourgeotste. one from the petty bourgeotste,and
one from-the :working-people-and describes, :with
all the power of·hi3 wondrous art, how each orig.
inates, by what. motive each is·inspired, how·eaoh
is oons:nmmated, and how each results..
·
Price, J.a Cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., ·
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

Address

The Living Waters.
, To those :who need a medicin, remember
, that Water of Life is one of the best, and
will cure the stomach, liver, and kidneys;
Large pamphlet free,. 34 S. ·Main st.;
Wilkesbarre, Pa J. R. Perry, mgr. 2lt18
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RIGHT LIVING.
By SUSAN H. WIXON.
Ethici as Understood by a Student of Science. Sixty Chapters, as follows:
Right.Living,
What is Hypocrisy?
In Re~ard to Oonoealed Vice,
What 1s Morality?
Oonsoienoe or Moral Sense,
Beautiful Oharity. ·
What is Ignorauoe?
Selfishness, the Menace of So- Fidelity. the Giver of ftrength
Knowledge the Great Treasure;
mety.
.
_
and Honor·
Ooncerning Education,.
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Value of Wealth.
09nduot· or Righ.t Doing
.
Life, .
Avarice, Not a Means .to Life's
V1rtue, the Dlummator of L1fe, Is Reverence a Duty?
Best End,
PrudPnoe, an Economy of Life, Self-Reliance,
Good Nature, on. e of L fe's Best
Wha~ Know Ye of Justice?
Self-Oontrol.
Blossoms,
Fortitude a Noble PossessiOn,
Self-Res~ot
Rea.son and Free Inquiry
Tempera.noe and Intemperance, Fooli.sh Pride and Billy Preju- Free Speech,
Is the Use of Tobaooo Dangerdice,
·A Free Pre~s
~m ~
. .
Anger, the J?istor~er,
~ghts·of Aliimals,
Cnlt1va.t10n of Indiv1dualit;\",
The Angel of Forgiveness
Rights of Ohildren,
Oharaoter, u.Jewelof Great Price, Observation a Grea~ Fa.ouitrJ
Human Rights· or the Equality
Idleness, another Name for Loss, Persevera,nee, the Friend of man, _ of Man.
'
Industry, the Sta.ft' of L1fe,
Punctuality, a Promoter of Suo- Moral Oleaulines'.l.
Valne of a. Trade,
cess.
Politenes '· The uentlema:s
Recreation a Necessity,
The Di~oulties of Life.
Politeness. -Oontinued'- The
Games of Ohanoe,
Temptat10n, tbe Demon on the . Gentlewoman;
Truth.and Falsehood,
h•2hway,
Best Society,
What lB an 01!-th? or the Worth Habtt, Seoon.d Nature,
Progress; or Enlightenment:
of a Pronuse.
Power of W11l,
Wisdo "·
Fraud a Orime.
Oourage, a Necessity to Rlght
'l'he Poison of Slander,
Living
·
Mi.ss Wixon has taken u.s her mottoes in writing this. beautiful book of 292 pa.ges-whi<'h she
has dedwated to the memory of ber father and mother-these sentences from the works of a great
synthetic philosopher and a gifted liberal minister:
.
As wtth the Phystoal, so wlth the ethtcal. A belte,t, as yet ttr.tul ana parttal, ts beqtrmtng to
spread amongst men, that here, also, there ts an tnatssoluble bona between cause ana co11sequence an
tnexorable aesttny, a law whtoh altereth not.-ff ·rbert Spencer.
'
Ltmng ts an Art, a method ·of.expresstnli great conceptions: in fact, the highest •IIP-llwa, the
noblest of the Arts.-Thomas Starr King.
·
Right Living" is well bound in cloth and printed on good paper.

PRICE, $1.00.
Address · THE TRUTH Sl!lEKER,

~B

L'l.fa:vetto Plaa3, New York •

Pleasure and Progress.
AN ATTEMP.r

TO

PROVE TlJAT

The Pursuit of Pleasure is the Sine Qua Non or Intellectual, Moral, and Social
Development, and that The Promotion o( Pleasure is the
Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship.
By Albert M. Loren-tz, LL.B.
OONTENTS:
BooK I.-PLEABUBE: Ohap. I. -Sources of. Pleasure. Onap. !I.-Material Ple11.sures. Ohap. III. Ideal ~Ieasure '· Oh.ap .IV -So01al Pleasure3, 9haf. y -;-Pleasures of the Savage, the
Barbanan and the Oivtlized. Ohap. VI - Genes1s o ri!hg10ns. Ohap. VII.-Ohriotianity.
BooK II.-INTELLE(JTUAL DEvELOl'MEl'IT: Ohap. I. -Purpo•e of life. Ohap, IL -Matertal Plea.~ures.
Ohap.Ill.-Ideal Plea.sures: Knowl~dge. Qhaf. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Bea.son. Ohap.-V.
Ide!tl Plea.sures: Oharacter. Ohap. VI.-So01a Pleasures Ohap. VII.- Pedagogical Des·
pot1sm.
BooK III.-MoRAL DEvELO~NT: Ohap. I.-Morality. Ohap. !I.-Material Pleasures: Prudence.
Ohap. HI.-Mater1al Pleasu~e~:. Be.finement. Ohap. ry.-Ideal Pleasures: Foresig_ht,Ohap. V.-Ideal ~leasures: 01v1hzat10n. Ohap. VI.-Somal Pleasures. Oha.p. VII- Vice
Oaused by Restramt.
. _
BooK IV.-S<:>OJ;AL DEVELOPJ!lENT: Ohap. I.- "rogor~ss. O~ap. !I.-Protection, Oa.pitaiism, and
Soma.lif;!m: Resi!_eJtlvly an Aetna~, !tn Immmen.t, and a Proposed Violation of Individual
Sovere!gnty. Ohap. ill -:-09ndit10n of Agnoulture. Ohap. IV. Public Schools, the
Me~eiM~ne. Tekel of t:loouJism Ohap. V.-Provinoe of Governm"nt. Ohap. VI.-Our
So01a Disorder.
Here ar~ some of the verJliots o~ this remarkable production which have been rendered by
men wh~ a~e m e~~ry wa.y q~alift, as judge l of boob:
·
· .
Th1s1~ a spmted, rattling ~or~ of a bJok thai skates right alo3g over the deepest subject without mu, h thought whether the 1oe 1s thm or not. It .answ rs tb.e ~reatest qnest10n-What is the
us • object, mottve, purpos21 and summum bonum of llfe, and the real oau e and motive of progress?
-by one word\ Pleasure !-:L·haaaeus B. Wakeman
·He sharply attaaks, ahq, mod\)rn meth!).ts of !!du Jation, and in this he is most abunda.ntly
borp.e out uy the fao~s, anl h1s arra!gnment 1s praotwally unanswerable. Hts b ok is alto;rether a
unous and suggestive one.-New Yorlc Oommerctal Aaverttser.
·rp.e man who wrote this boojt knows how to write a book, and knows what he is writing abont.
There 1s not a padded sentence m the volume, not an attempt to fill up with ords for la ;k or
knowledge. The author deals hard blows at sh!tms and falseh<.J·Jds, and hard blows for realities and
truth. W ~ do not see how anyonEJ oan re td th1~ book ap.d disagree with tb.e loading pronositions,
The work 1s goo.d; ellery ohapter 1s worth readm ~- It 1s a work of comma a-sense S.:JOialism. ·rhe
chapter on public sahools ought to be put 1nto a tract and sent to every teaoher in the land. Thoubands of sentences are.worthy !Jf being framed !loS pQlitical maxims and hung up all over the nation.
~he book deserves 'lo Wide readm_g,_ not only for Its literary style, which is clear an 1 incisive, but for
1s bold, honest saymgR.-'L K. Washburn.
After you read this b:>ok you will be as enthusiastic in praise of it as are the eloquent editor of the
Investtgator and the gallant President of the Oanadian Secular Union,
Pleasure and Progress" has 898 pages, i' splendidly printed from large, clear type, on exoe!lent paper, and costs, bound in cloth, $1; paper covers, 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 28 Lafayette Pl., New York N.Y.
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Do NOT bother over little things, but be
sure to see to them;- Galveston News.
KEEP your wor" . with your child the
slmle .as yon would with yom; banker.Inuersoll.

MANY a man is a Christian simply because he· has been taught Christianity.Investigafor.
THE Christian God is a father who makes
a great deal of his apples and very little of
his children.-Diderot.
THERE is no wealth but life. That country JS the richest whi~h nourishes the
greatest number of noble and happy human beings, that man is richest who, having perfected the functions of his own life
to the utmost, has also the widest helpful
influence, both personal and by zreans of.
his possessions, over the lives of others,Ruskin.
OuR lives are universally shortened by
our u~norance.
In attaining ·complete
knowledge of our own natures and of the
natures of surrounding things-in ascertaining the conditions of existence to"
which we mus~ conform, and in discovering
the means of conforming to them under
all variations of seasons and circumstances
-we hav abmidattt scope for intellectual
progress.-Herbert f.pencer.

· MAN did not exclaim, " How holy I"
when he first fell upon his knees. His
feeling was rather, "How terrible!" The
sense of holiness is a social product-a high
sublimation of morality. Man had to possess it himself, and see it hignly exemplifled in picked specimens of his kind, before
he bestowed it upon his gods. Deities do
not anticipate, they follow, the course of
human evolntion.-G. W. Foote.
No oN:m m!tn is no bier born than another,
unless he is born with a better capa.city
and a more amiable disposition; those who
make such a parade with their family pictures and their pedigrees may, properly
speaking, be called notorious rather than
noble persons. I think it right to say thus
much, in order to repel the .insolence of
some folk who owe their distinction enc
tirely to accidental cirlmmstances, and not
at all to their own merits.-Seneca.
BLESSED is he among mim who, from
his ancestry, has inherited pure blood
rather than red gold, who has the competence necessary to health and content,
who, in a cottage amid the hills, can liv
far away from the city smoke, to whom all
nature is worship, every sun-rise an altar
and the fire thereupon, every zephyr an
idyll, every·sea·moon an elegy, and every
gust 'of air from the fields of bean and
clover the breath of an incense holier
than aisle or chance] ever knew-f.aladin.
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OUR NEWEST BOOKS.
Thumbscrew and Rack. Illustrations sne-

cial\y!.re.Pared, and the text by Geo. E. Maodonal . · ,Paper, 10 cems.

Self-Contradictions of the Bible. Ninth
edition. Price, 15 cents ..

Abraham Lincoln: Was He a

Christian~

By John.E. Remsburg. Oloth, $1; paper, 50
cents.

Pen-Pictures of the World's Fair. Illus·
trated.
cents.

By Baumel P. Putnam.· Paper, 25

Religion a Curse, a Lie, .and a Disease.
By Samuel P •. Putnam. l'aper, 25 cents,

Design Argument Fallacies. A Refutation of the Argument that Nature Exhibits
Marks of Having Been nesigned !!Y an Intelligent Being. Bv the Editor of THE
BEEKER. Paper, 15 cents.
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Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
By M. E. Billings. Paper, 25 cents.

Handbook of Freethonght.

· BelL Oloth $1; paper, 50 cents.

By W. S.

Pleasure and Progress: An Attempt to

Prove that the Pnrsnit of Pleasure is the 111-ne
qua non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social
Development, and that the Promotion of
Pleasure is the Duty of Philanthropy and
Statesmanship. By Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
· Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

The Creation of God. Tracing the GodIde, toltsBource. ByJacobHartmann,M.D.
Oloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Resurrection of Jesus.

By Don Allen.

Cloth, 75 cents; cloth, 40 cents.

Facts and Fictions of Life.

By Helen

H. Gardener. Cloth, *\i paper, 50 cents.

Woman, Chnrcb and ~tate. By Matilda
Joslyn Gage. doth, $2; leather,~The Church and Freethonght. By Franklin Steiner. Paper, 10 cents.

The Giant Delusion. One of Otto Wett-

stein's Friendly Arguments with the Spiritu·
THE Secularist position is clear and disa.lists. Paper, 10 cents.
tinct, and amid the warring of the sects it
Bible
Inquirer. By Andrew JacobsoB.
must gradually come to the front. The
Paper, 25 cents.
.
state should hav nothing to do with the Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
teaching of religion. The common school
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents.
should be the common ground where ~he
IN PRESS.
children of all faiths and of no faith should
meet on a footing of perfect equality, and Four Hundred ·Years of Freethonght.
By Samuel P. Putnam. Subscription b()ok,
be taught only the indisputable truths of
ele~ant binding,· over one hundred por-·
secular life. From the waste of their
tra1ts, $5.
valuable time in learning old superstitions
and barbarous dogmas, which must be
painfully unlearned, let us endeavor to
save the children.-J. M. Wheeler.

THE nation prospered-grew in knowr
edge and wisdom. Poverty diminished;
political honor triumphed over political
chicanery; peace reigned; the people were
happy. '"Whose work is this?" said the
stranger from a foreign land. ,., It is
ours," said .Culture and Enlightenment.
"It is mine,'' said Charity. "Look at
the hospitals, alms1ionses, and houses of
refuge I hav built." The stranger looked
in the direction indicated, but observed
that most of these were deserted, or were
in ruins, as if no longer needed for the
uses to which they had once been put. "It
is my work,'' said the Church; but the
stranger's memory served him still, and
he turned· away. "It is mine," said In·
dustrial Progress. · '' It is mine," l!laid
both Political Parties. "It is ours,'' said
the Upper and Lower House. The
stranger questioned, still unsatisfied. He
noted that back of these answers rang a
Persistent "mine, mine, mine," with end·
leBB iteration and contradiction. Behind
the figures called up by his inquiry loomerl
larg_er and fuller than any of these, a more
benignant shape, which he recognized as
the one from whose lips came the persistent " mine, mine, mine " of the refrain
which swelled over the claims of those
'l!ho had spoken. "Those to whom yon
!isten are but my instruments, or follow
lD my wake," said the figure. "What
Yon see is all my work, for my name is
Freedom."- Joseph Dana Miller, in
Kate Field's Washington.
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Summer Dars at Onset.

lustrated. Price, 25 rents.

84 pages.
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Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 800 pp., $I.

Apj)}es of

~old.

PARSoN: "Now, whatarethepecnliardistinctions of Quakers? For Jnstance, how
do they speak differently from yon and me?"
Pupil: "Please, sir, they don't swear."
·i>&ine: ·
''THEY are going to try Dr. Griggs for
heresy." "Yon don't mean it! . On what
grounds?" "His interpretation of the
Eden episode. He insists that Adam and
Eve ate a banana, and that their fall was
due to their .carelessness with the peeling."
"Now, little boys, what is the meaning
of the word hypocrisy?" asked a Sundayschool teacher of her favorit pupil. "I
can't. explain what it is, but I know just
the same." '' Giv me an example of hyIssUES oP 1892.-$8.
In11.de1Death-Beds. G. W. Foote............. 25 nocrisy." ''When a fellow says he loves his
Sunday-school teacher-that's hypocrisy."
Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. Dlustra.ted........................................ (0
Was ChristCi'uci1led? Austin Bierbower.... 10
THERJII is a very religious restaurant in
Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. GarBoston, on the walls of which there is an
. dener .....................•.............••
Bible Mora.ls. John E. Remsburg ........... . ~ odd jumble of texts of Scrip~ure and items
Awfnl Disclosures of Maria.Monk. , ...... ; ••. 50 from the bill-of-fare, sometimes asfollows:
PocketTheologt. · Voltaire ..................• 25 " He shall feed his flock like a shepherdWhy Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Babcock,................... ....... ... ... ..... 15 Hot sausages, 10 ·cents." "If[e be o bediLiberjy m Literature.
Testimonial to
ent ye shall eat of the fat o the land-Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
· By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll......... . . . . . 25 Hot apple sauce, 5 cents." " God moves
in a mysterious way-Hash, 10 cents."
Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
Proctor................................... 15 ''Be careful for nothing-Coffee and cakes,
Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
Hart ............ :......................... 40 10 cents."
The HolY Bible Abridged...................... 80
W111 observe that some ministers hav
False Ola.ims ol the Church. John E.
Remsburg....... . . . . . . . . . • . •• •• . . . . •• •• •• 10 been praying for rain. Without meaning
to discourage the prayer habit, we would
IsSUES OF 1898.-$8.
'l'homas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
sugge11t to the brethren that they are likely
0
15 to accomplish more permanent good by adThe ~~~~~ ~f"6iici:"1ii.""Y&Ooii ..:HB.i:t:
mann..................................... 50 vising their neighbors to construct irri~ac
Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
tion systems. Prayers may bring ram,
.
M. E. Billings • . •• •• •• •• •• •. •• •• •• •. •• •• •• 25
Resurrection of Jesus......................... 40 but irrigating ditches will render the prayHandbook of Freethought. W. B. Bell...... 50 ers unnecessary. Let them cultivate piety,
Religion a Curse; Religion a Disease; Rebut they should not fail to irrigate.-Oakligion a Lie. B. P. Putnam.... . .... ..
25 land Times.
Des1gn Ar~ument Fallacies. By Editor of
THE TRUTH BEEKER.... . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .
1~
· THE beadle was in by-gone days always
Abraham Lmcoln: Was He a Christian?
John E. Remsbur_g......... .. . ... . . . . . ..
50 a prime hand at throwing in a little bit of
Pen Pictures of The World's Fair. TI!us-·
sarcasm at the expense of some ;voung
trated. B. P. Putnam...................
25
Common Sense. Thom&s Paine..... . .. . . . . • .
15 sprigs of the ministry. A young mmister
Exa:mination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine..
15 with rather an exalted opinion of his own
Pleasure and l'rogress. Albert M: Lorentz,
powers said to the beadle, "I don't think
. LL.B.............. ....... ....... ..... 50 I need put on the gown, John. It's only
G1ant Delusion. Otto Wettstein............
10
an encumbrance, though some folk seem
Bible Inquirer. A. Jacobson ... .... .... ....
2~
Sister Lucy. Her Awfnl Disclosures of
to think it makes a preacher more impresNewhil.ll Oonvent....... .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
,10 siv." To this John, who had a less exalted
Woma.n: Four Centuries of Progress. Susan
H. Wixon ........... :....................
10 opinion of the preacher's power, quietly
replied, "Ay, sir-that's just it; sir. Pit
IssUES OF 1894.-$8.
Thumbscrew and Rack. Geo. E. Macdonald
10 it on for ony sake. It makes ye mair im·
8elf-Contradiction• of the Bible. W. H. Burr
1~ pressiv; and ye need it a', ye need it a'!"
Dilrm~ the year other standard Freethought
works Wlll be published and sent to subscribers -Lonaon Freethinke1·.
as they appear.
SHE was the old reprobate of the village,
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive s,ll the numbers
published in one year. In ordenng please say and our new curate wanted to get her to
which _year is desired.
church. So he sent her a beautiful shawl
Single numbers sold at prices quoted
by the mission ladies, and the next Sunday
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
she appeared at church, according to
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
promis. After the service, the curate
tackled her: "Glad to see yon at church,
Mrs, Mnggins." "Ah, bless your river.
Take Advantage of tbe111e Manufactu• ence, and 'twas a rale beautiful sermon
rer'• Prictl!l.
you gave us, to be sure. And. when did
REGULAR GRAOE AMERICAN WATCHES.
all o' them drefful things 'app11n, sir, 'as
Including Rockford, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden. yon told us o' poor Jf'sns?" "It is eightGentlemen's Size.
een hundred years, Mrs. Mng~ins, since
Prices: In 3 ounce sil verine case 7 jewels $5; 11 J esns Christ was so cruelly slam for our
jewels, $6 50; 15 Jewels, &8; 15 jewels. fully adjusted,· $10; 17 jewels, adju•ted, $14. In 3 ounce sakes." ''Lawks-acmercy, sir, as it was all
coin silver case, It! o, $11 50,$ a. $:5, $19. In 4 so long ago, let us 'ope as it aint true!"
ounce, $1 extra. In 14 kt gold filled. OJJ.ElU face,
21 year case, $14, $15.50, $17, $19. $23. Hunting
A BOY of twelve years, ~~:oing to confescase~ $8 extra. Iil 10 kt., 15 year case, ei. her
sion lately, revealed to his father conkina, $Siess.
fessor that he had been guilty of turning
Laates' Size.
Price•: In 14 kt. gold filled, hunting 20 year '· flipflops" on the previous Sunday.
The father, desirous to award a ·snitca~esi 7 jewels, $18; 11 jewels, $14.50; 15 j~wels,
$19. n 14 kt , solid gold, hunting cases, $28. able penance but ignorant of the exaot
$24.f0, $29.
character of the offense, inquired, "What
TilE NEW MODEL OTTO WETTSTEIN WATCH are these flipfl.ops, my son?" "I'll show
Has 16 jewels, patent regulator brequet (non· you, father," said the boy. And he jumped
catchable) hall ~pring, be.utifu\. double Punk,
paneled dial, nickel, gola dama~cened finish, ad· up from his knees and turned a couple of
JUsted to heat and cold and positions. Latest handsprings before the confessional box,
1mprovements and guaranteed a perfect timeto the utter astonishment but the secret
keeper.
amusement of the priest. '!'he next peniGentlemen's Stze.
Prices: In 8 ounce silverine case, $19; 4 ounce tent in turn, who had anxiously witnessed
qoin silver. $25; _gold filled 14 kt., 21 years, open
face, $28. Huntmg, $82; 10 kt., 15 year cas<s, $8 this stranl!'e performance, was a stout, redfaced, middle aged woman, who knelt
less.
Ladies' Stze.
with t vidf'nt trePidation, and stammered
Plices: In 14 kt. 20 year hunting cases, $3~. out, " Oeh, father, dear don't be giv1
In 14 kt. solid gold hunting cases, $40.
All gold and filled case• made bv best mannfao- ing me t uch a Lenten pmnance as that,
turers as Boss, Dueber, Fah_y, and Ladd, in plain, for the dear Lord's sake!"- Cambridge
enldne turned, or artistically engraved.
( hrnrlifllll.
Goods shipped by express, charqes prepata.
Mxr;JSTER: '·'And yon feel an awakening
SEND ME YOlJR WATCH WORK.
within yon, my friend?' Penitent printer:
OTTO ·WETTSTEIN,
"I do sir.· I feel that I hav been a great
THB LIBB~AL J:BWSL:BR
sinner, a very great sinner. I'm afraid
Bend for price-lists.
ROCHELLE. ILL,.
there's no salvation for me." M.: ''Come,
come, my friend, do not be despondent.
You know the lines, being a printer, about
STRON~
the vilest sinner returning. I think yon
are in a hopeful condition-a very hopeful
condition." P. P.: "Ahl but I've been
snob a Sabbath breaker." M.: "Wo~:king
on a Sunday paper, I presume." P. P.:.
"Oh, no. The men who work on Snnda,r
papers don't break the Sabbath. Theu
work is done o 1 Saturday night. I work
on a daily p9per, and the Monday morning
issue is all set up on Sundays. But I'm de·
termined to leave the bnsintss; I'll break
the Sabbath no more by setting type."
M.: "I rf'joice to find yon in such a frame
· uf mind. Yon will be a bright and shining
ward
light in the church nne of these days.
edyof
And yon hav h!id to set type on Sundays,
cess.
. DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
my poor friend-reports of dog· fights, puSe.;vwbereyousawtblaad~ VIneland, N J.
J1J"" I wish to say that I am an out-and-ont gilistic mills, and so forth, I suppose?"
Lml!RAL, and I trust the Freethinkers of the lail'i P. P. (weeping bitterly): "No, sir, princi-·
will give me their p• nage and not waste the
tim and money on Ohristian d<'otors.- Dr. F'l pally reports of ministers' sermons, in solid
onpareil. "-Investigator.
ZOTDf

.Price.
Truth Beeker Annual1,.1891 ..................... $0 25
Men, Women, and uods. Helen H. Gar50
The ~S:~? ":Reii.Sc>ii: .. -rh.~m:a.s
·:fuiiS:
trated.... ..•. ••.... ..... ••.... ...... ... . .. 25
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Bennett .......................• , ............. . 25
Christian Absurdities. John Peck .......... . ~
Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire ........... .
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. Dlustra.ted .... . 40
Sabbath Breaking; John E. Remsburg .....•• 25
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason. Robert C. Adams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 25
Strike· of a Sex. George N. Miller. . . . . . . . . . . . 25
My Religious Experience. Samuel P. Putnam....................................... 25
The Hi(her Criticism in Theology and Re.
ligton. •.r. E. Longshore................ 50

Feminine
Complaints
Lameness
Soreness
Wounds
Bruises
a'U~~.TSL:Rr:E~~~R. Catarrh
·
Burns

U
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And Other Stories for

Boys and Guls. 12mo, 883 pp., $1.25.

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand·
some and Interesting BookhWithout Bupersti·
tion ·for Children and Yout . The Only Free·
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
tVJ)e, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address. THE TRUTH BEEKER CO
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AKRON, 0., was under martial law. last
week.
·
·

-=-

NORWAY, Maine, was nearly all desbooyed
by fire on May 9.
' ·
RoBERT.F. BRATTAN, Representativ from
Maryland, died on May 10.
RICHARD CROKER has resigned the chieftainship of Tammany Hall.
.
ERNEST SLINGENl!IYER, Belgian historical
painter, died in Paris last week.
TEN strikers were shot dead at the
Thresia mine in Ostrau, Moravia, May 9.
VERY severe storms at Stillwater, Minn.
Damage to exte~;~.t of $20,000 in eight
minutes.
l!OT debate in the New Jersey Senate
over a bill affecting the American Protectiv
Association.
IT is counterfeiting to make a picture of
your World's Fair medal. This renders
~he medal almost wholly worthless.
.
Tm: United States Supreme Court refuses to issue a writ of habeas corpus for
the release of John ,Y. McKane, the
Gravesend boss.
Tm: New York Park Board has con~
eluded to obey the people and the law and
construct two .sidewalks on the Harlem
River Speedway.

-===-==-

JULES LEliiONNYER, known for his sump.
tuous reprints of works illuatrated by the
vignettists of the eighteenth century in
France, has just died .

YAHWEH WANTS TO CONVINCE THE DEAD THAT HE IS GOD ..
.And ye ehall know that I am the Lord, when I hav opened your graves, 0 my people, and brought you up "out of
your graves.-Ezek. xxx_vii, 13.
·

ORDER NO"W.

iDtutfd)c £ttibcnktt-Giid)cr.

" SPECJAL PAINE MEMORIAL, ILLUSTRATED "

l!Bir ~n~en folgenbe ~frdjer in
beutfdjer E>prndje, ll:Jeldje fe~r lierii~mt finb:

Issue June 2d, Ready May 30th.

!fine fritifcf?e ~eleucf?tung bes pentateucf? im
£icf?t ber mobernen Weltan.
fcf?auung unb <Befittung.

~r,tce.

Every

on~

per copy, '7 cents; five or more, :i cents each.

of our readers should send for one to ten or more er.ctra copies.

Agents and subscribers and Liberal societies are S.Pecially urged to give this number of THE
TBUTH BI!EXBB the widest circulation. It will be historiCal. It will be interesting from first to last
Ra!re· It is intended as &modest tribute to one of the men who w~re equal to Anlerica.'s need. in the
t1mes tha.t tried man's souls." America. i• not longer justified in the policy of silence u.s to Thoma.s
Pa.ine's gra.nd-hea.rted work in the cause of American Independence and humanity. And Americans
~hould k11ow of him that they may for themselves judge if he does not deserve a. generou•."candid
"well-done" in the pages of American history. Justice ma.y come slowly but come it will, when
views are•o broaclened as not to take the traditiona.lsa.y-so of the misinformed or malicious, u.s truth.
We therefore would a.sk the cordial interest of every rea.der, that he will do his little or muchwe want all to a.s•ist in pla.cing the immorta.l name of 'fhoma.s Pa.ine where it rightfully belongs,
and you can help in the wa.:v we indicate. and we hopa you will.
Below find ord~r-blan'k,. If you prefer it and will give list of names revering copies you oriler,
we will attend to prompt mallmg.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Pl., New York,
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TRUTH SEEKE"R CO.,
.
.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

, <ilnnlie nub 2Jernnnft, 11

·Inclosed find ....•.. dollar •.•.•• cents for ...... copies of THE TBuTH SEEXEB "SPECIAL
PAINE MEMORIAL, ILLUSTRATED" issue for June 2d.
Please mail as follows-

obe~; LE BON SENS•

bes romifd?=fatolifcf?en priefters Jean Meslier.
Uus bem §ranjofifcf?en ii&erfeijt von
ijriiufein \Unno

Rnoo~.

················································ ·········································· ·····················

Seiten, lteinwanb, $(.00; papier, 50 <£ts.
Diefe ~iicf?er finb hi papier=llmfcf?lag unb
flarem DrucP. Unfere beutfcf?en £efer
follten fie weit ver&reiten.

...... .. .. ... . ... ..... .. . ... .. ..... ...... ..... . ........................................ ,.. .. ... . .... . .... . .

IDCnn nbreffire, "'rhe 'rruth Seeker,"

................................. ..... ........ ........... ······························!······ ··············.

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York.
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(Write plainly.)

NAME.

POST-OFFICE.

STATE.

By LOUIS BARKAN, M.D.

of tbis kind, and will be a mo!\el for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpa.ssed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christi&n Jleraeoution is going on this IU'g!llllent should be
freely circulated, read to the Ohristians. and. expounded ou every occasion.
ID ~Jallllr. u cents; in cloth, eo cents.

Acldr••

'l'BB TBUTB SBBUB,

for commenting unfavorably on the conduct of the police at the Fredrichshain
.Brewery on Jan. 18,

RosEBERY's budget bill escaped defeat
on second reading in the Commons by the
narrow majority of fourteen. The government has triumphed in the by-elections,
'but generally by reduced majorities.
The Compulsory Vaccination bill in the
Massachusetts legislature was amended so
that childen presenting a certifioate from·
a regular physician that they are unfit subjects for vaccination are not subject to the
law.
THE House of Magnates of Hungary,
corresponding to our Senate, has rejected,
by a majority of twenty-one, the civil marriage bill, which was presented b:v the
ministry and passed by a heavy majority
in the lower house. Probably the ministry will resign.
-IN Hm!hPriceHughes' MethodiBtTimea,
on the first. page appears an article by
George Jacob Holyoake on Kossuth, who
is said to hav been •' inspired by religion
and patriotism." The only extract from
his Am·erican speeches is a favorable one
about· '' reverend ministers " and '' the
Word of God."

THE Czar's government is making wholesale arrests of members of a new society
called "The Friends of Political Liberty."
The arrested persons include many people of eminence, including the director of
the Statistical Bureau, a member of the
Finance ministry, several government
officials at Orel, bankers, engineers, students, fashionable dressmakers, and others.· In searching. the prisoners some of
the women were compelled by the police
to strip naked.
THE various" Commonweal armies" are
still marching, floating, and traveling by
rail.. Kelly's "army," went down the Des
Moines in flat-boats; several trains hav
been seized in the new northwest, and recaptured by United States marshals.
Some lives hav been lost. Coxer. ·had a
before the House Commtttee on
Other noted physicians recommend hearing
Labor, and his contingent has left its un0oRTBl(TB: The Hebrew Canon. The NewTes
it just as highly.
healthful camping ground in Washington
~a.ment. The EIU'l:r Controversies. The Books a
and .pitched its tents at Bladensburg, Md.
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the FatheJB
Competent f The Fathers Quoted 1111 Scriptur
Price, cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.
In PennBYlvania some members of Galvin's
Boolts Which IU'e Now O&lled Apocryphal. Th
detachment hav been sent to jail for treaHeretloe. The Ohristian Oanon.
Address THE TBUTH SEEKER 00.
pasa.
l"aver.
150 oezatll; oloth, '11 oenta.
IIBLr.favette Place, New Yors,

Fordyce Barker, M.D., Professor
Bellevue Medical College says of it,
writing to the author: "I regard your
book as the most sound, sensible, and
useful book on the topics which it discusses that I hav met with. I wish it
I. insufficient, please attach additional. Flip here.
could be in the hands of tvery intelligent head of a family. I am particucularly pleased with one feature of it
ARGUMENT
BBmG
that it does not profess to teach dosIN THE
.
and Development ing and drugging. I congratulate you
Peynolds Blasphemy Trial, A Popular Account ofofthethe Formation
Canon.
on the wisdom and success of this efAt Morristown, N. J.
This is tbe greatestiU'BUDlentevermade in a cll8e
fort."
B:r BRONSON D. KEELEB.

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's

.
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- VIOLENCE in the Pennsylvania coke regions. Workmen willing to labor beaten
nearly to death.· Troops are under arms
in the Alabama coal districts.
GENl!IRAL MATTHEW M. TRUliiBULL, one
of the best equipped literary men of the
West, and a stanch Liberal, died in Chicago last week, aged sixty-eight. ·
TALliiAGE's Tabernacle was burned
Sunday, May 13. This is the third time
he has lost his great church. The new
Hotel Regent was also destroyed. Total
loss, $1,500,000.
. Tm: United States Senate is probably
more cordially detested by the people,
.irrespectiv of party, than any other department of government. It grows more
inefficient each day.

HISTORY OF THE UIBLE.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
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RUNNING THE GANTLET-HOW THE CLERGY HAV ALWAYS OPPOSED SCIENCE.
POPULAR EDITIONS

CONWAY'S EDITION

OF

OF

Thomas Paine's Works.

THE WRITINGS OF TH01t1AS PAINE.
COLLECTED, EDITED, AND CHRONOLOGICALLY ARRANGED

AGE OF REASON. Pap., 25o.;

By MONCURE DANIEL CON'WA.Y.
6 copies for $1; cloth, 50C.
AGE OF REASON AND EXAM:•
Author
of " The Life of Thomas Paine," " Omitted Chapters of History Disolosed in
!NATION OF THE PROPHE.
the Life and Papers of Edmund Randolph," eto.
CIES. Pap., 40o.; olo., 75o.
APOSTLE OF POLITICAL Four Volumes, Royal Octavo, Gilt Tops, Uniform with the Editor's " Life of
AND RELiGIOUS LIBERTY
Paine." Price per Volume, $2.50.
~ife). By J. E. Remsburg.
~ ortra.it. P~, tOo.; olo., 750.
An edition of one hundred and fifty numbered copies bound in half leather, dlt
COM:M:ON S.ti.NSE. (1776.) 15o.
CRISIS. Written During Am. tops, uniform with the limited editions of "The Writings of Washington," "The
Writings of Jefferson," eto. Prioe, per Tolume, $4.
•
Revolution. Pa.p., 40co: clo., 750.
For the genera.l rea.der the $8 edition of Pa.ine'a works is sufficient, IIA! it conta.ina a.ll of his
GREAT WORKS. svo. 800pp.;

· With Histocy:of his LUera.ry, Politica.l, a.nd Religious Ca.reer in
America., Fra.nce a.nd Engla.nd,
a.nd a. Sketch by Willia.m Cobbett.
'fhe only a.deqna.te Biogra.phy of
Pa.ine. II vola. Portra.its. $5.

writings npon which his fa.me snbsh.ntia.lly rests. Bnt for those who desire to go <leeper into the
snbject of the man a.nd polemic we ca.n most nnreservedl;r_ commend the "Lite of P&ine" by Mr.
Conwa.y, a.nd this edition of Pa.ine's works edited by him It is the fnllest tha.t we a.relikelv to ha.ve,
a.nd the student of history, a.nd pa.rticula.rly the writer, shonld ha.ve it upon his shelves.
The work will consist of fonr volnmes, a.nd will be a.rra.nged chronologica.lly. The ca.nse of
America., a.s Pa.ine sa.id.. ma.de him a.n a.nthor, a.nd the first vola me will cover the pjlriod of the
America.n Revolntlon, oeginnin!f with the yea.r 1774. It will therefore open with Pa.ine's a.nti~la.very essa.y, a.nd nis philosophlc&l or mora.l essa.ys 1 while editing the PennBI/lvanta Magazine;
these being followed by the grea.t revolntiona.ry, polit1ca.l, a.nd controversia.l pa.mphlets which ma.de
snch a. profonnd impression on the country.
The secono volnme will consist ma.inLyof the" Rights ofMa.n," a.nd pa.mphlets rela.ting to English politics, bnt will a.lso conta.in certa.in pa.pers on French a.ffa.irs.
The third a.nd foarth volnmes will consist.ma.inlY of Pa.ine's religions writings, bnt will&lso
conta.in some essa.ys rela.ting to America.n a.ffa.irs, written in his la.st yea.rs. At the close-will be
given Pa.ine's poems.
The first volnme is now re&dJ' for delivery, a.nd the others will follow soon. Orders for the
whole set will be ta.ken a.nd fllled as the volnmes !W.Pil_&r, or the vo\nmes qa.n be pnrcha.sed sepa.ra.tely.
Address
THE TRUTH SEE~R 00., 28 La.fa.yette Pl&ee, New York.

mon f!ense," "Crisis,"" Bi&'hte of
Ma.n.' $1.50.

RIGHTS OF M:.A.N. Answer to

The Bible Inquirer,

~s¥Dto~~'lfoc~Jbn-

A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTIOATION;

clo.. $8; lea.ther, $4; morocco,
gilt edJl: es, $4. r;o.

LIFE UF.

By C. Blanohar.d.

Pa.p , 40<l.;,i clo., with ll!lrtra.it, 600.

LIFE O.r·. ByM.lJ.Conway.

LIFE OF. By Remsburg. 50o.
LIFE OF. By G. Vale. $1.
LITHOGRAPH OF. 22x28, $1.
POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS
REFORMER. Underwood.lOo
POLITICAL WORKS: ''ComBnrke's Att&ek on theFrenchBev-

ITS. Oomp. b~oreau. 100.
THEOLOGICAL WORKS:"A2e

of Beason,'"' ExaminAtion of tlie
J?rQphecies," etc., with Life of
Pa.ine a.nd steel ~a.it, $1~ Y

VINDICATION. Reply to,.,, •
Ollllt'fJtlt', B1 B. G. Iqei.eoU.
• LrJaJ'nM l'lloe. New York.

*'

Cr'VTAIN/NG, 148 PROPOSITIONS.
With References to the most .<'la.in a.nd Striking Self-Contra.dictionR of the So-ca.)led Inspired
er•ptnres. Inclnding Questions Answered Aftl.rma.tively a.nd Nega.tlvely by Qnota.t10ns from the
Bible. Also, Other Bible References of Importa.nce.

Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged.--Prlce, 26 Cents.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 La.fa.yette Place, New York City.
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the Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

HOW TO GET

·Four Hundred. Yea,rs of Freethought.

FOUR : HUNDRED YEARS
.OF FREETHOUGHT

BY SAMUEL P.

PUTNAM.

FREE

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout the {Jivilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
SPECIAL OFFER.
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.
to make our friends a most generous
"Four Hundred Years. of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages offer.
We need more subscribers to THE
of Human History,
TRUTH SEEB:EB, and every Freethinker
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inven- needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
tions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
for it, but everyone can do a little
No-thing Can be More In"teres"thig,
work to obtain a copy - congenial
more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and work, that will do great good all
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigi- around. This is the offer :
lance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Futl:lre.

NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest Thoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and Magnificent Whole~
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
.

"WOMAN'S EMANCIPATION

fr0m the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
'rHE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
·
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
(l The first part will embrace the following' Grand Departments:
Philosophy.
Science. Education and
Literatll're.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Bruno.
Coperaicus.
Ethics.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Voltaire.
-Gambetta.
Madame Roland.
Mary Wollstoncraft.
~pinoza.
Galileo.
Bacon.
Rabalais. Schiller.
Rousseau.
.Castelar.
Comenius.
Cervantes. Goethe.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Descartes. Kepler.
Locke.
Da Vinci.
Pestalozzi
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison.
Frances Wright.
Hume.
Newton.
Froebel.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
lution.
Phillips.
Lucretia Mott.
Hobbs.
Humboldt. Combe.
Gibbon.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Kant.
Lyell.
Spencer.
Burns.
Emerson.
Jefferson.
Sumner.
Lydia Maria Child.
Hamilton. Darwin.
Owen.
Shelley.
Heine.
Mazzinni.
Lincoln.·
Margaret Fuller.
Comte.
Tyndall.
Holyoake.
Byron.
Thoreau.
Bentham.
Bak.ounine. Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Biichner.
Huxley.
Haeckel.
Pushki.Ji. Whitman.
Mill.
Warren.
Susan B. Anthony. ·
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Feuerbach.
Girard
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
MatildaJoslyn Gage.
Lick.
ohewsky.
Heinzen.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part of il-his volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeke1·, Investigator, Ironclad .Age, Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Magar.ine, Independent Pulpit, Luaijer, the Freethinker, .Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

(Send us Four New
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates ($IZ in
all), and we will send
the Getter.... up of the
Club a copy of "FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
F R E E T H 0 U G H T,"
FREE OF CHARGES.

And further, to a1d our friends in
getting this book for themselves, we
will offer

To the New Subscribers as a
Premium,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By WATSON HESTON,

THE GREATEST BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
W, S. BELL'S

Handbook of Freetlwugh.t.
With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of sub·
scribers.

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS

Remember, to the Getter-up JJf The Club,
FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF FRfETHOUGHT,
at Chicago, tho Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
free.
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal association.s
throughbut the world.
To each New Subscriber in the club, a preIt will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Free- mium of a Dollar Book-either 11 0ld Testament
thought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won dis- Stories Comk:ally Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's
tinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
11
Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-all free
Horace Seaver,
George E. Macdonald, · Oapt. R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. :8. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
bY
post or express •
•T. P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John B. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote1 Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Watts,

D. M. Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam,
Prof. J. H. CooK,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Parker Pillsbury,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H. Heywood,
Mrs. M.A. Freeman,
Elizur Wright,
Charles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehm Smith,
T. 0. Leland,
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Colman,
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian Leland,
Judge C. B. Waite.
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy Post.
and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose. names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED

BIOGRAPHI~S,

and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be found srich an array of facts, such a survey 11f history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.
.

The name of every Subscriber wlw sends jive doZZars before the work is on the press
wiZZ be enroZZed in this book. DON'T FAI.L TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
This book; will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages of Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
It will be elegantly bound: It will be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your friends when they ask, What is Freethought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world?
This is the most universal presentation of Freethought ever given to the public, and no Freethinker
can afford to be without it. It is a library in itself.
.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

This really brings the price of· thE'
paper down to $2 to each new subscriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEKER
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Sub·
scribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our friends to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to get
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Olubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" as soon as the
book is issued.

Tlwse wlw send a Club and
Four New SUbscribers and
$12 before the book is printed
wiZZ have their names en·
roZZed in its shining pages.
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SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
readers H they - n i send us the nauae and address of
any Freethinker who is not a regular subscriber.

SOME HANDSOME PREHUMS. ·
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renewals on the part of our friends we make the following handsome premium offers:
For $6.50 we will send THE TBUTB SEEXEB one
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage
of this or our Free offer· of the book (see opposit
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in
the country should not possess this splendid work.
For $5 we will send THE TBUTB SEEKER one
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete"
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New
Rochelle.
For $5 we will send THE TBUTB SEEKER one
year ($3) and " The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TBUTB SEEXEB one
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one
wants this book. It has over a thousand large
pages and more than four hundred illustrations.
It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies
it can help but be well-inforn:i.ed in all scientific
matters.
For $4:.50 we will send TBE TBUTB SEEXEB one
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook" in cloth ($2.50).
For $4: we will send THE TBUTB SEEKER one year
($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book,.
in boards ($2).
For $4: we will send THE TBUTB SEEKER one yelll"
( $3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comically illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send To TBUTB SEEDB one
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Conrlcally
IDustrated," in board covers ($1).
This is a splendld opportunity to obtain books
~hich every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceedingly low price. Old and new subscribers can
·:avail .themselvs of it, and we shall be glad .if our
:present . readers will call the attention of their
"friends to the values offered.

Is Presbyterianism Falling by the Way l
Dr. Briggs continues to be a rock of offense in
the .Presb!terian church. One of his aggressiv
partisans IS Dr. Henry M. Field-of the famous
Fi.eld brothers-editor of the New York Evangelist.
His most bitter and untiring opponent is Dr.
George L. Shearer, senior secretary of the American
Tract Society. In a letter which he has lately sent
to the press, Dr. Field says :
''The only trouble ia that Secretary Shearer will not
keep to his 'official work.' If he would only mind his
own business, and leave ' ecclesiastical politics ' to take
care of themselvs, we should soon hav quietness !'nd
peace. But he is so possessed with ~he idea that he is called
of God to regulate all the affairs of the church that he
has ended by becoming a general meddler and mischief
maker, and incurred an odium which reacts to the incalculable injury of the society. If he were a private individual, and had an irrepressible desire to go into a ' scrimmage,' there would be nothing to restrain him; but he is
the head of a society that represents us all, so that the
whole . church has to bear the reproach of his indiscretion.
If he is so obtuse as not to· see the impropriety of such a
departure from his proper 'official work,' let him put
somebody else in his place. Oan he imagin the late Dr.
Kendall figuring as ' king of the caucus,' making his
office a place of rendezvous for the leaders of a party
where they should meet· to nount noses, fix up tickets,
and lay plans for earrying elections? But would this hav
been any worse in a secretary of the Home Missionary
Board than it is in a secretary of the Tract Society?
"What is the result? Many old supporters of the Tract
Society are repelled from it by a feeling of disgust. The
best friend it ever had was the late William E. Dodge,
who gave to it as long as he lived, and in his will left
it a legacy of $30,000. Why is it that his son, who bears
that honored name and inherits his father's benevolence,
will not giv this society a dollar? Nor D. Willis James,
though he has more than once given to a Bingle object a
hundred thousand dollars? Nor Mr. Morris Jesup, who
ifil one of the most generous men in our city, giving freely
to every good cause? ·Why does he draw the line at the
Tract Society? Why will John Sloane, an elder in Dr.
Hall's church, not giv a. penny? Nor John Orosby Brown,
who would naturally be held to the Tract Society by a
double tie, that of his father, the late James Brown, and
of his father-in-law, the late Dr. William Adams, who was
one of the main pillars of that society for thirty or forty
years? If the society has now grown so great that it can
afford to drive away such men; then surely it does not
need to ask for further contributions from the Christian
public."
Well, well, but this is a beautiful state of affairs.
Here is the Am~rican Tract Society, which for
nearly seventy years has been :flooding the country
with the most orthodox publications, compelled to
report a falling off. in its revenues. What is the
cause ? Has the Society been sending out literature
tainted with heresy? By no means. Its tracts
now as always before enunciate the unyielding Calvinistic doctrine. It has not surrendered to the
"Higher Criticism." It still preaches eternal hell
and maintains the dogma of ·the inerrancy of the
Bible. What, then, is the trouble? It is just this :
Its chief secretary stands by the old creed and
hates the new-fangled notions of Dr. Briggs. He
has not hesitated to say so, and he has done all he
could to get Briggs out of the Presbyterian church.
Now comes Dr. Field and tells all the world that
this is just what is playing havoc with the finances
of the Tract Society. He says that wealthy Eastern
Presbyterians will not giv money to the Society if
its officials activly interest themselvs against the
heresies of Dr. Briggs. In other words, if the
Tract Society antagonizes the infidelity of Dr.
Briggs that gentleman's Christian friend"s will boycott the Tract Society. And it is the distinguished
editor of an influential Presbyterian journal who
tells this tale out of schooll Things hav come to a
pretty pass when a propagandistic religious society
finds itself face to face with the alternativ of surtender of time-honored Christian tenets or the
.drying-up of the monetary steam which turns the
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wheel of its gospel· mill. Although Dr. Briggs is a
heretic he is not a very robust one, but it begins to
look as though he would prove to be a tolerably
effectiv disruptiv force in the Presbyterian fold.
It appears to us that the champions of Dr. Briggs
are indiscreet, if not reckless. · If they withhold
their contributions from the Tract Society because
its secretary is opposed to the ideas of Dr. Briggs,
what are they going to do about the leaflets, tracts,
and books issued by that society T Behind Dr.
Shearer is that mighty mass of doctrinal literature.
It sustains him . as. he defends it. Logically, the
progressists are committed against this theological
output by their fealty to Briggf!. If the heretio is
right those exegetical documents are all wrong, and
they cannot, as consistent and honest men, consent
to their further circulation. And, be sure, they
will not be allowed to lose sight of this fact. The
thin end of the wedge has been forced into the Calvinistic log, and it will be driven home to the head
by men who call themselvs Christians.
Will Dr. Briggs's wealthy backers continue their
benefactions to the American Bible Society! Why
should they and how can they! The book it publishes and scatters by the millions pronounces a
curse upon those who add to or take from it. Dr.
Briggs has done both, and for this Dr. Shearer condemns him. Because the latter does this the society which he represents is placed under a ban by
certain Presbyterians, the supporters of Dr. Briggs.
How can they consistently help pub into the hands
of the el!lct and the unsaved a book which is the
cause of all this controversy, and which the man
whose attitude toward it they defend has declared
to be sailing .under false colors T

The Spirit of Persecution is Not Dead.
Dr. Jose Llunas, editor of La Z'ramontana, Barcelona, Spain, has been sentenced to three years'
imppsonment for publishing anti-religious ideas in
his paper. No doubt those who inflicted this atrocious sentence upon the independent Spanish editor
sadly regretted their inability to stretch him upon
the rack or chain him to the stake. It is no libel
upon these men to write this, for when censors set
out with the intention to prevent the dissemination
of unorthodox opinions the logic of their position
forces them on step by step, from greater to greater
cruelties, so long as their victim retains life and
remains "contumacious." Nothing 1-ut their own
weakness, that is, their inability to get the proscriptiv laws they want, limits their destructivness.
What religious tyrants hav done and are doing in
Spain, religious, moral, and economic tyrants will
do in America and every other country where they
can attain power. No prhdent man or woman will
giv any encouragement to the persecuting spirit, no
matter how plausible the pretexts of those under
its maleficent influence.
It is folly to expect that the believers in the gospel of exclusiv salvation will not persecute in this
age of knowledge and liberty. This is not an age
of knowledge and liberty because they hav desired
it to be such, nor because they hav made it suchthey of to-day and their religious ancestors. They
love knowledge--..so much as makes their creedsmen
more efficient supporters of the faith than they
would be without it. They love liberty-their own.
Those Liberals only who are not acquainted with
the literature of modern militant Christianity take
an optimistic view of the immediate future. There
is not the least doubt that we are. face to face with
an enemy which is determined to make heresy a
legal offense and to punish it as a crime. The theocratic party is intensely in earnest, aggressiv, un-
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scrupulous, and constantly growing in boldness and
numbers.
Our republic is Sl!!cular by the intention of its
founders (not by the intention of the founders of
some of the colonies) and in theory, but in practice
it is largely theocratic. As President S. F. Scovel
says, " the salt of evangelical Christianity lay
thickly at the nation's roots, and savored the nation's life." The simile 1s ommous.
Salt kills
vegetation, and the salt of Christianity .will kill
this nation if we permit it to be spread much more
thickly at the roots of the governmental tree.
President Scovel mentions as among the costly
jewels which America inherits from its " historic
past," "laws to condemn blasphemy and honor
the Sabbath." The whole burden of President
Scovel's address is that America must officially
recognize Christianity that it may be true to that
dark and terrible " historic past," at whose memory
merciful and just men turn pale and tremble and
cry out in anguish of soul. It seems impossible
for the theocrats to conceive of mental growth.
They ever look longingly back toward the intolerant
and bloody ages of religious politics. They sigh
for the old blasphemy statutes. Sunday laws are
not enough. Giv them the national Sunday law
for which they are striving, and they will, with augmented arrogance, clamor for blasphemy edicts,
laws confiscating the property of dissenters, and
all other laws that they may think necessary to
enable them to kill Freethought.
And in the light of all we know of the crimes
possible through such legislation, we are rebuked
because we are not willing to help these religious
malcontents submit their pet measures to a vote of
the people I As though it were the right of the
people to vote to enslave a part of themsel vs I

which the silence of his pen will leave in the hearts of the
readers of the Open Court."
It is painfully true that Matthew Arnold was
right in his estimate of our inability to be other
than patriotic partisans. The English radicals hav
never failed to fearlessly criticise the follies and
wickedness of their rulers and to unsparingly condemn the jingoism and crimes of the foreign office
of their government. General Trumbull was an
Englishman by birth and training, and the noble
scorn of wrongs committed against the weak which
was so characteristic of Bradlaugh was also in the
blood of his fellow-countryman, who made such a
splendid record in America, and whose untimely
death we so much deplore to-day. We do indeed
need "fearless and sear~hing self-criticism," and
Matthew Mark Trumbull taught us by precept and
example how to apply it keenly, kindly and effectivly.
The following donations for the purposes of the
Freethought Federat~on are acknowledged: M. S.
Hayhurst, 50 cents; S. Brewer, $1; W. L. Wever,
$2; W. T. Galloway, $1; Jno. M. Maxfield, $1; Cyrilla Lacrosse, $1; L. C. Geertson, $5.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER is sent for one year, with a
copy of Putnam's ''Four Hundred Years of Freethought," for $6.50. If your cash order reaches us
before the last form of the book goes to press, your
name will be engrossed on its pages among those of
the elect of Freethought.

There seems to be an opening for the juvenil unemployed in Chicago. The Western Methodist
Episcopal Sunday-school offers to pay . for new
pupils, on the basis of the following wage scale :
One new pupil, a new Methodist catechism ; two
pupils, ten cents extra for the first Sunday ; three
pupils, fifteen cents; and five cents for each addiThe Funeral of General Trumbull.
tional pupil. This should stimulate all workers to
The Open Oourt of May 17 is a Trumbull memo- bring at least two pupils so as to get the money to
rial number. It is draped in mourning and con- act as antidote to the catechism, the latter being
tains a full report of all that was SJ.id at the funeral given to all those who secure recruits.
of the great humanitarian, with some other matter.
If you want to be prepared for heaven in the best
The words of farewell uttered at the house are
given, followed by the sermon at Unity church style and at no pecuniary cost to yourself just kill
(the · name of the minister is not given) ; "The somebody. And don't work for a reprieve or parLion and the Lamb Blended," address by George don, for that might put your immortal soul in peril.
A. Schilling, commissioner of Labor, of Illinois; Here are two cases in point, vide the Sydney Bul" Moral Courage Rarer than Physical Bravery," letin:
" Parson Campbell, who wrote to the papers explaining
address by Clarence S. Darrow, lawyer and literary
writer; " The Saxon," address by Gao. E. Gooch, that Mrs. Knorr onght to be hanged becanse 'she was
of St. George's Benevolent Association of Chicago, now resigned,' recalls an old story of little Father Lordon, Roman Catholic chaplain in Melbourne jail long ago
of which General Trumbull was president-elect ; -a condemned criminal whom his reverence had made
and "Integer Vitael' adapted from Horace and 'perfectly resigned,' was reprieved at the last moment.
sung by the Lotus Quartette. Upon the coffin was ' Ah,' sighed the priest, ' I am not so very pleased after
placed a copy of "Wheelbarrow," with an "envoy " all-he will never be so well prepared again.'"
written on the :fly-leaf. Following these tributes
Dr. Henry M. Field says that Dr. Shearer, of the
came the services of the Grand Army of the· Repub- American Tract Society, " is so possessed with the
lic, consisting of its ritual ; "A Tribute to the Old idea that he is called of God to regulate all the
Soldier," address by Col. James A Sexton; "Fare- affairs of the church that he has ended by becoming
well, Comrade," recited by Charles E. St. Clair, a general meddler and mischief-maker." No doubt,
and ''Tenting on the Old Camp-Ground,'' sung by and there are ever so :inany Christians who are
the Lotus Quartette.
positiv that they are " called of God to regulate all
The interment took place at Rosehill Cemetery. the affairs of " society and they " hav ended by beFir branches were laid on the open grave, and the coming general " meddlers and mischief-makers.
words of farewell uttered.
Of such are the Dows, Gerrys, Brittons, Comstocks,
In conclusion, Thomas J. McCormack writes of Parkhursts, Crafts, and McAllisters. They are the
" General Trumbull's Connection with the Open buffalo gnats and gadflies of our social and political
Oourt." The last paragraph of this tender and life, leaving a drop of poison in every wound they
truthful tribute we reproduce below:
make.
"Here he applied those powers of wit, humor, and sarcasm which were his richest patrimony, to the castigation
of snobbery, vice, and hypocrisy in every form, drawing
from an inexhaustible wealth of anecdote, which only
such a life could hav gathered, the illustrations which
gave force, light, and beauty to all that he said. He furnished, too-what must never be forgotten-one of the
first noteworthy examples of that rarest of national qualities which Matthew Arnold said our country so sadly
lacked, fearless and searching self-criticism. His discernment for national conceits and Chauvinistic illusions
was unexampled, and his lash, when once he caught a
lurking vanity or folly, was merciless. His utterances
were read and quoted from one end of this country tQ the
other. Many in authority hav acted more wisely because
of his sayings, and many of us not in authority hav
le&rned to think more justly and unselfishly of our
national and social conditions. In this respect, at a time
when such work is so much needed, his death must be
mourned as a public loss, reaching !ar beyond the gap

The Letter-Writing Corps will this week send
their communications to United States Senators
George F. Hoar, Arthur P. Gorman, and George G.
Vest. Senators Vest and Gorman take the position
that church fair games of chance should not be subject to the provisions of the anti-lottery law. Senator Hoar thinks that the law should make no exceptions in their favor, but he says that the state laws
are never enforced against the churches and he intimates that the national law will not be. Point
out to these senators that the churches hav no
right to claim exemption from the operation of the
laws, and that such favoritism is particularly
obnoxious when, as in this case, they are clamorous
for the enactment of the law and its enforcement
against other gamblers. All laws should be ~enera.l

and uniform. See the leading editorial in
TRUTH SEEKER of May 19th.

THE

We mailed last week to each Senator and Representativ in Congress a copy of a sixteen-page protest against the Gallinger-Moree and Kyle-Johnson
Sunday bills now pending in the national legislature. With each package was inclosed a copy of Louis
Levine's admirable letter to the members of the committees to which the bills were referred. These
will also be sent to the mo.;t influential papers of
the country. The Protest pamphlet sells for five
cents; twenty-five copies, three cents each; one
hundred copies, $2. It should be widely distributed. The people must be educated that the Sunday tyrants may be thwarted.
Christianity has always had a keen nostril for
blood. The foundation stories of .its temple of
superstition were cemented with the blood of a. god
slain for that very purpose, and the blood of heretics has dripped from its garments on every stairway up which the race has struggled under grievous burdens and in agony of spirit and body. The
knife of sacrifice has never been dry. The altar of
oblation has not once been free from the crimson
stain. What wonder, then, that a new paper in
Canada is named The Voice of the Precious Blood!
It is edited and published by the " Sisters of the
Precious Blood." Those dear women must be sanguinary in disposition or they would not choose
such a gory corporate name. But it is eminently
in keeping with the origin and history of their religion.
Rev. Stopford Brooke, recently preaching in London about the " laborer's bondage and resurrection," referred to the sojourn of the Jews in Egypt
and their deliverance by "God." Among other
things he said :
"An immense wardrobe of the garments o~ myth and
legend was made wherewith to clothe the event of the
Exodus and the figure of Moses. Poet after poet, patriot
after patriot, story teller after story teller, took up the
old tale. What happened to Arthur of Britain happened
to the Moses of Israel. We do not preach it as a trne
hietory, we preach on it as a story."
The tale of the resurrection of Jesus is adverted
to as " the resurrection of the soul of humanityfor the time." What a trilling with" sacred" things
it is to call this sort of pleasant talk about admitted legends and myths the preaching of Christianity I Why do such men as Stopford Brooke continue to masquerade under the Christian name T
They are merely playing at teaching religion.
"Church Property" is now ready, and all accumulated orders are receiving prompt attention. The
members of the Constitutional Coavention and the
press of New York will, of course, be supplied
gratis. We shall also put as many copies as
possible into the hands of other persons who
hav influence to secure justice in taxation. How
many copies are thus distributed will depend upon
the assistance we receive from the working Liberals of. the country. All Freethinkers who can
should also buy" Church Property," and distrib·
ute it among their own lawmakers, editors,
and thoughtful private citizens. We hav made the
price very low for so large a pamphlet. Fifteen
cents per single copy, ten copies for $1, fifty copies
for $4.50, and one hundred copies for $8; postage
paid in all cases. Let there be this year in every
state and territory in the Union a campaign of
education. Show the people the immorality, injustice, and danger of the exemption of church
property from taxation.
Rev. Robert S. McArthur, of Calvary Baptist
church, in this city, recently said:
"Within the term of my pastorate the Catholic church
has received from the general fund in this city the vast
sum of $1,213,000. Dnring that same period all the
churches of Protestant denominations hav received but
the insignificant sum of $75,000.
No wonder Dr. McArthur wants the sixteenth
amendment to the state Constitution. He sees and
feels that $1,213,000 to the Catholics and only
$75,000 to the Protestants is not a fair division of
the spoils. It is not so much the fact that the
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dathollcs got so large aft amount, but that the
Protestants received only that "insignificant sum,"
that pinches the Baptist foot. The chances are ten
to one that if the positions of the Catholics and
Protestants had been reversed we should hear precious little from the latter about the sixteenth
amendment. We hav the best of reasons for entertaining this opinion. If these Protestant ministers
were sincerely opposed to state favors to the church
they would rise as one man against religious instruction in the public schools, agu.inst Sunday laws,
against church control of the education of the Indians, against chaplaincies, and against all the other
ohuttlh-state abotnination.a. .

1.894.

anti-naturalism of medieval Christianity. That was
a form of morbid insanity and not un·tu we hav
outgrown the last trace of its influence shall we be
healthy and sane. Comstock and these Glasgow
censors remind us of the monk of the Middle Ages
who refused to carry his mother across a stream
lest, touching her, his soul should be contaminated.
Of course, he was already unspeakably filthy in both
body and mind.

---------4----------

A writer in one of the dailies describes the expositions now open in Antwerp, Lyons, Milan and San
Francisco. Much is said of the scientific and industrial displays at these places. Then he adverts
to the Paris exposition which will be opened in 1900,
and tells us something of the preparations made· for
that great event. He closes with these words :
" Mankind has been notifted of its approach in order
that the whole world may get ready for the ' inauguration
of the twentieth century,' which, it is hoped, will be the
most glorious century since the creation of Adam."
Now, what in the name of history, science and
common sense has the "creation of Adam" to do
with an exhibition of the products of human invention and· labor ? . Every person of education and
intelligence, including the writer of the article in
question, knows that the " creation of Adam ' 1 is as
purely mythic&l as the .loves and wars of the Greek
divinities. Why all this deceiving cant 1 Why this
perpetual reference to a legend as though it were a
verifiable and verified event? Why this masking of
the lie in the garments of history? Cannot men
write of the aftairs of the people of this world and
of to-day withottt making a parenthetical apology to
the shades of the dead ages lor daring to mention
the triumphs of labor and learning which h!t'f driven
primitive concepts out of the minds of the leaders
of the race, and substituted the printing press for
the rack, the electric motor for the l!take 7
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Thaddeus B. Wakema11., always scientific and positiv, will deliver an oration; Joseph Warwick, logical
and serious, will try to outdo himself on this great
occasion, and Wilson Macdonald will do his share
to amuse and instruct. Round trip tickets, 50 cents.
Every person who goes is requested to take some
:flowers with which to help decorate the monument
of Thomas Paine. Thus each silently pays a tribute
to the exalted worth of the man whose memory we
revere. Your presence will be .a testimony as
eloquent as the words of the orator, as Joseph
Warwick well says. Let us do .our best in the
matter, and make this celebration the greatest and
grandest ever held.
._

__________ _________

The PAINE MEMORIAL NuMBER (June 2d) is being
The Independent sends out a little leaflet in
largely ordered for distribution. There is yet time,
praise of the model religious newspaper. We subif you hurry in your orders, to secure a supply.
join a part of one paragraph, substituting for the
The number will be copiously illustrated and will
original the words in brackets :
contain a great variety of the very best reading
''The education of your children yon cannot aftord to
matter pertaining to Paine, his life and work. It
abridge; the support of your [Liberal society] and its
various lines of work you must not lessen; . and your
will embrace commendations of the character and
[Freethonght] newspaper, the cheapest and one of the
services of the Author-Hero, from the pens of his
most ttsefnl and valuable things yon get, it would be
contemporaries and of writers of later times, selecfolly to sacrifice. It i~ wotth to yott many times the su:ln
tions from his works, original poems by Geo.
you pay for it. It will reimburse yon in manifold forms,
E. Macdonald and Samuel P. Putnam, and much
again and again-in recreation, instruction, suggestion,
encouragement, improvement. It iea silent, but constant
other excellent mental sustenance. See advertisand powerful influence for good. Yon need the food it
ment on page 336.
provides for [the] mind and [sympathies] as much as yon
Here is what one of our most intelligent and
need melllt and bread and drink for your physical welfare."
helpful Freethinkers thinks of the MEMORIAL NuMAll this is right to the point. Our lecturers tell
BER!
us that where the model Freethought paper is taken
DEAR MR. MAcDONALD: ''Order now" is good Anglothere they find interest, enthusiasm, helpfulness.
Saxon; at any rate, short and to the p()int. And when it
The Liberal who does tJ.tJt .take and read. at least
refers to your special THOMAS P AINJll MEMORIAL to be
issued June 2d, I am in it at once, and for a round one
one good Jlireethought tJ!iper is not a weli-informed
hundred copies. Yon shall hav the little list.
Liberal. He cannot 'be, lot the sne all-sufficient
Now, pardon my presumption, Friend Reader, but may
reason that no other class of papers can giv him the
I ask ha"Vyon made up your little list? I fancy Mr. Macnews of the Liberal, religiously progressiv world.
donald fs just looking right at you. He is ready and
At all events, no other does. No other papers can
smiling. Send him the stamps and names.
It does seem not any will neglect this chance; not one
keep him in touch with the vanguard of the army of
who happens to know how this good, honest name has
liberty. No others are -vigilant to warm him of the
By the consensus of opinion of the more intelli- bee:tt -.Ui.fled !rom one generation to another. Sound the
encroachments of theological meddlers and tyrants. gent friends of the labor oause on the Pacific Coast tocsin for justice, justice, justice! Be it your duty to
Qa.rl Browne is no credit to th&t eaus9, and his talk make these defamers reap what they hav infamously sown.
1
. 'fhe .§unday MoicicH ~s the ti?rlt{ng 1Hng t1l Amer- about being a. reincarnation of " Christ ' is 'fery A whirlwind on their baseless calumnies!
One extra copy if no more. PlaDe it. Let it bear teslcit. :illverywhere the law-rlialters lire prostrating wearying, ltut what can we expect when the report- timony! The truth stands :fl.rm. It will prevail. Try
themseivs in the di:l.s£ dt !h~ feet l:lf tlie hideous ers a:b.d editofs per~i~ iii designating that talk as to speed that day.
Again, your papers, should they not.hav your loyal
idol, while the people crowd insanely aboui, eager " blasphe:tttous ;, ! Sd l<l'b:g lis th41 people pay for
LoUis L111vum.
to lay their most precious liberties in its out- papers whiCh Mkk' ldr granted that there is such a support? Surely. Yours truly,
stretched arms, to pass thence into the flaming hell thing as "blasphemy i! so loiij will there be Carl
No church is tolerant when it has the power to
of its compassionless bowels. The Canadian par- Brownes to take advantage of that igilorance and
be
safely intolerant. Religionists coo as softly as
liament is seemingly ready to surrender to the make money and gain notoriety by posing as
doves when they are in a hopeless minority, but giv
11
}:lnests Elf :Moloch; and. ii' it does there ean be no " Ohrlsts and uttering such " blasphemies " as the
them the reins of state and they become ravening
doubt that our Congress will i:le encoiirageti thereby pennjY-t~.liners disco'Yer in the speeches and proclaeagles, fierce of eye and "red in beak and claw."
to go in the same evil way. A bill is now before mations df :tiro-wn~. When Browne was up for
In the United States the Roman Catholic church
the Canadian parliament, and has already passed sentence in Washington t1ie other day be compared
has much to say about religious liberty and the
its second reading in the lower house, 'which forbids the jury which convicted him to thtls~ '\fh(j ate said
fraternity of acceptors of divergent creeds, but in
" the publishing of Sunday newspapers, the run- to hav crucified Jesus, whereat the correspondents
Nicaragua another note is sounded. Recently
, ning of loc&l freight or passenger trains and e:x:cur- raised their hands in horror, rolled their eyes in
when the colporteurs of the American Bible Society
sions, either by railway or steamer, and requires the simulated piety, and shrieked in chorus, " Blasreached the city of Leon they found the following
closing of the government canals, from 6 A.M. to phemy!" Granted that such a man as Jesus was
9 l'.M. on Sunday." This infamous meal!mre in some crucified for the offense alleged by the Bible writers, notice posted~
''The wolf of Protestantism has found its way into the
respects out-Herods the Kyle bill. Of course the what then T Only this: A man was unjustly con- Catholic :flock.. A minister of the sect of Luther and
tlanadian Presbytefiail.s llre eagerly working ,for demned. This is what Browne claims was done in Voltaire is in Leon, accompanied by various mercenaries,
the tidoption of the bill, so fiB to stop " the increas- his case. lte compated the two e-vents and the who are busy selling in the streets Protestant Bibles and
ing Sabbath desecration," as the Christian States- persons responsible for the wrongs committed. a false book of the gospels. Do not buy these books,
man puts it. This is not on the hypocritical plea Where was the "blasphemy " 7 There was none, of Christians. Scorn these propagandists of a sect divorced
from the Catholic church of Jesus Ghrist, divorced from
,of ''rest," you will see, but frankly for religious course. The reportorial barnstormerl!l were merely the truth, and which is resolved on depriving us of the
ends ; that is, for priestly emoluments. What are playing to the gallery gods. It was probably most precious legacy received from our forefathers. Do
the Canadian Freethinkers and Jews doing in this thought that such a charge would create prejudice not allow your religion to. be harmed by these knightcrisis T Secular Thouf!ht could m!lke a determined ~ainst the adventurer iu the minds of the ultra errants of eTil. Let us hurl them away. No law authorizes their coming here to dechristianize us. Liberty of
pioul!j.
worship does not exist here, and these peddlers of adult=
'·----=The Paine celebration is near at hand, and as erated Bibles are of a foreign :flock, Nicaragua belongs
There seems to be a number of Oomstocks and
to God; Protestantism to the devil. Away with them.
this is the last issue of THE T:auTH SEEXER that will
"N. B.-According to the laws of the church anyone
Ohalills hi Glasgow. We ieatn hi the ne"Ws df the reach our readers before the 30th, the Brooklyn
who
keeps these books incurs excommunication. All who
day that the chief constable lately visited the picPhilosophical Association wishes all to know what hav copies ought to destroy them or deliver them to the
ture sellers of that city of piety and strong whisky a treat is in store for those who attend. As they church court. Moreover, all persons incur excommunicaand ordered them not to display for sale several hav chartered a special train which will leave the tion who directly protect these Lutheran adventurers in
their work or listen to their preaching."
famous masterpiect>B of art, among them these :
Grand Central Depot, New York, on May 30th. at
The " sect of Luther and Voltaire " is gently com_
"The Bath of Physche," by Sir Frederick Leighton; 12.30 P.M., every one is asked to be at the statiOn
mended
to the Protestant brethren hereabouts.
''Diana and Endymion," by George F. Watts; "A Visit before that time, so that all may go ~ogether. To
to Esculapius," by A. J. Poynter ; ''Syrinx," by Arthur
But the Nicaraguan Catholics are right in one thing :
lracker, and "Orpheus" and "The Judgment of Paris," those who may not be acquainted W1th New York The coming of the Protestant is the beginning of
we will say that the Grand Central Depot may be
by J. S<;>l();o.O~h
"dechristianization."
It is a far cry from St.
reached by taking the Third avenue elevated cars
Augustine and the popes to Buchner, Bradlaugh,
The "New Orthodoxy " has for its shibboleth
. g off at Forty-second street. As to the
.
h A
.
and Clifford, a~d between those heresiarchs of faith
this: "The human body is shameful and corrupt- and ge ttm
.
k era. Henry Rowley, ~re&udentkof . t eh. ssomaspea
al
and unfaith Luther, Wesley, and Briggs, the
ing ~ whoever p~nts o~ spulp~uf~~ i~ j~ l!' J'ls~jvio~s .
will manage affairs and spea m lB usu
· ·
~
· t•
Samuel apostles of hybridism, stumble doubtingly and
fna'{:e 1 !lol:ld w:P,Qeve:r be~olds tl:t9 ~~ptur~ Qr !!tl!-t»e ~s tw:q,
.
brilli t witty and oaptJVQ. mg manner.
p:q t:ije road to hell without a ~etm-n ticket. 1' '.CW,s
f=-n~ h!~ '¥Pt~ep. a J?Oe~ f~;>J: ~be occasiOn; deviously along.
prlserable sentiment is a s~V:M o~ ~he blighting
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of Philadelphia, alluding, with grave courtesy and
We solicit the kind attention of our friends to gentlemanly refinement, to Monsignor Satolli as
the need which exists of increasing the subscrip- " the Imperial Dago "! How fraternal and polite!
tion list of THE TRUTH SEEKER. There are several
"And his [Gladstone's] religion-so deep, so pervadreasons for this, which our readers will readily see ing, so obvious, so instinctiv in him-seems to go back,
far behind all the man's questions and perplexities. It is
First, It will do a world of good, by making more utterly undisturbed. It springs out of the natural convicLiberals and by interesting those already liberal in tions of the heart, with that simplicity and directness which
the work of Freethought. The church is making belong to those who hav never traveled far from God. It
is not the religiousness to which a man has fought his
great eJ;tcroachments upon our liberties, and the way by desperate struggles; but rather the religiousness
people need to know about it, in order to defeat its which would be our natural habit, if only we had kept
tyranny. And those who read THE TRUTH SEEKER our first freshness."-Oanon ~cott-Holland.
"Freshness " is good, decidedly pat. " If only
are a hundred times more interested and activ than
we had kept our first freshness," Canon Scottthose who do not. Second, It is a duty we owe to Holland and Mr. Gladstone would never hav got
our fellow-men to giv them the light of reason we beyond the intellectual and ethical status of the
hav obtained. Liberalism makes for true civiliza- Australian Bushman, nay, they woula be treading
tion, and freedom from fear of an angry God makes paths of development behind those of the Chimmen happier and better. Every Liberal should do panzee.
all he can to lift up his neighbors from the darkness
A boy living in Brooklyn writes to the World
of superstition to the glorious plain of mental lib- that the prohibition of Sunday ball playing is the
erty. And, as Mr. Wakeman says, referring to. the torment of his life. He says that he works six days
resolution regarding the Liberal papers passed at and Sunday is his only time for outdoor life and
the late International Congress : " They are the very recreation. If he plays in a vacant lot he runs the
risk of being grabbed by the police, put in a cell,
life of the cause of intellectual and practical emanand held for trial Monday morning. This makes
cipation of the people. As such they are to be
him late for his work and he may be discharged.
built up and sustained by constant care, payment, If he plays in the street he incurs the same dangers.
encouragement, and solicitation for subscribers for If he hangs around the corners he may be arrested
them." Third, An increase in the list will relieve the for lounging. He sarcastically observes that he
readers from the occasional "duns" we are com- surmises that the good people want him in church
pelled to send out in order to get money with all day Sunday so he can be at liberty ~nd not out
which to pay bills. If we can obtain two or three in the street where he might fall into the hands of
the police and be imprisoned. Of course the
thousand new subscribers, the increased revenue
Sunday-law zealots are indifferent to all the sufferwill make the business work of the paper easier, ing they cause by their irrational laws, and seem too
and we can continue to improve the paper without blind to see that they are simply recruiting the
fear of financial embarrassments.
armies of vagabondage and crime.
To reward those who will do a little for us in
Many of our contemporaries persist in giving
this matter we hav arranged to take a large numcurrency
to the story that W. C. P. Breckinridge
ber of Mr. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of
was the leading counsel for the prosecution in the
Freethought," and to every one who sends us foux trial of Professor Briggs.for heresy. He had nothnew yearly subscribers at the regular rates of $3 ing to do with that trial. It _was a relativ of his
($12 in all), we shall send a copy of that magnifi- who on that occasion led the attack on the "higher
cent work free. Those who send the club before criticism," and God killed him for it; that is, he
ihe book is on the press will be enrolled among the died the same day, and as not even an English
sparrow ca.n fall without God's connivance, and as
original subscribers and patrons in the book.
he
"doeth all things well," there can be no doubt
And to make it easy to get these four new subthat he slew Lawyer Breckinridge, and for some
scribers we will o:fter them as a premium either of
good purpose; probably as an "awful example " to
two splendid works-The "Old Testament Stories the old fogies of orthodoxy. As to W. C. P. B., it
Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's "Handbook is equally clear that he is a special favorit of "Le
of Freethought " in cloth binding Our readers Bon Dieu's," for does not "the Bible" say that
know the value of these books, and that about every "whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth "! In Miss
Liberal in the country would like a copy of one of Pollard's fate we see another verification of the truth
the other. Either one of these, as may be chosen, of "Holy Writ," wherein it is declared that "it is
impossible but that offenses will come [to Brother
will be given to the new subscribers obtained in
Breckinridge] but woe unto him [or her] through
these clubs of four, and a copy of "Four Hun· whom they come."
dred Years of Freethought" to the one" who gets
One Anthony Comstock, an unsavory charaoter
up the club and sends the money and names.
We cannot afford to make this premium to single of this city, has just broken out in one of his unsubscribers, but to enable old subscribers and single governable "must" spells, like the late Tip of the
Central Park menagerie, under the operation of the
new subscribers to obtain these and other desirable
law of like causes and like effects. He is the censor
works at a great reduction, we hav made a list of
of our literature and art, and his present pet antippremiums in connection with subscriptions to the athy is Fielding's classic, "Tom Jones," which he
paper, to be found in the first column of the first declares must no longer be sold. The New York
editorial page of THE TRUTH SEEKER. We are willing Times tremblingly deprecates the contemplated
to do our part toward making the obtaining of good vandalism, taking care to prepare the way for its
Liberal works easy and cheap, and hope our read- mild criticism by considerable probably insincere
and certainly ridiculous talk about the spy's good
ers will take advantage of the terms offered.
intentions and his general "well-doing " and "wellOnce more we ask that a favorable eye be turned
deservings." There is much of this nauseatinj'
in our direction, and a helpful hand extended. As stuff in the Times editorial which we will not weary
the resolutions of the International Congress ex- our readers by reproducing, but we hav to agree
pressed it, Boom the Liberal papers and you boom with it in its statement that "more literary knowlthe Liberal cause.
edge and taste " should be possessed by a censor.
Confessedly Comstock is not blessed by a modicum
Oh, the gentle amenities of Christian journalism! of either. The Times cites the fact that James
Here is the Christian Advocate, of Richmond, re- Russell Lowell thought so well of "Tom Jones" as
ferring to the eminent Presbyterian divine, Dr. J. "to deliver in Westminster Abbey a eulogy upon
H. Barrows, the chief promoter of the World's Par- its author, which was heard with satisfaction by an
liament of Religions, as" the Rev. Balaam Barrows," assemblage of the most distinguished and cultivated
and accusing him of being " a specimen of the mod- Englishmen." The Times adds :
ern Iscariot, selling his soul and his Savior for
"The awful dilemma is presented to us that either Mr.
shekels of silver." Next appears the Presbyterian, Lowell was a perverter of youth or Mr. Oomstock does

Wanted-More Subscribers.

not know much about literature. It would be very intei-.
esting to know upon what grounds he justifies the sup.
pression of Fielding, while he permits the English Bible
and Shakspere to be sold without even a prote~t."
Why he does this is very clear; he dare not attack
the Bible, .because it is the Christian's f~tich, and
Shakspere has too many friends among all classes
to make it an inviting object of persecution. Com.
stock's love of virtue is not fanatical; he has no desire to assault a superior force, nor an equal force.
Liverpool is not adding anything to her fame
lately, although her city council is succeeding in
making her notorious for bigotry, as she wa_s a4'eady
for "drink, prostitution, and rowdyism," as the
.Freethinker phrases it. The Liverpool branch of
the National Secular Society wanted the- Annual
Conference of the Society held in Liverpool this
year, and they needed a larger hall for the evening
session than the one where they meet regularly.
So they applied for the use of Picton Lecture Hal~
on the usual terms, that hall being town property.
On former occasions Hanley and Birmingham had
allowed their town halls to be used by the Secular
Society. But the Library Committee refused the
application. Then the president of the Branch, Mr.
L. Small, complained to the city council, while a
Mr. Stafford begged the council to sustain the
committee. The newspapers published Mr. Stafford's letter in full but refused to giv a word of the
Freethinker's. The refusal to let the Secularists
hav the hall was based on the plea that it would not
do to consent to such a profanation of the Sabbath!
When the matter came before the city council Mr.
Taggart, an Irishman and a Roman Catholic, moved
an amendment to the committee's adverse report.
He said there was no reason why the. Secul~sts
should not hav the hall, upon payment of the usual
charge. He ma.de a strong speech in support of
his amendment. It was hypocrisy of the worst
kind, he said, to refuse the society the use of th~
hall on Sunday, but to permit them to hav it on any
other day. His motion was rejected by a vote of
thirty-four to five. Even the Unitarians refused to
giv the Freethinkers fair play. What are the lessons of this! One, certainly, should be 1 perfectly
clear to all, and that is, that we must judge men by
what they do, not by what they profess. We can
not, in justice, run amuck among the members of
any particular church. Service of liberty is the
paramount consideration and the title to respect.

A Dogmatic Reminiscence.
The division of the Presbyterian church in
America took place in 1838. The old-school party
excinded a portion of the new-school churches for
heresy. . In the winter of 1839-40, I boarded in the
house of the Rev. James I. Ostrom, pastor of a new~
school Presbyterian church in New York city. He
was a delegate to the General Assembly in Philadelphia when the rupture occurred. I heard him describe the scene. A resolution was before the body
enunciating the Calvinistic dogmas. The object
was to corner the Northern new-school heretics. A
champion of the latter party arose, and in manifest
irony said:
"Mr. Moderator, I move to amend the resolution by
adding thereto the following:
"1. Men are punished for Adam's ein.
"2. Man has no ability to serve God, and
'' 3. The atonement is limited to the elect."
Up rose the most distinguished old school member, Robert J. Breckinridge D. D., father of Congressman Breckinridge of Kentucky~ and said:·
"Mr. Moderator, the amendment proposed embodies
cardinal doctrins of our church, which we are ali bound
to maintain."
Washington, .IJ. 0.
W. H. BuRR.
----------~--------

It is a good thing for modern civilization that

curiosity is not now punished as formerly by changing inquirers into pillars of salt. In that event
salt would be a drug on the market and brains
would be as rare as they were when the angels
rode winged horses to fight the devil.
"Trust in the Lord with all thine heart ; and lean
not unto thine understanding." sayeth our dear
heavenly father. Only Infidels do that. If any of
us question any of the dear Lord's methods of compelling people to glorify him we are liable to make
him mad and thus bring a famin or :flood, or cholera,
or some other terrible judgment upon the whole
neighborhood.
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The Gods Under Fire.
If the universe has a godhead, he is not under
fire. The man-made gods are those to whom our
criticism relates, and all others are not in terms of
affirmation or neg~ti?n ~y us.
The Jewish god
and the three Ohnstian s gods with one head are
one and the same. They are allied in the sacred
book from whence we derive our information of
them. These are the gods whom we impeach.
These gods are clothed with attributes such as
render them perfect in every particular. They are
set forth by their devotees in the drapery of infinit
power, wisdom, and goodness. If such gods stand
out at the head of this universe thus invested then
this universe, controled by them, invites crlticism
under their management; and in this criticism we
convict these gods of all which has written the history of this world in the. terms of misery. Every
page of written and unwritten history will emphasize an impeachment of the most criminal character·
against these gods. Oan a rational basis be conceived upon which we can explain a single chapter
in the life of the race on this globe under the guidance of these gods which does not imply criminality? The entire plan and method of this world
in the light of infinit power, wisdom, and goodness
is a burlesque upon these so-called Divine attributes.
No one fact can be cited which is not in direct contradiction to the possession of any such distinguishing attributes such as are assigned to these
gods-nothing in the universe which for a moment
will sustain this absurd claim. We convict these
gods upon the plea that the world which they hav
created :flatly denies ·that it came from any such
source, guided by the aforesaid attributes, seeing
that the creation itself reveals no indication that
any such marks are written upon it which even
suggest any such origin. Infinit power is not
manifest. Infinit wisdom is nowhere to be seen,
but quite otherwise. Much less is there any indication of infinit goodness. A plea may entreat for
the eternal fitness of things, but in that fitness, if it
has any existence at all, it nowhere suggests either
of these attributes. · We see no such .thing, no
such image anywhere, or anything in nature or life.
No such thought is ever intimated by anything we
see, feel, or hear in nature or in the life of any form
or forms upon this globe. When we come to
specialize, we will see with still greater force how
infamously absurd are all of the pleadings made in
the interest of such a God or Gods, with the attributes which hav been assigned to them. Legitimate
criticism will leave no place for a doubt to hang
upon that this world is managed by no such personality or power such as we find ignorant and
superstitious devotees claiming. The bill of indictment which we make against these gods, these
man-made gods-and in our necessary limitations
we can know no others:-is this: The fundamental
attributes with which the Jewish and the Ohristian
gods are invested are those which we hav named,
and also several ·others, which this criticism does not
require us to mention. If those named can be vin~
dicated, the remainder will also be vindicated.
These attributes are predicated of these gods-and
their rights must be in harmony with these predica~
tions-hence it is that we submit the following
facts to the readers of this paper for their candid
meditation. What is there in nature which can for
a moment claim an existence under such provisions
as these attributes imply! Nature's revelations
hav no ethics, no morality, no value weighed in the
scale of virtue. But these attributes must of strict
necessity invest everything under their control with
ethical and moral value. But when this world and
the things which are iii it are seen in the light of a
critical analysis, we find at every step evidence
which demands an impeachment of him invested
with these attributes. A criminal intent, or want
of intention, is everywhere manifest in this world.
No field of investigation or thought which does not
set forth in the strongest terms possible mismanagement and misrule ; nothing that will justify the
inference that a being as defined in the possession
of these attributes has anything to do with the
management of this world.
Upon the hypothesis of infinit power, wisdom,
and goodness, what impressiv lessons this world in
which we liv suggests! Recognized . as a home for
rational beings such as we are, it is in almost every
particular supremely unsuited for such beings.
Take it as it was when man first came upon it, what
a horrid place for the rearing of men, women, and
babes! Torn and wracked by its own convulsions
!or millions of years, rendering large areas of it uninhabitable through their eternal cold, while other
regions are filled with death and pestilential vapors
through their overburdening heat-where gestation
of vipers, loathsome and slimy reptils, venomous
crawling and :flying forms, is going on until the
hour of parturition comes, a.ud t}lep. the ~ is filled
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~th miasma, a~d these ~sgusting creatures join· is moral and just, be criminal-supremely and infi~th the gods lD the oft'enng of an im m
nitly oriminaJ. No pleadings can alter this verdict.
m~ult to the dignity of man when he is advised that It is founded upon unimpeachable testimony, and·
this world was. made for his abode 1 These rocky, the gods themselvs must say, cc So mote it be."
barren waste~, Impassable deserts, and swampy, imEvery tear of sorrow, every quivering nerve that
penet~able wildernesses full of disease in all places feels the touch of pain, is an impeachment of this
a?"esmble to man, waiting his coming! Poisonous supposed ruler to whom millions pay the homage of
vmes and shrubs, thorns, briers, weeds and thistles· fear. Every thrill of pain which passes under the
:flies to torment; bugs, snakes, serpents, and bloody eye of consciousness is an impeachment of heaven's
teeth to bite, to slay and devour those for whom high decree. Every felony, every form of evil, all
this home was made!
~sdeeds which hav made history criminal, confront
Only a small part of this earth is fit for the habi- him who rules, and he is held by every principle of
tation of human beings. It is an insult to man to justice known to man to be the criminal, and the
oft'er him the world as his home with the plea that only criminal, for all human transgressions come
a God of infinit power, wisdom, and goodness ere- through his connivance.. All-power, wisdom, and
ated it-~ gift which dignity spurns. But then, goodness cannot allow sin, wrong, harm, pain, sorp~obably 1t was as good as the idea the gods enter- row, or accident to enter tlle portals of a universe
tamed of the men, women, and babes they intended where those attributes are enthroned. But the fact
to place upon it. .'fhere were thousands of years that all these things which are deplorable do exist
of savage men under divine guidance before a de- in the life of our race is strong demonstrativ evicent or civilized man appeared. The gods hav ever dence that no such gods with such attributes lie
shown a preference for barbarians. They hav had behind the phenomena of the universe. All those
about a thousand savages to one civilized person, who come with homage to the pseudo-sovereign
and I think that if they had had their way this whom they hav enthroned are but making offerings
world would still be without a decent man or woman that are the gifts of ignorance and superstition.
in it. If a civilized man or woman had been in the
cc Infinit power, wisdom, and goodness" must
mind of the Infinit, it does not seem that two or withdraw from the universe in good order, or if they
three hundred thousand years should hav been remain we ha.v the right to demand the withdrawal
given to savagery before one was produced. But from thia universe of all that is not in harmony
he is here in spite of the gods, and he is here to with them. Hence there .should be no more &orstay until nature decides his destiny.
row, no more harm, no more weeping, no more sin,
Oould these things hav been, had infinit power, no more evil ; no poisonous vapors to inhale, no
wisdom, and goodness been on duty! How could venomous reptils or bloody teeth; no more ills and
this world hav had a savage history to fill every age sickness, pain and death ; no more deadly cold or
of sentient life if the pleadings of superstition are destructiv heat; no odors but those which create a
true! The historic life of man upon this globe is sense of delight; no filth ; no bitter or nauseating
oft'er~d in evidence against a management of his flavors ; no violation of the highest artistic, culticareer under the enthreinement of these attributes. vated taste ; no abnormalities, no cripples, no menThe life of man is an impeachment of the infinit strosities-no museums which torture the sense
power, wisdom, and goodness of the gods. Think of the beautiful ; no necessities forced upon a huof the billions of human beings in the suffering and man structure which implies filth and sickening
torturing centuries, the dreadful calamities that hav smells. There would be no impurities, naught
crossed the pathway of man, the awful agonies which can oft'end the finest sens~ of fitness. The
which hav been endured by him and which can entire universe must be in perftct harmony; no
not be stated in the terms of human speech. The discord anywhere. Such must be the condition of
brain becomes weary and the eyes fill with tears as a universe ruled by infinit power, wisdom, and
in thought we confront the dreadful history of hu- goodness. It may be said that this cannot be, we
man woe and misery. How the heart of sympathy must hav contrast. This is the proverb of a world
is wrung as we think our way through the terrible such as we liv in, but such a proverb could not expast, so filled with grief and sorrow, wailings and ist in a universe ruled by the attributes named.
deep despair; pleadings for help; hungry, starving If the Gods could not make a universe thus perfect,
famishing, dying for want of bread; tearful, be- then they are not infinit in power, wisdom and
seeching eyes, longing for a word of love or kind- goodness. No man or woman living is so bad that
ness ; battling against the foam and dash af the had that person infinit power, wisdom, and goodfatal wave ; fleeing for life from the fangs of God's ness he or she would not hav just such a world as
ven~mous reptils and the bloody teeth of his wild, I hav described, free from pain and sorrow, and full
voracious beasts. Man cries aloud for help, for the of joy. Put a mother, invested with these attnhowling tornado hae torn to atoms the home of his butes-infinit power, wisdom, and goodness-upon
wife and babes, but the cry is unheard, or heard the throne of the universe, and what a wonderful
only by his fellow-sufferers. Gods do not follow change would soon come across the life of all men,
up their desolations with mercy; On the trail of women, and children l Is it possible to imagin for
his destroying angels, Tempest and Flood, swift a moment that she would people it with her chilfollow plague, pestilence, and famin. How useless dren under conditions such as the gods hav made
it is to repeat the story of a divine reign manifest- for their children T The universe controled by her
ing infinit power, wisdom, and goodness, in the face would be like the one we hav set forth ; free from
of life's history upon this globe! No rational crea- pain, anguish, and sorrow; no broken hearts, no
ture unbound by superstition can for a mement en- brains tortured into despair ; no one dyinll for
tertain the thought that a God of love and tender- want of care, nor want of bread ; no one cast outness could see all this misery and not die of a f.ollowed by a flaming sword-upon whom vengeance
broken heart. The sorrow of such a sight would is taken ; no, none of these, but a universe full of
cause him to weep out his infinit eyes or to become joy and happiness. No one .cast oft', lost or fora raving maniac. No life of love and sympathy gotten, none so created that they wo.lld ever think
could survive the horrid sight, seen at a glance, of or do a wrong. Happiness would fill all hearts and
all that humanity has suffered.
all that is sentient would feel the thrill of joy in the
If such a God exists, invested with the attribues life and conditions which the mother gave ; none
named, he stands impeached, convicted, and con- would go astray, none would be lost, not one in
demned for the violation of every principle of just- ne.ed of redemp~ion ; no place for the crucifixion of
ice known to man. He is an ethical and moral im- an innocent being wholl\ the gods had forsaken in
becil. Not a single element of right, honor, or the greatest extremity; no temptation, no possibUequity is anywhere to be seen in the history of his ity for such a deed; devils and hells could not find
relations to the human race, or to any form of life their way into a universe ruled by a mother having
upoB this ·globe. A world constructed upon the infinit power, wisdom, and goodness. But the
plan that one half of sentient life must be sacrificed student of nature released from the idea that beto sustain the other half is evidence, which cannot hind nature in:finit power, wisdom, and goodness
well be strengthened, against the notion of rule by lie, has no difficulty in solving the problem of life
anyone having the attributes of power, wisdom, and in the light of the revelations which nature has
goodness. No speech can be invented to express made of itself in our lives, with our joys and sorthe infamy of such a creation. Any system which rows, for the very same reason that nature has
admits of a parasite doomed by the terms of its ex- neither virtue or vice ; she has no ethical laws ; has
istence to feed on the quivering :flesh, tissues, bones, neither pain nor. joy; in her evolution she has in her
ligaments, and fibers of human beings-planting designless method evolved forms of matter with a
therein the seeds of sickness and death, and the sense of discrimination termed moral and immoral.
susceptibility of an organism to yield tc its disadJ. H. BunNHA:r.r.
vantage to any form of force or life which may inOne of the most improbable tales in the Bible
vade it-all arrangements whereby conditions are
fixed in the terms of its existence so as to necessi- is the one wherein Samson is accused of catching
tate direct or indirect harm to any other form of five thousand foxes and tying their tails together
sentient life, is criminal in the eyes of either infinit with firebrands to burn up his neighbor's barley.
or finite wisdom and goodness. All pain, direct or If they moved at all when in that ridiculous
indirect, in a world ruled by such potencies as are position, one or the other would hav to be dragged
under consideration must, in the nature of all that backw&fd. The story sounds fishy.
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[Observations.
Congressman Bourke Cochran; a nativ of Ireland
and a representativ. from New York, delivered a
speech the other day at a Catholic school exhibition
in this city. In the course of his remarks, which
were mainly buncombe, he made this statement:
The Cat.holic church is the oldest republic in the
world. She is the· mother of republics.
When I hear a remark like that from a legislator
I always wonder if he is as dishonest in his official
capacity as he is when not drawing hiR per diem;
for you might as well say that a harem is a nunnery
as to say that the Catholic church is a republic. It
is not even a monarchy, nor a theocracy-it is a papacy, and its _members hav no more to do with
choosing their representative than vagrom curs hav
with the appointing of dog-catchers. The pope is the
Gerry of that organization. As for the maternal
relations of the church toward republics, they do
not subsist except in the sense that necessity is the
mother of invention, and the offspring is not legitimate. There are examples known to history where
the church played mistress to the king, and the
pollution of both was such that the people upset
throne and altar at one effort, and republics arose
over the ruins. J n our sort of government the rulers are supposed to derive their powers from the
governed, while the pope claims to get his authority
from the holy ghost. It is true that in making this
claim his holiness is talking through his mitre, but
such is the theory of papal government. Bourke
Cockran's notion of a republic was probably acquired from observation of the system prevailing in
Tammany Hall, which is the political wing of the
Roman Catholic church in New York.

night of storm and high wind,. there was found upon
the pavement of a bridge an old crucifix of wormeaten wood, which for three centuries had been
fastened to the parapet." It was proved that on
the night in question La Barre had crossed the
bridge. During the torture the young man's bones
were broken, his executioners out off one of his
hands; they then tore out his tongue with iron
pincers, and cut off his head and threw it in the
fire. "Then," says Hugo, "then, 0 Voltaire! thou
didst utter a cry of horror, and it will be thine eternal glory! Then didst thou enter upon the appaling trial of the past ; thou didst plead, against
tyrants and monsters, the cause of the human race,
and thou didst gain it. Great man, blessed be thou
forever!"
That was one hundred and thirty years ago.
Could such a thing happen to-dayT Not exactly,
but something about as bad has just occurred in
Russia, and we hav no Voltaire to utter a cry of
horror.
Thirty-eight years ago, as related by the New
York World, a. Russian boy, Ivan Rykoff by name,
while intoxicated, c<~rried oft the candles of a church
-an offense which merited a sentence of "ten
dollars or ten days." Rykoff was condemned to
slavery in the Siberian mines. He escaped, returned
to Russia, married, and raised a family. A few
weeks ago he repeated to somebody the story of his
youthful indiscretion and his escape. It got to the
police, he was rearrested and has just been sent
back to Siberia to serve out, under the knout, a
sentence equal to life imprisonment. His judges
hav not the mercy of the French inquisitors who
cut off the head of La Barre. We can still shudder
over the fate of that young man, but what hav we
to say about the barbarities inflicted upon Rykoff?
Officially, nothing ; for the government of the
United States has but recently completed an extradition treaty with Russia, under the tertns of which,
if Rykoff should escape and :flnd refuge in this
"asylum for mankind/' all our legal, judicial, and
executiv machinery must be set in motion to send
him back to Siberia. Thus it appears that the government of the United States has entered into a
league with the worst· ty:rltiiny oh earth to furnish
human backs for the Cossack knout. It may be
dipiomacy, but I would like to see every official who
voted for that treaty driven from office with the same
instrument of punishment he has helped to apply
to men like Rykoft.

abolish it ; but when I note that these correspondents hav not as yet agreed upon any method of
reform, I am led to· reflect upoJ?. what a hornet!!'
nest would be stirred up if a Freethought paper
should commit itself to any economic doctrin. But
leaving that out, the only method of governmental
reform worth advocating must be an extension of
Freethought principles into statecraft. All the
systems are branches of the parent stem, and none
of them could get a start without it. Where each
reformer makes his fatal error is in quitting the
t:runk as unimportant, crawling out on some chosen
limb,· and then sawing it off behind him in order to
graft it. The result is that all the ground for yards
around is covered with dead limbs, which the economic reformers tangle themselves up in or use as
clubs for one another's heads. I hav a notion
that if we properly guard, cultivate, and fertilize
the tree, and do a little judicious pruning amongst
the limbs and suckers, we can trust to the course of
nature for the production of desirable fruit.
GEO.

E.

MACDONALD.

" Fonr Hundred Years" Free.
Our readers should not forget that S. P. Putnam's great book, "Four Hundred Years of Freethought," is offered to any one free of cost. All
that it is necessary to do is to get four ne~ cash
·subscribers to THE TnUTH SEEXEn. Put forth a
little effort, and this matchless volume of history,
biography, poetry, philosophy, and science, with its
one hundred and thirty portraits of the apostles of
Progress, is yours. And your name will go into the
book if your cash order gets here within the next few
days. In addition each of your subscribers at $3 gets
as a premium a copy of "Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated," or Bell's "itandbook of Free"
thought." For particulars, see page 1J2lt
Subscribers for the '•400" continue to send in
their names. Following are the new ones received
since acknowledgment last week:

Colonel Breckinridge continues to use the political stump as a confessional box, his apology for his
conduct in the matter of Miss Pollard being somewhat less respectable than his original offense. In
his contest for re-election from the Ashland district
he is probably giving his hoped-for constituents
more sacred history than they ever got from their
clergymen, though according to last accounts he
Arkansas.-F. R. tee.
.
appears to hav exhausted the list of Breckinridges
California.~Phillip Miller, W. Roy, M. M. Hays, W.
of holy writ, and has fallen back on examples from
W. Scott,
hynnology. The people are now by him reminded
IDinois.-L. W. Clark, Mrs. Luna Monr.oe Webb, Gao.
C. Caffee, Henry Walker, J. M. Jean, Wm. Jackson.
that "while the lamp holds out to burn, the vilest
Idaho.-P. H. Brown. L. C. Geerston.
sinner may return," which is said to be good theIndiana.-Frank S. Weaver, Mrs. J. R. Monroe, Mrs.
ology. If, however, he means to apply it in a ConBaby Monroe ShellEly.
gressional sense, th'e voters would do well to adopt
Iowa.-Geo. K. Donnelly, H. L. Moffatt, J. 1N. Newthe colored preacher's suggestion and blow out the
Admitting the veracity of our eyesight, there are man, Dr. F. L. Warner, Franklin Steiner.
Kentucky.-Geo. R. James, Henry Griesbamn, Miss
light. Politics is at present loaded with about all Freethinkers who believe in the initiativ and referMa:v Collitl!l. . . . , .
the religious hypocrisy the traffic will bear.
endum so implicitly that they are not only anxious
Minnesota. -John :Maddn:i.
.
.
New York.-Nelson E. Knox, :Etiram Wilbur; Sam11e1
to surrender their liberties to it-, but think it proper
In his earnest effort to believe, at one and the to boycott the minority who hold that hi matters of Page, Edward W. Chamberlain, J¥lrs. R. S. Bru!lner.
Ohio.-E. P. Bly, George E. L1ght, Samuel Silverman,
same time, in both free expression and legal repres- opinion oM is a majority. Just now it is desired by
Hogg, J. H. Hunt.
sion, Mohammed Charles Chilton Moore, the blue advocates of the above system to submit to a vote Andrew
Oklahoma.-Ira E. Morton.
grass blasphemer, is experiencing the difficulty I of the whole people the proposition to amend the
Oregon..-David Wittenberg.
predicted he would in finding the "congruvial " Constitution by the recognition of God and Christ
Texas.-J. H. Morrow, M.D., D. A. Orvis, Capt. J. E.
.
company which he seeks. As a Prohibitionist he (instead of the aforesaid whole people) as the rulers Harvey.
Wisconsin.-De Witt C. Priest.
has made common cause with the clergymen, but of this nation; that is, they would consent to the
Washington. -H. P. Anderson.
now one minister has instigated his arrest for blas- use of the sovereign power they claim-the ballotrCanada.-S. T. Tilley.
phemy, while another publishes a card in the Lex- to decide that something else is sovereign instead of
ington papers asking all Christian people to with- themselvs. Why Freethinkers should want to do
It is too awfully awful that the church cannot
draw their support and their advertisments from this is unexplainable. They hav everything to lose
his Blue Grass Blade. This makes Moore dis- and nothing to gain, for supposing the amendment crush out of human nature all that is healthful,
gusted, and under that impulse, says he, "I go to were rejected they would only hav the Constitution cheerful, and decent. But it cannot ; even regular
speak to a class of people in Cincinnati who call as it is now. If it carried they would be disfran· eaters of human flesh and drinkers of human blood
themselvs Rationalists, and I am met by a fine chised. Submitting that amendment to vote would cannot, in these days, be kept within the narrow
audience of intelligent looking and handsomely be, in effect and in fact, putting up the Constitu- limits of enjoyment prescribed by churchly authordressed ladies and gentlemen. Thtly seemed to be tion against a worthless dogma, which is not an
largely of the Atheistic school of Infidelity. They even bet. Secularists would be giving all the odds. ity. Ministers themselvs will sometimes go to a
want me to say as much as possible against religion The proposition is further out of order, for the rea- theater or ride on a Sunday train. Read this :
and little as possible for Prohibition, and I' found son that whatever rights may belong to the elector,
"At a meeting of Methodist ministers of Milwaukee an
the president of the society in a saloon, Sunday the right to vote on the citizen's belief is not in- attack made on tht:l chureh disoiplin was freely applauded
evening." This is all he says about Mr. Light. He cluded among them.
by tho11e present. The clergymen came to the conclusion
does not tell us whether or not that gentleman exThe Freethinkers in the people's party can make that it would be utterly impossible to administer the letter
tended the usual courtesies, or whether the Ohio themselvs very useful if they choose-not by voting of the church law. If they did they would be in a continvintage is equal to the Kentuky product. Neither on every whim the church desires to engraft upon ual row with their congregations. Tbey could not keep
does he explain how he happened to be in a saloon the laws of the country, but by secularizing the plat- people away from theaters, circus performances, cards,
himself, but he leaves the impression that a person form of their party and electing Representative and Sunday trains, Sunday newspapers,, and the like. Even
other than a Prohibitionist who will visit a hostelry Senators accordingly. Thus far all their Represent- ministers ride (}n Sunday trains. Some of the speakers
on Sunday evening is not good people. But more ative hav proved to be destitute of sound ideas about thought it would be best not to catalog the sins, but to go
trouble follows. Misfortune is gregarious. Moore religious liberty, and a Senator has distinguished back to the system that existed prior to 1872, when the
wrote to Colonel Ingersoll, offering him his case for himself by i~troducing a Sunday bill. The Free- church specified the sins without prohibiting them."what there is in it, and the colonel replies that ow- thinking Populist may join the letter-wri~ing corps Daily Paper.
ing to prior arrangements it will be impossible for and inform his .representative in Con grass that he
Just think of "church mauling" a man for readhim to take the case; adding, "I guess you will not is ashamed of them.
ing a Sunday newspaper or riding out to the park
need much help." This shatters another of Moore's
on Sunday I No wonder that there are so many
idols; and he will advise his friends not to patronize
I hav several correspondents who inform me in people who hav not become intellectual FreethinkColonel Ingersoll any more. Added to the rest, he confidence that thay are not fully in eympathy with
is candidate for Congress on the Prohibition ticket, THE TRUTH SEEKER because they think the economic ers but yet hav only contempt for the church.
and must be conscious that if his cause is tried on question is of more importance that tke questions
its merits he has about as luminous a prospect of discussed in these columns, and they would like to
One of the most exhaustiv family genealogies exgetting there as he has of going to the penitentiary. see the paper devote iflself to industrial emancipa-. tant is Mr. Darwin's "Descent of Man." While he
tion. I am sometimes tempted to admit that, with has, perhaps, shown th~t our ancestors were hardly
In his oration on Voltaire, Victor Hugo relates government so corrupt, so expensiv, so incompetent, up to our .stan~ar<;I, still he .has J:?ade no "grassthe case of a young man named La Barre, who was and so useless, any journal would be justified in befo~e-sunh&'ht ~st~kes wh10h will enable us to
put to torture and death because, " on a day after a giving some space to a discussion of how best to . callm que~t~C>~ ];us philosophy.
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FREETHOUGHT- PAST, 'PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
Proem .frorn "Fou1· Hundred Yea1·s of Freethought."
THE I'AST-BRUNO,
Fair Bruno, looking forth with eyes of fire
Upon the world's broad scene; beyond the
sun
Thy undimmmed glance seems ·to behold
the stars,
Countless, and rushing through the endless space,
With opulence of life, as on earth's breast
Thyself a star from out the past didst burn,
Wakening the darkness with r~aplendent
course
Athwart the centuries of gloom and fear ·
Herald of morning, of the happy days, '
With Freedom breathing in the peaceful
skies;
With science in the kingly garb of toil,
The green earth paradised with loving
heart~.

THill 1>.R:KSENT-INGERSOLL,
And now the present answers to the past,
Genius to genius through the wondrous years ;
Bruno and Ingersoll, and on Time's arch
What shining names adorn the pregnant space
From Nolan's silent ashes to the lips
That drop the sweetest words that charm the earThe eloquence that ceases not with speech,
But is immortal music to the mind !

Beloved master of the art supreme
To language forth the spirit world within ;
To make words flow with new melodious grace,
Like waves that beaming break on shores of sense;
From the vast ocean of unbodied thought
Thy brain hath caught all feeling, all the light
Of_imageries that fill the poet's eye ;

Which holds the :flower of promis o'er thy brow.
Grow strong and beautiful and brave and free.
Fair child, inheritor of sweet renown;
Make thy bright harvest in the fields of time ;
Enrich with reason's light thy mingling path
With those which front with thine the golden dawn.
The great hereafter in thy beams we hn.ill
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

Lectures and Meetings.

0 brave immortal, glorious in the robe

Which burned thy body into fruitful dust,
'rhey knew not, that wild horde about thy
pyre,
Who knelt and trembled to a god of hate,
And crouched to earth-nor ~aw its wealth
of'life;
•rhey knew not what was in thy dauntless
gaze,
Outsweeping the rude throng and torturing heatThe winged thoughts that all the despot's
power
Could fetter not, nor blast with fiercest
zeal.
They saw, that shuddering and relentless
crowd,
The frail flesh sink in unconfining tomb,
And vainly triumphed o'er that murdered
form.
For from that blackened spot went forth a
word
Of wonder, joy, and beauty to all time,
And millions greet its power and hope unscathed.
Q martyred Bruno, Science' fearless path,
Thi'otig.li regio~a numberless of earth and sky,
:M:akes laurels for thee, and man's brightest days
Flow from the moment of t:hy bitter death.
In thee the past turns from ita darkened oaurse,
Bursts from the gyves of ignorance and feri.r ,
Smites down the tyrant from his bloody throne ;
And as the en,rth wheels round the golden sun,
And as the slin speeds through unmeasured realms,
So doth the mind of man, unmeasured, vast,
From thy red dawn of death move radiant on,
Iu paths of glory broadening to the noon.
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GIORDANO BRUNO.
The subtlest thoughts of man ; the dim desires
That warm the savage breast ; the dreams that haunt
And thrill and glorify the toiler's task,
Till beauty springs from labor a.s the sheen
Of lily from the sunless water spreads ;
Thou readest the past, not as the bookworm reads,
With words and facts strung on a leaden thread,
But with imagination's golden power,
So that the finest effluence of its life,
Its heroes, martyrs, songs, philosophies,
Resurgent in the living present breathe,
Translated in thy miracle of speech
To heavens of thought, enriching life
to-day.
Thus past and present in one glory join
To make the marvel of our future hope;
From Bruno's stake to Voltaire's radiant
star,
'l'o Paine's clear luster in the storms of
war,
To grace and charm of him who gems
this hour
With reason wedded to the poet's strain.
What light has gathered on man's toilsomeway,
What joy and promise as new births
bloom on I
THE FUTURE--'l'HE CHILD.
0 babe so beautiful, love's gracious gift;
The sweetest jewel of our mortal life,
The happy dawn upon our sorrows' path,
The only tyrant that our hearts enthrone,
The only mon·a rch we obey and bless I
0 heir of ages, and the future's glass
In which we see the splendors yet to be :
The tiny prophet of untraveled years;
The royal messenger of new domains
Embosomed in the unborn wealt.h of
time,
To-morrow's king, sceptered in weakness
dear,
We bring to thee the treasures of the
past;
Thou bring'st to us a thousand treasures
more.
For all the boundless future is thy realm,
Thine eyes are gates into the deeps of
time,
Far shining in their clear and wondering
gaze;
In thee are all the imprints of the pastThe million years of man's evolving life,
A thousand generations toiled for thee.
Poets hav sung and nations hav marched
on·
Heroes hav died, and m~rtyrs starred t~e heavens ;
'rhe lone discoverer hath watched the mght,
Or toiled across the ocean's heaving breast,
Or pierced the chambers of the sea and land,
To make more splendid thy delightful hourTo make thy birth the richest of all ~ime.
In thee the past and present. fin~ theu ~oal,
The fountain of the hope which Jewels life.
Oh what were life without thy helpless grace,
Th~ soft entreaty of thy smiles and tears,
The beauty exquisit of ~ainty flesh.
Flushed with the rose tmts of thy JOy~us pulse ?
0 crown of all our toils and all our game,
Bear on the song of life to fut0:re years.
Oh take the blessing of the mighty past;
Oh' take the love, the glory of to-dayf
Whose face is o'er thee tender as thy ook,

THE Detroit Investigator Society meets every Sunday
afternoon at the hall, No. 32 Moroo avenue.
THE Milwaukee Liberal Olub meets at Sever~noe Hall,
421 Milwaukee street, every Sunday at 7.30 P.M.
J. E. REMSDURG has been doing some pioneer work
lately, making a tour by team through the Ozark ~Ollll.
tains of Southern Missouri.
S. P . PUT.NAM'sleoture appointments:
Albany, N.Y., May 27th.
Northport, L. I., J une 4th-8th.
THE Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday
evening at 421 Laokawana avenue. Onr motto: Freedom
and Kindness. Everybody invited. Secretary, William
Watkins.
W. F. JAMIESON has just closed a course of three lectures in :Merced, Cal., and is now on his way to Park City,
Utah. He is engaged to deliver courses of lectures also
in Coalville and Scofield, Utah. Address at Mosca, Col.
THE First Secular Church of Portland, Or., meets in
Central Labor Council Hall, 170t Second street near
Yamhill, every Sunday at 7.30 P. M . Katie Kehm
Smith, lecturer. Sunday-school in same place at 12:80 P.Y.
THBI Manhattan Liberal Club meet,a every Friday evening in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for May:
May 25th-" The Three-fold Man." Prof. Theo. F.
Price.
T. B. Wakeman, Henry Rowley, Samuel P. Potnam,
and Joseph Warwick, so far constitute the speakers
for the Paine Celebration at New Rochelle on May 80th.
There will be others, and a splendid and lively program may confidently be expected.
THE W o:r.mN's LmlliRAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, meets
in the Skerrett Building, Ridge avenue and Green street,
Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock. Admission free. All are
welcome. Radical Library open 7.80 to 10 P.M. Program for May:
May 29th-"Woman in Journalism," Mrs. T. H. Symon,
Sec. U.L.L.
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association holcls meetint;ts
every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business College, South Eighth street, between Bedford and
Driggs avenues. Program of lectures for May:
May 27th-'' A Study of Shelley," Henry Rowley. Concluding meeting; report of season's work; vocal and
instrumental music.
May 30th, Decoration Day-Paine Celebration at New
Rochelle. Tickets, including railroad fare, 50 cents.
'l'iokets are exchangeable for railcoad ticket to New
Rochelle and return by special train of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford R. R. Co., which will leave
Grand Central Depot at 12.80 P.M. The return ticket
from New Rochelle will be good nn any train during
the day. Tickets for sale at the Truth Seeker office.
IT is not very often that the Brooklyn Philosophical
Association has the opportunity, as it had last Sunday
afternoon, of listening to a clergyman denouncing religion of every kind and preaching doctrine that are, to the
Materialist, the hi~ht of absurdity. Bev. F. E. Mason
spoke on ''The Science of Life." He said that any religion that demands faith and trios to subordinate the
mind is the offspring of imbecility. He thought trouble,
sickness, and death unnecessary if men would only rise
above the physical and be the controlers of their minds,
and that everything there is exists only through the mind.
The mind is the cause of everything. ''I exist through
my mind, and I know you exist beonnse I exist, but as
aoon as I do not exist you do not, exist." This is the sum
total of his philosophy. The audience appreciated such a
change of intellectual diet.
HERE is a coincidence, Last Friday night, at the
Manhattan Liberal Club, Dr. Iaaa.c Hull Platt lectured
on "Walt Whitman, the Prophet of Democracy." During the time the lecturer sp; ke on the frank, honest, rebellious, and lovable poet, the elem11nte were exhibiting
the same rebellious attitnde toward fine weather that
Walt Whitman did toward eatablished customs and effete
literary and social laws. It thundered and lightened
and rained during the whole lectnre, revealing in nature's
symbolry the refreshing and purifying attributes of Walt
Whitman. The lecture was very able and delivered in a
pleasing manner. He showed that he was the prophet of
democracy, and like all othl!r true and sincere reformers
had been misrepresented and maligned by tho opponents
of reform, who could glibly denounce, but who never
read Whitman's works and never understood the obilosophy that he so eloquently voiced to the world. Despite
the inclemency of the weather, the hall was well filled,
a tribute to the great old democratic poet. who sang of
that grand, all-embracing oharitv, "the love of oomradPs." In the debate following the lecture nearly all
the speeches were unqualifiedly laudatory of the noble
author of "Songs of the Open Road."
According to •ra:E TRUTH SEEKER, the devil has
just presented his b ill to -the church, and has been
referred to "Jesus who paid it alL" As J esus has
been dead, from all accounts, nearly nineteen hundred years, his ability to "pay it all" is much in
question; and, so far as I see, the only recourse
left his sooty highness is to enter suit in some district court and bring the church to taw. Considering the invaluable service he has rendered the
church, that organization's attempt to beat him out
of his har.d-earned wages is a piece of contemptible
meanness, but in full keeping with its past history.

- Oo6perattve Oommontoealth.
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GRAND MoUND, April 20, 1894.
MR. EoiTOR: Please find $5 for Mr.
Putnam's book.
LEROY DuTToN.

From Several People Who Want "Four
Hundred Years."
JERSEY CITY, N. J., May 14, 1894.
MR. EoiToR: Inclosed find $5 for "Four
Hundred Years of Freethonght."
J OBN SNIJER.
'sroux CITY, IA., May 14, 1894.
MR. EoiTOR: Inclosed find $5 for Put·
nam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought."
GEo. K. DoNNELLY.

SMITHSBURG, Mo., May 12, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I send $5, for which please
send me "Four Hundred Years of Freethought," and oblige, Yours truly,
THos. F. DIFFENDAL.
DE RUYTER, N. Y., May 7, 1894.
MR. EoiToR: I hand yon $6.50 for renewal of subscription and Putnam's
~·Four Hundred Years of Freethonght."
.
w. w. AMES.
HnLENA, MoNT., May 9, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for
,;Four Hundred Years of Freethonght,"
that is, if yon can hav my name in the
book.
H. L. STEPHENS.
PLATTSBURG, Mo., May 11, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Find herewith $8. Send
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought,"
"The Story Hour," and " Pictorial Text
Book."
W. E. DEVALL.

MANcHEsTER, Mo., May 1, 1894.
MR. EoiToR: Inclosed yon will find
money-order for $5 to pay for "Four
Hundred Years of Freethonght." I am
ALToN, ILL., April 23, 1e94.
rather late in remitting but hope that I
MR. EoiToR: Inclosed find $5 for "Four shall be in time to g-et my name in the list.
Hundred Years, of Freethonght."
c. w. CAINES.
FREDERIO DAHLSTROM.
NoRA SPRINGs, IA., May 12, 1894.
REDMON, ILL., April16, 1894.
MR. EoiToR! I accept your offer made
MR. EoiTOR : Inclosed · find express in the last issue of THE TRUTH BEEKER..
money order for $5. Please send me Inclosed please find ·draft for $6. 50, for
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght." which send me THE TRUTH SEEKER one
MARK ROWE.
year, and "Four Hundred Years of Freethought."
Record my name with the brave.
HAMILTON, N. D., April 23, 1894.
Respectfully,
H. F. ScHINDLER.
M:R. EoiTOR: I inclose $6.50, for which
yon will please send me the paper and
Disco, MroH., May 4, 1894.
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght."
MR. EoiToR: Inclosed I send $5 for
DAVID W ALLAOE.
"Four. Hundred Years of Freethonght"
and to get my name enrolled in the book.
VALEDA, RAN., April18, 1894.
MR. EoiToR: Find inclosed $5.50 for That was an admirable scheme of yours
•· Four Hundred Years of Freethonght" and Putnam's to entice in paid"nP snbscriband fifty: cents worth of" Lay Sermons." ~rs. It flatters our vanity in a way that is
very taking. Please send full catalog of
CHAS. G.lllRS.
your publications. FRANCIS R. P AYIDJ. ·
NEw YoRK, N. Y., May 10, 1894.
CLEVELAND, 0., May 6, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Tnclosed you will find $7,
MR. EoiToR:. Inclosed please find postal
$2 for church taxation work, and $5 for
the forthcoming book of Mr. S. P. Put- note for $8.50. Send me "Pulpit, Pew,
and Cradle," "Old Testament Stories
nam.
Fraternally,
FRED. KoEZLY.
Comically Illustrated," " God in the Con"
CoNWAY, KAN., April 28, 1894.
stitntion," "Answers to Christian QuesMR. EoiTOR: I inclose money order for tions," cabinet photograph of Colonel In$6.50 for renewal of my subscription for gersoll," "Four Hundred Years of Freeone year and Putnam's "Four Hundred thought," and renewal to THE TRUTH
Years of Freethonght."
J. R. BURNS.
SEEKER. Yours truly, ALEx. ScoTT.

SAN JosE, CAL., April20, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Herewith is $8 for renewal
LA CRossE, Wis., May 7, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $6.50 for of subscription and "Four Hundred
whioh send me Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethonght."
For the success of Freethonght,
Years of Freethonght" and renew my subL. MAGENHEIMER.
scription to the paper.
WM. D. CULLMANN.
RENO, NEv;, April18, 1894.
MR. EoiTOR: Please find inclosed $10.
PRINCETON, KY., May 7, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose check for $5 for for two copies of "Four Hundred Years of
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght," Freethonght," one for myself and the
desiring to assist Mr. Putnam in his grand other for H. H. Green.
JOHN SUNDERLAND.
work, and hav my name enrolled in the
work.
Yours truly,
0. P. ELDRED.
Woo~BRIDGE, CAL., April 7, 1894.
MR. EoiTOR: Find inclosed $8 for one
LEAD HmL, ARK., May 10, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 for year's subscription, "Four Hundred
"Four Hundred Years of Free thought." Years of Fooethought," and "FreeJoHN BoYLE.
Wishing yon great success in the grand thinkers' Text-Book."
work of Frcethong-ht, I remain a true and
MAPLETON, MINN, May 1, 1894.
stanch friend to Liberalism. F. R. LEE.
MR. EoiTOR: You will find order for
$8 for TRUTH BEEKER and "Four HunHowroK, QUEBEC, May 7, 1894.
MR. EoiTOR: Please find inclosed $5 for dred Years of Freethonght," and do not
''Four Hundred Years of Freeth ought." fail to hav my name in the list.
M. A. GILMORE.
Hope it will not be too late for my name to
be inscribed in it, as that is my principal
NEVINVILLE, IA., Feb. 11, 1894.
object.
Yours,
CnAs. LAPERCHE.
MR. EoiToR: Inclosed find $9.10 for
which please send me "Thumbscrew and
GUNNISON, CoL., :M:ay 11, 1894.
Rack"
and "Four Hundred Years of
MR. EoiTOR: I inclose $5 for "Four
Hundred Years," etc., as I think from Freethonght" and mark my subscription
F. I. GREEN.
what I read about it in THE TRUTH BEEKER ahead two years.
it is a good book and I would like to read
WE!:!TLAKE, LA., March 26, 1894.
it. Your friend, CHRISTOPHER MILLER.
MR. EoiTOR: Inclosed please find $10
for subscription and "Four Hundred
GRANGER, 0., May 8, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5.40 for Years of Freethonght." The other $2 to
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght," assist our cause in Washington. We must
by Samuel P. Putnam; "Thumbscrew and not giv up our ship yet. C. W. DoANE.
Rack;" "The Bible Inquirer;" "The
BRANDON, MANITOBA, April 21, 1894.
Giant Delusion;" ''Woman: Four CenMR. EoiTOR: Please find inclosed $5.25,
turies of Progress." JOHN W. TuRNER.
which apply on my subscription for THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and send "Four Hundred
SPOKANE, WASH., May 2, 1894.
MR. EoiTOR: Please send me ''Four Years of Free thought."
Yours truly,
D. M. McMILLAN.
Hundred Yeats." Inclosed find $5. Am
a regular subscriber to your paper and inHAvANA, N. Y., May 15, 1894.
dorse the principles it teaches. I can Eee
MR. EoiTOR: Please find inclosed $5 for
is doing a world of good in this section
Mr. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of
C. W. SAMIS.
of the country.
Freethonght." " Procrastin~;~otion is the
thief of time," and " better late than
ELLISVILLE, Miss., May 12, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I hand herewith $5, for never," are old sayings.
Very truly, NELSON E. KNox.
which please enter my name on your
"paid" subscription list for one copy of
DowAGIAC, MroH., March 23, 1894.
S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of
MR. EoiToR: Inclosed find $7, for which
Freethonght." Would also reqnest that
yon mail me a copy of your catalog and send "Four Hundred Years of Freethought," extend my subscription one
price-list of publications.
C. J. GRAY.
yee.r, and send two copies of. "ThumbCRAYON, 0., April 30, 1894.
screw and Rack " and three copies of
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is $12 for four "Giant Delusion."
AMos KNAPP.
subscribers. Please send the paper for
READING, PA., April26, 1894.
one year to each of those named and also
Mn. EoiTOR: Please find inclosed money
to each a copy of " Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated," and to myself a order for $7, for which please send me
copy of Mr. Putnam's magnificent book, THE TRUTH BEEKER, " Four Hundred
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought," Years of Freethought," What Must We
as per premium offer on second page of Do to Be Saved?'' and the great Ingersoll
controversy.
GEORGE. EAsT.
your paper.
GEoRGE W. PENCH,

a copy.of THE TRUTH SEEKER, of March 17
issue, while traveling on train (am a commercial traveler), read it, and tucked it
away in my grip until later on. (Had to
think about it). Want the "Four Hundred Years" for the library.
Eo. W. DRURY.
OMAHA, NEB., May 8, 1894.
MR. EoiToR: Inclosed please find $5
for ''Four Hundred Years ofFreethonght."
I hav had yon send me so many books
lately that yon doubtless think me a Vanderbilt or Astor, but such is not quite the
case. I am an ordinary laboring man on 8
small sale.ry, but I find no trouble in raising a dollar or two now and then to purchase the right kind of reading matter. I
would like very much to hav this reach
yon before Mr. Putnam's boqk goes to
press; Yours truly, JoHN McARDLE,

CHEwsviLLE,· Mo., May 5, 1894.
MR. EoiTOR: Please find inclosed check
for $10, for which I desire to renew my
subscription · to the grand old TRUTH
BEEKER for one year, and hav my name
enrolled for a copy of " Four Hundred
Years of Freethonght." For remainder
send me "Researches in Oriental History," "Pleasure and Progress," and
"The Creation of God." I am sorry I
cannot secure you a few subscribers, but
such is the case at present. We hav some
young Freethinkers. in my neighborhood who ought to take the paper, but
they complain of hard times and scarcity
of money. I shall try again.
LoUISVILLE, KY., May 14, 1894.
Yours truly,
JNo. H. HARP.
MR. EoiTOR: I herewith inclose $10, for
which yon will please enroll the names of
CALVERT, TEx., May 11, 1894.
Geo. R. James and Henry Griesbaum
MR. EoiToR: I inclose $6.50 to renew
in Brother Putnam's new book. Yon can
ship the three books-theirs and my own- my subscription and obtain "Four Hunall in one package if yon prefer. Trusting dred Years of Freethonght." I am an oldthis may reach you in time to hav the above timer, having landed on this planet in
name!! appear in tl!e book, I close ·with 1825. Hav been an individual, independbest wishes for THE TRUTH SEEKER and ent truth seeker for nee.rly sixty years;
commenced investigating when very
its constituency,
J. W. HoLMES.
young by reading the historical part of
the Bible, Gibbon's Rome, Rollin's anAvERY, 0., April15, 1894.
MR. EoiTOR: Inclosed find $7.50 for cient history, and other works, and hav
"Four Hundred Years of. Freethonght" been a Freethinker in every sense of the
and renewal of subscription, as per your word ever since. My mother was a Presadvertisment, and Miss Wixon's new book byterian. I am well supplied with liter"Right Living." I heard her speak last ture on the subject; am faithfnll'nd true
fall at Chicago and think she is a splendid to my belief after a fair and impartial inwoman. It seems to me that Mr. Heston vestigation. My noble wife is an Episcohas outdone all of his former efforts in palian; I respect her belief and she reD. A. 0Rvrss.
portraying how the salvation scheme has spects mine.
cheated the devil. MRs. E. R. WILLcox.
Los ANGELES, CAL., April 21, 1894.
MR. EoiTOR : Inclosed find order for
$7.05, for which please send as follows:
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght·"
"Right Living;" "Handbook of Fre~
thought;" "Thumbscrew and Rack·"
"Self-Contradiction of the Bible;" "Sh~ll
the Bible be Read in our Public Schools?"
"Sister Lucy, Her Awful Disclosures·"
" The Public Schools, and the Catholic
Church;" "Infidels and Charity."
ARTHUR Eow. 0LSHAUSEN.

Let Petitions Go to the Senate.

WooDBURY, GA., April29, 1894.
MR. EoiToR: I se& notice in the IndependentPulpit that another effort is being
~ade to secure a religions amendment to
our national Constitution, and that yon
are making a splendid fight against this
attempted infamy. If yon will send me
some blanks I will circulate petitions
against it. I hope that all the Liberals
will hav the opportunity of signing petitions against it and going up to the polls
in 1896 and voting for R. G. Ingersoll for
president of the United States.
BLOOMINGTON, !Lt.., May 12, 1894.
J. W. ENBANK.
MR. EoiTOR: Please find inclosed draft
for $6. 50, and enter my name for "Four
Some We Can Answer.
Hundred Years of Freethought," and
BuTTE, MoNT., May 7, 1894.
credit me for one year on the paper that
MR. EoiTOR: Will yon kindly answer
brings tidings of great joy once a week. I
love your paper, and if I ever get behind the following questions through your valua few days or months, don't, oh, please able paper:
1. What year and where did Mrs. A.
don't stop it, for surely I will get there
soon. I l.ove all our honest Freethinkers, Lincoln die?
2. What is the belief of Robert T.
and espeCially our Brother R. G. IngersolL
Lincoln?
My best regards to all.
H. CooNs~
3. What was the belief of J. R. Lowell?
IsHPEMING, MroH., April6, 1894.
4. Whereabout in the Bible can I find
MR. EoiToR: I hav been thinking it the keeping of the seventh year as a period
over, and hav concluded to hav Putnam's of rest commanded?
"Four Hundred Years," if I die in the
5. Much of the Bible is contradictory
poorhouse. I also want my name inserted and obscene; if language means anything
in the book.
I
the meaning is clear. In arguing with
Inclosed find $6. Send " Four Hun- Christians concerning these portions, they
dred Years of Freethought," "Thumb- invariably giv the stereotyped answer:
screw and Rack." "Self-Contradictions "The Bible is inspired and we don't
of the Bible," '' Bible Temperance. "
understand it." Will yon giv me an ef. Anything for missionary work send to fectiv reply to same?
me. You will hear from me soon.
A Freethonght lecturer is innch needed
·in this city.
ENos A. MILLS.
JAB. BLACKNEY.
[1. She is still living, we believe.
LANCASTER, PA., May 7, 1894.
2. We do not know.
MR. EoiToR: Inclosed please find check
3. He was a Unite.rian.
for $6.50, for one year's subscription and
4. Lev. XXT, 2r-7.
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght."
5. If the Bible is inspired and thus made
I am no Freethinker, but am always will- so we e.re unable to understand it, will
ing to read lUI sides and leiU'n, Pioked up God, who so inspired it that we cannot
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understand it, damn us for not understanding that which he purposely fixed so we
could not comprehend it? Or, what is a
revelation worth that does not reveal?ED. T. S.].

Another Earnest Helper.
SAN P:eDRo, CAL., Mav 9, 1894.

MR. EDIToR: Regarding the article in
Tm: TRUTH S:eEK.lm in reference to a
<!Letter" writing Corps," it meets my ap·
proval. Already I hav written to Senator
Kyle, and hope the letters he is constantly
getting, together with those received by
the other Senators, will hav sufficient influence to turn the tide. ·
N. A. STEVENS.

Mortuary-Patrick· Cody.
SEMBRA, ONT.; CAN., May 5, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: The funeral of Patrick
Cody, a Freethinker of Sembra, Ont., was
attended by J. H. Burnham, who spoke
to a large audience in defense of this
man who had broken allegiance with the
Catholic church, and ·had found in a system of rational thinking the pleasures of
freedom in a consciousness of relief from
the religious dogmas and superstitions of
the old churoh. He had won by his consistent conduct the good opinions of those
who knew him, and who respected his
honest judgment and consequent freedom
from hypocrisy-an intelligent, honest
man. This is enough-of vastly greater
value than the emblems of the cross and
consecrated mummeries driveling through
the lips of an ignorant and long since antiquated priesthood. At the grave very
appropriate words were said by a life-long
Freethinker, Capt. Charles Gale, who had
promised this dear dead that he would see
that he was left to repose in silence while
he was lovingly held· in memory. '·'Farewell. Cody," fell from his lips, while tears
testified to the deep emotion.
It was
painful, indeed, to part with him who had
won the confidence of all those who had
honest convictions. ·
A FRmND.

Western Notes.
ATCHISON, RAN., April 29, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: At the funeral 0f a little
girl at Marceline, Mo., recently,. Colonel
Ingersoll's oration at a child's grave was
read.
Frank Oliphant, of Atchison, is making
rapid progrells as a Freethonght writer of
ability.
Professor Kilgore, a revivalist singer of
Missouri, is described as a "converted
pugilist. "
Col. J. R White, of Grandin, Mo., having aided the people in building two
churches at that place, is now being urged
to build a court house and a calaboose.
John R. Charlesworth, the young Freethought orator, has been in Kansas two
months pouring his words of eloquence
and unanswerable arguments into the
orthodox ranks. If we had a Charlesworth
in each county in the state Christianity
would hav to be pitied. She is beginning
to "snivel" as it is.
The daughter of Rev. J"ohn Knox, of
Topeka, is in New York studying to go on
the stage with her parents' full consent
and approbation. We remember when
mil:iisters' children had to run off to go to
a circns.-Atchison Globe.
Rev. Mr; Rentz, pastor of the Lutheran
church at Atchison, recently preached a
sermon on dancing which was so "awful"
that several members hav left the church.
A reporter heard a man kicking the
other day because a certain merchant allows ten per cent off to clergymen and
makes it up on the workingman. If he
will put his foot under all of them and
kick them out of the world we will buy
him thlDgs enough to last him a year.
A blind man arrived in a Kansas town
recently and with a tin cup in his hand be·
gan singing religious hymns, which kept
his kept his cup empty and caused people
to avoid hearing his voice; but when he
commenced singing "After the Ball " his
cup was soon filled. He hasn't sung any
more hymns.
With kind regards for the grand old
TRUTH SEEKER, I remain as ever,
A Freethonght lad,
CHAs. B. REMSBURG.

:Among Them but Not of Them.
SPRrNGFmLD, MAss., April16, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I would like to get you

so~e

new subscribers, but people in this oppose the church's attempt to make our
government a theocracy. But if all the
~hinge. But if they won't I will and retail people reasoned as you do, the church
It out to them. If they won't read, they would hav an easy victory, and you would
mus~ ~ear. The building I liv in is full of hav a pretty hard time living in such a reChris~ s !ollowers; Young Men's Christian public. You wouldn't be visiting many
~ssocmtion under me, Young Men's Chris- sick People, for your Christian jailers
ti~n .Association school on one side, and wouldn't let you out very often.
miSI!lonary factory on the other side, and
And why shouldn't a man be paid for
I hear the prayers of the saints ascending opposing the church's attempts to establish
day a11.d night. They hav been having a theocracy-supposing they are to be
things their own way, but I am after them. opposed at all? He isn't doing it for himI am not working for the master, but for self, but for all the people, and particularly
mental freedom. I havbeen trying to get for Freethinkers, who would be the first to
hold of some leaflets suitable for distribu- feel the tyranny of the church. He works
tion. Pamphlets cost too much and will for their benefit, and while doing it cannot
be thrown away without reading. I want liv on air, nor travel on free passes, like
discussion promoters and thought provok- the preachers. And why shouldn't the
ers, good to hand out or put in letters. publisher of the tracts be paid? He has to
Christians hav them, •• Where will You pay the compositors, the electrotypers, the
Spend Eternity?" etc. I hav finally had '()aper manufacturer,. the pressman, the
some printed and if any one wants them I binder, the clerks who do the mailing, and
can furnish them cheap, say 25 cents per the government for carrying the tracts.
100, or 500, assorted, $1.
He likewise has to pay rent, and occasionI wish yon co""Ild furnish Heston's car- ally hav something to eat. Messrs. Stone
toons, some that I could select, for about and Baggess's vision. of a "scheme" is
50 cents per hundred. I would paste ju~t about as queer as their logic.
them up around. By the way, when are
We hope, however, they will attend to
you going to publish Vol. II. of the "Pic- the visitation of the sick as faithfully as we
torial Text-Book ?" I hav read " Ra- shall attend to thwarting every scheme
searches in Oriental History." It give their friends the Christians concoct to
startling evidence concerning the Jews make this country a theocracy. If they
and the Bible.
.
do, the invalids and needy of their neighIn a tract by H. L. Hastings is the con- borhood will havan easier time.-ED. T. S.]
fession of Joseph Barker, in which he says
he has "trod the dreadful path from be- Others Than Maine Farmers Should Help
Him.
ginning to end. It is a weary and dismal
road, and it leads to wretchedness and
VINELAND, N. J., May 8, 1894.
ruin, that Infidelity is madness, and the
MR. EDIToR: Will you hav the kindness
religion of Christ is the perfection of wis- to publish the following and help a poor
dom and goodness." Dr. Buckley, also, old man who has spent his life in the Libin his argument with Ingersoll relates that er.al cause and is now in e~treme want,
Mr. Barker renounced Infidelity. some mthout house or home of hiS own or the
time before his death, "and devoted the means to purchase one ? In 1845, after
remainder of his life to undoing the evil boldly lecturing twenty years against
he had done." He also give his dying tes- priestcraft and church-craft, I met the
timony and the names of witnesses. I re- first Liberal-then called Infidel-that I
alize that his recantation is no evidence in ever conversed with. ' He gave me $5 at
proof of Christianity, but I want to know the close of one of my 'lectures. With
if is true as stated, and what are the facts. that and $5 more, for which I pledged my
Send me one dozen Holyoake's " Secu- overcoat, I started my paper, the Portland
lar Prayer," and one dozen "Our Father Pleasure Boat. Got one thousand copies
printed, and got the printer to keep the
in Heaven."
E. TUTTLE,
[The story of Joseph Barker, as we gut form up till I sold them, and then had
it from one who knew him, is, briefly, another thousand of the same number
this: He· grew "old, was· poor and feeble. printed. It was something new, and took
The Christians got hold of him, fed him, well with the common people who were
housed him, clothed bim, and in return he beginning to think. After they read it
recanted. This occurred 'in or around St. they sent it to distant friends, and in that
Louis, we believe. But the poor old man way it soon gained a circulation in nearly
could never overthrow his own argument, every state in the Union, and with that
and rarely tried to, but talked rather of small beginning I published the paper sixthe goodness of Christians than of the teen years, and sent it at least one year
"truths of Christianity." He talked for to every man, woman, or child that asked
his board and clothes, and paid a terrible for it, whether they paid or not.
Maine at that time had whole counties
price for them.-ED. T. S.]
of wild land that it was selling in large
Two Peculiar Subscribers.
tracts to shylocks, while hundreds of men
had not an acre, and I saw hundreds more
NEw ERA, On., May 8, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I see my time has expired who had got in debt when young, to refor your paper. I do not wish to take it deem their natural birthright to land, and
any more. I see by your editorial that worked till they were fifty, sixty, or sevyou are not in favor of letting the Gad-in- enty years of age before they got it paid
the-Constitution amendment come before for-selling the best of everything they
the people, and that is conclusiv evidence raised and living on the poorest. I had
that you are not in favor of a republic. I the idea that every man when twenty-one
am in favor of a republic; I am in favor of bad a natural birthright to land enough to
everything that is of interest to the people make a home and raise his food on withcoming before the people. It seems to out paying any man or government for it. I
me that going to Washington and printing took hold of that subject in my paper, wrote
those tracts is a scheme for a job for some letters to the governor and members of the
one whose salary will be paid out of Free- legislature, and the result was, a law was
thinkers' subscriptions. I am an Infidel, passed to giv every landless man in Maine
and always was, but not the kind to be who would settle on it one hundred and
hoodwinked out of money for such useless sixty acres of that wild land for only fifty
things as that. Let every Freethinker giv cents an acre; no money;but all to be paid in
the money he has to spare to the sick and labor, making their own roads, the same as
needy in the vicinity in which he live and free. Now read the Portland Transcript,
he will help the oause tenfold, for there is the best paper in Maine, and learn of the
the place to work, and its success lies with hundreds of carloads of products leaving
them doing the right thing in the neigh- Houlton, on their new railroad, where
the country was then a wilderness.
borhood in which they liv.
Now, if I liv till the 16th of this month,
Mr. H. M. Baggess says to stop his paper
May, I shall pass my ninety-third birthL. D. SToNE.
for the same reasons.
[Our parting friend's reasoning is the day, and now what I want is for every
very very queerest reasoning that we re- man that received one hundred and sixty
member ever to hav read. According to his acres of that land to make me a birthday
logic, if the Christians try to pass a law to present sufficient~ all to buy me a cottage
burn all Freethinkers we must not oppose for a comfortable home of my own the
its enactment, but simply ask whether a remainder of my days ; and I think they
majority favor it, and if so, then we must can well afford to do it. These facts are
not oppose its execution. but bring fagots all recorded in the bound volume of my
to start the fuel And all because the ma- Pleasure Boat, here in my desk, and in
doing this work I had not a word of help
jority want it!
No, Messrs. Stone and Baggess, it is be- from any other paper.
The people here in Vineland receive one
cause we are in favor of a republic that we
pr~est-cursed place won't look at such
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hundred barrels of early rose potatoes at a
time from that new country. I hav. within
the last seventy years received two barrels
of letters from people thanking me be-·
cause my lectures and paper brought them
out of the churches and gave them something better, but hav never received a
letter nor a word of thanks from anyone
that settled on the land that l got free to
them.
JEREMIAH HACKER,

Laws Which Priest-Politicians Love.
WAsHINGToN, D. C., May 12, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Your editorial on "Present
Day Infamies," in this week's TRUTH
SEEKER. suggests to me that you might
with profit use the inclosed extract from
the "Blue Laws" of Maryland-never repealed, and in force in this District.
The last paragraph of your editorial reminded me of this extract. You may use
it, probably, as showing the progress made
by the enlightenment of mankind, despite
the damnable clogging of the wheels by
religious bigotry and priestcraft. We
may well feel thankful that we do not liv
in the times when such legislation was possible. Thanks to the Infidels of the past
for the betterment of the world. Letns
take courage, and hammer away till the
last vestige of the infernalism of religion
is banished from the statutes and from the
hearts of the people as well. But we must
watch the dying devils-in their struggles
to exist they may still be powerful to
sting. Vide the "Sunday Rest" mischief
here in the District. Vigilance is the
price of religious as well as civil liberty._
Hopefully, your co-worker,
A. J. BoYER.
The following is from the Washington
Star:
If the old laws inherited by the District
from Ma~yland could be enforced Carl
Browne "the reincarnation of Christ "as
he styles himself. and leader of the ar~y of
the commonweal, might be in danger of
having his tongue perforated. One of these
old blue laws of Maryland, still standing
unrepealed upon the Rtatute bookR of the
District, passed on the 20th of October
1723, by the province of Maryland, is a~
follows:
'"Be it enacted by the ri~ht honorable
the lord Proprietor, by and with the advice and consent of his lordship's governor
and the upper and lower houses of assembly, and the authority of the same, that if
~ny per.so;n shall her.e~fter within this provmce, wittmgly, mahcwusly, and advisedly
by writing or speaking, blnllpheme
curse God or denvour Savior Jeans Christ
to be the Son of God, or shall denv the
Holy Trinity, the Father, Son, and· Holy
Ghost, or the Godhead of any of the three
perRons, or the unity of the Godhead, or
shall utter any profane words concerning
the Holy Trinity or any of the persons
thereof, and sball be thereof convicted by
verdict or by confession, shall for the first
offense be bored through the tongue and
fined twenty pounds sterlin~r, to the lord
proprietor to be applied to the use of the
county where the offense shall be committed, to be levi~d on the offender's body,
goods, etc., and m case the said fine can
not be levied the offender to suffer six
months' imprisonment without bail or mainprise: and that for the second offense the
offender being thereof convicted as aforesaid, shall be punished hv ·ourning in the
forehead with the letter B and fined forty
poul!ds sterling to the lord proprietor,
and m case the same cannot be levied the
offender shall suffer twelve months' imprisonment without bail or mainprise· and
that for the third offense, being con-rlcted
as aforesaid, shall suffer death without the
benefit of the lllergy ."
This law was referred to by Mr. S F.
Phillips, actin~ attorney general of 'the
United States, in a letter written on the
30th of June. 1877, to the District Commissioners in relation to the legality of contracts made after advertising in Sunday
papers. This controversy. which refers io
the condition of the Sundav Jaws of the
District, has been unearthed by Mr. McKenny, clerk of the United States Supreme
Court. In this letter Mr. Phillips ~ve it
as his opinion that the statute of October
1723, which ha!'l just been q noted was the~
in force in the District, and ther~ has been
no enactment since the date of hiR letter to
change this condition. The offense for
which Mr. Browne might be .tried under
this law would. be that of blasphemy, in
that he has claimed to be the reincarnation of the Savior ever since the commonweal movement was inan!!"llrated at Massillon.. Of course, Mr. Browne's defense
agamst the enforcement of this law, which
a!! Mr. Phillips stated, is antiquated and
obsolete in many of its provisions, might
be based upon the provision of the Constitution against "cruel and unusual punishments."
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G1n-z~ren' s eorner.
!Ed'lfed by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
!River, Mass., to whom all Communicartiot;,:> tor this Corner should be sent.
!en the dark and the daylight,
... en the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a panse in the da:r's occupation•
That is known as the Children's Honr."

Old Bill.
He never was mnch of a beauty,
He was scraggy, and raw-boned and tall,
Bnt his faithful attention to dnty
Eodeared the old horse tons all,
Twenty years had he served ns with vigor,
Till his yonth and activity passed;
Then we daily relaxed duty's vigorAnd decided to sell him at last!
Yes, we bade him good-bye and we sold b im
To a huckster who fancied his ways,
Who promised with kindness to hold him
In eaRe till the end of his days !
One day, as he wended at leisure
Along, with his cart-lord of trnck,
l'he alarm by Officer Frazier
At a neigboring corner was strnck.
'Stock still stood the veteran charger,
And strained he his eye-balls half blind;
He seemed to swell ont and grow larger
As old memories surged in his mmd:
He stood till once more it sounded,
One, two, thTee, fonr, five hasty peals,
Then awaylike a rocket he bounded,
With the cart clattering hard at his heels.
A.way !lew potatoes and onions,
In vain did thehnckster cry "whoa!''
Where dnty called loudest _for action
Old Bill was determined to go.
:itraight np to the first ping he came to
He made, did Old Bill, bless his heart I
~nd backed, without sign of assistance,
'To its nozzle the old empty cart I
rb.~n we gave him three cheers, and we kissed
him.
And then and there roundly we swore
That back to the service that missed him
He shonld go, and shonld qnit it no more I
So we bought him straight back from his master,
And he drawe number ninety-ei~ht still.
We wnnldn't tal<e thonsands'of dollars
To-clay for our faithful Old Bill.
-LET!TI.\ VIRGINIA DouoL&s, Proaressive Aae.

Across the Continent.-Continued.
One of the most enjoyable visits was the
trip to Mount Hamilton. We went by
. coach, a merry party of thirteen, the presrenee of the driver relieving the unpleasantness of the ominous number to the super·stitious. The distance from San Jose to
the mountain is, as the crow :flies, only
13 miles, but the windin~, zigzag road,
costing $75,000 to build, makes the drive
26 good long miles-52 there and back.
Fo the Lick Observatory at the top of the
mountain is 4,200 feet, and San Jose is 80
feet above sea level. The road we traversed is a wonderful piece of engineering
skill and there are 367 turns in it.
It was high noon when we left town,
and the ride is through the lovely Santa
Olara valley, one of the most charming in
this fair paradise of America. The undulating surface is a constant delight, covered
as it is for miles with immense fruit orchards, :flower and vegetable gardens.
The great, green, grassy slopes, stretching
far and wide, were like webs of softest
silken plush. Nature and industry hav
made the Santa Olara a veritable modern
Eden, through which we rode under the
sapphire skies in the wal"m golden sunlight of April. From the foothills on, up
the mountain steep, the scenic views are
most romantic and enchanting. Glens,
deep ravines, sharp clefts, lofty peaks, and
shaded dells are on either side, while in
the background are the solemn yet most
picturesque and serene Gavilan, Santa
Oruz, and Sierra Morena ranges. Up and
down we went by the curious, crooked
road and down again into Hall's Valley,
and then away np, and up again, around
Oape Horn, and from there, deep down,
into a canyon, the great dome of the
observatory seeming now near ana then
far off, like the fabled pJt of gold at the
end of the rainbow.
Half way we stopped to change horses.
The road was very dusty from this place
on. When within six or seven milet~ of
our destination the very obliging driver
indicated that we might, for a change,
walk over one of the hills .and descend to a
point where we could intercept the coach
after its winding detour. About half the
company sprang lightly from the carriage
and began the ascent in high glee, Miss

Massachusetts, as the Editor of the Oorner
was called, among the number. It had
seemed only a slight elevation Viewed from
the carriage, but, oh, what a deception!
Jest and repartee aoon changed tt>
solemnity and finally a dogged sUence, as
we trudged up the steep incline, the altitude affecting some quite painfully. We
gathered lovely wild :flowers along the
way, but it was a wearied, toil-worn group
that reached the top of the "little hill 11
at last, and upon which Miss Ohiaholm, of
Iowa, snapped her kodak. ! ttssure you it
did not take long to descend the hill and
meet the ooach, with its grinning driver
and the cool, collected occupants upon the
seats they had not left. "And did you
enjoy the walk?" they questioned. Not
one of us would confess that we did not,
and we were most enthusiastic in our
praises of the scenery and exhilaratillg
exercise, although each of lis felt we were
half dead from the unwonted tramp. Me·
phistopheles up there on the box grinned
more than ever and said, '' G'lang there,"
to his four-in-h'lnd in a most sarcastic and
irritating manner. Abo11t 6 P.M. we
reached the summit of Mount Hamilton, where was obtained a most comprehensiv view of the San Joaquin valley,
away off to the Sierras-fully one hundred
and fifty miles distant; and to the northward, as well as to the south, we looked
over the misty blue canyons of the tloast
mountains and across the valleys to tl}.e
majestic Pacific ·ocean, II. grand and inspiring sight.
Then we had lunch there on the mountain top, after which we inspected the observatory, and ''Miss Massachusetts " was
accorded an interview with Professor
Holden, who is president of the University
of Oalifornia as well as director of the observatory.
The Lick Observatory with all its paraphernalia cost about a million dollars.
The great dome has a diameter of seventyfive feet, and its weight, without the :floor,
is more than a hundred tons. The lens of
the splendid instrument is thirty-six inches
in diameter and the tuli>e is a monster to
look at, fifty-six feet long, yet is easily
manipulated by a gentle movement of the
hand.
The public can look through the wonderful instrument only on Saturday evenings, and there were over two hundred
ladies and gentlemen seated in the balcony
that evening, where
On yon peak, against the cloudless sky,
The guarding eye of science reads the
deep,
It was a weird but most enchanting experience when the wondrous conoid of the
dome was gently set in motion to adjust
the big telescope. Lanterns here and
there relieved the darkness, but the figures :flitting back and forth seemed more
like specters than human beings, and
when the elevating :floor began to slowly
sink or rise, according to direction, the
experience was strangely novel and required little imagination to fancy that we
might, then and there, go sailing through
space on an aerial voyage.
Finally, it came my turn to look at the
" bright silver moon " through the telescope. About a hundredth part of the
moon's surface was shown, and it was
truly a marvelous sight. A photograph
of the scene was taken by :flashlight.
The crater of Oopernicus was plainly
visible, with little peaks within. Part of
the crater upon which the sun was shining
was light and glistening, while other portions were dark. Long ranges of mountains were distinctly visible, all covered
with snow. We afterward looked through
the twelve-inch telescope in another part
of the building and observed the planet
Saturn, its rings, and some of its moons.
James Lick, the founder of the observatory, as you know, was a radical Freethinker. He left all his millions for useful,
scientific, and educational purposes. His
body rests at the base of the dome, the
most illustrious and grandest mausoleum
in the world. It was not by his request,
When dying he was asked
however.
where he would like to be buried. Hereplied that it did not matter where-he did
not care; but his friends thought it quite
in keeping to place his remains there, that
this achievement of star-eyed science
should be his monument forever, In the

reception room il! a 1l.ne portrait in oU of
the renowned Freethinker~ also the workbench which was the beginning of his
great fottune. A silver plate upon it bears
this inscription: "This work-bench was
brought from S. America to San Francisco
in 1847 by James Lick. The foundation
of his large fortune, and the source of his
power to confer great and lasting benefits
upon hil!l fellow-citizens and upon mankind, was honest and faithful labor."
And it is honest and faithful labor that
accomplishes all that is of value to humanity from a material point of view-a fact
we should all :remembe:t.
At 10 l'.M. we started bi\ck on otlr journey to San .tose, llnd, aiJ the descent was
much ea.Sier (the downward grade always
is) th"n the ascent, it was accomplished in
mu~h les!! iinie. Some story-teiling gentlemen in the party, with vivid imaginations,
beguiled the hours by telling tales of outlaws and bandits who1 they said, formerly
inhabited the mountains roundabout and
we:re accustomed to hold up coaches and
belated travelers.
As the coach wound in and out, amid
precipitous peaks, we found ourselvs
peering down into the 11hadowy ravines,
almost expecting to 11ee a :robber leap from
behind the bendibg brll.nciies of the trees.
Ghost, gobliil, and witch stories were next
in order, and it was most easy to think
such mi~~:ht hold carnival among the
ridges and valleys of the hills. But
neither ghost, hobgoblin, witch, wizard,
or bandit did we meet, and ao we rode
in the moonlight abiidst the chllnging
shadows of mountain tops ll.htl lowly vales
wrapped in the l!ombet mantle of midnight.
-We reached San itose just after !a A.'M:.
very tired and very sleepy, but highly
pleased 'With our most interesting and in.
structiv visit to Mount Hamilton observatory.
San Jose is an attractiv and picturesque
city, and I was not unmindful, while sojourning there, of some friends abd tlhildren belonging to otlr Corller; but l knew
not where to find thetn, and they, of
course, did not know I was for a brief
period among them.
S. H, W.

The i!lld'Winter Fair.
After seeing the great World's Fair at
Chicago, the Midwinter Fair in San Francisco has not great charms; still it ls a fine
state exhibition. It is beautifully located in
the Golden Gate Park facing the great Pacific ocean, and the park contains a thousand
acres, about one hundred and sixty being
devoted to the Fair. There are five main
structures surrounding a parallelogram,
where there are playing fonntains, some
statuary, and beautiful :flowering plll.nts
and trees of various kinds. This li\tir has
no Ferris wheel, but it has an electric
tower, which is two hundred and fifty feet
in hight. From the top a fine view of
San Francisco bay can be had on the north
and south, also the "Golden Gateway,"
and on the western side can be seen the
majestic waves of the ocean beating upon
the beach, while the mountains loom in
the distance.
The display of the productions of Oalifornia is splendid, particularly the fruit,
vegetables, nuts, and various kinds of
ores; Fresno county bearing off the palm
for fruit. Southern Oalifornia shipped last
year eight thousand car loads of oranges.
Many different ores are exhibited, and
among the novelties is a gold mine, showing every phase of gold mining. There is
shown borax in its nativ state, also borax
refined, from San Bernardino. A banana
tree, in bud, and another bearing fruit,
made a handsome spectacle. A pyramid
composed of corn seemed very imposing,
and a very pretty pagoda Jormed of beans
of different sizes and colors was so arranged
as to appear like mosaic work.
There was a life-size elephant made of
walnuts, a horse and rider of prunes, and
many curiosities in the arrangement of fruit
whose fragrance made the air so heavy as
to almost produce faintness. There is a
midway plaisance, too, in this Fair, and a
Rtreet in Oairo, and, upon the whole, the
Fair is a pretty good imitation of the Ohicago Exposition, but it comes too soon
after that wonderful exhibition to create
much enthusiasm, except to Oalifornians.
The eame Turkish and other merchants

are here, but they appear tired out anci
wearied, and would no doubt be glad to
get back to their nativ land once more,
. SAN FB.ANOISOO XINDERGARTliiNI!.

One day I went out to the Silver street
Kindergarten. This is the Oalifornia Kindergarten Training School, and is a very
interesting place. It is, I believe, the first
of its kind established on the coast. About
two hundred children were in attendance,
gathered in from the poorest of San Fran·
cisco's varied population. The children
seemed very happy, and some of them are
perhaps treated kinder there than anywhere
else. r was shown the chair and desk of
little l?atsey, -whose pathetic story :Mts,
Wiggin bas told so -welt, ttnd. Wa!i ihti'o•
duced to severai littie waits whose history
would be, if told, t:tuite as interesting lli
:Patsey"s. :Among the children was .one
little boy, who. persisted in coming to
schooi so very dirty that he was sent home
by the teacher. His mother beat him, and
sent him back unwashed and uncombed.
In explanation she said: "Well, I hav
ten children, two deaf and dumb, and
the last two are twins. What can I do1
with only one pail' of hands?" Sttr!l
enough. What flotlld she do~ Poor m6therl
What a pity that ignorance and folly prevail in the homes as well as anywhere!
Then I visited another Kindergarten,
where fortune's more favored children
were gathered, and the better condition,
the superior home and higher training, was
visible npon the countenances of the
bright-eyed little pttpill!!.
lfHE

tlLill'F HOtlSE

ANi> ElEAL ROtlitii,

A pretty drive through handsoftl.e streeis1

past lovelt hom(!!! wheN~ ro~es are inoofuin!? on bushes six and eight feet high;
where, under the shadow of graceful
palms, white and yellow marguerites lift
their heads toward the sun; where there
are great beds and thlck rows of stately
calla lilies, pink and white daisies and clambering nal!lturtiums 1 brings one at last to the
edge of the ~i'eat :l?acifte ocean. The wonderful waves leap and (lp,sh at:oun4 t4~ fill•
mons seal rocks .where inan~ .li!lliiil iar
spcortingt.:aha baekihtt ih Ute g9lden_slib.·
shili'e. 5ne mother tossed a baby seal
into the water, and watched it try to swim.
Again and again she threw the,littl~ oil.li
from the rock, wattihilig i~~ maneuvers
with a~ftl.oltt hlimlm eagerness, as it strove
to get back to its mamma again. The tide
was out, and I walked the beach until it
came, with great, wide reaches, singing a
proud surf song, dancing away up on the
sandy shore. I tried to find some shell!!
for souvenirs, but the l!iea refused to leii.vil
them near the Oliff liouae Whete We weHli
and a lad, named Ubariey Sleeper, who
livs in lSil.n Frlmcisco, ran along the shore
a good half mile, until he found one for
me. Off to the right I could see the picturesque passage called the '' Golden
Gate," through whose portals must pass
all ships as they come in from sea.
From the deep, white-capped biliows,
splashing and crashing against the rocks 1
I turned reluctantly away. The sea makes
always a lovely picture-it . is so grand
and defiant-so natmo.l and magniftcent1
so beyond all imita.tion, ehchallting1
magnetic, and majestic. It iS only a l!hort
distance from the Cliff House to the gar•
den paradise on Sutro llights, where all ill
fair as glossy foliage, bright-hued blooms,
shaded walks, all kinds of shrubs, palms of
various sorts, relieved every few steps by
graceful forms in marble, can make the
scene. The gardens are open to the public all days, and there are no :flaming
swords turning all ways to keep anybody
out of this modern Eden. It is great to
be a money king, and greater still to use
money like a-man.
S. H. W.
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"I used to read in ·books,:• says Qolqnellugersoll, "how our fatners pers~outed mankind B!lt I
never appreciated it. I rearl1t, but 1t did not burn Itself II!to my s,oul. I did I).Ot realty u.ppreo1ate
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Christians used."
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Also the following Essays and PoemH by Mr. Putnam, which have never before been put in
book form: Orthodo,.y; Freethought; Man, Not God (written for a Paine anniversary); The Statue
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JYot for ]}arsons.
WHo was Jonah's tutor? The whale,
because it brought him np.-London

Freethinker.

0LERGYMAN: "What's your name, little
boy?" Boy: "Minzesheimer." Olergyman: "I mean your Ohristian name."
Boy: "!key. "-Hallo.
THE REOTOR: "Yon don't mean to say
yon went to a dog show on Sunday?"
Penelope: "Yes; but I looked at the St.
Bernard's only. "-Judge.
FIRST YoUNGSTER: "I've got a new
baby brother, what come from heaven
last night." Second Youngster: "That's
nothin'. My little baby brother went to
heaven yesterday." First Youngster 'reflectivly): "Pete, I bet it's the same kid."

--Life.

MoTHER: "What are all these senseless
trinkets for?" Pretty Daughter: "They
are for the grab-bag at the church fair."
"Mercy! There is not one thing that an;r
human being__could want." "Yes, isn't It
fortunate? Everybody who draws a prize
will put it back in the bag."-New York

Weekly.

lsAAOBTEIN: "I sells yon dot coat, mine
frent, for £2 lOs. You take him along?"
Onstomer: "I thought yon didn't do
business on Saturday. Isn't this your
Sunday, Isaacstein?" Isaacstein (in low,
reverent tones): " Mine frent, to sell yon
dot coat for £2 lOs. was not peesness; dot
was sharity. "-Punch.
A WELr,-KNowN minister succeeded in so
shocking his congregation a few nights
ago that several of the ladies fainted outright, while two or three had to be carried
bodily from the church and resuscitated
in the fresh air. The preacher was expatiating upon the merits or demerits of
Solomon, as the case may hav been, when
he came to the place where Solomon began
taking unto himself his eight hundred
wives. "Solomon," said the holy man,
Hfting his hands above his head and gazing
sorrowfully at the roof of the church.
''Solomon was, my dear friends-Solomon
was-he was a regular Billy Breckinridge
sort of a man." Just here he paused.
There was an awed hush, followed by a
smothered groan that came from the
center of the church. The preacher tried
to correct himself, but it was too late, and
his apology was almost as bad as the
original remark. His sermon closed almost immediately.-Louisville Evening

Post.

A SoUTHERN clergymen having a '' roving commission" and whose great forte
was in addressing the children at Sundayschools commenced his remarks in Brooklyn by stating that on his way Northward
he had on previous Sundays addressed
children at Baltimore. Then he went to
Philadelphia, thence to New York, and
from Brooklyn he should go to Boston.
After giving his hearers most excellent advice as to how they were to conduct themselva in this world in order to obtain an
entrance into heaven, he added: "But if
-but if-my dear little boys and my dear
little girls, you neglect the opportunities
you now hav yon will go to hell." Then,
wishing to ascertain how attentiv his audience had been, he tested their memories
with the following questions: "Where did
I say I first commenced addressing Sunday-school children?" A dozen voices
answered, " In Baltimore." "Where did
I go next?" "To Philadelphia," was the
response. "And then." "To New York."
· "And where did I say I was going from
Brooklyn?" "To hell!" was the unexpected and unsatisfactory answer and anything but complimentary to the modern
Athens.-Boston Times.
THE FIRST HYLO·IDEALIST.
A jellyfish swam in a tropical sea,
And he said: " This world it consists of Me;
There's nothing above and nothing below
That a jellyfish ever can possibly know
(Since we've got no sight or hearing or
smell)
Beyond what our single sense can tell.
Now, all that I learned from the sense of
touch
Is the fact of my feelings, viewed as such,
But to think they hav any external cause
Is an inference clean against logicallaVIB.
Again, to suppose, as I've hitherto done,
There are other jellyfish under the sun,
Is a pure assumption that can't be backed
:By a jot of proof or a single fact.
In short, like Hnme, I very much doubt
If there's anything else at all without.
So I come at last to the plain conclusion,
When the subject is fairly set free from
confusion,
That the universe simply centers in Me.
And if I were not, then nothing would be."
That minute a shark, who was strolling by,
Just gulped him down in the twink of an
eye;
And he died with a few convulsiv twists,
But, somehow, the universe still exists.

-Boston Daily Globe.
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The LiVing Waters.
To those who need a medicin, remember
that Water of Life is one of the best, and
will cure the stomach, liver, and kidneys.
.Large pamphlet free, 34 S. Main st.,
Wilkesbarre, Pa. J. R. Perry, mgr. 21tl8

RIGHT LIVING. SEND
By SUSAN

H.

WIXON.

Ethici as Understood by a Student or Science. Sixty Chavters, as follows:
Right Living,
What is Hypocrisy ?
In Re~ard to Concealed Vice,
What is Morality?
Conscience or Moral Sense,
Beautiful Charity,
Selfishness, the Menace of So- Fidelity. the Giver of Strength
What is Ignorance?
Knowledge the Great Treasure,
ctety.
and Honor,
Concerning Education,
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Value of Wealth.
Conduct· or Right Doing
Life,
Avarice, Not a Means to Life's
Virtue, the Illuminator of Life, Is Reverence a Duty?
Best End,
Prudence, an Economy of Life, Self-Reliance,
Good Nature, one of Ltfe's Best
Self-Control,
Blossoms,
What Know Ye of Justice?
Fortitude a Noble Possession, Self-Resll_ect
Reason and Free Inquiry
Temperance and Intemperance, Foolish Pride and Silly Prejn- Free SIJeech,
Is the Use of Tobacco Dangerdice,
A Free Press,
ous?
Anger, tbe Distorter,
Rights of Animals,
Cultivation of Individnalitv,
The Angel of Forgiveness
Rights of Children,
Character, a. J ewe! of Great Price, Observation a Great Facility,
Human Rights; or the Equality
Idleness, another Name for Loss, Perseverance, the Friend of Man,
of Man.
Industry, the Staff of Life,
Punctuality, a Promoter of Sue- Moral Cleanlines-:..
cess,
Politeness. The u-entlemaR
Value of a Trade,
Recreation a Necessity,
The Difficulties of Life,
Politeness. -·Continued.- The
Games of Chance,
Temptation, the Demon on the
Gentlewoman,
'l'rnth and Falsehood,
hi.ll'hway,
Best Society,
What is an Oath? or the Worth Habit, Second Nature,
Progress; or Enlightenment:
Power of Will,
Wisdom.
of a Promise.
Fraud a Crime,
Courage, a Necessity to Right
'l'he Poison of Slander,
Living.
Miss Wixon has taken a.s her mottoes in writing this beautiful book of 292 pages-which she
has dedicated to the memory of her father and mother-these sentences from the works of a great·
synthetic philosopher and a gifted liberal minister:
As with the phystcal, so with the ethical. A belief, as vet tlt.ful ana partial, is beuinning to
spreaa amongst men, that here, also, there is an ind:tssoluble bona between cause ana consequence, an
inexorable aesttnv, a law wllioh altereth not.-Eierbert Spencer.
LiVing is an Art, a method: or expresstnu great conceptions; in fact, the highest method:, the
noblest of the Arts.-Thomas Starr King.

50 cents

Pleasure and Progress.
AN ATTEMPr TO PBOVE TH.AT
The Pursuit of Pleasure is the Sine Qua Non .of Intellectual, Moral, and Social
Development, and that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship.

By Albert M.

Lorent~.

LL.B.

CONTENTS:
BooK I.-PLEABUBE: Chap. I.-Sources of Pleasure. Chap. H.-Material Pleasures. Chap. ill.Ideal Pleasure<. Chap IV -Social Pleasures. Ohap. V.-Pleasures of the Savage, the·
Barba.ri~n and the Civilized. Chap. VI.- Genesis of religions. Chap. VH.-Christianity.
BooK H.-lNTELLEO'rUAL DEVELOPMENT: Chap. I.-Purpose of life. Chap, IL -Material Pleamres.
Chap. III.-Ideal Pleasures: Knowledge. Chap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Reason. Chap.-V.
Ide!tl Pleasures: Character. Chap. VI.-Social Pleasures. Chap. VH.-Pedagogical Despottsm.
·...
BooK HI.-MoBAL DEVELOPMENT: Chap. I.-Morality. Chap. H.-Material Pleasures: Prudence.
Chap. HI.-Material Pleasw;e~;- Re_ftnement. Chap. ry.-Ideal Pleasures: Foresight,
Chap. V.-Ideal ~leasures: Clviltzatton. Chap. VI.-Somal Pleasures. Chap. VII,-Vice
Caused by Restramt.
BooK IV.-SooiAL DEVELOPMENT: Chap. L-Progress. Cnap. H.-Protection, Capitalism, and
Sociali~m: Resll_ectivly an Aetna~. !tn Imminen_t, and a Proposed Violation of Individual
Sovere1gnty. Ohap. ill -Conditton of Agrronlture. Chap. IV. Public Schools; the
Mene. Mene, Tekel of Socialism Chap. V.-Province of Government. Chap. VI.-Our
Social Disorder.
Here are some of the verdicts on this remarkable production which have been rendered by
men who are in every way qualified as judges of books:
This i~ a spirited, rattling J!Or~ of a_ book that skates right along over the deepest subject without mu ·h thought whether the tee 1s thm or not. It answors the greatest questwn-What is the
ns ·.object, mottve, pnrpos~ and summum bonum of life, and the real cau-e and motive of progress?
-by one word, Pleasure l-:~.·haaaeus B. Wakeman,
He sharply attacks, al3o_, mod~Jrn meth!>dB of !!duoation, and in this he is most abundantly
borne out P_y the facts, and hts arra!gnment 1s practtcally unanswerable. His bJok is altogether a
curious and suggestive one.-New York Oommerctal Aavertiser.
·rhe man who wrote this book knows how to write a book, and knows what he is writing about.
There is not a padded sentence in the volume, not an attempt to fill up with words for lack of
knowlec!ge. The author deals hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for realities and
truth. W~ do not see how any on(/ can re \d thi!l book ap.d disagree with the leadin_g provositions,
The work tB good; every chapter 1s worth readmg. It 1s a work of common-sense Socialism. The
chapter on public schools ought to I?e put into a trac~ a,nd sent_to every teacher in the land. Thousands of sentences are.worthy !>f bemg framed as pollttcal ma:nms and hung up all over the nation.
the book deserves a wtde readm~ not only for its literary style, which is clear and incisive, but for
is bold, honest sayings.-L K. washburn.
After you read this book you will be as enthnsiastic in praise of it as are the eloquent editor of the
Investigator and the gallant President of the Canadian Secnlar Union,
Pleasure and Progress" has 896 pages, is splendidly printed from large, clear type, on exce 1lent paper, and costs, bonnd in cloth, $1; paper covers, 50 cents.
·
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THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafa:re~te PI.. New York N. Y~
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Modern Marriage.
By EMILE ZOLA.
Translated. from the French bV Benf. R. Tucker.

In this his latest story Zola takes four typical
from the nobility, one from the

marria~res-one

bourgeoisie, one from the petty bourgeoisie, and

one from the working-people-and describes, :with
all the Power of his wondrous art, how each originates, by what motive each is insPired, how each
is consummated, and how each results.
Price, .la Cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

The Freethinker's Badge-pin
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin and THE TBUTH
SEEXEB one year for $5.

PRIUE, $1.00.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 26 Lafayette Place, New York.

·

people.

WATCHES for trading and l!}!eculating, from
$U8 np;__price list free, Safe Watch Co., P. 0.

Right Living" is well bound in cloth and printed on good paper.
Address

to E. D. Blenker. Snowville Va

and secure for one year the Little FreB:
thinker, a Freethought journal foryonng

THE

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,

Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TBUTB
8EEKEB, $5. Either kind (Tea. or Sngar) Spoon
gilt bowl, 50c. more,
·
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Travels in .Faith.

BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Being the story of his ment&l journey from
ortholioxy to Rationalism.
Pnce, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

THE AGNOSTIC ANNUAL
FOR-

~1_894.
Edited by CHARLES A. WATTS,

CONTENTS{
The True History of the Bible Prof. Edwin
Johnson; A Practical View of Life, bharles Watts·
The DP!Jadence of _the_ Old Theology, Mrs. E:
Lynn Lmto~ Insytratwn in Extremis, Samnel
Laing; 'l'he u-ospe of Love, A Poem, Capt. W. B.
McTaggart; -!\~nosttc _Types, R. Bithell; B.Sc.,
Ph.D.; On SI>trttual Wtckedness in High Places
Edwa.rd Clodd; A Priesr. of Nature, A. Poem'
Hon. C. K. Tuckerman; The Dream of Immor:
talit:[, Frederick Millttrl· Is Immortality a Dream
W. Stewart Ross. 5~a adin); Practical Conse~
quences of A!!:nosttmsm, F J. Gould; The Religious Propenstty, Furneaux Jordan, F.R.C.S.
Price, $ Cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Ill Lafayette place, New York.

$ZZ in a JYuts'AeZZ.
By ABA AUGER.
A condensation of the fundamental arguments
against Christianity.
A Y6ry Good Little Misstonary Work.
Price, 15 cents.

Address
THE TBUTH SBEKEB.

The Creation of God.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.

By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.

An important and remarkable revelation con
earning the life and times of Apollonius of
Tyana, the great sage and philosopher of the first.
century. It is here claimed that his life a.nti
teachings were apprq_prlated ·and utilized by theo
formulators of the Christian rel~ion in the interest of so-called Christianity. The plagiarism
is mad!)_plain in this brief history of Apollonius
especailly in view of the historical references and
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonius
was suppressed.
·
Price, 15 cents.
Address THE TBUTH SEEKER.
WI f,&favettA nlace. New Ynrk Oitv

_An explanation of t~e origin of the God Ide!t, and the mental processes that led to the formation
o~ tdol~ and the worshtpof them. From the_ttme of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reforma.tion and
hts bamshment for heresy and blasphemy agamst the Chaldean tdols, to Christ's coming the _principal characters are analyzed and shown to be human, by thought and deed. It is made piain that the
J)llculiar phraseology, can~ sayings, subterfJlg!'s, miracles_, wop.der-workings, and supernatural pad!l-ing are the proper p~sprmg of the then extsttng barbartsm,tgnorance, and suPerstttion, constttutmg the pecUliar politics of the dav.
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Goma of ~AougAt.
THERE is great danger in encour\.ginng
a people to expect impossible things.Galveston News.
WHEN a country i~ .well-governed, poverty and mean cond1t10ns are things to be
ashamed of; when a cou~try is ill-governed
riches and n.onor are things to be ashamed
of.-Oonjucius.
·
LET us always strive for that last and
best product of the growing race, the sane
and equal mind, serenely poised, selfcenter~d, confident ~f its own integrity, v1gllant toward 1ts own defects, infinitely charitable toward the defects of
others-pivoted on principle.- Wayland
H. Smith.
WHAT makes a man a /ood Ohristian
does not make him a goo man. This is
one criticism of Ohristianity. Another is
that this religion is false, utterly false; it
is based upon what never took place, and
it endeavors to build itself up by trying to
snare people into believing what will not
take place.-Investigator.
THE competitiv gymnastics of the future will turn hundreds of boy-topers into
young athletes. They will sweeten the
dry bread of drudgery with an enthusiasm
which for 'countless thousands will make
life worth living, and their promoters will
hav earned the right to lecture the masses
on the expedience of purging their arena
from the element of rodyism:-Felix L.
Oswald.
·
NEOESSA:RY and eternal as are "its truths,
all science concerns all mankind for all
time. Equally at present and in the remotest future, must it be of incalculable
importance for the regulation of theit
conduct that men should understand the
science of life, physical, mental, and social; and that they should understand all
other science as a key to the science of
life.-Herbert Spencer.
I HAV protested for. equal freedom.
Equal freedom sweeps oft' as by one hand
all the objections of authority. In a world
surrendered to this principle men would
be happy and justice would be done.
Equal freedom dispossesses the robber. It
never takes from him from whom should
not be taken. It sets the value of honor
up, and reduces spoliation to its proper
level.-Horace L. Traubel.
WHAT knowestthou, man, of life? and yet,
for ever twixt the womb, the grave,
Thou pratest of the coming life, of heaven
and hell thou fain must rave.
The world is old and thou art young; the
world is large and thou art small;
Cease, atom of a moment's span, to hold
thyself an all-in-all.
-Hd,ji .AbcW. El- Yezdt
DANIEL WEBSTER was a great man and a
great orator, but he did not become great
by merely imitating some ontl else. But
you can :ao more trim the natural power
within yon to a pattern than you can increase or diminish your stature. I cannot
understand why any man should want to
formulate himself to the identity of some
one else. There is hardly any individuality which is not worthy of the closest observation.-Henry Irving.
No indwelling deity now regulates the
life of the burning sun, no guardian angels
drive the stars across the arching :firmament; the divine Ganges is water flowing
down into the sea to evaporate into cloud
and descend again in rain. No deity simmers in the boiling pot, no presiding
spirits dwellin the volcanos, no imprisoned
demon shrieks from the mouth of the
howling lunatic. There was a period of
human thought when the whole universe
seemed actuated by spiritual life. For
our knowledge of our own history, it is
deeply interesting that there should remain rude races yet living under the philosophy which we hav so far passed from
since physics, chemistry, biology, hav
seized whole provinces of ancient Animism, setting force for life, and law for
will.-Dr. E. B. Tylor.
HE [Jesus] was wanting in filial love and
duty to his own parents, in brotherly affection to his own family. He plainly taught
men to love him best. " He that loveth
father or mother more than me is not worthy of me," and inany more words to that
effect. He was abusiv in his vituperation
against certain individuals, calling them
fright fill names. '' Ye serpents, ye generation of vipers, how can ye escape the
damnation of hell?" His manners were
not always such as to be followed; and he
betrayed the weakness of much self-conceit, promising rewards to his followers,
and threatening with perdition those who
rejected him. If the New Testament,
·which records all this, be true, then Ohrist
is. neither a God to be worshiped, nor a
teacher to be implicitly trusted, nor an exemplar to be in all things followed. From
first to last, and with only one exception, I
l"eject the foregoing Ohristian do~mas on
moral grounds alone. - Rev. Charles
Vorsey.
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tim &nd money on Christian dootors.-Dr. Ft'
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SETTING UP SIGNS.
.
And the passengers that pass through the land, when any seeth a man's bone, then shall he set up a sign
by it, till the buriers hav buried it in the valley of Hamon-gog.-Ezek. xxxix, 15.
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Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.

HISTORY. OF THE BIBLE.
BBilfG

A Popular Account of the Fermatlen and Develepment
of the Canon.

This is the greatestargnmentever made in 11 CIIBe
By BBONBON D. KEELER.
of this kind, and will be 11 model for the Bar so
long u the Ohristians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is nnsurpused, its eloOoNTBNTS: The Hebrew 01!-Don. The New Tes
quence never equaled. Wherevet Obristip.nper- tament.
The Early Oontroversi~. The Books 11
seontion is goil:ig on this arg_tlll!ent should be First
Not Oonsidered Inspired. Were the Fathe
freely circulated, read to the Uhristi&DB, 1!-D<l ex- Oompetentt
The Fathers Qnoied as Bcriptur
ponuded on ever:r oooasion.
BooksWhioh are Now <Jailed A.poor:rphrJ. Th
In paper, 115 oents; in cloth, liD oents.
Hereti011. The <Jhristip.n (}anon.
'filii TBtr.m SBBKBB.
A!Jdfll!ll
l"lper,
1111 OSD1ls; cloth, '1'5 O&Dte,

5eiten, £einwanb, $~.00; papier, 50 <£ts.
!liefe ~iid?er finb in papier•llmfd?lag unb
fiarem!lrucP. Unfere beutfd?en £efer
foUten fie weit verbreHen•

rolan abreffire, "The Truth Seeker,"
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York.

How To Preserve Health
By LOUIS BA.BKAN. M.D.
Fordyce Barker, M.D., Professor
Bellevue Medical OoUege says of it,
writing to the author: "I regard your
book a.s the most sound, sensible, a.nd
useful book on the topics which it discusses that I ha.v met with. I wish it
could be in the hands o}every intelligent head of a. family. I a.m particucularly pleased with one feature of it
that it does not profess to teach dosing a.nd drugging. I congratulate you
on the wisdom a.nd success of this effort."
Other noted physicians recommend
it just a.s highly.
Price, cloth, gUt side stamp, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28La.faye$1;e Place, New York.
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THE London cabmen went-on strike last
week.
. .
ConY, the Commonwealer, has been
·
sent to jail for twenty days.
ON May 16th a fire in Pawtucket destroyed property to the value of $500,000.
JusT west of Fostoria, 0., one of the
largest gas wells ever discovered, is
burning.
Loms CLoVIS BoNAPARTE, grandnephew
of the great Napoleon, died in London on
May 14th.
CoNGRESSMAN BREOKINitiDGE · has appealed his case to. the Supreme Court of
the District.
THE Senate Committee on Territories
will report in favor of the admission of
Utah to ·statehood.
GREAT damage was done by the heavy
rains and consequent high streams in Wisconsin and Minnesota.
DR. TUTTLE, the Protestant Episcopal
bishop of Missouri, is reported to hav
joined the Salvation Army.
JoNEs's Woon, an historic spot on the
East river bluffs, New York, was destroyed
by fire last ~eek. Loss, $300,000.
ON May 20th all the eastern part of
Kentucky was covered with snow to the
depth of from two to ten inches.
THE forces of President Peixoto in the
state of Sao Paulo were defeated in a
b.attle with the insurgents last week.
EMILE HENRY, the Anarchist who threw
a bomb in the Hotel Terminus, Paris, on
:rre:;~~~ 12th, was guillotined at 4 A.M.•
THE motormen of the Brooklyn trolley
system struck last Sunday because the
company had ordered them to purchase
new uniforms. The company yielded.
THE Supreme Court of Kansas decides
that bankers and capitalists must pay
taxes on what they owe as well as what
they own, as farmers and others hav been
doing.
SIX Anarchists, Codina, Cerezuela,
Logas, Bemat, Villarubia, and Mir, convicted ·of conspiracY with Pallas against
the life of General Martinez.Campos, were
executed in Barcelona last Monday.
THE executiv committee of the 1 National
Liberal Federation has issued a call for a.
conference, to be held at Leeds on June
20th, for the purpose of formulating a
campaign against the House of Lords.
A VERY severe and protracted storm
swept over most of the country east of the
Mississippi the latter part of last week.
Many schooners were wrecked on Lake
Michigan and twenty to thirty lives lost.
A FmE started by a smoker's match at
the Boston baseball grounds on May 15th
burned over twelve acres in a frame tenement district. The fire department was
very dilatory in responding. Thirty children are missing.
THE coal miners' strike continues, the
conference of miners and operators having
been barren of results. In McAllister,.
Indian Territory, matters hav assumed a
serious phase, the Italian miners being
well armed and drilling, it is reported.
AN attempt to bribe Senators Hunton of
Virginia and Kyle of South Dakota, too
vote against tariff revision is reported. AI.
committee of investigation, consisting oil
Gray, Lindsaf, Lodge, Da.vis, and Allen~.
has been appomted. It will sit with closed
doors.
- JusTICE GAYNOR of the State Supreme
Court has decided against Health Commissioner Emery of Brooklyn. He declares that the commissioner has no authority to quarantine persons who refuse
to be vaccinated, and thus keep them
prisoners until they submit to his orders.
Emery will take an appeal to the General
Term•
THE free·silver men, under the leadership of Bland and Governor Stone, captured the Missouri state convention.
They also carried the. conventio:il.for the
income tax by a three-fourths vote. On
the other hand, the administration forces
win in Alabama, and Representativ Oates
will be the Demecratic nominee for
governor.
IN the House of. Common&, Morton,
Liberal, moved to .cut oft the annuity of
the Duke of Edinburg, now Duke of SaxeCoburg-Gotha, on the ground that he is
now a foreign sovereign. LaboucMre
seconded the motion. Churchill, Har·
court, and Balfour Opposed. It was defeated by a vote of 298 to 67. Charles
Dilke and Wilfred Lawson voted with the
growm·g minority.
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BE IN MY DAY, THAT MY CHILD MAY HAV
PEACE.,;·

;

I BELIEVE

IN THE EQUALITY OF MAN

)~ !u:~~~:.v:o~::IE~~~:~::D I::n~r:v~
~

B~N:N!~!~:: ~: I:E:~:~:H:~~~~~

TUR'F.H HAPPY.

~

TRUE SYSTEM.

I AM, THAT WHEN OPIN-

'tONS .ARE FREE, lUTHER IN MATTERS
OF !:J-OVERNMENT OR RELIGION, TRUTH
WILL FINALLY AND POWlmFULLY PRF.-

ORING TO .MAKE OUR FELLOW OREA-

~

THm MIND OF A CHILD CANNOT BE A

VAIL.

:MAN!HAS NO PROPERTY IN MAN.

l

A GENEROUS PAimNT SHOULD SAY:
"IF THERE MUST BE TROUBLE, LET IT

.CERTAIN

~

WHO ART THOU, VAIN DUST AND

I

ASHES! BY WHATEVER NAME THOU AHT
CALLED-WHETHER A KING, A BISHOP,
A CHURCH, OR A STATE, A PARLIAMENT

~

OR ANYTHING ELSE-THA'f OBTRUDES'l'
THIJ:i!E INSIGNIFICANCE BETWEEN 'l'HE

l

BOUL OF MAN AND HIS MAKER?

(
(

(

~

~-~~~--~~~~~~--~~~~
PAINE:

THE KNIGHT-ERRANT OF FREEDOM.
A

MEMORIAL

I
BRING laure1 wreaths for the Nation's dead,
And flowers for the gr~ves of the men who fellWho fell where furrow and :field ~an redTo crash of cannon and shriek of shell.
:Bring words of praise from the living tongue,
Extol their deeds with the breath of flame;

You cannot brighten the glory flung
Athwart their tombs by the sun of Fame.

II
The starry banner of this loved land, ·
That loyal winds for an age had tost,
Felt at her hallia1·ds a hostile . hand,
And trailed in the dust of a risen host.
These heroes whose ashes 'neath us lie,
By a spirit guided from out the past,
Restored the flag to her native sky,
And died in the shadow Old Glory cast.·
III
But pause not now, with the tribute paid
To those who breasted the waves of war,
For Justice bids that a word be said
Yet stronger, clearer and louder far.

DAY

POEM.

For ne'er was soldie1· that fought and bore
The brunt of battle- set others freeBut some great genius has moved before,
And pointed the way to liberty.

IV
Who made the
Defied the
Spoke out for
And wrote

cause of the slave his own,
power of a robber king,
right with a trumpet tone,
with a pen from the eagle's wing'!

I say the leader in all the wars
That strike the fetters from limbs and. brain-The bonds of iron or creeds or lawsIs the leader we honor- Thomas Paine.

*

*

*

*

v

*

*

*

0 Champion, bravest in all the past!
0 Freedom, fairest of all the dames !
Long may the pledge of yonr fealty last,
For ever united be your names.
And long as flowers from the sod shall spring,
Touched by the warmth of a May day bright,
A blossom and tear shall the lady bring
To drop on the grave of her faithful knight.
GBO, B. ltA.ODONALD,
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HOW TO GET

1~e Mo~t Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

..

. JOUR HUNOR·ED YEl;RS
~earsofFreethought., ·oF FREETHOUGHr '

FourHundred.
.
.
.

BY

S.AMUEI..

.

.

P~

PUTNAM..

.

FREE

The object of .this work is t? present the Course of Freethought. throughout the <Jivilized World for
·the last Four Centuries, from the bme of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
·
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Iu1lustrial, and Political
SPECIAL ·OFFER.
Movement.
.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences; and with wl111t
We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.
to make our friends a. most generous
"Four Hundred Years of Freetho 1ght" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pa.ges offer.
We need more subscribers to Tn
of Human History,
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
adorned with the brightest Genius, raCliant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with ·the gr~atest IuYen- needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." · Not all are able to pay $5
tions and Discoveries and enuoblecl with Free1lom's most shining advance.
for it, but everyone can do a. little
Nothing Can be More Interesting,
';VOrk to · obtain a. copy - congenial
more inspiring to tho Pioneer Worktm,; of to-da_y-to those who are still in the van for Hum~n Rights and work, that will do great good all
Progress. The struggle i::; not ended and what is. already won must be c~refully guarded. 'Eternal vigi- around. This is the offer:
lance is the price of. liberty; and from the Past we must ever learu Great Lessons for the Future.
[Send us Four Ne-w
NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS' BOOK.
Ye~rly,Subscribersat
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and MagnificLnt Whole,

a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with tl1e added glory of
W"OMAN'S EMANCIPATION

frcm the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
.·
'l'HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, n. prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth; . THE SECOND PART will deal with Free thought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
..
·
, ~ The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
'
Literature.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Philo .. opJry.
Science. Education and
Ethics.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Voltaii-e.
Madame Roiahd. '
Copernicus.
Gambetta.
Bruno.
Rabelai·s. Schiller.
Rousseau.
Galileo.
Bacon.
Castelar..
Mary Wollstoncraft.
Hpinoza.
Cervantes. Goethe.
Comenius.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet MartinealL
Descartes. Kepler.
Frluices Wright;· ;
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison.
Da Vinci.
Pestalozzi.
Locke.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
lution.
Phillips.
Lucretia Mott; ·. · · ·
Newton.
Froebel.
Hume.
Gibbon.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Humboldt. Combe.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Hobbs.
Lyell.
Spencer.
Burns.
Emerson..
Jefferson.
Sumner.
Kant.
Ly~ia Maria Child.
{
Shelley. · Heine.
Owen.
Mazzinni.
Lincoln;
Margaret· Fuller.
Hamilton. Darwin.
t··
Thoreau.
Tyndall,
Byron.
·Bentham.
Holyoake.
Bakounine. Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Comte.
Pushkiri. Whit'llan. ·
Huxley.
Haeckel.
Mill.
Warren.
Susan B.. Anthony.
Buchner.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Girard
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Feuer bach.
Matilda Joslyn Gage.
chewsky.
Lick.
Heinzen.
Helen H. 'Gardener.
Annie Beaant. ·
THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this ~olume.
·.
:
The Secc;md Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeker, Investigator, Ironclad .Age., Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, .Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chicago, tho Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been· identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields o£ effort. There will be the portraits of
Horace Seaver,
George E. Macdonald, Capt. R. C. Adams, · Dr. E B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan·H~ WiXon,
J.P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote./ Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
D. M. Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam,
Prof. J. H. CooK,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Parker Pillsbury,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H. Heywood,
Mrs. M.A. Freeman,
Elizur Wright,
Charles Watts,
Franklio Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehm Smith,
T. C. Leland,
G. W. Foote,
J.D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Colman,
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian Leland,
Judge C. B. Waite,
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy Post.
and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey~£ history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.

The name of every Subscriber who sends jive dollars before the work is on the press
will be enrolled in this book. DON'T FALL TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE:
This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages oi Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
'it will be elegantly bound. It wiil be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give·to
your frie~ds. 'when they as~, What is Freet~10ught-what has it done and what is it doing in the world?
..
This IS the most umversal presentatiOn of Freethought ever given to the public, and no Freethinker ·
~an afford to be without it. It is a library in itself.
,
Address orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

regular rates ($I~ .in
all), and -we -will send
the Getter.... up of the
Club a copy of" FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
F R E E T H 0 U G H T,"
FREE OF CHARGES.

And further, to a1d our friends in
getting this book for themselves, we
will offer

To the New Subscribers as a
Premium,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated .
By WATSON HESTON,

THE GRE!TF.ST · BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.
Or, if preferred, a. copy cloth-l>ound of
W, S. BELL'S

Handbooft of Freethough.t.
With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FRfETHOUGHT,
free.
To each New Subscriber .In the club, apre-·
mium of a Dollar Book-"elther "Old Testament;
Stories Comk:ally Illustrated," or W. s. Bell's
"Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-'-all free
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This rea.:lly brings the prlce of thf'
paper down to $2 , to each new subscrib!'Jr, aJil they get THE TRUTH SEEKEB
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Sub·
scribers and $1.2 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We wa.nt to extend our ci.i:culation,
a.nd we want to help our friends to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to get
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially With these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Ol~bs will:
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought, as soon· as the·
book is issued.

:J!!wse w"fw send a Ollf.,tb and/
Four New Subscribers andJ.
$12 before the book is printedwill have their nanu~s en-rol/led
. in .its shiining ·pages.
'
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Thomas Paine; the Advocate of Liberty and ever published in his life." On page 52, Conway,
Justice.
speaking of the same article, remarks: "Paine's
••Oome,· workeis; here was a teacher, and the lesson he
taught was good :
There are no classes or races, .but one human brotherhood ;
There are no creeds to be hated, no colors of· skin debarred ;
Mankind is one·in its rightsand wrongS-one right, one
hope, one guard.
By his life he taught, by his death we learn, the great·reformer's creed:
The right to be free, and the hope to be just, and the
guard against selfish greed."
The grand tribute of John Boyle O'Reilly to
Wendell Phillips, the "silver-tongued" champion of
the slave in the later days of the republic, is no
less applicable to Thomas Paine, the first and most
faithful pleader for the oppressed in the nation's infancy. The man whose memory we honor on each
recurring twenty-ninth of January and whose memorial at New Rochelle we this year decorate, sent
to the Pennsylvania Magazine the first protest
against the buying. and selling of the black man
·f
Am ·
t · t
that 1lowed from the pen o an
eriCan pa riO '
and never while life remained in the hand that held
that pen did the heart that impelled it grow lukewarm, or the brain that guided it become weary in
the propaganda of freedom which the shortsigh t-

- SOD HANDSOME PREMIUM:S.
edness and cupidity of our people permitted to drag
To induce new subscriptiona and prOJnpt .renew- its way along through generation after generation
until the few thousand slaves of Paine's time had
als on the part of our friends we make the follow- multiplied irito four millions and until their chains
ing handsome· pre:n:rlum offers:
could be melted only in the white heat of one of
.
$6_.~0
we
will
send
To
TBUTB
SEEXEB
one
the most terr1"ble wars that ever d_esolated the world.
FQr
u
year (-$3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred Even Jefferson faltered and Washington bent beYears of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage fore the storm. The slave-power asserted itself in
of the book (see opposit th t
1 d
d th
ost ill strious of our
Of this or .our Free o.B,-er
u•
a ear Y ay an · e m
u
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in statesmen surrendered or stifled their convictions
the country should not possess this splendid work. at its behest. But the man whom priests hate and
For $6 we will send To TBUTB SEEKER one malign and freemen love and -honor never for one
~
nr k
C
1 " moment quailed or compromised. Thomas Paine,
year (.,3) and "Paine's Great nor s oDip ete
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a who, it is only just to say' did more than any
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be other ·man to secure the independence of this counerected iri: Chicago, and of his monument in New try, stood by his antislavery principles, denouncing,
Rochelle.
as only he could denounce, the crime of human
f
"t"
h h d
For $6 we will send To TBUTB . SEEKER one bondage, and imploring his ellow Cl Izens w 0 a
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, ~d fought and suffered in the cause of political indeReformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
pendence not. to longer stultify themselvs by condoning or defending the enslavement of men whose
For $4:.60 we will send· TBE TBuTB SEEKER one
k b t h
1 d · ali bl
skins were blac
u w ose equa an m ena e
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's "Dyilamic Theb
ffi
d · th t ·
t 1D 1
rights had een a rme m a 1mmor a ec araory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one tion which was all inclusiv in its averment of the
wants this book. It has over a thousand large birthright to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happipages and more than four hundred illustrations. ness. Had government and people acted upon the
It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies admonitions of Thomas Paine, how different would
it can help but be well-informed in all scientific
hav been the history of the United States I What
matters.
· d h t
d
a heritage of blood and agony an
a e an war
For $4:.60 we will send TBE TBUTB SEEDB one lust we hav received from the generations which
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- ·flouted the teachings of Paine I What a heritage of
Book" in cloth ($2.50).
.
peace and joy and love we should ~av· recei~ed
For $4: we will send THB TBUTB SEEKER one year from those gene!ations had they been hberty-lovmg
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" and wise enough to perceive and act in accordance
in boards ($2).
with the principles of universal freedom which the
For $4: we will send TBE TBUTB SEEKER one year author of the "Rights of Man " never for one
( $3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comic- moment doubted or betrayed I
ally Dlustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
Reading the two large volumes ot Conway's
For S.s~60 we will send THB TBUTB· SBEKEB one Life of Paine,-one cannot fail to be struck by the
year ($3) and" Old Testament Stories Comically frequent references to the Author-Patriot's work in
llustrated,, in .board covers (.1).
·
behalf of the slaves. On Page 41 there is a letter
.
.
..
., .
.
. ·
from Dr. Rush one of the earliest and most untir~
Thls ~is-·a. splendid opportup1ty to obtam _books, in of the -rev6lutionary abolitionists, in which he,
which: every Liberal desires to· hav, at, an exceed-. rererring to his first meeting with . PIP.ne, says :
.
. . ,
.
. ..
ingly -low pri~. -~ld 1\Il.d pew subsc:t;ibers can ,, We met . . ... m ~· A:1~kin s bookstor~, w~ere.
avail ·tllellis~lvs of it, ·and we shall- be glad rl '.our 'I Qid homage to 'his pnnmples and pen upon the
present readers will call the attention of their sub]ect of the enslaved Africans. He told me the
friends to the values offered.
essay to which I alluded was the first thing he had

paper is as thorough as Garrison himself could hav
made it. And, indeed, it is remarkable that Garri-' ·
son, at a time when he shared the common prejudices against Paine, printed at the head of his
.Liberator a.motto closely resembling Paine's. The
motto of Paine was : ' The world is my country,
my religion is.to do good;' that of the Liberator:
'Our country is the world,. our countrymen·are all.
mankind.' Garrison did characteristic justice to
·Paine when he had outgrown early prejudices
against him." In the Pennsylvania Journal of
Oct. 18, 1775, Paine expressed the hope that when
America should no longer depend upon Great
Britain, our first expression of gratitude should be ·
"an act of continental legislation, which shall put ·
a stop to the importation of negroes ·for sale, soften
the hard fate of those already here, and in time
procure the~ freedom." Again· Conway says_:
"At this time P&ine saw much of Jefterson, and there
can be little doubt that the antislavery clause: struck out
,t>f the Declaration was written by Paine, or by some o~e
who had Paine's antislavery essay before him. · · •
ThuS did Paine try to lay at the corner the stone which
the builders rejected, and which afterwards ground their
descendants to powder. Jefferson withdrew the clause
on the objection of Georgia and South Oarolina, which
wanted slaves, and of Northerners interested in supplying
them. That, however, was not known till aU the parties
were dead. Paine had no reason to suppose that the dec- .
laration of human freedom and equality, pa.Ssed July 4th,
could fail eventually to include the African slaves. The
Declaration embodied everyprinciple he had been asserting, and indeed Oobbett is correct in saying tha~ :whoev~r .
may hav written the Declaration Paine was its an.thor.
On November 2, 1779, Paine was elected Clerl:t
of the Pennsylvania Assembly. ConWotY observes:
"On the same day there w.as introduced into that
Assembly an act for the ~bolition of slave~;y in .the state, .
which then contained siX thousand negro slaves. The
body of this very moderate measure was prepared by
George Bryan, but the much admi.r:edpreamble.has.been
attributed by tradition to the pen of Paine. That this
tradition is correct is.now easily proved by a comparison
of its sentiments and phraseology with the a~tislavery
Writings of Paine presented in previous pages of this
work. The author, who alone seems to hav been thinking
of the Negroes and their rights during that revolutionary
epoch, thus had some reward in writing the first proclamation of emancipation in America. The act passed
March 1, 1780•
Writing from Paris on March 16, 1790, to a
fn"end in Philadelphia. Paine says. :
...,
"I Wl·sh most anxiously to see n:iymucli loved America.
It is the country from whence .all reformation mus~
originally spring. I despair of seeing an abolition ofthe
infernal traffic in Negroes. We must push that matter
further on your side of the water. I wish that a few
well-instructed could be sent among their brethren in
bondage, for until they are able to take their own part
nothing will be done."
•
Shortly after his first arrival in America Paine perceived that slavery was sanctioned by the Old Testament, and he at once repudiated the authority of that
volume. How different from the millions of Christians, whom nothing less than the thunders of
Shiloh and Gettysburg and the capitulation of Appomatox could convince of the fallibility of that
musty code 1
We cannot resist the temptation to quote here
];fr. Conway's admirable summary of the reforms
advocated by the. m:an who has been denounced and
misrepresented as perhaps no other man has ,been
in any age of the world,·and that, too, by those
who hav been among the most fortunate lega~s· of·
.his priceless services to mankind. Here is the excerpt mentioned :
. "Thus .the Pennsylvania Magazine, in the time that.
Paine edited it, was a seed-bag from which the sower
scattered the seeds of great reforms ripening with the
progress of civilization. Through the more popular
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press he sowed also. Events sel cted his seeds of Ameri- vandals and relic hunters, and in 1881 TBE TRUTH
Three members of the New York Constitutional
can independence, of republican equality, freedom from SEEKER raised a fund to secure its rehabilitation. Convention-Messrs. D. H. MeMillan, A. L. Kelroyal, ecclesiastical, and hereditary privilege, for a The restoration cost about $200. On the 30th of
logg, and B. S. Dean-hav introduced amendments
swifter and more important harvest; but the whole circle
that
year
a
large
number
of
the
Liberals
of
May
of
providing for the taxation of all private property.
of human ideas and principles was recognized by this
lone wayfaring man. The first to urge extension of the the East gathered about the monument and re
We shall soon present to our readers the opinions
principles of independence to the enslaved negro; the dedicated it with appropriate exercises. P. L Mefirst to arraign monarchy, and to point out the danger Of Clellan, of Mount Vernon, was elected president of coliE>ge presidents and professors and county
its survival in presidency; the first to propose articles of
treasurers of this state on the subject of church
a more thorough nationality to the new-born states; the and D. M. Bennett, vice-president. Following the
taxation.
Look out for that issue. It will be infirst to advocate international arbitration; the first to eL president's opening speech came addresses by T. B.
pose the absurdity and criminality of dueling; the first Wakeman, J.P. Mendum., Dr. T. L. Bro:wn, Court- teresting.
to suggest more rational ideas of marriage and divorce; landt Palmer, D. M. Bennett, S. P. Putnam, and
The following donations for the purposes of the
the first to advocate natio~al and international copyright; Mr. Wright. Ella M. Hart read a poem and Mrs.
Freethought Federation are acknowledged : J. P.
the first to plead for the animals; the first to demand
justice for woman--what brilliants would our modern re.. H. Allen a prose tribute.
Palmer, $2; John Helm, 40 cents; A. A. Raymond~
The present work of repairing the monument is $1 ; Mrs. M. M. Tarbell, $1 ; J. B. Puffer, $1;
formers hav contributed to a coronet for that man's brow,
had he not presently worshiped the God of his fathers being done under the auspices of the Brooklyn Abner Kimball, $1; S. F. de Jones, $1.
·
after the way that theologians call heresy I"
Philosophical Association, and is paid for by Mr.
One of the amendments offered in the Constitu.
It is eighty-five years since Paine laid down his Robert H. Barry. Mr. Barry was once a Roman
pen, and our country has passed through an awful Catholic, but has long since outgrown that faith. tional Convention is intended to prevent the imprisonment of any person for more than ten months,
crisis in that interval. Inventiv genius and indus- To him credit is due for his generosity.
The monument is of Westchester marble, is about when held awaiting trial. It should be ten days
trial enterprise hav broadE>ned beyond computation
the area of cultivated land, developed our mining twelve feet in bight and three feet square at the rather than ten months. Every person is presumaresources, and establish~d manufactories without base. Base, capstone, and cornice of Ionic order. bly innocent until adjudged guilty, and is entitled,
number and of great magnitude. Railway and tele- It is covered with inscriptions on the four sides, under the Constitution and in equity, to a speedy
graph lines belt the continent in almost every direc- chiefly extracts from the hero's works. ·~ On the trial. Our so-called system of justice is, in many
tion. A vast and complicated educational system west side is a profile of Paine, by an . Italian artist, respects, antiquated and cruel. One of its outrages
extends its ramifications into every nook and cor- and encircled by a wreath." The Monument is sit- is the holding of witnesses, sometimes for years, in
ner of the land. Immigration and domestic in- uated on the White Plains and New Rochelle road, the house of detention.
crease bav swelled our population to sixty-five mill- while on the north side runs the road leading to
We hav mailed to each Senator and Representaions. And yet, so far as religious and political the farmhouse.
tiv in Congress a copy of a sixteen page protest
liberty is concerned, we hav made no advance since
In the little cortege that on June 10, 1809, fol- ag~inst the Gallinger-Moree and Kyle-Johnson
Paine's day except on lines pointed out by him.
We are in practice, in some things, where he was in lowed the remains of Thomas Paine to West Ches- Sunday bills now pending in the national legislaprinciple one hundred years ago; yes, where he ter, walked two of the enslaved race. Says Con- ture. With each package was inclosed a copy of
was in 177 5. In other directions we stumble way: " Those two negroes, traveling twenty-five Louis Levine's admirable letter to the members of
blindly where he walked with clear eyes and sure miles on foot, represented the homage of a race for the committees to which the bills were referred.
feet. We and our fathers hav contemned the jus- whose deliverance Paine had pleaded from his first These will also be sent to the most influential patice he loved and denied the liberty of thought and essay written in America to his recent entreaty for pers of the country. The Protest pamphlet sells
action to the establishment of which he gave his the president's intervention in behalf of the slaugh- for five cents; twenty. five copies, three cents each;
lila's services. It is not so often that the man to tered negroes of Domingo." Of the scene at the one hundred copies, $2. It should be widely diswhom a generation builds monumentfil was wiser con- graveyard Conway has given us the blood-quickening tributed. The people must be educated that the
Sunday tyrants may be thwarted.
cerning the problems that confront that generation picture:
'' The grand people of America were not there, the
than it is itself. But Paine was. Not only was he
Members of the Freethought Letter-Writing
of more lucid thought, as regarded the issues of his clergy were not there, but beside the negroes stood the
Quaker
preacher
and
the
French
Oatholic
woman.
Corps
(except those in New York state, who are asown age, than were his contemporaries, but he also
Madam Bonneville placed her son Benjamin~afterwards signed to special work) will this week write to the
reasoned more justly than the priests and politirians general in the United States army-at the end of the
three generations removed from his time. -As a grave, and standing herself at the other end, cried, as the Representativ in Congress from their district, or to
rule it is true that "each new decade must hav new earth fell on the coffin: 'Oh, Mr. Paine, my son stands one of their Senators, regardiug the Kyle-Johnson
men to determin its liberty," but~ so far as humanity here as testimony of the gratitude of America, and I for and Moree-Gallinger Sunday bills. We hav just
France!"'
sent to all Representative and Senators some argumust deal with the questions of religious and civil
rights, Paine was a man for all decades. How he
Of Paine's personal appearance Madam Bonne- ments against these bills and we hope that every
would hav thrilled responsiv to the ringing music ville says: " Thomas Pai:ae was five feet nine inches one of our national law-makers will receive from his
and the lofty sentiment of these lines of the poet high. · · · His bust was well proportioned and his Freethought constituents letters urging him to
before quoted :
face oblong. Reflection was the great expression of carefully examin those arguments and vote against
all laws which seek to force all the people to do
'' It is not enough to win rights from a king and write his face, in which was always seen the calm proceeding from a conscience void of reproach. His eye, reverence to the holy day of one class of citizens.
them down in a book:
New men, new lights, and the fathers' code the sons may which was black, was lively and piercing.
The prospects are that the fight for equal taxation
nevo::r brook.
He stood and walked upright without stiffness or
will soon be on in earnest in the Constitutional ConWhat is liberty now were license then; their freedom our
affectation." Conway adds: "He had a prominent vention. We are sending out thousands of copies
:yoke would be,
And each new decade must hav new men to determin its nose, somewhat like that of Ralph Waliio Emerson. of "Church Property," and .have good reason to
liberty.
· · · Paine's mouth was delicate; his chin also.
Mankind is a marching army with a broadening front the He wore no whiskers or beard until too feeble with hope that much of this seed will fall on rich, warm
soil, where' it will quickly germinate and develop a
while;
Shall it crowd its bulk on the farm-paths, or clear to the age to shave. His forehead was lofty and unfur- he~lth~ growth, to ere long ripen for the harvest day
rowed ; his head long, the occiput feeble. His comoutward file?
of JUStice. No doubt the Freethinkers, particularly
Its pioneers are the dreamers who heed neither tongue plexion was ruddy-thoroughly English.
those of this State, will realize the necessity of actnor pen
He was an expert horseman, and, in health, an unOf the human spiders whose silk is wove from the lives wearied walker. He loved music, and could join ing promptly and effectively. Mr. Putnam was at
of toiling men."
Albany last week. To meet the expenses incurred
well in a chorus."
in his work, and in distributing ''Church Property,"
Madam Bonneville, in her sketch of the life and
Mr. Moncure D. Conway is constantly adding to the fund at disposal for both p1:1rposes should be
character of Paine, says that about a week after his his previous discoveries concerning Paine. His kept replenished.
death a headstone was put up bearing the inscrip- fields of exploration, since he was last in the United
Let every Liberal in the state of New York write
tion: "Thomas Paine, Author of 'Common Sense,' States, are Paris ~~ond London. The more we know
immediately
arid often to the Committee on State
died the eighth of June, 1809, aged 72 years." By of the life and labors of Thomas Paine, the more we
Finance·s
and
Taxation of the Constitutional. ConPaine's will a wall twelve feet square was built admire him, and the more keenly do we regret the
vention,
asking
that church property be taxed
around the grave. Two weeping willows and two ignorance of our people as regards his character and
equally with all other private wealth. This will be
cypresses were planted outside. Many persons, services.
the work of the New York section of the Freeespecially foreigners, took away parts of the tombthought
Letter-writing Corps while the Convention
stone and trees as mementoes. The grave is situAt the annual conference of the National Secular
is
in
session.
Write also to the delegate from your
ated at the angle of the farm, by the entrance to it. Society, at Liverpool, Mr. George W. Foote was
district.
If
you
can, induce your local paper to
The t>ighty-eight acres of the north piU"t were sold unanimously reelected president.
He is the
admit
arguments
in
favor of this measure of justice.
at $25 pel' acre. The half of the south (the share of right man in the right place and this indorseThe
members
of
the
above-named committee are:
Thomas de BonneVille) sold for a total of $1425. ment by the English Secularists, coming so
Milo
M.
Acker
(chairman),
Hornellsville· Commodore
The remainder of the south part (Benjamin de soon after the "Atheist Shoemaker "-Foote-HolP. V~dder, Ellicottville; I. S. Johnson, Warsaw; Owen
Bonneville's share) was sold in lots, reserving the yoake-Hughes controversy, is peculiarly significant Oass1dy, Havana: A. B. Steele, Herkimer; S. B. Jacobs,
monument lot, forty-five feet square. The old and decidedly gratifying. American Freethinkers Brooklyn; 0. A. Fnller, Wellsville: F. B. F. Tibbetts,
farmhouse homestead was about a quarter of a mile hav a very warm place in their affections for both Ithaca; 0. R. Pratt, Elmira; A. L. Kellogg, Oneonta;
from the grave. A monument was erected in 1839. Mr. Foote and the society over which he presides. F. T. Fitzgerald, W. McM. Speer, Nelson Smith, W; P.
Burr, M. J. Mulqueen, J. W. McLaughlin, S. S. Blake
It became defaced by the weather and the hands of Long life and great prosperity to both.
NewYork.
'
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Author ani Hero of the Times that
Tried Men·s Souls~

HONORED BY BOTH PAST AID PBESEIT.
'1 ributes from. Those Who l{'le1J ftim itt
Life a'ld from Those "Who Xlevere
His /1emory 1'o....day.
A POWER IN AMERICA, ~RANCE, ENGLAND.
. But fe'!, who hav not specially exa$ined the subJect, realiZe the great and beneficent influence
whi~h Paine's writin:gs hav e:te~ted and are still
destined to exert. He was, as 1s well known one
of the chief instigators and promoters of the ~eri
can Revolution, and also one of the most earnest
and zealous workers in the brave struggle of the
colonies for freedom and independence.
His success and popularity in America insured
him an enthusiastic welcome in France, where he wa~
elected a deputy to the National Convention from two
different departments. The revolution in France.
after many excesses and reverses, has· at length
proved successful, and the republic there as in
America, is permanently established.
·'
In England, the revolutionary spirit was also invoked; but, unfortunately, suppressed by the strong
hand of power, aided by bribery and treachery.
"The French Revolution," says James Cheetham
"that terrible concussion which had pernicious!;
effected all Europe, and particularly England, had
prepared the clubs for the unhinging doctrins of
the' Bights of Man.'· Never did the parched earth
receive refreshing rain with .more welcome than
that .with which· the revolutionary people of England
adm1tted attl.ongst them the tumultuous writings of
Thomas. Paine. To that which was his object; to
commotiOn, to the overthrow of the government,
and to bloodshed, in all its horrid forms, they were
rapidly hastening. Thus predisposed, the cordiality. and enthusiasm with which the first part of the
'Rtghts of Man ' was greeted, although flattering
to the vanity and encouraging to the hopes of the
author, were not surprising. The clubs, zealous to
a degree of frenzy ; always vigilant, always alert,
published a groat edition of thirty thousand copies
of the work, which was distributed amongst the
poor, who could not afford to purchase. In the
great manufacturing towns, Paine was considered
by the ignorant as an apostle of fre~dom. A song
was privately circulated beginning withGod save great Thomas Paine,
His ' Rights of Man ' proclaim,
From pole to pole!
"The government, alarmed, knew ilot how to
meet the evil. Burke did, however, by his successiv and impressiv appeals, animate them to precautionary measures.''
This is the language of James Cheetham, the
enemy of Paine, and the convicted libeler of Madam
Bonneville. But Cheetham, whose writings cannot
always be relied upon, may be believed when he is
forced, as in the present instance, to admit, most
unwillingly, the great influence of Paine's writings
upon the masses.
Before Paine announced in the "Age of Reason"
his belief in " one God and no more," no writer in
Europe or America was more popular and respected ; but wht n Christians realized that the
great author's religion was Deism and not Trinitarianism nor Catholicism; their former friendship was
turned to enmity, and their admiration changed to
hatred. His patriotic services were ungratefully
ignored, .his motivs misrepresented, his character
basely slandered, and his memory maligned.
Still, there were many members of the commu·
nity who believed in the religious views of Thomas
Paine, and who also upheld his political doctrins.
These formed a brave and gallant band who sturdily defended his memory from clerical assaults, and
refuted many of the wicked slanders of his enemies.
Their efforts to vindicate Paine's character were
:ably seconded by reformers of every kind-by Theists, Pantheists, Materialists, Agnostics, and Atheists-that is to say, by that numerous and worthy
.elass of citizens whom Paine styled Infidels!
In the twenty-first chapter and twenty-fifth verse
.of the gospel of St. John, we are told that if the

THE PAINE MONUMENT AT NEW ROOHELLE.
From "Life of Paine" by permission of Peter Eckler. (Copyrighted, 1892.)

IIyears.
The advance of science-the diffusion of
knowledge-the criticisms of the learned-the teach-

many things which Jesus did'' should be written
every one, I suppose even the world itself could not
contain the books that should be written."
This romantic and apostolic statement, even if inspired, may not be absolutely true; but it is an indisp!ftable fact that if all thA libels which hav been
w~tten a:nd published against ThQmas Paine were
pnnted 1ll one book, they would form a volume
much larger than both the Old and New Testaments
combined.
Touchstone speaks of a lie seven times removed.
That is, first, the retort courteous; second, the quip
modest; third, the reply churlish ; fourth, the reproof valiant; fifth, the countercheck quarrelsome;
sixth, the lie circumstantial; seventh, the lie direct;
but it would require greater genius than even the
famed bard of Avon to describe and define all the
various grades and varieties of misrepresentations,
untruths, and absolute fal~ehoods with which Christian rancor has assailed the character of Thomas
Paine.
The friend and companion of three presidentsWashington, Jefferson, and Monroe-the friend of
Benjamin Franklin, Samuel Adams, De Witt Clinton,
Joel Barlow, Benjamin Rush, and the most prominent patriots of the American Revolution-the associate of Count Volney, the Marquis de Lafayette,
Oondorcet, Brissot, Madam Roland, and the leaders
of the Revolution in France, the companion of Olio
Rickman, Mary Wollstonecraft, Horne Tooke, Dr.
Priestley, Dr. Towers, Romney, the painter. Sharp,
the engraver, Colonel Oswald, etc., etc., in England,
has been described by Christian writers ns a drunkard, a debauchee, and an outcast, while the plain
truth is, that he was temperate, unselfish, patriotic,
and the devoted friend of mankind.
At the present day the number of Paine's friendk
has become so great and their influence so potent,
that only the most reckless and aud&.eious of
romancers now venture to repeat the stale, wellworn, and oft-refuted slanders of former years, and,
as a consequence, more tolerant and rational views
in regard to his character are becoming prevalent
in the community.
The spirit of inquiry is also .abroad, and has
greatly modified the :re~ous bigotry of former

ings of the emancipated-hav produced their salutary effects. Doubts hav arisen, questions hav been
propounded, and reasons hav been advanced, and
Heresy-the fair child of Wisdom and Knowledge
-has not. only traveled from pews to pulpit, but
has even mvaded schools, seminaries, and colleges
-the very nurseries of faith and doctrin-the
sacred strongholds of orthodox theology.
In the first page of the first part of the "Age of
Reason," Mr. Paine tells us, that he had intended to
publish his thoughts upon religion at an advanced
period of life, when the purity of the motiv could
not admit of a question, In the preface to the second part of the same work, and also in a letter to
hia friend Samuel Adams, he tells us why he published his religious views sooner than he had intended.
"I saw," says he, " my life in continual danger.
My friends were falling as fast as the guillotin
could cut their heads off, o.nd as I expected every
day the same fate, I resolved to begin my work.
This accounts for my writmg at the time I did, and
so nicely did the time and intention meet, that I
had not finished the first part of the work six hours
before I was arrested and taken to prison.
"Toward the latter end of December" (1798), he
continues, "a motion was made and carried to exelude foreigner! from the convention. There were
but two in it, Anaoharsis Olootz and myself; and I
saw I was particularly pointed at by Bourdon de
l'Oise, in his speech on that motion."
_
Paine was guilty of having been born in England;
he was also opposed to the guillotin, and had voted
with the Girondists to spare the life of the king and
royal family. He wished to temper justice with
mercy-to destroy kingcraft, but to spare the king's
life; and for advocating this leniency toward the
dethroned monarch, he placed his own liberty and
life in imminent danger.
It was among scenes like these-scenes of violence and bloodshed that disgraced the grandest
revolution in the world's history-that Thomas
Paine, the patriot and philosopher, with mind undaunted apd s~re~e, re8a.rdless of lrl~ o~ fate 1 and
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S~uel A.dams.to Paine.
intelligent Sc. . tch printer and bookseller of Philadelphia, whom I knew to be as high-toned as Mr.
I hav frequently, with pleasure, reflected on YOUr
Paine upon the subject of Independence. I men- service · to my nativ and your adopted country.
tioned the subject of the pamphlet to him, and he at Your " Coinmon Sense " and your " Crisis " unqueSonce consented to run the risk of publishing it. tionably awakened the public mind, and led the peoThe author and the printer were immediately ple loudly to call for a Declaration of. our National
brought together, and " Common Sense " burst Independence.
· .
.
- J ntlge Cooper.
from the press of the latter, in a few days, with an
effect which has rarely been produced by types and Jefferson said: "-One of the Ablest Men in America."
paper, in any age or country
I was in Paris at this time (1792), but previous
to my going there, Mr. Paine, whom I had met
Major-General Charles Lee to Washington.
with at Mr. Johnson's, my bookseller, in St. Paul's
Two Days after Publication of "Common Sense."
churchyard,
gave me letters of introduction· to M.
Hav you seen the pamphlet ".Common Sense"!
I never saw such a masterly, irresistible perform- de Condorcet, and his wife, M.adam de Condorcet,
ance. It will, if I mistake not, in concurrence with who read and spoke the English language with
the transcendent folly and wickedness of the minis- considerable facility. These letters introduced me
try, giv the coup de~ grace to Great Britain. In to the interesting soci~ty of that very tale~ted
short,
I own myself c9nvinced by the arguments of writer and his family. I found the letters of introDISTINGUISHED CONTEMPORARIES
duction of Mr. Paine honored with that attention
the necessity of separation.
Of lhe Author-Hero of the World Atwst His ManlY
which might be expected toward an estimable and
Worth .and: Seu.:sacrificing Work.
'
Joel Barlow, Poet and Statesman.
distinguished man.
· · I hav dined with Mr.
Intimate Friend of Paine.
Paine in literary society, at Mr. Tiffins's, a merchant
George Washington Writes of Paine. ·
He was one of the most benevolent and disinter- in London, at least a dozen times, when his· dress
I.n a Letter to the Patriot.
ested of mankind, endowed with the clearest per- manners, and conversation were such as became th~
Your presence may remind Congress of your past ception, an uncommon share of original genius, and character of an unohtrusiv, intelligent gentleman
services to this country, and if it is in my power to the greatest depth of thought. · ·
accustomed to good society. · · · Paine's opinimpress them, command my best exertions with
He ought to be ranked among the brightest ions on theologic'al topics underwent np change ,befreedom, as they will be rendered cheerfully, by one and undeviating luminaries of the age in which he fore his death.
·
who entertains a lively sense of the importance of lived.
Samuel Bryan.
your works.
As a visiting acquaintance and a literary friend, Secretary to the Oouncil of Censors on Pennsylv~nia
Constitution (1776).
In a Letter to Richard Henry Lee.
he was one of the most instructiv men I ever hav
This
book,
"
Common
Sense," may be called the
'fhat his "Common Sense " and many of his known. He had a surprising memory and a brill" Crisis " were ~ell timed and had a happy effect on iant fancy. His mind was a storehouse of facts and book of Genesis, for it was the beginning. From
the public mind, none I believe who will turn to the useful observations. He was full of lively anecdote, this book sprang the Declaration of Independence,
epocha at which they were published, will deny. and ingenious, original, pertinent remark upon that not only laid the foundation of liberty in our
own country, but the good of mankind throughout
·
That his servic.es hav hitherto passed off unnoticed, almost every subject.
is obvious to all.
He was always charitable to the poor beyond the world.
James Thompson Callender.
his
means, a sure protector and a friend to all
In a Letter to General Joseph Read.
''
Sketches
of the History of America " (1798).
By private letters which I hav lately received· from Americans in distress that he found in foreign
On
titles,
Thomas
Paine has written with great .
countries;
and
he
had
frequent
occasion
to
exert
Virginia, I find that " Common Sense " is working a
his influence in protecting them during the Eevolu- success; and this is ()ne reason why the friends of
powerful chan~e there in the minds of many men.
·
order hate him. Abuse of this author is now as
A few more such :flaming arguments as were ex- tion in France.
naturally expected in a federal newspaper as tea
His writings will answer for his patriotism.
hibited at Falmouth and Norfolk, added to the
and choc()lil.te in a grocer's store. To such things
sound doctrin ' and unanswerable reasoning conWilliam Cobbett, the· Historian.
compare
two resolutions of Congress of the 26th of
tained in the pamphlet "Common Sense," will not
Old age having laid his hand upon this truly
leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety great man, this truly philosophical politician, at his August and 3d of October, 1785. In consequence
of his. "early, unsolicited, and con,tinued labors in
of a separation.
·
expiring :flambeau I lighted my taper.
explaining
and enforcing the principles of the late
I
saw
Paine
first
pointing
the
way,
and
then
leadWhat Thomas Jefferson Thought of Him.
Revolution,
by ingenious and timely publications,
In a Letter to Francis Eppes.
ing a nation through perils and difficulties of all
upon
the
nature
of liberty and civil government,"
sorts
to
Independence,
and
to
lasting
liberty,
prosYou ask my opinion of Lord Bolingbroke and
they
direct
the
board
of treasury to pay him three
Thomas Paine. They were alike in making bitter perity, and greatness.
thousand
dollars.
This
attestation outw:eighs the
enemies of the priests and pharisees of their day.
Charles Phillips, Irish Barrister.
clamor
of
the
six
per
cent
orators. They dread,
Both were honest men ; both advocates for human
In "Loves of Celestine and St. Hubert."
they
revile,
and,
if
able,
they
would persecute
liberty.
These two persons differed rethere
was
one
whom
I
could
not
Among
these,
Thomas
Paine,
because
he
possesses
talents and
markably in the style of their writing, each leaving
help
vi"'wing
with
peculiar
admiration,
because,
by
courage
suffiQient
to
rend
asunder
the
mantle of
a. model of what is most perfect in both extremes of
· the simple and tbe sublime. No writer has exceeded the sole power of surprising genius, he had sur- speculation, and to delineate the rickety growth of
Paine in ease and familiarity of style, in perspicuity mounted the disadvantages of birth and the diffi- our public debt.
Dr. Ladd.
·
of expre·ssion, happiness of elucidation, and in simple culties of fortune. It was the celebrated Thomas
Poet of the Revolution.
Paine,
a
man
who,
no
matter
what
may
be
the
difand unassuming language. In this he may be comL·ong liv the man, in early contest found,
ference of opinion as to his principles, must ever
pared with Dr. Franklin.
Who spoke his heart when dastards trembled round;
remain a proud example of mind, unpatronized and
Who, fired with more than Greek or Roman rage,
To Paine, Tendering him Passage, in a National Vessel, unsupported, eclipsing the factitious beams of rank,
Flashed truth on tyrants from his manly page-'from France to the United States.
and wealth, and pedigree I I never saw him in his
Immortal Paine! whose pen surprised we saw,
I am in hopes you will find us returned generally captivity, or heard the revilings by which he has· Could fashion empires while it kindled awe.
to sentiments worthy of former times. In these it since been assailed, without cursing in my heart
When first with awful front to crush her foef.l,
All bright in glittering arms, Columbia rose,
will be your glory to have steadily labored, and with that ungenerous feeling which, cold to th~ necessiFrom thee our sons the generous mandate took,
as much affect as any man living. That you may ties of genius, is clamorous in the publication of its
As if from heaven some oracle had spoke;
_ long liv to continue your useful labors and to reap defects.
And when thy pen revealed the grand design,
· Ye great ones of this nation! ye
the reward of the thankfulness of nations, is my pretended moralists, so forward now· to cast your
'Twas done-Columbia's liberty was thine.
sincere prayer.
Ramsay,
interested indignation upon the memory of Paine,
James Monroe's Glowing Words.
where were you in the day of ·his adversity? A Contemporary of Paine, in " History of the Revolu·
tion, " says of '' Common. Sense."
To Paine while in the Luxembourg Prison.
Which of you, to assist his infant merit, would diIn
union
with the feelings and sentiments of the
It is not necessary for me to tell you how much minish even the surplus of your debaucheries 1
all your countrymen-! speak of the great mass of Where the mitred charity-the practical religion! people, it produced surprising effects. Many thouthe people-are interested in your welfare. They Consistent declaimers, rail on. What though his sands were convinced, and were led to approve and
hav not forgotten the history of their own Revolu- genius was the gift of heaven, his heart the altar long for a separation from the mother country;
tion, and the difficult scenes through which theyhad of friendship 1 What, though wit and eloquence though that measure, a few months before, was not
passed ; nor do they review its several stages with- and anecdote :flowed freely from his tongue, while only foreign to their wishes, but the object of their
out reviving in their bosoms a due sensibility of the conviction made her voice his messenger I What, abhorrence, the current suddenly became so strong
merits of those :who served them in that great and though thrones trembled, and prejudice :fled, and in its favor that it bore down all before it.
Charles Botta,
arduoua conflict. The crime of ingratitude has not freedom came at his command! He dared· to quesyet stained, and I hope never will stain, our na- tion the creed which you, believing, contradicted, Italian Patriot and Historian. Fought for American Independence.
tional character. You are considered by them as and to despise the rank which you, boasting of, deAt
this
epoch
appeared
a writing entitled " Comnot only having rendered important services in our based.
.
mon Sense." . It was the production of Mr. Thomas
own Revolution, but as being, on a more extensiv
Abbe Sieyes, French Statesman.
Paine, born in England, and arrived not long before
scale, the friend of human rights, and a distinMr. Thomas Paine is one of those men who mos
guished and able advocate in favor of public liberty. contributed to the establishment of a republic in in America. No writer, perhaps, ever possessed, .in
To the welfare of Thomas Paine the Americans are America.. In England, his ardent love of humanity, a higher degree, the art of moving and guiding the
multitude at his will. It may be affirmed, in effect,
not, nor can they be, indifferent.
and his hatred of every form of tyranny, prompted that this work was one of the most powerful instruBenjamin Franklin Introduces Paine.
him to defend the French Revolution against the ments of American independence.
Letter to Due de Ia Rochefoucauld.
rhapsodical declamation of Mr. Burke. His "Rights
Lord Edward Fitzgerald (Irish Patriot).
The bearer of this is Mr. Paine, the autho:J; of a of Man," translated into our language, is univerTo his Mother, from Paris; 1792.
famous piece, entitled " Common Sense," published sally known, and where is the patriotic Frenchman
here with great effect on the minds of the people at who has not already, from the depths of his soul,
I lodge with my friend Paine ; we breakfast, diAe,
the beginning of the Revolution. He is an ingeni- thanked him for having fortified our cause with all an~ sup together. The more I see of his interior,
ous, honest man ; and as liluch I beg leave to recom- the power of his reason and his reputation! It is the more I like and respect him. I cannot express
mend him to your civilities.
with great pleasure that I embrace this occasion how kind he has been to me; there is a simplicity
Dr.~Benjamin Rush.
to offer him a tribute of my thankfulness. and pro- of. manner, a goodness of heart, and a strength of
TheFirst Appearance of ''CommonSense.''
found esteem, for the truly philanthropic use he mind in· him that I never ktl~w a man before to
At:that tim( there was a certain _Robert Bell, an makes of his distinguished talents.
possess..

inspired only by his great love for humanity, penned
his unanswerable protest against Venerable Error
and Credulous Faith-and bequeathed to mankind
his priceless and immortal work-the "Age of
Reason."
The writings of Paine, like those of ShSkspere,
"are not for a day, but for all time," and the political principles he so ably taught-the moral truths
he so earnestly enforced-will be remembered and
commended whilst reason holds her throne and justice survives among mankind.
Paine loved his fellow-men-his life was dedicated
to humanity-his writings aroused the world-his
genius immortalized his name-his faith in democracy was sublime-his labors were crowned with
success-his reward was neglect, obloquy, and
scorn!
PETER EoxLEB.
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A
. James Madison.
Should :it finally appear that the merits of the
man .whose writings hav so much contributed to
infuse and foster the spirit of independence in the
:people of America are unable to inspire them with a
JUS~ beneficence, the world, it is feared, will giv us
as httle credit for our policy as for our gratitude in
this particular.
Richard, Henry· Lee.
Thanking Washington for a copy of the '' Rights of Man."
It is a performance of which any man might be
proud; and I most sincerely regret that our country
could not have offered sufficient inducements to hav
retained, as a permanent citizen, a man so thoroughly republican in. sentiment and fearless in the
expression of his opinion.
Letter to Washington, 1794.
· The very great respect I shall ever pay to your
recommendations, would hav been very sufficient to
hav procured my exertions in favor of Mr. Paine,
independent of his great public merits in our Revolution. I hav a perfect knowledge of the extraordinary effects produced by that gentleman's writings;
effects of such an important nature as would render
it very unworthy of these States to let him suffer
anywhere; but it would be culpable indeed to permit it under their own eye, and within their own
limits. I had not the good fortune to be present
when Mr. Paine's business was considered in the
House of Delegates (of Virginia), or, most certainly,
I should hav exerted I)lyself in his behalf.
.
Sir Francis Burdett.
Speech in London, 1797,
Union l It is union among the people that ministers dread. They are aware that when once the
people unite in demanding their rights, then there
must be an end to illegitimate pow~r; I mean all
power not derived from the people. Ministers know
that a united people are not to be resisted.; and it
~s this that we must understand by wh~t is written
m the works of an honest man too long.crilurimiated,
I mean Thomas Paine.
·
:Madame de Stael.
Thomas Paine was the most violent of the Amercan democrats·; and yet, there was neither calculation nor hypocrisy in his political exaggerations.
When the sentence of Louis XVI. came under dis.cussion, he alone advised what would hav · done
honor to France if it had been adopted, the offer to
the king of ~n ~~osylum in A.nl(l:riQ~. ~' 'l'b~ Americans
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are grateful to him," said Paine, "for having pro- press, to urge on the utter separation of the colo·
nies from the mother country.
moted their independence."
William Massey.
WHAT LATER WRITERS THINK.
In his '' History of England."
Thomas Paine's pamphlet, "Common Sense," in
From Thomas Paine's Time to Our Own Day.-He
Needs No !Uonument.
which the new doctrine of liberty and equality were
broadly taught, was published in America, in Jan.Andrew Jackson ..
uary, 1776, and had an immense circulation.
In Conversation with Judge Hartell.
Judge Herttell.
Thomas. Paine needs no monument made by
No man in modern ages has done more to benefit
hands; he has erected himself a monument in the
hearts of all lovers of liberty. "The Rights of mankind, or distinguished himself more for the imMan " will be more enduring than all the piles of mense moral good he has effected for his species,
than Thomas Paine; who in truth merits eternal
marble and granit man can erect.
life,
and doubtless will be immortalized in the
Lord Erskine.
''The greatest forensic advocate since the days of memory and gratitude of future generations of
happy beings, who will continue to hymn his praises
Oicero," speaking of the .American Revolution, said:
In that great and calamitous conflict, Edmund and make his merits known to the remotest posBurke and Thomas Paine fought in the same field terity.
Rev. Solomen Southwick.
together, but with very different success. Mr.
Printer, Politician, and Lecturer against Infidelity.
Burke spoke to a Parliament in England, such as
No page in history, stained as it is with treachery
Sir George Saville describes it, having no ears but
for sounds that flattered its corruptions. Mr. and falsehood, or cold· blooded indifference to right
Paine, on the other hand, spoke to the people, rea- or wrong, exhibits a more disgraceful instance of
soned with them, told them they were bound by public ingratitude than that which Thomas Paine
no . subjection to any sovereignty, further than experienced from an age aud country which he had
their own benefit connected them; and by these so faithfully served. As the Tyrtoous of the Revopowerful arguments prepared the minds of the lution, and it is no exaggtlration to style him such,
American people for that glorious, just, and happy we owe eyerlasting gratitude to his name and memory. Why, then, was he suffered to sink into unRevolution.
merited silence and obscurity, after having, in both
William Howitt.
hemispherel!l, so signally distinguished himself as
In " Cassell's Illustrated History of England."
There was no man in the colonies, nevertheless, the friend of liberty and mankind T Was his religwho contributed so much to bring the open Decla- ion, or want of religion, the real or affected cause f
ration of Independence to a crisis, as Thomas Paine, Did not those who feared his talents make his rethe celebrated author of" The Rights of Man," and ligion a pretext not only to treat him with cold
neglect, but to strip him, if possible, of every-laurel
the "Age of Reason." · · ·
This pamphlet [Common Sense] was the spark he had won in the political field, as the brilliant,
which was all that was needed to fire the train of undaunted, and successful advocate of freedom f ·
Independence. It at once seized on the imagina- · · A brief note is insufficient to do justice to so
tion of the public; cast all other writers into the important a subject. We may, however, safely
shade, and flew in thousands and tens of thousands affirm that Paine's conduct in America was that of
all over the colonies. · · · During the winter a real patriot. In the French Convention he disand apring, this lucid and admirably reasoned pam- played the same pure and disinterested spirit; there
phlet was read and discussed everywhere, and by his humanity shone forth in his exertions to save,
all classes, bringing the conviction that immediate at the risk of his own life, the unfortunate Louis
independence was necessary. The common fire XVI. from the scaffold. · · · Had Thomas
blazed up in the Congress, and the thing was done. Paine been a Grecian or Roman patriot, in olden
· · · · He [Paine] became the great oracle on sub- times, and performed the same public services as
jects of governments and constitutions, and con- he did for this country, he would hav had the
trived, both by personal exertions and through the hop()f of an avotheosis. Tpe fan~heo~ wo~ld h!ltY
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been opened to him, and we should at this day re- Sense," and kindred publications, laboring with the new world the Puritans had been hanging and
gard his memory with the same veneration that we the voice of impassioned oratory at every public btll'liing in the name of God, and selling white
do that of Socrates and Cicero. But posterity gathering of the people, uncapped the volcano. • · · Quaker children into slavery in the name of Christ
Paine also wrote a series of political pamphlets who said, "Suffer little children to come UI).to me.'~
will do him justice. Time, that destroys envy and
Under such conditions · progress was impossible.
establishes truth, will clothe his character in the called "The Crisis," which were admirably adapted
habiliments that justly belong to it. · · · We to the state of the times, and which did much to- Some one had to lead the way. The church is, and
cannot resist the disposition to s~y, that in suffer- ward keeping alive the spirit of determined rebel- always bas been, incapable of a .forward. movement
ing the home of the author of "Common Sense," lion against the unjust government of Great Britain. Religion always looks ba.ck. The church has al"The Crisis," and "The Rights of Man," to lie
ready reduced Spain to a guitar, Italy to a handAtlantic Monthly, Vol. IV.
neglected, in the first place ; and, secondly, in perHis (Paine's) career was wonderful, even for the organ, and Ireland .to exile.
mitting it to be violated, and his bones shipped oft age of miraculous events he lived in. In America
Some one not connected with the church had to
to a foreign country, contrary to all the laws of de- he was a revolutionary hero of the first rank, who attack the monster that was eating out the heart of
cency and civilization, we hav added nothing to the carried letters in his pocket from George Washing- the world. Some one had to· sacriftce. himself for
justice or dignity of our national character; and we ton, thanking him for his services ; and he managed the good of all. The people were in the most abshall rejoice if impartial history tax us not with a besides to write his name in large letters fu the his- ject slavery J their manhoo(l had been taken from .
gross departure from both:.
~hetn by pomp, by page~nt~ and power. Progtel!lll
tory of England and France. · • •
Mary Howitt.
The Democratic movement of the last eighty IS born of doiibt !Lnd mquay. The church :fl.evei'
In her " History of the United States."
years, be it a ":finality " or only a phase of progress doubts-never inquires; To doubt is here.sy-to
Early in this year (1776) Thomas Paine, a recent toward a more perfect state, is the grand historical inquire is to admit that you do not know-the
emigrant to America, and editor of the Pennsyl- fact of modern times, and Paine's name is intimately church does neither.
More than a. century ago Catholicism, wrapped
vania Magazine, published a pamphlet, called connected with it.
in robes red with the innocent blood of millions,
"Common Sense," which spoke at once the secret
" The Analyst."
holding in her frantic clutch crowns and scepters,
sentiment of the people. It went direct to the
Putnam and Wiley, New York, 1840.
point, showing, in the simplest but strongest lanIt is allowed by all liberal judges, that, in his honors and gold, the keys of heaven and hell, trampguage, the folly of keeping up the British connec- "Common Sense" and "The Crisis," he strength- ling beneath her feet the liberties of nations, in the
tion, and tbe absolute necessity which existed. for ened in the American mind its aspirations after proud moment of almost universal dominion, felt
separation. The cause of Independence took, as it liberty ; gave them the right direction, manfully within her heartless breast the deadly dagger of
were, a definit form from this moment.
exhorted them in their wavering hour ; ed acted Voltaire. From that blow the church never can
Mary L. Booth.
the part of a freeman and an activ friend to hu- recover. Livid with hatred she launched her eternal anathema at the great destroyer, and ignorant
In her "History of New York."
manity.
Protestants hav echoed the curse of Rome.
At this juncture "Common Sense" was published
Henry G. Watson.
In our country the Church waa all-powerful, and
In his "History of the United St11.tes."
in Philadelphia by Thomas Paine, and electrified
the whole nation with the spirit of Independence
A pamphlet, entitled "Common Senset written altho11gh divided into many sects, would instantly
and Liberty. This eloquent production severed the by Thomas Paine, arguing, in plain language, the unite to repel a common foe.
Paine struck the first grand blow.
last link that bound the colunies to the mother advantage and necessity of Independence, e1rected
'.the "Age of Reason " did more to undermine
country ; it boldly gave speech to the arguments a. complete revolution in the feelings attd sentiments
the power of the Protestant church than all other
which had long been trembling on the lips of many, of the great mass of the prople.
books
then known. lt· furnishe'd an imtnense
but which none before had found courage to utter ;
..l :ReTival of Interest in Paine.
abloiint of food for thought. It was written for the
and, accepting its conclusions, several of the coloE. J. Edwards; in Press,· Philadelj;lhia.
average tnind, and is a straightforward, ho~est innies instructed their delegates, in the Continental
When
men now ih middle life were young, it vestigation of the Bible, and of the Christian sysCongress, to close their. eyes against the ignis
fatuus of loyalty, and fearlessly to throw off their would hav been regarded as almost a blasphemous tem.
oftense for them to read any of the writings of
allegiance to the crown.
Paine diq not falter frof.i!. the lrst page to th&
Tom Paine, and many persons who are ~ tpe prime last. . :ti:e givs you his candid thought, W:td candid
Richard Hildreth.
of life can easily recall with what a shudder the thoughts are a1'\Vays vall!-a~ie.
In his " History of the United States."
name of Tom Paille was uttered; and with what
'.the "Age of Reason " has liberaliZed us all. it
No little excitement was produced by the publi- awful warnings his writing~ were referred to, :aut
cation, in Philadelpliia, about this time (1776) of we surely hav advanced marvelously! @vefi withiti put arguments in the !llouths of the people ; it put
" Common Sense," a pamphlet by Thomas Paine. · twenty years. Paine and hls writing-s are iiow dis- the tihtlrch on the defeii.slv ; it enai>led so:tnebodt
· · It argued in that plain and convincing style, cussed at meetings of the church clubs and other in every village to corner the parson; it made the
for which Paine was so distinguished, the folly of any associations of a semi-religious nature, and in one world wiser, and the church better; it too~ power
longer attempting to keep up the British connec- of the periodicals, the recognized organ of one of from the pulpit and divided it among the pews.
tion, and the absolute necessity of a final and formal the greatest of religious denominations, there has S. P. Putnam, "Four Hundred Years of Freet~ought."
separation. Pitched exactly to the popular tone just appeared a careful, fair and scholarly review of
Paine and the American Revolution.
it had a wide circulation throughout the colonies: Paine and his works as recently published. There
But the French Revolution is not understood
and gave a powerful impulse to the cause of Inde- is something of commendation, too, for some of his wholly until we understand Thomas Paine, in whom
pendence.
views. The secular press has noticed at consider- the soul of Voltaire seemed to find radiant manifes·
W. H. Bartlett.
able length these publications, and there seem!! to tation. What a figure he· present!! amidst those
hi. his" History ofthe United States of America."
be really something of a revival of interest in this surging elements, serene and confident as if used
It was at this critical period, while this feeling, remarkable man and his remarkabie writings, as to such enormous strife. He never loses his e~uan
tholJgh inoperativ, yet lingered in the minds of the well as an understanding of the service which he imity, although death stares him in the face. He
people, and when, although the thing itself had be- did to the cause of the American Revolution.
has no particle of fear. Be is absolutely selfcome familiarized to most minds as equally necessacrificing. A pla.in, simple philosopher, "a stayRobert
G.
Ingersoll.
sary and desirable, every one held back from boldly
maker,
unkempt," says Carlyle, and yet, within him,
He had more brains than books ; more sense than
pronouncing the· word INDEPENDENCE, that there
as in the depths of ocean, heaved immeasurable
education
;
more
courage
than
politeness
1
mote
appeared a pamphlet called "Common Sense "
powers. In him was the unconquerable mind. Al·
written .by Thomas Paine, the celebrated author ~f strength than polish. :E[e had no veneration for old ready had he wun fame i already had he cteli.ted li.
mistakes-no
admiration
for
ancient
lies.
lte
loved
the "Rights of Man," who had recently emigrated
republic ; already his pen had been -wielded with
from England, and ardently embraced the Ameri- the truth for the truth's sake, and for man1s sake. the strength of a thunderbolt. lte was greeted on
ca.n cause. .Pe~cei~ng the hesitation in the public He saw oppression on every hand ; injustice every- French soil with the acclamations of the multitude.
mmd, he set hrmself to the work of dissipating it where ; hypocrisy at the altar, venality on the bench, He became a member of the Convention-a resident
by a clear and convincing statement of the actual tyranny on the throne ; and with a splendid cour- of France. With unalterable devotion he · labored
~o~i~ion of a:lf~s. He p~~~y exposed the impos- age he espoused the cause of the weak against the for humanity. "Where liberty is not, there is my
Sibility of a lastmg reconciliation with England, and strong-of the enslaved many against the titled country," he said. In that we find the motiv of
showed that Independence had not only become few.
He had ~pent his life thus far in destroying the this sublime spirit.
the only safe or honorable course, but that it was
It was one thing to ask for redress. It was
power
of kings, and now he turned his attention to
as practicable as it was desirable. · • · This
anoth~r.
to create a revolution. It was one thing
pamphlet, written in a popular and convincing the priests. He knew that every abuse had been to petitiOn, to getl on one's knees before the throne,
embalmed
in
scripture-that
every
outrage
was
in
styl~, and expressly a~apted. to the state of public
but quite another to defy that throne and :fling
feeling, produced an mdescnbable sensation. The partnership with some holy text. He knew that the forth the :flag of irreconcilable rebellion. It was
throne
skulked
behind
the
altar,
and
both
behind
a
ice was now broken; those who, although convinced,
the critical moment. It was useless any longer to
had hitherto held back, came boldly forward, while pretended revelation from God. By this time he plead. The tide of public opinion must set one'
bad
found
that
it
was
of
little
use
to
free
the
body
many who had halted between two opinions now
way or the other. There must be a change, or the
yielded to the force of necessity and embraced the and leave the mind in chains. He had explored the co11:fl.ict would end in . submission. Far-seeing
foundations
of
despotism,
and
had
found
them
infipopular side.
nitly rotten. He bad dug under the throne, and ~ra~l~n, and others, saw this, but were outwardly
Dr. John W. Francis.
it
occurred to him that he would take a look be- mdeCISIV. No puny hand could do this. work, no
No work had the demand for readers comparable hind
common writer. It must he a master mind whothe altar.
to that of Paine. The " Age of Reason " on its
The result of his investigations was given to the ver did it. It must succeed at once, or disasfirst appearance in New York was printed as an orworld in the " Age of Reason." From the moment trously fail. Who was the man of the hour T Who
.thodox book, by orthodox publishers, doubtless
of
its publication he became infamous. He was could, with almost one stroke of his pen, turn the
deceived by the vast renown which the author of
calumniated
beyond measure. To slander him was people in a radically new direction? Who must
"Common Sense " had obtained.
to secure the thanks of the church. All his ser- exert an influence that had never, in any crisis of
Benj. F. Lossing.
vices were instantly forgotten, disparaged or denied. history, bPen exerted by one man before? The
In " Field Book of the Revolution."
He was shunned as though he had been a pesti- ~merican Republic to-d!l'Y• with its illimitable glory,
It ["Common Sense "] was the earliest and most lence. Most of his old friends forsook him. He Its forty-four. stars blazmg on its banner, and beltpowerful appeal in behalf of Independence and was regarded as a moral plague, and at the bare ing a continent, can only reply : 'l'homas Paine !
probably did more to fix that idea firmly
the mention of his name the bloody hands of the church
Stephen Pearl Andrews.
public mind than any other instrumentality. · · . were raised in horror. He was denounced as the
The true chief-priest of humanity is the man :who
The :flame of desire for absolute independence most despicable of men.
solves the greatest riddles and conquers the greatest
glowed in every patriot bosom at the beginning of
In Europe, Liberty was lying chained in the in- obstacles in the progress of mankind; and you
1776, ~d the vigorQqiJ paragraphs of "Common quisition-her white bosom stained with blood. In must not be surprised if I rank Thomas Pa.ina
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THE PREACHER AND THE PATRIOT.
not only, therefore, aq a priest, but as perhaps the Democracy, it is Thomas Paine. He has been the
real chief-priest, or pontifem maa;imus, of his age. victim of almost infinit injustice; but I rejoice in
the confident belief that time will fully vindicate
Charles Bradlaugh.
his memory, and restore him to his just rank among
· ·
Thomas Paine's name stands so high that any the heroes of humanity.
word of mine as testimony to his memory seems an
Thomas Wentworth Higginson.
impertinence. He was a sturdy, true man, though
Thomas Paine, in the finest words that ever
Norfolk-born not English, but human, and with came from his lips, when he was urged by his
nothing of geographical limit to that humanity. As friends to leave France during the French Revolu
a politician; or rather as a thinker on politics, he tion, gave us something that might be always the
stands for England as Jean Jacques Rousseau has motto for us. They urged him (he was in personal
stood for France. You on your side ought to rev- danger) to go back to America, the country he had
erence him for his timely words in the great cri~is served so long. · "Go there," they said, "it is your
which gave form and reality to vague, unspoken country." "No," he said; "for the time, this is
thought. We on our side, too, ought to honor him my country." Then they quoted to him the old
for the "Rights of Man" yet to be wearisomely Latin motto that he himself had once quoted :
achieved.
"'Where liberty is, there is my country.' What
Eliznr Wright.
grander motto can there beT" But Paine, with the
In my early life I looked at Thomas Paine doors of the Bastile opening before him, thought
through the green spectacles of the orthodox pop- of one still grander. "No," he said, "no, it is not
ular religion. While I did so, the Revolution of my motto-not 'Where liberty is, there is my coun'76 seemed supernatural, and our Republicanism try,' but 'Where liberty is not, there is my counmysterious. As years rolled on, I met a worthy try.' " So said Thomas Paine, and the doors of the
Quaker abolitioniE!t of New Rochelle, who gave me Bastile closed around him.
some traditional information of Paine's private
Theodore Parker.
character so· :flatly contradictory to the common
His instincts were humane and elevated, and his
Christian estimate. that I was excited to study his life devoted mainly to the great purposes of humanwritings and public career as I had never done be- ity. I think he did more to promote piety and
fore. I was surprised to find there the natural morality among man than a hundred ministers of
cause of what before had been so mysterious to me. that age in America.
It became perfectly clear that it was Thomas Paine,
Judge James P. Platt.
more than any other man or any other thing, who
of the American Revolution,"
turned the current of history in the New World. Paper read before '' Sons 1894.
It was his clear head and brave and righteous soul
If Paine had not written the "Age of Reason,"
that inspired the men who declared our inde'{Jend·his
name would to-day be linked with that of Washence, and put into the Oonstitu~ioD: of the :Uni~ed
States such a veto against eccles1ast1cal dommatwn ington as one of the most illustrious heroes in our
as has defied its proud and conceited usurpation to victorious struggle for independence. It is not too
much to say that, except for him, the struggle WOIJld
the present day.
not hav been victorious, and yet it is only within
Ron. George w. Julian.
the last few years that a stone has been set to mark
I read. Paine's political writings when a boy, and his last resting place. Such has been the force of
hav admired him ever since. He was a perfectly religious intolerance and theological intimidation in
unselfish and incorruptible patriot ; he was a phi- a country whose constitution divorces church and
lanthropist in the best sense of the word; he was a state.
It is well worth our while to pause a moment and
man of the rarest integrity and moral courage. If
any man, nativ or forei~n born, among the illustri- ·review such a life as his, and, as far as in us lies, do
ous characters of "the t1mes that tried men's souls,'' justice to one of the keenest minds and most vigoris to be l'!ingled out ~s tbe :real Father of American ous intellects the world has ever known. It is to

Benjamin Franklin that we are indebted in the first
instance for the service wbich Paine rendered to this
country. Early in life he was an exciseman in his
nativ English town, and was chosen to ao to London to lay before Parliament the needs of the excise
service. There he met Franklin, and gained his
confidence and esteem. Shortly after, he lost his
governreent position on account what would; in the
present enlightened era of civil service reform, be
called "pernicious activity." Franklin then· advised
him to migrate to the new world across the,.sea and
gave him letters to some of his influential and intimate friends in Philadelphia, where he became the
editor of the Pennsylvania Magazine.
Hardly a progressiv thought to-day is free from
the ideas which be embalmed in those magazine
writings, and quotations from hiR pen would adorn
the discussions at every symposium of reformers,
had he not lost his popularity by looking to nature
rather than to books for evidences of his God, an•t
given to the world as his final effort of iconoclasm a
blow at established religion.
George Lippard.

,

Ah, my friends! you may talk to me of tlle sublimity of your battles, whose poetry is bones and
skulls, whose glories are like the trophies of the
butcher's shambles ; but for me there is no battle
so awfully sublime as one•like this, now being fought
before your eyes.
A poor, neglected author, sitting in his garretthe world, poverty, time, space, all forgotten-as
with his soul kindled into one steady blaze, he plie~
that fast-moving quill That quill writes down words
on paper which shoJI burn into the brains of kingswords like arrows winged with fire and pointed with
vitrio !
In the full prime of early manhood, he joins the
army of the Revolution ; he shares the crust and the
cold with Washington and his men; he is with those
br~ve soldiers on the toilsome march, with them by
the camp-fire, with th · m in the hour of battle I
Is the day dark I has the battle been bloody? do
the American soldiers despair? Hark I that printing-press yonder, which moves with the American
camp in all its wanderings, is scattering pamphlets
through the ranks of the army-pamphlets written
by the author-soldier; written sometimes on the
head of a drum, or by the midnight fire, or amid the
corses of the dead.'
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D. M. Bennett.
Freethought and Paine.
· Among the great and good men who hav lived
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
befor.e ·our time, whose f81llle and reputation I envy, This day is for the future; let us dream
whose· character I fain would emulate-prominent Of what will be on time's far wandering stream,
·
among them· stands our moral hero, Thomas Paine, Let us forget the limits we endure,
a:bright, radiant star in the galaxy of Freethought, While glad to-morrows shall our hearts allure;
Let us. behold the beauty and the lia-ht
mentalliberty, and. love of the human race, whose efful- That cild for us the distant mountain bight,
gence will never be dimned, and whose clear light To wnich we labor with B mind elate,
maiy·be safely followed through all the years to come. Not for ourselvs, but for the world's estate.
.Rev. M. D'. Conway.
Yes, Farward is our motto; and our song,
Sermon at Cincinnati, 1860.
Press on against all ignorance and wrong,
All efforts to stain the good name ·of Thomas Pre11s on to knowledge and to joyous right,
To truth clear-eyed and unto action bright;
Paine hav recoiled on those who made them, like To
science shining like the midday sun,
poisoned arrows shot against a strong wind.
To ends of justice for the weakest one,
· · In his life, in his justice, in his truth, in his To paths of peace and wealth without alloy,
adherence to high principles, in his disinterested- To perfect liberty's entrancing joy.
ness, I look in vain for a parallel in those times and Yes, dream and sing amidst these flowers to-day,
in these times. I· am selecting my words. I know For here we triumph over death's cold clay;
I am to be held-accountable for them. So disinter- There is immortal glory in this hour,
ested was he, that when his works were printed by Tn every kindled mind the thrill, the power
Which lifts above the darknPss of the tomb,
the ten thousand, and as fast as one edition was out Which makes this throbbing moment's gorgeous bloom
another was demanded, he, a poor and pinched au- The bright interpreter of ages new,
thor, who might very easily hav grown rich, would With crowding ardors of prophetic view.
not accept one cent for them, declared that he We are not slaves of fate, nor nature's sport,
Nor whim of God, nor minions of his court;
would not coin his principles, and made to the We are not static in time's endless roll,
states a present of the copyrights. His brain was Bv forces tossed which we cannot control;
his fortune-nay, his living; he gave it all to We are dynamic-in ourselvsthe will,
The pa.Psion, energy, and choioe and skill,
American Independence.
To make a path amidst the mighty strife,
Robert G. Ingersoll.
To build a paradise for human life.
Thomas Paine was one of. the intellectual heroes
man is master, not R God on high,
-one of the men to whom we are indebted. His 'For
And man the architect with wisdom's eye,
name is associated forever with the Great Republic. · Selectinl!'. planning, shaping, building vast
As long as free government exists he will be re- His own fair kingdoms which the gods outlast,
Himself the providence from dark to light,
membered, admired and honored.
Since first he walked the earth "ith form upright,
· He lived a long, laborious and useful life. The And
from the forest's a-loom emerged to roam
world is better for his having lived. For the sake The shining fields and make a.biding home.
of truth he accepted hatred and reproach for his
Man fought with nature, foue-ht a thousand foes,
portion. He ate the bitter bread of sorrow. His Through
thousand centuries he slowly rose,
friends were untrue to him because he was true to With millions slain alona- his struggling path,
himself, and true to them. He lost the respect of Defying storm and Jightning-ocean's wrath,
what is called society, but kept his own. His life is Defying gods, the children of his brain;
Creating, slaying gods with every !!'Bin,
what the world calls failure and what history calls With
knowledge making nature yield her best
success.
From deepest chamber, and from mountain's crest,
If to love your fellow-men more than self is good- From wave that in the golden sunshine leaps,
From star that scarcely on his vision sweeps,
ness, Thomas Paine was good.
Whose rays a million years must traverse space
If to be in advance of your time-to be a pioneer To
greet the ardor of his upward face.
in the direction of right-is greatness, Thomas Man now beholding these remotest gleaml'l,
Paine was great.
Dethrones the noblest god of all his dreams;
If to avow your principles and discharge your For in himself he sees the highest good,
only in his own swift blood,
duty in the presence of death is heroic, Thomas Salvation
His light-fed brain, and in his heart of fire,
Paine was a hero.
Where never fear can quench his bright desire.
At the age of seventy-three, death touched his Wbat mighty names adorn his lustrous course
tired heart. He died in the land his genius de- To reason's kingdom from his savage force,
_fended-under the :flag he gave to the skies. Slander From cave forlorn to Parthenon sublime,·
To songs as deathless as the pulse of time;
,cannot touch him now-hatred cannot reach him To arts mal!'nificflnt and cities fair.
.more. He sleeps in the sanctuary of the tomb, be- Rich fields that iewel summer's golden air,
The freighted river rhythmic with the swing
neath the quiet of the stars.
A few. more years-a few more brave men-a few Of bannered ships and boats that forward spring,
With birdlike motion on the foaming path,
more rays of light, and mankind will venerate the As if the dipping oar a spirit hath;
memory of him who said:
To ocean sounding with the tempest's rack"ANY SYSTEM OF RELIGION THAT SHOOKS THE MIND The smoke-flag Eturging o'er the billowing ttackMan's proud defiance to the monstrous sea
OF A CHILD CANNOT BE A TRUE SYSTEM ; "
Through which he plows to wealth and victory,
"-THE-WORLD IS MY COUNTBY1 -AND TO ·DO GOOD MY While 'neath the very thunder's crashing roar
RELIGION."
The lightnings sing his word from shore to shore.
John E. Remsburg.
Thus man has pushed his way to empire wide,
And now, gentle reader, in the face of all this By
patient work and thousand ills defied,
evidence, do you still believe this man to hav been Nor prayer, nor faith has aided his advance,
a fiend T And you, reverend sir, who hav assisted Nor trust in God, nor angel's wish or glance,
in perpetuating those base slanders, honestly be- Nor anything save his own strenuous mindlieving them to be truths-will you still persist in His thought, his will, his heart, his hand combined.
publishing them to the world, or will you hav the We praise the generations gone before,
manliness to say, as a Methodist clergyman once The mighty dead lost in the mists of yore,
yet their life in our life glows;
said, "Thomas Paine is the worst-slandered man Forgotten,
Their life the root, our life the blooming rose;
that ever lived, and I hav ignorantly helped to slan- They lived, they toiled, they loved, and somewhat gained;
der him T" I hav sufficient confidence in your in- Through immemorial vears were bights attained;
Yes, praise the dead, the unknown mighty dead,
tegrity to believe that you will do him justice.
The millions silent in their royal bed,
But you, vile wretch I who, destitute of honor and Crowned
now for us because we take from them,
incapable of shame, hav knowingly traduced this By them made excellent life's precious gem,
great man's character-you will continue to spit More precious by the countless graves of earth,
your venom, and go on. Yes, heartless monster I Since death makes beautiful as well as birth.
do your worst I Summon to your aid each hideous And some we know among the mighty dead,
ally! Let Ignorance array her countless hosts ; let Like tall trees in the forest level spread,
the dark shades of Prejudice becloud the sky; let Which shoot in emerald glory far aloft,
catch the sunburst in the azure soft,
Hatred rave and curse ; let the darts of Calumny And
Or like the mountain swelling from the plain
strike thick and fast against the fair, white brea'3t With scenes majestic, from sweet summer's reign,
of Truth, and Slander clothe the tongues of all your In flower and grove about the ample base,
minions! You strive in vain. The Crisis is past, To cliffs that beetle o'er some valley's face,
Which nestles in the fastness like a rose,
the Age of Reason has dawned, Common Sense is While
soaring skyward are the eternal snows;
·fast taking the place of superstition, the Rights of Or like a star that some lone space doth climb,
Man are bound to triumph, and the author-hero's A flame of wonder on its course sublime,
name will gather luster with each passing year. . . Or like those stars that cluster in the sky
rival radiance on the watcher's eye;
. The wrongs of Thomas Paine shall be avenged. With
Thus lofty minds from age to age arise,
In vain his country passed to him the bitter cup of Enriching time with charm that never dies,
sorrow; the fetters forged to chain his noble spirit So that within the mind of man is rayed
·to the dust, were forged for naught ; loving lips A world more brilliant than by earth displayed,
beautiful than day with broadening light,
whisper, "It still moves." Yes, onward moves the More
Or constellated grandeurs of the night.
soul of Paine; and its resistless march is seen and
felt on every side. Down through the future let it Man's spirit is for man the fountain high,
take its ceaseless course ; and it, "reverberating Of hope, of action; man must man supply,
wisdom, courage, purpose, virtue, strength,
through time like thunder through the sky, shall, in With
And man through man will reach his heaven at length;
the distance far away, waken the slumbering ages." Not ]leaven above with cold wl!ite tbrone of God,

And angels bowing,to his awful rod,
Not heaven contrasted with the realms.of.woe~
And millions tossing on.the fires below;
Not heaven where. slavish worship rolls its song,.
And not one thought is free in all the throng; ·
Where love and sympathy are banished quite,
And sim:ply to be saved is one's delight;
Nor hope for others, nor the joy profound,
To lessen suffering wherever found;
Not for the world to~day a heaven like thisBut heaven of work and worth and human bliss;
A heaven we make, which is our action's zest;
No God nor Ohrist, but still our level best;
A heaven for all on this green earth of ours;
A heaven of music, laughter, sunshine, flowers;
A heaven of genius and of freedom's light;
A heaven whose glory is the fireside bri~ht.
Not lofty throne, or angel's harp and wing,
But just the common good of everything.
There is no heaven where liberty is not;
Throua-h ages dark this battle has been fought;
To make·man free has been the glowing aim
Of millions slaughterea by the sword and flame.
Ah, what a struggle through the night of years
With agony, despair, and blood and tears;
Defeat and victory and gain and loss,
The gallows, dungeon, sepulchre, and cross;
The smoke of battle and the weary march,
To tardy promis of the morning's. arch;
And liberty has triumphed-glorious power!
She wears the palm, upon her brow the flower,
Ofthousand victories to this broad day,
Wben kings are dust and people.hold the sway;
When labor is the master of the world,
And crowns, like baubles, are to ruin hurled;
Man universal-peasant and not kingIs what the-poets ofthe present sing;
Not man enthroned and partial in his pride,
Belit~led by the pomps that virtue hide,
But man as man in nativ honor clad
And crowned by deeds-not what his fathers had.
His robes of royalty are purple now
With stains of toil, and on his beaded brow The only jewels of his empire fair
Betoken him a worker everywhere.

·'

Not yet has freedom won its noblest bight;
Not yet are swept away the fogs of night;
Not yet has knowledge gemmed with fairest fruit
'The tree of life; not yet are forces brute
By reason .ruled.; nor yet hath wisdom's hand
U'nvei_led the treasures of the sea and land;
Nor yet is truth the monarch of the mind,
With genius, art, and beauty unconfined.
Immortal Paine! to thee our ofterings pour,
Who first along Columbia's waiting shore
Didst set the stars that in our pennon bright
Full flash the radiance of rejoicing ligh_t:
And "Common Sense " shall be our motto still
To break the chains and noble hope instil.
Paine is not dead, although his bones may lie
.
Without an epitaph 'neath distant sky;
He livs in all our hearts, unseen yet grand,
Resplendent in the glory of this land.
Straight 'gainst the forehead of defiant wrong
His spear was hurled like comet's course along.
He sought no blessing, and he shunned no ban,
Determined solely for the "Rights of Man;"
And man not only from the king released,
But from the deeper tyranny of priestThe tyranny that crushes not alone
The toiling flesh to build a bloody throne,
But crushes heart, hope, soul, and spirit, all,
And wraps the world in one tremendous pall,
So that no star will shine, no flower will blow,
No music whisper, and no fountain flow.
Dead, dead; the world without the world within;
The universe a waste of death and sin,
Which God is cursing with an angry frown,
So fierce that his own offspring must come down
And perish on the cross with blood and gloom
And Etink into the darkneBS of the tomb;
Ahl sink to hell with cry of wild despair,
And suffer every torment soul can bear,
To save not all, but save a scanty fewOne in a million for God's grace willdo.
The wisest, brightest hav no chance at all,
For virtue cannot win nor reason's call;
But simply faith-blind, cruel, coward faith,
Of genius, liberty, and love the death.
Against this foe colossal of the mind,
Which filled the earth with every crime combined,
The hero of America and France,
Through prison doors flung his far-shining lance;
So quick, so true, so mighty was the blow,
Like wounded serpents hissed the priests laid low;
And ever since they've hissed and crawled and stung
Their own vile haunts and pools of slime among;
But not again upon time's forward flood
Will they reign over man with fire and blood;
Their doom is sealed, the age of faith declines,
And brightening o'er the "Age of Reason" shines.
Bring all the splendors of the spring-time here,
A monument of glory let appear,
Green leaves and flowers and golden letters fair,
To greet the sunshine in this lucid air.
o let the music of our hearts break forth
In-bright remembrance of this hero's worth.
Let us be comrades tme and comrades brave,
And gather courage from the laureled grave;
For death shall not with lifeless gloom oppress,
W e'Il star it ever with sweet loveliness;
We'll make the virtues of the dead shine on
From depths of time to every golden dawn,
And they shall make us better and more strong,
While beauteous hope shall gleam our way along.
We can be free and fearless; we can strive;
We to the future some new fact can giv;
We can bear on the glory of the past
In thought and deed where'er our lot is cast;
We can be faithful, even if alone;
Some bright ideal still can be our own;·
We can look forward and we can do right,
And dre~ of mor!ling through the darkest night,
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P.liNE IDMSELF.
Brilliants froiD: a Mine o:f Inexhaustible Intellectnai
Wealth.
'' OOJIIMON SENSE."

The sun ~ever sho~e on a cause of greater worth. 'Tis
not the aft'all' of a. 01ty, a county, a province, or a kingdom, but of a continent-of at least one-eighth part of the
habitable globe. 'Tis not the concern of a day a year or
an age · posterity are virtually involved in the oont~st
and wiJl be mo~e or less afteoted, even to the end of time'
by the proceedings now.
'
In no instance hath Nature made the satellite 1ar er
than its primary planet ; and as England and Amerfca
· with res~,>ef}t to .each other, reverse the common order of
Nature, It 1S eVIdent that they belong to different systems
-England to Europe, America to itself.
"But Britain is the parent country," say some. Then
the ·more s~ame upon her conduct. Even brutes do nor
devour their voung, nor savages make war upon their
·families.
· . The indepe_nde~oe of America should hav been considered as dating Its era from, and published by the first
musket that was fired against her.
' ·
Oh, ye that love mankind! Ye that dare oppose, not
only the tyranny, but the tyrant, stand forth! Every
spot of the old world is overrun with oppression. Freedom hath been hunted round the globe. Asia and Africa
hav long expelled her. Europe regards her like a stranger, and England hath given her warning to depart. Oh
receive the fugitiv, and prepare in time an asylum fof
mankind.

en~ie8 is ~o vague and general· to be used in a moral
manm, which ought always to be clear and defined like
a proverb. :J;f a. man be the eneiny of another frord mistake and P~eJu~e, as .if! the case of reli¢ous opinions,
and sometimes m politics, that man is di:ft'erent to an
enemy at heart with a criminal intention· and it is inoum~ent upon us, and it contributes also to ~ur own tranquiJ!ity,. ~t we put the best construction upon a thing that
It will bear. But even this erroneous motiv in him
makes no motiv for love on the other part ; and to say
that we can love voluntaril;r and without a in.otiv is morally and physically impossible.
T~ose who prea.Ch· this dootrin of loving their enemies
a!e m general the_ greatest persecutors, and the:y: act oon~Is_tently by so domg ; for the dootrin is hypocritical, and
!t Is natural that hypocrisy should act the reverse of what
It preaohe11. For my own part I disown the dootrin and
consider it ';'Sa feigned or fabulous morality; yet th~ man
does not enst that can say I hav persecuted him, or any
n;tan or ~ny set of men, either in the American RevolutiOn, or m tbe French Revolution · or that I hav in any
case, returned evil for evil. Bnt lt is not incumbent on
man to rew~rd a bad action with a good one, or to return
good for evil ; and wherever it is done, it is a voluntary
act, and not a duty.
·
Of ~ll the systems of ·religion that ever were invented,
th~re.Is none more derogatory to the Almighty, more unedifyin~ to m_an, more repngnant to reason, and more
contradictory m itself, than this thing called Christianity.
';l'oo a~urd for belief, .too ~mpossible to convince, and too
IJJ.OODSlstent for pract1oe, It renders the heart torpid, or
produces only Atheists and fa11atios. As an engin of
power, it serves the purp.::-se of despotism; and as a means
of wealth, the avarice of priests; but so far as respects
the good of man in general, it leads to nothing here or
hereafter.
The Bible-makers hav undertaken to giv us, in the first
chapter of Genesis, an account of the creation ; and in
doing this they hav demonstrated nothing but their ignorance. They make there to hav been three days and
three nights, evenings and mornings, before there was a
sun ; when it is the presence or absence of a sun that is
the cause of day and night-and what is called his rising
and ~etting, t~l;'t of .morning and evening. Besides, it is a
puerll. and. pitiful Idea, to S'!lPPose the Almighty to say,
"Let ·there' be light." It is the imperativ manner of
speaking thata conjurer uses when he says to his cups and
balls, Presto, be gone-and most probably has been taken
from it, as Moses and his rod are a conjurer and his wand.
Longinus calls this expression the sublime ; and by the
same rule the conjurer is sublime too ; for the manner of
speaking is expressivly and grammatically the same.
When authors and critics talk of the sn blime, they see not
how nearly it borders on the ridiculous. The sublime of
the critics, like some parts of Edmund Burke's sublime
and beautiful, is like a wind-mill just visible in a fog,
which imagination might distort into a flying mountain,
or an archangel, or a flock of wild geese,
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cause I am the friend of its happiness "-'-when these things
can be said, then may that country boast of its constitution and itl! government.
A HINT FOB OUR PRESIDENTS AND GOVERNORS.

From a Letter of Paine to President Jeft'erson.

It has been customary in a President's discourse to say

something about religion. I offer you a thought on this
subject. The word, religion, used as a word en masse
has no application to a country like America. In Oatholio countries it would mean exolusivly the religion of the
Romish church ; with the Jews the Jewish religion ; in
England, the Protestant religion or in the sense of the
English church, the established religion · with the Deists
it would mean Deism ; with the Tnrks, Mahometism, etc.,
etc. As well as I reoolleot it is Lego\ Relego, Relegio,
Religion. that is say, tied or bound oy an oath or obligation. The French use the word properly ; when a
woman enters a convent, she is called a novitiate ; when
she takes the oath, she is a religeuse, that is, she is bound by
an oath. Now all that we hav to do, as a Government, with
the word religion, in this country, is with the civil rights
of it, and not at all with its creeds. Instead therefore of
ueiug the word religion, as a word en mass11, as if it meant
a creed, it would be better to speak only of its civil
rights ; that all denominations of religion are equally protected, that none are dominant, none inferior, that the
rights of conscience are equal to every denomination and
to every individual and that it is the duty of government
to preserve this equality of conscientious rights. A man
cannot be called a hypoorit for defendin~ the civil rights
of religion, but he may be suspected of msinoerity in defending its creeds.
'' OF SOCIETY AND CIVILIZATION."

A great part of that order which reigns amon~ mankind
is not the e:ft'eot of government. It had its origin in the
These are the times that try men's souls. The summer
principles of society, and the natural constitution of man.
soldier and the sunshine patriot will, in this crisis, shrink
It existed prior to government, and would exist if the forfrom the service of his country; but he that st.ands it now
mality of government was abolished. The mutual dependeserves the love and thanks of man and woman. Tyrdence and reciprocal interest which man has in ma.n, and
anny, like hell, is not easily conquered ; yet we hav this
all the p trts of a civilized community upon each other,
consolation with us, that the harder the conflict the more
create thQt great chain of connection which holds it toglorious the triumph.
gether. The landholder, the farmer, the ma.nufuoburer,
The heart that feels not now is dead ; the blood of his
the merchant, the tradesman, and every occupation
children will curse his cowardice .who shrinks back at a
prospers by the aid which each receives from the other,
time when a little might hav saved the whole and made
and from the whole. Oommon interest regulates their
them happy. I love the man that can smile in trouble,
concerns, and forms their laws; and the laws which common usage ordains hav a greater influence than the laws
tha~ can gather strength from distress, and grow brave by
reflection. 'Tis the business of little minds to shrink;
of government. In fine, society performs for itself
almost everything which is ascribed to government.
but he .whose heart is firm, and whose conscience approves
To understand the nature and quantity of government
his conduct, will pursue his principles unto death.
proper for man, it is necessary to attend to his oharQoter.
· He that rebels against reason is a real rebel.
As nature created him for social life, she fitted him for
the station she intended. In all oases she made his
To argue with a man who has renounced the use and
natural wants greater than his individual powers. No
· authority of reason, and whose philosophy consists in
one man is capable, without the aid of society, of supplyholding humanity in contempt, is like administering meding his own wants; and those wants, acting upon every
ioin to the dead.
individual, impel the whole of them into society, as
The poor reflection of having served your king will
naturally as gravitation acts to a center.
·yield you no .consolation in yonr parting moments. He
Bnt she has gone further. She has not only forced man
"EXAMINATION OF THE PBOPHlliOIES."
will 01;umble to the same undistinguished ashes with yourinto society by a diversity of wants, which the reciprocal
Now
observe,
reader,
how
the
promulgation
of
this
self, and hav sins enough of his own to answer for. It is
aid of each other can supply, but she has implanted in him
not the farcical benedictions of a. bishop, nor the cringing pretended salvatio:q by a knowledge of and ~ belief in a system of social affections, which, though not necessary
JesusOhristwent
on,
compared
with
the
work
of
creation.
hypocrisy of a c.ourt of chaplains, nor the formality of an
to his existence, are essential to his happiness. There is
act of parliament, that can change guilt into innocence, In the first place, it took longer time to make a child than no period in life when this love for society ceases to act.
to
make
the
world,
for
nine
months
were
passed
away
or make the punishment one pang the less.
and totally lost in a state of pregnancy; which is more It begins and ends with our being.
If we examin, with attention, into the composition and
There are oases in which it is as impossible to restore than forty times longer time than God employed in mak·character to life as it is to recover the dead. It is a ing the world, according to the Bible account. Secondly, constitution of man, the diversity of talents in different
phamix that can expire but once, and from whose ashes several years of Ghrist's life were lost in a state of human men for reciprocally accommodating the wants of each
there is no resurrection,
infancy. But the universe was in maturity the moment other, his propensity to society, and consequently to preit
existed. Thirdly, Ohrist, as Luke asserts, was thirty serve the advantages resnlting from it, we shall easily dis. It was not Newton's honor, neither could it be his pride,
years
old before he began to preach what they call his cover that a great part of what is called government is
that. he was born an. Englishman, but that he was a phimission.
of souls died in the mean time without mere imposition.
losopher. The heavens had liberated him from the pre- knowing it.Millions
Government is no further necessary than to supply the
Fourthly,
was above three hundred years
judices of an island, and science had expanded his soul, from that time before theitbook
few oases to which society and civilization are not concalled
the
New
Testament
as boundless as his studies. ' .· .
w·as compiled into a written oopr,, before which time there veniently competent ; and instances are not wanting to
was no such book. Fifthly, It was above a thousand show that everything which government can usefully add
"THill AGE OF BEASON."
years after that, before it could be circulated; because thereto, has been performed by the common consent of
I do not believe in the creed professed by the Jewish neither Jesus nor his apostles had knowledge of or were society, without government.
For upwards of two years from the commencement of
Ohuroh,_ by the Roman Ohuroh, by the Greek Ohuroh, by inspired with the art of printing; and, consequently, as
the Turkish Ohuroh, by the Protestant Ohnroh. My own the means for making it universally known did not exist, the American war, and a longer period in several of the
mind is my own church.
the means were not equal to the end, and, therefore, it is American states, there were no established forms of government. The old governments had been abolished, and
I hav always strenuously supported the right of every not the work of God.
the country was too much occupied in defense to employ
man to his opinion, however di:ft'erent that opinion might
its attention in establishing new governments; yet, dur''THill BIGHTS OF MAN."
be to mine. He who denies to another this, makes a slave
ing this interval, order and harmony were preserved as
I am contending for the right of the living, and against inviolate as in any country in Europe. There is a natural
of himself to his present opinion, because he precludes
their being willed away, and controled and contracted aptness in man, and more so in society, because it emhimself the right of changing it.
for by the manusoript-asRumed authority of the dead; and
The most formidable weapon against errors of every Mr. Burke is contending for the authority of the dead braces a greater variety of abilities and resources, to accommodate itself to whatever situation it is in, The instant
kind is Reason, I hav never used any other, and I trust over the rights and freedom of the living.
formal government is abolished, society begins to act. A
I never shall.
Those who hav quitted the world, and those who are general association takes place, and common interest proWhen it is revealed to me, !will believe it to be a reve- not arrived yet in it, are as remote from each other as the duces common security.
lation; but it is not, and cannot be incumbent upon me to utmost stretch of mortal imagination can conceive. What
So far is it from being true, as has been pretended, that
believe it to be a revelation before ; neither is it proper possible obligation, then, can exist between them? What the abolition of any formal government is the dissolution
that I should take the word of a man as the word of God, rule or principle can be laid down tha.t two nonentities, of society, it acts by a contrary impulse, and brings the
.and put man in the place of God.
the one out of existence and the other not yet in it, and latter the closer together.• All that part of its organizawhich it had committed to its government, devolves
Some Christians pretend that Christianity was notes- who can never meet in this world, that the one should tion
again upon itself, and acts through its medium. When
tablished by the sword ; but of what period of time do control the other to the end of time.
men, as well from natural instinct as from reciprocal benthey speak ? It was impossible that twelve men could beThe circumstances of the world are continually chang- efits, hav habituated themselvs to social and civilized life,
gin with the sword ; they had not the power ; but no ing, and the opinions of men change also ; and as govern- there
is always enough of its principles in practice to
sooner were the professors of Christianity sufficiently ment is for the living and not for the dead, it is the living
them through any changes they may find necessary
powerful to employ the sword, than they did so, and the only that hav any right in it. That which may be thought carry
or convenient to make in their government. In short,
stake and fagot, too ; and Mahomet could not do it right and found convenient in one age, may be thought man
is so naturally a creature of society, that it is almost
sooner; By the same spirit that Peter out oft' the ear of wrong and found inconvenient in another. In such oases impossible
to put him out of it.
the high priest's servant (if the story be true) he would who is to decide-the living or the dead?
Formal government makes but a small part of civilized
hav out oft' his head, and the head of his master, had he
The greatest characters the world has known hav risen life; and when even the best that human wisdom can debeen able. Besides this, Christianity grounds itself origvise is established, it is thing mor~ in name snd idea
inally upon the Bible, and the Bible was established alto- on the democratic floor. Aristocracy has not been able than
in fact. It is to the great and fundamental principles
to
keep
a
proportionate
pace
with
democracy.
The
artigether by the sword, and that in the worst use of it ; not
of society and civilization-to the oomm<on usage univerto terrifY, but to extirpate. The Jews made no converts; ficial noble shrinks into a dwarf beside the noble of sally
consented tQ, and mutually and reciprocally mainthey butchered all. The Bible is the sire of the Testa- nature.
tained-to the unceasing circulation of interest, which,
ment, and both ·are called the word of God. The ChrisSuch is the irresistible nature of truth that all it asks, passing through its innumerable channels, invigorates the
tians read both books ; the ministers preach from both and
wants, is the liberty of appearing. The sun whole mass of civilized man-it is to these things, infinitly
books; and this thing called Christianity is· made up of needsallnoitinscription
more than anything which even the best instituted govto distinguish him from aarkness.
both. It is then false to say that OhristianHy was not
can perform, that the safety and prosperity of
When, in countries that are called civilized, we see age ernment
established by the sword.
the individual and of the whole depends.
I?Oing
to
the
workhouse,
and
youth
to
the
gallows,
someThe more perfect civilization is, the less occasion has it
Loving enemies, is another dogma ·of feigned morality, thing must be wrong in the system of government.
for government~ because the more does it regulate its
and bas besides no meaning. It is incumbent on man, as
W,!len
it
shall
be
said
in
any
country
in
the
world,
"My
own aft'airs, ana govern itself; but so contrary is the
a moralist, that he does no.t revenge an injury; and it is
equally as good in &·political sense, for there is no end to poor are happy ; neither ignorance nor distress is to be practice of old governments to the reason of the case,
found
among
them·;
my·
jails
are
empty
of
prisoners,
my
that the expenaes of them increase in the proportion they
retaliation; each retaliates on the other and calls it justice,
but to love in proportion to tbe injury, if iteould bed~>ne~ streets of beggars; the ·aged ate not in want, the tues ought to diminish. It is but few general laws that civill'le
!lOt
oppres~Jiv
;the
rational
world
is
my
friend,
beized life requires, and those of :suoh common UBefulness
would be too:ft'er a premium for crime. Besides, the wora
.
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Lectures and Meetings. ·
produced thereby, Mr. Paine is entitled to a liberal gratification from the United States.
S
P.
PuTNAM's
lectnre apPOintments:
Friday, August 26, 1785.
Northport, L. I., June 4th-8th.
Re8f)lved, That the board of treasury take order for
THE Detroit Investigator Society meets every Sunday
paying to Mr. Thomas Paine the sum of three· thousand
dollar,., for the considerations mentioned in the resolu- afternoon at the hall, No. 32 Moroe avenue.
tion of the 26th of August last.
THE Milwaukee Liberal Olub meets at Severance Hall
Monday, October 3, 1785, ·
421 Milwaukee street, every Sunday at 7.30 P.M.
'
THE Sct"anton Secular Union meets every Friday
"Giv honor and love forevermore
evening at 421 Laokawana avenue. Our motto: Freedom
To this great n>an gone to rest;
and Kindness. Everybody invited. Secretary, William
Peace on the dim Plutonian shore,
Watkins.
Rest in the land of the blest.
W. F. JA.MIESoN has just closed a course of three lect.
in Merced, Cal., and is now on his way to Park City,
urea
"So, whether to wander the stars or to rest
Utah. He is enl!'agPd to deliver courses of lectures alsO
Forever hushed and dumb,
in Coalville and Scofi,eld, Utah. Address at Mosca, Col.
He gave with a zest and gave his beFit,
THE First Secular Church of Portland, Or., meets in
And deserves the best to come."
Central Labor Council Ha~l, 170! Second street near
Yamhill, every Sunday at 7.30 P. M. Katie Kehm
"Four Hundred Years."
Smith, lectnrer. Sunday-schoolin same place at 12:30P.l4'.
In addition to the names of subscribers to "Four
WoMEN's LmERAL LEAGUE, of Philadelphia, meets
Hundred Years of Freethought" previously pub- in THE
the Skerrett Building, Ridge avenue and Green street,
lished, the following hav been received:
Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock. Admission free. All are
Some Significant Declarations.
welcome. Radical Library open 7.30 to 10 P.M.
California-J. C. Gage, Thos. J. Pope.
MANCHESTER RESOLUTIONS,
Georgia-E. R. Teal.
·
Tm: Manhattan Liberal Olub meets every Friday evenAt a meeting of the Manchester Constitutional Society, Illinois-W. C. Howard, Augustus Bailey, Bate Bradley, ing in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New
S. H. Trowbridp;e, D. H. Bergh, E. Olark, N. C. York, at 8 o'clock. Program for May:
held thi• day. it was unanimously
·
Dahl, W. A. and Sarah M. Thompson, C. R. Powell,
ResolvP-d, That the tbankR of this socity are due to Mr.
Mrs. L. W. Loutzenhiser, L. Cox, Lafayette Powers. June 1st-" Farms or Bombs." William Hemstreet.
Thomas Paine for the publication of his "Second Part
8th-"Vaccination or Sanitation." Dr. E. B.
of 'The Rights of Men,' combining Principle and Prac- Iowa-APa Horr, John Mahara, Lyman Whitcomb, G. JuneFoote,
Jr.. M.D.
R. Henderson, Abner Kimball, E. J. Norcross, A. S.
tice "-a work of the highest importance to every nation
June 15th-" Tides of the 'l'imes." Elmer E. Warner.
Allison, M. McBride.
under heaven, but particularly to this, as containing exJune 22d-" Spontaneous Generation." Edward W.
cellent and practical plans for an immediate and consid- Maine, A. W. Tucker.
G. Dobson.
erable reduction of the public expenditure; for the pre- Massachusetts-Thomas Tripp, Chas. S. Page.
June 29th-Last meeting of the season. Five minute
vention of wars; for the extenRion of our manufactures Minnesota-D. C. Dyer.
speech..s on "What One Thing Would You Hav the
and commerce; for the education of the young; for the Missouri-W. H. Steen.
Constitutional Convention Do?" alternating with
comfortable support of the aged; for the better main- New Jersey-Paul S. Tooker.
musical and eloontionary entertainment. Admission
tenance ·of the poor of every description; and, finally, for New Mexico-B. G. Stegman.
10 cents, at the dor.r.
lessening greatly. and without delay, the enormous load North Dakota-C. W. McDorman.
of t.axes under which this country at present labors
. Oregon-Herman Arnold.
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association closed its season
That this aociety con~atulate their countrymen at Pennsylvania-!. H. Betz.
last Sunday with music and Apeeches. Among the musical
large on the influence which Mr. Paine'a publications ap- South Carolina-B Doescher.
numbers were a piano solQ and a cornet solo, and. a song
pear to hav had in procuring the repeal of some oppres- Texas-Wm. Joseph.
by a young lady who vocalized in a most charming and
siv taxes in the present session of Parliament; and they Wisconsin-A. A. Raymond.
exqnisit manner. Mr. Henry- Rowley spoke on "Shelhope that this adoption of a small part of Mr. Paine's
ley," and those acquainted with the works of this poet and
TnE TRUTH SEEKER is sent for one year, with a also with the ability of Mr. Rowley, can imagin what a
ideas will he followed by the most strennons exertions to
accomplish a. complete reform in the present inaoequate copy of Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Free- treat was enjoyed. The association reports this, the sixstate of the representation of the people; Rl'ld that the
teenth season, as the most successful of all, financially
other great plans of public benefit, which Mr. Paine hall thought," for $6.50. If your cash order reaches us and otherwise. The next meeting will be in October.
so powerfully recommeded, will be speP.dily carried into before the last form of the book goes to press, your The members of the Association would do well on August
eff11ct.
THoMAS WALKER, President.
Shelley's birthday, to commemorate the event by an
name will be engrossed on its pages among those 4th,
March 13, 1792,
SAMUEL ,TAcKsoN, Secretary.
outing.
of the elect of Freethought. ·
SBEFFmLn RESOLUTIONS.
A GENTLEMAN named Prof. Theo. F. Price, who looked
as if he was intended for a priest, but was born and
This society (Sheffield Societv for Constitutional InHelen
H.
Gardener's
latest
novel,
"An
Unofficial
reared a Quaker, and, after witnessing some maniformation), composed chiefly of the manufacturers of
Sheffield, began about four months al!'o, and is already Patriot," is now ready for delivery. It is the best festations of Spiritual phenomena, became a Spiritualist,
clairvoyant, and lecturer, spoke before the Manhattan
increased to nearly two thousand members, Rnd is daily
increasing, exclusiv of the adjacent towns and villages work of the kind that Miss Gardener has written, Liberal Club last Friday on "The Three-Fold Man."
who are forming themselvs into similar societies.
and should hav an unprecedentedly large sale~ Price, He said that man was a physical, intellectual, and spiritual
being, and when a person dies, his or her spmt leaves the
Considerin~, as we do, that the want of knowledge and
in
cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents. We hav also just body
information, in the general mass of the pP.ople, has exand soars into f:lpirit land, where there are others
posed them to numberless impmdtions and abuses, the received a supply of the only complete and author- who will dv that newly arrived person a right royal welexertionR of this society are directed to the acquirement ized edition of ''The Great Ingersoll Controversy." come He also said that a person is the same in the land
of spirits as he was in this worltl. Whatever education,
of useful knowledge, and to spread the same as far as our
It contains the famous Christmas sermon of Colonel or intellectual power he had here, he will be tbe same
enfleavors and abilities can extenfl.
We declare that we hav deriveil more trne knowledge Ingersoll, the protests of ministers of various de- when "this mortal coil" has been "shu:ffied off," and
from the two works of Thomas Paine, entitled "Rights
that in the Spiritualists' happy le.nd only the law of love
of Man," Parts the First anci Second, than from any nominations, and the orator's replies thereto. Price, prevails. He mafle the remark that the Spiritualists had
[other] author on the subject. 'T'he practice as well as the 25 cents. "What Must We Do to be Saved?" can done more to banish superstition and ignorance from the
principle of government is laid down in those works, in a
world thRn any other class of reformers. Any statemanner Fo clear and irresistibly convincing, that this So- now be supplied in German at 25 cents per copy.
ment made in favor of Spiritualism was always applauded
ciety do hereby resolve to goiv their thanks tn Mr. Paine
by a coterie of persons who always manage to ~it in a
"Church Property" is now ready, and all ac- bunch. The reporter has been told that this club is full
fnr his two publications, entitled "Rights of Man," Parts
First and Second.
·
cumulated orders hav been filled. The members of the lovers of the ''after-life philosophy."
Resolved ?tnanimously, That the thanks of this Society
be given to Mr. Paine for the affectionate concern he has of the Constitutional Convention and the press of
1 rynne of pillory fame defended, when his party
shown in his second work in behalf of the poor, the infant, New York will, of course, be suppEed gratis. We was in power, the principle of suppressing dangerand the aged, who, notwithstanding the opulence which shall also put as many copi~s as possible into the
ous opinions-a principle which, carried out by his
blesses other parts of the community, are, by the grievous
weight of taxeR, rendered the miserable victims of pov- hands of other. persons who hav influence to secure enemies, had cost him his ears; and John Knox
ertv and wretobedness. • · ·
justice in taxation. How many copies are thus found a precedent in the action of the Jews, who
March.14, 1792.
DAVID MARTIN, Chairman.
distributed will depend upon the assistance we re- " lay low" when they were weak, and exterminated,
ACT OF PlllNNSYLVANIA GENERAT, ASSEMBLY,
as soon as they had the power, th·E;~ people whose
Whereas, during the late Revolution, and particularly ceive from the working Liberals of the country.
in the most tr:ving and perilous times thereof, many very All Freethinkers who can should also buy "Church opinions differed from their own. At Geneva the
Protestant Beza fashioned plausible arguments why
eminent. services were rendered to the peoPle of the
United States by Thomas Paine, E~q., accompanied with Property," and distribute it among their own law- the Catholic should be made to feel severely the
sundry distinguished instances of fidelity, patriotism, and makers, editors, and thoughtful private citizens. heinousness of standing aloof from the reformed
disinterestedness;
And whereas, t.he said Thomas Paine did, during the We hav made the price very low for so large a faith; and the same arguments did good service for
whole progr.es<~ of the Revolution, voluntarily devote him- pamphlet. Fifteen cents per single copy, ten copies the Catholics outside the city when they were asked
self to the service of the public, without accepting recwhy they harried the unfortunate Protestants.
ompense therefor. and, moreover, did decline taking or for $1 ; fifty copies for $4 50; one hundred copies, Neither side could understand the true value of
reoeiving the profits which aut.hors are entitled to on the $8 ; postage paid in all cases. Let there be this
Rale of their literary works. but relinquisred them for the year in every state and territory in the Union a toleration. Probably this fierce repression of other
better accommodation of the country, and for the honor campaign of education. Show the people the im- men's baneful beliefs was fed by familiarity with
of the public cause.
the Bible, and with its sterri ruling that one side in
And whereas, besides the knowledge which the House morality, injustice, and danger of the exemption of the Jewish controversy was wholly right, and could
has of the services of the said Thomas Paine, the same church property from taxation.
wreak its outraged faith upon the rest of the world
having been recommended to 119 by his excellency the
President and the Supreme Executiv Council of the
Samuel P. Putnam, of America, poet., orator, and as opportunity arose.-.Family Herald (London).
State, of the 16th of December last past, and by the fearless Freethought evangelist, has in the press a
friendly offices of the late patriotic commander-in-chief,
The Christia:Q. religion must rise or fall on its
work entitled "Four Hundred YearsofFreethought."
General W aahington;
merits, lacking which, constitutional provisions,
Be it enacted, and it is hereby enacted, by the Repre- Mr. Putnam, with his fine enthusiasm and literary
sentative of the freemen of the commonwealth of Penn- dash, is just the man to undertake such a task as he ~gislativ. enactments and court decisions and presylvania, in general assembly met, and by the authority has here imposed upon himself; and the heroes cedents cannot save it, and if the preachers had the
of the same, that, RB a temporary recompense to the said and martyrs of humanity against the church will be confidence they profess to hav in its merits they
Thomas Paine. and until suitable provision shall be furwould at once abandon the e:cheme of engrafting it
ther made, either federally by Congress or otherwise, the made to scintillate, and burn, and glow, not merely
on
the Constitution of the United States, as being
supreme executiv council be authorized and empowered pass before the reader as cold and bloodless visions,
to draw on the treamrer of this state for the sum of £500 half smothered in dates and dry facts, dryly stated. unnecessal'y to its preservation.-.Daily Netos,
in favor of and payable to the said Thomas Paine.
Of course. a portrait and biogra.pical sketch of Tampa, .Florida.
JoBN BAYARD, Speaker.
Saladin
will appear in this Transatlantic magnum
RESOLUTIONS OF UNITED STATES CONGRESS.
"Vaccination by Lancet and Olub" is "Anti-VaccinaResolved, That the early, unsolicited, and continued opus, and Ingersoll will jostle Galileo, and Bruno tion Tract No. l,'' written by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., and
labors of Mr. Thomas Paine, in explaining and enforcing cry across the ages to Huxley. Mr. Putnam de- issued by the Murray Hill Publishing Co., 129 East
the principles of the late Revolution by ingenious and serves much commendation for his colossal design, 28th street, New York. For distribution, only 5() cents per
timely publications upon the nature of liberty and civil and those who know him best expect that of that hundred. Dr. Foote has driven his lancet-of criticism
-in deeply, and the illustration he has introduced helps
government., hav been well received by the citizens of
these states, and merit the approbation of Congress; and design the execution will be worthy.-.R. G. in tell the story. No doubt many of our readers will want
the tract.
that, in consideration of these services and the bene:flts Agnostic Journal.

that whether they are enforced by the forms of government or not, the effect will be nearly the same. If we
consider what the principles are that first condense men
jnto society, and what the motive that regulate t~eir
mutual intercourse afterwards, we shall find, by the time
we arrive at what is called government, that nearly the
whole of the business is performed by the natural operation of the parts upon each other.
Man, with respect to all those matterR, is more a
creatnre of consietency than he is aware of, or than governments would wish him to believe. All the great laws
of society are laws of nature. Those of trade and commerce, whether with respect to the intercourse ~f individuals, or of nations, are .laws of mutual and reCiprocal
interest. They are followed and obeyed, because it is the
interest of the parties so to do, and not on account of
any formal laws their government may impose or interpofle.
But how flften is the natural propensity to society disturbed or destroyed bv the operations of government!
When the latter, instead of being engrafted on the principles of the former, assumes to exiAt for itself, and acts by
partialities of favor and oppression, it becomes the cause
of the mischiefs it ought to prevent.
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6 h'11arsn' s Gorner.
Edited b,'l/ Miss SusAN H. WIXoN Fall
River, 'Mass., to whom all Oomm~nica
fir•'l•" tor this .Oorner should be sent.

!Pn the qark and the daylight
.....en the mght is beginning to l~wer
Comes a pause in the da~'s occupation•'
That is known as the Children's Hour."

'l,he Happy Household.
It's whe11 the birds go piping and the daylight
slowly breaks
That, cla.moring for his dinner,. our Precious
ba.bywakes.
Then it's sleep no more for ba.by, and it's sleep no
more for me,
For when he wants his dinner, why, it's .dinner it
mnBtbe!
And of that lacteal fluid he partakes with great
ado
While gran'ma laughs,
And gran'pa laughs,
And wife, 'he laughs,
And 1-well, I laugh too!
You'd think, to see us carrying on about that
little tad,
That, like as not, that baby was the first we'd
ever had.
Bnt, s·akes alive! he isn't, yet we people make a
fuss
As if the only baby in the world had come to us.
And, morning, noon, and ni~htime, whatever he
may do,
Gran'ma, she laughs,
Gran'pa, he laughs,
Wife, she laughs,
And I, of course, laugh too!
But once-a likely spell ago-when that poor
little ch1ck
From teething or from some such ill of infanl.ly
fell siek,
Yon wouldn't know us people as the Pame that
went about,
.\-feelin' good all over, just to hear him crow and
shout.
And though the doctor poohed our fears and said
ho'd pull him through
Old gran'ma. cried,
And gran'pa cried,
And wife, she cried,
And 1-yes, I cried too!
It make! UB all feel good to !Java baby on the
place,
With his everlas tin' crowing and his dimpling,
dnmpling face;
The patter of his pinky feet makes music everywhere.
And when he sha.kes those fists of his, good-bye
to every care!
No matter what our trouble is, when he begins to
ceo
Old gran'ma laugh•,
And gran'pa laughs,
Wife, she laughs,
And l-yon bet, I laugh too!
-Eugene Ftela in Ontcago News-Recora.

Paine's Care for the Bonneville Children.
Moncure D. Oonway, in the seventeenth
chapter of his very careful and full life of
Paine, tells us of the time, care and money
which the great teacher devoted to the
training and support of the family of Nicolas Bonneville, in whose home he had
lived when in Paris. Here follow some
selections which we are sure will interest
the Ohildren of the Oorner :
"The Bonneville&, with whom Paine had
resided in.Paris, were completely impoverished after his departure. They resolved
to follow Paine to America, depending on
his promis of aid should they do so. Foreseeing perils in France, Nicolas, unable
himself to leave at once, hurried oft his
'Wife and children-Benjamin, Thomas and
Louis. Madam Bonneville would appear
to hav arrived in August, 1803. I infer
thi!t because Paine writes, September 23d,
to .Jefferson from Stonington, Connecticut;
and later lettE>rB show that he had been in
New York, and afterwards placed Thomas
Paine Bonneville with the Rev. Mr. Foster
(Universalist) of Stonington for education.
Madam Bonneville was placed in his house
1\t Bordentown, where she was to teach
French.
'·Madame Bonneville, unable to speak
Engli11h, found Bordentown dull, and soon
turned U.l>_in New York. She ordered
rooms in Wilburn's boarding-house, where
Paine was lodging, and the author found
the situation rather complicated. The
family was absolutely without means of
their own, and Paine, who had given them
a comfortable home at Bordentown, was
~n~o~ed by their coming on to New York.
"Nicolas Bonneville still giving no sign,
And Madam being uneconomical in her
:notions of money, Paine thought it necesJSary-morally and fi~cially-to let it be
.known that he was not responsible for her
debts. When, therefore, Wilburn applied
to him for her board ($35), Paine declined
to pay, and was sued. Paine pleaded non
IU!iumpsit, and, after gaining the case, paid
Wilburn the money. It presently turned·
out that the surveillance of Nicolas Bonneville did not permit him ·to leave France,
and, as he was not permitted tQ resume his

~o"!ll'na! or p~blications, . he could neither I will appreciate thes~eminisoences and
Jom his family nor asstst them • • • fr
h'
M
P_aine was presently enjoying hlmself on
agmen,ts of IBtory selected from
r.
hts .far~ at New Rochelle, and Madame Oonway s book :
Bonneville began to keep house for him.
"I told Walt Whitman, himself partly a
product of Hicksite Quakerism, of the
''Madame Bonneville hated countrv life conclusion to which I had been steadily
and insisted on going~ New York. "Pain~ drawn, that Thomas Paine rose again in
was not sorry to hav her leave as she could Elias Hick!!, and was in some sort the
no~ yet ~alk English, and did ~ot appreciate origin of our one American religion. I
~awe's Idea of plain living and high think- said my visit was mainly to get his 'testimg. She apparently had a notion that mony' on the subject for my book, as he
Paine had a mi;nt of money, and, like so was born in Hick's region, and mentions
n;aany others, m1ght hav attributed to par- in ' Specimen Days' his Mquaintance with
~rmony efforts the unpaid author was mak- Paine's friend, Oolonei F~llows. Walt said,
mg t~ save enough to give her children, for I took down his words at the time :
" 'In my childhood a great deal wa11 said
practically fatherless, some start in life.
The philosophic solitude in which he was of Paine in our ne!g_hborhood1 in Long
left at New Rochelle is described in a letter Island. My father, Walter Whitman, was
(July 31st) to John Fellows in New York. rather favorable to Paine. I remember
" ' It is certainly best that Mrs. Bonne- hearing Elias Hicks prellch ; and his look,
ville go into some family as a teacher, for slender figure, earnestness, made an imshe. has not the least talent of managi.Dg pression on me, though I was only about
afl'aU"s for herself. She maysend Bebia up eleven. He died in 1830. He is well reto me. I will take care of him for his own presented in the bust there, one · of my
sake and his father's, but that is all I hav treasures I was a young man when I
to say. • • • I am master of an empty enjoyed the friendship of Oolonel Fellows
house, or nearly ao. I hav six chairs and -then a constable of the courts ; tall,
a table, a straw bed, a feather bed, and a with ruddy face, blue eyes, snowy hair,
!>ag of straw. for Th~mas, a tea kettle, an and a fine voice ; neat in dress, an olduon.P!>t, an uon bakmg pan, a frying pan, BOhool gentleman, with a military air, who
a gridiron, cups, saucers, plates and dishes, used to awe the crowd by his looks ; they
knives and forks, two candlesticks and a used to call him "Aristides." I used to
pair of snuffers. I hav a pair of fine oxen chat with him in Tammany Hall. It was a
and an ox-cart, a good horse, a chair, and time when, in religion, there was as yet no
a one-horse cart; a cow, and a sow and philosophical middle ground ; people were
nine pigs. When you come you must take very strong on one side or the other ; there
such fare as you meet with, for I liv upon was a good deal of lying, and the liars were
tea, milk, fruit-pies, plain dumplins, and a often well-paid for their work. Paine and
piece of meat when I get it : but I liv with his principles made the great issue. Paine
.that retirement and quiet that suit me. was double-damnably lied about. Oolonel
Mrs. Bonneville was an encumbrance upon Fellows was a man of perfect truth and exme all the while she was here, for she would actness ; he assnred me that the stories
not do anything, not even make an apple- disparaging to Paine personally were quite
dumplin for her own children. If you false. Paine was neither drunken nor
cannot make yourself a straw bed, I can filthy ; he dra.nk as other people did, and
let you hav blankets, and you will hav no was a high-minded gentleman. I incline
to think you right in supposing a connecoccasion to go over to the tavern to sleep.'
"It must not be supposed from what tion between the Paine excitement and the
Paine says of Madam Bonneville that there Hicksite movement. Paine left a deep,
was anything acrimonious in their rela- clear-out impression on the public mind.
tions. She was thirty-one years younger Oolonel Fellows told me that while Paine
then Paine, fond of the world, handsome. was in New York he had a much largerfolThe old gentleman, all day occupied with lowing than was generally supposed. After
writing, could giv her little companion- his death a reaetion in his favor appeared
ship, even if he could hav conversed in among many who had opposed him, and
French. But he indulged her in every this reaction became e:x:odedingly strong
way, . gave her more money than · he between 1820 and 18BO, when thA division
could afford, devoted his ever decreasing among the Quakers. developed. Probably
means to her family. She had boundless William Oobbett's conversion to Paine had
reverence for him, but, as we hav seen, something to do with it. Oobbett lived in
had no taste for country life. Probably, the neighborhood of Elias Hicks, in Long
too, after Dederick's attempt on Paine's Island and probably knew him. Hicks
life she became nervous in the lonely was a fair-minded man, and no doubt read
house. So she had gone to New York, Paine's books carefully and honestly. I
where she presently found good occupa- am very glad you are wri.ti.ti.g the Life of
tion as a teacher of French in several Paine. Such a book has long been needed
families. Her sons, however, were fond Paine was among the best and truest of
of New Rochelle, and of Paine, who had men.'
" Paine's risen soul went marching on in
a knack of amusing children, and never
failed to win their affection. In the Tarry- England also. The pretended recantation
town Argus, October 18, 1890, appeared an proclaimed there was exploded by William
interesting notice of the Rev. Alexander Cobbett, and the whole controversy over
Davis (Methodist), by 0. K. B[uchanan] Mr. Paine's works renewed. One after
Deist was sent to prison for pubin which it is stated that Davis, a nativ of another
New Rochelle, remembered the affection lishing his works, the last being Richard
and his wife. In 1819, the year in
of Paine, who ' would bring him round- Oarlile
hearts and hold him on his knee.' Many which William Oobbett carried Paine's
to England, Richard Oarlile and his
such recollections of his little neighbors bones
wife, solely for this o:flens&, were sent to
hav been reported." • · •
prison-he for three years, with fine of
In a· letter to William Oarver, Mr. Paine £1,500; t~he for two years, with fine of
refers in a kindly way to his godson, Thomas £500. This was a suicidal victory for bigotry. When these two came out of prison
Paine Bonneville :
they found that wealthy gentlemen had
"I ani glad to hear what you tell me of provided for them an establishment in Fleet
Thomas. He shall not want for anything Street, where these hooks were thenceforth
that is necessary if he be a good boy, for sold unmolested. Mrs. Oarlile's petition to
he has no friend but me."
the House of Oommons awakened that body
In 1806, at New Rochelle, Paine's vote and the whole country. When Richard
was challenged, on the ground that he was Carlile entered prison it was as a captiv
Deist ; when he came out the Freethinkers
not an American citizen, by a supervisor of of England were genera.lly Atheists.
elections, one Elislia Ward, a Tory during
the Revolution. A partial sequel (affecting
"The removal and mystery of Paine's
Ward's son) to the enmity of Ward is re- bones appear like some pa.ge of Mosaic
lated by Gilbert Vale, Paine's biographer: mythology. An English caricature pictured Oobbett seated on Paine's coffin, in
''At the time of Mr. Paine's residence at a bOI\t na.med Rights of Man, rowed by
his farm, Mr. Ward, now a coffee·roaster Negro Slaves.
in Gold Street, New York, and an assistant
"'A singular coincidence [says Dr.
alderman, was then a little boy and resid- Francis] led me to pay a visit to Oobbett at
ing at New Rochelle. He remembers the his country seat, within a couple of miles
impressions h.iB mother and some religious of the city, on the island, on the very day
people made on him by speaking of Tom that be had exhumed the bones of Paine,
Paine, so he concluded that Tom Paine and shipped them for England. I will here
must be a very bad and brutal man Some repeat the words which Oobbett gave ut.
of his elder companions proposed going terance to at the friendly interview our
into Mr. Paine's orchard to obtain some party had with him. ''I hav just performed
fruit, and he, out of fear, kept at a distance a duty, gentlemep., which has been too long
behind, till he beheld, with surprise, Mr. delayed; you hav negle~!;ed too long the
Paine come out and assist the boys in get remains of Thomas P3ine. I :qav done
ting apples, patting one on the head and myself the honor to disinter his bones. I
caressing another, and directing them hav removed tb em from New Rochelle. I
where to get the best. He then advanced hav dug- them up ; they are now on their
and received his share of encouragement, way to England. When I myself return, I
and the impression this kindness made on shall cause them to speak the common
him determined him at a very early period sense of the gre:~.t man ; I shall gather toto e:mmin his writings. His mot.her at gether the people of l..iverpool a:q.d Manfirst took the books from him, but at a chester in one assembly with those of Lonlater period restored them to him, ohserv- don, and those bones will a1Ject the reforing that he was then of an a~e to judge for mation of England in church and state.'
himself; perhaps she had herself been
" Mr. Badeau, of New Rochelle, rememgradually undeceived, both as to his char- bers standing near Oobbett's · workmen
.acter and writings."
while they were dig~g up the bones,
l'he olier members of the Oomer family about dawn. There ill a legend that Paine's
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little finger was left in America, a fable
perhaps, of his once small movement no;
stronger t}lan the loins of the bigotry that
refused hrm a vote or a grave in the land
he so greatly served. As to his bones no
man knows the place of their rest to' this
day. His principles re~t not. His thoughts
untraceable like his dust, are blown about
the world which he held in his heart. For
a hundred years no human being has been
born in the civilized world without some
spiritual tincture from that heart whose
every pulse was for humanity, whose last
beat broke a fetter of fear, and fell on the
throne of thrones."
.A. Poetical Curiosity.
Arthur O'Oonnor, an Irish general who
was implicated in the French invasion of
Ireland and spent five years at Fort
George, in Scolland, wrote the following
lines, which he distributed while on his
way to prison in 1798:
I.
"The pomp of courts arid pride of kings,
1: prize beyond all earthly things;
I love my country,-but the king,
Above all mlin, his praise I sing;·
The royal banners are displayedj ~
And may success tbe standard.aid.
II.
"I fain would balish far from h9nce
The R·iQhts oj ft.fan and Oommon Sense,:
Oonfusion to hts odions reign,
That foe to princes-'rhomas Paine!
Ddfeat and Rnin seize toe cause, •
Of France, her Uberties and lawd."
Read the first line of the second verse
immediately after the first line of the first
verse-the second line of the second verse,
after the second line of the first, and thus
contin e throughout to connect the corresponding lines of each verse-having previously read them in the usual manner.
The two modes of reading will be found
ingeniously to convey distinct and opposit
meanings.
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the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the !Jenera! r!jjlder rather than to profe•sed na.turahsts.
Mr. Homanes is well known as one of the most
interesting l?f English writers J!POn evolution,
besides rankmg wtth Professor Huxley in scientific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of
his <1onclusion regar-:;; og the great subject of
DesJgn, to which tbe nh nrch so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of a.dapta.tion or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic na~ure we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
mpernatnral 4~sign. . . • Adaptation and
beauty are a.lil!e receiving their explanation at
the hands of a pnrelymechanica.l philosophy••.
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the prePent generation m a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place ha• taken pla..:e in the direction of na tnrallsm, a.nd this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical inter_pretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religions mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible foroe in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th_y_God?"
illustrated Price, clo!!J.~$2.
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THE very attempt to destroy reason by
reason, is a demonstration that men hav
nothiilg but reason to trust in.-Matthew
'lindal.
HAv a good time, make life cheerful and
bright, dance if you want to, sing if you
can, play as long as you liv, and leave the
world with a smile.-Investigator.
WE hav no patience with the mawkish
philanthropy which would ward off the
punishment of stupidity. The ultimate
result of shielding men from the effects of
folly, is to :fill the world with fools.- Herbert Spencer.
AMoNG all the relics of barbaric religion
which surround us, few are more striking
than the phrases which still recognize as a
deity the living sky, as " Heaven forgiv
mel" "The vengeance of heaven will
·overtake him."-Dr. E. B. Tylor.
WHAT forests of laurel we bring, and
the tears of mankind, to those who stand
:firm against the opinion of their contemporaries! The measure of a master is his
success in bringing all men round to his
opinion twenty years later.-Emerson.
THE state has neglected its legitimate
work of protecting the citizen in his personal safety and property rights in proportion to the state's unlawful waste of
time and power in looking after the private
business of the country.-Galveston
News.
I BELIEVE in individual initiativ. Yet I
am told that individualism is old-fashioned
and out of date. How can that be true as
long as the individual remains? And
when the individual disappears, what becomes of your gospels of collectivism?
Everything flows from the individual.
He is the reservoir. From him all streams
are supplied. Back to him all streams
pay tribute. Nor must we forget that we
owe the individual the guarantees of democracy. The conditions must further
the most extended privilege. Yet no
privilege must be given save that which all
may share.-Horace L. Traubel.
IF a man be possessed of but one idea,
and that a wrong one, he will not only
evoke a fetich for himself, but, by the
power of concentration and example, in·
stitute a very ugly persecution for those
who venture to doubt the divinity of his
fetich. To do no harm and think no evil
is not sufficient in many quarters to insure
a man a quiet life; uniformity is a very
exacting fetich. To sing in chorus is, to
minds of unconquerable torpor, not only
easier, but more meritorious than to attempt a solo. And so the dull little fetich
unanimity takes the place of thoughtful
readjustment of ideas, a process which
would entail an almost impious exertion of
powers enervated by habitual irresolution
and disuse.-Ethics of Fetich Worship,
Chambers's Journal.
NOTHING is more common than to hear
from the pulpit pictures in words of excitement, of alarm, of terror, ofthe death- beds
of those who hav not lived religious lives;
yet, as a rule, if these pictures are supposed to be those of the unfortunates at
the moment of death, they are utterly
false. In point of fact, ninety-nine of
every hundred human beings are unconscious for several hours before death comes
to them; all the majesty of intellect, the
tender beauty of thought or sympathy or
charity, the very love for those for whom
love has :filled all waking thoughts, disappear. As a little 'baby just born into
the world is but a little animal, so the
sage, the philosopher, the hero, or the
statesman, he whose thoughts or deeds hav
writ themselvs large in the history of the
world, becomes but a dying animal at the
last. A merciful unconsciousness sets in
as the mysterious force we call life slowly
takes leave of its last citadel, the heart,
and what is has become what was. This
is death.-Dr. Gyrus Edson.
WE are now constructing the most expensiv churches that the world has known
since the pagan religion was superseded
by the "meek and lowly Jesus." They
are building one in New York that is to
cost $10,000,000. Suppose Christ should
come again and should wear what he wore
before-a linen gown, a pair of wooden
sandals on his feet, no socks, and no hatdo you suppose the minister in that $10000,000 church would be glad to see Jesus
come in? He would be just as happy as
the money-changers were in the temple.
The :finer our churches are, the bigger Mr.
.Krupp makes his cannon. This may seem
queer to you, but it is so. The ball is
almost as heavy as a park of artillery used
to be. Wherever it hits there is sure to
be trouble. We are strange folks. We
are constantly building more churches and
schoolhouses, and we constantly want
more guns; The more we embrace the
doctrin that we· must love our neighbors
as ourselvs, the more thoroughly we pre~
pare to bore a hole through them with a
Wmcliester.--"'Thomas Watson.
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which cramps a».d;:fette~.the:mip.ds' of the peopl.e' of·this co!Ultry. ·It should be distiibuted'iriil!lft•·': ··.:.'
It has be!ln cemmended·m·the h.tghe~Herms ant appeared m THE TBUTH'SEEBEB and we hope~•ef7.\::· ' ·'·:·
:reader W:Ill buy a copy to lend hi8 _neighbor and arouse.thought.
'·r ·-.~

Virgu1ia.

Washington

·

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS ..
B:v H. BABOOOK, Price, 15 oents

-·:..
Pnoe Iiiii oenCB: Ftfl8 OOJne8

Address

fm" $1.

THE TRUTH BEEJQilB,. 28 I!~avette Place, New YorkOii:r.
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TilE TRUTH SEEKER. JUNE 2, "1894.
VEMAND POND'S'
EXTRACT. • AVOID
ALL IMITATIONS.

FOB.

ALL PAIN

"WEEL, friends," said a Scottish clerqman recently, "the kirk is urgently m
need of siller, and as ~e hav failed to get
money honestly, we will hav to see what a
bazaar can do for us." .
" Is the e<liter in?" asked the ·poet.
"Yes," said the office boy,
"The editor'e safe in heaven,
Where all is peace and joy."
"In heaven?" the poet murmured,
While the " devil " wiped his eyes;
He must hav given· the angels
A thundering big surprise !
"SINOE you take me to task so roundly
FAC-sl MILE OF
for my failings," said the physician, somewhat nettled, ·'let me ask why you don't
restrain your own son.
He gambles,
drinks, and plays the races." " Ah, yes,"
said the clergyman, with a sigh. "We
don't seem to exert much influence over
our own familif!s, do we? By the way,
doctor, please convey my warmest sympathies to your wife .and say to her I am
sorry she is still unable to find any relief
from her rheumatism. "-OhicagoTribune.
" MAliiMA., dear," said a little girl,
"does God know I hav two prayers to say,
one one nigM and the other next night?"
"Yes, dear, God knows you hav two
prayers to say, one one night, and the
other next night." "Mamma, dear, does
God know I am going to say to-night,
' Now I lay me down to sleep?"' "Yes,
-The Living Waters.
dear, God knows you are going to say tonight, ' Now I lay me down to sleep.' "
To those who needa medicin, remember.
" But, mamro:a, I'm not going to say that that Water of Life is one of the best, and
one; I'm going to say the other one.'";_ will cure the stomach,liver, and kidneys.
One of J. M. L; Babcock's Stories.
Large pamphlet free, 34 S. Main st.,
IN one of the western New York ex- Wilkesbarre, Pa .J. R. Perry, mgr. 21t18
changes appears an obituary notice written WATCHES for trading and !!J!eculating, from
and signed by a country correspondent, . $1.t8 up;_price li~t free, Safe Watch Co., P.O.
f2tl9
and as it is one of those gems which· can B>x 180, New York.
not be improved by cutting, it is given in
its entirety and integrity. The paper appropriately places it under the heading: 1
".Joab's .Jottings."
DEAR EDIToR: The death angel has
made its ingress into our quiet little city,
snatching from our midst one of our most
deserving and beloved citizens in the person of Mrs. Dr. --, of Haskinsville.
After a protracted illness she departed to
the land of the Leal, the morning of the
25th. Funeral 27th at Haskinsville. Services conducted by the Rev. E. Barnston,
of our city, who delivered one of his m.as"
terly, skilful discourses. Mr: Bariiston
can bring the world down on a funeral discourse. His sermon was full of pathos
and eloquence; the elder is a Bible student and a gentleman of high culture.
The Rev. .James Bowen offered up an
eloquent prayer. The reverend is a young
OUR NEWEST BOOKS.
man of marked ability.
The Rev. Mr. Peet, of Maryland, made
a telling closing address; ~e will be counted Thumbscrew and Back. illustrations spepre_pared, and the text by Geo. E. Macin. Mrs. - - , as a vooa;list, has no paral- - cial!:!"
donald. Paper, 10 cents.
lel; her voice was like that .of an angel, Self-Contradictions of the Bible. Ninth
soft and clear, and pathetic, her music
edition. Price, 15 cents.
proceeded from her heart imd reached the Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian7
hearts of the hearers; she was called upon
- By John E. Remsburg. Oloth, $1; paper, 50
to sing at hundreds of funerals. She had
cents..
sung a great many times at Loon Lake Pen-Pictures of the World's Fair. illustrated.
By Samuel P. Putnam. Paper, 25
church. In short, she was a well-known
cents.
singer. Mrs. --will be missed at bedsides of the sick; her hand was always Religion a Curse, a Lie..t and a Disease.
By Samuel P. Putnam. !'&per, 25 oenta,
open to relieve the wants of the poor and
Argument Fallacies. A Refutaafflicted. She would go far and near to Design
tion of the Argument that Nature Exhibits
relieve the wants of the suffering. She
Marks of Having Been Designed by an Intelalways paid into the church. She will be
ligent Being. BY the Editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER. Paper, 15 cents.
missed at the .class-meeting and SundayCrimes
of Preachers in the United States.
school. Her gra.ceful form will not be
By M. E. Billings. Paper, 25 cents.
seen on the streets any more, but in
heaven. She was a complete model of Handbook of Freethought. By W. S.
Bell. Oloth $1; paper, 50 cents.
perfection and beauty. 'But to all the
and Progress: An Attempt to
world who will most miss her the doctor Pleasure
Prove that the Pursuit of Pleasure is the 81.ne
and Burchal, her daughter,· wife of Mr.
q_ua non of Intelleotnal, Moral, and Social
Development, and that the .Promotion of
Silsbee. The doctor will not, when he
Pleasure is ~he Duty of Philanthropy and
comes home at night, find her awaiting
Statesmanship. By Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
his coming with a cup of hot coffee on the
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
stove and a smiling face, with cheering The Creation of God. Tracing the GodIde" to Its Source. By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
words, but the opposit, a dark house, no
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
words of cheer nor angel smiles to enliven Resurrection
of Jesus. By Don Allen.
the half-dead manhood; but what grief
Cloth, 75 cents; cloth, 40 cents.
will come over the bereaved husband when Facts and Fictions of Life. By Helen
he finds a dark house and that the mistress
H. Gardener. Cloth, $1,i paper, 50 cents.
is lying among the tombs, her eyes closed Woman, Church and .,tate. By Matilda
Joslyn Gage. doth, $2; leather,il_3.
in death. Doctor, you will see dark days
and gloomy shades, but there is one cheer- The Church and Freethought. By FrankSteiner. Paper,10 cents.
ing side to this., she is happy. Sbe is ThelinGiant
Delusion. One of Otto Wettamong the gooa of all ages. God bless
stein's Friendly Arguments with the Spirituher ashes.
alists. Paper, 10 cents.
The funera.l was largely attended; people Bible Inquirer. By Andrew .Jaoobsoa.
Paper, 25 cents.
present from_ eight towns.
Mmlic by
Sprague's barid. Sprague is one of the Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
By Snsan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents.
best musicians in the country. Orosby of
Oohocton was the undertaker; his part was
IN PRESS.
well acted. Quite a large crowd followed Four Hundred Years of Freethought,
the corpse to· Hornellsville Cjlmetery,
By Samuel P. Putnam. Subscription book,
where there was quite a crowd assembled
elel;l'ant binding, over one hundred portralts, $5.
awaiting the coming: Among the crowd
was the Rev. Mr. Deems, Drs. Parkhill,
Smith, and Oonderman, E. ;E'age and lady,
and quite a number of prominent people POPIS AND Tlt£12 DOINGS
of the city were :Present. The 'Rev. Mr.
AOOOIDIT 0:1"
Deems pronomi.ced the benediction. Mr.
gave liis wife the greatest possible . Yi(J(I.rs of Christ and Vicegerents of Bod.
"P.o.nAr.llllrumtA• elotb. '111 oent•
care, ..also Burchal, her. daug-hter. The.
doctor. tenders his heartfelt thanks tO
PBIESTLY C:ELlBACY :EXPoSED
neighbors and attendants at tlie funeral.
B:r n.v. G. '1'. Fox. !LA. .
. Very respectfully, ,
- .T'O~.·.
Priae.15 aenta.
Mdr8111 Utili olltll!·
-RodliMter"'Jemocrat and Ohf'cinio7,e;
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SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

THE

Truth Seeker Library.

Summer Days at Onset. 84 pages. llPublished Monthly at $8 per Year.
lustrated. Price, 25 cents.
JssuBs· OF 1891.-$8.
Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
Price.
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents.
Truth Seeker AnnualJ)891.. : .................. $0 25
A.Jl in a IMetime. A Liberal Romance. Men, Women, a.nd -uods. Helen H. Gar121no, 800 pp., $1. ·

dener,.....................................

of Rea.aon. Thoma.a Pa.ine. illus.lpples of Gold. And Other Stories for The Age
trated.....................................
Boys and Girls. 121no, 888 pp., $1.25.
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Bennett.......................................
The Story Hour. AnExoeptionBlly Handsome and Interesting BookhWithout SUP!!rstition1for Children and Yont . The Onl:r Freethins:ers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and Ill> smaJler; la.rge
tvpe, heavy, toned pa.per, broad ma.rgins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boa.rds, $1.
Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER CO

Books by S. P. Putnam.

POND'S
EXTRACT
It will Cu11e.

Christian Absurdities. John Peok.... ....• ..
Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire. . . . . . . . . • . .
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. illustrated.....
SabbathBreaking. JohnE.Remsburg.......
Tra.vels in Faith from Tradition to Reason. Robert 0. Ada.ms . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . •
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller.... . . . . . . . .
My Religious Experience. Samuel P. Putnam.......................................
The ·Hi~~:her Criticism in Theology and Beligton. •.r. E. Longshore......... . . . . . . •
-

50
25
25
20

10
40
25
25
25

1892.-$8.

IsSUES OF

ln1lidel Death-Beds. G. w. Foote.............
B ghts of Ma.n. Thoma.a Paine. illustrated........................................
Wa.a OhristOrnoiftedT AnatinBierbower....
Pulpit, Pew, a.nd Cradle. Helen H. Garb dener.....................................
Bi le Morals. John E.Remsburg.... .•.• ....
Awful Disolosures•Of Maria Monk............
PooketTheologl". -Voltaire...................
Why Don't illld Kill~ the Devil? M. Bab.
cock, .......•• -'"''"'.... . . . . .. . . . • .. • . . . . . . . .
Liberjy· m Literatrtra.. Testimonial to
WaltWhitman;With Funeral Address.
By Ool. Robert G. l!igersoll.......... . • . •
Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
.
Proctor.... . . . . . •• . .. . .. . . •. • . . . .. • . . . . . . .
Ca.ndle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
Hart......................................
The Hol:r Bible Abridged......................
False Olaims of the Ohuroh. John E.
Remsburg....... . . . .. . •.• . • . . •. •• . . •• .• •.

1898.-$8.

ISSUES OF

'l'homas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
0
The <&!~fi':rri' ~f ..
·":Dr."· Y&Ooii ·"ii&i-t:

aO"J:

crim:~¥ ':Pi:iiachiir~ ·1-n· iiie ·un.i.iiiii ·si&ia8:

25
50
25

•o10
10
50

25

25

15
25

15
40
80
10
15
50

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
M. E. Billings . . •• •• •• . •. . •• .• . . •. ••• •••••
The Problem of the Universe and Its Resurrection of Jesus.........................

25
40
50

Waifs and wanderhlgs, A New Ameri-

25

Scientific Solution, with some Orltioisms of
UniversolOI{l: Price 20 cents.

can Btor:\". Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 110
cents. "A 11rose epio of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; bre(lzy from
tlrst pag_e to last with the living spirit of t~
da:r."-[John Swinton's Paper.

Golden Throne, .A. Romance. " The au-

thor certainly has 11enius. The divine
creative sparlt is withm him. The book is
1llled with manly thou_ghts expressed in
manly words-the transon_pt of a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read • Golden Throne.'"
-[lnl{_~rsolL Price, $1.

A conversation in

Ingersoll and Jesus.

rhyme between the Nineteenth Centnry
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherem
it is shown there is muoh in harmony between
them. Price,10 cents.

Adami and Heva.

A poetic version of

the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
whic.a ita suileriorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis le~epd-18 shown. Price, 10 cents.

Gottlieb : His Life, A Freethought Ro.

manoe. Price, 85 cents.

M:y Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For aJl of the above address
THE TBU'l'H BEEKER 00.
28 La.favette Plaoe, New Y'ork.

Handbook of Freethonght. w. S. Bell......
Religion a Onrse; Religion a Disease; Religion a Lie. S. P. Putnam.............
Des1gn Arg_ument Fallacies. By Editor of
THE TBUTIJ SEEKEB .... ••. .•. . . .. .. . . . .
Abraham Lmcoln: Was He & Christian?
John E. Remsburg......................
Pen Pictures of The World's Fair. ll!nstrated. S. P. Putnam...................
Common Sense. Thomas Paine..... . .• . . . • • •
E;x:amination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine..
Pleasure and l:'rogress. ALbert M. Lorentz,
LL.B.....................................
Giant Delusion. Otto Wettstein............
Bible Inquirer. A, J aoo bson.... .. .. .. .. .. ..
Sister Luoy. Her Awful Disclosures of
Newhall Convent. ... :...................
Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.· Susan
H. Wixon................................

Issu:ms

OF

1894. -$8.

1~

50

25
15

lG

50
10
Y5
10
10

Thumbscrew and Rack. Geo. E. Macdonald
10
Self-Contradictions of the Bible. W. H. Burr
1ft
Durmg the year other standard Freethonght
works Will be published and sent to subscribers
as the:r appear.
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
published in one year, In ordering please say
whioh_year is desired.
Single numbers sold at prices quoted.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
·
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Again Reduced.

THE HOLY CBOSS SEBIESr

Take Advantage of tllcse Manufactu ...

The Popes and Their Doings. Biograph-

Including Rockford, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden.
Gentlemen's Stze.
Prices: In 8 ounce ail verine case 7 Jewels $6; 11
~ewels, $6 50; ·lli, jewels, $8; 15 jewels. fully adJUsted, $10; 17 Jewels, adjusted, $14. In 3 ounce
coin s1Iver case, m·o, $1150, $ a. $16, .$19. In 4
ounce, $1 extra. · In 14 kt gold filled, o~n faoe,
21 year case, $14, $15.ft01 $17, $19, $28. Hunting
CIJ-se~ -1!18 extra. In 10 s:t., 15· year case, either
kma, $Bless.
Lad.Uis' Stze.
PriceR: In 14 kt. gold filled, hunting 20 year
ca~es, 7 jewels, $18; l1 jewels, $14.50; 15 iewels,
$19. In 14 kt , solid gold, hunting oases, $23.
$24.f0, $29.

ical sketches of the most noted of these vicars
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing what
they have done, and what kind of men theywere.
It contains very pla.iu statements, in very unvarnished Jangual<'e, :..nd theunmaRking is complete, provin_g them to have been cruel, intriguing. and licentious men. Considering the
rapid growth of c ..tholicism in this countr:y,
this book cannot be too widel:r disseminated.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Awful DiscloRures of Marla Monk,
as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings durin< her residence of five years as a noviceo.,.!Lnd
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel .uieu
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any anti
Catholic book published has created more PX·
citement, and barl snob a circulation as thif
work. To counteract its effects the Catholic;
circulated a story that M•ria Monk was "nG
better than she should be," but investigation
disclosed that her "child of •hame" was none
other than the child of her priest-seducer
Pnce, Pa?er, 50 cents; doth 75 cents.

A.uricular Conft>ssion and Popish Nun·
nerles. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-fivr

vearq a confessing priest. A revelation of thr
licentwus practices of the _priests and nuns it
these religious brothels. There ia no guestiou
that Ex -priest Hoifan knew the trntli of the
tales of v1ee, seductJon,andinfanticide he giVI'>
in this volume, and equall v there is no guestion
that if the people general1y knew of tliem, Catholicism would not be given the vast amountR
of money now allowed it bv our various citY
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth 75
cents.

The Priest In Absolution. A Review of

the system of a.uricnlar confession, including
copioUR extracts from the "Confessional -Un.
masked." from the "Ma8ter Key to Poperv,"
etc. The work is a protest aga.inst and an appeal
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and thoughtfully a religious system so invosive
af privacy so powerful for evil in licention A
hand•, so fraught with danger to female modesty, to the ingenuous openness of youth1
and to the freedom of thought, speech. ana
action. Price. paper, 25 CEnts.

PrleRtly Celibacy Exposed

A lecture bv

the Rev Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, En~
land. Revised American ed1tion, showing the
result in pari• hell' of thP. Roman decree tb_at
vriests shall not mary. Price. paper. 1~ cents

Sister Lncy and Her Awful Disclo&ores
Respecting New Hall Convent, Boreham, Essex England. Showing that ~vents
a.re IJlimiC&J1 tO chastity, virtue, and freedom.
J.lrioe, paper, 10 ceLts.
•.r.HE 'l'RU'!'fl tiEEliliR OU.

~ i.dd'u.Yettt> i'!Jwe, blew ~ork Oft:v.

RELIGION NOT

HISTORY~

Examination of the Morals r.nd Hllltory
of the New 'l'eetament.
B:r hoi'. 1'. W;NinrJIAlf.
l'riae Ill 'J8ntl.
Address '1'BB 'l'B'O'l'B SJ!lBKBB.

rer'•

PrJc~e~.

·

REGULAR GRADE AMERICAN WATCHES,

TilE NEW MODEL OTTO WETTSTEIN WATCH

Has 16 Jewels, patent regulator brequet (noncatchable) hair spring, beomtifn\, double sunk,
panb1ed dial, nickel, golr:t damascened finish, adlUSted to heat and cold and positions. Latest
1mprovements and guaranteed a perfect timekeeper.
Gentlemen's Stze.
Prices: In 8 ounce silverine .Jase, $19; 4 ounce
coin silver. $~5; _gold filled 14 kt., 21 years, open
face, $28. Hun~mg, $82; 10 kt., 15 year oases, $8
Jess. ·
Laates' Stze.
Prices: In 14 kt. 20 year hunting cases, $80.
In 14 kt. solid gold hunting cases, $40.
All gold and filll'd oaseA made bv best manufacturers as Boss, Dneber, Faby, and Ladd, in plain,
engine turned, or arUstically engraved.
Goods shippe'\ by express, charqes prepatr1.. .
SEND ME YOUR WA'.l'CH WORK.

OTTO WETTSTEIN,
THS LIBB'R.AL JBW'BLBR.
Bend for price-lists.

ROCHELLE, ILL.

STRONG, HEALTHY MANHOOD

't'ltE TRUTH SEEKER.

:~52
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SLIGHT. e~rthqnake shock~ w~re felt in
Illinois and Missouri,. on May 24.
- .
JUDGE BUTLER, of Philadelphia, refn~~d
naturalization: papers to a Soci!Uist. _• ·
MR. GLADSTONE had a cataract remo:ved
from his eye on May 24. He is doing
well.
TERENCE V. PoWDERLY has been suspended from membership in the Rights of
Labor.
·

PAINE HOMESTEAD AT NEW ROOHELLE.
From "Life of Paine" by permission of Peter Eckler. (Copyrighted, 1892.)

POPULAR

EDITIONS

OF

Thomas Paine's Works.
AGE OF REASON. Pap., 25c.;
6 <•opies fl!r $1,: cloth. 50c.

AGE OF REA;:,ON AND EXAMINA'l'ION OFT HE PROPHECIES. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
APOSTLE OF POLITICAL
AND RELIGIOUS LffiERTY
~Lite)_. By J. E. Remsburg.
·. ortra1t. P32,_, roc.; clo., 75c.

CUM.MON SE.NSE. (1776.) 115c.
CRISIS. Written During Am.
Revolution

Pan., 4Qc.; clo:, 75c.

GREAT WORKS. 8vo. 800pp.;
clo.. $8; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.

LIFE OF.

By C. Blanchard.

Par> , 40c.; clo., with Il._Jrtrait, 60c.

LIFE OF. ByM.JJ.Conway.

With Histor;r of his Literary, I'oli tical, and Religious Career in
America, 1FranccJ..a.nd England,
and a Ske<ch by william Cobbett.
'£he only adequate Biography of
Paine. 2 vols. Portraits. $5.

LIFE OF. By Remsburg. 50c.
LIFE OF. By G. Vale. $1.
LITHOGRAPH OF. 22x28, $1.
POLITICALAND RELIGIOUS
REFORMER. Underwood.10c
POLITICAL WORKS: ''Com-

mon Sense,"" Crisia," "Rights of
Man" $1.50.

RIGHTS OF MAN. Answer to
Burke's Attack on the French Revolution. P~.• 40 c ; clo.. 75c.

TESTIMON lALS TO HIS MER.
ITS. Comp. b;y_Moreau. 10c.
THEOLOGICAL WORKS:"Age
of Reason,"" Examination of the

Prophecies," etc., with Life of
Paine and steel portrait, $1.00.

VINDICATION. Reply to N.Y.
Obunlsr. By B. G. 1DileraolL 10o.
~s t~~~,r . . v

'·'•' • ltl(IIA ...rPwYork.

CONWAY'S EDITION
OF

An Obitnary Notice.
The New York Advertiser of June 9,
1809, has the following notice:
_ "Mr. Thomas Paine.Thy spirit, Independence, let me share.
-flmollett.

"With heartfelt sorrow and poignant
regret we are compelled to announce to
the world that Mr. Thomas Paine is no
more. This distinguished philanthropist,
whose life was devoted to the cause of humanity, departed this life yesterday morning, and if any man's memory deserved a
place in the breast of a freeman, it is· that
of the deceased, for
- Take him for all in all,
We ne'er shall look upon his like again.
" The friends of the deceased are invited
to attend his funeral by 9 o'clock in the
morning, from his late residence at Greenwich, from whence his corpse will be conveyed to New Rochelle for interment.
His ashes there,
His fame everywhere. "
An Incident.
Thtl following appeal by American citizens in· Paris (1794), ia behalf of Painewhich is in the shape of a petition for his
release from prison-to the National Convention, was found in the national archives
at Paris:
''CITIZEN LEGISLATORS: The French
nation, by a unanimous decree, hav invited one of the most estimable of our
countrymen to come to France; it is
Thomas Paine, one of the political founders
of the independence and republic of America. A twenty-years' expenence has taught
America to know and respect his public
virtues and the inappreciable services he
has rendered his country.
''Convinced that his quality of a foreigner
and ex-deputy is the only cause of his provisional apprehension, in the name of our
country (and -we trust it will be appreciated, we apply to yon to claim our friend
and countryman, so that he may be able
to leave with us for America, where he
will be received with open arms.

. . . . . . . .

"As our countryman, and especially as
a man so dear to Americans as well as to
you, ardent friends of liberty, we do, in
the name of that goddess dear to the only
COLLECTED, EDITED, AND OHRONOLOGICALLY ARRANGED
two republics in the world, entreat yon to
render Thomas Paine to his brothers, and
B y MONCURE D A N I E L
CONW" A Y.
to allow us to take him back to his connAuthor of " The Life of Thomas Paine," " Omitted Chapters of History Disclosed in try, which is also our own."
the Life and Papers of Edmund Randolph," etc.

THE WRITINGS OF THOMAS PAINE.

Four Volumes, Royal Octavo, Gilt Tops, Uniform with the Editor's" Life of
Paine" Price per Volume, $2.50.

Works of W. H.
, Burr.

An edition of one hundred and fifty numbered copies bound in h!Uf leather, gilt
tops, uniform :witq the lli:Qited editions of "The Writings of Washington," "The Self-Contradictions of the· Bible - 144
Propositions proved Affirmatively and NegaWritings of Jefferson," etc. Price, per volume, $4.
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without

For the general reader the $3 edition of P11ine'• works is sufficient, as it contains all of his
writings upon which his fame s-qpst11ntially rests. R-qt for those who desue to go <leeper into the
s-qbject of the maq and polemic we can IQost unreservedll'. commend the "Life of Paine" b:y: Mr
Ot)nway, and this eqition of Paine's works edited by him lt is the fullest that we are likelv to have,
lllld the st-qdent of history, anot particularly the writer, should have it upon his shelves.
·
1'he worll: will cons1st of four volulQes, and will be arran!led chronologically. The cause of
A.merjpa, as Paine said,IQade hilQ an author, and the first volnme will cover the period of the
.\,IQerlca ... Revolut\O!l, beginnin~ with the year 1774. It will therefore open with Paine's anti>)avery essa:y:, 11.n<l his philosophlcal or mora.l essaxs, while editing the PennS!Ilvanta Magaztne;
tuese being tcllowed by the great revolutionary, political, and controversial pamphlets which made
such a profound impression on the country.
The second volume will consist mainty of the" Rights of Man," and pamphlets relating to English p'llitics, but will also contain certain papers on French affairs.
The \bird and fonrth volumes will consist mainly of Paine's religious writings, but will also
contain some essays relating to American affairs, written in his last years. At the close will be
given Paine's poems.
The first volume is now read_y for delivery, and the others will follow soon Orders for the
'whole Ret will be ta.ken and filled as the vo!Jlmes I!!P.l!!l._&r, or tbe volumes oa.n be purchased sepa~~~~.).
.A.ddrefll
THE TBUTII BE.I!llU!lB 00.. ll8 L&fayette Place, New York.

comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents.

Snnday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alike
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev.
Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price. 25c.

Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that Shakspere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents,

Thomas Paine-W.as He Jnnins t Second
edition, enlarged, with best 1ikeness of Paine.
Price, 10 cent•.

J nnins, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas
Paine. A refutation of M.D. Conway's
objections t l the identification of Pltine as
Junius and Casco.. Price.~..5 cents.
Address THE ·.1·BUTH SEEKER,
ll8 Lata.yette Place, New York.

THE Liberal (Briggs) element was defeated in the Presbyterian. General AsseDlbly.
·
THE ftoods in Pennsylvania last week
swept away millions of dollars' worth of
property.
ATTORNEY-GENERAL LITTLE, of Kansas
decided that the Plumbers' Association i~
a. trust, and therefore unlawful.
J. H. RANDALL, leader of a Coxeyite
contingent, now stranded in Ohio, is reported to be dying of pneumonia.
REPRRSENTATIV OATES, Administration
Democrat, received the nomination of the
party for the Alabama governorship.
THE Breckinridge men are in control of
the Democratic committee of the Ashland
district. The primary election will be
held September 15.
PRoF. GEoRGE J. RoMANEs, the eminent
scientist, died suddenly at Oxford, England, last week. He was born in Kingston, Canada, May 20, 1848.
THE French cabinet of Casimer-Perier
has resigned, owing to a defeat in the
Chamber of Deputies. a defeat which
Casimer-Perier seemed to desire.
isAAc PITMAN, the inventor of phonetic
shorthand. has been knighted. So has
George Williams, fonnder <1f the Young
Men's Christian Association. Honors are
easy, very easy-to get.
KING LEOPOLD, of Belgium, has granted
to England a strip of territory in the Upper
Congo and Lake Tanganyika in Africa.
This connects the British possessions in
South Africa with those in the northern
part of the continent.
ON May 25 the ·shafthonse at the Cripple
Creek, Col, mines was blown 'up by striking miners. Several hundred of the miners are armed with rifles and other firearms, and the danger of conflict between.
them and the deputies is imminent.1
A FIGHT occurred at Stickle Hollow, in
the coke region of Pennsylvania, on May
24, between t.he strikers, who were trying to
force laborers to quit work, and the deputies. Four strikers werA killed and several
wounded. Three deputies were wounded.
A_T present, Comstock, the censor, is
trymg to suppress the sale of "Rabalais, ••
'' Decameron," '' Heptameron," Ovid's
"Art of Love," Balzac's "Droll Stories, ••
''Tom Jones," ''Rousseau's Confessions,"'
" A Thousand and One Nights," "Tales
from the Arabic," and "Aladdin." He
will succeed, undoubtedly. We hav a
habit of submitting to any imposition.
THERE are serious labor troubles in the
coal districts of Illinois and other Middle
states. The strikers hav driven out and
injured workers and destroyed property.
Troops hav been sent to Centralia and La
Salle, Ill. Governor Altgeld orders the
soldiers to suppress riots, keep the peace,
and enforce the laws, but not to protect
private property. It is generally supposed
that the enforcement of the laws includes
the protection of propertY./ but if it does
not, we need some new dennitions.
DR. KNox, of Danbury, Conn., writes
as follows, under date of May 21st:
DEAR EDITOR AND READERS OF THllt
TRUTH SEEKER : Our city has beetlt
visited the past week by a religions cyclone.
in the person of Monsignor Satolli, to.
whom not only his own clique pa,id hom,
age and kissed his paw in reverence, bn11;
all, :with but one exception, of the Prot'
estant sky pilots as well Even C. S. An,
drews, our mayor, and many cit:vofficials0
met him (in Salvation Army s£yle) with
cheap music and bowed heads to bid him
welcome, and guarantee our beautiful city
subservient to the church. Reftecting
upon the above scene, the Christian religion presents all the characteristics of an
illegitimate circus; viz., St. Peter's Cathedral in Rome represents the show; Pope
Leo and Satolli the clowns; the priests the
wind-bags or solicitors for the side-shows;
the Protestant clergy, the fakirs ana
bunco sharps to the masses that the other
manipulators do not fteece, all bartering·
to the credulous and susceptible public,
for cash· down unknown and intanlti,ble-.
treasures in an unknown locality after
the game was well capped by the mayor
and others holding city positions dedicated:
to them by the Pope.
Respectfnlly, LoUIS G. KNox, M.D""
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TBK 0000111' BtrnVEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
with a preface by

B. G. INGERSOLL.

--

This is the only work of its kind in the liter •
ture of Freethonght. Its arguments are based
npon scientifto phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's sense of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
Price, cloth, $1.
A4r~sTBUTH SEEKER.

=

ASEOULAR MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL
AND

OOLLEimON OF SECIILAR HYMNS.
By A. B. AYBES.
"A good book written with a purpose."
Price, 215 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Jf1 atsriaZism:
Its History an'l Its Inftuenoe
Upon Society.
By DB. LOUIS BucHNER, Author or "Foroe and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, :iS cents.

Bible r emperaf\Ce.
~--LIQUOR

DRINKING---

Commended, Defended, and
Enjoined by the Bible.
By E. 0. wALKEU.

10 cents

Apocryphal New Testament.
THS GOSPeLS,
Epistles, etc., Attributed to Jesus Christ and his Apostles,
and not Included In the New Testa111ent.
Price,

$1.

A FEWDAYS IN ATHENS.
By FRANCES WRIGHT.

embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
Greek philosopher, and the author.
71S cents.

!'rice,

BIBLE IN INDIA.
-HINDOO ORIGIN-

Of Hebr'ew a!)ci c::n~ristiar~ Revelatio!)·
Price, $2.

By LOUIS JAOOLLIOT.

Self -[ontra~i&tions of the Bible.
- - - - 1 4 4 4 . - - - - - ··I
'floral, Theolo!Jical, Historical, fllli Speculative
Propositions.
'rlno,

liS cents.

AN OUTLINE OF THE

WHAT THE CLERICAL BIGOTS WOULD DO IF THEY COULD.

COSMIAN

·

HYMN-BOOK.

Agents Wanted !

We believe that not only can good be done but
A OOLLEOTION OF
money m&de by any Lib<rli.l wh9 will cai).V&IB for
our book "Old Testament Stones Comto&llY ll·
In fact we know one man who worked
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS lustrated."
at it but a few hours weekly and so d nearly
li'OB
ftft~ copies in a month. The price is low; every•
knows the Old Te£!tament stones, ~~ond
Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools bodY
nearlY everybody would like a book applnng
nineteenth-century wit and knowledge to the0m1d·
and the Home.
People lixe to laugh. Revere~ce for the
•restament t&les hilS Jargel)l' dlsapp_eared ann
-With Music Written to All the Songs.jokes at the expensA of Jone.h and Joseph and
Es .u and Samson and D·vi,d, and the other worOoKPILBD BY L. K. WASHBUB~
tbi<s of unsavory reputat1oni are keenlr. apJ!re·
Prl••· St. !ln.
........ ulA at THIS Owii'I(TJI'.
cia ted. It seems to us that he book will sell at
sight. It d11es .here in tl].e store. Liber&ls out of
emploYJilent will ftnd this a good waY to make an
dollar.
Those who preserve the volumes of Tml: TB'D'TH honest
Teftllll (0 A.a"en'• Sen' on A.ppUcaUono
liiBBU need a. File Binder,whioh we will send on
Address
'l'BE 'l'BU'l'H SEEKER.
fiOtiln of oDe dollu.

FILE

BINDERS.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A Nineteenth Century Novel.

Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL.
For Her D&ily Bread is the story of two young
lrlrls and a younger brother who were left parentfees with a littl3 mone::vhfair educationhand
much ooura~e, to make t eir way througn the
w&rld by gomg to Cbicl!ogo.. The authgr is a.l.so
the heroine. 'I.'he narrat1ve 18, in the m&lU, .a hithestory of a working-girl's life and experience m.
city of Chicago among bluif business-men, k1nij.he&rted folks. and disreputable hypocrite. It lB
just such a story of human life as we shonld expoet Colonel ~~;on to be inteJ,'eBteij. in; and
whatever he
· es and appremates 1a sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
l'rice, Ill OtDill. Addre~ 'l'BU'l'H SEJIDB.

fRENCH REVOLUTION.
It•

Cau-• a!)ci :Re•u]t•·

By W. S~ BELL.

Paper, 12mo, 25 ctR.

pa1.ne VI"Ii dl.cateA
Reply to New York Jbsm"fJff".

U

:By ~. G. -ING:e~S~~L.
With "A BOMAN CATHOLIC CANARD."
Price, 1e cents.
---------------

• }
.Abn•dged.
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n.
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The p 118sages unftt lur family reading.
Paper,llO cents; cloth, C!O OODU.
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HOW TO .Q}t:T,: . :·

"the Most Magnificent Work· Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

FOUR ·HUNDREO.·'¥ElRS
~OF FREETHOUBH·f:~:t·.

Four Hundred7ears ofFreethought.
BY SAMUEl:..

P.

·.·E-·.·E>·.···
FR

PUTNAM.

....

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freetho.ught throughout the Civilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of.Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
..
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
-~·
·It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Politica_l
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its. influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

"Four. Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
of Human History,
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most· splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inventions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance ..
Nothing Can be More Interesting,

tnore inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-clay"'""":"to those who are still in the van for Human Rights ~n.d
Progress. The struggle is not endecl and >vhat IS already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

.

f.

.

~

..

--; ·,

. ..

. ..

.,, '• . . .

SPECIAL OFFER.

We have madE! arrangementS:. with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
to make our fr:i,ends a tnost '.geri~rous
offer.
_ .. ·
We need more subscribers to To
TnuTH SEEKER, :and .every Freet!Unker
needs "Four Hundred Years. of :Freethought." Not aJl are ,able tcdiay $5
for it, but everyone .can :do- ~-··little
work to obtain a. copy - co:iigenial
work, that will do . gl'eat . good all
arouild. This iS the offer : .

Send us Four New
YearlySubscribers at
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
regular . rates ($I2.: in
In One Harmonious and Magnific nt Whole,
all), and we -w-ill send
a vivid picture of inan's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
the Getter.... up of the
WOMAN'S EMANCIPATION
Club a copy of'' FOUR
frc"!ll the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed ancl church. .
.
HUNDRED YEARS OF
THE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
FREETHOUGHT"
'
.
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as ari Organized Movement, especially in America FREE OF CHARGES.
NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WI rHOUT THIS BOOK. ·

.

and Europe; and this history is. o~ equal importance with the first1 and should
and the Pioneers of our work recogmzed.
~ The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Literature.
Government and Politics.
Science. Education and
Philo ophy.
Ethics.
Voltaire.
Gambetta.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Copernicus.
Bruno.
Rousseau.
Rabelais. Schiller.
Bacon,
Oastelar.
Galileo.
Hpinnza.
Cervantes. Goethe.
French Salon. Bradlaugh.
Oomenius.
Descartes. Kepler.
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison,
Da Vinci.
Pestalozzi
Locke.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
lution.
Froebel,
Phillips.
Newton.
Hume.
Gibbon.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine, Parker.
Humboldt. Oombe.
Hobbs.
Burns.
Emerson.
Jefferson.
Lyell.
Spencer.
Sumner.
Kant.
1
Shelley.
Heine.
1 Mazzinni.
Lincoln;
Darwin.
Owen.
Ho~.milton,
Holyoake. ·.
Thoreau.
Byron.
Tyndall.
Bakounine.
Oomte.
Bentham.
Pushkin. Whit·nan.
Mill.
Haeckel.
Warren ..
Huxley.
Buchner.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Garabaldi.
Girard
Petrofsky.
Feuer bach.
chewsky.
Heinzen.
Lick.

I

be justlruri.derstood

Woman's Emancipation.
Madame Roland.
1\fary Wollstoncraft.
Harriet Martineau.
France11 Wright;
Lucretia Mott.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Lydia Maria Ohild.;
Margaret Fuller.
Elizabeth Oady Stanton.
Susan B. Anthony.
Matildi\Jo~n Gage.
Helen H. ardener.
Annie Besant.

THE PORTRAITS. OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS

.

And furthllr, to a1d our friends in
getting this · book for themselVes, we
will offer
.
-

To

the New ·Subscribers as a
Premium,

post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By WA'ISON HES.rON,

THE GREATFSf BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED•.

Or, if preferred, a copy .cloth-hound of
W; S.. BELL'S :

in everv domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
.•
Handbook' of. FreetiWught.
The· Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially tu organized Freethought and. the Liber!lil
With these Splendid Works as pre· Press in modern times. The Truth Seeker, Inv.estigator, Ironclad .Age., Secular Thought, Freethinkers1 Maga-. . miums there ought to-be no . difficulty
zine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker; .Agnostic Jo'IJ/f'nal, etc.
in getting hundreds. of ·cl-Q.bs of subIt will give a history of the
scribers.
·
CREAT INTERNATiONAL CONCRESS
Remember, to the .Getter~up_'of The Club;.

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT,,

at Chicago? th~ Freethought .Federation of .Amer~ca, t~e. American Se~t'llat Union, the. various sta.te .and
local orgamzatwns, the Canadian Secular Umon, the Bnt1sh, Secular Umon, ahd, other Liberal assomatwns · free.
To each New Subscriber: ln. th·e club, apre"throughout the world.
...,,
· It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time,_have be'en identified with Free- mlum of a Dollar Book~ either "OidJestament
thought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and- those who, as representative- men, have won dis- Stories Comk:ally lllust(ated," or:W~·S. Bell's
tinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
· "Handbook of Freethought;" in Cloth-:all free
Horaoe Seaver,
George E Ma.Odonald, Oapt. R. 0. Adams,
"Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr~,
Susan, H: Wixon,
by pQst or express.
·
.r. P. Mendum,
E. M. Maodon!Lld,
John R. Oharleswotth, Dr. E. B. FooteJ Jr.;
Mrs. Oharles Wat.ts,.
This' really brings the price· of thf'
D. M. Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam,
·Prof. J. H. Ooo.K,
Mrs. Robert 0. Adams,
Parker Pillsbury,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H. Heywood,
Mrs. M. A.:J!'reeman,
paper down to $2 to each -new liiUbElizur Wright,
Oharles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehm Smith,
scriber, as they get THE TBUTH;SEEKEB
T. 0. Leland,
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Oolman,
one year a,nd ·a. dollar ·book:for $3.
'
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A.. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian Leland,
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy Post,
Judge 0. B. Waite,
A Club of Four New• Sub·
and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names scribers and $12 ($3 only
should be remembered throughout the Liberai ranks. There will also be about
from each) does this.

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

The Price of This Superb Book

i~

$5.00,

and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey d"f h~story,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr." Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.
·
· • ·
:
.
.

·The name of every Subscriber who sends .jive dollars before the work is on th"e press
will be enrolled in this book. DON'T FALL TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
This book will contain
·
•
Over Six Hundred Pages of Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
It will be elegantly bound. It will be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your friends when they ask, What is Fr~thought-what has it done and. what is it doing in the world? .
This is the most universal presentation of FreethouO"ht ever given to the public. and no Freethinker
~an afford to be without it. It is a library in itself.
"'
·
·
·
THE TRUTH SEEKER. 28 Lafayette -pl<J.ce, New'Yoik.
.A.ddress orders to

We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our friends to
help us.
It· ought not to be difficult to get
four New Subscribers in any _to"\Vll ~ .
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist. . . ·.·
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" as soon.'as'the
book is issued.

Tlwse wlio· send a (Jf;u1J ana
Four New ·Subscribers ana.
$12bejore the book is printed··
will have theilr names ,f3n-rolled. in its shining-paf!.es.
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Singl.e~i'b~~P#~Ii,in\lodvari~~;:•.... ~;;.~ .•. ;•• ;.;:....••..••..l 3 -00
OnesubliQriiJWci,n;.two':Velll'siinad.vuce ......••.•...• ;;;....... 5 oo•
3 oo·
Two,~:if'S.nbsiii.i~~'fi!L:.•
~
One sU:~~p~on·Wl."'th one new subscriber; in one remitta.nce 5 oo
One ;~~Jiil(iriliti6n, With tWo "Dew 'subScribers;· in one Pemit~
,.tl!ollCfili.•• ,-•• ,;· ••:•• ·••.••• , •• , .... ; •••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 7 00
one:s.~);ls9fi~on:with ·tbree'u.ewsubscrilleri!iin'onerenut- ·
.:~~~·;:.;: ..........•........ , ....•............... :., .. ; .... s 5o
One ·subscrip$ion with four ·new: subscribers; in one remit'tai.noe;'.· •••..•••• "';~:, •••.••••••••• ; .•••••.• "~·-··········'···10 · 00
AnY ,.;~:F?e~r 1lve at the same rate, inv!ll'iablnith one
u· ••• , . ; ••••

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Moneu Bl'Kiula. 'be sent llrl. ez.Presi .oom.Panti'B moneu order
jiOBta' ora.er, a.ra.tt on Nll'fD Yorl:, or ·ot~ reatsterea. 'etter.
aa.a.ress o~untoattons ana. mal:e a.raJtB, olleol:s, .Post-o#IOB
anfZBZJWBBBmonetJordllri:Patlll'b,eto
E. M. MAODONALD,
liB Lafll'!Jette place, Nll'fD Yorl:.

.··." ..
,,~~--------~----~--~---------------· •· SPJ!lCIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
readers it they Wnlse:nd ns tlie na~ne and addren of
a'o;Y: rieethlnker -who Is nbt a regnlar subscriber.

:;;,~' ..

· · · SOME · HANDSOME PREMIUMS.
}ro induce new subscriptions and prompt. Lepewals .::on . the part of our, friends we make the follow.
.
ing handsome l>reniiu,m. :offers: · ·
. ·Jl'o:t; $6.,60 we will send Tim TBuTH SEEKEB one
y,e11.r .($3) and S. P •. Putnam's ''Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" ($5). _By. taking advantage
of this or our F,ree offer of ·the book (see opposit
page) there is· no reason why every Freethinker in
the country should not possess this splendid work.
.:·<For" $6 ~e ~ill send THE ~TBuTH SEEXEB one
year: ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete"
($3)~ i •This edition of Paine's works· contains a
Pictlli,e7 of' Pame, of ·the statue proposed . to be
~~~'ct~d Ui; ohlcago; and of his monument in New•
J;l.9c~elle .. ' :·
_·"
·' For ·$6 we will send THE TBuTH SEEKEB one'
ye~· ($3). and "The World's Sages; Thinkers, and
R'~fc;>rmers"($3). By D. M. Bennett.
·
·
n · :: · · ~
J For oJP4.60 we will send To TBuTH SEEKEB one
y~ar:'(fS) and James B. Alexander's" Dynamic The-:
o,ry·''•{$2,-75) .. This:is a splendid offer, for every one•
;wants 'this , book. ; It has over a thousand large
pltges and· more' than four· hundred •ilhistrations.:
~f is ~,~.·digest of Science, and ·no one •who stu:dies1
'~t cari·. help· but be, well-informed in all. scientific
D;latters. ·
·
.. ,:For $4:.60 we will send To TBuTH SEEKEB one
year ($3) an:d " The .Freethinker's . Pictorial . Text,Book" in cloth ($2.50).
1 .: For·$4: we will'send THE TBUTH SEEKEB one year
.(-$3) .and" The Freethinker's Pict!)rial .Text-Book''

,i~ boards. ($2)·'
.. For $4: we will send.Tu .TBUTH SEEKEB one year
.(.'3) and a copy of " Old TestamE!nt Stories Comic·allY lliustrated," in cloth covers ($1:50).
"· For ·$3.60 we will send .To · TBuTH S:BlixEB one
'~eat ($S) and " Old ·Testament· Stories Comically
)liistrated," in board covers ($1).
·;~ This is a. sple~did opportunity to· obtain book~
~ID.ch every Liberal ·desires to hav, at an exceed-'
Wtgly low price. Old and new 'subscribers. can
r&vail themselvs of it; and we shall be glad tf our
·~~selit readers will call the attention of their
·friends to the ~abies o1f~red. ··

Leave

Us¥

{ 28 LA..FA.YETTE PL.J $3.00

Per Year.

overthrow the secular republic and put a Covenanter theocracy in its place.
Dr. Scovel . avers that those who antagonize
."Christian morals "knew long ago tha~ these " are
in our origin, in our laws, in our practice and our
practices," and hence must not be lightly touched.
Of course we all know now what the phrase "Christian morals" means, and we do not break out into
a cold swtJat of apprehension and fear when we are
accused of being not over friendly to that sort of
"morals." Frankly, we must say that "Christian
morals" are archaic, cruel, unscientific, and absurd.
What· the race has evolved in its slow and painful
march up from the prehistoric past is for us to
study and to add to by our experience, but it is not
honest to throw in with this ethical code what is
called "Christian morals" and label the whole with
the name of· the infinitesimal part. '•Christian
morals" had their origin in the brains of theologiThe .theocrats· claim the right to insist on ans and anti-naturalists and are to-day defended by
·
~his limitation because, as they assert, we who'are ecclesiastics whose craft depends upon the contin-'
nativ· born and all those who come among us hav ued duping of the people. Sunday laws are a fair
·
well known all alorig that our nation and our social exprelilsion of what are called Christian morals, but
life are Christian .by tradition, custom, and inherit- their only relations to real morality are .tbose of
ance, spite of the constitutional gu~antee of relig- contrast and deadly antagonism. President Scovel
ious freedom and equality before the law. Because says:
"We affirm that in this amendment not an ounce of
we hav known this, as is asserted, we hav no
pressure
will be added to the conscience of any 1onl of all
right to complain when logical Christians seek our
millions. They who hav entered or they who are
to make our Constitution harmonize with ·our home-born hav accepted the condition of things which
traditions and our inherited customs.. It is exists. The individual conscience in conflict with the
conveniently forgotten that progress is the public morality will always be treated with consideration,
watchword of thinking people, and that the and no positiv act will be. required contravening that
private conviction if it can possibly be avoided in the
hope and the effort of such hav been, not to nul- process of expressing the positiv Christian character of
lify the nobler principles of the Constitution in the nation. To that expression the nation, the creature
order to make that instrument harmonize with the of God, is bound by highest conceivable obligation."
.excluEiiv, persecuting spirit and habits of our anIn other terms: There will be no more persecucastors, but; rather, to outgrow the old limitations, tion than will be necessary I The Christians are
to develop in our citizens a more exalted purpose that bound to get into the saddle and to stay there, but
will lead to a juster practice and gradually bring they do not care to ride over the unfortunate heretics
our statutes and our customs into harmony with in a reckless fashion. That might inconvenience
the Constitation. It is forgotten that those who themselvs. They will not constrain conscience except
hav. ·come to our shores for greater liberty of con- in so far as it has to be done in order to compel everysci~nce hav been guided hither not by the violations body to conform outwardly to the dominant theolof .the sublime spirit of freedom, not by the parse~ ogy. That is all. It is· not very much. A mere
cution to which some dissenters hav been subjected, tri1le, in fact. But Rome never did any more. Calbiit by the positiv promises and guarantees ofthe fun~ vin did not go beyond that. Neither did the
damentalla.'w' ·and the general report that this was English Protestants when they were engaged in
and is a free country, so''far, at least, as the profes· the businesa of hanging and burning Catholics.
sions and practice of religion ·are concer:qed. Dr. That is all the Puritans did when they tied naked
McAllister made the same disingenuous plea in Quaker men and women to the tails of carts and
regard to the Jews, saying that they could not and whipped them through Massachusetts villages. They
would not oppose the amendment because they had were not ambitious of accomplishing anything more
come to America knowing that they would find here serious than the suppression of free speech and
the OhriBtian liberty for which the theocrats are so liberty of worship when they banished Mazy Hutchanxious to secure the protection of the Constitu- inson and Roger Williams.. None of those detion. Of course they came here for no.thing of lightful and highly moral people, the persecutors
the ~d. In so far as they were induced to for opinion's sake, hav wanted much-just the
come by considerations having relation to re- privilege of having their own way and of forcing
ligion they ·hav made their homes among us b~ all the rest of the world to coincide with them.
cause they desired freedom of conscience, not They are very agreeable folks to know when they
because they sought "Christian liberty," for that are in a hopeless minority and cannot hav the least
is something not at all desirable, being only influence in shaping''legislation or coloring social
a misleading synonym for theological despotism. customs outside of the:ii- own pale. Then they con'The Christian liberty fathered by the theocrats is tribute somewhat to the hilarity of the natio&s, as a
fundamentally and irreconcilably antagonistic to rattlesnake or tiger, when safely caged, givs pleasthose principles of religious liberty and equality ure to the youthful visitors at the show. But
which are sanctioned by the Constitution and known when these rabid creedists are in a majority, as in
to· the world as the best and most distinctiv heritage the days of the witch-burners, or when, as at preswe received from thee Revolutionists. . Since Dr. ent, although apparently in the minority, they yet
McAllister made his sophistical argument before possess great influence and secure the obsequious
the House Committee he has .been emphatically attention of legislators, they~e more to be dreaded
contradicted and answered by the representative of than the reptile in his burrow or the wild beast in
the· Jews, and he has received fully as posjtiv a the jungle.
We are told that we hav " accepted the condition
reply from the German Lutherans. Generally
speaking, the immigrants from Europe did not of things which exi11ts." This is not true, so far as
come to the United States to help nativ traitors a very intelligent minority are concerned. What is

President Scovel, a leading advocate of theocracy,
in a long, ·carefully prepared and revised address 'on
the Christian amendment, makes ·this observation:
"The .amendment will j~st provide for.that ifui:itation of liberty of conscience which lies iri the necessity of the case and •ilil·· accepted by every civilized
J:latiop ~'d~r. the sun." The "nec~ssity'" of what
"case " 1 What is meant by this .other· than the
obligation which Christianafeel themselvs uilder to
compel a political recognition of their dogmas!
This is what 'President Scovel means and this:ia the
in.· ten.t of·.the·p·r·op.osed:. amendment,.•of.·.aJl· Sunday
..
laws,' of the modern Protestant movement for the
• ul t"
f li •
t
h
h. 1 .
Jnc . ca 10n o ·:re g10us enets in t e sc oo s, etc.,
~tc." Here is an admission that the liberty of. con.
.
science is to be denied, to the extent that is neces~:;'d~o the enthronement of the Ohristian priest-
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more, we are determined not to accept it at any I
time nor to any extent. We hav to submit to certain disagreeable and outrageous conditions and
rules, but submission under protest is not acceptance. Even if we had accepted, through ignorance,
we hav not alienated our right to withdraw that
nominal acceptance and demand a new and fair
deal, now that our eyes are open to the abomination. Of course this is the situation with many,
and their numbers grow larger each day.
President Scovel's declaration that the "individual conscience in conflict with the public morality"
(i. e., with the church dogmas which the theocrats
claim constitute, in some unexplainable way, "the
public morality") "will always be treated with consideration," is a curious illustration of the wor kings
of the clerical mind. As a matter of history, the
conscience of the dissenter has always been t reated
by such men as President Scovel with the "consideration" which the ruling civilization of the time
compelled them to accord to it-not one particle
more. The "consideration" which the Adventists
receive in Tennessee, Maryland, and Arkansas is
expressed iu the concrete forms of fines, jails, and
chain-gangs. Just now it is President Scovel's cue
to talk very softly, because he wants more power
for his party, but he cannot get enough velvet into
his mouth nor sufficient honey upon his lips to dull
to the ear of the Freethinker the occasional snap
and grinrl of the hard, strong teeth that are so
eager to tear and devour the flesh of all who do not
bend the knee and bow the head in adoration before
the altar of the Baal of divine rule. T he liberty
which this man and those for whom he speaks will
not take from us is the liberty they cannot take, just
as the burglar leaves the safe or the kitchen r ange.
No history-enlightened rationalist will trust anything to their magnanimity.

- - -- - - - -

As our readers hav no doubt observed, the or ders
for "Four Hundred Years of Freethough t" continue to como in, and the West is still in the lead.
The procrastination of our printers and artists has
slightly extended the duration of the " eleventh
hour," and so there is yet a little time befor e the
last form, which will contain the names of subscribers, goes to press. Our offer of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" and THE TRUTH SEEKER
for a year, tor ."'6.50 holds good to the last minute.
Be sure to send corrections if we do not print your
name right.
Is Presbyterianism becoming more conser vativ'
In the General Assembly last year Professor Briggs
was suspended by a vote of 376 to 116; this year
Dr. Smith is overborne by a vote of 396 t o 101.
T his issue of the 'l'noT:a: SEEn:En is copyrighted,
including the Paine memorial addresses and t he illustrations. All concerned will please bear this fact in
mind.
S. P. Putnam's Lecture Appointments.
Mount Pleasant, Mich., June 16-20.
Adamsville, Mich., June 22- 24.
Nevinsville, In., .rune 26-July 7.
Sidnaw, Mich., July !l- 15.
Drummond, Mich., July 17 24.
All those who are in the vicinity of these places or on
the line of travel to these places from New York and
Chicago will please write at once, care of Truth Seeker,
New York. After these dates are finished Mr. Putnam
will go West, lecturing at Whitehall and Neillsville, Wis.,
Crooks town, Minn., Fargo and Hoople N. Dak., and
thence to Ft. Maginnis, Mont., and thence to Davenport,
Wash. and vicinity. Those who want lectures in Minnesota, North Dakota, Montana and Washington write at
once.
THE First Secular Chnrch of Portland will giv its
annual excursion Sunday, June 24th, from Por tland,
through the Oregon City locks, to Oastle Kehm, and
thence to New Era, where the future camp-ground of the
Oregon State Secular Union is situated. On this day,
Mr. and Mrs. David Wittenberg will present to the
Oregon State Secular Union a deed for ten acres of land
to be known as the Oregon Secular Park. One of the
finest steamers on the W11Iamette will be chartered, and
there will be music and dancing and amusements of nil
kinds. Addresses will be made by President W. W.
Jessee of the Oregon State Secular Union; Thomas R.
Kemp, president of the Portland Secular Church; Mrs.
A. E. Barker, of the Forest Grove Union; Henry Addis,
of the Panier Union; Nettie A. Olds, superintendent of
the Portland Secular Church; D. W. Smith, and other
members of the executiv committee, and of the Secular
Union. At this time the Union will also consider the
proposition of Mr. and Mrs. Wittenburg to donate additional land for a Secular oolloge. Wat{lh the liberal
ILI.TIE KEID! SMITH.
papers for full program.
Sea. Oregon State Secular Union.
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!'RESIDENT ROWLEY ADDRESSES THE ASSEMBLAGE.
•• On behalf of t.he Brooklyn P hilosophical Association, I giv yon all a cordial welcome."

!
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OF
PAINE
MEMORY
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it was a sufficient introduction, and was the means
making m any ste~ling Liber.als acquainted with
each other . Freethmkera part10ularly need to cul.
tivate sociability. T he now most potent force oper-.,
ating to p erpetuate the power of the churches is the
social u nion of those or ganizations. It is our work '
to supplant t he old with the new, and to do thls
most r eadily and effectually, we must , after we hav
accomplished the int ellectual emancipation of the
adher en ts of the churches, make them feel at home

1 of

-i

.

___

Impressive Decoration Day Services at
New Rochelle.

TRIBUTE TO THE AUTHOR-HERO
llU
Illr..EBSOLL'S

among us. Such celebr ations as this at N ew Rochelle
are most effectiv aida in this dir ection.
Among the Liberals present wer e Colonel and Mrs.
Ingersoll, Miss Maud I ngersoll, T had deus B. and
Miss Wakeman, S. P. P utnam, H enry R owley, N. F.
Freethinkers ot New York and Vicinity Gather Griswold, Meriden, Conn.; Capt. Silas Latham, Dr.
About the ll onument of the Great ~ orld- E. B. Foote, Sr ., and Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., Dr. C. S.
J esse Clark, Dr. Wright, R obert W e.de,
Patriot and Listen t o the Orators of the Day Weeks,
Troy, N . Y ; Mr s. Eliza B. Burnz, Mrs. C. M. TreNo doubt the ministers, who are in the counsel gear, Miss S. L evin, T hos. D untze, secretary of t he
of "divine providence," can explain why it was that, Association, Moses Goldsmith, H enry Nichols, E.
although it had been raining most of the time .for C. Walker, Capt. George W. L oyd , Geo. E. and Mrs.
considerably more than a week, and although the Grace L. Macdonald, Mrs. M . Smith, of Newark,
weather was threatening and ominous a 1 d ay on N. J .; Mrs. Beckwith, Dr . C. L . Andrews, Wilson
W ednesday, May 30th, it was just short of b ing 1\-I cDonald, R ob er t H . Barry, P et er Eckler, Chansufficien tly so to deter the p eople from coming out, ning and Mrs. A. T. B urnz, Wm. H auenstein, PaulS.
and the rain held off until the P aine commemorativ Tucker, Mr. L ovell, of Newark; Paul Fisher, W. B .
exercises at New Rochelle were completed accord- DuBois, and W. V. Winham. A jovial party came
ing to program, and the hundr eds of men and with D exter K. Cole on his steamer " Mystery." .
women who had participated in honoring the mem- Among these gentlemen wer e G. W. Call, John
ory of the world's patriot and sage had all r eached Scot t, Nelson L. Pidgeon, and E dward E . Sammis.
their respectiv homes in safety. It was a d elightful P er haps the happiest of those on the ground was
day for an outing; the temperature was the happy Cap t. Geo. L oyd, who bea1·s the weight of ninetymedium between the chilliness of spring and the two year s as though it were but a feather. H e was
sweltering beat of summer. There was exactly the ver y much in evidence and always aptly eo. Miss
right kind of a breeze; the skies wer e ligh tly L evin took a lar ge number of views of the manuclouded; no annoying insects obtruded themselvs ; ment, the platform when occupied by the differ ent
daisies and buttercups spangled meadow, pastur e- speakers, the assemblage, and the old homestead.
land, and roadside with white and gold; the tulip- It is fortunate that she will giv our reader s an optreea shook their bells of bloom, while t he rich per- portunity to procure some excellent pictures of the
fume of the locust sweetly scented the air of May. monument, the g r oups of notables, and the farmOf course all this was nature's unconscious work, house.
and not even the most zealous preacher will be able
Across the White Plains and New Rochelle road
to find in the event the slightest trace of anything was hung a banner, bearing, in large white letters,
"providential."
the word "Welcome." The monument was feeAt 12.30 P :r.r. a. train of eight coaches pulled uut of I tooned with flowers of all hues, and at its base was
the Grand Central Depot, over the tracks of the Ne~ heaped a mass of wreaths and bouquets.
York1 New Haven & Hartford Railway, carrying
The platform was erected· beside a small building
about four hundred very much alive Br ooklyn" st anding in the lane that leads to the P aine bouse
and New York Freethinkers, including quite a on the hill to the north, the audience occupying the
number from other points in this state and in New space between the monument and the spefl,ker 's
Jersey and Connecticut. At the monument these stand. The latter was or namented with the stars
were joined by several hundred from New R ochelle and stripes and app1·opriate mottoes. At the back
and vicinity, making a total attendance of probably of the stand was delineated the sublime sen timent
not leas than seven hundred.
of Thomas Paine, "Spare the Man, b ut K ill
A Liberal did not need to feel alone in that crowd; the Monarchy." The good taste and approp riateall about him be could see happy-faced, intelligent ness of the arrangements were the subjects of unimen and women wearing neat badges of blue, bear- versa! commendation. True to its traditions and
ing 't.he legend: "Thomas Paine Memorial at New purpose, the Brooklyn Philosophical Association
R chelle, N. Y., 1\Iay 30, 1894:; Brooklyn Philoso- \ does well whatever it seta out to accomplish, and
phical As•ociation." Except with the most formal, the memorial testimonial to Paine at New Rochelle
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'' Sometimes I think that a. lie is the healthiest thing that was ever born into the world."

on

May 30th, 1894, was no exception to the rule.
Every Freethinker in the United States and in the
world at large .has an immediate and perpetual
interest in such celebrations as this, so well conceived and so admirably consummated. They are
pleasurable in anticipation, delightful in participation, and of g reat and lasting bandit. When the
people cease t.o believe the falsehoods about Thomas
Paine, which the clergy hav been industriousl.v
circulating for nearly one hundred years, they will
also cease to believe a good many other stories
that they hav heretofore accepted unquestioningly.
Henry Rowley, president of the Brooklyn Philosophical Association, presidt>d. After the meeting
had come to order, under the influence of a cornet
solo, he welcomed the people in the D'lme of the
Association, and made the introductory remarks
which follow:
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN : It is delightful to behold
sue h a splendid gathering as this, and on behalf of
the Brooklyn 1 hilosophical Association I giv you
all a cordial welcome.
About twelve months ago a few enthusiastic Liberals made a pilgrimage to this spot, and it occurred
to them, as it has no doubt to thousands of others,
that the man in whose brain the idea of Amexican
independence first took definit shape, and whose
pen was the first to write those glorious words, the
Free and Independent States of America; that the
man who has aroused the slumbering sense of mental liberty in the minds of millions of men and women, should not be foxgotten, but rather that his
name should be perpetuated throughout the ages
as the symbol of pure and ardent patriotism.
While it did not appear practicable to undertake
the erection of a large and fitting monument-of
which there should be hundreds-yet there was no
reason why the simple memorial stone should remain dilapidated and uncared for None of this
Httle group of pilgrims .was overburdened with
-worldly riches, but one of them, Mr. Barry-who, I
·am glad to say, is with us to-day-said: "If the
:Brooklyn Philosophical Association will undertake
the work of organizing a suitable demonstration, I
will guarantee to pay the entire coat of renovating
and beautifying Paine's monument at New Ro.chelle." Do I not express your unanimous opinion
when I say that such an offer did credit to the
mind and heart of Mr. Barry~ Our association
enthusiastically indorsed the proposal, and we are
b~re to.day to consummate the work and to publicly
pay respect to the character and worth of the Authorhero of the American Revolution-Thomas Paine.

It would be difficult to :find in the annals of history any man whose character has been so persistently vilified as that of Thomas Paine. H e has
been r epresented as being ignorant, drunken, and
blasphemous, that he was an activ and vigilant
agent of the devil with a remarkable power for rushing the weak and innocent to bottomless perdition.
There is not the faintest shadow of truth in any of
these charges, and any man-whether be be politician or priest-who repeats them is a vender of
lies. There if> no longer any excuse for ignorance
regarding Paine's life, character and work. Mr.
Conway's Life tells the plain and simple story sup·
ported by the most irrefragable evidence.
Instead of an ignora,nt man he was a wise one;
instead of a drunken man he was sober, modest,
and virtuous; instead of a blasphemer he was a
patient searcher of truth, an implacable foe of political shams and priest!y intolerance.
Paine's real, activ life began when he arrived in
this country in his thirty-seventh year. This was
about nineteen months previous to the signing of
the Declaration of Independence. His activ mind
quickly grasped tlie situation and he enthusiastically entered into the American cause. The state of
the public mind may be gathered from a remark
made by B enjamin Franklin, when be said in London, as late as 1775, that he bad never heard any
man in America, either drunk or sober, declare for
separation. Why t}lis sudden and radical change
in public sentiment! Why, "Common Sense" had
appeared. Its effect was magical-phenomenal-as
unexpected as a star in the heavens at noonday.
The thinking, progressiv colonists were converted.
A riot became a revolution. The words of "Common Sense" burned themselvs into the brain of
the people. They ceased to be subjects of . a king
and became citizens of a free Republic. Some of
the passages in this little pamphlet are marvels of
expression. Never had such simple words been
used in so mighty an argument. Take as samples :
" Monarchy and succession hav laid the world in
blood and ashes." "Of more worth is one honest
man to society and in the sight of God than all the
crowned ruffians that ever lived."
Paine's labor did not cease with the writing of a
popular pamphlet. Indeed, it only began then.
He had given a new direction to affair<!, and he was
not the man to abandon a half-won cause. He continued to be the genius and spirit of a struggling
nationality. It is to be remarked that the most remarkable characteristic of Paine was the trustiness
of his word and the promptitude of his acts. His
powers of concentration were immenae and his

knowledge of facts enot·mous. Economical of words
but prodigal of thoughts, he wrote to convince,
not to please. He called things by their right
names, and brought the truth to daylight.
Hav you ever contemplated the situation of the
American army at Trenton 1 I know of nothing
more tragic, nothing so momentous. Distressed
and f11.misbed soldiers, with a disheartened general
to lead them. Amid the snows of winter and
under the crushing influence of despair. Paine
was with them, but did not share their gloom. H e
wrote the first number of the " Crisis," and around
the camp-fire the men gather to hear it read. What
a scene for the artist's canvas ! What a theme for the
poet's genius! The :first sentence was thrilling and
sounded the note of victory. "These are the times
that try men's souls." "Tyranny, like hell, is not
easily conquered." You know the rest. Is it not,
friends, a. glorious thing to be engaged this day in
doing honor to the man who achieved such victories
for humanity?
Paine's life may be divided, for convenient study,
into two parts. In the :first part he produced
"Common Sense" and the "Crisis," American in
their subject and application. I n. the second part
he produced the "Rights of Man" and the "Age of
Reason," both of them universal in their subject
and application.
The "Rights of Man" not only crushed the arguments of the great political philosopher, Edmund
Burke, but it sowed the seed of political freedom
throughout the civilized world.
The " Age of
Reason " was a glOO"ious climax. Without it
Paine's work would hav been incomplete. He would
hav neither political nor religious tyranny. He stood
alone in the integrity of his own manhood. He
wanted men to be free indeed, with wide intellectual horizons and sympathetic hearts. They cannot
so long as they are bound to king, priest, creed,
and Bible. If this were an experience meeting I
might ask all those who bav not read the "Age of
Reason" to hold up the right band. If there should
be any I would say, "Go, friend, buy a copy, study
ita pages, and you will be born again." Paine
stood, in his day, where Dr. Briggs stands to-day.
The only men in the church worth attention are
the heretics. To be tried for heresy is to be immortalized. Paine was just a hundred years older
than Briggs.
By the side of this simple monument let us reconsecrate ourselvs to the cause of human brotherhood and to the dissemination of those glorious
principles of mental liberty to which Thomas Paine
devoted his life.
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At the conclusion of his address, Mr. Rowley read
George E. Macdonald's poem, " Paine ; the KnightErrant of Freedom," which appeared on the first page
of our PAINE MEMORIAL NuMBER. Mr. Rowley has an
excellent voice, and he did justice to the poem and
to himself. Next came S. P. Putnam, who read his
poem, "Freethought and Paine," which also adorned
the MEMORIAL NuMBER. The audience gave "The
Pilgrim" hearty greeting and frequPnt and warm
applause, as it had the president. It is clear that
they are both favorits with the Freethinkers of this
part of the country.
When Colonel Ingersoll was announced and advanced to the front of the platform he was welcomed rapturously, the applause breaking out
again and again. Throughout the delivery of his
address the enthusias~ic audience cheered him to
· . the echo and at its conclusion he retired in a storm
of acclamations. Here is his oration in full :
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN : More than one hundred
years ago, in. the year 1774, Thomas Paine, then a
young man of thirty-seven or eight, came to our
shores. He was an Englishman; and while I remember the history of that land-the brutalities, the
savagery of that people-while I remember their
crowned idiots and their robed hypocrites-while I
remember all that is bad and all that is great and
glorious, I say here to-day that bettei-~ blood than
the English blood never coursed in human veins.
He came her~, his life up to that tin:ie having been,
to all appearances, an unbroken and unadulterated
failure.
He was born among the poor, and, so far as ·I
. know, his parents never thought nor did anything
notable. He had, so far as we know, but little education, but a vast deal, as it turned out, of information. He had great capacity, a great brain, and he'
knew a marvelous. number of facts, of things. He
had lived close to the breast of nature and during
all the years of failure in England he was a thinker,
and he commenced at the bedrock. He was not
dazed by glitter, by show, by custom, by genius;
nothing deceived him. He saw through all the
glorified fog ; he saw things as they were, and he
came here just as people were beginning to think
about forming a nation.
He had nothing to recommend him in the world
except a letter of introduction signed by a very
great Infidel-so great, that when I think of him I
feel as though he was kindred of the mountains, as
though he were related to the constancy of the
stars, one of the greatest, one of the serenest of
men, Benjamin Franklin. He was another man
who saw to the bedrock, and who was not deceived
by prophets, who was not deceived by bloody and
ign.orant and savage revelation from a monster God.
That is all he had, that letter of introduction, and
showing that in the city of Philadelphia, after teaching school a little while, he was employed to write
on a magazine, the Pennsylvania Magazine, and I
want to show you now that the man's mind was
filled with great subjects about which he had great
thoughts, and the first article was one against
negro slavery, prophesying the trouble it would
bring, the blood it would shed upon American soil.
Another article was against the infamous practice
of dueling, of which Sidney Smith said it was a
civilized institution among savages and a savage institution among civilized men. The next, an article
on the rights of woman, on marriage and divorce,
on the infinite brutality of compelling a woman to
live with a man she loathed, abhorred, and despised.
The next, on international arbitration, to do away
with war. The next, on the treatment of criminals
in prisons, showing that humanity should never be
forgotten by the state. I am simply telling you a
few of the things in this man's mind ; even then
writing upon international copyright, a thing that
was achieved only a year or two ago.
In a little while his attention was turned to the
politics of the thirteen colonies, and as we are now
standing by the monument of Paine, we might as
well tell the truth.
A majority of the colonists were not in favor of
independence, and they never were, never. There
was not one day from the battle of Lexington to the
surrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown when morethan one-third of the colonists were in favor of
founding a new nation. Let us tell the truth about
them ; the country was full of Tories, but the onethird, thoroughly organized, in each one's heart a
:flame a:qd .in each one's brain a star, they accomplished, in spite of their false brethren and in spite
of the power of England, the great work and founded
the Republic. But when Paine arrived nobody was
in favor of independence. He :fired the :first gun.
He asked the question, "Is it to the boy's interest
to remain a boy all his lifeT Is it to ourinterest to
. be eternally colonists or to become a nation T"
That man, without an education so-called, had

~he :finest use of the English language of any man of tine by an accident, was :finally releas~d, and in
his time. He was the best intellectual marksman 1802 came back to the· Pnited States;
then alive. He hit the center. He used plain,
The "Age of Reason" had :been published. · 'The
simple; common, forcible English that had ligament priests had read it. . They could not answer it.
and nerve, and he wrote sentences that throbbed as What was the next best thing? To att&G.k him-to
though they had hearts, lines that are alive, and he attack his character, to denounce him hand ·they
touched the common sense of mankind ; and I say commenced, and they are at it now. I don't1 believe
to-day that he did more to establish this Republic there has ever been an orthod<>:x minister, who has
than any other man that ever stood on the soil of talked on the subject, who has told the truth; I
this continent ; and when I say that I remember never heard of him if he did; and nearly li.ll.intelliFranklin, and I remember that other great Infidel, gent people now, with the exception of the orthoThomas Jefferson; I remember George Washing- dox clergy, know the principal facts in the life of
ton ; and yet, remembering those names, I say Thomas Paine; and yet every pulpit has been a
that we are more indebted to-day for the liberty mint in which slanders and calumnies have been
we enjoy to Thomas Paine than to any other man coined against the grandest of American patriots.
that ever stood upon this continent; a.nd let me tell Will it ever ceasfr! I do not ·know. <Sometimes I
you, he did more for liberty than all the ministers think that truth is the weakest thiD.gii,n. the:world.
alive in 17'7:6 ; he was a greater power than all the I do. Sometimes I think that :a lie ilil the healthiest
pUlpits combined in the direction of right.
thing that was ever born into the world. .No matThat man was the :first to write the words "The tor how .old it is, it appears without a .wrinkle, with
United States of America;" that man was the orig- ear~;~ undulled, with eyes undimmed, fresh .as a drop
inator of the. Bank of the United States; That man. of dew in the heart of a rose ; . and these lies about
was the first to suggest a constitution, .a greater Paine pass current to-day in' the .orthodox ,~odd.
bond of union than the old Articles of ConfederaYou see, the reason.· was this :•.The; Ohristians did
not think that God could a:lford to let. Paine· 'die in
tion.
.
I _want. you to know something about him. ·He ,peace.. Paine had done :what he could to rescue the
was a thinker, and he had the courage of his reputation of God from the slanders of the p_ulpit.
thoughts ; and no man spoke braver, clearer than He did not succeed entirely, but he did the J;l,~st he
he fo! everything just, charitable, honest, free and could;. and the ministers said, "If God allo,Ws' that
good. Never in his whole life did he utter a word man to die in peace there's .11omething wrong~">Now
against anything that is good, never, not one; and God is:just mean enough to try tofrighten a dying
no man stood higher when the Revolution)try war man. Think of an infinite being, ..whose, th.oughts
closed than Thomas Paine.
are stars, whose dreams are constellations-:-think
Having done what he wished here, having such of that being putting in his time frighteriing,;a man
ceeded in forming one government recognizing at that 1s on the crumbling edge of . the grave. What
least the rights of white men, he went to England, a magni:fieent God-for a cannibal.to worship!,'
and in a few years produced his "Rights of Man," _ For nearly forty years this man had- been -a'herwhich was an effort to remodel and reform the aid of the dawn. In the darkness of night he was
British Constitution; but at that time the British the star. For nearly forty years he had ·labored
were savages; patriotism was treason; good sense night and day -for the happiness of his fellowm,en,
was heresy;- the patriot went to prison and the and Christians could not -believe that God would
thinker went to hell.
allow such. a man to die_in peace. ·So t11Elym.anuIIi 1791 he went to France. He became a mem- factured the .facts to :fit their theory, and they
ber of the French Convention. He was elected by stated that at the last he recanted.
- •
four departments,· but he sat for the departWhat had he to recant? He had talked in favor
ment of Calais ; and there the principle of this of ~iberty, honesty, virtue, kindness. Did God want
man wa~ put to the test. He was one of the makers him to recant! That was all he had to take back.
But the fact is that Thomas- Paine died as he
of the French Constitution, of their Bill of Rights,
and while he sat in that convention the question lived. He had thought about these things and he
came up as to what should be done with the king, knew what his thought was. He had . reached ~he
Louis. Should he be exiled T Should he be killed? conclusion that if God exists he is not unjust; that
What should be done with him T The nation was he does not believe in savagery, in wars of extermiinsane. France had risen from the wrongs of a nation. He had reached the conclusion that if God
thousand years; for one thousand years the church, were infinite and all-wise, he had at least common
the altar, and the throne had been living on the sense ; and he said so, and that was all the crime
blood of France. Women were yoked with cattle, he Mmmitted. And yet in America the ortho'dox
plowing in the field. _ Men and women belonged church has sacrificed its reputation for veracity
to the soil ; they were sold like beasts, and there npon the grave of Thomas Paine.
-_
were no human rights. It took the Catholic church
Nobody believes a minister now. Everybody
a thousand years to bring about this blessed state knows that every word from the pulpit against the
of things. But Paine was a man of principle, a great and glorious man of the past is absolutely
philanthropist; and although he knew that he untrue. But do you know that sometimes I get a
would be suspected, imprisoned, and beheaded if little sorry for the clergy T I have lived to see the
he voted for the life of the king, he had the_ prin- brand of m~ntal inferiority put on every orthodox
ciple and the courage to say, "No, kill the monarch, brain. I have lived to see the time when the thinkbut not the man ; let him become a useful citizen; ers, the philosophers, the men of real thought, are
it was the man's misfortune to be a king." When on the other. side.
_
he gave that vote he knew that his life depended
And so I tell you to-day that in the great battle
upon it, and in the history of the world there is between reason and superstition we have passed
nothing sublimer than the conduct of Thoma.s midnight. In the great battle between governme.nt
Paine upon that occasion. He was seized; he was by the people an.d government by God through
imprisoned.
kings, we have passed midnight. The tendency of
Just before that time, after having turned . his the world to-day is toward representative governattention to kings and thrones, he took it into his ment. The tendency of the world to-day is toward
head that he would look behind the altar. He had absolute intellectual liberty, toward intellectual
found that nobles were wretches, parasites living hospitality, toward allowing every human ~eing to
on the blood of honest labor, and he _thought he make the best guess he can on a subject that :he
would turn his attention to' priests, and he then knows nothing about.
wrote the :first part of the "Age of Reason," and
In the great battle between living for this world
left the manuscript with Joel .Barlow. Then, cast and some other, we have _passed midilight, and we
into prison, and while in prison, under the shadow are living now for this world. We _want houses and
of the guillotine, expecting every moment to be good food and good clothes; we want books; we want
called out to be beheaded, he wrote the second part pictures, we want music with its thrilling voice; we
of "The Age of Reason;" and let me say here want everything there is of joy and gladness beto-day that there never has been a clergyman or a neath the stars ; and when ·we come to another
doctor of divinity (and it isn't wonderful that such world (if we ever do), we will attend to that.
divinity needs doctors)~there never has been ond
The world has at last concluded (I mean the sansgreat enough, ingenious enough, educated enough ible ones) to live for this life. ·
.
to answer the arguments ofThomas Paine as found
We hav concluded that that man is the greatest
in the "Age of Reasc;m."
man who adds most to the sum of human happiness
He took the ground that the Bible is not in- here in this world; and we are believers iri homes
spired, that it is not the word of an infinitely wise here, in the family here, and we think more of ·our
and benevolent God; and there is not to-day be- families than we do of all the Gods and Christa you
neath the cope of heaven an enlightened clergyman can cram into infinite space.
·
··
who thinks it is. How any human being can read
And the Jl!.&n who did as much ~s any other to
that book, with all its ignorance, with all its atroci- help on the human race along this great highw!ify of
ties, with its murders and slavery and polygamy, intellectual and physical progress, a Dian who did as
and hell to boot ; how any man can read it now much as any other is the man we honor to-<}ay, He
and imagine that it was inspired by anybopy except lived a .laborious life. He was one of the greatest
a savage, is beyond the power of my imagination.
soldiers in the army of human PZ:Cig~E)BS7 a~d his
Pain_e remained in prison, saved ~rom the guillo- reputation is now increasing every ~day~ Elve~yday i
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and in a few years, when the American peopl
t
on the fourth: day of 'July to pay honors· ~om:~e
~emory of the great, and when they speak of WashIDgton, and J e:fferson, and ·Franklin they' will al
,speak . of Thomas Pain~ ; and the time will co~~
when.~ th~ temple of !iberty, our temple,· the highest n1che will be occupied by the Author-hero of th
Revolution, Thomas Paine.
e
· Following__ another · cornet solo Thaddeus B.
~akeman d~h~ered a forceful, feeling, ringing, that
IS, characteristic, sp~ech. Here is the text of it:
.

lowal tShe lies and slanders they hav put out about the
re
t. Thomas !
·Let
. us h ope that the churches will go out of
~:m;ess before they reach that painful duty . that
~ e~ular Republic, with its state, school: and
umverslty, ~ill happily take their place; and that
th~ terrestnal heaven, which Thomas Paine founded
w. en he founded the United States of America,
will ~ake the place of the celestial myth.
Science and the laws of evolution indicate such
to be ~he destiny of the republican world. His was
the VOice that aroused the people and indicated the
way.
I~ short, l~t us learn from him to anticipate the
glonous and mevitable results of the laws of progress ; thus shall we be stronger in hope and in head
and hand to realize them;
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With one more ,contribution from the cornetist
Henry Rowley's benediction, the assemblage
dissolved, the units wending their way homeward
as th~ Ma_Y-day waned, all leeling that it had been
a go?d thmg to be gathered together in the name
of hi~ who warned us that if we " giv power to
the bigot of any sectary he will use it to the oppression of the rest."
~d

At the meeting of the Manhattan ·Liberal Club
on the evening of June 1st, Secretary Duntze, of th~
Brooklyn: Philos.ophical.Association, in thanking the
Club for the assistance It had rendered the Association in preparing and carrying through the program
at New Rochelle on the 301ih ult., said:
" The Paine. Memorial was a success, friends.
We are gaining ground. But two or three years
ago, whAn Colonel Ingersoll . delivered an address
on. ~he anniyersary of Thomas Paine's birthday, the
dailies pubhshed ve~y sarcas~ic repo~ts of it. To-day
the Sun says: 'The world Is making up its mind
.anew about Thomas Paine,' and never said the Sun
a truer thing.
"You heard the telegram of regret read at New
Rochelle, in which a Brooklyn clergyman said: 'I
an~: with you in spirit:__ the :flesh profits nothing.'
B~s~des this I received a letter from a Presbyterian
minister. at New Rochelle, in which he says, among
other thtngs: 'I recognize that Paine did invaluable
service to our. country, for which he has not rec?ived _hi.s share of. praise.' This from a Presbytenan minister. Think of it!
"Thus we are marching on; and to still furth )r
e~ucate the. peopl~ with regard to Paine, I hope it
will be found feasible to repeat this Paine memorial
every thirtieth of May.• It is desirable, aye, it is
absolutely necessary, that the Freethinkers of
America should be banded more closely together
than tbey are to day. As Freethought, however
necessarily implies differences of opinion we ca~
not possibly agree on all subjects every d~y of the
ye!l'T.. But. let us hav one . d~y on which we can lay
aside all differences and JOin hands in fellowship
around the monument of him whose memory we all
honor and cherish, no matter how divergent may be
our opinions on many subjects.''
Mr. Duntze's excellent suggestion was enthusiastically applauded by the Manhattanites. It was no
doubt the happy expression of a .thought which had
birth in the minds of many as they listened to the
burnin~ eloquence of the memorial day speakers,
but which none but Mr. Duntze had definitivly
form:ulatPd, and which it remained for him to giv
utterance to in the "nick of time."

LADIES AND G:a:;<TLEMEN : After the .· impressiv
words of our glorious Colonel, what can take the
place. of the re:fl.ectiv silence that should foliow?
Only thoughts that can possibly add depth and
purpose to what :we hav been charmed to hear.
Let us, then_,rememb~r that this is Decoration Day, ··wilson McDonald's first words were.: "1 Wish I
our g~:~.at national festival of the dead ; and at the
same txme the festival of the rebirth of our national had not come here;" He said he meant by this that
unio:n.l;>y .the close, in May, 1865, o! our great civil the pre.ceding speakers had left him nothing to say.
'Yar, It IS our second, our solemn Fourth of July But still he~ manag~d to make some good points.
He told of his_ early Ideas in regard to Paine; how,
.It is tl:le.Jitting time, then, togather, as we hav, at
more than: .fifty years ago, he read the "Age of
the grave a:n.d monument of the one who really by
Reason." "For half a century I hav thought Paine
.his " 0ommon Sense" and " Crisis " laid the corner- the greatest man who ever lived." To illustrate
stone of our great republic, and anabled sixty-five the superstition which possesses religious minds
. mi,llioos of us to greet each other as ·" fellow-citi- ~r. Mc:J?onald related ari incident that ·came within
z~ns."
We. hav gathered here, because in this his cogmzance many years ago. Iri 1843 a meteoric
festival of the dead we hav a duty, a work in hand show~r astonished and terrified the simple denizens
.in reg~~ord to this founder of our common countey: ~f this state. In a certain neighborhood~ lived a
That work our noble ;lngersoll, and those who h-av tpan who had the reputation of. being uncommonly
spoke:n. before him to-day, hav taken well in hand '~sm~rt." So, ~hen the "shooting stars" :flashed a
. and curg_ed nobly for ward ! What is that work, d~ ~arnmg of ~od ~ ven~eance into the quaking hearts
you say ? For fear you Liberals may not catch on of the rustics his neighbors went to this old man
at on(le, let me say . it in theological phrase : The .and begged him to tell them what manner of
work we are here to do is to lift the soul of Thomas t' liign:s -a.ii"d"port·ents·" these ·we'\'e. ·H-e ·came out of·
Paine out of purgatory !.. For there is where the his cabin, and,.standing under the vaulted arch of
.st•tpid bigotry of his time left him at death. Not the skies, gazed long and wisely at the brilliant dis. ouly that, but sure we must make it that be has his pl~y made by the wanderers in space. Finally, he
. proper place. in he~~oven!-tbe scientific and human said : "Well, I don't know what it is unless it is
_heaven thatis; to be. J;io heaven of th~· good oon that the deVil has got loose again and he and God
. be. complete. without th1s .emancipator of mankind, are throwing stars at each other."
. th\B founder of republics. Thomas Paine was in
Before concluding his remarks, Mr. McD~nald
his ·~ay the di~interested and dev:_oted impersonation exhibited a fragment of the original headstone of
of liberty, sCience, and. humanity. These are the Paine's grave. There are on 'it, in one line the
,three words upon which our new era, our new and letters "INE ", part of the name of the great advore~~ol hea.ven,. is founded. The monument of him cafle of human rights; next below is the word
. wh~ embodied . theni, and made them working and "SENSE", and still lower down the figure "9 ", all
savl:Il.g powers 1n the world, stands before us! Fail- that remains. of the year '' 1809." Hr. McDonald
_ings he had-but th~y were the mere accidents of holds this memento as president of the Paine Histor, his. time, his career, and his devotion.
ical Society, having received it from· Capt. G. W.
Loyd, who in turn had it from an old Huguenot
" For all human failings
A pure humanity atones,"
lady who had rescued it from destruction or theft
s'ays the Sage of Weimar. He who first used the the headstone having been broken to pieces· by th~ Paine's Appeals tor the Negro and for Woman •
. wo~ds, · " The·· Religion of Humanity" and " The marksmen and curiosity-hunters of the early days.
After the acquisition of Louisiana, the French
President Rowley described the location of the
· United States of America," and spent his life to
inha):>itants of ·that territory (in 1804) sent a megrave
of
Pain_e,
telling
of
Cobbett's
disinterment
-• make them· realities-who can longer keep any
morial to Congress demanding " immediate admisheaven closed against him ! But more than that, and removal of the bones of the patriot, and calling sion to equal statehood, also the right to continue
attention
to
the
situation
of
the
Paine
farm-house
.
. he was' the prophet of . the great seed-time of the
the importation of negro slaves." Paine wrote a
· Revolutions one hun'dred years ago; as such he Then he said that he had. been sitting in the chair characteristic reply. Conway quotes some terse
in
which
the
lover
of
justice
·had
sat
while
doing
WOrked OUt the lines Of reformatory progress for UB
much of his writing, and he held up in View of the sentences;
· to~day.
"Paine reminds the memorialists of the ' mischief
audience
a wood-bottomed chair of good dimen•. It is astonishing to find, as his biographer, .Mr.
caused in Fra~~;oe _by the possession ~f _Power before they
sions,
with
back
and
side
supports
arranged
very
understood prmotples.' After explmmng their position
Conway, and our colonel to-day hav pointed out,
much like those of the simplest form of office-chair aud the freedom they hav acquired by the merits of
~ha~ there is scarcely a reform or step of progress
now in use. The chair was an object of great in- others, he points out their i~noranoe of human ' rights '
. 1D sta~e, church, or society from antislavery· to,
as shown in their guilty notion that to enslave others is
. woman suffrage and ·on, and then on to the final terest, and called out hearty applause for its erst- among them.' 'Dare you put up a petition to heaven for
while
owner
and
the
incomparable
fruits
of
his
such a power, without fearing to be struck from the
triumph of the great federal republic of mankind,
ear~h by its jo.stice? Why, then, do you ask it of man
., that· he did not inaugurate and indicate its lines. herculean labors.
The chairman then read a letter of regret accom- agmnst man? Do yon want to renew in Louisiana the
of progress and triumph. Those .lines can lead us
horrors of Domingo?'"
nowhere else but to the heaven of human love and panying a cont'"ibution toward defraying expenses,
both from Mr. F. W. Bird, of Newark, who was one
During Paine's sojourn in Fraace a proslavery
.·gratitude, if to no other.
of the first to giv form to the movement which has reaction had set in in America. An attempt
·u there is a:n.y other heaven, the churches cannot just culminated in such a splendid success around made by the Virginia representative to check the
inuc~ longer keep him out. His was the gospel of
the Monument of Paine at New Rochelle. Mr. importation of slaves by levying a $10 per capita
love· and hope. So ·let us not despair of the Rowley also read a telegram from a clergyman of duty was defeated after a hot fight. "Franklin
churches. · Burns would' not· despair even of the
Brooklyn. Here we giv the letter and the message: was now president of the American Antislavery
·. de~il ; he thought, "Auld Nickie Ben, ye might
Society, founded iii Pltiladelphia in 177 5, five weeks
,take a thought and mend!" So may the churches.
.
NEWARK, N. J., May 30, 1894.
after the appearance of Paine's scheme of emanci:~:.··~here is hope: ·Dr. Briggs is teaching the stubborn
HENRY ROWLEY, EsQ, My Dear Sir: Inclosed please
patio~·:'
Franklin's l~st public ac_t was th~ signing
check for $13-$8 for sixteen tickets sold to mem:· Pr_esbyte:dans ·the "Higher Criticism" of Paine ; find
a petition of the soCiety to Congress agamst slavbers
o
the
Newark
Liberal
League,
and
$5
as
a
personal
· wliile the Pope of Reme is discovering that his contribution toward the fund for restoring monument.
ery. He died " twenty-five days after the close of
"republicanism" was always the political doctrin
I regret that my business engagements are such that I the debate, in which he was bitterly denounced by
of the church. The· most obstinate turtles move am prevented from being with you in person. I am with the proslavery party." Conway continues:
when there h a coal of fire on their backs or in you, however, and with all those who honor the hero of
whose memory you hav, on this Decoration Day,
'' Washington had pronounced the petition ' inopportheir rear. The fire of the human intellect they can liberty
assembled together to revere. How strikingly does tliis tune '-his presidential mansion in New York was a few
resist no longer. They must advance or go out of event demonstrate the fact .that, while men liv but to die, steps from the slave-market-Jefferson (now secretary of
exist.ence. As they go ~n they will some day find that principles never die. May we all learn a lesson from this, state) had no word to say for it, Madison hac! smoothed
Thomas Paine ·was. another doubtillg, but a far recognizing, as true altruists, that the great and good in over the matter by a compromise. Thenceforth slavery
the world's past history hav not lived for themselvs, but had become a suppressed subject, and the slave-trade
_ more useful St. Thomas than any yet canonized. for
others; tbis, to me, is "immortality." Dead, yet whenever bro!'Ohed in Oongress, had maintained its im~
The' C,atholic church has lately found out that the speaking, perhaps at first only in a whisper, but becom- munity. In 1803, even under Jefferson's administration
girl who saved France, Joan d'Arc, Wll.B a saint; it ing louder and louder as the years roll on until the tones the negroes fleeing from oppression in Domingo ·:Wer~
is tnilikiilg over the way to canoni2e Columbus, the become veritable thunder. Suoh.ha.s been the evolution forbidden asylum in America, because it was feared they
would incite servil insurrections.- That the United
BCienoe and truth.
· ·diseovEJrer of America-but hecwas a hard case-far of-Wishing
the cause of liberty and truth, and all who are States, under presidency of Jefferson, should stand aloof
liardel"' t.han our author-hero, who discovered the engaged in it, t\"()Od speed, I am. Yours fraternally,
from the struggle of the negroes in Domingo for liberty
HENRY Bmn, President ~ewark Liberal League.
.: 'United·States. So when the .Catholic church beout Paine. to the. heart. Unperturbed by the attempt
m:sde on his own life a few days before, he wrote to J effer:, ... cotrles re~lly republican· it· must logically canonize
son on New Year's <lay, 1805 (from New Rochelle), what
Th:oinas Paine. It must do it, or go out of business
~BoOKLYN, N. Y.• ~ay 30 .1894.
the
real
republiean
and
true
C.1tholic
church
~B~Y
Ro'!LBY,
Presu~ent
Brooklyn
Philosophical
As- may be regarded as an appeal."
1
88. .
..
.
. · . soomt10n; Pame celebration. I am with you in thought
.. ,
Sinee his :returD to the Vnited ~'States P11tine h111d
Then wouldn, t the ~nests _hii!V _P. h!llrd t~e to §WM- .· -the :fleeb profits nothing.
FBANK E. MAsoN,

mr
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MR. PUTNAM READS A POEM.
"Bring all the splendors of the springtime here."
been activ as a newspaper writer. H is biographer
remarJ,s:
''His chief rmxiety was lest some concession might be
made to the Louisianians about the slave trncle, that r egion being an emporium of the traffic which grew more
enterprising and brut1:1.l as its term was at hand. Much
was said of the great need of tbe newly acquired region
for more laborers, and it was known that Jefferson waa
by no means so severe in hill opposition to slavery as he
waa once supposed to be. The President repeatedly invited Paino's views, and they were given fully and
freely."
In one of these letters to President Jefferson
Paine says that the best settlers for the agricultural
lands of the Louisiana purchase are citizens of the
N ew England states and the German peasantry.
Of the latter he adds :
''These would be the best people, of foreigne1·s, to
bring into Louisiana-becanse they would grow to be
citizens. Whereas bringing poor negroes to work the
lands in a state of slavery and wretchedness, is, besides
the immorality of it, the certain way of preventing
J?Opulation· and consequently of preventing revenue. I
question if the revenue arising from ten negroes in tho
oonsuroption of imported articles is equal to that of
one white citizen. In the articles of dress and of the
table it is almost impossible to make a comparison. These
matters, though they do not belong to the class of principles, are proper subjects for the consideration of government; and it is always fo1·tunate when the interests of
government and that of humanity aot unitedly.
In the same letter the uncompromising friend of
liberty writes of the Liverpool slave traders :
"I find by the onptain [from New Orleans] above mentionecl that several Liverpool ships hav been at New Orlenns. It is chiefly the people of Liverpool t.hat employ
themselvs in the slave trade and they bring cargoes of
those unfortunate negroes to take back in return the bard
money and the produce of the country. Had I the command of the elements I would blast Liverpool with fire
and brimstone. It is the Sodom and Gomorrah of brutality."
As Thomas Paine was the unflinching enemy of
the slaver y of the black man, so was he the foe of
t he subordination and degradation of woman. In
the Pennsylvania Magazine for August, 1775, "is
found the earliest American appeal for woman. "
Paine here puts into the mouth of a woman an eloquent plea for her sex, of which this is an extract :
"Nature assails us with sorrow, law and custom press
us with constraint, and sensibility and virtue alarm us by
their continual conflict. Sometimes also the name of
citizen demands from us the tribute of fortitude. When
you offer your blood to the state, think that it is ours. In
giving it onr sons and our husbands we giv it more than
oureelvs. You can only die on the field of battle, but we
hav the misfortune to survive those whom we love the
most. Alas! while your ambitious vanity is unceasingly
laboring to cover the earth with statues, with monument.s,
and with inscriptions to eternize, if possible, your names,
and giv yourselvs an existence when this body is no
more, wh:v must we be condemned to Iiv and to die unknown? Would that the grave and eternal forgetfulness
should be our lot. Be not our tyrants in all: Permit our
names t-o be sometime pronounced beyond the narrow
circle in which we liv: Permit friendship, or at least love,
to inscribe its emblems on the tomb where our ashes repose; and deny us not the pnblio esteoll! which, after the

esteem of one's self, is the sweetest reward of welldoing. •"
One must be acquainted with the status of woman
at that period before she can fully appreciate the
t imeliness and feel the force of this supposititious
appeal for the simplest rights of a common humanity.
·

News and Notes.

Should it be Exempt from Taxation?" is already
doing its work. A_ COPJ: has been ~ent to every
member, and ther~ IS ev1dence that 1t bas been in
some cases carefully read, and its arguments and
facts will no doubt play an important part in future
debates of the convention. It is the best ammunition that has yet been provided. A thousand copies
hav been sent to the New York press in all parts of
the state, and this will hav a very great influence ;
for if the papers, especially the country papers, are
brave enough to voice the sentiments of the people
in their several localities, it will be a power that the
politicians will respect.
In this way the Truth Seeker Company's pamphlet
will do us an immense service ; so I hope there will
be an increase of funds to circulate these cogent arguments widely.
I lectured before the Albany Liberals on Sunday
evening, May 27th. The audience was not large,
but a fair report of the lecture was published in the
daily papers, and in this way considerable good is
accomplished. I think on the whole our work is
advancing in spite of the difficulties, the greatest of
which is that Liberals themselvs do not r ealize what
they can or cught to do. I must ox press my thanks
to J. J. McCabe, of Albany, and Robert Wade, of
Troy, for assistance so far in my personal efforts.
Albany is a pleasant place for campaign worlr.
The stately Capitol with its imposing arcuitecture
givs one inspiration. The lovely land~:~cape and
river scenes about Albany, its elegant re_sidences
and beautiful public buildings, are quite attrac11v.
Besides, music and literature attend the way of the
Secular Pilgrim. My brilliant and versatil frien d,
McCabe, occupies his leisure moments with an
opera, together with philosophy and reform; and
at Bath-on-the-Hudson my little Atheist :friend,
Marie Lumley, ten years old, is writing a novel
which is quite delightful, besides writing poems for
the Grand Army celebrations, etc. It is quite a
relief sometimes to pass from the arena of politics,
even though adorned with the glories of woman
suffrage, into the bright domains of art and poetry.
Here at least there is no bigotry, hypocrisy, or
superstition.
The Paine celebration at New Rochelle was a
jubilee indeed. Those who were not there will
gather something of the glory of the day from the
pages of Tn TnuTH SEEKER- t he oration of Ingersoll, etc. The Brooklyn Philosophical Association
is to be congratulated on the success of its undertaking. Those who were present will not forget
the occasion. It will be like a shining light on the
pathway of reform. It is an indication of the sunlike fame yet to be of the author-hero ot the Revolution. Among the historical associations which
show bow Thomas Paine was once regarded by the
orthodox, Dr. E. B. Foote give the following:
John B ently, of New York, a member of the Liberal Club, was the son of a very good and pious
Baptist, who, on his death" bed, informed his son, as
an awful secret, t hat his gr.andmother was the sister
of Thomas Paine. To be in any way connected
with Paine at that time was regarded as a family
disgrace, a sort of skeleton in the closet, but now it
is an honor. It is pleasant to note £hat on this
auspicious celebration day a great-grandniece of
Thomas Paine was present. If blood will tell, as
they say, it is fortunate that some of the Paine
blood is circulating in the arteries and veins of an
American family.
Representativ D urborow has introduced a bill
in Congress for the opening of the Smithsonian and
other public inst itutions in Washington on Sunday.
This is a step in the right direction, and is a good
offset to the national Sunday law. It has long been
a matter to be deplored that the treasures of the
Smithsonian Institute, so rich in instruction and
entertainment for the people, hav been closed to the
public on Sundays, the only day when the vast
majority of the residents of Washington can view
them. I hope that Liberals, so far as they hav any
influence, will aid this bill. It is an opportunity for
the letter corps to put in some good work with the
representative of the people.
I hope to see "F9ur Hundred Years of Freefthought" soon before the people. Large bodies
move slowly- and t his is a large body- but it is on
t he move. The publishers nre hurrying matters. I
shall start on my western tour in June. I shall
lecture in Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, during June
and July, and then journey through Minnesota,
North Da.kota and Mo:ntana to the Pacific coast. I
hope, in spite' of hard times, Liberals will arrange
for as many lectures as possible along the route.
There is no real reform without Freethought at the
heart of it. We must keep at work on the demands
of Liberalism.
SAM1JEL P. PuTNA-M.

I hav had a chance to "size up" the Constitutiona! Convention. It is a pretty slow-going body.
It is evident that those elected mean to make the
most of the chance to draw m oney from the public
treasury. It began nearly a month ago, and yet
the rules of order bav not been promulgated,
not a single amendment has been discussed,
and adjournment on the slightest provocation is the order of the day. The sessions will
undoubtedly be prolonged until September 15th.
Many amendments hav been proposed; but the following will probably occupy the main attention ·of
the convention : The woman suffrage amendment,
impartial taxation, no sectarian appropriations,
home rule for cities, and changes in the judiciary
system. Debates on these several questions will
not take place at present before the committees.
I suppose the wom an suffrage amendment will
attract the greatest attention, since such a determined and widespread effort has been made. But I
find, however, there is a great deal of thought in
r egard to the taxation question; and I am sure
that something will be done in the right direction,
t.hough not so much as we d~sire. The injustice of
exempting vast amounts of property is apparent.
Through the kindness of Mr. J. J. McCabe, of
Albany, I was introduced to several members of the
convention. I found some in favor and some not
in favor of church taxation ; but all that I talked
with admitted that the present exemptions were
altogether too vast, and constitutional limits should
be established. The main opposition to the taxation of churches will come from the Catholics and
Episcopalians, and from the city representative. In
the ru_ral dis~ricts, even among t he re_Iigious_ classes,
there 1? gettmg to be a strong sentlmen.t ~n favor
of taxmg chu~ch ~roperty. Many Obnshans s~y
to me, ".Get th1s t hmg before the people! and I w1ll
vote for 1t." 0£ c~urse upon the Freethmkers rests
the bur?e~ of g~ttmg the matter b~fore th~ peop~e,
~~r Cbnstlans will n?t take an actlv part m them1tm~ory work; but If placed before the J?eo~le f?r
the1r votes, I feel sure that a clear mnJOnty w1ll
~e for impartial taxatio~. Tht. rub now is, to get
1t through the convent10n all:d before th~ people.
So far as ~ ~av been able to JUdge, ther e IS a very
strong opm10n among the delegates for church
taxation ; but it will require some courage to
squarely indorse an amendment to this effect. But
the agitation is started. I should judge that the
THE Milwaukee Liberal Club meets at Severance Hall,
Truth Seeker Co.'s pamphlet on "Church Property, 421 Milw\l~ee street, every Sunday at 7. 30 P.M.
~
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"Willillm P. Goodelle, Syracuse; John A. Barbite,
Rochester; D. Gerry Wellington, Hamilton; B. S. De!Ul,
Jamestown; Charles H. :.Uoore, Plattsblllg; W. J. Montayne, Cortland; :iii. L. Pnrker, Lyndonville; J. M. 1\bybee, Livinl'(stou J\L; W. J. Roche, John H. Peck, '!'roy;
Peter A. Rogers, West Troy; E. A. Brown, Dolgeville;
W. M. Mullen, Slnploton; Wm. Kimmey, D. P. Korwio,
John T. llfcDonongh, Albany; F. W. Rolls, Yonkers;
E. R. Brown, Wn.tortown; H. R. Durieo, Pn.lmyrn ; M.
H. Hirschberg, Nowbnr~; J. E. Mcintyre, Potsdam;
H. W. Hill, Bull',llo; Frederick Fraser, Salen; G, R.
Corn"~>ell, Penn Ynn; J. \'V. Rigg-s, H. A. Powell, Mirabeau L. Towns, Brooklyn; A. H. Peabody, ~ow Lob•
anon; C. IJ. I'bipps, East Rockaway; C. W. H. Arnold,
Staatsburg; C. R Mci..au~blin, Port Henry; L . .1\1,
1\Iauley, Long I ~lnotl City; G. L. Dnufortb, l\Iiddlobn rg~
E. Lauterbllcb, T,. A. niegerich, Elliot Snndford, C. S..
Truax, H\lbert E. Dcyo, TT. W. P lntz••k, Fmuois li'orbeP,·
Eug-ene Dnrni::t, 'fllomns Gilleran, A. 0. Bottonrortb.
New York."
"Church Property " is now ready, and all accumulated orders bav been filled. T ho members
of tho Constitutionttl Convention and tho p ress or
New York state hav been suppEed gro.tis. We
shall also put as many copies as possiblr into the
bands of other persons who hav influence to secure
justice in taxation. How many copies aro thus
distributed will depend upon the assistance we receive from tho working Libemls of the count ry.
All Freethinkers who can should also b uy "Cinn ch
Property," and distr ibute it ttmon.;- their own ln" makers, editors, and thougutful private ciLizcnr.
We h11v made the prico very low for so largo a
pamphlet. Fifteou cents per single copy, ton copies
for :·1 ; fifty copies for S-1 50; one hundred copieP,
88
; postage paid in nil cases. Let there be this
l\IR. WAREMAN ON T HE PL.l.TFOR:\1.
yenr in every RLnte and territory in tho Union a
" Liberty, Science, and Humanity-:-The :M:on~mont of him who embodied them and made them working and savcampaign of education. Show the people tbe immg powers m the world, stands before us!"
morality, injustice, n.nd danger of the exemption o!
properLy ft·om taxation.
church
fore th e Convention, while the Bun, quoting copiEDITORIAL.
ously from om "Church P roperty," sn.ys thnt the
" )t'our Jlnndred Years."
The following sums contributed for the purposes demand for equal t axation has becomo "ono of the
Followingnro the names of Rnbacribers to "Four
of the Freethought Federation h av b een r eceived: .vital questions discussed by the delegates." As we
Paul F isher , $1 ; Robert Thorne, $1 ; J . G. Ken- go to press on Tuesday evening we aro not able to Hundred Years o! Free thought" received since last
dall, $1 ; E. A. S tevens, $3 ; Rogers & B ro , Sl 55 ; giv a r eport in this issue of the b earing before a week's acknowledgment:
Californi~. l\:1. r... Sima, Cbr. A. Nelson, 0. Wnrliug,'
Walt Heugar tn er, $ 5 ; N . F. Griswold, 810.
joint committee composed of the committees on Wm. Baldml~o.
Connecticut
M. V. Pt\lmer, F. S. Friabi(l.
Ch arities, Taxation, L egislativ Power and EducaEnglaud.- 'l'hoR. KowiAy.
Our twelve-page Prot est against the two Sunday
tion, which will be held on Wednesday and ThursIdaho.- .Tamca Stont, Gco. Dt>itz.
bills now pending in Cong r ess sells for five cen ts ;
Illinois.- llrrA. Paulino Girard, .T. H. Hill, M.D., Oeo.
day. Eminent lawyers will present arguments p?·o
twenty. five copies, three cents each; one h un dred and con. Help distribut e "Church Property."
Siebert, Jacoh Orctora.
Iudit•nt•. - Dr. G. W. •rront.
copies, $2. It should b e widely dis tribut ed. The
lowo.-Jro. G. Rllon.dea, Wm. H. Hawn, R W ,JohnW e h av bad p r int ed an extra supply of tho Tuo'L'U son, 0 . ·!)'. Di ller. Norman Mn.lcolm. F rank 'l'. Peterson
people must be educated that th e Sunday tyrants
SEEKER of this week. Single copies will be sent for Mrs. Wm. '1'. Miucheu, John H. Ohland, J. R. 'l'owks:
may be thwar ted.
._
bury, Mn1. M. Ropp,
seven cents; :five or more copies, five cents each.
Kaosaa.-F. A. ;\f. Oook. M.D.
In T :a:E T au•.rH SEEKER of J une 23d we shall H ere is an excellent oppodunity to make Christians
Kentucky.-Geo. N. Bnffiog-ton.
MussachnRetta - :'l{rs. S .•J. KenclalJ, Geo. N, Hill.
p r esen t to our readers the op in ions of college p r es- acquainted with the real relation of Paine to the
Maioe.- Wm. Andrews.
idents and p r ofessor s and county tr easur ers of t his struggle for independence and human rights, and
Michigan. .Ttlmea 'Paylor. Coply Cottrell, J~dmond
state on the subject of church taxation. L ook with this journal as well. Our large <-xtrn. supply Apsey, Daniel White, TJ. G. Bragg, C. IT. Chase, Isadore
out for that issue. It will b e inter esting. Order of the Paine Memorial Number is nearly exhausted. Caron.
l:Iissouri.- T<:n. BntlM, L. 0. r~ivingood.
extr a cop ies at on ce, that we may ho.v the rig ht W e will fill orders as they come .iu as long as we
J\fonttloa. - HIIm'l 1'. De Noicllo.
York.- h F. 1\{mes, Paul Fisbor, llenry Rowley
number printed. The price will be seven cent s p er hav any copies to spare, and subseq uen tly we will (2dKcw
copy), G. J,. Rwift., Hr.
copy, five copies or more for five cents each.
Ohio. - Eli 'l'n.vlor, Vuctav f:lonjdr, Pcraifor 'l'o.ylor,
send the issue of J1me !.'lth in lieu of the Momorial
neo. 11. •rnrner, .Tamoa Gatos, G. B. 'Vuu Noaa, Wm.
Number,
and,
as
it
has
Colonel
I
ngersoll's
t~ddress
Buchtel, .T. Oco. Oob, .John Hirt, Walt Rengurtnor H.
T he Fxeeth ought Letter-Writing Corps will conFishering, Wm. 'M. ]i;vorett.
'
tin u e t he b ombardment of Cong r ess for another in full, with other splendid speeches and tho illusOotnrio. - Wm A. Goodwio.
trations,
our
readers
will
get
their
money't1
worth
Oregou.-Heuj. Jngecr, 1\Tra. A. 1\1. Crnwford.
week on th e S un day bills. Write to some R epr eP ennaylvnoia 'Phomna E. Longshore Thomas J .
sento.tiv or Senator from your state, but not the and will no doubt be satisfied.
Whitney, Jucoh Tanaie.
'
one to whom you sent your last week's letter. Stir
TPxaq.-111. Knne<'rgn.
Let every Liberal in the state of New York write
Wcbt VJrgJbin
Dr. L . Hackmnn.
them up; we wan t an expr ession of opinion from immediately and often to the Committee on State
Wisconsin. - Otto W. Spengler, N. C. Skelton, Joseph
th em and you will help br ing it out. New York F inances and Taxation of the Constitutional Con- Gross, D. C.. Rohinaoo.
member s of th e corps will continue their chur ch vention, asking that church property be taxed
L•H~tn ref! ~n11 MeetinJ!:R.
tan tion work .
equally with all other private wealth. This will b e
Trm
Rcrllnton
Sccnlo.r Union meetli every Prido.y
Miss S. L evin, of 823 Broadway, went out to the th e woxk of the New York secLion of the Free- evening 11t 421 T,nokr.wann ave nne. Our motto: li'reedom
P aine commemoration an d took a number of views, th ought Letter-writing Corps while the Convention nnd KindocHil. Everybody invited. f:l<'crotury, William
Watkin a.
xep r oduchon s of four of which appeal' in this issue 1s m session. Write also to the df:lll•gate frott.. your
TKB Firat Secnlnr Chnrcb of Portlnnd, Or., moeta in
of T HE T nuT:a: SEEKER. T here is another, in which district. If you can, induce your local paper to Central Labor Courwil llall, 170! Second street near
Yamhill, every Snnclay at 7.30 P. M. Katio Kehm
all t he sp eakers o.nd others upon the platform are admit arguments in favor of this measure of justice. Smith,
lecturc·r. Sunclav-Rcbool in au me place at 12:30 r. M.
sh own standing. Ther e are in it good likenesses of The members of the above-named committee are:
TKB WOME);'s LrnERAL LP.AOUE, of Philadelphia, meets
Milo
:U.
Acker
(chairman),
Hornellsville;
Commodore
I ngersoll, Rowley, Putnam, Wakeman, and many
P. Vedder, Ellicottville·; I. S. Jobn~on, Warsaw; Owen in the Skerr,.tt Bnilclinl!'. Ridge avAnue and Green street,
others. Then we hav another showing the monu_ Cassidy, Havana: A. B. Steeh!, Rllrkimcr; S. B ..Jacobs, Tuesday ev,.,nio~rs at fl o'clock. Admission froo. All are
ment wxeathed with flower s and adorned with mot- Brooklyn; 0. A. Fuller, Wellsville: F. H. :E'. 'l'ibbetta, welcome. Rtldienl TJibra.ry open 7. 30 to l 0 1'. M.
THR J\Innhnttnn TJiht>ral Club meet.s every Friday eventoes, as it was that day. Still another shows the Ithaca; C. R. Pratt, Elmira; A. L. Kellogg, Ont>onta;
ing in German J\!riHnoic Hall, 220 Enst 15th street, New
old Paine farmhouse as it is at the present time. F. T. Filzgernld, W. Mc:Ji. Speer, Nelson Smith, W. r. York, at 8 o'clock. Progre.m for May:
All these photog raph s are 8 x 10 inches and will b e Burr, l\1. J. Mnlqneen, ,J. W. :.\fcLaughlin, S. S. Blake, June Stb- "Vaccino.tion or Sanitation." Dr. E. B.
F ootP, Jr., M:.D.
in p lace in every Freetbiuker's home. .Price, 75 New York.
Three other com ' ittees sat with the committee Jnne llith - "'l'idE'K of the 'T'irnes." Elmer E. Warner.
cents each, postpaid.
on Finance and Taxation at the hearing this week .June 22d "Spontaneous Ger·eration." Edward W.
G. DobPon
Taxation of church property is going to be one on church tax11tion. The names of members of June 2!ltb- IJast meetint{ of the season. Five minute
speech"s on "Wbat One Thin!!' Would Yon Hav the
of the chief issues in the New York Constitutional these committees who are not also members of the
Constitutional Convontjon Do?" alternating with
music11land elocutionary entertainment, Admission
Convention. The Time;, of this city puts it in a Committee on Finance and Taxo.tion follow. Write
10 cents, at the dour.
list as one of the four most important questions be- to the delegate whose hoJne is nearest you.

__________ ________
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He Rej(lcted Superstition in Life and at
·
Deatb.
PHILADELPHIA, P A., May 9, 1894,
MR. EDITOR: Mr. William .F. Porter, a
prominent member of the Liberal League,
and who publicly celebrated the birthday
of Thomas Paine in this city, was incinerated at the Philadelphia crematory on
May 1, 1894, He died as he lived.
Yours truly,
MRs. WM. F. PoRTR.

Wortb Its Welgbt in Gold.
· NEw 0RLlllANS, LA., May 3, 1894.
, MR. EDIToR: I am _a Freethinker, and
_hav been one for the past three years.
Some time ago I had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Erwin Anffnrth and for the first
. ~me learned that there was such a paper
_as THE TRUTH SEEKER. After reading a
few copies which I got from Mr. Anffnrth
I came to the conclusion that I would be. ceme·a-snbscriber, and !will say that I
''am -more- than satisfied with my investmen.t.. "Old Testament Stories Comically
Tilustrated," which I received as a premium, is worth its weight in gold. I
laughed more over it than anything else I
ever read. Wishing THE TRUTH SEEKER
1family a grand future, I am,
Yours fraternally,
JoHN A. BEHRMAN.
Not a- Good Judge of Literature.
SALINA, KA.N., May 12, 1894.
"A free presR is the battle-cry of Infidel. · ity," shouted Judge Perkins, of Texas, at
• the Southern MethodiRt conference in
'Memphis yesterday. Don't get excited,
judge, ~marter men than you hav let the
heat under their collar~ consume them as a
, flame. A free press. judge, is not quite
the battle cry of Infidelity, but it is the
bete noir of every hide-bound, narrowsighted, hard-hearted, blood-spilling fanatic. every inquisitor, every applier of a
torch to the martyr, every man who has
turned the rack, every bigot and e.very
man-hunter since the printing-press began
· its glorious work. A free presR has made
it possible for men like Judge Perkins to
. · sit in a Methodist council without being
· persecuted as a heretic and burned as an
nnbi!liever.-Kansas City Star.
MR. EDIToR: Yes, and this condition of
things was brought about by Infidelity
· and modern science. Grand men, like
Thomas Paine, the great apostle of relig.. ions and politicai Liberty, and Col. Robt.
.· G. Ingersoll, hav set the intelligent world
A. SToOKENBERG.
to thinking.
II:

Wanted to Hang or Bebead Her.
MoMINNVILLTI, OR., May 5, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Mrs, Katie Kehm-Smith
lectured here Saturday, Sunday, and SnndaJ night in the opera house, She . was
Her gentle appearance and
a success.
mild speech made a center hit on orthodoxy, and all thinkers would be proud to
hear her. The opera house was crowded
Sunday and Sunday night, and I never
. heard snchremarks as some of God's people
' made the next day. Some talked of hangin~:!'; some said she ought to be beheaded.
I told them that the time was when they
_, were guilty of such crimes; but thanks
to men like Paine, Lincoln, Ingersoll, and
such papers as THE TRUTH SEEKER, we
had put a stop to it. We hav many Liberals here and could build a big church if
we would only organize and hav a speaker
to lecture for us every Sunday and organize a Sunday-school. t will do the best I
. can to aid and assist the cause of our
church and the fundamental principles of
~ecularism.
WM. T. BooTH.
God in tl1e Constitution.
CRooKsToN, MINN., May 6, 1804.
MR. EDIToR: I inclose translation of an
editorial in Rodhu,qgeren, so you can get
an idea of what we are doinl:!'. I will also
add that preachers talk against us from
the pulpit. That is a good recommenda·
tion. We succeed very well; our list is
steadily increasing.
OLE E. HAGEN.
Congressman Morse of Massachusetts
has introduced a bill proposing an amendment to the Constitution acknowleaging
the Christian God in that instrument.
'What does that mean? A treaty with
Russia is previously agreed to; can it
really be the object to establish a Russian
,'despotism in this country and commen(le a
. per,secu~ion-as is the fact now in Russia-~.- of the J-ews and the Freethinkers? What
· else can be·the aim of this amendment?
Is it in the interest of liberty? Is there

I anyone within the bordi!rs of this country
who tries to interfere with the Christians
in the worship of their God? We don't
know of any. Nay, the amendment can
not mean anvthing bnt persflcntion.
Washington, Jefferson, Adams, and others
of the founders of onr republic were
heroes of liberty and they would guarantee
to all religions freedom by not acknowledging either one or another R'Od in the· Constitution. and it has worked well np to this
time, We hav been saved from religions
wars, The proposed amendment cannot
find even an excuse by pretending to
speak in the interest of liberty, for there
cannot be found an intellil!'ent man who
doubts the fact that the only object is to
establish a state church whose aim is to
reach papal power and treat adherents of
adverse creeds with fire and sworfl. Will
the American people always sleep the sleep
of indi11erence and allow religions impoRtors to establish a mental despotism
and deprive ns of the liberty we inherited
from onr forefathers? The money powflr
bas already overthrown cur Constitution
in regard to the conntrv'E' finance and deprived Congress of the power to "issue
money. To make the bondage complete
and bring the conn try down to absolute
barbarism shall now even the Constitution's enarantee of religions liberty bfl annulled? Shall this take place? Shall
demagogical schemers be perJllitted to
trample the liberty-founder's monument
in the dust and thereafteT paint it with
the blood of the persecuted?
Is Surprised and Indignan~.
KrnBALL, S.D., April30, E.M. 294.
MR. EDITOR: When reading the list of
names of those in the different states who
hav subscribed and paid for " Four Hundred Years of Freethonght," I naturally,
being much interested in this volume,
wished to ascertain how many from this
neck-o'-woods had ordered it in advance
of publication. Well, was I surprised? I
should say more-yes, quite impatient-to
find that there were but three names on
this list. Why, I am ashamed of my state
when I actually know hundreds who are
professed believers in Universal Mental
Libflrty, in Freethonght. I know also
that many of them are men. of influence
and means, in fact, are far better able to
pay five dollars, the price of the book,
than your humble servant is to pay five
cents, for I am in the same fix as the old
story goes-no place to lay my head that I
can call my own and almost seventy years
of age; hav to work out days for others to
liv, yet once in a while hav a little to !lend
for tracts and books for the benefit of
those who will read and thus be enabled to
reach light and truth and -really enjoy
perfect peace in believing. This you well
know, Brother Macdonald. '
When I was a member of the Christian
church I often was sorely trieif by members who were cold and indifferent in what
we called the cause of the Lord and really
seemed so unfaithful that I used to get
discouraged, knowing the whole cause was
kept alive by a few faithful workers.
Now, is not this the case with a great
many Freethinkers? I think so when I
see those faithful soldiers traveling over
this country doing battle for the army of
truth against superstition. I feel very
much like repeating the old woru-ont
phrase, "God bless 'em."
Now, friends, let us wake up and make
every effort that lies in our power to encourage by word and deed these noble
souls who are struggling for liberty for
the race and that '' good time coming."
I see that Brother Steiner is to visit our
state soon. I think, yes, I positivly know,
that if the friends of truth would bestir
themselvs and concentrate tlleir forces at
some point we might giv a mighty battle
against the powers of darkness and superstition. Wake up, brethren, we are surely
on the eve of a wonderful :.;evolution; gird
on the armor of truth and be ready for the
fray. To the victors belong the honors.
JoHN M. MoKEE,
Ludwig M~~ogenbeimer.
SAN JosE, April30, E.M. 294.
MR. EDIToR: Last week I sent you a
short account of the life of Ludwig Maganheimer. I hand you herewith a report of the
address of J. J. Sontheimer at the grave.
The funeral yesterday was one of the
largest ever seen in this city. The addresses in English and German were by
ex County Clerk J. J. Sontheimer and
Emile Liess, speaker of the German Independent Congregation of San Francisco, I
inclose Mr. Sontheimer's address. That

of Mr. Liess bein~ in German, I could not thoneh dead, in the hearts of his family
·
obtain it. The inclosed clipping is from and his friends."
After the address the cortege passed on
the San Jose Mercury of this day,
to Oak Hill Cemetery. The hearse was
L: K. TITUS.
preceded by a band and the members of
ADDREss oF J. J, soNTHEIMER.
the Turn V ereiD. The funeral was one of
FRIENDS : I cannot refrain from giving the largest ever seen in San Jose.
expression to a few thoughts on this sad
At the grave the services opened with a
oMasion.
song by the San Jose Turn V erein Glee
I hav had the pleasure of being inti- Club, "Everywhere is Peace." This was
mately acquainted with our departed followed by addresses in English and
friend, during nearly a quarter of a cen- German by J. J. Sontheimer and Emile
tury. I well remember the time when I Liess, followed .by the singing of "Farearrived in our city, an entire stratJ.I!'er, well, Dear Brother," by the Glee Club
and when a word of j;!'ood cheer and a The Turners. then, as a last token; gav~
warm grasp of the hand by a sincere and their farewell by saying "Gut Heil," and
well-meanin2' man, was.a great encourage- the grave was then strewed with flowers.
ment. Louis Magenheimer was one of
The pall-bearers were Franz Hauer
those who, unsolicited~ extended to me Henry Roehr, Oonrad Roehr, Charle~
both. He was one of those men to whom Doerr, L. Henning, Karl Klein, Hermann
anyone, when in need of advice or assist- ·Reich, ali,d C. Bortelsmann.
ance, could apply without fear of rP.plil~
sion. He was ever ready to help those
· The Prophet Con,cludes.
who deserved help.
'BBooKL~, N.Y., May 25, 1894.
He was a large-hearted and' jovial man.
·
He believed in and loved a ratinnal enjoyMR.' EDIToR: Mr. Macdonald, in closing
ment of life, within his means. But he his part of ·our discussion on Finance,
found little pleasure in the good things of hopes that his opponent "will not take of
this world unless he could share them with fense if he interpose_s no further argument
othHe.rs.h
d th
ts · o11p1'tal'ty
1 , an
, e rewad'mess a nd against his position," and his opponent
willingness to eiv his time and labor to hastens to assure him that " taking ofany project which promised a day of pleas- fense" at lack of argument has been ontnro and enjoyment to his laree ciTcle of Jawed in Mr. Macdonaia's'favor since the
friends, are well known. · He loved to see becinning of this discussion, for the papers
around him cheerful faces and laughing against the. gold standard· hav been destieyes, and he never was so happy as when, t
amidst the beauties of nature, his friends nte of anything more cogent. than assermade the welkin ring with their ·joyous tiona, which, when attacked, hav been nni.
songs.
· formly and heartlessly abandoned' by their
For many years he has given much of progenitor, whoa~ duty it was. to' defend
his attention to advance the interests of them or else to acknowledge th_ at they were
the San Jose Turn V erein. His efforts on
·
behalf of this society hav been most un- not tenable. Lest this characterization
selfish and ceaseless. Having once con- should seem ·to smack of nniairne~_s,. a brief
vinced himself of the correctness of the ,summary-of the case seems necessary, as
principles which the society and the or- follows : The main point of the discussion
ganization of which it is a part, pursue, he was the assertion that free coinage of silver
not cnly indorsed them, but did all in his
power to place the society in a position would drive· out gold, thus causjng the
that it might be enabled to snccessfnTiy necE!ssity of adopting a silver inonometalcarr:v them into effect. The void which ism instead of the gold-standard, and forehis de·ath causes in the ranks of that so· ing those who had accepted (and still held)
ciety may never be ·filled.
silver while it was still exchangeable for one
In the prime of hiR dayR he was a painstaking, careful, and successful business hundred in gold, to giv, at least, two silver
man; and it is to these qualities that he dollars ·for an article they had forxnerly
owPd the competence which comforted his got for one, to the consequent detriment
declining years. · And hfl enjoyed the sat- of all holders of both silver and paper
isfootion of knowin2' that it was all earned mon·ey, in the first place, an<}. of all classes
honest.ly, acquired rightfully.
·
L.
d
·1
With all that, he was a patriotic man, a of the people, Wlthonu regar to wea th or
law· abiding citizen. As such he has ren- poverty, in the next place, by reason of the
dered the community vainable services in inevitable stagnation in business which
his time. And althoueh he never forget would result from the disordered state of
the Fatherland, and rejoiced in its social our currency that would ensue. 1Mr. Mac.
and political anvancement, he neverthe- donald bas defended the negativ of this
less was a true American, and loved his
·
adopted country above all. . By his death proposition by simply denying the arguhis friends and the c mmnnity suffer an menta offered a~ sustaining it, absolutely,
irreparable loss, But it is the family that without attempt to refute them, ·which
will miss the steady and safe hand that has failure on his part to show their fallacy
guided its affairs. He was a true and no- induces the belief that the reasoning was
ble husband, a kinii father, and yet firm
in his kindness.
sound, or else that my opponent's knowlIn matters of religion he was exceed- edge of the subject under discussion was
ingly liberal and tolerant. "Let every not commensurate with his desire to mainman believe according to his convictions tain a successful negativ. In the line of the
and accordin2' to the light which he pos- allegation _my opponent has said that the
sesses," was his motto. He himRelf was
not a believer in creeds and dogmas. He possibility of exchangin2' fractienal curbelieved that a man's life should be his rency for its full face, at will of the. holder,
creed. If that principle is carried out, it although possessing in. itself but. a tithe of
matters little what the sequence of this that value, is not the reason why they cirlife may be, retribution or rPward; 'in the cnlate at their face, and offered in support
case of our friend it can only be rewRrd... of this denial the fact that cents do not. cirWhatever his ideas in this regard may hav culate at all on th_e Pacific slope, because
been, let us hope that his fondest expectations may now be realized.
such small coins are not needed, which•cerA good man is gone. May his mPmory tainlycan ·be no reason why it<should·110t
ever be cherished by his friends. Peace be the fact of possible redemptio:a; which
to his ashes.
FROM THE SAN JOSE "MEROURYu
insures the_holder against losg, that makfB
The services both at the residence and them acceptable at par, where t!:J.ey are
at the grave were very impressiv, and needed.
.
.
Again, when my opponent claims that a
were attended by a large number of
friends. The spacious parlors of the fo.m- government note is redeemed when the
ily residence were filled to overfl "lWine bv holder pays it out in the course of expeople who had assembled to pay their
last respects to the deceased. Many bean· change, it becomes plain that he puts a
tifnl floral tributes were received, One nf meaning on the word "redeemed" which
the lar!!'est and prettiest pieces was a pil- does not belong to it, but which does find
low with the words, "Rest, Grand papa," expression when "exchanged" is snbstiwhich was encircled by a beautiful wreath tnted ; and that, by this misuse of the
of flowers. Among the other tributes were
M
a lyre of roses, a harp, pillows, a broken former word, Mr. acdonald·hassncceeded
wheel. sheaves of wheat, and many others, in befogeing his acute mind, and has ranincluding bouquets of 7arious choice dered null all the "argument" .based on
flowers.
that misconception. Bnt to call attention
The services and fnnerai were under the to all the unfounded and unsupported allloURpices of the San Jose Turn Verein, the
deceased being one of the prominent mem- legations which my opponent asserts to be
hers of that organization.
arguments, would be to rewrite the whole
The solemn services were condnctlici by discus!!ion, which, to those who hav had
Emile Liess, speaker of the Gerrnan.Inde- the patience to carefully follow the discnilnendent Congregation of S •n Francisco, sion, would be needless; and to those who
In his address he spoke of the upright life hav not 80 followed it, fruitless; so, with
of t.he deceased. He dwfllt upon the princibles of libert.v which Mr. Magenheimer what has been already said, we will leave
had always upheld. He was a patriot in the discussion, which has passed, to · the
Germany during the Revolution of 1848, consideration and tender mercies of those
and was compelled to leave for America who can think if they want to,.firm:in the
with other noble spirits.
The speaker conviction that the opinions .Ql those who
characterized him as one of the best
fighters for freedom in everv· respect, and only think they think hav no· scientific
in concluding he said: "He will ).iv, al- value, and conclude the discussion by
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poinPIIg out what, to the writer, seem to
. be. ·new, allegations quite as destitute. of
foundation as those others to which attention :has from time to time been directed.
· First, we are tolci. that "we hav a financial
bBBis which is continually contracting, con
tinnally depressing prices,. and more and
more repelling investment and enterprise."
~fIllY· friend means.that gold is being pro_.di:J:oed in greatly smaller .quantities than
f'-lr;ri;terly, he: has probably had access to
some statistics. not known to the general
student,. for those which are accessible tell
-us that the production of gold is tolerably
stable. If,. he means that the purchasing
wwer .of , gold is increasing-as it is-it
does not necessarily follow that the change
is in the gold ; in fact, it is tolerably clear
to those who recognize the principles upon
which. progress is made, that the introdno. ti~n of lab@r-saving machinery, the estabru;hing of quicker and less costly methods
of transportation, and the adoption of more
economical methods, hav had the effect of
decreasing the labor cost of all commodities
-,-including gold-and · that competition
among sellers bas compelled a corresponding, fall. in prices, and that, therefore, if
· gold' had remained absolutely stationary as
to labor ,cost of production, there would
hav appeared a still greater diminution in
the selling price of all other commodities
than .is now the · case. Therefore, if the
foregqing argument is sound, it is certain
that the rise .in the purchasing power of
gold is due almost entirely to the decrease
.in the cost of producing those things for
which gold is exchanged. This decrease in
price could not possibly "repel inveetmeD,t"nor shorten industry, for the reason
. that' lessened prices induce wider consumption and thns tend to iD,orease investment
and broaden industry by increasing the
demand for men and thus increasing, to
some extent, wages, to the consequent increase (to the same extent) of purchasing
power on the part of large numbers, from
which it appears that our friend should
amend his indictment; for if it be admitted
that gold is unstable, it rests with my opponent to present some basis for the currency . that would not fluctuate at all, or to
a lllssei degre~ than gold, fl>r a basis of
some intrinsic metal or other is indispens ·
able, and certainly silver. is not the metal
that will fill the bill, since we hav seen it
· fall from a. proportion of eight to one of
gold, to a ratio which, to be in conformity With the market value, should be about
thirty-four of silver to one of gold, within
oomparativly recent times. Finally, let
•me assure my friend, that while not a capitalist, nor to any' considerable extent a
debtor, I am decidedly averse to having
such a condition of the currency materialize
as would .compel me to pay gold prices,
computed in depreciated silver, and to re·
oeive in payment for the serVices from
which my purchasing power is derived, the
depreciated silver itself, uncontaminated
by having been brought to a gold level, in
spite of the fact that " some women do not
favor female snft'rage," and notwithstanding the peculiar taste which induces an
occasional prisoner to refuse to relinquish
his chains (which seem rather like the
flowers that bloom in the spring, having
apparently nothing to do with the., case).
In .taking final leave of my opponent, I am
forced to acknowledge that he has made as
, eft'liotiv a defense of his side of the case as
any man ootild who bad neglected to make
hbp.self familiar with the most cogent arguments favoring :free coinage, It seems to·
)m~ clear that a reasonable amount of study
Of the financial question will convince my
opponent that there is nothing for the
masses--'-nor the classes-in the so-called
cheap money, and-that increasing knowledge ~d wider experience are constantly
lessening the number of those who believe
.that bimetallism, free silver coinage, or an
irredeemable paper currency is a " sure
way to, grasp a 'hunk of prosperity," and
that, in consequence, the probability is
remote that my friend will ever be able to
point with pride to any nation which has
·re-established free coinage of silver at the
present ratio, and by phenomenal prosperity thus gained, put him in a position to
exultingly remark-after the manner of
prophets from Gowanns or elsewhere-" I
told yon so ! "
E. 0. RosooE,

I hav read in THE TRUTH SEEKER severe
comments and criticisms upon the· American Proteotiv Association " and kindred
organizatio~," in which yon invariably associate the former with such as theN ational
League for the Protection of American
Institutions, the Junior Order of United
Americans, Patriotic Order of Sons of
America, etc. To make the parallel appear justifiable yon quote from some state
or local appendix to the general laws of
the A. P. A., which is not right. As your
friend Reynolds says, as to the A. P. A.'s,
"yon are away oft'." To do justice to the
A. P. A.'s, yon should consider their aims
and objeo•s and principles alone, and not
endeavor to criticise them by comparing
tP,em with Dr. King's League or the others
quoted by me. The writer hereof knows
whereof he. speaks, and he knows that
Freethinkers, Atheists, or any non-religionists are eligible to memberehip, and he
knows that in this city an Atheist is President of a conn oil. ·The American Proteotiv
Association is purely political, but by no
means partisan, and therefore disolai ms
the control of the political affiliations of
its members It is-tolerant of all creeds,
but opposes the holding of official positiona, state. or national, by those who subject tha civil and political to ecclesiastical authority. Surely this is Liberal. It
denies the right of any ecclesiastical powe:.:
to control the education of the youth of
· Qnr land, and is opposed to the Bible or
any other religions text- book in our public
schools. It believes in the total and absolute divorce of church and state. It is
opposed to the appropriation of the public
moneys for any or all sectarian purposes.
It favors the taxation of church property,
and demands that "all hospitals, asylums,
reformatories or other institutions in
which people are under restraint," shall be
open to government inspection. It opposes the present infamous abuse of our
naturalization laws, and favors the restriction of immigration tQ the better olaSBes ef
foreigners,
.The above is about the sum total of its
principles. It is but natural that Oatholios
should oppose them, for that church
stands opposed to all of these. Because
the majority of the membership of the
American Proteotiv Association are Protestants is no reason why Freethinkers
should not join the order, no more than
·Lincoln, when he called for 300,000 soldiers to put down the Rebellion, should hav
accepted only men with blue eyes or red
hair.
While I believe that all religions, and
especially the Christian, are· detrimental
to human happiness, and hav brought upon
mankind only misery, and that the Protestant wing of it would, if it ever got supreme control, effectually destroy every
vestige of freedom in America, I think,
with Mr. Reynolds, that I can consistently
unite, even with Protestants, to aid in the
overthrow of a power which, while it
pretends to be a church organization, and
so can the easier blind the people, is purely
a political machine which adapts itself to
the political conditions of the government
in which it intends to operate, for the
subversion of liberty and priestly supreme
control, and one which all the world
should unite to baniSh from oft' the face of
the earth, that it may curse mankind no
more. If, after this shall hav been done,
Protestantism requires the same severe
·remedy, then it, too, must go, and mankind be free. Let us not deny the aid of
anybody in this trying emergency.
RHADAMANTHUB.
[We associate the various organizations
named because their objects are substantially the same, differing only in minor
details. As we hav said, papers friendly
to one are friendly to the others. Neither
society attacks or criticises the others. Ij,
as our friend seems to bav been led to
think, the American Proteotiv Association
opposes Protestant religions instruction
in the "ohools, why does it not say so in
language which cannot be misunderstood
or evaded? It would be the easiest thing in
the world to do. Why does it not, through
its papers and speakers, at least occasionally condemn the pro-Bible-in-the-schools
attitude of the .rnniO!" Order of United
American Mechanics, an organization
which is coddled and advertised in most
.A.bout Certain Organizations.
ofth!lA~P.A. papers? Whydoesitnotim·> M:a.,EmToR: ·At several different times partially antagonize aU bodies hostil to

the secular state instead of making a sectarian attack upon one alone, and that with
weapons which no Freethinker should
grasp? A 110ciety, no leBB than an indiVidual, is known by the company it keeps,
and until the American Proteotiv ABBOCiation says publicly, anthoritativly, and
with the clearness of particularity that it
is unalterably opposed to the Protestant
church- state schemes of the Junior Order of
United American Mechanics, the National
League for the Protection of American
Institutions and similar organizations, we
Shall be under the necessity of considering
it and them as practically one body, inspired by the same motive, armed alike,
and seeking a common object-the political ascendancy of Protestant Christianity.
.We hav never disputed the fact that Infidels are admitted to membership in the
American Proteotiv Association. The
society is undoubtedly more than willing
to get all the pecuniary. moral, and political aBSistance that it can. But so long as
that organization shall fail to align itself,
by word and actions, squarely in favor of
the completely secular state, the state
which discriminates against no man on
account of his religious allegiance or his
non-religions affiliations, we shall know
that it is not dominated by the principles
of Freethonght, no matter if here and
there an Atheist does hold office in a local
or even in a state or the national body.
There is a Vital principle Violated when
Freethinkers fraternize with Protestants
on the sectarian platform of the latter;
the refusal of Lincoln to accept tor the
army no men except those who had blue
eyes or red hair would hav been an act of
mere caprice. Speaking paradoxically,
Rhadamanthns's parallel is not a parallel.
Rhadamanthns asks if the purpose of
the American Proteotiv Association to shut
out of office those who "subject the civil
Rnd political to the ecclesiastical authority " is not Liberal. Treason consists in
overt acts. Holding to a certain theory
concerning the relativ obligations of the
civil and religions authority is not an oTert
act. If it were, Protestant Christians
would be debarred from office also, for
they hold that God is the supreme sovereign of consciences. And the ethical philosopher no less than the Oatholio and the
Protestant believer holds with William H.
Seward that there is a " higher law " than
the dictum of the legislature. They differ
only as to the nature and sanctions of that
law. If all men who, under some conceivable oiroumstanoes, would su.bjeot the
ciVil to the religions or ethical obligation
are to be denied the privileges of citizen.
ship, then no man who can feel or think,
will hereafter hold office.
We are told that the American Proteotiv
Association ''believes in the total and absolute divorce o£ church and state." So say
theNational Reform Association, the American Sabbath Union, the Junior Order of
United American Mechanics, the League
of which Dr. King is the secretary, and
other similar bodies, but we know that the
assertion is not true, so far as these societies are concerned. We know that some
of these organizatioD,s are working with
frantic zeal to make this republic a theocracy, and that none of them comes
within a thousand miles of the secular
position. We hav the best of reasons for
thinking that the American Proteotiv Association is not in favor of the absolute
divorce of church and state, no matter
how sincere Secularists a very small
minority of its membership may be. If
Rhadamanthns is right why does not the
society place itself on record against the
Sunday legislation of the present day?
Why does it not send to Oongress a
thundering protest against the two Sunday
bills now pending in that body? Why
does it not demand the elimination of the
Bible from the public schools? In short,
why does it not do something besides inflame the prejudices of one division of
Christians against another diVision of
Christians?
Just a word anent the "foreign" bnsineBB and the Rehellion. Of course we are
getting some very undesirable people from
Europe, for there are such people in all
parts of the world. But it il! perfectly
safe to say that there are more earnest Freethinkers among our importations, in proportion to the total number, than among
nativ Americans. And among nativ Ohris-
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tians where will yon find so large a body
activly opposed to the Christian amendment as the Lutheran church which has
sent so many protests to OongreBB against
that amendment? It is very foolish tO
politically boycott either foreigners or
Oatholios. Men are to be judged and punnished for what they do, not for what they
believe or because they were born. in some
particular place. Has our friend forgotten that the greatest struggle in which
this nation ever engaged, a struggle for its
very existence, was the slaveholders' rebellion, and that that rebellion had its
seat in a section of the country where
there always has been a very small " foreign" population-the smallest of any part
of the Union-and where the Oatholio
church is weaker than in any other divi
sion of the country?
The talk about uniting the world to
"banish " the Oatholio church " oft the
face of the earth " (by shutting Oatholios
out of ciVil offices, apparently!) is very
singular, to say the least, coming from a
Freethinker. No religion can be crushed
by political combinations. Much individual suffering may be. caused, but "the
blood of the martyrs is the 1:1eed of the
church." Freethought and science, the
slow but sure processes of education, alone
can do the work which Rhadamanthns
seems to fondly hope the American Proteotiv ABBooiation can accomplish. When
a Freethinker talks in this way yon may
be sure that tlJ_e atmosphere of the society
which he is defending is surcharged with
the baleful bigotry of Protestantism instead of being permeated with the healthful spirit of Freethonght.
Of all the unsubstantial dreams of Visionaries this that the Oatholio church, in
the United States is about to seize the
reins of government is the most preposterous. That church cannot do it wit/tout Protestant aid. It is overwhelmingly
in the minority, holding in its allegiance
only a fraction of our population. The
leaders of that church are not fools, whatever else they may be. They are not going to beat their brains out against a
stone wall by starting a rebellion. Let
Protestants bear in mind the injunction,
''Physician, heal thyself," and the secular
republic will be maintained with perfect
ease. Keep laws in favor of the common
Christianity of both Oatholio and Protes
ant oft' the statute books and the Oatholio
church is helpless. It is Protestant treason to the fundamental principles of religions liberty that we hav to fear, not Oatholio arrogance. The latter can do nothingexcept by alliance with the former. Of
course if the relativ strength of the iwo
divisions were reversed, there would be a
different tale to tell, but we are dealinf,!"
with things as they are, not as they would
be if they were totally different. Not until Protestants trample the Constitution
which guarantees equal religions freedom
need we fear the Oatholios. Tax church
property (not merely because it is Catholic church property nor even because it is
church property, but because it is property); keep the Bible and religions instruction out of the schools, abrogate all
Sunday laws-in a word, STAND BY Tim
DEMANDS OF LIBERALISM-and the Oatholio church will never wield the scepter of
politioal·anthority.
Protestant cowardice or treason alone
can prepare the way for Oatholio domination. Protestants and Freethinkers hold
the destiny of this country in the hollow
of their bands. There is neither need
nor excuse for waging a war of proscription upon a minority church. It cannot control legislation while we are loyal
to the Constitution. Stand for the broad,
Vital, fundamental principle of religious
equality before the law. Anything less
than this or more than this is unworthy
the traditions of Freethonght, and.. is suicidal. Thomas Paine well says: "An
aVidity to punish is always dangerotis to
liberty. It leads men to stretch, to misinterpret, and to misapply even the best of
laws. He that would make his own liberty
secure, must guard even his enemy from
oppression; for if he violates this duty, he
establishes a precedent that will reach
himself." Keep church and state separate,
but do not ostraoise the individnal Christian because you call the organization to
which he belongs "political" instead of
religions.-ED. T. S.]
·
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(j A1iarsn' s (S ornsr.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all OommunicationR jor this Corner should be sent.
.. Between the dark ani! the daylight.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a Pause in thA ila..-'• occupation•
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Waiting for the Boys to Grow.
'.Mother, in the cottage yondeY,
Why into the future wander.
Wishing for your boys to grow?
'Childhood'slove is better, purer;
Of them yon are ever surer
Ere mto the world trey go.
unto your voice they hearkPn,
Ne'er a sh•d~ they'll <'a use to darlren
Your young motherhood's bright sky.
'rake ench hour its store of pleasures.
Sure Jove's choicest, ri.JheRt treacnres
nound your babies' childhood lie.

·wh~le

Wait not for t~e i'ays your planning,
All bright r>mcns ever •canning,
T'reeming rlay-drfnms for your hoys.
ntherp, too, hnv Jost life's PWCefnPSS,
LoFt their hopes in full comPleteness
All by wa~ting pre'ent joys,
Fntnre's oft a strange undo;ng
Of the <>astles now we're viewing-

'l'ow'ring castles in the air.
So. fond mother. cease yrur yearnin~t.
TnstA the AWfets ynu n(IW are spurning,
While your babes are free from care.
Gooa HouseiCFeptna.

Home A~ain.
The editor of the Children's Corner has
returned from her visit to California, and
is once more at her post in her own lilanctnm. She is confronted by a small carload of letters, manuscripts, and other
literary matter accumulated in her absence,
all of which will receive proper nttention.
The Corner will now be given to correspondents, whose kindness, patience, and
long-suffering are duly appreciated. The
·editor of the Corner is greatly pleased
with her visit in the great West, and will
carry with her, as long as she livs, pleasant
memories of the generous and largehearted people she has met, who made her
welcome wherever she went.
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ing one end of a sheet the other end would
get quite dry.
After leaving Fresno we came into a
blooming alfalfa country, where herds were
grazing, comfortable and happy, nnmindfnlof the lot of their less fortunate brothers
on the barren plains.
California is such a wonderful countrysuch a varied and strange, yet fascinating
country-a rich land of fruit and flowersand fleas ! 0 yes! the fleas must not be
forgotten, for they are a part of the productions of this great tract of plains, of hills
and valleys, of golden sands and startling
earthquakes, of milk and honey, alkali and
blinding sand storms. A dead horse lay
on one of the arid plains and close bv a dog
watched the remains. Perhaps the two
bad been friends together, or, maybe, the
dog was calculating on a meal from the
decaying carcase. We cannot know, ani!
the 11cene vanished as we came to a flowing
river, near Kingsford, winding its way in
and out among wooiled islands, its edges
bordered by graceful overhanging trees
and thil'k Rhrubbery.
How do I like Western people? Well, I
JikA them. Easy, hearty aiid honest in
their g-reetings ani! hospitality, you at once
fflel at home among t.he CalifornianR.
There are fewer harriers of ceremony
and convent.ior alit.y than in the East ; and
to the Easterner the simple, unostentatious
ways, the absence of Mrs. Grundy, is simplv charming, as well as most novel.
It iR the mme everywhere, in the palaces
and in the flhanties, except, perhaps, in
some instances, where the inmates may
think it aristocratic to be condescending
and patronizing. There are always some
who study to be genteel under all circnmstanceP, as, for instance, when a family had
for supper only bread and water and peanntR, they ordered the servant to bring the
finger bowls.
A DAY AT PASADENA.
While at Los Angeles, or La Puebla de

bav a milk shake," saiel the proprietor of
the little store, who was formerly a New
Hampshire man. "What's a milk shake?"
inquired my Yokohama friend, who knew
about everything else but that, and who
watched the maturing of that milk shake
with much interest. Very reluctantly we
turned away from lovely Pasadena, bear·
ing memories of the sunlit day that will
remain fragrant for ever more.
S.H.W.
Correspondence.
Mr. Smith's Opinion of our New Book-

" Right LiYing."
GENRv A, April 9, 1894.
MISS S. H. Wrx.oN-Dear Madam: I hav
just heen scanning your book-" Right
Living." I can hardly say too much in
its praise. It is just Eplendid. I am so
full of work I could hardly get time to
look through it.
Yon appear to hav
thought of all there is to be said about
living right.
WM. SMITH.
PELLA. IA.. Maroh 17. 1894.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: My papa takeR THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and ·I read the Children's
Corner. We hav nin'l churcheR in our
town and only a few Infidels, so we hav nn
place to go on Snnda.ys except to ohnrch
and Snnday-echool. I wish we had Liher·
aiR enough so that we could hav Sundayschools of onr own. I don't think it does
anv good to study fables.
The Methodists were trying to· hav a revival here a few weeks ago, and the
preacher told all to fltand up that wanted
to go t.o heaven; and a great many stood
up. Then he told all to stand up who
wanted to ~o to hell. Only one man responded, who rose to the bight of about
six feet. And such a laugh yon never
heard in church. All seemed to be mrpriRed; even the preacher was so astonishEd
that he didn't know what to say.
Yours truly,
EDITH FisK.
P.S.-We bav 2,500 inhabitants in our
town, mostly Hollanders.

LISTOWEL, ONT., CAN., Mar. 27, 1894.
DEAR MISS Wrxo:N: I hav just been readwhich, literary translated, means the Town ing the Children's Corner, and it has in~
of Our Lady, the Queen of the Angels spired me to write again. I liv on a farm
[great name that], we went one day out about three miles south from Listowel.
Listowel is a town built on a river, which,
to Pasadena, and really it is one of the when it overflows its banks,· floods the
most delightful spots seen in many a day. cellars. With a population of about 2,500,
Pasadena is indeed, as its name indicates, it supports eight churches and four hotels,
Across the Continent-Continued. the "Crown of the Valley." It lies in a while it has only two institutions devoted
charming corner of t.he San Gabriel valley, to education, the public and high schools.
The best of friends must part at last, and
I attend the high school. We hav three
at the foot of the Sierra Madre range of very good teachers, Mr. Philips, Mr.
it was with real grief I said good· by and
mountains. As soon as you enter the city, Irwin, Mr. Treleaven.
They are all
fareweli to friends at San Francisco on the
you breathe the perfumed air, and it is Christians.
27th of April, when leaving for Tulare.
I hav a brother living in Montana. He
easy to imagine yourself in paradise. The
Life is made up of meeting and parting,
way to Pasadena from Los Angeles is went there about three years ago, and appears to like the country very well. I hav
and Byron's
through groves of orange and lemon trees, a brother teaching; when he was home for
"Fare thee well, and, if for Pver,
the trees laden with yellow fruit and dotted his Easter holidays he took away a numStill for ever, fare thee well,"
with blossoms, scenting the atmosphere for ber of TRUTH SEEKERS, although he has t~;~
rings ever down the aisles of time in tones miles around. Mrs. F. D. C., of Yoko- read them secretly, or he might lose his
of sadness and regret.
hams, was with me that day, and arriving certificate. I hav a sister teaching; she
just started at Christmllls, and she appears
My way lay through the beautiful San at Pasadena we tried to find some burros to like it very much. I hav also a brother
Joaquin Valley, a sweet, enchanting road, in order to ride to Mount Lowe, but not a and sister at home with mother and father
through fertil plains, green mingled with bur1·o could we find, so we sauntered and me. I am at home now for my Easter
the yellow gold of the attractiv California around town, ·lunched in a bakery, where holidays. I board in town in the winter,
poppy, seen always and almost everywhere, von can get four cakes for five cents if yon and drive to school in the summer. There is
only another girl beside me who is a Freeand here also I noticed a beautiful white take them away, and if eaten in the shop thinker in the school. We hav quite a
Plume-like flower that had not before ap- the price is five cents for three. We had number of Freethinkers around here;
peared in my jonrnevings. Cattle ranches great fun over the bargain, but decided to while we hav some who see through the
and many horses and black pigs were seen, hav our cakes in the shop with coffee. We nonsense of the Bible, but are nfraid to
and one cannot help wondering why the pigs bought a ''mermaid's cradle" in a store, say so; while we hav a great many bigoted
Christians. The lady with whom I board
are all black instead of white. This valley and wished we might meet some of our is a stanch Presbyterian. One evening I
appeared fruitful enough, but in some locaL Pasadena children in our rambles.
went to prayer-meeting with her, and
ities lack of rain has resulted in much misFred Folsom, who keeps a fruit store in sometimes I could hardly keep from
chief and dismay. It is said that the cattle Colorado street, and upon whom I hope chuckling at things the minister would say,
are starving, and one owner of a ranch our Pasadena friends will call, gave us while others were taking it all in. I even
thought one man prayed for me when he
offered five hundred head of horses at a loquats, a new kind of fruit, at least to one asked
God to hav mercy on those who had
dollar apiece, rather than they should die of us, and directions how to get to Alta. come to church for the first time. Alof starvation. The day was perfect, the dena.
though I hav lived here for sixteen years,
sky of a sapphire blue, upon which floated
What an enchanting drive t.hat was, that was the first time I was ever in a
pUrple-rimmed cumuli, and just above the flower-embowered homes on either side, church around here.
In reading the Corner, I pay particular
mountain ranges lay long stretches of soft roses in profusion, orchards with the golden
attention to the letters of George Rems·
white flakes, with projecting masts, like fruit peeping from amid glossy foliage, and burg. I think he is a wonderful writer,
ships laden with masses of fleecy wool.
fragrance everywhere I At Joe Madill's and feel mre that he will grow up to be a
But it was sad to see so many tramps ranch we lolled under the trees, ate the dif- great worker to the cause of Freethought.
with all their worldly possessions in a pack ferent kind of oranges, and gathered a We hav none of yorir bo<)k:s, although I
on their backs, tramping over the plains in bouquet of orange blossoms. Then we in- would like very much to 1\.av them. We
bav all of Colonel Ingersoll's lectures, and
search of that which they hav a right t 0 spected the Armstrong place, which is for I appreciate them very much.
demand-honest labor. Their pay, when sale, price $15,000, for handsome house
The climate here is moderate, although
they get work to do, is meager; and their and ten acres of frnit-bearinp.; trees. A sometimes in winter very cold and in sumemployers do not ufford them shelter-they thousand dollars an acre is asked for orange mer very hot. We hav not bad a very
must lie down on the ground anywhere, bearing land. We decided that had ~e severe winter this year; we had about a
month's sleighing before Christmas; but
but, fortunately, the climate is so mild no fifteen thousand dollars lying around loose the snow all went away for Christmas and
harm results from thus sleeping out of we would exchange it for the Armstrong New Years. and we hav only had about a
month's sleighing since.
doors.
ranch at once.
I would like very much if yon would
We passed through Fresno, a great raisin
We visited other orange groves, ate more
country, as you know, and a lively place fruit by the roadside until we could hold send me your picture. I would like it if
some of the writers to the Corner would
apparently. The weather is generally very no more, and finally got back to Pasadena write to me. Hoping to see this in print,
wari:n here; so hot sometimes, a lady told and Folsom's place, to whom we gave ·an
I remain, your friend in Freehonght,
me, that, in washing clothes, while wring-. account of our rambles. •; Now yon must.
HESTER PIOKLINC!.

HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.
Bill:ltG

A Pop~~lar Account of tht! Formation and Developmut
of the Canon.
Bl' BRONSON D. KEELER.
CoNTENTS: The Hebrew Canon. The New Tea
tament. The Early Controversies. The Boob a
First Not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathe
Comll!!tent T The Fathers Quo~ed as Bcriptur
Boolis Whioh are Now Called APoor:vph&l. Th
IJe,.<>tirR. The Christian Canon.
PanAl'.
!10 Oqnf.R• ninth, 'l'K eAnt.l'l.

Darwin an~ After Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory •.
By GEORGE J. ROMANES.
A !!YBtematicEx"Q_osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the l!'enera! reader rather than to pro.
fessed naturalists.
.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of Enjl'!ish writers upon evolution,
besides ranking With Professor Huxley in scientific knowledge and abilit.~, And this Is a part of
his oonolusion regaro:O:I!· the great subject of
Design, to which the r.h11rch so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facta of adapta.
tion or to those of beauty, everywhere through.
out orgaJ;Iic nature we me.et with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any· independent evidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation anrl
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands ofa pnrelymechanicall'hilo•ophy...
All nature has thus uePU trnn"formecl. before the
view of thE' present I;'Pl1Hatinn m a manner an<l
to an extent that h"as never before bPen pos>ihle;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place ha• t&ken pla<lll in the direction of naturalIsm, and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical intPrpretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if tlie religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in tha
wordR of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th God?"
.
c'¥}fk
I T'I'R RF.F.Kl"R
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ID?an abreffire, "The Truth Seeker."
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York.

How To Preserve Health.
By LOUIS BA.BK.A..N, M.D.
Fordyce Barker, M.D., Professor
Bellevue Medical College says of it,
writing to the author: "I regard your
book as the most sound, sensible; ~d
useful book on the topics which it discusses that I hav met with. I wish it
could be in the hands of every intelli
gent head of a family. I am particu
cularly pleased with cne feature of it
that it does not profess to teach dos
ing and drugging. I congratulate you
on the wisdom and success of *his ef
fort.''
Olb,er noted physicians recoiilmend
it just as highly.

Price, cloth, gilt;slde:Stamp, $1.
Addrees THE TRUTH SEEKER CO •
28Lafavet.te plaoe, New York.
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Modern Marriage.
By EMILE ZOLA.
Translated tram aw French btl Bent. R. Tucker.

Agents for The Troth Seeker.

~ THUMBSCREW AND RACK. MACDONALD.
By UEO. E

Alabama

Loeb & Loeb, Montgomery.
Arkan'las

Davies & Son, 412 Main st., Little Rock.
California

In this his latest story Zola takes four typical
marrialles-one from the nobility, one from the
/Jouraeoisfe. one f~om the petty /Jouraegiste, and
one from the worlf:mg-peoplP-and ilescnbes, with
all the power of his wondrous art, how each originates, by what motive each is insoireil, how each
is consummated, and how each results.
·
Address

365

Thns. W. Baker, Exeter.
10 Cts
Stoll & Thayer, 117 W. 1st st., LnsAngeles.
S.C. Blake, 503 Kearney st., SanFrancisco.
C. E. Dll!an, 334 Montgomery st , l:)an
Franmsco.
Price, .1-:i Centll.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Loa
12
Angeles.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
Max NewsStand, 102 N. Main,LosAngeles.
$1 ..00
.J. E. Matthews, Eureka.
Eclectic Booit Store, Los Angeles.
Shaw & Gregg, Broadway opp. Central Sent Post Paid
Bank, Oakland.
·
TORTURE INSTRUMENTS employ:ed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries for
S.D. Schoenfeld, Red Bluff.
AND
the Promulgation of Christianity. Being the Nuremberg Collection, and including specimens from
Canada
'rhe
Holy Inquisition.
THE TRUTH SEEKEB P. C. Allen, 35 Kin~ st., Toronto.
THIRTY-FIVE ILLUSTRATIONS.
ONE YEAR,
John McKenna, 80 Yonge st., Toronto.
Bt>anish Collar, Thumbscrew, Iron Collar the Rack. the Iron Crown Leg Crnsher, the Stocks

PER COPY

COPIES

The Freethinker's Badge-pin

Will be sent for $4.50. · The
$2.75 Pin and THE TBUTD
SEEHED one year for $5.

THE

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TBUTB
BEEKER, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
gilt bowl. 50o. more,AddreRR. THE TRUTH BEEKER.

jliZZ in a J{v;ts'AeZZ.
By ABA AUGER.
A. condensi.tion of the fundamento.l arguments
ag&iwit OhriPtir.nity.

A Yerr. Good Little Missronary Work.
Price, .15 aen ts.

Address
'T'1lE TRTl'MJ Rll! W.lrli!R

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
An impQrtant and remarkable revelation con
oeming the life and times of Apollonius of
Tyana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
oent:ocy. It is here claimed that his life and
teachings were apprQpriated and utilized by the
formulators of the Christian reliKion in the interest of so-called Christianity. The plag_ia.rism
is made nl&in in this brief history of Apollonius~
especa.ill,- in view of the historical references ana
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonius
was suppressed.
Price, 15 aen ts. .
Address
THE TBUTH BEEKER.
WI Lo.favette t>la.ne. N"w V n,.lt Oit.v

Travels in Faith .
BY OAPT. BOBEBT O. ADAMS.
Beine the stor,- of hiB ment&l ioumey from
orthmioxY to Ba.tion&lism.
Pnae;.paper, 25 cents: cloth, 75 cents.

Colorado

J X ow land & Co., 400 Harrison av., Lead-

ville.
Stanchfield &Co.;200 Union ave., Pueblo.
C. Smith & Son, 385 Larimer st., Denver.
J. C. Richey, 309 Harrison ave., Leadville.
Florida

J as. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.

A. J. Gardner, Kissimmee.
.

Illinois

Brentano Bros.,204 Wabash ave.,
Chas. W. Curry, 183 Madison st.,
Henry Fash. 516 W. Madison st.,
Chas. Macdonald, 55. Washington,
Post-Office News Co., 93 Adams,
lo,va

Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.
Chicago.

C. Deuell, Marshalltown.
Franklin Steiner, Box 882, Des Moines.
Clarence Brown, Avoca.
Indiana

Frank Weaver, Box 150, Petersburg.
Indianapolis News Co., 55 Mass. av., Indianapolis.
Louisiana

AI. J. Dwyer, 226Baronne st. ,NewOrleans.
Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
Massachusetts

Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
H. W. Smith, 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
,._.aine

·

N.G.Fessenden, 484 Congress st, Portland.

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD
to the Relir·on of the Futmre. Cloth. $1.

The. S~cre of

th~ Eat~t;

or, The Origi1

of the Christian Religion and the Significanc
of·its Rise and Decline. Cloth. $!.

PhtRical Education; or, The Health-Law
of Nature. Cloth. $1.

Household Remedies for the Prevalenf

.

By R. WHEELER.

Crimes of Preachers"

~ous

editions show that within a. tew years about

1300 ltiiNISTERS ILl.VE BEEN GUILTY
of one kind or &nother of criminal conduct. Mo•., of the crimes
a.re aga.inst women, for the fair Bex are at once thJ weakness and
the strength of the church-" the church" meauini of course the
l'ler_gy.
,....,,___
Notwithstanding 1he many A.dditional pages, we have kept the
price tbe same, 25 cents. Bend for "' copy, and confound the church- -llllllli-~
men. Show them just wha.t sort of sc&mps are t.he clergy who have
olos.ed the World's Fair on Bunda.y. because it is so holy a. d&Y th ..t to look upon m&ohlnerr or
IJ&intings in this period is "immoral."
AddreR~.

THE 'l'RlTTH SEEKER COMPANY.

OF

lU.ontana

D. J. Cavanah, Box 648, Missoula.

FREETH OUGHT~

Missouri

J. A. Koder, 1707 Frederick av.,'St.Joseph.
E. F. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Philip Roeder, cor. 4th & Olive, St. Louis.

By W. S. BELL.

New- York

Nebraska

J. I. Freuhauf, Omaha.
G. A. Howe, York.
J. S. Stott, So. Omaha.

Ohio

.

Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitious doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its cl&asification
of subjects makes it a hand-book. Aslngersollsa.id of
Paine's "Age of Reason," it enables somebody in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
v~Lriety of subjects include &11 the disputed points between Christianit:l' and Freethoqght.
nth. •1: p&per,50 cent8.
A.ddre••
THE '!'RUTH REEKER.

PEN PICTURES OF THE WORLD'S F.A.IR.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
of the Sunday-openers; describes the varioue buildings and what they contain, and is,
ullin all, the very best picture of the Fair 1ha.t can be p~inted with a pen.

L. C. Collins, 110 So. High st., Columbus.
Felix L. Oswald, P. 0. Box 700, Cincinnati.
ILLUST .RATED.
Larwood, Day&Co., 259Superior,Olevel'd.
A .MlP OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to m!lke his way aroaul,
N. Hexter, 342 Superior st., Cleveland.
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
Standard News Co., 14 W. Tuscst, Canton.
A BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
Alf. Warren Co, 217 Central ave, Cincinnati. glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.
D. E. Stubbs & Co.. Eaton.
Oregon
Single copy, 25 cents. Five copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTP BEEKER.
Frank LeGrand, 65 l!'irst st., Portland.
W. E. Jones, 291 Alder st., Portland.
Handley & Haas, 150 1st st., Portland.
Pennsylvania

H. Heyt!e, loth and Market sts., Phila.
George Longford, 22 Richmond st.• Phila.
R. Staley, Wood and 4th ave., Pittsburgh.
Rhode Island

D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.

This book IS jnst what i~s title implies-thum~
' illg whacks at suwrstition. It deals with the
., effect of Christianitl': on the world showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
:that Jesus W&S a false prophet, that the gospels
·:are not authentic, and that ChristianitY. is a bor'l'owed system of religion. That the Bible is not
·In r.eoord with Science, that the atonement
.scheme iB futile and foolish, and that religion is
~ot a.re&l benefit to man.
·
· Priae, 20 aents, six for $1.
· · · :Address THE TBUTH BBEXEB.

~'

lihOWB nearlY 400 oases of ministerial conduct. While those in pre-

HAND-BOOK

the <futdoor study of Natural History. lllu•
trated b.7 H. Faber. Cloth~.$2._
. Address
THE T~UTH BEEKER,
~ La.fa.vattA t>lJLOfl. NAw V•w!..

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.

A Liberal living in l\1ichigan sa.id once tba.t he would give $25 •
,.ear to have the Crimes of Preachers recorded, a.s the frequent lapses
of ~irtue of the ministers showed how little V&lue Christi&D.Ity
possessea to make men moral.
·
We have jus' issued the Fourth Edition of the book doina' thil
The additions for thiB new edition of ihe

Minnesota

H. Carr & Son, 1775 Westminster st.,
Providence.

CHEAP EDITION.

12 Copies for $1.00

W. L. Beekman, 55 E. 5th st., St. Paul.
Parcher & Sacre, 8 3rd st., S. Minneapolis.

Disorders of the Human Orgamsm. Cloth, $:

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution t.•

•

Just Out.-25 Cents-Five Copies for $1.

Michigan

i894.

The Bible of Nature: A ContributioJ

•

Baker & Holton, 87 Woodwardav., Detroit.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
H. Ullbricht, 552 Catherine st., Detroit.
R. S. Squires, 24 Jefferson st., Muskegon.

THE AGNOSTE ANNUAL

BOOKS BY

Price, 10 Cents per CoP]'•

BUY.: A DOLLAR'S WORTH AND SC!.T l'~R THEM A.1110NG YOUR OHitlBTIAN .~J:<:IUHRORB!
Address TH& , RUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Georgia

Wm. Estill, Savannah.

S.M. Bernhard, 109 E. 104th st.
Brentano Bros., 5th ave. & 18th st., N. Y.
L. Jonas & Co., Astor House, New York.
Mr. Goldber~., 72Canalst., New York.
E. J. Nieuwland, 10th ave. and 157th st.
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.
C. Ryan, 133 Western Boulevard.
J. H. Russell, 124 Fulton st., New York.
FORW. Winham, 388 Keap st., Brooklyn.
E. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester.
Edited by CHARLES A. WATTS,
R. Renfrew, Jr., 190 West av., Rochester.
CONTENTS:
W. H. Leonard, 91 Con~ress st., Troy.
The True History of the Bible, Prof. Edwin
Johnson: A Practical VIew of Life, Charles Watts: Best & Co., 8 Chestnut at, Bufflllo.
New- Jersey
The DPcadence of the Old 'l'heology, :Mrs E.
L}'Iln Linto~ _Inspiration fn Extremts. Samuel F. Braithuit, 91 Belleville av., Newark.
Laing; '!·he uospel of Love, A Poem, Capt. W. B W. Walz, 87 Bremen st.. Newark.
McTaggart; ~gnostic Types. R. Bithell, B.Sc.:

Ph.D.; On Spiritual Wickedness in High Places,
Edl\'ard Clodd; A Prieer. of Nature, 1\. Poem,
Ron. C. K. Tuckerman; The Dream of Immor·talit~. Frederick Milhtr•l Is Immortality a Dream,
W. Stewart Boss. St-a adin); Practical Conse-quences of A~osticism, F J. Gould; The Relig:ious Propensity, Fumeaux Jordan, F.R.C.B.
Price, :115 Cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
!8 Lafayette place, New York.

the Heretic c~tcher. the Iron Boot, the Hot Mitt~ a :Mouth..pear (gag), iron Masks recommended
by the Inquisition, Breaking and Burning_ on the wheel, the Dncking Oage, the Ohas$ity Belt for
women, the Spider, the Iron Vir!liu Up to Date. the Execution Bell, etc.
.
"I used to read in books," says Uolonel Ingersoll, ··how on~ fathers persecuted mankind But I
never appreciated It. 1 read it, but it did not burn itRelf into my soul. I did not really appreciate
the infamies that have been committed in the name of religion until I saw the iron .. r~uments th•H
Christians used."
~

Tennessee

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.
Sy Sal'Y) uel P. Putl'\&rr).

Texas

E. H. Andrae, 916 Main st., Dallas.
J. R. Humphrey, Waco.
F. Obl('ndorf, Galveston.

Deatoatea to the AmeriCan Congress, of 1892. whtoh tor the sau oJ Relf.(Jton, Btabbea Ltberlfl
to the Heart.

Utah

A work burning with indignation inspir~d by the Congressional act closing the Worldrs Fair
Margett Bros., 76 Main st., Salt Lake City.. on Sunday-au
act which praJticdly unite'! thegov"rumeut and the ChrtHtiau church.
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan.
To which is added llr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian
Virginia
Mrs. E D, Blenker, Snowville.
Exposition Committee ofthe Honse of Representatives against Sunday closing.
E. J. ·Brady, Richmond.
Also the following Esaays and Poem" by 111r. Putnam, which have never before been put in
Washington

C. B. Reynolds, 420 No. L st., Tacoma.
J. F. Riggs, Seattle.
E. Flkamser, Buckley.
Sutton & Allaire, 104 So. 2d st., Seattle.

book form: Orthodoxy; Freethought: Man, Not God(written fora Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Liberty and Thomas Paine; a_Iluem written for the opening_exercises of the Silverton. Ore., Freethought Hall; Deatlt and Life; The Golden Age; !:!but the Door {a ;::a-em on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Ph1ladelphi~, in 1876).
The main essay in this worl<: is one of the strongest arraignments ever made of the religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of this country. It should be distributed widely.
It has been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in THE TBUTH BEEKER and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS

Pnce 25 oenu: FtfJe ooptes for $1.

BJ" H. BABOOOK, Price, 15 aentB.

Address

THE 'l'BUTH BEEKER. 28 Lafr,vette J,>la.ae, New
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I)"f.ibZ:'oations.

Unless otherwise specified, all publications noticed here can be had oj THE
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
named.
Wo;MAN: FouR CENTURms oF PRoGREss.
B:}r_ Susan H. Wixon. No. 37 of the
"Truth Seeker Library." Price 10
cents.
The contrast between women at their
best four hundred years ago and now is
vividly related, while the cause of their
subjugation is traced much farther backeven to the fable of original sin.-Dr.
Foote's Health Monthly.
A noble address by a noble woman. It
should be read by every woman and every
man. Especially excellent to place in the
hands of women who are members of the
church. -Progressiv Thinker.

organization or training, and that therefore the brain out-givings of no two can
ever be precisely the same. And the
claim set up by the writer of these sentences for MiRB Wixon is, that bel' characteristics of understandable plainneRB and
affability are so marked as to readily distinguish her among the long list of able
women.
In her writings there is no effort at
effect. The stream of attractiv ideas runs
on in limpid words that reach the heart
and conscience of the reader without fail,
carryin~ with them the conviction that the
writer is in dead earnest, and is bound to
win over the affections and the reason to
join in the benevolent determination "to
leave the world better than she found it."
And in her latest work "Right Living,"
recently published, her strong proclivities
are so marked as to make the book exceedingly attractiv, both to old and young.
It is full as much as any of her preceding
works a book for the family circle, and
should be in the possession of every liberal-minded head of a family, at least.
It is judiciously divided into short chapters, thus giving the reader rest and variety; and although the chapters are in
themselvs complete monographs, they are
all pointin~ to the grand central issue of
" Right Living."
W. C. S.

Books by Helen H. Gardener•

New Edition, Revised-and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Gods.

THUMBSCREW .AND RAcK. Torture implements employed in the Fifteenth and
Sixteenth Centuries for the promulgaIntroduction by
tion of Christianity. By Geo. E. MacROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
donald. Price 10 cents.
A concise, graphic account, with pictoPrice, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
rial illustrations, of the instruments of tor~ Traae Suw!tea at Speef.a! 1Xscou'f!t8.
ture used by churchly inquisitors to conCareful Attention
vert or destroy heretics and Infidels.- to the healthful feeding of the cows proProgressiv Thinker.
ducing the milk received at our condensories is vitally important. We rigorously
A description, with ghastly illustrations, prohibit
the use of foods not qualified to
of the torture implements of the times of produce pure,
wholesome milk. Hence,
the inquisition, which hav been on exhibi- the superior quality of the Gail Borden
tion in this city during the past winter. Eagle Brand Condensed Milk,
l. Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
It is human historyi not creditable to
Religion and Social Matters.
mankind, and the on y cheerful aspect of
it is that we hav grown out of that stage.Dr. Foote's Health Monthly.
:OthU.*,1:
A.
(Jonsideration
of
the
Doctrine
11
In
'' Thumbscrew and Rack " is another
Truth Seeker Company pamphlet by Geo.
of Personal Immortality.
E. Macdonald. This witty writer givs an
By OTTO WETTSTEIN.
A. NE"W NOVEL.
account of an exhibition of instruments of
A Paper rea~ at the International Freethought
torture he inspected in New York. His Congress
Paper, 50 cents.
Prioe,
cloth, $1.
at Chicago, October 5, 1893.
humor rests upon a solid ground of seriousPrice, 10 Cents.
ness, and the pamphlet is one with a pur·Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
pose. The letterpress descriptions are
28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
helped by grewsome woodcuts, and the
reader who turns over these twenty-four
SHORT STORIES.
pages will get a good idea of how Christianity was promoted in " the brave days of
Price, cloth $1.
Paper, 50 cents.
old." George Macdonald's pamphlet
EMBRACING
THE
should hav a wide circulation.-London
Freethinker.
Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel·
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the
"Abraham Lincoln: Was He a ChrisDerivation of Christianity;
CONTENTS:
tian?" is the title of a book upon this most
A Splendid Jud_ge of a Woman The Lady of the
to which is added,
noted question by J. E. Remsburg. Like
Club-Under Protest -For the Prosecution-A
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House
manv other of the leading men of the WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS~
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Our Anpast; Abraham Lincoln was claimed by
cestors- Florence Campbell's
By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
both sides-the Christians and the LibFate-My Patient's Fate.
Fuurth
E1Utton.
erals. The fact in this matter as in all
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
other matters is well to be known. The Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap
ters.
fact that he was or was not a Christian Part !I.-Researches
in Zoroastrianism; thirteen
cuts no figure in his claim upon the
Facts and Fictions of Life~
chapters.
esteem of the people as a great man and a Part ID.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty
OONTEN'IS:
chapters.
statesman. The greatest value of the Part IV.-Whence Ca'lle the Aryans? Five chap. Ptefsce-The F•ction
of Fictiong-ADay in Court
book lies in the evidence that it places be-Throw J in With the City's Dead-An Irreters.
spon
ible
Educated
Ola•s-The Moral Refore the people that all that is said is not so
Press Notices,
sponsibillty of Woman in Heredityand that everyone who reads should think.
The style is forcible and terse, the reasoning
Wo ~ an as an Ann Ax -Sex in BrainMr. Remsburg argues that Lincoln w~s good, and as the facts upon which the argument
Heredity in , ts Relatiom to a
Double Standard of Moralsnot a Christian and in his argument he is based are largely Christian, our theological
fnends
will
have
some
hard
nuts
to
crack
if
they
Divorre and the Promakes use as witnesses of the members of attempt to answer them.-Boston Investigator.
po•ed NatiJnal Law
Lincoln's cabinet and many others-a total
This book is one of the most thorough and
-Lawsuit or Legacy-Coml)lon
of about a hundred persons. The book is learned of the Free thought works that have come
across
the
Atlantic.The
FreetMnlcer,
Lonaon.
Sense m
strongly written. Truth Seeker Co., New
Is a most valuable contribution to the literaSurgery.
York. Price $1.- Winona Weekly Leader. ture of the nineteenth century.-Proaresstve
Cloth, 11; paper, 50 cents.
TMnlcer.
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.:JO.
R'rGHT LIVING. By Susan H. Wixon, is a
handsome cloth bound book published
Address all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER
by Chas. H. Kerr & Co., Chicago, and COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, New York Oity,
sold in New York by The Truth Seeker
Co. Price $1.
Upon
It is made up of short chapters which
By HELEN _H. G~RDENER.
may be safely prescribed one at a time, in
Knee'
plaee of morning prayers for those who
One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
A. new edition of that splendid J?rose p_oem,
hav neglected that custom, but if one were "Life,"
Strongest Lectures Against
by "the prince of orators, ' Col. R. G.
to read it through like a book, he might In~ersoll.
the Bible.
It is larger and better than the old
get discouraged. We all find preaching edition, and can be framed or placed upon the
as an ornament. In the center o"f· the card Every Woman Should Read It
morality far easier than its practice, and table
the portraits of the Colonel and the baby,
and
even in the preaching there aTe more appear
urrounded by the prose poem, which has been
ready to talk than listen. This is a ., uthfully described as, " one of the masterpieces
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
the orator and J?oet who now, as far as we
thoroughly commendable book1 as it shows of
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.
kn 1W, stands alone 1n the living world." It will
BUfficient reasons for right domg without make
a delil{htful present, and will be a •ouvenir
reference to one's religious belief-that not only of Intellectual greatness, but of artistic
workmanshio. It is printed on heavy board, gilt
there is abundance of sanction for morality boveled
edge. The s1ze is 12x16 inches, and the
aside from religion· and the only pity is ·Price
only?5 cents, post-paid.
Suday and the Sabbath. "A law re~
that so few will read it of those who might
'l'.tl..i!: '!'.RUTH SEEKER, lating human conduct on the Sabbath is a.n ImOCl T,•f•-a++.a nl,na 'No'W Vn,.k.
be helped by it, but that is the standing
pertinence." Pl'ice, 10 cents.
regret about all good books. If it were
The False Teaching of the Christian
adopted for use in schools there could be
Chnrch. ''The Thirty-nine Articles of
no possible objection from any sect or
the Christian church are ihirty-nine poor,
creed, a.nd we should think it might be
broken-down opinions." Pri!e, 10 cents.
especially helpful to teachers who must Self-Contradictions of the Bible- 144 The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of
Propositions proved Affirmatively and Nega· do more or less preaching in moulding
a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
youthful ideas as to criterions of right or
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents.
crnsa.de of one against the Oolora.do beetle I"
wrong.-Dr. Foote's Health Monthly.
Price, 10 centil.
Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alike
Followers
of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev.
It is J,J.either invidious nor disparaging
Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price, 250. Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Fact t
to any one of the women's names which Bacon and ShaksJ?el'e, .Proof that Shaks- Price, 5 cents.
constitute a brilliant galaxy in our Ameripere could not wnte, etc. Price, 20 cents,
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
can literature, to assert or admit that each Thomas Paine-Was He Junius 7 Second Was Jesus Insane! Price, 10 cents.
has some marked trait or peculiarity by
edition, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine. The Public School8 and the Catholie
which the expert critic, or even the popuPrice,IO cents.
Chnrch. Price, 5 cents.
lar eye, can distinguish a special one from Junius, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
all the others. Indeed, to be a writer of
Paine, A refutation of M. D. Conway's
objections
to
the
identification
of
Paine
as
original mark, requires a verification of
:PRmSTLY CELffiA.CY EXPOSED
Jnnins a.nd Casca.. Price,~,.5 cents.
the truthful axiom that no two human
By BBv. G. T. Fox, liLA..
Address THE ·~·RUTH SEEKER,
beings can ever be exactly alike, either in
28 L&fayette Pla.ce, New York.
Prtee.II Gena.
A.ddrBIIs this Ollca.

IS THIS YOUR SOB, MYlORDl

THE GIANT DELUSION.

PRAl'riY·ce.

8va::,ooWce;~8E

DAUGHTER?

Pushed by Unseen Hands.

Researches in Oriental History,

A Thoughtless Yes.

"With Daughter's Babe
His

PUL·PIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.·

L. K. Washburn's Works.

Works 9f W. H. Burr.

MAN is manlier-for being somet~, not
for believing something.- Investigator~· ·
Tms ~ountry ~not be.a'lan(qf~;&~,,
feet freedom until It secures the diaestall- ~
lishment of all the political partie!!· '.that;
hav thrived upoJ,J. prejudices. a:l),dJ>l$.g:et,~1
-Galveston News. .
· : ,1,.,,,_. ,, •..
'' WHILE kings, in dusty: darkness hid,
Hav left a.nameless pyramid," ··r -·,
peasants may send down their name· to the
~or!d's end iu. rigorous ~rain a,~!l."ii~CQil::·,
tammated blood. ""-Salad1in.'
.., . { t~ ~ ...
Tmn sfandard of happi~ess is iniiif~lf ·
variable. In all ages-among 9f,e.J,'Y",_.J>eople
...:.:by~.eaoh class.,-do we .find dift'erehti"
tiona ofit entertained. . . . .~:' - d&'ii
compare the au castles of tlui' ]j
and the philosopher, we ·ah(rul<;'t Jillof widely different styles ol carolii
-Herbert Spencer. · ·
···~;,c.-.· ·
THERE never was-a boo)t 11.0 sacred that
it could sanctify a lie. All truth ¥l'iholy.;
whether it be written in books; or:sto.J1,es;
or stars; and all error is unholy, no riuitter
in what scriptures it may be. Morals that
cannot be defended ought to "be condemned. It is not within the power of the
sanhedrim, or. the synod, or the· ecui[).eD,P
ial council, to convert bad morals 'intot
good religion.-M. M. Trumbull.
·
PUT not your trust in princes wJlOf.o:f!'e:r
acme of souls. Finally they i'ldll i\o,b":;yoii
of all you hav~ The }lat-.;tr~l leader "W!tf·
not seek to merge you m himself. He will
aid you to open your own eyei!, ~o'use
your own arms. The profesSioiiaJ Mader
Will impose his law upon on. ;EJ:e;will
thrust you right and left an up and down
for his own purposes. He· compels 'the
principle you would mutually serve to
play lackey to~ personal power.j-l;lPr~P~
L. Traubel.
. ·
· · ·· .·. · ·: <
WE still pray for a fine· harvest, but we
really consult the barometer, and believe
more in the·prophecies of ·meteqrologists
than in an answer to our praY-erS";· · .Te
IJeums for victories .excite ·more r~dicUJ.~
than · sympathy,· and we encounter. ·the
cholera by improved systems of 'dr~nage
without attributing. much· value t() fasting~
and processions. In other·-words,"the old·
belief in the supernatural is so ~ar_·~~c~
that it could not be restored witli.m~t. e:p;
cou:qtering some of the most_vigoronabeliefs of the time.-Leslie Stephen,
MR. LE GALLmNE leaps the final diffi-.
culty by exclaiming that "~$D. ·h~ijfi)
rights i~ regard to God." : He s~ak'js
·hands With St. Paul, who assert!' t:he poltar's power over the clay. Yea,:but man
is not clay. He livs and feels.· "He •'hli&
rights, even against God; The parent is
responsible for his •child, the .creator for
his creatUI"e. The opposit doctrin is fit
for cowards and slaves. · It comes down to
us from the old days, when fathers ihad
the power of life and death over their
children; it dies out as we learn that the
first clo.im is the child's, and the 1;irst duty
the parent's-G. W. Foote;
SoME birds hav wings immenile and b()dy
·small: .
.. · . ,,,,; ·..:: ·
And wh~n they fly the wings ~lone . a,r,e
. seen.
.
,.... ,
Symbol of Shelley's verse; his wings were
'· · all,
.
.
.·.. ~
And bore him to the ·~ky's supremest;
sheen· ·
· . , ·...:
Yearning to be the empyrean's guest, . . · ·
On highest mountain tops he'could :o.~t
rest;
And oft he was the plaything of the wind,
Hither and thither dashed, mad, headlong,
blind;
But should not poets mighty eo.gles be,
That dare the tempest, and are eveJ.! free
To make strong winds obey the. 'pote~t.
. will?
Yet why regret the want of pith and ski){,
Shelley?-Thou wast a being of the-air;"'::
And never shouldst hav known earth's
food and care. - Willia1», Macc'ftfl~
IF we all sacrificed ·ourselvs habitu-ally
and always, the world would be so much the
more wretched in consequence; if we.all ~e
veloped ourselvs to the utmost of our abil-·
ity~ the world wquld be so muoh.the richer
ana happier.· Universal self-sacrifice is a
meaningless .conception. If one person
sacrifices himself or herself for the sake· of
another, it is in ·order to make that other
the happier, And U the other too lightJy
accepts the sacrifice, there is wro:qgraiid
injustice. Most often, indeed, we feel
called upon to sacrifice ourselvs. through
some act of selfisb.D.~ss or WrOJ!g-d(?ing o_n
the part of our ·neighbors. Sacrifice IS
then, in itself, by no means a good·thing.;
.at best it is but a pis aller. · I£ is Jo~~a
upon us as a bad necessity by. untoward
circumstances.
If others could be · J'B
happy without the need for oilr sacrificitlg
ourselvs, we should a.ll be gainers. Bj;It
Ohristianity has so exalted the false ideah;>f
self-sacifice as in itself a good thing ~t
most people ·are genninly.sh()cked to hear
it even called in ·qnestion.-Grant Allen.
·1·
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P.ONO'S EXTRACT
A DUTOH doctor who has been ·making
investigations iii. Java bas found- the
cranium,· thigh::bone; and ;grinder .of-,the
Pithecanthropus erectus, supposed to be
tbe 'animalw~icb comPs between the ape
and 'the man. He "is recommended to
take them · to BrooklYn. for compalison
with Talmage.·-.FTeethinker. . - ·
- T:Hfs ~ame under my own observation
forty-five years ago, in 'an old log soboolbouse in the backwoods of Ohio: The
parson :·was sprinkling a large -family of
children belonging.to anewlyconverted old
sinner whom they had been trying to get
into the fold for a long time. The children nrimber~d about a dozen and ranged
in age from eighteen down to a baby in
arms. The eldest one was marched up
first :and· so on down · to the youngest.
One boy·about ten years of age bad gone
to sleep; the next youngest sat by his side;
be was wide awake and when· be saw it
would soon be his sleeping brother's t-qrn
io be baptized, he put his band. on his
shoulder .and shook him and, whispering
loud enough to be beard all over the
house, said: " J'obnnie I J'ohn;nie! wake_ up
here-and bavyour G'-d-d-·-· d·bead wet!"
The scene that followPd oli.ri be better
imagined than described. -::-J, ·M.
··
SUNDAY TALK IN THE HOBSE SHEDS.

(Old Gray com..:O.ents on the servic~ to his mate.)

.''I;'isn'~ so much that thEl_ Stin,day harness
· never seems to fit,
. · . - · - .· ·
That the collar is tight, an' the check~rein
draws on tJ:rls queer, new-fangled bit,
.Nor yet --that: 'tb.IFpasture looks greener,
somehow, this sort of half-rest day,
That- galls me. most, Old R'oan, but the
· .things I bear the people·say.
'My shou,lders ache and my kri.ee_s are stiff,
and it makes me want to fight .
When I bear 'em si11g, "0 Day of Rest!
. 0 Day of Joy and Light!"
For 'we started ·1at11,. and·. to get here .soon
·· we·badtiftrot o-g.rhest;
· "Welcori:ie," now hear 'em, "~eligbtful
·- morn, sw~et dD:Y of sacred rest f"
.
Now the parson's readin' the scripture:
"Remember the Sabbath day,
In it thou shalt not do any work". "Airie:il," the people say; .
~·T.hou, ·nor thy son, nor thy daughter,
' thy· cattle, thy oX,. nor thy ass n.:__
Don't seepJ. to exempt the horses; eh? So
.we'llleUbe,lesson .pass. : · .
Oan't you. step over a little? The. sun
comes in this sideAnd it don't say a word· about the wife; I
, reckon that's why they decide
That Sunday's a day of -rest on the farm
·from the labors of everyday life
·For everything tbe·Lord bath made-.except the horse and wife.
·
Now, _that's our hymn; come; wake .. up,
Roan, that means us, l'U be bonn~-:-.
",Awake, my: souli"-Bing louder'n that;
. _some souls sleep mighty sound- ·
'' Aw~],l:e, my:soul, and with- .the sun"that's meant for me and you" Thy. daily course of duty run "-well
. tJ;l.at's' jtist what we do,
_"A- righteous man regardeth the life of·
· ·his beastl'-l'd·smile .
At 'the .parson's text, but if I did they'd
· . hear me for a mile;:
'
For I trotted the last ten minutes lame' I'd picked up a bard, sharp stoneAn' ·could ·bear the old man growlin' be&
cause his seat .was "bard as a bone."
- "Oouldlbnt cliuib'where Moses stood"but half of them wouldn't climb;
They'd pile in the wagon as full's 'twould
: hold an' ride up every time;
If they had to walk, they'd do's they did
when your pastern joint was sprainedThey'd say 'twas too fur and stav at home,
like they did the time it rained;
;I'm Roing to write a hymn some day, an'
. · we 11 sing it out in the sheds:
.
',''',Welcome, delightful· morn that pours
· ' lhe rain upon our beads;
.. Welcome, the slush, the snow that drifts,
· · ·thEi'mud that irritates,
·
The storms that bring a Sabbath rest to
. the cattle within the gates...
,His voice was bushed, for the .notes of
· song rose on the hallowed air:
·'\Praise God from whom all blessings
.flow'l-thanksgiving,.praise, and prayer.. "Praise him all creatures here below"~
.man, beast, and bird, and thing. With the possible exception of the farmer's
'-•:Wife, who,. having to stay at home to
-' wepare a dinner of chicken soup, roast
_."Deef; beets, onions, roasting ears, salad,
;>udding, two kinds of pie, and fruit. for
·her husband, three sons, four daughters,
the pastor,. his wife and two children,
the .district secretary of the Home Mis.sion- Society, a distant relativ from the
:city .come out to spend the day, and two
; hired men, and very little time, and not
· · · ·m,uch breath,. and possibly not an everlasting snpetabnndant inclination to
usig.-.Robert J. Burdette.
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The Church. and Freethought. By Franklin Steiner: Paper, 10 cents.

The Giant Delusion. One of Otto Wettstein's Friendly Arguments whh the Spiritualists; Paper, 10 cents.

Bible Inquirer, By Andrew J'acobsoB.
.Paper, 25 cents;

-

Woman: Four Centuries- of Progress.
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents. ·

IN PRESS.
Four Hundred Years of Freethoughto'

By Samuel P. Putnam. Subscription book,
ele~ant binding, over one hundred por-traJ.ts, $5.
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Thumbscrew and Rack. Geo. E. Macdonald•' 10
8elf-Contradiction~ of the Bible. W. H. Burr' • 15
Durm~ the yeat• other standard Freethougbt
works Will be published and sent to subscribers
as the:y appear.
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
published in one year. In ordering plea.se sa.y
which _year is desired.
Single numbers sold at prices quoted.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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REGULAR GRADE AMERICAN WATCHES,

The Popes and Their-Doings. Biograph- Including Rockford, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden.
ical sketches of the most notea of these vicars
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing what
they ha-ve done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very pla.iu statements, in very unvarnished language, :..nd the unmasking is complete,. provin_g: them to have been cruel, intriguing, and licentious men. Considering the
rapid growth of Catholicism in this country,
th1s book cannot be too widely disseminated.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.·

By Helen l'he Awful Disclmmres of Maria Monk,

paper, 50 cents.

Woman, Church and .,tate. By Matilda

1892.-$8.

25

50

Again Reduced.

By M. E. Billings, Paper; 25 cents.
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25

The Ho~ Bible Abridged;............ . . . . . . . . • so
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Why· Don't GOd Kill the Devil? M. -Babcock,......................................
Liber~ 1n Literature.
Testimonial to
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
By Ool. Robert G. Ingersoll... . • . . • • . . . . .
Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
Proctor .............. :....................
Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.

CAU TION '

some·catalog_ue free. Safe Watch Co., 9 Murray
street, New York.·
52t19

Christian Absurdities. John Peck .......... .
Victor HJlllo's Oration on Voltaire ........... .
The Crisis. Thoma.s Paine. illustrated ..•.•
Sa.bba.thBreaki~. John E. Remsburg ...... .
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason. Robert 0. Ad&lllB ................. _
Strike of a. Sex. George N. Miller.... . . . . • . . .
My Religious Experience. Samuel .P. PutThe Jlfi~8r'6i-illcii8Di'iii'Tb.ii~i~gy ·a.iiJ:&:
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USE IT .AFTER SH.A VING.

liLI.DR ONLY,J!Y

trated.... .. •• .. .. . . . •. .• .. .. .. . .. . .. • • • .. •

as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings durin" her residence of five yearM as a novice~and
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel .;Jiep
Nunnery, at JVIontrenl Perhaps not any antiCatholic book publi~hed has, crPat~d more Plf·
citement, and had such a ctrcnlat10n as tim
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
eirculated a story that M~tria Mqnk w~s ·:no
better than she should be," but mveAtJgatiOn
disclosed that her "child of ~hame" w•s none
other tban the child of hor priest-seducer.
Prwe, paper, 5V cents; doth 75 cents.

A.uricular Confes!'iion and Popish Nunneries, By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five

vear• a conftlssing prie•t. A revelation of t~e
licentious \)racticPs of the priests and nuns m
these religious brothels. There ia no guestion
that Ex·\)riest Ho~an kne'Y the .t~utli of ,the
tales of vtce, seductiOn, and mfan~1C1de he g1yes
in this volume, and equallv there ts no guestwn
that if the people generally knew of them, Catholicism would not be given the vast amounts
of money now sHowed it by our varian~ city
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth 711
cents.
.

Gentlemen's Stze.
,.
Prices: In 8 ounce silverine case 7 jewels $5; 11
1!16 50; 15 jewels, ·1!!8; 15 jewels. fully adlUsted, $10; 17 jewels, adjaoted, $14. In 8 ounce
coin silver case, $'0, $1150,$ a. $15, $19. In 4
ounce, $1 extra. In 14 kt gold filled. o~n face,
lll year case, $14, $15.50J $17, $19, · $28. Hunting
caseJ $8 extra. In 10 xt., 15 year case, either
kina, 1!18less.
Laates' Btze.
Price•: In 14 kt. gold filled, hunting oo· year
ca•es.._ 7 jewels, $18; 11 jewels, $14.50; 15 jewels,
$19. m 14 kt, solid gold, hunting cases, $28.
$24-fO, $29.
~ewels,

TilE NEW MODEL OTTO WETTSTEIN ·WATCH

Has 16 jewels, patent regulator\ brequet (noncatchable) hau spring, beautifu, double sunk,
pant led dial, nickel, gold damascened finish, adlUsted to heat and cold and positions.' L ates
Improvements and guaranteed a perfect ti me
keeper.
Gentlemen's Stze.
Prices: In 8 ounce silverine case, $i9;''4 ounce
coin silver. 11!~5; _gold filled 14 kt., 21 ye~Ts, open
face, $28. Hunting, $82; 10 kt., 15 year cases, 1!18
less.
Laates' Stze.
Prices: In 14 kt. 20 year hunting cases, $80.
In 14 kt. solid gold hunting cases, $40.
All gold and filled oaseR made bv best manufacturers as Boss, Dneber, Fahy, and Ladd, in plain,
engine turned, ox artistically engraved.
Goods shipped by express,. chm·qes prepata.
SEND ME 11'0UR -WA'J'CH WOICK.

The Priest in Absolution. A Revtew of

the system of auricnlar confession. including
copious extracts from the "Confe•sional Unmasked," from the "lllaster Key to Poperv,"
etc The work is a protest ag&inst and an app~al
to ~very American cit\z~n to examme c.arefu,lly
and thoughtfully a rehglOUS Sl·stetp SO,IIIVI'~IVe
of privacy1 so JlOWerfnl for ev1l m hcenttons
hands, so traught with danger to female modesty, to the ingenuous openness of youth~
and to the freedom of thought, speech. anaaction. Price, paper, 25 C( nts.

Priestly Ce1ibacy Exposed

OTTb WETTSTEIN,
THS

LIBS~AL

Send for price-lists.

JSWEH.,SR·
ROCHELLE, Ill..

STRONG, HEALTHY MANHOOD

A lecture by

the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, 9t Durha~, Eng•
land. Revised American ed1t10n, showmg tlie
result in pariF hes of tho Roman decree that
t•riests sha.ll not mary. Price. paper. 1~ cents .

Sister Lucy and Her Awful Disclo&ares
Reflpecting New Hall Convent. Bore-

Mm~_ ~.!l.S.'::X:\ I!)ngland, Shqwing that cotmmta
a.re l1liJ•ucw. to ch&Stl~Y. virtne, a.nd freedom.
ftice, vaper•lf:Bf~f•klJ'!'Jl ~.I!:.I!:KJ!lH (JU.
llt Llo.f&.yetto. l:'ll>Ce. ~ew llorll: illtv.

ward
edyof

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and Histol'l'
of the New Testament.
BlT l'Bol'. Jr. W. NJIWIIAlr,
Price ill 'lentil.
Address
TBE ~UTR BEEuB.

cess.
DR. R. P. :FELLOWS,
Bay where yon ll&W tlll8advar. ·Vloelapdt'·N. J
pr- I wish to sa.y that I a.m a.n out-a.nd-out

LmERAL ·and I trust the Freethinkers of the·la.nd
will give me their patr na.ge and not- waste the
tim a.nd money on Ohristi&D doctors.-Dr. FllJotDI'
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.Jfowe of tla,o U'Joo1t.
BAD .earthquakes
in Venezuel$
... , .
.
,
. '. '. '·
LIVES were lost and· millions of.prop6r~
destroyed by floods in Oolorado last weelt
'
.
.
.. \' . . . ,
THlll General Assembly of the Oumber
Ian~ ~resby~rians hae decided1 by a smaii
maJonty, agamst womeiJ. preacners.
SPAIN is aU stirred up' over the death of
a bull-fighter. As to the mang~d horses
and bulls, that is another matter•.. , ·;
OUR correspondent. R. F. Grigsby, has
been nominated for Oongress by the Pea.pie's party of the first district... of Oalifornia.
THE usual number of labor troubles in
Oolorad_o, lllinois~. Indian~. Pennsylvania,
and vanous other states.· "Some lives saorifieed.
'
S11lNAToR TURPIE and Representative
Strauss hav o:ft'ere(l a joint. resolution for
·the abrogation of the extradition treaty
with Russia.
· ·
OoL. F. 0. A.mswoRTH has :lin"ily been
acquitted of all re13Ponsibility for -the terrible disaster in Ford's Theatre building
Washington, on~ y~ar ago;
··
'
· THE Atlanta Oonstitutio;,, havfui heard
from Alabama, where the admiiiistration
wing of the Democracy triumphed, has
greatly changed its tone toward Oleveland,
. DR. HENRY L. SoHEt.LING, ~f Brooklyn
was found guilty of vaccinating lUick m.m
(supposed to be dying) against the protAsts
of himself and family. Senteflce was BUBpended.
.
. . THlll international conventionfQf, miners,
JUst held!in Berlin, was almost He>tous at
times, btit still a tendency to mlion was
displayed The English·· delegates, how.ever, were not at all in sympath:v with the
Socialistic views of the French aild Belgian
members;
GRAY's Senate committee, appointed to
investigate charges of bribery, etc., is· still
sitting with closed doors, despite the al.most unanimous protest of the preBB. · It is
having much tr~uble with correspondents,
who refuse to divulge the· sources· of their
·
information.
THE House of Magnates of Hungary has
defeated the civil marriage bill, and Premier Werkele: has resigned. BiShops and
courtiers voted against the measure which
Kossuth had charged his countrymen to
enact, and which the commonrpeople want.
.The end is not yet ; the bill will be. again
introduced into the lower holise~ and the
Magnates must eventually giv~ way.
' MAYoR HoPKINs, of· Ohicako, . tells the
pious··meddlers, who wiUi.t him to stop
Sunday ball playing', that "hilcwae elected
·by the liberal majority, that h:e sometimes
witnesses a game on 'Sunday,: ~d does not
think it is very bad. He add~·· that he occasionally plays :b;;n· on: Sun~and does
not ·think it hail made him nciorui. He
says' that ·he has" not done lio Birice he was
eJected mayor, as be is at workili the office
on that 'day I Mr. Hopkins shou.l~ be reelectl;ld. :
'"'
· So:r.m deaths in Brooklyn, attributed to
vaccination, hav intensified' the 'opposition
·· to·compulsory vaccination, and assisted in
perfecting the organiBatiou · of those who
are aetivly antagonizing it. Health Commissioner Emery makes this large claim :
"I want one thing understood, and that is,
that I hav the power .to vaccinate every one
• that I see fit to. I could hav stationed
policemen at all the entrances to theee
places [oil works, etc.], and refused to hav
let the men le!'ve the works wilil my orders
were. carried out."
KENNETll F. SUTHERLAND, justice at
Gravesend under McKane, and who jumped
his bail and fled to,Oanada when convicted
of a minor offense, has returned and surrendered. Under new indictments founll
against him he has been sentenced to one
year in the penitentiary with a fine of $500.
and one year and eight months in the state
prison. He made a written confeBBion
that atthe last election at Gravesend 2,100
fictitious ballots· were cast, of which he
himself folded between 800 and 900. All of
which was done under the direction of
McKane.
THB Sicilian rioters hav received very
heavy sentences. .Joseph de Felice·Giuf·
frida, deputy, eighteen years' imprisonment ; Dr Barbato, a conspicuous philanthroptet, Signor Bosco, an expert accountant, and Signor Verr.o.1 a farmer, twelve
years each ; Signor Montalto, a lawyer,
ten years ; Picoto, a student, five years ;
Patrina, an· editor, three years ; Banzi, a
mPrchant, two years. Beside suffering the
lon(r term of confinement, Depnty de Felice-Giu:ft'rida loses his deputy's mandate,
is dtEq nalified for any public office and suffers three years' police supervision following his relljase at the end of his term. There
was great excitflment in the Ohamber of
Dep'ltieR when tile sentences wPre announced, and that evening bombs were
exploded in front of the MiniStries of
.Justice and War.
~

'.

LOOKlN G OUT FOR NUMBER ONE.
And the first of all the firstfruits of all things, and every oblation of all, of ev.ery sort of your oblations, shall be the
priest's; 7e Rhall also giv unto the priest the first of your dough, that he may cari.se the blessing to rest in thine house ..Ezek. xliv, 80.
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The .Stories Humorously Told-And Hard Facts
Clven Concerning the Origin and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page of Text to Each Picture.

'

.
400 Pages. 200. Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS)
Sustaining a Theory,
Seme .Giants,
The Adventures and Work ef Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abi'IJham, Chrisf a Great Ancestor.
A Que.r Family,
llaac and His "Sister,"
One of Twins,

Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
Holy Moses,
Balaam the Diviner,
Bloody Joshua,
The Campaign of Deborah and
Against Jabin and Sisera,
General Gideon.

Barak

Jephthah and His Human SactmSamson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz,
. .
Unstable as Wate,., God Shft./1 Not £xHI.
David, God's Favorite,
Some Stories from the B.ook of Kinga,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

Board•• Wuud:n.a:ted. covers, 81; cloth, a-fit s~de staDlp, 81.50.
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Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT

'1 HE KbSURRECTION OF .JESUS.
AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.

IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,

CoNTENTS: The Christian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Was

.

At Morristown, N. J.

the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;

This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians nse force to repress free.
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Ohristian_peraeoution is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Ohristians, an<l expouded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
A<J<JrA••
THE TBUTR RlllEKIIB

PiltLte's Attempt to Save the Life of Jesus; Christ Before Herod; A New Indictment

Christianity a Fiction.
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
THE

Astronomical and Astrologf c
al Origin of all Religions.
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
$be late .Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.

Addr1111 THlll 'l'BUTB BBUBB.

Against Jesus; Were the Guards Hired by the Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bodv; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Ang-el Sat on {he Ston~;
Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identifica;.
tion; The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
Chief Priests Did Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Roman Guards?
The Origin of the Story; St. Paul's Account; St. Paul's Conversion; A Modern
Example; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The Testimony of
Oontemporaneons Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?
Inspiration: Conclusion.
Pri~.:e,
~ddr~

cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 L&fayette Place, New York City.
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TRYING TO GET A SETTLEMENT.·
The next issue of TBE TRUTH SEEKER (June 23d)
will contain a symposium on church taxation, participated in by some of the college presidents and
professors of this state, a number of county treasurers, and the Editor. If you wish extra. copies. for
distribution, order them at once. "Price, seven
cents per single copy, five or any larger number of
copies, five cents each. It devolves upon the Freethinkers alone to make a square, unequivocal, nonpartisan fight for equality in taxation.
Helen H. Gardener's latest novel, "An Unofficial
Patriot," is now ready for delivery. It is t)le best
work of the kind that Miss Gardener has written,
and should hav an unprecedentedly large sale. Price,
in cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents. We hav also just
received a supply of the only complete and authorized edition of "The Great Ingersoll Controversy.'•
It contains the famous Christmas sermon of Colonel
Ingersoll, the protests of ministers of various denominations, and the orator's replies thereto. Price
25 cents. "What Must We Do. to be Saved!" can
now be supplied in German at. 25 cents per copy.
Mr. Putnam will start upon his long lecturing
tour in a few days. The dull times make his stopping places a good ways apart and this fact, in
turn, makes business all the duller for him, by
reason of the great increase of expenses relativly to receipts, but he is not easily discouraged
and will make a go"Od fight for Freethought wherever he goes. He is cheered by one thing, and that
is the :flattering increase of mterest in "Four Hundred Years of Freethought.'' A large number of
Liberals hav seemingly just awakened to a realiza-

tion of the beauty and value of the forthcoming
book. The printers are now at work upon the first
forms, the paper, manufactured expressly for. this
volume, having reached the right condition for
printing. There is yet time, if you act promptly,
to g~t your name, as a subscriber, into the last
pages. THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year and "Four
Hundred Years of Freethought" is still offered for
$6 50. This includes old and new subscribers.
The Freethought Letter-writing Corps (New
York section) will continue to write to members of
the committees on Taxation, Charities, Education,
and Legislativ Powers, of the Constitutional Convention, in reference to church taxation. Present
to them brief, terse, cogent arguments. Write to
a different one each week. Keep the matter continually before them and let them see that you are
in earnest. If you can, induce your. local paper to
publish copies of the letters that you send to the
members of the committees. Here is a full list of
the gentlemen:
Mr. Milo M. Acker, of Hornellsville; Commodore
P. Vedder, Ellicottville; L S. Johnson, Warsaw; Owen
Oassidy, Havana: A. B. Steele, Herkimer; S. B. Jacobs,
Brooklyn; 0, A. Fnller, Wellsville; F. B. F. Tibbetts,
Ithaca; 0. R. Pratt, Elmira; A. L. Kellogg, Oneonta;
William P. Goodelle, Syracuse; John A, Barhite,
'Rochester; D. Gerry Wellington, Hamilton; B. S. Dean,
Jamestown; Oharles H. Moore, Plattsburg; W. J. Montayne, Oortland; M. L. Parker, Lyndonville; J. M. Maybee, Livingston M.; W. J. Roche, John H. Peck, Troy;
Peter A. Rogers, West Troy; E. A. Brown, Dolgeville;
W. M. Mullen, Stapleton; Wm. Kimmey, D. P. Kerwin,
John T. McDonough, Albany; F. W. Holls, Yonkers;
E. R. Brown, Watertown; H. R. Durfee, Palmyra; M.
H. HirBQhberg, Newburg; J. E. Mcintyre, Potsdam;

H. W. Hill, Bnft'alo; Frederick Fraser, H..Ien; G. R
Oornwell, Penn Yan; J. W. Riggs, H. A. Powel•, Mirabeau L. Towns, Brooklyn; A. H. Peabody, New Lebanon; 0. L. Phipps, East Rockaway; 0. W. H. Arnold,
Staatsburg; 0. B. McLaughlin, ·Port Henry; L. M.
Maoley, Long Island Oity; G. L. Dunforth, Middleburg;
F. T. Fitzgerald, W. MoM. Speer, Nelson Smith, W. P.
Burr, M. J. Mulqueen, J. W. McLaughlin, S. S. Blake,
E. Lauterbach, L. A. Giegerich, Elliot Sandford, 0. B.
Truax, Robert E. Deyo, H. W. Platzok, Francis Forbes,
Eugene Durnin, Thomas Gilleran, A, 0. Hottenrorth.
New York."
Judging by the answers we hav received from
quite a number of gentle:.nen of whom we made
inquiries concerning the justice of church exemption
we are inclined to think lhat the faculties of our
institutions of learning and the officials of the state
and of the counties sadly need educating in the
fundamental principles of equity. If our readers
agree with us to the extent of a little substantial assistance we shall gladly sen4 out " Church
Property" to a large number of influential citi·
zens of this state, confident. that some of them,
at least, will be enabled by a careful perusal of that
pamphlet to see the question of taxation in a new
light. For local distribution we are furnishing
" Church Property " at vf!ry low rates. While a
single copy costs fifteen cents, ten copies will be
sent for $1; fifty copies for $4:.50, and one hundred
copies for $8; postage always paid by us. And the
fight should not be confined to this state. Even if
no constitutional conventions assemble in other
states this year many legislatures will soon be
elected and it will be a good plan to sound candidates on this important subject.
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I he Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Froethought Press.

HOW TO GET

'Four Hundred Yea,rs of Freethought.

FOUR HUNDRED -YEARS
OF FREETHOUGHT

BY S.AMUEI..

P.

FREE

PUTNAM.

The object of .this work is t? present the Course of Freethough~. throughout the .Civilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the bme of Columbus and Bruno to the .arne of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
SPECIAL OFFER.
Movement.
·
We have made arrangements with
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
.
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.
to make our friends a most generous
"Four Hundred Years of Freetho:.~ght" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages offer.
We need more subscribers to THE
of Human History,
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, -rich with the greatest Inven- needs "Four Hundred Years of Free~
thought." Not all are able to pay $5
tions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
for it, . but everyone can do a little·
Nothing Can be More Interesting,
work to obt!lin a copy - congenial
more inspirinO' to the Pioneer Worker,; of to-da_y-to tho:>e who are still in the van for Human Rights and work, that will do great good all
Progress. 'rl~ struggle i:> not ended autl what is alrencly won must be carefull_y guarded. Eternal vigi- around. · This is the offer :
lance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we mu~t ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.
Send us. Four New
NO LIHERAL CAN AFFORD 'l'O UE WirHOUT THIS BOOR.
Yearly Subscribers at
It will contain the Greatest 'l'houghts ;md the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men

regular rates ($I~ in
all), and vve vvill send
. the Getter.... up of the
Club a copy of "FOUR

In One 1-Iarmonious and Magnifie .nt Whole,
· a vivid picture of man's sublime:>t evolution, with the added glory of
W'OMAN'S EMANCIPATION

frcm the chains an(l slavery of a barbaric creed and church. _
'l'HE FJRs·r PAR'r oi the bonk will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
.
Method, n, JH'Pvai li11g but unorganized Influence in every Departmeut of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as au Organized Movement, especinlly m America
and Europe; antl this history is of equ~1l importance with the first, and should be justly understood
aucl the Pioneers of onr work recognizetl.
<_') 'rhe first prnt will embrace the follo,;ring Grand Departments:
Literature.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Sclt•uce. Education and
Pullo.,ophy.
E tlties.
Boccaccio. Leasing.
Voltaire.
Gambetta. · M ada.me Roland.
Copernicu~.
Bruno.
R!lbelais. Schrller.
Uousseau.
Uastelar.
1\lary Wollstoncraft.
Galileo.
-lpinoza.
Bacon.
French Salon. Br!ldlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Cervantes. Goeth11,
Kepler.
Comenius.
neNcartes.
FranceR Wright.
Marlowe. .George Sand. French Revo- G11rrison.
D11 Vinci.
Pestalozzi.
IJocke.
Phillips.
Shaks;1ere. Gt>orge Eliot. / lution.
Lucretia Mott
r!ume.
Newton.
Froebel.
Gibb.m.
Vrctor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
l[obbs.
Humboldt. Combe.
Ernestine L Rose.
Spencer.
Burns.
Em .. rHon.
i Jefferson.
Sumner.
Lyell.
Lydi11. Maria Child.
Kant.
Sh~lley.
Heine.
r 1\fazzmni.
Owen.
Lincoln.
Margaret Fulle_r..
I [!lmilton.
Darwin.
Byron.
Thoreau.
Bakounine. Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
(J.,mte.
Holyoake.
Tyndall.
Bentham.
Wh1t nan.
Mill.
Push kin.
Warren.
Susan B. Anthony.
Huxley.
Haeckel
Biichnel.
Tcherny~
Ingersoll.
Petrofsky.
Girard
G"'rabaldi.
J!'euerbach.
Matitd "'Jo~n Gage.
chewsky.
Lick.
Heinzen.
Helen H. ardener.
Annie BPsant.
THE PORTRAITS OF 'rHES:E ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS

I

ill every domain of Human Thought an(l ::?rogreRR will adorn the pages of this volume.
'rl1e Second Part of this volume will hP de,·otr>tl especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Pmss in modern tim~s. The Truth Seelcer, Investigator, Ironclail Age.. Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Magazine, Independent Ptdpit, Lucifet·, the Freethinker, Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the
.

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chicago, the Free thought Federation of America, the American Seclllar Union, the vadous state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular U uion, and other Liberal associations
throughout the 'world.
It will contain the portraits of those. who, up to the present time, have been itlentified with Freethought \\'ork-editorR, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fiel(ls of effort. There will be the portraits· of
Horace Seaver,
Georg-e E Macdonald,
Capt R C. Adams,
Dr. E B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
-'. P. Mendum,
E 1\i. Macdonald,
John R. Ch•lrlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote./ Jr.,
Mrs. CLades Watts,
D. M. Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P Putnam,
Prof. J. H. CooK,
Mrs. Robert C. Ad'l.ms,
l'·•rker Pill~bury,
Erne't Mendum,
John Ill Rt~msburg,
E. H Heywood,
Mrs. M. A. Freeman,
El·znr Wright,
·charles Watts,
Fraukliu Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehm Hmith,
'I' 0, LA land,
G. W. Fqote,
J D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Colman,
1'. B. WakAman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens.
James P11rton,
Lilltan Leland,
Judge C. B. Waite.
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy Post.
and other men antl women who have C!)ntributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDUED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

Tne Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
.

I

and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array o£ facts, such a survey of history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr. Putnam is uow devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.
_.
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sonian be left open until 6 P.M. on week days and
A Step Toward Sane Action.
On May 28th Representativ Durborow, of Dlinois, opened on Sunday while ~he had a nationil.l loan
introduced a joint resolution to instruct the officers exhibit in the chapel of .the Institution. She was
in charge to keep the Smithsonian Institution (the told that Sunday opening would be impossible, for
National Museum), the Botanical Gardens, and the it would establish "a dangerous precedent.'' She
Washington Monument open on every week day adds: "That was what I wanted." The conclusioB
from 9 A.M. to 6 P.M., and on Sundays from 9 A.M. of the editorial from which ·we hav quoted is a~ folto 4 P.M., and not less than three evenings every lows:
"Is it a wonder that lovely Washington is the least culweek from 7 to 10 o'clock.
This is a step in the right direction, although it tivated of capitals? Her people may look at wild animals
is too short. There is no good reason why these in the ZoOlogical Park on Sunday because they can't be
lawfully shut out of parks, but morals are in danger if
places should not be open every day of the week these same people are allowed to gaze upon the skeletons
until10 P.M., at least, and during the warm m~>nths of wild animals, or upon books and manusoripts and
they should be opened earlier on all days. On pictures and patents on the Lord's day. They may at
working days the early morning and the evening their peril take a oar and go into the country for a
glimpse of sylvan beauty, but they can't take a oar and
are the two periods when the masses of the people go to the top of Washington Monument, because it's
hav leisure for recreation and study. On Sunday against the law. Was there ever more senseless legislathe museums and gardens should be accessible until tion? How can the illiterate improve, if the means are
not offered them? Not only should the national museums
10 P.M., if not later.
Too much can;not be legitimately done to afford be open on Sunday, but lectures now given free on week
days to small audiences, should be transferred to the one
opportunities for innocent amusement and educa· day in seven when the populace could flock to them with
tion. Only stupidity and superstition stand in the pleasure and profit. Washington has a national Chautauway of opening museums, libraries, parks, conserva- qua that, with a little management, could be made a pertories, theaters, and all similar places on Sunday. ennial benefaction. The way to empty saloons is to open
Yes, there is one more obstacle, and that is the self- art galleries and museums. If Oonil'essman Durborow
interest of a comparativly small class of gentlemen carries his bill through Oongress, he will deserve the
everlasting gratitude of the entire population of the Dis·
.
who dread rivalry in the business of supplymg en- trict of Oolumbia."
tertainment and instruction on Sunday. They
He will deserve the gratitude not only of the resoffer all sorts of specious pretexts fur keeping all idents of the district of Columbia, but of all
public places except churches closed on one day of visitors to the Capital and of all other sensible
the week. They go so fa~; as even to say that open Americans. We are continually put to the blush
libraries and museums are demorulizing, and they by the dullness and slavishness of the makers, adsolemnly declare that such opening amounts to judicators, and executors of our laws. Most of
a "national sin" and that the people who so· offend them seem to be ·mere henchmen of organizations
will be smitten with divers and awful "judgments." that are a thousand years in the rear of the men
Of course much is to be allowed for the stupefying and women of science and progress, of the men and
effects of gross superstition, but we are uncharitable women whose ideas are in the lead in every departenough to think that very many who giv utterance ment of human activity except those of politics and
to these jeremiads do not believe what they say. religion.
The notion is so utterly absurd that it seems easier
to believe that these men are talking for ulterior
The Freethought Letter-writing Corps (with the
purposes than that they really think that it is wrong exception of the New York section) will lend the
to gaze upon the beauties of nature and art and to Durborow resolution a helping hand this week. It
read good books on a certain day of the week. We is House Resolution No. 183 and was referred to
know that there are hypocrite in the world ; that the Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds,
men in high places profess a faith that they do not which is constituted as followa:
hav and vote for measures that they deem .perniJ. H. Bankhead, Alabama (chairman); Joseph Abbott,
cious, and this for pecuniary and political reasons. Texas; W. M. McKaig, Maryland; T. J. Oampbell, New
Knowing that politicians are often hypocrite, we York; J. L. Bretz, Indiana; 0. A. Oadmus, New Jersey;
can do no leas than suspect that priests are also. B. F. Grady, North Oarolina; A. S. Berry, Kentucky;
But whether hypocrite or merely fanatics they hav R. 0. Davey, Louisiana; S. L. Milliken, Maine; Willis
Sweet, Idaho; E. A. Morse, Massachusetts; M. :H.
no business to interfere with the rights of their Wright, Pennsylvania.; J. M. Wever, New York; D. H
neighbors. No one compels or desires to compel Mercer, Nebraska.
them to enter the Smithsonian Institute or the BoLet every member of the Corps write, and those
tanical Garden on Sunday or any other day, and who hav not heretofore enrolled themselvs should
they must leam to keep_ out of the way of their fel- do so now; they can enlist at least as " seven-day
low citizens who do wish to go to those places on men" and women! But if they once enlist we will
the day or days that suit their own convenience or hope they may remain under arms to the end of the
inclination.
war.
Of Mr. Durborow's resolution and the great good
~ectarian Appropriations in New York.
its adoption would accomplish, Kate Jlield's WasltLast
week the representative of the League for
ington says :
the
ProteCtion
of American Institutions argued
"Congressman Durborow of Illinois is brave. Natwithstanding the action of Oongress in voting to shut up before a committee of the New York Constitutional
the World's Fair on Sunday, the member from Dlinois is Convention in favor of the proposed amendment
the father of a bill to open public buildings in Washing- forbidding appropriations by the state to sectarian
ton on Sunday and to keep them open on other days UD·
institutions. Some good points were made and the
til six o'clock. He is confident that the bill will pass the
House. How he can be confident, considering the com- d~:~mand for separation of church and state rang out
plexion of legislators, I am at a loss to imagin, but I hope sharply but not clearly. The general statement
he is right in his faith. Never was a big tow.u. so devoid was all right, but when details were approached it
of innocent and instruotiv amusement for the people as seemed as though almost every speaker was held
our national capital; never was a town better able to present amusement at iess expense. All that need be done back by a mental reservation of one kind or another.
John T. McDonough, of Albany, W. J. Roach, of
is to carry out Congressman Durborow's plan, which this
Troy, and Mr. Mullen, of Brooklyn, members of the
review has always advocated."
Miss Field tells how she went, armed with peti- Convention, asked all the speakers questions regardtions, to the authorities and asked that the Smith- ing the meaning of certain parts of the amendment,
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and also tried to draw them out on related subjects. the proviso quoted above it is subjoined, the Prot- on the first open Sunday, May 21st, not leas than
·
twelve hundred people visited the place.
Ex-Judge Arnoux, of New York, said that it was as estant game is very plainly seen.
much robbery to exempt church property from taxHere is the League's amendment now before the
A twelve-page protest against the Sundl!o,Y bills
ation as it was to giv the churches money directly. Constitutional Convention:
offered
in Congress by Kyle, Johnson, Ga.llittg.;r,
He was the only speaker, according to the reports
"No law shall be po.ssed respecting an establishment
and
Morse
will be sent for five cents Twerity:five
in the dailies, who took this position. Yet even his of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, nor
copies,
three
cents each; one hundred copies, $2.
remarks leave one in doubt on some points. The shall the state or any county, city, town, village, or
use
its
property
or
credit,
or
any
other
civil
division,
proposed amendment reads to the effect that no money raised by taxation or otherwise, or authorize
A Florida paper pertinently suggests that the
money shall be appropriated to any denomination, either to be used for the purpose of founding, maintain- mother whose child has prayed in vain to God for
society, or undertaking "which is wholly or in part ing, or aiding, by appropriation, payment for services, release from the spoiler's hand must hav her faith
under sectarian or ecclesiastical control." In reply expenses, or in any other manner, any church, religious in the power of prayer sadly shaken. And her
to inquiries as to what this means, Dr. King, secre- denomination, or religious society, or any institution, faith may be still more weakened if she has sufsociety, or any undertaking which is wholly or in part
tary of the League, said that it was a question for under sectarian or ecclesiastical control."
ficient strength of brain to realize that God-:--if he
"a lawyer to answer." When Judge Arnoux was
Dr. King, of the League, says that the Edmunds ea:ists-created the spoiler and the child for the exasked the same question, he replied that he was in resolution, which, of cours.e, includes the very im- press purpose of playing together the parts of defavor of changing the phraseology of the amendportant Bible-in-the-schools proviso, is of a "similar stroyer and victim.
ment in that particular so it would read that no apnature" to the amendment he and his society are
propriation shall be made to any institution not championing. This is very significant. There can
Katie Kehm Smith's report of the .Progress of
under state or municipal controL This would make
be no doubt that the League for the Protection of educativ work in Oregon is very encouraging. At
it clearer in one respect, for then an aggregation of
American Institutions no more intends its amend- present ·that state is in the lead, but we hope
sects, as the Protestants, could not take money from
ment to shut the Bible out of the public schools of that the Freethinkers all over the country will emu~
the state on the plea that their enterprises were New York than Senator Edmunds intended his late the example of the Oregonians and establish·
not under sectarian control. But what about the
resolution to shut the Bible out of the schools of lecture circuits and Sunday-schools. We must
institutions operated by the state or municipality?
the United States. Edmunds' defeat bas merely spread the truths of science, sow the seeds of libWill this amendment, even if adopted as amended
taught the Protestant schemers to be more adroit. erty, and kelp establish justice, thus ban~shing
by Judge Arnoux, prevent the teaching of religion
darkness, superstition, barbarism, and cruelty. ·
It has not changed their purpose.
therein ! Does the League intend or desire to
make the schools and other institutions absolutely
Now the Quakers are taking their turn ~t de.
Mr. W. A. Butler, one of the Board of Managers
secular? To the first question the answer is cerThe New York
nouncing Sunday newspapers.
of the League, showed plainly in his speech before
tainly "No,'' and to the second it is, in all probabilyearly me9ting has thundered its anathema-as the
the committee that he wa'! jealous of the Catholics,
ity, the same. What is the position of Judge
spirit moved, no doubt. Ab'ut eighty-five years
but he did not reveal that he had a clear compreArnouxT
ago the Quakers of New York refused to the.body
hension of the basic principles of religious liberty.
We hav all along believed that this movement
of Thomas Paine a resting-place in their burying
He said that he did not object to the Catholic
was in the interest of Protestantism as against both
ground. But the memory of the great advocate of
church getting a share of the state funds, so long
Catholicism and secularism. That is still our opinjustice livs and his noble fame widens and strengthas the people did not object. But he wanted a fair
ion. There are almost numberless indications
ens as the years lengthen and the creeds grow
chance. Exactly ; he is willing that religion shall
which point to the conclusion that the League for
weak and totter into the shadows of hastening
be propagated by taxation if his church gets its per
the Protection of American Institutions is doing
oblivion. The Sunday newspaper i<~ far from being
capita share. That is secularization with a vengeall it can to strengthen the Protestant hold on the
what it should be, but the poorest is more enterance. He is willing that the churches shall receive
public schools and other state and national institutaining and instructiv than a sermon, and · has
subsidiPB from the state if "the people " do not obtions. In his speech before the committee at Albany
nothing to fear in fair competition with the pulpit,
ject, which means that if the spoils are divided
Dr. King said :
Quaker, Catholic, or Presbyterian.
fairly among the different religious grabbers he
"James G. Blaine introduced in the House a proposed does not care how much is taken from those who
The combiliation of the religious with the secular
amendment of a similar nature, which was adopted by an do not adhere to any church. In other·words, he
is always Jraught with inconvenience, ill-nature, and
overwhelming vote, and it was lost in the Senate by a
narrow margin, failing to receive the necessary two-thirds is willing that the majority shall rob the minority danger. A new law in France requir~s church
if the majority (euphemistically, "the people") is accounts to be audited by prefects. The Archvote."
bishop of Lyons commanded church councils in hls
No doubt the League's amendment and the willing!
The Right Rev. William C. Doane was the next diocese to disobey the law. Then the cabinet susamendment which was defeated in the Senate are
similar in spirit and purpose, and Dr. King's ad- speaker. In answer to a question he said that he pended the Archbishop's salary and the Council of
mission that they are makes us all the more sus- was opposed to the taxation of church property. State is asked to annul the pastoral. All this comes
picious of the League. Why ? Because the Ed- That is, to state his position correctly, ·he is not of union of church and state. The Christian
munds resolution provided for the perpetual use willing to frankly vote a sum from the state treas- gentlemen in the United States who are so eager to
ury for any particular church, but he has no objec- make the two practically one, so far as the. regulaof the Bible in the public schools. The Blaine
tion to having sums of money given to all churches tion of labor, recreation, and morals are concerned,
resolution and the Edmunds resolution were very
by the indirect but no . less effectiv method of tax are likely, if they succeed, to find themselvs subdifferent, in the wording, and yet Dr. King seems
exemption. How logical and just !
jected to many annoying regulations by the govto consider them essentially one. He evidently
Rev. George E. Baker declared that to build up ernment whose aid in the work of extirpating
thinks that the latter expressed what is only
one denomination at the expense of others was a heresy they are so anxious to secure.
implied, or tacitly understood to be, in the proposed
clear violation of the principles of the Constitution.
amendment to the Constitution of New York. The
Undoubtedly, but is the injustice less or the violaIt would be money in the pocket of even religEdmunds resolution, which lacked only two votes
tion of the Constitution more venial when Chris- ious editors if they would make a closer acquaintof receiving the requisite two-thirds majority, contianity as a whole is built up at the expenlile of the ance with facts before putting pen to paper. Here
tained this proviso :
Jews, the Freethinkers, and the indifferent ?
is the OathoUcReview, criticising Colonel Ingersoll's
"This article shall not be construed to prohibit the
reading of the Bible in any school or institution, and it ·When Col. J. T. Morgan was asked by Mr. Mul- address at New Rochelle, and in the course of its
shall not hav the effect to impair the rights of property len why the public schools should be opened with remarks making this awful "break:"
Protestant forms of worship, and whether any form
already vested."
"It would take more than the mere word of Mr. Inger
The rest of the Edmunds resolution, chiefly deal- should be used, Colonel Morgan answered that soil to make it credible that an obscure lower-class
ing directly with the educational question, read as " such a form should be used as the patrons of the Englishman, a reviler of the Christian religion, a person
institutions required."
Which patrons~
The spoken of commonly as 'an Infidel,' could hav put a
follows:
'flame' into the hearts of IriSh and Scotch Presbyterians
Protestants 1 The Catholics ? The Freethinkers~ who
always in those days themselvs burned with unre"No state shall make any law respecting an establishThe Methodists?
The Quakers? lenting hatred of England. Tom Paine was disliked by
ment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, The Jews?
and no religious test shall ever be required as a qualifica- The Latter-Day Saints? What does Colonel Mor- the Tories both because he was an Infidel and because,,
tion to any office of public trust under any state. No gan think of the suggestion that no form be used, being an Englishman, he took sides against the mother·
public property, and no public revenue of, nor any loan that the curriculum include only scientific studies, country."
of credit by or under, the authority of the United States, leaving to parents and voluntary associations tht
Paine could not very well hav been disliked by
or any state, territory, district, or municipal corporation, inculcation of religious or anti-religious doctrins the Tories during the Revolution because of his
shall be appropriated to, or made, or used for, the supInfidelity, for the reason that no one then knew
port of any school, educational or other institution, and ideas!
that he was an Infidel, and perhaps he did not know
under the control of any religious or anti-religious organThe Gallinger-Morse District of Columbia Sunday it himself, for it was not until ten years after the close
ization, or wherein the particular creed or tenets of any
religious or anti-religious sect, organization, or denomi- bill is in the hands of a sub-committee of the Com- of the Revolution that he wrote his first heretical
nation, shall be taught. And no such particular creed or mittee on the District of Columbia.
book, the "Age of Reason." So our contemporary
tenet shall be read or taught in any school or institution
will see that in his work for independence he did
supported in whole or in part l!>y such revenue or loan of
The Art Association of Indianapolis recently de- not hav the reputation of " a reviler of the Christian
credit; and no such appropriation or loan of credit shall
be made to any religious or anti-religious sect, organiza- cided to open its doors on Sunday, and free of ad- religion" to handicap him. The editor of the
tion, or denomination, or promote its interests or tenets." mission charges. Whereupon Rev. H. N. Hyde, Oatholic Review should read Conway's "Life of
This reads fairly enough, when taken alone, to its president, resigned, saying that public opinion Paine," or, if he has not time for that, let him pe- .
deceive the very elect of Freethought, but when was with him. But he must hav been mistaken, as ruse THE TRuTH SEEKEB of June 2d, and he will see
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that for Paine's services in the great conflict he
iias something "mote thaii the mete word of Mr.
Ingersoll,'; although that eVide:ti~e in itself is not
at all bad.
"There is a movement in ChicagO to hav Sunday services in the various theaters, specially lectures with a
stereopticon on the life of Christ, and prominent persons
are considering ·topics along this line. A special list of
slides is to be prepared by the St. Andrew Brotherhood.
The object of this is to gather the large number of people
who on Sunday will not go to a church, but are ready to
enter a theater. "-Independent.
Whew! Now what will the Sabbatarians doT
Whel1.this thing becomes fashionable the theaters
will be permitted to present the Passion Play, and
soon ·church and theater will merge into one unnamable aggregation ; buskin and Bible will be
cheek by jowl, the preacher will cease to make faces
at the actor, and the actor can be buried from the
church. Maybe, too, this combination will relieve
the theaters of the }?urdens of taxation I Of course
the newspapers will send their best critics to the
performances, and will make all they can out of the
new development, but this rivalry may be bad for
the Sunday papers. They may find the theaterchurch or church- theater a lively rival. What a
barnstorming troupe that will be which can tour
the provinces with Talmage as the "star"! But
we forbear ; the subject is becoming painful.
Jenkin Lloyd Jones with his new creedless church
furnishes the editor of the Catholic Review with
food for misfit merriment. A church building to
cost $200,000 is contemplated. "It will be eight
stories high, and contain bath-rooms, gymnasium,
and reading-rooms." The Review comments:
''His is no longer o. religion of the supernatural, but a
religion of the bathroom and the gymnasium. He will
cultivate not the souls but the bodies of his congregation."
That is what we call common sense. Good for
Mr. Jones! This world is natural, not supe~natural.
We are living in this natural world, not in a supernatural realm. Why, then should not our religion
be a natural instead of a supernatural one~ Baths
in cle~ water will not hurt us; gymnastic exercise
is good, and reading-rooms will help drive superstition out of our minds. We don't think that the
Catholic Review will succeed in making all Catholics fear and hate Jenkin Lloyd Jones and his church
by this description of the latter. · They may think,
some of them, that well-washed, well-trained bodies
and cqltivated minds cannot be so very antagonistic
to decent" souls." The St. Simeon Stylites are not
so popular, even among Catholics, as they once
were.
State Senator Bradley of the Lexow Investigating
Committee disguised himself last Sunday and went
nosing about the Bowery tp see what places were
open. Of course he was shocked, and equally of
course he is going to introduce a bill. He found
that the Bowery on a Sunday is" just about as it is
any other day," and he informs us that he "don't
believe in that sort of business." Hence the "bill "
that is to be. That is the way with all these impudent fellows. They are determined to make everybody else do as they "believe." "If the stores in
New York," solemnly avers Senator Bradley, "keep
open on Sunday the way they are the city will soon
be no better than Chicago, where you can't tell
Sunday from the Fourth of July." Le,t us weep I
Said the reporter : " But your tobacco store is kept
open on Sunday, Senator." To which the virtuous
.Senator replied :
"Right you are. But I am ready and 'Yilling to shut
it up. I hav always wanted to, but there is an old Quaker
across the street here who won't shut up, and my boys
don't like to see their old customers and friends going
over to his place. Shut them all up, all but drug stores
and restaurants. That is the way to do."
"That is the way to do," of course. Don't let
your neighbor do anything you don't want to do.
Knock down and hustle into jail the first man who
would suggest so " unamerican ''a thing as minding
your own business. What right has a man to do
what his neighbor disapproves T The saintly Senator Bredley is pious enough to desire to injure his
rival's business, but he is not pious enough to
observe Sunday unless he is paid for it. He wishes
SUllday business stopped, but not badly enou~h tQ
!>

lose his own profits on Sunday sales. Bradley, of
course, wants Sunday theaters closed. " Six days a
week is enough for singing and dancing," he chatters. How does he know? Perhaps there are
some who do not get time for that recreation on
other days or who prefer Sunday. In conclusion,
he says he learned much by his Bowery trip. He
does not seem to hav added to his supply of common sense, while his ideas of freedom and fair play
could hardly be more confused.
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the St. John's (Church of England) hospitals. ·. ·. · The
American-Scandinavian paper, Rodhugge1·en is a bright
and lively weekly. It contains several well-written Freethought articles.
Mre. Frederika Macdonald, author of that oanital Freethought romance, "Nathaniel Vaughan, or Priest and
Man," is lecturing in England to large and anpreoiativ
audiences. ·. ·. · Says the London Freethinker: "Soot- ·
land is getting less Puritanical. Dances and dramatic
entertainments in ohnroh halls are becoming quite common. In the Church of St. Mary Magdalene, Dundee,
'there is a minstrel troupe in connection with the congregation.' In Forfar, the guild in St. John's Church
brought their sessions to a close with a dance. In the
hall of old St. Paul's, Edinburgh, a concert is about to be
given followed by a dramatic sketch entitled 'Aunt Matilda.' " ·. ·. · Now we hav a namesake in London. It is
a sixteen page (including cover) monthly; is "devoted to
mental freedom and progress;" is edited by John Grange
and A. B Wakefield, and sells for two cents. The initial
number has good articles by the editors, Toleman-Garner,
Stanley Jones, Alvan Blake, Hypatia Bradlaugh Bonne~J J. Greeves Fisher, Henry Smith, and others. Altogemer the London Truth ~eeker is a decidedly oredi table
exponent of Freethought principles. Long life and great
success to it! ·. ·. · W. T. Stead, lecturing in Sunderland, said that the devil was in the Board of Guardia.ns of
that town, and now Rev. W. A. McGonigle, chairman of
said Board, retorts that Mr. Stead is "a speoulativ
mountebank" whose speech is "punctuated with profan ·
ity and underlined with cant.'' What brotherly love!
·. ·. · Another Board of Guardians, that of Billerioay,
was petitioned to hav its proceedings opened with prayer,
and the clergyman who seconded the motion said that
such a prophylaotiowonld be a good thing in "these days
of Agnosticism." When it came to a ballot two voted for
prayers and thirteen against, while four did not answer.
That is a very pleasing "straw.'' ·. ·. · The London
Freethinker is positivly irreverent in its remarks about
our great and only Talmage. We hope the Tabernacle
orator does not read Brother Foote's paper, for, being
of a modest disposition and very sensitiv, the good
man's feelings might be hurt should his eye light on some
things that hav lately appeared in that journal. ·. ·. ·
Charles Watts will stand for East Lambeth at the London
School Board elections. ·. ·. · "The'Exeoutiv Committee
of the Metropolitan Board teachers hav appealed to the .
entire body of teachers to sign a withdrawal form
addressed to to the Board, praying for relief from the
duty of dogmatic teaching " says the Freethinkc1·. ·. ·. ·
Father Robert Francis <'llarke, writing in a Catholic
church paper, givs it as his opinion that the Pentateuch
was given to the later copyists by some one other than
Moses.

In the American, a prominent American Pro
tectiv Association paper, published in Omaha, we
find (issue of May 25) the editorial paragraph which
is reproduced below. The italics are ours.
"The Romans claim that our schools are Godless. Jj
Rome had kept her hands off, the Bible would hav
continued in the schools and would hav wielded great
influence jor good. No body is a Godly church that
will fight the Bible."
We hope that Brothers Reynolds and Rhadamanthus will let their eyes rest for a moment on this
excerpt. Is this, then, the secret of the present
concerted Protestant attack upon Rome? Do they
indeed hate her so because her attitude upon education is forcing the Bible out of the public schools?
A pretty little sectarian quarrel, is it not, but how
can Freethinkers become the allies of either faction T
Both wings of the Christian army abominate " Godless," that is, secular schools, and each charges the
other with being responsible for the fact that less
religion is taught in the schools than each desires
to hav inculcated there. They are frantically calling one another all kinds of hard names, because our
school system is partially what the American
theory of government demands that it should be.
We should rejoice that they hav such a fact to
quarrel about, but we cannot affurd to trail the
Freethought banner in the dust as the camp followora of either contingent. We respectfully suggest
My Seventieth Uirtlulay.
that Mr. Reynolds and Rhadamanthus carefully reThis day, March 25, 1894, is my seventieth birthday. I
view the successiv steps by which they hav reached hav now lived my three score and ten years and am entitled to a credit-mark. All those who liv to celebrate
their present position.
their seventieth birthday are entitled to credit, for they
must hav been temperate, prudent, and careful, or they
could not hav lived so long. The average length of
Freethought Progress.
human life is less than half of seventy years. Many peoA new Freethought society has been formed at Molen- ple shorten or terminate their lives by intemperance, exbeek-Saint-Jean, in Belgium.
posure, and recklessness-ignorance of the laws of health
and life. This language may seem harsh to those who
The Grand Orient of Argentina has begun the publica- break down on the journey of life, but after a full investition of a new Freethought journal, Giordano Bruno. gation it will prove to be true.
We bid our new contemporary a hearty welcome.
I hav an object in writing this communication, as the
reader will see as he follows me along. The seventieth
The Christians in Sweden are jubilant owing to Viktor birthday is a very notable milestone on the journey of
Lennetrand's illness, expecting as they do that he will life, and it is certainly very near the end of the journey.
never be able to take the offensiv again. Once before I wish to do something tq celebrate my seventieth birththey indulged in such hopes, but were disappointed, and day that will help me to remember it. I hav thought the
we are happy to state that the indications now are that matter over and concluded to make a donation to the
cause. I will donate $200 and divide it equally among
they will be once more.
the following-named Liberal papers and Freethought
Las Dominicales of March 30th contains a portrait and lecturers, who are known to me personally or by their
an excellent bio~aphy of Dr. Ludwi~ Biiohner, author works-$10 to each. There are others who are cqnally
of "Force and Matter.'' The article 1s written by Od6n deserving, but my acquaintance is limited and my means
de Buin, the great Spanish Scientist and Freethinker. still more so. The following are those I wish to remem·. ·. · The subscription for a moument in honor of Ramon ber: Boston Investigator, TBE TRUTH BEEKER, Ironclad
Age, Secular Thought. Freethinkers' 11-fagazine, IndeChies has now reached the sum of 3,044.25 pesetas.
pendent Pulpit, B. F. Underwood, Wm. F. JamieHon,
Tn the colony of Victoria the ministers succeeded in W. S. Bell, Juhn E. Remsburg, Samuel P. Putnam. John
getting a grant of $250,000 a year for religious services, Charlesworth, Franklin Steiner, Dr. J. L. York, Watson
but there were so many denominational claimants for it Heston, Mrs. M. A. Freeman, Voltarine de Cleyre, Elthat it was. made less year by year, and finally dwindled mina D. Blenker, Susan H. Wixon, Sara A. Underwood.
The money is now in the bank and read[ for those ento nothing. As it had to be divided among all sects the
Jews got some and then the Chinese made a demand. titled to receive it. Liberal papers wil please copy
This was too much for the clerics. The mora sects the enough of this letter to bring this donation to the knowledge of those journals and persons it is intended to benebetter, is one lesson of this.
fit. Each of them is requested to send me a postal card
Since the establishment of the secular French republic or letter informing me how and where to send it. I will
after the fall of MacMahon there hav been established send by a draft on Chicago if no other way is indicated.
Years ago I helped toward supporting the churches,
several municipal free librari&s in Paris. According to
the statistics of the year 1893 the number of volumes they but their business has proved to be a humbug and a
contain aggregates over 250,000. In the budget of the swindle. If $1 of my monEl,Y would supnort a regiment
city of Paris these libraries were debited with 209,400 of missionaries for a year I would not giv it. Carrying
francs, of which 116,550 francs were for the purchase of the gospel to the "heathen" makes a worse heathen of
volumes, etc., and 92,850 francs for salaries, el.o. ·• ·. · him than he was before. If I was a millionaire I wonld
The French Freethought' Federation held its annual devote nine-tenths of my means to help Liberalism and
congress at Paris March 25. ·. ·. · The French Free- destroy superstition. If a man has $100,000 he is as well
thought society of Mans has atlded thirty·six names to its off as money can make him. If millionaires could see
things in that light they would put their money where it
membership list since October, 1893.
would benefit the world and not damage themselvs. But
The Supreme Court of Nebraska has decided that a we are not all alike and cannot all see alike.
J OSEPB HAIGH.
church corporation must pay taxes upon its property
when not actually used for purposes of worship. Even if
[We heartily thank Mr. Haigh for the $10, which we
it puts aside its rentals for the purpose of building a hav received and used in the circulation of our church
church it must pay taxes upon the rented property. ·. ·. · taxation pamphlet.-ED. T. 8.]
·
On April 23d Judge James P. Platt read before the Captain Couch branch of the Sons of the American Revolu" F ARMB oR Bolffis" was the suggestiv title of the lection. at Meriden, Conn., a paper eulogistic of the services
of Thomas Paine in the Revolution. ·. ·. · So far as tme delivered before the Manhattan Liberal Club, June
heard from through protests to Congress, the Lutherans 1st, by William Hemstreet. It was a plea for the return
are solid against the Christian amendment. The theo- to and promotion of agricultural life, and the lecturer
crats, however, claim that many and influential Luther- thought that by so doing many who are now driven to
ans are with them. If so, they hav failed to make a show- endure hardships in procuring the necessities of life amid
ing in the Congressional Record. The Jews also, the bustle and humdrum of city life and commercial comwherever heard from, antagonize the designs of the Cov· petition would never lack for food and would be comfortenanters. ·. ·. · Secular Thought says that the Toronto able and happy. He also thought that there woulti not
City Council will hereafter send all patients to the be so many cases of suicide if an agricultural regime was
Toronto General and Homeopathic hospitals, and will instituted. The discussion was interesting but the
diseontinue 1ll grants to the St. Mioh!wll'!! (9atholio) and speakers were all city farmers.
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{Sommunioa,tions.
The Bottom Dog.
Sometimes I get so filled with holy indignation
that I hav to stand up and testify before the Lord.
When I see a man turn summersaults, :flop over,
dodge here and there, and change color like a
chameleon, so that one is led to exclaim, "Now you
see it and now you don't see it," I feel like pinning
him down ijnd holding him in position, so that the
people can study and understand him. Mr. R. G.
!forr, the handy man of the ~ew York 1.'ribune, is
JUst such a man as I hav descnbed.
Mr. John A. Sheffield, of Defiance, Ohio, asks Mr.
Horr some questions in regard to money in the
weekly Tribune of March 21, 1894, and in his
answer he whips the devil around the stump so
adroitly as to lead nine-tenths of the people to believe that there is no devil in the play. He seems
half conscious that his statements do not hold together, for he says :
They pick out a sentence in on~ article bereft of. its
connections and then a sentence m some other article
isolated fro~ its context, which to them seems not to harmonize with the first sentence, and then they parade the
two as being inconsistent with each other.
Let me tell Mr. Horr that truth always runs in
parallel lines. From the dawn of the beginning (if
any one knows when that was), no two truths ever
contradicted each other. Two falsehoods may contradict each other, or a truth may contradict a falsehood, but all truth is in harmony. The reason why
his sentences do not "harmonize" is because one
at least contains a falsehood or an error. He says:
"I am quite sure that he [Mr. Sheffield] is past all
help "-that is, cannot be convinced; and I do not
think that any man would be convinced who scans
his statements closely. Mr. Sheffield asks a straightforward questio&, viz. : Can governments create
money T How does he answer this question ~ He
says: "Stated in another form." Is this question
so abstruse or complex that Mr. Horr nor anybody
else can understand it 1 There would be no need of
stating the question in "another form " if he ·did
not wish to deceive the people. No man knows
better than Mr. Horr that governments can create
money, but he does not want the people to know it.
Instead of answering this simple question, he goes
on to say:
Governments hav the power to issue representative
of substances, but not the power to create the substances
themselvs.
Nine out of ten will see this just as clear as mud,
and believe that governments cunnot create money,
because they cannot create substances. Does any
one think that Mr. Horr believes that money and
"substances" are synonymou~ terms! yet he treats
them as such. He seems to go upon the supposition that he has got the people so far hypnotized
that they will accept wind for logic. He says
further:
If a man should ask me, "Is it possible for governments to issue bills of credit, promises to pay money?" and
then whether it is possible to make such promises a legal
tender for debts, and in that way to cause such promises
to circulate as money, I should answer, "Yes; our government is doing that every day; and has been doing it
for years, but every such piece of paper is a promis to
pay something, and is not the thing itself."
Evidently the object of Mr. Horr is to lead the
minds of the people away from the difference between real money and a promissory note. No matter whether a government promises to pay or an
individual promises to pay, it is .a note all the same.
Now, Mr. Horr, let us try your philosophy. When
the government takes a piece of gold and stamps it
"one dollar," is that money T When the government stamps a piece of silver "one dollar," is that
money T And if the government should take a piece
of paper and stamp it "one dollar," would not that
be money just as much T If not, will Mr. Horr tell
why T This talk about " creating substances " and
"promises to pay" is all moonshine, calculated to
put the people on a blind scent. Again he says :
Gold, silver, and copper were created by God
Almighty. They were mined and smelted by human
beings. Theywere coined by the government. In coining them the government simply changed· the shape and
form of the metal; it created nothing.
Yes it did, it created money.
Suppose the
government should take an irregular-shaped piece
of gold and change it to a cube; and then to a
globe, and " change its shape and form "a hundred
times, would it then be money T Mr. Horr knows
better than that, if Mr. Roscoe doesn't. No matter
what shape a piece of gold might be in, nor whether
much or little, if by act of Congress that piece of
gold was stamped "one dollar," it would be one
dollar wherever the government has jurisdiction.
Once more:

The snbstances from which all real mohey is made 1 object 1 .And if the gbvernmeht, has tbis widb
were created by the Almighty, and brought into use by range in regard to ~<substances" out qf which
the human race, and cannot be created by legislation.
money cab be :lliade; what reason can Mr. Horr giv
How adroitly he keeps " substance" before the why it cannot be created out of paper? He seems
mind, instead of money~ as though that were t)le to think that in some mysterious way God Almighty
subject he is discussing. lie remihds ihe of the must be mixed in with the creation of money. I
darkey who was arrested for steaiing a duck. ~e guess the idea comes from creating worlds out of
protested his innocent!e so strongly that he was d1s- nothing. Though the legend "In God We Trust"
charged, when he exclaime~: " Golly: bos~, dat w~s is on the coins, yet if we had to trust in God to
a tight squeak; ef you'd sa1d 'drake you d bad d1s create our money I· am inclined to think we would
darkey suah."
hav an eternal shortage.
If I should offer Mr. Horr a chunk of gold as big
The great need of the country is more money,
as his fist, and owed bim a dollar, would he be and we should hav it, and in sufficient atnount to
obliged to take it and cancel the debt! Not ll.t all. do the business of the country oh a cash b'ilsis, if
Why 1 Because I offer him a " substance" ant;!. hot capital did no~ ctintroi the Jegislature and bribe thb
"money." But let the government take a small t>Nlils i get the weekly Tribun.e for less .than i.l
portion of that gold and put its stamp of I< otie ~oi: luilf cent it number-not enough to. pay for the
lar" upon it and then Mr. Ro~r would be compelled blank paper. The balance must come from interto take it or lose his debt. How has the wonderful ested parties. A man intimated to Mr. Vanderbilt
change been wrought in that piece of gold? Why, that it was his duty to cultivate his b:r:ain as well as
it went into the hands of the government a "sub- to fill his po('kets. iie replied, "Brains be damned.
stance'' and left the hands of the government 1 can buy the best brains in A!llerica.'J T.hat is a
"money." Money was created, or brougM into very discouraging as well as ·humiliating fact.
existence, and it did not exist hefoi:tl. ·
l'v: oney .sways the press, the press advocates the
Up to 1873 silver dollare Were money. At that cause of the money lord, and the money lord in too
time silver dollars Were demonetized and they were many instances is put in position to vote money
not money at all. This ought to satisfy Mr. Horr into his own pocket. John Swinton said that the
and everybody else that money is a creature of law editon of all the great papers were ·• intellectual
and that God Almighty has nothing to do with it. prostitutes."
Nations, at different times, when compelled by stress
All of this misieltdihg ta1k about'' intdnsitl value' 1
of circumstances to increase their volume of money, and paper money being redeemed is little better
hav remelted their coins and reduced them in sll~e, than mental prostitution. Paper money is valuable
or effected the same end by alloy. This ought to just as a horse is valuable. A horse is valuable on
satisfy Mr. Horr that governments can create accmmt of the mervices he renders. And when the
"value,'' for they made a small coin worth as much guvernment takes a. piece of paper o.nd manipulates
as a large one. One nation uses silver for money 1t sq that it will buy anything we want, pay our
exclusivly, another uses gold. We hav us~d &old, d~bts and taxes, it becomes valuable on account of
silver, paper, copper, nickel for money. Nations the 1:llany uses to which it can be put. In a nearby
are no more compelled to use the same kind of tna- village a shoemaker took a piece of tin about the
terial out of which to make money than they are to siz~ of a dime and told a grocer that he wanted ten
use the same kind of food. Whatever a sover~ign cents1 worth of tobacco. The grocer put. up the topower declares to be money, is money. It may be batlco and raked the tin into the drawer. A shbut
gold, silver, copper, nickel, brass, iron, wood, bark, went up from the bystanders; ahd .~hey exclaimed t
leather, paper, shells, beads, cattle, pelts, or what- "Look at your teh· cent piece." The grocer cltte"
ever other material it deems 1:llost proper and tloh- lessly replied: "I guess the ten-cent piece is. all
venient. All of these materials and many more, right." In a short time thE< grocer went to thl!
first or last, hav been used as money ; and I defy next store and bought aohle article and tendered
Mr. Horr to show that any people ever lost any- the tin dime. The merchant, to carry on the jc.ke,
thing except in inconvenience by using these " sub. accepted it and paid it out to some one else, and it
stances" for money.
passed from hand to band, all regarding it as a huge
If silver had never been used as money, the silver joke. But the tin dime kept right on doing busi- •
in a dime would not be worth two cents; Mr. Horr ness. Finally, a man came into the shoe-shop to
says that governments cannot'' create value." Did hav a patch put onto his shoe and the shoemabr
not the government reduce the silver in a dime to charged him ten cents, and the man handed him
money, and by thus making money out of silver did back his tin dime and he took it. That tin di1:lle
it not "create" the difference in value in the silver did dollars and d?llats ~ 0 tth of business. Did anyin a dime from two to ten cents? It is onfl of the one l::se anythmg-d 1d ahybody get cheated1
functions of government to create money. If gov- That tin dime was just as valuable to effect those
ernments cannot create money, where does it cotne e:!whanges ns a silver dime. Every titne it changed
from 1 Mr. Horr would hav his readers believe hands value was received, and when it catne back to
that to create money there 1nust be a partnership the shoemaker it was certainly redeemed. So if a
between governments and God Almighty, and that man should render service to t.he government, as
neither can create it alone. Did Mr. Horr ever see the soldiers did, and take his pay in paper money,
any money in a gold or silver mine T Did he ever would not the government receive full value 1 And
see God Almighty create any money? According when this money was started on its mission, fffectto his theory God Almighty must be running a mint ing exchanges and passing from hand to hand,
somewhere. If Mr. Horr will go down to .Philadel- would not everyone who received and paid it out giv
phia he will see any amount of this "substance'' and get value received 1 And whPn it paid taxes or
that God Almighty created-but is it mon~>y 1 was received by the government for customs dues,
When this "substance" is dropped from the mint would it not. be redeemed to all intents and purin dollars and eagles by act of Congress it is money poses T What more can gold or silver money doT
-not before. Does God Almighty run the mint, The government can c·eate just such money, and
or is it run by the government T The government Mr. Horr knows it; but he is paid to keep the fact
can create money with a printing-press as well as a away from the people.
.
mint. Mr. Horr says:
But Mr. Horr will try to make the people believP
Government issued the greenbacks, but they hav always that we would be compelled to break trade with our
been promises to pay coin, not coin itself.
.
foreign neighbors because they would not take
But suppose that instead of issuing promises to our money. If they want g·old, can we not giv it
pay dollars the government should issue real paper to them? Will not our mines produce it 1 If not,
dollars, which would pay debts, taxes, salaries, cus- ought we to wear it out and lose it doing businPBB
toms dues, and interest on the public debt, and the at home? Paper money, in proper volume, would
public debt itself, and buy whatever he wants, circulate among the peo:rle and do the business of
would not Mr. Horr be puzzled to find a reason the country and distribute the wealth more equally.
why they would not be just as good as gold or silver It could not be cornered. and it would not be 1Jecdollars 7 I can giv a great many reasons why they essary to keep millions of dollars in gold and silver
would be much better. I am taking a great deal of lying idle at great expFnse to the people, and no
liberty with Mr. Horr. Cowards are always bravest more benefit to them than so many tons of cobblewhen there is no danger. .Mr. Horr says he never stone. France, Evgland, and Germany hav setn
replies to Populists. Mr. Horr may object to my times when they were compelled to hav more money
paper-money scheme on thfl ~round that it would than they could command. We passed through
hav no value, but he must remember that most of such a period during the last war, and may hav to
the gold that is mined is used for money. If it pass through another.
And then bonds must
were not so used it would not be worth a dollar a be issued and a stream of money to pay interest
pound. It is it.s use as money which givs gold the kept :flowing from the wealth producns into the
greater part of its value. Would not the use of co · ers of the bondholders for years.
paper money giv it a similar value, and for the same
With taxes to pay on hundreds of millions of
reason 1
church property, and a hundred thousand priests
If the government can create money out of gold and ministers to support in useless idleness, it
and silver, can it not create it out of copper, nickel, would seem as though we ought to consider that
brass, bronze, zinc, aluminum, or any other metals, there must be a limit to the burdens t.hat t.he peo-.
or their combinations-if God Almighty did not . pie can b~~r u~ \l~d.e~;. There are some things
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which t b~ handy man of t.be T?·'ih11ne does not wan;
------------- ----the people to know-:-viz., 1st; That the government same army under the command of King Shylock.
f
t
The government has drifted into or is controled by
has power 0 crea e money. 2d. 'rhat paper money the. m_any lords of the country, and legislation is in
will effect our exchunges just as well as gold, and th
t
t
0
will not cost th.e people half as much. 3d. That it
ei~ m eres s.
ur primaries and nominating conI k' d 0 f
ventwns are run by unscrupulous ringsters and
is the on Y. m _
mOney that can be so regulated bosses, who are willing to unite church and state
as l:o volu~e as . to bear -'!- just proportion to the or let the "Union slide," if they can only mount
number of mbabitants and the amount t:Jf businel!S the crest of the popular wave and get away with the
done. 4th. With this kind of money it would be ewag. The old Jeffersonian ideas of government
imp_ossible for bankers and Shylocks to bring on tt are ·t_ost sight of, and the platforms of the old
pamc every decadP, and swoop down like birds of
t
f
1
prey upon the wealth producers, and fill their par Ies was_ ormu ated by Mr. Vanderbilt, and can be
d
1 th ·
k
expr_essed _m. fe~ words, "The people be damned."
alrea Y P e oriC poe ets with ill-gotten gain, anil I brmg thts _mdi_ctment against the old parties not
turn out t.housands
of men to be imprisoned as out o f any I11-WI11 , b u t because I am interested in
t
tramp~". or pu to pounding stones as vagrant!'l. the public welfare, and would feel that I was not
5th. With this kind of money the people could not discharging my duty to say less.
Advancing age admonishes me that I shall not
be made to pay five per cent interest on the bonds
upon whi~h the banks are based, and thus allow the w~ite many more articles, and I am loth to hav my
banks to dra~ a stream of money from the people fnends think that I would write anything which I
at the back door in interest on the bonds and then -do n_ot_ consider for the public good. Mark this
make them pay six to twelve per cent at the bank _pre~ctwn: Unless the laboring classes marshal
counter to get money to lise. 8th. That when their forces, and oppose with manly fortitude the enmoney is plenty prices range high, and the producer croachments of capital, the child is now born who will
can make his own money, and is not compelled to liv to see the laborer of this country outlawed.
use that of old Shylock at. ruinous rates.
·11.-r:
·'-'
ap l 68, N.• Y.•
JOHN PECK.
In 1865, when money was plenty, McCulloch
said: "Every man who wants a day's work can get
it and good wages, and the people are prosperous
Observations.
. and happy." Compare those times with the presThere is nothing to rejoice over in the fact that
ent. There were no tramps then to wander through the Pr<?phet of_ Go~anus ~as written the closing
the country and starve in the midst of plenty. But paper m the discussiOn whwh he evoked with the
the handy man of the Tribune sweats and chafes undersigned some months ago; and, so far as I am
and lolls and lathers to make the people believe concerned, there is little to regret. Still, I wish
those were just such times as the people do not that he had quit in a better temper, though perhaps
want to-dRy. Whoop it up to 'em, Mr. Horr! Rip t~at is scarcely to be expected of one who has played
'em up the back; who cares a damn how much the his full number of innings without scoring a point.
people suffer if a few can roll in wealth, and we can It will be noticed that the statement of what Mr.
get down to a "single gold standard" and Roscoe terms his " main proposition " has been rehav an "honest dollar" and a "sound currency!" served for his last letter instead of being intro:Mr. Horr is after his pound of :flesh and doesn't care duced earlier in the discussion-a proceeding that
a cuss how much blood he draws. I do not blame speaks highly for the author's sagacity, since the
Mr. Roscoe,forhe doesn't know anybetter. He has said "main proposition" is thereby saved from
not y~t learned the difference between money and a negativ criticism. If he had said before that the
promissory note.
free coinage of silver would double the money cost
The key to all this infernal racket about a.n hon- of articles which we find it necessary to buy, I
est dolla~ and a s?und curreney and a Eingle gold should hav hi~ted that, as this would involve. the
standard II!! found ln the adVice of a British capital- obtaining of two prices for that which we hav to sell,
ist and aristocrat given to the rich men and blood- the hardship would not be unbearable. I do not,
suckers of this country. The plan is to control however, indorse the proposition as wholly sound.
wagPs, which he says can be done by controling the I regard it as a prophecy, merely, and it is never
money, the object being to reduce the laboring safe to deal with prophecies until after the date of
class in this country to the level of European their maturity.
lab 0 t.
Mr. RoE'coe is not quite satisfied with the present
Like everything else, when money is scarce, it is aspect of the dispute about the cause of the currency
hard to get. It takes more labor, more produce, to of cent-pieces. The government manufactures these
get a certain amount. When money is scarce it can coins and makes twenty-five of them legal tender
be cornerEd and controled by the rich.
When for a quarter of a dollar. Now, in New York, one
money is scarce it is hard to pay debts. The poor can readily dispose of fifty or one hundred of these
owe the rich; and when debts are contracted when coins in payment of a bill to the amount of a half
money is plenty and prices are high, and hav to be dollar or a dollar, while in San Francisco, where
paid when money is scarce and prices low, it takes they possess the same legal quality, he could not exmore labor or produce to pay them. This differ- change them for car fare, for damaged fruit, or even
ence redounds to the benefit of the creditor class. for a tamale. Which of thGse facts government
It will he found that most farms and homes which monopoly and coinage are responsible for, I hav not
hav been and are to be sold under foreclosure were undertaken to say, merely suggesting that the New
mortgaged when money was plenty and prices were Yorker receives cent-pieces because he can pass
high. 1'hese homes and farms would not hav been them again, while the S.1n Franciscan refuses them
sold if the volume of money and the prices had been because he cannot.
kept uniform. These farms will go into the hands
Over the difference between "redeemed" and
of men whose condition is above that of the mort- "exchanged," Mr. Roscoe may turn all tbe verbal
gager. Hence the tendency is toward the accumu- somersets he wants to. The practical odds, in the
lation of vast tracts of lands in the hands of the way I hav used the former word, are not great.
few, and the money follows the land as it did in the Mr. Roscoe holds that the paying out of a government note, or any other note, for any desired comdecline of Rome.
Rich men-those drawing salaries, bondholders, modity is "exchange." Let him hav it so; the rebankers, annuitants, and all men having fixed in- suit is precisely the same as though the buyer had
comes-will favor scarce money, and advocate what previously turned the note into gold at the subis called a "sound currency," and "gold standard," treasury and effected his purchase afterward. The
and "honest money," and inveigh against "infla.- person who cannot see this is the one whose mind is
tioo," "rag money," and "dishonest dollars." Hence mystified with words instead of clarified by the
it is plain to see why the handy man of the 'lribune contemplation of facts.
brings his artillery to bear on the Democratic party
"It is certain," says Mr. Roscoe, basing the statein regard to the tariff, but is in perfect accord with ment upon an argument of his own, "that the rise
it in regard to money. This may seem a little mys- in the purchasing power of gold is due almost enterious to the uninitiated, but it is explained in a tirely to the decrease in the cost of producing those
secret circular sent out by Wall street to the bank- things for which gold is exchanged." How about
ers and Shylocks not long ago. It sayA:
real estate 1 Has the introduction of labor-saving
The people must be kept in a condition of antagonism. machinery caused an over-supply of land and a conThe questiOn of lariff reform must be urged through the sequent lessening of the expEnse of producing it 1
organization of the Democratic party. And the question If the volume of gold is not decreasing proportionof protection with reciprocity must be forced to public ately to the population, it seems to me that even
view through the Republican party. By thus dividing
the voters, we can get them to expend their energies in wages should be stable, since there has been no
fighting each other over questions of no importance to us. appreciable decrease in the cost of producing laborNow, can you see why Carlisle goes to Wall ers. But the fact is, that land, though necessarily in
street when be wants to take counsel in regard to greater demand than ever, and labor, though its
banks, bonds, or money 1 Can you see why Grover capacity h~ts been enormously augmented, are both
Cleveland and John Sherman greet each other with cheaper than they hav been. Add to this the
a holy kiss. and join in a fraternal embrace when further facts that the per capita money wealth of
there is any legislation touching the money ques- the country is falling off, and that the per capita
tion I The truth is, the Democratic party and the circulation, owing to the hoarding of gold, is away
.E-epublicaq party are only different wings of the , down, and the necessity of a financial change

~ould see~ sufficiently apparent to justify somebody

m suggestmg such a measure.
. I am informed that owing to my unfamiliarity
With the question under discussion I hav been unable to present the mo!:lt cogent arguments in favor
of the free coinage of silver. This, of course, is a.
great disappointment to Mr. Roscoe, who has probably invested in some volume warranted to expose
all the fallacies of the leading silver men, and my
neglect to reproduce those f!!llacies has made it impossible for him to administer the prescribed dose.
He h!"s my sympathy. But admitting my own insuffiCiency, I would like to inquire whether the
cause of the monometallists relies entirely upon the
supports presented by Mr. Roscoe. Is the evidence
all in, and do they rest with his concluding effort!
Is that their case!
Professor Cook, of Kansaf'l, has writtfln a poem
entitled, "A Tribute to S. P. Putnam," of which
the following is the opening part:
Brave Putnam, in the mental field,
To freedom's foes will never yield,
But presses on the light to spread,
By EciencE>, truth, and Freethought led.
One hundred nineteen years ago
His namesake faced thfl British foe;
Yes, when he heard of Lexington,
Unyoked his team and snatched his gun.
With inspiration, courage, will,
He led the brave at Bunker Hill;
His bosom glowed with Freedom'H flameImmortal Putnam, glorious name!
A good deal of poetry comes to this office, but
the Editor has not a very keen appreciation of anything inferior to Shakspere or Tennyson, so that
much of it is not printed. Mv own has to be
sworn in after the style of a challenged vote, and
unless I can use that of a contributor to point a
moral or adorn a tale it don't go. The mute, inglorious Miltons are my pie, and I shall giv more of
Mr. Cook's poem hereafter.
The editor hands me the following communica·
tion, which be has _received:
LocusT OoRNJm, 0., May 27, 1804.
MR. EDITOR: With your kind permis~ion I would offer
a suggestion.
Though my name is not on your subscription list, I
receive THE TnuTH SmnrnR regularly and should be
sorry to find this powerful organ of l!,reethought losing
ita popularity, in a measure, from a cause which may be
unsuspecte<l by the Editor. I- refer to the weekly page
of '' Observations."
Mr. George Macdonald being u. brother to the Editor
would naturally seem to be very close to the Editor himself, and that his writings are proctically editorials. I
am not alone in this view, nor in the opinion that matters
purely political Rhould, for policy's sake, be avoided by
the editors.
A free and open discussion of tariff and money questions
between correspondents might be well, but those Freethinkers who believe that the prosperity of our country
demands a protectiv tariff will hardly relish being called
robbers and piratPs by a brother of the Editor, and the
suffering thou~ands, many of whom believe their misery
to be cauRed bv uncertainty due to the present peril of the
protectiv tariff, will not b~ grateful to Mr. George Macdon-a.ld for trying to inaugurate the principle of destruction of their industries and the starvation of their wives
and little ones.
Of course the more fortunate student of American
politics, after readine: one of the "Observations " in TH:m
'rnuTH SEEKER of Mav tilth, to wit: "It cannot, of
course, be maintained that the employee is benefited bl,
the protectiv tariff, because there is free trade in labor, '
can afford to be very charitable with Mr. George, seeiniZ',
as he will at a glance, that the usually bright brain of G.
E. Macdonald, can accommodate a very large increase of
political knowledge without hurtful crowdin!!'.
Three of my acquaintances, all thorough Freethinkers,
declare that they cannot conscientiously support a journal
whose Editor advocates the destruction of American industries and the impoverishment of American wageearner£1. One has already ceased and the others will not
renew. I can but regret this, because I most heartily
wish for the success of THE TRUTH SEEKER and would be
sorry to hav it share the fate of Freethought.
Yours for success;
0HAS. 0. HAYS.
The above correspondent errs in viewing this column as in a sense editorial. That is a fundamental
error. If the Editor desired that thef!e observations
should express his thought he would write them
himself. He does not hold himself to answer for
anything of mine, nor [ for anything of his, and we
are not agreed as to which escapes the greater responsibility. As a rule my contributions do not
affect the paper's circulation or finances 1mfavorably.
I am obliged to notice that as yet nobody who
agrees with the so-called "political" notions discussed here occasionally has ever complained of
the introduction of politics. The introduction is
offensiv only when tbe ideas advanced are not
assented to. If I had characterized the protectiv
tariff as a national blessing, does anybody suppose
that Mr. Hays would hav objected to Observations
or raised a warning voice 1 He might not hav been
worked up to the point of subscribing for a. paper
in whose prosperity he is so deeply interested, but he
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would certainly hav nssuud the Editor of his dis- I movements. In the ranks there is a machine-like
tine-uiAhed regaro.
obedience; among the officers a pomposity and
Thfl Editor of TJJE TnuTH SEEKER is a person of affected Atrut. On the one hand enforced submisgreat intellectnRl hospitality, and I hav noticed that sion to brutality and insult; on the othAr t.he overthe opinions of his subscribers are always given bearing manners that would not be toler01.t.ed except
due weight ann courteous consideration; but I hav in a uniform. 'fhe boys who are trained under the
not obse.rved tbat the kicking of a correspondent present system, inaugurated by Harrison, will either
whoA" communication opens with the words, leave school to forget all their knowleclge of military
"Tboue-h my name is not on your subscription tactics, or to be absorbed into the militia, resulting
liAt," and who intimates that he is about to discon- in a standing army as a nAw burrlen for the count.inue borrowing the paper, influences his conduct try. In the first case their drilling willhav proved
1111 business manager.
The trinity of "three ac- useleAs; in the second, a good dflal worse. If the
quaintances" introduced by Mr. Hays is a some- Achool curriculum is to be en1are-ed, it should inwhat antiquated myth.
clude manual instead of military training. In times
As to the tariff, I still regard it as an act of of peace, the saw and hammer are vastly superior
r.onfi.ecation. . The sort of protection the people in point of usefulness to the sword and gun: while
juAt now stand in need of is protection from their an hour in the e-ymnasium of a Turn Verein is, for
protectorA, and they will continue to need it so long purposeA of bodily culture, better than a week in the
as the tariff iniquity is permitted to exist. No ranks. I do not think that the present revival of
political party, so far as I know, has taken this soldiering indicates any increase in the warlike
view of the matter; it is not, therefore, a political spirit; but the gun-manufaf'turers, the military
question, but one of right. bonef'lty, an'! common tailors, and retired patriots out of a job need busisense, which can scarcely be called political factors. neBs in accoutering, clothing, and drilling the toy
soldiers, while religion and "patriotism " are seriThe church has a new enemy in the automatic ously in want of the stimulant which this sort of
gum machine. Small children, on their way to tomfoolery providtJs.
GEo. E. MAODONALD.
worship, hav got in the habit of slipping their misNews and Notes.
Aionary pennies into the machine and extracting
therefrom chewing gum, instead of making the deThe campaign this week has been one of varied
Rigned contribution to the conversion of th1:1 interest and pleasure. The Freethought pioneer
heathen. In consequence, Sunday-school collec- work has many bright places. Northport, Long
tions are falling off, and various clergymen hav in- Island, is one of these. The churches are pretty
augurated a crusade against this fresh device of well established here; but there is no lack of LibSatan. As the heathen hav not been heard from, eral ideas. I gave five lectures, and the audiences,
and as the children appear to enjoy the gum, it although not large, increased from evening to
looks as though the church would hav to abl'!orb evening. I endeavored as much as possible to hav
the machine to save the pennies. A nice nickel-in- the subject-matter discussed; but very few seemed
the-slot device, duly consecrated, would not be a disposed to come forward. The churches hav come
bad sub<~titute for that old offender, the contribu- to the conclusion to keep silence. In fact, the only
tion box, and if there were gum in it the contributor one to lend a hand for the Christian religion was a
would at least hav something to show for his money. Jew; and whether he is a converted Jew or not, I
do not know, for his assertions were very vague,
A committee is investigating the New York police with a pretense of much knowledge. His argudepartment, and there is also some inquiry into the ments were like those of the Rev. Mr. Hastings,
proceedings of the United States Senate touching who :flourishes all around the subject but never
the question of the bribery of members. In the case mMts the real issue. It is very seldqm that a Jew
of the police, it is noticeable that the derelictions will side in with a Christian; but once in a while
charged are all with relation to the morals of the one will do it, but not to the honor of the ancient
community, a thing with which the police right- religion. My opponent seemed to be somewhat befully hav no concern; while in the Senate the hind the times on scientific questions, though I
trouble has arisen over the sugar schedule in the believe it is rumored that he does understand the
tariff bill, a matter which has no business in the Hebrew language. He labored under the impreslegislature. When citizens learn to look after their sion that evolution was still a theory and not a
own morals and commerce, instead of hiring officials demon"t.ration, and that was the point he endeavfor that purpose, such corruption in office will be- ored to make, which might hav done very well for a
come impracticable. But while the city itself shares half century ago, but will not do for to-day, any
the profits of immorality, and the <'-Ountry looks to more than if one should assert that the steamspoliation for its revenues, public servants will not engin was a theory and not a fact. I tried to answer
ceR.se to learn the lesson so plainly taught by their his indefinit vagaries with proper courtesy ; but I
employers.
mnch fear that he was carried away by his own
conceit, and did not even hav the clear sightedness of
Speaking of bribery, a rare case of official rectitude Balsam's ass. He couldn't see a point any more
was exbibit1:1il 1t few years ago bv a member of the than the recalcitrant prophet. He is evidently of
first legislat.ure of the state of Washingt.on. It was the ancient order of the Jewish race. The intelliopenly charged that the election of Senator Squire gent portion of these people to-day stand neither
was procured by the purchase of representativA, by Moses nor Jesus, but by science and modern
and those who professed to know all about it thought, and hav no desire to prolong the superclaimed that $3 000 was the current price of votes. stitions of the past.
A representativ from one county came home poor,
Northport in this lovely month of June is in the
and was therefore pointed to as a living example of crown of its glory. The trees and grass are shining
incorruptibilit.y. Even his colleague swore that he in emerald luster, and the waters are like a diamond
never got a cent. "No," said the colleague, "when ben1:1ath the clear sky. This is about the handsomthe wire-pullers offered John $3,000 for his vote, he est port on Long Island; and the wooded hills
was immovablfl as a rock. Five thousand was the about make a charming prospect as one looks from
least he would take."
the glittering sea beyond the sandy beaches. I
spent three days on the water, and enjoyed the
In commending military training in schools, par- luxury of forgetting on the dreamy deep the strugticularly parochial schools, the same being provided gle of existence. Exhilarating is the motion and
musir. of the far-sweeping tide.
The first day I
at public expense, the New York Sun says:
was
on
board
the
steamer
"
Mystery,''
with Capt.
Religion and patriotism are inculcated in the boys as
Seymour
and
N.
L.
Pidgeon.
This
was
the boat
kindred virtues, and they are receiving a physical trainin~
which will cultivate in them self-respect and the power of which bore the pilgrims to Ingersoll's lecture at
endurance under the strain of life. The whole movement Norwalk, and on its return voyage in the thick
is wise and of the highest social use.
mist stranded on Eaton's point, but without injury
There is a sort of writing that Colonel Burr of to boat or passengers. But as usual the orthodox
Washington calls "flapdoodle," under which head tried to find a good deal of divine and frowning
the foregoing can be very appropriately placed. providence in this slight delay, and heralded all over
When patriotism is inculcated along with religion it the country that the Infidel party was wrecked.
is pretty likely to be as much of a humbug as its But" God," it seems, was unacquainted with Long
contemporary. Piety is the favorit cloak for hypoc- Island Sound, and did not know the best place for
risy; and the present enthusiasm of the church for wrecking purposes. The " Mystery " is as sound as
" American institutions" goes a good way toward ever, and I :floated in her with perfect safety over
proving the truth of the remark that patriotism is the shining expanses. The next two days I spent
the last resort of scoundrels. The physical benefits with Capt. Scott in his beautiful naphtha boat,
of the drill are insignificant. Every posit ion of the which glides like a bird over the waters. I went
soldier is unnatural, and is dropped when the com- to Oyster Bay and over to Norwalk, Conn., and met
mand " at ea'le " is given. The boys are merely A. B. Bennett and other Liberal friends. Capt.
turned into pieces of mechanism. As a consequence, Cole, our stanch supporter, I am sorry to say, was
when out of uniform and out of the ranks they are on the sick list the first days of the campaign, but
inclined to go to the other extreme and to become was with us the last voyage; and this trip was
:qoticeably slo~chy in their bodily pol!itions and indeed a delightful one. Long in memory will

linger the splendor of the sea-the varying 11ky
with white and golden clouds-the calm and welcoming harbor-the beaches-the green banks and
soft declivities. Amidst such scenes one can dream
that this world is growing brighter. Again I enjoyed the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. Dexter K.
Cole; and I am sure that- with the aid of generous
friends something tas been done for progress.
It was my privilege to pass a delightful Sunday
with Ingersoll and his family on f.he banks of tbe
wonderful Hudson, where certainly one can get as
near to heaven as is possible on this planet. The
house, which has the appearance of a beautiful
castle, is situated five hundred feet above the banks,
and from this bight the noble river is seen stretching away for many miles, with the grand hills on
the opposit bhore and deep woods near by, green
lawns, gardens, o~chards, and winding walks. The
delicious country life is round about, the roar of
the city being lost in the quiet, disturbed only by
the continuous music of nature's choir of birds and
insects. The cows and the chickens and the horses·
complete the rural picture, with the spring :flowing
underneath the spreading branches of the ancient
forest, and mingling with all the smiles and grace
of little children. Well, it was one of those days
that make the poetry of human life, more than a
thousand bibles or a thousand churches; that fills
the heart with hope, and givs courage to plunge
again into the dust and turmoil of life's battle.
After writing my " Four Hundred Years of Freethought," roaming through the radiant portions of
human history, I must now take to the campaign
work again in distant fields. In another column is
outlined my work .until September. After that I
desire to take my course through Washington, Oregon, California, Arizona, and Texas, and I hope that
friends will do their best to arrange for lectures.
We must push the work. Unless we educate the
people how can we deal succe~sfully with· the politicians, who will follow the people perhaps, but who
will never lead them T
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

Suffrage tor Women.
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 27th ult. a letter
over the signature of C. C F1sk touches a matter
of great· importance. He unequivocally declares
that woman suffrage ought to be added to the Nine
Demands of Liberalism Mr. Fisk has expressed
the thought that has been and is in the minds of all
true, right-miaded men and women, of all who believe in justice and equity.
The reasons why women should exercise the right
and privilege of the ballot are plain enough and
need no setting forth before the intelligent readers
of THE TRUTH SEEKER. And upon this question, as
in eveything else pertaining to human development,
emancipation, and progression, Liberals should lead
and not follow. There should be no hesitation, no
standing back, no awaiting results of the work of
others, no bringing up the rear. Liberals should
stand foremost in the vanguard.
In every great movement where women hav been
benefited. Liberals hav extended a helping hand,
and every advantage women enjoy to-day has come;
directly or indirectly, from Liberal-minded men.
And should they hold back in a matter of such significance as is conveyed in the thought of making
woman as free as is man 1 As an argument against
the movement it is urged that women with the ballot in their hands would advance the interests of
religion and superstition, but what women would
or would not do is not to be considered in a question of right. It has never been asked whether 11
man would be in favor of superstitious fancies or
not when he receives the ballot into his hands. He
does as he pleases. It is not to be supposed that
women would make worse errors of judgment than
hav men, judging from that which we see and know.
The higher education of women has broadened
the mind as nothing else has done. With more
activ opportunities will come a deeper sense of responsibility, a stirring of the forces of reason and
common sense. And it must always be bprne in
mind that women did not make the Bible, did ·not
put the curse upon herself, did not make the creeds
por fashion the catechism. The wholt> frame-work
and construction of superstition, with all the diabolical train of evils, hav been the work or men.
When men became free from the tyrannies of the
church they shifted the responsibility of maintaining that instit 1tion to the shoulders of women.
But because this state of things obtains now is no
reason for believing it will always be. The means
and measures that liberated men from the thraldom
of superstition, if applied to women, will free them
also. There is no rule for one sex that does not
apply to the other.
The signs of the times show plainly enough that
the church is accurately measuring the value and
prestige ~hs.-t wip l!'ccr~~ ~o ip by the approval of
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suffrage for women. Nor need anyone be surprised
if the Catholic church in this matter appears in advance of Protestantism. Last fall at the municipal
election in thls city the Catholic priests made a
house-to house canvass, commanding Catholic women to register and vote for school committee, the
only suffrage privilege women hav in Massachusetts,
and t.he only reason they did not elect their candi.
dates was that they did not begin to register soon
enough. Protestant women became aroused and
went to the polls in large numbers and elected their
ticket. Nor at'e Catholic women all fools. Those
who hav received the benefit of an education in our
public schools; and who hav learned the meaning of
the Australian ballot system, are not likely to be
hood winked or browbeaten at election time. But
that is neither here nor there. The question is,
Will Liberal men heed the coming events that cast
their shadows before T Will they show that they
realize the meaning of freedom by frankly and emphatically showing to the world that they accept no
right or privilege for themselvs that they do not
cheerfully accord to every other without reference
to sex or creed T
SusAN H. WrxoN.
Fall River, Mass.

The Cause in Oregon.
Leaving th!3 Portland Secular Church in charge
of Miss Olds, Mr. Smith, and the Portland friends,
I went to Forest Grove, April 15th, to lecture and
to report progress of Auxiliary No. 2 of the Oregon
State Secular Union, which is in charge of Annie
E. Barker. Mrs. Barker bas lectured every Sunday
evening for this Union and conducted its Secular
Sunday school since the organization of the circuit
last February. The Sunday school is the finest of
its kind in the state, and, so far as I know, in the
country. Its membership is about ninety-five, and
it uses the paraphernalia sent out by the State Union-the same that is used in all the Secular Sunday
schools of Oregon. Two groups of children from
eight to fifteen years of age use the Lesson leaflets.
The first had eleven members and was ably led by
Mrs. Abbott, who is also assistant superintendent
of the Sunday school. The second group had ten
members and was conducted by one of the brightecot )'tllP women in the state-Mrs; S. T. Crow.
Her enthu~:>iasm WRS reflected in the bright eyes
and happy faces of all her pupils, and her kind
words ana gentle manners make a power in the
echool Mrs. Barker conducts the third group,
which numbers at least twenty-five young men and
women. She is an educator, a builder, a constructiv
Secularist, and she has gathered in her group some
of the brightest young people in Forest Grove. The
fourth group is called the Progressiv Bible class. A
Christian minister-Rev. Mr. Hazel, I think, is his
name-has, by invitation, been the leader of this
group for several Sundays. He entertained hopes
of "converting" the members, but ·from present indications he will hav to stay away from the meetings
or he will learn enough to make him a Secularist.
The won outlined by the ~Hate Union for this advancPd group consists of studying the Bible, Koran,
and the sacred writings of different nations, and
.also discussions upon the leading topics of the day.
"The· History of Cremation'' was to be their next
theme. Mrs. Barker's Juvenil Choir is a band of
boys and girle of which our Forest Grove friends
can all be proud. The literary exercises, consisting
of songs, recitations, and a dialog by two very
bright boys, were exceptionally fine. The calisthenic drill was heartily enjoyed and participated
in by nearly all the school. Seeing several young
children, suggestions were given with regard to
forming a kindergarten clase, which will be under
the charge of Mrs. C. W. Robinson.
Could the Liberals who are asking the question,
"How can we make local unions flourish~·· visit the
society at Forest Grove or the parent organization
at Portland they would hav their question satisfactorily answered. No matter how many suggestions
are given to local unions, they will not thrive until
a regular lecturer includes them in a circuit, organizes secular Sunday-schools, and makes it his or her
business to make ~hem flourish.
A fine audience assembled Sunday evening, when
I lectured on "The Fiction of the Christian's
Easter Day." At Mrs. Barker's request I also
talked a few minutes on the American Protectiv
Association and the Junior Order of United American Mechanics, taking the ground that both these
organizations are dangerous. to o~r liberty and t~at
Secularists cannot afford to Identify themselvs with
them.
The most prominent worker in this auxiliary is
the worthy treasurer of the Oregon State Secular
Union, D. C. Stewart. Mr. and Mrs. Stewart are
thorough Liberals, and it is indeed a pleasure to
know them and their thr~~ bright chi}dre:Q.,

I left Forest Grove feeling more assured than ever
that the Oregon State Secular Union is on the right
track; that it is in a position to really accomplish permanent results; that its growth must come through
patient, earnest, aggressiv work, and that it never
can accomplish much permanent work by merely
holding one mass meeting a year, leaving Christians to furnish amusement for Secularists and the
rising generation the rest of the time.
I wish to say to the Secularists in the vicinity of
Forest Grove that Mrs. Barker will respond to calls
to lecture during the week whenever she can do so,
and not conflict with her regular Sunday evening
lecture. Nettie A. Olds, who is also one of the
Oregon State S<ecular Union licensed lecturers, delivered an address before the Forest Grove Union
on'' Free Moral Agency," and so great was the enthusiasm that they all want her back again.
We hav Atill three thousand membership blanks
on hand. Oregon Liberals, let us hear from you.
If you want a lecturer, or desire a Secular Sunday
school established, write, and a representativ of the
Oregon State Secular Union will be with you and
bring necessary instructions and materials. What
Portland and other · places are doing, you can do.
Liberals living outside of this state must inclose
postage for reply to their letters of inquiry. The
Oregon State Secular Union treasury needs funds
and cannot afford to send materials outside of the
state, unless postage is paid. Since last report,
there has been received twenty-five cents each from
M. Spahn, D. C. Hatch, .and Earnest Hatch, Portland.
KATIE KEBJ\1 SMITH,
Sec. Oregon State Secular Union.

"Four Hundred Years."
The list of subscribers for" Four Hundred Years
of Freethought" continues to lengthen. The work
is now running off the press handsomely, but the
last form has not been put on yet. If your name
gets here before that event occurs it will be printed
in the book with the thousand others.
This appears to be Pennsylvania week, for that
etate is represented by an even score of subscribers.
The new names are as follows :
Arkansas.-E. E. Adams, M.D.
California.-John Olark, Philip Cowen, B. B. Rookwood, M. E. Smith, Clarence M. Shaw.
Colorado.-Mrs. T. S. Olds.
Conneoticnt.-G. G. Grower, Miss Mary Dunham.
Florida.-Wm. Neiswender.
Illinois.-Phoebe S. Roberts, Richard Wieting, J. G.
Meister, G. H. Britton, Ernest Heck.
Iowa.-A. A. Davis, E. B. Cross.
Kansas.-John G. Cooper.
Massachnsetts.-J. L. Buxton, Mrs. Henry P. Davis.
Miohigan.-D. Millard, John A. Aspinall.
Nebraska.-Mrs. Lavina Wagner.
New Jeraey.-Julius Fehr, M.D., Harris G. Avery,
August Jacobi, Thomas Black.
New York.-Capt. R. A. Kinnier, Jasper J. Brown.
Obio.-Milton Racey, D. M. Worley, Ewald Duemig,
Solomon Hill, A. W. Tinker.
Oregon.-Mrs. Isabella Robinson.
Pennsylvania-A. W. Thompson, G. P. Driesbaoh,
Wm. Hulton, Wm. Owen, Levi Kelly, H. R. Miller,
Ernest and Ernestine C. Platz, W. F. Leriob, W. J.
Haldeman, F. C. Mende, D. R. Christian. T. H. Hershey,
E. M. Stevenson, Wm. Holmes, Ben F. Eynon, J. 0.
Bentley, Samuel Eberly, J(lhn F. Werntz, Thos. W.
McHenry.
Utah-Hector W. Haight.
Vermont-John P. Warner.
Washington-W. M. Anderson.
Wisconsin-D. L. Tainter, Chas. La Tour.
The Puritans of Glasgow, Scotland, hav called
on the city council to put a stop to the desecration
of the Sabbath by forbidding the running of street
cars on Sunday. The council hav decli ed to interfere and the Puritans are holding indignat:on meetings. The most immoral town '.n earth is this same
Glasgow. Why don't the Puritans rescue the poor
from their ignorance, and filth, and drunkenness,
rather than attempt the ridiculous and imposs ble T

-Kate Field's Washington.

Lectures and IeetingR.
THE MilwankAe Liheral Club meets at Severance Hall,
421 Milwanklle street, every Sunday at 7.80 P.M.
THE Detroit InveRtigatol' Society meets every Smiday
aftornoon at the hall, No. 32 Moroe avenue.
.
THE Ro~~~.nton Secular Union meets every Friday
evening at 42l Laokawana avenue. Our motto: ~reedom
and Kindness. Everybody invited. Seoretal'y, William
Watkins.
M. P. MoLlllon secretary of the Woman's Liberal
League of Philanelphia writes: "I am. instructed to extend our thanks for your announoPments of our lootnl'es
during- the past 11eaRon. We hav olo11ed the meetings for
the summer, but will reopen in the fall, when due notice
will be given you."
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday evening in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for May:'
June 1/ith-" Tides of the 'l'imes." Elmer E. Warnel'.
June 22d-"Spontaneons Generation." Edward W.
G. Dob~on.
June 29th-Last meeting of the season. Five minute
speeoh<>s on "What One Thine: Would Yon Hav the
Constitutional Convention Do?" alternating with
mnsio"l and elocutionary entertainment. Admission
10 cents, at the door.
DR. E. B. FooTm, .TR., lectured last Friday before the
Liberal Olub on "Vaccination or Sanitation." The Aildress included a general history of vaccination. During
the recent smallpox scare in Bl'ooklyn Dr. Foote employed a man to visit the infected district for the nurpoRe
of obtaining Rnoh information as he oonld. By this
means it was learned that deaths had resulted from unheard of viRits at all hours of the day; that people were
coerced into heing vaccinated in the presence of pOlicemen, and that even children snff~>rine: from measles and
other diseases, and almost on their deathbeds, were
forced to undergo the oPeration, thus hastening their
death. All oases of death due to vaccination, the speaker
said, were, so far as possible, kept from the pnblio or
attributed to other diseases: and the suffering caused
bv this method of warding off diseases oonld hardly be
imagined. Dr. Foote is an anti-vaooinationist, and holds
that disease is often contracted from the virn'l instead of
being prevented by it Drs. Holbrook, MoOallnm, and
Hitchcock were present and expressed their agreement
with the lecturer's remarks.
KATIE KEBM SMITH. secretary of tbe Ore!!'on Secular
Union, writAs: "The Seonlarists of McMinnville, Or., are
jubilant. A course of Liheral l11otnres has so enthused
them that, as soon a~ Rrrang-ementlj can be Perfected, an
auxiliary to the Oregon State Secular Union will be
formed there. SatnrdRy evening, Anril 28th, T lectured
on 'The Fiction of the Christians' E9.ster Day ;' the
followinl!' Sunday afternoon on ' What Seonlal'ism Ha~
Done for Woman.' and Sunday evening mv snbj ..ot was
'Freeth ought- The Fundamental Reform.' My IRIIt
lecture was followed by an address bv Mr. Smith on 'The
Defense of the One-Talent Man.' The Sunday evenine:
meeting especially was a grand snooess. no part of it
being more enjoyed than the mnsio bv Prof. W. M.
Toney and his splendid orchestra McMinnville is
fortunate in having so fine an orchestra, and the Secularists there will not 11oon forget the kindness of its members. Professol' Toney jn•tly feels proud of his assi'ltants. The orchestra is composed of A. Walling, oorn ..t;
Ml's. Eva Walling, niano; E. Branson, clarinet; A.
Adams, 2d ola.rinet; M. Walker, trombone; C. Hodson,
bass viol; and J. Walker, piccolo.
"While at McMinnville we enjoy the hospitality of Mr.
and Mrs. W. T. Booth, who with ready heart anrl hand
are always workinl't for the ~Zreat cause of mental liberty.
Mr. Booth is one of earth's noblemen. In his quiet, unassuming way, he sows the seeds of Freethonght, and in
his family circle happiness and love rule supreme. Miss
Alta Booth, their bright seventeen-years-old da1111:hter,
can hold her own with any Christian, and she will one
day be a fine worker in our cause. Another daughter,
Mrs. Ford, is also a thorough Liberal, and a mnsioiRn.
Her voice is l'ioh and clear, and sh" will make a fine
leader for the Secular choir of the McMinnville auxiliary.
Her hwiband, E. N. Ford, is one of the leading oitiz-.ns
of McMinnville, vice-president of its bank, and manager
of a large implement store. Among others we met Wlll'e
Mr. and Mrs. D. A Wallace, Mr. and Mrs. Fuller, Mr.
and Mrs. Olark, who are always on hand to work for t.he
cause, Mary A. Booth, John Booth and family, Messrs.
Bognei Jolly, Gant, and Romany more we can't remem·
ber al the names. Monday we spend at the house of
Nettie A. Olds, with her father and mother, Dr. A. K.
and M. J. Olds. Few Liberals in this country but know
of the work and the generous aid which Mr. and Mrs.
Olds hav given to further Secularism. How encouraging
to know that their talented daughter is now doing such
splendid work in the same cause. It gave ns stren!Zth
and hope to spend thesd few dRys among our earn..st
friends. As soon as a competent lecturer is ready to take
charge another oironit and Secular ohnroh will be organized with its Secular Sunday-schools."

S. P. Putnam's Lecture Appointments.
IT bas been necessary to make some changes in the
previous announcements. The following are the dates
from June 23d to September 10th in Iowa, Miohi.gan,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota, and Montana.
Those in Washington and Oregon desiring lectures
during September and Octoherwill please address S. P.
Putnam, in care of E. C. Reiohwald, 284 South Water
street, Chicago, Ill.
Adamsville, Mich., June 28, 24.
Nevinsville, Greenfield, Orient, and Creston, Ia., June
29th-J nlyJUh.
Shell Rock, Waverly, and Olarksville, Ia., July lOth to
15th.
Sidnaw, Mich., July 19-24.
Drummond, Mich., July 26-80.
Neillsville, Wis, Aug 2--6.
The following sums for the Freethought Federa- Whitehall, Wis., Aug. 7-9.
N. Dak., Ane. 11-14.
tion of Amt-rica hav been received at this office: Fargo,
Crookston, Minn., Aug. 15-17.
B. B. Rockwood, $5; E. 0. Tuttle, $1 ; Ernest Hoople, N. Dak. Aug, 18-21.
Fort M~nis1 Mont., Arig. 26th to Sept. H)th,
Heck, $5.

It is said that the Czil.r was so affected by a Tery
realistic painting of "The Crucifixion" ~ t the St.
p tersburg Salon that he ordered it to be removed
as be ng too revolting. It is strange that he E>ndures unmoveri the practical crucifixion of an entire
race, and does not regard as revolting thtir treAtment by official knout-masters throughout the em.
pire. But the Czar is not the only fOV re'gn to
whom thumbscrew and la~h seemed part of the
litany, and whose prostrations a· worship were redoubled with every fresh victim ascending •he place
of torture.-San .Francisco Public Opinion.
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quarters in New York, and laugh at all the of subscribers to "Four Hundred Years only one conclusion: lie deiiberaieiy de"
cided to sentence to everlasting, tininierof Freeth01ight."
Christian hypocrite in the world.
In reading THE TRUTH SEJ!:KlllR I noticed rupted agony the <ireattire!'l wh'lni his
BENJAMIN JAGGAR.
some time ago that one of yotir many caprice should create iii his own in:la~e.
Another Recruit.
Mortuary-John J. Johnson.
correspondents saia that the paper was lie had his <ihoi<ie whether tbis fem.'fttl
FINOABTLE, 0., May 11, 294.
SAN DmGo, CAL., Mav 23, 1894.
like old wine-it got better with age- thing shoiild or should not be, atid, with a
MR. EDIToR: Count me one of that
MR. EDIToR: Please publish in coming which is true. I receive it on Saturday or fiendish <irnelty of which the ~arth affords
Letter-Writing Cmps proposed by D. edition the death of John J. Johnson,
Sunday generally, and a welcome Sunday no example, he chose. the former. And
Webster Groh and captained by yourself. of Otsy, Cal. Deceased was horn at
visitor it i!l. The letters fron:l. our Free- yet this monster is declared to be identical
CHARLES R. KIMBERLY.
North Stratford, N. H., Nov. 30, 1833. thought lecturers are alone worth . more with love and is the one whom people
Settled in Otay, Cal., May 14, 1885. Died than the price of the papet;,_ and when I supposed to be civilized and intelligent:
A Solace in Sickness.
May 14, 1894. Death caused frofil broken renew I shall try to send for a premium teach their children to worship,
LINCOLN, ILL., May 28, 1894.
A TRUTH BEEKER,
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3, to renew leg. Leaves wife and six grown children. book or renew for two years.
This letter contains a small remittance,
my subscription for the best paper pub- Buried with G. A. R. se1vices. Forward
Cannot Understand a Double or Triple
lished. I hoped to get some new sub- bill, if in arrears, to Dnrwood Johnson, but I trust it is not wholly void while on
Standard.
·
its wa.v to the waste-basket.
scribers, but being sick could not attend Otay, Cal., and oblige. E. G. BRADLEY.
PETERSBURG, IND., May 28, 1894.
To
me,
parting
with
the
paper
would
be
to it.
A. H. MILLER.
MR EDIToR : I can easily understand
It Is of First Importance.
like parting with an old friend.
how a good Christian who honestly, though
Lom, Wis., May 29, 1894.
Evid~>n1ly an Iconoclast.
WALTER RUNNELS,
ignorantly, belie-ves that 3=1 and that 1==2·
MR. EDIToR: I hav made up my mind
SmNAw, MIOH., April 29, 294.
and that one is three, etc., can believe.ift<
Did Not Leave the Hou8e This Time.
MR. EDIToR: Find inclosed $3 for re- that I must hav the book-" Four Hunthe financial failacy of two or three ettual
DANVILLE, ILL., May 23, 1894.
newal of snbBcription. Keep smashing- dred Years of Freethonght"-let any and
MR. EDITOR: I send $8 for Putnam's and o-verruling standards · or Jil.eastii.'es of
the old tottering structure. It is going everything else go as they mav, for I do
fast; I am doing my part up here; I kick believe that it will furnish rich food for the "Four Hundred Years of Freethonght," value; but i do not think that this Postal
it every time I get a chance. I hope yon mind. Then I will like very much to hav THE TRUTH BEEKER, "Researches in Ori- order for $3, which i inclose, although it
may prosper aR long as yon work to kill my name go out before the world in a book ental History," and "History of the wili pay my subscription to your paper
of this kind. So please see that it is prop- Bible."
until sometime in next December, an:d
god, christ, and devil.
erly registered with the rest.
Ingerso11 came, saw, and was seen and represents the coin I paid into the postIsADORE GoULET'I'E.
Inclosed please find $5. I wish yourself heard. The opera house was full of people office for it, can be ·considered a true
Yes; It Is a Vision Enlarger.
and friend Putnam great success in this belonging to Danville and adjoining towns. measure of the value of your invaluable
NATIONAL CITY, CAL., May 4. 1894.
noble undertaking.
N. C. SKELTON.
Every good point seemed appreciated. paper. For although the money yon reMR. EDIToR: I hav received "Old TesHis subject was "What Must We Do to Be ceive for it is good money, being kept at
tament Stories Comically Illustrated " and
Comes in on Time.
Saved?" Although he sometimes struck par with gold by the government's promis
it is a grand eye-opener. I wish that every
HARRISONVILLE, M o , May 23, 1894.
out pretty hard, I did not see one person to redeem, and our faith in its ability
man in the land could and would read it.
MR. EDIToR: As the elPventh hour has indignant enon~h to rise and leave the to redeem all its obligations with that preI hav shown it to a man here and got an struck I hasten to send the wherewithal
house, as was the case when he lectured cious metal which is recognized in comorder for another one, and I may sell more for my renewal to the g-randest of all Libhere before, so perhaps we hav progressed mercial transacbions among all nations,
of them yet. Inclosed find $1.
e~al papers a nil. Putnam's "Four Hundred
some. A g-ood synopsis of his lecture was people~, and ton!/:ues (with the possible exYours very truly, WM. RAAKA.
Years of Freethonght'' I am anxious to given in the News next day, also of his ception of Colorado and Kansas), as the
hav my name enrolled with that grand political ~peech. And there the matter only standar1i of value, and although
Should Read Hudson's Bonk.
army of thinkerR. Hav been trying to dropped,
yon may consider yourself well paid for
L. W. LoUTZENHISER.
SNowVILLE, VA., May 19, 1894.
get a few subscribers; hav the promis of
your labor and expense, yet the true value
1\'Tn. EDIToR: Mr. and Mrs. de Lesni- some, "but the times are so everlasting
Bears Unavoidable Loss Bravely.
of your paper to the people of this nation
nusse ~honlil read Hudson's book on "The haril unil.er this Grover Harrison adminisCHELSEA, MIOH., May 28, 1894.
and of the world, like the value of the labors
Psychic and Hypnolism." It comes more tration," I find it very up-hill work.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 to of 'hat greate!lt and best of men, Thomas
nearly accounting for the phenomena than
Yours for the truth, W. H. STEEN.
pay for "Four Hundred Years of Free- Paine, can never be fully known.
aught I hav yet read. I see no proof of a
thought.''
D. W. HoRToN.
Must Be Cowards' Home.
life to come in any of the phenomena,
Should hav sent my subscription sooner
MT. CLEMENS, MIOH., May 28, 1894.
though much of it iB unaccountable.
What 'l'housands of Liberals Need.
but for the sad death of my dear wife and
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $5, for daughter, both within the past year, from
ELMJNA DRAKE BLENKER.
YoRK, NEB., May 2), 1894.
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought." that dread disease, consumption. They
Mn.
EDITOR:
I havwished for some time
Words and Deed in Unison.
I hav asked several men that call them.
were bG>th ardent Freethinkers like myself to send a lAtter to th·e "Friends" column
ORIENT, lA., May 24, 1894.
selva Liberals to subscribe for THE TRUTH and both enjoyed unbounded faith that to thank l\1r. Putnam, of Gibbon, Neb.,
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $10 to BEEKER. They could not do it, and when
renew my subscription for another year I went around with the petition to Con- they would share all future happiness that for s.o kiudly remembering my interest in
and for I he book, "Four Hundred Years gress to keep their God out of the Consti- may be in store for any of our race. Two THE TRUTH BEEKER. I hav received a
of Freethonght." I could not do without tution, they could not do it. I do not sons and myself are left to cherish their paper evAry week since the first o~ April.
your valuable paper, for its snits my senti- know which they were afraid of-their memory and weep over their graves. We Mr. Putnam's daughter lived in my family
ments. May it prosper and liv long. I little god or their fellow-man. I made out realize that, however trying these afflictions for two months and I feel almost acremain, yours truly, a friend to the paper to get six names where I know there are are, they come to all sooner or later, and quainted with him.
I see by your issue of May 19~h that the
are to be bravely endured.
and the cause of Liberty.
·sixty who call themselvs InfidelR.
question
of the Ingersoll home and.college
Very
truly
yours,
JAMES
TAYLOR.
R. W. JoHNSON.
CoPLY C~TTRELL,
P.S.-1 notice in THE TRUTH BEEKER, is again being brought before the people.
LitHe Putnam is a Hero.
since writing the above, your offer to I for one am strongly in favor of such an
Thanks, Comratle Kimball.
friends of THE TRUTH SEEKER of a copy organization, and would do what little I
HANOVER; KAN., May 22, 1894.
WYoMING, lA., May 22, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $7.25-$5.25
MR. EDIToR: I aoJnd yon $6-$5 for of THE TRUTH BEEKER one year and ''Four conlil to help in the matter. I want to
for books and $2 to apply 'where mo"t "Four Hnnil.red Years of Freethought," Hundred Years of Freethonght" for$6.50. place my boy, thirteen years old, in a
needed. My time is mostly taken up with and $1 for S. P. Putnam, to help him fight Accordingly I inclose that amount instead home or college this fall if possible and it
railroad business, so I can . hardly find the religionR tyrants. I would get yon of $5, for which send me the book and would snit me so much better to place him
in the hands of Liberals, on the sume printime to do much writing. I feel very proud some s.1bscribers if I could. I hav lived the paper one year.
ciple that a church member would p:refe;c.
of 'mr little Pntnam~he is a war hero-as in this place thirty-seven years and there
A Demonstration.
her own denominational school. If any of
we 1 as all our other workers for right and has been in that time two others who took
NEw HAvEN, MIOH., May 24, 1894.
your readers kuow of a place where one·
liberty. Yours for truth anil justice,
THE TRUTH BEEKRR while here. They
MR. EDIToR: One fundamental principle would receive only mora.! training they will
left the place ~everal years since I h~v
B. ANDERSON.
of the Christian religion is that all things confer a favor on me by mentioning the
taken the paper since it started. J am
Isn't Complimentary to "Our George." now eighty-two years ·old and cannot ex- are and hav always been known to God. matter. I hope iu a sh'lrt time to be ablo
Another belief essential to Christianity is to order the book, "Right Liviug,'' by
CoLLINSVILLE, CoNN., May 21, 18!!4.
pect to take it much longer. I shall want
that God is love. These two dogmas are Miss Wixon.
1\iR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $1 for it as long aij I can see to read it.
inculcated
by believers of every denominaAgain thankin~ Mr. Putnam for his
subscription to your paper. I hav been
ABNER KIMBALL..
tion. But it can be proven by clear and kindness, I am,
Yours for truth,
thinking not to take your paper any
conclusiv reasoning that they contradict
It ()issipates 'l'heological Mist.
LuoY A. BELL,
longer, but will risk one dullar more, hopeach other.
B&UltYESSA, CAL., E. M 294.
ing it will again become aq good as it was
On the Picket Line of the Corps.
We will undertake to demonstrate this
Mn. EDITOR: Inclos'lil. you will please
some time ago; no m'>re of the foolish silby
one
event
in
Bible
history,
the
deluge
WASHINGToN, D. C, May 20, 1894
find
$5,
which
is
to
pay
for
thtJ
pleasure
of
ver and greenback notions of Mr. Peck
MR. EDIToR: I am In hearty sympathy
readmg THE TRUTH BEEKER, in the past, According to holy writ the entire human
and G. Macdonald.
R. WAGNER.
prePent, and a while into the future. We race except one family was destroyed by with the irlea of a Letter- Writin~ Corps,
Putnam's "Magnificent B,•ok."
consider it one of the best of papers to ad- the flood. Man had become very wicked. so timely suggested and aptly explained in
vance the reader and dissipate the theo- God had repented him that he had made your issue of May 5th by Mr. Groh, .of
CRAYoN, 0., April 30, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed is $12 for four logical mist that has for so long shut out man, and sent this flood to destroy him New Orleans. I imagin that the effect of
subscribers. . Please send the Pllper for reason and truth. The letters from Mr. from off the face of the earth. These peo- the intellectual missile upon the first target
one year to each of those named and also Putnam, Mr. Peck, and Mr. Charlesworth ple could not hav repented before death, yon named-the Honse Committee on Edto each a copy of "Old TeRtament Stories are just splendid. and to the women work- for in that case their destruction would ucation-was salutary, judging from the
Comically Illustrated," and to myself a ers, MrsH Gardener and Miss Wixon too no longer hav been necessar,. Dying in reply I received from the chairman of that
copy of Mr. Putnam's magnificent book, much praise cannot be given. It is ~y in- their sins, there was only one place, every committee the other d~y, when I asked
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght," tention to hav ''Four Hundred Years of Christian must admit, for their immortal him whether any consideration of the bill
as per premium offer on Re(lonil. page of Freethought, '' that our children may souls to go to; that place was hell, where has been had by the committee. Said he:
your paper.
EJ;.MEit MrLLER.
know who were the true founders of sci- they will abide in horrible suffering "No; and none likely to ba soon. There
ence, reason, education, and advance- through all eternity.
does not seem to be any demand for its
He is Very Sangnin.
Being all-wise, God must hav known consideration."
ment. Wishing yon evPry success,
OREGoN CITY, On., May 24, 1894.
from the very beginning what an awfut
Yours for truth and liberty.
No immediate danger need be appreMR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $6.50, fM
doom awaited these antediluvians should hended by our friends as to either the
MRs GEo. W. SMITH.
which please send "Four Hundred Years
they be allowed to exist. Being omnipo- Kyle-Johnson or Gallinger-Morse bill dnr.
A Welcome Sunday Visitor.
of Freet nought" and renew my snbscrip
tent, he who brought the universe into ex- ing the present session; but we here at tht~
tion to THE TRUTH BEEKER for one year.
HAWTHORN, !A., May 20, 1894.
istence by simply willing it, most certainlv "seat of the disease" will keep our eyt 8
I hope that yon and Mr. Heston will keep
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find was able to prevent the birth of any being, and ear? open to any attack, front or_flank,
right on in your good work, and feel sure twenty·five cents for five copies of the who, living, would be predestined for that might be made by the enemies of
that at no very distant day yon may sit in Paine Memori!!.l Number. I was much damnation.
freedom and will sound the alarm quickly,
the shade in perfect security at your head- pleased to find my name in the Iowa list
As he did not do this, we are forced to and we know that General Putnam, like

THE TRtJTtt
His illtistrio~a prototype of Revolnti<Jnary
fame, Will oelird the fanatical wolves in
their den whenever called upon, wherever he may be. Your correspondent is
at close range with this particular target, .
and will fire away orally. But he stands
ready to obey orders with his p'en when
ever another target is pointed out by the
captain of the oorps.
A. J. BoYER.

SEEKER. JUNE 1_<3, 1894.

a fearless work in behalf of humanity.
Let each and everyone lay the ax at the
toot of this tipas of ini(tnity-thi8 blight on
human progress.
May the good cause go oii.
·DR. SmNEY Mun:Pri.
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ever written? Why are they afraid of in- oreateE, by so-called law, a frauonlent pPrvestigation? Did not Patti sa;y:: "Prove petnal debt, to the amount of every dollar
all things; hold fiiBt that which is good;,? which it coins .for the bnllionists on metal •.
It is owing oo snob-teachings as the aboYe Hence, while I emphatically deny that
that Oatholios will not investigate, will not there is ai:J.y "money value " whateTer ill!
fedson otttside of their own creed. They snob an "arrangement," it is susceptible
are taught to shttn as vipers all who speak of the clearest proof that every 'dollar of
Some Samples of Superstition.
against the ohnroli and itl!l dootrins. And this law-created debt (amounting, up to
ST. Lours, Mo., May 18, r. M. 294,
snob has been my experience with many June 30, 1872, to $859,270,962.47) ·has
MR. EDIToR: I hav before me a Catholic of them. I will close with two more " been paid or redeemed " again and again
A. Recruit for Dr. '.'Ned's" Company. work entitled, "Dnty of the Christian Be"examples" from·· this eminently pions by the wealth-producers with their labor
·
NEw YoRK, May 3, 11:194.
fore God," which is full of sn. many mani- work:
·.
and products, while the holders of said!
Mn. EDIToR: I take great pleasure in fest absiudities that I wonder if there are
Under the old dispPnsation the profana- debt (or money) invariably fu: or establish
inclosin~. herewith ·$3 for renewal of my any educated persons who really and con- tion .of j;he Sabbath was punished ·with the price of said labor and prod not&.
ijdbf!bription to your ~aper. 1ri doing so; scientiously believe snob things. I here- death; for not only did God command that
But this is only the tap root of this sy&i take occasion to remark that i :kav been with submit a few specimens of Catholic a man who was found picking up wood in tem of legalized robbery, which, through
odnverted since I last re:tiewed-conterted " enlightenriieiit. •' The bdo'lt was ·.. de- the desert on the Sabbath should be stoned the Tory element, led on by Hamilton,
death1 but he satd again to Moses:
to v~geta:riarlism. I read ltn article in the signed fdr thti nae of parochial scHools;,: to
"Spe~tk to the children of Israel, and say we inherited from monarchical England.
Popuiar Science Monthig .last .fall, mi~
EXA.Jii::Pmn.-A certain impioiis iii!Ui, lis unto them: Obser-ve my Sabbath, because
At the time officials of the national gov·
ten by a lady, on this subject, which made pert ill his demeanor d.s he wits shallow in it mttst pe kept holy j he who violates it ernment commenced stamping ol' coining
a deep impression on my mind. I thought his reasoning, one ilay p1'esenied hi]llself shall sntt'er death; if any one labor on the this vast amount of money, and issuine: it to
I would giv it a· test, and must say that I at the house of M. Ondin, a learned and Sabbath, he shall be out olf from the midst the bnllionists or bankers, we find that,
eoolesiastio. "Sir," said be abruptly, of yonj six days shall ye labor, but the
think it a good thing so far. I hav no. de- Pious
'' I am very happy to tell yon that I am an seventh is the Sabbath, the d,j,y of rest, aside from this money debt (which was due
sire to eat any.meat and don ot intend to Atheist." 'At these words the man of God consecrated to the Lord; Whosoevf3r shall to the banker), they had involved the nation
as long as I oan get plenty of vegetables, drew back in horror, and taking bolO. ef a do any work on that day shall be put to in a public debt quoted at $77,227,924 66.
grains, and fruits. Is it not a shame and spy-glass which lay near, he fixed his eye death" Ex. xxxi).
·
And from the birth of the nation down to
disgrace that animals are brought into the on the young coxcomb. " What are yon
One
S~nday,
Father
C
,
being
in
about there?" demanded the latter. ''I one of the Marian Islands, was passing 1877 Congress has levied taxes to the tune
world and when they get a taste of the am
of $2,300,000,000 to pay interest (usury) to
examining that .strange being which
joys of life they are cut oft by the cruel they call Atheist, for I hav never 11een one · along the se118hore on his way to visit a those who hold this public credit which
hand of man ·to gratify a groBB and beastly before." Disconcerted and abBshed by s10k person. He saw some Indians, who was transferred by law, so-called, but
had been baptized, working very busily at
appetite? There are plenty of ways to these words, the young man hastily with- some boats they· bad been making. and which is in direct oonftiot with our fnnda.satisfy the hunger of man without resort- drew..
asked them if there were not other days in mentallaw.
The "example •· here presented is a the week to do snob work, or how it came
ing to this arbarons practice. He who
Now, friend Peck, with the true idea of
claims to hav an immortal soul should hav gross absurdity. Who ever heard of an tbat they were thus transgresFin~ the what constitutes money clearly established
enough of justice and pity in· his heart to Atheist being "disconcerted and abashed" divine precept which commands the keep- in the mind, it will be seen that the aboveo
ing holy the Lord's day, by abstaining
giv those a little below him in intelligence by snob an " argument"? It is too ridi- from all servil work, and employing it in sums to hav been stolen by law from the
a oha.noe at life, liberty, and the pttrsnit of onions for consideration and I don't be- the practices and exercises of Christian wealth-producers, hence it is a direct loes
piety. They savagely answered that ·nob to all who hav sold their labor or products:
happiness during the short time they are lieve there is a word of truth in it.
Here is a ohoioe excerpt from this Catho- was their will and pleasure. The pnest and taken this law-created debt in exchange.
to stay on this earth. It is to be hoped
on his way; but in a few hours after,
that humanity will at some tiine be edu- lic gnide to salvation. In defining blas- went
According to the best thought I oan bring
· when returning from his visit, he passed to bear on the subject, all the value there
cated up to the point of. doing Iio hurt to phemy it says:
by the same place and found the boats and
his fellow· ma~ nor to. any living creature . It is blaspheming religion to turn it into the shed wherein they had been kept all is in money rests solely, upon three conwhich he has brought into the world to ridicule, to blame its practices, to speak rednoed to ashes. The Indians who had tingencies: First, it must bear the stamp
ill of the sacred soriptur.,s, eto., etc. paid so little attention to his remonstranoee or impress of Uncle Sam, be stamped on
ftlinister to his comfort and happiness.
Then there • · · is the blasphemy of were now covered with confusion and pro
Very truly yours,
JOHN C. RoE,
the fool who said in his heart, "There is fuse in their expressions of lively and sin- paper, issued annually to defray all necessary expenses of the national government,
~o God." This is a horrible, an execrable cere repentance.
sin, and deserving of the m()st terrible
and declared legal tender for all dues and
One Law, One Throne, One Altar.
What do yon think of that?
punishment.
demands. Second, it must be redeemed
ATcHisoN, KA;N., May 1, 1894.
J. F. CLANCY.
Italics are mine.
MR. EDIToR: As I hav changed my loca[Did " God" burn the boats and shed to at its face in labor and its products. Third,
Again the author goes on to say:
it must effect an equitable exchange of
tion since I last wrote yon, I will again
please his priest?-ED. T. B.]
said labor and products. Yes, "Congress
Blasphemers are no longer stoned to
pan yon a few lines. If there is one thing.
I love and esteem, it is the grand old death, nor are their tongues pierced; but Money Stamped on Metal a Fraudulent has the constitutional right to coin or
let them not triumph the more of that, for
stamp money," "to regulate the value
Perpetual Debt.
TRUTH SEEKER. May ·its pages ever be the
time of ohastisment will soon come,
thereof, to pay the debts," and issue it to
GRAND MoUND, lA., April 30, 1894.
the bulwark to defend us against the arti- when they, wretches that they are, shall
MR. JoHN .PEcK, Dear Sir:· Notwith- all who perform any service or labor for
ficial and arbitrary institutions .that fimat- receive the punishment due to such crimes.
the government; and it is the duty of
ios and men void of reason and principle
Note carefully the threatening language standing your maste:dy presentation of
are endeavoring to fasten upon society. of that paragraph. What does it mean? the "intrinsic value" humbug, which ap- Congrtss to tax us $16 a day and perqnisits
What mortal oan dare refuse to his fellow Does it mean that the Catholic ohnroh peared in a recent issue of the veritable for each of its members, and issue said
that which nature givs him? 0 fellow would set up an .Inquisition in this conn- TRUTH BEEKER, certain positions assumed money for snob purpose just as long as we
Liberals! let us work to banish all tyranny try and do the stoning and tongue- therein by yon need ventilation and expla· hav no better sense than to clamor for
some one to govern us. "But where on
and all discord; ·let· ns form but one so- piercing and perhaps burning of heretics nation; hence this letter.
The first bad break I find is your as earth or· in heaven or that other place oan
ciety, one great and happy family; and, if they had the power? Does it not
since human nature has but one constitu- s.onnd harsh and savage? It is a sample of snmption that the " difference between they go" to find any "constitutional
tion, let there exist in future but one law, what we may expect if that ohnroh ever the bullion value and the money value right" or authority to coin money and
it free to any class, clique, syndicate,
that of nature; but one code, that of gains control of the institutions of this ($2.17) is never redeemed." And yon issue
ban kine: fraternity, or bulltonist? "The
follow
it
up
with
the
astonishing
declarareason; but one throne, that of justice; country and the Protestants hav placed
thing cannot he did." The act is clearly
but one altar, that of union. Impostors God in the Constitution. Here is another tion: "Yet no one has ever lost one cent. usurpation. But they do it "allee samee, ''
are rising on every hand who assume to be sample of what Catholic children . are by the arrangement; it has caused a loss and then everything in sight is taxed" out
to no one." I am at a loss to account for of sight" to pay interest (tribute) to the
the confidants of God, and who, certifying stuffed with:
this lapse or limp in your lo~io-whether hold~rs of this gratuity.
themselvs as teachers of the people, hav
Some years ago, a yonth named Gus- it \vas a slip of the pen, a superficial view
In oonolnsion, allow me to say that our
opened the ways of falsehood and iniquity; tavus, who had scarcely attainen his six·
experience as a nation proves oonolnsivly
the
money
question,
or
some
other
of
they are working to destroy the fair fame teenth year,. was found dead in his chamthat stealing by or in acoor4anoe with law
of this grand republic. Oh, who oan ber, having put an end to his own existence. cause. At all events, if yon can prove is tenfold more disastrous and far-reaching
enumerate all the foolish and calamitous The nnllappy boy had become disgusted your assertion, then the industrial ele- in its dire results upon society than stealwith the world, though barely entering on ments hav no case, and it is good-bye, ing in opposition to law. Thfl idea that
acts of which a priest-ridden government its
career. What could hav led him to
there is any necessity for ·Congress to tax
oan be guilty? The evils of to-day spring commit that rasli act-that fearful crime? John, to the dream so long indulged in by any citizen to pay interest on public credit
the
humanitarian
and
philanthropist
that
from oupidity aud ignorance; men will It was incredulity-unbelief. From the
for public use to another citizen, or to a
never cease to be persecuted till they be- age of fifteen he had been what is called a the toiler would some day secure his corporation, is too ridiculous and absurd
come enlightened and wise; till they prac- Freethinker. His-father had said: "When liberty and freedom from the imposition to be entertained for a moment by any
son has passed the age of childhood, I of a tax to support a privileged class.
civilized person who has any sympathy
tice justice, founded on a knowled~e of my
will hav him choose his religion and his
or humanity in his make-up or any regard
With
regard
to
the
redemfltion
of
that
their relations and of the laws of their or- God." The time for the ohoio6 was come,
for justice, equal rights and privileges.
value
which
yon
Pay
"has
beAn
blown
into
ganization. That infernal human wretch and the unhappy youth chose for himself
The simple truth of the matter is, all this
at Wichita who said he" would like to see -death. 0 unhappy son! unhappy father! the bullion by act of Congre~s," all who are babel and jargon concerning intrinsic
Bob Ingersoll ·_stretched upon a rack;
What do you think of that for a bare- posted in the tea~hings of the new school value, preCious metal11, redeeming monev
by swapping dollars, fid money, gold
would like tci see the thumbscrews applied faced lie? · That's the kind of stnft they of financiers regard money as simply pub· basis,
parity between gold and silver, and
lie
credit
regardless
of
the
material
or
suband twisted so tight that every strug~le pounded into my head when I was a boy.
money that is good in "Ynrrup," originstance
upon
which
it
is
coined,
stamped,
would stain the instruments with his Here is another extract which I classify as
ated in the fertil brain of those who hav
or printed. The legal-tender l•tW is the been thus pensioned by law upon thfl
blood," is a type of the Christi_an monks a lie:
money function and is equivalent to a toilers in order to deceive the masses and
who dress in black and white, who advance
.Fathers and mothers, masters and mismake them think money is real wealth,
with a standard on which are printed tresses, if yon see a bad book .in the hands prom is on the part of our cttizens, through which
" pays a debt," and thus perpetuate
their
representative,
to
pav,
or
redeem,
of
your
children,
of
your
pupils,
or
servpincers, gridirons, lighted fagots, and the
their power, prestige. and reign, if yon
money
in
labor
or
its
products.
Hence
ants,
hav,
at
least,
as
much
zeal
as
Djderot
words "justice," "charity," ''mercy."
please, through .. dividends ann perthat too mnoh to ask of you? Snatch, when our agents stamp dollars on bullion,
All who, like Broth6l' Roscoe,
"We must," say they, "make an example -is
then, even as he did, snatch with indigna- silk, paper, or vellum, they simply transfer shents."
hav given the subject of finance a " proof these impious wretches and torture them tion from the hands of that young person
study know that what he calls
for the glory of God." ·This, then, is the the book in which religion is not treated the credit of the entire wealth-producing found"
"government" is a perpetual pauper that
element
of
the
nation
to
the
material
religion of peace, that meek and benefi- with respect. And yet it was his own wor~
most be supported by the wealth-procent system which yon so much extol! that the unbeliever would not snft'er h18 selected. Dollars are simply units in the ducers; hence "the province of money is
daughter
to
handle.
It
might
hav
been
This is that evangelical charity which com- said to him: "If your dootrin is fatal, as a•oending or descending scale of debts to discharge " our obligations to all who
bats Infidelity with persnasiv mildness and yon appear to acknowledge, why spread it and credits. Our government officials hav perform any service for the public. And
repays injuries with patience! Ye hypo- abroad among men? Why diftuse through- no bullion, but hav persisted, since 1792, every dollar said government transfers
free to the bullioniats, or other outside
oritsl it is thus that ye deceive ma~kind, out the great human family a poison in stamping our credit on the bullion held parties, and all money that is withdrawn
and
owned
by
individuals
and
corporathus that ye Propagate · your accursed which you considered deadly as regarded
from circulation by the government ie a
tions free, gratis, without consideration. virtual imposition of double taxation,
errors! It is thus ye preach liberty, your own?"
If the ohnroh is founded on truth, why Now, as it is impossible to transfer credit which must be discharged in labor and its
toleration, and good will toward your
are. the priests afraid of rational works? to any substance without creating its products, which alone pay all debts.
fellow-man.
.
Au revoir!
C. DuTToN.
Friends of the Liberal cause: Let us do Can the truth be htU't by all the books ·opposit, debt, it will be seen that Congress
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~AiZdren' s (Sorner.

Marry This Girl- Somebody!
the rents in my garment and there made second grade. My teacher's name was
MR. EDIToR:
the acquaintance of a handsome and ac- Miss Weiger.
I
a blue silk dress with lemon juice;
My grandpa takes THE TRUTH SEEKER, whatstained
will restore the color? I am making lots of
complished Spanish girl, whose genial
and I like to read the letters that children money selling the Climax Dish Washer. Have
Edif6d by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall and quiet self-possession would hav done hav written. He thinks it is the best pa not made less than $10 any day I worked. Every
family want a Dish Waslier, and pay.$5 quickly
l?iver; Mass,, to whom all Oommunica- honor to a princess. She was well edu- p~r that is published.
·
when they see the dishes washed and dried pertionR jor this .Oorner should be sent.
cated and spoke fine English, but her
I will close, hoping this will be worthy fectly in Ql!.e mtnute. I generally sell at every
house. lt-rs easy st lling what every family wants
mother was unable to speak any language of a place in the Children's Corner.
to buy. I sell as many washers as my brother,
HABIE'I'l'E M. DILLA
but Spanish. When we left she gave ns
and he is an old salesman I will clear $3 000 this
" Between the dark and the daylight, ·
year. By addressin~ J. H. Nolen, 60 W. Third
When the night is beginning to lqwer,
each great bouquets of lovely roses, and
Ave, Columbus, Oh10, auy one can get pat ticuComes a pause in the da:r's occur.at10ns
BUNDYBBUBG, J nne 1, 1894.
Jars
about the Dish Washer, and can do as well as
we were sorry to say adif)S to the pretty
That is known as the Children s Hour."
DEAB Miss WIXoN: .If yon will permit,
doing.
picture that the fair maiden and her proud I de,.ire to advise all yonn~ students of I am
Talk about hard times; you can soon pay o:ff.a
mortgage,
when ·making $10 a day, if you will
father
made
as
they
stood
together
in
the
Freethonght to purchase the "Age of only wor1e• and
SIPPp.
why won't people try1 when they
yard. We shall not see her again, but we Reason." This will knock all Bible inspi- have sucli good opportunities? MaGGIE
R.
We" all mustsleep
1t24
will long remember her fair face and ration deaf and dumb. Then purchase
Some side by side,
Keeler's "Short History of the Bible."
pleasant manners.
A. CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY;,
Other;in:Iands a far:
Then Waite's Historv, and by this time
It would take to'> mnch time to tell yon their minds will be stored with irrefutable
Some 'neath the tide;
I have berries, grapes. and peaches, a year oldl
as when picked. I use the Oalifornia Cola
But sleep we must,
how we ate our lunch that day, bnt you ar~nments against Christianity.
No.w, fresh
Process; do not heat or seal the fruit, just put it
Just and unjust.
little
folks,
go
to
work.
Whom
are
yon
mup
cold,
keeps perfectly fresh. an~ costs ~tlmost
would
laugh,
I
am
sure,
to
know
jnst
how
Though when, and where, and how,
nothing; you can 'Put up a bushel In tenmm:n~es.
debted to for your liberty, political and Last
it was.
In days or months or years none now
week
I sold di.J actions to over 120 famihes:
anyone will pay a do.lar for directions, when they
May know, nor time nor reckoning keep;
We inspected. the old, old:fashioned, religious? Thomas Paine.
B. o. FENTON,
see the beautiful samples of f,uit. As •here are
'Twill come upon uP unaware,
beebive-shaped oven of an old Mexican,
many people poor like myself, I consider it my
This unsought sleep.
duty to give my experience to such, and feel conwho tried to explain how bread is baked
BURLINGToN, !A., April 22, 1894.
fident anyone can make one or two hundred dolTo close
in snch a concern. His adobe hut had no
DEAB Miss WIXoN: This is my third letter lars round home in a few days. I will mail samOur eyes to earthly things,
ple of fruit and complete directions to any of
To life and love and those
windows ·and is very low in the walls, but to the Corner, and hope it is not the last. your
readers, for eighteen two-cent stamps,
We
hav
nine
schools
in
Burlington,
beWho, seeing that we wake not, weep,
which
is only the actuiiJ. coat of the samples, posno doubt is comfortable and keeps out the
Sail, silent, and mysterious sleep!
sides two colleges and the German and tage, etc., to me.
rain, when it does rain. What more can Swede schools.
1t24 MRs. WILLIAM BAIRD, E. E. Pittsburgh, Pa
Another name it hath, but here
anyone want?
I hav got a little sister two months old.
Let not that name appear;
We passed one low little· shanty, whose Her name is Eva Olark Mosena. We hav
THE
THE
It filleth us with dre11.d;
rough door was trimmed with black and had nice weather all spring. The populaLeave it unsaid.
FParful and fateful word,
white cambric. "How pathetic," we said. tion of Burlington is thirty thousand.
Well, as my letter is getting long, I will
Some day it must be heard,
AND
"Death has been here, there is the sym- close,
And wring the heart,
hoping to see this in print. I remain,
bol,
and
hearts
hav
ached,
even
in
this
Whilst lips a-tremble frame
OR
Your friend, DAisY P. E. MoSENA.
rude adobe."
The dreaded name.
"Sleep," say we then,
THE OONFUUf BimVEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
SARAToGA, WY., March 21, 1894.
Inquiry revealed that a daughter had
For sleep we must,
MY DEAB Miss WIXoN AJID READERS oF
died in the honse and the burial had taken
Just and unjust,
AND THEOLOGY.
place a week before. But the father had THE CoRNER : This is my first letter.
Nor wake again,
Papa has taken THE TRUTH BEEKER ever
And so, man born of woman, keep
been so much intoxicated since that he since it be~an, and hopes to till it stops,
By .EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
Thy pillow ready, and a whitened gown
had forgotten to remove the funeral trinl- In Saratoga we hav two churches. I hav
with a preface by
Wherein to robe thyself, ere thou lie down
mings.
never been inside of one in my life. Papa
To thy last sleep.
.H.
G.
INGERSOLL.
"Why," said our informant, "I went to has not been inside of one since 1866, and
-Dora K. Ji'reanev tn Inaepenaent.
This is the .only. work of its kind in the litera.•
the
last
time
mamma
was
in
one
was
in
a wake here not long ago-yes, a wake.
ture of Freethonght. Its arguments are. based
1880. They offered to make papa deacon upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
An infant had dit>d, and we all carried if he would join the church, but it was no to
the reader's seLse of logic and love of justice.
A Visit to San Gabriel.
something cheerful, like wine, eigarets, inducement. The church people let us It is eloquent as well as convincing.
Meeting Mrs, F. D. C., at the Southern and the like o' that. Well, what do yon alone. · They know better than to ·ask us
Price, cloth, $1. A9r'i~sTBUTH SEEKER.
Pacific railway station by appointment, think, there was mirth and a regular jig for anything ... I liv out in the mountains
the day following our trip to Pasadena, danced around the little dead baby. Why, on a farm of twelve hundred acres, fortywe rode out to San Gabriel, a little town they're glad when a kid like that dies. I five miles from the railroad, sixteen
in the valley celebrated for its old mission tell ye 'tis true. There is one less month miles from a post-office, three miles .from
a school-house, and about three miles from
A Nineteenth Century Novel.
church, which was built of adobe by the to feed. Just thiak of it! Why, even the a. neighbor. From our house we can
Franciscan fathers in 1781. The first beasts in the field mourn for the dead; and see mountains on every side. We are
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
orange grove in California, it is said, was I say that human beings are worse than twelve miles from the Divide, the backFor Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
planted here by the same old fathers a brutes a good many times. " We could bone of the Rocky mountains. Papa takes
and a younger brother who were left parentus up there hunting in summer. We raise girls
hnnifred years ago. An old grape vine, not dispute the statement.
with a little moneyh fair educationh and
horses, cattle, hay, and grain, and small less,
coura~e, to make t eir way throng;
the
much
which was also planted by these mission
We rested in the old adobe hotel, whose fruits. It is one of the h~hest cnltivatefl world by gom_g to Ohicago. 'I he author Is also
fathers, still grows and bears fruit in the walls were two feet and a half in thickness. ranches in Wyoming. The elevation is the heroine. The narrative is, in the main, a hisof a w;orking-girl'slife an_d ElXPerience in. the
rear of the old adobe hotel. They brought There are few permanent or transient · 7,550. We liv on a creek all by ourselvs tory
city of Chicago among bluff busmess-men, kmdfolks, and disreputable hypocrite. It is
hearted
I called Calf Creek. I hav one brother,
the cuttings from Spain, and the fruit is
guests here, but many co.me ~rom day to Frankie, and a sweet baby sister. I alil just such a story of human life as we should exstill known as the "missinn grape." The day and hav regular Spamsh dmnPrs.
pect
Oolonel
to be interested in: and
twelve years old, and would like to corre- whatever he Ingersoll
admires and appreciates iR sure to
old padres here first made wine for their
Here we saw a man from the East who spond with some of the other readers of be worth the attention of the rest of the wo>rld.
own use, for who ever saw a padre that disappeared from his E~tern ~ome .twent~-~ the C~~ner '!er;r much. I hav the "Story Price, 25 CAnts. Address
"'EEKER
THETRUTHn
.
did not like wine?
five years ago an.d has smce hved m Cah- H;our:
It 18 JUSt lov~ly. Our sc~ool_be
The old church with its four big bells is f
· ha ing had no communication with gms m May. F~ankle ~n!'J. I driv~ m a
orma, v .
.
.
cart. I would like to JOlD the Liberal
antique, but not more curious than any home
and friends m all that time. They ' Correspondence Olub, but I am not old
other church. A notice on the do •r read: probably think he is dead and no doubt enough yet. As my letter is getting long
ARGUMENT
"Call at the priest's house," which we hav regretted his untimely fate in a for- I will close now, remaining your Liberal
IN THE
obeyed, and in response to our rap there eign land. Yet, here he is in San Gabriel. friend,
MAUDE W. JoNES.
came to the door an old Spanish woman
After more frolics with the Mexican
who seemed not to be able to speak girls, who· could only say one wor~ in
At Morristown, N. J.
1
En~rlish and ha.,ded us a note which, de- English and that was "Yes," and they an- I
This is the greatestargument ever made in a case
ciphered. reai: "Church builit in 1781. swered yes to eve~ything, • we strolled i
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
Twenty-five cents admission.'' "Twenty- along toward the sta•10n, for It was nearly ;
long as the Ohristians use force to repress free
PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE
>peech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its elofiTe centR to see thll inside of that old train time. Passing the old church again; ·
quence never equaled. Wherever Ohristian.Persecution is going on this argument should be
adobe? No," said Yokohama. "Rather
freely circulated, read to the Ohristians, and. exlriv two-bits to the children. Come away."
'ounded on every occasion.
In p&ver, 25 cents: in cloth, 50 cents
The old Spanish ~uenna looked dism~yed "here's our chance." The priest was ex- 1
•.<~<i•,.••
'!'Rill 'l'RnTR Rlllll!KRIR
and angry as we walked on, noting the plaining to his visitors while we stood beAND
different roses that olambered to the top hiQd, laughing at his unconsciousness of Views of Speaker's Platform
of the house, the humming-bird in the onr presence. There really was nothing
1
honeysuckle, and the geranium ten feet in particnlar to see there, only pictures, lj
AN
A OOLLEOTION OF
high and the air of stillness all about. the altar, and Catholic images.
The Assemblage.
The inhabitants hav the most listless and
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS
"Those old priests-ah, they manage to
__
FOR
the sleepiest aspect-at least, those we saw get the best of everything, don't they?" What they are:
did. We called on the Mexicans in their Ani! then Yokohama, with a roguish laugh,
Liberal and Ethical Societies~ for Schools
huts and played with the babies, all idle said, '• Bnt they didn't get the best of us 1. View of the Stand, with the speakers
and the Home.
and other occupants standingl showing Coloand good-natured as the blooming roses. though." We mounted the outer stone
net Ingersoll, President Row ey, 1:!- P. Put-With Music Written to All the Songs.nam, T. B. Wakeman, et al.
I remarked that thll folks were like lilies- stairway and looked away out on a beautiOOIIPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN
toiling not nor spinning-but yet they ful picture and queried whether the place 2. Colonel. Ingersoll Causes n Smile. Prh~. Sl.!ln
"'"" ""'lA o.t TlfTR oli'P.Tn••.
were not al'rayed like these glorion" blos- was named in honor. of Gabriel of trumpet 3. Pre~ident Rowley Addresses the As·
soms, Still they were decently appareled, fame and if it was expected th"t sometime
semblage.
ASECULAR MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL
The saloons-a'ld we noted several- the old saint would sound his trumpet
•
AND
4 Mr. Pntoam Reads A Poem,
seemed to be thriving, but we saw no from the top of the old mission church.
drunkenness, and we learned that there
OOLLEOTION OF SF£1JLAR HYMNS.
5. Mr. Wakem·m Talks of LiJkrty, SciS.H.W.
ence and Humlinity.
are only two policemen in S~~on Gabriel.
By A. R. AYRES.
We chatted w1th more Mexican women
" A good book written with a purpose."
Correspondence.
6. The Paine Monument, as it app3ared
who were washing onder a tree, and these
May 30th wreathed in fiowers anil tearing
Price, 25 cents.
mottoeq. No other picture of the Monum~nt
WATERLoo, IND., April 4, 1894.
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DEAR Miss WIXoN: This is is my first
babies cried when they saw us ~~ond we gave
letter
to
the
Children's
Corner.
I
hav
7. Paine Homestead as it appears now.
•
•
them the nickels the church wanted.
been going to write long before this. I
These are splendid photo~ra.php, .They were
IC IO II.
After a little talk with a man who used will be eight yAars old June 12th.
all t>ken at the comm~Jlloratlve exermses at New
to take the Boston Investigator and adBY DR. J. H. ~NJ>J!:NJLU.L,
My aunt Lizzie has a little baby girl not t~oche.le on May?ut.b, and are historicaUy, patJ:;l·
an 1 artistically vei,'Y. valuable and will
mired Ingersoll, we wandered on to a field a week old. I think they are going to otica.lly,
be prized by thousands of Libera's who revepe
THlll
name
her
Ruth
or
Maude.
She
has
black
where there were some old adobe ruins,
the g nin~
honor
memory
of Thomas
Paine
Mis•and
Levin
has the
"pared
no pains
to IPake A 8 t ronorn 1PJJ·1 ~nil
l""r_•fM Astrolog'c
~
hair.
My
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is
in
Waterloo,
with
my
and I wrecked my gown in getting throug-h
them worthy the subj!lct an~ th~ occasion. T.lie
al Or I gin pf fH Religions.
grandpa and grandma.
photograph • are 8x10 mches In size au d the pnce
.
a barbPd-wil'e fence, but did not mind it
I hav just one little sister. I went to 1s seventy-five cents each.
Explanatory n1)t~a COIIJ.piled ~d &11'anged l r
when we called at a pretty frame house for school in Jackson, but I d_on't think:): will
· · · 4-ddress TH-;s 'f!~t=~r.ll';~~ )~rk, . t.> elate Jonat:~r!~Ro~~i:RWr"fi 5~;:'JIIB,
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Modern Marriage.
By EMILE ZOLA.
Translated !'rom the French 1>11 Bent. B. Tuclrer·
In this his. latest story Zola takes four typical
marrial!"es-one from the nobility, one from the

bourgecnS'le. one from the ]Ietty bourgeotste and

one from theworking-people-:.and describes With

&11 the power of big wondrous art, how each'orig-

inates, by what motive each is inspired, how each
is consummated, and how each results.
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APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS:THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
An important and remarkable revelation con
earning the life and times of Apollonius of
Tyana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
century. It is here claimed that his life and
teachings were apprQpriated and utilized by the
formulators of the Christian reliEion in the interest of so-c&lled Christianity. The plagiarism
is ma dll_pl&in in this brief histor~ of Apollonius
espec&illy in view of the historical references and
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonius
was suppressed.
Frice, :1.5 cents.
.
Address
THE TBUTH BEEKER.
118 L&f&vette place, New YorkOiti

THE AGNOSTIC ANNUAL
FOR-

iS 94.

Edited by CHARLES A. WATTS,
CONTENTS:
The True History of the Bible Prof. Edwin
Johnson; A Practical V1ew of Life, Charles Watts;
The Dpcadence of the Old '.rheology, Mrs. E.
Lynn Linto'!,i Inspiration tn Eztremfs, Samuel
Laing; 'I he uospel of Love, A Poem, Capt. w. B.
McTaggart; A!l"n stic T,nes, R. Bithell, B.Bo.,
Ph.D.; On l:'lpintual Wickedness in High Places,
Edward Clodd; A Pries< of Nature, a. Poem,
Hon C. K. Tuckermn.n; The Dream of Immortality, Frederick Millltr; Is Immortality a Dream,
w.
Stewart Ross (•Madinl; Practical Consequences of A~nosticism, F J. Gould; The Religious Propenstty, Furneaux .lordan, F.R.C.B.
Prioe, :1> Cents.
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PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The ·Bible or Nature: A Contribnti01
to the Religion of the Futnre. Cloth. $1.

'l'he Secret of. thtl East; or, The Origix

of the Christian lteligion and the Significanc•
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth. $1.

Physical Education; or, The He!llth-Lawt

By R. WHEELER.
This book 18 lust what Hs title implies-thumping wha.cks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was &false prophet, that the gospels
are not authentic, aud th&t ChristianitY. is &borrowed system of religion. That the B1ble is not
ln aooord with Science, that the &tonement
scheme is futile and foolish. &nd that religion is
not &real benefit to ma.n.
Frice, 20 cents, six for $1.
AililrRRR 'I'Hlil THITTH ,.141li.Kli.R.

FILE BINDERS.
ThosewhopreservethevolumesofTKETBUTll
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ALilieralliving in Michigan said once that he wou.ld ldve $25 &
n&r to have the Orimes of Pie&ehers recorded, as the frequent l&psea
of 'rirtne of the ministel"l! showed how little value Ohriati&nit:r
possesses to m&ke men mora.L.
,...,_We have just issued the Fourth Edition of the book doine thb.
..uo additions for this new edition of the

Crimes of Preachers"

· abowll nearly 400 Clllles of ministerial conduct. While those in prenoua editions show th&i within • few years &b&ut

Louisiana

of one kind or another of criminal conduct. Mo~t. of the crimea
&re against women, fQr the fair sex are at once thJ weakness &nll
the strength of the church-" the churuh" meaning of course the

Fr-ank Weaver, Box 150, Petersburg.
Indianapolis News Co., 55 Mass. av., Indianapolis.
AI. J. Dwyer, 226Baronne st.,NewOrleans.
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price tbe same, 25 cents. Bend for .. co roy, &nd confountl the chnroh~
mPn. Show them just what sor• of soamps &re tbe cler~ry who have
Jlosed the World's Fair en Sunday. because it is oo holy a day th ..t to look upoo m&chlner;r or
llaiintings in this period is "immoriiJ.."
·
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Containing in condensed and systematized form &
vast &mount of evidence against the superstitious dartrines of Christianity. As & book of reference and aid
to &11 truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classillc~tioP
of subjects makes it & hand-book. Asingersolls&id of
Paine'll "Age of Reason.:' it enables somebody in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
varietY of subloots incluae &11 the dllpUted points between Christianitv &nd Freethoqgbt
'l
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PEN PICTURES OF THE WORLD'S FAIR.
.By SAMUEL P. PUTN~M.

J. I. Frenhanf, Omaha.
G. A. Howe, York.
J; S. Stott, So. Omaha.

It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yat
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inau~nration ceremonies, gives
the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
of the Sunday-openers; describes th~ varione buildings and what they contain, and is,
vll in all, the very best pictnre of the Fair that can be painted with a pen.
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Felix L. Oswald, P.O.Box 700, Cincinnati.
Larwood, Day&Co., 259Snperior,Clevel'd.
N. Hexter 342 Superior st., Cleveland.
Standard News Co., 14 W. Tnsc st, Canton.
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ILLUSTRATED.
.A. MA.P OF JACKSON P.A.R.i:, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
.A. BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF T.HE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.
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S.C. Blake, 503 Kearney st., SanFrancisoo.
C. E. D~an, 334 Montgomery st , Man
FranCll!Co.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
Angeles.
Max NewsStand, 102 N. Main,LosA.ngeles.
$1.00
J. E. Matthews, Eureka.
Eclectic Book Store, Los Angeles.
Sent Post Paid
Shaw & Gregg, Broadway opp. Central
Bank, Oakland.
TORTURE INSTRUMENTS employ:ed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries for
S. D. Schoenfeld, Red Bluff.
the Promulgation of Christianity. Being the Nuremberg Collection, &nd including specimens from
Canada
The Holy Inquisition.
P. C. Allen, 35 King st., Toronto.
THIRTY-FIVE. ILLUSTRATIONS.
John McKenna, 80 Yonge st., Toronto.
fulanish Collar, Thumbscrew, Iron Colllol' the Rac11...the Iron Crown Leg Orush!ll', the Stocks
Colorado
the Heretic c ..tcher..t. the Iron BOot, the .l:lot 'Mitt'!,~;~;, a Mouth-]lear (gag), hon Masks recommendPd
J Nowland & Co., 400 Harrison IW Lead- by the ln!l.uisition, nrea.king and Burning_on the wheel, the Ducking Oage, the Ch&eiity .Belt for
ville.
·•
women, tlie Spider the Iron Virgin U!> to D&te. the Execution Bell etc.
"I used to re&a in books," says Oolonel Ingersoll, "how our fathers Pllrsecuted mankind Bat I
Stanchfield & Co., 200 Union ave. Pueblo. never
appreciated it. I re&d it, lint it did not burn 1tself into my soul. I did not really apprecl&te
9· Smi~ & Son, 385 Larimer st.,'Denver. the mfa.mies that have been committed in the name of religion until I saw the iron &r11uments thaG
·
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J. C. Richey, 309 Harrison ave., Leadville. Christians used."
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C. Denell, Marshalltown.
By ABA AUGER.
Franklin
Steiner,
Box 882, Des Moines.
A condensation of the fundamentn.l arguments Clarence Brown, Avoca.
aga.i.nst Christianity.
A Very Good Little Misstona;y Work.

1894.

H. Carr & Son, 1775 Westminster st.,
Providence.
Tennessee

D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
Texas

E. H. Andrae, 916 Main st., Dallas.
J. R. Humphrey, _Waco.
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RELICION A CURSE,•
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.
Sy .Sa~ uel P. Putl'\•l'Yl·
.Deatoa.tell to the Amertoa.n OongreBB, or 1892. tohtoh tor the Bai:e o.1 Reltuton, Btabbea IAberw
to the Heart.

Utah

A work burning with indignation inspired by the Congressional act closing the World's Fair
Margett Bros., 76 Main st., Salt Lake City. on Sunday-an
act which praotically united thegov.. rnment and the Christian church.
J. W. Wilkinson.! ..Logan.
To which is added llr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian
"•rg•nia
Mrs. E D. Slenker, Snowville.
Exposition Committee of the House of Repr.esentatiTes against Sunday closing.
E. J. Brady, Richmond.
.A.J.so the following Essays and Poems by Mr. Putn&tn, which have never before been put in
Washington

C. B. Reynolds, 420 No. L st., Tacoma.
J. F. Riggs, Seattle.
E. Rkamser, BnckiAy.
Sutton & Allairs, 104 So. 2d st., Seattle.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
Jb- II. D.A.BOOOK. Prioe, 15 oente.

book form: Orthodoxy; Freethought; M!!-n, Not God (writ~en for a :paine anniverslol'Y); The Statue
of LibertLand Thom&S l'ame; &_11uem wntten for the openmg_exermses of the Silverton, Ore., Freethought H&ll; Death and Life; The Golden Age; Shut the Door (& poem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Ph!laclelphia, in 1876).
The ma.in essay in this work iR one of the strongest arraignments ever made of tt e religion
which cra.mps and fetters the minds of the people of this COUll try. It should be distributed widely.
b has been commended in the highest terms as it appelol'ed in TBll: TBUTB Sli:UBB and we hope every
reader will buy a copy to lend his neighbor &nd lol'Ouse thought.
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cent~~:
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,]few I}ubZ oations.
Unless otherwi8e specified, all publications noticed here can be had oj THE
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
named.
PEBBLES FRnM THE pATH OF A PILGRIM.
By Harriet B. Hastings Boston: H. L.
Hastings. Oloth, Illus., Price $1.50.
These pions stories-printed on very
heavy paper, with extra wide margins, and
attractivly bound in blue, with back and
side titles in silver and white-are not particularly apoetizing or nutritions reading
for healthy men and womE>n. No doubt
Mrs. Hastings feels deeply for the suffering and is ready to help them as best she
can, but her E<xtreme credencivness makes
her a very unsafe guide for the young.
She evidently has a most. flevont faith in
"Providence," seeing in the simplest coincidences which re•nlt in advantage to
her or her family or friendH the soecial interposition of the hand of God. Upon the
whole, the book is morb1d and unhealthful in tone, and reeks with superstition.
Is THE BmLE A REVELATION FROM GoD?
Dialogs Between a Skeptic and a Christian. By Charles 1'. Gorham. London:
Watts & Co. Oloth. Price, 75 cents.
This is a calm, dispassionate, conserva:
tiv examination of the various claims
made by those defenders of the Bible who
assert that it is a direct and unerring revPlation from a God of infinit wisdom, goodness, and power. The champions of opposing views are old fellow-students in a
Bible claas, who hav met after a separation
of some years, the Agnostic having the
evening before listened to an address by
the Christian at a mission hall. The latter
talks like many others who in these days
try to separate primitiv from historical
Christianity, and who, as they think, are
able to discriminate between '' chnrchism"
and the "true faith" as God has revealed
it. He says:
·
"I belong to no denomination whatever.
I am simply a Christian believer, deriving
my faith from the word of God direct. I
do not believe in man-made creeds,
church councils, infallible popes, Westminster Confessions, or Thirty-nine Articles. I take my stand upon the revelation
of God given to man in Jesus Christ, as
recorded in holy scripture."
From this point of view Ainslie defends
Christianity and Franklin criticises it.
Among the special subjects discussed are
"The 'authorized' and the • revised' versions," ''divine inspiration," '' faith,"
'' reason," '' The ways of God," ''God's
treatment of the Egyptians," " progressiv
revelation," "verbal inspiration," "defect
of argument from analogy," "object of
the apparent cruelty," "the Jewish Sabbath," "divine and human morality,"
"witchcraft," "Christ's knowledge not
perfect," '' the miraculous conception,"
"the inspiration of the gospels," " the
temptation," "eternal pnnishment," etc.
We hav space for only a few of the titles.
The work is a good one to put into the
hands of a man who is willing to read both
sidee. Some will do that who could not be
persuaded to examin an ex parte argument
against a cherished creed.
THE NEw AGE oF REASON. By Augustus
Watters, Author of "The Vale of Ramapo,"" A Newark Knight," etc. Newark, N. J. Paper. Price, 50 cents.
This lively and logical little book is a
. collection of poetry and prose, beginning
with a poem on Gwrdano Bruno and ending with an invocation to Ernst HaeckeL
Mr. Watters shows how little the God
idea can help us, in this striking passage:
"A God beyond the reach of reason
would be of no service to man whatever.
On this account theolugians constantly
fall back on the humanity of Christ, and
even hail it as his crowning attribute."
All who are familiar with Christtan ar~n
ments will smile at this neat characterization: "According to f11.ith, the good which
Christians do is not done by tue man but
by the Ohribtian; but the evil which Christians do is not done by the Christian but
by the man."
"The New Age of Reason" is largely
a summary and concise exposition of the
ideas of Ludwig Feuerbach, as expre~sed
in his "Essence of Religion," and "Essence of Christianity." Here is a choice
thought: "The work of reason, in relation to religion, is to destroy an illusion,
and an illusion which is profoundly injurious. Supernaturalism in theory becomes
antinaturalism in practice. In short,
we need only to invert the religions relations and the unclouded light of truth
stream~ in upon us." ·Here is a paragraph
which will well bear quotation: "Professor Caird says that without a knowledge
of God religion is impossible [commended
to those .modern Christians who try to
prove that religion is conduct]; because
when we admit that he is unknowable we,
in fact, admit that he is (to us) nonexistent. A more devout believer in a

God never lived than Thom.~s Paine.
Like Job, he declared that God was
everywhere visible in the material world.
But the sad truth is that he is nowhere
visible in the material world. Ontside the
.mmd of man there is no God. NatnrP,
the only conceivabl.e personality besides
man, has n1-ither re"ason nor feeling, and
the long hiitory of the animate kingdom
is the history of suffering and death. The
fact that the sun shines alike upon the evil
and the good shows that nature has no
more regard for a saint than for a demon."
Of the terrible evils resulting from permitting the brains of the children to be
poisoned by religions teachings our author
says: "Here are the brains of the men
and women of the future hopelessly
warped, and false ideas are implantPd
which not all the scientists in the world
will be able ever after to remove. Even
the splendid intellect of a man like Byron
was irretrievably injured by the lurid imaginings of an old Scotch nuree. And
Cowper, who wrote that noble phrase, 'I
would not number in my list of friends
the man who wantonly sets foot upon a
worm,' died in an asylum, from the effect
of imbibing John Calvin's views on predestination. The father of the aasassin of
Garfield was a Bible lunatic, and the Ron,
who was a membf'r of the Young Men's
Christian Assodation, simply followed in
his tracks." We confess ourselvs wholly
unable to understand the mental processes
by which Freethinking parents justify
themselvs in sending their ~>hildren to re·
ligiousschools. Such conduct fills us with
inexpressible pain and horror.
Why
should the plastic brain of the innocent
child be thus bound in the compress of a
fossil creed, its moral and emotional nature be exposed to the deadly contagion of
hypocrisy and antiuatura.lism? Why?
"The. New Age of Reason" is a book
wPll worth reading.

out, t.he book is weighted with beauty and
power-all sirnply narrated but spiritedly
imbued with that earnestness ot knowledge
whose brush dips deeply into a pigment of
which the merest touch is a life·colorsnre, firm, glowing. Helen Gardener's
"An Unofficial Patriot" paints the truest
of world-patriots. and the story thereo1 iA
in every sense delightful.
The publishers hav printed the book
with their accustomed care. The general
effect is that of artistic clearness- a! ways
resultant in attractivness for every reader.
The copy before us is of sage-green, neatly
titled in silver.- Boston Ideas.

Remarkable Preservation
is a characteristic of Borden's Peerless
Brand Evaporated Cream. Always the
same; is perfectly pure; entirely wholesome; free from substances foreign to
pure milk. A perfect product accomplished by a scientific process.

Books by Helen H. Gardener-

The test of worth in literature lies in
the degree to which an author has
carried out a definit, well-considered purpose. The value of a book, in a general
iiew Edition, Revised and Enla:tgeQI..
sense, depends of course on the depth of
the purpose and the scope of its applicability as made possible in its expression.
Helen Gardener has already proven the
Intro<luction by
keenness of her perceptions in the pointing
ROBERT
G. INGERSOLJ.,.
out of the salient features needing attack
and attention in our modern problems; she
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cen ta.
has proven her broad logical capacity in
1t'1w 'Prade SuiJ'IJliea at Svecial Dtscounu
the vigorous consistency wfth which she
has presented phaees of these problems to
the publie; and the wide reading accorded
them proves her exceptional power for attractton and impression-for her works
hav accomplished a vast deal of good.
She has covered broad grounds and has
treated trem most forcefully. But on \ l!'J~Bcmatmg Story of Radical Truths on
some ground~ nothing that she has ever
Religion and Social Matters.
done will equal in eloquence her presenta,l\'rioo, cloth. IU : DanAr. 50 cents.
tion of our civil wal;' problem as given us
in her new volume, ''An Unofficial Patriot."
Not in so many words does she discuss all
sides of the question, but the spirit of the
author pervades with its consciousness. all
reference with such infinit power that the
.A. NE'W NOVEL.
question as a whole touches magically the
consciousness of the reader and opens it
Paper, 50 cents.
Priae. cloth, $1.
to the perception of the grand philosophical foundations of the author's convictions. In its scope ann power It is unrivaled among war stories It embodies so
forcefully the soul of the whole matter.
SHORT STORIES.
Others hav recorded facts and bav given
Paper, 50 cents.
interpretations and prophecies, varying in
Price, cloth $I.
breadth anrl power; but Helen Gardener's
trt.atment is from the stantipnint of the
self-conscious soul viewing its own conditions and phases of expression after having attained knowledge through experiCONTENTS:
ence. This self-conscious soul being the A Splendid Judge of a Woman The Lady of the
Club-Unrler Protest -For the Prosecution-A
progrPssiv body of thoRe struggling days
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House
in whictJ. the spirit of freedom was striving
Mystery The Time- Lor.k of Onr Anfor expression in the only avenues then
cestors- Florence Campbell's
Fate-My Patient's Fate.
open to its surging tide.
Pri~e. paper. 50 cents; cloth, $1.
The central character, Griffith Davenport, is a grand type of the progressed
manhood of those days. A Virginian
slave owner by inheritance, a Methotlist
clergyman by conviction, a broad thinker
CO:DITENTB:
by natnre. a nobleman at heart, the pictef•ce-The F•ction of FiotionR-A Day in Court
ure of his life is an inspiring one, and P.-Throw
o in Wi•h the City's Dead-An lrrespon ible Educat•d Cla•s-The Moral Remost eloquently detailed. Helen Garsp"nsibillLY of Woman in Hereditydener is herself a Virginian, therefore the
Won,anasanAnnPx -Sex in Brainmasterly depiction of the conscienceHeredity in , ts Relations to a
Double Standard of Moralsproblem of the unselfish, truehearted
Divorce and the ProSoutherners who wished to do what wall
posed Nati mal Law
right and yet who had not the heart to
-Lawsuit or Legacy-Coml)lon I
cast their slaves into the deplorable condi·
Sen~:~~e In
tions alone allowed them by the laws of
Surgery.
their own and of Northern states-a sort
Cloth, 11; paper, 50 cents.
of non-existence-will be appreciated for
its faithfulness to actualities. The whole
Southern problem is laid out clearly before
the eyes of the mind, with the general and
he personal elements most delightfully
elaborated. The quality of pleasure afforded, it is indeed difficult to express;
By HELEN H. GARDENER.
but the book is so perfectly the expre•sion
of united spirit, soul, and body that all One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, ana
natures will both enjoy and appreciate the
Strongest Lectures Against
flavor of its power as a soul-picture. The
the Bible.
·
character-sketch of Abraham Lincoln will Every Woman Should Read It
giv a keen pleasure to every patriotic
·
and
mind and heart-illustrating so well the
great leader's devotion to the Union I
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.
From its opening chapter and throughprovin~
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IS THIS YDUB SOB. MY LOBD 1

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?

Pushed by Unseen Hands.
.A. Thoughtless Yes.

Facts arid Fictions of Life.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

TRY to fit a hand with five fingers into a
glove with four. Your difficulty aiJtly
parallels the difficulty of putting a complex conception into a mind not having
a proportionately complex faculty.-Herbert Spencer.
THERE is a great peril in having morality
made an appendage of a set of theological
mysteries, because the mysteries are sure,
in time, to be dragged into the open air of
reason, and moral truth crumbles away
with the talse dogmas with which it had
got mixed.-_John Morley.
AND, I pray yon, with a view to the
future, near and remote, let not so real a
thing as marriage hav aught to do with
such a sham thmg as a priest. Let not
so holy thing as love touch sttch an unholy
and meanly mercenary thing a_s a flamen
who mutters over a ritual of bondage for
fees. If a marriage be perpetrated by a
priest for lucre, what marvel if for lucre it
eventuate in prostitution? Keep away
from that divinest of all obligations, matrimony, all taint of the dross of the metal
of your smelting-pot; Children born of
those who come together for caste are as
hard and inhuman as a half-crown, as unspiritual. and uninteresting as a pawnbroker's ledger.-Saladin.
THAT the individual may reach the highest expression of his power, .he must develop that which is part of his own nature.
Each and all of you should learn to value
and to use your own individuality. If in
your youth you try to put it from you, so
as to pare yonrselvs down to a sort of
common denominator, you come as near
as may be to the intellectual standard of
that " base Indian " who "threw a pearl
away richer than all his tribe." The
fable of the fox who lost his tail is not
merely a nursery myth; it has its analog
in those persons of to-day who try to persuade the men and women of strong-er
gifts of individuality than their own to deprive themselvs voluntarily of this auperiority.-Henry lrvina~
DENOMINATIONS afiiict the spirit. They
.pare down spontaneity and d•scourage rebellion. The men who hav the denominational temperament giv the inetitntion
priority over the principle which was its
only excuse for being. Why should not
the individual keep the reins in his own
hands? If there is to be authority let him
choose it. If leaders are required, let
him decide hour and person. When the
occasion for leadership is past, let the
leader retire or be dismissed.· Do 1not giv
to his pleasure your eternal welfare.
When he would operate you rather than
co-operate with yon, teach him, even with
whip, if need be, that yon are master of
yourself, and that if he forces yoti to contend for self-mastery, all power that he
compels you to exercise against him is
jnstified.-H01·ace L. Traubel.
ONLY two . theories of the springs of
action in humanity hav ever been promulgated. . One is the rational th~ory which
we call hedonism, and which rightly recognizes that pleasure and pain are, and mn11t
ever be the sol~ guides of voluntary acts
for all sentient beings, be they p1gs or
philosophers, saints or starfish. The other
is the irrational theory taking its or1gm in
theological concepts (though, with cheap
imitation thinkers like Carlyle, it often
outlive 1ts source), the theory which maintains that the universe was created by one
or more superior beings, who hate pleasure
and love pain, or who dispense them by
caprice, aL d who desire that some or all of
their creatures should suffer abundantly.
This is the theory, 110 well set forth (though
by a smug optimist poet) in Caliban upon
Setebos; it lies at the root of all religions
thinking, and in its rigorously logical
development it is known to us as Calvmism.-Grant Allen.
THE last thing that it would be proper
for me to do would be to speak of the work
of my life, or to say at the end of the day
whether I think I hav earned my wages or not. Me• are said to be partial jud~es of
themselvs. .Youn_g men may be, I doubt
if old men are. Life seems terribly foresbortened as they look back, and the
mountain they set themselvs to climb in
youth turns out to be a mere spur of immeasurably higher ranges, when, with failing breath, they reach the top. But if I
may speak of the objects I hav had more
or less definitly in view since I began the
ascent of my hillock, they are briefly
these: To promote the increase of natural
knowledge and to forward the application
of scientific methods of investigation to all
the problems of life to the best of my
ability, in the conviction, which has grown
with my growth and strengthened with my
strength, that there is no alleviation for
the sufferings of mankind excepting veracity of thought and action, and the resolute
facing of the world as it is when the garment of make-believe by which pions
hands hads hav hidden its uglier features.
is stripped ofi.-Projessor Huxley.
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"CoLONEL's goin' to run ·for office."
"How d? you know?" "Bought a barrel
o' whisky, ~BVd ten dollars to the orphan
a~ylum, an'painted the church!"-.Atlanta

Gonstituto.o "·
DEACON: "I WBS terribly shocked, my
dear, to discover on my way home from.
church a match game of foot-ball being
played on the vacant lot near the park."
Wife : "Was it that which makes you so
very late, deacon?."-Texas f5ijtings.
"BAY, uncle Moses, how did de Lawd
make de berry fmit man?" "Why, he
done made him out of de earf, ob de mud:
dat's how he made him." ''Den w'y do an'
he make 'em o11t o' mud no mo?'' "'Cause
de Lawd doan' nebber do noffin' extrabagant, my chile. Land aint as cheap as it
was for' de .war; fust thin~ you know some
white pusson'd buy up all de mud and put
a stop to de pJperlation, and then where'd
we be? De Lawd am the best jedge ob
how to go;about his own business, an' dey
ain't no uster sayin' no·mo'."
THE OELTIO ADAM.

An English gentleman, sojourning in the
vicinitv of Glenadam, made the acquaint-·
ance of a "sma' laird" of the neig-hbor-·
hPod. While walking through the glen
one day the Englishman said: "Pray, Mr.
Campbell, can you tell me why this glen
is ci!.lled Glenadam ?"
"On, ay," was the reply, "I can tell
you that; but I thocht it was shenerally
kent."
••Indeed. Well, I am in ignorance as
to the origin of the name."
. The Celt cast a pitying look on the Sassenach, and then, in a tone of deep gravity said: "Adam wass porn here."
He fell back a pace t<l enj 'lY the lrwk of
amazement on the Englishman's face.
"Adam! What Adam?" asked the
stranger.
'' Adam, the Adam -the fery first man
as wass porn into the world alive, man."
''But, my good sir, I always understood
it was in Mesopotamia our first pnent
arose."
"Och, sir, this iss a -popylar error that
bass pen redd up long ago. Adam wass
porn here in Glenadam, and he wass the
first mitn that spoke the Gaelic."
Highly amused at the implicit faith the
laird manifested in this legend, bnt st1ll
preserving. his gravity, the Englishman
said: "Then, of course, Eve was born
here also?"
"No, she wassna. She cam' frae farrer
north-aboot Tobermory way."
''Then we are standing now in the Garden of E.den ?"
•' Deet are we, sir; ant here Adam and
Eve lifed fery happy thegither till that
nasty affair wi' the serpint. They were
neffer like theirsel's efter that. Ant then
their auldest laddie, Cain McA.dam, went
to the bad, an' wass a sair, sair trial to his
parents. He went frae bad to worse, till
wan day, whan he wass working in . the
ktlil-yard wi' hi9 younger brither, he up
wi' his spade, and brocht the puir laddie a
terrible clamhewit on the head that kilt
him deid."
"What a trial to his parents," said the
stranger, in a symp"thetic tone.
"Deet ye may say tat, sir. The auld
wife cried the coronach ower the bairn till
she was as roopit as a craw, and wass like
to greet the fery een oot o' her heid."
"Naturally."
"Weel, she took to the dram for comfort like, an' her pair man had a terrible
time o't wi' her till she ran away wi' an
auld pack man they ca'd Methusalum."
"Methuselah was a nativ of the glen
also?"
"Hooch na; he was a Paisley body tat
traveled wi' winceys o' his Bin weavin'."
"And what became of poor Eve, Mr.
Campbell?"
"Oigh, oigh, she had an awfu' ent. It
was a fine munelie-ht nicht when she took
the roa l wi' the packma:J., au' when they
:.{Otto the neid o' the glen her heart failed
her, an' she turned ronnd t'l go back to
her guid man when a' at wance she was
changed into a pillar o' saut."
"Really, Mr. Campbell, there must be
some mistake here."
"No on my side o' the road, sir."
"But we rAad in Gdnesis that it was
Lot's wife who was so (JUui-hed for looking
back on the cities of the plain."
"Maybe; but that will be madl3 a' richt
in the neist version. My ain grandfather
minded fine o' the muckle saut rock him-
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work. 'fo counteract itA effectH the Catholim
Handbook of Freethought. By W. S.
~ircriiltted a story that Mnria Mqnk w!'" "nc
Bell. Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
better than she shoul<l he," but tnve.tlgltttnn
diRclose.I that her "child of •hame" WRH nonr·
Pleasure and Progress: An Attempt to
other th11.n the child of her priest-seducer
Prove that the Pursuit of Pleasure is the sine
PriCe, paper, 50 cents; clotb 75 cents.
qua non of Intelleotual, Moral, •.nd Social
Development. and that the Promotion of &.uricular Confes~ion und Popish Nun·
Pleasure is the Duty of Philanthrop:y and
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
Statesmanship. Ry Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
vear• a confessing prieet. A revelation of tl)e
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Jicentl<lUS
{'TaCtiCPS Of the pries~S and nUll~ II\
The Creation of God~ Tracing the GodtheHe religtoUH brothels. There li no qucsttnn
Ide to Its Source. By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
th~tt Ex rriest Hoga,l knew the truth of .the
Cloth. $1; paper, 50 cents.
tai<·H of vtce. se<lnction,andinfKnVci<le he gtyf'>
Resurrection of Jesus. By Don Allen.
in t'1is volume, and equallv llwre lS no QIWHtlon
that if the ]leople generallv knew of tit em, C~
Cloth, 75 cents; cloth, 40 cents.
tholi<'ism wonl<l not be given the VltBt ~tmnunts
Facts and Fictions of Life. By Helen
of m~rwy now n.I)owed it bv our varionH r"itv
H. Gardener. Cloth, $1i paper, 50 cents.
gcw<,rnments. Pnce, paper, i'>O cents, cloth 7~
Woman, Chnrchi an1l State. By Matilda
11
Joslyn Gage. 0 oth, $2; leather, !J!:J.
ri;~ P1·iest in Ab~olut.ion. A Review of
The Church and Freethonght. By Frankthe Hrstcnl of aur.icnlar COJ?~fe,RHion. !JI''Indi TJI2'
lin Steiner. Paper, 10 cents.
copious cxtr:tets from the ConfeHRtollnl V1"··
The Giant Delusion. One of Otto Wettm•si<<·<l," frntn the "l\Tnster Key to l'orwr ,
<·tc. The worl< iR a protc-Ht at.:ainstand ltllll PI"""
stein's Friendly Arguments with the Spirituto c,v.,ry American citi~en to examine "!Lrefn_lh
alists. Paper, 10 cents.
nnrl t\wn({htfnlly a rel.igionH HYH.te!p. so lnV"flV•
Bible Inquirer. By Andrew Jacobson.
,,f
l•nV:WS"! so powerful lor evtl Ill hcentt0 1 "
Paper, 25 cents.
han,!,, so fraught with danger to fem>Lle moe!·
Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
esty, to the ingenuo1_1s openness of yont.h,
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cent>.
anrl to the freedom of thought, speech lltHl
uctton. Price. paper, 25crnts.
IN PRESS.
Prle~tly Celibacy ExyoRml
A lecture bv
Four Hundred Years of Freethought.
the ltev Geo. Townsen< Fox, of Dnrh~<m. f!;ng
land. ltevised AmericRn cd1tion, showmg ~he
By Samuel P. Putnam. Subscription book,
reHnlt. Jn \'ltriehes of thP Itom11.n decree tuat
ele~ant binding, over one hundred porpraits. $5.
1 -rieHts shail not marv. Pri.ce. paper. If cents.
SiRter Lucv and Her Awful Disclo~nres
Bespectlug New HaJl Convent,. ~ore·
ham, ~ssex\ f!:ngland, ShQwin!< that il'>VY9D.t.~
sui'."
.
AooOUNT OJI'
are IJII1Jlicat to cha~t1by, VU'tue, and ft-eedom.
''And what became of this wonderful
Viaaf's of Chf'ist and Yicege,.ents of God.
Price, .tJllper, ~fli~~f•uu'l'£1 ~.u;J<;lililt uu.
pillar?"
"PanA1'". fVl ~Ant.t~~• nlnth. '1Pi nAnt..
·c:c t. ..r .. yett<. l:'!u<:e, bi€W ~uri> Ul"w
"Weel, ye see, saut wass awfu' scarce
in the Laws wan year, an' the Shtornaway
men cam' ower in their poats an' took it a'
awa.'; an' they did say that a' the herrin'
cured in the Lews that year had a terrible
BY CAPT. ROBEHT C. ADAMS.
Examination of the Morals and History
goo o' human flesh. But here ye are at Being the story of his mental Journey from
of the New Testament.
the inn door. Goot-bye. "-London Freeorthodoxy to R&tiona.lism.
BY PuoJ'. F w. NBWJUN.
Price 211 'lentil.
thinke1·,
Pnce, paper, 25 cents: cloth, 75 cents.
Address THE TBUTB BEEKEB,

THE HOLY C.BOSS SEBIESr

Again Reduced.
'J'allc

Advantag~

of these lllanufactll•

rer'• Prac ,..
RE.GULAR GRADE AMERICAN WATCHES.

Including Itockforrl, Elgin, Wa.tham, Hampuon .
aentlemP-n's Stze.
rriPeB: Iu 8 on net' sil1erino case 7 jewels ~5; 11
jewels, lli6 5o; 15 jewel", •8; 15 jewel~. fully ~t•I
Jnsted1 i!10; 17 jewelH. adju ted, $14. In 3 ounco
coin silver ca•o, ill o. ~1150, >8 a >II 5, $19. [n i
ounce, >!11 extrot. In 14 kt gold f\llerl. O(lAU faco,
2! year c!lHe, $14, >1!15.50. 11!17, d9. $28. Hunt.ing
cas~. >88 ~xtrot
In JO kt., 15 Year ca<e, eidwr
kind, t3 le-.o.
Laat11s' Rize.
Price•: In 14 kt. gold filled, hunting 20 y,;;tr
ca•es, 7 iewel.s, $18; 11 jewel•, $14.50; 15 jewoiH,
$19. In 14 kt, solid gold., hunting case~, >}123.
$24.50, $29.
TilE NEW MODEL OTTO WETTSTEIN WATCH
Ha3 16 ieweiR, P~Ltcnt reg11lator brequ0t (!lOll·
catchable) hnir pring, be utitu\, double "nn ,
pan ,e,f dial, nickel, go! t <lama<<~One<llini<h. a· I·
lusted t.o heat au<l col<l and po<itioa". r~ ~~tcH
1mprovementH and guarantee<.! a perle..:t t1 m c
keeper.
aentlemen's fitze.
Prices: In a onnce silverine case. J!l !J 1 o<uwo
coin silver. II! 15; _g·•ld tilled 14 kt., 21 yeot<"H. open
face, $2& Hnn<IUI!",$82; 10 kt., 15 y<:otr Ctl.tl H, $3
less.
Lao tes' Size.
Prices: In 14 kt. 20 yoar hunting ca"os, l!!aJ.
In J4 kt. solid gold hunting caBeR, $40.
All gold an<l ftlle,\ •UIBBR made bv be• ml!.nnfacturtrs as Boa•, Due her, Fahy, an<! La.I-1, in !linin.
engine turn d, or t~rtisticttlly engraved.
Good• •hippcrl by cxpresH, olta1·qes prevata.
SEND ~E YOUil WA.'J'UII WOUIIO;.

OTTO WETTSTEIN,

THe LIBe~.AL JeWeLeR
Send for price-lists.

ROCHELLE. ILL.

POPIS AND Tl(€18 DOINGS

Travels in Faith.

RELIGioN Nor HlsroRr.

..........

evtaeuOl>l r.r •u<>
DR. R. P. FRr,LOWI>l.

e.r.lete.u<,.,,·-~rlta

•..,.,wooroyoue~wtl>'••ll4""'" Vineland. N. rr' I wish to say that I am an out-an<l-out
LIBEBAL, and I trust the Freethinkers of the lan1
wil give me their p~\r .n~ge and not WtLSte the
tim, d moneY on Ohnstian dootors.-Dr. FelkiW
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YAHWEH

GlV~

SOME OF HIS VESSELS FOR THE USE OF A.NO'rHER GOD.

Anrl the Lord gave Jehoiakim king of Jndah into his hand, with part of the vessels to the house of God: which he
Ctlll iEc-d into the land of Shinar to the house of God; and he brought the vessels into the treasure house of his god.Dan. i, 2.

Thomas Paine's W arks. ~Jfowa of tAo W••lt.
AGE OF REASON. Pap., 25c,;
6 copies for $1; cloth. 50c.

AGE OF REASON AND EXAM·
INA.TION OF THE PROPHECI~S. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
APOSTLE OF POLITICAL
AND RELHUOUS LIBERTY
(Littl), !.Sy J. E. Remsburg.
'ortrait. P!:Qc• We.; !Olo., 75c

COMMON S.t<.:NSE. (1776.) 15c.
CRISHl. Written During A.m.
Revolution

Pao.,40c.; clo., 75c.

GREAT ·woRKS. Svo. 800 pp.;

clo .. 1!18; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.

LIFE OF.

By C. Blanchard .

.Pap , 40c~ clo., with E._.rtrait, 60c.

LlFE OJ<·. ByM.D.Conway.

With History of his Li P.rary. Political, and Religions Career in
America, Francc,_and England,
and a Sketch by william 0 bbett.
The only adequate Biography of
Paine. 2 vols. Portraits. $5.

LlFE OF. By Remsburg. 50c.
LIFE OF. By G. Vale. $1.
LITHOGRAPH OF. 22x28. $1.
POLITICALAND RELIGIOUS
REFORMER. Underwood.lOc
POLI'riCAL WORKS: "Common Sense " •· Crisi• ""Rights of
Mao ·• $1.~0.
'
RIGHTS OF MAN. Answer to
Burke's Attack on the FrenchRev-

T~S~IMO~IAt~T00iiiJ5cMER-

ITS. Comp. by Moreau. lOc.
THEOLOGICAL WORKS:"A.ge
of Rea.son,"" Examination of the
Prophecies," etc., with Life of
Paine and steel PQrtrait, $1.00.
VINDICATION. Reply to N. f..
~.

CONWAY'S

B:v B. G• .ID~rersoll. lOc.

EDITION

OF

THE WRITINGS OF THOB.A.S PAINE.
COLLECTED, EDITED, AND

By

MONCURE

CH~ONOLOGICALLY

DANIEL

ARRANGED

CON"WAY.

Author of " The Life of Thomll.B Paine," " Omitted Chapters of History Disclosed in
the Life and Papers of Edmund Randolph," etc.
Four Volumes, Royal Octavo, Gilt Tops, Uniform with the Editor's "Life of
Paine" Price per Volume, $2.50.
An edition of one hundred and fiftv numbered copies bound in half leather, gilt
tops, uniform with the limited editions of "The Writings of Washington," "The
Writings of Jefferson," etc. Price, per volume, $4.

For the general reader the 1!13 editio'l of Paine'n works is sufficient, as it contains all of his
writings upon which his fame substantially rests. Jlnt for those who desue to go neeper into the
•nbiect of the man and polemic we can most nnreservedlr_ commend the "Life of Paine" by Mr
Conway, and this edition of Paine's works edited by him It is the fullest that we are likelv to have,
and the student nf history, an-1 Particularly the writer, should hav.- it upon his shelves.
The work will consist of four volumes. and wil' be arranged chronologically. The cause of
America, as Paine said, ma!le .him 11:0 an thor. at•d •he first. volume will cover tJ;te per~od, of th,e
American Revolntton, begmnm~ with th~ yoar 1774. It Will therefore open With PameR antislavery essay, and his philosophical or moral e•sayR, while editing the Pennsvlttanta IVagaztnP;
these being f<"'llowed by the great revolutionary. political. and controversial pamphlets which made
such a profound impression on the country.
The seconr1 volume will consist maimyof the" Rights ofMan," and pamphlets relating to English p~litics,,bnt will also contain certa~n pape>;s on French aff~irs.
. .
.
.
The \hird and fourth volumes Will consist mninly of Pame's religiOns writmgs, but Will also
contain some essays relating to American affairs, written in his last years. At the Close will be
given Paine's poems.
The first volume is now ready for delivery, and the others will follow soon Orders for the
whole set will be taken and filled as the volumes ~uJt' or the volumes Qllol! be purchased sepaelJ.
Address
THE TRUTH SE.I!.i.
00., 28 Lr.fayette l'l&ee, New York.

STRIKlm's riots in Hoboken June 8th.
APPLES are $50 per barrel in Chicago.
FRYE's "army" in West Virginia has
been stealing trains.
MAINE Republicans renominated Governor Henry B. Cleaves.
RoDMAN M. PRIOE, ex-governor of New
Jersey, died on June 7th.
ANTI-JEw riots in Poland. Troops called
out and sixteen rioters killed.
THE Italian ministry resigned June 5th.
Riotous scenes in Parliament.
THE Cripple Creek miners' war appears
to hav ended for the time being.
EDMUND YATES, a noted figure in London journalism, died on May 21st.
THE South Carolina Supreme Court
decides that towns cannot issue liquor
licenses.
BRIOKlllAKERS in yards along the Hudson were last week forced to leave work
by strikers.
ANDREW J. GRAHAM, inventor of the
system of shorthand which bears his name,
has recently died.
MANY distinguished citizens are petitioning Congress to abrogate the extradition
treaty with Russia.
Ex-PRilllE MINISTER CAsiMER-PERIER
has been elected president of the French
Chamber of Deputies.
THE Republicans made a clean sweep
in the Oregon election and by an unprecedentedly large majority.
A coNTINGENT of the Coxey army started
from Denver in boats on the Platte. Fifteen are reported drowned.
J. ADoLPHE DEMEESTERE, a prominent
French Freethinker, died Feb. 4, 1894, at
an age of seventy-eight years.
PRoF. HENRY MoRLEY is dead. He was
a prolific writer and left his greatest work,
"English Writers," unfinished.
NEw YoRK's model police are shutting
the saloons on Sunday and after 1 ·A.M.
during the Bitting of the Lexow Committee.
AT Indianapolis bank wrlckers F. A..
Coffin and P. B. Coffin were sentenced
to ten and five years' imprisonment respectivly.
THE husband of Olive Schreiner, author
of "The Story of an African Farm," adde
her name to his, and will be known as
Conwright Schreiner.
WILLIAM RosCHER, an eminent German
authority in political econom:y,_ ranking
among students with Buensen, Mommsen,
and Helmholtz, has just died.
KANSAS Republicans nominated E. N.
Mornll for governor and declared in favor
of bimetalism and coinage of silver, but
did not specify the ratio,

PRoF. WILLIAM DwiGHT WHITNEY; nett
to Max Muller, the greatest contemporary
linguist, died on J nne 7th. Born in
Northampton, Mass., in 1827.
BY a tliree-fifths vote the Southern
Presbyterian General Assembly hll.B refused to consider overtures for organic
union with the N otthern Presbyterians.
SWEDEN pays iil yearly salarie!l to ita
bishops 126,201 crowns, and the taxable
vahte of real estate used by the twelve etninent sky pilots it mounts to 2, 052, 600 crowns.
THE f~tinily- of Socialist Deputy FelieleGuiffrida, sentenced to eighteen years im·
prisonment for complicity in the Sicilian
riots, has been exiled to the Island of
Sardinia.
THE rioters who attacked Italian labor·
ers in Berne, Switzerland, last fall, hav
betln convicted. Sixty-one are imprisoned
or fined, the fines going to the injured
Italians.
A. REMARKABLE archreological discov!ll'Y
is announced from Treves. In excavating
the old Roman walls close to the Moselle a
complete Roman pottery establishment
was discovered.
CoMMUNIST plans hav been abandoned
at Topolobampo. Two hundred and fifty
colonists remain, and the company will try
to perfeot their titles to land and they will
.
look out for themselvs.
THE United StateR Supreme Court has
decided that no damages can be assessed
against the city of New Orleans for the
deaths of the Italians, caused by the assault upon the prison, March 14, 1891.
AN investigation of the management of
the women's insane asylum on Ward's
Island is in progress. Dr. Louise G.
Rabinovitch, formerly employed there,
has given some very damaging testimony.
IN the annual conscription list for the
Russian army, only twenty-seven per cent
of the total number of recruits can read or
write. Dissenters numbel' 3,422; Jews,
16,169; Mohammedans, 9,125; and heatherie, 377.
THE Senate has passed and President
Oleveland has signed the New York and
New Jersey bridge bilL The bridge will
span the Hudson at some point between
Fifty-ninth and Sixty-ninth streets, New
York city.
THE bill to unconditionally repeal the
ten per cent bank tax received 102 Democratic votes in Congress. The Republicans and Populists voted solidly against
it. Seventy-five Democrats were also
recorded in the negativ.
AT Boise, Ida., 200 Coxeyites were sentenced by Judge Beattie to imprisonment
ranging from six months for "General "
Schefller and four months for "Quartel""
master-General " Breckinridge, to thirty
to sixty days for the privates.
DuRING 1893 Berlin donated to the enlargement of public libraries 23,000 marks;
Dresden, 10,800 marks; Boston gave 670,000 marks; London, 660,000 marks; Sidney, 280,000 marks; Manchester and Liverpool, each 240,000 marks; Paris, 200,000
marks.
SEvERAL keepers of disorderly houses
hav testified before the Lexow Committee
that the police captains, through their
ward men, hav exacted regular monthly
contributions from them, and an "initiation " fee for new captains. Croker has
sailed for Europe.
THE employees of the post-office offered
Postmaster Dayton a dinner, and $2,000
was raised for that purpose. He declinl'd
on the grounds that many not able would
contribute and that it conflicts with the
spirit of the United Stat*>s statutes relativ
to the soliciting of contributions from employees. He suggests that the money
pledged be turned into the treasury of the
Postal Employees' Mutnal Aid Association
and he offers $500 to accompany it.

MucH rioting at McKeesport and other
points in Pennsylvania last week. In
Illinois some very serious fights occurred,
one being the attack upon the mine of
Little Brothers, whose men were satisfied
with their employers and did not wish to
quit. One of the proprietors was killed
and others wounded. In Indiana, a
freight train was stoned and the engineer
killed. The coal supply of the country is
getting very low and many industries hav
already closed.

THE GIANT DELUSION.
A Consideration of the Doctrine
of Personal Immortality.
By OTTO WETTS EIN.
A Paper reail at the International Freethonght
Congress at Chicago, October 5, 1893.
Price, 10 Cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
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HOW

FOOLS ARE

We can still supply THE TRUTH SEEKER of June
9th, containing the copyrighted addresses of Colonel
Ingersoll, T. B. Wakeman, and Henry Rowley, and
others delivered at the Paine Memorial celebration at New Rochelle, May 30th. This is a finely
illustrated number, and those who send for it at
once will be the recipients of a charming souvenir.
Seven cents per copy, five or more copies, five cents
each.

Jamestown; Charles H. Moore, Plattsburg; W. J. Montayne, Cortland; M. L. Parker, Lyndonville; J. M. Maybee, Livingston M.; W. J. Roche, John H. Peck, Troy;
Peter A. Rogers, West Troy; E. A. Brown, Dolgeville;
W. M. Mullen, Stapleton; Wm. Kimmey, D.P. Ke;rwin,
John T. McDonough, Albany; F. W. Rolls, Yonkers;
E. R. Brown, Watertown; H. R. Durfee, Palmyra; M.
H. Hirschberg, Newburg; J. E. Mcintyre, Potsdam;
H. W. Hill, Buffalo; Frederick Fraser, Salen; G. R.
Cornwell, Penn Yan; J. W. Riggs, H. A. Powell, Mirabeau L. Towns, Brooklyn; A. H. Peabody, New Lebanon; C. L. Phipps, East Rockaway; C. W. H. Arnold,
Staatsburg; C. B. McLaughlin, Port Henry; L. M.
Mltnley, Long Island City; G. L. D"nforth, Middleburg;
F. T. Fitzgerald, W. MoM. Speer, Nelson Smith, W. P.
Burr, M. J. Mulqueen, J. W. McLaughlin, S. S. Blake,
E. Lauterbach, L. A. Giegerich, Elliot Sandford, C. S.
Truax, Robert E. Deyo, H. W. Platzck, Francis Forbes,
Eugene Durnin, Thomas Gilleran, A. C. Hottenrorth,
New York."

The Manhattan Liberal Club has arranged a
pleasing program for its final meeting of the season, June 29th. There will be five-minute speeches
on" What One Thing Would You Hav the Constitutional Convention DoT" It is expected that the
" One'' things will be as diverse, numerous, and
irreconcilable as the views of the dozen or more
speakers. There will be also songs, recitations, etc.
Mr. S. P. Putnam departed this week upon
Admission, 10 cents, at the door.
his extended lecturing trip. Our readers will see
by perusing his list of appointments that he will
The New York section of the Freethought Letter hav to pay heavy tributes to the railroads in order
Writing Corps will continue to present arguments to meet his widely-scattered engagements. He has
favorable to the taxation of church property to the quite a number of open dates which he will be very
committees of the Constitutional Convention, the glad to hav filled. Work upon "Four Hundred
names of whose members are given below. Write Years of Freethought" is progressing satisfactorily
and bills of inconvenient magnitude are coming in
~o a new name each week:
with
unsatisfactory frequency. The p!'eparation of
Mr. Milo M. Acker, of Hornellsville; Commodore
P. Vedder, Ellicottville; I. S. Johnson, Warsaw; Owen such a work is a stupendous task, especially when
Cassidy, Havana; A. B. Steele, Herkimer; S. B. Jacobs, we take into consideration the comparativly few
Brooklyn; 0. A. Fuller, Wellsville: F. B. F. Tibbetts, activ Liberals in the country, and the dull times
Ithaca; C. R. Pratt, Elmira; A. L. Kellogg, Oneonta; which hav prevailed for so long. Our zealous
William P. · Goodelle, Syracuse; John A, Barhite,
Rochester; D. Gerry Wellington, Hamilton; B.S. Dean, co-worker has devoted the better part of a year to

this epoch-marking volume, at the cost of the
nearly total drying-up of the ordinary streams of
revenue. To giv him the most moderate wages for
his hard but brilliant work at least five hundred
more names of paid-in-advance subscribers should
go into the closing pages of the great book. It is
certainly che~p at $5, and with THE TRUTH SEEKER
one year at $6.50 for both is more than cheap.
The history will make a splendi<! companion for
your children, and a delightful surprise for your
guests, even though some of the latter may be more
or less orthodox. Since last reports the names of
subscribers given below hav been received. Nine
hundred and fifty copies of" Four Hundred Years"
hav been ordered and' paid for to date. If we can
not hav the five hundred additional subscriptions
desired to properly reimburse Mr. Putnam, we certainly should hav fifty more, so that the names of
the cash takers of one thousand copies can go into
the book.
Arka.nsas.-Geo. W. Cunningham.
California..-J. · H. Tranger, Jas. H. Watts, Will H.
Baker, A. F. Mace.
Dlinois.-Aaron Shreffler.
Indiana.-Fred Garing.
Kansas.-Silas Rutledge, John T. Lakin, John P,
Durr, Peter Wettstein.
Massachusetts.-Mrs. S. D. Francis, Nathaniel Little,
N. D. Burnham.
Michigan.-Wm. A. Gibbs.
Montana.-Geo. W. Scobee.
New Jersey.-!. S. Bennett, Oliver S. Poppey, Tim
White, Samuel R. Wetherell.
New York.-L. Chaakin.
Ohio.-J. M. Smiley,
Pennsylvania.-James Gates.
Wisconsin.-Andrew Tainter, A. C. Kenter.
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I he Mor;t Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

.Four Hundred Years of Freethought.
BY SA.MUEI..

P~

PUTNAM.

HOW TO GET

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
OF FREE fHOUGH T

FREE

The object of .this work is t? present the Course ofFreethough~. throughout the uiviliz.ecl World for
the last Four Centunes, from the hme of Columbus and Bruno to the olme of Ing-ersoll.
It will be a radical Histpric Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Iu lustrial, an<l Political
SPECIAL OFFI<JR.
Movement.
We have made arrangements with
.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifolJ. are its influenceR, and with what
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.
to make our friends a most generous
"Four Hundred Years of Freetho1ght '' will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages. offer.
We need more subscribers to THE
of Human History
TauTH SEEKER, and every FreethinkeJ;
adorned with the brightest Genius, r~rliant with t,he most spl_en<lid Poetry, rich with· the greatest Inven- needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
tions and Discoveries and ennobled w1th Freedom s most slumng advance.
fvr ·it, but everyone can do a little
No-thing Can. be More In-teres-ting,
work to obtain a.. copy - congenial
more inspiring to the Pioneer Work<m> of to-day-to tho:->e who are still in the van for Human Rights and work, that will do great good all
Progress. The struggle is not emletl awl what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eterual vigi- around. Thi~; is the offer :
lance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN AFJi'ORD TO BE WI fHOUT THIS BOOii.
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
,

In One Ha1·monious and Magnifie. nt Whole,

a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
W'OMAN'S .EMANCIPATION

Send us Four New
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates ($I2 in
all), and -we -will send
the Getter.... up of the
Club a· copy of'' FOUR

frc"ll the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
HUNDRED YEARS OF
'l'HE FIRST PART of the bonk will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
FREETHOUGHT"
.
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freetlwught as an Organized Movement, especially in America FREE OF CHARGES,
anrl Europe; and thi.s history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
And further, to a1d our friends in
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The Taxation _of Church Property.

28 LAFA.YETTE PL.}$3.00 Per Year.
impartial taxation. Of course the college men to
whom we sent oilr inquiries are but a fraction of
the total number, but they were selected from a
large variety of schools and can safely be taken to
be fairly representativ of all, and the percentage of
replies would doubtless hav been substantially tlle
same had we written to one thousand instead of to
one hundred. . Some, at least, of those to whom our
inquiries were mailed, and who hav not answered,
are Atheists or Agnostics, as we know. This fact,
taken alone, is sufficient to show all thoughtful peopeople that the church yet exerh a tremendous influence and is capable of infioit mischief in spite of
the declension from her standard of the :flower of
the literary and scientific world. When we hav a
hundred papers, each having ten times the circulation of THlll TRUTH SEEKEB, and a thousand wellequipped lecturers in the field, a good many more of
our teachers and politicians will know how they
stand on the question of church taxation. A.na the
way to increase the number and efficiency of Freethought papers and Freetaought lecturers is to
take hold still more enthusiastically and help those
that we now hav.

The people who were invited to contribute to our
symposium on. taxation and did not comply say
more than those who hav responded. This stateE. M. MAODONALD, - - - - - Editor and ~er. ment is not meant as any disparagement of the latter. ~o preside~ts and other members of college
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
facult1es we sent Just one hundred letters of inquiry.
SATURDAY, JUNE 23, 1894. We received answers from thirteen of the persons
addressed. There are sixty county treasurers in
this state. A letter was sent to each. Replies
S11BSCHIPTION HATES•.
were
received from ISh;. Of the thirteen college
SiJ1ltle subs.oription, in advance ....•.•••••.•••••• ~ ••...••.•••.. ta oo
One subscnptiou two years, in advance.... •••• • • • •• • • • • • . • • . • . 5 oo men who replied two hav failed to form an opinion
Two new subscribers ....•...•.....••••.••...•...•...••••.. : .••••• 5 oo
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance 5 oo on the subject of taxation of church property.
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remi~
Only eleven per cent of the educators addressed
tance ....•.•.....•..••..••...•....• ~ .••••••••••••••...•...•.•. ,. oo
hav
ventured to tell our readers how they stand on
One subscription with three 11.ew subscribers, in one remittance .••••••••..••...•...•...•.•..•••...•.•••...•...•...•... s 50 the important question of equality in taxation.
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remittanoe .••••.....•••••...•...•...•...•..••..•••••••••••••••••.•10 oo Ten per cent of the cou;nty treasurers hav put themAny number over live at the same rate, invariably with one •
selva upon record. · Of one hundred and sixty men
remittance. ·
·
and. .women holding educational and official positions but nineteen_hav acknowledged the receipt of
M011811 B110Ula. be sent btl ezzwess oomJJanv'• moneti ~aer
vostal order, a.ra.rr. on New ·Yorl:, or btl reauterea. letter. our letters, and but seventeen ·hav deemed it pruA.<lllreiB oommuntoattons ana. ma:t8 <lra.ff,l, oheol:l, JIOit-0#108 dent to let their views be known.
-·
ana.eZJJressmonevoraerapat~ableto
E. M. MAOIJONAIJJ,
28 Laravettt plaCe; NPifD Yorl:.
Said we not that those who remain silent speak
more powerfully than those who advance arguments
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We ahall be obliged _to our either for or against equitable taxation of ecclesiasreaden U they Will •end na the name and addren of
tical property ! Why do they shrink from the exProfessor Fuertes, who is in f!\vor of church taxany Freethinker who l• not a regnJar •nbttcrtber.
pression of their opinions-for who can doubt that ation, agrees with President Hervey and Professors
they hav opinions ! What seals their lips or para.- Whicher and Hewett, who are opposed to such taxSOME HA.NDS01lE PRE:MIU.M:S
lyzes their pens ? Why should_ not an honest man at ion; that the exemption of such property does not
To induce new subscriptions and prompL .enew- giv voice to his candid views on a public question amount to an appropriation from the state for the
of so much importance if he does not fear harmful propagation of religion. President Strong does
als on the p~rt of our friends "re make the followresults to himself as a punishment for his frankness not regard "exemption from taxation to this extent
.ing handsome premium offers:
should he take sides on this question T It is not as engaging the state in the teaching of religion"
For $6.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one necessary to point out that these men do not take and Professor Whicher says that "it is a perverse
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred refuge in silence because they feel they will be boy- logic which can see in this exemption from taxation
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage cotted by those WhO stand for justice in taxation. an appropriation for'the propagatiOD of religious
of tbis or our Free offer of the book (see oppo ,it The fact that church property is exempt and the doctrine." On the other hand, Treasurer Montpage) there is no reason why every Freethinker in furthfr fact that- but few, comparativly, are working gomery frankly admits that "exemption from taxthe country should not possess this splendid work. earnestly to get that wealth put on the tax lists, is ation certainly has the effect of an appropriation to
For $6 we _will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one proof that thf>se ed~cators and officials hav little or encourage religious doctrine," and Treasurer Corkyear ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete" nothing to fear from pro-taxationists should they hill adds his cumulativ testimony that there will
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a speak out against church d_eadheadism. It is 11er- hav to. be. that much more from the state if church
picture · of Paine, of the statue proposed to be fectly fair to assume that the reaPon they do not property is exempt. H11re are four men all favorerected in Chicago, and of his monument in New answer such plain questions is becames they are in ing the exemption of church pro:perty, two of whom
dread of the terrorism of the church. Tlley may declare that this exemption does not involve the
Rochelle.
For $6 we will send TBlll TRUTH SEEKER one be roughly divided into two classes, the first con- teaching of religious dogmas by the state and the
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and sisting of those who really believe that church other two as positivly affirming that it doe8. The
property should bear its equitable share of the first two are men of the pulpit and study, quite
Reformers " ($3). ·By D. M_. Bennett.
burdens imposed by the state, but who think that possibly unfamiliar with practical affairs; the last
For $4:.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one their personal interests would be jeoparded by a · two are men of business, who, as county treasurers,
year .($3) and James B. Alexander's " Dynamic The- frank avowal of their convictions. The second know that they deduct from the total assessment of
•
ory" ($2.75). This is a splendid offer1 for every one
class is_ composed of anti-taxationists, activ Chris- the county t~e exempt properties and base the tax
wants this book. . It has over a .thousand large tians, who feel above defending their position in an levy upon what is left. Hence it is with them a
pages and more than four hundred illustrations. Infidel journal, probably thinking, also, that if they matter of actual, everyday knowledge that the exIt is a digest of Science, and no one who studies should do so they would in some way help adver- emption of church property from taxation does, in
it can help. but be well-informed in all scientific tise the paper and add to the prestige of Free- effect, as our question implied, amount to an appromatters.
thought. It is well to remark right here that we priation from the state /.or! tbe inculcation of religFor $4:.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one can hav nothing to say regarding the motive of ious notions. The offici ..ls see facts to which the
year ($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- those who hav answered our questions in the nega.- teachers are blind ; but what shall we say of men
Book " in cloth ($2.50).
tiv ; we can deal only with their arguments; But who, clearly perceiving that church exemption is
For $4: we will send THlll TRUTH SEEKER ·one year those who will not or dare not express their opin- state support of religion, yet defend that exemption T
($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book,. ions necessarily require different treatment. As It is no trifling matter that men sworn to uphold
· in boards ($2).
they advance no arguments we will be obliged to the Constitution are ready and eager to violate its
ask
concerning their motive, and we are forced to letter and its spirit in the interest of the church,
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
that those motive are not creditable and to do this with their eyes wide open to the truth
tbe
conclusion
($3) and a copy of" Old '"Testament Stories Comiceither
to
them
or to the ecclesiastical tyranny tpat they are trampling under foot the organic law
ally Illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
which
forces
them
to be dpmb in the presence of a of the land..
For $3.60 we will send THlll TRUTH SEEKER one
demand for equality before the law.
We wish to call the attention of these gentlemen
year ($3) and" Old Testament Stories Comically
Freethinkers who bask in the sunshine of optim- to the fact that we asked if exemption of church
llustrated," in board covers (.1).
ism may with profit study this exhibit of profes- property from ta:z:ation was not, in effect, an apThis is a splendid opportunity to obtain books sional and political timidity. · Certainly the battle propriation by the state to the church. We did
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceed- for religious freedom is not won, the time has not not imply that it was identical In form, which some
ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can come to lay down the arms ·of our warfare for jus- of them are trying to disprove. Essentially it is an
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad lf our tice, when ninety per cent of the educational and appropriation, a gift. No argument, no play upon
present readers will call the attention of their fiscal oflicers of a great state dare not put them- wotds, can make it appear to be anything else. The
selva on record concerning so simple an issue as most practical men among t_he pro-exemptionists
friends to the values offered.
. FOVNDED BY ·D. JU:. BENNETT.
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hav been forced to concede this, and in terms strong,
precise, and unequivocal.
This much settled,
there is but one position for men and women to
take who are opposed to the union of church and
state,, who are loyal to the best traditions of therepublic, nnd who are ·determined that the country
shall not be ruled by a hierarchy that would fatten on the law-seized labor fruits of those who can
not accept the creeds which the hierarchy exists to
propagate and defend. The exemption of church
wealth from taxation is favoritism, it is a wrong, it
is the payment of the priest and the erection of the
church with taxes wrung by the state from the dissenting citizen. It is theft.

judgment in matters of religious belief-that is, in
any country which holds to the theory of separation
of church and state. But even if we admit· that the
church helps the st.ate, nothing is gained for the
principle of exemption. Every legitimate industry,
every man who labors with his hands or evolves
good thoughts in his brain, helps the state. Should
all industries, should all workers and thinkers, therefore, be exempt from taxation T Note where this
ridiculous theory leads. All states are at present
supported by compulsory taxation~ Churches, we
are told, should not be taxed, because they" help
the state." Hence all property and all men who
"help the state," should be put en the free list.
All property put to productiv and moral uses and
all men and women who control and direct it, "help
the state." Who, then, will be left to pay the expenses of the state! Manifestly only the.vicious and
criminal. It would appear, therefore, would it not,
that the continued existence of the state depends
upon the propagation of large masses of dt>praved
people? They are the foundations upon which, according to President Strong's idea, rests the superstructure of the state.
President Strong avers also that the church is
not a money-making institution, and, consequently,
should not be taxed. But this is not a fact. The
church is a congeries of associations which is able
to keep employed and pay salaries to an army of
one hundred and twelve thousand resident c'ergymen and large numbers of missionaries, organists,
and o 1her employees. ·Various business devices are
resorted to raise money. Because the church is
largely supported by voluntary contributions is no
reason why the aggregate of those c:mtributions
should escape taxation. If Smith receives legacies
of five hundred dollars each from his father and his
uncle, will the one thousand dollars be exempted
from taxation on the ground that it is made up of

Professor Oliver, while opposed to exemption so
long as the "church" is an organization devoted to
"the inculcation of certain religious dogmas,"
thinks that if the time comes when "exemption"
includes all societies "whose primary aim is ethical,
regardless of whether they hav or hav not an implied creed as to religion, then such exemption
would no longer be unjust, although it might be
unwise," etc. It is difficult to see how it could be
otherwise than shortsighted, unjust, and dangerous.
So long as the state is supported by compulsory
taxation all exemption of private property must, in
the nature of things, be bad in principle and pernicious in effect. It is outrageous special privilege.
It is diacrimination against one class of tax-payers
for the ndvantage of another class who should be
tax-payers. Until we hav unanimity in ethics,
which is scarcely more possible than unanimity in
religion, we hav no business to grant special favors
to those professors of ethics who organize themselva into societies. Not all people who lead fairly
good lives forgather into organizations for the
teaching of ethical principles, and there is no basis
in equit,y for laying additional burdens upon the
outsiders for the benefit of those within. Such un- gifts~
equal taxation would be fundamentally immoral,
These objections to equality in taxation put fornotwithstanding the claim that it was imposed for ward by President Strong hav been exbaustivly
promotion of ethics.
answered in our pamphlet; "Church Property," and
to that we refer the reader who desires a fuller
President Hervey fearlessly asserts that churches elucidation of the problem than we hav room for
are not private property. If they are not private here.
property they must be public property. The stuPresident Strong makes this curious assertinn:
dents of the St. Lawrence University will hav some "I do not regard exemption from taxation to this
fine exercises in casuistry when their president asks extent as engaging the state in the least in the
them to define the differences between these two teaching of religion, but only as recognizing the
kinds of property, and tries to get them to state good which comes from the church as a moral and
clearly and logically the points of dissimilarity patriotic influence." The teaching of religion necesiwhich make churches public property and railroads tates the expenditure of more or less money. When
private property. Public school buildings, court- the state exempts chu.rch property from taxation it
houses, jails, arsenals, war-ships, etc., are public leaves in the treasuries of the churches certain sums
property. Farms, shops, warehouses, churches, of monfy. The churches are engaged in the work
railroads, steamships, etc., are private property. It of religious instruction. They expend in this work
may fairly be assumed that President Hervey holds the money which the state has declined to take
that churches are not private property because they from them i 1 the form of taxes. This refusal to
are owned, generally, by a large number of indi- take taxes from the churches is the way the state
viduals acting collectivly. If this constitutes them has of " recognizing" th€l churches. Who will prep_ublic property and so exempts them from taxa- sume to assert that this recognition is not equivation, then, reasoning similarly, railroads, coal mines, lent to the voting of an appropriation for the pursteamship lines, political clubs, yacht clubs, and many po'e of teaching religion, which is the mission of
other properties are also public property and should the church!
pay no taxes. There is no other possible pretense
upon which churches can be taken out of the cateNo one will question Professor Whicher's stategory of private possessions. President Hervey
should know that public property is the property of ment that "various kinds of property are left unall the people of the city, or the state, or the nation, taxed at present." That is not in dispute. The
as the case may be, and all the people hav equal actual issue is whether church wealth should be inright to a voice in its management. If churches are cluded in this EXempt property. We hav already
public property, then those churches should be un- answered the "public good" argument, but will add
der. the control of boards of managers selected by her~ that while no one contends that blacksmith
the entire electorate or appointed by an adminis- shops do not, "on the whole," promote the" publ c
traiiv officer elected by that electorate.
This good," we hav heard no plea that because of thir
means a state church of course. Is President service they should be exempt from taxation. The
Hervey prepared to accept the logic of his position! conceivable circumstances that Professor Whicher
thinks might justify the repeal of the exemption
President Strong observes that, in his judgment, laws are "attempts ·to evade taxation, under
church property should be exempt, because, "like shelter of church corporations," and the accumuhospitals and schools, it helps the state." But lation of "an undue proportion of the wealth of
does it help the state~ The question is an open a community in the hands of ecclesiastical organione, and so long as it is unsettled it is indubitably zations." Neither state of things exists among us,
wrong to compel those who take the negativ side he says. Any proportion of untaxed wealth is an
to pay for what they deem a positiv evil, or, at the undue proportion, and there is no doubt that
best, of no value. Such compulsory tribute cannot much secular property is hidden under the mantle
be justified in any country which respects private of ecclesiastical wealth.
A careful perusal of

" Church Property" would greatly enligh~en Professor Whicher.
A public library-using the word public in its
proper sense-is not taxed because it belongs to
the people as a whole, like a public school house, a
jail, or an armory, and if it receives all classes of
books it is not open to the . charge of partialisrn.
All other libraries should be taxed. "If some denominations were taxed and others exempt," says
Professor Whicher, "there would be a just cause of
complaint." This is precisely what is done and it
is one of the offenses of which we complain. Socalled religious denominations are exempt, while
persons belonging to non-religious and anti-religious
societies, with those not members of any organizations, are forced to pay their taxes for them. That
is, the non- and anti-religious people are mulct to
make up appropriations for the religious bodies.
How can any man of education and ordinary sense
fail to see this ! Besides, it discriminates in that
it divides its favors unequally among different religious denominations. It give to them in the direct ratio of their wealth instead of their needs. If
the Episcopalians build a million-dollar cathedml
and the Salvation Army a five-hundred-dollar barracks, the state, by exempting both from taxation,
give to the Episcopalians annually-supposing the
tax levy to be two per cent-$20,000 and to the
Salvation Army $10 That is, those best able to
help themselvs get the most from the state and
those who hav the hardest struggle to maintain
their corporate existence receive the least. And
yet Pr:)fessor Whicher says the state is "quite impartial"!
Professor Whicher is very unfortunate in his
concluding comparis<m. Because the Constitution
is not made " godless" by its strict neutrality in all
matters of religion the state does not propagate religious doctrine when it throws neutrality to the
winds and activly assists the churches in inculcating beliefs which are not accepted by a part of the
people whom the state compels to help pay for that
teaching. So tne gentleman argues. No doubt
Professor Whicher is at home in Latin and Greek,
but his logic is hopelessly decrepit. Such an attempt to trunsmute antitheses into parall~ls would
be highly amusing were the question not so serious
in its economic and ethical aspects~
Several of Professor Hewett's objections to justice in taxation hav been answered in commenting
upon the communications of other contributors to
the symposium, but his claim that a church in a
community increases the value of other property
calls for a few words. As a matter of fact a church
is not always considered an advantage to a neighborhood. There are various reasons for this, but
we hav not space to enumerate them here. They
hav been dwelt upon at length in "Church Property." Suffice it to say that the fact is as l!ltated.
In one residence district in this city it is stipulated
in all papers transferring real estate that ·no livery
~able or church shall be erected upon the property
specified. As to the less taxes assessed against
non-productiv real estate it is needful to say that
our syste'll of taxation will easily bear remodeling
in many ways and another wrong does not render
innocuous that of church exemption.
But if it were granted that the church invariably
augments other property values this admission
would not commit us to the acceptance of the
proposition that therefore churches should be exempt from taxation. The building of a railroad in
a section hitherto without one will undoubtedly
increase the selli.ng value of all other property,
except stage coaches, but that fact would not
gener1lly be deemed sufficient to warrant the exemption of the railroad from taxation. Fine residences and substantial business blocks also increase
the value of adjacent property, but does Professor
Hewett reason from this fact that the beautiful
houses and imposing stores and office buildings
should be relieved from the burdens of taxation ?
We are utterly unable to see that "the appropriation of state funds for the support of asylums,
hospitals," etc., under church control is any more
promotiv of " sectarian interest primarily" than is
the exemption of church property from taxation.
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There is no essential difference in the principles involved in the two cases and the results are the
same-religious beliefs are propagated at the expense of the non-religious, the anti-religious and
the indifferent.
Professor Gaines seems inclined to think that
what he correctly surmises is our attitude toward
untaxed church property is attributable to our hostility to religion, and, being a Christian, he ileems
himself under an obligation to defend the church
from the attack of the unbelievers. We presume
that Professor Gaines will not call in question the
.Christian orthodoxy of the Independent and the
Northwestern Christian Advocate, hence we submit
to his candid consideration this excerpt from a re·
cent issue of the former paper : ·
''The following is an honest statement of simple justice,
and we are glad to see it in the Northwestern Christian
.Advocate:

" 'In the wiser day coming, every dollar of church personal value and every foot of church land will pay taxes
to support honest secular government. Remission of
taxes for church and church school uses is a secular gift
to churches.' "
In " Church Property " Professor Gaines will find
similar testimonies to the need for and value of
common honesty in ta:x;ation, taken from the columns of other religious papers and from the writings of distinguished e~tatesmen as well. We earnestly recommend him to read that pamphlet carefully. '.rhe Professor's attempt to show that an
analogy exists between the failure to levy an income
tax and the exemption of church property from
taxation is not particularly happy. We are demanding equality in taxation, not the imposition of
a special burden upon men of certain incomes.
Churches pay no taxes ; it is proposed that they
shall be put on an equal footing with other classes
of property. · Their exemption amounts to an appropriation for their support. The removal of the
exemption would stop the appropriation. That is
the whole question. If churches were already
taxed equally with other kinds of property the
demand for an additional tax on them alone would
parallel the d.emand for an income tax. Professor
Gaines, as a man of finance and business, should
not hav permitted himself to make such a blunder.
The other points raised by .Professor Gaines hav
been disposed of in our earlier comments, as hav
those sought to be made by the county treasurers
who agree with him that church property is·privileged wealth. The Constitutional Convention
may fail to do its duty in the premises, but such remissness will only postpone the coming of the day
of justice ; it cannot weaken the arguments here
advanced nor prevent the final victory of the right.

readers from the occasional " duns " we are compelled to send out in order to get money with
which to pay bills. If we can obtain two or three
thousand new subscribers, the increased revenue
will make the business work of the paper easier,
and we can continue to improve the paper without
fear of financial embarrassments.
To reward those who will do a little for us in
this matter we hav arranged to take a large number of Mr. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of
Freethought," and to every one who sends us four
new yearly subscribers at the regular rates of $3
($12 in all), we shall send a copy of that magnificent work free. Those who send the club before
~he book is off the press will be enrolled among the
original subscribers and patrons in the book.
And to make it easy to get these four new subscribers we will ofter them as a premium either of
two splendid works-The "Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's "Handbook
of Freethought" in cloth binding · Our readers
know the value of these books, and that about every
Liberal in the country would like a copy of one of
the other. Either one of these, as may be chosen,
will be given to the new subscribers obtained in
these clubs of four, and a copy of "Four Hun~
dred Years of Freethought" to the one who gets
up the club and sends the money and names.
We cannot afford to make this premium to single
subscribers, but to enable old subscribers and single
new subscribers to obtain these and other desirable
works at a great reduction, we hav made a list of
premiums in connection with subscriptions to the
paper, to be found in the first column of the first.
editorial page of THE TBUTH SEEKER. We are willing
to do our part toward making the obtaining of good
Liberal works easy and cheap, and hope our readers will take advantage of the terms offered.
Once more we ask that a favorable eye be turned
in our direction, and a helpful hand extended. As
the resolutions of the International Congress expressed it, Boom the Liberal papers and you boom
the Liberal cause.
A twelve-page protest against the Sunday bills
offered in Congress by Kyle, Johnson, Gallinger,
and Morse will be sent for five cents Twenty five
copies, three cents each; one hundred copies, $2.
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jails and prisons, wherein are confined those who
do not go to .church, who break the laws, are not
taxed," etc. He says that the movement for church
taxation is headed and directed by the Infidels.
Show him that these people can giv sound, cogent
reasons for their attitude, and can do it courteously.
Call his attention to the difference between the
public buildings, etc., which he names, and public
property such as churches, bookstores, hotels, and
manufactories. Nothing would be gained by taxing public property, because, as such property it~
the result of taxation, taxing it would simply be
going to the trouble of taking money out of one
pocket to put into the other. His attention might
also be called to the fact that church members and
attendants do more than their share in filling the
jails and prisons.
--------~~--------

THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 7th will be a. special
number, containing a symposium on the pending
Sunday bills, in which Representativs and Senators
will participate, assisted by the Editor. The Sunday question is one of the momentous issues of the
time and if reactionary Christianity triumphs here
the most hopeful of us will hav just cause for apprehension bordering on despair. But we do not
intend to be beaten and borne down by the Covenanter hordes. Sunday must be the people's day,
not the priests'. THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 7th
will cost seven cents per copy; five copies or more,
five cents each. Order in advance.
When a preacher comes in contact with a scientific fact or hypothesis he almost invariably shows
that he knows nothing about science. Rev. J. A.
Mcilwain, of Detroit, is an illustration of this fRet.
Preaching recently about the "survival of the
fittest" he declared emphatically that in nature and
especially among men there is no such thing.
"The most highly organized cliildren hav no even
chance of life when placed alongside the coarsely
organized and the base," etc. One question:
Which theory does the survival of Dr. Mcilwain go
to prove, the scientific or his own? As a matter of
truth, pleasantry aside, the reverend gentleman
does not understand . that which he attacks. No
thoroughly well-informed scientist claims that the
"survival of the fittest" means necessarily the survival of the morally fit. Those individuals, families,
tribes, nations, survive which are fittest to survive,
that is, those liv which can most readily adapt
themselvs to or modify their environments, or both.
This is what the principle implies, and this is the
truth. It is to be supposed that Mr. Mcilwain is
so saturated with the Theistic notion of a " moral
governor" of the universe that it has blinded his
eyes to the glaring fact that nature is non'-moral.

Push the circul~tion of the "Church Property"
pamphlet. Only fifteen cents for a brochure of one
hundred pages. Ten copies for $1 ; fifty copies,
The American Citizen, an American Protectiv
Wanted-More Subscribers.
$4.50; one hundred copies, $8; postage always Association paper of Boston, has a very significant
We solicit the kind attention of our friends to prepaid.
cartoon on its first page in its issue of June 2d. A
the need which exists of increasing the subscripliberal Protestant minister sits in an easy chair
The debate arranged to take place at Pierson,
tion list of Ta:m TBUTH SEEXEB. There are several
and gazes with a tranced look upon a legend on the
Iowa, between the Rev. Mr. Dungan of the Disciple
reasons for this, which our readers will readily see.
wall above his book- and flower-laden table. T.he
church and W. F. Jamieson has been declared off
First, It will do a world of good, by making more by the Christian committee. The reason given by legend reads : " $5,000 a year; long vacation." He
Liberals and by interesting those already liberal in the committee for the backdown is very obscure, says: "I don't see any danger." Behind him,
the work of Freethought. The church is making and, as printed in a local paper, is not at all under- floating in from across the ocean, come frightfullooking monsters labeled "Ignorance," "Paupergreat encroachments upon our liberties, and the standable. But as a "fortuitous concourse" of
ism,"" Crime," "Priestc;o:aft," "Anarchy." By the
people need to know about it, in order to defeat its words it serves its predestined purpose as an excuse. preacher's chair are scattered volumes by Plato,
tyranny. And those who read TaB TBUTH SEEXEB
Buddha, Renan, Hume,• and the German philoso"The Parkhurst society will petition Governor Flower
~e a hundred times more interested and activ than
to pardon young James Noonan, who was sentenced in phers. Evidently these hav helped blind him. At
those who do not. Second, It is a duty we owe to 1891 to six and a half years in Sing Sing prison for steal- his feet, near neighbor to the thought-inspiring
our fellow-men to giv them the light of reason we ing $1.50. The real thief has since confassed.''-Daily books, is coiled the snake of "Infidelity," with
Paper.
reared head and clown's face. This cartoon reveals,
hav obtained. Liberalism makes for true civiliza·
What kind of a system of justice hav we which as by a flash of light from the hell of orthodoxy,
tion, and freedom from fear of an angry God makes
necessitates that the pardoning power be approached the hatred of the "American " orders for rationalmen happier and better. Every Liberal should do by petitioners on bended knees before an innocent ism and Freethought. On another page of the
all he can to lift up his neighbors from the darkness person can be " pardoned "?
same issue of the same paper we find this choice
of superstition to the glorious plain of mental libstanza, quoted as the motto of the Loyal Orange
The Freethought Letter-writing Corps will this League, a soci~ty closely ·affiliated in purpose with
erty. And, as Mr. Wakeman says, referring to the
resolution regarding the Liberal papers passed at week write to the Advertiser, GPneva, New York, the American Protectiv Association:
" We will support the Bible,
the late International Congress : " They are the very upon the subject of church taxation. Edgar Parker, its editor, says that churches are !>nilt by free
God's holy book of truth,
life of the cause of intellectual and practical emanAnd keep it in our public schools,
contributions from their members ; they are not
cipation of the people. As such they are to be money-making institutions; their doors are open to
For the guide of early youth."
built up and sustained by constant care, payment, all; their teachings are "morality, sobriety, honPoor dog Tray was known by the company he
encouragement, and solicitation for subscribers for esty, and integrity." "The public schools are not kept. We judge that very few Liberals will be
them." Third, An increase in the list will relieve the taxed, nor the court houses and as;ylums; even the found in the company of these Protestant zealo~f!·
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TAXATION OF CijURCH PROPERTY
Arguments for and Against the Sec.
ular Proposifion.
S0/1E
Views of Politicians-Time-Honored But Explocled Assertions in Defense of
Favoritism in Taxation.
The Editor of THE TnUTH SEEKER recently sent
to one hundred of the leading educators of the
state of New York, including the presidents and
professors in colleges and universities, the letter of
inquiry of which a copy is given below. The same
letter was sent also to the county treasurers of the
sixty counties in the state. This is the letter:
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEw YoRK.
DEAR Sm: Will you kindly answer, for publication, the questions given below T
1. Should church property be subject to taxation,
·and on the same conditions and at the same rate as
other private property T
2. Does or does not the exemption of church
property from taxation amount, in effect, to an appropriation from the state to the church for the
propagation of religious doctrins T
Hoping that you will favor me with an early
reply, I remain,
Respectfully yours,
E. M. MACDONALD,
Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE ANSWERS.
FROM THE MEN OF LEARNING.
YES TO DOTH QUESTIONS.
From Alexander J. C. Skene, President, Professor of
the Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women Long
Island College-Hospital, Brooklyn.
'
1. Yes.
2. n does.
A. J. 0. SKENE.
From Herman L. Fairchild, B.S., Professor of Geology
and Natural Histor:v, and Curator of the Geological
Museum, University of Rochester. Lately President
of the Rochester Methodist Episcopal Union.
1. Yes.
2. Yes.
The Protestants are inconsistent in accepting
such help.
H. L FAIRCHILD.
From George C. Caldwell, B.S., Ph.D., Professor of
General Chemistry and of Agricultural Chemistry
'
Cornell University.
DEAR Sm: I believe that church property should
be taxed, on same conditions and at same rate as
other property.
I think that any other course does am:>unt to an
appropriation from the state to the church.
Yours truly,
G 0. CALDWELL.
From Lavergne .:If. G;udner, Expert Accountant, Leoturer on PolitiCal Economy, Commercial History
Commercial Geography and Busine~l!l Customs Eas~
man Business C1ollege, Poughkeepsie.
'
EmTo~ ~nU~H SEEKER: I am pleased to respond
to your mntatwn to make answer to the questions
Should church properly be taxed? etc. We ma;
fairly estimate that from one and one-half millions
to two millions valuation of church property in this
city (Poughkeepsie) of about 23,000 population is
to-da~ ex.empt f~om taxation. Every tax payer in
the 01ty Is helpmg to support and increase this
property. We hav some sixteen or seventeen
churches and annexes struggling for existence and
the moral and benevolent activities in most of these
organizations, the enthusiasm of their youth, the
sense of duty of the older members, are spent in
maintainin.g these institutions. For these the ladies
sew, contnve, beg, cook, hold fairs, giv entertain. menta, get up picnics, festivals, concerts, yea, move
heave~ and earth that these seventeen organizations
may liv. Tax church property and the same number of people will meet in half the number of
churches, feel the inspiration that a closer fellowship a~wa_rs [Jivfl, pay their taa:es, and expend surplus ntality m doing good instea~ of accumulating
property. A large part of what IS called religion
to-day may be fairly classed under the hF>ad of luxury, and who among us will deny that luxuries are
fair object~ for taxa~ion T What is the practical
effect of this exemptwn and protection T Church

property in our large cities aggregates hundreds of I erence to the ~axation of ehurch property, in a. manmillions of dollars in valuation. The most valuable ner to interest the readers of Ttt:t TBt1Tll SEEttEB.
are exclusiv, and in general utility and character
With many thanks for your kind invitation,
are religious club houses. This is comparativly a
I am yours truly,
FRANK A:alloT~.
young nation, and strong, yet it is wise to read to
NO TO BOTH QUESTtONB.
this generation a page from history. At the beginning of the French Revolution two acres out of From Alpheus B. Hervey, Ph.D, President St. Law•
rence U Diversity.
every five in all France belonged to the church, and
1. It i~ not private prOperty. lt should not be
the church was so good a judge of land that in
most places the two acres belonging to the church taxed any more than tiny other property held and
were worth more than the people's three. Look used for eharitable or educational purposes.
2. Indirectly, perhaps, but not in a way ot to at!.
abroari to day, at Italy, Spain, Mexico, Peru. In
most Catholic countries that edifice or group of extent that is objectionable when all are treated
ALPHEUs B. HERVEY.
buildings that overwhelms the mind with its grand- alike.
eur, either for its magnitude or its magnificence,
Rev. A. H. Strong, D.D., President ltochelltet
you may be sure is ecclesiastical; and in these same From
Theological Seminary.
countries man, potentially divine, grovels in .the
DEAR Sm: In my judgtnent ehttrch propett;dirt, wearing the blank look of ignorance or idiocy,
should not be subject to taxation, for the real:ion
in order that the God whom he adores may dwell that, like hospitals and schools, it helps the stll.te
in lofty temples and glisten with beautiful gems.
while it has no profits whitlh it _tlould share with th~
'Tis a sorry sight. The established church in Engstate. The ineome is all out(/o. Of eourile t should
land, with its many fat livings, robs the producer, mean by church property not real estate 5r bonds
who pays the tax but is never re:presented therein.
held for purposes of endowment, but only actual
My taxes this year amounted to $71 40. If church
houses of w0tship. 1 do not regatd. eie:diptioh
property in Poughkeepsie had been taxed I would
from taxation tt1 this extent as engaging the state
hav paid about $65. I am compelled to contribute
in
the least in the taaehing of religion, but only as
between six and seven dollars each year to support
recognizing
the good which comes from the church
churches not of my choice nor patronage. If I
as a filoral and patriotic influence.
should attend church twice every Sunday of the
Yours truly,
AuGUSTUS H STRONG.
year and drop a nickel on the plate each time; I
would not pay as much as I am now paying.
From George M. Whicher, A.M., Professor of Latin and
According to the census of 1890, church property
Greek, Pa.cker Collegiate Institute, Brooklyn.
in this country was valued at $679 000 000. StatDEAR Sm : 1. · In taxing private property the
!sticians tell us that this class of p~op~rty doubles state is not, and should not be, logically consistent.
m. v~lue every ten or twelve years. These exempt Whether church property or other private property
millwns laugh at the tax collector, while the wiuow is to be taxed, and how heavily taxed, are questions
and the fatherless must pay or go under the sheriff's to be settled by considerations of policy and not at
hammer.
all by a priori principles. As a n..atter of fact, vaExemption of church property from taxation and rious kinds of property are left untaxed at present.
reduction to the clergy because they are a p~rt of If the public good is on the whole promoted by the
said property, is a positiv injury to citizen and existence of churches (as it certainly is), then the
society to-day. Out off this remnant of the middle state is wise in not insisting upon its prerogativ in
ages. Make it possible for a man in the church to respect to them. The only circumstances conceivbe just and honest, and clean and upright as the able which might justify a change in the present
man outside. Tax all church rroperty. Ask every policy ar«.>, first, an attempt to evade taxation under
p~est or clergyman to pay full fare, and standard shelter of church corporations; and, second, the acpnce for clothing, food, and fuel. The exemption cumulation of an undue proportion of the weaUh .of
of church property from taxation is equivalent to a community in the hands of ecclsiastical organizaan appropriation by the state for the support of all tions. As I am not aware that either state of things
churches, hence the propagation of religious doc- exists among us, I should answer your first questrine.
Fraternally,
L. F. GARDNER.
tion in the negativ.
~- It is a perverse logic whitlh can see in thifl
YES, TO FIRB'r QUESTION j NO, TO 8Ed0Nb.
exemption frotn taxation an appropriatidn for the
From Estevan A. Fuertes, M.A.S.C.E Director of the propagation of religious do'ctrins. It would be as
Coll~ge o~ Civil Engineering, and Professor of CiVil fair to say that because a public library is left unEngmeermg, Cornell University.
taxed the state is giving money to disseminate the
1. Yes! and at such rates as would truthfully views of certain authors. lf some denominations
prove neither persecution no;r favoritism.
were· taxed and others exempt, there would be a
2 No; it is not identical with an appropriation. just cause of complaint. But tre state is quite imIt ha~ some e'l:u!valen~ features, but exemption is partial. I do not think it "propagates'' any religcertamly favonhFim, hkely to be abused,. as it is ious doctrins, any more than it is a godless institution
really abused. Such exemption might, I think be (as some of our friends maintain) because there is
proved unconstitutional.
. E. A. FuE:I!'rE;.
no creed in our national and· state constitutions.
Vtlry truly yours,' Gl!:oRGE MEABoN .WH1~'lll!:B.
YES, UNDER ACCEPTED DEFiNtTiON OF " CHtJRdH."
From James E. Oliver, A.M., Professor of :Mathematics :Frotn Waterman T. Hewett, A.B., 'Ph D., Professor
Cornell University.
'
of. the German Language and Literature, Cornell
tJ'niversity.
SI~: ~o ?xempt church property from whatever
G:l!iNTtEMEN: ln answer to your inquiry whether
t~xation IS Imposed on other private property is to
giv the churches indirect state aid, and this appears church property spould be subject to taxation, and
to me. d~ngerous in principle. Moreover, such on tb e same conditions1 and at the same rate as
state aid IS UNJUsT as long as it rests in any degree other property, I would say that I hav always J eld
u~on .our practically defining a "church" as an in- that it should be free from taxation. I hav regarded
stitutiOn one of whose objects shall be the inculca- religion as the basis of moral and social order, and,
tion of certain religious doctrins-for instance of therefore, the church as promoting good citizenship
Theism. If ever, for purposes of tax-exemption, as no oth~r agency. As churches are erected not
the word "church" should come to include all or- with a view to financial profit, and are conducted
ganizations whose primary aim is ethical, regardless in the public interest, I regard then upon the same
of wh~t~er they hav or hav not an implied creed as basis as literary institutions. The existence of a
to rehgu~n or of what that implied .creed may be, church in a community increases the value of all
the.n I think that tax-emption would no longer be other property; and residence in a community
UnJust, .although it might be unwise in two ways- where no church exif!!ts would appeal to but a limas k~e:pmg open an opportunity for abuses, and as ited class. Therefore, as churches add to the value
deprivm~ the churches of that great power for of all property, and are not erected with a view to
good which comes from healthy and recognized pecuniary returns which they seldom makP, I hav
always held that they should be free frorr taxation.
self-dependence.
JAMES EDWARD OLIVEB.
I I do not regard them as private property, as they
f!ol'e open to the public and accessible to all. While
NOT PREPARED TO ANSWER.
FromU ~ndrew V. V. Raymond, D. D., President-elect of they are immediately for the benefit of the organization which establish€s them, their influence is
mon CollE>ge.
DEAR Sm: I am not able to answer your inquiries more widely felt as a source of charity and benefas to .the taxation of church property, as I hav not icence in a community. If property is held by a
yet.give:r;t the subje~t sufficient thought to formulate church and not used imm<>diately for educational or
religious purposes, it should be taxed like other
an mtelli~ent opimon.
Respectfully yours,
property.
ANDREW v. v. RAYMOND.
In answer to your second question, I should say
From Frank Abbott, M.D., Dean of the Faculty, Pro- no. The state does not collect taxPs on non-prof~ssor o~ De!ltal Histology, Surg-ery and Therapeu- ductiv real estR.te. If the churches did not exist,
tics, University of the State of New York.
the value of all other property would be less, and
MY DEAR Sm: I regret to say that I am not pre- the amount. of the required taxes would hav to be
:pared to ai\f!!W~.f the questions propounded in ref- greatu o~ t'!;t,~ ta.~_'lb~e v~l~e~ <?f !loll property.

THE
=The appropiati?n of state funds for the support
of asylums, hospitals, and other charihble institutions not open to all_ cit~zens, and with the purpose
of promotmg sectarian Interest primarily, I am opposed to.
·
W. T. H"WETT.

-.---

From Clement 0. Gaines, A. B, B: L., M. Accts., President, Treasurer, and General Superintendent Eastman National Business Oolleg~>, Poughkeepsie.
DEAR SIR: I hav your inquiry of the 24th, and
beg to say that I hav hardly time or space in the
compass of this lettE'r to answer as fully as I would
like to do the questions you propound.
Suffice it to say that it depends upon what you
mean by church property whether or not taxes
should be levied in this direction. I hav no question as to the propriety of keeping the land on
whic~ a church stands and the building free from
taxat10n. If a church should own other property
than this it should bear the same rate as that appropriated to private uses.
.
I am not su:fficient!y fam~Iiar with_ your :paper to
~now what your att!tude IS on this subJPct, but
J ~dge. from !our askmg the question that you bebeve In taxmg churches f~r any property occupied
or own~d by them. . ~ossibly you are not parti~u
larly Jriendly to rebg10us organizations. · I must
say that my attitude is the opposit ; that I believe
a~l c.hristia~ churches to be eminently institutiOn_s I~ the mterest of the general public. I say
Christian churches because this is a Christian country, and because one of the highest ambitions of
my life is to be 11.ble to realize a true following of
Christ.
I do :Qot wish to hav the state as the state render
me. or _any _othe~ advo~ate of the work of Christ a·ny
assistance m this particular matter, but as it leaves
other institutions of a public character intended for
the elevation of all people untaxed, notably educational institutionP, I think it not improper that
churches should hav the same exemption.
Now as to your second question I can only_ say
that I do not think such exemption in effect an appropriation from the state to the church for the
propagation of religious doctrins. It is simply in
my opinion a recognition of the geDfrally beneficial
character of the work done in the churches. One
might equally as well say that a failure to levy an
income tax would amount in effect to an appropriation from the state to people of considerable incomes for the increase of their revenues.
I hav not time to go into this subject further,
but I hav never thought otherwise than I write
here. Still I am not so wedded to my views that I
might not be persuaded that I may be mistaken.
My friendship, however, is, as I hav said before, unalterably on the side of the church, and I hav but
little patience with those who preach against it.
Very truly yours,
C C. GAINES.
FROM THE COtTNTY TREASURERS.

PUTJI'AM C- •UNTY.
My answer to both questions it<, Yes..
Respectfully yours,
HELLYER RYDER.
ESSEX COUNTY
DEAR SIR: Yours of the 25th at hand, and in reply would say I do not think church property ought
to be taxed for any purpose whateyer.
Yours respectfully,
F. E. HuESl'IE.
SENECA COUNTY.
DEAR SIR: In reply to your letter of the 25thNo. 1. I do not believe in taxing church property.
No.2 Yes. There will hav to be so much more
from the state, but I think that the state can provide for that without taxing church property.
Yours truly,
M. T. CoRKHILL.
SCHUYLER COUNTY.
Believe that the exemption of church property
from taxation according to existing laws is just and
right.
Exemption from tantion cedainly has the effect
of an appropriation to encourage religious doctrins.
·
Very respectfully,
G G. MoNTGOMERY.
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moral as well as the religious benefits of the communities, I believe that the church property should
be exempt from taxation. Other property owned
however, by church societies, not used for church
purposea, should, in my judgment, pay taxes the
same as al~ uther property. In reply to your sec
ond quest_10n, wo~d say that while the exemption
fr~m taxat10n does m effect amount to an appropriatron from the state to the extent of the s·tate tax
which such church property would , therwise pay,
ye~, as the expense of maintaining the churches is
paid by comparativly few for ·the benefit of· the.
many, the exemption from taxation is in my juda0
ment fully justified; Very respectfully yours,
ANDREW WILLIAMS.

-------------------

Freethought and Secular Notes from England.
"THE SCENE IS CHANGED."
Re~ently in my "Notes" I spoke of the very

beautiful weather we had been having in England
du~i~g the mon~h of April; but I also expressed my
opm10n that Kmg Frost would inake a raid upon
us at any moment. He has done so, and has thus
marred the atmospheric splendors that lent a luster
to nature at the dawn of spring. May in England
has been exceptionally bleak, and with rain, hail,
and snow, we are driven back to the gloom and discomfort of an E?glish winter. During the present
week at Greenwich the thermometer in the shade
fell to the freezing point, and on the grass exposed to
~he s~y the re~ding was 26 deg. At Loughborough,
m Letcestersh1re, the thermometer in the shade fell
to 28 dE'g., and on the grass to 24 deg., or eight
degrees of frost, and at York and Cambridge the
reading in the screen was 29 deg. At Liverpool
the atmospher1 was chill and wintry to a remark-.
able degree. In Scotland the weather bas been,
extremely cold, and heavy snow showers hav been
frequent. In the neighborhood of Dundee seven
degreeR of frost hav been registered. In Central
1 erth8hire the hills for days were coated with snow.
So, after reading this account of change of scene
and temperature with my former description of
"The Dawn of Spring,,. the readers of this journal
will readily understat t' the fickleness of the English
climate.
THE SECULAR CONFERENCE.
On Whit Sunday the National Secular Society
held its annual conference, which was of a thoroughly practical and representativ character. This
year we met at Liverpool, and although I hav
attended many Secular Conferences in England, not
one has· appeared to me to hav been more successful tban this of 1R94. The executiv were able to
present a record of a good year's work, and to indicate an interesting and useful program of action for
the immediate future. The increase of membership
to the National Secular Society during the past
year has been most satisfactory, and my American
and Canadian readers may rest assured that Secularism in England was never more flourishing than
it is at the pre~ent time. The demand for lectures is greater, in some instances, than the supply. Arrangements are being made for an extensiv propaganda of open-air lectures both in London
and in the provinces. This is very useful work, but
it is excE-edingly trying for the lecturers, who hav
not only frequently to answer abusiv opponents,
but our speakers hav to contend against religious
rowdyism t~at is a disgrace to Christian advocacy.
I am glad to be able to report that thtJ circulation
of the Jfreethinker still advances, and the sale of
general Freethought literature is better than ever.
A new Freethougbt journal has just been started in
Bradford, Yorkshire, with the well-known title of
.the Truth Seeker. It is conducted by earnest
Secularists, and judging from its first issue it deserves to hav a long and prosperous life.
THE LONDON SCHOOL BOARD.
'' The Religious Question " has once more occupied the main portion of a sitting of the London
school board. Already hundreds of hours hav been
consumed by the board in acrimonious controversy
on this subject which has been audaciously raised
by the Dogmatist party without aLy mandate from
without.
As it has been for the last twelve
months so it inevitably will continue until the bigots
are·removed from the board. I hav no doubt that
this desirable result will be achieved at the coming
school board elections in November. I sball shortly
enter_ upon the fight to secure a seat for myself and
should I be succes'lful my first business will be to
see if the BiblE' cannot be excluded altogether from
the education in the schools. ·
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Scotland is waking up and taking great interest in
pn bl~c debates upon theological matters. The people hsten now with profoun l attention, without the
slightest manifestation of hostil feeling. This is a
marked indication of the progress of Freethought
and shows that the labors of secular workers hav
not been in vain. ·In my recent encounters I hav
discussed the subjects of "The Existence of God"
'· Has Man a Soul !'' " The Bible and Mode~
Progress," " Ch~ist the Ideal for Man." My opponent!!, Dr. Jamieson,· of. Glasgow, and the Rev.
David MacrJJ,e, of Dundee, were exceedingly courteous, but they lacked debating force. Still we must
be thankful for small mercies in these days when it
is so difficult to induce prominent theologians to
even attempt to defend their faith in public debate.
MR G. W. F:OTE.
Mr. Foote, the president of the National Secular
Society, has been compelled to take a rest from his
heavy labors. His sickness has not been dangerous,
but it might hav become so had he not heeded the
warning of his medical attendant. Mr. Foote is an
energetic toiler in the Secular movement and what
he undertakes to do he does thoroughly, as his exposure of the "Converted Shoemaker" myth amply
testified. It is now ten years since my colleague
suffered twelve months' imprisonment for "conscience' sake" and a few of his friends hw decided
to present him with a "testimonial'' in commemoration of the tenth anniversary of his release from
jail. An appeal for funds for this purpose is now
being made and I hope in ·my next" Notes" to be
able to announce that the response to the appeal
has been worthy of the object for which it is made.
NO PRAYERS.
The Es9ex board of guardians hav very wisely
refused to imitate the folly of the House of Commons in opening their proceedings with prayer. At
a recent sitting it was proposed that the chairman
should open future meetings with prayer, asking
God's blessing upon the work which many of the
guardians would probably soon hav to undertake in
connection with the establishment of parish councils.
Rev. E. P Gibson seconded, rem!l.rking that in these
days of Agno ticism it would be well to follow the
custom of the House of Commons and the London
school board. It was suggested that as the board
would cease to exist next Novei:Qber the proposal
was something like a death-bed repentance, in .which
the speaker did not believe. Mr. G. Hammond
said that, although activly engaged in various
branches of Christian work, he should oppose the
motion, because he tl ough it would be hypocrisy to
hav prayerP. When he read some of the proceedings in the House of Commons he could not help
thinking· that there was a good deal of hypocrisy in
the prayers which opened those proceedings. The
proposer and seconder alone voted for the motion.
CHRISTIAN BIGOTRY.
The newspapers here hav just reported another
instance of religious bigotry. A Mr. Wingrove,
whll says he is a churchman, recently lost by death
his infant child, seven months old. He at once
called upon the vicar of his parish with a view to
its interment. In the course of conversation it
transpired that the child had not been baptized.
The vicar said he could not allow the body of an
unbaptized person in the church, but that he would
under the circumstances read a prayer at the graveside. The time arranged for this was six o'clock in
the evening, and at that timE', according to the arrangement of the vicar and the father, the parents,
with the remains of their child, arrived at the parish
churchyard, when a message was given to the father
from the vicar that ht did not consider it to be his
duty to bury the child, the result being that the
sorrowing mother ha<1. to be left in the open churchyard with the body while the father went to find
some other minister to bury it. And yet we are
told that Christianity has a humanizing effect upon
its believers. In this case humanity was insulted
and justice ignored. With such specimens of
bigots as this vicar the church abounds.

RELIGIOUS HYPOCRISY.
The Weekly .Dispatch, published in London, has
just reported a case which shows the humbug that
is mixed up with the English church. The parish
church of St. !ves in Huntingdon has just been
uFed for the dual purpose of teaching theology and
posting the youngsters of the town in the art of
gambling with dice for Bibles, which were presented at the close of the competition to the six boys
who threw the highest numbers. The altar-table
CLINTON COUNTY.
was the immediate scene of the gambling. No
SECULAR ACTIVITY IN SCOTLAND.
DEAR SIR: Replying to your~ of the 25th inst.
I hav just concluded nearly a month's tour in police were in attendance. On the same ·day, fifty
As to your first question. Inasmuch as all church Scotland, where I hav been lecturing and debating. policeman made a raid on "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
societies 11.re organized
an~ maintained for the All my audiences he.v been large and most orderly. and another public house in Bolton, arresting forty
-·
': r •
OTSEGO COUNTY.
DEAR SIB: Yours of the 25th in st. to hand.
I am against taxing church property in any way.
As for the exemption of church prop(?rty fnm taxation, I fail to see why or how it would be called
an appropriation from the state to the church for
the pr:>pagation of religious doctrins.
Yours truly,
SAM'L D. Emcx.

r- "'\
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men and seizing their sporting paraphernalia. In
court the defending solicitor said it was a hardship
that theae men should be prosecuted when noblemen and others went scot-free. The two publicans
were fined £25 each and costs, and the remainder
were mulcted in costs. There may be a distinction
•between throwing dice in church for Bibles and
throwing dice in saloons for beer, but non-gamblers
ril fail to see much difference.
TlD OHUBOH ALARMED.

The parish councils bill now having become law
the clergy are very anxious to wipe out the effect
of the action of their bishops in the House of Lords.
The clergy find themselvs confronted with the
poorer classes who regard them as enemies to social
progress. Hence they hav appealed to the archbishop of Canterbury to blow his sacred trumpet in
favor of making the church an ally of social development. The holy man has promised to see
what can be done to remove the bad impression
created, but very little is expected from his guarded
and indefinit reply to the clergy. The truth is, it
is impossible to bring the church in touch with the
reforms on this side of the Atlantic. Mental freedom and intellectual subjection are not congenial
allies. Stagnation and progress cannot co-exist.
The one is the symbol of the theological past and
the other is the emblem of the Secular present.
A FBEB SUNDAY.

.

This movement is deserving of special mention,
inasmuch as there are societies organized to arrest
its progress. Despite this, however, freedom is
gaining notable triumphs. The first opening of the
London Guildhall collection of paintings on Sundays was attended by over three thousand visitors,
and many were unable to obtain admiasion. Even
Eton College has opened its fine museum to students on Sunday afternoons. In Coventry the town
council has given permission for the band to play
on Sundays, and it is left with the players to select
either -sacred or secular music. Verily we move in
spite of the church.
DIBBI'ITABLIBHMENT 01' OHUROHEB.

Freethinkers are opposed to any church being
supported or protected by the state. And the
clergy are just now seriously concerned at the prospect before them as to the future position of their
church. The present English Liberal government
has intimated its intention of dissolving partnership with the churches in Scotland and in Wales.
Hence the bishops, clergy, and laymen in convocation assembled during May passed resolutions condemning in no measured language what they term
''the horrible iniquity" contemplated. Professor
Huxley long ago described the church as "a branch
of the civil service," but Lord Rosebery recently
urged that the nation had as much right to set up
a church as it has to maintain an army. It is
strange that men who are acute upon general matters should be so blind as to the lack of consistency
in their statements upon theological matters. If
Lord Rosebery could show that the church, like the
army, is for the defense of the whole nation, his
statement would hav something in it. But this is
not so, for the church is used for the defense of
ancient folly and class interests. However, it is
evidently too weak to exist by its own resources.
This is granted by the bishops who hav issued a
"manifesto " in reference to the Welsh Establishment, in which they say that if the bill recently introduced by the Home Secretary for the disestablishment of the church in Wales becomes law, its
" direct financial provisions are such as to reduce
the church to penury, and ultimately to leave her
with practically no pecuniary resources for her reorganization and work in the future." Just so, the
church is not strong enough, financially or otherwise, to support itself, but that is no reason why
the nation should be taxed to perpetuate an institution to which the majority of the people are opposed. We are glad to see that the Baptists bav
met and passed resolutions directing "the officers
of the Union to sign on its behalf petitions to both
Houses of Parliament, praying them to pass into
law the government bills for disestablisment in
Wales and Monmouthshire and Scotland." There
is no doubt that in England we are upon the eve of
radical changes in reference to the power of the
church, and I hav strong hopes that before my career is closed, religion will be a question of individual opinion, and not of national injustice.
·
"THE BEOULABIZATION OF THE PULPIT·"

The above was the title of an address that has
just been given by the President of the Congregational Union to its members. The reverend gentleman complains that throughout English society
there is going on a slow and silent process of dete-

rioration. Interests, "temporal, material, and even 1 I wonder what dream book Talmage recomm~:~ndl!
intellectual, are allowed to usurp the solemn verities and what peculiar method of fortun~telling he conof the blessed gospel.
Attention given to eiders most reliable~ it Was an oversight not ~o hav
the social welfare of the people is a source of dan- mentioned them in his sermon; but then, not
ger to the pulpit." If this be true, the sooner the greater than others. All illogical minds are prone
pulpit is put to some useful purpose the better. to oversight. But to come back to the sermon. It
The president advised ministers not to forget that is under five heads:
their work is "not to save the body from suffering,
1. "The scriptures are so full of revelatloft fffl~
but to deliver the soul from ~·" This is w~at God, that if we get no commttt1ica.Hon fromhifu ~
Freethinkers are constantly urgmg as the funct1on our dreams, we ought; nev-ertheless·, to be saMsfied;"
of Christianity. Its business is not with .this life.
The silver doll~r d~am that t ioahed. Talmage i%
As Christ is reported to hav said: " My kingdom is fully thtee m~nths old ahd has not fuittl:iliaiized yet
not of this world." Then we hav no use for it, at (perhapl!l it went by the Mntrary), and I hav not
leaat not at present, for our knowledge and duties dreamed ltnothl!lr dream since; but I don't want
are confined to this world, for the good reason that tho~e who dream incessantly to crow over me bewe know nothing of any other.
cause God disturbs their slumbers every night. I
still hav the revelations (by Heston) to console ~e.
2. "All dreams hav an important . nlell.h_ifig.
lNTEBBBNNG t!i'E'M"S.
A singular incident has just occurred in the north Every dream, whether agreeable or· hal'aijsing-,
of England, where an archdeacon was presiding at whether sunshiny or. tempef!tuous, means so hluch
the installation of a new clergyman. During his that rising from your . t1ou~h you ou~ht t'o
discourse the arehdeacon remarked: "You saw the kneel down and say (does he _iiteail ask!], '0 God!
crowds· outside witnessing the procession. The am l immortal t'" And Tallliage figures it out
officers of the church specially urged them to come conclusivly th"O.t mah is immortal because he 'dreams,
in, but not one entered out of that multitude. It and if that is the case my beautiful bulldog Jackie
reminds me of the late Bishop of Manchester~ who immortal too, for he " dreams dreams and sees
once said : 'We preach Christianity~ but those visions" so vividly that by his manifeatatiohs W'e
outside practice it.'" This home thrust has caused are able to tell whether they a.re. s\lnshiby or
much tribulation among the saints in the north of tempestuous ; and Revelations iheiltio~s horses in
England.
heaven ; so I don1t ~ee wh~re ahy line can be
Three years ago when the system of free educa- drawn that will ah'u~ out cows, monkeys, cats, or
tion came into force, steps were taken by the Edu- any other animal with sufficient brains to dream.
cation Department to induce parents to deposit in
~. "The vast majority of dreams are merely the
the savings bank for the benefit of the children, the result of a disturbed physical condition, and are not
money saved by the discontinuance of fees. Since a supernatural message.
Anything you
then no fewer than 680,000 one-shilling and 270,000 see while under the influence of chloral or brandy
four-shilling deposit slips hav been supplied to or hasheesh or laudanum, is not a revelation from
managers and teachers.
God. ·
· Do not mistake narcotic disturbance
The twenty-sixth annual Cooperativ Congress has for divine revelation. Majority of dreams · • ·
just been held in Sunderland in the county of the penalty of outraged digestiv organs.''
Durham. From the official figures produced at the
That was very thoughtful in Talmage ~I) warn
meeting it appears that in England cooperation has his unthinking and uncritical congregation (all
made marvelous progress. Within the compara- Christians are essentially non-thinkers and det}idtivly short period of fifty years the small band of edly uncritical, or they would not be Christians)
twenty-eight pioneers had transformed itself into of the similarity of God1s manifestations n.nd indian army numbering 1,240,013, representing about gestion, lest they mistake a salad nightmare for ii.
one-seventh of the population of the United King- revelation from God. But now that troubles me.
dom. The trade had grown into .£50,318,977 annu- If during my sleep a horse comes and sits on my
ally, and the slender capital of £28, with which the stomach, and plants his fore-feet on my lungs and·
pioneers proposed to rearrange the powers of pro- sneezes lightning in my face, by what shall I
duction, distribution, education, and government, differentiate between· a visit from God or the devil
had grown into .£14,063,687-no mean sum with or the nightmare, especially if I hav been very
which to tackle that complex and ambitious pro- busy the day before and hav forgotten wha~ I ate T
gram. Cooperation rests upon the widest social
Coleridge's "Kublai-Khan" was composed
and economic basis, and meets most completely the under the influence of some opiate, so of course
conditions imposed by modern industrial progress. God. had nothing to do with it. Tartina, the .
London, Eng.
C.ru.BLEB W ATTB. . violinist, composed his most wonderful sonata while
asleep. Wliat was his source of inspiration T If
.A. Sermon by Talmage.
from God the piece is divine, and the church should
( AB VIEWED BY A FREETHINKER.)
lay exclusiv claim to it. If from indigestion, it
Some time ago Dr. Talmage preached an eloquent would pay for all the musically inclined to cultivate
sermon on dreams, taking for his text Gen. xxviii, indigestion. If I wish to commit a piece to mem11 : " He took of the stones of that place and put ory, I read it carefully several times at night. In
them for his pillows, and he lay down in that place the morning I can repeat it save, perhaps, a few
to sleep and he dreamed.'' Talmage goes on to cite mistakes that two or three readings will correct.
many instances of God's communicating with people Why should I be able to repeat it in the morning,
in dreams. Well, perhaps he did, but it seems to when I could not at night T Simple enough, and
me it would hav been much more satisfactory to nothing supernatural about it, and no indigestion.
meet him during waking hours and hold a con- The brain cells had received sufficient impression
versation with him; but then "God's ways are not to keep the form going over and over in the same
set of cells (i.
to keep the same set of cells dis~
our ways "-he always was erratic.
Talmage says: "I do believe in dreams "-mean- charging their electric or nerve force), and when
ing God's communications through them. What the impression became deep enough, it was what we
an interesting statement to follow out. If he be- call "committed to memory." After many years I
lieves in dreams he must hav a " dream book " to wish to recall it; I start in wherever I can, and rehelp him interpret God's meaning, for dreame do peat as much as I can, over and over. Suddenly
change about and mix up ~wfully, and he (Talmage) another line or verse comes to. me, i .. e., I start up
is above all things illogical-as .I shall show you an action in the same cells used before. My ability
presently-so I'm sure he could not figure them to recall it in its entirety depends upon the previout alone, and if he believes in dreams he must ous impression, whether slight or otherwise.
What is a thought T It is the discharge of the
also believe in fortune-telling, for the two go together.
electric force in the brain cell, this discharge being
Let my imagination play a moment ; it wants to brought about by some stimulation either inside or
·
peep into Talmage's breakfast room. The family outside the body.
What is a dream? The same, but being asleep,
are assembled ; the reverend has a book in his
hand and a morning paper lies on a side table: "I we are not able to regulate the supply of the stimdreamed of picking up silver dollars last night till ulus, and the discharge of the force is from the
my pockets were full and weighted down [that was cells of the least resistance. Hence the irregularity
my dream, but as I don't attach any importance to and confusion of dreams. I hav often heard peoit, I will willingly lend it to him], and even then at ple say: " Oh, if I could talk or write as well in the
every step was another pile of silver coin," and he day as I can think at night, I might say something
turns over the leaves of the book-1 think it has a really brilliant," and I had so often thought so myyellow back-and repeats softly, "Silver, silver, B::!lf that I put pencil and paper at the head of my
bed, and when something brilliant (?) came into my
silver coin-here it is;" and all look interested.
Soon a young lady, perhaps she is a gue3t; says: mind and I awoke with the thought still vivid, I re"At Mrs. X. Y. Z.'s tea this afternoon we shall all corded it.
I thought I was preaching the funeral sermon of
hav our fortunes told by Madame Seventh Daughter, and I can hardly wait till 4 o'clock," and· she a child, and I said: "The skin of that child has
looks timidly at the third finger of the left hand, never closed a teeth." Another time I thought I
which is still minus the golden circlet that tells of was lecturing on "Scotch Superstitions" (I had
wedded bliss (or blister).
been reading Burns), and said: ·"To fear nothing

e.,
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means to hav no fear at mic;lnight i.n the el:lle hotirs;
The t~q anfl fi1ghteil.ed, U~liails. fo~et io §~y
'tl-ood~higb,t;"' a;iid ip ili.y .Jitllf-wa~g JP.offieiits l
tiough~; WhY., thai is rea.lly. trpe; !or frightened
~eo}?le ruii away and don't stop. tp fii\:y: aiiythilig i I
\V()n:der '\fhy ,i: never noticed thlij befqre;
Why s~c;nild #Y}~mprt~ so~ use l~s sense ~J
flo·orer, _grammar at m.ght than in the daytime?
Wllat does daylight or darkness matter to a soul or
why should indigestion make a soul talk nonsen'seT
Remark fourth I hav includE>d with the third.
5. "God has often, since the close of the
Bible dispensation, appeared to people in dreams.
.
. . •. . All ~re~,mp . ~hat tn~ke 1 r6,~ b~bei: JLre
from Gq,d; , itow do 11iliow ~t? .Is not tlqd thfil
a3,ure3e 'ot ~th good f . I~ doesh't take a ,very ~qgii;al
fui~~ t() argue that out." :Jjogicl SMd~_s of Plat,o!
Will ~ome one, piease tell me what size hat M:r.
T,~timag&.wear~' I want to.bow the circri.mfehm,ce
of that Jogical (!) brain-:-but; no lliatter. '' Th~
~ea'viest ~~rairis on rec<?rd., ,wh_ere t~e, stil.t~~~nts ~e
~.e. be relied upo~.' w.ere J>_qssessed 1 by an Ignor(t,nt
b~1ckl~yer a:p.~ 0: ~ongf3DI~!"l im,becil, both. of ;~qo~
outw~1gh~d pu:v~er and1.Abe:r,.cz:om:J?ie, ~h,i)e a boy of
t~i~te~n .ye~rs ,of ·'loge ~ad five ounces more brain.
tli*n,Wel;)ster or Agassiz."
I was not aware that dreams had any influence·
either for good or evil among the majority of people.
I should expect an old plantation aunty to lay some
stress upon her dreams, bu~ not intelligent, cultured
people.
" Tertullian and Martin Luther believed in
dreams." That's nothing; I used to believe in
Santa Claus, but that doesn't prove anything save
human_ credulity. "The night before his assassination the wife of Julius Ciilsar drea:tned that her husband feU dead across her' lap.,; Ooincident7 thiit;s
all. People oftetl. drearll. of the 4eat4 of iiQ:ihe fuem~e.r o~ tlie ~~m~iy or~ o~ t~~rll.~elvs,1 .B~t tli~t .~s ~i
that cdrdel'! df 1t. Talmage il.arr~ttes several m~ta4ces '!her~, peo~ie ;wflr~~d i~.drea¥18 ha~ gone
to tbe rescue of some one m poril, and rdentwns a
~h\p's crew oeing so niiracUiously rescued, and asks,
"Who conducted that dream 'I The God of the
sea." Wonderful! wonderful! But was that one
crew all he could get around to see to, and what has
that " God of the sea 'l been doing all this winter
and spring while boat after boat has been wrecked
and gone down '? He mentions a German who,
while on shipboard, was told in a dream to follow a.
man with a handful of white flowers. After he arrived in New York he wandered into the Fulton
street prayer-meeting, and on the pulpit-stand was
a bunch of tube-roses. When Mr. Lamphier-who
conducted the meeting-went home he took the
flowers, and the German followed; and through an
interpreter told of his dream. The German is now
a city missionary preaching the gospel to his countrymen. Well, that seemed to work very well for
the German ; but I should not feel it safe to advise
the thousands of idle men in the United States today to watch for a man wearing a boutonniere and
follow him, in hopes of work, for they would starve
before they got it.
"Perhaps the reason the God of the seas let so
many boats go down is because the crews did not
call on God to save them,"· some Christian will say,
"and if safety wasn't worth asking for it wasn't
worth having." Bosh! If my baby hangs in the
window in dang~r of falling to the pavement below,
would I wait to be called upon to rescue him from
his peril! Not much; almost before his danger can
shape itself in thoughts in my mind he is safe in my
arms. If a stranger is in danger of death from an
incoming engin, do I wait till he asks for aid before I render it 'I No; with violence, if need be, I
drag him to a place of. safety, and say: "Beg pardon, but the en~in was close upon you." He may
think me officious, and say he is capable of taking
care of himself, or he may thank me for my service ;
it doesn't matter either way; !·considered him in
danger and went to his rescue. If some member of
my family needs shoes, do I wait to 'be teased for a
new pair 'I No; my pleasure is to anticipate their
needs and . supply them with luxuries. "If ye,
being evil, know how to giv good gifts unto your
children," why should God wait for "much importu.ning" or withhold them entirely, or see Iivas
lost on sea and land if he be an all-wise God who
knows of the destruction, and an all-powerful God
who can bid the winds and waves be still and they
obey him?
DocToR.
Will some "beloved child of God " please stand
up and tell a benighted and ignorant .truthseeker
how it was that "Adam called his wife's name Eve,
because she was the mother of all living," when
there was nothing living of which she was the
mother at the time he named her? Perhaps ·some
one named ~ef since ~nd l!laqe "' m~~ta~e ill telling
the ~;~tory,
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w,as ,~b?ut a ,fi-te-hoqr Hde from Meri~en,
Oonn.; t,o Bostop.,. over ~· P.lea.siil.g seqtion of ~ew
England. lfi'. L. S :M:estoii. was ai tlie statiAh to
~ee.• ~ m,e\aD;~ s,ooni w,+!J ~~ ~h,e_ pr~seHc~ of PaW.e
M;emqpal~,J¥1. architectjira.l,bea~ty as well as a fitting monument to one of the greatest of mimkind.
In the Investigator office I found a warm welcome.
Mr. ·Ernest Mendum nobly carries out the work
which has canonized his father and Horace Seaver
in the hearts of all lovers of mental liberty. . For
over sit.ty yell.r8 this grand journal has foll@'ht the
gooq ftt(ht, ~~d )~ibet!\1!\ mAy f9:eU .~~. ~roii<l of it.
Saturday evenmg I. spen~ ~ the home of Mr. and
~rli!. Mepdmii .in. ite~ose ltighlands, alid. my host
and .h:ostess sp~e~ n9 P!lins to make hiy visit a
•
gr~at pleas:ure, which it was.
1
Sunday afternoon finds nie in Paine Hall where
t~e tngetsq~l Secqlar; So~ie~t, ~.oid.~., t~g~J. meet:\Dg~ Among the :il~a.t ~owelcqp1e ~~.here was Mr.
1to4~oP;d,, tl¥! J>jl'eSic;l.en,t p(. th~. soc~ety, "'n.d in a
few If11DUt~s 1 was grlj~ted by the three Rushesfather, and two sons, Reuben and Tom. Without
this trinity there would be a great gap in Paine
Hall. The elder Rush, an old associate of Bradlaugh, delights to narrate the story of the struggle
for mental liberty in England. When you find an
old-time English Freethinker you generally find a
man that you can "tie to." The boys are activ in
the cause, and hav also been very successful in
business. Those who heard Reuben Rush at the
International Congress will not forget his eloquent
and fiery oratory. Mr. L. K. Washburn, the universally admire~ editor of the rn'IJestigator, Wal!l
also present and an attentlv listener. Washbll111 is
the :tn()st :[loptilar ie~tutet in :boston; and ht~ can alWotYs :llp. l.>aine Hall to ~he dotits. t 1ectuted on
"The :illvi~·ces of _@hristia.irity,'' a:lid it wariil. dis<ilis,sio~ fo ':wed; The t>ftlicl~i sP,e~e.r :*as ~}I.e
:Rev. Mr't ;,?orepJ 1\ $co~h P,re.ao:yte11a~: , ~r.
:Moore was m a lialf-.~~~fl~,~ ppst:ure, througpout
the lec~ure, that he might t>e the firat one on the
.floor. He is very modest in his demands and
would not. accept the universe in a package if he
could get 1t, even though he did ask the privilege
of doing all the talking throughout the debate.
Mr. Moore detests the Catholic church, does not.
think it has any rights, that its property should be
confiscated, and its pr ests banished from the
country. He is the embodiment of the Protestant
spirit of persecution, and his antics while speaking
make him the comedian of Paine Hall. After the
lecture we repaired to the hospitable home of the
Rushes, where we had a most pleasant time.
On Monday afternoon I left Boston for Harwich,
on Cape Cod, where I was engaged to giv two
lectures. Mr. B. F. Robbins made the arrangements, and took upon himself most of the expense.
Harwich is far from being a Liberal town. The
old Puritan spirit is yet there. Mr. Robbins is the
only outspoken, aggressiv Freethinker that I found.
My audience was composed almost entirely of Spiritualists, who were attentiv and appreciativ.
My next appointment was Oysterville, which I
reached by stage from West Barnstable. I was
met on my arrival by Mr, Daniel Crosby, at whose
hospitable home I was well entertained during my
stay in town. Mr. Crosby's wife and daughter 11re
both Liberals to the heart and take an activinterest
in the. Freethought movement. In .the evening I
was· pleased to see a fine audience. Captain Handy
and his daughter, Miss Emma, drove over from
Cotuit. The Crosby orchestra delighted the audience with some well chosen selections. The audience was appreciativ and seemed to indorse all I
said. The next day Captain Handy drove me over
to Cotuit, where I gave two lectures. .Here the
audiences were small, as the Freethought element
is weak, but the short visit with Captain Handy
and his family, in the midst of the beauties of land
and sea, softened the disappointment a lecturer
sometimes feels when he gets poor houses. Mr. W.
A. Ma.kepiece and his brother came up from Hyannis both evenings though the weather was most
unfavorable. It was my fortune to meet on the
Cape some of the best Liberals that 1 hav come in
contact with, and I .left longing for the time when
I can come back.
When I returned to Boston I found a warm welcome again in the Rush home, and on Sunday I
had a larger audience than at the previous meeting.
The Rev. Mr. Moore again appeared, and for a
while we had a hot debate. The hardest thing for
Mr. Moore to see is the fact that Prot.estants are
opponents of religious liberty to-day as well as
Catholics. An Adventist minister also made a few
remarks, agreeing almost entirely with me in my
position.
After lecturing in small places it is a great relief
to a lecturer to speak in Boston, Philadelphia,
Brooklyn, or New York, where an intelligent and
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miltured audience givs him their attantion. it is li
treat to him; and is ari encouragement irl a '\fork
that has many trials
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THB Milwaukee Liberal Olub .meets at Severance Hall;
421 Milwaukee street, every Sunday at 7. 80 P.M.
THB Detroit Investigator Society meets every Sunday
afternoon at the hall, No. 32 Monroe avenue.
THB Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday
eve$g at 421 Laokawana avenue. Our motto: Freedom
w;Lurness. E~erybo,dy. mvited; Seore~ry;, Willi~

T~-:Janha~1Liberru Qlub n:l,eelis every Friday even,;:
ing m G~mau Masonic ,Hall, 220 .EI'st 15th street, New
York, at 8 o'clock. Program .for :May:
.
.
June 22d-"Spontaneous Geoeration." Edward w;
G.. Dobson.
June 29th-Last meeting of the season. Five minute
spee(thPI!.on ~,'Wfla~ One Thing Would You Hav the
Oons~tutiopa.i Qoiivention ;Do?" ,alternating witb
IJ,Iiu.&icial and eloo,tionary entertainment. Kdmission1
10 cents; at the door.
Priendi!hip hberal teague, oofnef ~f, ~ro~d ~rid
Wallace, in Warner Music Hall, Pniladelphia: j 1 , ,, r
Sunday, June 24th, 2.80P.M.-"Fallaoies and Injustice of
,
Single Tax," J. W. Brown.
7.30 P.M.-" The Labor Question from the Standpoint of
Nationalism." Prof. Frank Parsons of Boston University.
THB Manhattan Liberal Olub could be appropriately
called "The Olub of Dreams" last Friday ni~ht when
Elmer E. Warner spoke on "Tides of the TiLUt>fl." It
was a dream that the audience listened to, and to make the
dream appear a real one some of the audience slept., II.Ild
it took Dr, Foote, Jr., with his gavel, after the lecture,
to make many awake from their sleep, and to com prehenct
that the dre~m was o'er. '.rhe leotttrer in starting ortt
said that thotigh the titl~ of his paper was a purposely
ambiguoqs one, he wQtild tell ~hem how things could bl!
twtl htlti~t-e~I)O.r!i l~.n:i ti,ow. AcdQtdingly he took a
"t[<·ble 'a . found• imselt in New Yorlt t)fo cantutiell
fro date. . ll- fotinct irlgs rlluqh imi)roved, and f,lVE!rj'•
thi g;was tea Iy beav-ti u1, and eteryoJ;le ,ha#PY ,tpd oori:l"
fqi-taoJe. Tb, s t)~p(jr was. of, tll~ CJ~ss ~~utopian littirdt~r,B
which,.'.' :Uoo~II!-g :a~okw~trd" ,Is fa\rly tepre~e ·•.t.t~t;v:;
e lecturer thinks tqat silph papers !J>rottse. tho tight
ether tliis paper points to} he ~ • ttie tides of ttie tintes"
was to some minds an open question.
S. P. Putnam's Lecture Appointments.
IT bas been necessary to make some changes in the
previous announcements. The following are the dates
from June 28d to September 10th in Iowa Michigan,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota.,. and Montii.Ila.
Those in Washington Bnd Oregon ctesiring leotur<~s
during September and October will please andreas S. P.
PutnamA i?J- care of E. 0. Raiohwald, 284 Bluth Water
street, uhtoago, lll.
Adamsville, Mich., June 28, 24.
Nevinsville, Greenfield, Orient, and Oreston, Ia., June
.
29th-Jul:r 8th.
Shell Rook, Waverly, and Olarksville, Ia., Jnly 10th to
15th.
Sidnaw, Mich., July 19-24.
Drummond, Mich., July 26-30.
Neillsville, Wis., Aug 2-6.
Whitehall, Wis., Aug. 7-9.
Fargo, N. Dak., Au2'. ·11-14.
Crookston, Minn., Ang. 15-17.
Hoople, N. Dak. Aug. 18-21.
.
Fort Maginnis, Mont., Aug. 26th to Sept. 10th.

THE

~

Representativ Durborow has hit the popular
fancy in Washington by a proposition that appeals
to every intelligent household in the capital. It is
to open on Sunday all public institutions in which
there is aught for exhibition, an l to extend the
time of opening during week days. As it is, that
great and incomparable museum, the Smithsonian
Institution, is closed every day at 4 o'clock, is closed
on Sundays and even on holidays. The thousands
of people in the departments are practically denied
opportunity to visit these places, and the same is
true of the Congressional Library and the Corcoran
Art Gallery. So it is only the rich or the idle who
may enjoy the treasures of art and education that
the law declares shall J..be free to the people.-

Oharleston News and uourier.
Church edifices and land alone, exclusiv of parsonages, colleges, and the like, are valued at $680,687,106, and it is probable this would need to be at
least doubled to include all other church property.
It is safe to put the value of church ~roperty in the
United States at $1,361,374 000; It is a question
which seriously disturbs ministers and laymen alike
whether an element of society that is so rich ought
to ask any exemption from the burdens that fall
alike on rich an:d poor, especially when the churches
receive all the benefits of government that the humblest citizen can claim.- Chicago Record.
It has been found by careful calculation that the
biblical reports of the dimensions of Noah's ark are
erroneous. In order to carry the animals and food
for them necessary to make the trip, the word
"miles" should be substituted for the word
" cubits."
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to send your name to the secretary, John and the "industrial army" movement living in a very small world, and we might
R. Charlesworth, 234 South Water street, seem to be the topics "out West '' at bump one another in the next onl'. Otto,
presen+. I hear many ask the question, don't be afraidj yott will hav plenty of
Chicago, Ill.-ED. T. S.]
"What are Ingersoll's views regarding ronm 1 and some day1 when yon are in the
An Enthusias1ic Hurrah.
But They Will Not Alway~ Slight Him. this moving of idle men to Wasbington?" spirit world 1 yon will tell us mortals tbli.t
MALCoM, IA., June 1, 1894.
LAKEPoRT, N. H, June 4, 1894.
Yon know many of our Freethought fa.ith it is a giant delttsion to believe that when
Mn. EDIToR: Herein yon will fir:d $6.50
MR. EDIToB: Inclosed find $1 for In- look upon Robert Ingersoll as the sa.intll a man dies he is dead.
for "Four Hundrt d Years of Freetbought" gersoll's ·address on Thomas PRine, "The did upon Brigham Young, as able to reAddress-168 Berry avenue, Bellevnl',
and renewal for one yPar. With a long Ingersoll Controversy," "What Must We veal an answer to many knotty questions. Ky.
Lours HF.LD,
hurrah for the good old TRUTH SEEKER,
Do to be Saved?" "The Age of Reason," May we hear from his able mind as to
Gambetta Did Not Recant.
I am yours,
JOHN H. OHLAND.
and "Common Sense."
what this movement means to the future
CHAMPAIGN, ILL, May 29, 1894.
I will say that I hav distributed the of our government and country.
In the Swim.
MR. EDITOR: SPnd me the following of
pample copies you sent me in places where
Wishing
snoces3
to
all
who
are
laboring
RonEsoNIA, PA., June 2, 1894.
Ingersoll's productions: "Address Before
I thought they would do the most good. to free this worlcl of superstition, I am,
MR EDITOR : Inclosed fin 1 $!5. Althe Unitarian Club," "Truth of History,"
There are quite a number of Liberals here
Yours
truly,
HECTOR
W.
HAIGHT.
though I am like a solitary huckleberry in
" Ingersoll on McGlynn."
in this end of the city.
a bowl of milk in this hotbed of religion,
A friend, some time ago, displayed ~
In the afternoon of Memorial day I Thinks Heston Has More Genins than
I feel that I want "Four Hundred Years
God.
.
clipping from a Ohioa.go paper setting
listened to an address delivered by Dr.
of Freeth()ught" to show to my friends.
J. A. Green, and alRo an illustrated lecture
forth the sta.telilent that Father Latnberl,
WANDA, ILL , J nne 3, 1894.
Yours respectfully,
H. R. MILLER.
on the Civil War, but Thomas Paine's
Mn. EDIToR: I am but twenty· two years who held a ootl.troversy With In!!:ersoll
name was not mentioned, the man who did old but so far hav escaped the horrors some years ago, had renottnced the tlathoSub~cribes to Help the Cause.
more for the independence of tbis country of feeling that when done with this life I lio ohtitch and Catholicism I hav never
HARRISBURG, PA., June 4, 1894.
will hav to take oha.uoes on either going to seen the statement elsewhere. Will THE
MR, EDIToR: I inclose $5 for "Four and France than all others combined.
Yours uspeotfnlly, C M. CARLETON.
a paradise or to a btirning hell Am a whole- TRUTH Sll:EKER tell what it knows about
Hundred Years of Freethought." I
souled Atheist, Infidel, or Freethinker, the affdoir? I once asked yon for evidence
would hav subscribed sooner, but my
About Providential Judgments.
just
whichever jars the least on a pions on the last days of Gambetta, for a minisdoctor has forbidden me to read on acNEw 0RL'F.ANS, LA , May 14, 1894.
brain. Do not take THE TRUTH SEEKER, ter stated in the pulpit that Gambetta in
count of weak eyes. I, however, snbMR EDIToB: The World 8ays !ome at- but through the kindness of a friend (Mr. his last hours repented his unbelief, but
floribe to help the cause, and I wish yon
tribute Joseph RPmilleard's sudden dea•h Malcom McBride, of McBride, Ia., who, there was no reply. I hav been unable to
much sncoess.
JACoB TAusm.
in Calumet, Mich., to a judgment for his by the way, has taken your paper for procure evidence on this point.
bl&sphemy. To what do they attribute twenty years), I exchange and get it.
·
PERRY C. JOHNSON,
It Is Hi' }'irst Choice.
the thrice-providential burning of Tal- Will surely subscribe before I will go withDENVER, CoL., May 15, 1894.
[The Catholic priest who has recently
MR. EDITon: I herewith inclose yon $3, mage's church? Did he not libel, slander, out it. I think there is more downright joined the Methodists is A. Lambert, a
to renew my snhscription to yonr splendid and insult God by snbsta'1tially declaring truth stated in THE TRUTH SEEKER than Redemptorist. The priest who criticised
paper. I am free to say that I val.oe your that, by Breckinri-"ge-Pollard behavior, in the Old and New Testaments combined. Colonel Ingersoll is L. A. Lambert, and
paper very highly, and while money is ho (God) begot a son-!imply because he
It looks as though the all powerful, he is still an aotiv Catholic. Ask the mintight and hard to get, I would rat!J.er do found it in an interpolated, anonvmons far-seeing God is taking a year off, or at ister for proof that Gambetta repudiated
without some other papPr in order to he old book? Aye, did he not substantially all events he is not looking after his little, his Freethonght principles.
There is
able to hav THE TBUTH SlllEKER continue chaTge him with woriie conduct than starving, innocent children, and has also none, absolutely none. He died a11 he had
Breokinridge, for Miss Pollard nev~r let his great universe slip a co~ and freeze lived an Infidel. He distinctly ordered
it~ weekly visits to our home.
married, while Mary d1d; and while Breok- everything up two or three times this that he should be buried without religions
CHARLES FLORENCE.
inridge assumed the expense and responsi- season, but hav faith in the above-named rites, and his wishes were scrnpnlously
An Enlightening Infl.ucnce.
bility for his meanness, did he (Talmage) (all-for-the-best-G~d), and yon hav the respected, aq similar wishes could not hav
ORANGEVILLlll, PA., June 4, 1894.
not charge God with shifting his ofl on Christian key to the mishap.
Perhaps been in the case of any statesman.ontside of
Mu. EDITOR: Please send" All in a Nnt.- Joseph? For money-like a lobbyist-did some good brother was praying for rain France. Says Frederic Harrison, refershflll," six copies "Infidels and Charity," he not constantly advise people to brihe and another for the absence thereof, and ring to the oonoonrs'.l of one million citi"Modern Marriage," "Pulpit, Pew, and God Almighty (with church contributions, God has got things mixed.
zens who bore him to his grave: "There
prayers, etc.) to Jay their sins on his inCradle."
I am much pleased with Heston's car- was no emblem of Christ, no priest of
I was much pleasl'd with the "Memorial nocent son Jesus?
toons; he is a genius and is in the right God not one mutter of heaven, no hollow
Number." It started several arguments
l\iay not the latter case be as much a place. I find a good ma.ny of our class app~al to the mockery of the resurrection,
and will undoubtedly lead t() the en- manifestation of judgment as the former? here and am trying to do something for no thought but for the great human loss
lightenment of the people and correct
D. WEBSTER GaoH.
yon by way of subscriptions. I cannot get and human sorrow. It was the first time
m'l.ny errors that nre common everywhere
"Four HnndreJ Ye~rs of Freeth ought " in the history of Europe that a foremost
Soul
Existence.
cJnoerning Thomas Paine.
yet, but am bound to hav it sooner or later. man had been laid to rest by a nation in
M. s. HAYHURST,
L'EXINGToN, Ky, June 2, 1894.
grief, without priest or church, prayer or
Success to yon and Tum TRUTH SEEKER.
MR. EDIToR: "And God breathed into
1
Yours truly,
HARRY M. KEELlllY.
hymn."-ED. T. S.]
A nticlpating Putnam's Visit.
his nostrils the breath of life, and man beSIDNAW, MICH., l\1ay 29, E.M. 294.
came a living soul." But science teaobe~ The Demand for the "Age of Reason."
His Courage Faile1l Him.
Mn. EDIToR: I am calling at the that soul is a result of a combination of
dRAYoN, 0 , May 19, 1894.
·BllLLEVUE, KY., May 20, 1894.
"eleventh hour," but, as the old adl\ge f"rces-an organization, a powflr or spark
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find amount that
MR EDIToR: Inclosed pleaRe find $1 for
says, "Better late than never," so here I of existence, kept alive and c.onsoions by six copies 'of Thomas Paine's "Age of will pay my subscription up to September
am with $6.50 for "Four Hundred Years electricity, sensation being a kind of know 1Reason." I hav s>ld about fifteen copies 1st. Mv interest in your valuable journal
of Freethonght" and the grand light of ede-e derived from contact wit'l the outand did not half try. I see in the few last and its many Liberal publications is
reason, THE TRUTH SEEKER, for another side world. Man revels in his dignity, as
numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER that some steadily increasing. I find that after ten
year.
a splendid exotic, defending his laws and of the A P. A. are being called down by years' experience with the same nothing
We will soon liav the pleasure of Mr. constitutions from the grasp of ignorance; some of our friends, because they try to
can 11olve or define the problems of life or
Putnam's visit to our town, where he is tn but alas I the proclivities of the brute hav the Bible in our public schools. Now, appease my longings for facts and reaqon
deliver six lectures. It will no doubt be a cling to him till he is not able to govern here, friends, is where y~n can do some
as can the grand old TRUTH SEEKER.
memorable event for our little town.
himself, and lin ~ers in the sphere of the good. I am an. A. P. A., and hav sold
The premium club which I sent yon
Yours for truth, liberty, and the pursuit ape. Who hav asoendecl into the bights-.
some of Mr. Paine's " Age of Reason " at and which secures Mr. Putnam's great
of happiness,
IsADORE CARON.
forgotten themselvs, lived and died for the our meetings. This is what I say to them: book is working satisfactorily so far.
world? Terenoe, Voltaire, Thomas Paine, ·"Friends, this is the ' Age of ·R<3ason,' Each subscriber is well pleased with the
Want ))r. Putnam'R Antillote.
D M. Bennett. A blazing torch is bornE) written by Thomas Paine, who said that a hook "Old Testament Stories Comically
NEw HAVRN, CoNN., May 31, 1894.
aloft by Ingersoll.
king and a priest are two vultures, hatched Illustrated." When Mr. Putnam's "Four
MR. EmTon: Please send me two copies
A glorious light is burning herP, and from the same egg." By the time yon hav Hundred YeaTs of F.eethonght" arrives
of Mr. Putnam's "Religion a Curse, R~ many rpjoioe in its beams. The poor and
ligion a DiseasP, Religion a Lie." I shall wretched stop suddenly in their work, to said a few more words yon will find that I am oonficlent that I shall be the fortunate
swallow this book as an antidote to a ser read what he has written. It is the mintl yon can sell at least ten copies, and anyone possessor of the greatest book of modern
mon which, thank - ?-, I did not hear, of Mr. Cbarles Moore to which I allndd. who reads the "Age of Reason " will not times.
I had the 'pleasure, ab mt two weeks
but my poor wife did. Send it before we This is a worthy gentlemai!, a champion want the Old 'Book in our schools. Now,
since,
of hearing for tha first time our
then,
let
every
A.
P.
A.
who
reads
THE
both pPrisb! Can yon suggest furth r of the p::>Or, a truly great man-a frie1·d
TRUTH SEEKER send for as many copies as eloquent lecturer, John R. Charlesworth.
remedies?
of justice, trnth, and ben,.volenoe. He
I get THE TRUTH SEEKER every week, helps the poonnd is kind to all. Of course he thinks he will sell; then send for more, I enjoyed the ho3pitalitv of Mr. Gd >"ge
but that is not much good, as my wife he is respected by high-~onled, ·honorable until every home in the. United States has Van Ness and the spiritel o:>mpauy of the
lecturer and made the aoqn!Lintanoe of a
one.
reads that all to herself, and hardly givs people. Yours respectfully, ALHAZA.
number of Liberals while there. An inMr.
Paine
was
a
great
and
good
man,
me a chance at it. Then my boy devours
the pictures, which do him a world of No Danger of Putnam Retiring on His and his name should go down the a~es of cident oo:mrred during these lectures that
history along with Washington, Jefferson, demands a brief mention. Tb.e intelliWM. P. HANSEN.
good.
Wealth.
and many others. We can k'lep silent no gence came to the etus of mine Liberal
FARMINGTON, UTAH, June 1, 1894.
longer. Let us put Mr. Paine's name host Mr. Van Ness, that th3 Rev. G E.
•rwo Questions an1l Answers.
Mn. EDIToR: .Inclosed I send yen $7.7.), where it rightfully belongs, for he was the Mo"\\anaman, pa~tor of the Methodist
ANDOVER, KAN, June 1, 1894.
to renew my Rnbscription to your valuable greatest man living at his time.
Episcopal church of the city, had defiantly
Mn. EDIToR: Will you kindly inform me paper, for "Four Hundred Years of FreeI hav ordered extra oop(es of the Paine stated that he had about five questions to
where I can get some selections for read- thought," ''Right Living," and five copies Memorial Illustrated, through my news- ask our lecturer. Mr. Van Ness dPoided
ing and reoit.ations for literary purposes, Paine Memorial Number.
dealer, f\nd hope that every society will do th"t the reverend gentleman should be acwhich are not tainted with God and Jesus;
Like the rest, am desirous of having my its utmost to giv this nnmbPr a wide and commodated. S:> we set out to ~iv him a
we can get plenty of that kind here. What name in the big book. No doubt Broth.,r large circulation, so the world may hear formal invitation to present them in perare the conditions for joinin~ the Free- Putnam has done justice to the title of bis something of Mr. Paine. I ha.v his pict- son that night. We called at ths oozy
thought Federation of America?
book, and, if patronized as it deserves, it ure (a large, fine painiing) nnd his works, parsonage, where we fnnnd the object of
Sncoe!IB to the Editor of the grand and would be his support for many years; yet and when the 29th of .Tannary comes our visit. He came to the door, seemnoble TRUTH SEEKER; may he liv long and our educated and gifted writers and leot- around we all get around a large table inaly very much emburaqsed, and, after
be happy. Yours for truth ar:d justice.
nrers should not cease their labors, even filled with g •od things, and spend the day th: usual ceremony, I broke the ice. He
1\lrss LoTTIE WoLFE
if financially able to do so. Though Free- in memory of America's greatest hero and admitted making the statement. Then we
[The Truth Seeker Collection of Forms, thought seems to be slowly yet surely author.
kindly invited him to attend the lecture
Hymns, and Recitations will fill tbe bill. 1 gaining strength, let us not forget that
I turn down E ,0. Roscoe, likewise Otto that night Rnd present his questions in
All that is required in order to become a ' eternal vigilance is the price of the liberty Wettstein. His ~'Giant Delni!ion" is all person, but his pions courage failed him.
member of the Freeth ought Federation is · we now enjoy. The "financial crisis" in his mind, because, as he sees it~ we are He squarely refused, saying that he was

~ettors

of (jirf.onda.
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!lo busy that he had not time to 11 formulate " them. We again insisted, assuring
him every oolirtesy and respect; but his
te1igio11s ambition had vanished, as
neither questions nor preacher were forthcoming at night.
Er.Mr.R M:rt.LER•
An Open Letter to an Angell.
B"u:bDER, Cor..., March 7, 1894,
MR. GEo. T. ANGELL, No. 19 Milk st.,
:boston, Dear Sir: The paper (Our Dumb
Animals) which you so kindly sent me I
hav read very carefully and in its main
object ! fttUy and freely agree with yon;
in otbet respects I cannot, viz., when yon
tali:e the eld Bible and that God of the·
jews and Chtistians as patterns of kindiies!i and nieroyj in this tespedt yoli are
just ali far off as yon min possibly be and
iiot get ddt of the tini.Yerse. · I know ot no
book as bad for teaching 6rttelty to ani.
ihals as well as human beings as the :bi'ble.
t 1\'ill guarantee to !!how yofi ten plamis
where ilrnelty is santltioned where yon dan
show oiie in which it is ooildefiined. Atid
vf !l.ll the godswhioh man has created, I
think that the god Jehovah is the worst
and most ornel, if !here could be any
ohoioe. I am an unbeliever in this abominably ornel and, wiokea book. I do not
favor cruelty to animals nor to man,
woman, nor· child, neither here nor in an
imaginary hereafter. And I elieve in
thie respect T am a little better than your
God.
The only agent that this county has had
for years for the Humane Society is just
about my belief, with the addition that he
is a Spiritualist. He was recently called
on to prosecute two brothers, who claim
to be Christians and take the Bible for
their guide, for both claiming marital
rights from the wife of one of them, and
subjecting her to maltreatment. They are
both lying in jail now waiting for their
trial for this crime. In the same jail there
is another victim of religions superstition,
who is laboring under the delusion that he
has committed the, or some, unpardonable
sin. I saw them all there only an hour or
two ago.
Would like to hav you publish the above
and send me a oopy of the paper, if yon
dare to print so mnoh truth.
LATER.-The two brothers mentioned
above hav since been sentenced to fifteen
years in the penitentiary and taken to
Canon City to serve it out.
L. Z, CoMAN, M.D.

An Exceptional Corner of Quay's State.
MR. EDITOR: I herewith inclose $5 -$3
for the renewal of my subscription to THE
TRUTH BEEKER, and $2 for Darwin's
"Origin of Species." Other remittances
for books and other reading matter may
be expected from me as I get time to read
them.
I am inclined to think that the poverty
of Freethinkers is not as great as some
"letters of friends" would lead us to suppose. At all events, a large par oent of the
people through this part of "God's moral
vineyard" are Freethinkers, and they are
generally not only the most honorable and
intellectual citizens, but are in the best
oironmstano!'B financially-they are mostly
readers and real thinkers, and the majority
take eome kind of a Liberal paper, or get
some one's else to look over. True, the
greater part of them do not contribute
their means and energies to the oanse of
Liberalism with the sall'e zeal that some of
our orthodox neighbors giv to the support
of superstition. But it must be remembered that Liberals generally are striving
to improve their earthly existence, supply.
ing themselvs with home comforts, whil_e
hide-bound religions bigots are most VItally oonoe;ned in laying up treasures in
mythical realms somewhere beyond the
skies, Besides, it is well known that ln~
dels do not hav divine assurance that lf
they oast their bread a~d butter upon t~e
waters, it will swinl baok to them agam
after a time laden with abundant increase;
and it ooon;s to only a few of them that it
is vitally important to keep up a oease'ess
warfare against principles which are so
palpably injurious to every interest of in·
dividnal well- being of all classes, the
priesthood perhaps excepted. Doubtless
this is because only those who hav risen
from the tomb of darksome superstition
can fnlly realize the abject condition into
which " lleli.,f in lltUJe:t'gqt~al{sn;t is :reall;y
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capable of plnnging human intelligence; I directly take no part. The question of no means undesirable quarters. Here I
and oomparatit'ly few Freethinkers hav woman suffrage is hardly worth oonsider- found he kept lodgers-three specimens of
ftill knowledge of the enervating forces of ing seriously, only from the standpoilit of the genus tramp-whom he pointed out to
ecclesiastical tuition. It is then in this an educational test, It is unjust for men me with special pride, It is customary
misconception of the power which bigotry to vote who do not hold real property, for town and dFpnty marshals to arrest all
exerts in blinding and ntisgttiding the while those women who do hold snoh prop- parties guilty of fhe unpardonable crime
minds o.f its victims so that it becomes erty are deprived of the right of suffrage. of poverty. 'In many oases these llmbl of
next to impoBSible for them to see and The remedy proposed above is fair and the law induce these tramps to commit an
comprehend the plainest truths whenever just, and would be the best policy for both offense ~<o they oan secure a dollar or so for
they _in anyway oppose their preconceived society and the state. It is my opinion their arrest. To snob exalted ideas of
notions; in the laok of enthusiasm; in the that the voters at the polls, if not the Con- government Mr Minohen is not particuwant of leisure to read and investigate, stitntional Convention, will look upon the larly favorable, and if a tramp wishes to
and in the differences of opinion and taste question of woman sll:ff'rage as an en or- secure a good plao1 and plenty for his
as to what is the most remnnerativ reading mons joke.
stomach, he regales Mr. Minohen with harin the :Held of Liberalism that we must
Incidentally I will say I attended the de" rowing tales of the cruelty of town marlook for the reason why it Is so difficult to bate recently at the Young Men's Chris- shal" and, witb h's ohronio netestation of
proClnre large subscription lists for THE tian Association on this question, and the government mixed with a good deal of the
Ttm'i'H SEEKER, rather than in the lion's debaters were so hemmed in by their re- milk of human kindness, the hobo disgrip of poverty. It is a probable faot that ligion that intellectually they reminded covers th'1.t he has struck what he olassiovery few li'reethinkers can be fottnd who me of a swarm of bees :flying about in a ally terms a " a snap." However, this is a
wotild not subscribe for THE TnuTll hive, but thinking they were :flying around good thing for both, ag it brings adversity
SEE:ItE:tl if no other reason could be given the globe. The debaters did not get out- in tonoli. with rrosperity. May many more
but the financial itiability. to promll'e it. side of the narrow domain of their relig- praotioe it.
:bnt may subscriptions continlie to be snf- ions belief. No one dared mention, or
In Des Moines onoe more, I meet with
fl.oiently nniiierons to sem1re for it a long perhaps has not even tho·1ght of, the ad- Mr. Colbeck, an ardent truth sePkE>r, and
and prosperous existence. 'rilE 'rRtl"J'll ditional dangerous power wom.an suffrage Mr. and Mrs Steele. In the latter's
SEEKER, to say the least, is among the might ~i! the ohnroh. ~he. Judge gave home is always a hearty welcome for a
moat worthy exponents of Liberalil!l'n now the demswn to the negat1Y Bide, because Freethinker. I am here spending Sunday,
published. Every lover of the rights of shown that the ballot would be of tremen- but am more Ion£ some f.han usual, as
trian should take and read it.
dons disadvantage to women tbemselvs Franklin SteinE'r has gone down to St. Joe
Your truly,
F. N. MoRTON.
(not but what they are capable of voting) to giv some lectures.
and their votes would neither help nor inSince last writing, the d!'at.h nf General
Woman Snft'rage.
jure the Rtate,
Trumbull has occurred, 'l'be following
I hope the eleventh hour of waiting for letter to his wife briefly expressPs my senNEw YoRK, N.Y., May 18, 1894.
Mn. EDITOR: I would like to say a few "Four Hundred Years of Freethonght" timents:
words about woman suffrage. I do not will not be too long, as I am getting very
1\IAQnOKmTA, IA , May 11, 1894.
believe in granting the wholesale right of hungry for a broader knowledge of the
DEAR l\fns TnuMBULr.: I learned to-day
suffrage to women, for fundamental and past, and of the future pollsibilities of the sad intelligence, and hasten to tender
you, in this bereavement, my sincere symsocial reasons. The only plausible argu- Freethonght.
L. D. CRINE.
pathy. In the General's death J hav lost
ment in its favor, that I know of, is that of
a noted countryman, a noble comrade, and
In the. Hawkeye State.
taxation without representation. That is
a true friend. There was nonll for whom
CARROLL, IA., June 1, 18!14.
the best of reasons and should control.
T had greatPr a-1miration; whose oounRel
MR. EmTon: While in Iowa City the I shonfd. prefllr or wbos' opinions I held
What we want is not to enfranchise all of
our sisters and daughters and aunts and other· day I visited the home of Mr. and in ~ren.ter e~teem. It. pain~ me to think
that imperativ bnRiness will deter mv atwives, the simple and learned alike, but Mrs. J. J. Deitz. Mr. Deitz is a sterling, tendance
at the fu··eral. Iu theile threatsnob of them as own property or oan pass consistent Freethinker, and has been a ening time~ the dPath of suoh a sturdy,
an educational test. We want to disfran- subscriber to THE TnuTH SEEKRn just fearless thinker is an irreparable loPs to alJ
chise many of the men who now vote, and twenty years. He is engaged in insurance who hope for progress,
General Trumbull was an intellectual
enfranchise a few of the more manly and real estate, and is highly respected for
of the century, poqsessing, in
women; and the way to do it is to enact a his business integrity. I had met 1\frs. n.beacon-light
snpreme degree, m,...ral n.nd phvsioal
law or frame it into our state constitution D •itz during the World's Fair. She is an courage. Truly he wa~ n. king in the dothat tho10e persons only, without regard to English lady of remarkable intellectual main of thought and, as thought iq impersex, shall be entitled to vote for public gifts, having been for some years instructor ishalJle, he certainly has attained immor~
officers and hold office, after a p~riod of in langna~es at the state university, which tality by his works.
In t>is death we oan giv a new interpreten or twenty years, who oan pass a satis- ooonpies the old capitol bnilning here and tation
to the ory: LrJ roi est mrJ1'l-vive
factory examination as to the designs of several annexes. Mrs. Deitz continues to le 1'0i. Whence comes snob another ?
constitutional government, and under· instruct private classes in French, German,
E. A. STnvF.NB.
stand something of its law processes, as and other tongues. She is the aotiv worker
I recently visited "our own .R 1ohelle,"
well as hav a common school, English in a local society, the Shakspere Club, famous among Freethinkers as the home
education. Ten to twenty years' notice preparing mnoh of the work and taking a of the Materialistic sage, Otto Wettstein.
_
would giv the present male voters ample leading part in the disonssi 'IDS.
At his delightful residence, where Mrs.
Iowa City, about a week before my Wettstein's ohorming presence always
time to prepare for the educational test,
arrival,
had
experienced
the
worst
hailand at the same time would giv an oppor~.
agreeably a<ids to one's hearty welcome,
tnnity for those women who wish to take storm known in its history. Tin and I also met Mr. Wettstein's 01nsin, an intelpart in government to prepare themselvs sheet-iron roofs were pelted full of holes, ligent lady from historic Heidelberg, who
and the Deitz's house was no more fortu- is visiting fhis country.
for that function.
The negroes in the South are not allowed nate than the rest. Tens of thousands of
I fiod that Otto Wettstein, .Jr., has largely
to vote, or their votes are not counted, dollars damage was drme Every unpro- taken the burden of the jewelry business,
and while the issue is confined to the etate tected pane of glass facing the direction of while his father is devoting himself more
of New York as far as this present discus- the storm was broken. One wholesale to study and literature, a field for which
sion is concerned, still, if woman suffrage house alone lost $6,000. At Mr. DPitz's he is rP.marknbly well adapted, but the
should win in this state, it would be oon- I had an opportunity to glance at THE pecuniary interests of publishers will for
ta!rlons· and what is the nl!e of enfran- TRUTH SEEKER of Ma~ 19th last, and was a long time O!lnse them to fight shy of bill
ohlsing'all the colored women of the South astonished to read your bracketed remark rarlioali~m.
when even many of the males are still that a page had been lost, making "Mr.
The Chicago Jier.1ld is publishmg a
perhaps rightfully, if not lawfully, dis- M - " an impenetrable mystery. As series of adioles from paople who are Infranchised? A republic must hav an in- there is no necessity for that, I desire to vited to giv their reasons why they do not
drag him from the obscurity which the go to church. This I mentioned to our
.telligent, n'>t 11.n ignorant ballot.
If said to a crowd of .women, "Yon do article as printed implies. [Snob calami- friend, and in yest..Jrday's issue I find Otto
not oare to assume the duties and respon- ties might be avoided if all writers would Wettstein has given the best of the series
sibilities of political life, do yon?" they get out of the very bad habit of using in an article of powerful lngio on the imwill answer, "No." Put .the question the an initial instead of a name. It is a sort po~sibility of the existence of th~ Christian.
other way and say, "Would yon not like of literary affectation which possesses no deity.
E. A. !:h~Rv~Ns.
to take part in government ~<o as to be able merit, and for which there is no excuse.
to enforce your rights?" and they will -Eo.]
While in Carroll, Ia' I had a pleasant
~f
vote " Yes." Women are so susceptible
to a bouquet d :flowers or perfume, that visit with Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Minchen.
the candidate who plPased their fancy in Mr. Minohen is a banker and snooessfnl
of the Bible - 144
those respects the most would be sure of business man, a radical individualist, and Self-Contradictions
PropoHitions proved Affirmatively and Nega.a
member
of
THE
TRUTH
SEHKER
family.
tively
hy
Quotation•
fron
Scripture, without
election.
commeut. 40,000~old. Pri<'o,15cen s.
I hav listened to several women agitators Mrs. Minchen, the daughter of Mr. and
Island, Ill., I had the Snn1Jay Not the Sabbath-All Hays AJike
of this question. Some of their arguments Mrs. Bean, c.f Rock
.
t'
M
Holy. A Controvers~ with~ th~ Rev.
t
pleasure
of
mee
mg
many Imes.
rs.
Byron Sunderbnd D. D.; lD 1871. Pr1ce, 25c.
are of a motherly nature, which, of course,
would be all right in the nursery, but one Minohen is a great reader, and mnoh taken Bacon and ShakRpere. Proof tbat Shakepere could !lot write, etc. Price, 20cents,
hardly expects to hear that kind of advice with the Arena and Twentieth Century.
from the political platform. They lead She is a woman of onltnre, refinement, Thomas Paine -Was He Junius~ Second
edition, Pnlargtd, witb best, ikcness of Paine.
one's thoughts yearningly baok to the pe- good sense, and radical. She has literary
ambitions,
but
her
failing
health
has
Price, IO cents.
riod of childhood and oall to mind the
arted them. Their home is a charming Jnnins, Casca, Common Sense, and Thom~ts
tender oaro of a devoted mother, but the thw
Paine. A refutation of M. D. Conway's
spot.
objections to the identification of P .tine as
state is not founded on sentimentality.
hni<1 ..,,.d Cases.. Price1 5 cents.
Mr. Minohen prides himself on blooded
For physical reas'lns, women oan never
Mdre•• THE I'RU'I'H REEKER,
28 Lafal'ette Place. New York.
take rank with men in muscular labor, stock and his stables contain some A";~t?orati<'ally
pedigreed
ponies,
whieh
he
and for that reason a vote in the han"'s of
a wcman would allow her to that extent to keeps for his "amusement," as he terms' PIUESTLY CEI~IBACY EXPOSED
By H&V, q, 't· Fox, M.A.
enslave the man. She could vote for him it. He piloted me to his barn, lit _by in-~
Prloe.l' ~""'·
&d<irMe thl8 oftlce.
to qarr;y out :pro~ects tn which she could candescent eleotrio lamps and atlordmg b:y

works

A

w. H. Burr.
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GhiZdrsn' s eornsr.

being articulated by a single pivot or con·
dyle, And flying is accomplished by the
action of the wings upon the elastic, un, $dite4 by MISS SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall resisting air. Phe laws of gravitation
Fiver; Mass., to whom aU Communica· bring into action muscles of the birds
tion" Jor this Corner ehoutd be sent.
nb other class possess, who do not :H.y.
" dnr little harbingers of spring and
summer ar!l C!llled birds of passage, be" :Bet.Yeen the clark and the daylight,
When the ;pight is beginning to lower,
cause they fly from one country to another
Comes a pause in thq da-r's occupations
That is known as the Childten's Honr."
according to the seasons. The rapiditi o'f
their flight varies from fifty to one hun·
dred aiid fifty mileA an bonr. Their swift,
Independence Day.
easy motion through boundless spaee,
The birthdavs of our kin are festival days
clearing without a pause the mighty ocean,
fa1J1ilY union and innocent vlays,
at. 1/ri,n~,to ,\1~ pleasing remembrances bright made them the subject of a peculiar art of
The ancient RomanA held
th~ time wHen ealc'tl dear one first saw the divination.
light.
. them as 'sure meBBengers from the gods.'
The birth-times of nations are se'clom made Reiigiob. has borrowed many d its sym·
. sure
bola from them, an:d in the heart of the
lly monument, relic, or history obPcure;
poet they shall ever liv, throtigb:
Bnt our natal birth, time is known far ani\ nigh
As the year '7G, on the Fourth of July.
Summers of sun, winters of snow,
Now, on each recnrrence of t.hi• gloriou• day
Springs full of sap's resistless flow.
We hang out our hnnners nn<l hi1l the han<ls play;
"Con stan~ and true to his calling will
We lJring out the cannon and let the wo-l<llmow
What will happen the nation that dares be our the 'little Hiawatha' find his 'chickens,'
fo13.
and when
Ail<! the Jive J,oy is otit in the early morn ·
Into the forest straightaway
Wif;tl pi~tQI; torperlo~•i•inc1 FcreecilirH:t tin homAll alone walked Hiawatha
Bound to hav on tho J<'onrth more fteerl.om and
Proudly, with his bow and arrows,
.Nin
.
And the birds sang round him, o'er him,
If he loses a finger Qn•ll>nrsts tJ,q olll,•lrum!
Tho clouds may send greeting in th1:mderoits tone; "Do not shoot us, Hiawatha!"
/Vhilo the boy mal<es thunder and lightning at
$ang the robin, the opechashome!
Sang the bluebird. the Owaissa,
1• Do not shoot us, :Ei:iawathal''
Then the girls patriotic will love all the boys.
But. will love most the boy who mal<es the most
" Let UB hope he wil1 heed the plea. tj
noise.
'rhHe is no use of priest on this festiv day;
They all applandr.d when she oeused
'rho boys tako no stock in w~at he has to say.
speaking and voted it the best thing they
F.'en he may ,m this clay ro'ax his set r>rinhad
ever heard. Lillie had surprised
Think the use of brimstone a parrlonnble Fin,
Though his prfaching implies that he'd giv all them all, for not even Aunt Margaret sushe hath
pected she had writtep. an essay of that
To save all the brimstone for his God's day of length, or could write one. They did not
wrath.
doubt it now, for, though it was easy to
On this jubilee day. of all days in the year,
For gods, devils, and priest• there is less of fear. see she had perused her cyclopedia a great
Now, the moral is plain: The enjoyment of lifo
deal, it still seemed wonderful to them for
Cures the crazy disease of the heavenly strife,
a
child of her age.
So oUr ho~tlth to preserve nnrlliv with~ut fear,
Arthur broke the eloquent silence with
Wo 1n11st Lav- some Fonrth fun every clay in the
y(lltt.
a qnerv-"Who was Pascal?"
Anrl /,e ltonost. be Lmve, b~ frPc, and be wise;
Aunt Margaret answered: "He was a
tbt m:VtJ1s, gUtis, antl devils Jight it out in the
French writer, born in the year 1623. He
Skies;
L. G. H.
was very superstitious and eccentric, but
also possessed great ingenuity and power
The ln(1uirendo Club.
of expression. Falling a victim to the
n.
prevalency of all forms of superstition in
Our assembled meeting was cr.dled to France he developed very peculiar and ex·
order by President Florence the following treme ideas upon religion. Abhorring all
Saturday at half-past two o'clock, as things pertaining to pleasure, he finally
agreed. The election of o:flicers took died, owing to rigorous abstinences fatally
some time, because a few were very urgent contrary to the laws of health, at the early
about having Aunt Margaret president,
age of thirty-nine. Pascal suffered much
and Florence had taken that honor upon
and gloried in it. To sympathizing friends
herself. Finally, it was all settled amic·
he would cry, "Pity me not, for sickness
ably enough, with our valuable auntie as
is the natural state of Christians; because,
secretary, whose duty it was to read re·
when a man is sick, he is just as he ought
ports and write topics for discussion.
to be always-enduring the privation ofall
The exercises began with an essay from
good, all pleasure."
Lillie, Florence's youngest sil'lter, aged
"He must hav been a very strarge
twelve. It was entitled, "Hiawatha's
man," mused Lillie.
Chickens: How They Liv and What They
"Undoubtedly one of those ancient
Do." ''Birds is the subject of my story,"
fanatics," commented Arthur.
she began, in a quaint, wise little way,
"Certainly his doctrins look fanatical to
"and these dear, tiny, feathered friends
ns in the light of this century," assented
of nature, whom the little Indian boy
Aunt Margaret; "both highly absurd and
called his 'chickens,' hav interested me
incongruous. But it was a very earnest
greatly. I hav endeavored to write out a
matter to him. .He was entirely consistent
concise, faithful account of them, from
in all things. He ·did not prescribe for
which I hav been obliged to exclude much
others, but for himself; though he ruthit would hav been well to add because of
lessly trampled upon life's fairest flower,
the necessity to be brief as possible.
it was of the 'seed he had planted,' and he
"The encyclopedia tells us," she con·
took the consequences thereof upon himtinned, "that 'birds belong to the second
self."
class of vertebrated animals and to the
"A poem from Ernestine," announced
first class of oviparons vertebrated ani- Florence when Aunt Margaret had finished.
mals, including all the oviparous animals
Immediately a tall, slender girl of seven·
which bav warm blood.'
teen, cousin of the president, arose. She
"Before going any farther, I desire to
was visiting at Woodlllnd Place during
explain why it is that there should be a
that summer. She smiled at Florence's
first, second, and even third class of verte- announcement, and said: "My poetic pro·
brated animals. Scientists group them
dnctions resemble those of the 'autocrat
thus because of the distinction that birds
at the breakfast table '-they are sponand animals possess regarding the vertetaneous; and I hope yon will not look as
bra. And, like the traditional doctorB,
dismayed as the 'schoolmistress,' or
they disagree. Professor Owen givs four
feel so "
classes and Professor Huxley admits only
Far out upon the boundless deepthree. Their reasons, given, would admit
The stars above, the waves belowso many technical phrases that I hav been
The night her silent vigil keeps
obliged to exclude them.
In the moonbeam's wavering glow;
Half dreaming, I gaze afar
"It is interestin!:{ to note in regard to
In the dark'ning gloom of night,
these vertebrated oviparous animals, as
While onward we sail to the harbor bar,.
elucidated by mY cyclopedia, that, owing
Awake in the morning light!
to the general flexibility in the neckThus drifting o'er the glistening waves
forming a contrast to the general stiffness
Thoughts enter my heart unbidden
of the vertebral column-the little feathOf mysteries in dim, vaulted caves
ered flock are enabled to make ready use
Where countless treasures lie hidden;
of their bills or brin!:{ their heads into
Yet, true to our course, we glide apace,
Past distant isles afar,
positions impossible to the mammalia.
To arrive at length in our destined place,
The coquettish turns of the neck, whereby
Safe at the harbor bllT.
the canary and wren hav become famous
"Splen.~id," they agr_ee,d, in o11e qnanjin song, are owing to the head and ne~k

~

mons voice, while promptly at the stroke THE 'l'RUTH !::!El!.KER for a good many years
of four Aunt Margaret read the minutes and likes it very well.
Hoping to see this in print,
and the club adjourned until next meetI remain, your little friend,
ing.
!DA BALLOU.
ETHEL S. GLASENGER.
.'[Cannot yon tell ns all about Hemlock
.A. Prize Ofl'ering.
Hollow next time..-ED. C. C.]
NEw Yon:K, N. Y., April5, 1894.
DEAR Miss W1xo~: In the Children's
lll·Tempered Babies
Corner of THE TB'uTH SEEKER over the are not desirable in any home. Insuffi..
signature of I. A. Ballou is an account of cient nourishment produces ill-temper.
the Inquirendo Club. With thanks for Guard against fretful children by fetding
the compliment to that part of me which nutritions and digestible food. The Gail
is alone worthy, the enduring thoughts, I Borden Eagle Brand Condensed Milk is
the most sueeessfnl in all infant foods.
venture to make a trifling offering ta the
lihildren who may by the .means of honest 1
earnest, and happy inquiry be led into a life
of noble aims, profitable endeavor, and
certain results. Do not, 1 beg of yon, let
inquiry be limited to the discovery of
negations. These are abundant. Seek
the poaitiv1 the perpetual, the really immortal.
The principles that eontroi the universe
are eternal; their forms are eantinually
changing. In striving to eradicate tirrpetstition, say nothing, teach nothing implying that this brief opportunity called life
is all. It is not all. The characters we
make for onrselvs are onrselvs, and these
inevitably sn~vive in the effects they hav
upon future lives.
·
The Christian myth is nearer truth than
any material fact. The Christian princi·
ples are true. They are simple and not at
all myeterions. It requires no mental efNew Edition, He-.bed and Enlarged.
fort, no " opinion," to "believe." Love
truth with ull thy heart and with all thy
mind, and thy neighbor as thyself. Earn·
Introtluction l.Jy
estly, ardently, reverently seek the truth;
not arroga.ntly no'" with any prejudice for
lWBERT G. INGERSOLL;.
our own "views," and speed the time
!'rice, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
when all shall know alike, and do right be'Ji.'M Trade Supplied at Specta! Dtscounta!·
cause it is right. Your sincere friend,
HunoR GENoNE.
P.S.-If you care to offer a little incentiv to the children of the Corner I will giv
a cloth copy of" Inquirendo Island" to the
child under eighteen who, in one hundred
words, best defines the idea of God, that is, ~ .Fascinating Story of Radical :t'tmhl! ou.
tells truthfully what that word ought to
Religion and Social Matters~
li'tioo. cloth. $1 : IIaPer, 50 cents.
represent to the future Freethinker.

Books by Helen H. Gardener.

Men, Women and Gods.

lS THIS YOUR SOB, MY LORD T

H. G.

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE'
DAUGHTER?

[The above was intended .as a persona}
1.\nd private letter, but as Mr. Genone haB
kindly consented to its publication we.
A NE'W NOVEL~
therefore place it before our readers. In
relation to the same we would like to say
Prioe, cloth, $1.
I
Paper, 50 cents.
that we Corner folk are real truth seekers,
and we endeavor "to follow Truth where'er she leads the way."
We do not quite understand how a myth,
SHORT STORIES.
(fable) Christian or pagan, can be "nearer
Prioe, cloth $1.
Paper, 50 centJs',
truth than any material fact," and would
like to be enlightened upon that point.
Without further comment we would respectfully call the attention of our readers
CONTENTS:
to the P.S. of the above letter and expect A Splendid Judge of a Woman The Lady of the
C!nb-Uniler Protest -For the ProsecutiOn-A
all our young persons eligible to reply, to
Rusty Link in thA Chain-The Boler Honse
giv briefly and conciAely, their definition of
Mystery~ The Time· Lock of Onr An·
castors -Florence Campbell's
the idea of God. the replies to be submitted
Fate-My Patient's Fate.
to the author of" Inquirendo Island," who
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
shall decide as to the excellence and cor·
rectness of the ideas.
Mr. Genone will please accept our thanks
CONTENTS:
for his kindly interest in the Children's
PJ ef•ce-The F.ctionof Fictions-A Day in Court
Corner.-ED. C. C.l
-Throw J in Wi' h the 01ty's Dead An Irrespon;ible Educated Cia•s-The Moral Re.
sponsibillty of Woman in HereditvCorrespondence.
Wom an as an Annex -Sex in BrainHeredity in . ts Relati n < to ,.
BELToN, TEX., Aprili.i, 1894.
Donble Stand&rdof MoralsDivorce and the ProDEAR Miss WIXoN: I am eleven years
po . ed Nati mal L&w
old. I stndv my lessons well. I liv with
-Lawsuit or Leg.
my grandfather and grandmother to go to
aov-Common
A ense in
~>chool. 1\Iy father and mother liv thirtySurgery.
five miles from Belton, and thev liv on a
Cloth, 11; paper, 50 cents.
farm. We hav very many cattle, horses,
sheep, and we hav a finP garden. We irri·
gate with a windmill. We hav the I X L
windmill. My grandmother went to the
World's Fair. My grandfather has been
taking THE TRUTH SEEKER ever since the
first one was printed. I would like to hav
By HELEN H. GARDENER.
some of the little girls or boys write to
On6 of Her BrighteBt, WittieBt, and
me.
I
StrongeBt LectureB AgainBt
I think I hav written enough for this
the Bible.
time, and if this escapes the wastebasket,
I remain your litt.le Freethinker,
Every Woma" Should Read It
HATTIE s. BEVERLEY.
and
[Hattie is fortunate in having good
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
grandparents, as well as a loving father and
Prire. 10 cAnt.R. Aildress this office.
mother. Long may they liv.-ED. C. C.]

Pushed by Unseen Hands.
A Thoughtless Yes..

Facts and Fictions of Life.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

ASECULAR MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL

HEMLOCK HoLLow, PA., April2, 1894.
DEAR MISS WIXoN: I hav never written
to the Corner, so I thought I would write
a few lines. ! am eight years old. I go
to school, and read in the Third Reader.
I study reading, writing, spelling, arith·
metic, and geography. Papa has taken

A:>fl

COLLECTION OF SECULAR HYMNS.
"'A

nv A. H. AYRE~.
good book written with a purpose."
Price, 25 cents.
Address
'IHE TRUTH SEEKER,
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Modern Marriage.
By EMILE ZOLA.

Agents for The Truth Seeker.
AlabaJDa

Loeb & Loeb, Montgomery.

Translated from the French by Beni. R. Ttt.Cker·

Arkau..as

Davies & Son, 412 Main st., Little Rook.
California

In this his latest story Zola takes fonr typical
marria.,es-one frnm the nobility, one from the Thos. W. Baker, Exeter.
bourgeotste one f~om the petty bouraeQisie, and Stoll & Thayer, 117 W.lst st., LosA.ngeles.
one from the workmg-people-and descnbes, with S.C. Blake, 503 Kearney st., SanFranoisoo.
all the'pJwer of his wondrous art, how each originates, by what motive each is inspired, how each C. E. Dn~an, 334 Montgomery st , ~an
Frano1soo.
is consummated, and how each results.
Price, .l:i Cents.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Lou
Angeles.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Address
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
Max N ewe Stand, 102 N. Main,LosAngeles.
J. E. Matthews, Eureka.
Eclectic Book Store, Los Angeles.
Shaw & Gregg, Broadway opp. Central
Bank, Oakland.
S.D. Schoenfeld, Red Bluff.

The Freethinker's Ba~ge-pin

Canada

AND

THE TRUTH SEEKE:R
ONE YEAR,

Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin &nd THE TBUTB
BEEKER one year for $5.
THE

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER

-

ONE YEAR,

P. C. Allen, 35 King st., Toronto.
John McKenna, 80 Yonge st., Toronto.
Colorado

JXowland & Co., 400 Harrison av., Leadville.
Stanchfield & Co., 200 Union ave., Pueblo.
C. Smith & Son, 385 Larimer st., Denver.·
J. C. Richey, 309 Harrison ave., Leadville.
Connecticut
Florida

Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
A. J. Gardner, Kissimmee.
Georgia

·

Jtuts'heZZ.

A Y6ry Good Little_ Missionary Work.

l'rice, 15 cents.

Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Indiana

Frank Weaver, Box 150, Petersburg.
Indianapolis News Co., 55 Mass. av., Indianapolis.
Louisiana

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.
An important and remarkable revelation con
earning the life and times of Apollonins of
'l'yana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
century. It is here claimed that his life and
teachings were appropriated and utilized by the
formulators of the Christian religion in the in·
terest of so-called .Christianity. ·The plagiarism
is made_ plain in this brief history of Apollonius
e•peca.illy in view of the historical references and
comments thereon. It is qnite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonins
wa.s suppressed.
·
Price. 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
'lll r.r.favAtte !lli\OA. N'I>W Vol'lr Oit.•

THE AGNOSTIC ANNUAL
FOK-

~i894.~
Edited by CHARLES A. WATTS.

AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., N ewOr leans.
Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
Massachusetts

Coll>;r & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
H. W. Smith, 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
'1Taine

!'be nibiA of Natnre: A ContributioL
tn thP Heli~ion of the Fnlmre. Cloth. 1111.
rhe Sf'CrPt. of tnt' East; or, The Origir
of the Christian lteligion and the Signiftcanc•
of its ltiRe and Jlecline. Cloth, $1.
PhyRical EdD(mUon; or, The Health-Lawf
of Natnre. Clnth. $1.
Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disor<lerH of the Hnman Orgamsm. Cloth, $1.
Zoological Sketches: A Contribution to
the Ontdo()r stndy of Natural History. Illns
trated by H. Faber. Cloth~$2.
"•l.lrA••
THE TnUTH SEEKER,
111 ' .• '• ...... ~+-~ T'llt~nP.
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CHEAP EDITION.

Hard Knock's
at Christianity.

PER COPY
12 COPIES
$1.00
Sent Post Paid
TORTURE INSTRUMENTS employ-ed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries for
the Promulgation of Christianity. Being the Nuremberg Collection, and iucluding specimens from
The Holy lnquisition.

THIRTY-FIVE

ILLUSTRATIONS.

SPanish Collar, Thumbscrew, Iron Collar~~he Ro.ck. the Iron Orown.,_Leg Crusher, the Btocks
the Heretic o.tcher the Iron Boot, the Hot mitten. a Month._peo.r (gag), uon Mo.sks recommendea1
'by the Inquisition, Breaking a.nd Burning_ on the Wheel, thd Ducking Gage, the Chastity Belt for
women, the Spider, the Iron Virgia Ull to Date. the Execution Bell, etc.
"I nsed to read in books," says Colonel Ingersoll, .. how onr fathers persecuted mankind But I
never appreciated it. I read it, bnt it did not bnrn itself into my soul. I did not really appreciate
the infamies that have been committed in the name of religion nntil I saw the iron arguments that
Christians used."
C

Price-, 10 Uents per Uopy.

•

•

12 Uopies Cor $1.00

·

Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.
A Liberal living in Michigan said once tba t he won'd givl!. $25 a
~&r to have the Crimes of Preachers recorded, as the frequent lapsel
of 'Virtue of the ministers showed how little valne Ohristi..nitr
possessea to make men moral.
We have jnst issued the Fourth Edition of the book doiD.Il thia.
'rile additions for this new edition of t;he

" Crimes of Preachers"
~
~011&

nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in preeditions show that within a few years a.bont

1300 JtiiNISTERS HA.VE BEEN GUILTY
of one kind or another of criminal conduct. MoRt of t.he crimes
are a.ga.inst women, for the fair sex a.re at once thJ weakne•s and
ttJe strength of the church-" the church" meaning of conrHe the
nler_gy.
J'lotwithstanding the many R.dditional pages,
price tbe sa.me, 25 cents. Send for u. copy, anduu,.Lwu,_uu
m~n. Show them just wbM ~on of scamps a.re
ol.osed the·World's Fair r .t Sunday. because it is so
l,ja.iutings in this period i~ "immoral."
·
.
'ddress
THE 'l'RU'l'IT REEKER COMPANY.

·Michigan

HAND~ BOOK
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Minnesota

W. L. Beekman, 55 E. 5th st., St. Paul.
Parcher & Sacre, 8 3rd st., S. Minneapolis.

FREEl"H OUGH1'.

Montana

D J. Cavanah, Box 648, Missoula.
Missouri

J. A. Koder, 1707 Frederick av., St.Joseph.
E. F. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Philip Roeder, cor. 4th & Olive, St. Louis.

By W. S.

BE~L.

Ne"' 1lork

S. M. Bernhard, 109 E. 104th st.
Brentano Bros., 5th ave. & 18th st., N. Y.
L. Jonas & Co., Astor House, New York.
Mr. Goldberg., 72 Canal st., New York.
E. J. Nieuwland, lOth ave. and 157th st.
. R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York.
C. Ryan, 133 Western B~>ulevard.
J. H. Russell, 124 Fulton st., New York.
W. Winham, 388 Keap st.• , Bronldvn.
E. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester.
R. Renfrew, Jr., 190 West av., Roc· hester.
W. H. Leonard, 91 Congress st., Troy.
Best & Co., 8 Chestnut ~t, Buffdlo.

J. L Freuhauf, Omaha.
G. A. Howe. York.
J. S. Stott, So. Omaha.

Oontaining m condensed and systematized form a.
vast amount of evidence against the superstitions cloctrines of Christianity. As a. book of reference and aid
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification
.
of subjects makes it a hand. book. Asingersoll said of
Faine's "Age of Uf!ason," 1t enables somebody in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
v.ri~ty nt ·~li!e~t.R Include all the dinmted Points hetweAn Ohristianitv and Freethon~ht
Cloth, $1;,paper, 50 cents,
Arlr'r,_.
TBE TJirTB REEKF-R

PEN PICTURES OF THE WORLD'S F.AIR.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
It is, besides being a complete Guide. Book, the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
of the Sunday-openers; describes the varioue buildings and what they contain, and is,
ullin all, the very best picrture of the Fair that can be painted with a pen.

Ohio

L. C. Collins, 110 So. High st., Columbus.
FelixL. Oswald, P.O. Box 700, Cincinna'i.
Larwood, Day&Co., 2511 Superior,Clevel'd.
N. Hexter 342 Superior st., Cleveland.
Standard News Co., 14 W. Tusost, Canton.
Alf. Warren Co, 217 Central ave, Cincinnati.
D. E. Stubbs & Co.. Eaton.

ILLUSTRATED.
A M!P OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.
Single copy, 25 cents.

Five copies for $1.

Address THE TRUTF BEEKER.

Oregon

Frank LeGrand, 65 .l<'irst st., Portland.
W. E. Jones, 291 Alder st., Portland~
Handley & Haas, 150 1st st., Portland.
Penusyl vania

H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts., Phila.
George Longford, 22 Richmond st., Phila.
R. Staley, Wood and 4th ave., Pittsburgh.
lthode Island

H. Carr & Son, 17'75 Westminster st.,
Providence;.
Tennessee

D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
'rex as

E. H. Andrae, 916 Main st., DBllu.H.
By R. WHEELER.
This book 1s inst what i~s title implies-thump~ J. R. Humphrey, W11oo.
ing whacks at superstition. It !leals with the F. Ohl .. ndorf, Galveston.
Utah
effect of Christianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their reJig.
ion and impede the progress of man. It shows Margett Bros., 76 Main st., Salt Lake City.
that J esns wa.s a false prophet, that the gospel' J. W. Wilkmsun, Lngan.
Vir~:uiia
are not an then tic, and that Christianity is a borrowed system of religion. That the Bible is not Mrs. E JJ H euk.. r, Hoowville.
in accord with Science, that the atonem~ut E. J. B lillY, l:tiotmwnd.
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion '"
\\ ash i ngton
not a real ben eft t to man.
fl. B. ReynoldH, 4<10 ,o. L st., Tacoma.
l'rice, :10 cents, sh fnr >eJ.
J. F. Ri~g", ~~. t1 e.
A.ddrA•s'l'HF, TRrT'I'l'l "'"'"-K lr.l<
E. 1-lkambtr, BuckJ ..y
Sutton & Allairs, 104 So. 2d st., Seattle.

FILE
Those who preserve the volumes of Tnx TRUTH
BEEKJI:R need a File Binder. which we will send on
rece1 pt of oue dollar.

10 Cts

Baker & Holton, 87 Woodward av., Detroit.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
H. Ullbrioht, 552 Catherine st., Detroit.
R. S. Squires, 24 Jefferson st., Muskegon.

Nebraska

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.

By GEO.K

AND RACK. MACDONALD.

N. G.Fessenden, 484 Congress st, Portland.

CONTENTS:
The Trne History of the Bible, Prof. Edwin
Johnson; A Practical V1ew of Life, Charles Watts;
The DPcadence of the Old Theology, Mrs. E .
LYDn Lintol}.i Inspiration in Extremis. Samuel
Laing; 'l he u-ospel of L()ve, A Poem. Capt. W. tl.
McTaggart; A~n stic Ty~es. R. Bithell, B.Sc,
Ph.D.; On Spintnal Wickedness in High P.aces,
Edwa.rd Clodd; A Pries· of Nature, 11. Poem,
Hon. C. K. Tuckerman; The Dream of Immortalit~. Frederick Mill!wi Is Immortality a Dream,
W. Stewart Ross ( a adinl; Practical Consequences of Agnosticism, F J. Gonld; The Religions Propensity, Fnrn~a.nx ·•ordan, F.R.C.S.
Ne"\V Jersey
Price,*> Cents.
F. Braithuit, 91 Belleville av., Newark.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
W. Walz, 87 BremPn st.. Newark.
!§! Lafayette place, New York.

BOOKS BY

t:!::i THUMBSCRfW

B'Ui: A DOLLAR'S WORTH AND SCA.Tl'ER THEM AMONG YOUR OHUISTIAN .l'lEIGHBORSl
Address TH£ 1RUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Perry Moul, Danbury.

Will be sent for $4. 75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTB
Estill, Savannah.
SEEKER, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon Wm.
·
.
Illinois
gilt bowl, 50c. more,
·
Brentano Bros.,204 Wabash a.ve., Chicago.
AddresR THE TRYTH BEEKER.
Chas. W. Curry, 183 Madison st., Chicago
Henry Fash. 516 W. Madison st., Chicago.
Chas. Macdonald, 55 Washington, Chicago.
Post-Office N ewe Co., 93 Adams, Chicago.
J.ly A.SA AUGER
IO"\Va
A. condeno&tion of the fnndamentD.l arguments C. Deuell,. Marshalltown.
against Chri•tianity.
Franklin Steiner, Box 882, Des Moines.
Clarence Brown, Avoca.

3/ZZ in a.
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GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
B:v 111. BABOOOK.

~- ...

t•

cents.

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.
Sy Sal'tlt.lel P. Pt.itl')al'tl•
Deatcated. to the .Am,ertoan Gonuress, or 1892, whtoh tor the salte ot ReZtaton, Btabbea. IAbertu
to the Heart.
A work burning with indi_gnation inspired by the Congressional act closing the w7>rtd's Fa:r
on Sunday-an act which practiCally united thegovernment and the Christian church.
To which is added Mr. Putnam's address delivered before the Colnmhian
Exposition Committee of the Honse of Representatives against Snnday closing.
Also the following Essays and Poem> by 1\!r. Putnam, which have nevPr before been put in
book form: Orthodoxy; Freeth ought; Mau, Not God (written for a Paine anniversary); The l:ltatne
of Liberty and Thomas l'aine; a_l)oem written for the opening_exercises of the Silverton, Ore., Free·
thought Hall; Death and Life; The Golden Age; Shnt the Door (a poem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 1876).
The main essay in this work is one of the strongest arraignments ever made of the religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of this coni, try. It should be distributed widely.
It ha.s been commended in the highest terms as it appeared in 'fHE TRUTH BEEKER and we hope every
reader will bny a copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.
Price 25 oenu; FttJe covtes for $1.

TTIE TnUTB REEKER

28

Lafavette Place. New YorkOft.y.
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G"ms of cp'la,ougltt.
I STA]'(D for libl'rt.y.-Rob'.

a.

AT NEW ROGHELLF.

Adams.

WHEN man asks for the truth the church
give him a dogma.-Investigator.
BEFonE man made us citizens g-reat nature made us men.-Ja7nes Russell Lowell.
EvERY boy is in danger until he is
taoght to be industrious. - GalveHlon

News.
AGGRESSION which is flagitious when
committed hy one is not sanctified when
committed by a host.-Herbert Spencer.

PAINE MOBUMEIT &HOMtSTEAD
AND

Views of Speaker's Platform
AN1

The Assmnblage.
What they are:

View of the Stand, with the speakers
THE rules of life which should govern a 1. and
other occupa 1ts stanclingl showiJ!g Colo-

rational being, in a world of matter and
energy undominated by a malignant supreme being, hav beeen fully elucidated
frorn the philosophical standp~ int.-Grant

Allen.
No MODERN theologian, who is also a
wholar, now considers any of the four
gospels to be the work of its pretended
author, or in fact to be by an apost.le, or
the colleague of an apostle. -Davzd F;

.Strauss.

net I1gers~ll. Pr sident Howey, S. l'. Putnam, T. B. Wainman, et al.
2. Colonel IngersJll Can~es a Smile

3. President Rowley Addresses the As·
semblage.

4. Mr. Putnam Reads A Pot>m.
5. Mr. Wakem m Talks of Liberty, Science and Humanity.

6. The Paine Monument, aA it appeared

1\'Iay aoth wreathed in flowers anrl bearing
TaouGrr an inheritance of acres may be
mot too;>. No vther piJtnre of the Monum~nt
b< qucathed, an inherit!tnce of knowledge
like this one.
cannot. The wmltby man may pay others
for doing his work for him, but it is im- 7. Paiue Homestead as it appears now.
po~sible to get his thinking done for him
These are spl •ndid photograph•. They were
by another, or to purchase any kind of all t•ken at the comm>onora ive exercises at New
11ocbeJ!e on May :loth, and are h storically pat~•
culture.- .Samuel .Smite8.
otically, anrl art'stically nry valuable and will
be prized by thousands of Libera s who revere
'l'HE apotheosis of human beings is part. t.he gonin• and honor ·the memory of Thomas·
Paine. ·l\Hs• Levin has spared no pa.ins to make
of the normal phenomena in all activ re- them
worthy the subject a.nd the occasion. Tbe
ligions. Gods are ~ti~l b.eing made in photograph are 8x10 inches in size a·~d the price
India hy the popular mstmct, and pro- 1s seventy-five cents each.
moted in China by government orders. It
Ad•tr""" rf'rllJ 'l'RfT'l'R' "lF.IlJKW.R CO.
requires, then, no supernatural interven28 Lafd.yette Pl., New York.
tion to account for the growth of the
Christian mythology.-Le8lie .stephen.

Researches in Oriental History,

FILL yourself with a great fund. Giv
of that fund copiously, as heaven may
EMBRACING THE
rain upon a field, as the sun pours its
hght. Until you. hav, you cannot bestow. Origin of tl1e Jews, the Rise and Devel·
'l'be polictman will meet you at every coropment of Zoroastrianism, and the
ner ano tell yon to be a good citizen-that
Derivation or ChristiaRity;
is to be what all other men are, not what
to which is added,
yhu should be out of high respect for your
WHENCE
OUR
ARYAN ANCESTORS 1
own nature. You will be warned to hide
your virtm s and your sins in the mass-in
By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D
the great crowd. 'l'o step forth beyond
Ji ourth Eaitton.
the ~:<hame of majorities- beyond the beggary of viCarious seizures and sacrifices- Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten cha.p
ters.
to snffe1 and enjoy, to know and see, to Part II -Resear
hes in Zoroastri.m sm; thirteen
stumble and stand e-rect, by your own
chapcers
r1ght, renders you liable to. aspersion.- Part 111.-Deri •ation of Christianity ; twenty
chatters
J1,1·ace L. Traubel.
Part IV.- Whence Ca'De the Aryans? Five chap
ters.
I HAV heard that the historic position of
Press Notices
the young, r.elativly to the time in which
The stvle is forcible a.nd terse, the rea·oning
they are placed, ia in s•,me sort falsified, go0'1, anfl as the fuct• up n which the argument
unltBB they hav gone through a training is b~sed a e Ia ·ge y Christian, onr tbPoiol!'ical
will h ... ve >orne hard nn''" to crack if they
in the curr~:cnt beliefs of thbir age; unleFB fr,ends
att mpt t<> an•wer them Boston lnv~stigator.
they hav undergone that, they miss, as it
'l'his book is one of the most thoron!irh an 1
wtre Rl!me of the normal anttJcedents. I learned of the ~·reetbonghtworl!.s that have come
the Atlantic.- The Freethin~er, Lonaon.
do rlot thmk this plea will hold good. across
Js a mo· t valuable contribut on to the literaHowever desirable It may be that the ture of the nineteenth century.- Frogresslve
young should know all sorts of erroneous TMn~er.
Elegantly b nnd in cloth, p ·ice, $1.SO.
beliefs and opinions as products of the
past, it can hadly be in any degree desirAddreee a..l n•·ders to 1'HE TRU1'H S "EKER
able that they should take tbem for truths. COMPANY, !<8 Lafa.ye:te Pla.ce, New York City.
If there were no other objection, there
would be this, that the disturbances and
waste of force involvtd in shaking oft m
their riper years the erroneous opinions
which had l.Jetn instilled into them in
childhood, would more than counterbalance any advantages, whateyer their
IJy I.OUH BARKAN, M.D.
precise nature may be, to be derived from
having shared in their own proper persons
Fordyce Barker, M.D., Professor
the ungrounded notions of others.- John
Bellevue
Medical College says of it,
Mo1·ley.
writing to the author: " I regard your
DowN the broad thoroughfares of the
maguificellt city, go many travelers, rich book as the most sound, sensible, and
and poor. That m.agnifi.~ent building you useful book on the topics which it dissee there is where Its legislators meet; op- cusses that I hav met with. I wish it
posit in that temple, they worship.
Arou'nd the corner is its chamber of com- could be in the hands of every intellimerce. All three receive guests to-day- gent head of a family. I am particuPride, Envy, Ambition, Se!fiahne~s, Talent, Genius; a!~ ar~ welcom~ a. its three cularly pleas£d with cne feature of it
courts-its Jegislatlv hallP, Its temple of tbat it does not profess to teach dosworship its chamber of commerce. But
see wh~re comes a plainly appareled, ing and drugging. I congratulate you
sturdy bright eyed vi11itant. He knocks on the wisdom and success of this efand p;esents his card; the city fathers fort."
show him the door; he goes to the church,
but the pastor mee:ts him going in, and
Other noted physicians recommend
says he must leave him at the church
it just as highly.
•
orta.ls-such
has
al""ays
been
his
custom.
12
The unwelcome guest goes sadly around
Price, cloth, gilt side stamp. $1.
to the chamber of commerce. The same
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO ,
men are now here who refused him admit28Lafavette vlace. New York.
tance at the city hall auo the temple of
worship. They greet him cordially, and
explain to him tbat he is always welcome
at their councils, but that he must under
A COLLECTION OF
no consideration present himself when
they are making la"s1 or when.they are.at
their devotions. Tney explam to him
FOB
gently but firmly that he is good enough
in his place, but there are two places which Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools
under no conditions he must enter. This
and the Home.
has been their habit ever since they knew
-With Mnsio Written to All the Song•him at all. The name of the unwelcome
guest is Common Sense.-Joseph Dana
CoMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN
.Mille1·. in Kate Field's Washington.
Prl··. $1.50.
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RIGHT LIVING.
By SUSAN H.

WIXON.

Ethici as Understood by a Student of Science. Sixty Chavters, as follows:
Right Living
What i> Hypocrisy?
In Re~ard to Concealed Vice,
Conscience or Moral Sense,
B!lau~tful Chari.ty,
.·
What is Morality?
What is Ignorance?
Selfishness, the Menace of So- Ftdehty. the Gtver of ftrength
Knowledge the Great Treasure,
mety.
and Honor,
Concerning Education,
Gratitude, a. Fragrant Flower of Value of Wealth,
Conduct· or Right Doing
Life,
Avl!-rice, Not a Means to Life's
Best End,
.
Virtue, the illuminator of Life, Is Reverence a Dnty?
Prndrnce, an Economy of Life, Self-Reliance,
Good Nature, one of Life's Best
Self-Control,
Blossom~.
What Know Ye of Justice?
Fortitude a Noble Possession,
Self-Res~ect
Reason and Free Inquiry
Temperance and Intemperanae, Foolish Pride a.nd Silly Preju- Free Speech,
Is the Use of '.robacco Da.ngerdice,
A Fre·e Press,
one?
Anger, the Distorter,
Rights of An.imals,
Cnltivation of lndi vidnalitv,
The Angel of Forgiveness
Rights of Children,
Character, a Jewel of Great Price,. Observa.tion a. Great Facil1ty,
Hnma.n Rights: or the Equality
Idleness, another Name for Loss, Perseveran~e. the Friend of Ma.n,
of Man.
lndnstr;• the Staff of Life,
Punctuality, a Promoter of Sno- Moral Cleanlines~
Value o a Trade,
cess
Politenes.;. The ~.rentlema.B...,
Recreation a Necessity,
The Difnonlties of Life,
Politeness. -Continued. -·~·he·
Games of Chane•,
Tempta.tion, tbe Demon on the
Gentlewoman,
'J'rnth and Falsehood,
h•ghwa.y,
Best Society,
Progress; or Enlightenment:
Wha.t is an Oath? or the Worth Ha.b1t, Second Nature,
of a. Promise.
Power of Will, .
Wisdo 11.
Fra.ud a. Crime,
Conra.ge, a Necessity to Right
'!'he Poison of Slander,
Living
Miss Wixon has taken a.s her mot'oes in writing this beautiful book of 292 pages-which she
has dedicated to the memory of her father and mother-these sentences from the works of a. grea.t
synthetic philosopher and a gifted libe·a.l mini>ter:
·
As wtth the phystcal, so wtth th~ ethical. A beltllf, as yet tl.r.tul ana partial, ts beqtnntng to
spreaa amongst men,.that herP, alSo, there ts an tnatssoluble bona between cause ana co,~sequence, an
tnezorable aestlny, a ltiw whlch 'llti!reth not.-H .rbert Spencer.
·
Ltmng is an Art, a methoa of e:z:presstng areat conoepttons: tn fact, the highest methoa, tl!e
noblest o.f the ArlS.-Thomas Starr King.
Right Living" is well bound in cloth a.nd printed on good paper.

PRICE, $100.
Address

THE TRUTH S:JlEKER, 2S

L~fa.ydtta

Plaod, New YJrk.

Pleasure and Progress.
AN

ATTEllll'r

TO

PBOVE

THAT

The Pursuit of Pleasure is the Sine Qua Non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social
Development, and that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship.

By Albert M. Lorentz9 LL.B.
CONTENTS:
BooK I.-PLEASURE: Chap. I.-Sources of Pleasure. Chap. fl.-Materia.! Pleasures. Chap. Ill.
Ideal Pleasure:, Chap IV -Social Pleasnrea. Cha.p. V.-Pleasnres of the Sa.vage, the
BarbArian and the Civ lized. Chap. VI.- Genesis of religions. Chap. VII.-Christianity
BooK 11.-INTELLE:lTUAL DEVELOPMENT: Chap. I. -Pnrpo.e of life. Cha.p, n. -Ma.terial Plea.enres
Chap. Ill.-Ideal Pleasures: Knowle.!!ge. Char IV.-Ideal Plea..;ures: Beason. Chap.-V
Ideal Pleasures: Character. Chap. Vl.-Sooia Pleasures. Chap. Vll.'-Pedagogical Des
potism.
·
BooK lli.-MOBAL DEVELOPMENT: Chap. 1.-Mora.lity. Cha.p. fl.-Material Plea.snres: Prudence.
Chap. IU.-Ma.terial Plea.snres: Refinement. Chap. IV.-Ideal Plea.snres: Foresight,
Cha.p. V -[deal Pleasures: Civilization. Chap. VI•...:..Socia.l Plea.snres. Cha.p. VU.-Vice
Caused by Restraint.
BooK IV.-SooiAL DEVELOPMENT: Chap. L-"rogress. Chap. fl.-Protection, Capita.lism, a.nd
Socialism: Respe,tivly a.n Aetna.!, a.n Imminent, and a Proposed Violation of Individual
Soverejgnty. Chap. III -Condition of Agriculture. Chap. IV. Public Schools, the
Mene. Mene, Tekel of 13ocialism Chap. V -Pro ;inoe of Governm~nt. Chap. VI.-Onr
Social Disorder.
.
Here are some of the verdicts on this remarka.ble prod notion which have been rendered by
men who are in every way qualified as jndge3 of books:
This is a spirited, ra.ttling sort of a. book that skates right along over the deepest subject with
ont mn h thongbt whether the ice is thin o: not. It answ rs the greatest qnest10n- What is the
ns , object mot,ve, pnrpo ·!!! a.nd BUmmum bonum of life, a.nd the real can e and motive of progress
-by one word Pleaonre 1-·L·haaaeus B Wa~eman,
·
He sharp).; a.tta 1ks, al 'O, modern methods of edn Ja.tion, a.nd in this he is most abnnd,ntly
borne nnt oythe faJts, an1 his arraignment is practically nna.nswerable. His bJok is altogether a
curious and suggestive one.-New York Oommerof.al Aa11erttser.
·
·!'he man who wrote this book knows how to write a book, and knows wha.t he is writing about
There is not a padded sentence in the volume, not an a.ttempt to fill np with ;ords for laJk of
know Iegge. The an thor deals hard blows a.t shams and falsehoodg, and ha.rd blows for realities and
truth. We do not see how anyone ca.n re •.d this book and disagree with the lea.din.g prooositionse,
The work is good; every chapter is worth readins-. It is a work of common-sense Socialism. Th
chapter on pnblio schools ought to be pnt mto a tract and sent to every teacher in the land. Thou
sa.nds of sentences are worthy of being framed as political maxims and hnng np all over the nation
th11 book deserves a wide read ·n_g_.. not only for itslitera.ry style, which is clear an .1 incisive, bnt for
is bold, honest sayings.-L K. Washburn.
After yon rea.d this b lok yon will be as enthn ia.stic in praise of it as are the eloquent editor of the
Inflest!(fator and the gall an' President. of the Canadia.n Secnla.r Union,
Pleasure and Progress" has ·898 pagAs, i splendidly printed from large, clear type, on excel
lent pa~er, and costs, bound in cloth, $1; paper cover a, 50 cents.
Ad:iress
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafa.:-e~te Pl., New York N. y,
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The Creation of God.
By DR. JACOB HA.RTM.A.NN.

An explana.tion of the origin of the God Idea., and the mental processes tha.t led to the forma.uon

of idols and the worship of them. From the time of Tera.h's apostasy, Abraham's reformation a.nd
his banishment for heresy and blasphemy a.gainst the Cha clean tdols, to Chl;'ist's comingi the principa.lcha.ractets are analyzed and shown to be hnma.n, by thought and deed. It is made pain tha.t the
~cnlia.r phraseology, can~ sayings, snbterf¥g!ls• mira.cle~. wop.der-workings, and supernatural padding a.re the proper offspnng of the then enstmg barbartsm, Ignorance, and snper•tttion, constituting the peculiar politics of the da.v.
·
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The Earth.
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Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Elementary Substances.
The Deluge.
Alcohol and Its E:flects on the System.
The Scriptural God-The Creation.
.
The Soul-What Is It?
·
The Creation of God-Abryam.
The Mind.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God,
Sin and Salvation.
Samuel the Kin~maker.
The l!.~clesiastical Kindergarten.
Go(l Save the Kin_g.
Rational Review.
Jehovah Takes a Rest.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
The End of National Life.
The Planetary Gods.
The Christian Era.
Every Man His Own God.
Organic Life-V ~etable.
Ta.bles {Gateways to Knowledge. .
Organic Life-Animal.
Mora.IB; Whence They Spnng,.
The Master Tissues.
The Non Credo.
The Mnsoula.r Tissues
Rules for Huma.n Conduct·.
The Nervous Tissues
ILLUBTBATIONB.
Food and Food-Substances.
MaP of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind•
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Ma.P of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.
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"IF de wedder grows much wnsa and de

work hardi:T all de time," said an A'abama
colored man, '' dis nigger will hav a call to
preach."
"Do yon beleebe in prayer, Uncle
Jupe?" "I should think so; I allns pray
dey may ne bber ootoh me stealing chickens,
an' praise de Lord dey nebber hab yet."
WoMEN who indulge in the prevailing
fashion of dr£ss sleeves are advised to open
their Bible and read Ezekiel :xiii, 8, which
text says: "Woe to the women who sew
pillows to all arm"holes. ••
"WHAT did yon learn at Sunday-school,
Harry?" said his mother after his first
visit to that institution. " Nothing."
"Nothing? What did the teacher talk
about ?" " Only that they put dandelions in the lion's den and he wouldn't
eat'em."
GENTLE LADY: "I hope 1.on go to church
sometimes." Good Boy: 'Yea'm." Gentle Lady: "To what church?" Good
Boy: '• I used to be a Presbyterian, but
I've been a Methodist since the last church
fair. They pnt more strawberries in
their shortcake."
PIPKIN: '' I should think yon would be
afraid to frequent a public gambling-room,
with raids going on every night or two."
Jack Potts: "Nonsense! there is no danger; if the police should come, the proprietor would tell them that it was simply
a church fair."-Puck.
"ToMMY," said the visitor, "hav yon
read your Sunday-soh< ol books?" "Some
of 'm," he re{Jlied doubtfully. "Can you
tell me what happened to the little boy that
went fishing on Sunday?" ''Yes. He
caught three catfish and a neet" "How
do yon know that?" "'Cause I was"him."
A RoMAN CATHOLIC clergyman told me
of a woman in Cork who was complaining
to her priest of the misconduct of her son;
that he was always fighting, gambling,
and dri1.king, and often beat her when he
was drunk. "Ab I" said the prie~t, "is he a
Cat holio at all?" "Begorra, your ravereo.oe," said she, "it's what he's too good a
Caih>lic. If that boy had his will, he'd
stick every Protestant from here to Tralee. "- W. R. La Fanu.
THERE are some towns in Eastern Massa·
chnsetts, and not so far from the Hnb,
either, wherein card playing is one of the
things you had better not do, if yon are
particularly concerned about public opinion. A certain gentleman and his wife who
had settled in one of these towns and
brought with them from Boston a love of
whist, recently gave a whist party to some
of their neighbors, who came as people
doing something daring. A day or two
later one of the older ladies of the· village
extorted from her daughter the .confession
that she had been at the whist party.
"What do they do at whist parties?" she
asked. "Why, they play cards," was the
response. '• That's what I'd heard," was
the old lady's retort, "but I didn't believe
it."-Bosfon Transcript.
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By Samuel P. Putnam.
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Religion a Corse, a Lie.t and a Disease.
By Samuel P. Putnam. l'aper, 25 cents,

Design Argument Fallacies. A Refuta-

tion of the Argument that Nature Exhibits
Marks of. Having Been nesig••e•t by an Intelligent Beinll'. B• the Editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER Paper,15 cent••

Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
By .111:. E Billings, Paper, 25 cont •.

Han4~ook or Freethought.

Billl- .Cloth $1: paper, 50 cents.

By W. S.

Prove that the Pursuit of Pleasure is the stne
qua non of Intellectual, Moral, •nd Social
Development, and that the Promotion of
Ple ..sure is the Duty of Philanthropy and
Statesmanship. Ry Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
.

The Creation of God. Tracing the God. Ide to Its Source. By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
:. Cloth. $1: paper, 50 cents.

Resurrection of Jesus.

By Don Allen.

Cloth. 75 cents; cloth, 40 cents.

Scientific Solution, with some Orltioisms of
UniversololU': Price 20 cents.

Waifs and wanderings, A New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 110
cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
:first page to last with the living spirit of toda:r."--:::ffohn Swinton's Paper.

Golden Throne, A. Romance. " The an-

thor certainly has ~enius. The divine
creative sparli is withm him. The book is
filled with manly thou$hts expressed in
manly words-the transcr1pt of a manly mind.
EYS~rY :Liberal shonld read ' Golden Tlirone.'"
-Un~t~r~oll. Price, $1.

Ingersoll and Jesus.

A conversation in

rhYJP.e between the Nineteenth Cent11r:r
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherem
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.

Adami and Heva.

A poetic version of

the Jndian story of the Garden of Eden in
whir..o. ita superiorit:y to the mutilated copythe <tenesislejiep.d-IS shown. Price, 10 cents.

Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethong,ht Romance. Price, 85 cents.
My Religions Experience. Price, 25 oentA.
.For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
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Pleasure and Progress: An Attempt to

Facts and Fictions of Life.

By Helen

·H. GardPner. Cloth, $1,i paper, 50 cents

Woman, Church and ~tate. By Matilda
.Joslyn Gage, doth, $2; leather, ta.
THE choir was singing a new arrangeaod.Freethought. By Frankment of the beautiful anthem, " Consider ThelinChurch
Steiner. Paper, 10 cents.
the Lilies." The pure, sweet voice of the The Giant Delusion. One of Otto Wettsoprano rose clearly and distinctly in the
stein's Friendly Arguments with the Spiritualists Paper, 10 cents.
soln:
Bible
Inquirer. By Andrew Jaoobsoli.
"They toi-oi-oil not,
Paper, 25 cents.
They toil not,
Woman: Fonr Centuries of Progress.
They toil not,
By Susan H. Wixon.. Paper, 10 cent.J.
Ny-y-y-ther do they spin."
IN PRESS.
Sh11 paused, and the tenor took np the Four Hundred Years of Freethooght.
8train:
By Samuel P. Putnam. Subscription book,
"Nee· ee-ee-ther do they spin~
ele~ant binding, over one hundred portraits.
$5.
They toi-oi-oi oil not,
'I' hey toil not,
Thty toil not,
POPIS AHD Tl{tlll DOJHGS
ACCoUNT OJ!'
Nee-ee-ee-ther do they spin."
Vlaars of Christ and Yiaegerents of God.
The tem:r ceased, and the basso, a sdemn,
l'li!ler, 51 oeuta; oloth, 75 cantil
red hairtd young man, with a somewhat
worldly-lo• king eye and a voice like a foghorn, broke in:
"Nay-ay-ay-ayther do they spin.
They toi-oi-oi-oil not,
BY OA.FT. BOBERT O. ADAMS.
They toil not,
Being the story of his mental Journey from
They toil not,
orthocloxy to B&tiona.lism.
N ay-sy-ay-ayther do they spin."
Pnoe, paper, 25 cen~: cloth, 75 cents.
Then the voices of the three were lifted up
in semi chorus:
"Ny-y-y-ther
Nee-ee-ee-ther
· We believe that not only ce.n good ba done but
money made by any Lib ral who will canva;s for
Nay-ay-ay thAr
onr book ·• Old Testament Stories Comtcally 11do they spin.
Justrat. d." lnf&,t weknowoneman who worked
They toi-oi-oi-oil not,
Pt it but a few hoUri! weekly and sod nearly
fifty co pi s in & month. The price is low; everyThey toil not,
body knows the Old Testament stories, and
They toil n• •t,
neal"lt everybody wou:d like a book &pp!ying
Ny-y-y-ther
ninetee'!lth-century dt anl knowlerure to them.
People li'te to hugh. Beverencd for the Old
NeA-ee-ee ther
''estament tales h.s largaly disappeared and ·
Nay-ay ay-t.her
i<>kes at the exp•nse of Jonah and Joseph and
do they spi "
Euu and Samson &nd D vid, and the other wort!li< s or unsavory reputation, are keen·~ apJ!re"~rtlbren," said the gray haired, old- Clated. It s~ems to us that the b :ok lllllsell at
faehiOm d pastor, when the choir had fin- sigl t. It dres here in the 'tore. Liberals out ol
employment will find thida gool way to make an
ished, "we will begin the service of the hone.
t dollJ.l'.
morning by singing the familiar hymn: TeriiUI to A1feuts Sent on Application.
'And am I yet alive?"'- Chicago Tribune. '
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rn every ~ merican citi~en to examine c"refnlly
ond thou~htfully a reli~ion8 SYstem so invusive
. r privacy 80 powerful for evil in licentions
hanrl,, so fraught with danger to female mod' ;ty. to the ingennons openness of youth,
,. 11 d to the freedom of thought, speech and
:.ction. Price. paper. 25 Ct nts.
1 he8e

STRONG, HEALTHY MANHOOD

rrle!ltly Celibary ExpoRed

A lecture by

the Hev Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham. En.gillnd. Hevised Americsn edttlon, showing the
result m '('ari' he~ of thA Roman decree that
r·riests shaa not marv. Price. naper. 1f cents.

::,.fP.r Iocr and Her Awful

Disclo~ares

Uo•!lpeeting New Hall Convent, Bore-

h•.•n, ll:ssex\ Ene-lan-1. Sbnwinfl that cncvent6

'IJ'v. '.JiiDUeal to chlt!ltity, virtue, a.nd freedom.
1'• .-.e .PBJ)eJ'. 10 cents
'
'.fl!E '!'ltlJ'l'll >:lEEliliU UU ..

"" ...,.r.. ..

~ tt.:. ~\>We. ill<w ~ Jrl> Jf ""·
------------------

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and 'Iistory
of the New Testament.
By l'BOI' .•• W. l!iJIWJUII
1'r1oe 211 '.lentil.
Address
THE TBUTH SEEK.EB,

.•• ,., ... '" ... mm gw tbldadver. Vineland,. N .J
W" I wish to say that I am an out-and-out
LIBEBAL, and I trust the Freethinkers of the Ian 'I
~"

will give me their 11a.tr nage and not w•ste tbe
time aud money on Obristi&n dootore.-.Dr. Fel-

loWS.
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DANIEL EXPLAINS A DREAM.
Then the king Nebuchadnezzar fell upon his face, and worshiped Daniel, and commanded that they should offer
nn oblation and sweet odors unto him.-Dan. ii, 46.

Thomas Paine's works. I.J/tWI of tAt Wttlt.

17th. Although a Republican he opposed
the Civil Rie-hts bill and "carpet-bag"
rule in the South.
JUDGE THIWDocms BoTKIN of Kansas
made famous in the Sam Wood's case and
notorious for his love of drink, has reformed and taken the rostrum for temperance.
IT appears that Emperor Francis Joseph
will yield to the demand for the civil marriage law in Hungary and permit Premier
Wekerle to reconstruct his cabinet along
that line.
CITY-ATTORNEY HAMILTON of Milwaukee
decides that Archbishop F. X. Katzer
mURt pay taxes upon the archiepiscopal
residence. The decision has caused a
sensation.
BY a fire damp explosion 300 miners lost
their lives in the coal mines of Count
Larisch, at Karwin, Austrian Silesia, on
June 14th. Ten of these composed a rescuing party.
THE Central Stock Yards and Transit
Company's buildings in Jersey city were
burned on June 16th. Loss, more than
$1,000,000. Sheep to the number of 5,500
were consumed.
ERASTUS WIMAN, writer, orator, and
financier, has been found guilty of forgery
in the second" degree in connection with
his transactions as actual head of the Dun
commercial agency.
THE Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia has finally decided that women lawyers may practice in that state. Belva
Lockwood won the victory in a fight which
has been pending for four years.
KoLB LEADER PEYTON G. BowMAN shot
and killed Jean Jeffers, a seventeen-year
old boy, at Birmingham, Ala., on June
12.
The shooting will probably hav a
seriou.s effect con .political results.
THE Supreme Court of Nebraska decides
that the eight-hour Jaw of that state is ·
unconstitutional, in that it discriminates
against farm and domestic laborers and
denies the constitutional right of contract.
LoRD CoLERIDGE, chief justice of England, died in London oli J nne 14th. He
was very fair in his -treatment of G. W.
Foote and the other English Freethinkers
prosecuted for "blasphemy" ten years
ago.
JUDGE CHARLES H. TRuAx, delegate in
the New York Constitutional Convention,
has proposed to suspend the law against
lotteries so as to permit incorporated associations to promote art by the distribution
of prizes.
THE Swiss Socialists demanded a referendum on a proposal to insert in the Constitution a paragraph affirming the right
of everv male citizen to employment. It
was defl)a~ed by a vote of 85,000 for it to
300,000 against it,
ATTORNEY-GENERAL OLNEY is having
pNpared papers in prospectiv suits agajnst
the Central, Union, and Kansas Pacific
railways, for vast sums due the government. The amounts which will be sued
for aggregate $171,861,537.
CoxEYITES are being imprisoned in various parts of the country for train stealing. At Los Angeles Judge Ross sentenced
170 for four months each. Three leaders
were adjudged guilty of contempt by
Judge Thomas at Leavenworth. Wereported another wholesale conviction last
week.
KANSAS Populists renominated Governor
Lewt-lhng by acclamation. The opposition
could not agree upon a candidate. The
convention, by a vote of 349 to 268, voted
in favor of the proposed constitutional
amendment giving the ballot to women. A
resolution denouncing the A. P. A. was
adopted without debate.
JusTICE GAYNOR has added to the fame
he achieved by his decision that vaccination is not compulsory by discharging a
man arrested by a police captain who had
no authority in the case. The Justice
said: "There is no pretense of any criminal offense whatever. Some police officers
do not seem to know that they hav no right
to arrest except for crime. I don't know by
what authority a police captam can make
such an arrest. There are too many police
captains arresting people without warrants.
The idea of a pobce captain undertaking
to determin what is private property I
There is too much of that sort of thing
going on. It wouldn't be tolerated in any
country of the world except here."

PoLITICAL riots in St. Johns, Newfoundland.
·
THE coal strike is not generally thought
to be at an end.
PREMIER CRISP! of Italy was shot at in
the streets of Rome on June 16.
A GREAT plague is raging in Canton,
Hong-Kong, and other cities of China.
BY the capsizing of their boat, thirty-five
harvesters were drowned in Clew Bay,
Ireland.
THE appointment of lighthouse keepers
has been taken out of politics by Secretary
Carlisle.
BARON GIOVANNI NicoTERA, one of the
foremoststatesmen of Italy, died recently
in Naples.
LITA BARNEY BAYLES, well known as a
Spiritualist writer of poetry and prose,
died on J urie 5th.
SENATOR WoLCOTT is an invalid in Paris.
He is very slowly recovering from an operation for hernia.
DURING the fiscal year which ends July
1st, Pension Commissioner Lochren has
saved the treasury $25,000,000.
MILLIONAIRK GEORGE P. WETMORE was
elected United States Senator
T~S¥llto~r.d~TOciU~ unanimously
l'rS. Comp. by Moreau. 10o. by the Rhode Island legislature.
ONE-THIRD of Panama, on the isthmus,
THEOLOGICAL WORKS:"Age
of Reaaon,""Ex&mination of the was destroyed by fire on June 13th. Five
Prophecies," etc., with Life of thousand persons made homeless.
Paine and steel portrait, $1.1i0.
VINDICATION. Reply to N.Y.
SuNDAY last was a day of extreme huOIJMJf'118r. By R G. InaeraolL JOe. _ midity in New York, although the thermometer indicated only 89 degrees.
HARRmT BEECHER STOWE quietly celeCONWAY'S EDITION
brated her eighty-second birthday on
June 14th at her home in Hartford.
OF
THE Fire and Police Commissioners of
Omaha hav dismissed all police officials activ in the A. P. A. and Catholic factions.
THE allopathic and homeopathic associaCOLLECTED, EDITED, AND CHRONOLOGICALLY ARRANGED
tions of Brooklyn sustain Health Commissioner Emery in his compulsory vacciBy MONCURE D A N I E L CONW'AY.
nation proceedings.
Author of "The Life of Thomas Paine," "Omitted Chapters of History Disclosed in
THE N"w York Milk Exchange pays
the Life and Papers of Edmund Randolph," etc.
farmers 1~ cents per quart. for that proFour Volumes, Royal Octavo, Gilt Tops, Uniform with the Editor's" Life of duct. It costs the consumer an average of
seven cents per quart.
Paine." Price per Volume, $2.50.
THOMAS M. BAYNE, /ax-Representativ
An edition of one hundred and fifty numbered copies bound in half leather, gilt from Pennsylvania, committed suicide in
tops, uniform with the limited editions of "The Writings of Washington," "The Washington on Jnne 16. Fear of conWritings of Jefferson," etc. Price, per volume, $4.
sumption was the cause.
For the general reader the $3 edition of Paine'• works is sufficient, as it contains all of his
A Sll:NSATIONAL and probably wholl~ unwritings upon which his fame substantially rests. Rut for those who desire to go !leeper into the
8nbiect of the man and polemic we can most unreserved!~ commend the "Lite of Paine" by Mr
A
h' ti
t
Conway, and this edition of Paine's works edited by him It is the fullest that we are likelv to have, founded rumor of an narc 1S C P o to
and the student of history, anti particularly the writer, should have it upon his shelves.
blow up the Capitol and the public buildwork
four
volumes,
and will be arranrred chronologically. The
of ·
· c rrent 1'n Wash1'ngton
The
. as
P ame
. willsa1consist
'd rna deofh1m
. an
. dcause
Amenca,
anthor, an d t h e fi rs t vo lnme w1"ll cover th e @riO
of the 1ngs 1S u
America~ Revolntiop., be~innin~ with the year 1774. I~ will. t:herefore open with Paine's antiTHE law department of the government
slavery essay, and h1s philosophical or moral essays, while ed1tmg the Pennsvlvanta Magazine; .
.
•
A Consideration of the Doctrine
these being fcllowed by the great revolutionary, politiCal. and controversial pamphlets which made 1S movmg agamst the estate of the late
of Personal Immortality.
such a profound impression on the country.
Senator Stanford for the recovery of
. TJ!e.seconc1 v9lnme will coy.sist ms,in,y of the" Rights of1\1!J-n," and pamphlets relating to Eng- , many millions which hav long been due
By OTTO WETTS T£/N.
hsh politiCs, but will also con tam ccrtam papers on French affairs.
·
,
·
A Paper rearl at the International Freeth ought
The 'hird and fourth volumes will consist mainly of Paine's religions writings, but will also
W
W
p
d' ti
· h d
ILLIAM A!'TER H?Jl~PS, 1S ng1118 e Congress at Chicago, October 5, 1893.
contain some essays relating to American affairs, written in his last years. At the close will b~
.
.
ex:-Representativ, ex-M1mster to Germany,
given Paine's poems.
Price, 10 Cents.
The first volume is now ready for delivery, and the others Will follow soon. Orders for theo and judge in New Jersey died at his home
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
whole set will be taken and filled as the volumes a_lll!El_&!', or the volumes ce.n be purchased sep&-· . T
k ea~ly m· the 'mornm· g of J ne
rately.
Address
THE TRUTH SE~KER 00., 28 Lafayette Plaoe, New York.
: lll eanec ....
u
28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
AGE OF REASON. Pap., 25c.;
6 copies for $1; cloth, 50c.
AGE OF REASON AND EXill·
!NATION OF THE PROPHECIES. Pap., 40c.; Qlo., 75c.
APOSTLE OF POLITICAL
AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
(Life). By J. E. Remsburg.
1'ortrait. P~c.roc.; clo.,75c.
COMMON SJ<J.NSE. (1776.) 15c.
CRISIS. Written During Am.
Revolution PaP., 4Qc,; clo., 750.
GREAT WORKS. Bvo. BOO pp.;
clo.. $8; leather, $4; morooco,
gilt edges, $4.50.
LIFE OF. By C. Blanchard.
l'an, 40c~ clo., with-~ortrait, 60c.
LIFE O.r. By M.JJ.Conway.
With History of his Literary, Political, and Religions Career in
America, France and England,
and a Sketch by William Cobbett.
'l'he only adequate Biography of
Paine. 2 vola. Portraits. $5.
MFE OF. By Remsburg. 50c.
LIFE OF. By G. Vale. $1.
LITHOGRAI:'H OF. 22x2B, $1.
POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS
REFORMER. Underwood.10c
POLITICAL WORKS: "Com..:
mon Sense,"" Crisis,"" Rights of
Man ' $1.50.
RIGHTS OF MAN. Answer to
Burke's Attack on theFrenchRev-

THE WRITINGS OF THOMAS PAINE.

A

•

THE GIANT DELUSION.

A Jo~rnal of Freethought and Reform.

BLASPHEMY! .l:l.OW CHRISTIANS SLA.NDER THEIR SAVIOR.
"Chris.t said to us: 'Boys, you've done well. I'll relieve you of your trouales.' And then he burned the churcb."-Mr. Leonard Moody, trustee of Talmage's Tabernacle.
THE TRUTH SEEKER has received from Ed. Wegner taxation be fruitless through the neglect of our
$1 and from L. G. Reed $2 for the. Freethought share of the work. The New York section of the
Freethought Letter-Writing Corps will, as usual,
Federation of America.
write to members of the committees likely to conA twelve-page protest against the Sunday bills
sider this subject. Write each week to those not
offered in Congress by Kyle, Johnson, Gallinger,
previously addressed by you. Here is a full list of
and Morse will be sent for five cents Twenty five
the committeemen :
copies, three cents each; one hundred copies, $2.
Mr. Milo M. Acker, of Hornellsville; Commodore
Push the circulation of the "Church Property " P. Vedder, Ellicottville; I. 8. Johnson, Warsaw; Owen
pamphlet. Only fifteen cents for a brochure of one Cassidy, Havana; A. B. Steele, Herkimer; 8. B. Jacobs,
Brooklyn; 0, A. Fuller, Wellsville: F. B. F. Tibbetts,
hundred pages. Ten copies for $1 ; fifty copies, Ithaca; C. R. Pratt, Elmira; A. L. Kellogg, Oneoni!a;
$4.50; one hundred copies, $8; postage always William P. Goodelle, Syracuse; John A, Barhite,
'
prepaid.
Rochester; D. Gerry Wellington, Hamilton; B. 8. Dean,
Jamestown; Charles H. Moore, Plattsburg; W. J. MonWe ask the indulgence of our readers in calling tayne, Cortland; M. L. Parker, Lyndonville; J. M. Maytheir attention to the advertisement on page 414, bee, Livingston M.; W. J. Roche, John H. Peck, Troy;
headed" At New Rochelle." It is of interest to all Peter A. Rogers, West Troy; E. A. Brown, Dolgeville;
~dmirers of Thomas Paine, which means. to all Free- W. M. Mnllen, Stapleton; Wm. Kimmey, D. P. Kerwin,
John T. McDonough, Albany; F. W. Holle, Yonkers;
thinkers and Secularists.
E. R. Brown, Watertown; H. R. Durfee, Palmyra; M.
We can still supply THE TnuTH SEEKER of June H. Hirschberg, Newburg; J. E. Mcintyre, Potsdam;
9th, containing the copyrighted addresses of Colonel H. W. Hill, Buffalo; Frederick Fraser, Salen; G. R.
Cornwell, Penn Yan; J. W. Riggs, H. A. Powell, MiraIngersoll, T. B. Wakeman, and Henry Rowley, and beau L. Towns, Brooklyn; A. H. Peabody, New Lebothers delivered at the Paine Memorial celebra- anon; C. L. Phipps, East Rockaway; C. W. H. Arnold,
tion at New Rochelle, May 30th. This is a finely Staatsburg; C. B. McLaughlin, Port Henry; L. M.
illustrated number, and those who send for it at M1tnley, Long Island City; G. L. D"nlorth, Middleburg;
once will be the recipients of a charming souvenir. F. T. Fitzgerald, W. MoM. Speer, Nelson Smith, W. P.
Burr, M. J. Mnlqueen, J. W. McLaughlin, 8. 8. Blake,
;Seven cents per copy, five or more copies, five cents E. Lauterbach, L. A. Giegerich, Elliot Sandford, C. 8.
.each.
Truax, Robert E. Deyo, H. W. Platzck, Francia Forbes,
Eugene Durnin, Thomas Gilleran, A. C. Hotten:rorth,
The question of the taxation of church property NewYork."
·
·should be kept before the New York Constitutional
Samuel P. Putnam is missed at the Sunrise and
<Jonvention in every possible way. We cannot
~fford to let this opportunity to establish equity in Manhattan Liberal Clubs, THE TnuTB Snun office

and all his other haunts, and by his many friends
in New Yoik and vicinity, but we know he is doing
good work "in the field" and that we shall soon be
able to print some spicy, invigorating "News and
Notes" from his ready pen. In the mean time
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" is being
pushed with all possible dispatch, and the time during which your name as a paid-in-advance subscriber
can get into the portly volume has almost reached
the vanishing point. Our offer of THE TnuTH
SEEKER one year and "Four Hundred Years" for
$6 50 is renewed one~ more, however, and if you
are prompt the noteworthy honor will be yours.
The cost of this book of 850 pages of excellent
reading matter and one hundred and forty-odd
portraits is but $5 when ordered separately from.
the paper. Here we giv the names of the subscribers received since the last issue of THE TRUTH
SEEKER went to press:
Alahama.-M. B. Shelton.
ArlmnBBB.-James O'Neel.
California.-Mrs. A. Linda], Geo. C. Jorgenson.
Illinois.-E. H. Warner~,SJha.rles Dunke,
Iowa.-E. D. Nauman, Mrs. M. Repp.
KanBBB. -Gus Eckwall.
Michigan.-Daniel M. Smith.
Missouri.-T. J. Tanner.
Nebraska.-H. B. and C. W. Smith, H. M. Dopp.
New Jersey.-W. W. Morris.
New York.-N. B. Whitney.
Ohio.-W. H. Kintner, M. F. Bly, E. P. Bly, J. H.
White, James M. Wight.
Oregon.-Freeman Parker.
Pennsylvania.-Seth T. Walton, Wm. Bergstresser.
Texas.-Miles J. Doyle.
Wa.shington.-Robt. Pfaendtner.
Wisoonsin.-L. A. Helmka..
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"J he Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

HOW TO GET

Four Hund.red. Years of Freethought.

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
OF FREETHOUGHT

BY SAMUEL

P.

PUTNAM.

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout the Civilized Worldfor

the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.

FREE

It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
SPECIAL OFFER.·
Movement.
, It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.
to make our friends a. most generous
''Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages offer.
We .need more subscribers to THE
of Human History,
·
TRUTH SEEKER, a.nd every Freethinker
A.dorned with the brightest Genius, ra:diant with ~he most s.Pl.endid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inven- needs "Four Hundred Years of Freetho:ught." Not all are able to pay $5.
tions and Discoveries and ennobled w1th Freedoms most shmmg advance.
.
for it, but everyone can .do a. little
Nothing Can be More Interesting,
work to obtain a. copy - congenial
more inspiring to the Pioneer Worker:> of to-da.r----;-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights ~n.d work, that will do great good all
Progress. Tile struggle is not ended and what 1s already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal ·ngl- around. This is the offer :
lance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

Send us Four Nevv
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates ($I~ in
all), and -we -will send
the Getter,..,up of the
Club a copy of "FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF

NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and Magnificent Whole,
n. vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
W"OMAN'S EMANCIPATION

f1·rm the clwins n.nd slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
'l'HE FIRST PART of the book will deal o~,vith Freethought ·as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
F R E E T H 0 U G H T,"
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America FREE OF CHARGES •.
and Europe; and tl!is history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
And further, to rud our friends in
uml the Pioneers of our work recognized.
getting this book for themselves, we
The first part will embrace the follo,;ring Grand Departments:
will offer

Philosophy
Bruno.
.~pinoza.
l>escartes
r.ocke.
Hume.
lfobbs.
J(Qnt.
lf.lmilton.
(! •rote.
Biichner.
l<'uuerbaoh.

Science.
Copernicus.
Galileo.
Kepler.
Da Vinci.
Newton.
Humboldt.
Lyell.
Dar.win.
Tyndall.
Huxley.

Education and
ELhies.
Bacon.
Oomenius.
Pestalozzi.
Froebel.
Oombe.
Spencer.
Owen.
Holyoake.
Haeckel.
Girard
Lick.

Literature.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
R"belais. Schtller.
Cervantes. Goethe.
Marlowe. George Sand.
Shaksrere. George Eliot.
Vtctor Hugo.
Gtbbun.
Burns.
Emerson.
Heine.
Shelley.
Thoreau.
Bvron.
Whlt'llan.
Pushkin.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
chewsky.

Government and Politics.
Voltaire.
Gambetta.
Rousseau.
Oastelar.
French Salon. Brad laugh.
French Revo- Garrison.
lution.
Phillips.
j Thomas Paine. Parker.
Sumner.
i Jefferson.
r Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
Bakounine.
Bentham.
Mill.
Warren.
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Heinzen.

I

Woman's Emancipation.
Madame Roland.
Mary W ollstoncraft.
Harriet Martineau.
Frances Wright.
Lucretia Mott.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Lydia Maria Ohild.
Margaret Fuller.
Elizabeth Oady Stanton.
Susan B. Anthony.
Matilda Joslyn Gage.
Helen H. Gardener..
Annie Beaant.

To the New Subscribers as a
Premium,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By WATSON HESrON,

THE GRE!TF.s'r BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS

Or, if preferred, a· copy cloth-bound of

domain of Human Thought and "Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
Tl1e Secoml Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Pr·ess in modern times. The Truth Seeker, Investigator, Ironclad Age.. Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Maga~ine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, .Agnostic Journal, etc. •
It will give a history of the

Han'dbook of Freethought.

i11

W, S. BELL'S

ever~-

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
n.t Chicago, tho Freethought Federation of_ America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local orgnnizations, the Canadian SE}cular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
ti1roughout the worl<l.
· It will conbtill the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
Fforaoe Seaver,
• P. Meudnm,
I l \I. Beunt-tt.
P"rker Pill,bury,
Eliznr Wr1ght,
•r. 0. Leland,
'1'. B. Wakeman,
Tntlge 0. R Waite.

George E Macdonald,
E M. Macdonald,
L, K. Washburn,
Ernest Mendum,
Oharles Watts,
G. W. Foote,
Saladin,
J. R. Monroe,

Oapt. R. 0. Adams,
John R. OhQdesworth,
Samuel P Putnam,
John E. Remsburg,
Franklin Steiner,
J, D. Shaw,
E. A. Stevens,
H. L. Green,

Dr. E B. Foote, Sr.,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Prof. J. H. Oook,
E. H Heywood,
Otto Wettstein,
Stephen Pearl Andrews,
James Parton,
Abner Kneeland,

Susan H. Wixon,
Mrs. Oharles Watts,
Mrs. Robert 0. Adams,
Mrs. M. A. Freeman,
Katie Kehm Smith,
Lucy N. Oolman,
Lilltan Leland,
Amy Post.

m~·l

other men and women who have c~ntributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
slwuld be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
nnd in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,

in~eresting

and valuable,
1

·and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possibl~ moment.
·

The name of every Subsm•iber who sends ji,ve dollars 1Jefore the work is on the press
will be enrolled in this bool~. DON'T FALL TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages of. Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
Jt will be elegantly bound. It wiil be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your friends when they ask, What is Freethought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world'?
This is the most universal presentation of Freethciught ever given to the public, and no Freethinker
can afford to be without it. It is a library in itself.
Address orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FR£ETHOUGHT,
free.
To each New Subscriber In the club, a premium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated," or w. S. Bell's
"Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-all free
by post or express •.
This· really brings the price of thf'
paper down to $2 to each new subscriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEXEB
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Subscribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our fri.Jnds to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to ge~
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" as soon as the
book is issued.

Those who send a Club and
Four New SubscriJJers and
$12 before the book is printed·
will have their names enrolled in its shining pages.
THE TRUTH SEEKER
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to enforce and in fact enforcing recognition of reAnother " Sabbath " Scheme.
The sixty-fifth annual meeting of the synod of ligious dogmas, as it has done, cannot city, county,
the Reformed Presbyterian church was held in and state boards of education, which are not by the
Philadelphia on May 30th. Among the· reports Constitution distinctly prohibited from establishing
submitted was that of the committee " To Secure religion, adopt text-books and series of text-books
the Introduction of Literature on S~bbath Obser- which will, by intention and in tdfect, establish revance into School Books." Talk of church meddling ligion by teaching the pupils in the common scb,ools
with or control of secular ft.ffairs, but did anyone in and at public expense that certain religious dogmas
the United States ever before hear of a proposition are true and salutary? Most assuredly.
These Presbyterians should be heartily ashamed
so outrageously audacious and. insolent as that reof
themselvs. They demand so much that we wonvealed by the name of this Covenanter committee?
der
how they can hav the assurance to denounce
What wonder that such Protestants as these are
opposed to the· division of the public school funds the Catholics for asking for a division of the public
in the interest of the Catholics I They want it all school money. What the Catholic wishes who preto serve their own purposes ; they want to make fers this request is that, as Catholics help pay the
the common schools, supported by th~ taxation of taxes which support the schools, they shall be perall classes of the people, the pr~pagating grounds mitted to use a proportionate share of those taxes
of their own narrow and intolerant notions. Of a in the education of their own children. What the
piece with this demand is that of several Protestant Covenanter wishes is that all the taxpayers shall
lay organizations ·that only Protestant teachers contribute for the teaching of his creed in the comshall be employed in the state schools. A Western mon schools. In other words, the Catholic would
newspaper mouthpiece of one of these sectarian be content, so he says, with the money he has himsocieties, in declaiming against all teachers who are self paid into the school treasury, and with that he
not Protestants, indignantly aske why Catholics would educate his own children alone. The Coveshould be allowed to teach in Protestant schools. nanter, on the other hand, wants Jews, FreethinkProtestant, mind you, not public or common er.&, Catholics, and outsiders to help him force
schools. It has come to this, that the schools of Christian, and especially Presbyterian, notions down
the people are held by one division of the church the· throats of the children of Christians of other
to be its property now, while the other division denominations, anti-Christians, and non-Christians.
holds that they should be its private possession as Many and powerful societies hav been formed for
soon as possible; and both agree in demanding that the purpose of antagonizing the Catholic demand
religion of some kind shall be taught therein all (and Catholics on general principles); now it is to
the time. All this in plain denial of the letter· and be seen whether those societies will protest and
spirit of the Constitution and of the law of equal work against this latest scheme of the Protestant
enemies of the secular republic.
freedom.
But whatever they may do or leave undone, the
Rev. H. H ..George, with whom our readers are
course
we should pursue cannot for a moment be in
well acquainted by reason of his persistent work in
doubt.
We must set our faces like :flint against
furtherance of the union of church and state, rethis
attempt
to make the public school room the
ported, as chairman of the before-mentioned commissionary
field
of the Sunday law meddlers and
mittee, the progress so far made. Here is his
·persecutors. To thil!l end the Freethought Letterreport as condensed in the Christian Reformer:
writing Corps will this week take Ginn & Company
"Dr. H. H. George
reported that he had
corresponded with three leading school-book publishers; of Boston as their target. Let every old member
viz: Ginn & Oo., Boston; Potter & Oo., Philadelphia, and all the recruits possible show these makers of
and the American Book Oompany, New York. The first school books that the inculcation of theological conmentioned thought it a grand idea, and would like to hav cepts should never be attempted through the media
the matter continued, and suggested that some sample
manuscripts be prepared and submitted to the company. of text-books of history and physiology and the inThe second, or representativ of the Potter & Oo. firm, terpretations and explanations of public school
could see no objection to it, and would be quite willing teachers. Write kindly but forcefully, logically, and
to consider it further. The American Book Oompany in ea.rnest.
did not know that it would be expedient. They were
aiming to meet any public demand in the line of school Flag of God Above ; Stars and Stripes Below.
books, but had not known of any demand in the direction
Much is made by our American Protectiv Assoof Sabbath literature for such books. The committee
deems it advisable to take furth13r steps to prepare some ciation friends of the fact that the Catholics hold
discussion of the subject of the Sabbath in a graded allegiance to the church paramount to loyalty to
series to snit the different school readers, and also a more
analytic discussion of the subject for the text-book on the state. We hav thought that Protestants do the
physiology, and hav them submitted to these and other same, and that the various societies, more or less
secret in their political methods, whi9h are now dobook firms."
ing
the aggressiv work of Protestantism, are inimAre Freethinkers willing and ready to pay for
to equal religious liberty. Almost every day
ical
having their children vaccinated in the public
schoola with the poison of the Sunday superstition? we read something in their papers which confirms
Is not the religious party satisfied with what it us in this opinion. The Omaha American of June
already has? Manifestly not, and no student of 1st prints, under a display head, a sermon preached
history has for a moment supposed that it was. by Rev. A. T. Wolff, of Detroit, in the Calvary
Every concession to the theocratic faction is a mis- Presbyterian church of that city. Mr. Wolff had
take, a serious and dangerous mistake. Would the extended a special invitation" to the American Proteaching in the common schools of the Sunday no- tectiv Association, the Orangemen, and kindred ortions of these people satisfy them? To ask the ganizationlil" to come out and hear this sermon. In
question is to answer it in the negativ. If that his opening sentences Mr. Wolff declared that he
much of their creed goes into the text-books, why was himself a member of one of these organizashould not more go, and will not more go? There tions, which fact would seem to entitle him. to stand
is no logical reason why, that pad being admitted, equal with Rhadamanthus as a spokesman for them.
other parts and all parts should not be admitted, Said Mr. Wolff:
and they would be admitted. If Congress, which
"There ia one safeguard. Place the white banner of
ia by the Constitution distinctly forbidden to make the Lord at the top and underneath the flag of our counany law establishing religion, can pass laws intended ry and keep them both waving in the free air."
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lnRsmuch as we are tuld that, as Freethinkers,
our first duty is to our country, and that therefore
we should giv aid and comfort to the "American"
orders, we seem to be placed in a somewhat difficult
position by Dr. Wolff. As Freethinkers and secularists we hav more or less disinclination to place
" the white banner of the Lord " above the stars
and stripes. But our Presbyterian friend has
something more to say which is of interest to us :
"Among the pillars of this nation and the strongest of
them all is the Bible. Our government was founded on
the word of God, and in every department will be found
in it all of our acts. It fs even stamped on our dollars.
By many witnesses this nation declares itself a religious
nation, and yet it givs us no church and no Bible but the
one universal Bible open before us. The Protestant
church is the salt that preserves this nation, and God forbid that the time shall ever come when there shall be
united with this government any taint of ecclesiastical
power. The Protestant church ofters to the state loyal
subjects, and in turn the state offers to the nation loyal
citizens. There are our free public schools, free from
the taint of sectarianism in any respect. Let no sect ever
lay its hand upon them, and let us forever maintain them
in the original purity of years gone by with the American flag flying from the staff without and the nonsectarian Bible within."
We are compellPd to say that the above is a very
fair sample of the stuff we :find in American Protectiv Aswciation papers. By it we can qu'te
accurately gauge the secularism of the order. Like
the champions of the Christian amendment, Dr.
Wolff is unalterably opposed to ecclesiastical meddling with government and talks of " our free
public schools, free from the taint of sectarianism
in any respect." Preceding and following these
"glittering generalities" are specifications of some
of the ways in which Protestant ecclesiasticism has
already tainted our government and a solemn call
to Protestants to maintain the schools with the
Bible therein.
One of our correspondents avers that the trouble
with the Catholic church is that she is a political
power, that this is not a question of religion but of
politics. On the other hand, a correspondent of
the American, presumably equally well informed
as to the matter at issue, says that primarily it is a
religious struggle. This is a little of his reasoning:
"What Protestant Christian, if he be a true follower
of Jesus, does not daily desire the establishment of the
kingdom as he understands it, and by word and act and
vote endeavor to further the cause he has at heart? These
two, the Roman Catholic and the Protestant Christian,
are both driving at the same thing as they understand it,
but one is seeking to bring the world to the feet of its
rightful king direct; the other is trying by word and act
and vote to compel all to acknowledge the same king as
he understands the matter as represented in the person of
the pope; so we see it is at root a religious question, intensely so. The Roman Catholic in blind devotion to the
pope and the Protestant Christian in intelligent devotion
to the Son, both voting for their man."
It will be observed that it is declared that the
Protestant is expected to aid in the establishment
of the kingdom of Jesus as he understands it by
"word and act and vote," and it is asserted that
the Catholic is trying to do precisely the same
thing. It is simply a bitter struggle between the
Catholic and Protestant for supremacy, each aiming to establish the kingdom of Christ by word and
act and vote, regardless of the religious and civil
rights of the citizen. We are convinced that the
American's correspondent's diagnosis of the disease
is about right, and that our correspondent is
" away off" in his guess.
The Danbury .Dispatch, commenting around the
letter of Dr. Knox which appeared recently in our
news column, remarks that Thomas Paine "lived
without hope of any future, and that contented
him," etc. Turning to Paine's will, we read: "I
believe in one God and no more, and I hope for
happiness beyond this life."
Chilton's Sunday observance bill has passed its
third reading in the Canadian Parliament. It is
stated that the leaders of both parties hav given
the bill assistance. The measure in question goes
to the extent of interdicting the Sunday newspaper.
It may be that Canadian Secularists hav chosen to
work quietly against the priests' scheme, but if they

hav not they are not working at all. Such inactivity in despair because he could Iiot be united with
Eliza Tyrell, who was a mother to her sister's orwould be very unwise and dangerous.
phaned child.
----------~---------What a blessed and_ merciful thing is " Christian
Geo. May Powell, of the Women's Christian TemCivilization "I How superior to the product of the
heresies of paganism ! A trooper in South Africa perance Union, thinks that the theater forms the
sent home to the London .Daily News a letter, of "bloody angle" in the battle for purity. Thousands,
we are informed, spend so much in theater-going
which this is a paragraph:
that
when times of special financial pressure come
"We are at the present time occupied in setting fire to
every nativ village we come across and shooting down it is easy for many of them " to pass into the ranks
the stray Matabele we see, and are still going onward in of shame and crime." But is not the same true of
the hopes of finding old Lobengula. Every day we pick up those who put their earnings from day to day on
assegais, shields, and the most beautiful nativ work,
though we are unable to carry them on our saddles, so the dining-room table, and of the servant girls and
other poor people who stint themselvs in order to
they hav to burn with the rest."
·
help their church? The real anim-us of this sort
THE TBUTH SEEKEB of July 7th will be a special of attack upon the theater is revealed by Geo. May
number, containing a symposium on the pending Powell in this incautious sentence : " The theater
Sunday bills, in which Representative and Senators is a deadly enemy to the church"; that is, because
will participate, assisted by the Editor. The Sun- it is a rival of the church.
day question is one of the momentous issues of the
Miss Frances E. Willard returned from England
time and if reactionary Christianity triumphs here
the
other day. Her friends gave her a reception at
the most hopeful of us will hav just cause for apthe
Calvary
Baptist church. this city. The .Times'
prehension bordering on despair. But we do not
report
has
this
paragraph:
intend to be beaten and borne down by the Cove"The Rev. Phoebe Hannaford _represented Sorosis.
nanter hordes. Sunday must be the people's day,
not the priests'. THE TBUTH SEEKER of July 7th Mrs. Margaret Bottome was there for the King's Daughters; Mrs. LillieDevereuxBlake represented the Suffrage
will cost seven cents per copy; five copies or more, Association; Mrs. Clinton B. Fiske, the Woman's Home
five cents each. Order in advance.
Missionary Society; and Wm. T. Wardwell, the Prohibition
party. These and Anthony Comstock made addresses of
The National Reform Association is trying to welcome."
make mischief in the New York Constitutional ConWe stand for woman suffrage, on principle, but
vention. Through delegate Benjamin S. Dean it such an assemblage of suffragists does not fill us
presented to the Convention this overture for an with a very lively desire for the "good time coming,"-when women will go to the polls led by Willard,
amendment to the preamble of the Constitution :
"We, the people of the state of New York, grateful to Wardwell, Botto'lle, and Comstock.
Almighty God for our freedom, in order to secure its
bleBBings, as a Christian people, in the name and by the
Chicago Liberals need to be watchful and untirauthority of our Lord Jesus Christ, on whose shoulders ing. It is proposed to ask the board of education
is the government, do establish this constitution."
to introdui3e into the schools of tha~ city a readingMr. Dean, in presenting the petition, _indorsed
book composed of selections from the Bible. Such
upon it his "distinct disapproval." We trust that a book is in use in Toronto. A petition in favor of
the people of New York are of one mind with Mr. this scheme now bears 60,000 signatures, it is said.
Dean.
~elections from all the literature of the ages need not
The common council of Chicago recently passed be barred out of th~ schools, so long as they go in
a very sweeping Sunday closing ordinance. It shut on their merits, and each part on an equality with
all stores and shops up tightly, except the meat all other parts. But those who are working to get
1
markets, which were allowed to remain open for a a volume composed of Bible- passages into the pubfew hours in the morning during the summer lic schools hav no love for such an equality of aumonths. Then the clerics rejoiced. _ But Mayor thority. We are informed that the petition named
Hopkins interposed his veto, giving some very good represents "many religions," which means, of
reasons why such an ordinance should not become course, many branches of one religion-the Chrislaw. It may be that the Sabbatarian majority in tian.
the· council can muster enough votes to pass the
We should like to know where the conductors of
obnoxious measure over the mayor's veto ; but
high-school commencements get their authority for
whatever the final outcome, Mr. Hopkins deserves
introducing baccalaureate sermons among the exerthe thanks of all people who believe in minding
cises on such occasions. That private religious
their own business, and of all friends of the free
schools
do so is natural, but sermons certainly hav
Sunday.
·
no proper place in any public school function. The
''In this wonderful growth of English speech, we see Carson- City (Mich.) Gazette givs an abstract of the
the providence of God. As a language it is his chief sermon of Rev. A. D. Newton at the high school
vehicle for blessings to men. More of his name, his will, commencement in that town. His text was, "He
his law, and his love are to be found in the English than
in any other, if not all other tongues, for in the tongue that hath the Son hath life,,. and he claimed that in
W\l speak there are more Bibles, more gospel sermons, the equipment of the graduate belief in Christ was the
and more beautiful songs than in all others combined."- noblest part. One thing which the reverend gentleHerald of Gospel Liberty.
man said seems to lack the :flavor of unadulterated
From which we may infer that God is an English- orthodoxy. He remarked that "life could not be
man, but all the more are we puzzled to know why defined nor its origin traced." What, then, behe did not hav the Bible emitted in English in the comes of the creation legend, without which the
first place. It may also be noted that the "Age of story of the "Son" has no meaning !
Reason," "Origin of Species," and all the works of
A late w~iter has said that it is the position of
Spencer and Huxley were written in this language
of the "wonderful growth." Where is the "provi- the law that " it is not permitted for one to break
the law and plead in his defense that his actions
dence " in this fact ?
were in the exercise of his religion and according
Laws are
The English House of Lords has again demon- to the dictates of his conscience.
strated the hopeless stupidity of religious lawl made to govern actions and not opinions. To allow
makers. As our readers know, it is a crime in one's opinions to govern would be to make the proEngland to marry a deceased wife's sister. Of fessed doctrine of religious beliefs· superior to
course there is no reason whatever for such a ridic- the laws of the land." But in governing actions
ulous and contemptibly mean law, but that makes laws inevitably govern opinions. Actions are the
_no difference to the fossils who stand in the way of fruits of thoughts. We must be careful to disits repeal. A few days ago a repeal bill was defeated criminate between those laws which are intended to
in the Lords by a small majority. This majority prevent trespass on equal rights and those which
was led by the Archbishop of Canterbury and Lord themselvs trespass. Laws to punish for the com-Salisbury and in it were included twenty bishops mission of murder represent the first class, while'
and the most of the Tory lords. Charles Blount, Sunday statutes are examples of the second. It is:
"the most chivalrous Freethinker of his age," fell a fallacious to argue, as is done, that the AdventistS<
victim to this besotted superstition, killing himl!lelf are not imprisoned because of their religious opin-
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ions, but because they hav violated the law. The
laws which they transgress are in themselvs violativ
o£ religious freedom, and hence the Adventists are
punished for their heresies and not for any crime.
'rhe laws were enacted for that very purpose. The
creedists get their dogmas into the statute books
and then clamor for obedience to the ''law." Persecutors in all ages hav been guilty of the same
hypocrisy. It is time that we cease to be fooled by
such shams.
------~-----------

Dr. C. W. Mak, of Denver, who calls himself a
"Foodologist," that appellativ describing one who
teaches that all curable diseases can be conquered
by a proper diet, is a lecturer. On the evening of
June 12th he wa" addressing an audience of one
hundred and fifty in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, speaking
"to men only." His lecture had been forbidden by
the mayor, and two police captains and the chief
compelled him to stop speaking. There is nothing
in the newspaper reports showing the slightest
cause for the arbitrary action of the authorities.
However, the title of Dr. Mak's lecture is not especially felicitous ; it expresses an assumed distinction between truths for men and truths for women,
if it means anything legitimate. There is no such
distinction, and the use of the phrase caters only to
ignorance and its train.

-------------------

the intellectual basis of a proper judgment." This
is what makes it so unfortunate that he holds the
office he does and that there is such an office for
him to hold.

-------------------

Rev. Dr. E. D. Stoddard, of Jersey City, is not
pleased with several things in this country, and one
of them is our system of education. Its chief fault,
in his eyes, appears to be that it does not teach
enough religion. He says that "we [Protestants]
create the Sunday school to do the work which we
would naturally expect our public schools to do" ;
that is, inculcate religion. Why should we naturally expect the public school to do this work of the
church and of religious parents T Does Dr. Stoddard believe in the union of church and state T Unless he iloes, how can he talk in this way T He
wishes to know why Sunday schools are required,
and he answers that it is because Christians are so
divided that they "can't agree as to what should
be taught" in the public schools. No one who
thinks will deny this. We know that the only
reason why we hav partial religious freedom is
because no one religious sect is strong enough
to impose its creed on the country. None of them
of great numerical importance is opposed to religion in the schools, but each wants only 1ts own
there. Every step toward " church union " is
fraught with danger to free institutions.
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links his name with those of his distinguished compeers is as rare as he is independent. How many
of our school histories, enumerating the names of
the heroes who made the republic possible, tell the
pupils a thing about the author of "Common
Sense " and " The Crisis"! It is amusing. to note
that several Christian critics who hav referred to the
exercises at New Rochelle hav ventured the opinion
that while Paine "has a sure place in history," his
Infidel eulogists are doomed to oblivion. .This is
no doubt true of many of them, though not of all ;
but it is comforting to reflect that it is no less true
of ninety-nine out of each one hundred of his Christian detractors, of both the past and present.

People who are afraid to openly advocate laws in
the interest of religion, but who wish to hav such
laws enacted, are wont to say that they demand
Sunday statutes in the interest of rest. Sometimes
this pretense is exposed quite unintentionally by
the pious masqueraders themselvs, and the effect is
provocativ of derisiv smiles. The independent has
this in one of its special columns:
"The mayor of Savannah, Ga., has put himself upon
record as opposed to .Sunday baaeball. A league game
was advertised for a recent Sunday. Every arrangement
was made for big crowds, and the managers were looking
forward to a brilliant financial success. The chief of
police served notice on the clubs that they would both be
arrested if a single ball should be thrown, and the result
The Herald, in one of its peculiar Sunday editorial was the return of a large number of people disgusted."
If this act of the mayor and chief of police of
sermons, says that "religion supplies us with the incentivs which are necessary to the best quality of man- Savannah was in the nature of a hygienic or sanihood. ·It takes our caprices and passions and reckless- tary regulation of the conduct of the ball players
ness and crude ambitions in hand, appeals first to the and spectators, why did the Independent put the
brain and then to the heart," etc. When has relig- item under the department head of " Religious
ion "appealed first to the brain" of man? Does Notes"? If sanitation and hygiene are really rethe doctrin of hell appeal first to man's thinking ligious in nature and effect, why does the Independfaculties or to his fear of suffering! Does the pict- ent place most of its notes concerning health under
ure of heaven arrest first the attention of the the department title of " Sanitary," reserving only
reasoning powers or of the emotions of marvelous- those relating to enforced Sunday rest for its "Reness, cupidity, love of ease, etc., etc.! Has not the ligious Notes" column "I We hope our neighbor
one insistent cry of the religionist been believe, will explain this.

"The faith of Protestants givs them the right and mission to judge of and contest the authority of their ministers. But for us, as sincere-, consistent, and practical
Catholics, it is otherwise, for the authority of our bishops
and priests is divinely instituted. Our faith obliges us to
be docil and submissiv to the authority of the church
in all that concerns faith and conscience. "-Pittsburg
Catholic.
Therefore, is not the Covenanter Christian Statesman more nearly representativ of the Catholic than
of the Protestant principle when it says that the
church is the official interpreter and teacher of
God's truth? But, on the other hand, what are the
confessions of. faith and the heresy trials of the
Protestants but practical admissions of the soundness of the Catholic assumption that there must be believe, BELIEVE, BELIEVE ! " He that believeth
an earthly authority to whose decisions all members and is baptized shall be saved," but we hav no
of the church should bow 1
promis for him who, because he thinks, finds it :mDr. Rylance, preaching a few weeks ago against possible to believe. How many millions of reams
woman suffrage, had occasion to refer to St. Paul, of sermons and disquisitions hav there been written
whose burden was the vanity and carnality of
whom be did not seem to regard as a very helpful
ally, for he said that that ancient woman-hater reason! But once more the Herald:
''Say what you will, a belief in immortality is necessary
" could not foresee and provide for in his doctrin
to a thoroughly developed and symmetrical soul."
the modification which the evolution of humanity
What kind of immortality! An immortality of
through the later ages would surely require in some
agony or an immortality of rapture T The immorthings that he taught his disciples." What! St.
tality of the Presbyterian or the immortality of the
Paul not inspired of God? The Bible contains
Universalist, of the orthodox Christian or of the orerror in relation to the position of one-half of the
thodox Mohammedan?
human race? And what does Dr. Rylance mean
by referring to the doctrin which Paul preached as
The Christian Advocate has nearly a column of
"his doctrin "? Did not Paul preach the gospel of editorial comment on the Paine Memorial exercises
Christ, and was not Christ the Son of God, who, as at New Rochelle. It heads it, "Empty Pageant at
a part of God, existed from eternity ! Is Paul, an Empty Grave."
Compelled to ad~it that
chief of the immediate disciples of the incarnate " Thomas Paine deserves high honor for his politiGod, already a back-number authority, shoved out cal services," Dr. Buckley is yet shocked by what
of leadership by that awfully scientific and hence he terms the reckless use of hyperbole by Colonel
blasphemous process, "the evolution of humanity"! Ingersoll, especially when that gentleman claims
What is to become of the church when her suppos- that Paine " did more to establish the republic than
edly most orthodox divines thus incidentally and as any other man then standing on the soil." To one
a matter of course repudiate her fundamental tenets T who has carefully re1d Conway's life of Paine and
Comstock · received a rebuke in the decision of the testimony of the great democrat's contempoJustice O'Brien that Joseph J. Little, receiver of raries, the sweeping claim of Colonel Ingersoll
the Worthington Company, may put on the market does not appear very extravagant, and had Dr.
Fielding's "Tom Jones," the "Arabian Nights," Buckley carefully examined the number of TnE
Rousseau's ''Confessions," "Rabalais," ''The De- 'fnuTH SEEKER which immediately preceded the issue
cameron," and other classic works to which the from which he obtained his information about the
ignorant censor of the Society for the Emolument celebration he would hav found plenty of evidence
of Hypocrite objects. But this zealous marplot is going to show that Paine was the mightiest figure
not satisfied ; he declares that the works shall not of the Revolution, measured by the influence he
be sold. He }las not yet revealed how he is going exerted. The Christian Advocate says that it is
to get around Justice O'Brien's ruling. Perhaps not sorry to see Paine's patriotic services recognized,
the unkindest, because the most truthful, thing and it declares that they " always were " recognized
lately s.aid of Comstock is this, by the New York "by the people of this country." This is preposTimes: "The fundamental fault with Mr. Com- terously untrue. So deeply had the clt,rgy covered
stock's judgments in matters of this kind is that the name of Paine with derision and obloquy bewhile he undoubtedly knows obscenity, as such, cause he wrote the "Age of Reason," that twenty
when he sees it, he does not know literature.'' This years ago not one American citizen out of fifty knew
hits the mark exactly. He knows obscenity in- that he did anything in the Revolution. Only a
stinctivly, but as to literature he cannot. discrhni- few of our late historians hav dared mention him,
Jlllote1 b~CP.\lse, to ag~ q,uote tl;J.e Time~, '' be lacks and even tQ-da;f ~e Fourtb ot cTui1 or&\tor wbo

------~-4----------

The Christian Statesman bata had its feelings
badly hurt because "the highest courts of most of
the great Christian bodies of the country" lately in
session did not publish to the world in thunder
tones the " truth" that this nation is now withering
under the frowns of an angry God. This is too
rich to escape quotation in THE TnuTH SEEKER:
" It would hav taken but a moment's consideration to
bring the conviction that God i11 visiting the land in chastisement for its abounding iniquities, and that the only
way of deliverance from these national trials and dangers
is that of national repentance. This is tho plain teaching
of God's word. Ought not these deliberativ bodies, by
clear and distinct deliverances, to hav pointed out these
facts to the nation, and urged the people whom they represented to humiliation and prayer? And especially, ought
they not to haY joined in an earnest request to the chief
executiv of the nation, to appoint a 'day for national
humiliation, confession of sins and prayer for forgivness?
This has been done in other times of national distress.
The condition of things calls loudly for it at the present
time. There is abundant reason for the divine displeasure against the nation. And there can be no reasonable
doubt in the minds of those who represent the church of
God, that the present distress is a manifestation of that
displeasure. The duty of the hour, therefore, is national
confession, repentance, and prayer. And the church,
which is the official interpreter and teacher of God's will
to men, ought to remind the national executiv of this
duty, and ask for a call tq confession and prayer. That
such action was not taken by the late assemblies seems a
strange omission indeed. Is it possible that the churches
themselvs are turning away from our historic loyalty to
God?"
We hav a suspicion that many of the members of
these Christian assemblies are at heart very much
ashamed of the prayer superstition, and especially
of that form of it to which the Christian Statesman
is so devoted. This may explain, in part at least,
the omission which grieves our theocratic editor.
It will be noted that it is claimed that the church is
the "official interpreter and teacher 0f God's will
to man." Which church, and where are her credentials T By what authority does any church get be.tween man and his God, admitting that he has a
God T Does this claim of the -Protestant editor
differ essentially from that put forth by the Catholic Pope T And these are the absurd theories which
the nation is asked to make a part of its organic
Jaw by t}l13 p.dovtiop of the Cbrif3tian P.JlleJldmt;Pt I
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{Sommunioations.
Now, .Mr. Peck!
MR. JoHN PxcK-.Dear Sir: You evidently hav
read my articles in criticism of Mr. Wettstein, and
think you are called upon to ask such questions as
seem pertinent to the subject and at the same time
quite unanswerable. You very innocently place
yourself in the position of an honest and earnest
investigator of Spiritualism, and place me in the
unenviable attitude of one who is a know-all, or as
one who is positiv and pretends to know all about
it, and after assuming theBe relations you ply me
with such questions as you think should utterly
squelch my arrogance, and appall me with the magnitude of your interrogatories.
You say you "never hav had an opportunity to
investigate Spiritualism," and yet you are a man, as
I judge, past sixty, and hav therefore been an observer of the agitation of the subject the last fortyfive years, for you say that you hav read a great
deal about it. I judge, therefore, that any defect
in your knowledge upon this most worthy of all
subjects must be owing to some deep-seated prejudice, or must be owing to a disinclination to face
the ridicule which the unthinking fools of society,
and its mountebanks, and the theological bigots of
the age, hav enshrouded it with.
Now, sir, while you take the position of an inquiring pupil, and set yourself down meekly at my feet,
as a child might before a master, you at the same
time hav the assurance to assert that to your mind,
and from all which you hav read, by exercising
your reason and judgment, "spirits are as impossible as gods, ghosts, devils, and witches," and then
you go on about the stories of Jonah and the whale,
and Samson and the foxes," and such like, and insist as they outrage science so must a belief in
spirits. This shows that you are not the desirous, innocent, childlike inquirer that you pretend,
but that you set out with a determined idea to
show me what a big fool I am to entertain a beliElf
founded on such facts as you deny, ·and which I'
cannot ·answer. . You go in precisely the same style
with your questions, and almost repeat what Wettstein had asked a dozen times in his onslaughts
against Spiritualism, and which I thought I had answered. You say: "Will you tell me how it is possible for a mind to exist without a physical body
and a nerve system 'I" " How is it possible for a
brainless skull to think 'I" " How a dead eye can
see 1" "How one can feel when there is no nerve
to convey the sense to the brain-where there
is no sense of feeling, tasting, smelling, seeing, and
hearing?" Then you put an answer into my mouth,
and say, " But you will say there is a soul, a spirit,
or a something which passes out of a man at death
which can exercise these functions."
I hav placed your questions all in a batch, because they all belong to the same general misapprehension of what Spiritualists believe, and what the
spirits teach, and if the fundamental objection of
your questions is removed, it should settle those
ideas about something which Materialists do not
know, and cannot seem to understand, and for that
reason, having no other stock in trade, they keep
offering them as unanswerable arguments against
Spiritualism.
My answer, then, is this: In nature, or in all
matter, there is a life element; which is the moving
force of matter ; or, in other words, matter and the
life of matter constitute all there is in existence.
They never were created, but hav always existed ;
they are co-related and are and hav always been coexistent. Hence there is_ no such thing as absolutely dead matter. No matter how low a place in
the scale of existence a given quantity of matter is
made to assume, it still has life. This the chemistry of nature demonstrates, and the very fact that
the action of chemistry ·can and does take place in
and through all forms of matter makes this a selfevident proposition. Hence death is only partial<~. mere change from one form and condition to
another. The spirit, or mind, and structure of the
spirit body, which was composed in the natural
body, on passing out of the natural body at death
does not therefore become bodiless, but is made
up of the same nerve substance which it had while
in the natural body before death ; therefore the
spirit has all the faculties and bodily parts and substances, coupled with the life or soul element which
it enjoyed before the change. Spiritualists do not
teach that a spirit can walk without limbs, speak
without organs of speech, see without eyes, hear
without ears, think without a head, and the like
nonsense, which Materialists assume they must;
but they do say that all the natural parts hav become refined in the processes of life and are, while
still substance, 1(much more refined material than

ordinary matter, which becomes a. spirit body. The spirit came out, or rather formed immediately on
MAterialist objects to this because he cannot see the outside of this curtain, and was plainly seen by
this spirit body, etc., but he forgets that he never about twenty persons to walk about the floor~
saw any man's mind, he never _!;law his own nervous
Again, while the .medium was sitting outside of
fluid. The nerve force, of which my friend Peck the curtain, no less than two apd on one occasion
talks so much and acknowledges to be so necessary three spirits opened the curtains and showed them.
to the faculties of seeing, tasting, smelling, hearing,· selva and moved about the space, also on one occaand feeling. he never saw, and the most powerful sion came out and lectured us for five minutes.
I ha.v many slate writings and pictures made by
microscope would not aid him in seeing it; therefore there is absolutely no reason in objecting to various colored crayons and paints, while the slates
its existence on any such grounds and, logically, were bound tightly together, and held by myself.
they amount to nothing.
·
In fact, they never left my hands at all. In ·one
It appears, therefore, that the life element which case I carried two slates about three hundred miles
quickens all matter and pushes it into organic form or more to a medium, and got a most beautiful and
and existence is a. universal, eternal, and inexhaust- convincing test from my departed son, through a
ible force associated with all forms of material nat- medium whom I had never before seen. And withure. Aside from this there appear to be some out making this letter too long and tedious I will
sixty to seventy different forms of elemental sub- say that for the last forty years I hav witnessed all
stanceR, and it seems that from the union and relar- manner of manifestations, from simple rapping to
tion of most of these, by and through the evolu- the movemtnt of sofas holding several hundreds of
tiona of matter through countless ages, has animal pounds of human flesh, a:nd the movement of tables
life at last became a fixed fact on this planet. This and chairs without human contact. I hav seen
much we in part know from the facts of science hands and fingers made, faces and heads only, also
and the observations of nature. But a.s to the exist- full forms_ materialize whom I ha.v recognized both
ence of any future life for 'the spirit of man, who by appearance .and from their conversation andrestands as the highest product of nature's handi- lation to facts with which I am acquainted. I ha.v
work, we must open the eyes of our understanding had pictures precipitated upon canvas, and it was
and listen hard and look deeply into the occult done in from one to five .minutes, which no artist
forces about us ; and before looking at phenomena, could hav done in several hours' labor, and hav seen
on which Spiritualism expects to establish the exist- it done by a committee of skeptics who had all the
ence of this refined material body, with all its parts management of the experiment, and a thousand
and faculties, I will just say to my friend Peck that others which I do not care to enumerate, and not
no Spiritualist who understands himself will for a the most learned Materialist or skeptic has been able
moment contend that a spirit body- has no sub- to explain or set aside the evidence to this day. I
stance, but that it is, on the contrary, the finest hav also in a. few cases discovered some trickery and
of materiality, and that when the substantial parts sometimes I hav been compelled to lay ihe trickery
are even entirely eliminated or dissipated, the soul, to a class of low spirits who delight in such work,
or life element, would hav to attach itself to some- and who generally accompany to seances persons
thing akin to the universal life or such a state could who are stubborn and appear unusually smart in
simply never come. It is my belief that the soul, or. their own conceit, for some persons are so constimind, and all that it embraces, will ever be related tuted that it is very hard for them to ever get any
to some bodily form and organization ; hence the evidence of the glorious truths of a. future life ; and
soul's immortality and its individuality, as in con- they are doomed by their own inherent skepticism
tradistinction to the nirvana of the Orientals.
to go out of this life into an almost impenetrable
The modern developments of Spiritualism, which darkness for a time at least.
The reason I hav for knowing that these manioccurred about forty-t1l.ree years ago in New York
state, began by certain myste:r;ious sounds and raps, festa.tions are what they. claim to be is the mind,
and by a mere apparent coincidence or guess the thought, or intelligence they manifest. If any
sounds were interrogated and requested to rap a. phenomena, such as electricity sometimes manifests,
certain number of times. That little incident led or as seen in the forces of nature that merely obey the
to the stupendous fact that those sounds had asso- law of chf.mical forces, and which do not manifest
ciated with them an intelligence, and not knowing any special intelligence, occur, I do not associate
what else to call this intelligence the little girl that with spirits, but when I see an intelligence
called it "Old Split-foot," and this idea the church which corresponds to my mind and addresses itself
has kept up diligently ever since, for, having failed ·to some corresponding facts of which I am cognito stop the r"pping spirits, and knowing them to zant, that I call a spiritual manifestation and comhe intelligences, they very cunningly declared it to ing from a spirit, and I defy all the sophists to asbe the devil and so hav the same old monster to cribe it to anything else.
The arguments of skeptics are usually very flat.
fight that seduced Mother Eve in the garden. It
is the best argument the church bigots could ad- To a man whn has had the experience the idea of
duce and the one best calculated to frighten their electricity, magnetism, hypnotism, hallucination, deadherents from the subject. In this they are quite caption, and fraud, including gullibility and selfconsistent, for, knowing that these phenomena do psychology, are no arguments and do not meet the
indicate an intelligent producing cause, which any facts nor the truths of these phenomena; and it is
church member must perceive, their best hold on absolutely useless to waste time in arguing with a
the fears of their members is to cry out, "Devil ! " man who has steeled his mind with double armor
and so frighten the sheep into the fold; but how a plates which cannot be penetrated with reason nor
Materialist, who can reason and does not believe in facts. It is too much like a man who has pulled
devils, can see, hear, and feel these occurrences and down the blinds of his windows and drawn tightly
know them to be an intelligent force, and yet deny the inside curtains and then stands there praying for
the fact of a spirit life, is beyond my comprehen- the light of the glorious sun.
sion. It must be simply because they will not go
I will answer one more thing that at first blush
to work patiently and investigate, but are like Mr. seems impossible and improbable to Mr. l'eck. He
Peck, who has lived right within the atmosphere of wants to know when Indians appear in full unithe subject and has failed to get any light from it form, with bows, arrows, etc., "whether they come
in forty-five years.
first in a. nude form, and whether these beads,
If Mr. Peck will go to a rapping medium and set bones, feathers, bows, etc., are real, and when they
aside the idea of, -why go to a medium? and open dematerialize, where do they go to?" Now, I will
his eyes and ears, and try to get some truth, I hav say that there is not a material in existence that is
not the least doubt he will see something to study not contained in our atmosphere. All the elements
and profit by. If he wants to begin at the bottom, of matter go there. When we burn coal the carbon
let him take a pocketful of corn, and not knowing goes into the air; when we burn bones the elements
now many grains he places therein, see if the spirits of bone-lime, potash, soda, and in a word everycan tell how many grains the pocket contains. If thing else that is changed from the visible to the
the medium is what is called a physical medium, invisible state-go there and are not lost. It is,
let him observe that tables, chairs, and other mate- therefore, no more wonderful that an Indian should
rials are moved about intelligently in broad daylig]{t materialize his clothing and trinkets than that he
and without any human contact. He may, to vary should materialize his body, for the reason that he
the experiments, go to a slate writing and test me- holds them only a.s a temporary thing and when he
dium, and hav some slates written upon without even ceases to exert his mind and will upon them they
a pencil, as I hav often had done, and without the immediately disintegrate. I do not know how this
medium having even touched the slates. I hav had is done, because I am not familiar with the laws of
this happen when the medium was not within two spiritual chemistry; but I do know that it-is done,
feet of the table upon which the slates were laid, and I know that sometimes material things are
and in every such case I got plain, common-sense used which remain. I hav seen flowers, live fish,
facts, and sometimes as many as a dozen tests in a etc., that were brought into the circle, and the fish
lived and were preserved in water for a long time.
single slate writing.
Last month I attended a materializing seance, These were simply taken from some place and
and while a gentleman stepped behind the curtains carried to the circle, and you know it must hav
(which were placed loosely across the corner of a been done in a hurry, for they would liv but a few
solid wall), and held the hands of the medium, a minutes out of water. In like manner <lifLP.lo:p.ds,
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etc., may be had. I hav seen lace and other materials made by the yard. One man whom I knew
bad a piece given to him ; at first it was several
~ches long, but _every ~e he opened it to the daylight he fou!ld It growmg less, and it finally dissolved. This, then, shows the difference between
real objects and those which are materialized only for
the occasion.
In regard to knowing whether a table .was simply
electrified by some mechanical agency, and electricity made to dance it about, or whether it was done
by spirits, must be determined by the intelligence
it gave you, and your knowledge of the fact that it
was not operated by some contrivance, a very liimple thing to d~ter~. I place aJl my dependence
on the fact of mtelhgence, and on this evidence I
canno~ ?e led astray. Electricity may be generated
by spu~ts o~ mortals, when the necessary friction
of particles Is had; but no amount of friction will
generate intelligence, unless the man· or the spirit
is behind the phenomena.
If the air contains all the elements of matter in a
refined state, or in the form of gases, and if chemistry can solidify almost, every one of them, even
that of oxygen, why should not a spirit that livs in
those elements be abl& to do as much with them as
chemists are now doing with them? Can you tell!
And if I can establish the fact of the existence of
spirits by the intelligence they convey to me, it
seems that all your objections formulated in the article referred to are answered and fully set aside.
Your material scales and measures are too gross
to weigh and measure the spirit by; only your judgment, rea~on, and knowledge of the facts and an
observation of the phenomena, can aid you in the
acquisition of the greatest truth yet revealed to
thinking man.
It requires a far-seeing, clear-thinking, deepreasoning man to understand Spiritualism, and I
think no man has yet pretended to explain all he
bas seen ; yet any common, honest, plain individual
may be fully convinced of the facts and evidences
which they bring, and which all the sophistry and
ignorant doubts of the professedly educated cannot
rob him of, and which he is just as competent to
understand for himself as the most learned scientist.
J. R. PEBRY.

Obsenations.
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every boy over ten years of age is to be enrolled'companies of 100 each organized-the tactics and
regulations of the United States regular arl:ny
adopted-regular instructors in military science
employed-and the whole schoolboy army to ·be
made subject to regularly-appointed drill inspectors.
The fautors of the movement giv various and curious reasons why the boys should be drilled. One
patriot who survived the late unpleasantness stated
it as a historical fact that nations invariably get involved in war every thirty years, and we are approaching the end of our thirty years of peace.
He:.;tce, he said, t_he n:ecessity of organizing an army;
besides, the drill would make the boys straight.
Another patriot said that Bull Run was lost because the boys of the North were not organized.
Tb? drill m!"de the boys straight. ~~bird patriot,
while denymg that he was a pessmnst, said that
the labor disturbances necessitated a standing army
and. st11nding. in the army would _mak~ the bo;v~
s~rMgbt. So It was resolved to begl.n military operations at once, providing, which is an important
item, that an appropriation could be secured.
What these gentlemen say about the prospect of
a war before 1896 may be founded on fact, but they
are manufacturing the facts themselvs. Of course
if we wanted a whole lot of prizefights in the meantime, we would get slugging teaehers for all our
schools; and military drilling ought to bav the
same result as regards war. The American citizen
bas to get used to all sorts of strange things. For
example, the police arrest citizens for carrying guns,
and the government arms the school boys. They
arrest people for working on Sunday, and the people, finding other places closed, go to church, where
they detect the minister earning his salary by the
sweat of his jaw. Gambling is suppressed by law,
but the men who make the laws are the heaviest
gamblers and the leading all-round sports of the
community.
I suspect that in view of the dangers that menace our school-children the girls will soon be arming and drilling and taught to look .under the bed
with military precision every night before retiring.
As the patriots hav said about the boys, it helps to
keep them "straight."

When Miss Susan H. Wixon, in her argument for
woman suffrage, says that "what women would or
would not do with the ballot is not to be considered
in .discussing a question of right," she givs the G
strmg of a great principle a loud and resounding
twang. Numerous yEars ago, and I think it was in
the course of a little disoussion in which Miss
Wixon herself had something to say, I put forth
the same note. I had heard nothing of it since, and
h_ad b~guJ:l to think it was the lost. chord. The prinmple IS a good one to work with in considering all
sorts of questions involving liberty and equalitysuch, for example, as Freethought, financial reform,
immigration, prohibition, the social question, and
fr~e trade. For always in thine eyes, 0 Liberty,
shines that high light whereby the world is saved;
and though thou slay us we will trust in thee. It
may be and frequently is said that giving women
the ballot is like investing a small child with a
hammer and a mirror ; but that objection is not
fatal. My respected mother-in-law, who was noted
for her disrespect for adages that seemed to bav
no foundation in experience, was in the habit of
giving her children those very utensils for plaything~. The: looking-glass got broken by some one
steppmg on It, but the hammer bad nothing to do
with that result.
It does not follow, though, that because Liberals
favor woman suffrage, they bav any business to
ma:ke it a part of their Freethought platform. The
ObJect of the Liberal organization is to secure t.be
secularization of the state. Why, then, should it
advocate a measur"' sure to delay and almost certain
to defeat the accomplishment of that purpose T
Having resolved that we believe in the total separa.tion of church and state, it would be quite improper
as I view it, to further resolve that as the women of
this country oppose that measure, we therefore, in order to ~revent the furtherance of our object, demand
that sMd women be empowered to vote against us.
Thomas Paine pointed out the unwisdom of giving
power. to persons who do not know how to use it,
and contended that if France had had a constitu1 ion before she had a revolution, the atrocities of
the latter would hav been averted. Likewise with
the Nine Demands secured by perfecting our Con--------~~----~-My previous remarks about military affairs bav
stitution, the dangers of unrestricted suffrage
Freethinking Judges.
·
would be less threatening. I think that women elicited this :
MILITARY
RANK
AND
FLAPDOODLl!l,
TuE TBUTB SEEKEB of July 29, 1883, printed a who believe in the equality of the sexes ought to
I see yon persist in giving me a military title, despitf.'
letter signed "Antichrist," which ended as follows: work first for .the rights of man through the reali· my assurance that I was never anything more than a fifer
quit the service before I reached my majority. Bni
The " Man of Sin" is hQppy to learn from a reliable zation of the Demands of Liberalism. After the andsuppose
I may as well accept the t.itle; so I'll sign
source that Judge Bradley is a Freethinker; and further, fences are up, those who cannot distinguish be- Imyself
''Kernel," which yon know is phonetic.
that all the judges of the Supreme Court of the United tween a right and a rite may with greater safety
It is true that for some twenty years I hav called somo
States, except Mr. Justice Strong, are Infidels, In other be turned loose.
sorts of writing " flapdoodle;" for example, Editor
words, on the question of the divine origin of ChristianDana's discourses on religion. But I didn't coin the
ity, the court stands eight to one.
Two weeks ago I inserted in this column the first word.
The statement was widely copied, and the Ohris- three stanzas of Prof. J. H. Cook's poetical tribute
Madame Blavatsky used it also. In a letter to me in
tian at Work, Dr. Talmage's paper, undertook to to S. P. Putnam. The lines then printed to.ld how 1877 she called Renan "a flapdoodle." It wasn't quite
grammatical and I told her so. She was an apt scholar
controvert the ~negation by informing its readers old Israel Putnam (by Professor Cook termed a and when her ghost appeared to Professor Cone~
that
namesake, but in reality an ancestor of Samuel), ~pronounced Kowz), the pseudo-Theosophist, sayin~
Chief J nstice Wsite is an Episcopalian, J nstice Field is hearing the firing -at Lexington, unyoked his team, 'Elliott Cones; I hate yon.,. I hate yon," and he bantered
her snub-nose ana occult wisdom, she (i.e. the
a true blue Presbyterian, Justice Bradley is an elder in turned the cattle out to pasture, and "snatched her ongot
mad at the banterer and cried out (through
the Reformed [Dntchl Church, Justice Gray is a Chan- his gun." In what now follows, the measure ghost)
the medium), "It's all damned flapdoodle."
·
ning Unitarian, and .rnstice Blatchford is a through-and- changes, but the story goes uninterruptedly on :
KEBNBL BuBB.
through Episcopalian. We are not advised as to the
remaining five [four], but we believe there is not an In- 4. "There strides bold Putnam, and from all the plains
I can throw no light on the subject of 1\Ir. Burr's.
fidel on the United S"tates Supreme bench.
Calls t~e third bps~, the tardy rear sustains;
title. I think T. C. Leland called him colonel ocAnd mid the "!hizzmg deaths that fill the ~ir,
" . casionally. Leland said as far South as Washin In reply to this counter allegation, a corresponWaves back hiBsword
and dares the
t on, th ough , th e p h one t'I& spe n·mg of I·t· was K u h negl .
.
. followiDgwar.
.
dent of the New York Sun wrote thus:
That
sounds
like
Homer
celebratmg
the
Siege
of
But
military titles are depreciating in value nowI read in your paper of Tuesday an article giving the
Troy,
but
Professor
Cook
is
soon
himself
again.
adays.
They began to go down, when the Salvation
religious status of the judges of the. United States SuArmy came up. Then Coxey gave them another
preme Court. . I preeume the article is correct-at least He says :
it should be, coming from the source it does [The Chris5. So S. P. Putnam, warrior bold,
slump, and if the martial movement keeps on .
tian at Work], Aliunde Joe is put down as an elder in
With
swelling
bosom
I
behold,
amongst the school children, the citizen who bas
the Reformed church. Great Scotti Yon ought to hear
blown a fife in an ununiformed band will easily
Fighting our foes on every hand,
him cuss once when in a passion, The individual who
That freedom, justice, right may stand.
outrank a brigadier-general on wheels.
carted a load of apples up a steep hill wasn't a marker
for·Joe.
6. His ready tongue, inspiring pen,
P.S.-Bearing in mind all that Madam Blavatsky
Can stir the brains and hearts of men;
knew about MahatiQas and the occult, even her
Shortly after that Chief Justice Waite (EpiscoIn
orfor
on freedom
the frontier
palian) went to Cone:v Ililand with Lord Chief JusHe cities
strikes
and men hear.
g h os t s h ould h av b een an au thon'ty on :fl.ap d ood1e.
tice Coleridge, on the Christian Sabbath, where they
If I were not a carping critic I should think only
The Freethought Letter- Writing Corps is not the
dined on the piazza to the music of Gilmore's band.
''This example," said the Ohristian Intelligencer, of applauding sentiments like these; but being only body whose members areemployingthepostoffice
irretrievably such I must point out that people for purposes of public and private enlightenment.
"will fill God-fearing hearts with sorrow."
Meantime the "Man of Sin" learned on inquiry strike to be felt, while, for the purpose of being There seems to be a Free Banking Corps of excelthat another of the Christian judges would swear heard, speech has superior advantages. Striking so lent marksmen for whom I have achieved the glory
like a trooper. The fact was that "Antichrist" was that men hear suggests the use of a paddle or some- of becoming a target. I don't see why they choose
slightly in error, but only in regard to time. His thing else that possesses an audible impact. In me instead of firing at Mr. E. 0. Roscoe, but I exinformant is still living, and he says that while the days of chivalry, when warlike persons enoosed pect they know easy game when they see it, or perJustice Strong was on the bench Justice Bradley themselvs in armor, we can readily understand that chance none of the members bad his gun with him
told him that all the judges, except Strong, were a stranger hearing but not seeing a combat would when Roscoe was about. It often happens that
Freethinkers. Justice Strong retired nearly two imagin himself in the vicinity of a tinshop; but way.
I judge that what these gentlemen are trying to
years before "Antichrist" made the statement; and times hav changed and even poets must adapt their
other changes had occurred, by which Blatchford forms of expression to the mecba!lical improve- teach so dull a scholar as myself is that govern(Episcopalian) and Gray (Channing Unitarian) ments in fighting gear. Putnam speaks for free- ment monopoly Qf coining or otherwise making
dom and men bear. There are three more stanzas money is unjust; that interest beyond the cost of
were seated.
putting money in circulation is a burden to trade ;
If churc:b. membership alone is proof of one's re- of Professor Cook's poem to come.
that so far as government bas any rightful business
--·ligious stat"Q.s, then be it known that the "Man of
Now the Brooklyn board of education has re- with handling gold and silver, it is only to stamp
Sin" is a Presbyterian and his informant is a Bapsolved on introducing military trainiDg in the public the weight and fineness on those metals, while comtist. On~) w!'S sprinkl~d and tbe other ducked.
echool11 of t~t eity. According to the program, merce will see that they pas~ "t tb~ir true worth
A.NTIOHBIST,
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ment forbidding appropriations of public money Arrangements were made to bombard heaven and
for the support of sectarian charitable institutions, cause rain to fall in spite of God, who ha1:1 been
the Roman Catholics, the parties chiefly interested, withholding it. Here is a triumph of science over
are offering a practicable objection to the measure. theology.
During the hot summer months I shall do but
They say that if the appropriations are stopped, the
institutions "will hav to turn some of their in- little lecturing. In August I start on my trip
mates adrift." That is true, and it shows the evil through the northern states. Friends in Atlantic
that has grown out of the bad habit of encourag- in Iowa, Yankton in South Dakota, Fargo and Ausing sectarian asylums with state gifts. Protestant lem in North Dakota, in Crookston, Fairmount
and Catholic institutions hav contended with each Adrian, and St. Charles in Minnesota, and in Patch
other for the possession of " waifs," each waif se- Grove and Whitehall in Wisconsin, hav written me,
cured being the basis for a demand on the public and I hope to hear from many more. If possible I
treasury. Were the appropriations to cease, there want to spend a month in these states.
In looking over a Christian paper, the Lutheran.
would be a glut in the waif market. Charity as an
enterprise would be no longer profitable, and the in- Observer, I find a long article by Emilio Castelar,
stitutions would unload their present stock as fast the noted Spanish Freethinker, upon the present
as possible. The effect would at first appear to be state of European affairs. The Observer mentions
bad, though not wholly without precedent. _For the fact that he is an unbeliever and expresses surexamples, look at the results of the Parkhurst raids, prise that an Infidel should entertain such sensible
which drove hundreds of social waifs from their views, for it indorses all his sentiments. Of course
homes and destroyed their means of livelihood ; the it would hav been inconsistent with his role as a
emancipation of the slaves, which threw upon their minister for the editor of the Observer to tell his
own resources a whole race of people who had been readers that Infidels in all ages hav maintained the
provided for previously by their owners ; the aboli- inalienable rights of impartial liberty, the pursuit of
tion of polygfllllly, breaking up families and leaving happiness, and equal justice to all, against Chriswomen unprotected ; the interference with the tian despotism and persecution. Intelligent people
liq~or traffic, throwing hundreds out of employ- are finding iohis to be true notwithstanding.
In Des Moines there is an institution known as
ment. However these measures are viewed, whether
any or all of them hav resulted in good, it is certain the "Sunbeam Mission." Every Sunday morning
that they worked hardships as serious as those it advertises a free breakfast to all men who will
The Irish police officers who havmade New· York which the Roman Catholics claim would follow the agree to accompany the superintendent to some ora regular Swatem and Begorrah hav been properly withdrawal of public support from their asylums thodox church, and free lemonade and cookies to
all children who will go to Sunday school. Religracked by the Lexow Senate committee; and, by a and protectories.
The Catholic church by its teachings with regard ion, like bitter medicin, must be given in small
sort of piratical justice, their chief inquisitor, Lawyer Goff, is one of their own countrymen. All of to reckless propagation is responsible for the big doses mixed with something palatable. Christianwhich is in fulfillment of tha prophecy that when- litters of ill-begotten proge:p.y that a:ffl.ict the com- ity has reached a point where it will take advantage
ever one Irishman is to be roasted another Irishman munity, and those who support that church are of a liiiii.n's hunger to force upon him its stale dogcan be found to turn the spit. The adjournment morally bound to support the results of its doc- mas and unhealthy, demoralizing teachings. This
of this Lexow committee without completing its trills. I would therefore like to see that organiza- is truly the Christian charity we hear so much
business is altogether clisappointing. The investi- tion left to its own resources. With state aid with- about, where they compel one to giv up his manFRANKLIN STEINER.
gators had almost reached the door of Tammany drawn we would very soon be in a position to judge hood for a crust.
hall, which, along the trail they were following, is how much of its charity is benevolence and how
Sparks From the Lecture Field.
but a few steps from Archbishop Corrigan's palace much is business. On the general subject of char-the headquarters of the church of Rome in New ity Herbert Speneer has very sagely intimated that
Following up the train of events in the course of
the surest way to encourage pauperism is to make my work I eventually arrived at Cincinnati, where I
York.
elaborate provisions for the support of paupers.
took part in a joint debate with Prof. J. S. Van
GEO. E. MACDONALD.
Cleve before the Oh o Liberal Society. The subject
'l'he last regular lecture of the season was dewas " Christian MoJ:"ality vs. Secular Morality,"
livered before the Manhattan Liberal Club last
In the Field.
and my opponent, being in the affirmativ, opened
Friday evening by Edward W. G. Dobson, Esq.,
On Sunday, May 27th, I gave two lectures in St. the debate with a thirty-minute speech. The dehis subject being "5pontaneous Generation." Mr.
Dobson is 'i'HE TRUTH SEEKER'& office boy, and he Joseph, Mo., where arrangements were made by bate wa.s nothing out of the usual line, except, perhas provided this paper with a notice of his ad- that life-long Liberal, Mr. G. G. Beck. The haps, in the fact that the professor abstained from
dress. The notice appears under the head of Turners gave us the free use of their hall, and fair those gross personalities for which the " debating "
"Lectures and Meetings," and assures the reader audiences were present. St. Joseph has a pop:ula- element among the clergy stands distinguished.
that the discourse was able and interesting. Some tion of about sixty thousand and is well supplied Socially, and on the platform, he is a thorough
of the auditors who contrasted the size of the with religion. A convent with its military walls gentleman. His arguments were those common in
speaker with the magaitude of his theme were rises before the eye and a school for the preserva- such cases. Stereotyped, and even hoary with age,
moved to ask themselvs whether the present gen- tion. of ignorance called the" Young Men's College" refuted time and again, it was an exceedingly easy
eration is not almost too spontaneous for healthy will also attract the notice of the stranger. Liberals task to meet them. He is not quite so orthod.ox as
development. The closing exercises of the club are by no means scarce. :M:r. P. V. Wise, a sub- most of the preachers who hav debated with me, or
this week Friday will be great. Aside from the scriber to the Investigator since 1845, never loses asked question1 at my lectures. · He is a well-bred
discussion on what the Constitutiopal Convention an opportunity to deal the old theology a blow. man, and possesseth a remarkable memory. At the
ought to do, Dr. Ned Foote has arranged a unique Next to him I may mention Messrs. J. J. Taylor, conclusion he frankly admitted that he had been
and original program that promises to be simply Fred Grasloff, Lewis Herwig, M. Truckenmiller, unequal to the task, although expressing a willingout of sight. Dr. Ned himself will be the bright and Charles Ebersole. THE TRUTH SEEKER has a ness to meet me again. His orthodoxy can be aclarge circulation among St. Joseph Freethinkers, counted for only through the power of association
particular comet of the occasion.
and other Liberal papers are well represented.
and the force of early training.
I was the guest of Mr. Bt!ck, at whose home I
In the regular course of events the duchess of
A genuin desire to do good is no necessary part
York, England, is as well as could be expected. spent many pleasant hours. Mr. Beck is a man of any religious system, for when a man is in earThe youngster is a boy, and differs from other male who does us proud. He puts heart and soul into nest about doing the right, then will he always do it,
infants mainly in the fact that being heir to a throne Freethought, and to him more than anyone else is and he needs no compulsion.
The debate was
he cannot expect to be president.
He is born due the fact that the lectures were successful.
given before an audience of five or six hundred peoOn Monday! left St. Joseph for Shenandoah, Ia., ple, although an admission fee had ·been charged.
elected and will hav no campaign expenses and
biography. I call attention to this little shaver on a town in the most charming section of south- They represented all shades of religious beliefs and
account of the queer doings that attend the approach western Iowa. Mr. J. C. Brown, Dr. Humphrey, di11beliefs, and we may safely assume that the Freeand appearance of one of his class. Everybody and Mr. John Ross met me at the depot. Mr. thinkers of the Garden City hav reaped a rich harknows for a considerable period beforehand that Brown and Dr. Humphrey I had met at the Con- vest from the encounter.
either himself or his sister will call upon his parents gress last fall. They take the activ part in our
Three years ago this society first saw the light of
on or about a certain date. When his mother feels movement in Shenandoah and a large element of day-a small beginning then, but the results hav
that his visit shoald not be longer deferred and Liberals support them. Mr. A. S. Bailey, who is been great and lasting. Impositions and frauds of
makes aanouncement to that effect, the proceedings connected with the Sentinel, often fires red-hot shot all kinds hav bean exposed and brought to light
are most extraordinary. The men folks are not into the orthodox camp. He writes tracts in reply through them. The society is now a recognized
:tushed out of the house, as with us. On the con- to the preachers and circulates them extensivly. and permanent institution in the city. I gave the
trary, several salaried functionaries, state and eccle- Mrs. Bailey is also enthusiastic in the great work opening lecture of the society, and am always
siastical, are at once sent for. The family doctor, of mental emancipation. My lectures were given in pleased to visit our friends in Cincinnati. Stout
of course, is there, while with him, in the royal. the lately erected Universalist church. Owing to hearts and willing hands hav made such a marked
bed-ehamber, are the home secretary, the loo.-d my visit beiBg at the time that the people were and decided improvement that the future seems
chancellor, and the archbishop of Canterbury. This engaged in preparing for Decoration Day, I did not filled with bright promises and hopes.
seems incredible and a trifle barbarous, but it is hav very large audiences, but they were attentiv
Mechanicsburg was the next place on my list. I
said to be true and also English. From first to last and appreciativ.
gave three lectures here to good audiences. A
these fellows stand around, like men waiting for a
Shenandoah has fourteen churches and a Chris- church dedication was in progress at the time, and
train, that they may verify and record the birth and tian college. The sanitary regulations of the city, ma.ny people, even some Liberals, had been laborsex of the infant, a precaution taken in accordance like its religion, are very bad, and when walking some ing under the impression that our lectures had been
with custom in order to avoid mistakes as to pa- of the principal streets one is reminded that he has got up for the mere purpose of a special opposition.
rentage, and it is said to work satisfactorily so far olfactory organs. These churches demand support This is not true, for my dates had been set long
as the maternity is concerned; but there hav been from the business men under pain of the invincible before the date of dedication had been made known ;
occasions in the past when the committee must hav Christian boycott, and it takes Mr. Ross to teach and I would say that the reverse would be far
felt that they were a springt~e, summe:r, and au- them a severe lesson, which he does when they ask nearer the truth. But when will Liberals cease attumn too late to further depose.
him for a contribution.
tending the churches, and even contributing to
·While I was there the country was suftering their support~ Can they learn anything new 7 Or
-ln discussing the proposed constitutional~~oiQ.ep.d- fJ:oJp a s~vere clfouth W~!Jh t:Q.rel!oteps the crop~. 119 ~he;r g~ !lnytbing by it ? Do not they thus

Mr. J. K. Ingalls, of Glenora, N. Y., contends that
if our lawmakers would let the currency alone commerce would find its medium of exchange as it does
its wagons and other implements for distribution
of products. Under which system, I should conclude, the people who want silver for money would
coin the output of their mines, and banks desirous
of issuing a circulating medium on the strength of
their assets and securities would proceed to do so.
~ut here a question arises, to wit, what would become of the leadpipe cinch by which capital now
constricts the granger and .smaller merchant! If
the Western states, for example, were allowed to
capitalize their wealth, relieved of the prohibitiv
tax of ten per eent on state banks, the financier
aould no longer hold his job. I believe there are
a lot of gentlemen calling themselvs "centers of
trade" and holding the credit and hQnor and
morals of the country next to their pockets, who
assert that our national virtue should be bartered
only for gold. As a general thing they hav most
of the gold and none of the virtue, which places
them in a position to dietate when virtue is thrown
on the market. Can they be induced to let go?
Owing to the greed which either the possession of
wealth or the lack of i~ seems to create in the human mind, I hardly see where the advocates of so
just a system as free banking would look for their
constituency.
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assist in the welding of the chain that binds down
the freedom of their thoughts, utterances, and actions?
A debt of seven thousand dollars still hung over
the new church ; a special sky-pilot had been imported from New York to raise the amount, and so
well did he succeed in terrifying the people with
hell and damnation that he quickly raised the required sum with an additional three thousand.
Thus are the providence and the labors of the people diverted from a useful channel.. Ten thousand
dollars given toward the erection of churches in
which to worship a dream tyrant ;n the skies, while
·thousands of poor little children are sobbing themselva in hunger to sleep every night !
I spent one day with George Van Ness, another
with his brother, J. S. Van Ness, and another with
Mr. Cheney and his family, an old Liberal of many
years standing. His family all share in his belief,.
and general good cheer is found in their home.
Jake Van Ness and Wm. Munn stand with the boys
in our ranks at the head of the column. Elmer
Miller came from Crayon and stayed over until the
lectures were through.
Delphos comes next in turn, and here again I giv
thre<l lectures. Less than a year ago this town had
its first Freethought lectures, and in this short period of time it has developed and maintained a successful and constantly strengthening Freethought
organization. Good advertising in the surrounding
country-one of the secrets. of success in our meetings-brought in many visitors, some friends coming from Continental, Lima, and Dixon. One feature was noticeable in this instance-the large
increase in the attendance of women. This is a
circumstance worthy of full appreciation when we
consider that these are the mothers of immediate
posterity.
"Joe Roth's church" is bound to be a success.
Already it has become a. source of despair to the
local clergy. The deacons perform their duties
faithfully and well, and here in this little Ohio town
may be recognized one grand truth : While we can
not all be lecturers, writers, or poets, we can . all
join in the great and glorious work of human progress, and thus hasten the ultimate triumph of our
ca.use.
During the summer months I shall lecture in
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, and Illinois. I hav
already a few engagements upon my list in each of
the states named. I want the Liberals to assist us
in our work, arrange for lectures wherever possible,
and help us to keep up a constant agitation against
church domination.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
Secretary Freethought Federation of America,
234 S. Water st., Ohicago, Ill.

It is hard to tell whether the atrocities perpetrated by the English in Africa are worse than those
of the Germans in Africa, or those of the French in
Africa. But the reports frcm the English in Mashonaland, and the French at Timbuctoo, and the
Germans in the Cameroons, are certainly most repulsiv reading for any civilized people. Savages of
the blackest hue were never guilty of more cruel or
more infamous deeds than the troops and the agents
of these three European powers hav recently been
guilty of in Africa. Africa seems doomed to suffer
from the progress of the thing called Christian civilization.-New York Sun.
The advocates of Sunday laws claim to hav discovered in nature a basis for Sabbath laws. We
are told by them that car wheels will crack if kept
running seven days in the week ! This and all
similar claims are simply ingenious sophistries, invented to justify the existence and enforcement of
Sunday laws. The facts are simply these : While
the day, the month, and the year are indicated in
nature, and the time for physical rest and recuperation by the regularly recurring daily periods of
darkness, inducing sleep, there is nothing in nature
indicating the- division of time into weeks. The
grass grows as fast, the waves dash as high, the sun
shines as bright, and the storm beats as loud on
the Sabbath as on other days. The robin builds
her nest and the beaver his dam as industriously
on the· day set apart by the creator as holy time as
on the other six days. · · · That Sabbath laws
are religious is evident from the following facts :
1. They originated when the church and the state
were first united. The first Sunday law was enacted
by Constantine, who is commonly known as the
first Christian emperor. 2. The demand for them
comes only from religious people, and those whom
· they succeed in enlisting with them in their cause.
. S. The disregard of them is decried because it
lessens church attendance; the enforcement of
them, then, must be to increllfS!;l <.:l:PH·Q~ !!:Hen~!'!~(,!(!, l

. -The World of l11.vsterv.

EDITORIAL NOTES.
Heston's cartoon on the first page was suggested
by the following remarks by Leonard Moody, leading trustee of the· Tabernacle, as reported by the
New York correspondent of the Portland (Maine)

Eastern .Argua:
"'That fire,' said Mr. Moody, earnestly, 'was a providential dispensation. I think it was Christ's way of helping us. He certainly did help us, I think. After I got
in the board we paid all our current obligations. We
got the Sage mortgage extended. We raised money by
popular appeal. We did all we could, and then Dr. Talmage preached his farewell sermon. And then,' he continued, in a slow and solemn voice, • Christ said to us:
"Boys, you've done well. I'll relieve you of your
troubles." And then he burned the church.' As Mr.
Moody uttered these last words his voice sank almost to
a whisper and his manner was intensely earnest."
Judge McAdam of the Superior Court rendered
an eminently just decision in this city recently. A
workman in the employ of the elevated road had on
Sunday fallen from a badly built scaffold and received probably permanent injuries. A jury gave
him $15,000 damages. The company asked for a
new trial, one of the grounds being that as the mishap occurred on Sunday " the workman was a
wrong-doer before the law and therefore not entitled
to recover." It was shown that the workman was
laboring under the supervision of the railroad's
foreman. Judge ~cAdam refused to grant a new
trial, brushing aside the citations from the opinions
of Massachusetts courts as irrelevant, inasmuch as
the decisions of the Bay state courts " depend so
much on the peculiar legislation and customs of that
commonwealth as to be regarded as inapplicable to
injuries received in this state." No honest man
can defend a law which would relieve from responsibility the employer whose wor~men hav been injured by reason of his culpable negligence. All
su0h laws nre unjust, and they are unconstitutional,
because thtly deny and nullify the obligation of contracts. The same vital objection lies against all
statutes that permit employers and third parties to
sue for the recovery of wages paid for Sunday work.
In this category is included the infamous Kyle·
Johnson National Sunday Rest bill, pending in Congress.
In its fanatical hatred of the Sunday newspaper
the Ohristian Statesman wildly declares :
"The· highwayman, who holds up his victim for his
money, breaks the law for gain. Tb.e publisher of the
Sunday new19paper does the same thing for the same purpose. The excuse that it is to meet a demand or a necessity in the community, is a simple subterfuge. If there
were no money in it, there would be no Sunday paper.''
If there were no money in it there would be no
stores and steamship lines and book bindaries and
:florists and an amazingly small number of preachers.
Men and women of common sense, who want to
earn their living as they go along, are not likely to
deliberately choose or long willingly remain in a
business or profession that yields no returns. It
is no more discreditable to make money publishing
a Sunday paper then it is to make it running a. farm
or conducting a manufacturing enterprise or selling
shoe laces on the streets. No one but a bigot for
whom there is no hope would hav the audacity. to
class together the highwayman and the Sunday
newspaper publisher. Who is compelled to buy the
Sunday paper or read it or advertise in itT And
who the more resembles the highwayman, the publisher who givs his customers a big five cents' worth
of reading for his nickel, or the minister who
preaches about morality in an untaxed church and
advocates the forcible legal appropriation of oneseventh of the citizen's time for the benefit of said
minister and his partners ! .

the indescribable atrocities tbat buried the world
in blood in the ages when religion was in the
heyday of its "robust vigor" and hurled its "militant force " as a whirlwind of malevolent destruction against nearly everything that was tender and
true, just and free and noble, in the nations over
which hung its dense black clouds of ignorance and
hate. The Ohristian Advocate devotes two and a
half columns of one issue to a defense of the dogma.
of eternal hell, arguing that it has been one of the
mightiest of forces for the salvation of man. It is
refreshing to find now and then a Christian who
has not learned to play fast and loose with the
creed of Christendom, but it is fortunate also for
the world that there are too few of this kind of the
professed followers of tbe old believers to set up
another inquisition or hang witches once m')re on
Salem· hill. Here is what the editor in question
concludes about "Christ and Hell:"
"These instances will suffice to show that humanity,
as Christ taught, must be restrained, emancipated, and\
stimulated by the dootrin of eternal punishment. He>
deals with human nature as it is, the most irrepressible•
and lawless thing, and he moves, elevates, and regenerates it by the mightiest moving forces."

Lectures and Meetings.
THE Friendship Liberal League1 ~orner of Broad aud
Wallace, in Warner Music Hall, Pni.ladelphia.
THE First Secular Church of Portland, Or., meets in
Central Labor Council Hall, 170! Second street near
Yamhill, every Sunday at 7.30 P. M. Katie Kehm
Smith, lecturer. Sunday-sohoolin same place at 12:30P.ll.
THE Detroit Investigator Society meets every Sunday
afternoon at the hall, No. 32 Monroe avenue.
THE Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday
evening at421 Laokawana avenue. Our motto: Freedom
and Kindness. Everybody invited. Secretary, William
Watkins.
THE Manhattan Liberal Olub meets every Friday evening in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for May:
June 29th-Last meeting of the season. l!,ive minute
speeohPs on "What One Thing.Would You Hav the
Constitutional Convention Do?" alternating witb
musical and elocutionary entertainment. Admission,
10 cents, at the door.
THE great procession in honor of the seventeenth
national feast of the German singing societies helped to·
draw many away from the Manhattan Liberal Club last·
Frida:y evening when Edward Dobson lectured on
"Spontaneous Generation.'' It was an able and interesting lecture and those that were there seemed to appreciate it. The lecturer claims that as life is a mode of
motion, and as motion is co-existent and co-eternal with
matter, life must also be eteroal. And he also said, in
that case there can be no origin of life only a development of the forms which exhibit life. He thus accounted
for the forms by saying that water contains all the chemical affinities necessary to make protoplasm, the first form
of life, and that in the intermingling of the element such
formations would arise and in due time become stable
and progress in the course of evolution. He alan reviewed
the objections against the theory, both theological and
scientific, and described the ideas some of the old Grecian
philosophers, especially Lucretius, had in regard to the
problem of life.
S. P. Putnam's Lecture Appointments.
IT bas been necessary to make some changes in the
previous announcements. The following are the dates
from June 23d to September lOth in Iowa, Michigan,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota./ and Montana.
Those in Washington and Oregon aeairing leoturPB
during September and October will please address S. P.
Putnam, in care of E. C. Reiohwald, 234 South Water
street, Chicago, Ill.
NevinsviUe, Greenfield, Orient, and Creston, Ia., June
29th-J ul:y_llth.
Shell Rook, Waverly, and Clarksville, Ia., July lOth to
15th.
Sidnaw, Mich. July 19-24.
Dr!lmn;1.0nd~¥ioh., July 26-30.
Neillsville, WlB., Aug 2-6.
Whitehall, Wis., Aug. 7-9.
Fargo, N. Dak., Augo. 11-14.
Crookston, Minn., Aug. 15-17.
Hoople, N. Dak. Aug. 18-21.
Fort Maginnis, Mont , Aug. 26th to Sept. lOth.

A public-spirited citizen comes handsomely to
the assistance of the pure-minded and self~sacrificing
A. Comstock in this letter to the World : ''Thinking it the duty of all good citizens to aid Mr.
Anthony Comstock in his crusade against indecency,
I desire to call Mr. Comstock's attention to the
The Nashville Ohristian Advocate observes t.hat large number of children born in the city in a state
of nudity. Mr. Comstock should check this prac"religion has been greatly damaged in its robust tice by seizing and destroying these horrible exvigor, in its militant force," by the latter-day view amples of the nude.-A CoMBTodKITE."
that Jesus was "the pattern of womanish mildness,
The horses which the angels rode during the
the impersonation of sanctified weakness." It adds
that " the modern Christ is the creation of poetry, "htte unpleasantness" in heaven all had legs,
which they worked vigorously in space, while sailpainting, sentiment. It is not the Christ of the
ing along on tbeir wings, some galloping, some
N
T stament." This harmonizes with our often- trotting, and some pacing. Whenever they struck
ew e
. .
,
expressed opnnon tha~ there w~s a duect connec- a cloud they would swamp down, drownin8' both
tion between the teachmgs attr1bu.ted to Jesus and horse and angel,
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In Sorrow's Shadow.
SYLVANIA, 0., June 11, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I ask your pardon for my
delay in renewing. I hav no idea of ever
allowing my name dropped from your list
as long as I am able to raise the price. I
am suffering under great bereavement in
the loss of my dearly beloved wife, Mary G.
"Burnham, who passed out (by suicide
caused by disease of brain) April 8, 1894.
By a previous arrangement our old friend
and champion of Freethonght, J. H. Burnham, officiated. Mary was a life-long Freethinker.
H. E. BuRNHAM.
He Buys, Reads, and Lends.
GERMANTOWN, p A., J nne 8, 1894,
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $7 for renewal of subscription, "Four Hundred
Years. of Freethonght," "Thnmbscr.ew
and Rack," "Religion a Curse," "Lectures on .Astronomy." Money is rather
scarce, but we must do what we can to
help the cause along.
Now, I don't wish yon to send those
other books if yon cannot a:fford to do it
out of the amount I send you, but I want
to get all the books I can afford, because I
like to lend them out where I think they
will be likely to do good.
WILLIAM HoLMES.
Mr. Putnam at Northport.
N ORTHPORT, N . Y., J nne 17, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Putnam has spent a
week with us and has fired another bomb
iuto the Christian camp, for yon must
know that when an Infidel comes to North'0 ort he is treading upon holy ground.
One thing our Christian friends must get
credit for; they will not come to ask any
questions, and by pursuing this course they
are able to make up their minds that they
hav got the best of the argument, for when
a Christian meets his match he becomes
both deaf and dumb. Even the Rev. Dr.
Saunders did not hav the pluck to come to
any of the meetiugs this time and pay his
respects to Mr. Putnam, but still he could
not resist the temptation to come to the
door and having a look at him ; whether
some unseen power drove him there or not
I don't know. Persons sitting near the
rear observed the dominie's intelligent
face peerfng in at the door; probably he
wasgettingmaterialforhisSnndaysermon,
but as soon as the lecture was over he disappeared as ghosts did in Bible times.
Well, we did not get many Christians into
the hall, but they were around the building; they were about the windows and
doorP, whistling and talking, and every
now and then there could be observed two
or three faces of men and women furtivly
glancing through the doorway; probably
they wanted to hav the satil3faction of seeing a real live Infidel, and I am pleased to
say that they saw one, and a good snbstantial one at that. I think he would make as
good-looking a figure for a statue or for a
picture as any of the illustrious dominies
round about here. We had another little
Christian trick played on us. We bad
some hand bills thrown around the village,
bnt they were soon gathered up and e-otten
out of sight. They were printed for the
purpose of letting our Christian friends
know that Mr. Putnam was going to reply
to Mr. Hastings, the great anti-Infidel who
came to Northport for the purpose of
making it so hot for Infidelity that no Infidel would come to the place any more.
He was advertised as if be was the great I
Am. He came, they barricaded him behind the altar, the minister stood sentry
over him, and it was then given out that
there must be no questions asked; if anyone wished to do so he must write to Mr.
Hastings. Well, he started oft' to tell children's stories, such as the hen and the
eggs, the man and the watch, such as I
used to hear amongst children when I went
to school. And he told the riddles, but he
was like any other child; he did not answer
them himself.
But then the whole of
Christianity is a mass of riddles which they
cannot answer themselvs, and they will not
ask an Infidel.
J. ScoTT.
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ters in your paper from the Freethinkers
of Evansville, so I come to the front and
ask for a little space in yonr valuable
paper. I am a telegraph operator as well
as a true and full-fledged Freethinker. In
my daily work at the keys I ... think often,
full often of yon." I hav twice during the
past year had occasion to speak from the
rostrum to the people of my nativ state,
Kentucky, about the greatest of all great
causes, the liberty and freedom of speech
and thought. I am a free talker on matters pertaining to religion and very frequently my orthodox acquaintances call
me a "damned fool," an expression that
has ever been considered by them through
the countless ages of the past as the Koh
inoor of all the jewels of speech and is the
usual reply given by them to all argn·
ments which they cannot answer.
This morning there was handed to me a
small envelope issued by one of the Baptist churches of this city soliciting the
amonn t of $2. 50 from each person who receives one of the envelopes; needless to
say that I did n:ot giv them anything, for
near the top of the enveloPe was this inscription, "Giv what yon can and God
will bless yon;" that is, if yon do not giv
that which yon can God will not bless you.
What is the blessing of such a God as that
worth?
I cannot see that the church-givers are
any more blessed than I am, and I know a
great many of them who are not blessed as
much as I am, My opinion is that we are
blessed just in the proportion that we
bless onrselvs and bless one another, and
we are not, in my judgment, indebted to
the church, the Bible, or to the useless
leaflets, to the Baptist, or any other chnrcl),
for our knowledge of true happiness. I
am a Freethinker and I am glad of it.
We know by reading history, and the
Bible itself shows conclnsivly as anything
can, that religion has been the cause of a
great deal of bloodshed and woe and unhappiness in this world, and it is, in the
words of Ingersoll "the great corrupter
of the people." We find that just in proportion as we educate the people the less
use they hav for that myth called "religion." The more knowledge we hav the
greater our happiness will be. The closer
we adhere to the natural, that which is,
the greater will be our contempt for the
supernatural or unnatural, and I hope the
day will not be long postponed when this
country will be truly great and free. Let
ns hurry the cause of freedom and estab
lish a free country for our children and
our children's children. May the time
come when our children cannot hear the
word "religion" pronounced without
bringing the blush of shame to the cheek
of modesty.
We should teach the people of the world
that the happiness of humanity is our
religion, a religion greater far than all the
wealth beneath the sea, and show to them,
too, that the greatest devil, or Satan
known to mankind is the church.
There is no Secular Union in this city,
and I should be pleased to hav some of
tue orgnnizers visit this city and make a~
e:ffort to establish such a Union, for, I assure yon, it is greatly needed; and although there are quite a number of Freethinkers here, we should be organized
and hav a lecture occasionally to arouse
the spirit of progression.
Ingersoll lectured here at the Grand
Opera Honse, May 5, 1893, on that great
man, Shakspere, to a full house. Who
will be the next one to come forward and
proclaim the truth?
Yours for freedom,
R L. LEGATE.

Probably He Will Reap the Whirlwind.
NEENAH, CAL., June 12, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Kindly permit me a little
space for another presentation of a subject
which, before the appearance of an article
by L. G. Reed in THE TRUTH BEEKER of
May 12th, almoetrelapsed into a conditiom
of innocuous desuetude. There are certain
things in this world which· are studiously
tabooed; eo the Liberal persistently refuses to see woman suffrage as it should
be viewed Y every man who calls himself
a Freethinker-viz., in the light of another
Kyle Sunday bill. THE TRUTH SEEKER
Tbe Happiness of Humanity Is Our Re- has filled columns denouncing the Kyle
ligion.
bill; not one word against woman snft'rage,
EvANSVILLE, IND., June 5, 1894.
which, if the signs of the times point to
l't!l\. ElDIToR: I hav never seen any let- . anything, will work a greater destruction

to our personal liberty and liberty of conscience than half a dozen Kyle bills. Mr.
Reed says: "At no time has Christianity
treated woman as man's equal." Christianity is at the present time in these
United States treating woman as man's
equal in every respect, and in many respects as his superior. All this talk about
Christianity treating woman as an inferior
in this country makes me tired. · There
are comparativly very few preachers who
do not. advocate woman suffrage, and religions people in general giv to woman as
much liberty to do as they please (except
in certain social forms and usages decreed
by custom and as much. obeyed by Liberals as by Christians) as any Freethinkers.
Christians may be foolish in their beliefs,
but they are certainly not so in their
manner of perpetuating Christianity.
Some time since the sister of Speaker
Crisp sent letters to se.ven or eight of the
most prominen·t women of the country requesting their opinion on woman snft'rage.
Strange as it may seem to woman suffragists, a majority of these women were not
in favor of granting the ballot to women.
Of course the religions question was carefully avoided in their answers. This is a
point, yon know, on which yon must not
touch, no matter how important to present or future generations. Miss Frances
Willard's answer, to a person who reads
between the lines, tells the tale. She says
among other things, that where woman
has been allowed to vote immoral persons
and liquor fiends hav been made to
tremble before the majesty of the law.
This, in other words, means that THE
TRUTH BEEKER, R. G. Ingersoll, S. P.
Putnam, and all other horrid Infidels, will
ere long tremble in their boots.
Yon will notice how those people always
cloak their villainous attempts at our liberty
with the phrases, "Regulation of the liquor
traffic" (prohibition); " Sunday rest"
(inquisition); "Lottery matter and obscene matter not allowed to go through
the mails " (press censorship, aimed at
THE TRUTH SEEKER IUlld other '' blasphemous " publications).
Can yon think for a moment that woman
will be content to merely drop her ballot
like an automaton. Not much; the most
of them will do as did one of their leaders,
whose sentiments, very forcibly expressed
to the writer, were, that no Infidel should
be allowed to hold office or hav anything
whatever to say in the government. Talk
about narrow-mindedness! Can any being
on the face of the earth come up to a
woman in that respect? And these are
the creatures who want to turn the tables
on their present lords and masters! They
are the beings who want the word "male"
stricken out of the constitution of the
state of New York! If woman gets the
ballot in the next iifty years, it will retard
the cause of freedom twice that many
years. What are tp,ey doing at the present moment in New Zealand, where all
respectable females over twenty-one
years .of age are entitled to vote? At
the last election, wherever there was a
candidate whose "morals" were of a
dubious standing he was unmercifully cut.
Let me remark here that there are very
few women indeed who can distinguish
any difference between morality and religion. I hav a notion it would be as impossible in that country for an Infidel to be
chosen for office as for the rich man, the
camel, needle's eye, etc., of Bible fame.
ALBERT BANDBEllG.
Mortuary-H. M. Fisher.
PENACOOK, N.H., June 12, 1894.
How sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this
bank.
-Shakspere.
A good man, a stanch Freethinker and
radical has disappeared, a busy, activ life
on earth ie stilled. Hirarl Mason Fisher
was born in Danville, Vt., Aug, 10, 1817;
died (as it is popular to say) June 8, 1894,
at 1:30 P.M., at his home in Penacook,
N. H., where he had lived thirty yearP. His
sickness was short and painless-taking his
bed only Monday before the Friday of his
death, which was peaceful ann without a
struggle. "Death and his brother sleep,"
the beautiful, brave, suffering Shelley
said. ·
Both his parents were Baptists; the
father, Lewis Fisher, being a minister of
some local fame. The son, being of an
. IU'deut temperiUJleut, early in his teeus

espo?sed _the t?nets of his ~arents, being
baptized m wmter, when 1t took some
courage to be dipped through a hole cut
in the ice in a Vermont climate.
He received only a common school education, but, being very fond of reading
and investigating all questions, in a few
years he evolnted into more light and became a Universalist, which at that time
wae more unpopular than to be an Atheist
to-day. He then read phrenology, hydro·pathy, etc., as taught by Combe, the
Fowlers, Dr. Trail, and others, and became an earnest defender of their teachings. About the same time. he read Garrison's paper, the Liberator, and becam.e
an Abolitionist, Astronomy and ~eology
next attracted his attention and of these
he was a great reader ever after. Then
came Paine's political and religions works
Voltaire, Hnme, etc., when he found him:
self in a still more fascinating and useful
light-a Freethinker of the broadest and
most advanced type, remaining so to the
last. He saw nearly, if not entirely,
around the horizon of progress, and was
never dazed by its light.
Though plain in dress and unassuming
in manner, he was always among the advance guard in reform, ready to accept
any truth, however unpopular, and to aid
any cause tending to free the race :from
any and all forms of superstition and
tyranny-religions, political, financial, or
social. He was not, I am glad to say, one
of those reformers who think they hav
attained the top round of the ladder of
progress and freedom when they hav only
got rid of religions superstitions, He opposed with zeal and good sense the fnndam~ntal principles usually advocated by
ministers, doctors, and lawyers.
He was an earnest and devoted sympathizer with D. M. Bennett, E. H. Heywood, Moses Harman, and others, in all
their unjust and trying persecutions and
imprisonments under the Comstock statutes, takinll all their papers and reading
them thoroughly and many of their books,
arid aiding some, if not all, with money.
He was a great reader, as well as attentiv
to his business, having a library of one thousand volumes of history, biography, and
the various reforms of our time, and he was
familiar with most of them. At the time
of his death he was taking t~enty-three
papers and magazinea, including nearly all
those devoted to radical reform-the Investigator, THE TRUTH SF..EKER, Luoifer,
Liberty, Ironolad .Age, etc.-besides
dailies and weeklies of all political parties.
He kept posted on ·an the politica.l intrigues, but was more especially devoted
to the radical questions of ou,r day that
the daily papers dare ;not, or do not, touch,
and which he thought they had "not brains
enough to comprehend~"
He arose at 4 A.M. and on Sundays
earlier in order to do the large amount of
reading he always had on hand. He was
temperate, even abstemious, in his habits,
never using tea, coffee, cider, beer, nor
any kind of spirituous liquors. In early
life he used tobacco, but left it oft' entirely
many years ago. He ate meat very
sparingly, was a vegetarian in theory and
nearly so in practice, and very much opposed to capital punishment and all forms
of cruelty. He was never confined to his
bed with sickness a day in his life until
June 4, 1894, had a fine physique and magnetic temperament. H~ told me a year
ago that even at that age-seventy-five
years -while polishing his RX handles
sparks of light would often be seen escaping from the ends of his fingers. His lips
at the time of his death were as pink and
beautiful ~s most young persons'. He was
a reticent man, shunning instead of seeking society, yet fearless in expressing his
opinions on any and all questions when
called upon to do so, and he was known
for his sterling integrity and sincerity, his
word being as good as his note or bond,
The funeral was held at his pleasant,
commodious home, Sunday, J nne lOth,
Rev. Mr. Illman, a Universalist from
Concord, officiating. It was a very Liberal, progressiv discourse for a believer in
Christianity, and I am told by those who
hear him oftim that he, with many other
prominent ministers of to-day, does not
believe in the infallibity of the Bible nor
in the immaculate conception. He is a
very fine looking and attractiv appearing
man, aud I hope he is leading his congre
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gation into broader and more delightfn
fields of light and liberty. In closing the
funeral services he repeated the poem;
"He Who Died at Azim," with marked
ability and attraotivness.
Our friend Fisher did not believe in immortality and made no prQvision as to his
funeral, though he appears to hav had a
presentiment of his death, for he told his
son, wlio was in business with him, the
last time he left. the manufactory, that he
should probably never return there again.
That was twelve days before his death.
He left a wife, seventy-three years old,
and four children-Mrs. Harriet Barnard,
of Oonoord, N. H.; Mrs. Gertrude Garland, of New Haven, Oonn.; Oharles
Fisher, of Allentown, N. H., where their
manufactory is, and Miss Myrta Fisher,
at their home in Penacook, N.H.
JAY 0HAAPEL.

Again Rhadamantbns and the A. P. A.'s.
WASHINGTON.. D. 0. June 17, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I do not like to occupy so
much of the very valuable space of TIIE
TRUTH SEEKER in apologizing for the existence of the American Proteotiv Association, but your somewhat lengthy comment
upon my letter concerning this organization in your issue of June 9th justifies me
in asking for a little room in which I want
to show yoii that(again using the words of
our friend Reynolds) "yon are away oft,"
and what yon are most "off" on is this:
That yon do not recognize or acknowledge
the aid of any man or body of men in the
great work of secularizing the government who do not place themselvs broadly
upon the advanced platform of the modern
Freethinker. How long, think yon, would
the few thousand Freethinkers in America
be eliminating from the organic law and
the statutes the ecclesiasticism which by
the leniency of the founders of the government it was made possible for religions
fanatics to worm in such veins of ohurohism
as hav all along tended to combine what
these founders intended and hoped would
be separate in this country, viz, church
and state? It is is no insignificant warfare
we hav on our hands. It would hav been
oomparativly easy for the generations
foll<iwin~ the J e:ffersons and Paines and
Franklins of those times to hav widened
the principles of religions liberty incorporated- in our system of government by
them, and ·so by this time hav succeeded in
eliminating the last vestige of ecclesiasticism therefrom, if only Qnakerism, W esleyism, Episcopalianism, or Presbyterianism had been in the way; and these only
appeared to them as in the way at that
time. Hence ·the incompleteness of the
fundamental law-barriers erected by them.
But no sooner were the foundations of religions freedom laid down in America than
Rome awoke from a temporary lethargy,
and glancing with wistful eye across the
ocean, saw, as that devil of fifteen hundred
years alone is capable of seeing, a new
government to subdue, and a new continent upon which to rear her stupendous
fabric of tyranny. It might require a century ·or a dozen centuries, said she, to
capture the new republic; but Rome never
sleeps. And we hav been warned of her
intentions by every thoughtful historian,
and statesman, and warrior from Lafayette
to Lincoln, and yet there seem to be people am 0 ng us who do not see, or who will
not open their eyes to see, that we are on
the very brink of destruction from this one
source. Don't talk to me about the present
being a warfare upon the religion of the
Oatholio. Catholicism is not a religion;
never has been. If it were a system of religion merely, we could classify it with all
the other religions superstitions of the
world, and along with the Freethinker and
the Secularist work for its overthrow
upon these lines. And therefore I ask yon,
dear Mr. Editor, first get rid of the idea
that the American Proteotiv Association, as
an organization, "discriminates " against
the Romanist '' on account of his religion;"
and it is unjust that yon should quote in
evidence against the order the editorial
statement of the Omaha .American or any
other journal that sides with us in this
final eftort to overthrow this Modern Maohiavelianism in America. Shall we not
accept the assistance of all, irrespeotiv of
minor considerations, who will, in any
way contribute to the defense of the
»atioD? Do we not gladly accept and wei·

come the assistance of the Seventh Day
Adventists in our fight with Rome's disguised lieutenants, the National Reform
Association, who are aiding her to insinuate religions legislation into our laws? We
do not approve of their church doctrine,
. yet we gladly accept their powerful aid in
our noble work of secularization. And so
long as Dr. King and the National League
render so valuable aid to Brother Putnam
when that veteran warrior bursts in upon
a Oongressioilal Committee charged with
the consideration of any anti-secular measure, why should we object if he or his
society are not exactly up to the advanced
position upon these questions taken by the
Freethinker? Who of us during the bitter
fight over the Indian Appropriations bill
just brought to a close in Oongress yesterday, and as usual terminating in a victory
for the Oath olio "church," stopped to consider the religions complexion of the gal~
lant two dozen who stOod nobly out against
the infamous measure? And none did
better work against it than Dr. King and
his assistants. The American Proteotiv
Association, as I said before, cares not a
fig about the religions views of any one.
It is not fi11:hting anybody's religion. Do
not forget this. "No ·religion can be
crushed out by political combinations,"
say yon in your comments. In the name
of all the gods at once, if the civil or politiCal power or " combination " cannot crush
out the supremacy of religion in our government, what can? The Freethinkers in
the American Proteotiv Association are not
fraternizing with Protestants on any
sectarian platform;
I inclose a Mpy of the platform of the
American Proteotiv Association-an authorized platform of principles-which I
wish yon to soan carefully (and reprint if
yon will) and if yon discover in it any
sectarianism I promis yon I will not for a
day longer remain in oooperativ association with the organization. It constitutes
the basic principles for which the order is
contending, and I cannot for my life see
why Freethinkers-who are loyal and
patriotic if any persons are..:...should not
affiliate with any and all others who adopt
these patriotic principles and contend for
tl;leir supremacy in our government. As a
Freethinker I stand firmly by the '' Demands of ·Liberalism," but I think I can
best contribute to the ultimate realization
of those demands by accepting the cooperation of all Americans who place
fealty to law and government above the
dictum of a political power wholly alien to
anything American and whose aaherents
are by the highest authority taught to believe, and sworn to obey, the utterances
which teach that ·''the Oatholio religion
with all its rights ought to be exolnsivly
dominant in such sort that every other
worship shall be banished and interdicted"
(Pope Pins IX.), and that "it is an error
to believe that the church ought to be
separated from the state, and the state
from the church " (Pope Pins IX., in his
Syllabus of Errors). Then, la~er, "We
can hav the United States in ten years,
and I want to giv yon three points for your
consideration: The Indians, the negroes,
and the public schools " (Archbishop
Ireland, in a speech at Rome, 1892). This
scheme of Ireland's is the greatest plan of
war ever mapped out, and Oatholio victories all along the line prove its wisdom and
strategy.
I find I hav written already too long a
letter and hav not nearly covered the
ground laid out or called up by your comments, so I close with this one precautionary remark, Do not imagin for a moment
that the Freethinkers in the American
Proteotiv Association do not know what
they are about, or that the organization
with which they are allied is battling
against J esnitry on account of any little
tin J esnses or wafer gods its adherents
worship. We are aiding in the overthrow
of popery throughout the world, and I repeat that the United States should, and
soon must, banish from its confines, as all
other nations of the earth hav been
obliged to do, the infernal devilfish of
Jesuitism, or our republic will soon be at
an end.
RHADAMANTJIUB.
[It is Rhadamanthns who is "away off,"
for we do not refuse to recognize the aid
of those who do not "place themselvs
broadly upon the advanced platform of
the modem FreethiDker." We are williDg
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to accept all the help we can get, but this Rhadamanthns assnres us that it is "undoes not render it necessary for us to join just " that we should ''quote against the
the ranks of one sectarian organization in order the editorial statement of the Omaha
order to giv battle to another. We will .American or any other journal that side 8
fight the bad principles of poth in our own with us," etc. This statement is inaccurate
way and leave them to weaken each other's The Omaha .American does not merely
strength in their own ways. Whatever '' side " with the order; it is entirely deof good results from their internecine voted to its interests.
It could more
strife we shall heartily welcome. Neither truthfully be said that the New York
do we ask these people to place themselvs Tribune " sides " with the Republican
upon the Freethought platform, as Rha- party, for, partisan as is the Tribune, it is
damanthns asserts; but we do want them less so than the .American. We hav many
to stand honestly and actually upon the times read the platform which Rhadamansecular platform upon which they now thns incloses, and in our issue of April
stand only in profession. There is a vast 21st we printed in full another " official"
difference between the two. Every Free- utterance, eBBentiaJly the same as this,
thinker must logically be a secularist which we found in all the papers repre(and that is why we cannot be a member senting the order. We· care little for the
of the American Proteotiv Association nor public official affirmation of principles-of
of any of its affiliated societies), but not a secret polit~oal society. The acts of the
every secularist is a Freethinker, as is society and the declarations of its newsshown by the Adventists. And right here papers constitute a more accurate index of
it is well to answer Rhadamanthns's ques- its aiins than does any platform. As has
tion in reference to our acceptance of the been well said, platforms are made to get
aid of these same Adventists. Most as- in on, not to stand on. But this does not,
suredly we do accept their assistance and by any means, imply that the platform is
regard them as close allies in the work of without fault. We mean only that the
church and state separation. They antag- political party, and especially the secret
onize the political designs of the Oatholio political party, cannot be truly judged
church fully as determinedly and a thou- by those statements which it chooses to de
sand times more wisely than the American nominate its platform of principles.
Proteotiv Association does, but they do not
It sounds oddly to hear a Freethinker
stop there. They are just as quick to see defend such a society as the League for
Protestant encroachments as they are to the Protection of American Institutions in
det.eot Oatholio invasions. They stand as the way Rhadamanthus does. He says
squarely against sectarian instruction in: that it is not exactly up to our advanced
the public schools as the American Pro- position. We must say that "exactly" is
teotiv Association does for that instruction. good! It has to be confessed that Dr.
·They oppose Sunday laws and all other King, standing for the use of the Bible in
religions legislation. Wha~ American the schools, is a long way from being
Proteotiv Association society or newspaper "exactly" in line with us.
has denounced "Sabbath" enactments?
As to the "gallant two dozen" RepreSince we began these comments the Ad- sentative who took the right position on
ventist paper, the .American Sentinel, the Indian appropriation bill, it might giv
issue of June 21st, has come to our table. us more additional light if our correspondIn it we find a long article headed " Some ent would ascertain how they will vote if
Plain Truths by an A. P. A." Its author the pending Sunaay bills come to an issue,
is W. H. Seaman, of Boston, who de- and it might not be amiss to discover how
clares that he is a stanch member of the such of them as were in Oongress at that
order here under consideration. He time stood as regarded the World's Fair
wrote the article for the A. P. A. organ of Sunday closing business. We merely
Boston, the Citizen. ·In it he calls upon want to know whether· it is hatred of a
his comrades ia the order to stand squarely church or love of civil institutions that
upon the secular platform for complete inspires their present action. When we
divorce of church and state. He quotes know that we can better tell what we hav
he declarations of principles of the N a- to depend on in the near future.
tiona! Reform Association, the American
It seems necessary to insist that the
Sabbath Union, and the Women's Christian A. P. A. does care a great deal for a
Temperance Union. He also exposes the man's religious views, else it would not
League for the Protection of American insist upon prosoriptiv measures of the
Institutions and the Evangelical Alliance. most drastic nature against Catholics alone.
He shows that all these bodies are enemies If Oatholios may not be employed in the
of the civil state in that they al'e trying to public schools because they want tote 10h
build into the foundation and superstruc- religion therein, then all Protestant teachture of our government the crumbling ers who wish to do the same thing must
stone and rotten bricks of ecclesiasticism. also stay without. Does the A. P. A.
Did the OitizenprintMr. Seaman'sarticle? make this fair demand? Not by any
It did not. It did not dare to do so. It means. If all Oatholios are to be debarred
is not fighting theocratic principles but · from holding office, why should not .theocratic Protestants be made subject to the
the Oatholio church.
We are not in any sense the attorney of eame rule of exclusion? If the Jesuits
the Oatholio church. We know her his- ought to be banished, why should memtory. That is enough. But we hav no bers of the National Reform Association
desire to fight her with forged enovolioals be allowed to remain? The truth is, this
and catechisms, with distorted history, talk about banishment and deprivation of
and appeals to religions prejudice and citizen rights is an echo from the Inquisirancor: We read carefully many repre- tion, and in so far as Freethinkers join in
sentativ papers of the "American " orders it there is justified the taunt of the Chrisand we are perfectly free to say that their tians that the only reason why Freethinkliterature, as a whole, is narrow, sectarian, ers hav not persecuted is because they hav
bigoted, Protestant in t_he worst sense, never had the power. We cannot afford to
appealing to passion instead of to real giv this persecuting movement the least
patriotism, to religions antagonisms in- encourar-ement. It will destroy us if it
stead of · to reason. And their history! succeeds. This crisis is subjecting us to
Much truth is told, of course, but the such a test as we in this country hav never
careful student of :religion and sociology before been called upon to endure.
We do not in the least underrate the
would no more dare to risk his reputation
for accuracy by indorsing in their entirety dangers that threaten us from ohnroh agthe statements of their writers than he gression, but we insist that nothing but
would dare take such risk by guaranteeing the treachery of Protestants can subvert
the truth of the "history " which appears the civil republic. The Oatholios are in
in Oatholio school books. Here is a sample the minority six to one. Nothing that
assertion: In the last number of the they hav Be(lnred from the state could hav
.American Eagle which has come to hand been theirs had not Protestants first tried
an extended communication contains the to get all they could for themselvs. Protstartling information that our forefathers estants are not likely to do anything subforsook all and fled to this country from stantial for religious liberty until tbey
about face and shut all churches away
papal rule!
We are compelled to still maintain that from the public crib and the seats of
the ''American" warfare against the Oath- power. A mere war of proscription waged
olio ohmch has its tap-root deep in the soil against the Oatholio church because she
of religions hatred, rather than in that of has reaped more than has any other ecole,
pure secularism; and the evidence in sup- siastioal body from the Protestant sowing
port of this contention we hav been piling is sheer folly. The clearest-headed Protup for weeks, and we haT much more of it estants see this; shall we be less kt~en of
under our baud Dowthau we oo.u use here vision than they?-ED. T. S.]
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all CommunicationR jor this Corner should be sent.
•• Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the da_y's occuration•
That is known as the Uhildren s Hour."

True Heroes.
seeker for some worthy deed to do.
Withdraw thy gaze from Fearcl ing in the sky:
Recall thy hopes from out the by and by
And heed the path thy feet are passing through.
Great deeds are not tl1ose men endow with grace.A daring feat, a mighty game of sldllTJue heroes find their chances, wh~n they will,
Amid to-day's vexatious common-place.
0

-L. E. Brown.

The Land or "Pretty Soon."
I know of a land where the strefts are paved

With the things which we meant to achieve.
is walled with the money we meant to hav
liaved;
ADd the pleasures forwhirh we grieve,
Tho kind words unspoken. the promises broken,
And many a coveted boon,
Are stowed away there, in that land romewhereThe land of" Pretty Soon."
'There are uncut jewels of possible fame,
Lying about in the mildew antl dust,
And many a noble and lofty aim
Is buried 'neath mold an<l rust.
And, oh ! this place, while it Pet ms so near,
Is farther away than the moon;
'Though our purpose is fair, yet we rever get
therTo this land of "Pretty Soon."
'The road that leads to that mystic land
Is strewn with pitifnl wrecks,
And the Fhips th,at hav sailed for its shining
strand
Bear sl<elctons on their dellks.
It is farther at noon than it was at dawn,
And farther at night than at noon;
Oh,let us beware of that land down there"1'he ln.ud of "Pretty Soon.''
-Ano1Vf}UW1.ts.
It

.A. Visit to Salt Lake City.
During the month of August last, when
·,people from the east and the west, the
north and the south, were going in thonFands to Chicago to witness the great
World's Fair that was being held there,
your correspondent with two traveling
companions concluded to visit Salt Lake
City and get a glimps of the Rocky
mountains. My traveling companions on
this occasion were a boy nine years of age
and a girl of nineteen (son and daughter .
We left Omaha via Union Pacific railway about 3 P,M., on the 21st day of the
above-named month. Our train was described on the time card o.s the " Overland Flyer," and made stoppages at principal places only. Our first afternoon's
journey was unimportant, being along the
valley of the Platte river, an agricultural
district where farming operations seem to
be carried on quite exttlnsivly. Prairie
farmers were busy cutting, raking, and
stacking their prairie hay, and extensiv
cornfields resembling forests of young
trees were seen in great abundance.
By the time we reached North Platte,
294 miles west of Omaha, we were overwhelmed in darkness and nothing more
for the night could be seen.
Shortly after daylight next morning we
reached Cheyenne, Wyoming, 519 miles
from Omaha, and after waiting there about
half an hour to allow passengers to partake
of refreshments at the dining-hall, our
train proceeded on its journey.
We then began to ascend the Rocky
mountains, and it may be said that we then
left art and civilization behind us and entered upon a region where Nature in all
her romantic beauty reigns supreme.
Rocks of every conceivable shape, size,
and formation are scattered around in all
directions. In maJ:!y places single rocks of
great magnitude resembling huge towers
or castles are seen standing solitllorY and
alone, while in other places they are seen
to exist in groups or clusters, covering
many acres in extent, and when situated, as
they generally are, some distance from the
point of observation they present the appearance of a city in ruins that has.been
visited by a cyclone or tornado or been
laid waste by the destrnctiv artillery of an
invading army. ·Scattered here and there
among this great confusion of rocks are a
few fir trees of sickly growth and feeble
frame whose dwarfed appearance indicates
their scanty sustenance.
Tlll't part of the state of Wyommg and

territorv of Utah traversed by the Union
Pacific railway and all the surrounding
country as far as the eye can reach in the
distance is one vast wilderneBB wholly destitute of vegetation save and except the
wild sagebrush so peculiar to tho.t part of
the country. Barren plains, rugged clill's,
and lofty mountains, the tops of which
seem to touch the fleecy clouds, are continually in view and the eye of the traveler
feasts with delight upon the great and
grand natural scenery.
Looking from the car window as the
train is running arottnd the base of some
of those great mountains, rocks of enormous si!l:e and many thousands of tons in
weight are seen to hav left their fastenings
and slid partly down the steep precipice,
while in other places rocks equally as lArge
seem to overhang the track and appear to
endanger the safety of the rapidly-moving
train. Such is the condition of the country
for a distance of more than fiv!:J hundred
miles.
About 7 o'clock in the evening we
reached Green River, and our train rested
there about half an hour to giv the passengers an opportunity to open their pocketbooks and contribute to the support of
proprietors of dining-halls at and around
the depot. When we left Green Biver the
sun had sunk behind the western moun·
tains, the shadea of evening were beginning
to fall, and darkness was again spreading
her broad mantle over the bright face of
nature, concealing for the time being
every object of interest. We therefore remained passivly in our seats and meditateq
upon the scenes of the closing day. One
o'clock next morning we reached Ogden,
which is 1034 miles from Omaha, and
37 miles from Salt Lake City.
Ogden is the western terminus of the
Union Pacific railway, and we had to wait
there an hour for a train to complete our
journey; at 2 A.M. our train is ready, and
one hour later, 3 A.M., we arrive at Salt
Lake City, and consequently the end of
our journey.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Answers to Correspondents.
DAPHNE.- Your article would not only
fill the whole of the Corner, but the greater
part of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Our space
for bids the printing of sermons or lengthy
essays. Learn to condense.
W. L. P.-"CrimesandCriminals"will
appear in due time, but mn8t be divided
on account of length.
W. C. B.-Many thanks for your kind
notice of "Right Living." Yon must hav
had a great time with the taciturn James,
yet he much enjoyed his sojourn at Castle
Comfort.
MoNEILL's IsLAND.-Ont of the darkness is born the light. Sunshine follows
the shadowP, and the roses bloom amid
the waste places. Courage and patience
will at length bring yon to the goal of
your desirf's.
ADELE B.-"Progressiv Eclecticism"
is the title of D. G. Crow's new book.
It is the scientific treatment of a great
subject, hopeful and humanitarian.
W. SMITH.-If your name is not.written
in "The Lamb's Book of Life," it will be
found in a far more worthy place, in the
list of the world's great benefactors, where
it will forever shine with bright and undiminished luster.
ABIEL J.-It does no good to talk back
nniess yon can talk scientifically. Read
all the good books yon can get hold of.
Send for Truth Seeker Catalog.
E. T. W,, Pleasantdale, Me.-Yon must
hav a fine collection of curios. Yes, we
would be pleased to hav an article from
your pen, but be brief. We can entertain
only short speeches in the Corner.
R. S.C., O~aha-Glad to hear about
th · 1 01·
dB b H
e gtr s,
tver, an
a Y enry.

Correspond ence.

GOLDEN POND, KY.' April 15, 1894.
DEAR MISS WIXON: Thts is my first
letter to the Corner. My papa haR taken
THE TRUTH SEEKER for a long while, and
hkes it very much. I Jiv on a fa.rm be·
tween t h e C nm b er1an d and Tennessee
rivers.
I hav just returned from church this
evening and had a nice time, but not
listening to the preacher. Some of the
ore very rel1.g1'ons • but 1·t 1·s
People here ..
weak-only lasts while they are in the
church-house.
. .
Our httle town was Vl§Ited by S. P.

plea.se them ; and after receiving their
criiel strokes over my cranilii!1 and back
until it seemed that mv life had ebbed
away, they would bc;>w down ovet" me and
whisper those ll.wfiil words: "Uiv your
heart to J esns. '' So, after t had reached
the age of nineteen years, they marched
me to the " ai:l.Xions seat " the second
time, and continued, and doubled, and
then repeated the cruel dose until I de
cided that I didn't want any of the "love
of J esns." So I bade them adieu and de
cided that I would as soon writhe in bel
as to be murdered by religions cranks.
I was taught from a small boy, and be
lieved the teachings, that the Bible was
written by inspiration; that God, the father
ofthe universe, dictated to the gent1emeii 1
and I was taught that a mah who wonlri
write or say anything against the Bible
was not fit to exist, and that 1t would hav
been better for him if he had never been
born
I hav heard preachers say tpat
Tom Paine was one of the meanest men
that ever. existed.
So, when I reached the age of twenty
two years I bought a. book, '' Little Gems of
Thought," from Robert G. Ingersoll, and
found that Thomas Paine was not as bad
as the preachers described him _to be, !
~~o1ilo got the works of Thomas Paine and
Robert G. Ingersoll and tmbPcribed for
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and began to read the
Bible in the right way.
The reason that the Bible is so generally
believed is because the people don't read
it for themf'lelvs, but listen to some
preacher, or when they do read it," they
hav such scales on theu eyes that they
can't see and understand.
I would like to correspond with some of
the Liberal girls.
Yours for l!,reethought,
J OSI!PH P. PRIOE.
[It is our duty always to read both sides,
and decide according to our owB. judgment. Think for yourself.-ED. C. C.]

Putnam and J. R. Charlesworth. ! hope
to see them here again. The people, especially the sky-pilots, as they are called, giv
the Infidels a. very bad name. I heard
an Infidel, while talking to a preacher,
make .thiR remark: "Yon people say that
we !nfldeis are liars, thieves, and murderers, and will kill a mail for ten cents; but·
havn't we killed a very liinall number since
we hav been doing business. here?" The
preacher answered! "! don't know anything_ about the infidels myself."
tri see this in print I will write again.
F,A.NNm BoGARD.
Ycmr frierd,
P.S.-Please excuse o1ld writing and
Ppelling and correct the mistakes. F. B.
[Your writing and spelling are good
enough, and mistakes yon shottld correct
yonrself.-ED. C. C.J
:a4TH-ON-TBE-HUDBON, N.Y., June 8, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXON: Through yon and
the Children's Corner I beg to acknowledge the receipt of two beautiful books,
namely "Apples of Gold" and "The
Story Hour," which I received with great
pleasure this morning. For these beautiful presents I sincerely thank Mr. J. M.
Peck, Sr., of Ottumwa, Ia., throng~
whose great kindness they were forwarded
to tne, begging to let him know they will
be read with pleasilre by his little Atheist
friend.
.
.
1 am glad yon remember me. Altho11gh
I am ten years old, I hav never been to
school, but that does not prevent me from
studying everything.
You will be pleased to know that I was
chosen orator for Decoration Day and recited a poem of my own composition,
which I thought yon would, perhaps, like
to hav for your· Children's Corner and
which I forward to you for that purpose.
Your little Atheist friend,
MARIE LUMLEY.
In the early spri• gtime
When the flowers giv their perfume,
And all nature seems rejoicing ·
And the birds are in full tune,
'Tis fit we turn our thonehta awhile
To the heroes of the past,
Who lie beneath the cold, cruel sea
Or underneath the grass.
Here in this peaceful land of oursIn this land of libertyHere are around us every day
The remains of the brave and free,
Wro raised the standard upon high
That all men should be free;
Who fought for the victory of human
rightsAnd the battle has been won;
Who fought for the destruction of slavery,
Disheartened by no defeat,
Appalled not by d• ath nor danger,
Though the dead lny at their feet.
We'll remember your heroic services,
Brave, impetuous, and daring deeds,
As yon fought for the child and its mother,
Irrespectiv of color or creeds.
We will revere yon who are living·
And o'er the graves of those who are dead
We will sca.t.ter tbe bud and the blossom
And ihe flag we will place at their head.
0 yon who-e graves are moldering,
That we decorate to-day! .
0 yon whose lives were sacrificed
For the freedom of the slave!
0 yon who stand amongst ns,
The bravest of the brave,
May showers of blessings fall on yon,
And Jet us ever say,
Whene'er yon pass us on the street,
" Three cheers for the blue this day!"
And may the time be distant far
When yon who stand near-by
Shall hav laid down life's weary burden, .
And with a thankful sigh,
Feel that life would hav been incomplete
But for tbe work that yon hav done;
And yon pass th1.1t mysterious toll·house
gate
And never more return.

Darwin and After Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.
By GEORGE J. RoMANl!ls.
A !n'Stematic Exl!_osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be ol
service to the ~eneral reader rather than to professed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the moe
interesting of Enjl'lish writers JWOn evolution
besides ranking w1th Professor Huxle;v in scien
tific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of
his conclusion regarri;ng the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with 1abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
gupernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philowphy...
All nature has thus been transformerl before t.he
view of thl' present generation m a manner and
to an extent that has never before been pos~ihle;
and. inasmuch as the change which has taken
place ha.R taken plaoo in the direction of naturalIsm, and this ·to the extent of rendering the
mechanical interpretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in th8
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th_x_ God?"
·
lllustrated. Price, clolli.J. $2.
Address. TJ:il'j TRUTH SEEKER.

------- --- -

ASECUIJR MARRIAGE AND ·FUNERAL RITUAL
AND

COLLECTION OF SECULAR HYMNS.
By A. R. AYRES.
"A good book written with a purpose."
Price, 25 cents.
AddrPss . 'lHETRUTH SEEKER.

-

L. K. Washburn's Works.

Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is an im_pertinence." Price, 10 cents.
'l'he False Teaching or the Christian
Church. '' The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor.
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
The Foolishness of .Prayer. "Think of
a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or tryjng to induce the Deity to undertake a.
crusade of one against the Uolora.do beetle I"
Price, 10 cent11.
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.
.
: Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
·Was Jesus Insane~ Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholie
Church. Price, 5 cents.
o\itdr"'"" '!'HE 'I'RTT'I'H SEEKER.

[Very creditable for a girl of ten years.
-ED. C. C.]

ELEYVILLJJ:, ARK,, April 29, 1894.
DEAR '\'l Iss WixoN: As all the rest of the
family hav gone to church I decided that
I would write to the Children's Corner.
As this is my first attempt to write to the
Corner, I will try to relate my religions
experience.
When I was a small boy I was made to
go to church and Sunday· school against
my will, ancti was taught tlJat Jesus was
the only begotton son of God; that he
died on the cross for the sins of the world.
My teacher taught me that the cause of'
Upon
3
sickness and death was our mother Eve's
eating an apple some six thousand ;years
ago; and, as I was an ignorant boy, I beA. new edition of that splendid nrose l!_oem,
lieved it, as many others did, for I thought 1 "Life," by .. the prince of orators;>• Col. R. G.
that the Christians knew what they were I ln!(ersoll. It is larger and better tha.n the old
toJking
about. So, ofter
I had reoched
edttion,
and can be framed or Placed upon tbe
w
w
w
I table
as an ornament. In the center of the card
the age of seventeen years, they would :appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby,
come. aro~nd to me during the revival i 1 ,"1~:f~f~!~~Jg:d~~o.~~oit~e~hb:~:~~~spfe~~~
meftmgs m. a state of meJanchc;>ly, a.nd of the ofator and J?oet. who, now, as far as w"'
w1th all the 1mpndence of hnmamt.v, With Jm 'W, stands alone m the livmg world." It will
all the decPitfnlness of Brutus and Cassius 1 :p;1ajie a deli~htfnl
present, and will be a •ouv!3nir
'tb a 11 th
· t h a t tell
h · h ypocrt·t' ~-workmansh{p.
j :f!Ot only of 1 ntellectua.l greatness, but of art1~tic
~~
· tl h ypocri.sy
Itisprintedonhea.vyboard,gilt
1cal cloak could conceal, request me to }/!}veled edga. The SlZe is 12xl6 inches, a.nd the
go to the monr~er's bench to "seek re- . P'?~~ ~!!]YHi C:•ents, po~afiBUTR SEEKER,
ligion." Sometimes I would go just to
118 Lr.f.:vette :place. New York.
1

••With Oaunhter's Babe
His Knee •

)
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Modern Marriage.
By EMILE ZOLA.

Agents for The Truth Seeker.
Alabama

Loeb & Loeb, Montgomery.

.

Arkaueas

J:3::i THUMBSCREW

AND RACK.

By (JEO·. };

.MACDONALD.

Translated trom the Frencld>V Bent. B. Tucker

Davies & Son, 412 Main st., Little Rock.-

In !;his his latest story Zola. ~akes four typical
from the nobility, one from the
oourgeotste. one from the _petty !Jourgeotste, and
one from the working-people-and describes, with
all the power of his wondrous art, how each originates, by what motive each is inspired, how each
is consummated, and how each results.
Price, .La Cent8.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

Thos. W. Baker, Exeter.
10 Cts
Stoll & Thayer, 117 W.1st st., LosAngeles.
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$1.00
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Eclectic Book Store, Los Angeles.
Sent Post Paid
Shaw & Gregg, Broadway opp. Central
Bank, Oakland.
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By ASA AUGER.
A condensation of the fundamental arguments
against Christianity.
·
A Yel'y Good Little Mi8stonal'y Wol'k.
Price, 15 cents.

Address
TilE TBUTII BEEKER

low: a

C. Deuell, Marsha.lltown.
.
Franklin Steiner, Box 882, Des Moines.
Clarence Brown, Avoca.
.
Frank Weaver, Box 150, Petersburg.
Indianapolis News Co., 55 Mass. av., Indianapolis.

An important and remarkable revelation con
earning the life and times of Apollonius of
Tyana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
century. It is here claimed that his life and
teachings were apprQprijtted and utilized by the
formulators of the Christian reli1rion in the interest of so-called Christianity. The plagiarism
is mad!l_plain in this brief history of Apollonins~
especailly in view of the historical references ana
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonius
was suppressed.
Price 15 cents.
'
Address
TilE TRUTH BEEKER.
1!8 Lafa.vette vlaoe. New York Oitv

THE AGNOSTIC ANNUAL
FOR-

~i894.~
Edited by CHARLES A. WATTS.
CONTENTS:
. The True History of the Bible Prof. Edwin
J chnson; A Practical V1ew of Life, bharles Watts;
The DPcadence of the Old 'fheology, Mrs. E.
Lynn Lintol!J Inspiration in Extremts, Samuel
Laing; 'l he u-ospel of Love, A Poem, Capt. W. B.
McTaggart; A~nostic Types. R. Bithell, B.Sc.,
Ph.D.; On Spiritual Wickedness in High Places,
Edward Clodd; A Prie~~ of Nature, A Poem,
Hon. C. K. Tuckerman; The Dream of Immortality, Frederick Millnr•l Is Immortality a Dream,
. Stewart Ross (t a adin) • Practical ConseWuences of Agnosticism, F J'. Gould; The Religqous Propen~ity, Furnea.ux Jordan, F.R.C.B~
Price,$ Cents,
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by the Inquisition, nreaking and .ourningon the wheel, the Ducking Oage, the Ch&ll•ity Belt for
women, the Spider the Iron Virgin UJ.> to Da.te. the Execution Bell, etc.
"I used to read in books," says Oolonel Ingersoll," how our fathers persecuted mankind But I
never appreciated it. I read it, linF it d~d not burn Itself .in.to my spul. I did J).Ot really appreciate
the infamies that have been commttted In the name of rehgion unttl I saw the Iron ~r"uments tit~
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·Just Out.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.
A Liberal living in Michigan said once that he wouJ.d give $ll5 •
~ to have the Crimes of Preachers recorded, as the frequent lapsel
of "Yirtue of the ministers showed how little value Ohristiwtr
possesses to make men moral.
We have ji18G i•sued Ghe Fourth Edition of the book dolnlf thil.
The additions for th.ia new edition of ihe

" Crimes of Preachers"
ahun nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in pre~otl8

Indiana

Louisiana

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.

The Hoi)' Inquisition.

editio11.s show that within a few ye&rs abtmt

1300 JJIINISTEBS H.£.VE BEEN GUILTY
ot

one kind or another of oriplinp.l conduct. Mo•'> of the crimes
are against women, for the f&tr sex are at once tlu weakness and
the strenltth of the church-" the church" meanin~r of course the
f'ler.s:y.
Notwithstanding tho many a.dditional pages. we ho.v~ kept the
price the same, 211 cents. Bend for .. copy, and CoJI.found the church- ._. .IIIIIMI
Olen. Show them just what sort of scamps are the clergy whp have
tlosed the World's Fair 1!ln Sunday. because it is so holy a day that to look upon
~tinge in this period is "immoral.''
· ·· ·
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Brentano Bros., 5th ave. & 18th st., N. Y.
L. Jonas & Co., Astor House, New York.
Mr. Goldberg., 72Canalst., New York.
E. J. Nieuwland, lOth ave. and 157th st.
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New YoJ'k.
C. Ryan, 133 Western Boulevard.
J. H. Russell, 124 Fulton st., New York.
W. Winham, 388 Keap st., Brooklyn.
E. C. Weidman, 126 Sta,te st., Rochester.
R. Renfrew, Jr., 190 West av., Rochester.
W. H. Leonard1 91 Congress st., Troy.
Best & Co., 8 Cnestnut st., Butfa.lo.
New

.Ter~ey

F. Braithnit, 9J. Belleville av., Newark.
W. Walz, 87.Bremen st., Newark.
Nebraska

J. I. FreuhauJ., Omaha.
G. A. Howe, .rork.
J. S. Stott, So. Omaha.

PEN PICTURES OF THE WORLD'S FAIR,
B;y S4.1UUEL P. PUTN...I\-1\f.
It is. besides being a complete Guide-~.Jok, the best description of the Fair Y'e~
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
the director-gene1-'~l's ad<lress, the efforts to close the Fair SundBys and the trinmph
of the Sunday-openers; describes the varioue bnildmgs and what they contain, and is,
ull in all, the very best picture of the Fair . h~t c~n be P.aiqted with ~ pen.

Ohio
ILLUSTRATED.
L. C. Oollins, 110 So. High st., Columbus.
A. MlP OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
De Bible of Natnre: A Contribution Felix L; Oswald, P.O. Box 700, Cincinnati. and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
to the Religion of the Future. Cloth, $1.
Larwood, Day&Co., 259 Superior,Clevel'd.
A. BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
Tile St>Cret of tht~ East; or, The Origir N. Hexter, 342 Superior st., Cleveland.
of tbe Christian Religion and the Significanc• Standard News Co., 14 W. Tuscst, Canton. glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.
PkysicalEdncation; or, The Health-Law~ Alf. Warren Co, 217 Central ave, Cincinnati.
Single copy, 26 cents. Five oopies for $1.
Address THE TRUTF BEEKER,
D. E. Stubbs & Co.. Eaton.
o( Na.ture. Cloth, ~!·
·
Ore_gon
Hollsehold Remedies for the Prevalent
Frank LeGrand, 65l''irst st., Portland.
Disorders of the Human Organtsm. Cloth, $1
Zoological Sketches : A Contribution t< W. E. Jones, 291 Alder st., Portland.
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illus
Handley & Haas, 150 1st st., Portland.

trated by H. Faber. Olotht...$2.
.Address
THE TttUTH BEEKEr>.
C'JQ

t .• ,,. v~f:t.A DlACA. NPw V ..... l:r.

CHEAP E'DITION.

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.

Penns:r!vania

H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts.; Phila.
George Longford, 2~ Jt,ichmond st.. Phila.
R. Staley, Wood and 4th &ve., Pittsburgh.
Rhode Island

H. Oa.rr & Son, 1775 Westminster st.,
Providence.
.

RELICION A CURSE,
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.

By- Sal'Y)tlel P. Putl'\al'Y).
1892. whwh fqr the sate oJ Reltuton, BtalJlJea JA/Jertll
to the Heart.

Tennessee

D. P. Henderson & Co,, CbJi.tti:Lnoogl\.
'.l'exa.

E. H. Andrae, 916 Mll<iJl st., D.lillas.
".rb.l.t book IS just what i~s title implies-thump- J. R. Humphrey, Waco.
"'ng whacks at superstition. It deals with the F. Ohlendorf, Galveston.

JJeawatea tp the 4fll.!lrlcan Oonuress, or

By R. WHEELER.

.effeet 11f. Christianity on the world, showing

-what Oiir.istians have done to advance their religiion and. '!w.pede the progress of l!lan. It shows
:that Jesl'ls was a false prophAt, that the gospels
:are not a.utileJI.tic, and that lJu...:~~ianit;v. is a borll'owed system of religion. That the Bible is not
~n a.ccord with &lienee, that the atonement
ll!cheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
111ot a real benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1,
Address TilE TBUTII BEEKER.

FILE

Utah

A work burning with indi,gn.ation inspired by tbe Congressional act closing the World's Fa· r
ol!. Bu11-day-q,n q,ct which ora1ttc&lly 1111.ited thegovern1IJent aq<I"the Christian ch~rch.

Margett Bros., 76 Main st., Salt Lake City.
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan.

To whioh is adlled lfr. Pntn11m's adiJrlliiS (}ellverecJ l)efore t}Je ColnDJ.hiap
Exposition Committee of the Honse of Representatives against Sunday closinw.

Virgtnia

Mrs. E. D. Blenker, Snowville.
E. J. Brady, Richmond.
washington

C. B. Reynolds, 420 No. L st., Tacoma.
J. F. Riggs, Seattle.
E. Skamser, Buckley.
Sutton fr, Allaire, 104 So. 2d st., Seattle.

Also the following EsHays and Poems by Mr. Putnam, which have never before been put in
book form: Orthodoxy; Freethought; Man, Not God (written for a Paine anniversary); The l:ltatnf
of Liberty and Thomas Paine; a_lloem written for the Opening_exercises of the Silverton, Ore .. FretJ·
thought Hall; Death and Life; The Golden Age; Shut the Door (a poem on the closing of th~
Centennial Exposition in Phtladelphia, in 1876).
·
The main essay in this work is on~ of the strongest arraignments ever made of the religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of this OOUIJtry. It should be distributed widely.
It has been commended in the highest terma as it appeared in THE TBUTH BEEKER and we hope ever:v
reader will buy .. copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.

BINDERS.

'll'hose who preserve the volumes of THE TBUTD
II!!EEXBB need a File Binder, which we will send on
r:eoa i:Pt of one dolla.l'.

GHOST OF ST. JOB.NS.
Bl" liL BABOOOK. Prioe. 15 - · ·

Addreu

Pnoe 25 oenu: FttJB 0011teB fm' .1.
THE TRUTII BEEKER. 28 Lafayett~ PliiCle, New YorkOity.
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Jf e'W ]}u"bZioations.
Unless otherwise specified, all publications noticed here can be had oj THE
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
named_
"The Bible Inquirer "being Number 36
of "The Truth Seeker Library," is a
pamphlet to go along with John Pec_k's
"Christian Absurdities," "Thomas PllJJle
Vindicated," by Col. Robert G. Ingersoll,
•' The Mistakes of Moses," by the same
author, and a whole catalog of works having the same general drift. The pamphlet
here .noticed brings together more than one
h nndred instances of alleged contradiction,
discrepancy, inconsistency, and opposition
of doctrin, from the Jewish and Christian
scriptures, the answers to most of which
might safely be intrusted to an intelligent
Sunday-school pupil of sixteen. The name
of the author is not given. He says in
his introduction that it is the result of a
diligent obedience to the command of
Christ himself to search the scriptures,
and of a desire to benefit and enlighten
mankind. New York, Truth Seeker Company.-Butfalo Express.·
WoMAN: Form CENTURms oF PRoGRESS.
By Susan H. Wixon. New York, Truth
Seeker Company, 34 pp., 10 cents.
Susan H. Wixon is the editor of the
Children's Corner of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and author of various Freethonght works.
'£he above mentioned pamphlet is a reprint
of her lecture at the Chicago Freethonght
Congress, and is very interesting reading for ·Freethinkers and friends of progress.
THUMBSCREW AND RACK. By Geo. E.
Macdonald. Illustrated. 24 pp, New
York; Truth Seeker Company. 10 cts.
Mr. George E. Macdonald has here
made a choice collection of ecclesiastic
.tlowers gathered in the Nuremberg ana
other inquisitorial collections of implements of torture, and has succeeded in
producing a little work for which he, in
the name of humanity and progress, deserves thanks. The little work is interestingly written and splendidly illustrated.
rHE BmLE INQUIRER. A key to Bible investigation. Containing 148 proposiNew .York,
tions. Fourth edition.
Truth Seeker Company. 56 pp., 25 cents.
From the wonderful book of oracles,
which the Protestants regard as the source,
and the Catholics as one of the sources of
revealed religion, the author has confined himself to one hundred and fortyeight contradictions which he, among
many. others, has come across by reading
· t. This book is of great value to the Bible
student, because it givs not alone the chapter and verse of these self-contradictions,
but reproduces these passages in full, so
that the hurried reader is not condemned
to a long search before he :finds the antidote to one or anot.her unhealthful pasage.
THE CREATION oF GoD. By Dr. Jacob
Hartman. New York, Truth Seeker
Company. 432 pp. Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, $1.
A rare conglomerate of biblical criticism
and positiv natn.ral science. The :first
chapter deals with the formation of the
earth from a cosmic, geologic, and chemic
standpoint. The following eleven chapters contain a very interesting, able, rational, and critical history of J ndaism and
Christianity, and the last fourteen chapters
are devoted to the natural sciences of biology, physiology, chemistry, ethics, and
natural philosophy. The style is the popular scientific. The book is worthy an earnest perusal by every layman, for it contains,
besides the results of rational criticism, a
rich treasury of positiv knowledge.
HAND-BooK OF FREETHOUGHT. Containing in condensed and systematized form
a vast amount of evidence against the
superstitions doctrins of Christianity.
Selected by W. S. Bell. New York,
Truth Seeker Company. 384 pp., paper,
50 cents, cloth, $1.
This work is a compendium by the critic
of the fundamental doctrins of the Christian church, and arrayed under the following headings: Creation, Prophecies, Miracles, Love of Mankind, Jesus's Code of
Morals, Resurrection Evangelics, The
Fathers of the Church, Inspiration, Contradiction in the Bible, The Devil, The
Soul, Theology, Sabbath, Slavery, Hell,
Persecutions, Temperance, Atheism, Agnosticism. The work is not exhanstiv,.
but uncommonly rich in quotations from
the best authorities of ancient and modern
times. A very interesting work.
THE RESURRECTION OF JEsus. An Agnostic's view. By Don Allen. Truth
Seeker Company. 161 pp., 1893. Cloth
75 cents; paper 40 cents.
·
Don Allen is a pseudonym. The internal
evidence that Don Allen is identical with
Colonel Ingersoll is overwhelming. The
diction, the arguments, and the nearly unassa,ilable weaving together of circumstantial evidence that no one but Pilate him-

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JUNE 30, 1894.
self could hav secretly spirited away
AT NEW ROGHELL£.
Christ's body, the inquiry into the trustworthiness of contemporaneous and late
sources of information, the annihilation of
PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE
the smooth-tongued, ·holy Augustine, all
this and much more testify that the author
is a keen student of law and could hardly
be other than Robert Ingersoll. This
book, like all others that hav come from
AND
his pen, makes interesting and fascinating
reading and deserves a prominent place in Views of Speaker's Platform
the library of every Freethinker.-Milwaukee Freidenker.
AND
["Don Allen" may congratulate himself
The
Assemblage.
that he has a style which a good critic mistakes for that of Colonel Ingersoll, and
his work is a :fine one, but he is not the What they are:
orator whom the Freidenker suspects him
to be. Mr. Boppe must guess again.-ED. 1. View of the Stand, with the speakers
and other occupants standingi showi~ ColoT. S.]

PAIHE MOBUMEHT &HOMESTEAD

nel Il!f(ersoll, President Row ey, S. P. Fntnam, T. B. Wakeman, et az.

Impaired Digestion.
The patient is required to diet. In
building up and maintaining good health,
milk is recognized as a powerful factor,
but it is important that it be absolutely
pure and sterilized. Borden's Peerless
Brand Evaporated Cream meets all requirements. Entirely wholesome.

2. Colonel Ingersoll Causes n. Smile
8. President Rowley Addresses the .A.s·
semblage.
4. Mr. Putnam Reads .A. Poem.

5. Mr. Wakem:tn Talks of Liberty, Science and Humanity.
6. The Paine Monument, as it appeared

THE

THE

BRAIN

AND

BIBLE;

OR

THE CONFLIUI' BRIWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
with a preface by

R- G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethonght. Its arguments are based
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's seLse of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
l'rice, cloth, $1.
A.ddress
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Christianity a Fiction.
BY DR. J, H. MENDENHALL.

May 80th wreathed in flowers and bearing
mottoes. No other picture of the Monument
like this one.

7. Paine Homestead as it appears now.
These are splendid photo~raphs. They were
all taken at the co=emorativil exercises at New
Rochelle, on May 30th, and are historically, patriotically, and artistically vezy valuable and will
be prized by thousands of Liberals who revere
the genius and honor the memory of Thomas
Paine. Miss Levin has spared no pains to make
them worthy the subject and the occasion. The
photographs are 8x10 inches in size and the price
1s seventy-five cents each.
A.ddress THE TRUTH SR"EKER CO •
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

Researches in Oriental History,
EMBRA.CING THE

Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel·
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the
Derivation of Christianity;
to which is added,

WHENCE OUR .A.RY.A.N .A.NCESTORS 7

THE

Jf ot for ])arsons.
SUNDAY-SCHOOL TEACHER: "Now, Johnny, can you tell me what caused Adam's
downfall?" Johnny: " His :fifth rib."
Life.

"WHY do yon keep up a revival all the
time in your church?" was asked of an
Arkansaw negro preacher. "Has ter do
it, sah," he replied. " Whnt de land
boom is ter· de small town de 'viva! is ter
de church, an' ef yer let it go down de
cause gwine ter suffer. Tell yer whnt's er
fack, ef I didn't keep dese niggers shoutin' all de time da'd let me starve ter def,
Ef er nigger preacher let's de rope slack
he's gone."
AT a salon in Paris some years ago the
Sieur d'Aimerie was one of a group to
whom he was imparting an account of his
pedigree, which he claimed was derived
from the Pharaohs of Egypt. Just then,
the late Baron de Rothschild approached
the group, and one of its members called
out, "Baron, come and let me make yon
acquainted with the Sieur d'Aimerie. He
comes of Pharaonic stock, and yon ought
to know each other." "Yes," said the
baron, bowing gravely, and addressing
d'Aimerie, " I believe our families had
some transactions in times past." "Yes,"
rejoined d'Aimerie, "we hav a record that
your people when leaving the country borrowed a considerable amount of jewelry of
my people, for which I should now like to
be repaid with interest." "I remember
the transaction," said Rothschild, " but
the account was settled at due date. Your
fathers received a check on the Bank of
the Red Sea."-Ex. ·
A WELL-KNOWN Lanarkshire minister of
the old school, recently deceased, was so
sensitiv to any suspicion of plagiarism that
he never allowed himself to make the
slightest quotation to the Lord without
furnishing the said Lord with his authority. He was accustomed to assemble his
household every morning for family worship, and on one occasion he commenced
his devotions' thus: "0 Lord, we heartily
thank thee that we hav been awakened
from the sleep which a writer in the Edinburgh Review has called the image of
death." !twas evidently taken for granted
that the Lord is a reader. of the Edinburgh
Review. And a student prayed that the
Lord would destroy ,"him that had the
power of death," went on with the quotation, and added, ''this is the devil." His
professor, looking gravely at him, said:
"Do yon not think that the Lord will
know whom yon mean?" This student
was outdone by an "unsophisticated
brother." This brother, after pleading for
the fulfilment of a promis, quoted chapter
and verse, and then added, '' Revised version, Lord."-Salad n.
THE CHEMISTRY OF BELmF.

By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D
Fourth Eattton.
Part I.-Researches .in Jewish History; ten chap
Explanatory notes compiled and arranged by
ters.
Part H.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen
the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
chapters.
._ih11'A"A THE TRUTH REEKElJ.
Part ID.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty
chapters.
Part IV.-Whence Came the Aryans? Five chapters.
Press Notices.
The st~le is forcible and terse, the reasoning
A Nineteenth Century Novel.
good, and as the facts npon which the argument
is based are largely Christian, our theological
friends will have some hard nuts to crack if they
by
attempt to answer them.-Boston Investigator.
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
This book is one of the most thorough and
girls and a younger brother who were left parent- learned of the Freethonghtworks that have come
A.nd these signs shall follow them that believe.
less, with a little moneyh fair educationh and across the A.tlantic.-The Freethtnlcer, Lonaon.
· • • Lo, I a.m with yon alway, even unto the
much coura~e,· to make t eir way throng the
Is a most valuable contribution to the litera- end of the world.-'-CHBIST.
world by gomg to Cb.icago. The author is also ture of the nineteenth centnry.-Proaresstve If credence awaited desire,
the heroine. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a his- Thinker.
And wishing extinguished dubiety,
tory of a working-girl's life and experience in the
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.:iO.
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kindThe parsons might prate about :fire
hearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is
A.ddress all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER
With some little show of propriety.
just such a story of human life as we should ex- COMPA.NY, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and
For many would gladly receive
whatever he admires and appreciates is sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
The soothing old syrup of piety,
Price, 25 cents. A.ddress
If wishing could make them believe
THE TRUTH f)EEKER.

Astronomical and Astrolog Ec
al Origin of all Religions.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
Preface

R. 6. INGERSOLL.

How To Preserve Health.

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.
This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christian persecution is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Christians, and. expounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 oents; in oloth, 50 oenta.
"-il.il~e••

THill TRUTH SE"I!lKiliB.

Works of W. H. Burr.
Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144

By LOUIS B..l.RKAN, lti.D.
Fordyce Barker, M.D., Professor
Bellevue Medical College says of it,
writing to the author: 1' I regard your
book as the most sound, sensible, and
useful book on the topics which it dis~
cusses that I hav met with. I wish it
could be in the hands of every intelligent head of a family. I a.m particucularly pleased with one feature of· it
that it does not profess to teach dos_.
ing and drugging. I congratulate you
on the wisdom and success of this efort."

Propositions proved Affirmatively and Negatively by Quotations from Scripture, without
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents.

Other noted physicians recommend
it just as highly.
1
Sunday Not the Sabbath-.A.ll Days Alike
Price, cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev.
Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price, 25c.

Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that Shaks-

A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28Lafavette place, New York.

pere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents,

Thomas Paine-Was He Junius·~ Second
edition, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine.
Price, 10 cents.

Junius, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas
Paine. A refutation of M. D. Conway's
objections to the identification of Paine as
Junius &"Qd Casca. Price,~,..5 cents.
Address THE ".L"RUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

:PRIESTLY CELIBACY EXPOSED
By RBv. G. T. Fox, M.A..
Price.15 aenta.
Addreas tllla omae.

COSMIAN

HYMN-BOOK.

A. COLLECTION OF

ORI61NAL AND SELECTED HYMNS
l!'OB

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools
and the Home.
-With Mnsio Written to A.ll the Bongs.COHl'ILED BY L. K. WA.SUBURN
For sale at 'l'HI OFFIO.B.

Prl;e, $1.!10,

The Bible's conflicting variety.
To doubt is absurd, if the will
Makes :fiat contradictories credible,
Resulting in magical skill,_
And the power to make deadly things
edible.
0 skeptic, just think of the gain I
The Lord, in his speech valedictory,
Said Christians would always obtain
O'er poisons and devils the. victory.
Said Jesus: Believers shall cure
Diseases at each opportunity,
And take, while the earth shall endure,
All poisonous drinks with impunity.
A real believer can drink
With safety and perfect propriety,
Since potions can ne'er make him blind,
Nor damage his health or sobriety.
It follows, as all must allowSave those of the shamming fraternity
That faith makes us poison-proof now,
And :fire~proof throughout all eternity.
A Christian, if honest and true,
Might swallow a quart of petroleum;
No matter, no harm would ensue,
Says Christ-nnobscured by a scholinm
Away, thenJ with logic and brains!
Just thinK of the boon to society,
When cancers, and poisons, and pains
Are conquered by credulous piety!
Jehovah, Ghost, Devil, and Son!
Co-auto-genetic Qnarternity I
0 multiple, quadri:fied one!
0 inter-paternal fraternity!
These verses are likely to be
The means-through their fitting vacn
ity.
Of leading "inqnireJ,'s" to thee,
0 shadow of human fatuity.

G. L. Mackemie, in London Freethinker.
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G•ma of ~hou;ght.

ALL PAIN

WHEN a man sells one of his convictions
he sells all of them.-Galveston News.
I LIKE not only to be loved, but also to
be told that I BID. loved. The realm of
silence is large enough beyond the grave.
This is the world of light and speech.George Eliot.
IT seems to me that the bane of our
country is a profession of faith either with
no basis of real belief, or with no proper
examination of the grounds on which the
creed is supposed to rest.-James Russell
Lowell.
·
I AM a Baptist, and I say that the man
who would establish a religious qualification for citizenship or office under this
government or any other government is as
unfit for membership in a Baptist ehurch
as Judas Isoariot was for the apostleship.
-Rev. J. B. Hawthorne.
IT can do truth no service to blink the
fact, known to all who hav the most
ordinary acquaintance with literary history, that a large portion of the noblest
and most valuable moral teaching has been
the work not only of men who did not
know, but of men who knew and rejected,
the Christian faith.-J. S. Mill.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

FOB

Summer Dars at Onset.

Rheumatism

Feminine
Complaints
Lameness
Soreness
Wounds
OF Bruises
BBUOFTFTSL~RrPE~l~R. Catarrh
. Burns
Piles

lustrated. Price 25 cents.

84 pages.
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Truth Seeker Library.

ll-

Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents. ·

Price.
Truth Seeker Annual,.,l891...................... $0 25

A.ll in a Lifetinie. A Liberal Romance. Men, Women, and uods. Helen H. Gar-

dener, ................................... :.
The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. Illus,
trated.....................................
Boys and Girls. 12mo, S83 pp., ,1.25.
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. BenThe Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handsome and Interesting BookhWithout Super~ti Chris~f:!·.ibsurdiii'es."J'~b.D.':Peok::::: ::::::
tion for Children and Yout . The Only Free- Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire .......... ..
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued. The Crisis. Thomas Paine. Illustrated .... .
66 full-page illustrations and 25 small!Jr; l.arge SabbathBreaking. John E. Remsburg ...... .
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus- Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason. Robert C. Adams .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. •
trated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller.... .. .. .. ..
Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER CO
My Religious Experience. Samuel P. Putnam.......................................
The Hil{her Criticism in Theology and Religion. •r. E. Longshore................
12mo, 800 pp., $1.

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for

FAC-SIMILE

U

Books by S. P. Putnam.

POND'S
EXTRACT
It will Cure.

IT is impossible that the sin of one man
can be imposed upon another. It is by a
The Living Waters.
fiction not to be realized by the mind
To those who need a medicin, remember
that the transference is to be made. that Water of Life is one of the best, and
Nor can blood of a~y sort wipe away sin. will cure the stomach, liver, and kidneys.
Sin has to be repented of and turned from L~ge pamphlet free, 34 S. Main st., The New God. Price, 10 cents.
Problem of the Universe and Its
and can be got rid of in no other manner. Wilkesbarre, Pa. J. R. Perry, mgr. 21t18 TheScientific
Solution, with some Orltioisms of
-Judge Thomas Lumsden Strange.
. Universolou, Price 20 cents.
ALL styles of watches from $1.88 up. Hand- Waifs and wanderings, A New AmeriIs it not manifest that there must exist some catalogue free. Safe Watch Co:, 9 Murray
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
52t19
oents. "A ~ose epio of the war, rich with
in our midst an immense amount of misery street, New York.
incident
an dramatic power; breezy from
which is a normal state of misconduct, and
first pag_e to ast-with the living spirit of to-.
ought not to be dissociated from it? There
da;r."-.J,fohn
Swinton's Paper.
A CRAND DISCOVERY! I
is a notion always more or less prevalent
. Golden 'l'hrone, A Roma~ce. "The. ~u
0
W~~:ft~~e;:~;~:v~~~t !ti:~:fy~:ure:R
•
thor certainly has ~e01us. The divme
and just now vociferously expressed, that
creative sparli is within him. The book .is
all social suffering is removable, and that
~~m,n~~~Al: ~~~i~~~~~~fs~!:~o:'s1l::~:
filled with manly thou_ghts expressed. m
it is the duty of somebody or other to remanly words-the transorw.t of a manly mmd.
:e~~; asg~~~ ~:r~t!':Clt ~e~~'i)ifu~~~~ot;t
Every Liberal should read ' Golden Throne.'"
aboutone-tnthlf:atofsllverJ theehanee of & lifemove it. Both these beliefs are false.time; :nents average from eoo to $100 per· week, and
-[lnl{~r~oll. Price, $1.
Herbert Spencer.
Ingersoll and Jesus. A converSBtion in
~:~;:a %,~~:rs8~\~ rJ:~7G:~: ~vf:e~~~stJfi~
rh:l'l!le between the Nineteenth Centnry
lion Dollars' WQrth in daily use. Case of samples
You are finally saved by what you posInfidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherem
Free. Address Standard Sllverw_:r:e_l"
sess in yourself, not by what others postJo., Dept. ~9, Boa ton, lila...
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price. 10 cents.
seBB for you, or, possessing, are willing to
Adami and Heva. A poetic version of
grant you 011 loan at interest. But the
the Jndian story of the Garden of Eden in
desiderata are men and women to whom
whi~.a ita superiority to the mutilated copy-.
courage and spontaneity are every-day
the Genesisle!iend-is ~hown. Price,10 c.ents.
habits of life--'who do not qualify, who do
Gottlieb : His Life. A Freethought Ronot apologize-who love to get to roots
mance. Price, 85 cents.
•
My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
and see a principle in full play rather than
to fioger and toy with the leafage of the tree
For all of the above address KE
THE TRUTH SEE R 00•
or w1th the fringe of the garment.28 Lafavette place, New York.
OUR NEWES'r BOOKS.
Horace L. Traubel.
and Rack. Illustrations speTHE universal idea of the interposition Thumbscrew
cially prepared, and the text by.Geo. E. Macof a personal agency in the most common
donald. Paper, 10 cents.
concerns of every-day life, and the most Self-Contradictions· of the Bible. Ninth
ordinary natural proceBBes, inherited by
edition. Price, 15 cents.
The Popes and Their Doings. Biogr~ph
the European, has ·become gradually dis- Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christiant
ical sketches of the most noteil of these VIcars
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing what
carded. As science by successiv efforts
By John E. Remsburg. Oloth, $1; paper, 50
they ha-ve done, and o,yhat kind of mep. they were.
cents.
explains the sequence and changes in
It cont~tins very pla.m statements,!~ v~ry unnatural phenomena, so mysterious to Pen-Pictures of the World's Fair. illusvarnished langua~re, :..nd the unmask10g Is comtrated. By Samuel P. Putnam. Paper, 25
plete proving_ them to have been cruel, inignorance, the idea of personal agency
cents.
triguing,
a11d licentious .ll!en. Cons~dering the
becomes gradually eliminated, and driven
ravid growth of Co.tholiC1B10 10 t!ns cquntry,
a Curse;, a Lie_,_ and a Disease.
further beyond the the regions of direct Religion
this
book
cannot be too w1delr d1ssem10ated.
By Samuel P. Putnam. .l:'aper, 25 cents,
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75cents.
observation and experience. ·And, as it Design Argument Fallacies. A RefutaAwful Disclmmres of Maria Monk,
escapes ordinary attention, the idea of a
tion of the.~gument that Nature Exhibits The
as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferil)gs dur:
supernaturalism slowly fades. from the
Marks of HaVing Been Designed by an Intelin•
her residence of five years as a noviCeo,..!l.no
ligent Being. By the Editor of THE TRUTH
recollection and ceases to materially influtwo years as a black nun, in the Hotel ,;;it•):
SEEKER. Paper,15 cents.
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any ant1
ence conduct.- Westminster Review.
Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
Catholic boo)< published has. crAat~d more <·~
citement, and had such a mrculatwn as thu
By M. E. Billings, Paper, 25 cents.
"THERE is too muchpain in the world,"
work.
To counteract ita e~ects the Cathq)ic>
said Onarles Darwin, who knew what he Handbook of Freethought. By W. S.
circulated a story that Mana Mqnk W!LB .nc
Bell. Cloth\ $U, p,aper, 50 cents.
bett.er than she should be," but InvestigatiOn
was talking about, and always expressed
anu rrogress: An Attempt to
diRclosed that her "child of ~ham!l" was non~
himself with moderation. In the moral Pleasure
other than the child of her pnest-seducer
·Prove that the Pursuit of Pleasure is the stne
world, pain becomes evil; and the problem
Prtce, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.
cz.ua non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social
Development1 and that the Promotion of !uricular Confession and Popish Nun·
of evil has ever been the crux of Theism.
Pleasure is uhe Duty of Philanthrop;t and
It cannot be solved on Theistic grounds,
nerieR. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
Statesmanship. By Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
and accordingly it has to be explained away.
year< a confessing prieBt. A revelation of tbr
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
licentwus vractices of the priests and nuus ir
Pain, we are told, is the great agent in our The Creation of God. Tracing the God·
these religious brothels. There i11 no que•tiot•
Idea to Its Source. ·By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
development; in the ethical sphere, it is
that Ex -priest Hol'(an kne'\'1' the ,tr;utli of. the
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
tales of VIce, seduct10n,andmfan~1C1de he glY"'
the '' purifymg fire," which purges the
of Jesus. By Don Allen.
in t•ois volume, and equallY there 1s no questl~m
gold in us from its dross. All of which Resurrection
Oloth, 75 cents; cloth, 40 cents.
that if the people genera~!y knew of them, Uasounds very pretty in a lecture, and looks Facts and Fictions of Life. By Helen
tholici•m would not be g;1ven the vast JLmOUt:Jts
of moneY now n.llowed 1t bv our vanous mtv
very pretty in a book; but is aptto excite
H. Gardener. Oloth, $1<\ paper, 50 cents.
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth 75
digust when a man is suffering from in- Woman, Church and ~:'!tate. By Matilda
cents.
A R .
f
Joslyn Gage. doth, (!2; leather, l_3.
curable cancer, or utter destitution in the
rhe Priest in AbRolution.
eVIeW 0
mtdst of plenty; or when a mother stands The Church and Freethonght. By Frankthe Rystem of n.ur,icnlar coll-,fession, !ncluding
lin Steiner. Paper, 10 cents.
copioUA extracts from the ConfessiOnal Unover the corpse of her child, mangled in
Giant Delusion. One of Otto Wettmasked " from the "·Master Key to Popery,"
some terrible accident, or burnt to a cin- Thestein's
etc The work is a protest against and an appeal
Friendly Arguments with the Spiritu·
der in a fatal fire.-G. W. Foote.
to every American cit\z~n to examine ~arefn.Jly
&lists. Paper, 10 cents.
·
and thoughtfully a relupo:ns svs.tel)lso.mv".Rive
InqiJ.irer. By Andrew JacobsoB.
TENNYSON was some one's monument; Bible
af privacy1 so powerful for evil 10 hcent10ns
Paper, 25 cents.
hand", so rraug.ht with danger to female modthe dolichocephalic man away back in the Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
esty. to the mgenuons openness of youth,
mons, who laid the foundation-stone of
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents.
and to the freedom of thought, speech and
Huxley,· founded a monumental column
action. Price. paper, 25 CEnts.
IN PRESS.
to which the pyramid of Oephrenes is a Four Hundred Years of Freethought. Priestly Celibacy Exposed A lecture by
the Rev Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durhal)l, Engmere Jonah's gourd; he, away back in the
By Samuel P. Putnam. Subscription book,
land. l'tevised AmericAn ed1tion, showmg tbe
polmolithic period, who, in partnership
ele~ant binding, over one hundred porresu:t. 111 pari•hes o_f the .Roman decree tnat
traits. $5.
with Janer, habilimented in a necklace of
rriests shall not mary. PI"'ce. paper. 1~ cents.
shells, laid the raw potencies of Shakspere
~ister Lucy and Her Awful Disclo&ares
bade for eternity. See you a man of POPl~ AHD Tl{€1li DOIHGS
Respecting New Hall Convent, BoreACCOUNT OF
strong thought and strenuous deed? He
ham, ~saex\ ~nglan<l. Sbowin~t that ~vents
u.re
!PiroiCRJ to chaPtiGy, VIrtue, a.nd ...,edom.
is someone's monument. Behold you the
Viaars of Christ and Yiaegerents of God.
ertce
p8per, 1~ cents.
healthy, "hilty-skilty lassie," her eye of
'
'i'.l:l.ll: 'l'J:HJ'Hl >J.U:.Ill.lilill. UU.
Pt.lle~. ~n Mnts: ftloth. '711 nAnt.•
~ Lt..t,.yatt.; !:'!IUle. New Yors illtv.
the tint of the blue-bell, her lip that of
the rose, flitting over the broomy braes
J.i!re a fairy, while the sunbeams play at
hide-and-seek in her wind-ravished hair?
She is someone's monument; and more
Examination of the Morals and History
BY CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
lovely than the lithest and 'whitest marble Being the s&ory of his menta! Journey from
of the New Testament.
angel that ever guarded the gate of a tomb.
BY l'BOI'. Jl, W. NIIWIWII.
Prtoe 2& '.lentil.
ortholioxy to Rationalism.
-Baladin.
Addreal THE 'rBU'l'H BBBUB.
l'noe, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
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l~ravels

Published Monthly at $3 per Year.
IssUEs OF 1891.-$8.

in Faith.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.

Issu:ms oF 1892.-$8.

Infidel Death-Beds. G. w. Foote.............
Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. Illustrated .... :...................................
Was ChristCruoified1 AustinBierbower....
Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener ................................... ..
Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg ........... .
Awful DiBillosures of Maria Monk ........... .
Pocket Theology. Voltaire .................. .
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Bahcook,......................................
Liber]y m Literature.
Testimonial to
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
By Col. Robert G. IngersolL.............
Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
Proctor...................................
Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
Hart......................................
The Holy Bible Abridged......................
False Olaims of the Church. John E.
Remsburg....... .........................

50
25
25
20
10
40
25
25
25

25
50
25

40
10
10
25
50
25

ISSUES OF 1898. -$8.

"ehomas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
The ~r~~fi~~o~ra;;a:":Dr.''J'S:<ii>ii"H:~rt.:

crim:a~F ':Pi-iiaaiie'r~ ·fit' iiie ·un.liea si&ia8:

li'I. E. nillings........ ..... .. .. .. ...... .. •
Resurrection of Jesus ................. ~.......
Handbook of Freethought. W. S. Be1l......
Religion a Curse; Religion a Disease; Religion a Lie. S. P. Putnam. .. .. • .. . .. .
Des1gn Arg11ment Fallacies. By Editor of
THE 'fRUTB BEEKER....................
Abraham Lmcoln: Was He a Christian?
John E. Remsburg......................
Pen Pictures of 'fhe World's F&ir. lllustrated. S. P. Putnam...................
Common Sense. Thomas Paine..............
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine..
Pleasure and l:'rogress. Albert 1\'I. Lorentz,
LL.B.............. .....................
Giant Delusion. Otto Wettstein............
Bible Inquirer. A. Jacobson .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
!:lister Lucy. Her Awful Disclosures of
Newhall Convent........................
Woman: Four Centuries of Progress. Susan
H. Wixon................................

15
25

15
40
80
10
15
50
25
40
50

25
1~

50
ll5
1~

15
50
10
25

Issu:ms oF 1894.-$8.

10
10

Thumbscrew and Uaok. Geo. E. Macdonald
10
l:lelf-Contradiotion, of the Bible. W. H. Burr
1~
Durm~ the year other standard Freethought
works w1ll be published and sent to subscribers
as they appear.
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
pubhshed in one year. In ordering please say
which _year is desired.
Single numbers sold at prices quoted.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

Again Reduced.·
Take Advantage of these Manufactu•
rer's Prices.

REGULAR GRADE AMERICAN WATCHES,
Including Rockford, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden.
Gentlemen's Btze.
Prices: In 8 ounce ail verine case 7 jewels $5; 11
jewels, $6.50; 15 jewels, 11!8; 15 jewels. fully adjusted, $10; 17 jewels, adjusted, $14. In 8 ounce
coin sliver case, $10, $11.50, $ ·8. $15, $19. In 4
ounce, 1111 extra. In 14 kt gold filled, o~n face,
21 year case, $14, $15.501 $17, 1!119, $28. Hunting
case~ $3 extra. In 10 xt., 15 year case, either
kina, $8 less.
Laates' Btze.
PriceR: In 14 kt. gold filled, hunting 20 year
cases._. i jewels, $18; 11 jewels, $14.50; 15 jewels,
$19. .1n 14 kt., solid gold, hunting oases, $23,
$24.50, $29.
Ttl£ NEW MODEL OTTO WETTSTEIN WATCH
Has 16 jewels, patent regulator, brequet (noncatchable) hair spring, beautiful, double sunk,
pan~!ed dial, nickel, gold damascened finish, ad~usted to heat and cold and positions. L ates
Improvements and guaranteed a perfect time
keeper.
Gentlemen's Btze.
Prices: In 3 ounce silveri~e case. $19; 4 ounce
coin silver. il!t5; gold filled 14 kt., 21 years, open
face, $28. Hunting, $82; 10 kt., 15 year ca.ses, $8
less.
Laates' Btze.
Prices: In 14 kt. 20 year hunting ca.sea, $30.
In 14 kt. solid gold hunting cases, $40.
All gold and filled oaseA made bv best manufacturers as Boss, Dueber, Fahy, and Ladd, in plain,
engine turned, or artistically engraved.
·
Goods shipped by express, oharqes prepata.
SEND ME YOUR W A'J'CJI WOiln.:.

OTTO WETTSTEIN,
THS

LISe~AL

JeWeLeR.

Send for price-lists.

ROCHELLE, ILL.

STRONG, HEAL1'HY MANHOOD

~~'~\::~;t''f~~~(;~~.~;it'h'':evldeuceo
DR. R. p,
·••• wlleno von oaw t.lll8arlver.

Fl~LJ.OWM,

Vineland, N. J

llF" I wish to say that I am an out-and-ou
LIBERAL and I trust the Freethinkers of the lan oJ
will give me their J!.&~ronage a.nd not waste the
time and moneY on Ohristi&D dootors.-Dr. Fe{.

lotOS.

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JUNE 30, 1.894.
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KING NEB IS
The same hour was the thiog fnlfilled upon Nebuchadnezzar: and he was driven from men, and did eat grass as
oxen, and his body was wet with the dew of heaven, till his hairs were grown like eagles' feathers, and his nails like birds'
claws.-Dan. iv, 33.

Thomas Paine's Works.
AGE QF BEASON. Pap., 25c.;
6 copies fur $1; cloth. 50o.

AGE OF REASON AND EXill•
!NATION OF THE PROPHECIES. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
APOSTLE OF POLITICAL
. AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
(Life). By J. E. Remsburg.

c6G<\k ~FfN·s~c~: cf77'l)·1sc.
CRISIS. Written During Am.
Revolution

Pap., 40c.; clo., 'T5o.

GREAT .WORKS. 8vo. 800pp.;

clo.. $8: leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edJl:eB, $4.50.

LIFE UF. · By 0. Blanchard.
Pap ,4Dc.; clo., with I!_Jrtrait; 60c.

LIFE OF. ByM,JJ.Oonway.

With History of his Literary, PQlitical, and Religions Career {~
America, FranccJ..and Eng!~ ,
and a Sketch by wiijjam Cobhe$ .
The only adeqnalll :~Iogffi.P:tly Qf
Paine. 2 vola. Portraits. $~.

LIFE QF. By Re1Ilsburg. 5()o,
LIF$ Qf. By G. Vale. $1.
LI'l'll~G1UPH OF. 2~x28, $1.
PQthiCAtAND RELIGIOUS
REFORMER. Underwood.1QQ
POLITICAL WO}t),{;S; "(Jo~

mor;~ Seli,se," "Cris~s," "R~ght~ of
:l\'{an" $1.50.
1f,IQHT~ QF :M;A.JS'. Answe:f to
:BnrJ[e'aA,tt"c~ on ~l\\l Frel!ch&v-

1'~STDtQ~fi£sT00jti~
i·rs. Oomp. by Moreau. lOo.

THEOLOGICAL WORKS:"Age

· of Re&aon," "Exu.mina.tion of the
PropheciQS," etc., with Life of
Paine and steel PQrtrait, $1./iO.

VINDICATION. Reply to N.Y.
OC.erosr. By R. G. lnll'eraolL JOe.

CONWAY'S EDITION
OF

THE WRITINGS OF THOMAS PAINE.
COLLEOTED, EDITED, AND CHRONOLOGICALLY ARRANGED

By

MONCURE

D,ANIEL

CONW"AY.

Author of " The Life of Thomas Paine," " Ori:ritted Ohapters of History Disclosed in
the Life and Papers of Edmund Randolph," etc.
Four Volumes, Royal Octavo, Gilt Tops, Uniform with the Editor's " Life of
Paine." Price per Volume, $2.50.
An edition of one hundred and fifty numbered CO{lies bo~nd in h~ le~ther: cilt
tops, uniform with the limited editions of "The Wr1tings of Washington," ' '.l!he
Writings of Jejferson, ''etc. Price, per volume, $4.

for tJ!.Il ge11eral reader the $8 editiOn of Paine's works is sufficient, as it contains all of his
writings llPOil which his fame substantially rests. But for those who desire to go deeper into the
subject of the man and polemic we can most nnreservedl:r commend the " Lite of Paine" by Mr
Conway, and this edition ofPa.ine's works edited by him It is the fullest that we are likely to have,
and the student of history, ann particularly the writer, should have it upon his shelves.
The work will consist of four volumes, and will be arranged chronologically. The cause of
America, as Paine said made him an author, and the first volume will cover the J;l!lriod of the
American Revolution, beginning with the year 1774. It will therefore open with Paine's antislavery essay, and his philosophical or moral essays 1 while editing the Pennsvlvanta Maqcutne;
these being fallowed by the great revolutionary, political, and controversial pamphlets which made
such a profound impression on the country.
The second volume will consist mainly of the" Rights ofMan," and pamphlets relating to English politics, but will also contain certain papers on French affairs.
The \hird and fourth volumes will consist mainly of Paine's religions writings, but will also
ontain some essays relating to American affairs, written in his last years. At the close will be
given Paine's poems.
·
The first volume is now ready for delivery, and the others will follow soon. Orders for the
whole set will be taken and filled as the volumes &p.P_ear, or the volumes oan be purchased separately.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Pl&:(le,Jlle"W Yo~~·

BENJAMIN SToDDERT EwELL, president
of William and Mary Oollege, Va., recently
deceased. Born June 10, 1810, he held
the above-named office both before and
after the Oivil War, in which he served
with distinction.
SECRETARY OF WAR LAMONT proposes to
abolish the recruiting bureaus for the
army. It will effect a considerable savin~
and the system of regimental recruiting Is
considered better, aside from this. Of
conrse interested cities are objecting.
MEXICO and Ohina hav concluded a
treaty which permits the naturalization of
Ohinamen in Mexico and opens that country to Ohinese commerce. Mexico secures
the same privileges in Ohina. The rivers
and harbors of each country are opened to
the other.
HATCH's Anti-option bill has passed the
House by a vote of 150 to 87. The affirmativ voM is made up of 93 Democrats,
47 Republicans, and 10 Populists. Sixtyone Democrats and twenty-six Republicans voted in the negativ. The result is
surprising.
Sn: thousand bakers in Lisbon· struck
beca.use of a municipal regulation that the
master bakers deposit eight thousand reis
as a guarantee that they will sell bread
of a c·ertain .weight. The strikers were
surrounded by soldiers and marched back
to work. For two days the soldiers baked
bread for the city.
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN was filled with
an immense crowd on Sunday evening,
June 24th, the occasion being the second
popular concert of the National Saengerfest of the Northeastern Saengerbund:
Six thousand German singers were on the
stage. More than ten thousand people
were in . the audience. Monday evening
the audience numbered 12,000.
SADI OARNOT, president of France, was
stabbedat 9:15P.M., June 24th, byayoung
Italian Anarchist as he sat in his carriage
in Lyons. He had just left the chamber
of commerce banquet to go to the Grand.
Theater. He lingered u.ntil 12:45 A.M.•
June 25th. The assassin was with difficulty saved from lynching. Anti-Italian
riots hav occurred a:nd grQve trouble is
feared.
EMPEROR WILLIAM has interposed· il<l'
secure an amicable settlement o:ll tlileo
threatening difficulty betweem Mnglimil
and France, growing out of tfu:ll A\ngloBelgian agreement concerning tM-ltiAK>rooBI
in Africa. A new treaty is to be signed: in
Brussells by the four powers involved.
England's land-grabbing policy has re1
ceived a check for the time.
THE Hungaria.n House of Magnates reconsidered its fo:rmer vote and passed the
civil marriage bill. This action was induced bijr the pressure of th~ emperor,
who saw the necessity of yielding to public
opinion in Hungary. Premier Wekerle.
has three other ecclesiastical bills ready,.
one providing for the free exerciSE! of wor- .
ship, a second regnlating the relation of·
offspring of mixed marriages, and the,
third providing for equal religious rights:
of Jews and Qhristians.

BAD :floods in some parts of Austria.
The White Oap savagery has broken out
near Middletown, N. Y.
GEoRGE P. A. HEALY, celebrated portrait artist, died June 24th.
ALBERT P. BURBANK, humorist and
cori:ric sketch writer, is dead.
KANSAS Populists refused to go on
record on the question of prohibition.
IT is thought the tariff bill will get
through the Senate this week or early· the
next.
Ex-SENATOR BisHOP W. PERKINS, of
Kansas, flied suddenly in Washington last
week.
KELLY, the industrial leader, was acquitted at Louisville, Ky., of the charge of
vagrancy.
THERE is a gas war in Brooklyn. One
company has put the price down to ninety
cents per one thousand feet.
WHEN. the common,wealers were convicted at Leavenworth on June 19th they
made a da,sb for liberty and forty escaped.
AN e:Jtplosion in the Albion coal mine,
near Pont- y- Pridd, Glamorganshire,
Wales, has resulted in the death of eighty
miners.
FoBTY·FIVE persons who were crossing
the river Jak in Russia on a ferry-boat
were drowned by the listing of the overcrowded boat.
-oGovERNOR PATTISON of Pennsylvania has
Anotent Voi«~~t
called out troops to preserve order in J effrom the BvtrH ·
ferson county, where strikers hav comRealm atsoJese the·
ri:ritted many outrages.
most Bta:rmna Rev-elattons.
ERASTUS WIMAN, convicted of forgery in
-othe second degree, received a sentence of
PrOYIDg Cbrlstlanltw
five and one-half years to state's prison. A
short stay was granted.
to be of
OHANGns in the current of the Missouri
Heathen Orlglll~
threaten the destruction of the Burlington
road's property and the manufacturing
[ILLUBTRA~ElilJJ
portion of St. Joseph, Mo.
Price, - - - - tl.50'.
THE California Republican convention
declared for the free and unlimited coinA.ddress
THE TRUTH S:EEKER'
age of silver at the ratio of 16 to 1. M. M.
Estee received the gubernatorial nomination.
ARO~IfUIOl' TAOHE, very/prominent in
Manitoban affairs, died on June 22d. For A. Consideration ot ihe Doctrine
of Personal Immortality.
more than forty years his has been " an
authority almost primitiv in its absolute
By OTTO WETTSTEIN.
character."
A Paper read at the International ll'Peetbought
THm tug J. D. Nichols sunk off Sea- Congress at Chicago, October 5, 189.3.
bright, N. J., June 24th, and seventeen
Price, 10 C~nt&.
men were lost. Fifty-five are ri:rissing.
Address
THE T:RUTH SEEKER,
Many other disasters occurred, involving
28 Lafayette Place, New York cit
the loss of a large number of lives in the
aggregate.
ADJUTANT-GENERAL TIMOTHY J. TABNBEY THOMAS PAINE;
of Oolorado was kidnaped and tarred a,nd
WAS HE JUNIUS?·
feathered at Oolorado Springs on June 23d,
By W. H. BURR.
The crime is supposed to hn been committed by the deputy-she:ri1ls, who al'e very
Second edition, enle.rged to 32 pages; with thiJ•.
bitter ag~st ~m because of his friendly
engraved likeness of Paine. Price, to cents ·
1\t~t~u\le toward the striking miners.
Addreis
THE TRUTH SEEKER..

Antiquity

Unveiled~

THE GIANT DELUSIONm

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
New York, Saturday, July 7, 1894·
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THE T.WO KINDS

OF JESUITS.

Manley, Long Island City; G. L. Danforth, Middleburg;
F. T. Fitzgerald, W. McM. Speer, Nelson Smith, W. P.
Burr, M. ;r, Mulqueen, ;r, W. McLaughlin, S. S. Blake,
E. Lauterbach, L. A. Giegerich, Elliot Sandford, C. S.
Truax, Robert E. Deyo, H. W. Platzck, Francis Forbes,
Eugene Durnin, Thomas Gilleran, A. C. Hottenrorth,
The question of the taxation of church property New York."
should be kept before the New York Constitutional
We hope that every member of the Freethought
Convention in every possible way. We cannot Letter-Writing Corps wrote last week to Ginn &
afford to let this opportunity to establish equity in . Co., of Boston, in regard to the scheme of the Covtaxation be fruitless through the neglect of our enanters to hav published school books containing
share of the work. The New York section of the matter in advocacy of Sabbath observance. This
Freethought Letter-Writing Corps will, as usual, week the corps will write to Potter & Co., of Philawrite to members of the committees likely to con- delphia, a school- book firm whose representativ
sider this subject. Write each week to those not "could see no objection " to the plot. We reprint
previously addressed by you. Here is a full list of the synopsis of the report made to the Presbytery
the committeemen :
by the committee "To Secure the Introduction of
Mr. Milo M. Acker, of Hornellsville; Commodore Literature on Sabbath Observance into School
P. Vedder, Ellicottville; I. S. ;Tohnson, Warsaw; Owen Books":
Cassidy, Havana; A. B. Steele, Herkimer; S. B. ;Tacobs,
Brooklyn; 0. A. Fuller, Wellsville: F. B. F. Tibbetts,
"Dr. H. H. George
reported that he had
Ithaca; C. R. Pratt, Elmira; A. L. Kellogg, Ont>onta; corresponded wit.h three leading school-book publishers;
William P. Goodelle, Syracuse ; ;rohn A. Barhite, viz.: Ginn & Co., Boston; Potter & Co., Philadelphia,
Rochester; D. Gerry Wellington, Hamilton; B.S. Dean, and the American Book Company, New York. The first
Jamestown; Charles H. Moore, Plattsburg; W. ;r, Mon- mentioned thought it a grand idea, and would like to hav
tayne, Cortland; M. L. Parker, Lyndonville; ;r, M. May- the matter continued, and suggested that some sample
bee, Livingston M.; W. ;r, Roche, ;fohn H. Peck, Troy; manuscripts be prepared and submitted to the company.
Peter A. Rogers, West Troy; E. A. Brown, Dolgeville; The second, or representativ of the Potter & Co. firm,
W. M. Mullen, Stapleton; Wm. Kimmey, D. P. Kerwin, could see no objection to it, and would be ~nite willing
John T. McDonough, Albany; F. W. Rolls, Yonkers; to consider it further. The American Book Company
E. R. Brown, Watertown; H. R. Durfee, Palmyra; M. did not know that it would be expedient. They were
H. Hirschberg, Newburg; ;r, E. _Mcintyre, Potsdam; aiming to meet any public demand in· the line of school
H. W. HiiJ., Buffalo; Frederick Fraser, Salen; G. R. books, but had not known of any demand in the direction
Cornwell, :P:el!.JiYan; ;r, W. Rigg-s, H. A. Powell, Mira- of Sabbath literature for such booklil. The committee
bean L. To-ivnii, Brooklyn; A. H. Peabody, New Leb- deems it advisable to take further steps to P.repare some
anon; C. L. Phipps, East Rockaway; C. W. H. Arnold, c'lis?nssion _of the _subject of the Sabbath in a graded
Staatsburg; C. B. McLaughlin, Port Henry; L. M. senes to BUlt the different schooJ readers, and also a more
A twelve-page protes_t against the Sunday bills
offered in Congress by Kyle, Johnson, Gallinger,
and Morse will be sent for five cents Twenty five
copi~es, three cents each; one hundred copies, $2.

j

analytic discussion of the subject for the text-book on
physiology, and hav them submitted to these and other
book firms."
--------4~-------

Mr . .l:'utnam tells us about his first lecture~ on
this trip and we judge that he is encouraged by the
reception which was accorded him in Michigan.
This is hot weather for campaigning, and everything, almost, is against our earnest champion.
The very dull times will inevitably greatly lessen
the number of his engagements and the strike
against the Pullman Company will render these
times still duller, besides probably seriously interfering with his freedom of locomotion.
Under
these circumstances we shall be glad if our subscribers and others will conspire with us in making
up an extra large list of orders for " Four Hundred Years of Free thought," so that we can send.
the Secular Pilgrim an inspiring message next
week. Our offer _of THB TRUTH SEEKER for one
year (old and new subscribers) and "Four Hundred Years" for $6.50 still stands, while the book
alone costs $5. These are for cash orders. Send
in your names at once and they will get into the
great book. The following subscriptions hav been
received since the last acknowledgment was made:
Alabama.-Geo. Keer.
California.-Charles Ginger.
Iowa.-William Quick.
Nebraska.-Walter Francois.
New Hampshirtl.-Edward Runnells.
New York.-;Tacob Buckemeer.
Pennsylvania.-T. E. Chidester.
Texas.-W. W. & H. C. Ballew.
Washington.-America La Follette.
Wisconain.-H. C. Nelson,
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FOUR HUNDRED ViARs·
oF FREETHouGHf

Four Hundred Years of Freethought. ·
BY S.A.HUEL P.

FREE

PUTN.A.H.

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethonght throughout the Civilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of In~ersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
·
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
SPECIAL OFFER.
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.
to make our friends a most generous
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages offer. ·
We need more subscribers- to Tu11:
of Human History,
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the. most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inven- needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
tions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
for it, but everyone can do a little
No~hing Can be More In~eres~ing,
work to obtain a copy- congenial
more inspirinc:r to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and work, that will do great · good all
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigi- around. This is-the offer:
lance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL C.AN .AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest Thoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and Magnificent Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
W"OMAN"'S EMAN"CIPATION

Send us Four Ne-w
Y early Subscribers at
regular rates ($12 in
all), and we will send
the Getter.... up of the
Club a copy of •' FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
a Spirit, a

from the chnins and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
THE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freeth ought as a Universal Power, as
F R E E T H 0 U G H T,"
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America FREE OF CHARGES.
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
And further, to a1d our friends in
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
getting this book for themselves, we
The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
will offer
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Literature.;
Science. Education and
Philosophy.
To
the New Subsm•ibe1•s as a
Ethics.
Voltaire.
Gambetta.
Boocaccio. Lessing.
Madame Roland.
Oopernicus.
Bruno.
Premium,
Mary Wollstonc:raft.
Rabalais. Schiller.
Rousseau.
Oastelar.
Bacon.
Spinoza..
Galileo.
French Sidon. BradJaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Oervantea. Goethe.
Oomenius.
Descartes. Kepler.
post
free,
a
copy
in boards of
Mar lowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison.
Frances Wright.
Da Vinci.
Pestalozzi.
Locke.
lution.
Phillips.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
Lucretia Mott.
Newton.
Froebel.
Hum e.
Old Testament Stories
Gibbon.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Humboldt. Oombe.
Hobbs.
Burns.
Emerson.
Spencer.
Sumner.
Lydia Maria Ohild.
Jefferson.
Lyell.
Kant.
Comically Illustrated
Shelley.
Heine.
Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
Margaret Fuller.
Hamilton; Darwin.
Owen..
Byron.
Thoreau.
Tyndall.
Holyoake.
Bentham.
Bakounine. Elizabeth Oady Stanton.
Oomte.
By WA..'ISON HEStON,
Pushkin. Whitman.
Huxley.
Mill.
Warren.
Susan B. Anthony.
Haeckel.
BUchner.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Matild~~oJoslyn Gage.
Girard
THE GREATFEI' BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
Feuer bach.
chewsky.
Lick.
Heinzen.
Helen H. Gardener.
CONCEIVED.
Annie Besant.
Or,
if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
THE PORTR.AITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
W, S. BELL'S
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress ~ill adorn the pages of this volume.
Handbook of Freethought.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
With· these Splendid Works as prePress in modern times. The Truth Seeker, Investigator, IronClad .Age, SecUlar Thought, Freethinkers' Magamiums
there ought to be no difficulty
zine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, .Agnostic Journal, etc.
in getting hundreds of clubs of ·subIt will give a history of the
scribers.

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chicago, tho Freethought Federation of America, the American Secuiar Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world~
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
Horace Seaver,
George E. Macdonald, Oapt. R. 0. Adams, . Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
J.P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Oharlesworth, Dr. E. B. FooteJ Jr.,
Mrs. Oharles Watts,
D. M. Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
SBIDuel P. Putnam,
Prof. J. H. Ooo.B:,
Mrs. Robert 0. Adams,
Parker Pillsbury,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H. Heywood,
Mrs. M.A. Freeman,
Oharles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
:Katie Kehm Smith,
Elizur Wright,
T. 0. Leland,
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Oolman,
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladtn_~
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian Lehm:d,
1udge 0. B. Waite,
J. R. monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy Post. ·
and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGttT,
free.
To each New Subscriber in the club, a premium of a Dollar Book -either "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated, 11 or W. s. Bell's
"Handbook of Freethought, 11 in Cloth-all free
by post or express.
This really brings the price of thf'
down to $2 to each new subscriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEXEB
one. year and a dollar book for $3.
A Club of Four New Subpape~

scribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.

We want to extend our circulation.
and we want to help our fri nds to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to gtlt
T
P ·
f Th" S
b B k · $5 00
four New Subscribers in any town in
ne riCe 0
IS uper
OO IS
•
'
I
· the country, especially with these
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of history, Splendid Premiums to assist.
and such a ~alaxy of Free thought.
Those who get up these Clubs will
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest receive their copies of" Four Hundred
possible moment.
Years of Freethought" as soon as the
The name of every Subsm•iber who sends jive dollars before the work is on the press book is issued.
will be enrolled in thi~ book. DON'T FALL TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONOE.
. Those who send a Club and
This book will contain
Four New Subscribers and
Over Six Hundred Pages of Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
$12 bejore·thebook is printed
It will ..be elegantly bound. It wiil be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to will have their na1nes en·
your fne~d~ when they as~, What is Freet~ought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world?
rolled in its shining pages.
Th1s 1s the most umversal presentation of Freethought ever given to the public and no Freethinker THE TRUTH SEEKER
can afford .to be without it. It is a library in itself.
.
'
28 .Lafayette Place.
Address orders to
.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place,. New York.
NEW -YOBK,
·
·
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
tor it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.
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SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
readen H they wUI send n• the name and addren of
any Freethinker who ill not a regular snb11crlber.

SOU HA.NDSOIE PREIIUMS.
To induce new subscriptions and prompt Lenewals on the part of our friends we make the following handsome premium offers:
For $6.50 we will send To TRUTH SEEUR one
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage
of this or our Free offer of the book (see opposit
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in
the country should not possess this splendid work.
· For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete"
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a
picture of Paine; of the statue proposed to be
erected in Ohicago, and of his monument in New
Rochelle.
For $5 we will send To TRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4:.50 we" will send THE '.rRUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 7 5). This is a splendid offer, for every one
wants this book. It has over a thousand large
pages and more than four hundred illustrations.
It is a digest of Scienqe, and no one who studies
it can help but be well-informed in all scientific
matters.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEXER one
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook" in cloth ($2.50).
For $4: we will send To TRUTH SEEKER one year
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
in boards ($2).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
( $3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comically IDustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send To TRUTH SEEUB one
year ($3) and "Old Testament Stories Comically
lllllStrated," in board covers ($1).
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceed·
ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can
avail .them selva of it, and we shall be glad 1f our
present readers will call the attention of their
frienda to the values odered.

·Statesmen and Sunday Statutes.
When we prepared the circUlar letter on the Sunday bills we did not harbor the delusion that a very
large number of our Senators and Representativs
would place themselvs on record in THE TRUTH
SEEKER, but we did think that we should get more
than thirteen answers frqm nearly four hundred
and fifty men. It seems, however, that not only
those who favor the secular idea of government, but
those also who are willing to grant privileges to the
church, do not wish to be quoted. Why men who
hav clear-cut views on this subject should shrink
from letting their constituents know what they are
is reasonably plain, and illustrates. anew the truth
that votes make "cowards of us all." It is not
" conscience" now~days; universal f1uffrage has its
beneficent uses, but it has played havoc with the
backbones of "lawmakers. They realize that numbers, not intelligence, count at the polls, and the
Representativ who knows or believes that the electorate of his district is made up of men who think
and of men who only think they think, in the ratio
of one of the former to ten of the latter, must be a
man of extraordinary probity and courage if he says
much about those convictions of his which he has
reason to apprehend are not acceptable to the majority. And even the minority is dangerous in a
close district ; it may be able to turn the scales
against one who baa the sympathy, on some partie-·
ular question, of the great. majority of the voters,
but many of whom cannot support him because
they are the adherents of another political party or
of other parties. So it comes to pass that our national legislators dare not say what they tliink
about the pending S:unday bills, even when they
feel that they are sustained by the popular opinion
of their sections ; "there is many a slip" between
the hustings and the Capitol, and a handful of dissatisfied sovereigns may so combine with the ·opposition as to be able to relegate the over-frank
" savior of his country" to the shades of private life.
Upon just how many diverse institutions, principles, laws, etc., "the perpetuity of this government
depends" we are not informed, but Representativ
Latimer says there is no hope for the nation if Sunday is not observed, and the last issue of t.b.e Voice
asserts just as solemnly that we must kill the liquor
business or it will kill the state. We confess that
we think it is not nearly so important that Sunday
be set apart entirely for the use of the priest as it
is that liberty shall be respected, justice enforced,
and comradeship prevail on all the days of the
week. We are not so very particular whether our
neighbors go to church, to the baseball. game, set
type on or sell the Sunday and other newspapers,
visit the country, gather their harvests, read in the
public library, or remain in their own homes. What
is essential is that they are happy in minding their
own business. We want. them to respect our and
one another's rights, and we want them to do this
not only on Sunday but on the six so-called weekdays. We are not especially amused or edified by
the spectacle of a man who from Monday morning
to Saturday night is a rascal in his shop or office
and then on Sunday goes to church with a sanctimonious face, after having first closed the doors
and gates of all places of recreation and instruction, locked the railway switches, stopped the motors in the power houses of the electric and cable
lines, and set a policeman in front of our place of
business to prevent us from accommodating ourselva and our would- be patrons. Mr. Latimer
should return to his farm and devote a part of his
spare time to the study of nature's processes. Possibly he may be able to invent aome device whereby

his cotton, corn, grass, yams, ·and peanuts will help
perpetuate our government by "the prope~ observance of the Sabbath day." So long as they sacrilegiously grow on the blessed Sunday, it is just
conceivable that " God" is not worrying so very
anxiously about this business.
Representativ Harter is altogether too able a man
to be fooled by the cant about a law-enforced "rest"
day and we hav heretofore esteemed him as too
honest to attempt to fool others with that transparent humbug. He says that he is a Lutheran
and keeps "what is known al!l the Sabbath," by
which he is supposed to mean Sunday. We hav
his assurance that he has no wish to compel others
to share his views. How could he compel others to
think as he thinks T Does he believe that it is possible to legislate beliefs into men's brains T He
probably means to say that he does not wish to
force others to observe the same day that he does.
Yet he declares that he would establish a day of
"rest." Would not this result in compelling
" others by law" to conform their actions to his desire t What natural or constitutional right has
he to dictate to his fellow-citizens the times of rest
or labor? Why should their reoreation on one day
of the week be interfered with by the state on the
ground that Michael D. Harter knows better than
they what is good for them? Where does he get
his peculiar and paramount authority T To the
citizen who is denied the opportunity to attend to
his legitimate business on Sunday, what .difference
does it make whether the meddler is the priest or
the politician T In fact, the priest is helpless without the assistance of the politician, ani when the
latter givs the former the statute he wants, is not
the law, to all practical intents and purposes, the
priest's law, and will it not enforce the observance
of a religious Sund<ty T The pnest wishes to hav
work and amusement on Sunday forbidden. If the
legislators forbid them, then the priest has obtained
what he wanted, and he does not care the snap of
his finger whether the law that has gratified his desire was adopted ostensibly in the name of rest or
of worship ; it was actually in his i~terest, which is,
for him, the only consideration of any importance.
And the oppression under the law is not one iota
less painful if "rest" Wa8 the god in Whose name
it :was enacted. It is positivly childish to split
hairs in the way' Mr. Harter has done.
If the Ohio Representativ is not willing to trust
to the good sense and self-interest of the people to
select such periods of rest and recreation as they
would like, or if he thinks that grasping employers
would giv employees no rest in the absence of law,
why is he not content to act upon our rational suggestion that there be•secured to all who desire it
one day's rest each week, leaving to the individuals
immediately concerned the choice of the day T We
hav placed unanswerable arguments in support of
this idea before him in "Congress and Sunday
Laws," and we again call his attention to the fact
that it is perfectly feasible to giv to all a weekly
rest day, if they wish it, without punishing or
threatening to punish, any man or woman for engaging in honest work or seeking recreation and
instruction on Sunday. Let us kick out Cant and
be sensible.
We regret that Representativ Griffin is so uncertain as to the action he "may be induced to take
when the question becomes a practical one." The
debates in Oongress and the press during the struggle over the closing of the World's Fair on Sunday
should hav furnished every member of the House
and Senate with all the" light" needei!. Since that
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contest closed the work of education has not been
suffered to languish and there is no reason why so
simple, so clear, so self-evident a proposition as this,
that the citizen's time on Sunday is rightfully his
own as surely as it is on Monday or Saturday, should
require a protracted discussion to force recognition
and acceptance.
General Wheeler is evidently trying to ride two
horses at the same time. Only the best performers
can do that feat successfully and we are apprehensiv that the Alabamian will hav a bad fall if he does
not curb his equestrian ambition. How he can,
"on general principles," "support a bill tending to
foster and encourage religion," while he realizes
that "laws which fetter individual liberty and bring
religion into the domain of legislation are of doubtful utility," he does not attempt to explain, quite
possibly because he sees that the two positions can
not be reconciled. How does General Wheeler
propose to adopt a law intended "to foster and encourage religion" and yet avoid bringing "religion
into the domain of legislation" T The notion is
ridiculous. " On general principles" no law-maker
has the slightest shadow of moral or constitutional
right to foster and encourage religion by law, nor
to oppress and discourage it. His only duty in the
premises is to keep his official hands off religion
and attend strictly to his business as a civil legislator. We cannot understand why General Wheeler
needs at this late day to be told this. But it is
evident that he requires the instruction.
Representativ Grady talks well along noncommittal lines. It is to be regretted that he did not
say specifically what his attitude is toward the
pending Sunday statutes. To be sure, he speaks of
the Sunday observance bill as one of the "logical
outgrowths" of the "hateful tree" of "imperialism
and paternalism," but this does not signify, for he
said the same thing of the Anti-option bill, and yet
on June 23d he voted for that identical bill. He
has also recently introduced in the House a bill to
regulate the quality and fix the price of gas in the
District of Columbia. Both of these acts go to
show that his generalizations about paternalism, including Sunday legislation, are to be taken with
several grains of allowance.
There is no doubt about the position of Representative Cummings, Richardson, Hayes, Bowers,
and Maguire, but Senators Peffer and McMillan
keep their secrets well, as do the three hundred
and forty-seven Representativs and. eighty-three
Senators who do not respond. This is an indication not ominous of the immediate defeat of the
Sabbatarians. It shows that the national legislators are waiting to see which side can make the
most noise. In the World's Fair conflict the advocates of repression, by means of fictitious petitions,
created the impression that they were an overwhelmingmajorityof the people. But that despicable
trick has been so thoroughly exposed that it is not
probable that.the theocrats can soon again so completely dupe even the American Congress. If Freethinkers keep their eyes open and their energies in
full play the current theocracyward may eventually
be turned back upon itself.
In this connection it may not be unprofitable to
again giv some of the facts relating to the petitions
sent to Congress in reference to the Sunday-closing
of the World's Fair. The actual number of petitioners calling for the closing of the Fair on Sunday was 315,154; those protesting against closing
numbered 300,000. The Sundayites claimed that
40,000,000 people had asked for Sunday closing;
they attempted to substantiate this claim by oft'ering to Congress petitions said to number 25,509,132.
Here are a few samples of their rascality: Michigan
has a population of 2,093,896 ; it was represented
to hav sent 4,096,240 petitions. The population of
Ohio is 3,672,316; they said she sent 4,104,396
petitions.
Pennsylvania's inhabitants number
5,258,014; the Sundayite petitions were pretended
to bear the names of or to represent 15,552,473 people 1 Think of it! If every man, woman, and child,
including new-born babes, in these three states had
asked for Sunday closing the petitioners would hav

been but 11,024,226. According to the good Sabbatarians 23,753,109 names were secured in those
states. In other words, 'ther~ were 12,728,883
more alleged signatures or votes for Sunday closing
than there were people of all ages in the states
named. How this w"as done was told by an honest
Presbyterian minister, Rev. ·Mr. Cross, to a committee of Congress, as follows :
''MR. CHAIRMAN AND GENTLEMEN OF THE CoMMITTEE:
TJ:i.e real object of my being here to speak a word is in
favor of intellectual honesty on the part of the orthodox
churches. I am a minister of an orthodox church. I
notice in my territory that these church petitions are exceedingly delusiv as to the number of those that sign
them or vote for them. Now, for example, in one instance in our state the Presbyterians passed a resolution,
saying that we represent so many, aggregating a certain
membership; and then the Christian Endeavor Society,
composed of many of the same church-members alluded
to by that Presbyterian church, will pass a like resolution
and say we represent fifty, seventy, .or one hundred
members. And then it will be brought before the
Sunday-school. And many of the persons who are
counted as voting for the resolutions will hav been
counted three, four, or five times; and it is almost on the
principle of voting ear~y and often, which is so much opposed in secular politics. I am a witness to this fact:
There was one petition claiming to represent eighty
church-members that signed the petition to Congress,
but they were not present at all. It was at a Sundayschool, and the vote was taken by the Sunday-school
superintendent, and there were children voted for these
resolutions that were not old enough to know whether
the expression 'World's Fair' meant the pretty girls in
the next pew or the Columbian Exposition in Chicago."
Will these facts furnish "new light" for Representativ Griffin and his equally or more undecided
fellow legislators 1

Peculiar 4-rgmnents tor Church Exemption.
When we made up the symposium on church taxation we overlooked one reply we had received, a
letter from the treasurer of Livingston county. It
follows this :
"GENESEo, N. Y., May 27, 1894.
"E. M. MACDONALD: Replying to the questions propounded, I would say: 1. In my judgment church property should not be taxed. 2. I think the exemption
thereof amounts practioally to an appropriation from the
state, and on no other theory would the exemption be
tolerated. · So long as the practice is universal, and so
long as the national quartet of words, 'In God we trust,'
is placed upon our coins; and so long as the state, through
a majority of its individuals, believes that any church
doctrin minimizes bad citizenship, and tends to promote
good citizenship, then the exemption is justified and
meets with my approval.
"Yours truly,
;rAS. B. HAMPTON."
Just why the exemption of church property from
taxation should be tolerated only on the ground
that it is really an appropriation from the state for
the support of religion Mr. Hampton does not state.
We, who read the Constitution · carefully and are
familiar with the theory of our. government, would
say without hesitation that exemption could be
tolerated on any other ground more readily than on
this which Mr. Hampton declares is the only one
which sanctions it. What is his idea regarding the
relations of church and state 1 If he really believes,
as his words indicate, that the government is justified
in voting money for the sustainment of religi9us
institutions, where would he stop? What are his
reasons for believing that the majority may rightfully take the money of the minority for the propagation of the theological dogmas of that majority!
What are constitutions for if not to preserve the
reserved rights of the otherwise helpless minority 1
We wish to remind the gentleman that the practice
is not universal, and that, if it were, that fact would
not warrant its own continuance. Hundreds of
wrongs and crimes which Treasurer Hampton would
not for a moment defend hav, at one time and another, been universally accepted as natural and
right. The presence of " In God We Trust " on
our coins does not affect the question of church
taxation one way or the other. The motto has no
business there, as Mr. Hampton ought to know.
It is evident that our correspondent wol!ld look
with complacency upon the exemption from taxation
of the property of any one church which the majority of the citizens of the county or state thought
promotiv of good citizenship. If the majority of
the people of Pennsylvania should reach the conclusion that the Presbyterian church is the only on·e

which can exert such an educativ power, they ~ou"ld
be justified, if Mr. Hampton's reasoning is sound, in ..
exempting the pFoperty of that church from tax,ation, '·.
and levying an additional tax upon all other churches :
in the state. If the majority of the people of this" :
state had a similar opinion concerning the Cath~lic .
church, its property would be exempted, and tl:iat
of other churches and of the citizens generally would
be double-loaded. Will Mr. Ha~pton stand by
the logic of his own argument?

A. Missionary Scheme.
THE 'fRUTH SEEKER has recently been doing, with
the generous aid of its friends, a great deal o~ 1.>9litical missionary work. We hav given away thousands of the " Church Property" pamphlet, and it
is doing its work, in this state particularly. We
hav also given away thousands of arguments against
the proposed national Sunday laws. Besides these,
more thousands of TRUTH SEEKERS hav been scattered broadcast over the land.
With the advent of hot weather the political
bodies will soon adjourn, but the people of the
country will remain in session right along. And
thBy are of not less importance than the politicians,
and we want to devote a little attention to them.
Probably no one book has made more converts
to common sense and won more people away from
superstition than Paine's "Age of Reason." It is
a book, as Colonel Ingersoll says, that furnishes a~
immense amount of food for thought. It is written
for the average mind, and is a straightforward,.
ho:riest investigation of the Bible and of the Christian system. It has liberalized us all. It puts.
arguments in the mouths of the people; it puts the·
church on. the defensiv; it enables somebody inc
every village to corner the parson. It has never
been "answered" and never-can be.
What ought to be done, and what we propose to
do, is to scatter this book broadcast-to giv and to
hav given away thousands of them among the people. Every church-member that any Freethinker
knows ought to hav one. It will do that churchmember good, even if his wife burns it. He will
read a few pages in it at least before she gets hold
of it. But perhaps she too will read it. That book·
in a family is bound to do good-an immense
amount. It has liberalized thousands and will
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE
TRUTH SEEKER, for from reading it D. 1\1. Bennett,
whom we all loved when living, and whose memory
we now honor, became a Liberal. Previously he
was a rigid churchman. There are more like him in
the country, and it is they we ought to reach.
Our proposition is for every reader of this paper to
send us the naMes and addresses of EIGHT of his
Christian acquaintances and ONE DOLLAR, and we
will mail each of them a copy or Paine's "AGE OF
REASON."
If you don't know eight Christians you care
enough about to convert, name those whom you do
want to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the
remainder to some editor or public man or preacher
worth saving.
In this way public opinion can be made and
the church undermined. A few Freethinkers
in a community can club together and convert a
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and
dry in his pulpit. Or they can send us the funds
1
and we will .make the selection of the target and
take the responsibility of the work. What we want is
to scatter the book among the people and hav it read.
Remember, we do all the work-all we ask is the
names and addresses and means to mail the book.
Surely everybody can help in this and make thousands of Freethinkers.
Don't select the names
of indifferentists, but those of good church people;
with a preference for those who hav the capacity to
think if they only are steered in the right direction.
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Christians Attack Their Own Fetich.
It is peculiarly unfortunate for the champions of
Christianity that several of the persecutions instituted under the .Comstock postal statutes hav been
against men and women whose chief or only offense
was that they had sent through the mails extracts
from God's own and only sacred book. The latest
victim of the rash zeal of the Lord's political servant is our aged friend, Mr. J. B. Wise, of Clay
Center, Ka.nsas. Senators Vest and Gorman wanted
the anti-lottery laws ·so doctored that they would
not interfere with gambling in churches; it would
appear that the laws against obscene literature
should plainly exempt the Bible, as otherwise hotheaded United States marshals are likely . to call
attention to the character of· the scriptures in a
way that cannot but be destructiv of popular rev. erence for that more or less ancient work.
These letters are self-explanatory:
"CLAY CENTER, KAN., June 26, 1894.
"EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Inclosed yon will find aletter
from J. B. Wise, with whom yon are more or less acquainted, as he is the distributor of :Freethonght literature in these parts. For some time he carried on a correspondence by letter with the Rev. Vennnm. Each was
trying to convert the other, and of course quoted scripture. I hav read one or two of Vennnm's letters, and
advised Mr. Wise to quit, as it was doing no good; he
promised to do so, but wound np by quoting the twelfth
verse of the the thirty-sixth chapter of Isaiah on a postal
card, without comment. The reason he used a card was
that, being very poor, a Cripple with only one armj also
crippled in his chances of making a living because he is a
Liberal, he at the time was out of funds; no stamps or
stationery, but happening to hav a postal card, he used it,
thinking no harm. Now about two months ago a postal
inspector came to· my place, where Wise happened to be
.that day, and asked if he wrote the card. 'Yes,' replied
Wise, and the inspector asked the reason why. He was
told a11d then left. We thought the matter had dropped,
hearing no more of it for so long a time. Bnt about the
22d of this month Wise disappeared, and by accident I
heard about it three or four days afterward, but could
not find out where he was until I heard from Sheriff
Neeley, of Topeka, and Sheriff Rothenberger, of Leavenworth, hQving previously written to them. Mr. Wise's
letter will explain the rest. I am now going to try to
bail him out if it is possible for me to do so. I hope that
yon will giv this publicity and giv ns what advice yon can
as to defending him, and thus confer a favor on your
oLiberal friend,
GEORGE HARRISON."
Here is Mr. Wise's letter written from the
Leavenworth jail:

the reader will perceive was very promptly forthcoming:
"[CoPY,]
"DICTATED,
•• JAMES N. TYNER,
" Assistant Attorney-General.
"OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT ATTORNEY-GENERAL}
"FoR THE PosT-OFFicE DEPARTMENT,
"April 24, 1891.
"C T. DouGHERTY, Postmaster, Denison, Tex.:
"f>ir: In your letter of the 17th inst., yon stated that
Mr. C. B. Murray 'is anxious for a ruling from the department on the question he raises,' in a certain communication· of his bearing date of the 18th inst., which
was transmitted with your letter.
"The question that Mr. Murray raises is as to the mailability of the volume entitled 'Holy Bible.' I find no
other question involved in his communication, and I
think I do not misunderstand the full scope of the qnesion, for he says: 'I hav a book which I would like to hav
transmitted through the mails; bn~ before mailing the
same, I wish to be sure that, in doing so, I would not be
violating the act of Congress passed March 3, 1873, and
amended July 12, 1876.'
"If Mr. Murray should offer the Holy Bible for mailing, yon can receive and deliver it at your office, or
transmit it in the mails; for it is not believed in this department to come within the prohibitory clauses of the
act referred to. The penalty portions of said statute are
enforcible by the courts, and the question of his liability
thereunder is a proper one to be submitted to the United
States attorney.
"Yon may assure Mr. Murray that the mailability of
the volume will not be questioned by the post-office department or by any postmaster.
"The volume sent with your communication is herein
returned.
.
"Very respectfully,
JAMES N. 'l'YNBR,
· "Assistant Attorney-General."
About the same time Mr. M. W. St. John, of
Cedar Falls, Iowa, left a copy of " The Holy Bible
Abridged" with the postmaster of that city, with
the request that he send it to the postmastergeneral in order to ascertain if it was mailable.
This is Mr. Tyner's reply:
"OF~~dl!l oF THE AssiSTANT ATT~BNEY·GENBRAL,}
WASHINGToN, D. C., Apnl10, 1891. ·
"S. B. IlulliBERT, Postm3ster, Cedar Falls, Ia.:
"f>ir: With your letter of the 7th inst., addressed to
the postmaster-general (which has been sent to me for
reply), yon submit a volume entitled 'The Holy Bible '
(abridged), and inquire if your opinion that it is unmailable under the provisions of Section 380 Postal Laws and
Regulations, would be concurred in by this department.
I answer in the negativ. The volume is made up exolnsivly of reproductions of chapters and verses from the
Bible and we hav not progressed here to the extent of
regarding that sacred book as obscene or indecent.
"If the volume referred to is offered to yon for mailing, you should take it without question.
"Very respectfully,
"JAMES N. TYNER,
"Assistant Attorney-General.
''The volume is herewith returned."
Mr. Wise and a geBtleman of the law who will
probably act as his counsel hav been communicated
with and we hope soon to hear of the former's release on bail, if not of his discharge after a preliminary examination before a United States commiSSioner. His only offense is sending by mail an
extract from the Bible; if he is to be punished for
this, what should be the fate of the pious publishers and dealers who repeat the transgression a
million times 1

"LEAVENWORTH, KAN., June 24, 1894.
"MR. HARRIBON, Dear Friend: Your kind and· welcome letter received to-day. I was ·promised a speedy
hearing by the United States marshal from Topeka (the
man who brought me to this place), but as yet I hav had
noj; even a hearing, and it seems I can get no satisfaction
from anyone-not even the United States Marshal
Neeley or the United States District Attorney Perryand "hat to do I do not know. This I do know: I am
now in the Leavenworth jail and hav been ever since
Saturday noon, June 16, and hav spent half of that time
in a looked cell, which is anything but pleasant, especially this hot weather. I wrote day before yesterday to
friend 'l'ebbe in regard to my case, as I could get no
hearing and no satisfaction whatever in regard to it, and
that I would like very much indeed if it suited him to
come and see about it. I was going to come and see "yon
before the United States marshal and I started from Clay
---------4---------Center, but I did not hav the time, as I had to start with
Push the circulation of the "Church Property ''
him directly after he had me arrr.sted, ·in order to take
pamphlet. Only fifteen cents for a brochure of one
that evening freight train east. Your true friend,
hundred pages. Ten copies for $1 ; fifty copies,
"J. B. WISE,
"LeaveRwor"th, Kan. (Care of Sheriff.)"
$4:.50; one hundred copies, $8; ·postage always
There are some rulings from the office of the prepaid.
assistant attorney-general, who decides law quesWe ask the indulgence of our readers in calling
tions for the post-office department, which fully their attention to the advertisment on page 4:30,
cover the case of Mr. Wise. In April, 1891, Mr..B. headed" At New Rochelle." It is of interest to all
C. Murray, editor of the Sunday Gazetteer of admirers of Thomas Paine, which means to all FreeDenison, Texas, purchased a copy of the Bible and thinkers and Secularists.
then sat down and wrote a long letter to his local
"Whatever excites animal feeling or kindles carnal
postmaster, telling him that he had a book which
fires in the inner temple of the soul should be swept
he wished to send through the mails and calling his clean out of the prints admitted into our homes and
attention to the postal statutes against Rending ob- handled by our sons and daughters. The churches hav
scene literature by post, and also to Mr. Wana- this power, and they ought to exercise it at once."-New
ma.ker's report for the fiscal year ending June 30, York Observer.
This is the death-knell of poetry and of all that
1890, quoting from the statutes and the report.
is
exalting in prose, of oratory and art. No more
Mr. Murray also referred the postmaster to a large
number of passages in the Bible and asked him if heautiful flowers in garden and conservatory, no
he could transmit by mail the book containing such zephyr-laden breezes from the Southlande, no more
matter. Mr. Dougherty, the postmaster, wrote at intoxicating perfumes from the orchards of May
once to the department. at Washington, stating the and the clover fields of June. Giv us, 0 apostles
questi9D a,~I:J p~ !eceived the following reply, which of the anti-natural, the lamentations of Jeremiah, the
1
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pictures of your Christ on the cross and of your
medieval monks in their filth, the burning sands of
the desert, and the odors of the charnel-house.
You owe your very existence to "animal feeling,''
and you are therefore ashamed. We should be too
if we were you, and we would hav.ample cause to be.
We are glad to see that light is finding its way
into some of the ,Catholic newspapers' editorial
rooms. The Catholic Citizen has an article about
the charities of that church and state aid therefor.
It concludes with these words:
"And our numerous and starved charities are ever inclined to seek state funds; which fact i11 continually
forcing ns into politics after sanctimonious boodle. It is
time that volunteer zeal herein be regulated,"
The Western Watchman of St. Louis speaks out
still more clearly and emphatically:
"The best policy is for ns to conduct our own charities, pay as we go, and grow as we can without artificial
forcing. · · · When sisters hav to lobby for the passage of bills, and court the favor of the great to influence legislation, God help the religions spirit among
them! We would like that the announcement were made
in clarion notes from the lakes to the gulf that the Catholics of the United States wanted no more state money.
It would settle the miserable controversy once and
forever."
When a majority of Catholics and Protestants
get ready to act as Editor Phelan writes the church
and state question, so far, at least, as the monetary
side of it is concerned, will be settled in a hurry.
"Would Woman Suffrage Restrict Personal Liberty T" was the question discussed by the Sunrise
Club at its last meeting. The query receives numerous illustrations. In the Independent Rev. C.
Bradford, writing of" Equal Suffrage in Colorado,"
relates two incidents to dispose of the objection
that the possession of the ballot by women would
not change results, it being assumed that every
woman would vote as her husband does, thus
doubling the totals without dt•placing the usual
majorities. In Aspen, the citizens' ticket bore the
name of a man who, it was learned, had kept a saloon and dance hall in another town. Nothing is
said of his fitness, otherwise, for the office. The
women voters interested themselvs and secured his
defeat, in face of the fact that his opponent "was
personally very uncongenial and unpopular, though
of upright morals.'' In the same town a woman
was nominated on the other ticket. Let Mr. ·Bradford tell the story :
"She was the wife of the president of the 'Freethinkers' Club' of the town, and was accused of being of,
the same belief as her husband. She was nominated by
the People's party for city treasurer, and some of the
membors of the church whose politics outweighed their
religion supported her; hut enough of the women interested themselvs in the case to secure her defeat by a majority of 150 for her opponent."
Rev. Austin Phelps, D.D., of Andover Theological Seminary, seems to be quite different from ordinary men of his profession. He can see· facts and
does not always refrain from letting the world
know that he sees them. In a work on "English
Style in Public Discourse,'' Rev. Mr. Phelps makes
these candid admissions :
·
"Modern Infidelity is an intellectual giant in comparison with anything in the Infidel records of the past. It
is to the Infidelity of history, in many respects, what the
Copernican is to the Ptolemaic astronomy. It is learned
in resources, shrewd in tactics, well-informed in the
Christian argument, vigilant of its weak points, selfpossessed in assurance, and, withal, morally earnest in
spirit. It seeks, and not without fascinating reasons, to
establish the ethics of the Bible without .the God of the
Bible. He must be a citizen of no mean city who shall
cope sncceBBfnlly with such a foe. It is time to oense
confounding Infidelity with depravity. We should hav
done with the stories of Infidel death-beds. ~For the
pnrpoKes for which they are commonly used, all pith has
been taken out of them by the testimony of intelligent
physicians. As argument for one thing or another they
go for nothing."
That is pretty fair, and needs correction chiefly
in regard to the alleged "ethics of the Bible." Dr.
Phelps claims too much for that work. The Bible,
in so far as it teaches ethics, but repeats the maxims that were current before it was written, except
in a few instances, and what is new is generally
impractical-much of the .overrated " Sermon on
the Mount," for example.
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VERY RETICENT LAWMAKERS.
SENATORS, REPRESENTATJVS AND
SUNDAY LAWS.

WILL THEY VOTE FOB THE .PEBDIBfr BILLS1
Some Favor Them, Some Do Not, Many Dislike to Answer, and But Few Tell What
They Think-Bowers and M.aguiro of California Are All Right. and So Are Cummings
of New York, Richardson of Michigan, and
Hayes of Iowa, but Senator Peffer's Thought
Is as Yet Undeveloped.

MwHA.EL D. HARTER, Fourteenth District of Ohio. Democrat. Manufacturer and Banker.
DEAR Sm: I am in favor of a law which will insure one day of rest out of every seven. Such laws
should be passed by the states if they are to be operativ in territory controled by the states.
Personally I am a Lutheran and keep what is
known as the Sabbath, but hav no wish to compel
others by law to share the views I enjoy on this
subject.
The day of rest which L would establish by law
would be a civil, not a religious, day of rest.
MICHAEL D. HARTER.·
Yours truly,

LBVI T. GRIFFIN, First Distriot of Michigan, Democrat.
DEAR Sm: I hav yours of the 28th inst., with.c"py
of two proposed bills which it is anticipat~d wdl ~e
introduced into the House of Representative. It IB
very difficult to say in advance what ~ction one may
be induced to take when the question becomes a
practical one. New light is often thrown upon the
subject by discussion. I can only say to you generally that I am in favor of a reasonably strict observance of the " first day of the week known as the
Lord's Day " and shall do anything that may seem
necessary and desirable to help the people of the
District of Columbia. to quiet and " Sunday rest"
on that day.
Very truly yours,
LEVI T. GRIFFIN.

state that I will not vote for either of the bills
mentioned.
The reason for my determination to vote against
either· or both of lilaid bills is that. I believe in the
absolute and perpetual separation of church and
state ; and that I regard the bills in question as
measures tending to the establishment of religion
by this government. Very truly yours,
JAMES G. MAGUIRE.
.
THE SENATORS.
NONCO~TTAL TO A DEGREE.
WILLIAM A. PEFFER, Kansas. Populist. JOurnalist.
DEAR Sm : I hav your favor or the 20th inst., in
relation to a bill proposing to " protect the first
day of the week." If sue~ a bill is ~rought before
the Senate for action, I will be certam to do as you
request me to, namely, giv the subject careful consideration.
R_espectfully,
W. A. PEFPER.

JAMEs McMILLAN, Michigan. Republican. Car Builder.
DEAR SIR: Replying to your letter of May 26th,
in which you ask certain questions in regard to the
Gallinger bill "To Protect the First Day of. the
To each Representativ and Senator of the fedWeek, Commonly Called Sunday, as a Day of Rest
eral Congress the Editor of THE '!'RUTH SEEKER
and Worship in the District of Columbia," I would
some weeks since sent a letter asking how that
say that the /bill is now in the hands of a sub-commember would vote on the Kyle-Johnson and
mittee of the Senate District Committee, of which I
Gallinger-Moree Sunday bills should they be favoram a member. Thus far no action has been taken
ably reported from the committees to which they
upon it by the sub-committee.
.
were referred. Here is a copy of the letter :
ON BOTH BIDES.
. Any views which you may care to present on the
J oBEPH WHEELER, Eighth District of Alabama. Demo- subject will receive careful consideration.
DEAR Sm : Kindly permit me to call your attencrat. Planter.
Yours truly,
JAMES McMILLAN.
tion to two bills now in committee rooms of the
My DEAR Sm : In reply to your letter of inquiry
Senate and House.
I will say that I hav not as yet given careful scruThe first is entitled "A Bill to Protect the First tiny to the bills in question. On general principles
What Is Christianity 1
day of the Week, Commonly Called Sunday, as a I would support a bill tending to foster and enFor many years now thoughtful men hav watched
Day of Rest and Worship in the District of Colum- courage religion ; at the same time I think laws that mighty structure of superstition, delusion, and
bia." It is Senate Bill No. 1628, and House Bill which fetter individual liberty and bring religion fraud, called "the church of Cmist," slowly going
No. 6215, and was offered. in the Senate by Senator into the domain of legislation are of doubtful to ruin ; and the fact that of lo.te the process of
Gallinger and in the House by Hon. Mr. Morse. utility and should be most carefully considered.
decay is somewhat more rapid excites no surprise
In the Senate it was sent to the Committee on
With very high regard,
. Truly yours,
·
in them. It is the fruition of a long-deferred hope,
Education and Labor, and in the House to the
Jos. WHEELER.
the slow ripening of a seed unwittingly planted by
Committee on the District of Columbia.
"the church" in the plenitude of her power, when
The title of the second is " A Bill for Sunday
N01 APPARENTLY.
she commanded where she now entreats.
Rest." This is Senate Bill No. 1890, and House BENJAMIN F. GRADY, Third District of North Carolina.
The wonder is, not that the whirligig of time
Bill No. 6592, and was introduced in the Senate by
Democrat. Farmer.
should bring the revenge we now see ; it is rather
Senator Kyle and in the House by Hon. Mr. Johnson.
If there were a deadly upas-tree in your yard you that the hoary criminal should hav etuqed justice so
In the Senate it was sent to the Committee on would hardly make war upon it by simply pluckip.g long. For long and weary years we hav watched
Education and Labor, and in the House to the its leaves one at a time; you would dig it up by its the mills of the gods slowly grinding at this· gristCommittee on Education.
roots. But we hav had growing up in this country watched and waited. It is now three hundred and
1. Should one or both of these bills be reported for thirty years a deadly tree which I call imperial- forty years since John Calvin illustrated Christian
favorably, would you vote therefor T
..
ism and paternalism, the growth of which has been love on the body of Servetus. The wonder is that
2. If for one but not for the other, whtch T
witnessed by a generation of our people, many of men hav permitted themselvs to be mocked1 so long. •
3. If " yes " for either or both, for what reasons T whom hav recently come to realize its mischievous
It is amusing to watch the ground and lofty
4. If "no " against either or both, for what rea- properties, and are now begging that a few of its tumbling now going on among -those of the faithsons?
leaves be torn off. So long, however, as the tree ful, and those outside who dance to the music set
"As it is possible that the bills named may not be stands, the rights and liberties of the states and of by "the church," who are just beginning to spell
conveniently at hand when you receive this, I take their citizens will be in perpetual peril. Many per- out what was blazoned in the heavens when the
the liberty to hand you copies herewith.
sons who hav witnessed in silence, or even with first unbeliever .dared the fire-nay, what was
Believing that the Gallinger-Moree and Kyle- ·approval, the growth of this tree are alarmed at the written between the lines when the text, "He that
Johnson bills involve principles in which the Amer- threatened Anti-option bill, Sunday observance bills,
believeth not shall l;>e damned," first became part of
ican people are vitally interested, I ~incerely t~ust and similar logical outgrowths of this hateful tree. the creed of Christendom.
that you will not deem the foregomg questwns
B. F. GRADY.
When "the church" first imbrued her hands in the
trifling or discourteous, and that they will receive
blood of an unbeliever she decreed her own destrucyour candid consideration.
N01 WITHOUT DOUBT.
tion ; she made it the duty of all men to wage reRespectfully soliciting an early reply, I remain,
AMos J. CUM111INGS1 Eleventh District of New York. lentless war upon her. But persecution became a
E. M. MACDONALD,
Yours very truly,
Democrat. Journalist.
necessity when the dogma was adopted that unbeEditor of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
1. No.
lief is a deadly sin. To teach that unbelievers
4:. Common sense.
A. J. CuMMINGS.
would be damned in hell was to take upon herself
THE ANSWERS RECEIVED.
.the duty of slaughtering them upon earth. The
GEORGE F. RICHARDSON, Fifth District of Michigan. wonder is not that she is now staggering ·under
Three Per Cent of the Represent.at.iv• and T'vo and
Democrat. Public Official.
that intolerable burden, but that she has carried it
One-third Per Cent of the Senator. Reply.
1. No.
so
long.
WHAT THE REPRESENTATIVS HAV TO SAY. • 4:. I do not believe in tolerating religious interBut while we laugh at these tardy seers, we
ference.
GEo. F. RICHARDSON.
welcome them. They count as kindred souls.
UNEQUIVOCALLY YES.
ABBURY C. LATIMER, Third District of South Carolina. WALTER I. HAYES. Second District of Iowa. Demo- As. soon as they first consciously perceive the glimmering of the dawn they become our friends a:p.d
Democrat. Farmer.
crat. Lawyer.
the enemies of "the church," even though they conDEAR Sm: Your communication of May 28th to
1. No.
tinue for some time to affirm that it is still dark,
hand and contents carefully noted.
2. Neither.
_
Your first question, Should one or both of these
4. We hav enough, and too msny, laws at pres- and that the night is eternal.
The favorit delusion just now among those lo~th
bills be reported favorably, would you vote therefor! ent.
WALTER I. HAYES.
to accept the implications of what they see is that
In reply to this question, will say that I am decidedly in favor of any law that will look to the proper WILLIAM W. BoWERS, Seventh District of California. there is a something called Christianity (" Christ's
Christianity," some of them call it), which is sepaRepublican. Hotel Proprietor.
observance of tl:e Sabbath day, and am heartily in
favor of the bill for Sunday rest. In other words,
DEAR Sm : I shall oppose all .such bills to estab- rate and distinct from " the church," and not necI think the perpetuity of this government depends lish religion-a state religion. The titles of theBE} essarily involved in the ruin of the latter.
"Three Critics" is the heading of a recent article
upon the proper observance of the Sabbath day. bills are frauds intended to deceive. The " Sunday
A. C. LATIMER.
Yours truly,
rest" pretense is a lie. If these m:en could hav their in the Springfield .Republican. The three critics
way the old days of religious persecutions would are Archbishop Ireland, Roman Catholic; Dr. E. H.
YES, WITH CERTAIN INDIRECTIONS.
come again, with all their damnable cruelties and Hall, Unitarian, and Dr. Briggs, "liberal Presby~e
FERNANDO C. LAYToN, Fourth District of Ohio. Demo- murders and burnings. It's bad enough now in rian " (how queer that sounds). They substantially
crat. Lawyer.
Maryland and Tennessee and Arkansas, where people agree that there is a "growing divergence between
DEAR Sm: Yours of the 28th inst. relativ to Sen- are imprisoned and robbed because they are Chris- the best intelligence o~ the time and tae church;"
ate Bill No. 1628 and House Bill No. 6215 to hand, tians.
that "the new knowledge of the time compels men
Yours truly,
W. W. BowERS.
and contents duly noted. I would favor both bills
to ask troublesome questions, and because the
in part with material amendments, which, at· pres- JAMES G. MAGUIIUI:. Fourth District of California. Christian church has only hesitating and unsatisent, I hav not time to indicate. I will giv the matDemocrat. Single-Taxer. Lawyer.
factory answers to them, they are driven back into
ter careful investigation and at my earliest opportu.
DEAR Sm: Your letter of Ma.y 28th, with inclo- skepticism and indifference ;" that " the chur~
pity inform you of my conclusion.
sure, is at hand.
must answer or lose its thoughtful disciples;" that
Yours J;es:pectfully1
F. 0. LA~TO!o{.
lte:plying to your :(irst 'luestion :perm~t l!l~ tQ ":peo:ple no lon~er t:rust its utter~ces Oil theology
0
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because all that it has to say, officially and formally, "go to the Bible" (Christ's Christianity) to fiJld out I
Freethought Progress.
is medieval and outworn ;" that "the men who are what Christianity ie~, we shall return as emptyMrs.
Hedq
lectured in Vienna
trained in the thought of the age cannot think the handed. In this field of argumentation we shall from March 1st toHenrich-Wilhelmi
20th to ever-increasing audiences.
thoughts of the church and will not ;" that "the kn<Jck Christianity on the head with a text-nay,
church of the day does not hold up a high ethical wit.h sevt>ral texts. in the manner of theologians. Is
An oaths amendment bill ha.s paBIIed the Barbadoes
standard of conduct as ·an. essential part of its there any proposition, clearly proven by a text, that Hou11e of Assembly. It reproduces the bill p88Bed in
England permitting affirmation instead of swearing.
scheme of salvation ;" and that reunion between cannot also be clearly refuted by a text T
·
modern civilization and th~ church "is to be accomThe founder of Christianity distinctly asserts that
The Canada· Revue of May lOth was mailed to eaoh
plished not by the time-spirit adapting itself to the no rich man can be a Christian ; and since no man member of the priest caste iri the diooeae of Montreal and
church,. but by the church accepting in large meas- iu these days is voluntarily poor. it follows that their special attention called to the leading article,
" Pages d'Histoire," a very able editorial by Dnroc,
ure the guidance of. the time-Rpirit. modifying its there are no Christians and is no Christianity. He which
closes with the only too trne saying, '' Clericalisma I
· theology to the dem11.nds of the. thoughtful, free- commands his disciples to submit without resistance See, there is the enemy I"
minded men and women of our day, and giving up to every form of outrage and wrong; and since no
The Legitimation Le~ue of England, founded in
all its posit.ions inconsistent with scienct>, Rcholar- man heeds that command there are no Christians.
aims to create maohinery to secure for children
ship. and logic.. It is the church that must yield." _In Mark xvi he givs certain signs by which believers 1898,
born out of wedlock legal recognition and equality of
"Untionbtedly this is true," adds the wiseacre ol (that is. Christians) may btl known. They shall cast rights with other children. It wishes to destroy one of
the Republican, "and yet th• re is nothing in this out devils, they shall handle venomous reptils and the unfortunate practical effects of the doctrin of vicarious
truth which at all menaces the permanency of Chris- swallow poison without harm, and perform other atonement, the suffering of the innccent for the offenses
of others. The illelritimate children of princes and kings ·
tianity or the hold of the simplA gospel of Jesus on miracles. And since these signs are nowhere visible are
treated differently a\ the expense of the people;
human hearts. The church is not Christianity 'or it follows that there are no Christians. Again, he
any essential part of it, nor is theology or tradition. says that a Christian must hate his father and his
The leading article of De Dn.qeraad is '' Oorsprong
These are all instruments or channels through mother, and wife and children, and brethren and der Godsdiensten" ("Origin of Reli~ous Worship"), bf.
prominent Dutch Freethinker, J. G. Ten Bokke.
which the Christian life has 1lowed into •he wo:rld, ·sisters, and his own life, Now, it is notorious that the
·.·. · Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought"
and as such must be cbanged to m~et changing Christian hate (and there is surely enough of it) is gets a good send-off in De Daperaad, which Pxpresses
conditions and new demands. So long as Chris- not carried quite to that pitch of absurdity; hence the hope that in it Holland will not be forgotten. We assure
our contemporary that Holland is not forgotten. Every
tianity remains the highest form of religious truth .there is no Christianity.
Dutch Freethinker of Prominence, so far as known to us,
the world knows, whether it hav supernatural sancWhat is Christianity T The trouble with those who is mentioned, and as with Holland, so with all other countion or not, it hafil nothing to fear from any cb,.nge rush in:to the lists to do battle for this "lost cause" tries. Putnam's work is an international work on Freein the machinery of its expression which new condi- is that they will not sit down before the word and thought.
tions and new knowledge may demand."
patiently stay there until it yields up its meaning, if
Italy, though behind us in some respects, is away:
It is difficult to understand such language as it has any; but they at once begin to dance around ahead
of u11 iu others. A clerical member of the municipal
this; If it is prompted simply by a desire to,salve it, and perform geriuflexions, and toss it in the air, council of Modena complained that a J eweBB had been inthe hurt caused by the penetration of these new and juggle with it; and they fool with their tricks stalled as teacher in a public school. The official sohool
journal, Rinnovamento 8colastlco, says editorially in
Haas into the minds of th" Republican's readets and not only their audience but themselvs also.
response: "It is time to emPhasize thA fact that the
save the papal' from loss, it is intelligible indeed.
What is ·Christianity T Again I say, it behooves national school is not a parochial school." In Italy only
We are perfectly familiar with the fact that w}!.at the every Christian apologist to drop the word from his children whose parenta desire reli~ous instruction for
press says about Christianity is to be understood vocabulary until general usage shall hav settled its them receive it. and this only every Thursday, when they
simply as what editors think the public like to. read. meaning. It is plain that ~o Christian can tell us are allowed to leave the school to procure it. Thursday
But one likes to believe .that when men undertake what Christianity is; for whatever definition he may is to the children of Italy what Saturday is to ours.
to discuss questions of the most· solemn import to giv, along comes another Christian (all Christians
The eighty-fourt.h anniversary of ThomastPaine•s·death
mankind, questions about life and death and~doom, are equally entitled to credence) and 1latly contra- was (lbAer:ved at Park Ridge, flve miles southwABl of
~tbout •• the peopled earth, the unpeopled heaven, dicts him. Moreover; an unconquerable prejudice, Frederic, Md., on June 8th.. The flag of the United
was draped in blu.ok and a farm bell tolled to call
the o'erpeopled h~Ji.;" what they h!1.v to say springs incapacitating them fnr seeing the truth, .is the her- States
the neilrh bora to hear a discourse on Paine and his serfrom clear though:fand profound conviction~ And itage of woe to which the children of faith are born. vices. This waa 11ear the home of Aaron Davis; ·, ·. · An
when t'lley mock, lis with empty words we ,cannot No man knows what Christianity is until he holds incorporated Freethought association, to be known as the
Washington Liberal LeajlUe, has been formed in the
quite repress our indignation, even though long use it at a distan.ce and views it in perspectiv.
national
capit.al. Oharies Carter is President. ·. ·. · The
and custom hav familiarized us with this pious
Day before yesterday men bold enough to pro- :vearly meeting
of the Societv of Friends, recently adclaim their disbelief in Christian dogmas were sum- journed, made two important changes in thA disciplin:
mockery.
..
.
What is Christianity T The question relates, of marily dealt .with. The rack, the dungeon, the Members mav marry outside the society and the women's
course, to the meaning of the word "Chr_istianity." stake-through fire to fire they went, and no man meeting is given equal voice with the men's.
If there were a. definit, tangible, visible ~:thing by dared lift his voice in their behalf. Yesterday the
Several Spanish Freethought societies celebrated the
universal consent called by that name trhe answer teeth of the man-hunting Christian tigress had been sevf'ntieth
anniverllftl'V of the birth of Dr. Ludwig
would be simple. It would he necessary only to drawn and her claws pared, and she had to be con- B11chner, author of "Force and Matter." ESPecially sucpoint to the thing. If all or nearly all the ChriRtian tent without much blood. A few years in prison, ceRsful was the celebration of the Society Los Amigos
world ·used the word in a clear and defi~it senst>, with cold, hunger, rags, and filth-all this could be del ProE!reso, of which the well-known Freethought
and no large number calling themselvs· Christians endured rather than the agony of the fire through orator, D. Lucio Catalina, is president. ·. ·. · The public aubsoription for a monument in honor of Ramon
ever attached a contradictory meaning to it, it would which Servetus and Bruno went to undying fame, Chief4 has now reached the sum of 8,440.25 pesetas. ·. ·. ·
be easy to define it, But since the state. . of Chris- and set their souls as pilot stars in the heavens to Sr. Jose Llunas, editor of La Tramontana, Barcelona,
tendom has long been such that whatever ~e~nitio!l' show men the way to duty. To-day those who hav who was sentenced to three years' imprisonment, BR we
our readers in an Aditorial in our iseue of May
is given the word by a large body of <;Jhrtstlans.ls wealth, or wit, or genius, or the title "Rev." or informed
26th, has been liberated. His liberation is due to the
at once contradicted by other large bodt.es of Chns- " D.D.," can say what they please against those efforts of D. N. Salmeron, the eminent Spanish juri11t,
tians; it long ago ceased to be fit to be. used at all dogmas without much inconvenience. Those not statesman, and Freethinker. ·We conjZrli.tulate Sr.
by the defenders of Christianity. Nothing conduces so fortunate must.be more careful. In many·parts Llunas on his escape from the cleric"l clutches. ·. ·. • A
mass-meeting, under the auspices of the Freeso much to clearness of thought as to refuse to use of the Christian world they must be very careful great
thinkers of Barcelona, took plaoe last month. D. Nicol1a11
a word not only till one is sure he knows what he and reticent or sufler serious annoyance and· loss. Salmeron and Odon Buen presided. Resolutions demeans by it, but also ca.n make his readers under- The poisoned arrows of vituperation still 1ly and nouncing clerical interference in secular matters were
wound. The "simple gospel of Jesus" is still unanimously adopted. ·. ·. · The agitation for the total
stand what he means by it.
·
separation of church and state is rapidly spreading in
This case let me remark, presents no difficulties potent enough to trample honest poor men.under Spain.
The last journal to take up the battle is the contci the opp~nents of the creeds of Christendom. foot and heap good things upon those willing to servativ RtJvistrL Oontempordnea.
When they say Christianity is not true. they mean pretend to believe what. they know they do not bethat nothing ever known to t~e w?rld 'Qy ~hat n~e lieve. " The church militant " reaches a dead hand
Dr. Ludwig Buchner has donated ten thousand copies
is true. and the language carrtes 1ts meamng on 1ts through time and touches men into silence. "Her- of the popular edition of "Force and Matter" to the
face. But our Christian friends would do well to edity, the molding force of circumstances, the iron German Freethought Federation. Each copy sells for two
marks in paper covers and 2.50 marks in cloth. Professor
drop the word from their vocabulary until its mean- hold of the past upon the present "-'f"these, and not Buchner
a Freethinker not alonA in word bnt in deed.
real belief, are what sustain the tq.~tering throne. ·. ·. · Theisreading
ing is settled.
_
circle, " ulm-Neu- mm," has entered
What is Christianity T I propose to prove by But the silence is }?ecoming intolerable. The mut- the German Freethonght Federation. ·. ·. · The German
solid argument that there is no su,ch t~ing--:an tering thunders are beginning to b,e heard.,- Men Freethoul!'ht Federation held its annual con(n'eBII on May
12-15 at KOln a. Rhine. Speeches were delivered by
argument that is as iron to t~w in cofup~n~on w1t~ cannot much longer sti1le the voice of du.y7 :
Buchner on "Anti-Christian Christianity;" b_y
To-morrow many will be saying ~oldly what a ProfeBBOr
anything I hav ever found lD the Chr1st1an eVIDr. Ed. Haufe. on " National Education and National
few
are
now
saying
timidly,
that
ampng
the
evils
S-pirit;" by Dr. Bruno W1lle, on "The Ennoblinll" of Mandences.
.
The triune "church of. Christ" is divided into remediable by man, that hav devastated the world, kind;'• and by Dr. A. Volkel, "The New Scientiflc
Foundation of Morality." ·. ·. · On the occasion of his
three great bodies-Greeks, Proteata.nts, an~ 'Ro- Christianity stands pre-eminent,
seventieth anniversary, Prof Ludwig Buchner was
By merit raised to that bad eminence;
man Catholics-the three being on~,, "the bnde of
the recipient of au engraved addreBB signed by all officers
the Lamb," for tht>y all speak of "the-"church" in the an evil to be warred upon by all good men until it of tbe National Federation and by those of the branch
singular number;. and th? la!l'~~a~? of the founder shall bt:. finally destroyed· out of the world. The societies. In the upper left-hand corner of. the address
a female figure in haut-relief stat).ding on scarlet and
clearly implies umty and md1V1B1bil1ty. Moreover, next day "the church " will hav become a hated is
representing the Muse of Science. Back of the globes
no Christian will admit that " the Lamb " has memory.
she rests her right hand on a stack of books, while her
three brides. But millions of C1:ffi.stians can be
left holds out triumphantly a scroll on which is written
Lo, the foul phantoms, silent in the gloom
"Liberty, Education, and Welfare for All.!' At her
brought to testify that each of thes6:,great divisions
Of the flown ages, part to yield thee room,
feet lie a chain, a sword, a law tablet-all broken.
is the •' bride of the Lamb" to the exclusion of the And with one voice men will hasten to say they In
the lower right hand corner a apirit illuminates a
two others.
never believed her horrible dogm_as; never supported sketch representing a·cloister-door and prison, the dark
I am treading on delicate ground here, dear or defended her, always opposed and denounced inmat.es of which hide themselvs from the light. ·. ·. ·
The Free Religious society of Berlin, Germany. held its
reader but you will kindly bear in mind that the
yearly election of officers. Mr. Otto Friederici-Friede-'
difticuity is not of my creating. Since, now, we hav her.
Liberty, freedom to think and spe!lk one's honest nan was elected for the ninth time as president. The
the best of evidence-the testimony, namely, of two- thought, now the high privilege of a few, will then society numbers 2, 775 male members, who, with their
thirds roughly speaking, of th~ Christian world- hav become the heritage of the many.
familes, swell the number tos,ooo. During 1898, 848 ))arsons became members, and 122 membe111 died. The
that n~ither of these divisions is the true "bride of
I coUllt it immortal honor to be part of a
society has 520 children of sohool age. The income
the Lamb." it follows that the Lamb has no bride
was 18,820 marks, 26 pf. The expenses, including fines
Voice in the rich dawn of an ampler day,
and that Christianity is not.
·
and cost of lawsuits with the government, 18,860 9 pf.
proclaiming
news
of
good
to
men.
BUt if we leave the three-one brides (or bride). to
The private property of the society amounts k> 40,888
A. F. H4MlLTOB.
maru77 pf.
settle the dispute am1ong herself (or themselvs) and
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In the city of d'Hyeres, France, a Freethinker WB!! reeently buried. According te his wishes the funeral was
to be secnlsr. The church thought it would be a great
thing to claim as convert a French Freemason and Freethinker and made several attempts even at the grave.
The condoot caused great indignation, which increased
wben the priests carried oft a wreath of immortelles
placed upon the coffin by the Freemasons of Toulon.
Out of respect to the family no fight took place, but on
the dav following a protest signed by two thousand citizens denounced thfl church and the clerical bodysnatchers. ·. ·. · The French Freethonght Federation held
a very snccesfnl congress at Paris on March 25, 1891.
After paying all expenses during the pBI!t ye_ar there remained of the various fnnd11 3,115.35 francsm the hands
of the treasurer. Since Jan. 1, t894o, eight societies and
forty individuals hav joined the Federation, while since
a896 the iooreafe has been 237 societies and 360 individuals. During the past as well as present year the mnn!cipality of Paris has donated 600 francs to the Federation
as a testimonial of appreciation of its work. The Federation indorsed the work of Comite d'Etndes Morales, while
it resolved to sever its official connection with the So<JiaJietic party, owing to the ultra-violent measures of the
latter in propagating its doctrins, Of the twenty-five
members elected to the Central Council Adam received
77 votes, Pasqnier 00, and Jardin '65. Of the members of
the Commission of Control Bevalet received 54 votes, Degardin 52, and Dntertre 45; ·. •. • Comite d'Etndes
Morales, at its meeting on March 3d, reorganized its
bureau: President, Jean Paul Coo· vice-'()residents, G.
Martin and E. Pasqnier; secretaries, De M~ritens, Gaston
Chernt, and Louis Grandvilliers. All communications
are to be addressed to De Meritens, 3 Rue de CloHre St.
Merri, Paris. ·. ·. · M. Victor Schalcher, member of the
French Senate, and a prominent Freethinker, who died
last winter, in his testament donated 10,000 francs to the
Society Orphelinat de Seine, a Freethinkers' orphan asylum in Paris. ·. ·. · We are the recipients of a copy of
"Une Mere Vierge," This excellent translation of G.
W. Foote's" A Virgin Mother," was made by Mr. C.
Cilwa, editor of La Verite, and deserves a large circulation among our French brethren. ·. ·. · The French
Freethinkers' Annual for 189-l is out. We hav not yet
received a copy, hence must confine our notice to the
fact that the price is 1. 50 francs. ·. ·. · The French society Libre Pensee Democratiqne Montargoise, has, since
its ()rganization. in 1882, taken charge of 129 burials, 7
marriages, 4 baptisms; it has held 9 conference!. 199
monthly reunions and general assemblages. Its treasurer
holds funds amounting to 2,147.52 francs, The society
has its own funeral paraphernalia for children as well as
adults. The president of this society is Mr. Chevalier;
Recretary, Mr. A. Donine. ·. ·. · Le Pharet a Parisian
journal devoted to literature and art, contatns in a late
number an excellent portrait and biography of our indefatigable friend, the Anglo-French Freethinker, C.
Oilwa. ·. ·. · The world moves; even the Catholic church
does. The latest comes to ns from Auxerre, where, according to La Verite, the children of a Catholic church
p),'odnc~d on February 6th, under the direction of a
priest, " Bourgeois Gentilhomme," by the excommunicated Moliere.
------~~--------

Obse"atlons.

A Baptist church in New Brunswick, N. J., has
introduced an iDnovation in the communion service.
It has .been customary there, as in other churches
on communion Sunday, for the deacons to pass the
wine iD. a chalice, from which an· partook; but now
each communicant is supplied with an individual
cup. When they are "all set," at a signal from " e
minister everybody drinks. The reporter~ 'Ita te
that the ordinance so observed is more impressiv
than the old style. I don't know about that, but I
should tliink it would seem a good deal more familiar.
The job which I hold as what Mr. John Peck
might call. a "handy man" in THE TRUTH SEEKER
office places me in a· position to say that on page
426 of the current volume (this issue) there is
printed a letter from Mr. Chas. 0~ Hays, of Locust
Corner, Ohio. Mr. Hays may take my word for it
that the only " editorial" function I perform is to
lo,ok •over the proofs of his and other contributors'
letters and see that the printers hav done them no
injustice. The best of them sometimes fall down
on spelling, punctuation, and grammar, and the
Editor and myself hav to help them up again.
Printing and proof-reading is niy profession ; I
also revise manuscripts, which work is made necessary by the fact that although many brains may
g(lnerate · valuable thoughts they cannot always
think of the best form for expressing them, any
more .than the miner can coin his product or do
fillagree business. This is the extent of my editorial
work. On Sundays, instead of attending church, I
commit my weekly offense.
Mr. Hays objects to my statement that there is free
trade in labor, whence I conclude that somebody
has deluded him into the belief that there is a tariff
on_ immigrants. So far as I know, however, the
European laborer has only his fare to pay in order
toland on American soil and enter into free competition with the nativ of this soil. Manufactured and
other goods, on the contrary, must not only pay
the· cost of their transportation, but also a certain
ad val<,>rem .or specific duty; and this is what led
me to· observe that while the manufacturer and
producer may claim that they are protected, there
is "free trade in labor." If Mr. Hays of the metr~polis of Locus~ Corner, Ohio, is inclined to
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speak seriously 1 would like to hav him divulge two I fiendus, the felis domesticus, and other songsters.
things-namel;: 1. What he thought I meant by Mr. E. C. Walk?r, by invitation, t~ok the platf~rm,
the above remark· and 2. What he means when he getting there With both feet well m. hand, f!.B. m1ght
says that there is 'not f;ee trade in labor.
·
be aRid. He evinced a lack of co~fid~nce. in the
.
.
.
. ..
wisdom and goud intilntiona of t~e O?nV:?ntwh, anti
Mr. Hays ~eferll m closm&" to the n.selessness of dosibng . 1 ... "'"'t". d that the most p·· atriotlc thmg It could do
A man m death reposmg, havmg donned his 11ria ma.Iu ,.med. .
H
uld
t·
d ta d h. -'gown;
. . . was to a JOUrn.
e co
no un era _n
ow a
But the difference immense is, when the patient has his people whose sorest a:ffi.iction cam~ from a mUI_tisenses,
.
plicity of laws could hope for rehef from an mAnd the dose such an offense 18, tha~t
crease of the burden. A lady member of the Club
Won't
having given an excellent recitation, Henry Rowley,
Go
of Brooklyn, was lifted to the front on the wave of
Down.
applause that followed the mention of his name.
Mr. Rowley had been studying the state constituSenator Peffer is not at present prepared to say tion and found little worth retaining except .the
whether he thinks national Sunday laws are a good preamble. He suggested, as a useful measure, that
thing or not. It is one of the drawbacks ·of our cities be forbidden to giv away valuable franchises
common humanity that the brain sometimes devel· or to sell them for less than they were worth to the
ops much more slowly than.the whiskers.
people. President :1J1oote sang a poem which he
had cotnt:>osed. The words relat~d to the characI will now giv the closing stanzas of Prof. J. lt. teristics of debating members of the Club, referring
Cook's poetical tribute to S. P. Putnatll. :Mr. incidentally to the onerous duties of the president,
Cook says of his subject:
while the music covered a range of about four
7. He has a body to sustain·
notes natural and one sharp. It did not strain the
That thinking and prolific brain;
doctor's voice, but it came near breaking the ribs of
Can talk and write; recuperate,
his audience. Wilson McDonald, the sculptor, was
Happy and joyous m every state.
next elicited from his retreat in the corner and inThose are true words. Putnam, like D. M. Ben- duced to testify. Mr. McDonald is worthy to be
nett, is a good rester, and snatches a. nap at short called the woman's friend, as he recommended first
notice as another man might grab a sandwich. I that the word " male " be expunged from the connever saw him weary. Even bad luck does not stitution, and secondly that any man who lifted llis
make him tired. Where some might be affected hand against his wife, save in self-d.efense, _pres~m
that way he gets mad and swears, which seems to ably, should be tied to a post and g~ven thirty-mne
refresh him, as it does all within the sound of his lashes-. He w:ould also abolish the saloon. Other"
voice. The other verses are:
wise he would suggest that the growlers giv America
8. Where'er for liberty he pleads,
.a rest. We were importing a very un,desirable class
I glory in his humane deeds.
of foreigners, who were especially vociferous ag~nst
How many vict'ries he has won!
our
institutions and he hoped they would sqqside.
Prodigio11s labor he has done.
As Sculptor McDonald's allusion to for~igners was
!l. Prodigion!llabor on Freethonghta sort of plaster .cast of ·Mr. Oppenheimer, many
May it be ever read and sought;
eyes were turned toward that gentleman, who
Oh, for a thousand in the field,
smiled and looked happy.
-'
.
Their tongues and pens for right to wield.
The
next
number
of
the
program
was
a·
most.
ex10. My hard career is nearly run,
traordinary affair, being nothing less tl).an a dance
My life's sore battle nearly done;
performed by a young lady in ali ac<iordi'on skirt.
· But long liv Putnam; may his name,
Through works achieved, win deathless fame.
It was quite tip-to-date, and revealed, among other
Such are my sentiments also, and 1 think that .interesting things, the fact that in some instan~es
Professor Cook will long exist to sing of tnighty the joints of the human system may perform the
deeds. I hear that owing to hard lines the pro- function of swivels. Deep silence reigned in the
fessor has for some time maintained himself on an .audience during the exercise, and at its close there
income of about fifty cents a week, ·and when a man was hearty applause in the front row.. Mr.· Reed
ean liv so economically as that a funeral would be a recalled attention to the subject under discussion
by reading a short paper on the abolition of the
wholly unnecessary piece of extravagance.
Senate as a question worthy the consider~tion of
Anyone who entered the hall of the Manhattan the Convention. Another lady member r~cited
Liberal Club last Friday evening before the ser- .acceptably, .and ex-Senator Boyd was called for,
vices began could hav seen that something unusual Pr,esident · Foote observing . that although Mr.·
was on hand. •' The tariff was ten cents instead of ,Boyd had been a legislator he might "hav some
five ; women and Presbyterians were subject to ideas." Mr. Boyd's ideas proved to. be the same
duty ; all the electric lights were turned on, and as those of Wilson McDonald as regards the whipPresident' Foote wore the low-cut vest and spiketail ping-post. Other events were Mrs. Winterburl1's
coat incident to full dress. The hall was crowded solo; Professor Ames on an educational test for
when the doctor called the assemblage to order, ·voters 1 Mr. Abelson in a song; Captain Sweetland
read the customary announcements, like a pastor of the Coxey army, who paid his respects to the
from his pulpit, and gave notice that at the close of New York police, and Mr. Johnson on righteousthe exercises the club would adjourn until the first ness. Dr. Foote, whose previous song had. not
Friday in October, unless a speqial meeting should fatigued him, then presented himself with a sti,Jl
be held in September to celebrate the twenty-fifth better one. · lt was entitled "Parkhurst's solg.,"
anniversary of its existence. The program called which Dr. Foote, in a costume that. made him look
for five-minute speeches from members on the one very much like that reverend reformer, sang to the
thing they would like to hav the Constitutional .tune of "The Bowery." The song has eight stanconvention do, interspersed with music l!nd recita- zas of eight lines each, with a chorus. It set forth
tions. ·Henry Nichols went first to the bat, and jt how Dr. Parkhurst, having without a flutter seen
looked like a long inning, but within the appointed ~verything unclothed in the city, finally struck the
time he wafted the sphere to deep center by pro- Liberal Club and was so shocked at beholding .the
posing that the convention recommend the adoption naked truth that he resolved he woul~ "never· go
of the French land law, limiting holdings of the there any more." Everyboqy laughed so violently
earth's surface.' Twenty years ago,· he said, the that, the night being warm, great streams of perspimembers of the Liberal Club could mov~ tm the ration set the floor awash and flushed the lee scupupper circles bf society, but ·to-day, without deteri- pers, as i am told.
.
Mr. T. B. Wakeman gave the peroration and
orating, they must take their place in a distinct
middle class;·
- benediction. The duty of the Constitutional ConMoses Oppellheimer ensued. Mr. Oppenheimer vention, as he viewed it, :was to substitute a popuis growing middle-aged in the service, and the gray lar for a priestly government and to tax chu~ch
hairs that decorate his pompadour suggest a brindle property. He also bade the audience auf wieder
steer with a white star in the forehead; It was sehen, which, translated into German, mea;ns,_ So
difficult for him' to pick the supreme issue out of his long.
G~o. E. Macl:l9~fh.h.
many hobbies, he said, but the initiativ and refer- I
.
- ·.,.....
.·_ ..
endum, making the government democratic instead . We can ·still supply THE. TRUTH SEEKER of ..Ju.ll.~
of representativ, would be his first choice. · A solo ~th, 5JOntaining the copyrighted addresses of Co~o;I;~.e,l
by Miss Beckwith relieved the mental strain, and Ingersoll, T. B. Wakeman, and Henry Rowley:~i~l!fl
then Mr. Wilson took the platform. His proposi- others delivered at the Paine Memorial celebration was that no act should be deemed a crime that tion at New Rochelle, May 30th. This is _a, finely
did not work an injury to some other individual. illustrated number, and those who send for. it lj.t
Under present statutes and regulations, he said, once will be the recipients of a charming souvenif.
the most orderly and urbane person could not Seven cents per copy, five or more copies, five ce.p._~s
spend twenty-four hours in New York without of each.
.~ ·" ·.: .. ~...; .. · ...
necessity committing some offense for .which he
TliE Scranton Secular Union ~eetlf :etei.f~"'F.riday
could be apprehended by the police. .
..
evening at 421 Lackawana avenue. Our mottQ:' Free4'om _
Mr. Baldwin gave a humorous discourse on and Kindness, Everybody invited,. ·sew:etaryi,William.
"Birds," including the park policeman, the bicyclus Watkills.
-- .. ,, ,. __ :,. .::..
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himself is tired of debate. Country town preachers and Christian Endeavor, altogether more than a miUChristians think that an Infidel can be cut into minee•
The Liberals of Adamsville, Mich., and vicinity or- meat by a Christian debater, but the "debaters" theiD.~ ion of American Christians.
Thiel declaration of doctrine sO' utterly at variganized grove meetings for Ju,ne 23d and 24th, and selvs are not so positiv. It was a back-down pure and
ance with the " self-evident truths,., .upon whroh
there was quite a gatheri.D.g. It was something new simple.
this government was founded-the truths for whicl~~
ih this tlou~try, and . the preachers hardly knew
Providence.
our forefathers "fought and bled and died "-show····
what to make of it. They kept religiously away,
'' The Lord is good to all and his tender mercies are the loyalty of these "children of the kin~'' ~'-"
however, and did their level best to make others do Over
all his works." ·
Ame,.ican principles. They want not only "God m·
the same. They scented danger in the air.
Atheists
are
very
freq!lently
charged
with
being
the Constitution," but also the acknowledgment i:r"
The place qf meetl:bg was a beautiful grove on
ihe farm of Mr. Stevens, who hits been for many dogmatic because they assert that there is no evi- supreme law of the land that "Jesus is king of'
years a prominent worker in the church; bUt is of dence of a God in the universe. It seems to me kings and the rightful source of all civil powers."'
independent mind, and is not afraid t.o show a that the dogmatism is. wholly on the side of those They would reverse the verdict of the great Revoneighborly feeling even to those who d1ffer from who postulate a God and invest him with certain lution, render nugatory the splendid achievemen_tfll•
himself. The orthodox gave him a severe raking attriHutes without a particle of evidence to show for human liberty, which are its :llower and frmt ...
and "turn back the hands on the dial" to that iimn··
over for being so generous to the heretic, but he that such a being eiists.
This belief in God and his providence has worked when the whole of religiondom cootori.rned only·
pursued the even tenor of his way and was deter. mined that truth should hav a fair field.
The and is working untold evil iJ?. the world. Out of it~ pr1ests and kings and slaves.
~upernatural religion stands to-day, as hl the
eleillents were somewhat mixed for the success of among other e"ils, "has sprung the monster Feat."
Fear
is
not
an
ennobling
emotion,
and
the
coward
past,
an: almost insuperable barrier across th~ ~b-
the iectures. it was awfully hot on Saturday
morning,. but by afternoon quite a breez~ was is despised of men. Yet religion has made a raee, way of the tace. When man learns that h1s "'~~-
yea, abnost a world of cowards. :Behoid thetn pros- fane· depends wholly upon his own efforts-that hP
sweeping throng~ the ~orE at al'cade, and. the d1st~nt
horizon was flashmg w1th showers, and 1t was qu1te trate in abject fear ll~fore· a creation of their own need expect no aid from supernatural powers- ·
comfortable. Sunday dawned splendid,ly and the disordered minds l Were it not so terribly ttagical, then and only then, will there be "hope for th"'
so hu'miliating to that manh(Jod, that supremacy 'world." "Seif-reliance/t says Radenhausen, "must
air was refreshing, and over three hundred were
present at the meeting. It looked favorable for which man enjoys over the brutes by virtue of h:ls increase with the knowledge that the world is ruled,
reason, this spectacle would be the most stupen- not by capricious, unknown spirits, but by known
the afternoon gathering until about one o'clock,
dous "comedy of errors" ever performed on the infrangible laws." Man becomes enlightened an_cl
when a big squall blew along, and the rain deworld's stage. But this is only one of the evils that civili~ed in proportion as he becomes free. It IB
scended, and for an hour or two it seemed as if we
spring from thin belief. Ita votaries are slaves, not his nature, when free to follow his inclinations, to .
should hav to adjourn altogether. But finally the
only to an infinit monster in the skies, but also to question, investigate, e:x.periment, and thus work
blue skies prevailed, and the lecture was give~ to
his "vicars" on earth, the priest and king. No out his own salvation by increasing his knowledge
an audience nearly as large a• that of the mornmg.
human power could adequately estimate or describe of nature's laws. "When ruled by despotism,"
Undoubtedly if the day had been clear throughout,
the baneful influence these "God-anointed "~av says Buchner, "men become hypocritical. su~m~ssi;,
six hundred people would hav been present at the
exercised over the destinies of me:h. Tyrants and slaves, destitute of a sense of honor and digmty.
closing session. As it was, quite a success has
slaves! Almost the whole history of the race since The effect is the same whether the despotism to
been achieved for a first effort. I left New York on
this belief was first conceived in the brain of igno•
Friday morning, and arrived at Elkhart, Ind., early rance, has been the history of tyrants and slaves; which they submit be "the theological despotism
Saturday, June 23d, where I was met by Mr. A. S. God anointed, God appointed tyrants, and God- of the skies, the theocratic despotism of kings, or
the democratic despotism of majorities." Slavery
Bowman. There are some Liberals at Elkhart,
created slaves! "The powers that be are ordained is stagnation ; not only for the slave, but for tba
· among .them Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Weyrich, who gave
of God" has been the watchword of despots in enslaver. Were it not for the rebels who hav stood
us a cordial welcome at their hospitable table for every age. Fostering, encouraging, and enforcing
forth in every age to denounce the tyrant and defy
the morning meal, after which we drove to Adams- the belief in their "di,_vine right" for their own
his power, the human race would be to-day build'
ville through one of. the best farming sections in selfish ends they hav entailed more miseries on the
ing pyramids or making "bricks without straw'"
America, where the grass and ~he wheat are in human race than it has ever suflered from all the
under the lash. 'l'o them we owe whate'Ver of free-·
ptiib.e condition while the corn IB unusually back- pitiless elements. Wars and massacres, famine and
dom we now enjoy, and the hope that a day wm
ward but is evidently making up lost time. You pestilences, are its natural fruits, and ignorance, yet pome when tyranny and fear and ignoranca
can ~lmost see it grow in the heated atmosphere. poverty, and slaveryhav ever been the lot of those shall no longer curse the land, when scepter and
Adamsville is a country place altogether. There who fell beneath its sway.
The world to-day mitre shall moulder unheeded away, and palace and
is no hflll fnrpuhlicmeetings, and so the lectures groa~s,under the burdens religion has imposed upon cathedral sink to unremembered dust. For that
had to be given in a grQve: I hope to .see a Free- the children of men.
day we wait. And "while we wait we work."
thought hall here some day. The Liberals are
Degrading and enslaving both body and mind, it
R. WHEELEl!..
well-to-do, and· are really a majority if all would has rendered him who was created the "crown of
[OONOLUDED
NEXT
WEEK.)
show their hand. I found gf'nerous entertainment creation/' the very " incarnation of the mightiest
with Mr. A. S. Bowman and family, Wm. Conley efforts of nature," in many respects lower t~an the
and Mr. Moser, who were the main movers in ~his brutes. This, the most stupendous and mfernal
Lectures and Meetings.
affair and bore the. brunt of the expenses. With- crime of the ages, has been accomplished by t_he
TilE Friendship Liberal League, !'Orner ~~ Broad and
out their unflinching courage this Freeth ought c~m oppressors of the race through the ~nstrumentahty Wallace, in Warner Music Hall, Philadelphia.
paign would not hav been so successfully carr1ed of this insane belief in the providence of God.
THE Detroit Investigator Society meets every Sunday
through. . Among others of Adamsville and vicinity The histury of those peoples who bav been the afternoon at the hall, No. 32 Monroe avenue.
who lent a hand are James M. Truitt, who presideLJ most imbued with this belief furnishes abundant
THm First Secnlar church of Portland, aided by the
at. the Sunday morning meeting, Capt. 'H. R. evidence of its pernicious character. It was one of Oregon
Secular Union, gave its second annual excursion
Schutt, L. C. Bishop, H. B. lleadi M. Olds, H. W. the causes of the downfall of the Roman empire, and July 4, 1894. The route was as follows: Through the
Brown, L. E. Wooden, S. J. Graham, J. H. Strong, the sole cause of the night that enshrouded Europe Locks at Oregon City to Castle Kehm on the Wlllamette,
Charles Lyon, C. Cooper, John Crouse, MacM~nn for a thousand years. Its workings may be seen the home of the lecturer of the church, and secretary of
the 0. S. S. U.; past Rock Island, the grand o.nd beanti.
and others. Niles, ltedfield, Edwardsburg, Umon, to-day in the ignorance, degradation, al!'ti slave.ry ful
scenery of which is not snrpassod in the state of Oreand Cassopolis were represented with Adamsville. that prevail in those countries most subJect to ~ts gon and thencA to New Era, where the future IJamp
I also met Harvey Conley, who is a nativ of sway in Spanish America, Spain, Italy, and Russia, gro~nd of the 0. S. S. U. is located. On this day Mr.
Adamsville, but is quite a worker for Freethought the c~rse the menace of the world. No friend of and Mrs. Wittenberg presented to the 0. S. S. U. a deed
for ten acres of land, henceforth to be known as the Orein Kansas Nebraska Indiana, and other states. his race' can contemplate the ~amnable. crim~R g-on Secular park. Addresses were made by Presi~ent W.
He was vi;iting home' and remained over to aid the against human liberty that are dally committed m w. Jesse, of the 0. S. S. U.; T. R. Kemp, president of
meetings.
the latter country in tlie name and by ~ea_ns of. re- t.he Portland S!'cular church; Mrs. A. ~· Barker, of the
I was quite encouraged with the outlook h_ere ligion without feelings of the deepest mdignabon. Forest Grove Union; N. A. Olds, snoe~mtendent of ~he
Portland Secular Sunday School; Katie Kehm Smith,
and delighted with the friends I met. _Orgamza- Anathema maranatha, forever accursed _by religion, lecturer of the Portland Secular church; and other
tion is needed. With persistent and umted effJrt the scourge of the. world! The ~u~sian _peasant ~s member,. of the executiv committee of the 0. S. 8. U.
I am sure that this will be one of the best fields for so stupid in this belief in the dlVlne righ_t of his On thiR day the Union considered the nroposition of Mr.
and Mrs Wittenberg to donate additional land for a
Freethought.
.
rulers, so subject to the power of the pnests, so Secular ~ollege. For a montJI following the exc.ursion
The Arion Quartette Club of Elkhart furn1shed ignorant and superstitious; in short, s~ thoroug:hly tbe Secularists of the state Wlll hold a camp meetmg _on
excellent music for the occasion, and its members religious, that there is little hope for his emanmp~ the grounds, and o.ll desiring to attend should come with
are e~idently Liberal minded as well as melodious tion unless the civilized powers of the earth (1f tents and provisions and camp upon the ground. Fr~e·
everywhere should exert an effort to make this,
singers. On the whole, Adamsville has made. a. fine the;e be any such) unite in the name of outreg_ed thinkers
the first camp meeting, a grand success. Come for recreopening for the year's campaign. After VIBit·ng humanity and sweep the power that enslaves him ation and pleasure and help carry to the front our gloriNevinsville, Ia., I shall then try the .northernm~st " from the map of tbe world."
ous banner of Freethought.
.
part of Michigan, a new country, Red Jacket, SidThat this belief is not confined to the countries
naw, and Drummond.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
above specified-that it flourishes here, under the
S. P. Putnam's Lecture Appointments.
banner of liberty, in the land of ~efferson and
IT bas been necessary to make som_e changes in the
Jackson is patent to everyone who IB abreast of previous announcements. The followmg are the dates
Was.to-Hav-Been Debate.
the tim:a. D. S. Littell, a member of the National from June 23d to September lOth in Iowa, Michigan,
The following note from Franklin Stein~r com- Reform Associa.tion,in an article explanatory of the Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota.! ~n~ Montana.
pletes the story of the Christian retreat at P1erson: doctrine .and objects of that association, says "that Those in Washington and Oregon aesumg lectur~>s
during September and. Octohe.r will please addr..{lBB S. P.
DEs MoiNEs, IA., June 27, E. M. 294.
Almighty God is the source of all power and. au- Putnam, in care of E. C. Reichwald, 234 South Water
I thought I would tell you the _final outcome of the thority in civil government.
.
Governme~t IB a street, Chicago, Ill.
proposed debate in Pierson. Jamieson d1d not _get. the divine ordinance. Its powers and prerogative proNevinsville
Greenfield,
Orient,
and
Creston,
·Ia.,
June
letters and telegrams, tellil!-g him not to come, m time,
29th-J~ly_8th.
so he came ahead expectmg to debate. Our people claim it such. It wields divine powers. It exerformed a committee who went with Jamieson to call on cises divine prerogativ. Civil government is an Shell Rock, Waverly, and Clarksville, Ia., July lOth to
15th.
the preachers, to whom Jamieson talked like. a fath:er, absolute sovereign in the sphere of man's relations."
telling them that for the sake of honesty, 1f !lothmg And much more to the same effect. (See New York Sidnaw, Mich., July 19-24.
Drummond, Mich., July 26-30.
more, they should fulfil their con_tract. They sa1d they
would· do all they could to br~ng the debate abo}lt. TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 9, 1893). And he proves the Neillsville, Wis., Ang 2-6.
Jamieson·opened up a course of s1x lectures, all of which truth of these assertions by the scriptures ! And Whitehall, Wis., Aug. 7-9.
were a- challenge to "stand up for Jesus " It had !J.O they are indorsed not only by the members of h!s Fargo, N. Da~., Am~. 11-14.
effect/ for they would not make arrangement~, ~nd ifamle- own large association, but also by the W ?man s Crookston, Mmn., Ang. 15-17.
Hoople, N. DBk. Aug. 18-21.
son is now on his way to. Colorado. My opm10n IS that
t)le preachers were wiUin~ to <liscuss, but that Dungan Christian Temperance Union ~~ond the Soctety of Fort Maginnis, Mont., Aug. 26th to Sept. lOth.
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George Should Take More Equestrian
Exercise.
ATCHISON, KAN., June 20, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read George's Deco·
ration Day poem twenty times. Every
line is beautiful. Instead of a trinity of
poets-Ingersoll, Putnam, and "Saladin"
-we have a quartet. Your brother should
mount his Pegasus oftener.
Ever yours,
J. E. REMSBURG.
Comes Into tbe Fold at Last.
Los A-r<GELEB, CAL., June 4, 1894.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed is $6.50 for a
year's subscription and a "Devil's Battle
Ax " for such and like terms will be given
to :.Four Hundred Years of Freethonght"
by the enslaved orthodox adherents when
friend Putnam's book is at large to sow
seeds of '' evil" throughout the land.
Four years ago in Victoria, B. C., I had
the pleasure of hearing a lectqre on Freethought, delivered by Mr. Putnam, under
the auspices of the Victoria Secular Union,
and later on had a "shake hands " with
him at a " desecrating " Secular Sunday
picnic. This Union revealed to me the
existence of THE TRUTH SEEKER, which I
hav bought many times since, until at last
her sednctiv influence, coupled with your
offer of Mr. Putnam's book, has overcome
procrastination and I hav become a regular subscriber, in spite of the scarcity of
the almighty dollar.
Yours in Freethonght,
CLARENCE M. SHAW.
Certainly an Apology is Due from Heston.
NEWPORT, 0., June 18, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I hand yon $1150 for two
copies of "Four Hundred Years" andrenewal of Mr. F. Bly's snbEcription. I see
by your issue of June 16th that old subscribers as well as new may avail themselvs
of that offer.
I think Heston's picture, "Trying to
Get a Settlement," is all right with one
exception-he has the devil credited with
the invention of instruments for torturing
!heretics. I did not know that the devil
bad ever been charged with that crime. r·
Jhav often heard him charged with the invention of all things useful, especially
opiates for the relieving of pain-particularly in regard to the relief of pain in
childbirth. I hav for many years thought
pretty well of the devil; he has been the
only real friend mankind has had among
all the supernatural beings, and I hate to
see his record attacked in this manner,
and by a heretic. It is awful; the theologian never ventured so far. Hoping
Heston will "recnnt" those charges, I
Good morning.
will bid yon
E. P. BLY.
Steiner at St. Josepl1.
ST. JoSEPH, Mo., May 28, 1894.
Our colossus of Freethought (not of
Rhodes), of Des Moines, Ia., Mr. Franklin
Steiner, delivered two lectures at Turner
Hall in our city on Sunday afternoon and
evening, May 27th, and we will say for
· our young friend that he is a walking,
living, energetic encyclopedia of biblical
and so-called profane hietory, and will in
the near future be quoted as good authority by historians and learned men in all
civilized countries. Mr. Steiner's afternoon subject was, '• The Evidences of
Christianity Tested," and to say that he
did ample justice to his subject would be a
very mila·· statement. Christianity was
subjected to a most crucial test. It was
weighed in the historical balance and
found wofnlly wanting, and the lecture
was listened to with marked attention by
the very intelligent and interested audience.
Mr. Steiner's subject at night was "The
Great Religions Conspiracy Against the
Republic." He began by stating that his
lecture was not an A. P. A. lecture, although he was in sympathy with some of
the principles of that order, but gave his
attentiv audience to understand that he
regarded some of the planks in the A. P.
A. platform as a very weak, wishy-washy
bait to catch the unwary Infidel; for instance, where they say in their epitome of
principles that "we are in favor of church
taxation, except the church edifices," and
that makes it a factor in the ~eat religions
oonspirac:y a~ins~ tlle :Republic. Thl)n

Mr. Steiner ventilated the high Catholic
authority on the free public school system
of the United States, and he critically examined .the edicts and encyclical letters
and orders of the popes and it was proven
to the satisfaction of any fair-minded and
reasonable person that the Catholic hierarchy or church is a very powerful and
dangerous conspiracy against this republic. Up to this stage of the lecture Mr.
Steiner had not said much abonf; the
Protestants and if there were any in the
audience they no doubt thought they were
goin~ to escape, but if they did they were
sadly mistaken 1 for Mr. Steiner turned
his attention to the Protestants and merci;
lessly and scathingly arraigned them and
their leaders before the bar of public
opinion. He paid· particular attention to
Rev. W. F. Crafts, the Women's Christian
Temperance Union, the Prohibition and
God-in-the-Con•titntion parties, and when
he closed the lecture it had been proven
that the Protestant churches were and are
a very activ, unrelenting, and nnscrnpnlons power in the great religions conspiracy
against this republic.
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
G. G. BECK.
A Preacher's Unfortunate Comparison.
NEw HAMPTON, IA.• April22, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: On the 20th and 21st of
April the Liberals of this town and vicinity enjoyed, and the Christians deplored,
the appearance of John R. Charlesworth,
who gave two lectures in the opera honPe.
I will state that the shot used by Mr.
Charlesworth are Eqnare chunks, with
sharP corners, by the side of which the
round and smooth little fellows used by
less daring mental Nimrods look qnite
inoffensiv. On the morning following the
last lecture, Christians and hypocrite,
Heconded by a few skim-milk Liberals,
complained in variously pitched voices
that the miesils (Equare chunks) produced
unnecessarily painful wounds. The fact
of the matter, as I take it, is that this
community is not yet sufficiently emancip~~oted (evolnted) from mental slavery.
The fearless and aggressiv defender of
liberty, of justice, of reason, of fact as
against fiction, surprised his listeners.
T.hey were carried away by the intrepidity
of the speaker. None of the audience had,
even by correspondence, any acquaintance
with him except the writer and Mrs. G.
W. Wise, the energetic lady who engaged
Mr. Charlesworth, gathered in the shekels
and made all arrangements for the lectures
-to her we owe thanks for all the good
which may result from these lectures. She
has decided to repeat .the experiment in
the near future. Good I
Less than two hundred attended the
first lecture, weather being very disagreeable. On the second ni~t we had a good
turnout, but to me the most promising
feature was the presence of many ladies.
They were not a sprinkling in ·the audience, but a noticeable contingent of it.
This is higbly gratifying, because it shows
that our wives, mothers, and daughters
need not ask for providential •clerical)
dispensation in order to hear something
new to most of them; they are learning to
stand <>n their own feet. The best of order
prevailed throughout.
One preacher accepted the invitation to
speak. He said: "Sam Jones tells of a
man who had a loaded gnn. Discovering
a number of dogs on the street he blazed
away at them, Every dog hit set up a
howl." Continuing, he said: "I am hit
hard and several times." This is, perchance, not exactly verbatim, but as nearly
so as I can remember it. He asserted that
Christians had been persecuted by InfL
dels and ak;eptics from the very inception
of Christianity down to the present. His
acquaintance with history seems to be
below zero, or else veracity is to him an
unknown quantity. Bnt the enthusiastic
and venturesome would-be critic received
from Mr. Charlesworth an abundance of
mind-food. It will last him for some time,
and it will benefit him if he is able and
willing to digest it.
Mr. Henry Bisson, of Riceville, Ia., a
TRUTH SEEKER reader, traveled nearly
thirty miles, and spent two days, to hear
for the first time a Liberal lecturer. He
returned home highly pleased.
Yours for the gospel of humanity,
F. L. DAUBERBMITH,

Snake and Rainbow.
JACKSONVILLE, ILL., June 4, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Regarding the two subjects, revelation and natural science, . it
seems rather surprising that some writers
of reputation should attempt to effect a
reconciliation between them, for they evidently agree about as well as a dog a.nd a
cat would Jiving together in the same kennel. On the subject of snake and rainbow
the question might be asked, What qualities hav they in common? The answer is,
Nothing at all, except that both are ready
to be called as witnesses in the court of
common sense to prove that the Bible can
not be relied on for veracity. According
to geology, the lapse of time !Iince the
reptilian period was immeasurably far in
excess of the six thousand years computed
by theologians since the creation of the
world. In the account given the incom·
moding manner of "crawling cin his
belly" was a curse, inconvenience, or
penance (should hav been a pension) as a
punishment inflicted on the snake for
having indulged in a little flirtation with
our reputed antique female progenitor,
Mother Eve, which resulted in pruning
her of her maximum growth of robnat ignorance and engrafting the scion of priceless, alluring trtith instead.
Etas the reader ever seen a fossil snake?
On nearly the full length of the abdomen
are a series of transverse parallel bars,
which were, while living, its organs of
locomotion instead of legs. Now, from
the scriptural account one would naturally
infer that before the alleged curse snakes
had some other way of going besides
"crawling on their bellies." During the
era of reptile the iand and waters literally
swarmed with snake-like monsters who
were " monarchs of all they surveyed,"
and dictated the policy of government,
figurativly speaking, to all else~
But
their authority could ha-v been derived
from sheer brute force alone and not from
superior mental sagacity as stated in Genesis. Those primeval autocrats hav passed
away, and left only· their lilipntian descendants of the present time. And from
their history recorded in the imperishable rocks science has been able to read
something of their size, shape, and number. Thev hav left their fossilized forms
perpetuated in enduring stone, and we can
see from their structural formation that
they "crawled on their bellies" long before the time of fabled Adam and Eve.
The rainbow· next needs our attention.
The Bible says the Lord placed it in the
firmament as a pledge or token that ~e
wonld no more destroy sublunary life by
means of water. Now, any text-book of
natural philosophy will explain the why
and wherefore of the phenomenon of the
rainbow to be nothing more nor less than
the analysis of sunlight-solar spectrumand could never occur if the falling drops
of rain were not sphPrical and transparent.
Having confidence in the uniformity and
perpetuity of nature's laws we are induced
to believe the antediluvians were provided
with rainbows identical with tho~e which
embellish our _skies at the present day, else
raindrops havbeen modified in shape since
the deluge, which admits of no more credence than the aforesaid moss-back traditions.
WM. p ATTBRBON.
A Correction and Some Averments.
LocusT CORNER, 0., June 24, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: My TRUTH SnEKER of J nne
16th arrived on time, and I see that I did
friend George an injustice. He is not an
editor; he is simply a correspondent who
frequently reviews the communications of
other correspondents before they are published. His explanation is satisfactory
and I hope he will accept my apology. I
perceive also that M... George has his opinion of my "trinity of Acquaintances."
That opinion is not the only delusion
under which he is laboring, and though
rather uncomplimentary to me is unworthy
of refutation.
Personally I will say tbat I hav "assured the editor of my distinguished regard " in a way that he is most likely to
appreciate, that of having been a paid in
advance subscriber for eighteen years. I
took the paper many years through an
agent, then two years directly from the
office, after which, for reasons satisfactory
to myself, I changed back to the old plan.
I hav received nearly a thousand COJ?~E!I! o{

THE TRUTH SEEKER, not one of which
came without the cash, never having borrowed a single one. Friend George will
therefore hav to change his personal at.
tacks to some other basis. My name i.a
not on the editor 1s subscription list, bttt it
is on his book list to some extent.
itad our friend characterized the protective tariff as a national blessing, he
would hav shown a much better understanding of the subject, but I should hav
considered even that as very imprudent
on his part, and should hav been inclined
to '' raise a warning voice. "
Friend George concludes this note with
a statement that his view of the proteotiv
tariff embraces a trinity of right, honesty,
and common sense. This naturally recalls
a paragraph in the issuE) of May 19th, in
which we are informed that "it cannot of
course be maintained that the employee is
benefited by the protec~v tariff, because
there is free trade in labor." We l9ok for
the trinity which our friend has modestly introduced, and we find the first exceedingly
vague, the last entirely missing. Toquestion the second would, of course, be very
uncharitable; to grant it1 abi!lolntaly Cruel,
for the mll.n whp cll.n honestly and seriously write such a paragraph for publica.
tion, is certainly to. be pitied.
Here is an assertion which is untrue and
absurd: "Because there is free trade in
labor." A reason which is false to the
core. A reason than which no religions
dogma could be more silly, and of which
any child of fifteen years should be
ashamed. Under a protectiv tariff, there
is no free trade in labor. The benefits of
the tariff are about equally divided between the employee and the consumer.
The former gets more money for hisla'.Jor
and the latter more goods for his money.
In other words, wages are higher and liv~
ing Oheaper.
'rhis may seem paradoxical to the narrow intellect of a free trader; but if his
reason were allowed to expand a little, he
would see that Europe can sell more
cheaply than we, but that Europe will not
sell cheaply as we do, unless compelled to
do so by a tariff.
Under free trade rule, European pro·
dncers will lower prices. until Americ~
competition is destroyed, after which they
will charge what they like and America is
bound to pay. A protectiv tariff renders
such work impossible. Free trade givs
Europe a monopoly of the American markets, allows foreigners to fix prices which
American consumers are obliged to pay.
Protection enables American competition
to defeat foreign monopolies, to fix prices
which Europe is bound to accept or keep·
her goods at home.
I do not expect to convince friend
George. Paine iil his day perceived the
uselessness of giving medicin to the dead;
and when we find a man, an American,
who can in sober earnest declar.e tha$.ibP
employee is not be.nefited by the p~otectiv
tariff because there is free trade in labor,
we h"v no choice, but to conclude . that
tbe words of Paine were never more justly
applicable.
CHAS. 0. HAYS.
Jesus and Thomas Paine.
CLINT, TEx., June 10, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1.50, for
which send THE TRUTH SEEKER to my
friend S. Shnlz for six months, at the end
of which time, I doubt not, he will hav
acquired such an appetite for its pages of
common sense, sound philosophy, and scientific truth that he will be a subscriber
for the remainder of his life.
The last issue of the paper was a splenaid ·
tribute t~ the memory of that grand man,
Thomas Paine. When I was a boy in the
city of Mobile, I well remember that
there was a man who was pointed out by
the pions parsons and religions zealots as
a dangerous member of the community
because he had read and ad~ed the
writings of Thoma!! Paine, and made no
concealment of the fact. It is not quite
so bad now, but still what a disgrace it is
to this United States of America that the
pioneer promoter of the liberties we now
enjoy; the man who fired the hearts of the
colonists with that spirit of resistance
which enabled them after years of battle
and bloodshed to throw off the British
yoke; the brave genius who in Europe
flung the " Rights or Man" in the face of
~es.po~q rQyalty aud l'QWer 1 &11d for the
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first time taught tho toiling, grolllling
sweating millions that they had right~
which not even a God, much less a vile
gol'ernment of men, could trample upon
with impunity; the lover of his kind who
while despising monarchy, voted in Franc~
to spare the life of· the monar.oh when he
knew that it meant for him the prison and
likely the gullotin-that such a man should
hav been reviled and cursed for a century
by the people to whom he gave a Republican form of government. because he
wrote the "Age of Reason" to liberate
their darkened minds from superstition
and priestcraft, while a hypothetical non··
historic member of a barbarous race' who
it is said, lived some two tho"usand' year~
ago, and went about deaounoing pharisees and cursing fil!'-trees for not bearing
fruit out of season; breaking into o_ rnfields and helping himself and his party to
what they had no right to; grabbing another man's ·burros and riding into J ernsalem followed by a lot of oommonwealers
whom he taught to take no thought for
the morrow, promising that their heavenly
father would put up for them; to love their
enemies, hate father and mother and follow him; in short, to act the fool throuahout in this world, and he would fix th~m
up nicely in some other world· that such
a fictitious personage or morai crank-if
he ever existed-should hav a billion
dollars of untaxed property in this country
dedicated to his name and millions of admiring voters, while Thomas Paine, who
lived, loved, and snffered for his fellowmen, not thirty but seventy years, and left
~imperishable thoughts to all posterity,
1s hated by the multitude and appreciated
and honored by only the intelligent and
liberal few, makes me somewhat disgusted
with the human race and especially· the
so-called religious portion of it, which
wishes now to put this mythical Hebrew
in the Constitution of the United ·states,
declare him king, and then make laws to
compel us all to go to church and worship
their king and support his priests, Let
anyone follow literally the example and
teachings of this Christ and he will land in
the poorhouse or lunatic asylum inside of
six months. Let any one follow the example and teachings of Thomas Paine, and
he will be loved and honored wherever
intelligence and virtue, divorced from
superstition, hold sway over the minds
and hearts of men and women.
But we know very well how it is. The
sky-pilots in general-to be sure there are
excePtions-don't giv a continental for
Christ as a teacher, and al'e very careful to
avoid following his example; but his name
and the constant conjuring with it bring
them the coveted easy living and the
respect of their migu~ded, mistaken admirers.
And the more churches and
priests and parsons, the worse the nation
seems ·to be getting./ " When was age so
crammed with menaces, madness, written,
spoken lies?" asked Tennyson, in bitterness
of soul. Greed for gold is fast destroying
the morals of _the nation; justice and virtue are at a- discount, while Christ, Carlisle,
and the sugar and other trusts are r.mning
the state and grabbing for everything in
sight. Senators, at an average cost to the
people annually of $16,482 (see Hepburn's
"Statements in the House") apiece, come
high. Most all are good Christians, with
a holy chaplain at their hfad to steer them
heavenward, but they practically demonstrate the utility of the proverb, "a bird
in hand is worth two in the bush "-sugar
stocks and corner lots on earth every time
w,hen these cost only a vote. Mansions in
the skies Jesus will giv them in the hereafter,
S. G. ETHERIDGE.

God is all powerful.
God is not all-powerful.
God is unohimgeable
God is changeable. '
God !a jus~ and impartial.
God 18 unJust and partial.
God !s not the author of evil.
God 18 the author of evil.
God givs freely to those who ask
G:od with~olds his blessing and prevents
their reoeptwn.
~~d is to be found by those who seek

God is not to be found by those who
seek him.
God is peaceful,
God is warlike.
God i~ kind, merciful, and good.
God IS. cruel, unmerciful, destruotiv
and ferociOus.
'
God's anger is slow and endureth but for
a moment.
God's anger is fierce, frequent and en·
dureth long.
'
. God _commands, approves of, and delights m burnt offerings, sacrifices and
holy days.
·
'
. God disapproves of and ha~ no pleasure
m burnt offerings, -sacrifices and holy
days.
'
God tempts no man,
God does tempt men.
God cannot lie.
G~d lies; he. sends forth lying spirits to
deoerve.
Beoau~fl of man's wickedness God destroys him.
'
Because of _man's wickedness, God will
not destroy hrm.
God's attributes are revealed in his
word.
God's attributes cannot· be discovered.
There is but one God.
There are more Gods than one.
These contradictory propositions destroy
each other, therefore the holy Bible destroys the holy Bible God. The· holy :j3ible
G?d is. the most viewlesfl, doless, helpless
thmg m the universe, You can see the
horse, cow, dog, bird, worm, miorob.e but
the holy Bible God does not show' up.
You can get the help of the most insignificant thing an earth, but the help of the
holy Bible God comes not. The avalanche
sweeps down the Infidel and Christian
the good and bad, the virtuous and vioiou~
go alike: Disease and famin come, all
share alike The holy Bible God always
d~es t~e work through the most thorough
smentists. The holy Bible God signally
fails in the hands of quacks. In Spain today they fight cholera with long processions, marching, headed by bishops oardin~!~, priests b_a~ring crucifixes; pr~ying,
p~a1smg, prom1smg, prevailing the holy
Bible God, yet cholera moves on, sweeping
down unheeded. by the helpless holy Bible
God, who is oft' making for a new planet
a savior and devil to save and damn its
inhabitants.
When Garfield was shot, the Christian
world agonized in sincere and hopt>ful
prayer for weeks, for his life-he died,
The holy Bible God would hav been successful had the surgeon's knife reached the
fatal bullet; but as it was, the holy Bible
God failed. When the yellow fever visited
the Mississippi valley, millions of sincere
and hopeful prayers went up, week after
week, for months, to the holy Bible God
to remove the plague, but it stayed until
the frost of winter froze it out, then the
shout of thankful joy rose to heaven for
the answer to prayer by the holy Bible
God. In America they fight contagious
epidemics with common sense, reason science ; with drugs, mattock, grub~hoe
pickaxe, spade, shovel, hoe, rake, scraper:
soap, lye, potash, acid, mop, broom, fire,
quarantine, extermination, fooling no
time away with the helpless holy Bible
God. Intelligence· always exerts itself,
and givs credit where credit is due. The
If Not Christianity, What~
ignorant are induced to do dift',rently and
suffer.
GLEN's FERRY, IDA., June 10, 1894.
God is satisfied with his works.
Who is the holy Bible Christ ? The
God is diSBatisfied with his works.
ho]y Bible Christ is the holy Bible GodGod dwells in chosen temples.
the son of the holy Bible God, the son of
God dwells not in temples.
his holy self, the son of the holy ghost,
God dwells in light.
the son of the holy Bible Joseph. Matthew
God dwells in darkness.
states that the holy Bible Jacob begat the
-God is sean and heard.
holy Bible J osepb, the husband of the holy
God is invisible and cannot be heard.
Bible Mary. Luke states that the holy
God is tired a'ld rests.
Bible Joseph was the son of the holy Bible
God is never tired and never rests.
Heli.
God is omnipotent:, sees and knows all
These holy Bible contradictions annihithings.
.
God is not omnipotent, neither sees nor late themselvs, and both the holy Bible
knows all thin~s.
.
Christ and the holy Bible .Toseph. ThereGod knows .the hearts o( l!len.
fore, by these holy Bible contradictions,
~od tries men to find. QV.~ \.Vl!at ~s ~:u we hav no holy Bible God, no holy Bible
theu hearts.
1 ifoseph, alld DQ hol;y- Bible Mary~

The whole Christian religion rests on a
dream. The holy Bible Joseph thought
he married a holy Bible virgin. It was
different. It troubled the holy Bible Joseph so much that he dreamed. The holy
Bible Mary knew, but she did not tell.
The holy Bible Joseph told his dream, and
upon that dream rests the eternal future
of all mankind ; a dream which challenges credulity, reason, and common
sense, and this we are to believe or be
damned. Who believes it? Who will not
be damned?
The holy Bible says that the holy Bible
children shall not eat anything that dieth
. of itself, but feed it to their guests or sell
it to strangers.
The holy Bible says :
"Punish the children to the third and
fourth generation for the sins. of the parent." The holy Bible Christ says he
brought not peace but a sword. The holy
Bi~le says· women must be silen~, hold
their speech, be governed by thell' husbands, and if they want to know anything
they must ask their husbands; 1f the husband don't know, be ignorant; if they hav
no husband, then they are given over to
the lust of the holy Bible king, holy Bible
priest., or holy Bible soldier, and whtm
their brutality is satisfied, they may be
driven out on the unfriendly world to
seek shelter, food, and a home where best
they can, unthought of, unoared for, vagrants. The holy Bible Christ says you
must hate. father, mother, sister, and
brother, or you are not a Christian. The
holy Bible Christ says you must sell all you
hav and give it to the poor. The holy
Bible Christ says blessed are thll poor.
Woe unto the rich. All the virtue Lazaru~
had was poverty; he died and went to
heaven. All the vice the rich man had
was riches; he died and went to hell. The
holy Bible Christ says you must nnt make
provision for future wants, but trust. to
the holy Bible God. The holy Bible Christ
says if you lend ask it not again. The
holy Bible Christ says if any one takes
your property, pursue him not, but giv
him more of your valuables. The holy
Bible Christ says resist not evil. The holy
Bible Christ Fays if any one forces you
to go against your will, yield without
complaint. The holy Bible Christ says if
any one strikes you, let him strike again.
The holy Bible Christ teaches tbe dootrin
of non-resistance to evil. The holy Bible
sustains slavery, polygamy, murder of
heretic~, pope or king rule, submission to
all rulers, destruction of witches.
All the foregoing are fundamentally
taught in the holy Bible-the word of the
holy Bible God. They are the teachings
of the holy Bible Christ-the holy utterances of heaven's holy Bible king; the
inspired word of the holy Bible God - the
unerring guide. Do Christians follow and
teach these fundamentals? They do not.
What do they follow and teach? They follow and teach the laws of the sever!lol states
in which they liv, the holy Bible God, the
holy Bible Christ, the holy Bible, the
holy Bible pope, the holy Bible priest, or
the holy Bible laity to the contrary notwithstanding. The statutes define our
duty as men and women, father and
mother, parent and child, brother and sis·
ter, guardian and ward, neighbor and cHizen. They guard our health, customs,
dealings, persons, and property. They
direct everything that pertains to this life
and Is tend in!!' toward the great, grat d
seale of equal rights and compel obedience.
The statutes are in direct opposition to
the teachings of the holy Bible, the holy
Bible God, the holy Bible Christ, In
place of Christianity what? We hav no
Christianity as taught by the holy Biblewe· dare not follow or teach its funda•
mentals, The law forbids, The statutes
of the several states are the verified experience of mankind, periodically changed,
as wisdom makes it necessary for our
good; and professed Christians assist in
enacting and enforcing these Infidel laws
for the security of their lives, property,
and persons, and which over-ride the au·
thority of the holy Bible God, the holy
Bible Christ, and the holy Bibll'.
The holy Bible priesthood persist in the
falsehood that all our laws are based on
the teachings of the holy Bible. The
statutes are the Infidel Bible, and there is
not a man, woman, or child who does not
find protection in them and believe in
them, and by so doing they are Infidels.
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How was it in the holy Bible days of the
dark ~es, when all books, except the holy
Bi~le, were burned, and all thoughts
which we~e not in accordance with the
holy Bible were crucified and Fl'eethinkers
burned? How was it in the holy Bible
days of the Catholic Inquisition? In Spain
alone 31,000 were. burned, 290,000 were
tortured to death by frying; and in the
Netherlands 75,000 went down in horrible
death? Those figures record only a small
portion of those who perished or suffered
for the "crime" of heresy; the oft'anders'
wives, children, relativs; friends-all were
doomed for the sake of the hnly Bible God.
How was it in the holy Bible days of the
Protestant persecution in Europe? It was
a parallel to the Inquisition (read William
Cobbett's letter to Lord Tenderten chief
justice of England, as late ag 1829 in' Bell's
"Hand· book of Freethought ,:), How
was it in the holy Bible dllys of America?
Read the Blue Laws, the persecution the
hanging of witches.. Those were da;s of
stocks, chains, fetters, dungeons, prisom,
fire, fagot, flame, sword, cannon, rack,
thumbscrew, strangulation, gibbet, river
of ~~man blood, brutal, beastly, priestly,
rehgwus, holy Bible unquiet. Who would
not rather hav the Infidel present than
the holy Bible dll.ys of the past? Infidels
want nothing, ask for nothing, but protection in the exercise of their natural
rights-free thought, free speech, right of
private judgment, equality before the
law. They wish to entertain their own
opinion of and scorn for the deceiver who
robs the widow and orphan of their mite
for the holy Bible God's sake, and who
livs untaxed in luxury on their beggary.
We want np horrid holy Bible days of
the past. We want no holy Bible, no holy
Bible God in the Constitution. We don't
want any holy "Bible. Sunday; we don't
want any holy Bible dn.ys again-no repetition of the holy Bible past; we want the
Infir.lel present with its aspiration for a
better Infidel Juture as verification shall
point the way.
Christian, abandon the self· executed
holy Bible myths, the holy Bible God, the
holy Bible Christ, the holy Btble Holy
Ghost, the holy Bible Joseph, the holy
Bible Mary, the holy Bible dream, the
holy Bible devil, and come with us; we
will turn the light of reason on truth, jus·
tioe, humanity and giv you a chance for
peace, earthly quiet, a happy eternity.
Christians, you hav poisoned with your
holy Bible the fountain of the. stream of
time and built a wall ol. sulphureons damnation and set a guard of flaming swords
about it; you hav added deadlines to its
inlets and, as it widened, Jeepened, length
ened toward the great ocean of the unknown, you increased its perils and horrified its navigation flO that its descent was
almost certain death and caused many of
its voyagers such mental horror that they
scuttled their craft and sank to rise no
more. You held the fortress, armed with
all the implements of horrid death known
to brutal man. With will . aud nerve,
backed by the command of the holy Bible
God to execute, you executed.
'rhufl ticked the clock of time, ·when
high up and far out of this horrid night
nations bore and cradled some great,
grand, good, heroic souls, who saw that
the present gloom and woe needed an
antidote and changed the bubbling fountain, bettered its inlet11, and made navigation more possible, and life happier; they
broke thrpugh the hellish wall and flaming
gua1ds and east into the fountain the
needed gift. They saw, they knew to do
was death- death to them, but life to
future voyagers; this nerved their will and
forced them to the deed; it was done; the
stream was \lettered, but the heroic souls
were gone. Their noble work told and
still speaks; others dt~d by your cruel
butchery until it was made possible for
men to do, think, speak, and yet liv. The
great barriers un the stream of time are
gone. Those now borne on ~its bosom
begin to pluck the fruits of truth, justice
happiness, peace, Freethought, r1ght of
private judgment along its bauks and view
the beyond as a home of etPrnal rest.
Your deeds are recorded as infamous·
their de~>ds as unfading goodness, great~
ness, and will shine on and on and ongrow brighter, brighter, brighter as the
ages pass.
If you want quotations and references
touching all the Bible contradictions alluded to and many more holy Bible crushers send fifteen cents to the Truth Seeker
Qompany,
JAMEI:I S~oUT,.fi!i
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Great Salt Lake, which is nineteen miles
distant from the city, and is reached by
the Salt Lake and Los Angeles railway.
Rdited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall There are three railway depots in the city
Ri?Jer, J,fnss., to whom all Communzca- and street cars propelled by electricity run
tion:. jor this Corner FJhould be sent.
in all directions. The streets are one hundred and thirty feet wide, some of which
are well paved and streams of sparkling
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
clear water from the surrounding mounComes a pause in the da:.-'ey occupation• ,
That is known as the Chtldren's Hour.
tains course along the sides of very many
of them.
Suburban streetA are adorned on each
The Legend of Evil.
side with beantif]ll residences, · having
l'his is the sorrowful story
beautiful lawns, shrubbery, flowers, etc.,
Told when the twilight fails
all of which appear to .be kept in the very
And the monkeys walk together
Holding each other's tails.
best order, while tall shll.de trees protect
them from the rays of the summer sun.
" Our fath6rR lived in the forest,
Foolish people were they,
In the business part of the city all trades,
Tbev went down in tbe cornlanil
professions, and occupations seem to be
To teach the farmers to play.
well rePresented, from the cobbler mend·
" Onr fathers frisked in the millet,
ing shoes, and the second-hand furniture
Our fathers skipped in the wheat,
dealer, to the princely merchant whose
Our fathers hung in the branches,
Our fathers danced in the street.
store is filled to its utmost capacity with
everything useful and ornamental.
" ThPn came the' errible farmers,
Nothing of play they knew,
Salt Lake City indicates a degree of
Only they ..aught our fathers
comfort and prosperity which is probably
And set them to labor too!
not excelled by any city of its size in the
"Set them to worl• in the eornland
United States. Saturday afternoon, Aug.
With plow• and sickle" and fl•ils,
26th, we take a trip to Saltair Beach, Salt
Put them in mud-walled prisons
Lake, where a g.reat ·multitude of people
And-·cnt off their beautiful tails!
were <Jssembled to listen to two concerts
" Now we can watch our fathers
to be ~iven during the afternoon and evenSullen and howed and old,
Stooping over the millet,
ing in the new paviiion there by the MorSharing the silly mold.
mon Tabernacle choir, consisting of two
"Driving a fooli•h furrow,
hundred snd fifty voices. The Pavilion is
l\fun<ling a mu<lcly yoke,
a splendirl frame structure built on the
Sle~ping in mud-walled prisons,
lake four thousand feet from the shore. It
Steeping their food in smoke.
rests upon large wooden posts or piling
"WA may not speak of our fnthers,
raised a few feet above the surface of the
For if the farmer• knAw,
They would come up to the forc•t
water, and trains reach it by means of a
\no set llS to labor too."
viaduct extending from the shore to the
This iR the horrible story
building. It contains a lunch or dining
Told as the twilight fail~
hall
151 by 253 feet, a concert and danceAnrl the monkeys walk together
hall140 hy 250 feet, 620 bath houses, and
Holding each other's tailR.
-Rnd'{/arrl Kipling.
several high towers which afford a commanding view of the lake and surrounding
A Visit to S~It Lake City.
mountains.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
rcoNTINURD.]
Right here I may remark that we travCorrespondence.
eled through a more extensiv wilderness
in less than forty hours (thirty-six) than
SALlllM, 0., April 23, 1894.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: Mr. Sharp, the
Moses and the children of Israel did in
forty years, consequently modern civiliza- gentleman with whose family my mamma
tion, as far aq traveling is concerned, and I arfl living, takes THE TRUTH
SEEKER. They hav Persuaded me to write
must be vastly superior to ancieht inspi- to the Children's Corner. I hav read a
ration. But the modern traveler must not great many letters to the Corner and think
think that he, like the children of Israel, they are verv nice. I go to the Columbia
will be fed with manna from heaven. street school. There are eight rooms. I
Should he patronize the dining-car at- am in the sixth room. I am thirteen years
of age and an only child. This is all for
tached to his train or any of the dining- this time. Yours truly,
halls at the various ·depots where the train
OPHELIA DAVIS.
stops, which he iR necessarily compelled to
do, he will find that repeated and exceBBiv
HEBER CITY, April16, 1894.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I hav never written
demands are made upon his pocket for
what he may require in the way of food to the Corner, Ao I thought I would write.
My pa has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for
while traveling through the great desert a long time. I like to read the Children's
of North America. Three o'clock in the Corner very much. 1 am twelve years old.
morning is an untimely hour to arrive in T go to Achool and read in the Fourth
a strange city; we were, therefore, with a Reader. I study rearling, writing, spelling
few other passengers, escorted to the and physiology. We hav a mile and a
half to walk to school. There is only one
waiting-room at the depot to await the more
week. WAll, I gneBB my letter is
coming dawn. Having now arrived at the long enough, so I will close, hoping to see
place that I had often wished to see, and this in print. From your friend,
JANIE BELLE LINDSAY.
being anxious to view the new surroundings, I looked and longed for daybreak to
HEBER CITY, April15, 1894.
appear, and at length Aurora came.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I was pleased to see
Awake! arise from slumbers deep;
my letter in print, so I thought I would
Beholli, Aurora comes
write again. Yon told me next time I
To break the fettered chains of sleep
wrote to describe the town where I lived.
From powers which sleep benumbs;
It is situated on a creek. The houses are
strung along on either side for about three
While still, in purpled shadows hid,
miles and a half, everybody living on
The sl,epin~ valley lies,
their own farm. Pa has resd THE TRUTH
With kisses soft each drowsing lid
Is ope'd in sweet surprise.
SEEKER for fifteen years. I hav four sisShe comes all winged, with glowing beams, ters and one brother. Mv brother's name
is Thomas Paine. We are all FreethinkAnd tresses hung with gold;
ers.
Well, I guess my letter is long
Her radiant face with gladness gleams;
enough. From your little friend,
She smiles on young and old.
CHRISTEENA LINDSAY,
Light skipping o'er the towering peaks,
[Tbe next time yon write, Christeena,
Like bounding mountain fawn,
She comes all fresh with blushing cheeks- tell us what state yon liv in.-ED. C. C.]
The bright and laughing dawn.
WEsT SUTTON. MAss., May 20, E.M. 294.
Flv, Ere bus. black bird of night,
DEAR Miss WixoN: With your permisHence with thy motley train;
sion I would like to communicate with the
Aurora comes on wings of light,
members of our Correspondence Club
Earth wakes to life again.
thrnn~h the Corner,
We hav a club of twenty-eight members
Daylight brings to view an extensiv
blooming valley with a beautiful city of at present. About the first of April I sent
sixty-five thousand inhabitants nestling in a list of the names of the members to each
one that they mie-ht vote for officers, and
its bosom. The city is located near the foot having received ballots from only about
of the northern and eastern range of half of the members I think there may
mountains, or perhaps it would be more possibly be some misunderstanding. In
correct to say, in the northeast corner of the February lOth issue of THE TRUTH
the valley, the mountains to the south SEEKER the plan of the club was given. It
was stated that two officers should perform
being twenty-five miles distant. Stretch- the duties of the club-president and secreing out for a considerable distance to the tary, chosen for a term of three months.
southwest is a level plain leading to the The duty of the president is to name the

ehiZdren' s eornsr.

correspondents, and, with th!'l advice of
the secretary, appoint the subJects.
The president shall receive all correspondence, which must be for~arded to
him within two weeks after receipt of the
same and he shall send one letter in each
serie~ of letters to the secretary for publication.
The secretary shall notify each member
of the club with whom to correspond and
upon what snbjectR,. and nnbli~h in the
Liberal papers any correspondence the
president may send.
I hope that all those members who h~v
not sent their ballots will do so at their
Aarliest ltJisnre or convenience. Yours for.
Freethonght,
Lucy W. PHELPS.
PARIS, TEx., May 24, 1894.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: I will try to write
one letter to the Oorner. I read thA Cor·
ner every week. I think that THE 'TRUTH
SEEKER is the best paper that I ever read.
The Corner is the most interesting page in
it. We liv several miles from Paris, the
county seat of Lamar. The city has a
population of ten thonsa~d and about fif.
teen churches. There are several Frtle·
thinkers here. The lecture of J. E. Remsburg was very highly appreciatfld. I will
tell yon my age-fourteen. I hav two
brothers and four sisterH. My youngest
brother is named Volney Voltaire Bradley
and my next eldest brother is named
Robert Heston Bradley. J wish long life
to Watson Heston. I remain yours for
truth and liberty.
EusTACE EuGENE BRADLEY.
P. S.-Yon need not write all my name.
If some of the children would write I
would gladly answer.
E. E. B.

Books

byHelenH. Gardener.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Gods.
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
.Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
T;u Traae Su:p:pliea at S:pecial Dtscount8

lS THIS YOUR SOB. MY LOBO 1

.'\ .l:''&l:imuu~mg dtory of Radical •rrnths on
.l:teligion and Social Matters.
MARSH, IDA.. May 21, 294.
.tl"rioo. cloth, $1; PaPer. 50 cents.
DEAR Miss WixoN AND READERS oF THE
CoRNER: I thought I would address yon
once more and let yon know that I am
still alive and prospering.
I am busy
mining now, and I am to get seventy-five
cents every Sunday, but sometimes I rest
A NE'W' NOVEL.
a ha'lf day on Sunday and read THE TRUTH
SEEKER. I attended a de bating society at.
Paper, 50 cents.
Prine. oloth, 1!11.
Horse Shoe Bend, which is about eight
miles from here. The meetings were held
every Wednesrlay night. One night the
question was, Resolved, That Female Snf- ·
£rage should be allowerl. There was but
SHORT STORIES.
one man who spoke earnestly on the negaPrice, cloth $1.
Paper, 50 cents.
tiv side. He went back to the Bible and
quoted several passages, and said we ought
to follow the Bible, But another man on
the affirmativ knocked him out entirely,
and said that this was a later date than
when the Bible was written. Easter Sun- A Splendid Judge CONTENTS:
of a Woman -The Lad1 of the
day services were held here, and they rung
Club-Under Protest-For the ProsecutiOn-A
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler Honse
me in to totke part and it made me hot.
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Onr,AnNext time I will be on the watch and they
cestors -Florence Campbell's
won't catch me so easily. The preacher
Fate-My Patient's Fate.
was absent but sent a substitute. He got
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth,$1.
up and spoke about the Africans and the
Mexicans; how they were trying to find
the Lord, but he couldn't see why the
Americans were so backward but still more
CONTEN1:S:
civilized. That aiso made me hot. Why,
Fiction of Fiction•-A Day in Court
anybody that had common sensl'l might Piefoce-The
-Throw a in With the City's Dead -An Irreknow why they were so backward in joinspomible EdncatAd Cla•s-The 1\'loral Responsibility of Woman in Hereditying the church. As I will probably be
Woman as an Annex -Sex in Braintaking up too much valuable space I will
Heredity in 1ts Relations to a
close. Yours for Freethonght and reform,
Double Standard of MoralsDivorce and the ProA. E. BlllNOIT.
posed Natiunal Law
-Lawsuit or Legacy-Common
Sense in
Surgery.

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?

Pushed by Unseen Hands.
.A. Thoughtless Y-es.

Facts and Fictions of Life.

force alld Platter;

Cloth, 11; paper, 50 cents.

on,
11-inctples of the Natural Orde,· or the llni~
.-erse, with a System of Morafi_y
Based Thereon.

J£!11 PRoFEssoR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
.VUEr'"'I'ENTS:

Matter,
The Fitness of Things in
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Lmmor~alityof Force,
lVIan,
lnfinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thought,
:vlotion,
Consciousness,
Form,
Seat of the Soul,
£mmutabilityofNatnral Innate IdeasJ..
Laws,
The Idea of liod,
!.Tniversality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
l'he Heavens,
The Son! of Brutes
Periods of t,he Creation l!'rca Will,
of the Earth,
lYlo1·ali ty,
Original Generation, Con cl u d!i:U g Oboerv•
~sc·ular Generation,
tions.
Foft1fl and

:"~~",..,~

:~'- ~-o

A.\t'll:lff~ll~ 1"1f11RI1'~~ ''ll'~IJ'.PR ~fi~iH:K~:ti

L K. Washburn's Works.

Sunday and the Sabbath. /,A law regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is an impertinence." Price. IO cents.
The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of
a mini•ter's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one against the Colorado beetle I"
Price. IO cent$.
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact t
Price. 5 cents.
Rt~Ugious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesu!l Insanet Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
By HELEN H. GARDENER.

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures .Against
the Bible.

Every Woman·shoutd Read It
and

Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price. IO cents. Address this office.

ASECULAR MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL
AND

COLLECTION OF SECULAR HYMNS.
Bv A. R. AYRES.
"A good book written with a purpose."
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

"With Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knee,.
A new edition of that splendid '?rose poem,
"Life," by "the prince of orators, ' Co!. R. G.
In!(ersoll. It is larger and better than the old
edttion, and can be framed or olaced upon the
table as an ornament. In the center of the card
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby,
_urrounded by the prose poem, which has been
tt nthfully described as, "one of the masterpieces
of the orator and J;>Oet. who now, as far as we
kn· •W, stand• alone m the living world." .It will
make a delightful present, and wtll be a •ouvenir
not-only of intellectual greatness, but of arttotio
workmanshin. It is printed on heavy board, gilt
boveled edge. The siZe is 12x16 inches, and the
orice onlY?5 cents, post-paid.
'.l'H.E TRUTH BEEKER,
WI L&f&vette Dll.<'e, New York.

i:t'HE TRUTH SEEh.EH. JULY 7,

Modern Marriage.
By EMILE ZOLA.
Translated !'rom the French by Bent. R. Tucker
In this his latest story Zola takes fonr typical
marria<res-one from the nobility, one from the
bourueotste. one fi;om the petty bourueotste, and
one from the workmg-people-and describes, with
all the power of his wondrous art, how each originates, by what motive each is inspired, how each
is consummated, and how each results.
Price, J.a Cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

The Freethinker's Badge-pin
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
' Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin and THE TRUTF
SEEKEB one year for $5.

THE

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER

A.gents for The Truth Seekt>r.
AlabaDJ.a.

Loeb & Loeb, Montgomery.
Arkan.. as

Davies & Son, 412 Mam st., Little Rock.

a Jfuts'AeZZ.

By ABA AUGER.
A condensation of the fundamental arguments
against Christianity.

A Very Good Litt/e.Misstonary Work.
Price, 15 cents.

Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Thos. W. Baker, Exeter.
Stoll & Thayer, 117 W.lstst., LosA.ngeleR
·s. C. Blake, 503 Kearney st., SanFrancisco.
C. E. Duran, 334 Montgomery st , ~an
Francisco.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Lo!l
Angeles.
Max NewsStand, 102 N. Main,LosAngeles.
J. E. Matthews Eureka.
Eclectic Book Store, Los Angeles.
Shaw & Gregg, Broadway opp. Central
Bank, Oakland.
S. D. Schoenfeld, Red Bluff.
Canada

P. C. Allen, 35 King st., Toronto.
John McKenna, 80 Yonge st., Toronto.
Colorado

JNowland & Co., 400 Harrison av., Leadville.
Stanchfield & Co., 200 Union ave., Pueblo.
C. Smith & Son, 385 Larimer st. Denver.
J. C. Richey, 309 Harrison ave., Leadville.
Con.n.ecticn t

An important and remarkable revelation con
earning the life and times of Apollonius of
Tyana, the great sage and philosopher of the first
century. It is here claimed that his life and
teachings were appropriated and utilized by the
formulators of the Christian reli~ion in the interest of so-called Christianity. Thel!ag_iarism
is made_plain in this brief history of pollonius
especailly in view of the historical references and
comments thereon. It is quite evident that to
conceal the plagiarism, the name of Apollonius
was suppressed.
·
Price,l5 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER:
'Hl La.f&vette nl&ce. New York Citv

THE AGNOSTIC ANNUAL
FOR-

~1_894.~
Edited by CHARLES A. WATTS.
OONTENTB:
The True History of the Bible, Prof. Edwin
Johnson; A Practical VIew of Life, Charles Watts;
•.rhe DPcadence of the Old 'l'heology, Mrs. E.
Lynn Linto:g,; Insyiration in Extremis, Samuel
Laing; "J he uospe of Love, A Poem. Capt. W . .1:!.
McTaggart; Alf"nostic T_ypes. R. Bithell, B.Sc.,
Ph.D.; On Spiritual Wickedness in High Places,
Edward Clodd; A Pries• of Nature, 11. Poem,
Ron. C." K. Tuckerman; The Dream of Immortalitf.• Frederick Mil!~trl· Is Immortality a Dream,
. Stewart Ross (t-a adin); Practical ConseWnences of Agnosticism, F J. Gould; The Religqous Propensity, Furneaux .Jordan, F.R.C.S.
Prioe, !!li Cents,
·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
~ Lafayette place, New York.

BOOKS BY

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Religion of the Fulmre. Cloth. $1.

The Secret of the East; or, The OrigiL
of the Christian Religion and the Significanc<
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Law~
of Nature.

Cloth. $1.

Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Hnman Orgamsm. Cloth, $1.

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illm
trated by H. l!'aber. Clothii$2.
Address
THE T :UTH SEEKER,
~A J,A.fA.vAtte niiLOI\. NAw Vnrlr.

CHEAP EDITION.

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.
This book IS just what i\s title implies-thump·
.ng whacks at superstition. It ·deals with the
effect of Christianity on the world, showing
what Unristians hav.e done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a false prophAt. that the gospels
are not authentic, and that I.J~.u~ianity is a borrowed system of religion. Tnat tbe Bible is not
i'n accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not area.! benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

FILE

AND

RACKI

By GEO.K
M.ACDONA.LD.

Sent Post Paid
TORTURE INsTRUMENTS employed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries lor

the Promulgation of Christianity. Being the Nnremberg Collection, and iucllllliug specimens from
'J'he Hoi)' Inquisition.

THIRTY-FIVE

ILLUSTRATIONS_

Roal)ish Collar, Thumbscrew, Iron Collar,~ 1e R.-o •.. the Iron llrow. n ...Leg Orllshar, the Stocks,
the Heretic C ,tcher. the Iron Boot, the Hot .uitt'n, a Mouth-.P•lar (gag), .trou MaRks ro~ommendA<'i
hy the Inquisition, Breaking a.n<t. Buruing_ on the Wheel, tl}o Ducking Oage, the Chastity Bolt. for
women, the Spid~r. the Iron VIrll"Ill UIJ to Date the Execution Bell, etc.
"I used to read in books," says Colonel Ingersoll,·· how our fathers persecuted mankind But I
never appreciated 1t. 1 read it, b••t it did not burn itself into my soul. I did not roal!y appreciate
the Infamies that have been committed in the name of religion until I saw the iron ar,;uments thaG
Christians used."
~

Price, 10 Cents per CO})y.

•

•

12 COI)ies for $1.00

BUY: A DOLLAR'S WORTH AND HC.;.T l'I<;R 'T'HF.M A.MONG YOUR UHIUSTIAN rH<.:IOHRORSt

Perry Moul, Danbury.

.

Florida

Address TH€ ,RUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

J as. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.

Chas. W. Curry, 183 Madison st.,
Henry Fash. 516 W. Madison st.,
Chas. Macdonald, 55 Washington,
Post-Office News Co., 93 Adams,
Jo,va

Chicago
ChiCago.
Chicago.
Chicago.

C. Deuell Marshalltown.
Franklin Steiner, 13ox 882, Des Moines.
Clarence Brown, Avoca.
-

Indiana

Frank Weaver, Box 150, Petersburg.
Indianapolis News Co., 55 Mass. av., In·
dianapolis.
Louisiana

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA IDENTIFIED AS THE
CHRISTIAN JESUS.

t3::i THUMBSCR[W

California.

A. J. Gardner, Kissimmee.
ONE YEAR,
Georgia
Will be sent for $4. 75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTH. Wm. Estill, Savannah.
SEEKEB, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
Illinois
gilt bowl, 50c. more,
AddresA THE TRUTH SEEKER. . Brentano Bros.,204 Wabash ave., Chicago.

3Jrt in

1894,

Al. J. Dwyer, 226Baronne st.,NewOrleans
Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleant~.
Massachusetts

Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
H. W. Smith, 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
·

Just. Out.-25 Cents ~Five Copies for $1.,·
A I.J.bera.lliving in Michigan ~aid once that he would give $25 •
have the Crimes of Preachers reoorde,l, as the frequent \a.pse1
of 'firtue of the ministers showed how little va..lue Uhriati&nit:r
possesses to make men moral.
We have just; i•sned uhe Fourth Edition of the book doin.r this.
~ additions for this new edit1on of the

.rea.r to

~'Crimes
lilb;lyM>

m.YQ.Il

of Preachers"

nearly 400 cases of ministerial conduct. While those in preeditions show that within a. few yea.rs abt.nt

1300 MINISTERS HA..VE BEEN
oi one kind or another of criminal conduot.

GUII~TY

Mo•~

of the crimes
are &gainst women, for the fair Bex &re at once thJ well.kUeRs an<i
the strength of the church-" the churoh" meaning of course the
~ler_l{y.

Notwithstanding the many additions.! pa~?es, we have kept the
price tbe same, 25 cents. Send for u. COIJY, aud confound the church- ---o.l:illfillll"
t:lhow them JUSt what Rorr. of so~~omps are the clergy who have
Jlo_,e4 the.Wor)d's ~a.ir _en !'Jnuday. b ,canso it is so holy & day that to look upon machlnerr 01
vatnt:insP m th1• l.lflnod l~ "unmoral ··

·m~n

'l'HE 'l'RTT'l'll !'IRim.IUt CO,llPAN\'.

l1lllrmu;

ltfaine

N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress st, Portland.
Micltigau

HAND-BOOK

Baker & Holton, 87 Woodward av., Detroit..
Herman Rei£, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
H. UJlbricht, 552 Catherine st., Detroit.
R. S. Squires, 24 Jefferson ~t., Muskegon.

OF

JUinnesota.

W. L. Beekman, 55 E. 5th st., St. Paul.
Parcher & Sacre, 8 3rd st., S. Minneapolis.

FREE1"'HOUGH1'

montana

D. J. Cavanah, Box 648, Missoula.
!Uissonri

J. A. Koder, 1707 Frederick av., St.Joseph.
E. F. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Philip Roeder, cor. 4th & Olive, St. Louis.

By W. S. BELL.

New- York

S. l\L Bernhard, lOll E. 104th st.
BrentanoBros., 5th ave. & 18th st., N.Y.
L. Jonas & Co., Astor House, New York.
Mr. Goldberg., 72 Canal st., New York.
E. J. Nieuwland, lOth ave. and 157th st.
R. W. Turner, 340 4th ave., New York.
C. Ryan, 133 WP~t<>rn Buulevard.
J. H. Russell, 124 Fulton st., New York.
W. Wmh"m, 388 K~ao At.• , Brooklyn.
E. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester.
R. Renfrew, Jr., 100 West av., Hochester.
W. H. Leonard, 91 Congress st.., Troy.
Best & Co., 8 Chestnut st, Buffdlo.
,Ne'v Jersey

F. Braithuit, 91 Belleville av., Newark.
W. Walz, 87 BremPn st., Newark.
Nebraska

J. I. Freuhauf, Omaha.
G. A. S:owe, York.
J. S. Stott, So. Omaha.

Ohio

L. C. Collins, 110 So. High st., Columbus.
FelixL. Oswald, P.O. Box 700, Cincinnat-i.
Larwood, Day&Co., 259Superior,Clevel'd.
N. Hexter-lT 342 Superior st., Cleveland.
Standard ~ ews Co., 14 W. Tusc st, Canton.
Alf. Warren Co, 217 Central ave, Cincinnati.
D. E. Stubbs & Co .. Eaton.

Containing in condensed and systematized form a.
vast amount of evidence against the superstitious doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
.
.
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classiftcatior>
.
of subjects makes it a hand-book. Aslngersoll said of
·
Pa\ne's "Age of Reason," It enables somebody in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
v,.riety nf •nhiact.• inclnde rJl the di.sDuted ooints between Christianity and Free thought
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents,
AdilrP••
THE TBUTB RR!l\KF.R

PEN PICTURES OF THE WORLD'S F.AIR.
By SAMUI<;L P. PUTNAM.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-RJok, the best description of the Fair vat
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonieM, gives
the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
of the Sunday-openers; describes the varioue buildings and what they contain, o.ud is,
911 in o.ll, the very best picture of the Fair 1hat can be painted with a pen.

ILL UST.RATED.
.A. MA.P OF JACKSON PA.R.K, en~~obling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
.A. BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FA.IR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.
Single copy, 25 cents.

Five copies for $1.

AddreBB THE TRUTF BEEKER.

Oregon

Frank LeGrand, 65 l!'irst st., Portland.
W. E. Jones, 291 Alder st., Portland.
Handley & Haas, 150 1st st., Portland.
Pennsylvania.

H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts., Phila.
George Longford, 22 Richmond st.. Phila.
R. Staley, Wood and 4th ave., Pittsburgh.
Rhode Island

H. Carr & Son, 1775 Westminster st.,
Providence.
'.l'ennessee

D.P. Henderson & Oo., Chattanooga.
Texas

E. H. Andrae, 916 Main st., Dallas.
J. R. Humphrey, Waco.
F. OhlPndorf, Galveston.
II tall

RELICION A CURSE, .
RELICION A DISEASE,
RELICION A LIE.
Sy .Sal"ll1..1el P. Putl'\Bl"ll·
Uedtcated to the .A mertoan Oonqress, or 1892. Which tor the sal:e oJ Reltoton, 8ta1J1Jea Ltber
to the Heart.
A work burning with indi~nation inspirad by the Congressional act closing the World's Fa;r
on Sunday-an act which praotwally united thegovernment and the Christian church.

Margett Bros., 76 Main st., Salt Lake City.
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan.

To which Is added Mr. Putnam's address delivered before the Columbian
Exposition Committee of the House of Representatives against Sunday closing.

Mrs. E D. Blenker, ~nowville.
E. J. Brady, Richmond.

Also the following Essa_ys and Poem~ by Mr. Putnam, which have never before been put in
book form: Orthodoxy; Freeth ought; Man, Not God (written for a Paine anniversary); The Statue
of Libert.r.and ~l'homas Paine; a_poem written for the opening_exerciseR of the Silverton, Ore.• Freethought Hall; Death and Life; 'l'he Golden Age; Shut the Door (a poem on the closing of the
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 1876).
The main essay in this work iA one of the strongest arraignments ever made of the religion
which cramps and fetters the minds of the people of this couutry. It should be distributed widely
h has been commended in the highest terms aA it appeared in THE TBUTH SEEKEB and we hope every
reader will buy .. copy to lend his neighbor and arouse thought.

Virgi11ia

.

Washington

C. B. Reynolds, 420 No. L st., Tacoma.
J. F. Riggs, Seattle.
E. Rkamser, Buckle:~Sutton & All airs, 104 So. 2d st., Seattle.

BINDERS.

Those who preserve the volumes of THE TBU"l'll
SEE:U:B need a. File Binder, which we wi'llsend.on
eoeipt of one doll~-

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
BF H. BABOOOX, l'rioe, 15 oeDts.

Prfoe 25 oents; FttJe OOf)tes for $1.

'1'HB 'l'BllTB BEE:KEB, 28 Lr.fa.vette :P!r.o&t New torii:Oit:r.
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.]{ew 'I)u"blioations.
Unless otherwise specified, all publications noticed here can be had oj THE
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
named.
SciENCE AND CHRISTIAN TRADITION. Essays. By Thomas H. Huxley. New
York: D. Appleton& Co. Cloth. Price,
$1.25.
"Science and Christian Tradition " is
Number Five in the series of Professor
Huxley's collected essays. immediatel;v
following "Science and Hebre~ Tradition," noticed some weeks ago m these
columns. In the preface to the present
volume the author observes that he has
reached the time when " the still small
voice" within, "more audible than any
other to the dulled ear of age, makes its
demand; and I hav found that it is no
sort of use to try to cook the accounts
rendered." He has striven to tell the
truth, in so far as he has been ~ble to ~is
cover it, in regard to the questiOns whiCh
giv the titles to the work before us and
its companion volume, just mentioned.
Nevertheless, or perhaps rather becaus~ of
this desire to tell only the truth, he IS Impel1ed to deny the validity of some of the
charges made against him by Christian crit·
ics, particularly those which assume that he
has "gone out of his way" to ~tt_ack. the
Bible and the church or that he Is mspired
by "hatred of Christianity." His has
always been the work of the scientific investigator, and it_ was only when the "dominant ecclesiasticism" of his early days
''thrust the book" [the Bible] in his way
hat he found it necessary to point out
certain facts which are very annoying to
Christian apologists. Wherever he w~nt
in the province of natural knowlege which
he had set out to explore, he- "came to a
tall and formidable-looking fence." On
this was the prohibitiv notice-"No thoroughfare. By order. Moses." He could
see no way over the fence; and the '' prospect of creeping round" did not seem as
attro.ctiv to him as it does to some others.
"True there was no longer any cause to
fear the spring guns and man-traps set by
former lords of the manor; but one is apt
to get very dirt.y going on all-fours." We
can fully aopreciate the sturdy Englishman's fastidiousness when we take a look
at some of the reapectable "reconcilers"
who hav beon trying to get into the promised land of truth by sneaking through the
morasses of Christian apologetios. They
are wretohedly bedraggled, and their
spines hav beoome so aocnstomed to the
attitude of the quadrnmana or of the
ophidians that they ever afterward find it
extremely diffionlt if not wholly impossi:
ble to resume the erect position of the
genus homo. So Professor Huxley found
himself reduced to the alternativ of abandoning his journey or breaking down the
fenoe and going through. It is not necessary to say which to ohose to do. His life
work tells the story.
Professor Huxley remarks that he is by
nature law-abiding, " ready and willing to
submit to all legitimate authority," but he
was always possessed of the oonviction
that " reasonable assnranoe of the legitimaoy [of the authority] should precede
submission," so he took it upon himself
" to look up the manorinl title-deeds. The
pretensions of the ecolesiastical ' Moses' to
exeroise a oontrol over the operations of the
reasoning faoulty in the search after truth,
thirty oenturies after his age, might be
justifiable; b!lt, ~ssor~dly, the_ oredentials
prodnoed in JUStifioatiOn of olaims so large
required oareful sorntiny." Instituting
an examination of these credentials-the
Bible-the scientist made some" singular
disooveries." " Moses " he found to be "a
mere traditional mask." Probably there
lay behind this mask the features of a real
m"an-" just as many a medieval fresco
has been hidden by the whitewash of
Georgian ohnrohwardens," but after the
"suooessiv layers of Jewish and Christian
traditional pigment" had been removed,
by • • even the tenderest oritioal operations,
there was not mnoh to be disoerned of the
leader of the Exodus."
Yet one fact stood out olearly, and that
was that for nine-tenths of the Pentatenoh
Moses was in no was to be praised or
blamed, '' oertainly not for the legends
whioh hav been made the bugbears of
sciunoe." The fence "turned out to be a
mere heap of stioks and brushwood "
through whioh the Professor oonld and
did walk with impunity. He was young
then, he remarks, and was naturally indignant that suoh a sham had been put in
his way. One's vanity, he thinks, is" likely
to be hurt when great preparations hav
been made to go through or olimb over a
rampart "whioh turns out, on olose approooh to be a mere heap of ruins; venerable,' indeed, and aroheologically interesting, but of no other moment." A portion of "the surplus energy aoonmnlated
is apt to find vent in strong language."
Still, after the lapse of thirty years, Professor Huxley cannot see his way olear to
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modify the statements he made in his
·essay, "On the Origin of Species," written in 1860. He perceives that "the cosmogony of the semi-barbarous Hebrew"
has not ceased to be the "incubus of the
philosopher and the opprobrium of the
orthodox," and not yet "are the weaker
sort, even of the instrnoted, at rest from
their fruitless toil 'to harmonize impossibilities. ' "
But the field of conflict is not wholly
the same that it was three decades ago.
Then "oritioism of ' Moses ' was held by
most respectable people to be deadly sin;
now it has sunk to the rank of a mere
pecoadillo; at least, if it stops short of the
history of Abraham." Yon may knook
out all the foundations of Christianity, as
they were once found in Genesis, and the
new apologists will " underpin the
structure " and make it "to the eye as
firm as ever."
"But let him be anathema who applies
exactly the same canons of critioism to the
opening chapters of ' Matthew ' or of
'Luke.' School-children may · be told
that the world was by no means made in
six days, and that implicit belief in the
story of Noah's Ark is permissible only,
as a matter of business, to their toymakers; but they are to hold for the oertainest of truths, to be doubted only at peril
of their salvation, that their Galilean
fellow-child Jesus, nineteen oentnries ago,
had no human father."
From this point on the preface is a summary of the well- known historical, literary
and scientifio arguments against the claims
commonly made b_y Christians for the
four gospels, stated as only Professor
Huxley can state them. Following the
preface, the contents are: Prologue; Soientifio and Psendo-Soientific Realism [1887];
Soienoe and Pseudo-Science [1887] ; An
Episcopal Trilogy [1887]; the Value of
Witness to the Miraonlons [1889]; Possibilities and Impossibilities [1891]; Agnosticism [1889]; Agnostieism: A Rejoinder
[18891; Agnosticism and Christianity [1889];
'fhe Keepers of the Herd of Swine [1890];
Illustrations of Mr. Gladstone's Controversial Methods f1891]. ·
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THE meek must inherit the earth, for it' a
plain they never oonld get- it in any other
w_a.y.-Kafe Field's Washington.
THE pastor bad no dislike to the choir,
but some of its members were almost J:eo.dy
to resign, not long ago, on account of
one of his annonnoements. So many of
them were siok that the ohoir seats were
deserted. The good ma_n w~s s~rry for it,
but the idea uppermost m his mmd was to
choose a hymn that the entire congregation oonld sing. He mentioned tlie absenoe of the choir, and then said: "Since
providenoe has seen fit to a1llict them with
bad colds, let ns join in singing ' Praise
God from whom all blessings flow."
ANoTHER minister of the last oentury
famed for his peonliar prayers was the Rev.
Peter Glass, the minister of Crail. The
Rev. Peter invariably preaohed and prayed
in good broad Sootoh, using aU the homely
teohnioal terms appropriate to the snbjeo~
he happened to hav in hand. His parishioners being mostly fishermen, he was
praying one day " that the Lord would
fill the men's boats wi' herrin' np to the
very towholes" (i.e., rowlocks), when one
of the persons oonoerned roared out: "No.,
no., no' that far, sir, or we wad a' be sunk!"
-8aladin.
AN old minister in the Cheviots use'di
when exoited iii the pulpit, to raise his
voice to a loud half-whimper, half whine.
One day a shepherd had brought with him
a young oollie, who beoame !IO thrilled by
the high note of the preaoher that he also
broke into a quaver so like .the other that
the minister stopped abort. " Put out
that oollie," he said, angrily. The shep
herd, equally angry, seized the animal by
the neok, and as he ·dragged him down the
aisle, sent baok the growling retort at the
pulpit, "It was yersel' begond it!"-London Freethinker.
THE late Catholio bishop of Raphoe used
often to tell this story with· enjoyment: "I.
was snddenly.ca1led," he said, "from my
home to see an unfortunate sailor who had
been oast ashore from a wreok, and was
lying speeohleEs upon the ground, but not
quite dead. 'The life's in him still, your
reverenoe; he stirred a little. ' So I stooped
down, and said to him: 'My poor man,
you're nearly gone; but just try to say one
little word. or make one little sign to show
that yon are dying in the true faith.' So
he opened one of his eyes just a wee bit
and he said: 'Bloody end to the pope!
and so he died."-Argonaut.
\
TEMPTATION OF NICODEMUS.
My name is Nioodemns, an' the white folks
oall me John.
I'm a worker in the vinyard of the
Lawd;
.
I work also at whitewashin' or anything
that's on,
Bnt life fur ns pore onllahed folks at
times is very hard.
I was bohn in ole Kentneky, an' was raised
upon a farm;
·
·
I was always kind to turkeys, ohiokens,
dnoks, an' even goats;
I've hatohed out gobs o' gobblers, and
they fattened like a oharm;
I'm very fond o' possum, sweet potatoes,
an' roast shoats.
I wns gwine home from preaohin', an' "the
night was monstns thiok,
Fur ye can't sooop in the sinno.hs widont
work,
,
W'en I heard a somethin' seemin' to be
oallin' fur me quick,
An' ye know John Nioodemns ain't a
onllahed man to shirk.
I fetohed np nigh a tree wid de turkeys on
its limb,
W'en one big gobbler tumbled oft an'
fell down at my feet;
·
Thinks I, the devil's temptin' me, an' I
looked a.ronn' fur him.
Too dark to see the devil-gobbler fat
an' fit to eat.
So I pioked np that big turkey an' I put
him in the tree.
Mr. Devil, ye oan't tempt me, says I, I
ain't seoh a goose;
An' then, jess as a sort o' remuneration
fee,
I borrowed a small turkey hen-the hen
wnz layin' loose.
Didn't ole King Davy out np bad about
Uriah's wife;
Didn't Peter lie an' onss until the rooster
fetohed him to?
Didn't pore ole Noah git so drunk be
strippedoff-oh, au life
Is full o' sech temptations laid out fur
me au' yon.
Now I am willin' jess to pony up an' pay
for that ar han,
An' I'm willin' to forgiv the pore sinno.h,
the aoonser ·
We will drop the snbjeo' now; let's hereaftah all be men,
If the devil evah tempts ns we'll oonfeBB
an' pay the loser.
-William Kinnear, inN. Y. Sun,
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Views of Speaker's Platform
AND

The Assemblage.
What they are:

1. View of the Stand, with the speakers
and other occupants standinglshowi~W Colonel Ingersoll, President Row ey, B. 1'. Putnam, T. "B. Wakeman, eta!.

2. Colonel Ingersoll Canses a Smile.
S. President R!)wley Addresses the As·
semblage.
4. 1\lr. Putnam Reads A Poem.
5. 1\lr. Wakeman Talks of Liberty, Science and Hnmanity. .
6. The Paine Monument, as it appeared

May 30th wreathed in flowers and ·bearing
mottoes. No other picture of the Monument
like this one.

7. Paine .Homestead as it appears now.
These are splendid photo~raphs. .They were
all token at the commemorative exermses at New
lloche1le. on May 30th, and are -historically, patriotically, anri artistically vezy valuable and will
be prized by thousands of Liber&ls who revere
the gAnins and honor the memory of Thomas
Paine. Mis• Levin has spared no pains to make
them worthy the subject and the occasion. The
photograph• are SxlOinches in size and the price
1s seventy-five cents each.
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BesearGhes In Oriental History,
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Origin of the Jews, the Rise ·and Devel·
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the
Derivation of Christianity;

An Onnce of Prevention
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Bv GEORGE W, BROWN, M.D .
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properly nourished, as it will be if brought
Fourth EtUttan.
up on the Gail Borden Eagle Brand ConPart I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap
densed Milk.
HYP~O'J'ISM. My original method, $1. 100
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THE CONFLIUf Bt1'WEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,

Part II.~li~~earches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen
chapters.
·
·
Part ID.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty
chapters.
Part IV.-Whence Ca'lle the Aryans? Five chap
ters.
Press Notices.
•·
The style is forcible and terse, the reasoning
good, and as the facts uprn.which the argum.ent
is b&sed are largely Chnsttan, our theological
frtends will have some hard nnts to crack if they
attampt to answer them.-Boston Investigator.
This book is one of the most thorough and
learned of the Freethoughtworks that have come
&eross the Atlantic.- The Freethtn"ker, Lonaon.
Is a most valuable contribution to the literature of the nineteenth century.-Prooressive

Thtn"ker.

Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.:>0.
Address all orders to THE TRUTH BEEKER
COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

with a preface by

R. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the litera·
ture of Freethought, Its arguments are based
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's se~.se of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
l'rice, cloth, $I.
Address
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How To Preserve Healt~.
By_ LOUIS BARKAN, M:.D".

Fordyce Barker, M.D., Professor
Bellevue Medical College says of it,
writing to the author: "I rEigard your
BY DB. J. H. MENDENHALL.
book as the most sound, sensible, and
THE
useful book on the topics which it disAstronomical and Astrolog !c
cusses that I hav met with. I wish it
al Origin of all Religions.
could
be in the hands of every intelliExplanatory notes compiled and arranged by
the late Jonathan M. Roberts. Price, 50 cents.
gent head of a family. I am particuAddrlllls THE TRUTH ElEEKEB.
cularly pleased with one feature of it
that it does not profess to teach dosing a.nd drugging. I congratulate you
on the wisdom and success of this efSelf-Contradictions or the Bible - 144 ort."

Christianity a Fiction.

Works of W. H. Burr.

Propositions proved Affirmatively and Negatively by Quotations from Scripture, without
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents.

Other noted physicians recommend
it
just as highly.
I
Sunday Not the Sabbath-AU Days Alike
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev.
Price, cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.
Byron Sunderland D.D., in 1871. Price. 25<:.

Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that Shakspere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents,

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., _
28Lafavette vla.ce, New York.

Thomas Paine-Was He Jnnins 1 Seoond - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · edition, enlarged, with hest likeness of Paine.
Price, IO cents.

J nnius, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas
Paine. A refutation of M.D. Conway's
objections to the identification of Paine as
Juni-1• 11.1\d Casca. Prioe.~..5 cents.
A.ddreRs THE TRUTH SEEKER
28 Lafayette Ple.ce, New York:
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Summer Days _at Onset. 84 pages. lllustrated. Prtce 25 <'ents.
Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
BySusanH.Wixon. Pa.per,lOcents.
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l.m~o, 800 pp., $1.
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e
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some anrl Interesting Book Without Supersti·
tion, for Children and Youth The Only Freethinsers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25-smaller: large
vpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, ill ustrated covers: !to. 224 pp., boards, $1.
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Books by S. p. Putnam.
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CAUTION
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MADE ONLY BY
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W. Foote.
ENTHUSIASM givs life color. It enriches
what it touches. Belief and enthusiasm
fellow each other. Boreal and tropic,
thev make the · perfect sphere. Colorless
professors, whose scholarship is an attenuation of non-committalism, add little or
nothing to the great flash of life that
throbs at the world-heart. Nothing more
horribly travesties the great phenomena
of conviction-the dreams of justice and
the prophecies of seers-than the nimble
and jaunty manner of professional parade,
which touches surfaces at all points, btit
would not delve into the soil and indulge
a passion lest it should soil its flesh and
lose caste for parlors and fopperies. -HfJr-

ace L. Traubel.

IT is becominl>!, if it has not become, impossible for men.of clear intellect and ade.
qnate instruction to believe, and it has
ceased, or is ceasin~?, to be posaibl11 for
such men honestly to say thev believe,
that the universe came into being in the
fashion· described in the first chapter of
Gene.sis; or to accept, as a literal truth,
the story of the making of woman. with
the account of the catastrophe which followed hard upon it, in the second chapter;
or to admit that the earth was repeopl11d
~ith terrestrial inhabitantR by immigratiOn from Armenia or Kurdistan, little
more than four thousand years ae-o, which
is implied in the eil!'bthchapter; or, finally,
to shape their conduct in accordance- with
the conviction that the world is haunted
by innumerable demons, who take possesSPssion of men, and may be driven out of
them by exorcistic adjurations, which per·
vades the gospels.- Professor Huxley.
BuT as· the intelligence in any race of
people is increased, their religious fervor
has grown more timid and parsimonious.
Prayer and genufiexions havgradually replaced the burdensome peace- offerings and
.the_ bloody _sacrifices. Sometimes, as in
Chma, ofi'ermgs are made only in effigy;
paper images are substituted for the real
objects, and are burned in their place.
The primitiv man, urged by some need or
by so,me emotion, prays coarsely but sincerely. "Come and pray," a missionary
said to an islander in Madagascar. "Pray
for what? I am not in want of anything
now," was the answer. After a while
prayer becomes a formula read mechanically at stated times; rites and ceremonies
are performed without warmth, without
earnestness- simply from habit. . This
change seems to indicate that the age of
faith will gtv way to the age of examination, that the age of ignorance will hav to
yield to. the age of knowledge.-Dr. Chas.

Letourneau.
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THERE is nothing to make us wild with
enthusiasm, but much to make uq cheerful
with hope. Our principles are spreadinl>!,
our program is being· gradually adopted
by others, the very churches are being
permeated by .our heresy. The Christian
snper~titic;>n is .melting away. Theological
sal~at10n 1s b_emg supplanted by social salvatiOn. It 1s our duty to hasten this
beneficent process, and at the same time
to uphold the principle of universal humanity, so that the happier future may not
lose the inspiration of a great ideal.- G.
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Marks of Having Been nesigned by an Intelligent Being. B.v the Editor of TnE TBUTH
SEEKEB. ·paper, 15 cents.
.
Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
By M. E. Billings, Paper, 25 centd.
Handbook of Freethought. By W. S.
Bell. Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Pleasure and Progress: An Attempt to
Prove that th!l Pursuit of Pleasure is the stne
qua non of Intellectual, Moral, nnd Social The Popes and Their Doings. Biograph·
Development, and that the Promotion of
ical sketches of the most notea of these vicars
Pleasure· is the l>nty of Philanthropy and
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing whaAl
Statesmanship. 1\y Albert M .Lorentz, LL.B.
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
It contains very pla.in statements, in very unvarnished langual!e, :..nd the unmasking is comThe Creation of God. Tracing the Godplete, proving them to have been cruel, inIdentolts Source. By Jacob Hartmann,M.D
triguing, and licentious men. Considering the
Cloth. $1; paper, 50 cents.
rapid growth of Catholicism in this country,
Resurrection of Jesus. By Don Allen.
thts book cannot be too widely dissemin~~oted.
Cloth, 75 cents: cloth, 40 cents.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth,75cents.
Facts and Fictions of Life. By Helen
The Awful Disclmmres of Maria Monk,
H. Gardener. Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents
a.s exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings durWoman, Church! and State•. By Matilda
in~ her residence of five years as a novice,_and
Joslyn Gage. C oth, $2; leather, $3.
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel .uieu
·The Church and Freethought. By FrankNunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any antiCatholic book published has created more ex.
. lin Steiner. Paper, 10 cents.
citement, and had such a circnlation as this
The Giant Delusion. One of Otto Wettwork.
To counteract its effects the Catholics
stein's Friendly Arguments with the Spiritucirculated
a story that Maria Monk W&ll "no
alists. Paper, 10 cents.
better
than
she should be," but investigation
Bible ·Inquirer. By Andrew Jacobson.
disclosed that her "child of shame " W&ll none
Paper, 25 cents.
other tban the child of her priest-seducer.
Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
Prwe, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cent~.
Auricular Confession and Popish Nun•
IN PRESS.
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
year• a confessing priest. A revelation of the
Four Hundred Years of Freethought.
practices of the priests and nuns in
licentiOus
By Samuel P. Putnam. Subscription book,
these religwus brothels. There ia no question
ele~ant binding, over one hundred porthat
Expriest
HoKan knew the· truth of the
traits; $5.
tales of vtce, Reductwn,andinfanticide he gives
in tuis volume, and equall y there is no question
that if the people general1y knew of them, Ca.t.holici•m would not be given the V&llt amounts
ACCOUNT 01!'
of money now allowed it by our various city
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth. 711
Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God.
cents.
'P&nA'I". 'iOnAnt.a• nlnt:h. "1':. n~n+•
The Priest in Absolution. A Review of
the system of auricular confession, including
copiouR extra.ots from the "Confessional UnmaRkerl," from the "Master Key to Popery,"
etc. The work is a protest ag&inst and an appeal
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and thoughtfully a religious system so invAsive
BY CAPT. BOBERT C. ADAMt:!.
,,f privacy so powerful for evil in licentious
~eing the story of his mental Journey from
hand", so fraught with danger to female modes tv. to the ingenuous openness of _youth
orthocloxY to Ra.tiona.lism.
and to the freedom of thought, speech. a.nd
Pnce. paper. 25 cents: cloth, 75 cents.
action. Price, paper, 25 cents .
Priestly Celibacy Exposed. A lecture by
the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox of Durham,En_gland. Revised American edition, showing the
result in pariphes of the Roman decree that
T•riests shall not mary. Price, paper, 1f cents.
A nineteenth Century Novel.
Sister Lucy and Her Awful Disclosures
Respecting New Hall Convent, BorePreface by R. 6. INGERSOLL
ham, J!:ssex\ England. Showm_
. g tha.t oonv_ents
a.re lJ}imica.J to ch&Stity, virtue, and freedOBi.
For Her Daily Br ?a 'I is the story of two young
.Price,
paper,
10
cents.
girls and a younger brother who were left parent'!'HE 'l'.UUTR I:IEEKE.U 00.
less, with a little moneyh f_air eaucatwnh and
2e La.f&vette !>!ace. blew York Olt,-.
much conrajS'e, to make t etr way throng the
world bY gowg to Coicago. "lhe autnor is also
theher<HIJe. ',L'hen.arrat_iveis,inthe¥Iain,_ahis- ·THOMAS PAINE •
tory of a working.gtrl's hfe and expenence m the
.
J
city of Chicago among bluff businos;-m_eu, kindWAS HE JUNIUS?
hearted folks, and dosreputable hypo< rtts. lt 1s
just such a story of human life a" we should exBy W. H. BURR.
pect Colonel Inger•oll to be i •oterested in; and
l:lecond edition, enlarged to 32 pages; with the
whatever he a.dmires and appreciates i• s11re to
be worth the attention pf the rest of the world.
engraved likeness of Paine. Price, 10 cents
Price, 25 cents. Addre~\IE TUUTH SEEKER.
Address
'l'HE 'l'BU'l'H SEEKEB

THE HOLY CROSS SERIES. ·Again Reduced.

POPIS AHD Tl{tlli DOJHGS

Travels in Faith.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

•rake Advantag., of tllese Manufactu•
rer'• PriCt Ill•
REGULAR GRADE AMERICAN WATCHES

[ncluding Rockford, Elgin, Wa'tham, Hampden.
aentlernP-n's Stze
. Pri<'es: Iu 3 ou~c.. sil 1erine case 7 jewels o!l5; 11
jewels, !E6 5u; 15 Jewels, •8: 15 Jewels. fully adtn~ted, otl10; 17 jewels, adju ted, $14. In 3 ounce
co•n stlver case, $ 0, il11 M, til 8 $15, $19. In 4
ounce, 1!11 extra. In 14 kt .gold fllted. OJ.!!!n f&ce,
2• :vear case, $14, $15.50. $17, '1!19, $23 Hunting
c~s~~ $8 extra. In 10 kt., 15 year case, ehher
kma, t8less.
Laates' Rtze.
Price•: In 14 kt. gold filled, hunting 20 year
ca•esi7 jewels, $18; 11 jewels, $14.50; 15 jdwels,
ol!19. n 14 kt, solid gold, huntmg casei, $28.
$24.1 0, $29.
TilE NEW MODEL OTTO WETTSTEIN WATCH

Has 16 Jewels, patent regulator\ brequ0t (non.
catchab[e), hair pring, b" utitu , double sun . ,
pan• Jed dtal, nicliel, golt dama~cened finish, a 1justed to beat and cold and position~. L ates
tmprovements and guaranteed a perfeJt time
keeper.
Gentlemen's Stze.
Pric!ls: In 3 onnce silveriJe case, $19, 4 ounce
com sllver. $t5; _g.,Jd tllled 14 kt., 21 years, open
r:a~' $28. Hnnlllll!,$82; 10 kt., 15 year C&lles, $8
Lao~tes' Stze.
P.ices: In 14 kt. 20 year hunting cases, $8J,
In 14 kt. solid gold hunting cases, $40.
~ll gold and filled "HseR made bv beRt mannfactnrt.rs as Boss, Dueb~r, Faby, and Ladd, in plain
engme turn d, or artistically engraved.
Goods shi~ped by express, c1t.arqes prepata.
SEND ME YOUR WA'rCH WOJlK.

OTTO WETTSTEIN,
THB LIBB~AL JSWBLSR.
Bend for price-lists.
ROCHELLE. ILL.

STRONG, HEALTHY MANHOOD
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GLADSTONE will retire from Pailiament.
i~

THE t.rPasnry
$71,500, (100.

d~ficit

for the fiscal yeal'

RELIGrocrs riot~ in Asia Minor against
Gretk Protestant~<,
VALE easily_ beat Harvard and Columbia
in the annual boat race.
PRESIDENT 0LEVELAND has signed the
hill making Labor Day a national holiday,

I :•

I

'!'

!I I

THE Good Government Olubs of New
Y(lrk favor Seth Low, preside"t of Columbia college, for mayor of this city.

'i

PRF."DERGAST, the a•sassin of, Oarter
Harrison, gets another short stay, pending
the conclusion of the lunacy hearing.
THE state convention of the Arkansas
Democrats demands free coinage of silver,
James P. Olarke was nominated for governor.
PlllNNSYLVANIA Democrats nominated
William M. Singerly for governor. Mr.
Sirigerly is the editor of the Philadelphia
Record.
THE Lexow committee, investigating the.
police force of this cit.v, has adjourned for
two months. It has so far found corruption wherever it has looked.
CARLISLE has rejected the second design
for the World's ]'air medal presented by
Mr. St. Gaudens and accepted one furnished by Obarles E. Barber.
THERE is bad feeling of the most virulent kind between the lower classes of the
French and Italian people, growing out of
the murder of !>resident Oarnot.

SOME SPIRIT WRITING.
And this is the writing that was written, Mene, Mene. Tekel, Upharsin.-Dan. v, 25.

Thomas Paine's Works.
AGE OF REASON. Pap., 25c,;

IDeutfd}e £reibenker-Giid}er.
lllir ~abeu- fofgenbe mucf)er in
beutfcf)er @5~radje, ltlefdje fe~r berit~mt fiub:

6 copies for :U; cloth. 50c.

~ie 3rrt~ftmer 9Rofe~,"

,

AGE OF REA.SON AND EXAM·
!NATION OF THE PROPHECIES. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
APOSTLE OF POLITICAL
AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
(,Life),. By J. E. Remsburg.

bon

COMMON SJ<.i.NSE. (1776.) 15c.
CRISIS. Written During Am.

~ll~

~

ortrart. P!t)2._, toe.; l'lo., 75c.

Revolution

Pap., 40c.; olo., 75c.

d:ine fritifd]e Eeleud]tung bes pentateud] im
liid]t ber mobernen Weltan'
fd]auung unb <Befittung.

LIFE OF.

By 0. Blanchard.

Pap , 40c.; clo., with p_Jrtrait, 60c.

?R. @. 3ngerfoH.

LIFE OF. By Remsburg. 50c.
LIFE OF. By G. Vale. $1.
LITHOGRAPH OF. 22x28, $1.
POI,ITICALAND RELIGIOUS
REFORMER. Underwood.lOc
POLITICAL WORKS: ''Oom-

mon Sense " " Crisi3 ""Rights of
Man ·• $1.~0.
'

RIGHTS OF 1\IAN. Answer to
Burke's Attack on the French Revolution. PI!Jl., 40 c ; c}o .. 75c.

TESTlliON lALS TO HIS MERITS. Oomp, by Moreau. lOo.
THEOLOGICAl, WORKS:"Age

of Rea.son," "Exa.mination of tlie
Prophecies," etc., with Life of
Pa.ine a.nd steel portra.it, $1.00.

VINDICATION. Reply to N.Y.
~8MJ6f'.

CONWAY'S

By R. G. lnllersoll. 10c.

EDITION

50 ~entil.

ne~ 19. 3tt~r~unnert~.
bon S)efene ,P. @arbener. ~reiil 50 ~entil.

LIFE OF. ByM.D.Oonway.

With Histor:l'of his Literary, Political, and Religions Career in
Amerioa, FranocJ... and England,
and a Sketch by william Cobbett.
'l'he only adequate Biography of
Paine. 2 vo!s. Portraits. $5.

~reiil

meiti nun i~re 6teUuug 3Uf
9teligion nun ~irdje ttm ~une

GREAT WORKS. Svo. 800pp.;
clo .. $3; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.

~of.

u

bon ~of. ?R.

" muuner unn
3o~n

bon

\}3ed.

\}3rei~

20 ~entil.

THE late President Carnot was entombed
on Sunday last. Two million peoole linea
~ernunft,"
the way to the Pantheon.
President
Casimir-Perier walked in the procession,
ober LE BON SENS 1
bes romifd],fatolifd]en priefters Jean Meslier. He had received several letters thl'eatening
him with death if he did se. The Horal
~us bem &ran3ofifd?en iiberfei3t von
display was magnificent beyond descripijfiiulein IUnna Rnoot;~.
tion.
30~ 5eiten, lieinroanb, $~.00; papier, 50 <!:ts.
IN the House of Oommons last week,
Diefe Eiid]er finb in papier,Umfd]lag unb
Kier Hardie, labor member, protested
flarem DrucP. Unfere beutfd]en Iiefer
against making a fuss over the birth of the
follten fte roeit verbreiten.
son of the Duchess of Yol'k, declaring that
babies were born every i!ay. It shocked
ID1an abreffire, "The Truth Seeker,"
the sleepy members to be reminded that
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York. an heir to the British throne is only a baby
after all.

"<ilttttlie nun

THE WRITINGS OF THOMAS PAINE.

- - - - 1 444-b---tto!'o:l, rl!eological, Historical, rrml Speculative
Propositions.

:By

MONCURE

DANIEL

CON'W'AY.

Four Volumes, Royal Octavo, Gilt Tops, Uniform with the Editor's" Life of
Paine." Price per Volume, $2. 50.

AN OUTLINE OF THE

fRENCH REVOLjJTION~

Its Causes al')d ~suits.
An edition .of one hundred and fifty numbered copies bound in half leather, gilt
tops, uniform with the limited editions of "The Writings of Washington," ... The By W. & BELL. Papex, 12mo, 25 ct...
Writings of Jefferson," etc. Price, per volume, $4.
For the general reader tho $3 editio'l of Paine'e works is sufficient, as it conta.ins all of his
upon which his fa.me snbstantia.lly rests. Rut for those who des1re to go rleeper into the
•nbjeat of the man and polemic we can most unreservedly commend tne "Lire of Paine" by Mr
Conway, and this edition of Paine's works edited bv him It is the fullest tha.t we are likelv to have,
and the student of history, ancl pa.rticularly the writer, should ha.ve it upon his shelves.
The work will consist of four volumes, and wW be arranged chrnno!ogica!ly. The cause of
America, as Paine said made him a.n a.nthor, and the first volume will cover the period of the
American Revolnt•on, be·~tinnin!l' with the year 1774. It will therefore Open with Paine's antislavery essay, a.nd 'Pis philosophical or mora.! essays, while editing the Pennsulvanta Magazine;
tuese being fell owed by the great revolutionary, political, ana controversia.J pamphlets which made
such a profound irupression on the country.
The seconn volume will consist mainty of the "Rights ofl\f a.n," and pamphlets relating to English politics, but will also conta.in certain papers on French sffa.irs.
The 'hird and fonrth volumes will consist mainly of Pa.ine's religions writings, but will also
ontain some essa.ys rela.ting to American affa.irs, written in his last years. At the close will be
given Pa.ine's poems.
The first volume is now rea.dy for delivery, and the others will follow soon. Orders for the
whole set will be taken a.nd ftlled a.s the volumes a,pQ~r. or the volumes oon be purchased sepa.rately.
Addresa
THE TRUTH SE.I!l.KEB 00., 28 La.fa:vette Place, New York.

writin~s

THE Populists of the fifth diHtr ct of
·rexas hav nominated Rev. U. ol\1. Krowder for Congress, and Rev. Olement Evans
iR candidate for governor _of Georgl!l,
Fortunately they are not Catholic priests;
if they were the A. P. A. would dehapitate
them.

Grusl!:PPR BANDT, editor and proprietor
of Gazette Livornese, of Leghorn, Italy,
was stabbed to tieath m his carriage; He
@. 3ngerfoll. ~reiil 25 ~entil. ·was
one of Garabaldi'il thousand her"es of
Marsala. He had Ppposed the Anarchists
with great vigor, and strongly condemned
munnert~titer," the
murder of Oarnot.

Self -Contranictions of the B!ble.

Author pf "The Life of Thomas Paine," "Omitted Chapters of History Disclosed in
the Life and Papers of Edmund Randolph," etc.

MRs. FEENCH-SHHLDON, the explorer,
purposes to establish a colony on the eastern coast of Africa. Sbe says that It 1s not
the intention to establish missions It will
not "be a sectarian colony, but a free settlement."

rotonerne <SJotterntimmerung,"

OF

I COLLEOTED, EDITED, AND CHRONOLOGICALLY ARRANGED

JuDGl1l OoLT of the United States court
at Boston refused to naturalize a Japanese,
on the ground that that people are not
" white persons" in the meaning of the
Ohinese exclusion act.

Paine Vir1dicaten
Reply to New York Jbser?Jef'.

:By

~.

G.

INGB~S~1::L.

With "A R01viAN CATHOLIO Cl.NAR.l)."
Price, lo cents.

Holy Bible Abridged.
The passages unfit !ur J:'a'mily re&dinll"
Pa.per, ao cents_; cloth,I!O cenu.

0ASIMIR-PERIER was, on June 27tb,
elected president of the French republic,
receiving 451 votes to 195 for Brisson, h·s
most formidable antagonist. There was
much confusion in the chamber, tbe Socialists demanding the abolition of the
presidency. At a preliminary meeting of
the Republican divisions violence was
several times imminent and once aotually
broke out, a number of deputies being
roughly handled by their associates.
· THE men employed in the car shops of
the Pullman Company had some grievance against the company, and now the
Railway Union, the Knights of Labor,
and the other similar organizations,. hav
entered ou a sympathetic strike against
Pullman. All roads running Pullman cars
are on the blacklist, and railr••ad business.
is practically at a standstill throughout;
a greater part of the West. Mail trains
on the Illinois Central and Rock Island'.
roads hav been ditcherl, and now the,
national government is taking a hand. A
sweeping injunction will be issued, and!
thousands ot marshals are being sworn iru
for service in various sectionB. Home ar•
rests hav· been mad11.
Oentral Labor
Unions of Ohicago and New York indorse
the strikers. Powderly condemns the
strike, which cBn do no good. The street
car men may join.
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THE WEIGHT OF SUPERSTITION-HISTORICAL OBJECT LESSON.
A. Missionary Scheme.
THE TRUTH SEEKER has recently been doing, with
the generous aid of its friends, a great deal of political missionary work. We hav given away thousands of the " Church Property" pamphlet, and it
is doing its work, in this state particularly. We
hav also given away thQusands of arguments against
the proposed national Sunday laws. Besides these,
more thousands of TRUTH SEEKERS hav been scattered broadcast over the land.
With the advent of hot weather the political
bodies will soon adjourn, but the people of the
country will remain in session right along. And
they are of not less importance than the politicians,
and_ we want to devote a little attention to them.
Probably no one book has made · more converts
to common sense and won more people away from
superstition than Paine's "Age of Reason." It is
a book, as Colonel Ingersoll says, that furnishes an
immense amount of food for thought. It is written
for the average mind, and is a straightforward,
honest investigation of the Bible and of the Chris·
tian system. It has liberalized us all. It puts
arguments in the mouths of the people ; it puts the
church on the defensiv; it enables somebody in
e"ery village to corner the parson. It has never
been "answered" and never can be.
What ought to be done, and what we propose to
do, is to soatter this book broadcast-to giv and to

hav given away thousands of them among the people. Every church-member that .any Freethinker
knows ought to hav one. It will do that churchmember good, even if his wife burns it. He will
read a few pages in it at least before she gets hold
of it. But perhaps she too will read it. That book
in a family is bound to do good-an immense
amount. It has liberalized thousands and will
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE
TRUTH SEEKER, for from reading it D. i\1. Bennett,
whom we all loved when living, and whose memory
we now honor, became a Liberal. Previously he
was a rigid churchman. There are more like him in
the country, and it is they we ought to reach.
Our proposition is for every reader of this paper to
send us the names and addresses of EIGHT of his
Christian acquaintances and ONE DOLLAR, and we
will mall each of them a copy of Paine's "AGE OF
REASON."
If you don't know eight Christians you care
enough about to convert, name those whom you do
want to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the
remainder to some editor or public man or preacher
worth saving:
In this way public opinion can btl made and
the church undermined. A few ~reethinkers
in a community can club together and convert a
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and
dry in his pulpit. Or they can send us the funds

and we will make the selection of the target and
take the responsibility o£ the work. What we want is
to scatter the book among the people and hav it read,
Remember, we do all the worlc-all we n.sk is the
names and addresses and means to mail the book,
Surely everybody can help in this and make thousands of Freethinkers. Don't select the names
of indifferentists, but those of good church people,
with a preference for those who ha.v the capacity .to
think if they only are steered in the right direction,
We can still supply ~HE TRUTH SEEKER of June
9th, containing the coplrighted addresses of Colonel
Ingersoll, T. B. Wakeman, and Henry Rowley, and
others delivered at the Paine Memorial celebration at New Rochelle, May 30th. This is a finely
illustrated number, and those who send for "it at
once will be the recipients of a charming souvenir.
Seven cents per copy, five or more copies, five cents
each.
A twelve-page protest against the Sunday bills
offered in Congress by Kyle, Johnson, Gallinger,
and Morse will be sent for five cents. Twenty-five
copies, three cents each; one hundred copies, $2.
Of all the tramps who liv on others' labors,
Beware of scamps who unctuously gabble
Of wings and crowns and harps and howling neighbors
In other worlds (in distant clouds of bliss
Or somewhere else), and just that they may gobble,
Sans work or cash, the best of things in this.
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1ne 1/Jo··t Magnificelil Work Ever Published. by the Freeth ought Press.

HOW TO GET

'Four Hundred Years of Freethought.

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
OF FREETHOUGHT

BY SA.MUEI..

P.

PUTNAM.

·
The object of this work is t.? present the Course of Freethough~. throughout the Divilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the hme of Columbus and Bruno to the •lme of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
_
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
,
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

"Four Hundred Years of Freetho..1ght" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
of Human History,
adorued with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, ric,l1 with the greatest Inventions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
No-thing Can be More In-teres-ting,

more inspirin()' to the Pioneer Work•ml of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and
Progress. Tl7e struggle i:3 not ended atlll what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigilance is the price-of liberty; and from thtl Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN AF.Ii'ORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.

It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and Magni:ftc nt Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
"WOMAN'S EMANCIPATION

fr('ID the chrLins and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
'l'HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, :t prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the :first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Literature.
Government and Polities. Woman's Emancipation.
I•hilo .• ophy.
Science. Education and
Ethics.
Copernicus.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Gambetta.
Voltaire.
Madame Roland.
Bruno.
Rabalais. Schiller.
Rousseau.
Castelar.
Mary Wollstoncraft.
l::!pinnz.a.
Galileo.
Bacon.
Kepler.
Comenius.
Cervantes. Goethe.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
DeRcartes.
Pestalozzi.
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison,
Frances Wright.
Da Vinci.
Locke.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
Phillips.
Froebel.
lution.
Lucretia Mott.
Newton.
Hum e.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Gibbon.
Humboldt. Combe.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Hobbs.
Lyell.
Spencer.
Burns.
Emerson.
Sumner.
Jefferson.
Lydia Maria Child.
Kant.
Shelley.
Heine.
Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
Hamilton,
Darwin.
Owen.
Margaret Fuller.
Byron.
Holyoake.
Thoreau.
Bentham.
Bakounine. Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Comte.
~udall.
uxley.
Haeckel.
Pushkin. Whitman.
Mill.
Warren.
Susan B. Anthony.
Buchner.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Girard
Feuer bach.
Matild~J o~ Gage.
chewsky.
Lick.
Heinzen.
Helen H. ardener.
Annie Besant.

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freetbought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeker, Investigator, Ironclad Age., SecUlar Thought, Freethinkers' Magaz·ine, Independent PUlpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, .Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other :fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
Horace Seaver,
George E. ~acdonald, Capt. R. C. Adams,
Dr. E B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
.T. P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. FooteJ Jr.,
Mrs. C.lJ.arles Watts,
D. l\L Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam,
Prof. J. H. Cool!:,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Parker Pillsbury,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsbrug,
E. H. Heywood,
Mrs. M.A. Freeman,
Charles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehm Smith,
Elizur Wright,
'I'. C. Leland,
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Colman,
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian Lelan(l,
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
A:my Post.
Judge C. B. Waite.
and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
should be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a surv/y of history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible momeut.
.

The name of evm•y Subsm··ibe1• who sends jive dollars before the 'l!JO't•k is on the press
will be enrolled in this book. DON'T FALL TO. SUBSCRIBE A;I! O~CE.
This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages of Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits,
It will be elegantly bound. It wi1l be a bocik for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your friends when they ask, What is Freethought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world'?
This is t!Je most universal presentation of Freethought ever given to the public, and no Freethinker
can afford to be without it. It is a library in itself.
Address orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette pla.ce, New York.

FREE
SPECIAL OFFER.

.We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends a m.ost generous
offer.
·
We need more subscribers to TBE
TBUTB. SEEKEB, and every Freethinker
needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
for it, but everyone can do a little
work to obtain a copy- congenial
work, that will do great good all
around. This is the offer :
'

Send us Four New
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates ($I3 in
all), and "VVe "VVill send
the Getter.... up of the
Club a copy of'' FE>UR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
F R E E T H 0 U G H T,"
FREE OF CHARGES.
And further, to a1d our friends in
getting this book for themselves, we
will offer

To the New Subscribers as a
Premium,
post free, a copy in, boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By WA.'ISON HESrON,

THE GREATFEf BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.
Or, if preferred, a. copy cloth-bound of
W, S. BELL'S

Handbook of Freethought.
With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no diffieulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FRfETHOUGHT,
free.
To each New Subscriber in the club, apremium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Tastament
Stories Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's
"Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-all free
by post or express;
·
This really brings the price of thfl
paper down to $2 to each new sub,criber, as they get TBE TRUTH SEEKEB
,D.e year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Subscribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this •.
We want to extend our circulation,
>tnd we want to help our friands to
h9lp us.
It ought not to be difficult to get
f mr New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" as soon as the
'>ook is issued.

Those wlw send a Club and
Four New Subscribers and
.'$12 before the book is ptrinted
will have their names enrolled in its shining pages.
THE TRUTH SEEKER

28 Lafayette Place,
NEW YOBK..

A Journal of Freethought &td Reform.
New York, Saturday, July 14, 1894.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
FOVNDED BY De Me .DENNETT,

E. M. MAODONALD,

• • • • • Editor and Manager.

28 LAFAYETTE l'LAOE,.NEW YORK.
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES.;

Bingle subs.cri?tion, in advance ....•••••••..••••.•••...••••••.. t3 oo
One subscnpt1ou two ye&rs,in a~V&nce ...••••••••••••••...•..• 15 00
Two new subsoribers ....•.....•.••.•••.••.•....••...•••... , .••••• 3 oo
One subsoription with one new Sllbscriber, in one remittance. 3 00
One subsoription with two new subscribers, in one remit·
t&nce ........................................................ ,. oo
One subscription with three. Dew subscribers, in one remittance._. •• _~······ ............................................. s 30
One subscnption with four new subscribers, in one remittance •••••.•••••••••••••.•••...••..•.•••...••••••••••••••••••10 eo
Any number over five at the same rate, inv&riablywith one
remitt&nce.
Monev shaula be sent lY/1 ezpress oompanv's monev oraer,
posta' oraer. ara.rt on New Yorl:, or btl reouterea 'euer.
A.ao~ress oommuntoatWIIB ana mai:e ara.rts, oheou; :post-of!ll}e
ana ezpress monev oraenpaflab'e to
E. M. M.A. ODONALD,
28 Laravette p!aoe, New Yorl:.
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
readers H they Will send ns the name and addren of
any Freethinker who Is not a regular subscriber.

SOME HANDSOME PREMIUMS.
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renewals on the part of our friends we make the following handsome premium offers:
For $6.60 we will send To TBUTH SEEKER one
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred
Years of Freeth ought" ($5). By taking advantage
of this or our Free offer of the book (see opposit
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in
the country should not possess this splendid work.
For $6 we will send THE TBUTH SE~XEB one
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete"
($3). This ·edition of Paine's works contains a
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New
Rochelle.
For $6 we will send To TBUTH SEEXEB one
year ($3) and "The World's ·Sages, Thinkers, and
Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4:.60 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one
wants this book. It has over a thousand large
pages and more than four hundred illustrations.
It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies
it can help but be well-informed in all scientific
matters.
For $4:.60 we will send To TBUTH SEEXER one
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook " in cloth ($2.50).
For $4: we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year
($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
in boards ($2).
For $4: we will send To TBUTH SEEXEB one year
($3) and a copy of" Old Testament Stories Comically lliustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.60 we will send To TBUTH SBBXEB one
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically
Illustrated," in board covers ($1).
This is a .splendid opportunity to obtain books
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceedingly low price. Old and new subscribers can
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad 1f our
present readers will call the attention of their
frienda to the values o:ffered.

Ministers in the A.rmy and Navy.
Why should the United States government pay
$50,000 or more each year for the services of chaplains in the army! What legitimate claim hav they,
as clergymen, upon the treasury T Is it any part of
the duty of a civil government to buy prayers for
its employees? Is the offieial support of chaplains
by any possibility reconcilable with the theory of.
the total separation of church and state ! Does not
state payment of chaplains form one strand in the
many-fold cord which binds together the two!
Rene Bache, a well-known syndicate newspaper
writer, has lately given the reading public some
statistie.al and other information about this great
abuse. Stationed at posts . in various parts of the
country are thirty-four clergymen on the pay-rolls
of the nation. Four of these are regimental chaplains attached to the four regiments of negro
troops. One of these four is a white man. The
pay of a chaplain when first commissioned is $1,350
per year, and ten per cent is added for each five
years of service. His rank is always that of a captain. When retired, he receives three-fourths pay.
No age limit restricts the appointment of chaplains.
A. man may be. appointed when sixty-three years
and eleven months old, and retire a month later
with the rank and pay of a captain. · A chaplain
has a much softer berth than a line officer, as he
does not hav to wait for ·years for slow promotion
from the lowest commissioned grade. He is entitled to good quarters a.t government expense. He
may hav five rooms.
There is eager competition for these places.
Clergymen in large numbers are always anxious to
be appointed, some of them giving up rich parishes
in order to accept. Favor alone governs in making
appointments. No attention is paid to the religious
preferences of the officers and men. Of the chaplains now in commission in the army seven are
Baptists, nine are Episcopalians, eleven are Methodists, two are Presbyterians, one each is a Christian, Lutheran, and Congregationalist, and two are
Catholics.
The chaplain attends to the religious duties at
the post and also makes a record of all baptisms,
marriages, and deaths at which he officiates. He
oversees the instruction of the enlisted men and of
children. Suppose a man is appointed at the age
of twenty-five; if he remains in the service until he
reaches the retiring age, he will be drawing $2,295
per year at that time, and will thereafter receive
until his death $1,721.25 each year.
As in the army, so in the navy, the position of
the chaplain is a Minecure, is also held for life, but
is a much better :financial investment. For the· :first
five years the navy chaplain gets $2,500 per year
when on ship duty, $2,000 on shore duty, and
$1,900 when on leave. After :five years the pay is
$2,800 when at sea, $2,300 on shore duty, and
$1,900 on leave. After retirement, he receives
three-fourths of the sea pay of $2,800 per year.
At the present time twenty followers of the "peaceful" Nazarene hold these very desirable places.
The four oldest in the service hav relativ rank as
captains, the next seven are ranked as commanders,
the next seven as lieutenant-commanders or lieutenants, and the others are without rank. There
is an age limit for appointments of chaplains in the
navy-thirty-five years.
The naval chaplain's duties are v~ry light, and
when on shore duty often nothing. On board ship
he conducts such religious services as the captain
orders. He may form Sunday-school classes, with
the captain's permission. He must not intrude his
religious instruction where it is not desired, but
can do all the private missionary work he pleases.

{28 LA.FA.YETTE PL.} $3.00

Per Year..

He. must visit the sick frequently. He is a teacher,
also, when the sailors desire it.
There can be no question that the appointmmt
of ministers only as chaplains is unconstitutional.
Section 3 of Article VI. declares that "No religious test shall be required as a qualification to any
office of public trust under the United States." As
only ministers in good standing in some denomination can be appointed to chaplaincies; it is perfectly clear that every chaplain in the army and
navy is illegally in office. He is there because a
test which the Constitution forbids has been imposed upon all candidates. This crua: is fatal to
all aspirants save clergymen.
_ There kas been some improvement as regards
religious services during the last thirty-five years.
In the days before the war it was not unusual for
commanders of forts to compel non-church-attending soldiers to listen for an hour or more every
Sunday to the reading of the regulations and articles of war. This was meant as a punishment and
has been abandoned. Admiral Godon had a habit
of forcing sailors who did not attend religious exercises to toe a plank for a specified time. The
next step forward should be the abolition of all
chaplaincies, as the Liberal League demanded from
the first moment of its orgd.nization. It should
need no argument to convince any fair-minded and
intelligent person that the government has no right
whatever to appropriate public money for the inculcation of religious dogmas in the army and navy,
in Congres~ or elsewhere. The whole thing is a
survival from the days when church and state were ·
united. Away with the abomination I

Still Maundering of " Divine Rule."
Commenting upon the assassination of President
Ca.rnot, the Christian Reformer pitches savagely
into its "dearest foe," secular government. Here
is a sample paragraph:
"We hav no hesitation in saying that the chief cause
of Anarehy is secularism in civil government. The
nations of the earth set up governments but not by God.
They establish laws and ordinances regardless of, and
sometimes in opposition to, the divine law. Civil governments do not appeal to the consciences of their citizens,
and call upon them to obey the law in the name of God.
Even laws that are good are enforced, not because they
are the voice of God, but solely because they are the
will of the people. There is no partnership between God
and civil government to-day, and, as a consequence, we
hav reared a generation who fear neither God nor government."
Is it true that there is no union of the religious
and civil in government to-day T The president of
France was assassinated, and France officially pays
annually a vast sum for the support of religion.
There are many Freethinkers in France, but France
is not yet a secular. republic. The "partnership
between God and civil government" remains, for
"God" can form a partnership with government at
second-hand only, the priests being his proxies.
Alexander of Russia died by the bomb of the assassin, and in Russia church and state are one. The
partnership aforesaid is complete. What the Christian Reformer means is, of course, perfectly clear.
It means that there is no avowed partnership
b~tween the Covenanters and civil government.
Partnership with Catholic or Greek Christians or
non-Presbyterian Protestantil is no defense against
the lightnings of divine wrath. Of course there
were no riots, no assassinations of rulers, no revolutions in the ages of faith when all believed that
kings, as kings, received their credentials directly
from the bureau of God's prime minister, signed by
the hand of the Supreme. The Reformer. is under
the necessity of ignoring all history and all current
events but such as by the most strained and fanci·
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ful interpretation can be forced to adorn its lugu- against it. There is no need for such a statute. But as it has not, it should take its hands off and
Congress has no business with this matter. Other giv all instructors the fullest opportunity to teach
brious tale.
The theocratic organ makes all it can of the fact agencies are amply competent to do all that needs and uplift the masses. To punish anyone for givthat Carnot was murdered on Sunday while on his to be done in the premises. We . hav already had ing the information necessary to enable women to
way to the theater, after attending a banquet.in his altogether too much meddling with private affairs. forego the production. of children they hav. reason
honor. He had also gone to Lyons to visit an ex- That iVOrd "indecent" givs the whole scheme away. to believe would not be desired or which would lack
position which was open on Sunday. Could any- It is intended to take in all literature and art which the necessary ment8J., physical, and moral vigor is a
thing be plainer? And no doubt Lincoln was may be offensiv to Christians. Who can doubt that crime against the race than which there can be none
killed by God, through the instrumentality of many juries would pronounce THE TRUTH SEEKER greater. The Vilas bill would inflict such punishBooth, because he had ventured into a theater. cartoons " indecent"? And we well know the re- ment. Kill it.
He was slaughtered in the act, on the scene of his ception accorded by ignorant officials and jurors to
Our Missionary Offer.
horrible crime ! The Ohristian .Reformer sticks works on physiology which are perfectly serious
We
are
glad
that our readers are so enthusiastiremorselessly to its text, concluding its jeremiad in and pure, and educativ in the most hE5lpful sense.
cally
taking
hold
to help us put the "Age of ReaSome of the best of books hav been attacked under
these words:
son"
into
the
hands
of orthodox people. The re'' Is there not a close connection between such an open similar laws. It is notorious that the people who
sponses
to
our
great
offer in last week's paper are
interest
themselvs
in
the
enactment
and
enforcedisregard of the law of the Sabba~h, such a public insult
The
to the government of the Lord J esns Christ, and the ment of these laws are wholly incompetent as judges already very gratifying and encouraging.
development of the spirit of Anarchy? If civil govern- of literature, art, physiology, or morals. They are first to get his answer to qur desk is E. S. Toqd,
ment refuses to acknowledge divine authority and law, if
of Marion, Connecticut, who sends his dollar and
civil magistrates publicly trample upon divine commands, medieval, narrow, bigoted, intolerant anti-naturalthe eight addresses. Next comes our earnest young ·
ists.
Their
ideas
are
archaic.
They
see
indecency
we may expect to produce a race of Anarchists who fear
neither divine nor human government. What, then, is the in everything that is new to them or opposed to· worker, Llewellyn D. Crine, of this city. Here is
remedy? Banish the whole secular idea from political the primitiv deJusions they cherish. How lop-sided an excerpt from the letter which brought his two
life. Let religion hav its proper place in the public they are is shown by the fact that, while they are dollars for sixteen "Age of Reasons":
schools, and in all national institutions. Let laws be
"The proposition of THE. TRUTH SEEKER to distribute
enacted and enforced avowedly in the name and by the eager to suppress the world's greatest "profane"
authority of Almighty God and the mediatorial ruler, the classics, and hate physiology and heresy with a the ' Age of Reason ' ranks among the most practical
Lord Jesus Christ. Let the constitutions of civil gov- bitter, unreasoning hatred, they base all their the- working ideas of that paper, and merits to meet with
ernment be framed in accordance with the revealed prin- ories upon a book which contains an immense hearty response. Some Freethinker who has been out of
ciples of government. Then and only then will the amount of what, should they find it in any other darkness for forty years and achieved business success
ought to contribute $1,000 to assist in carrying out THE
nations be free from the danger of Anarchy and experience the blessedness of the nation whose God is the volume, they would call "indecency" and "obscen- TRUTH SEEKER's plan. The contributions to the church
ity," and they glory in the fact that millions of nowadays are either in the form of coppers or of $10,000
Lord."
copies
of this Bible are every year sent to all parts checks. There ought to be one prosperous Infidel in
There you hav the program of the theocrats
America willing to contribute $1,000 to encourage and
without the slightest attempt to qualify their de- of the world by mail and express and as freight. assist this paper in prosecuting its noble undertakings.
mands. Church and state are to be one' and that Are they dishonest or merely ignorant 1 In either It is worth millions of dollars annually to business to hav
one the church. This scheme enables them to say case, should we help them write their antediluvian the people educated to recognize a philosophical fact
with apparent respect for the truth that they are notions in the statute books of the nation that bet- when they see it, and when the business men of the conntry understand that Infidelity means absolute truth,
opposed to the union of state and church. They ter, more intelligent men and women may be peace, and commercial prosperity, then there will· be
are. It is not union of two equal powers that they robbed and tortured and " the movement in favor plenty of successful business men to contribute freely to
wish, but the fusing of them into an indivisible one- of ignorance" spread like a blight over the whole the support of such a mental emancipator as THE TRUTH
SEEKER. We want this to be a common sense land and
ness, the state being absorbed by and into the land?
The penalties attached to these contemptible not a Christian land."
church and the resulting theocracy taking the place
These will be sufficient this time to show the
of both the secular civil state and of the churches, statutes are out of all proportion to the offense,
Freethinkers
of the country the spirit in which our
when
a
real
offense
is
committed.
Many
crimes
of
the latter hitherto depending largely upon their
own resources, but hereafter to be sustained by the violence, and betrayals of trust, are punished far offer is received. See ·the proposition on front
more lightly: A man who wrecks a bank and page. We meet so many people who say, "'The
political arm of the new amalgamated· church.
plunges hundreds or thousands of families into Age of Reason'? Yes, that's what started me."
rrun gets off wit.h a few years of imprisonment and We can easily multiply these by ten in the next five
Another Drag-Net Law to Fight.
pays back not a cent to those whose confidence he years if we all take hold a~d pull tog~ther. Giv
On May 29th Senator Vilas, of Wisconsin, introhas foully betrayed and whose future he has filled Paine's great masterpiece of theological criticism a
duced (by request) the following bill, which was rewith doubt, despair, and want. This Vilas bill is boom: . It will always defend and justify itself and
ferred to the Committee on Post Offices and Post
our praises of it. Why cannot every reading Chris-·
infamous from every point of view.
Roads:
tian in your neighborhood hav a copy T
How far we are behind England and her colonies
"A bill to prevent the carrying of obscene literature and
Is the Bible Obscene ~
articles designed for indecent and immoral use from one is shown by our hypocritical statutes intended to
state or territory into another state or territory.
prevent the sensible limitation of population. In
"Be it enacted by the Senate and. Honse of Representa- England and Australasia all such books and works
J. B. Wise, o! Clay Center, Kansas, was, when·
tive of the United States of America in Congress assem- are openly advertised and sold. They are trans- last heard from (Monday of this week), in the jail
bled, That it shall be unlawful for any person to deposit mitted by all the carriers of a civilized society. The at Leavenworth, where he was held as a United
with any express company or other common carrier for
carriage from one state or territory of the United States man who drafted this bill, the Senator who intro- States prisoner for lack of a oondsman who could
or the District of Columbia to any other state or territory duced it, and those who voted for it, know very ·qualify in the sum of $300. Mr. Wise was indicted
of the United States or the District of Columbia any well that in most of the intelligent families in this by a federal grand jury for having sent through
obscene, lewd, or lascivious book, pamphlet, picture, pa- country to-day some contraceptic device is resorted the mails to a preacher, with whom he had been
per, letter, writing, print, or other matter of an indecent
character, or any article or thing designed or intended to to prevent an undue increase of the number of carrying on an epistolary discussion· on religious
for the prevention of conception or procuring of abor- children. There can be no doubt that men who subjects, a postal card on which. was writtena vertion, or any article or thing intended or adapted for any voted ior the Vilas bill hav used their knowlege of batim quotation of a verse from the Bible. The
indecent or immoral use, or any written or printed card, physiology to limit the number of their own off- preacher, Rev. Mr. VennU:m, of Industry, Kansas,
letter, circular, book, pamphlet, advertisment, or notice
of any kind giving information, directly or indirectly, spring. And yet they would send a physician to was a coward to set upon an old man, a cripple, the
where, how, or of whom, or by what means any of the prison for five years and break up his business' for sleuth-hounds and bulldogs of the national govhereinbefore mentioned articles, matters, or things may giving some other husband or some wife the informa.- ernment because that cripple had called his attenbe obtained or made, and any person who shall know- tion or means which they gladly obtained from some tion to a passage in his (Vennum's) paper and ink
ingly deposit, or cause to be deposited, with any express
company or other common carrier for carriage from one doctor, publisher, or manufacturer, and freely used. fetich. we do not at this moment recall a meaner
state or territory of the United States or the District of These law-makers know or should know that footicide performance in all the annals of roguery.
Columbia to any other state or territory of the United is the child of just such repressiv statutes as this
If the national government is 2'0ing to prevent
States or the District of Columbia, or who shall take from now pending in Congress. The choice lies between the circulation of obscene and indecent literature,
such express company or other common carrier with in- prevention of conception and abortion, practically, it must be fair and impartial in the enforcement of
tent to sell, distribute, or circJl].ate any matter or thing
· ob scene an d m
· d ecen t , th en
1 e 1s
herein forbidden to be deposited for carriage, shall for all theories to the contrary notwithstanding._ The the 1aw. If th e B'bl
each offense, upon conviction thereof, be fined not more classes who more_that all others fill our foundljng it should be denied the right of circulation, if any
than five thousand dollars or imprisoned at hard labor asylums, orphanages, poor houses, and prisons to publication is. If the Bible is not obscene and inare the classes who recklessly obey the decent, then no publication is properly within the
not more than five years, or both, at the discretion of the overflowing
_,
court."
Bibli'cw. command to "increase and multiply." purview of existing and contemplated legislation.
The Letter-Writing Corps has now an opportu- T hey J?.av not sense enough to prevent the advent
In a private note J. E. Remsburg writes:
nity to do some more timely work. It is stated of children they can neither feed, clothe, educate,
"I am in receipt of a letter from your correspondent
that this bill has already passed the Senate and nor endow with physical and moral health. It is
t•
and agent, J. B. Wise. He is now in jail at Leavenworth,
hence the point to be attacked is the House of nne the truth were told. If the government had Kan. He had a controversy with a puny bigot, Rev. H.
Representativs. Write to your own Representativ properly anything to do With this business it should B. Vennum, of Industry, Kan. In one of his letters to
at once. There is no time to lose. Not only should send teachers fully equipped with knowledge and Vennum Mr Wise quoted a passage from the Bible for
the regular writers of the Corps protest against the means for applying that knowledge among the which Vennum· has had him arrested on the charge of
sending obscene matter through the mails. A United
this dangerous measure, but all our readers should people, instructing them in the science and art of States
court will either hav to acquit Mr.. Wise or declare
appeal to their Representativs to work and vote bringing "fewer and better babies" into the world. the Bible obscene. Mr. Wise is a fearless Liberal, an
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honest, worthy man, carries an armless sleeve, and deserves the moral and financial support of every Liberal
in the land."
Mr. Wise mus.t hav a prompt and fair trial. We
must know just what position a. man occupies under the obscenity statute who mails the Bible or
extracts therefrom. . The time and opportunity hav
come to hav this matter thoroughly tested. As
the first step, Mr. Wise is to be released from jail.
Bail must be furnished. Drs. E. B. Foote, Sr. and
Jr., and the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER hav ~rit
ten to John E. Remsburg to <bail out Mr. Wise,
they guaranteeing Mr. Remsburg against any possible loss. An attorney has been retained and all
the powers of the Defepse Association and of THE
TRUTH SEEKER will be exerted in behalf of the veteran Freethinker who has dared to send through
the mails to one of its accredited expounders a passage from God's infallible word. Rev. Mr. Vennum
has, by causing the arrest of J. B. Wise, charged
the Bible with being obscene. If the courts agree
with him we do not see how honest Christians, who
sincerely believe in the suppression of obscene literature and hold the. decisions of law tribunals to
be final as regards the transmissibility of a book,
can ·longer consent to tpe publication, circulation
and use in homes, schools, and churches of the unexpurgated edition of the scriptures. It is our
laudable desire to induce Christians to frankly face
this issue.
The township committees of several New Jersey
villages are bidding for notoriety by the issuance
of ukases against Sunday work and sport. In Milburn one Donata Russo, a fruit dealer, was arrested
four times in one day for disregarding the edict of
the rural czars. It will readily be admitted by all
except men and women of go?d sense that it is a
horrible crime to exchange apples, bananas, cherries,·
and other fruits for small coins. That is, it is a
crime on Sunday ; on other days it is a meritorious
act. The cause ·of the difference always readily
suggests itself to the self-interest of the priest.
Among the many peculiar " dispensations of divine providence" which hav lately arrested the
attention of thoughtful people and some Christians
was the drowning of sixteen-year-old Gardner
Wright at Asbury Park, New Jersey. In his pocket
was found a Testament, which he read morning and
evening, and his younger brother, who was with
him' when he met his sad death, said that the unfortunate but pious boy had read in it a few minutes before he went in bathing. we do not understand this. Had he been a wicked lad, who went
swimnl.ing on Sunday, the whole matter would be
perfectly plain.
._

__________

____

~
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Mrs. Amanda Murray, wife of our able and activ
co-worker, Mr. B. C. Murray, editor of-the Sunday
Gazetteer, Denison, Texas, has laid down ~he burdelis and surrendered the joys of life, yielding to
the silent but resistless attacks of consumption.
Mrs. Murray was a woman of intelligence, wide and
deep sympathies, great love for children, and she
took intense delight in the observation and study
of nature. She was in hearty agreement with Mr:
Murray in his work for freedom and justice. May
his philosophy of life sustain him in the hours of
loss and grief and loneliness that are now his. Separation and deprivation sooner or later come to us
all. We are in the universe, and it is vain to hope
to escape its processes. We are born, we endure,
we love, we work, we sleep. Before us, with us,
after us others. Life and death play ceaseless
-· web of exshuttles 'and together weave an endless
istence.
The Voice has just been made happy. It found
this in an exchange and greedily quoted it:
" 'Did you ever see a counterfeit bank-note?' 'Yes.'
' Why was it counterfeited?' ' Because the genuin note
was worth counterfeiting.' 'Did yon ever see a scrap of
brown paper counterfeited?' ' No.' ' Why not?' ' Be.
cause it was not worth counterfeiting.' ' Did you ever
see a counterfeit Christian?' 'Yes.' 'Why was he
counterfeited?' ' BecRnse he was worth counterfeiting.'
'Was he to blame for the counterfeit?' 'Of course not.'
'Did you ever see a counterfeit Infidel?' 'Why, no.•
• Why not?'"
i' Why do men pretend to be Christians? " " Be

cause they expect to derive some advantage from
the deception." "Under what conditions do they
make. these false pretenses T" (, When the popular
sentiment of the assemblage, the neighborhood, or
the field of their political ambition is Christian."
"Woul~ they pretend to be Christians where there
was nothing to be gained by the false profession,
in a Mohammedan country, for instance?" "No."
"What would they pretend to be there T" " Mohammedans; of course." "Then we are to infer,
doubtless, that Mohammedanism is worth counterfeiting T" "N- ye-well, er- er-I, er- I never
looked at tlie arguinent quite in that way before."
"So we thought."
These are parlous times for the Liberal missionary There is rio surety that he can meet his engagements, and if he does he runs the risk of seeing
a good portion of his audience trail out if be tells
fundamental truths, as he must. Then he has to
buffet the dead waters of indifference in many
places. It is a fact that there are tens of ~ousands
of men who, in an indefinit, inchoate way are Freethinkers, who cannot be induced to inform themselvs as to the situation and the dangers that
threaten and assail. · They do not know anything
about our lecturers and the encroachments of the
church party. In fact, they are not in touch with
the times. And all this ignorance is due to. the
fact that they do not read the Freethought papers.
Mr. Putnam this week lets in the light upon some
of these aark corners and phases. See "Notes and
News." Cheer him up by sending $6.50 for THE
TRUTH SEEKER and "Four Hundred Years of Freethought," or $5 for the book alone. There is still
time to get in your name. Read over the prospectus
again and see if you can afford to miss the book.
Here are .the names of subscribers received since
last week:
England.-W. H. Lawrence.
Iowa.-Alexander Walker.
Kansas....:.M. A. Weckerly, A. T. Woodruff.
Maryland.-John M. Groh.
Montana.-A. M. Stevens.
Nebraska.-Hiram L. Boyes.
New York.....,.J. W. Olmstead, Nelson L. Pidgeon.
Vermont.-A. A. Orcutt.
Washington.-Oscar Redfield.
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monwealth and Judges Denny and Morton for Mr.
Moore. At the conclusion of the argument Judge
Parker took the matter under advisement an,d it
will probably .be several day~ before his decision is
handed down. Rev. E. L. Southgate, the prosecuting witness, said to a reporter of the Lexington
Transcript:
"I hav no idea what Judge Parker's decision will be,
but I know that he will do what he thinks is proper and
according to the law. I don't want to see Charlie Moore
go to jail or hav to spend any money on this thing, but· I
do want to see that paper suppressed, because it is a nuisance of the veriest nature."
Mr. Southgate is very shortsighted, a weakness
which is common to the supervisors and suppressors of literature. There can be no doubt that he
is the best advertising agent and canva1ser that
C. C. Moore has in his employ. Thousands who had
never before even heard of the Blue Grass Blade
hav been made acquainted with it during the pas~
three months, and all through the offensiv bigotry
and pernicious activity of Rev. Mr. Southgate. All
American citizens are "ritally interested-although
but few of them realize the fact-in the maintenance
of the freedom of the press, and they would be
distinct losers should this Kentucky minister succeed in his crusade against the Blade, and this
solely because the guarantees of fr~e speech would
be weakened by such. a victory for the reactionist.
We sincerely hope that,· whatever the decision of
Judge Parker, Rev. Mr. Southgate will quit this
foolish business of advertising solicitor for Mr.
Meore. He has made some very serious mistakes.
Charles C. Moore is free, Judge Parker sustaining his general demurrer to the indictment. No
other outcome seemed possible under the Kentucky
constitution. It is a substantial victory over bigotry, and we hope that the paper selected for suppression
hereafter justify the wisdom of the
framers of the Kentucky law. The attorneys for
the state gave notice of appeal, which was granted.

will

Our Covenanter and Catholic friends seem to be
in substantial agreement as to the cause which led
to the murder of President Carnot. We hav already
quoted some of the utterances of the Christian
The qu~stion of the taxation of church property Reformer anent the ·matter, and now we find this in
should be kept before the New York Constitutional the Catholic Review :
Convention in every possible way. We cannot
"The trouble begins when the poor and the unfortuafford to let this ·opportunity to establish equity in nate hav lost their belief in God. To them the ' compact,'
taxation be fruitless through the neglect of our and· all the restraints of law and inequality of circumshare of the work. · The New York section of the stances that r6!Jt upon it, are but an odious tyranny. In
other words, the growth and spread of Anarchistic ideas
Freethought Letter-Writing Corps will, as usual, are but the logical outcome of the denial of God, and of
write to members of the committees likely to con- the duty of allegiance to established government as havsider this subject. Write each week to those not i.ng the sanction of God."
There can. be no doubt that implicit belief in
previously addressed by you. Here is a full list of
"providence " is the most potent factor in reconcilthe committeemen:
Mr. Milo· M. Acker, of Hornellsville; Commodore ing the millions to their hard conditions and in
P. Vedder, Ellicottville; I. S. Johnson, Warsaw; Owen maintaining despotic governments. But the lines
Cassidy, Havana; A. B. Steele, ~erkimer; S. B.~ acobs, of impulse, purpose, and achievement cross and reBrooklyn; 0. A. Ftdl.er, Wellsville: F.· B. F. Tibbetts, cross until they are inextricably entangled and
Ithaca; C. R. Pratt, Elmira; A. L. Kellogg, Ont>onta;
William P. Goodelle, Syracuse ; John A. Barhite, until the spirit of revenge; born of centuries of
Rochester; D. Gerry Wellington, Hamilton; B.S. Dean, superstition, ignorance, and s~ppression, arms the
Jamestown· Charles H. Moore, Plattsburg; W. J. Mon- hands of fanatics, both within and without the pale
tayne, Cortland; M. L. Parker, Lyndonville; J; M. May- of religion, and all alike uninformed as to the true
bee, Livingston M.; W. J. Roche, John H. Peck, T~oy; methods of progress, with dagger and bomb and
Peter A. Rogers, West Troy; E. A. Brown, Dolgeville;
W. M. Mullen, Stapleton; Wm. Kimmey, D.P. Kerwin, torch, and mad deeds are done which retard imJohn T. McDonough; Albany; F. W. Rolls, Yonkers; measurably the march of the people. Yet, deplorE. R. Brown, Watertown; H. R. Durfee, Palmyra; M. able as is this theoreti.cal and practical survival of
H. Hirschberg, Newburg; J. E. Mcintyre, Potsdam; belief in violence as a remedy for bad social condiH. W. Hill, Buffalo; Frederick Fraser, Salen; G. R. tions, it has not produced anything which, for
Cornwell, Penn Yan; J. W. Riggs, H. A. Powell, Mirabean L. Towns, Brooklyn; A. H. Peabody, New Leb- bloodiness, cruelty, and deathliness, can for a moanon; C. L. Phipps, East Rockaway; C. W. H. Arnold, ment be compared with the awful evils which cursed
Staatsbt;lrg; C. B. McLaughlin, Port Henr!; L. M. poor, blind humanity in the fearful ages when abManley, Long Island City; G. L. D!inforth, Mi_ddlebnrg; ject belief in God and the divinity of government
F. T. Fitzgerald, W. McM. Speer, Nelson Smith, W. P. made of the Christian countries vast slaughter
Burr M. J. Mulqueen, J. W. McLaughlin, S. S. Blake,
E. L~nterbach, L. A. Giegerich, Elliot Sandford, C. S. kouses and torture chambers. Science ana Atheism
Truax, ·Robert E. Deyo, H. W. Platzck, Francis Forbes, hav won something for the race, so much, indeed,
Eugene Durnin, Thomas Gilleran, A. C. Hottenrorth, that he must be either hopelessly stupid or aflame
New York."
with the lust· of cruel ambition, who would prefer
The case of C. C. Moore, editor of the Blue Grass to hav lived in the" ages of faith" rather than'in
Blade, who was indicted for "blasphemy" and this era of partial enlightenment and semi-liberation
"nuisance," as THE TRUTH . SEEKER informed its· from the gyves of priest and politician. The world
readers at the time, came up on demurrer in the has had greatly more than enough of government
circuit court at Lexington, Kentucky, on: July 2d. by God, and the Covenanter and Catholic are idly
Nearly the whole session of the court that after- dreaming, we hope, if they imagin that it will
noon was consumed in the argument of a general tamely put its neck once more under the white:bot
demurrer, Bronson & Allen appearing for the com- yoke of ecclesia.~:~ticism.
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rose above the vulgar and conventional errors of vasa of imagination the vicarious atonement of
"the madding crowd," content to abide by the ver- Jesus, but what are these divested of the hopes of
BY J. C. HANNON.
reward? They are small and contemptible in com[An address delivered before the Friendship Liberal diet of the future and the matured judgment of pos- parison with that sublime conflict of death and
terity. Conscious of his own faults, he had charity
League, Philadelphia, May 20, 1894.J
There is no name more frequently spoken in this for the weaknesses of others. Like Thomas Paine, duty.
-Girard's whole life shines with an effulgence born
city of Philadelphia than that of Girard. When we the world was his country; his actions stand as an
speak of Girard avenue or allude to the Girard index of his creed. He knew no distinction of men of trials and triumphs, any one of which would imestate we associate those terms with that peculiar except those created by their own merits. He had mortalize his name. Though he labored seven or
and eccentric genius whose outer person, clothed no respect for pedigree, and pitied the person who eight hours every day in the hospital, Sundays inin a rough and rugged exterior, concealed a noble bad nothing to feel proud of but his ancestors. He cluded (leaving it only to care for the sick and bury
and generous soul. He was not distinguished for had a natural distrust of priestcraft in every form. the dead), he was a marvel of preservation, and had
his personal beauty, and would cut a very indiffer- He punctured the inflated vanity of the clergy, and he remained true to the religion of his infancy he
ent figure among Ward McAllister's Four Hundred, ~iewed their pretentious titles without the aid of a would now be canonized as a miracle of God's spebut in the growth of the city, the development of magnifying glass. He never catered to public prej- cial providence. Had he founded a convent the
the state and nation and the commercial intercourse udice ; be looked all men squarely in the face, and Catholic world wou[d point to him as the chosen
of the world, Stephen Girard has erected an endur- though he demanded measure for measure his instrument of God to spread his holy religion.
ing monument to his own industry, patriotism, and pursestring was never drawn when charity appealed His bones would be preserved as relics for the speenterprise. His life has become an ~ssenti11l part of or the afilicted needed a friend. His maxim was cial cure of yellow fever. Had he named his ships
American history, and his name must shine in the "Deeds, not creeds," and the services he rendered "Immaculate Conception," "Blessed Trinity," etc.,
firmament of American achievement while one stone during the plague of yellow fever proved his con- their successful voyages would be attributed to
of Girard College rests upon another. We can sistency and distinguished him as the Good Sarr ar- supernatural care. The priest would say:
best discharge our obligation to him to-day by call- itan par excellence of his century. When the clergy
God sped his ships from coast to coast,
Fanned by the wings of the Holy Ghost.
ing public attention to the fact that his will has and their respectable congregations were fleeing by
been perverted by Jesuitical conspirators who, in thousands from a plague-stricken city; when the
But Girard had no confidence in special providefiance of the letter and spirit of his bequest, hav fondest ties of friendship were disregarded; when dence; he relied more on good timber and skillful
quietly appropriated his college and his bounty and fathers and mothers, sons and daughters, sisters navigation. His ships were named respectivly in
prostituted them to the purposes of priestcraft, at and brothers, deserted their dead and dying in that the order of their building "Voltaire,"'' Helvetius,"
the same time raising the silly and stupid cry of awful extremity of self-preservation; when every "Montesquieu," and "Rousseau."
These, with
"What hav Infidels done for the world-what char- sentiment of religion or mercy was forgotten; when three others, formed the noteworthy part of that
ity hav they fostered, what college hav they raised?" the very fabric of society was rent and dissolved, stanch commercial fleet which built up his magnifiThese questions are amusing by reason of their in- Stephen Girard, Infidel, without hope of a heavenly
cent fortune and won for him the title of the
solence, and saddening because of the reflection reward, with no blessing of God like a June breeze
"Napoleon of commerce."
upon
his
brow,
with
nought
to
stimulate
his
efforts
that Girard's magnificent college, established with(CoNCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)
out priest or creed, is now a recognized theological save the exalted motive of humanity, and at the risk
of
his
own
'life,
gave
his
counsel,
his
wealth,
and
his
institution, having a splendid church edifice surGeneral Grant on Church and State.
mounted by a cross, and being used for the very personal help as hospital nurse, regardless of color
purpose he endeavored to avoid-namely, for the or condition of the sufferer. He furnished proviGeneral Grant will liv in history rather as a
inculcation of religious tenets and the performance sions and fuel for the poor; he provided burial for great soldier than as a great statesman. Yet there
the dead; and this Infidel (incapable of being edi- is much in his career as a statesman to admire, esof religious ceremonies.
That this offense was long premeditated is con- fied by the influences of the Christian religion) pecially his attitude in regard to church and state.
clusivly shown in the argument of Daniel Webster received under his personal care over two hundred No president, with the possible exception of Jefferbefore the Supreme Court of the United States orphan children. There are numerous accounts of son, has occupied more advanced grounds or advosome fifty years ago. Listen to the great expounder his heroic conduct ; the following is one of many cated more radical measures of reform in this
of the Constitution ! "As there can be no Sabbath well authenticated by eye-witnesses and published respect.
observance in this college, I deny it to be a charity, by Matthew Cary of this city:
Grant is the only president, I believe, who has in
A Mr. Thompson who, like many others, had re- his official capacity contended for the taxation of
for all charity _is founded on the Christian religion.
As this plan of education tends to weaken men's moved his family from the city, found it· imperativ church property. In his message to Congress in
reverence, it leads to mischievous, not to useful, to visit, on a J;natter of important business, a section 1875 he made the following earnest plea for this
ends. If Mr. Girard had given years of study to a known as Farmer's Row, situated near Second and just demand :
plan by which he could dispose of his vast wealth York streets, where the fever was raging with
I would also call your attention to the importance of
so that no good could arise to the general cause of extraordinary virulence. Having taken all the pre- correcting
an evil that, if permitted to continue, will
learning, no good to the cause of charity, no good cautions for his own safety that medical science probably lead to great trouble in onr land before the
to human society in the present and future, imd could suggest, he proceeded on his errand. There close of the nineteenth century. It is the acquisition of
which should be productiv of protracted struggles was nothing to break the silence of that awful and vast amounts of untaxed church property. In 1850, I believe, the church Property of the United States, which
in the popular councils of a great city, he could not ghastly spot or to convey the idea that anything paid
no tax, municipal or state, amounted to about $83,there
was
invested
with
life.
Every
vestige
of
busihav more effectually accomplished his purpose.
000,000. In 1860 the amount had doubled·. In 1875 it is
This Will iR unblessed by God and despisE>d by ness had departed, every door was closed. · He felt about $1,000,000,000. By 1900, without a check, it is
men ; immoral in its intent and purpose, unwise in that he had earned the name of a man of remarkable safe to say this property will reach a snm exceeding
So vast a snm receiving all the protection
all its frame and theory. I therefore predict it will courage, as he stood motionless and gazed on the $3,000,000,000.
and benefits of government, without bearing its proporbuildings
containing
the
dead
and
the
dying
who
lead a short, annoyed, and troubled life, and leave
tion of the burdens and expenses of the same, will not be
an unblessed memory when it dies." This is the had no soul at hand to moisten their lips or to wit- looked upon acquiescently by those who hav to pay the
only instance in which Daniel Webster (whose own ness the last P gonies of life. His heart sank within taxes. In a growing country where real estRte enhances
so rapidly with time as in the United States there is
private views were liberal) ever betrayed his genius him as he turned to retrace his step!J, :when sud- scarcely
a limit to the wealth that may be acquired by
to an unholy cause and reaped the harvest of re- denly_he saw a yellow carriage, driven by a negro, corporations, religions or oth~rwise, if allowed to retain
morse, shame, and regret. But his efforts produced stop m front of one of . the frame buildings in the real estate without taxation. The contemplation of so
an effect the opposit of his intentions, and Girard street. ·Mr. Thompson withdrew as far·as possible vast a property as here alluded to, without taxation, may
lead to s.eqnestration without constitutional authority,
College was established among the permanent land- for fear of ~ontamination, but curiosity impelled and
through blood. I would suggest the taxation of all
marks of Philadelphia. The buzzards of supersti- him to keep the carriage in sight. The driver, hav- property equally, whether church or corporation."
tion, however, were not dismayed by their defeat, ing bound a camphorated handkerchief about his
Equally radical and pronounced are his recomand prepared to thwart Girard's benevolent design m~:mth, opened the door of the carriage, and then,
by a masterpiece of Jesuitical strategy. This is w1th the utmost composure, resumed his seat. A mendations, in the same message, in favor of the
effected by the appointment for life of directors short man in shirtsleeves stepped from the coach, complete secularization of our public schools.
We ar!) a Republic whereof one man is as good as
whose views are of a pronounced evangelical type, entered the abode of wretchedness, and returned
ignoring Quakers, Unitarians, Hebrews, Universal- shortly afterward bringing with him a human being another before the law. Under _such a form of government, it is of the greatest importance that all should be
ists, and Freethinkers. Since Constantine, in the who had been left there alone to die. The sufferer possessed
of education and intelligence enough to cast a
fourth century, projected his pernicious scheme, it was too large a man to admit of being carried, but vote with a right understanding of its meaning. A large
has been the habit of priests to grab everything in the right arm of his conductor was thrown about association of ignorant men cannot for any considerable
sight. Nothing was too great or too small, nothing him for support, while his feet dragged helplessly period oppose a successful .resistance to tyranny and
oppression from the educated few, but will inevitably
too hot or too cold, sacred or profane, to be utilized on the pavement. The yellow, cadaverous face of sink
into acquiescence to the will of intelligence, whether
in the propagation of the church's dogmas and per- the one rested against the bronzed cheek of the directed by the demagog or by priestcraft. Hence the
petuate her scheme of territorial aggrandizement; other, while his every breath exhaled a volume of education of the masses becomes of the first necessity for
hence it is only natural that this propensity finds putrid and death-bearing efiluvium. His hair, long the preservation of onr institutions. They are worth
preserving, because they ha.v secured the greatest good
increase of vigor when so large and important an and matted by neglect, added to the repulsivness of for
the greatest proportion of the population of any form
object as Girard College is involved. It is not my his appearance. In this manner the well man half of government yet devised. All other forms of governprovince to say how it is done, but there stands dragged and partly carried the patient to his car- ments approach it just in proportion to the general difl"uthe College church, and it speaks for itself. Girard riage, which he himself entered, and the vehicle sion of education and independence of thought and action.
As the primary step, therefore, to onr advancement in all
is dead, and priestcraft, gloating over the plunder r~lled slowly away. As the strange party passel!. that
has marked onr progress in the past century, I sugof helpless orphans, points to the church edifice hrm Mr. Thompson saw the sick man lying helpless gest for your earnest consideration, and most earnestly recerected by his money and sneeringly asks, " What in the arms of his deliverer. The name of the res- ommend it, that a constitutional amendment be submitted
hav Infidels done for the world-what charities hav cued one he did not learn; but the man who risked to the legislatures of the several states for ratification;
making it the duty of the several states to establish and
they fostered, what colleges hav they raised 1"
his life for a fellow-mortal having no claim of con- forever
maintain free public schools adequate to the
It is my province to answer these questions here sa~guinity upon his service, he subsequently ascer- education of all the children in the rudimentary branches
and now ; and a very appropriate time and place tamed, was tee Infidel philanthropist, Stephen within their respectiv limits, irrespectiv of sex, color,
birthplace, or religion, forbidding the teaching in said
are Girard's adopted city and the one hundred and Girard.
schools of religions, Atheistic or pagan tenets, and proforty-fourth anniversary of his birth. Though beWhat a sublime s~ght! A man of genius and hibiting
the granting of any school funds or school taxes
nevolence is no test of the truth of any religion, it wealth devoting his life to the care of the sick, the or any part thereof, either by legislativ, municipal, or
may be as well to state that Girard was a Roman wants of the poor I Talk not to me of the glory of other authority, for the benefit, or in aid, directly or inCatholic by birth, an Atheist by conviction, and a your battlefields, where frenzied rage inspires the directly, of any religions sect or denomination.
humanitarian by nature. He left his superstition slave to die at his master's bidding. You may tell
His speech before the army of the Tennessee, at
in the cradle, and fought the battles of his stormy in story or in song of Spartan courage or Roman Des Moines, in 1875, was one of the noblest, one of
life in the ~tmosphere of phUo$oph7and truth, llEl valor i yQu may pamt in glQwmg colora on the CB.ll9 ~be briiiVtll;lt, ~:nd one of tbe !!WHt opportuue utter·

Stephen Girard.
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ances ever delivered in this country. In this speech
he said:
The free !!Chool is the promoter of that intelligence
which is to preserve us as a nation. 1 f we are to hav
anothPr contest in the near future of our national existence. I predict that the dividing line will not be Mason's
and Dixon's, but between patriotism and intelligence on
the one side, and superstition, ambition, and ignorance
on the other. · · · Let us all labor to add all needful
guarantees for the more perfect security of free thought,
free speech, and free press, pure morals, unfettered religions sentiments, and of eqnal right~ and privileges to
all men, irrespectiv of nationality, color, or religion.
Encourage free schools, and resolve that not one dollar
of money sball be appropriated to tbe support of any
sectarian school. Resolve that neither the state nor
nation, or both combined, shall auppol"t institutions of
learning other than those sufficient to afford every child
growing up in the land the opportunity of a good common
school education, unmixed with sectarian, pagan, or
Atheistical tenets. Leave the matter of religion to the
family altar, the church, and the private snhool, supported
entirely by private contributions. Keep the church and
the state forever separate.
It has been claimed that this speech was aimed
chiefly at the Roman Catholic church. It was not.
It was directed not so much against the avowed
enemies of the public schools as against its pro·
fessed friends who would destroy its usefulness by
making it the handmaid of Protestantism and the
nursery of superstition. Referring to this speech,
General Sherman, to whom Grant confided his intention of delivering it, says:
The Des Moines speech was prompted by a desire to
defend the freedom of out" public schools from sectarian
influence, and, as I remember the conversation which led
him to write that speech; it was bpcause of the ceaseless
clamor for sAt religion!! Pxercises .in the public schools;
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if he be not clothed with the attributes with which and death would not be the natural order-where
Theists invest him-then there is no need for relig- peace and harmony would reign instead of discord
ion, whose sole office is to teach 'man's duties to his and strife?
maker. If no such being exists the sooner man
The doctrin that the evils of this life were dediscovers his gigantic mistake and stops this enor- signed for the "purifying of souls" and "fitting
mous waste of time and blood and treasure that are them for a higher existence " falls flat when we condaily poured out on the altar to this "unknown sider that most beings are debased instead of eleGod," the better it will be for him. That such a vated by adverse surroundings, and that more than
being exists, Theists declare "is manifest in his half perish before they hav undergone this "purifyworks '' They point to the good in nature as evi- ing" process.
dence of the existence of a beneficent creator. The
If religionists were not "born insane,'' as "Salasun that givs heat and light by day, the moon and din" asserts, it would not need an argument to
stars that illumin the night, refreshing shower~?, convince them that all phenomena come about
flowers, fruits, and vegetables-all that contributes naturally, that no supernatural power quells the
to man's existence and enjoyment appears to the de- wrath of the elements or heeds man's pitiful cry for
vout believer as evidence of the wisdom and benefi- aid. So far as we know, "nature· creates without
cence of the most high.
purpose and destroys without regret." "She is
Let us follow < ut this logic and see where it neither cruel nor loving, neither tender nor hardwill lead us. If the exis.tence of good in the uni- hearted, she merely acts according to laws" which
verse is evidence of the existence of a benevolent are the expression of the most "stringent necescreator, then, by the same logic, the existence of sity."
.
evil is evidence of a malevolent creator. Does
"I hav searched through the heavens," says
evil exist? Not one of us but is forced by the Lalande, "and nowhere hav I found a trace of
terrible facts of experience to answer, YeF. Man's God." Even Luther was forced to admit that" exwhole history is but the record of an unceasing perience shows that God does not take care of this
struggle against the adverse forces of his environ- temporal life." If there is no evidence of the existment-a struggle in which countless millions hav ence of God, no manifestations to our senses of the
perished, scarc~>ly realizing that they had ever lived. qualities and attributes of such a being, it seems to
He is beset on every side by perils against which he me that, despite the assertions of Agnostics to the
must guard or perish. Heat and cold, tempest and contrary, we are ptlrfectly justified in saying
flood, volcanoes and earthquakes, "savage beasts, "there is no God," just as we are perfectly jusand still more savage men," menace with destruc- tified in saying there are no angels, ghosts, or
tion on every hand. Disease, inscrutable, insidious, devilF, no fairies or witches or other impossible
infectious, hideous disease, implacably pursues him, creations of disordered imaginations. If such a
not from Catholics, but from Proteslnnt denominations carrying suffering and death" in it, course, and leav- being exists we can know it only ·by impressions
(Packard's Grant's Tour Around the World, p. 566).
ing sorrow and desolation behind. Is this a mani- made upon ourselvs; and until such impressions
One of the first prodqcts of Grant's pen that has festation of that "tender mercy that is ov2r all his are made upon my mind, this "fool" will continue
been preserved is a letter to his cousin, McKinstry works!" But what shall we say of moral evil, to "say in his heart <there is no God.'" He
Griffith, written at West Point, September 22, 1839. moral disease? Whence came sin into the world? will continue to refuse to debase his manhood by
With the exception of a few brief lineP, the last For ages the human mind has etood paralyzed, offering fulsome praise to and bowing submissivly
that he wrote was his "Memoirs." It is significant utterly helpless and dumb before this dread prob- before " the shadow cast by his own ignorance."
that in each of thefle-in the one written in the first lem. Millions of dwarfed, degraded, wreckfd, and He will continue to believe that there is nothing
year of his manhood, and in the other written in ruined natures testify to.day to the awful workings above or outside of nature, but that the universe
the last vear of his existence-there is to be found of this dread disease. Prisons and asylums, jails "obeys a necessity of nature from which there is
a protest against ecclesiastical domination of our and reformatories, are filled to overflowing with its no escape."
Science at last has "raised the veil " and solved
government and. its institutions. In the letter victims. They lurk in the reeking dens and infest
alluded to, rderring to the demerit marks received the byways of great cities, a perpetual menace to the Sais riddle. She declares "naturi:l is all that is,
life and property. Are these the handiwork of that was, or that will be." "She, the all-creating
by the cadets, he writes :
that beneficent creator who doeth all things well T and the all-devouring, is her own Alpha and Omega,
To show how usily one can get these, a man by the
name of Grant, of this state, got eight of these marks for Behold the dilemma into which theistical logic has her own generation and death. B.v her power she
not going to church to-day. He was also put under led us? Either the creator is unable to remedy the brought about the so-called creation, and created
aTrPst, so he cannot leave his room perhaps for a month, evils of man's existence, Qr else he is indifferent to man as the crown thereof. By her own power she
all this for not e-oing to church. We are not only obliged his sufferings. Eitherview is fatal to the Theist's will take him back again when his dwelling-place,
to go to church, but mnRt march there by companies.
This is not Republican(Brown's Life of Grant, p, 329). conception of God. It will not do to say that all the earth, has completed its natural term of life in
this will be righted in another world. For what the endless cycle of worlds."
R. WHEELER.
In his " Memoirs '' he says :
reason hav we to believe tbat a creator who has
No t>Olitical party can, or ought to, exist when one of made such a dismal failure in this will ever do any
By the census of 1890 the church property in the
its cornet" stones is opposition to freedom of thought. better in another life? The evils which man has
~ · · If a sect sets up its laws as binding above the
United States was valued at $679,694,439, and it is
state laws; wherever the two come in conflict this claim suffered will stand a perpetual witness to the injus- estimated that the yearly increase is $30,000,000.
must bA resisted and suppressed at whatever cost (Me- tice of his creator through all the cycles of eternity. Why such an amount of property should not be exmQirs, Vol. I, p. 213).
If man ever stands. at the judgment bar of God, it empted from taxation is a question ably, forcibly,
Instead of being a believer in the Christian relig- will be as accuser, not as culprit.
and practicably considered in a pamphlet issued by
The scriptural account of the origin of sin, "The Trut.h Seeker Company" of New York and
ion and in favor of Christianizing our government,
as many suppose, General Grant was an unbeliever "of man's disobedience, and the fruit of that tree entitled "Church Property: Should it be Exempt
whose mortal taste brought death into the world from Taxation T Reasons why It should not." In
and a zealous advocate of state secularization.
and all our woe," is. too pueril for serious considera- a succinctly incisiv manner the question is aggressJ. E. REMSBURG.
tion by ·thinking minds. Evolution proves that ivly taken up and places the burden of proof upon
· man is not a fallen but a rising being ; that he was its opponents, who, seemingly outside the arguProvidence.
not created ·perfect some six thousand years ago, ment of custom, will hav no little difficulty to mainII.
Divine providence is that care and superintend- but has been gradually evolved from lower forms tain their position. For the pamphl~t not ~~ly
ence which God is supposed to exercise over his and raised to his present form . and condition forcibly attacks the present syste~-for 1t offens~vly
creatures. Believers in this dogma hold that God through countless changes and long periods .of and defensivly counters and parr1ee the usual pomts
not only created all things "in the begin~i~g," but time ; that sin is not a curse pronounced upon h1m of attack-but also produces figures, facts, and
that he directs and controls· all the affa1rs of the for disobedience to divine commands, but results opinions to carry t~e wa_r into the enPmy's ca~p.
universe "by the might of his power," down to the from his ignorance and non-adaptation to his en- The book is one whiCh wlll well repay the readmg,
minutest details. For doth not the scripture say, vironment, and that if he is ever "saved," it will be not only by those (and these are many and increas" His eyes are upon the ways of man and he seeth by his own efforts in subduing and adapting him- ing) who coincide with the views of the pamphlet,
all his goings ;" that " not a sparrow falls'' without self to the adverse forces surrounding him and not but by the supporters of the present system whose
his care, and that "he doeth all things well!" He by the atoning blood. of ~ su~ernatural. sa~ior. sense of justice shoula at least incline them to ~ec
is their "heavenly father," to whom they appeal for That God (if such a bemg ex1sts) 1s wholly mdifier- ognize the force of th~ arguments and .t~e seemmg
protection and guidance and giv thanks for favors ent to the welfare of his creatures is abundantly necessity of a reply, 1f such can leg1bmately be
received. This view, while fully justified by almost proven by the history of the past and the present made. Accompanying the pamphlet is a reprint of
the whole tenor of scripture, is wholly incompatible conditions of life on this globe. Millions of sen- the company's leaflet which well states the right of
with the truths of history and evolution and the tient beings daily come into existence but to perish individual free thought and action in the observance
Even among human of Sunday, and givs weighty reasons why no Sunsubstantial facts of the universe. The importance -are born but to die.
of this statement will become evident if we consider beings, who are supposed to be special objects of day bill should be passed by Congress.-Boston
for a moment its bearing on the fundamental dog- divine care, not one-half ever reach the second year Ideas.
mas of theology. Religion itself is founded mainly of their age. The world is one vast charnel house,
upon this belief in a personal, all-wise, all-powerful filled with dead men's bones. "The air is full of
The legions of devils which were in the hogs
God. Prayer is based upon the assumption that farewells to the dying and mournings for the dead." when they drowned in the sea, escaped under cover
such a being exists, and that he can and will do some- Life feeds on life ; millions of organized beings are of the water and still haunt pious summer resorts,
thing for his creatures which they caJ:~not do for destroyed that one may liv. Life is a perpetual where they enter young people of religious alphathemselvs. "Whatsoever ye shall ask in my name tragedy ; almost every action of our lives is fatal to betical society, when they go in bathing together.
that will I do," is the promis made to his children other forms which, so far as we know, hav as good
in his" word." Relying on this the devout believer a right to liv as ourselvs. " Necessity doth make
Most of the soldiers engaged in the celestial reprays for health and worldly prosperity, commun- murderers of us all." Did beneficence impose this
ities pray for rain, and nations petition the " throne murderous necessity upon all his creatures T Did bellion were females, and the way they spread their
of majesty'' to stay the devastating plague. Reve- omniscience ordain that nine hundred and ninety- wings and brained each other with war clubs,
lation, of course, falls with the overthrow of the re- nine of every thousand of created forms should swords ·and cleavers, would indicate that all Chrisvealer. A blow at providence is therefore a blow perish before arriving at m~turitY: ! Could ~ot tian ladies should l;le ~l19w~d the free e~ercise of
at religiol! itself, "lf God he ~ot God "~that is, omnipot~nce creat~ ~ world ~n wlu~h d~struct10n electiv franchise,
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faces. At this season the thunder showers come
and go in Iowa with remarkable velocity. Within
a week or two people and cattle hav been killed and
the midnight sky lighted with the flames of burning
buildings; and yet "God, is on his throne $nd
counts the hairs of our heads! When he gets
through counting, perhaps he will save a few liv:es.
I found one original Liberal at Greenfield-Mr.
D. W. Church, who has published some quaint
books on the "Enigma of Life," etc. He is quite e.
philosopher in his way, a sort of transcendental
man of science. He is a student of Spinoza,
Goethe, Carlyle, and Emerson, and has deeply imbibed their Pantheistic sentiments. He takes some·
what the position of my friend Herman Wettstein,
that the universal ether is a kind of universal intelligence, and that this intelligence, if we are open
souled, will flow into the brain and illuminate it;
and thus we hav a power_ of insight that transcends
'knowledge and of which knowledge is simply the
instrument. He denies personality to this infinit
intelligence, and so practically denies that it is God.
It is simply intelligent life. While I of course do
not agree that mind is the ultimate fact of the universe, I admit that the position of my friend is
anti-orthodox and that his theory is an interesting
guess as to what thA universe may be, and so long
as it does not partake of the nature of a creed I do
not object to its intellectual enjoyment. But the
more I study into these matters the more I am
convinced that Materialism is the common-sense
solution of the universe, and drives away all clouds
of fancy and superstition.
I shall remain and continue the campaign with
F. I. Green until next"Sunday. I shall then, if the
great railroad strike does not prevent, take my way
to northern Michigan, to Red Jacket, Sidnaw, and
Drummond. In August I shall push westward to
Montana. I shall be in Washington in September,
at Davenport and other places. I hope that all
friends in Washington who want lectures in Saptember and October will write to me at 234 South
Water street, Chicago, care of E. C. Reichwald.
Communicate at the earliest possible moment. In
spite of the hard times let us push forward the
work to the best of our ability. I want to meet
and shake hands with as many friends as possible
on this tour to the Pacific Coast, and rally our
forces. Notwithstanding all discouragements Freethought must triumph.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

I am now at the home of F. I. Green, Nevinville,
Iowa, and from this point I am making a campaign
for Freethought. Mr. Green is well known as one
of our strenuous workers, and for years he has
stood at the front in this community, and kept
things on the move so far as courage and generosity
can do so.
This if!! a lovely place, and it is quite a luxury to
thus enjoy country life in its exuberance and splendor.
The prairie is rolling, and far away we can see the
fields, groves, pastures, and comfortable dwelling
houses. There is every promis of a magnificent
harvest. The corn is simply stupendous. It is as
high as my head now, and the green ranks stretch
in ocean-like beauty. I understand that more acres
are planted this year than ever before. Fields of a
hundred acres are before me as I look forth. What
is more beautiful than these rustling expanses, from
whose bosom will burst the golden ears of plenty?
It seems as if there could be ·no starvation in a
world of such gorgeous abundance.
Yet the great strife is going on, and labor is in
battle array with capital. I hear but few notes of
the conflict in this retired place. I may not be able
to return to Chicago after I hav fini~hed m! lab?rs
here, for I understand that the Burlington Is "tied
up" with the other ra:ilroads, and no tickets .are
sold and no transportation guaranteed. Well, if I
hav to stay for an indefinit period on Green's farm,
I shall hav a good time, with plenty of books, beautiful sceneries, harvest glories, and g~ilial companionahip ; and so be ready when the time comes
to unfold the banner of Freethought for the progress of humanity.
.
I arrived at Creston, Ia., Friday, June 29th, and
lectured that evening before the Industrial Union
of Creston on "The Rights of Man." The audience was not large, an~ some present ?id not seem
to think that the "rights of man" mc~uded the
taxation of church property, and so retired when
the subject was mentioned. The People's party i.s
not yet up to the mark. It does not stand for umversal justice. It is for half-way measures. H~wever, there are many members of the labor umon
w~o realize that !~eethought is the key to the situat.IOn, and ar~ will~ng. to s~pport lectures that deal
with the subJect m a radical manner. Mr. Green
met me at Creston, and after the lecture drove to
his home fourteen miles away; but we had quite a
varied journey. The lightnings were playing all
around the horizon, while overhead it was pitch F'reethought and Secular Notes from England.
THE PRESENT SITUATION.
dark. The lightning, however, like 'SOme great
electric dynamo, served to illuminate the road. We
So far as the climate here is concerned, English
could not hav had a more splendid service. But friends in the United States and Canada need not
by and by the thunders began to mingle with the be anxious to retu ..n to the land of their birth.
lightning, and we had to stop at a half-way house, The change in the weather for the worst to which
while the torrents poured down, and this lasted I referred in my last "Notes "has been maintained
until about two in the morning, and we played up to date. 'wet, gloom, and chilly winds hav
" high five " to keep awake, not having any place to robbed us up to now of the summer sun, and these
rest our weary bones. After we started it was unwelcome features hav given to nature that somber
pretty slow work ; the roads were well saturated appearance which is never agreeable, but at this
and the mud of a clinging nature. It was day- period of the year is particularly objectionable.
light when we finished our journey, and I went to Perhaps the compensating process may be in operabed at sunrise. A good sleep prepared me for tion during July and August; let us hope so, for
another drive, to Greenfield, eleven miles away, it is sadly needed: According to the proverb, "it is
where I lectured on Saturday evening.
an ill wind that blows no one any good;" and in
Greenfield is a somewhat sleepy and churchy this case the unusually inclement weather has
pl3ce, and as this was the first Freethought lecture caused our indoor lectures to be more numerously
ever given the attendance was slight-only about a attended than they generally are at this season.
dozen being present. Yet if every one had come The audiences at our secular halls, both in London
who promised to do so the audience would hav been and in the provinces, hav been exceedingly good,
of fair proportions. Mr. Green worked faithfully and a very pleasing feature of these gatherings is
for the meetings. The two papers promised to the increased attendance of women and ·the young
announce the lectures, but did not. The utter in- of both sexes. It is their cooperation that is
difference· of the Liberals in this community is necessary to the success of any movement, and the
something appalling. They don't go to church ; secular movement in England just now is experiencthey don't go anywhere outside the church; they ing the benefit of their association. Both in and
don't take Liberal papers and they don't know out of London, Freethought societies are receiving
really what ie going on in the world. It is this most valuable aid from feminin activity and from
mass of indifference which, more than anything the earnest labors of young men. This inspires
else, stops the progress of Freethought. I did not the veterans in the good old cause with bright
giv up in despair, but gave lectures on Sunday and hopes for the future of Secular philosophy.
Monday evenings" to increased and attentiv audiences, but there were only about fifty in all. I
MR. G. W. FOOTE.
hope some seed has been planted that some day will
I am pleased to be able to report that the prei!lproduce fruit, but the outward appearance is not dent of the National Secular Society is physically
inviting. If one didn't believe in Freethought with himself again. His official position is by no means
all his heart such experiences would be a damper, an easy one, but Mr. Foote's ability and sagacity
and one might say, ''Let things drift; what's the enable him to perform his duties in such a manner
use of work!" But a deeper thought will only as to giv general satisfaction. It is. not surprising,
make us more strenuous than before, for, as we ha,v therefore, to find that the appeal now being made
no God or devil or hell fire to aid, Freethought on behalf of his testimonial fund is being generously
must eventually be the only inspiration for the responded to. The fund will be closed and the
human race ; and even if alone we must keep its presentation made about the end of July.
fires a-blazing, and the world will be aflame or it
will cease to advance.
THE SCHOOL ROARD ELECTION.
A black storm followed us on Saturday night
Activ preparations are being made both by the
along our way home, but did not overtake us, al- Progressivs and the Reactionists for the coming
though its tremendous folds flapped in our very election of the school board in November next. It

will be a desperate fight between the supporters of
theology and the friends of secular education.
Present indications giv every reason for be.lieving
that the defeat of the cler cal party will be the result of the conflict. Two bye elections for the
school board hav recently taken place in LondonWillesden and East Ham. At the former place the
Progressiv~, who had never before won more than
two seats at the poll, secured four by large majorities, and they might clearly hav had five, possibly
six; The Progressiv candidate who headed the
poll with two thousand votes above the leading
churchman is a labor man with a decidedly secular
program. At East Ham the success was even
greater, for six Progressivs were elected and only
one churchman. These are striking indications. as
to future victories. The executiv of the National
Secular Society has requested the present writE>r to
contest East Finsbury instead of East Lambeth at
the coming election, for the reason that a member
of the National Secular Society is already in the
field in the latter district and; he has good prospects
of. success. I hav consented to act upon the request of the executiv. My ticket will be an un~
compromising one-that no part of the Bible and
no phase of theology shall be taught in our public
schools. Secular education pure and simple is my
motto.
A MONUMENT TO OBARLES BRADLAUGH.
On Monday, June 25, the Bradlaugh statue was
unveiled at Northampton in the presence of a vast
crowd of over twenty thousand ardent admirers of
the late great English Freethought leader. , A
special train was chartered by the London Freethinkers to convey friends to Northampton to witness. the ceremony. Mr. Labouchere, who was to
hav unveiled the statue, was unable to attend, being prostrate with lumbago. Mrs. Labouchere
came as "his apology ".:-to use her own expression.
She spoke a few words ,and handed the cord to
Mrs. Bradlaugh Bonner, who pulled away the wrapper and disclosed the statue, which was hailed
with a m~tgni::fi.cent burst of cheering, after which
the band struck up the old fighting song, while
many eyes were wet with tears. The statue and
pedestal hav cost about £400, more than £100· of
which came from India. The figure is in terracotta. It is well posed, and is a fair likeness of
Bradlaugh ; but the artist has rather missed the
massiv character of the hero's face and head. It is
suggested, however, that the likeness will improve
under the mellowing hand of time. The inscription on the front panel of the pedestal rqns thus:
" 'Thorough.' Charles Bradlaugh. Born Sept. 26,
1833: Died Jan. 30, 1891. Four times elected to
one Parliament, in vindication of the Rights of Constituencies. India, too, chose him her representativ. A sincere friend of the people. His life was
devoted to Progress, Liberty, and Justice." Several members of Parliament were present, and
spoke of Mr. Bradlaugh's noble character and of
the services he had rendered to the cause of human
progress. Mr. G. W. Foote was appointed io attend the pruceedings as representativ of the Secular Association of which Mr. Bradlaugh was for
many years the worthy president. Mr. Foote, in a
calm and dignified address, gave a brief estimate of
the unique qualities of the late junior member for
Northampton, and of his persistent efforts to improve the social and political condition of the
masses. It was, indeed, a grand and an inspiring
·spectacle to behold such a concourse of people,
holding different political and theological opinions,
assembled to pay a tribute of sincere admiration to
the memory of one who was not only a great
politician, .but who was also the most uncompromising Atheist of England. We all know how,
during his early career, Mr. Bradlaugh had to
encounter fierce opposition, and had to battle
against gross misrepresentation and against an unscrupulous bigotry, but his indomitable courage
and his never-failing persistency enabled him to
surmount those difficulties and to win for himself
a reputation of which any public man might be justly
proud. While living he won the respect of his
opponents and secured the affections of his friends,
and now that he is dead his memory is honored
and revered by every generous heart that can appreciate honesty of purpose, integrity of conduct,
and an impassioned zeal, not merely for the welfare
of one class, but for the happiness and prosperity
of the whole of the comunity. As an old and most
intimate colleague of the great departed I sincerely
join in the homage that has just been so willingly
and genuinly paid to greatness, and I trust that
the deeds of usefulness that adorned the life of the
eminent leader of English Secularism may be emulated by all who profess to share the principles
which were so thoroughly entertained and so valiantly defended by him who, "though dead, still
speaketh."
CHARLES WATTS.
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Observations.
There is at first sight much philosophy in the
remarks of a Western gentleman who says he has
differentiated ~s reading matter, subscribing for
secular papers m order to get the political news and
discussions of the day, and for THE TRUTH SEEKER
in order to be informed of the progress in Liberai
ideas. Whether or not he protests when his secular
journals h!'ppen to admit to their columns sound
notions on religious matters, the public is not hereby
informed, but he does object to the discussion of
economic questions in his Liberal paper. He is
like the old gentleman of New Hampshire for
whom I once drew a pitcher of cider. Turning the
" spiggot" with one hand and holding both candle
and pitcher. in the other, some of the tallow dropped
into the drmk. ~en the old man got his portion,
he noticed the foreign matter floating on the surface and requested that when I went next to the
tap I sho~Ild bring the Qider in one thing and the
"tarler" m another, and he would mix them to suit
himself.
I will not maintain that Freethought and. politics
can be profitably combined, but I contend nevertheless that the Freethinker occupies an advantageous point of view from which to judge political
as well as religious humbugs ; and that, other
things being equal, the Freethinker is best accoutred
to serve the state. Being necessarily of independent mind, he will hav no church or clique to serve
nor anything to gain by deluding his fellowman:
His perception will be keen to pierce the "glorified
fog" of church and state and to detect the morass
into which, as it seems to me, both are at present
leading their followers. I am not in favor of blinding him or putting a gag into his mouth ; neither
do I think the man is wise who closes his own eyes
and plugs his ears except to look upon that which is
familiar, or to listen to a tale which is thrice told.
Thomas Paine was able to teach the American people political common sense, the result being the
establishment of a better government than the
world had ever known. He would also hav taught
them religious common sense if they would listen;
but instead they damned him-and incidentally
damned themselvs, as we now view the matter.
The Freethinkers of this generation hav argued the
1"~tders of the church to a standstill. The dogmas
ur 01 no lvngPr i!cfended with intellectual weapons;
and those leu.d~:~rs, with their allies, the rich, the
conservativ, and the greedy, hav entrenched themselva behind the statute-books, whence they sally
forth to annoy, harass, persecute, and oppress. It
is their last stronghold, and the question is, whether
we shall not annihilate their breastworks and take
a fall out of them in their chosen arena. They and
their allies here discussed hav given us an administration quite the opposit of the ideal. Our government, established to protect the rights of the
citizen, has become a fetich, and the citizen is
either forgotten or forced to cringe before it. The
sacredness once· attached ~o human rights has been
transferred to the statute. We do not hear nowadays of violations of rights or liberties, only of
violations of law, as though that were the thing
originally to be defended. Our concern, at the
present time; is to secure protection, not by the
government--we must buy a court in order to obtain that-but from the government ; to ·wit, protection for speech, press, mails, morals, commerce,
exchange, and industry, to curtail the liberty of
which go:vernment has placed salaried officials at
every crossroads. Freethought, to employ analogy,
. holds the same relation to the body politic that the
brain does to the muscular system. It directs and
guides; and movements not so directed and guided
are emotional or involuntary and devoid of a reasonable · purpose. Such are religious revivals; such,
largely, are popular elections, and such, to a great
extent, is the legislation· under which we groan.
The wise Freethought writer, publisher, or lecturer
will perhaps refrain from laying especial stress of.
voice on these facts. With t.he fate of Paine before
him he knows that though be may be justly rewarded for breaking the manacles of religious
serfdom, yet so soon as he lays a hand upon the
chains of political slavery, those whom he has most
benefited will be first to hit him in the neck. To
drive superstition out of literature into the statutebook is only to change it from the altar to the
throne, and giv it a club instead of the poison cup
as a weapon of offense. It merely revises the citizens
out of the theological hell into the political hades.
The Bible idolaters are in the enjoyment of an
appreciable advantage over unbelievers wh~n discussing the merits of the scriptures. They may
clap their opponent in jail and then go uninterruptedly on with their own aide of the debate. It is a
matter of fact that the sacred book contains some
reams of matter that would be indictable under any

sta~ute designed to restrain authors from making
an mdecent exposure of their thoughts. To this
ext_e~t we are permitted to speak freely; but the
rehg10us person calls us a slanderer denies the
fact, reminds us that the charge rests upon our
bare and therefore indecent assertion and assumes
that his denial has as much force ·as o~r accusation.
We hav to either suspend or proceed to citation
and proof. If we take the latter course, what follows T In the case of Mr. J. B. Wise, of bleeding
Kansas, arrest and imprisonment followed. This,
of course, breaks up the discussion and distracts
attenti?:r:'- from the merits of the controversy. The
a_nthonties, wh~ are orthodox or nothing, and sometimes both, decide that the Bible is not obscenewhich is the~ religi~n. The~ they arrest the person who mails portwns of It-which is business.
Plainly, they get their system of thought from the
modern theologians who hold that the Bible is not
the wor~ of God, but c_ontains it-a pied line of
type, as It were, from which letters to form the said
word may be selected. The inference to be drawn
f~om_ the the?ry an~ prac.tice of the postal authorities Is that, m thea belief, the Bible does not of
i~s~lf constitute obscenit!, ~ut contains it-a repetitwn of the process of picking letters out of a pied
line. In other prosecutions under the same statute
the book, print, or paper-as "Cupid's Yokes" the
T •. •
I
'
_Wor d, or ..uucif~r-was indicted bodily, the offendmg passages bemg deemed sufficient to condemn
the ~nti~e work. Whi?h way will the present prosecution JUmpT If_ an Impure passage can taint the
whole book that IB otherwise innocuous will the
text chosen by Mr. Wise cause the Bible' to be excluded T If it is decided that such text does not
contaminate the context, why was "Cupid's Yokes"
thrown out of the post-office? It certainly could
not be maintaine?, _and it never was charged, that
all of that work Is mdecent. It is a pharisee compared with the Bible. We shall be told that Wise
selected a passage out the scriptures and mailed it.
The rejoinder. is. t~at _Bennett and Heywood
made no such diserimlDation; and the query arises
Is selection so serious an offense that a man ma;
be j.ail~d whether ~e comm~ts it or not when o_pportumty IS offered him _to do so? Again, in the cases
named, the prosecut~on did the selecting, and, for
purposes of mformatwn, I am led to ask if the effect
of a passage upon the work'as a whole can be held
to depend upon the person who points it out.
The whole Christian world ought to spring to the
defense of Wise. Especially ought the Rev. Vennum to protest against this prosecution. He has
been carrying on a discussion with the Infidel with
the intent to prove that the Bible is pure. If the
accused is convicted Vennum's. case is forever lost.

" Sooner than we imagin," remarks Mr. Giles B.
Stebbins, "the day will dawn when a godless science will be an unscientific absurdity." Mr. Stebbins should learn that his prediction is aimed in
the wrong direction and stated in the wrong tense.
The day when God was thought to be a factor in
classified knowledge dawned disagreeably and came
to an inglorious close a long time since. The great
clearness of Mr. Stebbins's thought is manifest in
the form of his expression, wherein he refers to a
science that is unscientific. He is not far from the
kingdom prepared for the California clergyman
who, observing that our national charter was secular, not to say Atheistic in character, claimed that
it discriminated against Christian believers, and
argued thence that the Constitution was unconstitutional.
A labor meeting was held in Union square, this
city, the other evening, and just before the solemnities began the Rev. D. E. B. Olmstead, of Cattaraugus county, strolled onto the platform. As nobody
knew him, he mtroduced himself as a clergyman and perhaps expected to open the meeting
with prayer, but he was not called on. Among
those present were T. B. Wakeman and Charles
Sotheran. Mr. Wakeman addressed the assemblage in a speech of some length, and the longer he
talked the more fidgety Mr. Olmstead got, so that
when the orator closed and walked to the rear of
the platform the clergyman uncorked himself and
overflowed his nozzle. Said he to 'Mr. Wakeman,
"You hav no right to make such a speech, and any
man that would talk that way ought to be arrested." Mr. Wakeman calmly invited him to go
ahead and serve his process. Mr. Sotheran stood
by as a listener. "Tbe trouble with you folks,"
said the clergyman, "is that you don't know anything about the teachings of the church." Both
Wakeman and Sotheran submitted that they had
studied for the ministry and claimed some familiarity with theology. "And your accusations against
the capitalists prove your ignorance," sputtered
Mr. Olmstead ; and he introduced a French quotation. " What's that!" asked Sotheran ; " say it
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ag~n." Mr: _Olmstead repeated the phrase, and explamed that It was French, which Mr. Sotheran wal'l
not expected to understand. "Oh, I see,"' said
Sotheran, who is a linguist; "you mean 'Roni soit
qui mal y pense.• Your pronunciation is so bad I
did not catch it before." Then Mr. Sotheran
wanted to bet the clergyman that the latter couldn't
say the Lord's Prayer in Latin, and when Mr.
Olmstead acknowledged his inability, Sotheran
said, "I'll teach you," and began, "Pater noster
que es in ccelis," but the parson interrupted him,
with a challenge to debate. Wakeman announced
his readi~ess, and intimated that the present was
a good time to begin the discussion. "I am not
fully prepared just now," replied the victim. "I
thought not," said his persecutor, with a chuckle.
and the rur!U preacher slipped off the platform and
made his escape.
Next to the violence and disregard of life and
property resulting from the great railroad strike in
the We~t, the most serious thing is admitted to be
~he damage to commerce and industry. Business
Is prostrated and the wages which the strikers and
those whom th~ strike has forced out of employment
must forego through enforced idleness are reckoned
as_a dead .loss. It is strange that people who see
this so plainly hav never thought of the similar loss
consequen~ upon Sunday loafing, to say nothing
about hohday and half-holiday idleness. A strike
must be a very extensiv one that affects ten per cent
of the people of the country, and it must keep that
ten per cent idle for ten days in order to equal one
day's idleness of the whole population-that is, to
equal one Sunday. There are fifty-two Sundays in
the year, and the strike must last 520 days, or
seventeen months, in order to achieve the sum total
of time that would be wasted through the Sunday
superstition if "Sabbath" laws were enforced as
the orthodox insanely desire. Therefore the loss of
wages and the loss to trade through the strike is as
a dime to a dollar compared with what the church
would impose upon us. Soberly considered, a universal or general rest-day is an absurdity, and I do
not believe that it has any excuse for its existence
except that aft'orded by theoiogy, although others
are offered. As a boy on a farm, I remember that
I thought Sunday every other day, not so much for
rest as for recreation, would not be a too frequent
recurrence. Later on· I noted that I felt less like
work on Monday morning than when I quit Saturday night. There may be such a thing as too violent rest. I believe business men will testify that
unless they seek some relaxation more exhausting
than their ordinary labor, they do most of their
worrying on Sunday, which is superior to work as
a depressor. 'fhe laboref is not in his best form
after his Sabbath "rest;" on the contrary he may
well conclude that if providence designed the Sunday for any purpose it was only as a day when he
might spend his previous week's wages. It is the
policeman's harvest time. The church has apprised
us that Satan :finds mischief for idle hands to do,
and she provides the idle hands-a sort of cooperation that runs through the whole Christian system.
After Sunday comes the holiday. If I were the
ruler of a people and desired to keep them poor I
would multiply the holidays-which is a pointer
obtained from the Catholic church, whose calendar
is full of them. The United States does not as yet
equal 1 ortugal, Spain, or Italy in this folly, but we
are getting there. Seven or eight general holidays
are observed in all the states, and each state has
some of its own. In all twenty-seven public holidays are kept in the several states, to which are to
be added numerous church festivals. · Saturday
afternoon is a holiday the year round in New York,
though it is commonly observed only during the
summer months. Given 52 Sundays and 10 holidays, and add 8 more days of Saturday afternoon
loafing, and we hav more than two months of legal
inactivity-about one-fifth of the year, or 20 percent
of all our working time. Expenses for rent and
food are maintained, there is nothing coming in (for
wages are adjusted to the state of affairs), and every
temptation is offered for the pt;:ofitless spending of
money.
.
That Sundays and holidays tend to reconcile the
poor with their poverty is quite apparent; otherwise why should our Jegislators guard the one so
carefully and appoint the others with so much complaisance whenever the matter is brought to their
attention?
The following, from a Spiritualist paper, has been
submitted to me with the request that 1 giv my
opinion with regard to it:
Yahveh is the lnminons ether in which all things exist,
the substance from which all things are formed.-Gertrude Love.
The only remark I can think of is that it does not
elucidate any matter now in hand.
GEo. E. MAcDONALD.
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. !i>etters

of f]trfonas.
Good.

MERRILL, Wis., J nne 25, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed you will find $4
for renewal of subscription and a copy of
the "Freethinker's Text-book." Hav
read your paper for several years and am
well pleased with it. Wishing yon every
success, I remain,
Your friend,
FRED CABPENT.ER.

Christian Neighborhoods Hav J'eculiarities.
NoRwooD, Mo., June 19, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3 for renewal of subscription. I do not want to
get behind too far with this grand old exponent of liberty and Freethonght, as this
is a pions neighborhood and my administrator might refuse to settle in case I
H. H. BALL.
should die.

Seems to Like "Observations."
SPoKANE, WAsH., -Tune 21, E.M. 204.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $3 to apply
on my subscription to the grand old TRUTH
SEEKER. "Observations" are the first matter I read, and I can tell yon I am very
much interested in George E. Macdonald.
I should like to read him when he turns
himself loose. He says more in one line
than his critics can in occupying several
columns. Long may he liv.
Ever yours,
BroHARD SHARPLESS.

Thinking of "Four Hnndretl Years."
PAw PAw, ILL., Jnue 26, 18!l4.
MR. EDITOR: Find $3, to renew my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. I was
aware that my time had expired, and hav
delayed in writing, hoping to send some
other names, but times and finances hav
been unfavorable. So for the present I
must be coJ;J.tent to send by myself. Hoping things may be more favorable in the
future, and we mav soon get our Putnam's
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght,"
I remain, yours truly,
PHILIP FITZGERALD,

From an Etlitor and Newspaper Corre.
spontlent.
NEw YoRK, June 20, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I am very well pleased
with "Church Property." It is excellently written aud contai,11s many new
arguments and most valuable and carefully compiled statistics.
Many thanks also for your promptness
in ·mailing the book, which I highly appreciate. Inclosed I beg to hand yon ten
cents, for which please send me "Thumbscrew and Rack," by Geo. E. Macdonald,
and greatly oblige,
C, REIGERSBERG,

Will Always Speak a Good Word.
FARGo, N.DAK., June 19, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 for subscription to 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER. I hope yon
will pardon me for my seeming negligence,
but I was in hopes I could increase the
circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER, but
everybody pleads hard times, and it is the
truth, too. I let parties read mine occasionally, and tell them also that they can
find more good literary reading and scientific articles in one copy than all the
papers they read in a year. I also tell
them good solid religion, too. I will always say a good word for THE TRUTH
SEEKER, as it is a source of great pleasure
Success to yon.
to read it myself.
B. F. MANNING.

One of the Right Kintl of Workers.
CoRTLAND, 0., June 20, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2,
for which hurry forward "History of the
Council of Nice," cloth, and ''Creation
of God."
I am feeding my mind with food that
banishes superstition. I wish to liv a life
devoted to Freethonght, and shall do all I
can to relieve my neighbors and workmen
(of whom I employ ten) of the cursed influence of the church. My office desk is
covered with Freethonght works, so my
men and persons whom I do business with
can read and look at the illustrations.
This has led to many debates with laymen;
also ministers. The literature I hav at
hand enables me to strike hard blows at
orthodoxy; also a copy of the Koran which
I hav e:ijables me to show that the Moham-

medan's religion is much more desirable
than the Christian religion. I hav ''Bruno"
engraved in gold on my eighty-horse engin. Christians often innocently ask me
who Bruno was. When I say " Christians
burned him," they know nothing of the
matter. Some deny it.
One minister
said the Catholics burned him. "Yes,"
said I, "but Catholics are Christians."
My position here as a manufacturer has
its influence on many who two years ago
were believers, but now are quite well
posted on Freethought.
B. F. P.
It Is a Fair Question.
l'RINIDAD, CoL., June 14, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Knowing that editors do
not always know how to run a paper to
please all their subscribers, and believing
yon will receive· kindly the following adverse criticism, I make bold enough to
present it:
I am a subscriber, and but for the one
exception am well pleased with T:s:E TRuTH
SEEKER. I receive daily two newspapers
that furnish all the politics (free silver and
tariff) I want, and at much leBB cost per
word than THE TRUTH SEEKER, and in
subscribing for the latter I did it for the
Freethonght literature it contained. Do
yon not think your subscribers generally
take it for the same reason?
Respectfully,
W. E. CHARLToN.

of them and of course saw at a glance that
it was not fit.literatnre for poor, ilegenerate man and now reads them no more. I
scatter the paper all through the town and
its name is fast becoming the same sound
of horror to the holy as the name of Paine
and the other noble men we revere.
I imitate the style of Fr·ederick the
Great by letting the church people say
what they like, and I never fail to speak
loudly in defense of the skeptic and Sunday baseball. I advertise the church
social and Freethonght in the same column. My brother editors hav got tired
roasting me for Sabbath desecration.
J. H. PINKERTON.

With Hope and Trust.

.

ALTOONA, PA., June 7, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I am a Freethinker· of the
most pronounced type, and I regret only
my inability to aid in your glorious work
of leading the blind and superstitions into
the light of day.
I rejoice in your fight against those
fanatics of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union and other societies of a
similar character; they all belong to the
same gang, and are making strenuous
efforts lo hav that august personage of
theirs recognized in tbe Constitution,
The articles published in your valuable
paper from time to time on Church Taxa·
tion are grand and to the point, and I hope
For l'ree Discussion.
and trust Freethinkers to a man will fight
this out to a successful issue.
LEAVENWORTH, KAN., June 28, 1894.
J OSlilPH MEAL B.
GEo. MACDONALD: Go ahead. Yon hav
the same right to air your opinions in THE
Is the Object of Prayer.
TRUTH SEEKER that other contributors
MAOON, GA., June 7, 1894.
hav. If not, why not? To be a brother
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $6,
of the editor is a serious misfortune, I adfor which yon will please send the books
mit, but not a crime. The more yon smash
named. I am trying to spread the " glad
the graven images of the religions and potidings" as far as my ·purse and ability
litical idolaters, and the harder yon thrust
will permit. I hav been the special object
the frauds and humbugs of the day with
of prayer in two of the churches here, and
that free lance of yours, the better yon
as their God would not answer their
serve the cause of Liberalism. We wan_t
prayers by converting me, they have comno padlocks on Liberal lips.
menced their old tactics-viz., vituperaI hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKl!lR twentytion and persecution, as yon can see by
one and a half years, and hav never once
the paper I send yon. This is the minister
thought of giving the editor any advice
that gained some notoriety by strict alleabout running it.
S. R. SHEPHERD.
giance to the old Pauline theology, "Suffer not a woman to speak .or teach in the
From the Tented Field.
church," at a reunion of the Northern
LEoN SPRINGS, TEx., June 21, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Although not a direct sub- and Southern Baptists held in Atlanta
scriber, I am an ardent admirer of your last year. He is evidently very narrowpaper. Yon will be agreeably surprised minded, and on this account I shall not
to learn the number of Liberals there are reply to his sermon.
Send a few sample tracts that I can
in the army of the United States. The
only cause that I attribute this to is cheaply distribute, something eft'ectiv.·
that they (the soldiers), having time to With best wishes for the rapid enlightenthink and educate themselvs, hav plenty ment of mankind (THE TRUTH SEEKER's
of evidence of the insanity of religion in mission), I am, yours fraternally, ·
W.
FRANKS.
all its stages from Deism down to Cathol- .
icism. The army is composed of repreDo Not Forget This Man.
sentative of all classes, from the lowest
CoALING, ALA., J nne 20, 1894.
and most ignorant Catholic to the highest
MR. EDITOR: Will yon allow me space
and most enlightened Atheist. The one
to inform the voters of Alabama who may
copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER coming to
see this what sort of a man W. E. Fitts,
this post is in circulation from the time it
of Tuscaloosa, Ala., is? He is on the
arrives until five or six weeks afterwards,
Democratic ticket for attorney-general· of
Excuse writing, as it was .done in the
the state and the election comes oft' in Anfield.
OTTo GLASER.
gust. I was a state witness in a prosecu-

w.

Under the Standard of the Populists.
BoND, KAN., June 27, 18!l4.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 for
the renewal of my son, F. 0. Hell-.
strom's, subscription. He has not been
home here for a long time, but as the
paper continues to come I will pay for it.
I agree with George Macdonald's views
on tariff and finance and am quite surprised to see that men calling themselvs
Freethinkers can object to having those
questions fairly discussed,
The People's party is in the field, not
only ready but eager for the fray, and
will certainly down the cowardly plutocratic crowd. It stands for the plain people on principles which re.cognize no distinction of sex or creed. The Democrats
and Republicans stand for plutocrats' dollars and privileges and they long ago lost
all principle.
RUDOLPH HELLSTROM,

A Country Editor With Baekbone.
LEWISToN, MroH., June 13, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3, for which
please extend my subscription. I hang
your exqnisit paper in the editorial room
near the door, where all comers, preachers
and women included, cannot fail to behold
the striking, edifying, and mirth-making
pictures. The preacher looked ove:r o~e

tion and he tried to keep me from testifying because, he alleged, rwas an Infidel;·
that I had circulated a blasphemous paper
that caricatured the Bible and made fun
of the ChrMian religion; that I and all
such are not far enough ·removed from
barbarism to swear against a fellow-man.
Now, the race will be a close one and a
few votes lost and he is left out. A man
who would deprive another of his rights
would deprive him of his property and is
not fit for any office. So I hope those
seeing this will do their best to defeat him,
for he appealed the case and said he would
carry it to the Supreme Court, and as it is
not settled yet, he may succeed in depriving me of my rights. Yet h' never offered
to attack my character, only my religion.
I had been assaulted one night by a hard
character with knuckles, and I was the
only witness, but he showed the knuckles
and told what he had done a few minutes
after the fuss.
H. J. WARD.

Suggestions With Point and Pith.
NEw ORLEANS, LA., May 28, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: As inventors are usually
investigators, mailing sample copies to
their addresses, obtained from the patent
office reports, might increase the subscription lists of Freethonght.jonrnals. Mailing s~mple oopie~ to w:rite:rl3 who13e ad-

dresses are attached to correspondence in
our daily papers might also be good,
Being investigators, they would probably
be liberal-minded enough to investigate
Freethonght. Their general intelligence
and ability to write for the press would
make them specially valuable converts.
If Freethinkers in every locality furnished lists of addresses of all members of
debating clubs, members of Unitarian
churches, Spiritualists, and other "hopefuls," to whom sample copies could be
.
sent, it might help much.
Judiciously distributing sample copies
is a hundredfold better than sowing them
broadcast.
If Freethinkers would stand at tbe exit
as debating clubs, Spiritualist, Theosophist, Unitarian, and other liberally inclined
meetings dismiss and hand each person a
sample copy (as I h11.v often done), they
might aid both in disseminating ·Freethought ideas and in getting subscribers
for these publications.
These suggestions may aid some who
wish to work in adopting methods increa~
i:ng the efficiency of their work.
D. WEBSTER GROH,

A Poor Kind of Brotherly Love.
NEw YoRK, June 24, 1S94.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been told time and
again that insane people are not conscious
of snft'ering and that they are not capable
of knowing right from wrong, Let me
state some facts: Willard Asylum is very
likely the best institution of its kind hi the
state. Some twelve or fifteen years ago a
young man died there broken-hearted.
Some few weeks previous to his death he was
informed that on a certain day a Sundayschool party, of which his brother was one
of the teachers, would pass down the main
road to the lake to go on a steamboat excursion. As there is only a wooden fence
dividing the grounds from the main road
the insane patient went to the roadside at
the appointed time to see his brother and
be seen. Imagin, if yon can, what must
hav been the feelings of him who was
hoping for a few kind words from his
brother, from one who was of the same
flesh and blood, nursed and cared for by
the same loving mother, as the company,
intent on their day of pleasure, full-of joy
and happineBB, passed along. Ode among
them, a teacher of brotherly love, is so inhuman as not to hav a kind word for his
own brother, but passes by in full view of
him and disdains to recoglrlze him. Are
such men capable of being good religions
teachers? These are facts made known by
those who were eye-witnesses.
WILLIAM MEESE,

•

A Very Surprising Assertion.
NEw HAVEN, MroH., June 20, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Says the Christian Witness and Advocate of June 14th: "There
is scarcely a vital spiritual doctrin that is
not assailed by those who owe all they are
and all they hav to the doctrine they
assail." Very bad policy for them, to be
sure. The Witness's statement is surprising, to say the. least, in view of the fact
that, since the time of Constantine, these
"vital spiritual" doctrine hav, bv judicious· management, been the means of
sustaining and ministering to the appetites
of a host of shiftless priests and preachers
and reducing the common herd to the
reqnisit dPgree of ignorance· and snbmisPion. It is certainly not the fault of
the church that the dark ages stopped
where they did. By the way, who are
these people who, having built for themselva comfortable nests in the theological
tree, are foolish enough to knock the bottoms out of them by repudiating the
tenets of Christianity? Do -they number
among them Baker, Watson, Moody, or
the .oily·tongned Talmage? Scarcely.
Imagin the surprise of one ofT. De Witt's
audiences, composed chiefly of people who
lay up treasures on earth and manage to
ke€p them reasonably secure from thieves
and moths, if instead of gushing about
celestial streets built on the monometallist
plan, paraded by numerous heavenly
string bands, and about angels who spend
their time congratnlatin~ the "Lamb"
on his success in holding down the great
white throne forever and ever, the reverend gentleman Phonld declare the falsity
of the flood story, wonder how the serpent
n~vig"ted before it wa~:~ BeDtePoed to go ou
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its belly, and criticise Jehovah's manner
of showing his love for the human race by
damning multitudes of unenlightened and
therefore innocent heathens after ordering
their wholesale slaughter by his Jew favorits. How long would it be before Mr.
Talmage would cease to hav "the world
for his audience" and the Tabernacle
fire be regarded as a manifestation of
"divine wrath " ? Be assured that no
such blunder will be made. The Christian religion is not fall:i,ng to decay because
of traitors in its ranks, but because it is a
fraud and must go down before the attacks
of those who know the truth arid are not
afraid to speak it.
A TRUTH SEEKER.
Worth More for Good than Poli1icians.
GRAND CoULEE, WASH., June 18, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $6.50, for
which send me Putnam's "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought," and extend my
subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Times are hard and money scarce; still,
we must all hav "Four Hundred Years of
Freethonght" and THE TRUTH BEEKER,
· which will do more to make times better
than all the politicians in the country.
Please put America La Follette's name
in "Four Hundred Years." ·
J. H. LA FoLLETTE.
Progress of the Cause in Milwaukee.
MILWAUKEE, Wrs., June 7, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I wish to report progress
in regard to Freethought in our city. We
hav just closed Liberal Olub meetings for
the season until the 1st of October. They
hav been well attended and more_interest
was manifested than ever before, although
we hav held these meetings for the last eight
years.. I will state here that we hav a free
platform-no subject barred-and we hav
discussions following each lecture, so that
anyone hears all sides of all questions, and
in that way there is a ~eater chance to a.rrive at the truth. I will giv a list of some
of the subjects we hav had before our
meeting: " Our Banking System a Confidence Game;" "Railroads;" "Where Was
Man and What was He Doing Before the
Deluge?" '' Woman as an Industrial Factor;" "Theosophy;" "Abolition of the
Presidency and the Senate;". "Russian
Methods in Milwaukee;" ·''Recollections
of Europe;" "The Plea. of Insanity;"
"Citizenship and the Dangers of the Republic;" "Holland and the Hollanders;"
"Man, Politics, and Religion, and What
of the American Proteotiv Association?"
"Corporations and Trusts;" "Some
Clerical and Editorial Criticisms;" ''The
Authenticity of the Story of the Crucifixion of Christ;., " Landlords, Industrial
Slavery, a~d the Single Tax;" "Growth
of the Tolerant Idea in Religion;" "Is
C~rlisle Justified in Issuing Bonds?"
"Catholics in the Public Schools;" "Does
Spiritualism Make People Better?" '' Modern Spiritualism;" · '' American Proteotiv
Association and Politics;" "Some of the
Reforms of the Day from a Woman's
Standpoint;" "Talk on Theosophy;"
"Rev. Mr. Pitsworth. on the Authenticity
of the Story of the Crucifixion of Christ;"
" Economic Evolution:" " E. G. Comstock's Reply to Rev. Mr. Pitsworth;"
"Corporation Problem;" "Reformation,
Not Punishment for Crime;" ''Comstock
and Pitsworth Discussion;" '' After the
Coxey Movement, What?" "The Coming
Woman Already Here."
You will see from this list that we hav
had a great variety ·of subjects oaloulo.ted
to interest the people. Our meetings are
in such favor here that they are well reported in the diflerent papers of the city,
so that they are read by thousands who
did not attend the meetings. I would
earnestly recommend that other cities get
up some meetings on a similar plan. It
can be done where there are a few Liberals to take hold and conduct them.
There never was a time .before in our city
when Ji'reethought was so prevalent as·
now, and I believe our Liberal Clnb
meetings bav done a great work in Liberalizing the people.
A. B. SEVERANCE.
[In one respect our Milwaukee friends
are more fortunate than is the Manhattan
Liberal Club. They hav the aid of their
city press in the work of disseminating
progressiv ideas. Here it is very rarely
the case that our local papers mention our
regular meetings, though the Club has
bad man1 of tb~ best Uber~ pd refol'JU
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speakers on its platform, and the debates But not being satisfied with the crimes no voice in the affairs of government.
are interesting.-ED. T. S.]
committed in life, by his last will he in- They were supposed to be owned by the
structed his children to massacre his king. The righ\ to rule not being deAn Open Letter to the · " Napoleon of brothers and their children~ and in carry- rived from the peciple, the people had no
Politics."
ing out these instructions two only rights which the king was bound to reDELPHOS, 0., June 26, E. M. 294.
escaped, six being murdered.
spect.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose a copy of an
It was a Christian statesman who
The founders of our government beopen letter to Governor McKinley. As he founded and maintained the Spanish In- lieved that individuals had some rights,
is a prospectiv candidate for president,
and seems to be training with t)le God-in- quisition, where thousands met death by that nature made all men equal.. They
the-Constitution party, it strikes me that it torture for daring to expreBB, or even to denied that any person had the divine
ba suspected of entertaining, an opinion right or that any deity had thq right
ought to be generally known.
B. A. RoLosoN.
on religious subjects different from the to rule · over them. They concluded that
statesmen's. It was Christian statesmen they had the right to govern themselvs,
DELPHOS, 0., June 25, 1894.
HoN. WILLIAM McKINLEY, Columbus, who instigated the Crusades, in which and in the grandest political document the
0., Dear Governor: It is reported in the millions of human beings lost their lives. world ever saw, they declared that "govCincinnati Commercial Gazette that, in And their only object was the advancement ernments are instituted among men, deyour speech at the commencement exer- of Christianity. Every soldier carried a riving their just powers from the consent
cises of the Ohio Wesleyan University, at cross as an emblem of his religion. The ofthe governed." Upon this principle our
Delaware, 0., on the 21st inst., among- Thirty Years' War was the offspring of Constitution was adopted. Our fathers
other very pious things, you said: "I Christian statesmanship. If it had not caused to be placed upon the reverse side
believe that the building of Christian been for Christian statesmen the heretic- of the great seal of the United States
character is quite as important as to hav hunts would not be a matter of history. these words, Novus Ordo Seculorumthe well-stored head, and also to hav It was they who inspired the invention of " A ~ew Order of Things." They "reChristian statesmen is. to hav Christian instruments to torture heretics, the most tired the gods from politics" and encitizens, and that will mllke itself felt in effeotiv Christian arguments ever promul- throned the people as king.
gated. Christian statesmanship caused
your halls of legislation,"
Now, after a century of unnreoedented
As to your personal opinion of the great the massacre of St. Bartholomew; during prosperity, you declare to these young men
importance of Christian character I hav no seven days of the slaughter no less than and women who are about to begin their
objection. But most really great men and thirty thousand human beings fell victims careers of aotiv life that the people are not
women of this age believe that a vast to the treachery of the Christians. They the source of political power, that God
amount of information is of greater impor- were ·Christian datesmen who extermi- rules in ·the affairs of government. You
tance than a vast amount of faith in relig- nated the Albigenses, the most prosperous reassert the divine right of those who
ious dogmas; that knowledge is the prime people of France, and laid waste its best rule and propose to establish the old order
cause of the great advancement of man- and most produotiv soil. Christian states- of things, to take a long step backward, a
kind during the last three or four centu- manship is responsible for the execution step toward despotism. You would hav
of hundreds of thousands of innocent Christian statesmen chosen who would
ries.
During the ten centuries immediately persons for the alleged crime of witch- make Christianity felt in our halls of legisprior to this era of human progress the craft. It was nothing else that caused lation. You would connect church and
Christian character of most of the rulers the great witch-hunt in New England in state in all its hideousneSIJ,
in Europe was unimpeachable. If they did 1692, which was ended only when the jails · Your utterances encourage such men as
not hav a Christia:ra. character they had no would hold no more victims. The perse- Rev. E. B. Graham, one of the vicecharacter; and by reason of the former cution of Galileo and the banishment of presidents of tb e National Reform AssociaRoger Williams are mild examples of tion, who, in an address advocating the conthey came near having the latter.
But while you hav the right as well as I ChTistian statesmanship. The ashes of nection of church and state as reported in
to your personal opinion upon this sub- Bruno, John Huss, Michael Servetus, and the Christian Statesman a few years ago,
ject, the sentiment of the latter part of the thousands more who hav been burned at said: "We might add in all justice, if the
sentence quoted cannot be too severely the stake, for heresy, a crime manufac- opponents of the ·Bible do not like our
condemned. In ether words, you advise tured by Christian statesmen with Chris- government and Christian features, let
the people to elect to our legisla.tiv halls tian characters, speak loudly against them go to some wild, desolate land, and
Christian statesmen, and promis if they them. I do not object to a gentlemen be- in the name of the devil, and for the. sake
do that these Christian statesmen will see ing chosen for an office simply because he of the devil, subdue it, set up a governto it that the citizens will become Chris- happens to be a Christian, It is the selec- ment of their own on Infidel and Atheistic
tians and that Christianity will make itself tion of legislators because they are Chris- ideas, and then if they can stand it, stay
felt in our halls of legislation. There is tians and in order that they make Chris- there till they die."
no doubt that your promises, in part tianity felt in the halls of legislation,
Listen to another vice· president of this
association, Jonathan Edwards, D.D.,
at least, would be fulfilled if the people against which I raise my voice.
Nor iil this all. You are reported as who in one of its conventions held in
followed your advice. If the citizens did
not become Christian, judgmg from history saying in connection with the above which New York city, in speaking upon this suband the actions and declarations of Chris- I hav quoted that "all men from Wash- ject, said: "What are the rights of the
tian bigots to-day, these Christian states- ington down hav recognized that God Atheist? · · · I would tolerate him as
men would, by means of penal laws, com- rules in the affairs of government." You I would a conspirator. The Atheist is a
Atheism and
pel the citizens to act as though they were evidently meant to be understood that all dangerous man.
Christians. The lanci would be filled with the founders of our federal government, Christianity are contradictory terms.
religious bypoorits seeking for office. But together with all its officers down to this They 11.re incompatible systems. They
it may be you agree with T. P. Stevenson, day, believed that the Christian God rules cannot dwell together on the same conti·corresponding secretary of the National in the affairs of our government. It is a nent."
Remember, all the leaders of the National
Reform Association and formerly editor pity that the governor of the great state of
of tlie Christian Statesman, who, in an Ohio knows so little of the fundamental Reform Association are would- be Christian
address a few years ago, said: "If it be principles upon which our government is statesmen. Every one. They would
objected that .men would become hypo- founded. If you really believe what you banish to some desolate island all who do
crite to obtain office, we can only say that say, why do yon not abdicate the office you not believe as they do ou religious subjects,
the hypocrisy which abstains from blas- now hold and giv the gubernatorial chair and let them "stay there till they die."
If your theory should be carried into
phemy and licentiousness, and conforms to the real governor?. Or do you enterthe outward life to the morality of the tain the idea that you occupy your office effect there would be laws against heresy,
Christian religion, is a species of hypoc- by divine right? You evidently train with laws against blasphemy, laws against the
risy which we are exceedingly anxious to the National Reform Association, the ex- utterance of honest thoughts. The freepress, primary object of which has been, dom of speech and of the press would be
cultivate."
.
There is no doubt that Christian ever since its organization, to cause our demolished. There could be no books or
statesmen would make Christianity felt federal Constitution to be so amended as papers published which should attack this
in our halls of legislation. Constantine to acknowledge God as the source· of all superstition. Sunday mail, Snnd ay papers,
was the first Christian statesman with authority and power in civil government. and Sunday recreation would be prohibpower to enforce his religious opinions You ought to be aware that in January ited. The Dark Ages would return, and
upon others. It was he who caused the last, at the request of the officers of this as has been said by the grandest man on
assassination of his own son. It was he association, there was simultaneously in- earth to-day, " Our land would be filled
who caused the murder of his own wife, troduced in the House and Senate of the with theological spies, with religions
the partner of .twenty years of wedlock, United States a joint resolution propos- eavesdroppers, and all the snakes and repthe mother of his surviving children, by ing such an amendment to the Constitu- tilil of the lowest natures, in this sunshine
suftooation in a hot bath. It was he who tion, and that there were so few favored ·of religious authority, would uncoil and
·
out the throat of his twelve-year-old the idea that it was never reported from crawL"
Let us follow the advice of Garfield:
nephew, and was unmoved by the tears of either committee· to which it was referred,
You were mistaken when you told the "The divorce between church and state
his favorit sister, pleading for the life of a
son. After having seven members of his people of Delaware that all men recognize should be absolute."
family put to death in cold blood and that God rules in the affairs of government. • Let us hold fast to the sublime declabeen guilty of every crime from assassina- You must hav been thinking of the times ration of Lincoln; let us insist that this
tion to wholesale massacre, he called before Washington, certainly not from Republic is a government " of the people,
together the Christian world at the council Washington's time till now. This is nearly by the people, for the people."
B. A. RoLosoN.
of Nice. Remember, he was a Christian the close of the nineteenth century; the
statesman. He obtained and held the people are somewhat enlightened; the old
REPLYING to a letter sent him by the
reins of government because of an alliance idea was that the power to govern came
with the Christians of Rome. In 321, to from beyond the clouds; that the source Anti-Gambling League protesting against
please the church and " to make it felt in of all authority in the affairs of men lay horse racing, premier Roseberysays: ''lY!Y
position is simply this: Like Cromwell,
the halls of legislation," he issued the somewhere in the skies; kings sat upon whose official position was higher than
famous edict commanding judges, towns- their thrones by divine right. They were mine, and the strictness of whose principeople, and mechanics to rest '' on the answerable only to the gods from whom ples cannot be questioned, I possess a few
venerable day of the sun." The best they'derived their authority. The people race horses, and I am glad when ore of
these hap"pens to be a ~ood oue,"
*~ w~.081l say of bUD ie thlt be Us dea<l, wefe qot oiti~3o,s b~t, sabj 3otsi t!\ay 4~
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Edited by M:rss SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to •whom all Communicatir,nR jor this Corner .9hould be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
•
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the da:r's occupation•
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Very Good Times.
" The best time I can recollect,"
Said the boy from across the street.
•· Was when we played the Spartan nine,
The day that our side beat."
"1\fy best fun was a year ago,"
Soid the boy who never will fight,
" When father and I went fishing once,
And slept outdoors all night."
" Well." ~aid the boy from the corner hou~e.
' The jolliest time for me.
Was the summer they took me on a yacht,
And we lived six weeks at sea."
"And the greatest fun I ever had,"
Soid the boy who livs next door,
" Wa• sailing down the river once,
And camping out on shore."
"'l'he very best time I ever bad,"
Said the boy with tho reddish hair,
"Was in Chicago last July'l'he time I went to the Fair."
"It oefms to me," said the lazy boy
(And his cap he thou11htfully thumps),
"That the very best time in all my life,
Was the wfck I had the mumps."
-E. L. Evzvester, tn St. Ntcl!olas.

A Yisit to Salt Lake City.
[CONCLUDED.]
After sunset the entire building is illumnated with 1,250 electric lights arrangeq
ornamentally, and when viewed from the
shore in the darkness it presents a brilliant,
dazzling appearance.
During the afternoon the waters around
he pavilion were swarming with bathers,
who seemed to enjoy themselvs exceedugly, men and women mingling together
ike school children on their play-ground.
My boy and I, wishing to pa.rticipate in
he enjoyment of the bath, went to the
office, obtained bathing suits, and, in a few
minutes, we were plunging in the waters
of the Great Salt Lake. The water of the
lake is so very buoyant that the bather
cannot sink; he may float and toss about
like a cork in a tub of water, but he can
not sink, and he need hav no fear of being
bitten by any fish e>r other water animal,
as no living thing is found in the lake.
It is said that the extreme saltness of the
water is fatal to the existence of all animal
life. Salt Lake is a beautiful sheet of
water, resembling, in some measure, Loch
Lomond in Scotland, but of much greater
txtent. It is said to be eighty miles long
and fifty miles wide, and its greatest known
depth is sixty feet. Unlike Loch Lomond
he island~ of the lake and surrounding
mountains are not covered with the "bonnie, blooming heather," so peculiar to the
hills and glens of Scotland, but with the
wild sagebrush so common to the Roc~y
mountain region of this country.
As before stated, two concerts were
given, one at 4 and the other at 8 P.M.; we
attended both and, as a matter of course,
twas late (10 P.M.) when we, with thouPands of others, left the lake and returned
by train to the city.
Next day being Sunday we attended reigious service in the Tabernacle, where the
same choir that gave the cvncerts at the
lake the previous day conducted the singng. The choir consisted of two hundred
and fifty voices. The tabernacle stands
on what is known as temple block, near
the beautiful temple t:ecently completed.
It is a large, plain building, oval shaped,
with a seating capacity of twelve thousand,
and on this occasion there must hav been
eight or nine thousand people present.
The speaker's discourse was chiefly an exhortation to obedience. The great organ,
30x33 feet, and 48 feet high, is placed at
he west end of the building, and the seats
on each side of it are occupied by the
ohoir. Four rows of seats in front of the
organ are occupied by church dignitaries,
indicating the different degrees or orders
to which the occupants belong, thus makng a distinction by creating a higher and
ower order of the priesthood. But
whether such distinction exists in the
realms above, your correspondent knoweth not.
The temple is a magnificentlbuilding,

and will probably long remain the pride
and glory of the adherents of the Mormon
religion. Above the main entrance on the
east end the following inscription appears: "Holiness to the Lord. Commenced
April 6, 1853, finished April 6, 1893." It is
built of solid granit, and the dimensions,
as given by a local publication, are as follows: Length, 186 feet; width, 99 feet;
bight of walls, 167 feet; thickness of walls
at bottom, 9 feet; thickness of walls at top,
6 feet. There are six towers, three on the
east and three on the west end of the
structure; bight to top of highest spire,
222~ feet; the whole resting on a footing
wall 16 feet thick and 8 feet deeP. The
interior of the temple is said to be most
elegantly furnished. It is not used for
public meetings, but for some secret religious rites and ceremonies. The Book of
Mormon, they say, does not antagonize or
conflict with the scriptures of the Old and
New Testament!'!, but being, they claim, a
divine revelation, is merely additional or
supplementary thereto.
I fear I am increasing this communication to an undue extent, and must therefore be as brief as possible.
On Wednesday morning, August 30th,
we bade farewell to Salt Lake City, taking
the train for Denver, Col., where we arrived the following morning. Denver is a
beautiful city with elegant stone and brick
buildings, and a splendid union depot
which was destroyed by fire a few days
ago. It was said to be one of the finest
railway depots in the country; everything
was provided for the comfort and convenience of the traveling public. We remained in Denver one day only, and took
the train for Omaha in the evening. At
daylight next morning we found ourselvs
once more on the fertil plains of Nebraska,
which afford a striking contrast to the
Rocky mountains of Wyoming, Utah, and
Colorado. About 4 o'clock in the afternoon of the same day we arrived in Omaha,
having been absent twelve days, seven of
which was spent in Salt Lake City and one
in Denver. It was not without feelings of
regret that we left the mountain scenery
so early and returned again to the duties
of every-day life.
R. S. C.

Correspondence.
BUNDl'SBURG, 0., May 20, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: As it has been some
time since I last wrote to the Corner, I
now avail myself of the opportunity.
Myfather bas taken THE TRUTHSEEKER.
I am always pleased when I see various
letters from the young Fre11thinkers. It
is right that their minds be kept from religions superstition. There is no church
in this town; if there were T do not know
who would attend, for this little place is
not inhabited by religious people.
'
I hav been going to school. I study
history, arithmetic, algebra, physiology,
grammar, geography, and spelling. We
hav only seven months of school in a year,
but would like it better if we had more.
I hav one brother; his name is Otis. His
age in seventeen.
·
I hav some house plants. Among them
are an oleander tree and a petunin, which
are very nice. My petunia is in bloom.
I hav heard Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, expriest, twice, and I enjoyed the lectures
very much. I hope to hear him again.
I hav been corresponding with Miss
Grace A. Miller, Osceola, S.Dak., who has
written a letter that appeared in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, March 24, 1894. I am in
hopes of getting another one of her letters
before long.
Now I will close, with many good wishes
for the Freethinkers, both young and
old. Let the light shine, and Libertv be
our motto.
LURA M. FENTON.
[There will be always light in Bundysburg while Lura claims that place as
home.-ED. C. C.]
CORTLAND, 0., MAY 20, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I hav been wishinj?
to write to the Corner for a long time, and
my papa and mamma wanted me to write
to-day. I am lame and I can never
walk without crutches. I was blind two
years and papa took me to a great doctor
in Cleveland, and he opened my eyes, so I
can see quite well. I am eleven years old
and go to the Cortland high school. I
study reading, spelling, sounds, parts of
speech, arithmetic, and geography. I hav
six brothers and sisters. Papa is a Liberal
and takes THE TRUTH SEEKER. We go out
riding on Sundays, and when we get back
we go up to the mill and look at books and
THE TRUTH SEEKER. Papa owns a 11poke
and handle f11ctory. My brother Roy has
a bicycle. He is a very little boy too, to
ride with big boys. My three sisters are

going to hav safeties in a week, while I r~
ceive a tricycle, for I cannot ride thell'
wheels. My little sister Flossie has a doll
and she calls it Susan. Papa tells me to
say that he has only one church member
at work in his mill for him and he is the
only one of the men who drinks whisky.
Papa reads lots of books and tells us all
about evolution, and how men were barbarians once. As my letter is getting long
I will close. Hoping to see this letter in
print,
Your affectionate friend,
CARRIE A. pARSONS.
[A good letter. One thing is. evident;
Carrie has a good papa and mamma, and
she is very bright to be in the high school
at her age.-ED. C. C.]
HousToN, NEB., April 4, 1894.
EDITOR CHILDREN's CoRNER: While reading THE TRUTH SEEKER I never skip the
Cl:iildren's Corner. In the issue of March
24th I find an article, signed by Walter
W. Clark, concerning the greatness of
Washington, and that among other deeds
of valor, or, if you please, as one proof of
his greatness, he conquered himself. Did
he? In the first place, what constitutes
true greatness? Do we not find the answer in these lines: "Great is the slayer
of lions, greater the conqueror of nations,
greatest, he who conquers himself." If
W a'hington really did this, he was certainly, not only great, but one of the
greatest of men.
From my earliest childhood I was taught
to reverence the names of Washingt_on and
.Tesus. The light and reason of maturer
years hav served to cool my enthusiasm
and lessen my respect fol' both gentlemen.
I hav no wish to detract anythinl? from
the fame of the father of his country that
justly belongs to him-" Honor to whom
honor is due "-but it seems to me his
worth has been overestimated.
George Washington was an aristocrat, a
land monopolist, and a slaveholder; while
leading the aTmies in defense of human
liberty he was himself a dealer in human
flesh and blood; he was president of a
lottery company; in short, he and his very
aristocratic family belonged to a circle
which would be styled to-day the "select
four hundred."
But now I come to something which, if
true, puts all the foregoing away in the
shade. A little more than a year ago a
remnant of a newspaper fell into my hands.
In an idle moment I glanced over the
items left intact and found the following,
which I will reproduce in my own words,
for the reaRon that I cannot remember the
exact words used by the writer. The
facts, if facts they were, burned themselvs
in to my brain never to be effaced. An old
letter had come to light, written by Washington tn his aged mother away back ·in
colonial days. It was in reply to an appeal
from her for help and meims to make her
last days more comfortable. She was living in a tumble-down shanty; the roof let
in "the sunshine and the rain," the sides
the piercing blasts of winter; she lacked
proper clothing and was suffering from
rheumatism, and asked her son, the father
of his country, to let her come to his own
house to spend her remaining days. His
answer was, that, while he was very sorry
that the roof leaked, and he would se:r;~d a
carpenter down to repair the same, it was
quite impossible for him to receive her
into his house as a member of his family
for various reasons, one of which was that
Mrs. Washington (his wife) would not con~
sent to the old ladv appearing at the table,
as they entertained a. great deal of company; this could hav been fixed up if they
had be11n able to furnish the poor old
mother with a spare room, where she
could be kept out of s!ght, but all their
spare rooms were occupied by guests. He
closed by signing himself her '' dutiful
BOD."

I hav no clue to the name of the paper
in which this appeared, but it was evidently a woman's paper, where published
I know not.
Now, what I wish to say is this: If the
foregoing is true, and I am of the opinion
it is, George Washington never conquered
himself; his pride and that of his wife rose
like a mountain between him and the poor,
feeble old mother to whom he owed his
being. Shameful, disgraceful, contemptible beyond all comparison. In the face
of this hideous wrong his greatness oozes
out into nothingness and becomes like
the "tory of the cherry tr~ and his little
hatchet-a myth of the past. I am told
that the Freethinkers claim him as theirs.
If this is true, the less they boast of it the
better, for he is certainly no credit to their
ranks.
L. E. R. LAM.BRIGGER.

always hope to merit his good opinion,
We hope the remainder of his days may be
crowned with peace and plenty.-ED.C.C.]
The Food Exposition
is an educator for housekeepers. You are
not obliged to attend it ·to appreciate the
value of Borden's Peerless Evaporated
Cream. Your Grocer can supply you;
always ready; uniform results assured.
Insist upon having Borden's.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.
Summer Days at Onset.

84 pages.

lustrated. Price 25 cents.
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Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
By Susan H. Wixon. Pl!iJler,.10 cents.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romanoe,
12mo, 800 pp., $1.

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for
Boys and Gitls. 12mo, 888 pp.,lj!1.25.

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handsome and Interesting BookhWitbout Superstitionkfor Children and Yout • The Only Freethin ers' Children's Btory~book ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address, THE TRUTH BEEKER CO

OUR NEWEST BOOKS.
Thumbscrew and Rack. Illustrations soe-

eially pre]ls,ted, and the text by Geo. E;Maodonald. Paper, 10 cents.

Self-Contradictions of the Bible. Ninth
edition. Price, 15 cents.

Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian!

By John E. Remsburg. Cloth, $1; paper, 50
cents.

Pen-Pictures of the World's Fair. illustrated.
cents.

.By Samuel P. Putnam.

Paper, 25

Religion a Curse, a Lie_,_ and a Disease.
By Samuel P. Putnam. J:'aper, 25 cents,

Design Argument Fallacies. A Refutation of the Argument that Nature Exhibits
Marks of Having Been nesigned !!Y an Intelligent Beinll'. Bv the Editor of '.rHE TBUTH
SEEKER. .Paper, 15 cents.

Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
By M. E. Billings. Paper, 25 centd.

Handbook of Freethonght.

BelL Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

By W. S.

Pleasure and Progress: An Attempt to

Prove that the Pursuit of Pleasure is the stne
non of Intellectual, Moral,. and Social
Development, and that the Promotion of
Pleasure is the Duty of Pbilanthrop;r and
Statesmanship. By Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
Cloth, $1; Paper, 50 cents.

qua

The Creation of God. Tracing the God-

Ide. to Its Source. By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
Cloth. $1; paper, 50 cents.

Resurrection of J esns.

By Don Allen.

Cloth, 75 cents; olotb, 40 cents.

Facts and Fictions of Life.

By Helen

~tate.

By Matilda

H. Gardener.

Cloth,$~

Woman, Church and

paper, 50 cents

Joslyn Gage. doth, $2; leather, $3.

The Clinrch and Freethonght. By Franklin Steiner. Paper, 10 cents.

The Giant Delusion. One of Otto Wettstein's Friendly Arguments with the Spiritualists. Paper, 10 cents.

Bible Inquirer. · By Andrew .Tacobson.
Paper, 25 cents.

,

Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper. 10 centd.
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IN PRESS.
. Four Hundred Years of Freethonght.

By Samuel P. Putnam. Subscription book.
ele~ant binding, over one hundred por·traJ.ts, $5.

Researches in Oriental History,
Er,mRACING THE

Origin of the Jews, the Rise. and Devel·
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the
Derivation of Christiani~y;
to which is added,

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS t
Bv GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D
Fourth Eamon.
Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap
ters.
_
Part II.-Researtbes in Zoroastrianism; thirteen
chapters.
Part ill.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty
chapters.
Part IV.-Whence Ca'lle the Aryans? Five chap.
ters.
Press Notices.
The style is forcible and terse, the reasoning
~ood, and as the facts UP'>D which the argument
1s based are largely Christian, our theological
friends will have some bard nuts to crack if they
attempt to answer tbem.-Boston Investtoator.
This book is one of the most thorough and
learned of the Freetbougbt works that have come
across the Atlantic.- The Freethfnker, Lonaon.
Is a mo•t valuable contributiOn to the litera
ture of the nineteenth century.-Prooresstve

TMnker.
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.:JO.
Address all orders to THE TRUTH BEEKER
COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

COSMIAN

HYMN-BOOK.

.T. M. Peck of Ottumwa, Iowa, writes:
A COLLECTION OF
" I think the Corner a great and good
thing for children, and no damage to old
FOB
age. I read it every week with as much
interest as though we were relativs. I Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools
and the Home.
hope you may liv to a good old age. I
will never forget our meeting at Chicago."
-With Music Written to All the Songs.[We thank our good friend for his
Coii'PlLliD BY L. K. WAS'PBURN
kind interest in our work, and we shall Prl<•· $1.!1(1,
For 11-.le a.t TilTS Ol'flOJII
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The Bible Inqui ret-, I

Agents for A~~:a!~uth Seeker.

Loeb & Loeb, Montgomery.

IDavies&Son,4~r~~b::.,LittleRock.

A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTIGATION;
crVTAINING 148 PROPOSITIONS.

California.

, With Reference~ to the mqst ..:'lain &nd Striking .Self-Contradictions of the Sa-called Inspired
,,.,ptures. Includuw Questions Answered Affirmat1vely and Ne.:atively by Quotations from the
Bible. Also, Other Bible"References of Importance.
Fourt h Edition, Revilled and Enlarged.-- Price, 25 Cents.
A;M~A••
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.Abraham L'incoln:

Was He A Christian?

For fifteen yea s Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work He presents
an array of testimony that is irresistible and overwhelming, and which must put this question
at re~t forever. In addition to the testim'>n:l' of twenty W!tnesses who claim that Lmcoln wa'
a Christi.n, and which is reviewed and refuted, he addnceg the testirilo'!Y of more than a hundred witnesses in proof of the claim that Lincoln was not a. Christian. These witnesses include
~is wife and other relatives; his three law partners; his private secretaries; members of his
cabinet; his principal biographers, and scores of his most 1 timdte friends.

False Clailms. . Revised and Enlarged
·

As a Missionary Document it is nRexcelled. Amor.,; the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are: The Church and Morality; Criminal Statis"uics showmg the creeds of the prio.
oners in the penitentiaries; th" Church and Civilization; the Church and Science; the Cbur,;ll
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; theCilnrch and the Antislavery Reform;.. the Woman'"
!pghts Movement; the Temperance Reform; the Church and the Republic. rrice,lO cent_
smgly; 75 cents per dozen.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Ct•imes and Vices Sanctioned by

Sc-iptUTe; Falsehood and Deception· Cheat-ing; Theft and Rohher;y_; Adultery and Prostitnuou; l\Iurler; Wars of Col!qnest. ana Extermination;. Despotism; Intolerance an_d Persecution; Injustice to Woman; Unkindness to Children; vrnelty to Animals; Human Sacrifices;
Oanniha,iom• Slavery; Witchcraft; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poval'ty 11o11d Vagranc:n Ignorance and ldiocy; Obscenity. Price, single cop1es, ~ cents; 6 copies, $1. J~ecial discount
on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best and most thorough WO'f'k

ever written on the Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large and handsome print. Thq
qu9Btton is dis' ussed under the fo lowin<t heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; the Jewish
Sabbath; the Christian Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of Sunday Argumeats;
Ori_in of th~ Christian .Sabbath; Testimony of tlls Christian Fathers; the Sabbath during
the Middle Ages; the Pnritfl.n Saohath: Testimony of Christian Reformers, Schola.rs, and
Divines; Abrogation of Snnday Laws. Price, 25 cents; 6 copies $1.

lmaye Breakm•.

Six Lectures:

Declin& of Faith; Protestant Intolerance; Washington an Unbeliever; Jefferson an Unbel"ever: Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; :~-e.:
<loz., 4J cents.
·

!1'/w'm,as Paine.

Tells the stO'f'y of the Author-Hero's Life,

delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates. his name from th,,
a l•eroions l'ast upon it. Choice extracts from -• Common Sense,"" American Crisis,"" Right
' f !'!Ian," and" Age of Reason," are given; also, tributes to Paine's character from more thn.n
one hundred noted persons of Europe and Amer'ca·, many of them written expressly for thi •
w.,rk. Se"ond edition, 160 pa~es, printed on fine tinted paper, neatly bound, and ·containing a
lumd;ome steel portrait of Pame. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Apostle· of Liberty.

An address delivered in Pdne Hall, hef:re the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January

29, 1884. Price, 10 cents.
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This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how
the church has enslaved woma:q and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance· at its contents will show this:
The first chapter-the Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilizations woman had gr.oat
freedomdmt that the tendency of Christianity from the first was to restrict her liberty. In this
chapter 1\ll"", Gage claims that to the Matriarchate-or 1\:fother-J·nle-the world is indebted for its
firot conceptioL. of inherent rights
·
Chapter 11 deals with the theological dogmas of original sin and celibacy. Woman, by the
church, was not regarded as a human being; marria'!e was looked upon as vile- wives were soU
as staves; women driven to suicide; the in11nence of the church wa< unfavorah\e to virtue. The
celibacy of the clergy produced ,<egrading sensuality, and woman was the victim of these brutes.
Chapter III is on '!'he Canon Law, showing how th~ church controled woman by making the
legitimacv of marriage depend upon it.l own control of the ceremony. Ancrent civilization g1we
place to Christian barbarism, the c ergy became a distinct body-at once a" holy" and an unholy
caste.. Learning wois prohi-bited to wom6n, h]I~hand~ prohibited from leaving th'm mor.e than onethird of their property; daughters cou:d he dismherrted, sons could not. The ReformatiOn effected
.

u

Chat;'ter IV-Marquette-is on Feudalism and its degradation of women, the rrghts of lords
spiritual,' the immorality of the heads of the chnrch, hapti•m of nuqe women in the early C4r1st~an
church. It also deals with some of the later-day abuses of females, hke our Northwestern pmerres,
the English debaucheries, governmental crime:makers, etc.. .
.
.
Chapter V-Witchcraft. In the days of this phase ofrehgrous msamty Mrs Gage shows how the
possession of even a little learning WM sufficient cause to suspect a woman of witchcraft, that to keep
a pet was dangerous, so rabid were the cler!!Y ;rot to snff~r .'~ witch t~ liv. ~hi.s persecution .for
witchcraft was a contmnan<'.e of the church's pohcyfor ohtarmng un •versa! dominion over mau kmrt.
Women ph,xsicians of thQ Middle Ages were persecuted, and the" Pilgrim Fathers" continued it in
America. The first synod convened in America was to try a woman for heresy, and others were
stripped and whipped for not agreeing with the clerjiy.
The chapter on" W,ves" shows how the disrnptlon of the Roman empire was m;rfavo~able to the
personal and _propriet~try rights of woman-that the s11.le of daughters was practiced m England
seven hu,ulred years after it was Christianized-tha.t the practice of buying Wlv~s was reeylated by
law-thH.t women were not permitted to read the B1hle-that they were not adnutted as Witnessesthat civil mar•ia~!.S opposed by the ehurch.
.
. .
In 0-~apte,. Vll is shown how polygaJl!y was. S]Ista;rneq by the Chrrstian church, that t~?-.!l first
Sfllod of the Reformation convened to sanctiOn this mstitntiol!.t that Lnther and the other pnnmpal reformers" favored it, as well as the American Board of Jroreign Missions. The Mormon theocracv is shown to he similar to that of other Christian sects._ .
.
.
In the 1ast three ch~pters Mrs. Ga~e treats of the <;>PPOSttlOn 9f the churcp. to the amelioration
of woman's snfferings as mterferencll with her •· curse,' of woman s degr11.dation by the church to
labors nnfit .fot; slaves~ of womap.'s "ip.~eriolity",'' as taught by the church to-day, and of how little
value Christ1amty has oeen and 1s to civilization.
·
The work is a burning protest a.,ooainst the tremendous wrong done woman b_y
the church, which controled the s~te. !tis ~lao extremely valuable, a.s hil!tor:y. ~o
woman, it seems to us, can read lt and rem1:1.1n a supporter of the rehg10us 1ostitut10n
which has crushed her individuality, her mentality, and de~aded her person. To th:e
woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ought to be W1dely read for the good It
will do.
·
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By ABA AUGER.
A condensation of the fnndamentu.l arguments
against Ohristianity.

A Yery Good Little Missionary Work.
l'rioe, 15 cents. Address
THE TBUTB BBBDBo

i:'he Bible Analyzed. Cloth, oet&vo, !:l~1
pages, $3.
Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00.
"''te Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12IJ,o.
.38 pages, OOCSpiritualism Sustained,
iJ~ :1.~";,
M5 pages, $1.
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PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
!'he Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Relif(ion of the l<'ntmre. Cloth. $1.
rhe Secret of 1h~ East ; or, The Origin
of the Christian Religion and the Signiftcanc'3
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth. $1.
Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Natnre. Cloth, $1.
·
Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Hnma.n Orgamsm. Cloth, $1 .
Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natnral History. llluotrated h_y H. Faber. Clotht-..82·
Address
THE TrlUTH SEEKER,
ll8 Lafayette Place, New York.
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Jfot for ])arsons.
SEWARD: "Were you aware that Noah
understood all about electricity?" Bald·
win: "No; did .he?" Seward: "Most
assuredly; he made the arc light on
A:Earat."~Brooklyn Lije.
THE Rev. Dr. Gunsaulus relates this
conversation as bavin~ occurred between
two New England lad1es: Mrs. B.: "Hav
you met that Miss Perkins yet?" Mrs. L.:
"Yes; I was introduced to her yesterday."
Mrs. B.: ''To what sect does she belong?"
Mrs. L. : "To the U niversaliets, I believe." Mrs. B.: " Universalists I Why,
what do they believe?" Mrs. L.: "They
believe that all human souls will eventually, by the grace of God, be redeemed."
Mrs. B.: "Oh, they do, do they? What
bigotry!"
A CLERGYMAN, who had not been long in
Bolton, had occasion to pay a visit to an
outlying farm and in returning he com-.
pletely lost his way. Whilst he was en·
deavoring to find the right road he met a
farmer's boy, who was also bound for
Bolton, and who, although extremely
astonished at such ignorance, volunteered
to show him the way. As they walked
along the clergyman asked the boy what
his occupation was. The lad told him, and
then inquired: "An' whad does ta do,
owd mon ?" "Oh," replied the clergyman, "it is my duty to show. men the way
to heaven!" "Eh, gerrout wi' thee," exclaimed the boy, with a knowing wink,
"abeawt thee showin' foalks th' way t'
'eav'n, an' doan't knaw t' road t' Bowtonl"
-London Freethinker.
A FUNNY story comes up from Birming"
ham, Ala., where that vulgar-and illiterate
person, Sam Jones, has been holding
"revival services." His customary epi·
theta, so runs the tale, such as '' You dirty
yellow hound dog," "You imp of hell,"
were frequently used aud often applauded.
A local negro preacher, Parson Isaac
Davidson, beard the expressions and
noted the manifestations of approval with
which they were received. He was so im·
pressed with the ''evangelist's" oratorical
curves, so to speak, that he determined to
giv his own sermons a similar twist. Accordingly the following Sunday he had
not gon.e far in his discourse before he
cried out: "You black devils! You imps
of hell! You old sow oats!" Then arose
a hubbub. "Kill him!" shouted a. big
black brother, who sat near the front and
to whom the preacher appeared to address
his remarks. "Kill him I" was echoed
through the congregation. The good old
sisters joined in the cry and soon the con·
gregation was upon him. Finally, some
charitable person rmrgested that he was
crazy and the parson s own wife indorsed
this assertion.
He was secured and
watched like a maniac. He explained that
he was trying Sam Jones's tactics on his
congregation, but his people, not having
heard that exhorter, could not be convinced that these methods were oustomu.ry,
and had the parson arrested for using
" cuss words " in the pulpit. He has not
as yet had his trial. If he be oonvi$Jted,
he ought to sue Su.m Jones.-Catholic
Review.
OLD JONES, PLOWMAN.

Across the cornfield marched old Jones,
And as the plow out through the furrow,
He sang a hymn in dulcet tones
That sent the chipmunk to his burrow:
" Ul-lass'n did my sa-yYer bleeDand id my suv-ren di-ee,
Woo de devote that sacred h-- - ----nation!"
The solemn crow flew o'er the field,
Nor paused to hear the language spoken;
l3ut glad sunlight the cause revealedUpon a root the plow had broken,
Another "point " is set in place,
And once again sweet hope is springingOld Deacon Jones, the soul of grace,
The solemn stave once more is singing:
"Wah zit fur crimes that I hav done
He groaned upon that tree-ee,
Um-ma-zing pit-tee gra sun-none,
An dlive beyon d--."
.
The bluejay screams his wild delight,
The blacksnake hides amid the brambles,
By that fierce language put to flight,
The gray squirrel up the chestnuts
scrambles.
For sin is lurking in the path,
As roots beneath the furrow hiding,
E'er ready to distort with wrath
A faith the firmest, most abiding.
So sang old Jones-and so may we
Go singing down life's yielding meadows,
Our faith turn skyward, just as heN or fear the touch of sinful shadows.
But when the trial come, ah, then
We fall, like Jones, and raise a ruction;
And rave and roar like other men
Whene'er life's plow meets an obstruc-Cleveland Plain Dealer.
tion.
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RIGHT LIVING.
By SUSAN H. WIXON.
Ethloi as Understood by a Student or Science, Sixty Chapters, as follows:
Rii'ht Living,
What is Hypocrisy?
In Re~ard to C~mcealed Vice,
What is Morality?
Conscience· or Moral Sense,
B!Jall~lful Chan.ty,
What is Ignorance?
Selfishness, the Menace of So- F1dellt;y. the G1ver of Strength
Knowledge the Great Treasure,
c1ety.
and Honor,
Concerning Education,
Gratitude, a Fragrant"Flower of Value of Weal~hM,
t L'f ,
Covduct• or Right Doing
Life,
Avarice, Not a eans o 1 e s
Virtue, the llluminator ot Life, Is Reverence a Duty?
Best End,
. ,
Prudence, an Economy of Life, Self-Reliance,
Good Nature, one of L1fe s Best
What Know Ye of Justice?
Self-Control,
Blossoms,
.
Fortitude a Noble Possession,
Self-Res11_ect '
Reason and Free lnqmry
Temperance and Intemperance, Foolish Pride and Silly Preiu- Free Speech,
Is the Use of Tobacco Dangerdice,
A Free Press,
ous?
Anger, the Distorter,
Rights of Anj.mals,
CUltivation of Individua.lit;r,
The Angel of Forgiveness\
Rights of Children,
.
Character, a Jewel of Great Price, Observation a Great FacrutrJ
Human Rights: or the Equality
Idleness, another Name for Loss, Perseverance, the Friend of .ru.an,
of Man.
lndustr;, the Staff of Life,
Punctuality, a. Promoter of Sue- Moral Cleanlines"-'. ·
Va.lne o a. Trade,
cess
Politeness. The u-entlemaB1
Recreation a Necessity,
The Difficulties of Life. ·
Politeness.- Continued - rhe
Games of Chance,
Temptation, the Demon on the
Gentlewoman,
Trnth and Falsehood,
hiahway,
Best Society,
What is an Oath? or the Worth Hab1t, Second Nature,
Progress; or Enlightenment:
of a Promise.
Power of Will,
Wisdom.
Fraud a Crime,
Courage, a. Necessity to Right
The Poison of Slander,
Living.
Miss Wixon has taken as her mottoes in writing this beautiful book of 292 pages-whil'h she
has dedicated to the. memory of her father and mother-these sentences from the works of a great
synthetic philosopher and a gifted liberal minister:

.As wtth the phystoal, so wtth the ethical. A beUef, aS" vet fl.tful ana partial, ts beQtnntnu to
spread: amonust men, that here, also, there ts an tnd:tssoluble bona between cause and: consequence, an
inexorable d:esttny. a law whtch 'tltereth not.-H •rbert Spencer.
Ltvtnu is ar~ Art, a method: of expresstno oreat conceptions; tn fact, the htohest method:, the
noblest of tile Arts.-Thornas Starr King.
Right Living" is well bound in cloth and printed on good paper.

PBICJE, $1.00.
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Hygiene of the Brain and , the Cure of
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1.50. "Get this book and
read it~ for it abounds in practical valuable
Jrnowleage."-[Chicago Inter-Ocean:
Eating for Strength, B~ M. L. Holbrook_,
M.D. Price b:y mail, $1. 'I am delight.ed )Vitn
it."-[H. B. ':Baker, NI.D., Secretary lluchignn
State Board of Health.

Parturition Without Pain. A Code of
Directions for avoiding most of the Pains anu
Dangers of Childbearing. By 1\'I. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose excellence sur_passes m.tr power to commend."[New York Evroing Mail.;
.

Liver Complaint Mental Dyspeps1~ .and
Headache : Tneir Cure by Home Treat-

ment. By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price,, J.,y
mail, $1. "Reading this qook I cured my~~ll
after several doctors had failed. "-'-[T. 0. CUrtis,

u.s. A.

'fhe Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.

Pleasure and Progress.
AN ATTEMPr TO PBOVE TIIAT

The Pursuit or Pleasure is the Sine Qua Non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social
Development, and that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship.

By Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
CONTENTS:
BooK I.-PLEAsURE: Chap. L-Sources of Pleasure. Cna.p. 11.-Material Pleasures. Chap. ill.Ideal Pleasurel. Chap IV -Social Pleasure3. Cha.p. V.-Pleasures of the Savage, the
Barbarian and the Civilized. Chap. VI - Genesis of religions. Chap. VII.-Christianity.
BooK IL-INTELLEOTUA.L DEVELOPMENT: Chap. 1.-Purpo•e of life. Chap, 11.-Material Pleamres.
Chap.IIl.-ldeal Pleasures: Knowleufe. Chaf. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Reason. Chap.-V.
·
Ideal Pleasures: Character. Chap. V .-Socia Pleasures. Chap. VII.- Pedagogical Despotism.
BooK HI.-MoBA.L DEVELOPMENT: Chap. I.-Morality. Chap. H.-Material Pleasures: Prudence.
Chap. HI.-Material Pleasures: Refinement. Chap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Foresight,
Chap. V.-Ideal Pleasures: Civilization. Chap. VI.-Social Pleasures. Chap. VII,-Vice
Cal1Sed by Restraint.
BooK IV.-SoorAL DEVELOPMENT: Chap. I.-Progress. Caap. H.-Protection, Capitalism, and
Socialism: Res~e.Jtivly an Actual, an Imminent, and a. Proposed Violation of Individual
. SovereJgnty. Chap. m.-Condition of Agriculture. Chap. IV. Public Schools, the
Mene. Mene. Tekel of l:locialism. Chap. V.-Province of Government. Chap. VI.-Our
Social Disorder.
Here are some of the verdicts on this remarkable production which have been rendered by
men who are in every war qualified as judges of books:
·
This is a spiritlld, rattling sort of a book that skates right along over the deepest subject with
out mu h thought whether the ice is thin or not. It answers the greatest questiOn-What is the
us , object, mottve, purpos!\1 and summum bonum of life, a.nd the real cau'te and motive of progress?
-by on9 word Pleasure 1-:~.·hadd:eus B. Waleeman
He sharpir attaeks, al10, modern methods of education, and in this he is most abundantly
borne out oy the faats, an~ his arraignment is practically unanswerable. His book is altogether a
curious and suggesti Vtl one.-New Yorle Oommer01.al.Ad:verttser.
·.rhe man who wrote this book knows how to write a. book, and knows what he is writing about.
There is not a padded sentence in the volume, not an attempt to fill up with ... ords for laJk of
knowle<!ge. The author deals hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for realities and
truth. We do not see how anyone can re~d this book and disagree with the leading proPositions,
The work is good; every chapter is worth reading. It is a work of common-sense Socialism. The
chapter on public schools ought to be put into a tract and sent to every teacher in the land. Thousands of sentences are worthy of being framed a.s political maxims and hung up all over the nation.
the book deserves a wide read in~ not only for its literary style, which is clear an .i incisive, but for
is bold, honest sayings.-L. K. washburn.
,
After you read this b'lok you will be as enthusiastic in praise of it as are the eloquent editor of the
Investt(Jator and the gallant President of the Canadian Secular Union,
Pleasure and Progress" has 898 pages, is splendidly printed from large, clear type, on excellent paper, and costs, bound in cloth, $1; paper covers, 50 cents.
Ad lress
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafaye~te Pl., New York, N.Y.

The Creation of God.
·By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
.An explanation of tl}e origin o-f the God Ide!L, and the menta.! processes that led to the formation
o~ 1do~ and the worshiP of them. F~om the.t1me of Terah's &}>9stasy, Abraham's reformation and
h1s bamshment for heresy and blasphemy agamst the Chaldean Idols, to Christ's comingf the principalcharactets are analyzed and shown to be human, by thought and deed. It is made p ain that the
~culiar phraseology, can~ saYings, subterf]Ig!Js, miracle~, wop.der-workings, and supernatural pad!llng are the _prop~r 91;'fsprmg of the then enstmg barbarism, Ignorance, and superstition, constltutmg the peculiar poht1os of the da.v.
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:

The Universal Aspect.
The Earth.
The Chemical Aspect.
The Sun.
Genesis-The Creation.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Deluge.
The Scriptural God-The Creation,
The Creation of God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God,
Samuel the Kin~maker.
Goil Save the King.
Jehovah Takes a Rest.
The End of National Life,
The Christian Era.
Organic Life-V e~etable.
OrgailiO Life-Animal.
The Master Tissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues.

Food and Food-Substances.

Elimination of Waste Substances,
In Gsnera.l.
By the Lungs.
By the Skin.
By the Kidneys.

Youth: Its Care and Culture, By J.
Mortimer Granville. $1. To this has been
added a paper by that charminlf EngJi.h
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physical
Education of a Girl," anil a J?aper on the
"Dress of Girls." Its retail priCe is $1.

Talks to :My Patients. By Mrs. R. B.
Gleason M.b. A Practi\)al Handbook for the
l\laid, Wifehand Mother: with a beautiful Photographic .t'ortrait of the Author. Price\ by
mail $1.50. "We wish the cha_pter,' Confiaential to Mothers,' might be lJnblished as a tract
and sent to every mother m the land."-[Harper's New Monthly Magazine.

The Better Way, An Appeal to Men in
behalf of Human Culture through a wiser parentage. By A. E. Newton. Price, by mail,
25 cents. "lt contains information and warning
that are urgently needed."-[Christian Union.

Sexual Physiology, A Scientific and Pop-

ular Expositio~ o£ the Fundamental Problelllll
in Sociolo_gy, By R. T. Trall, M.:p. Price, by
mail, $2. 'l'his work has rapidly passed through
forty editions, and t4e demand is constantly
increasing. No such complete and valuable
work has ever before been issued.
-

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Soie».tiftc Diet. By Gustav Schlieke;rsen. Translated from the German, by M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. In addition also it contains a Complete
and RJl,.dical Cure for Intemperance, by the Use
of a Y-eg!ltable and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0.
Groom Napier, F.R.S, 250 pages. Price, $1.

'l'hree Books in One.

From the Cradle

to the School. B;rBertha Meyer. The Rights
of Children. By Herbert S11_encer. The Government of Children. 13yM.L. Holbrook1 M.D.
Price by mail, . ·
cloth, $1. ·It is
a book worthy ~o oe ranked with the best that
• has ever been written concerning the training
of children."-[Bazar.

Vegetarianism tl1e Radical Cure for In·
temperance, By Harriet P. Fowler.

Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should be quietly
given to every drinker."-[Herald of Health.

Muscle-Beating; '!.!.! .Home Gymnastics
for Sick and well. By C. Kemm,
manag~r

of the gymnasium o£ Rega. 80 cents.

Marriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary
and Phy:siological Relations, and in their bear. ing on the producing of children of finer. health
and greater ability. J:lyM. L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
1'he Scientific .Ametican says: "Books on this
subject are usually written by 'cranks,' but this
is radically different: it is scientific, sober,
olean, and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and particularly
by the young."

The Diet Cure. The Relations of Food
and Drink to Health, Disease Cure. By_T. L.
Nicholai M.D., editor London Hera!d: o.f Health.
Price, c oth. 50 cents.

Medical Hints on the Protection and Management of the Singing Voioe. By
Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand. 30 cts.

Deep Breathing ; or Lung Gymnastics.

PriCe, cloth, 50 cents. Mrs. Horace Mann writeil:
Digestion a.nd Nutrition.
"Every book you J?rint is pure gold and deThe Elementary Substances.
serves wide circulatiOn."
Alcohol and Its Efteots on the System. How to Strenlrlhen the Memory, By M.
The Soul-What Is It?
L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
•
I
The Mind. &. Physician's Sermon to Young Men. By
Sin and Salvation,
Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents. Prof. R. A..
The l!:colesiastioal Kindergarten.
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer~/
says of it: " Through false delicacy lads ano Rational Review.
youths are left tofa.llinto trouble, and not a fet
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
have their prospects of a healthy happy life u.\.
The Planetary Gods.
solutely rmned. The little book before ns is in·
tended to be put into the hands of young men
Every Ma.n His Own God.
by fathers who are unwilling or incapable oJ
Tables {Gateways to Knowledge. .
discha.rging a father's duty in this respect; ana.
Mora.ls; Whence They Sprmg.
The Non Credo.
· as not one father in ten is, we believe, ready tn
Rules for Human Conduct
ILLUsTBATIONS.
Map of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind,
Map of Theological Retrogression.
Map of the Deluge &nd Garden of Eden.

Four Hundred and Thirty-two

Pages Large 12mo.

In Clo"th, 81.; in Paper, 50 Cen "ts.
Ad<U'ess

B. Duffey author of "What Women Shonld
Know," ' No Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
mail, $1. Mrs. Charles Brewsterl Portland, Me.,
writes: "Had I possessed this eook ten years
ago it would have saved me ten years of invalidism, and I should have been the mqther of
healthy instead of sickly children."
,..
·

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl&oe, New York.

do what is right by his boys himself, it is wel1
that such a book as this should be available. If
it ii read by all who should read it, its sale will
be counted by hundreds of thousands." The
publisher will send 10 copies by mail. postpaid,
for $2. Should anyone desire them by the 1011
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory tenns by correspondence.
prcata!ogues Free.~

By mail on receipt of price.
!<.d.d'I'A- TD TBUTII SR].!KlilB.
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Goma of ~'AougAt.

VEMAND POND'S
EXTRACT. • AVOID
ALL tMITATIONS.

WE hav never witnessed the construction of a world. We only perceive the
everlasting flnx and_ reflnx of phenomena,
the ceaseless pulsation of nature and life,
evolution, transformation, birth, death,
and birth again. But nature herself is
dumb as to her whence or whither--Prof.
W. Knight.
HoT-HEADED philanthropy, impatient of
criticism, is, by helter-skelter legislation,
destroying .normal connections between
conduct and consequence, so that, presently, when the replacing of justice by
generosity has led to a redistribution of
l>enefits nrespectiv of deserts, there will
be reached a state having for its motto the
words: " It shall be as well for yon to be
inferior as to be snperior"-Herbert
Spencer.
. THEY [children] wili ask yon whether
the story of the creation of the universe is
true; whether snob and ·snob miracles
really happened; whether this person or
that actually lived, and actually did all he
is said to hav done. Plainly, the right
con:rse is to tell them, without agitation, or
excesil, or vehemence, or too much elaboration, the simple truth in sn~h matters,
exactly as it appears to one' I! own mind.John Morley.
CAIN and Abel hav been. dead between
five and six thousand years. According to
the never-dying soul dogma, Cain has been
suffering the pangs and-pains of hell-fire
from death till now. Abel has been enjoying the bliss of heaven from death till now.
At the day of judgment their "immortal
souls" will be reunited to their "resurrected bodies" to be· j rrdged, then sentenced. One back to his everlasting burnings, the other to his abode of bliss.
Does any sane person believe it?-AngloAngelus.
A:sovm all, I must have a definit and
distinct conception of him in whom I am
to believe, whom I am to imitate as an exemplar of moral excellence. A being of
which I can only catch very fitful gliinpses,
which remains obscure to me in essential
respects, may, it is true, interest me as a
problem for scientific investigation, but it
must remain ineffectual as regards practical influence on my life. But a being with
distinct features, capable of a..ffording a
distinct conception, is only to be found in
the Christ of faith, of legend, and there,
of course, only by the votary who is willing to take into the bargain all the impossibilities, all the contradictions, contained
in the picture. The Jesus of history, of
science, is only a problem; but a problem
cannot be an object of worship, or a pattern by which to shape our lives.-D. F.
Strauss.
PERHAPS it has never struck the majority of our ministers of religion and bur
moral teachers that •he knowledge ofthese
frightful tortures, that are · now inflicted
on animals in the name of science and humanity, has done much to rob many persons, not merely of religious faith, but of
all faith in the moral government of the
world, and of all hope, driving them to the
blackest pessimism and the most dreary
forms of materialism. Human suffering,
at least, can be more or less accounted for
by human sin, but animals are innocent
and irresponsible; created helpless, and
yet capable of pain, to be handed over to
be tortured by man. By many the thought
cannot be evaded: What if the Power of
the universe should treat ns, who lie at its
mercy, .as we. treat those. whose helplessness tempts us to seek our own welfare
through their anguish? And if we are
thus the sport of superior strength, what
right hav we to complain who take a cowardly advantage of our own opportunities
with snob savage selfishness?--Mo"naOt~.ird.
THE simple fact is, that, as I hav already
more than once hinted, my story is that of
the wolf and the lamb over again. I hav
never "gone out of my way" to attack
the Bible, or anything else. · · · I had
set out on a j onrney with no other purpose than that of exploring a certain province of natural knowledge; I strayed no
hair'sbreadth from the course which it was
my right and my duty to pursue, and yet
I found that, whatever route I took, before long I came to a tall and formidablelooking fence. Confident as I might be in
the existence of an ancient and indefeasible right of way, before me stood the
thorny barrier with its comminatory
notice-board-" ,No Thoroughfare. By
order, Moses." There seemed no way
over; nor did the prospect of creeping
round, as I saw some do, attract me.·
True, there was no longer any cause to
fear the spring-guns and man-traps set by
former lords of the manor; but one is apt
to get very dirty going on all-fours. The
only alternative were either to giv up my
journey-which I was not minded to door to break the fence down and go through
~t.- Professor Huxley.
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The Living Waters.
To those who need a medicin, remeD;lber
that Water of Life is one of the best, and
will cure the stomach, liver, and kidneys.
Large pamphlet free, 34 S. Main st.
Wilkesbarre, Pa J. R. Perry, mgr. 21t1S
ALL styles of watches from $1.88 up. Handsome catalog_ue free. Safe Watch Co., 9 Murray
street, New York.
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Infidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote.............
Bights of· Man. Thomas Paine. illustrated........................................
Was OhristOrnoifted? Austin Bier bower....
Pulpit, Pew, and Oradle. Helen H. Gar'.l'he Bible: Wbat Is IU A pamphlet condener ···•········· .... .... .•.. ••...•••...•
taining eight chapters. in refnt~t1.on of th~ Bible Morals. John E.Remsburg........ .••.
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Price, 25 cents.
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Studies In Theol_ogy. A clear exposition Liber_!y
m Literature.
Testimonial to
of the biblical st!>r:t_ of man's." creat!~n,"f-11;~?,
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
.. curse .. theologically deno=ated .he !loU.
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll...... . . . . . . . .
Price, io cents.
Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
Proctor...................................
The Bible Against Itself. Contn:i~ng
one hundred and· fifty plain s~lf-contradictwns Oandle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A..
Hart......................................
of the Bible involving <JUestwns of theology,
The Hob· Bible Abridged......................
morals, and h1Btory, Pnce, 10 cents.
FaJ.se Olaims of the Ohuroh. John E.
The Human Nature of Jesus. A re~n~a
Remsburg.................................
tion of the assumption that he was a diVIne
Issu:ms OF 1893.-$3.
11.erson and that he was the. fulfillment of Old 'l:'homas Paine Vindicated. Ool. Robert
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G. Ingersoll...............................
Oreation of God. Dr. Jacob HartLiberalism. Treating the subject from a The mann.....................................
negative and affirmative standP.oint, showing Orimes of Preachers in the United States.
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
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118 Lafayette pla.ce, New York.
Handbook of Freethought. W. s. Bell......
Religion a Ourse; Religion a Disease; Religion a Lie. S. P. Putnam.............
Design Arg_ument Fallacies. By Editor of
THE .TRUTH SEEKER....................
Abraham Lmooln: Was He a Ohristian?
John E. Remsburg......................
Pen Pictures of The World's Fair. illusPHOTOGRAPHS OF 'rHE
trated. s. P. Putnam.......•.••.•.• ,...
Oommon Sense. Thomas Paine..............
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine..
Pleasure a.nd l'rogress. Allhert M. Lorentz,
LL.B.............. ......••••..•..•.....
Giant Delusion. Otto Wettstein............
Bible Inquirer. A. Jacobson ... . . . . ..... .. .
AND
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AT NEW ROCHELLE.
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·The Assemblage.
What they are:

1. View of the Stand, with the speakers
and other occupants standing 1 showi)!g Oolone! In_gersoll, President Row1ey,
s. P. Putnam, T. B. Wakeman, eta!.
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Thumbscrew and Rack. Geo. E. Macdonald
10
8elf-Oontradiotion< of the Bible. W. H. Burr
15
Dnrm~ the year other standard Freethonght
works will be published and sent to subscribers
as they appear.
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
published in one year. In ordering please say
whio]j._year is desired.
Single numbers sold at prices quoted.
THE TRUTH SEEKEU 00.,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

Again Reduced.

LOGIC OF
-on,-

REGULAR GRADE AMERICAN WATCHES,

Why Should the Atheist iear to Die ?
Price, 5 cents
!3y J. G. HOLYOAKE.

5. Mr. Wakeman Talks of Liberty, Sci- Including Rockford, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden.
ence and Humanity.
Gentlemen's Stze.
6. The Paine Monument, as it appeared

Darwin and After Darwin.

May 3oth wreathed in flowers and bearing
mottoes. No other pictnre of the Monument
like this one.

'1. Paine Homestead as it appears now.

An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

These are splendid photofl'l"B.phs. They were
all taken at the commemorative exercises at New
llochelle. on May 30th, and are historically, patriA systematicExl'ositiou of what may be termed otically, and artistically very valuable and will
tlie Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of be prized by thousands of Liber&ls who revere
the gAnins and honor the memory of Thomas
~ervice to the !l"eneral reader rather than to proPaine. Mia' Levin has spared no pains to make
fe,.sed naturahsts.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most - them worthy the subject and the occasion. The
.nteresting of F.nglish writers upon evolution, photograph• are Bx10inches in size and the price
besides ranking with Professor Huxley in scien- 1s seventy-five cents each,
tific knowledge and ability. And this IS a part of
Address THF. 'I'RDTR RF.lllKlilR 00 .
his ~onclusion regan;ng the great subJect of
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
Design, to which the tillnrch so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adapta.
t.ion or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation. while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
•upernatural design. . . . Adapt-ation and
•
I:Jeanty are alil<e receiving their explanation at
J1e hands of a. pnrelymechanical philoRophy.•.
Ill nature has thus been transformed before tb€
view of thE' pre•ent generation m a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER,
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place ha• taken pltwe in the direction of naturalA judicial consideration of the question:a~d the
ISm, and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical interpretation of nature universal, it decision against the scriptures and the Onristian
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly tradition. Price, 10 oentll. Address
awakened to a new and a terrible force in th8
TBE TRUTH SEEKER.
.
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th:vGod?"
illustrated Price, olofu,._$2.
Address,
Ttu; TRUTH SEEKER.
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BIBLE;

OR

THE OONFLII1f BKIWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
with a. preface by

B. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethought. Its arguments are based
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's ser.se of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convinoiflg.
l'rice, cloth, $1.
Address
THE TBUTH BEEKER.

Prices: In 8 ounce ail verine case 7 jewels $5; 11
$6 50; 15 jewels, 1118; 15 jewels. fully adJUSted, $11J; 17 jewels, adjn,ted, $14. In 8 ounce
coin silver case, ill o, $11.50, $ 3. $15, $19. In 4
ounce, $1 extra. In 14 kt gold filled. o~n face,
21 year case, $14, $15.50: $17, 1!!19. $23. Hunting
case~ $8 extra. In 10 Kt., 15 year case, either
kina, 1!18 less.

~ewels,

Laates' Sue.

Pi:iceR: In 14 kt. gold filled, hnnting 20 year
ca<esi 7 jewels, $13; 11 jewels, 1!114.50; 15 jewels,
$19. n 14 kt , solid gold, hunting cases, $28,
$24.W, $29.
Til£ NEW MODEL OTTO WETTSTEIN WATCH
Has 16 jewels, patent regulator brequ0t (non·
catchable) hair spring, beautifu\, double sunk,
pan~Jed dial, nickel, gold dama~cened finish, adlUsted to heat and cold and l'Ositions. L ates
Improvements and guaranteed a perfect time
keeper.

Gentlemen's Stze.

Prices: In 8 ounce silverine case, $19; 4 ounce
coin silver. 1!1~5; gold fillea 14 kt., 21 years, open
face, $28. Hunting, $82; 10 kt., 15 year oases, $8
less.
.

Laates' Stze .

Ptices: In 14 kt. 20 year hunting cases, $80,
In 14 kt. solid gold hunting cases, $40.
All gold nnd filled <lase• made bv beat mo.nnfaoturHs as Bora, Dueber, Fah_y, and J,add, in plain
engine turned, or art.istically engraved.
Goods shipped by express, ol!arqes prepata.
SEND QE YOUil WA'rCH WOilK.

OTTO WETTSTEIN,
THe

LIBB~AL

Send for price-lists.

JBWBLBR.
ROCHELLE, ILL.

A Nineteenth Century Novel.

Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily BrAad is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with a little moneyh fair educationh and
much courall'e, to make t eir wa.y throng the
world by gumg to Chic&go. '!"he author is also
the heroine. '!'he narrative is, in the main, a history of a working-girl's life and experience in the
city of Chicago among bluff business--men, kindhearted folks. and disreputable hypocrite. It is
jUBt such a story of human life as we should expect Colonel lnj!"eraoll to be interested in; and
whatever he aumires and appreciates is sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
Price, 25 cents. Addre¥HE TRUTH SEEKER.

POPIS AHD Tl{t.Ui DOlHQS
ACCOUNT 011'

Yiaar• of Christ and Yiaegerents of God.
l'a.per, 50oente; oloth, '15 centlt.

ward
edyof
cess.
.
DR, R. P. li'BLLOWS,
Sa,ywbereyousawthlaa4vw. Vlaela.n.ll. 1 N. J
...-I wish to say that I am an out-and-out
LmEBAL, &nd I trUBt the Freethinkers of the lanrl
will give me their p&t" nal!'e and.not wa.ste their
time and money ou Ohristuw dootors.-Dr. Fel·

_loWs.
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L. K. Washburn's Works.

Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law rAcm.
lating human conduct on the Sllobbath is sn impertinence." Price. 10 C!lnts.
The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-:riine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price,10 cents.
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of
a minister's praying God to kill gr&sl!.hoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to lindertllJi:e e.
crusade of one against the Colorado beetle!"
Price, 10 centi.
Followers of Jesus. Price1 10 cents.
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Faett
Price, 5 cents.
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane! Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

DR. E. B. FooTE, Sr., will run for Con
gress OJl the Populist ticket.
AT Butte, Montana, an A. P. A.-Catholic riot necessitated ihe calling out of the
militia.
THE firecracker eliminated a half mill
ion worth of the property of Hudson
:Mass., on the 4th.
RHPREBENTATIV MARCUS C. LIBt.E, of
Kentucky, died of consumption on July
6th. He was only thirty-two.
CHoLERA is officially stated to be present
in St. Petersburg and Liege, and rapidly
increasing in the former city.
IN the yacht races on the Clyde Lord
Dnnravt>n's Valkyrie was sunk in a collision, and the Vigilant was beaten by the
Brittania.
AUGUSTE BURDEAU Republican, was
elected president of the French Chamber
of Deputies by a vote of 259 to 157 over
Henri Brisson, Radical.
Ex.-REv. N. F. RAVLIN, the Spiritualist
lecturer, was arrested"t Los Angeles last
week, charged with inciting the railroad
strikers to deeds of violence.
"' THE snapping of the chain carrying a
ferryboat across the River Theiss in Hungary caused a panic which overweighted
one side of the boat and capsized it, resnltmg in the death of 200 persons.
ON July 5th the far-famed "Court of
Honor" buildings on the World's Fair
grounds were destroyed in a incendiary
fire. The structures were the Terminal
station Administration, Manufactures,
Electricity, Mining, and Agricultural
buildings anti Machinery H~All. Some
lives were lost.

Works of W. H. Burr.
Self·Contradictions of the Bible - 144
Propositions proved Affirmatively and Neg&tively by Quotations from Scripture, without
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents.
Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alike
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev.
Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price, 25c.
Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that Shakepare could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents,
Thomas Paine-Was He Jmiius t. Second
editien, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine.
Price, 10 cents.
Junius, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas
Paine. A refutation of M. D. Conway's
objections to the identification of Paine as
Juni1n a.nd Casca. PriceJ..5 cents. ·
Addre~s THE TRUTH Rl!lEKER,
28 Lafayette Pla.ce, New York.

Modern Marriage.
By EMILE ZOLA.
Translated trom the French btl Bent. R. Tuclcer

In this his latest story Zola takes four typical
marrial!'es-one from the nobility, one frnm the
Tall. amended tariff bill has passed the
bouroeotste
one from the petty bouroeotsie, and
Senate by a vote of 39 to 34. Hill was the
one from the working-people-and describes, with
only Democrat to vote nay. Populists
all the power of nis wondrous art, how each originates, by what motive each is insoired, how each
Allen and Kyle voted for the bill, and
is consummated, and how each results.
Peffer and Stewart against it. The measPrice, .l:i Centa.
ure now goes to a conference committee.
The Ways and Mean11 committee of the
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
Honse recommends the rejection. of the
Senate amendments. The Senate members of the conference committee are THINGS MADE HOT FOR SHADRACH, MESHACH, AND ABED-NEGO.
Voorhees.!. Harris, Vest, _Jones (Ark.),
And he commanded the most mighty men that were in his army to bind ShadAldrich, ~::~herman, and Alhson. For the
rach, Mtlshach, and Abed-n"ego, and he cast them into the burning fiery furnace.
Honse: Wilson, McMillan, Turner, MontA new edition of that splendid prose poem,
-Dan. iii. 20.
gomery, Reed, Burrows, Payne.
"Life," by "the prince of orators," Col. R. G.
In~ersoll. It is larger and better than .the old
THE all-absorbing topic this week is the
edition, and can be framed or olaced upon the
as an ornament. In the center of the nard
railway strike ordered by the American Sheridan in Chicago and the Ninth has Union are activly at work in the East table
the _portraits of the Colonel artd the baby,
Railway Union. The shop employees of been ordered forward to the same point endeavoring to induce all railway em- appear
~urrounded by the prose poem, which has been
the Pullman company could not secure an from Sackett's Harbor, New York. Gen. ployeeseast of the Ohio to join the strikers. t1 uthfully described as," one of the masterpieces
of the orator and J;>oet, who now, as far as we
adjustment of their differences with the Nelson A. Miles is in command in Chicago. It is feared that the Central Labor Union knnw,
alone m the living world." It will
company. Then the American Railway United States Judges Woods and Gross- of Chicago will order a general tie-up and make astands
delil!'htful present, and will be a •ouvenir
Union ordered a sympathetic strike. It cup hav issued sweeping injunctions rumors of a like action in other cities are not only of mtellectual greatness, but of ar"tt.tic
p. It is printed on heavy boar.!, gilt
has spread over a greater portion of the against strikers a'Jd rioters. This has heard. Iowa troops opened the lines at worktuanshi
boveled edge. The s1ze is 12x16 inches, am\ the
West, Northwest, New Northwest, Pacific been done to secure the regular movement Sioux City. Fruit, vegetables, coal, ice, vrice
only?5 cents, post-paid.
Coast, portions of the Southwest, and into of the mails and to protect inter-state com- and milk are scarce in Chicago and high
•.rB.I!l ·.rRUTH SEEKER,
OQ T.af&vA+.t.A nlan~ 'NJ~~w Vn'l"k'
Alabama. In several states freight traffic merce. The government announces its in price. The governor of North Dakota
is partially or wholly suspended, and pas- intention to keep open the three Pacific has had to telegraph to Debs asking persenger traffic . greatly interfered with, lines as military and post roads, which mission to bring the state militia home
while the mails hav been much delayed. they are by their charters. Governor from their summer encampment. AmeriMuch railway and some other property Altgeld of Illinois has sent two very long can Railway Union men at Baltimore,
has been destroyed. In Chicago, the telegrams to President Cleveland, protest- Louisville, and many other places hav, so
"AND
11torm center of the trouble, the Pennsyl- ing in the name of local self-government far, refused to leave their places. Chicago
vania road alone has had nearly seven and state rights against the use of national Typographical Union sends a protest to
THE TRUTH SEEKER
hundred freight cars, one hundred of them troops in that state. He says that he has the president against his attempt to open
ONE YEAR,
loaded, burned and some other property ample force at his command to stop all up the lines of travel, commerce, and
Will be sent for 11!4.50. The
d~stroyed.
Other lines hav suffered disorder.
President Cleveland replies communication, which attempt it Mils
$2.76 Pin and THE TBUTH
severely. Snb\trban passenger business briefly, saying that he is wholly within the "supporting the . corporations."
The
SEEXEB one year for $5.
and milk:and ice movements are largely at law in all that he has done, and hinting to latest reports are hopeful, trains running
a stanilstill. The Illinois Central is one the governor that it will be better for the more regularly than for several days
THE
.
,
of the heaviest sufferers, the Southern fruit latter to do what he says he can do so previously, but as Pullman refuses to subtrade being largely over its lines. This is, easily, rather than to waste time in talk. mit to arbitration it is probable that 100,of course, a bad blow to the semi-tropical 0n Sunday last Presi~en t Cleveland issued. 000 more men will go out in Chicago.
AND
and Southern states fruit raisers. The a proclamation warnmg all strikers and President Cleveland has issued another
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
ROck Island is paralyzed to the Missouri others within the state of Illinois to desist proclamation, warning_ all unlawful comONE YEAR,
river and several of its rival lines are in from further unlawful acts and calling binations in North Dakota, Idaho, MonWill be sent for 11!4.75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTH
nearly as bad a position. At Battle Creek, npon all other citizens to refrain from tana, Washington, Wyoming, Colorado, SEEXEB,
$5. Either kind {Tea or Sugar) Spoon
Michigan, hundreds of passengers were mingling in any mobs. Those who ob- California, Utah, and New Mexico to dis- gilt bowl, 50c. more, ·
AddresR THE TRUTH SEEKER.
held for several days. Many towns and strnct the mails, interfere with com!llerce, perse and retire peaceably to their respectiv
cities from the western Minnesota line on and destroy property are characterized as abodes. A conflict between the strikers
toward the Pacific are in sore straits for '' public enemies," and all necessary force and the national troops is imminent in Calprovisions and, prices hav gone up enor- will be used to compel respect for law and ifornia. Troops hav started for Sacramously. Fruit supplies from California individual rights. Of course the strike men to. Several papers openlv advocate re·
and live stock shipments from the South- lenders, including President Debs of the sistance. Railroad men at Toledo, Ohio,
on,
- .~
west are greatly lessened. Hundreds of American Railway Union and Master hav struck. The first meat train(fifty-five ''·Pinciplea of the Natural Order or the llnl~
thousands of men in industries dependent Workman Sovereign of the Knights of cars) since July 4th from the Chicago
rerse, with a System of Morafi.'y
· upon the regular running of the trains are Labor, protest against the employment of stock yards got out J nly lOth.
Based Thereon.
out of work, as are large numbers of rail- national forces to secure the clearing of the
BY PRoFEsSoR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
road workmen who hav not struck,· but tracks and dispersal of mobs. Rioters in
whose roads are crippled by the strikes on Chicago who w~re destr?:fi:Dg railro.ad
CHEAP EDij;r'ION.
ou'Ui'ITENTB:
connecting lines. '£he League of Railway property and stonmg the m1ht1a and pohce
<!'Oftl!l and Matter,
The Fitness of Things in
i=ortality
of
Matter,
Nature (Teleology),
Trainmen refuses to strike and says it will were fired on last Saturday and several
!::mmor1lality_of
Force,
Man,
expel individual members who do. Santa were killed or wounded. At Hammond,
infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Fe conductors and Denver & Rio Grande Indiana, just over the IllinoiA line, a mob
Value of Matter,
Thou~ht,
\lotion,·
ConsCiousness,
engineers hav asked to be and hav been attacked a small company of united States
B'orm,
Seat of the SoUl,
sworn in as deputy marshals and armed. troops and some were killed. This mob
{mmutabilityofNatural Innate Ideas.~.
By R. WHEELER.
There does not seem to be any doubt that had just previously nearly killed several
Laws,
The Idea of u-od,
of Natural Personal Continuance,
the places of all strikers would be filled and railway employees who had refnsed to This book 1s iust what i~s title implies-thum_p- universality
Laws,
Vital
Force,
·
business proceed if it were not for the vio- qnit work. In California the strikers are .ng whacks at superstition. It deals with the rhe HeaveDB,
Soul of Brutes
of Christianity on the world showing ~eriods of the Creation The
lence of a fraction of the strikers and of in possession of Oakland, San Francisco, effect
Free
Will,
what Christians have done to advance their religof the Earth,
Morality,
the tough elements. State troops hav and Sacramento, the state militia ap- ion
and impede the progress of man. It shows Jriginal
Generation, Con c I u d!i:n g Observ....
been called out in Alabama, Michigan, parently sympathizing with them. One that Jesus was a false prophAt. that the gos_pels 'ecU.lar
Generation,
tioDB.
not authentic, and that t.-u.:o~ianity.: is a bor"
1ndiana, Illinois, Iowa, Colorado, Califor- company, indeed, surrendered its arms to are
·..: "" 01.110. ArM..,.•• THE 'J'lUJ'l'll R~F.l\ ~lU
rowed
system
of
religion.
That
the
B1ble
is
not
nia, anrl elsewhere. Large numbers of them. There the situation is very grave. in accord with Science, that the atonement
deputy United States marshals hav been The strike has extended as far East as scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
PRIESTLY CELffiA.CY EXPOSE&
sworn in and federal troops are held in Cleveland. The later reports are that the not a real benefit to man.
lly R"'""· A. T. Fmr. 1\'LA.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
readiness at all posts. The Fifteenth In- railroad men in other Ohio cities refuse to
Price, H C141!1t.ll
t\cldfllftB UIIB oii!,Qtl~
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
fantry has been called out from Fort quit, but agents of the American Railway

"With" Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knee.··

The Freethinker's Badge-pin

Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon

Force aJld 1\atter;

I

H a rd K n oc k s"
a t C h r •Is t •Ian •I t y.

A jour11al of Freethought and Reform.

WHAT MAY HAPPEN-ONE VIEW OF TaE WOMAN SUFFRAGE QUESTION.
UNOLE

SAM

(sotto voce): If .Tesns is their king they hav no business meddling with my ballot-box.

Wanted-More Subscribers.
"We solicit the kind attention of our friends to
the need which exists of increasing the subscripl tion list· of THE TRUTH SEEXEB.
There are several
1..reasons for this, which our readers will readily see.
lFirst, It will do a worl~ o~ good, by making more
JLiberals and by interesting those already liberal in
l the work of Freethought. The church is making
-great encroachments upon. our liberties, and the
people need to know about it, iri 6rder to defeat its
tyranny. And those who read THE TRUTH SEEXER
are a hundred times more interested and activ than
those who do not. Second, It is a duty we owe to
oui fellow-men to giv them the light of reason we
hav obtained. LiberalisJII. makes foJ true civiliza·
tion, and freedom from fear of an angry God makes
men happier and better. Every Liberal should do
all he can to lift up his neighbors from the darkness
of superstition to the glorious plain of mental liberty. And, as Mr. WakemQ says, referring to the
resolution regarding the Liberal papers passed at
the late International Congress : " They are the very
life of the cause of intellectual and practical emancipation of the neople. As such they are to be
built up and sustained by constant care, payment,
encouragement, and solicitation for subscribers for
them." Third, An increase in the list will relieve the
readers from the occasional " duns" we are com.Pelled to send out in_ order to get money with
t

which to pay bills. If we can obtain two or three
thousand new subscribers, the increased revenue
will make the business work of the paper easier,
and we can continue to improve the paper without
fear of financial embarrassments.
To reward those who will do a little for us in
this matter-we hav arranged to take a large number of Mr. Putnam's "Four· Hundred Years of
Freethought," and to every one who sends us four
new yearly subscribers at the regular rates of $3
($12 in all), we shall send a copy of that magnificent work free. Those who send the club before
~he book is off the press will be enrolled among the
original subscribers and patrons in the book.
And to make it easy to get these four new subscribers we will ofter them as a premium either of
two splendid works-The "Old Testament Storiea
Comically Illustrated," or W. ·s. Bell's "Handbook
of Freetbought " in cloth binding Our readers
know the value of these books, and that about every
Liberal in the country would like a copy of one or
the other.. Either one of these, as may be chosen,
will be given to the new subscribers obtained in
.these clubs of four, and a copy of. "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" to the one who gets
up the club and sends the money and names.
We cannot afford to make this premium to single
subscribers, but to enable old subscribers and single
new subscribers to obtain these and other desirable

works at a great reduction, we hav made a list of
premiums in connection with subscriptions to the
paper, to be found in the first column of the first
editorial page of THE TRUTH SEEKER. We are willing
to do our part toward making the obtaining of good
Liberal works' easy and cheap, and hope our readers will take advantage of the terms offered.
Once more we ask that a favorable eye be turned
in our direction, and a helpful hand extended. As
the resolutions of the International Congress expressed it, Boom the Liberal papers and you boom
the Liberal cause.
We can still supply THE TRUTH SEEKER of June
9th, containing the copyrighted addresses of Colona 1
Ingersoll, T. B. Wakeman, and Henry Rowley, and
others delivered at the Paine Memorial celebration at New Rochelle, May 30th. This is a finely
illustrated number, and those who send for it at
once will be the recipients of a charming souvenir.
Seven cents per copy, five or more copies; five oonts
each.
·
A twelve-page protest against the Sunday bills
offered in Congress by Kyle, Johnson, Gallinger,
and Morse will be sent for five cents. Twenty-five
copies, three cents each; one hundred copies, $2.
Never publicly espouse a so-called "reform "
until you hav treated yourself to at least a genera
acquaintance with what has heretofore been said
and done aloog that line.
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1he Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

HOW TO GET

. . ..

'Four Hundred

·FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
~earsofFreethought. oF FREETHDUGHT

BY SAMUEY..

.

P.

PUTN.A.M.

,

'

FREE

The object of this work is t<;> present the Course of Freethough~. throughout the t:livilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the ~1me of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments ofthe Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Iridustrial, and Political
SPECIAL OFFER.·
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold. are its influences, and with what
We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.
to make our friends a most generous
"Four Hundred Years of. Freethought ".will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages offer.
We need more subscribers to THE
of Human History,
·
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
adorn~d with the bright.est Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inven- needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
tions and Discoveries ari.d ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
for· it, but everyone can do a little
Not:.hln.g Can. be More In.t:.erest:.in.g,
work to obtain a copy- congenial
more inspiring to the Pio~eer Work'Olrs of to-day~to those who are still in the van for Human Rights ~n.d work, that will do great good all
Progress. The struggle 1s not ended and what IS already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal VIgl- around. Thia is the offer : ·
lance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
· It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds ?f the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and Magnificent Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
W'OMA.N'S EMANCIPATION

frcm the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
THE FIRST PART of the book will deal with· Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
.
The :first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Phllo::op.h.y.
Science. Education and
Literature.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Ethics.
Copernicus.
Boocaccio, Lessing.
Voltaire.
Gambetta.
Madame Roland.
Bruno,
Rabelais. Schiller.
Rousseau.
Galileo.
Bacon.
l::ipinnza.
Mary Wollstoncraft.
Castelar.
Kepler.
Comenius.
DeRcartes.
" French Salon. Brad laugh. Harriet Martineau.
Cervantes. Goethe.
Da Vinci.
Pestalozzi.
Marlowe. George Sand, French Revo- Garrison.
Locke.
Frances Wright.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
lution.
Phillips.
Newton.
Froebel.
Lucretia Mott
Hum e.
Humboldt. Combe.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Gibbon.
Hobbs.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Lyell.
Spencer.
Burns.
Emerson.
Jefferson.
Kant.
Sumner.
Lydia Maria Ch Ud.
Darwin.
Shelley.
Heine.
Mazzinni.
Owen.
Hamilton.
Lincoln.
Margaret Fuller.
Tyndall.
Byron.
Thoreau.
Bentham.
Holyoake.
Comte.
Bakounine. Elizabeth Ciidy Stanton.
Huxley.
Pushkin.
Whitman.
Mill.
Haeckel.
Biichner.
Warren.
Susan ~- Anthony.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
G~rabaldi,
Petrofsky.
Girard
Feuer bach.
Matild'lJoslyn Gage.
chewsky,
Heinzen.
Lick.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeker', Investigator, Ironclad Age., Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS

Send us Four Ne-wYearly Subscribers at
regular rates ($I2 in
all), and vve vvill send
the Getter,...up of the
Club a copy of" FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
FREETHOUGHT"
,
FREE OF CHARGES.

And further, to a1d ·our friends in
getting this book for themselves, we ·
will offer

To the .New Subsc1·ibers as a
Premium,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By lV.t'UiON HESION,

THE GREATEST BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.

'

pr, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
W, S. BELL'S

Handbook of Freethought.
With these Splendid Works· as premiums there ought to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

Remember, to tbe Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGitT,
free.
·
To each New Subscriber in the club, a premium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated,'' or W. s. Bell's
"Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-all free ·
by post or express •

at Chicago, tho Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
Horace Seaver,
George E. Macdonald, Capt, R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
•T. P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
D. M. Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam,
J;'rof. J. H. Cook,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
This really brings the price of th~
Parker Pill~bury,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H. Heywood,
M.rs. M.A. Freeman,
paper down to $2 to each new subCharles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehll!- Smtth,
Elizur Wright,
scriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEKEB
T. 0. Leland,
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Colman,
oo.e year and a dollar book for $3.
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lilltan Leli\Jld,
,
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy Post..
Judge C. B. Waite.
A Club of Four New Sub·
and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names scribers and $12 ($3 only ·
snvuld be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about
from each) does this.

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
Ior it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

Tne Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a sur~ey of history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.
.

The 'IW:rne oj" evet•y Subscriber who sends five dollars bej"m•e the w~rk is on the press
will be enrolled in thi~ book. DON'T FALL TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages oi Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Port.raits.
'It will be elegantly bound. It wi•l be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your friends when they ask, What is Freethought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world?
This is the most universal presentation of Freethought ever given to the public. and no Freethinker
can afford to be without it. It is a library in itself.
·
·
Address ortlers to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our fri.:mds to
help us.
It ought n.ot to be difficult to get
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive !heir copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought " as soon as the
book is issued.
Tlwse who send a Club and

Four New Subscribers and·
$12 before thefJook is printed
will have their names enrolled in its shining pages.
THE TRUTH SEEKER

28 Lafayette Place.
NEW YORK.
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Note the false statements in that brief paragraph.
The Christian Amendment in New York.
The National Reform Association, ever anxious to First, an unlocated and unlocatable " God" is the
iriject the religious opinions of its members into the author of our freedom. On the contrary, the past
FOUNDED BY D. ltlo KENNETT,
statutes and constitutions of the country, has sent is the parent of the present. Out of primeval darkness and savagery hav evolved the. sentiments,
E. M. MACDONALD, • • - • • Editor and Manager. one of its secretaries to Albany to help patch the
organic law of our state. Mr. William Weir is a thoughts, sciences, inventions, and institutions of
28 LAFAYE'ITE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
citizen of Pennsylvania, a state which con.tjjins more this comparativ enlightenment and civilization. We
can .trace ,the slow and devious march step by step.
JULY 21, 1894. irreconcilable cranks, of~verse and sundry 'patterns, It is not a matter of guess-work; it is capable of
SATURDAY. ·
than any other commonwealth in the Union. Some
demonstration, and .has been demonstrated. Our
of
its fanatics can always be depended on to -head
SUBSCRIPTION RATES;
social, religious, and political freedom is not. the
Bingle subscription. in a.dva.nce .................................3 00 every movement intended to QJ.eddle with the con- child of revelation, but of growth. It did not come
One subscriptiou two yea.rs, in a.dva.nce ........................ :i 00 cerns of the people in generai and the a1fairs of
from without, but from wit~in.
Two new subscribers .................. :.. ........................ :i 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremitta.noe. :i 00 other communities. Almost every crime against the
Next we are told that we are a "Christian people."
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remit·
.ta.noe .............................................. :. .... .,, '7 00 equal religious, moral, commercial, industrial, and This is true only in the sense that the majority
One subscription with three 11ew subscribers, in one remitcivil liberties of our citizens, if it did not hav its nominally adhere to the Christian faith. The state
ta.nce ........................................................ S liO
birth, received at least its most careful nursing -in is neither Christian nor Infidel. It can be neither
One subscription with four new subRcribers, in one remit·
ta.nce ........................................................10 eo that state. There seems to be something in the
with safety to the minority. It is secular, in spirit
Any number over :O.ve a.tthe sa.me ra.te, inva.ria.blywith one
soil and atmosphere favorable to the development of and intent, if not in letter, and actually. In so far
remitta.nce.
bigots of all kinds. It was in that unhappy prov- as it is theocratic by perversion, it must be reformed.
Monev shoula be sent btl ezpress oom.vant~'B monet~ oraer, ince that the scheme to inundate Congress with We should look and move forward, not backward .
.vostal oraer, ara.tz on New Yorl:, or btl reutsterea letter.
Aa«ress oommuntoattons ana mal:e ara.tzs, oheol:B, ,VOBt-O'/IIOe fraudulent petitions for the closing of the World's It is perfectly feasible to protect the religious and
anaezpreBBmonet~oraer•vat~ableto
E. M. MAOIJONALJJ,
Fair ~n Sunday was hatched, and there it was that civil rights of all if the state is made or kept secu28 Lafat~ette p!aoe, New Yorl:.
the forgery attained its most colossal proportions. lar, as its present status may necessitate. But it is
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We Bh&ll be obliged to on:r With a population of some more than five millions, impossible to extend that protection if we put
readenll they 'W'illBend n• the naDte and addren of upwards of fifteen millions of " names, were at- creedal limitations into the Constitution and statany Freethinker 'W'ho I• not a regular 8llb•crlber.
tached to the petitions specified. Now an inhabi- utes. No majority can resist the temptation to use
tant of that nature-blessed hut man-cursed kingdom unjust power when that power is close at hand or
comes over into New York on a mission of reaction. easily obtainable. Union of church and state must
SOME HANDSOME PREMIUMS
He wants our Constitutional Convention to make a be prevented at whatever cost. Recognition of God
To induce new s1:1bscriptions and prompt ~enew·
bad matter worse by the incorporation in the pre- and Jesus in the Constitution is union of church
als on the part of our friends we make the follow~
amble of the Constitution of a clause recJgnizing and state. To argue that it is not. is playing with
ing handsome prewum offers:
Jesus Christ as the upbearer of the government. the loaded dice of word jugglery.
For $6.60 we will send Tu TRUTH SEEKER one The preamble at present reads as follows:
"In the name and by the authority of our Lord
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred
Jesus
Christ." Brit a large fraction of the people
"We, the people of the State of New York, grateful to
Years of Freethought" ($5).. ··By taking advantage Almighty God for our freedom, in order to secure its of this state do not invoke the name nor recognize
of this or our Free offer of the book (see opposit blessings, do establiti!h tliis Constitution."
the authority of any non-elected man, dead or
page) there is no reason why every Freetbin4er in
Now, it is perfectly safe to say that the people,· living; and as for "Jesus Christ," they cannot ad·
the country should not possess this splendid _work. even most of the deeply religious men and women mit that he is their liege Lord. They are 8. part of
For $6 we will · send Tmi · TRUTH SEEKER one of the state, do not believe this. It is merely format " we, the people," and will not consent to help
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete" claptrap. On the Fourth of July arid' Washington's establish a government in the name of what is, to
($3). This edition of Paine's works contain$ a birthday the people celebrate the sufferings and tliem, a myth or was,. at most, an ordinary mortal,
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be achievements of the men of the Revolution who "long since dead and turned to clay." They claim
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New cemented in their blood the foundations of the -and rightly-that none of their duties as citizens
Union. On Decoration Da.y they do honor to the or neighbors hav their_ source in the alleged fact of
Rochelle.
memory
of those other men who, in a later crisis, his existence nor in their belief in said alleged existFor $6 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
their
lives to preserve that Union. On every ence. The American national government and
gave
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
the
orators and the poets, the essayists states are organized to perform certain ·definit
occasion
Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
and the toast writers and lilpeakers, say a thousand functions, none of which is the teaching of religFor $4:.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
words about the human authors of such freedom as ious or anti-religious dog~as, therefore the incoryear ($3) and James B. Alexander's" Dynamic Thewe possess to one word concerning the dream-god poration of any of those dogmas in the organic or
ory" ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one
of the skies. There are, of course, some few, usually statute law is utterly wrong, indefensible, and
wants this book. It has over a thousand large
perfunctory, allusions to "providence," "God's dangerous.
pages and more than four hundred illustrations.
Lastly, we are asked to believe that on the
guidance," and "his loving watchfulness," but even
It is. a digest of Science, and no one who studies
the most stupid readers and auditors are impressed shoulder of this Jesus Cllrist rests the government
it can help but be well-informed in all scientific
with the truth that this republic was founded, fought of the state of New York. This is the sheerest
matters.
for, and maintained by men "who walked this solid assumption, and a theological assumption at that.
For $4:.60 we will send Tu TRUTH SEEKER one earth." In view of these indisputable facts, we With the exception of, a few, a very fflw, assertions
year ($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- heartily agree with the National Reformers that the like that made in the preamble everything in the
Book" in cloth ($2.50).
preamble of the Constitution should be amended. Constitution and enactments presupposes or posiFor $4: we will send Tu TRUTH SEEKER one year This is the way we would hav it read :
tivly affirms that the people made, may and do
($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book''
modify,
and support and defend this government.
"We, the people of the State of New York, grateful to
in boards ($2).
all the men and women of the past who hav helped attain, So far as the procedure of our courts, boards,
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year by their labors and sacrifices, the freedom we now enjoy, bureaus, et al, is concerned, Jesus is a coruscating
($3) and a copy of" Old Testament Stories Comic- in order to secure its blessings, do establish this Consti· generalization of which no more accoq.nt is taken
tution."
than of -the firefly that sparkles fitfully in the shadally Dlustrated," in cloth covers ($1.5~).
It can be said in favor of this proposed amend- ows of the summer nig~t. It is a government of
For $3.60 we will send Tu TRuTH SEEKER one
ment that it is on every side impregnable to assault.
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically It is buttressed by history, science·, logic, and good the people, for the people, and by the people. It is
not within telescopic sight of the goal of perfection,
Illustrated," in board covers ($1).
sense. But what excuse is there for the substitute but all its " divinely constituted" rivals hav been
This is a splendid opport~nity to obtaQ:l books offer( d by Mr. William Weir, of Pennsylvania T left hopelessly behind in the race. To assert. that
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceed- Here it is:
this government of the people of to-day rests upon
ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can , "We, the people of the state of New York, grateful to the shoulders of a man · said to hav lived nineteen
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad 1f our Almighty God for our freedom, in order to secure its hundred years ago, and who knew nothing of the
blessings, as a Christian people in the name and by the
present reader~ will call the attention of their authority of our Lord Jesus Christ, on whose shoulder is conditions and problems of the present time, borders perilously close on the ravings of insanity. The
the government, do establish this Constitution."
· friends to the values offered.
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demand that this incoherent and base1 ess assertion
shall be made a part of the fundamental law is
intolerably insolent. Men are at perfect liberty
to believe all such dogmas and to build churches
and pay ministers to assist in their propagation, but
when they ask that the state, the state of all the
people, shall recognize said dogmas, and join in the
preaching thereof, they go a step too far and must
be made to understand that they are the enemies of
liberty and justice. Such is the position occupied
by the National Reform Association.

the society for each lecture delivered. Lack of
"reverence " for orthodoxy has several times gotten
Mr. Schwella before the courts. It would seem
that the one thing which "the powers that be ''
most fear and hate is the expression of unorthodox
opinions about religious subjects. The termination
of the career of Edward Schwella is a severe blow
to the Freethought cause in Austria-Hungary.

Sunday Platitudes.

one more day is added, if added by the choice of
the worker. However, this question does not need
to be discussed so long- as there are more workmen
than places to work. The "rest day " is ready for
all, but it cannot come for 'all the same: day of the
week and it must cease to be compulsory anywhere.

A Missionary Scheme.
THE 'rRuTH SEEKER has recently been doing, with
the generous aid of its friends, a great deal of political missionary work. We hav given a~ay thousands of the " Church Property " pamphlet, and it
is doing its work, in this state particularly. We
hav also given away thousands of arguments against
the proposed national Sunday laws. Besides these,
more thousands of TRUTH SEEKERS hav been scat'
tared broadcast over the land.
With the advent of hot weather the political
bodies will soon adjourn, but the people· of the
country will remain in session right along. And
they are of not less importance than the politicians,
and we want to devote a little attention to them.
Probably no one book has made more converts
to common· sense and won more people away from
superstition than Paine's "Age of Reason." It is
a book, as Colonel Ingersoll says, that furnishes an
immense amount of food for thought. It is written
for the average mind, a:nd is a straightforward,
honest investigation of the Bible and of the Chris.
tian system. It .has liberalized us all. It puts
arguments in the mouths of the people ; it puts the
church on the defensiv ; it enables somebody in
every village to corner the parson. It has never
been " answered " and never can be.
What ought to be done, and what we propose to
do, is to scatter this book broadcast-to giv and to
hav given away thousands of them among the peo·
ple. Every church-member that any Freethinker
knows ought to hav one. It will do that chut·chmember good, even if his wife burns it. He will
read a few pages in it at least before she gets bold
of it. But perhaps sl;Le too will read it. That book
1
in a family is bound to do good-an immense
amount. It has liberalized thousands and will
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE
TRUTH SEEKER, for from reading it D. l\1. Bennett,
whom we all loved when living, and whose me~ory
we now honor, became a Liberal. Pre.viously he
was a rigid churchman. There are more like him iD.
the country, and it is they we ought to reach.
Our proposition is for every reader of this paper to
send us the names and addresses of EIGHT of his
Christian acquaintances and ONE DOLLAR, and we
will mail each of them a copy of Paine's "AGE OF
REASON."
If you don't know eight Christians you care
enough about to convert, name those whom you do
~ant to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the
remainder to some editor or public man or preacher
worth savi:qg.
In this way public opinion can be made and
the church undermined. A few Freethinkers
in a community can club together and convert a
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and
dry in his pulpit. . Or they can send us the funds
and we will make the selection of the target and
take the responsibility of the work. What we want is
to scatter the book among the people and ha v it read
Remember, we do all the work-all we nsk is the
names and addresses and means to mail the book.
Surely everybody can help in this and make thousands of Freethinkers. Don't select the names
of indifferentists, but those of good church people,
with a preference for those who hav the capacity to
think if they only are steered in the right direction.

Col. Alexander S. Bacon, who livs over in Kings
county, in an address delivered recently before the
Mr. Weir writes in the Christian Statesman that Kings County Sunday Observance Association said
when his amendment was presented to the Com- that no nation could remain a republic if it did not
mittee on Preamble and Bill of Rights, it was found observe its Sunday laws. This nation is already
that the committee had already adopted the preamble_ endangering its existence by failing to do so more
first quoted. But the committee reconsidered its rigidly. The man of the militia also observed that
action that the new form might come before it and the intellectual, moral, economical, and political
Mr. Weir be heard. The Covenanter missionary welfare of the people depended upon the suspension
of all labor on Sunday. "Sunday laws were based
continues:
on the laws of nature, which requires that men
"So soon as the secretary of the committee read the
amended form of preamble, a tall, thin, gray haired and should rest on one day in seven. A man can not
whiskered gentleman strongly. objected to having any- be much above a brute if he spends seven days in
thing to do with it. The remainder of the committee, degrading toil.'; We do not know what, if any,
however, promptly declared they would hear the case, connection there is between Colonel Bacon's rewhereupon the old gentleman pushed back his chair and marks and the fact that he is one of the numerous
strode from the room. Inquiry revealed that he was an
Infidel. Is the skeptic spirit that will not even listen to aspirants for the Republican no~ination for govthe reasons of its opponents any very great improvement ernor of this state. We do know that his asserupon the 'religious bigotry' which they flnd joy in de- tions will not for a moment stand examination.
nouncing?"
If obedience to Sunday laws is essential to the
The only mistake made by the '' Infidel com- perpetuity of repu}>lics what effect will such laws
mitteeman " was in not remaining and tangling up hav upon the longevity of kingdoms and empires!
the Covenanter in a cross.examination. But he How can the defensiv power of the citizen be
probably reasoned-and correctly-that neither the strengthened by compelling him to surrender his
committee nor the convention has properly any- self-sovereignty one day in seven! If he can rightthing whatever to do with religious tenets, except fully be compelled to abstain from work on Sunday
to kick out such as are already in the Constitution. why·cannot he legitimately be forced to do such
No employee of the state is in duty bound to help work on the other days of the week- as society
run the machine or pour on water for preachers who chooses for him instead of the work he would select
are trying to grind their priTate axes at the state's for himself !
expense. It is parely a matter of taste whether he
It is ridiculous to say that the "intellectual, moral,
does or does not help furnish an audience for Mr. economical, and -political welfare of the people
Weir, of Pennsylvania. Mr. Weir is an interloper depends upon the suspension of all labor on Sunand would-be mischief maker, and whatever atten- day." At least half of the so-called" Sunday rest"
tion he receives is his as a matter of long-suffering of the present time is aimless idling that in no way
courtesy, not as a right.
conduces to the well being of the citizen nor of
After the ambassador from the Keystone state of society. There will be a very great improvement
superstition had made his speech before· the com- when the last trace of reverence for Sunday as a
mittee "a gray haired member" asked to see the holy day is effaced from the minds of .the people
proposed amendment. Reading it, he said:
and all places of recreation and instruction are wide
"I shouldn't like to Eay this is a ' Christian people.' open on th<:tt day as on all other days. Then·millAnd I shouldn't like to say 'in the name and by the ions more of the people will hav the opportunity
authority of Jesus Christ.' And I shouldn't like to say to admire and study nature and_ art, to read books,
'the government is on his shoulder.'"
to engage in games promotiv of physical vigor and
Mr. Weir does not say how this calm rejection of conduciv to clearness of thought and ethical health.
his amendment, part by part, affected him, but we But that the masses may properly utilize their
are encouraged by it to hope that even the theistic weekly day of rest there must ever be engaged a
clause may be eliminated from the preamble if the small army of Sunday workers, who, in turn, will
Freethinkers and other progressiv, liberty-loving rest on other days if they choose. What is needed
people of the state make themselvs heard and felt in solving this very simple problem is common
at once. In this connection it should be stated that sense. The ordinary preacher should keep silence,
"two or three, other amendments "of similar im- for the rational Sunday endangers his present
port" were before the committee "but none of craft, and so -he cannot contribute unprejudiced
them so broad" as the Pennsylvanian's.
thoughts.
"Sunday laws are based on nature, which reThe New York members of the Freethought quires that men should rest one day in seven." Is
Letter-Writing Corps will this week write to the that so! Where did Colonel Bacon get the inforCommittee on Preamble in condemnation of and mation T The year, the month, day and night, are
argument against the proposed Christianizing of natural divisions of time, but where has that overthe state Constitution. Point out also the absurd- worked authority set apart the weekT Referrfug
ity and injustice of the theistic clause. Demand an to the indications which nature givs us, it is plain
absolutely secular Constitution. The members of that man has generally rested at night and worked
the Committee on the Preamble are :
during the hours when, in common parlance, the
J. M. Francis, Troy (chairman); Thomas G. Alvord, sun is above the horizon, but in our modern comSyracuse; Augustus Frank, Warsaw; W. L. Vandenberg, plex industrial civilization millions of men hav reAmsterdam; N. A. Woodward, :Batavia; M. L. Parker, versed this arrangement. Why does not Colol)lll
Lyndonville; John G. Schumaker, Brooklyn; John Bigelow, A. H. Green, G. J. Tucker, New York; Veeder, Bacon propose a law forbidding night labor? Such
a statute, while no less irrational and invasiv than
--.
Sunday laws, would be much more in harmony
Edward Schwella, president of the Freethought with "Nature's" plain commands.
Federation of Austria, died May 18, 1894. Mr.
There is no objection to voluntary abstention
Schwella started the Free Religious society, which from labor on Sunday and avoidance of amusement
has a membership of six thousand. ''The biography and instruction. What we demand is freedom ef
of him is virtually a history of the Free Religion- choice for all. Away with meddling laws, and the
Never commence to pray for rain until the wind
ists," says Mr. Putnam in "Four Hundred Years of roiled waters of "rest" and "labor" will clarify
has changed to the right quarter, and then only in
Freethought."
The Austrian government com- themselvs.
_palled Mr. Schwella to confine himself to scientific
If labor is not "degrading" on six days of the the presence of ignorant and very religious au-.
·
lectures of a popular character, and levied a tax on week it is not likely to demoralize so very much if diences.
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Cordial Reception of the "Missionary Scheme." with the position and arguments of Judge Parker. these enactments are crude, ill-considered, undiscritn·
Our offer of eight copies of the "Age of Reason "
for $1, to be mailed, postage paid by us, to the addresses of Christians, is bringing in numerous re. sponses. It is evident that our readers see the
value of such a means of liberalizing the minds of
church members. ·
Here are a few of the letters received in the last
few days:
"PARIS, TEx., July 8, 1894.
'' M B. EDITOR :·In your last paper I notice an o:ller to
send eight copies of Thomas Paine's 'Age of Reason' for
$1 to religious friends. I hand you the dollar and names.
"If it is not asking too much I should like for you to
send sample copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER to each of the
above named persons, and oblige,
J. F. MILES."
"PLYMOUTH, PA., July 8, 1894.
"MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1, for which send
the 'Age of Reason' to the addresses given.
'' L. K. DERBY."
"July 8, 1894.
"MR. EDITOR:· I noticed that in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
July 7th you struck the best plan of saving some sensi~
ble souls. I mean through Paine's 'A,ge of Reason.' I
inclose $2; $1 to be the price of eight souls whcse names
and addresses accompany this, and if their respectiv
souls are not worth twelve aud a half cents apiece, I spend
my money very foolishly, for I picked ~mt the very best
•
A WoRKER."
I knew.
"GREENVIIiLlll, N. 0., July 9, 1894.
"·MR. EDIToR: I see in THill TRUTH SEEKER of the 7th
an oft'er to mail eight copies of the 'Age of Reason' to
eight names of Christians. Inclosed find $1, for which
please mail one copy to each of the appended addresses.
.
"WM. H. LONG."
We can think of no better way of reaching
thoughtful. Christians than this which is so quickly
appealing to the good sense and stimulating anew
the zeal of our friends. We shall report progress
again soon.

·The decision will be found in full on page 456.
J. B. Wise, of Clay Center, Kansas, indicted, as
told in these columns, by a federal grand jury, for
sending by mail a passage from the Bible, has been
released on bail. He will be tried in October if the
attorneys at .work on the case do not succeed in
squelching the prosecution.

inating, cruel in operation and disastrous in effect.
They serve no good purpose and aggravate the evils
at which they are ostensibly aimed. For once the
officials are wiser than the. moralists, although the
laws which the latter insist on having enable the
former to make merchandise of the misfortunes of
some classes while doing absolutely nothing to- inaugurate better conditions.

The most unexpected and painful news of the
Even so fair and progressiv a paper as the Boston
sudden death of Charles W. Goff has reached us.
Tran&cript,
a journal which spoke often, ably, and
He died of heart disease at his home in Kearney,
manfully
for
the opening of the Fair gates on SunNebraska, on June 23d. In our next issue we shall
day,
is
not
entirely
free from the in1luence of tbe
giv the addresses delivered at his funeral by Almon
holy day superstition. Sometime ago it s~d:
Stuart, of Minden, and Hon. E. C. Calkins, of
The political campaign in Massachusetts for the fall
Kearney.
election in 1894 began yesterday, when the Socialist
A number of our doubly-afflicted fellow-citizens Labor party held its fourth annual convention of a Sun·
sailed last week on a pilgrimage to Lourdes. Sixty- day in the good, clean, represontativ New England city
of Springfield, and nominated candidates for governor
seven went on the "Noordland" and one hundred and a general state ticket. In choosiDg Sunday for their
and twenty on the "Paris." It is probable that the convention day, the Socialist Labor men manifest their
sea voyage and the excitement, change of climate, un-American promptings and tendencies. It is doubtful
scenery, etc., in France will relieve some of them of if it will help them in securing the votes of the men of
their physical infirmities, but there does not appear Massachusetts who hav been in the habit of looking upon
Sunday with some degree of habitual respect, even when
to be even the shadow of a hope that the tenacious the old-fashioned Sabbath-keeping piety is no longer felt,
grip of the faith disease will be weakened in a single
Why should not political conventions be held on
instance. They come from different sections of the Sunday? The majority of the delegates are on that
country, and among them are some afflicted with day released from their ordinary duties and the
paralysis while· many others are suffering from eye convention work will be an agreeable change. This
trouble. " They all expect," says the Times, " to is particularly true of parties largely composed of
be ·miraculously cured at the grotto." It is pa- wage-earners, whose "delegates cannot well efford
thetic.
to lose the earnings they would hav to sacrifice
The Fre~thought Letter-Writing Corps (except the otherwise. The elector who would cast his ballot
New York section) will write again this week to against the can!lidates of the party whose principles
Representativs concerning the Vilas bill for the pre- he believes are true, just, and expedient, merely
vention of commerce. This bill was quoted in full beca1,1se its nominating convention was held on a
--------~---------in these columns last week. It is intended by this particular day of the week instead of some other,
Judge Parker's Decision in the Moore Bias. measure to apply the same censorship to literature must be a rery imperfect sp~cimen of manhood.
phemy Case.
forwarded by express that the Comstock statutes Either his intellect sadly needs cultivating or his
The crime of blasphemy " must be considered a enforce against that sent by mail, with this differ- moral n~ture is out pf plumb. Has Massachusetts
stranger to the laws of Kentucky." So said Judge ence, that the incorporation of the word "indecent" many such citizens T The epithet "no-American"
Parker in sustaining the demurrer of C. C. Moore in the new law is meant. to suppress what Christians is unworthy of the cultured and generally cosmoto the indictment for blasphemy. The opinion ren- cannot forbid circulation on the worn-out charge of politan TranBcript.
dered by the Kentucky judge is clea~, concise, and "blasphemy" and which is .not amenable to the
It depends very much upon your environment
wide-reaching. It is shown that blasphemy statutes accusation of "obscenity." Under such a drag-net whether your creed name is one of shame or of
are wholly out of place in a country where religious statute a Christian· jury would hav no difficulty in honor. Puul Marc Sam·alle is editor of La Patrie,
equality and freedom are guaranteed. In 1810 condemning any Freethought book or paper, while ·Montreal. T. P. Tar.dival is editor of La Verite,
Chief Justice Kent, of the Supreme Court of New the best works on sexuar physiology would be re- Quebec. Mr. Sanvalle is· an old-country FrenchYork, held that the common law against blasphemy morselessly interdicted. This reactionary scheme man, a Catholic, at least professedly, but his wife
was still in force, but he denied that Christianity must be defeated. Address a new Representativ belongs to the Eglise ~eformee of France, and his
is part of the law of the state, as is so confidently this week.
children are Protestants. These facts hav placed
claimed by the Sundayites and other theocrats of
Now that the strike is apparently over and busi- his orthodoxy under suspicion. La Verite accused
our time. Judge Parker refuses to accept Justice ness about to resume its wonted course, we expect him of being a Methodist. This was too much.
Kent's dietum that we are bound by the common to receive a larger number of orders for " Four He felt that his reputation was damaged to the extent
law inhibition of blasphemy, holding, and rightly, Hundred Years of Freethought.." Mr. Putnam is of just $200. He sued to recover this amount from
that that inhibition cannot be in force in a state at work in the Northwest, and, although it is the Mr. Tardival. Rev. Canon Archambault, "doctor of
which has no established religion. England had lecturer's dull s.eason of the year, and made more ecclesiastical law and chancellor for the archdiocese,"
an established church ; the tenets of that church than ordinarily unprofitable by the industrial dis- testified for Mr. Sauvalle. He said that a man did
constituted part of the civil law and had to be en- turbances, he is not cast down as those whose only not cease to be a Catholic unless he formally deforced. Appealing to the authority of Blackstone, ambition is the accumulation of wealth might easily clared his intention of leaving the church. (The
Judge Parker declares that "the sole aim and object suppose him to be. Yet it ~ill be a good idea to membership lists of many churches, Protestant and
of these [blasphemy, apostasy, and heresy] laws help us prepare a number of cheering messages to Catholic ~like, are kept fat in that way.) The
was to preserve the Christian faith, as it was then be sent to him during the next few weeks. THE Catholic church, continued Canon Archambault, in
understood and accepted by the• established church." TRUTH SEEKER for one year (old and new subscrib- cal!les of mixed marriages, ordered that the children
He also says that "it was to uphold the' established ers) and "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" be brought up as Catholics, but if these orders
church, and not in any sense to maintain good or- still go for $6.50, with your name enrolled in the were disobeyed ·the disobedience was not sufficient
der that there was a law against blasphemy." This memorial volume. These names received since last to justify the accusation of not being a Catholic.
is the only honest and sensible view to take of these acknowledgment:
The counsel argued that to a man in Mr. Sauvalle's
statutes.
situation the name " Methodist " was as offensiv as
British Oolumbia.-Simeon Duck.
His analysis of the decision of Justice Kent, and
Oolorado.-A. E. Beebe.
the term "Jesuit" would be in France. Judge
Massachusetts. -Alfred Larson.
the subsequent paragraphs of Judge Parker's opinJette gave a decision for Sauvalle in the full amount
Washington.-Michel Steffan.
ion, tear to tatters the claim that because England
demanded, $200. He said that the term " Methodhad a state church whose dogmas became, by that
The Ohristian Statesman, in its overweening self- ist " applied to a Catholic in a Catholic province
fact, part of the laws of the kingdom, therefore, in confidence, sneers at the remark of a city official must be injurious. The moral of this is that it is
the United States, which has no state church, that certain admitted evils are perplexing problems libel to call a man something that he is not, espeChristianity is part of the laws of the nation and and that the authoritjes are in doubt as to how to cially in a neighborhood where the ideas designated
of the states. If Judge Parker's decision is BUB· deal with them. It is sure that all that needs to be by that appellation are at a discount. Nevertheless
tained by the higher courts the death-blow has done is to enforce the 'laws, and it asks why the the gentleman who happens to be meant should not
been given to the traitorous machinations of the suppression of the crimes of burglary and murder is get excited too quickly. In Florence, state of
theocrats. Heretofore court after court has held, not also a "perplexing problem." It is, but not in Iowa, away back in the first days of the war, "a
. that Christianity has a place in our laws, and all the sense that the suppression of vice is !'Inch. There bad man ~om ~he East" pulled off his coat and
this inexcusable legal blundering has had its source is a vital distinction between vice and crime, despite whipped an Irishman for calling him a " black Rein the false view that we must be guided by the the oft.entimes close association of the two, and no publican." In less than a year it was not safe in
English common law, in spite of the fact that it is really serious student of s.ocial questions can make that tow~ship to be suspected of being anything
absolutely unsuited, as regards" religious offenses," light of the doubts and difficulties of those who are else. Times change and men with them. " Christo our wholly dissimilar conditions. We ask every charged with the enforcement of our statutes and tian" was once a term of honor and " Infidel" an
reader to thoroughly familiarize himself or herself . ordinances against private wea.kne&ses. Most of opprobrious epitliet. We_liv in a transition period.

a
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On a subsequent occasion, a Baptist minister
named Stoughton, who evidently had heard of the
BY J. 0. HANNON.
incident just related, called on Girard for a donation
[An address delivered before the Friendship Liberal
to build a church. Girard received the dominie
League, Philadelphia, May 20, 1894. J
with cold and formal courtesy. Surmising the
II.
object of his visit, he presented him a check for
Though born in France, Girard was proud of ~is $500. After noting the amount, the clergyman knit
American citizenship, and never .lost an opportumty his brows, and exclaimed: " Only $500 I surely you
t.o show his attachment to republican institutions. will make it $1,000." "Let me hav the check,"
During the war of 1812 he upheld the financial arm said Girard, "I will rectify it." The preacher
of the government by maintaining the credit of rubbed his hands in expectation as he handed back
the United States Bank. When our national credit the check, but Girard tore it into fragments a'ld,
was prostrated by fear of the dissolution of the pointing to the door, said, "You had your choice of
union ; when our resources were exhausted to the $500 or nothing; now take it and go."
last cent; when the cry of treason and disunion "!as.
I will not dwell upon his private lif", nor do we
heard 'coincident with the invasion of an EnghEh claim that he possessed either literary or scientific
:fleet ; when in vain the govPrnment called for a loan attainments. Whatever stock of useful knowledge
of $5,000,000, and by every inducement failed to _he possessed was acquired by the nativ vigor of his
raise over $25,000-in such a crisis and under such intellect. His favorite authors were Voltaire, Hume,
appalling circumstances, Stephen Girard stepped to Gibbon, Rousseau and Thomas Paine, whose genius
the front, cool as a philosopher, undismayed by and phil~sophy he admired, whose noble sentiments
present emergencies and without thought of future found congenial abode in his bosom, and whose
compensation, and subscribed the full amount of works were always conspicuous in his small and
$5,000,000. When we consider th3 c.ircumstances, choice library (which library has been consigned to
remembering that an internal conspiracy. of great the dark corner of the college cellar, together with
magnitude was aiming to cripple our natwnal de- two elegant marble busts of Voltaire and Rous!'leau
fense; that an English :fleet was deotroying our that, so long as he lived, adorned his private sitting
commerce on the sea ; that financial speculators sat room on Water street).
like buzzards on the fences of expectation waiting
Girard's Will is a masterpiece of btmevolent calto devour the carcass of the American Union; that culation, and every Freethinker should own a copy,
Girard's chances of reimbursement were less hope- as it givs the lie to the blatant hypocrits who ask,
ful than those of one who stakes his fortune on the "What hav Infidels done for the world-what
capital prize of the Louisiana lottery-who will charities hav thq fostered, what colleges hav they
deny that his patriotism in those times that tried raised T'' The college at present contains sixteen
men's souls places his name on our muster roll of hundred boys, thus disproving Daniel Webster's
patriots?
prophecy, which was, "There is no Christian parent
It has been asserted that his motiv was gain, not who, if called. on to die, would not rather trust his
philanthropy. This I deny as a pious lie invented orphan children to the cold charity of. the world,
by those who hoped to harvest from the products of than trust them to an institution where their eduhis industry. While there is nothing in the mere cation and physical comfort were abundantly ataccumulation of wealth to command our veneration tended to, but away from the hopes and consolations
or esteem, Girard stands as a noble exception to the of the Christian religion." The following is Girard's
crowd of dollar snatchers whose paths are marked especial clause in that remarkable will, and it is
by poverty, wretchedness, and .rwn. It w~s not t~e printed on the face of all visitors' permits:
acquisition of power that stimulated him. H1s
I enjoin and require, that no ecclesiastical missionary
democratic spirit subdued the baser passions that
or minister of any denomination shall ever hold or exer~
govern our modern Chri~tian millionaires, and fitted cise
any dnty or station in said college ; nor shall any
him to become the bulwark of society, the benefac- snob person ever be admitted even as a visitor·within its
,
tor of posterity, and the father of countless orphans premises.
yet unborn. Denied the benefits of a refined eduImagin the sublime audacity of erecting with his
cation, still his penetrating vision beheld the hope- money a church on the premises he dedicated to the
less. condition of thousands consigned to lives of education of orphans and polluting the minds of
poverty and ignorance. His powers of mind re- children with the sophistries of exploded superstisponded to the vastness of the responsibility attend- tion. Striking features of the modern buildings on
ing the possession of. wealth, and he resolved to the college grounds are the phallic emblems used in
confer on future generations the ben~fits of the their architecture, in glaring contrast to the Grecian
riches he had acquired. This fact is borne out by sculpture of the main building. In fact, a stranger
the laudable hope he expressed when he said:
would suppose the whole institution was an extenMy deeds shall be my life. 1\'ly actions shall speak to siv theological seminary.
Though the schemes of the pious directors are
fntnre generations of the only claim I bav upon their respect and attention.
marked by evasions, their designs hav been detected,
The tenor of his will bears out his truthful asser- and I hope the day is not far distant when the
tion, and his magnificent college, with its endow- common instincts of justice to Girard's memory will
ment of millions upon millions, dedicated to the inspire the citizens of his adopted city to demand a
causes of education, sobriety, morality, and patriot- complete and unequivocal explanation. Though the
ism, proclaims him one of the great family of im- defenders of superstition hav been the defamers of
mortals whose footsteps will re·echo down the cor- his character and hav violated the noblest wishes of
his life, the Christian church can search in vain
ridors of ages.
Numerous anecdotes are related of his eccentri- through the calenda.r of her saints for such a noble,
cities, but they are familiar to every one who has generous, and heroic soul. She may sneer and scoff
read anything of his life. There are. two especial at his homely and democratic instincts, but deep in
events, however, that show the trend ·of his mind her soul she envies his greatness, and would willwhen excited by conflicting emotions. His munifi- ingly exchange ten millions of her blockheads for
cent liberality to charitable institutions was a matter one such character as Stephen Girard.
of every-day notoriety. He had a special attachGod is a term
ment for the Penn Hospital, and his liberal donaDenoting onr conception
tions hav undoubtedly placed that grand old instiOf power stern
tution among the permanent landmark~!! of the city.
Behind phenomena
Mr. Girard had many personal friends, but none
UnknowableUpholding all,
who knew him better than Samuel Coates, a liberal
Ruling without exception.
Quaker and patron of the hospital. One day Mr.
Clerics bnt brawl
Coates called on Girard for a donation. The latter
To fill abdomen&.
was at dinner. Mr. Coates took a seat .at the same
table and came at once to business. "Well," said
Woman's suffrage seems likely to be obtained.
Gira;d, "how much do you want now!" "Anything When it is a reality the ladies will tone down and
thee pleases," said Mr. Coates. Girard arose, went to abandon. hysterics, especially the Christian forln of
his desk, and wrote and presented a check for $2,000, that disorder. They are badly in its grip at preswhich the Quaker placed in his pocket, not even. ent. . Miss Frances Willard, for instance, referring
looking at the figures. "What," said Girard, "you to Sir John Hall, ex-premier of New Zealand, where
do not look at the check!" " Beggars must not be woman's suffrage obtains, said that "it took two
choosers," said Mr. Coates. "Then, hand me back thousand years of Christian life to produce such ~
the check," said Girard. "No, no!" answered Mr. man." She did not say how many years of ChrisCoates, " a bird in the hand is worth two in the tian life it took to produce John Ballance and Sir
bush." "Well," responded Girard, " you hav caught Robert Stout, both premiers of New Zealand, and
me on the right footing to-day." He then drew up both Secularists. Nor did she say how many years
another for $5,000, and banded it to Mr. Coates, say- of Christian life it took to produce John Stuart
ing, "Will you look at this T" "Well, if it pleases Mill, who wrote his book on "The Subjection of
thee," said his friend, which he did, and handed Women " when the cause was laughed at. Chrisback the first one. This little incident is character- tians talk as though great causes began when they
istic of both men, and showed that they understood took them up, whereas they never take them up
each other thoroughly.
until they are winning.-London Freethinker.

Stephen Girard.

}'reethought and Secular Notes from England.
CHBISTIANITY A FAILUBE.

The Church Missionary Society has been recently
distributing pious tracts rather extensivly in London. One of those tracts given away the other
Sunday in Westminster Abbey has reached me and
this is what it says:
The work of converting the heathen is only.beginning
and we hav barely touched the fringe of it. The naturai
increase of population in the heathe~ "!o~ld is outstripping
at this moment all onr effort•; and If Jt IB trne, and I be.
lieve it has never been contradicted, that four millions
only hav been baptized within this century, it has also
been said without contradiction that the natural increase
of the heathen world in that time bas been two hundred
millions, an awful contemplation for ns to-night. It is
said that there are ei~?bt hundred millions on onr earth
to whom the name of .Tesns Christ is unknown, and that
ten hundred and thirty millions are not in any sense
Christianized. Of these, thirty-five millions paas
annually in one ghastly, reproachful, monrnfnl procesmon
into Christless graves. They are dying so very fast! In
China alone, t king the lowest computation of the population which has been given, it is estimated that fourteen
hundred die every hour, and that in this one day thirty.
three thousand Chinese hav passed beyond onr reach.
And if this meeting were to agree to send a missionary
to-morrow to China, before he could reach Chinese
shores one and a half millions of sonls would hav passed
from this world into eternity. Nineteen centuries hav
passed away, and only one-third of the population of our
earth is even nominally Chri!'ltian. We are bound to face
these facts and all that they mean f,>r ns to-night, and to
ask onrselvs how we stand in regard to this awful need of
the heathen world.
The meaning is clear. The goE~pel has failed, and
therefore a sen!'lible remedy (i' any) should be
applied. In reading this tract one is reminded of
St. 'Iheresa's famous vision, in which souls were
dropping into hell like flakes in a snowstorm.
BELIGIOUS BIGOTRY AGAIN.

The indignation of the public has .been justly
aroused through the recent action of the Rev.
JameH Drew, vicar of Wapleywitb, Codrington, and
through the position he .has taken up in wantonly
insulting a number of residents in his parish.
Some of his parishioners, who belong to the Baptist
communion, hav recently erected a mission room in
that village, and by this exercise. of their undoubted
right hav offended and irritated the reverend
gentleman. He has issued a rem'arkable circular,
in which he compares the action of his Baptist
neighbors to the sin of Jeroboam, who made Israel
to sin, in that he set up places of worship other
than that place which God had chosen in J ernsalem. He further supports his senten'Ce of denunciation by extracts from the writings of Calvin,
Baxter, and John Wesley. The Rev. James Drew
is evidently. unable to read the signs of the times if
he thinks that by such means he can either commend his church to acceptance or win respect of
right-minded citizens. This is another instance
showing how Christians love one.another.
THEOLOGICAL TBICKEBY.

As I hav already intimated to your readers some
weeks ago, 3,130 London board school teachers informed the board that they could not conscientiously impart religious instruction in the spirit of
the notorious circular, thus accepting the board's
offer that in that case they should be relieved from
the duty. Instead of carrying out the offer, the
school management committee now ask the board
to empower them tu write to these 3,130 teachers
individually, and a~k them to say over again what they
s~id in the memorial. The object of this proceeding is the moral intimidation of the teachers who
took the board at its word and claimed relief on the
very terms it proposed. The fact is that the board
cannot afford to dispense with the services of more
than 3,000 teachers, and so it is trying to frighten
them into compliance.
THE PABSON'S LOVE FOB THE LABOBEB.

The Rev. F. S. Hewson is vicar of Compton,
Verney, and he is also a member of the boar i of
guardians. In this capacity, in hia own words, he
"tries to do his duty to the rate-payers as well as
to the poor." What he conceives to be his duty to
the poor may be judged from the following incident:
A Strafford-on-Avon woman's husband was removed
to the lunatic asylum. She had three children and
after paying rent and club subscription there was
left three shillings nine pence a week to maintain
herself and her children, and she applied to the
guardians for relief. It was proposed to allow her
three shillings a. week, but the Rev. F. S. Hewson
protested against this and said he did not think it
was a case for relief. One guardian very properly
exclaimed that it was disgraceful to hear a clergyman maintain that three shillings ·nine pence was
sufficient for four people to liv upon, whereupon
another guardian got up and regretted that members of the board should allow the devil to get the
better of them in their discussions. If it was the
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devil who inspired the indignatio'!l against the par·
son all we can say is that the devil is v_ery far from
being as bad as he is supposed to be. And how the
Rev. F. S. Hewson must be beloved by his parishioners!
·
THE CHURCH STOPS THE WAY.·
The London Echo says that the truth must be
told, whoever may be offended. The church stops
the way in London board schools, in promoting
endless and· profitless discussions on the necessity
of dogma-teaching in the schools, and it stops the
way. in the House of Lords by obstinately rejecting
the Marriage with the Deceased Wife's Sister bill.
This bill has been passed by the House of Co~uions
again and again. "A fig for the House of Commons, or the opinion of the country," say the
bishops. On June 14th the bill was once more rejected in tile :House of Lords by a majority of nine,
the whole of the bishops voting against the bill.
We are glad to see the present agitation going on
throughout .the country for an extensiv reform of
the Upper House. Whatever other improvemPnts
may take place, we hope the bishops will be sent
from a place where they hav neither the ability nor
desire to be of any. service to the democratic aspirations of the pre.sent age.
AN IMPROVED CHRISTIANITY.
The dean of Ely has been. following the example
of .other church worthies in endeavoring to improve
Christianity. This eminent divine a few days since
preached a special sermon in Shoreditch church on
the subject of "The Spiritual Basis of Education,"
in which he said that the theological doctrin of
"original sin" was not true, and that the teaching
of the "wrath of God" was an." appalling theory."
"Paul says nothing about it." No such words,
added the dean, are to be found in the Greek text.
If this is so, the epistles of Paul, as found in the
English New Testament, contain that which is pos
itivly false, inasmuch as they undoubtedly teach
both original sin and the wrath of God. (See Romans i, 18 ; v, 12; ix, 22; Ephesians v, 6 ) It is
time that "God's" word was submitted to a still
further process o.f improvement if we are to hav
any idea of :what the writers said and meant. Instead of believing that children ·are born iti sin, the
dean of Ely regards them as being the" children of
emotion, of passion, governed by the things about
them and. the impression such things make upon
their senses." This, no doubt, is a great improvement upon Christianity as taught by the churches
and in portions of the Bible, but it shows how extensivly the Christian faith is being modified
through the evolution of modern thought. Even
the leading lights of the church are compelled to
giv up the "faith ·as i~ was. on~e delive~ed to the
saints;" Freethought IB domg Its work m heralding the advent of an era of mental freedom when
superstition shall giv place to common sense, an~
theological faith shall yield to the lessons·of cultivated reason.

held its annual meeting, when a most encouraging
re_port of progress during the last twelve months
was read. Mr. W. Holman Hunt, the eminent
artist, was elected president for the current year.
In his opening a~dress he made a strong appeal for
a free Sunday. Although a professed Christian, he
had ~o sympathy with those believers who sought
to fetter tbe liberty of any members of society by
what he called "harassing persecution.". He held
that "the death-knell of such social exclusivness had
been sounded."
INTERESTING EVENTS.
The pious people of Scotland are much concerned
over a book that has just been published, written
by William Macintosh, M.A., D D., and which is
commanding a rapid sale. The reverend doctor
dismisses the doctrins of the a·upernatural birth. of
Jesus, of miracles, and of .the atonement as being
no part of Christianity. The Jast doctrin, he says,
was the " invPntion of St. Paul." Speaking of
Jesus, the writer remarks : "We say that he was a
man and nothing but a man." This is not bad for
orthodox Scotland. Heresy is evidently marching
on even north of the ',l'weed.
The tables are turaed upon certain Christians with
a vengeance. Hitherto it has been supposed that
the " second coming" of Christ was an event still
iB the future. But Mr. Hampden Cook, M.A , B.A ,
has issued a book entitled "The Christ Has Come."
He alleges that after the destruction of Jerusalem
Jesus personally returned, sitting in the clouds
about A.D. 70. He remained "with us "but a short
time, and when he departed he took with him to
heaven two of his disciples who had remained faithful. Fancy two faithful followers of the God-man
in the year 70. It would be difficult to find even
that number to· day.
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islands. Backed by powerful armies and navies,
church-Christian missionaries worm themselvs into
the confidence of the unsuspecting nativs, and then
the tide of "civilization" is turned toward the unhappy land. Nativ Hawaiians hav seen thei~ fair
islands ruthlessly, remorselessly seized by churchChristian missionary and church-Christian merchant,
speculator, and adventurer, until they, the lawful
owners, are forced to serve the invaders or starve.
They see their sons and daughters rum soaked and
debauched, and vice, crime, degradation, and misery spread broadcast among their squalid homes.
But the invaders-where are they? Living in
lavish luxury and pomp six days of the week, and
singing gospel hymns on the seventh. They roll
through the well-paved streets in elegant carriages
driven by "converted" nativs, while otb er " converted" nativs fill the offices of cooks and waiters
and laborers, and toil and toil and toil, year in and
year out, that these delicately- nurtured church
Christians may enjoy the sweets of life to the fullest extent. Is this picture overdrawn? Ask any
honest, observant man who has lived in the East
and has seen the half-naked nativ wearily toiling to
benefit the white church Christian who has robbed
him of his right to the land on which he liva.Oonilensed from the Moslem World.

Churcltly Purpose aud Performance.

When Mr. s: Standring was lecturing recently at New
Cross, England, a charge was made on the platform by a
party 9f Christians He was speaking for a labor society
and the Christians could not endure the fact that he was
a Secularist and Atheist. In connection with this the
F1:eethinke1· says: ''One of our readers and his wife were
present at this meeting, and were defending Secularism
a~ainst the filthy lies of certain tract distributors, when
a Christian lady asked what they would substitute for the
Bible? 'Common sense,' replied the lady Secularist:
wherenpon the !lOspel-fed dame said, 'Yon ontzht to be
burnt.' And when tbe Secularist rt>joined, 'No doubt
yon would like to burn me.' the sweet Christian anThe Paine Memorial Number of THE TRUTH swered, 'I would.' The emphasis and expreesion of this
follower of the meek and lowly Jesus were a beauSEEKER has been read here with much plea!lure. female
tiful illustration of the glorious gospel of love." ·. ·. ·
Several of my friends in ·the north of England sig- The Roman Catholic clergy of. Paris are doing a grand
nified their intention of subscribing for this ucel- business. The Lazllrists hav in France and her colonies
lent journal. If the Editor would send me a parcel 19 great and 10 small seminarit>s, besides 68 missions in
forei11:n countries. The foreil!'n missionaries hav 24 mis·
of TRUTH SEEKERS to giv away as sample copies I sions
established. The monk manufactory ,at Saint
would see that good use was made of them. Many Snlpice controls 28 Reminari11s. The Cbristian School
inquiries are also bPing made as to when friend BrotherR, numbering9,819members, direct 1,449schools,
Putnam's great worJr, "Four Hundred Years of of which 1,064 are public and 885 private school&. Bethose societies above named there are numerous
Freethought," will reach this country. I hope to sides
others, which, however, lead a poor existence. The Philanfind that the book will bav an extensiv sale on this thropic Society, another clerical (nun) institution, h~as 82
side of the Atlantic. The author has bestowed suf- free restanrantP, from which it annually tlistributes
ficient time and labor upon his work to make it one 2,500,000 meals, 28 medical dispensaries in which there
were last yt>ar treated free of charge 8,000 children and
of the most valuable productions of modern times. 2,000
grown persons, and 44,400 consultations were held.
Many of us are impatient to revel in the rich fields During 1898 it distributed garments to 12,000 women and
of intellectual treasure that Mr. Putnam has secur£d 2 000 childrPn, and plaC( d in .. Christian " homes 8, 800
persons · The money for this gigantic institution comes
for us.
CHARLEs WATTs.
by popular subscription, but the church takes the credit.
London, June 27, 1894.
Last year the Paris municipality refused it a gtant of
8,000 fr., which formerlv had been given it, on the
l!'ronnd that church and state are and should be separate.
One Phase of the Jlawaiian Question.
All the above-named and various other societies which
call attention to their extreme poverty, pos·
It Seem s rather singular that the inner hii!tory of continually
sessed in 1880 propert:v worth 711,000.000 fr., eleven
what may be known in the future as "The Great times the amount owned by them in 1849, while at the
Hawaiian Outrage'' has not appear.ed in the daily present time their property is valued at 8,000,000,000 fr.
·. ·. · In the February number of the Danish scientific
REPEAL OF THE BLASPHEMY LAWS.
Press. But when one comes to consider that the magazine,
Nature and Man, Dr. Chr. Geill has a Vf!IY
LegL;lation upon this subject has unfortunately church-Christian spirit animates quite genera11 Y the instrnctiv
article on "Religions Feeling and Insanity."
received a check. The bill which was introduced journalism of our day it is not so singular after all. From this article we reproduce the following fillllres: In
into the House of Commons by Mr. Storey, M.P. When it becomes known that the troubles in the the state asylum at Aarhnns there haventered during the
for Sunderland and which is almost identical with Hawaiian Islands for many yearefhav been the direct last fifteen years, 1, 767 patients (876 men and 891 women);
these 80 men and 59 women became deranged through
the one propos~d by Mr. Bradlaugh in 1884, cannot results of the efforts of the church-Christian mis- of
religions influence. Considering the small Mea from
pass its second reading this session in consequence sionary flement to gain complete control of the which the asylum receives its patients, and that it is a
of the pressure of business in the House of Com- government as well as the real estate of the nativs, well known fact that many outside the asylum commit
suicide, and that a still greater number is kept at howe,
mons. This is much to be regretted, for Mr. the situation becomes greatly simplified.
five per cent. is a terribly high figure to be debited to
Storey's bill is of more importance to Secularists
The first church-Christian missionaries who vis- one cause, Prayer meetings (that is, the home mission
than appears upon the face o~ it. It w?~ld d.o ited. the islands went there animated by fanatical work) are responsible for 60 p~tients, 85 during the last
more than secure free expressiOn of opm10n, It zeal, with an honest desire, probably, to induce the nine years. The statistics as to former snrronndings
would also "legalize" heresy, by which bequests to nativs to accept church Christianity, or, as the mis- and education .of the unfortunates reveal that they are
almost entirely recruited among the Poor and most i(!'Ilothe Secular party could be. lawfully claimed in sionaries called it, to "save their sou1s. , T hey rant.
·. ·. · A Belgian Freethinker, Leon Fabry, died at
courts of law. Through the want of such rights as found the nativs kind, hospitable, generous, and Willebroeck. In his "will he called for a secular funeral.
Mr. Storey's bill would obtain, the Freethought unsophisticated. They took readily to rum and the His motht>r is a Christian. The mayor, knowing this,
movement in this country has been greatly retarded. vices that follow in the train of missionary work of prohibited secular ceremonies, and placed police at the
door to prevent the Freethinkers from complying with
Again and again hav Christi~ns r~bbed us of this sort, and not having the hardy Anglo- Saxon their late friend's wish. A religions funeral took place
legacies and then taunted us with bemg too poor constitution, the nativ population was rapidly re- under police protection. A formal complaint has been
to make that headway which we should hav done duced until now it amounts to a mere handful of sent to the minister of the interior and to the Belgian
but for the injustice and dishonesty perpetrated by not v;ry admirable people. In the mean time the Honse of Common!!. ·. ·. · Dr. Bruno Wille .was prose. ·
·
d
· all b
, cuted by the orthodox German school officials and senthe "servants of the Lord " The National Secular miBB~onary
band, mcrease nur;nenc
?gan to tenoed to pay a fine of 800 marks. He has appealed to
Society is taking steps to hav the ~ill again b;ought acqmre real estate and to work Its relative mto the the minister of church and education, and all members
commerce of the country. When the Gibson gov. of the Reichstag hav been publicly nrg!ld-to investigate
forward in the House of Commons next sess10n.
ernment collapsed a few years ago it was shown the o~cial prosecn~ion. ·. ·• · Alt_hpngh sec~ar funerals
·
t · H
lui
· are qmte common m the larger Cities of Spam, they are
A FREE SUNDAY.
that all the des1rable. p~ope~ Y 1D ono. u was m scarce in smaller places, hence every now and then a
the
hands
of
the
miBBlOnanes
and
their
descendpriest and his people make themselvs notorious b:v interThe work of the "Lord's Day Observ~nce Society" in endeavoring to stop Sunday music at ants. It was only a question of a very short time !ering with s~cnlar funerals, when sncp. occur. The last
Leeds has u~ to the present been confined to when the missionary contingent would take entire mRtance, whtoh comes to us from pnvate source, }!len.
·
d
·
tiona that at Sestao, when the funeral of the Freethinker
threats. These over-pious intruders upon t~e possessiOn of the Islands an lea>e the natrv rem- Campello was well under way, the reinains to be lowered
in the grave, a representativ of God arrived with a crucirights of others bark lou~ly, but they a~e ~low m nant to drink itself to death.
The whole record of the missionary occupation of fix, !l'nd backed ~Y several h!J.l!dred hard fists belonging
·attempting to bite. . Their latest folly IB m conto hiB congrel!'atron, h~ prohrbrt!ld the fnJ?-eral. Result,
demning the sale of newspapers and refreshments the Hawaiian Islands is shameful to the. last degree
bl h' a free-for-all fight, whtc1;t necessitated the mterference of
on Sundays at Newcast!e· It is expected, h~wever, and ought to cause every honest ~e~can to. ~ 8 a strong police force, which arrested several of the comthat their crusade agamst a free Sunday Will end for the share our country has had m It. It IB arm- batants, taking care, however, to miss the priest.
·
in " sound and fury, signifying nothll:g " but ~ab ply a repetition of the British occupation of the
SDD for free catalog of our publications.
batarian stup~dity. The Sunday Society has JUSt East and the Spanish seizure of the Philippine

:r• _
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Originally of the Methodist church, but through
THE TRUTH SEEKER, now of the" big church; Mr. J.
W. Johnson, their son, Mrs. Garmon and Mrs.
Witham, their daughters, and their families are also
on this roll. Mr. and Mrs. Kunath, who were here
at my lectures six years ago, now of Oregon, are
ready to be counted with the ptoneers. I failed to
do anything at Orient or at Creston outside of the
Fourth of July oration. 1t is astonishing what indifterence there is, but the churches seem to be
dead also. A lady revivalist preached a whole
week at Nevinville and did not make a single convert. The people are in a free-and-easy. sort of
condition, and think more of a crop of corn, and
fat cattle and hogs, than of most anything else.
We can only hope that evolution and sc~~c~ will
some day interest these people in progress1v 1deas.
However, it has been encouraging to meet with a
few generous supporters who are not daunted by.
opposition and will stay by the flag be it defeat or
triumph. I must mention on this roll Mr. D. E.
Levens, of Creston, who did all he could to arrange
for lectures at Creston, but the "fates " were
against us this time, and all the eloquence and wisdom in the world would not hav availed. There
are quite a number of Liberals here, but for some
reason they won't show their colors. However, we
shall try again if the opportunity occurs.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

News and Notes.

.

The Fourth of July was celebrat.ed with great
eclat at Creston, Ia. Early in the morning the crowds
flocked in from the neighboring country_:_men,
women, and children-in all sorts of vehicles, glittering with flags, accompanied with the continuous exploitatioll of firecrackers. It was a glorious day, one
of the most glorious I hav ever witnessed. It rained
the day before, enough to spoil my lecture at Orient,
but it cleared the atmosphere wonderfully, and
earth and sky presented a brilliant appearance. A
vast procession was formed, the militia and the
Grand Army in the ranks, with beautifully decorated
wagons picturing the arts and industries, little
children in gorgeous costumes representing the
states, while the drum corps and the brass band
poured forth the patriotic strains, and all kept step
to the "music of the Union." Immense crowds
thronged the line of march and welcomed the pageantry with clapping of hands and thunderous
cheers. It was a scene to bring back the happy
days of youth, when all the world was like a garden
of flowers and life's pathway ascended to the golden
bights of hope. In the experiences of age we are
apt to forget the bloom and glory of visionary
childhood and see only the stern realities without
the entrancing light of poetry. These gala days
are of service to mankind, for they kindle heart and
hope amid toil and anxious thought. They bring
people together, and the spirit of :P,umanity shines
in ten thousand faces, and the grandeur of our Eighteenth Annual Congress of the American
Secular Union.
.
common existence is realized. Let us not say that
On the evening of July 7th a meeting of the board
the Fourth of July represents nothing, though its
noise and parade are not in harmony with p~ilo of directors of the American Secular Union was held
sophic culture. It does. mean a great deal to the at the residence of Dr: Juliet H. Severance. The
reflecting mind, for beneath its superficial attrac- members present were: President C. B. Waite, Dr.
tions and distractions there is a great tide of human Severance, Dr. G. A. F. de Lespinasse, Dr. Joseph
advancement, there is a supreme and luminous H. Greer, E. P. Peacock, vice-president for the state
idea in what philosophy must find its noblest frui- of Illinois, acting as proxy for Otto Wettstein, who
tion. So let us keep these holidays which spring had attended the previous meeting, but could not
from the development of human affairs-which do be present at this one, and Mrl!. M. A. Freeman.
The time and place of holding the libbuai congress
not exist in praise of the gods, but of man.
I had the honor on this occasion to giv the open- was considered and the secretary instructed to
ing address to this great concourse of people, as to write t~ the Freethought publications that the dethe meaning of the "Star-Spangled Banner," which sire of Liberals may be learned. So far the majorwe all love whatever may be the imperfections of ity of those expressing an opinion on the subject
our government. It means unity, liberty, labor, hav been in favor of Chicago, but if there is any
education, peace, and progress, and these shall some society which would defray the eX:penl!eS of the
day triumph in the glorious future of humanity. I congress or some considerable pottion of the exwas followed by Hon. J. W. Sullivan, a Catholic, penses, the board would favor it being given an
and Senator Harsh, a Universalist I understand, and opportunity to do this, 1f not it would seem a
so, with the Infidel, this made a very Liberal repre- necessity that the convention be held in Chicago.
sentation. The invocation was given by Rev. Mr. Liberals are requested to write to the secretary at
Powell, of the Baptist persuasion, who invited me once, giving expression to their preference as to
to dinner, and so we broke bread together beneath locality. There is none too m,uch tifhe.
T. B. Wa~etuahi of New York, a vice-president
the red, white, and blue. Altogether it was a very
genial gathering, and it was an evidence of the har- of the A.ruericii.n Secular Union, in a recent letter to
mony which will exist when all creeds hav become a the board urges the necessity .of organization.
Several strong- unions hav been for such during. the
thing of the past.
In the evening Mr. F. I. Green and myself jour- past year, but the number seems discouragingly
neyed to Cromwell, six miles away, to the fireside small when it is remembered how numerous are the
of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Geier, which had the familiar societies whose specific object is to oppose the seculook of several years ago, when I visited and lec- larization of the state. Again, these Liberals are
tured in the vicinity. An agreeable evening was urged to organize auxiliaries to the American Secupassed in this Freethought home-the children and lar Union. 'Send, to the secretary for a charter.
. the dog contributing to the fireworks of the occaIt was voted by the board that Dr. de Lespinasse
sion, and the older folks the ice cream, "high-five," be appointed official representativ of the American
and other hilarities. So this Fourth of July of 1894 Secular Union at the Freeth ought Congresl!l to be
is a varied and delightful memory. Miss Minnie held in Belgium in October. It was decided later
Geier, daughter of our friends, is now married, and that Otto Wettstein should also ·be elected as a
I was glad to greet at our meetings Mr. and Mrs. delegate, and that Judge Waite furnish both of
Moore, both Liberals.
these gentlemen with the necessary credentials.
Nevinville is a small place, but one of the oldest
After the transaction of some unimportant busitowns in this part of Iowa, which has been settled ness, the meeting adjourned to July 28th, by which
mainly during the last twenty five years. No Free- time it is hoped that a wide expression of opinion
thought lecture had ever been given in Nevinville. will hav been given in regard to the holding of the
There are two churches in the place, and outwardly eighteenth congress of the Ameriean Secular Union.
it is quite orthodox. The lectures turned out to be
MRs. M. A. FREEMAN,
a success. The school-house was crowded both
Cor. Sec. American Secular Union.
evenings. So far as I could judge my radical utterances were well received, and I hav no doubt
S. P. Putnam's Lecture Appointments.
that advanced ideas will hav a fruitful reception in
this community. Our representativs are all that Sidnaw, Mich., July 19-24.
Drummond, Mich., July 26-30.
could be wished in character and cultivation. Mrs. Neillsville,
Wis., Aug 2-6.
Almeda Green for over half a. century has been an Whitehall, Wis., Aug. 7-9.
outspoken Freethinker, and her children and grand- Fargo, N. Da.k., Au~r. 11-14.
I
children bear on the stream of intellectual liberty. Crookston, Minn., Aug. 15-17.
N. Da.k. Aug. 18-21.
F. I. Green, her son, my stanch comrade through Hoople,
Fort Maginnis, Mont , Aug. 26th to Sept. lOth.
this campaign of varied fortunes, takes upon himself
From July to September lOth in Iowa, Michigan,
the whole expense of the work; and litera1ly he Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota, and Montana.
aborad night and day for the success of the enter- Those in Washington and Oregon desiring lectures
prise. Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Truman and Miss Caro- during September and October will please address S. P,
in care of E. 0. Reichwald, 234 South Water
ine A. Truman, their daughter and the grand- Putnam,
street, Ohicago, Ill.
,
daughter of Mrs. Green, were especially devoted to
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH has tendered his resignation
the movement. Miss Truman has taught school for
as secretary of the Freethought Feneration of America,
several terms with great approval even by Christian and
his resignation is accepted. E. 0. Reiohwald will
parents, but she has never concealed her Free- for the time being act as secretary. Address all official
thought convictions, and teaches according to purely communications and send all contributions to E. 0.
Reichwald, 234 South Water street, Ohicago, Ill,
secular principles-no Bible and no prayers.
I had the pleasure oi visiting Mr. and Mrs. R. W.
THE Detroit Investigator Society meets e·very Sunday
Johnson of Orient, who are true-blue Liberals a,fternoon at the hall, No. 32 Monroe avenue.

,
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Blasphemy.
DEOIBION OF JUDGE PARKER IN THE OABE OF 0 0. lii:OORE.
The defendant, C. C. Moore, is charged with
having committed the offense of blasphemy. It is
alleged in the indictment that the defendant, intending to treat with oft'ensiv levity and ridicule the
scriptural !1-Ccount of the divine conception and
birth and to bring contempt against Almighty God
and his divine purpose in causing the birth of
Christ, did maliciously and blasphemously publish
in a newspaper known as the Blue Grass Blade
the following words:
"When I say that Jesus Christ was a man exactly
like I am and had a human father and mother exac.tly like I had, some of the pious call it blasphemy.
When they say that Jesus Christ was born as the
result of a sort of Breckinridge-Pollard hyphenation
between God and a Jew woman, I call it blasphemy,
so you see there is a stand off."
It is further charged that, by this language, the
defendant meant that pious and religious persons
stated and believed that the birth of Jesus Christ
was the result of an unholy and illicit connection
between Almighty God and Mary, the mother of
Christ.
To this indictment the defendant has filed a demurrer, and thereby made the claim that no offense
against the laws of Kentucky had been · charged
against him. This demurrer having been argued
with singular earnestness and ability by counsel
both for the prosecution and the defense, and the
question presented being a new one in this st!J.te,
the court h~ts given the case unusual consideration.
We hav no statute against blasphemy, and our
Court of Appeals, so f1:tr as we know, has never
passed upon this or any similar question. We
must, therefore, in our investigations hav recourse
to the common law and to the judicial decisio~s of
other states and countries.
Blacks~one, in treating of c;>ffenses against God
and religion, speaks of this offense as " blasphePJ.y
against the Almighty by denying his being or providence or by contumelious reproaches of our Savior
Christ." The punishment, he says, is by fine and
imprisonment or other infamous corporal punishment. The ground upon which blasphemy is treated
as an offense is that "Christianity is part of the
laws of England." The leading case in this country in which the crime of blasphemy was discussed
was that of the People vs. Ruggles, decided by the
Supreme Oourt of New York in 1810, Chief Justice
1tent delivering the opinion.. ln that case it waa
decided that the <lOmlllon law against plasphemy
was still in foree and a judgment to pay a fine of
$500 and be imprisoned thfee months was affirmed.
The court in this opinion cited with d.pptoval 16
number of English cases, in which the right to
punish blasphemy had been vigorously upheld, and
quoted the words of Lord Bacon, " profane scoffing
doth by little and.little deface the ll.'everence for religion " and "two principal causes I hav and know
of Atheism-curious controversies and profane scoffing." Whilst this opinion did not declare 'that
Christianity was part of the law of the State of New
York, but expressly disclaimed that there was an
established religion in that state ; yet the closeness
with which it adhered to the definition of blasphemy
as laid down by Blackstone, and the great reliance
placed upon the English decisions, make us hesitate
to walk in the path trod by Chief Justice Kent himself. For in England there was an established
church. The church was part of the state. Apostasy and heresy were punished ; the first commission. of either offense disqualifying the offender for
holding office, and the second being punished by
thtee years' imprisonment without bail. Even
witchcraft was claimed by Blackstone to be an
offense against God and religion, and to deny the
existence of such a crime, .he said, was " at once to
flatly contradict the revealed word of God," though
he appeared to think it well that the ,punishment of
this crime had fallen into disuse, as there had been
no well authenticated modern instance of its commission.
In this country, where the divorce between church
state is complete and final, we should examin with
care and accept with caution any law framed and
intended for a country where church and state are
one. The difficulties in reconciling religious freedom with the right to punish for an offense against
any given religion are manifest. From the opinipn
given in the People vs. Ruggles, we may deduce as
conclusions of the court that the. people generally
in this country are Christians; that Christianity is
en grafted upon the morality of the country; that
all religions are tolerated, but that this toleration,
as to false religions, means immunity from test oaths,
disabilities, and the burdens of church establishments; that to revile the Christian religion is an
oftense, but that to revile other religiona is not an
offense punishable by law.
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In the bill of rights in the Kentucky Constitution
it is declared that all persons hav "the right to
worship Almighty God acco~ding to the dictates of
their consciences;" that "no preference shall be given
by law to any religious sect, society, or denomination, nor to any particular system of ecclesiastical
polity1" and that "the civil rights, priVileges, or
capacities of no person shall be taken away or in
anywise diminished or enlarged on account of his
belief or disbelief of any religious tenet, dogma, or
teaching."
It is difficult to conceive how language could be
made plainer. If the framers of the constitution
intended to place all religions on an exact equality
before the law, they appear to hav employed language well calculated to express their purpose.
They recognized the fact that men were religious,
that they held different religious views, that some
had no r< ligious faith, and, granting the fullest religious freedom, they declared that the rights of
none should be "diminished or enlarged on account
of his belief · or disbelief of any religious tenet,
dogma, or teaching."
Under this constitution no form of religion can
claim to be under the special guardianship of the
law. The common law of ;England, whence our
law of blasphemy is derived, did hav a certain religion under its guardianship, and this religion was
part of the law. The greatest concession made to
religious liberty was the right of learned persons to
deCently debate upon controverted points. The
essence of the law against blasph!')my was that the
offense, like apostasy and heresy, was against religion, ·and it was ~o uphold the established church,
and not in any sense to maintain good order, that
there was a law against blasphemy. The most
·superficial examination of the chapter in Blackstone
treating of offenses against God and religion, must
convince any mind that the sole aim and object of
these laws was to preserve the Christian faith, as it
was then understood and accepted by the established church. It may seem. to us that the punishments for these offenses were severe in the time of
Blackstone, but they had then been greatly mitigated, as the stake and fagot had been of but
too frequent use in. propagating what was deemed
to 'be the true religion. Even Blackstone complains
that the· definition of heresy had been too uncertain,·
and that the. subject had been liable to be burnt for
what he had not understood to be heresy until it
was decided to be so by the ecclesiastical judge who
interpreted the canonical scriptures. To deny any
one of the persons of the trinity, or to allege that
there were more gods than one, was a heresy and was
punished in the same manner as apostasy.
Blasphemy is a crime grown from the same
parent stem as apostasy and heresy. It is one of a
class of offenses designed for the same general purpo'e the fostering and protecting of a religion ac
cept~d by the state as the true religion, whose precepts and tenets it was thought all good subjec' s
should obser-ve. In the c:de of laws of a country
enjoying absolute religic us freedom there is no
place for the common law crime of blasphemy.
Unsuited to the spirit of t.he age, its enforcement
would be in contravention of the constitution of this
state, and this crime must be considered a stranger
to the laws of Kentucky.
Wherefore it is adjudged that the demurrer be
and it is hereby sustuined, the indictment is dismissed the defendant's bail bond is quashed, and
the defendant is dismissed hence without day. To
this ruling of the court the Commonwealth of Kentucky excepts, and prays an appeal to the Court of
Appeal .. , which is granted.
.
What does the Catholic .Review mean? Bemoaning the passage of the Hungarian Civil Marriage
bill it mentions the three other ecclesiastical bills
which Premier Wekerle has prep~red-a bill providing for the free exercise of worsh~p, a mea~ure
regulating the religion o~ the offspr1~~ of n;nxed
marriages, a bill guaranteemg fqual reh?wus rxgh~s
to Jews and Christians-and adds: " The Masomc
lodge is the power behind all three ·measures."
This is equivalent to saying that these three embrY:o
laws are infamous, for all know that the Ca.thohc
church looks upon continental. Maso~ry ~s. the embodiment of everything that 1s Antichristian, and
therefore vile and destructiv. But is not the .Review very incautious? Does it not, in and for the
United States, believe in religious equality before
the lawT In freedom of worshipT Why should
not Premier Wekerle secure .the adoption of a law
protecting freedom of worship in Hungary T Why
should liberty of religious services ~e s~ch a good
thing in America and such a bad th1?g m ~he Austrian empire? Evidently the Oathohc .Remew does
·not believe that Jews should hav equal religious
rights with Christians in the land of the Magyar.
But we hav not heard that it protests against such
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ture; and i:t is rapidly finding its true place. N()
interested "puffing" can forever blind men to the
real value of any article. As representing the literary remains of one people, the Btble will always hav
a certain value; portions of it may hav a value of
their own. It is not our purpose now to critically
appraise it. But the world can never be summed
up.in any one man, in any one book, in any one
literature-and that a dead literature. The world
''Thumbscrew and Rack,". a pamphlet of Christian is greater than Israel, greater than Greece, greater
atrocities, by George E. Macdonald, the talented than Rome, for the only true and adequate measure
brother of the talented editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, of humanity is humanity itself-.Fredertck .Ryan in
should be in the hands of all who would like to London .Freethinker.
know how it is that Christianity gained such an ascendancy in the world, and how it got ingrained
Random Notes.
into the very bones of the best nations in Europe
One of the places where Moses "lieth even unto
till even the light of modern science and general
intelligence stands appalled before it, or shrinks this day" is the first chapter of Genesis.
Tommy: "Does the total depravity dootrin intiback not daring to. come in conflict with it. Marking its deep-seated life which all but defies extirpa- mate that being God's children we are necessarily
tion, the sciolist, who notes the phenomenon and bad!"
Sunday-school Teacher: "It is very wrong to ask
cannot penetrate to the historical cause behind it,
alleges that the reason of Christianity's power and questions."
endurance comeso from God. Those who hav, howThe larger and thicker the cloak of religious
ever, read deeply in ecclesiastical history, know that piety a man wears the more mean qualitie.J it is exits baleful strength lies in the fact that, wherever it pected to cover.
may hav come from, it was propagated and enforced
If women could sit in the jury-box the weaker
by all the most horrible machinery of hell. Surely, sex would not be accorded the sure protection which
if the faith, as the simple believe, came from God, they now enjoy.
it did not require the devil to propagate and guard
It is very unkind of Infidels to ask for the
it I But that the cruelest and bloodiest resources genealqgy of Cain's wife's people. AU things are
of evil plantj:jd Christianity so deeply in this realm possible with God.
that all the efforts of modern enlightenment strugA book called " The Power of Religion " has
gle in vain to quite uproot it, no one will doubt who
made
more people crazy than any other known agent
·reads this terrible pamphlet, like. the decrees of
Draco, written in blood. "I used to read in books," except herding sheep in California.
If Mary was really as handsome as Lew Wallace
says Colonel Ingersoll, '' how our fathers persecuted
mankind. But I never appreciated it. I read it, describes her, we cannot blame the Holy Ghost for
but it did not burn itself into my soul. I did not anything he may hav been guilty of in that connecreally appreciate the infamies that hav been com- tion.
mitted in the name of re,ligion until I saw the iron
It appears after all that the devil was telling the
arguments that Christians used." This little work truth when he assured our maternal parent that,
givs engravings of the leading "iron arguments," as contrary to circulated reports, the apple was not
found in the Nuremberg collection. There is that poison.
persuasi v argument, the thumbscrew ; there is "the
B-mking institutions hav learned by dearly
plain rack,'' 11.nd what we suppose must be consid- bought experience that religious cashiers ure not
ered the ornamental one, adorned with the ghastli- enjoying the especial confidence of the depositing
est of iron spikes. And, if these cannot persuade public.
you to be an orthodox Christian, there are the legChrist once wore trousers, but Infidels should not
crusher, the stocks, "Damian's bed of steel," the associate that fact with the other fact of four fifths
iron boot, the wheel (two varieties), the spider, the of his followers being miss-mated wives and un·chastity belt, and the iron virgin, possibly the· only married misses.
kind of virgin the church kept on her premises-.all
When a man quits the church of his own accord,
really telling arguments of the Holy Inquisition ;
it
is
a pretty sure sign he has found them out ; but
and this harrowing pamphlet deals with the whole
when the church expels a man it is a sure sign the
of them.- The Agnostic Journal.
public hav found him out.
The holy Bible book divine relates very few, if
The Bible, however, must elect to be judged by
one of two tests; it may base its claim on its al- any, beautiful examples of virtue equal to that of
leged "inspiration," or it may stand on its merit as Joseph in connection with Potiphar's wife. God
ordinary literature. Now, it has always in the past caused him to be punished and thrown into jail.
elected to be judged by the first test; it has claimed
"Oh, who is there among us" who can tell
to be "the word of Gcid," and, therefore, literature which would draw the largest audience of women
here or literature therft, it demanded submission to and girls, a woman preacher representing a female
its teaching. Now-a-clays, howevu, the '' inspira- god, or a man preacher represe•·ting a male god?
tion" busi:Q.ess is pretty well played out, and an atThe reason Solomon was so wise can only be actempt is made-as it if! made in the case. of Jesus- counted for by the fact that he had so many wives
to shift the ground of the claim. Jesus was set up and concubines that nothing could happen in or
as a god until the doct,rin became ludicrous to even near Jerusalem without his hearinJ about it at
the sensible within the fold; and then-Jesus being least twelve hundred times.
no longer possible a,s God-we had Jesus the
A man who would cuss wicked enough, and long
"elder brother," and fhe "ideal man." But in both
enough, and loud enough, nowadays to kill a fig
cases, in ·that of Jesus as in that of the Bible, the
tree would not be pointed to as a shining example
fact of the previous clnim having been made is fatal
for boys and girls to follow, but would be boycotted
to the success of the ltttter. Either Jesus is God or
nothing; either the Bible is the inspired "word of by all the churches in town.
In pointing to Christ as a worthy example for
God," or it is practically valueless, for its value arose
from its alleged authority. Let us take a familiar your son to follow, you must first take into conillustration from every-day life of what we are con- sideration that he was condemned and publicly .
tending. Suppose we were in the midst of a executed as a crimina.l and a dangerous character to
European crisis, and the question of war or peace society. While we may believe him to be God's son
hung in the balance. Suppose, then, we were we must also remember that the pedigree of his
brought a report of a speech, say, by Lord Rose- stepfather's honorable family ended right there.
bery, on foreign affairs, which indicated the policy
Probably the removal of H. L. Green's .Freethinkwhich England would pursu~. And suppose, after
reading that speech, some one came and told us it ers' Magazine to Chicago was not the cause of the
was a forgery ; that Lord Rosebery never delivered trouble there, but his arrival and the breaking out
such a speech, and that it was a hoax of a country of the riot were about synchronous. His address
journalist; would we not, in such case, throw away is Post Office -Drawer 676. Chicago ought to giv
the report as worthless? Its whole value consisted him good support.
in its authorship; if it was not the opinion of the
The morals of Chautauqua went out on a sympahead of the cabinet, it was practically worthless.
In such a case, what would the editor of a great thetic strike last Sunday. The excessivly good
daily newspaper, who had, when he learned that the people there were so anxious to htar news from
report was a forgery, thrown it in th~ waste-paper Chicago that they admitted Sunday papers to their
basket, think of a man who would fetch it out and sacred precincts for the first time since the place
say: "Well, you know, it's splendid as literature?" was dedicated to superficial scholarship and sanc· · · As a. matter of fact, the Bible-like all tity by statute. After this departure perhaps the
books, like all men~despite the artificial estimate men who put a Sunday embargo on knowledge will
of the pulpit, must ultimately stand for what it is see the impropriety of keeping from other people
worth in the free market-place of the world's litera- news which interests them.-New York World.
equality in this republic. Are we to· infer that the
policy of the Catholic church is to demand freedom
of conscience where she is relativly weak,- and to deny
it where she has the power to
so ! We respectfully ask the .Revieto· to explain its position. It
should not do again as it did when we corrected its
mistake recently regarding the services of Paine in
the Revolution-take refuge in silence.
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Cartoons Are Immense.
BuTLER, INn., J nne 29, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $5, for
ifhioh please send THE TRUTH SEEKER to
iiiy address. !t is iwpossible for me to
do without it, for it is one of the best
Freethonght journals published to-dayfearless and sound to the core; and those
cartoons of Heston's are simply immense,
teaching ns facts more forcibly than words
could do. Wishing yon and the paper all
possible success, I remain,
Yours truly,
JOHN SAUVEL.
fllent His "Windfall" Here.
WATERVILLE, WAsH., June 24, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just had a windfall
of $7, and I inclose $6.50 of the same to
lubricate the wheels of pro~ess. Yon can
set my subscription ahead one year, and
send me Putnam's "Four Hundred Years
of Freethought." I am an old Infidel, and
your paper and my sentiments coincide.
Onr little town of four hundred inhabitants has seven laWyers, five saloons, five
churches, and over half a do~en ministers-of-the-gollpel-of-onr-Lord-and-SaviorJesus-Christ-and-seekers- after-the-bloodof-heretics, and still the people complain
of hard times; strange, isn't it? Some of
the D. D.'s get $1,000 a'year to work for
Jesns. l work for John Stephens, and
don't get half that much.
Respectfully,
OsoAR REDFIELD.

Mr. Bayard's Sentiments.
When bnlldo~ed legislators dare
To giv the great Chicago Fair
The treasure of the nation;
Their oath of office quite ignore,
And Bible, too, on which they swore,
To get elected then once more
Would vote a world's damnation;
When boodled legislators dare
Giv to the gold-bug millionaire.
The finance of the nation,
Then seize the toiler by the collar,
And rob him of his silver dollar,
Then pinch the buzzard till he'll holler
"In God we trust," for ration;
When impious legislators dare
Out of the Constitution tear
The safeguard of the nation
·
'Gainst union vile of church and state,
A base theocracy create
And drive our country to her fate,
They merit hell's cremation.
s. M. BAYARD.
Olllclal Hocus Pocus.
TRINIDAD, CoL., June 22, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: If yon know anything of
the whereabouts of the fool· killer send him
to Aberdeen, S. D. I think they hav use
for him there, judging from this extract
from the Star, a Populist paper printed at
that place, under date of June 14, 1894.
If that is a fair sample of the intelligence
of the Populists please count me out.
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
JNO. L. SOHUYLER.
T)lis is the note:
At the nqnest of a number of citizens,
Mayor Jumper issued a proclamation to
the effect that on Tuesday afternoon from
three o'clock until six all business places
be closed and that the people congregate
at the Grain Palace to pray for rain.
[This is a local news item, and of course
neither the Star nor its party can justly be
held responsible for the idiocy of the
mayor and citizens, unless the mayor and
citizens officially represent the Populists.
Bnt the editor is blameworthy for his
failure to rebuke the mavor for his recognition of religion in his public capacity,
and he should hav lampooned the prayer
folly, that is, if he perceives the folly.
Bnt he is not alone in his subserviency to
superstition; few editors of country papers,
or of other papers, for that matter, dare
ref11Be to sacrifice to the gods of their day.
-En. T. S.]
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and control of priests ·and bigots. In the
annual normal school of one month a
priest officiates often, talks and prays, and
sectarian hymns are sung. Exercises of a
religions character open the schools in the
morning. When present, I silently object
and remonstrate. The principal of the high
school is a Methodist preacher and a reH~
iotts bigot, but an able tea<iher. The facts
and logic he demands and enforces in the
school are ignored, and emotion, sensation, and exhortation are his ways and
means in the pulpit. A boy in his school
went to the "distracted " meeting, became excited, and was converted. This
professor, it is said, worked upon his
credulous mind and easily-led nature and
persuaded him, against his inclination, to
join the church. The boy joined the
"lambs' fold," but is soon sorry he joined.
! was introduced to this very pions professor. I said to him that my New York
state certificate of fifty years ago would be
a curiosity to him. He handed me a
letter, saying it was the highest honor he
ever received. It was an invitation to go
to a certain place and help get np a revivaL
I. felt like giving him "fits," but it was
not the time or place. If I ever hav a
chance I will giv him a " piece of my
mind." Truly, as Job says, "The priests
bear rule, and my people will hav it so."
Oh, how I hate it! Oh, that God and
priests could be kept out of schoolrooms, .
out of teachers, out of school books!
J. H. CooK.
So Only that We Are Right on the
Main Issue.
CHARLEvorx, MIOH., July 7, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I notice by the tab on my
paper that the distance for which I hav
paid is at hand, and I am now liable to be
put off the train before the next station is
reached.
I sometimes feel like discontinuing my
journey when I find myself and others
with whom I hav a long time associated,
classed as robbers, or at least ali advocates
of robbery, because we hav believed in
certain political ideas that seem to differ
from those of some of your editorial writers. Snob men should remember that it is
easy to cry " robber " and "stop thief,"
but not so ealiy to present sound reasons
and convincing proofs. It is easy to say a
thing is thus and so, but a sayso does not
always prove it. Grover the great, in one
of his wise deliverances, said that it is a
condition, not a theory, that confronts ns,
and now we ordinary people notice that
an attempt to apply his pet theory to the
condition that then existed has brought
him face to face with another condition
that for the time being is bringing disaster in place of the prosperity that existed
under the other condition he so much deplored. That surplus of treasure that was
going to bear us down to ruin is gone, and
in its place he has an £qnally large deficit.
Which of the conditions think ye is most
pleasing for the people to contemplate?
Those, too, who hav been trying to convince ns that all government is tyranny
are having a little oljeot lesson in their
beautiful theory in the condition that confronts them in the present strike. OL the
whole, we who are not political eoolnomists
are from the condition that confronts ns
inclined to believe that a little government
influence rightly exertEd would be a good
thing just at present, at least, as what we
see of the workings of the no government
plan does not look very encouraging. The
system under which the nation prospered
and kept a surplus in its treasury would
be much preferable to the prospect held
out to ns by the hundred and one reformers of the day whose stock in trade is
theory. Advocate what theory yon please
of government or no government, so long
as yon are sound on religions theories I
will try to yearly scrape np the amount
of government promises to pay and forward the same in order to still hold my
place on the list of subscribers to the best
paper now published.
Yours for mental liberty
RoBERT Mn.LER.

Priestcraft in t.ttJ ~.Jhoolroom.
CoLUMBus, KAN., June 13, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: This town once had some
outspoken Freethinkers and occasional
lectures. I am now the only one left that
values truth more· than all things else.
R. G. Horr vs. Bastiat.
The four churches seemed·to vie with each
other last winter as to which should gather
PALMYiiA, NEB., June 28, 1894.
the most lambs into the "fold;" into the
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of June 16,
"arms of J esns."
1884, There is a communication from John
The schools of Columbus are coming Peck commenting on the monetary articles
more and more under the manipulation of R. G. Horr in the New York Tribune,

and he charges that gentleman with whipping the devil round the stump. Allow
me to describe an encounter that took
place between that celebrated mountebank
and myself. It was over that much-vexed
question, "Is the green back. a dollar?"
I oonte~ded that it was the government
money, and having the legal tender attachment, it was virtually a dollar. His position was the old, wornont racket that it
was a promis to pay a dollar, aD,d that tbis
dollar so named to be paid was a gold or
silver dollar. I answered this idea with
the statement that the mere words, " Pay
the bearer a dollar," -were not in themselva a proof that a coin dollar (gold or silver) was implied, any more than the usual
phrases, "The snri rises," "and the sun
sets," are true as a matter of fact. I also
gave him the form of a receipt given by
the officers of revenue to the people wh(ln
they paid their license and received nothing but greenbacks for the same. We
know their receipt said, "·Received dollars," not merely promises h pay dollars.
Now the trouble between Mr. Horr and
myself comes in right here. He garbled
and out out all these illustrations, thereby
destroying the force of my_ argument and
rendering the ideas I wished to convey
utterly void and useless. Ye& this self-same
individual complains that his readers and
correspondents "pick out a sentence in
one article bereft of its connections, and .
then a sen tenoe in some other article isolated from its context." He notonly does
this, but does it knowingly to destroy and
make the writer look ridiculous. There is
one comfort in this age of printing, and
that is, we can counteract him in this nefarious gnme by printing in other papers ;
and it is for this end I write this article so
as to offset the vapid and maudlin stuff
disseminated ,by snob papers as the New
York Tribune.
Anyone can get a clear comprehension
of what constitutes a monetary unit of
value by reading Bastiat's definition of the
same. He says: "Yon hav a crown piece
(gqjd) in your hands ; what does it eay?
If yon can read with the eye of the mind
the inscription it bears, yon can distinctly
see the words, Pay to the bearer a service
equivalent to that which he has rendered
to society, value received and stated."
Now let any loyal citizen take this language
and transfer it to a green back, and would
it not read as follows ? "Pay this loyal
soldier, who has rendere_d to his country
patriotic services on the battlefields of said
country, any of your goods and chattels
which he may need, and we will redeem
the same by our revenues." In fact, no
government can pay any other dollar than
by its· taxation. It does noiJ produce or
labor so as to produce anything;. all it can
render is its tax receipt.
Yours for sound money,
JOHN S. MAIBEN.
Abont Some More Manifestations.
BosToN, MAss., June 13, 1894.
MR. EDITOR : Believing your valuable
paper to be just what its name signifies,
viz., a TRUTH SEEKER, and that yon wish
to enlighten your readers on all subjects of
interest, I will add to what I hav 'already
·written yon on the subject of "Spiritism,"
my further experience as an honest but
skeptical investigator of the subject, which
has cost me much time and money; but
truth, from whatever source, is to me of
more value than gold or honor, alth ugh I
am in great need of the former, and the
latter is but fit for dead saints.
Since I came East this trip I hav had
many (to me) wonderful demonstrations of
occult or unknown power, both mental
and physical; and while I shall leave each
reader to divine for himself the cause, I
shall giv nothing but tte truth as I saw it.
On Sunday, June 10, my wife and I attended a private materializing circle at 55
Rutland street, Boston; attendance, fourteen. The cabinet was at the end of a very
large parlor; around the sides of the room
were seated the audience. All lights were
extinguished except one shaded light on
the side of the room, so arranged that it
could be turned on or off at will. Many
ghost-like figures appeared from the cabinet and, moving across the room, would
take ·the hands of their friends (allowing
that the ghost-like figures were materialized spirit friends of those whom they approached), and lead them to the front of

the cabinet and there bold, .in audible
whispers, a oonvereationof severalminntes
duration. My skepticism oaneed me to
conclude that all this could be fraud, bn'
soon a figure in white was seen coming np
out of the floor by the side of my wife, "ho
sat quite a distance from me ~nd twenty or
more feet from the cabinet. While my
wife was quite frightened, she was requested to take hold of the then outreaching hands of the materialized form, which
she did, when she was led to where I sat,
and I accompanied them both nearly to the
cabinet, when we were informed that. the
so-called spirit was that of our deceased
daughter who had died many years ago.
To my inquiry, "Can you tell who we
are or give our names?" the spirit quickly
answered, ''Papa and Mama Swan," and
sealed her words with a kiss ; also told ns
of many others of our friends, giving their
names, as being with her.· This was rather
a puzzle to my skeptical mind, as we were
certain that no one in the house or the city
could know ns, and we had 'used the precaution to enter the house separately and
several minutes apart, as well as to appear
like strangers while in the house. Soon
after there came to us others of our deceased friends, always giving their names
in. fuU, ani some of them, by request,
materialized outside the cabinet and in full
view of all, when, after kissing Ul!, .they
would dematerialize the same as they
came, down through the floor.
·
As there was seemingly no chance for
fraud, via trapdoors or mirrors, and certainly no mesmeric delusions, I fail to understand the phenomena, unless we accept
it as claimed by Spiritualists. I had seen
much. of snob scenes before, none of which
appeared to my determined and pre-conceived view as anything less than fraud.
I hav since witnessed the same several
times, as well as nearly all other phases of
the so-called spirit manifestations, hut as
they are so much in opposition to my
former Materialistic views as taught by
science, and so much beyond the comprehension of my limited ability to understand
the great unknown, I can but stand in awe
and awaii further developments.
In the meantime, I wish someone would
explain the phenomena, or, if fraud, please
tell by what means, and accept from me a
timely consideration.
A. D. SwAN.
There is No Annihilation.
CHICAGO, ILL., June 28, 1894.
MR. EmToR: In vi(lw of my answer to
"An Investigator," another makes the
following query:
NEw YoRK, March 30, 1894.
MR. EniToR: In a late number of your
paper we find an answer by S. P. Putnam
to "An Investigator's" question, but it is
not satisfactory to a Freethinker's mind.
He says: " The question of immortality is
simply to be decided by facts." "We do
not Hay, 'Death ends all,' it simply
changes." " There is no snob thing as
annihilation," etc., etc
How does he
know tloat, and advise not to seek for faith
but for facts? What facts has he that
there is no annihilation? The breath
goes out of the body and it turns to dust,
and to my reason, based· on facts, there is
an end. What is known of a hereafter and
a God or gods is but imagination. How
is that; is it common sense, or facts?
S. R. THORNE.
I wish to say to my friend that he confounds annihilation with dissolution. I do
not deny dissolution, or that death ends
conscious existence. I do not affirm immortality any more than I affirm annihilation. I deny annihilation for the same reason that I deny creation--because it is inconceivable. That which is absolutely inoon·
oeivable cannot be affirmed to be true. We
cannot conceive of creation, that is, some·
thing made out of nothing; neither can we
conceive of annihilation, that is, some·
thing becoming nothing. Something can
not become nothing; that would be a
miracle, as creation is a miracle. If
something can become nothing there is an
end of scientific inquiry. The basis of
science is that, in seeking the effects of a
cause, all that is in the oaUI!e must be
found in the tffeots; and scientific inquiry
does not cease until the whole cause is
found in the sum of the effects. Some of
the greatest scientific discoveries havbeen
made on this basis. Science will not aflow
one iota of the power of the cause to escape
scrutiny, and inquiry as to the effect of
the OaUl!e is not exhausted until the total
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ability of th~ cause is exhausted. But if
aniiihila\ion is grantfd-namely, that
111om.,thing becomes nothing-then science
iB not obliged to seek with unwearying
patience .for all of the cause in the effeots;_for it may assume that part ofthe cause, instead of producing effects, is annihilatedbas become nothing-in which case inquiry
ceases. Does not my friend perceive that
the word. annihilation, like the word creation, is a purely theological and metaphysical word and altogether unscientific?
Science can never use the word annihilation. "Death ends all" only in the sense
that it ends our conscious existence, .but it
does not diminish in the least the amount
cf matter and force in the universe. My
1mental existence to-day is a mode of motion. When I die the mode ceases, but
there is no diminution of motion. There
is just as much motion in the universe
after my deaih as before; and if millions
and billions of people should die there
·would be only a. change in the modes of
motion, but no loss of motion itself. I believe that when I die my individual oon·soions ment.al action ends, as the heat of a
fire ends when the tire goes out, but when
the heat of the tire ceases, the motion in the
heat is not lost. It is simply changed into
another mode of motion. So while my individual existence ceases as a mode of
fo~e,-the force itself does not cease.
My friend and I agree in idea, but we
differ in definition. Death is dissolution
but not annihilation.- If yon say that
death makes something nothing, then yon
might just as well say that birth makes
nothing something, and yon are landed at
once in the hands of the theologian. Keep
clear of metaphysics and. stick to things
conceivable; change and dissolution are
·conceivable, but annihilation is inconceivable and therefore away with it-put i\
into limbo with "creation."
I am giad my friend has brought atten·
tion to this matter, so that I can further
_ explain it. I am a Materialist and Atheist,
and in the interest of a sound philesophy
and real science must aboliBh "annihila
tion·" as I do "God" and "immortality"
and ''creation."
S. P. PuTNAM.
In Answer to a Christian.
YAzoo CITY, Miss., June 23, 1894.
MY DEAR F.aiEND: Your letters to me
are like an oasis in the desert, only your
persistent belief in the divinity of a father·
less pretender takes from the oasis much
_of delight. How I deplore that yon can
not and will not see what folly there is in
snob a belief-the Christ, the trinity, a
plnralitv of gods. The idea of making
God like a man, or a man like a God!
God would cease to be omnipotent at
once, when the services of a son were re. qnired, or of a Holy Ghost. It is too absurd.
Could yon giv me the names of two persons, from all the records of the Old Testament, with whom yon would be willing to
associate and call friends? Surely two
ought to found in all that many. No person of mediocre intelligence, not inclined
as the twig was bent, could admit a belief
that God ever wrote such a book. I sorrow at snob persistent ignorance as I hear
from my window every Sunday morningthe stentorian voices of some five bipeds,
teaching God's word, teaching the word
of omnipotenoy. Teachers, indeed, when
one-half of them hav not as much sense as
a June bug! One-half preach, not for
Almighty God, but the almighty dollar,
while the remainder believe what they
teach because they hav preached it so long.
It does not take _a man of great brains to
pound the B1ble and vehemently expound
its dootrins. Even I, your friend, could
do it. I would not care for more than ten
thousand a year, including snob perqnisits
as my finanoiering might originate, and
living in luxury I could choose of . the
pretty apples in the garden, and without
danger of banishment, when yon consider
how much sharper is man of modern times
than was our father Adam of old. But,
little woman, I could not be persuaded to
teach that which I do not believe, because
I am fully convinced of its utter fallacy.
Come, tell me if there is any progression
in all this Christ dootrin. If there was I
too would sanction it, regardleBB of his
sensational birth or unknown pater familiae. It has been taught over and over
for eighteen h nndred years, and you can

not tell me-that it has ever produced a
single invention or discovery, except those
diabolical implements for the not gentle
persuasion of h3retios. It teaches nothing
oondnoiv to the health, happineBB, comfor~
welfare, and progression of mankind.
See how searchers in 110ientitio matters
hav been thrown into prisOn, banished,
murdered, by your Christian laws. Your
and my nativ land of the stars and stripes,
"the home of the brave and the land of
the free," in its Christian snperetltion and
fanaticism," drew the life. blood time and
again from unprotected innocence, even
not anterior to the days when your and
my grandsires were the lawmakers.
Only for such great men as Paine and
Jefferson, the fathers of our Constitution
and country, the great United States of
America might never hav been. Ask intelligence and truth what the lnfidel
Thomas Paine did towards its independ·
enoe, and pronounce him. a falsifier who
would assert that Thomas Jefferson believed in a triune God or a revealed religion. I repeat, the teacher or individual
who· really believes in revealed religion
and a plurality of Gods, Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost; that Satan was once an archangel, and page after page of snob stuff,
while all science and· nature disprove itsnob an exponent is either a moral coward
fearing to "seek that ye may find," by
reading both sides of the question, or a
. weak effort of nature to produce wme·
thing-in God's own image, as the Bible
terms it.
The blood-stains, persecution, misery,
and cruelties caused by ignorance, isms,
and creeds, the direct outcome of Christianity, would decide me, were the gift
only mine, to Balaam into eternal selfabnegation all those who are now seeking
an amendment to our national Constitn·
tion, whereby church can dictate to the
lawmaker. I would hav yon, of all persons,
stop and calmly oon~ider what the church
is making an effort to do and what would
be the future consequence. Christ, tne
only begotten son of God, half man and
half God, yet omnipotent and omniscient,
establishes his ohnroh on earth, han~<ts out
his ~ign, "This is the way and the light, all
ye who believe shall .hav everlasting life,
all who do not believe shall be damned"yet is compelled to ask assistance from the
damned (those sinners at. Washington) that
the country may be ruled from a Christian
standpoint, i.e., whether yon like it nr not,
yon shall take sugar in your coffee.
RoBIN DE SuA.

Not in Debt to Jews.
FRmND, NEB., June 26, 1894.
MR EDITOR : I am interested in THE
TRUTH SEEKER. I am interested in its
teachings. I am interested in all things
having a tendency to teach the gospel of
intellectual · hospitality-the liberty of
thought and· speech-and I sincerely hope
Tmc '!:RUTH SEEKER will continue to prosper, to enlighten the world, to teach man
to think more of his fellow creatures and
less of the orthodox God. How can we do
-anything for God, who is all-wise? How
can he, justly, expect anything from us,
his children, who are totally depraved,
totally destitute of holineBB or good principles? If God intended us to love him, to
worshiphim,torememberhimin the daysof
our youth, why did he not giv us the power
of reason at birth? What a wonderful
thought I Only think of it; at birth we
know nothing, we hav no power of reason,
know not right from wrong, are absolutely
devoid of intellect. That God would leave
us in just snob a state is not to be called in
question; we all know that it is our own
personal efforts which bring us forward in
this world; certainly God is doing nothing
·for us; we mold or mar our character
without the aBBistanoe of supernatural
power. I am.the child of parents who believe in the Congregational creed. While
they do not contend that a vast majority
of men are predestined unto everlasting
torment, and others foreordained unto
everlasting blil!l!, yet they do believe in
rewards and punishments. They do believe that an infinit being is watching over
us, is keeping " tab" on our actions, giving us credit for the virtuous deeds, and
making us debtors for the evil ones; while
I do not believe in one nor the other, yet I
regard their opinion as worthy of "respect.
I eba1l always re~C!~ ~~ ~l:ief o~ o~ers~

in wb&tever manner or degree it may dift'~r
from my own Denying others the tight
to their belief wottJd be ens~Ving tlurselvs to. ottr o\vn opinion, consequently
! ahii.U always support the right of every
man: to his opinion, which is more
than the minister can say. Does it not
seem strange that the orthodox minister
cannot preach a sermon \fithOnt ati-Mi:.ing
the belief of otherst '!hey '1\\ill stand in
the ptllpit, and inform the Freethinker,
the reformer, 'the moral man, that he is a
miserable wretch, that he is a fool and not
worthy of existence, yet these same ministers will tell yon that they (the ministers)
invariably reward an evil action with II.
good one, returning fitood for etil, IUul
love their enemieli. Whll.t a wonderful
degree tlf hypocrisy! Those who advocate
this dootrin of loving their enemies are to
be guarded against ; they go down on
record as having wreaked mote homt!il
than any other olal!s ot P~opie on the face
of the earth.
t recall to memor) this incident of a few
years ago: The ministe.r had given me a
very cordial invitation to join his church;
he approached me, saying: "YCin were
uised in a Christi•n family, anJ how it
would please your· people to learn of yolir
having come out froill the world, and
taken the start," etc. I intetrupted him
here, saying snob things should not be
taken into consideration at all, the only
thing to be considered, in taking snob a
step, was the love for the Lord J esns
Christ, and yet I would vim~nre to say that
three-fourths of the church-members of
to day had joined because some one here
on earth had iLflnenoed them, and if they
would giv ns their oandid thoUghts they
would hav to confe81! that they knew not
what the love for the Lord J esns Was like,
bnt bad become member!! of the ~burch
with the single desire to promote them~elvs socially and tl.nanoially.
I once
asked in Sunday-school about the accept~
anoe of miracles just as they were described in the Bible. Our teacher, a man
of excellent general information, answered
·me in the following language: "Tliey are
questions which probably we had better
not pry into too deeply." I reasoned that
if snoh a condition of the mind was necessary to salvation, I would certainly die
an unsaved man.
By investigation I
hav found that the Bible is a book that
can be construed to conform to the belief
of not only every church denomination on
the globe, but every man on the earth can
pick it to pieces and accept that which
snits him. Yet people will attend church,
paying a minister from $1;00 up, for preaching the gospel when he (the minister) is no
better than the average man; in many respects i11 not one-half so honorable, and is
in the ministry because it is as lnorativ
and pleasant as any kind of work. What
an abominable practice I I believe in being
hon.,st with my fellow-men. I think it
po-licy. I do think we owe our fellowcitizens something-namely, reFpeot; treat
them fairly in our dealings. Although I
hold no ·certificate, showing payment in
full, bearing the fac-simile signature of
J esns Christ, yet I do not consider that I
owe him anything, and how some people
l'an figure themselvs in his debt is beyond
my oomprebensiop.. HAYDON 1\:1. WHITE.

Free Trade vs. Protection.
NEw YoBK, July 7, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: The letter of Mr. Chas. 0.
Hays, defending protection against free
trade, shows how limited his understanding must be, and it is truly himself who is
to be pitied, for he seems not to comprehend the meaning of "free trade in
labor."
That the manufacturers consider protection a blessing is only natural. No one
will dispute it, because the government
comes to their aid in taxing the foreign
articles up to fifty per cent and more, so
that the consumers are compelled to pay
that much more, if they wish a better article, or buy a home product of poorer
quality, which will giv the mannfaotnrel"
so much extra profit. If our man.Jfactnrers had to compete with the Europeans,
they would bav to produce a better article.
or be satisfied with less profits; but their
establishments and trade would rest on a
sounder, natural foundation, the laws
of demand and supply, growing more
slowly but B1ll'er_,, 'J;'he :protection policy
~

>
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bestows large protits1 therefore stbnnlatllB
o\'er-pfodn_,tion 1 and its ~onsefltiencieli Wil~
froift time to tii:iie react in stagnation and
bad times. A protected manufacturer is
always in fear of tariff changes, which could
not and will not happen under free trade.
The old protectionist cry. about Enrepean panpet labtlr has D.bont loilt its gfetl*
ft1r6e as a scarecrow, even for the laborers; by reading our daily papers we find
that there is enough pauper labor here to
shame us. At the same time one hears
continuous boasting about the American's
superior intellect; mnob the best ms·
ohanios, the highest intentiv geninsel!1 ate
to be found hete.
Now we ate ll.t least
three thousand miles awliy from Enropej
some raw material is shipped ftom hete1
to be worked up there and brought back
herE", and still our geniuses cannot tloflipete wiih Europe! Fie! the greater the
ilhamel Has Mr. C. Hayes never read or
heard that s_ome of our manufacturers
send their products to Europe and elsewhere and 11ell them there cheaper than at
home tons?
Mr. C. Hays writes: "This may seem
pnadoxioal to the narrow intellet!t of A
free-trader! btit if his telistln wefe atlowed
to eli:pand a little, he woltld see thai
Europe bah lw ll more cheaply than we do,
but that Europe will not sell as cheaply as
we do, nnleBB compellrd to do so by a
tari;{f." What nonsense in this last sentence. Does he not know yet who has to
pay the tax? If our government collects
about two or three hundred millions of
dollars tariff taxes from us, we, the
people of the United States, hav to pay at
least about twelve hundred millions extra
into the pockets of protectEd mannfaotnl'ets, bUt 1 dolibt if Mr. 0, Hays will Under•
$tand it, any more than he understands
"free trade in labor. h
How long tire Enare, "l?rotelltioli it1•
creases wages," will delude the great mass
of igllorant poor laborers I cannot tell,
but many are getting clearer ideas about
it. If protection is such a boon for the
laborers, how comes it that they hav had
to fight and strike these thirty years for
higher wages and against reduction?
Doell not Mr. Hays know that when sugar
was put on the free list its price fell two
cents a pound right away; at the same tim6
Congress g've to the sugl\r producers 11.
bounty of two cents for every ponn·d of
llligar produced, as protection. But where
do the potato and cabbage farmers come
in? Is it right? One outcome of this
protection system has been the building
up of very large establishments, or plants,
which oombine into trust companies for
the avowed purpose of reducing the cost
of production, by the dismiBsal of many
Iabore s and closing 11ome of the establishments, and enabling .them to fix their own
price• in buying and selling their wares,
to make immense profits to divide amnng
themselvs, and to suppress all competition.
Is this so desirablt? Could Anarchy be
much worse? The govE>rnment to help the
rich plunders the common people, The
Republican government has lent to the
national banks its or our money to allow
them double interest thereon from us, the
people; this gol'ernment has squandered
bonds and land grants on railroad sharpers, who had 1-tepresentativs as silent partners. Has C. Hays ever heard or read of
the Credit Mobilier?
Two years ago the government advertised for extra large forgingil. It gave the
conkaot to the Carnegie works, Bethlehem, Pa. Nevertheless our government
could hav made them for $400,000 less, as
we read in the papers, but thought it
good policy to encourage these private
concerns to establish large plants, for
which the people had to pay. What are
our thanks, as we read? We are deceived
and defrauded by theee very works!
!s it any wonder that we bav now so
many thousands of millionaires and !Jlillions of paupers and tramps? Forty years
ago we had only a few of either, but we
were a contented people. A man can be
happy and Jiv in luxury; no need of having a million, and if not satisfied it only
shows a wolfish nature, likely to become a
curse to mankind. A radical change is
badly needed to improve all this. I propcse only two taxes-the town (or city),
county, and state tax on ground alone, all
improvements thereon to be free; for the
na ional gol'ernment a graded income tax.
Abolish custom houses and discharge a
myriad of parasite officeholders, and giv·;
US more libert:y,
FBEDBBIOK KoF ZLY•.
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G'AiZdren' s eornsr.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WixoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Oommunicati6ns jor this Corner should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When ·the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the dax's occupation•
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Two Little Girls.
This little girl is very poor;
She bas tronhles, she finds, she can scarce endure:
And yet, my dear, she bas playthings plentyDolls as many as two-ani!- twenty,
Houses. and arka, and picture book~.
Something pretty wherever she looks.
But half the time she's puzzled to know
What to do with the wonderful show,
Tired of dolli•s two-and-twenty,
And bored with her various toys a-plenty.
That little girl is very rich,
With an old doll like a perfect wi tcb,
A broken chair and a bit of delf,
And a wee cracked cnp on the closet she' f.
flhe can play with only a row of pins;
Hon•es and gardens, arks and irns,
She makes with her chubby fingers smoll,
And Phe never asks for a toy at all.
Unseen around her the fairies stra~,
Giving her bright tbongbts every day,
Poor little girl and rich Iii t.le girl,
How nice it would be if in time'~ •wift "hirl
Yon could-perhaps not change your places,
Jlut catch a glimps of each other's faceR;
For each to the other could something giv,
Which would malre the child life pweeter to liv,
For both could giv and both could share
Something the other had to spare.
-lof. E. Panuster, in Harper's Younu People.

Crime and the Criminal.
Of all the subjects that are to-day atractin~r the attention of the political economist., the philanthropist, and the statesman, that of crime is without doubt the
moPt important. It is a subject that, like
'Banquo's ghost," witl not down, but
constantly rises up and demands attention.
So we mnHt either attend to it and try to
overcnme it or it will overcome us.
It is a sad fact, that with our increase in
ropnlation and with our apparent advance
n civilization, crime more than keeps pace
with both, and is increasing so rapidly
that our state and county governments
bnv hard work to cope with it and provide
places of confinement for the criminal
classes.
Every person has a pet remedy for crime,
} at is like patent medicin, a sure cure;
mt nothing so far has proven an entire
Fuccrlis, and in spite of all remedies crime
is Fteadily increasing, not only in t.he nnmb!'T of crimes committed, but also in thA
tendency to commit greater crimes in
place of smaller ones.
f
When the census of 1890 wat~ taken there
were 60,079 criminals confined in our state
" nitentiaries and reformatories ; of this
number 5,102 were women. SbakF:t:Bre
makes Hamlet say, "Frailty, thy name
q woman;" but this should hav read,
'Frailty, thy name is man," for twelve
imes more men than women commit
crime.
Let us take a glance at the principal
causes of crime, so we can better understand the nature of the evil, and thus be in
R better position to apply the remecy, for
if we are going to look for a remedy for·
crime, we must fir~t diagnose the casA and
understand thoroughly the causes for
which we are going to prescribe a remedy.
We will find, ·when we come to look into
be causes of crime, that they are as varied
and differential as are the crimes themselva.
One of the great causes of crime, admitted by all to be one of the principal
ones, is that of ignorance ; to overcome
gnorance, we hav established the fi.nest
system of public schools that the world has
ever seen, but the schools hav not bad the
desired eflect of decreasing the amount of
crime ; for in spite of the greater inttlligence of the people, the number of crimes
committed each year still increases.
But this may be accounted for by· the
act that our public sch,1ols spend too
much of the time in giving the children
book learning and not devoting enough
time to the teaching of good morals; it is
often the case that our pnblic·school
teachers consider that their full duty is
done when they hav succeeded in teaching
the pupils reading, spelling, etc., but
therein lies a great_mistake, for education

without moral training is merely putting
a weapon into the hands of the vicious.
.How often we hear of this man or boy who
has been led astray by the reading of some
trashy novel. If, when he learned to read,
he had also be~>n taught good morals and
how to choose his literature, he would not
hav been thus led a&trav,
The next cause of crime to be con~idered
is that of bad company. Of all the causes
of crime it is the grPatest. We find from
statistics that it is charged with beinl! the
cause of one-thiril of all crimes. The flocking of the people to the great citieR, where
they are crowded together, is materinlly
adding to the preponderance of this now
too powerful cause.
The great majority of our professional
crimina!R became criminals before thl'y
were twenty years old, and they were not
led into crime by the prompting of hunger
nor from a special lack of honesty, but in
almcst every case they were led astray by
the bad example of th~>ir associates.
I wish to call special attention to the
fact. that our presl'nt method of dealing
with the yrnthfnl dfender is one of the
greatest mistakes in our management of
the criminal element. Take for example
a boy who, out of mischief, has broken the
law; it being his first offense. This boy is
taken before a magistrate and is sentenced
to serve time in one of our jails. There he
is put in the same apartment with the old
and hardened criminal; thus, he is thrown
into the worst of company, and must overhear them tell all kinds of tales about crimes
that they hav committed and he is thus instructed for a career of crime. Thus, yery
often, we make criminals of our boys by our
manner of punishing them. I once heard
a noted man say that our city jails were
the primary schools, the county jails the
grammar. schools, and the state penitentiaries the high schools of crime, and it
seems to me he was just about right. To
overcome this evil feature of our criminal
punishment, all youthful offenders should
be confined separate and apart from the
older criminals.
The worst breeding-spots of crime are
the slums of our larger cities; here it is
that ·the effect of bad company shows its
fine hand. The children of the poor people hav no playground except the street.
There they come in contact with the worst
element, and soon by their teaching and
bad example the boy who, if otherwise
surrounded, might hav become a good
citizen is almost Enre to become a criminal.
Drink is the next cause of crime that we
will consider. Drink has always been
considered the greatest cause of crime,
but statistics fail to bear out the assertion;
for, while bad company is char~red with
thirty-three per cent of crime, only twenty
per cent can be charged to drink. Drink,
as a rule, is the cause of petit offenses,
such as assault and battery and disturbance of the public peace.
From the above· statements it will be
spen that bad company and drink together
are the cause of over half of all the crimes
committed.
Poverty as a cause of crime is small, but
often poverty is the indirect cause of a
criminal career; for it often happens that
a poor person livs in a bad neighborhood
and thus gets into bad company and is
often led to drink to drown his sorrows,
and thus, indirectly, poverty is the cause
of a great amount of crime.
The other causes Of crime are idleness,
bad temper, opportnni y, and want of
principle; these four cause about onefourth of the crimes. Very often, when
the reason for the commission of a crime
is not traceable to any one of the above
causes, it is found to be the result of a
combination of two or more of these
causes.
The last cause to be considered is that of
hereditary influences. It is often found
that certain persons are predisposed to
crime. These poor mortals are marked by
their ancestors and they seem to take to
crime-as naturally as a duck does to water.
For a long time heredity as a cause of crime
was laughed at by the knowing ones, but
to-day, after long years of careful research, it is an establis'led fact.
The child of a criminal inherits a di position to cotnmit crimP, aud for that rtason
it is now proposed to try and prevent
criminals from marrying, and thus prtvent
them from reproducing criminals.

Hoping to see this in the Children's
Corner, and that it is not too long a letter
I am, as ever, your Freethinking friend, '
NoRA McCoy,
P.S.-Qnite an Irish name, isn't it?
But I am happy to say, if my ancestors
were Irish, I am not a Catholic. N.
[Too sensible.for that.-En C. C.]

Next let us look at the methods of dealing with crime. In early times almost
every crime was punished by death. The
rulers of those early days hoped by this
harsh method to stop crime ; but it was
found that the severity of the pnniFhment
had very little if any effect on the amount
of crime. Gradually the number of crimes
wliich were pnnishBble with death hav been
diminished, till now there remains only
two crimes that are punished with death;
these are murder and treason. Even the
death penalty for murder has been abo!·
ished in some of the states.
Our present method of dealing with
crime is to make p11nishment certain for
t.he person who commits it, sn that he will
in the future refrain from doing anything
wrong and that the example of his punish~
ment may keep other men from crime.
Of late years the severity of the punishment has boen lessened and the criminal
has been treated with greater kindness,
and his accommodations in the 'prison hav
been improved to such an ex ent that i~
now often happens that the prisoner is
better fed, clothed, and housed within the
prison walls than he would be if he were
free to take care of himself out in the
world.
Then, too, the certainty of punishment is
so small, that even if the punishment was
very severe, still there are so many chances
of escaping punishment that an average
criminal would never stop to think of the
penalty. We find that only 42 per cent. of
the criminals are caught, and of that number only 55 per cent. are convicted, so we
see that only 25 per cent. of the criminals
are punished for the crimes they commit.
With such a good chance of avoiding punishment, iii it any wonder that the criminal
never lets the fear of punishment deter him
from crime.
Another fact which shows t.hat our present system of dealing with the criminal
element is a failure, is the fact that over 50
per cent. of the convicts are recomm.itted,
showing that the terror of prison lire and
the severity of prison discipline does not
keep the convict from again breaking the
law.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

Laughing Babies
are loved by everybody. Good nature in
children is rare unless they are healthy.
'l'hose· raised on the Gail Borden Eagle
Brand Condensed Milk are comparativly
free from sickness. This milk is so easily
prepared that improper feeding is inexcusable.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Snmmer Days at Onset. 84 pages. Illustrated. Price 25 cents.
Woman: Fonr Centuries of Progress.
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents.
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
1:.!Iilo, 300 pp., $1.
'
.
Apples of ~old.· And Other Stories for
Boys and Gn·ls. 12mo, 383 pp.,ljl1.25.
.
The Story Hour. AnExcept10nally Handsome and Interesting BookhWithont Superstition for Children and Yont . The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
66 fnll.page illustrations and 25 smaller; -large
tvpe, heavy, toned paper. broad margins, illustrated covers: tto. 224 pp., boards. $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO

Works 9f W. H. Burr.
Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144
Propositions proved Affirmatively and Negatively by Quotations from Scripture, without
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents.
Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alike
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev.
Byron Sunderland D.D., in 1871. Price. 25c.
Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that Shaks·pere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents,
Thomas Paine-Was He Junius~ Second
edition, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine.
Price, 10 cents.
Junius, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas
Paine. A refutation of M. D. Conway's
objections to the identification of Pa.ine as
J'.lnh1 q,'ld Casca. PriceJ..5 cents.
~ddre•s THE TRUTH REEKER,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

COSMIAN

HYMN-BOOK.

A COLLECTION OF

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED HYMNS
FOB

Correspondence.

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools
and the Home.
1
-With Music Written to All the Songs.COMPILED BY L. K. WAS'PBURN
Prl·•· !F.I.~n
ll'n" ule &t 'J'HTS OFFrOlll

ELBlllRTON, GA., .Tune 21, 1894.
DEAR MISS WIXON : This is my fourth
letter to TRill TRUTH Sl!lEKER. It is 'Vacation now. The teachers' meeting is being
held in Elberton this week. 'T'wo of my
sisters are teachers. I would be quite
CHEAP EDITION.
lonesome in vacation if it wasn't for a little
girl living_close to me named Hammond
Burch. We are together nearly all of the
time, and we play all sorts of things. . I
don't like to play with real dolls, but I like
to dress up a squash and play. with it.
By R. WHEELER.
Hammond and. 1 play with them. The
.Tnne bugs are as thick around our house - This book IB Just what i~s title implies-thnm_pas can be. Yesterday I caught five to- .ng whacks at superstition. It deals with the
gether. I would like for some of the boys effect of Christianity on the world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religand girls to write to me. We thought there , ion
and impede the progress of man. It shows
would be a famine, but we hav had some that Jesus was a false prophAt. that the· gospels
are
not
authentic, and that 0u.:~~ianit;~: is a borrain lately. We hav a calf and it has to rowed system
That the Bible is not
stay in its stall all the time. I gather grass in accord withof religion.
Science, that the atonement
and weeds for it, I remain your friend,
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not areal benefit to man.
OLIVE BELL.
Price, 20 cents, six for $!.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ST. .Tosli:PH, Mo., .Tune 10, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN : As my other letter
found a place in THE .TRUTH SEEKlllR, I
venture to write again.
Our city has been visited by two Freethinking lecturers this spring, Mr. Rems- Sunday and the Sabbath~ "A law regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is an imburg and Mr. Steiner, of Des Moines, Ia.
pertinence." Price. 10 cents.
I heard them and enjoyed both very much. The False Teaching of the Christian
Neither had a large audience, as most of
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
our citizens would rather go t'l church. I
the Christian church are ·thirty-nine poor,
broken-down
opinions." Price, 10 cents.
go to high school and, wit.h the exception
Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of
of one boy, am the only Freethinker. Two The
a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
of my most intimate friends are very relior trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
gions, and I often shock them by express,crusade of one against the Oolorado beetle!"
10 cents.
Price,
ing some of my liberal views in their presence. They say they are getting used to Followers of Jesus. Pricel10 cents.
Is It a Fai h or a Facti
me now and are not surprised at anything Sp~tualism:
:Price, 5 cents.
I say. We hav a very good public library Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents,
here, but they hav no really Liberal books. Was Jesus Insane! Price, 10 cents.
They hav some of Walter ~e@ant's works, The Public Schools and the CathoDe
which are the most liberal of any I hav been
Church. Price, 5 cents;
able to obtain there. One day in our rhetAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
oric class we came across a reference to
Eve as being the first woman, Our teacher
asked whJ Eve was, and one little girl
answered, "Noah's wife." Amid a loud
By EMILE ZOLA.
burst of laughter some one answered, "She
was the first woman, and the first man Translated from the French by Bent. R. Tucker
Adam's wife." In the pause that followed
In this his latest story Zola takes four typical
I said, "I don't th nk there ever was an
from the nobility, one from the
Adam or Eve either." They all looked marria~res-one
liourueotsie o~ e from the _petty liourueoisle anti
very much astonished, and our teacher one from the working. people-and rl escribes 'wi •h
an.wered, "Well, I think those are the all the power of hh wondrous art, bow ea<·h 'orig
jnates, by what motive each is insPireil, how each
names by which we designate the first m!ln IB
consummated, and how each results.
and woman." We are not allowed to d.s
Price, 1.~ CenttJo
cuss such snbjects.in our claBBes, so it had
Vddress
THE TRUTH SEEKER f'O.,
to stop there.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.

1

L K. Washburn's Works.

Modern Marriage.

THE

.Jfew i}ubZ cations.
Unless other wise specified , all p ?tbi-ica
tions noticed here can be- ha d oj Tm~:
TRUTH S EEKER CoMP..U.'Y, a t the p rice
named.

AN U NOFFIOL\L PA•rRI OT. By Helen H.
Gardener, author of "Men, Women,
and Gods," "Is This Your Son, My
Lord?" "Facts and Fictions of Life,"
etc., etc. Boston : Arena Publishing
Company. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper,
50 cents.
We hav done with "An Unofficial
Patriot" what we get time to do with very,
very few books- read it through, every
word from dedication to finis. It is a
breezy, interesting, thought-provoking
work. We like it. We cheerfully recom··
mend it. It's hero is Griffith Davenport,
born in 1809 in Virginia. His father was
a country 'squire, a slaveholder, an Epillcopalian, quick-tempered, opinionated,
old· fashioned in his ideus, but genial,
kindly, devoted to his family, honest. In
1824 .Methodism made its advent in Virginia. It appealed to different minds and
temperaments thun those content to jog
along in the time·honorcd, respectable
Episcopalian path. Young Davenp ort had
· never doubted. There was no questioning of the old fait.h in his father's household or amon g his associates. That his
father swore volubly a t the slaves did not
seem to the boy to be strange or wrong
or at all incompatible with the conventiona1
religion of his home, with it s stated prayers and for mal table gra<Jes. When. therefore, in his nineteenth year, Griffith was
baptized into the Methodist fold and
en t ered upon the career of a circuit rider
there was am azement, constermi tion,
anger in his parents' home. B ut the
young man had a "conscience,; and hA
could b e happy only when doing what he
considered to be his ''duty." Th at for him
was the line of least resistance, the line
which we all follow.
With the irruption of the new, more
emotional religion, came, as a consequence, other disturbing fan cies and
thoughts. Minds aroused out of thtl
lethargy that had previously hold them
quiescent necessarily sought divergent
· avenues of activity. T h ere were born
vague doubts about the institution of
slavery. Was the institution right pe1· se'f
If r ight for the laity, WMI it right for the
clergy to hold slaves, to buy and sell
fellow Christians? That sensit iv conscience was agitated, strained, tormented.
Griffith h ad own ed from boyhood a body
servan't, very much devoted to him. Wit h
his wife there came from h er father other
slaves into his power. The embryo abolitionist had long ago vowed t hat he would
never buy or sell one ofthe dark race. And
now his father insisted that be should
make his home upon one of the family
planta tions. T h us st ill m ore slaves were
forced under his control. T here came a
time when he had to buy the h usband of
·one of his "girls" to prevent a h eartb reaking separation, not otherwise avoidable. 'l'he struggle and final defeat cost
h im dearly. Griffith realized, as only
those can wh o lived in the South in slavery
d ays, the difficulties in the way of the
master who would froe himse.lf fr om t.he
curse of ownership. 'l'he slaves k new
nothing of self-dependence. 'rbey k new
nothing of life in t.he free states. 'ro leave
them free in Virginia was a felony. An
unfamiliar sigh t in the North, they could
not there, at that time, liv in peace. But
this man of whom Helen Gar dener writes
a t laf!t made up his mind t.hat h e 'vould in
some way rid his concience of this everincreasing burd en; he would take his s:>ns
to sr1me place to be educated "where the
trend of thought is towar d freedom," he
said. He had, by correspondence an d as·
s st&nce, secured a position in a .small colJe~e in Indiana.
He arranged with a
Washington lawyer for the manumission
of bia slaves . H e sold his landed property.
He m et h is fi ; st g r eat disappointment
whAn be gathered the n egroes at t he "big
hom;;~" t o giv them their freedom papers.
T hey had expected some gift, a plug of
"terbacker " a "caliker " dress something to eat, dri nk, or wea1·. · An'd t h ere
'vas nothing but papers. Those are not
the only people wh o hav been careless of
hberty for themselvs and ot hers for the
sake of a dower or a stipend. Not a r ay
of light came into t he black facea. " Not
one grasped t he full meaning of it all. It
was evident that one and all e xpected t o
liv along as before-to follow t he fortunes
of t he family."
At last the Davenpor t caravan is oil:' for
Washington. 'rwo of the negro boys run
away, preferring t o r emain amid the old sur·
roundiugs. T hus i s Griffith mad a liable t o
arr est when ever h e shall again set foot in
Virgi nia. At ,last t he Long Bridge is
or o13sed , t he ''dead lin e" i s passed, t h ey are
in Wasb.ington. T h e blaves were t aken to
t h e cabins secured beforehancl for them.
'rhen Gri1!hh an<.l E.atherin o r epair ed to
t h e oJ)ice of their lawyer. '! 'hey had taken
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it. as a m atter of course that a few of the I shoulders t.he features of their 'revelation' for the lam h tbat had strayed, ever so
nlder h ouse servants. an d .Terry and his to which the condition of their own loved little, from t he or thodox fold. Her days
famil y, would accompany them to t hei r ones did not respond, there might be com- were donbly burdened by the n ew anx iety ,
new l10me. B ut now tbey learned, to fort Her faith wa,s so real and firm it did sbndowed by the real, aud hau nted by the
t heir i ntense dismay, that the Constitut.ion n ot doubt a literal damnation nor could she agony of fear for t he imagin ary danger,
of Iudiana forbade t he taking of n egroes r ead from under the decree those she to b~1· son. I n her dreams tuat night , sh e
in to t he state or givi ng t hem employment. loved, simply because she loved them. An snw him stand before an angry and avengWe of t o-day can read ily understand the eternal decree of suffering hung over her ing God, nnd she awoke in a. ver y pa.nic of
purpose of the~<e i nh ibitions, when we take first-b orn, tbe idol of her soul! The awful delirium and ment~l anguish. Great
note of our Chinese exclusion nets. Com- burden of her religiou was almost more beads of moisture stood upon her brow.
petition with "white " labor could n ot, than Bhe could bear in these days of fear 'Save him! save h im 0 God of onr salvaca nnot be allowed . S uch is the nrgum<'nt. an d loneliness, stimulated as it was by the tion !' abe cried out, and lit tle Margat:et
S o the Davenport n egr oes wer e all l<>ft i n ever· present thr eat and shadow of death stirred u neasily i n her betl."
Washington, a snm of money having been
put into the lawy er's hands for th e partial
support of the more aged ones.
The environment in t he Western stat e was
peculiar and unp lea•g,nt., b ut g-rad ually the
Virginians became accustomed to it and t ho
clouds drifted up and away, t o a certain exten t. T he boys g rew t o manhood; the eldest went t o Missouri to help cond uct a pa per
opposed to the extension of slavery in t.o
t h e ter ritorief. Lincoln was elected. The
storm bur st. The printing offi(le was
burned by the pro-slavery adherent s and
Beverley D avenport escaped to Kansas and
enlisted iu a r egimen t making u p in th at
state. The two other boys also entered
the service. G overnor Morton, Indian11's
famo1Hl war exeentiv, knew Gri tritn well
an<.l after the disaster at B nll Run he r ec
ommended to President Lincoln t he employment of Griffith Davenpor t as a gnicle
for the Union armies in Virginia. GnffiLh
was summoned to \ Vasbington. Ho came
into th e presence of Lincoln, b ut at first
he positivl:v r efused to engage in tbe work
r eq uired of him. He was dee ply a ttached
to his old home and t.he p eople who bad
been the companions of his youth a od
early m anhood. He cou ld not b ring h imself t o consent t o lead a h ostil army t o
devastate the one and drive out or slay t.hc
other s. .It was only aft-er Lincoln had
shown him t hat it was his ditty, as a Union
man and a lover of his kind, to do all be
could to restore the U nion and to pr event
t he repetition of such u seless sacr ifices as
that at B ull Rnn that h e consen ted to
gnidc an ene-ineer's cor ps through the
valleys an~l over t he mount ains of his b e ·
loved nat1v state. H e bad on ce more
yielded to his conscience and he did .faithfully antl well the work h e had promised
to do, albeit at g reat cost to his feelings.
He retnrned ssd'ely t o h is home and died
before the close of _the great confi.ict., but
not before ho had accomplished all tho.t
lay within the power of an "unofficial
FROM UND:GR
patriot."
This book is a F reethougbt work only
by suggest ion, bnt none the less .it mnat
hav a great liberalizing influence. Ho w
lit tle of comfort there is in t he t ene ts nf
ort hodox Christianity is unobtrusivl.Y bu t
By WlLLlA.l"l. HART.
effectivly shown in the cl ~aing pages of
Chapter XVII. Beverly Davenport, in a
1,!106 (t,ucst.ion!ii t.o t.hc CI4'1'1-;'Y a.nd Jht· t.he (_: ,.,..
letter writ.ten to his mother from a T enneR)ooidct·a.l.ion of 04-hCl'~"·
see camp while his father was on d.uty in
Virginia, says:
The
au
thor,
whi
le a sincere ch1.t rch mem' lnr, oh J.)'vJ t. b•~ in" -'Dear old father ! His last letter to
jnnotion to sellrch thescr iptnrcR, which led t•• the prJtnlludiug of
me wall an inspirat ion and a sermon, in
t hosoqueri os, no c le.·gymao can nna.ver r 1~ i o1a d y 14 0• 1 rJ •n•~ l n 11
living (as he is), without tho least bit of
Chr istian.
preaching in it. He doesn't n eed to pr each.
H e Jiva fa.r better than any creed or than
any religion; but -'
"Katherine broke oft and pond., red .
'l'f£1!: T itUrf£ ::lEEK •:f!, ~-~ Ld'u.)••: ~~ : I' .. 'l t·w \'or!<.
Was Beverly still reading 'rhomas P ain o?
If h e were t o be killed ! What did h e b elieve? 'J... ivs far b etter t han any creed
EDf~riONS
or t han any religion,' what did h e mean ?
Had Beverly become openly an unbeliever
OF
-in creeds and r eligions? The t houg ht almost froze her b lood. She fell u pon her
knees and wept an d prayed - not for h er
son's life to be sp11red from the bullets of
the enemy, as was her h abit, but that the
.A.Cm 01!' RF..A.SON. Pap., 2oc.;
' shafts of the destroyer' might spar e his
6 copies f• r :)I; <:loth . I\Oc.
soul! Her cup of anxiety and ~orr ow was
.AGE Ol' REi SON A.ND EXHIembit ter ed and ronde to overflow by the
l~A'I'W .lli tH'1'1lJ~ J!ltOJ!HEsincerity of a b elie.! which wns so si mple,
CIES. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
and k ne w so little of evasion, t hat the bot.APOS'l'Ll~ ~W
J.>OLl'l'ICAL
tomless pit did, indeed, yawn befor e her
AND ltEl!,W10US LITIEU.'J.'Y
for this son of her yout h .
&Life). J>y J. E. Remsbprg.
"• Save him, s ave him,' she moaned
- ortmit. PnJ? .• We. ; do. , 76c
aloud, 'if n ot trom death, at least from
COJ\lMON SENSE. (1776.) 1oo.
destruction, 0 God of my salvation !'
CU.lSlS. Written During .A.m.
"The t error s which should follow u nbe• Hevotution PA.u.,4Q<:.; cJo.• 7oc.
lief had b ee.n long ago, i n b or r igid Pres
um~AT womcs. avo. sOOpp.;
clo .. $3; lc:<thcr, 1!!1; morocco,
byterian home, made so much a part of
gilt edges. !!!HO.
her very nat ure, t hat the simple cheer fu l,
U:E'E
OF. J3y C. Blanchard.
happy side of Griffith 's religion, which
Pan ,•JOC.; clo., with p_Jrtrnit, OOc.
had been uppormcst nil th('ee y e-ars, had
LIFE 01•'. Byl\LD. Oonway.
n ot even yet, in co.•es of unusual stress,
With Histor)fof hia Li ' oru.ry. Poobliterated the horr or of Katherine's li tliLica.l, nnd IW!igious Career in
America,
F'rau.x: and Eugl&nd
eral belief in and fear of an awful h t ll,
,.n<l a Sketch by William c., bbett:
a nd avengea.ncc-visiting God for those who
'J.'bo only adequate Biography of
P!>ine. 2 vols. Portraits. $6.
sligh t ed . or q uestioned the justice or
J,IFE OF. By Remsburg. 50o.
t ruth of a cruel revelat-ion of h im. A
UFE OF. By G. Vale. $1.
grea t and haunti ng fear for Beverly's soul
UTHOClltAJ'H OF. 22x28, $1.
eclipsed her fear fnr his life, and KathPOLI'l'lCA.LAND ltEUGIOUS
erine's religion added terror s to tho war
ImFOK~lER. Underwood. lOa
tha-t were more real a nd da.rk and fearful
POLI'l'ICAJ, WORKS: ''Com·
than t he real horrors that are a natural
mou
Sense." •· Cris i l,"" Bights of
and legitimate par t of a cruel civil cout~::st.
l\'Ian • $1.50.
T he ' comforts,' t o a lovi ng h eart and a
ItiGU1.'S OF MAN. Answer to
clear head, of such a religion were vague
Durk6'R .A.ttack on the F r encb Rev.
olut ion. P>p .• 40 c ; clo .. 750.
and shadowy, indeed. Its certain and
TESTIMO NULS TO IllS MERawful t hreats wer e like a flaming sword of
II'S. Comp. by Moreau. lOc.
wrath b efore her eyes. To those who
THEOLOGICAI, WORKS:" Age
could evade the personal application of
of
Beason," "Examination of tlie
the tenets of the-i r fait h, who could accept
Prophecies," eto., with Life ot
or reject at wilL the doctrine thPy proPaine and steel portrait, $1.150.
fessed who could wear as an easy garment
VINDICATION. Reply toN.~.
the par ts th ey li ked, and slip from their
001~. By R. G. ~eraoll. lOo.
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The Orthod-ox Team.
"Hold on, stranger I Turn out yonder
close to the wall!
For the road's very narrow, and I've got
it all!
Whoa, back, haw there, old Baptist!
Whoa, Methodist, whoa!
These are oxen that need all the road, yon
must know.
Yes, I drive without swearin', though
strange it may seem,
For I'm drivin',good stranger, my orthodox team!"
Said the lumberman of Calaveras.
"That Episcopal ox is of excellent breed;
Much more noted for style than he is for
his speed,
'Though of delicate structure, this ox will
not shirk,
Yet he never was known, sir, to sweat at
his work.
He's a good, pions ox, never losing his
way,
For he reads all the sign-boards, and goes
not astray I"
Said the lumberman of Calaveras.
"ThAre's the good Baptist ox; he's hardshell to the bone;
Close communion in diet-be eats all alone!
Shakes his head when it's rainin' and closes
his eyes;
He hates to be sprinkled, though it comes
from the skies!
Why, he won't cross a bridge unless
dragged by the team;
He'll go nowhere, I swar, but 'down into'
the stream!"
Said the lumberman of Calaveras.
"Presbyterian, gee! Congregational, haw!
They're good stock, let me tell yon, and
know how to drawl
They're so perfectly matched, sir, that
very few folk
Can tell them apart when they're out of
the yokel
Yet yon see a slight difference when it is
shown:
One leans on his Elders and one stands
alone!"
Said the lumberman of Calaveras.
., ' There's an ox I term Israel-oldest of
all;
Once he grazed in the garden before·
Adam's fall;
He went into the ark at the time of the
flood,
And when Pharoah starved he was chewin'
his end!
'fhere's an ancestry, sir, full of glory, no
doubt,
Bnt for goring the Master, they're scattered about!"
Said the lumberman of Calaveras.
"Ive an ox over there who tends strictly
to biz;
He's a Catholic ox; what a monster he is!
And he keeps growin' big, while he keeps
growin' lld,
And be never Jet's go when he once gets a
hold!
He's a strong one, yon bet! Why, I never
yetspoke
.
But he started right off with neck in the
yokel" ·
·
Said the lumberman of Calaveras.
" There's old Methodist, one of the best
on the road!
You'd snppo!!e by the fuss he alone dragged
the load!
How he pulls when I sing hallelujah, and
shout;
Bnt the worst of it is, he keeps changin'
about!
He was bought on probation, and works
like a top,
But I've had him three years, and suppose
I must swopl"
Said the lumberman of Calaveras.
"That suave Universali~t many admire,
Claims the devil's a myth, with his great
prairie fire!
There's my Adventist claimin' to bav second sight;
If he keeps on a-gnessin' he'll guess the
thin~r right I
And the Seventh Day Baptist; their numbers are such,
If they do break the Sabbath, they don't
break it much!"'
Said the lumberman of Calaveras.
"Got a Spiritist? Yes, sir, I bought him
by chance;
When it comes to hard work he goes off in
a trance.
Nothing practical, sir, in a medium ox,
If yon hav to keep proddin' with rappin'11
and knocks.
Bnt I must keep movin' and ploddin' along
With my orthod ox team, or the world
will go wrong I"
Said the lumberman of Calaveras.
• • Take the road that I came, and beware
of short cuts;
Yon will not lose the way if yon follow the
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RIGHT LIVING.
By SUSAN H. WIXON.

Ethfcj as Understood by a Student or Science. Sixty Chapters, as follows:
Rillht Living,
What is Hypocrisy?
In Re~Jard to C9ncealed Vice,
What is Morality?
Conscience or Moral Sense,
Beantiful Chanty,
What is Ignorance?
Selfishness, the Menace of So- Fidelity. the Giver of Strength
Knowledge the Great Treasure,
mety.
and Honori
Concerning Education,
Grati.tnde, a Fragrant Flower of Valn!J of Weal h,
"f ,
Conduct· or Right Doing
Life,
Avartce, Not a Means to LI e s
Best End,
. ,
Virtue, the lllnminator o~ Life, Is Reverence a Duty?
Prudence an Economy of Life Self-Reliance,
Good Nature, one of L1fe s Best
What Know Ye of Justice?
' Self-Control,
Blossoms,
.
Fortitude a Noble Possession,
Self-Respect
Reason and Free Inqmry.
Temperance and Intemperance, Foolish Pride and Billy Prejn- Free Speech,
Is the Use of Tobacco Dangerdice1
A Free Press,
ons?
Anger, ~he
Distor~er,
Rj.ghts of An_imals,
Cultivation of Individnalit:y,
The Angel of Forgiveness
Rights of phildren,
.
Character & Jewel of Great Price, Observation a Great FacnitrJ
Human Rights; or the Equality
Idleness, another Name for Loss, Perseveran··e, the Friend of Jl'l.an,
of Man.
Indnstr7, the Staff of Life,
Punctuality, a Promoter of Bnc- Moral Cleanlines"..t.
Valne o a Trade,
cess
Politenes<. The u-entlemaH.>..
Recreation a Necessity,
The Difficulties of Life,
Politeness. -Continued.- The
Games of Chance,
Temptation, the Demon on the
Gent)ewoman,
Truth and Falsehood,
ht2'hway,
Best Bomety,
What is an Oath? or the Worth Habtt, Second Nature,
Progress; or Enlightenment:
of a. Promise.
Power of Will,
Wisdo.u.
Fraud a Crime,
Courage, a .Necessity to Right
'l'he Poison of Blander,
Living.
Miss Wixon has taken &a her mottoes in writing this beautiful book of 292 pages-which she
has dedicated to the memory of her father and mother-these sentences from the works of a great
synthetic philosopher and a gifted liberal minister:
As wtth the Phvstcal, so with th"- ethical. A belief, as vet fitful ana parttal, ts beqtnntna to
spreaa amonast men, that here, also, there ts an tnatssoluble bona between cause ana consequence, an
tne:wrable aesttnv, a law whtoli altere:li not.-II>rbert Spencer.
Ltvtna is an Art, a metlio!l or express Ina areat ooncepttons; tn fact, the Maliest method, the
noblest of the Arts.-Thomas Starr King.
·
Right Living" is well bound in cloth and printed on good paper.

PRICE, $1.00.
Address

THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 La.fayette Plac9, New York.

Pleasure and Progress.
AN ATTEKPr TO PROVE THAT
The Pursuit of Pleasure Is the Sine Qua Non of Intellectual, :Moral, and Social
Development, and that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship.

By Albert M. Loren-tz, LL.B .
.
CONTENTS:
.
BooK I.-PLEASURE: Chap. I. -Sources of Pleasure. Cnap. II.-Material Pleasures. Chap. ill.Ideal Pleasure<. Chap IV -Social Pleasured. Ohap. V-Pleasnres of the Savage, the
Barbari&n &nd the Civilized. Chap. VI -Genesis of religions. Chap. VII.-Christianity.
BooK II.-INTELLEOTUA.L DEVELOPMEL'IT: Chap. L -Purpo•e of life. Chap, II. -Matenal Pleaeures.
Chap. 111.-Ideal Pleasures: Knowledge. Chap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Reason. Chap.-V.
Ideal Pleasures: Character. Chap. VI.-Bocia.l Pleasures. Chap. VII.- Pedagogical Despotism.
BooK 111.-Mos.u. DEVELoPMENT: Chap. I.-Morality. Chap. II.-Material ·Pleasures: Prudence.
Chap. HI.-Material Pleasures: Refinement. Chap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Foresight,
Chap. V.-[deal Pleasures: Civilization. Chap. VI.-Social Pleasures. Chap. VII,- Yi_ce
Caused by Restraint.
BooB: IV.-BoorA.L DEvELOPl!I:ENT: Ohap. L-"rogress. C.1ap. !f.-Protection, Capitalism, and
Socialism: RespeJtivly an Actual, an Imminent, and a Proposed Violation of Individual
Boverejgnty. Chap. ill -Condition of Agric~ture. Chap. IV. Public Schools, the
Mene.Mene, Tekel of l::locialism. Chap. V.-Pro:vince of Governm~nt. Chap. VI.-Onr
Social Disorder.
Here are some of the verdicts on this remarkable production which have been rendered by
men who are in every wa:v qualified as judge~ of books:
This is a spiritAd, rattling sort of a book that skates rlght along over the dee past snbiect with
out mn h thought whether the ice is thin or not. It answors the greatest questiOn-What is the
us ·,object, mottve, pur pod~ and summum bonum of life, and the real can· e and motive of progress?
-by one word Pleasure !-:~.·ooaaeus B. Wakeman,
He sharpi:v atta.1ks, al•o, modern methods of ednaation, and in this he is most abnnd&ntly
borne nut 07 the faots, an 1 his_§rra!gnment is practically unanswerable. H1s bJok is altogether a
curious and suggestive one.-New York OommerotalAaverttser.
·rhe man who wrote this book knows how to write a book, and knows what he is writing about.
There is not a. padded sentence in the volume, not an attempt to fill up with . ords for la Jk of
knowlec!ge. The author dea.ls hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for realities and
truth. We do not·see how anyone can re\d this book and disagree with the leading prooositions,
The work is good; every chapter is worth readin((. ·. It is a work of common-sense Bocialiim. 'fhe
chapter on public schools ought to be put into a tract and sent to every teacher in the !and. Thousands of sentences are worthy of being framed as political maxims and hung up all over the nation.
the book deserves a. wide readin_g, not only for its literary style, which is clear ani incisive, but for
is bold, honest sa.yings.-L K. Washburn.
.
After yon read this b>ok yon will be as enthusiastic in praise of it as are the eloqnent editor of the
Investtaator and the gallant President of the Canadian Secular Union,
Pleasure and Progress" has 898 pages, is splendidly printed from large, clear type, on excellent paper, and costs, bound in cloth, $1; paper covers, 50 cents.
·
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The Creation of God.
By

DR. JACOB HARTMANN.

.An explanation of t~e origin of the God Ide!', and the mental processes that led to the f~rination
of Idols and the worship of them. From the.time of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's rilforma.tion and
his banishment for heresy and blasphemy agamst the Chaldean 1dols, to Christ's comingi the _principa.lcharaotets &re analyzed and shown to be human, by thought and deed. It is made pain that the
wcnliar phraseology, can~ sayings, subterf"!lrl!lS• miracle~, wop.der.-workings, and snJ?ernatnral padding are the _proper offspnng of the then enstmg barbansm, Ignorance, and superstition, constituting the peculiar politics of the day.
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I am sorry to force yon, my friend, to
Rules for Human Conduct
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues.
ILLUSTRATIONS.
turn out,
Map of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind,
But this is the re~lar lumberman's route. Food and Food-Substances.
Map of Theologicr.l Retrogression.
On the road of life, stranger, my right is
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.
supreme.
Four Hundred and Thirty-two Pages Large 12mo.
The· whole world must turn out for my
orthod-ox team!"
In Clo-th, 81; in Paper, 450 Cen-ts.
Said the lumberman of Calaveras.
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Hygiene of the Brain and the Cure of
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1.50. " Get this book s.nd
read it\ for it abounds in practical valuable
knowleage."-[Chicago Inter-Ocean.
Eating for Strength. By M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price by mail, $1. ·• I am delighted with
it."-[H. B. ':Baker, M.D., Secretary Michigan
State Board of Health.
.
Parturition Without ·Pain. A Code of
Directions for avoiding mo8t of the Pains and
Dangers of Childbearing. By M. L. Holbropk,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose excellence JlU~passes ·mar _power to commend."[New York Evening Mail.,
·
Liver Complain~ .Mental Dyspeps1~ and
Headache : T.lleir Cure by Home Treatment. By M. L. Holbrook, 1\'I.D. Price, by
mail, $1. "Reading this book I cured my<~elf
after several doctors had f:tiled."-(T. C. Ctirtis, .
U.S.A.
The Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs.· E.
B. Dnffev author of "What Women Should
Know," ''No Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
mail, $1. 1\'Irs. Oharles Brewster1 Portland, Me.,
writes: "Had I possessed this aook ten years
ago it would h01ve saved me ten years of invalidism, and 1 should have been the mother of
hea1thy instead of sickly children."
A.
Youth: .Its Care and Culture. By J.
Mortim"er Granville. $1. To this has been
added a paper by that charmin!f Engli"h
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physical
Education of a Girl," ani! a Jtaper on the
"Dress of Girls." Its retail pnce is $1.
ralks to :My Patlents. By Mrs. R. B.
Gleaso.}}.> M.D. A Practical Handbook for .tbe
Maid, wife and Mother: with a beautiful Photographic Portrait of the Author Price\ by
mail $1.50. " We wish the chapter, ' Oonfi, ential to Mothers.' might be ,J;lnblished as a tract
and sent to every ·mother m the land."-[Harper's New l\Ionthly Magazine.
The Better Way. An Appeal to Men in
behalf of Human Culture through a wiser parentage. By A. E. Newton. Price, by mail,
25 cents. "It contains information and warning
that are urgently needed. "-[Christian Union.
Sexual Physiolog7. A Scientific and Popular Expositio:a o the Fundamental Problems
in Sociolo_gy. By R. T. Trail, M.D. Price, by
mail, $2. This work has rapidly passed through
forty editions, and the demand is constantly
increasing. No such complete a~d valnabla
work has ever before been issued.
Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scientific Diet. By Gustav BchlirkeV~en. Translated from the German, by M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. In addition also it contains a Complete
and R.!!<dical Cure for Intem11erance, by the Use
of a Veg~table and Fruit Diet. By Chas. 0.
Groom Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, $1.
rhree Books in One. From the Cradle
to the School. Bl':_Bertha Meyer. The Rights
of Children. B(.'; Herbert Sll_encer. The Government of ChLdren. "Ey M. L. Holbrook1 M.D."
Price by mail, ·
cloth, $1. ·It is
a book worthy to oe ranked with the best that
J has ever been written concerning the training
of children."-[Bazar.
Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for In•
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.
Price, 80 cents, by mail. "It should he quietly
given to every diinker. "-[Herald of llealth.
Muscle-Beating; C!.!: Home· Gymnastics
for 8ick and nell. By C. Kemm,
manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cents.
llarriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary
and Physiological Relations, and in their bearing on the producin~J. of children of finer health
and greatgr ability. .l:lyM. L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
1'he Scter>titlo American says: "Books on this
subject are usually written by • cranks.' bnt this
is radically different: it is scientific, sobtr.
clean, and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and particularly
by the young.'
The Diet Cure. The Relations of Food
and Drink to Health, Disease\...Cure. By_ T. L.
Nichols! M.D., editor London .lierald. of Health.
·
Price, c oth. 50 cents.
Medical Hints on the Protection and Man·
agement of the Singing Voice. By
Lenox Brown, F.R.C.B. 20th thousand. 30 ct..
Deep Breathing; or Lung Gymnastirs.
Pnce, cloth, 50 cents. Mrs. Horace 1\'Iann wri te•:
"Every book yon Jtrint is pure gold and deserves wide circulatiOn."
How to Strengthen the :Memory. By M.
L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
..,
l Physician's Sermon to Young :Men. By
Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents. Prof. R. A.
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer~
says of it: "Through false delicacy lads ana
youths are left to fail into tronble, and not a fel'
have their prospects of a healthy happy life a\.
solntely rmned. The little book before us is in·
tended to be _put into the hands of yomig mPn
by fathers who are unwilling or incapable o•
discharging a father's duty in this respect; ana
as not one father in ten is, we believe, ready."'
do what is right by his boys himself, it is well
that such a book as this should be available. If
it i~ read b_y all who should read it, its sale will
be counted by hundreds of thousands." The
publisher will send 10 copies by mail. postpaicl,
for $2. Should anyone desire them by the l!H
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by correspondence.
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So FAR as a doctrin can influence general conduct, the doctrin of evolution, in
its social applications, is calculated to pro-·
dnce a steadyinu effect, alike on thong)lt
and action.-Herbert .Spencer.
Ws:ILn it may be right to permit maj01·
ities to rule, this does not mean that minorities should not be fairl_;y represented.
The American idea of rnnnmg over minor·
ities is full of injustice and danger.-Galveston News.
THou hast conquered, 0 pale Galilean;
the world has grown grey from thy
breath;
.
.
We hav drunken of things Lethean, and
fed on the fnlness of death.
-Algernon Charles Swinburne. ·
Ts:m Chinese are not a people who persecute for opinion. Persons professing four
different forms of faith or sets of doctrine
hav lived side bv side, and the teachers of
each hav worked in peace for centuries.
No man's promotion in the public service
is increased or retarded because he is of
this or that form of religion.-.771.e Churchman.
WHAT does it matter whether yon are
governed by a saber, a holy·water sprinkler, or an umbrella-stick? In any case it
is a stick; and I am sill'prised that men of
progress should wrangle about the choice
of the cudgel that is to tickle their shoulders, while it would be far more progressiv
and less expensiv to smash it up and
throw the pieces to all the devils.-Leo
Tolstoi.
SmNBmlLITY aud Insight married, and
had a child, and called it Genius, and by
that name it has been known to this day.
People pass, and, not seeing its father and
mother, say: "Who"'e off~pring is it? It
must hav dropped from the sky; it must
hav had a miraculous birth; its existence
is a marvel we may not pretend to under·
stand." The parents smile proudly at this,
bnt'they keep their secret to themselvs.Joseph Dana Miller.

CHRISTIANITY, not manhood, is their pride.
E'en tbat which from their founder down
has spiced
·
Their superstition with humanity,
'Tis not for its humanity they love it.
No; but because Christ taught, Christ
practiced it.
Happy for them he was so good a man I
Happy for them that they· can trust his
virtue!
·
His virtue? Not his virtue, but his name,
They say, shall spread abroad, and shall
devour
And put to shame the names of all good
men.
trhe name, the name is all their pride.
-Lessing.
HELL-and heaven, too, for that part of
it-is based upon the crass ignorance and
uncritical credulity of the early monks,
and modern intelligence is only now beginning to break the fetters of ancient lies.
All, except a valiant few, are the helots of
the dead past. The wings of thought are
heavy with the dust of the fourth century,
and shreds from the gloom of the dark
ages still lie athwart the path of modern
man. Tens of thousands of livin~ men
and women-although the horizon 1B reddening with the dawn of a better daystill carry on their shoulders the corpses
of J nstin Martyr, Irenrens, Tertnllian,
E118ebins, and Angnstine.-Saladin.
HYP~OTISM.

My ori~rinal method, $1. 100
nage pamnhlet, 10c. One on P@tsonal Magnetism, lOc. DB. ANDERsoN, T.S. 7. Ma.sonio Temple,
Chicago.
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son. Robert O. Adams •.. •• .. .. .. .. .... . 211
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My Religious Experience. Samuel P. Putnam....................................... 25
The Hil{her Oritioism in Theology and Be·
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EVEBY DBOP EFFECTIVE

in curing. that troublesome
CATARRH, LAMENES~
RHEUMATISM, SPRAIN,
MOSQUITO BITE, PILES,
SUNBURN, BRUISE,
WOUND, OR ANY PAIN
from which you are suffering.

.

USE IT .AFTER SHA. VING.
intelliCAUTION. • 'Agentdiscriminating
purchaser demands

(IUA.LIXY. Large bottles-and large
profits-·to unscrupulous venders do
not compenoate for days of pain and
nights of torture that may be avoided
by insisting that no weak substitute
be oft'ered in place of the GENUINE

POND'S EXTRACT
.l\UDE ONLY BY
POND S FXTRACT CO., 76 Fifth Ave., New York.

The Living Waters.
To thoRe who need a medicin, remember
that Water of Life is one of the best, and
will cure the stomach, liver, and kidneys.
Large pamphlet free, 34 S. Main st.,
Wilkesbarre, Pa. J. R. Perry, mgr. 21t18

The Bible: What Is IU A pamphlet con-

taining !light chapters in refute,tipn bof ,~hef
assumption that the BiblQ is a. diVIne oo.... o
Il~e thought, and !!_Qrrect m all its utterances.
Price, ll5 oen ts.
',\,

Studies In Theology. A clear exposition

of the biblical story:_of man's "creation," an\\
"curse," theologically denominated " the fall.
Price, 10 cents.

.The Bible Against Itself. Containing

one hundred and fifty plain self-contradictions
of the Biblel ~nvolvinl<' questions of theology,
morals, and nistory. Pnoe, ,,0 cents.

The Human Nature of Jesus. A refuta-

tion of the assumption that he was a divine
]!arson, and that he was the fulftllment of Old
Testament prophecies. Price, 10 cents.

Liberalism. Treating the snb_ject fro~ a
negative and affirmative standpomt, showmg
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKElt.
Address
ll8 La.fa.yette place, New Yor£

ALL styles of watches from $1.88 up. Handsome catalog_ue free. Safe Watch Oo., 9 Mnrray
street, New York.
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POND'S EXTRACT

We believe that not only can good be done but
money made by any Lib.ral who will oanva~s for
our book "Old Testament Stories Oomtcally 11lus~rated." In fact we know one man who worked
at 1t but 11. few hours weekly and so d nearly
fifty copies in a month. The price is low; everybody knows the Old Testament stories, and
nearly everYbody would like a book applying
nineteenth-century wit and knowledge to the'lll .
.No ONE ca.n watch the sincerity of relig- People
li~e to laugh. Reverence for the Old
ions endeavor, the warmth of religions •restament tales ht\8 largely disapQeared and
jokes
at
the expense of Jonah and Josepb. and
feeling, the nobleness of religious conduct
and Samson and Dwid, and the other woramon~ races whom we are inclined to Esau
t~ies of unsavory reputation, are keenlr. apprecall e1ther paglln or savage, without learn· Ciated. It seems to us that the book w1ll sell at
ning, at all events, a lesson of humility. sight. It dnes here in the store. Liberals out of
will ftnd thh a good way to make an
Anybody, be he Jaw, Christian, Moham- employment
honest dollar.
medan, or Brahman, if he has a spark of TerDUI to Agent• Sent on Application.
modesty left, must feel that it would be
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

short of a miracle that his own religion alone should be perfect throughout!
while that of every other believer shonla.
be false and wrong from beginning to end.
-Max Muller.
How much are yon interested in the individual? How extensiv is the territor,;y
you would ~v him? Would yon limit his
life to a few stray chances after yon hav
yourself fenced in about all the desirable
opportunity that exists? Do yon aspire to
lead the chnrah or to be orie to whom it itl
snfficiimt to know that it is more honorable
to share than to dominate in service?
Would you
into politics to run the
state or to see that the state is well administered? How much privacy would yon
leave the soul? How far would yon tread
beyond the sacred threshold of personality, where inviolacv draws its line of fire?
-Horace L. Traubel.
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and other occupants standing, showin_g Colonel ln_gersoll, President Rowley, S. P. Put·
nam, T. B. Wakeman, et al.
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An Exppsition of the Darwinian Theory.
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6. · The Paine Monumtmt, as it appeared jewels, $6 5u; 15 jewels, 188; 15 jewels. fully adMay 30th wreathed in flowers and tearing
mottoes. No other picture of the Monument
like this one.

7. Paine Homestead as it appears now.
These are splendid photo~rra.phs. They were
all t•keu at the commemorative exercises at New
.lloohe•le. on May!IUt.h, and are historically. patr•otloally, anti artistically vel'Y valuable and will
be prizfld by thousands of Libera.ls who revere
thE! g•mnl! and.llonor the memory of Thomas
Pame. Mis• Levm has spared no pains to make
them worthy the subject and the occasion. The
photograph • are 8x10 inches in size and the price
~s seventy-five cents each.
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2. Colonel Ingersoll Causes 11 Smile.
8. President Rowley Addresses the As·
semblage.
'l'ake Advantage ol the•e Manulactu•
rer'• Prlct lllo
4. Mr. Putnam Reads A. Poem.

A systematioEx~>_osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ~eneral reader rather than to profe•sed naturahAts.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of F.nj;l'Hsh writers upon evolution,
besides ranking Wlth Professor Huxle;v in scientific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of
his Mnclnsion regan: og the great so hJect of
Design, to which the '~.nrch so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
•
•upernatural design. ; . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation atthe hands of a. pnrely mechanical rhilo•opby.••
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the pre.ent generation In a manner and
to an extent that has never before been posAible;
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place ha• taken pla<!e in the direction of naturalA judicial consideration of the questioniiand the
Ism, a.nd this to the extent of rendering the deciSion against the soriptnres and the 0 ristian
mechanical intP.r_pretation of nature universal, it tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
THE TBUTH SEEKER.
awakened to a new and a terrible force in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
thjr_God'"
illustrated Price, cloY~.:.t2.
Address. TJ:U!i TBUTH SEEKER.
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THE CONFLim' BKI.'WEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDC.AR C. BEALL, M.O.,
with a preface by

.R. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethongbt. Its arguments are based
upon scientific phrenolog:r, and appeal directly
to the reader's seLse of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well a.s convincing.
Price, cloth, $L
Address
·
THE TBUTH SEEKER.

A Nineteenth Century Novel.

Preface by R. &. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a yonnger brother who were left parentless, with a little moneyh fair educationh and
much conrage, to make t eir way throng; the
world by goin,g to Chicago. The author 18 also
the heroine. The narrative is, in the main, a history of a working-girl's life and experience in the
city of Chicago among bluff business·men, kindhearted folks. and disreputable hypocrite. It is
just such a story of hnman life as we shonld expect Oolonel In$ersoll to be interested in; and
whatever he admires and appreciates ill sure to
be worth the at~ention of the rest of the world.
Price, 211 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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president makes it a condition of the appointment of this committee that aU violent resistance to authority Ehall first
cease. Labor leaders are trying to secure
the impeachment of Attomey·Gen~>ral
Olney for the ailvice given to the president
and instructions to United states marshall!.
During the trouble several G. A. R. posts
oftered their services to the governors of
their states. Cattle and hogs iii transit
hav suffered terribly, many perishing.
Ex-Governor Hoadley, of Ohio (who, by
the way, is a Freethinker), and other lead-·
ing constitutional lawyers, say that the
president has strictly obeyed the law.
'Several very large meetings in sympathy
with the strikers hav been held in New
York. It js stated that the Pullman employees, tired of unprofitable idleness,
asked Debs to make the proposition he
. did to the railway managers.
President McBride, of the United Mine Workers, said he could not order out its men;
only the executiv board could do that.
The Union Pacific employees refused .in
strike in aid of Debs. They say that they
are in honor bound not to do so, for they
were perfectly satisfied with the very liberal terms of Judge Caldwell. His decision, they say, was the greatest victory
for organized labor ever aohieved on this
continent. Judge Grosscup, in Chicago,
and Judge Morrow, in San Francisco, hav
instructed United States juries that the
agreement of two or more men to prevent
the dispatch of mail trains is conspiracy
under the law, and applies impartially to
railway officials, strikers, and rioters.
Railway officers who stopped running mail
trains on their roads when not under streBB
of actual violence will therefore be liable
to trial and punishment.

DANIEL THE LION TAMER.
Then the king commanded, and they brought Daniel and cast him into the den of lions.
said unto Daniel, Thy God whom thou servest continually, be will deliver thee.-Dan. vi., 16.

JY ~w• of tl\o Woolf.

JAPAN and China are likely to become
involved in war over the disputes concerning matters in Corea.
Russia is said
also to hav designs for the acquisition of
FRANCE refuses to adopt an income tax Corea.
law.
THFJ straight Democrats of Kansas nomiLORD RANDOLPH CHURCHILL is now in nated David Overmeyer for governor;
America.
The platform demands the resubmission
PAUPERISM has nearly doubled in Min- of the prohibitory amendment and opposes
woman suffrage.
nesota in one year.
THE San Francisco Midwinter Fair was
officially closed July 4th.
KANSAS A. P. A. will antagonize the
ticket of the Populist party.
THE Populists of Texas hav nominated
Judge Nugent for governor.
THE bill for the admission of Utah as a
state is in the hands of the president.
MADAME CARNOT, widow of the murdered
Carnot of France, declines a pension.
GEORGE REx GRAHAM, the founder of
Graham's .Magaz·ine, died on July 13th.
THE National Educational Association
convened in Asbury Park, N.J.• July 10.
THE Brazilian rebellion, on its land side,
still shows signs of somewhat vigorous life.
THE French Chamber of Deputies has
voted confidence in Premier Dupuy by a
vote of 369 to 60.
P. E. PRENDERGAST, the murderer of
Carter H. Harrison, was hanged in Chicago on July 13th.
SmCRARLEBRussELL has been appointed
chief justice of England, in place of Lord
Coleridge, deceased.
NEw YoRK's rapid transit commission
has approved the plans of former boards
for an underground road.
THE new labor part;y in England will
probably weaken the Liberal party and
bring the Tories into power.
EvA-MANN-BRILL-STEELE· GAUL·HAMmTON has for $10,000 relinquished her claim
on the estate of Robert Ray Hamilton.
THE electric line to connect New York
and Philadelphia seems likely to be built
in the near future. It will utilize seventy
miles of local roads.
THE Illinois Labor conference demande.'l
the free coinage of silver and unlimited
legal tender, nationalization of railways,
telegraphs, mines, etc.
EARTHQUAKES hav recently shaken por·
tiona of Turkey and Japan, causing considerable loss of life in Constantinople
and in Tokio and Yokohama.
THE nativ princes of India are marrying
European wives. With the nativ states
governE:d by Eurasian rulers, the political
question will put on a new phase.
TRill Louisiana legislature, by a unani·
mons vote, made an appropriation for a
statue for a negro-Thomas Lafor-who
at death left nearly $600,000 to charity.
THE positions of the Democratic and
Republican parties, on the silver question,
is Populistic, in many states, if judged by
the platforms of the state conventions.

Now the king spake and

the country attempts, severaLof them successful, hav been made to derail trains.
The first mail train out of Sacramento,
guarded by soldiers, was precipitated into
a slough by the sawing of the supports of
a trestle, and the engineer and four soldiers were killed.
¥uch mail was lost.
California fruit raisers hav suffered enormous losses, and now the Northwestern
farmers are apprehensiv of ruiri through
failure to get binding twine in time.
THE Federal court, sitting at Render- Northern Pacific switchmen hav again
son, Ky., has deobred the separate conch gone out. Engineer Martin, a non-union
law of that state unconstitutional. This man, who brought through the first train
law provided that all trains should hav on that road since the strike began, was
spQCial cars for negroes.
shot in the Bad Lande of Montana. His
fireman was also murdered. It -is reLomsiANA negroes hav organized bands ported that a committee of the Minnesota
of black cappers to defend themselvs against Farmers' Alliance has offered provisions
the wh,i,te capp~rB: As the Galveston News and money to the A. R. U. Last week Debs
says,
the crimmal who takes th~ Ia~ offered to officially ca.ll· the strike off if the
into his own hand usually meets his railway managers would promis to take
match."
back all their old men who had not been
ABDUL HAMID KHAN, sultan of Turkey, guilty of violence. The_propositio~ was not
has conferred the order "Chefakat " upon i considered, so the strike IB still m foz:ce.
Mrs. Charles Henrotin, vice-president of j ~r. Pullma!l has made a_stateme~t, claimthe Woman's Branch Auxiliary of the Co- mg that owmg to hard t1mes busmess was
lumbian Exposition.
He declares that so dull that contracts for cars were taken at
woman is legally the equal of man in all · very low figures rathe: than _close the shops.
Mnssulman communities
!1 At the conference m ChiCago of labor
'
leaders it seems to hav been decided not
ERAsTus WIMAN, convict~d of. forgery to call out more workmen. Very few men,
an~ sente1:1ced to states _pri~on, IB out. on comparativly, responded to Sovereign's
ball, JustiCe Barrett thmking there IB a order to quit. It is generally thought
"rea~onable doubt" in hi~ favor, and B!l that the cause of the sudden collapse of
grantn~g a stay of execntiO?· _The bail the strike was the refusal of the engineers
bond lB for $80,000, and IB signed by and firemen and the Federation of Labor
Charles Broadway Rouse.
1 to ~oin forces with the A .. R. U.. B_ut the
NEGRO miners at Birmingham, Ala., ultimate outcome would,_m all hkeliho_od,
were shot down by strikers as they came h_av been the same, even If these orgamzafrom their work.
Four volleys, from twns h~d st~ck, for the pres~nce ?f the
Winchesters were poured into them.- .Ten I ~roops, msurmg new men agams~ VIolent
were known to be killed, and several I~terference, would hav kept tram~ J;Unwounded. Many more are supposed to mng. . The press of the country, WI~h t~e
be dead. The militia had just been with- exceptiOn, of c!lur~e, of th~ Populist, _Is
drawn
practiCally a nmt, urespectiv of party, m
sustaining President Cleveland. The pa·
TRE caisson of a ~otchkiss _gun of Bat· pers of the South, the home of the states
tery F, Sec.ond Artdlery, U. S. army, ex- right idea, repudiate Governor Altgeld's
ploded while ~he batt~ry and ~avalr;r interpretation of it, claiming that the
troops were takmg exerCise marc::h m Ch1- carrying of mails and the prosecution of
o~go on July 16, and_ four soldier~ .'!ere interstate commerce, including the transkilled, fifteen soldiers and CIVIlians portation of passengers, are matters of
wounded. Seven horses were torn to national rather than of local concern. The
pieces.
strikers and their supporters claim that the
A BILL has been introduced in the state and national governments invariably
French Chamber of Deputies to abolish side with the corporations, to which it is
the penalties which the wife has hitherto replied that courts interv,ene and troops
been liable to for marital offenses. Alex- are called out to protect the rights of all
ander Dumas favors the measure, saying: the people by enabling the railroads to
"Once we hav divorce, marital infidelity peacefully serve the public, if they can
should simply be looked upon as a viola· get men to work, and to prJ>tect those men
tion of a civil contract, whiCh marriage is. from violence when working. The United
As this violation finds its condemnation in States Senate, by a practically nnaniip.ous
the rupture of the contract, where is the vote, expresses its confidence in President
need for supplementary penalties? They Cleveland, holding that he has acted
are not only useless, but unjust."
wholly within the law in all that he has
done in this crisis. President Cleveland
THE railway stnke, although not yet will appoint a committee of investigation,
officially declared off, seems at this writ- under the Arbitration act of 1888, of which
ing to be practically dead. It is compara- Carroll D. Wright, Commi~sioner of Lativly quiet in Chicago, and the railroads bor, will, according to the provisions of
are getting into fairly good running shape that law, be chairman. This committee
agam. On Sunday at Indianapolis thirty has no power to arbitrate and cllnnot invescars of the Pennsylvania, standing on an tigate the trouble between Pullman and
inclined switch, were cut loose and sent his men, as ~hop work is not interstate
down at terrific speed into the stables of a commerce. It will deal only with the
brewing company, destroying wagons and strike as it affected the transportation of
slaughtermg horses. At many points in mails and cot~tillental commerce. The
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OUR NEWEST BOOKS.
Thumbscrew and Rack. Illustrations soecial\y _pre]lared, and the text by Geo. E. Mac·
donald. Paper, 10 cents.

Self-Contradictions of the Bible. Ninth
edition. Price, I5 cents:

Abraham Lincoln: Was He a

Christian~

BY John E. Remsburg. Cloth, $1; paper; 50
cents.

Pen-Pictures of the World's Fair. llins- trated.
cents.

By Samuel P. Putnam.

Paper, 25
·

Religion a Curse, a Lie1 and a Disease.
By Samuel P. Putnam. l'aper, 25 cents,

Design Argument Fallacies. A Refutation of the Argument that Nature Exhibits
Marks of Having Been nesigned l!Y an Intel·
Jigent.Being. Bsr the Editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER. Paper, 15 cents.

Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
By M. E. Billings, Paper, 25 cents.

Handbook of Freethonght.

Bell. Cloth $1; paper, 50 cents.

By W. S.
1

Pleasure and Progress: An Attempt to

Prove that the Pursuit Of Pleasure is the stne
qua non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social
Development, and that the Promotion of
Pleasure is the Duty of Philanthrop;r and
Statesmanship. By Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
Cloth, $I; paper, 50. cents.

The Creation of God. Tracing the GodIde. to Its Source. By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
Cloth, $I; paper, 50 cents.
·

Resurrection of Jesus.

By Don Allen.

Cloth, 75 cents;· cloth, 40 cents.

Facts and Fictions of Life.

By Helen.

H. Gardener. Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents

W_oman, Churcht and State. By Matilda
Joslyn Gage. C oth, $2; leather, $3.

The Church and Freeth ought. By Franklin Steiner. Paper, 10 cents.

The Giant Delusion. One of Otto Wettstein's Friendly Arguments with the Spiritu-.
alists. Paper, 10 cents.

Bible Inquirer. By Andrew Jacobsoa.
Paper, 25 cents.

.

.

Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents.

IN PRESS.
Four Hundred Years of Freethonght.

By Saniuel P. Putna,m. Subscription book,
ele~ant binding, over one hundred_ por-traits, $5.

Researches in Oriental History,
EMBRACING THE

/

Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Denl·
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the
Derivation of Christianity;
to which is added,

WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS~
Bv GEORGE W. IUIOWN, rd.O
FoortlJ. ltatUcm,.
Part 1.--.:Research~s ~n Jewish History; ten chap_.
ters.
..
Part 11.-Resea:~"c\les in Zoroastrianism; thirteen,
chapters.
·
Part 111.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty;·
chapters.
Part IV.-Whence Ca 'lle the Aryans? Five chap·.
ters.
_
Press Notices,
The st;rle is forcible and terse, the reasoning•
j(Ood, and as the facts upon which the argument:~
IS based are largely Christian, our theological,
fr1ends will have some hard nuts to crack if they-:
attempt to answer them.-Boston InvesUuo.tor.
This book is one of the most thorough and'learned of the Freethought works that have com&•
across the Atlantic.-The Freethtnl(.er, Lond.on.
Is a. most valuable contrib~tion to the litera-ture of the nineteenth century.-Prouresstre"
Thtnl(.er.
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.~0.
Address all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKE~
COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, New York Cit:y:.
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. VoiOE OF THE SKY PILOT: "If you don't like our laws you can leave the country."

A Missionary Scheme.
THE TRUTH SEEKER has recently been doing, with
the generous aid of its friends,· a great deal of political missionary work. We hav given away thousands of the " Church Property" pamphlet, and it
is doing its work, in this state particularly. We
hav also given away thousands of arguments against
the proposed national Sunday laws. Besides these,
more thousands of TRUTH SEEKERS hav been scattered broadcast over the land.
With the advent of hot weather the political
bodies will soon adjourn, but the people of the
country will remain in session right along. And
they are of not less importance than the politicians,
~nd we want to devote a little attention to them.
Probably no one book has made more converts
to common sense and won more people away from
superstition than Paine's "Age of Reason." It. is
a book, as Colonel Ingersoll says, that furnishes an
immense amount of food for thought. It is written
for the average mind, an.d is a straightforward,
honest investigation of the Bible and of the Chris
tian system. it has liberalized us all. It puts
arguments in the mouths of the people; it puts the
church on the defensiv; it enables somebody in
every 'tillage to corner the parson. It has never
been "answered" and never can be.
What ought to be done, and what we propose to
do, is to sc~tter tbis book broadcast-to giv and to

hav given away thousands of them among the people. Every church-member that any Freethinker
knows ought to hav one. It will do that churchmember good, even if his wife burns it. He will
read a few pages in it at least before she gets hold
read it. That book
of it. But perhaps she too
in a family is bound to do good-an immense
amount. It has liberalized thousands and will
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE
TRUTH SEEKER, for from reading it D. l\1. Bennett,
~hom we all loved when living, and whose memory
we now honor, became a Liberal. Previously he
was a rigid churchman. There are more like him in
the country, and it is they we ought to reach.

will

Our proposition is for every reader of this
paper to send uH the names and addresses of
EIGHT of his Christian acquaintances and ONE
DOLLAR, and we will mail euch of them a copy
of Paine's "AGE 0.1!' REASON."
If you don't know eight Christians you care
enough about to convert, name those whom you do
want to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the
rem&inder to some 1lditor or public man or preacher
worth saving.
In this way public opinion can be made and
the church undermined. A few Freethinkers
in a community can club together and convert a
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and
dry in his :pulpit. Or they can send us the funds

and we will make the selection of the target and
take the responsibility of the work. What we want is
to scatter the book among the people and hav it read.
Remember, we do all the work-all we ask is the
names and addresses and means to mail the book.
Surely everybody can help in this and make thousands of Freethinkers. Don't select the names
of indifferentists, but those of good church people,
with a preference for those who hav the capacity to
think if they only are steered in the right direction.
Mr. Putnam is traveling around gathering up
experiences. He has • been philosophically observing social convulsions, humorously questioning
Mrs. de Lespinasse's table, study~ng horticulture
in Michigan, investi~Zating copper mining, drinking
of the waters of life, and in other ways adding to
his already large store of useful knowledge and
robust vitality. Meanwhile" Four Hundred Years
of Freethought" is being pushed toward completion, and we still offer THE TRuTH SEEKER for one
year and the book for $6.50. Those wanting only
"Four Hundred Years" can get it for $5, and in
both cases the cash subscriber's name will appear
among those of the other original patrons. Here
are the names received since last week :
California.-Thos. P. Turner, G. H. Purdy.
Idaho.-Mr. and Mrs. Alva A. Brauthaover
KansBB.-J. B. Billard.
Massachusetts.-Frederick Weidman.
New York.-William Smiley Galloway, J. W. Jewett.
Ohio.-H. A. Pierce.
'
Penn.-John Poulson. Frederick Whittlesey, M.D,
WBBhingto11.-W. Q. :freese~
· · .. '
·
·
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1 he Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

Four Hundred Yeirs of Freethought.

HOW TO GET·

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
OF FREET HOUGHT

FREE

BY SAMUEL P. PUTN.A.M.

. The object of this work is t? present the Course of Fre~though~.throughout the Civilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the hme of Columbus and Bruno to the ~Ime of IngersolL
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intell~ctual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial,_ and Political
SPECIAL OF:FER.
Movement.
We have made arrangements with
It will show what Freethought' is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.
to make our fri~nds a most generous
''Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages offer.
We need more subscribers to THE
of Human History,
TRUTH SEEKER, and .every Freethinker
adomed with the brightest Genius, ra:diant with ~he most spl,endid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inven- needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
tions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedoms most shmmg advance.
for it, but everyone can do a little
No'thing Can be More In'teres'ting,
work to obtain a. copy - congenial
more inspirina to the Pionee1' Workers of to-clay-to those who are still in the van for·Human Rights and work, that will do great good all
Progress. Tl~e struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigi- · around. This is the offer:
lance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Less~ms for the Future.

NO LIBERAL C.AN .AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harinonious and Magnificent Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
W'OMAN'S EMANCIPATION

frC'm the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
'l'HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method a prevaili11g but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equ_al importance with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
'rhe first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Literature.
Science. Education and
Philo:;ophy.
Ethics.
Lessing.
Voltaire.
Gambetta.
Madame Roland.
Boccaccio.
Covernicus.
Bruno.
Rousseau.
Mary Wollstoncraft,
Castelar.
Rabalais. Schiller.
Bacon.
Galileo.
Spinoza.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Comenius,
Cervantes. Goethe.
Kepler.
Descartes.
Frances Wright.
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison.
Pestalozzi.
Da Vinci.
Locke.
lution.
Phillips.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
Lucretia Mott.
Newton.
Froebel.
Hume.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine, Parker.
Gibbon.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Humboldt. Combe.
Hobbs.
Burns,
Lydia Maria Child.
Emerson.
• Jefferson.
Sumner.
Spencer.
Lye II.
Kant.
Heine.
Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
Margaret Fuller.
Shelley.
Owen:.
Hamilton,
Darwin.
Bentham.
Byron.
Thoreau.
Bakounine. Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Holyoake.
Comte.
~ndall.
Mill.
Warren,
Su:san B. Anthony.
Pushkin. Whitman.
Haeckel.
uxley.
Buchner.
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Matild~Joslyn Gage.
Tcherny- Ingersoll,
Girard
Feuer bach.
chewsky.
Heinzen.
Helen H. Gardener.
Lick.
Annie Besant.

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeker, Investigator, Ironclad Age, Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the. Freethinker, .Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS

Send us Four Ne-w
Y early Subscribers at
~egular rates ($I2 in
all), and vve vvill send
the Getter.... up of the
Club a copy of'' FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
FREETH 0 UGH T,"
FREE OF CHARGES.

And further, to aid our friends in
getting this book for themselves, we
will offer

To the New Subsm•ibers as a·.
Prem!lum,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By WA.TSON HESTON,

THE GREATF.Sf BOOK. OF ITS ' KIND EVER
.CONCEIVED.
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
W, S. BELL'S
.

Handbook of Freethought.·
With these Splendid Works .as premiums there ought to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

Remember, to the Getter-up of ·The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FR'EETHOUGHT,
free.
To each New Subscriber in the club, a premium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's
"Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-all free
by post or express.

at Chicago, the Free thought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the 'Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world,
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have ·won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
Horace Seaver,
George E. Macdonald, Capt, R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susau H. Wixon,
J, P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth, Dr, E. B, Foote1 Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
D. M. Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam,
Prof. J, H. Cool!:,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Parker Pillsbury,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H. Heywood,
Mrs. M. A, Freeman,
Charles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehm Smith,
Elizur Wright,
T. C. Leland,
G. W. Foote,
J, D, Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N, Cohnan,
T, B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian Leland,
J, R..Monroe,
H. L, Green,
Abner Kneeland,
A:my Post.
Judge C. B. Waite.

This really brings the price of thE'
paper down to $2 to each new subscriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEKEB
one year and a dollar book for $3.
A. Club of Four New Sub·

and other men and women who have· contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
snuu~d be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks, There will also be about

scribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a pictme of Freethought progress which will be
for it is in individuals t~at we find the best interpretations of the age.

mo~>t

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,

interesting and valuable,
1

and not for the same n.mount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of history,
and such a galaxy of Freethonght.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.

The 1uone of eve'l'Y SulJsc1•iber who sends jive dollars befm•e the wm•k is on the press
will be eHiJ'ollefl in this book. DON'T FALL TO· SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages of Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
'It will be elegantly bound. It wi•l be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your frier:d~ when they as~, What is Freet~ought-what has it done and what is it doing in the world?
This IS the most universal presentatiOn of Freethought ever given to the public and no Freethinker
can afford to be without it. It is a library in itself.
'
Address orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our friends to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to get
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially · with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" as soon as the
book is issued.

Those wlw send a Club and
Four New Subsc'ribers and
$12 before the book is p'rinted
will have their names e-nrolled in its shining pages.
THE TRUTH SEEKEB

28 Lafayette Plaq4),
NEW YOBK,
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Why Freethinkers Oppose a Theocracy.

only a small fraction of the human family, can hav
neutralized the poison of anti-naturalism and paralyzed t~e sword· arm of the church militant. He must
be blind who cannot perceive the tremendous influence which this maleficent authority exerts. It is
yet powerful in the domain of belief ; socially and
morally it terrorizes millions, and it shapes legislation in many directions. Some of the greatest
abuses of civil power, abuses against which our disaffected friends never cease to declaim, are directly
due to its initiativ, and many others are indirectly
inspired by the same malign spirit.. All human institutions come from the minds of the people, and it
is a waste of effort to attempt to abolish hurtful
customs, systems, and statutes while the brains of
their creators remain incapable of perceiving their
Improvements
useless or destructiv character.
in government and society cannot precede, but, at
most, are synchronous with the intellectual and
ethical quickening of those who hav created or sustain the one and compose the other. No evil will
be destroyed until those who hav the power to destroy it recognize it as an evil and are pushed into
action by the desire to terminate its existence. The
individual is primary, and unt~l a controling number of individuals escape from the influence of the
church the bad customs and institutions fostered by
the church will continue to dwarf, perv!,lrt, oppress,
and destroy.

There are some very radical people, themselvs
rejecting all dogmas of superstition, who cannot
understand -why Freethinkers should engage in
E. M. MA.ODoNALD, - - - - - Editor and_ Manager. Freethought propaganda, or combat the political
schemes of the church. They often express their
28 LAFAYE'ITE PLAOE, NEW YOB~
contempt for distinctiv secularistic work, being freJULY 28, 1894. quently met at the Manhattan Liberal Club, and
SATURDAY, in other gatherings where addresses antagonistic to
the dominant religion and to theocratic machinaSUBSCRIPTION BATES• '
Bingle-subscription, in advance ................................ t3 00 tions are delivered. They are also in evidence in
One subscriptiou two years, in advance ........................ S 00 the columns of journals devoted to economic and
Two new subscribers .............................................. 3 oo
One subscription with onenew~ubscriber, in one remittance. 3 00 industrial reform, representing all divisions of the
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remitarmy of agitation, ranging from extreme Collectivtance ........................................................ 'I 00
ism to extreme Individualism. Many of them asOne subscription with three ROW subscribers, in one remittance ........................................... : ............. S 30 sume to be very scientific, apparently recognizing,
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remittance ........................................................10 80 in their more general arguments, the fundamental
Any number over five at the same rate, inv&riabl:rwith one
principle of growth or social dev~lopment. As
remittance. ,
students of histdry they cannot fail to see that the
Mcm6fJ should be sent lltl ezpreBB oompanrl's monefl order, progressiv march of man, likq that of all other orpostaZ oraer, ara.tt on New Yorl:, or· lltl reotsterea tetter. ganisms, is painfully slow and devious. Little by
.tcUreBB oommuntoattons ana mal:e ara.ttB, oheoi:B, post-ot110e
little he has advanced, dropping each Cfilntury or
ana ezpreBB monefl orders paflabte to
E. M. MA ODONALD,
28 Larar~ette pZaoe, New Yorl:.
decade some atom of the imperfect old and taking
up an atom of the less imperfect new. Even what
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
we
call revolutions hav been merely pulse-beats of
readers H they wlllsend us the naDle and adib'ess of
evolution, and they were rendered possible only by
any Freethinker W'ho ls not a regular subscriber.
long preparatory embryonic educativ periods during which impulse and thought ripened into action
SOD HA.N.DSOME PREMIUMS.
-action often almost wholly insane, never entirely
To induce ne;w subscriptions and prompt renewsane.
A Western editorial correspondent of one of our
als on the part of· our friends we make the followThese friends who are of us and yet not with us
city contemporaries finds a mystery in the fact that
ing handsome premium offers:
in our special liberalizing work are seemingly- the Morse-Frye proposed amendment has "aroused
For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one judging their thoughts by their utterances-oblivi- the ire" of the Freethinkers. He says, that "since
year ($3) and S. P. Putl!am's "Four Hundred ous to many truths that to us appear self-evident. the idea of govunment is derived from the idea of
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage In spite of their a'3sumed acquaintance with the God, it is but appropriate that the latter should reof this or our Free offer of the book (see opposit fundamental principle of evolution, and their self- ceive official recognition from the former," and he
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in asserted use of scientific methods, they ignore many then proceeds to quote from the Oivilta Oatolica of
the country should not possess this splendid work. glaringly palpable facts. '!'hey forget that they Rome in order to show that the Catholics are· more
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one are the intellectual children of the dead Freethink- logical than the Freethinkers, because the Catholics
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete" ers. Only to a limited extent are they the architects assume that loss of belief in God is responsible for
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a of their own men~al fortunes. The blazing torches the political and other assassinations which hav
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed. to be of religious liberty in whose light they so indiffer- lately convulsed continental Europe. The Oivilta
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New ently walk were lit at martyr fires. Their own op- Oatolica and our contemporary's correspondent
portunities and happiness are immeasurably limited hav between them made a queer mess of it. In the
Rochelle.
because
of the fact that hundreds of millions of first place, the correspondent has put the twoFor $5 we. will send To TRUTH SEEKER one
their fellows yet grope in the c :verna of gross su- wheeled vehicle before the equine quadruped. It
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
perstition. The study of every social problem is is certain that there has never been anything in the
Reformers " ($3). By D ..M. Bennett.
hindered and misdirected by the survival of ani- fancy-heaven of religion that did not hav its proFor $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one mistic conceptions. And human volition is now the
totype on earth, in germ, at least. Instead of the
year ($3) and James B. Alexand~r's "Dynamic The- chief factor of human development. Brains must
idea of government being derived from God, the
ory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one be emancipated. Men and women who sit and
idea of God, as a ruler, was derived from the fact of
wants this book. It has .over a thousand large shiver in the dark shadows of the priest-cursed
government, in one or many of .its multiform manipages and more than four hundred illustrations. past can be of no help to the race, Ea.ve as fearful
festations. It is, of course, true that subseq 11ently
It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies examples, and we need not be apprehensiv that we
the heavenly monarch was presumed to hav apit can' help but be well-informed in all scientific shall cut down the supply of such below the danger
pointed and anointed •his subordinates on earth,
matters.
line. There will always be plenty and to spare of but the question is not now one regarding the
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one these worthless camp followers. We must, as a modern development of a primitiv concept. It is
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- matter of self-preservation, free every mind we can the issue of derivation which the correspondent has
Book" in cloth ($2.50).
from the fear of priest and devil, hell and God.
raised, and he has undoubtedly reversed the historiFor $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year
It is folly to say that there is no danger, that the cal order.
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" battle against superstition per se and against superThe correspondent naturally wishes to make it
stition intrenched in proscriptiv law is won. It is appear that it is absurd for Freethinkers to attempt
n boards ($2).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one ye!Ll' simply amazing that anyone who knows aught ofthe to keep God out of government when, as J:re claims,
( $3) and a copy of " Old Testament Stories Comic- constitution of the mind, who has studied heredity and no doubt thinks, the idea of government had
and recognizes the fact of fixity of type, who knows its source in the idea of God. He says: "By all
ally Illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send To TRUTH SEEKER one that the virus of supernaturalism has been in the means put God in the Constitution. Yes, and keep
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically blood of the race for tens ;,.f thousands of years, wh ~ him there." Not only is it not true that the idea of
realizes that the fires of persecution sen+. the tainted King God antedated the fact of earthly government,
Illustrated," in board covers ($1).
currents surging through the veins and arteries of but it is also true that the framers of the ConstiThis is a splendid opportunity to obtain ·books
our ancestors and fixed the terrible image of Fear in tution repudiated the divinity-of-the-king theory
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceed- the centers of consciousness-it is amazing, we re- which, as we hav stated, was a later transformation of
ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can peat, that any intelligent person who knows all this the primitiv concept, and, as Ingersoll has pithily said,
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad lf our can fail to understand what it implies, can be so they" retired the gods from politics." The Ameripresent readers will call the attention of their credulous-and optimistic as to believe that a few hun- can idea was and is that there should be no union of
dred years of weak propaganda, which has touched the religious aud civil organi~atioJlB, The clearest
friellde to the values o1fered.
FOVNDED BY Do ltlo DENNETTo
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minds of the revolutionary era were satisfied that
the combination of the two forces weakened whate:ver potentialities for good both might possess
when separate, and they knew that their alliance
had been the cause of an infinit amount of positiv
harm to every people who had been ruled by the
two jointly. So it was determined to cut off from
government the divine adjunct and leave to the individual the solution of theological problems and to
him and his God the settlement of all difficulties
that might arise between them. Government was
to confine its attention to purely worldly affairs.
Such, in brief, is the secular theory of politics.
Freethinkers are practically a unit in considering
t.his arrangement a vast improvement on all that
preceded it and on all competing schemes which
contemplate the retention of even the smallest,
most fragil, link in the bloody chain of church-state
union.
It could easill be admitted without in the least
weakening the secular position that all that the ablest
enemies of civil government say against it is wholly
true. If government has its place as a defensiv
power it will be helpful in the ratio that it confines
itself to the performance of its legitimate duties.
Thus there is every incentiv urging us to prevent
its attempting the task of teaching religion and en.
forcing obedience to the theological notions concerning health, morality, and sociology entertained
by the victims of Christian and Theistic cults. If,
on the other hand, government is inherently, entirely, and ineradicably an evil, so much the more
reason for curtailing its functions and limiting the
field of operations of its officials. In either case,
the attitude of the Freethinker is sanctioned by
common sense, prudence, and true statesmanship.
Whatever view anyone may take of the essential
nature of the state, and how few or many the undertakings in which he holds it may rightfully engage, it cannot be questioned that it would be
criminally foolish to add to the admitted wrongs
inseparable from or incidentally associated with the
administration of law the immeasurable evil of state
interpretation of religious creeds and state supervision of belief. This is what the pending Christian
amendment implies, intends, and portends.
We are not unmindful of the fact that such considerations as those here advanced hav no weight
with a few sanguin iconoclasts. They are not
striving for a reform, or for many small successiv
reforme. They are looking for a cataclysm. They
do not wish-at least they do not expect-to eliminate one by one the imperfections and inequities of
society and of government. They anticipate the
continued accretion of social and governmental
evils until such time as the whole system shall become so overloaded that it will break down by its
own weight and a storm of moral wrath and physical destruction will sweep over the civilized world,
burying the old and creating a new social order.
The history of the nations and the present intellectual and ethical status of the peoples do not, in
our opinion, justify such a forecast. It is indeed
well to keep our goal far in advance and above, but
however distant and elevated it may be, we shall
approach it only by ehort, slow, and, perhaps, very
infrequent steps. We must seize and hold every
inch of ground that we can. Only thus can sure
advance be made. Keep the church out of the seats
of power, and by so doing make more easy the
mental liberation of her adherents. She cannot do
serious harm now unless backed by statutes and
bayonets. See to it that she receives no more such
backing and that what she already has be with.
drawn. Stand by the Freethought principle of absolute separation of ecclesiasticism and politics, no
matter who attacks it openly nor what pretended
friends try to a.lly you with this or that faction of
its enemies.

Cambridge Past and Present.
Poor old . moribund Massachusetts ! It has always been her misfortune to be under the thumbs
of the preachers. In the early days they owned
the unfortunate colony, and they cling to their
waning power with the tenacity of despair. Only
the other day the ministers of Cambridge demanded
that an old Sunday ordinance should be enforced.
It had p~eviously fallen into desuetude, but it is
never prudent to assume that such desuetude is innocuous or that it is permanent. Bad laws should
be repealed. Well, Mayor Bancroft had to obey;
he recognized his masters, as we all shall eventually
if we do not soon bary this monstrosity of political
ecclesiasticism in the dishonorable grave which its
foul offenses make its only fit destination. All drug
stores in Cambridge were closed; no one could get
a cigar, a glass of soda water, a grain of medicin,
or a newspaper, in the minister-misruled village on
the priests' workday. Some of the notices in the
drug store windows were humorous, some sarcastic.
One said:
" This store will not be open on Sunday until further
notice. Buy your Sunday papers at the car station in
Bowdoin Square. Cigars, soda, and candy in Somerv.ille.
Per order of the mayor."
"Sick people hold over until Monday," one placard read. Another druggist fell into slang at the
end of his notice, intimating his weariness with
clerical meddling:
"We would gladly furnish our customers with a glass
of soda, a cigar, a pill, or dose of rhubarb, but the law
says no. If yon will kindly wait until to-morrow, we
will try to serve you better than ever before. Giv us a
rest."
Massachusetts needs another tea party. Clergy_
men are usually conspicuous at such "functions,''
and at this they should .be very numerously represented.

Cambridge is true to its traditions. The upastree planted in 1637 still exhales d0adly poison in
1894. In his admirable work, "Massachusetts: Its
Historians and Its History,'' Charles Francis Adams
tells in terse and vigorous English the story of her
shame. He says:
"The story opens with the contested charter election
of 1637, as a result of which Governor John Winthrop
replaced Governor Sir Henry Vane as chief executiv of
the colony. This election took place in the open air
upon what is now Cambridge Common, on the 27th day
of May. Four months later it was followed by the
gathering of the first Synod of Massachusetts churches.
which again, meeting here in Cambridge, doubtless held
its sessions in the original meeting-house standing on
what is now called Mount Auburn street. The Synod
sat through twenty-four days, during which it busied itself unearthing heterodox opinions and making the
situation uncomfortable for those ·suspected of heresy,
until it had spread upon its record no less than eightytwo such 'opinions, some blasphemous, others erroneous, and all unsafe,' besides 'nine unwholesome expressions,' all alleged to be rife in the infant community.
Having performed this feat, it broke up amid general
congratulations 'tbat matters had been carried on so
peaceably, and concluded so comfortably in all love.'
Finally, here in Cambridge, also, and without d.:mbt in
the same meeting-house, took place the trial of the archheretic, Mistress Anne Hutchinson, and on the 18th of
November, 1637, she was condemned to banishment.
"As the twig is bent, the tree inclines. The Massachusetts twig' was here and then bent; and, as it was
bent, it during hard upon two centuries inclined. The
question of Religious Toleration was, so far as Massachusetts could decide it, decided in 1637 in the negativ.
On that issue Massachusetts then definitly and finally
renounced all claim or desire to head the advancing
column, or even to be near the head of the column· it did
not go to the rear, but it went well towards it, and there
it remained until the issue was decided."
Unfortunately, the issue is not yet decided, and
will not be while a handful of minister.l arlpermitted to make statutes and ordinances for t.he people of the old commonwealth. The Cambric! -e
clerics who hav just shown their power in the city
which is the seat of Harvard University are aniWe can still supply THE TRUTH SEEKER of June mated by the identical spirit which dic~ated these
9th, containing the copyrighted addresses of Colonel infamous utterances of the "Simple Cobler of
lngersoll, T. B. Wakeman, and Henry Rowley, and Aggawam in America" in 1647 ;
others delivered at the Paine Memorial celebra"My heart hath naturally detested foure things: tion at New Rochelle, May 30th. This is a finely Tolerations of divers Religion, or of one Religion in
illustrated number, and those who send for it at segregant shapes: He that willingly assents to the last, if
he examines his heart by day-light his conscience will tell
once will be the recipients of a charming souvenir. him, he is either an Atheist, or an Heretique, or an
!i}even c~Qts :pe:r co:py, ~ve or ~ore copies, f? eta. e~ch. J!ypocrite, or at ~?est ~ captiye ~o some lust: l,'ol;y-piety

,)

is the greatest impiety in the world.
I lived in
a City, where a Papist preached iil one Church a
Lutheran in another, a Calvinist in a third; a Lnthe~
one part of the day, a Calvinist the .other, in the same
pulpit: the Religion of that place was but motley and
meagre, their affections LeopardJike. · - - Concern.
ing Tolerations I may further assert. That Persecution
of True Religion, and Toleration of false, are the J annes
and Jambres to the kingdom of Christ, whereof the last
is farre the worst. - · - It ia said that Men ought to
have Liberty of their Conscience, and that it is Persecution to de barre them of it: I can rather stand amazed than
reply to this: it is an astonishment to think that the
brains of men should be parboyl'd in such impious ign0 •
rance."
Said Thomas Shepard, Sr., first pastor of the
church in Cambridge:
"To cut off the hand of the· magistrate from touching
men for their consciences will certainly in time (if it get
ground) be the utter overthrow, as it is the nndermininv,
of the Reformation begun. This opinion is but one of
the fortresses and strongholds of Sa than, to keep his head
from crushing by Christ's heele, who (forsooth) because
he is krept into mens coneciences, and because conscience ·
is a tender thing; no man must here meddle with him, as
if consciences were made to be the safeguard of sin and
errour, and Sathan himself, if once they can creep into
them."
Said Increase Mather, president of Harvard college from 1685 to 1701:
"I do believe that Antichrist hath not at this, day a
more probable way to advance his Kingdom of Darkness
than by a Toleration of all Religions and Perswasions."
Who c'an say that the Cambridge of to-day is not
faithful, judging her by her ministers and her
ordinances, to the igonominious record of her early
years? Her people of that time were afraid of the
liberty-assassins of the church and it appears that
her citizens of this decade are equally abject of
spirit. How much longer will such edicts of intol-.
erance libel their intelligence and sense of justice!

A Transparent Sham.
The Constitutioml Convention Committee on
Education has adopted this proposed section for the
state constitution:
.
"Neither the state nor any sub-division thereof shall
use its property or credit or any public money or author~
:ize or permit either to be used, directly or indireotly, in
aid or maintenance of schools or other institutions of
learning wholly or partly under the direction or c~ntrol
of any religions denomination, or in which any denominational tenet or doctrin is taug-qt."
This is the fruit of the work of the National
League for the Protection of American Institutions.
And very unwholesome fruit it is, tainted and unsound from rind to core. The Protestant churches
hav managed well. The proposed amendment will,
if adopted, cut off state money supplies from Catholic institutions, and will prevent the teaching in
state-supported or state-aided schools of· distinctiv
Catholic doctrins. But that is all that it will do
and all that it is .intended to do. It will not prevent the teaching in such school1 of distinctiv
Protestant doctrins nor of the doctrins which Protestants and Catholics hold in common. _It will not
make secular the instruction given in the. public
schools. It will not prevent a combination of
Protestant sects from running all the statenourished schools they choose in the interest of
their creed. Adopt this proposed amendment and
it will still be perfectly easy to vote millions of
dollars each year to assist schools in which every
fundamental dogma of Christianity is inculcated.
God worship, the mediatorship and kingship of
Jesus, the fall of man, vicarious atonement, Bible
idolatry-not one of these affirmations or acts of
ador.ttion or creedal fetiches is shut out of the
schools by this amendment. None know this better
than do the men who hav induced the Committee
on Education to assent to the section and present
it to the Convention. We fear that they understand
it better even than do some much more liberal people. The scheme in its entirety was instigated and
engineered by Protestant Jesuits for the one purpose of strengthening Protestantism and Theism by
intrenching them in the organic law of the state.
These men insist that they are opposed to any
union of church and state. Were they really so,
this is the form of amendment they would hav
urged upon the Constitutional Convention:
"Neither the state nor any sub-division theret!>f shall
u,se its property or credit Qrany publi~ IIlone:y, or a11thq:.;"
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ize or permit to be used, directly or indirectly, in aid or
maintenance of schools or other institutions of learning,
wholly or partly under the direction or control of any religious denomination or combination or family of denominations, or in which any religious or anti-religious
tenet or doctrin is taught."
Every intelligent person will perceive at a glance
the vital difference between this secular and the
Protestant-Theistic amendment which we hav criticised.
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condemned by a United States court as too obscene it is that body which must receive our attention.
a book to be quoted fro:qt.
Here are the names of committeemen:
Mr. Milo M. Acker, of Hornellsville; Commodore
Every member of the Harrisburg base-ball club P. Vedder, Ellicottville; I. S. Johnson, Warsaw; Owen
was fined four dollars and costs for playing on Sun- Cassidy, Havana; A. B. Steele, Herkimer; S. B. Jacobs,
day, June 30th. ·And every preacher drew his per Brooklyn; 0, A. Fuller, WellsVille; F. B. F. Tibbe*
Ithaca; C. R. Pratt, Elmira; A. L. Kellogg, On,eonta;
diem for his regular Sunday work. Who is un. William P. Goodelle, Syracuse; John A. Barhite,
sophisticated enough to say that we hav one law Rochester; D. Gerry Wellington, Hamilton; B.S. Dean,
for the priest and the unsurpliced citizen T
Jamestown; Charles H. Moore, Plattsburg; W. J. Montayne, Cortland; M. L. Parker, Lyndonville; J. M. May.
The Prosecution of J. B. Wise.
Maryland appears to badly need a new constitu- bee, Livingston M.; W. J. Roche, John H. Peck, Troy;
Peter A. Rogers, West Troy; E. A. Brown, Dolgeville;
_The letters printed below will inform our readers tion and a ludge Parker to interpret the common W. M. Mullen, Stapleton; Wm. Kimmey, D. P. Kerwin,
regarding the present situation of J. ·B. Wise, of law for her present stupid officials. Rev. A. J. John T. McDonough, Alban,y; F. W. Holls, Yonkers;
Clay Center, Kansas, indicted for sending through Howard, of the Seventh-Day Adventists, and Henry E. R. Brown, Watertown; H. R. Durfee, Palmyra; M,
the mails to Rev. Mr. Vennum a postal card upon Bullen, a member of his congregation, hav been H. Hirschberg, Newburg; J. E. Mcintyre, Potsdam;
arrested in Ann Arundel county for ."Sabbath H. W. Hill, Buffalo; Frederick Fraser, Salen; G. R.
which was written a "verse " from the Bible:
Cornwell, Penn Yan; J: W. Riggs, H. A. Powell,· Mirabreaking." It is probable that they deserve hang- beau L. Towns, Brooklyn; A. H. Peabody, New LebFROM HIS BONDSMAN.
ing, at the least, for they were so horribly wicked anon; C. L. Phipps, East Rockaway; C. W. H. Arnold,
CLAY CENTER, KAN., July 25, 1894.
EDITOR .TRUTH SEEKER: I see in your last issue that as to work in their gardens on the first day of the Staatsburg; C. B. McLaughlin, Port Henry; L. M.
you were apprehensiv about bail being furnished Mr. J. week. If God does not know any better than to Manley, Long Island City; G. L. D~Anforth, Middleburg;
B. Wise. It is with great pleasure that I announce to let weeds grow on his day, what business has any F. T. Fitzgerald, W. MoM. Speer, Nelson Smith, W. P.
you that I bad the satisfaction of giving his one hand a
Burr, M. J. Mulqueen, J. W. McLaughlin, S. S. Blake,
hearty shaking on the eve of the 21st. Mr. Wise is look- mere " worm of the dust " to hoe the weeds out on E. Lau~6'l'bach, L. A. Giegerich, Elliot Sandford, C. S,
ing very well after his four weeks' penance in Leaven- that day! If he (God) wants weeds and imbecils, Truax, Robert E. Deyo, H. W. Plat!ek, Francis Forbes,
worth jail. All Liberals around here seem to unite in why should not his unreasonable whim be gratified! Eugene Durnin, Thomas Gilleran, A. C. Hottenrorth1
thinking that he ought to be well defended; and as it He has both in Maryland, as elsewhere, and several New York.
requires some one to set the ball rolling, I am going to of the imbecils, as is usual, hav got into office.
What some of the editorl!l of papers in this state
write to prominent Liberals in surrounding country to,
think
of the proposition to tax church property can be
in church parlance, pass around the hat; and I hav reason
The Freethought Letter-WritingCorps (with the ascertained by perusing pages 470 and 471. But the
to believe we shaH be pretty successful. If, as you
stated, the Defense Association takes up his case; we will exception of the New York section) will this we.ek editor ef the Geneva Gazette takes a different view
forward funds to them; otherwise we must do the best write to the American Book Company of New York of the question. Among other things, he says:
we can here.
GEORGE HARRISON.
in protest against the incorporation of articles in
"A church edifice at Bellona, recently dedicated, costFROM THE BIBLE DISTRIBUTOR IDMSELF.
advocacy of religious ·.. Sabbaths" and Sabbath laws ing $30,000 and upwards, was the memorial gift of a sinCLAY CENTER, KAN., July 16, 1894.
gle woman, a non-resident. Taxes would fall upon a small
DEAR FRIEND MACDONALD: I see that you hav heard of in our ·school books. We see by the latest issues congregation unable to bear them., St. Peter's church,
of
the
Covenanter
papers,
whose
church
is
behind
my trouble and imprisonment in the Leavenworth jail.
Geneva, is of eimilar origin, although its cost of $50,000
The Rev. H. B. Vennum of Indnstryhad me confined for the theoloicli.I. tex,t-book scheme, that the theocrats was borne in large part by many non-residents as a tessimply quoting the twelfth verse of the thirty-sixth chap- are bringing· every possible influence to bear to in- timony of reverential respect for the memory of Bishop
ter of Isaiah verbatim o.n a postal card, for information, duce school-book publishers to prepare and print De Lancey, the first bishop of Western New York; it is a
and sending it through the mails to ~m. And for that,
free church-an.y and all who seek admission to its serand that only, he had me arrested by United States the works they want put into the common schools. vices are heartily welcomed. Is it fair to impose taxes
. Marshal Lardner, who took me to Leavenworth and They are :flooding the American Book Company, upon this property which its comparativly few and for the
stuck me in jaii without a hearing or anything else. I Ginn & Company, of Boston, fotter & Company, most part poor communicants would be obliged to bear?
was confined just. four weeks last Saturday noon, July of Philadelphia, and other houses of the kind with The fact is, this proposition to tax property has its inspi14th, at which time I was released on bond of $300 fur- letters begging that their, the theocrats;, religious ration in sources of Infidelity, and should be vigorously
nished by my Lil:ierBl friend, George Harrison, of Clay
opposed by the moral and religious sentiment of the
Center, Kan. My bond was given almost two weeks be· dogmas be put into the manuals of instruction to state, whicli we firmly believe is the preponderating
fore I left jail, but I could not get anyone to release me. be used in the schools of the people. The effront- element."
United States Marshal Neely of Leavenworth was the ery of this is appalling, and is explainable only on
The foregoing are fair samples of the fallacies
proper one to do that, but for the last four weeks he was the supposition,' which is reasonable, that these
indulged
in by the pro-eiemptionists. If the
away from home most of the time looking after the men think that Sabbath la:ws are the " last ditch " of
Bellona society has received a gift so valuable that
strikers, and for that reason I was not released. Therefore I spent just four weeks in jail, coming home last their cause. Not long since a prominent represen- it cannot pay the taxes upon it, it is certainly in an
tativ of one of the churches said that the Sabbath undesirable position, but we fail to see that other
.
Saturday evening, July 14th.
The c~ urt will convene Octoper 8, 1894, at which time was "the last outward and visible sign of Chris- people should be compelled to help it out of the
I will hav to make my o,ppearance.. I do hope the Free- tianity." This is not strictly true, for church propdifficulty. Where would be the justice of such a
thinkers th~oughout the country will assist me a little erty is yet exempt from taxation and many other
·transfer
of burdens? Tax all church property, and
financially as well as otherwise in securing a good lawyer privileges are given to the churches. Of course it
benefactors would put less money. into pretentious
to defeat the orthodox Christians, as my acquittal would
be a great and glorious victory for Freethought. In con- is understood that these church-state advocates buildings, reserving parts of their gifts for the payclusion I will say I am a thousand times obliged to you hav no conception of a vital Christianity or of a ment of taxes and other legitimate expenses. What
for inserting the letters in regard to my case in THE living Sabbath. They can comprehend and love
would be thought of an individual who had received
TRUTH SEEKER and also commenting on them. I intend only the Gatling-guaranteed letter of the law. So
to go around i~ the meantime among my Liberal friends it is approximately true that the state-supported as a present a magnificent residence and who should
appeal to the assessor or equalization board to exin this community and see whether they will assist me to
secure a lawyer. What I want is an able lawyer, and one Sabbath is " the last outward and visible sign of empt his gift from taxation on the ground that he
that will not charge too much. As you are aware, I am Christianity," so far as Protestants are concerned. was too poor to pay the taxes on it l Even if it is
a very poor man financially, and hav to depend on my Catholics, in some countries, are not quite so pova heavy burden for him to bear, would it be just to
friends almost entirely if I secure a lawyer at all. If not, erty stricken. They hav yet "the sacrament of
remit
the tax on his property and put it on the
I will hav to depend on the state to provide me with
marriage," and they feel as bad about losing it as property of his equally poor neighbors T Suppose
counsel. I hope all the Freethought papers throughout
the United States will hav something to say abo11t my their Covenanter brethren,do when threatened with that the Geneva church is free, ·.what of it? Why
case and shame the Christians so that they will go to work the loss of Sunday laws. In proof of this, witness should people who do not care to attend its services
and investigate the Bible thoroughly and see for them- the hue and cry against the Hungarian civil m~r
be forced to provide religious " consolation " gratis
selva what that Bible really is.
J. B. WrsE.
riage bill.
to those who doT The Gazette's entire argument is
It is an outrage that any man should be comtrivial, misleading, and is, in effect, a plea for religThe Constituticnal Convention's Committee on
pelled to remain for weeks. in jail after his bonds
ious pauperism. It is within the limits of possibilhav beeii. signed. Such disregard of citizen's rights Taxation has reported adversely on all propositions
ity that its editor would write differently if he did
is the most inflammable, terrible fuel ·for the fires for equality of taxation. However, it may yet be
not believe that " the moral and religious sentiment
possible to get a minority report from one or more
·of discontent and sedition.
of the state " is " the preponderating element " and
members of that and associated c.:.mmittees. If so,
that this element is opposed to church taxation. It
We join. with the National Defense Association the matter can still be brought before the Convenwould almost seem that he is writing in an ironical
in calling for funds for the defense of Mr. Wise- tion. To this end it will be in order for the New vein, so difficult is it to believe that any man with
Let all who are interested in the maintenance of the York members of the Freethought Letter-Writing
sufficient intelligence to edit any kind of a paper
freedom of the press and mails; all who believe Corps to continue their missionary work with the can be fooled by such humbug "arguments."
that Christians hav no right to punish Freethinkers members of these committees. Urge the necessity
THE Freethinkers of Kansas will hold a ~onvention 'in
for doing what they themselvs _do by the million of getting a guarantee of justice in taxation into the
Lawrence, Kan., September 6th-9th. Preparations are
copies in transmitting their "sacred " book through fundamental law of the state. It is given out that being made to hav it a grand success. Excellent speekthe mails ' and. all .who would gladly assist a worthy it is not deemed expedient for the Convention to ing and singing will be. the distinctiv. featur_e~ of . the
occasion. Many Freethinkers-Agnostics, Spll'ltuahsts,
·man who has been assaulted beca:use he was meddle with the details of taxation, which should and Liberals of other shades-hav signified their intenthought to be unable to defend himself, send be left to the legislature. This seems to us absurd, tion of being present and participating in the deliberaof the convention. Kansas is having good crops
what they can to aid in defraying the expenses in so far as it is implied that the broad general tions
this year and, notwithstanding the calamity of the great
question
of
equity
in
state
burden-bearing
involves
strike its people are hopeful and look forward to better
which must be incurred in the coming trial or trials
the not distant future. W. S. Bell is now lectof Mr. Wise. Remit to this office. It is a splendid the " details of taxation." .It does nothing of the times'in
uring in Kansas, helping to prepare the minds of the
kind.
We
may
hav
to
appeal
to
the
legislature
ultiopportunity to show up the Bible, for Mr. Wise
Liberals for the coming intellectual feast. His address
must either be acquitted or the Bible must stand mately, but so long as the Convention is in session is 114 East Fourth street, Topeka, Kan.
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righted. How personal property escapes taxation
has been demonstrated in Portage by the investigation of the railroad officials. One man who used to
swear off an assessment of $600 on personal property it is now known ought to pay a tax of $17,000
T.hey Discuss the Problem of Equal on personal. It is so everywhere, and from $75,000
to $100,000 of personal in every town escapes ta~a.
and Impartial Taxation,
tion, because assessors are not thorough enough, as
well as for other reasons. But a widow, with a
house and lot and a few hundred, is obliged to pay
Basing Their Remarks on The Truth Seeker's taxes on every .dollar she is worth.

NEW· YORK EDITORS.

"Church Property" Pamphlet.

WHICH HELPS TO SPREAD THE LIGHT.
The Subject is Very Ably Ilaudled.
Lansingburg Times.
We hav received from the Truth Seeker Co.,
28 Lafayette place, New York, a book entitled,
"Church Property : Should it be Exempt from
Taxation T" The subject .is very ably handled, and
very strong arguments given why church property
should be taxed. This book, after telling what
exemption has done in Italy, beggaring the'people,
says of Montreal: "The city is feeling more the
burden of taxation. The largest owners of real
estate are Protestants. Their taxes increase in the
ratio of Roman Catholic institutions. Property
which paid taxes is being sold to religious orders,
and thus becomes exempt from taxes, and the burden of the city expenditure falls upon the few." In
New York city alone the value of church property is
$54,670,600, divided as follows: Episcopal, $16,393,000 ; Presbyterian, $9,354,000; Catholics, $8,124,750; Baptists, $3,878,800; Jewish, $3,7 40,000;
Methodist, $3,97 J, 750; Reformed, $3 448,000; Congregationalists, $1,015,500; Unitarian, $630,000;
Universalist, $565,000; Friends, $448,000; Disciples
of Christ, $113,000; miscellaneous, $1,367,000. In
Troy church property is valued at: Episcopalian,
$377,500; Catholic, $504,200; Presbyterian, $441,500; Methodist, $300,500; Baptist, $160,000 ; miscellaneous, $211,500; total, $1,995,200. In revising
the Constitution, this would be a good subject to
look after.
Church Property Should be Taxed.
Gowanda Herald.
That church property should not be exempt from
taxation is an idea which is fast becoming a settled
fact in the minds of a majority of thoughtful, practical people, and professed real Christians at that.
The Truth Seeker Co., of 28 Lafayette place, New
York, has issued a pamphlet containing so many
cogent, powerful, and common sense reasons why
church property should be taxed, that we do not see
how any one can carefully read it and fail to become
convinced of the strength of its arguments. It is
a~ argument for equality of taxation, and a statement of facts, giving, from the census qf 1890, the
value, by denominations, of church property in the
United States, and in the several states and territmies, and in all cities having 25,000 or more inhabitants; so arranged as to show at a glance the
relativ standing as to wealth of the leading denomnations and denominational groups, with much other
matter of especial interest to certain citiest states,
and sections. All comparisons are based upon official figures. Let us take New York state as an example. In this state we find one-fifth of the total
church property in the United States. The figures
as given by the Qensus are $140,123,008. The denominations which are the chief beneficiaries of this
enormous tax-emption roll are these: Protestant
Episcopal, $31,142,613; Catholic, $25,769,478;
Presbyterian, $22,727,192; Methodist, $18,305,200;
Baptist, $13,625,588 ; Reformed, $7,698,280; Congregationalist, $5,175,262; Lutheran, $4,693,375;
Jewish Congregational, $4,315,200; Universalist,
11,798,250; Unitarian, $1,117,500; Friend11, $767,450 ; Independent Congregations, $722,400 ; German Evangelical Synod, $681,570; Evangelical Association, $401,850; Disciples of Christ, $363,650;
The Christians, $257,850; New Jerusalem, $192,900;
Moravians, $127,200; Adventist, $58,700 ; Catholic
Apostolic Church, $55,000; United Brethren,
$34,650; Spiritualist, $33,250; Chinese Temples,
.$25,000.
Some Observations on Exemption in General.
Nunda News.
"The amount of property exempt from taxation in
the county of Livingston is over one million and a
quarter of dollars."-Ea:.
There is_too much property that is exenpt from
taxation by law, and there is too much that escapes
taxation by being covered up and sworn off so that
the farm lands and village property, which is in
sight, has to pay more than its share of the taxes.
It is all wrong, and is an evil that ought to be

Quotes Generously From "Church Property,"
Goshen News.
·
The question of the exemption of church property
from taxation, and why it should be exempt, is one
which bas led to grave discussion in years past, pro
and con, and is again prominently brought before
the public by the advocates of non-exemption. A
monthly publication bearing the very captivating
title of "The Truth Seeker Library," published at
28 Lafayette place, New York city, is before us,
earnestly dealing with this subject and advocating
in strong and unmistakable language the taxation
of church property by the same right and on the
same fMting as banks and other public institutions.
While not· deeming it advisable to offer any opinion
of our own on this question at present, in the
status of the question which the agitation halil now
reached, we giv, in lieu thereof, some of the more
salient points made by" The Truth Seeker Library"
in maintaining the right and juatice of why taxation
of church property should be imposed, and at the
same time adduce some of the reasons of the advocates of exemption from such taxation of the property of all ecclesiastical denominations and organizations, without any exception whatever.
It seems in no spirit of hostility to religious beliefs or creeds that this question is now brought
before the public on the lines we hav above intimated, as advocated by the writer, as he bases hia
argument and conclusions on the broad correlativ
principle that whereas church corporations and societies claim there should be "no taxation without
representation," on the -other hand there should be
" no representation without taxation." The conclusion naturally follows that so long as any kind of
private property is subject to taxation, should not
all kinds be equally subject? Each person invests
his money where he believes it 'will yield him the
largest dividend pecuniarily, or in mental or moral
satisfaction. Because one man puts $1,000 into a
church and another the same amount into a Masonic
hall is no reason why the latter should be required
to pay the taxes on both sums. It would be
plainly an injustice to compel him so·to do. Again,
could anything. be more inequitable than the exemption from taxation of a million-dollar cathedral,
built and patronized by wealthy people, while the
small stores and shops of the men and women who
can barely make a living are taxed to the extreme
limit of the rate ?
As against this argument for taxation of church
property it is offered as an off- set that church property is non-productiv and does not bear the same
relation to civil and governmental Qbligations that
require the levying of taxes on the subjects of a
government for its maintenance a.nd support. This
is the main argument, besides the religious and
charitable feature of the churches, which the advocates of exemption of churches and church property
from taxation build their house of sand upon. But
is there not also a vast amount of other property
which is unproductiv, and shall it too be exempt
from taxation? Many business investments turn
out disastrously. Thousands of failures are recorded every year. Men put into various enterprises much more than they are able to get out of
them. Should this unproductiv secular property
be given a " free pass" by the state from all assessment of taxation? Why shoul i non-prod.uctiv
ecclesiastical property be exempt, while nonproductiv secular property is taxed?
The homes of the people, from the laborer's cottage to the millionaire's mansion, are non-productiv.
From the hour they are completed, until they are
destroyed by fire or flood ot: tempest, or become
uninhabitable through the slow but sure procesr of
decay, they are constantly subject to deterioration,
continually requiring repairs, alterations, and additions, which necessitate the expenditure of money
that returns neither interest, profit, nor wages to
him who spends it. Are these non-productiv
houses, with _their plots of ground, exempt from
taxation~ Many of the halls and rooms owned by
secret and fraternal societies are non-productiv, and
hence should be exempt from taxation if nonproductivity is a legitimate cause for the exemption
of churches.
But, as a matter of fact, all churches are not
wholly unproductiv. In many of them pews are

rented at large price~:~, which put them out of the
reach of all but the more wealthy people of the society, making. these churches practically Sunday
club-rooms for the rich. Why should they not pay
taxes on these luxuriant appointments ofworship?
In many ways the churches are productiv, and are
money-making institutions. They are collectiv
offices and workshops, and in them are gathered
most of the moneys which pay the salaries of one
hundred and twelve thousand or more clergymen,
and in them these clergym·en do much of the work
which entitles them ·to pay. Here, also,- are collected the vast sums which maintain great missionary boards, thus furnishing remunerativ, employment to thousands more men and women. In the
buildings owned by these religious corporations
millions of dollars are annually raised by means of
pew rentals, fairs, rafil.es, meals, collections, and
subscriptions. How, then, we ask, can they be exempted from taxation on the ground of nonproductivity?
.
Who will argue that property which one individual has received by gift from another should not be
taxed ! Certainly such a claim would be preposterous. Why, then, make it in the interest of a
church ? A church is nothing but a society of individuals. This society may or may not make a
better use of the gifts it receives than does the
individual of the gifts- bestowed upon him. But
whether it does or does tot has nothing to do with
the· ques1 ion of equal taxation, on churches as well
as any and all other private institutions. It _is
claimed that the churches exercise a great moral
influence, and therefore they should not, be taxed, is
another of the common objections urged by those
who hav not thoughtfully examined this problem.
Perhaps no other "argument" against justice in
taxation has so much influence on tbe average man
as this, and yet no defense of church pauperism
could be weaker. Advocates of exemption should
bear in mind that no one wishes to tax the " moral
influence " of the churches; it is their property
which it is affirmed should bear its proportion of
the public burdens. The argument for the taxation
of church property has ·been fairly stated, and challenges more forceful reasoning for its repeal by the
advocates of its exemption.
·
Some Arguments from a Correspondent.
Le Roy Gazette.
EDITOR THE GAzETTE: The question of taxing
church property seems to be a question of lively
debate before the State Constitutional Convention.
The public hav generally conceded it right and
courteous to exempt ~burch property from taxation.
But, undoubtedly,~ very few hav given the subject
due consideration. If the church was a public institution existing for. the .whole public, why, it
would be just to exempt it from taxation; As it is,
the amount of taxes_ which would be received from
church property if not exempt from taxation, has-to
be raised from other taxpayers.- Thus it can be
readily seen, uninterested parties are obliged indirectly to support c.hurch societies, which are
mainly private organizations, and should support
themselvs.
H.
It Offers Numerous Reasons.

Albany Times-Union.
This pamphlet con~ains an argument in favor of
taxing church property and givs many reasons why
it should not be exe r pt. (The Truth Seeker Co.,
28 Lafayette place, New York.)
It Bristles with Statistics.

Syracuse Express.
"Church Property: Should it be Exempt from
Taxation T Reasons Why it Should Not," is the
title of an anonymou.s pamphlet published by the
Truth Seeker Co. of New York. It bristles with
statistics showing the value of church property in
the various states.
Arguments Are Wholesome.
Oriskany Falls News.
We hav received from the Truth Seeker Co. a
neat little volume devoted to tbe subject of taxing
church property. The arguments are of a wholesome nature and will be of interest to all tax payers.
Send 15 cents to the Truth Seeker Co., 28 Lafayette
place, New York, for a copy.
It Is Worth Perusal.

Fulton Patriot.
Number 40 of the Truth Seeker Library deals
with the oft-discussEd subject of taxation of church
property, and givs over one hundred page11 in sup~
port of the argument that churches hav no more
right in equity to be exempt from taxation than the
homes of the workingmen. It is full of statistics
and other data, and is worth perusal, whether you
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agree with the ideas advanced or not. Price, 15
cents. Truth Seeker Co., 28 Lafayette place, N. Y.
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Mr. Hays and the Tariff.
turbance in the neighborhood of the hole. Troops
are sent to shoot them down because they refuse to
"'Tis_ with OUl" judgm13nt as OUl" watches; none
Go Just alike, yet each believes his own."
work for starvation wages. And then the· widow is
·,A Western View.
If there were no axes to grind it seems to me that taxed to pay the troops. Will the men who own
Chicago Record (the most religious daily of Chicago). this everlasting wrangle about the. tariff would soon the hole ever be taxed to defend the widow T Her
The question o~ taxing church property is again cease. But those who work for self-interest and sons may be forced to protect. the property of the
the subject of discussion. The present movement those who work for the common weal can never men who put up the price of coal on their mother!
seems ,to be . carried on and encouraged by some agree.
Will Mr. Hays please explain how a tariff on coal
Protestant churches. It is alleged, with how much
It is remarkable that at this late day, as shrf!wd makes it come cheaper to the widow!
accuracy cannot .be said, that four-fifths of the a people as.the Americans claim to be should still
Mr. Hayes says, "Under a protectiv tariff there
Protestants in this. country are in favor of church be disputing about the tariff. It ought to hav been is no free trade in labor." Will he please show.
property bearing its just proportion of the burdens settled · in twenty years after it was taken in when an embargo has been laid on foreign labor T
of supporting the government, and it is true that hand by keen Yankee intellect; and yet, after a While the cry has been constantly kept up against·
very many declare that the church ought not to be hundred years of discussion, it is no nearer a settle- the importation of foreign manufactures to coma ·pensioner on·the state.
ment than when just taken up. And a hundred pete with American products-that if untaxed
Every state and· territory in the Union givs years hence the first question asked a man who shall it would destroy our industries-the manufacturers
churches some · exemption, most of them without arriv at the gate of St. Peter will be, "How do you themselvs havbeen allowed to swarm to our shores,
any regard to values, while some tax those worth stand on the tariff!" As I understand the tariff without let or hindrance, to underbid and displace
more than· a specified sum. About one-third of the question, it is a tax levied upon foreign commodities our laborers, and to fill all the avenues to indus-'
states exempt parsonages belonging to churches as for the privilege of. being sold in our market, no trial pursuits.
well. · Church edifices and land alone, exclusiv of matter whether the importer be nativ or foreign
"The benefits of the tariff are about equally diparsonages, colleges and the like, are valued at born. This tax, whatever it may be, is added to the vided between the employee and the consumer.
$679,694,439, and it . is probable that this would price of the goods, and must ultimately be paid by The former gets more money for his labor, and the
need to ·be at least doubled to- include all other the consumer.·
latter more goods for his money."
church' property. It is safe to put · the value of
There is a point of land in Spain, running out
The protectionists hav been ringing the changes
church · property in the United States at $1,361, into the Strait of Gibraltar, called Tariffa. Formerly on this self-contradiction until it has become stale.
374,000; It is a question which seriously disturbs all vessels passing that point were laid under trib- One man writes an article to show that a tariff givs
ministers and laymen alike whether an element of ute; not because there was any justice iii the claim, the grower a better price for his wool, and it is
f!Ociety that is 1;10 rich ought to ask any exemption· but because there was power to enforce it. The made to look quite plausible. Another writes an
from the burdens that fall alike on rich and poor, tariff had its origin in this circumstance, and it is article to prove that the manufacturer gets a broader
especially when the churches receive all the benefits just as dishonest to-day as it was then.
margin on his profits·, and therefore can pay better
Becaus.e it makes the poor pay what the rich wages to the operative who reduce the wool to
of government that the humblest citizen can claim.
It may be· said that one of the worst obstacles ought to pay. In other words, it taxes people ac- cloth, and then that competition between manufacthe chilrch has frequently had to contend with is cording to what they are compelled to consume and turers will force prices down so that the cloth will
the· favoritism which it has received from the state. not according to their ability to pay. This tax is come cheaper to those who wear it. Thousands
A poor man, likely to lose his home for non~ payment supposed to be levied for a twofold purpose ; . to hav been befogged with this kind of tariff philoso. of taxes, is justly aggrieved that the costly church afford a revenue to defray the expenses of the gov- phy, without being able to see the hole in the skimnear him shares no part of the burden which the ernment and to protect American industries. In mer. These statements taken separately as they
state imposes on him, and the wars and "disturb- the first place, there is but one honest way to de- are generally presented to the reader, do not appear
ances that hav_ been caused by large accumulations fray the expenses of the government, and· that is by to be so very ridiculous. But when taken together
of church wearth in other countries show how in- laying a tax directly upon- the people according to and compared, one with the other, the absurdity involved is too great for serious consideration.
tense ·this feeling may be. Confiscation of this their ability to pay. .
The poor ought not to be taxed at all. It is safe
Now I will not analyze these statements, but will
property by the state has been somethnes the only
to say that one-half of the people hav no income dispose of the whole in a batch by asking Mr. Hays
way of restoring peace.
._
The feeling is becoming very general· inside of above a ·bare living, and to tax such people is an to take a single fleece of wool. and so manipulate it
the church itself that, as a matter of b1;1siness, it outrage. The wealthy half of the people, who as to giv the wool grower a bette~ 'price for his
would be better for the church to pay taxes on its ought to. pay all the expenses of the government, product, and the manufacturer a broader margin on
property than to permit it to remain exempt, and through this nefarious scheme shift a great propor- his profits, and the operat~vs who reduce the wool
that it is 'unwise to permit an institution of such tion of the burden upon the shoulders of the poor, to cloth better wages, and then make the cloth come
high cl,l.aracter to be to any extent a public pauper who ought not to be taxed at all. In case of a dis- cheaper to those who wear it.
If Mr. Hays is successful in harmonizing these
or pensioner and not assume duties and responsi- turbance they are called upon to defend the propbilities which it regards as essential in a good, hon- erty of the rich and are compelled to face the storm palpable contradictions, I would to like hav him tell
est citizen:. "Render unto Cresar the things that of war;· and that is as much as ought to be required how the three boys who were shut up in the barn made
. seventy-five cents a-piece trading jack-knives, and
are Oresat's " is a command that many believe is of them. ·
As for protecting our industries, it ought to be each ontl got his old knife back again. And then
evaded when exemption from taxation is asked or
seen and understood that it is impossible to favor a he will be able to draw his suspenders tight enough
received.
·
M~ny of the strongest defenders of the church in man engaged in an industry unless it is at the ex- to raise himself off the ground.
Again: "Europe can sell more cheaply than we."
this country heartily favor the taxation of church p~nse of somebody else. A tariff produces nothing,
property. The oiie exemption that could be reason- and consequently there can be nothing to distribute Then, according to this tariff philosophy, we must
ably asked is for hospitals that ,are supported by as a general benefit to all. What one receives must la.y a tariff on the products of this cheap foreign
labor which will bring it up to a level with Americharity for alleviating human misery and suffering be at the expense of somebody else.
We had in this vicinity three bachelors worth, in can labor. In India a man works for a pound of
without compensation. Public charities are not
sectarian .organizations, and although they may be the aggregate, say, a hundred and twenty thousand salt a day. What kind of a tariff would Mr. Hays
supported by a sect they are for all sufferers regard- dollars. There were at the same time a half dozen lay on articles manufactured in India to bring the
men with large families, each of which wculd con- price of labor up to what it is here ?-for, according
less of religious belief. ·
It may be, as is urged, that taxation of church sume more than the three rich bachelors, and con- to Mr. Hays, it must be done or we cannot cope
property would put a· check upon much extrava- sequently would pay more to support the govern- with Indian manufacturers.
With a machine propelled by steam a man will
gance in building fine church edifices and would ment than the three rich men. A greater injustice
plow,
cultivate, and sow a strip twelve feet wide,
not
be
imagined.
could
prove to be a barr~er against church debts, which
The poor men hav nothing to be protected, but and move at the rate of three miles an hour. In
are often a greater burden than any amount of tax-_
ation that could legally be assessed against church their sons may be called upon to protect the prop- India everything is done by hand. In a Western
erty of the rich men. Thus the poor in many in- mine a powerful ·engin, with two men to 'tend it,
holdings.
stances are made to .contribute more than the rich, throws out hundreds of barrels of water per minPerhaps if God's voice had not "walked in the and may be called upon. to protect the property of ute. In Egypt, where labor is about as cheap as it
garden, in the cool of the day," we might never hav the rich, while the rich are rarely called upon to is in India, they raise water with a human treadbeen compelled to "sweat" while we dug up Canada sacrifice anything to the poor. This is the practi- wheel. Does Mr. Hays think we could not comthistles to save a $100 fine.
·
·
pete with these people? Brains will always hav the
cal working of a tariff for revenue.
Take the tariff schedule and visit the apartment advant~ge over muscle in the production ·of cheap
One of . the things our heavenly father hates of the widow around the corner, who supports her, commodities. England would prove the sharpest
(Prov. vi, 17) are" hands that shed.innocent blood." self by washing, and see how many articles there are competitor that we "hould hav to contend withTherefore it is wrong for us to wonder if it is be- iri her scantily furnis)led room which do not bear the not because she has the cheapest labor, but for tke
cause of jealously for fear some o:J.e may beat his earmark of the tariff tax. Is this the best this great opposit reason, that next to America she pays the
own passover record down in Egypt.
Yankee nation can doT Must it tax the poor widow highest wages of any nation in the world, and her
laborers, therefore, are the hardest to compete with
Presbyterians will soon be considering the ques- at the wash-tub T
A half dozen men meet in the city of New York because the most intelligent. American laborers
tion of whether or not the late frost in the bad
are the best paid of any in the world, and therefore
p~ace was not caused by the melting of that side of and agree to send the price of coal up a dollar on
the great "fixed" gulf (now known to be ice)which the ton. The widow around the corner is compelled are the most independent, the most enterprising,
has been exposed to so much heat that the lower to pay the advanced price. Some men from Nova and the most intelligent of any nation. They read
levels hav filled with water and submerged their pet Scotia tell her that they will furnish coal to her at more, think more, invent more, than any~ other peoa cheaper rate. But the government steps in and ple. The inventiv genius of this country turns out
hobby.
tells her that if she buys coal of the Nova Scotia more labor-saving machinery and more useful invenSome enterprising Yankee who may possibly hav men she must pay a tax which will briilg the price tions than aJl the European nations combined; and
worked his way into heaven will no doubt undertake up to that asked by the Pennsylvania men.
for this reason, with fair play and an open field,
to locate and hold the riparian ownership of the
Two or three of the men who sent the price of we can cope with any nation on earth.
stream which is reputed to issue from under the great coal up, own a hole in the ground in Pennsyl~ania.
"Under free trade," continues Mr. Hays, "Eurowhite throne. If it is never needed there for-irriga- According to the laws of nature, they would be pean producers will lower prices until American
tion purposes he could, no doubt, pipe it down and puzzled to show that they hav any better right to competition is destroyed; after that they will charge
obtain an excellent pressure in the regions below, the hole, to the exclusion of others, than they hav what they please, and America is bound to pay."
where is said to be a large permanent population to the sunshine. They hav a thousand men engaged The time has gone by for men to be deceived with
in a climate of perpetual drouth and unprotected as in bringing coal out of the hole. These men are that old, worm-eaten chestnut. American competiyet from imminent danger of fire.
oppressed until they rebel, and there is great dis- tion will never be destroyed until the independence,
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enterprise, intelligence, and inventiv genius of the
American people are wiped out.. We can enter the
markets of the world to-day with any European nation and distance them in the production of cheap
commodities. The higher wages are here, and the
lower wages are in other countries, the easier we
can compete with them. The civilization of any
country may be inferred from the condition of the
working people. One man in this country will ~rodtice more than a hundred men in some countnes.
To say that other nations will charge what they
piease, and that we shall be bound to pay, is l~ttle
better than schoolboy talk. How can other natiOns
compel us to pay what they are ple~s~d to ask, any
more than we can force our commodities upon them
at what we are pleased to ask? Half the people
hav been made to believe that without a tariff other
nations could Hood us with their productions, and
that we would be compelled to buy without regard
to our wants or their prices. I cannot see how
they can compel us to buy what we do not want;
and if they bring what we do want, is it not our
privilege to buy?
JoHN PEcir.

Naples,

N. Y.

.

News and Notes.
i reach Chicago in the midst of the throb and excitement of the great labor strike. To the most
careless observer it was evident that a tremendous
and far-reaching movement was going. on whose
end would not be seen perhaps in this generation.
It was not merely an ebullition. It takes on somewhat the proportions of a revolution. No such
problem ever confronted the world as the industrial
problem of to-day. Unlessit is rightly settled the
upheaval of our civilization is certain. There are
incalculable forces at work. One thing surely must
be eliminated before there is any successful solution, and that is the superstition of the past; and
the strike has impressed upon me the necessity of
Freethought as the first condition of reform.
Superstition, however, still parades the streets.
The Salvation Army was out in all its glory and
tatters a few nights since. There was to be a marriage, and a great deal of style was put on. It was a
good chance for a financial gain. A procession of
women clothed in white, with bells· in their hands,
marched along the principal. streets of the
West side. This was followed by the usual motley
crowd of the Salvation Army. The band played at
the front of the column, which finally reached the
Princess Opera House, the headquarters of the
army. The admission to the marriage scene was
ten cents and twenty-five cents. I did not avail
myself of the privilege, but quite a number did,
and no doubt Cupid rnked in the shekels for the
. Lord. As a business affair I guess it was a success.
Dr. and Mrs. de Lespinasse are in the city, and
E. A. Stevens and wife, and so the few days I spent
in Chicago were filled with social entertainment.
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. L. Robertson,
as elsewhere, there were pleasant gatherings.
On Frid~y, July 13th, Mr. Reichwald took me
over to St. J o, the great fruit section of Michigan,
where land was once worth five hundred dollars an
acre, but the uncertainties of the peach crop, etc.,
hav reduced the value at least one-half. It almost
always happens that when man has a good thing in
the way of fruit or grain, "God" is pretty sure to
come in with the grasshopper, or locust, or scale,
or "yellows," and prevent the harvest. Thousands
of peach-trees hav been destroyed about St. J o.
When the " yellows " put in an appearance not only
the fruit, but root and branch and everything hav
to be burned up, or the disease is sure to spread.
" Mysterious " indeed are the ways of " Providence."
It is a fine trip over to St. J o from Chicago.
Lake Michigan spreads before us like a great ocean.
The city with its thousand palaces sinks from view.
No land is in sight. On every side is a blue expanse of water and sky. We leave Chicago at 9 30.
About 1 o'clock the sandy bluffs of Michigan appear
and the towers and roofs of St. Jo, which is a pretty
place of about seven thousand inhabitants. At St.
J o we take the electric car for Benton Harbor, three
miles away. This is more of a business place than St.
J o, and has a population of ten tlaousand. We drive
out to the Eastm~ Springs, somewhat famous in
this country. There are seventeen springs and
every one of a different quality. They are said to
be quite conduciv to good health. One is called the
"Rejuvenat.or." If you drink of this three times a
day you are guaranteed to liv to a hundred years of
age. I think I shall retire to this comfortable and
somewhat romantic spot when I hav finished the
Freethought work. It is much better than the
orthodox heaven. It is a delightful little wooded
ravine where the soft breezes and th~ gentle waters
make music, the very place for poetic reverie and

l philosophic contentment. At Benton Harbor, a~ter second evening, most of the Christians staying
returning from the Springs, we spend the evemng away, but the au<Iience I did hav was intelligent
with Mr. Winslow and Dr. Ryno, both Liberals, and and appreciativ. The Liberals here are in a miI presume there are others in the place ; but they nority, but are not afraid to stand by their colors.
do not materialize sufficiently for Freethought work. No Freethought lectures hav .been given here beHowever, those we did meet were stanch to the fore, and I am breaking_ new ground. It is somebackbone, subscribers to THE TRUTH SEE1l:ER and whnt discouraging, but I think the result will be
rnvestigator, and ready to entertain the Secular good. At any rate, there is agitation in the com.
Pilgrim. At i~ o'clock the same eveni~g we ta~e munity, and new ideas. I had about five hundred
the boat for Chicago, and the next mornmg are m present the first night, but only two women were
there. This shows the drift of things and the
the big and bustling city.
.
.
. Sunday afternoon, a~ Robertson's, under the aus- prejudices to contend against. I giv three lectures
.
pleas of Dr. de Lespmasse and Stevens, we had in all a_!; this place.
Mr. C. H. Chase is my mainstay here. He started
some "table tippings." Mrs. de L?spinasse se?J.?S
to hav a wonderful amount of electriCity, or "spirit- the movement; bears most of the expenses and does
ual.power," or whatever you may call it, for the most of the work. When he first came there were
table was quite lively in its performances and gail- no subscribers to TilE T~UTH SEEKER, now there are
erally intelligent in its answers to our queries. The four, I believe; Mr. Chase is not afraid ~o express
"spirits" seemed to be about the most sensible I himself. He is an enthusiastic Freethinker, and
hav come across, for they did not require any rever~ has been FO for years. He livs with his mother;
ent frame of mind in the interlocutors, or any faith. and I enjoy while here the hospitality of their home.
We were all Materialists, but the unseen power was I don't hav to fight the battles alone. I hav good
just as voluble as if we had been believers. I hav comradeship.
Mr. _James Kenney has also been very efficient in
no explanation as yet of these curious phenomenaI suspend judgment-but I hav no doubt, if the the work. · He has been fighting the battles of
"spirits" consent to manifest themselvs in broad Freethought in regard to the Sunday question, etc.
daylight and submit to rigid scientific investigation, He is on the roll of THE TRUTH SEEKER and keeps it
that we shall be able to locate them somewhere in in circulation where it will do the most good. Dr.
the natural processes of the universe.
G. W. Tape I met formerly in Portland, Or. -He
Sunday evening I leave for Red Jacket, Mich. was at one time located at Willapa, Wash., and joined
I had to giv up for t.he time being my lecturE's at forces with our friend Jake Dressler on that Liberal
Shell Rock, Ia., and vicinity. I shall make arrange- frontier field ; and these comrades can shake hands
ments for that part of the lecture field later on; through the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER " across
but having a call to Red Jacket, I felt it best to try the continent." Mr. William Smith and Octave
this hitherto unexplored country; It is eighteen Brousseau are also on THE' TRUTH SEEKER. list.
hours' ride from Chicago, and is one of the north- Some good has been accomplished. A few hav
ernmost points of Michigan. Here are the famous dared to stand up and be -counted. The ball has
Calumet and Hecla copper mines. There are about been set in motion, and although the present out- ·
seventeen thousand people in this township, includ- look is not very favorable, y'et, with the future being Calumet and Red Jacket, which are practically fore us, we hav hopes of victory.
one town. The pay-roll amounts to $250,000 per
Red Jacket has scarcely felt the hard times.
month. The mines are vast in extent and run There is enough ore in sight to keep these vast mills
down to the depth of 5,200 feet. An army of men running for half a century. They say that these
are at work every day in the bowels of the earth. mines were originally discovered by a hog rooting
Enormous angina, 4,700 horse power and more, are in the ground. He threw the ore in sight, and
kept constantly at work. The biggest engin is from this further discoveries were made. But the
called Jumbo. It is a mighty and magnificent man who dug the first ore and made the first locaaffair, and man, its creator, looks rather puny by tion is n,ow poor. He could not realize the almost
its side. The chimneys loom up two hundred and boundless wealth ~,~.t hand. He had. not the means.
fifty feet. The buildings are massiv. Indeed, these It afterward passed into .the control of the present
vast machineries are quite a manifestation of the company-most of the claims being located by Proimperial genius of man.
fessor Agassiz, whose son is now one of the chief
The men here are well taken care of, and are promoters of the enterprise, and is said to be enorcomfortable and happy. The employers seem to mously wealthy. He has an eye, however, to the
be animated by a just and generous spirit, and happiness and improvement of ~hose whom he emunder such conditions a strike is impossible. The ploys. Calumet township seems to hav a ·bright
workmen receive, on an average, $2 a day, some- future before it, so far as material prosperity is contimes more and sometimes less, as they labor by cerned. Freethought, we hope, will come on later.
contract. Houses are furnished by the company at
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
the rate of $1 a room per month. A man with a
family needs four rooms, which makes his rent $4
A. Pacific Greeting.
per month. Pullman charges $3 per month a
DEAR EDITOR: After two months of exile in min~
room, which makes the rent at least $12 per month
-quite a difference. The company repairs the ing regions I struck this hotel, where, on the public
houses here without extra pay, and furnishes reading table, lay THE TRUTH SEEKER and Secular
wood and coal at cost. This shows something of Thought. How my heart warmed at the greeting
what might be when justice prevails; when the of these familiar friends! I fervently grasped the
workingman is not crushed, but is elevated and hand of the noble and courageous Freethinker Jenennobled, and has a chance for leisure and im- . sen, who thus dares to show his colors, and I resolved to ask you to tell your readers that one who
provement.
Red Jacket, however, is pretty well under the has had a world-wide experience declares that he
shadow of orthodoxy. There is a church at almost has never been in a more comfortable and betterevery corner ; and almost every sect in Christendom managed house than the Hotel Dallas. Here, at
appears. There is every nationality-a variety of the outer harbor of Victoria, lulled by the rippling
people as well as of religions The Salvation Army of the Pacific. waters, fanned by the cool, salt
flourishes, while the Romish Church is predominant. breezes, and inspired by the grand snow-crowned
Olympic mountains· that rise across the stra.i,ts of
The Methodist comes next.
The opera house, which is owned and controled Juan de Fuca, one can find all the rest and peace
by the city, and is used -for all sorts of entertain- that nature's charms, addfd to human ingenuity,
ments, theatrical and otherwise, was secured for the can bestow. Although nearly a mile from town,
lectures; but when the mayor found out that it was the electric cars run. every ten minutes, and I advise
an " Infidel " lecture, he refused to let the opera any of your readers,cwho come to Victoria, to make
house be open for any such purpose, and the doors their way at once to this hotel, which, in every sense,
were shut against us; and we were obliged to giv deservel!l the title Liberal.
Mr. W. Jensen, the proprietor of the Hotel Dalthe lectures in Italian Hall. I doubt if this action
of the mayor will add to his popularity, though he las, is an Englishm m of Dt~.nish descent, who came
evidently did it for the purposq of making votes. to America in early life and, after engaging for
There is some sense of justice in the minds of t9e eighteen months in the civil war, took Horace Greepeople. The papers gav the officious proceedings a ley's advice," Go West." For the last twenty years
thorough condemnation, and advised the mayor to he has been engaged in hotel enterprises on the
read Paine's "Common Sense," and find out the Pacific coast. He says that he received but little
real purpose of Infidelity. The action of the mayor religious education and had not much to unlearn,
advertised extensivly the lectures, and the first but like all the practical men that one meets out
evening the hall was crowded to its utmost capacity. West, in the effort to gain a living he learned the
The· majority of the audience were Christians, in- supremacy of natural law and the futility of all
duced by curiosity to come. They paid good atten- faith ~n miracle. Religion is ignored by the live
tion. The subject d the lecture was the "Rights man, and the only thing sensitiv to its influences
of Man and the Demands of Liberalism." About a that I hav heard of was a horse who dropped dead
couple of dozen of the Salvation Army left when it at the sound of a church bell.
It interested me to be accosted by the hotel porcame to the question of the taxation of church property, etc. I had a much smaller audience on the ter, as I stood near the reading· table, with the re-
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mark, '·Here's a paper, sir, that I am very fond of,
and that expresses my opinions." He handed me
THE TBUTH SEEKER, and whim I told him that I had
sometimes had the honor to contribute to its columns, his respect was manifest. He asked me if I
would like a copy of Franklin Steiner's tract, "Infidels and Charity," and went to get it ; but, upon
his return, he walked past m:e across the hall and
came back With the tract placed in the center of a
silver salver, which he presented with a profound
bow. Was aver lnfldel literature honored in such
a way before! This well deserved it. I read it on
the rocks this morning and found it an admirable
reply to the common Christian sneer against the
charitableness of unbelievers, and it is a good summary of facts also. l read THE TRUTH SEEK.EB too.
tet me congratulate -you on your grand work in
spreading ideas among legislators, and compliment
you and your worthy. co-workers on the. truly magnificent literature that fills your columns. I hav
had no greater intellectual .treat for a great while,
or more rational enjoyment, than when reading your
clear, logical, and forceful editorials; the bright,
pungent, and level-headed" ObservatioJ!s" of George
E.; the vigorous, terse saxon of that grandest of the
writers for the people~ John Peck, and the flowing,
poetic, and yet " solid " sense of the genial Putnam,
whose energetic efforts deserve the richest reward.
Then Heston's pictures appeal to other senses and
enforce the same glorious lesson of Universal Mental Liberty.
_
I hope I may find a gold mine out here labeled
"Truth Seeker," and secure you the title to it, for
gold could not be better employed than in doing
your great work of emancipating the human mind.
Accept these few lines,· prompted by impulse,
·
with the best wishes of your comrade,
Victoria, B. V.
RoBT. C. ADAMS.
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their beautiful theory in the condition that confronts them I do not need to mention the forces exhausted in

in the present strike. On the whole, we who are not polit- abta.ininl! through spirit mediums the information
ical economists are from the. condition that confronts ns

inclined to believe that a little government influence
rightly exerted would be a good thing just at present, at
least, as what we see of the workings of the no government plan does not look very encouraging.
FroJU what Mr. Miller says in other parts of his
letter I judge that the foregoing was intended for
my reproof, correction, and instruction in righteousness, and I hereby tender my thanks for the interest
shown. So as not to remain misunderstood, I must
tell Mr. Miller that the theory of government held
by myself has been violated by the strikers who undertook by force to control the railroad's property
and by force to govern the railroad's employees. If
they had stood by the principle of self government
and non-interference in the exercise of private rights
they would hav kept their hands o:ff. It will be seen,
then, that the trouble arose out of the governing
idea, not from a lack of it. What is called the government-which is the st~tte~intervened, not to
govern anybody, but to defend persons and property. If this thought has escaped Mr. Miller's attention, I hope he will accept it in return for the
suggestions he has made for my benefit.

The Koran of Mohammed, speaking with reference to· the Jews, makes this statement:
T~'tey said, We b,av slain the messiah, J esns ~he son of
Mwy, the prophet and apostle of God. Oertamly they
slew him. not, neither crucified him; they crucified one
among them that resembled him,
The view is one with which I hav not previously met
up, but it is corroborated, apparently, by the gospels,
which inform us that several days after the apostles
thought they had seen Jesus crucified they found
him enjoying a .stroll in the suburbs of Jerusalem.
Mohammed's stat.ement may hav been b11sed on a wild
rumor, but a modern insurance company would hav
Observations.
investigated it before redeeming .the policy of the
The New York Recorder has published an old deceased.
letter of Colonel Ingersoll's, descriptiv of the qualities of some whisky which he therewith transmits,
On_one or two occasions I hav commented upon
and the Christian temperance people will of course the public utterances and writings of a Philadelphia
make the most of it. The letter is short ; hence it lady who entertained and propagated, with much
does not contain a fraction of the commendation of soberness and sincerity, some most peculiar views
strong drink to be .found in the Bible, but that on spirit marriage, phallism, the danse du ventre,
won't make an atom of difference with the Christian and other virile questions. The lady alluded to
temperance people, because when anyone discusses held that sex worship was the true religion, which
the ~ible brand of .liquor with them they take except a man believed faithfully he could not be
refuge in what is known as the "two-wine theory" saved. She also maintained that the abdominal
-that is, that the wine manufactured by Christ and wriggle of the Algerian women from the Midway
recommended by the patriarchs, prophets, and apos- Plaisance was a longer and shorter catechism for
. tles was simply the unfermented juice of the g~ape, married people ; and by the same token she wrote
while the sort that is condemned had worked and breezy essays on connubial reserve as taught by
had a fuddle to it. Eminent Hebrew and Greek Oneida Noyes, giving as her source· of knowledge
scholars, like. Dr. Funk of the Voice and C. C. her two or three years' of wedded life with a spook.
Moore of the Blue Grass Blade, differ about the As for wors:hip of the noticeable discrepancies be"two-wine theory," but it is generally accepted; tween voters and others, it is probably true that
and after reading Colonel Ingersoll's letter I think such has been in tb,e past one of the manifestations
the anti-Prohibitionists will agree with me that of religious insanity. Large volumes hav been
there are grounds for a two-whisky theory. . Cer- written on that subject without doing more than to
tainly the kind described is not like that we usually show that the aspirations of the pious soul are not
run up against. "In it," says the letter, "you will always upward. It is possibly true also that the
find the sunshine and the shadow that chased each danse du ventre contains some suggestion ot the
other over the billowy fields." Not in the article lunar month as related to the constitution of our
sold in Albuquerque, N. M. On the contrary, the affiicted sisters. A person may hold to these as
cowboy and the wild Indian chase each other facts, and at the same time enjoy good health; but
through the sagebrush. "The breath of June," it when a spmster announces in print that she is no
goes on. That is not the breath which goes with longer a maiden, having been joined in the holy
Chicago goods. "The carol of the lark." The lark bands of wedlock tq a spirit husband, we know that
but not the carol, in San Francisco. "The dews of the crazy ward of the lunatic asylum has a promisnight, the wealth of summer and autumn, rich con- ing candidate.. Mental rickets is a natural accomtent, all golden and imprisoned light." How maiiy paniment and insanity the outcome; and such, I
of us anti-Prohibitionists ever struck that variety? am now informed, is the fact in the present instance.
It may be out of order for anyone not an author"Drink it, and you will hear the voices of men and
maidens singing •Harvest Home.'" "Home till ity on mental and spiritual hocus pocus to state
Mornin'," in New York. "Mingled with the laughter more than the crude facts in such cases, but everyof children." In the Northwest they ask where you body who has not swallowed his eyes can see that
got that jag. "Drink it, and you will feel within the way of· the Philadelphia lady is the one traveled
your blood the star-led dawn; the dreamy, tawny by people generally that get into relations with
dusks of many perfect days." Kansas City truck imaginary powers or persons whose feet do not·
sends the blood to the nose ; the dreams it causes touch this earth and who are present only to the
.are delirious, its mornings tawny only with remorse, fancy. Here we hav a woman giving a wife's attenand, the day tapers slowly toward another night of it. tion to a husband in the moon and wasting nervous
If there is such cornjuice as the letter describes, energy on a. conjugal mate who has none to return.
it must be as innocuous as the grape·milk of the The uncompensating character of the process is ap·
gospels, and twice as satisfying. That there exists parent. It is a broken circuit; it is like stepping
the kind which produces the phenomena I hav men- on a missing round of a ladder-kicking a dog that
tioned is beyond dispute. When the first variety has gone around the corner-cutting at something
occurs, we will all drink to the apostle Paul and to with half a pair of shears. The system is bound to
.
the guests at the marriage feast in Cana of Galilee. go broke.
Under the same head take praying to God. The
With the fate of Noah in our minds we must touch
the other more lightly, but let the gospel temper- prayer habit practiced to excess is insanity. You
ance people understand that we can hav a two- do all the talking; God does not reply. You make
all the exertion ; :he does nothing. He. is a great
tanglefoot theory as well as they.
·
·
sponge, absorbing all that goes his.way, and he is
Mr. Robert Miller, in a letter to THE TBUTH too far off to be squeezed. "Arrested for praying
on the streets-held for examination as to his sanSEEKER, remarks:
ity"
is .the last the public hears of man! religious
Those, too, who hav been trying to convince UB that an
government is tyranny are having a little object leBBOn in enthusiasts. · The wasted energy has dri,Ulled them.

that we liv after the death of the body and may return to communicate with friends still in the flesh.
I allude to it merely to say that such information,
which comprises all that any reputable person pretends to know about the future life, is of no more
value. than the fact that a man who goPs West may
come back, or that ~ bad penny will return. The
spirits will accept all the attention we choose to pay
to them-possibly because they cannot help themselva-but a ghost; a guitar; and a good·night are
all we hav so far to show for it. Does anybody
think that other-worldliness really pays 1 The
point I would make is that it does not.

A London Anarchist; named Mowbray1 has come
to town. It is understood that he believes in
"propaganda by deed,' 1 and will endeavor to instill .
that doctrin into the American citizen. If Mr.
Mowbray unaerstands the present temper of his
pupils he will not allow his mouth to escape frolll
the judicious control of his intellects; for however
beneficent may be the theory that successful political candidates should be disintegrated by bombs
immediately upon taking office, and that capital
should be dissipated by the same means, the mind
of this generation is not sufficiently advanced to
receive it with cordiality. There. is a prevalent notion that no system <Jf political economy which the
propagandist may indorse can make the irresponsible taking of human like anything else than murder. The French gentlemen who distributed bombs
with such impartiality in Paris perhaps thought
otherwise. Messrs. Lega and Santo, the assailant
of Crispi and the assassin of Carnot, seemed to be
under the delusion that killing done in the name of
society would come under some other caption than
homicide. They were in error. Vaillant and Henry
simply got their heads cut off; Santo will get it
similarly in the neck, and Legs will go to jail for
twenty years. It is quite immaterial whether or
not their victims were enemies of "society," whatever that may be ; it is certain that they were entitled to enjoy life and liberty' on their own account,
and their slayers deserved death in the same way
that a man who knowingly puts his hand in the fire
deserves to be burnt. If Mowbray goes into the
bomb business or induces others to do so, I expect
he will be hanged. He may talk until his wind
givs out, but if he attempts propaganda by deed
he and his followers are sure to be exterminated
like rats. You see, there are so many people who
object to murder that it becomes impracticable as a
method.
·
According to the rule of fair play, under the provisions of which a man is expected to accord to ·
others all the rights he claims for himself, these
propagandists hav no grounds for redress, though
hanged. The worst they can charge ·against the
"ruling class" is murder, and they claim that right
also for themselvs. Atrocious as a bad government
:oiay be, it professes, when inflicting punishment, to
distinguish between the accused and the unaccused. ·
The dynamiter knows no such discrimination.
When he projects his bomb, those who are admitted
to be innocent must go with those who are alleged
to be guilty. Such Anarchists are moral imbecils
with homicidal tendencies. Their propaganda is
without reason or excuse, for so long as they are in
the minority they cannot win by force, and when
they hav a majority they will not need it.
With the flag of his country folded across his breast,
to which were pinned the badge of the Freethonght
Federation of America, and the last copy of THe TBUTH
Sl!lEKEB, he lay as in atate.-Reporl of the Obsequies oj
Ohat•lea W. Golf.
As a knight full-armed our friend sets out
To traverae the wide unknown ·
No land of sha.dow and gloom and doubt
Oan be the home of a heart so stout,
That never a fear has shown.
For all men know it, where'er men be,
That the badge and the flag and scroll,
The triple symbol of minds set free,
Hav never been borne on land and sea
As shield of a coward soul.
The Master of Life, if he be just,
·Shall say to the stranger, •' Stand
At the right of my throne, for gods aftgust
The honor and fealty of him may trust
Who wrought for his nativ land,
''The badge thou wearest-na:v, wear it still;
I hav given mankind Freethought,
Though other hav used that gift so ill,
Gagged it and bound it to thwart my will,
And hidden what thou hast sought.
'' Fear not to read in thy cherished scroll,
I grant to thy vision youth ;
They feign to know me who would control
The very pages thou dost unrollThey find me who seek for Truth."
Gxo. E. M.A.OOONALD,
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railroad station, ten miles west, will
build a $12,000 church this summer, and
when .I see many robbing themselvs and
families of the necessaries of life to
Applauds the Speaking of Vital Truth. build those churches, I think, Great is the
ELMIRA, N.Y., July 16, 1894.
" mystery of Go- ignorance."
MR. EDITOR : I want to congratulate you
R. JoNES.
for your editorial in last week's paper
against Senator Vilas's" Drag-Net Law."
The World is Beautiful.
You have spoken in telling words. Yes, it
HILLSBOROUGH, Wis., July 9, 1894.
is time the truth should be spoken.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed you will find
L. D. GRISWOLD.
$3.00 as subscription for the coming year
for the old stand-by, THE TRUTH SEEKER.
He Died in This City.
I hope that you may edit THE TRUTH
DANBURY, CoNN., July 11, 1894.
SHEKER as long again as you hav been in
MR. EDITOR: Please send me "Thumb- charge of it. You will find my name in
screw and Back." Will you be kind your subscription list long before Mr.
enough to tell me in yonr next issue where Bennett was pounced on by A. Comstock.
Thomas Paine died? Some say in New On the 26th of November coming I shall
Rochelle and some say in New York.
be seventy-eight years old, therefore may
DouGLAS FAIRCHILD..
not much longer stick to this world, which
is so beautiful for the young, and even so
Well Pleasell.
to the old, so long as they hav good health
ALmo, TEx., June 22, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Two of my neighbors called and be not too poor. Yours truly.
JOSEPH MANHART, SR.
on me to-day and one of them read Peck's
sound logic on the money question, and it Thought God Was Awful Good to Him.
suited them both so well that I had to
NEw Yo:aK, N. Y, July 4, 1894.
agree to let one of them take my paper to
MR. EDIToR: I inclose names and $3
Fort Worth, to show the article to some
of our gold-standard friends, and when cash. One dollar to pay for THE TRUTH
they saw the advertisment of the issue of SEEKERS you recently delivered me and $2
June 23d they wanted it, and also thought to assist in scattering the ''Age of Reason."
it should be scattered somewhat, for they A little more than three years ago I was
both seemed to favor the taxing of church in the darkness of superstition, so dense
that when I picked a berry I would think,
property.
I. C. MILLER.
How good God is to let me liv and pick
Wants Heston to be a Modern Methuselalt, and eat the berries he has placed here.
Before I had read any of the writings of
IRVING, MINN., July 8, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I send you $1 to apply on Infidels or heard Colonel Ingersoll, I
subscription. This is all I can raise until dropped in occasionally for a few minutes
after threshing, as money can be had only Sunday evenings to hear Hugh 0. Pent!'lby the sale of wheat, .which is played out cost, when he was holding meetings ~
this city. At first I would stand at the
in this region ..
The best of farmers are refused any ac- door, and when he said something pointed
commodation at the banks, and hav been against objectionable doctrins of the
for about a year, and this greatly aggra- church would want to get up and say, "Let
vates the dullness and distress on every us pray." Many pointed things he said
compelled my sense of truth and honesty
side.
I hope THE TRUTH SEEKER will survive to admit them true, however much I still
these wretched and perilous times, and opposed his aims. Finally, I felt a
that your inimitable cartoonist may liv in giving away in my orthodoxy, and the
more I investigated the plainer it was to
luxury a thousand years. W. G. JEBB.
me that I had been misled by the church.
Finds It as Represented.
When my change of views were made
known to my relativs and friends it shocked
WooD's RoLL, MAss., July 7, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $7, for them, of course, but a nature bold for
which please send me THE TRUTH SEEKER truth and honesty is capable of withstandfor one year and "Four Hundred Years ing the petty opinions instill_ed into, or
. of Freethought." For the remaining fifty absorbed during the period of youth.
When the Infidels of this country dare
cents send me Bell's "Handbook of Freethought." I hav read several copies of not, or at least do not spread abroad sound
THE TRUTH SEEKER and hav found it all doctrins, our nation is in peril, as the
that it is represented to be. I hav also church, controling, or trying to control,
read some of Mr. Putnam's works. I education, never fails to mix in plenty of
think him well qualified for the work he guess-work with the facts it teaches. A
has undertaken. Please insert my name young man must first seek common sense
if he would hav a genuin mental foundain the book if I am not too late.
tion upon which to build his business
ALFRJID LARSON.
career, and my only regret at present is
Mr. Vennmn's Mistake.
that I was not converted many years beJuly 13, 1894.
fore I was. There are many young men in
MR. EDITOR: Is the Bible obscene? To our countr)' to-day who hav not had the
be sure it is, judging by the late arrest of pathway of fact opened up to them, and no
J. B. Wise, of Kansas, for sending through doubt many .will liv and· die in mental
the mails a verse from the Bible to the darkness.
LLEWELLYN D. CRINE.
Rev. Mr. Vennum. The question is, How
could Mr. Wise be ·indicted for stating Cassadaga Lake Camp-Its Growth and
Social Features.
facts found in the Bible? It is somewhat
MR. EDITOR: The aminal June picnic,
singular that, at this late day, the reverend
gentleman should hav found that Bible held on the 8th, 9th, and lOth inst., was the
literature is obscene, and should not be formal inauguration of the present season
transmitted through the mails. I think of Cassadaga Camp, which has become one
Mr. Vennum has put his foot in it, having of the popular resorts of this continentintroduced a subject of the most vital im- its primitiv features having given place to
portance to Bible readers. It may be the permanent, the artistic, the esthetic,
a~ked, Could one send through the mail the scientific.
The rude lodgings of its incipient years
the language found in Deuteronomy xxii,
13-21, without being charged with the cir- are replaced by fine hotels with tiers of
broad verandas. The shanty grocery has
culation of obscenity? S. R. THORNE.
evoluted into two quite pretentious shops,
Great Is the Mystery of where all the fruits and vegetables of the
season are vended.
0SOEOLA, lA., June 23, 1894.
In the Camp there are about one hunMR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $2,
which you will please place to my credit. dred and fifty residences and cottages,
It is. all that I hav at present that I can ranging in price of structure from $400 to
spare. I hope that shortly I may hav $3,000. Some of these residences hav eleanother that I can sen!l you. I must hav gant appointments, having genuin Irish
the dear old TRUTH SEEKER as long as I point lace draperies of rich weave, while
can raise money to pay for it. Times are other· windows show the delicate tints of
very hard here, owing to the financial silken folds ; and within are fine upholstery, dainty carpets, pianos, and acces·
condition of our nation.
This is the worst priest-ridden spot, I sories. On the broad carpeted veranda
think, in the state. It is a small place of are easy chairs, whose occupants look
about twenty-eight hundred inhabitants, happy or grave as they discuss the quesand they will blow in $35,000 in church tions of the hour.
The grounds are rendered enchanting
building this summer. Murray, a small
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by beautiful ·parks, elegant shade trees,
blooming flowers, and singing birds. All
over the island are found wells of pure,
cool, sparkling water. The air is bracing
and invigorating.
· The Camp is supplied with a system of
sewerage and an electric plant, a sanitarium, a bath house, where hot, cold, -alcoholic, and vapor baths are given ; so the
thousands who rendezvous here for rest,
social life, recuperation, and literary treats,
find sanitary environments.
On the lakes are two fine steamers, built
and supervised by Mr. Powell, of Clevelimd, Ohio. These steamers offer delightful excursions to campers, who often, accompanied by an orches~ra, glide over the
sun-kissed waters as if to the cadence of
sweet music. ·
From sixty to seventy-five families make
this island their permanent residence.
They are from the north, the east, the
south, and the west.
Building and improvements are in constant operation, Camp, proper, opens July
20th, closing September 2d, although several hundred are now here to remain till
cold weather.
,
In our next will speak of entertainments
theatricals, literary treats, etc.
.G.L.P.
·wants to Settle His Own Accounts.
EsKRIDGE, RAN., AprilS, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Why do Christians want
their· God in the Constitution? If there is
a God I don't think he cares to occupy a
position in the White House. There are
other planets to look after without giving
himself so much concern about this little
grain of sand, and he ought to kiiow that
he could not be elected to any office in the
United States without believing in some
power higher than himself. Again, he
ought to know that i~ he was elected to an
office of any importance he would be scan·
dalized. Why, he was here 1800 years ago
and tried to officiate and they killed him,
Some of the sky-pilots here claim "they·
don't want to use authority, they want
only to be recognized in the government"
-"we want equal rights." Great Scott!
they bav more than equal rights now.
They are protected in their religious worship as well as having their property exempt from taxation. If they don't want
to exercise authority, what is their motiv?
It will not do. Not long ago I was out· at
my barn nailing up some boards; it was
Sunday. One of God's people came along
on his way to church; he stopped his buggy
and yelled, "Say, this is the Sabbath day;
we hav a law in this country." ~s I was
some distance from him I made no reply.
I hav made some inquiry concerning this
man, and. I was told that he was the subject of a church trial not long since, and
was also involved in a scandal. To say the
least of it, he is not a gentleman, and I do
not wish to know him. It would not do to
giv absolute power to such men. If I work
on Sunday I injure nobody, unless I work
too hard, then I would injure only myself.
The Christian may insist that I commit a
crime· against God. At the best, such a
claim would be extremely foolish. Admitting it to be true, w:ily not let me settle
with God? I prefer to settle my own accounts, both in this world and in the world
to come! If there is another state of existence, I want to hav the everlasting op~
portunity of doing right. I hav tried to
be a gentleman here, and keep my accounts
square. Why should the Christian try to
keep me from working on Sunday? Why
should he use force? It would do no good;
I am an unbeliever, and if his position is·
true I will go to hell if I never work on
Sunday. I hav almost in:finit respect for
every man or woman who has tried to
make the world better. I am glad to say
that my wife is free frJSm superstition.
She reads with pleasure the works of Ingersoll. I hav been invited to lecture in
school-house District No. 49, subject:
"Individuality."
C. V. WILLIAMS.
Converted by the Bible.
MILFORD, INn., March 4, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I hav had the pleasure of
reading s·everal copies of yol).r valuable paper through the kindness of one of your
regular subscribers here, who is considered
by this community as an iron-clad Infidel,
but who is acknowledged to be a good
citizen, an inventiv genius, a generous-

hearted neighbor, and one'kinEUo everything around him. I was once _a Christian--,-yes, !say Christian, even if I!iidnot
accept the whole theory. I bel9nged t 0
an institution known.as Disciples, and was
always ready with my mite for the propagation and defense of that deep-water 4epartment of Christianity. The brethren
and a number of the sisters predicted that
I would be a shining incandescent if not'
an arc light in the church, but shice it has
been so clearly demonstrated· that I did:
not approximate a respectabl~ .·tallow~
candle power, I desire to tell, through
your fable-extinguisher, how it all came
about. I had never read much of the
Bible. My good old mother had taught
me, without mental reservation, thai it
was the word of God; and if I pointed out
anything, however erroneous, she would
tell me I had no right to pry into the wisdom of God.
Of course my mother never. had a single good word for the ·devil. She had a
. great many different names for.him, "the
bad man;" "the black man," "Lucifer,"
"the devil," et al. She tried to photograph him on my boy-mind as one of thE)
most horrid beings that God could conceive of, as she rather admitted. that. God
had made him, but seems to hav "had it
in for him " from the start. Nor was. this
picture conjured up in her own mind, for
right there, in our old family Bible, we had
a full page illustration of him as a kind of
hybrid between the Florida alligator and
a prehistoric monster, ugly enough to
frighten a braver boy than it was ever my
good fortune to be. So in after years I
joined church, as before statecl, and was
right on hand every Sunday for a number
of years with my mite as the Lord had
prospered me, or, in other words, according
to the wages' I had been able to earn
through the week. I was required to giv
some for the missionary cause, some fo:r:
the Sunday-school, but more for the
preacher, for it must be remembered that
he had the same taste for good things that
has ever characterized the fraternity from
Aaron .down to the present time. But they
never failed to work it out of me, even
holding up the dear, good-hearted' little
children as examples of willingness to giv,
but it was not hard to discover that the
generoSity of the children v;;as largeiy
based on the abilities of the old. men, nor
was it a difficult-mathematical calculation
to :figure the whole drainage back to that
s·ource. I remember an old deacon meeting a rosy·cheeked, chubby.:fisted child
one day with a penny in its hand. · He
kindlyaskedthe child what it was going to
do with the penny. The answer waii,
"Doin:' to det tandy wif it." "Oh," said
the deacon, "don't do that, darling; save
it for the Sunday-school." Right there
and then, Mr. Editor, the devil must hav
entered my heart, for I had to bring forth
all the energy and influence of Christianity ·
remaining in my being, to keep from taking the old deacon one on the ear to remind him to respect the rights of a child.
Our old preacher was not altogether confined to the die-to-win theory, for he often
taught us to be on the)ookout for Christ
almost any day, when we would be caught
up bodily to liv with him in the air, where
we would be seated at the right hand, and
be allowed to roam at will, with Abraham,
Isaac, and· Jacob.
My wife was then
young and beautiful, and on mature reflection I did not know whether that
would be much of a treat or not to hav her
roam around with three of the worst polygamists in the whole outfit. But I still
read the Bible, till one day I struck the
24th chapter of Matthew, from the reading
of which I was ·startled to learn that the
second coming of Christ and the end of the
world had passed li>y over 1800 years ago.
I called my wife's attention to the matter.
She agreed that we had missed the show
by 11bout 1800 years. The cap jewel of my
faith was smashed and I so informed the
church. Of course they set the old gospel
carpenter to work on the wreck. He tried
to make out that "this generation" meant
the Jewish age, but in quoting the first
chapter of the New Testament he found
himself in deeper water than he had ever
been. There are ten Infidels even in our
little town to-day where there was one
ten years ago, and I hope the day is not
far distant when we will be thoroughly
organized against the worst nonsense the
world has ever seen. TOM :McDONALD.
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Mortuary-Charles W. Gotr.
KEARNEY, NE:Q., July, 8, 1894.
MB. EDITOR: I hav to convey to you the
-l!Bd intelligence of the death of my father,
0. W. Goff, on June 23. He was ill only
a day or two, and the end came peacefully
and painlessly, and he looked as peaceful
when it WaS over as if he had fallen into a
pleasant sleep.
We had a Freethought funeral, that is,
no ministers were present. The orations
were pronounced by Mr. Almon Stuart,
of Minden, an old Freethought friend of
his, and Hon. E. 0. Oalkins, an able lawyer of this city. Mr. St.1art is quite an
aged gentleman, and never expected to be
present at the funeral of his friend.
Mr. 0. Putnam, of Gibbon, will write
an obituary and send yon, along with copy
of the addresses to print if you hav space.
Would like to hav you print them if you
can without too much trouble, as many of
his friends hav asked us if they would be
printed. It is too bad that father had to
leave his work so soon; he was doing much
to free men's minds from religious and
p litioal superstition. As you know, he
had stirred up quite an enthusiasm among
people out here, and they manifested their
reape!'t by coming many miles (from Minden) to see him laid away.
His ailment was a slight rheumatism of
the arm, but it went to his heart suddenly
and was the cause of death. It happened
that the two. nights and days following his
death were coo!, calm, and pleasant, while
the third day, the day of the funeral, was
one of the most. beautiful I ever hav seen
here in this windy oouniry, as it was perfectly calm, but the next day the wind
blew furiously all day. So the pious people cannot say thai either nature or their
God was anything but kind to him in the
end.
Very sincerely yours,
HELEN M. GoFF.
Another friend of, and zealous worker
in, the cause of Freethought has passed
away. Ohas. W. Goft,"of Kearney, Neb.,
died on the 23d of June, 1894, of heartdisease. A large concourse of friends,
who hold his memory sacred, were at the
funeral to attest their sincere affectionto sh~e the par.ting grief-to hallow the
ineffaceable impress of the last good-bye.
Mr. Goff had often expressed the desire
that he might die without pain. Was ever
the prayer of Ohristian so fully answered?
The angel of death was at the bidding of
nature, and touched him gently as the
dews of night. It is the lot of man that
all must die. What nobler work of life,
then, than by thought, word, and deed to
plant the seed of lament which, when wet
by the dews of death-sorrow, shall spring
up in the hearts of the living and shower
sweet blossoms of remembrance upon the
consecrated grave? To this end we can
truly say, Well done and faithful was his
work. Into the arms of nature we consign
his body, but in the all-pervading intelligence the leaven of his spirit will ooJ;J.tinne
to "work out a far more exceeding and
eternal weight of g~ory." With the flag
of his oounttY folded.aoross his breast, to
which were pinned the badge of the Freethought Federation of America, and the
last copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER, he lay as
in state-one of nature's noblemen, amid
flowery tokens of love's sorrow, profns~ly
laid upon casket and table.
His was a picture of death that needed
not the touch of gods or angels to make it
more beautiful. His wishes were scrupulously followed out in every feature of the
solemn occasion. What sublimer test of
an independent and fearless mind, what
more touching regard in the hearts made
sad?
All present could not but be impressed
with the serious dignity, the religions fervency, the inexpressible pathos of the occasion, and I doubt not that many a heart
welled up the involuntary \II ish-May I
die the death of such a man, and may my
last end be like his.
He leaves a wife and daughter esteemed
in society, bright in intellect and noble in
the virtues of heart and mind.
ADDRESS OF MR. ALMON STUART.
MY FRIENDS : When a few short weeks
ago my friend, who now lies cold and lifeless before us, drove up before my home
and invited· me to ride with him, as I accepted his invitation and enjoyed the in-

terohange of thought sacred to friendship,
how little I dreamed how soon I Should be
called upon to redeem a pi'omis made him
then. The thought that his promis to
officiate over my remains if he survived me
seemed so much more likely that my promis
appeared safe; he so m noh the younger man,
and· I with stumbling steps so near the end.
And if, in paying my feeble tribute to his
worth, that promis seems a rash one, yon
will attribute it to my inability to do justice
~o his merits. He was mY. friend. Into the
mner sanctuary of his confidence he· had
d~emed me worthy of admittance.
My
fnend11, on so sad and solemn an occasion
as this, I deem it unfit to indulge in remarks of a proselyting nature ; the parading of theories under the guise of facts is
calculated only to wound the feelings or
antagonize those who may differ from us;
and so in my remarks I shall endeavor, as far
as possible, in justice to mv friend and his
convictions of truth, to deal with no controversial questions. We stand here to-day
in the presence of that great mystery of
mysteries that men call death. Our lives
are hedged about with mysteries which we
cannot solve. Forms regnant with life,
then rigid in death. And yet, are we sure
there is any death? Onr eyes are gladdened at sight of waving fields of grain,
flush in their beauty, green in their luxuriance; the genial rains and sunshine robe
those fields in gold; the grain is ripe; each
kernel holds a germ of life; and yet the
stalk, with all its leaves on which the kernels grew, is dead; the grain becomes food
for man, and in a few short hours it is
blood and flesh and thought.

"0 mystery wondrous! Transformation
strange I
Is not alllif~ and death eternal change?"
My friends, I come not here to eulogize
my friend; his life is his'best_enlogy; but
yon will pardon my mentioning some of
the traits of his character which make his
memory so dear to me. " He is a free
. man whom the truth makes free, and all
are slaves- beside." In a few dals throughout all our land the cannons roar, the
waving flags, the oratory from thousands·
of rostrums, will proclaim the anniversary
of our nation's birth, a mighty, a great
people, free. Many years ago I heard a
hymn sung which thrilled me with its
sentiments. A small part of that hymn I
yet remember, and you will please excuse
my substitution of a few words in place of
one or two which friend Goff and myself
held as mythical.
"God made all nature free ;" substituting
"All nature's realms are free,
He made all nature fJ;ee,
Let earth reply to the sea and sky,
God made all nature free.
And shall the winds and the sea be free,
With all its rolling waves?
Shall nature sing such a glorious song
And men be willing slaves?
Ten thousand voices answer, No,
Till every rook and tree
Shall echo back the joyful sound,
God made all nature free."
Friend Goff, who leaves us so many
precious memories, was a free man. Alas I
how few are free. Slaves to passion, slaves
of prejudice, slaves of superstition, slaves
of ignorance, slaves of party, slaves to
priestoraft, hugging their fetters, fancying
they are free. Yes, my friend was free,
honorable, faithful, truthful, loyal, and
courageous ; for freemen ever mnE!t be
brave, not alone that physical bravery,
laughing at danger and defying death,
which I hav witnessed on so many battlefields, but that higher, nobler, moral courage so few possess; a courage that can face
the mo;nster public opinion in defense of
one's convictions ; and this my fri(>nd
possessed in an eminent de~ree.
·
There is yet a nobler trait of character,
a higher standard of excellence to which
but few attain, the crowning glory of the
human race-honesty. A great poet has
well said, "An honest man is the noblest
work of God," which our great Ingersoll
has paraphrased thus, "An honest God is
the noblest work of man." I hav lived
nearly seventy-three years, and in all the
varied experiences of life, in an extensiv
acquaintance and association, I hav found
but few who were mentally, intellectually,
free and honest. Of how very few of all
that number could it be truly said-an
honest man I I hav read much of what we
tetm theologio lore; books claimed by
their believers as revelations of the various Gods, but I hav never yet found au
honest God. I doubt mnch if a dishonest
God could make an honest man. I feel
sure an honest man would not make a dishonest God. Our friend was an honest
man-honest with himself and all with
whom he came in contact. In the foul
fields of superstition described in .sacred
books, where thorns and briars and noxious weeds luxuriate, we sometimes come
across a flower of such rare beauty that we
pluck it from its base surroundings to
grace the brows of those we love, and so
from the Bible field I glean this flower to
place upon the casket of my friend: "To
those, who by a faithful continuance in

well-doing seek for glory, honor, immortality, eternal life "-not an eternal life of
conscious, individual existence such as is
implied in the quotation, for of that neither friend Goff nor myself knew or believed aught.
0 friend, thine was a "faithful continuance in well-doing," and thou hast
gained the crown of immortality, a free
man, an honorable, faithful, truthful,
loyal, brave, and honest man. Oan I, need
I, add more? Thou hast left a priceless
inheritance to thy loved ones and a noble
example for us to strive to imitate:
Re~t, brother, .rest. We know ;tis best .
Each halt we make on life's hard march to
lay our burdens down,
So shall we better bear the cross and win
- the victor's crown,
We faithful all shall wear who 'make the
quest.
Rest, brother rest.
ADDRESS OF HON. E. 0. OALKINB.
In the ~arly afternoon· of life, while yet
the sun was shini;ng brightly, and before
the shadows began to grow long upon his
pathway, our frienti fell asleep and now
lies silent here. Neither disease nor wasting pain, nor yet the infirmities of age, had
dark~ned his journey, but in the full tide
of life and strength and usefulness, he laid
his burden down and is at rest. To him
who knew no fear _it were happier so.
Nature was kind in sparing him the pain
and suffering that often wears out the
blessing of life, and makes of it a useless
and heavy burden.
In the _myst~ry of death, which comes to
all, there is inflnit pathos, and for countless ages the human mind has beat its
bruised and bleeding wings against the
impassable barrier of the unknown, only to
fall back breathless and exhausted upon its
imagination with wbioh it has sought to
people the great beyond and fill the void of
its ignorance.
The nations which worshiped in the
ruined temples of India are gone; the
people upon· the banks of the sacred Nile,
who for a hundred generations filled the
temples of Isis, are no more; Z ens and Jove
no longer interfere in the affairs of men,
and some hav ooine to believe that the
~reatest happiness and sole peace possible
m life is the consciousness of a life well
lived and a work well done.
- Of these was our brother here. He did
not hesitate to utter what he thought the
highest truth. He realized the fact that·
opinion expressed is a part of that force
which works social changes and causes intellectual improvement, and that he might
properly giv utterance to his innermost
conviction, since each man is one of the
myriad agencies through which works the
universal cause. He believed that in uttering the highest truth, let what might come
of it, he was playing the right part in the
world, and there is no sublimer faith than
this;
But not alone was he faithful in the
world of thought and intellect. There
came to him the full share of those prosaic
burdens, the sum of which we call duty; it
was for him to labor and practice selfdenial for the good of those dependent on
hiin by the ties of kindred or of sympathy,
and by_ this test he never failed. ln the
hour of his country's peril he did not falter,
and a part of the glory of those old heroic
days was)lis.
Grief comes to sit in the household
where the place of father and mother is
vacant. So it has always been and always
must be. Time alone can temper mourning and heal the lacerated ties of affection.
But in the after days the recollection of
those loved and lost comes like a benediction to console and cheer; we hear their
step and the music of their voices, and in
memory of their gentle deeds of love and
kindness they liv with us again.
And now we bid our sleeping friend good
night. We know not of the future, but
Hope, the eternal, sits enthroned in the
heavens, giving us the assurance of the
resurrection of perennial nature and imperishable humanity.
The funeral services were held at the
residence on Avenue F and Thirtieth
street, Tuesday, June 26th, at ll_A.M., and
were in accordance with the wishes of the
deceased. Th.l! services were opened with
a· moment of silent thought, after which
Mrs. Swenson sang in her soft, sweet tones
•' Lead, Kindly Light. •• After the addresses
by Mr. Almon Stuart, of Minden, and the
Hon. E. 0. Oalkins, of Kearney the
services closed by Mrs. Swenson singing
the hymn ''Life " by Warren Sumner
Barlow, beginning:
~'Life illnmes the radiant dew-drop,
Is the fragrance of a flower;
Animates all form11 of being,
Is the essence of all power,"
and the benediction by Mr. Oalkins:
"Now may the love of truth, justice,
freedom and humanity abide with us all
forever."
0. PuTNAM.
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Doath of Hon. R. R. LongloUn.
FoRliiST GnovE, On., June 23, 1894. :1/
MR. EDIToR: It is my sad duty to report
to the many readers of your valuable paper
and the field workers that hav visUed and
lectured here, the death of Robert R.
Laughlin, who passed to the silent land,
June 19th, at his home, North Yamhill, Or.
Mr. Laughlin has always been a broadminded, man and an avowed Liberal for
thirty years. There is a large circle of
relative, the majority of whom are also
Liberals. He leaves a wife and seven children-four sons and three daughters. I
WaS telephoned to Come and make the remarks at the grave. In company with D.
0. Stewart and wife I drove to North
Yamhill, and beside the open grave, in the
presenele of hnnd:reds of people, sadly and
sorrowfully gave the remains back ·to
mother earth. I send synopsis of address.
Mns. A. E. BARKER,
This beautiful summer day, when all
nature is dressed· in her most beautiful
garb, the air redolent with the perfume of
flowers and harvests bountiful, we are led
to contemplate man and his position in the
universe-man with his intelligence, his
emotions, his joys, and his sorrows, and
his lifa with its sunshine o.nd shadows. In
our contemplation we are led to ask,
"What is the most important event in the
life of man ; the one in which is incurred
the greatest responsibility? " We can but
answer, "·It is at that time in life when
througn nature's sublime laws we bring
into this_ Wdrld a new life." We look upon
man in his infancy and helplessness; we see
him evolve into childhood with his precocity and impetuosity; we follow him into
his youth and watch with anxiety and mark
with care and ~enderness his every step
until he reaches his majority; then on into
the meridian, where he stands before the
world in the full glory and grandeur of the
noontide of life; then on down the western
slope till the sun is set and the day is done.
Wemeet to-day to paythe last tribute of
respect to the mortal remains of Robert
Rankin Laughlin, born in Lincoln county,
Missouri, Oct. 28; 1828. A man whose life
and character we love to contemplate, A
man who was never hampered by superstition; one who was made of that stern
material necessary for an Oregon pioneer;
he came to the far west in 1847 with others,
and entered into the hardships and privations incidental thereto with the spirit of
true manhood. His hand was ever
stretched forth to help those in sickness,
in distress, and in need; he knew no creed
but honor and integrity. It needed such
men to build up the great commonwealth
of the state of Oregon. The people manifested their appreciation of his ability as
law maker, when, by their suffrages, they .
elected him three times to the Oregon
legislatn-re. He was a dev0ted husband, a
loving father, a kind brother, a noble citizen, a lover of humanity. He leaves to
his children a legacy more precious than
jewels, and more lasting than the whitest
of marble monuments, more brilliant than
gilded dome. We ask "What is life?"
The greatest philosopher of any age has
said, "Life is continued activities." Scientists tell us "a force once generated never
ceases." '!'hen, what is death? It can but
be the continued activities of life's forces.
There can be no person of any belief whatsoever, but has a hope that when this life
is ended he will again meet and recognize those with whom he has journeyed
side by side through life.
The Ohristian bases this hope upon a
promis; the scientist upon a knowledge of
his investigations. L!lt us then hope that
life's fondest ideals will be realized. To
the bereaved wife and children we can say
we realize how deep is your aflliotion, how
sad is your loneliness. The dear form
once so fondly cherished will return no
more; bu~ the hope is certain that the
spirit with others is waiting your coming
just beyond the veil. We offer you our
sympathies, we drop a tear for you in your
grief. Let us throw around yon that
mantle of affection to shield yon in/our
trials. Nature's laws are sublime an the
noblest of human emotions is that desire
within the human soul to comfort the sorrowing, aid the helpless, relieve the distressed, thus binding the race into one
universal brotherhood. His was a nature
exalted and ambitions. He loved nature in
all her beauties. He loved t~ grand old
mountains as they seemed to VIe with each
other to reach a higher altitude, and saw
them reflected in human life. Their lan.gna.ge to him was "come up higher.~'
Every effort of his was to re1oh a higher
altitude. Let us endeavor to embody his
virtues within us, let ns bask in the sunlight of truth and help othera along the
rugged path of life.
The remains were interred by the Odd
Fellows according to their burial service.
A. E. B.
--------~--------VIRGINITY, mysticism, and melancholy
[were] three new diseases introduced by
Ohrist.-TMophile Gautier.
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"Mandie, I am sorry to say it, but they scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
discharge from prison and aided him to only restriction being that the convict can- tell me yon use swear words. Is that so?" not a real benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Mandie, with her hands clasped behind
~et and keep employment, and by this not be detained for a longer period than
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER
means the society has greatly decreased that for which he is sentenced. In the her and her round eyes fixed on herfather,
the number of convicts who are recom- New York prison the average time of de- said defiantly:
" No, 'tain't."
mitted. If these benevolent societies will tention under the new method was fifteen
"But," persisted her father, "they say
... nlarge the scope of their work so as to months, and out of the 1,205 convicts thus yon certainly do."
·
By EMILE ZOLA.
1 nclude all the prisons in the United States
"Who says so?" demanded Mandie.
treated only 37 are known to hav been
Translatea trom the F1·enoh b1J Bent. .R. Tucker
"Oh,
a
little
bird
told
me,"
F
aid
her
fathey will in a short time make a marked again sent to prison. This splendid show<lecrease in the number of convicts in our ing indicates that the reform method, so ther knowingly.
In this his latest story Zola takes four typical
"Well," with very emphatic emphasis, marriages-one
from the nobility, one from the
1.risons, for, as you will remember, over far as tried, has proven a great success.
"it must hav been one of those - - spar- bourgeoisie, one from the petty bourgeoisie, and
ti fty per cent of all convict& discharged Under it a great deal of attention is given rows, then. "-Boston Record.
one from the working-people-and describes, with
all the power of his wondrous art, how each orig... re recommitted.
inates, by what motive each is inspired, how each
to the convict's moral welfare, and he is
is consu=ated, and how each results.
At present we take few measures to pre- governed by the hope of reward and miti. Correspondence.
Price, .l:i Cents.
v •nt crime; we wait till a crime has been gation of punishment, in place of the fear
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., May 50; 1894.
THE TRUTH SEEKI!llt CO.,
,·ommitted, and then punish the offender. of punishment.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: As I saw my other Vddress
28 Lafayette Pl., New York
1a place of this we should try to nip crime
It might be asked what shall be done letters in print I thought I would write
again.
1 a the bud, as the prevention of a disease
with those who cannot be reformed, and . There is a church right across the road
is many times better thau the cure. One who continue to be criminals and trans- from our house, and on Sundays we can
We believe that not only can good be done but
method is to reform the youtbful offender, gress the laws? The only way of treating sit on our porch and hear the church bells
money made by any Liberal who will canvags for
whose mind is easily shaped and trained. this class is either to imprison them for life ringing and hear the peoole .sing.
our book "Old Testament Stories Comically IlIt is called Christian Hill where we liv lustrated." In fact we know one man who worked
Under the new system, the youthful as dangerous to society or.else to kill them.
&t it but a few hl:lttrs weekly and so d nearly
..ffender, in place of being sentenced to a The former is cruel to the prisoner and ex- now, becau~e so many Christians liv fifty copies in a month. The price is low; everyaround
here.
bodY'
knows the Old lestament stories, and
r.~rm in the penitentiary, is sent to a re- pensiv to the state, while the latter is conThe weather changes very rapidly up nea;:ly everybody wcul like a book applying
nineteenth-century wit and knowledge to them.
fvrm, or, more properly speaking, un in- sidered inhuman. Bnt still it seems that here.
People li~e to laugh. Reverence for the Old
<lustrial school. Although he is kept in when a person has become a criminal and
I am going to correspond with a girl •'estament tales has largely disape.eared and
jgkes at the expense of Jonah and Joseph and
o:mfinement, still he is treated with kind- it is impossible to reform him, then the named Nellie G. Rukke.
and Samson and D~vid, and the other worFor fear my letter will find its way to Es11.1i
ness and given a great many liberties. He state, to protect itself and society, should
thies of unsavory reputation, are keenl;t ap):!rethe
dreadful
wastebasket,
I
will
now
close.
ci
...
ted.
It seems to us that the book Wlll sell at
1 ~ taught all the principal branches of eledispose of him in the cheapest and quicksight. It does here in the store. Liberals out of
From your Liberal friend,
mentary knowledge and his mornl welfare est way, which is to deprive him of life.
employment
will find thi~ a good way to make an
BLANCHE GERTRUDE CHAMBERLIN.
honest dollar.
is the object of special concern. He is
Having hurriedly reviewed the subject,
'l"enns to Agents Sent on Application.
\aught the difference between right and I hope that this paper will be the means of
ADE'LAIDE B.-Yon inquire about the
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
wrong and to avoiddoingwrong, not from awakening some thought on this vital sub- Little Freethinker. It js ably edited by
fear of punishment, but because it is ject and thus prove of a benefit to you. Mrs, E. D. Blenker and Js a 8t>mi-monthJy,
wrong. He is also taught some useful Let na hope, too, that we may continue to published at Hastings, Mich., by Francis
trade, so that when he il!l released he will improve in our reformatory methods, and Graves. It is a forerunner of ·that which
not only be morally ana mentally bette,., that we may at last succeed to that extent is to be in the future; when a large, handA. new edition of that splendid prose poem,
"Life," by "the prince of orators," Col. R. G.
but also able to make his way in'the world. that we will h!IV no further use for police- some illustrated young people's paper of a In~ersoll.
It is larger and better than the old
As the nature of each youth is different, it men, jailers, or penitentiaries, and that all Liberal stamp will supply a great need in edition, and can be framed or placed upon the
table as an ornament. In the center of the card
requires more or less time to train them, men will be just and honest and treat one the Freetbinking world. This will appear appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby,
. urrounded by the prose poem, which has been
1:10 they are generally sent to the school
when Liberals learn the fact that "just as rrnthfnlly
another as brothers.
WM. L. PALM.
described ~as, "one of the masterpieces
for an indefinit period and kept there till
of the orator and J?Oet, who now, as far as we
the twig is bent the tree's inclined."
know, stands alone m the living world." It will
fully reformed.
S.H. W.
make a deli!jhtful present, and will be a •onvenir
What the Little l!'olks are Saying.
not only of Intellectual greatness, but of artiotic
About eighty· five per cent of the youths
workmanshiv. It is printed on heavy board, gilt
DISAPPOINTING.
'HYPSOTISill. My original method, $1. 100 boveled edge. The size is 12x16 inches, and the
discharged from enr reform schools hav
.
She was a very cultured and fashionable page pamohlet, 10c. One on Personal 1\Iagnet- orice onlY75 cents, post-paid.
turned out to be fairly good citizens, so by
ism, 10c. DB. ANDERSON, T.S. 7. Masonic Temple,
THE '.rRUTH BEEKER,
52t26
1!8 Lafavettf! Dlaoe~ !{ew Yor)',
this means alone we hav gained a great young lady, albeit she was only six years Ohicago.
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The author, while a sincere church member, obeyed the injunction to search thescript.nres, which le~l to the propounding of
these queries, no cle:gymo.n can ans\ver rationally and remain a
Christian.
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not mean unbridled license to plunder and
assassinate others.- Galveston News.
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should be given to conservativ thought and
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PRUDENCE does not go behind nature
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Gentlewoman,
Truth and Falsehood,
highway,
Best Society,
What is an Oath? or the Worth Habit, Second Nature,
Progress; or Elllightenment:
of a Promise.
Power of Will,
Wisdom.
Fraud a Crime,
Courage, a. Necessity to Right
'l'he Poison of Slander,
Living,
Miss Wixon has taken a.s her mottoes in writing this beautiful book of 292 pages-which she
has dedicated to the memory of her fa.ther and mother-these sentences from the works of a great
synthetic philosopher and a gifted liberal minister:
As wtth the Physical, so with the ethtcal. A belie.!, as vet tlt.ful ana Partial, is beQinning to
spreaa amongst men, that here, also, there is an tnatssoluble bona between oause ana consequence, an
inexorable aesttny, a law wh!oh altereth not.-S:drbert Spencer.
Living is an Art, a methoa or.expresstng great conceptions; in fact, the highest methoa, the
noblest of the Arts.-Thomas Starr King.
Right Living" is well bound in cloth and printed on good paper.

PRICE, $1.00.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

IF a man thinks at all, he must recognize that the president of a republic is not
responsible for all its social evils. The
existing systems of society did not begin
with his election, and will not end with
his removal. His assassination is therefore a monstrous wickedness, a detestable
injustice. His slayers play the part of
judge, jury, and executioner. They immolate him on the altar of their own faith,
where they hav only the ·right to pour
their own blood. They imitate, and even
better, the worst examples of the old
regime. And in doing so they play the
game of reaction, by throwing crowds "of
timid people back from the line of progress, and giving a pretext for fresh invasions on liberty. Nor is the wickedness of
assassination any greater than its folly.
Even a secret murder society cannot cow
a whole nation. It cannot even terrorize
a despotism, unless it is a mere historical
accident, the temporary triumph of one
man. Slay even the czar of Russia tomorrow, and his successor will promptly
ascend the throne, and perhaps rule still
more despotically.- George W. Foote.
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Hygiene of the Brain and the Cnre of
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook

M.D. Price, by mail, $1 50. " Get this book and
read it\ for it abounds in practical valuable
knowleage."-[Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Eating for-Strength. Bl, M. L. Holbrook,

~r.,:p. Price,]:>~ mail, 1!!1. 'I am delight!'ld 1Vith
It. -[H. n. jjalwr, M.D., Secretary Jlilchigan
State Doard of Health.

Parturition Without Pain. A Oode of

Directions for avoiding most of the Pains and
Dangers of Childbearing. By l\II. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose excellence sm·passes our _power to commend."[New York Evooing Mail.;
·

Liver Complaint, .Mental Dyspeps1~ and
Headaclto : Their Oure by Home Treat-

ment. By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price, by
mail, $1. "Reading this book I cured myRelf
after several doctors had failed.''-[T. C. Curtis,
U.S.A.

The Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E:

and Pro_gress.
AN ATTEMPr TO PROVE THAT

WouLD yon endeavor to make man a The Pnrsnit of Pleasure is the Sine Qna Non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social
creature of dogmas and laws, of constituDevelopment, and that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
tions and articles of faith, or would yon
Dnty of Philanthropy ·and Statesmanship.
arouse in him his latent energies and aid
to see him fulfilled in self-graee and selfBy Albert M. Loren-tz, LL.B.
poise? Would you giv him charity or
CONTENTS:
equipment? Would you maim him and
C~ap, I.-Sources of, Pleasure. Chap. !I.-Material Pleasures. Chap. III.then lend him your arm, or would you BooK I.-PLEASURE:
Ideal Pleasure'· Chap IV -Somal Pleasures. Ohap. V-~Pleasnres of the Savage, the
prefer to nourish him to giant self-power,
Barbarian and the Civilized. Chap. VI.- Genesis of religions. Chap. VII.-Christianity.
so that your tenders of help would grow BooK II.-INTELLEOTUAL DEVELOPMENT: Chap. I.-PnrpoRe of life. Chap, II.-Materral Pleamres.
Chap.III.-Ideal Pleasures: Knowledge. C'!ap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Reason. Chap.-V.
superfluous and be effaced?-I:lorace L.
Ide!l-1 Pleasures: Character. Chap. VI.-Somal Pleasures. Chap. VII.-Pedagogical DesJ.raubel.
~~~
.
PEOPLE prate about liberty, and define
that liberty as the liberty of the particular
class they are Epeaking for. The only liberty worth having in this country is the
eqnallibe1·ty of all men alike. Liberty in
its philosopical and common-sense definition consists in that right of each individual to exercise the greatest freedom of
action up to, and not beyond, that point
that impinges upon the like exercise of
freedom of action of every other man.
Beyond that it is the destruction of the
liberty of the weak by the strongest, the
subversion of the very theory of a republic, and a return to primeval anarchy on
the one hand, or as an alternativ, to despotism c.n the other.-Senator Cushman
IL. Davis.
IN short, neither a pyramid nor a poem,
a Oheops, nor a cantiole, is the best and
most enduring monument a man can raise
to convince the dim future that he must
once hav lived and moved and had his being, that he had lived nobly, that he had
moved vigorously, and that his being had
been replete with vital energy and the
cosmic potentialities which carried the current of his blood down the sluice of hume.n
veins, red, rich, generous, untainted, to
him of the strong arm, the broad chest,
and broad brow who to-day stands in the
front files of the world and does the most
valiant work the world has done in its
service. The only real monument-more
enduring than the everlasting brass-man
can raise is the monument of his lineal
posterity.- Salad·in.

H~gieqe~

BooK III.-MoRAL DEVELOPJ!IENT: Cha.p. I.-Morality. Chap. II.-Material Pleasures: Prudence.
Chap. IU.-Materral Pleasures: Refinement. Chap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures· Foresight,
Chap. V.-Ideal ~leasnres: Civilization. Chap. VI.-Social Pleasures. Chap. VII,-Vice
Caused by Restramt.
BooK IV.-SoorAL DEVELOPMENT: Ohap. I.-"rogress. Caap. !I.-Protection, Capitalism, and
Sociali~m: Resx>eotivly an Aetna\, !tn Imminen,t, and a Prox>osed Violation of Individual
Sovereignty. Chap. III.-Conditwn of Agrrculture. Chap. IV. Public Schools, the
Me~e. M~ne, Take! of Socialism. Chap. V.-Province of Government. Chap. VI.-Onr
SoCial Disorder.
Here ar~ some of the ver!'licts OJ?. this remarkable production which have been rendered by
men who are m every way quahfted as Judges of books:
This iR a spirited, rattling sort of a book that skates right along over the deepest subject with
out mn"h thought whether the ice is thin or not. It answors the greatest questiOn-What is the
us '• object, mottve, purpos!!l and summum bonum of life, and the real came and motive of progress?
-by one word, Pleasure !-:J."haaaeus B, Wakeman,
He sharx>lY sttta~ks. al•o,, mod11rn methpds of ~dn~ation, and in this he is most abundantly
borp.e out l>.Y the facts, an!i his arraignment IS practiCally unanswerable. His bJok is altogether a
curious and suggestive one.-New York Commercial Aavertiser.
·rpe man who wrote this boojr knows how to write a book, and knows what he is writing about.
There IS not a padded sentence m the volume, not an attempt to fill up with "'ords for lack of
knowleqge. The author deals hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for realities and
truth. We do not see how anyone can rEi•d this book and disagree with the leadiD,g x>rouositions
The work is good; every chax>ter is worth ,readinfi. It is a work of common-sense Socialism. Th~
chapter on pnblw schools ought to be put mto a tract and sent to every teacher in the land Thousands of sentences are.worthy ~f being framed as x>olitical maxims and hung up all over th~ nation.
the book deserves !t Wide readm,~ not only for its literary style, which is clear an.i incisive, but for
is bold, honest sa.ymgR.-L K. washburn.
·
After yon read this bJok yon will be as enthusiastic in praise of it as are the eloquent editor of the
Invetltigator and the gallant President of the Canadian Secular Union,
Pleasure and Progress" has 398 pages, is splendidly printed from large, clear type, on excellent paper, and costs, bound in cloth, $1; paper covers, 60 cents.
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The Creation of God.
By DR. JACOB H.ARTMA:NN.
.An explanation of tl}.e origin of the God Ide!t, ana the mental processes that led to the formation
of Idol~ and the worship of them. From the,time of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reforma.tion and
his banishment for heresy and blasphemy agamst the Chatdean Idols, to Christ's coming the principalch.aracters ll.re analyzed an(! shown to ~e huma~, by thought and deed. It is made pfain that the
pecuhar phraseology, can~ saymgs, snbterfp.g!Js, mrracle~, wop.der-workings, and supernatural padfling are the P,ropor ptfsprmg of the then existmg barbarrsm, Ignorance, and superstition constitntmg the peculiar politics of the dav.
'
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.
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B. Duffer author of "What Women Should
Know," • No Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
mail, $1. Mrs. Charles Brewster1 Portland, Me.,
writes: "Had I possessed this oook ten years
ago it would hq,ve saved me ten years of invalidism, and J. should have been the mother of
healthy instead of sickly children."
Ill . ·

Voutlt: Its Care and Culture. By J.
Mortimer Granville. $1. 'ro th,is has been
added a paper by that oharmin~ Engli•h
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physical
Education of a Girl," anrl a J;>aper on the
"Dress of Girls." Its retail price is $1.

ralks to My Patients. By Mrs. R. B ..
Gleason M.D. A Practical Handbook for the
Maid, W'if'e-~--.and Mother: with a beautiful Photographic .t'ortrait of the Author. PricP by
mail, $1.50. "We wish the chapter, • Confi,\cntial ~o Mothers,' might be J;>Ublished as a tract
and sent to every mother m tho land."-[Harper's New Monthly Magazine:

l'lte Better Way. An Appeal to Men in

behalf of Human Culture throygh a wiser parentage. By A. E. Newton. Price, by muil,
25 cents. "1t contains information and warniug
that are urgently needed."-[Christian Union.

'exnal Physiolog[• A Scientific and Pop-

plar E~positio:a o the Ft,mdament~l Prqblems
m Somolo_gy. By R. T. fraU, M.D. Prrcc, by
mail, $2. 'l'hio work has rapidly passed through
forty editions, and the demand is constantly
increasing. No such complete and valnabl"
work has ever before been issued.

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scien-

tific Diet. By Gnstav SchliPke;)'sen. 1'ranslated from the German, by l\II. .L. Holbrook,
M.D. In addition also it contains a Complt"te
and R,!!,dioal Cure for Intemr>erance, by the Use
of a Veg9table and Fruit Diet. lly Chas. 0. ·
Groom .Napier, F.R.S. 250 pages. Price, l!'t.

rhree Books in One.

From the Cradle

to the School. B:'l._Bertha Meyer. '£he !tights
of Chilrlren. J;l& Herbert S11.encer. The GoYernment of Chi.dren. 13YM. L. Holbrook 1M.D.
Pricekby mail, ·
cloth, !l;l. ·It is
a boo worthy to oe rarikect with the beRt th1tt
J has ever been written concerning the tl'aining
of children."-[Bazar.

Vegetarianism tlte Radical Cure for In·
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.
Price, 30 cents, by mail. "It should he q_uietly
given to every drinker. "-[Herald of llea!th.

M:nscle-Beating; ~~1 Home Gymnastics
for Siclc and well. By 0 .• Kemm,
manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 30 cents.

llarriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary

and Ph~siological Helations, and in their l•ellring on the producing of children of finer lJealth
and great~r ability. ily M. L. Holbrook, 1\II.D. 1!'1.
The Scieutttlo American says: "Books on t!Jis
subject are usually written by' cranks,' bnt this
is radically different' it is scientific, sol~t•r,
clean, and worthy of conscientious consi<leration by every possible parent, and particular!.!'
by the young."

rhe Diet unre. The Relations of Food
and Drink to Health, Disease Cure. By T. L.
Nichols! M..D., editor London Herala of Jlealth.
Price, c oth, 50 cents.

Medical Hints on the Protection and .ltlan·
agement of the Singing Voice. By
Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand

30 cts.

Deep Breathing; or Lung Gymnasiies.

Price, cloth, 50 cents. l\IIrs. Horace Mann write•:
"Every book yon J;>rint is pure gold and deserves wide circulatwn."

How to Strengthen the Memory.
L. Holbrook, l\II.D. $1.

~Physician's

By
._,

::.\L

Sermon to Yonng Men. By

Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents. Prof. H. A.
Proctor, the well-known English abtronomerl
says of it: " Through false delicacy lads a no
youths are left to fail into trouble, and not a fL""
have th3ir prospects of a healthy har-py life al
solntely rnmed. The little book hefore us i" in·
tended to be put into the hands of young nlf-n
by ·fathers who are unwilling or iocupaule u•
disch.trginl)" a father's duty in this respect; a no
aa not one rather in ten is, we believe, ready •·"
do what is right by his boys himself, it is well
that such a book as this should be available. If
it ii read by all who shoul<l read it, its sale will
be counted by hundreds of thousands." The
publisher will send 10 copies by mail. postpai<l,
:ror $2. Rhould anyone desire them by the 100
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by cor•
riJSpondence.
W""Catalognes Free...AEI

By mail on receipt of price.
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Truth Seeker Library.

ALL PAIN

"Wav do you sign your name J. John
B. B. B. Bronson?" asked Hawkins.
"Because it is my name," said Bronson.
"I was christened by a minister who stuttered. "-Life'tJ Oalen,dar.
AT the close of a long prayer by a father
who had prayed for the poor, his son said:
"Father, if I had as much wheat in the
barn as you hav I would answer that
prayer myself."-.Ram's Horn.
MAMMA (to little daughter): "Never
forget to thank God for everything, mr,
child." Child: "If I didn't like it, too? '
:Mamma: "Yes, always; everything is for
the best." Child (running in an hour.
later): "Mamma, thank-God I've broken
the pitcher. "-Harper's Young People.

THE

FOB

Rheumatism

.
Price.
Truth Seeker Annual,_1891 ..................... $0 25
Men, Women, and uoas. Helen H. Gardener,..................................... 50
The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. Illustrated..................................... 25
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Ben.
nett ..................................... .. 25
Christian Absurdities. John Peck ... , ..... .. 20
Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire ........... . 10
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. Illustrated ... .. 40
Sabbath Breaking. John E. Remsburg ...... . 25
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Rea·
son. Robert.O. Adams.................. 25
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller............ 25
My Religious Experience. Samuel p, Putnam....................................... 25
The Hi!{her Oritioism in Theology and Re·
lig10n. •r. E. Longshore...... .. .. .. .. .. 50
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THE admission of a stranger, who had
moved into the vicinity but recently, into
full membership in the church bothered
Deacon Johnson very much. He disliked
the man, and felt quite convinced he was
not worthy to become a member, but he
could make no definit charge aga~st him.
When the church session had the man's
application under consideration the deacon
protested against his admission. When
pressed to giv his reasons he said: "Wal,
pahson, de fac' ob de mattah is I feels dat
he's a wolf in sheep's clothing." "Dat's
a hebby chadge. Brndder J obnsing," said
the deacon. " W'y do yo t'ink so?" " I
. The Living Waters.
dunno', but it 'pears to me he don't bleat
To
those
need a medicin, rem em her
jest like de ~est ob de flock. "-Harper's that Water who
of Life is one of the best, and
Magazine.
will cure the stomach, liver, and kidneys.
THE DEATH OF ADAM,
Large pamphlet free, 34 S. Main st.,
Adam had finished a hard day's work, Wilkesba.rre, Pa. J. R. Perry, mgr. 21t18
and sat half asleep in his arm chair. He
ALL styles of watches from $1.88 up. Hand·
was 930 year.s of age, and consequently some
catalogue free. Safe Watch Co., 9 Murray
was beginning to fail a bit. He had nearly street, New York.
·
52t19
•• dozed off" when Mrs. Adam entered and
handed him a letter. He at once opened
A CRAND DISCOVERY I
it, and read aloud as follows:
W~~~~w~e·;;~J~:v~'!t~t 0:t:!~tW:.e~U::J~ •
"LAND oF NOD, March, 925.
"Dear Father: I take this opportunity
· ~~f!f.n~~'iAL~
~~i~:~F~,r~~~r~~o~sifovc~~:
sumers • a solid metal white as silver i no plate to
of penning you a few lines. I wrote 400
wear off; goods guaranteed to wear a hfetime; cost
years ago, but perhaps the letter got misa.boutone..tenththatofsilver; the chance of a lifetime; n~ents average from $50 to 8100 per week, and
carried. I often think of you and mother,
de:~~dt~;reg~~ S~\~ rJ:f:fGg~ii!~ ~vfr68~~s:Jft~
and would be delighted to receive a letter
Dollars' worth in daily use. Case of samples
from you now and then-say once a cenee. Address Standard Silverw::l
• , Dept. :.e9, Boston, llla88.
tury. I havnot forgotten that unfortunate
affair with brother Abel. I know it was
wrong of me to kill him. But it was provoking to an enthusiastic agriculturist like
· me to see the Lord accepting his halfstarved sheep and rejecting my champion
turnips. I hav got married since coming
here, and am now the father of a family of
three. My eldest will be 400 years old
next September; and is beginning to think
about the ladies. My next-a daughterwas born 150 last birthday.. She goes
messages and rocks the baby. Baby, dear
-on.,thing, is 50 years old this very day, and
Why
Should
the
Atheist Fear to Die?
is getting over its teething beautifully.
Price, 5 cents '
My lad-who you must know is ~ bit of a !3y J. G. HoLYOAKE.
wag-bids me send his best Wishes 'to
grandfather and his rib.' I remain,
"Your loving son,
CAIN."
Upon reading this epistle Adam began
to sob bitterly, exclaiming every now and
An Exposition of the Oar win ian Tt>eory.
then, '' My poor lad; my poor lad; my
By GEoRGE J. RoMANEB,
poor, poor Cain." "Come, don't be a
A !!_ystematicExposition of what may be termed
softy," said Eve reproachfully; " you've
the Darwinism of Darwin. and intended tu be of
nothing to make you cry like a big baby." service
to the r:eneral reader rather than to pro" You shut up," said Adam, "that's no fe"sed naturalist".
Mr. Homanes is well known as one of the most
way to talk to an orphan like me." "Well,
of F.nglish writers upon evolution.
what makes yon get on that way about interesting
besides rlinlnng with Professo-r H taler in scienCain? I think we've reason to be thankful tific ]mow ledge and ability_ And this IS It part of
that he has got married and settled down his conclusion regar-:.; ng the great su hJect of
to which the church so often refers:
comfortably." "Why, lass," said Adam, Design,
"'l'hus whether we look to the facts of ads pta.
the tears streaming from his eyefl, "it's tion or to those of beauty, everywhere throng h.
the thought o' his being married that cuts out organic nature we meet with· abundant
of natural causation, while nowhere do
me so." " In other words," retorts Eve, · evidence
we meet with any independent evidence of
sarcastically, "you hav experienced matri- •upernatnral design, '· . . Adaptat-ion and
mony to be a curse. Thank you, sir." beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
hands of a. pntelymechauical philo"ophy.. - .
"You don't understand me, lass." "That the
All nature has thus been transforme.1 before 1be
I don't," "Well, I'll make thee," said view of the pre•ent generation m a manner and
to an extent that has never before bPen poseible;
Adam, taking Eve's/hand in his own. and
as the chang-e which has taken
"Am I not the first man?" Eve assented. place inasmuch
ha• taken p!a0e in the dire<;tion of I,ta1ural·
"And you the first woman?" Eve smiled 1sm, and this to the !JXtent of rend~rm g th_e
intP.rpretatlOn of nature umversal, 1t
affirmativly. "Well, then," continued mechanical
no wonder if the religious mi,nd has sur)denly
Adam, "can't you see that when my poor is
awakened to a ne:r. and a ternble force ,m th&
lad went to that d - d land of Nod he words of its trad1t10nal enemy-Where IS now
.
·
mnst hav married an animal of some sort. thvGod?"
illustrated. Price, clotl\J. $2.
Just fancy your own flesh and blood setAddress.
TH.l!i TRUTH SEEKER.
tling down in life with a baboon!" Here
Adam went into fits: Eve saw that his
THE
THE
condition was serious. She did not get
medical aid, because there wasn't any.
She would hav unfastened his shirt-collar,
AND
·only he hadn't one. The good woman did
what she could, but it was of no avail In
OR
a few moments Adam, to use the pathetic
words of the poetTHE CONFLHIT BEI'WEEN MENTAL SCIKNIJE
" Slept the endless sleep that knows no
AND THEOLOGY.
sorrow."
The sad affair filled every heart with sorBy
EDCAR
C. BEALL, M.D.,
row except the undertaker's. The unwith
a prefa.ce by
seemly callousness of that gentleman may
be excused when it is remembered that
R. G. INGERSOLL.
Adam's death furnished him with a second
This is the only work of its kind in the literaorder since he set up in business. It is ture of Freethought. Its arguments are . based
calculated that had Adam lived a day upon scientific phrenolog-y:, and appeal 4ire<;tly
to the reader's ser.se of logic. al!d love of JuStice.
longer this worthy would hav been a bank- It
is eloquent as well as convmmng.
rapt.- Wallace Nelson, in Melbourne
Price, cloth, $1.
A</r~sTBUTH!:IlEEX:EB.
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LOGIC OF DEATH,

Darwin an~ After Darwin.
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Published Monthly at $8 per Year.
IsSUES OF 1891,-$3,

BIBLE;

The Bible: What Is IU A pamphlet con-

taining eight chapters. in ,refut~t1,on bof kthef
assumption that the B1ble IB a d1V1ne oo o
pu~e thought, and correct in all its utterances.
Pnce, 25 cents.

Studies In Theology. A clear exposition

of the biblical story of man's "creati9n," and
"CJirse," theologically denominated "·ube fall."
Pr1oo, 10 cents.

The Bible Against Itself. Cont~in~ng
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1892,-$3,
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Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
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Oandle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
Hart ........ , ............. , ...... , .. . .. .. .
The HolY Bible Abridged...... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .
False Olaims of the Ohurch. John E.
Remsburg....... ...... ...................

one hunnred and fifty plain self-contradict10ns
of the Biblel ;nvolving guestions of theology,
morals, and nistory, Pnce, l.O cents.
The Human Nature of Jesus. A re~u~a
tion of the assumption that he was a d1vme
ISSUES OF 1893,-$8.
ll_erson and that he was the fulfillment of Old '{'homas Paine Vindicated. Ool. Robert
'J:estament prophecies. Price, 10 cents.
.
G.Ingersoll ............... ·................
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a The Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hart·
mann.....................................
negative and affirmative standpoint, showing
Orimes of Preachers in the United States.
wliat it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
M.
E. Billings . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Resurrection of Jesus.........................
28 Lafa.yette place, New York.
Handbook of Freethought. W. S. Bell.,,...
Religion a Ourse; ReligiOn a Disease; Religion a Lie. 8. P. Putnam..... . .. .. . ..
Des1gn Arg_ument Fallacies. By Editor of

AT NEW ROCHELLE.

THE TRUTH SEEKER....................

PHO'rOGRAPHS OF 'J.'Hl;}

PAIBE MOBUMEBT &HOMESTEAD
AND

Views of Speaker's Platform
AND

IssUJJ:s OF 1804. -$3.

The Assemblage.
What they are:

1. View of the Stand, with the speakers
and other occupants standing\ showinrr Colonel Ingersoll, President Uowwy, S. :i''. Putnam, T. B. Wak9man, et al.

2.
8.
·
4.

Abraham Lmooln: Was He a Christian?
John E. Remsbu!'&'......................
Pen Pictures of The World's Fair. lllustr&ted. S. P. Putnam.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Common Sense. Thomas Paine ............ , •
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine..
Pleast'f:_l\n~. ~~~.~r~~~: ~~~~~ _~: ~~~~~:~.'
Giant Delusion. Otto Wettstein ...... ,.....
Bible Inquirer. A. Jaoob.~on.... ........ ....
8ister Lucy. Her .Awful Disclosures of
Now ball Oonvont............... , ... .... .
Woman: Four Centuries of Progress. Susan
H. Wixon................................

25
4(1

10

10
25
50
25

15
25

15
4~

80

10
15
50
25
40
50
25
15
50
25
15
15
50
10
25
10
10

Thumbscrew and Hack. GAo. E. Macdonald
10
8elf-Oontracliction• of the Bible. W. H. Burr
15
Dunn~ the yeal' other standard Free thought
works Will be published and sent to subscribers
as the:y appear.
Yearly subscribers at $3 receive all the numbers
published in one year. In ordering please say
which .Year is desired.
Single numbers so:d at prices quoted.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

Colonel Ingersoll Causes n Smile.
Pre8ident Rowley Addresses the As·
semblage.
'J'alto:e Advantage of these lllanufacturer's I•rtCI!f!ll•
Mr. Putnam Reads A Poem.

Again Reduced.

5. Mr. Wakeman Talks of Liberty, Sci·
ence and Humanity.

6. The Paine Monument, as it appeared
May 80th wreathed in flowers and tearing
mottoes. No other picture of the Monument
like this one.

'Z. Paine Homestead as it appears now.
These are splendid photo~ra.pbs. They were
all taken at the commemorat1 ve exercises at New
llqcheJle. on MaY;JOt,h, and are b;storically. patrt·
otlCally, anrl art:stlCally very valuable and will
be prized by thousands of Libera's who revere
the genius and honor the memory of Thomas
Paine. l\Iis• Levin has spared no pains to make
them worthy the subject and the occasion. The
photograph• are 8x10 inches in size and the price
lB seventy.five cents each.
Address THF. 'l'RD'l'H F!F.F.l!'ll:R CO.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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CRUCIFIED?
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER •.
A judicial consideration of the questioniiand the
decision against the scriptures and the C ristian
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
TIJ.E TRUTH SEEKEH.

REGULAR GRADE AMERICAN WATCHES,
Including Rockford, Elgin, Wa\tbam, Hampden.
Gentlemen's Stze.
Prices: Io 8 ounce sil verine case 7 jewels >!15; 11
jewels, 1!16 5u; 15 jewels, ~8; 15 jewels. fully arlJUSted, >!110; 17 jewels, adJu•tecl, 1{114. In 8 ounce
coin silver case, 1!!'0, 1!!1150, ill a. $:5, $19. In 4
ounce, $1 extra .. In 14 kt gold filled, orrqn f&ce,
21 year case, $14, $15.501 $17, $19, 1!128. Huutiug
.caseJ $8 extra. In 10 Kt., 15 Year case, ehher
kina, 1!13less.
Laates' 81ze.
!Price•: In 14 kt. gold filled, hunting 20 year
ca,es'r 7 jewels, $13; 11 jewels, $14.50; 15 jdwols,
$19. n 14 kt, solid goh1, hunting CltHei!, $28.
$24.W, $29.
TilE NEW MODEL OTTO WETTSTEIN WATCH
Has 16 jewels, patent regulator brequet (non.
catchable) hair •pring, be.utifu\. double suuk,
panded dial, nicliel, golil damascened finish, adlUsted to heat and cold and positions. La tea
1mprovements and guaranteed a perfect ti me
keeper.
Gentlemen's Stze.
Prices: In 3 ounce silvdrine case. $l9; 4 ounce
coin silver.$~; gold filled 14 kt., 21 years, open
face, $28. Hunting, $82; 10 kt., 15 year cases, $8
less.
LatHes' Size.
Plices: In 14 kt. 20 year hunting cases, $80,
In 14 kt. solid gold hunting cases, 1!140.
All gold and filled case• made bv best mannfactunrs as Boss, Dueber, Fah_y, anti Ladd, in plain
ongine turned, or artistically engraved.
Goods spipped by express, charQes prepata.
SEND

Ml~

YOVII. WA'rCII WOJllt;.,

OTTO
THe

WETT~TEIN,

LIBB~AL

Send for price-lists.

JBWBLBR.
ROCHELLE, ILL.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. STRONG, HEALTHY MANHOOD
A Nineteenth Century Novel.

Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with a little money fair education and
much coura{l'e, to make their way through the
world by gomg to Chicago. The author is also
the heroine. The narrative is, in the main, a history of a working-girl's life and experience in the
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kind.
hearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is
just such a story of human life as we should expect Colonel :ln_gersoll to be interested in; aqd
whatever he a.dmiree and appreciates is sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
Price, 25 cents. Ad dress
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

POPIS AHD Tl{tlli DOINGS
AOOOID!T OJf

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of Bod.
l'a.per, 50 oent!H oloth, ?1 oenlllt.
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Books by Helen H. Gardener.

N"ew Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Gods.
futroduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, oloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
at Speeial Dtsoaunu.

~ Traae Supplied

JS THIS YOUR SOB. MY LORD 1
~

l!'ascmatmg Story of Hadical Trut.b.s on
-Religion and Social Matters.

DAN HAS THE NIGHTMARE.-Dan. viii.

.]'{o'Wa of tAo Woolt.
EMIGRATION from our ports· at present
exeeds immigration.
A NATIONAL bankmptcy bill (Bailey's)
bas passed the Honse.
PRESIDENT CLEVELAND has signed the
bill admitting Utah to statehood.
THE United States offPrs to mediate the
trouble between China and Japan.
THERE were fifty-three strikes in Pennsylvania last year, all unsuccessful.
CHARLES MARm RENE LRaoNTE DE
LISL¥., a great French poet, is dead.
THE Populist state convention at Little
Rock was attended by many thousands.
PAPAL delegate Satolli sustains a decisinn condemning Catholic liquor dealers.
MASSACHUSETTS Populists nominated
George H. Cary, of Lynn, for governor.
THE Bnndeerath has rejected the bill for
the repeal of the.anti.Jesnit laws of Germany.
EIGHT miners were killed at Hazelton,
Pa., by 11.n accidental explosion of dynamite.
THE Democratic Convention of Michigan
nominated S. 0. Fisher, of West Bay City,
for governor.
FoREST fires in Minnesota hav been very
destrnctiv. Many villages and mining
camps threatened.
IT is stated that Governor Tillman, of
South Carolina, will reopen tb" state dispensaries August lAt.
THE cholera is spreading in Ru>sia, two
hundred new cases and one l;nndred deaths
being- reported daily.
THE suffrage committee nf the New
York Constitutional Convention reports
adversely on woman suffrage propositions.
THE United :States has brought snit at
Los Ang-eles to break up the tnist comhination known as the Southern Pacific
Railroad.
THERE is a serious strike at Oswego, N.
Y. The longshoremen are out, and the
lumberyards of the Standard Oil Company
were fired.
ON July 21 there was a fight at Scottsdale, Pa., between deputies and striking
miners who had attacked some jeering
negro boys.
'f HE New York millionaire, William
Fellowes Morgan, had to pay a fine in New
Jersey for having the tail of one of his
horses docked.
THERE is trouble at Blnefields, Nicaragua, between Indians ann Nicaraguan
soldiers. Citizens of the United States
a•e in danger.
C. W. MoW1!RAY, of England, editor of
a London Revolutionary Communist journal, has landed in NewYorkin spite of the
all~ged vigilance of the police.

THE East River Gas Company's tunnel
under the East River and Blackwell's
Island has been completed. It is a ,!!'Teat
achievement. The tunnel connects New
York and Long Island.
· J,AST Sunday was the first comfortable
day New Yorkers hav seen for more than
a week. The average of the temperature
bas been very high and the atmosphere
humid much of that time.
E. U. LEBRETON, an ex-priest, who has
been delivering anti-Catholic lectures in
Massachusetts, now says that his narrativs
were lies. He will return to the Catholic
fold and enter a monastery.
IN the New South Wale!! elecliion the
government was defeated. Fifty;eight
Free Trade, thirty-nine Protection, and
twenty-eight Labor representativs were
elected to the provincial parliament.
WHEN Casimir·Perier entered upon the
duties of the French presidency he pardoned many prisoners, as is customary.
The total was 374, including all who had
been of guilty of violence or intimidation
in connection with strikes.
THE Honse, by thirteen more than the
necessary two· thirds majority, has adopted
Tucker's resolution for the submission of
a constitutional amendment which will
secure the election of United States Senators by the people. The vote was nearly
on party lines.
IT is rumored that· China has declared
war against Japan. Preparations for the
struggle are a.ctivly proceeding. Corea
yields to the demands of Japan. United
States and Bntish marines hav been
landed at Seoul (capital of Corea) to protect their consulates.
THE Senate committee on the sugar
trust scandal is again in session. Charges
of bribery are in the air. Senator Allen
of this committee handed in a report in
which he exonerated Senators Ransom
and Jones and Secretary Carlisle, but
states that Senators Quay and McPherson
speculated in suglu stocks.
CHIEF HAZEN, of the United States Secret Service Division, demands that Mississippi shall discontinue the issuance of
her warrants and shall forward the plates
to Washington. It is alleged that the warrants resemble U.S. treasury notes, and
hence violate the law ag-ainst conntefeiting. Governor Stone protests and appeals
to Stcretary Carlisle.
THERE is serious trouble at Enid and
Pond Creek, Oklahoma, growing out of the
refusal of the Rock Island road to stop its
trains as the towns order. Bridges hav
been blown up and other· violence committed. The mayor of E~id asks for an
increased force of U. S. troops. The
mayor of Pond Creek also asks for federal
soldiers to help enforce ordinance against
the railroad.
THE Senate, by a majority composed of
the Populists and part of the Democrats
and Republicans, has refused to act favorably on Secretary •'- or ton's recommendation for a decrease of the yearly appropri"
ation for the agricultural department.
One million dollars has been voted for the

.t\'riiJ'l, 'l!oth. $1 : naner, 50 oenta.

destruction of the Russian thistle. It is
not improbable that the Honse will reduce
or strike out this item;

PRAY YOU, SIR,. WHOSE
DAUGHTER?
A

NEW" NOVEL.

Paper, 50 centll.
THE Honse and Senate conferees. on the
tariff bill failed to agree. Chairman Wilson of the Honse representativs presented
a report and urged the Democrats to stand
by the Honse bill. His appeal wa9 vigor·
SHORT STORIES.
.
onslyapplanded. He read a letter written
by President Cleveland to himself, and
Paper,
50
cents.
Price, cloth $1.
dated July 2d, in which the president said
that the Senate bill was a betrayal of the
party's principles, and urged that a stand
be taken for free raw materials. He
CONTENTS:
declared that the principle was a fundaSplendid Jud_ge of a Woman ·The Lady of the
mental doctrin of the. party. Many Sena- A Club-Under
Protest -For the Prosecnt10n~A
tors are very angry because of the presiRusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Our Andent's attitude and utterances. Senator
cestors -Florence Campbell's
Hill supports the president in the demand
Fate-My Patient's Fate.
for free raw materials and Senator Vilas
PriPe, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
has moved that the one-eighth per cent
differential on sugar be stricken out of the
Senate bill. The Democratic press is solid
in support of the president and Honse and
OONTEN'IS:
against the Senate.
Prioe. cloth, $1.

Pushed by Unseen Hands.
Thoughtless Yes.

Facts and Fictions of Life.

THE American Railway Union strike is
over, practically. There are a few points
at which troops are yet needed, especially
along the Northern Pacific. Some other
roads are experiencing" a little difficulty in
moving their trains. In California, one of
the most persistent storm centers, the
strike was officially declared off last Saturday. The most important incidents of the
week are here enumerated: The attempt
to resume work in the Pullman flhop has
resulted in several small riots, necessitating the intervention of state troops.
Laundresses, oilers, ballasters and other
non-union workers were attacked by
strikers. There were riots in Oakland over
the attempt to move trains. Troops dispersed the crowds. The Honse of Representativs, by a nearly unanimous vote, approved of the action of President Cleve·
land. E. V. Debs, and his cabinet-G.
W. Howard, S. Kehher, and L. W.
Rogers-were committed .to jail on J nly
17th for contempt of court, in violating injunction order. They could hav given
bail, but refused. The eminent jurist,
Thomas M. Cooley, warmly indorses the
action of President Cleveland. Regulars
hav been withdrawn from Chicago to Fort
Sheridan, near the city. Federal troops
are concentrating in Idaho and Montana.
Roughs or strikers caused a serious fire in
Chicago stock yards July 18th. All but
one of the directory of the American Railway Union ha v been arr,&ted for contempt
and conspiracy. Most·of them are out on
bail. President Gompers of the Federa·
tion of Labor issues an appeal for funds to
pay for the defense of Debs and associates
in the coming trials. The American Labor
Union, a new organization, will take in all
but railway men. It is thought that it will
absorb the Knights of Labor. Judge
Seeds at ·Santa Fe sentenced fourteen
strikers to imprisonment varying from
fifteen to fifty days. Offense, contempt ol:
court.

PRIESTLY CELIBACY EXPOSED
B:r BBv, G. T. Fox, M.A.
Address tills nlloe.

Prtoe.l& aanw.

P1eface-The Fwtionof FictionR-ADay in Court
-Throw;~ in With the City's Dead-An Irrespo"n ible Educated Cla•s-The Moral Re·
sponsibillty of Woman in HeredityWorn an as an Annex -Sex'in BrainHeredity in ; ts Relations to a
Double Standard of MoralsDivorre and the Proposed Natiunal Law
-Lawsuit c.r Legacy-Common
Hense in
Surgery.

Cloth, I 1; paper, 50 cents.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
By HELEN H. GARDENER.

Ons of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
·Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible.
Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price. 10 cents. Address this office.
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COLLECTION OF SECULAR HYMNS.
By A. R. AYRES.
"A good book written with a purpose."
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

1'HE SABJ3ATH.
By M. FARRINGTON,

4 Thorough Examination and Refr:.ttation of the ClaimB of the
Sabbata'l'iam.

"'-'·~

..,_

Essay on Miracles.
I

B;J DA V.ll> HUME.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.

·'

UNOLE

SAM (to Puritanism): See here! You just keep your coffin on! The "kingdom"
hasn't
come yet, and that racket you hear is not Gabriel's trumpet by a darned
sight.
,
.
.
.

A Missionary Scheme.
THE 'fRUTH SEEKER has recently been doing, with
the generous aid of its friends, a great deal of political missionary work. We hav given away thousands of the "Church Property" pamphlet, and it
is doing its work, in this state particularly. We
hav also given away thousands of arguments against
the proposed national Sunday laws. Besides these,
more thousands of TRUTH SEEKERS hav been .scat·
tered broadcast over the land;
. With the advent of hot weather the political
bodies will soon adjourn, but the people of the
country will remain . in session right along. And
they are of not less importance than the politicians.
amd we want to devote a little attention to them.
Probably no one book has made more converts
to common sense and won more people away from
superstition than Paine's ~Age of Reason." It is
a book, as Colonel Ingersoll says; that furnish~s an
immense amount of food for thought. It is written
for the average mind, a:nd is a straightforward,
honest investigation of the Bible and of the Chris
tian system. It l:J,as liberalized us all. It puts
arguments in the mouths of the people ; it puts the
church on the defensiv ; it enables somebody in
every village to corner th~ parson. It has never
been " answered " and never can be.
.
What ought. to be done, and what we propose to
do, is to scatter this book broadcast-to giv and to

hav given away thousands of them among the people. Every ,church-member that any Freethinker
knows ought to hav one. It will do that churchmember good, ~ven' if his wife burns it. He will
read a f~w' pages i~ 1t at least before she gets hold
of it. B,ut perhaps she too will read it. That book
in .a family is .. bound to do good-an immense
amount. . It has liberalized thousands and will
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE
TRUTH SEEKER, for from reading it D. l\I. Bennett,
whom we all loved when living, and whose memory.
we now' honor, became a Liberal. Previously he
was a rigid churchman. There are more like him in
the country, and it is they we ought to reach.

, Our proposition is for every reader of this
paper to send us the names and addresses ·of
-EIGHT of his Christian acquaintances. and ONE
DOLLAR, and we will mail each of them a copy
ot Paine's'' AGE OF-REASON."
If you don't know eight Christians you care
enough about to convert, name those woom you do
want. to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the
·remainder to some editor or public man or preacher
worth saving.
In this way public opinion can be made and
the church undermined. A few Freethinkers
in a community can club together and convert a
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and
dry in his pulpit. Or they can send us the funds

and we will .make the selection of the target and
take the responsibility of the work. What we want is
to scatter the book among the people and hav it read.
Remember, we do all the work-all we nsk is the
names and addresses and means to mail the book.
Surely everybody can help in this and make thousands of Freethinkers. Don't select the names
of indifferentists, but those of good church people,
with a preference for those who hav the capacity to
think if they only are steered in the right direction .
Samuel P. Putnam' has latterly been ranging
around in the woods of Michigan. He seems to
enjoy it, which is probably largely due to the fact
that he has found a place free from the shadows of
the church and the meddlesome scheming of the
preacher. It is only on the far frontier that such.
elysiums can be found. As soon as the country becomes thickly settled and there is enough money
ahead to build conventicles Mrs. Grundy and the
parson assert their power, and business and professional men and politicians respectfully doff their
hats and shut their mouths. But it will not be
always thus, we hope. The extension of the circulation of Liberal papers and the distribution of
good books will enlighten and liberate. We are
still offering THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year and
Mr. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of .Freethought'' for $6.50, cash in advance. This secures
the enrollment of the subscriber's name in the
book. Since the last report we hav recorded the
names of Wm. H. Baier, of Minnesota, and J. A.
Raves, of Utah.
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1he Mo~t Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

HOW TO GET

Four Hund.red. ~ e~rs of Freethoug t.

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
oF FREETHousHr

. · .

.. ·

BY

SAMUEL P.

.

h

FREE

PUTNAM.

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought.throughout the Civilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
SPECIAL OFFER.
Movement.
·
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
We have made arrangements with
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends a most generous
''Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages offer.
We need more subscribers to Tu
of Human History,
TBUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
adorned with the brightest Genius, r3:diant with ~he most s.Pl.endid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inven· needs "Four Huridred Year!;! of Free.
thought." Not all are able to pay$5
tions and Discoveries and ennobled With Freedoms most shmmg advance.
.
for
it, but everyone can do a little
Nothing Can be More Interesting,
work to obtain a copy- congenial
more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-clay-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and work, that will do great good all
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal -vigi- around. This is the offer:
lance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

Send us Four New
Yearly
Subscribers at
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
regular rates ($I2 . in
In One Harmonious and Magnificent Whole,
all), and we -w-ill send
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
the Getter. . . up of the
W"OMAN'S EMANCIPATION
Club a copy of" FOUR
from the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
.
.
THE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a HUNDRED YEARS OF
Method a prevailingbut unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
FREETH 0 UGH T,"
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America FREE OF CHARGES.
NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
\

and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
And further, to a1d our friends in
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
getting this book for themselves, we
The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation. will offE!r
Literature.
Philosophy. Science. Education and
Ethics.
To the New Subscribers as a
Boocaccio. Lessing.
Voltaire.
Gam.betta.
Madame Roland.
Copernicus.
Bruno.

Galileo.
Spinoza.
1\:epler.
Descartes.
Da Vinci.
Locke.
Newton.
Hume.
Humboldt.
Hobbs.
Lyell.
Kant.
Darwin.
Hamilton.
Tyndall.
Comte.
Huxley.
Buchner.
Feuer bach.

Bacon.
Co men ius.
Pestalozzi.
Froebel.
Combe.
Spencer.
Owen.
Holyoake.
Haeckel.
Girard
Lick.

Rabalais.
Cervantes.
Marlowe.
Shakspere.
Gibbon.
Burns.
Shelley.
Byron.
Pushkin.
Tchernychewsky.

Rousseau.
Schiller.
French Salon.
Goethe.
George Sand. French RevoGeorge Eliot.
Iution.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Pa.ine.
Jefferson.
Emerson.
Heine.
Mazzinni.
Bentham. ·
Thoreau.
]{ill.
Whitman.
Garabaldi.
Ingersoll.
Heinzen.

Castelar.
Bradlaugh.
Garrison.
Phillips.
Parker.
Sumner.
Lincoln.
Ba.kounine.
lVarren.
Petrofsky.

Mary W ollstoncraft.
Harriet Martineau.
Frances lVright.
Lucretia Mott.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Lydia Maria Child.
Margaret Fuller.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Susan B. Anthony.
MatildaJ oslyn Gage.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.

Pre'fnium,

post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories ·
Comically Illustrated "
By WA.'JSON HESfON,

THE GREATF.ST BOOK OF l'f8 KIND EVER
OONCElVED•.
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS

W, S. BELL'S

in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
Handbook of Freetlwught.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
With these Splendid Works as prePress in modern times. The Truth Seeker, Investigator, Ironclad Age, Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Magamiums ·there ought to be no difficulty
zine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, .Agnostic Journal, etc.
in getting hundreds of clubs of subIt will give a history of the
scribers.

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,

at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FRfETHOUSHT,
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations free.
throughout the world.
To each New· Subscriber In the club, a preIt will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freemium
of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
thought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won dis·
Stories
Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's
tinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
Horace Seaver,
J.P. Mendum,
D. M. Bennett,
Parker Pillsbury,
Elizur Wright,
T. C. Leland,
T. B. Wakeman,
Judge C. B. Waite,

George E. Macdonald,
E. M. Macdonald,
L. K. Washburn,
Ernest Mendum,
Charles Watts,
G. W. Foote,
Saladin,
J. R. Monroe,

Capt. R. C. Adams,
John B. Charlesworth,
Samuel P. Putnam,
John E. Remsburg,
Franklfn Steiner,
J. D. Shaw,
E. A. Stevens,
H. L. Green,

Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Dr. E. B. Foote.t Jr.,
Prof. J. H. Coo.a:,
E. H. Heywood,
Otto lVettstein,
Stephen Pearl Andrews,
James Parton,
Abner Kneeland,

Susan H. Wixon,
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The Sad Dilemma of the Educated Christian. sage. The Literary JJigest proce!)ds to quote from
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by the critics, only thus far dare these educated
and pious men and women go in defense of the
" inspiration" of the collection of ancient writings
once thought by all Christians to be the very word
of the Most High.
Incorporating in his comments some words,
phrases, and sentences from " The Message of
Israel," Professor Bruce continuelil:
"It will be evident from these sentences that the writer
has no sympathy with the nf>tion that an inspired book is
above criticism. On the contrary, it is her deliberate
conviction that no writing needs criticism so much as that
which is the result of inspiration. It is necessary to distinguish between the precious and the vile, to find the
Bible within the Bible. For where there is inspiration
there is also ' intermission,' ' in terrnption,' lapse from the
divine to the human. Refusal to see this, and resolute
determination to treat the whole contents of the Bible as
of equal importance, forming together a consistent harmonious revelation, has for its inevitable result that the
pathos, the dramatic interest, the profound spiritual
teaching of the Old Testament are all hidden from the
eye. The highest and best book is leveled down to that
which is least valuable, and the whole becomes a volume
which it is our religions duty to read, and which we do
read with a uniform listlessness and 'devout inattention.'·
How vain the attempt 'to carry on into Leviticus the
reverence with which the story of Joseph had at first been
heard, ending by associating that also with tedium and
disgust.' How neceesary, if we would really profit and
enjoy, to recognize degrees of interest and value.''
Except for the saving claim· that something in
the olJ book is inspired, this is an excellent Freethought argument. Rationalists hav ever argued
that the attempt to prove that all the Bible-good,
bad, and indifferent, true, false, and doubtful-is
inspired, has made the work a curse to humanity,
when it might hav been of considerable benefit if
it had been accepted and studied as a human production. Many a good man has turned from the
volume in disgust and horror when it was thrust
upon him as the immaculate and inerrant word of
a just and all-wise God. Yet he gladly would hav
separated its wheat from its chaff and pursued its
historical clues, had it come to him from the hand
of the antiquary, accompanied with full liberty to
read or leave unread, to accept or reject, as his
inclination and reason might prompt. But while
Miss W edgwood's argument is in so far sound, it is
to be remembered that the moment the Bible is
placed on the same level with other books, to be
subjected to the same canons of criticism and measured by identical ethical standards, that moment
all a priori assumptions that any portions of it are
inspired must, logically, be abandoned. When it is
admitted that different parts of the book are of varying " degrees of interest and value ;" that there are
"intermissions," "interruptions," "lapses from
the divine to the human," etc., it becomes a question
of early impressions, of prejudice, of belief, of capacity for analysis and synthesis, or of learning
whether a given portion shall be assigned a divine
or a human origin. There can be no certitude for
you. It cannot be proved, for instance, that the
conception of the oneness of God came from outside
of and above man. You are not able to get back
of man in your study of documents. You may assume that the doctrin in question must hav had· a
supernatural source, and when asked why this must
be you will reply that man, unaided, could not hav
evolved the idea. How do you know that he could
not 1 The idea is here and you hav never been able
to go back of the human brain in your attempt to
trace it to its birthplace. Human brains and human
hands, for all that you can prove to the contrary,
formulated the conception and impressed the characters expressing it upon bricks, parchment, vellum,
and paper.
Professor Bruce is apparently painfully conscious
that the ucceptance of Miss Wedgwood's theory
leaves little of the Bible as coming from God, and
he sees that the diminished claim made for the book
once considered infallible in all its parts and teachings must ehock the rank and file of the church membership ; he realizes that science and scholarship
hav left little of the asserted divinity anyway, and
he thinks it will be best to giv the defeat of inspiration the appearance of a treaty of peace between
approximately equal powers, thus saving for a little
time the ecclesiastical forces from utter rout. How
both he and Miss Wedgwood reach out eager hands

for the crumbs left of the once large and abounding loaves of revelation, and how they try to make
" The Message of Israel " explain the chronological
disorder and historical blundering of the Bible
writers, are shown in the quotations which follow:
"Israel's message made clearer by criticism-such is
the thesis of the work before us. What, then, is Israel's
message ? In general it is that unity belongs to the Eternal; in other words, that God is one, not many. A very
bald message we may be inclined to think, but the commonplaces of 'later generations were great originalities in
earlier times and it is the duty of a student of the religions history ~f m!l-nkind to endeavor by a sympathetic
effort of imagination to transfer himself to the time when
monotheism was a grand, startling revelation to a world
accustomed to polytheism. It was Israel's honor and
privilege to be the medium of this revelation. Her one
God was her glory. Her own unity lay in steadfast witness throughout all her generations, and through all her
representativ men, to this tr.1th. In virtue of this witness-bearing, she was the prophet among the nations.
Her long-continued prophesying, with the unity of the
Eternal for her august theme, accounts at once for the
g1andeur of her literature, and for the strange state of
confusion in which it has been transmitted to us, with an
utter disregard of dates and historic order.. For the eye
that is fixed in the eternal is indifferent to the distinctions
of time.
" ' The distinction of first and last loses its importance.
A history which depends for all its nine on the revelation of the unseen is comparativly indifterent to chronology. A parable has no date. · · · The seer stammers
when he seeks to define between is and shall be; he often
blunders when he seeks to define between shall be and
was. His history is a part of his prophecy. He is not
conscious of fiction in explaining his vivid consciousness
of a national tendency as an event in the past for which
no evidence can be produced, except the very vividness
of this consciousness and its resemblance to a memory.'"
1 rofessor Bruce perceives that the lines of the
legions of Christianity must be reformed; her
armies must again ''about face" and "move on" at
the imperativ command of the genius of the age;
she, the divinely commissioned teacher of "God's
truth," must once more adapt herself to the enlarged
intelligence of mortal man or yield up her life.
The unchangeable must change or perish. Inspiration cannot successfully cope with investigation; revelations from God must assimilate the
truths of the revelations of science or take their
place in the museums of dead creeds and gods.
The clerical reviewer says, referring to the book,
" The Message of Israel " :
"It will be specially helpful and snggestiv to clergymen who know something of criticism and feel the. need
of aid in interpreting scripture along the new lines.
They cannot go on much longer dealing with the Old
Testament literature in the old-fashioned way, as if nothing had happened. They must find a way of popularizing critical results, and of making the people feel that
the Bible still remains a divine book."

Yes, something h.as happened, but the theocrats
go on in the attempt to more closely unite church
and state and thus assassinate liberty, as though
they were wholly unconscious of the fact that many
of the dogmas, claimed by them to be of God, are
admitted by th~:> most intelligent champions of
Christianity to be of human origin and sanction.
They are trying to vote admitted falsehoods into
the constitutions and statute-books of the states and
of the nation.

.A.n Oasis in the Statutory Desert.
When Mayor Hopkins of Chicago vetoed the
Sunday-closing ordinance passed by the city council
he was evidently acting fully in harmony with the
opinions of the higher courts of the state and was
faithfully carrying out the law of that commonwealth. In his message he says:
"In most of the states all worldly labor or business is
prohibited Sunday, following in that regard the Britjsh
statute enacted under the reign of Charles II. But in
Illinois a different rule prevails. Worldly labor and employment are prohibited only in case they disturb the
peace and good order of society. This distinction has
been expressly recognized by our supreme court in the
following language: 'The offense by that [British] statute
is the perforn>ance of labor or business; and by ours it is
the disturbance of the peace and good order of society.'
"And the appellate court in construing our Sunday
law declares: 'Labor Sunday is not of itself punishable
under this statute nor can it be said that the statute prohibits labor Sunday. The offense that is punishable is
the disturbance of the peace and good order of society.'
"It is owing to this distinction that our courts hav held
that a contract made Sunday is valid and that even the

operation of a reaping machine the Lord's day is not in
itself punishable."
lllinois is assuredly in advance of all her sisters.
Her Sunday law has in it much of the elements of
common sense and justice, and it is gratifying to
know that her courts hav interpreted the law so
broaaiy, especially in affirming the validity of Sunday contracts. Such a judicial opinion slaps legalized knavery sharply in its impudent face. But it
is to be regretted that her lawmakers, seeing so
much more clearly than their brethren in other
states, did not decline to enact any law particularly
for Sunday. "The peace and good order of society" need protection equally on all days and a
special statute for their defense on Sunday while
they are guarded by general laws only during the
rest of the week can do no good and may be productiv of much harm when administered by weak 0r
bigoted law officers. Had Chicago possessed a
fanatical mayor a scheme of inexcusable tyranny
would hav been consummated. With a secular
constitution and no ~unday statutes local theocrats
will not be able to take snap judgment by ordinance
of councils or decisions of rural Dogberrys.
Mayor Hopkins agrees with Justice Walker of
the Illinois Supreme Court, who, when pasing upon
the validity of Sunday contracts, said :
"Must a person be criminally punished for writing a
letter to a friend Sunday, or a barber for shaving a customer, or a person for selling another a cigar, or purchasing or reading a newspaper Sunday, and for almost innumerable like acts? The statute could never hav been
adopted in such a spirit and for such purposes.''
Yet this is precisely what the Sunday statutes of
other states permit to be done, nay, declare shall be
done. None but a priest or preacher could hav
first promulgated the notion that it is morally and
should be made legally a crime to enter intq a contract on some particular day of the week, but rascality "was quick to see that here was a chance to
defrau.d the unthinking and the confiding, and so the
infamous aid to the cheater went into the statutebooks.

· Christianity Not Sell-Sustaining.
Christianity would go down to death were it not
for statute laws. It cannot stand by its own
strength. Such is the candid confession of some
of its representative. Pleading fer the preparation
of Sabbath observance books for use in the common.
schools, the Christian Eiformer brings a paragraph
to a climax with this sentence:
"If the Christian Sabbath goes, Christianity
goes with it."
We cease to wonder that Christian propagandists,
who are all honorable gentlemen, could send to
Congress tens of millions of forged signatures in
favor of closing the World's Fair on Sunday, when
we realize how much they think depends upon the
enactment and enforcement of Sunday laws. For
-it must be understood that the .Reformer and its
congeners mean that Christianity will go when
Christians lose their power to enforce Sunday
observance by statute law. They do not mean that
Christianity depends upon the respect and obedience
which individual Christians render to the Sabbath
law of the Bible or the Sunday law of the modern
Christian church. They are much more solicitous
to compel dissenters to conform through fear of
fines and imprisonment imposed by earthly courts
than they are to induce church members to liv up to
their professions through fear of hell or love of
God. To be sure, they scold recalcitrant Christians
for their disregard of strict Sunday observance, but
they also take particular pains to make such neglect
the pretext or justification for still more rigid Sunday laws, and they insist that the nation is going to
perdition at express train speed because there are
not many more and better enforced Sunday enactments. Whatever happens in the community. that in
their estimation is an evil, they at once attribute to
''Sabbath desecration." They are determined that
the Sunday of Constantine shall receive the outward
respect of every inhabitant of the country, no matter whether he really respects it or not, and regardless of the wrongs they inflict upon those who hav
precisely the same right to work or play on that
day that they hav to spend it in pious meditation
and church attendance. Whol~y disregardful of
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the only Sabbath for which there is any sanction in it warns more liberal or indifferent Christians who opinion given by Assistant Attorney-General James
the Bible, which they claim is the word of God, do not join with the National Reformers in the N. Tyner in his letter to the postmaster of Cedar
they are rancorously eager to. send to prison, and effort to Christianize the Constitution that they are Falls, Iowa, the letter bearing date of April 10,
believe that God will send to hell, whoever does not making common cause with the Infidels. This, it 1891, and also to a similar opinion given by the
make himself the slave of the holy day which was is supposed, will frighten some of the more timid same official to the postmaster of Denison, Texas.
set apart from secular uses by the first Christian progressiv Christians into the ranks of the reaction- This letter was dated April 24, 1891. Mr. Tyner
emperor of Rome, the cruel and murderous Con- ists, for it is recalled that the Bible states that held that the Bible did not come under the constantine.
Jesus declared that "be that is not with me is demnation of the Comstock postal statutes, and that
So mad hav they become that they now declare against me." This saying bas in times past done a publication made up wholly of extracts from the
that the whole superstructure of Christianity will much to keep the ranks of the churches' adherents Bible could not be denied transmission in the mails.
tumble into ruin if the entire population of the re- closed, and it is fondly :&oped that it will be not This surely covers the case of Mr. Wise. If you
public-Christians, Freethinkers, Jews, Pagans, and less e:ffectiv in this crisis, which threatens, through wish to quote from these d~cisions of Assistant Atthe unclassified-are not forced by buinan law to the defeat of the Sunday-law crusade, to overwhelm torney-General Tyner, refer to THE TRUTH SEEKER
grovel in the dust at the feet of the· priesthood on Christianity itself, as we are informed by the Sun- of July 7, 1894, where they are printed in full.
a day of sanctified idleness, a day of which, as such, dayites. Now we respectfully submit that the non- Make a strong, courteously-worded statement.
the reputed founder of Christianity never heard. theocratic Christians are much nearer to Jesus in
H. M. Taber sends $5 for the Wise defense fund.
So far as the alleged sacred record tells us, Jesus· their opposition to enforced Sabbath observance
never said that his gospel would fail unless through than the theocrats are in their advocacy thereof,
Rev. H. D. Jenkins, D. D., of Sioux City, Iowa,
all the coming ages the external. observance of the and we ask Dr. McAllister and his associate editors writing in the Presbyterian Independent, refers to
"Christian Sabbath " was enforced by civil law· of the· Christian Reformer if they bav the courage the American Railway Union, and says that that orOn the contrary, he intimated that of more impor- and manliness to lay before their readers the ganization denied membership to his friend and
tance even than obedience to the fundamental laws before-quoted utterances of Jesus, Paul, and James fellow-soldier, the colored sexton of his church.
of society-among which he did not include the and attempt to reconcile their letter and spirit with The man had served bravely under Farragut in
law of the Sabbath-was generosity to the poor. the Sunday despotism which they, as latter-day Mobile Bay. After his rejection he laid "his little
He told the ruler who came before him to "keep Christian editors and ministers, champion in their bunch of flowers, from the garden of his cabin,"
the commandments" if he would " enter into life. •' papers and pulpits, on the ·platform and in the upon the communion table of Dr. Jenkins, indicatThe man wanted to know which of the com- committee rooms of Congress, constitutional con- ing "that as between the imported lords of labor
mandments he meant, and Jesus answered : " Thou ventions, and state legislatures. Will they do it!
lodges in this country, and the church, he bad
shalt do no murder, Thou shalt not commit adulfound the laboring man's friend and his friend beOn page 494 of this .issue will be found a list of side the altar of the church of Christ." The comtery, Thou shalt not steal, Thou shalt not bear
false witness, Honor thy father and thy mother, "Scientific Books Cheap." · They are all valuable parison in this single instance is certainly favorable
and Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." Not and standard works, and you may find among them to Dr. Jenkins and his church and against the raila word about Sabbath "rest," J ewisb or Christian. the very books you want.
way organization, but it is proverbial that one
The young man said he had obeyed these laws from
A twelve-page protest against the Sunday bills swallow does not make the summer. We call the
his youth up. To which Jesus responded, accord- offered in Congress by Kyle, Johnson, Gallinger, attention of the Independent and of its corresponding to Matthew, "If thou wilt be perfect, go and and Morse will be sent for five cents. Twenty-five ent to the fact that the Southern Presbyterian church
refuses all overtures for union with the Northern
sell what thou bast and·giv to the poor." Accord- copies, three cents each; one hundred copies, $2.
church because it fears that such union would necesing to Mark he said, "One thing thou lackest,"
etc. Still not a syllable about the Sabbath idol,
A theocrat asks why a Protestant nation should sitate the church association of white and colored
which Jesus' Covenanter followers say is the key- provide both Protestant and Catholic schools. Presbyterianfl. Although white Presbyterians say
stone of the arch of Christianity~
There is no reason, of course, but the Uirited States that they expect to share a future heaven with Negro
Paul did not think that Christianity was going is not a Protestant nation. Protestantism is pot Presbyterians they positivly refuse to sit in the
to eternal smash unless the consciences· of all men the recognized state religion, for there is no recog- same churches with them on earth. We notice
who might not willingly observe a certain holy day nized state religion. Our schools are, or should that this identical prejudice is manifested and that
the same divisions exist in other Christian bodies.
should be outraged by the minions of the state be, common, not Protestant schools.
So long as those who claim to be the heaven-sent
acting as the servants of an intolerant church. On
A correspondent of the Christian Advocate states teachers of the gospel of " the fatherhood of God
the contrary, he emphatically declared that " one
that
the Moody meetings in Washington converted and the brotherhood of man" set no better example,
man esteemeth one day above another ; another
about
two hundred persons at a cost of over four what can we expect of uninspired and undelegated
esteemeth every day alike. Let every man be fully
thousand dollars. But it was cheaply done; only labor unions and cycling associations T
persuaded in his own mind." Nothing in that
twenty dollars per "soul." At that rate the money
about the "persuasion" that resides in policemen's
The Christian Reformer is strangely misinformed
the churches save each year by the exemption of
clubs and warrants of commitment. In another
their property from taxation would bring at least concerning the Sunday ordinance vetoed by Mayor
epistle Paul said with, if possible, even sharper diseight hundred thousand perishing sinners into the Hopkins of Chicago. In his message Mr. Hopkins
tinctness : "Let no man therefore judge you in:
stigmatized the act as class legislation, whereupon
fold of righteousness.
meat, orin drink, or in respect of an holy day, or
.
------~----------the Reformer observes :
of the new moon, or of the Sabbath days." AffirmaAn insect bas been discovered in Japan which
"If a Sabbath-clo11ing ordinance is class legislation, we
. tivly, Paul often laid great stress on the necessity feeds on the caterpillar, so injurious to fruit and
would like to know what kind of laws would not fall
, of charity, which he in one place avera is the end of other trees. "It catches the caterpillars and holds under the SBme condemnation? The opponents of any
the commandment. This is frequently interpreted them firmly with its strong arms while it sucks the law on our statute-books could make the same plea with
to mean love. Base ball players fined at Pittsburg juices out of them." The Oregon Horticultural just·as much reason."
This is preposterous. Does not Dr. McAllister
and barbers in Kansas City; Adventists in jails in Society bas made some successful experiments with
Ten:aessee and Maryland and in chain gangs in this insect. " It is called the ' praying mantis,' from know that the act which Mayor Hopkins vetoed
Arkansas, find great difficulty in discovering either the devotional attitude it assumes while watching was framed to close only a very few classes of busicharity or love in Christian Sunday laws.
its prey." So ·says the .Daily America. We hav ness houses? It did not touch the manufactories,
It is evident that James was unacquainted with about one hundred and twelve thousand " praying the drug stores, the churches, the street cars, the
the theocratic notion that Christianity is dependent mantis" in this country, but instead of sucking the railroads, and scores of other industries. This was
for its existence upon the enactment and enforce- life juices cut of humanity's enemies they confine the reason that Mayor Hopkins said that it was
ment of invasiv and cruel Sunday statutes. He their delicate but effectiv attention almost entirely class legislation. Again, the ordinance was vetoed
thought that religion was a matter of individual to man himself. One of their neat tricks, performed because it was in eonflict with the Sunday law of
choice and conduct, not of law, for he said that in a very "devotional attitude," is to induce the Illinois and the decisions of the state Supreme
" Pure religion and undefiled before God and the foolish people to exempt their, the praying mantis', Court, not merely because it was class legislation,
father is this, To visit the fatherless and widows in property from taxation. Some of the more auda- although that also was cited as one of the objections
to it. The Dlinois law does not forbid work on
their affiiction, and to keep himself unspotted from cious and greedy of these pious insects are now at
Sunday, but only the disturbance of peace and
work
on
a
scheme
to
bav
their
most
dangerous
docthe world." The political Christians of all ages-and
good order. Once more: Does Dr. McAllister
this class bas made the history of the church and trine taught in a series of special text books to be
think that anyone could object with good reason
written it in blood with the pen of Fear upon the prepared for use in the common schools. Cannot
that laws against murder, theft, arson, etc., etc.,
heart and brain of the race-bad and hav precious Japan furnish us with a parasite that will suck the
are
class legislation ! What classes of citizens are
little use for James's definition. It is much easier juices out of these praying mantis of the pulpit!
discrimina~ed against by those laws! What classesto pass laws to compel people to pretend to agree
All members of the Freethought Letter-Writing are exempted T As a matter of fact, Sunday statwith you or punish them if they do not make the
Corps
will this week write to the Attorney-General utes differ fundamentally from laws of the kind we
hypocritical profession, than it is to mind your own
of
the
United States, Richard Olney, Washington, bav named. All Sunday laws and ordinances are
business and set the example of good lives to those
C.,
in
regard to the prosecution of J. B. Wise, class legislation, for all allow some kinds of business
D.
whose brains are so constructed that they cannot
Clay
Center,
Kansas, indicted for sending through to be conducted on Sunday. Where, for instance,
of
look at everything through the same mental eyes that
the
mails
a
postal
card upon which was written a is the Sunday law which punishes the preacher and
you .do.
The Christian Reformer has much to say about passage from the Bible. Ask him to investigate the church organist for pursuing their vocations on
· our opposition to the schemes of the theocrats and case and hav it dropped. _ Call his attention to the the first day of the week T
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Gommunioations.
Do We Need a'Deity1
I see that THE TRUTH SEEKER has been granted
permission by Miss Chapman to "batter the little'
tin god of orthodoxy to _the end of the ch.apter,"
provided only that you will deal tenderly with her
particular god.
Now when I recall the philosophy of Ingersoll,
tbat men create their own gods, I am inclined to
concede the ownership of every god in fee simple to
its creator, provided always that the god is to be
kept strictly upon its owner's territory, and not
allowed to forage upon the neighboring premises.
But whether a god can be kept within bounds depends upon the sort of god it is. And "there's the
rub."
This god is introduced to the Truth Seeker ~amily
as a Freethinker's god, but comes adorned with all
the toggery of the orthodox article ; has the same
impossible attributes, i~finit power, unerring _wisdom and mighty salvatiOn, and has the same Irrepres~ible power to subdue all things to himself.
And Miss Chapman, like all other possessors of
omnipotent gods, quietly proceeds to remove . all
obstructions to his omnipotence, gravely urgmg
tbat her god is much more real than the physical
universe ; that there are, in fact, some grounds for
the notion that the physical universe does not exist
at all, as an objectiv reality. In short, that there is
nothing in the universe at all but her god (and,
perhaps, spirit).
Now this is where my objection comes in. I am
perfectly willing Miss Chapman shall deny her own
personal existence (as she well-nigh does) r~ther
.than imperil the existence of her god. That IS all
right, for it is her own affair. Btit when any god
crowds the whole physical universe out of existence to make room for himself, I insist that he is
altogether too infinit. He has outgrown his usefulness, and become a mere extravaganza. I can't
afford to take my godliness in such huge doses.
Does Miss Chapman realize how she came by
these extravagant notions of an infinit deity 1 Does
sbe understand that ideas are creatures of growth,
most of them developed from germs as unlike the!D-selvs as the acorn is unlike the oak T
We all know (or ought to know) that in primitiv
times there were no infinit gods. Infinity had not
dawned upon the human intellect. The old-time
gods were the various natural objects and processes:
sun, moon, earth, fire, water, wind, storm, etc.-all
of them finite, as Miss Chapman has said all nature
is. Each god had his strange, fantastic attributes,
but there was none with infinit power,_ wisdom, or
love. The great glittering vault of the heavens, encircling the whole world, was the most high God,
tbe eternal presence, within whom all things liv
and move and hav their being. Being ~ complete
hollow sphere, it was, of course, without parts,
without parallax or shadow of turning, the same
yesterday, to-day, and forever.
You could not say this of any of the other gods.
And this was the ancient Ziu (or sky), the dya.us,
deus, or deity of Miss Chapman; infinit and endless in the sense of an endless chain-well represented by the ancient Egyptian symbol-a circlenow translated eternity or infinity.
These attributes hav been constantly applied to
the dyaus, while down through the ages the great
drift of word-meaning has borne their import far
from their ancient signification, and the very dyaus
himself has drifted with his environment entirely
out of sight, into a realm of pure ideality, the only
place where he could possibly fill the extravagant
p;roportions of his modern attributes. Besides, we
hav made him doubly miserable by heaping upon
him most of the ill-fitting adjective once adorning
the other gods.
In this and other similar ways hav all our absurd
religious ideas come into existence. They thrive
upon our vague definitions. They are the legitimate
fruit of loose methods of thought.
Infinit love, eternal verity, perfect wisdom,
spirit of the universe, what are they when tried in
the crucible of modern thought 1
To illustrate: In conversation with a genial yet
orthodoru minister, the Rev. A. D. Finch, once the
Iowa state evangelist for the Christian denomination, I said : "In my search through this vast universe, I am unable to find any room for a deity unless it be the spirit of nature (of the universe)," to
which the good minister gave his unqualified assent,
saying he too had arrived at the same thought.
Now here are three of us, the orthodox believer,
Miss Chapman, and myself, all defining their deity
in precisely the same terms. Their vagueness becomes apparent when the second taunts the first

with a little tin god, and the third with peril to the dutiful father to buy boots for his barefooted. boy
whole cause of humanity.
in the dead of a Northern winter-all the money he
It might be profitable for Miss Cllapman to ex- had in the world-to be easily transferred to the
plain how the spirit of nature can possess attributes pocket of the stylit!h preacher, while the bare feet
not inherent in nature itself-how it can be above and quivering lips d the boy and· the unavailing
and beyond nature, and she might try to explain tears of the father as they fell upon the precious
precisely what she really sees that the At~eist or coins bore compe_tent testimony to its ample power
Agnostic does not see, when she looks up mto the to subdue all things unto itself.
heavens and sees his name there, etc.
It can suborn witnesses to testify falsely for its
And if Miss Chapman will reflect that modern sake, as -P!!!ul and most of the early Christian
science has thoroufthly established the fact ~hat fathers did. It can bribe judges and legislators to
ideas grow up through the ages, and are born mto disregard their oaths and trample their country's
us with a grim persistence like bones and muscles, laws under their feet with easy impunity. Blackalways more or less modified by the environment stone says: " A judge is sworn to decide according
(teaching, etc.); that they constitute our sole _in- to the laws of his country, even though contrary to
tellectual individuality, our personality-beanng his own private opinion. But there are exceptions,
this in mind, Miss Chapman may profit by the as when such a verdict · · · clearly contravenes
knowledge that modern thinkers will understand the divine law." In this latter case he may turn
exactly the divine presence with which she is sud- traitor, hypocrit, and perjurer, and all because of
denly brought face to face when she turns to the this pitiful linking with some sort of supposed uninnermost chambers of her soul and finds them full erring wisdom.
of the god idea. She has only unveiled her lineage
The unspeakable inj•1ry which humanity has aufand environment, her personality, her very self.. fered and ia yet suffering from this source is conNothing else can possibly be there, for no idea ever spicuous onevery page of human history. Nor do
penetrates the human brain from any other source. I think it is overlooked even by Miss Chapman, who
It may be no mistake to call it my Lord and my .. admits that the most abhorrent tyranny has always
God, but to clothe it with infinit perfection and been ecclesiastical tyranny-that deriving its auwisdom that never errs is (in my estimation) to fall thority from unerring wisdom.
into the one human weakness which", above every
It is, without doubt, the most dangerous way
other folly, has baptized the world in anguish and that human feet can follow, full of yawning chasms
despair-viz., to mistake human· ignorance for and lined with cruel snares, and all its guidedivine wisdom.
boards point a hundred ways, so thi.t.t the traveler
This brings us to the most vital-consideration in in this perilous way is almost certain, sooner or
this whole controversy-viz., the ethical question later, to go astray.
·
propounded by Miss Chapman · herself near the
It not only deludes meninto every possible abclose of the November article: "How will it injure surdity, but prepares their minds for every form of
mankind to look up through the fog of their own foolishness and folly. It is certainly the father of
folly to an infinit wisdom that never errs · · · bigotry and mother .of credulity, and its companions
and to link their feeble efforts with an infinit power are folly, poverty, and wrong.
able to subdue all things to itself1"
In response. to unerring wisdom man has comHow will it injure mankind! Aye, verily! Let witted every conceivuble abomination and lent his
the pages of human history furnish the overwhelm- energy to every conceivable crookedness.
ing reply.
.
"Divine guidance" has induced fathers to slay
Very naturally that wisdom which never errs has their sons, burn their wives, and giv away their
always and everywhere furnished creeds for human daughters, and caused millions of hapless babies to
thought, while infinit power has covered the earth be drowned in sacred rivers, burned in sacred fires,
with costly churches, and divine guidance has led and slain in holy Bacrifice; and yet every actor in
the world into the snare of priestcraft and pre- all this miserable business has been just as sure of
otension. ·
his connecting link as A. Augusta Chapman is of
It is the identical power that controls all the col- heril.
leges, ordains armies of preachers and priests, robs
Men hav not stopped with the erection of prisons
the people of uncounted millions, creates cardinals for heretics, but, when '·linked to unerring guidand crowns popes.
ance," they hav cheerfully incarcerated themselvs in
It requires a bull-dog at every school-house door cloisters, prisons, and dungeons. N0t only hav
to keep away its divine presence, and the strong arm they torn the flesh of supposed enemies of God, but
of the secular law cannot always prevent it from im- they hav followed this wretched guide cheelfully
prisoning Adventists in Tennessee, driving a whole into self-torture, mutilation, and suicide. li{ot only
race from their homes in Russia, and dispersing the induced to burn others, but hav been led into such
world's great Congress of Freethinkers from Madrid, utter delusion as to cheerfully burn themselvs at
not to mention a hundred lesser evils, such as con- the stake.
It has despoiled the whole earth of beauty and
fiscating heretical bequests all over England, and
closing the world's great fair one-seventh of its time gladness, to manufacture harps and crowns for imto conserve its omnipotent interest.
' possible angels in an impossible heaven. Nay,
It deludes very good people into the monstrous more, it created yawning hells and conjured up
notion that all the world (except themselvs) are legions of devils to do its wicked work.
staggering under awful loads of original sin and
I know Miss Chapman has said that "without
ineradicable cussedness, as it is now deluding Miss God and _eternal life this world is all a dreary
Chapman and the great mass of its votaries.
muddle." But Miss Chapman is not the proper
And having betrayed the people into the disastrous person to offer such information. I would prefer
error that primitiv ignorance is original sin, it pro- to hear it from the many. among us who hav the
ceeds to nail fast the door of their intelleQtual dun- adequate experieBce to know whereof they speak;
geon with the terrible falsehood that the surest cure from the Ingersolls, the Rowleys, the Putnams,
for original ignorance is not so much a liberal edu- etc., to whom there is no God. n"r any eternal life.
cation as baptism into the holy ghost, and unerring But, alas for Miss Chapman's philosophy l all these
wisdom· always has a snap link for instantaneous are unanimous in their opposit testimony that earth
connection.
·
is a lovely paradise when reliend of its incubus of
To-day-its whole mighty energy is expended all faith and fear.
·
over the earth in the one task of decoying ignorant
Wlll Miss Chapman undertake to inform us how
men and frail women into its snare, and to this end it will imperil the cause of. humanity to even quesit employw tbe most gigantic enginry and the most tion the existence of a deity or of eternal life? Will
fox-like ·cunning; and it· baits its trap with the it impoverish the soil, bankrupt the finances, poison
most tempting illusions-infinit wisdom, mighty the mother's love, or disturb the happy dreams of
salvation, and never-ending life; and it throws in a the dimpled cherub at her feet? Is the cause of
robe of respectability and the title of the very elect. humanity identical with the cause of the church, the
The result is everywhere the same, viz, to exalt clergy, and the pope? I concede that it might disprimitiv ignorance into infinit arrogance.
turb the prayer-meeting, dethrone the pope, and
It always fires the human heart with a spirit of disinherit the clergy. It might shock the angels,
conquest, everywhere adorning its banners with/the kill the devil, and bankrupt the Holy Ghost. But
same despotic legend, "He is able t<;> subd.ue all things how about humanity? Has Miss Chapman never
to himself," and no thought of equality can possibly yet discovered that man will ever hav his ideals, his
consort with its retinue of kings, and lords, and angels of purity, and paradise of gladness, without
masters, and gods. The final result is summed up reference to God, eternal life, or any other freak of
by Miss Chapman: "A universe without a sovereign faith or fiction? Surely they come not from withruler is an unthinkable impossibility" (to any one out, but bud and bloom within the heart itself, the
badly linked with infinit wisdom). Of course, it ia simple image of earthly hope and flower of human
much easier to think of a universe without an ob- expectation. Part of humanity itself, destined to
jectiv existence.
be lorever among the children of men, even though
It is true that by linking our feeble e:ftorts with God and eternal life should fade away into the
infinit wisdom we easily accomplish some things buried ashes of a dAad hope.
wholly inaccessible to unaided human persuasivness.
Miss Chapman has in none of her articles even
I hav known the few dollars so carefully saved by a mentioned the vital thought that underlies the whole
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secular philosophy, and I therefore 'infer she is yet
a stranger to its deeper meaning, and so excusable
for repelling it. She may not know that we gladly
.brush away the shadowy forms of far-off hopes,
only to bring the heart's ideals into living contrast
with the earthly life.
It may be a new philosophy and perchance a glad
surprise to Miss Chapman, when she realizes that
when the whole panoply of the Christian heaven is
swept from the arena of human thought, its galaxy
of glory simply falls richly over the face of the
earth, and no.t a jewel is lost to human hearts. And
so in the very name of precious humanity itself we
urge upon Miss Chapman and others navel' to forget
that e!ery angel driven from paradise above reappears m the homes of men; and every flower plucked
from the sweet fields of Eden blooms ever brighter
in richer soil below.
·
S. F. BENso_N.
Pierson, Iowa.

Nature vs. Gods.

.

Thee untutored Indian feels his dependence on
the glorious sun, and to him that orb is the Great
Spirit. The ancients-we know not how many
thousands or millions . of years ago-worShiped
the sun, knowing or believing rightly that in its
benign power they lived and moved and had their
being. And what more natural or reasonable! All
warmth, all vegetation, all life, traced to its influ. ence. When at the autumnal equinox they saw the
light of' the world gradually receding, the earth
growing colder and darker-suggesting the thought
that possibly it might go away forever and leave the
earth and them in etemal night and death-as both
praise and prayer they built sacred :fires on their
altars and kept them burning. And when on the
first evidences of the sun's return, assuring the
world again of life and plenty, universal festivals
were held in its honor. How beautiful this nature
worship·! Our Christmas is a perverted survival
of it.
The manifestation of the sun-god is visible to all,
and its benefits impartially bestowed. With this
god, therefore, there is small room for priestcraft.
But in process of time designing or crazy men declared that in dreams and visions they saw or heard
a monster-god that commissioned them to set up
altars and command the people to obey them. They
gradually changed the term and sense of sun-god,
first to Sun of God, then to Son of God, thereby
necessitating a Father God ; and hence the anthropomorphic God derived from dreams and visions. At
different times and places the dream-god or gods
differ in character; but they all giv chance for
priestly hocus-pocus, senseless theology, and call
for much sacrifice and revenue.
To proclaim a god and play its-priest is a notable
metl;J.od of getting a fat living without toil. The
'priest succeeds in making most folks fear the god
and credit it with all their woes. All such gods are
bad, but some are worse than others. Our Bible
God is-the worst. He is a personification of cruelty,
with no redeeming trait. He brings upon his
own creatures slaughterings, drownings, burnings,
famins, pestilences, slavery, and then "laughs at
their calamities." This god is supposed to be_ altogather supernatural-outside the world of nature;
a creator so purely good that the sight of his creaturea enjoying themselva kindles his wrath. In trying to pacify this God man has always made matters
worse. The devotees may continue to pray and
. sacrifice and slaughter one another, but the God is
still seen only in dreams and visions. He is not
seen riding the whirlwind that demoliahes their own
altar.
.
When we come to think of it, the natural world
is a field about large enough for the biggest kind of
a man to cultivate thoroughly; and the returns are
better when he confines himself to it. From gods
come never our weal or our woe, from realms of
nature all blessings flow.
Nature, along with its many rough features, presents an unlimited field for delightful study and
activity. There is nothing supernatural in the work
of converting marsh and woodland into luxurious
farms for happy homes, nor in changing the roughness of Manhattan island into grand streets and
beautiful parks. There is nothing supernatural in
all the splendid evidences of human genius and
progress displayed at our World's Fair. There is
no supernaturalness in music, or in other arts and
sciences that afford us so much enjoyment.
Man's greatest drawback to making the best use
of the things of nature is his belief in some fearful
supernatural God, who may devour him any minute.
And he knows most of this king of kings who
knows the least of natural things.
" But weak,' finite man," saith the priest, "cannot
create anything-not even a blade of grass" Well,
Sir Oracle, does even the pious farmer, when cutting
a heavier yield of grass in a field which had been

extra-well manured, think there is any supernaturalism ~it'! Does he attribute his superior potato
crop ~o .supematural agency! or, whe.n blight and
bugs InJure it, does he think that his God is doing
the mischief'! When lightning strikes and sets on
~e his. barn, does he fancy his savior playing the
mcendiary '! He may, on Sundays, flatter himself
that he .is a believer in an ~verruling providence,
but durmg the rest of the week he doesn't believe a
word of it. He sets the trap to catch the skunk
that misbehaves, and, at nightfall, he bars the door
'gainst Christian knaves.
Nature is not altogether unkind. It givs us the
universal law that, while in health, we do not realize
the event of death. This merciful law enables us
to liT as if we were never to die; to go about the
business of life ·cheerfully, borrowing no trouble
about another world. It enables even the average
Christian in five minutes to forget a terrorizing sermon, and sit down to a good Sunday dinner with
as much relish as if he had never heard of a hell.
Yet the priest makes it his Christian business
continually to remind us that life is short ; that we
may die within the year-perhaps .before another
sunrise ! His croaking does not disturb the strong
man, however ; but he does succeed in fixing a banner inscribed, "Death, Judgment, Prepare to meet
thy God," as a frontlet before the mind of each
weak, timid believer, that casts a perpetual shadow
on the pleasures of life. He thinks to placate his
God by slandering nature. If there is such a thing
as blasphemy, he is the blasphemer. ·
.
The same merciful law of nature operates inversely in sickness. As sickness increases, the appetite for the enjoyments of life decreases. There
is no pleasure in a table of luxuries when taste and
smell are gone. Music givs no joy when the ear
ceases· its function. A.s the senses -become weak
and dim, resignation naturally follows; and then
calm peace molds and fixes the last expression of
the dying one. There has been no thought of meeting an angry God. It is only when the priest enters the sick-room with his book of spiritual nostrums that the sick one is alarmed. The priest
solemnly approaches the patient and, in sepulchral
tones, aSks the weak mortal, whose vision is already
indistinot, if he can see Jesus-if he is prepared
to :q~.eet his God-as though he is expected, immediately on drawing his last breath, to engage in a
wreJJtling match with a God almighty.
T\le priest may get the dying one to repeat, in
whispers, the stereotyped words, " 0 Lord, hav
mercy on me, miserable sinner!" But the excitement proves too much-the fever increases,
and there is a corpse on the morrow. Then it is
proclljimed, with a flourish of lies, that Smith, who
had not been near a church in twenty years, died
peacefully in the arms of Jesus.
The priest by his conjuring cannot prolong life ;
he may shorten it. His presence in the sick-room
only excites the weak, fevered brain of the patient,
and is positiv cruelty. With no priest there is no
hell.
L. G. REED.

Taxation of Churches.
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to the pay. In the buildil!l.gs owned by these corporations millions of dollars are annually raised by
means -of pew-rentals, fairs, raffias, meals,. collections, and subscriptions. How can they be exempt
on the ground of non-productivity!". But, again,
the exemptionists claim that churches Should not
be taxed beca..use they exert a great moral influence. The non-exemptionists reply: ·"Perhaps no
other ' argument ' against justice in taxation has so
much influence on the average man as this, and
yet no defense of church pauperism could be weaker.
What can be said for the moral infl.uence of an organization which deliberately refuses to pay its just
dues'! Fundamental to all morality is justice. The
man who will not deal justly with his fellows is not
moral. in any practical way. He may cry aloud for
morality, and decency, and purity until he is exhausted, but if he systt~matically defrauds his neigh·
bora or denies to them equality of opportunity, he
is dishonest. It is a. hollow mockery to claim that .
the church is a healthful moral influence, while she
each year puts her hands into the pockets of the
people and gets millions of dollars. She owns the
property, and she should pay the taxes upon it at
the same rate that the individual citizen is assessed
for his property."
'
. Then it ie contended, too, than a fine and costly
chlirch enhances the value of the adjacent property,
and for that reason it is just to exempt it from
taxation. The non-exemptionists here quote from
Rev. Dr. Wayland's "Political Economy" as follows :
"All that religious societies hav a right to aSk of
the civil government is the same privileges for
transacting their own affairs which societies of
every sort possess. This they hav a right to demand, not because they are religious societies, but
because the exercise of religion is an innocent mode
of pursuing happiness. If it happens accidentally
that others are benefited, it does not follow that
they are obliged to pay for this benefit. It .cannot
be proved that the Christian religion needs the support of the civil government, since it has existed
and flourished when entirely deprived of this support." Dr. Franklin once said: "When a religion
1s good I conceive that it will support itself; and
when it cannot support itself, and God does not
take care to support it, so its professors are obliged
. to call for help from the civil power, it is a sign, I
apprehend, of its being a bad one." And again President Garfield said : "The divorce between church
and state ought to be absolute. It· ought to be so
absolute that no church property anytohere, in any
state or in any nation, should be exempt from equal
taxation."-Banner of Light.

A. Peculiar View of Church and State.
lil the Forum for June the Rev. J. M. Farley,
Catholic priest, and vicar-general of the diocese of
New York, givs expression to a peculiar view of
what constitutes a union of church and state.
Strange as it may appear, the same idea is held by
Protestants, even by the most radical National
Reformers. Here it is:
The union of church and state is a bugbear in America,
for the simple reason that not one in a thousand knows
its meaning. When the state formally names a church
the church of the community ruled by the state, builds
and _supports its .churches, schools, and charities, pays
salaries to the clergy, treats with the church authorities
as to duties and privileges, and hilS a voice in the appointment of church officials, then you hav a union of church
and state. Such a union exists ander very few governments to-day, and where it does, as a rule, the results are
often unsatisfactory to the churches.
.Of course the rival churches in America do not
want to see one church at the head. They therefore use this kind of logic. Union of church and
state is when one church receives all benefits of
state patronage. We do not desire this, because
we want all churches to be recognized I When one
particular church rooeives governmental support, it
is union of church and state; when all churches
place their nimble fingers in the government till, it
is not such union. If but one rascal in a community is addicted to stealing, it is theft and should be
severely punished; but if all the rascals in the
community steal, it is not theft and should not be
so designated !
.
They do not consider that if Christianity is made
the state religion, it will only be a question of time
before the most powerful. church will be in the ascendancy. They are quarreling now because the
Catholics hav received more money for Indian
schools than the Protestants. If some of our religious politicians should be successful in their
measures they will begin their quarreling in earnest,
because then the spoils will be greater.
.Des ..Moines, Ia.
FRANKLIN STEINER.

The New York Constitutional Convention has of
late bad this important question, among others, before it: The total value of church property in the
atate, it aeems, according to published statistics, is
$140,123,008, taking the figures from the census of
1890. The same census, which of course is the latest,
places the total vallile of church property in the
United States at $679,694,439.
The former saying of President Garfield is cited
by those who l!elieve that church property should be
t~ed, viz. : "If you exempt the property of any
church organization, to that extent you impose a tax
upon the whole community." But the exemptionists argue that church property is non-productiv,
and for that reason· should be exempt. In reply,
the non-exemptionists say that a great deal of
secular property is likewise non-productiv; and
they add: "But, as a matter of fact, are churches
wholly unproductiv! In many of them pews are
rented at prices which put them out of the reach of
all but the more wealthy people of the society,
making these churches practically club-rooms for
the rich. W7t-y should they not pay t~es on these
luxurious apartments of worship? People who
own club-rooms, in which they worship, probably,
just as sincerely on week days, as they and others
do in the fashionable churches on Sunday, must pay
taxes on their places of resort; and there is really
no sound reason why owners of the churches should
hav more favors than they."
·
"In another way," they argue, "the churches are
productiv. They are collection offices and workshops. In them are gathered most of the moneys
It is very, very wicked to wonder if the little son
which pay the salaries of one hundred and twelve
thousand or more clergymen, and in them these Isham, who was driven into the desert to die, is
clergymen do much of the work which entitles them now in Abraham's bosom.
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News and Notes.

Sidnaw is a small place in the great lumber region of Northern Michigan. The forests stretch
about it in seemingly endless desolation and grandeur ; and it looks as if you were out of the world.
The hamlet contains about three hundred inhabitants. It is a new town, and has all the aspects
· rude and motley of a frontier settlement. There
are some fine blocks and pretty houses, shanties
with one or two rooms, tents, stumps, etc. It is
five years old, and up to date there is no church
built or minister resident here. It was quite refreshi:hg to find such a gem of civilization in the
midst of this mighty wilderness. The people here
are quite intelligent and progressiv, too much so for
t.he clergy to find an abiding-place. Generally
where there are half a dozen houses the priest is on
hand to draw his rations, and take what fat of the
land there is. Sidnaw so far is fortunate. I do
not know how long it will escape the plague.
There was quite a fire here after the arrangements
had been made for the lectures, sweeping away
about half the town, I should judge. Among the
buildings destroyed was the Maccabees' Hall, where
I expected to hold forth. The blackened ruins
made it look at first as if the Freethought .campaign must be postponeu, but Isadore Goulette,
our pioneer captain at this post, is one of those
who never giv up, and he determined to hav the
course of lectures even if they were given out of
doors beneath the arches of the boundless forest.
The only place to be secured was the schoolhouse,
and the use of it was kindly granted for the occasion. I gave six lectures. The schoolhouse was
well filled every evening with an equal number of
ladies.and gentlemen. So it seems that the brain
of woman is fully as large and emancipated as that
of man in this country where the ax and gun are
still combating the almost unbroken ranks of primeval nature. These were the first Freethought
lectures in this community, and they created quite
an agitation. Nowhere hav I found more quiet or
attentiv audiences, although many of them were
Christians and had never listened to the like before.
It is evident that for this community a radical and
far-reaching movement has been started.
Isadore Goulette and Isadore Caron are our
leaders at this point. They meant to hav the lectures even if they paid the entire expenses themselva ; and they did pay the major part of them.
They are enthusiastic readers and supporters of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and for thia reason are ready to do
their level best for the Liberal cause. They were
both baptized into the Catholic church, and hav bad
many varied and interesting experiences. They
were born in Canada, in an almost e1:clusivly orthodox community, and hav had to work their own way
to liberty and to science. They hav learned by
practical experience, and received their education
in the struggle of existence and the battle of ideas. .
· 1 t•ll · th fl. h 0 f
th h
T~ey certam y, 8 I m
.e us
you • a~ a
bright career before them m the work for humamty'
and progress. Dr. Wm. McBirney is also a splendid comrade in this campaign. He recognizes the
·
· no t a f r&"d t o say wh at
demands of science,
an d IB
he thinks even if he is in professional life.
Mr. Ray D. Curtis is another advanced Freethinker, thoroughly up with the times and without
a particle of superstition, although he inclines to
the spiritualistic philosophy of the universe. Mrs.
Ray D. Curtis, Mrs. Isadore Goulette, and other
ladies I find deeply interested in Freethought. In
fact, for its size, this is one of the best Freethinking
communities I hav labored in. I visited the. mill,
which turns out about seventy thousand feet of
lumber per day. At present it is running day and
night. There is also a planing mill here.· Timber
claims are quite valuable in the vicinity. Some hav
been sold for as high as $18,000. But little farming
has been done. It is a good place for strawberries
and potatoes. Scarcely anything else has been
raised so far. Very little land has been cleared of
the forest.
I visited Goulette's cabin in the woods, which re·
minds me of Ingersoll's description of the pioneer's
home. Mr. Goulette has taken up a claim and
intends to liv the free and independent life of a
farmer. The next time I come here I expect to find
a welcome in his ferest homestead, where he will
make the oxen plow and the ax ring. There is excellent hunting and fishing about here, and I could
ha.v had plenty of fun in that direction. under the
expert guidance of Isadore Caron if I had been
versed in these arts. Those who like these things
could not find a better companion than my friend.
I hope I hav not seen the last of Sidnaw or its
genial comradeship. I was pleased also to meet
H. W. James, a reformer and Freethinker of
many years, and whose name is enrolled with the
TRUTH SEEKER corps.

I left it in the middle of the night, Monday, July
23d, and my birthday. But birthdays do not c~unt
with me any more. I no longer keep track of time.
The best way is to keep young, whatever happens.
I travel through vast regions of wooded land.
Now and then a village gleams upon the sight. I
arrive this morning at Sault Ste. Marie, at 10 o'clock,
nine hours' ride from Sidnaw. I remain here over
night, and to-m.orrow go to Drummond by boat,
seventy miles. ! anticipate a delightful voyage.
"Soo," as this place is called, is a very pret~y
summer residt-nce. The water prospects about It
are beautiful. lt is a hvely town. 'l'he weather is
cool. The traveling public seem to find it a pleasant
location. 'l'he boats ply in all directions. Over
across I can see the Canadian shores.
SAMUEL p. PUTNAM.

Observations.
The political suicide of Henry George is announced. At a recent mass-meeting held in this
city for the purpose of expressing sympat-hy with
the railroad strikers, Mr. George. made a speech in
which he said that "the right of laborers to work
for whatever wages they choose must be protected."
The audience hissed him, and a few days later, after
due deliberation, tlle Socialistic labor unions decided
that he wouldn't do. I would remark that it was a
noble sacrifice on the part of Mr. George, and that
such sentiments as he expresses, if rigidly adhered
to, would not only do away with violence m times
of iabor troubles, but would also keep many a misguided striker out of the penitentiary.
After a long time betwe~n drinks, the governor
of South Carolina has reopened his dispensaries.
It is claimed that the state saloons furnish a better
article of liquor for the price than private enterprises of the same class, but that claim has still to
be substantiated. Hav,ng no license to pay for and
no expense for police protection they can surely afford
to do a square business. The objection to state
institutions of this kind is that they ignore the fraternal principle of liv and let liv. They hav a monopoly of the trade, so that in the absence of competition it will never be learned whether the state
system is the best or not. In order to demonstrate
the superiority of the dispensary, it will hav to be
run alongside the private saloon. Let the state be
a gentleman and accord to individuals the rights
which it claims for itself. Giv the other fellows an
equal chance. If the state dispensary is the best,
it will survive and competitors will go out of business. If it is not the best, there is no reason why
it should exist. The question of public or private
ownership of other large industries might possibly
be settled in the same way, which is a fair one.

co1. w. H . B urr, of was h.Ingt on, D . c , wri•t es :
.

.
.
Fo_r q~otmg Isa11ili xxxvi, 12, on a postal. car~ and
sendmg It to a parson the sender has been Impnsoned
and is to be tried for obscenity. I once read that passage
aloud as it came to my turn m the course of devotional
exercise-reading and praying~at .my br<?ther's house.
Three females wer~ p~esent, but I didn't shirk duty.
prmt It on thousands of postal cards and
·vWhy
it a not
widenow
circulation?
gi

Such experiences are embarrassing, nevertheless.
I once had to read Romans iv, 19,-in school. The
teacher was a married lady without children, and
her name was Sarah, too. It was this which first
led me to inquire why such a book as the Bible
should be read in the schcols of our land. The.
climax of this sor.t of thing has been capped by the
Rev. Samuel Earngey, of Elgin, Ill., who, on a $50
wager, read the whole of Numbers' xxxi to his congregation. The chapter, though inspired, is quite
offensiv to good taste and smell.
Anyone anxious to go to jail might adopt Mr.
Burr's suggestion, and print Isaiah's impurity on
postal cards for general circulation, but it would
be more to the point to indict the American Bible
Society, which is committing a simil~r offense daily
and paying the postage.
C. R. Bennett, of California, has again been shot
at, his escape !rom mortal injury indicating th!}t
bullets are not directed by any providence to be :tillied upon in an emergency. Bennett, who livs in
Oakland, was formerly western· agent of Anthony
Comstock's Society for the Suppression of Vice.
He is from New York, where, it is reported, he held
the office of secretary of the Young Men's Christian
Assoc'ation. This report may be untrue, but there
is nothing in Bennett's ·career to contradict it.
When Bennett went West, he left a wife in the
East. In Oakland he represented himself as unmarried, and his first exploit out there was the
seduction of a school·gil:l named Gray. Like the
Breckinridge-Pollard arrangement, it involved a
promis to marry, but the wedding being long de-

ferred the girl's parents organized an exploring expedition and found Bennett's wile. The girl did
not bring suit for damages; she took a very sensible
course, forbidding him to again visit her, and prt:lcuring employment for her own support. Then the
villain blackmailed her; lied about her in the ch"Qtch
of which. he was a deacon, and endeavored by this
means to force her into her former position toward
him. Old man Gray appealed to him to lat' the girl
alone, but he was altogether too mell.n a person to
do that, so the parent pulled a gun and begah
pumping lead at him. Unfortunately Gray is half
blind-, w.Qich rendered his aim inaccurate. Bennett
sustained no injury, but Gray was arrested· for
assault, and . during the trial the facts came .oU:t.
The jury acquitted the old man. Thereafter Deacon
Bennett pursued the girl as before, and whenever
she found a place he visited her employers and procured her dismissal by representing her as an immoral person. If I remember the circumstances as
they were, he prevented her from obtaining a
teacher's berth in the Oakland schools. At the
same time he tried to bribe her to accept him again
as her "friend." Latterly, the public has got on to
Deacon Bennett's curves, and not long ago hewas incontinently ejected from the establishment of a firm
of stationers in whose employ Miss Gray happened at
that time to be. I judge, however, that his sneaking tactics hav not been abandoned, as the papers
state that on Saturday last the elder Gray opened
fire on him again, !'!lightly wounding him in the
side. If there is a good occulist on the coast I .believe that the public would remunerate him for fixing Mr. Gray's tyes so that next time he could hit
his man at a vulnerable point.
·
My Western experience included an episode in
which this Bennett figured. He came to one of
Putnam's lectures with Clark Braden in tow, and
demanded a hearing for that notorious swashbuckler. Putnam was discoursing on Genesis and geology, and did not care to be interrupted; besides,
he declined to occupy the same . platform with
Braden. In answer to Bennett's inqmry why,
Putnam candidly said that Braden was a liar and a
rascal. At that Braden started up the aisle toward
the front and I wandered after him. If he had
attempted to reach the platform I was prepared to
nail him, and there would hav been perspirationshed on the spot. Before he had gone far somebody
suggested that the matter of listening to Braden be
put to vote, which was done, all voting nay except
Bennett. Both then made their escape, and the
lecturer concluded his remarks. Bennett is· now
referred to as ·ex-agent of the vice socie'ty, but he
ought to be reinstated, because in that position he
might sometime run against an independent Californian who knows how to ·hold a gun.
How many people are there in the world who, if
"asked the meaning of the word "labor," would define it as " a term which, in a commercial sense, may
represent value, condition, or quantity?" Just one,
I think-to wit, Mr. Ohas. 0. Hays, of Locust Corner,
Ohio. And how many, having listened to such a
definition, would know any more about labor than
they did before ! None, in my opinion-certainly
not the undersigned. The same definition applies
to capital, to raw or manufactured material, to commerce, or anything else. I hold that that is not a
good definition ·of one word which defines with equal
exactness all the other words in the class to which it
belongs. The simplest definition of labor is work; .
but the word has been more or less modified by
custom. There is a very familiar figure of rhetoric
known as metonymy-that is, the calling of one
object by the name of another that sustains some
relation to it. It is never misunderstood. For example, when we say that people are suffering for
bread, we mean food ; the power of gold means the
power of money; the crown means the king, and
the administration means the president. In the
same manner a labor parade is a procession of
laborers, a labor union is a combination of laborers,
the labor vote consists of the ballots cast by laborers, the importation of labor is the bringing hither
of laborers ; and, also, free trade in labor is the
absence of a tariff on laborers. Is there a tariff on
laborers? The secretary of the board of immigration commissioners at this port informs me that
there is not. The case, then, is this: That while
the workingman must sell his labor for the same
price as the foreigner, the manufacturer may charge
the foreigner's price for his goods with the tariff
added. Let us reverse the point and see whether
Mr. Hays can feel it. To illustrate, then, impose a
thousand dollars' tariff on every workingman brought
to this country, and take all tarift off imported goods.
Then we would hav the laborer where the manufacturer ·:now is, and ·the manufacturer would occupy the present po'sition of the laborer, as regards
the tariff. Since Mr. ;Hays contends that protection
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for manufactures means protection also for labor;
Progress ot Our Missionary Work.
the question whether millions of books should be
and that free trade in labor is possible only when
When any one sends. us one dollar with the re- distributed in the bands of young and old if one
accompanied by free trade in its products, will he
hold that, under the reversed order, trade in labor quest that. we mail a copy of '' The Age of Reason" brief verse here or there may be bad enough to
wotild be free and manufacturers protected? If to each of the eight addresses of ministers, deaconS; cause the imprisonment of a. man who quotes and
elders, and other Christians which accompany the sends it by mail. A good many very interesting
not, why not?
money, we are sure that our correspondent is alive pro~lems and opinion~ will.be l~ely to be ~roug?t
One of the Nine Demands of Liberalism makes to the importance of disseminating good Liberal. out m t?e full and Wide discus~10n OP. th1s a:ffait'.
the poiilt that chapla.lns should be abolished from literature among church members and other relig- If the !.1berals of the country will ~roVlde a liber~
penitentiaries and other penal institutions. Perad- ious believers. No better work for this purpose fund for o~ens.e .as well as defense, 1t would be emventure it will become necessary to add a proviso to could be selected than the book we are scattering in ploy~d as ~udiClOusly. as we know. bow to awaken
the same, exempting from its operations such chap- this way from ocean to ocean. We print below a pubhc sentrment preVIous to the tr1al and to defend
lains as get there by due process of law. In the few of the letters which hav lately. come to our Mr. Wise on trial. . Ther~ are practically only
East river, a few miles from its mouth, is an island
about two months to work m, and therefore we recalled Blackwell's, the site of a big jail, where New desk freighted with dollars and names:
"N.
Yo
Jul
quest
an immediate response to this call for sub21
1894
York city's petty offenders serve out tbe sentences
Ewlike RK,
y in
' $1 •to scr1p
• t'10ns from a11 wb o are will'mg t o chip m
• an d
"FRIEND MAcDONALD: I feel
chipping
imposed by the police courts.. It is quite a poputllat
TRUTH
SEEKER
missionary
scheme,
but
I
will
leave
it
lend
a
hand
in
making
this
a
celebrated
case.
The
lous resort, and has a chaplain in the person of the
chip'is knocked off our shoulder and it is time to
Rev. Cecil Pennyngton Wilson, a clergyman of the to yon as to where the tracts are to be sent.
Protestant Episcopal denomination. These remarks
"E. B. FooTE."
show what we are good for. It is some time since
are preliminary to the statement that a few days
Eight of the representative of the Court of Hea- we hav bad such a fight on band, and really a long
ago the Rev. Mr. Wilson took a day off from the ven who are located in. this city were made the time since the Liberals bav been called on for any
duties of his holy office and came to the city for recipients of Dr. Foote's thoughtful kindness and subscription to the Defense Fund. Subscriptions
spiritual and intellectual repose. Nobody knows
may be forwarded directiy to THE TRUTH SEEKER
where he got it, but within a few hours he acquired· untiring zeal.
"MABm's
STORE,
ILL.,
July
16,
1894.
E . B . F ooTE, J r., S eo. N . D . A .,
offi ce or t o
a phenomenal load of whisky.. Stationing himself
"EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Inclosed please find $1 for
·
Lexington ave., New York city.
at the corner of a street and an avenue uptown, he Paine's
120
' Age of Reason,' to be sent to the persons
placed his hands beneath his clerical coattails and named herein.
WM. NIKBcH."
showed the native how to dance. As this seemed
The newspapers say that in Muncie, Indiana, the
"SAvANNAH, Mo., July 16, E.M.. 294.
to please his auditors, who soon numbered some
"MR. EDITOR: I inclose $1 for the 'Age of Reason' preachers and Christian Endeavorers hav bad an
hundreds, he broke forth into song also, and then, to the i~closed names. I regard this as a. grand scheme
by way of a collection, he hugged as many of the and will probably contribute more to it. Also inclose $1 ordinance passed requiring all business houses to
be closed on Sunday. This is a mistake ; the
females in his congregation as would permit him to for ten church property taxation pamphlets to myself.
churches are running wide open morning, afternoon,
do so. A papist policeman interrupted the services
" WM., CoOK."
by arresting Mr. Wilson, but the latter was agile
"MR. EDIToR: Within please find $2-one apply on and evening, and reliable reports state that the
and long-legged, and would hav effected his escape, my subscription, and for the other send as directed eight proprietors are taking in more than the usual rebut he had the misfortune to collide with a pillar of copies ' Age of Reaaon.'
CHESTER BEDELL."
ceipts owing to the ·cutting off of competition.
the elevated railroad. After that he went willingly
"KEARNEY, NEB., July 14, 1894.
to the stationchouse,. praising the L::>rd all the way,
"MR. E. M. MAcDONALD-Dear Sir: I would like to
We are informed that the audiences at the
and dropping aslQep immediately upon his arrival. take advantage of your liberal offer in TRUTH SEEKER of Moody services at the capital "were almost entirely
With waking came remorse and a fine of $10. But July 7th, so inclosed yon will find $1, for which please made up of church members." This would seem to
the Rev. Mr. Wilson was broke, and his pride pre- send 'Age of Reason' to eight names given.
"Respectfully,
c. F. RoBINSON." indicate that even that popular expounder of the
vented him from sending for a friend, so that there
word .cannot always reach the '' unchurched masses,"
was nothing in view for him but a return to Black"LA RUE, 0., July 20, 1894.
. .
f h
1 d Ch · t'
b t
well's island as a member of his own flock. He
"MR. E. M. MAcDONALD-Dear f:,ir: Find inclosed a maJOnty o w om are a rea y
riB mns, u
had the presence of mind to. point out to the justice $2; also sixteen names, to each of which please send one are not inclined to "work at their religion." The
this complicated state of affairs. It could not be copy of that grand eye-opener, Thomas Paine's 'Age of old fanatical zeal grows weaker and weaker, and it
expected of a clergyman, he said, to occupy a pulpit Reason.' I consider this the grandest missionary scheme is well for the race that it does. A nobler enthuand a pew at the same time. The oourt saw the that was ever started in the cause of Freethonght. Once siasm is taking its place.
point, and considerately remi~ted the fi~e. .
you get the people to read the other side and· do their
So the question of state-pm.d chaplm.ns m penal own thinking, the priest's job is gone. HENRY WEISE."
Among the two hundred men, women, and chilinstitutions remains unsettled. While I am a thor"WATRRTOWN, MINN., July 19, 1894.
ough Secularist in this respect, I am not · rapid
"MR. E. M. MAcDONALD: Dear .Sir: Seeing your gen- dren" converted" at the Moody revival in Washingenough to deny that under some circumstances erons offer in THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 7th, I take ton, how many were converted to Christianity from.
their presence there is necessary to the maintenBtJlce advantage of it and incl'lse yon $1, for which please send any other great world religion or from Infidelity~
of good order outside.
GEo. E. MAODONALD.
by return mail one copy of Thomas Paine's ' Age of Possibly one or two; probably not any. What
Reason' to each of the addresses accompanying this. .
does the "conversion , mean then' Simply that
"Yon will notice that I hav down the names of two mm- .
.
. .
'
· te rs, ne1'the r of whom is very fond of Paine. One day .two hundred
Cbnst1ans,
not
. Zacharias and His Baby.
1s
.
.
. members of any church
,
I heard one speaking against Paine and Voltaire. and I .1mmed~ately precedmg the1r "change of heart, hav
A certain priest named Zacharias, pionsSays Luke, was blest with an Elysian vision.
asked him if he had ever read any of Paine's writings. been induced to affiliate with Christian organizaHiH wife a daughter was of Aaron-barrenHe said that he had not and I should judge that the other tiona and that some of them will for a time at
And both were superannuated, fated,
one
is not any more enlightened, but if. they will read least' attempt to order their lives m~re in harm~ny
As it might seem, to hav no baby:-:may-1;>~·
the • Age of Reason' perhaps a ray of hght may pene. '
.
.
So when he saw this angel, appar1hon, Vl810n,
trate the orthodox fog that clouds their brains. Hoping w1th those somal precepts wh10h the church has ~pOr ghost, it only made his trouble double,
that your offer will be taken advantage of by all who can propriated from the common store of human eth1cs
Until the angelic.message, presage
0 f yet an heir, made all h1s sadness gladness.
afford it, and that it will accomplish much good, I remain and now claims as her private property. But most
•·And thou shalt call him John," this cad-head added.
yours for truth and reason,
JOHN P. THOBNQUEBT."
of the" saved" souls will be content with a tempoYet somewhat doubting Zacharias' pions
This i3 encouraging. One "Age of Reason " rary outw a.rd observance of certain fashionable conRequests some sign to what was spoken, token
In band, earnest of promis, something, dumb thing I
shall put to confusion ten thousand Bibles-to ventions which bav little if any relation to essential
Why 1 am Gabriel! No higher flier
slightly change a scripture hy~erbolism and bring conduct, while nearly all of them wili be made more
Flap~ wing, for I am chief of Win~d!>m's ki!lgdom.
You wish a sign! well, from my sp1r1t hear 1tl
it more nearly into harmony w1th reason and facts. intolerant of differences of opinion and consequently
Higns signs shall be your lanauage, wholly, solely.
.
less just in their dealings with their non-believing
The ghost then spread _his ~ngs all;d t~il to sail to
His happy nativ home m Wmgdom s kmgdom,
Time to Be :Moving.
or differently-believing fellows.
And left that ancient Zacharias pions,
The readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER are all suffiThan even that unborn on-comer, dumber.
ciently informed ·of the facts in the case of Mr. J.
Now came the infant's time of christ'ning, list'ning
S. P. Putnam's :L.ecture Appointments.
In vain, sat speechless Zacharias pions,
B. Wise, the last arrest of a Liberal under the ComRelations-uncles, aunts, and cousins, dozens
stock obscene literature mail law. They know that Neillsville,
Wis., Aug.
Aug 2-.6.
Had come to feast and make it very merry.
Whitehall, Wis.,
7-9.
These chose the name of its own father, rather
this earnest, wide-awake worker was confined dur- Fargo, N.Dak., Aug. 11-14.
Than that of distant kin; the mother other.
Crooksto~ Minn., Aug. 15-17,
"ItmnstbeJohn "she cried, "sweet, bonnyJohnny.' l'ng four long weeks, between the ninth of June Hoople,
~. Dak. Aug. 18-21.
"What do yon m~an by this cognomen, woman!
and the middle of July, in jail at Leavenworth, Fort Maginnis, Mont , Aug. 26th to Sept. lOth.
Not of the infant's ki~dred many, any
,
Kansas for mailing a postal card containing only a
From Jnl:y _to September lOth in Iowa, Michigan,
Was ever called by th1a cognom~n, ~oman!
. Wisconsin, Minnesota, North D~Jkota, ~n.d Montana.
'
H .
Then they made signs to Zacharias p10ns. :
quoted extract from the Old Testament.
e lB now Those in Washington and Oregon desmng lectures
That he himself should do the nammg, a1mmg
out on bail through the kindness of his Liberal during September and October will please address S. P.
That they should thus ahead of Be~sy get-s~e?
i!J. care of E. C. Reichwald, 234 Sooth Water
b ro ther, George H arrison • of Clay Center! Kansas ' PntnamA
Then he made signs, his fingers gomg, showmg
street, uhicago, Ill.
•
That he would do so if he might in writin'.
awaiting trial in October next. The Nat1onal DeAnd then that good old Zacharias pious,
fense Association bas held two meetings to consider
THE Freethinkers of Kansas will hold a convention in
Did write, without a flaw or single jingle,
tt
dh d
Lawrence, Kan., September 6th-9th. Preparations are
" His name is John," j nat as that cad had added.
what ought to be done in this ma er, an
as e- being made to 'hav it a grand success. Excellent speekForthwith his month he opened quickly slickly;
cided that it is time to make a general call upon ing and singing will be. the distinctiv. featnr.e~ of . the
He praised prayed preached completely neatly;
· occasion. Many Freethinkers-Agnostics, Spiritualists,
Sang aweetiy meetly, and di~cret~ly featly.
the Liberals of the country t 0 8t an d b Y th e one m and Liberals of other shades-hav signified their in tenNow I, like good old Zacharias J?lOus,
distress. It is not only necessary tb~~.t we should tion of being present and particip~ting ~ the deliberaHav (being likewise smitten) wntten,
do all that can be done to prevent injustice and· tiona of the conve~tion ~ansas 1s ha~ng good crops
And fancy I can feel my hearing clearing
.
.
. ,
.
. . this year and, notw1thstandmg the calaxmty of the great
To catch the notes of no archean peanpumsbment bemg m:fl10ted upon Mr. W1se, but 1t 18 strike, its people a!e hopeful and look forwa~d to better
The future age with joyous singing ringing.
also important that this event should be made use times i!J. the not d1stan~ future. W. S. Bell ~s now lectBot I would acorn to call a baby "Gaby."
. ·
·
'bl
h uring m Kansas, helpm~ to prepare the mmds of the
After that angel of nntender gender,
of to create as much dlBCUBBlOn as poss1 e as to t e : Liberals for the coming mtellectnal feast. His address
That Magpie of the Christian churches' perches.
moral quality and character of scriptural texts and is 114 East Fourtll street, Topeka, Kan.
J. K. P. BAXI1R.
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Two Years and Eight Ages.
RIDGEWAY, N. ·Y., July 15, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $6, for which
please credit my subscription for THE
TRUTH SERKER for two years and· send $1
worth of " Paine's Age of Reason" to the
addresses given. I write hoping some
GEo. L. PRATT.
good may result.
Somewhat Liberal Out There.
NEW CAMBRIA, KAN., J nly -15, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Baseball plaving has been
all the rage here on Sundays this summer
and spring. The church people did considerable growling in the early part of
spring, through the local papers, about it.
At this time the boys had their playgrounds away down on the prairie among
the coyotes, but later they secured
grounds almost under the nose of the
church, as it were. A few years ago a like
attempt was made, but was suppressed by
the strong arm of the law -by fining the
boys. How times hav changed! When
popular opinion is against church rule she
is as harmless as a lamb; when in her
favor she is ferocious as a lion. The boys
drew immense crowds to witness their
games, and hence the church's lamblike
disposition. She hoped that by such a
course she could induce the boys to drop
their nickels in the slot.
JOHN w. ABBOTT.
An "Original" Freethinker.
HAWKINs, N.Y., July 17, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Although I am somewhat
tardy this year in my remittances, I believe it is the first time since I hav been a
subscriber. I would hav sent my BUbscription before, but I wanted to take your
offer and hav my name inscribed on the
everlasting monument of that grand and
good man, Samuel P. Putnam, "Four Hundred Years of Freethonght," therefore I
inclose $6. 50. I wish yon would see to it
that the name of my father, William
Thompson Galloway, is placed there also.
He has subscribed for the book. He has
been a Freethinker for the last forty years
or more. His Freetbonght was "original."
I bav heard him say that he was of that
belief for twenty years before he knew
there was another person in the world who
believed as.he did. He had never seen a
Freethonght tract or publication of any
character. He has probably read the Btble
through more times than Talmage has, and,
that is the cause of his Freethonght.
WM. s. GALLOWAY.
Mortuary-Joseph Maxwell Libby.
HASTINGS, PA., July 16, 1894.
MR. EDITOR : A good man, a stanch
Freethinker, and a radical has disappeared;
a busy, activ life on earth is stilled. Joseph
Maxwell Libby was born in Saco, Maine,
June 17, 1810, and passed away June 9,
1894, at 11 P.M., at his home near Hastings,
Pa. . His sickness was short ; he took to his
bed but two weeks before his dPath, which
was peaceful and without a struggle. He
became unconscious several hours before
passing away.
He received but a common school education, but being very fond of reading he
soon evolnted into more light and became
a Freethinker of the broadest and most
advanced type, Though quiet and unassuming in manner he was always among
the advance guard in reform, ready to accept any truth and to aid in any cause
tending to free the race from any and all
forms of superstition and tyranny. He
was a great reader, having a library of
history and the vv.rions reforms of our
time, and was familiar with most of them.
He left a wife, eighty~six years of age,
and two sons, besides other relative. The
funeral was held at Chest Springs, Wednesday, June 11th, Mr. Dawson officiating,
Our friend was a firm believer in immortality. Liberal, just, and charitable to all
is the record of Mr. Libby.
SUE DowNEY.
Will Not Co-operation of Ranchmen
S9ive the Problem~
FAYETTE, IDA., July 13, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $6.50. This
is for a year's subscription and Brother
Putnam's great book. Procrastination is
the. thief of time, and I hav had to let her

procrastinate, and now !_am obliged to let
some others wait for· that which is due
them, so that we can hav our names enrolled with, I hope, three thousand others
in this book of all books. There are quite
a number of Liberals in this vicinity and
there could be a very good society organif only sonie lecturer would come this
way. Yet hard times are here, made
harder by the monkeying with the wool
tariff, as there are a great many sheep
raised on our hills. Then we hav a cussed
corporation that has dug a ditch and wants
to control all the land under and above it.
By unscrupulousness and misrepresen tation it has so far kept the farmers from
digging an independent ditch. The strike
tied up the railroad, but as it happened
there was not much fruit to ship. If the
government would pay more attention to
the water question and not delay in digging ditches in the arid region, so that the
farmers could own_ the water with the
land and hav to pay only for maintaining
the canal they would be more prosperous
and happy. As it now is, no man with
limited means can open out a sage brush
ranch and pay the assessments now asked,
with the prospects of having to pay more,
and be happy or independent in five years,
say. Some think that this corporation
is a lamb, but they are sure to fin4 it
another Pullman in its demands, Yours
for liberty,
DR. A. A. BRAUTuoovER.
How Would They Vote7
UKIAH, CAL, July 10, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Yon will recollect the little
package of seven books which I got from
your office some eight months since consisting entirely of Old Testament Illustrated, as a trial package in the retail trade.
Well, six of the seven were disposed of to
different individuals of professed Liberal
sentimPnts, and men of families. Two
were sold on time, but instead of pay for
the books forthcoming, one of them has
been returned, with the statement that the
purchaser's wife insisted on its removal
from the house. The other man has just
informed me that his wife holds a standing
threat over him that if he ever pays for
that book she will leave him, and if she can
get sight of old man McCowen she will
throw the book at his head. This givs
yon a glimps ·of the status of the retail
trade of Liberal literature in this vicinity
and the spirit manifested in opposition to
its distribution, and against any one who
may eDgage in the line of missionary work.
Whoever engages in it puts himself very
much in the position of him who throws
pearls before swine. Of course, Brother
Putnam's narrow escape in our courthouse escapade and the narrow escape from
a general conflagration of our forty thousand dollar court-house has not been forgotten ; and, of course, such occurrences
and Eimilar incidents are well calculated to
stir up our "pure minds by ·way of remembrance," and likewise to prove to a
demonstration that the opponents of Freethought are determined it shall not be forgotten, or at least the spirit which heretofore has prompted these deeds of ostracism
and persecution shall still be fanned and
kept alive. Therefore, it would seem to
me that it would be well for Liberals to
take our opponents at their word, and at
least not leave them the privilege of saying
we are treating them. with silent contempt.
Yours for reform,
THos. McCowEN.
"Labor" Defined.
LocusT CoRNER, 0., July 15, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of
July 7th, friend George Macdonald asks
two questions of me, namely:
1. What did I suppose he meant by
"free trade in labor ?"
2. What do I mean by "no free trade in
labor?"
I reply that before I had read his remarks in the last issue I supposed he meant
precisely what he said, viz., free trade in
fabor; but since he has explained that he
meant the absence of a tariff on immigrants, that supposition is no longer tenable. I could not assume that free labor
meant free laborers, any more than he
would assume that free wheat would mean
free harvesting machinery.
A laborer, according to my understanding, is an individual who performs labor ;
while labor is a term which, in a commeroial soose, may represent value, condition,

or quantity. A piece of nnmined iron ore
is of little or no value, but when changed
by labor into watch-springs may represent
thousand of dollars.
Thus we may assume that labor represents an average of 90 per cent of all
value; and if we admit foreign goods free
of duty we shall hav free trade in labor,
but upon no other conditions.
The bundle of foreign manufactured
goods contains a certain value in labor ~tl
ready performed, which might otherwise
ha v been performed in America, and lessens
by its own amount the opportunities .of
American labor to obtain employment.
That the portion of our labor which is
done abroad cannot be done here would
seem to be an axiom needing no demonstration, and a tariff levied upon the fruits
of foreign labor is a tariff on labor itself,
rendering free trade in labor an impossibility.
CHAS. 0. HAYS.
There is Some Growth.
NoRTH BENTON, 0., July 16, 1894.
MR. EDITOR : THE TRUTH SEEKER is a
great lever to break the .power of the
clergy. I hav seen a revolution in religious
dogma; I hav seen the time when Infidels
were tarred and feathered and ridden on a
rail in this township. There is a revolution in that respect here. Few hold to the
religions dogmas ~ow but the low in intellect._ I hav seen the time here that most
any, average Christian would swear in court
that he would not believe an Infidel. I hav
heard th.em asked the reason they could
not be believed, and the answer was that
they did not believe the book called the
Bible. But times are not what they were.
I ha v heard a preacher, who was also a professor in Hiram College, at Hiram, 0,, say
in his sermon that man had au environment
greater than that of any other sentient
being, and beyond that environment he
knew nothing; there was a veil, and beyond that veil he knew nothing ; and he
also said, in connection with that subject,
that the scientific men of this age had
demonstrated facts contrary to former
Biblical theories, and they were all skeptical. He also said that their best clergymen
in Cleveland had attended Liberal lectures,
and he told his congregation the next Sunday that he heard arguments that he could
not answer. I told 'the clergyman at the
close of his sermon that if he kept on preaching such sermons he would hav his congregation Infidels. He said that he hoped
not, but the Bible must be taken in a different light from that in which it had been
viewed formerly. There are indications
of the dropping off of the divinity of the
Bible. We can see that a great majority of
the adherents to the churcb are such to
hide some meanness and dump their wickedness on some scapegoat, as taught in the
Book. The divinity part bf the Bible, in
my judgment, was conceived in fraud.
Why not teacih the peoph to do right for
the love and beauty of doing right ? ·
CHESTER BEDELL,
Outdoes Brother Peck.
July 9, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I do not wish to interfere
with the discussion of Messrs. Peck and
Perry, but I feel that Brother Peok is
quite lame in his reasoning as well as an
illiberal Liberal; and as he seems to sit
at ease on scientific positivness, I wish to
ask him some questions for my own information, the answers to which I cannot
otherwise obtain.
I am an idiotic Agnostic Materialist, be·
lieving in no personal or individual god,
devil, ghost, witch, or hoodoo; neither do
I accept the truthfulness of the miraculous
conception, Jonah, Samson, or rib stories,
but am rather a believer in attraction, repulsion, and some few other forces said to
exist, and to settle my !Jlind on the subject
more fully I wish Mr. ,eck would explain
to my rather incomprehensiv intellect
what attraction is, for if it is anything it
must be something and hav: materiality,
dimensions, etc., and take up some part of
space. I wish to know how it looks, feels,
or tastes, also how it smells-whether
beautiful as a rose, sickly as a dead carcas~, or ~·divine" as a death-bed repentance?
Has it weight or tangibility,
and can it be compressed or expanded,
and. what is its analysis? When a boy I
used to hear my teacher say, "Matter is
classed ill three divisions-solids, liquids,
and gaseous;" and I know not which head

covers attraction, repulsion, the centripetal and ce:qtrifugal forces, neither polarity, mesmerism, and some other things
that both Webster and science undertake
to explain, bnt which, like a "spirit," are
too abstruse for my understanding. Is it
not a fact that science hides itself behind
a mountain of words in telling us many
truths, yet leaves us in the dark as to the
nature rather than the effects ·of many
things?
·
I know not how the variegated rose derives its kaleidscope of colors from the
same root, soil, moisture, atmosphere,
and really would like Brother Peck to explain. I know nature is a grand ·old
mother.
The theory of sound waves which
enable us to hold conversation through
brick walls is good but not satisfactory to
my reason; we recognize the voice of a
friend through the telephone, yet science
does not explain why the peculiarity of
voices. Should I catch Mr. Peck in Chicago and ask him to describe to me his
home iu Buffalo, would not his mind
seemingly hav to return to Buffalo before
he could giv me anything of a description?
Why need the store-house of memory
"take a walk" (if it does) before it ca,n giv
a reflectiv answer?
Mr. Peck says, "I never had an opportunity to investigate Spiritualism," and.
from his own words I condemn him as an
illiberal Liberal, for he has no right to
take what others may say pro or con on a
subject he knows nothing of personally
and condemn it, when he has every.chance
to learn the truth of the subject for himself. Four years ago I was forced to acknowledge from personal observation the
truthfulness of spirit phenomena (although
I had discovered frauds), but being very
skeptical, I reasoned that it miglit not be
caused by "spirits," but the reflex of my
own brain or knowledge or from other
laws of nature unknown to me and perhap!! unknown to science, for I hav long
since thought that· what man really knows
compared to what he does not know is like
a molehill to a mountain. I wish to remind Mr. Peck that I am not a full-fledged
spiritist, but still an investigator, and wish
him or some other learned scientist to tell
me how it is that .pnblio lectm::ers from
Maine to California, who b,av no way of
knowing me from other idiots in their
audiences, pick me out, leave their rostrum, and come to me, saying: "Your son
Frank sends me to tell you he is here and
wishes to tell you that he is always with
yon."- Also I hav often had old friends
and relative, many of whoni I had nearly
forgotten, come (or said to "be here")
and tell their names and incidents in
their lives that "stagger my understanding," and I .wish Mr. Peck to explain
whence comes the intelligence. How can
they ten' me where I will be on a certain
day, which invariably comes true, when I
had no such thought at the time. I believe in more than three divisions of matter and that what is called spirit is but a
certain consistency of matter of. which
science has not yet learned. If Spiritualism is true, every thing as well as man
livs in the shadowy future in an evoluted
state and much more refined and perfected
than in earth life. My spirit friends seem
to know of no god, devil, or savior, and
say there is no literal heav.en or hell, but
that with spirit eyes they can see, spirit
skulls can think, and if John Peck is not
fully intelligent and perpetually "flavored"
he can by the law of evolution ·hav a
''chance for his life" and continue toward
perfection after death, and never will hav
to fry in an orthodox hell in obedience to
the dictates of pope or vicegerent of
Jehovah.
How beautiful, if true, to know that we
are to clasp glad hands with those loved
ones f~om whom death has separated us;
to impress a loving kiss upon a remembered mother, who so fondly nursed us at
her bosom in earth life! How cheerful the
evoluted songs of birds as they perch upon
the more perfected branches of spiritual
trees that know no decay!. Can it be
thus?
Brother Peck, let us investigate and hope
that no hell is to torture an innocent
darling, forced by the hand of nature into
an eternal damnation; neither that mother's love is to be cleft asunder by the
sword of mortality.
A. D. SwAN.
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The Got} of Moses.

This is in all probability a warped edition
of an old Ar.yan or Hindoo legend, where
}b. EniToB: In reading the old Mosaic a king with a large family of daughters
legends it cannot escape the notice of any but no sons in brooding over his sonless
britical reader that the acts for which God state came to look. upon it as a reproach
rewarded and applauded his favorite would and made a vow to God if he granted him
&end them to the penitentiary to-day. a son he would oiler him up a sacrifice.
And these '<Its mnilt hav been looked upon His prayer was granted and a son was
~ crimes in all ages and among all classes born unto him, and, with one excuse and
of men. We believe the explanation is another, he kept the child and put God off
this: Moses worshiped the serpent, which from time to time. At length God agreed.
he believed to be the incarnation· of evil, to allow the king to keep his son until he
and naturally he believed that evil was was twenty-one, at which time the sacrifice
was to take place without fail. .Before
what he approved.
Although Bibles al'e plentiful, few read _the fatal day arrived the son, ·warned of
. them except Freethinkers, and in. support his danger, fled into a neighboring kingof our position we will recount a few of the dom, and the king tried to' get out of the
acts done by God's favorite.
difficulty by declaring his son beyond his
Abraham made a journey into Egypt, jurisdiction. God wa'l very much disand while there his ag~d wife, Sarah, be- pleased, but finally agreed to accept a subcause of her beauty caught Pharaoh's eye stitute. The king was a long time seek~
and he inquired of Abraham who she was, ing, but at length found a rascal who wa~;~
and Abraham said she was his sister, and willing, for a hundred cows, to sell his son
Pharaoh took her to wife. As s on as to be sacrificed. When the priest was
Pharaoh discovered the fraud he, like an sharpening the ·sacrificial knife the subhonorable, upright man, return~d her. stitute,.who was bound to the altar, seeing
Pharaoh and all his house were punished his danger called out lustily in his terror.
for his honorp.ble conduct, while the liar to all the gods whose names .he could reAbraham was · comforted with great member and Vahwas (the dawn), hearing
promises. All this occurred over again his crier;r, came to his assistance, when his
with Abimelech, king of the Philistines, bands .fell oft and he stood up free. In
and again the honorable king was punished the wind up the great God commends the
and the lying rasc&l Abraham rewarded. king for saving his son and the greedy
God's punishment of Abimelech was some- .trading villain who sold his own flesh and
thing very remarkable (Gen. xx, 13). As blood is condemned. These are the main
far as satisfying j:nstice went, God's jndg- points in the old legend, and it is too eviment might as well hav lighted on a grind- dent to require comment that the people
stone. But had this attempt to palm off who mad.e it bl'lieved in a god fairly
his octogenarian wife as his sister on an virtuous, while those who warped it to fit
unsuspicious man been proved in any of our Bible believed in a · god entirely
our police courts, the father of the faith- vicious.
ftil would hav served a term in the house
Jacob was God's fspecial favorit and an
of correction.
all.aronnd scoundrel. If he had begun
In Gen. xx:i, 14, we hav the story of life in the United States with a twentyAbraham turning his wife Hagar and their dollar pack of shoddy, in ten years he
son adrift into the wilderness of BeeT- would hav been a Co;ngressional lobbyist
sheba: "And Abraham rose up early in and boociler swindling the country out of
the morning, and took bread and a bottle of millions. He forced his brother Esan,
water, and gave it unto Hagar, and putting '\lho was dying of hnn_ger, to sell him the
it on her shoulder, and the child, and sent land of· Canaan for a bowl of BO)lp, as the
her away." This was a piece of cool rascal- birthright, according to the story, meant
ity, as turning a woman and child adrift this. He perjured himself twice to secnrc:J
in the wilderness meant mnrd·er in in ten- his father's ble!!sing. By knavish schemes
tion, and yet God approved of the· act. he robbed his father-in-law. By a pious,
This story is inconsistent and unreliable, lying," religions ruse he and his sons got
as we find in· Gen. xvii, 25: "And .Ishmael the Shechemites in their power and butchhis son was thirteen years old, when he ered them· in cold blood. And we are
was circumcised." The jonrneyings and forced to believe from his record that to
adventures which are recorded since then help his own interests he was capable of
would make Ishmael at least twenty, per- committing any crime ever thought of by
haps thirty, years of age. Poor old man. We hav from his record a highway
Hagar! no wonder yon gave out, stagger- robber and .murderer, a perjured liar, a
ing through the wilderness of Beersheba brother-deceiver and -hater, and a knavish
with all the provisions and a. full-grown thief. Is there a man in all the prisons
and penitentiaries of the world to-day
man on your back.
Our own modesty and the Comstock ob- with a reputation as bad as this? And
soenity laws forbid us going into the de- Esan was a noble, upright, forgiving man,
tails of the Lot scandal, but we must say for after all Jacob's t:i-eachery he forgave
that as we never read nor heard of as fla- him and took him in his arms and wept
grant a case of incest as occurred among over him;. wept no doubt to think Jacob
the Lotites, it is reasonable to suppose was his brother and such a scoundrel; and
they were kicked out of somewhere for God declares, "Jacob hav I loved and
their immoral practices, and in that way Esan hav I hated." It is impossible to
secured a. passport to the favor of the conceive a plainer declaration that he
God of Moses.
loved evil and hated good. As these Esan
In reading Abraham's record thus far, and Jacob tales are all inconsistent and inany thinker would naturally conclude that credible, it is likely they are a warped_
if God was searching for an unprincipled edition of another old Aryan legend, where
scoundrel from whom to raise a peculiar a noble, upright elder brother forgive and
breed, Abraham was the man he was seek- shows great kindness to a poverty-stricken,
ing; but God's final test seems to hav broken-down, vagabond younger brother,
been to discover if he had a grain of hn- who in their youth had done him great
manity left; if it was not for this purpose, injury. The most careleBB reader will see
we fail to see what it was for: "And God at a glance that these tales, as they stand
said, take now thy son, thine only son, in our Bible, ar.e fables and poorly told.
Isaac, whom thou lovest and get thee into Neither Esan nor Jacob had left their
the land of Mo:t:iah, and offer him there father's establishment at the time of the
for a burnt offering upon one of the birthright trade, and their father must
mountains I shall tell thee o'f" (Gen. xxii, hav been immensely wealthy, as Abra2). To this Abraham never made a protest, ham when he fought with and defeated
but, as if delighted with the job, got 1;1p Chederlaomer, had three hundred and
early in the morning and started with eighteen fighting men born in his own
Isaac on his murderous mission, and as if house; and the Lord had been blessing
anxious to crowd in every item which and prospering the outfit ever since, and
would add to the horror and cruelty of his two thousand is a moderate estimate of
act, he made Isaac carry the wood on Isaac's household, if there is any truth in
which he meant to butcher and burn him. the story. And Esan, the prospectiv lord
When Abraham had the Bacrificial knife of all these people, on his return from
upraised to take Isaac's life God arrested hunting, would hav been waited on and
his hand. If a civilized human being in. attended like a. prince, and when we find
our Western world had arrE>sted his hand him begging and selling his birthright for
in this act Abraham would hav spent the a bowl of soup in his wealthy father's asremainder 'of his days behind penitentiary tablishment, even the religious fanatic
bars and been pointed out to the curious must admit it -is a fraud. When Isaac
visik.r as the monster who tried to murder gave Jacob his blessing he was an old,
his own son in such a brutal manner. feeble, blind, bedridden man, and yet we
R~ID-RIVE:&, Mwn., July 16; 1894.

find he did not die till eighty years afterward. These llontradictions and inconsistencies are far too glaring to be either
ignored or denied, and leave no doubt-on
the mind that they are not in the form in
which they were first told. In all probability the original legend exalted ·virtue,
while our warped edition crowns vice with
an aureole. Tlie man who first told these
legends would hav an eye to consistency
for reputation's sake; but the man who
warped them would care nothing for this
if they served his purposE>, which was evidently to unite piety and crime.
We will now take a look at some of the
crimes of Moses. In Ex. xxxii we read
that when Moses was away on law-making
intent, in his sanctum sanctornm, on
Mount Sinai, the priests and people, when
freed from their fear of Moses, made a
g9d in the form of a calf. They would no
doubt hav made a full-grown bull had the
stolen gold ornaments held out. When
Moses returned and saw this calf his indignation burst all bounds, and the tables
on which he and God had spent forty days
and forty nights he broke to pieces in his
rage. And he took the calf, and burned it
and ground it to powder, and mixed the
powder with water, and made the people
drink it (he stole the gold without doubt,
and made the· people drink the ashes of
the fire mixed with sand). When this was
done he· held a council to investigate.
And Aaron, put on the witness stand, tells
his story (verse 22): "L~t not the anger of
my lord wax hot, thou knowest the' people,
that they are set on mischief, for they
said unto me, Make us gods, which shall
go before us, for as for this Moses, the
man that brought us up out of the land of
Egypt, we wot not what has become of
him; and I said unto them, whosoever
hath any gold, let them break it off, and
rhey gave it me. Then I cast it into the
fire, and t.here came out this calf." It
mnst.be admitted that this was a. miracle.
Without .forming, molding, or intention,
this god created itself, not out of nothing
but out of gold, and took the form of a
calf; and, what makes it more perplexing,
Aaron frankly acknowledged that he collected the gold to make an idol, and it
could, from our standpoint, make little
diflerence what form it was fashioned in,
but there· was good reasons fcir Aaron
telling' this lie, disclaiming all intention of
making it a_ calf, to which we will call attention later. Moses has been called the
great lawgiver, and we see in this case
how he administered law. After examining Aaron, Moses stood in the gate of the
camp and called to all who were on the
Lord's side to come to him, and the Levites came to his side, and he told them to
take their swords, and, in the words of the
book: "Go in and out from gate to gate
throughout the camp, and slay every man
his brother, and every man his companion,
and every man his friend; and the children of Levi did according to the word of
Moses, and there fell of the people that
day about three thousand men, for Moses
had said, Consecrate yonrselvs to-do.y to
the Lord, even every man upon his son
and upon his brother, that he may bestow
upon yon a blessing this day." What a
god to receive a blessing from! If yon had
not slain a brother, or a son, or some dear
friend, yon were nn'Y'orthy of a blessing.
No trial, evidence, or judgment, but the
sword was· drawn, and haphazard, pell
mell descended on the heads of the people.
The more slain and the nearer and dearer
they were to the slayer, the better God
would like it. Could any man working in
the interests of the incarnation of evil, hav
devised a surer method of outraging, degrading, and vitiatjng all the best insti cts of humanity? When we examin
this story critically, it seems that the
slaughter was among the Levites themselva; it is sons and brothers that are to
be slain; not the men of other tribes. And
all the religions squabbles that took place
were confined to the Le.vites. This is curious and excites suspicion as to the respectability of the God of Moses, for of necessity Aaron and th!l Levites would know
more of his God than the rest of the people, and although he was very generous to
them, they seem to hav had little love
for him, and had not Moses returned at
this time, God's peculiar people, led by
Aaron, would hav deserted to a man; and
the strained relations which we can. see
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existed between Moses and Aaron, all the
way through the story, must at last hav
reached a climax. In proof of this we only .
need to read N nm. xx, 25, 26: " Take
Aaron and Eleazar his son, and bring them
up into Mount Hor, and s\rip Aaron of his
garmentR, and put them upon Eleazar his
son, and Aaron· shall be gathered unto his
people, and shall die there." We hav here
a cold-blooded murder, very piously told.
As soon as Aaron was disposed of Moses
lost no time in setting up the image of· his
own God. Nnm. xxi, 8: "And the Lord
said unto Moses, make thee a fiery serpent
and set upon a pole, and it shall come to
pass that every one that is bitten, when he
looketh upon it, he shallliv." The natural
instinctiv abhorrence the human hav to
the serpent family made this a very unpopular god, as we can understand from
the howling, angry remonstrimces of its
prophets, ap.d the seceders seem to hav
been in the majority, until a priest,
shrewder than his predecessors, stirred up
King Hezekiah to destroy all images, holy
serpent as well as the rest (2 Kings xviii,
4), and issue· the second commandment
forbidding. image worship, and the void,
endowed'by this priest, through the imagination of his dupes, with the serpent's
att.ribntea, modified and improved, they
were enjoined to worship. This void, they
were told, was everywhere, and took notes
of all their actions, especially their evil
ones, and even their thoughts were not
private to themselvs, for the void overheard them. Of course neither the priests
nor their dupes pretended to comprehend
this muddle; but this made it more fascinat.ing as there is nothing the human race
takes such delight in as humbug in the
shape of a mystery, and this, as the priest
had shrewdly guessed, was the most popular god ever made by man, and the cheap.
est, as the priest made it by a word of his
month. This destroys the fiction that
Moses issued th~ second. commandment;
how can we believe tbo.t Moses who commanded and compelled his followers to
trample the second, sixth, seventh, eighth,
niuth, and tenth commandments under
feet, made them? The blackest page in
history is the Mosaic raid on Midian; the
M1dianites had been the best of friends to
Moses; when he fled from jnsttce, a murderer, they took him in, and he married a
daughter of one of their chief men. And
when he returned with his slavery-sodden
people they were all made welcome, and
camped on the borders of the land of
Midian. In Nnm. xxv we find Israel gone
wandering after Baal-Peor, the god of
Moab; and to counteract this Moses held a
revival meeting, and when tQ,e people were'
worked up to the halleluj<lh state and the
serpentgodcomingonto.winner, Zimra, an
Israelite, went past on his way to his tent,
with Cozbi, a woman of Midian, whom it
would seem he had taken to wif~. This
probably distracting the attention of the
penitents, enraged Moses and his priests,
and one of them, Phinehas bv name, took
up a javelin (verse 8); and he went after
the man of Israel, into the tent, and thrust
both of them through, the man of Israel
and the woman. This pleased and pacified
God and Moses; and on the spot Phinehas
was promised an everlasting priesthood.
And God told Moses to vex the Midianites
for this. As Moses was married to a
Midianitish woman, and the Midianites
seem to hav been the best people, it would
hav puzzled a Philadelphia lawyer to make
a case out of this, but the Mid1anites had
just cause of complaint for the death of
Oozbi. But the Lord had a very peculiar
way of balancing justice; if he was on the
bench to-day· and had the same ideas of
justice he had then, if a murderer came
before him, he would hang all the murdered man's relative and friends, perhaps
the who1e village where he had lived, if it
was a wicked, wilful murder, and then
take the murderer home to dine. God,
thinking Moses too slow, again called his
attention to the Midianites (Nnm. xxxi),
and he sent twelve thousand soldiers to
slaughter them. They killed the nnoffending men, and brought btLCk the women
and chtldren captiv; this threw the meek
Moses into another rage, and he commanded the Israelites to take all the
maidens who had never kno'l9n man, and
butcher the rest, both women and children, of whom there were sixteen thousand; out of this sixteen thousand, thirtytwo were sacificed as a heave offering
unto the Lord. The maidens whose lives
were spared numbered thirty-two thousand, and .after seeing their kindred slain,
they were handed over as a prey to this
licentious soldiery, to be .torn from the
arms of one brutal ruffian and clasped in
the foul embrace of another, ruffians ·bespattered with the blood of their nearest
and dearest, and all for the glory of God.
ToM WALKER,
(TO BE OONOLUDBD NEXT WEEX..]
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G'AiZdren' s (5orner.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WnoN, Fall
River1 Mass., to whom all (JommunicationB jor this Corner should (Je sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the dax's occupation•
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Soulless Prayers.
I do not like to hear him pray
On banded knee about an hour,
For grace to spend aright the day,
Who knows his neighbor has no flour.
I'd rather see him go to mill
And bny the needy brother bread,
And see his children eat their fill
And laugh beneath their humble shed.
I do not love to hear him pray" Let blessings on the widow be,"
Who never seeks her home to say" If wart o'ertake yon, come to me."
I hate a prayer so loud and long,
That's offered for the orphan's weal,
By him who sees him crushed by wrong.
And only with the lips doth feel.
I do not like to hear her pray,
With jeweled hand and silken dress,
V. hose washerwoman toils all day
And then is asked to work for less.
Such" pions" falsehood~ I despise I
The folded hands, the face demure,
Of those with sanctimonious eyes,
Who steal the earnings of the poor,
Those sainted faces that some wear
To church and for the public eye,
Hide things that are not on the square,
And wickedness done on the sly.
I do not like such soulless prayers!
If wrong I pray to be forgiven;
Such prayers no angel upward bearsThey vanish ere they get to heaven.

The Inquirendo Club.
In.
"We hav here," said Florence, with
much formality, holding up a small visiting card, "the name of Prof. Agassiz H.
Morse, of the New York Historical Society, with the modest request penciled
underneath to 'admit one.' Of course,
the matter rests with the club for decision.
What shall it be-aye or no?" "Oh, aye,
of course! How delightful," they all ex·
claimed, while Arthur observed that the
pater was a "trump." Ernestine declared
it was so fortunate. "For," she siiid,
'with his exhaustiv knowledge Uncle
Agassiz could giv us so much valuable information. "
Because the professor was no other than
the father of our president, Master Ar
thur, Lillie and the three younger children,
Ralph, Wilfred, and tiny Miss Rosalie,
aged three, who always attended the club
meeiings, perched upon Aunt Margaret's
lap, gravely listening to the various subacts of discussion. Now, she observed
hat she hoped papa would tell about
pillow-flies, " I hope she will, Dodo," rejoined Arthur, "for I am sure I havn't the
ghost of an idea what you mean by 'pillowflies.'· Not the kind that haunt pillows,
surely," he asked, as though frightened
by the suggestion, "I know all about
hem." "0Arthur," laughed his sister,
'don't you see? She means butterflies,
and 011.lls them 'pillow-flies,' because papa
explained the word metamorphosis to us
one evening, using the transformation of
a caterpillar into a butterfly as an illustration. Dodo heard him, and has been
talking of 'pillow-flies' ever since. No,
dear," she continued, unfolding the leaves
of a rather bulky looking manuscript,
'papa has chosen a more prosaic subject
his time for an essay, but one which I am
sure will be none the less interesting.
He desires me to read it before this club,
as business commands his attention else·
where this afternoon. Now be very attentive, for I am confident it will contain
many important facts. As for myself, I
can only hope that I shall do justice to it."
And then she read :
"EARTH·WORMS AND THEIR USES, 11
"Charles Darwin, in his work upon
The Formation of the Vegetable Mould
Through the Action of Earth-Worms'
shows very plainly that no object is too
small or insignificant to be deserving of
our attention, since much of the earth's
condition and richness of soil is due to the
existence of these little creatures. Every
plant or aninial has it11 particular purpose,
and years of exhanstiv research has convinced the great scientist that the least of
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these are not earthworms. He tells us of
the burial of an ancient Roman villa at
Abinger, Surrey, kept in an excellent state
of preservation by the castings of earthworms, and adds that archroologists are
probably not aware of how much they owe
to worms for the preservation of their
ancient objects, as anything left undisturbed upon the earth's surface for a short
time is completely hidden from sight by
the action of these worms. Although of a
terrestrial nature they can liv under water
for a considerable time, inhabfting low,
marshy places, where vegetable matter
grows. Dryness is unfavorable, and sometimes even fatal to them. During the dry
months of summer, and the frozen period
in winter, they burrow into the ground
quite deep, and cease to work.
"Worms are nocturnal in their habits,
and c~~on be seen at night crawling over the
ground, more often moving their heads
and bodies, with their tails still in the
burrow. Only sickly worms, covered with
the parasitic larva of a fly, hav the disposition to travel in the day time. Those
seen dead on the ground after a heavy rain
are supposed to hav been creatures a:ffl.icted
in some way that hav died of weakness
rather than drowning.
"Worms hav no eyes, yet owing to a
peculiar sensitivness are enabled to distinguish night from day. Mr. Darwin, in
a course of interesting experiments, has
shown how a continued stream of moderate
daylight affects them. Heat they are inclined to disregard, while being extremely
averse to cold, quickly retreating into
their burrow when struck by a sudden
wave of fresh air. They possess a certain
amount of intelligence for so minute a
creature, as Mr. Darwin further explained,
lining their tiny caves with leaves and leaf
stalks, for the obvious purpose of keeping
warm. Oare and careful manipulation is
rendered necessary in drawing the leaves
inward to fold nicely, but the little furnishers are equal to the occasion, discriminating between the easiest way to draw
the leaf in and other ways.
"Oloser investigation shows how the
seeds owe their germinatioB. to having
been covered up by 'castings' of the worm.
Others, more deeply buried, lie dormant
until brought forward under conditions
favorable to germination, by the working
over of the earth by worms.
" It is thus we learn the ·earnest, useful
lesson 'wherein nature has decreed that
each one, great and small, shall liv for
something; that
'Small service is true service while it
lasts.'
"'The plow,' said Mr. Darwin, in conclusion, ' is one of the most ancient and
valuable of man's inventions; but long
before he existed the land was in fact
regularly plowed and still continues to be
plowed by earth worms. It may be doubted
whether there are many other animals
which hav played so important a part in
the hil!ltory of the world as hav these
lowly-organized creatures.' "
" And now," said Florence, in conclusion, '' we hav some illustrations to examin,
if yon wish."
" I think not this time," said Aunt
Margaret, rising. "It is after four now, so
we will postpone all further conversation
until next time."
Little Rosalie, or "Dodo," as they
called her, slipped from auntie's lap, apparently disgusted with the essay. They
were amused to hear her exclaim as
she walked a"ay, "Nasty worm! My
dracionsl"
" She don't like them as well as the
• pillow-flies,'" laughed Florence. "I am
afraid onr Dodo is inclined to be esthetic. '•
" At any rate she has helped break up
the meeting,'' said Arthur, as he "helped
Florence put away the curiosities the kind
professor had sent, and the untouched
qnirendo box.
InA BALLou.
Heaven and Hell.
James Taylor, Willard Grav, and Tom
Lindsmore were a trio of as rascally rascals as ever trod tb.e earth. They had lied,
chllated, forged notes, robbed, and I believe once killed a man. James died a
natural death, repenting at the eleventh
hour of his sins, and went to heaven, where,
after resting awhile in Abraham's bosom,
he was arrayed in a white gown and given
a harp. He did not know .how to play, so
held it in his hands and made believe while
"kneeling with the other saints around the

great, shining white throne where God sat
listening with a very high crown of gold
and jewels on his head. He did not seeni
to notice that one harp made no noise, and
so James was happy, at least for the present. Sometime afterward Willard and Joe
were killed on the plains by Indians, and
had no time to repent. They were, therefore, sent to hell. When they arrived _at
the gate the old devil was away; probably
''tempting mortals," and the young devils
were having a grand time playing ball just
outside, and so engaged were they that
they did not notice our friends' arrival. So
they hid behind a pile of brimstone that
was -waiting to be shoveled in when it
should be needed, and after counseling together awhile, they determined to go ·to
heaven and tell the servants that a mistake
had been made and the devil had sent them
back to heaven. They accordingly went
and told this story, which was believed,
and they were taken in, divested of their
clothing, and given a white dress like the
others to wear, and a harp to play upon.
Observing James they went and knelt down
one on each side of hini. "I don't know
how to play,'' whispered Willard. "Nor
I," said Tom. '' Do as I do, make believe,"
returned James. "But let me tell yon
that when you've knelt here as long as I
hav yon'Jl wish yon could stir around a
little, if nothing more."
·
God raised his great right hand, and in
a voice of thunder that shook the very
heavens, said, "Where I should hear tuneful voices singing praises, I hear talking,
which is blasphemy in heaven."
"There are men here in number three
Who hav never sung a praise to thee,
And they know not how to play,
know not how to play,
how to play,''
sang the group of angel kneelers.
"Send 'em to hell!" came again in thunder
tones. •' I wish I was going with ,YOn," said
the door-tender, "for they hav JOlly times
there, and the devil isn't such a conceited,
stuck-up fellow that he has to hav praises
sung to him all the time." "Why, don't
they burn there, and-" "No, bless your
soul," interrupted the door.tender. "Yon
see it is cold up here, terrible cold; too
high up, I suppose. Yon know how it is
when yon take a balloon voyage, the higher
up yon go the colder it is. If they ever
kept a fire here it would be some warmer.
In hell they keep just enough to be comfortable, and the smell of the brimstone
goes up chimney and inconveniences no
one; and yon can even sit down and hav a
game of whist with each other or the young
devils. It's awfully dull and monotonous
here, but it is pleasant and jolly there.
But yon will hav to go, for there comes an
old man and a young woman. Good day."
"Good day."
They descended very rapidly. "Here
we are," said Tom. ''And there is the old
devil himself," added Willard. "Hop on,"
said his satanic majesty, holding out his
fork. "One at a time ; I'm used to this
business. The young- ones will catch yon
all right and set yon down by the fire, and
I guess yon will find it will feel comfortable, for your teeth are chattering and yon
are blue with cold. No wonder, either,
with that thin dress on. Been up to
heaven, I guess, and forgot to put your
trousers on when you came away. Pretty
com place up there, and they don't dress
warm enough.· On_good? All right, away
yon go."
S. ATHENA MAGGOON.

Correspondence.
ATCHISON, K.AN., July 2, 1894.
DEAR Miss Wr.x:oN: As several long
months hav passed since I last wrote to
the Oorner, I will take advantage of the
opportunity that is before me by presenting a few lines, to prove to the readers that
I hav not'' got religion," although I hav
attended a revival meeting pretty regularly
which has been in proeress f r some time,
but I will say that the more I attend the
less I become infatuated with these religions ideas, consequently making me believe more strongly that Freethought is
the right and only religion. Should I hear
that the friends of the Oorner hav been
thinking that I hav accepted the dogmas
of superstition, on account of being so
delinquent in writing, I should certainly
feel it a most miserable insult.
One night of the revival the minister
spoke in regard to the Freethinkers trying
to e:et Ghrist out of the world, but he said
before they could accomplish their act
they would hav to destll>y all the churches,
and collect all the Bibles in the world and
place them in a heap and set fire to them,
and he wanted to know wbo would hav the
courAge to strike the match to them He
had the impudence to say that he did not
think Ingersoll would hav the courage to
do such an act. It made me feel pretty
warm, and I felt as thong_h I would hav to
get up and tell him that Ingersoll had the
courage to do so, but was only too glad to
hav the Bible in the world, as he proves
by it that Freethought is the.right r«>ligion; and not only that, but is using it as
his bayonet in the battle between reason
and superstition to wipe the churches of
superstition out of existence, and to erect
Freethonght churches in their place.

But the fools can't see it in that wa
They c~n't s~e wh:y it is that Freethinke~~
keep Bibles m theu homes, but, before we
get through with them, we will hav their
eyes pnlled open so wide that they will not
hav to use their spectacles to see why .
The preacher also advertised thai he
would giv. a lecture on a certain everiing
for the special benefit of the young
of Atchison; so it aroused my curiosity to
an extent that I went to hear him. On en.
tering I found that his text was, ''Against
Bad Habits." Well, hil!l sermon· interested
his Christian friends, but to me it was
nothing, as Freethought advises· me
against them, and I hav taken itS adviee
After the close of his sermon he told ali
that were Christians to arise; well, thl)y, all
arose but me, c~mseqnently, after the meeting had adjourned, one of those softheaded, long-legged religions young Iiien
came around and shook hands with me,
and asked me if I stood up with the rest of
them. I emphatically told him that,! did
not. Then he asked me why I didc not
arise. I said because I am not a Christian. Then, for curiosity's sake, be asked
me why I was not a Ohistian. Then I further aroused his curiosity by telling' him
that I did-not think that the Bible was inspired; that it was not the word of an·infinitly wise and benevolent. God. And I
told him that l; thought I was just as good
as he was, and a great deal better· than
half the Christian young men that were
present. "Well," he said, "yon may hav
reasonR to think so." I told him that I
had reasons to know, without thinking
anything about it, but as he.did not ask
for my reasons, I did not state them. ·. So
we parted; he taking his old road to the
fossil's niche of faith; and I the path of truth
and jnst'ice. As ever~
,
Your Liberal friend,
JOHN J. I. REMSBURG,

men

[The readers of the Oorner of the
requisit age should remember Mr. Hndor
Genone's offer of a copy of "Inquirendo
Island " for the best definition of God.
There should be many essays on the .subject l!>y our young readers.-En. 0. 0.]
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Hard Knocks
~ at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.
This book 1s just wha.t 1\s title implies-thumping whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianity on the world, shoWing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that J esns was a false pro ph At. that the go'spels
are not authentic, and that li.u.:.~ianity: is a borrowed system of religion. That the B1ble iii not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not a. real bl)nefit to man.
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Agents Wanted !
We believe that not only can good "be done but
money made by any Lib,ral who will canvass for
our book "Old Testament Stories Comically II·
lnstrated." In fact we know one man who worked
at it bnt a few hours weekly and so d nearly
fifty copies in a. month. The price is low;. every·
body knows the Old Testament stories, a.nd
nearly everybody would like a book applying
nineteenth-century wit and knowledge to them.
·People li!l:e to laugh. Reverence for the Old
'restament tales has largely disa.pp_eared a.nd
igkes at the expens9 of Jona.h and Josepn a.nd
Es~u and Samson and D. Vld, and the other wor·
thies ot unsavory reputation, are keenly: apJ!reciated. It seems to us that the book w1ll sell at
sight. It does here in the store. Liberals.ont of
employment will find this a good way to make a.n
honest dolla.r.
·
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1execntiv chair, not excepting Washington.
· · · It is not claimed that he wns orthodox. For creeds and dogmas be oared
httle. But in the great fundamental prinUnless othe1·wise specified, all publica- ciples of r e]jgion, of the Cbristian reli{$'ion,
A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTIGATION;
tions not·iced here can be had oj THE he was a firm believer." Rev. Mr. Willets,
Cf'"'TAIN!NG 148 PROPOSITIONS.
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price of Brooklyn, tells of an interview which
named.
Mr. L incoln had with a very devout lady
With Referencos to tho most ..>lain and Striking Self-Oontradict;on• of the So-called Inspired
Including Questions Answered .A.flirmatively and Nogatn•ely by Quotations from the
who lived in Washington. The President, <-criptures.
Bible. A.l$01 Other Bible References of Importance.
CoNGRESS A::-!D SutmAY LAws. Truth it is asserted, asked the ladv for her ooinion
Fourth Edition, Rovise<l ruul Enlarged.--Prlce, 25 Cent&.
Seeker Pub. Co.,. New York. Prioe,'5c. respecting the nature of a. true religious
4rl<lr~••
TH"F. TltTI'rB' Rlt!<:R'ER. 2S ·r.afayetto Plaoo. New York CitY
The wickedness, tbe criminality, the experience. The lady snid that, in her
brazen yet hypocritical villainv of all Sun- judgment, it consisted of a true conviction
- - - - - - --- - ---- - -- -of
one's
own
sinfulness
and
weakness,
and
day legislation, and of the "Kyle Sunday
Bill," in particular, are well shown up in personal need of a Savior for strength and
support; that views of mere doctrin might
this little pamphlet. - Lucife7'.
and would difler, but when one was really
R·IGBT LIVING. By Susan H. Wixon. brought to feel his need of divine help and
Truth Seeker Publishing Co., New York. seek the aid of the Holy Spirit for strength
and guidance, it was satisfactory evidence
Price, $1.
born again. Mr. LinThe author has not chosen a common- of his having been
1
place subject, but bas gone into a com- coln replied : ' If whnt you hnv told me is
parativly unoccupied field. About fifty really a correct view of this great subject.
years ago "Corbett's Advice to Young I think I can say with sincerHy that I hope
lt:Ien" obtained a larger circulation than I am a Christian." In t be "Lincoln Meis reported
any work of that day, although parents morial Album," Mr. Lincoln
1
cautiously placed it in the way of their as having ao.id to said to an 'Illinois clergvchildren to be slyly read, because the sub- man :" "When I went to Gettysburg and
jects treated were not, ns now, matters of saw the graves of thousands of our soldiers,
common confidence between parents and I then and there consecrated myself to
children. But it taught what parents Christ. Yes, I do love Jesus." Rev. Dr.
wanted their grown children to know- John H. Barrows give his testimony to
the ways of right living. Miss Wixon has the same effect. Rev. Dr. Francis Vinton,
hit the mark in her aim, and we predict of New York, claims to hav converted Mr.
great success for her new work.- I:lanj'o1·d Lincoln to the " Christian dootrin of tbe
resurrection and the immortality of the
~ Cal.) Joumal.
soul." Mr. Remsburg analyzes this mass
\VoMAN: Foun CENTUlUES OF PRoGREss. of test.imony in a vc:~ry admirable and logiBy Susan H. Wixon. Truth Seeker cal fashion . He shows from t.he testimony
of Mrs. Lincoln, Mr. Hny, Judge Davis,
Co., New York. Price 10 cents.
Mr. I.Jamar, and 1\fr. Herndon, those peoWe hav received a thirty-four · page ple
who bad lived in the cloRest intimacy
pamphlet under the o.bove caption from
the pen of our esteemerl. friend and co- with the great President, that the statereligionist, Miss S usan H. Wixon, the edi- ments made by the witnesrefl to I,incoln's
cannot in the na.t,ure of things
tor of the Children's Corner in THE TRUTH orthodoxy
be true, Perhaps t.he most valuu.ble and
SEEKER.
The brochw·e is a lecture de- trustworthv
evidence is that offerf>d by
livered at the International Congress of
Freethinkers, Chicago, October, 18!l3. Mr. Wm. Herndon, one of L incoln:s biogHe was the President's law part·
Miss Wixon wields a faoil pen, and her raphers.
ner for more than twent.y yea.rs, and evisubject is well chosen. She puts forward dently
enjoyed his fullest. confidence. 'Mr.
with clearness the wrongs which womnn Herndon
says : "From what I know of Mr.
suffered and still suffers at the hands of Lincoln,
and from what I bav heard and
Christianity.
Miss Wixon is one of the foremost fe- verily believe, I can sal, first, that be did
believe in a specia creation, his idt·o.
male Freethought advocates in the United not
being that all creation was on evolntion
States, and anything from her pen is sure under
law; secondly, thnt 11e aid not beto be one more nail driven into the coffin
that the Bible was a spt:cial revelation
of Christianity. - P1'0[l1'e.~s, T1·inidad, lieve
FROM UNDER
from God, as the Christian world coutends;
·
West Indies.
thirdly, he did not believe in miracles as
understood by Christinus; fourthly, he beABRAHAM LINCOLN: WAS HE ACHRISTIAN? lieved
nniversal inspiration and miracles
By John E. Remsburg. The Truth under in
law ; fifthly, he did not believe that
Seelrer Co. , New York. Cloth, $1.; Jesus was
t.he Christ, tbe son of God, as
paper, 50 cents.
By WILLIAM. HART.
the Cbristinn church contends; sixthly, bA
Was Abraham Lincoln o. Christian? The believed that all things, both matter and
1,306 <tuestions io the C I Ct'/./,',V ancl lcH' the C«Ht·
martyred President has been dead leas mind, were governed by lnws, ,universal,
sidcra.tion of Othet·s.
than thirty years, and here is a book writ- absolute, and eternal. Law was to Linten by Mr. John E. Remsburg presenting coln everything, and special interferences
The author, while a sincere clmtch member, obeyed tbe inthe most violently diverse and antagonistic shams and delusions." Mr. Rem -ba1g is
junction to search the scriptures, which led to tbo propounding of
opinions upon this point The writer has very severe and denunciatory of some of
theso queries, no clergyman can answer rationally and retO•un tl
mnde a very close study of all the accessible the clerical defenders of Lincoln's orthoChristian,
testimony bearing upon this point. and tbe doxy. even going to the length of calling
result is another illustration of the diffi- them absolute falsifiers. But such extreme
P lUCE 10: CEN'l'~.
culty of writing human history. 1\fr. Lin- denunciation is probably not justified by
coln was assacssinnted on t.he 15th. of April, the facts. Very few men ever deliberately
Address
'l'ffE TRUTH SEEKEB . .28 Lltl'ayette Pl., New York.
1865, and the same year Dr. J. G. Holland falsify in matters of this kind. The fund a.·
published his "Life of Lincoln." In this mental mistake which is apt to be made by
---------he makes nse of these words: "l\iodcrate, orthodox people is in supposing that when
frank, truthful, forgiving, lovi ng, just, men talk of Christianity they must mean
POPULAR EDITIONS
Mr. Lincoln will always be remembered as t.heir type of ChriEtianity. 'rbeodore Parker
OF
eminently a Christian l"resident, and the claimed to b&Jieve in tbe Christian religion,
almost immeasurably great results which although be held every one of the conviche had the pi:ivilege of achieving were dne tions which Herndon attributes to Lincoln.
to the fact that he wns a Christian Presi- There is a loose way of talking about
dent." Dr. Holland's testimony seems to Christianity into which Mr. Lincoln may
hav been based upon a conversation Mr. hav unconsciously fallen, and those zea]ons
.AGE OJ.' REASON. Pap., 2uc.;
Lincoln had in 1860 with Hon. Newton and intensely orthodox gPntlemen who
6 copioij for lS l; cloth. r.oc.
Bateman, of Illinois. In the course of the were anxious to enroll the !(reat President
AGE o:E'JtEASON ANH EXAM·
conversation it is affirmed, that Mr. Lincoln among their number mav hav, quite iunol NAl'W N Ol' l 'JlE l~lt0P1LE
enid: "I know there is a God and that he cently, biased and discolorecl .Mr. Lincoln 'a
C1ES. Pr,p., 40o.; clo., 75c.
hates injustice and slavery. I see the wo rds to fit t heir own ideos - Rev. John
APOSl'LE 01' l>OLl'riCAL
storm coming aud I know his hand is in it Snyde1· 'in ,St. Louis Gtobe Democmt.
AND RELIGIOUS MmmTY
If he has a place for me-and I think he
(Life),. By J. E. Hemebvrg.
bas-I believe I am ready. I am nothing,
.'-'ortrMt. Pa.p .• roc.; "lo., 75c
but truth is everything. I know I am
COi11D10N SJ~NSE. (1776.) 15c.
right, for Christ teaches it, and Christ is
ClUSIS. Written During .A.m.
Revolution Pn.o.,40c.; clo., 75c.
God." In 1872 Lamar's" J_~ifeof Lincoln"
GltEAT WOJtl(S. 8vo. 800pp.;
contains statements which tend to dispute
A. new edition of that splendi d prose 110em.
clo..
1!18 ; leather, $1 ; morocco,
the testimonies of Dr. Holland and Bate- "Life," by "the prince of or1~tors," Col. R. G
gilt edges, $4.50.
man. Then t he n.ev. Dr. Reed, of Spring· ln(l'ersoll. It is larger and better than the old
JrlFE OF. By C. Blanchard.
and ctm be framed or olaccd upon thrfield, attempts to sustain the testimony of ct11tion,
l'sw ,10c.; clo.• with J.?_Jrtmit, OOc.
table as an ornament. In the center of t.he card
Dr. Holland, calling to the witness-sto.nd IIIJPCar theJ'or trai ts of the Colonel and tbe baby
Lli<'E OF. ByM.JJ.Conway.
With HistorY. of his LHemry. Pothe Rev. Drs. Smith, Slmderland, Miner, .urronnde by the pr o8C poem, which h&s been
rru thfnllY described as, " one of the ml~Sterpiece"
litical, and Helillious Cn.reer in
and Gurley. 'rhe evidence they giv all of
America, France-~., and Eugland,
the omtor a,nd J?Oet. who now, as far as we
t.ends to show that Mr. Lincoln had been knilw, sta11ds alone 1n the living world." · H will
awl a Sketch by vvillh•m Cobbett.
The only adequate Biogru.phy of
converted from his early "Infidelity" ancl make a deli!fhtfnl present, and will be a •onven!r
not
only
of
m
tellectU>\1
gre&tness,
but
of
urtt,ttr
Paine. 2 vols. PortrtLit~. $5.
accepted the orthodox view of Christianity.. workmanshio. n is printed on h~avy hoard, gilt
LLFE OF. By Remsburg. 50c.
One witness says that "M:r. Lincoln wns boveled edge. The s1ze 1s l2xl6 m ches. an<i thP
LIFE OF. By G. Vale. $1.
.
at heart a Christian man, believed in the orice on ly?5 cents, post-paid.
UTHOGRAPH OF.~22x28, $1.
'.rH.I!: 'l'llUTH SEEKER.
Savior, and was seriously considering the
OA TJ-..h.vPttA nla.I"~L N$11W vn ....
l'OLI'rlCAL.A.ND RELIGIOUS
steps which would formally connect him
REFORliiER. Underwood.lOc
with the visible church on earth." Dr.
POLITICAJ) WORKS: ''ComMiner, o.fter a long conversation with Mr.
mon Sense." '' Crisu,"" Hights of
Lincoln, "felt certain " t hat if he was
Man " 1!11.~0.
By EMILE ZOLA.
"not really an expPrimentnl Christian, be
RIGHTS OJ.' llfAN. Answer to
Durko'sA.ttack ou theFrenchRevwas acting like one." Dr. Gurley affirmed T·ranslatea rrom the French by JJent. R. Tuc/Wr.
olution. PtU>·· 40 c ; clo .. 7!SC.
that Mr. Lincoln said to him that he had
In t his his latest story Zola t-akes four typical
TESTIMONl.A.LSTOHISMERlost confidence in everything bnt God, and niarri>t~tes-one from the nobility, one from the
l'l'S. Comp. by Moreau. lOo.
that he now believed his heart was changed, bounJeotsie 01>e ft:ora t he petty bottrf!P.'?tsie, a.nd
one rrom theworkm g- peoplP-and ne~cnbe~, wtth
THEOLOGICAI. WORKS:"Age
and that he loved the Savior, and if he was all
tho nower of ois wondrou.s ~rt, ~ow each origof Reason,"" Examination of the
not deceived in himself, it was his inten- inates, by wh at motivo each t S m~otrerl, how each
•
Prophecies," eto., with Life of
•
Paine and ateel PQrtrait, $ 1.00.
tion soon to make a. profession of religion." is consummated. and how each results.
VINDICATION. Reply to N.Y.
PJ'jce, .15 Centl!i.
Hon. I sane N. A.rnolcl published his "Life
0tuM'7Jer. By R. G. In~ersoU. lOoof Lincoln" in 1885. He says: "No more Addr ess
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
A.ddress TEIE 'l'ilUl'S: Sli:EKER, 28 Lafayotto Place, New York.:
.28 Lafarette Pl., New York.
reverent Christian than he ever sat in the
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Goma of ~AougAt.
THK person who is not proud c,f hie own
work never takes much interest in it.-

Galveston News.

Yon speak of cooperation. The big in·
dividnal is the beet cooperator. He brings
a giant force to the pull. He meets every
event with deed, and to him all time is day·
break.-Horace L. Traubel.
MAN is completely turned around. Hie
Eden is in the past, and eo of course be
thinks he must look that way for example
and guidance. And this all comes from
that one false notion that ruan was, bnt is
not! instead of reco~nizing the fact that
man was not, bnt is, and is to be!-F. D.

Cummings.
Do yon get away from the individual?
Do yon Peoape him? How bnt by destroy·
ing him? And in destroying bim yon de·
etroy the society about whose safety yon
profess to be concerned. Crown the indi·
vidual and he will bring to the social board
the fruit of a kingdom. Begg11r that individual and he will stand at your feast, an
eternal specter and reproach.-Horace L.

1raubel.
RELIGION itself means intolerance. The
various sects tolerate nothing bnt their own
dogmas. The priests c~ll tbemeelve shepherds. The paBBiv they drive into their
folds. When they hav folded yon then
they are l!atiefied, tbey know yon fear
them· if von stand aloof, thl'y fear you.
Thoe~ who resist they consider as wolves,
and where they havthe power, stone them
to d~ath.-Percy Bysshe Shelley.
SoAROELY any ooimeotion exists between
morality ai:Jd the dieoiplin of ordinary
teaching. Mere · onltnre of the intellect
(and education as nenally conducted
amounts to little more) iB hardly at all
operat.iv upon conduct.
Creerls pasted
upon the mind, good principles lear.ned by
rote lessons in rig·ht and wrong, will not
eradloate vicious propensities; thon~h people, in spite of their experience as parents
and as citizens, persist in hoping they will.
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SCIENTIFIC BOOKS CHEAP

JUST OUT!

RIGHT LIVING.
By SUSAN

H. WIXON.

E.thics as Understood by a· Student of Science. · Sixty Chapters, as follows:
Ri!lht Living,
What is Hypocrisy 1
In Re11ard ~o C\mcealed Vice,
What is Morality?
Conscience or Moral Sense,
Beautiful Chanty,
What is Ignorance 1
Selfishness, the Menace of So- Fidelity. the Giver of l'trength
Knowledge the Great Treasure,
mety.
and Honor,
Concerning Education,
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Valn!l of Wealth.
·r
Conduct· or Right Doing
Life,
AvariCe, Not a Means to LI e's
Virtue, the llluminator ot Life, Is Reverence a Duty 1
Best End,
,
Prnd~nce, an Economy of Life Self-Reliance,
Good Nature, one of L•fe s Best
What Know Ye of Justice?
' Self-Control,
·Blossoms,
Fortitude a Noble .PossessiOn,
Self-Respect
Reason and Free Inquiry
Temperance and Intemperance, Foolish Pride and Silly Prejn- Free Speech,
Is the Use of Tobacco Dangerdice,
A Free Press,
ons 1
Anger, the Distorter,
Rights of Animals,
Cultivation of Individuality,
The Angel of Forgiveness
Rights of Children,
Character, a J ewe! of Great Price, Observation a Grea~ FacUlt;rJ
Human Rights: or the Equality
Idleness, another Name for Loss, Perseveran•·e, the Friend of .ll'lan,
of Man.
Industry, the Staff of Life,
Punctuality, a Promoter of Sue- Moral Cleanlines"_,
Value of a Trade,
cess
Politenes<. The u-entlemaa,o.,
Recreation a Necessity,
The Difficulties of Life,
Politeness. -Continued.- ·~·he
Games of Chance,
Temptation, the Demon on the
Gentlewoman,
Truth and Falsehood,
h•!lhway,
Best Society,
What is an Oath? or the Worth Hab1t, Second Nature,
Progress; or Enlightenment:
of a Promise.
Power of Will,
Wisdo.u.
Fraud a Crime.
Courage, a .Necessity to Right
'!'he Poison of Slander,
Living
.
Miss Wixon has taken as her mottoes in writing this beautiful book of 292 pages-which she
has dedicated to the memory of ber father and mother-these sentences from the works of a great
synthetic philosopher and a gifted liberal minister:
As wtth the phystoal, so wtth the ethtca!. ·A belief, as yet t!tf'Ul ana pa1·ttal, ts beqtnntnu to
spreaa amongst men, tnat here, also, there ts. an tnatssoluble bona between cause ana consequence, an
tnezorable aesttny; a law wntchnltereth not.-Horbert Spencer.
Ltvtng is an Art, a methoa or ezpresstnu great conceptions; tn fact, the ntghest methoa, the
noblest of the Arts.-Thomas Starr King.
.Right Living" is well bound in cloth and printed on good paper.

PRI(JE, $1.00.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafaye~te Place, New York.

Pleasure and Progress.
AN ATTEMPr TO PROVE THAT

The Pnrsnit of Pleasure is the Sine Qna Non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social
Development, and that The Prom~tion of Pleasure is the
Dnty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship.
By Albert M. Loren-tz, LL.B.

CONTENTS:
BooK I.-PLEABUB"E: Chap: I. -Sources of Pleasure. Cnap. II.-Material Pleasures. Chap. III.ldeal Pleasure<. Chap IV -Social Pleasures. Chap. V.-Pleasures or the Savage, the
EvERY advance in science, every imBarbarian and the Civ1lized. Chap. VI.- Genesis of religions. Ghap. VII.-Christianity.
provement in tbe command of the mechan- BooK II.-INTELLEOTUAL
DEVELOPMENT: Chap. I.-Pnrpo~e of life. Chap, II. -Matenal PleaPures.
ical forces of nature, every step in political
Cbap.III.-Ideal Pleasures: Knowl .. dge. Chaf. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Reason. Chap.-V.
Ideal Pleasures: Character. Chap. VI.-Socia Pleasures. Chap. VII.- Pedagogical Desor eo11ial freedom, has rison in the first inpotism.
stance from an act of skepticism, from an BooK III.-MoBAL
DEVELOPMENT: Chap. I.-Morality. Ohap. II.-Material Pleasures: Prudence.
uncertainty whether the formulae, or the
Chap. HI.-Material Pleasures: Refinement. Chap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Foresight,
Chap. V.-fdeal Pleasures: Civilization. Chap. VI.-Social Pleasures. Chap. VII,- VIce
opinions, or. the gove!nment, or the re.
Caused by Restraint.
ceived praotHlal theories were absolutely BooK IV.-SoorAL
DEVELOPMENT: Chap. I.- 0 rogress. Caap. !I.-Protection, Capitalism, and
perfect, or whether beY:ond the ?itole of
Socialism: Resi>e·Jtivly an Actual, an Imminent, and a Proposed Violation of Individual
Soverejgnty. Chap. III-Condition of Agriculture. Chap. IV. Public Schools, the
received truths there m1ght not he someMene. Mene. Tekel of ~ocialism Chap. V.-Province of Governm.,nt. Chap. VI.-Onr
thing broader, deeper, truer, and thus
Social Disorder.
better deserving the acceptance of manHere are some of the verdicts on this remarkable production which have been rendered by
ldnd.~James Anthony Froude.
·men who are in every way qualified as judges of books:
THE Bible states that God created all
This i• a spirit~d, rattling sort of a book that skates right"along over the deepest subject with
things in six dave. No scientist believes out mu·h thought whether the ice is thin or not. It answers the greatest questiOn- What is the
us
'•
object,
mot•ve, purpos!!! and summum bonum of life, and the real cau a and motive of progress?
this. Astronomy opens np vieta8 of time -by one word
Pleasure !--,:J.·naaaeus B. Waleeman
which bsflle the longest ei~ht. Nature
He sharp\y attacks, al<o, modern methods of eduaation, and in this he is most abund11.ntly
borne
out
ll_ythe
faots, anct his arraignment is practically nna.nswerable. H1s b ok is altogether a
works slowly and gradually, t~ou~h enr.elv, curious and suggestive
one.-New Yorle Oommerctal Aaverttser.
and a million yE>areiJre as nothmgm her mfi·rhe man who wrote this book knows how to write a book, and knows what he is writing about.
nit prooeeeE>s. Nor does science reoo~nize There is not a padded sentence in the volume, not an attempt to fill up <vith ords for laJk of
the orde1· of crE>at.ion as ~Pven in Genesis. knowleqge. The author deals hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for realities and
truth. We do not see how anyone can re•d this book and disa.gree with the leading I>ronositions,
The Bible says that light existed three The
work is good; every chapter is worth read in\\'. It is a work of common-sense Socialism. l'he
days before its source, and that the earth chapter on public schools ought to be put 1nto a tract and sent to every teacher in the land. Thon•
ands
of s~ntences are worthy of being framed as political maxims a.nd hung up all over the nation.
revolved three days before the attraotiv
book deserves a wide readlns. not only for its literary style, which is clear an .1 incisive, but for
power of the ann began to operate. or, in the
is bold, honest sayings.-L K. washburn.
other words, that the effect exietfd three After yon read this b'lok yon will baas enthu Jiastic in praise of it as are the eloquent editor of the
days before the cause It eave that fish
Investtuator and the gallant President of the Canadian Secular Union,
and fowl were created togPther, when
Pleasure
and
Progress" has 398 pagAs, i' splendidly printed from large, clear type, on excel_
geology shows ne that the earliest .fish lived
lent paper, a.nd <?Osts, bound in cloth, $1; paper covers, 50 cents.
millions of years before the ear heat fowl.
Ad lress
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Larave~te Pl., New York. N.Y.
-George W. Foote.

.-Her'1ert Spencer.

A MAN believes in the immaculate conception. He denies, then. that a certain
event took place in accordance with laws
exemplifiPd in. all similar oae~s.. He impn~ne, in this metanoe, th~ validity of that
inihiotiv process upon which he counts at
every ~ten in every-day life.
He i~ a
scientific skeptic in the "'trioteet sense, for
he is throwingdonbt upon the trnetworthineee of one of the primary ratiooinativ
processes The same is truE>, 'l'!henever an
evE>nt admitted by all parties to hav
occurred is ascribed bv one party to
supernatural interfer.enoe. . An amiable
apologist expressed h1e enrpnee the other
day that men of science should take into
account snob trifles as the existence of flint
implements,· and refn~e to take inti? a?OO!lnt
the existence of the Bible and ChrJetiamty.
Surely he never he':'rd of the man o~ science
who denied the extetenoe of the Bible and
Christianity. Which man really declines
"to take a fact into account"- the man
who declares it to be altogether exceptional
and supernatural, or the man who regards
it as a result of the normal operation of
recognized forces-which imJ?liee the greatest • • skepticism"-the assertiOn that somebody wrote the book of q.eneeie by
faculties similar to those which enabled
another to write Homer, or the assertion
that it was utterly impossible that anybody
would hav written down the legends of the
garden of Eden and the ar!t without .t~e
direotaseietanoe of God Almighty? If Itle
skeptical to deny one agency, it is ~qn.ally
ekeotioal to deny the other. What IS given
to Jehovah is taken from Moaea.-Leslie

Stephen.
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The Creation of God.
By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.

Out of various importations· and purchases of scientific works, at different
times, we h11v on hand a copy or two each
of the following, to which we call attention, as el!labling our·readere to get a good
deal for their money:
The Rise and Early flonstitution of Universities,
with a survev of Medimval Education. By
R. S. Laurie, L;L.D. 75 cent..
The Dawn of Histnrv: An Introduction to PreHistoric Study. Edited bv C. F. Keary, M.A.,
of the British Museum. Cloth, 75 cents.
On The Sturly of Words. By Richard Chenevix
Trench, D.D. Cloth,75 ctnts.
Fetichism: A Contribution to Anthropology and
the History of Religion. By Fritz l:::chultze.
7~ cents.
English: Ps.st and Present By Richard Chenevix Trench, D.D. 75 cents.
Modern Science and Modern Thought. By· S.
Laing. 75 cents,
Formation o' Vegetable Mould through the action of Worms, with observations on their
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents.
F dnoation. Intellectual, Moral, anrl Physical
Progress; Its Laws and Cause. With other
disquisitiOns. Two books in one. 75 cents.
The Religions of the Ancient World, including
Eg) p·, Assyria, and Babylonia, Persia~India,
Phenicia, Etrnria, Greece, Rome. By u-eorge
Rawlinson, M.A. 75 Cfnt-s.
The Data of Ethics. By.Herbert Spencer. 75' cts.
Political Science, containing Physics and Politics. An Application of the Principles of
Natural Rcience to Political Society, by
Walter Bagehot; and History of the Science
of Politic , by Frederick Pollock. 75 cents.
Science and Crime..._and Science and Poet•y, with
other essays. .t:IY Andrew Wilson, F.R.S E.
Two books in on" volume. 75 cents.
The Land Question: Containing the History of
Land Holding in England by Jo•eph Fisher,
F.R.H.S.; and Historical Sketch of the Distribution of Laud in England, by William
Llol d Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents.
.
The ·Black Death: an account of the Great Pestilence of the fourte~nth century, and the
Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages. By J. F.
C. Hecker, M.D. Two books in one volume.
75 cents.
Bound Volume of Humboldt Library, conta.iDing
numbers 92 to W3. $2.
Glimpses of Nature. By Andrew Wilson, F R.
S.E .. F.L S., with 35lllustrations. $1.
lllnsions: A Psychological Study. By Jam!ls
Sully. 75 cents.
.
A Vindication of' the Rights of Women with
Strictures on Political and Moral Subjects.
By Mary Wollstunecraft. $1,
The Genesis of Science and the Factors of Organic Evolution. Both by Herbert Spencer
in one volume 75 cdnts.
Flowers, Frnits, and Leaves. By Sir John Lnbi.lJck, Bart., F.R.S., M.P., D.C.L~ LL.D., with
numerous illustrations .. 75 cents.
Geo ogical Sketches at Home and Abroad. By
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents.
Current Discussion in Science~ 1!-nd Scientific Aspect of some Familiar Tningd. By W. M.
"illiams, F.C.S. Two -books ·m orie volume.·
75 cents.
Charles Darwin; His Life and Work. By Grant
Allen. 75 cents.
·
Upon the Origin ·of Alpine and Italian Lakes;
and upon Glacial Erosion. A series of papers
by Sir A. C. llameay. J<'.R.S. president or the
Geological Society. John Ball, M.R.I.A., F.
L.S., etc. Sir Roderick Murchison, F.R,S.1
D.C.L., president of the Royal Geographica..t
1:-!ociety, Prof. A. Studer, of Berne. Prof. A.
Fav e, of Geneva. Edward Whymper. With
an Introduction, and Note< upon the (lrigin
and History of the Great· LakeR of North
America. by Prof. J. W. «pencu, State Geologi•t of Georgia. Maps and Illus· rations.
Cloth, 75-cents,
The Pleasures of Life. By Sir John ·Lubbock,
Bart. 75 cents.
The Mystery of Matter, and The PhilosophY of
Ignorance ·f'he l!s~ential Nature of Religion .
By J Ailanson Picton. Two books in one volume. Cloth, 75 cer ts.
SELEOT WORKS OF RIOHARO A. PROOTOB.
Light Science for Leisure Hours
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects.
Hereditary Traits, and other Essays;
Mi•cellaneous Essays.
Illusions of the Senses, and ~ther Essays.
Notes on Earthquakes, with fourteen miscellaneous E~says. Six books in one volume. $1.50.
SELEOT WORKS OF GRANT ALLEN.
The.Evo.utioni•t at Large.
VIgnettes from Nature, and
"
Force and Energy; ·II- theorY of Dynamics: Three
books in one volume. Cloth, $1.

The Truth Seeker,.

.An explanation of t~e origin of the God Ide!t, and the mental processes that led to the formation . 28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York.
of tdols and the worship of them. From the time of Terah's. apostasy, Abraham's reformation and
his banishment for heresy and blasphemy against the Cha1dean Idols, to Christ's comingi the .Principalch.aracteis are analyzed an~ shown to be hnmaJ!.. by thought and dee!!. It is made pain that the
p~culiar phraseology, can~ saymgs, subterfJig!ls, miracle~, wop.der-workmgs, and supernatural paddmg are the .Proptor offsprmg of the then e:ustmg barbartsm, Ignorance, and superstition constituting the peculiar politics of the da v.
'
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A· ooLORED. philosopher is reported to
hav said: "Life, mv breddern, am mos'ly
made up of prayin' for·rain and then wishin! it would cl'ar off."
SENATOR QuAY's desire for a national
Sunday law probably springs from his
knowledge of how much devilment he can
practice six days in the week.-Oakland

THE ONLY ACTUAL CUR.Il.TIVl!l
A,Gl!lNT OF ITS K'J:N)),

FOUR THOUSAND DROPS
-in a bottle-small size-and
EVE.RY DBOP -EFFECT~VE ·

in curing that troublesome

Times.

CATARRH, LAMENESSt
RHEUMATISM, SPRAIN,
MOSQUITO BITE, PILES,
8 U N B U .R N ,- B R U I S E ,
WOUND, OR ANY PAIN

So:r.rE people oppose all divorces, we know,
And the death of the statute await;
But there is a kind of divorce that should
go:
It is that of the church and the state.

-N. Y. Press.

DEALER in birds: "So, Dr. Sunday. yon
want a parrot?" Rev. Dr. Sunday: ''Such
is my present quest. I am greatly captivated by the amazing intelligence of the
feathered creatures." DPaler: "Well,
here's a very intelligent bird." Rev. Dr,
Sunday: "Ah, indeed (to the bird). Polly
want a cracker?" Polly: "To hell with
crackers.
Gimme a whisky sour, and
.hav it strong. "-Ex. ·
IN a local church meeting one of the
deacons suggested that an entertainment
of some kind be given for the purpose of
raising enough money to clear off the
church debt. "How much is it?" asked .a
member. "Only $200." "And what was
it for?" asked the interested pewholder.
''Why," said the deacon, "it was for
dowers and decorations used in celebrating t~e church being a.t _last freed from
debt. -Oakland, Cal., ,Saturday Press.
FoREIGNER (traveling in Amt-rica):
uPorter, can you get mea pack of cards?''
Porter:. "Yes sah (brings them). Seventy·
five. cents, sah." Tra:vel:;t' (paying and.
teanng open the covers): I want a table,
too."
Porter: "Yes sah' (fits one and
pockets a fee for the service). Thank yon,
sab." Traveler llhnffies cards and deals
out for soltaire. Porter (retires to end of
car for five minutes, then returns): ''Sense
me sah.
Cards are not allowed to be
played on dis coach on Sundays, sah."
THE South Meibourne Presbytery has
adopted a resolution by which it is intended to "set apart women of approved
character and ability to assist in the spiritual and temporal ovet"sight of families."
This opens up a wide field for specnlativ
Paul Pryism. Already, tenders hav been
called for a supply of gimlets, angers,
light ladders, and night-glasses. '' To the
prurient, all things are prurient," but it
would be a shocking disaster should some
nervous citizen mistake these earnest reformers for the dreaded burgling night
prowler, and empty the contents of his
revolver into the sacred _person of ''approved character l".:__MelbourneLiberator.

fr"om which you ~e suffering.
USE IT AFTE.R SH.A VING.

!nte1tl•
CAU TION • .ll.gentdiscriiniilating
purchaser detna.nds

glJ'ALIXY. Large bottl~s--and large
prol'its-to unscrupulouii venders do
not cotnpen»ate for days Of pain Bi),d
nights of torture that inay be avoided
by initiating that· no weak &ubstitutll
he offered in piace Of the GENUINE

POND'S EXTRACT
,

MADE

ONLY

BY

PONDS fXTRACT CO .. 76 Fifth Ave., New York,

The Living Waters.
To tho•e who need a medicin, remember
th;at Water of Life is o~e of the be.st, and
will cure the stomach,hver, and kidneys.
Large pamphlet free, 84 S. Main st.,
Wilkesbarre, Pa J. B. Perry, mgr. 21tl8
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Jl.LL styles of wa.tches -from $US up. Ha.adsome ca.ta.log_ue free. Sa.fe Watch Co., 9 Murra.y
street. New York.
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2. Colonel Ingersoll Causes n SmiiP.

AT.NEW ROCHELLE'.

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's PAIBE MOBUMEIT &BOMISTEAD
ARGUMENT
1

IN

THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.
This is the grea.test&rgument ~ verma.de in a. ca.st
of this kind, a.nd will be a. model for the Ba.r so
long a.s. the Christia.ns use force to repress free
speech. Its lega.l a.cumen is unsurpa.ssed, its eloquence never equaJ.ed. Wherever Ohristia.nJ'er·
secution is going on this a.rgument .shoul be
freely circula.ted, re&d to the Ohristia.ns, anq expounded on every occa.sion. ·
.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
4ddreso
THB TBDTH BEEKER.

8.

THE

Pre~Jdent Rowley Addresses the As•

semblage.

l ~QQIC QF

4:. Mr. Putnam Reads A PoPm.
5. Mr. Wakeman Talks of Liberty, Sci- Including Rockford, Elgin. Wa.'tha.m, Ha.mPden.
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THE DEATH OF THE DEVIL.
Why Should the Atheist Fear to Die?
ence and Humanity.
For the miraCle tha.t I'll retrace
By J. G. HoLYoAXE.
Price. 5 cents
Quickly as the Mketcher paints,
6.
The Paine Monnm~>nt, as it appeared
Glory be to the Saint Ignace,
Ma.y 80th wreathed in tlowers a.nn l:e&ring
Patron of all our little saints.
l!lottol!s· No· other picture of the Monument
hke th1s one.
By a trick which really would seem most
Infernal if ever saints misled.
7.
Paine Homestead as it appears now.
He has made the devil giv up the ghost;
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.
These a.re splendid photo~ra.pho. They were
The devil is dead, thA deviLia dead.
all titken a.t the commemora.t1ve exercises a.t New
By GEORGE J. ROMANES,
.Hqche!le. on Ma.y~ot.h, p.nd a.re historioa.lly. patrtSatan fonnd him going to dine;
otloally,
a.n<i art1st1ca.lly ve~ va.lua.ble a.nd will
A systema.ticExp4)sition of wha.t ma.y be termed
Drink, or own yourself second best;
priz!!d by thousa.nds of Libera's who revere
the l>a.rwinism of Da.rwin, a.nd intended to he of be
Done! but he poured in the. devil's wine
thf!
gPnln~
l!onor the memory of Thoma.s
service to the ~enera.l rea.der ra.ther than to pro- Pa.me. M1s•a.nd
Levm ha.s spa.red no pa.ins tu wake
A' pqwer~nl poison potently blest.
fa-sed naturalist" ..
them
worthy
the
subject a.nd the occasion. The
.Mr. ltomaneM i• well known a.s one of t.he most photogra.ph· a.re 8x10
Satan drinks, comes the colic quick;
inches in size a.ud the price
of 'F.nglish writers upon evolution, 1s 11eventy-five cents ea.ch.
He swears, he writhes, he dashes his interesting
besides rankmg with Professrn- Huxle;v iu ~cien
head
· ·
tific knowledge a.nd a.bilitY. And this 1s a. pa.rt of
Address THir. 'I'Rn'l'H RF.ll:R'lilll CO.
his "onclusion regar ;: ng the grea.t ~n bJect of
28 Lafa.yette Pl., New York.
At last he bursts likA a heretic:
Design, to which the •t·nn·h so often refers:
The devil is dead, the devil is dead.
"Thus whetl1er we look to the fact• of adapta.tion or to those of beauty, !'verywhere throughHe is dead! the monkii all cry,
nut organic na.iure we meet with a.bunda.nt
None will purchase another agnus:
e"idence of natura.! ca.usa.tinn, while nowhere do
we meet with a.ny independent evidence of
•
He is dead! the canons sigh,
.npernatnral design, . . . Ada.pta.t.ion a.nd
Who will pay now for an oremus!
l>ea.uty arA "alil<e rf'ceiving their e:z:planation at
The conclave shook in mortal fear,
'the hanns of a pnrelymecha.nica.l ph1lo~ophy...
Power and strong-box.,. adieu! they said, All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of thl' pre•ent generation m a manner and
We hav lost our father aear:
"
to an·extent that ha.s never before been pos~ible;
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
The devil is dead, the devil is dead.
ancl inasmuch a.s the change which h&R taken
pla.ce ha.• taken pla~e in the direction of ~a.tural
.AJudicia.l considera.tion of the question1and the
Love won't serve us as fear of old
tsm, and tb.is to the extent of rendermg the demsion
a.gainst the scriptures and the Onristian
mechanica.lmtP.rpreta.tion of na.ture universal, it
Whose gifts hav overfilled our hands;
i• no wonder if the religious mind h,li.S AUddenly tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
Intolerance· is almost cold,
THE TBUTH SEEKER.
awakened to a. new a.nd a. terrible force in the
Who will kindle again its brands!
word• of its tra.ditional enemy-Where is now
thvGod?"
·
If man escapes us, slips our rope,
E
B.
Olustra.ted Price, cl.mrEe2. UT
Truth will begin to lift her head,
Address.
.TB H S EKE
Gud will be grt>ater than the pope:
The devil is dead, the !Ievil is dead.
A Nineteenth Century Novel.
THE
THE
Ignatius runs to them with the cry,
Preface by R. 6. IN&ERSOLL.
· Giv me, giv me his place and power;
No one was frightened of him, bnt I .ll.ND
For Her Da.ily Br~a.d is the story of two young
I will make even the monarchs cower;
girls and a. younger brother who were left parentless, with a. little money fa.ir educa.tion a.nd
Robberies, massacres, plagues, or wars
OB
much coura.ge, ·to ma.ke their way through the
Everywhere, oh, I'll flourish, he said;
world b:f going to Chica.go. 'l he author is a.lao
God may hav what I ding ont of doors;
the her01ne. The narra.tive is, in the ma.in, a his·
of a. working.girl'slifa a.nd exPerience in the
tonThe devil is dead, the devil is dead.
city of Ohica.go a.mong bluft' businPss-men, kindfolks-. and disreputable. hypocrits. It is
hea.rted
Ah! brave homme! cried all the court,
just such a. story of human life a.s we should exWe bless thee in thy malice and hate;
pect
Colonel
lr_gersoll to be interested In; a.nd
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
And at once his order, Rome's support,
wha.tever he admires and a.pprecia.tes i~ sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
Saw its robe flutter at heaven's gate.
with a prefa.ce by
Prioe, 211 cants. Add: ess
From the angels' tears of pity fell;
'I'FrE 'l'Rn'l''H REEKER.
B
..
G.
INGERSOLL.
Poor man will hav cause to sue, they
This
is
the
only
work
of
its
kind
in
the
literasaid,
·
.
ture of Freethought. Its arguments a.re ba.sed
TI{~IIi
Saint Ignatius inherits hellupon scientific phrenology, a.nd a.ppeal directly
AOOOUli'T OJ'
'l'he devil is dead, the devil is dead. . . to the rea.der's seLse of logic a.nd love of justice.
is eloquent a.s well as convincing.
Viaai'B of Chl'ist and Vicegerents of Bod.
-Translated from Beranger, by Jame11 Itl'rice,
cloth, $1.
Address
Thomson • .
PaPW. 50 oeutsr olo"'- 75 oeufll
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OUR NEWEST BOOKS.
Thumbscrew and Rack. Illustrations sne-

- cially pre]lared,.and the text by_Geo .. E. MaC,.
donli.ld. Paper,10 cents."
.

Self-Contradictions .of the Bible~ Nintia
edition. Price, 15 cents

·

:

.

Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian!

By John E. Remsburg. Cloth, $1; paper, 5o
cents.

Pen-Pictures of the World's Fair. Illustrated.
cents.

By Samuel P. Putnam.

Paper, 25
·

Religion a Curse, a Lie_t and a Disease.
By Samuel P. Putnam. Paper, 25 cents,

· ·

Design Argument Fallacies. A Refuta-

tion of the Argument that Nature Exhibits
Marks of Having Been nesigned by an Intelligent Being. Bv the Editor of THE TBuT:B·
SEEKER. Paper, 15 cents.
.

Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
By M. E. Billings. Paper, 25 cents.

Handbook of Freethought.

Bell. Cloth, $1: paper, 50 cents.

By W. S.

Pleasure and Progress: An Attempt to

Prove that the Pursuit of Pleasure is the Btn~
non of Intellectual, Moral, ft-nd Sooial
Development. and that the Promotion of
Pleasure is the Dn~~ of Philanthrop;y ·.and
Statesmanship. By Alberj; M. Lorentz_; LL.B.
Cloth, 11\J; paper, 50 cents.
qua

The Creation of God. Tracine:- the God·

Ide• to Its Source. ByJacobHartmann,M.l>.
Cloth, $1: paper, 50 cents.
·

Resurrection of Jesus.

By Don Allen.

Cloth, 75 cents: cloth, 40 ceP,ts.

.

Facts and Fictions of Life.

By HeJen

~tate.

By Matilda

H. Gardener.

Cloth,$~

Woman, Church and

paper. 50 cents

·

.Joslyn Gage. doth, $2; leather, t!l3.

The Church and Freethonght. By Franklin Steiner

Paper, 10 c~>nts.

. .

The Giant Delusion. On!} of Otto' Wettstein's Friendly Arguments whh the Spiritualists. Paper, 10 cents.
· '

Bible Inquirer. By Andrew Jacobson.
Paper, 25 cents.

DAN SEETH A WONDERFUL BILLY GOAT.

By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 centd~

And as I was considering, behold, an he goat came from the west on the face of tbe whole earth, and touched not the
ground: and the goat had a notable horn between his eyes. And he came to the ram that had two horns, which I had
seen standing before the river, and ran into him in the fury of his power.-Dan. viii. 5, 6.
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Woman: Four Cf'nturies of Progress.
IN PRESS.
Four Hundred Years of Freethonght,

By Samuel P. Putnam. Snb•cription book,
ele~ant binding, ovtr one hundred portr&lts, $5.
·

tAo We»olf •

CHoLERA is spreading in Russia and
Austria.
THE Sante Fe railroad receivers will not
employ union labor.
THERE has been more turbulence in the
Pennsylvania coke district.
THE gold reserve in the treasury has
fallon to about $55,000,000.
·
IowA and Kansas Republicans in their
state platforms entirely ignore prohibition.·
A OONFERENOE of the Democratic leaders
in New York has been in informal session
at Saratoga.
NoN-UNION railway and other workmen
are killed here and there in different parts
oi the country.
IN a head-on collision on the Big Four
near Cincinnati on July 23d three persons
were killed and ten injured.
FRUIT is scarce in the Eastern markets.
California has long been unrepresented
and the nativ crop is very short.
TliiNNESBEJlJ convicts at Tracy City
mutinied and one guard and one convict
were killed and others wounded.
THE Senate Committee on Territories
bas reported favorably on the admission
of Arizona and New Mexico as states.
AT a fire in Washington, D. C., on July
25t-h three :firemen were crushed to death
and two hundred draught horses burned.
THE Republicans of Wisconsin hav
nominated William H. Upham for gov~r
nor. The nomination is said to please the
A.P.A.
THE A. R. U. strike leaders are out on
bail and their cases hav gone over to September, owing to the illness of government
attorney Edwin Walker.
•
MEN:ruER, the Anarchist, on trial for
blowing up the Caf6 Very in the fpring of
1892, has been found guilty and sentenced
to penal servitude for life.
DENGUE fever has broken ont in the detachment of the Third Artillery stationed
at Key West. There hav been 55 cases in
the garrison of 115. No deaths..
·
A. W. CARPENTER, editor of the Vindicator, organ of the Populists of _southwest Texas was Shot and killed by Populist Sheriff Walter Durbin on July 22d.
THE attempted investigation of the
charges of corruption against the officials
of the Kansas penitentiary at Leavenworth
led to a :fight between Warden Cha11e and
Judge McDonnell.
THE war between China and Japan has
been opened by Japanese victories on t!Je
sea several Chinese transports loaded with
trd:,ps. being sunk, while the Chinese warships sailed away.
THE business part of Belle Plaine, Iowa,
was destroyed by fire on July 28th.
Among the property burned was the hard-

ware store of that prince of Liberals, ' people were try.ing to escape from PhilCharles P. Hosmer.
li~s.
Many railroad bridges and pth~r
1
IN the tariff·Cleveland-Gorman imbrog- ra~lroad property destroyed. Relief lB.
lio every Democratic paper in the country bemg- rushed .to. t:t;te sufferers. Governor
stands by the president. Gorman has the Peck went to Phillips to take charge of the
EMBRACING THE
support of the more partisan of the Repub- work of succor.
1
lican papers and of the New York Sun.
THERE is a severe drought in several. of Origin of the Jews, the ;Rise a:nd Devel•
opment of Zoroastrianism, and ·the
the
Western states. ·Last week a "hot
THE Brotherhood of Railwlly Trainmen
Derivation of Christianity;
for the district between and including wave" aggravated the trouble, and on
to which is added,
Friday,
Saturday,
and
Sunday
New
York
Boston and Troy will expel all members
who participated in the late sympathetic was scorched almost beyond precedent. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS 7
strike, Rule 10 of that organization- for- The government thermometer observaBv GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D;
tions, taken at quite an altitude, giv no
bidding. such strikes.
adequate idea. of the temperature at the
Fourth Eattton.
THE assassination of President Carnot street level. In ]jew York and Brooklyn
Part
I.-Researches
in Jewish History; ten chap.
and· the commission of other crimes has t13n ·persons·were killed and many others
ters.
led to the adoption by the French Cham- prostrated by the heat on Sunday. Cen- Part !I.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen
chapters.
ber of Deputies of a most drastic anti- tral Park was practically deserted, while
Derivation of Christianity ; twenty
Anarchist law. It may lead to a reaction hundreds of thousands went to the more Part ill.chapters.
.
·
against the government.
distant parks, where they could get on the Part IV.-Whence Ca'lle the Aryans? Five chapters.
·
·
grass,
and
to
the
seaShore.
CAPTAIN DoHERTY and wardmen Hock
Press Notices.
and Meehan of the New York police force;
The style is forcible and terse, the reasoning
who were tried before the commissioners
HYPNOTISM. My original method, $1. 100 good, and as the facts upon which the. argument
for receiving money from keepers of dis- page pamvhlet, 10c. One on Persona! Magnet- is· based are hirgely Christian, our theological
friends will have some hard nuts td crack if they
orderly houses for "protection," were lam, 10c. DR. ANDl!lBSON, T.S. 8. Mason1c Temple,
attempt to answer them.-BoBton InveBttuawr. ·
52t26
found guilty and dismissed from the force. Chicago.
. This book is one of the most thorough and
learned of the Freethoughtworks that have come
THE commission appointed by President
across the Atlantic.- The Freetlitnker, Lonaon.
A SMALL
Is a mo•t valuable contribntton to the literaCleveland, under the law of 1888, to inture
of the nineteenth century.-Prouresst11e
vestigate the A. R. U. strike, consists of
TMnker.
Carroll D. Wright, commissioner of labor,
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.:iO.
- - Kernan, of New York, and Judge
Address. all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER
N. E. Worthington, of Peoria, Ill.
COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City•
.A.LL FOB $1.60.
AFTER several days of caustic debate. iii.
the Senate, in which Gorman, Smith, and Evolution.
Vest sharply attacked the president, and
By B. F. Underwood .....•.......... Price 6 cents'
Hill, Vilas, Caffery, and Daniels defended The World's Parliament of Religions.
him, the tari:tl bill was sent back to the
By Tenney..•...............·....... Price 10 cents
Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144
conferenoe committee without instruc· The Gods.
Propositions proved Affirmatively and Negationa.
By Ingersoll (with likene"s) ........ Price 20 cents
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without
Ingersoll
Before
The
Unitarian
Club
...
Price
6
cents
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents.
NIKOLAI M. YADRINTSEF, the well·
Myth
of
the
Great
Deluge.
known Russian author and publicist, has
Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days A.like
just died at Barnaul. He was the founder • By McCann ........................ Price 15 cent!
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev.
and editor of the Eastern Review, and Evolution of the Devil.
Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. . Price. 25o.
By
Henry
Frank
..............
~
....
Price
25
cents
was considered the best-infor inedman
Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that ShaksThe
Bruno
Monumentin
Rome
....•..•
Price
12
cents
in the world in re~ard to the' ·history,
1.
pere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents,
archmology, and anthropology of Asiatic Church and State.
·rhomas Paine-Was He Junius 1 Second.
By
·'Jefferson"
........•....•.••..
,Price
10
centF
Russia.
edition, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine;
Religion of Humanity.
Price, 10 cents.
THE new Russian . settlements on the
By Benwell ...............•...•.•.. Price 15 cents
Zerafshan River in Asia hav, with the spe- Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling ......•. Price 4 cents Junius, Casca, Common Sense, and T._omas
Paine. A refutation of M. D. Conway's
cial favors granted to Sarmacand, which Dwight L. Moody.
objections to the identification of Paine as
is under Russian control, so reduced the
By Susan H. Wixon ..........•.•.•• Price 5 cents
Juni"11 e;nd Casca. Pricel-.5 cents.
water supply that Bokhara seemed doomed ~hrlstlan Religion.
A.ddre•s THE ·~·RUTH REEKER,
to extinction. Now a canal is to be dug
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
By an Old lmrmer ..........•...... Price 15 cents
from the Oxus to Bokhara. ·It will be one God-In the Constitution.
of the 1:1reat industrial achievements of the
By Ingersoll ....................... Price 10 cents
century.
·
Effacement of Christianity.
By Holyoake...... : . ............... Price 10 cents
A MOB attacked a flock of sheep near
Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law reguMeekPr, Colorado, on July 25th, and, Life and Career of Bradlaugh. 1
lating human conduct on the Sabbath is an imBy Holyoake ....................... Price 15 cents
aftPr tying Gen. S. Allzbrook and a
pertinence." Price, 10 cents.
·
deputy sheriff who had them in charge, Ingersoll's Address on. Thomas Paine, Price 6 cents rhe False Teaching of the Christian
stabbPd, clubbed, and shot to death about Standing Up for Jesus.
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
By H. L. Green .....•....•....•..•. Price 4 cents
250 of the sheep. Then they went to
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor.
Smith & Timmer's camp and killed 101 Religion in the Republic.
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
By M. A. Freeman ...........••.•.. Price 6 cents
bloodPd rams. This is one of the periodThe Foolishness of Prayer. " Think of
ical skirmishes in the chronic war be- Never-Ending Life Assured by Science.
a minister's pra.ying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
By Tenney•...•.............•...•.. Price 6 cents
tween the sheep-raisers and the small
ornsa.de of one against the Colorado beetle I"
Charles Darwin (lllnstrated).
.
rauchmen of the West.
Price, 10 cents.
By Flower & Wakeman .....•..... Price 15 cents
NORTHERN Wiscunsin has been swept by
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 oonts.
Jehovah
Interviewed
..•.•..............
Price
6
cents
the worst forest fires in the history of the
Spiritualism : Is It a Faith or a Fact I.
state. Several tQwns within a radius of Cosmology against Theology.
l>rioe, 5 cents.
one hundred miles of Ashland hav been -. By Vindex .•..•••••....•••.•...•..• Price 10 cents Rt»llgious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
partially or wholly destroyed. These inWas Jesus Insane I Price, 10 cents.
clude Phillips, Prentice, Mason, and t•u.~...l!:~TLY CELIBACY EX.PO~.E.U The . Public Schools and the Catholic
Shore's Crossing. Many lives were lost,
Church. Price, 5 cents.
Hy &lv. G. T. Fox,l'!LA.
including sixteen on a raft upon which
Address THE TRU~H SEEKER.
Palaa.li aens.a.
a.ddreu Uata omae.
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- ·wEARING AWAY THE FOUNDATION.
A Missionary Scheme.
THE TRUTH SEEKER has recently been doing, with
the generous aid of its friends, a great deal of political missionary work. We hav given away thou!lands of the " Church Property " pamphlet, and it
is doing its ~ork, in this state particularly. We
hav also given away thousands of arguments against
the proposed national Sunday laws. Besides these,
more thousands of TRUTH SEEKERS hav been scattered broadcast over the land.
With· the advent of hot weather the political
bodies will soon adjourn, but the people of the
country will remain in session right along. And
they are of not less importance than the politicians,
and we want to devote a little attention to them.
Probably no one book has made more converts
to common sense and won more people away from
superstition than Paine's "Age of Reason." It is
a book, as Colonel Ingersoll says, that furnishes an
immense amount of food for thought. It is written
for the average mind, aB.d is a straightforward,
honest investigation of the Bible and of the Chris
tian system. It has liberalized us all. It puts
arguments in the mouths of the people ; it puts the
church on the defensiv; it enables somebody in
every village to · corner the parson. It has never
been " answered " and never can be.
What ought to be done, an4 what we propose to
do, is to scatter this book broadcast-to giv and to

hav given away thousands-of them among the people. -Every church~member that any Freethinker
knows ought to hav one. It will do that churchmember good, even if his wife burns it. He will
read a few pages in it at least before she gets hold
of it. But perhaps she too will read it. That book
in a family is bound to do good-an immense
amount. It has liberalized thousands and will
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE
TRUTH SEEKER, for from reading it D. 1\1. Bennett,
•
whom we all loved when
living, and whose memory
we now honor, became a Liberal. Previously he
was a rigid churchman. There are more like him in
the country, and it is they we ought to reach.

Olir proposition is for every reader of this
paper to send us the names and addresses of
EIGHT of' his Christian acquaintances and ONE
DOLLAR, and we will mail each of them a copy
of Paine's" AGE 0.1!, REASON."

and we will make the selection of the target and
take the responsibility of thp work. What we want is
to scatter the book among the people and hav it read.
Remember, we do all the work-all we nsk is the
names and addresses and means to mail the book.
Surely everybody can help in this and make thousands of Freethinkers. Don't select the names
of inclliferentjsts, but those of good church people,
with a preference for those who hav the capacity to
think if they only are steered in the right direction.

Mr. Putnam repol:-ts good comradeship among
the islands of the north. There seems to be a
natural sympathy between Freethought and frontier civilization, probably owing to the lack of the
conservatism and bigotry which paralyze thought
where stupidity is strong enough to support the church. Meanwhile we are still receiving orders
for Mr. Putnam's great book, "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought,"which goes with "'rHE TRUTH
SEEKER one year for $6.60. Since last acknowledgment, the folloWing hav taken advantage of this
offer: Alex DeLong and James Davidson, Montana ;
Dr. R. C. Lacey, Texas; Z. W. Tinker, Pennsylvania; Wm. Mcilvain, New York.

If you don't know eight Christians you care
enough about to convert, name those whom you do
want to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the
remainder to some editor or public man or preacher
worth saving.
In thi~;~ way public opinion can be made and
the church undermined. A few Freethinkers
The following sums hav been received at this
in a community can club together and convert a office, to be applied to the defense of Mr. J. B.
wliole congregation, leaving the minister high and Wise: M. M; Murray, $10 ; Henry Schmidt, $1 ;
dry in his pulpit. Or they can send us the fund John Helm, $5.
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J he MoJ:t Magnificent· Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.
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Four Hundred. Ye~rs of Freethought.
BY

SAMUEL P.

PUTNAM.

HOW TO GET.

FOUR HUNDRED YEARS
oF. FREETH OUGHT · ·•

FREE

The object of _this work is ~ present the Course of Free though~. throughout the Civilized Wo;rld for
the last Four Centuries, from the hme of Columbus and Bruno to the •lme·of Ingersoll.
·
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, I"lldustrial, and Political
SPECIAL OFFE:R.j
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam- whereby we are enabled
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.
to make our friends a most generous
''Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages offer.
We need more subscribers to THE
of Human History,
TBUTH SEEXEB, and every Freethinker ·
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inven- needs "Four Hundred Yeius of Freethought." ·Not all are able to pay $5
tions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
for it, but everyone can do a little
Nothing Can be More Interesting,
work to obtain a copy ~ congenial
more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and work, that will qo great good all
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal -vigi- around. . This is the offer :
lance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest Thoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and Magnificent Whole.
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
W'OMAN'S EMANCIPATION

frcm the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
THE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in' America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly· understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
· · .
The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments :
Literature.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Philosophy.
Science. Education and
Ethics.
Lessing.
Voltaire.
Madame Roland.
Boocaccio.
Gambetta..
Copernicus.
Bmno.
Rousseau.
Castelar.
Mary Wollstoncraft.
Rabalais. Schiller.
Galileo.
Bacon.
~pinoza.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Kepler.
Comenius.
Cervantes. Goethe.
Descartes.
Frances Wright.
Marlowe. George Sand. French ·Revo- Garrison.
Da Vinci.
Pesta.lozzi.
Locke.
Phillips.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
lution.
Lucretia Mott.
Froebel.
Newton.
Hume.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Gibbon.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Humboldt. Combe.
Hobbs.
Jefferson.
SumJ;J.er.
Burns.
Emerson.
Lyell.
Spencer.
~dia Maria Child.
Kant.
Shelley.
Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
argaret Fuller.
Heine.
Owen.
Hamilton. Darwin.
Byron.
EliZabeth
Cady Stanton.
Thoreau.
Bentham.
Bakounine.
Tyndall.
Holyoake.
Comte.
Mill.
Warren.
Susan B. Anthony.
Pushkin. Whitman.
Huxley.
Haeckel.
Buchner.
Petrofsky.
Matilda Joslyn Gage.
Garabaldi.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Girard
Feuerbach.
chewsky.
Heinzen.
Helen H. Gardener.
Lick.
Annie Besant.

Send us Four Ne~
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates. ($I2.· in
all), and vve vvill·sen.d
the Getter. . .up of the
Club a copy of" FO_UR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
F R E E T H 0 U G H T,"
FREE OF CHARGES.

And further, to aid our friends in
getting this book for themselves, we
will offer

To the New Subscribers as a
Premium,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories.
Comically Illustrated
By, WA.TSON HESTON,

THE GREATEST BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED. I

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS

Or, if .preferred, a c.iopy cloth-bound of
W, S. BELL'S

in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern t:lmes. The Truth Seeker, Investigator, Ironclad .Age, Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, .Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

Handbook of Fref!thought.

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS

With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,

at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FRHTHOUGHT,
local organizations, ~he Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations free.
throughout· the world.
To each New Subscriber in the club, a preIt will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Free- mium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
thought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have wn dis- Stories Comically Illustrated," or
S. BeU's
tinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
·
"Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-all free
George E. Macdonald, Capt. R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
Horace Seaver,
by post or express.
·
J.P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
JohnR. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foo~, Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
D. M. Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam~
Prof; J. H. Cook,
Mrs. Robert C. Ada.ms, ·
This really brings the price of thf'
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H. Heywood,
Mrs. M.A. Freeman,
Parker Pillsbury,
paper down to $2 to each new subElizur Wright,
Charles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehi:n Smith,
scriber, as they get THE 'l'RUTH SEEXEB
T. C. Leland,
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Colman,
one year and a dollar book for $3.
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladi,n_,
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian Leland,
Judge C. B. Waite.
J. R. monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneela!nd,
A:m.y Post.
A Club of Four New Sub·

w:

and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
snuuld be remembered throughout the Liberal ~anks. There will also be about ·

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
.for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.
·

The Price of This. Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a surv~y of history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.
.

The name of every Subscriber who sends jive doll011•s before the work is on the press
will be enrolled in this book. DON'T FALL TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages or Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
i:t will be elegantly bound. It wi1l be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your frie~ds when they as~, What is Freet!wught-what has it done and what is it. doing in the world'?
Tins IS the most umversal presentatiOn of Freethought ever given to the public, and no Freethinker
can afford to be without it. It is a library in itself.
A.ddress orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York. ·

scribers and $12 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to ext.end our circulation,
and we want to help our friends to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to get
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of" Four Hundred
Years of Freethought '' as soon as the
book is issued.
·

Tlwse wlw send a Club and
Four New Subscr'ibers and
$12 before the book is printed
will have their nwm,es enrolled in its shining• pages.
THE TRUTH SEEKER

28 Lafayette Place.
NEW YOBK.

Vol.21.

A Jotu:na.l of Freethought and Reform.
No.32-{PUBLisB:ED Wmnu,y.} New York, Saturday, A~gust n, 1894· · {ss _LA.FAYE'rrE PL.

1' H E T R U T H S E E K E R •

$3.00 Per'Yea',

Is the Bible Und~r -the Ban ;Of 'the Laws of nothing 1 t},l.~ paUJ.plJ.let, as a whole, must be rele•
the United State$!
gated, in the estiJ:rlation of the uncritical public, to

··It has several times happened that officials and the limbo of obscene literature because of the
special agents who were themselvs Christians hav strained· interpretation put upon a few lines by
E. M. MAODONALD, • '" • • • Editor ~d Manager. endeavored to punish Liberals for sending extracts judges and juries.
Neither were the manifestly good intentions of
from the Bible through the mails. This was
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YOBK.
attempted under what are popularly known as the the author any shield for himself or Mr. Bennett.
1
AUGUST 11, 1894. Comstock postal statutes, or, less ambiguously, the .No reasonable,; fair-minded rea.der of. "C11pid s
SATURDAY.
================~==~= Obscene Literature law.
Yokes" could help seeing, that Mr. Hey-vooi
Among
those
thus
attacked
was
George
Francis
meant well, whatever might be thought of his style,
SIJBSCHIPTION HATES;
Single subscription, in advance •....••••••...•• : .•••...•••••••• •3 oo Train. He published certain Bible passages, with-: his methods, or his ideals of social life. He did not
He was thrown into the prison intend to.corrupt,.he did not intend to diminish the
One subscription two yea.rs, in advance ........................ li 00 out comment.
Two new s":'bs_cribe~ ................ • ............. ; .............. 3 00 known as the Tombs, New York .city, but was .sum. total of health, honor; and happiness ; he did
One subscnpt1on With one new subscriber, in one remittance. 3 00
One subscription with two new subscribers, in· one remit··
never brought to trial. It would appear that his not intend to destr,oy anyth4lg which be regard~d
tance ........................................................ ,. oo
persecutors became ashamed of their accusations as good and helpful to men and women. It was in
One subscription with three 11.ew subscribers, in one remitta.nce.... .. .. • .. .. .. .. •.. • .. .. .. .. . .. ............... ~ ....... s 30 against God's infallible word, for they wanted io vain that Messrs. Bennett and Heywood ~nd their
One subscription with four new subAcribers, in one remit.
tance ...................._....................................10 eo release Mr. Train without a trial. He, however, counsel sought to impress these truths upon. the
AnY number over :fl.ve at the same rate, invariably with one ·
would not be a party to any such arrangement, minds of the jurymen. ':rhe general character of
remittance.
'
refusing _to leave the prison until tried and dis- the book went for nothing; the self-evidently good
Monev shOI.tla ne sent 'b!l ezJ)re88 oomJ)anv's monBtl oraer,. charged.· But his pious enemies would not meet intention!! of the writer had no weight, the accused
JlOBtal 01"481",. tJra.tt on New Yorl:, 01" 'b!l regtsterea lettel"•. the issue squarely. At last an order came from ;were railroaded-to prison because judg~s and l"urors
.444ress oommuntoattons antJ mal:e · ara.ttB, oheol:s JlOBtoot/ll!e
anaezwesB monev oraeru>ava'blB to
E. M. MAODONALD,
Albany to take down· the Tombs prison, which was · thought they bad found something obscene in a few
~ Laraveue pZaoe, New·Yorl:.
very unhealthful. This, of course, necessitated the plain words in half a doll)en or so short passages.
--~----------------- removal of _the prisoners, and Mr..Train could no· So judged, what would beco~e of the Bible and its
SPECIAL NOTICE--We shall be obliged to our 1
f
' ul t
T
readenlf they 'Will send us the na:me ·and add:re• 01 , onger re use to leave. Having thus gotten him otf CJ.rC a orJ;~
any Freethinker -who •• not a regular illub.lcrtber.
their hands by a dishonest ruse, the prison was . Neither .Mr. Bennett noJ: Mr. Ileywood was pernot touched. Ha •had been immured six months mit ted on· his trial to· aho'JIV by the testimony of
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Harman when he was tried for mailing the "Mark- way injured in his person; he has not been de- one from Mr. Wise himself, in which he wrote,
land Letter."
spoiled of his property or any portion of it; he has among other things : ·
"LBAVBNWOBTH, KAN., June 24, t894.
Of course there are Christians who attempt to save not been slandered by .the utterances of old Mr.
"MR. HARBISON, Dear Friend: Your kind and weltheir fetich by asserting that there is nothing iri the · Wise, nor has he been .lib~led by the card which
Bible which properly can be called obscenl'l~ .. We that gentleman mailed to him. He had no claims come letter received to-day. I was promised,, a· speedy
hearing by the United States marshal from ToJieka (the
are treated to dissertations on the "honest blunt- for damages. He had no dec~nt reason to desire man who brought me to this place), but as yet I hav had
ness " of the Old Testament writers, and are told that revenge.
not even a hearing, and it seeiUS I can get no satisfaction
they are "frank," " candid," and .. ,,plain,;;· and can·
Let us ·r~verse the positions of the Christian from anyone-not even the United States Marshal
"a spade a spade." They did not think of impu- priest and the crippled Freethinker. Let us sup- Neeley or the United States District Attorney Perryrity, did not intend to demoralize, we are assured. pose that, in the course of a discussion of the merits and what to do I do not know. This I do know: I am
now'in the Leavenworth "jail and have been ever since
But cannot the same truthfully be said for" Cupid's of the writings of Voltaire, Mr. Vennum had tran- Saturday noon, June 16th, and have spent half of that
Yokes," Trail's ''Sexual Physiology," "Marsupial scribed on a postal card a passage from one of the time in a locked cell, which is anything but pleasant, esAnimals," "The Markland Letter," and for· the works of the great French Infidel. . Then suppose pecially this hot weather. I wrote day before yesterday
writers of these books, pamphlets, and letters? further (which we admit puts a hard strain on the to friend Tebbe in regard to my case, as I could· get no
Where is the obscenity-in intent or in fact-in imaginative faculty) that Mr. Wise had lost his hearing and no satisfaction whatever in regard to .it, and
that I would like very much indeed if it suited him to
any of these works, ·when measured by the same temper and caused the arrest of Mr. Vennum under come and see about it. I was going to come to see you
standard that the Christian defenders of the Bible some unconstitutional law of the United States, before the United States marshal and I started from Clay
wish to apply to the phraseology of that book T If thus subjecting him to inconvenience, ignominy, Center, but I did not have time, as I had to start with
Heywood, Bennett, and Harman were justly con- serious expense, imprisonment in jail pending the him directly after he had me arrested, in order to take
victed; not another copy of the Bible should be' procurement of bail, indictment, trial, and possible the evening freight train east. Your true friend,
·"J. B. WISE,
permitted to befoul the mail bags of the United incarceration in the penitentiary, which would carry
"Leavenworth, Kan. (Care of Sheriff.)"
States.
with it the probable destruction of his business and
The National Defense Association and THE TRUTH
not unlikely the undermining of his health and his
SEEKER immediately interested themselves in the
THE CASE OF J. B. WISE-ITS HISTOBY.
premature death. What would be said of Mr. Wise
Mr. J. B. Wise resides at Clay Center, Kansas. under such circumstances ? Would not the Chris- case, and the Freethinkers of the country were soon
He is a man past middle life and carries an tian brethren of Mr. Vennum call the Infidel a cow- made acquainted with all the circumstances then
known to us and to Mr. J. E. Remsburg. Counsel
empty sleeve. Although a stanch Freethinker, he ard and a scoundrel? Wo:1ld they not say, and
was retained, a call. for defense funds made, and
has the respect of the Christian people of the com- truly, that his villainous attack upon the clergyman
munity. When not engaged in other useful labor, was a confession that he did not dare attempt the promp~ steps taken to obtain bail for this victim of
he travels about the country selling Liberal and defense of Voltaire's works with the weapons of a clergymen beaten in argument and ashamed of his
scientific books and soliciting subscriptions for reason and honest, fair examination T And what Bible. Mr. Wise obtained a bondPman two weeks
Freethought papers. In this way he adds a little Freethinker who respected himself would stand by before he was released. We will let him te.ll the
to his very scanty income, and helps bring nearer Mr. Wise in a fight so inaugurated 1 But the com- story himself. In a letter dated at Clay Center,
he says:
the time when such outrages as that we are about parison is a feeble one, for Mr. Wise does not be- July 16th,
.
.
"I was confined just four weeks last Saturday noon,
to describe will no longer be possible in this land lieve that Voltaire was inspired; he does not believe
that should be free. His canvassing work brought that he was morally without fault ; he does not be· July 14th; at which time I was released on a bond of $300
Mr. Wise into contact first and then into conflict lieve that his intellect was unlimited in its capacity furnished by my Liberal friend, George Harrison, of Clay
Center, Kan. My bond was given almost two weeks bewith an orthodox minister stationed at Industry, to acquire knowledge and communicate· it to his fore I left jail, but I could not get any one to release me.
Kansas. This man's name is H. B. Vennum. He fellows. Mr. Vennum does believe-at least he United States Marshal Neeley of Leavenworth was the
is described as of great stature and abundant girth, says .so--that the Bible is God's revelation to man, proper one to do that, but for the last .four weeks he was
overbearing and dictatorial in his manners, much inerrant and without •stain of immoral teaching,. away from home most. of the time looking after the
strikers, and for that reason I was not released. Thereinclined to substitute denunciation for argument, And yet he solemnly declares that Mr. Wise is fore
I spent just four weeks in jail, coming home last
and, as the event has proved, perfectly willing to amenable to the laws of the United States against Saturday evening, July 14th.
invoke the mighty power of the nation to help obscene literature. because he deposited for trans" The court will convene October 8, 1894, at which time
him crush a poor and crippled antagonist whose mission through the mails a postal card upon which I will have to make my appearance. · · · i intend to go
offense consists in calling the attention of the was written an extract from the Bible-only this and around in the meantime among my Liberal friends in this
community and see whether they will assist me1to secure a
divine to a certain passage of " holy " scripture. A nothing more! ·. In the name of all the saints of all lawyer. Wha~ I want is an able lawyer, and one
that will
more unmanly act than this of Rev. Mr. Vennum's the churches, what a confession ! How many honest, not charge too much. As you are aware, I am a· very
it would be difficult to imagine. The two men had sensible Christians will defend and sustain M~. poor man financially, and hav to depend on my friends
got into a discussion regarding the Bible and were Vennum in this miserable attack upon the one- almost entirely if I secure a lawyer at all. If not, I will
hav to depend on the state to provide me with counsel,
carrying it on by means of letters and postal cards· armed Freethinker T
I hope all the Freethought papers throughout the United
In answer to some assertion made by the preacher,
States will hav something to say about my case and shame
Mr. Wise copied on a postal card the twelfth verse
the
Christians so that they will go to work and investigate
As we wish to giv in this issue a full statement
of the thirty-sixth chapter of Isaiah, and sent it to
the Bible thoroughly and see for themselvs what that
the reverend gentleman who pretends to believe that regarding the persecution of Mr. Wise, so far as it Bible really is."
it is his duty, when smitten on one cheek, to turn has developed itself, that the editors of the country
It is a shame that any man, who must be asthe other for another blow. He had received no may comment intelligently upon it, we reproduce sumed to be innocent until adjudged guilty, should
physical wound, ,and so had no occasion to appeal some letters, etc., that have appeared in previous be. compelled to remain in prison weeks after his
to the law for vengeance, even if he has found a numbers.
bonds have been signed and approved. The federal
The first intimation of Mr. Wise's trouble that courts are badly managed, persons charged with
way to excuse himself to his own conscience for
not obeying the non-resistant commands of his reached the Freethinkers of the East was the in- crime being often kept in prison for many months,
sometimes for a year or more,. before they are
"master" when he is personally assaulted, if ever. formation contained in this letter :
"CLAY CBNTEB, KAN., June 26, 1894.
He claims to be fighting the battles of the Lord
granted the "speedy" trial to which they.are en"EniToB TBUTH SBBKBB: Inclosed you will find a letter titled by the Constitution. Mr. Wise is certainly
witli the sword of the spirit. Mr. Wise had not
from J. B. Wise, with whom you are more or less acbeen able to reconcile the claims made for the quainted, as he is the distributor of Freethought litera- justified in feeling that he has been badly treated
Bible as a divinely inspired book with the internal ture in these parts. For some time he carried on a cor- by the officials and he should receive heavy damages
eTidence which it furnishes that it is the produc- respondence by letter with the Rev, Vennum. Each was for those two weeks of imprisonment to which he
tion of men neither intellectually infallible nor trying to convert the other, and of course quoted script- was subjected through no fault of his own. Whomorally perfect. Mt·. Vennum, vaunting himself ure. I have read one or two of Vennum's letters, and ever is responsible should pay for this flagrant
advised Mr. Wise to quit, as it was doing no good; he
as a gentleman of education and refinement, had promised to do so, but wound up by quoting the twelfth neglect of duty.
no business to resort to physical force, legal or verse of the thirty-sixth chapter of Isaiah on a postal
Can Mr. Wise be convicted of violation of the
extra-legal, so long as his Freethought antagonist card, without comment. The· reason he used a card was
made use of mental and moral weapons only in that, being very poor, a cripple with only -one arm; also national obscenity statutes? Was the mailing of
attack and defense. Even had Mr. Wise assailed crippled in his chances of making a living because he is a the postal card on which he had written the verse
Liberal, he at the time was out of funds; no stamps or
Mr. Vennum with his one hand or slandered him stationery, but·happening to hav a ·postal card, he used it, from the Bible a contravention of the law! Will
with his tongue, the latter, as a Christian and a thinking no harm. Now about two months ago a post~]. the courts hold the Bible, or any part of it, to be
minister, would not have been justified in retaliating inspector came to my place, where Wise happened· to be ,obscene ? Of course it is impossible to forecast the
either with his fists or through the law. If he is a that day, and asked if he wrote the card. ' Yes,' replied decision of a court, but it does not seem possible
and the inspector asked the reason why. He was that any judge and jury will declare that the defendconsistent follower of the man whom he claims as Wise,
told and then left. We thought the matter had dropped,
God and accepts as his leader, he cannot return hearing no more of it for so long a time. ·But about the ant in this case is guilty. If they do, such decision
evil for evil, nor even ask back the garment stolen 22d of this month Wise disappeared, and by accident I will shut the Bible out of the mails and put it fairly
from him. On the other hand, dismissing the heard about it three or four days afterward, but could upon a level with other books. This would· be a
teachings of Jesus and Mr. V annum's positive not find out where he was until I heard from Sherift substantial victory for equal rights and would do
Neeley, of Topeka, and Sheriff Rothenberger, of Leavenassertions that he accepts them as the very oracles worth, haTing previously written to them. Mr. Wise's much to open the eyes of the people to the actual
of God, and stepping on to a purely human plane letter will explain the rest. I am now going to try to composition of the Bible and to the evils that are
inevitable under the national obscenity statutes.
of motive and action, we are still unable to find bail him out if it is possible for me to do so.
" GEOBGB HARBISON."
But if Mr. Wise is acquitted it will show that there
even the shadow of an excuse for the dastardly
conduct of this minister. He has not been in any
Accompanying the letter from Mr. Harrison was is not one law for the Bible and for Freethought
0
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and scientific works_. It will reveal in a still
stronger light the real motives of Comstock and his
co:r:i.freres in secm:ing the enactment of the law'
. h mo ti·ves
wh Ic
.
, Comstock partially b e_t raye d t o the ·.
public gaze when he boasted of the Liberal and
radical literature which his society was going to
"stamp out_." In another view of the matter, the
r elease of Mr. Wise would be a victory for fair play,
for it would show. that Freethinkers have equal
rights with Christians in the dissemination of the
Bible or parts >thereof. On the other hand, it
would emphasize the fact that the Bible is by law
a privileged book. So, however we look at this
prosecution and whatever its outcome, we see that
Bible idolatry will be weakened, the one-sided and
unconstitutional obscenity statutes discredited, and
some more brains made receptive to the truth that
the mail system was designed for the use of all the
people, not to enforce any coterie's standard of
good taste in liter~ture ~~ond art.
Why we are inclined to believe that Mr. Wise
will escape conviction will appear in what imoiec;li.ately follows. In April, 1891, Mr. B. C. Murray,
'editor of the _·sunqay Gazetteer of Denison, Texas,
wrote a long-letter to the postmaster of that city,
telling him that he had a book (the Bible) which he_
wished to send through the mails and calling the
offi.cial's attention to the statutes-against transmitting. obscene literature by post, and also to Post-

p01.

In how far Mr. Tyner was guided by religious course for several hours. They also spoke of a flood
prejudice or political J>Olicy in re~ching ¥s d~cision: which covered the earth. We~, we ?an e~ily prove to
we cannot tell, and it may be that he. was ied only them .that such a ~o?d never existed m China and never
b y sound .1ega1_manms,
. an d consi·a·erationso
- f eq:m·t·y. _destroyed
the
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. . races I . . . . . " .
-_ .
He may have justly concluded that a:book .could not .
~-suggest that the :Amencan; Board o.f ~orei?n
fairly be condemned for- the- primitiv plainness of -~ssions s~nd half a dozen of ~he best mi$Sionanes
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the writer must be ta,ken into c~~siderati()p ·Had. succee _ m .ge~ting t em they w
stan. ~ little
the judges who, tried D. M. Bennett, .·.E. :a;. Hey-; chiUlce. of wmnmg a. f~w h.undr~ds of China s four
wood, and Moses Harman,• known· and respected: :hun~ed and fifty m~on mhabitants.
these unassailable principles great-wrongs-would'
Our: impulsiv contemporary, the Ironclad Age,
have been prevented; and the. lives of two earnest. seems to· need a careful editor. Referring recently
humanitarians been lengthened by, perhaps, many to the•severe Sunday laws of Arkansas, which for-_
years. If the judge, who sits at th,e trial of- Mr,, ."{.: bid dancing ·and all games of amusement, even in
B. Wis~ knows ,th~ fu11damental ~xioms qf.. the.iaw: the seclusion of the home, it ' says : "In this way
wliich he is charged,_ to f;~Xecute, the prompt verdict• ._the. legiSlators pass as saints, but in spite of all,
1
of the jury will be "Not guilty/~.
. . · · -, ·.' • •'' :godle~sness is on the increase there." It imme---·
diately adds, in the next sentence : "Lawlessness
We will close this statement with the ·appeal of: was hever greater, and never were more crimes com.the· _National Defen~e Associatic;>n. for: Juncls With' mitted than· now." Does Mrs. Powers wish to be
which to con<l·uct th~ defense of 1Mt.. Wise: · · · understood as saying that the increase in lawless"TIME TO .:sE MOVIl'!'G· ., , . . ,
'nes~ and criiQe if! due to the spread of godlessness
" The readers of- THE TRUTH SEEXER are all suffi-; or to the rigorous religious laws' Probably to the
cently informed of 'the-facts in•:theicase·of Mr. J.: gq,dlessness, for if there is more crime "now" than
B. Wise, the last arrest of-a Liberal under the' Coni- tilt any previous time, it means that when there was
st~ck obscene l~t.E!rature mail law; · They kn~w th,at; . less godlessness there was also less crime. We
~his earnest, wide-awake worker was _confined_ dur- sh<tuld hav said, what observation in other localities
mg four long weeks, between the lSth of . June· : · . . '
. th t th th t th · t 1
t 1
and the middle of July; in jail at liea'venworth,' cdo~vm~~~~s IS . e ~d . ' a . e mko e~a~ awdl!l
master-General Wanamaker's report fo:r: -the fiscal Kansas,· for mailing a postal card containing only a nve t , . ng m~n an. women ~nto s epticis~ an
year ending June 30th, quoting from the statutes quoted extract from the Old Testament. He is now Freethought, while domg nothmg to restram the
and the report; Mr. Murray next called the post- out· on bail through··the kindness of his Liberal: classes inclined to crime; in fact, such statutes, by
master's attention to a large number of passages brother, George Hamson, of' Clay Center, Kansas,: limiting the opportunities for innocent recreation,
in the Bible and closed his letter by asking if he awaiting t~al. in October next; :r~e National .De- are real stimulants to viciousness and crime. There
could send by ma.il a book containing such matter. fenseA.ssociatlOn has hel.d·tw~ meetmgs_to consider is always mischief ready for idle hands and brains.
what ought to be done m•thiEi matter, and has deMr. Dougherty, the postmaster, wrote a.t once to cided that it is time to make a general call upon:
Here is a sample of the aver~~oge " argument" for
the department at Washington, stating the ques- the Liberals of the country to stand by the one in
the divinity of the Bible. It is from the Baptist
tion, and this reply was promptly forthcoming:
distress. It is not ;only necessary that we should:
Gleaner:
"0FFIOIII oF THR AssiSTANT ATToRNEY-GENERAL}
dJ all that can be done to prevent injustice and
''FoR THE PosT-OFFIOE DEPARTMENT,
punishment being inflicted upon Mr. Wise, but it is. ·•• A thoughtful gentleman who has read every book
"April24, 1891.
·
also important that this event should be made use that· he 'could find against the Bible, says three things
"c. T. DoUGHERTY, Postmaster. Denison, Tex.:
of to create as much discussion as possible as to the kept him from being an Infidel: ' First, I am going some"Sir: In your letter of the 18th inst. you stated that moral quality and character of scriptural texts and where. :To-night I am a day nearer the grave than I was
Mr; B. C. Murray 'is anxious for a ruling from the de- the question whether millions of books should· be last night. I hav read all such books can tell me. They
partment on the. question he raises,' in a certain com- distributed in the hands of young and old if one ahed not one solitary ray of hope or light from the darkmunication of his bearing date of the 17th inst., which brief verse here or there may be bad enough to ness. They shall not take away the gnide and leave me
stone blind. Secondly, I had a mother. I saw her go
W as transmitted -with your letter.
cause the imprisonment of a man who quotes and down into the dark valley where I am going, and she
"The question that Mr. Murray raises is as to the mail- send s It
· b y ina~
· •t~ A good many very _interesting
ability of the volume entitled 'Holy Bible.' 1 find no problems and opinions will be likely to be brought leaned on an unseen arm as calmly as a child goes to sleep
other question involved in his communication, and I out in the full and wide discussion of this affair. on its mother's breast. I knew that was not a dream.
Third, 1 hav three motherless daughters. They hav no
think I do not misunderstand the full scope of the question, for he says: • I have a book which I would like to If the Liberals of the country will provide a liberal protection but myself. I would rather kill them than
have transmitted through the mails; but before mailing fund for offense as well as defense,· it would be em- leave them in this sinful world if yon blot out from it all
the same, I wish to be sure that, in doing so, I would not ployed as judiciously as we know how to awaken the teachings of the gospel.' "
be violating the act of Congress passed March 3, 1878, public sent,Iment preVious to the trial and to deWe fear that this "thoughtful gentleman " has
and amended July 12, 1876.'
fend Mr. Wise on trial. There are practically only had access to very few Freethought and scientific
"If Mr. Murray should offer the Holy Bible for mail- about two months to work in, and therefore wereing, you can receive and deliver it at your office, or quest an immediate response to this call for sub- books; Because his reading of secular works has
transmit it in the mails; for it is not believed in this de- scriptions from all who are willing to chip in and not furnished him with an indexed guide an"d sec~
partment to come within the prohibitory clauses of the lend a hand in- making this a celebrated case.· The tion map of the New Jerusalem and hell, he is not
act referred to. The penalty portions of said statute are chip is knocked off our shoulder and it is time· to going to giv up his faith in the Bibl~ a book whose
enforcible by the courts, and the question of his liability show what we are good for. It is some time since writers had as little accurate knowledge of those
thereunder is a proper one to be submitted to the United we have ha-1 such a fight on hand, and really a long worlds as they had of the western hemisphere of the
States attorney.
time since the Liberals have been called on for any
"You may assure Mr. Murray that the mailability of subscription to the Defense Fund. Subscriptions earth, a part of this globe which God, who made it
the volume will not be questioned by the post-office de- may be forwarded directly to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and inspired ·them, had not 'yet discovered. No
partment or by any postmaster.
office or to
E. B. FooTE, Jr., Sec. N.D. A., ·
doubt his mother died serenely ; millions of adhe"The volume sent with your communication is herein
"120Lexington ave., New York city."
rents of
religious faiths, and those who are the
returned.
Very respectfully,
JAMES M. TYNER,
adherents
of
no religious faith, hav died. serenely.
.
"Assistant Attorney-General."
But
that
hardly
proves that all these divergent
At about the same time, Mr. M. W. St. John,
Mr. A. B. de Guerville, who went to China as a
faiths,
and
-Infidelity
also, are from God. Such an
living near Cedar Falls, Iowa, left a copy of the commissioner for the Columbian Exposition, tells a
"intelligent
gentlell'.an"
should know better than·
"Holy Bible Abridged'' with Postmaster Humbert reporter of the New York Herald what the Chinese
to
generalize
so
broadly
from
so narrow a basis of
of that city, with the request that he send it to think of some Western things.. He says that he
fact.
This
man
of
extensiv.
reading reaches the
the postmaster general in order to ascertain if it once had a talk with the Chinese Secretary of the
was mailable. This is the reply received from Mr. Navy, L~ufan Louf, and the Governor of the Mill- climax of al>surdity when he says that he would
Tyner :
tary School, both graduates of the EBglish army murder ,his ~hree motherless daughters, if he was
and navy, when one of them exclaimed:
going to die, did he not believe in the Bible. It is
"OFFIOE oF THE AssisTANT ATToR.NliiY-GENE_
"WASHINGToN, D. C., April10, 1891.
.
"Why, we hav never had yet a show against you well that the Bible has some restraining influence
"S. B HuMBERT, Postmaster, Cedar Falls, Ia.: foreigners! We were living quietly in our country, not ove:J;" some Christians who were unfortunately born
";sir: With your letter of the 7th inst., addressed to caring for what was going on outside, which, after all, is with ho nicidal tendencies. If he were less emotional
the postmaster-general (which has been sent to me for our right, when all at once the French appeared under
reply), you submit a volume entitled ' The Holy Bible' the pretext of sending us missionaries, who would giv us and more "thoughtful " he would realize that all
(abridged), and inqnire if your opinion that it is unmail- a better God, the real one. The English came under the p~rils that threaten motherless and fatherless
able under the provi11ions of Section 380 Postal Laws and some Bible pretext, too, saying that the Catholic God of girls are ever present in this world, God or no God,
Regulations, would be concurred in by this department•. the l!,rench was not any better than our own, and both gospel true, or gospel false, and that God has perI answer in the negativ. The volume is made up exclu- countries, with guns and caunoD, obliged us to accept. the mitted millions of these unprotected ones to liv
sivly of reproductions of chapters and verses from the one its missionaries, the other its goods and jts opiumBible and we have not progressed here to the extent of ,which was still worse for us than the priests. · · · lives of agony and go down to premature destrucres:arding that sacred book as obscene or indecent.
Mi11sionaries then came to us from all parts of the world, tion. And' other millions whose good Chriatian
" If the volume referred to is offtJred to you for mail- not one of them believing altogether in the 'same church .parents survived them suffered the same terrible
or God-for you can never make us believe that the God fate, in spite of the saving grace of the gospel and
ing, you should take it without qnestion.
"Very respectfully,
of the Catholics, of the Jewe, of the Protestants,- is the the hand of _the omnipotent god. The Baptist
"JAMEs N. TnmR,
same! They laughed at us because we had a God of the.
"Assistant Attorney-General
Sun, and gods of war, but they began to teach us that in Gleaner should put on the witness stand a man
••The volume is herewith returned,"
the history of their churoh a man stopped the ~
it.ll who ~QWs ft()JP.et~ of the world iu which he livs.
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What conflicted with it was to be destroyed. ThoE<e to mention. Then it says : Read the book, but if
after having done so you do not arrive at the creed
From the time when man evolved from barbarism who rejected it were considered unfit to live in the in front, the gentleman above will pay his respects
next
world,
and
when
not
desirable
occupants
of
into that state of intelligence which gave him some
to you and politely condu~t you to the regions
knowledge of his natural rights, the history of the heaven they were consequently not desirable for beneath.
association
with
the
saints
in
this
world.
human llll.ce has been emblazoned by the story of
ln spite. of this, Freethought owes something,
In the outset we are told by Christian apologists
his glorious struggles for liberty. When we think
however insignificant, to the Reformers of the
that
we
must
draw
a
distinction
between
the
church
of this, we are compelled to ask, Why the struggle T
fifteenth century. When they declared their·indeWhy must the sword of war be unsheathed, strife and Christianity. They Pay that while Christianity pendence of the Roman church, there was an innois
a
perfect
system
of
religion,
the
.ch~rch has ,so~e
take from the brow of the world the laurels of
vation of thought that encom[.oassed the world.
peace, and the earth be drenched in blood that man times deviated from the true pnnmples of Chris- Not that religion was wholly responsible for it.
tianity.
In
reply
to
this,
I
would
say
that
the
might obtain justice from his fellowmen?, Was
Not so. The Reformation was equally the resuit
not man born with his rights T In the infancy of church is the representative of Christianity, and the of a political disruption. lts real tlause Was deeper
only
one
it
ever
had.
When
considering
the
effects
the human race, were they not cradled with him 1
than either of these. It was the revival of l~arning
To our primitive ancestors, we are led to believe, of the Christian religion, we look only to its orwhich followed the Turkish invasion of :Europe.
ganized
form,
and
that
is
the
church.
It
is
folly
to
serfdom must have been an impossible state. Did not
· the vast earth upon which they trod. with its illim- say that the church departed from the teachings of When Luther denied the infallibility of the pope,
he logically admitted the right of anyone to deny
itablr. resources and countless benefits, over which Christianity. The Protestant would say that the
was the &Jmiling- welcome of nature. breathe the air Catholic church .was the counterfeit church. T.\len the infallibility of the Bible. l3ut how il1any know
of freedom' The heavens, with their myriads of for one thousand yPars there was no true Chris- that Protestantism has always fought to abolish the
stars and unbounded space, while they inspired tianity on earth, and Christ said, "Lo, I am with you effects of its own teachings ! We are tt>l~ by
the deepest emotions. also seemed to proclaim always, even unto the end of the world." Where Proteatants that the Catholic church is guilty of the
liberty and equality. Yet here was the foundation was he at the time true Christianity had no repre- crimes which we charge upon Christianity, but
of superstition, the cause of all the evils to which sentative' or did he sometimes join bad company, that their church is innocent ·of them. Now I
would not . make sUch allusion to the Catholic
flesh is heir. Here the mind of man in its unde- as when Satan led him up into the mountain 1
church
as would lead any~me to think that I was
The
union
of
these
two
elements
in
Christianity
veloped state became the slave of·every fancy. He
not
awarb
of the bigoted and intolerant spirit of
caused
it
to
suppress
the
old
Pagan
religions
by
had not yet begun to think. He was awed by the
wonders of nature. Life consists of a conflict for force. It suppressed the philosophical schools of the Lutheran, Presbyterian, Congregationalist, and
the means of existence, and in thf;l struggle he was Athens and Rome. It raised up a Constantine, a Episcopal churches. We must remember that
compelled to battle with the elements. But he did Charlemagne, a Torquemada, and a De Montford. these churches never possessed the power of the
not dream .that he was "a part of one stupendous It extinguished the light of science, crushed Free- church of Rome. Measure their crimes by their
whole." governed by immutable law. His surround- thought, imprisoned and burned a Bruno and a opportunities for committing them, and you will
ings led him to feel that a personality that acted Vanini. With the power of the state behind it, it find that their enormities when they had supreme
capriciously with special reference to himself in- enacted laws prohibiting freedom .of speech and power were not inferior to those of the Catholic
vested all phenomena that he beheld. His reason liberty of the press. Christianity boasts of being when in a like position. For evidence of this we
had not yet begun to assert its sovereignty, and his the cause of our civilization. Liberty of thought need not go back four hundred years; we have only
every thought was controled by his passions and an~ speech are the forerunners and accompaniments to direct our attention to the conduct of these
of a high civilization. Yet show me a Christian churches toward Freethought in. the nineteenth
emotions. His
country
that has not at one time or another in its century. Was it not a Protestant government that
Untutored mind,
history enacted laws denying both of them an ex- imprisoned book dealers for selling Thomas Paine's
Saw God in clouds and heard him in the wind.
Andistence. When united with the state, Christianity " Age of Reason "? Did ,not the same government
His soul proud science never taught to stray
has ever made itself a monster of tyranny and op- imprison Richard Carlile and Edward Truelove for
Far as the solar walk or milky way.
pression. Again, we are met by the Christian apol- publishing Freethought lit< rature, and Robert
Here is a demonstration of the fact that igno- ogist, who undertakes to enlighten us by saying Taylor for delivering Freethought lectures? In
rance of natural law is the mother of superstition. that the persecutions of Freethought by the church, what country was George Jacob Holyoake sent to
It follows, then, as the night the day, that superstition which have made the very name of Christianity Gloucester jail for the crime of. being an Atheist,
blinds us to a recognition of our natural rights and odious to liberty, are not the result of the Christian. and G. W. Foote to Holloway jail for blasphemy?
liberties. On all sides, man was under the domin- system when properly understood.
In Protestant England, a country whose greatness
ion of spooks, who, he thought, held his very life
The Christian historian Prescott expresses sur- is said to have its source in the Bible, the bishops,
in their hands. As centuries rolled on, and knowl- prise that a religion whose cardinal principle is priests, and preachers of all denominations united
edge increased, the spooks, which at first were on peace on earth and good will toward men should their forces to keep one Atheist from its legislative
all sides of us, were relegated farther away, and have been prop~gated by the sword and stake. But assembly after he had been duly elected, but by the
their numbers also began to diminish. He could in the same work he himself explains the true cause, indomitable pluck of Charles Bradlaugh and .the
breathe more freely now, as the supernatural when he admits that the very tenets of Christian- perseverance of English Freethinkers the 1combined
agencies were largely withdrawn. Science had not ity themselves cannot make it other than a bloody, forces of bigotry were defeated.
yet begun to unfold the secrets of the universe, and intolerant creed. He says that from the earliest
Our own country is not free from the stain of
the lesser spooks were finally concentrated in one history of the church it was taught that the only Protestant persecution.
Blasphemy laws have
great spook called God, without whom, it was said, proper punishment for the Infidel was fire,.as it is been in force and prosecutions have been made
we cannot ~ccount for our existence.
a forerunner of what he will receive in the next within late years, as in the cases of Abner Kneeland
The followers of the great Persian philosopher, world. Ergo, the doctrine of hell, by arousing the a.nd C. B. Rey:aolds. It is said that the Protestant
Zoroaster, believe that there is a never-ceasing con- most brutish passions, has ever inspired Christians church established and perpetuates Freethought,
flict between two elements, one the element of with a thirst for the blood of those whose honesty but it nevertheleFs imprisoned Viktor E. Lenngood, and the other the element of evil. If we call of mind compelled them to reject its teachings. strand in Sweden and Dr. Voelkel in Germany for
the element of good knowledge, and the element of Still we are constantly told ·by Christil!onB that we delivering Free thought lectures. Christ said, "He
evil ignorance, we must admit that the Bactrian ought not to blame Christianity for the misdeeds of that is without sin among you, let him cast the first
sage, whose life furnished the material out of which its followers. Christianity I arraign at the bar stone." The Protestant church is not flO free from
the mythical Moses was constructed, truly described of history, and I charge ita doctrines and precepts the sin of persecution that it is entitled to cast the
the state of the world. The element of good has with having corrupted the minds of the best of men, first stone at Catholicism or, in fact, at any other
been Freethought, and the evil element the priests. and while a tree is known by its fruita it is equally religion.
To-day the 11reat conflict is still raging. Intelli- true that the fruit of persecution is in variably the
When we consider the great conflict between the
gence has still to pay toll to ignorance. The priest offspring of that poisonous vine called Christianity. church and Freethought, which has been raging
claims the exclusive privilege of inst.ruction con- So I say to the Christian apologist: The monstros- for centuries with the entire Christian world for a
cerning the things of the next world, and he .bas ity, religious persecution, is the child of your re- battleground, we do not often think how great was
tried to possess himself of the keys of knowledge in ligion ; you have nursed it at your breast for cen- the disparity in numbers, wealth, and opportunities
this one, and considering the misery, degradation, turies. Do not be so dishonorable as to cast it now between the combatants. Except in abundance of
and crime of which he has been the instigator, we upon the world, a nameless and unnamable found- truth and right, Freethought has been poor commay also truthfully say that he il!l the possessor of ling.
pared with the church, but the church has always
the keys that unlock the gates of hell.
The church bears in a certain sense two relations been a pauper in the light of these. The church
In the Christian religion these two forces have to Freethought, and in another sense there is but has been upheld by the force of law, prejudice, cusmet together in their g'reatest conflict. There are one. I refer to the two great divisions of Chris- tom, and military power. It has had popular litertwo reasons for this: First, Christianity is formed tianity, Protestantism and Catholicism. The Re- ature and wealth behind it; Freethought has had
from the union of two elements of antiquity, Asiatic formers of Luther's day had no higher conception none of these. It has been proscribed by law.
and Egyptian asceticism moulded by the laws of Freethought than had the church of Rome. The galling prejudices and fanatical passions of
and institutions of Rome. Draper says that, in a The Reformation was a rebellion based upon dogma, man hav been brought into operl\tion againsl it. It
political sense, Christianity is the heritage of the not upon principle. While Luther denied the has ·had to contend against unjust and discriminatRoman empire to the present world. He might supreme authority of the pope, he maintained the ing laws in the past as it has to do in the present.
also have said that every impression that Chris- supreme authority of the Bible. He looked upon It has been taunted with the poverty of its followtianity has made for the past eighteen hundred years disbelief in the paper pope which he set up with /a ers. Yet Freethought has ever been the torch of
has been because of its alliance with the political much horror as the Catholic dreads rejection of the the investigator, the road to truth, the guiding star
powers of its time. Christianity seized upon the one of flesh and blood. He believed in religio~s of him who looks forward to the betterment of hufragments of the decaying empire of the Cresars. persecution, not· only of the papist, but of the manity, until to-day it invades the church itself,
The Roman augur was replaced by the Christian Protestant who did not share his views.
and in the persona of ita moat brainy and propriest.· The temples of the gods were used for
Catholicil!lm denies the right to exercise the pri- gressiv ministers demands that the dogmas which
Ohristian churches. The pope took the place of vate judgment. It steps up to the independent the intelligence of the nineteenth century has outthe emperor, and the world which had been subject thinker, and demands an unconditional surrender. grown be cast aside, even though they lie at the
to the one now became the vassal of the other. The Protestantism permits us to use our reason, but foundation of Christianity.
:ministers of him who saiq, "My kingdom is not of holds us responsible for the conclusions thereof.
Consider the opportunities of the church for
this world,'' found the!llselves joined in marriage George Jacob Holyoake draws the best picture of doing good and contrast them with the evil it has
with the kings of the earth.
Protestantism I have ever seen. He says that it done instead. It might hav spread knowledgP, but
The second reason is the Ohristian doctrine of places before the world a Bible ; underneath it the it U:sed its power for the perpetuation of ignorance.
the divine inspiration of the Bible. That book was infernal regions. In front of it a creed, and above, The one thousand years of its history when it
(Je<Jlared to cont~ ~~!l SP.ffi of all Jtqowledge. ~he gentJemaq WPQS~ niUlle it i~ DQt always poli~~ e~isted in its 6"reat~st prosperity are designated a.s
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the "dark ages." Well ~r~ they. named, for the 1willing to stand upon its own feet. That it might
v:andal hand of the Chnstmn pnest. put out the ~cc";l~D.ulate property it has succeeded in escaping
hght that ?ad been shed by the all;ments and left Its JUS~ share of taxation. That it might obtain the
the wo~ld · m the dark ~hadows of IgnorancA and attentwn of the people, it has succeeded in passing
barbar~s~. ~ead the. history of Gr~ece and Rome, Sunday laws, thereby having a monopoly of the
compare _It w1th t~e histor~ of the :rt;£Iddle Age.s, not first da:y of . the week. It h;as encouraged rascality
extenuatl~~ the VIces of either p~nod, and Witness by making 1t possible for Sunday contracts to be
the transitiOn d~wnward that Christendom made.
nullified and voided in many states. It insists on
The church mi~ht hav been a power for t?e .ad- thrusting the Bible into our schools and haughtily
vanc~ment of smence. !~stead of thus brmgmg offers up its prayers in our Congress. The strength
blessmg upon the world, It deemed the study of of the church is in its union with the state and
natur?'s laws un~ecessary_and s~nful, decl.aring that when this union is severed its power for evll will
the WISdom of this world IS foohshness With God.
cease. Freethought must soon gain another victory
The church might hav been a great power to·fill over the church. Let us not think that the battle
t?e world with peace and love and ha~ten the prac- is ?nded. We must profit by the advantages already
tiC"! brother~wod of man. Instel.ld ~t has caused gamed, and we can do so only by pushing forward
?urm{f the eighteen h~ndred and nmety years of to greater results in the future. The struggle in
Its existence more stnfe, hatred, and bloodshed years to come will be on the same 'lines that it has
than cursed the world during any other equal been in the past. ·Not until mankind shall stand
period known to history.
erect before reason with the same force and num~
T~e church might hav been a power for liberty, hers that once knelt down to superstition will it
but It has been the bulwark of slavery, and has cease.
ever been arm in arm with 'the rich against the
Freethought, in the guise of heresy, is in the
poor.
church to-day. It is breaking out on all sides~
_The church claims that its objec~ is to prevent Rev. Dr. Pierson, who for a time was Spurgeon's
crime. For fifteen hundred years It has had ua- successor, said that the fundamental principles of
limited power to accomplish this, and we still hav Christianity, "the inspiration of the Bible and the
crime and oppression that startle thinking minds divinity of Christ, are assailed." We seldom hear
for the safety of the commonwealths. The rope is of the fall of man. They draw lightly on hell.
still J?r~me to .encir?le the necks of ?hristians, and Infant damnation is a thing of the past. The
the Jails, state pnsons, and lunatiC asylums are thoughts, and not the words, of the Bible are infilled .with the products of the church. In the faee spired. Blessed are the defunct dogmas of Chrisof th1s, we are told that all the blessings we enjoy tian theology. They have died in the Lord. They
are the result of the churches being among us, and rest from_ their labors, their works do follow them.
we are asked what the world would be without them. May they never have a resurrection.
I answer, We well know what the world has been
It is often said that Freethought offers nothing
with ecclesiastical organizations and we know it as a substitute for Christianity. The great English
could be no worse without them, and hav reason to author, Dr. Thomas Inman, said he thought it imbelieve that it would '!Je better.
possible for an iconoclast to tear down prevalent
Look now at another picture. Behold the effects beliefs without, in the nature of things, furnishing
of Freethought wherever it has gone, whether by something in their place. Through skepticism, we
its spirit or the individual work of its great apostles. are enabled to see the errors in prevailing systems
It has ever lifted its voice against Christian oppres- of theology. But what is behind those errors T
sion. It has ever stood guard over the priceless Truth, which we believe should be sought by all.
heritage of man-liberty. In England it has made When we deny Christian dogmas, what do we offer
the three great struggles for liberty of the press, in place of them T. We, are frank to admit that
which was finally achieved in that country. Charles some of them are so barbarous and silly that we
Blount, in the seventeenth century, struck the first would bury them all, without even a tombstone to
blow. The Christian historian, Macaulay, has been perpetuate their memory. But for the following
obliged to admit this. Thomas Paine, in the eigh- Christian doctrines which we deny we would substiteenth, by his "Rights of Man" struck another, tute the subjoined affirmations which we claim to
and Cha..les Bradlaugh, in the nineteenth, fought be true:
the fight that brought complete victory.
Through Franklin, Jefferson, and Paine in Amer1. We deny the infallibility of the Bible as a
ica, the seeds of independence were sown, and the guide. We affirm with equal force the·superiority
result is the Constitution of the United States, which of reason, aided by experience, and test everything
declares absolute separation between the church by its standard.
and government, retiring the Christian God from
2. We deny any knowledge of the supernatural.
participation therein. In France, Freethought was On the other hand, we declare the existence of the
instrumental in bringing about the revolution which natural, believing it to be the all-in-all ; that it conbanished the last relic of feudll.lism in Europe.
tains the entire sphere of human duty, and will
Nearly three hundred years ago, Freethought, in satisfy the needs of man.
the person of one man. battled against the Catholic
3. We deny .God's government of the universe.
and Protestant world in behalf of the right to teach We affirm that it is governed by immutable law,
science to the people. Though Giordano Bruno independent of any personal supervision.
perished in the flames Freethought here gained a
4. We deny God's providence. We affirm that
great victory, which the present generation is will- effect follows cause, and that the history of the
ing to recognize. When s~eking for a savior of the world does not justify us in assuming that any law
world, I would prefer Bruno to Christ. He gave of nature has been changed. We have a proviup his life with greater courage and for a much dance, however, but instead of it being a God of
better cause. Christ died to save people from a whom we know nothing, it is science, of whioa we
hell in which they were never lost. Bruno died in know much. By science as a providence we mean
an eff01•t to save them from a hell in which C.brist's that by knowledge of the working of natural laws
followers had placed them. Christ, who had claimed we are enabled to thwart danger, and embrace opto be the son of God, and who said that no man portunities of relief from ills that assail us..
could come to the Father but through him, in the
5. We deny the efficacy of prayer. We affirm the
agony of death cried out, "My God! my God! Why necessity of personal effort to secure everything i'ehast thou forsaken me 1" Bruno, who had taken quired in life.
upon himself no such distinctions, coolly replied to
6. We deny the moral right of any deity or gov·
those whose taunts he had received, in the sarcastic ernment to punish an individual for any opinion
prophetic sentence, "It is with more fear that you he may hold upon any subject. We affirm absolute
pass this sentence upon me than that I receive it." liberty of conscience, and maintain that honest
From Bruno to Darwin Freethought has been the opinion upon any subject should be respllcted and
protector of science. The greatest scientists have its holder exempt from prosecution here or herebeen Freethinkers, and science is the basis of every after.
true Freethinker's philosophy.
7. We deny that morality is founded upon superLet no man ask, What has Freethought done! naturalism. We affirm that its necessity exists in
Let him look about him and see the work of Chris- the very nature of the individual and of society;
tianity swept away, and the results of Freethought that it is a matter between mam and man, not beshining like precious gems in every department of tween man and God.
civilization. It does not appear to-day as the mere
8. We deny that Christ can save the world from
destructive critic of theology. Being based upon sin. We affirm that salvation from what is imscience, and science being impossible to the human moral and degrading must come through intellimind when under the bondage of superstition, its gence, the cultivation of virtue, and t,he control and
scope is wide as the universe, its methods those of direction of our desires by reason.
the greatest minds of the age.
9. We deny that the chief end of man is to glorify
There is coming another conflict· between the God and prepare for a future existence. We affirm
church and Freethought. It is for the complete that his highest and noblest object should be to
secularization of the government. The church has bring this world to a state in which his conception
always been the great monopolist. It has been the . of heavenly bliss shall be R reality.
cbief of the privileged classes. It hRs never been
FnANKLIN STEINER.
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The bells, the bells; the brazen-mouthed bells;
Scattering their disoord wherever man dwells;
Clanging, resounding, disturbing the air,
Callin~ the faithful to ohnroh and to prayer.
Relio 'of barbarous rite of the savage,
When will this inhuman noise oease to ravage
The ears that are deaf to the oreeds they proclaim,
The hearts thatoare not for their time· honored fame?
Down the next street a siok mother may lie
Watohed OVf3r, oared for, and dreading to die.
Praying to liv for her children, who tread
Softly the floor as thfly near the siok bed.
Quiet and rest tht) siok mother may save;
PhyRioians are helpless, but rest she must hav.
Out bursts the ear-splitting, nerve-racking oall,
Of the meroileBB bells; oan she liv through it all?
How many invalids, powerless to move,
Are killed by the bells that announce so mnoh love?
But what does it matter; the death of a stranger
Is nothing when immortal souls are in danger.
Reader, stand with me beside a ohnroh door,
While up overhead oan be heard the loud roar
Of the bells as they oall on their owners to oome
And receive what they pay for, a sermon and some
Fine mnsio, and also a ohanoe to uphold
Their dearly-bought standin~: as lambs of the fold.
Watoh, as they slowl.v approach at a pace
Quite in kAeping with sanctity; look at eaoh faoe.
Observe what a saintly expreBBion it wears.
Their motivs are ~ood ana no Infidel dares
To assert for an instant his doubts as to whether
Religion or fashion has brought them together.
Clang go the bells; oan yon hear 'tween the peals
The message, this oall to the godly, reveals?
Like the anostles of old, the to11~ue in the steeple
Speaks different lanl:!'nage to different people.
Olangl oome along Mrs. Portly, array
Yourself in your raiment and oome here and pray
That your health may be spared, that you may not get fat,
And that Portly will buy yon that dream of a hat.
Clang! oome along Mr. Portly, arise;
Your business will prosper if .von are but wise
And establish your fame as a God-fearing man;
Be seen in your ohnroh-pew as mnoh as you oan.
Olangl oome along, and, Miss Portly, remember
The splendid young man that you met last December,
Is going to sing in the ohoir from this out,
And perhaps you oan bring a flirtation about.
Clang! and the eloquent minister hears
And, gathering the notes of his sermons, he fears
That he will be oalled to a flook very soon
Who will pay him more monAy for salvation's boon.
Clang! and the lame and the halt and the blind
And the deaf and the dwarfed and the feeble of mind
Are told by the bells to be thankful the onrse
.
Rests so lif"htly upon them; it might hav been worse.
Clan!!' I and the bells to the stranger deolare,
Tbat 'heneath oan be heard a most eloquent prayer.
Clang! and a sermon of excellent piety,
Also, he'll find here the best of society.
Clang! and our organ is matchless in tone,
And our ohoir, we assert, is inferior to none.
Clang I you are welcome, but stranger, of oonrse
We expeot you will leave us a mite from your purse.
There onoe lived a preacher, so history tells,
Who preached out of doors and knew nothing of bells,
And nothinl!' of ohnrohes, or dol!,'mas or oreeds,
But whose life was replete With beneficent deeds,
And who taught a philosophy simple and grand.
In his name all the ohnrohes of Christendom stand,
And his siw1>le philosophy olaim that they teaoh;
But where do they praotioe the things that they preach?
If their master should oome and be with us onoe more,
And liv out the life that he lived onoe before.
What bell-ringin~ ohnroh would a welcome extend,
Would lend him its pulpit or make him a friend.
MonGAN A. RoBERTSoN.

Call for the Eighteenth Annual Congress.
At a meeting of the board of directors of the
American Secular Union held at the residence of
Dr. Juliet H. Severance, July 28th, it was decided
that the Eighteenth Annual Congress of thA organ·
ization be held in Chicago, Oct. 26th, 27th, and
28t.h.
Various religious denominations, ignoring past
differences-and the history of Christianity demonstrates that these hav been most serious-recently
convened in a parliament and agreed to work in
unison for the uplifting of humanity. Certainly
Liberals should not display a less conciliatory
spirit than the orthvdox sects. Assenting to this,
and remembering that only in union is f,here strength,
the board adopted the following resolution:
ReBolved, That the Freethought Federation of America be invited to unite with the American Seonlar UDion
in holdinl!' its Eighteenth ADnnal Congress, and that Mrs.
FreeliiJln bA requested to communicate this resolution to
Mr. S. P. Putnam.
It is also urged that all Pocieties which accept
the "Nine Demands" send delegates tp the Congress, and that Liberals make a grand effort to
attend this Freethought Parliament. Let every
R.uxiliacy send its representative.
The World's
Fair Congress was a splendid success, but this is
its equal in importance. The enemy is activ, en·
forcing Sunday laws and securing Sunday legislation, opposing the taxation of church property, the
value of which is assuming alarming proportions,
Pecuring the appropriation of public funds to sectarian inPtitutions, demanding that the Bible be
read in the public schools-in fact, not one effort
to roh the peopl~ of liberty has been relinquished.
The NRtional Reform Aseocia.tion, the SRhhath
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Union, the Epworth Leagues, the King's Daughters, the Women's Christian Temperance Unionall these hav banded together, presenting a formidable front, and it will require thfl united efforts of
Liberals to defeat so unscrupulous a foe, owning
allegiance, as it readily admits, not to this govern'ment, but to a heavenly ruler, thus endeavoring to
establish a theocracy on the ruins of the republic.
How to best oppose this purpose and the other unpatriotic schemes of our antagonists must be considered at this Congress. We must work together,
accepting this much of the wisdom of our o~po
nents, that "those who are not for us are agamst
us."
MRs. M. A. FREEMAN,
Cor. Sec. ·American Secular Union.

News and Notes.
On Wednesday, July 25th, I leave Sault Ste.
Marie for Drummond, Mich. I voyage along the
broad and sweeping St. Mary's river, which pours
from Lake Superior into Huron, a distance of sixty
or seventy miles, the pathway of the great ships·
and steamboats from Chicago, Buffalo, etc. It
seems to be a busy thoroughfare for the commerce
of the lakes. The shores are thickly wooded, with
low mountain ranges and an occasional village.
Very few cultivated lands appear. It looks as if
the primeval forest was still :flourishing, and amidst
it the cabin of the frontier settler, where for his
morning meal one can even now shoot the partridge
or club the porcupine or catch fish, but can rejoice
only in a scanty quantity of bread and potatoes.
It is a beautiful day, and though one might welter
in the crowded city, on board the swift steamboat
the cool gales constantly fari the cheek and the
roughening waters spread away in ever-changing
expanses. At 1 o'clock, when we reach Detour, the
nearest shipping point to Drummond-which is
nine miles away-and to reach this point I must
take a sailboat, which adds to the variety of my
journey. There is not much breeze and it takes
about four hours to make our destination. It is
pleasant to thus drift almost unconsciously along
the waters, where there is scarcely a ripple-the
white sails idly spread and the shores slowly changing along the glittering horizon. Right here begin
the Thousand Isles, large and small, scattered for a
hundred milea into the Georgian bay with every
variety of form and making picturesque scenes
through the winding liquid pathways.
I arrive at Drummond at 6 o'clock. This is the
only settlement on the island. Farms are scattered
over it, and here about the post office, store, and
hotel are gathered twenty or thirty houses. There
is a primitiv aspect about the place. The bustle of
civilization is entirely absent. It is a haven of quiet
where the days and the years might roll by with
scarcely any alteration. This place was started
over forty years ago by Mr. Daniel Murray Seaman
and family of the Mormon church, after it was
broken up and scattered by the death of Joseph
Smith. The Seaman family are here unto the present day and are stu.nch Liberals.
I giv six lectures at this place and the hall owned
by Mr. Edwin Seaman is about full every time.
Pretty nearly everybody comes, except the minister
and some faithful disciples who will not run the
risk of losing their faith. There is one church here,
the Methodist, which. exists rather as a formality
than ·anything else. I hav been in hopes that the
"elder" would attend the meetings and giv a chance
for debate, but so far he has kept quiet, although
he is generally belligerent on theological questions.
I find Drummond on the whole to be quite a
Liberal community. As far as ideas are concerned
it is as advanced as any place on the continent even
though it is so far from the center of activity. It
seems to draw a good dPal of freshness and vitality
from the bosom of nature itself. It is a lovely
place to spend the summer days. The groves
about it of pine, oak, maple, birch, etc., afford many
a delightful shady retreat. The broad waters~ :flowing among scores of islands in view, present a
brilliant panorama from morning until evening.
Sometimes the surface is perfectly glassy ; then the
breeze sends a million ripples rolling over it ; then
the sudden squall darkens the view. The boats
skim along, the yacht is occasionally seen and the
whistles of the steamboats are heard at Detour, as
they come and go on the great main channel.
There is an interesting variety of prospects; not of
the grand or exciting order, but of the gentle and
alluring kind. It does not seem dull here a bit.
In fact, it is a luxury to be thus out of the strifes
of civilization, where nature breathes her spell of
soft contentment. One scarcely takes any note of
time as the gorgeous days pass with variable light
and music.
On Thursday Mr. Edwin Seaman and myself
voyage over to Harbor Island, to the residence of

Mr. Wells Church. This island is quite a resort
for parties from.Cuicago, "Soo," etc. The waters
about take the shape of a hor~~eshoe, and that name
is applied to it. Among these innumerable isles
both the water and the land assume almost every
imaginable object.
.
Mr. Church is a Liberal all over and exceedmgly
well posted, and many a confab has he had with the
priests, and hoisted them with their own petard.
He has been in this country over a quarter of a
century, and is one of its leading men. He has
been county superintendent and is.quite interested
in educational matters. Like Alexander Selkirk, he
is lord of all he surveys. He owns nearly all the
island. There is talk of putting up a hotel and
starting a summer colony at that place. It is one
of the most attractiv spots I hav vtsited.
.
Mr. Edwin Seaman, who has taken THE TRUTH
SEEKER from the beginning, came here forty years
ago, when he was about ten· years old, with his
father. He has thus" grown up" with the country,
and has progressed from the "Latter-Day Saints"
to science and humanity. He has been prominently
identified with the Liberal cause for many years.
It was through his efforts that this Freethought
campaign was started-the first thing of the sort
in this part of the country. In previous years there
has been some Liberal organization, and TRUTH
SEEKERS and Freethought books hav been well circulated. Mr. Seaman has been variously interested
in the material and business prosperity of the country, as well as devotfld to advanced ideas. He has
found good support in the work.
Samuel Seaman, Ludlow Seaman, Don Carlos
Seaman, Murray Seaman, George Seaman, and
David Murray Seaman are of the same stock, and
stand by the colors with the same generous spirit.
Samuel Seaman is the eldest of the brothers and is
especially well equipped for Freethought service,
and is able, if need be, to speak upon the platform.
Church history is his favorit field of discussion.
Mr. C. H. Fairchild, who introduced me at the lectures, has been here ever since the organiza.tion of
the township and is one of its officers. He is not
afraid, if need be, to plunge into the wilderness
and blaze the path of progress.
Wm. Denion, James Melvin, John Gates, Captain
Morgan, George Morgan, Lafayette Morgan, Wm.
Anderson, Daniel Willoby, and others, are among
the number who contribute to the work and are enrolled in tl~e advanced guard, willing to be counted
for Freethought.
Mrs. Betsy Elizabeth Seaman, mother and grandmother of the Sea.man family, is the "oldest inhabitant" of Drummond, and with her husband was
the firet to make a home on the island forty years
ago. She has passed through many trying experiences since that time. She has now passed into a
sunny old age, and can rejoice in the fruits of the
pioneer struggle. It is humanity that has ·shone
out, and not divinity, in that varied pathway.
The clergyman of the place, Mr. Strickland, did
put in an appearance on Saturday night, and asked
a few questions, but not. after the Socratic met.hod,
but in a rambling sort of fashion wherein curiosity
seemed to prevail over logic. I thought he would
ask all about my cousins and aunts and everything
connected with the family tree. To use his apt
simile, he was like a mule kicking in every direction
without much reference to the point to be made.
He seemed to hav no idea of parliamentary rule.
However, I made out to get htm down to something relativ to the subject; and there was some
order in the debate. To giv the people a chance to
hear both sides I asked him to meet me on the following day, Sunday, and uphold his religion. But
this he refused to do. The day was too holy for
the logical defense of Christianity. It seemed to
me, however, that that was just what he ought to
be doing, and the holier the day the better the
deed, even from his standpoint. He declared that
he would "stand up for Jesus" sometime in the
futurs. If I ever do return to Drummond I shall
certainly make him toe the mark, and meet the
issue if he has the courage of his convictions. I am
sorry that during the whole of my six lectures he
could be present only one night, and showing by
his questions then that he had not the slightest idfla
what Freethought is, which ignorance might hav
been removed had he listened with his own ears to
what J had to say and not trusted to the reports of
others, which is too much the fashion with orthodox
clergymen, who are so valiant in knocking down a
man of straw.
Monday, July 30th, was a clear and breezy day,
and in good time we made the voyage from Drummond to Detour. While at Detour I enjoy the
generous hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bunker,
who are stanch Freethinkers. Mr. Bunker is foreman of the mill here, which is one of the largest in
this part of Michigan. I hope some day to be able

to giv a lecture at Detour, Sault Ste. Marie, etc.
There is a Liberal element which, at present, is inactiv. Mrs. Bunker, who is of the Seaman family,
was present at my lectures, and returned with us
on Monday. Mr. John Gates and Ludlow Seaman
are the faithful pilots of the boat in which I hav
an exhilarating voyl!-ge. No matter how swift the
wind, they can trim.the sails and bring the Secular
Pilgrim safe to shore.
I leave DAtour at half past one Monday afternoon, and arrive at Mackinaw city just in time to
take the train for Chicago, whence I proceed westward. The strikes, and hard times generally, and
bad harvests, make it impossible to go to the Pacific
coast this fall. I shall put in my work in the in.
terior states, with Chicago as my headquarters. I
shall also help arrange for a joint congress of the
Freethought Federation and American Secular
Union the latter part of October. I hope there
will be a great rally to this congress, and from this
point we can push forward to a good winter campaign. Wherever it is possible let arrangements
be made to ·push the work by platform and press.
SAMUEL p. PUTNAM.

The Cause in Oregon.
The Oregon Secular Park is dedicated. The day
was a delightful one and everybody was happy.
Not only the Secularists of Oregon, but of·every
state, hav reason to feel proud of the splendid gift
of David and Caroline Wittenburg, of New Era;
On the Fourth of July the Oregon State Secular
Union laid the foundation of a magnificent enterprise, but it will require the co-operation of the
thousands of Liberals on this coast to make it as successful as we wish it to be. The large and handsteamer Geo. W. Seaver, of Portland, was chartered
by the First Secular Church, and a jollier crowd of
merry day makers never boarded a vessel. Our
Portland friends were joined by a delegation of
about thirty from Forest Grove, while Scappoose,
Corvallis, Milwaukee, Canby, Oregon City, and other
places were represented.
B. F. Hyland and D. C. Stewart, of the executiv
board of the Oregon State Secular Union; John
Price, of Scappoose, and B. F. Jagger, of Oregon
City, old stand-bys of Secularism, who support it
not only with "best wishes" but with money wherewith to carry on the good <A ork, were there to giv
us strength and hope for the future.
For ten da~ s previous to the excursion Mr. Smith
superintended a crew of men at the park, clearing
away the underbrush, cutting out pretty\ trails, and
making shady nooks for the picnickers. A force of
carpenters, for whose work Mr. Gustav Hicketheir, of the Portland Secular Church, paid; erected
a 40 x 40 foot dance ·pavilion, booths, anq stand.
Mr. H. H. Wheeler, of Canby, of whom the lumber
was ordered, donated $20 worth of lumber; while ·
our farmer fi"iends at New Era, Messrs. Friedrich,
Spulac, Veteto, and Irvine Wheeler h~uled the lumber from the mill to the park-six miles.
Too much cannot be said in praise of our friends
Mr. and Mrs. Burgoyne, Mr. and Mrs. Friedrich,
Mr. and Mrs. Spulac, Mr. and Mrs. Wink, of New
Era; Mr. and Mrs. W W. Ir~in, of Barlow; and
Dr. and Mrs. Olds, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Booth, Mr.
and Mrs. E. N. Ford, and Mary A. Booth, of McMinnville, and others, for their generous donations
of food for the men at work.
While there were a number of Portlandmerchants
who gave contributions, and to all of whom we feel
grateful, yet I wish particularly to mention Closset
& Devers, wholesale coffee and spice dealers. Mr.
Devers is such a whole-souled, splendid fellow, so
straightforward in his dealings, and withal has been
so generous to the Secularists, that it givs us pleasure to recommend this firm to Secularists everywhere. We believe in patronizing people who
patronize us. Don't forget this firm, and country
merchants going to Portland call and see.or write
them, and be sure to tell why you do so.
Among the retail grocers, Mr. Steinfurth and Mr.
Chas. Saunders, both of South First street, hav
contributed so generously that we will always feel
indebted to them. Were I to mention the names
of all the good and generous friends who helped
make this affair a success, this letter would hav to
appear in several numbers of our Liberal papers.
The hard times hav made our work very, very
difficult, but throug-h all the encouraging letters and
support of these friends hav given renewed hope.
I cannot speak of the program in detail. The
children of the Forest Grove and Portland Secular
Sunday-schools sang, Nettie A. Olds delivered the
Declaration of Independence, and addresses were
made by Annie E. Barker, Edw. Alisky, Thos.
Kemp, and myself.
In a neat little speech, Edith Kemp, daughter of
the president of the Portland Secular Church and
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librarian of the Portland Secular Sunday-schoolthirteen years of age-on behalf of the donors, presented the deed for the park to President W. W.
Jesse, for the Oregon State Secular Union, whoresponded briefly, outlining the past work of the
Oregon State Secular Union, the outlook for the
future, and thanking Mrs. and Mrs. Wittenburg f~r
their generous gift.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Wittenburg responded,
wishing success and prosperity to the Union and
its friends.
The dedication of the park was a mos.t enjoyable
aftair, but the real hard work is yet to follow. Before another camp tneeting we want to hav laid the
foundation of the Pacific Coast Secular UJJiversity,
and also, in the vicinity of the park, build a crema. torium, and a joint stock company for this purpose
is about to be organized.
·
New Era is on the Willamette river, twenty miles
from Portland, has both steamboat and railroad
facilities, and is as pretty and healthful a place as
anyone would wish.
Even the name of the place is strikingly appro-priate, and with the cooperation of Secularists, we
can here build a magnificent university where parents all over the world who wish their children
educated without superstition, will hav an oppor·
tunity to do so.
.
The park is about three hundred feet above ~~ond
overlooks the Willamette river and valley for miles.
MOSES AND MATTIE E. HULL
The past two weeks the Spiritualists hav been
holding camp-meeting at New Era. Moses and
Mattie E. Hull were the leading speakers, and their
brave words attacking theological humbugs, and in
behalf of the emancipation of the people from all
superstitions, did incalculable good for. Secular.
ism. Mr. and Mrs. Hull are well known all over
the world as thorough Seculatistn, and if more
Spiritualists were as honest, sensible, and broad as
t hey are, the Ph enomenon of S piritualism would at
tract more attention than it now does.
Nettie A.. Olds, of the Portland Secular Sundayschool, Annie E. Barker, of the Forest Grove

MEMBERSHIP.
Since last convention 355 new members hav joined
the Oregon State Secular Union. Is your name
there T If not, write for membership blank now.
You can at least join the Union.
DEBT.
There is a balance of $68.45 due for lumber, and
twenty-five thousand shingles and several thousand
feet of lumber are yet to be purchased before the
speaker's pavilion, dance hall, and necessary walks
for future use can be completed.
Robert R. Laughlin, of North Yanhill, who has
been one of the stanch Secularists of this country,
and made many contributions of money for the
work, died a.t his home, June 19th. Annie E.
Barker, lecturer of the Forest Grove Secular Circuit, conducted the funeral services.
. Annie K. Miller, wife of P. H. Miller, of Canby,
d1ed June 19~h. Funeral services were conducted
by. me.
KATIE KEHM SMITH,
.
Sec. Oregon State Secular Union.
Oregon City, Or.

Nodding Philosophers.
Anti vaccinationists hav unearthed an enemy in
the person of Prof. Thomas H. Huxley, who, as
quoted in JJr.·lfoote's Health Monthly, aays:
If my next door neighbor · · · · is allowed to let his
children go nl!-vaccinated, he might as well be allowed to
!eave strychmne lozenges about in the way of mine; and
1f he brmgs them up untaught and untrained to earn
their living, he is doing his best to res~rict my freedom,
~~increasing the burden of taxation for the support of
Jails and workhouses, which I hav to pay.
Dr. Foote casts some doubt upon Mr. Huxley's
authorship of the foregoing, but I find by reference
to the professor's lecture .on "Administrativ Nihil·
ism " that the words are there sure enough. The
lecture as a whole shows that the author is some.
thing of a Populist. There is, however, a suspicion
of carelessness in his argument, especially as ap·
plied to vaccination; because if that rite-that is
the rite of vaccination-has the value claimed for it,'
those who practice it hav nothing to fear from
small-pox. If Professor Huxley's children contract
small-pox, that fact would demonstrate one of two
things-either that inoculation is not a preventiv,
or that he has allowed his children to go unvaccinate d and has thereby been guilty of an offense equal
to disseminating strychnine lozenges or hunting
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An Earnest Worker's Greeting.
To THE EDITOB OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: So long a
time has passed ·since I hav talked with you or to
the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, that I'm afraid I
flhall sepm to most of them, or at least to the many
new readers, a stranger. I used to feel, in the
"long ago," that though you, like the late editor of
the New York Tribune, was born an editor, a little
help would always be acceptable; but tu-day, with
the weekly " Observations" of your more than talented brother (a genius of the first order), with
"News and Notes," the interesting letters from
across the water by our friend Charles Watts, and
sometimes a communication from John Peck (who
hammers his objector as he hammers the iron upon
his anvil till he becomes smooth and pliable), what
can your readers need with the dry words of one
who has entered her seventy-eighth year? It is not
you that need me, but I that need you.
What a grand time you all must hav had around,
not the grave but the monument which bears the
name of Thomas Paine ; and the deed, so like you,
Mr. Editor, to giv us, the many who could not be
with you, the entire proceedings. I do not wonder
that Mr. Remsburg has read "The Knight Errant
of Freedom" so many times: The conception is so
beautiful-an entirely original thought in words as
fine as were ever wrought into verse. What shall
I say of the rest of the program T Surely it was
everything that could be desired. I'm glad that we
hav had these yearly demonstrations of honor to
the memory of Thomas Paine, for I hav no doubt
the church will soon claim him as a Christian, and
make the arm-chair whi.ch is supposed to be the
resting-place of Washington in heaven, wide enough
to hold Thomas Paine. What think you, dear
friends who read THE TRUTH SEEKER, about miracles,
when I tell you that the young people of the society
who worship in the Westbourne Park Chapel, London, Dr. Spurgeon's church (now, since his death,
Dr. Clifford's}, invited M. D. Conway to lecture in
that chapel upon Thomas Paine, and he complied ;
and Dr. Clifford in the pulpit offering prayer, and
the enthusiasm over the lecture breaking out into
frequent and loud applause !• I am old enough to
die, but I think I shall liv to know that Colonel
Ingersoll has by invitation lectured in the most
orthodox churches in Boston and New York upon
Thomas Paine. I ought to hav said in its place
that Dr. Spurgeon preached the most terrific "hellfire and brimstone " doctrin, and sent more people
to endure it than any modern minister I hav ever
read; and Mr; Conway, surely alJ Freethinkers
know of him and his works; his "Earthward Pilgrimage" has been my bible many years, and now
his " Life of Thomas Paine " is grand.
I am hoping to liv long enough to see "Four
Hundred Years of Freethought." I hav no doubt
the old adage, "A patient waiter is no loser," will
be exemplified in the case of this book, but we
began to expect it wit.hout counting the cost. I
hav finished my sheet, and nothing of Heston; no
matter, be speaks for himself and will always be
heard. I am always yours,
Luoy N. Co;r.MAN.
Syracuse, N. Y., July 29, 1894.

Secular Circuit, and Mr. and Mrs. Hull spent a most
delightful day at Castle Kehm, enjoying its rugged
scenery, and discussing past and future work of the
Oregon State Secular Union. While Mr. and Mrs.
lhh u.re on the platform, Secularism will hav at
least two talented teachers.
To Mr. and Mrs. Brettel, of Rochester, N. Y., we his neighbor with a gun. Where he finds a leg to
wish to extend our thanks for their constant con- stand on while advocating compulsory vaccination
is something which I am totally unable to discern.
tributions of reform literature, which has enabled
Professor Huxley has contributed a great deal to
us to send out scores of pamphlets and papers.
strengthen the position of Freethinkers. Whether
Also to the Editor of T:B:E · TBUTH SEEXEB, for his other Freethinkers hav ever assisted him to
encouraging words in regard to the work of the strengthen or to attain his own position I do not
Oregon State Secular Union, recommending its know, but. in all my reading .of his works I do not
plan to other states.
diseover .that he givs them any credit for doing so.
SHELTON AND ROSEBURG, WASH.
He has, I believe, about equal disregard for believ·
The Oregon State Secular Union is not confi.n- era and unbelievers. His dissertation on the Mo·
ing its work to this state. One circuit and two saic "wall," which has been quoted in THE TRUTH
Secular Sunday-schools in the state of Washington SEEKER, shows that he certainly has no appreciation
hav organized under its jurisdiction. Mrs. M. E. of the labors of his predecessors-Paine, Volney,
Shelton-Cyphert is the leading worker at Shelton, Taylor, Bolingbroke, and others-who had so riddled
while Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Lee hav charge of the the Mosaic wall that he need not for a moment hav
Roseburg circuit.
debated the quel!ltion of going around or over it. It
In localities where we hav not been able to send was already full of holes. Huxley's main fault is
a lecturer, a copy of one of my lectures is read each his failure to recognize the services of his co-laborers.
Lectures and M.eetings.
week by a member of the local auxiliary.
I once sent him a copy of Taylor's "DiE>gesis/' with
THE
Freethinkers
of Kansas will hold a convention in
A Teacher's and School Director's Cooperativ a view to finding out what he thought of it. Pro- Lawrence, Kan., September
6th-9~h. Preparations are
Bureau has been organized, whose purpose it is to feasor Huxley replied in words to the eftect that being made to hav it a grand success. Excellent sptll!.!:·
register the names, etc., of school teachers and while a hundred years ago there might hav been ing and singing will be the distinctiv features of the
directors who are Secularists, and introduce them some excuse for a man in jail to write such a book, occasion. Many Freethinkers-Agnostics, Spiritualists,
o.nd Liberals of other shades-hav s:gnified their inten·
to one another, with a view to supplying, as far as there was none for its continued circulation and pA· tion
of being present and participating in the delibera·
we can, teachers fo'i- the public schools of this state rusal outside. T() be sure, Taylor lacked the ad· tiona of the convention. Kansas is having good crops
who are Secularists, knowing that in this way re- vantages of the knowledge acquired in the past this year and, notwithstanding the calamity of the great
ligion will not be taught in the schools. We would century ; possibly some of his remarks were crude ; strike, its people are hopeful and look forward to better
in the not distant future. W. B. Bell is now lee!·
like to hear from every teacher who is a Secularist but if biblical criticism advances in the next century times
nring in Kansas, helping to prepare the minds of the
and competent teacher.
as it has in the past, how will Mr. Huxley's own Liberals for the coming mtellectnal feast. His address
We also want members of school boards, in Ore- words sound in 1994 T Does he think that his ideas is 114 East Fourth street, Topeka, Kan.
gon and elsewhere, who' are Secularists, to write us about vaccination will be. accepted then T Would he
THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford,
if they want such teachers.
even repeat them now T
secretaryt.meets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday in WarWe need your help in this matter. You want
The fact is, the philosophers must be read with ner's Hau, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadt>lphia.
your public school free from religion, and we want suspended judgments. In 1861 M;r. llerbert Spen· Freethonght publications are on sale at the meetings.
to help you to hav it so. Don't be indifferent.
cer, noting the failures among the attempts to run
THE Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday
The Sixth Annual Convention of the Oregon cars by electricity, said: "Daily are men induced to
at 421 Lackawana avenue. Our motto: Freedom
State Secular Union : The executiv committee hav aid in carrying out inventions which a mere tyro in evening
and Kindness. Everybody invited. Secretary, William
not yet decided when the convention will be held, science could show to be futil. Had those who Watkins.
but Forest Grove wants it, and it may be held supplied the money [for the construction of "electroTHE Detroit Investigator Society meets every Sunday
there. We understand that the townsite of Forest magnetic engins "] understood the general law of afternoon
at the hall, No. 32 Monroe avenue ..
Grove was dedicated to "Almighty God," and with the correlation and equivalence of forces, they might
the understanding that there should never be a sa- hav had better balances at their bankers." Electric
loon in the place, and that only things of a religious motors were running almost w1thin the sound of my
S. P. Putnam's Lecture Appointments.
nature should be allowed there. Mrs. Barker, our voice when I first read the foregoing quotation, and Fargo, N. Dak., An~?. 11-14.
~ble lecturer, in charge of the Forest Grove circuit, I imagin th·tt the balance at the bank6:rs of the elec· Crookston, Minn., Aug. 15-17.
is rapidly educating the people there out of relig- trio motor companies is quite satisfactory. Poor Hoople, N. Dak. Aug. 18-21.
Fort Maginnis, Mont., Aug. 26th to Sept. lOth.
ious nonsense, and if the convention is held there old correlation and equivalence are passengers.
From July to September lOth in Iowa, Michigan,
we hope to go a thousand strong, and for. three
In the court of the undiscovered one man's guess
Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota, and Montana.
days hold a convention such as the Secularists of seams to hav about the same standing as another's. Please
address S. P. Putnam, in care of E. C. Reich·
Oregon hav never seen.
G. E. M.
wald, 234 South Water street, Chicago, Ill. ·
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plain way of expression in his discussions,
which many did not like, but I wish we
had far more such men. Whatever his
faults, I think he could say like me, I am
Would Like to Enroll His Name.
neither a liar nor a hypocrit. Dear friend,
CHRISTINE, CAL., June 24, 1894.
farewell. Yon leave an indelible record on
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $6.50 for the my impressible brain.
J. H. CooK.
books you sent. me some time ago antl for
Freethinkers Should Not Fear Free
the renPwal of my subAcription to Trrt~
Thoughts.
TRUTH SEY.~KER. I would like very mnch
to hav my name enroll1'd in Mr. Putnam's
WESTBORO. MAss., July 24, 1894.
hook, "Four Hundred Years of FreeMR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $5,
thought," but times are tor> hard jnAt now, which credit to my account. With a g-rowso will hav to forerzo for awhile the pleas· ing and increasing family it is not a little
ure of reading it. Respectfully yours,
. difficult keeping even with the world.
JONAS MYERS.
Still times are not so hard in the East as
in theW est ; for the reason that communiSncce~R is Sure.
ties whose wealth consists largely in money
NEw YoRK, July 27, 1894.
feel the contraction of currency last of all.
MR. EDITOR: Since I ordered the book, It is only, to use a homely expression,
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought," whP.n the old cow is milked dry that they
and THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year, I suffer.
hav a little audience of neighborB nearly
You probably hav a tolerably clear idea
every night to read the paper. They are of how to run your paper; but in reply to
too noor to order it themselvR, but they those who seem to think the observations
devonr every word of it. This paper is of your brother George, in regard to
really a gem of'its kind. It is an intelli- finance, are detrimental to THE TRUTH
gent, truthful, and progressiv work. It SEEKER, I will say its sale will increase ;
st.rikes home. Keep it up, friends. and we furthermore, I cannot undeTstand the opwill surely gain in the end. Wishing position of Freethinkers to free thoughts
sucoesq, I remain,
Yours truly,
properly expressed. An old slave owner
LEWIS CHASKIN.
cared mighty little about the thought of
the slave so long as he got the result of his
Tiresome, but Must Be none.
labor. Just so we can talk about mental
EDDYVILLE, N.Y., .Tnly 16, 1894.
liberty until we are black in the face, but
MR EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 for if we are financial slaves what does it all
renewal from February. I am in love with amount to?
the paper and think it iA doing a great
In regard to woman suffrage, perhaps I
good, hut it looks likf'l a thankless task to do not get Mr. George Macdonald's idea,
keep up a co_ntinual firA on all the super- but it looks to me like this: Women ought
stitionR of the t.imes, But it must be done not to vote, for the reason that a majority
or our lib~:rt.ies are gonE>, and we are bound of them are likely to vote for unjust measdown with all the old Puritanical Jaws that ures. Bearing in mind that a lar~e proPorwere enacted when the church held the tion of the present legislation (1f the Engpower; when they could burn witches ac- lish Parliament and the American Houses
oordin~r to Jaw.
! see that you are vil:d- of Congress is intended to mitigate the
lant an<l watcohful, with yonr eye on all thA Jegislativ wrongs of the past, the above
tricks of God's holy men. Yours for prog- argument would hav a tendency csrtainly
ress,
F. LARABEE.
to disfranchise men. It is. not unhke the
mental process of the boy holding hiR comlie is J)ead Asleep Now.
panion down on the barn floor. "I'll not
CLOC'R"VJT,LF., N. Y., July 20, 1894.
let you up, for if I do you might get me
1\'CR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed fifty down."
cents for "Thnmbecre11V and Rack," "SelfI hav a friend who says he will subscribe
Contradictions of the Bible," "Religion a for your paper. Respectfully,
CnrRI.', a Lie, a DisPase:" I rode fifteen
Z; A. GLEASON.
miles Pne day to see an Infidel. I wanted
Mortuary-Jackson Shull.
him to giv twentv-tive cents to distribute
the Paine memorial paper. He would not
'DKLPHOS, 0., July 23. 1894.
giv fivt~ cents. He said he expected to
Mn. EDITOR: On Thursday, July 19,
sleep when he was done with this life, and 1894, Jackson Shull, a pioneer of Allen
he didn't fret himself over Freethought or county, Ohio, died at his home in Beaver
politics. I am going to see him again and Dam.
lend him a few copies of THE TRUTH
With the consciousness of an honorable
SEF.KER and other Freethonght reading, and virtuous life well spent, at the age of
ani! see if I cannot arouse him to the idPa sixty-seven, while lying in the arms of his
that t.bere is work to be done in this worlil, daughter, and as if falling asleep, he
and that he can Rleep juRt as sound in the passed peacefully away. Death had no
hereafter for doing it. I lend or giv awav terrors for him; he died as he had lived,
most of my papPrs. There are not many without fear of tha future.
FrPethinkers in this community.
lu an early day he came with his father
Yours for Freethought llnd free spePch, from Wayne county, Ohio, and the family
R. L. STISRER.
settled in the dense'forest where the village
of Beaver Dam is now located. His
A Few. Words for C. W. Goff.
father laid out the village in 1851. JackCoummus, KAN., July 24, 1894.
S"n Shull followed his tradf'! of stone and
'MR. EDrron: I am sick, hut must write. brick mason nearly all his life. In youth
Do not refuse to publish a few expression A he obtained only o. common-school educaof grief and appreciation for my dPparted tion, but he was a life-long student and
friend. "How hlesAingR brighten as they had few, if any, intellectual peers in Allen
take their flight!" As I was reading, in county. His library was filled with the
p11in, your items, the death of my noble .best of books, among which was Thomas
friend caught my eye, and Rpontaneous Paine's complete works in three large
tears rushed down my cheeks to relieve volumes. Kind and charitable to all, it
unutterable emotions. During the Con- haq been said he had no enemy in · the
vention at Chicago in October laRt, he and world. He was always willing for others
I were at the Ruqsell Hotel. Incidentally to enjoy all the rights he claimed for himon the first dav I gav him a clue to my self. By his death the Freethoright cause
history, eRpenially the persPcutionR-rough has lost a faithful and effectiv worker.
treatmPnt, perRonal danger~. mobs, and
He left to mourn the loss of one they
perils of life-I encountered forty to fifty loved so dearly, Julia Ann, the partner of
vears ago. wh<>n I had told too much thirty-eight years of happy wedlock, and
heretical trnth, and that I hnd come there his two daughters, ihrs. Cora Weaver,
as an object of charity at the risk of my wife of B. W. Weaver, and Miss Lula
life. Few st.rangers (even Freethinkers) Shull. No man was more kind to his
would do as be did, giv me $5. with Rpon- family. They can go to his grave and
. taneous sympathy and generosity. T hav truthfully ~ay: "He who lies here never
no doubt if he had bPen presPnt he gave to nil a moment of pain; from his lip,.,
would hav add:>d to hi~ gift in the public now dust, there never came to us an uncontribntion11 I remember with great kind word." He laid up no ''treasure in
gratitude. His ZPal, flnthusia11m, energv, heaven," but bv his industry and frugality
Jove of truth, and humanity were con he has left for the maintenance of his
~picu(1US to the convention, as well as his loved and loving family property valued
genProeHv and public spirit. in behalf of st over twenty thousand dollars.
a scientific. human!', truth-teaching FreeOn Saturday, July 21st, the relativs and
thought college. I obsened his frank, friends met ~t the old ho!lle!ltead to pay

their tribute of affection, to perform the
last sad act of love to him who lay wrapped
in quiet sleep. A beautiful and touching
oration, prepared by John R. Charlesworth, who could not attend, was read by
the undersigned. Hon. Charles N. Lamison, of Lima, 0., a life· long friend of the
deceased, followed with a fttt.ingtribute of
respect and love to departed worth. The
remains were then borne to the Beaver
Dam cemetery snd, after the casket was
lowered into the grav!', the following
benediction, also prepared by Mr. Charlesworth, was pronounced: "And now .into
the arms of Nature, our universal mother
and our final home, we consign thee. Forever past the trials of life, forever free
from the tears of sorrow and of pain, rest
oblivious forever in thy windowless tomb,
under the blue canopy of ~ky-in the sunlight, moonlight, and starlight. Sleep
forever in summer's golden dawn, in
autumn's chilling frost, and winter's
shroud of snow. Sleep amid the warbling
of birds, under the green of the grass,
amid the perfume of flowers. Rest, sweet
rest; sleep, eternal sleep, whose dust
knows no awakening and whose repose
dreams of no future. Peace, quiet, and
rest; a last, long, and forever farewell."
B. A. RoLosoN.
The Lecture Field.
MoscA, CoL., July 24, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: From California to Iowa,
and back to Colorado, is a long journey and
full of interest in a Freethought way.
I began my lecture trip at -Merced, Cal.,
where some Freethinkers thought I was
not severe enough in my arraignment of
Christianity, to Boulder, Col., the prettiest city I hav seen in thil[! Centennial state,
and where I gave six lectures, and a funeral
address over the remains of William E.
Mcintosh, a college graduate and young
soldier in the state militia called out by
Governor Waite to restore peace at Cripple Creek. While on duty at the mines he
fell down a shaft 250 feet. The body was
sent to Boulder, where he had resided
with his parents.
'Ry special request of the parents, thorough-going Freethinkers, 1 remained two
days after the close of my lectttres to delivt~r a discourse in accord with their viev __
and his. They now particularly desire
that every word of that address be published in our Liberal journals. I here-'
with submit it verbatim, leaving my notes
of Pierson, Iowa, to come next in orrler,
and so on back to Merced-" the first
shall be last and the last first!"
A very large concourse attended .the
services at the house, among the hearers
several clergymen, I am told, who had
an opportunity ·for once in their lives of
listening to a funeral "11ermon" without
one word concerning Christ, .God, or other
theological speculations.
Mr. Mcintosh
next morning told me that it met his
views and his wife's exactly.
The elegant casket was almost buried in
flowers. His student associates in rich,
melodious voices, sang selections from L.
K. Washburn's Cosmian Hymn Book, one
of the hymns repeated at the cemetery.
THE· DISCOURSE.
On an occasion like this it is our custom
to be brief.
We bring to you a philosophy of life
filled with love for our fellow-beings; a
philosophy which teaches us the value of
reason, man's best guide; a philosophy of
right-living, of moral worth; of nature; of
all beauty and art; a philosophy ·which
teaches us that nature is the only infinit,
and that all events take place under the
dominion of law-from the rolling of the
mightiest orb in space to the rounding of a
tear-drop or the fall of a leaf. Notbing is
governed by mere chance-from birth to
death, and including death, all is natural
-pain, misery, sorrow, /'swell as joy-all
are natural.
·
The Freethinker accepts the good, the
beanttfnl, the true wherever found; proves
all things, holds fast the true; endeavor~
to equare his life by justice, mercy, kindness, good-will, irrespectiv of mere beliefs; grants to othf\rs all the rights he
claims for himself; frankly and rejoicingly
accepts the teachings of science, the true
interpreter of nature; accepts honor as
the pole-star of existence; rejects every
creed which is not in harmony with canons
of common sense; fears no master, and
acknowledges none; stands self-reliant
when clouds shadow; firmly faces danger,
and, if possible, averts calamity through
the exercise of intelligence; sings hymns
of freedomi believes in humanity; hates

cant, hypocrisy, and cru~lty ; despises
despotism; loves liberty hetter:thari life •.
These are the .principles of. M:r. Bnd,Mzs.
Lemuel Mclntoeh, ~nd :•the~e were., the
principles of their son whose .body here
before us restsh the silililt h!'lls cif"death
toward which' our feet are . hastening:
"'Tis only a que!!tioit of time."_ ;He hill!
simply gonp before us.
. i: .>. ·:
· No mere _words of human sympathy can
obliterate the dull pain of separation, nor
fill the void which death makes in the heart
of mother, 1ather, brot.her, Rister,~ friend.
Time may assuage grief; .b11t t~e wo~nd
remainR, a sc~r-alingeringmemory. ·We
accept the inevitable, hopes arid fem:s, ·and
cannot blot it 'out. This is the decree
of nature, which has never been set aside.
But there is a joy in the night of gloom
-the sunshine of a happy. dispositionthe bright promis of a noble' manhood.
William E. Mcintosh had fairly entered
upon manhood's 'carePr, full of courage,
nearly twenty-four years of age-,-wop.l\l.be
the 11th of August-a general favorit, be~
loved by a large circle of friends iri' Boulder and vicini tv. He was· ct>iiscielitions,
studious, true. This young patriot;- when
he heard the .voice of duty, sprang. ,to; the
service of his country, to the very front of
danger. He m'et his death in the, discharge
of that duty; 'brave young- comradt>; 'as
deserving of honor as if he had yielded· up
his precious life amid the diu and smoke
of the battle-field. Long
he be remembered by every friend' witli" 'pti.re
affection. Hid memory is a benediction.
These words are for you, father, mqther,
for every member of tlie home circle,_-_ .A"
for the rest, silence is the most eloqrien't
tribute.
, • ·; 1 .·
AT THE GRAVlll IN PRESENCE OF MILITABY,
COMPANY H.
, '
·
To His CoMRADES : Devoted to Jhe
welfare, the perpetuity of- the American
republic, you are soldiers not for conqtiest,
but for equal rightS, for liberty, for universal freedom under the glorious flag of
o_ur union.
_,
. _ ,
Beneath the clear blue skies of Colorado, his nativ state, your comrade, manful and true, :sleeps his last sleep. In your
hearts his memory will be ever cherished.
· Company H then went through· the
·impressiv military salute,- three volleys
over the grave of their comrade
The Freethinkers of Boulder are :
Dr. L.
Coman, Lyman W. Leland,
N. D. McKinzie, M. G. Smith, ,~. M.
Howard, James Walker, ;,:osh Wooeley,
W. G. Cook, Lemuel Mcintosh, , James
Bateman, and more than one hundred
others.
W. F. 1 JAMIESON.
P. B.-Will the Boston Inves~igator and
Ironclad .Age please copy?

will.

z.

Not His Position.
BYRON, ILL., July 14; :m.M. 294.
MR. EDITOR : Mr. H. P Putnam evidently misapprehends my position. in regard to an alleged universal intelligence if
he considers it a.nalogou~ to thut hel4 by
Mr. D. W. Church, of Greenfield. Ia., as
defined in " News and Notes " in yours of
July 14th. This definition of Mr. Church's
views is: ''That the universal ether is· a
kind of universal intelligence, and that
this intelligence, if we are open 'sou.led,
will flow into the brain, and 'niumlnate it,
and thus we hav a power of in~ight that
tran11cends knowledge and of which knowledge is simply the instrument. He denies
personality to this infinit intelligence,
and so practically denies that it is God "
This latter part I indorse, but the other
"definition" stands sadly in need of a
definition that will render it luminous to
the ordinary mind. For how any insight
can transcend knowledge passes my comprehension, and that knowledge is supposed to be the· instrument of insight is
placing the cart before the horse, for
knowledge must precede insight in every
case, since there can be no insight into
anything unless knowledge of it is first obtained; if not knowledge, at least strong
grounds for assuming its existence, such,
for instance, as that upon which the belief
in the universal ether is based. And that
this universal intelligence, if we are oj>en
souled, will flow into the brain and illuminate it, needs "illumination " about as
badly as the former definition. It affords
us, however, a sufficient insight into Mr.
Church's philosophy to reveal that it is
decidedly idealistic and pantheistic in its
tendency, thus assuming positions in the
polemical arena which I hav always repudiated.
While I concede a very low form of
mind to the constituents of the ether, i.e.,
the ultimate atoms, I hav always strenuously opposed the assumption that there
is a univei!Ial intelli~ence or :p1ind di~used
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through the ether or imJiianeilt in nattii'e,
my miliii reason for denying the possibility
of snoh tiniversai mind being thlit the
waning or olol!hing of the elements precludes the tinifiilation of the atomic minds
itito one iiniversal inteliigenoe. What
prod noes otir intelligence but the.Urmonidtil! ll.ild united alition of ihe iniid-energy
resident withiil our constituents~ Disfnptihis harmony and our mind :or intel·
iigence immediately terminates.
The
proper harmony to generate intelligence
has its inception when the great elements,
ellrbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen,
unite in i>rot~plasm, provided they happen
to unite in the right proportions. This is
the starting point to higher forms of intelligence than what is :Qlnate within ·their
components.
While thflir harmonious
adtion and cooperation persist, higher
types of mind are the result through the
centralization of their vito-psychic energy
in a cerebral organ, but the moment inimical agencies enter the organism to
destroy it, the intelligence which. was but
the result of a fortuitous concourse of
certain elemen~s in proper proportions
and of the fusion of their immanent psychic energy, must cease 'and relapse again
into its primordial atomic state. The
same conditions, then, which wo'tild destroy intelligence in an organic. being
would preclude the possibility of the ex
istenoe of the· universal intelligence in
space, since the eternal turmoil and confusion in space, outside of organiBJDs, precludes the harmonious aotio_n which is
essential to intelligence. There can be no
more intelligence in natn,.e, as a whole,
than there can be in a· brain or an organization on the point of dissolution by having introduced into it a deadly substance,
which interruptS the harmonious action
of the various piuts. Absolute harmony
and co-operation are essential to intelli"
genoe within organism; then why ·should
they not also be outside of organism.? But
where do we ftnd them in space?
Again, intelligence, as we know it, is a
product of evolution. But evolution imIJ•1tl:!"' t. .. ginning. How, then, can there
be an infinit inttliligenoe in the universal
ether which had no beginning and is not
subject to evolution in itself?
On the other hand, it is strictly in consonance with soientifto data to concede an
exceedingly low form of sentience to
atoms, a mind or '' primitiv judgment,"
as Edison calls it, on a par with or of the
same caliber as the vital principle conceded
to atoms by all scientists. We know that
mind is associated with life. Go wherever
yon will, find life in its normal state, and
yon will find mind connected with it. Even
many plants manifest low forms of oonsoionsness, not to say intelligence, as well
as the very lowest animal_ organisms in
which not a trace of a nerve-system or
cerebral organ is to be found. Their
psychic acts beheld through the mioroBCOpe are truly marvelous, proving,
hnvond all reasonable doubt, that mind
lXlsts outside of brain, and that it is
therefore not dependent upon, or the prodnot of, brain, but that the latter is essential only by the evolvement of higher
types of intelligence. Mind, then, being
inalienably associated with life in its high~
est ae well as in its lowest forms, it follows
that it must also be associated with the life
conceded by all scientists to atoms.
Instead of the miiversal ether being a
kind of universal intelligence, which Mr.
Putnam believes to be my contention, I
maintain that the universal ether, as well
as its oonoresoenoe, matter, contains an
infinit number of segregate atomic minds
which when aggregated into the proper
form produce the higher phases of sentient
life. Still, ·we must also concede to these
atomic minds judgment sufficient to start
evolution in its career of development;
but that it was immeasurably assisted
therein by the various other f•otors of
evolution. In other words, I hold that
the mindleBB factor& of evolution were
vastly more instrumental in evolving the
delicate adjustments and ooaptations of
organisms than the innate mind-principle
of atoms; that without these auxiliary
agencies the mind in nature oonld hav accomplished nothing.
If it had 'the intelligence to design, it
wonld hav the intelligence to preserve for
a reasonable period what it designed; but
~he horrible maun~r ~ whi~h its forma

tiona are often de11troyed proves that it is
absolutely devoid of such intelligence.
Atomic mind can oontdst only of· mental tendency to aggregate into certain
speoHio forms, but the various contingent
factors of evolution do the aoirtal work,
oai'r;fjng out this tendency to its inevitllhle
sequence.
IiEn:MAN WETT!lTEIN.

Point to as the Persians. The people led
by l\{oses, interpolated into this history,
was a weak, insignifl.oant. tribal kingdom,
with Jernsaletli for its capital, tributary to
Egypt until wrested from its grMp by
:N ebnohadnezzar, and to what race of people
this tribe belonged Will never be known, as
Nebnohadnezzar wipPd them out as olean 1\'1
a school teacher could wipe a blackboard.
The God of. Moses.
We will quote a few of these interpolations
[doNTIN~nm j
.
and their opposite. When :Vavid numRAPID RIVEn, MmH., _july 16, i894.
bered Israel, jlf~~~ had 500.000 men who
Mn. EDITOR: The soldier with the blight- drew the sword,, and during Solomon's
ing foam of battle on his lips; and the war. reign of peace tli'ey must hav increased.
Plague turning his blood to gall, .may take When Israel and Judah became separate
part in the sack ~f a city, slay the helpiess kingdoms and 1t11hoboam reigned over
and innocent, oiitrage the noble and pure . Judah, he must hav haci an immense army;
and yet for him there is a feeble hope, ~ and yet we fl.nd that in the fifth year of his
slim possibility, that when far removed rei~ Shishak, king of :fllgypt, came to
from blood and battle, returned to the Jerusalem and plnnderPd the city, king's
haunts of his childhood, he may remember house, _and ..!louse of God included, and
his share in the carnage· and crime :With Rehoboam and his immPnse army ne-v~>r
sorrow and regret, and some weak bedrag- lifted a hand to defend themselvs.
gled virtue may strugg-le for existence iii. his
The snppos~tion that vanity t~mpted the
war scorched mind. But for the soldiers of historian to exaggerate their strength does
Moses there could be no snob hrpe. Cruelty not explain it, as all vain, nnsornpnlons
with them became a ho~I!e pa!itime, torture historians try to reduce the nn.merioal
a religions luxury, and the screams Q{ out- strength of their own army and magnify
raged maidens, the agonized shrieksQf the t~e numbers of their opponents. And if
dyin!!'; were thinl!s to be remembered and thiS cowardly act of Rflhoboam had been
recounted with delight .long :vears afte~. reoor~ed by one of his people, he, would
ward. Any virtues they ever had were as hav been more likely to hav subtracted
hopelessly dead as the antediluvians who from. than added to their numerical
perished in the flood. If snob anothQr act strength. And we oamiot believe that
of ungrateful, unprovoked ornelt.y was ever any king with an army five hundred thouconceived and carried out with such fiend- sand s,trong was cowardly enough to allow
ish ferocity, in a manner so utterly dPgrad- his kingdom to be overrun by an invader
ing to a,ll1'!'ho took part in the bntobery, it without a severe and protracted struggle.
is buried in oblivion, as no historian
Jehoshaphat. of J ndah, a successor of Rehorecorded· it. Here every virtue wis dis- boam, as we are told, had an army nearly
honored and every vice paraded in tri- a million strong, and we find him and the
umph, and we can read the-.teachings of kings of Israel and Edom going to war
Moses as plAinly as if written in letters of with 'the little kingdom of Moab, and but
fire. Make criminals 'and degtade your- . for some pions, deceitful ruse, recomselvs, fawn, cringe to, and flatter the Lord mended by one of God's prophets, they
God alone, and he will be to yon a peculiar would all hav been annihilated.
god, and yon will be to him· a peculiar
From the time of J ehoshaphat until
people. !tis an almost universal opinion Palestine passed into the hands of Nebnthat piety in itself is virtue; nothing could ohadnezzar no wars or pestilences of any
be falser than this, as the devotee who con- account are recorded, and yet all the ableceives his imaginary god to be of a cruel bodied men fit for his army found by
and revengeful nature will, 8s a matter of Nebnohadnezzar throughout all the land
course, imitate the manners of his superior was seven thousand. From these inwhenever he has the power; and as all gods stances quoted, and a great many more
ar~ more or less cruel and rflvengefnl, that any careful reader oa_n discover, it
so all religions are more or less·dangerons. becomes evident that these books contain
Apd as ·religion is built by fear and selfish- the history of two very different peoples;
ness, any priest would starve in the service , and we assert that the numerous and
-of a deity who hated cruelty as mnoh as powerful fighting people whose history is
the average· civilized human, as the people recorded in these books was the Persian,
would cease to fear him. God's vengeance and a well- known fact in their own history
is the lever by which the priest raises his taken in connection with the Mosaic
salary, and the slimmer the contribution legends proves this: The early home of
the Aryans and Persians was between the
box the more vengeful his god bPoomes.
But no god was ever snpnosed by his Oxns anif Jaxartes in Central Asia, bnt
follow~rs to be all evil excepting the God· whether the Persians 'were the kinsmen or
created by this man Moses, and judging· bondmen of the Aryans is uncertain; all
by the records in the Bible we cannot philology can do is prove a common landoubt that the conception Moses formed guage, and this would hav been so in
of his own god was that he loved evil for either case. The well-known fact that the
evil's sake ; even the promises made to his Persians, after separating from the Aryans,
own people contained the most dane-erons worshiped the Aryan demons and made
viciousness; namely, commands to rob, their gods their demons leaves no doubt
torture, and slay all others. And we nat- on the mind .that they had some bitter
urally inquire where, how, and by whom cause of enmity against the Aryans. To
was this vicious worship formed? And all understand how very bitter the hatred of
our knowledge of the bigotry displayed by the Persian leaders for the Aryans was we
all religion'! votaries would lead nato be- must imagin one Roman Catholic nation
lieve that jt first took form among the oppressing another until the leaders of the
Persians. Many considerations lead to this oppressed people become so infuriated
belief, but chiefly the . following : 1. No at their God for turning a deaf ear to tbeir
nation or people of any importance was prayers that they meet in solemn conkno~n to any ancient historitm as inhabit- clave and make a vow to their. devil that
ing the land of Palestinenntil the time of if he will deliver them from their oppress-·
ors they will be his peculiar people and he
the Maccabees.
2. At the time the Jerusalem colony or alone shall be their god; The leaders
mission was established by Cyrus the would not tell the common people this or
power of the Persians thr.onghout Asia they would be denounced to their oppresswas absolute, and Philip of Spain would ors, as the more down-trodden a people
hav been 8B likely to build a Mohammedan are the more superstitions they become.
mosque for some tribe of Moors, as Cyrus, If to encourage them. they promised supera bigoted believer in Ormnzd, to aRSist an natural aid, it would lie in the names of
insignificant oaptiv tribe to erect a temple Mary, Jesus, Ghost, or God, and if snooess
Jc) any god except his own. In fact, ac- crowned their efforts, the names of old
cording to all religions notions, he would gods would be discountenanced and at
hav been committing a deadly sin, for length prohibited and their god be known
which his own priesthood would hav placed by a new name, and the leaders, if 'true to
their old devil and new god, would teach
him under the ban.
If we knew nothing more than this, it and lead theL: followers into all manner of
would be ·strong oironmshmtial evidence crime and their old tales and legends
that the Jewish religion emanated from would be turned upside down to put virtue
the Persians. But in reading the Jewish in the mud and vice on top. They could
historical books in our Bible carefully, it im8gin no other way to serve Satan.
becomes clear that they contain the history (Could the most intelligent believer in a
of two distinct peoples, one a fierce, cruel, God and a devil imagin any other way of
~ghting, numero"qB r!'Ce, which aij thin~ servin~ his devilship?) ln the Mosaic
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legends we find this waR the course pursued by Moses. He pretended to be sent
b.v their own good I Am to their aid with
the promis of I Am'" asRistanoe; bnt as
soon as they were free and desertion no
longer to be .dreaded, I Am disapoeared and
their god took, a new name. and anvthin~ ·
more o,.iminal than the god-commanded
acts of MoRes ilil un~nowti to history, and
in the old Abram or Brabma l~gends the
scoundrel became the saint;· and all
through these Mosaic legends we can see
the process by which the superstitions
Persians wer<~ bullied and coaxed to abjure
their god and worship their own devil
without knowing it; and as they were tbA
only people known to history who did
this, it saddles the origin of the M.1saio
worshin nnon them beyonit a peradventure.
The I Am with whom Moses tried to encourage his people iR, without donbt, a
corruption of the old Arvl\n_ or Hindoo
letters of holy mystery, A U M or 0 M,
and as these sacred letters were unknown
in Syria or Egypt, this ag-ain points with
no uncertain fing-er .to the Oxns and Jaxartes as the land from which these people,
led by Moses, ·came. As there has been
a good deal of speculation about the orig-in
and meaning of these letters. I will t~ll a
story and allow every one to draw his own
oonolnsions.
Returning one evening from sohool with
some comrades, a bull in a field by the
wayside at sight of us commenced to
bellow, and as the owner was not in sight,
and there was a good fence between the
bull and us, it was an opporhinity not to
be lost to imitate and tease him. While
engaged in this frolic. onfl of the crowd
exclaimed, "Let us spell it!" and I remember some of the dift'A1'ent Combinations Of
JettflrR need were, A U M. and I A M, and .
AU 0 M; hut we finally agreed among
onrselvs that 0 M drawled to the time antl
tune of the bellow best expressed it. I
may add that we knew nothing llhnnt Hindoo m:vthologv or thP.ologv. In reading
theoldAryan or Hinn'l'l mvthologvor theology it is plain that their first and hi<?heRt
gnd, Indra, evolved from the bnllllnd that
bis ancient enemv was Vittra. the serpent.
This accounts for the fearful frenzv of
MoseR at sight of the golden oalf, and
Aaron's reasons for making it. Thinking
Moses was lost be bad returned to his old
god, and hill fear of Mo11es made him attribute its formation to pnrA accident,
well knowinl!' that Moses would resent a
god fashionPd in t.his form more than in
any other. It is plain from thfl story that
Moses, as well as Aaron. believed in images,
and that he murdered Aaron, who stood in
his way, in order to ~>stablish the worship.
of his serpent god: The image of his god
was worshiped bv the IsraeliteR for hundreds of years. And tbiR likewise·ao'oonnts
for his murdering all the priestR, from a
month old and upward, who had leU their
nativ land, and filling their ·places with
oreatnreR of his own training. Between
these priests, whom he had trained in the
dootrin that cruelty and crime were piety ·
and dear to God, and him Rome rupture
must hav occurred, and as they had been
his tools and knew all thA schemes and
mnrderons plans he adopted to rid himself
of obnoxious parties, they seem to hav lost
no time in taking a hand in the game and
bowling the old man out, as their priestlv
story of a man like Moses, fnll of health
and vigor, who would without doubt hav
hung on to life with the greatest tenacity,
going quietly of his own accord to Mount
N ebo to die is too thin to be treated with
anything except contempt by even the
most superstitions. That Moses a~oended
some mountain with the intention of sacrificing a priest who had offended him is
likely enough, bnt he had made a tl'ip too
ma~"y, and that his own rascally anatomy
ascended to heaven in the smoke of a
burnt sacrifice is confirmed by the continuation of the priestly yarn, where we
are told that God went into the undertaking bnsiness and buried biR old favorit
with snob care and seo,.eoy that his "epnlcher would never be discovereit. Knowin~ he had dis~olved in smoke, they would
fAe] perfectly safe in makinl!' this assertion.
Whatever we may think of these priests
we ol\nnot help feeling thankful that they
saved earth, rook, or gravel on on!' globe
from being- contaminated bv oontaet with
the decaying remains of that ont·and-ont
scamp and cutthroat, Moses.
ToM WALKRn.
(TO BE OONOL'U:J>ED ~T WEEK.)
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See my " Life of Lincoln," pages 439447, for further information.
If Lincoln became a Christian after biB
E>lection to the presidency he would at
I east hav intimated the fact to Mr. Herndon, whom he made an Infidel, and who
WB"' nne nf his dearest friends. The fact
that be did not do BO BhOWB, BB BOmB of
Lincoln's most intimate friends at Wash·
ington testify, that he died an unbeliever.
Mr. Herndon's testimonv is corroborated
by that of one hnndretl friends of Lincoln
who11e testimony is given in Mr. Rems
hurg's unanswerable work, "Abraham
Lincoln: Was He a Christian?"
Chri<~tianq believe
in Hebrew ghost
stories and infinitly absurd dogmas without a scintilla of evidence. But the majority of t.hem believe that Lincoln was a
Christian in spite of the testimony of all
those nearest to him in the confidential relations of life whn affirm the contrary.
A good many Christians seem to consider Infidel synonymous with Atheist, and
Christian with Theist. They argue that
TJincoln was not an Infidel but a Christian, because he believed in a God. If
this argnm~>nt proves anything, it proves
that all Jews and Mohammedans are
Christians, because they believe in a God,
and also that two of the world's greatest
Infidels, Voltaire and Paine, were Christians. Botli Voltaire and Paine believed
in a God, but even the most liberal Christian would be slow to admit that they were
Christians
Hannibal Hamlin, vice·president with
Lincoln, in a letter replying to an inquiry
of mine concerning Lincoln's religion,
calls him a "Christian man," simplv because he was a moral man. A good many
other Christians do the. same when they
know that goodness in itself does not constitute Christianity A man can he a moral
man and not a " Christian man." Christians hav not as yet a monopoly of virtue
nor will they ever hav.
The fact that Lincoln was a Freethinker
does not prove the Christian religion false
or the principles of Secularism true, but
it does show that the majority is sometimes mistaken and not on the side of
truth; that Dr. Holland and many other
"D. D.'s," who misrepresented Lincoln's
religion, were not honest, and that the
greatest, noblest man born on the continent of America was not a believer in
Christianity.
FRANKLIN J. GRIFFEN.
Omaha, Neb.

Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
Ri11er, llfflss., to whom all OommunicationR tor this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark n.nrl the daylight,
When the night is hPorinninor to lower,
ComeR a Pause in th" da..-'R occupation•
That,. is known as the Children's Honr."

Every Day Philosophy.
When we>triness with life my spirit fills,
When rlMp rlisgnst consnmes me with my lot,
I draw some store of comfort from the ills
I havn't got.
To finrl that. fortnne at yonr coming flies,
•.ro be hankrnr>t in health, in fame, in pnrse
h bad enona:h; bnt I philosophir.o
It might be worse.
Ineessan tly we make a great ado,
The month of misery is wirle ag&Jle;
But happier we, I fancy, if we knew
''hat we CFcape.
The common woos of life are hurl enough,
lHisfort,nnes fall M casy as the dew,
And still for every morning steak that's tough
There might be two.
This on A i• s'ck; his wayward fate cries nut
Agaimt the leech. the calomel, the bed;
0 inconsirlorate person, cease to pontYon might be dead!
Anrl this one hath the mitten; he bas wooer!,
VainlY, al~tck. his wooing it haR sperl,
Well-even in this there's comfort, rightly viewed;
He might be wed!
And here is one who whines; his all is swept
Awo.y in panic; he hM had to" fail."
He shonl'l. I thinlr, be cheerful that he's kept
Safe out of jail.
But late I lost a twenty rlolla~ billAn•! rlid I wring my hanrls that I hnrl b'nndered?
Not I iudeP•l-l'm very thankfnl still
'Twas nqt a hundred.
Sooth Hhonld I o'er cap,ize when walkR are ba<1.
An,] my a:oorl c!A.vicle involve in wreck,
Serene'Y, I ohonlrl say. how very glarl
It's not my neck.
Oh, trust me--hotter not to make arlo
At the few miseries of our common lot.
There's mi 'lions of 'em-if we only !mewWe bavn•t got.

Lincoln's Religion.
The popular belief concerning the religons views of '' the grandest man ever
made President of the United States" is
that he was a believer in Christianity. Almost. immediately after Lincoln's death
Dr. J. G. Holland rushed from the press
his "Life of Lincoln," affit"ming that he
was a devout Christian. Dr. Holland's
work had the sli!!'h~ demerit of bPing in
essential particulars nnr~>liable from the
first page to the last. However, coming
from the press when the public was horrified over the details of Lincoln's tragic
death and deeply interested in everything
pertaining to his life, Dr. Holland's biography of Lincoln had a lar!!'e circulation
and a great influence in making hiR claim
concerning Lincoln'!'! religion popular.
After two of Lincoln's intimate friendR,
Hon. W. H. Herndon and Col. Waud H.
Lamon, ~>xposed and refuted Holland's
willful misr~>presentations he modified
the claim in Scribner's Monthly, and
. finally virtnolly abandoned it.
The testimony of Mr. Herndon alone is
Rufficient to establish the negativ of the
qneliltion. If any one in thfl world knew
the religious convictions of Abraham Lincoln that Person was W. H. Herndon, for
twenty years his law partner and beloved
friend. So strong was their attachment
for each other that the padnership was
nev~>r formally dissolved, and to the night
of Lincoln's assassination all the business
of the law firm waR transacted in the name
of "Lincoln and Herndon."
The following letter from Mr. Herndon
states most emphatically that Lincoln was
not a believer in Christianity:
SPIUNGFIELD, IJ,L,, ,Tune 13, 1890.
MR GRIFFmN-M;y Dear •">i1·: Your letter dated the 6t.h inst , making inquiries
about Mr Lincoln's religion, was duly received. You a'k me thiR question substantially: "Was Mr. Lincoln a Christian?" and in Rn~wer to the question Jet
me say that Mr. Lincoln did not helieve
in the dogma of t.he fall of man, did not
believe that the Bible was the special and
divine revelation of God as the Christian
world contends, did not believe in the
atonement, and ditil not believe tho.t Jesus
was the only b~>gotten son of God as the
Christi •n world prof~>sses and contends·
did in 183fi-6 write a little book against
Christianity and never revoked what he
thPn wrote. In short, Mr. Lincoln was a
Liberal-an Infidel, if yon please.
Yonrtil truly,
W. H. HERNDON.

HYPNOTISM. My ori~inal method, $1. 100
page pamvhltt, 10c. One on Personal M•gnetIRm, toe. DR. ANliERsoN, T.S. 8. Masonic Temple,
Chicago.
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EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt.

Every LIBERAL Woman

and Man Will Want lt.

\~TOMJ\N,

CI-IURCI-1, 1\ND SrfATE.
By Matilda Joslyn Cage.

This is Mrs. Gage's latest fl.nd crowni uf: w.nk. It is THE book to show how
tho cburch hfl,~ enslaved woman and l;ept 11ud keeps her in an infe1·ior position. .A.
glance at its contents will show this:
Tho firAt cluwtcr- tlw llfnlr i nrclllt te -~hows th:tt n ntl er t hCI ol•l oivili ztttion• woman haol gr cttt
freedom, bnt tlutt the teudeut•yof Chli~tinnity fro1u tl oo lirH~ w"' (,o r.:~trkt bet lil.Jur tr. lu t his
chn.pter Mr,;. G:tge clrdttt~ thnt 10 the J\IILI-riarcl ll<l.c-<>1' .1\(olhut·-rnlo- thu W<>r ld i~ iu<luhi.e<l for iL~
tir."t concoptioL of iuh~t·ont. dgh!.H
Chnpt&r 11 <lo:tiR with th(J thf'ol o~irn.l tl OJ.(lllUH o r 0 il!innl Hill :tr<l c('[ilmcy. Wnmnn , h y t h<l
church, wf~:-; uot. rcg-tLnlcd ns :t. ~H_I man l~t.:~n g ; Hut.rria:;~e wn.:t I 10iu.·..t \ J po o .a~ vilu; wiV('~ wuru 8o1J
as sutv. s ; won1ou drn·ou to sntmdo ; t.h e Jutln ~nen t...f th o l h ur{'h wn.~ i iUt a,vo rahlo r.n vt r t n (•. 'l'bo
C:}libztcy of t,h e ,c.lct:ror ·p rt?thH~e<,l t e~ra.tlint£ R<-' rHH_IuJity, ll..nc.l .woll nHl '' al'f. Lhl· vit~tlm o f t,hi •so h nlt.cR •
. . Ch aptnr IU 1~ on l'h H Uauon L:~w. :4hO WJil j,{ h ow 1~ tl\ vhnr<-·h t :(Hd>I'Cd t•d -w mnn.n hy ·n 11ddn[: t.ho

o.r IJ• tliTUI.,:{O ~Clk W I liJ !()U 11, t 0\\'' 11 co nt.t:ol . ot t.hu c ... H : IlHHt y . Auw ont, t'ivtlizt~t.io n f!t\.v('
pJ:tr.e t•l C hn:o)t.l n h>itrbarJ:! tU . th(: c erg-y b ec.muul a. lhstn w t IJfh l .V- Ib'· <HH'U. a. ·· h•)h'" a u d nn uuhoh"
cn~te. Leu.ru .ng- \\' K prold·bl tcd (,Q WOlll&'' , ltlll'\bl11) (1~ l'•' t) ll i h 1.L'I I r, om l o;~llo\ i ll g' I h. Il l l t h ) l'(\ thu,u 0 11 ()third of their pr oper ty ; tLngh tOrd cou:.t lJo thxiolH•ri tcd, H!lll" con .<ll ~<l~. '.l'ho lto l'tll'lllltl iou o!l'cctotl

l e gt t l,t'O.l\.C ·

no oh .. ngo.

FROM UNDER

THEJBUSHEE
Ely WILLIA..M

I,::cot-;

HA~T.

Clw.pter IV - 1\£:\. quet o - i:i n ' FontLd Hlll H.ll<l it.:-~•l .,R'I'!tcl :"' ion o r WOlll '"'ll , UH: ri g i d.~ of'H l o rd~
S/.>irit.ual," th e imtho.ralll.y uJ' t.h e ]H;ndR ( ) f rh u c hureh,l;a.pt,i:- tH o lr rru d u w m n c u in tl to e a r _l y CJ trJt~ti u.rr
c lUl'C~t. Jt; tLI!'o dcal:i wi Lh snow uf Lh u 1att!l·.. t]n.\' uiHll"tt'!i o f f c m:do:-;, lilto O il I' Nortl i Wt't-~t.crn lJi tt(H' it'H
t ho En,:{lish dc• nt.HdH~dOti , c overnHleut,.l t; ri 11 t' :nralw r K, c:tt"'.
'
Chnpter V- Wt td>erll.ft. lu tl10 d~tY" · f this ph M~ of n·lh:inn• in;.:lll iLy l\ft·s (ln~o Hhow• hc:>w t ho
posse~siou of cvo • a Ji~tl o lo~<rningw!L • • ufnci'"IIL Cll.nse Lo RUHIJ(;OL >L w <BW Hl ol' witcl ~~:mr~. t.l 11tt. 1.o lwop
u... Pet was d an geron~ , t~o r~· bid wt I'J t ho ekr~ y 1.1ot .to gnfi\ r .~·, witch t \ li v. 1J',h i.:-s lH' l'Hcc nhou l'o1·
W1tchc r a.f twa:-J a. CoHtUllHUjf'O of tho cJ, .. r (!h'l' pol1 c yfor obt:.a tnlu Q Hn vc.a·:-snl •lorm nton ovet·mlt.Hitiud.
Wom~n

phl'Ystcii\n s ol t.ho Mi<l ollo A gc:-s wer e pcrs<!cutcd, Mhl th() " Pilg rim

AIUOI'lCU••

Qn•~~t.ions

to the Cltwgy nutl lot• tbt' Con·
sitltwution of Otltet·s.

The author, while a sincere church member, obeyed the injnnction t o search the scriptures, which led to the propounding of
t.heatJ queries, no clergyman can answer rationally and remain a
Christian.
P!l.ICE 40 CENTS.
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POPULAR EDITIONS
OF

Thomas Paine's Works.

'

ho fir:; t

In cloth, $:C.; i.n ?l.alj-leatlter binding, $3.

!:'ortrait. PM·• tOe.; clo., 75c.
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HAND-BOOK

6 copies for $1; cloth, 50c.

CO!I11ION S.t;NSE. (1776.) 15o.
CRISIS. Written During Am.

co nt inuotl it; 'ilt

The w01·k is a burning protest against the tremcmloua wrong done woman by
the church, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No
woman, it seems to us, can read it and remain a supporter of the religious institution
which has crushed her individuality, her mentality, and degraded her person. To tho
woman's cause it opens an Age of Beason. It ought to be wiuely read for the good it
will do.

AGE OF REASON. Pap., 25o,;
AGE OJ<' REASON AND EXA.11I·
!NATION OFTJlE PROPHECIES. Pap., 40c. ; clo., 75c.
Al•Os'rLI~ OF
POLI'l'ICAL
AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
(Life). By J. E. Remsbuxg.

Fal,h c•·~"

SYIIO<l Co , y ~jru~d H I J\ 11J CI'I Cil. '\il.:i LO Ll'Y a. WOUIILI) fnl' )ll.. l'Cl't:Y, IUhl ot.hE:r H WC:l'O

s tr ipped and wltiPP<J·l'fo · Jtot tu.:rc<:i ng wi:h 1111: d crJ.(y .
·
'l'hecbl!t)tOt'OII " W .vc,o" ~It ,w, how t.h <.~<li" ''"l>l·i on o l' l.l1r. ltomnn ompiro w11s n 111':tvomblc l.o U1o
pc>rRonnl and J.!l'OI ·l'iet~.r.v ri g ht< <·I' womMI- t. ,.t, tho Ktdo of dttuJ.d tturij wn~ p • >~orict.J<l i u Rn~ltb! Hl
s~vcn huudre<lYetti'S ll.f1.Cr it \\'lLR Clll·i sl;in:d7.C•l-~hat; t ll u JH'IICt,i<;o or hn yi Il l-: WIVcij WI<" J'(; J.(U) IbLUd bv
Jaw- that women wer,l no t P Ol mitted to rc1l<l t ho lliblo- tbu.t ~bey wuro not atlntitt eol as witucs~es..:..
tlmt civil umr itts.ro ·~ ~ I,PO~ea t' ~he rlm roh.
I n Cllnpter'VI1 is >how •·• ho11• polygumy w M su~t,.in c<l hy l.l tc Chri s tian clmrcl1 , t.hnt. 1.110 lirst
s yuod of tho llc ronuntio • convent"l to Kant:t;io n l.his inHLitntion , t l11tt I.nthor n.ud th o nl,hor" prin~ ipill r cform .. rs" frwor,•d i~. us we 1 ns th<l AmcriCMI lloard of F orei g n 1\lisijions. 'l'lto Morm OH (,hcocraov is shown to l>o sim ilar to t.h~tt nf other Ol:ristian sects .
In t he la$t t,hree chn.pter s llfrs. Gr•go tre11t< of th e oppo~iLion or t ho ch urc h to ~h e :mtoli<H'Itt.ion
or wonmn 's s uffuriugs as intcrl'ercncg w1th h er'· curse,' of womlm 's degmtl:tt ion by ~ho c hurch to
.abors unllt for bl:wesj of wom,m 's "ill fodority," M taught by the church to-d:w, anJ of how little
V~tluo Cbris thlnity !1M )cen !Lnd is to civilizlt tion.

OF

FREETH OUGH1'
By W . S . BELL.

Hevolution. Pap., 40c-: olo., 7lio.

GREAT WORKS. Svo. 800pp.;
clo .. $3; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.

LH'E OF.

By C. Blanchard.

Pap , 40c.; clo., with :Q..Ortrait, 60c.

LIFE OF. By M . .v. Conway.

With H istory- of his LHera.ry, Political, and Religious Car eer in
America, Fra.noc-~..and England,
and a Sketch b y william Cobbett.
'l'he only adequate Biography of
l)aine. 2 vols. Portraits. $5.

UFE OF. By Remsburg. 50o.
LIFE OF. By G. Vale. $1.
LTTHOGitAI'H OF. 22x28, $1.
l'OLI'l'lC.iLAND RELIGIOUS
REFORJ\IER. Underwood. lOa
POM'riCAL WORKS: "Com-

mon Sense," " Crists.'' "Rights ot
Man" $1.50.

RIGHTS OF 1\IAN. Answer to

Burke's Atta.ck on theFrenchRevolution. Pay., 40 c ; clo.• 75c.

TESTil!IONIALS TO HIS 1\IERI'rS. Comp. bLMoreau. lOo.
THEOLOGICHJ WORKS:".A.ge
of Rea.aon,'' " Examination of tne
Prophecies," etc., wHh Life of
Paine and steel PQrtrait, $1.150.

VINDICATION. Reply toN. Y.
Obawoer. By R. G. InaenolL :10c.
Address THE TRU'r H SEEKER. 28 LafuYctte .Pl ace, New York.

Containing In condensed and systematized rorm a.
v&Kt 11monnt of evidence a.ga.ios t the superst i tio11J! doctrines of ()hristi anity. AH 11 book of rcforouce and rlid
to all truth Reekers it is invaluable. ltK classilicntion
of subjects makes it a hand-book. Aalngornoll said of
Paine's "Age of Reason," it enables somebody in avery village to "corner the parson." Its wide
v~riAty of •nhl ect-• inolnde rJI the dilvuted voints between Christianity and Freothought
Cloth, $1; paper, uO cents,
Addres•
TBE TBUT.R REEKF.H.

PEN PICTURES OF THE WORLD'S FAIR.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
It is, besides being a complete Gltide-Book, the best description or the Fair yat
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes tho inauguration ceremonies, gives
the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
of the Sunday-openers; describes the varioue buildings and what they contain, and is,
ull in all, the very best picture of t he Fair 1hat can be painted with a pen.

ILLUSTRATED.
A MA.P OF H .CKSON PA.RK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A BlRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.

Single oopy, 25 cents. Five copies for $1.

Address THE TRUTF SEEKER.
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Gems of ~'Aoug'At.
WHAT we need above all is peace and a
close attention to the terrible social problems which beset ns.-Lord Salisb?try,
IT is certainly true as a historical fact
that the rational treatment of insane persons, and the rational view of certain kinds
of crime, were due to men like Pinel,
trained in the Materialistic school of the
eighteenth century. And it was clearly
impossible that. the great and humane reforms in this field could hav taken place
before the decisiv decay of theology.-

John Morley.
REASON and experience show that no
. evil can be changed or diminished hy
applying to it a remedy similar to itself.
Evil cannot be cured by evil. If yon want
to teach men not to be brutal, then yon
mmt not set an example of brutality in
your law courts. Besides yon yonrselvs
are largely responPible for the crime, because so many crimE's spring from want,
misery, and ignorance,-Anm:e Besa11.t.
IF it is a function of beneficence to
mitigate, so far as consists with other
ends, the injustices of nature, then the
lowly-endowed should not bav those
injustices of nature from which thev
suffer made harder to bear hy the needlessly harsh treatment of men. Negativ beneficence requires that such blame
as their failures call for shall be sparing in
amount and gentle in kind,-Her'Jert

,_t;;pencer.

-

THE Bible states that God began his
creation less than six thousand vears ago.
Now Darwin speaks of the known history
of tb9 world alone as "of a length quite
incomprehensible by us," yet even that,
he says, "will hereafter be recognized as
a mere fragment of time." Even man is at
least fifty times as old as the Bible allows.
ProfeAsor Draper says that "it is difficult to
assign a shorter date for the last glaciation
of Europe than a quarter of a million
years, and human existence antedates
that. "-George W. Foote.

0 THAT the free would stamp the impious
name
Of God into the dust, or write it there
So that this blot upon the page of fame
Were as the serpent's path, which the
light air
.
Erases, and the flat sands close behind I
Ye the oracle hav heard:
Lift the victory-flashing sword,
And cut the snaky knots of this foul
gordian word,
Which, weak itself as stubble, yet can
bind
Into a mass irrefragably firm
The axes and the rods which awe mankind.

-Shelley.
THE preachers to the contrary notwithstanding, the trouble is not so much with
men's hearts as with men's heads. Selfish
as the world is, there is not so much selfishness as ignorance. For generations
men hav been exhorted to righteousness
by priest and prophet and in the name ~f
righteousness hav wrought every evtl
under the ;1;un. The cry, the unanswered
cry, that is arising in the market place todavis not the cry of the prophet to people,
"0 people, do righteousness." but the cry
of people to prophet., "0 prophet, what is
righteousness?" This unanswered cry it
is for us, in so far, to answer, because for
us it has been answered.-Ma1·shall E,

Smith, in Conservator.

JUST OUT!

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS CHEAP

JUST OUT!

Out of various importations and purchases of scientific works, at different
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each
of the following, to ~hich we call attl'ntion, as enabling our readers to get a good
deal for their money:
Ethics as Understood by a Student of Science. Sixty Chavters, as follows:
The Rise and Early Oonsti~ntion of Uni~ersitil>s,
with a snrvev of Mediroval Ednoatwn. By
Right Living,
What i• Hypocrisy?
In Re!!ard to Concealed Vice,
H. S Laurie, L.L.D .. 75 cent•.
What is Morality?
Conscience or Moral Sense,
Beant1fnl Charity,
What is Ignorance?
Selfishness, the Menace of So- Fidelity. the Giver of Strength
The Dawn of Ristnr:v: An Intronuotion to PreKnowledge the Great Treasure,
mety.
and Honor,
Historic Study. Edited bv C. F Keary, M.A.,
Concerning Education,
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Value of WealthJ.
t L"f ,
of the British Mnsenm. Cloth, 75 cents.
Conduct· or Right Doing
Life,
Avarice, Not a means o I e s On 'l'he Stnily of Word•. By Richard Chenevix
Virtue, the Illmninator of Life, Is Reverence a Duty?
Best End,
. ,
Trench, D.D. Cloth,75 c nts,
·
Prnd ..nce, an Economy of Life Self-Reliance,
Good Nature, one of Life s Best Fetichism:
A Contribution to .Anthropology and
What Know Ye of Justice?
' Self-Control,
Blossoms,
.
the
History
of
Rtiigion.
By
Fritz
behultze.
Fortitude a Noble t'ossess10n,
Self-Resi>Oct
Rea.son and Free lnqmry•
7> cents.
Temperance and Intemperance, Foolish Pride and Silly Prejn- Free SI>eeoh,
English: Past an I Presen·t By Richard Chenels tbe Use of Tobacco Dangerdice,
A Free Press,
vix Trench, D.D. 75 cents.
ons?
Anger, the Distorter,
Rights of An.imals,
Cultivation of Individnalit:l',
The Angel of Forgiveness
Rights of Children,
.
Modern Science and Modern Thougbt. By S.
Character, 11. J ewe! of Great Price, Observation a Great FacUlty,
Human Rights; or the Equality
Laing. 75 cents,
.
Idleness, another Name for Loss, Perseverance, the Friend of Man,
of MC an. li
Formation o Ve~etable MonM through the acIndustry, the Staff of Life,
Punctuality, a Promoter of Sno- Mora1 1ean nes"-'tion
of
Worms,
with
observations
on their
Value of a Trade,
cess,
Politeness. The uent1emaR~.,
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents.
Recreation a Necessity,
The Difficulties of Life,
Politeness. -Continued.- 'J:he·
Ednca.tion. Intellectual, Moral, anll Physical
Games of Chancq,
Temptation, tbe Demon on the
Gentlewoman;
Progress; Its Laws and Cause. With other
'l"rnth and F...IRehood,
htll:'hway,
Best Society,
·
disquisitiOns. Two books in one. 75 cents.
What is au Oath? or the Worth Hab1t, Second Nature,
Progress; or Enlightenment:
The
Religions of the Ancient World, including
of a Promise.
Power of Will,
Wisdom.
Eg' p ·,Assyria, and Babylonia, Persia, India,
Fraud a Crime.
Courage, a Necessity to Right
Phenicia,
Etrnria, Greece, Rome. By George
'l'he Poison of Slander,
Living
Rawlin~ .. n. M.A. 75 c• nts.
Miss Wixon has taken a.s her mottoes in writing this b9antifnl book of 292 pages-which she
has dedicat.ed to the memory of ber father and mother-these sentences from the works of a great The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Rpenoer. 75 cts.
synthetic philosopher and a gifted liberal minister:
Poli~ical Science, ~ontJ!ining Physics. a~d Politics. · An Appllcatwn of the Prmmples of
As wtth the physical, so wtth the ethtcal. A beltef, as yet fitfUl ana parttal, fs beQfrmtno to
Natural Rcienoe to Political ~ooiety, by
spre.aa amongst men, that llerP., also. there ts an fntttssoluble bona between cause ana consequence, an
Walter .Bagehot; and History of the Science
tne:wrable aesttny, a law w11.tcll ttltere.CII not.-lf 1r1>ert Spencer.
of Politic , by FredPrick Pollock. 75 cents.
Lt·vtno is an Art, a met/toll of expresstno great concepttons: tn faot, the Mohest method, the
noblest of tlte Arts.-Thomas Starr King.
Science and Orime,Jtnd ~cience.and Poet•y. with
other essays. .Hy Andrew ·Wilson, F.R.H E.
Two books in ono volume 75 cents.
Right Living" is well bound in cloth and printed on good paper.
The Land Question: Containing the Hi~ tory of
PRIUE. $1.00.
Land Ho.ding in England, by Jo1eph Fisher,
F.R.H.S.; and H1storica1 Sketch of tbe DisAilclres•
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 2R Lafayette Place, New York.
tribution of Laud in England, by William
Llo>d Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents.
The Black Death: an account of the Great Pestiitmce of the fourte, nth century, and the
lJancing Mania or the Middlt1 Ages. By J. F.
C. Hecaer. M.D. Two b'lo,s in one volume.
75 cents.
·
AN ATTEMP r TO PROVE THAT
Bound Volume of Hnmb"ldt Library, containing
numbers 92 to 1113. $2
P1mmit of Pleasure Is the Sine Qua Non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social Glimoses of ·Nature. By Andrew Wilson, FR.
S.E.. F.L S., with 851llnstratio os. $1.
Development, and that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
Illnsimis: A Psychokgteal Study. By James
Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmam!!hlp.
Sully. 75 cents.
A Vindication of the Right3 of Women, with
By Albert M. Lort;ntz. LL.B.
Stricture~ on Political and Moral Subjects.
By Mary Wollst .necraft. $1.
CONTENTS:
BooK 1.-PLEASUB'E: Chap. I. -Sources of. Pleasure.. Cnap. IL-Material Pleasures. Chap. III.- The G~nes!s of f?cience ani! the Factors of OrIdeal Pleasure•. Chap IV -Social Pleasures. Chap. V.-Pleasures of the Savage, the
!!"amo Evolntwn. Both by Herb~n Spencer
Barbsrian and the Civ,Jized. Chap. VI:- Genesis of religions. Chap: VII.-Christianitv.
m one volume 75 cants.
BooK IL-INTF:LLEOTUAL DEvELOPMIUIT: Chap. 1.-Purpo•e of Itfe. Cha.p, II. -Material Pleapures. Flowers, Fruits, ani! LeavAR. By Air John LubChap.Ill.-ldeal Pleasures: Knowledfe• Chap. IV~Ideal Pleasures: Reason. Chap.-V.,
book, Bart.! F.R.S., M.P., D.(J L., LL.D., with
Ideal Pleasures: Character. Chap. V .-Social Pleasures. Chap. VII.-Pedagog1Cal Desnumerous i lustrations. 75 cents.
potism.
.
Geotpgioal Sketches at Home and Abroad. By
BooK III. -MoRAL DEVELOP¥ENT: Chap. ·I.-Morabty. Chap. 11.-Material· Pleasures:_ Prnd~nce.
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R,l:\. '15 cents.
Chap. IU.-Matenal Pleasn~e~:. Re_tlnement. Chap. fY.-Ideal Pleasures: Foresight,
urrent Discussion in Science, and Scientific AsChap. V.-Ideal ~leasnres: 0Ivihzatwn. Chap. VI.-Somal Pleasures. Chap. VII,- V10e
pect of some Familiar '1 hmgi. By w. M.
Caused by Restramt. .
williams, F.C.S. 'l'wo books m one volume.
•
•
•
BooK IV.-SoorAL DEVELOPME;NT. Ohap. 1.- 0 rogress. CJ.ap. II.-Proteotwn, Capitallsm, and
cents
75
Socialism: .Respe~-tivly an Aetna!. an Imminent, and a Proposed Violation of Individual
• .
.,
Soverejgnty. Chap. III.-Condition of Agriculture. C.liap. IV. Public Schools, the Charles Darwm; H1s .Llfe an-i V ork. By Grant
Mene. Mene, Tekel of i:iooialism Chap. V.-Prodnce of Governm.,nt. Chap. VI.-Onr !
Allen. 75 cents.
Social Disorder.
' Upon the Oriltin of Alpine and Italian Lakes;
.
.
.
.
. .
and upon Glacial Erosion. A ~eries of papers
Here ar\l some of the verP,.tcts o~ tu1s .remarkal?le prodnotlon whtch have been rendered by
by Sir A. c. Hamsay. ]'.R.S.,_l>resident or the
men who arem every way qualified as JUdge3 or book•:
Geological Society. John Ball, M.R.I.A., F.
L.S .._. etc. f?ir Roderick Murchison, F ..R,S.~
This iRa spirited, rattling snrt of a book that skates right along over the deepest subject with
ont mu h thought whether the ice is thin o~ not. It a.n.;w .rs tbe greatest questiOn-What is the
D. o,.u., president of the Royal Geographical
ns , object, mottve, purpose and summum oonum of life, a.nd the real cau "and motive of.progress?
KoClety, Prof. A. 8turler, or Berne. Prof.. A.
-by one word Pleasure t-Thaaaeus B. Wakeman,
·
Fav. e, of Geneva. Edward Whymper. \VHh
He sharp\y a.ttaoks, alm, modern methoc~s of edn ~ation, and .in this he is most abnndsntly
an Introdnctwn, and Note • upon the, l'ngm
borne ont oy the facts, an<t his arraignment is practically unanswerable. H 1s b ,0 k is altogether a
and History or the Great Lake• of North
curious and suggestive one.-New York Oommer<l'lal Attv8rtfser.
A:mer1Ca by Prqf. J. W. ·-<pencer, State G\lolog1•t of Georgia. Maps aud lllus:rat10ns.
·rhe man who wrote this book knows how to write a book, and knows what he is writing about.
There is not a padded sentence in the volume, not an attempt to fill up with .ords for laJk of
Oloth, 75 cents,
know Iegge. The an thor deals hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for realities and The Pleasures of Life. By Sir John Lubbock,
truth. We do not see how anyone can re<d this book and disagree with tbe leading proPositions,
Bart. 75 cents.
The work is goo.d; every oh~J.pter is worth. read in·~. It is a work of common-sen11e Socialism. The The Mystery of Matter, and The Philosoph v of
chapter on pubho schools ought to l?e pnt mto a trac~ a,nd sent.to every teacher m the land. 'r~onIgnorance rhe • s'ential Nature of Religion.
sands of sentences are worthy of bemg framed as pollt10al manms and hung up all over the natwn.
By J Allanson Picton. Two boo ..s in one voltho book deserves a.wide read•ngrl,not only for its literary style, which is clear an1 incisive, bnt f·or
ume. Cloth, 75 ce ts.
1ts bold, honest saymgs.-L. K. washburn.
After yon read this b~ok yon will be as enthusiastic in praise of it as are the eloquent editor of the SELEOT WORKS OF RIOHART) A. PROOTOR.
lnvest!oator and the gallant President of the Canadian Secular Union,
Light Science for Leisure Hours
Familiar Essays on 1:\cientific 8 n bjects.
Pleasure and Progress " has 398 pages, i • splendidly printed frqm large, clear type, on excel- Hereditary
Traits, a:tu other Es•ays.
lent paper, and costs, bound in cloth, $1; paper covers, 50 cents.
Mi.cellaneous .l!:ssays.
Illusions
of
the Senses. •nd r ther Essays.
Ad,lress
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Pl., New York, N.Y.
Notes on Earthquake•, with fourteen miscellaneous E~says. Six books in one volume. $1.50.
BELli:OT WORKS· OF GRANT ALLEN.
The Evomtionist at Large.
Vignettes from Nature, and
Force and Energy; a theort;of Dynamics. Three
books in one volume. uloth, $1.

RIGHT LIVING.
By SUSAN H. WIXON.
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THEOLOGY of the old stamp, so far from
encouraging us to love nature, teaches us
that it is under a curse. It teaches us to
look upon the animal creation with shuddering disgust; upon the whole race of
man outside our narrow sect as delivered
By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
over to the devil, and upon the laws of
The Truth Seeker,
nature at large as a temporary mechanism,
An explanation of the origin of the God Idea, and the mental processes that led to the formation 28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York.
in which we hav been cangbt, but from of idol~ and the worship of them. From the.time of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reforma.tion and
which we are to expect a joyful deliverance. his bamshment for heresy and blasp.hemy against the Chatdean zdols, to Christ's coming the principal oharacte1s 3re analyzed and shown to be human, by thought and deed. It is made pfain ·that the
It is science, not theology, which has IJ\lCuliar
phraseology, oa.n~ sayings, snbterf!lg\ls, miracle~, wo_nder-workings, and supernatural padchanged all this; it is the Atheists, Infidels, \lmg are the proper p:ffspnng of the then enstmg. barbansm, Ignorance, and superstition, oonstitntand Rationalists, as they are kindly called, mg the peculiar pollt10s of the dav.
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:·
who bav taught us to take fresh interest in
OB,
• r1
1
our poor fellow denizens of the world, and The Universal Aspect.
Elimination of Waste Substances,
"ilfClplee of the Natural Order or the Unf~
not to despise them because almighty The Earth.
In General.
J'et'se, with a System of Morali.'y
By the Lungs.
benevolence could not be expected to ad- The Chemical Aspect.
Based Thereon.
By the Skin.
The Sun. ·
mit them to heaven,-Leslie fltephen.
By the Kidneys.
Br
I'BoFEBS.oR
LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D•.
Genesis-The Creation.
Digestion and Nutrition.
THE real democrat disdains interferences Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
oUV.<ITENTS.:
•
The
Elementary
Substances.
and interruptions. He approaches laws The Deluge,
The Fitness of Things iilt
Alcohol and Its Eftects on the System. ll'or.:m and Matter
direct not by intercession. Priests in The Scriptural God-The Creation.
Immortality
of
Matter,
Nature
(Teleology),
The Soul-What Is It?
Immoria.Iity_of· ForM, Man, •
pulpit~ and professors in universities may The Creation of God-Abraham.
The. Mind. infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
become obstructions to the vision. I Moses-Con1lrmation of the Idea of God,
Sin and Salvation. I
Value of Matter,
Thonl{ht,
would look the gods face to facE', not by Samuel the Kin~aker.
·~otion,
ConsCiousness,
The Jilcclesiastical Kindergarten.
Form,
Seat of the SoUl•.
snfterance of classes who claim a special Go,l Save the King.
Rational Review.
fmmutability of Natural Innate ldeasJ.
right to carry my message and swear to Jehovah Takes a Rest.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations,
Laws,
The Idea of uod.
my credentials. IJ;e ~ecommends hiiD:self The End of National Life,
O"niversality of Natural Personal ContinnanClf,
The Planetary Gods.
Laws,
Vital Force,
who showe ·most mszght, The marmer The Christian Era.
Every Man His Own God.
.
!'he
Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
who drops a line deepest in the sea, the Organic Life-Ve~etable.
Tables {Gatewa.ya to Knowledge. .
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
telescopic vision that farthest pierces Organic Life--Animal.
Morals; Whence They Spnng.
of the Earth,
Morality,
TOO Non Credo.
Original Generation, ConcludJi:ng Obsernspace, the rapid intuition that most subtly
The Master Tissues.
'lecular
Generation,
tions.
Rules
for
Human
Conduct
and infallibly fathoms the mystery of
The Muscular Tissues.
l:'rice. AUiQ. Addrass THE TRUTH 8EEKJ!al
ILLUSTRATIONS.
The Nervous Tissues.
being holds in fee the authority of my
· Map of the IntelleotnaJ Faculties-The Mind,
credit,
But formal knowledge piled Food and Food-Substances.
Map of Theological Retrogression.
h11aven-high, and books of learned men,
Map of the Defuge a.nd Garden of Eden.
and merely verbal paraphernalia encycloHundred
and
Thirty-two
Pages Large 12mo.
Four
pedic in its range, may hav no exchange
Those who preserve the volumes of Tllll: TBUTB
relations with good sense and spiritual
In Cloth, 81; in Paper, 450 Cents.
SEBJLER need a File Binder, which wewillseud Oil
jnsight.-Horaoe L. 1raubel.
receipt ot oue dollar.
Addraas
TBlil 'l'BUTB BEEKEB, 28 L..tayette Pla.ce, New York,

The Creation of God.
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T:J3::E TRUTH
DEMAND POND'S
AVOID

EXTRACT.~

ALL IMITATIONS.

JIMMY: Say, Sam; I guess I can tell how
it was .Balaam•s· ft$R· spoke to him just that
one day. &.m::·]'!ow did you catch on to·
it? Jimmy:"Oh, th•t angel standing there, .
that Balaam.didn'tsee at first, was a pretty
good ventriloqnist I ~Puck.
•
FRIEND : Your husband seems ill. The:
Minister's Wife: He is overworked, but he.
will take no rest. Three nights last week ·
he insisted on goinl! to see those hateful
living pictures-in order to more eftectivly
denounce them from the pulpit.'-Puok. .

THE
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. Price.
Truth Seeker Annnall..1891..................... $0 25
Men, Women, a.nd uods. Helen H. Gardener,..................................... 50
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Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Bennett ...................................... . 25
Christian Absurdities. John Peck .......... . 20
VictorHugo'sOration on Voltaire ........... . 10
The Crisis. Thomas Paine. Illustrated .... . 40
Sabbath Breaking. John E. Remsburg ...... . 25
Tra.vels in Faith from Tradition to Ueason. Robert 0. Adams
25
Strike of a Sex.. George N. 1\Hller. . . . . . . . . . . . 25
My Religious Experience. Samuel P. Pnt-
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Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,

·

Pobllshe.d Monthly at $3 per Year.
IssUEs o:P 1891.-$3.
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Burns
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Truth Seeker Library;

ALL PAl N

A FEW ·days ago I attended a school exFAC-SIMILE OF
amination. Here js an itein for . yonr "Not
for Parsons·" column: Tea.oher : What are·
nouns? PupU: Nouns are names for per-.
sons, things, and abstract ideas. T.: Giv
me an example. P.: Pedro, table, and
(aft-er hesitation) saint. T.: · What means
Pedro ? P.: The name of a person. T.:
What means t-able ? P.: The name of a
certain thinl't or object. T.: What means
saint-? .P. (after some moments' refl:ec-i
tion): A thing. that d()es not exist. The boy
could not explain better for smiles and
laughter all around.-Marfin Steoker.
RESPON;DING. to a toast at the BristoL
Press Fund d~nner on Saturday night, Rev.·
A N. Blatchford said he could not help_
telling a Devonshire story illustratinl! the
modern desire for short sermonR. A conn-·
try vil'~. piuaid, once went to fill the pul- •
The Living Waters.
pit of a colleague ·who was temporarily
To tho•e who need a medicin, remember
absent- -from home. After the service he
thought he would gauge the effect of his. that Water of Life is one o~ the best, and
discourse by the opinion of that very fair Will cure the stomach, liver, and kidneys.
index of public feeling, the parish clerk. Large pamphlet free, 34 S. Main st.,
"Well,)t<;>gers," he s.aid, "did you like_ Wilkesbarre, Pa. J. R. Perry, mgr. 2lt18
my sez:m()n ?" "I d1d," was the reply.:
"I hope I wasn't ~oo long?" he anxiously ALL styles of watches from $1.88 up. Handinqi:rired. :• No, you wasn't too long about some catalogue free. Safe Watch Co., 9 Murray
~2t19
it,'~ rejoined Rogers. "Well, then," said street, New York.
the vicar, "I hope I wasn't too short."
•• No," answered Rogers, •• nor yet too
!<hod, neither. Yon was just about right." ·_ 0 •
•
• Dger~O S
The vicar felt relieved, and said: ''I am
ARGU-MENT
glad of that; because, to tell you the truth,
while I was writi~g that sermon my little
IN THE
dog got hold of . four of the folios and destroyed· theri:i, and I wa11 afraid it would be
too short" Rogers looked' very thonj:thtAt Morristown, N. J.
ful fora moment, and then.very confidenis the grea.testargumentevermadein a. case
tially remarked: "Lor' ! now; did he ? I ofThis
this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
suppose you wouldn't mind lettin' our long as the Christians use force to repress free
vicar 'ome 'ere 'ave a pup 'o your dog?''- speech. ItslegaJ acumen is unsurpassed, its eloToro,n~o Emlp_ir!l~
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quenge n\)Ver ljqUaled. Yfherever Christian _persecutiOn 1s gomg on th1s argument should be
freely circula.ted, read to the Christia.ns, a.n<l exoounded on. every occa.sion.
In paver, 25 cents; in cloth, 50 cents.
Addr es.
'lBJL 'JJ)[ 'l B ~) J J< ,

THE LATEST DEOALOG.
The following appears in " Selections
from the Poems of Arthur Hugh Olough"
[Macmillan's], the latest addition to the
Golden Treasury Series :
THE
1 Thou shalt hav one God only I Who
Would be at the expense of two?
2 No graven images may be
-o:a,. Worshiped-except the currency.
Why Should the Atheist Fear to Die?
3 Swear not at _all : for by thy curse
Price, 5 cents
Thine enemy· is none 'the worse.
\y J. G. HOLYOAKE.
4 Fail· not on 'sunday to attend
The kirk.:.:...'twill keep the world thy
friend.
·
5 Honor thy parents-that is, all
From whom advancement may befall.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Tl>eory.
6 Thou shalt not kill-but need'st not
By GEoRGE J. RoMANES,
strive
Officiously to keep alive.
A systematicEx);losition of what rna}" he termed
he Darwinism of Darwin, ancl intenned Lo htl of
7 Do not adultery comndt ;
ervice to the ~eneral reader rather than to proMuch trouble often comes from it.
·e.sed naturahst".
Mr. Homanes is well known a.s one of the most
8 Thon shalt not steal.,....-an empty feat,
ateresting of F.nj!'lish writers upon evolution,
When it's so lucrativ to cheat. •asides rankmg w1th Professor Hnxle;v in scienific knowledge and ability. And thie IS a part of
9 _Bear not false witness; let the lie
is 11onclusion regar :;; og the great sn bJect of
Hav time on its own wings to fly.
>esign, to which the f>l1 nreh so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of aclapta10 Thou shalt not covet-but tradition
ion or to those of beauty, pverywhere throughApproves all forms of competition.
ut organic nature ·we meet with abundant
-Seoula~ Thought.
•idence of natural causation, while nowhere do
·e meet with any independent evidence of
I DOUBT not that you and your readers
Ipernatural design. . . . Adapt-at-ion and
will be pleased to learn of two amusing in- -eanty are alike receiving their explanation at
te hands of a pnrelymeehanical J'hilo•ophy...
cidents that occurred m our vicinity. The
ll nature has thus been tran"forme•l he fore the
Rev. Mr. Mott, a local preacher, gave his
lew of thE' present gpneration m R manner and
congregation an interesting accouut of an ·nan extent that has never before b~>en pos•ihle;
nd inasmuch as the change which has taken
adventure, of which he was the hero, while •lace
ha.s taken pla.\le in the direction of naturalon his way to church that morning, and <rn, and this to the extent of rendering the
whi!lh may best be told in his own words : •ttechanicaJ interpretation of nature universal, it
i• no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
"As :I was coming to church this morn- 11wakened
to a new and a terrible force in th11
ing ah, I met a young man carrying a words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
violin ah ; I told that young man to turn thy_ God?"
illustrated. Price, cloth.J. $2.
KEB.
from· the error of his ways ah, to drop that
Address.
TH.r; TRUTH SEE
bundle of sin ah, and enter into the house
of the Lord ah, and what do you think he
said to me ah ? What do you think he
said to your humble ser;vant ah? Why, he
sai<i, 'Blank, blank you, go to h- ah.'"
The other incident that I hav to relate is
thai the name of a very pious member of
the_fold in a neighboring village, by some
unaccountable means, reached your office,
and as a result a sample copy of THE TRUTH
SEEKER found its way to his residence.
He is not accustomed to receiving very
much mail, and there was some speculation
before the wrapper was broken, which was
done with great care, and in due time the
fnll wickedness of the paper was· discovered, whereupon, with all pro~er indignation, it was consigned to the fiames, with
the remark that "I'll show 'em how to
cast their pearls before swine, blast 'em I"
-Ohas. 0. Hays.
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Uarwin and Alter Darwin.

e •••••••••••••••• e

name ............... e.·e····

............ e.

The Hig:her Criticism in Theology and Heligion. •.r. E. Longshore.... . . . . . . . . . . . .

IsSUES oF 1892. -$3.

The Bible: What Is IU A pamphlet con-

taining eight cha.pters in refutatwn of the
assumption that the Bible is a divine book of
pure thought, and correct in all its uttera.nces.
Price, 25 cents.

Studies In Theology. A clear exposition
of the biblical stor:y of man's "creation,''faJl.an~
"IJ!Use," theologic8ll.y denominated "the
Pnce, 10 cents.

The Bible Against Itself. . Containing

one hundred and fifty plain self-contradictions
of the Biblehlinvolving q.uestions of th\)ology,
morals, and "story, Pnce,10 cents.

The Human Nature of Jesus. A refuta-

tion of the assumption that he Wll8 a divine
l>_erson, and that he was th.e fulftllment of Old
Testa.ment prophecies. Pnce, 10 cents.

Liberalism. Treating the subject from a

negative and affirmative standpofnt, showing
what it is not and what it is. Price,5 cents.
·
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
il8 Lafayette place. New York.

AT NEW ROCHELLE.

Infidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote.............
Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. Illustrated........................................
Was Christ Crucified? Austin Bierbower....
Pulpit, Pew, a.nd Cradle. Helen H. Gardener .................................... .
Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg ........... .
Awful Disclosures of Maria. Monk ........... .
Pocket Theology. Voltaire .................. .
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? Ill. Babcock,................... . .. . .. . ... ........
Liberj;y m Literature.
Testimonial to
Wa.lt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll............. .
Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
Proctor...................................
Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
Hart ...... -. .... ... ..... .. ........ .. ......
The Holy Bible Abridged......................
False Claims of the Church. John E.
Remsburg...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~homas

IssUEs oF 1893. -$3.

Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
G. Ingersoll...............................
The Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hartmann.....................................
Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
M. E. Billings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Resurrection of Jesus.........................
Handbook of Freethought. W. S. Dell......
Religion a Curse; Keligwn a Disease; Religion a Lie. S. P. Putnam..... . ......
Design Argument Fallacies. By Editor of
'l'HE 'l'BUTH BEEKER....................

PHO"I'OGKAPHS OF THE

PAIRE MORUMEBT &HOMESTEAD
AND

Views of Speaker's Platform

Abraham Lmcoln: Was He a Christian?
John K .Hems burg... . . .. .. . ... .. . ....
Pen Pictures of 'l'he World's Fair. Illustr•ted. S. P. Putnam...................
Common Sense. Thomns Paino........ . . . . .
Examination of Propht>cies. Thos. Paine..
Pleasure and L'rugress. Albert 111. Lorentz,
LL.D.....................................
Giant Delusion. Otto Wettstein............
Bible Inquirer. A. Jacobson ... . . .. . . .. . . ..
1::\ister Lucy. Her Awful Disclosures of
Newhall non vent........................
Woman: l~our Centuries of Progress. Susan
Jf. Wixon ...... :.........................
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The Assemblage.
What they are:

1. View of t]Je Stand, with the speakers
and other occu);lants standing\ showing Colonet In_gersoll, President Rowtey, H. P. Putnam, T. B. Wakeman, et al.

2. Colonel Ingersoll Causes n Smile.
8 •. President Rowley Addresses the As·
semblage.
4. Mr. Putnam Reads A Poem.
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Thumi>Rcrew ancl Hack. GPo. E. Mac<lonaltl
10
l-l~lf-Contradiction, of the Dible. W. H. Burr
15
Durlllg the year other standard .l!'reethought
works will be published and sent to stibscribers
as they appear.
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
pubhshed in one year. In ordering please say
which _year is desired.
Single numbers so!d at prices quoted.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Again Reduced.
'l'akc Advanf.agc of these Jllanufaetu•
rer'M PrJCt:frlll.
0

REGULAR GRADE AMERICAN WATCHES,
Mr. Wakeman Talks of Liberty, Sci- Including Rockford, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden.
GentlwrnPn's 8tze.. ·
ence and Hum11nity.
Prices: In 8 ounce sil ,erine case 7 jewels $5; 11
jewels, $6.5U; 15 jewels, ~H; 15 jewel~. hilly ad6. The Paine Monnment, as it appeared justed,
IIIlO; 17 jewels, adjuoted, 1!114. In 8 ounce
May 80th wreathed in 1lowers and bearing coin silver
case, $10, >!Ill GO, I!! s. $15, $19. ln 4
mottoes. No other picture of the Monument ounce,
$1
extra. In 14 kt gold fi!Locl, OI.J<!n faoe,
like this one.
21 year Cll.fle, $14, $15.50J 1!117, $19. $28. Jfnut.ing
$8 extra. In 10 Kt., lu year case, either
'Z. Paine Homestead as it appears now. case,
kind, 1!18less.
Lat1.tes' 8tze.
·
These are splendid photoll"ra.ph~. They were
all taken at the commemorative exercises at New
Price•: In 14 kt. gold filled, hunting 20 year
Hochetle, on May 3uth, and are historically. patrt- ca•es, 7 jewels, $18; 11 jewe)H, $14.50; lfi jewc!H,
otically, and artistically very valuable and will $19. In 14 kt., solid golu, huntmg caHo~. $28.
be prized by thousands of .Libera•s who revere $24.W, $29.
the g<mins and honor the memory of Thomas TilE NEW MODEL OTTO WETTSTEIN WATCH
Paine. Mia• Levin has •Pared no pains to wake
them worthy the subject a.nd the occa•ion. The Has 16 jewels.• patllnt regnlatorl hrequ~t (nonphotograph • are 8x10 inches in size and the price catchable) ha1r .prmg, b~autitu, double sunk,
panued dial, nickel, gola dllmasceued finiRh, ad1s seventy-five cents each.
JUsted to heat and cold and positionB. L ates
Address THF. 'l'RTJTJJ RF.lt:KlllR CO ..
improvements and guaranteed a perfect time
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. keeper.
Gentleme.n's Btze.
Prices: In 8 ounce silveriue case, $19; 4 ounce
~ coin silver.$~; Jl<>ld filled 14 kt., 21 yearH, open
face, $28. Huntmg,$82; 10 kt., lo year cases, 1!18
less . .
La11tes' 8tze .
Prices: In 14 l{t. 20 year hunting cases, $80,
In 14'kt. solid gold hunting cases, 1!!40.
All gold and filled u•se• made bv beRt manufacturers a.s Boss, Ducber, Fauy, ant! Lailtl, in pl11in
engine turntd, or artiHtlCally engraved.
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
Goods shipped by express, clw,roes prepata.
SEND !liE YOUIL \VA'A'CII WOnK.
A judicial consideration of the questionliand the
decision against the scriptures &nd the C ristian
O:rTO WETTSTEIN,
tradition. Price, 10 cent~. Address
THB LISBR.AL JBWBLBR.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Send for price-lists
ROCHELLE, ILL.
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FOR HER DAILY BREAD. S'fRONG, HEALTHY MANHOOD
A Nineteenth Century Novel.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL;
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with a little moneyh fair educationh and
much courage, to make t eir way throng the
world by goin!f to Chicago, ~he author is also
the heroine. The na.rrative is, in the main, a history of a working-girl's life and experience in the
city of Chicago among blnff business-men, kindhearted folks, and disreputable hypocrite. It is
just such a. story of human life as we should exvect Colonel In_gersoll to be interested in; and
whatever he admires and appreciates iR sure to
be worth the at~ention of the rest of the world.
Price, 25 cenb. Addre.r.'iiE TRUTH REEKER.
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rloars of Christ and Yioegerents of Bod.
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DU. JL P. Ji'F.LLeWM.
Rs.vwbe,voasa'"''·ht.o<Od...,.,

Vlocland.N J

...,-I wish to say that I am an out-and-out
LIBERAL, and! trust the Freethinkers of the !ann
will give me their pat. • najle and not waste their
time and money on Christian doctore.-Dr• .Jtel-
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Books by lie/en H. Gardener.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, ·women and Gods.
Introduction by

.ROBERT

9".

INGERSOLL.

Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
'.l"1w Trade Bu:P:P!tea at B:PeiYlaZ .DtsOOtt.nC.o

IS THIS YOUR
KING DARIUS WRITES SOME LETTERS.
Then King Darius wrote unto all people,
unto you.-Dan. vi, 25.

1

ations, and languages, that dwell in all the earth; Peace be multiplied

JAPAN bas declared war with China and
has won ~everal important naval victories.
It is doubted t-hat ehe can maintain her
prt stige on land ~gainst the Chin.,se hordes.
BosToN will soon bav a system of elevated 'rhe trouble arose from disputed supremacy
in the island of Corea.
street railroads.

' Cbicago and Eastern Illinois, nor the Santa
Fe, where the men hav voted to continue
. the strike to settle local grievances and
where they think they hav a fair show of
winning.
·
.
SANTO CA.sEmo, the murderer of PreBI~
dent
c
..
rnot
of
France,
was
found
guilty
SF.NATOR HILL of New York has pre·
WYOJ\IING Republicans hav nominated W.
sentenced to suff"r death at the guilloA. Richards for governor and declared for sented an anti-Anarchist bill. It provides and
for immigration inspectors to be located at tin. There was practically nn defense and
free silver and protection.
foreign ports, with power to keep undesir- the jury was out but thirteen minutes.
LEVI P. MoRTON, ex-vice-president, is able persons from embarking for this Caserio denied tbat he acted as the agent
of any association of Anarchists, and
being_boomed for Republican governor of country. It has passed the Senate.
claimed that all members of such orders
New York. He seems to be willing.
Tm: committee appointed to investigate worked independently. He received his
JosEPH BYRNES, a non-union engineer, charges of bribery against members of the sentence with tokens of defiance.
was shot and killed by some unknown per- United States ·Senate, has reported that
DB. E. B. FooTE, SR., who on July 4th
son at Danville Junction, Ill., July 28&h.
said charges are unproved. A minority
report claims that the sugar schedule of the was nominated at Yonkers, N. Y., as the
IDAHO Populists hav nominated K. J. tariff bill was nevertheless dictated by the candidate of the People's party for ConW. Ballentine for governor. They declare sugar trust.
gressman from the Sixteenth district, has
against fusion, and favor woman suffrage.
accepted the nomination. In his letter of
NoRTH CAROLINA. Populists hav chosen acceptance
he expresses his sympathy with
A STRmE was ordered last week among their candidates from among the nominees organized labor, and says the only door~
men employed on New York city's new of the Republicans and Democrats. The way of relief for the laborer, producer,
~chool buildings. About 400 out of 1,800 · platform denounces the old parties, and
tradesmanbworking capitalist, and
men stopped work.
demands the issue of greenbacks and the artisan,
true Jeffersonian ~>mocrat, is the ballot
THFJ American yacht Vigilant beat the free coinage of silver, but omits the sub- box, Whatever political party Dr. Foote
may be affiliated with, his sincerity and
Prince of WaleJ>'s cutter in the Solent race treasury bill.
lost Saturday, and around the Isle of
BRIGANDS are terrorizing the vicinity of motive cannot be questioned.
Wight on Monday.
I Cripple Creek, Col. They are mounted on THE most dangerous counterfeit of
·
C
. .
· stolen horses, and make raids, seizing United
States money discovered for years
. THE _New York ons~ItutiOnal Conven- cattle, poultry, and horses. The maraudtiOn will doubtless reJect the proposed , era are said to be recruited from the ranks is announced from the Treasury DepartWoma_n Suffrage amendment, as well as all 'of coal mine strikers. A vigilance commit- ment. Because it is so difficult of detection ·from the genuin note, and in order to
other Important measures.
tee has been organized.
put the public on its guard, the counterfeit
THE Western corn crop has been badly · EDITOR TEUFEL of the Sooialist paper, is described in minute detail by the Secret
damaged by hot winds, but late advices Volkstimme, of Mannheim, Germany, and Service. It is of the ten-dollar legal-tensay that the injury has been greatly ex- his printer hav been arrested on a charge der note, series of 1880, check letter B,
aggerated by press reports.
of high trea9on, in having Printed, Au~ust face plate No. 2,250, back plate No. 2,292,
REPUJlLIOA.N and Populist fusionists in 3d, the republican manifesto of 1848. The signed by W. ~- Rosecrans, Register;
Tennessee were beaten in the state elec- printer, Dreesbach, was formerly a mem- James W. Hyatt, Treasurer, and bearing
a portrait of Webster and a large round
tion. The American Protectiv Association ber of the Reichstag.
seal.
·
(anti-Catholic) greatly influenced.the reFIRE in the grand stand stopped the
sult.
Chicago-Cincinnati ball game at Chicago
GEORGIA's state convention oi Democrats last Sunday. Many persons were injured
BOOKS BY
was held at Atlanta, August 2d. The plat- by contact with the barbed-wire screen,
form adopted contains a silver plank which but there were no fatalities. Damage to
does not indorse President Cleveland's club property amounts to $15,000. A cigar
stump started the blaze.
The Bible' of Nature: A Contribution
policy.
to the Religion of the Futmre. Cloth, $1.
CITIZENS of Defiance, 0., celebrated this The
THE Senate has passed the last of t.he apSecret of the East; or, The Origin
propriation bills-the General Deficiency week the centennial of Mad Anthony
of the Christian Religion and the Significance.
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.
bill-which will now !<'O to the conference Wayne's victory over the Indians and
for adjustment of differences between the British at the junction of the Miami, Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth, ill!·
Maumee, and Anglaize rivers. Governor
two houses.
McKinley and other distinguished guests Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Hum&n Orgamsm. Oloth, $1.
IN Monday's elections, W. C. Oates, were present, with 50,000 people.
Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to
Democrat, was chosen governor of Alathe Outdoor study of Natur&l History. IllusNoN-UNION railroad men at Brazil, Ind.,
bamaoverReubenF. Kolb, Populist~fusion
trated by H. Faber. Clotht-..$2.
candidate, Oates is at present a member were mauled and robbed last week.
Address
THE TrlUTH BEEKER,
Union
men
deny
complicity
in
the
out28 L&fay,ltts Pl&ee, New York.
of Congress.
rage. As a result of the trouble, the
GEN. J. B. WEAVER, Populist candidate mayor ordered the police to arrest every
for Congress from the Ninth Iowa district, man or woman who calls another a scab
has resigned his place on the Farmer's A pqpular uprising will support the mayor:
Tribune, Des Moines, of which he was
LuMBER piles containing 25,000,000 feet Summer Days at Onset. 84 pages. lleditor- in-chief.
lustrated. Price, 25 cents.
of lumber, situated on the west bank of the
GEORGE INm:ss, the eminent American river within a quarter mile of the center of Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents. ·
landscape artist, died last week in Scot- Minneapolis, Minn., were destroyed by
in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
land, where he was traveling for his health. fire last week, causing a loss of fully All
l.nno, BOO pp,, $1.
He was a resident of Montclair, N.J., and $300,000. Railroad round houses and cars, Apples Of ~old. And Other Stories for
his body will be brought home for burial. together with the Pintsch gas plant, were
Boys and G1rls. 12mo, 883 pv., f1.25.
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally HandTHE electric motor company of Jersey also burnt.
some and Interesting BookhWithout Supersti·
City, N. J., bas issued an order that motorAT 'a meeting of the General Strike Comtion for Children and Yout . The Onl:y Freemen must pay for all damage done to their mittee of the American Railway Union,
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever Issued.
66 full-page illustr&tions and 25 sm&ller; large
cars, "no matter under what circumstances held at Uhlich's hall, Chicago, August 5th,
heavy, toned paper, bro&d margins, illusthe damage occurs." The employees nat- it was decided to declare the great strike . tvpe,
trated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
urally protest,
off in that city. This does not include the
Address, THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

Jfo'tDa of tJa,o Woolf.

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

SOl MY lORD 1

\ }"asemating Story of Rsdimil Truths on
Religion and Soci!Ll Matters.
J!:>rioo, cloth. $1: vaver, fiO oenta.

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?.
A NEW' NOVEL.
Paper, 50 cents.

Prille. cloth,. $1.

Pushed by Unseen Handt
SHORT STORIES.

Paper, 50 cents.

Price, cloth $1.

.A. Thoughtless Yes.
CONTENTs:
A Splendid Judge of a Woman The Lady of the
Cfub-Under Protest -For the Prosecution-A
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Our Ancestors - Florence Campbell's
Fate-My Patient's Yate.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Facts and Fictions of Life.
CONTENTS:

P1eface-The Fiction of Fictions-A Day in Court
-Throwa in With the Oity's Dead-A~ Irrespomible Educated Class-The Moral Responsibillty of Woman in HeredityWoman as an Annex -Sex in BrainHeredity in J te Relations to a
Double Btanda.rd of MoralsDivorce and the Proposed Nati.)nal Law
-Lawsuit or Legacy-Co:oup.on
Sense m
Surgery.

Cloth, 11; paper, 50 cents.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
By HELEN H. GARDENER.

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price. 10 cents. Address this oftlce.

.ASECULAR MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL
AND

COLLEmlON OF SECULAR HYMNS.
BvA. R. AYRES.
"A good book written with a purpose."
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Agents Wanted I
We believe that not only ca.n good be done but
money made by any Lib, raJ. who will canva~s for
our book" Old Testament Stories Comic&lly Dlustrated." In fact we know one man who worked
at it but a few hours w~ekly and so d nearly
fifty copies in a month. The price is low; everybody knows the Old Testament stories, and
nearly everybody would like a book applying
nineteenth-century wit and knowledge to them.
People like to laugh. 1 Reverence for the Old
'l'estament ta.les h•s arl!'ely dis&ppeared antl.
Jokes at the e'ltp~ns• of Jonah and Joseph ud
Esau and Samson and D Vid, and the other worthies of unsavory reputati~n, are keenll app_recioted. It seems to us that the book will sell at
sigl·t. It does hue in the ijtore. Lioer&la out of
employment will tlnd thi~ a good way to make &n
honest doll&r.
Tenn• to Agent• Sent on Application.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

A Journal of

Freethoug~t

and Reform.

ONE RESULT OF OUR CHRISTIAN CIVILIZATION.
A condition which confronts tholll!ands of honest w;orking girls-starvation or shame!

.A .Missionary Scheme.
THE 'fBUTH SEEKER has recently been doing, with
the generous aid of its friends, a great deal of political missionary work. We hav given away thousands of the " Church Property " pamphlet, and it
is doing its work, in this state particularly. We
hav also given away thousands of arguments against
the proposed national Sunday laws. Besides these,
more thousands of TRUTH SEEKERS hav been scattered broadcast over the land.
With the advent of hot weather tli.e political
bodies will soon adjourn, but the people of the
country will remain in session right' along. And
they are of not less importance than the politicians,
and we want to devote a little attention to them.
· Probably no one book has made more converts
to common sense and won more people away from
superstition than Paine's "Age of Reason." It is
a book, as Colonel Ingersoll says, that furnishes an
immense amount of food for thought. It is written
for the average mind, aBd is a straightforward,
honest investigation of the Bible and of the Christian system. It has liberalized us all. It puts
arguments in the mouths of the people ; it puts the
church on the defensiv; it enables somebody in
every village to corner the parson. It has never
been " answered " and never can be.
What ought to be done, and what we propose to
clOt is to scatter this book broadcaat-to siv and to

hav given away thousands of them among the people. Every church-member tho.t any Freethinker
knows ought to hav one. It will do that churchmember good, even if his wife burns it. He will
read a few pages in it at least before she gets hold
of it. But perh111ps she too will read it. That book
in a family is bound to do good-an immense
amount. It has liberalized thousands and will
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE
TRUTH SEEKER, for from reading it D. l\I. Bennett,
whom we all loved when living, and whose memory
we now honor, became a Liberal. Previously he
was a rigid churchman. There are more like him in
the country, and it is they we ought to reach.

Our proposition is for every reader of this
paper to send us the names and addresses of
EIGHT of his Christian acquaintances ami ONE
DOLLAR, and wewill mail each ot them a copy
ot Paine's ".AGE OF REASON."
If you don't know eight Christians you care
enough about to convert, name those whom you do
want to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the
remainder to. some editor or public man or preacher

worth saving.
In this way public opinion can be made and
the church undermined. A few Freethinkers
in a community can club together and convert a
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and
dry in his pulpit. Or they can send us the fund

and we will make the selection of the target and
take the responsibility of the work. What we want is
to scatter the book among the people an? hav it read.
Remember, we do all the work-all we ask is the
names and addresses and means to mail the book.
Surely everybody can help in this and make thousands of Freethinkers. Don't select the names
of indifferentists, but those of good church people,
with a preference for those who hav the capacity to
think if they only are steered in the right direction.
At Washington, Indiana, an impromptu dance
was in progress not far from the house of the Methodist minister, Rev. Mr. Grayville. Suddenly the
preacher appeared among the dancers and ordered
them to disperse. As he was not obeyed, he overturned the violinist and put out the lights. Taken
before a justice of the. peace, he was fined. Denying the authority of'thEf justice, he soon found himself within the walls of a jail. If he considered
the dancing wicked, he should at least lia.v remem·
bered that that was only his private opinion, which
be had no right in law or equity to force upon his
neighbors. If, however, the music and hilarity
disturbed his quiet, he should have remembered
that hundreds of people are disturbed every Sunday
by church bells, but they do not rush into the
churches and throw out the sextons. Then people
living in houses situated near churchel!l are often
seriously annoyed by noisy religious services, Sundays and evenings. And, finally, he had a remedy
at law if the ball was really a nuisance. He seems
to be an " Anarchist " as well as a bigot.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
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i he Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press. ~

.
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. FOUR HUNDRED YEARS

.

Four Hundred S:"'ears of Freethought.
BY SAMUEL

P.

oF FREETHOUGHT

FREE

PUTNAM.

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout the Civilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Great!3st Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
SPECIAL OFFER.·
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.
to make our friends a most generous
''Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages offer.
We need more subscribers to THE
of Human History,
TBUTH SEEXEB, and every Freethinker
adorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inven- needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
tions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
for it, but everyone can do a little
Nothing Can be More Interesting,
work to obtain a copy- conge;nial
more inspirin(l' to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who are still in the-van for-Human Rights and work, that will do great good all
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal -vigi- around. This is the offer :
lance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.
Send us Four Nevv
NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
YearlySubscribers at
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
regular rates ($I2 in
In One Harmonious and Magnificent Whole,

all), and vve vvill send
the Getter. . . up of the
Club a copy of'' FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
FREETH 0 UGH T,"
FREE OF CHARGES•..

a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
W"OMAN'S EMANCIPATION

from the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
.
'l'HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
And further, to aid our friends in
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
·
·
getting this book for themselves, we
The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
will offer
Philosophy.
Bruno.
l::!pinoza.
Descartes.
Locke.
Hum e.
Hobbs.
Kant.
Hamilton.
Comte.
Buchner.
Feuer bach.

Science.
Copernicus.
Galileo.
Kepler.
Da Vinci.
Newton.
Humboldt.
Lyell.
Darwin.
~ndall.

uxley.

Literature.
Education and
Ethics.
Boocaccio. Lessing.
Rabalais. Schiller.
Bacon.
Cervantes. Goethe.
Comenius.
Marlowe. George Sand.
Pestalozzi.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
Froebel.
Victor Hugo.
Gibbon.
Combe.
Spencer.
Burns.
Emerson.
Shelley.
Heine.
Owen.
. Byron.
Thoreau.
Holyoake.
Push kin.
Whitman.
Haeckel.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Girard
chewsky.
Lick.

Government· and Politics.
Voltaire.
Gambetta.'
Rousseau.
Castelar.
French Salon. Bradlaugh.
French Revo- Garrison.
lution.
Phillips.
Thomas Paine. Parker.
Jefferson.
Sumner.
Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
Bentham.
Bakounine.
Mill.
Warren.
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Heinzen.

Woman'~ Emancipation.
Madame Roland.
Mary W ollstoncraft.
Harriet Martineau. ·
Frances Wright.
Lucretia Mott.
Ernestine· L. Rose.
Kladia Maria Child.
. argaret Fuller.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Susan B. Anthony. ·
Matild11J oslyn Gage.
Helen H. Gardener.
An.D.ie Besant.

To ·the New Subscribers as a
Premium,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories~;
·
Comically Illustrated
By WATSON

HEST~N,

THE GREATEST BOOK OF' ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
W, S. BELL'S
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
· ,
,. ,
Handbook of Freethought.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
With these Splen~d Works as prePress in modern times. The Truth Seeke1·, Investigator, Ironclad Age, Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Maya•
miums there ought to be no difficulty
zine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, .Agnostic Journal, etc.
in getting hundreds of clubs of subIt will give a history of the
scribers.

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
'
FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT,
at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
free.
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
To each New Subscriber in the club, a preIt will contain the portraits of those who; up to the present time, have been identified with Free- mium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
thought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have wen dis- Stories Comically Illustrated," or W. S. Bell's
tinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
II Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-...:.au free
Horace Seaver,
George E. Macdonald,
Capt. R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
by post or express •
•T. P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John B. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Watts,

D. M. Bennett,
Parker Pillsbury,
Elizur Wright,
T. C. Leland,
T. B. Wakeman,
Judge C. B. Waite.

L. K. Washburn,
Ernest Mendum,
Charles Watts,
G. W. Foote,.
Saladin,
J. R. Monroe,

Samuel P. Putnam,
John E. Remsburg,
Franklin Steiner,
J. D. Shaw,
E. A. Stevens,
H. L. Green,

Prof. J. H. Cook,
E. H. Heywood,
Otto Wettstein,
Stephen Pearl Andrews,
James Parton,
Abner Kneeland,

Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Mrs. M. A. Freeman,
Katie Kehm Sq1ith,
Lucy N. Colman,
Lillian.Leland,
A:my Post.

and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
snvuld be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interelilting and valuable,
for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,

I

and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.
·

The name of every Subscribm• ~vlw sends jive dollwrs before the work is on the press
will be enrolled in tll:ls bool~. DON'T FALL TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONOE.
This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages or Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.

It will _be elegantly bound. It wil_l be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your fnends when they ask, What IS Freethought-what has it clone and what is it doing in the world'?
This is the most universal presentation of Freethought ever given to the public, and no Freethinker
can afford to be without it. It is a library in itself.
A..ddress orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette placei New York.

This really brings the price of thfl
paper down to $2 to each new sub-·
scriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEXEB
one year and a dollar book for $3.

A Club of Four New Subscribers and $1~ ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to extend our circulation,
and we want to help our friends to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to get
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" as soon as the
book is issued.
·
Phose who send a Club and
Four New Subscribers and
$12 before the book is printed·
will have their names enrolled in its shining pages.
THE TRUTH SEEKER

28 Lafayette· Place,
NEW YOBK,

A· Journal of Freethought ·and Reform.
Voi.2I. N0.33 {PUBLISHED WEEKLY.} New York, Saturday, August 18, 1894· {2s LA.FA.YETTE PL.J$3.00 Per Year.
attempt is instruction in those rudimentary branches
Secular and Religions Education.
The Independent of August 2d has a symposium which lie at the base of all other education, and
on education. Two of the contributors deal with which include respect for the equal rights of all.
F01JNDED BY D. li'Io DENNETI'o
the question of religious instruction in the common It cannot properly be an institute of theology.
There is no agreement among the patrons of the
E. M. MAODONALD, • • - • • Editor and Manager. schools. Prof. Edgar W. Work of the University
of Wooster, Ohio, writes about ••Education With- schools concerning religious dogmas. Hence none
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YOBK.
out God," and the Rt. Rev.. William Croswell Doane, can be taught therein without infringing the equal
D.D., LL.D , bishop of Albany, tells wherein he rights of some parents. Union of church and
SATURDAY,
AUGUST 18, 1894.
state is always unwise and dangerous, and religious
agrees with and opposes the Catholics.
Professor Work thinks that the drift of the time teaching in the public schools constitutes union of
S1JBSCB.IPTION RATES.
toward secular education "is no chance current, church and state. No majority is justified; unier
Single subscription, in advance .......••.....•••.......••......•3 00
seeking
whither it may go. There is an under- the law of equal freedom, in compelling the chilOne subscription two Years, in a.dva.nce ...••..•••...•.•........ :; 00
Two new subscribers ............•.•.•..•....•.................... :; 00 current bearing it on, which is perfectly conscious dren of ~ny minority to receive instruction in religOne subscription with onenewsabsoriber, in one remittance. :; .oo
of itself, which kno_ws whither it .wishes to go, and ious doctrine to which the parents or guardians
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remittance ......•.•......... : .•.............•...•................. 7 oo is bent on making the way." After animadverting object.
One subscription with three 11.ew subscribers, in one remitThere are a thousand things which parents may
tance •....•••............•.........•.......•................ S :»0 upon the theory of education held by Rousseau,
One subscription with four new sub9cribers, in one remit·
wish
to teach their children that cannot be, except
and the ideas of German radicals and English and
tance •••••....•...•.. , .......................................10 eo
through
gross injustice, included in the course of
American Transcendentalists, Professor Work conAny number over ftve &t the same rate, invaris.bl:vwith one
remittance.
study of the public schools. The instruction and
tinues:
"Again, these theories mark a wide departure from practice which will fit each youth for a speeial
Manev ahoulct be sent 11'/1 ex.vreaa oompanv;8 . •nonev orae1,
the
long-accepted definition of the pnrpose of education. career must be found elsewhere. And most and
postal oraer, draft an New Yorl:, or 11'/1 reatsterea !etter.
A.aareaa oommun~oattona ana mal:e ctrafts, oheol:a, post-of/ICe The end of edncation is complete life. We hav the exact the best part of his or her moral training will be
anaex:vreaamonworaera:vaval>leto
E. M. MAOlJONALlJ,
phrase, 'to prepare us for complete living,' from received in other places that the publi« school, al·
28 Laravette p!ace, New Yorl:.
Herbert Spencer. Probably no one would desire to
amend this definition. But now we are asked to sub- though no inconsiderable instruction of this kind
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our scribe to the doctrin that the preparation for complete can be given there, both directly and indirectly, and
readers if they w"Ul send us the n11.1ne and addres11 of living may wisely and safely omit, until the period of without the inculcation of dogma. That this can
any Freethinker -..vho ill ·not a regular sub11criber.
childhood is past at least, all reference to the Theistic be and is done on a large scale is shown by the ex- .
beliefs and hopes of our common humanity and may
satisfy the natural questionings of the child mind by the perience of France. The reader's attention is inSOME HANDSOME PREMIUMS
most indefi.nit, unsatisfying statements, such as the com- vited to the article, " Moral Education in France,"
mon
experience of any thoughtful parent would repudi- that will. be found on another page of this issue.
To induce new subscriptions and promp• .enewate, because he has found how constantly such answers
Bishop Doane is of the opinion that Protestants
als on the part of our friends we m8.ke the follow- are repndiated by the child. If we find little comfort in
are not wise in retaining the Bible in the common
the scholastic extreme of Romanism which would
ing handsome premium offers:
wholly theologize the child life, there is none at all in schools. Supposing that the Catholic protest is
For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one this other extreme which has the cold hand of the made in good faith, 1\e says now, as he said thirty
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred n:atnralist upon it, and the chill of materialism about it." years ago, that it should hav been heeded. He
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage
The fundamental error in this reasoning is that adds:
of this or our· Free offer of the book (see opposit it utterly ignores the fact that those who oppose
''Our theory ought to hav been that the reading of a
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in religious instruction in the common sclJ.ools hav no few verses of the Bible could neither hurt nor help the
the country should not possess this splendid work. desire to interfere with parental freeifom; rather, children. It is folly to call it religious teaching. It is
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one that is the very liberty for which they are contend- hardly true to call it a religious act. If we had, on this
ground, abandoned the practice, we should hav taken out
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete" ing. They wish to be left entirely free to giv their of their mouths, first, the demand..for parochial schools,
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a own children such information concerning religious and next, the attempt to support these parochial schools
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be theories and systems as they believe to be true and with public money. It is not pertinent to discuss the first
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New beneficial, and to leave to all other parents the re- question ; but one may say in passing that a far less
clannish condition of things in this country would be
ligious education of their own offspring. This is brought about if all the children of the state who are to
Rochelle.
For $5 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKER uoe the secular theory which Professor Work clearly be educated free could be educailfild together. Since then
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and perceives is at the bottom of all agitation against the steps hav been absolutely serial and sequent. And
religious training in the public schools. While it the excuse which led to the use of parochial schools, with
Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
is true that the end of education is "to prepare us the insistence upon their use, led to the claim for money
For $4:.50 we Will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one for complete living," as Herbert Spencer aptly from the public school fund to support them. Granted
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's "Dynamic The- phrases it, it is equally true that no one would more that the common education of all American children in
one great common schoolaystem is important, and it fol•
ory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one
quickly resent the deduction that the public school lows that it must not be destroy(l.d by the attempt to inwants this book. it has over a thousand large is capable of giving us this complete preparation troduce the teaching of definit religion into them. I claim
pages and more than four hundred illustrations. than would Mr. Spencer himself. For instance, let that there is no other way of teaching religion than by
the teaching of distinct, definit, dogmatic truth. Here
It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies
us take the phrase which Professor Work has I a.,ee thoroughly with the Roman Catholics. But they
it can help but be well-informed in all scientific quoted and re_ad it in connection with its context.
do not like my dogma or believe in my doctrin any more
matters.
than I like or believe in theirs (which is saying a good
Here it is:
·
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
"In what way to treat the body ; in what way to deal). And the only apparent conclusion is, that as there
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- treat the mind ; in what way to manage our affairs; is no common dogma, therefore common schools must
be left without the teaching of religion."
Book " in cloth ($2.50).
in what way to bring up a family; in what way to
This is a very frank admission that the violation
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year behave as a citizen; in what way to utilize those
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" sources of happiness which nature supplies-how by Protestants of the basic American principle of
ln boards ($2).
to use all our faculties to the greatest advantage of separation of church and state has led to the present struggle over the school question, and has
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ourselvs and others-how to liv completely! And
opened the way for Catholic teaching in the public
($3) and a copy of" Old Testament Stories Comic- this being the great thing needful for us to learn,
is, by consequence, the greQt thing which education schools if ever and wherever they become the domially Illustrated," in cioth covers ($1.50).
nant power:. The various "patriotic " orders would
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one has to teach. To prepare us for complete living is do well to carefully ponder Bishop Doane's adyear ($3) and "Old Testament Stories Comically the function which education has to discharge."
This is that complete preparation for the battle missions and reasoning, with their direct and
Illustrated," in board covers ($1).
of life which education is to giv us, and it is itself collateral deductions. It would be somewhat unThis is a splendid opportunity to obtain books part of t.he battle of life. How preposterous to seemly as well as unpatriotic to plunge the counwhich every Liberal desires to hav, a.t an exceed- say or to intimate that Herbert Spencer supposes try into an internecine conflict in order to punish
ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can all this to be acquired in the few years which the a" foreign church" for resenting the "un-American"
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our child spends in the primary school, where he re- acts of other churches.
So far Bishop Doane has been perfectly clear
present readers will call the· attention of their mains not more than the fourth part of each day I
and
understandable, but now he becomes ambiguThe truth is, all that the common school should
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ous, and it is somewhat difficult to tell just what quired to avow his belief in God before being permitted
to testify? None whatever. Of course the North Carohe means. This is his next paragraph:
lina practice is wrong. Every man ought to be per" Religious teaching, the teaching of the great princi- mitted to testify in a court of justice under the pains
ples of religion; a careful avoidance of the contradictions of perjury without any reference to his religious belief,
and denials of much mode-rn thought; the inculcation of and without any prejudice against him because of his
the morality which rests upon the revelation of God; the faith or lack of faith ; but the state of affairs that the
recognition of the soul in a child, ·Of the believing instinct Ironclad Age hopes to see would be much worse than the
which ill inherent in all childhood-these there must be; evil complained of. The National Reformers would overjust as in our government, which recognizes no religion, throw the first amendment to the Constitution in the inthe fact of God is recognized and turned to account in se- terest of what they imagin is Christianity; the Atheists of
curing the responsibility of those intrusted with govern- the Ironclad Age school would equally overthrow it in the
ment. But the non-religious character of the public interests of the blackest kind of Infidelity, the very midschools all equally opposed to the irreligious or the eccle- night of unbelief. There is small difference between the
siastical idea is of the essence of the system. They can be intolerance of Atheism and the intolerance of so-called
maintained in no other way. Hebrew and Roman Catho- Christianity; both a;re utterly destructiv to soul liberty,
lic, and Catholic and Protestant can all meet here on com- and both are from the enemy of all righteousness. That
mon grounds. Once touch the other ground, and there this is true is evident from the fact that the Ironclad
is nothing ahead but strife and rivalry and ruin."
Age takes its stand with the enemies of the Constitution
Does this mean that the dogma of the existence which declares that ' Congress shall make no law concernof a God and the dogma of a soul and the dogma ing an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free
that God has made a revelation of a system of exercise thereof.' "
The American Sentinel is perfectly right in its
morals should be inculcated in the public schools T
criticism
of the Ironclad Age. The Sentinefs
If this is not its meaning, what is itT If it does
position
is
absolutely impregnable, and we deeply
mean this, what becomes of the exclusion from the
regret
that
any Infidel should hav made such a
common schools of all dogmas which are not held in
rebuke
necessary.
However pernicious we may
common by all the pat~:ons of the schools 1 Asdeem
any
Christian
doctrin or method of propasuredly, Bishop Doane knows that many tax-payers
ganda to be, we must stand firmly for the right to
reject one or all of these dogmas. Hav they not
equal citizen rights with Catholics, Protestants, differ. That is the very heart apd soul of Freeand Hebrews? Is there to be a truce between these thought. And we are surprised that the American
three chief divisions of the American religious world Sentinel should hav based such a sweeping accusaand a 'combination of their forces in order to foist tion of Atheism upon the utterance of one Atheist.
upon the irreligious and non-religious supporters Neither Atheism nor Freethought logically demands
and patrons of the public schools the dogmas which or permits the suppression of opposing theories and
the supernaturalists hold in common T Is "ri- beliefs. Every Freethinker who knows why he is a
valry " to be eliminated so far as the educational Freethinker will antagonize the position unfortuquestion is concerned that the common enemy may nately taken by the Ironclad Age. Many years ago
the present editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, in combe despoiled of his equal rights in the republic!
Bishop Doane refers to the oath taken by public menting upon criticisms made by the father of the
officials upon their induction into office, to illus- present editor of the Ironclad Age against D. M.
trate his contention that our government, "which Bennett, asked this question : " Is there no meritrecognizes no religion," nevertheless recognizes and no bravery-in fighting for another's ·right to differ
turns to account the "fact of God," and therefore from you?" referring -to Mr. Bennett's championship
should (if we interpret him correctly) teach ''the of the civil rights of E. H. Heywood, whose social
great principles of religion " in the common schools. theories he did not accept. It is right here that
But he forgets that, except in a few benighted the typical Freethinker must part company with the
states, the official may, if he prefers, make affirma- typical Christian. The Christian church holds to
tion instead of taking the oath. The oath-recogni- the doctrin of exclusiv salvation, apd that doctrin
tion of the "fact of God" is not forced upon the has made organized Christianity the persecutor,
dissenter. So Bishop Doane's illustration proves torturer, and executioner of the dissenter. The Freejust the opposit of that which he employed it to thinker repudiates the docirin, and he cannot, logicshow-the recognition of the " fact of God " should ally, use the instrumentalities which the church has
not be forced in the school upon the child of the employed in the attempt to force universal acceptance of its creed to the end that souls might be
Agnostic or the Atheist.
Our Episcopal friend closes his article with these saved from an eternal hell. Christians like the
editors of the American Sentinel are out of harmony
words:
" It certainly must be noted that the meaning of all with historical Christianity, for they would leave all
this is that every Christian church, every Christian men free to settle their own accounts with the
parent, every faithful Hebrew, must more than ever see supernatural powers. Freethinkers who advocate
to it that in the home and in the church and in the syna- the suppression by law of revivals are out of hargog, the child is rooted and grounded in the tenets of his mony with historical Freethought and with the
faith."
genius of Liberalism.
We will add that "every Christian church, every
Christian parent, every faithful Hebrew," must
See the list of "Scientific Books Cheap," on page
teach in the home, in the church, and in the syna- 526, this issue.
gog, "the great principles of religion " as well
as "the tenets of his faith," if they are taught at
Would it no~ be well for the Gleaner to name
all. They hav no more right in the common the fields from which it gleans T Or does it think
schools than has the Bible, which Bishop Doane is that it will be permanently benefited by having
willing to exclude.
credited to itself the articles which it has taken
without credit ?

An Atheist, Not Atheists.

The American Sentinel, the Adventist anti-theocratic paper of this city, quotes from the Ironclad
Age, as tollows :
"At Wilmington, N. 0., one man sued another. As the
plaintiff arose to testify, objection was made on account of
his disbelief in a god. After some consideration by the
judge the man was allowed to testify on condition that he
declared his belief in a god. To the great surprise of all
present he did so. But as his non-religious views were
well known, he prejudiced his case to such an extent that
no conviction can be had. And such is our boasted religions liberty.
"We trust that the time will come whim the cheerful
doctrin of eternal torture will no lon~er be bellowed forth
at camp-meetings and other godly assemblages by insane
sensational rascals. We trust that the time will come
when l!uch work will be interdicted by law."
Here are the comments of our Christian contemporary:
"In view of the second paragraph quoted, what right
bas the Ironclad Age to find fault that a witneBB is re-

Since last acknowledgment the following named
Liberals hav become subscribers to "Four Hundred Years of Freethought": Marcus Klein, Michigan! Charles Lambert, Missouri; Daniel T. Ames,
New York; P. N. Wiis, Washington.
There has been introduced in the Constitutionll
Convention of this state a proposed amendment
forbidding idolatry. b this aimed at the Chinese
or the Catholics T Or is it intended to make the
worship of the Dollar a penal offense T Anyway, it
is just as legitimate to enforce one dogma as another; we already hav laws to compel the observance of a holy day.

--------------------

The Freethought Letter-Writing Corps will this
week urge Attorney-General Richard Olney, Washington, D. C., and District Attorney W. C. Perry,
Topeka., Kan., to withdraw or nolle prosse the case

against J. R Wise, Clay Center, Kan., who has
been indicted for sending to Rev. H. B. Vennum a
postal card upon which was written a passage from
the Bible. Mr. Wise is booked for trial next October. Make your letters short, clear, and respectful.
Do not make attacks upon the Bible. State the
question and stick to the text. Show that if Mr.
Wise is convicted the Bible societies also may be
punished and the Bible shut out of the mails.
The" International Sabbath Observance League,"
a band of impudent meddlers, tried to prevent a
match gu.me of base-ball at Chicago last Sunday.
Judge Horton granted an injunction, which· was
dissolved later after long argument by counsel.
This is good, so far as it goes, but an organization
is needed which will make it its business to meet
this ''International " gang of Sunday road agents
at every point attacked and show it that it does not
own the courts nor the free people of the United
States.
"The missionaries in Africa count the work of one
woman worth that of twelve men, since women can go
anywhere, even among the fiercest tribes. Their motive
are never questioned, and they are listened to with the
greatest respect."-Ohurch at Home and Abroad. ,
Better not Christianize Africa then, for n()thing
is more certain than that women cannot go everywhere in this Christian land without having their
motivs questioned and being insulted and put in
jeopardy. What sort of a reception would women
missionaries from Africa get in many parts of the
United States, city and country alike?
The Scottish Leader givs to the world a curious
comparison. The report to the Assembly by the
Commission on the Religious Condition of the
People embodies some tables of illegitimacy. Dr.
Cramond, at a meeting of the commission, produced
a scale in inches showing the comparativ state of
illegitimacy of the three kingdoms. Ireland was
represented by a line one and three eighths inches
long, England by one five inches long, and Banffshire, Scotland, by one sixteen inches long. From
this it would appear either that race has more to do
with such results than religion and education, or
that the grosser religious superstition is 'more productiv of regularity in sex relations than is a comparativly enlightened belief.·
According to the Rev. Dr. L. H. Mills, who writes
in the · Nineteenth Oentury of the relation of
Christianity to Zoroastrianism, the doctrin of immortality was almost entirely unknown to the Jews
before the time of Isaiah. He says that "it pleased
the divine power to reveal some of the most important articles of our Catholic creed first to the
Zoroastrians, and theri through their literature to the
Jews and ourselvs." "The orthodox Jew was, in
fact, a Sadducee, denying the existence of a futura
state, while the Pharisee (signifying Farsee or Persian) was simply a convert to Mazda worship-a
Zoroastrian." Also from the Mazda worship came
the doctrin that evil is chiefly its own punishment
and virtue its own reward even in the great reckoning. The idea of revelation--that is, of miracleis gradually giving way to the conception of evolution-that is, of development, growth.
The Letter-Writing Corps is making itself felt.
One of its members sends us copies of letters that
hav passed between himself and the American Book
Company of this city. The company evidently
thought that it was charged with having put theological dogmas into the school books which it publishes, and it is anxious for specifications. Our
correspondent thereupon writes us that we "must
be sure of our premises before firing on the target."
We were. The American Book Company was not
charged with having offended. It was stated by us
that efforts were being put forth by the Covenanters
to induce it to offend, and the action we took was
purely precautionary and intended to be preventiv.
We printed this from the Christian Reformer :
"Dr. H. H. George
reported that he had
corresponded with the leading school book publishers,
viz.: Ginn & Co., Boston; Potter & Co., Philadelphia;
and the American Book Co., New York."
This was for the purpose of getting Sabbath
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school observance doctrine into the school books
issued by these firms. Ginn & Co. "thought it a
grand idea ;" Potter & Co. "could see no objection
to it;" while the American Book Company" did not
know that it would be e~pedient." The Corps was
asked to write to all these houses in order to counteract the influence of the Sunda.yites. Our correspondent in his second ·letter to the company
should hav quoted the. paragraph from which we
hav made the above extract; that his target might see
that there was no misrepresentation of its position.

the following righteous sons of God who would be of
some use if they were helped over the' deep chasm of ignorance they are now nearing· $9 for subscription to
the paper and ' Four Hundred Years of Freethought.' I
am a. driller by trade and by noticing the different strata.
! find that Genesis and geology disagree to a.n ala.rmmg extent-that is, to persons who ha.v swallowed Genesis.
Never be one bit afraid of my subscription· it will never
get very fa.r in arrears. "-Z. W. TINKER, Monitea.u, Pa..
"Inclosed find $1, for which please send eight copies
of the ' Age of Reason' to the appended addresses."
-Loms RABER, Maysville, .Ky.
"Please :flnd herein $5.25, three of which are for renewal of subscription, $1.25 for books named below.
The Society for the Promotion and Protection of You will also find herewith eight names to which send the
Cruelty to Children still livs to try the patience of 'Age of Reason.' "-N. J. SALISl.JURY, Bodie, Cal.
humanitarians and furnish comfortable berths for
"Inclosed please find $2, for which send me one
its officials. One of its latest performances is the dollar's worth of TRUTH SBEKBRB of July 14, 1894, and $1
for 'Age· of Reason' to the following eight names. "-ED.
arrest of a. girl of twelve years of age for the offense WBGNER, Sonoma., Cal.
of selling newspapers on the streets. Her. parents
"Inclosed please find $1 from myself and J. 0. Snndet
are very poor and were sick, and her small earnings for eight copies of the ' Age. of Rea.aon ' to be sent to the
helped a little to keep them together and starvation follo~g-named persons."-ELIAB STBBNERSoN, Crooksfrom their door. She was turned over to the care ton, Mmn.
of the society aforesaid, which means that she was
"Inclosed find $2, for which please send me eight
·
·
d f
t
copies of the ' Age of Reason ' for distribution, one copy
lmprlsone . or rying to eam' an honest living. each of 'Church Property,' 'Sunday Laws,' and
Her father was also arrested, if we are not mis- 'Woman: Four Centuries of· Progress;' balance in
taken. The World and also some writers to the 'Thumbscrew and Rack.' "-R. D. KINNEY, Oena.ville,
dailies denounced the outrage, whereupon Elbridge Texas.
·
T. Gerry, president of the· society, and probable
"I see in TRE TRUTH SEEKBR that you propose to send
Tammany candidate for mayor, sends a letter to the eight of Thomas Paine's.' Age of Reason' for $1, so here
'JVj ld ·
hi h
gdes. "-ALEx. Fix, Cantril, Ia..
or • m w c he makes a.n abortiv- attempt to
"Please find inclosed $1 for eie:ht copies of Paine's
defend the persecution of the girL Judging by a • Age of Reason.' "-HARVEY H. BoswoRTH, Northamppart of his communication, it might be well to ton, Mass.
change the name of the organization to " The So"Find inclosed $2; for which send copies of Paine's
ciety for the Dicouragement of Self-Help and the 'Age of Reason.' The light of the age has somehow
Cultivation of Mendicancy." He says that if the awakened in the minds of the young a suspicion of the
f mil
presence of some grand and ennobling truths, and it is
a y was in a starving condition the case was a our desire to help this persistency of truth to be heard
proper one for. the consideration of the "New York· by the distribution of such literature a.s the above. "-C.
Association for Improving the Condition of the . L. PRATT, Springdale, Ark.
Poor." He also speaks of the "speedy assistance"
"Inclosed find $1.25 for the 'missionary work' and a.
which can be obtained by such a nrocedure. Aside co~y of'. Bible Inquirer.' "-FRED, CARPENTER, Merrill,
~
.
Wisconsm.
a t a really needy person could easily
frem th e ·fdac t th
h b
.
"I herewith senti $1 for the 'Age of Reason' to be
s tarve to eat
afore
the cumbersome machinery mtu..~e
_., d t o the Inc
· 1osed a.ddreases. " - 0 . D • wILLIAMB,
.
of any of the chanty organizations could be gotten Warrensburg, Mo.
in motion, it is just such possibly well-meaning but
"Very good idea. this 'Age of Reason • missionary
red-tape-mad "philanthropists" who are responsi- scheme. I send you $1 and the na.mes.'~-J. W. HoRN,
ble for a large percentage of the helplessness and Somenos, B. C.
abject poverty which curse our· modern ciVilization.
-----------Instead of teaching people to help themselvs, inWise vs. Vennum.
stead of making it an object for them to try to
To THE EDITOR: I am very glad indeed to know that
"hoe their own row," instead of keeping out of you are not idle in my case. That's right; show it up
their way and giving them as fair a field as is now in its true light, as it is beginning to open the people's eyes. Even the Rev Mr. Vennum is looking
obtainable, these charity marplots get laws enacted at the case in a. different aspect; and is saying that
that will help make poor people poorer, and so giv he is now sorry that he sent the postal card to the
further excuse for their own corporate existence. officials to hav me arrested, Rnd acknowledging that
Then they and their official abettors see to it that the Bible is an obscene book. He knows very well
whatever of relf-respect is left in these poor people, that my purpose in sending the card was to get his
who are striving with more or less earnestness and opinion on that passage of scripture. It was the
object in our religious controversy to obtain the
hope to keep on their own feet, is crushed out of opinions of each other. He started the religious
them in one way and another. So long as a. family discussion The first seven or eight months that
is self-sustaining there is always a chan~e, however he was in Industry he preached every Sunday evensmall, that its members will see better days, but ing in the town-hall, and had something to say
once get it to depend upon alms and it will take about "Infidelity" (as he would call Freethought),
its place permanently in the ranks of the spongers. and misrepresented the Freethinkers. He kept it
up so long that I finally told him he was making
Gerry would send this girl to a charity organization assertions he could not prove. 1 went to his meetfor the bread that she was willing to earn by her ings nearly every Sunday evening. He remarked
'OWn exertions, and he says he does this to keep her that he knew what he was talking about, and paid
from" vice." Oh, the cant of that I
no attention to what I said. His object in slandering Freethinkers was to scare people into the
church. He had only half ·a. dozen members when
The" Age of Reason" Marches On.
be came there, and has not any more now. ReTHE TRUTH SEEKER's Missionary' Scheme is be- cently the best paying a.s well a.s the most enercoming so popular a. movement that we are sur- getic member became so disgusted with him that
prised that somebody did not think of it before. he and his wife left that church for good.
Of late the preacher has said less on Infidelity,
The appended letters addressed to this office show
and is working another scheme. He now gets up
how it is received:
entertainments for the benefit of his God and the
"It occurs to me that my subscription to THE TBUTH church, such a.s shows, literary amusements, ice
SEEKER is somewhat overdue, and in consequence I in- cream socials, oyster suppers, in fact, any kind of a.
close $5-$3 for renewal, and the balance a.s follows: worldly amusement that will bring money into the
Send the 'Age of Reason ' to the following parties (who
are all Christians, and who will not fail to ascribe their church, and ''all for the Lord.'' But t}le majority
. reception to the agency of your humble servant, nor of the thinking class of people ha.v got so disgusted
neglect to warm up the vials of their wrath for his benefit) that they won't ha.v anything to do with him.
Dr. Renner, Bergers, and other Freethinkers ha.v
and the residue you· can tum to any purpose of propachallenged him for a. discussion on the religious
ganda you choose. "-E. 0. RosooE, Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Send to following persons 'Age of Reason ' for in- question. But he will not debate. The only time
he will argue scripture is when he is in the coward's
closed $1.25.''-AsA SMITH, Cadmus, Ka.n.
-castle,
and nobody dare make a. reply.
"Please find inclosed $5, for which extend my subMost of the people around Industry are glad to
scription for another year, send me 'Right Living,' by
Susan H. Wixon, and for the balance send Paine's 'Age know that you are enlisted in this fight. A man
of Reason ' to names inclosed." -A. L. MoF ARLANE, told me the other day thatVennum had been trying to trap me for the past two. years. It was not
Walla. Walla., Wash.
"Inclosed find $10-$1 to send the ' Age of Reason' to the postal card that offended him, so much a.a my
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advocacy of Liberalism and selling of Freethought
books in and around Industry, for wherever tlie
people ·read Freethought .literature the preacher's
dupes are likely to be scarce. Vennum and his
supporters ha.v been angry enough to kill me if
they dared, for traveling over the country selling
~·Infidel trash," a.s he designates it, and "poisonmg the people's minds " with it. He said long ago
that. he would ha.v to put a stop to it, as it was
hurting what he calls his "prea.chin~ business.'' He
prea.?he~ for the Albrights, or "Evangelical" de·
nommation, a.s they now call themselvs. He also
a.utioneers public sales. He now also tries to make
the people believe that he didn't ha.v anything to
do in arresting me. .
W. C. Perry, United States attorney, of Topeka.,
Kan., sent ~e an exact copy of the postal card,
and I sent 1t to Mr. Ed. W. Chamberlain, New
·
York, last Monday, as he told me to do so.
Olay Oenter, Kan.
J. B. WisE.
The National Defense Association has received
the following sums to assist in the defense of Mr.
Wise:
~· Bernard ............ :............................................. $1 00
E. B. ;oote, Sr.................................................... fi 00
. B. oo~. Jr.................................................... 5 00
Mrs. S Reicherter .... .. ... ....... .... . ...... .. . .. .... .. .. .. ... .. . liO
L. G. Reed .......................................................... 2 00
~eter Wett~tein .................................................... 8 00
zra. Gladding ...................................................... 1 00
Sol Marks .... ;................................................ ...... 1 00
R. Frank Smith............. :...................................... 1 00
G. T. Conaway.................................................... 1 00
Moral Education in France.
Lack of acquaintance with facts leads to wild assertions like that of Canon Gregory, that morals
cannot be taught without religion. In all the
French public schools this is done. Although the
church, the Bible, and the supernaturalism founded
on them are discarded, reason and conscience are
appealed to, and the duties of humanity and citizenship carefully inculcated. Indeed, it is safe to say
that far more attention is devoted to ethical culture
in the godless schools of France than in the Christian schools of England. In the "Normal Plan of
Education," the official code, it is laid down that
morality must be as regularly taught a.s any other
branch of study; and, although it designates only
reason and conscience as the sources of the system
of morals, books are permitted to be used in which
Theism is recognized, but, necessarily, in the most
general terms. Two of the most popular manuals
used in the schools are Liard's "Lectures Morales
et Litteraires," and Jost and Braeunig's "Lectures
Practiques." These works are wholly secular.
They explain and emphasize the duties to one's self,
to one's neighbor, and to the state. Duties to self
include those toward the body, a.s cleanliness,
temperance, etc. Duties toward the neighbor are
summed up as truth, justice, and love. Duty to
the country, or patriotism, is, perhaps, made too
much of ; but the schools are regarded a.s state
schools, and the children's love and devotion are
evoked toward that larger corporate being, France,
of which they are a part. Matthew Arnold, in his·
last report, told how a child, asked "To whom do
you owe all you are .enjoying here-this fine schoolroom,, these pictures, this splendid city, all that givs
secunty, comfort, and pleasure to you T Who givs
it all to you 1" replied, not to God, but "Eh bien,
c'est le pays"-" It is my country.'' Let it be
noted that while the French child is tumed out a
trained citizen, ready for the work of life, the cost
of education in "Infidel" France is but 18s. ld. per
head ; while in London, where the child is less
adequately educated and there is constant squabbling over the religious question, the cost is fully
three times that a.mount.-London Freethinker.
. THE Freethinkers of Kansas will hold a. convention in
Topeka.. Kan., September 6th-9th. Preparations are
being made to ha.v it a. grand success. Excellent speeking and singing. will be the distinctiv features of the
occa.si<?n. Many Freethinkers-Agnostics, Spiritualists,
and Liberals of other sha.des-ha.v signified their intention of being present and participating in the deliberations of the convention. Kansas is having good crops
this year and, notwithstanding the calamity of the great
strike, its people are hopeful and look fO'rward to better
times in the not distant future. W. S. Bell is now lecturing in Kansas, helping to prepare the minds of the
Liberals f9r the coming intellectual feast. His address
is 114 East Fourth street, Topeka., Ka.n.

S. P. Putnam's Lecture Appointments.
Hoople, N. Da.k. Aug. 18-21.
Fort Maginnis, Mont., Aug. 26th to Sept. lOth.
~rom .July )o September lOth in Iowa., Michigan,
WISConsm, Mmnesota., North Dakota., and Montana..
Please address S. P. Putnam, in care of E. C. Reicl·
w!U~ 234 Soutll Water l!tleet, Chicago, IU.
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Freethought and Secular Notes from England. lution implymg that an increasiJ?-g n~mbe~ of people folk so much anxiety: "A whole generation has
GENE:aAL AOTIVITY.

Although we are now in the bight of summer,
there is no lack of interesting questions before the
)?ublic. Secull£r and Freethought lectures ~re being continued, both in our halls and also m the
open air ; and the different s~eakers h~v eve~ reason to be satisfied with their att~lltiv !"udience~;
Contributions to the " Foote Testimomal Fund
are still coming in, and it is proposed to cl~se it ~t
the end of this month, when the presentatiOn will
be made to the president of the National Secular
Society. In my next "Notes" I will giv particulars of the event, which will no doubt be of a very
interesting character.
.
.
While the clergy are activ in endeavoring to devise some plan to stop the "rapid progress of
skepticism," they are all at log&'e~head~ amon~st
themselvs as to the kind of rehgwus mstruct10n
that should be incorporated with our national education. The Freethinkers and Secularists are fully
alive to the importance of ~a~ng the ~o~t of the
opportunity which this split m the Christian ca~p
offers. Perhaps the old proverb that, when certam
persons fall out, honest men will get their due, will
be verified by the answer that ~ill ultimately ~e
given to the question, Shall the B1ble be ~aught m
our public schools T At any rate, the ~atwnal Secular Society is preparing to fight for drrect ~ecular
representation on the school board. It wlll be a
hard-fought battle between now and next November when the election for a new board will take
'
.
p~ca
.
d
A thoroughly democratic budget has JUSt passe.
its third reading in the House of Commons. This
is not the place to giv details of the Finance bill,
as the budget is termed, but it may be stated t~at
the principle of the bill is to transfer more fa~rly
the burden of taxation from the poor to the ncb,
which is a legislativ act as just as it is desirable.
The claims of labor are becoming more and more
recognized in England by the "powers that be,"
and general education has ~eceived an imp~tus that
must prove a las~ing blessmg to the entire com.. munity. AltogethE>r the spirit of reform is activ
amongst us and, personally, I am inspired with reasonable hopes for the future of the Old Country.
DEATH OF THOMAS SLATER.

Many of the English residents in the New World
will doubtless, remember the late Thomas Slater,
of Bury, Lancashire. During the latter Y?ars of
his life he resided at the Secular Hall, Leicester.
He died last month after a long and severe illness,
and his remains were cremated at Manchester. A
more honest and plain-spoken worker in our movement never served the cause of Freethought. He
was, during most of his ca~e~r, a firm believer ~n
co-operation in which assoCiatiOn he took an activ
part. For ~ver twent.y years it was my privilege to
enjoy his warm friendship, and he always appeared
to me to be a consistent Secularist and a noble man.
SABBATARIAN BIGOTRY.

desire the reasonable use of hbranes, picture-gal.
leries and newsrooms. On that the bishop of
Exet~r declared roundly that the two prohibitions
that came down direct from Eden were the Sunday
use of picture-galleries _an_d . marriage ~th a deceased wife's sister. This IS mdeed amusmg, even
from a bis'hop. We should like· to hear where !n
the fabled garden of Eden the Sunday ~se of pi~
tures was prohibited. And we surely thmk that If
Adam and Even were ever alone in paradise the deceased wife's sister bill was yet. to come into the
region of practical P?litics.. The bis?op o~ Rochester was quite right m saymg there IS an mcreased
demand for the use of picture-galleries, etc. This
is proved by the Sunday opening of the City Art
Gallery in London, which has been a very great
success. An average of 544 persons per hour visited
the gallery on the Sundays it was open, as against
401 on week days. The class of visitors were mostly
artisans and clerks, just the people whose work
does not allow them to· go on week days, and whose
oruy chance to enjoy the beauties of art treasures is
on a Sunday.
OHRISTIAN IDEA OF MORALITY.

Christians hav queer ideas of what constitutes
morality. Secularists hav always supposed that
truth, sobriety, industry, and sincerity were the
highest indications of ethical culture. But evidently the dean of Nor~ich does not think so.
These virtues, he adinits, may be good, but thEzy are
not the best ; and in his opinion, " the morals of
the nation are highest when tithes are mos~ willingly paid." So he said in his recent sermon in aid
of the Poor Clergy Relief Society. It has often
been urged as a reproach against the clergy that so
many of them think more of the fatness of a living
than of its opportunities for good ; but one· scarcely
expected a dean to proclaim so plainly that the
highest morality was not to be found in personal
conduct but in paying the parson. If a FreethinJrer
had said that the highest morality consisted in paying the fees of the Secular lecturers, we no doubt
should hav heard much about "gross materialism "
and the selfishness of skepticism.
ATHEISM IN THE HOUSE OF LORDS.

The Committee of the House of Lords hav published the result of their deliberation upon the
question of "Betterment," which they say is a kind
of wild justice. It is in their opinion an impracticable virtue. It is not in itself unjust, but it becomes unjust in its application. This is the last
word of the aristocrat in politics. Abstract rights
when translated into action become concrete wrongs.
We will grant you anything in theory, say they, but
when it comes to practice, if your theory touches
us or our friends, justice becomes injustice. The
principle of betterment is just, but its rigid and
vigorous application is unjust. This is the sort of
moral leakage for which the English aristocracy is
famous. The London Star comments upon the
conclusion of the committee thus : "Englishmen
are accustomed to regard the chamber called upper
as the bulwark of religion and all the moralities.
But that is an error. Aristocracy is the worst kind
of immorality. It sticks at nothing in the way of
self-preservation. And in the present inst.ance the
lords hav arraigned the fundamental doctrin of
Christianity, namely, the theory of divine providence. The bench of bishops preach this dogma,
and the lords in their velvety pews mumble out
easy acquiescence. .If providence looks after every
detail of life, surely the just thing is also the practicable if not the pleasant thing. A just, omnipotent,
and omniscient director would not make justice
impossible. But the lords fly in the face of their
maker and say, 'Betterment is just, but it can't be
done. The principle is right, but the application
is wrong.' · We confess that this looks like rank
Atheism. We think that the bishops should look
to "the purity of their doctrinal ermine. The tendency of our aristocracy is toward Atheism. Not the
progressive but the peers are the true Infidels.
How can we believe in the existence of a God who
makes virtue impossible 1 Yet the patrician theory
of betterment presents this conception of prpvidence. It is abundantly clear that the aristocracy
is a power which makes for Atheism. It makes a
fool of both God and man.''

In my last "Notes" I mentioned that up to that
time "The Lord's Day Observance Society " had
contented itself with mere "threats." Since then,
however, they hav. brought an action against
the Leeds Sunday Society and hav obtained a verdict but in their case the victory gained will, I believ~, prove to them worse that a def?at, for it will
certainly hasten the repeal of the silly statute of
George III, upon which the action was based. The
judge, in summing up, told t?e jury that their duty
was to enforce the law; but If there was not an act
of Parliament this would hav been a wanton interference with the liberty of the subject. The jury, in
finding a verdict for the plaintiffs, added that the
statute ought to be repealed. But the fact remains
that in this country of enlightenment it is possible
for a band of bigots to invoke the law successfully
against the reasonable and sensible exercises of
other people, and to see those people mulcted in
penalties. Special efforts are being made to obtain
a repeal of this stupid and unjust act of Parliament.
So long as it remains unrepealed one who spends
his Su11.day in such fashion as he deems right is always liable to tyrannical persecution. Surely this
cannot go on. There are not ten people in a hundred to-day who would approve of the fanatical folly
of it. People will make Sunday: an endurable day
to liv through, and unless the paid and unpaid
A NON-RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY.
professors of religion acknowledge it, so much the
Mr. Bakewell's account of New Zealand, which
worse for religion.
recently appeared in the Nineteenth Century, has
terribly alarmed the orthodox Christians ~ere.
THE BISHOPS AGAIN.
They are sadly afraid that the world is likely to
The bishop of Rochester, speaking in convoca- behold in the course of a generation or two a large
tion the other day, warned the rich and cultured community of civilized men and women without
classes against the misuse of Sunday for the pur- any religious belief whatever. The following are
poses of mere amusement, but he proposed a reso- the words of Mr. Bakewell that hav given the pious

now grown to manhood, to the majority of whom
the simplest bets of the early history of Christianity are as unknown as 'the facts of early Chinese
history ; they never read the Bible at school ; and
there is no such book at home ; they never go to a
Sunday-school or to church except to look after
some girl ; and they are as destitute of any religious
sentiment as .a hoi:Se or a cow. They are not
heathen-they hav no religion at all. I hey would
not call -themselvs Agnostics, because they do not
know the meaning of the word ; but in the literal
sense they are Agnostics." If this description, or
anything like it, be correct, the young New Zealanders to whom it applies certainly do not deserve·
to be called Agnostics, uruess the Word be altered
to "don't know, and don't care ;" for the genuin
Agnostic cares a great deal,. and is always striving
to obtain additional knowle?ge.
,
RELIGIOUS FANATICISM.

The Salvation Army hav been holding a festival
at the Crystal Palace and during the proceedings
religious fanaticism was at its bight. About five
hundred wild enthusiasts were brought to London
from almost every nation on earth, and fine specimens they were of mind-diseased dupes. . Some of
them cartied nativ tomahawk,s and spears, others
sang to the accompaniment of banjos, while those
from India "yelled and shrieked and danced to the
discordant music of their own band. They swirled
round and round, and ,jumped and sang with an
abandon that would hav made Mrs. Grundy blush
to the roots of her hair.'' Such displays of barbaric
fanaticism are a reproach to our national intelli~
gence. Religion in this case reduces its victims to
a state of savagery, robbing them of their reason
and making them ready tools in the hands of those
who thrive upon ignorance and imbecility.
THE LABOR MOVEMENT.

The labor movement, in which :inany Freethinkers
are deeply concerned, is making rapid .strides in the
Old Country. It is headed by advanced minds who
either repudiate or ignore all kinds of theology.
The government is also activ in the matter, as may
be seen from the report of the royal commission on
Iaber just published. It has proved one of the
costliest literary works issued since printing. began.
The money actually expended in its preparat.ion exceeds £47,000; and will probably reach £50,000
before the account is closed.
THE PROPER USE OF

WEALTH~

Mr. Ludwig. Mond, partner with Mr. Brunner,
M.P., in one of the greatest chemical manufacturing firms of this country, has just made a noble use
of his great wealth. ·At the last monthly meeting
of the Royal Institution it was announced that Mr.
M::md, who is the owner of the large freehold house,
No. 20 Albemarle street, London, close to the buildings of the Royal Institution, formerly the town
mansion of the .earl of Albemarle, has made a gift
of this spacious tenement in fee simple to the institution. He will himself, moreover, bear all the expenses of converting the premises from their present .. residential condition into a fully equipped
establishment for chemical and physical research to
be styled "The Davy-Faraday Research Laboratory."
This alone would be constituted a truly magnificent
gift to science, but the generous donor goes farther.
He will also endow the new establishment-first
with a standing revenue sufficient to meet all yearly
expenses of rates, taxes, maintenance, etc., .and
secondly with what will obviously need to be even a
larger provision, a fund, namely, adequate to provide
salaries and incidental expenses of a trained scientific stair, whose, time and services will be devoted
to working the new institution in a complete and
continuous manner. If more wealth were devoted to
such objects as the above and less to the teaching
of theology the world would be the gainer. Science
is truly the providence of man, while theology has
proved itself a curse to humanity.
DAVID HUME.

Where David Hume lived in Edinburgh, someone
ironically chalked on his wall, "Saint David's," and
the street is now known by that name. He was
thus made a "saint" while living, and, according to
the following, he is now provided for after his
death. Dr. John Brown, author of the " Brownian
System of Physic," on passing the monument of
David Hume in the Calton burying-ground, Edinburgh, observed to a mason who was laying a pavement stone for it, " Friend, this is a strong and
massy·building; but how do you think the honest
gentleman can get out at the resurrection?" The
mason archly replied, "Sir, I hav reserved that
point, for I hav put the by under the door.''

THE
PROFESSOR HUXLEY AND THE GHOST.
Mr. Andrew Lang, who has written ·upon almost
every subject, has now published his thou~rhts upon
the famous story of" The Cock Lane Ghost," in which,
it will be remembered, the Goliah of. English literR.ture, Dr. Samuel Johnson, exnressed hiR belief
a hundred years ago. In thiR publication Mr. Lang
attackR Professor Huxley, who replies thus in a letter to the London Time.~ : "If, ·after death. I am
fated to take part in Cock:lane pranks, and Sludge
sea,ees, I must put up with· the degradation. but
' the offer of immortality, handicapped, with Cocklanean conditions,' is one which I should decluie
with thanks."
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Ingersoll on Suicide.·

and, so feeling, stopped. It seems certain that the
man who commite suicide, who "does the thing
I do not know whether self-killing is on the in- that stops all other deeds, that shackles a.ccident
crease or not. If it is, then·there must be, on the and bolts up change," is not lacking in physical
average, more trouble, more sorrow, more .failure, courage.
R.nd· consequently, more neople are drive:& to despair.
If men had the cotll'age they would not linger in
In civilized life . there is a 11reat struggle, great prisons, in alms-houses, in hospitals, they would
competition, and many fail. To fail in a·great city not bear the pangs of incurable diAease, the stains
is like being wrecked at sea. In the country ~ of dishonor, they would .not liv in filth and want, in
man has friends. He can get a little credit, a little poverty and hunger, neither would they wear the
help, but in the citv it is different. The man is chain of slavery. All this can be accounted for only
lost in the multitude. In the roar of the streets by the fear of death or "of something after."
his cry is not heard. Death becomes his only
Seneca, knowing that Nero intended to take his
friend. Death promises release from want, from life, had no fear. He knew that he could deleat the
hunger and pain, and so the poor wretch lays down emperor. He knew that "at the bottom .of every
INTERESTING ITEMS.
his burden, dashes it from his shoulders and falls river, in the coil of every rope, on the point of every
dagger, Liberty sat and smiled." He knew that it
Our new lord chief-justice, long known. as Sir asleep.
To me all this seems very natural. The wonder was his own fault if he allowed himself to be torCharles Russell, the eminent lawyer and advocate
of home rule, is the first Roman Catholic who has is that so many endure and suffer to the natural tured to death by his enemy. He said : "There is
been.raised to that position since our great revolu- end, that so manv nurse the spark of life in hute this blessing, th~t while lif~ has but one entrance,
tion. The spirit of toleration grows wider and and prisons, keep it e.nd guard it through years of it has exits innumerable: and as I choose the house
broader every day, and the extension of social rights misery and want ; support it by bega-ary, by eat- in which I live, the ship in which I will sail, so will I
goes on at a speed unknown in any previous gener- ing the crust found in the gutter, and to whom it choose the time and manner of my death."
only ,givs davs of weaririess and nights of fear and
To me this is not cowardly, but manly and noble.
ation.
dread. Why should the man, sitting amid the
Under the Roman law persons found guilty of
The increase of madness in this country is rather wreck of all he had, the loved ones dead, friends certain offenses were not only destroyed but their
alarming. We learn from the report of the Lunacy lost, seek to lengthen, to preserve his life T What blood was polluted, and their children became outCommissioners, which is just published, that there can the future have for him T
casts. If, however, they died before conviction,
were on the 1st of January last 92,000 lunatics in
Under many circumstances a man has the right their children were saved. Many committed suicide
England and Wales, and that this number is 2,245 to kill himself. When life is of no value to him, to save their . babes. Certainly they were not
in excess of the number a year pl'evious. This is when he can be of no real assistance to others, why cowards. Although guilty of great crimes, they had
the largest annual increase yet recorded, the average should a man continue? When he is of no benefit, enough of honor, of manhood, left to save their inannual increase for the last ten years being 1,354.
when he is a burden to those he loves, why should nocent children. This was not cowardice.
A Birmingham pape~ .recently gave publicity to he remain T The old idea was that "God" made
Without doubt many suicides are caused by inthe fact that the works of "Ouida," with those of us and placed us. here for a purpose. and that ·it sanity. Men lose their property. The fear of the
Fielding and Smollett, had been rigorously ex- was our duty to remain until he called us. Tl:ie future overpowers them. Things lose proportion,
cluded from the free library at Aston, a suburb of world is outgrowin~r this absurdity. What pleasure they lose poise and balance, and in a flash, a gleam
Birmingham. The same pap.er prints the following can it give "God" to see a man devoured by a of frenzy, kill themseves. The disappointed in love,
letter from the lady novelist: "I am gratified to be cancer T To see the quivering flesh slowly eaten T broken in heart-the light fading from their lives
excommunicated with Fielding and Smollett. It is To see the nerves throbbing with painT Is this a -seek the refuge of death.
lamentable that such bigotry should exist. Yours festival for" God "T Why should· the poor wretch
Those who take their lives in painful, barbarous
.
sincerely, OumA."
stay and suffer? A little morphine would give him ways-who mangle their throats with broken glass,
· A manifesto addressed to the " Christians of sleep-the agony would be forgotten and he would dash themselves from towers and roofs, take poisons
London" on religious instruction in board schools, pass unconsciously from happy dreams to painless that torture like the rack-such persons must be
·
·
insane. But those who take the facts into account~
and signed by several members of the London death.
If "God" determines all births and deaths, of who weigh the arguments for and ~tgainst, and who
School Board, has been issued. It says that London is face to face with a very grave 'crieis and i~~ what use is m.edicine, and why should doctors defv, decide that death is best-the only good-and then
presses upon the public the duty and the responsi~ with pills and nowders, the decrees of " God " T No resort to reasonable means, may be; so far as I can
·
hility of en~rgetically. resisting the attempt by. the one; except a few insane, act now according to this see, in full possession of their minds:
Life is not the· same to all-to some·a blessing,
sacerdotal party to overturn the compromise of childish superstition. Why should a. man sur1871. There is no doubt of the issue, as the sacer- rounded by flames in the midst of a burning 'build~ to some a curse, to some not much in any way.
dotal party. is as comparativly small in numbers as ing, from which there is ·no escape, hesitate to put Some leave it with unspeakable regret, some with
it is persistent in. effort. It make~ up in audacity a bullet through his brain or a dagger in his heart' the keenest joy,' and some with indifference.
Religion, or the decadence of religion, has a
what it lacks in numerical strength. 'It must, how- Would it give·" God " pleasure to see him burnT
When did the man lose the ria-ht of self-defense T
bearing upon the number of suicides. The fear of
ever, be met, resisted, and scatte:r:ed.The countess of Shaftesburybas written a pub- · So, when a man has committed som:e awful crime, "God," of judgment, of eternal pain, will stay· the
lic. letter calling attention.to the Wqmen's Christian why should he stav and ruin his family and friends T1 hand, and people so believing will suffer here until
Education League, whose operation.s hav now been why should he add to the injury T' Why should he relieved · by natural death. -A ·belief in eternal
extended to every division of the .London school. live, filling his days and nights, 'and the· days and agony beyond ·the grave will cause such believers
board area, and, appealing for help, moral and nights of others, with grief and pain, with agony to suffer ·the· pangs of this life. When there is no
·
fear of the future, when death is believed to be a
material, in a work the importance and urgen9y of and tears?
Why
should
a
man
sentenced
to
imprisonment
dreamless sleep, men have less hesitation about
which become clearer every day. The letter continues : "The issue to be ultimately determined is for life hesitate to still his heart? The. grave is ending their lives. On the other hand, orthodox
between definit religious teach~ng and Secularism better than the cell. Sleep is sweeter than the ache religion has driven millions to insanity. It has
caused parents to murder their children and many
pure and simple, for the sort of undenominatiOJ;!Ill of toil. ··The dead·have no masters.
So
the
poor
girl,
betrayed
and
·deserted,
the
door
thousands to destroy themselves and others.
teaching which shall be equally suitable to ChrisIt seems probable that all real, genuine orthodox
tians and non-Christians will satisfy nobody and of home closed ag-ainst her, the faces of friends
averted,
no
hand
that
will
help,
no
eye
that
will
believers
who kill themselves must be insane, and to
will in the end result in discrediting religious teachsoften with pity, the future an· abyss filled with such a degree that their belief-is forgotten. "God''
ing altogether."
monstrous shapes of dread and fear, her m:ind and hell are out:of their minds.
Attention was drawn, during the discussion of racked by fragments of thoughts like clouds broken
I am satisfied that niany who commit suicide are
the army estimates the other evening in.the House by storm, pursued, surrounded by the serpents of insane, manyare in the·triight or dusk of insanity,
of Commons, to the fact that .. the Dukeof .Cam- remorse, flying from horrors too great 'to bear, and many are perfectly sane.
'bridge gets, inclusiv of £4,500 as commander-in- rushes with joy through the welcome door of death.
The law 'We hav in this stat~ making it B crime
chief, £18,741 4 7s. 2d.-the bulk of it as a prince
Undoubtedly there are many cases of perfectly to attempt suicide is cruel and absurd and calcuof the blood, but some of it as colonel of the Gren- justifiable suicide ..::....cases ·in which not to ·and lif~ lated to inCrease the number of successful suicides.
adier Guards. This appears to me to be nothing would be a mistake, sometimes almost a crime. · " When a man has suffered so much, when he has
less than disgraceful. The "services" which the
As to the necessity of death, each must decide been so persecuted and pursued by disaster that he
•duke renders to the state are worse than useless, for himself. And if a man honestly decides that seeks the test and sleep of death, why should the
fl'lr he is a persistent opponent of all reforms. . And death is beslr--:best for h1m and others-and acts state add to· the sufferings· of that man T A man
this outrageous extravagance is maintained while upon the decision, why should he be blamed T
seeking death, knowing· tha~ he will be punished if
every wE>ek heart-rending ,cases of "Deaths Jrom
Certainly the man who kills himself is not a he fails, will take extra pains and precautions to
Starvation" are recorded. This, be it remembered, physical coward. He may have lacked moral cour· make death certain.
is going on in "Christian England."
age, but not physical. It may be said that some
This law was born of superstition, passed by
The ·education department hav issued their an- men fight duels because they are afraid to ?ecline. thoughtlessness, and enforced by ignorance and
nual report for the year 1893. It is signed by Lord They are .between two fires-the chance of death cruelty.
·
Rosebery and Mr. Acland. It is the chronicle of and the certainty of dishonor, and they take the
When 'the house of life becomes a prison, when
a very successful year's work. The acceptance of chance of death. So the Christian martyrs were, the horizon has shrunk and narrowed to a cell, and
the fee grant by nearly all the schools has ren- according to their ·belief, between two fire~ the whe~.·the convict longs for the libertv of death, why
dered elementary education practicallv gratuitous flames of the fagot that could burn but for a few should the effort to escape be regardea as· a crime T
throughout England and Wales, ann the influence moments and the fires of God that were eternal.
Of course, I regard life from a natural point of
on the attendance of the· scholars has been great. And they chose the flames of the fagot.
view. I do not take gods, heavens, and hells into
In 1892 5,00S,979 children were on the reuister: in
Men who fear death to that degree that they will account• ·My horizon is the known, and my esti1893 the numbers had risen to 5;126,373. · The bear all the na.ins and pangs that nerves can feel mate of life is based tipon·what I know of life here
average attendance in 1892 was 3,870,774, and last rather than· ·die cannot afford to call the f;!Uicide a in this world. People· should not suffer· for the
vear it. had risen to 4,100,300. There are now coward. It does not seem to me that Brutus was a sake of supernatural l:>eings or for other worlds or
2,392 school boards, covering almost exactly two- coward or that Seneca was. Surely ·Antony had the hopes and fears of some future state. Our joys,
thirds of the population. Out of 29,000,000 the nothing left to Jive for. Cato was not a craven. our sufferings, and our duties are here.
school boards now hav jurisdiction over 19,620,- He acted on his judgment. So with hundreds of
The law of New York about the attempt to comCHARLES WATTS.
379.
.
others who felt that. they had reached the end- mit suicide and the law as to divorce· are a bout
IJOndon, July 28, 1894.
that the journey WBS done, the voyage WS.S over,
qual. J3otb lire idiotic. · law <SIJJJOt fHVH:t flliFrom the New YorTc Worl~-
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cide. Those who have lost all fear of death care pulses. His heart was loving and tender. He was edly make a vast change, for the times of struggle
nothing for law and its penalties. Death is liberty, consCientious, and so sensitive that he blamed are ended and the days of leisure and luxury dawn.
himself for having done what at the time he thought The wealth of this country is substantial. It does
absolute and eternal.
We should remember that nothing happens but was }Vise and best. He was the victim of his vir- not depend. on one product, but on many. Dairy
farming is getting to be the chief industry. .
the natural. Back of every suicide and every at- tues. Let us be merciful in our judgments.
Mr. Dan Cook, of Greenwood, is the leading
All we can say is that the good and bad, the
tempt to commit suicide is the natural and efficient
cause. Nothing happens by chance. In this world loving and the malignant, the conscientious and the worker in this place, and by his energetic efforts
the facts touch each other. There is no space be- vicious, the educated and the ignorant, actuated by the lecture was in all respects a success. I had an
tween-no room for chance. Given a certain heart many motives, urged and pushed by circumstances o-pportunity to meet a number of Liberals. Mr.
and brain, certain conditions, and suicide is the and conditions-sometimes in the calm of. judg- ·Cook's family is a regiment in its~lf. He counts a
necessary result. If we wish to prevent suicide we ment, sometimes in passion's storm and stress, some- round dozen. He has nine children and they make
must chanl{e conditions. We must· by education, times in whirl and tempest of insanity-raise their a splendid battalion. · Mr. Samuel Cawley, a veteran
by invention, by art, by civilization, add to the hands against t.hemselves and desperately put out of this country, eighty-two years of age, is living
with him. It was · quite pleasant to visit such a
value of the average life. We must cultivate the the light of life.
Those who attempt suicide should not be pun- multitudinous Freethought home. It givs one
brain and heart-do away with false pride and false
modesty.· We must become generous enough to ished. If they are insane they should, if vossible, hopes of the coming generation.
I must thank Mrs. John Stewart for the beautiful
help our fellows without degrading them. We be restored to reason ; if sane. they should be reaflowers which decorated the desk, on which also
must make industry-useful work of all kinds- soned with, calmed, and assisted.
was the Bible of the minister, for the hall in which
R. G. INGERSOLL.
honOJ"able. We must mingle a little affection with
I spoke is also used for religious services. I do
our charity-a little fellowship. We should allow
not know how the Christians will feel now that the
those who have sinned to really reform. We should
News and, Notes.
Infidel has occupied the place of the clergyman.· It
not think only of what tli'e wicked have done, but
we should think of what we have wanted to do.
Neillsville, Wis., is in a kind of Arcadian country, may be they will hav to fumigate the place in order
People do not hate the sick. Why should they de- where life is pleasant and the " golden mean " at- that their faith !D-ay not be contaminated. Alllong
spise the mentally weak-the diseased in brain T
tainable, and there are no extremes. The "boom " those whom I Diet at Greenwood, and who aided in
Our actions are the fruit, the result, of circum- has never visited this place; the speculator keepeth the work. are Mr. and Mrs. Henry Tooly, A. W.
stances-of conditions-and we do as we must. afar o:ft. Things go on in a natural way. The Bailey, Ervin Hoard, P. Rossman, A.M. White, Dr.
This g-reat truth should :fill the heart with pity for country has developed in a healthful and comfort- T. L. Buland, C. Wollenberg. on the roll of THE
the failures of our race.
able fashion. There is nothing phenomenal in its TRUTH SEEKER, and others. I cannot mention the
Sometimes I have wondered that Christians de- growth. It has gone right along the even tenor of names of all, but Greenwood certainly has hoisted
nounce the suicide; that in old times they buried its way year in and year out, with seed time and the flag of freedom with cheering results.
On the way up we stopped at the home of Mr.
him where the roads crossed, and drove a stake harvest in regular succession, and whatever may
through his body. They took his property from. happen the crops never fail, for there is such a Taplin's brother and took dinner. Mr. Taplin is
his children and gave it to the state.
varietv of production that if one thing happens to lately from Canada, and has charge of a farm of
If Christians would only think they would see fall off, another will make abundant harvest. There four hundred acres. He has just harvested over
that orthodox religion rests upon suicide-that man are really no "hard times" at Neillsville. The peo- one hundred tons of hay. The barns are well
was redeemed by suicide, and that without suicide ple hav generally kept down to hard pan, and the packed. Mr. Taplin is a hard worker and doesn't
the whole world would have been lost.
·
revulsions of business are comparativly hf!,rmless. depend on providence for anything that he gets.
If Christ was God, then he had the power to This year the hay, wheat, and oats are more than After the lecture I took supper with Mr. Cook, and
protect himself from the Jews without hurting average, while the corn and v_otatoes, as elsewhere, spent about half an hour trying to get acquainted
them. But instead of using his power he allowed do not just now put on a flourishing appearance. with his numerous family. We returned to Neillsthem to take his life.
The drouth is greater than any for the last twenty ville in time for the evening lecture at that place.
If a strong man should allow a'few little children years, and it still continues. The forest :fires :fill I had a busy Sunday, and was on the .go from
to hack him to death with knives when he could the air with smoke. A good rain would be worth morning until night.
Mr.- S. C. Boardman, who arranged for the leceasily have brushed them aside, would we not say millions of dollars to this vast territory. The
that he committed suicide?
priests are gathering in the shekels. Their dupes tures at Neillsville, is a veteran of Freethought, and
There is no escape. If Christ was in fact God, pav from two to :five dollars apiece for every prayer. one of the earliest settlers of this country. He
and allowed the Jews to kill him, then he consented
Neillsville has about twenty-five hundred inhabit- came to Neillsville in 1856, when there was but one
to his own death-refused, though perfectly able, ants. It is a county seat. There is quite a number house here, and has remained ever since through
to defend and protect himself, and was in fact a of churches here; more really than the saints can varied fortunes, and been true to his colors. He
suicide.
well support. This is one of the most Liberal com- has seen the whole country change from a wilderWe cannot reform the world by law or by super- munities I hav been in-the majority are outside ness to its present prosperity.
.
Mr. R. Dewhurst, one of the leading and wealthistition. As long as there shall be pain and failure, of the churches as a matter of conviction, and rewant and sorrow, agony and crime, men and women vival.s do not succeed. One evangelist tried it last est citizens of the place, caine here in 1858, and
will untie life's knot and seek the peace of death.
winter, but the converts were few and far between. through an adventurous and activ career has won
To the hopelessly imprisoned-to the dishonored There is a Unitarian society, which is radical and his fortune. He has taken the Investigator for
and despised-to those who have failed, who have progressiv. Mr. Owens, who has preached or rather thirty-six years, and is now also on the roll of THE
no future, no. hope-to the abandoned, the broken- lectured here for some years, is an advanced thinker. TRUTH SEEKER. He is always ready to lend a hand.
hearted, to those who are only remnants and frag- The Rev. Mr. Whittemore, who at present supplies I enjoyed the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
menta of men and women-how consoling, how en- the pulpit, is about as far out as one can be and Taplin, who are earnest Freethinkers, and their
chanting is the thought of death!
·
still believe somewhat in a "God of evolution" and children also. His daughter is one of the teachers
And even to the most .fortunate death at last is a the necessity of "religious feeling." He gave a in the public schools, as is also Mr. Cook's eldest
welcome deliverer. Death is as natural and as mer- cordial welcome to my work. I delivered :five lect- daughter; but they stand for purely secular princiful as life. When we have journeyed long-when urea in the Unitarian church, and the audiences ciples, and this does not seem to injure their standwe are weary-when we wish for the twilight, for increased every evening, and what was encourag- ing or success. The schools of Wisconsin are conthe dusk, for the cool kisses of the night-when the ing to note, about half were ladies, who seemed to ducted on a pretty liberal plan. The religious
senses· are dull-when the pulse is faint and low- take interest in these advanced questions. Some services are disappearing.
when the mists gather on the mirror of memory- of the orthodox preachers were present and took
Among other stanch supporters of Liberalism at
when the past is almost forgotten, the present notes, but I could not get any of them to meet me Neillsville are James Campbell, Carl Stany, William
hardly perceived-when the fut~re has but empty ·upon the platform. I did hav a little outside talk Burt, Philip Berg, who has always been an activ
hands-death is as welcome as a strain of music.
with the Methodist clergyman, but I found that he worker ; J. B. Jones, a fellow soldier of the Army of
After all, death is not so terrible as joyless life. so thoroughly misunderstood my position that no the Republic; C. A. Youmans, a cousin of the celeNext to eternal happiness is to sleep in the soft progress could be made, for I could not pin him to brated E. L. Youmans, and a Freethinker both by
clasp of the cool earth, disturbed by no dream, by a clear definition of words.
·
blood and brain; C. C. Sniteman, J. H. Radan,
no thoul{ht, by no pain, by no fear, unconscious of
I feel sure that quite an agitation has been created William Hazlett, W. W. Woodward, G. A. Ludingall and forever.
in the community. The :field has· been well pre- ton, R. W. Canfield, and others. I could add :fifty
The wonder is that so many live, that in spite of pared for my efforts. Mrs. Freeman and Watts, names if Reed be. Freethought is a power in this
rags and want, in spite of tenement and gutter, of Remsburg and Jamieson hav visited this place, and community, although it is somewhat latent, and not
:filth and pain, they limp and stagger and crawl be- the fruit of their labors is apparent.
always ready to stand at the front for action; but
neath their burdens to the natural end. The wonBesides giving :five lectures at Neillsville I gave it is certainly impervious to the attacks of the
der is that so few of the miserable are brave enough on Sunday afternoon a lecture at Greenwood- church. An attempt was made to stop base-ball
to die-that so many are terrified by the " some- :fifteen miles away-and here too I was greeted with playing on Sunday, but it was an ignominious failthing after death "-by the specters and phantoms a full house, although there was but a short time ure. The people by a large majority would not
of superstition.
·
for advertising, as. it was not decided to make this submit to it; and the movers in the prosecution,
Most people are in love with life. How they venture until after my arrival at Neillsville. This wit4 tears and apologies, retreated to "innocuous
cling to it in the arctic snow.a-now they struggle was the :first Freethought lecture at Greenwood.
desuetude."
in the waves and currents of the sea-how they
I had quite a pleasant journey to this place on
I shall probably visit Neillsville and Greenwood
_ linger in famine-how they :fight disaster and de- Sunday. ·Mr. W. W. Taplin drove me over, an6. I again this winter, and carry on the campaign which
spair! On the crumbling edge of death they keep had a good chance to see the country. It is pretty so far has been so generously supported. It :fills
the flag flying and go down at last full of hope and well wooded at present, although· almost all the one with hope to greet so many friends, and to feel
courage.
pine lumber has been cut off. In times past this that the atmosphere about you is impregnated with
But many have not such natures. They cannot has been a" great timber region. Five hundred Freathought, and that the shadow of orthodoxy ~s
bear defeat. They are disheartened by disaster. millions of feet hav been floated down the Black Oil the wane. In some places orthodoxy is like a
They lie down on the :field of conflict and give the river yearly, mostly to LaCrosse and the Mississippi, black cloud, and weighs on one like an incabus ;
earth their blood.
and this still continues, but not from the vicinity of but here it seems to be penetrated and flooded with
They are our unfortunate brothers and sisters. Neillsville. Still not half of the country has been the rays of the coming day. In material prosperity
We shoul~ not curse or blame-we should pity. On cleared. The primitiv forests of maple, etc., still as well as in intellectual culture, Neillsville is one
their pallid faces our tears should fall.
wave and log huts are occasionally seen. The of the happy portions of this planet.
One of the best men I ever knew, with an a:ffec- barns are more extensiv than the dwellings, for the
Whitehall is abuut forty-four miles from Neillstionate wife, a charming and loving daughter, com- settlers think more of having a big barn than a :fine ville, a county seat, like Neillsville, of five hundred
mitted suicide. He was a man of generous im- house to liv in. The next ten years will undoubt- inhabitants. It is situated in the same kind of
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country as Neillsville; heavily wooded, with fertil
c,Iearings and rolling hills, which giv a delightful
variety to the landscape. The smoke hangs about
so thicklv that I hav no chance to take a general
view, Night·watchmen ~re now appointed to look
out for the fires.
There is a good Liberal element at Whitehall
and the surroundin~ towns. Blair, Independence,
etc., send a fair delegation to the lectures. I giv
three, and the hall is full every night. The minis. ters come and take notes; but I cannot get- them
to ta.ke the platform. I suppose they will answer
after I get away.
The lectures hav made a good opening, I think,
for future work, although it is the same here as elsewhere. Many of the Liberals. are indifferent.
Still there are some earnest workers. Charles A.
Ecker arranged with me for the lectures. His name
has already appeared among the correspondents of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and he is devoted to the cause,
knowing by experience what the dark shadows of
orthodoxv are. His brother, Irvin H. Ecker, studied
in early life for the ministry, but the preparatory
reading of the Bible made him an Infidel, and he
has ever since been true to his convictions, and
...hosen the hard way of the pioneer instead of the
:flowery path of conformitv. He is well posted in
the facts and principles of Freethought, is a student
and writer, and I found great pleasure in my acquaintance with him, which I am sure will make a
life-long friendship. Capt. C. E. Scott, a soldier
comrade, introduced me the first evening, and Mr.
J. D. Olds the second and third evenings, and theRe
are stanch representative of our cause. Mr. B. F.
Wing is another old-time Liberal whom I was glad
to meet, who is one of our generous supporters
here; also F. W. Farrington, of Arcadia, a cultivated Freethinker. Dr. Bodom of Blair, J. D.
Pratt, M. F. :Whitney, E. S. Hotchkiss, S. E. Cook,
and F. E. Shappie of Independence attended the
lectures and aided the funds. I cannot mention all
the friends of Whitehall, there are so many. Among
them, however, are L. H. Whitney, L. L. Solsrud,
senior and junior, A. W. Bensend, W. S. Kidder,
James Larson, etc. My work at Whitehall has been
most encouraging.· It shows that the world is progressing. A beginning has been made auspicious
flf t.hA !lAys to come.
I mak~ long jump from here to Fargo, N. D.
This is one of the difficulties of our Freethoright
work-that we hav to span such immep.se spaces to
reach our different fields of labor. But this must
be done until we are better organized and can 1\rrange for lectures with less labor and travel. Undoubtedly there are many places between here and
Fargo where I could lecture, but the Liberals hav
not moved in the matter and I must pass them by.
I hope, however, that during the coming fall and
winter Liberals will make an effort for work in their
vicinity.
I shall return to Chicago in September and devote myself to the joint congress to be held in
October. I feel that we can hav a great gathering
if we only try. These "national encampments"
are just as necessary to our movement as to other
great organizations. It givs a new impetus and
ampler power for meeting the important issues
presepted throughout the country, and concerning
which there must be a union of our forces. Come
to the October congress.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

a

Observations.
Last Monday morning's papers announced, with
a unanimity quite remarkable as a coincidence, that
the Wilson tariff bill as revised by the Senate was
doomed, for the Rouse woula never agree to it. At
the same time enormous transactions in sugar were
reported. Monday evening's papers brought the
news that the 'Rouse had surrendered, and purchasers of sugar made twenty-five per cent or so on
their investments in twenty-four hours. The bill
as passed will be worth, it is claimed, forty million
dollars annually to the sugar trust, while the iron
kings and coal barons are similarly favored. I expect that the congressmen who voted for these
measures hav been amply remunerated. I hope so.
The gravity of an offense is often mitigated by the
circumstance that the temptation was great. Let
us giv the accused the benefit of the doubt .

•

When the Rouse of Representative had the army
and navy appropriation bill under consideration,
the appropriators incorporated in it an item of
$25,000 for the purchase of a gun of English manufacture to please the boys at Annapolis. A member objected that $25,000 was a big price for a gun,
whereupon the mover of the resolution explained
that the actual cost was but $14,000. ·The objectng member then inquired what the extra appropriation of $11,000 was for, and the mover said it was

to.pay the duty on the imported weapon. "Oh," 1 this purpose is el11.borate, being:. nothing less than
s8ld the other; "it is all right then, and I will vote the stationing of United States inspectors at foreign
fo~ the item. But I thought that the foreigner ports to watch passenger lists and to examin all inpatd the duty." Then there was an audible hush tended immigrants as to their political views. It will
m that part of the house occupied by· Brother create soft berths for a big body of deputies and
McKinley's cuckoos.
help dispose of any treasury surplus that may
occur. The bomb throwers themselvs should feel
·Monsignor Satolli, the ·American pope, has put flattered by being thus segregated from other
the stamp of his disapproval on the liquor business, criminals. It .increases their political stature to be
and the Catholic dealers are threatened with dire specially legislated against. They will also hav a
penalties unless they quit it. They will not be ad- grievance, and they will inquire whv a ~overnment
mitted to Catholic societies, absolution will be with- should discriminate against such insignificant
held, and they cannot be buried in consecrated foreign cutthroats as themselvs, and at the samq
ground. The liquor men generally regard the time enter into treaty relations with the czar of
order as a bluff, and there is no record that any of Russia. Their record is quite brief and their
them has seriously thought of obeying it. · They operations very limited, while the czar has maincan get along without the church better than the tained for years a slaughter-house . to which the
church can get along without them. Their places average American, exercising the liberty he has
of business are systematically worked by the beg- been accustomed to at home. would be 11ummarily
ging sisterhood, who reap a good harvest from their co:nsigned. As I look at it, the -gutted States g_ovcustomers, and the church poor box stands along- ernment is unnecessarily perturbed. Its jails are
side the nickel-in-the-slot machine. The priests, capacious, hemp is cheap, and the activity of the
may be, hav been taking lessons of the policemen ; police in apprehending Auspected persons is as great
and as those guardians of the peace use the law to as could be desired. We also hav a force of do!lextort blackm~il from liquor sellers and dive keep- catch(lrs, skilled in throwing the rope, together with
ers, so the guardians of souls will use Satolli's de- cages so arranged that they may be lowered from a
cree as a handle wherewith to pump larger contri- derrick into the river. Then we hav a public sentibutions from the saine classes.
ment which would not allow a jury to leave their
seats in order either to convict a dynamiter or to
Mr. Charles Watts, THE Tnu~H SEEKER's London acquit ~citizen who should hav the good luck to
·correspondent, takes occasion to call down an break the neck of a bomb-thrower. Primitiv jusEnglish bishop who avers that the prohibition of tice, I think, would be more effectiv in these cases
open picture-galleries on Sunday, also of marriage than federal laws, as witness the disrepute into
with a deceased wife'B sister, was established in which horsestealing in the West has fallen. CitiEden. I judge that the bisliop has been misunder- zens could consistently exterminate train-wreckers;
stood. It was doubtless living .pictures to which incendiaries, and practical ''Anarchists,'' but a govhe referred, as, according to the account, Adam and ernment which conspires with Russia to take life
Eve were the first to giv an exhibition of that char- by means more atrocious than those adopted by
acter. The prohibition is implied rather than stated, either of the three classes of criminals named might
but the discoverers of Bible temperance should hav be charged with inconsistency in legislating against
no trouble in finding it. It is easy, too, to see that them.
the Bible condemns marriage with a deceased wife's.
sister. Everybody is familiar with the command . While a rattled community is demanding more
making ·marriage with a deceased brother's wife stringent laws against promiscuous homicides, the
compulsory, whether the survivor be already married work of training the youth. of the · countrv in the
or not, but nobody obeys it, which implies that be- art of killing one another systematically goes
lievers do not think the author of the Bible meant steadily on under the encouragement of church and
what he said. If, then, he did not mean what he state. "During the past few years," observes a
said, we are bound to conclude that he did mean New York daily, "both C~~otholics and Protestants
what he didn't say. Renee, brethren,- marriage hav organized the boys under instruction in their
with a deceased wife's -sister is unscriptural. ~he Sunday and parochial schools for military drill, and
prohibition was intended as a penalty which the the number of youth now included in these comcitizen incurs by not marrying the sister in the first panies and brigades aggregates many thousands in
place. ·
this city alone I" The propriety of so ·uniting the
church and the army is defended on the ground
Some years ago readers of the New York Sun that patriotism is thus "linked with religious faith
noted "With disgust, though without surprise, that and devotion "-in other words, such homicidal
that journal had suddenly become the organ of the tendency as the handling of deadly weapons may
Catholic church. Wb,ether for the same reason it develop is to be stimulated by religious fanatioism.
also became the champion of Tammany Hall, or The further plea is made by the politicians that by
whether, being the champion of Tammany, it must this means the country will bar ready at hand a
of necessity turn Catholic, the public doesn't know. force to put down, in an emergelu.cy, the " enemies
The bargain was not advertised. To the non- of society;" and so the drilling goes on in the face
Catholic reader, the Sun has apparently kept its of the fact that the society that supports the largest
contract, but there are indications that the church army has the most enemies, while the least military
is not satisfied. The Sun does not denounce the country has fewest disturbers of order.
American Protectiv Association as the editor of the
Everybody has stopped looking to the church for
Oatholio .Review thinks it should, and the editor of anything that could be mistaken for consistency,
the .Review is now engaged in prodding Mr. Dana. or it might be asked how Christians who regard
"The Sun," he says, with significant "·ahs" and Christ, with his "Peace on earth," otherwise than
"wells," "has always been largely read by Catho- as a visionary crank can organize their youth for
lics "-a hint that it will be no longer so patroniz~d war. The secret is that by meanc of the military
unless an improvement on the A. P. A. question is drill the churches are enabled to attract to their
noted. "The course of the Sun," continues the Sunday-schools thousands of l>oys who would not
.Review, "has been decidedly ·erratic of late." No attend for the sake of religious "instruction."
allusion is made to ·a. dozen other papers, the These churches make fighters of the boys in order
policy of which has been the same as that of the to get their pennies to use in spreading the gospel
one criticised. The editor of the .Review has a of peace. If anybody ean find in such an arrangeweakness for letting out things that the public has ment any place for the introduction of patriotism, I
no business to know, but he always shuts himself would like to hs.v them indicate the precise spot
up with a cork when further elaboration of the sub- where it comes in. •
ject is called for. He probably couldn't be induced
But the politicians, if not the churches, it may be
to tell where he got his authority for scolding the said, are inspired by patriotism. Not to any alarmSun in a column editorial ostensibly written to ing extent. The recent debate in Congress on the
:flatter the Times. Not at his instance shall the army appropriation bill left no shadow of doubt
nigger in the wood pile further emerge. I hope to where the interest of the patriots is centered. For
see the merry jaw go on to an open rupture. As each college and school a military instructor is to
one who has for many years read the Sun in pur- be detailed. Such a detnil is regarded as a "plum,"
suance of a habit formed when it was worth read- and plums are the coin in which Congressmen pay
ing, I should be pleased to note the departure from their political debts.
GEo. E. MACDONALD.
its columns of that Jesuitry, now so conspicuous,
Mrs. Lois Waisbroker, editor. and publisher of
which has tainted its news with falsehood, reduced
.Ji
oundatidn
Principles, Topeka, Kansas, was arits editorial opinions to echoes from the Vatican,
destroyed its influence for good, and left it a polit- rested on August 2d at the instigation of R. M.
ical outcast-a disrespected follower of Corri- McAfee, postal inspector and agent of Comstock's
gan and Tammany Hall.
society for the alleged suppression of vice. Taken
before United States Commissioner Mileham, Mrs.
The bomb-throwing Anarchists hav achieved a
new distinction, the United States Senate having Waisbroker waived examination and was released
passed a bill pro'.iding especially for their exclusion in bon.ds of $~00. . We a~e n~t .advised what the
from this country. The machinery proposed for . offending publicatwn was m thts IBstance.
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Comrades, After Alt.
BROOKLYN, 'N. Y., july 27, 1894.
l\:fR. EDIToR: i see that onr worthy
friend, John Peck, is as right ns a trivet.
on the tariff, however unsound be may be
on the financial question. E. 0. RoscoE.
Truth Tersely Stated.
ST. 'NJCHOLM, PA., .Tnly 30, 1804.
~:fR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 to
:renew my subscription to THE TRUTH
Su:E:IrnR, and Iwonld say that I am sorry
I could not remit it sooner, as I know
snch journals as Tim TRUTH SRE:Il:ER never
hav the financial aid and Rnpport they
ought to hav, and such _as Jess worthy papers enjoy. With best regards,

R. B.

PLAT!'.

· War Is Declared, Sure Enough.
VIINELAND, N. J., Ang. 1, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I am glad to see yon hav
laid siege to the Bible. That book must
be put aside before the human race can
ever be what it should he, It has falsehood!!, and is vnlf'\'ar and obscene, and to
call it God's word is blaRphemons. All
tbose that read with f!Onnd brains in their
head pronounce it the filthiest book ever
read. R~ad Gen. xxxviii, and scores of
like crumbs, Then tell ns what worse
ever came from the slums. Amen! Selah!
J. HACKER.
Hear, Hear!
LAMINE, Mo., July 24, 18!l4,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2, to be
placed to roy credit on subscription to
THE TRUTH SERKER, the best paper I know
of. Some of your subscribers seem to
be displeased with the political diAcnssion
going on through THE TRUTH SERKER.
For my part I think there is as much need
of a reform in politics as anything else,
and I insist that a reform in that direction
can be brought about only through the
Freet.hongbt elPment. If they fail, down
goel!l Americanliberty.
A. J, BRIGGs.
We Guessed It.
PAWTUOKRT, R. I., Aug. 7, 1894.
Mn. EDITOR: I find in your issue of July
21st the query, "What does the Catholic
Re11iew mean?" I reply that it bas simply
let the cat ont of the bag. Your idea is
quite correct. Where she is weak she
cries out for "freedom of conscience;"
bnt where she is strong, the Roman Catholic obnrcb will crush the life out of ariy
and all othe• chnrcbes. The history of
the world is here to prove it, and that is
why the Rom~n Catholic church, its
monks and nuns, hav been driven out by
thirty-nine different European powers
after causing revolutions and destruction,
and leaving death and desolation behind
them.
I am sorry to see this great, good,
bright. and too generous people duped by
that same sect. The day is coming when
yon will see how much the allegiance given
to the United States amounts to in comparison with that owned to the Pope by a
Roman Catholic. Respectfully, 1094.
Doing His Share.
GRAFTON, W.VA., July 24,1894.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a reader of
your esteemed paper for several ·years and
a subscriber for one year, and must say
that in general it meets my views better
than any other paper or periodical I ever
read-and I hav read many in my time. · I
throw none of the copies of it away, but
send them out to do missionary work. I
hav the satisfaction of securing one convel't, and several others are almost persuaded. MiBBionary work is badly needed
in this place. There are ten churches
among a population of scarcely four thousand. What a heavy tax it must be to
maintain such a lot of drones, and what a
protest wenld be heard if a similar amount
was raised by authority of the state or
federal government!
Inclosed please find $1, which apply on
roy subscription, Next week I will send
yon the cash for my friend's subscription
and my own for one year and" Four Hundred Years of Free thought."
Your friend and well-wisher,
PETER LAMBRECH~.

The Unjust Went Dry This Time.
Gmnow, NE:B., Ani'\'.. 1, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: A trial of Christian faith
.and God's verity was lately made near
here with the following result.
Onr
country-this state-is dried np and crops
are ruined. Christians hav been prayinl'\'
for rain, but no rain comes. In School
District 'No. 22 the residents nse the school
bouse for church purposes. On last Sunday a certain preacher stated that the reason for the drouth was that so many Infidels and nnf'\'ndly men lived here, and he
made particular and wrathful allusion to
one John M:. Bavley, an outspoken Infidel,- but well-to-do farmer, who live in
that neighborhood
Then this man of
God got down on his knees and prayed
vehemently and vociferously for rain. On
the Monday night following his prayer
was answered. Bnt lo, the inscrutable
ways of Providence! The rainfall waR
ve~y limited, and the central part of it fell
copiously on the ]and of John M. Bayley,
and 1'\'ave the reverend f'\'Od-man but a
dry sprinkle. I sbonld bav Rb,ted that
the preacher owns a farm in this neighborhood and was therefore personally interested in the rain, Waq this a Rign from
the Lord, like the dew on the fleece of
wool, that he iA no respecter of persons,
and tbat he sends the rain upon the jnst
and the unjust?
C. PuTNAM.
An Exotic Mayor.
~
RED JACKET, MICH., July 23, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: On the 16th of this month
I rented the public opera hall for S. P.
Pntn~~om to deliver Freetbought lectures in.
The next day the mayor came to me and
said, "Yon cannot h~~ov the hall for such
purpose. My 1'\'00ilnPsq," he said, "that
man is an Infidel."
The mayor should hav heard the first
lecture, "The Rights of Man." He might
thus hay learned the meaning of true republicanism, of true democracy, provided
that intelligence could hav been imparted
short of a surgical operation. He is a
transplant from Canada, and has not become entirely assimilated to this ·republican form of government. He should learn
that the public opera house belongs to the
people, equallYJ&s much as the public roads.
or post-office, With the prerogative he has
assumed, he should not hav allowed Mr.
Putnam to step from the cars upon the
public highways, and in order to liv np to
his convictions the mayor should not hav
permitted Mr. Putnam to meimder to the
hotel. He prevented Mr. Putnam from
speaking in the public opera hall, and with
equal success prevented $45 from going
into the public treasury-all on the assumption that Christianity is the father of
all morality and virtue and progress, and
of this most splendid government of equality, liberty, and justice; bntif the assumption is true,. why are some Christians so
narrow and illiberal ? Selfishness is not a
virtue. To deprive another of liberty is
immoral, and to assume authority the people hav not delegated is unjust.
Mr. Putnam gave three splendid lectures
and left many warm friends in this neck of
the woods. The way will be much easier
for the next Freethought lecturer.
c. H; CHASE.
Hardly Practicable.
NEw ORLEANS, LA., Ang, 4, 1894.·
Mn. EDITOR: The Angnst 4th number
has just come to hand, As a member of
the Letter-Writing Corps I hav mailed my
miBBiv to Attorney-General Olney on the
J. B. Wise matter. I wonder how many
are in the corps.
Noting the remarks of E. B. Foote, Jr.,
secretary of the National Defense Association, I venture to make some suggestions. Of course Liberals should come to
the rescue of the persecuted one, and I
promis $5 if not more; bnt is this not an
opportune time to carry the war into
Africa by adopting Col. W. H. Burr's suggestion, to indict the American Bible
Society? It would be a blessing to the
world if the circulation of that filthy monstrosity, the Bible, could be stopped, For
this oftensiv move I would be one of fifty
or twenty to contribute $50 each. I
never heard of the National Defense Association before, as I but recently had the
pleasure of getting into the Freethinkers'
ranks, so that I don't know what has been
done :in this way before. We should mak~;~

the most of the opportnnitv. I bav long
wondered if, on a test, the Bible could not
be excluded from the mails. I will try to
bring the ca11e be~m·e the public here,
thronl'\'h the locai press; but the papers
sometimes reject mv contributions when
there is much Freetbongbt in them.
Awaiting further advice in next week's
paper, I am Yours trlily, S. S. BRYAN:
P. S.-The Times-Demncraf, the leadml'\'
paper here, iR 1'\'ettin~ more liberal. It
recently editorially condemned the " reIil'\'ions persecution" by which a Tennes"
seean was imprisoned for working on
Snndav; it even started a subscription :J'or
his relief.
S. S. B.
[Referrin~ to the proposition to indict
the American Bible .Society (which, by
the way, was not Colonel Burr's), we
would sav that whatever benefit might
innre to the cause of Freethon~ht through
the calling of public attention in the
manner indicated by onr correspondent to
the danl'\'ers menacin~ :J'reednm of prase
and mails would bfl likely to be more than
counterbalanced by the odium which
would attach to any attempt to stop by
law the circulation of the Bible. However
desirable it might be to wean the world
from its stupid -reverence for that book, it
won]d scarcely be advisable to attack it in
the way indicated. Liberals know that
.the legal prosecution of a book is the
surest wa}': to increase its circulation, and
no ari'\'Ument is needed to convince a
Rationalist that false ideas are eliminated
only wheu true ideas are born in the
brain? Freethinkers do not desire to
wield the sword of proscription which the
church has made the scourge of the race.
Had the church never resorted to force to
compel acceptance of her creeds or to stop
the dissemination of books repugnant to
her we should not regard her to-day as the
worst enemy of liberty and justice. We
are scarcely anxious to wear her mantle or
to become the incarnation of her spirit.
If the educated minds of the world no
lonf'\'er accept 'the Bible as the word of
God, force has not emancipated them, but
Science and Reason. Better explain the
Bible rather than legislate against it•. If
the Christians like the book as it is, and
want to swallow it whole, we will not se:p.d
the sheriff to take it away from them.
They are at liberty to dine with Ezekiel
and to sit npo·n the wall with the men to
whom Rabshakeb was sent.-ED. T. S.]

chnrcb property of every description, and
ministers the same as others. That candidate will surely be elected. There is ·no
doubt of it; ~;~even-tenths of the voters 'and
tax-payers in the state heartily wish such a
law was now in existence, and will vote ·for
the one pledged for the creation of such a
law. Even churchmen, nearly all of them,
own that such exemption is wrong. It is a
wonder that the large majority of tax· payers hav so long submitted to the burden
they hav carried on their shoulders when
it could hav been so easily throwll off,
The time is near when our assembly will
be selected for the coming term, so let the
tax-payers look about and select the right
sort of man and put him in nomination,
Hav a; man nominated on this issue. Such
nominee will be sure to be elected.
If voters will unite and organize and act
with determination, a la.w would be passed
·during the next legislature taxing many
millions of now untaxed property. Property that has no right to be exempted has
escaped taxation too long.
When such is the law of this state it soon
will be the law of other st!l.tes; for, strange
as it may appear, such injustice in taxation
exists in nearly all the other states. When
equity prevails in taxation, peonle will not
be so afraid to see the ··tax ·collector after
taxes as they long hav been. .I hope others
will take np this matter and agit~~ote this
snbj ect until justice and relief are obtained·
Then after the sittings of the board of
supervisors are had, and their. taxes are
found to be so much less than usual, many
will inquire the reason, and when they
realize the cause they will be astonished
that they and their anoPstors were so long
fooled into carrying such a burden so many
centuries for the benefit of so few when it
could so easily be thrown off.
CARLTQN RICE.

The Work of Secularization.
HAMILTON, N.Y., July 15, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: During many years I hav
noticed the efforts of m~~ony religions leaders of this country to get laws enacted that
would sustain the orthodox religion. The
church power is thoroughly organized and
is brought into action to bring about that
result, and they hav hope of success, and at
times it seems they hav reason for th!'t
hope. The Secularists of the country hav
fora long time insisted upon nine demands,
bnt hav riot as yet obtained one of them.
I long since thought the Secularists on~ht
to unite anfl obtain one demand at a time,
and. after getting one try for another. for
after gettin~ one it will be easier to get the
next ; and I would suggest that the first
effort be to get the legislature of our state
to palls a law taxing all church property
and also taxing all ministers the same as
all other people, exempting no one on ac.
count of his religions views or professions.
To accomplish this desirable end, the
first thing to do is to begin at our primary
political meetings. When we hav onr
cancns meetings to send a delegate to
county conventions to nominate assemblymen, hav nominated none but those who
will be pledged to nse all lawful, honorable
means for the passage of a law taxing all
church property in this state ; and the one
so nnminated and so pledged will be sure
to be elected. It will make little differ.
ence to which political party the nominee
belon!!s. All parties will be anxious for
his election, for nearly all the tax-payers
wish such a law was in existence. Liberals
must unite in this way if they ever expect
to get what they demand.
It is one of the worst features in our
state laws to exempt from taxation so many
millionl'l. Many are now offering themselva as candidates fo~: nomination as assemblymen, Let such aspirants declare in
advance that if they are nominated and
elec;~ted t]ley will vote for a law taxing

Mortuary-Mrs. Annie K. Miller.
PoRTLAND, OR,, July 24, 1894.
DmD June 19, E.M. 294, Annie K. Miller, wif~ of Mr. P. H. Miller, of Canby,
Or., aged forty-two years, two months,
and fourteen days, A husband, eight
cbildren, and many friends mourn her
death.
MR. EDITOR: Mrs. Miller, though at one
time a stanch Catholic, was at the time of
her death a Secularist, and with her husband enjoyed the gospel as preached by
THE TRUTH SmEKlllR. In the presence of a
large concourse of friend~, I delivered the
following addreEs:
Though I am sure that. words are in·
adeq11ate to dispel your grief Rt t.~e loss of
a loving wife and mother and fr1end, vet
it is well before giving back to ea.rth her
lifeles'! form, now before ns, to meditate
for a few moments upon the splendid AX·
amples of her noble life, her energy, her
devotion and her steadfastness to truth
and to right. It is well to ask, "Is therA
not, through all the clouds of gloom wbich
now seem to hang so closely over your
lives, an occasional break revealing sunshine and happineRs?"
Nearly two score years i!' a long time_ in
which to scatter seeds of kmdneas. It lB a
long time in which to inspire others with
courage, It is a long time in which to
labor in love for those near and dear. It
is a long time in which to be indnAtrious,
true and helpful to others. And all these
can truly be said of her who is now cold in
death. She has lived to help m~~oke. the
world better than she found it. She has
lived to stand at the side of a devoted husband, and together they built a happy
home for their sons and daughters. Yes,
yes, sadly will she be mis!'led, but the good
Renee, the earnestness, the tender affection
for the living which were characteristic of
this mother hav all left their impress upon
this family. They will be sensible in all
their troubles. Their mot.ber's love will
be their guide and shield in every act. It
will make them brave and true as she was.
We love the memory of this exemplary
mother because she under~tood what love
meant· because she shed tears of pity for
the opprPssed; because her mind was f~ee
from barbarous creeds; becan~e her rehgion was " to do good," We love her becausA, side by side with her husband, she
stood upon the plat.form of truth and
reason and worke<l for the gospel of th~s
world. That is why I say she has left this
world better than Abe found it. Every
kind act, every gentle word, everv ten~er
smile makes some one better and happier.
and dnr precious deed has freely bestowed
all these on those whnm she knew~
I <lid not bav the pleasure of a personal
acquaintance with this tender mother, bnt
a mutual friend who informed me of her
death said, "Another splendid woman
gone." It is true that she is gone, to be
resolved back into the elements from
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whence she came; but her kindness, her seemed to them on the eve ~f realization
firmness, her gentleness, her devotion are the utter absurdity of supposing the;
not gone; they still exist, still survive, in
the love and fond memories of husband would assist a captiv race to rear a temple
children, and friends.
' to another god begins to dawn on us.
Whether she exists as an individual There is no doubt that the rulers and
entity; whether, beyond tlie dark river of priests who superintended the Jerusalem
death, her ship of life still s;~,ils; whether mission were Persians, and the history of
she is cognizant of these last sad rites, we
do not know; but within toe heart and P~rsia would be their history, and the little
mind of each one of us is spanned the arch tributary tribe who had lived there before
would be no more to them than Chippewa
of a hope !or co~sci<?ns immortality.
Dear friends, It will perhaps lessen your Indians to United States citizens. Those
sorrow when yon. think that yon are not who became converts to their religion
alone in your grief. Not a.·day, not an
hour, .but death gently closes the eyes and would be admitted to the colony, and as
blows out the breath of some loved one. religion· of some kind is a necessity to an
Tiny babes, as beautiful as the dew-kissed ignorant, superstitions peonle, and the
rose; youth in all its innocence and purity· gods and religions of these Syrian tribes
strong manhood and strong young woman~ would be destroyed in the general ruin
hood, just awakening to the realities of this would be a yery succeBBfnl mission:
life; fathers whose deaths mean anguish and
suffering to those who depended on them· And if the Power of PeTRia had remained
mothers whose children will not hav eve~ unbroken it would eyentually hav i:r;tcora father's care; grandfathers and grand- porated all the scattered remn•mts of these
mothers bowed with the weight of years- oli'l Syrian and Ph@niciim tribes under
. all of these each day are silently crossing one l'(eneral !!:OVf'rnment and religion, a
the great river of death and are leaving
loved ones to weep and-mourn as you now new Persia. But when the. Grecians defeated the Persians, and the Gr~~eian army
mourn.
The same messenger who has entered was marching toward Palestine, the rulers
your home and beckoned thtl suffering of· this colony, knowing the cruelty of
mother to follow, each year enters thou- Asiatic conquerors, would expect no mercy
s...nds of homes. It has made yon sad, as
it has saddened the lives of others. And at the hands of the Grecians if they acwhile yon and we are bereaved, while our.. knowled~ed themselvs Persians, and so to
hearts are breaking, while tears fill onr save their lives they passed themselvs off
eyes, ye.t we know we c~~onnot reach the d~~ ,as a remnant of this old Judean people,
parted one.
and knowing that the Grecians were well
With her all is well, We hav no fear informed in the history of all these trib~s,
that death bodes evil. We know that
and death are essential conditions. We all the incidents in the history of this Jnsee life and death, organization and de-. dean tribe that they knew themselvs they
composition, on every side. One is but interpolated into their own history, makthe natural result of the other. Let us, ing the history of thi!l little tributary tribe
then, endeavor to look upon death as a
simple condition-nothin~ to be dreaded, inconsistent and absurd, until we are forced
nothing to be feared. Where intelligence t<? the conclusion that it is the history of
is, there the future is not filled with fear the two peoples. In our opinion, after
and cruel demons do not hover around the carefully reading this Jewish history, all
coffin of loved ones.
the early history is Persian. , The descripThough the sunshine of your home has tion Moses gave of the land; the descripbeen shadowed, yet it must not obscure
the star of hope. Gather strength and tion_ of the spies on . their return of the
courage from 'the thought that the loving wealth, civilization, and strength of the
wife ·and mother is free from all pain, and several diff'erent independent tribes or
that since she is transplanted beyond your nations who inhabited it; the description
care, your help, yon will giv your time ·of their numbers and power, in Joshua,
and strength not only to the treasures that during the butchery-all these descriptions
ttn Jaf~ vn'l, hut also to better the condimig-ht be applicable to Persia before it
tioJll < vf JL'l· r p.~ople-ntlt only those who
was conquered by its present inhabitants,
are born, bu~ ~nose who are yet to come.
I know this is a sad blow for you alL but could never hav been applicable to the
Time alone will lessen Y••ar snffdr,ng-, hut little rocky strip of country called PalesI am sure that memory of th1s dear one tine, as it is only one hundred and forty
will make us all gentler, kinder, and more
miles long and scarcely forty broad, cut
willing to help one annther.
On, there is still so much for us to liv up by ravines and rocky hills, a l'(reat deal
for, so much for us to do Sc,let us honor of it good for nothing. The horde Moses
the memory of this·wife and mother, not is said to hav led to its borders would hav
by lamenations artd tears, but by acts eaten everything- eatable in the land in
tender and true, by generous deeds, by
marching.throngh it, and to hav remained
noble impulses.
With gentle hands we will giv back to in it would hav meant starvation, while Permother earth this atom from the eternal sia is a large fertil country and capable of
universe, while we who are left behind go maintaining an immense population. All
on with life's work, plucking the thorns of this early history of the Persians would remisfortune and want and de,pair from quire little alteration, excepting changing
humanity's path and cultivating the perthe names of places and persons, and the
fumed flowers of hope and love.
A mass of beautiful flowers in wreaths first attempt made to graft an incident in
and bouquets were sent by those who the history of the little J ndean tribe on
knew and loved our friend. At the grave to the Persian is iike trying to fit an inoh
the exercises clof!ed with the following pipe on to the thick end of London's main
sewer. This is the tribute-collecting tour
words:
made by Shishak, king of Egypt (1 Kings
The record of a generous lifci, vinelike,
xiv, 22), in the fifth year of Rehoboam's
Runs round the memory of our dead,
reig-n. That Shishak could enter JerusaAnd every sweet, unselfish act
lem without fighting a battle and take
Is now a perfumed flower.
everything of value out of it, when its
Upon the peaceful shore of death
king, Rehoboam, could hav raised an
The sea of trouble casts no wave.
11rmy large enough, if well generaled; to
Eves curtained with the ev.erlasting dark
Will never ~nowaga.in the burning touch hav overrun half the world, forces ns
either to admit the double history, or disof tflars.
card the whole story as poorly written ficLips sealed with eternal silence
W1ll never speak again the brqken words tion, as it is more inconsistent and nbsnrd
of g-rief.
than anything ever penned by a dime nov.
Within the tomb no veiled and .weeping
elist.
sorrow sits.
And in its gloom is crouched no shudderFrom here to near the close of the Jewing fear.
ish history, it is an incomprehensible
And so we leave our dead
puzzle. Of course we 11re well aware that
Where nature leaves them;
fai~h can remove mountains of lies by
We love, we wait, we hope.
swallowing them whole, peaks and all, and
KATIE KEHM: SMITH.
we are likewise aware that, without lies,
faith would die of starvation, as they are
The God of :Moses.
its natural food. But a reader without
[CONCLUDED.]
this l'(lntton fatth, with the capacious swalRAPID RivER, Mmn., July 16, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: In considering this sub- low, finds these mountainous lies insurject it is well to remember that the·Persians mountable. What sane man can believe
were a very bigoted race, looking upon that this little strip of rocky country could
themselvs as God's peculiar people, and raise two armies, one of 400,000 men, and
believing that all the nations of the earth the other 800,000 men, and that out of one
would become one in religion and rule, and army 500,000 men were slain in one day?
that religion and rule would be Persian, (2 Chron. xiii.) What sane man believes
and they had been trained in this belief, that JehoshBphat, on a small slice of this
from generation to generation, for hun- territory, kept a standing army nearly a
dreds, perhaps thousands of years. Now, million strong (2 Chron. xvii)? and this imwhen their long-cherished dream must hav mense army had t? be snpported on the
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internai resources of the country, as it had I of the reader to the great changes which
no seaboard, and the ships J ehosha.phat hav taken place in the religions beliefs of
built must hav sailed the sea of Galilee, as the people in the reign of King Hezekiah.
he did not. hav access to any other, and it, If the faiths of their· forefathers had rein comparison with som"' of our inland mained unshaken, to hav laid violent hands
lakes, is only a frog puddle. All we near on their serpent god, the god bequeathed
the time of N ebnohadnezzar the history them by their fotinder, which hatl been
becomes more Jndean and·les<J ·Persian, held sacred for hundreds of years, would
but still the reader is far from being pre- hav been looked upon by them as a sin of
pared ·for the final denouemtmt, where the most sacrilegious kind, and we may be
all the ablebodied men fit for his army, certain some great religions reformer must
found by Nebnchadnezzar throughout all hav arisen at this time and stamped his
the land, was seven thousand. And the doctrins on the hearts and lives of the
reader can only f'jacnlate, Great Jerusa- people, Without this, it would be as rtnlem, what a downcomel
intelligible to ns as the image-smashing
If we admit the double history, this is period of _John Knox in Scot.lanc1 with the
what we might expect, as of the early his- Refo~m~twn left out. ~c1 we beii_eve
tory of this insignificant tribe little would Per?Ia g~vs_ns the key to this, as sometnne
be known, but as it approached its end the d_nrmg their career when_ s~ttled in Per•
materials for manufacturina its history sta, Zoroaster, a great rehg~otts reformer,
· re1·Igwns
·
would become more plentit'nl"' and all they changed. . the c nrren ts of their
.
'
superstitiOns.
.
·
k new of It they, would learn from the
archives of Egypt and Chaldea. And we
And as the Greeks were a very inquiaitiv
believe this explains it all and iA all there p~ople, some of them would know the doois to it. It will. no doubt be a terrible trms of ~o~oaster as well as the priest~,
Shock to the superstitions to learn that he~ce t~I~ silence ab~ut all which caused
they hav deserted their god and are ador- this r~hgwns revolutiOn in the reign of
in~'( their devil ; bnt we are determined to ~ezekiah, and . they adopted the older
hew to the line, let the chips fall where ritual_ of worship, well knowing that thfl
they will.·
tea~hmgs of Zoroaster would hav betrayed
their secret to the Greeks. And there iR
Bv reading the last two chapters of little doubt that the rough edges had been
S·econd Kings, all honest readers will be ground off' this older ritual by Zoroaster
satisfied that this Jerusalem tribe cannot and his priests to reconcile it with their .own
be the people whose history is recorded in teachings, as we see the ad'l'anced priests
these books, as some of our one-year old of the present day are still applying the
Western towns in the number of inhab- emory. That their god was known by
itants could hav discounted all the land. several pet names we cannot doubt, as wu
All honest readers will likewise be satisfied see the Christ among onr own superstitions
that no women were carried captiv to people is the same, and that Jehovah was
Babylon, excepting the mother and wives one of these seems certain, as it has an
of Jehou.chin, and they must bav been as Aryan derivation; in this all philologistH
prolific as Australian rabbits jf their fami- agree. All the fundamental beliefs of thn
lies numbered over forty thousand at the Jews and Persians were identical, as readreturn from their captivitv ; and as Jehoa- ers can discover for themselvs by readinl!'
chin was kept in prison thirty-seven years, Bennett's" Gods and Religions of Ancient
who was the father of these families? And ai).d Modern Times," vol. ii., pp. 240-244.
we positivly assert that. no women were These books oug,ht to be in every bonae in
carried captiv, except those mentioned, or the land, as the information they contain
it would hav been recorded, as the smallest is invaluable, and must hav taken long
article taken by either Nebnchadnezzar or years and great patience and ability t•J
his captain N ebuzaradan, is mentioneo, even collect.
·
to the brass snuffers and firepan. Besides,
We will close this article by stating.tha~
it is a well-authenticated historical fact that as the Israelitish captivity. in Egypt hB~
when any of these Asiatic scourges sacked been so thoroughly exposed as fiction bv
city or land, as Nebnchadnezzar did these, so many able writers, we hav ref,·.ained
the women became the prey of the invader's from mentioning it. And we hav no doubt
army, and their mi.series were soon ended. if the exodus of the Persiana from A.ryanAnd any assertion that women (except ista is discovered, it will lay barl) thll
those mentioned) were carried captiv to source of the JewiH".
ToM WAT,Kmn
Babylon is a lie, told either ignorantly or
knowingly, as there is nothing in the story
ltiATRIU 0 NIA f,.
to lead any one to suppose such a thing.
Rank M!Lterialist, farmer age 30, on t,he Pacific
coast,
de~tres
to COI'resp.mrl with ment.n.l comrn.tlu
A remnant of the feeble and diseased left of 20to 25 yeurs.
Addre•s
COHMOf:!,
care TnUTH HF.P:KF.R.
by Nebuchadnezzar fled to Egypt, but
whether they reached there or died by the
way, they hav never been heard from.
The books Ezra and Nehemiah are fie
Wir ~nbctt fo(genbe 58tid)er in
tion, and no doubt were written by the
Persians residing in Jerusalem as props to beutfdjer 6~rndje, wefdje fe~r bertif)mt finb :
the shaky history they had manufactured
, ~it 3rrt~ftmcr
to save their lives ; and the Grecians must
t£inc
fritifcl]e :Seleucl]tung bes pentateucl] im
hav been approaching rapidly, as they bav
Eicl]t ber mobernen Weltan•
evidently been written in a hurry. In the
fcl]auung unb <Beftttung.
summing up of the Sham census there is
®. 3ngerfo11. \f3rei~ 50 @:ent~.
an error of several thousand, which with bon @:o{.
time to check .would not hav occurred.
This alone would condemn the books, but ~tt~ ~ci6
several statements they make throw di,.
~irdje
~nbe
credH on them; we will call attention teo
be~
3a~r~nnbcrt!J.
only one, Neh. xiii. 23, 24, "In those day~
also saw I Jews that had married wives of bon .Pclene .p. ®nrbener. \f3rei~ 50 @:ent~.
Ashdod,. of Ammon, and of Moab : and
their children spake half in the speech of
~otterblimmernng,"
Ashdod, and could not speak in the Jews• u
bon
@:o(.
®.
~ngerf
oll. \f3rei~ 25 @:ent~.
language, but according to the language
of each people." If this is not nonsense,
what is? Half-breeds do not make a half
m.lunbert~liter,"
language,. they talk the father's language
bon
3o~n \f3ed. \f3rei~ 20 @:ent~.
whole, or the mother's language whole,
sometimes both, and if these had spoken
according to the language of each people,
,
as one of the parents ·was a Jew, they
ober LEBON SENS,
would certainly hav spoken in the Jewish bes romifcl].fatolifcl]en priefters Jean Meslier.
language. This makes it clear that several
Uus bem §ran3ofifcl]cn ii&.erfet,;t l)on
languages were spoken in this colony or
~riiulelu lllnnll Rnoo4J.
mission, and had to be accounted for in 50( Seiten, ~cinwanb, $(.00; pap\er, 50 <&ts.
some manner, and that it was gMhere4 Diefe !3iicl]cr ftnb in papier.Umfcl]lag unb
from all the surrounding tribes. It is only
ffarem Drud'. Unfere beutfcl]en (efer
wasting time discussing these books, as the
foUten fie we it l)erbreiten.
two last chapters of Kings prove them a
•
fiction. And the Jewish return from capman abrefftre, "The Truth Seeker,"
tivity, with all that rests thereon, must 1 28 LAFA VETTE PLACE, New Yor-k.
~ake_its placewith_thefairytales and other P.ltlESTLY CELHUt.:\' KX I'USl<~ll
Illnswns of our childh?od.
.
B:r B:n. G. T• .ll'ox, lll.A,
Before closing we mll oall the attention 1 Prlae.a oena.
Addr11ae ,,.,a om .....

Wcutfd)c £rcibenlttr-GiidJtr.
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nub ibrc 6tcUnng 3nt
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G'lt:lZarsn' s (Sornsr.
Edited by Miss SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass;, to whom all OommunicationR tor this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark anci the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
CorneA a panse in th~> daY'A occupation•
That is known as the Children's Honr."

The Poor Little Toe.
• I am all tired ont," said the month with a Pont,
"I am all tired ont with talk."
" Jnpt wait," said the knee, "till yon're as lame
as can be,
And then hav to walk-walk-walk.''
"Mv wo~k," said the hand, "is the hardest in the
land.''
"Nay, mine is harder vet," said the brain.
" When yon toil.'' said the eye," as steadily as I,
"Why, then yon'lt hav reason to complain.''
Then a voice faint and low of the poor little toe
Spoke ont in the dark with a wail:
"It is seldom I complain, bnt yon all will bear
vonrpai:n
With more patience if yon hearken to mv tale.
I'm the youngest of five, and the others live and
thrive,
TheY are cared for and con•idered and admired.
1 am overlooked and ·snnbbed, I am pushed and
rubbed,
I am always sick an :I ailing, sore and tirerJ. ·
"Yet I c~~orry all the weight of the body, small
and gre&t,
Bnt no one ever praises what. I do.
I Am always in the wav, ancl 'tis I who hav to pay
For the folly and the pride of all of yon.''
Then the month and the brain and the hand said:
" 'TiR nlain,
Though tronbled be onr lives with woe,
The hardest Jot of all cloes certainly befall
'l'he ponr litt,]e, hnmble little toeThe rnbbed little, snnbbed little toe."
-Ella WMeler Wilco:t.

The Kansas Orphans' Home.
Sitnated just north of the city of Atchison, Kan., on one of the most commanding points in Eastern Kansas, is the
Soldiers' Orphans' Home, an institution
to which every Kans11.n points with a feeling of nride. The Home was founded in
1887 with Capt. John Pearson as snperinte~dent. The first children admitted to
the institution arrived July 1, 1887. and at
the end of the first fiscal year there were
one hundred and five children in the
Home-fifty-nine boys and forty-six girls.
There a~e at present almost two hundred
children in the institution.
The present superintendent is Colonel
Faulkner. He says that during his administration only one boy ran away that
never returned. Only one child has died
since Colonel Faulkner took charge, over
six years ago, and that was a colored girl,
who died with pneumonia. The children
are naturally healthy, and everything
combines to keep them in a healthy and
robust Qondition. They are trained to be
very regular in their habits, having a regular time for eating, sleeping, playing,
bathing. and everything else. They are
given a good wholesome diet, generally
consisting of bread-and-butter, oat-meal,
milk, onions, etc. Sometimes they are
given a Ht.tle mutton, and occasionally
bacon. The location is a healthful one,
which is another great advantage. One
thing I forgot to mention is that the children are never allowed to drink tea or
coffee.
The building, which is a large four-story
brick structure, is very neatly and conveniently arranged. There are two large,
spacious kitchens : two store rooms, in
which provisions, dry goods, and all kinds
of necessities are stored away; a large dining
room, containing twelve immense tables;
two regular school-rooms and one kindergarten; three tank rooms with big tanks
which supply the water for general nse ; a
uniform room, in which the bovs keep
their uniforms ; four dormitories ; several
large bath rooms; a large pl11.y room for
the boys, in which they indulge in games
and past.imes durin~ inclement weather ;
the girls' sitting room; several handsome
parlors; the employees' dining room; the
superintendent's private office and dining
room; besides numerous closets, pantries,
paint rooms, hallways, etc. Then there
are the buildings outside-two good sized
barns, one for horses, the other for cows ;
a hospital, which is rarely used ; and
a large shed-like structure, in which the
children hav various entertainments and
amusements. There are two fine wells,
four cisterns, and several windmills on the
place, besides an excellent spring. The

Home ie also provided with fourteen milk
cows which during the past year produced
about $826.65 worth of milk. The Home
is situated on a one hundred and sixty acre
tract of land, which is divided into eighty
acres of timber and eighty acres of cultivated land. The land is particularly
adapted to the cultivation of fruit and produce of all kinds. More than $1,000 worth
of agricultural products are raised annually. The soil is well adapted to timothy
and clover and much hay is put np on the
place Among the fruits raised may be
mentioned the blackberry, strawberry,
raspberry, gooseberry, plum, grape, apple,
pear, etc. A great many evergreens and
other ornamental shrubs add to the beauty
of the place.
The institution is provided with a library
of at least one thousand volumes. It was
named in honor of Col. John A. Martin,
the brave Kansas soldier and statesman.
Most of the books were donated by old
soldiers, who take great pride and interest
in the Home. The building is also
equipped with a steam laundry, and ma~
chinery for supplying the building with
gas. Many other improvements are con.templated providing the legislature makes
the necessary appropriations.
There are only five colored children in
the Rome-one boy and four girls. The
smallest child in the institution is little
Melvin Nail, who is about five years of age.
He is a very bright little chap and was a
great favorit with the old soldiers at the
Soldiers' Home, where he used to stay betore he entered the Orphans' Home. It
is interesting to look into the girls' sittingroom. Yon find them as busy as bees
with their sewing and other work. Mrs.
Faulkner, wife of the superintendent, is a
very kind and hospitable woman, and the
children fairly worship her. Whenever
there is a public parade or demonstration
in Atchison the children of the Home
always participate, and they make a splendid showing. Picnics are often allowed
the little ones in the fine grove near the
Home, and they are occasionally taken
away on fishing excursions. No pains are
spared to make the children happy and
contented at all times. They are taught
to be patriotic, self-reliant, and indnstri~
ons, and in fact there cannot be found in
the country a more fitting example of the
proper training of children than this Home
affords.
Gr:oRGE J. REMSBURG.
AtchiBon, Kan.

Correspondence.

called me np to recite. I read the lesson
quite glibly and spelt kid ~ll ri~ht. •: ~nd
now, my little girl," she mqmred, glVmg
me a friendly pat on the head, " can yon
spell box?" "Oh, yes," I lispe~ "I can
spell that too, b o k, box " "_c,j o," said
the teacher, "that is not right. I plainly
see that yon hav been looking at the. kid
too much; now go to your seat and look at
the box more and at the little word that
spells it. · Study hard, and yon will get so
yon can spell it as readily as yon can kid."
And my kind teacher, to further encourage me, told me that Rome was not built
in a day. I felt grateful so her for that. bit
of information. Somehow it seemed to
brace me np wonderfnlly, and I returned
to my study of the kid on the box with renewed interest. I had heard something of
a man by the name of Julina Crosar, that
he was a Roman of the Romans, one of the
mighty ones of the earth, a man that was
greatly looked np to, and I wondered if
Mr. Crosar, when a little boy, had for his
edification and instruction to study a kid
on a box.
" Imperial Crosar dead and turned to clay,
Might stop a hole to keep the wind away. '•
I will say for Miss Baker that she was a
kind and faithful teacher and tried very
hard to teach the young ideas how to shoot.
A little incident connected with my first
term at school is still fresh in my memory.
My mother had made me a pretty little
ann-bonnet, trimmed it with ribbons and
ruffles, flO that it was a very tasty little
affair. Bnt I did not like to wear it. On
my way t.o school I got into the habit of
taking off my bonnet and throwing it down
into the dirt and letting the cool breezes of
heaven play over my heated brow. When
it came to the knowledge of my mother,
she took me and gave me a solemn spanking. I must hav been a terrible infant, a
bold, defiant babe, and I was indiscreet
enough to bawl out, "I don't care for that,
mother; I don't care, vou did not make me
sting any way." "Very well," she said,
"then I will repeat the dose," and she did
so. The next time she made such a vigorous application of her slipper that I had
no further remarks to o:fler. I. was a
sadder and somewhat wiser child, and with
anger in my heart and tears in my eyes, I
went ont and made 11- mnd pie, my .favorit
amusement in days of yore.
MIRIAM.

How's This!

8ooks by Helen H. Gardener.

New Edition, Revised a.nd Enl&rged.

Men, Women and Gods.
Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

2'114 Trade Su:p:pZted at S:pectaz IJtscoo:nu.

IS THIS YOUR SOB. MY lORD 1
\ .l!"'ascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.
1\'rioo, cloth. $1: IJaper. 50 cantil.

PRAY YOU, .8/R, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?
A

NE'W NOVEL.

Prioe, cloth, $1.

Paper, 50 cents.

Pushed
by Unseen Hands~
SHORT STORIES.
Price, cloth $1.

Paper, 50 cents.

A Thoughtless Yes.

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
CONTENTS:
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
A Splendid Jud_ge of a Woman The Lad;v of the
cured bv Hall's fl~tarrh Cure,
Clnb-Under
Protest
-For the Prosecnt10n-A
F. J. CHENEY &CO, Props., Toledo,O.
Rnsty Link in the Chain-The Boler Honse
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Mystery-The Time-Look of Onr Ancestors- Florence Campbell's
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe
Fate-My Patient's 1 Fate.
him perfectly honorable in all business
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
transactions and financially able to carry
ont any obligations made by their firm.
WEST & TRuAx, Wholesale Druggists,
'l'oledo, 0.
·
.
CONTENTS:
WALDING, KINNAN & MARviN, Wholesale P eface-The Fiction
of Fiction•-ADay in Co art
Druggists, Toledo, 0.
-Throw 1 in Wft.h the City's Dead -An IrreHall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
spon ible Educated Cla•s-The Moral Responsibility of Woman in Heredityacting directly upon the blood and mucous
Woman as an Annex -Sex in Brain- ·
surfaces of the system. Price, 75c., per
Heredity in 1 tq Relati 'llR to a
bottle. Sold by all Druggists. T~stimo
Donble Standard of MoralsDivor~e and the Pronials free.
posed Nati mal Law

Facts and Fictions of Life.

CARLSBA.D, CAL., July 18, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN AND CoRNERITEs: It
has been a long time since I wrote to the
Corner, bnt as my last was printed it givs
me courage to try it again. The good
Christians here in this place are in a wran-Lawsnit or Leggle over their church. J he church in the
acy-Coml)lon
first place was built by the townspeopleSenRe m
everybody donated something, money or
Snrgery.
work, and sometimes both, bnt after
Cloth, 11; paper, 50 cents.
A
LECTURE
awhile the church goers got it. in their
names and then mortgaged it to some
By Daniel T . .ADJ.eS.
other denomination in another town above
Orthodoxy a.nd its falsity-Evolution and its
here. So they got notice to raise the truthfnlnes•, WO'lderfu!ly and convincingly preprice or they would take the church down. senterl in a nutshell.
No liberal th•nke• should fail to read it,
Well. of course they conlrl not raise the
Ringle CO\)Y postpaid, 15 cts; two copies, 25 cts.
By HELEN H, GARDENER.
necessary and they took it down. Now
L \beral discounts to agents.
Addrtss
DANIEL T. A'dES,
they are trying to take the organ and furOntJ
of
Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
~02 Broadway, New York.
niture, bnt that was bought after they had
Strongest Lectures Against
given the mortgage, and they say they will
the Bible.
THE
THE
not giv it up. They hav it in a private
Every
Woman
Should Read It
building lonked np, and .are going to law
and
about it. L9t the good work go on. If
AND
they would get a mortgage on. a few more,
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
);>rice. 10 cents. Address this office.
tear them down and not put them up
OB
again, we would hav a better country
after awhile. The summer season has THE CONFLIUf BETWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE ASECULAR MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL
opened np here, bnt times are so hard
AND THEOLOGY.
AND
there are not as many tourists as in years
before. These aTe nice Democratic times.
COLLEGTION
OF
SECULAR HYMNS.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
For fear of the waste basket, I will close.
Bv A. R. AYRES.
with
a
preface
by
From your Liberal friend,
"A good book written with a purpose."
H.. G. INGERSOLL.
CLINT CULVER.
Price, 25 cents.

Orthodoxy vs. Evolution.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

BRAIN

PROVIDENCE, July 30, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXON: As yon are interested in educational matters you may be
glad .. to hear that I hav been trying to
gather np some of the loose ends of my
education. I was four years old when I
began to go to school. The sohool was
kept by a maiden lady from Cape Cod.
She put a primer into my hands, and I was
told to study my lesson. It was about a
little kid that stood nn a box. "Can a kid
stand nn the box? Yes; a kid can stand on
a box." I studied that kid well. I admired
·the grace and symmetry of his limbs, his
bold and fearless pose, his large lustrous
eyes; but when I espied the horns on his
head, they appeared to my childish mind
like a pair of battering rams sprouting
from the top of his sknll. My teacher

BIBLE;

This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethonght. Its arguments are based
npon scientific phrenol.gy, and appeal directly
to the reader's ser.se of fogic and love of justice.
It ts eloqnent as well as convincing.
l'rice, Cloth, $1.
Address
THETBUTHSEEKER.

Addrf\RS

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Agents Wanted!

We believe that not. only can good be done bnt
money made by any Lib•ral who will canva•s for
onr book "Old Testam<~nt Stories Comically Illustrated.'' In fact we know one man who worked
at it bnt a. few honrs w•ekly and sod nearly
fiftv copies in a month. The price is low; everyBy EMILE ZOLA.
body knows the Old Testament stories, and
Translate a trom tne French by Bent. R. Tucleer. nearly everybody wonld like a book applving
nineteevth-centnry wit anil knowledge to theTO.
In this his latest story Zola takes four typical People li!<e to ltngh. Reverence for the Olci
marria<res-one from the nobility, one from the •restament tales h~s 'arl!'ely di•apreared ani!
lJouroeotste. one from the petty lJouroeoiste, and i!>kes at the e'l:p•ns• of Jonah •nd Joseph and
one from the working-people-and describes, with Es m and Samson and n y;q, and the other worall the power of hi~ wondrons art, how each orig- thios or nnsavorv repntatinn, are keenlY apvreinates, by what motive each is insPired, how each cioted. It saelllB to ns that the book ,.m sell at
sight. It d<'eR here in the ~tore. Lioerals ont of
is consummated, and how each resnlts.
employment will find thi~ a good way to make an
Price, L:> Centoo.
honest dollar.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Tenns to Agents Sent on Application.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKEB-

Modern Marriage.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, AUGUST 1.8, 1.894.

Unless otherwi_se specified, all publications noticed here can be had oj THE
TRUTH SEEKER OoMPANY, at the price
named.
OHUROH PROPERTY : SnoULD IT BE ExEMPT FROM TAXATION. Reasons Wh:v It
Should Not. Truth Seeker Oo., New
York. Price, 15 cents.
"If yon exempt the property of any
church organization, to that extent yon
impose a tax upon the whole community"
(JamesA. Garfield).
Not long since, a symposium on the
question, "Why Don't Yon Go to
Ohurch?" was a leading feature in three
snccessiv issues of the. Sunday Herald,
Ohicago. Two of these issues hav been
examined in Luoifer's office. That of
May 13th contains 15 columns of reasons,
from some sixty writers. That of May 20th
contains 28 columns of letters by a proportionate number of correspondents giving reasons why they no longer attend a
place of public worship. Though not
often stated in so many words, the impression received by reading these letters
is that a leading reason for non-attendance
at church is that the moral atmosphere of
these institutions is stifling and unwholesome; that the tendency of church association is not toward honesty, justice, and
fraternity, but the reverse; that workin~
women and men, the real producers of all
wealth, are coming to recognize the
church as in league with their natural
enemy, the plutocrat; that an institution
which habitually shirks its equal share of
public burdens, and which is notoriously
the recipient of plunder stolen by rich
robbers from its rightful owners, cannot
be patronized by these victims of robbery
without loss of all self·respect.
In his editorial closing the symposium
the editor of the Herald uses the following vflry significant language:
"If it be true that but one-half of one
per cent of Ohicago's population goes to
church, it is high time that church members were' earnestly seeking the cause of
the defection, which, if unchecked~ must
soon lead to annihilation of the church as
at present organized."
The editor does not say that "but onehalf of one per cent " go to church, but
evidently considers the percentage very
small.
Now the question: naturally arises, Why
should the non-church"goers, constituting
the overwhelming majority of citizens in
a so called free republic, be taxed millions
upon millions of dollars for the benefit of
church-goers, constituting a very small
minority of such citizens?
As a contribution to the already large
aggregate of literature !lemanding the
abolition of unjust and .unconstitutional
privileges now usurped by the church, the
book entitled, "Ohnrch Property-Should
It Be Exempt from Taxation?" is one of
the very best.-hucifer.
This little book contains exhanstiv statistics of the property of the various
churches and religions sects in the United
States. Next are given the reasons why
church property should be exempt from
taxation. These reasons are critically examined and conclnsivly proven to be of no
value. It has been said that church property is non-prodnctiv, and hence, as such,
should not be taxed. This is untrue.
First, a great part of the church property
is hi~hly prodnctiv ; and, secondly, as a.
mere justice also the non-prodnctiv property should be taxed. It is furthermore
stated that the churches render the commonwealth important moral services. All
right ; but there is no morality witho.nt
justice ; and it is an injustice when one exempts the property of one party, and thus
creates an additional burden upon the
remainder. Exemption from taxation of
church property is furthermore in opposition to religions liberty, because through it
a minority is compelled to pay indirectly
a tax for the propa~ation of thflologic opinions of the major1ty.-New York fjtaatZeitung.
PROGRESS. An attempt to
Prove that the Pursuit of Pleasure is the
8ine qua non of Intellectual, Moral, and
Socia! Development, and that the Promotion of Pleasure is the Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship. By Albert M. Lorentz, LL B. Oloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
In·a. pamphlet of four hundred pages entied ''Pleasure an <I. Progress," pn blished by
the Truth Seeker Oompany of New York,
Albert M. Lorentz discusses the relation of
man's appetites to his real enjoyments.
He attempts to prove that the pursuit of
pleasure is the sine qua non of intellectual,
moral, and social development, and that
the promotion of pleasure is the duty of
philanthropy and statesmanship. The anthor covers a great deal of ground, and
with sentences which are almost nniformly
so short that they suggest the possibility
PLEASURE AND

of an effort to write blank verse, each line
of which should end with a period. The
author makes many statements of facts,
only to lead up to conclusions which are
open to question, and some of which are
decidedly erroneous. For instance he
admits that civilized man has progre'ssed
to a greater liberty in religion and government than of yore, but says that ''in commerce leaders are becoming absolute mas~ers, and followers are becoming abJect slaves. Wherever capitalism is in
vogue the baleful influences of despotism·
are . be~oming apparent. Oapitalists are
begnuung to rely for success less on ingenious contrivances and more on contraction of wages. The degradation of
the workman is even more pronounced
than that of the capitalist. All opportunities to advance are foreclosed. It is most
emphatically true that the average worker
cannot obtain a position that educates his
noblest faculties.
He· fosters only. the
tractability of slaves." And much more
to the same purpose.
But while the author seems to think the
condition of the workingman tends to
grow worse and that of the capitalist more
dictatorial and oppressiv, he is entitled to
the credit of repudiating Socialism as a
cure for the evil. He says: "Socialism
would rob diligence and reward indolence,
impoverish frugality and enrich extravagance, despoil ingenuity and aggrandize
stupidity. Diligence would hav to serve
indolence, intelligence be enslaved to illiteracy, purity. pander to obscenity, and
dextenty drudge for awkwardness. Such
a scheme is evidently fatal to progess. No
one can fail to perceive this unless he is
already steeped in Socialism. The trouble
with Socialists is that they do not, like
Hamlet, hesitate to fly to evils that they
know not of. They see the snflering entailed
by abandoning competence, but not the
evils entailed by rewarding incompetence.
They see the demoralization caused by
fostering plutocracy, but not the injustice
of plundering worth."-Ohica,qo Tribune.
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in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not a.re&l benefit to m&n.
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Goma of ~Aoug'h.t.
THE habit of worship is sacred only by
inheritance.-Investigator.
So far as one can judge from the past,
Ainerioan politics has a fatal tendency to
ruin any legitimate business on earth.Galveston News.
IF the wretched are unknown or but
vaguely known~ all the demerits they may
hav are ignorea, and thus it happens tbat
when the miseries of the poor are dilated
upon, they are thought of as the miseries
of the deserving poor, instead of beingthought of as the m1senes of the undeservmg poor, which in large measure they
should be.- Herbert l;pencer.
PRoTESTANT ministers cried out against
Galileo's assertion uf the earth's movement
just as loudly as Catholic priests; indeed,
1t was observed that here, for the first
time, ministers and priests agreed; and
Descartes wrote that there was a good time
coming for the theory of the earth's motion, as the prieilts would probably begin
to allow it now that all the ministers condemned it.-Matthew.Arnold.
SUPPOSE, for the sake of argument, we
accept the inequality of the sexes as one of
nature's immutable laws;. call it a fact that
wom.en are inferior to men in mind, morals,
and physique, why should this settle or
materially affect the subject of so-called
woman's rights? Would not this very in·
feriority be a reason why every advantage
should be given to the weaker sex, not only
for its own good, but for the highest development of the race ?-Huxley.
THE business of the country ifl not carried
on by political parties ; it is based upon
the resources of the continent, upon the
farm, the forest, and the mine, and the
daily toil of humble men. When the
farmer of the South, feeling the airs of
the warm Gulf, and looking out upon a
whitening cotton field, cries in di~tress,
and is answered by theN orthwestern wheat
grower, who stands upon his mortgaged
farm, a hopeless debtor amid his golden
sheaves, there are deep causes of trouble
that only the shallow politician or the partisan of the hour would attribute to the
changes suggested by an election.-John
.E. Russell.
TRUE morality can come only by material existence, andits exh1 bition in us only
by living the laws of our material life. A
sick body is never truly moral. To liv the
laws of health is the road to xnorality. We
hav two feet, two eyes, two ear10, wherewith to walk, to see, to hear. To try to·
walk on one foot, to see with one eye, to
hear with one ear, will not make for us
our fullest enjoyment. Neither does one
principle of the mind ridden to death.
One note of the piano does not make the
richest tone ; a chord in unison makes
sweeter music. The analogy is as complete for the fullest tones in the life of
human action as in the instruments for his
action.-R. J. Drummond, in .Secular
Thought.
CULTURE often miscarries. It piles its
knowledge of fragments and details and
fails to see the law by which the pile stands.
It builds its mountain and misses the
mountain's secret. It does not for- one
moment suspect that it has worked that it
might at day's-end ·mount the hill it has
built and see the proruised land. There are
evil possibilities in culture which must not
go unchallenged and unchecked. They
throw discredit upon the human. They
undertake to do their work apart from
large social interests. The great streams
pass by and the scholar fears to embark.
Social benefit does not [always] find its
origin in laboratories and libraries. The
average professor, like the average priest,
is subsidized, if not by his positiOn, then
by unconscious inclinations which defer
the human call to artistic beauty or technical skilL-Horace L. 'lraubel,
WHAT marriage may be in the case of
two persons of cultivated faculties, identical
in opinions and purposes, between whom
exists that best kind of equality, similarity
of powers and capacities with reciprocal
superiority in them, so that each can enjoy
the pleasure of looking up to the other,
and can hav alternately the pleasure of
leading and of being led in the path of development, I will not attempt to describe.
To those who can conceive it, there is no
need ; to those who cannot, it would appear the dream of an enthusiast. But I
maintain, with the profoundest conviction,
that this, and this only, is the ideal of
marriage, and that all opinions, customs,
and institutions which favor any other notion of it, or turn the conceptions or aspirations connected with it into any other
direction, by whatever pretenses they may
be coloredi are relics of primitivbarbarism.
The mora .regeneration of mankind will
really commence only when the most fundamental of social relations is placed under
the rule of equal jmtico, and when human
beings learn to cultivate their strongest
sympathy with an equal in rights and cul~vation.-Jo/m !Stuart Mitt,
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RIGHT. LIVING.
By SUSAN

H. WIXON.

Ethics as Understood by a Student of Science. Sixty Cbavters, as follows:
Right Living,
What is Hy-pocrisy 1
In Re!!'ard to Concealed Vice,
What is Morality?
Conscience or Moral Sense,
Beant1fnl Charity,
What is Ignorance?
Selfishness, the Menace of So- Fidelity. the Giver of Strength
Knowledge the Great Treasure,
m~ty.
and Honor,
·
Concerning Educatwn,
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Value of Wealth,
Conduct· or Right Doing
Life,
Avarice, Not a Means to Life's
Virtue, the Illuminator of Life, Is Reverence a Duty?
Best End,
Prudence, an Economy_ of Life, Self-Reliance,
Good Nature, one of Life's Best
What Know Ye of Jnstice?.
Self-Control,
Blossoms,
Fortit nde a Noble Possesswn,
Self-ResQ_ect
Reaspn and Free Inquiry.
Temperance and Intemperance, Foolish Pride and Silly Prejn- Free Speech,
Is the Use of Tobacco Dangerdice,
A Free PreRs,
ons?
Anger, the Distorter,
Rights of Animals.,
Cultivation of Individnalit:l",
The Angel of Forgiveness;
Rights of Children,
Character, a Jewel of Great Price, Observation a Great Facnltf~
Human Rights; or the Equality
Idleness, another Name for Loss, Perseveran,e, the Friend of man,
of Man.
Industry, the Staff of Life,
Punctuality, a Promoter of Snc- Moral Cleanlines"-'.
.
Value of a Trade,
cess
Politeness. The u-entlemaB
Recreation a Necessity,
The Difficulties of Life,
Politeness. -Continued.- The
Games of Chance,
Temptation, the Demon on the
Gentlewoman,
'l'rnth and l!'alsehood,
h•~hway,
Best Society,
What is an Oath? or the Worth Habtt, Second Nature,
Progress; or Enlightenment:
of a Promise.Power of Will,
Wisdom.
Fraud a Crime,
Courage, a Necessity to Right
'l'he Poison of Slander,
Living.
Miss Wixon has taken as her mottoes in writing this beautiful book of 292 pages-which she
has dedicated to the memory of her father and mother-these sentences from the works of a great
synthetic philosopher and a gifted liberal minister:
As wttl! the pl!ystoal, so with the etliical. A belief, as vet fitfUl ana partial, is beqinninu to
spreaa amongst men, that here, also, there is an inaissoluble bona between cause ana consequence, an
inexorable destiny, a law whtch rt,ltereoh 1~ot.-ff~rbert Spencer.
Livtnu is an Art, a method of expresstnu ureat conceptions: in fact, the hi(lhest method, the
noblest ar the Arts.-Thomas Starr King.

Right Living" is well bound in cloth and printed on good paper.

PRICE, $1.00.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Pleasure and Progress.
AN ATTEMPT TO l'BOVE THAT

The Pursuit of Pleasure is the Sine Qua Non of Intellectnal, Moral, and Social
Development, and that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship.
By Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
CONTENTS:
.
BooK I.-PLEASURE: Chap. I.-Sonl'ces of, Pleasure. Chap. TI.-Material Pleasures. Chap. ill.Ideal Pleasure•. Chap IV -Somal Pleasures. Chap. V.-Pleasnres of the Savage, the
Barbo.rian and the Civ•lized. Ch<t,p. VI.- Genesis of religions. Chap. VTI.-Christianity.
BooK Il.-INTELLEOTUAL DEVELOPMENT: Cha11. I.-Purpose of life. Chap, ll-Material Pleaeures.
Chap. IIL-Ideal Pleasures: Knowle_<!ge. Chap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Reason. Chap.-V.
Ide!ll Pleasures: Character. Chap. VI.-Socia Pleasures. Chap. VTI.-Pedagogical Despotlsm.
BooK III.-MoRAL DEVELOPJ!IENT: Chap. I.-Morality. Chap. TI.-Material Pleasures: Prudence.
Chap. HI.-Matena.l Pleasn~e~:. Refinement. Cha.p. ~.-Ideal Pleasnres: Foresi_ght,
Chap. V.-Ideal ~leasnres: C1vilizatwn. Cb,ap. VI.-Somal Pleasures. Chap. VII,-Vice
Caused by Restramt.
BooK IV.-S<:~orp. DEVELOPI\[ENT: Chap. I.-1>rogr~ss. Chap. H.-Protection, Capitalism, and
Somali~m: Reslle~t1vly an Actual_, !tn Immmenp, and a Proposed Violation of Individual
Sovereif,nty. Chap. ill -:-C!Jnditwn of AgrlCnltnre. Chap. IV. Pn·blic Schools, the
f e~:i D~~~rd~~~el of l:!omal1sm. Chap. V.-Province of Government. Chap. VI.-Onr
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Here are some of the ·verdicts on tl.lis remarkable production which have been rendered by
men who are in every way qualified as judges of books:
·
This iRa spirit~d, Tattling ~or~ of 11: book that skates right along over the deepest subject with
out mu. h thought whether the lCe 1s thm or not. It !tUSWers the greatest questwn-What is the
us , obJect, mot>ve, purpos~ and summum bonum of llfe, a.nd the real cam6 and motive of progress?
-by on~ word Plea~ure !-'l'ha<ldeus B. Wakeman,
He sharp'ty attaeks, al•o,, mod\lrn meth9ds of !ldnnation, and in this he is most abundantly
borpe out oy the fants, an 1 h1s arra!gnment 1s practlCally unanswerable. His book is altogether a
cnrwns andsnggest1ve one.;-Neto York OO'Tnmercial Advertiser.
·l'pe man who wrote th1s boojt knows how to write a book, and knows what he is writing about.
There 1s not a padded sentence m the volume, not an attempt to fill up with words for la.ok of
knowle<!ge. The author deals hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for realities and
truth. W ~ do not see how a.nyon!l can re•.d thi)l book a:nd disagree with the leading 11rot>ositions,
The work 1s good; every chapter 1s worth .readm~. It 1s a work of common-sense Socialism.
The
chapter on pnbhc schools ought to J?e pnt mto a trac~ a,nd sent _to every teacher in the land. Thousands of sAntences are.worthy pf bemg framed as poht1eal maXlms and hung up all over the nation.
th~ book deserves a_w1de read•ng.,r..,uot onlv for its literary style, which is clear and incisive, but for
its bold, honest sa.ymgs.-L K. washburn.
After yon read this b'lok yon will be as enthusiastic in praise of it as are the eloqnen.t editor of the
Investigator· and the gallant President of the Oanadian Secular Union,
Pleasure and Progress" has 398 pages, i• splendidly printed from large, clear type, on excellent pa.per, and cosM, bound in cloth, $I; paper covers, 50 cents.
Adclress
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Pl., New York, N.Y.
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Rawlinson, M.A. 75 cents.
The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer. 75 cts.
Political Science, containing Physics and Politics. An Application of the Principles of
Natural Rcience to Political Society, by
Walter Bagehot; and ffistory of t}le Science
of Politic;, by Frederick Pollock. 75 cents.
Science and Crime...!!.nd Science and Poet•y, with
other essays. jjy Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E.
Two·books in one volume. 75 cents.
The Land Question: Containing the Hiftory of
Land Holding in England by Jogeph Fisher,
F.R.H.S.; and Historical Sketch of the Distribution of Land in England, by William
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents.
The Black Death: an account of the Great Pestilence of the fourteenth century, and the
Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages. By J. F.
C. Hecker, M.D. Two boolls in one volume.
75 cents.
Bound Volume of Hnmb'lldt Library, containing
numbers 92 to I03. $2.
.
GlimPses of Nature. By Andrew Wilson, F R.
S.E., F.L S., with 35 Illustratio os. $1.
Illusions: A Psychological Study. By James
Sully. 75 cents.
A Vindication of the Right> of Women with
Strictures on Political and Moral Subjects.
By Mary Wollstonecraft. $1.
The Genesis of Science and ·the Factors of Organic Evolution. Both by Herbert Spencer
in one volume 75 cants.
Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. B:l" Sir John Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S., M.P., D.U.L., LL.D., with
numerous illustrations. '75 cents.
Geological Sketches at Home and Abroad. By
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents.
Current Discussion in Science, and Scientific AsQ.ect of some Familiar Thingi. By W. M.
Williams, F.C.S. Two books m one volume.
75 cents.
Charles Darwin; His Life and v; ork. By Grant
Allen. 75 cents.'
Upon the Origin of Alpine and Italj.an Lakes:
and upon Glacial Erosion. A series of papers
I:!Y Sir A. C. Ramsay. l!'.R.S.,__president of the
Geological Society. John l:lall, M.R.I.A., F.
L.S ..._ etc. Sir Roderick Murchison, F.R,S.,
D.C ..u., pre•ident of the Royal Geographical
Society, Prof. A; Sturler, of Berne. Prof. A.
Favre, of Geneva. Edward Whymper. With
an Introduction, and Note< upon the ('rigin
and History of the Great LakAR of North
America by Prof. J. W. >~pencer, State GeologiRt of Georgia. J\!Iaps , and illustrations.
Uloth, 75 cents,
The Pleasures of Life. By Sir John Lubbock,
Bart. 75 cents.
·The Mystery of Matter, and The PhilosophY of
, I~norance ·rhe ~ s'ential Nature of Religion.
B" J Allanson Pict.on. Two boo as in one volume. Cloth, 75 ceDts.
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.An explanation of t~e origin of the God Ide!t, and the mental processes that led to the formation 28 >LAFAYETTE PLACE. New York •
of 1dol~ and the worsh1p of them. From the_t1me of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reformation and
h1s bamshment for heresy and blasphemy agamst the Chatdean 1dols, to Christ's coming the _:principalch.aractexs are analyzed an~ shown to b,e hnma~, by thought and deed. It is made piain that the
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THE ONLY ACTUAL CURATIVE
RIGllTEOUB wife (at breakfast): "Henry,
AGENT OF ITS KIND.
will yon ask a blessing?" Henry (examining hash): "We've blessed everything·
here before, dear."-Life.
-in a bottle-small size-and
PARSON (after telling the story nf the
EVERY DROP EFFECTIVE
good Samaritan): "Why did the Levite
pass by on the other side?" Bright Boy:
in curing that troublesome
"BecanRe the man had been robbed
CAT~RRH, LAMENESS,
already."
R ... EUMATISM, SPRAIN,
"I WAS surprised when I hearn that
Grabrox had joine~ the church." . "I
MOSQUITO BITE, PILES,
wasn't. I happened to be present when he
SUNBURN., BRUISE,
and his business partner shook dice to se<~
which member of the firm should join."
WOUND, OR ANY PAIN
-London. Freethinker.
from which you are suffering.
A OLERGYMAN tells this story. Leaving
USE I.T AFTER SHA VI.NG.
his parish, while on a holiday, in care of a
locum tenens, a visitor to the parsonage
A discriminating intelli1 gent purchaser demands
one day inquired of the servant for the
f}
U
J.LITY.
Large bottles-and large
clergymen. This was Biddy's answer:
profits·-to unscrupulous vendeJ:s do
"No, sir; the incumbrance is not at home,
not compen~ate for days of pain and
but yon can see the local demons if yon
nights of torture that may be avoided
like."
by insisting that no weak substitute
ADAM was the only man in history who
be oft"ered in place of the GENUINE
died before he was born; for he was never
born at all; he was manufactured. He
was full-grown the first day although he
nevAr grew at all; and St. Augustine conMADE (fflLY BY
tended that he was thirty years of age on
POND S FXTRACT CO •• 76 Fifth Ave., New York.
the day of his birth. Adam never had a
father nor a mother, and he was never a
baby. He was an old Atager from the beThe Living Waters.
ginning.- Wallace Nelson.
To tho~e who need a medicin, remember
SYDNEY SMITH was sitting at breakfast that,Water of Life is one of the best, and
one morning at Oombe Florey, when a will cure the stomaoh,liver, and kidneys.
poor woman came begging him to christen Large pamphlet free,- 34, S. Main st.,
her new-born infant without loss of time, Wilkesbarre, Pa. J. R. Perry, mgr. 21t18
as she thought it was dying. He instantly
went to her cottage, and on his return was ALL styles of watches from $1.88 np. Ha"'ldgreeted by queries as to what state he had some catalogne free. Safe Watch Co., 9 Murray
52t19
left the child in. "Why," said he. "I street, New York.
just gave it a dose of castor oil, and then
I christened it; so now the poor child is
rea·dy f'lr either world,"-London Freethinker.
ARGUMENT
ON a recent Lord's day. a five-year-old
IN TKE
boy was visiting pis grandparents, who are
perfectly orthodox on Sunday observance.
A Sunday newspaper had inadvertently
At Morristown, N. J,
been placed on the front doorstep, The
child in innocent delight picked it up and
This is the greatestargnment ever made in a case
handed it to his grandfather with the re- of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
Christians use force to repress free
mark: "Here, grandfather, is the Sunday .long as the
It's legal acumen is unsurpassed, its elonewspaper." His grandfather, in apparent speech.
quence never equaled. Wherever Christian persurprise atthe unusual visitor, said: "No, secution is going on this argument should be
circulated, read to the Christians, and. exmy child, grandpa doesn't read Sunday freely
tlOUnded on every occasion.
newspapers." "What!" said little SidIn paper, 25 oents; in oloth, 50 oentl!.
ney, who had heard his grandpa say we
A.ddreu
TBE TBtlTB 1 ) l 1
should love the Sabbath and keep the day
holy, "Yon think so much of the Sabbath, and won't read the Sunday newsTHE
paper. Why, my papa'don't do very much
for Sunday, but he reads the Sunday newspaper."- Christian Advocate.
-DR,J>HARAOH'S DAUGHTER AND MOSES,
Why Should the Atheist Fear to Die ?
Whin Pharaoh's daughter
Price, 5 cents
13y J. G. ROLYOAKE.
Wint down to the water,
Shure, there was young Moses a swimmin'
around,
Wid his basket all handy,
And a shtick of shwat11 candy,
To kape him from crying until he was
An Exposition of the·Darwinian Theory.
found.
By GEORGE J. RoMANES,
Says she to a Paythan:
".Bring here the young hathen;
A systematicExjlosition Qf what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
Your trotters be shakin', ye lazy colleen.
service to the !l'eneral reader rather than to pro.
If the wather once wets him,
fe"sed natnrallsts.
Or the alligators gets him,
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the moat
interesting of En~lish writers _m>on evolution,
It's no crocodile tears ye'll be sheddin', besides
ranking w1th Professor Huxley in scienI ween."
tific knowledge and ability. And thie 1s a. part of
his conclusion regan:ng the great subJect of
. So whin from his swimmin'
Design, to which the r;hnrch so often refers:
He was brought to the wimmin',
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adapta.Faith, it shows how the blarney's a female's tion or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
chief joy,
evidence of natural .causation, while nowhere do
A nate boy he was makin',
we meet with any independent eTidence of
Just as sure as I'm spakin',
•npernatnral design. . . . Adaptation and
are alike receiving their explanation at
'' Begorra," says sbe1 ' ' he's the broth of beanty
the hands of a purely mechanical philoRophy...
a boy."
- University Courier.
All nature has thus been transforme<l before the
view of tht> preRent gpneration m a manner, and
OLD HYMN-NEW VERSION.
to an extent that has never before been poss1ble;
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Col. R. G. Ingersoll's

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,

LOGIC OF

Darwin anf After Darwin.

(Thoughts cro•sing tl1e mind of the writer
while ho-ing potatoe~ and humming over an old
Methodist hymn.)

'' God moves in a mysterious way
His wonders to perform;"
He sends along potato-bugs,
And whirlwind, hail and storm.
"Deep in unfathomable mines
Of never-failing skill,"
He herds the pE>sky critters there,
And sends them forth at will.
Ye hardy toilers, "courage take;
The clouds ye so much dread,"
Are millions of potato-bugsGod's blessing on your head,
"Judge not the Lord by feeble sense,
But trust him for his grace;"
Behind that cfond of buzzing things
He's laughing in your face.
'' His purposes will ripen fast."
So will that ominous horde
Gobble up my small potato patch,
And I must thank the Lord.
"Blind unbelief is sure to err!"
Such nonsense givs me pain,
If God made bugs for any good
He'd better try a~:ain.
-0. Naylor, in ~ecular Thought,

and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place haR taken pla\Je in the direction of natnral1sm, &nd this to the .extent of rendflring t~e
mechanical interpretatwn of nature nmversal, 1t
is no wonder if the religions m~nd has sn~denly
awakened to a new and a temble force .m the
words of its traditional enemy-Where 1s now
th God?"
18.finUTH SEEKER.

Illnstratefd<J!;8~e, c~trE

··With Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knee ..,
A new edition of that splendid ~rose JJ9em,
"Life," by "the prince of orators,' Col. R. G.
ln!l'ersoll. It is larger and better than the old
ed1tion, and can be framed or olaced upon the
table as an ornament. In the center of the nard
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the bally,
urronnded by the prose poem, which has been
truthfully described as, "one of the masterpieces
of the orator and J?Oet· who now, as far as we
knnw, stands alone m the living world." It will
make a deli~htfnl present, and will be a •onvenir
• not only of mtellegtna\. greatness, but of artln~io
workmanshio. It 1s prmted on heavy boar.!, g1lt
boveled edge. The s1ze is 12x16 inches, a.n<i the
pl"ice only?5 cents, post-paid.
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GHOST OF ST. JOHNS,
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The Bible: What Is IU A pamphlet containing eight chapters. in refnt~ti,on of thef
assumption that the Bible is a dlVme book o
Jlnre thought, and correct in all its utterances.
Price, 25 cents.

Studies In Theology. A clear expoaition
of the biblical story_ of man's "creation," and
"CJlrse," theologically denominated "the fall.''
Pnce, 10 cents.
•
·

The Bible Against Itself. Containing

one hnn<lred and fifty plain self-contradictions
ofthe Biblehinvolving questions of theology,
morals, and is tory. Prioe,lO cents.

The Human Nature of Jesus. A ·refuta-

tion of the assumption that he was a divine
:JJerson, and that he. was th.e fnlftllment of Old
Testament propheCles. Pnca, 10 cents.
·
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'l.'homas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
G. Ingersoll...............................

Creation of God. Dr. Jacob HartLiberalism. · Treating the subject from a The mann.....................................
n~>gative and affirmative standpoint, showing
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
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works
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Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
1. View of the Stand, with the speakers ·published
in one year. In ordering please say
and other occnJlants standing, showing Colo- whiohyear is desired.
net Io_gersoll, l'rPSident Rowley, t!. 1'. Put- · Single numbers so!d at prices quoted.
nam, T. B. Wakeman, eta!.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
· 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
2. Colonel Ingersoll Causes n Smile.

The Assemblage.

S. President Rowlt>y Addresses the Assemblage.

Again Reduced •.

Take Advantage of these Manufactu•
4. Mr. Putnam Reads A Poem.
'
rer's Prtcel!ll. ·
REGULAR GRAD£ AMERICAN WATCHES,
o~ Mr. Wakt>man Talks of Liberty, SciIncluding Rockford, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden.
ence and Hnm11nity.
Gentlemen's Stz.e.
Prices : In 8 onnoe sil verine case 7 jewels $5; 11
6. The Paine MonumPnt, as it appeared ~ewels,
$6.50; 15 jewels, ljiB; 15 Jewel!!. fully adMay 80th wreathed in flowers ann l'earing JUsted, IB10; 17 jewels, adJusted, $14. In 3 ounce
mottoes. No other picture of the Monument coin s1lver case, $ 10, $11.50,$18. $15, $19. In 4
like this one.
ounce, $1 extra. In 14 kt gold fllled, OJJ!!n face,
year case, $14, $15.50l $17, $19. $28. Hunting
7. · Paine Homestead as it appesrs now. 21
case, $8 extra. In 10 Kt., 15 year case, ehher
·These are splendid photo!l'ra.phR. They were kind, $8 less.
Laates' Btz.e.
all token at the comm~>mora. 1ve exercises at New
Price•: In 14 kt. gold filled, hunting 20 year
J:toohe,Ie, on May 81 tb, and are 11 storically. patriotiCally, anrt art•stically veu valuable and will ca•esi 7· jewels, $13; 11 jewels, $14.50; 15 jewels,
be prized by thousands of Liber~< s who revere $19. n 14 kt., solid gold, hnntmg oases, $28,
the genius and honor the memory of Thomas $24.10, $29.
Pame. Mia• Levin has ,pared no pains tu make Til£ NEW MODEL OTTO WETTSTEIN WATCH
them worthy the subject and the occasion. The Has 16 Jewels, patent regulator breqn0t (nonphotograph· are Bx10 inches in size and the price catchable) hair ~pring, beautiful, double sunk,
1s seventy-five cents each.
·
pan• led dial, nicliel, gola dama~oened finish, adAddress THI' •rRn'l'R ~~ll:R'W.ll CO ..
jUsted to heat and cold and positions. La tea
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 1mprovements and guaranteed a perfect time
keeper.
Gentlemen's Btz.e.
Prices: In 3 ounce silverine case, $19; 4 ounce
~
coin silver. $·15; fo\'tlld filled 14 kt., 21 years, open
face, $28. HnnLmg, $82; 10 kt., 15 year cases, $8
,; less.
Latltes' Btz.e.
Prices:. In 14 ltt. 20 year hunting cases, $80,
In 14 kt. solid gold hunting cases, $40.
All gold and t.lled nases made bv best mannfactnrlrs as Boss, Dneber, Fahy, and Ladd, in plain
eD!dne
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By AUSTIN BJERBOWER.
Goods ship)Jed by express, ciLarQP-B prepata.
SEND lfiE YOUK WA'J'CII WOilK.
A judicial consideration of the qnestionliand the
decision against the scriptures &nd the C ristian
·OTTO WETTSTEIN,
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THB LIBB~AL JBWBLBR.
THE TBUTH SEEKER.
Send for price-lists
ROCHELLE, I.LL
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CHRIST
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CRUCIFIED?

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A Nineteenth Century Novel.

Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily BrPail is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with a little moneyh fair edncationh and
much conra!l'e, to make t eir way throng; the
world by gomg to Chicago. 'I he author 1s also
the heroine. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a history of a working-girl's liff' and experience in the
city of Chicago among bluff bnsinPss-men, kindhearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is
just snoh a story of human life as we should expect Colonel lnJrersoll to be interested in; and
whatever he admires and appreciates iA snrA to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
Price, 26 cents. Address

exl.ste·nce,_,.71tb evldenceos

'l'RF, 'l'RnTR fiF,F.R'F.R

POPIS AHD TI{£1R DOINGS
ACCOUNT OF

rloars of Christ and Yioegerents of God.
l"am. GOomtl; oloJh, '11 oeDil,

DR. R. P.
"""""herevonaawtblalldv<~r

PRT.J~

Vineland, N .J
..-I wish to say that I am an ont-and-ont
LmERAL, and I trust the Freethinkers of the la~tl
will give me their pat·• n&ge &nd not waste then
time r.ud money OD Obriat1r.u dootor..-.Dr. B'el_

loWf,
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THE HOLY CROSS SEBIES.
Tlie Popes and Their Doings. Biograph-

'

----

ical sketches of the most notea of these vicars
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing what
they have done, and what kind of men theywere.
It contains very pla.iu statements, in very un-·
varnished langnaLCe, :..nd the Unmasking is complete, proving_·them to have been crnel, intri~ng, and licentious men. Considering the
rapid growth of Catholicism in this country,
this book cannot be too .widel:r disseminated.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75cents.

----.

The Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk,

as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings during her residence of five years as a novice.._and
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel .;}ieu
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any antiCatholic book published has created more excitement, and bad such a circulation as this
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
circulated a story that Maria Monk was "no
better than she should be," but investigation
disclosed that her " child of shame " was none
other than the child of her priest-seducer.
Prtce, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents •

.luricular Confession and Popish Nun.
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five

vear~ a confessing priest. A revelation of the
licentious practices of the priests and nuns in
these religious brothels. There iii no guestion
that Ex-:priest Hogan knew the trntli of the
tales of viCe, seduction,andinfanticide he gives
in this volume, and eq-ual1 v there is no question
that if the people general1y knew of them, Catholicism would not be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it by our various city
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth_ 75
cents.

1'he Priest in Absolution. A Review of

the system of auricnlar .'confession, including
copious extracts from the "Confessional Unma8ked," from the "Master Key to Popery,"
etc. The work is a protest ag&inst and an appeal
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and thoughtfully a religious system so invosive
of privacy so powerful for evil in licentions
hands, so fraught with danger to female modesty, to the ingenuous. openness of youth,
and to the freedom of thought, speech. and
action. Price. paper, 25 cents.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.
HOSEA GETS SOME GODLY ADVIOE (Hosea i, 2).

Ex-PRESTDENT HARRISON declines to : into court. He says there is no law against
open the political campaign in Indiana, ' Snnd<~.y base-ball, and that its suppression
and the Republicans will try to get McKin- is an infringement of the rights of citizens.
ley or Reed to act as a curtain raiser.
A FRIGHTFUL disaster occurred on the
0HoL:&RA is prevalent in Holland.
SETTLERS of Plattsmouth, Neb., havbeen Rock Island railroad near Lincoln, Neb.,
forced
from
their
farms
by
drouth,
and
THE President has approved the District
August 8th. A passenger train was deare traveling eastward. It is estimated that railed by wreckers and took fire from the
of Oolnmbia Appropriation Bill.
ten thousand people hav left the state.
engin. Twelve men were burned to death
ALL of the thirty so-called Anarchists
as many more were seriously injured.
THE statement is officially made that and
brought to trial in Paris· hav been acThe fish-plates had been removed and the
the corn crop in this country will fall rails
quitted.
:in place. An ex-convict is under
115,000,000 bushels below that of last year. arrestleft
suspected of the crime.
ARMED strikers, former employees in The prt~sent price is about sixty cents.
packing houses, hav been rioting in South
THE Wilson tariff bill, as revised by the
RAILROAD strikers and their sympathizOmaha, Neb.
ers are suspected of firing bridges on the Senate and returned to the House, passed
A RELIEF expedition has eet out from Ohicago and Eastern Illinois railroad at the latter booy on Monday by a vote of
Tromsoe, Norway, to find Wellman, the Brazil, Ind Two bridges hav been burnt. 182 to 105. The bill retains the tariff on
Arctic explorer.
sugar, iron ore, and coal. Separate bills
A CITIZEN of this state recently married were at once passed by the Honse, one for
ATI'EMPTS of the health board to enforce
sanitary measures caused two smallpox his step-daughter after having been di- 'free coal, 160 to 104; one for free iron, 163
vorced from her mother. Those who hav to 102; ene for free barbed wire, 187 to 84,
riots in Milwaukee.
looked up the law say that the marriage is and one for ·free sugar, 276 to 11.
FRANCIS H. UNDERwooD, United States legal.
consul at Leith, Scotland, die.d August
THE striking miners of Oripple Oreek,
8th, aged sixty-nine years.
A SMALL
Ool., hav organized an oath-bound society
THE Prohibitionists of Michigan hav put and hav armed themselvs.
The grand
a state ticket in the field with A. M. Tood, jury has returned .indictments against 321
of Kalamazoo, at the head of it.
rioters.
A 0ATHOLIO mob attacked a Baptist
LAsTSnnday, at Lancaster, Pa., George
mission in Quebec last week, breaking Simmons, while drunk, shot and probably
.A.:t.:t. FO:B $1.50.
windows and doors with stones.
fatally injured Frank B. Shibley, n. school
Evolution.
teacher,
whom
Simmons
charged
with
THin Yaqui Indians of Mexico are on the
By B. 'F. Underwood ................ Price 6 cents
war-path, 11nd hav commit;ted many mur- being too attentiv to Mrs. Simmons.
The World's Parliament of Religions.
ders and depredations near Hermosillo.
By Tenney.........................l'rlce 10 cents
WESTERN Oklahoma is infested with
who rob stores and houses and The Gods.
ALL troops left Ohicago August 7th, the bandits
By Ingersoll (with likene.•s) ........ Price 20 cents
horses. They are organized and-are
police taking their places. Acts of violence steal
supposed to hav their headquarters in the Ingersoll Before The Unitarian Club ... Price 6 cents
followed the withdrawal of the soldiers.
Kiowa and Oomanche Indian country.
Myth of the Great Deluge.
~ By McCann ........... : .... , ....... Price 15 cent~
Nlilw YoRK police captains, Devery and
DR.
JAMES
STRONG,
emeritus
professor
Schmittberger, soon to be tried for cor- of exegetical theology at Drew seminary, Evolution of the Devil.
By Henry Frank ................... Price 25 cents
ruption in office, are both on the sick list .. is dead. He was said to be the moat thorThe Bruno Monument in Rome ........ Price 12 cents
THE Honse J ndiciary Oommittee has ough master of Bible exegesis in the Church and State.
reported adversely on a bill to enable United States. Dr. Strong was seventyBy ·• Jefferson" .................... Price 10 cente
Japanese to become citizens of the United two years old.
Religion of HumanHy.
States.
THE people of Americus, Ga., hav a
By Benwell ........................ Price 15 cents
FLooDs of the Missouri river hav washed negro murderer in custody, and last Satur- Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling ........ Price 4 _cents
away so much of the land where Winthrop, day they petitioned the court to try him Dwight L. Moody.
By Susan H. Wixon ................ Price 5 cents
Kan., is located that the village mll be at once and avoid a lynching. Judicial
procrastination probably accounts for Christian Religion.
abandoned.
By an Old )mrmer ................. Price 15 cents
many unofficial executions.
JAPANESE hav suffered defeat in recent
God In the Constitution.
OoXEY
has
advised
his
army
to
disband,
en~agements with Ohinese.
Ohina has
By Ingersoll ....................... Price 10 cents
made a war levy and established a press and the Oommonwealers will probably Effacement of Christianity.
disperse.
At
Hyattsville,
Md.,
eightycensorship.
·
By Holyoake....................... Price 10 cents
eight of them were arrested by order of
THE chances of Oolonel Breckinridge the
Life and Career of Bradlaugh.
governor
and
sent
to
the
house
of
corbeing_ returned to Oongress from the Ash- rection for three months each.
By Holyoake ....................... Price 15 cents
and district, Kentucky, are reported to
Ingersoll's Address on Thomas Paine, Price 6 cents
OHARLRS DoEBBLER, convicted of placing Standing Up for Jesus.
be very slight.
I
a dynamite bomb on the lawn of the house
By H. L. Green .................... Price 4 cents
KoLB, the defeated candidate for gover- of a manufacturer of Paterson, N. J., in Religion In the Republic.
nor of Alabama, charges fraud in the late April last, and writing threatening letters,
By M. A. Freeman ................. Price 6 cents
election and threatens to contest. Oates's has been sentenced to five years in states Never-Ending
Life Assured by Science.
majority is 26,000.
prison for bomb throwing and six months
By Tenney......................... Price 6 cents·
THE North Oarolina Democratic conven- for writing the letters.
Charles Darwin (lllnstrated).
·
tionpraised the "courage and lofty patriotBy Flower & Wakeman ........... Price 15 cents
THROUGH the influence of the Oentral
ism" of President Oleveland and adopted Labor Union granit cutting has been Jehovah I ntervlewed........•.......... Price 6 cents
a free silver resolution.
discontinued at Sing Sing prison. The Cosmology against Theology.
THE striking miners at Newcastle, Ool., labor unions are endeavoring to hav a -~ By Vlndex......................... Price 15 cents
report that they are ready to return to constitutional amendment adopted prohibwork. They will be taken back, married iting the employment of convicts when in
competition with free labor.
men having the preference.
0ASERIO, the murderer of the president
JusTICE GAYNOR, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
of France, belongs to a family of criminals. recently discharged a number of boys ar- Being the story of his menta.l Journey from
His uncle, Paolo Oaserio, aged fifty-four, rested for playing ball on Sunday, and
orthodoxY to Rationalism.
bas apent twenty years in prison,
rebuked the officer who brought them
l'noe, paper, 25 d'ents; cloth, 75 oenta.

J'{ o-wa of tAo Woolr.

Froothon~ht Library,

Travels in Pa1tn.

:.~

A lecture by

the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, England. Revised American edition, shqwing the
result in pariPhes of the Roman decree that
priests shall not mary. Price, paper, 1e cents.

Sister Lncy and Her Awful Disclo10oores
R.PspP.cting New .Hall Convent; Boreh&ru, l!:~sflx_ lEn_ l<'land. Sbowinl!' t.bal; cnu_ 9~f!t.Fl
are lPirnica to cb&~ti.by, virtue, and eteectom.
1•rtoe paper, 10 cents.
.
'
. 'l'.l:l..i!: 'l'ltU'l'fl SE.ffi.IU!;lt UO.,
~ .L..r,.y-~ott.:. l:'bwe• .I)Jsw .\'LJl'b. Jftv.

Books byS.P.Pntnam.

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The . Problem
the Universe, and Its

of

Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
UniversoloJU: Price3 20 cents.

Walfs and wandenngs, A New American Story. Price, cloth, $1.00;' paper, liD
cents. "A I!rose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first page to last with tlie living spint of to-.
day."--[John Swinton's Paper.

Golden 'l'hro.ne, A Romance. " The au-

thor certainly has ~enius. The divine
creative sparli is withm him. The book is
tilled with manly thoughts 1 expressed in
manly words-the transcriJ>t or a manly mind.
Every Liberal shonldread 'Golden Throne.'"
-[In~~r8oll. Price, $1.
.

.[ngersoll and Jesus.

A conversation·in

rhYJlle between the Nineteenth Cent11ry
Infidel and the Galilea-n Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price,1o cents.

Adami and Heva.

A poetic version of

the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
whic.a itli superiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis le~I.ep.d-18 shown. Price,10 cents.

Gottlieb: His .Life. A Freethought Romance. Price, 85 cents.

My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
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TOO THIN! TRYING TO W_HITEWASH THE RECORD,
THE PoPE: Maranathal De whitewash no hidal

A.. Missionary Scheme.
THE TnuTH SEEKER has recently been doing, with
the generous aid of its friends, a great deal of political missionary work. We hav given away thousands of the " Church Property " pamphlet, and it
is doing its work, in this state particularly. We
hav also given away thousands of arguments against
the proposed national Sunday laws. Besides these,
more thousands of TRUTH SEEKERS hav been scattered broadcast over the land.
With the advent of hot weather the political
bodies hav nearly all adjourned, but the people of
the country will remain in session right along. And
they are of not less importance than the politicians,
and we· want to devote a little attention to them.
Probably no one book has made more converts
to common ~;~ense and won more people away from
superstition than Paine's " Age of Reason." It is
a book, as Colonel Ingersoll says, that furnishes an
immense amount of food for thoug~t. It is written
for the average mind, and is a straightforward,.
honest investigation of the Bible and of the Christian system. It has liberalized us all. It puts
arguments in the mouths of the people; it puts"the
church on the defensiv ; it enables somebody in
every village to corner the parson. It has never
been " answered " and never can be.
What ought to be done, and what we propose to
do, is to scatter this book broado~st-to giv and to

hav given away thousands of them among the people. Every church-member that any Freethinker
knows ought to hav one. It will do that churchmember good, even if his wife burns it. He will
read a few pages in it at least before she gets hold
of it. But perhaps she too will read it. That book
in a family is bound to do good-:-ail immense
amount. It has liberalized thousands and will
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE
TRuTH SEEKER, for from reading it D. l\I. Bennett,
whom we all loved when living, and whose memory
we now honor, became a Liberal. Previously he
was a rigid churchman. There are more like him in
the country, and it is they we ought to reach.

Our proposition is for every reader of this
paper to send us the names and addresses of
EIGHT of' his Christian acquaintances and ONE
DOLLAR, and we will mail each of them a copy
of Paine's "AGE OF REASON."
If you don't know eight Christians you care
enough about to convert, name those whom you do
want to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the
remainder to some editor or public man or preacher
worth saving.
In this way public opinion can be made and
the church undermined. A few Freethinkers
in a community can club together and convert a
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and
dry in his pulpit. Or they can send us the fund

and we will make the selection of the target and
take the responsibility of the work. What we want is
to scatter the boo~ among the people and hav it read.
Remember, we do all the work-all we o.sk is the
names and addresses and means to mail the book.
Surely everybody can help in this and make thousands of Freethinkers. Don't select the names
of indifferentists, but those of good church people,
with a preference for those who hav the capacity to
think if they only are steered in the right direction.
The common sense' of the masses will some day
revolt against the special privileges granted to the
churches and demand the justice so long denied to
the citizen. In London James Swan, a costarmonger, noticing that the Salvation Army used big
drums to .advertise their business naturally concluded that he might increase his trade by the use
of one of those instruments. He was_ promptly
arrested and fined ten shillings and costs. Turning to the magistrate, he asked: "Why should the
Salvation Army be allowed to make the hideous
row they do with drums and tambourines if an
honest cove like me mustn't do it to get a livingT"
His· honor did not deem it expedient to make any
reply. When a goodly number of "honest coves " .
get to asking such awkward questions here Sunday
laws will become obsolete and the exemption of
church property from taxation will soon be a thing
of the past.
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lhe Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

Four Hund.red. Ye~rs of Freethought.
BY

SA.MUEI..

P.

PUTNA.M.

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought.throughout the Civilized World for
the last Four Centnries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social; Industrial, and Political
Movement.
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.

''Four Hundred Years of Jireethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages
of Human History,
·
adorned with the brightest Genius, ra:diant with ~he most s_Pl.endid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inv.entions and Discoveries and ennobled w1th Freedoms most shmmg advance.
Nothing Can be More Interesting,

more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day---:-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights ~n.d
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what IS already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.
.

NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest 'rhoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and Magnificent Whole 9

a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
W"OMAN'S EMANCIPATION

from the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
'l'HE FIRST PART of the book :will_dealwith Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
.
·
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importanee with the first, and should be justly understaod
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Phllo~,ophy.
Science. Education and
Literature.
Governme~t and Politicse:':; Woman's Emancipation.
Ethics.
Gaml:ietta..·.· Madame Roland.
Copernicus.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Voltaire.
Bruno.
Rabelais. Schiller.
Galileo.
· Bacon.
Rousseau.
Mary Wollstoncraft.
Castelar.
Spinorza.
Kepler.
Comenius.
Cervantes. Goethe.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. ·. Harriet Martineau.
Descartes.
Mar lowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison. · Frances Wdght. ·
Da Vinci.
Pestalozzi.
Locke.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
Lucretia M{)tt. ·
Newton.
Froebel.
lution.
. Phillips.
HlUile.
Gibbon.
'victor Hugo. Thomas Paine, Parker.
Humboldt. Combe.
Hobbs.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Burns.
Emerson.
Lyell.
Spencer.
·Kant.· .
Jefferson.
Sumner.
:Lydia Maria Child. ·
Shelley.
Heine.
Mazzinni.
Owen.
Lincoln.
Margaret Fuller.
Hamilton. Darwin.
Tyndall.
Holyoake.
Byron.
Thoreau.
Bentham.
Bakounine. Elizabeth Cady S.tanton.
Comte.
Pushkin. Whitman.
Mill.
Huxley.
Haeckel.
Warren.
Buchner.
Susan B. Anthony.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Girard
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Matild ·\Joslyn Gage.
Feuer bach.
chewsky.
Lick.
Heinzen.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.

I

THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS.
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeker, Investigator, Ironclad Age., Secular ThoUght, Freethinkers' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, .Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chicago, the Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
It will contain the portraits of those who, up ib the present time, have been identified with Freethought work.:._editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representati~'e men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
Horace Seaver,
George E. Macdonald, Capt. R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
J.P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John·R. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
D. M. Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnrun,
Prof. J. H. Cook,
M~s. Robert C. Adams,
Parker Pillsbury,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H. Heywood,
M.rs. M.A. Freeman,
Elizur Wright,
Charles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
-Katie Kehm Smith,
T. C. Lelanrl,
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Colman,
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens 1
James Parton,
Lillian Leland, .
Judge C. B. Waite.
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy Post.
and other men and women who have c~ntributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
snuuJ.d be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
.for it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a sfuvey of history,
and such a ~alaxy of Freethought.
·
Mr. Putnam is now devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.
·

The name of every Subscriber who sends five doll011•s before the: work is on the press
will be en1•oUed in this book. DON'T FALL TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONOE:
This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages or Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits,

It will .be elegantly bound. It wi1.l be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your fr1e~d~ when they as~, What Is Freet~wught-what has it done and what is it doing in the world?
Tlns IS the most umversal presentatiOn of Freethought ever given to the public, and no Freetlnnker
can afford to be without it. It is a, library in itself.
·
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, l{t)w York.
A-ddress orders to

HOW TO GET

FOUR HUNDRED .YEARS

OF FREETHOUGHT

FREE
SPECIAL OFFER.

We have made arrangements with
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
to make our friends a most generous
offer.
We need more. subscribers to THE
TnUTB SEEKER, and every Freethinker
needs" Four Hundred Years of Free.
thought." Not all are able to pay $5
for it, but everyone can do a little
work to obtain a · copy - congenial
work, that· will do great good all
around. This is the offer :

Send us Four New
Yearly. Subscribers
at
.
regular rates ($12 in
all), and vve vvUl send
the Getter. . . up of the
Club a copy of "FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF'
F R E E T H 0 U G H T,"
FREE OF CHARGES.
And further, to a1d our friends in
jetting this book for themselves, we
•Vill offer ·

To the B ew Subscribers as a
·Premium,
post free, a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
·Comically Illustrated
By WA.'JSON HESTON,

THE GREATEST BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED. 1
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
W, S. BELL'S

Handbook of Freetliough.t.
With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no difficulty
m getting hundreds of clubs of sub~cribers.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT,
free.
To each New Subscriber In the club, apremium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated, 11 or W. S. Bell's
"Handbook of Freethought, 11 in Cloth-all free
by post or express.
This really brings the price of thE'
paper down to $2 to ea.<:h new subscriber, as they get TBE 'l'RUTB SEEXEB
one year and a dollar bock for $3.

A Club of Four New Subscribers and $1 ~ ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to e.den t our circulation,
and we want. to help our friends to
help us .
It ought not to be difficult to get
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
l"ears of Freethought " as soon as the
book is issued.

Tlwse who send a Club and
Four B ew Subscribers and
$12 before the book is printed·
will have their names enrolled in its shining pages.
THE TRUTH SEEKE.B
28 Lafayette Place.

NEW YOBK,

--~ Journal of Freethought and Reform.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER.

New York, Saturday, August 25, 1894·

Liberty and Faith.
_ V. V. Rosanov, writing under the above- heading
in Russky Viestnik of St. Petersburg, makes some
FOtJNDED BY Do m:. BENNETI'o
statements which call for critical comment by FreeE. M. MAODON.ALD, - • • • • • Editor and Manager. thinkers. He says tliat few ideas hav had the success which that of liberty has achieved in the last
28 LAFAYETTE l'LAOE, NEW YOBK.
hundred years. "It has a magic sound for millions
SATURDAY,
AUGUST 25, 1894. of people, and has· dominated history." But the
movement will not last long, he thinks. "It livs
and dominates yet, but it _does not create any
S'UBSVRIPTION RATES:
Single subscription, in advance ............................ ~ ....3 oo longer.'r Thi:m.' this follows:
One subscription two :vea.rs, in advance .................. : .. ... 15 00
"There is no living faith in liberty, and if this acknowlTwo new subscribers ......... : ................................... :i oo
One subscription with one news11bscriber, in one remitta.nce. :i 00 edged· corner-stone of our social order were shake;n, no
One subscription with two new subscribers; in one remitone would be moved to shed blo9d in its defense, no one
ta.nce ........................................................ 7 oo
would be impelled to make any sacrifices for it. It has
One ,subscription with three Rew subscribers, in one remitta.nee.·... • ••• .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. ....................... s :io been tried, and while nothing bitter has been felt, the
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remit- .
taste has proved vapid and insipid. There is no keen
ta.nce ........................................................10 eo relish in it. After ages of slavery, the feeling of freedom
An:r number over ftve at the sa.me rate, inva.ria.bl:rwith one
was akin to a physical sensation of a highly pleasurable
remitta.nce.
------.....,--------...,.....------. kind; but now that liberty has been enjoyed for such a
Monet~ should be -.ent lJfl ezpress oompanrl'• monev _oraer, long period, there is no positiv pleasure in it. Nobody
postal oraer. ara.tt on Nem Yorl:, or lJfl reauterea tetter. ·coerces or torments, it is true, but is this negativ fact that
Aacress oommun~oattons ana ma.te araftB, o7&eoi:B, post-otfiOe which humanity yearns for? While liberty meant eman117ltUZ111'BBsmonevorclerspauableto
E. M. M.AVDON.ALD,
cipation from tyranny, secular or religious, it was a
28 ~arauette plaoe, Nem Yorl:.
positiv thing; but now it is a mere abstraction and _has
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - no significance. What is there in it to unite and inspire
SPEVIA.L NOTIVE.-We shall lie oblllred to our men?"

28 LAFAYETTE PL.}$s.oo

Per Year.

the legends and ghosts of the dead ages? Certainly
not; a man does not need to stand with his gaze
constantly fixed upon the western horizon in order
to express his wish to march toward the east. Mr.
Rosanov talks glibly of " an age of unbelief'' and
_of its assert~d lack Qf any need of liberty, but he has
not told us why an age which more than any preceding one believes in the almost infinit possibilities of progress should be assaulted with the epithet of
" unbelief." It could as pertinently be said that
the youth who has lost faith in the nusery tales
which but a few years ago he believed to be ·
true h~s become an " unbeliever" and hence has no
desire for liberty and rio yearning for it. The
theologian has always arrogantly assumed that a
man must accept his creed or sink into the abyss of
black despair. Just why· a ·human being should
lose all hope and become careless of liberty because
he has ceased to believe in miracles, no dogmatist
has been able to tell. Mr. Rosanov should remember that
" There livs more faith in honest doabt,
Believe me, than in half the creeds,"
As LJ?ennyson puts it, but it might more truly be
said that the. sincere self. vaunted "believers" hav
readers U they will send us the name and addren ol
lost faith in everything except an irresponsible will
What mean all the convulsions which now shake
any Freethinker who I• not a regular IIDb•crlber.
throned in the cloudlands of imagination:
the political, social, and industrial worlds, if they
"For those who hav no belief, the demand for liberty
are not struggles for wider liberty? To be sure,
is a senseless, chaotic demand, springing from a desire to
SOD HA.NDSOD PREMIUMS.
many of them are bad in method and their triumph crush the last traces of faith that still survive. It is clear
To induce new ·subscriptions and .prompt renew- would be the lessening of liberty, but this results that those who po11sess a living faith hav both the right
als on the part of our friends we make the follow- from ignorance of what true liberty is and of the and duty to brush· aside this chaotic movement for a
ing handsome prenrlUDl oft'ers;
best mean_s of securing it, not from hatred of or senseless freedom. The pessimists of all kinds, who are ·
at one- in their indifference, find it strange to be conFor $6.60 we will send TBB TBUTR SEEKEB one indifference to liberty. Neither is it true that fronted with organized and, as it were, closed institutions
year ($3) and s. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred liberty has been tried; only partial liberty has been like the church, state, family. Everything is 'open' to
Years of Freethought " ($5). By taking advantage attained by the . people of any state, but, spite of them, nothing is settled, and hence they want to see
of this or our Free offer of th,e book (see opposit the sordidness of the age, let the people of any everything else in the same state. They cannot comprenation once reach the conclusion that their institu- hend the life of the organism, and hence try to crush it."
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in
We do not seek to crush religious faith through
the country should not possess this splendid work. tiona curtail and threaten the total alienation of
their liberties and they will quickly enough shed their liberty. We wish, on the contrary, to be unmolested
For $6 we will send To TBUTR SEEKEB one blood and make all needful sacrifices to regain and in the pursuit of our own ideals. If liberty of
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Oompl'ete" maintain their rights, if they are satisfied this can- thought, expression, and life kills faith in the gods
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a not be accomplished through the agencies of peace. and devils, so much the worse for the gods and devils,
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be Liberty is not vapid and insip~d to those who hav and so much the more urgent need for liberty. If·
erected in Ohicago, and of his monUDlent in New been able to partake of it beyond the few tantalizing belief in them can survive only through the denial
tastes accorded by the rulers of the world.
of equal liberty to all men and women, why should
Rochelle.
For $6 we will send To TBuTR SBBKBB one
Where was Mr. Rosanov lookingwhen he wrote not all men and women hav liberty? A belief that
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and that " nobody coerces or torments " no,w T The as- can liv only in the atmosphere of slavery does not
Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
sertion is &IO contradicted by facts that it does not deserve to liv, and humanity will gain immeasurFor $4:.60 we will send To TBUTR SEEKEB one need to be refuted· in detail, and neither are we re- ably by its destruction.
Mr. Rosanov defiantly aftl.rms "that those who
year· ($3) and James B . .Alexander' s "Dynamic The- quired to show that liberty still means emancipaory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one . tion from tyranny, both secular and religious. possess a living faith" in phantasms "hav both the
wants this book. It has over a thousand large Liberty is not a mere abstraction. Equal freedom right and duty" to kill liberty. This has always
pages and more than four hundred illustrations. is yet to be achieved for the human race, and this been the position of the church, although vast numIt is a digest of Science, and no one who studies great work unites and ·inspires all who believe that bers of Christians at the present time shrink from
it can help but be well-informed in all scientific liberty of thought, utterance, and action is con- an open avowal of the fact, and many of them hav
matter&!.
duciv to happiness and will carry us onward to yet really fallen away from the time-honored faith, but
it has remained for a nineteenth century writer,
. .., .. ~o
will
d T
T
S
higher and more noble planes of living.
sen · liB BUTR EEKEB one
F or ..,...,.u we
who acknowledges that he is not in the chureh, to
Again Mr. Rosanov:
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pic~orial Text- .
frankly argue that non-belief has no rights which
Book" in cloth ($2.50).
"Liberty only means something where there is faith.
The man who believes, naturally desires freedom to act belief is bound to respect.
For $4: we will send To TBUTR SEEKEB one year upon and spread his belief, but for an age of unbelief
Freethinkers quite easily comprehend "the life
($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" there is in justice no liberty required."
of the organism," but they are not prepared to
in boards ($2).
This is foolish to a degree. If liberty means admit that there can he any real social organism in
For $4: we will send To TBUTR SEEKEB one year something only where there is religious faith, how the absence of liberty. An organism is a growth,
($3) and a copy of" Old Testam.ent Stori~s Oomic- does it come that the ages of faith were the ages of and growth implies liberty to grow. Meu held toally IDustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
slavery, and that, broadly speaking, the ideal of gether by gyves and menaced with bayonets if they
For $3.60 we will send To TBUTR SuKBB one liberty to-day is highest and most inclusiv where attempt to separate do not constitute an organism.
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories · Oonrlcally faith is. weakest ? And is there no faith but in the Against such "closed institutions " we protest, and
Illustrated," in board covers ($1 ).
spooks of theology 1 May not free men and women shall continue to protest, no matter how many Nahav faith in themselvs, in justice, in liberty, in the tional Reform Associations, Sabbath Unions, and
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books future of the race here on this earth'? It is suffi- kindred organizations antagonize us and strive to
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceed- cient answer to say that they do and that this faith "brush aside" and crush us and liberty.
\ngly low price. Old and . new subscribers can spurs them into constant and beneficent activity.
We quote two more paragraphs from Mr. Rosa'Vail them.selvs of it, and we shall be glad if our· Of course " the man who believes, naturally desires 'nov's article, to show just what the spirit of the
present readers will ·eall the attention of their freedom to act upon and spread his belief," but in reactionary party is, how little it would leave us of
friendl to tlae values otfered.
what ~ust he balieve to hav this desire? Only in the liberty we hav now, and how inexorably it
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would refuse to grant u ~ • ore freedom of speech sions are our salvation, and the only hope of equal has the advantage over his Sunday-keeping neighbor~
Perhaps, if the Sunday observers do not
and activity :
freedom.
boycott him_ the rest of the week, but so has, pre.A.n Outrage and One of its Apologists.
" Liberty for the development of truth and faith imsumably, the merchant who opens his place earlier on
plies denial of liberty to unbelief !lnd falsehooi. There
The
New
Orleans
Times-.Democrat
has
taken
up
Monday
morning and closes it later at night than his ·
has been an extensiv propaganda in favor of ' freedom of
the
case
of
W.
B.
Capps,
an
Adventist
of
Dresden,
rivals
do
theirs. Would you, therefore, decree that
conscience ' to Nonconformist sects, and this demand is
eagerly seconded by those who are utterly hostil to all Tennessee, who was fined for working in his field all stores should open and close at the same hour
religion. Now, the spirit of the church is doubtless the on Sunday. His case was appealed to the Supreme morning and evening·! If not, why not? Did the
spirit of tbe highest liberty, but that liberty grows out of Court of the state and there the decision of the Constitution never see confectionery stores, news
faith. But the liberty to antagonize the church, to
spread unbelief, cannot be granted by faith. The church lower court was affirmed. The fine and costs stands, meat markets, bakeries, and hotels open in
recognizes nothing antithetical to it, just as reason does amount to $110.45, which he must serve out in Atlanta on Sunday? Do no street cars runT And
prison at twenty-five cents per day. Mr. Capps if these contributors to comfort minister to human
not recognize unreason."
has
a wife and four· children, the eldest only six needs on Sunday, why should not others, if there is
Read that first sentence again. Who is to decide
years
of age, and one sick at the time of the father's a demand for such service~ All persons should be
what is the " truth" and what the " faith " to which
imprisonment.
The sentence means immurement free to rest on the day that they prefer for that purlib·erty of propaganda is to be allowed T Who is
in
an
unhealthful
jail for one year and nearly three pose and none should be compelled by law to abstain
seized of the infallible judgment which qualifies for
months.
A
physician
states that Mr. Capps cannot from work on any day that they choose to labor.
the possession of the authority to suppress " unbeliv
there
for
that
length
of time. The Timeslief and falsehood "T '' The earth belongs to the
.A. ~o.nday Law Row•
has
started
a
fund
to pay his fine, and
.Democrat
saints-we are the saints." Such is the spirit of
New Canaan, Connecticut, is in a turmoil. The
churchism, and there can be no doubt that the we are glad to see that some of the New Orleans
churchman believes that in the church is all truth Freethinkers hav contributed to it; and we hope grand jurors run things in the villages of that state,
and one of them, E. L. Arnold, has set out to enand that she should hav ample power to destroy all that more will add their dollars.
The
Atlanta
Constitution,
which
is
·usual-ly
nothin New Canaan the old blue laws of the comforce
who would antagonize the church by attempting to
ing
if
not
wrong,
descants
upon
the
case
as
follows,
monwealth.
In the local paper of the 4th inst. Mr.
· spread ideas not accepted by that monopolistic orafter
quoting
a
part
of
the
Times-.Democrat's
warned
all_ business men that thereafter
Arnold
ganization. This much we can readily understand,
they
must
keep
their
places of business closed beeditorial:
but we cannot comprehend how any honest man
tween
twelve
o'clock
Saturday night and twelve
"We cannot agree with our New Orleans contemporary.
can say that the church which does this is at the
Monday
morning.
Three years before this
o'clock
entirely,
the
state
Leaving
out
the
question
of
religion
same time the conserver of the " highest liberty."
has
the
right
to
appoint
a
day
of
rest,
and
in
the
interests
man
Arnold
had
been
expelled
from the Methodist
The institution which permits no liberty outside of
of public morals and public order it is a proper exercise
its own pale is not possessed of " the spirit of the of its police power to punish every violator of the Sunday church for selling papers on Sunday. He is now
highest liberty," and cannot be other than there- laws. If we allowed farmers to work, in their fields on trying to show his repentance by persecuting other
lentless enemy of equal liberty and of the impartial Sunday because they had religiously observed Saturday business men. · But the Sunday- shop-openers deas a day of rest, blacksmiths, mechanics, saloon-keep- fied him and the musty old blue law by attendjustice which is its essence.
ers,
and merchants would soon claim the same right, ing to their regular duties on Sunday. A newsCertainly no church which lays claim to the cusand there would be no end of disorder in our citiiS and dealer, a barber, a butcher, three livery stable
todianship of a revelation embodying all truth can, towns. Suppose the good people of Atlanta should wake
logically, concede any rights to doubt or denial, but up some Sunday morning and find a number of Seventh keepers, and two druggists were among those
its defenders should be above the hypocrisy of arro- Day Adventists keeping open retail stores and hammer- arrested. Taken before Justice of the Peace J.
gating to themselvs the title of champions of human ing away on new buildings in the course of erection? H. Silliman, they were fined from four to six dollars
The entire crowd would be arrested and fined, and very each. ·Mr. Siiliman, who is the. leading grocer, is
freedom. " The church recognizes nothing anti- properly.
We might pity the offenders and let them off'
thetical to it," and therefore cannot recognize lib- lightly for the first offense, but the community woUld accused of bringing produce from his farm and selling it in New Canaan on. Sunday. Under the law
erty. How fraudulent, then, must be the claim that not stand such conduc,t."
all amusements. are forbidden . and the victims
she alone possesses the secret of true liberty, and
The claimed right of the state " to appoint a day
is its only loyal defender ! The church cannot be of rest" means, in plain words, that the state has a of the present raid may proceed to make the
compared to reason, even were her creeds reasona- right to say when the citizen shall work, play, or statute odious by securing the arrest of all sumble, for things unlike do not admit of comparison. attend church. This assumed right we flatly deny. mer residents who. drive in their own carriages, and
The church is an organization formed to propa- The state possesses no rights not first possessed by als-;> of the laWi:t tennis players. Juror Arnold
gate certain dogmas, while reason is the name the units of which it is composed. . Rights not pos- hopes the towi:twill "-keep quiet" and that there
given to the menbal process which evolves all sessed cannot be delegated. No citizen has a right "won't be any trouble," as though he had not
dogmas, ideas, and systems of thought. Reason to say when his neighbor shall work or when he already destroyed quiet and made trouble by his
outrageous interference with the private affairs of
does not persecute unreason ; it supplants it.
shall rest. So much for· that pretense, but all peohis neighbors. That is the usual way with sneaks
"The liberty and toleration that exist are not the con- ple acquainted with the Sunday-law question know and despots; they are terribly shocked when those
cessions of faith and truth; but of imperfect men who that it is only a pretense; Sunday laws always hav
allow unbelievers to spread their ideas in freedom be- been and are religious laws, in fact, and were who· suffer fro~ their rascality "make a fuss."
On the Sunday (August 19th) following that on
cause of a consciousness of lack of spiritual freedom in
themselvs. We cannot resist the demand for toleration, enacted in the interest of a class which gets noto- which the arrests just mentioned were made, most
but we are not the church, and in her, in religion, there riety and pay for working on Sunday.
of the arrested persons and others defied Juror
"Public morals and public order " are catch
is no toleration for irreligion. Toleration is a symbol of
Arnold
and his resurrected statute. The New York
discord and dissolution, and its existence is the penalty words, used to deceive. No one's. morals are damTimes
says
that when its correspondent drove into
this age pays for its indifference, skepticism, and loss of aged by freedom to work on Sunday, and the public
the town "Newsdealers Stephen E. Ruscoe and F.
faith."
has no morals, for " the public" is a fiction. The
A. Dickerman were doing a thriving business iD
It is admitted that blind faith has granted neither word is used to designate the aggregate of the
New York morning papers;" two drug stores were
liberty nor its counterfeit, toleration, but the more membership of the community or the state, which,
open; Barber William Patterson was busy; Baker
truth men hav discovered the more ready they hav of course, has no morals apart from the morals of
Barton was "dealing out bread," and three livery
become to concede that there may be many realms its units; which are, essentially, private, not public.
firms " were ready to bargain for turnouts, first
of verity which they hav not explored, and so they As to the preservation of "public order," which
asking· a customer if he was engaged in an errand
hav been willing to see others enjoy the same means the prot~ction of the individual's life, person,
of mercy, the answer always being in the affirmativ."
freedom of investigation which they desire for and property, no special Sunday laws are needed
Will the Sundayites assume responsibility for the
themselvs. No doubt they were and are "imper- for that purpose, for general laws, applicable on all
fect" men, for there are no others, but that they days, will do all that can be done by law. In fact, lies their contemptible meanness forces people to
tell in order to be unmolested in their legitimate
were or are conscious " of lack of spiritual freedom Sunday laws contravene the general laws for the
business T
in themselvs" is not proven. At all events, the protection of person and property. They are in"S. W. Nichols, assistant editor of the Weekly Mes"spiritual freedom" which impels men to become vasiv rather than defensiv, and so we oppose them.
senger, sat, with door wide open, preparing copy for the
the persecutors of their fellows-the only " spiritual
The Constitution would punish farmers (who, as next issue, and assured the correspondent that he was
freedom" which seems to hav been the" sweetness it is admitted, hav not disturbed the quiet of their not afraid of arrest."
and light" of the church's inquisitors-is far better neighbors) for working on Sunday, lest their exGood for the knight of the quill! Juror Arnold
absent than present. The world can get along if ample should encourage some city residentf to said that as long as summer visitors " behaved
the last vestige of it is extinguished.
engage in noisy occupations on that day. This is themselvs quietly" they would not be -troubled, and
Those who are disposed to think that the church equivalent to a proposition to shut all people off he told the newsdealers they would not be bothered
has ceased to be dangerous, and that we may safely the streets when church services are in progress if they got through by 10 o'clo~k in the morning.
stop our fight against the theocrats, will find in Mr. because it is feared that some possible· drunken man
" 'But,' said the correspondent, 'the law says that
Rosanov's paper food for serious thought. We will enter a church and interfere with the exercises. business places must close on Sunday. What right hav
must understand that the church does not willWho need be disquieted in Atlanta if they should you or any other grand juror to limit the bonis of a
ingly grant us liberty to criticise her, and that she find some of the retail stores open on Sunday man's work or to say ~hen and in what manner be shall
go driving?'
will force her opinions upon us by the pressure of morning~ Who would be compelled to make pur"' Oh; I guess our association can fix that. John
legal enactment whenever she can secure a political chases~ Why should not the merchant who gets Light says it is good law, and they hav done itover in
majority. We are foolish if we trust in the least sufficient trade on that day to pay him for keeping South Norwalk, so we will do it, or the offenders will be
to her generosity or sense of justice. The liberty" open do soT Who is injured T Will he make more fined every time.' "
That is the way such bigot's statutes enable little
we hav is the liberty we take. Her internal dissen- noise than the church bells~ Do you say that he
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local . gods to play fast and loose with justice and
equal freedom. If the law was impartially enforce~,
R1ymond, who serves the writs, would be arrested
and fined for playing ~he church organ on Sunday.
B11t of course the church is exempt from all laws it
gets enacted for the government and robbery of
the people.
We want copies of the "Ingersoll-Black Discussion." Will either pay cash or exchange new books.
Address TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.
.THE TRUTH SEEKER has received the following
contributions to the Wise Defense Fund since our
last acknowledgment: Copley Cottrell, $1 ; R. W.
Fairchild, 25 cents ; J as. Bigham, $1; Sidney W al. ter, $2; A. W. Beery, $1; Jas. H. Handy, $3.

these new subseribers to report : Dr. A. J. Gillis,
Pennsylvania; N. Philibirt, Kansas; H. F. Speiser,
North Dakota; Leger Meyer, North Carolina i Wm.
Munch, Minnesota; L. F. Keim, Montana..
We are pleased to learn that Miss Wixon's latest
work, "Right Living," has been adopted for use in
the . public schools of Sutton, Massachusetts, as
authority in · ethical instruction. And Mr. S. S.
Croker, a well known educator, himself formerly a
teacher, writes to the auth~r: "I hav read· your
last book, ' Right Living.' I like it; it is an inspiration; it is just like its author. The definition of
education in 'Right Living' is by far the best I
hav ever seen, and, when you said ' Right doing
makes right living,' you struck the right note, Miss
Wixon. I hav put your excellent book into the
hands of my boys, Ralph and Clinton, that by it
they may learn, while life is new, the noblest of the
arts-Right Living. If it helps them as it has
helped me, I shall hav double cause for. thankfulness."

day, are the laws which enable our delectable Society
for the Cultivation of Mendicancy, alias the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, to arrest
and punish children and their parents because the
former are trying to support themselvs by honest
labor. There are thousands more similar statutes
which punish as crimes acts which are not crimes,
and the Voice is anxious to increase -the number of
such enactments. No wonder that it tries t~ darken
counsel and confuse judgment by arguments of
which the be for~ quoted "analysis" is a fair sample.
Did some optimist say that the Protestant church
of to-day is largely free from gross superstition and
that the dogma of hell-fire punishment is practically
dead T The Methodist is the most numerous and the
wealthiest division of Protestant Christianity in the
United States. One of its most important auxiliaries is the Epworth League, a society of young
people, which is doing a .great educational work
among the children of Methodists and others.
Under the department head of "Epworth League"
in a contemporary, in a" Theme for Prayer Meeting " from the parable of the tares, we find many
gems of profound thought. The children are told
that "reciting parables is spiritual portrait-painting," and that "true preaching is sowing gospel
seed," which makes the young Christian responsible
for these, among other things :
"The use of authorized seed. The gospel. Neither
more nor less. Away with politics and political eoonomy
in our pulpits!
"Christ speaks of the pernicious indnence of an
'enemy.' This is Satan, operating as a diabolical trinity
in unity.
"Satan is the chief of wicked spirits. Very powerful.
(See Job.) Almost omnipresent by means of his subalterns. The embodiment of malignity. ' Hath great
wrath.'
"The world. Satan the owner. Offered to give it to
Christ. He manipulates it to his advantage.
"The flesh. Is Satan's beast of burden. · · ·
"On the last day God will appropriately dispose of the
tares, as well as the wheat. The former shall be burned.
Shall be precipitated into the bottomless pit, where there
is weeping and gnashing of teeth. The wheat will be
gathered into God's barn."
Is it really so, Mr. Radical Optimist, that we are
"assaulting the dead" when we criticise tbe ;Bible
and antagonize the schemes of the churches ?

The committee on charities of the New York
Constitutional Convention has unanimously reported
adversely on all proposed amendments forbidding
appropriations from the state to charitable institutions under sectarian control. We shall hav something to say about some of the arguments in this
In Denmark there· is such an epidemic of selfreport in future issues.
destruction that it hi'S been proposed to turn over the
"When a man begins to put the rotten apples in the bodies of all suicides to medical colleges for dissecbottom of the measure, how soon he begins to conclude tion. The fear of hell being no longer a sufficient
that the Bible is a failure !"-Ram's Born.
deterrent it is hoped that the aversion to after-death
Yes, it does seem that it fails to make or keep. mutilation on earth will prove an effectiv check.
him honest. But what can you expect of a book The hope is a vain one. The London Freethinker
which tells him to sell :rotten meat to the stranger 1 · remarks that "the improvement of the condition of
It is so easy to reason ~hat the permission includes the living is the one thing needful." This is an
decayed fruit.
error, if reference is had only to the bettering of
material circumstances. The ·decrease of poverty
"It is the patience and toleration of the disinherited, would of course lessen the number of suicides due
not their• cruelty or vengeance, which strikes us as to that cause, but not even universal physical comamong the most wonderful of moral facts."-Ohronicle, fort will prevent the recurrence of epidemics of
London, England.
Are you sure that you are dealing. with a "moral" suicide as well aEi the eruption.of other "epidemic
fact? Is it not ignorance which ·nolds the people delusions" so long as the imitativ instinct is sQ
in subjection to superstit.ion and tyranny T If so, strong in the race. Men and women must become
we are confronting an intellectual instead of a self-centered, which implies, necessarily, the elevation of the average of intelligence. And even this
moral fact.
will not prevent the self-destruction of the hopeWe are pleased to see evidences of the prosperity lessly diseased, the crippled, and the very aged
of our London contemporary, the Freethinker. It who are helpless, for these classes will more and
has recently donned a new dress throughout, and more rebel against useless suffering.
presents a most neat and attractiv appearance. Mr.
Foote and his assistant, J. M. Wheeler, with such
Although the village hall at Saratoga Springs is
staff writers as Frederick Ryan, Charles Watts, and occupied Sunday evenings by the Young Men's
W. Heaford, are maintainiog the always enviable Christian Association, the Christians were much
reputation of the Freethinker. It prints only the disturbed and began to talk about the rights of taxbest matter and hence is always a most creditable payers when it was announced that Colonel Ingersoll would deliver his lecture, ''Liberty of Man,
representativ of the Freethought cause.
Woman, and Child," in said hall. A local correThe Freethought Letter-Writing Corps will this spondent of the Saratogian protested that this was
week write again to United States District-Attorney "Sabbath desecration of the most abominable charW. C. Perry, Topeka, Kansas, asking him to nolle acter," and "blasphemy against the Lord of the
prosse the suit against J. B. Wise, of Clay Center, Sabbath and his revelation to man ;" Ingersoll was
Kansas, indicted for sending through the mails to called a "ribald scoffer and blatant Infidel," and
R~v. H. B. V annum a postal card upon which was liberty was said to be " running riot " because "a
written a passage from the Bible. Show that the hall paid for by Christian voters " was to "be occontinued persecution of Mr. Wise is invidious and cupied on the Lord's day by one who makes insane
impolitic, inasmuch as the Bible societies which mirth at the expense of the most cherished and
send out millions of copies of the Bible are not sacred convictions of the centuries." Considering
molested, and such partiality will arouse in the the fact that the lecture, "Liberty of Man, Woman,
minds of the people a suspicion .which will,, soon and Child!" is a splendid plea for justice, generosripen into a conviction that the laws agaiJst ob- ity, and kindness, and the further fact that Colonel
scE~nity are intended to reach only the poor and Ingersoll wings most of his shafts of wit and satire
those who hold. unpopular views on the subject of against the horrible dogma of an eternal hell, the
rhapsody of the correspondent about " the most
religion.
cherished and sacred convictions of the centuries "
Mr. Putnam appears to hav made a good impres- seems a little out of place, and sounds like li. bad
sion at Fargo, North Dakota. This is what the example of anti-climax.
.Daily Forum of that place says about his recent
'• 'The creation of crimes by means of statutes providing
lectures there :
for
their punishment has generally proved itself bad
"The series of Liberal lectures by Mr. Putnam in the
Unitarian church closed last evening with one on Spirit- policy.'
"This is subjected to an analysis by the Voice, and inualism, Theosophy, and Freethonght. While, as the
speaker stated, many of his audience did not agree with terpreted as meaning, 'if it means anything, that all
him on some points advanced, the lectures hav been re- penal laws are bad policy."'
markable, and furnished abundant food for thmi~ht.
It does mean spJ]lething, but it does not .mean
The .i!lea advanced last evening upon the dignity of what the Voice interprets it to mean. Crimes, per
labor was a beautiful one and should encourage every se do not need creation by statute; they are crimes
oB.e to perform his daily duties cheerfully and with m'ore
zest than before. These lectures were very largely at- wheiiher the law d.oes or does not recognize t:p.em
tended rmd closely liitened to by every one in the room." as such. On the other hand, the law often ~esignil.tes
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought " ·still as a crime an act which is not a crime in the nature
challenges and receives subscriptions at th_e rate of of things. Such, for instance, are eJl offenses
$5 per voiume or $6.50 for the book and THE against the sanctity of Sunday. Such, in ~he past,
TRUTH SEEKER one year. We hav the names of were all blasphemy and witchcraft laws. Such, tol
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The Christian Advocate, Methodist, agrees with
the Christian Reformer, Covenanter, that the preservation of the Christian Sabbath " is the only way
of perpetuating the republic itself," but
the Methodist organ, unlike the Covenanter, evidently has little faith in law to secure the result
desired. It says :
"Physical force alone will avail little or nothing. Arguments drawn from mere expediency will prove insufficient. If we rely upon these, and disregard the sacred
character of the day-in other words, the religions ele~
ment of the institution-the American S11bbath must
inevitably perish. Conscience is the only eftectnal means
to counteract anti-Sabbath sentiment. Since this is so,
it becomes the imperativ duty, especially of the home
and the church, to teach that the basis upon which the
Sabbath rests is divine."
Dr. Buckley does not here st!'-te whether he will
or will not in the future, as he has in the past, defend
the rightfulness of Sunday laws, but he leaves us
to infer that his want of faith in such laws is caused
by their inadequacy r11ther than by their injustice.
If he believes, as he avers, that " the basis upon
which the Sabbath rests is divine," how can he favor
civil laws to secure its observance without favoring
the union of church and state, something which he
says is not associated with the Sunday recognition
that he advocates? When, in another part of the
same article, he speaks disparagingly of the classes.
that denounce our Sunday statutes as u oppressiv
and tyrannical," he must be understood to imply that
he does not consider those statutes oppressiv
and tyrannical. But if " physical force will avail little or nothing," why continue, by persisting in the
resort to physical force, making enemies for a cause
that is strong only,_ a.s he declares, when it is intrenched in conscience T Why not giv up the
admittedly ineffectual struggle to coerce nonobservers of Sunday, and t:ry the effect of the teaching without which, he says, the American Sabbath
cannot be savE'<d?
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The Strange Ways of Divine Providence,
The Cafe Roche is a popular resort in one of the
most frequented boulevards of Paris. I~ is enter.ed
directly from the street by a large door m the middle of the front, and has broad windows on each
side of the door. Inside is a large space handsomely floored in mosaic, wit.h a profusion of mirrors
on the walls, the usual array of tables, chairs, and
newspapers on file. Just to the left on entering
one sees the cashier's spacious desk, whereat is
seated the pleasanfr..faced Madam Roche, with a
smile of recognition ever-ready for· the habitues of
the place. On the counter stand two fine and
highly-polished silver vases in which are deposited
the gratuities of the waiters, and in the reflecting
surfaces of which madam can see her own cheerful
features as effectually as in a mirror. It was an
unusually warm and bright spring day, and, with
the door .thrown wide open, and both the large
windows swung open on their pivots, and standing
out at right angles to the street, the place had a
bright, summery, open-air aspect. People were beginning to flock in for their dejeitner / a miscellaneous assortment, bourgeoisie, professionals, artists,
journalists, etc., an epitome of the world of life.
Can anything be more typical of the extent to
which the French carry the personal right of everyone to all the externals of politeness than the entree
to an ordinary restaurant. Madam knows personally the majority of those who come, and for such
has a pleasant smile and a few sociable words in
reply to the necessary salute. The stranger entering, raises his hat to her, equally with the per(ilonal
acquaintance. No matter what brutalities of life
may exist under the surface, all the external signs
of respect and self-respect are given and taken with
·the politest of airy grace.
EnteP Madam Brissot and daughter. "Ah I 'tis
you; you are early, Madam." "Yes, my husband
has gone out of town, and to console little Louise
we are going sight-seeing to the Louvre, so we
started early." "How goes it with the mother-inlaw T" "Oh, she is inconsolable, but I won't giv
way. I won't hav the child baptized. You know I
think the church a huge deception." "Yes, I am
of your opinion. Pierre, Pierre, a table for Madam
Brissot."
" Ah, 'tis M. Vallon ! How was it at the opera
last night?" "Oh, the debutante was superb !"
"Wait a minute, doctor. Tell me about those poor
patients of yours. Is the sick feather-worker living
still?"
Doctor Goulet, who is an Atheist with one of the
finest practices in Paris, spends a great deal of
time and money on poor and unknown patients,
who adore him and call him blessed. Madam
Roche is a great aid to him, sending anywhere,
at shortest notice, delicaciel'l and supplies for his
poorer class of patients, and grudges no expense
where the want is intimated by the good doctor.
Between them, and unknown to any but themselvs,
they hav soothed the way to death of many of the
helpless and stricken,. and many more hav been
helped back to life and their place in the world by
these two silent-working worldlings.
As they talk madam bows to M. Malparle, the
cruel critic, and banters him as he passes with,
"Say, old gourmand, try tJ:1,e game pie-it is fine
to-day I" He passes and seats himself at table with
M. Riche, a wealthy financier who has made his
money by all sorts of notoriously shady transactions
and wrecked more homes than anyone could tell of,
and who is Madam Jl,oche's pet aversion.
"See," she says to the doctor, "how the birds of
prey gather together. They thieve and plunder, and
always escape too. If this place were blown up
with dynamite, like the Cafe Grand, those two
would be among the saved."
The next moment a terrible explosion was heard,
with shrieks of women, cracking of wood, and fall
of broken glass; a terrible concussion of the air,
with suffocating clouds of smoke. Everywhere· was
confusion, terror, and destruction. Another bomb
had exploded in the Cafe Roche and all Paris was
thrown into convulsions of excitement. When the
police had taken possession of the place and the
helpers began to gather up the dead, among them
were the good doctor and little Louise Brissot, the
unbaptized child. Among the living, sure enough,
were M. Malparle and M. Riche.
There were the usual police blunders over the
affair. Ever so many obviously innocent people
were arrested and put to great inconvenience and
annoyance and then dismissed. Everybody was
satisfied that it was an Anarchist outrage, and
all the suspects in the suspected quarter were "investigated" by the police and their spies. At last,
through some indjscretion on his own part, the
guilty man ·was found, tried, and sentenced to the
guillotin. The misguided man who, in his madness

over real social evils, had in his turn caused worse
evil in the sacrifice of innocent lives, became "converted " by the priest who. attended to the " spiritual wants" of the jail. Before he was executed he
had " made his peace with God " and gone through
the necessary forms to make him a member of the
"only true church."
Some days after the execution Father Perrault
dined with M. Mery, the rich manufacturer, at a
small town in the neighborhood of Paris. M. Mery,
besides being an Atheist and a friend of Dr. Goulet,
who had been killed in .. the explosion, was also a
large employer of labor and interested in the affairs
of the little town. So he and the cure being thrown
together in public life came to be on friendly-terms.
The cure could not a:ftord to be at outs with M.
Mery, even if he were a wicked libre penseur. Besides, who has such a scent for good dinners and
fine wines-who can so well hold the candle to the
devil as your country cure? And he dropped dark
hints to his friends encouraging the idea that good
might come to mother church some day from his
association with the large-hearted manufacturer.
She had gathered into her fold subjects much less
likely than M. Mery, and besides there were madam
and the young ladies. And, truth to tell, much
good work was done in the town through ~he cure
by and with the funds supplied by M. Mery. The
church reaped the credit and the cure assured his
objectors that he never swerved from his doctrine
in his conversations with the follower of the " man
of sin." To do the cure justice, he was so bent on
justifying himself on the latter point by holding
sharply orthodox views that M. Mery sometimes
thought him more intolerant than he really was.
Of late the cure had talked to his parishioners a
great deal about the terrible bomb explosion at the
Cafe Roche as a sign of the violence and self-will
that must be rampant whenever the direction of
worldly affairs was taken out of the hands of the
holy church. God, in his providence, ordered
things in the world to work out his own ends; he
was all-knowing and knew best what was good for
us in the long run. True, it did sometimes seem
as if there were want of aim in some things that
happened, but then it was .our duty to take things
as he ordered them, and to remember that what we
did not understand of his ways was to be regarded
as a mystery and, as such, appealed to our faith
and not to our reason. The holy father should
be our guide. To him had been confided the
direction not only of the spiritual faith, but also
of the reason. Faith was the highest ideal in
man and reason subordinate to it. When men
abandoned faith and appealed to reason, see theresult-dynamite and Socialism, confusion and disorder in society. Let men hav faith and all would
go well. Some of his hearers urged that the "age
of faith "was notoriously dark and disorderly-that
it was not noted for its peace or order. Knowing
ones shook their heads and intimated that with all
his want of faith M. Mery seemed to be a very
good man ; he even had more influence than Father
Perrault himself. Ah, that was owing to his
wealth! Yes, but why did God prosper him, with
his want of faith, with his use of reason! There
was M. Pellaton, down in the little town, in the
same trade as M. Mery, his rival in fact. He had a
good start years before M. Mery, and M. Mery began with nothing. M. Pellston was a good Catholic,
a dutiful son of the church, and as for faith, he ·was
full of it. True, some folks said he had so much
faith that it made him stupid. At any rate, God
prospered M. Mery, and M. Pellaton was getting
poorer every day. M. Pellaton was· a s6re point
with the cure; he could only shrug his shoulders in
reply.
Well, as we said, on this day Father Perrault
dined with M. Mery. The dinner passed off as
usual in good-humored talk; and when the ladies
had retired the two men remained talking about
town matters and people of mutual interest. After
a while M. Mery rang the bell for the room to be
cleared, and the two went out through the long
French window down the steps into the pleasflt
old garden. Very often, in their discussions, tl'iey
used to banter one another on religious subjects,
and sometimeE', could his parishioners hav heard
him, they might hav been shocked at Father -Perrault's light handling of such subjects where he
knew he was safe. Once M. Mery had shown him
a large nectarin tree trained on a wall; the tree
was dying back branch by branch, and Father
Perrault said nothing but the church could save it.
He would make it all right again by blessing it if
M. Mery would giv him perpetuiU tithes on it;
Mery professed to want to beat the price down to
five per cent instead of- ten per .cent on the. ground
that being a manufacturer, he was entitled to trade
prices, but at last the tithe was agreed upon. As
the tree did not recover, M. Mery insisted that the

priest must hav cursed instead of blessed it Father
Perrault thought that they would hav to hav a mass
said for the good of its soul, and they bargained
over the price. In the meanwhile the gardener had
cut back the dead wood, and treated the tree in his
own fashion, and after awhile it had recovered, and
again seemed to promis a good result. So the two
men used to go and look at it and poke fun at Obi!
another's ideas. The priest speculated as to how
much his first year's tithes would cofi:ie to; but M:ery
argued that all the credit Would belong to the gardener, because he did what he knew to be necessary, whilst Father Perrault speculated and theorized about what he knew nothing about, and when
some one else had brought about a. good result,
came in and said, like his church: "See what my
blessing and praying and masses can do !" .
To-day, as they stopped in front of the tree, a
little of the old persiflage passed between them, but .
M. Mery did not seem so good humored as usual;
his gibes at the priest seemed to be harsher and
more earnest in tone. The cure-began to think back
to find whether he had said anything at which his
host might hli.v taken offense. But he could not
arrive at any such conclusion. He changed the subject as they walked on, and gradually they began to
talk of the topics of the day, politics, news and so
on, till the cure at last referred to the horrors of
the bomb explosion at the Cafe Roche. Then M.
Mery became pugnacious and referred to the
priest's utterances on the ·subject in the town,
which the latter proceeded to defend and enlarge
upon. M. Mery listened,- at first occasionally inter•
jecting a pugnacious wor~ or two; but alii the priest
continued, Mary's manner and tone changed, until
at last he said, with a gentler and pleading manner,
" Oh, it's horrible, horrible, to hear a man, such as
I know you to be, talk so, and there can be only
one explanation of it. Once within. the pale of the
church, and at the cburch's call, the priest, no matter how good the man's nature, will overshadow the
man in the interest of the church. The influence
is so subtle, so far-reaching, so fatally blinding, that
though you feel it and act upon it, you do not yourself know or even suspect that it exists. Perrault,
Perrault, I know that you are an honest man, even
if you are a priest ; but it is the church and her
dogmas that speak through you ; you, yourself,
from your own nature, could never utter such
blasphemies against your God." Perrault had never
seen him so much in earnest. His church training
showed itself at once in the quickness ;with which
he disclaimed the manliness Mery credited him with
and assumed the tone and manner of the priest.
Mery continued: "It is not what you say about
the wickedness of such deeds of violence as the
affair of Cafe Roche that we are in ~isagreement·
about. There we are at one. But you will keep on
claiming that your God interests himself and interferes in the a:ftairs of man and directs them toward
good. ends; in short, that he is a watchful and
guiding providence. 'Fhis affair ought to teach you
differently."
Then they carried on an animated discussion as
to what had become of those who had died in the
explosion at the Cafe Roche, Mery assuming, for the
sake of argument, that there was a future life for
them. Pressed for a real statement of his belief,
the cure maintained that the criminal, having repented and put on faith as an armor and made his
peace with God, would be received into heaven; but
that the child could not be because she had not
been baptized; nor could Dr. Goulet be, because not
having been baP.tized, he was also a disbeliever in
God, and Jesus has said that "whosoever shall deny
me before men, him will I also deny before my
Father " Mery contended that if the religious conception of God as a being all-powerful, all-knowing,
just, merciful, kind, and directing events for the
benefit of his children were true, then the cure's
ideas were degrading to such a conception. Such a
being would hav better shown his good will if he
had prevented the explosion i he could hav done so
if he had wanted ; as he did not, how could he be
the kind and beneficent being he was represented
to be? Indeed, he could only be either indifferent
or else cruel. On the other hand, if he did wish
to prevent it and could not, he was not all-powerful.
Perrault replied that being all-powerful he could hav
prevented it-that he did not for a moment doubt;
but as he had not prevented it, we must suppose it __
was for some good purpose of his own. Mery went ·
on to point out the scandaL that. was involved in .
the further details of the affair. ~ Dt. Goulet and
little Louise Brissot would be condemned to hell,:
to everlasting tortu_re; yet b~th were admitted. to
be faultless except in wanting faith.· Yes, the doctor
was a ~ood man, but.he ·could not be saved; 'ashe·
had .. n6t believed; · the · crimiiial who had caused:·
the deaths, having·_repented, could go to heaven!::
Mery took the case of the little girl by itself. ~q~e
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fault was it that the child bad not faith and bad not
been baptized'! "Undoubtedly the fault lay with
the mother, the child had nothing to do with
it. Except that ii bad not been made one with
God it was blameless; and even here it was blameless, as the blame, if any, lay entirely with the
mother. The mother still lived. The child, having
been consigned to hell, could the mother, if she
now repented and made her peace with God, be
saved and inherit the everlasting lifeT Undoubtedly she could. Then what a degraded idea of the
divine justice, of God's infinit pity, the priest must
hav! A -blameless child could go to hell through
the fault of her mother; the mother, through rerepentance and faith, might go to heaven ; from
there, across the great and impassable gulf described
by Luke, she may see her child in torment, her child
in hell through her neglect, and yet herself partaking of the joys of heaven! What nonsense you
teach! To any mother such a heaven. could be
nothing but bell itself. To any manly and reasoning man a God arranging thing8 so could be only a
fiend. Then take the criminal himself, he who
caused the explosion. He is too wicked to be allowed to liv on earth, and yet. for his repentance
and faith your creed givs. him the entrance into
heaven ; and those good people, the doctor and the
child, whom this fiend's sudden act deprived of any
chance to work out their own salvation, they go to
belli A man too bad to be allowed to liv on earth,
by bis faith can be made good enough to go to
heaven I A man good enough to be allowed to liv
on earth, so good as to be regretted when be is
go.me, cannot, for his want of faith, be made good
enough to go to heaven ! Bah! your conception of
divine Providence is ridiculous, and it is only your.
priestly allegiance to the church that could make a
man like you defend it."
Here their discussion was interrupted by the
arrival of the ladies. Mary and the priest continued
good friends personally, but it was noticeable that
Mery thereafter became more com bativ, and that his
change of attitude took. the shape of organi:ting
institutions to neutralize the immoral teachings Qf
the church, instead of trying to do good work
through wrong channels.
CHA.S. B. CooPER.
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Right here would be the place to show that a free
fore the House finance committee sought the removal of duties from their particular products ; trade tariff is more burdensome on the poor than a
why, when asked by the committee whether they or protectiv tariff, but I am reminded that such a
their American consumers paid said duties, they showing would not touch Mr. Peck's line of argu-.
replied without exception that not one cent was ment. According to his theory free trade duties
paid by consumers. I call upon him to say whether and protection duties are alike dishonest; they are
equally iniquitpus. He believes in unqualified, abthey were fools or liars.
I call upon him ·to explain why M. D. Harter solute free trade; on this point be is squarely
objects to a Cuban tariff on American flour. Ac- opposed to both Cleveland and Harrison.
It is difficult t.o discuss international, unrestricted
cording. to Mr. Peck, Cuban consumers would bav
to pay 1t, so why should Mike object T American competition in trade and do it seriously, because it
millers know better than this, if Mr. Peck does not. bas no practical bearing on· anything that is going
I call upon him to explain his arithmetic; If the on in this day and generation. That absolute free
present price, including tariff, is less than former trade may become a practical issue this side of the
price without tariff, is it not a queer kind of addi- millennium is possible but not probable. Evidently
tion 1 If Mr. Peck can pay duty and get three Brotbe~ Peck sympathizes with the poor, and
pounds of wire nails for tba same price that be paid I take It for granted that he fully believes that
for one pound without duty, can be not stand that his scheme· of unrest.ricted competition, if tried.
would result in benefit to that class. But would
kind of taxation T
·
Our friend of Naples, N.Y., is not so stupid as itT Is it a true remedy T One cannot speak with
certainty of a mere theory, but what ill there in
be would bav us believe.
The New York Sun declared, and Mr. Peck well financial history leading to the conviction that free
knows, that during the first two years of ·the competition is a genuin remedy for poverty T In a
McKinley law the prosperity of the United States free-for·all race ought we to assume that the poor
was greater than was ever previously enjoyed by any will come out ahead instead of the trusts and
country or any people living under the light of monopolies, the plutocracy ? If all the nations
civilization, that our foreign trade was greater than should agree to abolish customs duties, what is to
ever before, and that the output of American in- hinder the newer, smaller, or weaker nations from
dustries was nearly equal to the combined product becoming victims to the avarice of the powerful'
There are sharks in the sea, tigers on the land, and
of the rest of the world.
He also knows that from the day of Cleveland's the modern commercial pirate is everywhere present;
election this prosperity began to fail. Manufac- all three of them take their highest delight in free
turers began to put out their fires, the wheels of competition. Protection is a primary element of
industry stopped, thousands of families were de- life ; it is self-defense. To progressiv civilization it
prived of their incomes, and grim Poverty stalked is essential that commerce should, to some extent,
be regulated by Jaw. The tariff, however it may
where his presence was never before knoWii.
A party pledged to the destruction of the bav acquired its name, is a product of evolution
McKinley law bad been elected to power, and Amer- from savagery and barbarism. In the natural order
icst began to prepare for that unhappy result. Mr. of progress tarifts will be improved and perfected ;
Peck also knows that if the present peril of the they will not be abolished. The highest type of
McKinley law could be removed, that is, if the tariff yet attained is a product of French political
present Congress could be dissolved, or would adopt economy-a tariff with a large free list and protectiv
a resolution that it would make no tariff changes reciprocity duties. To say that indirect taxation is
whatever, and that existing tariff laws would remain dishonest is not sensational ; we all know that ·
untouched, business would begin to revive at once. direct taxation is also dishonest. To determin .
At <this date (August 6th) it is impossible to say which of the two is the most unfair and dishonest
what will be the final result, but mark this predic- is a fine subject for dispute, but the statesmen of
tion : Should all tariff legislation by the present all nations would probably decide in favor of direct
Mr. Peck and the Tariff.
Congress be defeated, general improvement in busi- taxation. To sum up on this bead, my freethinking
An experience of many years as an extensiv ness will be visible in every direction in less than leads to the conclusion that free trade and fair
breeder of poultry bas assured me that the attack one month from the date. on which such defeat is trade are two quite different things and that absoin THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 28th, of which I was made certain, and ere long the entire land will lute free trade bas no substantial charm for the
the intended victim, instead of resulting in a dan- regain its former prosperity. On the other hand, Liberal mind and is not a true remedy for the ills
gerous bite, proved to be only a Peck, savage but should the Wilson bill become a law, times will be of poverty.
harmless. Viewing my assailant from a position of harder than be bas ever known.
It is remarkable that at this late day as shrewd a people
perfect security, I was enabled to make three imI bav always admired Mr. Peck as a man of great as the Americans claim to be should still be disputing
portant discoveries, to wit :
ability. He bas cast off the yoke of Jesus Christ, about the tariff. It ought to hav been settled in twenty
1. That, apart from a few absurd illustrations, but still grovels under the heel of Adam Smith. years after it was taken in band by keen Yankee intellect.
Far be it from me to claim that the a~erage
Mi. Peck bas not advanced an original argument, He cannot see that the same means which compel
nor one that .bas not been refuted a little more than the widow to pay an extra dollar for coal will com- American is either shrewd or wise as a business
a million times ;
pel the Americans, under free trade, to pay extra legislator; }·e is too much interested in campaigns
2. That his contempt for facts is a little greater dollars for European goods. He cannot see that of education in partisan lying and appeals to passion
than is usually found, even . among free traders, the free admission of foreign goods will bav pre- and greed. Thomas Paine said that all governments
dealing as be does in theories only; and
cisely 6-e same effect on American wage ear:Q.ers as were a necessary evil. However that may be, just
3. }'hat while sooi.e theories hav the merit of will the free admission of foreign laborers, though as long as national governments exist the necessity
for regulating commerce by law will exist. The
being founded on facts, those of Mr. Peck are not in a much greater degree.
included in this class, founded as they are upon a
He labors under the delusion that AmeTican really remarkable thing is that any person should
fallacy too transparent to cast.a shadow.
machinery is vastly superior to that of Europe, but consider the tarift question capable of permanent
This fallacy is well expressed in Mr. Peck's own bad be carefully examined the machinery depart- settlement. If it was finally settled that would be
words: "This tax, whatever .it may be, is added to ment at the World's Fair be would not bav ventured an extremely remarkable circumstance. Whether
the poor will always be with us I cannot guess, but
the price of the goods, and is ultimately paid by the such a statement.
consumer.'' Upon this rotten dogma rests every
The writer spent one day in that department, the tariff racket, although it be not a thing of joy
argument he has produced, and with it every argu- which was more interesting to him than any other or beauty, is likely to abide with us forever. There
ment falls. How any sane man can longer be. de- exhibit, and haVing some knowledge of mechanical is a substantial reason why I hav profound respect
luded by this glaring fraud is a problem which St. principles, both mathematical and practical. I place for "keen Yankee intellect" and it is with a feeling
Peter alone can solve.
my judgment against that of Mr. Peck, that he is of genuin regret that the admission is drawn from
me that even Yankee intellect cannot achieve the
The statement above quoted contains a pair of sadly in error on this point.
impossible
inside of twenty years. Furthermore,
assertions unsustained by a reasonable theory, unI bav none but the kindest wishes for Mr. Peck
.that mysterious and nckle creature known as "the
supported by a single fact, as absurd as the pl-agues and the entire TRUTH SEEKER family.
people" bas yielded to the enormous pressure of
of Egypt, untenable as the geology of Moses, asserLocust Oorner, 0.
CRAB O. Hus.
the great Bourbon reaction and bas swept the
tions that bav been refuted a thousand different
Yankee from the supreme seat of power. That last
times, in a thousand different ways, by a thousand
To the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In s~ntence opens a mine full of fresh, timely, and indifferent facts. Argument that consists of theory
your issue of July 28th is an article by J obn Peck teresting material to the band of every lover of
and fancy is simply no argument.
on the tariff question. With your permission I human improvement, but I bav no intention on this
I call upon Mr. Peck for facts instead of theories.
will make comments on a few sayings contained occasion to investigate the new Pandora's box
I call upon him, or any other free trader living, to
which bas been opened before us, to our distress,
name a half dozen protected articles which are not therein.
PRESTON DAY.
cheaper to-day than when they were free of duty.
Will Mr. Hays please explain how a tariff on coal makes by the tariff reform plutocracy.
Castana, Ia.
I call upon him to point to one dollar that be bas it come cheaper to the ~dow?
ever been taxed 9r ever been obliged to pay by a
This question is put at the end of a variety of
To the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER-Sir: I bav
protectiv tariff.
doleful remarks concerning the poor widow. The
1f be does not know the difference between the schedule of my copy of the tarift states that there is ~erived much plea• ure many times from reading the
protectiv and the revenue tariff,. be must be in- not and has not been any tax on household coal. articles of the energetic and unrestrainable John
formed that the latter class would include such The duty is placed only on soft coal, which is unfit Peck. He is evidently at home on ethical and reduties as might be levied upon articles that we can- for domestic use by either rich or poor, and is ligious subjects, but it seems to me that his lectures
not produce, or at least in quantities too small to burned exclusivly by steamers, blacksmiths, .and on money and the tariff are not so logical.
About 1870, railway people found out that steel
hav any appreciable effect on supply and demand, factories. Although this fact precludes the idea of
rails
were far better and more durable than iron.
such as tea coffe.e, sugar, spices, etc.
sympathizing in the matter of household coal for
English mills were making steel rails, none were
.·I· cail u~on him to explain why E~rope is so the l?oor, it is .intimated by Mr. P~ck. t.bat they are
anxious for free trade in America; why, m the early heavily taxed m the cost of their hving by tariff being made in the United States; the price in
England was $60 per ton.
{la;rs of the Wilson bill, foreign representative be- : duties op other articles not specified.
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Congress levied a duty of $27 per ton on them. received from its members a most royal welcome, of good and true Liberals, friends and comrades in
That was protection. American mills soon com- and so far as I can find out my lectures hav been the forward march of the world. Spa_ce forbids me
menced making steel rails, and very soon competi- acceptable, although I hav kept nothing back of to increase the roll. To the Unitarian Society, to
its minister and deacons, I must giv thanks for their
tion at home reduced the price to $30 per ton and thorough going Secular principles.
splendid cooperation. Such "deacons " are worthy
The
Unitarians
hav
a
pretty
church
here,
and
it
less. Neither the $27 per ton duty, nor any part of
it, was ever added to the price of home.made rails. was filled every evening of my five lectures. There of respect, notwithstanding the orthodox sound.
I increased the list of truth seekers by nearly a
I mention the steel rails to illustrate the fact that was no falling off, and I hav not met more appreciround dozen, and I hope for more. Dr. Vidal,
the tariff rate is not always added to.the manufaC- ativ listeners than in the Unitarian church.
I arrived here on Saturday, August 11th, a total Terence Martin, J. L. Otley, C. B. Waldron, E.
turer's price. Many other similar cases might be
stranger I might say; but it did not take long to Herrman, J. Sternberg, Mrs.·Cora Wirnandt, T. B.
adduced.
In this case the tariff actually caused a very great feel perfectly at home. In fact, th~ momeni I re- Cosley, Ira Eddy are o.n the list. This shows that
reduction in the cost of steel rails to railway build- ceived the cordial greeting of Mr. and. Mrs. "0. W. Freethought has struck its roots pretty deep into
ers, and it has the same effect in many other cases. McDorman I realized that the conditions of success this soil, and the " tree of Liberty" will flourish.
Morehead is over across the Red river in MinneMr. Peck says the tariff makes the poor pay what were present, and that if earnestness could do anytbe rich ought to. I don't so read the McKinley thing it would be accomplished here. Mr. Mc- sota. The people of Fargo go over there occasionbill and other late tariffs. I ask Mr. Peck to read Dorman has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for many ally to take a drink, and this increases materially
the McKinley tariff. I mention spirits, wines, and years and has always been ready to aid the cause. the prosperity of Morehead, for Fargo is a "dry"
other beverages; fine silks and velvets; _fine cloths The work has been mainly pushed heretofore by town, owing to constitutional prohibition, and of
and cassimeres ; laces and embroideries ; fine and means of Liberal literature. However, Remsburg course one must go "over Jordan " for ·a little inunheavy carpets. These and many other articles are has broken the ground, and we know he does his dation. Morehead, however, is a fine looking place.
charged with heavy duties. They are bought and pioneer work well. So I had the advantage of this. It has some good Liberals. The Normal college is
used mostly by the rich, and none, or very little, by Though I was personally unknown, Freethought located there; and although not so large as Fargo,
it is a worthy rival on the opposit bank of the Red
the poor. I understand the words poor and rich was already a recognized factor.
Rev. Wm. M. Ballou, of the Unitarian church, is river.
to be comparativ terms with no exact limit. The
Harvests, on the whole, are pretty good in this
amount which one man would regard as wealth, to one with whom it is a delight to meet. He not
another would indicate poverty. Commodore Van- only granted the use of his pulpit, but took hold great valley, and the outlook is not so bad as it
derbilt once said: "A man who has $300,000 is as himself with great enthusiasm to make the lectures might be. Hard times ~o not prevail so much as
a success. He did all he could, not only for my in other parts of the country. The rebuilding of
happy as if he was rich."
Mr. Peck says the poor men hav nothing to be platform work, but for my social enjoyment. He Fargo has been in many respects a· help to industry
protected. I reply, they hav their labor to sell, and introduced me to a large number of Liberal friends. and progress.
In fact Fargo has been to me not so much a
they need and should hav that protected, and I He is a man we might say without prejudice. He
understand it is one of the chief objects and effects has no ministerial limitations that I can see. He is place of labor as of rest and inspiration along
of all modern tariffs to protect home labor. I am a man of the world and takes very little stock in the pathway of reform. We are disappointed so
not able to see the relevancy of Mr. Peck's fables(!) ceremonies of any kind. He is entirely scientific many times that we get used to it, and grin and
of the woman at her wash·tub and the three men and accepts facts, and though we might differ in bear it. That is the way· of the frontiersman.
putting up the price of coal. They seem to me to some mental conclusions there was the best kin.d of We must take good and evil fortune with equaresemble the ad captandum vulgus style of argu- fellowship. Certainly as long as he represents the nimity. But my experience at Fargo is above
mentation. Who ever knew or heard of troops Unitarian movement in this place it will hav a con- the average. Its large success was so unexbeing pent to shoot down men because they refuse stantly forward look, and no " finalities " will be in pected ; there was such a variety, yet unity of
ideas and sympathies, so much friendlinesg, such an
to work for starvation wages T I don't believe such the way of the search after truth.
Besides the generous welcome which I received atmosphere and breadth of Freethought, that it has
an event ever happened in the United States of
America, and I suspect that· friend Peck has got at the home of Mr. and· Mrs. C. W. McDorman, I been more than an ordinary influence for hope and
also enjoyed the hospitality of Dr. and Mrs. E. M. courage. It has been like a bright and beautiful
parts of two stories mixed.
I regret as much as any man living the great Darrow, who are Liberals in the fullest sense of prospect from some extended elevation where the
amount of poverty and vice and wickedness through- the· term. The doctor bas an excellent library world appears in more vivid colo.rs, and the mind is
out the land, and would do all in my power to where books on almost every subj~ct can be found, filled with the promise of the future, that the haremancipate my fellows from the thraldom of igno- and poetry and philosophy mingle with science .and vest will shine, and labor will not be fruitless.
I was pleased to again meet Rev. Mrs. Putrance and superstition and consequent unhappiness, history. The doctor believes in social advancement
if I knew how.
and hopes for the time when there shall be happy nam, who works in the Unitarian field. We are
I hav two remedies which, if energetically ap- homes and leisure for all. He is one of the favorit cousins of .course, for there is no doubt that our
plied, will, I believe, go far towards human emanci- candidates on the Populist ticket.
ancestors came over in the Mayflower and the Pilpation, viz. :
Frank Irons is one of the most genial comrades grim blood is in our veins.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
1. Compulsory education.
in our Freethought circle. He has a brilliant
2. Close up the saloons.
J. M. BROWN.
literary capacity and is one of the best writers of
Observations.
Fort Worth, 7e~.
short stories in the country, and these stories hav a
great deal of reform and humanity in them. Irons
In the ease of the United States versus J. B.
is not afraid to deal with burning questions in a Wise, now pending in Kansas, it is to be noted that
News and Notes.
radical and heterodox manner. Mrs. Irons is a the defendant has something of an advantage over
Fargo is a cosmopolitan place. It is made up of " Presbyterian," but she enjoyed the lectures just the prosecuting witness, the Rev. Mr. Vennum, in
people from all sections ; people of enterprise and as much as her husband.
· · the significance of his name as spoken. It is better
independent thought ; and there are no " ruts "
Mr. A. E. Nugent, who has been on the roll of to be wise that vennumous. The middle name of
either of business or creed. It is a typical Western THE TRUTH SEEKER for many years, is at the front the accused, which is Beetum, may also be portown of about twelve thousand, with a flowing, here and pushed the campaign vigoro.usly'and con- tentous. Scripture is silent on the subject of Venchanging, progressiv population. It has been built tributed materially to its success. I must thank num, but givs us to understand the foolish shall on
up on the plain alongside the river, and is, I think, Mr. and Mrs. Max Stern for their delightful enter- occasions be permitted to harass the Wise. The
the largest city in the state, and in the productiv tainment of the Secular Pilgrim. I was pleased to clergyman ought further to recollect that, according
and splendid valley of the Red river. A year ago meet Mr. Falen, master mechanic of the North- to the Preacher, "the Wise and their works are in
it was swept by a great fire, and a large part of its ern Pacific railroad, a radical thinker and reformer the hands of God (Eccl. ix. 1 ).
business buildings were destroyed. But new and and an expert in his profession. Rev. J. N. Parker,
imposing blocks are taking their places. Fargo has a retired Universalist clergyman eighty-eight years
Talking about definitions of God, the one
a solid basis of growth. It is the center of a pros- of age, and who seems to be built for a hundred, given in the Children's Corner by fourteen-year-old
perous territory. It has suffered from "booms," has an undying hatred for the orthodox God and Estella Weaver should win the book, or even a
and spread itself with speculativ alacrity; but it has fights him as he would the devil himself, and, al- library. Having read the said definition several
finally come to "hardpan," and its natural force is though with differences of opinion, gave the right times, I am ready to say that it answers every purunabated, and it proposes now to "grow with the hand to the Freethought icon~clast. Professor pose. True, it does not define God, or even mencountry," and avoid artificial stimulus. It is no Waldron, of the Agricultural College, together with tion him. It is like the book of Esther in that relonger dependent on Eastern capital, but home most of his confreres in that institution, are scientific spect, but I maintain that the reader will know just
wealth and enterprise. Most of the investments Liberals. I visited with him the college, located at as much about God as if it were otherwise. Perhaps
here belong to the citizens, and there is local pride Fargo. It is a young institution, but it has great Miss Estella is poking fun at Mr. Genone. Taken
and development. There is no false outside press- promis. Its corps of professors are well equipped as it stil.nds, her definition is a joke "unconscious,"
ure. The city htts a life of its own. It presents a and hav the enthusiasm of youth. Professor as she would remark, "yet true."
beautiful appearance these gorgeous summer days. Waldron is an original investigator in his line of
There are vast harvest fields about, stretching away work~horticulture. I am sorry to. say that they
The lecture on "Orthodoxy vs. Evolution," deinto sunny distance, while the city itself is embow- hav religious services at the college every day, sing livered last winter by Daniel T. Ames before the
ered in trees, and adorned with green, shining "Come to Jesus," repeat the Lord's prayer, etc. Liberal Club of New'York, and before the Philolawns and lo"Vely flower gardens. The residences :-r'he professors are not over fond of the duty. jl_t sophical Society of BJ ooklyn, is now printed in
are many of them elegant, aiJ.d on every side are 1s hoped that common sense and justice will prevail pamphlet form. THE TRUTH SEEKER prints elseevidences of prosperity, culture, and successful and these remnants of the dark ages be swept from where an advertisme11t of the same. Mr. Ames's
enterprise.
this noble scientific institution. So far as learning mind is perfectly clear on the subject he discusses,
While there are many churches in the place, there is concerned, it is ably conducted, and practically and he makes no reservations in. favor of orthois a predominant Liberal element, which is more very few students graduate without being heterodox. doxy. In fact, he finds nothing in it worth saving
outspoken and prevailing than is usual in a city of
Dr. and Mrs. Vidal are among our pleasant ac- except the Golden Rule, which it borrowed, and its
this size, though still, as elsewhere, Freethought quaintances here; also Mr. and Mr. Winship, Colonel social features, which belong more to human nature
suffers from indifference and cowardice.. But the and Mrs. Morrow, Dr. and Mrs. McConnell, Mr. arid than to religion. ·The truths of evolution are apadvance element is better organized here than in Mrs. Baker, . Mr. Ball, 0. J. and Eugene de Len- parent and demonstrable, but orthodoxy contains
most places. A Unitarian society has been built drecci-who own and conduct one of the largest no vital truth and its central thoughts are misconup here, whose platform is about as broad as the busin-ess establishments in the city-Mr. and Mrs. ceptions. When the last of these are exposed, and
univer!le. It has very few prayers and no creed, Alex. Stern-the Stern Brothers are leading mer- when the highest traits of mankind become com~
and every variety of opinion can feel at home in its chants of the city-Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Thompson, mon to all the race, orthodoxy will hav disappeared
genial atmosphere. Its leaders are radical and pro- Dr. B. F. Manning, Dr. C. L. McLaren, and entirely. The majority of Bible characters, Mr.
gressiv and draw no lines of fellowship. I hav J. F. Schoeninger. l could mention ma.ny names, all Ames says, would be ostracized to-day, while. their
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m?thods, a!ld beliefs hav 'been superseded by
discovenes and ::.mprovements which render them
worthless. Any one who wants a good tract to
place in the hands of inquiring persons could confi..:
dently look for gratifying .results if he chose this
little brochure of Mr. Ames's.

It ~s a co~ncidence worthy of note that prosperous tunes, like the Golden Age, are always in th'e
past. The free silver people hav a whole lot of
statistics to prove that the coUntry never had any
show except when silver coinage was unrestricted.
There are the free bankers who contend that despite all disadvantages the state bank system gave
the people the best monetary service. The fiatists
point with pride to the stimulus given farming
interests by greenbacks, thirty years ago. The
free trad?rs ca!l demonstrat~ to any reasonable person1s satisfactiOn or confusiOn that tariff laws hav
al'!ays, been beneficent to the extent that they reduced previously existing customs duties. I believe
that religious people attribute all advance to the
~fl~ences of· Christian civilization, and the protectiOmsts make the grand bluff by claiming everything that is good had its origin in the 'McKinley
law. Thus Mr. Chas. 0. Hays, whose well balanc~d
~ame woul~ be pie for a sign painter or job printer,
mdorses a statement that "during the first two
years of the McKinley law the prosperity of the
United States was greater than was ever previously
enjoyed by any country or auy people living under
the light of civilization." It is probably true that
the artificial stimulus or advantage given to some
branches of industry gave an appearance of prosperity to the community, but it must not be forgotten that Mr. McKinley went into bankruptcy under
the workings of his own law, which law survived
the prosperity it is accredited with producing. He
it.seems to me, should hav known enough about
his bill to steer clear of the rocks it placed in the
path of general business. Such fictitious prosperity
reminds me of an incident, which I will relate.
A campaign orator from Houston stumping the
state of Texas met a man, who introduced himself,
and stated that he had a brother living in Houston,
and inquired if the orator happened to know said
relativ. It chanced that he did not, but this in no
wise deterred him from saying that he did, and the
man inquired, " Well, how is Bill doin' ~, "Doing
well," said the orator, "and I shall be glad to convey to him any greeting you may be pleased to
send."
"Tell Bill, then," said the man, "that his brother
Jake, which the same is myself, is devilish hard up,
and that if he intends to ever do anything.for me,
now is the time."
The men had a drink together and separated. A
few hours later, they met again, and the man, who
had not beeri abstemious meanwhile, remarked, "So
you know my brother Bill over in Houston'"
"Yes," said the orator.
"Well," rejoined the stranger, "when you see
him next time, tell him you run agin' a brother of
.
his'n, and that I'm all right."
Having congratulated each other at the bar, they
parted once more, but while the campaigner was
on his wa.y to the train after the rally that night,
he ·again collided with the man who had a relativ in
Houston. "Shay," said that individual, who was
now in the full glory of stimulated prosperity,
' You're er feller f'm Houston ; know my brer'er ;
w'en see 'im 'gin tell him Jake's away up; doin'
fine; an' 'at 'f he wants any help ter just let me
know."
·
The man probably did not feel so well the next
day. A to-morrow always succeeds these extraordinary states of feeling, and such a to-morrow .this
country seems at present to hav struck.
The inclosed item has appeared in a number , of
papers and is credite'd to the Portland Oregonian:
While the Declaration of Independence was being read
at MonntYernon, Or., on the Fourth, a short, chubby
fellow, with hayseed in his hair, arose bastil;r, and in
a stage whisper to his companion declared: "Let's go,
Jennie. That's old as the bills. I heard that same piece
spoken in Snohomish last year; afore that I heard it
spoke at the Fourth o' July doin's in Seattle."
If this story is to spin forever down the ringing
grooves of change, in connection with the historical
name of Snohomish, it ought to go right, because it
assumed its original form at that place somewhere
about the year 1890. The facts are as hereinafter
set forth. On the banks of the Snohomish river,
near Fiddler's Bluff, five miles above town, resides
Eldridge Morse, the pioneer journalist a.nd lawyer
of the locality, keeper of the Indian legends, son of
the Great Skookum-tumtum, and historian and
statistician of the Puget Sound country, being
familiar with every trail between Seattle and the
British border. (See Bancroft's History of the
Northwest.) He now raises vegetables, which he

transports to the city by means of a boat and
thence to his customers iu large copper boiler~ suspended from his. shoulders by webbins. He is a
great reader and a conversationalist of unlimited
powers and infinit continuity. On the Fourth of
July of the year mentioned he was chosen to read
the Declaration of Independence. He might hav been
t~e orator of the occasion, except that the celebratiOn was confined to one day. Having in his intercourse with the Indians become accustomed to depen,d somewhat on his hands to convey the meaning of his voice, Mr. Morse never uses .notes when
spea!dng; and rather than f~rego this advantage by
holdmg up a book he committed the Declaration to
memory, not omitting the list of signatures. While
he was ~eciting it the county attorney appeared
among ·his auditors, and after listening for a few
moments !etired. On his way to his office the
county prosecutor met Justice Griffith, of the
Nevada state bar, who asked him if he had been to·
the speaking. Learning that he had, the justice
further inquired if the exercises were interesting,
and the county attorney then J;D.ade the memorable
reply: "Not a bit. Time all taken up with one of
Eldridge Morse's long-winded speeches."
This year i~ was reported that the editor of ·an
administration organ in the same county mistook
the Declaration for a defense of the railroad strikers
and consequently withheld his approbation of the
proceedings. Such report, however, may be classed
with the Oregonian's item as a fraud. The facts
as I hav stated them can be maintained. Mr.'
Morse and myself were good friends, or klosh
tillicums as they say there, and he once gave me
permission to use either his merits or his failings
whenever thereby I could point a moral or adorn a
tale. He is all right.
GEo. E. MACDONALD.

· Ex-Governor Charles Robinson.
By the death of Ex-Governor Charles Robinson,
the Freethinkers of the United States lose one of
their 'number who, while not an activ worker, had
always the courage of his convictions and helped
the Liberals of Kansas by his open association with
them and by generous financial contributions. At
the camp m'eeting at Valley Falls in 1883, at which
the Kansas Liberal League was organized, Governor
Robinson was one of the favorit speakers, and he
had also participated in meetings in preceding
years.
Here is a sketch of the life of Charles Robinson
which we quote from the New York Times:
Charles Robinson, the first governor of the state of
Kansas, died yesterday [August 17th], at his home near
Lawrence, that state, after an illness of ten days.' He
was seventy-six years old.
Ex-Governor Robinson was born July 21, 1818, in
Hardwick, Mass., and at the age of seventeen began
working to pay his way thronl!h college at Amherst, by
teaching during his vacation. He was graduated, and took
a course in medioin, after which he was associated with
Dr. G. G. Holland in managing a hospital at Springfield.
Soon after the discovery of gold in California he
crossed the l!rflat American desert, and reached the gold
fields of the Pacific coast during the contest between the
squatters on the Sutter grant and the land speculators.
He was the aggressiv and uncompromising champion of
the squatters. During the first struggle the mayor of
Sacramento was killed on the side of the Speculators, and
Dr. Robinson was shot through the body, He was sent
by the speculators to a prison ship, and every plan was
devised for getting him out of the way.
·
Durin~ this imprisonment Robinson was elected to
the California Legislature, and his captors was forced to
release him . He then made the acquaintance of Gen.
John C. Fremont, ann ever afterward there was the
warmest personal friendship between these men.
Dr. Robinson returned to Massachusetts, and in June,
1854, he was sent to Kansas bv the New England Aid
Society to establish a colony at Lawrence. He selected
his claim near the village, and called it Mount Oread,
and that is the present location of the great State University of Kansas. It was on this mount that the border
ruffians destroyed the Robinson residence in August,
1856.
'
In all the pioneer struggles in Kansas, Dr. Robinson
was the intimate .aBBociate and co-worker of "Ossawatomie" Brown, "Jim" Lane, and the Free State agitators
ei those exciting times, though he was often fo:ond in direct
opposition to the high-handed and retaliatory tactics of
those leaders. In his later life he was a Democrat in
politics. A few years ago he published a severe criticism
of the conduct of the war.
·
At the time of . the adopt.ion of the first legal state
constitution~ under which Kansas was admitted to the
Union, Dr. Robinson waR elected governor of the state.
He served two years. He held many other positions&
and was a state senator when, in 1873, he abandonea
politics and retired to his large estate near Lawrence.
Here he accumulated great wealth, and tbe estate is one
of the finest in the West, highly improved and finely
stocked. During his entire career Mr. Robinson was the
champion of the State University, and he gave a portion
of his first claim for the university sit6.
The New York World pays this warm tribute to
the deceased humanitarian:
Dr. Robinson's name is indissolubly connected with
the earlyhistory of Kansas. He wu·one of the leaders,
the most fearless, the most aggreesiv, 8Dd the moat persistent, of that devoted band which waged there the long
and desperately bloody struggle for human liberty.
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He endured bodily anguish for it; he was cast into
prison; he was plundered of his property; his home was
despoiled and bnl'ned; be was in peril of his life many a
time. Bnt neither his faith nor his conra~e was shaken.
Hatred of slavery was a consnmine: paBBton with him ..
All his life he was a reformer; he had that exaltation of
spirit and contemptuous disregard of personal consequences which make the martyr; and thon~h he lived to
'See tl}e triumph of freedom and to enjoy his reward, he
remamed the reformer to the end of his days.
When Grover Cleveland was serving his first term
as president he appointed Governor Robinson directorof·the Haskell Indian Institute, at Lawrence,
a position for which he was in an eminent degree
qualified •. · We shall probably hav occasion later to
_giv more exact particulars of his reformatory work
in various fields. He was a true man, who kept
his integrity even ~ the turmoil and. corruption of
politics, and his word was a guarantee of good
faith to all who knew him.

Sowing the Seeds.
Besides letters printed elsewhere, the following
has been received from friends who realize that the
"Age of Reason," at the rate of eight for a dollar,
is the best missionary document in the world.
"Please find inclosed $1. Please send eight copies of
'Age of Reason.' "-ANDREw HoGG, Cincinnati, 0.
" Inclosed please find $1 to apply on the missionary
scheme, than which nothing could be more propitious.
'.rhomas Paine's words and Stephen Girard's life are the
greatest eye-openers possible. I know I am tardy, but
my own sickness and a press of company prevented
earlier notice. Yon will perceive that I hav tflken two
men from each of four towns, tltinking it would do more
good to scatter them broadca11t."-MRs. MABI!lLL M.
TARBELL, Smithville Flats, N. Y.
"Find inclosed $2, for which please send Paine's 'Age
of Reason' to names and addre11ses given. "-PHILLIP L.
BRUCH, New Ross, Jnd.
" Herewith find $1.25, for which send Paine's 'Age of
Reason' to the inclosed addresses."-D. M. WoRLliiY,
Lebanon, 0.
. "Inclosed yon will find $1.50. Please send tn my address nine cnpies of' Age of Reason.' and one of • Rights
of Man.' I liav a man to do the distributing and we may
want ~;~ome mnre of your ammnnitinn after a few weeks."
-PRESTON DAY, Castana, Ia.
"Yon will find inclosed $1 for eight copies of the' Ag-e
of Rea11on' t'l be sent to the addresses given.''-D. W.
WHITNI!lY, Tilden, Neb.
"Please find inclosed $1, for which please send the
'Age of Reason' to the accompanying addresses."-Gmo.
H. EvERSOLE, La Plata, N. M.
"In~losed please find $1 for Paine's ' A~e of Reason.'"
-JOSEPH THEOBALD, Ashland, Pa.
. "Inclosed please find $1 f,u the • Ag-e of Reason ' to
b
to h
·
e sent
t e pers~;>ns named. "-C. W. MEAD, Manchester, Ia.

The Doctrin of the Atonement an Interpolation.
The doctrin of the atonement, of Christ's death
having been a sacrifice in expiation of the sins of
mankind, is the keystone of the common form of
modern orthodoxy. It takes its origin from the
epistles, and we believe can appeal to only three
texts in the evangelists for even partial confirmation. In Matt. xx, 28, it is said, ''The Son of man
came not to be ministered unto, but to minister,
and to giv his lite a ransom for many," an expression which may countenance the doctrin, but assuredly does not contain it. Again, in Matt. xxvi,
28, we find, " This ie my blood of the new testament, which is shed for many for the remission of
sins." Mark (xiv, 24) and Luke (xxii, 20), however,
who giv the same sentence, 'both omit the significant erepression; while John omits, not only the
expres!3ion, but the entire narrativ of the institution
of the eucharist, which is said elsewhere to hav
been the occasion of it. In the fourth gospel,
John the Baptist ip represented as saying of Jesus
(i, 29), "Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh
away the siri of the world," an expression which
may possibly be intended to convey the doctrin,
but which occurs in what we hav already shown to
be the most apocryphal portion of the whole gospel
("Creed of Christendom," p. 232).
THB Freethinkers of Kansas will hold a convention in
Topeka, Kan., September 6th-9th. Preparations are
being made to hav it a grand sucoeBB. Excellent speuing and singing will be the distinctiv features of the
occasion. Many Freethinkers-Agnostics, Spiritualists,
and Liberals of other shades-bav signified their intention of being present and participating in the deliberations· of the oonvention. Kansas is having good crops
this year and, notwithstanding the calamity of the great
strike, its people are hopeful and look forward to better
times in the not distant future. W. S. Bell is now lecturing in Kan888, helping to prepare the minds of the
Liberals for the' ooming intellectual feast. His addreBS
i!J 114 East FourTh street, Topeka, Kan.
S. P. Putnam's Lecture A.ppolntmPnts.
Fort Maginnis, ~ont., Aug. 26th to Sept. lO •.b.
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A Happy Thought.
ORo CITY, CoL., August 5, 1894.
MR. EDITOR : Here I come with money
for renewal and one new subscriber-a
brilliant young thinker who sees things
just as they are-that is, there is no veil
of illusion over his mind.
Yon are right. I hav always believed in
taxation of all church property. If God
can't.pay the taxes on his church, let him
turn· it over to his devil, who would pay
the taxes and make it a paying institution~
Yours fraternally;
ELMER DuTRo.
Hard Times Adjectivly (~oallfled.
EASTON, WASH., August 3, 1894.
MR. EDITOR : I beg your pardon for my
delay in renewing. OwiDg to the scarcity
of money and hard times I could not send
sooner. Inclosed find '$6. 50, to apply on
mv subscription for another year and
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght."
I. must hav the book by all means. I
was in hopel!l to hav got a new subscriber
for your paper, the grand old TRuTH
BEEKER, but these Democratic hard times
just settle that for the present. Yours for
PETER N. Wns.
freedom,
The Book Will be Well Placed.
HliLRNA, MoNT., A ng. 2, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $10, to
be applied as follows: Renew my subscription, and send me one copy of " Four
Hundred Yearll of Freethonght." This ;r
want to donate to the public library of this
city, hoping that it may do some good, for
Helena is heavily burdened with all kinds
of churches, though there are some good
Liberal people here. For the balance
send copies of " Church Taxation" pamphlet. Our legislature meets here this
winter. Yours truly, J. V. STAFFORD.
A Good Example.
NoRTO"I'VILLE, K.AN., Aug. 7, 1894.
Mn. EDITOR : Please find ·inclosed 50
cents to be applied to the defense of Mr.
Wise of our state. This is of course a very
small help, hut if every reader of the dear
old TBUTJt BEEKER would send in his mite
a formidable sum would be the outcome.
I wish 1 were able to make it as many
dollars, but I hav had a prolonged sickness
and ·am just able to be up. I may help
more after awhile. I thought somebody
bad to begin to send and so I mail what I
bav to spare just now.
With best wishes for our stanch old
TRUTH SEEKER,
MRs. SusAN Rll:IOHERTER.
With Cordiality.
RoOHEBTER, N. Y., Aug.' 12, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $1 for
the defense of Mr. J. B. Wise, of Kansas.
I wish I could afford to send more, for I
believe if this defense can be ably conducted it will greatly help the Liberal
cause by opening the eyes of many to the
true character of the holy Bible, so called.
I bav been a constant reader of your paper
for many years. I take this occasion to
thank yon most · heartily for the able
efforts yon hav displayed as Editor of TJtE
TRUTJl SEEKER. I hope yon may for a
long time serve us and the public by the
work you seem so well fitted to perform.
Cordially yours, R. FRANK SMITH.
"Immense" Is t11e Word.
NAPLES, N.Y., Aug. 13, 1894.
MR..EDITOR: I send you to-day $2,
which yon will please place to my credit.
1 want to say that Heston is immense.
It is doubtful whether he has an equal in
his line in the co11ntry. His flying goat
would send a ripple of laughter all through
the celestial regions. Old Aby would
laugh till he shook Lazarus out of his
bosom; and the keys of St. Peter would be
made to jingle. And didn't old Dan know
how to fix the lions? He kllew the soQthing influence of the sednctiv weed. To
see him posing on the old he-lion with the
smoke curling from his " sweet brier "
would ~ake gods Slld angels laugh.
.
JoHN PECK.
The Clerical Method.
PELLA, IowA, August 8, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Noting your proposition to
send eight copies of the ''Age of Reason •'

for $1, I will inclose the amount. Send
them to me, and I will put them where
they will do the most good.
In talking with a minister who had been
a ·missionary in India for twenty years, I
told him that I was opposed to churches,
and he wanted to know my reasons. I told
him on account of persecutions-wherever
there were churches there was persecution:
He said that the Baptists never persecuted.
I told him when I read of the rook, the
thumbscrew; the dry pan, and slo:w fire, I
thought the Christians were worse than
heathens. He .said that I was the worst
heathen he ever saw and that I ought to
hav my month. stopped. ''That is the
spirit of !lome Christians," I told him. He
could not· answer my questions and so
wanted my month stopped.
. .
WM. s. GEOBGE.
The Riot Act Read.
WATERBORO UGH CENTER, ME.·}
Aug 6, 1894.
M n. EDITOR: I take THE TRUTH BEEKER,
and it is my family Bible. I am the eighth
in a large family, and as yet not one of us
has joined any church, though we sometimes attend services for the fun of the
thing. Not long ago myself and others of
the boys were at a Baptist church. The
deacon appeared to take offense at the way
we conducted onrselvs, for he went home
and wrote what we call the riot act, and
the next Sunday he read it to us. It was
as follows:
Thaire ehall Be no gnnnin on the lord's
Day
Nore boating on the lake, no
Fishin. No Holling. Coal. No Boys
Chew Tobacco in the Church ore whisper
ore laugh this is to be red Three time Before it Become A law And if these Rules
Ar Browen these Boys Shall Be turned
over to the Constables And Be taken to
some J. P. And. Tried.
The document was read once; then we
captured it and brought it home ; and
that was the last of the riot act.
Yours truly,
M; F. CoFFIN.
Inspired by Nature.
BANTA CRuz, CAL., Aug. 12, 294.
MR. EDITOR: You will find inclosed Uncle
Sam's postal order for $6. Please renew.
my subscription and send the books named.
Every we.ek THE TRUTH BEEKER reaches
the California wilderness like rolling thunders in the mountains; and illustrates· the
triumph of Freethonght over unquestioning belief. The air of this beautiful state
is full of Freethought. The tall elm and
the sturdy oak indulge in kindly whisperings. Of ponrse it is pleasant to get down
on the yellow ocean beach and hear the
low waves talk to the sands, while the
music of the rustling leaves, and the sweet
breathings of the gentle zephyr touch a
responsiv chord deep down in human
nature when its diapson is love, Freethought, liberty.· Nature itself has written a book whose every leaf is full of Freethought sentiment. This book is musical,
open, and truthful to those whose heartstrings are set to harmony with scientific
evidence and Freethonght.
I wish to walk in love and light,
With woman equal by my side;
My joy will then be truth and right,
Eternal justice be my guide.
VICTOR LAINHI.
Testimony Favorable to the PlaintUI'.
NEILLSVILLE, Wis., Aug. 8, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: As I am a regular sub·
scriber to THlll TRUTH BEEKER, yon will
allow me to intrude on your good nature
by giving testimony in the case now pending before the American people-'' Samuel
P. Pnt.nam, et al., vs. nn-American Principles."- I rate Mr. Putnam with the best
American speakers of the day. He has
just closed a series of five lectures here
with marked results. His lectures are
from a scientific and common-sense point
of view; he abuses no one, and the most
refined can listen without offense. He
keeps in sight the great American principles, "Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness," as well as the elevation and
improvement of the moral, social, and intellectual condition of the human race.
Mr. Putnam is a·m!\n who will be heard.
His audiences increased from the first, and
the last night taxed the capacity of the
house (the Unitarian. church), and they
listened to a lecture o~ .two hours with a8
much attentiou a:pd intereet as ! hav ever

witnessed. In the near future we hope to
fall in line for another course of lectures.
We think he is doing much good, and this
world is better because he is in it. Every
community where there is a handful of
Liberals, or Unitarians, should take in a
series of his lectures. His address for the
next five or six months is 234 South Water
street, Chicago, !11., where he will be ·
pleased to answer all communications respecting lectures.
S. C. BoARDMAN.
A Colored Fisherman's Luck.
P ANKAHoocHIE, FLA., Aug. 15, 1894.
Mn. EDITOR: We are blessed with three
negro churches nearby, and can often
hear their joyful noise from 10 to 2 o'clock
at night for weeks in sncession. The
ministers are all cotton-field negroes without any education, whose sermons are
nothing but holy howls, without any articulation of words. But these are continned for hours with increased fervor and
gesticulation of arms and limbs and agonizing movements of body, until the audience become hpynotized, and jump to
their feet and form a circle of shouting
and dancing idiots.
One of these ministers entered my office
a few days since, when the subject of
fishing was being discussed, and remarked
that he "had been fishing off and on since
constipation [emancipation], and that he
had never known the fish to bite so dysentery [dilatory?] as they do this season."
When yon hav time for a few d_ays off,
and want something to laugh and grow fat
on, spend the time at Lake Hall with your
friend,
FLoRIDA.
Prayer and Drouth.
EsKRIDGE, KAN., Aug 13, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: The weather is very dry
here and has been for some time. The
Christians hav called special meetings and
prayed for rain, while the barometer indicated clear weather. One ofthe Christians
who seemed to think that my belief might
hav been the cause of their prayers being
fruitless, wanted to know what I thought
about praying for rain, to which I replied:
"Your question seems to indicate a doubt
as to the efficacy of prayer. I do not
blame the people, who are honest, no
doubt; still I insist that such prayers are
born of ignorance and credulity. Very
few people are acquainted with the solar
or planetary l!lystem and the relation that
each bears to the ot~er. This planet (like
others) is governed by inexorable law. If
all the ministers in the world should pray
for rain we would hav some kind of
weather; in other words, it makes not the
slightest difference. I think the people
who depend upon prayers to change the
forces of nature are extremely foolish.
They are always advising their God to do
differently from what he does. Dry seasons, and wet seasons, visit many parts of
this globe whether inhabited by man or
not, and if every human being should com.
mit suicide to-day we would hav some kind
of weather to-morrow. There would be
dry and wet seasons. Some Christians
seem to regard the preacher as an inspired
barometer and think that in some mysterious way he can control the elements by
prayer. I feel sony for such people.
They believe that a drouth or a cyclone is
produced by the sins of ~he people; ·that a
few unbelievers are sufficient to produce a
drouth, while thousands of prayers fail to
produce rain. ' The rain falls alike on the
just and the. unjust.' "
Of course he regarded me as a very dangerous man. I hav been told that I am the
cause of the drouth. I think they are
mistaken, as I find the drouth is more intense in many places than here-especially
in Nebral!lka.
.
C. \1. WILLIAMS.

and tax, and that the amount of that profit
depends upon and is limited only by the
&tate of our market, which, like all other
markets, is· governed by the well-known
commercial law of supply and demand,
and that if it were all demand and no.
domestic supply, we would be entirely at
the mercy of these same importers, whose
profits could be curtailed only by the tariff.
Thus it ocQnrs that, in the humble opinion
of the undersigned, it is the importer who
pays the tari:!l out of what would otherwil!le
be his profits, as the goods sell at the market price, tariff or no tariff. Take, for instance, the time when there was a great
demand for iron in this country and very
little domestic supply ; railroad iron was
imported and sold at from $80 to $120 per
ton; the manufacture of iron in Europe
cost no more then than now, and the profits on that iron, as shown by the present
market, were not less that 300 per cent to
the importer. But the price of sugar
came down when the tariff was taken off'.
Granted; but it was entirely because of the
competition provided for in the McKinley
bill and by the reciprocity treaties that
kept up the supply. The price of tea and
coffee did not come down when the tariff
was taken off during Grant's administration, as the ~eneral, who was educated in
the free trade school, expected that it
would, and the importer coolly pocketed
that much more profit. Mr. Peck !!lays,
"Those who work for self-interest and those
who work for- the common weal can never
·agree." True again. In whose interest does
the importer work, spreading broadcast his
'free trade literature through such hirelings
as James Gordon Bennett, et al., who share
his ill-gotten millions for creating unrest
among working people by slandering those .
who giv them employment, and asserting,
as Mr. Peck does, that "a tari:ft pt:odnces
nothing, and consequently there can be
nothing to distribute as a general benefit
to all," when he knows that the tariff has
produced nearly all the revenues of this
government froD). the time of .its inception
.until now, and that no direct tax has ever
been levied by tbe United States government upon the people of the states but
has been returned to them? This tariff
question was as well settled by the fathers
of our republic as was religions freedom ;
they no more put free trade in the Constitution than they did a cruel Jewish God.
· D. W. HoRTON.
Where t.o Find the Parson.
In country town, on fairest spot
That friends and fools through fears hav
bought,
And made to him a g-ift for nnttghtt
You'll find the parson.
·
In city grand, with richer fold ·
To listen to the lies of old,
And chip in larger sums of gold,
Snits best the parson.
In banquet hall with richest fare,
Fooling the guests with foolish prayer,
Then feasting high in cushioned chair,
·
Will be the parson.
In council room or Senate hall,
For minutes :live on gods to call,
Brings dollars ten-and taxed are all
To pay the parson.
In clothes so fine none can surpass,
On every train with railroad pass,
And loaded with conceits en masse,
You'll see the parson.
In summer-time he leaves his sheep,
And crosses mount or ocean deep,
To get at earthly king-s a peep,
Or goes to Rome his-God to seekPlaying the parson.
With oily hair and oily speech,
Olaiming sole right mankind to teach,
Of gods and devils and hell to preach-.
That is the parson.
With the damsels shy and witty,
With the widow young and pretty,
When alone witl:i only Kitty,
Yo.n'll find the parson.
Where farmer works with all his might,
Where factory hums from morn till night,
In coal-mine deep far from daylight.
You'll find no parson.
Now, friends of man, come, let us try
To raise the flag of Freethonght high!
Then in the near sweet by and by
There'll be no parson.
L. G. REED,

No Rest for Mr. Peck•.
PETERBBURGH, IND., August 5, 1894.
MR.. EDITOR : Mr. John Peck very truly
says that the tariff is a tax that the importer pays to our government for the
privilege of selling foreign goods in our
market, and that the amount of that tax is
added t<;~ the cost of the goods, and that
the consumer pays it; intending, no doubt,
to convey the idea that the said consumer
pays this burdensome tax needlessly, useMr. Burk--:-Mr. Swan.
lessly, and foolishly for having voted it
ToMs RivER, N. J., August 7, 189"'.
upon himself; but Mr. Peck neglects to
MR. EDITOR: Will yon please favor me
eay that the consumer also pays to the im- with space in your valuable paper to answer
porter BQ~Iil pro~t, over and above said cost the letter of M:r. Thos. :Burlt, da~d l\f~n·cb
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Theri call his children to his knee,
muscular men to believe that swearing is
And giv them both a pardon free ?
more sinful than deceit, treachery, and
It seems so very odd like,
falsehood, or the monumental sins of a
When. right from wrongtheycould not tell, nation which robs labor of absolute right
How was it that they could rebel,
and its most essential need, and stifles
And was it right to giv them hell
its groans in" a felon's cell. He rejects it
For trying to be God like?
as too weak for the mentality of a ·child
B. M. BAYARD.
born of healthy parents; as unfit to liv by,
because, a11 the faithful truly state, "it
will do to die by," a11 our cemeteries, full
The Supernaturalist.
of infants, attest. Their memorials truthSPRINGDAT.E, ARll',, Aug. 1, 1894.
fully declare.. that ''the Lord," or superMR. EDITOR : The supernaturalist still nature, has called them away, although
livs in this age of light, a survival from a kind nature, if but dimly recognized,
superstitious and barbaric age; a stum· might hav saved them. The supernatural·
bling-block to mental expansion and hu- ist can liv in harmony with nature only by
man advancement.
You approach him accident, for his faith points the other way
with new truths and questions of reform, and leads itl!l victim into the clutches of
vitally related to human well-being, and every humbug which greed. can inspire.
urge their necessity, only to find him tied He who needs the son] doctor pays tribute
to the supposed relief-gods of an antedi- to all othets; and none are so god-forsaken
luvian period. To the cry of a nation as the man or nation seeking him conenslaved, he will reply: "It is written," stantly in prayer, and so true is it that
"we shall suffer," "the prophets hav fasting follow~ prayer, that this part of the
foretold it," "the God of Israel ·reigns." scriptural injunction seems a silly waste or
Such are the dreams of those wlio "sleep words.
C. L. PRATT;
in Jesus," and whose bodies ·alone seem
alive. · To such this blessed earth is only
. Views from Afar.
so much dirt; a tree so much wood, birds
BoRDE4UX, FRANOE, July 27, 1894.
and flowers as charmless as Pharaoh's
MR. EDITo:a: I am obliged to you for
plagues, and man himself the incarnation the sample TRUTH SEEKERS and book-list
of all evil. And yet, how lucky to hav a duly received. Inclosed please find $2
God parentage for all our ignorance I To for four months' subscriPtion to your
save the soul they must deny the earth, its paper, Miss Gardener's "Facts and Ficblessings and charms, and worship va- tions of Life," and Hartmann's ''Creation
cuity which is drawn from the bloody of God." I shall want more a little later,
records of a barbarism antedating any but when I can better aft'ord them.
the crudest civilization by thousands of
To an Englishman living on the Conyears. The old systems of the Nile, and of tinent, especially in .France or Spain, your
Asia and their mystical lore, fit only for journal has peculiar significance, for it is
an age of stone, still dominate their minds here that he sees in full strength that giant
in preference to the beneficent and ele- priestcraft (le clericaliBme) to which ·the
vating truths of modern life. What a joy- great Gambetta referred as the enemy of
ous people we should be were we natural enlightened progress.
Here, perhaps
in our thoughts and lives! How blt>ssed more than in any other country, are to be
as compared with the gloom under a witnessed those ceremonies which for
diseased and miserable supernaturalism! centuries hav seduced and held in bondage
Under the one, truth, the product of rea- the souls of men. Here is seen the inson, is denounced as Infidelity and blind cense slowly rising from the golden censers
faith exalted as the savior Qf mankind, It swung in rhythmic motion by the bands
never occurs to them that priest and mam- of trained priests; here are heard those·
mon feed at the same crib; that lord or mysterious mumblings, countless chantpriest is big only :fn proportion as faith is tings and repetitions, in a tongue strange
strong and mentality weak; that both rest to the majority. I hav stood beneath the
upon 8 stratum of blind credulity which great dome of the majestic temple of Corthe light oi: common sense would crumble dova (wrung from. the ~rabs who once
into dust. Reason alone can free man overran Spain), and as I watched the
and fill him with responsiv impulse to the noiseless goings to and fro .of the bl.sckbeautiful in nature and lifh from the heart robed Spanish priests, up before my mind
the burden of gloom imposed by a faith rose a vision of the times gone by, of the
in the gods and demons of heaven and long. dark night of a thousand years, when
earth. Let our search for truth l'Je for Rome's hand was infinitly stronger than it
truth's sake, and with that earnestnesl!l is now and her powerful arm reached
with which we defend our prejudices, and around all Europe. To my ears came the
it will find its way to u11, and will free us sound of the working of the rack, the
from masters who control for tribute our tightening of the thumbscrew, the embrace
spiri~ual, physical, and political systems. of the iron virgin.
And again I heard
Truth and more truth should make us floating down the centuries the cries of
A Few Questions for the Gospel Twisters. glad. It can liberate the mind so that the those who perished that faith might liv;
priest can no longer truly call ns his peo- who suffered that others might be saved;
Say; if 'twas truly God's design
ple, ·and we will hav no need of other than who were tortured in order to redeem their
To keep men ignorant as swine,
the good masterShip of our own natural souls from the grasp of a devil that a good
Not knowing good from evil,
and healthful minds,
Such will truly God must hav created. Amid all this the
Why didn't he just arm that tree
recognize the course and abuses of human solemn warning of the great iconoclast,
With spines as thick as bristles,
development; that all good comes by a Bradlaugh, whose earnest, ringing tones,
Then hedge it round upon the ground
comprehension of and ability to conserve like a clarion calling to battle, I hav often
With cactus and bull-thistles?
natural law; and that a broad and safe mo- heard in London, recurred to my memory
Why plant that murderous tree at all,
rality cannot depend for its source or and I saw that the once hated Freethinker
So dangerous to the health of all,
support upon supernaturalism. · Then we (who forced by sheer ability the final
And to himself so galling?
shall be led by sense instead of 'ceremony esteem and respect of Europe) knew well
And then, why giv that fierce command
or soun·d, and by principle rather than by what he was talking about when he
He knew they could not understand,
jugglery or a name. The cry of Infidel prophesied that in the church of Rome
With all its mystic meanings and
cannot much longer stifle the truth or and the Salvation Army would be found
So sure to cause their falling?
hide it from the people. In this elechric the bitterest foes of the future march of
age, urgent necessity will force it upon enlightened freedom,
And what about the serpent wiseRome declining! Not so fa~t as you
them. It cannot be long until the m&f!ses
Was he a god in that disguise,
apprehend that this Infidelity means fidel- think, my friend. She has still unlimited
Or devil in a snake's skin,
ity to nature and the principles derived resources of men, money, and dupes. Do
Who dared dispute that threat of dying,
from a knowledge of our oneness with her you want proofs? Look not then sn much
And charge his God with willful lying,
rather than to the mystical and non-exist· upon the past, but go to the grand catheAnd every word he said denyingent. They are learning that a lover of dral of Notre Dame in Paris and to the
. Was it a.scheme to make sin?
nature is a true lover of humanity and all Madeleine; go to Sh. Peter's at Rome;
Wh:fdid not God that serpent choke,
beneath him; that he recognizes the kin- visit thll wonderful treasureR of the
Or was it but a funny joke?
ship of all life; that, his premises being Escuria1 near Madrid; the cathedral and
•rwould seem so· in our version.
real, his knowledge and · character cannot seminaries of Bure;os; the marvelous piece
When neither right or wrong they knew,
well be false; that not being bound by of art of Arabian workmanship in CorHe wished to see what they would do,
evident absurdities which make men dova; the churches and cathedrals -lgain
And test his handiwork when new,
slaves to little masters and tyrants to at Sevilla, Valenci", Malaga, with their
All for his own diversion?
all dependent creatures, he expresses a countless hosts of worshipers, and you will
higher and n:obler manhood. He swears see that the fable of Rome's decadence is
If God in justice judges sin,
by no God or creed as the source or a story told by simple Protestants to·
Why did he not at once begin·
With liiidirst pets in erroi:; -·.
limit of truth, as do they whose faith in pacify and comfort each other. · Nothing
the mystlcaf is ·startled at the· appear~ more;· If her ••right hand has lost- some'
First stand that· serpent on his head,
anQe of ratiO.Iial 'thought so. dangetQU!!.to ofWs ·cunnitrg" or :her power weakened,
His tail tied.to.a. limb till de~d,
the supreme· Virtue ·of faith alone: .He bear in mind that that weakness is. siill
For telling truth, must it be Eaiq,
denies the faith which leads fullgrowJJ stronger t~n ·vreethought'l! st~ength ~d
.A monument of terror;

as such to be intelligently feared and
fought with might and main.
True it is that the men capable of me!')ting in open combs~ all forms of religious
delnsion and superstition are but few.
Bradlaugh has fallen heroically in the
struggle. . Annie Besant has deserted ·the
ranks, deluded by the speciousness of au
even more insidious cult, but others are
left. In England, George Foote, Saladin,
Touzeau Parris, and ChaTles Watts contest
with force and eloquence every inch of
ground, and little it is that esc!lpes them.
They each hav qualities which mutually
supply and supplement what the other
may look. In Australia, Symes, the.
ancient Wesleyan minister, and Collins,
his aide-de-camp, fi~ht against great odds,
but fight well. In America, Ingersoll,
Putnam, and many others, carry on the
work which brave, calumniated Paine so
well and bravely inaugurated. In Germany, Buchner, Vogt, Haeckel, Lange,
and many more, bav taken up in thorough
spirit and with much ability "nd leal'ning
the principles initiated by Kant, Fichte,
Hegel, Schopenhauer, and Strauss. In'
France and in Spain brave men are
earnestly grapplin~ with the powerful
priestcraft which has so long overShadowed
the lives of their toiling and light-hearted
countrymen.
I fear to further encroach upon your
time or space, but trust to hav the pleasure
of receiving THE TRUTH SEEKER by retnrn
of post, and thereafter regularly. With
best wishes for health,
Yours faithfully, PAUL FERDINANDo._

31st, which· would ·hav received attention
sooner but from mymanymonths'abaenoe
from home ..
Mr. Burk kindly asks me to learn, from
a· •• spirit" source, of the death of his deceased brother, how, when, and where it
ooourred-~hich is a 1'ery reasonable te·
&nest; and i should be pleased to giv him
the desired information, but i am not a
me4ium, and can only suggest tha~ he visit
some clairvoyant ·or other person who has
the power to communicate with the spirit
world; and i{ the deceased is present he
will gladly accept .the conditions through
which ·he can converse with his brother
Thomas. All pretended mediums (some of
whom are frauds) are not developed suftl.cientlv to obtain the wished-for information; besides, Mr .. Burk's brother may not
be with him at.. all times, ready to com·
municate. Since my letter to THFl TRUTH
SEE:Klm, I hav witnessed many wonderful
. manifestations which hav .confirmed what
I previously believed ; but I will giv only
my understanding of what Spiritualism is,
and while I may difter in some minor points
from some· others; yet I agree with most
well read Svirit:n_alists. It is not necessary
to prove an entity or soul-life as existing
outside of and separate from .matter to
show that what is called spirit-life exists,
for Materialists agree that life or energy
comell with and is a property of matter,
And that wfthont matter there can be no
life. Granting this to be true: it does not
disprove the existence of what ·Spiritualists
call spirit-life or spirit matter, and should
it hereafter be shown that matter constitute1 all things, it will not dispose of the
fact of a life beyond the grave, but will
simply show that man in his present physi·
cal condition does not know of the divisions
of which matter is susceptible.
I believe that the same inherent force
that sustains man in human form can paBB
into matter of a more subtle form, yet be
the same individuality as before, as sh'own
by those having a sense of conditions not
lisually possessed, ,such· as clairv.oyance,
clairaudience, etc. Just how this change
takes place no one is prepared to say, and
had we not undisputed proof of more·
highly developed senses than the five
taught by science, w.e might doubt their
existence, but we find them in the lowe1'
animals of many kinds. True, ·man in ·his
jealousy cries "Instinct," but is it not
kn!)wlecige, and ·is man more than: an animal ? Is sense more than knowledge ?
Spirits know of no heaven or hell, but as
we liv so we die ; and so we enter life as a
spirit, not to be cursed eternally, btit .to
do as we hav done on earth, evolute to
better and ·happier conditions ; and the
better in earth life, the further advanced
in spirit life.·
A,~- SwAN.

a

Obftuart.-Mary Hatclt.
Mrs. Mary Hatch, wife of H. M. Hatch,
died at her home in Norwalk, Los Angeles
county, Cal., Friday, July 13, 1894, aged .
64 years. The funeral took place from the
family residence on the Snnday followine-,
the exercises being wholly secular. No
clergyman was present. Friends and acquaintances opened the simple services
with the singing of Hymn No. 203 from
the "Cosmian Hymn-book," the "Sweet
Here and· Now," and a neighbor read
Form No. 1 of fnneral services in the
"Truth Seeker Collection." At the grave
the choir sang the hymn "Sleeping,
Sweetly Sleeping," and these words were
said:
FRmNDS: We drop the tear of sympathy
on the grave now about to close over. a
once loved form. May the earth rest
lightly upon her. May the flowers bloom
above her head, and m"y the.winds F!ie;h
softly as they herald the comin~ night.
Peace and respect be with her mem1ry.
Farewell, a long farewell!
Mrs. Hatch was a nativ of New Hampshire, and leaves a husband 73 years of age
to mourn her loss. Althongh 'in accordance with her wish, the absence of relig-.
ions ceremonies at the funeral has led religious meddlers to charge Mr. Hatch with
lack of respect for the memory of his wife.
Roference to the hymns sung and s~rvices
read will show that nothing could hav been
more appropriate as the last rites of one.
who lived for this world and borrowt!d no
trouble about another.

Orthodoxy vs. Evolution.
A LECTURE
By·Daniel T. A1nes.
Orthodoxy ~nil its falsity-Evolution &nil its
truthfulness, wonderfully &nil convincingly presented in & nutshell. ·
No liberal thinker shonhl fail to roa<l it,
Single copy postpaid,15 cts; two copies, 25 cts.
L\beral iltsconnts to agents.
DANIEL T. AMES,
Adilress
202 Broilclway, New York. ·

Home ·seekers in California
Will find it to their advantags to call on or ad~
dress the undersigneil. Land from $1 o to $500
per acre.
OTTO-NEUHAUS,. · .
4t84
·
Los Gatos, CaL

MA.TKIMONIA.L.
Rank Materialist, farmer &!fe ao, on the Pacific
coast, desires to correspond wtth mental comrade
of 20 to 25 years.
Address
COSMOS,

care
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.
of the fundamental argument
against Christianity.
· •.
..
...
A Yery Good Liftie itiisluonary ·work.·
Prioe. 15. oents. Address
.
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rs'AiZaren' s Gorner.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Oommunicati6n" tor this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupat.ionA
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Motherhood.
My neighbor's house is not so high
Nor half so nice as mine;
I often see the'blind sjar,
And tho' the curtain's fine,
'Tis only muslin, and the steps
Are not of stone at all,
And yet I long for her small hom9
'l'o giv mine all in all.
Ber lawn Is never left to growTr e children tread it down,
And when the father comes at night,
I hear them clatter down
The gravel walk-anilsuch a noise
Comes to my listening ears
As my sad heart's been waiting for
So many silent years.
Sometimes I ppep to see them
Seize his coat and hands and knees,
All three esger to be first,
And hear her call," Don't tease
Pspa !" The baby BPrings,
And then the low brown door.
Shuts in their harpiness-and I
Bit wishing as before,
That my neighbor's little cottage,
And the jewels of her crown,
Hail been my own. My mansion
With its front of freestone brown,
Its damask, and its Honiton,
Its lawn so green and bright,
How gladly I would giv them all,
For her mothernooa, to-night.

__________
-Selection.

The Inquirendo Club.
IV.

It had rained hard all day Saturday until

two o'clock, when a sudden burst of sunlight announced tbe welcome fact that a
general clearing up of the cloudy skies
might be expected. The children gave a
joyous shout upon the discovery, and
hailed with enthusiasm Arthur's suggestion, " Let's hold our meeting upon the
verandah."
"Yes," agreed Florence, "that will be
nice ; the grass would be preferable, however, if it were not so wet."
She went to Aunt Margaret in the library,
to acquaint her with the decision, and
promptly at 2 :SO the entire party met upon
the vine-covered porch.
''I hav a query right at hand," declared
Arthur, after preliminaries. "What is
Armenian literature?"
''Armenian literature," mused Florence.
•' Dodo, hand me my Cyclopedia. I know,"
she continued, " that it is the literature
of a tribe of Armenians of the country of
Armenia, situated geographically on the
southern elope of the Cauca11us ; and that
they were the oldest civilized people. But
let us hear the account of their literature.
"Previons to the introduction of Christianity by Gregory (A. D. 300)," she read,
" the Armenians had adhered to the Asflyrian or Medo-Persian system of culture;
but, excepting a few old songs and ballads,
no remains of that early period exist.
After their conversion to Christianity, the
Greek language and its literature soon be·
came favorit objects of study, and many
Greek authors were translated into Armenian.
'' I he Armenian language has an alphabet of its own, consisting of thirty-six letters, introduced by Miesrob in 406. The
most flourishin~ period of Armenian literature extends from the fourth to the fourteenth century,
when it began to
decline, and few remarkable works were
afterward produced,
but they
can be found in Amsterdam, Limburg,
Leghorn, Venice, Astrakan, Mosc.ow, Constantinople, Smyrna, Ispahan, Madras, or
Calcutta.
'' The Armenian belongs to the IndoGermanic group of languages, but has
many peculiarities of structure. It is harsh
and disagreeable to the ear, The old Armenian, the language of literature, is no
longer a living tongue ; while the new Armenian, split up into four dialects, contains
many Turkish words and grammatical constructions."
Florence laid down the book and looked
questioningly at Arthur.
"Thanks," he said, briefly.
''Who were the little princes smothered

in the White Tower during King Richard's
reign?" asked Ralph, aged 14, who had a
great liking for historical events, especially
of the sensational kind.
"That was in our reading lesson last
week," said Lillie. " They were the
nephews of King Richard, who caused them
to be·smothered, because of a political insurrection arising in favor of the eldest
boy, Edward V., who was then thirteen
years old. When their uncle became protector of the kin~dom, the younger boy,
Duke of York, and Edward V~ fell into his
hands, and that was the last heard of them.
There is no doubt of the hapless children's
fate. For in a tract of James I., it is recorded that 'the above turret our.elders
termed the Bloody Tower, for the bloodshed, as they say, of thoie infant vrinclls
of Edward IV., of whom Richard III., of
shudder to recall it),
cursed memory,
savagely killed two together at .:;me time.' "
Shakspere had him die a horrible death.
All the people he had murde.red came to
his bedside, prophesying terrible things.
It was he who said:
·
· "Every man's conscience is a thousand swords," by which we may infer that
the "bloody and devouring chief felt
some severe thrusts."
From the "query-box" Florence selected a pretty note from Ernestine, with
the quotation from Tennygon:
For Arthur on the Whitsuntide before
Held court at old Caerleon upon Usk.
"Where are the above places? And in
what century did King Arthur liv?"
Aunt Margaret answered: "King Arthur reigned over a tribe of Ancient Britons, supposed to hav.lived in the sixth
century. He is usually represented as a
Christian prince who struggled bravely to
maintain the liberty and faith of his country
against the pagan Saxons, but there fs no
evidence that he really did. Of course,
having lived so long ago, his history is
considerably shady. Some doubt is
current whether he ever existed at all.
There is no mention whatever of King
Arthur by the Venerable Bede, the oldest
of all historians, or by the annalists of
the • Saxon chronicle,' and the explanation
given by Mr. Skene, a writer in a later
age, is not generally accepted. But poets
and romancists lov to dream of the noble
king, who, as Tennyson said:
Not making his high place the lawless
perch
Of winged ambition, nor a vantage-ground
For pleasure; but through all this tract of
years
Wearing the white flower of a blameless
life,
"centered his brave knights about the
Round Table, who, when o~casion demanded, were dispatched upon chivalric
errands, such as rescuing women; protecting fair maidens from danger; chastising oppressors; liberating the enchanted;
enchaining giants and malicious dwarfEI,
and performing knightly missions. These
twelve knights of King Arthur's retinue
were the bravest of the brave; conspicuous
among whom was the knightly Sir Lancelot, whose beauty and courtly bearing
were constantly getting him into trouble.
He loved the beautiful Queen Guinevere,
and she reciprocated the affection, but
other beautiful maidens shared the same
preference. For him did poor, hapless
Elaine destroy herself, and he it was who
unwittingly brought the fateful curse
upon ' the Lady of Shalott.' Of course,
these are mere legends, but they help to
imprint historical facts upon the mind,
and are a beautiful reminder of the famous
metrical romances of the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries. Old Caerleon upon
the Usk, in Wales, was the king's habitual residence, and at Whitsuntide (whiteSunday-tide), the English name for the
season of Pentecost-so called because of
the white garments worn by the religionists-the lords and ladies gathered for
their famous 'hunt.' ·Popular interest in
these ancient ialee was ·rapidly declining,
until revived ~gain by Tennyson's 'Idyls
of the King.'"
Aunt Margaret ceased· speaking just as a
well occupied carriage came slowly up the
avenue. Master Ralph, recognizing his
friends, gave a tremendous war-whoop by
the way of a welcome, and overturning a
chair in his hurry to meet them, unceremoniously adjotirned the ..meeting.
IDA BALLOU.

a

Ideas of God.
From CLARA M. FBY, aged 16, Bentonville,
Ark.
The good that one possesses, the consciousness that tells one to do right, thiR I
call God. When every one works for the
e-ood of humanity and does all that his
better self knows how to do, then this world
will be a heaven below; therefore, God
(the better self) cannot do greater thines
than the power of one hnman being. To
Pum it up in. a few words-All nature is
God.
·
From BEssm SHAFFEB, Philadelphia, Pa.
GoD.-A flimsy, clumsy nondescript; a
specter; a scarecrow; an ima~inarv spirit
of vile and cruel passion, said by primitiv
man to be the author of all natural phenomena; a craze; a myth conceived at
some remote date, before man had entirely
divested himself of the characteristics of
the orang-outan!l; a phantasm; a sprite;
a bugaboo; an object of devotion of the
faithful; a hocus-pocus machine now in
common use among priests, preachers, and
politicians.
From MARY L. LIVENGOOD.
What should God represent to the future
Freethinker? I say, do not let him represent anything, neither to the present nor
future Freethinker. If we must hav him
represent something, let him be the supposed Supreme Ruler, who is worshiped by
persons who hav not yet become great
thinkers. Freethinkers of this day hav
higher thoughts than to hav God represented as a being rnling at the present
time. However it is, I never could understand either God or his book, but will try
to investigate and giv a better opinion of
him at some future tiine.
From EsTELLA WEAVEB, aged 14, Petersburg, Ind.
The celestial or planetary influences act
instantaneously, but owing to the matter
affected, tqe results are cumulativ. Thus
nervous con~eneries act in man. Most of
the livily activity of worlds, suns, plants,
and animals are unconscious, though all
result from the inseparable property of
matter-life. The personality of animals;
planets, or solar systems involves the constituents, and becomes an exponent of all,
or a representation of the universe. Freethinkers mi~ht consider .the universe-its
worlds of teeming life, their creatures of'
teeming microbes-one inseparable organism, unconscious, yet true.
PmBSoN, IA.• June 23, 1894.

DEAR Miss WixoN : May I suggest to

SCIENTIFJC BOOKS CHF AP
Out of various importations and purchases of scientific works, at different
times, we liav on hand a· copy or two each
of the following, to which we call attention, as enabling our readers to get a good
deal for their money:
The Rise and Early Oonstitutiou of Universities,
with a survev of 1\fedimval Education. By
R. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents.
The Dawn of Histnrv: An Introiluction to PreHistoric Study. Edited bv C. F. Keary, M.A.,
of the British Museum. Cloth, 75 cents.
On The Stuily of Words. By Richard Chenevix
Trench, D.D. Cloth, 75 cmts.
Feti.•hism: A Contribution to Anthropology an
the History of Religion. By Fritz l:lchultze.
75 cents.
English: Past and Present. By Richard Chenevix.Trench, D.D. 75 cents.
Modern Science and Modern Thought. By S.
Laing. 75 cents,
Formation or Vegetable Moulrl through the action of Worms, with observations on their
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents.
Education. Intellectual, Moral, anrl Physical
Progress; Its Laws and Cause. With other
disquisitlons. Two books in one. 75 cents.
The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer. 75 cts
Political Science, containing Physics and P~li
tics. An Application of the Principles of
Natural Science to Political Society, by
Walter Bagehot: and History of the Science
of Politics, by Frederick Pollock. 75 cents.
Science and Crime .....and Science and Poet~y. with
other essays. .J:)y Andrew Wilson, F.R.B E.
Two books in one volume.· 75 cents.
The Land Question: Containing the History of
Land Holding in England, by Joseph Fisher,
F.R.H.S.; and Historical Sketch of the Distribution of Land in England, by William
LloJ d Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents.
The Black Death: an account of the Great Pestilence of the fourte.nth century, and the
Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages. By J. F.
C. Hecker, M.D. Two books in one volume.
75 cents.
Bound Volume of Humboldt Library, containing
numberS" 92 to 108. $2.
Glimnses of Nature. By Andrew Wilson, FR.
S.E., F.L.B., with 85 lliustratio~s. $1.
illusions: A Psychological Study. By James
Bully. 75 cents.
'
A Vindication of the Rights of Women with
Strictures on Political and Moral Subjects.
By Mary Wollstonecraft. $1.
·
The Genesis of Science and the Factors· of Organic Evolution. Both by Herbert Spencer
in.onA volume 75 cants.
Flowers, Fruits, anrl Leaves. By ~ir John Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S.·, M.P., D.C L., LL.D., with
numerous illustratiOns. 75 cents.
Geological Sbtches at Home and Abroad. By
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents.
Current Discussion in Science~ and Scientific AsIJ6Ct of some Familiar Tning3. By W; M.
Williams, F.C.S. Two books m one volume.
75 cents.
Charles Darwin; His Life an<i Work. By Grant
Allen. 75 cents.
The Pleasures of Life. By Sir John Lubbock,
Bart. 75 cents.

SELECT WOBKS OF BIOHABO A. PBOCTOB,
Light Science for Leisur!i Hours.
1
Familiar Essays on Scientific Snbjects.
Hereditary Traits, aoa other Es•ays.
M i cellaneous Essays.
Illusions of the Senses, •nd r ther Essays.
Notes on Earthquakes, with fourteen miscellaneous Egsays. Six books in one volume. $1.50.

the Children of the Corner that when they
compete for the prize offered so kindly b:v
Rudor Genone,. they consult Webster's
dictionary and be careful not to violate
the standard of " good usage " in their
definitions. Mr. Genone would not ofter
SELECT WOBKS OF GBANT ALLEN.
the children a bribe to "murder the king's The Evo!utioni~t at Large.
English."
.
Vignettes from Nature and
After the prize has been fairly won, and Force and.Energy; a theory of Dynamics. Three
books m one volume. Cloth, $1.
cheerfully bestowed, as it undoubtedly
will be, then let the children of the CorTHE
ner require of Mr. Genone a definition of
"God," which shltll satisfy his own conscience, without violation of standard
AND
English, and with no "prejudice for his
OB
own views."
Let the children and the philosopher
frolic together. It will do them both good THE CONFLIUf BWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
and brighten "the Corner."
AND THEOLOGY.
The single-minded directness of the
"Cornerites '' will be a vivid contrast to
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
the double-back-action surprises that
with a preface by
everywhere lie in ambush within the senB. G. INGERSOLL.
S. F. BENSON.
tences of Mr. Genone.

BRAIN

From WM: BECKLEB, aged 18, Escondido,
Cal.
God is an ima~inary being born of ignorance, created by it in order to account
for the unknown causes of phenomena. A
god, like the cause it stands for, is unknown; but perhaps, unlike the cause, it
is also unknowable. This for the reason
that just so soon as the cause is made clear
to our comprehension, becomes understood, a fact is demonstrated that admits
of no theoretical substitute or proxy.
Hence the god, being nothing-never having been, in fact-ceases to be one even in
imagination. A nothing never can be
known. It is like the x in algebra-of no
account when once we h#v solved the
equation. Of course that ''indeterminate
analysis," in which the equation never can
be marked out to a dead-sure solution, yet
remains; but what matters that? Let it
remain, so long aR we can't help ourselvs;
so long as we can't solve it, let it go, and
the x with it, and let us work on that we
can get a solution of. My idea is that
until we reach the solution of a solvable
equation the x may be useful, but after
that is reached we had better drop it, as it
is of no further use to us.
HYPNOTISM'. My original method, $1. 100
page pamt>hlet, lOc. One on Personal MagnetIsm, tOe. DB. A.NilEBsoN, T.B. 8. Masonic Temple,
Chicago.
f>2t26

BIBLE·'

This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethought. Its arguments a.re based
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's seLse of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
l'rice, cloth, $1. . Address
THE TRUTH REEKER

Modern Marriage.
By EMILE ZOLA.
1'ranslated. from

tll.e

French by Benf. R. Tuoker.

In this his latest story Zola takes four typical
marriaees-one from the nobility, one from the
bourueotste. one from the ]letty bourueotste, and
one from the working-people-and nescribes, with
all the power of his wondrous art, how each orig ·
inates, by what motive each is insoirerl, how each
is consummated, and how each results.
Price. Ui ()enta.
THE TRUTH BEEKEB CO.,
Address
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

'fHE SAB11ATH.
By M. FARRINGTON.

.41 Thorough Examin.ation and .Ref·
r:ttation vf t~e Cl_aims ·of the ·
&dJoatanana.

Essay on _a,uracles!!

THE TRUTit SEEKER. AUGUST 25. 1894.

The Bible ll'lquirer,
A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTIGATION;

C1::i THUMBSCRfW

crVTAINING 148 PROPOSITIONS.

70 Cts

References to the most ..:'lain and Striking Self-Contradiction< of the So-called Inspired
• llT ptures. Including Qnestions AMwerod Affiroutively aod Ne.:attvely by Quotations from the
Bible. Also, Other Bible Referenres of Importance.

P£R COPY

Witl~

Fourth Edition, Revi;;ed and Enlarged.--- Priee, 25 Cents.
h.ddre"s

THF. TRUTH SEEKER. 28 Lafayette Place. New York Citv

5 41
By GEO.K

AND RAC·K. MACDONALD.

12 COPIES
$1..00
Sent Post Paid
TORTURE INS'l'ltUltiENTS employed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries for
the Promulgation of Christianity. Being the Nuremberg Collection, and including specimens from
'J'llc Holy Jnquisitiou.

TI-IIRTY-FIVE

ILLUSTRATIONS.

Soauish Collar, Thumbscrew, Iron Oollar~~~e Hack, tho Iron Orowu Log Crusher, tho Stocks,
the Heretic c..tcher. tho Iron Boot , the Hot JUitten. a !!clouth-pea.r (gag), 1ron Masks recommend eo.
by the Inquisition, Breaking and Burning_on the Wheel, the Ducking Cage, the Cha&tity Belt for
women, tho Spider, the Iron Virgil\ Up to Ds.te. the Execution Bell, etc.
"I used to read in books," says Oolonel Ingersoll, ·· how onr fa.thers persecuted mankind Bot I
never approcii~te<l i t. 1 read it, but it die\ not burn itsolf into my soul. I diet not r eally appreciate
the infamies that have been committed in the name of r eligion until I saw the iron arguments tha.
Christians used."
.
~

Pl'ice 10 Cents J)er Coi•Y·

•

•

12 Cot•ies for $1.00

BUl A DOLLln•s WORTH Al'ID SC~'l'l'b;H 'l'IIR:"If AMONG YOUH OII!liSriAN I:'IEWf:ItlOHS t
Address THE 1 RUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt. Every LIBERAL Woman
and Man Will Want lt.

WOMAN, CI-IURCH, AND STATE.
By Matilda Joslyn Cage.
This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It ie THE book to show how
the church hns enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance a.t its contents will show this:

FROM UNDER

THE·BUSHEE
p:._

•

.Sy WII..LI.A.M. H.ART.

1,306 Questions t•c.• the Clet·gy antl fol' the Con·
shlet·atiou o:l Others.
rrhe author, while a sincere church member, obeyed tbe injunction to search the scriptures, which led to the propounding of
thestl queries, no clergyman can answer rationally and remain a
Christian.
P IUOE •10 CENTS.
Address

TilE 'l'RUrii SEEKER, 28 Lafayette P'., New York.

POPULAR EDITIONS
OF

Thomas Paine's Works.

'.rhe firs t chapter-the l\fatri>~rchate-shows thnt nuder t he old c i vili~•t~iou a womtHl httd gre•tt
freedom. but thttt the t endency of Chri sti11nit:v from tho flrs t "'"" to r estrict her liberLl'· In Lhi~
ch•wter llirs. Gage clnims thut t o the Matriflrch atc-or Motlwr-ruJe-the worl d is inde bted for i ts
fir•t conceptiot. of inherent rig hts.
Chapter 1I c1ettls with th e th cologicn.l dogmas of originnl ~in ·~ud cel ibacy. W oman, }Jy tho
church, w11s not regarded ns u.. P~tnutu be~og ; 111:1tTi!t.~e wns lo ol\ed lll)Oil .a~ v Ue ; wive~ wcro sold
ns s t.nv . s; women clnven to smcHJc; t.he ulUu t nco of th e church wrti unt .. vomble to vtr tue. 'l' bo
celibt~cy of the cler gy produced rs cgrnd i11g scn~ uaJit.y, flll•l woman wM t he victim of' these brutes .
Chn.ptcr III is on The Canon L ttw, showin>( how l·h" ehnt·ch con ~rolctl womtln by m uldng tho
legitimtte' of marriaae depend u pou it.< own COII t rol of t ho c"r omony. Anment ci viii~ttt.i<JII g avo
place to Chri~tiA n bat~haris)n, the cler gy became •~ di~tinct ,bqdy- n.t, ouco a " holy" ll nll tlll u tlll oly
Ct~ste. L eanung W<ti prolu1ntcd to womon, husband ~ JWOlub•tctl f rbnt lcavm g th• m mo ro th:cn onethird of ~h eir proper~y; daughtord cou:cl bo tli~iulwritecl, ~onK co uld n ot. 'l'h o l loJ'ornu•tio u cll'cctod
no cbn.uge.
Ch:LJJtcr IV- Un· qn ot ' e-is on F(mtlR!ism and itg tlcgrnd•~tion ol' womau , tbo rig ht.s o f" Ion!~
spiri t.uaJ," th e imm orn lJty of tlo c l• on•ls of t he ch urch, bapti~m of' ' ucl o WOlHOn in t he our ly Ohnstilm
church. rt ttl~o deals wi t h some of t ho l•~tcr. dar abu~cs or fcrnuleH , li l<o on r North western p il10I'iOK,
tho Bnglis h tlct nmcberics. govermnontal crim u-m:tl<et·s, e tc.
Ch:tpLer V- Wtt.chcraft. Iu t lHl days • f t his pbusc ofrcligiouKinst~nity Jlfrs . (lago shows b ow tho
possessiou of ~vc ' ~~little learning w•t• sullici ent CfLilSe to Rnspect ~~woman o fwitohcm ft, t lut t to l<eop
a pet wn~ dan ger ous , s o rabid wuu tho clcr , y Hot to s uU'er :\ witch t-. liv. ThiK pct'KocuLJOll. for
witchcra ft was t~ cont llll!UJJ<'O o f t he church's policy for obt~tiain g m n versa l cl omin io n o vor m •wkind.
Women ph vsJcia ns of t ho !IIidJlo Agos wero pcr~ecutcd, JLUtl t ho " l'il~;t·i ru linther8 " coutinne<l it in
Amcric!L. The firs t s yno<l convener\ in Amcric•1 wa~ to try a woman for hu·oRy, and otl• or~ wcr o
stripped and wlli ppcrl fclr 11ot ngrccing with the d crl(y.
'l'uectuwtot·ou " W,vc~ " sh vw~ how th<J diKrnpt.ion of the Romu.n empire wuH nnfavor~>bl o ~o Lh o
personal ~.nd vropriebry rig hts (If wom•tn-t~ ttt th e s~tl e of tl:tu ghtoJ·~ WitH p rncticctl in E ug!tu1d
sevoo huutlrcd yctLrs a fter i t waR Chris ti:ulized-tlu~t t llo pmctice o r bny-in ~-: w1vcs w~ts rognl:d;cd h y
h~w-that wotnen were not penn i ttctl to r ead Lb o J:ibl<>-th::LL t hey were n ot ttdmitt ed M witncsdCStbat civil nmr bt gc •s "PJJO~ctl h v the dmrclt.
I n Onapter 'lli is >hown how JlOly;:llnty wa~ sns l.n:incc1 hy tho Chris tii1n church. thn. t tb c iirKt
synod ot~ t-be ltoformntio \ ~o nvened to s anction t}1is iuKtituti~·!~ ~hr~t L utb cF t~tttl tl ou o~b cr "prin~l})ttl rc;tormers " ftwored 1t, t'~ we I flR tho /uncn can J3oard of]) ormgn ll'l!Bs tons . 'l'h c Mormon tlJoocracv is ~bowu to be simi l:u· t o t,lutt of othor Ohr is tinn sects.
In tho 1as t three chapt ors l\[rs. Gage t,r eats of tho opposi tion of the clmrcb t o t ho nmeliornti oo
of Wf\lU:In 's s nffcrings M inter fer enc<l w•th her' · uurso, 'of woman'B degradation by t ho chu rch to
IRbors unfit for shwcsj of woma11'a "inferiori t,y," M tttug ht by tho church to-tlay, n.ucl of how little
vnluo Chris tianity has )/!en 1md is to civili<:aLion.

'l'he work is a burning protest against tho trcmendoUB wrong done woman by
the church, which cootrolecl the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No
woman, it seems to us, can rend it and remain a. supporter of the r eligious institution
which has crushed her individuality, her mentality, and degraded her person. 'l'o the
woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ought to be widely read for the good it
will do.
In cloth, $:0; in li.alj-leather bindin,q, $8.

HAND-BOOK

AGE OF REASON. Pap., 25c.;
6 copies for

~1;

cloth. uOc.

AGE OF REASON AN]) EXA1\I·
INATWN OF THE PROPHECIES. Pap., 40o.; clo., 75c.
Al'OS1'LE OF POLITICAL
AND ltELHUOUS LIBERTY
~Life)_. By J. E. Remsbvrg.
.. ortra1t. PM., toe.; c!o., 75c.

COMMON S.t;riSE. (1776.) loc.
CRISIS. Written During Am.

OF

FREEl'H OUGH1'
By W. S. BELL.

nevolution. Pao.,4oc.; c!o., 75o.

GUEA1' WORKS. 8vo. 800pp.;
clo.. sa ; leather, $4 ; moroeco,
gilt edges, $4.60.
LlE'E OF. By C. Blanchard.
Pan , 40c.; clo., with )2_Jrtra.i t, 60c.

LlFE OF. ByM.lJ.Conway.

With History of his Li:erary, Political, and R.eligious Ct\reer in
America, FranocJ.. and England,
and a Sketch by william Cobbett.
'!'he only adequate Biogr aphy of
Paine. 2 vols. Port-raits. $5.

LIFE OF. By Remsburg. 50c.
LIFE OF. By G. Vale. $1.
UTHOGltAPH OF. 22x28, $1.
POLITlCA.LAND RELIGIOUS
REFOR1\lER. Underwood.lOo
POLITICAL WORKS: ''Com-

A.ddreBB 'rHE TRUTH. SEEJT..--

Oonta.ining in condonsc<l and ayatomatizod !orm a
vast amount or evidence agains t th o snpomtit iona Joetrines of Christianity. Ail a book of r ofer ence aod aid
to all trutb Aeekera it ia invalua ble. I ts cla.ssificatiou
of s ubjects makes it a hand-book. Asiuger aoll aa.id of
raine'a "Age of Reason," it enables somebody i n every village t o "corner the paraoo." Its wido
v..rloty of kUhlect~ include all the diiDnted points between Christianity and F' re()tbougbt ·
Address
'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER~
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents,

PEN PICTURES OF THE WORLD'S FAIR.
By SAMUIGL P. PUTNAM.

It is, b esides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fl\ir yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
RIGHTS OF MAN. Answer to the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and tile triumph
Burke's Attack on the French Rev- of the Sunday-openers; describes the varioue buildings and what tlley contain, and ie,
olution. PY'·· 40 c ; clo .. 75c.
ull in all, the very best picture of the Fair 1bat can be painted with a. pen.
TESTil\IONIALS TO HIS MERJ·rs. Comp. by Moreau. lOc.
ILLUSTRATED.
THEOLOGICA'L WORKS:"Age
A. MA.P OF J A.CKSON P A.RK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
of Rea.son ," "Examination of the
.
Prophecies," etc., with Life of and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
Paine and ateel portrait, $UiO.
A BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
VINDICATION. Reply to N.Y. glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to t~e present time.
mon Sense," " Crisia," "Rights of
l\bn" $1.50.

(}I];,IINJ8r,

By R. G. Ina-eraol1 lOC.

Address 'l'f:IE 'l'ROl'f:I SEEKER. 213 Lafayett e !'lace. New York

Siugle copy, 25 eents, Five copies for $1.
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Goma of ~Aougltt.
BECAUSE all cannot ride, all need not go
afoot. -InvestigatO?·.
A ORANX is a specialist in a line in which
yon are not interested.-Lucile Hewett.
WEIGH your blows cautiously when
striking at the foibles of the weak.-Galveston News.
F ALSEHoo:D has an infinity of combinations, but truth has only one mode of being.-Rousseau.
THE man who says nothing when the
character of the innocent is being assailed
is himself a slanderer.- Galveston News.
IF people would only stop talking where
they stop knowing, half the evils of life
would come to an end.-Edward E. Hale.
IN the administration of a state, neither
a woman as a woman, nor a man as a man,
has any special functions, but the gifts
are equally diffused in both sexes.-Ptato.

JUST OUT!

JUST OUT!

I

RIGHT LIVING.
By SUSAN H.

WIXON.

Ethics as Understood by a Student of Science. Sixty Chapters, as follows:
Bi~~:ht Living,,
What is Hypocrisy?
In Be~ard to Concealed Vice,
What is Morality?
Conscience or Moral Sense,
Beautiful Oharity, ·
What is Ignorance?
Selfishness, the Menace of So- Fidelity, the Giver of.Btrength
Knowledge the Great Treasure,
Ciety,
and Honor,
Concerning Education,
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Value of WealthM.
"f ,
Oonduct· or Bight Doing
Life,
Avarice, Not a eans to LI e s
Virtue, the llluminator of Life, Is Reverence a Duty?
Best End,
.
Prudence, an Economy of Life, Self-Reliance,
Good Nature, one of Life's Best
What Know Ye of Justice?
Belf-Oontrol.
Blossoms,
For tit ude a Noble Possession,
Belf-Bes{lect ,
Beason and Free Inquiry.
Temperance and Intemperance, Foolish Pride and Billy Preju- Free Speech,
Is the Use of Tobacco Dangerdice,
A Free Press,
ous?
Anger, the Distorter,
Rights of Animals,
Cultivation of Individualit;!',
The Angel of forgiveness
Bights of Ohildren,
..
Character, a Jewel of Great Price, Observation a Great Facil'!ty,
Human Bights; or the Equality
Idleness, another Name for Loss, Perseverance, the Friend of Man,
of Man.
Industry, the Staff of Life,
Punctuality, a Promoter of Sue- Moral Oleanliness_,
Value of a Trade,
cess
Politeness. The uentlemaB~n
Recreation a Necessity,
The Difficulties of Life,
·
Politeness.- Continued.- 'J:he
Games of Ohance,
Temptation, tbe Demon on the
. Gentlewoman,
Truth and Falsehood,
htll:hway,
Best Society,
What is an Oath? or the Worth Habit, Second Nature,
Progress; or Enlightenment:
of a Promise.
Power of Will,
.
Wisdom.
Fraud a Orime.
Oourage, a Necessity to Bight
'l'he Poison of Blander,
Living,
Miss Wixon has taken as her mottoes in writing· this beautiful book of 292 pages-which she
has dedicated to the memory of her father and mother-these sentences from the works of a great
synthetic philosopher and a gifted liberal minister:

THE dogmatism of our creed-religions is
the assertion of authority from without.
Nature says to every man and woman,
Look for my teaching and proof jrom
within you1·selvs, for yon will find it by
with the Ph'llstoal, so wtth the ethwal. A beltllf, as yet fltf'Ul ana Partial, is ·beqtnning to
the material road; and every man, woman, spreaaAsamongst
men, that here, also, there is an inatssoluble bona between cause ana oonsequenoe, an
and child can find it out only by this road, inexorable aesttny,
a law whtoh altereth not.- Herbert Spencer.
which they must walk themselvs-R. J.
Li'l!tng ts an Art, a methoa Of exPressing great conceptions; in fact, the highest methoa, the
noblest
of
the
Arts.-Thomas
Starr King.
·
Drummond, in ,Secular Thought.
TuE pre11ent social state is transitional,
Bight Living" is well bound in cloth and printed on good paper.
as past social states hav been transitional.
. PRICE, $1.00.
There will, I hope and believe, come a
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future social state differing n.s much from
the present as the present differs from the
past with its mailed barons and defenseless serfs. · · · My opposition to Socialism results from the belief that it
would stop .the progress to such a higher
AN ATTEllll'r TO PROVE THAT
state and brmg back a lower state. Nothing but the slow modification of human The Pursuit of Pleasure .Is the Sine Qua Non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social
nature by the disciplin of social life
Development, and that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
can produce permanently advantageous
Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship.
changes.-Herbert ,Spencer.
By Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
THERE is everywhere a lack of faith in
OONTENTB:
human nature. People talk of brother- BooK 1.-PLEABUBE: Ohap, !. -Sources of Pleasure.
Ohap. ll.-Material Pleasures. Ohap. 111.hood and yet spend half their lives studyldeal Pleasure'· Ohap IV -Social Pleasures. Ohap. V.-Pleasures of the. Savage, the
ing the ways and means of ostracism and
Barbarian and the Civilized. Ohap. VI.- Genesis of religions. Ohap. VIL.,-Ohristianity.
caste. They profess an abstract solidarity, BooK 11.-INTELLEOTUAL DEVELOPMENT: Ohap. L-Purpose of life. Ohap, ll.-Material Plea~tires.
Ohap. III.-Ideal Pleasures: Knowledf.e. Ohap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Reason. Ohaf.-V.
and yet button their coats at the first saluIde!J-1 Pleasures: Character. Ohap. V .-Social Pleasures. Ohap. Vll.-Pedagogica Despotism.
·
.
tation of poverty or sin. Democracy is
DEVELOPMENT: Obap. I.-Morality, Ohap. ll.-Material Pleasures: Prudence.
preserved in liberty. The church and the BooK lli.-MoBAL
Ohap.
1£1.-Material
Pleasures:
Refinement. Ohap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Foresight,
state, all formal societies, tend to destroy
Ohap. V.-Ideal Pleasures: Civilization. Ohap. VI.-Social Pleasures. Ohap. VII,-Vice
O~used by Restraint.
all individuality. We are forced by them
DEVELOPMENT: Ohap. L-l'rogress. Ohap. ll.-Protection, Capitalism,. and
into a mould. 'l'o be free we must hold them BooK IV.-890Ip.
SoCiali~m: BespMtivly an Actual, !J-n Imminenp, and a Proposed Violation of. Individual
in perpetual servitude. I would chain and
Bovere!gnty. Ohap. Ill.-Oondit10n of AgriOnlture; Ohap. IV. Public Schools, the
whip an institution to my purpose without
Me~e 1 ME.me, Tekel of Hocialism. Ohap. V.-Province of Government. Ohap. VI.-Our
SoCia! Disorder.
remorse as long as it was useful, and when
it had forfeited all mobility I would bleed
Here are some of the verdicts on this remarkable production which have been rendered by
and bury it kindly, but without regret.- men who are in every way qualified as judges of books:
Horace L. 1raubel.
This is a spirited, rattling sort of a book that skates right along over the deepest subject with
out mu h thought whether the ice is thin or not. It anRwers the greatest questiOn-What is the
THERE is clericalism, the enemy of the us ·, object, mottve, purpos!!l and summum bonum of life, a.nd the real came and motive of progress?
word\ Pleasure !-:rooaaeus B. Wakeman
human race! Oppose it as the fiend who -by one
He sharply attacks, also, modern methods of education, and in this he is most abundantly
has covered the world with the darkness bor!le out b_y the fao~s, and his arraignment is ·practically unanswerable. His book is altogether a
of ignorance, and illumed that darkness cunous and suggestive one.-New York Oommerulal Aavertiser.
man who wrote this book knows how to write a book, and knows what he is writing about.
only by lurid and fitful glares from the There·.rhe
is not· a padded sentence in the volume, not au attempt to fill up with .vords for Jack of·
fires of martyrdom. Strike the monster knowledge. The author deals hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for realities and
which has battened rich upon your pov- truth. W~ do not see how anyon~ can re•d thi!l book ap.d disagree with the leading P.ro_t>ositions,
work IS goo.d; every chapter Is worth . readmg. It IS a work·of common-sense Bo01allsm. The
erty, which has reared its temples by The
chapter on public schools ought to be put mto a tract and sent to every teacher in the land. Thourobbery, shaped their oriels out of agony, sands of sentences are.worthy pf being framed !'-S political maP,ms and lmng up all over the nation.
book deserves a .Wide readmg.....,not only for Its literary style, which is clear and incisive, but for
and laid their foundations in blood. Down the
with the ogre that lived through the cen- Its bold, honest saymgR.-L K. washl'Jurn.
turies upon the burlesquing of God and After you read this b~ok you will be as enthusiastic in praise of it as are the eloquent editor of the
Investtgatur a.nd the gallant President of theOs.nadian Secular Union,
the stultification of man. Death to the
Pleasure and Progress" has 898 pages, i • splendidly printed from large, clear type, on exceldemon whiclt has sent you to a printed
lent paper, and costs, bound in cloth, $1; paper covers, 50 cents.
book for your religion, instead of sending
you to the daisy and the stream and the
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mystic sympathies between them and your
soul, and the infinit. No indifference I
Strike as yon love the holy I Strike as you
hate the infamonsi-Saladin,
AoooRDING to holy writ, God made
Adam out of the dust of the ground and
By DR. J A.COB H.A.RTM.A.JSN.
then. breathed into his nostrils the breath
of life. Now, just imagin the eternal crea.An explanation of t~e origin of the God lde!J-, and the mental processes that led to the formation
Idol~ and the worshiP of them. From the.time of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reformation and
tor of the universe blowing into the nostrils of
his
bamshment for heresy and blasphemy against the Ohaldean Idols, to Ghrist's coming the _princiof a clay man in the hope of making it pal ch.aractets
are analyzed an9 shown to be huma~, by thought and deed. It is made pfain that the
liv. Of course the origin of this old myth p~cnliar phraseology, can~ saYings, subterfJig~s, miracle'\, WOJlder-workings, and suv.ernatural pad!lmg
are
the
!>roper
p~sprmg of the then enstmg barbarism, Ignorance and superstition constitutis obvious enough. Our savage ancestors mg the peculiar politiOB
of the dav.
'
'
knew nothing of biology or physiology,
OONTENTB IN DETAIL:
and they were under the impreBBion that The Universal Aspect.
Elimination of Waste Substances,
the breath was the cause of life They The Earth.
.,
In Gsneral.
observed that while men lived they The Chemical Aspect.
By the Lungs,
breathed, and that after death they breathed The Snn.
By
the Skin.
·
no longer, and so they jumped to the fool.
•
By the Kidrieys,
Genesis-The
Creation.
Digestion
and
Nutrition.
ish conclusion that the breath was the life.
The Elementary Substances.
The word sp·irit is derived from breath-a Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
Deluge.
Alcohol and Its Effects on the System.
most significant fact. In fact, it may be The
The Scriptural God~The Creation,
The Soul-What Is It?
said that men and women to-day believe The
Creation of God-Abraham.
I
TheMind.
that they hav souls or spirits capa,ble of
Moses-Confirmation
of
the
Idea
of
God,
Sin
and Salvation.
living forever, simply because their foreSamuel
the
Kin~aker.
The
J!;cclesiastical
Kindergarten.
fathers did not understand the nature of Go<l Save the Kin__g.
Rational Review. ·
.
breathing-did not know that it was the Jehovah Takes a Rest.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
process by which fresh oxygen is taken in The End of National Life,
The Planetary Gods.
and impure oxygen given out in order that The Christian Era.
Every Man His Own God.
chemical combustion, which is the condiOrganic Life-Ve~etable.
Tables {Gateways to Knowledge.
tion of life, may be carried on. I remem- Organic
Morals; Whence They Spring.
Life-Animal.
ber when a boy, trying to resuscitate dead
The
Non
Credo.
The Master Tissues.
fl.ie~ by industriously breathing upon
Buies for Human Oonduct
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues.
them. I may say that I was just as sncILLUSTRATIONS.
Map of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind,
ce~sfnl with the flies as God would hav Food and Food-Substances.
Map of Theological Retrogression.
been with a clay man-hod he been foolish
Map of the Deluge and Garden of Eden.
enough to make the attempt. The man
who wrote this story may hav been inFour Hundred and Thirty-two Pages Large 12mo.
spired, but he was never at school.In Cloth, 81; in Paper, 450 Cen:ts.
Wallace Nelson.

Pleasure and . Progress.

The Creation of God.
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Jfew 'I}Tiblio~t'ions.
Unless otherwise specified, all publications nqticed here can be had ·oj THE
TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
named.
ABRAHAM LINOOLN : wAS HE A CBltiSTIAN?
By John E." Remsburg. The Truth
Seeker Company, New York. 50 cents.
There has been a good deal of controversy from time to time through the press
of the country over the question of
Abrahn.m Lincoln's religions opinions.
Not long since this discnssion was renewed on account of the claim made by a
popular clergyman that. the martyr president was a Christian. Among those who
combated ·this statement were Colonel
Ingersoll and John E. Remsburg, of Kansas. The latter has been engaged in collecting the testimony, pro and con, as to
Mr. Lincoln's religions opinions for over
fifteen years. He spent a good deal of
time in hnntin~ np the evidence and running down stones, and the result is that he
probably knows more about the facts in
the case than any other manlivin~. The
result of this laborious research 1s contained in a handsome volume of about 350
pages recently issued by the Truth Seeker
Publishing Company, New York, entitled,
" Abraham Lincoln.: Was He a Christian?"
Everyone .who has a personal acquaintance with Mr. Remsburg knows him to·be
a very conscientious man, ('nd that he
would tell the truth though the heavens
fell. This is illustrated in this volume,
for he ·has here given every scrap of evi. dence that has ever beim produced in defense of the claim that Mr. Lincoln was a
Christian or a believer in the doctrins of
Christianity. He then givs the evidence
in rebuttal, and among these nnimpeachable witnesses are Lincoln's wife; his old
law partner and very particular friend up
to the time of his death, Hon. Wm. H.
Herndon; his friend and adviser while in
Washington,.~Col. James H. Mathey; his
private secretary, Col. John G. Nicolay,
and his life-long friend and executor after
death, Judge David Davis. Such unequivocal testimony, one would think, is
sn:fficient, but in addition there is cited the
testimony of a hundred others-Mr. Lin- '
coin's rela.tivs, near neighbors while a
resident of Springfield, and prominent
men in Washington, including members
of his cabinet, and others in different sections of the country. The book closes
with evidence from the tongue and pen of
Lincoln himself. To our mind Mr. Remsburg has presented an array of testimony
to show that Mr. Lincoln was an nnbeliever in the inspiration of th~ scriptures
aud the fundamental doctrins of the Christian religion that is irresistible. But
whichever side one may choose to take in
this controversy he cannot afford to be
without this book, as nowhere else can the
evidence presented, pro and con, be obtained. It virtually exhausts the subject
and upon its testimony the case must be
decided, if at all, The price of the volume
in paper is 50 cents; handsomely bound in
cloth, $1.-Gazetteer, Denison, Tex.·
How's Thlsi
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure,
F. J. CHENEY &CO., Props., Toledo,O,
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe
him perfectly honorable in all business
transactions and financially able to carry
out any obligations made by their firm.
WEsT & TRUAX, Wholesale Druggists.
Toledo, 0 ..
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN, Wholesale
Druggists Toledo, 0.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
acting directly upon the .blood and mucons
surfaces of the· system. Price, 75c., per
bottle. Sold by all Druggists. T~stimo
nials free.
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or the Unirerse, with a System of Morali.'y
Based Thereon.
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and Ma.tter
The Fitness of Thing~ in
ortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology},
lnmiOrilality_of Force, Man,
Infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thoul'{ht,
Motion,
ConsCiousness,
Form,
Beat of the SoUl,
InmmtabilityofNatural Innate IdeasJ.
Laws,
The Idea of uod,
Oniversality of Natural Personal Oontinnance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of BrnteBPeriods of the Oreation Free Will,
of the Earth,
Morality,
·
Original Generation,
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Saenlar Generation,
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POB

ALL PAIN

"I LIKE Sunday-school better than
church, mamma,,. said little Emma last
Sunday. "Why so, my dearT" "Because there isn't so much of it, mamm~ ..

Rheumatism

A NEw RoOHELLE engagement has been
broken off in consequence of religions differences. Her small brother put a tack in
his chair, and she didn't like his creed.-

Binghamton Republican.

THE Rev. Mr. Harpe (solemnly): "And
the wicked shall be cast into the lake of
torment where the worm dieth not and the
fire is not quenched." Alkali Ike (appreciativly): "That must be hell."...,.. .7Tuth.
MUDGE:. "Went to church yesterday,
just for a change." Yabsley: "So? What
denomination?" Mudge: "The minister,
as near as l could figure him out, was a
platitndinarian. "-Indianapolis Journal.
Mns. JONES : "Wasn't that a powerful
address of Brother Smith's at the experience meeting ?" Deacon Jones : " Oh,
Smith is a good man, but he's a little conceited. To hear him talk, yon would think
there never was a hardened sinner in the
world except bim!"-Puck.
THE Dear Pastor: "I hope yon never
go fishing on Sunday, my dear child?"
Young Hopeful: "Oh, no, sir." The Dear
Pastor: "That's right, my child. And
now tell me why yon do not." Young
Hopeful : " Because papa says he doesn't
want to be bothered with me. "-New Yorlc

Feminine
Complaints
Lameness
Soreness
Wounds
Bruises
e'ifF1:TSL~R'fEpi~~R. Catarrh
Burns
Piles

IJ.D. SqaYJ~s Boo~s. Truth Seeker Library.

l

FAC-SIMILE OF

U
POND'S
EXTRACT
It will CuJ!Ie.

The Living Waters.
To
those
who need a medicin, remember
Truth.
·
that Water of Life is one of the best, and
FLosSIE : ''I'm afraid to go to sleep all will cure the stomach, liver, and kidneys.
alone in the dark •." Mamma: "Yon go Large pamphlet free, 34 S. M.ain st.,
right to bed like a good little girl, andre- Wilkesbarre, Pa. J. R. Perry, mgr. 21t18
member that God's little angels are with
yon." Flossie (ten minutes later): ·"I ALL styles of watches from $1.88 up. Handcan't go to sleep, mamma. I guess one of some catalogue free. Safe Watch Co., 9 Murray
52t19
God's little angels is biting me."-The street, New York.

The Bible: What Is It! A pamphlet containing eight chapters in refutation of kthef
assumption that the Bible is a divine boo o
J:!U):'e thought, and correct in all its utterances.
Price, 25 cents.
Studies In Theology. A clear exposition
of the biblical story of man's "creation,''f&ll.an~
"curse " theologictiJ.ly denominated " the
Price, io cents.
The Bible Against Itself. Containing
one hnnilred and fifty plain self-contradictjons
of the Biblehlinvolving questions of theology,
morals, and atorr. Prtce, 1.0 cents.
The Human Natnre of Jesus. A refutation of the assumption that l1e was a divine
11.erson and that he was tho fnlftllment of Old
Testament prophecies. Price, 11J cents.
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
negative and affirmative standpomt, showing
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Address
118La.fayette pla.ce, New York.

AT NEW ROCHELLE.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE

King's Jester.

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's PAIIE MOBUMEIT &HOMESTEAD

A NEGRo preacher in the South, who
secured the eloquent Bishop Simpson to
preach to his colored congregation, thus
grandiloquently introduced him : "Breddarn, yon are to hab de privilege dis
mornin' of hearin' de great Bishop Simpson, from de N off, a man whose repootation is all ober dis land like a sonndin'
brass or like a tinklin' cymbal."
" I SHALL never forget," said one pillar
of the church,." what an admirable Sunday-school superintendent we had in the
former cashier of the Building Association." '' Yes," replied another, '' he was
an able young man, and so willing!" "So
long in his speeches." ''And so short in
his acconnts."-Puck.

ARGUMENT
IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,

Views of Speaker's Platform
AND

.At Morristown, N. J.
This is the greatestargumentever made in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christian persecution is going on this argument should be
freely ciroulated, read to the Christians, an~ ex·
pounded on every occasion.
In paper, 25 cents; in cloth. 50 oentl<.
A.ildres•
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Assemblage.
What they are:
1.

View of the Stand, with the speakers
and other occupants standing\ showing Colonel 11!8"ersoll, President Rowley, s. P. Putnam, T. B. Walt9mao, et al.
2. Colonel Ingersoll Causes 11 Smile.

8.

HERE is an announcement from a Brooklyn paper under the heading of Church
News: "The 'Rev.'Dr.Crowder ofRockville Center Methodist Episcopal church,
will exchange pulpits with the Rev. Mr.
Hudson, of the Baptist church. In the
evening Dr. Crowder will occupy his own
pulpit, his subject being, 'Behold, I hav
played the fool.' "
THE pastor was calling at the house of
Brother Billings, and the small · boy was
entertaining him until the parents came
down. "Do yon ever go fishin'?" inquired
the youngster, who had inherited his
father's fondness for the sport. " I am a
fisher of men," responded the good man.
"Do yon carry your bait. in a jug, like
papa does?,. was the next question, and
just at that moment Brother Billings appeared with a seraphic smile of innocence
lighting up his genial countenance.
THE Hyogo News, Kobe, Japan, givs
the following peculiar advertisement :
" When my daughter was sick I prayed
the Kompira of Sannki providence for her
recovery, pledging·to let her pay a thanksgiving visit to the temple by creeping on
her hands and feet all the way through, in
imitation of cattle, if she recovered. The
prayer . was heard, and . she recovered.
But, after all, it is impossible for a tender
girl to creep several hundreds of miles to
Sanuki. I should, therefore, like to find a
substitute for her, and if any one offering
himself or herself be found snitable for the
task, I will giv such a per.son £200." Prob·
ably Jesus would do, as he is the Christian's substitute· bearer for sins.
REv. DR. RAINSFORD, of St. George's
Episcopal church, New York, is an enthusiastic sportsman, and would walk ten
miles any day to find a good huntingground. On the subject he is eloquent.
The doctor is one of the finest wing shots
in the conntry,-PhiladelJ?hia Record.
This is how he obeys the inJunction of his
Divine Master and preaches the gospel to
every creature. The gospel reaches the
poor birds in the shape of a leaden misail
of deathi-Ex. ·This sounds a little hard
on the reverend sport, but we are afr.I.id
the Ex. is looking at him from the right
point of view. Those who preach the go•pel of mercy for a profeBBion are a tri.fl.a
inconsistent when they spend too much
time in· projecting shot into peaceable animals just for the fun of it,-Lije.

AND

TlJE

LOGIC OF
-OR,-

Why Should the Atheist Fear to Die?
Price, 5 cents
·ly J. G. HoLYOAKE.

Darwin and After Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.
By GEoRGE J, RoMANEs.
A systematicEx11.osition of what ma,y be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ll"eneral reader rather than to pro·
fessed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of English writers .ru>on evolution,
besides ranking with Professor Huxley in scientific knowledge and ability. And this 18 a part of
his conclusion regarding the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while now hero do
we meet with any independent evidence of
Rupernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philoRophy...
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the present generation 1n a mann'er and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place ha• taken place in the direction of natural1sm, and this to the extent of rendering. the
mechanical interpretation of nature universal, it
is no .wonder if tlie religions mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th God?"
~ustrated Price, oloth.J. $2.
Addreas. THJ!; TRUTH BEEKER.

Published Monthly at $3 per Year.
IBSUES OF 1891.-$3.
Price.
Truth Beeker Annual,)891. .................... $0 25
Men, Women, and uods. Helen H. Gardener,..................................... 50
The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. illustrated ......... ,........................... 25 ·
Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. Ben25
~hris~i~"A.il8nrdiiiii8." · J'ohii ":P8'0k.:::::: ::::: 20
Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire ......... , .. 10
The Crisis. Thom1111_Paine. illustrated .... , 40
Sabbath Breaking. John E. Remsburg ...... . 25
Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason. Robert C. Adams .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. 25
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller.... . . . . . . . . 25
My Religions Experience. Samuel P. Putnam....................................... 25
The Hil{her Criticism in Theology and Relig~ml.. •r. E. Longshore................
50
.
ISSUES OF 1892.-$3. .
InftdelDeath-Beds. G. W. Foote............. 25
Rights of Man. Thomas Paine. Illustra.ted .................. ,..................... 40
Was CbristCrncifted? Austin Bier bower.... 10
Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gar. dener .................................... . 10
Bible Morals. John E. Remsburg ........... . 25
Awful Disolosures of Maria Monk .....•.....• 50
Pocket Theology. Voltaire .................. . 25
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Bahcook,...................................... 15
Liberjy m Literature.
Testimonial to
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll...•..... :. . . . 25
Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard A.
Proctor ............ :...................... 15
Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
Hart ...................................... 40
The Holy Bible Abridged...................... 80
False Claims of ·tho Church. John E.
Remsburg;...... ......................... 10
IssUEs OF 1898.-$8.
'l.'homas Paine Vindicated. Col. Robert
15
The ?ii:~~fi~~o~r·a~·a:":Dr Yaooi1'"iiari:
mann..................................... 50
Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
M. E. Billings . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 25
Resurrection of Jes-us......................... 40
Handbook of Freethonght. W. B. Bell...... 50
Religion a Ourse; Religion a Disease; Re25
ligion a Lie. B. P. Putnam..... . . . . .. ..
Des1gn Arg_umont Fallacies. By Editor of
THE TBUTB BEEKEB .......... ., .. . .. . ..
til
Abraham Lmcoln: Was He a Christian?
John E. Remsburg......................
50
Pen Pictures of The World's Fair. lllus25
trated. B. P. Putnam...................
Common Sense. Thomas Paine....... ·...... ,
15
Examination of Prophecies. Tbos. Paine.,
15
Pleasure and Progress. Albert M. Lorentz,
LL.B................... .................
50
Giant Delusion. Otto Wettstein ........... ,
10
Bible Inquirer. A. Jacobson................
25
Sister ·Lucy. Her Awful Disclosures of
10
Newhall Oonvont...... .... .. . . . . . . . . . . ..
Woman: Four Centuries of Progress. Susan
H. Wixon.... . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. ..
10
Isl!UES OF 1894.-$8•
Thumbscrew and Raolt. Goo. E. Mao<lonal<l 10
l:!elf-Contradiction ofthoBiblo. W.H.Burr · 15
DnrmiJ the yeal' other standard Freethonght
works w1ll be published and sent to subscribers
as they appear.
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
published in one year. In ordering please say
which _year is desired.
Bingle numbers so!d at prices quoted
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place. Now York.

...

Presid~nt Rowley Addresses the A.s·

semblage.

4. Mr. Putnam Reads A. Poem.
5. Mr. Wakeman Talks of Liberty, Science and Humantt.y.

6. The Paine Monument, as it appeared

May 80th wreathed in flowers and bearing
mottoes. No other picture of the Monument
like this one.

7. Paine Homestead as it appears now.
These are spLndid photol'(rapbs. They wore
all taken at the commemorat1ve exercises at New
Rochelle, on May 81th, and are historically, patriotically, and artistically vel'y valuable and will
be prizfld by thousands of Liberals who revere
thE! genm~ and !!on or the memory of Thomas
Pame. M1s• Levm has spared no pains to make
them worthy the subject and the occasion. The
photograph• are 8x10 inches in size and the price
1s seventy-five cents each.
Address THFl TRUTH RFlll:KF.ll CO .
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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CRUCIFIED?
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
A judicial consideration of the questionl&l!-d the
decision against the scriptures a.nd the Cnristian
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
·
TIJ,E TRUTH BEEKER.

'J'al(e Advantage of these Manutactu•
rer's Prlcello

REGULAR GRADE AMERICAN WATCHES,
Including Rockford, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden.
Gentlemen's Stze.
Prices: In 8 ounce silvorine case 7 jewels $5; 11
jewels, 1!16 50; 15 jewels, 11!8; 15 jewels. fully adJusted, 11!10; 17 jewels, adJusted, $14. In 8 ounce
coin s1lver oaso, $10, $11.50, $18. $15, ljl19. In 4
ounce, $1 extra. In 14 kt gold tilled, Ol!!ln faco,
21 year case, $14, $11!.50J $17, 1!119, $28. Hunting
Cf!-BeJ $8 extra. In 10 Kt., 15 year case, either
kma, $8 less.
Laates' Btze.
PriceR: In 14 kt. gold tlllod, hunting 20 yen.r
ca<osi 7 jewels, $18; 11 jewelH, $14.50; 15 jewels,
$19. n 14 kt ; solid gold, hunting oases, $28,
1!124.to, $29.
TilE NEW MODEL OTTO WETTSTEIN WATCH
Has 16 jewels, patent regulator brequ0t (noncatchable) batr spring, beautiful. double sunk,
pant Jed dial, nickel, gold damascened finish, adlusted to heat and cold and positions. L atos
1mprovementR and· guaranteed a perfect time
keeper.
Gentlemen's Stze.
J;'ric!Js: In 8 ounce silverino case, $19; 4 ounce
com s1lver. $~5; _gold tilled 14 kt., 21 years, open
face, $28. Huntmg, $82; 10 kt., 15 year cases, $8
loss.
l.al!tes' Stze.
Pdces: In 14 kt. 20 year hunting cases, $80
In 14 kt. solid gold hunting cases, $40.
'
All gold nnd tlllo<l ""seR made bv best manufaoturtrs 8J! Boss, Dueber, Fn.hy, anrl Laud; in plain
engine turntd, or art-istically engraved.
Uoods shipped by express, oharqes preiJata.
SEND ME YOUR WA'.l'CII WORK,

OTTO WETTSTEIN,

LISS~AL JSWSLEH~.
Bend for Price-lists
ROCHELLE, ILL

THe

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. STRONG, HEALTHY MANHOOD
A Nineteenth Century Nove/.

Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL

i

'
-------- ---------

I

!
·

For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parent.
less, with a little money fair education and
much conrall"e, to make their way through the
world b:y go1ng to Chicago. The author is also
the herome. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a history of a working-girl's life and experience in the
city of Chicago among bluff business-men,.kindhearted folks, and disreputable hypocrite .. lt is
just snob a story of human life as we should expect Colonel In_geraoll to be interested in; and
whatever he admires and appreciates is sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
Price, 25 'Jents. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

POPIS AHD Tl{tlli DOJHGS
AOOOUNT OJ!'

rloar• of Christ and Yit1egerents of God.

l'aPer, DOoenta: oloth. n oeufll.

ward

roy of

ceea.

II1ICo

DR. R. P. PBLLOWS,

Sav where you saw thlaadver. VIneland, N. J
_..I wish to say that I am an out-and-out
LlliEBAL, and I trust the Freethinkers of the land
will give me their patrc Dage and not waste their

time &Dd moue:v on Ohriatl&D dootore •..;...Dr. Fel·

JDIOI,

•

TilE THUTH SEEKER, AUGUS'r 25, 18~4.

buuks by Helen H. Gardener.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Gods.
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
£rice, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

· ·

~ Tra'ae Suppztea at S:Pemaz lJtscounu:

IS THIS YOUR- SOH. MY LORD 1
~ Fascinating

ANOTHER GODLY TRANSACTION.-Hosea iii, 1, 2.

AUBTIN BLAIR, " war governor" of Michigan, died on August 7th.
GRASSHOPPERS are somewhat destrnctiv·
to crops in Western New York.
THE Japanese appear to be gaining some
.advantages over China in the war.
THE rebellions Kabyles are defeating
the troops of the Sultan of Morocco.
THE New York board of Police Commisflioners has, after trial, dismissed four more
sergeants for bribery.
THE Populists and Labor men of Ohio
ha.v united, nominating Charles R. Martin
for Secretary of State.
SENATOR KYLE has offered a resolution
prohibiting the sale and use of liquors in
the Senate wing of the capitol.
AMERIOAN scientists held conventions in
Brooklyn dnri!Jg several days, beginning
Au~nst 14th. Many valuable papers were
read.
PRESIDENT CLRVELAND has approved the
act to subject to state taxation National
bank notes and United States Treasury
notes.
MissouRI Republicans put at the head of
their ticket for Supreme Judge, W. V.
·Robinson. It was a Chauncey I. Filley
convention.
JULIAN RALPH and the artist, C. D. Weldon, will represent Harper'B Weekly and
Harper'B Magazine on the scenes of the
Japanese-Chinese war.
A TORNADO swept over the province of
Ciudad Real, Spain, on August 13th. Two
hundred persons injured and several thou·
sa.nd domestic animals killed.
THE House of Lords has defeated the
Evicted Tenants bill. It will decidedly
strengthen the Liberals and make more
perilous the position of the peers.
MAYOB PINGREE, of Detroit, char~ed
members of the school board with takmg
bribes. He had several arrested and locked
up in the police station over night.
THE foundations for the new national
headquarters of the Salvation Army were
laid at the corner of Fourteenth street and
Sixth avenue, New York, August 14th.
Tx111 Democrats of Idaho hav nominated
ex-Governor E. A.. Stevenson for governor. They declare for free silver at 16 to 1,
and denounce the " conservativ" senators.
SmvEBAL Anarchists arrested in Rome.
Bombs, explosive, tools, and chemicals reported found in their homes. Most of the
Anarchist convicts are deported to Massowah.
THE Democrats of Orange, Newark, and
other places in New Jersey, hav issued
public addresses, in which they severely
arraign United States Senator Smith for
his" conservativ" attitude on the sugar,
iron, and coal schedules of the tariff bill,

THE Qlergy of Lawrence, Mass., the other I B. H. CLOVER, who represented the Popday demanded the removal of the Black ' nlists of the Third district of Kansas in the
Crook pnsters; but the marshal, having Fifty-second Congress, has returned to the
examined them, declined to remove the Republicans. There is in that state a disbills.
contented wing of the Populist party, led
by Cyrus Corning, W. F. Rightmire, Noah
JUDGE CALDWELL, of the United States Allen, and other conspicuous reformers,
Circuit Court, has appointed Aldace F. which threatens to "put an independent
Walker receiver of the Atchison, Topeka ticket in the field. The defection grows
& Santa Fe property, vice J. W. Ueinhart, out of dissatisfaction with the Lewelling
resigned.
administration and the alleged failure of the
THE New York Constitutional Conven- "regular" organization to stand squarely
tion refuses to permit the people to vote · on the Omaha platform.
·
upon the:·proposition to incorporate any
J
oRN
QUINOY
ADAMS,
of
Massachusetts,
woman suffrage amendment in the proposed
eldest. son of the great diplomatist, Charles
new constitution.
Francis
great grandson of one
THliiRE is much trouble between acting presidentAdams,
and
grandson
another, died
President Peixoto of Brazil and the Con- on Au~nst 14th. He was of
born September
gress. Many arrests. · President Moraes 22, 1833. Before the war
Whig· Free
will appeal to the people if he is not allowed Boiler, a.nd during the war aa Republican,
to take the presidency.
he later became an independent Democrat.
SANTO CAsERio, the murderer of Presi- He was public spirited, a h11rd worker, and
dent Carnot, was gnillotined at Lyons on a ripe scholar. He had three brothersthe morning of August 16th. He did not Charles Francis, Henry, and Brooks-two
make good his promis to die more bravely of whom are authors of works of great
value to the student and propagandist of
than his fellows who had preceded him.
Freethonght. Mr. Adams leaves three
THE Texas Democrats hav nominated sons, George, Charles Francis, and young
the Hon. Charles A. Culberson for gov- "Jack.".
ernor, indorsed the administration, and
adopted the currency plank of the Chicago
platform, after a lon_g struggle with the
free silver friends of Gavernor Hogg.
A SMALL
THE separate bills putting sugar, iron,
coal, and barbed wire on the free list were
referred to the Finance Committee of the
Senate and, with amendments, were referred back and put on the calendar. It is
not probable tb.at there will again be a
.A:t.:r. FOB $1.50.
quorum in the Senate for the transaction Evolution.
of business.
By B. F. Underwood ............•... Price 6 cents
THE national convention of the League The World's Parliament of Religions.
of Negro Democratic Olnbs was opened at
By Tenney......................... Price 10 cents
Indianapolis on August 14th. C. K. J. The Gods.
Taylor, recorder of deeds at Washington,
By Ingersoll (with likeness) ..•..... Price 20 cents
and chairman of the National Lea_gue, pre- Ingersoll Before The Unitarian Club... Price 6 cents
sided. The convention indorsed President Myth of the Great Deluge.
.
Cleveland, proclaimed for tariff reform, 8 BY McCann ...............•........ Price 15 cenh
and protested against lynching.
Evolution of the Devil. ·
By Henry Frank ................... Price 25 cents
TEN thousand operative in the New The Bruno Monumentin Rome ........ Price 12 cents
Bedford textile manufactories hav struck Church and State.
against a reduction of wages. A settleBy ·'Jefferson" .................... Pr)ce. 10 cent~
ment may be effected soon, as some of the Religion of Humanity.
operators are willing to continue paying
By Benwell •....................... Price 15 cents
the old scale. A small force of non-union lngers~ll on Roscoe Conkling ........ Price 4_cents
workers refused to quit, and these were Dwight L. Moody.
assaulted by the strikers and some were
By Susan H. Wixon ................ Price 5 cents
injured.
Christian Religion.
By an Old lrarmer ................. Price 15 cents
THE Democratic convention of Indiana
renominated Secretary of State Myers, God in the Constitution. I
By Ingersoll ....................... Price 10 CAnts
strongly indorsed President Cleveland, and
denounced the " small coterie of senators, Effacement of Christianity.
By Holyoake...........•........... Price 10 cents
who, masquerading as Democrats," defeated Democratic legislation. When the Life and Career of Bradlaugh.
By Holyoake ....................... Price 15 cents
convention called for '.'names," "Brice,"
"Gorman," and " Smtth" were heard all Ingersoll's Address on Thomas Paine, Price 6 cents
Standing Up for Jesus.
over the hall.
By H. L. Green .................... Price 4 cents
THE drought has killed the hopes of the Religion In the Republic.
Cherokee strip boomers, and there is a
By M. A. Freeman................. Price 6 cents
wholesale exodus from the country. The Never-Ending Life Assured by Science.
city of Perry, which had at one time
By Tenney......................... Price 6 cents
15,000 inhabitants, has now not more than Charles Darwin (Dlustrated).
300, according to reports, and smaller ' By Flower & Wakeman ........... Price 15 cents
places are deserted. The number of set- Jehovah Interviewed...........•....... Price 6 cents
tlers greatly outnumbered the claims and Cosmology against Theology.
terrible suffering has been endured. '
~ By Vlnciex .•••...•••••••••..••••.•. Price 15 cents

Froothon~ht Library,

Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.
!"rioo, cloth. 1111; Daver, 50 cents.

PRAY
A

YOU~

8/R, WHOSE
DAUGHTER? ·
NE"W NOVEL.

Price. oloth;

Paper, 50 oents.

$1.

Pushed
by Unseen
Hands.
.
STORIES.
~HOR1"

Paper,

Price, cloth $1.

50 oents.

A Thoughtless . Yes.
OONTENTS:
A Splendid Judge of aWmilan ..The Lady of the
Olub-Under Protest -'For the Prosecut10n-A
Rusty Link in the Ohain-The Boler House
· Mystery -The Time-Lock of Our Ancestors- Florence Oam_pbell's
F.ate-My Patient's ~·ate.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Facts and Fictions of Life.
OONTENTB:
P1 eface-The Fiction of Fictions-A Day in Oourt
-Throw:~. in With the City's Dead-An Irrespon ible Educated Ola•s-The Moral Responsibillty of Woman in HeredityWoman as an Annex-Sex in Brain--:
Heredity in Jts Relations to a
Double Standard of MoralsDivorce _ll.nd the Proposed .Nati.mal Law
-Lawsuit or Lega.cy-Oom:rp.on
Sense lD
Surgery.
Cloth, 11; paper, 50 cents.

PULPIT, PEW,and CRADLE.
By HELEN H. GARDENER.

On11 of Her BrighteBt, WittieBt, and
8trongeBt LectureB .AgainBt
the Bible,

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends,
Price. 10 cents. Address this office.

ASECULAR MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL
AND

COLLECTION OF SECULAR HYMNS.
Bv A. R. AYRES.
"A good book written with a purpose."
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Agents Wanted 1
We believe that not only can good be done but
money made by any Lib. ral who will canVaqs for
o1r book "Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated." In fact we know one man who worked
•t it but a few hours w~ekly and sod nearly
fifty copies in a month. The price is low; everybody knows the Old Testament stories and
nea~ly everYbody would like a book apPinng
nineteenth-century wit and knowledge to them.
People lixe to langh. Reverence for the Old
"estament tales h•s largely disapgea.red and
jokes at the expensA of Jona.h and Joseph and
Es \U and Samson and D · vid, and the other wor.
thies of nnsa.vory reputation, are keenlr &PP.reciated. It ssems to us that the book Will sell at
sigbt. It does here in the ijtore. Liberals out of
employment will find thh a good way to make an
honest dollar.

Tenus to Agents Sent on Application.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Vol. 21.

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
No.35 {PuBLISHED WEEKLY.} New York, Saturday, September l, 1894. {28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 Per Year·
SCIENTIFIC BOOKS CHEAP
Out of various importations and purchases of scientific works, at different
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each
of the following, to which we call attention, as enabling our readers to get a good
deal .for their money:
The Rise and Early C1onstitntion of Universities,
with a survey of Medirnval Education. By
H. 8. Laurie, L.L.D. 76 cent•.
The Dawn of Bistn~,v; An Intt·oduction to PreHistoric f?t!tdy. .c.uited by 0. F. Keary, M.A.,
of the Bntlsh Museum. <Jlotb, 75 cen&s.
On 'l'he Study of Words. By ltichard Cbenevix
Trench, D.D. Cloth,75 c,nts.
.
Fetichism: A Oontribution to Anthropology an
the History of Heligion. By Fritz l:lcliultze·
75 cents.
Engli•h: PdPt and Present. By Richard Chenevix 'l'renc.lt, D.D. 75 cents.
Moder~ Science and Modern Thought.
By S.
Lamg. 71\ cents,
ForD?ation o c Vegetabl!J Monl•l through the ac•.
t10n of Worms, With observations on their
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents.
Educa.tion. Intellectual, Moral, ancl Physical
Progress; Its Laws ttnd Cause. With other
disquisitions. 'l'wo books in one. 75 cents.
The Data of Ethics. By Hm•bert Spencer. 75 eta
l'oli~ical Science, qontJtining Physics and P~li
tlCS. An Apphoatton of the Principles of
Ntttnral Science to Political l:lociety b
Walter. :pagehot; and History of the Sci'enc~
of Pohtrco, by Fredenck Pollock. 75 cents
Science and Crime..._and Science and Poet•y with
other essays. liy Andrew Wilson F Ji R E
Two books in one volume. 75 cents.' · · · ·
The Land Quf!stio.n: Containing the Hi~tory of
~and Holdmg m En~land, by Jo,eph FiHher
1• ~{.H,S.; ttnd }Jrstorrcal l:lltetch of the Dis!
tr1but10~ of Land m England, by William
Llo) d Brrbeck, M.A. 75 contH.
'l'be ,Black Dettth: an account of the Great p 08 •
Ulence of the fourteenth century and the
llancing Mania of the l\iir\<11& Age;,' By J F
C. Heclier, M.D. 'lwo booRs in otie volume:
75 cents.
Bonne! Volume of Humboldt Library, containing
numbers 92 to 108. $2.
Glimr Hes of Nature. B)' Andrew Wil•on F R
S.E .• F.L S., with 3511lustratioos. $1. '
·
Illusions: A Psychological Study. By James
Sully. 75 cents.
A Vindication of the Rights of Women with
StriotnroM on Political and Moral Snbjects.
By Mary Wollstunecraft. $1.
The Ge,nesis of f?ciencc and the I<'aotorR of Or.
!(RniC Evolutton. Both by Herbert Spencer
m one volume 75 conts.
Flowers, Fruits, and LeaveR. By Rir John Lnb.
bJck, Bart.-, F.R.S., M.P., D.O.L., LL.D., with
numerous rllustrattons. 75 centR.
Geo·ogiqal Sketc.hes at Home and Abroad. By
Arclnbald Gerke, LL.D., F.R.8. 75 cents.
<Jurrent Discussion in f?c.iencc, and Scientific As.
pect of some Famrhar 'l'hings By W M
v\ illiams, F.O.S. 'l'wo books m 'one voh{me:
75 cents.
Charles Darwin; His Life an•l Vi'orlc. By Grant
Allen. 75 con ts.
The Pleasures of Life. By Rir John Lubbock,
Bart. 75 cents.

SELEOT WORKS OF RIOHARn A. PROOTOR,
1.ight Science for LeiRnro Hours.
Familiar Essays on tlcientific l:l"bject$
1:1 ereditary Traits, anu other Es,ays. ·
\1 i·cellaneouR Essays.
Illusions of the Senses, •!id ~ther Essays.
Notes on EarthquakeR, wrth fmuteen miscellane
ons Essays. Six books in one volume. $1.50

BELEOT WORKS OF GRANT ALLEN,
'!'he EvolntioniRt at Large.
Vrgnettes from Nature, and
Force and,Euergy; a thuoryof Dynamics. Three
books 1t1 one volume. Cloth, $1.
'I'HE

THE

BRAIN

AND

BIBLE;

OB

THE CIMtiUf BIITWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
with a. prefa.oe by

SICKENING TALK ON THE GALLOWS.
From the Et. Louts Globe-Democrat.

MoNTGOMERY, ALA., July 20bh.-Dan Washington, Porter Davis, and Charley Ezell, negro murderers, expiated their crimes on the gallows in the jail yard here to-day. Their crimes were atrocious, but they died
in the ecstasy of religious enthusiasm. On the gallows platform each made a brief statement, but none of
them confessed.
Washington said: "Brethren, in fifteen minutes I'll be in Paradise with a long white robe on and golden
slippers a walking de golden streets. When you all comes, I'll meet you at de gate and carry you to de
judgment seat."
Porter Davis said : "I don't want to take up my time speaking. I am anxious to go to heaven. In a
few minutes my soul will be there. You all mind the gospel and meet me there."
Charles Ezell, the wife murderer. said: "I know I am saved. I am going to sit down by Jesus. I am
a true born son of Jesus, and am going home. All of you, white and black, I don't care how big you is, I
am better than you, because in a little while I will take the sacrament in the city ealled Paradise. I see the
pearly gates standing open for me."
The black caps were drawn, the preacher offered a short prayer, and the trap was sprung.

.R. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the .only work of its kind in the literature of Freethought. Its arguments are ba.sed
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's seLae of logic a.nd love of justice.
It is eloquent a.s well a.s convincin.J.
!'rice, cloth, $1.
Address
THE TBUTH BEEKER.

Modern Marriage.
By EMILE ZOLA.
Translatea rrom the French b7l Bent. R. Tucker.
In this his latest story Zola takes four typical
marria11es-one from the nobility, one from the
bourgeotste. one from the .Petty IJourgeotste, and
one !rom the working-people-and describes, with
all the power of lris wondrous art, how ea.oh origmates, by what motive each is inspired, how each
is con•nmmated, and how each results.
Price, .l:J Centll.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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I he Mo"t Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

.

.

Four Hundred Ye~rs of Freethought.
BY S.AMUEI.. P.

PUTNAM:.

HOW TO GET

FOUR HU"DRED YEARS
OF FREETHOUGHT

FREE

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout the Civilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
SPECIAL OFFER.
It will reveal Freetbought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
We have made arrangements with
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
Putnam whereby we are enabled
Mr.
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.
to make our friends a most generous
''Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages offer.
We need more subscribers to THE
of Human History,
TRUTH SEEXEB, and every Freethinker
needs "Four Hundred Years of Ft·eeadorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the grea~est Inven- thought." Not ail are able to pay $5
tions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
.
for it, but everyone can do a little
No-thing Can be More In-teres-ting,
work to obtain a copy - congenial
more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and work, that will do great good all
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigi- around. This is the offer :
lance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future. '
Send us Four Nevv
NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
Yearly Subscribers at
It will contain the Greatest Thoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
regular rates ($x2 in
In One Harmonious and Magnifice~t Whole,
all), and "W"e "W"ill sertd
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
the Getter...-up of- the
W"OMAN'S EMANCIPATION

frcm the chains and slavery of a barbaric m;eed and church.
THE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, aMethod, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly under~tood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Literature.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Philosophy.
Science. Education and
Ethics.
Voltaire.
Madame Roland.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Gambetta.
Copernicus.
Bruno.
,Rousseau.
Mary Wollstoncraft.
Rabalais. Schiller.
Castelar.
Bacon.
Galileo.
l:ipinnza.
Cervantes. Goethe.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Comenius.
Descartes. Kepler.
Frances Wright.
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison.
Pestalozzi.
Da Vinci.
Locke.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
lution.
Phillips.
Lucretia Mott.
Newton.
Froebel.
Hume.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Gibbon.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Humboldt.· Combe.
Hobbs.
Emerson.
Jefferson.
Lydia Maria Child.
Sumner.
Spencer.
Burns.
Lyell.
Kant.
Shelley.
Heine.
Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
Owen.
Margaret Fuller.
Darwin.
Hamilton.
Byron.
Bentham.
Tyndall.
Holyoake.
Thoreau.
Bakounine. Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Comte.
Mill.
Huxley.
Pushkin. Whitman.
Wa.rren.
Susan B. Anthony.
Haeckel.
Buchner.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Garabaldi. '
Petrofsky.
Mntild~.~o Joslyn Gage.
Girard
Feuer bach.
chewsky.
Heinzen.
Lick.
Helen H. Gardener.
Annie Besant.
THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress 'Yill adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freetbought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeket·, Investigator, Ironclad .Age., Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, .Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS .
at Chicago, tho Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local ol'ganizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
•
It will cont11in the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
Horace Seaver,
George E. Macdonald, Capt. R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
J.P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
JohnR. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Mrs. IJharles Watts,
D. M. Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam,
Prof. J. H. Cook,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Parker Pillsbury,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H. Heywood,
Mrs. M.A. Freem-an,
Eliznr Wright,
Charles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehm Smith,
T. 0. Leland,
G. W. Foote,
J.D. Sha.w,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Colman,
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian Leland,
Judge C. B. Waite.
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
·Amy Post.
and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
siwul'd be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and_ in. t~es~ w.il~ be given a picture of Freet~ought pro_gress which will be most interesting and valuable,
fol' It IA m mchvidnals that we find the best mterpretatwns of the age.

The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,

I

and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of history,
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
Mr. Putnam is Iiow elevating. his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.

The 11,mn.e of every Subscribm• 'l.vho sends jive dollars be[01•e the- work is on the press
will be e11/rolled in this book. DON'T FALL TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
.
This book will contain
Over Six Hundred Pages or Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
Jt will _be elegantly bound. It wi1_l be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your fne~d~ '""hen they as~, What IS Freet!wnght-what has it clone and what is it doing in the world?
Tlns m the most umversa.l. presentatiOn of Freethought ever given to the public, and no Freethinker
can afford to be without it. It is a library in itself.
A.ddress orders to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York.

Club .a copy of'' FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
FREETH 0 UGH T,"
FREE OF CHARGES.
And further, to aid our friends in
getting this book for ·themselves, we
will offer

To the New Subscribers as a
Prenvium,
post free, .a copy in boards of

Old Testament Stories
Comically Illustrated
By WATSON HESTON,

THE GREATEST BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
CONCEIVED.
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
W, S. BELL'S

Handbook of FreetTWught.
With these Splendid Works as premiums there ought to be no difficulty
in getting hundreds of clubs of subscribers.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT,.
free.
·
To each New Subscriber in the club, a premtum of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated," or W. s. Bell's ·
"Handbook of Freeth ought," in Cloth-all free
by post or express.
This really brings the .Price of thf'
paper down to $2 to eath new subscriber, as they get THE '!':RUTH SEEXEB
one year and a dollar bo~ k for $3.

A Club of Four New Subscribers · and $1 ($3 only
from each) does this.
We want to e.dl"n our circulation,
and we want to help our friends to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to get
four New Subscribers in'any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies oi " Four Hundred
Years of Freethought, as soon as the
book is issued.

Those who send a Club and
Four New Subscribers and
$12 before the. book is printed
will have their names enrolled in its shining pages.
THE TRUTH SEEKER

28 Lafayette Place.
NEW YORK,

A Journal ·of Freethought and. Reform.
most complete separation of church and state "in
The Committee on Charities of the New York all matters political and educational." But that
Constitutional Convention having a.greed to report saving clause which refers to· the education inci
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
against any amendment to the Constitution. forbid- dentally given in charitable institutions is pregnant
E. M. MACDONALD, - - - - - Editor and Manager. ding appropriations to sectarian institutions to pay with meaning. How can there be the " fullest "
for the care and education of dependents put into separation of the ecclesiastical and the civil when
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
their charge, Chairman Lauterbach of that com- millions of dollars are each year given to institu·
mittee
givs to. the. public some of the reasons for tions wherein religious instruction is a regular part
SATURDAY, • SEPTEMBER 1, 1894.
the conclusion to which he and his associates hav of the "care " bestowed upon the inmates T That
come. He says that the Committee will·report five such religious instruction is given in these instituSUBSCRIPTION KATES~
tions we all know, and Mr. Lauterbac4 admits it
Single subscription, in a.dva.nce ................................
00 new sections, "creating a Constitutional State
One subscription two years, in a.dva.nce ...................... ; , li oo Board of Charities, a State Board of Lunacy, and a in this paragraph :
Two new subscribers ............................ , ................ li 00
"The committee is unanimously of the opinion that
One subscription with onenews11bsoriber, in one remittance. li oo State Board of Prisons."
the public has received adequate return for all moneys
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remit"The Board of Charities shall hav additional powers, paid to private charitable institutions; that the expendita.nce ........ , ... , .. .. .. .. .. . • .. . .. .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. '1 00
which will serve to check abuses in public or private
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one remittures made hav been in most instances far less than if the
ta.nce....................................................... S liO charitable institutions, and shall hav full charge of all
institutions had been conducted by the public; that the
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remit- .
affairs appertaining to such institutions, even to checking religions training which is insured for the young is of
ta.nce ................. , ........... , , ...... , ................ ,.10 80
legislativ power.
Any number over five a.t the sa.me ra.te, inva.ria.bly with one
incalculable benefit; that the care of those in private
"The powers of the State Board of Lunacy are ex- institutions is better than that received in those under
remitta.nce.
tended beyond those of the present board, but a separacontrol of public local o:!Iicers; that the public moneys
Manev should lie Bent lJtl ez11ress oot!Ulanv's manev order, tion of its functions from those of the State Board of expended under the prevailing methods are supplemented
llostal order, d:ra,:rt on NetiJ Yorl:, or lJtl reatstered letter. Charities is clearly defined.
by the expenditure of enormous sums from private
A.daress oommuntoattans and mal:e dra,:rts, oheol:s, post-ot!ICe
"The State Board of Prisons has no existing counter- sources; that, to a large extent, the buildings and accesand ez11ress manev orders pa!JaliZe to
E. M. M.AOIJON.ALIJ,
part, and is intended to proVide supervision and inspec- sories of these organizations hav been supplied by private
28 Laravette place, NetiJ Yorl:.
tion not only of. the state prisons, hnt of the county jails cost, and that the method upon the whole is certainly the
and penitentiaries."
most economical that can be devised, and will be still
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to onr
As regards the ·proposed amendments prohibiting more economical when some comparativly trifling abuses,
readers if the}' -ill send us the nBJne and address of
appropriations for charitable institutions under de- such as the too long retention of inmates or laxity in
any Freethinker -ho is not a regular subscriber.
their admission, shall hav been remedied."
nominational control, Mr. Lauterbach says:
We confess ourselvs unable to see any difference
"Unanimity exists in believing that it would be unwise
SOME HANDSOME :PREMIUMS.
to prevent the state from aiding and supporting its de- in principle between voting money for the support
To induce new subscriptions and prompt Lenew- pendent poor through any appropriate agency or from of sectarian schools and voting it for the support of
entering into contractual relations in that behalf with
als on the part of our friends we make the follow- private institutions, under whatever control they may be. sectarian charitable institutions, although we are
ing handsome premium oft'ers:
'.rhe proposed amendment which, if adopted (together free to admit that there are many and great practical difficulties in the way of the just settlement of
For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one with that suggested by the Committee on Education,
which prohibits the appropriation of any moneys by the the charity problem. It is perfectly clear that
· year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred state to any parochial; denominational, or sectarian
no part of the tax fund should be used to gi v
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage school whatever), withontaffecting charitable institutions
"religious training" to the state's dependents.
of this or our Free offer of the book (see opposit where education is an element in the care of its inmates,
From our point of view, the religious instruction
page) thereis no reason why every Freethinker in will secure in its fullest sense a separation of church and
which these waifs receive is far from being of
state
in
all
matters
political
and
educational,
without,
the country should not possess this splendid work.
however, preventing the state from securing the services "incalculable value " to themselvs or to others, but
For $5 we will send TaB TRUTH SEEKER one of the magnificent charitable organizations of all denomi- they do need physical support, scientific education,
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete" nations which hav done so much to lessen the burden of and ethical and industrial training. What is to be
the state and to secure the economy and perfection which
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a
hav characterized the eleemosynary work, so enormous in done T It is alike unjust and dangerous to permit
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be its extent, which it has devolved upon this community to the churches to fatten and grow powerful at the
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New perform."
expense of the taxpayers. To quote further from
Rochelle.
Of course the report is the result of a compro- Mr. Lauterbach:
For $5 we will send TaB TRUTH SBBKBR one mise b~r~tween those who wish to discontinue all
"Probably the noblest sectarian charities in the world
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and appropriations ~f m~ney to the kind of institutions are the hospitals in the city of New York. They are
specified and those who desire that tbe present supported entirely by private sectarian contributions;
· Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
loo~e management of affairs shall not be disturbed. but they extend their benellts without regard to race or
creed. The occasion might arise at any moment calling
For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
It will be one of the duties-the chief duty, appar- for their use by the city for public purposes, but were
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's" Dynamic Theently-of the new board of ch11rrities to "superviRe, the prohibiting amendments adopted, such ar.rangements
ory" ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one
visit, and investigate" all eleemosynary, charitable, would become impossible, and the city would be dewants this book. It has over a thousand large
and reformatory institutions, "whether state, prived of what might ·be an indispensable facility in its
pages and more than four hundred illustrations.
co)lnty, municipal, incorporated or private "-except charitable work.
" It is clear that private institutions which expended
It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies
insane asylums and penal institutions-" if they re- during the fiscal year ending Sept. 30, 1893, nearly $13,it can help but be well-informed in all scientific
ceive any public aid or are exempt from any public 000,000, of which probably $9,000,000 was derived from
matters.
burden or tax." No funds can be granted to any public sources, .should be subject to the most thorough
For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one institution not already authorized to receive them investigation, supervision, and control by properly oryear ($3) and "'The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- except on the authority of this board and only for ganized public bodies. In addition to this, the expenditures upon state, county, and city institutions makes an
Book " in cloth ($2.50).
the support of persons committed to it by due pro- aggregate of at least $20,000,000 for charity in the state
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year cess of law or under the rules of the Board of of New York, irrespectiv of large private benefactions,
($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" Charities. The Board has power to revoke the of which no public record is made.
"The field covered by this vast expenditure is divided
in boards ($2).
authority of any institution now existing or which
into three parts, correction, lunacy, and charity, and
For $4 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year may be established to receive public funds. These affected during 1893 a daily average of 80,843 individuals
($3) and a copy of" Old Testament Stories Comi~ provisions would seem to indioote that, if this pro- besides the inmates of prisons, penitentiaries, and jails,
posed amendment is adopted, no institution co.n in which there was a daily aTerage of some ten thousand
ally Dlustrated," j.n cloth covers ($1.50).
thereafter
receive a lump sum but will be paid a persons, It is important to note that the average numFor $3.50 we will send TaB TRUTH SEEKER one
ber of beneficiaries grew from 47,000 in 1880 to 80,000 in
year· ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically specified amount- per head for such wardlil of the 1893, and the expenditure from $8,000,000to $20,000,000."
state as are actually under its care.
Illustrated," in board covers ($1).
It is true that many of the hospitals are under
It will be seen that Chairman Lauterbach exThis is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
presses the opinion that this amen,dment, together sectarian control, but the funds for their support
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceed- with that proposed by the Committee on Educa- come from all classes of people, religious, noningly low price. Old and new subscribers can tion, which forbids state aid to schools under religious, and anti-religious. However, this latter
~vail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our denominational control, will-" without affecting fact does not seriously weaken Mr. Lauterbach's
objection that the amendments proposed and represent readers will call the attention of their charitable institutions where education is an ele·
ment in the care of their inmates "-secure the jected by the Committee woald, if adopted, prevent
friend• to tke values ot'f'ered.
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that book a subject for conversation among themselvs.
I return the book by express as requested.
'' Very truly your.s,
ANTHONY CoMSTOCK, Sec."
Had the school board and Comstock said that
sectarian works ought not to be admitted to a public school library, and had they, in deference to this
just principle, shut out with "Woman, Church, and
State," the Bible and all later Christian and other
religious worke, they would hav been in an impregnable position, and no Freethinker would bav
thought of assailing them there. But when they
debar Mrs. Gage's noble volume, yet retain large
numbers of religious and quasi-religious books,
they reveal themselvs in their true characters, and
place themselvs in a wholly indefensible attitude.
This is not the worst of the matter, however ; not
daring to do justice, realizing that to object to the
admission of "'Woman, Church, and State," to the
school library on the ground that its admission
Three courses of action are open : The first is to would be a violation of the principle of separation
continue the present system of voting state aid to of church and state, would expose the ·fact that
the various institutions, sectarian or otherwise, they are t4emselvs the defiant, persistent, wholesale
which care for the so-called wards of the state. violators of that very principle, they hav resorted
The second is for the state to gradually assume the to the despicable, cowardly subterfuge of charging
direct control and training of all these dependents, Mrs .. Gage's production with being indecent in
while the third is to constantly lessen the sums effect, if not in intention. This course of provoted by the state to private institutions to the cedure is reprehensible in every way; it is mean, it
end that voluntary charity shall do all that state- is sneaking, it is libelous. Mrs. Gage should hav
no difficulty in making Comstock pay salutary
aided. oharity does at the present time.
damages for this dastardly trick. Or, if he is as
financially impecunious as he is morally povertyComstock after Big Game.
stricken-which is extremely doubtful, howeverLast year Mrs. Matilda Joslyn Gage, the reshe should be able to recover from the members
nowned woman suffragist, had brought out by
of the Fayetteville school board, who published
Charles H. Kerr & Co. a work of five hundred and
Comstock's criminal libel. It is time for some one
fifty-four pages, entitled, "Woman, Church, and
to pay handsomely for the usurped privilege of deState: A Historical Account of the Status of Women
faming the reputations and works of honest men
Through the Christian Ages, with Reminiscences of
and women. It is time for an exiunple to be made
the Matriarchate." It met with a cordial recepof some of these prurient-minded creatures who
tion, for its author's name was a passport to favor,
would deserve only the pity .of sane and healthy
the subject was a fascinating one, and the book
people if they would cease bedaubing with their
contained a wealth of information hitherto familiar
own corruption the brain-fruits of the most earnto but to few people, comparativly. ·Of course it is
. est and oftentimes clearest-seeing humanitarians
not entirely free from errors, the most serious of
in the world. Comstock's insinuations regarding
which probably is the 'apparent credit given to ex" Woman, Church, and State" should be resented
priest Cbiniquy's story for the marines about an
in a" more tangible way than through press denunalleged Catholic plot to assassinate President Linciations. He cares nothing for such so long as his
coln, and one of the minor annoying mistakes is
financial backers are not thereby weaned from his
the classification of the Unitarian Christian .Register
support. A few libel suits, vigorously prosecuted,
of Boston as an Episcopalian paper. But the book
would teach him at least a little prudence. He is
is, upon the whole, an admirable volume and one
not
amenable to reason; epithets, no matter bow
that can be read with profit by old and young. That
fitly
applied, glance harmlessly from his armor of
Anthony Comstock should pronounce it unfit for
ignorant
self-conceit; he glories in his work and
perusal by children is astonishing, accustomed
is
utterly
unable ~o discriminate between obscenity
though we are to his obscene antics.
and
physiological
instruction. This is why none
Ml·s. Gage lives at Fayetteville, Onondaga County,
of
his.
animadversions
upon Mrs. Matilda Joslyn
New York. The school board of that town bas reGage's
book
in
the
least
affect those who underfused "Woman, Church, and State" a place in the
stand
the
censor's
hopeless
limitations. He knows
school library, on the ground that it is unfit to be
even
less
concerning
the
proper
training of youth
read by children, and in support of its position it
than
the
unlettered
plow
boy
does
about the science
give out a letter from Allthony Comstock, written
And
yet
be
arrogates
to himself the
of
astronomy.
to one of its members. This is the letter:
title of protector of virtue, and presumes to say
"NEW YORK SOCIETY FOB THE 8UPPBESION OF VICE} what the millions of children in America shall 'l'ead.
"Room 85 the Times Building.
'
Referring to this very subject of sex and asking
"NEw YoRK, Feb. 26, 1894.
"MB. T. W. SHEEDY, Fayetteville; N. Y.: Yours of who they are who declaim against physiological
24th inst. by express, inclosing a book entitled • Woman, knowledge and beauty, Grant Allen answers:
Ohurch and State,' by Mrs. Matilda .Joslyn Gage, is just
" The lean and haggard ascetics of the Thebaid ~
received. In reference to whether this is a proper book
to put in a school library for children to read, I unhesi- the vile St. Antonies, pursued by swinish dreams
tatingly say, No, it is not a proper book for children to and unclean images; the monks and nuns of the
read. What may be proper for a mature person is a very Middle Ages ; the like-minded fanatics of the ninedifferent thing when placed in the homes of boys and teenth century. The idea of the essential impurity
girls. The incidents of victims of lust told in this book
are such that if I found a person putting that book indis- and danger of sex began with the savage.'?
In reading Comstock's letter one is most forcibly
criminately before the children I would institute a criminal proceeding against them for doing it.
reminded of the fact that the Christian idea is that
"This is not on the theory that the intent of the writer ignorance is the only efficient safeguard of inpois impure, because that is a question which has nothing
to do with the diBBemination of matter ' which tends to cence. The offense of Eve was that she partook of
inflame the imagination and corrupt the minds and the fruit of the tree of knowledge, thus becoming able
morals of the young, or persons open to such immoral to distinguish between good and evil. This damned
influences into whose hands a publication of this sort may the whole race, to the end of time. Comstock is a
come~' The details given where young girls hav been
Christian, and so he cannot help reasoning, as a
ruined certainly cannot be helpful to any child, but would
logical
Christian must, that the. only way to keep
suggest thought of a most impure anti dangerous character.
The policy of the law is that persons who are liable to be out of mischief is to remain in intellectual darkness.
affected by such things as these shall not be brought un- Certainly Christians do not usually act on this rule
der their baneful influence. The book is undoubtedly in ordinary business affairs, but when it comes to
designed by the author to work a reform against certai~ the facts of sexual physiology . and social science
evils wh~ch undoubtedly exist, but that does not justify
the puttmg of such a book as that in the library of a they immediately run their heads into the sand and
school, where boys and girls shall hav free access to it imagin that they are perfectly safe. And, not conunbeknown to parents, and make the horrible details of tent with blinding tbemselvs, they are determined
the city or state from reimbursing these hospitals
should either in an emergency, such as siege, riot,
or pestilence, seize them for public use. This is
one of the practical difficulties in the way of the
adoption of such sweeping amendments to the
,Constitution, and one which all thinking, fairminded men and women will giv careful, unprejudiced consideration, and dispose of according to
the impression which the. facts make upon his mind
after they hav been measured by his standard of justice.
"The State Board of Charities would hav supervision
over seven reformatories, eight institutions for the deaf,
two for the blind, one for epileptics, three for idiots, one
for Indian children, one for soldiers and sailors, fiftyeight county poorhouses, two hundred and forty-one
orphan asylums and homes for the friendless, one hundred and twelve hospitals and forty-five dispensaries,
with a population of 62,164."

that everybody else shall fly to the shelter of the
sand dunes of non-information or mis-informs- ·
tion. This explains the attack on "Woman, Church,
and State."
~ Mrs. Gage in a letter to us says that the ·real
power behind Comstock in this crusade against her
book is the local church. There is nothing intrinsically improbable in this statement. In fact, it is
difficult to imagin that any other should hav made
such an attack. One of the Syracuse papers heads
an account of the trouble with the words "'Unclean,
Unclean,' so the churchmen cry at 'Woman, Church,
and State,' " showing that at least one editor understands the situation. The· same paper quotes a
man who for twenty-five years bas been prominent
in educational affairs in Syracuse as saying that,
"While I bav not read the book thoroughly, I hav
reviewed it sufficiently to satisfy myself that Mr.
Comstock was right in condemning it for circulation in a public library." This man also says that
"If not suppressed, this book is sure to bav its
baneful effects,'' meaning, of course, that it will injure the church by showing bow false is her claim
that woman owes to Christianity her elevation and
emancipation, so far as they bav been achieved.
Other Syracuseans think that "some kind of an asylum ought to be found for Comstock." Repeal the
infamous law be enforces, and he will become powerless for evil. Still others'of Mrs. Gage's neighbors
express their conviction that she could not write
"anything morally objectionable," so refined are
her mental and moral attributes. It is probable
that Comstock will discover that be bas aimed too
high this time, and will beat as orderly a retreat
as possible. A suit for damages would help greatly
to transform the defeat into a rout.
"Fair Play " sends to the World this model
form for an amendment to the state constitution :
"No form of property, real or personal, shall hereafter be exempted bylaw from taxation for the maintenance of the government which assures its title."
Tbis'would be an exact fit in any and every state.
Rev. Wilbur F. Crafts, perhaps the J;Dost widely
known leader of the Sunday law people, says that
"religion cannot be maintained without the Sabbath, or the Sabbath without law." Which is
equivalent to saying that Christianity would go to
pieces wi~hout the hoops of statute la:vv. What a
confession! And yet in the face of this and many
similar admissions Mr. CrB.fts and his associates
hav the e~rontery to persistently claim that they
are working for civil, not religious Sunday laws 1
What sorry shammers they are !
Our Christian friends hav no more practical
faith in "God's loving providence" than hav unbelievers. When there is no immediate danger they
are very trustful, but they hav sense enough to
scramble for tbemselvs when peril is imminent.
On August 15th the Catholic church at Sayersville,
New Jersey, was struck by lightning. Services
were in progress. "The wildest excitement fol~
lowed;" "a mad rush was made for the door;"
"the exits were jammed in an instant." Finally
the cooler headed ones allayed the excitement and
order was restored. Providential care is a nice
theory when one is not confronted with a condition.
"It is not a sign of character or intellect to be always
giving emphasis to one's disbeliefs. If a man does not
believe tbis thing or that, why should he trouble himself
or others about it ? If there is anything that he does believe, that is the thing for him to emphasize. If, indeed,
he does not believe anything, the less he says about himself the better." -~unday-School 1~mes.
Want affirmations! Well, we affirm that Christianity stands in the way of the highest development. We affirm that one irrigating ditch is worth
ten million prayers. We affirm that hard work,
fair dealing, and respect for the rights of all are the
best possible certificates of character. We emphasize our belief that we must abide the consequences
of our own acts, your "Jesus paid it all" vicarious
atonement doctrin to the contrary nothwithstanding.

They hav found in Iowa a real believer in the
Bible as it was understood in the days when Chris-
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tians were more ignorant and more sincere than
they are to-day. His name is P. Stillmukes. He
is a member of the legislature and this -is what he
said when he vo~ed against woman suffrage:
· "I hav always been taught and scripture says God
first made man and afterward he took a rib out of the
man's side, out of which he made a woman. Now, it
seems to me a disgrace and an injustice to let that rib
control or dictate to men in any way, shape, or form
whatsoever in regard to the law-making power in this
state. Therefore, I vote n~."
Upon which the Clinton, Herald remarks that
"if Dubuque was after the biggest fool in the
county to represent it in the legislature, it apparently got what it went for." This is a terrible
slap at the Bible and at the Christians of past ages.
Mr, Stillmukes is merely a survival. He is a Christian born out of time.
The Freethought ~etter-Writing Corps will this
week write again to United States District Attorney
W. C. Perry in regard to the case of Mr. J. B.
Wise, indicted and to be tried in October for sending through the mails to Rev. H. B. Vernon a postal
card bearing the transcription of a verse of the
Bible.. And it will add much to the weight of the
letters already sent to Mr. Perry if a large number
of our readers who are not regular members of. the
Corps will this week join in the protest against the
further tormenting of the crippled old man. Fifty
or one hundred additional letters may turn the
scale and induce Mr. Perry to nolle prosse the suit.
Will you be one of the reinforcement 1 Be brief,.
clear, dignifi~d, and courteous. Address Mr. Pet:ry
at Topeka, Kansas.
A writer in the Saratogian, protesting against
Colonel Ingersoll lecturing in the town hall at
Saratoga Springs, says that no Christian need fear
for the "eternal verities" because. of Infidel lectures,
but he must object to such use of the hall, just as, in
secession days, a patriot would ha v "protested against
a rebel flag flying over the roof, 'not because he
feared that the stars and stripes would be hauled
down from every other flag-staff in 'the land, but
from sheer patriotism and loyalty," meaning, undoubtedly, that Colonel Ingersoll is guilty of treason
against the government of the Christian God and
should be promptly suppressed out of " sheer
patriotism and loyalty" to the supernatural dynasty. It seems never to hav occurred to the
Saratogian's correspondent that his credentials as
earthly agent of that dynasty and interpreter of its
purposes are no better than Colonel Ingersoll's.
"Pretending to be a prayerful Christian, August Seel,
jr., has been scattering forged checks right and left among
uptown shopkeepers. He forged the name of the Gillen
Lithograph Company, his employers. Seel, who is a
member of the Y. M. C. A., is twenty-four years old and
lives at No. 231 West Nineteenth street. When arrested
he ruefully exclaimed, 'What's the good of prayers, anywayl Here I've been praying for success in passing these
checks, and now I'm arrested.' "-N. Y. Advertiser.
We leave it to our Christian friends to decide
\vhether Seel is actually a sincere Christian of shady
morals or is merely masquerading as a believer in
order to the more easily fleece those who are still
credulous enough to think that profession of acceptance or real acceptance of antiquated dogmas is
evidence of probity of character, His exclamation
of surptise that his prayers had proved to be worthless to him, would point to the conclusion that he
really believes in a special providenctl, even for
thieves. This would ·not be at all surprising, for all
history shows that men and women of the criminal
classes are, with few exceptions, exceedingly superstitious.
The New Orleans Christian Advocate perceives
that the appropriation of public funds to sectarian
institutions "strengthens the cause of the Infidel
against all churches," but it does not seem to
realize the intrinsic injustice of such be;llefactions.
It says that "Protestants stand in the way of their
own interests and of purity of government when
they accept the pittance of public moneys thrown
to them as a sop to close their mouths against the
large appropriations to Roman Catholics." In the
course of a very few lines it twice uses thie word
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which any legislator has a right to concern himself
in his official capacity-the whole difficulty could be
settled at once, for all that would be necessary in
the way of law would be a provision that. no employer shall require of his employees more than six
days work each week, leaving to the demands of
each business or industry and the amicable arrangements of the. workmen among themselvs and with
their managers the determination of the rest day of
each worker. Su.ch a settlement of the question
would, be dictated by good sense, not bigotry, and
consequently will not willingly be acce:rted by the
clamorers for Sunday statutes that make voluntary
labor and harmlPss amusements alike misdemeanors
A Sabbatarian paper givs us this precious bit of or crimes.
information :
"The Open-Air Workers' Associationof America"
" The Presbyterian tells how one man stopped S1lbbath work in the Reading shops at Williamsport, Pa. held its second annual convention in this city a few
He declined to work on the Sabbath, and was discharged months ago. In the Independent's report ·of the
as a man who had too many scruples for a railroad proceedings we find this :
worker. He quietly informed the men who were in the
"In view of the d!fficulty experienced by preachers in
shops that if they went to work he WQuld prosecute them
for violations of the Sunday law of the commonwealth of getting permits from the municipal authorities for street
Pennsylvania. Seventy-five of the men declined to work preaching, a resolution was paBBed authorizing the presithe next Lord's day. The name of the sturdy upholder dent of the association to inquire into the cause, and also
to draft a bill to be presented at the next session of the
of the civil law was Andrew Anderson."
legislature, making it obligatory upon these authorities to
Under a statute embodying the principle of equal issue such permits to lay and ordained preachers upon
freedom, Andrew Anderson would hav been able to presentation of evidence of good character, and also to
select his day of rest, and he would not have been permit the distribution of religious literature in the form
able to deny to any fellow workman the opportunity of tracts, circulars, and books at such gathorings."
That clergymen and other out-door speakers
to labor on Sunday. As it was, his employers had
should
be allowed all possible opportunities for
more justification for discharging him than he had
to refuse to the other seventy-five men the chance carrying on their propaganda cannot in fairness be
to work on Sunday. This "sturdy upholder" of disputed by any friend of free speech. But it must
the Sunday statute evidently became suddenly be remembered ·that the equal rights of other
reverential toward the law when he wished to use people are to be considered and that on some
it as an instrument ef revenge. The theocrats are streets assemblages could not be gathered without
interfering with the bu~iness or locomotion of a
welcome to his~' loyalty:"
large number of persons. In view of this fact it is
It would appear that accurate knowledge of the at once evident that the local authorities are much
Bible is not necessary to enable one to travel in better judges of the situation than the legislature can
peace and safety through " heathen" lands. ·Dr. be, and that therefore the authority to grant licenses
Morrison writes to the London IJaily News, of should be left in the hands of the local officers, subLenz, the American bicyclist :
·
ject to such general restrictions as may be neces"He is gratefully remembered by all the missionaries, sary to prevent favoritism and other abuses. One
who praise his imperturable serenity, his endurance, his question to the "Open-Air Worker's Association" :
unquestionable courage. One missionary, however, lamented to me that Lenz did not possess that close ac- Are you willing to ~xtend to Freethinkers and other
quaintance with the Bible which was to be expected of a unorthodox lecturers the same rights and opporman of his hardihood. It seems that at family worship at tunities to speak that you demand for preachers !
this good missionary's the chapter for reading was an- In other words, are you pleading for equal justice
nounced, when Lenz was discovered feverishly seeking or special p~ivileges?
the Epistle to the Galatians in the Old Testament. On
the mistake being pointed out to him Lenz was in no wise
The theocratic conspirators against our secular
discouraged; on the contrary, he declared his solemn
Constitution
never tire of asserting that this govconviction that in the United States the epistle is always
ernment rests on the Christian religion as its foundreckoned a part of the Pentateuch."
We do not quite understand what the missionary ation; and even the United States Supreme Court
means by his indirect assertion- that a man of ex- has said in an obiter dictum that this " is a Chrisceptional hardihood would be expected to hav a tian nation." Now, who should be more likely to
close acquaintance with the Bible, but we do under- speak authoritativly in this matter, the Covenanter
stand that a traveler who cared so little for the book clergyman of Pennsylvania and Ohio and the
that he could not tell whether a particular epistle present-day lawyers who sit on the bench of the
is. in the Old or the New Testament, would hav a Supreme Court, or Washington and his compeers,
distinct advantage .in a pagan land over a Bible wor- statesmen who stood about the cradle of the infant
shiper, for he would be much more likely to look on nation and helped defend it in. its hours of weakpeculiarities of religious belief and rites with a ness and the days of deadly peril? Here is a
catholic eye, and would in all probability attend declaration that should be written indelibly on the
more strictly to his own affairs, and let those of the brain of every friend of liberty in religion. These
words occur in a treaty made with the Bey of
nativs alone.
Tripoli in 1796, which treaty was signed by the ,
The Congregationalist is not willing to concede hand of Washington:
"As the government oj the United States of
that the Christian Sabbath (Sunday) depends upon
civil law. In an appeal for its better observance, America is not i"' any case founded 'upon the Christian religion-as it has itself no character of enmity
it says:
"If Sunday should cease to be the Lord's day, it against the laws, religion, or tranquility of Musselwould be because Christians hav resisted the pleadings of men.:-and as the said states never hav entered into
their own consciences concerning it. No legislature can any war or act of hostility against any Mohammedan
Christianize the weekly rest day. It can only free the
day from the burdens of continuous toil. But if each nation, it is declared by the parties that no pretext
Christian keeps it as in his best moments it might be arising from religious opinions shall ever produce
an interruption of the harmony existing between
kept, it cannot be destroyed."
But the Crafts people are not particularly anxious the two countries." ·
Washington would not consent that any "preabout freeing "the day from the burdens of contin.uous toil." They are just as bitterly qp.posed to text arising from religious opinions" should "pro·
Sunday recreation as they are to Sunday work. duce an· interruption of the harmony existing beThey want a holy day, not a holiday. They want tween" two countries whose respectiv peoples promatters so arranged by law that 0very man, woman, fessed distinctly opposed religious beliefs, but our
and child must go to church on Sunday or stay at modern theocratic preachers and judges are eager
home. , This is not in the slightest degree an ex- to enact laws that will compel inharmony and
aggeration. It is a calm statement of fact. If the stir up strife about differences of religious belief
Sundayites really wished to do nothing but prevent among the people of this country. The degenercompulsorv "continuous toU "-the only kind with ~tion is m~ked and sh~eful,

"pittance" to designate what the Protestant sects
receive from the states and the nation, thus uncona.ciously revealing the location of its most grievous
wound. The plain inference is that it would not
object to such a system of "ppropriations if it were
not for the disproportionately large sums "given to
Romanists by politicians for political ends." With
a " fair divvy" it would not care very much for
Infidel opinion. That is why it does not heed the
Infidel protest against the infamous Sunday laws,
which laws, so far, hav been ena,Qted, almost. without exception, at the demand of and in the interest
of Protestantism.

-------------------

-------------------
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Heaven on 'l'rial.
CHAPTER I.-ON EARTH.
They were sitting beneath the spreading branches
of a monster live-oak one beautiful afternoon, old
Abraham Fife and his good wife Nancy. Away back
in the rolSy days of youth when life was all joy and
hope, this now loving old couple had exchanged their
little home 'mid the cornfields of old Indiana for
one in the rough land of California. They were two
of the thousands that braved the hard journey of
the plains, and settled in that new-found wonderland
of the early '50's. Hardy old pioneers they were,
grown old and stooped in the rough grapple of that
land of gold in its early rlays. Their children had
married and gone, and left them alone at the old
home on the ranch ( f some thousands of acres.
But 'twas a lonely spot to them when the children
left, and some years afterward they moved to the
quiet village of Gold Hill near by, there to while
away the evening time of life. Abraham was a
rough old pioneer, and usually smiled at the tender
side of life, but as he sat beneath the live-oak that
afternoon with his good wife N"ancy, his mind fell
into reminir:cences of the long years of his busy
life, and his heart grew touchingly tender as he
called up the sweet memories of those old days
gone for ever.
·
"Well, we've had a heap o' hard work in_ our
time, havn't we, Nancy; and there's bin lots o' dark
days 'long with the bright ones."
"Yes; I think we've had our share, Abe. But
th~>y're all about over now, and I think if anybody
needs a rest we do, don't you 1"
"Well, I hav queer ideas about this restin' business, I guess, Nancy. My doctrin is 'at we'll work,
or ought to, jest RB long as there's a piece uv us,
and that'll be forever."
"I'd kind o' like to hav a rest myself, Abe, and
somehow I think th' old Bible doctrin is best after
all."
"I know the preachers twist the thing around,
an' tell o'·the gooa times comin', but you see they'd
lose their job, Nancy, if they didn't bait their hooks
with the heavenly worm. I don't believe in none o'
their goin' to heaven an' havin' a good time. It's
all stuff. But who's that comin', Nancy?"
"That's the Rev. Mr. Jenness, the new minister.
Now don't be too hard on him, Abe."
"Wants a little money for the new church, I
reckon, but he can't get nothin' out o' me."
" Good afternoon, Uncle Abe."
"Good afternoon, sir. Hav a seat out here m
the shade with me and Nancy."
" Thank you. I called to see if you could not
help the Lord a little this afternoon, Uncle."
•· What d' you want-money!"
"Yes; I want a little to help out on our church.
You can't invest amiss for the Master's sake, Uncle.
Any amount would be a wonderful help."
"Won't giv you a cent."
"Why not, Uncle? Wouldn't you like to see the
cause of Christ advanced in our town T It takes
money to build churches and :fight tlae devil."
"Oh, we've got enough churches in town already.
Can't support what we've got."
"Enough churches!
Why, Uncle, you can't
mean that. Don't you know that every church is a
new monument for righteousness."
"Don't believe any such stufi. If we're goin' to
hav any church, might jest as well all hav one.
That's a plenty."
"Oh, that wouldn't do at all. While we're all
working for the glory of our Master, we must each
do it in our own way. You couldn't mix ilp the
churches, Uncle. It wouldn't work at all."
"Ef you can't mix 'em up now, how'll it b!i by
an' by1"
"Don't worry about that, Uncle T Let's :fix it up
on earth. I think if you will help us Methodists a
little just now, the cause of our Savior will take a
mighty stride forward in Gold Hill. Now what can
you do for us T"
'.'Nothin'. We're all pullin' for the same gate,
anyhow, an' I don't see the use o' supportin' so
many breeds."
"But wouldn't you like to meet your good wife
and all your friends over there! These churches
are the only doors to heav_en, and the more the
better."
''Well, this thing o' goin' to heaven is a pretty
mixed up business, an' I wi,;:,h't I knowed a little
more 'bout it."
"It's really a simple matter after all, Uncle. You
build the churches, and we do the rest. Every new
church increases the world's chances for heaven,
and a chance for that is worth all the treasures of
earth, see?"
"Tell you what I've always thought about it, sir.
I believe people are goin' to get fooled in the
blamed thing. I don't think we'll hav sich an ever]f!.stin' good time as you preachers !)lake out."
0

.''You will certainly agree that all these sorrows
and cares of the troublous here will be forgotten in
that glorious there. 'Tis the promis of our father
and the glory of our race. Think of the days of
universal joy and peace-the very ideal of our
churches. Won't that be a happy time, Uncle T"
"No, it won't. This thing o' jest settin' around
forever doin' nothin' 'gainst your will an' havin' a
limber good time, is the biggest humbug I ever
heard about. It won't do here or anywhere else, in
my opm10n. But I'll know some day."
"Uncle, I'm astonished. What do you mean?"
"Well, it's jest this way. This horrible evil you
preachers snort around about is the work o' the Big
Bein', an' a tolerable good thing after all, I guess.
Ef your churches can't do no better'n try to root it
out an' prepare men for heaven here or somewhere
else, they'd better pull up stakes an' move on."
"We do think ·this world, as well as the next,
would be a happier place without evil; and to
make it a place of good is indeed the ideal of the
churches."
"Then you can't git nothin' out o' me. When
you git the world on a joy-forever basis let me know,
an' I'll move out. Don't want none of it in mine.
Come on, Nancy, we'll let the blamed fool scratch it
out himself. Good-day, Mr. Goodworld."
0

in good up to their necks down there. So you see
Nancy, th' ain't no more sense in their empty skull~
'an th' used to be."
"Then I suppose you'd like to whisper a word in
the ears o' th!i preachers, too."
"No, you can't tell 'em nothin', Nancy. They
think they're 'spired, an' when a man gits that way,
might jest as well let him go."
"Ah, here comes our old friend Jenness this
minut'. You recollect him, don't you, Abe?"
"He's th' one 't wanted to build one o' them
churches down 't Gold Hill once. Yes, I recollect
that chap."
"Now, don't raise a racket with him, Abe, up
here. It'll be the :first on record, an' that won't
do."
"Good morning, Uncle Abe. I see you and Aunt
Nancy got in all right."
"Took you a long time to :find it out, 'pears to
me."
"Now, Abe, be caniful. Recollect you're in-"
"And are you not going ruound to the meeting
this morning, Uncle?"
"What meetin' ?"
"Why, the meeting of the redeemed ones."
"What they goin' to do?"
"And havn't you heard, Uncle? They meet to
appoint some one-the holiest of heaven, if possible-to offer himself up for sacrifice unto the rhildren of Mars in order that the poor sinners may
be saved."
"Can't work that racket on me."
"Abe-:'
"I've been 'saved' once, an' I know how it goes.
One world's enough to play that game on. Yes, I'm
goin' to the meetin', but I'll vote 'no' on sendin'
anybody."
"I'm astonished at your flippant remark on a subject so holy. You evidently do not appreciate the
privilege of taking part so directly in the plans of
our father for the betterment of his creatures in all
the worlds of space. You forget, sir, that you are
now a most vital part of that force that directs the
handiwork of the universe.''
·
"Same old song. You wus burn for a preacher,
I reckon, but you can't fool me ngin. As I wus just
a sayin' to Nancy, this thing o' longin' an' workin'
fur heaven or anything like it is a waste o' time, an;
you preachers are fools-''
·•Abe-''
·• To be rootin' 'round forever to :find some good
place to pu.t people in. Why don't you teach 'm to
enjoy th' old world jest as they :find it.1 It's a
mighty good place after all-'bout as good as you'll
:find anywhere, I 'spect." '
"Oh, Uncle, these sweet associations and high
occupations in heaven of the blessed ones of God
so far transcend one's experience on-"
"Dreamin' agin, and a mighty allurin' dream it
is, but when it comes to the scratch, there's nothin'
in it. Comin' to heavt>n makes me feel 'bout like
them eastern folks used to 'at come out to Californy
'specling to :find gold growin' on the trees."
"But 'tis a glorious thing, Uncle, to sit triumphantly at the right hand of-"
"You're a liar. Git."
"Abe, Abe, you're in heaven now."
"Lord, I know it, Nancy, an' I'd rathPr be a sinner on earth than a saint in heaven any day. Wish
'at I wus back in old Californy."
WEIRD 'VILL.

CHAPTER II.-I:N'HEAVEN.
"Thought you never wus comm', Abe. What's
bin the matter !"
"Well, I had a sorter hankerin' after th' old
place, Nancy, an' somehow I couldn't shuffle off the
mortal twine any soon H."
"I've bin worryin' about you good deal, Abe. I
was afraid you wusn't goin' to git in."
"Thought people didn't worry up here, Nancy."
"Well, they don't, if they've-"
"Got all they want, I reckon. Why, that's jest
the way it used to be down in old Californy."
"But we mustn't grumble up here, Abe. Come
on, let's look around a little," and off they strolled
hand in hand down the sunny paths of paradiseold Abraham Fife and his now immortal wife,
Nancy. They had reached the eternal dreamland
of the human race, and found themselvs really
treading the holiest ground in the universe. It was
the heaven of man in all the ages where the sum of
all the good he has known on earth has been extracted from all the evil by some mysterious alchemy
of his God. And this was the land that these two
old pioneers of earth had entered to begin their
stroll together down the joyous highways of eternity. After they had enjoyed the sweet associations
of the redeemed of God for a thousand years, and
had been constantly ministered unto by the sweet
voiced angels of heaven, Abe called Nancy apart
one day to one of the quiet nooks of that happy
land for a good, old time earthly chat.
"I tell you, Nancy, this thing o' comin' to heaven
ain't what it's cracked up to be."
"Don't go on that way, Abe. Jist be patient an'
the good time 'll come by and by."
"That's what the blamed fools used to say down
on earth, an' it's all an infernal humbug."
"Why, ain't you havin' a good time, AbeT You
don't hav none but the very goodest of men an'
things about you-no evil nor tryin' things at all."
"That's jest what I'm tired of, Nancy. I've bin,
potterin' 'round hera fur a thousand years, an' I
aint run up agin nothin' yet, an' I'll be blamed ef
Call for the Eighteenth Annual Congress.
the thing ain't gittin' kind o' monotonous. My
doctrin' is 'at you kin hav things too much your
At. a meeting of the board of directors of the
own way."
American Secular Union held at the residence of
"They say this is the happiest place of anywhere, Dr. Juliet H. Severance, July 28th, it was decided
Abe, an' I reckon it must be."
that the Eighteenth Annual Congress of the organ"Well, I reckon it's not. Don't you recollect, ization be held in Chicago, Oct. 26th, 27th, and
Nancy, how happy we wus when I found you 28th.
chirpin' around on th' old farm down in Indiany
Various religious denominations, ignoring past
when we wus young T And how we wus more differences-and the history of Christianity demonhappier still when we come out to Californy an' dug strates that these hav been most serious-recently
gold, an' raised wheat, an' picked fruit, while the convened in a parliament and agreed to work in
children wus growin' up? 'Course we had some unison for the uplifting of humanity. Certainly
rainy days, but, ah, them wus what I call happy Liberals should not display a less conciliatory
times, Nancy."
spirit than the orthodox sects. Assenting to this,
"No use talkin' 'bout that now, Abe. It's pas) and remembering that only in union is there strength,
forever, an' we've got to enjoy this place."
the board adopted the following resolution:
"Well, I reckon we kin· never hav them good
.
·
f
That the Fr€ethought Federation of Amert lmes agm ur ourseln, Nancy, but I wish 't I could icaResolved,
be invited to unite with the American Secular Union
git back a minut' an' whisper in the ears o' them in holdin~ its Eighteenth Annual Congress, and that Mrs.
blamed fools on earth, an' tell 'm how glad they Freeman be requested to communicate this resolution to
orter be 'cause they're a livin'. They're all time Mr. 8. P. Putnam.
prayin' to git up here or some other good place, an'
It is also urged that all societies which accept
the fact is, Nancy, they're jest about as happy as the "Nine Demands" send delegates to the Conthey'll ever be, an' I wish't they knowed it, too."
. gress, and that Liberals make a grand effort to
"The preachers '11 get 'em around all right after 1 attend this Freethought Parliament. Let every
auxiliary send its representative.
The World's
'while, I reckon, if they haven't already."
"No, they havn't yet. I wus told th' other day Fair Congress was a splendid success, but this is
they wus still a prayin' to get their flocks up here, its equal in importance. The enemy is activ enan' if they couldn't do that they wanted to turn th' forcing Sunday laws and securing Sunday legislaold earth mto a paradise an' let people wade aJ;"oun(j. tion, opposing the taxatiop of church property, the
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value of which is assuming alarming proportions,
securing th"e appropriation of public funds to sectarian institutions, demanding that the Bible be
read in the public schools-in fact, not onj:l effort
to rob the people of liberty has been relinquished.
The National Reform Association. the Sabbath
Union, the Epworth Leagues, the King's Daughters, the Women's Christian Temperance Unionall these hav banded together, presenting a formidable front, and it will require th<> united efforts of
Liberals to defeat so unscrupulous a foe, owning
allegiaiLce, as it readily admits, not to this government, but to a heavenly ruler, thus endeavoring to
establish a theocracy on the ruins of the republic.
How to best oppose this purpJse and the other unpatriotic schemes of our antagonists must be considered at this Congress. We must work together,
accepting .this much of the wisdom of our opponents, that "those who are not for us are against
us."
1\'IRs. M. A. FREEMAN,
Cor. Sec. American Secular Union.

Progress and Force.
All the fighter~, from the unscrupulous politician of a
low type.> who consents to trick or flatter for the advantage of himself or his party, up to the dynamiter who
seeks to terrorize society for the sake of views of which
he himself has but a slight understanding, are all fighting
together in one vast army to render true progress impossible. Progress can never be won by the weapons of
trickery, flattery, or terrorism. The use of all such
weapons means tbe wearisome passage from one set of
evils to another.-Hon. Auberon Herbert.
At the present time it is well to enforce the lesson
that force and violence do far more injury, as a rule;
to the cause of progress than they can·possibly do
good. And when we say this we are not ;preaching
the absurd doctrin of "non-resistance,, the doctrin,
so to say, of passiv participation in crime, which
Jesus is alleged to hav taught. There are times,
without doubt, when one Citnnot but think that
force is not alone excusable but necessary. Where
there is a despot trampling on the liberties of ·a
people, where the people hav no constitutional
means of asserting their rights, where the despot,
surrounded by panders and intrenched behind
bayonets, strikes at the life of the people, then few
there are who would withhold admiration from the
brave man who, at the risk perhaps of his life,
strikes back at the tyrant and assassinates the
kingly assassin. But such a case is on an entirely
diflerent footing from the extraordinary inexplicable
outrages of the past couple of years. The reason
we applaud sometimes the ma• who murders a
tyrant, is because we feel the murder was just, in a
sense. The person murdered was himself perhaps
a murderer and a public menace, and his murder or
execution may be merely a disagreeable necessity,
like the removal of a cancer which was sapping the
vitality of the organism.
·
But the ''Anarchist" outrages, rtf.l they are called,
which hav astonished and perplexed Europe, are
really as senseless as they are unjustifiable. The
Anarchists allege that they desire to change, or destroy altogether, the system of society. But, manifestly, that is a general object; if society is bad, no
one individual is responsible for it. As Mr. Samuels
-an Anarchist, we believe, himself-has said in the
London Echo, ''none are guilty, yet all are to
blame." And it does not seem to be pretended that
the few people who Rre promiscuously slaughtered
by the Anarchists are individually responsible for
any of the evils which are condemned. What sane
ob]ect there can be, therefore, in their murder,
passes the comprehension of any sound intelligence.
The only effect, so far, these outrages hav had is to
create a horror and disgust in superficial and everyday minds of the Anarchist cause; though, of
course, to every sensible person it is evidently as
just to lay to the debit of philosophic Anarchism
the act of every semi-insane desperado who flings
a bomb in any quarter of the world, as it was
a few years ago to lay to the debit of the Irish
N t~.tional movement every "moonlighting'' outrage
that occurred in Ireland. On the fringe of every
movement
· .there will always be a few ignorant, or undisciplined, or criminal people who are a
source of weakness to the body that has the misfortune of their attachment. And, probably, no one
more deplores and reprobates these recent outrages
than the real reasoned Anarchist.
It is noteworthy, too, that all or most of those
arrested for these outrages are more or less illiterate, ignorant fellows. Their manifestoes and pocketbooks, and writing generally, display their mental
equipment. They are also young men. Both facts
explain a good deal. They are impatient of progress. They are oHen young men who, expecting to
wake up one morning and find the millennium arrived,
lose heart altogether when they find the rate of
progress much slower than they anticipated. As a
matter of fact, the millennium won't come in a day,

or a year, or ten years; things don't move at that
pace. It is very questionable whether it would be
so well if they did. Nor will the millennium ever
come by bomb, or terrorism, or force. It will come
slowly, gradually, imper~eptibly-as fast as people
are prepared for it-but no faster. Before there
comes a change of the outward forms of society,
there must be a change in the ideals and education
in what, to use the religionist's word, one might
call the "spiritual" life of the ·people And to foist
a new system on society, or attempt to do so, before
that " spiritual" change, is the folly of ignorance.
Hence, instead of committing outrages which merely
disgust people, what ·these Anarchists should hav ·
done was to try to convince the minds of the people. If they did that, the bombs would. be unnecessary; if they did not succeed in convincing, all
the bombs in all the arsenals of the world would
not avail them. Thus it is we should say these
Ravachols and Vaillants and Santos are more ignorant than depraved. Strange as it may seem to say
so, theirs is not a mean crime. They hav nothing
apparently to gain personally, they ·hav everything
to lose; they imagin they are helping humanity, as
Torquemada and other Inquisitors may hav thought
they were serving men's eternal interest by putting
them to death.
Both crimes, possibly like. all
crimes, arose from ignorance. What is required,
therefore, is education, enlightenment. These Anarchists at heart mean well. Let them but be educated, trained, disciplined, and the enthusiasm that
now runs to outrage might provide a driving-force
that would help humanity on the path of nrogress,
where it now hinders and retards.-J1rederick
Ryan, in London Freethinker.

Thomas Paine and Republicanism in France.
Mr. Moncure D. Conway is contributing some
papers to the Open Court which contain matters of
great interest to all admirers of the author of the
''Age of Reason." It may truly be said that the
more we learn of the true facts of the life of Thomas
Paine, the more do we find that shows him to hav
been a man worthy of all the respect we can giv
him for his clearness of vision, his nobleness of character, his unswerving loyalty to truth. It is a pitiful
thing that his surroundings were such that his fearless and honest declarations of opinion should hav
served to embitter the latter part of his life, by robbing him of the well-earned consideration of his
fellow-countrymen, and even the friendship of some
of his friends. His name and memory hav been
covered with 'obloquy by the unscrupulous denunciations of a. truculent clergy; but the day has come
fortunately when there is a chance of his worth
being acknowledged, and when a pJllpiteer who
openly vituperates him will be recognized as a conscienceless or ignorant libeler.
In the issue of July 12th Mr. Conway tellfl us
something of the share Paine took in inaugurating
the republic in France. After recalling how Lafayette sent to Washington the principal key of the
demolished Bastile, "as a tribute I owe as a son to
my adoptiv father, as aide-de-camp to my general,
as a missionary of liberty to his patriarch," he tells
us that Otto, the French agent in America, wrote
that the key was regularly shown at the president's
audiences; and that, though the curiosity of the
Philadelphians was gratified by it, the Frenchmen
there were piqued. "So little," says Mr. Conway,
"did these Frenchmen realize the tremendous
march of events in France, or the cause of the storm,
which reallv was the American republic. 'l'h,ere
'were evils in Franre, though rather fewer than in
other nations of Europe, AND NONE TO EXCITE A
REVOLUTION. It was a vision of a golden age across
the Atlantic which possessed France. Paine wrote
to Washington : ' That the principles of America
opened the Bastille is not to be doubted, and therefore the key comes to the right place.'"
The words we hav italicized read rather strangely.
I.t may, indeed, be true that there were fewer evils
in France than in some other countriee~, but that
there were none to excite a revolution is about as
true of the France of a century ago as it would be
of the Russia of to-day. On the question whether
the revolutionists really had the deliberate notion
of up3etting the monarchy and establishing a republic or not, before Paine took an activ part in
events, Mr. Conway. writes:
The firRt enthusiastic "Painite" in Paris was probably
Achille Duchatelet a vonng noblPman, who had married
an English wife, Charlotte Oomyn, and knew English.
HP and Paine, immediately after the attempt of Louis
XVI. to escape from France in June, 1791, placarded
Franfte with the first republican manifesto ever i~sned in
Europe. The foll0wing is from Dumont's "Recollections of Mirabean:"
"The celebrat.r~d Paine was at this time is Paris, and
intimate in Onndorcet's family. Thinking that he had
effected the American Revolution, he fancied ~imself
called upon to bnng about one iu France. · · · Ducha·
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telet called on me, and after a little preface placed in my
hands an English mannscipt-a proclamation to the
French people. It was nothing less than an anti-royalist
manifesto, and summoned the nation to seize the opportunity and establish a republic. Paine was its author
Dnchatelet h11d adopted and was resolved to sign, placard
the walls of Paris with it, and take the consequences. He
had come to request me to translate and develop it. I
began diBcns~ing the strange proposal, and pointed out
the danger of raising a republican standard without concurrence of the national assembly, and nothing being as
yet known of the king's intentions, resources, alliances,
and possibilities of support by the army, or in the provinces. I asked if he had consulted any of t.he most influential leaders-Sieyes, Lafayette, etc. He had not; he
and Paine had acted alone. An American and an impnlsiv
nobleman had put themselvs forward to change the-whole
governmental system of France. Resisting his entresties,
I refused to translate. the proclamation. · · .· Next
day the republican proclamation appeared on the "ails in
every part of Paris, and was denounced to the Assembly.
The idea of the republic had previously preRented itself
to no one. this firPt intimation had filled with consternation the Ri~ht and the moderates of the Left. Malonet,
Oazale!!, and others proposed prosecution of the author,
but Ob~tpelier, and a numerous party, fearing to add fuel
to the fire instead of extinguishing it, prevented this."
Lafayette now missed his great orportnnity. He was
a thorough republican at heart, but did not realize that
the peop1£> w£>re also such. Both Jefferson and Paine
warned him of this, but he maintained that it would be
twenty years before France would be ripe for a Republic.
This led Lafayette to trust to the momentary alliance of
thrnne and people, which sank nniier his foot like a quicksand, and left him a priAt)ner in AnBtria. Paine, in dedicating Part II. of " Rights of Man" to Lafayette,
alludes to their only difference. "That which yon supnose accomplishable in fourteen or fifteen years, I may
b~>lieve practicable in a much shorter neriod." So short
was the verio!l th~tt when this Part II., which appeared
in Lnnd'on, Fib. 17, 1792, appeared in the late summer
in a French \nnslatinn, the translator had to apologize
for Paine's praise of Lafayette! "'t'he seed sown by the
audacious hand of P~tine," says Dumont, "were now
[Jnne, 1791] budding in leading minds." On Sept. 21,
1792, they had borne fruit in the formal abolition of royalty.
Of Paine's private life at this period Mr. Conway writes:
Although Paine owned a house and farm at New Rochelle, near New York, and a small house and lot at Bordentown, N. J., he had not much cash. He would not
accept rent from the widow who occupied the latter.
His "Rights of Man" brought in a good deal of mC>ney,
but be gqve it all away to the various "Constitutional
Societies" in England, which had sprung up to propagate
his views. Jn order to do th;s be had to liv poorly.
Gouverneur Morris (April Hl, 17!.11) Rpeaks of visiting his
"wretched apartments" in Pari B. That of course was all
changed when h"' returned to Paris as the representativ
of O~tlais in the National.Oonvention. He arrived Sept.
19, 1792, was introduced by the Abbe Gregoire September 21, and was received with acclamations.-,Secular
Thought.

Don't Discourage Editorial Sincerity.
Every man has a right to take a paper or to stop
it, for any reason or for no reason at all. It's a
free country-in that respect. But at the same
time there is a certain responsibility attaching to
all actions, even to so trivial a one as stopping a
paper because the editor says something one does
not agree with. There is complaint that newspaper
editors lack fearlessness and honesty ; that newspapers are too generally mere partisan organs that
disregard the claims of truth and justice when po·
litical interests are at stake. There is too much
truth in the charge; but let us ask how it is possi-.
ble for a fearless, honest, outspoken journal to liv
if everv man is to cry "Stop my paper" whenever
he reads something that does not accord with his
views: The men who insist that the paper they
read shall never say anything contrary to their
views are the ones who are in a large measure responsible for the craven eowardliness and the
weathercock propensities of modern journalism.
One of two things is absolutely necessary. Either
a paper must be a namby-pamby sheet that has no
opinion~ whatever about important events, or P]se
its readers must make up t.heir minds that a difference of opinion i11 not sufficient rPason for stopping
the paper. ~f all the r£'aders insist upon it that
everything said must accord with thei ~ views, then
the editor must say nothing except on the one subject on which they all agree, and the public must
be left for light on current events to bitter partisan
papers. In a community composed entirely of
these "stop my paper" people true independent journalism would be an impossibility. When convinced
that a paper is dishonest and deoeitful, stop it.
When convinced that it is unclean, stop it. When
it lacks enterprise and fails to giv you the news,
stop it. When some other paper givs you more of
value, stop it. But don't stop a pap r that you believe to be honest, courageous, enterprising, and
clean, simply because its editor has written his own
sincere views instead of yours or somebody else's ;
for if you do, you are putting a premium on imincere journalism ·and serving notice on an editor
that the way to succeed is to write what he thinks
will best please his readers inste11.d of what hA honestly believes to be the truth.-New York Voice.
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that seem to be dropped down all of a
of the Freetbought many or few to labor. He is enrolled for ''.Four dwellings
sudden on the prairie like a big ship; and all sorts
Hundred
Years."
Federation of America.
of travelers are abroad. There are almost as many

Com~rt>Rs-Call

With Elias Steenerson I went out to the big farm
To the Liberals of America and Members of the
of Peter Cornelius, who was one of the first to nationalit.ies as houses, and there is a cosmopolitan
Freethought Federation:
break soil in this county. His acres stretch away vivacit,y about the place that is quite surprising and
The Annual Congress of the Freethought Feder- in fruitful glory and the music of harvest rolls along enjovable. It seems as if a bit of Broadway or

td.ion of America will be held in Chicago, Oct. 26th,
27th, and 28th, in conjunction with the knnual Congress of the American Secular Union. The importance of this Congress is great. The encroachments
of the church are becoming more bold and dangerous. The attempt to amend the constitution so as
to place our government on a Christian basis, and
to pass a national Sabbath law are indications of
the attitude of the church. It has been and is today" the enemy of freedom ; and we must be constantly prepared to meet its conspiracies. We can
not do this as an unorganized mass. We must join
forces, otherwise we shall be defeated. We need a
common impulse. There must be association. Let.
the gathering at Chicago be the greatest yet h~ld
in America. Think of past achievments as an mspiration to something better in the future. Freethought is growing. The nacessity for political
action is more apparent than ever. The means of
action are improving. Freethought cannot go
backward; it must step forward. Now is the
opportunity for union and strength. This Congress is for work Let there be an enthusiastic
rally.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Pres.,
FRANKLIN STEINER,
N. F. GRISWOLD,
~Vice-Pres.
J. M. PECK,
I
1
B. A. RowsoN.
J
C. C. REIOHWALD, Treas. and Acting Sec.

l

News and Notes.
I could not go to Fort Maginnis, Montana, after
all, as it would involve an extra journey of 1,600
miles, two hundrPd miles of which would be by
st1ge coach ; but I hav no doubt I should be amply
repaid for this journey, by the warm welcome of
James Furgus and other Liberals of this advance
post. But the fact of it is that times are mighty
hard as you go west, and since the Secular Pilgrim
cannot depend on any " divine providence," but has
a lasting faith in the "almighty dollar" as a means
of locomotion and general welfare it does not seem
best at this season of the year to travel several
thousand miles without assurances of solid support.
So for the present the Great West and the blue
Pacific must gleam in distant splendor until the
"peoples' party" and golden harvest fields and the
law of supply and demand shall hav recuperated the
still unexhausted resources of this vast country.
It is a disappointment to me, but I look forward to
a much better campaign when another Bl,lmmer
shall gem the land.
Meantime I shall find plenty of work in Chicago
and vicinity. I shall especially devote myself to
the coming union congress of Liberals which I believe will be a most important gathering, and will
open a new era of work to our consolidated forces.
Undoubtedly there is to be a great national fight on
the Sabbath question. We must meet this issue in
Congreas, for it will be p~shed with all the perseverance of fanaticism and superstition. There never
was greater need of persistent action for secular
principles.
From Fargo I went to Crookston, where. I arrived
August 15th, and lectured on Friday evening following to a house full. The Liberals of Crookston
are ready to do their level best, notwithstanding
the busy harvest time and the scarcity of currency.
Crookston is one of those points where I. hav always
had a generous welcome. It is a live place politically, and the spirit of evolution is abroad. I met
Ole E. Hagen, who is one of the best political
writers ofthe Northwest, and who conducts a paper,
the Rodhuggeren, printed in the Norwegian language, where Freethought finds ·unquestioned expression. This is a great country for Norwegians
and they are a potent factor in political movements.
Norway itself in these later years is becoming
wonderfully emancipated from the ancient regime,
under the influence of its splendid modern literature, and the spirit of the mother country gathered
from sea and mountain and the ''midnight sun" is
not lost upon these shining western prairies.
My old stanch friend Elias Steenerson through
good and evil fortune greets the world with cheery
face and makes the Secular Pilgrim feel the joy of
unfailing comradeship. The minute I met him he
went right to work for the success of the lectures.
Joseph Matthews, treasurer of the county, keeps
his colors :flying. The bigoted religious element
made a desperate figl).t against him, but were woefully defeated. He asks no favors of priest or king.
He has faith in the people and they stand by him.
Wm. Munch is one of the "wheel horses" of the
Liberal cause. He is on hand every time, be there

without a note of superstition. Hon. B. Sampson
is also a pioneer of this country, who has been
honored by his fellow-citizens in the councils of the
state, and who believes in the magnificence of
mother earth; and takes no stock in celestial mansions. He has converted I know not how many
clergymen, for in the early days he used to entertain them with kindly hospitality and solid facts.
P.M. Ringdal is also one of our best men at this
point, thoroughly radical, a leader in reform, and at
the coming election will no doubt be chosen a representativ of the people. Judge Frank Ives, who
has grown gray in the cause of freedom, is still in
the prime of life, for he delights in hunting and
fishing, and nature has endowed him with her
splendid vitality. He believes in the "good time
coming," when justice shall prevail. Law to him is
common sense. and not merely a hoary precedent.
J. 0. Lundet, Messrs. Jacobson, Jennings, Ralston,
and Hans Morberg are on the roll of Crookston's
Liberal League, and rally for the "Rights of Man."
It is a good sign that quite a number of ladies
were present at the lec~ure and show an eag_er interest in the great questwns of the day. L. BJorge,
De Forest Bucklen, J. Estby, and M. J. Ringdal
are now enrolled for THE TRUTH SEEKER and In-

vestigator.
Crookston has a population of about 4,000; and
the country around it is one of the finest in the
Northwest. The crops this year are generally good.
Fair prices will remove the stress. The railroads,
however, hold a great deal of unimproved property,
and refuse to sell except at high rates. This retards prosperity. There are, I understand, mortE?ages to the extent of $2,000,000 in t.his county._
The rate of interest is from 10 per cent to l 8 per
cent. This makes a drain of over $200,000 a year
from the wealth of the county, which might otherwise go into improvements and local trade. This
is the condition of vast portions of the West. It is
no wonder there is a tremendous upheaval, and a
desire to remove in some way this desolating burden.
The people are industrious and .progress1v, and will
no doubt struggle through to permanent prosperity.
It is evident that science and Freethought hav a
mission in this direction.
I leave Crookston early on Saturday, and travel
by rail to Grafton, North Dakota. The first one I
meet as I step from the cars is John Ildstad, of the
Merchant's hotel, where all wise travelers will take
up their quarters, if they want a good meal and excellent attenda3ce. lldstad is a Freethinker from
away back, a TRUTH SEEKER man, and of course he is
stanch and true. He knows how to keep a hotel, as
all the country will testify. The churches try to
boycott him, but it is no good. The traveling public know a good thing when they see it, and don't
mind the priest. He took me at once to his hotel.
After dinner I take the stage for Hoople, a pleasant
little town fourteen miles distant. John Cosley, a
bp.siness man from Chicago-an inventor and a
Freethinker, whom I m{lt at Fargo, and who subscribed for THE TRUTH SEEKER-happened to strike
ine at Grafton, and concluded to stay ovPr Sunday
at Hoople and hear the lectures ; and so I had him
for a traveling companion, and .we enjoyed a delightful journey through the sr-lendid h11rvest fields
This is the most productiv country I hav yet passed
through. The wheat is of the finest quality, with
from twenty to thirty bushels to the acre. l!~ield
after field stretches away, with luminous ranks like
a vast golden floor, with tufts of green groves
adorning the glowing horizon. The music of machinery is heard, the dark forms of busy men and
patient horses mingling with the cloud-like spray
of straw, which tumbles and gleams into mountains
of gold. It is an exquisite scene, and all day long
one can travel through this spacious land, and witness the glorious transformation of bearded grain
in slaughtered ranks to the beautiful wealth of
flowing kernel, bloodless victory, more glitte~ng
than any ever won by sword or cannon. Hoople
has about twenty houses, I guess, half a dozen
stores,- three big warehouses, two churches, two
ministers, and as goodly a company of Liberals as I
ever struck. I could not hav come at a more unfavorable time for lectures, for it was the bight of
harvest; but I gave four lectures, and the schoolhouse was full every time. They came from Crystal,
Park River, Conway, and Grafton. Some from a
distance of twenty-five miles. I enjoyed every bit
of my time at this frontier town, which is only about
three years old. There is an occidental breeziness
about it, a good cheer, and racy fellowship that you
can't find anywhere except in these clusters of
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the Bowerv had been transplanted to Dakota. Of
course Liberalism would flourish in a town like
thiR, where pecple are independent and alert, and
well informed, hav had experience, hav traveled
and hustled and tussl~>d and met every kind of
fortune and pushed abead. and are in sympathy
with all the live quest.ions of the day.
·
They hav an organization of Liberals here, with
a membership of over thirty, and it is a live organizat.ion, too, and willing to do duty.
M. A. Hewitt is the first t.o greet me. He ar.
ranged for the lectures. He takes THE TRUTH
SERKER and is imbued with its spirit. He took'me
at once to hiR home, where I had a cordial welcome.
Mr. George Johnston, treasurer of the League, is
from the land of Burns, and breathes the poet's
E?enerous thought, although he knows what Scotch
Presbyterianism is. The Francis family are all
Libera}t;t. and a good company they ma,ke; they hav,
traversed the broad and cheerful pat.h of UniverE:alism. J. E. Flanigan gave me the hospitality of
his table. He is ready to do his share, and so is L.
T. Berdahl, stanch as the pines of Norway, and
N elR Swan sen and Leif J ordshangen; also A. D.
Marble, 't'homas Simons, R. R. Farrel, W .. L.
Hewitt, Crist Ellengston. These are some of the
friends I met here; I cannot name them all.
Mr. M. B. Bronson, L. T. Berdahl, and Thomas
SimonR join the lists of THE TRuTil SEEKER and
Investigator, and Leif J ordshangen enrolls for
"Four Hundred Years" and TRUTH SEE:I!::ER. The
ladies are not afraid to join our forces. Mrs. W.
C. Francis, Mrs. Helen Hewitt, Mrs. A. D. Marble,
Mrs. Frank Francis, and others. It will be seen
that Hoople makes a good showing, although the
two churches try to frown down Liberalism. · The
schoolhouse is here also, a handsome structure, in
which the lectures were t:{iven.
·
Mr. John C. Risvold and C. E. Anderson, of
Grafton. were pr~>Rent at every lecture, and are enrolled for "Four Hundred Years." ·Mr. and Mrs.
TlRt.ad came over on Sunday afternoon. John J.
Kohnen and E. Smith Peterson, of Park River, were
al!'!o present, and T. E. Voracbep and Mr. Black
from Conway. Some of our Liberal lriends are
running on the Populist ticket, and I hope they will
be elected, and it looks as if they woul~. There is
a mighty 11Urrent of Populism in this country, I
find. The Liberals are mostly that way, though not
all. Of course there is an honest difference of
opinion as to which party will best serve the people. I shall vote for the Freethinker anyway, if he
sticks to his colors.
I leave Hoople Tuesday morning, August 21st,
by stage for Grafton. I arrive Tuesday night at
Fargo, where I remain until morning. T:p.ere is a
Populist rally at Fargo and I attend it. Hon. F.
J. Thompson givs us the mathematics of politics, a
very sensible discourse. He has made a study of
this matter, and it looks as if he was right. I
camped out in Bailon's tent that night, under the
shadow of the Unitarian church. It was quite a
luxury; there was plenty of circulation; not a
ghost haunted me, and I slept sound.
I leave Fargo Thursday morning.
Mrs. Dr.
Darrow and children journey as far as Wisconsin
on the same road, and so I had a ple1.1san t day's
travel, for the doctor's family are all Liberals.
I expect before Christmas to return to Fargo,
Crookston, Grafton, Hoople, Conway, and Park
River, and deliver a series of lectures. The interest
already created demands still further work. I hope
to arrange for other lectures along this ro1;1te where
the opening has been so favorable.
I am now in Chicago. I shall lecture here the
first Sunday in September, and begin work for the
Freethought Congress. We must hav funds, and I
hope there will be a generous response. I shall report progress every week.
SAMUEL p. PUTMAM.

Convention of Oregon Secular Union.
The Sixth Annual Convention of the Oregon
State secular Union will be held in Vert's Hall,
Forest Grove, October 5th, 6th, and 7th.
Extensiv preparations are being made to hav this
the most successful Secular Convention ever held.
Two years of systematic work on the part of the
Oregon State Secular Union has awakened renewed
interest in every Secularist in the state, more than
five hundred having joined since last convention
and a large number of earnest Secularists from
Washington, Oregon, and California will be at this
Convention.
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I Best Hu!'lbands," republished from 1Jemorest's
Family Magazine, and among the symposiasts is
that ·long-eared symposiass, Anthonv Comstock.
Instead of writing to the question, What sort of a
J;!lan makes the best husband T Comstock takes up
the subject of heredity and essavs to say what kind
of men make the best fathers. Now, what Anthony
Observations.
Com13tock knows on this subject he has learned from
At a recent meeting of the Prohibitionists, ex- men whose writings he read in order to suppress
Governor St. John of Kansas, being a speaker on them. His business is to arrest writers who would
that occasion, painted a picture of the judgment instruct the ignorant male in the art of being a good
day, introducing a man who had died a drunken husband. Whether or not he is himself a satisfacmurderer~ with the saloon-keeper who sold him the tory conjugal mate has not been divulged by Mrs.
liquor, and a deacon whose vote had legalized the C., but the Alphite ladies certainly would not
traffic. The picture is said to hav been uproariously choose for a husband a lusty brute of his proporfunny ; the audience laughed long and loud, and tions and propensities, who spends his time searchSt. John, much encouraged, declared that he had ing literature for what there may be in it that is
no doubt God and the angels would chuckle over obscene.
Comstock and his confreres are not desirable insuch a scene. The Sun, which holds that clergymen, being ecclesiastics, should abjure secular con- dividuals. There was the president of the Paris
cerns, and which itself, being secular, yet indulges Society for the Suppression of Vice, who seduced
in much religious flubdub, charges the speaker one woman and married another, after the style of
with blasphemy. But Dr. Funk, of the Voice, ad- Breckinridge, the first woman committing suicide.
vances to _the defense of the Kansas orator, and There il'l Bennett, of the San Francisco Society, who
argues that, since the almighty has endowed man reversed the order, marrying one woman and seducwith mirth, there is no reason to suppose that the ing another; and the rest of these" agents" are not
deity lacks that faculty. By parity of Dr. Funk's mrich better. Yet Comstock is rather more despic-.
reasoning, since man possesses all the undesirable able than they are, for while they follow a law of
qualities over which we mourn, including thirst for nature which they were not manly enough to resist,
the ardent, we must conclude that his creator also he procured a law of the state which he is mean
enjoys them, but that is not .to the point. The enough to enforce. The question then, it seems to
Prohibitionist editor is unquestionably correct on me, is not how a man shall be either a good husband
the subject of divine hilarity, for we are assured by or a good father, but rather how, being a husband
the Bible, a sort of posthumous work of the Chris- and a father, he shall avoid raising a son to mature
tian God, that he will laugh at our calamity and in the likeness and character of Anthony Comstock.
mock when our fear cometh. Read Proverbs i, 26, If there is anything in prenatal influence, then the
way Comstock is impressing himself on the modern
and look happy.
female's attention is a source of imminent peril to
Mv Uncle Benjamin Tucker's paper, Liberty, the unborn generation.
which is the only living exponent of philosophical
Anarchism, has laid its chastening hand upon thy
" Sketches in Rhyme" is a volume of verses by
servant. Verily, I am accused of being too violent Jeaf Sherman. I hav never before met with any
in my condemnation of those gentlemen who clear poetry from the same pen, but I take it that J ear is
a trail to the gallows by the use of dynamite bombs not an apprentice at the business. He is no amateur
that fall alike upon the just and the unjust. I hav rhymer like myself, and I do not suppose that you
pointed out that the believers"in dynamite warfarEl could hire him for $2 to toss off a poetical adverhav no grievance if the officers of the law punish tisement, as I hav done. At the same time he can
them, eviscerate or decapitate them, for that is ex- write tours de force, whiltl if I were asked to comactly what they propose to do to such officers. I pose one, I should be stuck. The words .tours de
hav also pointed to the superior fairness of the state, force signify feats of strength or skill, and poetrywhich professes to distinguish between the guilty making is often neither. In a sort of preface, und~r
and the innocent, or at least between the accused the head of "Poeture," Mr. Sherman says that the
and the unaccused, ·before inflicting the death pen-· poet must be an artist with a psychic brush and
alty, which the dynamiters do not. Now Liberty pencil wherew~th to outline what the soul has viewed
explains that the case of the Anarchists does not with inner vision. How many rhymers there are
rest upon the injustice of courts so much as upon who, as Professor Huxley might express it, hav
the crimes and blunders that inflict. punishment remarked "nothing analogous to that process!"
without the formality of indictment or trial. "By Poetry, Jeaf goes on, must be evoked bv dawn, the
its monopolies, privileges, taxes, and aggressions of stars, the somber wood, the coiling river, or the
all kinds,'' says Liberty, "the state condemns mill- placid lake. That was what I supposed until I
ions of men, women, and children to starvation, tried it ; then I discovered that these phenomena
misery, desp~h·, and death. These are not tried and did not inspire me, being better adapted to fishing.
found guilty of anything; their punishment is in- The thoughts at such a time do not get an action
flicted withou.t any formalities; they are innocent on themselvs. It is no disadvantage to make a few
of wrong doing." This indictment of the state may notes and to jot down suggestions, but one can turn
be true without affecting the merits of its case out superior copy at home after tloe babv is asleep
against the Anarchists. As I hav said, the state and the wife has quit asking how much Ion!;! er you
difterentiates the innocent and guilty, or professes azoe going to sit up. Towrite poetry handily, you
to. I think it hanged four men in Chicago in order need to hav some work on prosody froin which to
to be sure of the right one, though without success, select an appropriate measure; a rhyming dictionbut the fact is not generally admitted and perhaps ary may be utilized, and a book of svnonymes will
cannot be proved. The Anarchists, however, who save much scratching of the head. The male poet
would blow up_a residence, a tenement house, or a should remove his collar and necktie, turn back his
restaurant, and kill its occupants to spite its owner, cuffs, and let down one suspender, if the evening
hav not even the benefit of a doubt. The method be warm. The costume will not be visible in the
they avow and inculcate is indiscriminate slaughter. published work, even though the poet wear long
Not only do they slay the innocent with the hair, a low-necked shirt, and a soft hat.
If it were possible to be inspired by objects in naguilty or accused, but their atrocities giv the lawmakers excuse for more stringent enactments, ture-which I shall not deny-I should say that
through which the innocent suffer again. Against Mr. Sherman had been so affected, for his verses
the miseries caused by the monopolies, privileges, are the poetry of nature highly idealized ; not the
taxes, and other aggressions of the state, may be roar of the surf, which is less noisy than an elevated
placed the good which it performs-the protection train, nor any of those violent things that are supof the weak, the punishment of the guilty, the feed- posed to fi1;1d an echo in the majestic measure and
ing of the hungry and clothing of the naked. Ad- thunderous period of the bard ; these, I think, Mr.
mitting that the account does not balance, still these Sherman would regard as rather vulgar ; on the
things are worth something, while the dynamiters contrary, he tackles the rosebud, the forget·me-not,
havn't a single mark to their credit. They are an birds alive or dead, wild geese, life in its "";aried aspects, dream faces, moonlight, love, and so forth.
unmitigated evil..
But who is the state, with monopolies, privileges, The result is pleasing, like a soft wind against your
taxes, and other aggressions 7-:t'he people. Who face. Nothing exciting about it-a sort of Ethical
suffer from the .foregoing list of things 7-The Society calm. There is not a battle-cry, a warwhoop,
people. The state, then, inflicts wounds upon itself. nor a bugle-blast in the book, which is, therefore,
Let the Anarchist take a lesson from the state and just a trifle too quiet. If a guyrl should say it was
sweet pretty, f should acknowledge that her powers
displode his bomb iri his own midst.
of description exceeded mine. No one could possiA monthly m~tgazine called Woman is published bly speak a harsh word of "Sketches in Rhyme."
at Richmond, Va. It is devoted to the female I do _not know why they are not as good poetry as
cause. In the July number, which some unidenti- the rhymes of Browning, or Keats, or Wordsworth.
fied friend has sent me, appears what the Editor or Oscar Wilde. They effervesce, I might say, but
calls a unique symposium on '' 1\:len Who Make the lack body. The next time Jea.f goes to the fountain
The Southern Pacific Railroad will give its usual
low excursion rates over all its lines in Oregon to
all . persons attendi.ng Convention. Full program
will be announced lD all Liberal papers. By order
of executiv com~ittee.
KATIE KEHM SMITH.
Sec. Oregon State Secular Union.

of poetic fizz-water, he should giv the attendant a
wink.
Quite a different work is" Hell and other Poems,"
by J. H. Stevenson, price 50 cents, the RigbyRamsey Printing Oompany of Kansas City, Mo .•
being the publishers. Stevenson is a better poet
than John Bunyan, hut lacks his devoutness. He
is a less skillful versifier than J eaf Sherman, but
surpasses him in intellectual muscularity. He is
also more blunt. J eaf wouldn't say hell if you gave
it to him. But Stevenson's title, ",Hell and Other
Poems," is not a good one, for hell is not a -poem.
It is a condition rather than a threnody. This poet
rejects the dogma of everlasting perdition, but sustains great hopes of a life beyond the grave nevertheless. He also turn& the Bible under as an inspired work, while retaining the deity for general
purposes. Some of his verses are well constructed
and others are not. He is down on free trade like
everything, and hitches his Pegasus to the protectionist band wagon. Obituary poetry, therefore,
comes natural to him, and a patient that he plants
with a mortuary tribute is dead for keeps. Toward
the ladies he is not wanting in gallantry, and,
addressing a young Southern bride, he sings :
Hail, peerless one! We welcome thee
With joy to our community.
Though cold may seem our northern parts,
'Tis ever sunshine in our hearts.
There is nothing like standing up for the climate
of the section in which you reside, and a person
with the center of the solar system resident in his
chest may still be cordial, though his northern parts
are exposed to the weather. Stevenson is not
oblivious to the beauties of the seasons nor the
warm precincts of the cheerful day, but he is fond
of philosophizing. He spatters his ink over the
Bible worthies like Lot and Jacob, and makes them
look worse than ever, instead of obliterating them
as a modest person might seek to do. These poems
feel the influence of· the adjacent mountains, being
somewhat Rocky.
Both poets, whose works ~re here discusl!ed hav
been in Chicago. This is how it impressed Stevenson:
The women scowled and fteroel:v growled
As "rip!" their dresses would go;
And men enraged became engaged
In giving blow for blow.
They crowded all the tramway oars,
And still they came in ftooks,
And'on the steamboats they were packed,
Like herrings in a box.
·
Oh, the snatching and the scratching,
And sudden shrieklt of pain;
And the stumbling and the tumbling
In getting on the train.
Poet Sherman's view was more peaceful, as he
saw the White City by moonlight:
The phosphor queen of the night arose
From the white embrace of the sea
And bidding the vetge an adios,
She silvered a path to me;A path that allured the vision, where
Down a silver-lit lagoon,
The domes of a city, poised in air,
Shone white in the light of the moon.
Gxo. E. MACDONALD.

Wise Defense

~'und.

Since last report THE TRUTH SEEKEU has received
the following sums. JesseR. Johnson $1; B. G.
Morrison $1· Jas. Yates 50 cents; John Kane $1;
Mrs. H. Cellar $1; Mrs. P. Maisenbacher 50 cents;
L. Schlegel $2.20. The Defense Association has received from Geo. N. Adams $2 for the same fund.
'Much more will be needed, for suits in United
States courts involve many and large expenditures.

•

Mr. Putnam is doing good work in the field and
we know that his "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will do good work in the homes of the
people. These are the subscriptions received since
last acknowledgement was made: J. 0. Bellefleur,
Masaachusetts; S.M. Tilley, Missouri; Herman C.
Fry, California; Leif T. Jordshangen, olohn C. Riavoid, and C. E. Anderson, North Dakota; Douglas
Fairchild, Connecticut; Christian J. Zeitinger,
Maryland; ·J. H. Plett, Mic_higan. "Four Hundred
Years" and THE TRUTH SEEKER one year for $6.50.
The book alone, $5.
Dear Christian, do you love God because he
cursed the human race for finding out that he had
lied to them ' Or do you love him because you
·think he has reformed and will treat you better
than he treated the first couple 1
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~etters of qlrionds.
Is a Veteran Protectionist.
BAROoxm, Mo., Aug. 13, 1894.
Mn. EDIToR: Inclosed yon will find $3
in payment of my subscription. I like
THE TRUTH BEEK"-R very much, but I differ from your brother decidedly in regard
to the tariff. I am a strong Republican,
and I believe that so far as the principle
is concerned every true Freethinker
should be a Republican.
~. W. RIOHARDSON.
He Wants Another Religious Paper.
DoYLESTowN, PA., July 31, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Years ago I was a subscriber to your paper. I wish to become
a subscriber again and inclose $3 for one
years' subscription.
I take the Iron clad .Age and Investi
gator, and feel that there is need of another religious paper in this section.
Very truly,
JNo. HART.
Does the Good Sister Mt>an Hell~
N. B , Ane-. 15, 1894.
1\fR. EDIToR: We hav received several
copies of Tnm TRUTH SEEKER. Please
send us no more of your Infidel publications. We burn them up just as soon as
we receive them. If I had the power I
would send yon all into some land where the
Bible and Christianity had never entered,
and compel yon to liv there. That would
be punishment enough.
MRs. W. H. KING.
PoRTAG~VILLE,

bottles of red wine; around this table were
seated four red-cheeked and round-faced
clergymen, chatting and smiling, having a
fine old time. On the other side of the
road was a meadow. There we saw three
women-bare-headed, sleeves rolled up,
sunburnt-mowing. In front of us, coming toward us, a girl of about twelve summers and her mother pulling- a load of
m~nnre, with ropes across their breasts
and guiding the tongue of the wagon with
their hands up the hill to a field a good
ways out
We stood l'till, and I said to my partner,
"Now look at this picture on one side of
this road and then on the c.ther; now these
poor slaves, especially the womt>n and
children in this country, are the ones who
feed and kePp t.hese blood-suckers, as yon
see them yonder at the table. I would
like to know whether these poor peasants
could be any worse oft if they had no
churches, had no parsonages, and had no
clergy? But, according to the Bible, this
is true Christianity. Yours truly,
J. F. HANENSTEIN.
The Evangelistic Car of the American
Sunday School Union •.
WAYLAND, IA., Aug. 7, 1894.
lH". EDIToR: I inclose clipping from the
Burlington Hawkeye advertising the raid
the sky- pilots are gr ing to make through
Iowa with the car "Good News." They
are going to Pump superstition into the
chilrlren of the great state of Iowa.
Yon will see by the puff in the HfLw~eye
that they claim that Marshall Field, Carson
Pierce, Scott & Co., P. D. Armour, and
many other Chicagoans contribute every
year to the Sunday School Union a sum
of money that it takes three and four
figures to represent; but just at this time
they say nothing about what George M.
Pullman givs them.
I hav learned that the American Pro.tectiv Association is giving aid to the skypilots who are to raid Iowa with the
gospel car " Good News."
JoHN ~YJ:.WARD.

There is One Freethinkers' Temperance
Society.
PoRT ANGELEs, WASH., Aug. 11, 1894.
Mn. EDITOR : A few of the friends of
Freethought in Port Angeles hat been discussing the formation of a temperance and
social order, similar in its scope to the
Good Templars, but recognizing no Christian or theological dogmas like that organ.
ization.
If yourself or any of your readers can
send me any information, such as by-laws,
etc., of any existing Freethonght temper- The Wrong of the Law Should Be Ex·
ance society, I shall be very pleased to see
posed.
and make use of the same. Fraternally
. CooK, NEB., July 30, 1894.
' MR. EmTon: Would it not be a better
yours.
ERNEST BURNS.
Box 76.
plan for J. B. Wise to plead guilty to the
charge of sending obscene matter through
Seed l)ropped in Fertil Ground.
the mails and ask for mercy at the hand!!
OINOrNNA'ri, 0 , A.ng, 4, 1894.
of the court, than to fight the indictment?
Mn. EDIToR: I inclose yon herewith two Let the charge be sustained by the court
clippings from the Cincinnatti Commercial that the Bible is an obscene book, and it
Gazette The large clipping was in the would be a blow from which the religion of
paper on July 28, 1894, and the smaller the Bible could never recover. The case
one on July 29.
About a month ago could be managed so that the punishment
there was another article in the Com- would be nothing more than a small fine.
mercial Gazette on taxation of church I would be pleased to giv $5 for a decision
property, and in same it was stated that that puts the Bible in the obscene class.
the information had been obtained from Oh, but it would be too rich.
"Church Property," published by the
Respectfully,
W. P. BRooKs.
Truth Seeker Co. of New York. That arti[But a confession of guilt would not be
cle merely gave the values hereabout, and nearly so valuable as would a verdict of
did not giv anv arguments. I sent each either guilt or innocence, rendered by a
of the papers here a copy of "Church jury, and it would not hav a hundredth
Property," and it appears to bav done part of the publicity. We want to put the
some good.
Bible on a plane of equality with other
Some one in every city ought to send books.-ED. T. 8.]
the daily papers copies of this pamphlet,
which is CPrtainly excellent.
Fear of Hell Not Much Good.
Yours truly,
J AS. R. ALLEN.
VALERIA, IA., Aug. 15, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $3.15
Priest vs. Peasant.
-$2.50 to apply on subscription and the
LIMA, 0., Aug. 13, 1894.
remainder for "Self-Contradictions of the
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $3 for Bible," " Miracles and Miracle Workers,"
renewal of my subscription to THF. TRUTH and "Age of Reason and Examination
BEEKER.
of the Prophecies." I wish to say to
As I was traveling through several dif- Mr. John Peck, "Here is my heart and
ferent countries in Europe, I noticed a my hand," and that the needs of the peofew things that I cannot help mentioning ple he well understands, both politically
here. O.rie thing is, that where we found and spiritually. And, Mr. Editor, I wish
the largest churches and where they were to say to yon that we are glad tha~
the most numerous, there is where we your pages are open to both sides of any
found the people the poorest and the most qnes~ion that concerns the welfare of the
ignorant, and we can call it slavery. At people in general. Every man should
one place in Switzerland we stopped a day, hold himself open to conviction and should
and as we took a walk down a street at the be perfectly willing to bear both· sides of
edge of the village we passed on one side any question under discussion, and anypf the road a magnificent structure, a one who is not has one side full of convicchurch, and were told it was under con- tion and the other full of prejudice. How
struction about thirty years. It had six could any court giv a just decision withlarge bells, they alone costing thousands. out hearing evidence on both sides? Let
In the same inclosnrt>, which was more me eay that if a man never reads any other
like a park than anything else, stood an- paper than a Republican and listens to no
other fine structure, the parsonage. Near other arguments, he will always be a Rethis mansion were several beautiful shade publican, right or wrong-. Friends, let
trees; under these trees was a table with a not prejudice reign within your mortal
snow-white cover, and it was loaded down bodies; for where pre~ndice reigns ~ns~i9e
with everything ~oo4 $0 eat and severe» 9Bllnot,

1,
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I wish also to say that fear never made
a man good in the proper sense of the
word. Fear has a tendency to prevent
crime, but where the way of escape is easy
for the criminal, as when he can cast his
crimes all on Jesus and he will bear them,
and yon, Mr. Criminal, go scot free, the
fear of punishment has but little tendency
to prevent crime. Our good and best
men are those who' hav a desire to do
good and would not do an injustice to
their fellow-man, even if they knew they
would escape all punishment. Those are
the men in whose hands we can trust our
lives and our property.
The drouth has affected us very seriously
here and money matters are very close,
but I will donate some to help defend Mr.
J. B. Wise, of Kansas. I would do this if
I belonged to the orthodox church, in
order that justice might rule in place of
prejudice.
L. E. 0. VERNoOoM.
A Very Good Creed.
SoLDIERS' NATIONAL HoME,
}
MILWAUKEE Co., Wis., Aug. 17, 1894.
Hav I, you ask, a creed?
What use are they?
Do right I fills every need
From day to day.
f hav more faith in bread
When freely given
Than in holy scripture read
As way to heaven.
In words I put no trustThey're poor indeed;
There's friendship in a ernst
To one in need.
To dear old age I bowThis I revereAnd childhood sweet, I vow
, I love them dear.
To lovely womanhood
My honor plight,
And for my country's good,
If need be, fight.
To do while here my best,
For life is brief;
To answer love's behest,
Is my belief.
And thus to all I know
Who hav a need
Sweet charity bestowThis is my creed.
HENRY CusHING HIGGINSoN.
Why Assist theY. M. C. A.~
August 22, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: In my rambles over the
states and territories as well as the Oann.dian provinces, I hav an excellent oppor·
tnnity to see the working of the church
element, and I cannot. fail to see the almost innumerable schemes and methods to
draw everyone possible into their clutches
to increase their income and array their
forces more powerfully against Rationalism and Freethought.
While I do not question their motive or
sincerity in general, yet I do know and
believe still more that fnany of the ministers with whom I converse are at heart
and in belief as skeptical as I, but, like the
legislators of our country, they consult
their pocket-books more than all else.
No attorney-at-law could devise more
ways to win his case, right or wrong, than
the ministers who stand upon the rostrums of our present day. They are not
content to preach the gospel as they understand it and allow their hearerd to
digest it for themselvs, but they resort to
every intrigue conceivable to force their
convictions upon others when they fail in
a legitimate way so to do.
Church spires greet our eye at every
turn of the road, under 'which are held
many expository, class, prayer, and other
services, as well as the Christian Endeavor children's pr<ynotion meetings and
the Woman's Christian Temperance Union
eatings while nearly every city of size has
s Young Men's Christian Association halls,
in which the young men are taught the
dogmas of the church.
No one appreciates the benefits of the
Young Men's Christian Association more
than!, or is more willing to assist its progress, yet it was instituted under the auspices of the church for a proselyting purpose, believing they could thereby gradually gather in those they could not by
other means. The same is true of the Salvation Army, which toots its horns on the
streets, and is the means of " gathering
wan;v in out of the wet," that might other-

.
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wise be lost to the Christian fold. After
every conceivable plan has been utilized
they then importune our legislatures t~
fill the churches bv law, or at least to
force obedience· to their dictates. However, the latter plan of force is nothing
new, for it has ever been the way of the
"followers of the Lord," from the time of
"Moses to the present, to persecute, maim,
and kill " to the glory of God," and when
there were no heretics to burn as "a
sweet smelling savor," they hav quarreled
with those of dissenting views, and each has
fought to show which had most of the
spirit of love and God in his soul. 89 we
need not wonder that bigotry entails persecution, and as ignorance is the parent of
bigotry, we need not wonder that the
Catholic church (being more shrewd and
politic than the Protestant), is trying to
destroy our public schools.
They know that a simple secular education clears the road for future development, and works an injury to religions
creeds. While I would not remove one
shingle from any church edifice, yet I
would strike down, as an enemy to civilization and good government, ·the hand
that would wantonly remove one brick in
the walls of our public schools. True it is
that s<iienoe is as yet but a child in swaddling clothes, and must be first taught
truths that can be demonstrated before :it
can" teach the same to others, yet it is all
we hav to go by, and we must stand upon
the small fortress we already hav and
try to enlarge the foundations for future
use.
Fear not, yon of pure minds, but sow
your seed of Freethonght where're you
Dig deep the
are, where're yon go.
sluiceways of knowledge that the great
swamp of malarial intolerance be drained
of its devastating death. Out through the
jungle of snperstiton so that the sunshine
of ethical and spiritual truth may kill the
fatal,.germs. The aura of better conditions already surrounds us; the spirits of
Paine, Jefferson, et al, speak to us in
confident tones, and we 'need not fear.
Subscribe to as many of our noble Freethought periodicals as possible, and when
you hav read them and digested the
thoughts found therein, pass them over to
some neighbor that he may' grasp the
thoughts of others, and fiee from the evil
of his ways to reaoh that haven of toleration that is eventually to create "peace
on urth and good will to men." I find
Freethinkers wherever I go, and others
who seem eager to hear the truth, and it
is an easy matter to overcome the arguments of priest or laity, for they hav no
foundation for their fait~ and with courteons argument, given in a spirit of friendship, no Freethinker who will study well
the literature now obtainable, need fear
to express his opinion, and back it up by
facts that speak louder than words.
A. D. SwAN.
Editors See What the Conviction of Wise
Would Involve.
ATOHISON, KAN., July 15, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: J. B. Wise, who has been
imprisoned in the Leavenworth jail for
shocking the modesty of a minister by
sending him an extract from his own beloved Bible, is receiving the sympathy of
the intelligent people of this vicinity, and
he certainly deserves 'their sympathy.
Rev. Mr. Vennnm has, by causing the
arrest of Mr. Wise, publicly challenged
the immorality of the Bible. He was
probably ignorant of the fact that he was
charging the Bible with being indecent.
But if all the preachers in America were
honest enough to admit the truth they
would admit the obscenity of the Bible.
As soon as Mr. Preacher concedes this,
just so soon will he lose his salary.
I hav not read the Leavenworth papers,
and do not know how they are speaking
of Mr. Wise. I quote the following from
the Atchison papers:
The Globe says: "J. B. Wise, an old
man living in Leavenworth [In Clay
Oenter.-ED.], has been arrested and sent
to jail for cutting a verse out of the Bible,
pasting it on a postal card, and sending it
to a certain preacher. The chare-e is
sending obscene literature through the
mails. If. the charge is sustained it will
be rough on the Bible."
The Patriot says: "J. B. Wise, an old
m!Ln 1 has b~en Jlorrested and sent to the
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Leavenworth county jail for writing a
verse from the Bible o~ a postal card and
mailing it to a certain preacher. If Wise
is convicted the Bible will hav to be declared obscene."
My father is away from home, but he
will do all he can for Mr. Wise, who is his
good friend. The Rev. Mr. Vehnum has,
by causing the arrest of an aged man and
a lover of truth, J>roved himself a bigot of
the rankest kind.
.
·
Yourself and the two Doctors Foote
should receive the praise of all good Freethinkers for the manner in which yon are
defending Mr. Wise.
'Yours in defense of _Libt>rty,
C. B. REMSBURG.

Thomas Paine. the Patriot.
FoRT STANTON, N. M., June 3, 1894.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed I send yon for
publication an essay on Thomas Paine,
America's greatest patriot, by one of our
students at the New Mexico College of
Agriculture and Mechanical Arts. I desire
its publication to show to the world that
some of our schools at_least are turning out
patriots instead of religions bigots.
I tried tq induce our local paper, whose
editor claims to be a Freethinker, to publish it, but he declined, though well knowing it contained only historical facts concerning the great American hero. Our
cause has too many such Liberals occupying editors' chairs. It would be just as
well for the Freethonght cause if they
were in China.
J. N. CoE.
Thomas Paine was born in 'l'hetford,
England, January 29, 1737. His father
was a Quaker staymaker, and being poor
Thomas received but an indifferent education at the grammar school at Thetford.
,:Ie, however, acquired a wide range of
knowledge by private study, while working
at his trade· of staymaking in London,
Dover, and Sandwich. Il:e was engaged
in several different vocations in the earlv
part of his life, lmt the sttidy of literature
was his chief delight, which he turned to
account later on.
At the age of thirty-eight, Paine, attracted by the struggle just then beginning
in America. proc.eeded there, where he
fou.nd immeiliate emoloyment as editor of
the Pennsylvania Magazine. He soon
attracted the attention of all the colonists
by writing and publishing a pllmphlet
styled "Common Sense." "which struck
the keynote of the situation by advocating
independence and a r11pnblican form of
government." For this pamphlet the
Pennsylvania Legislature granted him
£500 in recognition of its value. " This
pamphlet," some one has said, "hastened
the Declaration of Independence six weeb;
and if the Declaration bad been delayea
for that leng-th of time the battle of Long
Island would hav heen lost, and, in all
probability. it would not hav been declared
at all." .Cobhet said, "WhoevPr wrote the
Declaration, Paine was its au~hor."
Paine soon quit his past as editor of the
Penn8ylvanirt. Mr~.qazine and enlisted in
the armv of Waqhington as a private soldier HerA he did valno.ble service to the
young repnhlic; for, when t.he American
cause was looking doubtful; when soldiers
WAl"e leaving the ranks in crowds, their
term& of enlistment having expired; when
people were entertaining the idea· of snrrendel"ing, Paine came out with a series of
p lmohlets sty led ''The Crisis,'' the opaziing
words of the first of which were : "The~e
are the timf.lq that try men's souls" This
work gave the people new enthusiasm ;
caused the ex-soldiers to re-enlist without
being asked; and spurred the flagging
spirits of the colonists on to more vigorous
action. Washington had some numbers
of this pamphlet read to his whole army.
Paine, in place of profiting by these important writings, gave to each state a copyright free of charge. Congress soon saw
that he deserved a higher position than
that which he occupied in the army, so it
appointed him Secretary of the Committee
on Foreign Affairs. In 1781 he and Colonel Lawrence were sent to France. on a
~cheme of his own origination, to secure a
loan from that country. The result was a
gift to the statAs of six million livres and a
loan of ten million more.
Near the close of the war a disbandment
of the army was looked for on account of
Rcarcity of money. To ward oft' this Paine
started a private snhscription, giving his
own s11.lary as a starter. In this manner
£300,000 were secured, which were used in
the capture of Cornwallis.
After the war was over, he could hav
lived in America an honored citizen; but
this was not the mission of this ereat man,
to liv for himself alone His motto was:
"Where liberty is not, there is my c.onntry," and he carried it out to t~e letter,
As soon as the American colom~ts were
free he turned his attention to En~?land's
people-:to .. opeJ;l t;lleil" eres, ,, ae he expresseq 1t1
·

Soon; in answ.er t<;> Burke's reflections I or personage, so perfect as to be beyond
on. the. _Re-volutiOn m France, he wr<;>te the sphere of progress. So long as and to
"The RI~hts of Man,'' a great work, which
'
pleased the French and the nommon people the degree that, those l_aws. may b~ reof England, but was met with grAat oppo- garded as the standard of Justice and right,
sition by the ruling classes of England. BO long, and to that degree, must the
So opposed were they to this wor~ that. wheels of the car of progress be stopped,
thev took every means t~ snp~ress It, and and the people must remain in the condisent a warrant after Pame htmEt~>lf ; but . ·
.
d
happily he had taken passa~e for France a twn I~ which were those who wrote an
few minutes before it could be served.
establl8hed those laws.
Here he was met with great joy by the
So, also, the readieRt way to make viipeople of France, who elected him to the lains, meddlers, persecutors, and murderNational Convention. All went very well ers of people, is to promulgate a code of
tin til the trial of LoniR XVI., when "Paine
plead for the monarch's life. For this he unjust, ridiculous principles, rules, or criwas soon thrown into prison by Robespierre terions, and teach the people that t.hey are
a.nd other renowned devils of that era. to be regarded as being right, just, and
While lying in prison he wrote a book proper, though not to be rigidly conformed
concerning his religions views, styled to and observed, but are to be reFcinded
"The Ae:e of Reason," which criticised
the Bible and Christianity, but which by contraTy statutory laws, as are the pretaught fine morals and held to the belief cepts of Judaism and Christianity, whicu
that there is a supreme being. This book, are abolished by our rational sta'ntorylaws
whieh he .had published, brought down a in the United States. Such a people will
storm upon his head on both sides of the contract the habit of violating those " saAtlantic. His good Christian friends in cred " laws, and from habit, will violate
the United States, whom he had helped to
free from the galling yoke of Britain, de- all other laws with impunity until caught.
serted him in the hour when he needed Such a people must hav many prisons well
theirhelpmost. Washington, whose praise filled. About ten per cent of the people
has been sung in every land-that man of the United States are Roman Catholics,
whom the world has called good and great and about fifty-five per cent of the state
-that man whom Paine aided to gain his
fame and greatness-W.ashington, I say, prisoners at Sing Sing, N.Y., are of that
would not turn over his little finger to ex- mother Christian sect. The greatest pretrieste Thomas Paine from the dungeon minm on crime ever invented I What an
where he was lying amid filtb and vermin, awful curse to humanity has been that
half fed, half clothed, and each instant "Holy Bible!"
·
expecting to hear his death sentence.
To demonstrate that Christianity is barTruly. his death sentence was pronounced, but the jailer placed the death barism, I will say that cause and effect,
mark on the open cell door, and the door matter, time, and space are infinit. There
being closed the executioners did not see never could hav been a first cause ; there
it, Ro he waR spared until Monroe, our can never be a last one, nor an end to
minister to France, secured his release. space or to time.
But hiR health was broken, ·and he was
nevl'll" the same man again. He came to
In Gen. i, 6-18, Bible, the "God" of
the United States and lived a secluded life the Jews and Christians, is said to hav
until his death in 1809.
placed the sun, moon, and stars under
Of· all the ingratitude 11ver done to an "the waters which were above the firmaAmerican hero, Thomas Paine received, ment." All priests and preachers, ere enand Rtill receives. the mostj for instead
of placing Paine's name alongside of taring upon discussi'Jn, say, that '' the
Franklin's in history, it is excluded alto- waters above the firmament" is that which
gather. And why? Simply because he is held in the clouds, and in the form of
chose to speak his mind in public, which invisible vapor, in the atmosphere of the
Franklin, although of the same religions earth. Afterward they try to squirm out
belief. did not do. At the Centennial at
Philadelphia, 1876, all relics of Paine were of it.
excluded, as his name has been from histNow, when we reflect upon the fact that
orv.
the atmosphere of the earth is less than 100
Even to this day most all good Chris- miles high, that no atom of water could
tiahs regard him as a heretic, a bias- po8sibly ascend to the extrenie upper limit
phPmer, a lving Infidel, a drunken brag- ·thereof, that the moon is about 240,000
e-art, a man fit. only for the clutches of
Father Nicholas, and they teach their miles from us, that the sun is abl)ut 95,children likewise. If any of these good 000,000 of ·miles away, and that the s!ars
Sunday-school fathers or mothers, who are millions of times farther oft', and so far
whip theil" children for going fishing on distant as to hav required 50,000 years for
Sunday, sho'!lld catch one of their youth- the light, at the Telocity of 180,000 miles a
fnl ofhpring Teading' the "A~e of Reason,"
they would instantly regard him as born secon4, to come from some of them to
for· the plntonian shore; and thrash him the earth, we readily'see that he who wrote
acco!dingly.
that fable, and claimed that it occurred
Ladies and gentlemen of the societies, about 6,000 years ago,' must hav been inalthough Thomas Paine has been parse- spired by a kind of John Jasper God, Jl)hn
outed, lied about, and censured, a greater Jasper being that old negro preacher down'
philanthropist never trod the American
soil. He it was who defended liberty in in VirgiDia, who says: "Dis eart am flat!
all its forms-liberty in government, lib- De sun goes roun' dis wuld ebbery day I
arty in body, and liberty in religion.
If dis wuld was roun', de folks on de under
Show me a man who; unsolicited, gave side 'd fall oft' 1 . Dis eart am fla.t, kaze de
himself, body and soul, to the American Btble says 'tis!'' As an old rich planter,
cause, and I will show yon Thomas Paine;
show me a man who devoted his life to the Parson Shotwell, at Livingston, Tex , in
elevation of his fellow-man, and I will show 1861, said, ''I don't say there is any justice
you Thomas Paine; show me a man who in slavery ; but God has commanded it in
sought ont and walked hand in band with the Bible, and God knows what's right."
liberty, defending hel"with drawn sword,
In Gen. i, 28, it says, "GJd" "blessed"
and I will show yon Thomas Paine; show
me a man who stood on hi~h waving the "Adam and Eve" with such black igno·
flag of reason and speakmg his mintl raTJce that they knew not as to wheth ...r it
against the world. and I will show yon was right or wrong to obey or to disobey
Thomas Paine, and lastly, show me a man him until after they had dis'>beyed, and
who was persecnteif, spat upon, trampled had thus committed the awful sin of
in the mud, and covered with falsehoods,
on account of his .views, and I again will teaching the world a knowledge of right
show yon Thomas Paine.
and wrong-" gJod and evil." And that
[Note.-The foregoing biography was "God" was omnipotent, and could hav
composed by Elgin B. Holt, 1894, and de- done better I What malicious mischief!
livered by the same before the Columbian
To priests, preachers, popes, and "di·
and Cardalian societies of the AgricnltuTal vine-right" kings, who burned the great
College.]
libraries of the ancients to keep people in
ignorance, it was very wicked for the peoTeach the Bible in the Pnblic Schools. ple to dare to know right from wrongHAvANA, CuBA, July 1, 1894.
" good from evil "-'-unless having been
MR. EDITOR : Some heedless . persons so instructed by a priest. Francis Joseph,
kill their friends with a gun, because they emperor of Austria, said: "I do not want
"didn't know it was loaded!" Others learned and scientific men; I want obedisign important documents and then go to ent subjects." (See ''History of Napoleon
law, alleging that they "didn't know it Bonaparte," by Rev. J. S.· C. Abbott,
was loaded!" Other persons read excellent vol. ii, p. 303.)
Therefore, it was a great crime for
scientific works. and fail to derive benefit
therefrom, or bad, false, pernicious books, "Adam and Eve" t::~ teach humanity a
and derive ruinous injury therefrom, be- knowledge of right and wrong, although
cause they do not read studiously, and they did not know good from evil when
they did it; and because of having done
"didn't know it was loaded!"
The readiest way to prevent progress and so six thousand years ago, their innocent
advancement, is to provide 11- code of Jaws, posterity, even of the present time, must
rules of action, and proc~aim that they writhe and frizzle in an everlasting hell as
w~re ~stlj.blishe(J, or inspired1 by a being, pnniBbment therefor, Wbat a malicious,
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"damnable" (2 Peter ii, 1) bill of attainder! In our Constitution of the United
States, i., 9, 10, we hav rescinded that barbarism, by providing that "no bill of
attainder shall be passed."
Now, we'll
haT·to go to hell for that! Is it right to
punish a person for a crime committed by
another? He who believes that a just,
dec~nt, honest, omnipotent parsonage,
would do it, must liv, and die, a villainous, wolfish creature! He who believes in
Christianity, cannot know right from
wrong. Society must he honey-combed
with Beecher-Tiltons, Breckinridge-Polhrds, Deacons, and Sickles, though not
one in ten thousand of them is ever ex·
posed. Hvpocrisy be~ets hypocrits, as
science produces scientists; and hypocrisy
is the nPcessary shield of. villainy.
I will now quote some of the mandatory
holy statutes of the barbarous, omnipotent "God" of the Jews and Christians,
.every one of which we hav abolished, violated, and hav supplanted with decent, rational laws.
Ex. xxi, 20, 21 :
"And if a man smites his servant, or his
maid, with a rod, and he die under his
hand, he shall be surely punished. Notwithstanding, if he continue a day or twO',
he shall not be punished; for he is his
money." Just try it, Mr. Servant-holding
Jew or Christian, if you dare! Andremember that those were your omnipotent
God's own word~: Ex. xx, 1, 2. Also·
xxiii, 3: "Neither shalt thou countenance
apoormanin his cause." We h11.vabolished
that by a better law; and when bribed
shysters, at the bar and on the bench, do
not conspire, in our courts, a~ainst him,
the poor man has a chance for justice.
Lev. xxv, 44-46: "Both thy bondmen
and thv bondmllidq, which thou Rhalt [not
mayest] hav, Bhall be of the heathen that
are round about yon; of them shall ye
buy boudmen and bondmaids. Moreoverof the children of". the strangers that do
sojourn among yon; of them shall ye buy,
and of their families that m·~ with yon,
which they begat in your lan<l: and they
shall be your possession. And ye shall
take them as a9- inheritance for yourchildren after you, to inherit them .frw a.
possession; they sh~ll be your bondmen
forever." And xxiv, 22, shows that that
also is the talk of thll Jews and Christians'
"God" himself. But we hav abolished it
hy the thirteenth a,ud fourteenth amend·
menta, and hy that word "justice" in the
preamble, of our Constitution, and of
course we must go to hell for it!
In Num. xxxi, 17, 18, that omnipotent
God, who could hav done better, commanded the Jt~ws, saying: "Now therefore kill evtry male among the little ones,
and kill every woman that hath known
man by .lying with him. Bat all the
women children that hav D'lt known m'ln
by lying with him keep alive for yourselva." Now, in an omnipotent "God,"
that was infamous, malicious mischief, to
command those Jews to mnrder an<l rob
all those Midianites; and then to thus
keep alive, outrage. and torture their
virgin daughters. N 1 wonder his son
told us to "judge n :>t "(Matt. vii, 1; Luke
vi, 37).
In Dent. xiii, 6-10, that omnipotent God
established a law which provides that,
if " the wife of thy bosom " differ with
thee in religious matters, and if she try to
induce thee to harmonize therein with
her, thou shalt surely kill her. And in
xiv, 21, '' Ye shall not eat of anything
that dieth of itself: thou shalt [not mayest]
giv it unto the stranger that is in thy
gates that he may eat it." We hav also
abolished that by law.
In Matt. vi. 25, and Luke xii, 22, that
omnipotent God commanded us to walk
the streets naked, unless some one were to
cast some kind of a garment upon us, in
these words: "Take no though'li for your
body, wh11t ye shall put on." In Luke
xix, 27, he comma'ld.,d. Ui to murder people, in· these words: "But those mine
enemies, which would not that I should
reign over them, bring hither and slay
them before me." In strict obedience to
that barbarous commandment, the mother
Christian (Roman Catholic) church established that "Holy Christian Inquisition"
in Spain; and everybody should read the
history of that infamous barbarous, irresponsible institution. Ga:o11GE NEWTON,
(OONOLUJ>ED NEXT WEE~.)
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Edited ilw.liJISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Ma!fffl., >to whom all OommunicatifJn" for thi-s Corner should be sent.
•• Between the dark and the daylight,
When fbe night is beginninl! to lowet,
CnrneA a pause in thA day'A occupation•
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Conceit of the Worms.
A• the AUmmPr rain fpll at the close of day,
Two snsdeworms met on their public highway,
And greeted Pach other as worms often do:
"I am happy," •ays one." How is it with yon?
Of rich•st bacilli I hav foun<l a. snpuly
Thnt might. feast all the world beside you and I;
And now when I'm thirsty here comes the sweet
rain
1'o prevent dry bacilli from giving me pain.
Now to me it is plain that cel~>stial care
Ts over us worms wherever we are.
Evolut-ion's falAe claim ne'er di•graces us,
Nor cell protoplasmic e'er prefaces us;
Our wriggle and crawl ar~> marks of perfection,
While to walk on one's end is too silly to mention;
We hav rlelved deep in lore-hav tunneled the
earth-'
Hav roamed o'er its face and measured its girth.
Being fully convinced. I now dare affirm.
That all things that were made were made for the

worm I"
"Yon reason profoundly," the other replies,
"And with me you'll agree that no worm ever
dies;
We but underg-o some mysterious change
That frees u• from time and enlarges our range.
'l'he care that preserves us night and ilay I am sure
Is a heavenly care that must ever endure l"
The bolA in t-he ground and the hole in the sky
C1onLained. tJ-oey were sure, all philosophy.
Thus wisely they communed till the early dawnTill a wise specklerl hen was crossing the lawnTill that wise speclded hen stole up like a wizarrl
And quick put these worms inside of her gizzard l
L. G.R.

-----------------~'olks are Saying.

What the Little

A little three-year-old girl, while her
mother was trying to get her to sleep, be·
came interested in some noise. She was
told that it was caused by a cricket, when
she sagely observed:
"Mamma, I think he ought to be oiled."
At the close of a long prayer by a father
who bad prayed for the poor, his son said:
.. Father, if I had as much wheat in the
barn as yon hav I would answer that
prayer myself."
A little boy was asked what the Sundayschool text was. H~ answered, " Many
are cold, but few are frozen. "-Newark

OaU.
A teacher asked a bright little girl,
'"What country is opposit to us on the
globe'?" "Don't know," she answere<J.
"Well, now," pursued the teacher, "if I
were to bore a hole through the earth and
yon were to get in it at this end, where
would yon come out?" "Out of the
hole, sir," replied the pupil, with an air
of triumPh.
Little Bess came home from church one
Snndo.y with her head full of the sermon.
It was about a '' new heart." she told us,
when we questioned her. Her father took
her on his knee and gravely asked if she
understood what a new heart is.
"Oh, yes indeed," she answered
brightly,. "it's a kind of heavenly stomach!"
"What relation is Mr. X-- to yon?"
asked the minister of a four-year-old boy.
"He's my grandpa."
·
"And what relation is Mrs. X--?"
''She's my grandma."
"And what relation am I to yon?"
added the clergyman.
The little fellow was puzzled, but was
finally told: "I'm your pastor. You'll
remember, won't yon?"
The boy promised, and when he
reached home electrified his mother and
grandmother with the announcement:
"Mr. Y-- says I'm some relation to
him. He's my parsnip!" -Boston Ber11ld.

Correspondence.
KIND LETTER FROM A TRUE FRIEND.
OMAHA, NE:rt., July 29, 1894.
Mrss S. H. WIXoN. Dem· Madam: I
hav found sufficient time during this extremely hot west.her tn read your new
book, entitled "Ri&?ht Living." Its 292
paues are fiiled with beautiful precepts
and mPral maximfl, and many examples
are cited to shnw the beneficial effects of
right living. The book is written in the
interest of t-ruth and morality, with a view
to improving the condition of the human
race, and is therefore a necessary and
valuable contribution to moral literature.
A

Personal duties are plainly and kindly
outlined, showing that yon are quite
familiar with the wants and necessities of
the timee. When writing your book yon
hav criticised no creed, assailed no form
of religions belief. It mav therefore be
read and appreciated by Jew or gentile,
Catholic or Protestant, without doing any
violence tot he religions views of the reader.
On page 19 we are told that "in living a
moral life we should not be actuated by
hope of reward or fear of punishment;"
that "such rPasons are both degrading
and insulting;" that "we Ehonld do right
because it is right and because such doing
brings pleasurable feelings; not in order
to be rewarded or for fear of punishment."
Such teachings appear to me to be logical,
reasonable, and moral. It cannot be
moral to refrain from doing evil through
fear of ptmishment or with a view of being
rewarded. Morality should be practiced
for its own sake alone. And when treating on the subject of temptation we read:
" Temptstions are all along the highway
of life. Voices of tempters in musical
tom•s proffering the cup of illicit pleasures
meet one at almost every step." We are
also reminded that happiness, whic>h a
virtnonA life alone can produce, should not
be sacrificed for the flp~>ting pleasures of
the hour. Again: "Whatever temptations others fall into, we may never perhaps know how hard they tried to resist
wrong nor from how much they did refrain." Burns wrote:
''Then gently scan your brother man,
Still gentler sister woman;
Though they may gang a kennin • wrang,
To step aside is human.
Then at the balance let's be mute,
We never can adjust it;
What's done we partly may compnie,
But knaw not what's resisted."
Your new book may not immediately attain as wide a circulation as could be desired, but yon know truth has always been
in the minority and has had to struggle
for an existence against overwhelming
majorities; and there is a passage of
scripture which says: "Cast thy bread
upon the waters and it shall return unto
thee after man:v days."
Progress and reform is the spirit of the
present age. We may therefore entertain
the hope that the time is not far distant
when such books as "Right Living " will
be in general demand and that truth will
not always stand waiting at the gate while
falsehood crowds the way.
''Right Living" is the fifth book, besides
pamphlets, all the product of your own
mind, which yon hav laid before the public. Yon hav therefore already accomplished a considerable amount of mental
labor. It may be said of von what
Colonel Ingersoll said of Mr. Gladstone:
"Your mind has been a harvest that has
grown the more by reaping" (see Colonel
Ingersoll's reply to Mr. Gladstone, North
America'(~- Review, June, 1888). And when
I say this yon must not think I am resorting to flattery, becali.se I and every one
who has read your books well know that
your intelligence is too great and your in-,
formation too extensiv to be influenced in
the least degree by flattery. Ignorance
may appreciate flattery, but, in my opinion, intelligence invariably repudiates it.
R.S. C.
[Our friend will please accept our thanks
for his kind and commendatory words.
If all our friends were as appreciativ of
our efforts as friend Colvin, "Right
Living" would be in the hands of every
Liberal in the world, and our publisher
would be kept busy for some time to come.
Modesty forbids the printing of the flattering words of our friend regarding our
verses, but they are pleasant to remember.
It is the kind expressions of our friends
that giv us courage and strength to pursue
our work regardless of all difficulties and
barriers.-ED, C. C.]

I was sixteen last April, and I read ~he
Bible every day (though I may not realize
it), as yon will see by the following: "I've
a beautiful Bible I read every day when
the weather is fine. The book is as broad
as the sky and old as the world."
I read Mr. Genone's letter in the last
TRUTH SEEKER, and will close this with the
definition of how I interpret a God.
CLARA M. FRY.
PETRRSBURG, IND., June 24, 1894.
DEAR Miss WixoN : Our school is out
and I will write yon and try for Mr.
Genone's prize offer. The weather has
been so warm and dry, growing crops
almost perish, !lnd wheat harvesters and
their teams suffer. I am learning to propagate roses and grape vines, as June is
the best time for doing so, Our Sundayschool teacher asked to-day how many of
our class would be glad if J esns were to
come for the saved onefl to-morrow? All
held up hands but me. She asked me why
I would not be glad; and I told her she
shouldn't ask snob. questions, because it
taug-ht the pupils to tell lies ; but if she
had to aslt such questions to ask them
privately, for in church they were ashamed
to tell the truth. I am not afraid of their
den of lions or the serpentine tale swallowing attributes of Christianity. I hav read
Mr. Genone's parable of a cnw tJersAy)
and other nice things in the Open Court,
ann like them. I .think his statement t,bat
"The Christian myth is nearer the truth
than any material fact," ignores. as did
Jesus(?), a future nersonality, but rfC'll?·
nizes as eternal "the enduring thoughts,"
"tl:te characters we make for ourselvesand these inevitably survive in the eflPcts
thev hav upon fntnr-' lives " of othPrs.
Your friend.
EsTELLA WEAVER.

Books by Helen H. Gardener.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Gods.
Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
£rice, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
TM Traae Su:p:pUea at S:pei.Jial 1Jtscount1.

IS THIS YOUR SOB. MY LORD 1
\ Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.
l'l!ioo, cloth. $1: paPer. 50 cents.

FIKoWHEGAN, ME., Aug. 12.1894. ·
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I wish to tell yon of
a four days' meeting he!O in Cornville,
Me., a short time ago. FonT snppoAed
evangelists were engaged for the express
A NE"W NOVE~.
purpose of gathering back to the fold a few
Paper, 50 cents.
who had gained a few ideas besides thQse
Price. oloth, $1.
their grandparents had, and who dared to
express their views whaTever they went.
It has done the "backsliders" a great deal
of good, but not quite in the way, perhaps, desired by the pions brothers and
. • SHORT STOR~ES.
Risters. The principal evangelist told the
Paper, 50 cents.
Price, cloth $1.
people from the pulpit that the time to
accept the Bible as an infallible book was
past, and they all declared their belief in
the ideas put forth by the apostate, and expressed their symp~~othy for them. To us,
CONTENTS:
who were not interested, the result is A Splendid Jnd_ge of a Woman The Lady of the
Clnb-Unrler
Protest
-For the Prosecution-A
rather amusing, as the gentlemen came
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler Honse
from a distance and weTe quite liberally
Mystery -The Time-Lo<lk of Our Anpaid by the pions ones. One of the divines
cestors- Florence CaW,pbell's
Fate-My Patient's Fate.
lectured on Spiritualism. and was an
Prine, paper. 50 ~ents; cloth, $1.
avowed Swedenborgian. One was a lecturer on the Socialistic question. I think
there will be some deep thinking among Facts and Fictions of Life.
some of them for a while. YonTs truly,·
CONTENTS:
.. Luoi BIGELow.

PRAY YOU, 8/R, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?

Pushed by Unseen Hands.
.A. Thoughtless Yes.

p ef•ce-The F ction of Fictiono-ADay in Court
:_Throw, in Wi rh the City's Dead -An Irre-

BALLWIN, Mo., Aug. 7. 1894.
spon -ible Educatoci Cla•s-The Mo~al Resp"nsibilt&y of Woman in HeredityDEAR Miss WixoN: I will tell you a
W o oo an ~ts an AnnPx -Sex in Brainstory of a good church-member. I was
Heredity in •t• Relati ·n• to a
visiting a little girl who~e mother could not
Double Standard of MoralsDivorre and the Protell what became of all her tomatoes and
posed Nati mal Law
cnnnmbers. The little girl, whose name
-Lawsuit or I egis Pidgie. suspected a certain old daTkey
acY-Common
S e n•e in
who lived close by, but her mother did not
Surgery.
beli&ve it, so we watched for him and saw
Cloth, 11; paper, 50 cents.
hi-m going down the road. Pidgie said.
''Let's follow him and see where he goes."
so we stole along on the other side of the
fence until we got to the tomato patch.
where we hid in some bushes and watched
him. He had on a blouse which he unBy HELEN H. GARDENER.
buttoned as he went; then he went into
the patch; he picked four large tomatoes One of HBr Brightest, WittiBst, and
and had his band on another when Pidgie
StrongBst L6ctur6s Against
sang out "Hey there, what are you
thB Bibl6.
doing?"
He gazed around, hut did
.;very
Woman
Should Read It
not answeJ'.. Pidgie repeated "What are
and
:von doing?" Hll came out and said "Ob,
Miss Pidgie, I don't mean any harm, l's
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
jist a trvin to k-etch a few grass-hoppas to
Price. 10 cents. Address this office.
go a·fishin' I "Well, why don't ynn go into
the field and catch grasshoppers?" "Oh,
•Little.
Miss Pidgie, I cain't kPtch 'em ont derP; ASECULAR MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL
dey's too friskey." Now, wasn't he a
AND
BENTONVILLE, ARK., June 26, 1894.
grand church-member? Well. !will-close.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I hav never written Your Liberal friend,
COLLECTION
-OF
SECULAR HYMNS.
CoRA LANE.
to THill TRUTH SEEKER, though my father
Bv A. R. AYttES.
has taken it for several years.
"A good book written with a pnrpooe."
I havn't any girl friends that are Atl:leists,
Price, 25 cents.
Home
Seekers
in
California
though I wish very much that I had. I
Address
'rHE TRUTH SEEKER.
hav read "Men, Women, and Gods," Will find it to their adv~ tag A to call on or ail" Pray Yon, Sir, Whose Daughter?" and dress the undersigned. Land f·nm $ 1 0 to $500
ac•e.
OTTO NEUHAUS,
"Is This Your Son, My Lord?" by Helen per 4t34
Lus Gatos, Cal.
H. Gardener, and like them very much.
We believe that not. only can good be done bfnt
Father has more Freethonght books that I
money made by any Lib•ral who will canva s or
MA.TRIMONIA.L.
intend to read.
onr book" Old Testament Stories Comtcally IlRank Materialist, farmer, age 30, on the Paciflc lustrated.'' In fart we know one ma'l who worked
I havn't any of your works, but wish
coast, dPsires to correspond with ment.Rl comrade •t it but a few hours w•eklY. an,d sod nearly
that I had. I hav wanted "Four Hundred of
fifty copies in a. month. The priCe IS low,; ev<rYd
20 to 25 yeJrs.
Address
COSMOS,
Years of Freethonght" so much, but can't
body knows the Old Testament stones, ~n
care TRUTH SEEKER
nea<lY evervboily would like a hook applVIng
affor<i to send for it now.
nineteeJ>th-century
wit and knowledge to thoi.l
I do not see how any one can believe tbat
People lixe to hugh. Reverence for the
some one, or some spirit, is watching over
'l'estament tales h~s larg-ely disaprea.red anild
;i_Qkes at the e.:ponsA of Jonah •nd Joseph an
us all the time, and seeing every act that
Esm and Samson and D vid, and the other worwe do. It seems to me I would be afraid of
By ASA AUGER.
thi•s or nnsavory reputatinn, are keenlY, appllre;;
doing something wrong all the time. If
A condensation of the fundamental argnmet
cia ted It seems to us that the book will se a
sight.· It d<'eR here in the ~tore. Liberals oknt of
there is a God, I can't see why he lets so against Christianity.
employment will find this a good way to rna e an
many people suffer. Ohl I can't believe
A Yary Good Little Misstflnary Work.
honest dollar.
in one who is so cruel, and is supposed to
l'do~. 1~ Q~nte. Address
Tenus to Agents Sent on AppUca.tion.
hav power to do anything he desires.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER.
'J'IQil 'l'BVTB BEEKER.
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and CRADLE.

Agents Wanted !
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The Bible Inquirer, ~ THUMBSCREW AND RACK.
A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTICATION;
cr'ITAINING 148 PROPOSITIONS.

10 Cts

With References to the most ..?lain and Striking Self-Contr_l!.dictions of thll So-called lnspirPd
<'criptnres. Including Qnestions Answered Affirmatively and .Negatively by l,lnotations from th~
Bible. Al~o, Other Bible References of Importance.

PER COPY

Fourth Edition, ReviRed and Enlarged.--Price, 26 Cents.
Addi-e••

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York Oitv

ByGEO.K
MACDONALD.

12 COPIES
$1 ..00

T-HE CANDI:fE

Sent Post Paid
TORTURE INSTRUMENTS employed in the :fifteenth and sixteenth centuries for

the Promulgation of Christianity. Being the Nuremberg Oolleotion, and including specimens from
'I'he Holy lnqutsitlon.

THIRTY-FIVE ILLUSTRATIONS.
fu>anish Collar, Thumbscrew, Iron Oollar the Rack the Iron Orown Leg Orusher, the liltooll:s,1
the Heretic Ca.toher..._ the Iron Boot, the Bot 'Mittel!, a Month-:11ear (gag), Iron Masks recom.mendea
by the Inquisition, .nreaking a.nd Burning_ on the wheel, the Ducking Cage, the Ohastity Belt for
women, the Spider the Iron Virgiu UI> to Date. the Execution Bell, etc.
"I used to read in books," says Oolonel Ingersoll, ··how our fathers persecuted mankind But I
never appreciated it. I read it, lint it did not burn Itself into my soul. I did not reAlly appreciate
the infamies that have been committed in the name of religion until I saw the iron arguments tha'
Christians used."
S'

Pl'ice 10 Cents per Copy.

•

•

12 Copies for $1.00

BUi: A DOLLiit•s WORTH AND RO~Tl'I!lR 'l'HF.M AMONG YOUR UBRISTIAN ~EIGHBORSJ

Address TH£ ,RUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt. Every LIBERAL Woman
and Man Will Want lt.

WOMAN, CHURCH, AND STATE.
By Matilda Joslyn Cage ..
· This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how
the church has enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance at its contents will show this:

FROM UNDER

THE ·)BUSHEE
By WILLIAM.

H.A~T.

1,306 t}uestions to tile Clergy and fol' the Con·
sideration of Otllel's.
The author, while a sincere church member, obeyed the in·
junction to search the scriptures, which led to the propounding of
thestl queries, no clergyman can answer rationally and remain a
Christian.
PRICE 40 CENTS.
Address

The tlr•t chapter-thf1 Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilizations woman had great
Free"""'• hut that the tendency of Uhristianity from the first was to restrict her liberty. Iri this
c apter Mr •. Gage claims that to the Matriarchate-or Mother-J•ule-tbe world is indebted for its
fir t ,onceptim.. of inherent rights.
Uhapter 11 deals with the theological dogmas of originAl sin n.nd celibn.cy. Woman, by the
church, wa~ not regarded n.s a P.~man be~ng; marria~e was looked upon as vile· wives were sold
11.8 " av K; women dnven to smc1de; the mll.nence of the church waK unfavorable to virtue. The
c Jil.Ja~y of the clergy produced negrading sensuAlity, and woman was the victim of these brutes.
Chapter III is on 'l'he Canon Law, showing how thA church controled woman by nutking the
leg t.m~tcv .of :warriage depend upon it~ own control of the ceremony. Anment civili:-.ation gave
ph• e L • ChristiHn barbarism, the clergy became a distinct body-at onee n." holy" and an unholy
cast11. Learnmg w.s prohi·bited to women, hnsbanas prohibited from leaving them more than onethird of· their property; danghterd con:d be disinherited, sons could not. The Heformation effected
no change.
Uhn.J?ter IV-Marqnette-is on Feudalism and its deg;radation of women, the rights of "lords
spirit.ual, 'the immorAlity of the heads of the church, baptiAm of nude women in the early Ohnstian
church. It also deals with some of the later-day n.bnses of females, like our Northwestern pineries,
the Jj;nglish debaucheries, governmental crime-makers, etc.
Chapter V-Witcbcraft. In the days ,,f this phase of religions insanity Mrs. Gage shows how the
posse,sion of even a little learningwai sufficient cause to suspect a woman of witchcraft, that ta keep
a pet was dangerous, so rabid were the cler1.1Y not to suffer eo witch to liv. This pe1·secntwn for
witchcraft was a contmuanoe of the church's policy for obtaining nn•versal dominion over mankind.
Women ph_xsioians of the Middle Ages were persecuted, and the" Pilgrim Fathers" continued it in
A!llerica. 'l'he first synod convened in America was to try a woman for heresy, and others were
stripped and whipped for not agreeing with the cleq!"Y·
The chapter on" W1ves" shows how the disrnpt1on of the Roman empire was nnfn.vorable to the
perRonalnnd/roprieta.ry rights of woman-tDat the sllle of daughters was practiced in England
seve a hnndre years after it was Christianized-that the practice of buying Wives was regulated by
law-that women were not permitted to read the Bible-that they were not admitted as witnessesthat civil marria@__!_B opposed by the church.
In Cb.apte,. VII is shown how polygamy was sustained by the Christian church, that the first
synod of the lteformation convened to sanction this institutio~ that Luther and the other ·• prin~lpal reformers" favored it, as well as the American Board of J!"oreign Missions. The Mormon theocracv is shown to be similar to that of other Uhristian sects.
In the last three chapters Mrs. Gage treatH of the opposition of the church to the. amelioration
of woman's sufferings as interference with her •· curse, 'of woman's degradation by the church to
ln.bors unfit for slaves~ of woman's" inferiority," as taught by the church to-day, n.nd of how little
value Christianity has oeen and is to civilization.

The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by
the church, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No
woman, it seems to ns 1 can read it and remain a supporter of the religious institution
which has crushed her mdividuality, her mentality1 and degraded her person. To the
woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ougnt to be widely read for the good it
will do.
J
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POPULAR EDITIONS
OF

Thomas Paine's Works.

In cloth, $:Q; tn }i.al,j-leatker binding, $B.

HAND-BOOK

AGE OF REASON. Pap., 25c.;
6 copies for $1; cloth, 500.

AGE OF REASON AND EXAM·
!NATION OF THE PROPHECIES. ~ap., 40c. ; clo., 75c.
APOSTLE OF POLITICAL
AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
~Life)_. By J. E. Remsburg.
- ortra1t. PMtc• roo.; olo., 75c.

COMMON S.t<.:.NSE. (1776.) 15c.
CRISIS. Written During Am.

Address THE TRUTH SEEJl'"-r--

OF

FREETH OUGHT ...
By W. S. BELL.

Revolution. Pap., 40co; olo., 75c.

GREAT WORKS. Svo. 800pp.;
clo.. $8; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.

LIFE OF.

By C. Blanchard.

Pap , 40o.;,j clo., with ll_Ortrait, 60o.

LIFE O.i!·. ByM.lJ.Conway.

With History of his Literary, Political, and Religions Career in
America, FranocJ.. and England,
and a Sketch by william Cobbett.
'fhe only adequate Biography of
Paine. 2 vola. Portraits. $5.

LIFE OF. By Remsburg. 50c.
LIFE OF. By G. Vale. $1.
LITHOGRAPH OF. 22x28, $1.
POLITICALAND RELIGIOUS
REFORMER. Underwood.10o
POLITICAL' WORKS: "Com-

mon Sense," "Crisis,"" Rights of
Man" $1.50.

RIGHTS OF MAN. Answer to
Burke's Attack on the French ReV·

TE s¥Di:o~i.il~To iU~

1

6

ITS. Oomp. b;r_Moreau. 10o.
THEOLOGICAL WORKS:"Ase

of Reason,"" Examination of tlie
Prophecies," etc., with Life of
Paine and steel J>Qrtrait, $1.150.

VINDICATION. Reply toN. Y.
OllurDsr. B:r B. G. IQeiloU. :100.
Address THE TaUTH

S~EKER,

28 Lafayette Place, New York

Containing 1n condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitions do<•trines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth Reekers it is invAluable. Its classification
/
of subjects makes it a hand-book. Aslngersollsaid of
Paine's "Age of Reason," it enables somebody in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
v ...riety Qf subieot.A include all the dilpnted POints between Ohristianhy and Freethonght.
Cloth,$~; paper, 50 cents,
Address
THE TRUTH REEKER.

PEN PICTURES OF THE WORLD'S FAIR.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
of the Sunday-openers; describes the varioUI! buildings and what they contain, and is,
ullin all, th:l very best picture of the Fair that can be painted with a pen.

ILLUSTRATED.
A M.t..P OF JACKSON PARI:, enabling the visitor to makehis way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time,

Siqle oopy, 16 O&DU. Five oopiea for .1.

Addreu THE TBUTlf SBlllKEB,

THE TRUTH SEEKER, SEPTEMBEli, :1. 1884.

Goms of ~hought.
WOMEN will find their place, and it will
heither be that which they hav held, nor
that to which some of them aspire. Nat·
nre's old Salic law will not be repealed,
and no change of dynasty will be effected.

-Pt'ofessot- Huxley.

IT may prove useful to hav learnt from
history the elementary lesson that no opinion is true simply because it has been held
by the greatest intellects, ot by the largest
number of human beings, at different
periods in the history of tbe world.-Max

Muller.
THE full earnings of 200,000 men at £2
per week each would not cover the cost of
religion in England. And yet, with the
sum of £20,000,000 spent to maintain a
buttress for the privileged classes, people
wonder that there should he poverty.-

Uncle Be'fljamin, in Freethinker.

WE are too meek and lowly. Earth is
cursed with charity and aches for justice.
At every door is the hand extended. The
stranger is not invited in. Heis"fed where
he stands, and is counselled to pass on.
Our social philanthropies are vagrancies.
'.rhey despoil that they may shame us.
They build high walls which Clannot be
scaled, and then withdraw the ladder or let
it down only for select applicants.-

Horace L. Traubel.
Tms one generation, with its vulgar
steam-whistle, has witnessed the vanishing
of more shadows from the earth, has seen
more men and women disenthralled, more
rays of intellectual light shed abroad upon
mankind, than any ten generations which
have preceded it; and ere it ceases that
shrill signal shall swell to the trump of the
last judgment, bringing to the bar of
humanity every crPed or institution of the
earth.-Moncure D. Conway.
WE are expected to believe it [the miraculous birth of Jesus] as it occurs in a
collection of writings becoming anthorativ
360 years after the reported event. It
matters not that there are two accounts of
this birth, inconsistent with one another
and with other scriptures, and both unsupported by any known or traceable witnesses, and that the facts are in subversion
of the laws of nature and all human experience. 'l'he fiat of the church, given after
this long interval, is to warrant their acceptance.-Judge Strange.
TBE vast majority of men and almost all
women in this age, as in every age, can
hardly be said to think at all upon religion,
or on any grave and serious subject. They
believe what" they hav been taught, and
hold what they hear asserted, with indolent
or unintelligent acquiescence ; either be·
cause they are too careless and indifferent
to trouble th!'mselvs, or because they care
so much that it seems to them profane to
question the soundness of that which is the
life of their soul, the stay of the better
part of their nature ; and thus they make
the importance oi a truth the evidence
upon which they accept it.-Lord Chief

Justice Coleridge.

'

JUST OUT!

JUST-OUT!

RIGHT LIVING.
By SUSAN H. WIXON.

Ethics as Unders1ood by a S1udent of Scit'D('('. Six1y Cball1nt~, 11s follo"s:
Right Living,
What is Hypocrisy?
In Re~ard to C9ncealed Vice,
What is Morality?
Conscience or Moral Sense,
B!Jau~lful Chan.ty,
,
What is Ignorance?
Selfishnesa, the Menace of So- F1dehty. the G1ver of Strength
Knowledge the Great Treasure.
mety.
and Honor.
Concerning Education,
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Valu!J of·Wealth.
. ,
Conduct· or Right Doing
Life,
Avartce, Not a Means to Life s
Best End,
. ,
Virtue, the Illuminator of Life, Is R~verence a ·Duty?
Pru<tence, an Economy of Life, Self-Reliance,
Good Nature, one of L1fe s Best
Self-Control.
Blossoms,
.
What Know Ye of Justice?
Fortitude a Noble i'ossess10n, Self-Res[leot
Reason and Free Inqmry.
Temperance and Intemperance, Foolish Pride and Silly Preiu- Free Speech,
ls the Use of Tobacco Dangerdice,
.
A "!free l'r,ess •.
ous?
Anger, the D1stor~er,
R.1ghts of An.Jmals,
Cultivation of Individuality,
The Angel of Forgiveness\
R1ghts of !Jhildren,
.
Charaoter.&Jewelof Great Price, Observation a Great.Facu!ty.
Human R1ghts: or the Equality
of Man. .
Idleness, another Name for Loss, l.>ersever~n"e, theFnend o~Man,
IndustrY, the Staff of Life,
Punctuality, a Promoter of Sue- Moral Cleanlmes").
Value of a Trade
cess
·
Politeness. The u-entlemaR,
Recreation a Nec'essity,
The Difficulties of Life.
Politeness.·- Continued.- The
Temptation, the Demon on the · Gent~ewoman,
Games of Chance,
'!'ruth and E'al•ehood,
h,ghway,
Best Somety,
.
Progress; or Enlightenment:
What is au Oath? or the Worth Hab1t, Second Nature,
of a Promise.
Power of Will,
Wisdo.H.
Fraud a Crime,
Courage, a .Necessity to Right
Living
'l'he Poison of Slander,
Miss Wixon ha" taken liB her mottoes in writing this beautiful book of 292 pages-which she
has dedicated to the memory of her father and mother-these sentences from the works of a great
synthetir. philosopher ~~ond a gifted liberal minister:

~pencer.

.Allen.

Unless otherwi.ye specified, all publicai,ion/1 noticed here can be had oj TnE
rRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
flamed.
RESURRECTION oF JEsus. An Agnostic's
View. By Don Allen. New York: The
Truth Seeker Co. Price 50 cents.
This is a little book of 160 pages, de
voted mainly to proving by anthoritativ
statement and circnmstimtial evidence
that no such thing as the resurrection of
the physical body of Christ ever took
place. The belief of professing Christians
in immortality has for centuries been
based on this claim, and the author of this
book, after demolishing this mythical
story, reaches the conclusion that we bav
no knowledge of a future life. If he bad
devoted one-half of the time and labor
spent in producing the book to an honest
and careful investigation of the phenomena
of Spiritualism he might hav come to a
different conclusion. The misfortune of
the work is, that while destroying the
theological evidence of a future life it has
nothing better to offer in its stead.-Ban

ner of Light.

F AOTS AND FIOTIONS OF LIFE. By Helen
H. Gardener. For sale by the Truth
Seeker Company.
Miss Gardener is a daring thinker and a
Right Living" is well bound in cloth and printed on good paper.
bold and forcible writer. In this volume
of essavs she speaks in no uncertain
PRICE, $1.00.
tones. She has radical views about social
Andres•
THE TRUTH SEEKER. 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
matters-about the true relations ·of the
sexes, about conventional morality, and
about the duties of men and the rights of
women. These views she expresses fear
lessly and with perfect taste. Such a subAN ATTEMP r TO PROVE THAT
ject as one of these essays, "Heredity in
Its Relations to a Double Standard of
TbP. Pnr~uit of Pleasure Is the Sine Qna Non of. Intellectnal, Moral, and Social Morals," might easily hav been made
Development, and that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
offensiv by one of those ''strong-minded
females" of whom we hav.heard, but Miss
Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship.
Gardener can ofte:lid none but a "prurient
By Albert M. Loren-tz. LL.B.
prude" by her treatment of the burning
question which she discusses. While we
CONTENTS:
BooK I -PLEASURE: Chap. I.-Sources of Pleasure. C.bap. !I.-Material Ple!l.sures. Chap. III.- cannot agree with everything that Miss
. Ideal Pleasure•. Chap IV -Social Pleasures. Chap. V.-Pleasures of the Savage, the G"rdener says in these essays, we recogBarbnri .. n and the Civilized. Chap. VI.- Genesis of religions. Chap. VII.-Christianity.
BooK II.-INTELLEOTUAL DEvELOPMENT: Chap. I.·-Purpo•e of life. Chap. IL -Material PleaPures. nize the fact that we hav in her book a
Chap. Ill.-Ideal Pleasures: Knowledge. Char· IV.-Ideal Pleasures: RAascin. Chap.-V. modest, pure, and fearless woman speakIdeal Pleasures: Character. Chap. VI.-Socia Pleasures. Chap. VII.-Ped&gogical Des- ing her mind upon points on which she
potism.
.
BooK III. -MoRAL DEVELOPMENT: Chap. I.-Morality. Chap. !I.-Material Pleas ores: Prudence. has a right to be heard, and we welcome
Chap. I!I.-Material Pleasures: Refinement. Chap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: J!'oresight, the volume accordingly.-Charleston (8.
Chap. V.-Ideal Pleasures: Civilization. Chap. VI.-Social Pleasures. Chap. VII,- V1ce 0.) Sunday News.
Caused by Restraint.
BooK IV.-SoorAL DEVELOPMENT: Chap. I.- 0 rogress. C.1ap. !I.-Protection, Capitalism. and
Socialism: Res11..eotivly an Actual. an Imminent, aud a Proposed Violation of Individual
Soverejgnty. Chap. III -Condition of Agricuhure. Chap. IV. Public Schools, the
How's This f
· Menei Men e. Tekel of l:!ocialism. Chap. V -Province of Governm .. nt. Chap. VI.-Our
Socia Disorder.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
Here are some of the verdicts on this remarkable production which· have been rendered by for any case of' Catarrh that cannot be
men who are in every way qualified as judges of book•:
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure,
F. J. CHENEY &CO:, Props., Toledo,O.
This i• a spiritAd, rattling sort of a book thah skates right along over the deepest subject with
out mu h thought whether the ice is thin or not. It anowcrs the greatest questiOn- What is the
-We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
us , object, mot•ve, purpoo!!J and summum bonum of life, a.nd the real cau tt and motive of progr~ss? Cheney
for the last 15 years, and believe
-by one word, Plea.ure 1-"l"ha<fdeus B. Waleeman.
He sharplv atta,.ks, al·o. modern methol.ts of edu~ation, and in this he is most abundantly him perfectly honorable in. all business
borne out o_y the facts, an.1 hi• arraignment is practically unanswerable. H!s book is altogether a transactions and financially able to carry
curious and suggestive one.-New Yorle Oommerotal.Adverttser.
"l'he man who wrote this book knows how to write a book, and knows what he is writing about. out any obligations made by their firm.
WEST & TRUAX, Wholesale Druggists,
There is not a. padded sentence in the volume, not au attempt to fill up with Nords for la~k of
knowledge. The author deals hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for realities and Toledo, 0.
truth. We do not see how anyone can re•-d this book and disagree with the leading proPositions,
WALDING, KINNAN & MARviN, Wholesale
The work is good; every chapter is worth reading. It is a work of common-sense Socialism. The
chapter on public schools ought to be put into a tract and sent to every teacher in the land. 'fhou- Druggists, Toledo, 0.
•ands of s~ntences are worthy of being framed as political maxims and hung up all over the nation.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
the book deserves a wide reading, not only for its literary style, which is clear and incisive, but for
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
i ,rs bold. honest saying~.-L .K. Washburn.
.
After you read this bJok you will be as enthusiastic in praise of it as are the eloquent editor of the surfaces of the system. Price, 75c., per
bottle. Sold by all Druggists. Tt>stimo"
Investiyator and the gallant President of the Canadian Secular Union,
nials free.
Pleasure and Progress" has 898 pages, i9 splendidly printed from large, clear type, on excel-·
lent paper. and costs, bound in "cloth, $1; paper covers, 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 LafaYe~te Pl., New York, N. Y.
~~With

Pleasure and Progress.

The Creation of God.

EvEN the ascetic and the Cavinist are
themselvs, though they know it not, •· faddling hedonists." The difference is merely
that they base their hedonism on a mi:~
taken hypothesis. They make a caculns
of the caprices of their Setebos. Believing in a malignant and maleficent diety,
who has set forth a erne! and difficult plan
of salvation, they hold that the wisest
course for that worm called man is to put
up with infinit pains and penalties hereand why? Simply in order th~t he may_ be
happy with palm and crown m some ImB"'ined future existence. He is to swing
with hooks through his back at an Indian
festival ; he is to cast himself beneath the
wheels of the car of Juggernaut; he is to
scourge himself with ~hongs an~ wear the
hair-shirt of penance m a Spamsh monastery· he is to lead the loneless, joyless life
of p:ayer-meetings and chapel-going with
the "respectable" English Dissenting grocer-for what? Why, to curry favor in
heaven and be happy hereafter.-Grant

I}ubZ oations.

As wtth the ph:vstcal, so w!th the ethtcal. A beltef, a,q yet fitfUl and partial. is beQinnin(J to
spreaa amonyst men, that here. also. there is an indissoluble bond between cause and consequence, an
inexorable d.esttny, a law wntch nltereth not.-lldrbert Spencer.
Liviny is an Art, a method or exPressi?lfl yreat conceptions; in fact, the hiyhest method, the
noblest of the Arts.-Thomas Starr King.

WHAT knowledge is of mostworth?-the
uniform reply is-Science. This is the
verdict on all counts. For direct self-p:l.-eservation, or the maintenance of life and
health, the all-important knowledge isScienc:>e. For that indirect self-preservation, which we call gaining a livelihood,
the knowledge of greatest value is-Science.
For the due discharge of parental functions the proper guidance is to be found
only in-Science. For that interpre~ation
.
'
of national life, past snit present, w1thont
which the citizen cannot rightly regulate
By DR. JACOB HARTMAN~.
his conduct, the indispensible key isScience. Alike for the most pprfect proAn explanation of the origin of the God Idea, and the mental processes that led to the formation
duction and prEsent enjoyment of art in all of idols and the worship of them. From the time of Terah's apostasy, Abraham's reform11otion and
for heresy and blasphemy &gainst the Chatdean Idols, to Ohrist's.comingi the _princiits forms the needful preparation is still- his b&nishmentare
&nalyzed and shown to be human, b:l" thought and deed. It is made p ain that the
Science; 'and for the purposes of disciplin- palch&ractets
peculiar phraseology. cant sayings, subterfuges, miracles, wonder-workings, and supernatural padintellectual, moral, religions-the most ding are the proptr offspring of the then existing barbarism, ignorance, and superstition, constltntefficient study is, once more, Science.- iug the peculiar politics of the dav. CONTENTS IN DETAIL:

Her!Jert

JY etO

The Universal Aspect.
The Earth.
The Chemical.Aspect.
The Sun.
Genesis-The Creation.
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Deluge.
The Scriptural God-The Creation.
The Creation of God-Abraham.
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God.
Samuel the Kin!Pllaker.
Go1l Save the Kin.g.
Jehovah Takes a Rest.
The End of National Life.
The Christian Era.
Organic Life-V e~etable.
Organic Life-Anilnal.
The Master Tissues.
The Muscular Tissues.
The Nervous Tissues.
Food and Food-Substances.

Elimination of Waste Sn bstances,
In G6neral.
BY the Lungs.
By the Skin.
By the Kidneys.
Digestion and N ntrition.
The Elementary Substances.
Alcohol and Its Eftects on the System.
The Soul-What Is/t?
The Mind.
Sin and Salvation.
The .li:cclesiastical Kindergarten.
Rational Review.
·visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
The Planetary Gods.
Every Man His Own God.
Tables {Gateways to Knowledge. .
Morals; Whence They Spnng.
The Non Credo.
Rules for Human Conduct
ILLUSTRATIONS.
Map of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind,
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Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knee''

A new edition of that splendid prose "Q.Oem,
"Life." by "the prince of orators," Co!. R. G.
In!(ersoll. It is larger and better than the old
edition, and can be framed or Placed upon the
table as an ornament. In the center of the card
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby,
.urrounded by the prose poem, which has been
nuthfully described as," one of the masterpieces
of the orator and J?Oet who now, as far as we
know. stands alone m the living world." It will
make a deli~htful present, and will be a •ouvenir
not only of mtelleotual greatness, but of artt.tic
workmanshiP. It is printed on heavy board, gilt
boveled edge. The size is 12x16 inches, and the
vrice only75 cents, post-paid.
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
9.8 Lafo.vette Dl&ae. New YorJr.

Force a11d Platter;
o:a~
. .~
t'lincip!es of the Natural Order or the llnl·

rerse, with a System of Morafi.'y
Based Thereon.
BY l'RoFEBBoB LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D
vt.o.tn:El!TS :

FO!'I:!!! and Matter,
The Fitness of Thinge in
1.mmortality of l'!Iatter, Nature (Teleology),
Lmmortality_of For<'e, Man,
Infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thou~ht,
otion,
Conscwusness,
onn,
Seat of the Soul,
mmutability of~atural }j.nnate Ideas.~.
Laws,
- .~he Idea of u-qd,
l]n.iversality of Natural Personal Contmuanca.
Vital Force,
Laws,
'l'he Soul of Brute•
!'he Heavens,
Periods of the Creation Frea Will,
llioJrality,
of the Earth,
Original Generation, Concludli)lg Observationa.
3ecttl& Generation,
t'rioe. 81.150. Addmss THE TBUTB SEElU!at .
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SKY-PILOT: "I can never credit that we
are descended from monkeyP," Miss
Smart (after looking him over): " I can,"
THE Sunday-school class was 'sin~ing,
"I Want to be an Angel" "Why don't
von sing louder, Bobby?" asked the
teacher. "I'm singing as loud as I want
to be an angel," explained Bobby.
·
A OITIZEN of Montreal lately on a visit to
Ottawa, while passing down the hotel corridor to his room at a late hour, happened to
hear violent groans and sobs issiling from
one of the rooms. As the door was open, he
entered and recognized a fellow Montrealer, prominent in political and business
circles, and famous for his religious and
alcoholic tendencies. He was kneeling at
his bedside, clinging to the side of the bed,
and sobbing as though his heart would
break. "What's the matter, old man?"
inquired our friend, touching the sufferer
on the shoulder. "I'm so damned drunk
I can't say my prayers," was the tearful
response. -L1fe.
THE chief of the Leslies is said to hav
prayed before a battle: "Be on our side!
And gin ye canna be on our side, aye lay
low a bit, an ye'll see thae caries get a
hidin that must please ye." An old Covenanter, who ruled his household with a
rr>d of ir. n, is said to hav prayed in all
siacerity, at family worship: " 0 Lord,
ha<:~ a care o' Rob, for he is on the great
deep, an thou holdes' it in the hollow o'
tay hand. An hae a care o' Jamie, for he
has gone to fight the enPmies o' his country, an the outcome o' the battle is wi'
t.hee. But ye need na fash o' yersel' wi'
wee Willy, for I hae him here, and I'm
cawpable ·o' looking after him mysel',".San Francisco Argonaut.
IN a SClottish farmhouse I hav, with the
candles out, knelt with the family and
se~vant.s at "family worship," and heard
the fMllid bring iato his "sooplication"
a certain stirk that was ill with "reidwater," and then launch into matters
which I doubt if any deity that was ever
on Olyinpus could understand, far less
answer. On one farm of not more than
nne hundred acres in all, I ha,v heard theLord requested to send at least two different kinds of weather at the same timedry weather to dry the "stooks" of corn,
and rain for the good of the turnips.
The corn was in the one field and the turnips were in the other; and there was
only a broken· down stone dyke between
them. The Lord was, this time, asked to
perform a feat which he declined to hav
anything to do with, an,d which, as far as
I am a ware, no deHy has yet accomplished.
All things are·, of course, possible with the
Lord; but there are certain ~hings he refuses to do lest he should make a fool of
himself!-.Saladin.
ANTHONY, OENSOR.
0 Anthony, Saint Anthony, the world is
very evil,·
And this generation calls on you to act
. vour saintly part; ·
To fight the good fight valiantly and exorcise the devil
Of lubricity from history and literature
and art.
The books, the books, my Anthony, that
__ _yo:u. will hav to wade tnroughl
Will you start off with the classics as
about the first and worst?
Anacreon and Ovid, here Bohn's libraries
will aid you,
Aristophanes and Sophocles, and other
works accurst.
Then the wicked, wicked pages of the
medieval ages,
Their mysteries and histories, their
poems and romance;
The infamy of alchemy, the sophistry of
sages,
And above all, 0 Saint Anthony, the
ribaldry of France.
Books too numerous to mention need immediate attention;
·
Very wicked, sinful things are read and
written in these days.
Shakspere must not be forgotten, his
Lucreoe is simply rotten,
And you'll hav· a perfect picnic when
you expurgate his plays.
Do not leave a single reader of the wickedness of Onida,
Frown, oh, frown on Tess's, Dodo's, and
The Yellow Aster's sin.
Don't let Harper finish Trilby, you cannot
tell bow bad she will be,
And stop the sale at once of Sarah
Grand's unearthly Twins.
The list is long and life is short, 0 Anthony
Censorious.
You cannot rElad them through, but
there is one thing you can do,
Put all books in one glorious index expurgatorius
Until each one is scrutinized and authorized by you.
-0. .S, A., in New York Sun.
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A systematicExp_osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ~eneral reader rather than to professed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of Enj:lish writers J!POD evolution,
besides ranking With Professor Hnxler in scientific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of
his conclusion regarcx:ng the great subJect of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywh e)"e throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent eTidence of
•
supernatural design. . . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a pnrely mechanical philosophy.•.
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the pre•ent generation m a manner. and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place baR taken pl&tJe in the direction of naturalA 'udioial consideration of the questioniiand the
ISm, and this to the !Jxtent of rend~ring tlJ.e'
mechanical inter]lretatlOn of nature umversal, 1t decision against the scriptures and the 0 ristian
ia no wonder if the religious mind has su~denly tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
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A Nineteenth Century Novel.

Preface by 8. 6. INGERSOLL
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Nature: A Contribution less,
with & little inoneyh fair educationh and
to the Religion or the Fnlnlre. Cloth. $1.
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The Secret of th~ East; or, The Origin much
world b~ gomg to Chicago. 'I he author 18 also
of the Christian Religion and the Significancf the herome. '!'he narrative is, in the main, a his·
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.
tory of &working-girl's life and experience in the
Physical Ednrllfion; or, The Health-Laws city of Chicago amonll" bluff business-men, kind·
hearted folks. and disreputable hypocrite. It is
o{ Nature. Cloth. $1.
just snob & story of human life as we should exHousehold Remedies for the Prevalent pect
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Disorders of the Human Orgamsm. Cloth, $1. ·whatever
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Zoological Sketches: A Contribution to be worth the
attention of the rest of the world.
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. BABOE:Lo:NA Aiiar(lhiata planned to kill
l>remier Dupuy of France.
CHRISTOPHER FINLAY FRAilER, prominent
Canadian politician, is dead.
TH111 Chatauqna Assembly at Point-of'Woods, on Long Island, is in financial
breakers.
THmTt'-BEVEN miners were Bllffocated on
Angnat 24th by a fire in a coal mine a,t
Franklin, Wash.
l'r is reported that arrangements hav
been completed for the formation of a
corn meal trust.
ON Anl?nat 24th fonr miners were burned
to death by the destruction of a shaft in a
coal mine at Creede, Col.
JosiAH QUINOY has resigned the chair·
manahip of the Democratic state central
committee of Ma~sachnaetta.
A NRw ORLEANS alderman has been convicted of taking a bribe of $500. Several
others are under indictment.
THE Democrats of the Ninth Iowa district hav indorsed the Populists' nomination of General Weaver for Congress.
"Buox" KILGORE, tbe famous "objector " of the Texas delegat.ion in the
Honse, was defeated for renomination.
TBR Boston IJaUy Traveller is in the insolvency court. lt is the only Boston
paper of importance that has no Sunday
edition.
NEw YoRK'S rate of taxation for this
fiscal year will be $1.79 per $100 of the
assessment. This is the lowest in thirtytwo years.
AT Bergen Point, N. J., incendiaries
made the hydrants nsele88 to facilitate the
destruction of an agricultural implement
manufactory.
RioTS in the streets of Rio de Janiero.
Said to be fomented by Peixoto to giv a
pretext for arrest of political opponents,
who may chance to be near.
SEVERAL of the New Bedford mills,
closed recently by a strike, hav resumed
operations. The operators cont~nne paying old wages as asked by operative.
CHIEF SANOHEZ of the White Mountain
Apache tribe was recently killed in a
drunken quarrel. His name recalls the
bloody battle of Cibicn Creek, Ariz., in Company reports that the plate did not
receive the uniform treatment called for,
1881.
that the recorda of the contractors were
THE removal of C. H. J. Taylor (from falsified to deceive the inspectors, and that
Kansas), the colored recorder of deeds for the company and inspectors are culpable,
the District of Columbia, is urged on the
THE Gorman tariff bill became a law at
ground of "offenaiv partisanship," and
also because of alleged political assess- 12 o'clock on the night of August 27th by
expiration of time allowed the president to
ment of t.>mployeea.
sign it. In a letter to Repreaentativ
THE Nebraska Populists selected their Catchings of Mississippi President Cleveticket from a list of names presented by land give the reasons why he could
the anti-administration Democrats. Judge neither sign nor veto it. He exhorts his
Silas A. Holcomb was nominated for party to continued struggle for a larger
governor. The bolting Rosewater, anti· measure of tariff reform.
Majora, Republicans will support Holcomb.
BY the decision of Judge Parker of
IT is reported that Governor Matthews Ebensburg, Pa., nnna who hold certifi·
of Indiana mortgaged his stock farm for cates as teachers from. the county super$41,000 to pay the soldiers who were called intendent may teach in the public
ont to mppresa riots during the railroad schools in their religious garb, but
strike. There was no regular fnnd in the must giv no sectarian instrnctton in said
state treasury from which the amount schools during school hours or at any
could legally be drawn.
other time. 'l'he case will probably go to
the supreme court of the state, as the fight
Srn CHARLES DILKE introduced a bill in ie chiefly against the religions garb.
Parliament to giv fnll suffrage to all adult
women, and to permit them to be candidates, also to sit in either the Lords or
CHEAP EDITION.
Commons if elected. His bill provides
for universal suffrage, bnt excludes the
universities from their present privileges.
CALIFoRNIA Democrats indorse the administration, favor the silver plank of the
By R. WHEELER.
national platform, demand the direct elecThis book IB just what i~s title implies-thumption of Senators, and oppose any extension ing
whacks at superstition. It deals with the
of time being given the railroads for pay- eft'ect of Christianity on the world, showing
ment of tbeir debts to the government. what Christ1ans have done to advance their religand impede the progress of man. It shows
James H. Bndd was nominated for ion
that Jesus was a false prop:hAt, that the gos_pels
governor.
are not authentic, and that li£4;o~ianit;l' is a borsystem of religion. That the Bible is not
ATToRNEY-GENERAL HANOoOK of New rowed
in accord with Science, that the atonement
York has given an opinion that eight hours scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
is a legal day's work for all except farm not a real benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
and domestic laborers, and that only
citizens of the United States can be emAddress THE TBUTH BEEKEB.
ployed by the state or a municipality, or
by persona contracting with the state or a
municipality.
AT Cleveland there was a riot on August
Days at Onset. 84 pages. ll19th, precipitated by the procession of the Summer
lnstrated. Price,25cents.
Polish Catholics in the dedication cere- Woman: Four .Centuries of Progress.
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents.
monies of an edifice of the Amerioa.n
Catholic church. Passing through a rival A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal .Romance.
tmo, soo pp., $1.
parish they were jeered and atoned.
of Gold. And Other Stories for
Mounted soldiers who were guarding A.pples
Boys and Girls. 12mo, 883 pp., $1.25.
Bishop Vilatte dispersed the attacking The
Story Hour•. AnExcept?-onally Handparty.
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By Susan H. WiXon ................ Price 5 cents
Christian Rell~lon.
By an Old lmrmer ................. Price 15 cents
God in the Constitution.
By Ingersoll ....................... Price 10 cents
Effacement of Christianity.
.,
By Hol;y:_oake ....................... Price 10 cents
Life and Career of ·Bradlaugh.
By Holyoak e ....................... Price 15 cents
Ingersoll's Address on Thomas Paine, Price 6 cents
Standing Up for Jesus.
By H. L. Green .................... Price 4 cents
Religion in the Republic.
By 111. A. Freeman ................. Price 6 cents
Never-Ending Life Assured by Science.
By Tenney......................... Price 6 cents
Charles Darwin {Illustrated).
By Flower & Wakeman ....•.•.... Price 15 cents
Jehovah Interviewed................... Price 6 cents
Cosmology against Theology.
e
-~By Vindex ............. , ........... Pricel5cents

SEBIES.

'

The Popes and Their Doings. Biograph.
ical sketches of the most noted of these vicars
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing what
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very plain statements, in very unvarnished language, :..nd the unmasking is com·plete, proving them to have been erne!, intriguing, and licentious men. Considering the
ravid growth of Catholicism in this conntr:y,
th1s book cannot be too widely disseminated.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75cents.

- The A.wful Discl01mres of Maria Monk,
as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings durher residence of five years as a novice,_and
1 ing
two years as a black nnn, in the Hotel uien

i!lcutfd)e £rcibrnkcr-1]iid)cr.
~ir ~allen folgenbe 58iid]er in
beutfd]er 61-Jrad]e, roeld)e fe~r llerii~mt finl:>:

~it 3cd~ftmer 9Jblfe~,"

,

Nunnery, ~tt Montreal. Perhaps not any antiCatholic book published has created more excitement, and had snch a circnlation as this
work. To counteract its eft'ects the Catholics
circulated a story that Maria ~onk was "no
better than she shonld be," bnt investigation
disclosed that her "child of shame" was none
1 other than the child of her priest-seducer.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.

A.uricular Confe_ssion and Popish Nun•
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
ye~trs a confessing priest. A revelation of the

€ine fritifd]e Beleud]tung bes pentateud] im
£id]t ber mobernen Weltan,
fd]auung unb ~efittung.
·

bon ([of. at. ®. 3ngerfoU.

~rei~

50 ([ent~.

~ll~

m!eili nub i~re 6tdlnng 3nr
9ldigion nub air~e llm ~nbe
·
be~ 19. 31l~r~nnbed~.
~rei~

bon ,Pelene ,P. ®arbener.

" 9Jblberne

1

50 ([ent~.

~otterbdmmerung,"

bon ([of. at.®. 3ngerfoll.

, munber nub
bon

l icentions vractices

3o~n ~ed.

~rei~

25 ([ent~.

m!nnbed~dter,"
~reitl 20 ([ent~.

, <Sflllnlle nub

of the priests and nuns in
these religiOns brothels. There ia no guestion
that Ex-vriest Hogan knew the truth of the
tales of vice, seduction, and infanticide he gives
in this volume, and equally there is no gnestion
that if the peoi>le generally knew of them, Catholicism would not be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it by onr various city
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth. 75
cents.

The Priest in Absolution. A Review of

the system of auricular confession, including
copious extracts from the "Confessional Unmasked." from the "Master Key to Popery,"
etc. The work is a protest against and an appeal
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and thonghtfnlly a religious system so inv•sive
of privacy so J:>OWerful for evil in licentious
hands, so fraught with danger to female modest_r, to the ingenuous openness of _youth,
anu to the freedom of thought, speech. and
action. Price, paper, 25cents.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed.

A lecture by

the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, England. Revised American edition, showing the
resnlt in Parishes of the Roman decree that
Priests shall not mary. Price, paper, 1f cents.

Sister Lucy and Her Awfnl Disclo&ures
Respecting New Hall Convent, Bore·

~ernnnft,"

I are
ham, Essex1 England. Showing that convents
ober LE BON SENS,
1Jlimica1 to Chastity, virtue, and freedom.
bes romifd],fatolifd]en priefters Jean Meslier.
! .Price, paper,l~:mF~f•H.UTR I:!EEKI!lit OU.
~us bern §ran3lififd?en iiberfe!ot 11on
2S La.fayetw !'lace, blew llork Oftv.
~riiulein

lllnna Rnoo*'.

.
I
<£ts. -----------------

5citen, lteinwanb, $\.00; papier, 50
Diefe Biid]er finb in papier•llmfd]lag unb ·
flarem Drud'. Unfere l>eutfd]en <£efer
follten fie weit 11erbreiten.
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abreffire, "The Truth Seeker,"

The Freethinker's Badge-pin
AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAB,

28 LAFAYETTE PifACE, New York.

Will be · sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin and THE TRUTH
SEEKER one year for $5.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS. THE SABBATH~ I - II
ngerso Souvenir Spoon
A Thorough Examination and Re"'

THE special committee of the Honse
which has been investigating the charges
affecting the reliability of the material for
the new ships furnished by the Carnegie

some and Interestmg BookhW1thont Snperstitiqn1for,Chil!lren
Theever
Onlyissued.
FreethinKers
Cl!ildren~ndYont
s. Story-book
66 fnll-page illustratiOns and 25 smaller; large
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address, THE TBUTB BEEKER 00
0

THE

By M. FARRINGTON.

•

•

utatwn of the Gla~ms of the
Sabbata-rians.

:t

~

AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAB,

Essay on M •. racles~

Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTH
SEEKER, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
gilt bowl, 50c. more,
AddresR THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Bv D.A. VII> HUME.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
BY !l BABOOOJ!", l't;oe, 15 oe11t1,

A ·Journal of Freethought and Reform-

PAIN:14J.

THE

A Missionary Scheme.
THE 'fRUTH SEEKER has recently been doing, with
the generous aid of its friends, a great deal of political missionary work. We hav given away thousands of the " Church Property " pamphlet, and it
is doing its work, in this state particularly. We
hav also given away thousands of arguments against
the proposed national Sunday laws. Besides these,
more thousands of TRUTH SEEKERS hav been scattered broadcast over the land.
I
With the advent of hot weather the political
bodies nearly all adjourned, but the people of
the country remained in session right along. And
they are of not less importance than the politicians,
and we want to devote a little attention to them.
Probably no one book has made more converts
to common sans~ and won more peopie away from
superstition than Paine's " Age of Reason." It is
a book, as Colonel Ingersoll says, that furnishes an
immense amount of food for thought. It is written
for the average mind, and is a straightforward,
honest investigation of the Bible and of the Christian system. It has liberalized us all. It puts
arguments in the mouths of the people ; it puts the
church on the defensiv ; it enables somebody in
every village to corner the parson. It has never
been " answered" and never can be.
What ought to be done, and what we propose to
o, is to scatter this book broadcast-to giv and to

hav given away thousands of them among the people. Every church-member that any Freethinker
knows ought to hav one. It will do that churchmember good, even if his wife burns it. He will
read a few pages in it at least before she gets hold
of it. But perhaps she too will read it. That book
.in a family is bound to do good-an immense
amount. It has liberalized thousands and will
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE
TRUTH SEEKER, for from reading it D. l\1. Bennett,
whom we all loved when living, and whose memory
we now honor, became a Liberal. Previously he
was a rigid churchman. There are more like him in
the country, and it is they we ought to reach.

Our proposition is for every reader of this
paper to send us the names and addresses of
EIGHT of his Christian acquaintances and ONE
DOLLAR, and we will mail each of them a copy
ot Paine's "AGE OF REASON."
If you don't know eight Christians you care
enough about to convert, name those whom you do
want to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the
remainder to some editor or public man or preacher
worth saving.
In this way public opinion can be made and
the church undermined. A few Freethinkers
in a community can club together and convert a
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and
dry in his pulpit. Or they can send us the fund

and we will make the selection of the target and
take the responsibility of the work. What we want is
to scatter the book among the people and hav it read.
Remember, we do all the work-all we ask is the
names and addresses and means to mail the book.
Surely everybody can help in this and make thousands of Freethinkers. Don't select the names
of indifferentists, but those ol good church people,
with a preference for those who hav the capacity to
think if they only are steered in the right direction.
Speaking of the in:finit depths of space, and referring to the fact • that light travels at the rate of
180,000 miles a second, an exchange piously but indiscreetly observes:
"If the glad tidings of that first Ohristmas in Bethlehem, nineteen centuries ago, had thus been disseminated
through the universe, there are yet stars of which astronomers could tell us, plunged into space in depths so
appalling that even the 1894 years which hav elapsed
since that event would not hav been long enough for the
news to reach them."
But where do you find the " glad tidings " in
that alleged event at Bethlehem for the inhabitants, if any, of those distant orbs! Think of the
souls that hav been launched into hell in these
-eighteen hundred and ninety-four years that the
"glad .tidings " of a murdered God hav been on
the way to them. Is this earth, this tiny dot in the
immensity of the universe, the only world which
has been honored by the opportunity to kill a son
of God! It must be so, for we are informed that
the Jewish mystic was his only male offspring.
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1he Mor::t Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

HOW TO GET

'Four Hundred. Years of Freethought.

FOUR .HUNDRED .YEARS
OF FREETHOUGHT

BY

S.AMUEI..

P.

FREE

PUTNAM.

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout the t:livilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
SPECIAL OFFER~
Movement.
We have made arrangements with
It will ·show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.
to make our friends a most generous
''Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages offer.
We need more subscribers to THE
of Human History,
TRUTH SEEKER, and every Freethinker
adorned with the brightest Genius, ra:diant with t,he most spl.endid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inven- needs "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Not all are able to pay $5
tions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedoms most shmmg advance.
for it, but everyone can do a little
No-thing Can be More In-teres-ting,
work to obtain a copy- congenial
more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-:-to those wbo are still in the van for Human Rights ~n~ work, that will do great good all
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what IS already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigi- around. This is the offer :
lance is the price of liberty; and from tbe Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest Thoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One Harmonious and Magnificent ·Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest· evolution, with the added glory of
W"OM.AN'S EMANCIPATION

Send. us Four Ne-w
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates ($IZ in
all), and -we -w-ill send
the Getter,.,up of the
Club a copy of" FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
FREETH OUGHT"
.
'
FREE OF CHARGES.

frcm the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
.
'1.1HE FIB.ST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
·
.
THE SECOND 'PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especia.lly in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
And further, to a1d our friends il1
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
.
getting
this book for themselves, we
The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
will offer
Phllo~ophy.
Science. Education and
Literature.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
To the New Subscribers as a
Bruno.
Copernicus.
Ethics.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Voltaire.
Gambetta.
Madame Roland.
Premium,
Mary Wollstoncraft.
l:ipinnza.
Galileo.
Bacon.
Rabelais. Schiller.
Rousseau.
Castelar.
Descartes.
Kepler.
Comenius.
Cervantes. Goethe.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
post free, a copy in boards of
FranceR Wright.
Locke.
Da Vinci.
Pestalozzi.
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison.
Hume.
Newton.
Froebel.
Shakspere. George Eliot;. lution.
Phillips.
Lucretia Mott
Old Testament Stories
Hobbs.
Humboldt. Combe.
Gibbon.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Ernestine L Rose.
Kant.
Lyell.
Spencer.
Burns.
Emerson.
Lydia Maria Child.
I Jefferson.
Sumner.
Comically Illustrated
Hamilton.
Darwin.
Owen.
Shelley.
Heine.
Mazzinni.
Lincoln.
Margaret Fuller.
Comte.
'!'Yndall.
Holyoake.
Byron.
Thoreau.
Bentham.
Bakounine. Elizabeth Co.dy Stanton.
By W~'ISON HESTON,
Biichne1·.
Huxley.
Haeckel.
Pushkin. Whitman.
Mill.
Warren.
Susan B. Anthony.
THE .GREATEST BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER
Feuerbach.
Girard
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Matild "Joslyn Gage.
Lick.
chewsky.
Heinzen.
Helen H. Gardener.
CONCEIVED.
Annie Besant.
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
W, S. BELL'S
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
Handbook of Freethought.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethougbt and the Liberal
With these Splendid Works as prePress in modern times. The Truth Seeke1·, Investigator, Ironclad Age., Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Maga- miums there ought to be no difficulty
zine, Independent P1tlpit, Lucifer, the Freethinker, Agnostic Journal, etc.
in getting hundreds of clubs of subIt will give a history of the
scribers.

I

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chicago, tho Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers; officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
George E. Macdonald, Capt. R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H Wixon,
Horace Seaver,
•T. P. M~ndum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
D. M B<'lnnett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam,
Prof. J. H. Cook,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Parker Pillbbury,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H. Heywood,
Mrs. M.A. Freem-an,
Eliz•u Wright,
Charles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehm Smith,
•r. fl. Lelo.nn,
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Colman,
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian Leland,
Judge C. B. Waite.
.J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy Post.
anJ other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
suvulJ be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
Ior it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.
I
Tne Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
·and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of history,
and such a galaxy of FrePthought.
Mr. Putnam is uow devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possiple moment.
_

The 1uww of' every Snbsc,riber who sends jive dollars befo,re the work is on the press
will be en,rollell ·in this book. DON'T F A.I.L TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
This book will coutai n
Over Six Hundted Pages oi Printed Matter and Over One ~undred Portraits.
Jt will .be elegantly bountl. It wi•.l be a book for the home and the fireside. It will be a book to give to
your fne~tls when they as~r. What IS Freethought-what has it clone ancl what is it doing in the world'?
..
, 'rlus 18 the l.no8t u~nversa 1 pre~entatiC?n ?f Freethought ever given to the public, and no Freethinker
can n.ffonl tn be Without It, It Ls a hbrary m Itself.
A.dJress ortlers to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New Yo!'k.

.

Remember, to the Getter-up of The Club,
FOUR HUNDRED YEARS OF fREETHOUGHT,
free.
To each New Subscriber in the club, a premium of a Dollar Book-either "Old Testament
Stories Comically Illustrated," or W. s. Bell's
"Handbook of Freethought," in Cloth-all free
by post or express •
This really brings the price of thf'
paper down to $2 to eac:h new subscriber, as they get THE TRUTH SEEKEB
one year and a dollar bo k for $3.

A Club of Four New Subscribers and $1- ($3 only
from each) does this.
We wan~ '-t
our circulation,
and we want to help our friends to
help us.
It ought not to be difficult to get
four New Subscribers in any town in
the country, especially with these
Splendid Premiums to assist.
Those who get up these Clubs will
receive their copies of "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought ,, as soon as the
boo~ is issued.

Those who send a Club and
Fou'r New Subscribers and
$12 before the book is printed
will have their names enrolled in its shining pages.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

28 Lafayette Place •.
NEW YOBK~

A

Joulnal

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

of Freethought

aiid.

Reform.

The Annual Congress and Church Aggressions. local defense committee when necessary. We m:ust

There can be no room for do)lbt that th~>re is be ready to go into all legislative bodies to combat
plenty of work for a national organization of Free. the schemes of the theocrats and to prevent the d~ r
FOUNDED BY D. ltlo BENNE'rr.
thinkers. Yes, for two organizations, if. all cannot feat of bills for the taxation. of church property, the
eliminaton of religious instruction from the .common
E. M. MAODONALD, - - - - - 'Editor and Manager. work together harmoniously in one aociety. The
annual conventions are worth all they cost, if we schoois, and the repeal of Sunday laws. ·We-should.
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YOBK.
reckon on the credit side only the enthusiasm and have permanent headquarters at Washington and
comradeship that theycreate or revivify. .But they at every state capitol. ' The champions of the uui~m
SATURDAY, - SEPTEMBER 8, 1894.
do much more than this, for attention is thus at- of church and state are splendidly prepared for··
tracted to our principles, and antagonism to the fight ; they are organized locally, by districts and
SlJBSCKIPTION KATES,
eVils
we oppose is aroused where before was only states, and nationally. They have many kinds of
Single subscription, in advance ....••••••••..••..•••...•••••••• •3 00
One subscription two :years, in advance.... . ••• •• . •• • ••• . . • •. •. 5 00 ignorance of or indifterence to them.
This consid- societies, all working, among difterent classes and
Two new subscribers........................................... 5 00 eration induces the suggestion that the first work through every available channel, to the same end.
One subscription with one new Sllbscriber, in oneremittan~ · :i 00
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remi~
of the first day of a Freethought convention should Within the last few years they hav won scores of
tance ........................................................ 7 oo
be the appointment of a press committee, whose victories that would never have been theirs if we
One subscription with three :~~ew subscribers, in one remittance ....................................................... s :50 d)lty it shall be to supply the reporters of the local had been as zealous and intelligently active in de·One subscription with four new sub11cribers, in one remitfense of our rights as they hav been in warfare
tance ........................................................10 eo dailies and the agents of the press associations with
;Any number over five at the same rate,inv&riablywith one
accurate documentary and other information con- against those rights. In this·world we hav to work
remittance.
cerning the society, its prinCiples and purposes, and or fight for all that is .worth anything, scarcely excepting fresh air and sunlight. The church has
M0'118fJ Bh0t1.la lie sent lltl e:I:J)ress oom:l)an!I'B mon61J oraer, the church aggressions which threaten to or hav
n>ostaz ·oraer, a raft on Nem Y orI:, or lltl reauterea zettsr. .already a.lienia.ted the religious and civil liberty of granted mankind .no liberties which she could with.4.a4ress oommunfoatfonB ana mal:e ara,fts, oheo:ts, 1)0Bt-Ot/kl6
the citizen~ Such a committee of influential men and hold when she thought the withholiing would be
.ana e:~::l)ress mon61J oraersopa!JaliZe to
E. M. M.A. ODONALD,
28 Lara11ette opZaoe, Nem Yor:t.
women could do much to secure for us fair treat- of benefit to herself.
It is cheering to see that the officers of the Freement in· the public journals. We must reach the
SPECIAL NOTICE,-We shall be obliged to our malilses of the people who do not take Liberal thought Federation are awake to the encroachments
rreaders H they will send ns the name and addren of
papers. Ten lines of correct information are worth of the church party. As-they mention the Sunday
•any Freethinker w-ho is not a rei"Ular anbscriber.
more to the cause than columns of the ordinary re· issue in their call for the annual congress, we give
porter's space-filling guess-work or misrepresen- below, in brief, a partial list of the outrages committed, attempted, or contemplated by the SundaySOME HANDSOME PREHIUJIS.
tation.
ites-during
the last few weeks, as they hav been reTo induce new subscriptions and prompL renewThe national organization should also prepare
corded
in
.the
reactionary organs or the daily papers.
als on the part of our friends we make the follow- itself for defensiv work in the courts, in state legislatures, and in C:>ngress-and not only for defensiv
ing handsome premium o:ft'ers:
~' ".
work but for offensiv work where theocratic statutes · The Sabbath Union. calls for activ work on the
· . For $6.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
hav already been enacted. The secularinti on of the part of Sabbath committees in t';Venty states against
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's l' Four Hundred
state must for a long time remain the central ob- Sunday base ball ; in some states more severe laws
Years of' Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage
ject of a· national organization of Liberals. That is, are demanded, and it is declared that a Sunday
of this or our Free offer of the book (see opposit
League, " as in the case of the Divorce Reform
in other words, its work will be mainly political.
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in
League," can "secure uniform Sunday legislation
Its primary purpose is not to propagate Atheism,
the country should not possess this splendid work.
in the several states." This suggests the necessity
Infidelity, evolutionary science, or any other specifiFor $6 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one cally anti-orthodox doctrin, ism or theory. Indi- for a "Free Sunday League," to render nugatory
year ($3) and "Paine's ·Great Works Complete" vidual iconoclasts, scholars, and scientists are doing the work of the proposed "Sunday League," as well
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a that work just as effectually as they can under ~s to bring to naught the schemes of existing Sabba.ta.rian societies.
picture of Paine, .of ~he statue proposed to be present political and social conditions.
To
A reverend correspondent of the Am~rican SalJerected in Chicago, and of his monument in New TRUTH BEEKER is doing that in great shapelJath
suggests more meddling with the schools. He
Rochelle.
doing it fast and wele The mission of the
says:
For $6 we will send To TRUTH SEEXBR one National Society is ·to broaden the domain of
"If the correspondence from our colleges were dated
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and even-handed justice, to secure for men and women
other than on ~onday, it would giv us another bit of inof all shades of religious belief or non-belief fluence."
.Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4:.60 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one the full equality in liberty to which they are
No doubt. Perhaps they will be able to get that
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's "Dynamic The- entitled under the Constitution. All partial, pro- " bit of influence" if the CoYenanter committee apory" ($2.75). This is a splendid o:ft'er, for every one scriptiv, theocratic laws must go ; so long as one pointed for the purpose of cajoling or frightening
wants this book. It has over a thousand large such remains on our statute books, this is not a school book publishers into the preparation of textpages and more than four hundred illustrations. land of religious freedom. The national orgp.niza- books permeated with arguments for a puritan, law•.
It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies tion should enable the Freethinkers of the United guarded Sunday, 3ucceeds in its <)~signa; That is a
States to concentrate their forces in defense of the
it can help but be well-informed in all scientific
points attacked by the foes of secular institutions plot we must watch very closely.
matters.
Mary A Woodbridge, corresponding secretary
or to mobilize them for the siege of strongholds
For $4:.60 we will send To TRUTH SEEKER one
of the National Women's Christian Temperance
now held by those enemies. We ought to hav an
year ($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Textorganization so alert and so well equipped that it Union, in answer to the question, "What practical
Book " in cloth ($2.50).
can act at once. If, for instance, the dailies report method would you suggest to counteract the influFor $4: we will send To TRUTH SEEKER one year that in a town in Connecticut or Georgia an attempt ence of the Sunday secular newsJ.'I'per," writes:
($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" is being made to enforce the Sunday statutes, the
''I cannot conceive an equivalent counteracting influ·
ence,
and pray only for the enduement of power."
in boards ($2).
secretary of the Secular Union should mail, on that
By this she means the attainment. of legal power·.
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH~SEEJtER one year day, to every name mentioned in connection with
($3) and a copy of" Old Testament Stories Comic- the persecutions, . anti-Sunday-law leaflets and by the church, as the context of her letter showa.
ally IDustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
pamphlets, and should, whenever possible, put Rev. J.P. Sankey says:
himself
into direct communication with some live
.. If we can only get public sentiment right-on thia
For $3.60 we will send To TRUTH SEEDB one
question,
the lawmakem will BOOn suppress the evil of
Freethinker
in
that
town.
Every
such
puritan
·year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically
Sunday secular newspapem."
crusade
givs
us
the
best
of
opportunities
to
sow
:Illustrated," in board covers (.1).
That is, if a majority can be secUl'ed· against Sunseed in quickening soil. Take advantage of it. If
This is a splendid opportunity to obtain books
day
papers, they will be prohibited, regardless of
a legal fight is made, so much the better ; public
·which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceed- interest will be kept awake that much the longer.
the rights of the minority.
·ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can
In Canada an order of council forbids the openIn addition to the distribution of literature of the
9.vail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our right kind, we should be prepared to furnish the ing of the canals on Sunday, and the lower house
fl>resent readers will call the atten1iion of their best legal advice to the attorneys for the defense, of the Canadian Parliament has passed a Sunday
and also to financially strengthen the hands of the law, without protest save from THE TRUTH SBEJtBa
'friends to tke values o4'ered.
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an9, American Sentinel. A Christian amendment
to the national Constitution and two Sunday bills
slumber iii. the committee rooms of Congress.. They
may be: awake~ed at any time when the national
legislature meets again. One of these bills forbids
Sunday mails and interstate commerce on Sunday.
Stores closed in Merrill, Wisconsin, when a Christian mayor was elected. All churches join for persecution, as at Steven's Point, Wisconsin, where, at
a S~nday closing mass-meeting, speeches were made
by a Catholic priest, the prosecuting attorney, a
physician, and a Baptist minister. At Pittsburg
inf6rmation was made against twelve fruit dealers
fot•'l!elling on Sunday. Speaking of the large number of people who visit Schenley Park, Pittspurg,
on Sunday, the Ohristian Reformer observes that
they. certainly need the advantages afforded by
the parks, "but it is a great wrong done to their
souls to use the Sabbath to obtain that advantage."
Therefore, in order to. eave their souls for them,
they must be compelled by law to keep out of the
parks on Sunday! Did the Inquisition ever do more
thlin persecute men and women by law for their
souls' health t
The Sundayites will not play fair, and, indeed, you
could not expect fairness from people who are deter'iiiined to load the dice of their opinions with the
lead of legal statutes. Here, at this late day, after
the fradulent means by which the so-called petitions
for the closing of the Columbian Exposition on Sunday hav been a thousand times exposed, comes the
General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church,North,
("of God," as a Disciple friend of OUrS was in the
habit of saying), and gravely asserts in formal resolutions that the "large majority of our American
people 11 expressed their convictions ag9-inst Sunday
opening of the Fair. Think of that! Do not these
gentlemen know that they hav been forbidden to
bear false witness T
To resume the enumeration of aggressions : W.
B. Oapps, an Adventist, of Weakley county, Tennessee, is aerving a long term in jail, working out a
fine and costs at twenty-five cents a d!ly, for plowing
in his field on, Sunday. Adventists a.l'e threatened
wiihmobbing in North Carolina and M~land. The
antagonism grows out of their _attitude on Sunday
question. Sunday " sacred" coticerts w~re started
at Riverview Park, Allegheney, Pennsylvania. Immense numbers attended. The Presbyterians raised
a disturbance, the movers of the enterprise were
intimidated, and the concerts ceased. Members of
Harrisburg base· ball club were fined four dollars
each and costs for Sunday playing. At Cambridge,
Massachusetts, an attempt was made to close drug
stores on Sunday. It failed through the strained
interpretation of the law by a judge. But the law
has not been repealed. Another judge can decide
against Sunday opening. The Chicago common
council passed an ordinance closing certain classes
of business houses on Sunday. Mayor Hopkins
vetoed the ordinance. The margin of victory was
very small.
··"United action on the part of the churches"
stopped Sunday base-ball at the East End, Dayton,
Ohio. Seventeen players were fined ten dollars
each and costs. Business houses closed at Eaton
and Marinette, Wisconsin. The Ministerial Associatic:m of Muncie, Indiana, interfered with Sunday
trade, and most of the shopkeepers "heeded the
wlmiing." Sunday free bus line interdicted at
Toronto, Canada. The religious press of Baltimore
protests '' against the rapid increase of Sunday resorts," due to the electric roads. Once more science
wounds ,superstition and helps the people. In many
states, especially Pennsylvania and Wisconsin, the
Sunday closing propaganda is being pushed with
extreme vigor. At Johnstown, Pennsylvania, the
police authorities hav forbidden the newsboys crying Sunday papers.
,
The' New York Sabbath Association has just
issued a lengthy . pronunciamento. It seeks to
secure such a Sunday law as will stop all S~day
business, including the sale of fruits, confectionery,
and newspapers, and will stop Sunday excursions.
This shows plainly that its objects are nefarious and
might well be called criminal. Sunday traveling
facilities should be vastly increased, for the mental

'

physical, and moral good of the people. In Chicago
a strong legal fight is being made against Sunday ball
playing. At New Canaan, Connecticut, a crusade
against Sunday trade and recreation has been in
augurated. Several arrests hav been made and
fines imposed. It is reported that a compromise
will be effected, permitting open doors until 10 AM.
This would not satisfy the restaurants and liverymen. It is a conflict in which there may be an occasional lull,, but no permanent settlement until the
secular principle is frankly and fully accepted or the
church returns to complete power.
In Europe the Sunday worshipers are gaining
some points. The Puritan idea is influencing the
continent as the continental idea has acted upon
opinion and law in England and the United States.
The contending forces are at present vibrating
toward equilibrium.
We have mentioned but a few of the outrages
committed during the last three months by the
Sunday meddlers and their tools There hav been
also several decisions rendered recently by state
supreme courts 'which hav been wholly favorable to
the theocrats. We must do all we can to educate
the people and to thwart the purposes of the Covenanter politicians. We fight from the vantage
ground of the Constitution. We stand for equal
freedom. We demand impartial justice.

Freethought Does Not Sanction Persecution.
We had until very recently supposed that no
Atheist, least of all the editor of an Atheist paper,
would dispute the validity of the truism at the head
of this article. But the Ironclad Age has given us
a revelation. It seems that there is occasionally to
be found an Atheist who denies the right of freedom
of thought and expression' on religious subjects. It
is unexplainable why all Atheists are not Freethinkers and Liberals.
Some weeks ago the Ironclad Age said :
"We trust that the time will come when the cheerfnl
doctrin of eternal torture will no longer be bellowed forth
at camp-meetings and other godly assemblages by insane
seni!Jational rascals. We trust that the time will come
when such work will be interdicted bylaw."
The American Sentinel sharply criticised the last
sentence of the foregoing paragraph, and we heartily
indorsed the Sentinel's condemnation thereof. Now
comes the Ironclad Age with the assurance that it
had passed by the American Sentinel's criticisms
"as unworthy of notice." Then it adds:
"Referring to the 'second paragraph,' [the one just
quoted], what is wrong with it except from a Christian
standpoint? Even a dagO knows that perjnry is a crime.
Is it not also as much of a crime to teach falsehood as to
utter it? Is the crime lessened by-the' so help me God
that makes a lie the truth?' If it is a crime to lie and to
teach a lie, why should it not be interdicted by law?"

thought is militant instead of being purely scholarly and scientific. We organize to defend ourselva, not against the teaching or unt~uths, but.
against the forcing •of religious dogmas down ~ur :
throats by law. Whether these dogmas are true
or untrue is immaterial, in so far as the question of
making them a part of the civil law is concerned.
They are matters for individual choice or rejection,
not for forcing on the rqinority by injunctions, indictments; and bayonets.
If, then, the church is loathed by us because she
has "interdicted by law" what she called "lies,"
why should we invite the execration of the future
by interdicting by law what we call "lies." The
proposition is monstrous and the attempt to actualize it would be suicidal.
Of course 11ll Freethinkers are opposed to the
compulsory judicial oath. That is not the issue·
If a witness perjures himself, he wrongs the man in
the dock or society, if it is a case of alleged crime,
or the defendant or plaintiff, if it is a civil case.
There is no analogy between his act and that of the
preacher. They are not in the same category. This
should need no argument.
"If it is a crime to lie and to teach a lie, why
should it not be interdicted by law!" asks the Ironclad Age. That is the question asked, mentally or
aloud, by every man who •has tortured his fellows
for difference of opin~on, in every age of the world.
It appears impossible to get the virus of intolerance
out of the blood of the race. Still it would seem that
even the most bigoted could easily see that if the
principle is once admitted that it is justifiable to punish one man for giving utterance to that which two
other men hold to be Jalse doctrine in religion, the
way is opened for tlie persecution and . extermination of every minority by every majority. It is all
a question of interpretation and power. Each is
sure to maintain that he has the truth and that the
gospel of his opponent is a "lie." There can be no
safety if the law i.3 permitted to meddle in the least.
This is what is meant by separation of church and

state. This is the Freethought position. This is
Secularism. To play false to or be lukewarm in
defense of this fundamental principle underlying all
orderly, peaceful, and fraternal human society is to
open Pandora's box. Even many Italians kn~w this,·
a~d one of the noblest of them died at the stake, a
VIctim to th~ opposing principle. It does not hurt
him now to call him a "dago," but those who subjected him to the agony of d3ath by fire accepted
and put into practice the identical principle 'of proscription for opinion's sake that is now hotly
advocated by one who flings at his countrymen this
belittling epithet. They who murdered Bruno had
far more excuse for thinking- that suppression of
all
df
ege alsehoods was permissible and even highly
praiseworthy than hav those who enjoy the advantage
Perhaps it is a waste of time and space to cross of living in this age of compara.tiv enlightenment
words with one who cannot distinguish between and gentleness.
·
the crime of perjury and the propagation of erroCriticising the sentence that we hav been criticisneous opinions, but the fair name of Freethought ing, the American Sentinel asked: "What right
cannot be permitted to be smirched in this abomiD- has the Ironclad Age to find fault that a witness is
able way. There is nothing wrong with "the second required to avow his belief in God before being
paragraph" from the the Christian standpoint, if permitted to testify 1" The question was entirely
for camp-meetings you substitute Freethought prop- legitimate in view of the position taken by the Ironaganda, but e-:erything is wrong with it from the Lib- clad Age that revivals should be prohibited by law.
eralstandpoint. Freethoughtisnothingifilotapro- This led us to say: "The American Sentinel is
test against the interdiction of opinion by law. It perfectly right in its criticism of the Ironclad Age."
is little that the church has taught falsehoods; Now the latter paper quotes both of these averwith men's brains, and tongues, and pens left free, menta and proceeds to lash the two New York pathe false muf!lt hav yielded~ place to the true. But pars for defending the judge who would not let a
it is much that the church has forced her creeds-it witness testify unless he would assert his belief in a
does not matter greatly whether they were true or God! Of course all intelligent readers of all three
false--upon the world by sword and flame. It was of these journals knew that we had not the most
the propaganda by force of arms, by proscription remote intention of defending a religious test in
and t~rt~e, that was the curse. Th_at it was that any court of justice. It was perfectly plain that
for ce::1tunes destroye~ the keenest mtellects and we were endeavoring to show how inconsistent and
noblest hearts of Chnstendom. That is why we absurd it was for the Ironclad Age to denounce
hate or fear the church, as o~r temperaments may the Christian judge who required a profession of
be. Had the church d~ne nothmg more than peace- Theism from the intending witness, while it was itf~lly teach false doctnns, we could to-day, in the self demanding the suppression of religious revilight of greater knowledge, well afford to emile at vals.
h~r delus~ons and indulgently study her legends,
It is not necessary for us to deny the· truth of
Without _bttterness of soul or tears of anguish for the Indianapolis paper's assertion that this journal
the ternble past. But she persecuted and she is not an upholder of the Atheistic position. Our
would persecute to-day if she had the power., attitude is too well known, and our arguments
More--she does persecute, and that is why Free_ against Theism are too familiar to our readers to
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call for a categorical disclaimer of the ridiculous
charge. If to "cautiously-trot round on the outskirts of Infidelity" is fairly descriptiv of a firm,
consistent, and earnest defense of the essentials of
Freethought, then we cheerfully plead guilty. We
will continue to patrol the picket lines and pick up
stragglers and guerrillas and send thetn back into
camp to be put through a course of drilling in
Freethought tactics.

num's shoulders will rest and on his conscience us to reach hundreds of thousands of readers who
should rest all the responsibility. If he had not never see a d~stinctivly Freethought paper.
been so eager to revenge himself upon the heretic,
Mr. Samuel P. Putnam is now working up the
nothing of this would hav occurred.
annual
congress of the Liberals. ' The combined
The Constitution objects to having certain parts
convention
of the Freethought ·. Federation and
of the Bible .read without their context, the implithe
American
Secular -Union· will- doubtless be
cation being that read in connection with the cona
very
enjoyable
affair and should be prodttbtiv o
text they are harmless. Probably this plea is put
much
go()d
to-the
cause of equal just~ce. 'There is
in to save the book in its entirety from prosecution
a
great
deal
of
"magnetism"
in Mr. :Putnam, !'nd
under the law against obscene literature. But most
although
he
:has
heavily
charged
"Fo~ llundred
.A. Prophet Come to Judgment.
of the judges who hav presided at the trials of men
Animadverting upon the case of J. B. Wise, the arrested under that law for transmitting through the Years of 'Freethought" with it, there is no. ddubt
Atlanta Co_nstitution says :
mails works on social reform and physiology, hav that he haf! enough left to kindle enthusiasm at
Work on "Four Hundred
"It strikes us that when a man with evil intentions held that so long as the indicted passages remained Chicago i~ October.
makes improper use of a_ portion of the Scriptures in a therein, the pamphlets and papers which were pros- Years" is progressing as rapidly as possibie ,~der
manner that is calculated to injure public morals he com- ecuted must be shut out of the mails. That ruling the circu~stances, and we hope to be abl~ sooi:t to
mits a crime and should be punished."
would keep the Bible out of the mail sacks, for the announce its completion. The book an <I TuB T~UTH
That would induce mirth in a granit boulder.
Constitution admits that parts of it are so bad that SBBKER for one year are still entered for $6,50, in
Note the gratuitous assumptions: It is taken for
the man who makes them public outside of the advance, and the subscriber's ·name goes into:: the
granted that Mr. Wise was actuated by evil intenBible itself is "an enemy to society, morality, and book as that of one of the original patrons, -,The
tions when he sent the quotation from the Bible
book alone costs $5, with th~ same privileges .. _.We
religion."
to Rev. Mr. Vennum, that he made improper use of
"No good citizen-no Ohristian-ever hunted Up cer- hav received· ,~he following addition~ n"mes ~J.nce
a portion of Scripture, and in a manner calculated
tain peculiar passages in the Old Testament and published the last acknowledgment was made : Texas.,...A.
to injure public morals I How does the Constitu- them without their context. This should be the test."
Ockander; New ~ork-James J. Mills ; Massachution know that Mr. Wise had evil intentions when
It is no doubt true that no partisan of the Bible, setts-A. W. Sturdy; West- Virginia-John• R.
he called Mr. Vennum's attention to a passage in no Christian, ever made mueh public use of these Selbe.
·!
the Bible T Is it a matter of course that a man is "certain peculiar passages," for to do so would hav
Rev. T. P. Stevenson is one of the leaders o~the
desperately depraved when he points out contra- been highly impolitic, but many of the best men
dictions or other imperfections in that volume T and women who hav lived hav insisted on calling National Reform Association. He is special secreAnd in asking the minister to explain, if he could, the-attention of the Christiaa world to them and to tary for marriage and divorce laws. ·In answer to
the presence of that particular passage in a book other unsavory parts of that book, and so effectiv the criticism that it is not properly a part o!jhat
alleged to teach nothing but the purest morals, how has been their work that the Old Testament has Association's worlj: to seek the " reform" of ~uch
: _.
did Mr. Wise make improper us~ of a portion of the largely ceas€-d to be appealed to by even the most laws, he ~ays in the Christian Reformer:
"Its
[th8'Associa~ou's]
work
for
the
Sabbath,
fo!'·
the
scriptures! Is it not permissible to request the devout believers as a standard of morals and justice.
" authorized " expounders of the Bible to explain It is now realized that the work is human in its Bible in the'liqlloolll~ and every other of ita special: deand harmonize its contents! What is their mission, origin, and has very many of the imperfections that partments rests- on its central principle of the paramount
authority of Ohrist over man iu all relations, and tile suanyway, if it does not include .. the doing of such characterize all the works of man.
premaoy of his moral laws. The discussion of our,r.narwork! The richest morceau, however, of the Conriage and divorce laws neoeBBitatea the presenting qf the
claims of Obrist as the nation's Lord and E:ing.-,and of
stitution's intellectual dainties is found in its asserAmong the latest hair-lifting canards of the " pa- the guilt and danger df the nation which enacts la~ in
tion that the sending of the card w~s " calculated
triots" is the report, duly scare-headed, that "the defiance of his authority."
.... ~
Whose "public"
to injure public morals "I
general
cause
of
hard
times
is
due
to
the
action
of
People
of
progressiv,
scientific
tendencies'
<will
morals? Rev. H. B. Vennum's! Is it to be preRoman
Catholic
capitalists
in
the
United
States,"
perceive
that
there
is
something
very
superstitious
sumed that the Bible is so vile and so terribly
dangerous in its influence that when a minister who are worktng "in secret,; to impoverish America and delusiv in the orthodox cry for tl).e revqlution
reads a copy of one of its off-color passages he is in and enrich Rome. This is the re:1l cause nnd mean- of our laws of marriage and divorce. With·: the
imminent peril of going to the bad and making a ing of the investment. of English c'!.pital in the· theocrats it is not a question of human needs,-(but
public exhibition of his private morals 1 It seems United States, we are gravely told. And there are of asserted godly commands. Because a man .'{Jaid
to us thab the Constitution is unnecessarily severe numbers of people, generally esteemed of fair in- to hav lived abou.t two thousand years ago. il!t deon both the book and the minister, and anyway, telligence, who giv generous hospitality to these clared to hti.v made certain statements ·regarding
probably Mr. Vennum had read the text before. tales, and so help make the cause of genuin secu- the relations of the sexes~ we of to-day must '&cbept
How could he know that the Bible is all God's word larization ridiculous, and inevit~bly strengthen as infallibly true and unquestionably: autho'ri~ativ
if he had not read it all ? Once more the Atlanta R:>me by the circulation of charges which excite those traditional utterances and conform .a~, :. our
only the derision of thoughtful conservativs and laws and social relations to their letter and. spirit,
paper:
progressists.
regardless of all experience militating agl(inl!~-t the
"He [Mr. Wise] should not be permitted to shield
wisdom
of those ancient averments and obliv.ious
himself behind the plea that he was merely quoting from
Attention is called to the statistics of property to all the light of the present. "Ohrist." is _,our
the Bible. The man who deliberately picks out single
sentences · from the Bible that will suggest impure exempt from taxation in the state of New York. "King" an:d we must submit, no matter whil.t 1' the
thoughts and then makes them public, is an enemy to By the United States census of 1890 there was at cost. This is one of the slaveries which the ~u~cess
society, morality, and religion. There should be a heavy that time a total of $140,123,008 of church prop- of the theocrats would fasten upon us.
-,
penalty for such offenders, and it is to be hoped that Mr. erty in this state. According to the report of
Wise will not escape."
.
In
the
course
of
an
a~gument
~
fav~
·df
the
Comptroller Roberts the churches, parsonages, and
Just think of that I The Bible "suggest impure cemeteries exempted from taxation are valued at proposition to issue aerie~ of text-boC?~s: iof, the
thoughts''? And it is a thick-and-thin Christian $134,761,444. The factor of cemetaries makes it public schools, which shall·contain a .certa~n~rob
who makes the charge! Nothing could be more uncertain how nearly these two aggregates repre- .ably a quite large~amount of matter in support of
discouraging to the humble worker in the vineyard sent the same property. Then we find that $53,- the extreme theocratic conception of a Sabbath, the
of the Lord. Would it not be a good plan to get 987,184 worth of charitable and reformatory insti- Christian Reformer givs to the world 'this remark- ·
out an expurgated edition of the work, and then tutions is also exempt. Many of these institutions, able syllogism:
'.
burn all copies of the old editions' If that were and the most wealthy, are sectarian. Referring to
"The state is under obligation to teach wha~ necesdone Mr. Wise's guns would be spiked ; he could church cemetaries, the property holders near one of sary for its own welfare. The Sabbath is eBSentiaii(o the
not again so easily make himself " an enemy to so- the recently laid out parks in the upper part of the welfare of the state. It follows, therefore, that the' state
ciety, morality, and religion." Just imagin, if you city are complaining because Trinity Corporation should teach the duty of Sabbath observance i4 the
schools." •
·
can, the spectacle the Freethinker would present has thrown all the burden of the additional tax
Assuming that the paper means that the '.~tate
who should denounce a Christian for copying a levy on them.
should in the ;public schools teach the duty oCSab"single" paragraph from the "Age of Reason," or
bath observance, it is proper to remarlt _that the
from one of Ingersoll's lectures, and mailing it to
The Freethought Letter Writing Corps will this minor premise has yet to be establishe~ lt (~not
a representativ of organized Freethought. Sup- week direct its attention to the New York World. proven that the universal observance of a particular
pose the Freethinker should call that Christian" an That paper is now trying to arouse public interest day by voluntary abstention from all work il,~d reenemy to society, morality, and religion," and should in the Sunday question. It points out the need for creat~on is essential to the welfare of a state;'that
demand a "heavy penalty for such offenders"- much better and more entensiv facilities for recre- is, of_1course, of the people. @ven the Spanish !nmjght be necessary to the welfare- of a
what would the Constitution say T It would most ation and instruction on Sunday. It demands quisition
despotic government-such, to illustrate, a,s_- that
likely assert that the Freethinker was tyrannical as more parks and fewer meddling laws. It shows how wl1fuh the National Reform Association is moving
well as hysterical, or that the Liberal book needed difficult it is for the greater number of the poorer heaven and earth to establish.) Still less has it
people in the larger cities to enjoy themselvs in a been de~Onatra~d th~t a Compulsorily obs~rved
revision, if" not more severe treatment.
It happens that Mr. Wise did not make " public " healthful and non-invasiv 1::1anner on the first day of universal Sabbath of id,leness, gloom, .and fear~born
this tabooed quotation from the Bible. Mr. Ven- the week Help the World in this fight for ~ religious p~etensr>ns is essential to the welf&fe of
.
f 1s d
h
. . · ·the citizens~·of any state. But if it were bone that
num has done that. Before the echoes of this per- bappy an d use u un ay for t e people by wntiDg- · 1
·
-", ..:1- . •
_, "
t d " · · ·h t 1 tt
L-.
f h
· d
- . ,,· a aw"oompeue~ un1vers* res ay were. necessecution hav died away tens of thousands of Chris- s. or e ers exp1anaiiVry o t e fun amen~al P~t sary to the perpetuation oir a given governmerit,;sueb
tians will hav taken down their Bibles or borrowed ctplea that we hold The World has an 1mme~se fact· would be prima facie evidence that that gov_- ·_
copies and.lo~ked up the passage, On ~' Ven- circulation, and this is a splendid opportunity fo~, ve~Jiment was not worth perpetuating.
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here. Now, what induced the people to smuggle selling in the markets of Canada and Mexico and
goods if it was not to save the duty, which would any other market where they find it convenient and
be added to the price of the goods if bought here T profitable to do so T
The principle of the tariff fully carried out wo11ld
I boarded with a custom house officer for a short
A. Lesson for Mr. Hays,
time, and every day almost, he told me of some at- make the blacksmith pay a tax on shoeing the
It is far better to think without talking, than it tempt to evade the duty on goods-women were tailor's horse and make the tailor pay a tax on
wrapped in laces and silks. It seemed that human making a coat for the blacksmith. Whenever a
is to talk without thinking.
A man who. cannot reason cannot be convinced invention had been put to the rack to discover some principle strikes at human rights I will fight it to
way of getting liquors over the line without paying the death. If I have not got the right to buy and
by reason.
·
A man who can talk without advancing an argu- the duty. If the duty is not added to the price of sell where I can do so the most conveniently and
the goods and paid by the consumer, why do con- advantageously then I hav no rights at all.
ment, is incapable of appreciating an argument.
The tariff had its origin in a system of blackmail
A man who never studies but one side of a ques- sumers smuggle goods T The people along the border know the difference between the prices of goods -a species of highway robbery-although it was
tion is the most positiv man in the world.
Galileo taught the rotundity and revolution of when the duty is paid and when it is not paid, and practiced on the high seas, and it was little better
the earth and the central position of the sun. He they know that when they smuggle the goods they than piracy. Afterwards it was adopted by tyrannical rulers as a means of raising revenue. .Vast
was brought before the inquisitors on a charge of save just the difference.
''I call upon him (Mr. Peck) to point to one sin- sums were raised in this unseen manner which
heresy. No man of his time was more capable of
explaining the solar theory than he. To the in- gle dollar that he has ever been taxed, or ever been would have caused open revolt if the same amount
had been raised by direct taxation. Is it not strange
quisitors the old Ptolemaic theory must be right, obliged to pay by a protection tariff."
I have always been using such goods as they that the force of habit will cause the people to fight
therefore the Copernican system must be wrong.
It was one of thousand cases where prejudice and smuggle and have never smuggled any, therefore, I for the freedom of taxation-fight for the freedom
have been compelled to pay the price of the goods to hold slaves and even fight for the privilege of
ignorance triumph over reason.
A man who was digging a well said to his boy, with the duty added, which has cost me not only being enslaved! When a man will fight for his own
enslavement he has reached the lowest depths of
"That schoolmaster may be a great man, but when "one dollar," but many hundreds.
human
degradation.
JoHN PEcK.
"I
call
upon
him
to
name
a
half
dozen
protected
he talks about the world ' turnin' ' over, I don't
[OONOLUDED NEXT WEEK.]
want you to pay any attention to his nonsense. articles which are not cheap~r to-day than when
I left the pick and shovel and crow- bar in the well, they were free from duty. If Mr. Peck can_pay duty
Can We Dispense With the Deity.
and if the world turns over ' them ' tools won't be and get three pounds of wire nails for the same
REPLY TO s. F. BENSON.
that
he
paid
for
one
pound
without
duty,"
etc.
price
in the well in the 'mornin',' they'll all slide out."
There is a sense in which every man- creates his
Perhaps it would be better to leave such men to In 1848 I lived in a house which was put together
the slow process of evolution than to try to convince with nails which cost thirty-two cents a pound; every own deity, as every man creates his own world. Innail was hand made. When I was a boy we used dividual conceptions or irleas of God vary as do inthem of error.
It is claimed that a tariff enriches a country and English pins with wire heads-we now hav a better dividual ideas or conceptions of the universe. Former generations held, for instance, very different
gives the working man better wages. Then it must pin with solid head for less than half the money.
To-day I was looking at a wagon, and told the ideas of the cosmos from th . se that prevail to-day.
follow that to lower the tariff would tend to impoverish the country and reduce wages. And to owner that fifty years ago it took three times the But it is our businesa as rational beings to bring
our ideas, as far as possible, into harmony with ababolish it entirely would bring utter ruin upon the labor to produce a wagon not as good.
country and make the wage earner work for nothThe cotton gin saved a vast amount of hand labor bolute truth. Science enables us to reform and
ing. If this be true, then thE! tariff could be raised and lessened the expense of producing all kinds of correct our ideas in regard to the ·natural universe,
high enough to make the country rich beyond all cotton fabrics. Every device which saves time and and revelation does the same for our ideas concern.
parallel in a short time, and to give to the wage labor tends to lower the price of commodities. He ing God..
To declare infinite power, unerring wisdom, etc.,
earner such a high price for his labor that he could is but a superficial thinker who believes that these
retire in a few years.
wonderful changes in the prices of products hav impossible attributes is to make the deity impqssiWhy don't these high tariff men all emigrate to been brought about by the tariff. For these changes ble, since these are inseparable from any adequate
Mexico. They would find a very paradise of pro- we are indebted to Yankee skill and Yankee inge- idea of God. Less than infinite attributes will not
tection there. There is a tariff wall built around nuity, and not to any change in the tariff. I hav satisfy the infinite cravings of the human soul made
the entire country, and also around each state and now answered every point raised by Mr. Hays that "in His image." And it is impossible to monopomunicipality. Here is tariff enough to satisfy the could be construed into an argument. And even lize an infinite Deity.
In my argument with Mr. Wettstein I endeavored
most rabid. Nothing can enter Mexico unless it pays. the points which I have answered are mere ·statea duty. Nothing .can pass from one state to another ments, there is no argument behind them. If Mr. to show that spirit is fully as demonstratable to me
without paying toll when it passes the line. Here Hays regards the following as argument, then we as matter is to hi~, and that as good, if not better,
proofs can be offered of the existence and realty of
must be found a perfect heaven for protectionists. differ as to what constitutes argument.
And if wealth and prosperity follow in the wake of the
"The statement above quoted is unsustained by the former as of the latter. So far from denying
tatiff, as is claimed, Mexico ought to be the richest a reasonable theory, unsupported by a single fact, my own personal existence, I have insisted all
and most prosperous country in the world, and a as absurd as the plagues of Egypt, untenable as the along that it is the one fact of which I am absofew years of toil ought to put ~he day laborer beyond geologv of Moses-assertions that have been re- lutely certain, and thus serves as the basis for whatthe reach of want. But do these conditions seem futed a thousand different times in a thousand dif- ever knowledge I may possess of anything else.
to materialize in Mexico as the result of a high ferent ways by a thousand different facts."
There is no more necessity for the infinite God
tariff!
This is wnat Horace Greely would call " hifalu- to "crowd the whole physical universe out of existIt strikes me that free trade England, even with ten." I wonder what Mr. Hays thinks this gush of ence to make room for himself" than there is for
the drawback of her laws of primogeniture and her words has to do with the tariff. So far as any ar- the omniprescent law of cohesion or attraction to
pampered clergy, and bloated aristocracy, would gument is concerned he might as well have filled crowd the whole physical universe out of existcompare favorably with Mexico with her walls of the space with ciphers. He seems to have reached ence to make room for itself. Does Brother
tariff protection.
Benson prefer to take his godliness in homeothe half-way house between wind and wisdom.
Now there is a matter which must be settled beThe sermons of fifty years ago were interlarded pathic doses '
_
fore the people can act intelligently upon the tariff with just such bulky paragraphs in regard to Infidels
We do not know that in primitive times there
question, viz., who pays the tariff tax. Mr. Hays in general and "Old Tom Paine" in particular. It is were no infinite gods. As far back as human
says:
the old Christian way of meeting an argument-a records extend-and back of them we cannot go"This fallacy is well expressed in Mr. Peck's own mere gush of words and will apply to one thing as these ideas prevail. Instead of natural objects and
words, 'This tax, whatever it may be, is added to well as another. Corner a minister and he will re- processes being the original gods and these being
the price of the goods, a•d is ultimately paid by the sort to just such flash-in-the-pan-moonshine non- gradually idealized, the very reverse is true. Ideality
consumer.' Upon this rotten dogma rests every sense. From a pulpit pounder such a volume of with its appropriate garb of symbolism marks the
argumen~ he has produced, and with it every argu- windy words . would not surprise me, but I did not dawn of all human history, and the traditions of
ment falls."
look for such a splash of words from one who as- every race take us back through the days of myth,
Let us see how the argument falls. A friend of sumes to be authority on so grave a question.
fable and allegory into the very presence of the immine went to Canada and bought some horses. I
Now, if there is anything in the tariff, why not mortal God from whom they all claim to have sprung.
asked him how much they cosi him. He opened a get the most out of it? Why should not New Eng- That God was worshipped through various natural
book in which he had put down every item of ex- land levy a tax on Western pork and beefand grain? objects that were the acknowledged types and sympense from the time he left home until he returned. They certainly come in direct competition with what bols of his various attributes is true, as in the
The price of each horse was set down and the duty is raised there and they might derive quite a revenue Hebrew scriptures he is called a rock, a lion, a
he paid. These items were added up, and the from Western products sold in their market. And fortress, a sun. and shield, etc. It is also true that
amount was divided by the number of horses. why should not the West lay a duty on Eastern in process of time, as the religious idea degenerated,
Then, said he, they cost me an average of so much, manufactures and "protect " the " infant industries" the symbol itself came to be deified by the simpleabd to realize a reasonable profit I must sell them of the West!
minded and ignorant, yet in the beginning of each
for $o much.
If we derive a benefit from a tariff on English form of religion it was not so. The maes of thf'!
Now. who paid the duty! How far does my ar- goods, why should not California lay a tax on hats, Persians were probably fire worshipers, yet in the
gument fall ! Was not the duty added to the price boots and shoes, and cloth manufactured in Rhode earlier and purer days of the Zoroastrian faith, as
of the horses, and did not those who purchased the Island and Massachusetts? Three thousand miles among the Druids, it was clearly perceived that fire
horses ultimately have the duty to pay!
by water are no more than three thousand miles on was not the deity himself, but only his sacred symI have seen it stated that all foreign goods were land!
bol.
brought to this country by foreigners and that they
As natural science teaches us that we must look
Why should not each state derive a revenue from
paid. the duty. As silly as the statement is, people the goods brought in from other states T The com- to a source above and beyond. our earth for the
are made to believe it. If a Canadian had brought merce between the states is so great that if each vivifying light and heat that are so essential to our
the horses here the result would hav been the same. state would put on a tariff high enough, it would physical existence, so spiritual science, reason and
Ha would hav asked the same price here he did in soon become rich from the revenue derived from all analogy teach us that there must be a higher source
Canada, duty and expenses added.
the others.
than ourslves for the light of wisdom and the warmth
My business has called me along the St. Lawrence
Now, if such a system of taxation would prove of vivifying love that are no less essential to our
river. All a~ong that river petty sm~ggling is con- suicidal, as everybody will see it must, why should existence us truly human beings. The lesson that
stantly earned on. The. people qmte ·frequently New England be prohibited from getting coal where science inculcates that all things have some source
s~?wed· me thei~ purchases and told me what they it is cheapest and most convenient T Why should or origin beyond themselves leads us likewise to
p$d OTer the hne, and what they would hav cost not the people have the privilege of buying and trace all spiritual things to their origin, And as
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skeptical science laughs at an account of the crea- petrated in thy name! But Liberty is no less pre- queen, who was said to prey on children, and whose
tion that would bring light into existence several cious, Religion no less sacred, and Wisdom no less name became an equivalent for witch. To this day
days before the sun was created, so natural analogy de!!irable because their names and authority hav Russian Jews believe in and attempt to propiti~~ote
rejects the idea that intelligence and love should been borrowed by their opposites. I hav known Lilith. In the curious passage in ProverbR xxx, 15.
have no higher origin than the creatures that are men who could not seem to distinguish between lib- "the horse-leach hath two daughters crying, Giv,
evidently their recipia.nts. The sun of righteous- erty and licen·se and who hav denounced freedom Giv," again it should be "Alukah hath two daughness is no less essential for truly human existence because to them it meant simply the freedom of ters." Alukah was another name of an evil spirit
than is the glowing orb around which our little some to do as they please regardless of the wishes -a sort of nemesis or vampire supposed to hover
planet revolves.
or welfare of every one else, which is about equo.l o'er the sinner like an evil fate. So in Psalms xci.
Ideas are creatures of youth, and our first im- to Pat's idea of equality.
· 6, for "the pestilence which walketh in darkness."
pressions. from which ideas are formed, are received
"I say, Pat," says Denis," isn't wan man as good we should read" Debher who stalketh in darkness"
from without. During our men tal childhood, we are as another'"
-Dabber being related to the Babylonian plagueas dependent upon others for our ideas as we are
"Indade he is," replies Pat with energy, "and a demon, Dibbara; and in the latter part of the verse
during our pbysic11l childhood for our bodily suste- grate dale betther !" It is not difficult to guess we should read "from Keteb "-that is, the demon
nance. Anti some, apparently, never oute-row their who is the "one man" he. has in mind in his reply. destroys at noon-day; for so the Targum renders
mental childhood-never seem to be able to di!!tin- And therA are people who have no clearer idea of it. In all these cases the authorized version conguish between an argument and an assumption- what constitutes wisdom or religion.
ceals the. evidence that th{l Bible writers believed in
an assertion and a demonstration. And the best
A. AUGUSTA CHAPMAN.
demons.
evidence of intellectual maturity is the development
(CONCLUDlm NEXT WEEK.)
It may be said that the Hebrew terms, if untransof that- rational faculty that enables us to discern
lated, are meaningleBR; whereas the rendering of
between the true and the false, the seeming and the
Freethought ·Federation-Treasurer's Report. the Authorized Version givs some meaning. But
real, as the eye distinguishes light from darkness,
this is my objection-that the meaning given iR a
The following are the contributions to the treas- wrong one. The fact that the Hebrew term is
and thas receive ideas by the inner way-by intuition or direct revelation from within. While the ury of the Freethought Federation of America since meaningless at once suggests inquiry. while the
eye has no power to originate light, it has the ability last report. We. thank our friends for their gener- other puts it aside by a perversion. The person
to recognize, receive and use it. So the mind, while ous support, and that we hav not been compelled who reads that "he brought out the grove from ,
it C'tnnot originate truth, can recognize it when pre- at any time to look· into an empty treasury. We the house of the Lord " (2 Kings xxiii, 6) may
sen tAd, receive it and apply it. But he who receives hav tried to do the best we could with the means at wonder how the deuce a grove ~ot into Solomon's
truth receives it not for himself alone, but for others hand. Something has been done ; and something shanty. But a person who readR in the Revised
as well. For it is divinely ordained that the wine more must still be done. The field is wide. We Version that it was the Asherah he brought out
of wisdom and the bread of affection-that daily hav decided to hold the Liberal Congress next will be prepared to read th~ eRsay on "Ph'l.llic
sacrament by which our souls are fed and Rustained · October. It is hoped that there will be a large Worship Among the Jews," in "Bible Studies."
-shall not only be received by those to whom they gathering ; and that the friends of the Federation
A prime necessity for the right understanding of
are first given, but communicated-passed from will liberally contribute to the expenses. We need old faiths is, that personifications should remain
hand to hand. This is the real "communion of funds especially for hall rent and for advertising. personifications. What a jumble we should make
It costs a greail deal to advertise in the papers of a of Vedic religion if for "Agni" we always read
saints."
And in every age of the world men of superior large city like Chicago, but advertising pays. It "fire," or of Greek if for "Hera" we read "air."
receptive capacity have been raised up-men like draws attention to our work, and we get better re- Rationalizers would hav us read "the accuser,"
Copernicus or Galileo, Froebel or -Oberlin. Martin ports of our meetings, in the daily press ; and in instead of "Satan," and turn the story of the
Luther or Emanuel Swedenborg, Thomas Paine or this way our principles are more widely spread. temptation of Christ into an allegory. The only
Henry George-to whom a larger measure of truth We ask friends to contribute to the best of their rational result of such interpretation is to make
could be given, and through whose ministry the race ability. Send to E. C. Reichwald, treasurer, 234 God and Christ just as much an allegory as Sat>m.
could be lifted up to higher levels scientific. educa- South Water street, Chicago.
A deliberate perversion of a proper name, amount·CONTRIBUTIONS :
tional, religious or social. True prophets of the
ing to forgery, is the insertion of n in Judges xviii,
Lord are they so long as they are faithful to the W. J. Jones ............... $3 00 W. 0. Freese ............. 1 50 30, changing Moses in to Mannasseh in order to deL. R. ......................... 3 00 F. D. Rexford ............ 2 00
divine voice _that speaks to and through them-true A. C. Smith............... 5 00 Liberals of San Marcial
stroy the damning evidence that the descendants
apostles of the Lord while doing their best to dis- F. B. Wambaugh ....... 5 00
of Moses were idolators "until the day of the capN. M. through W.
seminate the light they have received for the benefit Mrs. Ella Tomlinson ... 1 00 J. Ribley ................ 10 00 tivity of the land." So in Jere. xxxi, 6, for the
C. C. Fiske ............... 1 00 J. R. Johnson ............ 3 00 "watchmen" on Mount Ephraim we should read
of others.
.J. Francis Ruggles ..... 1 00 C. H. Hall.................. 50
Some Freethinkers may be surprised, as many .J. T. Houser .............. 1 00 R. H. Bliss ................ 1 00 the "Nazirim" or Nazarenes. In the famous Jacob's
religionists would be shockPd, at the idea of my Samuel McBane ........ 1 00 J. H. Brown ............ ,. 4 00 blessing (Gen. xlix, 10) they hav made a person of
placing Swedenborg and Paine-the great theolog- H. C. Frv .................. 1 00 C. E. West ................ 1 00 a place. "Until Shiloh come" should be "until
ian and the great Infidel-in the same category. Till ford Dagger .......... 1 00 Peter Scornp ............. 1 00 he come to Shiloh." So, in Micah i, 10, Aphrah, in.
G. H. Zimmerman ...... 1 00 Helen Cellar .............. 1 00
But in fact, these two men, so nearly cont:ompora- Geo.
H. Adams......... . 5 00 Mrs. Maisbacher... .. .. . 1 00 stead of the name of a person, is the name of a
neous,_had many points of similarity. Swedenborg's H. Bernhard .............. 1 00 John P. Thorngnrst ... 1 00 villa~e. In 1 Chron. ix, 15, Bakbakkar, Heresh,
declaration t.hat the race humanity is our neighbor B. A. Curtis ............... 1 00 A. J. Briggs............... 50 probably should be one person, Bakbakkar the
even more than the individu~l, aud 'that" all religion John Crowley ............ 1 00 John J: Duffy ............ 1 00 carpenter. Amos v. 26, confuses names and thing-s.
Anderson ............... 5 00 Jos. Wenzel.. ............. 3 00
has relation to life and the life of religion is to do B.
Peter Selda ............... 5 00 Dr. E. B. Foote Sr .... 10 00 It should read, "You bear Succoth your sheik,
good" reads very much like Paine's famous saying,
Chinn ( Saturn?) your imag-es, your star gods which
SA:M:UEL P. PuTMAM, President.
''The world is my country; to do good, my religye made to yourselvs." Isa. lxv, 11, insten.d of
E. C. REICHWALD, Treasurer.
ion," uttered but a few decades later. B:)th were
reading, " But ye are they that forsake the Lord,
denounced as heretic!', and Swedenborg was acthat forget my holy mountain, that prepare a table
Perversions of Scripture.
cused of rejecting the Bible becausA, seeing the infor that troop, and that furnish the drink-offering.
congruities d the letter that killeth, he claimed that
To instance a tithe of the perversions of God's unto tha~ number," should read, "But ye that forit was indeed throughout what St. Paul calls it-an holy word found in our English translation, sake Jahveh, that forget my sacred hill. that, array
allegory, and showed how the internal sense, the appointed to be read in churches, would take an a table for Gad and mix drink for Meni." The
spirit that giveth life, reconciles all contradictions entire number of the Freethinker. All the alleged Revised Version has. "that prepare a table for
and removes all absurdities. Paine rejected the Messianic prophecies are perversions of the Fortune and that fill up mingled wine into
literal text for the same reason that SwPdenborg Hebrew, as can be seen for the most part from the Destiny." Verse 16 of the same chapter, instead
did; not having the key to its true meaning, he had revised version or from Benisch's Jewish school and of "the god of truth," should be "the god Amen,"
not his reason for accepting it as the word of the family Bible. For the present I confine myself to the Egyptian god, whose worship was established
God he honored and adored. Both men taught the but one class of perversions-that of proper names. in Palestine by Ramses II., who is declared in the
doctrine of liberty of thought and both shared the The revised version made a stride toward exactness Harris papyrus to hav erected in Philistia a Ramcommon fate of those who are ahead of their times. in allowing some of these to remain untranslated. messeum to Amen in the city of Canaan. This god
For it is not so much to his contemporaries as to Thus the misleading "grove" of the authorized has found his way into all Christian liturgies.
There is another kind of perversion, which conposterity that the man of advanced ideas hands version is now "Asherah," and known to pertain
down the cup of salvation and the bread of life to the worship of the Assyrian goddess. The re-, sists in putting sense and beauty where there are
that he has received from the bountiful table of the visers ought to hav gone much farther in this direc- none in the original. Now, both the Hebrew and
tion. Jahveh should be substituted in every place Greek are replete with verbal faults and illogicalfather of us all.
That the wisdom that never. errs "not only de- where we now find the Lord; Elohim should be in ities, which ar13 usually respectably covered over by
ludes men into every possible absurdity, but pre- place of God; Elyon for most high; Pealm i, 1 our beautiful English translation. Sometimes they
pareR their minds for every form of foolishness and should read El-Elohim Jahveh ;* Shaddai for Al- peep out, as in the jumble of Ecclesiastes iv 16 and
folly," is about as rational a statement as that liberty mighty; Kadosh for holy one; and Kadoshim for Job xxviii. 3, 4, or the illogicalities of "Ye shall
fetters the >'·oul, education dwa.rfs the mind, or that holy ones. The god of truth, Isaiah lxv, 16 should all be sold unto your enemies for bondmen and
love hates I Brother Putnam charges all the ills appear as Amen. Sheol should hav appeared in the bondwomen, and no man shall buy you" (Deut.
that hav cursed mankind to religion. Brother Ben- passages rendered the pit, 'the grave, and hell; xxviii 68), or the famous bull of 2 Kings xix, 35 and
son attributes them to the wisdom that never errs! while the hell of the New Testament should hav Isaiah xxxvii. 36, "And when they arose early in the
But doubtless he is ironical, for Wisdom is always been Gehenna, or Hades as it appears in the Greek. morning behold they were all dead corpses." Our
The misrendering of personal names and personi- translators have been more decEl)lt than the Holy
justified of her children, i.e., the results. If these be
wise and beneficial their rightful lineage is thereby fications leads often to an entirely wrong concep- Ghost, substituting "abominations " for "dungy
vindical ed ; if foolish or hurtful, meaningless or ab- tion. For instance, the word rendered "scapegoat " gods " (Dent. xxix. 17), and toning down some of
surd, then are they evidently not the offspring in Leviticus xvi is Azazel, and Azazel was a personal the purple passages in Ezekiel and t.he Song of
of Wisdom, but of Folly. As well expect to gather spirit of evil. This is seen in the revised version of Songs which is not Solomon's- Uncle Benjamin, in
grapes of thorns or figs from thistles, as the fruits Leviticus xvi, 8, "And Aaron shall cast lots upon London .Freethinker.
of Wisdom from the tree of Folly, or to suppose two goats, the one lot for th~ Lord, (Jahveh) and
One of the seven things which are "an abominathat Wisdom can engender Folly or ](oily ever the other lot for Azazel," the one being as much a
personal spirit as the other. The" screech-owl" of tion" in the sight of our heavenly father is "a proud
bring forth ought but foolishness.
It has well been said ·' 0 Liberty, what. crimes our Isaiah xxxiv, 14, ought to be Lilith, the spirit look" (Prov. vi, 17). We should therefore look
hav been committed in thy name!" And it may of the night, who was fabled to be the wife of Adam, very much ashamed when we remember that we are
be said with equal aptness, 0 Religion-0 Wisdom, his nightly consort. The vulgate renders [the his children and that he was the father of people
what horrors hav been wrought, what madness per- Greek term] by Lamia, the name of the Libyan whom he killed for J oshu!l.
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''Testimonies" to Christ.
No other character in history has received the extravagant eulogies, the unjustifiable and indiscriminate laudation, accorded to the central figure of the
Christian religion. The followers of Jesus never
falter in their assertion that he was a perfect man,
whose teachings and examples were the grandest in
the history of ethics. This foolish exaltation of
the man of Nazareth, I regret to say, is not wholly
confined to Christians. Some prominent Freethinkera hav banded the knee to this old relic of sunworship. Renan's absurd statement is a case in
point. Even Colonel Ingersoll, in my opinion,
overestimates the real value of the Sermon on the
Mount. When the character of Christ is criticised
modern Christians will shield themselvs behind
these "Infidel testimonies " and we often find tracts
and books issued by reli~ous houses fuU of such
quotations. Some Freethinkers, of course, are responsible for this, and to add fuel to the fire, Christians misquote and misrepresent what great Infidels
hav said. As I write I hav before me a work entitled, "Infidelity Ref~ ted by Infidels," by Samuel
P. Sprencber, D.D., and here we find one entire
chapter of these testimonials. So far as testimonials
a:t:e concerned, they are the cheapest things in the
world and the easiest to get. The majority of them
are from Deistic Infidels and Unitarians. The worship of Jesus is a superstition, and with some it is
the last one to be cast off. Ninety-nine out of a
hundred modern Freethinkers will repudiate the
sentiments of this class of Liberals. We also find
a favorable word for Jesus invariably quoted by
such allthors as Mr. Sprencher, but where the writer
has ·criticised him, good care is taken not to
mention the fact. He quotes from Rousseau, but
every one knows that his quotation for this purpose
is a most ridiculous fraud, for Rousseau is here not
supposed to speak his own sentiments, but those of
the Savoyard vicar.
It would be a most vicious man indeed of whom
his enemies did not make a few favorable statementa, and Christians of to-day, instead of discussing the character of Jesus upon his merits, screen
them selva behind these alleged testimonials.
Many intelligent people will reject Christ's divinity, but they are unable yet to see how illogical is
the idea of a personal God; at the· same time, the
influenc11 of early education makes them still reverence Jesus as a man.
Compare Jesus with other great teaehers. Sift
his sentiments and actions, and lay them side by
side with those of other men. Test his character by
the same standard that you would any other man of
his day. When judged by the method applied to
other great characters of history, Christ is in no
sense a ~reat man or great teacher. Had he not
been sheltered by the dogma of divinity, which was
enforced by the sword and the stake, he would not
bav even occupied a prominent place in the history
of the last eighteen centuries.
Men pass into history as great men because of
some great movement for human rights that they
hav started; others, because they. hav made a
great discovery that will benefit the human family;
others, again, because they establiahed a system of
philosophy. Those whom we revere to-day are
men and women who hav done these things.
Christ lived in a day when human rights were
not recognized by those who were in power.
Slavery was in existence, yet he said nothing
against it. War was rife, and was for mere conquest
and extermination, and yet Christ said, "I came
not to bring peace, but a sword." The common people were densely ignorant and superstitious. They
were held in subjection because means were furnished for the gratification of their passions. Where
did Christ lift his voice against any of these evils!
What discovery did he make, either in the mental,
physical, or moral world T None. His sayings are
simply disconnected moral maxims taught by philosophers centuries before his birth. 'He estab~ished no syst.em of philosophy, and the ChristianIty of to-day IS more the work of Paul than of
J esu~.
·
It IS n?xt said that Christ taught the best system
of morahty_ known ~nd that he was a perfect man.
True, he said and did some very good things. But
he did no more than th~usands of others hav done,
both b~fore and _after h~m- He was an extremist,
a ~anatiC-sometime~ raised to _fury and . at <?thers
d_rive_n. to a cor;npasswn and l?mency! which, If ~arr1ed mto practice, would end m placmg a premmm
upon theft and vagrancy. He said, "Love your
e~emies,': and at the same time, "Those ~e enemtes, w~ch ~ould not that I should reig~' over
them, bnng hither, and slay them before me.
He
could say, "Bl?ss th~m that curse ye ;" but to those
~ho ~ad not given him bread, water, or visited him
m pr1son he th~ndered out _the words, "Depart from
me .Ye curs~d mto everlastmg fire prepared for the
devil and h1s angels." As a sculptor would chisel!

!

1 out a beautiful statue and then chip it to pieces, so presumed to possess the ability to support himself

C~rist nullified his good teachings by introducing
eVIl ones_.
.
.
.
In spite of this, Jesus IS ~aid to be a perfect
character. Such a character ~t would be hard to
defin?, as no one has yet decided ':~'bat a p~rfect
man.Is, and pr?bably no one ever will. Yet If you
admit tha_t h? IS a man so e~dc;>wed that ~e could
not commit sm, what ~ fa.rce It IS to hol~ him up a~
a model for a humamty prone to fall mto error.
For one man to be an example for another or for
all the wor~d, there must be someth~ng in common
b~tween. him and the rest of mankmd. Abra?am
Lmcoln IS lookfd upon as a model by the Amencan
youth struggling against ·adversity to obtain some
station in life. Why? Because Lincoln himself
began at the foot of the ladder, and, casting aside
al_l obst~cles, reached the hi~hest position in the
gift of his countrymen: I~ Lmcoln had been a perfeet man, and bound m h1s very nature to be what
he was, w~ere would there be a b?nd of sympathy
between him and the young Amencan T Therefore
admi_tting Chris~ to ~e a perfe~t ~an, t~ere_ is
~othmg ab?ut hrm whiCh would JUStify us m ~ookmg upon him as a great exemplar. If you admi~ted
that Jesus was a. ~atural ~an! prone to fall mto
error, and yet resistm_g te~p~atwn to a grea~ d?gr~e,
he would be a moral msprratwn, but as Christiamty
holds him up befor~ the world he can be nothing
more than a theological automaton.
FRANKLIN STEINER.

Sell-Government.
Self-government is the practice of self-reliance
and self-support distinguished from national care
or paternalism. When a people adopts the principle of self-government, each member of the community has the liberty and is supposed to hav the
capacity, to gain his own living in some honest way.
He is presumed to know enough not to sow sunflower seeds to raise wheat, not to buy bad butter
the second time from the same tub, not to spend
half his money for drink on Saturday night and
then blame his wife for not being happy, not to pay
for a priest against his will, not to read Solomon's
Songs, or Don Juan blindly, etc. Hence there cannot consistently be an expensiv government commisioner of agriculture to distribute seeds, nor an
inspector to taste butter, nor a detectiv spy to show
one when and how to get a drink, nor a chaplain
priest to amuse himself at public expense, nor a
Comstock censorship to guide implied imbecils.
But our people hav been just that inconsistent
-hav gone back to paternalism-petitioning the
government for all sorts of help, and blaming it for
all their mishaps. They seem not to know the great
change in our government from what it was a century ago.
The idea of self-government, from a national
point of view, was first conceived in our Declaration
of Independence, and had its birth in the adoption
of the federal Constitution. I know of no nation
previous to that time that recognized any such thing
as self-government All the governments of earth
claim to rest on, and to be influenced by gods,
demons, and occult forces about which the people
had no right to question.
At the time of the American Revolution all
the different Christian sects were represented
among the colonists in such proportions as to
exclude a hope on the part of any one of them to
become dominant. Fortunately each sect desired
peace and safety for itself, and was therefore in a
condition to listen to reason. They listened to the
good and sufficient common sense reasons of
Thomas Paine, to whom more than to any other
man-perhaps more than to all other men-is du,e
the credit of inducing the colonists to unite for independence and liberty.
But the colonists had learned a good deal from
their recent experiences. They were more intelligent in regard to religious persecutions than are
the people of to-day. Many of them still felt the
smart of persecution. They were familiar with the
evils of the divine-right claim of kings, of hereditary
paternal government, and of church influence over
all; and they had no intention, when free fropt
British rule, of adopting any part of that system.
Hence they devised a system granting to governmenta minimum of authority, and securing to the
people a maximum of liberty. They established a
federal government with specific powers only. reserving all else to the states and the people. They
granted no power to meddle with the liberty of the
individual, for or against, and no right to favor or
protect any class as such. There is no paternalism,
no censorship, no religion, in the Constitution.
The Federal government was intended to perform
only such functions as the states se.parateli could
not well dO--coining money, controlling public lands,
foreign relations, etc. The individual was guaranteed liberty in the pursuit of happiness1 apd w~s'

-an~ fami~y i~ he ha~ an_y.
.
With this simple ngg~ng the ship of s~ate was
started o~ the ocean of time. Al~ w:ent fa~ly well
for a while.· The elder Adams 1IDitated, m some
respects, the customs of monarc~y; bu~ _the J?rotests o_f the people, ~nd Jefters~m s admimstratwn,
soon right~d the ship. _T~en It was fo~md nece_ssary _to whip old Mrs. Britam a second. time to gam
real ~ndep?ndence. Down to that pe~wd there ~as
trouble with the old lady all the time, and With
France much ?f it, causing ext~a expense. The
r?venue.was raised mostly from direct taxes and exCise duties. Commerce was free to run the gauntlet of foreign interference until war was declared.
With no special protection of, or interference with,
any branch of businelils by the federal government,
t~e strength and _Prosperity of the republic at that
time are ~hown m the events .o~ the second war.
The Amencans captured 56 Bntish vessels of war,
and 2,360 mer~hant vessels-many of them armed.
And they lost m the contest 25 ves.sels of war, and
a?out 1,_500 merchantmen. Here is shown a ~ratty
big busmess done on the water~. Add to this the
cost of the fight _on land durmg two and a. half
years, and_ what thmk you was the tot~l expenditure
o_f the Un~te~ States. government ~urmg that whole
time? Niles s Regzster records It as about one
hundred million dollars. Think of that! T'!o and
a half years of war! Why the government Is now
paying c;>ut more than that e~ery year in pensions
to patrwts who do not practice self-government,
and who think the country was of no account before
the Civil War.
.
At the close of the war of 1812-14, an increase
of duties-some ten per cent ad valorum-to pay
the war debt was laid on imports. Scon this was
felt by some manufacturers to be an advantage to
them, and they petitioned, from time to time, for
more help of that kind. In 1824 a bill was reported
from the Ways and Means committee increasing the
tariff on imports for the sole purpose of protection.
On that occasion Daniel Webster said: "Look to
the present state of our laws. Consider that most
of our revenue is now collected at the custom-house,
and then say what propriety there is in calling on
the government for protection, as if no protection
was now afforded. Suppose all nations to act on
the principle of prohibition ; then, according to the
argument, they would be prosperous in the proportion in which they abolished intercourse with one
another," etc.
Although this bill became a law, the different
branches of business, previous to our 1Civil War,
were conducted with comparativ moderation and
regularity. Legislation had not yet undertaken to
abolish wholly the natural law of supply and demand. Self-support was the rule; only a few besieging Congress for aid. During, and since, that
war, however, the rush in money-making schemes,
aided by government grants, patents, and protectiv
tariffs-resulting in. trusts and monopolies-has
changed the former conditions of comparativ equality to those of the widest disparity. In the clamor
for aid and protection the boasted principle of selfgovernment is lost sight of, and the government
has lost sight of its constitutional limitations.
The workingman, too, demands government aid.
He votes for every extravagance, expecting therefrom more work; and Congress, through tariffs,
eight-hour laws, etc., succeeds in raising his wages.
But these very measures hav :flooded the country
with foreign laborers, and our workingman is worse
off than ever. Is there any harder place for him
this side of Siberia than the Pennsylvania coal
mines-all protected?
Now every meddlesome law entails cost-more
officials, more courts; and the aggregate customsservice protection is enormously costly. Look at
the difference in one century of time. Thomas
Paine did not imagin that Americans would so soon
prove themselvs mch fools as to beat the world in
extravagance. He says: "A monarchy measures its
prosperity by the quantity of revenue it extorts; a
republic proves its excellence by the small quantity
of taxes it requires."
For the _year 1782 (omitting the army, which was
being disbanded) Paine estimated the aggregate
cost of both Federal and state governments to be
about $4,000,000. The toiler may Ree just where
he is at by comparing the cost of this year with
that. Think of it! At the present time that sum
is not enough for three days. "More population,"
says the crowd. Well, I deny the need of another
inspector because, owmg to a momentary lapse of
self-government, my wife happens to bear twins.
Taking federal and state governments together,
we now bav the most costly rule on earth, and
more officials than any two other nations.
The workingman with no property is apt to as·
sume that great expense of government and conse<luent high t!lxation do not affect hiD1 adyer~ely-
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that those who hav property pay it all. But he is
fond of saying that all wealth is the product of
labor. Now, just so far as that assertion is true, is
it also true that the burden of national cost and
debt is upon him, as he finds when he tries to gain
and own a home. The trouble is he does not see
that the taxes are drawn in some form from all, and
are paid out to a few. The higher the tax, the
higher the rent; and to be idle a month· brings
starvation near.
Congress may violate but cannot abolish a natural law. By unwise legislation it has attracted
foreign labor greatly in excess of what can be
profitably used. The factories glut the market. with
their productions, then reduce wages or stop altogether; and we hav the natural results of meddlesome legislation. Paternalism and self.government
are incompatible. Even when not claiming divine au~
thority, paternalism assumes to be a power separate
from and above the people. It predicates a people
incapable of caring for themselvs, and a government
of wisdom to care for them-a gigantic poorhouse
arrangement. How does that look, Mr. American~
Well, sir, every time you petition Congress to .tax a
neighbor's fish because you happen to own a fishpond, or coal because you own a coal-mine ; to inspect butter because an idiot can't tell bad from
good; to interfere between capital and labor; to
prescribe the hours one may and may not work, as
if the American .sovereig-n doesn't know when to
begin or stop; to compel others to conform to your
code of morals, etc.-you are encouraging·paternalism and voting away your own liberty. And every
time your petition is granted by law, the" Constitution is violated. The practice by law of paternalism increases the evil of pauperism. And it tends
to man or hero worship.
Whole nations almost are now worshiping a man
supposed to hav lived about nineteen hundred years
ago ; and history is dotted with saints and demigods receiving praise-some for having successfully
palmed off crazy dreams for godly revelations, some
for fasting to death, others for slaughtering multitudes of their fellow-men.
We are still making
heroes. We invest the successful candidate for high
office with greatness not accorded him before.
And many a patriot has a portrait of his ideal
general or president-supposed to be the re,ceptacle
of some divine influx-hanging in his bedroom, be.
fore which he strips and prostrates himself, thankful and proud to be a follower. With a little more
gilt the president's chair may yet hold a king-let
voters beware !
There abideth crown, paternalism, popery-these
three; but the meanest is popery. When religion
is dominant, liberty expires. The Christian church
now, more than ever before, is striving to force upon
this nation the code of Jesus in place of religious
freedom. In this code we encounter gods, devils,
and hell all at once, with the claim that in them is
the source of all government. The priest of this
church is a bigger man to-day than he was in 1776.
A.t that time the different Christian sects held their
peace, but in process of time pious hate broke out
again, and a generation ago each sect, having itself
alone the exact truth, had become bold enough to
defy the others. A.n orthodox sermon on total depravity, or some such hard fare, generally concluded
with, as a kind of dessert, a godly fusillade on the
papacy-that old harlot sitting astride the seven hills
of Rome, the great whore of Babylon, the antiChrist, etc.
But after a few years of this kind of Christian
recreation the Protestant clergy began to perceive a
dangerou 1 (to them) growth of Infidelity. They now
think it necessary for their own salvation to join
hands with even the Cp.tholic priest. They wink
at each other as they pass by. They meet together
on the anniversary platform of a humane society
founded by an Infidel, and unite in claiming for
their church all the credit-a church which continues the religious system that for many centuries
suppressed all Freethought with torture and dungeon ; that burned valuable libraries ; that tore the
quivering :flesh of a Hypatia; that kindled the
fagot-fire that consumed a Bruno, etc. Murderers
of Freethinkers in the past, they now brazenly
claim to be promoters of libedy, and strangely
manage to gain belief from the multitude. They
profess deep interest in the workingman ; and this
JS the way:
They come to!l"ether and join with Rome.
To preserve the plan that robs his home.
The priest is present everywhere, whetber wanted
or not. He is in the legislativ hall, in the courtroom, with the army, at thtl wedding, and in at
death.
·
Independent support appeals to one's pride; and
the man who beseeches gods and governments for
personal favors is not fitted for self-government.
To :preE:lerve the liberty we JIOW hav, our govern-

ment should return to constitutional simplicity and
giv the people a chance to practice self-government.
Looking for no extraneous aid, they would better
learn to care for themselvs, and sooner make an
end of the priest. But begging boodle favors of
government produces a boodle government.
L. G. REED.
Untaxed Property in this State.
COl\IPTROLLlliR BOBEBTS PLACES ITS VALUE AT $581,178,701.
State Comptroller Roberts has completed the tabulation by counties of all the property in the state exempt
from taxation, which aggregates $581,178,701. The
comptroller's department has been working ou this for
over a year, and the tables bav been submitted to· the
constitutional convention. These are the only statistics
in the possession of the state government on this subject,
and are of much value and interest. The total amount of
state property exempt from taxation is $31.671,521;
county property, $12,913,310; town, city, aud village
property,. $229,268,105; school property, $61,603,411;
property purchased with pensinn. money, $683,903;
national government Property, $49,80!5, 120; property of
churches,. parsonages, and oemeteries, $134, 761,444;
property of charitable and reformatory institutions, $53,987.184; miscellaneous property, $6,457,703.
· The following table shows by counties the aggrFgate
amount of property exempted from taxation, and the
amount by counties of property exempted from taxation
devoted to the uses of churches and charitable aud reformatory institutions:
Counties.

OluJrches. Parsonaoes, GemAooreoate.
etertes.

-----------------Albany ............. $35, 030,595

Charitable
ana Reformatoru Instttuttons.

·-·---
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scepticism. The historic scepticism which Vico,
Beaufort, Pouilly, and Voltaire in the last century,
and Niebuhr and Lewes in the present century, applied to ancient history lies at the root of all the
great modern efforts to reconstruct the history of
mankind. The splendid discoveries of physical
science would hav been impossible but for the
scientific scepticism of the school of Bacon, which
dissipated the old theories of the universe, and led
men. to demand a severity of proof altogether unknown to the ancients. The philosophic scepticism
of Hume and Kant has given the greatest impulse
to metaphysics and ethics. Exactly in proportion,
therefore, as men are educated in the inductiv
school, they are alienated from those theological
systems which· represent a condition of doubt as
sinful, seek to govern the reason by the interests
and the affections, and make it a main object to !lestroy the impartiality of the judgment.- W: E. H.

Lecky.
"Lights and Shadows," by the Rev. F. G. Lee,
seems a curious book, if we may judge by a review
of it in the Pall Mall Gazette. The author tells a
story of John Brown, a negro physician, who publicly denied his Maker (capital, please). "These
frightful utterances-coarser than those of the
American 'leaders of thought' and the 'advanced
thinkers '-had no sooner passed his lips when (sic)
the man, suddenly seized by a terrible spasm, shrieking out ' 0 God I' fell suddenly off his chair, writhing on the :floor, paralyzed, and, for some minutes,
apparently dead. He was removed to an adjacent
room, where, stiff with pain and racked with agony,
he continued to breathe till the morning." Was there
ever a more extraordinary jumble of nonsense T A
blasphemer is paralyzed, at the same time he writhes,
and also at the same time he appears to be dead I
A. wonderful blasphemer, indeed. "A.n inquest was
held," Mr. Lee continues," the whole facts were set
forth, including a detailed statement of his many
blasphemous and faithless words; but the jury returned a verdict of death from apoplexy." Many
negroes "shook their heads at this bold verdict," and
Mr. Lee shakes his too. It. must be easy for Mr.
Lee to shake his head. It cannot be very heavy.-
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But think of the infngled bathos and insolence of
An elaborate process of mental disciplin, with a calling the religion that needs such handmaids
view to strengthening the crHical powers of the "liberal "I A.s matters of fact, the Bible cannot
mind, is utterly remote from the spirit of theology ; successfully "fight its own battle in Christian
and this is one of the great reasons why the growth countries," and the leaders of thought in the New
of an inductiv and scientific spirit is invariably Japan will hav none of it. Here its apologists are
hostil to theological interests. To raise the requi- constantly appealing to the government for help,
site standard of proof, to inculcate hardness and while in the Orient, as in Catholic countries, those
slowness of belief, is the first task of the inductiv who drop one superstition are not eager to take up
•
reasoner. He looks with great favor upon the con- another and still less coherent one.
dition of a suspended judgment; he encourages
Lectures and Meetings.
men rather to prolong than to abridge it ; he reAFTER
delivering
a few lectures in the Choctaw nation
gards the tendency of the human mind to rapid and J. E. Remsburg went
to Texas where he lectured to the
premature generalizations as one of its most fatal people of McKinney, Terrell, Dallas. Clifton, Axtell,
vices; he desires especially that tbat which is be- Richmond, San Antonio, Fort Worth, Quanah, and Verlieved should not be so cherished that. the mind non. He has, during the past ten years, delivered nearly
hundred lectures in Texas. He is now at work in
should be indisposed to admit doubt, or, on the ap- three
Oklahoma,
pearance of new arguments. to revise, with imparSTEINER will giv a course of seven lectures
tiality, itt;J conclusions. Nearly all the greatest in- in FRANKLIN
Lyons, Neb., beginning September 16th, after which
tellectual achievements of the last three centuries he will lecture in Fargo, 'N. D., W~tel'town Minn., and
1
hav been preceded and prepared by the growth of other places in the sal)le state,
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yon bav, I think, the praise of all gennin
Freethinkers.
Your missionary scheme is worthy of applause and assistance.
Inclosed please
The Missionary Works.
find $1.08, all I can spare at present. I
AsHMORE, ILL., Aug. 20, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: For inclosed $2.00 send me suggest five names, myself included.
Bell's "Hand-Book" and eight copies of Kindly select the other three. Tbe eight
Paine's "Age of Reason," to addresses cents is for a copy of the famous issue of
June 9th. Yon apparently believe that
given. Respectfully,
s. D. MAKEP.EAOE. constancy of purpose will win.
Yours earnestly,
ENos A. WILLS.

Passage Paid for Two Years.
BRoOKVILLE, ILL., August 15, 1894.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $5,
which please place to my credit for the
grand old TRUTH SEEKER. Yours for
mental liberty,
E. G. BoWER.

What One Copy Did.
.
CADoTT, Wis., Aug. 22, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I hav just received a copy
of THE TRUTH SEEKER from a friend of
mine. I am so well pleased with it that I
hasten to add my name to the list of subscribers.
Inclosed please find $3.
Yours, etc., FRANK ZIMMERMAN.

How Many Will De

Returned~

LANOASTEB, TENN., Aug. 16, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I have concluded so take
eight copies of Paine's "Age of Reason,"
and loan them to the Christians and have
them returned, and continue to loan. I
think I will get a greater number to read,
than by furnishing yon with eight names.
I send yon one dollar.
M. BARTLETT.

Must Hav It, Crop or No Crops.
CoNCORDIA, KAN., Aug. 18, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: As brevity is the soul of
wit, I shall .be brief. J esns my all to
heaven has gone; here is my fodder ·and
precious little fodder, too), but wh~re is
my corn? Inclosed find money for the old
invincible TRUTH SEEKER. I must hav the
paper if crops do fail.
J. L. BoWLING.

Will Soften Even Granit.
WooD's HoLt., MAss., Aug. 19, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Hav received the "Age
of Reasons " which yon sent to me at Portland, and they are planted, I think, in
good ground.
The rocks of Maine are pretty hard, but
I think the "Age of Reason " is strong
enough to soften most anything.
This day is the Lord's day, and we spend
part of it like lords, discussing THE TRUTH
SEEKER catalog. We hav collected $6 for
books named therein. WM. H. JoHN[30N.

For the Spreading of Truth.
NIPoMo, CAL., Aug. 16, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $6, of which
$1 is to pay for the "Age of Reason " to
the individuals named herein.
The $5 is for Mr. Putnam's book,
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought,"
as per your offer. Please hav my name
enrolled in the book. Hoping that the
truth may be spread throughout this land
by the reading of these books, which can
be obtained so cheaply, I am,
Yours for Freethonght,
HERMAN c. FRY.

Hard

Times

Discourage
Avidity.

Piscatorial

DoRCHESTER, NEB., Aue:. 17, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Times are so hard here
that fish won't bite. But I cannot get
along without the good old TRUTH SEEKER.
I am seventy-one years old to-day. I hav
taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for fourteen
years and cannot do without it and enjoy
good health, so here goes $3 for it another
year. Also $1 for J. B. Wise's defense
and $1 to help spread the glad tidings of
great joy by sending out Paine's " Age of
Reason" to the heathen.
J KSSE R. JOHNSON.

Constancy Will Win, if Anything Can.
EsTEs PARK, CoL., Aug. 26, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH BEEKER of
August 21st has just reached me, so I
know yon hav changed the address. Yon
can scarcely imagin how "rusty" one becomes by missing four numbers of your '
paper.
I consider your position in regard to
American ProtectivAssociations very commendable. In allowint: all reforms to be
discussed iu the colmuns of yonr paper

It is Time for a Change.
VINELAND, N. J., Aug. 18, 1894.
li1R. EDIToR: All who hav voted for
either of the old political parties in the last
twenty years hav voted themselvs slavesslaves to pay the taxes on millions of dollars worth of church property devoted to
pride and fashion, and of no real benefit
to anybody but the priesthood. Slaves
doomed to lose one day in seven, because
these fraudulent churches call it holy
time, and. to be fined or imprisoned for
hauling in a load of hay on that day to
save it from being ruined by the storm, or
doing any other work thatwonld save them
from loss: It is time for a change. Let
all the Liberals of the nation unite and
form a new party, and let the Liberal papers at once search out and nominate
honest men for the next president and
members of Congress and the state legislators. They will be astonished at their
success. Thousands of churchmen want
honest men for rulers, and as they can use
folded votes, so that no one will know who
they vote for, they will vote even for Infidels, if they know they are honest; and if
they do not succeed in electing their candidates, they will show their strength and
gain the respect of all honest, thoughtful
men, and prepare the way for success at
the next election.
J. HAOKER.

Charles Robinson Dead.
ATOHISoN, KAs., August 19, 1894.
lViR. EDITOR: Ex-Governor Charles Robinson, of Kansas, passed away at his home
near Lawrence, Friday, August 17, aged
76 years. His death was due to a complication of diseases from which he had suffered with fortitude for a long time. Althon~h Dr. Robinson was a pronounced
Freethinker, the funeral occurred from the
Congregational church, Rev. Dr. Howland, a Unitarian minister, officiating. It
is claimed by some that Dr. Robinson
leaned toward the Unitarian creed. But
be this as it may, we know that he was a
conspicuous figure in tie great Liberal
encampments held at Bismarck, Ottawa,
and Lawre~ce some years ago and that his
zeal for the cause of Freethought was
great. Dr. Robinson was the first governor of Kansas and in Kansas' history his
name will forever be associated with those
of John Brown and Gen. "Jim" Lane. As
Mr. Goodenow in his introduction to Dr.
Robinson's book, "The Kansas conflict,"
says: "Any history of Kansas without
Governor Robinson as a prominent figure
would be like the play 'Hamlet' with Hamlet left out." He was a man of noble qualities, and his loss will· be deeply deplored.
GEORGE J. REMSBURG.

Will Speak His Sentiments.
LAWRlilNOEBURG, TENN., Aug. 16, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me THE TRUTH
SmEKER four months; you will find $1 inclosed. I am a young man of niueteeu and
liv in one of the most orthodox little towns
in the state, having about fifteen hundred
inhabitants with eight organized churches
and five church house8, while two more
will soon be c~mpleted. We hav only two
schools, one Catholic and the other Protestant, and the latter never had a decent
school building until last year. I feel
very proud and thankful that I hav a free
brain and hav done my own thinking upon
the subject of Christianity since I hav been
able to read and comprehend. Books and
papers hav been a great relief to me. My
parents are members of an orthodox
church. I find only a few of my belief in
this section and what few are here do not
speak their sentiments, but for myself I
intend to denounce in public and private,
from a reasonable standpoint, the dogmas
of the orthodox church, although Repnb·
licanism and Infidelity are not at all popular in the South, but I love the South because it gave me birth, and the North because it is a part of my country. I know no
lille to divide us. MARioN RIOH4RDSON,

f

1894.

Mortuary-Fletcher Palmer.

DEPOSIT, N. Y., July 1, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I mail you a paper to-day
which contains an account of thfl death of
my father, and an address which was intended to be read at the funeral; but for
some cause. unknown to me, it was not
read. The Episcopal minister read over
some of their services.
My father was an out-and-out Freethinker and always ready to express hifl
views, almost too frankly to make friends.
He was very fond of our good old TRUTH
SEEKER, of which he always has had mine.
He was a great admirer of Mr. Bennett,
and often said that Macdonald was as good
as Bennett. If yon can spare space to giv
a short account of his death, I should like
very much tohav it in THE TRUTH 8EEKmR.
His five sons and one grandson carried
1iim to the grave. It is a pity we hav no
way of burying our dead without the services of those who are so repnlsiv to us in
life. Hoping this is not so long that yon
will be unable to read it, I remain a friend
of THill TRUTH SEEKER,
JoHN P. PALMER.
[We giv below part of the newspaper
repo>"t, including a Portion of Mr. A. Mulford's paper which was prepared to be read
at the funeral, but was pigeon-holed.
Possibly "the Episcopal minister " could
explain its non-appearance. We join with
our correspondent in regretting the activ
presence of ministers at the obsequies of
Freethinkers, and will add that we do
not think such assi•tance is necessary. A
copy of "The Truth Seeker Collection of
Forms, Hymns, and Ceremonies" would
enable any intelligent person to take the
place of a clergyman with acceptance to
all sincere respecters of the dead. Lack
of space prevents the reproduction of all
of Mr. Mulford's paper.-ED. 1'. 8.]
Fletcher Palmer was born Oct. 6, 1810.
received a common school education, and
was admitted to the bar and practiced law
for a number of years, was an activ particiPant in tbe anti-rent war, occupied an
official position under the general government during the administration of President Lincoln; was a member of ·assembly
in the state legislature in 1858, from Dela·
ware conntv; was justice of the peace for
the town of Deposit, Delaware county for
many :vears, and was acting as such at the
time of his death.
A unique and positiv character has
passed away and the community of which
he was an important factor is, although
perhaps only dimly conscious of it, bereaved by his absence. In the rites of respect which it is our wont to pay to the memory of the dead, sad though they may be,
it is yet well for us to contemplate the life
of one who has gone. What light did he
shed along his path?
· During his
lifetime he was not a man of the crowd.
He was not a member of any social or
secret organization. He belonged to no
church, he had no creed. But he belonged
to and was a member of a broader and
wider organization than any secular or religions one, and that tbe brotherhood of
man. Toward that all his sympafhies were
extended, and to his family and to that all
his energies and abilities were devoted.
Proof of this is foun.d in the fact that in
this rapacious, grasping, money-loving,
and materialistic age, we find that in the
main he died a poor man. His life was
not devoted to the accumulation nf wealth
for the purpose of self.gratificatidn or to
giv him power over his kind nor to distine:nish him from his fellows. He had no
disposition to acquire money to use to glorify self at .the expense of others or to coerce others to do his will, to some the
only incentiv for its acquisition. He
was a courageous, compasRionate, tenderhearted, justice-loving man, and in all the
walks of life it has never been said of him
that he was either a truckler, a coward, or
a liar. He loved truth for the sake of
truth. He scorned to tell a lie. He hated
shams, deceptions, lies, and hypocrisies.
He loved honesty, sincerity, courage, and
truthfulness. He ever loved the right; he
always hated the yrong. He was a j•1st
man in all of his d'.Jalings with his fellow
men. He has never been accused of committing an act against the rights of the
people.
In his nomestic relations he was amiable
and kind. He was a good husbanrl, he
was a tender, loving father. He faithfully
obeyed all the moral nbligations that make
the social compa!Jt. Nature had done much
for him. His power of arriving at the
truth or falsity of a thing within his comprehension was marvelous. He readily
grasped and comprehended truths in the
midst of complicated details, and.no refinement or sophistry could obscure his intellectual vision or hinder the right solution
of a question within the limit of his ready
intelligence. His knowledg~ Qf l}ooh;s was

not vast, hut his kno~ledge of human na.
ture was great, by whwh, combined with 11
certain quality of penetrating intellect akin
to intuition which he possessed in a re.
markable degree, h<1 was able oftimes to
arrive at the right solution of a question
involving the rie:hts and wrongs of parties
quicker than mnst men. All of these quali~
fications made him an able and impartial
magistrate in the court over which he pre.
sided at the time of his death.
In that court he manifested in the high.
est degree the excellencies of his character
I am sure that all who intimately kne~
him will hear me out in the assertion, that
in the administration of justice he was
above reproach and absolutely free from
favoritism, and that from his perception of
the rie:ht and wrong involved in a case he
applied, so far as lay in his judgment and
power, the rules and principles of equity
and law, as the facts and justice in the c11se
wouJa warrant. He was absolutely incorruptible, and I hav yet to find a man or
hear of such that ever had the hardihood
during his judicial career to suggest that
he was guilty of ever having byact or deed
polluted the stream of justice in any way
or manner. Ho ever stood the uncompriR·
ing foe of wrong and the perpetration of
wrong, and I am sure thfl.t. he loved to defend the weak and the helpless. Tam sure
that his heart overflowed with kindness to
neie:hbors.and that charity everfonndroom
in his heart.

Who Pays the Tari:fl' Tax ~
RuTLAND, VT., August 16, 1894.
MR. EDITOR : It seems to me that any
Freethinker who has been free to think,
must long ere this hav learned that a protecting tariff is only one of the ways by
which the wealth- producing laborer of
the country is fleeced by the capitalistic
employer of labor. If he has been at all
thoughtful, he must havlearned that whatever the capitalists hav gained by a protecting tariff, or otherwise, has been taken
from the wages of lnbor; for, as all wealth
is the product of labor, and as all expenses
hav to be paid out of the current wealth
produced, and as the capitalist and em·
ployer of labor-as such-does not labor,
and consequently does not produce wealth,
it follows that labor has to bear the burden. How, then, can the wealth-producing people of the country be benefited by
a protectiv tariff, the expense of which they
hav to pay ? If we hav watched at all
closely the proceedings of the last Con- ·
gress, we must hav seen that all the con·
troversy concerning the' tariff has been
between capitalists of different interests.
Why do we waste our time in repeating,
parrot like, the sayings of political hirelings in the interest of corporate monopoly
whilst all over our land laboring people are
starving because of our unjust social system, maintained in the intPrest of corpor.
ate monopoly? It was a long time before
the people could be induced to join hands
with the abolitionists in the fight for the
abolition of chattel slavery, but after we
had become somewhat conscious of the
wickedness of chattel slavery, what would
we hav said of the slave-owners if they had
driven thousands upon thousands of their
slaves to a state of starvation, as the capitalistic employers of labor are doing by
their employees here in the Northern
states to-day? Oh, why do we waste our
time in defending old superstitions notions?
I hav been prompted to write these few
lines by reading Mr. Hays's article, "Mr.
Peck and the Tariff," in THE TRUTH
SEEKER, August 25th, in which he says:
"I call upon Mr. Peck for facts instead
of theories. I call upon him, or any other
free trader living, to name a half-dozen
protected articles which are not cheaper
to-day than when they were free of duty. '•
The theory of protection is that our
manufacturers cannot produce in competition with the manufacturer of cheap foreign
"pauper-made" goods. Now, acting upon
that theory, if protection makes articles
cheaper than free trade, is not protection
a greater injury to American industries
than free trade? Most certainly; because
if competition has called into nse improved
labor-saving machinery, as a consequence
of protection, and has reduced prices be·
low that of foreign "cheap labor," protection has, by the use of labor-saving
machinery, displaced more American labor
than the importation of foreign cheap labor
products would hav displaced, and, conseflUently, has retarded the general prosperity of the nation of people to a greater
extent. He says further :
"I call upou him to point tQ one doll11r
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a response to a mental request. So, as my
cousin Joshua was understood to be there
producing the raps, I mentally asked him
to rap on the palm of my hand, unlike
what we had had before, three distinctly
measured times. Instantly my request
WRS answered by three distinct, slowly
repeated raps. · These special raps could
not but be convincing, since they were so
unlike the others and given by mental
request.
We hav here among us an uneducated
man, a medium, who has done wonders in
healing the sick, some, too, that were
given up as hopeless cases by licensed
allopaths. I hav seen him a good many
times examin ailing persons without af!king
the patient a single question and put his
finger on the exact locality of the pain. I
hav proved him on my own person and
know whereof I affirm. I could tell of
many marvelous cases, told by himself, I
admit, but corroborated and never denied
by skeptics, so far as I know. He, the
medium-doctor, was called to an adjacent
town to see a sick child. Knocking at the
door, the child's mother, weeping for her
boy, came and said the doctor had just
been there and said the child could not
liv.
Brushing the woman aside, the
medium-doctor passed in, saying: "Yon
needn't weep. I am come to cure your
child." Putting his hand upon the child's
forehead an.d breast, and manipulating a
moment or two, the child seemed to revive,
turned and went to sleep and from that
moment began to recover and is a grownup boy to-day. Another case: A young
Some Remarks About Spirit Phenomena. man of this town had been sick-for some
HARWICH, MASS , Aug. 24, 1894.
time and while the medium was getting
MR. EDIToR: Wettstein is smart, fore- ready to go to a lecture he was called in
ible, and perhaps unanswerable in any and (the invalid was a near neighbor), but did
every way except when dealing with not like to go, as the father of the sick one
spirit phenomena; and in no other way was belligerent toward him, the doctor.
can Spiritualism be proven, if. even in Almost determined not to go, he hesitated.
that. But there are phenomena, purport- Suddenly he found himself scampering
· ing to be spirit, which are beyond the ken: toward the sick house, and even then, to
of man and performed out of the ordinary avoid it, he turned into a· house on the opconrse of things. The only question with posit side o,f the road and in entering fell
me is, Is it of departed intelligent spirits or prostrate. Recovering himself, he gave
is it all of this mundane life? Who doubts in, and taking the man of the house with
that we are spirits here in this life? I do him, entered the sic].!: room. Supposing
not. But do we lose our identity at the the young man . was ·dying, the parents
close of this life? is the question. Do were in grief and tears. The doctor put his
flesh, blood, and bones think? Amputate hand upon the forehead and bosom of the
a leg; that healed, amputate the other; patient for a moment, rubbing a little, and
that healed, amputate an arm; that healed, the young man looked -qp, saying, "I am
n.mpntate the other. A.rmless, legless- better." Turning upon his side he fell
are his thinking powers less? A man's asleep. The doctor told them to let him
nervous system is not all in his head, sleep five hours and left. When he came
though mostly there. The legless man, I from the lecture he went in to see him and
am told, senses his leg, though it be be- found he had just awoke from sleep, was
reft of the visible material. Some " Ma- refreshed, and decidedly better.
He
terialists" deny the phenomena and some rapidly recovered and is living now. The
do not. I do not, though I believe seven- two cases are but a tithe of the many
eighths of the manifestations are frauds. marvelous cures performed by .or through
I hav heard sane, intelligent men and this medium.
women tell of marvelous performancesWhat is it? Is it the power of mind
heavy tables and even pianos being lifted over matter? If so, then, as I said before,
from the floor while only the medium's we are spirits now, and if so do, or do not,
fingers rested upon them. Were they our individualized spirits fall back into
· hallnncinated? Did they see as do drunk- the universal spirit ocean?
ards when having the deliriums? "Oh,
I do not ignore the philosopical ideas
yon must not depend upon hearsay!" I that hav been so ably presented through
know hearsay is very often unreliable, but THE TRUTH SEEKER with regarel to space
wait a moment. I do not pretend to hav being occupied by spirits, for certainly,
seen much of" spirit manifestatio:ras," but according to cause and effect and a logical
that little was not hallucination. I once way of reasoning, eternity is long enough
improvised a table with an aperture cut to fill every inch of space in our and all
in the top over which a box, with one side other solar systems, with spirit identities
open, was placed. As soon as the medium if they havbeen eternally multiplying and
took her seat at the table a hand came up need space. But we are at a loss as to the
through the aperture of the table, showing condition of the other life, if we continue
itself plainly against the black background to liv on, as are the caterpillars of the
of the box. The medium could not hav butterfly state. Spiritualists, I find, are
got her hand there without an elongation apt to judge of things on the other side by
of her arm to twice its ordinary length, the things and conditions of this life, but,
unless she got down under the table. But if we liv at all as individuals, I apprehend
that she could not hav done without being we shall find a state of things of which we
discovered by the spectators, one or two never dreamed. From my observations
of whom sat by her side. The hand made of nature, reason teaches me that the
its appearance a number of times and the spirit of man at the death of the body disfingers moved as naturally and nimbly as solves, loses its identity, and mingles with
life. In the evening of the same day we the universal whole of spirit, similarly as
had a "dark circle" of about fifteen per- does the body, which we know dissolves
sons sitting with hands joined, while the and enters into trees, plants, or air, or
medium sat in the middle of the circle whatever else it gravitates to; but when
clapping her hands to allay suspicion. phenomena steps in and offsets that idea
Meanwhile we had pattings upon our hands with facts to the contrary, what are we to
all around the circle in quick succession do, what can we do but acknowledge
and instruments passed around from one them?
tO the other, and some slate-writing, etc.
If all the wonderful phenomena of Spir·.Bnt- the most convincing demonstration itnalism can be accounted for as being all
was this: While the pattings, etc., were of this life, so be it; but mean~hile we
going on, I, being skeptical-:-as I am apt · await evidences. An honest truthful into be-bethought me to see if I could get ' tellectnal m~ believes npo~ eviaen~ethat he has ever been taxed or ever been
obliged to pay by a protectiv tariff."
What in the world then has the protectiv
tariff ever done for anybody? Senator
David B. Hill favors a tariff when Amari·
can products come ·into competition with
foreign products equal to the difference in
cost of labor abroad and labor at home.
Such a tariff, if it enabled the Amerill!l.n
employer of labor to add this aifference to
the price of his goods, would reduce the
cost to him .of American labor to the cost
af labor to .the foreign employers of labor,
and American labor wonld'hav it to pay.
If it don't do this it don't do anything. If
the tariff costs the American consumer
nothing, it is o! no earthly nt'le whatever.
It does not protect.
He says Mr. Peck "cannot see that the
same means which compel the widow to
pay an extra dollar for coal will compel the
Americans, under free trade, to .pay extra
dollars for European goods." Why I that
seems strange. But if free trade did compel Americans to pay extra for foreign
goods, it would, according to the theory of
protection, be a boon to American industries. And on the heels· of that he says:
" He cannot see that the free admission of
foreign goods will hav precisely the same
effect on American wage earners as will the
free admission of foreign laborers, though
ln a much greater degree." Well, if free
trade would further the interests of monopoly, Mr. Hays is about right in this; but
it seems a strange argument for a protectionist.
A. A. ORCUTT.

[all men do, En.] not because he desires to believe-belief is not optional-not
a matter of choice; it must be, and is,
founded on evidence to a thorough-going
thinker.
Christianity requires belief,
evidence or no evidence. What contemptible folly! Spiritualists, many of them,
require but slender evidence of the genuineness of the manifestations-do not care
to test things. Hence unprincipled villains enter into the business of what they
call Spiritualism for the sake of the money
there is in it; therefore, if there be gennin
Spiritual phenomena at all, it is rel~gated
to the domain of frauds. B. F. RoBBINs.
Teach the Bible in the Pu'hlic Schools.
. (CONCLUDED FROM LAST WIIEK.)
HAVANA, CUBA, July 1, 1894.
MR. EniToR: Now, these constitute the
bulk of ·the laws of the " God " of the
Bible; and will Rev. L. A. Banks, or Rev.
A. C. Dixon, of the Hanson Place Methodist Episcopal church, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
please show which of those infamous
commandments he can obey in the United
States now, and not, if caught, go to
prison for a lone: term of years, or be
hanged for murder? In 1 John ii, 4, it provides that "He that saith I know him, and
keepeth not his commandments. is a liar,
and the truth is not in him." Those last
ten words, in my opinion, involve the exact, full names of the above named Banks
and Dixon; poor, posturing nigmies, who,
bold like sheep, hav the stupendous audacity, the colossal effrontery, the monumental cheek, the acrimonious gall to
attack the great champion of Rationalism,
Col. R. G. Ingersoll, in the New York
Herald, April 23, 24, p. 7, c. 2, and about
June 6-94, and as a reply to whom I indite these lines.
Said Banks is reported to hav said: "A
man who places the work which Thomas
Paine did above the sublime patriotism
and public service of George Washington,
puts himself beyond the necessity of critical comment." I say, Yes! No slavemonger, who refused to draw his salary
and giv it to the poor, if he did not need it,
but left it in the treasury of the rich-the
government-can ever be classed, in the
forum of justice, virtue, and greatness,
with such men as Thomas Paine and
Lafayette, those two great Rationalists
without whose help our r.evolntionary
fathers could not hav succeeded. Washington was no Christian, if my quotation
from 1 John ii, 4, i; true; for he couldn't
tell a }te, and he scoffed at ,Christianity by
violating its commandments, as expressed
in Rom. xiii. 1, 2; no matter if he did
obey one of its holy statutes, by holding
people in slavery-bondsmen-whichPaine
or Lafayette would not hav done-not for
a seat at the right hand I
In the New York Herald, Dec. 7, 1885, or
Jan., 1886, there was related the story of a
thief. who attempted to take a coat of Rev.
Dr. Talma~e from the hallway of his residence in Brooklyn, N. Y.; that Mrs. Talmagehada violent tussle with the thief, and
saved the coat. Now, the" God" of Mrs.
Talmage, in Luke vi, 29, had commanded
her thus: "Him that taketh away thy
cloak, forbid not to take thy coat also."
To me, it is far mort> reasonable that an
intelligent person is a poor hypocrit than
that he, or she, can believein Christianity,
in view of all these facts. Besides, it is a
trite old adage that "actions speak more
plainly than do words." Yet in the captions of Matt. ix, Mark v,- and Luke viii,
they state that their Christ raised Jairns's
daughter from death to life, and in verses
24, 39, and 52, respectivly, they hav made
their Christ say, "The maid, [or damsel,]
is not dead, but sleepeth." It is obvious
that there is a mistake or mis•tatement
here.
That omnipotent " God," who could hav
done better, commanded us to hold slaves,
murder, rob (conquest), and to do such
vile things that rich men can do, but if the
poor man hope to ever acquire wealth he
must steal it; therefore, ''Thou shalt not
steal" (Ex. xx, 15). Now, poor dupe, do
yon not see wby, and wherein, it is loaded?
Priests and preachers tllll me that it is a
·duty to convince unbelievers, in anything,
by doing that which one pretends to be
able to do, as their Christ is said to hav
done miracles to convince people as to his
attributes, when· at the same time he was
omnipotetlt ~nd, in a moment, could hav
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made all the world believe in him. But
when I call upon them to prove that
they veritably believe in their Christ by
drinking a "deadly" dose which I will
prepare for them-as in Mark xvi, 18, they
hav made their Christ say they can dothey just wriggle out of it!
To prove conclnsivly the truthfulness of
the foregoing assertions, just reflect upon
the condition of the Latin races under the
Roman and Grecian mythology-with their
gods, Jupiter, Apollo, Mars, Mercury,
Vulcan, Neptune, Pluto, and others, and
their goddesses, Juno, Minerva, Ceres,
Diana, Vesta, and others-every word of
which was false and, conl!leqnently, pernicious; but not so much so as is Christianity. Under tbat mythology those people
had the entirety of Europe and the north
of Africa '!lnder their flag. They were the
greatest of sages, philosophers, generals,
poets, statesmen, and orators of the world.
Why, we teach with pride the orations of
Cicero to our sons in our colleges at this
late day! Had the Christians during the
"dark ages "-Christian ages-not burned
the great libraries of the· ancients, because
Christian rulers did not want learned and
scientific men but obedient subjects, we
would now be. far in advance of what we
are. But the moment that "Saint" Paul
infected Rome with Christianity and the
murderous villain, Constantine, who murdered his own mother and son, made it
the religion of the state, Rome began to
decline and has been going down ever
since. England, being under the Roman
flag, was also beset with the venomous
malady and declined too, and four centuries ago Spain was in advance of England; but Henry Vill. woke her up somewhat. He would hav no foreign potentate,
in the attitude of pope, to domineer over
England. He poured into that bottle of
Christian poison some Protestant water
and diluted it about fifty per cent, and
England shot ahead of Spain. But a lot
of heretics-Lafayette, Paine, Franklin,
Washington, and others-established the
United States of North America and separated the church from the state completely,
and in one century we hav made far
more progress than hav all religionbefogged nations during all past ages.
The steamship, the cotton gin, the lightning rod and electricity, the steam fire
engin, the reaping and mowing machines,
the sewing -machine, the revolving pistol,
the breech-loading gun, the metallic cartridge, the revolving turret for ships of
war, the typewriter, the telegraph, the
telephone, the phonograph, the threshing
machine, the solid iron tire for wheels of
vehicles, the Gatling and Hotchkiss guns,
the street railway, the sleeping car, the
pneumatic brake for cars, the screw-chuck
for turning lathes, the corn planter, the
artificial ice machine, the pin-making machine, the use of petroleum, the burglar
alarm, the stamping and spinning of
metals, the horse-twist drill, the rollerflouring mill, artificial teeth, India rubber
goods, the gold pen, the fountain pen,
and all the rest of the great inventions of
the nineteenth century, excepting photography and electro· plating, are all our own.
And where were the wo>:ld to-day without
them? And then there are Mormonism
and Spiritualism-false, to be sure, but
those systems of humbug h'lv served to
lift some persons from the bogs of Christianity; and they can never retrogade, but
drift ri!{ht into Rationalism.
"Fathe~ forgiv them, for thev know
not what they do," was not a good eentiment. Condign punishment, commensurate with justice, were far better. I am
an unreconstructed Union man.
There is just one promill made by the
omnipotent "God" of the Jews and Christians that he has fulfilled: In Ex. xxxiii,
23, he promised to show his ''back parts,"
and I must co:u.cede that he hf!:.B done it
most effectually throughout the entirety of
that Bible.
·
No honest, intelligent person can read
the foregoing, and not concede, in mind,
that it is truth.
Please observe that, to the degree that
Christianity has been abolished or diluted,
to that extent has been the increase of advancement in all countries not infested
with some system of blackmail equally pernicious, and that the United States, having
abolished nearly all of Christianity, is not
a Christian nation.
Yes ; ·teach ·the Bible in the public
BChools. But t6aoh it.
GEORGE NEWTON.
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Edited by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communication,. for this Corner should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the da:r'~ occupation• ,
That is known as the Children's Hour.

"Little Dirty Face."
We hav a little maid at home.
She says. "My name is Dwace."
To pa and ma Rhe's better known
As "Little· Dirty Face."
You •crub and dress that child at tenWhite muslin trimmed with laceIn fifteen minutes. often less,
She"s Little Dirty Face.
But smiles oft break that crust of dirt,
And smiles the dimples chase.
And tender eyes light up with love
That little dirty face.
'Tis naught but •nperficial dirt.,
Which scrubbing will erase.
81 ma and pa are rather vroud
Of Little Dirty Face.
On tot's small phiz the trouble is
To find a kissing place.
But. stay-I see a. rosebud month
On Little Dirty Face. .
Then come and giv that sweet" bear hug,"
Thou little toddling Grace.
Thy soul's a• pure as angel's robes.
My Little Dirty Face.
-Boston Transcript.

The True Ambition.
And moving up froin higher to higher,
Becomes on fortune's crowning slope
The pillar of a people's hope,
The center of a world's desire.

-Tennyson.

ln every age since man's intellect has
seen the light of day, with the strongest at
all times succeeding, there has been a
thirst for power and glory. In the breast
of nearly every person rests the hope that
on some bright day, at some happy hour,
fame and honor will be achieved and the
world will b~w in admiration for the suc·
cess thus attained. And many, many individuals pass through the gates of death
hoping against hope, their wishes scattered
to the winds, and their faith in this world
amounting to a marvelous innocence. But
such is the decree, that only a few-a favored few-will succeed, while the majority either fail or hold a common position
in life. "The brave man ·may fail, but
cannot yield."
I hav read somewhere the maxim" Fortune favors fools." Is this really
the case? I asked mys'llf. Are the earnest
and hopeful to be always doomed to disappointment, while the light-hearted and
perhaps meaningless person wears the
laurel of success? Oan it be said that the
great of all ages hav been fools, or did
they achieve renown and aimiration by
the hardest of work and the self-denial, for
the time being, of all plea9ures? Look over
the history of the world, especially the
history of the times in which we liv;
study carefully the lives of all those who
are famous, and, after becoming acquainted with the hardships they endured,
and the privations and disappointments
overcome, ask yourself, Are they fools?
No, they are the shining lights of this
world. By their dazzling brightness they
illumined the world, and lighted the pathway for those who would follow. Who,
then, is the fool? 'Tis the person who
dreams, always dreams, never tires dreaming, and is always hoping and dreaming
that his dreams will turn out true. This is
the fool.
A person that dreams and
hopes, but never does one single act to
make his dreams a truth.
Hence the fool's paradise, the statesman's
·scheme,
The air· built castle, and the golden dream,
The maid's romantic wish, the chemist's
flame,
And poet's vision of eternal fame.- Pope.
And now we will ask: What is ambition?
Is there a good and false ambition, and
can it be said it is separate from the false
longings of the hE>art? Is it distinct from
the boastful vaporings of the petty man?
Or is it an inordinate desire for fame and
wealth and power? Or is it something
that defies analysis?
As we all should be aware, as vary the
onditions of development, the environ·
ments, the inherited powers and conditions
of mentality, so vary the hopes aiJ.d aspi-

rations of every individual in this universe. Go where we will, be where we
may, this fact cannot escape our eyes.
How often do the philosophic, the thoughtfttl, and studious minds feel shocked when
they happen to hear a person say that
his ambitions are for pleasure, the lowest
at that. And wbat thoughts arise, when,
in conversation over a serious subject, the
opinion is expressed, " Oh, that's all
right. Let everybody believe as they
like. It is all opinion, and my opinion is
as good as yours." Is it? Is the opinion
of a frivolous person as good as the opinion of a thoughtful and studious person?
It mav be where ignorance prevails, but
not in th& sunshine of intellectual wealth
and grandeur. And what is the reason of
this dissimilarity? Why, the conditions
of development and the environments in
every case were different.
I once read a story of how a queen of
France had a cat which she pampered and.
petted nearly every minute of the day, and
had special food for it and special attendants to look after it. But the cat, in its
loungings around the palace, found an en·
trance into the king's workshop, where,
along with other cats, it managed to de·
stroy several valuable pieces of work. One
day the king came into the room suddenly
while the cats were holding judgment over
one of their number, and the worthy king,
in his worthy rage, picked up a hammer,
aimed it, and seriously injured his wife's
favorit cat. The poor beast managed to
find its way into the drawing-room, and
the anger of the queen can be better imagined than described, and the poor old king
came in for the worst scolding he ever had
in his life. How much truth or fiction the
story contains I do not pretend to know,
but as such casaR, where animals are petted
aod loved, while suffering humanity is
neglected, can be found in our own
aristocratic society, the question naturally
arises: Should this be the ultimate object
of one's life, and can we call such an absurdity an ambition?
By outward show, let's not be cheated,
An ass Ahould like an ass he treated.-Gay.
Again, there are many whose sole hap·
piness is frequenting a bar-room, having a
proficient knowledge of billiards, and being able, very generally, to drink at
another's expense. In every large city
there are numberless examples of this class,
and the youth of the city who spends his
time in such a maqner is sad to contemplate, and the num her so doing is startling.
Most of theae young men are to be the
men that make the future. They are to be
the providers of homes, the caretakers of
families, and the fathers of children. And
the position of a bar-room lounger, after
the day's work is over, is all that many
such young men attain. Oan this be called
ambition?
Again, there is a class of people, orderly
and of irreproachable character, who are
satisfied with the position in life which they
occupy. A good sustenance, a happy home,
and plenty of legitimate pleasure-this is
all they want. They liv and die; they perform no good deeds, but liv for themselvs.
Their death is never a loss to the community, and the only words of regret to be
heard are, "They were good and quiet
people." Oan this be called ambition?·
EDWARD DoBsoN.
[CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.]

ldeas of God.
From GEo. H. GmsoN, aged 18, Northville, Mich.
God is that conception of a mind by
which that mind explains things, or some
things, by causes other than those known
or understood, or other than those thought
to be koown or understood, or other than
those thought to be like those known or
understood by that mind.

I:Jooks oy heitw H. GaJ·dener.

Correspondence.
LEE N. D., Aug, 12, 1894.
DEAR MISS w-d.oN: This is my first letter to the Oorner. My papa ~akes THE
TRUTH SBEKER and mamma thmks there
is no other paper like it. I read the Corner every week. I do not want to .be
anythin~ but a Freethinker.
I am nme
years old and go to school and study r~ad
ing writing, spelling, geography, arlt~
metic and physiology. My sister Nelhe
wrote' to the Corner some time ago. I
will close now hoping this will escape the
waste basket. ' Your Liberal friend,
ELMARUKKE.
FoRT STANToN, N. M., Aug. 12, 1894.
Miss WIXoN, Dear Friend: I s~at myself this morning to write to the Ohlldren's
Corner. I love to read the little letters
very much. I am thirteen years of age,
and my birthday is May 1st. I a~ not
going to school now, but I guess I wlll go
this winter. Last winter we ~oved to
Lincoln which is about twenty mlles from
here, fo~ school. I hav five· brothers and
three sisters and I am the stron~est Freethinker am~ng us. My father is a true
Freethinker. There is to be prE>~ching
here to-day. I like to go to church Just to
be going and sometimes to make f~n after
it is over. There was camp-meetmg here
about two weeks age. I would like to hav
that book, "Right Livin.g." My _fath~r
will giv me the money for .1t. ~~ thmks 1t
is a nice book and I behave 1t 1s too. I
would like t~ hav something nice, like
that to read. We would hav had a dance
last ~ight if the sky-pilot had not been at
the place where it was to hav been held.
Some of the people who had" charge of ~~
wanted to stand in with him, so they
turned it into a singing party. Well,
I would be ever so thankful for the book.
Your little Freethinking friend,
BERTUA MAY OoE.
[Always glad to hear from Bertha.ED. 0. 0.]

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

Men, Women and Gods.
Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
£rice, c.loth, $1; paper, 150 cents.
'JI'M Traae Suppztea at SpeeiaZ JJtscounu.

IS THIS YOUR SOB. MY LORD l
l F&Bcinating Story of Radical Truths
!'rice. moth. 1\1:. l)a"Der.
150 cents.
·.!

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?
A NE"W NOVEL.
Paper, 150 cents.

Price. cloth, $1.

Home Seekers in California
Will find it to their advan tag A to call on or address the undersigned. Land from $10 to $500
per acre.
OTTO NEUHAUS.
4t34
Los Gatos, Cal.

Rank Materialist, farmer. age 30, on the Pacific
coast. desires to correspond with mental comrade
of 20 to 25 yeJrs.
Address
COSMOS,
. care TRUTH BEEKER

3/ZZ in a J/'TZtshsZZ.
By ASA AUGER.
A condensation of the fundamental argnmet
against Christianity.

A Very Good Little
Price, 15 cents.

Miss~enary

Work.

Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.
Summer Days at Onset.

lustrated. Price, 25 cents.

Pus·hed
by Unseen Hands.
SHORT STORIES.
Paper, 50 cents.

Price, cloth $1.

ltiA.TRIM ONIA.L.

84 pages.

Il-

Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300 pp., $1.

on

Religion and Social Matters.

Thoughtless Yes.
CONTENTS:
A Splendid Jud_ge of a Woman -The Lady of the
Club-Under Protest -For the Prosecution-A
Rusty Link in the Chain-TheBoler House
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Our Ancestors- Florence 1 Cam__pbell's
Fate-My Patient's Fate.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Facts and Fictions of Life.
OONTEN'IS:

p 1 efa.ce-The F;ction of Fiction•-ADay in Court
-Throw .1 in With the City's Dead ·An Irrespon ible Educated Cla•e 7 The JI10J;al HesponsibillijY of Woman m .HereqttYW om an as an AnnPx -Sex 1n BraiDHeredity in Jts Relations to a.
Double Standard of MoralsDivorce and the Proposed Nati.mal Law
-Lawsuit or Lega.cy-Com~on

Sense m
Surgery.

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories for

Cloth, 11: paper, 50 cents.

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand-

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.

Boys and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., $1.25.

some and Interesting BookhWithout Superstition for Children and Yout • The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to. 224 pp., boards, $1.
A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO

CHEAP EDITION.

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.
This book 1s just what gs title implies-thumping whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianity on the world. showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows.
that Jesus was a false prophAt. that the gospels
are not a.utnentic, and that l.J..... ~utia.nitr. is a borrowed system of religion. That the Btble is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not areal benefit to man.
·
Price, 2JCents, six for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEJI.

From BESSIE SonAFFl<lR, Philadelphia, Pa.
Definition of God, No. 2. God: An unknown quantity; an inferior quality, without shape, size, form, or body; it moves
through all space without filling it; is less
BY OAPT. BOBEBT 0. ADAMS.
tangil:ile than a shadow; more flexible than deinlr the story of his mental Journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism.
gum-elastic; its greatness is littleness; its
power is weakness; its wisdom is foolishP.nce, paper, 25 cents: cloth, 75 cents.
ness. It is somewhere, anywhere, evArywhere, and when wanted is nowhere. It is
something, anything_, everything, but in
particular, nothing. It is Alpha and Omega
Bi!! liJ A F].{i> .lHJJ!l !':.
-the first and the last; the beginning and
~'"'""
the end; yet it never had a beginning, and
will never hav an end. It is the author of
nature, and yet no part of it; therefore a GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
P.Qnentity.

'fravels in Faith.
Essay on l'fllracles.

Bv M, BA.BOOOK,

Priae. 15 aents.

By HELEN H. GARDENER.

OnfJ of Her Brightest,

Wittieat, and
Strongest Lectures Against
thf; Bible.

Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price. 10 cents. Addreee this office

ASECULAR MilliAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL
AND

COLLECTION OF SECULAR HYMNS.
Bv A. R. AYRES.
"A good book written 'with a. purpose."
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Agents

Want~d!

We believe that not only can good be done bfnt
money made by any Lib ral who will ca.nva.'s or
our book ·• Old Testam•nt Stories ComicallY 11•
lustrated." In fa.t:t we know one man who worke d
at it but a few honr• w •e kly and so d ne•r11
fiftY copies in a. month. The price is low; ev<rYd
bod:!' knows the Old Testament stories. !!D
nearly ever;body would like a. hook a.ppiVIng
nineteenth-century vit and knowledge to themi
People lixe to lngh. Reverence for the 0 1~
•restament tales h•s la.r~~rely disappeared an rl
jgkes at the exp•ns• of Jonah and Josepll ~
Esa.n and Samson and ·D Vld, and the other worthies or unsavory reputation. are keenlr S.I?.l\' 9 t
cia ted. It seems to us that the boo~. w1ll e= &
sigbt. It d<>es here in the ~tore. Lili'ersls out of
employment will find thh a. good way to make an
honest dollar.
TerDIII to Agents Sent onJAppUcatJoD•
Address
THE TBUTH SEEKEB.

THE TRUTH SEEKER. SEPTEMBERS, 1.894.

The Bible InqLtirer,

THUMBSCRfW AND RACK.

A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTIGATION;

By GEO.K
MACDONALD.

Cf''VTAIN!NG 148 PROPOSITIONS.

With R eferences to tho most ..-'lain and Striking Self-Contradicti ons of tho So-Clalled In~pirerl
~,... IJLUrP<. Including Questions Answered Affirmatively and Negatively by Quotat ions fr om U, ,
Btl.Jio. A I o, Other Bible References of Import.ance.

Fourth Edition, ReviRed and Enlarged.---Priee, 25 Cents.
A.ddrAss

THE TRUT.Q,: SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place. New York Citv

T-HE Ci\NDL-,E

12

$1.00
Sent Post Paid
TORTURE INSTRUMENTS employed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries ior

the Promulgation of Christianity. Being tho Nurombar g Oollection, and including specimens from

The Hol)' .lnqulsit.ion.

THIRTY-FIVE

l:LLUSTR,ATIONS.

Soanish Collar, Thumbscrew, Iron Coll!tr. tbo Hack, th e Iron Orowni:Leg Orusher, the Stocks,
the H er etic c.tchor. the Iron Boot. the Hot Mitten.~ Mouth-pear (gag), ron Masks rocommendet\
by tho Inquisit ion, Breaking and Burning on t be Wheel, the Duck ing Cage, the Chastity Bel t for
women. the Spi der , the Iron Virgin Up t o Date. the Execu t ion Boll, oto.
"I used to road iu books," says Colonel Ingersoll, .. how our fathers per secuted maultind But I
never appr eciated it. l r ead i t, but it did not burn itself into my soul. I did not r ealll' >\l>Praciato
the mfa.mias that have been committed in tho name of religion until I saw tha iron lLrguruents tha.&
Christians used."
.
. .
.
•

Price, 10 Cents 1•er Copy.

•

•

12 Co1nes for $1.00

e

BUY: A DOLLAR'S WOR'rH AND SC~Tl'En 't'HEi\£ AMONG YOUR 0HRIS1'IAN ri.EHH:I 130HS !
Address THE !RUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

EVERV Woman Ought to Read it.

Every LIBERAL Woman

and Man Will Want lt.

WOMi\N, CI-IURCI-I, AND STATE.
By Matilda Joslyn Cage.
This is Mrs. Gage's latest nncl crowning work. It is TH E book to show how
the church has enslaved woman nnd kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance at its contents will show this:
The fir.i t chttptor-tbll Mn.tri,trch nto-shows t ltttt under tlte old civili ztttions womn.n had grOttt
freedom. but that th~ tendency or Uhri sti:ptity from t.hc firs t W>L< to restr ict hpr .liberty. I n t~is
l\irs. Gage chtlttlS thu t 10 the l\ latnar c1>ate-or Mother-r ule-the worl<l 1s mJebted for 1ts
firot conceptioL of i nher ent r ights
Cha.p tcr 1I deals with tlie thcologir al doguuu; of originlll s in ttod cclibn.cv. Woman, by tho
church, was not r eg>tr ded as '' httllllHl b<.l~o g ; nutrria!'-o wus loolte<l upon .as '' il c \ wive~ wor o sold
as sln.vcs ; women dr1 ven to SUICi de ; the mtlucnce ot th e church WliS u nbvorab1e to virtue. 'rho
celibMy of the cler gy produced • egrn<lill){ ~ensnulity, ttutl woman WI!,S the victim of th cso brutes.
Ctuwter III is on 'l 'he U:tnon L "w, showin.: how th" chnrcl1 COJttroletl wonmn b)• making th e
legitimacv of nHtrriage depend u,,on it;.; own eouLrol of tho ceromouy. Aucwn t civ i liz1ttion g>Wo
placo to Christi .. n bnrl.J•trism. t h<> c erg)' b~c11nw rt <lilltinct bocly- r<t ouco '' " ho ly" untl tut unholy
caste. Learnmg w's probi·bitctl to wom c,n , ltu<bttntls p rohibi tcu from Jetwilig them moro than ouct.bird of t heir pr operty ; dau ghter.:~ co u ·r~ be disinherited . Hons could not. 'l'lto 11cfornmtiou effoctad
no cba.n ge.
Oh"pt or IV-i\br<}uot l e-iB on J!'enJalism :tn<l itH d egrad~tti on of women, tho l"ir;lti:S of" lord~
spirit.ual," t.he immora ity of t ho hetlth of f.ltc cllurcb, b<tr>ti~Jlt of mtdo women in the ea rl y ()hnstiltu
church. It also deals wiLh some of the l:tter-<l~ty abuse" of f emaloti, !iko our Nor tl>woijtcrn pinuri eK ,
t he English deb;mcheri es , gov crume1ttul crim o-nutkor~. ut,c.
Ch>tpter V-W1tchcra.ft. ln the dttys .,f tb i~ phase of rel igious insanitl' l\Irs. On.go sltowu how tho
possession of even n.littlo learniu g w M ~nil'wicu t cause to ~u~pcct t< womtm of witchcra ft, tlmt LO Jcooll
a pet w:ts dttngerous, so 1·abid wne th o cler,y Jtot to ~nlf<· r t~ witch t 1 li 'l. 'fhiH pcrsocuhon for
witchcxaft wll.S a contmuance of tho ch urch's policy for obttti uiu g u Jt •v<:rsul dominion over mankind.
Women phJ•siciR.ns of the llfiddlo 1\ l(es were r>ersccn ted, and t ho" P il gr im FJLthCrti" co utiuued it in
Am0rica. Tho first synod conv ened i n Americ~t wati to 1ry a wom1t11 for h~resy, 11ntl other9 were
stripped ancl whipped for not af:rCeing wil' h tho clergy.
Th~chapter on" Wive~" shows bow the disrnption o l' the Ro uifl.n empire W M u n ftworable to t lto
per sonal nn (l proprietar y ri gltt~ of woman-tLttt tiJ() sttlo ol' d:1 ughtcrs was pmcticecl i n England
seven hundred ycnrs after it wa~ Christiauized- t.httt t l:o nracticc of buying WJve~ was r egul 11ted by
la,w-tiHtt women were 11ot permitted to read the Ilibl<,- tlmt t he)' were n ot a(lmittod n.s witncsBCtitb>tt civil mttr'ia@ 1s " PJ)Osed
the <'lmrch.
In Chapter
is shown how )lOlYJ,PtlllY was smt.ained by the Chri stian clmrcll' t hltt tho llrat
s ynod of t ho Heformation convened to sun<:tion thi:; i nstitution, t httt Lutbor t~ncl tl.Jo otltcr ·• prin-:ipal reformers" favored it, rts we l M tlJo Ato eric>tn J~ou.rd of J!'oroign 1\:lissions. Tho ~lon.uon thoocracv is s hown to be similnr to t hat of ot her Chris tirm sects.
In the last t hree chapter~ l\[r;;. Gage t reatH of t he opposition of the church to Lhe ameli oration
of womttn's suffering~ as i n terfer enc0 w1th h er •· curse, •·of wom:m's degr adation hy the church t o
labors unf\t _fo1: slaves1 of wom:cp's "i n~criorj ty," as taught by the church to-day, anu of how littlo
vnhw Clt nst.mmty ),as ueen n.mlts to CiVilllmt10n.
cht~pter

FROM UNDER
..

THE)BUSHEE
By WILLIAM HART.

I,:l06 Questions to t he Clerg.l' and for the Con·
shlera.tion of Otltet·s.
The author, while a sincere church member, obeyed the injunction to search the scriptures, which led to the propounding of
thestl queries, no clergyman can answer rationally and remain a
Christian.
PftiCE 40 CE NTS.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 2S La.ftty6t t c

P~ .• New

vn

ov

The work is a burning protest against the tremendous w1·ong done woman by
the church, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No
woman, it seems to us, can read it and r emain a supporter of the religious institution
which has crushed her indivicluality, her mentality, ancl degraded her person. 'ro tho
woman's cause it opens an A.ge of Reason. It ought to be widely read for the good it
will do.

Yol'lc

POPULAR EDITIONS
OF

Thomas Paine's Works.

In cloth,

$~;

in ?l,alj-leather bind·i,ng, $3.

HAND-BOOK

AGE OF REASON. Pap., 25c. ;
6 copies for

~1;

cloth. 50c.

AGE OF REASON ANJ) EXAlll·
INA.TION O:E"l'HE PIWPHECIES. Pap., 40c.; clo., 75c.
il>OSTLE OF POLI'l'ICAL
AND RELIGIOUS LIBEit'l'Y
.~Life): By J. E: Remsburg.
_ ortra1t.
~OMMON

P~·-· toe.;

clo., 75C.

S.t;NSE. (1776.) loc.
CRISIS. Written During Am.
Revolution

Address THE TRUTH SEEJ<,..._

OF

FREEl'H OUGHT
By W. S. BELL.

P1to.,4oc.; clo. , 75o.

GREA'l' WORKS. Svo. 800pp.;
clo.. 1!18; leather, $4: morocco,
gilt edges, $1.50.

LIFE OF.

By C. Blanchard.

l'aP . ·10Cyj clo.• with }:l..vrtrait, 60c.

LH'E O.r. By:l\:LD.Conway.
With H istory of his Li ter ar y. Political, a.nd Religious Car eer in
America, FrattoJC and England,
and a SJ;etch by William Cobbett.
The only adequate Biography of
Paine. 2 vols. Portraits. $5.

UFE OF. By Remsburg. 50c.
LIFE OF. By G. Vale. $1.
LITHOGRAPH OF. 22x28. $ 1.
POLrl' lCALAND ItELIGIOUS
ItEFO RM.ER. U nderwood.lOc
POLITICAJ, WORKS: ''Com-

()ontaining 10 condensed and systemtttizetl fonn tL
vast :1.mount of avidanM ltgainst tba ti UIJ<>rstitious d•wtrinos of Christianity. As a book of re 'erouce and >Lid
to all truth ~eekera it is inval111~ble. Its cla.~aificat i <J"
of ao bjects makes it a band-book. Aalngor.~oll said of
l'~>ine's "Age of RoB.Son," it enables somebody in every village to "corner tbe paraou." a~ Wl'lo
v , ri Aty of subJects inclnde 1.ll the diapnted voints between 0hristianity ant! ~reatho nght .
Cloth, $1; paper ,50cents,
Arldrss~
'I'BE TBD'I'H AKPRVI' .

PEN PICTURES OF THE WORLD'S F ~IR.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the beat description of the Fair yet
given- poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, give~
RIGHTS OF }fAN. Answer to the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
Burke'sAttack on the French Rev- of the Sunday-openers; describes the varioue buildings and what they contain, and ie,
olu tion. P~p., 40 c ; clo .. 75<:.
'llll in all, the very best picture of the .Fair that can be painted with a pen.
TESTIMON1ALSTOHISMERI'l'S. Comp. b;r._J'forean. lOo.
ILLUSTRATED.
THEOLOGICAl , nORKS:"Age
A ll.\.P OJ<' JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
of Reason,"" Examination of tlle
Prophecies," etc., with Life of !l.nd the stay-at-home to see where he went.
Paine and steel portrait, $ 1.00.
A BiRD'lS·EYE VIEW OF 1'HE FAilt, enabling one to comprehend at a
VINDICATION. Reply toN. £. glance the magnitude of the Exposition, tho greatest ever known to the present time.
mon Sense," •· CriSi.i," "Rights of
J\!an ., :SL~O.

Olba~.

Address TIIE ·riWl'H SEEKER,

By R. G. Inlleraoll. 100.
l'l><<:C. New York

;JS Laf«y~tt..
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HEDGE-HOG PHILOSOPHY.

"Am Brndder Johnsing in de hall dis
evenin'?" inquired the president of the
Limekiln Olnb, as he rose and glanced up
and down the aisles.
·
"He ar," promptly replied a voice from
the region of the alley stairs.
"Den he will please step dis way."
Brother Johnson is nearly seven feet
high, as thick as a corn-colored envelop,
and makes a regular business of having
three different kinds of asthma all at once.
He slouched forward, drag~ing his long
feet behind him, and when he reached the
president's desk Brother Gardner said:
"Brndder J ohnsing, I war ober to my
fam'ly grocery de odder night to see if de
price ob turnips had fell, an' yo' come in
an' bought five p'nds of buckwheat flour
an' a hunk o' codfish,"
"Yes, sah; I was dar," replied Mr.
Johnson.
"Yo' was jest about to go wh~m de ole
man Climax come in fur a pint of 'lasses,
an' it warn't two minntes befo' de two of
yo' was dispntin' 'bout how long ago the
world was created."
"Yes, sah; bntdat ole man hain't got no
sense in his head."
"I heerd yo' call him a liar."
"But he done call me a fnle."
" I heerd yo' call him a crank."
"But he done called me a humbug."
"Yes; I heerd it all; an' now I want to
hev a leetle talk wid yo', Brndder Johnsing. How many y'ars ago was dis world
created?"
"I dnno, sah; but I reckon I knows as
much as dat ole man Climax."
"Dat's probably true, but neither of yo'
knows nnffi.n 'tall 'bout it. Dat's whar do
trnbble comes in. He said it was ten
thonsan' y'ars ole, an' yo' stuck to it dat
it was a millyon. It's human natnr' dat
two intelligent pnssons will sooner quarrel
ober what dey doan know dan ober sun thin'
dey kin be snah cb. What we doan' know
we try to make up fur in argyment. What
we lsck in argyment we try io make up in
blab. "If we can't bring a man to see
things as we do, we call him a fnle."
" How does he know dis world am ten
thonsan' y'ars ole?" demanded Brother
Johnson, with a show of spirit.
"How does yo' know it's a millyon ?"
blandly replied the president. "Mebee
yo've got some later news dan de rest of
us, but I doubt it. Let me say to yo' as
follers:
"What yo' believes in wid all yo'r
heart may be altogether wrong.
"De man who draps argument fur abuse
admits dat he has got no case.
"De man who will' admit his ignorance
has a chance to learn wisdom; de man who
won't must continyer to be a fnle.
"Yo' may silnnce a man by holdin' an
ax above his head, but he doan' undergo no
change of opinyon.
·
" De man who prides hisself on all us
bein' right, makes brass take de place ob
knowledge.
"It am only a fnle who believes dat dis
thing or dat thing am so bekase he has
heerd hisself say so.
"Brndder Johnsing, when yon stood
dar, wavin' dat buckwheat flour in one
hand an' de codfish in de odder, an' callin'
dat ole man an idiot case he wouldn't add
990,000 y'ars to the age of de world to
please yo', I was ashamed dat yo' belonged
to dis club. When yo' went out an' dat
grocery man axed me who dat umbrageous
niggar was, I done make out dat I didn't
hear the question, an' I felt so put out dat
I forgot to enqnar 'bout de turnips."
"I'm sorry," humbly replied Brother
Johnson, as his knees wabbled under him.
"If I meet dat ole man Climax again, I
jest gwine to walk right by him and say
nuffi.in." .
"I reckon yo' better, fur I tells yo'
plainly dat yo' has cum powerful nigh
gettin' bounced outer dis club. Yo' drap
back dar by de stove an' sot down an' stay
sot an' chaw de end of reflecksnn. De nex'
time yo' meet a pnsson who frows his arms
around his head an' yells at de top of his
voice dat he knows de exact age of de
airth, yon want to exhibit some sense in
yo'r head."
"I will, sah."
"Yo' take yo'r buckwheat flour in one
hand an' yo'r codfish in de odder an' slip
right out an' git fur home an' leave him to
talk to a box of clothes pins. On de way
home yon can console yo'self wid de reflecksnn dat if de pa'r of yo' was to kick
an' bite an' gon~e an' pull ha'r an' tear up
forty rods of s1d.ewalk it wouldn't make
the slightest difference 'bout de age ob de
world. In my younger days I used to go
aronn' declarin' dat no whale ebber swal·
lowed Joner. I dind't see it done and so
wouldn't believe it. One day I met a man
who declar'd that de whale did swaller
Joner. We argued an we hollered. We
quarreled an' we fit. I broke his nose an'
he split my ear, an' a policeman swallered
us boaf, an' we got thirty days in de cooler.
It am nnffi.n to me 'bout whales an' J oners.
I don't care two shucks whether de world

am flfty.millyon or only two hundred y'rs
old. If Cain killed Able, dat was all right;
if he didn't, it was all de same. I could
hev a fight 'bout such things ebery day in
de week, but what good would it do?
While I am discnssin' Dan'! in de lion's
den, de weeds are growin' in my tater
patch, an' while I am pnnchin de heaif of
de man who doan believe de story ob de
Red Sea I miss two good jobs ob whitewashin'. Sot down, Brndder Johnsing,
sot down, an' shet yo'r head, an' let de age
of de world slide off yer back an' git lost
among de pigweeds an' de thistles of de
activ present.
-M. Quad.
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Ethics as Understood by a Student of Science.
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Self-Control,
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Progress; or Enlightenment:
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Power of Will,
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:
Fraud a Crime,
Courage, a Necessity to Right
.
The Poison of Blander,
.
Living.
··
·
.. ·
Miss Wixon has taken as her mottoes hi writing this beautiful book of 292 page~-which she
has dedicated to the memory of her father and mother~these sentences from the works of a great
synthetic philosopher and a gifted liberal minister:
·
·
As With the phys!ca!, so wlth the eth!ca!. . A be!tef,
,vet t!t.f'U!. ana pat: ita!; ls beqtnntng to

How's This!
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY &CO., Props., Toledo,O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe
him perfectly honorable in all business
transactions and financially able to carry
out any obligations made by their firm.
WEsT & TRUAX, Wholesale Druggists,
Toledo, 0.
W ALDINGr..,KINNAN &. MARVIN, Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo, 0.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. Price, 75c., per
as
spreaa amongst men, tliat here, a!so, there is an tnatsso!ub!e bona between Qause ana co~sequence, an
bottle. Sold by all Druggists. T~stimo tnexorabte
aesttnv, a !aw which a!tereth not.-ff •rbert Spencer. · .
.
. ·. . . ·
nials free.
Ltmng is an Art, a methoa or expressing great conceptions: tri .fact, the hlg_hest methoa, the
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Daughter's Babe Upon
His Knee'

A new edition of that splendid ~?rose ll_oem,
"Life," by "the prince of orators, ' Col. R. G.
In~ersoll. It is larger and better than the old
edition, and can be framed or pla_ced upon the
table as an ornament. In the center of the card
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby,
,urrounded by the ·prose poem, which has been
truthfully described as, " one of the masterpieces
of the orator and ~oet who now, as far as we
know, stands alone m the living world." It will
make a deli&"htful present, and will be a •ouvenir
not only of mtellectual greatness, but of artistic
workmanship. It is printed on heav_y board, gilt
boveled edge. The size is 12x16 inches, and the
price only?5 cents, post:Paid.
TH.I!l 'l'RUTH BEEKER,
oq Lt.fo.vQtt.A nlanA. Nf'w Ynrtr

Books byS.P.Pntnam.

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe~ and Its

Scientific Solution, with some Onticisms of
UniversoloiU: Price3 20 cents.
.

Waifs and wandermgs, A New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; I>aper, 50
cents. "A I>rose epic of the war, rich With
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
first pag_e to last with the living spir1t of to.day."-[John Swinton's Paper.

Golden Throne, A. Romance.

"The an-

thor certainly has ~enius. The divine
creative spark is withm him. The book is
ftlled with manly thou_ghts expressed in
manly words-the transcrrnt of a manly minlt.
Every Liberal should read • Golden Throne.' '
-[Ing(lrRoll. Price, $1.

Ingersoll and Jesus.

A poetic version of

the Indian stocy of the Garden of Eden in
whien ita superiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis lel!_e_nd-18 shown. Price, 10 cents.

Gottlieb : His Life. A Freetbong:ht Romance. Price, 85 cents.

My Religions Experience. Price, 25 cents.
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Pleasure and Progress.
AN ATTEl'4Pr TO PBOVE THAT

The Pursuit of Plllasnre Is the Sine Qna Non of, Intellectual, Morai, and Social
Development, and that -The Promotion of. Pleasure is the
Dri.ty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship •.

By Albert

:M. :L<)i-e:D:tz,

LL.B~

CONTENTS:
•
BooK I.-PLEASURE: Chap. I.-Sources of Pleasure.· Chap. II.-Material Pleasures. Ohap. III.Ideal Pleasure<. Chap. IV -Social Pleasures. Ohap. V.-Pleasures of the Savage, the
Barbarian and the Civilized. ChaiJ. VI.- Genesis of religions. Chap. VII.-Christianity.
BooK II.-INTELLEOTUAL DEVELOPMENT: Chap. I.-Purpose of life. Chap, II. -Matenal Plea~ures.
Chai>. III.-Ideal Pleasures: Knowledge. Chaf. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Reason. Char.-V."
Ideal Pleasures: Qharacter. Chap. Vl.-Bocia Pleasures. Chap. VII.-Pedagogica Despotism.
BooK III.-MoBA.L DEVELOPMENT: Chap. I.-Morality. Chap. II.-Material Pleasures: Prudence.
Chap. IIT.-Material Pleasures: Refinement. Chap. IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Foresi_g_ht,
Chap. V.-Ideal Pleasures: Civilization. Chap. VI.-Social Pleasures. Chap. VII,-Vice
Caused by Restraint.
BooK IV.-BoaiA.L DEVELOPMENT: Ohap. I.-Progress. C.1ap. H.-Protection, Capitalism, and
Socialism: Respeativly an Actual, an Imminent, and a Proposed Violation of Individual
Boverejgnty. Chap. ill -Condition of Agricul~ure. Chap. IV. Public Schools, the
Menel Mene, Tekel of l:locialism. Chap. V.-Province of Government. Ohap. VI.-Our
Social Disorder.
1
.
Here are some of the verdicts on this remarkable production which have been rendered by
men who are in every way qualified as judges of books:
.·
This is a spirited, rattling sort of a book that skates right along over the deepest subject with
out mu h thought whether the ice is thin or not. It an~w.rs the greatest questiOn-What is the
us • object, mot•ve, purpos~ and summum bonum of life, and the real came and motive of progress?
-by one word Pleasure!-:L·IIaaaeus B. Waleeman,
He sharp\;.· attacks, al~o, modern methods of education, and in this he is most abundantly
borne out o_y the fa~ts, and his arraignment is practically unanswerable. His b:)Qk is altogether a
curious and suggestive one.-New Yorle Oommerctal Aaverttser.
·l'he man who wrote this book knows how to write a book, and knows what he is writing about..
There is not a padded sentence in the volume, not an attempt to fill up with ..-ords for laok of
knowlel!ge. The author deals hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for realities and
truth. We do not see how anyone can re~d this book and disagree with the leading pronositions,
The work is goo.d; every chapter is worth .reading. It is a work of common-sense Socialism. The
chapter on public schools ought to be put mto a tract and sent to every teacher in the land. Thousands of sentences are worthy of being framed as political maxims and hung up all over the nation.
e book deserves a wide readi!W, not only for its literary style, which is clear and incisive, but for
s bold, }lonest sayings.-L K. Washburn.
After you read this b:Jok you will be as enthusiastic in praise of it as are the eloquent editor of the·
Investigator and the gallant President of the Canadian Secular Union,
Pleasure and Progress" has 898 pages, is splendidly Printed from large, clear type, on excellent paper, and costs, bound in cloth, $1; paper covers, 50 cents.
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The Creation of God.
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palcharactets Me analyzed and shown to be human, by thought and deed. It is made pfain t.t\at We ·
wculiar phraseology, cant sayings, subterfuges, miracles, wonder-workings, and supernatlU'al J!Sd·
!ling are the _proper pl.fspringof the then existing barbarism, ignorance, and superstition, oonstitutmg the peculiar politics of the dav.
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ALL PAIN
FOR

.As LONG as man sees his ideal behind
him he will discover no truth.-Investi-

gator.
A MAN's time, when well husbanded, is
like a cultivated field, of which a few acres
produce more of what is useful to life than
extensiv provinces, even of the richest soil,
when overrun with weeds.-Hume.
OoNscrous of high aims and feeble
powers, we must do our utmost to extend
those powers and realize those aims, at the
same time that we clearly recognize the
limits which separate what is modifiable
from what is unmodifiable-G. H Lewes.
THE man who givs his life for a principle has done more for his kind thim he
who discovers a new metal or names a new
gas; for the great motors of the race are
moral, not intellectual, and their force lies
ready to the use of the poorest and weakest of us a.ll.-Lowell.
UNCOVER its roots, and the theory of
coerciv education will be found to grow
not out of man's love of his offspring, but
out of his love of dominion. Let anyone
who doubts this listen to that common
reprima.nd-"How dare you disobey me?"
and then consider what the emphasis
means. No, no, moral-force education is
widely practicable even now ' parents
were civilized enough to use\
Her!Jert
.Spencer.
RELIGION has been a foe o liberty of
discussion, thought, and action. She has
denounced the state and now she panders
to it. She has denounced education and
now she adulterates it. She has denounced
the press and now she nses it. She has
denounced medicin and now she cannot do
without it. The monumental labors of
hnmanity, crystallized in the material and
intellectual civilization of to-day, hav not
been directed by religion, bat by the
blood of men who hav moistened the lives
of priests, by the bodies of men who hav
fattened their bodies, and by those whose
bones are now burrowed by worms in
their graves.-Stanley Jones.
THE whole world is only a great concert,
in which each one strikes his note and
plays his part, and in which each one of us
ought to be proud to add to the general
harmony, and not to curse and hate those
who labor in different -spheres and with
different aptitudes. I love to contemplate
this magnificent union of every force
which tends to l;>estow repose, prosperity,
and greatness on my country; and I am
deeply moved when I think of all that
France could effect if all her children
would utilize theii- own innate resources,
and place them at the disposal of the
public service and of their country-Archbishop Darboy (shot by the Communists).
THE Israelites, a nation of sheep-feeders,
had been for a considerable time in a
hostil position toward the Egyptians, a
nation of tillers of the ground. They
were going to wander as sheep-feeders in
the desert, and, at the first convenient
time, they were to attack the Canaanites,
a nation of tillers of the ground. It
seemed desirable that they should hav
some pretense for doing so; and one was
found, in the belief that, from the earliest
ages, the agriculturist had, when opportunity was favorable, oppressed the shepherd; and, therefore, at any time, the
shepherd tribe was entitled to revenge
itself on any agricultural tribe.-.Si1• G. B.
Airy, on the Myth of Cain and Abel.
THE ascetic who teaches us to despise
happiness and exalt self-sacrifice has no
reason to giv us for the asceticism he practices save the hedonist reason that, in his
opinion, it will result in the long run in a
surplus of pleasure. And his opinion is
mistaken; that is all the difference. Once
induce him to believe and understand that
the universe is not governed by an omnipotent fiend who "sends yin to heaven
and ten to hell a' for his glory "-and he
~eases to be an ascetic; he becomes a
hedonist. Do we not know it well, all we
<>f the new faith, who were nourished in
the old, and abandoned it perforce when
we found it at last wholly lacking in historic, philosophic, and -ethical basis?Orant Allen.
ALL social philosophy belongs to self
atrength. Any act which beggars another
-offends truth. Any act which is not in
the direction of the extinguishment of dependency is traitorous to social health.
The structure is weakened at the foundations. Effort which does not aim at and
culminate in individual independence and
power, whatever its motiv, is base and destructiv. The asides in this·great drama
are the pitiful sermons of priests and
philanthropists who apologize in palliative
for present evils and who drink at no
fountain of brave and absolute conviction.
They are the mere accidents and ephemera
of the play. They enter and cross the
stage, but are not essential to the plot.Horace L. Traubel.
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The Living- Waters.
To those who need a medicin, remember
th_at Water of Life is one of the best, and
Will cure the stomach, liver, and kidneys.
Large pamphlet free, 34 S. Main st.,
Wilkesbarre, Pa. J. R. Perry, mgr. 21t18
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what it is not and what it is. Prioe, 5 cents.
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Darwin an~ After Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEoRGE J. RoMANES.
A ~stematicEx~osition of what ma_y be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ~eneral reader rather than to professed naturallstH.
Mr. Romanes iH well known as one of the most
interesting of Rnglish writers upon evolution,
besides ranking with Professor Huxle;v in scientific knowledge and ability. And this IS a part of
his conclusion regar-:;; og the great sUbJect of
Design, to which the dmrch so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of. beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence ot
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a. pnrelymechanical philosophy...
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the present grneration 1n a manner and
to an extent that has never before been P~'B•ihle;
and inasmuch as the change which hn< taken
place has taken pla,..,e in the airection of uatural·
1sm, and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical interpretation of nature universal. it
is no wonder if the religious mind has snpdenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in th'l
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th:v God?"
illustrated. Price. cloth,. $2.
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.This is the greatestar_gumentever made in a. case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christianjlerseontion is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Christians, ancl exoounded on every occasion.
In pa.ver, 25 cents; in ·cloth, 50 cents
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Yearly su.bscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
1. View of the Standt with the speakers pu)?hslied
one. year. In ordering please sa.y
and other occupants standing\ showin_g Colo- wh1ch .Year1p.
1s desued.
net Iagersoll, President Rowtey, l:l. P. Put.
Bingle numbers so!d at prices quoted.
nam, T. B. Wakaman, et al.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
2. Colonel Ingersoll Canses n Smile •.

The Assemblage.

S. President Rowley Addresses the As·
semblage.
4. Mr. Pntnam Reads A Poem.
5. Mr. Wakeman Talks of Libertyt Science and Hnmanity.
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6. The Paine Monumentt as it appeared 1ewels,
$6 5u; 1~ · jeweiB, J!IS; 15 jewels. fully 'adMay BOth wreathed in flowers anrl bearing
zp.ottoe.s. No other picture of the Monument
bke this one.

'l. Paine Homestead as it appear11 now.
These are splendid photogra.ph•. They were
all taken at the commemorative exercises at New
.llqohetle. on May~t,t_h, and are h!storically. patrJ.
ottcaVy, anrl artri!twally veu: valuable and will
b e PrlZf!d by thousands of Liberals who revere
thfl gemu~ and l!onor the memory of Thomas
Pame. Mts• Levm has spared no pains to make
them worthy the subject and the occasion. The
photograph• are Bx10 inches in size and the price
lB seventy.five cents each.
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28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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CRUCIFIED?
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
A judicial consideration of the ques tionJa.nd the
decision against the scriptures and the Cnristian
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Prices: In 14 kt. 20 year hunting cases, $80
In 14 kt. solid gold hunting cases, $40.
'
All gold and filled .. ases made bv best mannfaetur~rs as Boss, Duebf!r, :Jl'ahy, and Ladd, in plain
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FOR HER DAILY BREAD. STRONG, HEALTHY MANHOOD
A Nineteenth Century Novel.

Preface by R. &. INGERSOLL
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a. younger brother who were left parentless, with a. little moneyh fair educationh and
much coura.~e, to make t eir wa.y throng the
world by gomg_ to Chicago. The author is also
the heroine. The narrative is, in the main, a history of a working-girl's life a.nd experience in the
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kindhearted folks, a.nd disreputable hypocrite. It is
just such a story of human life a.s we should expect Colonel ln.ll"ersoll to be interested in; and
whatever he a.dmiroo and appreciates is sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
Price, 2li cents. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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SCIENTIFIC BOOKS CHEAP·
Out of various importations and purchases of scientific works, at different
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each
of the following, to which we call attention, as enabling our readers to get a good
deal for their money:

A GOOD DESCRIPTION OF THE SKY-PILOTS.-Hosea vi, 9; vii, 4.

THE United States will soon hav five war
vessels in Chinese and Japanese waters.
These are the "Monocacy," "Baltimore,"
" Concord," " Petra!," and " Charleston."
PRIVATE GRoVER FLINT, of the United
State~ army, grandson of the late Dr. Ana·
tin Flint, has just inherited a half :million
dollars, and has secured his discharge
from the army.
DISORDER and revolution are spreading
in central and southern Morocco. Anumber of towns hav been pillaged and murders and outrages committed. Serious
complications are feared.

.AN earthquake shook in western Texas
released subterranean waters and flooded
a district two hundred miles square. Half
the houses in Unvalde were swept away.
Lives were lost and very much property
RAINMAKER FRANK MELBOURNE com
destroyed. Several miles of the Southern
mitted suicide at Denver.
Pacific track were washed out. A number
IN Brazil the feeling is daily growing
of California fruit trains are stalled west
more favorable to Moraes, president-elect.
of the break.
THE Democrats defeated the Populists
VAsT tracts of timber land hav been
in the state election held in Arkansas last
burned over in Michigan and Wisconsin
Monday.
during the last few weeks. .The loss
amounts to :many :millions of dollars. In
RRPREBENTATIV GEORGE B. SHAw, of Wisthe southern peninsula of Michigan there
consin, died at his home in Ean Claire on
arefiresin twenty-five counties, and in the
August 27th.
upper peninsula it is still worse, :many
The
FoREST fires are reported raging in
AT Memphis the grand jnrv returned towns being in extreme danger.
Crawford county, Mich. They are exten- 736 indictments against saloon-keepers for dense smoke impedes navigation on Lake
siv and very disastrous,
selling without licenses, and against the Michigan.
oonntv
clerk and citv license inspector for
ON August 28th Governor Waite, of ColTHREE companies of .I!'renoh troops were
out to pieces by Sondanese, when making wilfully failing to collect license and other orado, was arrested on the charge of openprivilege taxes.
ing and retaining a letter addressed to Mrs.
a sortie from T1mbnotoo.
Likens, formerly :matron at . police headGovERNOR
TILLMAN
made
a
olean
sweep
BY the collapsing of a bridge over a raquarters. President Mullins of the police
in
the
South
Carolina
Democratic
primavine in Fairmonnt Park, Kansas City, Mo.,
board, Chief of Police Ar:mstron~, and
ries: The conservative may run an inde· Kate
twenty people were injured.
Dwyer, police :matron, were also arpendent ticket, but at this date it seems rested,
At the preliminary examination
THE Texas Republicans nominated W. K. almost certain that Tillman will succeed before United St.ates Commissioner HinsMakenson for governor. They stand for Senator Butler.
dale, Governor Waite was released and the
the dootrin of extreme protection.
DIWAPITATION proceeds in the New York others were held.
IN the Congress just closed there were
ON August 29th the Brooklyn Biscuit police department Captains Devery and
Works, first opened that day, were totally Cross and Wardmen Smit_h, <;llennan, and taken 308 official roll-calls, Mr. Boutelle,
Burns. ":ere last week. diSmissed by t~e , of Maine, missed 239 roll-calls; Mr.
destroyed by fire. Loss, $200,000.
oomm!BBtoners. Captam S~ephenson w1ll i Cockran, of New York, 237; Mr. Dalzell,
GovERNOR TILLMAM, of South Carolina, be the next one placed on tnal.
of Pennsylvania, 232; 1\fr. Dingley, of
says: "My Democracy means white suEFFORTS are being made to secure from Maine, 259; Mr. Dolliver, of Iowa, 225;
premacy." He wants no negro votes.
Governor Flower a pardon for John Y. Mr. Gear, of Iowa, 224; Mr. Gillett, of
CELIA THAXTER, the poet, died in her MeKane, the Gravesend boss convicted of Massachusetts, 266; Mr. Heiner, of Pennhome at the Isle of Shoals, N. H., on election frauds and sent to Sing Sing for sylvania, 254· Mr. Hopkins, of PennsylAugust 26th. She was born June 29, 1836. six years. If he released he will be re- vania, 237; Mr. Honk, of Tennessee, 256;
McDowell, of Pennsylv'lnia, 257· Mr.
THE cholera is slowly spreading in Hol- arrested at once on other charges of the Mr.
Scranton, of Pennsylvania, 257; Mr. Settle,
land, and also in Belgium. The Meuse same nature.
of North Carolina, 256; Mr Storer. of
valley is infected from Maastricht to SeThe report of the. engineers' board ap- Ohio, 244; Mr. Tavlor, of Tennessee. 252:
raing.
pointed by the president to examine and Mr. Wheeler, of Illinois, 249; Mr. White,
PoLIOE JusTIOFJ RYAN, of this city, tells report on the proposed New York and New of Ohio, 264, and Mr. Wright, of Pennthe police that they must not arrest women Jersey bridge has been made public. sylvania, 270.
for simply loitering, for loitering is not a Three plans are submitted, two for cantiTHE most awful forest fire of the year
levers, one for suspension, varying in cost
crime.
of construction from $25,443,000 to $51,- occurred in eastern Minnesota on SeptemTW111LVE thousand tailors went out inN ew 128,000.
ber 1 and 2. Six towns-Hinckley, SandYork on September 3 against the task
stone1 Pokegama, Sandstone Junction,
ANoTHER famous war jZOvernor is dead, SkunK Lake, and Mission Creek-were
system. It is expected that :many :more
Samuel Jordan Kirkwood of Iowa passed wiped out, and at least 500 lives were lost.
will follow soon.
away e.t Iowa City on September 1st, at
IT is estimated that three-fourths of the the age of eight.v one. He served three It is probable that when all the returns
recently unemployed in Chicago are now terms as chief magistrate of Iowa, was are in from the back country districts the
at work. This would leave about twenty- twice elected United States Senator, and list of dead will be greatly lengthened.
One train carrying a large number of pasfive thousand still idle.
was secretary of the interior under sengers was burned, but most of the pasTHE Democrats of Delaware nominated Garfield.
sengers saved them~lvs in the water and
Ebe W. Tunnell for governor. They reN ATHANlEL PRENTISS BANKS, mud of Skunk Lake, the engineer having
affirm the Chicago platform and indorse theGENERAL
commander of the disastrous Red backed his train from !lear Hinckley, alfederal non-interference.
River expedition, died at his home in though he was badly burned as he stood in
CoNGESSMAN WILLIAM L. Wrr.soN, of Waltham, Mass., on September lat. He his cab, and the cars were on fire in a dozen
West Virginia, the Democratic tariff reform had been bobbin boy, machinist, editor, places. Relief for the destitute is being
hurried forward from Minneapolis, St.
leader, has been enthusiastically renomin- member of the legislature, lawyer, Con- Paul,
Duluth, and other cities. The propgressman, speaker of the Honse, governor,
ated, for the seventh term.
erty loss foots up into the millions of dolrailroad president, and majo:r·general.
lars.
THE Commercial Company has extended
ON August 31st six Negroes, arrested on
one of its Atlantic cables from Coney
the
charge
of
incendiarism,
and
being
conIsland to this city, being the first ocean
veyed to Memphis in a wagon, were way- THOMAS PAINE;
cable brought to New York.
laid and shot to death by a band of fifty
WAS HE JUNIUS?
IN order to prevent the spread of the masked men. Hundreds of bullets were
By W. H. BURR.
cholera, Emperor William, of Germany, fired into the helpless prisoners, who were
has forbidden the gathering of large handcuffed and chained together, The
Second edition, enlo.rged to 32 pages; with the
crowds of civilians during the military deteotiv who had them in charge and the
engraved likeness of Paine. Price, 10 cents
maneuvers.
: driver of the team hav been arrested.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER

J'{o'Wa of tlt,e Woolt.

The Rise and Early Constitution of Universities,
with a survev of Mediwval Education. By
A. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cent•.
Historx of Ancient Egypt. Rawlinson. 2 vols.
A Thousand illustrations.. Copious Notes
and Full Index. Arice, $1.25, postage paid.
The Dawn of Histnr:v: An Introduction to PreHistoric Study. Edited by C. F. Keary, M.A.,
of the British Museum. Oloth, 75 canis.
On The Study of Words. By Richard Chenevix
Trench, D.D. Oloth, 75 cents.
Fetichism: A Contribution to Anthropology an
the History of Religion. By Fritz 8chultze
75 cents.
English: Past and Present. By Richard Chenevix Trench, D.D. 75 cents.
Modern Science and Modern Thought. By S.
Laing. 75 cents,
Formation or Vegetable Mould through the action of Worms, with observations on their
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents.
Educa.tion. Intellectual, Moral, and Physical
Progress; Its Laws and Cause. With other
disquisitwns. Two books in one. 75 cents.
The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer. 75 cts
Political Science, containing Physics and Po'litics. An Application of the Principles of
Natural Science to Political Society, by
Walter Bagehot; and History of the Science
of Politics, by Frederick Pollock. 75 cents.
Science and Crime..._and Science and Poetry, with
other essa:y;s. JJY Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E.
Two books m one volume. 75 cents.
The Land Question: Containing the History of
Land Holding in England by Joseph Fisher,
F.R.H.S.; and Historical Sketch of the Distribution of Land in England, by William
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents.
The Black Death: an account of the Great Pestilence of the fourteenth century, and the
Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages, By J. F.
C. Hecker, M.D. Two books in one volume.
75 cents.
Bound Volume of Humboldt Library, containing
numbers 92 to 103. $2.
Glimnses of Nature. By Andrew Wilson, F R
S.E .. F.L S., with 35 lllustrations. $1.
illusions: A Psychological Study. By James
Sully. 75 cents.
A Vindication of the Rights of Women with
Strictures oh Political and Moral Subjects.
By Mary Wollstonecraft. $1.
The Genesis of Science and the Factors of Organic Evolution. Both by Herbert Spencer
in one volume 75 cents.
Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. By Sir John Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S., M.P., D.U.L., LL.D., with
numerous illustratwns. 75 cents.
Geological Sketches at Home and Abroad. By
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents.
Current Discussion in Science, and Scientific Aspect of some Familiar 'l'hing3. By W. M.
Williams, F.C.S. Two books m one volume.
75 cents.
Charles Darwin; His Life and 'Work. By Grant
Allen. 75 cents.
The Pleasures of Life, By Sir John Lubbock,
Bart. 75 cents.
1

SELECT WORKS OF RIOHARD A, PROCTOR,

Light Science for Leisure Hours.
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects.
Hereditary Traits, and other Essays.
Mi•cellaneous Essays.
Illusions of the Senses, and other Essays.
Notes on Earthquakes, with fourteen miscellane
ous Essays, Six books in one volume. $1.50

SELECT WORKS OF GRANT ALLEN,
The Evolutionist at Large.
Vignettes from Nature and .
Force and Energy; a theory of Dynamics. Three
books in one volume. Cloth, $1.
THE

THE

BRAIN

AND

BIBLE;

OB

THE OONFLIUf BmEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
with a preface by

R. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethought, Its arguments are based
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's seLse of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing,
Price, cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Modern Marriage.
By EMILE ZOLA.
Translated from the French

by

Beni. R. Tucker.

In this his latest story Zola takes four typical
marria!!es-oue from the n ,biJity, one from the
bourgeotste. one from the petty bourgeoisie, and
one from the working-people-and describes, with
all the power of ni; wondrous art, how each originates, by what motive each is inijvired, how each
is consummated, and how each results.
Price, l:i Cents.
Address
'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

THE SABBATH.
By M. FARRINGTON.

4 Thorough Exarni'Yl,ation and Ref·
utation of the Claims of the
,Sabbatarians.
110cents.

.\

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.

A FACT WffiCH MUST HORRIFY THE GHOST OF PURITANISM.

A .Missionary Scheme.'
'll\lvl"\U&uTH SEEKER has recently been doing, with
the ~~s aid of its friends, a great deal of political misai~ary work. We hav given away thousands of t:he ·".Church Property" pamphlet, and it
is doing its Wl»"k, in this state particularly. We
hav also given away thousands of arguments against
the proposed national Sunday laws. Besides these,
more thousands of TRUTH SEEKERS hav been scattered ~roadcast over the land.
With the advent of hot · weather the political
bodies nearly all adjourned, but the people of
the country remained in session right along. And
they are of not less importance than the politicians,
and we want to devote a little attention to them.
Probably no one book has made more converts
to common sense and won more people away from
.superstition than Paine's "Age of Reason." It is
.a book, as Colonel Ingersoll says, that furnishes an
:immense amount of food for thought. It is written
!for the average mind, aBd is a straightforward,
:ihonest inves.tion of the Bible and of the Chris·
:tian system. It has liberalized us all. It puts
arguments in the mouths of the people ; it puts the
church on the defensiv; it enables somebody in
every village to corner the parson. It has never
been " answered " and never can be.
What ought to be done, and what we propose to
do, b1 to scatter this book broadcast-to giv and to

hav given away thousands of them among the people. Every church-member that any Freethinker
knows ought to hav one. It will do that churchmember good, even if his wife bums it. He will
read a few pages in it at least before she gets hold
of it. But perhaps she too will read it. That book
in a family is bound to do good-an immense
amount. It has liberalized thousands and will
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE
TRUTH SEEKER, for from reading it D. JH. Bennett,
whom we all loved when living, and whose memory
we now honor, became a Liberal. Previously he
was a rigid churchman. There are more lijro him in
the country, and it is they we ought to reach.

Our proposition is tor every reader of this
paper to send us the names and addresses of
EIGHT of' his Christian acquaintances and ONE
DOLLAR, and we will mail each of them a copy
of Paine's" AGE OF REASON."
If you don't know eight Christians you care
enough about to convert, name those whom you do
want to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the
remainder to some editor or public man or preacher
worth saving.
In this way public opinion can be made and
the church undermined. A few Freethinkers
in a community can club together and convert a
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and
dry in his pulpit. Or they can send us the fund

and we will make the selection of the target and
take the responsibility of the work. What we want is
to scatter the book among the people and hav it read
Remember, we do all the work-all we ask is the
names and addresses and means to mail the book.
Surely everybody can help in this and make thousands of Freethinkers. Don't select the names
of indtfferentists, but those of good church people,
with a preference for those who hav the capacity to
think if they only are steered in the right direction.
The New York Advertiser, commending the action of the Constitutional Convention in adopting a
proposed amendment against appropriations for
sectarian schools, observes:
"The plain truth of the ma.Uer.is that churches
and church societies are no more entitled to special
consideration at the han ~s of the government than
any other organization. A church edifice should
be taxed just as well as a gymnasium or a club.
The members of each of these organizations support
them by voluntary contributions, and there is no
just cause for any of them to dodge their pecuniary
obligations to the state. Sentimentalists may cry
out against this view of the case, but they cannot
present any arguments to controvert it that will
stand the searchlight of logic and common sense."
The trouble is that the Const.itutional Convention
has not yet done any thorough work. Theists and
Protestants can drive a herd of Texas steers through
its school amendment without touching an e:ffectiv
prohibition anywhere.
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the Moct Ma_(Jnificent Work Ever Published by the Frcethaught Press.

Four Hund.red Ye~rs of Freethought.
BY SA..MUE;r..

P.

PUTNA..M.

HOW TO GET'·

FOUR HUNDRED :-YEARS
. OF. FREETHOUGHt~·<_

FREE

The object of this work is t.o present the Course of Freethought throughout the CiVilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of In~ersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
SPECIAL OFFER.
It will reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
We have made arrangements with
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.
to make our friends a most generous
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages offer.
We need more subscribers to ·THE
of Human History,
· TBU'l;'H
SEEKER, and every Freethinker
needs "Four Hundred Years of Freeadorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inven- thought." Not all are able to pay $5
tions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
for it, but everyone can do a little
No-thing Can be More In-teres-ting,
work to obtain a copy- congenial
more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights and work, . that will do great good all
Progress. The struggle is not ended ::LJ?.cl what is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal vigiG around. This is the offer :
lance is the price of liberty; and from th8 Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.
Send us Four Ne-w
NO LIBERAL CAN AF.I!'ORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
Y early Subscribers at
It will contain the Greatest Thoughts and the Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
regular rates ($12 in
In One Harmonious and Magnificent Whole~
all), and -vve -will send
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
the Getter,..,up of· ·the
W"OMAN'S EMANCIPATION

fr<'m the chains and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
'l1HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially ·in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
·
The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
Literature.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation.
Science. Education and
Phllo~ophy.
Ethics.
Lessing.
Voltaire.
Madame Roland.
Boccaccio.
Gambetta.
Copernicus.
Bruno.
'Rousseau.
Mary Wollstoncraft,
Rabelais. Schiller.
Castelar.
Bacon.
Galileo.
Hpinoza.
Conienius,
Cervantes. Goethe.
French Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Descartes. Kepler.
Frances Wright.
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison,
Pestalozzi.
Da Vinci.
Locke.
Phillips.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
lution.
Lucretia Mott.
Froebel.
Newton.
Rum e.
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker.
Gibbon.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Humboldt. Combe.
Robbs.
J e:fferson. ·
Burns.
Emerson.
Lyell.
Spencer.
Sumner.
ifodia. Maria Child.
.
Kant.
Shelley.
Mazzinni.
argaret Fuller.
Heine.
Lincoln.
Hamilton, Darwin.
Owen.
Byron.
Thoreau:
Bentham.
Holyoake.
Bakounine.
Elizabeth
Cady
Stanton.
Comte.
~ndall.
Mill.
Pushkin. Whitman.
Haeckel.
Warren.
Susan R Anthony.
uxley.
Buchner.
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Garabaldi.
Girard
Petrofsky.
Matild~Jo<7an Gage.
Feuer bach.
chewsky.
Lick.
Heinzen.
Helen H. ardener.
Annie Besant.
THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
/

in overy domain of Human Thought a.nd Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
The Second Part of this volume will be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
Press in modern times. The Truth Seeke1·, Investigator, Ironclad Age, Secular Thought, Freethinkm·s' Magazine, Independent Pulpit, L1tmjer, the Freethinker, .Agnostic Journal, etc.
It will give a history of the
·

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chicago, the Freethonght Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
It will contain the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won dis-··
tinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
George E. Macdonald, Capt. R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
Horace Seaver,
,T, P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
D. M. Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam,
Prof. J. H. Cook,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Parker Pillsbury,
Ernest Men dum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H. Heywood,
Mrs. M. A. Freemffil,
Eliznr Wright,,
Charles Watts,
Franklin Steiner, .
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehm Smith,
T. 0, Leland,
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Colman,
T. B. Wakeman,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
James Par~on,
Lillian Leland,
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy Post.
Judge C. B. Waite.
·and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
snuuld be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about
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orir circulation,
and we want to help our friends to
and in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable, help us.
!or it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.
,
It ought not to be difficult to get
four New Subscribers in any town in
The Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
the country, especially with these
I
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a survey of history, Splendid Premiums to assist. .
Those who get up t:P,ese Clubs will
and such a galaxy of Freethought.
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possible moment.
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Mr. Root moved the previous question on his
As our readers are aware, the New York Consti- motion to recommit, and was sustained by the
tutional Convention's Committee on Education re- house. The roll call occupied ·two hours, .and half
FO-uNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.ported a proposed amendment which, if adopted by of the delegates explained their votes. Again we
E. M. M.&.ODONALD, • • • • • Editor and Manager. the Convention and ratified by the people, would quote from the Times' report :
•• Mr. Holls said that the effect of Mr. Oassidy;s amendstop all appropriations to Catholic parochial and the
28 LAFAYETTE PLA.OE, NEW YORK.
ment
would be to authorize local option in sectarian
strictly. denominational schools of Protestant sects,
teaching, with the aid of. state funds. The full scop~ of
- SEPTEMBER 15, 1894. and would also prevent the t~aching of distiilctivly the amendment was not explained, mimy of. the delegates
SATURDAY. •
Oa~holic doctrine in the common schools, but would thinking that it would forbid all sectarian teaching whatnot prevent appropriations to schools, not under ever. Mr. Root made the 'following-remarks: •r made
SUBSCRIPTION RATES•
Bingle subscription, in a.dva.nce._....... , .....••........•...•... t3 oo the control of any one denomination, in'which fun- the motion which I did make because I know that the
Onesubscriptiontwoyea.rs,ina.dva.nce ........................ li 00 'dam_ental Theistic and Christian dogmas are incul- amendment proposed by Mr. Oassidy does not accomplish
Two new subscribers ............................ ·.......... :...... li 00.what the Oonvention desires to accomplish, the separation
0ne subscription with one news11bscriber, in oneremitta.noe. li oo cated, and would not take ·the Bible out of the pub-_ of church and state, which is accomplished by the report
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one· remit·
·
ta.nce ....................................... ;................ ., 00 lie schools nor pre~ent religious_ services therein if of the committee; because I know that it is being ·sapOne subscription with three ».ew 11ubscribers, in one remitthose ·services did not traverse. doctrine held in ported here by those who do not wish any amendment to
one s~;s~~;ti~~:~th·f~-~~-;;~~-~~b~~rlb~~-:~~~~~-~~~t~ ·s :so 6ommon by Protestant and.· Catholic.
Neither be adopted, by those who hav their little petty interests
ta.nce ...... · .................................................10 eo wouid if operate to ,ke~p the public schools clear of in their own homes, for which they wish to secure state
aid. It has been &Sserted that this is a blow at religion,
A.11y number over five a.t the sa.me ra.te, inva.ria.bl:vwith one
··
·
remitta.nce.
text-books permeated with the basic teac.qings of insincerely by most of those who hav made the_charge;
Christianity and Theism.
on the contrary, the separation of church and ~tate will
A very animated ·debate took place when the em- be an aid to religion.' "
Monev shoula lie sent lltl e:cvreBB oompanti'B monev oraer,
postal oraer, ara,tt on New Yorl:, or -flti reutsterea zetter,' bryo amendment wa~ considered by the Convention
Elihu Root should not need to be told that the
4a~tress oommuntoattons. ana mal:e ara,f'tB, oheoi:B, post-o#IOB
in Committee of the. Whole. The Democrats _were original amendment did not secure the separation
anae:wressmonevoraerspcwaliZeto
E. M. MAOIJONALIJ,'
28 Laravette pZaoe, New Yorl:. ·
a unit against the proposed amendment, while the of church and state, its only effect being to prevent
Republicans were split into two factidns, one led by the teaching of denominational tenets at· state exSPECIAL NOTICE.-We 11hall be obliged to our
readen H they will11end n11 the n&Dle and ·addren of Elihu Root, in favor of the amendment as. reported, pense, leaving the way wide open for governmental
and the other, under the leadership of Owen Cas- support of undenominational religion. As to· the
any_ Freethinker -who 1• not a regular •nb•crtber.
sidy, desirous of materially modifying the Educa- real meaning or' th~ Cassidy amendm~nt, Mr. Choate
tional -Committee's proposition. The Committee said:
SOD HANDSOME PREHIUM:S.
of the Whole first killed these three proposed
"Mr. Oassidy's amendment sounds very well.' It is
To induce J!,eW subscriptions and prompt .tenew~ amendments of the amendment: That of Mr. calculsted to mislead the unwary, and it has eviaently
ala on the part of our friends we make the follow- Forbes, "providing that the section forbidding the misled a number of unwary delegates. Stripped of all
its concealments, the amendment is nothing more or less
·use or public money for sectarian schools shall not than local option for the rankest kind of sectarianism,' In
ing handsome premium offers:
apply to orphan asylums or institutions for the care Poughkeepsie sectarian schools ate receiving public
For $6.50 we will send To TRUTH SEEKER one
of dependent persons under sixteen years old; money as public schools. The entering wedge has been
year ($3) and S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred
drive:u to that extent, and has aroused the alarm of the
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage second, that of Mr. Lauterbach, providing that the people, who desire no more of it, There are those-I am
sectarian section shall not apply to orphan asylums
of this or our Free offer of the book (see opposit
not one of them-who believe that a great foreign hieror correctional institutions in whiCh education is inci- archy is trying to extend its influence over the schools of
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in
dental only; third, that of Mr. Marshall, authoriz-. this state. This amendment will open the door to such
the country should not possess this splendid work.
ing the appr~n~riaLioli of public money for secular influence. If it is done with the schools of Poughkeepsie,
For $5 we will s~nd THE TRUTH SEEXER one instruction in orphan asylums and reformatories." it can be done in New York and Brooklyn. The people
year ($3) and "Paine's Great Works Complete" Then came Mr. Cassidy's amendment, forbidding of the state will not tolerate this. The effect of the
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains_ a. the use of public money for any "school or institu- amendment will make interference with onr schools forever possible, and I, for one, am opposed to it."
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be tion not wholly owned and controlled by the state
Seventy-one delegates, all Republicans, voted to
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New or a sub division thereof." At the first glance it
recommit,
and sixty-eight, of whom fourteen were
Rochelle.
would seem that this was a more drastic and comRepublicans, voted riay. Among the latter was B.
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEXER one prehensiv measure than the amendment reported
S. Dean, who early in th~ session submitted an
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and by the Committee on. Education. It would appear
overture for an amendment taxing all private propto cut off appropriations to all denominational
Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
erty, . and Mr. Lauterbach, who was anxious to
schools
and to all other schools except the public
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one
secure something to pay for "incidental" education
year ($3) ·and James B. Alexander's" Dynamic The- schools and the higher institutions of learning under in charitable institutions. Mr. Root now moved that
ory" ($2.75). This is a splendid offer, for every one state control. And more than this, it would not the article be sent to third reading, and the minority
wants this book. It has over a thousand large seem to be possible to giv any public money to d~manded the. yeas and nays. More explanations
pages and more than four hundred illustrations. private and denom~national charitable institutions of votes followed. Mr. Cassidy said :
It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies should this -proviSion become part of the organic
"From this time on I shall know no rest in opposing
it can help but be well-informed in all scie~tific law of the state. However, the Republican leaders the work of this Oonv~mtion. I shall never giv my vote
thought otherwise, and proceeded to retire the or my voice to a provision which I believe goes back two
matters.
Cassidy proposition to temporary oblivion, after a hundred years to the.days of religious persecution. We
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH: SEEKER one
are making of the state a hound to hunt with the dogs who
stubborn fight.
,
;Year ($3} and" The Freethinker's Pictorial TextMr. Cassidy's amendment to the amendment was are after sectaria~ game. "
' Book " in cloth ($2.50).
However much we must- be opposed to Mr.
accepted by the Committee of the Whole, which
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEXEB one year then, by the vote of 68. to 59, rose and reported the Cassidy's amendment, as interpreted by the majority
($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" amendment as amended to the Convention, with the of his associates, we co.nnot help thinking that he
.in boards ($2).
recommendation that it pass. Then Mr. Root tells the truth in the last sentence of his speech.
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEXEB one year moved that the Convention disagree with the report What he there expresses has been our cqntention
($3) and a copy of" Old Testament Stories Comic- of the Committee of the Whole, and that "the edu- all along. We hav yet to see the sliglltest evidence
ally illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
cational article be recommitted to the Committee on of a desire in the Convention to secure the comFor $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SBEXEB one Education, with instructions to report the original plete divorce of church and state in the matter of
year ($3) and "Old Testament Stories Comically proposition." What- Mr. Root and his friends education;
Mr. Lauterbach again said that no provision had
thought is told by .the Times in.these words:
Illustrated,', in board covers (81).
been
made for " the instruction of inmates of orphan
"The Republican leaders had dish nsted the Oassidy
This is a splendid _opportunity to obtain books
amendment from the first. They saw in it opportunities asylums ~d reformatories, and he hoped the Conwhich every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceed- for sectarian schools in counties and cities to put them- vention would be unanimous in making such proviingly low price. Old and new subscribers. can selva on the visiting list of the state Board of Oharities, sioD in the charities article." Mr. Powell said that
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our and thus to derive benefit from state funds, the very in his opinion "the people would hav something to
object which the Committee on Education and the prompresent readers will .call the attention of · their inent members of the Oonvention, inespeotiv of politics say when they learned that the reading of the New
and religion, apparently, were attempting to frustrate." Testament had been forbidden in the schools." Of
friend& to tke values otl'ered.
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what is Mr. Powell talkin~ ' Where is the reading
in the public schools of either the New or the Old
Testament forbidden ? We wish it were, but it
i'l not, as any person with the slightest powers of
analysis can see. The gates are swung wide for
non-denominational teaching. The prirpose of Dr.
King aod his confreres was to deal the Catholic
schools a knock-out blow while retaining the Bible
and providing for the inculcation of the general
principles of Christianity in the public schools.
They are astute politicians, and hav what they
want. We again print Section 4 of the educational
article:
"Neither the state nor any subdivision thereof shall
use its property or credit or any public moneys, or authorize or permit either to be used, directly or indirectly,
in aid or maintenance, other than for ex~ination or inspection, of any school or institution of learning, wholly
or in part under the control or direction of· any religions
denomination, or in which any denominational tenet or
doctrin is taught."
·
According to the Times, the Democrats in the
Convention hold that "the present article is not
severe or drastic enough; that a coach and four
and a limited express train can be driven through
it without injury to either." Or to the article itself,
they could hav added with equal truth. "If the
Republicans are really sincere -in their protests
tiona," a leading Republican lawyer, a member of
the Convention, is reported as saying, "why don't
they adopt such an amendment as this:
"Neither the funds of the state nor any subdivision
shall be used for the support or maintenance of any parochii.U, sectarian, or denominational school"
That is another sham. In fact, it is less inclusiv,
if anything, than the amendment adopted. It
touches no school, public or private, in which only
the underlying principles of Theism and Christianityare taught. Here is the only form of amendment that would cover the whole ground and actually debar all state aid for the teaching of religious
dogmas:
"Neither the state nor any subdivision -thereof shall
use its property or credit or any public money, or author
ize or permit either to be used, directly or indirectly, in
aid or maintenance of schools or other mstitntions of
learning wholly or in part under the direction or control
of any religions denomination or combinati~>D or family
of denominations, or in which any religions or antinligions tenet or doctrin is taught."
We hav here referred, contrary to our usual custom, to certain political organizations, not to attack
any, but because it is apparent that the delegates
in the Constitutional Convention hav permitted
their action in regard to state support of religious
education to be determined, to a greater or less extent, by what they hav hoped or feared would be
the effect of their speeches and votes upon the
issue of the fall elections.

God's Loving Providence.
The horrible disaster in the Northw~st, and especially in Minnesota, ought to open the eyes of even
the most credulous believers in the doctrin of a
loving providence to the utter foolishness of the
notion that we are under the care of a· heavenly
father, who numbers the hairs of our heads and
holds us tenderly in the hollow of his hand. The
awful death that fell upon the five hundred human
beings and the tens of thousands of domestic and
wild animals, might easily hav been sent by a being
endowed with the attributes which the Christian givs
to the devil of his theology. There was in neither
the terrible event itself nor any of its attendant
circumstances the least thing to remind one of the
loving solicitude which a finite earthly parent would
manifest for his children, nor a trace of the protection which he would extend to them if within his
power, saying nothing of the illimitable love which
we are told l}nimates "our heavenly father" and
the absolute protection which it is asserted i~ is
within his power to bestow.
Telegraph operators, engineers, firemen, conductors, all stood at their posts and saved hundreds of
lives. Mothers perished vainly striving to shield
their babes; children went to agonizing death in
the vain attempt to rescue their parents; husbands
and wives and lovers did heroic deeds for their
loved ones' sakes ; men bore their comrades out of

that forest hell; young boys guarded baby brothers
and sisters ; God-did nothing.
Dr. Lewis, of Mora, labored for seventy-two
hours in Caring for the tortured victims of the
flames, succumbing only when hi"s medicine gave
out and he could stand no longer. A boy of fourteen dragged two smaller children for miles from
the burned train to a spot where they were found.
A lover carried his sick betrothed for a mile through
the burning woods on his back to a place of safety,
while unencumbered companions lay down to die,
so terrible was the heat. A man bore a crippled
brother out of that God-lighted inferno. . Another
man, with one eye burned out, and the other almost
sightless, carried on his shoulders a neighbor whose
feet were melted away. A daughter stayed by the
bedside of a sick mother who could not be moved
and had to be forcibly torn away to save her from
the fate that overtook her pa_rent. " There were
dozens of men whose positions in death, as it instantaneously seized them, showed that they were
hastening with all speed into the very face of flames,
to the rescue of loved ones." Thirty bodies were
found along the line of the Duluth road, lying with
the heads to the northwest, as th~y had fallen in
flight. The World's reporter says of these :
"The women's bodies spoke eloquently .of mother's
love. Each had a chil<J, some had two, one hacl five,
clasped and sheltered within their poor, burned arms, One
mother had absolutely stripped herself of her raiment,
wrapped her two babes in it, dug a hole in the ground
with her hands, placed her darlings in it, and then calmly
lain down over them, yielding her life for a possible
chance of saving theirs; but her self-sacrifice was in vain,
but not absolutely so, for the babes died of BU1focation,
and by their features the identity pf the heroic mother
was learned."
·
That tails what mothers do for their children;
what "God" does for his is told by the five hundred charred and distorted corpses sepulchered last
week in rough pine boxes in the Minnesota forests.
And by another hundred or more in the woods of
Michigan.
We here speak of this "God" as though he were
an actual existence, for s_o Christian Theism postulates him, an all-knowing, all-powerful personality,
hearing and answering prayer. But it is all a
dream. We know nothing of him, expect nothing
from him. Nature is the all-in-all. She, in the aggregate, feels _not, thinks not, previses not, is
thrilled by neither. love nor hate, remorse nor fear,
tenderness nor cruelty, revenge nor mercy. If we
work in harmony with her inex9£_able laws we may
liv, for even four score or more years, lives of
mingled pleasure and pain, sweetness and bitterness. But all must ultimately yield to the law of
decay, which is the other side of that of growth.
Let the God superstition go.

Some Mistakes About the Two Wings.
We hav rec~ntly read the statement that the
Protestant churches, unlike the Catholic, do not
dictate what their members shall read .. ' This
is an error. They do all they can--to keep progressiv works out of the hands of their people.
Themselvs rebels against ecclesiastical tyranny,
they cannot speak with the authority that the
mother church commands, but that which they
possess they exert, as all know who hav tried to get
Freethought books and works on evolution into
public libraries. The " Age of Reason " was long
under the ban of American Protestants to such an
extent that it was almost impossible in thousands
of neighborhoods to keep a copy of it in circulation.
Every colporteur of Liberal books knows that it
would be impossible even to-day to leave a copy of
that work, as a gift, in any one of the vast ma.fority
of the homes of Protestants in the United States.
And what is true of the " Age of Reason "is true of
other Infidel books; Our men and women in the
field oan giv any number of instances where the
Protestant wives of Freethinkers will not permit
their husbands to take Liberal papers or hav Freethought books in their houses. And this intolerance
of the women is, of course, encouraged and applauded by their pastors. The Salvation Army has
a" novel burning day," on ~ich the works of some
of the best writers of fiction are reduced to ashes,
along with those of some of the poorest. Many of

the Presbyterian churches disciplin their members
if they are known to read Sunday papers, while the
whole theocratic army, almost entirely Protestant,
is calling for laws to prohibit the publication of
papers on Sunday. And then there are the nations
statutes which establish a censorship over the mails.
In fact, the difference between the Catholic and the
Protestant in this regard, as in most othera, is one
of degree only. _
We are also told that " the Protestants are persuaded to support their churches ; the Catholics
are forced to." The leaders of all churches make
use of ecclesiastical terrors to draw generous con.
tributions from their adherents. The more super.
stitious the subject, the more readily such influences
act. We know even Atheists who are deacons in
Protestant churches, and many, many more Liberals
who giv money and moral support to churches in
whose dogmas they hav no faith. Why do they do
this ? Some because their wives demand it ; others
because they seek political preferment; others because they are in business; others because they
want clients or patients_ or employment, but all because they hav been led to believe that these Protestants will boycott them in some way if they do
not help the church. We hav been informed by
persons in whose word we hav full confidence that
they hav known woman solicitors for Protestant
churches who threatened business men that if they
did not giv them money they would see to it that
the members of their church withdrew their patronage from these merchants, and we know that such
threats are very often implied when not boldly exc
pressed. How often the man of business or the
doctor or lawyer is told when he moves into town
that it will be greatly to his pecuniary advantage if
he will ally himself with this, that, or the other
church!
It is difficult to see wherein men who succumb
to such pressure are in a lesser degree " forced " to
support the Protestant churches than "servant
girls b American families " are forced to support
the Catholic. The "persuasion " in both these
cases is essentially the same. If "American citizens" and " servant girls" and politicians and men
of business allow themselvs -to be fleeced in such
ways the loss is primarily their own. It is not
our business to try to save them by law. If we
make the attempt we shall be, in purpose, as great
"despots " as those whose spiritual domination we
so loathe, and we sha-ll _fail in our crusade, for men
can alone sav~ themselvs from mental servitude.
When we declare -tqat "no foreign priest should
be permitted to liv on American soil, and to this
complexion will it come at last," we confess that we
fear the thoughts and moral influence of that priest
to such a degree that we dare not meet him in fair
and open encounter. Why should the Freethinker
talk of proscription as something excellent to the
taste and nourishing to the body? Why should he
fear to set truth and justice against the world 1
Does he believe that the Protestants and Freethinkers of the United States cannot, if they wish,
make and maintain this a secular republic without
expatriating Catholic priests? If we play the
tyrant together against the Catholic will not the
strongest faction left be thereby stimulated to play
the despot over some weaker division! Unjust
power grows by example and opportunity. Let
us, as Freethinkers and as men and women of good
sense, do nothing that will giv it either. Stand for
the wholly secular state, fully persuaded that' we
cannot secure justice for ourselvs by denying it to
others. Liberty. is no less a means than an end.
It seems to be abundantly demonstrated either
that the most meddlesome boys study for the
ministry, or studying for the ministry makes good
boys meddlesome.

We observe that Rev. E. Thompson, D.D., of Los
Angeles, California, classes Elder A. T. Jones, the
Adventist, with S. P. Putnam among the "leaders
of anti-Christian thought." Why is Mr. Jones thus
shut out of the fold he loves so well? Because he
has the temerity to assert, and prove, that religion
and the state should be kept separate. This is his
offense, and this makes him a "leader of anti-Chris-
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tian thought" in the· estimation of the National
Reformers. They cannot conceive of Christianity
as something apa.rt from the political machine.
And yet_ they talk about "religious liberty."
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unspeakable reputations." But they were alone
and had no loved ones to care for ; pressing work
sends prayer to the rear. And why should not
such pray, and why should Christians reject them T
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the Covenanter to vote,
for the Covenanter to
Sunday by abstaining
We hope the Reformer
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but it is precisely as unjust
compel oth.ers to observe
from work or recreation.
can see the point.

The .Baptist Witness observes that "Reason,''
The .Florida .Ba'Ptist Witness wants to know
who would wish to llv in a city, no matter how at- the capital city of the "Land of Unbelief," is a
tractiv in appearance; where the water is bad and veritable siren. Listen :
the ground barren. Then it spreads its hypothet"It -is full of pretentious buildings, and has some
ical city out· until it becomes the "Land of Unbe- streets which make a very inviting showing of handsome
lief," and says that it may be a very goodly country residences, with lawns which promis much freedom from
crowding, but death has a bedroom in every cellar."
at first sight, but the pilgrim will find that the
It alw says that what makes it so dangerous is
wat9rs which flow through it "make it a very un~
its
bad water supply or supply of bad water. We
healthy plac3 of residence " "in which to bring up
suppose
the Witness means that it is eternal death
the children of his mind." But it so happens that
that
has
so many basement sleeping apartments in
the children (thoughts) of the minds of those who
the
city
of
Reason, but we should apprehend that
dwell in this land of unbelief in fables and miracles
such
unsalubrious
quarters would undermine the
are more than usually well-proportioned and vigor~
health
of
Mr.
Eternal
Death, and eventually cause
Even the "lower animals" were more watchful ous, in spite of the alleged bad quality of the water.
his
demise,
for
it
is
very
unwholef!ome to sleep in
of human lives in Minnesota than was ''God." A In every age they hav been the children to whom
the
cellar.
If
there
is
anything
which your old
white spaniel was found in the. gutter of a has been given the future as an inheritance
style, true blue theologian is sure is detrimental to
stre~t in Hinckley :puarding the rem~ins of a baby
the prospects of the soul it is a tolerably activ and
carrtage, and a few scattere~ toys. The house
United States Att~rney General Richard Olney inquiring brain. With him reason is only another
was in ashes an~ his people burned almost is popularly supposed to need considerable urging
name for the devil. This probably fairly good man,
beyond recognitim;r, He was. taken to Pine City, to induce him to take hold of any particular piece
with whos_e odd and antique superstitions we are
fourteen miles away, but returned -to his lonely of work, and it is probable that the case of J. B.
amusing ourselvs for a moment, has also & horror
vigil at once. A horse was found beside the Wise will be no exception to the rule. So it will
of "the city of Salvation by Works," which he says
body of his dead master. The horse had a saddle not be amiss for the Freethought Letter Writing
is "another metropolis in which thousands die
on, his eyes were out and his 1eet off, but he gave Corps to again present to him some sound reasons
every year from poisoned water and malaria." In
every evidence of knowing that his master was there why the indictment against Mr. Wise should be
this view of the case, we do not see what Christians
and cried out piteously when the body was h.ken dismissed. Write this week and put your argumean by putting forward the claim that Christianaway for burial. What was." God " doing, and was ments against this persecution in a new light, with ity has been the great factor in the moral, intellect~
the poor horse thus tortured because of Adam's force, suavity, and directness. This suit is entered ual, and material development of humanity. If
" transgression "~
for trial in October, and all should act promptly. good works are such efficient recruiting sergeants
We hav received these .additional contributions to for heH, the less we hav of them the better, and as
Emperor William of Germany said in a speech the wise Defense Fund: George L. Pratt, $1; J,>hn good works increase as the moral standard is eleat the unveiling of the statue of his grandfather at McCrory, $1; J. W. Miller, $1; John T. Lakin, $1; vated, it follows that if it be true that Christianity
Konigsberg:
Wm. Hodgson, $1; James Yates, 50 cents; A. H. has done so much to elevate morals, that system of
"This is the spot where King William openly declared Chandler, $1; F. D. Rexford, $1; D. M. Worley, $1; religion is responsible for the eternal damnation of
that he held his crown as the gift of God alone. My own Silas B. Latham, $5.
uncounted billions of wretches, who hav gone to
deepest conviction is expressed in this declaration, which
hell
overburdened with good deeds.
has ever served to guide all my actions."
Mr. Putnam was so busy two weeks ago in his
Our American theocrats should be greatly cheered
THE TRUTH SEEXER has never failed to maintain
by such distinguished testimony to the truth of work in behalf of the Secular Congress that he
that
the word "unsectarian," when used by aggresdid
not
send
in
any
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and
Notes"
for
last
their claim that all rightful government is froin
siv
1
rotestant anti-Catholics to describe the kind
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SEEXER.
He
should
not
do
this
way
God. It is somewhat singular, however. that
of
education
they favor, is utterly misleading, unWilliam makes this assertion of the divine preroga- often, for the readers of this paper do not like to
less
•
one
understands
the verbal trick. In the
tiv of the emperor tell against the only lesser divine be deprived of the weekly treat to which he has acmouths
of
these
people,
" unsectarian " means
prerogativ of the East Prussian nobility, whose customed them. "Four Hundred Years of FreeProtestant
or
Christian.
Here is the New
either
schemes he is so vigorously antagonizing. C11n thought " is on the ways and will soon be launched.
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Christian missionaries hav >a pretty good-sized
for one year. And the names of. the subscribers Barker, of Pennsylvania, in the nun school teacher
job before them in the attempted conversion of the
case, lets the whole secret out frankly and unre"heathen." To bring into the fold only the 40,- will be printed in thFl book. The cost of "Four servedly. It says:
000,000 of Japan's inhabitants is likely to prove,no Hundred Years" is $5, when taken alQne. The
"Unquestionably no religious instruction should be
names given below hav been received since last
small task. When the body of Otani Kosho, ex chief
given
in our public schools which can in any way be
acknowledgment was made: B. A.· Shaw, Illinois;
properly called sectarian. But is this to say that no reabbot of Hong Wau temple,_ was incinerated at
Calvin J. Wright, Nebraska; Mr. and Mrs. L. A. ligious instruction shoula be given? Very far from that.
Kioto, there were 10,000 persons in the funeral
Kapla, New York; John J. Riser, California; David The fundamental fact of humanity is its relation to God.
cortege and 150,000 reviewed the proc ssion. Among
Wittenberg, Oregon; Robert Watkin, British Co- If it is necessary that our children shall be taught ethics
these were included members of the royal family,
so far 88 their relations to themselvs and their neighbor
lumbia.
peers, leading officials of the locality, and other
are concerned, and patriotism for the sake of their relation to the state, far more is it necessary that they shall
distinguished people. The display cost $100,000,
The Brooklyn Eagle, referring to the contention be t.aught the essential facts of religion. But why should
and was paid for by popular subscriptivn. In this
that voting is a duty, a.nd the :oosulting proposition we quarrel about it? There are certain religious doctrina
age of criticism and science all systems .of theology
that all qua.Iified electors should be comp ..lled to that all Christian people hold in common, and these are
al:"e much more likely to be materially modified if
the doctrins most important for the purposes of our
vote at each election, remarks:
not supplanted by Rationalism than any one system
schools. Why should not representativs of all churches
"It is a question whether compulsory voting is con~ agree on a system of religious instruction that will wrong
. of 'lupernaturalism is to drive out the otpers or any
sistent with 'free insti\utions and the spirit of a free none of them? It ough$ not to be so difficult a matter."
of them.
people. If voting be a duty, it is a duty to be performed ,.Ce:rtainlyit should not be difficult.; the New York
under :conviction and :p.ot by compulsion. Many good
In actual and deadly peril the praying instinct people regard it a duty not to vote, believing that they. d.onstitutional Convention has very nearly solved
seems unable to strongly assert itself. The World can most eft'ectivly and patriotically exercise their rights the problem in the amendment it has voted to subh LS sent Nellie Bly to the scene of the Minnesota 88 citizens by refusing to vote. we cannot see as they mit to the people. Of course the Catholics are prohorror and here are her reports of her conversations do, but voting should not be made mandatory or forced testing against it, but that is because they wanted
upon them."
separate state-aided schools to balance the Protwith two of the survivors:
The Covenanter Ohristi.an Reformer quotes: the _estant control of the public schools. But the
"Said Hans Paulson in answer to a question: • Pray?
No; I didn't think of it. I thought it was death, but I observations of the Eagle without adverse eomnient, p.mendment will, if ratified, permit the teaching in
didn't think of the hereafter.' Poor Paulson had lost his although th~ doctrin is rank heresy from the ~eo~ 'the public schools of those "certain religious doeentire family. A mother was telling of her escape. Her
trine that all Christians hold in common," those
eldest boy stood near, listening. 'Did you say your cratic point of view. lhe Refo~r'B see~ing
prayers?' I asked again. 'No, I forgot them. I was acquiescence is doub~Iess due to the fact that· the doctrine being the "most important" for school
busy taking care of the baby.' "
Covenanters· do not vbte-or, at least, one wing of purposes. Note how coolly the Evangelist proposes
Taking care of the baby ! That was well said that church ;still stands on the old g!"ound-and a tee appropriation by the Christians of the public
and better done. . Forgot to pray and acted. How compulsory voting law would force them to take a schools, utterly regardless of the rights of nonbig dose of t-heir own bitter medicin. They all hold Christians! Yet Dr. Field's paper openly demands
many babies did " God " save ! ,
Miss Bly, writing from Pine City, Minnesota, that Sunday: observance is a duty, a.nd a. duty to be no more tha.n every one of the "pa.triotio " orders
Pays: ''I hav heard of only two ·who, in the face of performed undt-r compulsion when not performed is laboring to secure, that is, "unsectarian " Qhris...
death, remembered to pray. They were women of under convietiou. It would be unjust to compel tian public schools.

Among the distinguished Freethinkers of the world
who hav died within the last few months should be
menti:Jned D. Santos Ia 1Ioz, of Spain; ·Dr. Edward
Schwella, president of the Free Religious societies
of Austria, aged seventy-one; Ludwig Pfaus,
Garman poet, art critic, and philosopher, aged
seventy-three; Louis Lamborelle, of Belgium;
Pierre Joseph Maheu, prominent Balgia.n. laborleader and printer of La Raison, and Louis Lapoutre, lawyer, member of the House of Representative, and founder of the Freethought societies of
·
Brussels and Ixelles, of Belgium.
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{Sommuniot:Ltions.
A Lesson for Mr. Hays.-Conclnded.
The tariff scheme was tried on old Mother Eve,
and did not work worth a cent. She was a libertyloving woman and a free trader. She dealt in
apples and kicked clear over all tariff walls. What
a world of ignorance we should hav lived in if she
had not proved such a high kicker! And now Mr.
Hays is making up a rueful face because Mother
Eve had sagacity enough to see the fallacy of the
tariff. Now let us build a tariff wall around Mr.
Hays' little Locust Corner, and say to the capitalists
of the country and the world, "Come to Locust
Corner and put up forges and build mills and factories; we propose to hav a little world of our own
and liv within ourselvs, and we will protect you with
a tariff which will shut out foreign competition,
so that the people will be compelled to buy your
products, and you.can bleed them with high prices
which will prove remunerativ. And then, because
you get such high prices for your products, you can
pay a high price for raw material and for farmers'
produce. And because the farmer gets such a high
price for his producQ he can pay his hired men high
wa,ges, and the operative in the workshops and factories can get such wages as are nowhere else paid
in the world, because the output of the factories is
sold for higher rates than can be obtained anywhere
else in the world. And because this little community want to use all manner of commodities they
must foster and encourage all manner of industries.
But while thes& industries are protected with such
scrupulous c1ue, the gates are opened- to all the
laborers of the world. Then, as this community is
isolated from the rest of the world, there must be a
government and officers. And inasmuch as all receive such enormous compensation for all th~t is
produced and performed, these officers must receive
extra compensation for their services." Here are the
principles and workings of the tariff in a nutshell.
Let us analyze them.
In the first place, how can the manufacturers
obtain this extra reward for their products, except
by a high-price tax-levy upon the people 1 And how
can the man who furnished the raw material get a
higher price unless he draws it from the manufacturers! And how can the farmer get a higher price
for his produce unless he draws it from the manufacturers and the laborers! How can the farm hand
get higher wages unless he draws them from the
farmer? Now we come to the operative and ~he
common laborers-those who stand on the lowest
round of the social ladder. They are surrounded
with a network of circumstances which compel them
to pay a higher price for everything which they
consume, so that the higher rate of wages is swallowed up by the higher prices of all things they are
compelled to u~e.
Then, as the tax on the few goods which are admitted from the outside world is not sufficient to
defray the expenses of the government, a tax is
levied upon certain articles produced, which is
known as an internal revenue tax. And as these
taxes are paid only through ~ncreased prices, the
people uncomplainingly submit to the burden.
Then to encourage manufactures which could not
be made to pay, they are propped up with bounties,
which are raised by this unnatural system of taxation.
And as these taxes are levied according to what
each o.ne consumes, and as there are a hundred poor
men to one rich one, and as the hundred will consume many times as much as the one rich man, the
g.reat burden of taxation is laid upon .the shoulders
of the poor.
As those who are so highly favored by this tax
grow rich and fat they become deeply interested in
the welfare of the workingman; And they bring
out their long guns and burn a great deal of powd6r,
and waste a great many wads, and there is a
great jingle of brass and flourish of trumpets, to
make the wage-earners understand that. they (the
bosses) are their ~rue fri.ends, and that if it were not
for the tariff they could not giv them employmen·t,
and they would be. turned out to Qeg or starve.
· Now lot us see the practical working of this sympa:thy; - · ·
· A Chinaman, who livs on· rats and puppies and
garbage, comes along. and ofters to work for the
farmer for two .shillings a day. So the farmer says
t.o the hired man, "I can't pay you a dollar a day,
when I can hire a man of equal muscle for two shilhn'gs.·a day."· So the hired man steps down and

out: ·· ·. - ·

·-

· Well, they rush in from Italy and Norway and
the four quarters of the globe, everything which
" divideth the hoof and cheweth the cud," and they
fill the factories and workshops at half price, and

the American laborer has to liv upon the crumbs
which he can pick up, and that is the way the tariff
has helped the workingman ,of America. The
laborer has nothing to put upon the market but his
labor and, therefore, can derive but little benefit
from 'tariff taxes. Though the price of American
labor has been reduced nearly one-half by the influx of foreign labor, yet tbese tyrannical, graspi~g,
over-reaching bosses and barons are still clamormg
for tariff protection.
.
Having established a high protMtiv government
at "Locust Corner," we propose to establish a
free trade government at Naples, and then compare
results.
In establishing a free trade government the
strictest rules of economy are to be. observed. No
eJrpenses are to be incurred not demanded by the
public good. Hence the millions of dollars spent
in building custom houses and offices will be saved
to the people. Other millions paid to custom
·officers will alBo be saved, as no offices will be created save those required by the highest interests of
the people. The expenses of the government will
be defrayed by a direct tax laid upon the people
according to their wealth and ability to pay, and
·not according to what they are compelled to consume. The rich cannot shift the burdens which
they ought to bear upon those least able to sustain
them.
No encouragement to manufactories or industries
of any kind, except that which is received from the
people by the purchase of what they (the manufacturers) produce. If an industry cannot be sustained by the demand for what is produced, it can
be run only at a loss to the people, and the labor
had better be turned in to a more renumerativ channel.
Horace Greeley had an idea that tea could be
cultivated in this country with a little encouragement, and cited the fact that Chinamen carried the
tea long distances on their backs to the coast, and
that we had to pay for that service when we bought
the tea. Let the Chinaman carry the tea; we can
not afford to fool away our time in that way. We
can beat the world making clocks. and watches, and
as long as we can trade them for tea, that is the
cheapest way to get it.
Call off your tariff dogs-kick down all protection walls-open up relations with all nations and
proclaim to the world that we propose to giv and
receive favors-that our markets are open, and that
the people are the best judges as to what they want
to buy. We want the whole world to trade in, and
we propose to take our products where the best
prices can be obtained, and buy where we can get
what we want at the cheapest rate.
The idea that foreigners will flood us with their
goods is childishly foolish. They can no more flood
us than we can flood them. The wants of the
country will prove the limit to the flooding. They
can no more force their goods upon us than we can
force our goods upon them. They will bring no
more goods than they can sell, and they can sell no
more than we want to buy.
Important industries will not be swept away by
taxes laid on raw material. Labor and industries
will be neither helped . nor hindered. It will be a
free-for-all race in which brains and business tact,
inventiv genius and push and pluck will win.
Those who hav invested in Nova Scotia mines are
crying for free coal and iron. Those who own
mines here cry out for protection.
A few years ago a Dutch vessel sailed into Boston
harbor with copper on board to resheathe the vessel.
But when the master of the vessel found that he
had to pay forty per cent on the new copper, and
four cents a pound for the privilege of selling the
old copper, he sailed in ballast to Halifax, and had
his vessel resheathed, returned to Boston and took
in his cargo.
Didn't that help the laborers of Boston with a
vengeance ? In order to help the copper mines in
the West the laborers had to be thrown out of employment in the East.
The interests of the country are so varied that
the tariff scheme cannot be made to work. Wh.,ere
one is helped ·another is hamstrung. There is ~ut
one proper way, and that is au open field, without
favors to any, and with equal ·chances for all.
: In a lumber district '.they want lumber protected,
put want free mai:mfactures. . In a manufacturing
district they .w!lJlt manufactures protected, but
want free lumb1.11'. .The tariff can ·never be made a
success. lt is a deluslori 'and- snare from start to
finish. While it promotes one clalils of interests, it
cripples anot-her.
- ·'
·.Whe-n will ·people _learn .. that man, in -order to
reach. the highest- plane attainable, must be absolutely. free T !lis energies must not be circumscribed-his limbs must not be crippled_:..his mind
must be untrammeled.

I hav already made this article too long, and yet
I hav only entered the. outer gate of the subject.
Although I hav addressed this article to Mr.
Hays, I would not hav my friends, Day, Brown.
and Horton, think that I hav overlooked them. I
think. if they scan my article closely, they will see
that I hav tried to answer every objection raised
by them fairly.
JoHN PEel!:.
Naples, N. Y.

Can We Dispense With the Deity1-Conclnded.
REPLY TO B. F. BENSON.

Brother Benson has given us the cause of the
long list of atrocities that he enumerates in that
"human weakness which
has baptized
the world in ang•1ish and despair-viz.: to mistake human ignor.<!nce for divine wisdom." And he
might hav added that human prosperity, the source
of all idolatry, which has manifested itself in every
age and still continues to do so, to deify and worship human wickedness, and to make self-love the
supreme lord.
If all the world (except our own good selvs) are
not. "stagge..;,ng under. awful loads of original sin
and ineradicable cussedness," it must be conceded
that human nature has shown at times a fearful
capacity for acquired sin and diapolical perversity;
and it will be our surest safeguard against similar
crime and folly to remember that we are heirs to a
common heritage, and that all the awful as well as
glorious possibilities of humanity are ours. We
shall be less likely in such case to confound ourselva with the deity and mistake our own folly and
ignorance for divine wisdom, thus exalting "primitiv ignorance into infinit arrogance," the inevitable result of such preBUillption.
But when we consider the persistency with which
the same evil propensities manifest themselvs in
generation after generation, thus showing the tendency of the children to follow in the footsteps of
the parents and eat the same bitter fruits of experience, the outlook 'for the race would be well-nigh
hopeless could we not feel assured that in spite of
our boundless folly and ignorance there is unerring
wisdom-in spite of our heartless selfishness and
cruelty there is a love that never faileth-in spite
of our oft-demonstrated frailty there is an Omnipotence that maketh for righteousness-somewhere, if
not in us at least within our reach, for h~lp and
guidance. And when we hav found unerring wisdom, unfailing love, and almighty power to carry
out th!)ir dictates, we shall hav found ~im who is
the truth, the life, and the way, by whatever name
we may call him.
Will Brother Benson tell me what he and other
professed Atheists mean by progress when applied
to the human race! Can there be progress without
a definit goal toward which to direct our course!
For the very word signifies going forward or toward
something. But without an objectiv point to decide the direction in which we are traveling, we
cannot be said to be going either forwat·d or backward; we are merely drifting aimlessly. And what
is the goal that must direct and inspire our progress! Can it be anything short of ab'solute perfection? Now, absolute perfection certainly cannot
be predicated of the human race, else we should hav
no need to progress towards it; we should hav already attained the goal. And if something outside
of or beyond us and not yet realized, how came we
by the idea! ·How did we come to conceive of, much
less divine and strive after, something that has as
yet no tangible existence, unless it be realized in
the divine source of all these aspirations?
He who worships the . truth worships God, for
God is truth. He who worships love worships
God, who is love. And he who in any way serves
the cause of justice and righteousness serves God
the sun of righteousness and the one only good.
The real atheist is he who knows no god but
greed; no duty but self-interest; no love.but selflove; no principle but policy. Cruel as the grave,
remorseless as death, his heart harder- .than the
nether millstone, he is the real blasphemer and
infidel, no matter what may be the profession of_
his lips, or in how many church books his name
may be enrolled as a member in good standing.
And such athei~m as this is one peril that I see to
the cause of huJDanity in the persistent denial of
th~ existe~ce of . the deity or the possibility of
eternal life.
I wish I were as certain of the unalloyed happiness of thos'e "to whom there is no God nor any
eternal life " as is Brother Bens~m ; but I hav seen
and heard enough to the contrary among my unbelieving friends and. acquainta]lces tq_ giv me many
a heartache. 'Brother Benson_ thinks I. hav :no
right .to say that ''without God and eternal life thfs
world is all a dreary muddle." I hav but quoted
the language that a friend of -mine who is without
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a belief· in God or eternal life used to me in referring to this life. I had her experience in mind
when I made the statement. But since he demands
b~tter authority, let Brother. Putnam testify.
Listen to his dismal recapitulation, in a recent
essay, of some of the . incidents of life in this
"lovely paradise "until, though heroically endeavoring to "confront reality and make the best of it,"
hoping " by courage to win something of happiness
from our dark surroundings,'' even his stout heart
fails him and the bitter, despairing cry escapes hts
lip.s : " Oh, the horror and the a~ony of ~uman
life! We cannot, must not know It all. It would
.make one insane."
Read his lines on the death of a promising young
man who perished by accident, that appeared in
THE TRUTH SEEKER last summer-.--the lines beginning, "Thou art gone in sudden hmll.·or." Througho.ut the whole poem he declares he sees no God, no
comfort, no future life, only the untimely blighting
of fond hopes, the sudden rending of tender ties
and loving hearts. Contrast with his dismal verse,
heavy with funeral gloom, this calm assurance of
another poet :
T!Jer~ is no death! what seems w is transition;
This life of mortal breath
Is but a suburb of the life elysian,
·
Whose portal we call death.
. Which view is best calculated to shed the sunshine of hope and happiness across the vale of
tears 1
.
Colonelingersoll says that sometimes he is inclined to think that a lie is the healthiest thing that
is.born into this world.- And indeed it would seem
~oat times. But what happiness or satisfaction can a
~incere lover of truth and justice find in living in a
world in which this can be said, especially if he believes that this is the only world and the only life
he will ever know~ Would it not be a priceless
blessing to such a one to feel assured that however
evil and falsehood may triumph for a season, truth,
like the soul is immortal, and will prevail in the
. .
.
end because
"' .the eternal
years of God are hers. ''
Earth is a lovely paradise when relieved of its
incubus, not of faith and fear, but of crime and
cruelty, disease and disaster, selfishness and sorrow,
want and wickedness. But when has it ever been
free from this incubus T Not since the Golden Age,
of which we know only by dim tradition. And that
blissful tim~ will never return until the sun of
righteousness shall arise upon our mental and moral
darkness " with healing in his wings." And there
are encouraging signs in the east th11.t the dawn of
th!l long looked-for day is at hand.
l{o, I hav never yet discovered that m~n will hav
his ideals, his angels of purity and paradise ~f gladness without reference to God or eternal hfe, nor
has Brother Benson. If these ideals bud and bloom
within the heart itself, it is because their seeds hav
been first implanted there from their nativ realm of
heaven. Let but these ideas of God and immor~
tality ever perish from among mank'?d, a_nd ~very
bud and bloom of hope or true humamty will with~r
or perish with them. But this, thank heaven ! '!ill
never be, for they are indeed a part of h_umamty
itself. destined to be forever among the children of
men who will never be permitted wholly to lose
sight of the end for which they were created.
While I consider a far-off hope as better tJ:lan
non~, I am no stranger to the philosophy that seeks
to realize heaven here and now, but am a firm believer in its porssibility. We are to a very large extent capable of ill;eating ~ur myn h~ave~ or .?u: own
hell, as the kingdom of either IB pnmarily within us.
As Mil ton says :
The mind is its own place, and of itself
Oan make a hell of heaven-a heaven of hell.
We hav shown ourselvs hitherto fairly expert in
making a hell of this fair earth ; it i~ high t1me, in
my opinion, that we bend_ ou~ energ~es tow:ard ~ry
ing what we can accomplish m the other d~rectwn.
It. is a work worthy of angels (who were once all
men and women on this or some other planet) and
of.us who may hope some day to become angels.
And one of the speediest and surest _methods. by
which to abolish the hell of poverty, misery, stnfe,
and crime which makes of this life, for the most
part, a .mere wild beast . struggle f~r survival- a
fratricidal strife for the means of subsistence, and to
institute a paradise of human brotherhood base~ ?n
1:lqual justice, equal rights, and eq'LI:at oppo:tumtzes
for all is to inaugurate and estai.Jhsh the smgle t~x
,on ]a~d values, thereby doing away with spemal
-privilege. and cutting the throat of all monopc:>ly.
:And if Brother Benson will lend a hand to bnng
,8 bouUhis most to be desired consummation I, for one,
~:will cheerfully agree that he has in him the makings
:af· ·a very respectable angel, and will. -gladly ~ccord
,him tdront seat not only in the heaven he 'Yill hav
been instrumental in establishing lure below, but
also in the radiant hereafter which is its legitimat,e
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outcome and glorious fulfilment. So now, Brother siv delusiv nothingness as we can for their substanBenson, there's your chance to prove your faith by tial goods?
your works and show which of us most truly ''loves
13. If protectiv tarift is good, would not prohibhis fellow-man."
A.. AuausTA CHAPMAN.
itiv tariff be better still T
.Baltimore, Md.
14. If international trade is impoverishing, is not
interstate trade equally hurtful T
15. Can foreign trade be injurious, .yet shipping
Consistent Answers Wanted.
subsidies desirable T
,
EnrTOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The reformer
16. Why with gunboats blockade our enemies'
who discusses but one subject, fluently though it ports to injure them, and with tariffs blockade our
be, is generally regarded by the multitude as a man own to benefit ourselvsT
of but one idea-a crank-and hence wields com17. Can trusts be injurious, yet the tariff fosterparativly little influence, while the all-round re- ing them beneficent T
former, who is thoroughly familiar with all impor18. Why are free trade England's average wages
tant questions of the day, by cleverly han<iling higher than those of protec~ed Germany, Italy,
them magnetizes and enthuses the multitude, Russia, and all other proteeted European nations T
thereby gaining influence and prestige.
Where age of country, form of government, density
Several leading western and southern dailies, of population, standing armies, and all else save
though very conservativ on theology, hav published tariff are similar, does not free trade giv the most
radical Freethought articles of mine, which, but for factoriee, trade, wages, and general prosperity and
their previous publication of my tariff ·and other protection the least T
articles which attracted much attention and com19 Why do avowed Protectionist editors evade
ment, would doubtless hav been rejected.
re-stating and answering such important questions
As the influence of Freethinkers grows with their in their own columns, and Protectionist orators fail
ability to handle all-important questions, it is well, to attempt 'their elucidation T D. WEBSTER GRoH.
therefore, that THE TRUTH SEEKER, like our courts
.Breathedsville, Md., Sept. 1, 1894.
of justice, is broad and liberal enough to fairly
and equally hear both sides of all important Annual Congrpss-Call of the Freethought
questions, thereby educating its readers thereon.
Federation of America •
Hence I desire to ask the four Protectionists To the Liberals of America anil Members of the
writing in your issue of August 25th a few ques~
Freethought .F'eileration:
tiona.
The Annual Congress of the Freethought FaderBorn and reared a Republican, whose brother is ation of America will be held in Chicago, Oct. 26th,
named after John C. Fremont, the first Republican 27th, and 28th, in conjunction with the Annual Conpresidential candidate, and whose father, even pre- grass of the American Secular Union. The imporvious to 1861, was an outspokan Abolitionist, peril- tance of this Congress is great. The encroachments
ous though it was in the slave state of Maryland, of the church are becoming more bold and danger-.
naturally I mechanically followed my party in in- ous. The attempts to amend the constitution so as
dorsing protection.
to place our government on a Christian basis, and
While defending protection my eyes were first to pass a national Sabbath law, are indications of
opened to some of its inconsistencies, hence reason, the attitude of the church. It has been and is tonot party prejudice, has since guided me. As both day the enemy of freedom ; and we must be conparties contained protectionists and free traders, to stantly prepared to mEet its conspiracies. We can
eliminate party prejudice we should examin the not do this as an unorganized mass. We must join
question from a purely social and economic stand- forces, otherwise we shall be defeated. We need a
point. We should thoroughly settle one point of common impulse. There must be association. Let
the controversy before passing to the next, and the gathering at Chicago be the greatest yet held
unless every decision we reach on these various in America. Think of past achievements as an inpoints thoroughly harmonizes with every other de- spiration to something better in the future. Freecision, some of our conclusions must be erroneous. thought is growing. The necessity for political
I hereby challenge any protectionist to harmoni- action is more apparent than ever. The means of
ously answer the following nineteen questions, and action are improving. Freethought cannot go
until he can do so let him not.be so presumptuous backward; it must step forward.
N9w is the
as to attempt to teach others tba,t about which he opportunity for union and strength. This Conis himself ignorant.
grass is for work. Let there be an. enthusiastic
1. Can tariff cheapen an article, yet simultane- rally.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, Pres.,
ously raise its producer's wages T
FRANKLIN STEINER, }
N. F.-GRISWOLD,
V" p
2. Would shrewd protectionists (like Carnegie)
desire a tariff, if it cheapened what they sell-goods
J. M. PEaK,
ICe- res.
-and made dearer what they buy-labor 1 ·
B. A. RoLOsoN.
3. Can we protect laborers by making dear
E. C. REIOHWALD, Tress. and Acting Sec.
through tariffs what they buy-goods-and admitting free through unrestricted immigration what
Who Pays1
they sell-labor 1
There has been some lively discussion in THE
4. If a tariff on products cheapens them, ought TnuTH SEEKER as to whether tariff duties are paid
it to be put on (and cheapen) wheat and other farm by the consumer in this country or by foreigners.
products, which form the bulk of our exports T Why There is no better authority here than the Boston
cheapen for foreigners that with which we principally Advertiser, which calls itself the official paper of
pay them T
the state. It is one of the leading teachers of pro5. But if the McKinley tarift increased prices, tectionism. In the editorial of Monday, September
did it not thereby necessitate a larger volume of 3d, is the following statement : "Foreign wools
money to handle the same products and correspond- are quoted lower all along the line, owing to the
ingly increase the financial stringency!
removal of the imp<1rt duty." The levy of a duty
6. If a tariff on articles cheapens them ought it on sugar is described as " a measure which increases
not be put lightest on the finished products, and the federal taxation by $2.50 of new taxation for
heaviest on the raw material to cheapen it and thus every American family.;, This a~rees with the fact
widen our manufacturers' margin of profit? Why that the price of sugar fell after it was put on the
did the McKinley tariff invert this order T
free list by McKinley four years ago. These are
7. If the tariff is no tax, why refund to export- examples of the rule, and we shall probably find it
ing manufacturers 99 per cent of th~ duty on _their hold good of the recent reductions on woolen goods.
imported raw material T Why do so If the foreigner
Concord, Mass.
F. M. HoLLAND.
pays it 1
8. Unless protectiv tariff enhances domestic
"Woman has no one to blame but herself if she
prices, why giv sugar producers a bounty in lieu of has fallen and become the slave of man. She holds
the balance of power on the sex question. She
the removed sugar tariff?
9. Why more laboriously make tin plate .itself held, by her own decision, the fate of the race. She
instead of its cheaper exchangeable equivalent! If yielded to temptation, hence groveled in the dust,
toil is more desirable than its fruitf:!-labor prod- dragging humaHity down with her"- WooilvilleEuucts-why not destroy all labor-saving tools and re!ca. The devil she did I We would advise the
writer of the above and a lot more of the same kind
machinery1
10. Aside from gifts or plunder, can anything of rot in the article from which this was taken, to
but production, or trading lesser labor products for read "Woman, Church, and State." by that grand
greater ones, enrich either an individual, a commu- old lady, Mrs. Matilda Joslyn Gage, and learn
something.-Sunday Gazetteer.
nity, or a nation T
i1. As trade is mutually beneficial, why (by
It is an actual fact that a child in a school in
tariffs) debar men from mutually increasing wealth
Massachusetts, on being reproved by her teacher
and happiness by trade T
12. As foreigners expect pay involving American for lying habitually, answered carelessly, "Oh.
labor cost, can imports displace American labor T whenever I tell a lie, I say, 'Forgiv me, God.'"
If they will accept pay involving no labor cost to .lier religiou b!'s put her conscience to sleep.
F. M.l!.
us, why not trade them as much of thie inexpen-
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News and Notes
The series of Freethought lectures under the
auspices of the Chicago Secular Union was begun
Sunday evening, Sept. 2d, with a lecture by myself
on "Freethought and Morality." It was a. hot
nigh~about the hottest of the season-and the
meeting not bfling generally advertised, a large
audience was not present; but enough to make a
beginning for the season, and for the ~reparatory
work of the Liberal Congress to be held lD October.
Judge Waite presided. Dr. Greer, Attorney Beatty,
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. Vincent,
Mrs. Freeman, Mrs. Crawford, Mrs. Reichwald,
Peacock, and other reformers and Freethinkers
were preRent who are laboring in different fields
for the Liberal cause. There will be more difficulty in straightout Freethought work this fa~l
than at any other time, on account of so much polltics. There is a tremendous agitation in regard to
labor questions, and meetings are being held in
every part of the city. There will be a great local
contest. Many Liberals are engaged in these
economical and political movements, and this
diverts their attention from the importance of
Freethought advance. While really at heart as
much interested as ever in our cause, they are influenced by the magnitude of these other questions.
But great as these questions are, the greatest is
still Freethought. Before there can be industrial
emancipation, there must be mental emancipation,
and mental equipment. The labor problem must
be settled by science. It cannot be settled by religion or sentiment, and there is no science without
Freethought. There is no economical progress
without progress in liberty.
. Notwithstanding the vast excitements of the political field, I am. sure that we shall hav a good
Congress, and that good work will be done. There
are favorable responses from all over the country.
Some who were not present last year will be present
this year, they write. We shall not hav the advantage of the World's Fair; but there will be more
chance for work. The contributions are flowing in,
which show that the pulse of Freethought is activ.
We shall make the best use possible of the means
at our command. These annual gatherings. are
necessary. We gain enthusiasm; the organization
for work becomes stronger, and our united efforts
are more successful. The churches and political
parties are maintained by such gatherings. We
must employ the same method for the consolidation
of our forces.
It is curious to note at times what a prejudice
we hav to work against. Treasurer Reichwald
wanted to hav some typewriting done for the Federation and sent to Remington's agency. A number of ladies appeared who desired to do the work,
but when they found that they must "typewrite "
Freethought ideas-a call for a Freethought Congress, etc.,-their religious conscience was quite
troubled, and although they really needed the
money, they refused to do the work. It was sacrilegious. Some were members of Moody's church ;
but for the " Lord's sake" they couldn't earn a
little money in an honest way. Eternal hell might
be their portion if they did it. Some of the ladies
wanted to convert Mr. Reichwald on the spot, and
even offered to pray for him. It was a chance for
missionary work, if not for typewriting. But when
Reichwald informed onE· that his father, in a church
building which he erected, had lost $40,000 through
the dishonesty of its Christian members and trustees, she felt that there was not material for "blind
faith" or "saintship," and her prayer was not
o:ftered. I guess about twenty typewriters were
interviewed before a sufficiently sensible and liberalminded young lady could be found to typewrite
the call for a Freethought Congress. One would
scarcely think that bigotry like this could exist in
a city like Chicago. I should suppose that anyone
who had lived in Chicago for any length of time
would learn that business is business, and that to
typewrite a call for a Freethought Congress would
not condemn one to eternal perdition. This shows
what an immense amount of superstition there is
in the world ; that the old theology is a most potent foe; and that the work of overthrowing it is
not by any means near the finish.
The name Freethinker is still a dreadful name.
Even the Chicago dailies stand aghast at it. In
one of our advertising notices were the words,
"Freethinkers, attention;" and although the advertisment was paid for as written, still these words
were struck out. What THE TRUTH SEEKER says is
true ; that we must make the world know what a
Freethinker is. The name is still a nightmare to
millions. One value of a national Congress, as TBE
TRUTH SEEKI!R suggests, is to make Freethought
more widely known; to define it and bring people's
attention to its real purpose. Through means of a

Congress we get a recognition that could not be
otherwise obtained. We intend to protlure documents
for the public press which shall elearly state w.hat
Freethought is and make special efforts to hav the
proceedings of the Congress published in the secular journals. · Outside of the Freethought jou~als
there is a mass of ignorance to contend agamst
which is almost inconceivable to Freethinkers
themselvs ; and this among so-called intelligent
people. Freethought is not known as it ought to
be known. Its principles are not brought home to
the people as they should be. If Freethought
were only understood bv the masses how much
more effectiv it would be! A congress, besides engendering a noble enthusiasm among ourselvs, is
also a channel oy which Freethought can be intro.duced into the minds of many who, without this
means, might never hear that there was such a
thing as prganized and constructiv Freethought.
Amidst the reforms of the present age let us keep
Freethouglit at the front, for there is where it belongs ; and if we do not make Freethinkers of the
men and women of the coming age we shall not hav
the material wherehypermanentlyto settle the great
questions that, like thunder clouds, now loom and
glow along the horiEon of humanity's path. Let
us then hav a grand rally at the Congress. Let us
keep our colors flying. Amidst ~he tumult of contending parties Freethought is the straight line of
science, justice, and perfect freedom.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

The Observer .Afloat.
A new use for me was discovered recently by a
member of the Knickerbocker Yacht Club. Being
in attendance at the August regatta of that maritime organization, my merits as ballast attracted
the attention of Captain Fairchild of the yacht
Atchie, and he shipped me on his weather rail.
Although I retreated to the cockpit when the first
wave washed the deck (for I had my shore clothes
on), we won the race gloriously, and I hav an engagement as mascot whenever the Atchie sails again.
Encouraged by this success as a mariner, I hav
since ventured on deeper water than Long Island
Sound affords, and during the week which ended
Wednesday, September 5th, I was a passenger on
board the fishing smack Gertrude Summers, of
Noank, Conn.; Silas Latham, captain. This is a
sixty-two ton schooner, about a hundred feet in
length by twenty feet or thereaways in diameter.
The Summers has seen a good many Winters, but
is nevertheless a tight and able craft. Captain
Latham is a Connecticut Yankee, and has been
such for more than fifty years. The crew, who
address the foregoing as Cap and refer to him
as the Old Man, are ten in number and an altogether able-bodied group of citizens. The Summers is a co-operativ institution, and as under
the command of Captain Latham she is remarkably successful, the best men in the calling
are glad to be shipmates on board of her. I
heard that if a man wants a berth under Skipper Latham he must wait with patience until
somebody dies. The boat carries a steward who
served on a man-of-war during the Rebellion, a
Portuguese sailor who by right of color should be
second cousin to the steward, four Norwegian
fishermen, mostly named Peter, and four Americans.
Captain Latham keeps one eye on the horizon and
the other aloft, and works his ship by the sense of
feeling. He is a quiet man, who jokes with his
·crew and issues his orders in the same tone of voice
and without change of countenance. One morning, when the weather was thick, he called his
Portuguese sailor aft, and directed him to get out
the baskets and shovelli and stow the fog below ;
but he never cracked a smile. Disciplin on the
Summers is as good as in a newspaper office, and
some of its forms are carried further. On deck I
overheard this conversation:
CAPTAIN LATHAM: Lt:t her luff a little, Peter.
PETER (at the wheel) : Let her luff a little, sir.
At dinner the following occurred :
CAPTAIN LATHAM: Peter, let the potatoes cmye
this way.
PETER (executing the command): Let the potatoes
come this way, sir.
Orders, it appears, are repeated, like important
telegrams, so that there may be no misunderstanding. On shore, passing the potatoes might be
regarded as sufficient evidence that the order was
comprehended, but sailormen take no chances.
The Summers, with all hands on deck and the
skipper at the wheel, was tugged out of the dock
near the foot of Fulton street, Thursday evening,
August the 30th, and tied up in Gowanus creek for
ice. The Prophet who resides in that locality did
not make his appearance. We took in ice until there
were twenty tons of it aboard. A Staten Island
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wate~man also pumped his catgo into our seuttie-

butt, and our coiored cook shipped watetmeions
for a long voyage. The following inbrning the tug
helped us out of the creek, when Gertrude spread
her white wings, took a bone in her teeth, as the
sailors say, and with a fresh westerly breeze we
slipped out through the narrows, rounded Sandy
Hook, and before noon were fairly on the high seas.
The Jersey coast, along which we passed, ·bas a
good many attractions for landsmen in the way of
summer resorts-Long Branch, Seabright, Atlantic
City, 4nglesea, Cape May, and so forth-but sailors
hav no love for it. Its roaring surf can be heard
for miles out to sea, and its sands are strewn with
wrecks and dead men's bones. I could count the
wrecks, but Davy Jones had taken care of the relics.
We went near enough to Sandy Hook to inspect
the government testing grounds for guns and
armor, where the blowholes in Carnegie's steel
plate gained their notoriety, and where the dynamite gun pokes its muzzle- high in the air. These
playthings did not arouse my enthusiasm.
.
The Summers ordinarily cruises after bluefish,
but as bluefish are almost a drug in the market,
Captain Latham stowed his horse-mackerel seine
and got out his porgy net. It takes one fish to
catch another, and to bring porgies to the surface
it is necessary to bait them with menhaden, or
moss-bunkers, an oily and shad-lil,te citizen of the
deep, much esteemed by his contemporaries as an
article ef diet. The "bunker " is so lacking in intelligence and foresight.that he always reveals himself by agitating the surface of the water, and fishermen can detect his presence at a distance of half a
mile or more. Off Anglesea we saw several schools
of these bunkers, and the captain and most of
his men went oft with their nets to catch a mess for
bait. The vessel was left in charge of the cook and
a sailor called Gus, and it was while the crew were
thus absent that I observed the first and only indications visible during the voyage that our colored
man and brother possessed a temper. The flue of
Mr. Cook's stove is surmounted by a piece of stovepipe with an elbow at the top, which must be judiciously twisted about, or "trimmed," in order to
create a draft. While the boats were out after the
bunkers the sailorman Gus kept the schooner going
back and forth over a triangular course waiting for the
men to "make a set " with the seine. . Every time
he shifted his helm the wind wmt down the stovepipe and the cook came simultaneously on deck to
fix his chimney-pot. After he had done this a half
dozen times he grew impatient. Later on he became exasperated, and the language that emerged
from the hatchway at about that period was as
blue and dense as the smoke which evoked it · I
could not blame him a bit for swearing, for I do
not see what else he could hav done under the circumstances.
The crew made a good haul of bunkers-about
4;000 pounds---which, being scooped out of the
seine into a .dory, filled the boat so well that the
man who rowed it stood in live bait almost to his
knees. From the dory the bunkers were shoveled
to the deck of the schooner, where they lay pattiDg
the planks with their tails, and producing a sound
like the crackling of thorns under a pot, until the
men got them into the ice-house below.
Thus prepared for the temptation of porgies, the
schooner sailed away for tlie fishing-grounds, the
spot chosen, after interviews with many other
fishermen, being Five Fathom Bank, off Cape May,
I think, though I could not recognize the cape projecting into the water a:s represented in the geographies, no:~; yet could I see the ·blue border, pink outline, and yellow background, as the man who made
the book has painted the edge of New Jersey.
Before going further in my account of what happened to th.e Gertrude Summers, I will pause for
some general remarks about life aboard a fishingsmack. The hour for rising in the morning is any
time after 4 o'clock. The captain is first up and
produces animation in the others by raising a deepsea note from his chest calling upon them to" turn
out." Sailors do not retire or arise, or go to bed
or get up. They "turn in" and "turn out," which
terms are very appropriate, as entering or leaving
a bunk is mostly a matter of turning. The motion
can be closely imitated by rolling under a bed and
out again. Neither do seamen remove their trousers
when seeking repose, especially if the vesfJel be in
motion. I once met an old salt in whom the habit
of sleeping in his nether garments was so fixed that
he got between the sheets of a bed on a Sound passenger steamer trousers and all, remarking as he
did so that he never took off his breeches when
under weigh. The sailor's bathroom is the deck of
his ship, where divested of his clothing he submits
to being doused with seawater from a drawbucket,
some other sailor cheerfully handling the same. I
expected to enjoy a dive into the briny off the rail
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the Summers, but forbore on account of sharks, The Buddhists also are quite aotiv, for the first time in
:tl)any years, against the Christian propagandism. Mishav "never had to confront greater obstacles "
which revealed their presence to us in considerabie sio:iJ.aries
in Japan than those which they are now facing.
numbers by gliding about the ship with their main
fin out of water. Captain Latham occasionally
A monument is to be ereoteit at V'iare~gio in honor of
catches one in his seine, which he regrets because Percy Bysshe Shelley. ·. ·. · Rev. Compton Read£>,
of Kenohester, oontribnteq to the ReliginttR RPof the damage done to hie " twine," as the fabric of teotor
view flj Reviews a pap~er on thA "A~nostio Wave "
the net is termed. In such cases, Captain Latham which he says is sweeping over the EngliRh-spPaki~g
grabs the big fish by his caudal fin and cuts his tail world. "The npper stratum of ROoietv is drifting astern
off with a large knife. This has the effect of capital from the ark of Christ's ohm·oh." " Th~> t?nemy is ·coming in like a flood." ·. ·. · A. life of CharieR Bradlangb,
punishment on the shark.
by his daughter, MrB. Bradlaugh-Bonner, with an introI here hav to warn myself that the quality of duction by.T. M. Robertson. will be published in October
utter boundlessness, which the philosophers accord by Fisher Urwin. -. '· · The NeuJ .SCience Review has
to space in general, does not belong to the space appeared in London. The first number has an article by
Mononre D. Conway on "Thomas Paine and the Repubavailable in a newspaper's columns. Just as I am lic
of the World," and one by Julian Hawthorne on
getting interested in what I hav to say, the brick "Scientific Creation." ·. ·. · The J nly issue of the
drops, and I will let the knife wherewith Captain International Journal oj Ethics has for lAading article
Latham has curtailed the shark fall also upon this A. J. Balfour's paper on "Naturalism and Ethics." M:r.
Balfour admits that the evolutionist's acoonnt of the
veracious narrativ. I shall resume next week.
growth of the ethical faonltyis rational ·. ·. · In Wales the
GEo. E. MACDoNALD.
farmers stoutl,- resist the payment of tithes to the established ohuroh. Thi111 helped lead to the introduction in Parliament of the bill for the disestablishment of the Welsh
Freethonght Progress.
state ohnroh. The New York Independent cannot underAt one of the Prinoipai thlleges of Lima, Pern, the stand why the American Episcopal papers so persistently
prize in Natural History wa~ awarded to a student who oppose disestablishment in Wales while claiming to approve
separation of ohnroh and state in America. It says:
gave an exposition of the "Theory of Descent.''
"'rhe right of tithing or of rE>oeiving interest of oomThe fund raised for a monument in hdnor of the late pottnded tithes is one that should be taken away without
Ramon Chies has reached the snm of 5,000 pesetas: . ·. ·. redress."
The Freethinkers of Portugal hav started an aotiv oam"
pailtn among the working classes. Lectures and meetings
A w.riter in the Evangelische Botschajter, of Stuttare peld almost daily in all large cities.
gart, is of the opinion that the state ohnroh of Germany
has drifted away from the orthodox faith, and he makes
Deak, the Hungarian statesman of more than a genera- the prophecy that the time is close at hand when those
tion ago, adopted Cavour's motto of "A free ohuroh in a who really believe in Christ will be forced to form free
free state," and recent events in Hungary giv strong congregations. He says that there is an ever-increasing
ground for hope that the aspiration will soon crystallize rationalism in the state ohnreh, and this among the min:.
into fact. The passage of the civil marriage bill1s a long isters themselvs. "In orthodox Wnrtembnrg. the passtep in the right di.reotion.
tors are still forced to preach thA Christ of the Bible; bnt
if they did not fear the loss of their liVings, many would
Joseph Symes's Melbourne Liberator has been pub- champion Rationalism. · · · It seems as if the ohnroh
lished ten years. ·. ·. · At last New Zealand eltootion ten is forced to allow its fundamental deotrins to be deministers stood for parliamentarv honors; none received sh:oyed bv the very men who were appointed to guard
them. ·. ·. · According to the Victorian Year Book of it!" Onr American advocates of state-ohnrohism should
1888-89, no Bible instruction of any kind was given io. the take warning. ·. ·. · · The Freethonght Federation of
public schools of New Zealand.
Germanv ll~ld its twelfth oongrPBB in the " holy" city of
KO!n. ProfeFBor Biiohner presided. The congress was
The Freethinkers of Belgium are aotiv as ever. May well attended and societies in Berlin, Karlsruhe, Ham27th. the Federation of Charleroi, the president of which burg, Wiesbaden, Kiel, Chemnitz, Mannheim, and MiihlisM. Jules DesEssarts (a portraitand biography of whom han!len w<>re rrpresented, as well as the Freethong'nt
is found in "Four Hundred Years of Freethonght "), Federati. I'll of Rheinland and Westfalm. SpePches were
held a well-attended and enthusiastic congress. July let, delivered by .\ir. W. Gerling, Dr. A. Riidt, "The Death
the General Council of the National Federation held its Penalty a .Barbarism;" Dr. B. Wille, "The Ennobling
semi· annual reunion at Brussels.
of Man kind;" Professor Biiohner, "Pre-Christian Christianity;" and otherB. The following resolution presented
Civil funerals are on the increase in France, and the by Dr. Brono Wille was adopted with bnt one dissenting
same is true in the United States.
. .
The latest vote: "Certain Socialistic societies having for the last
Bu,lletin Mensuel bears witness to the extraordinary ten years counteracted this organization on aooonnt of
activity of the French Freethinkers. Lectures are the its l!npposed opposition and non-appreciation of the social
order of the dav, as are excursions, festivals, eto. On a questions, it is resolved by the Freethonght Conrecent Good Friday anti-church demonstrations were gress assembled at Koln a. R. that snoh opposition is
held in several cities, and at Le Mans M. Hubbard had a entirely at variance with the truth. Freethonght does
not exolnde any endeavors tending to the solution of the
discussion with a priest.
social question, bnt it invites snoh, only leaving the
The late Liberal conference at Chicago indicated the means to the ohoioe of each individual Freethinker." ·. ·. ·
rapid convergence of the radical Jews and the radical The Freethought Sooietv of Berlin, whose president is
Unitarians. One-fifth of the ministerial signers of the Dr. Bruno Wille, is yet fighting the government, which
call were Jews and nearly one-half were Unitarians. A has prohibited "irreligious instruction," in dirPot violanewspaper remarks that "many Unitarian ministers are tion of the constitution. ·. ·. · The German Peace Soapparently more Jewish than Christian, and some Jewish ciety has now more than two thousand members. . .
ministers are more Unitarian than Jewish." ·. ·. · Rabbi The gold medal of theLinnman Society has this year been
Mendes charges the J ewe with unfaithfulness to the old awarded to Prof. Ernst Haeokel, of J ena, for his valuable
. .
Emperor
creeds; he says that they disregard the Sabbath and are contributions to zoological science.
weak, religiously, in other directions. Upon this the William has written a letter to the University of Halle,
New York .Sun remarks that "the Jews are simply fol- on the occasion of its bi-centenary celebration. He
lowing the drift toward the rejection of formal religions lands "Halle's initiativ in establishing the principle of
restraints which interfere with the pnrsnit of enjoyment. free inquiry in theology, philosophy, and the like, which
They are simply feeling the influence of the fashionable be describes as now the inalienable and common property
of all the German universities and one of their most disinfidelity of the time."
tinotiv characteristics. This utterance has been quoted
In Holland the cheap Dntoh translation of Eiiohner's in every liberal paper throughout the empire and greeted
"Force and Matter," issued this year in celebration of with the warmest congratulation, bnt the reactionary
the German Atheist's seventieth birthday, is selling well, press has preserved a bitter silence," writes Harold
over three thousand copies having been disposed of in Frederic to the New York Times.
two months. Mr. Ten Bokkel has i~sned a popular pamThe New York Times remarks that" the great heresy
phlet on "How Did Religion Arise?" and Mr. van Eo.de
is bringing ont a·pamphlet entitled "Twenty-five Proofs which the Presbyterians of Scotland and the United
of the Truth of Christianity," the proofs consisting ~f States hav invented, is that of accepting a body of wellillustrated instruments of torture. The pamphlet wlll ascertained facts." ·. ·. · Religions papers are loudly
hav a satirical in trod notion by Torqnemada, Hooohstraat, protesting against the filling of chairs in Christian coland Spenger, commending the rack, wheel, th!lmbsorew, lege• with non-Christian professors. No doubt all snob
and Spanish boot as the best and most effioamons proofs instructors should be Christian, bnt it is significant that
of Christianity. Mr. van Ende is engaged in gathering so m11ny of them are Agnostics. It shows how very difmaterials for the histor;r of Freethonght in Hollllnd, a fiotilt it is for an educated man to remain within the pale
most important nndertakmg. -London Freethinker. . ·.. of the ohnroh, despite the rewards she offers to hypocrisy.
IIi his brochure, "Ap.thropopitheons Ereotus," t~e Dntoh ·. ·. · In the last two years the Secularists of Oregon hav
scientist, Engen Dubois, M.D., annon!loes the dtsoovery done mnoh good work. A seonlar park has been estabon the island of Java of what he oonstders the long de- lished at New Era, and is being handsomely improved.
sired "missing link," a human species bridging the space "A joint stookoompany will be formed in the near future
between present man and the pleistoian. The skeleton for the purpose of building a secular university and crematorium in the vicinity of the park," reports the Oregon
found is well preserved.
City Courier. ·. ·. · Dr. Buckley of the Christian AdvoTo counteract the frantic efforts of the Christian mis- cate, has little confidence in death-bed visions. He
sionaries in spreadinl? the pernicious teachings of Chris- remarks: "All that a person who professes to hav paBSed
tianity io. Japan the Buddhists hav imported and trans- ~hrongh such experiences can tell is what he thinks that
lated into Japanese Paine's "Age of Reason," and a be recollects, and by the very assumption the judging
Jap11nese daily advertises it under the heading:, '.'A faculties are held in abeyance. Of snob viBlons we hav
Crnshing Answer to the Promoters of the Cb.rJBttan read hundreds, if not thousands. As literature, when
Faith." ·. ·. · Rev J. C. Newton, a Methodist mission- well writtPn, they are interesting; as communicating inary returned from Japan, said, in an addreEB before the formation of value, nselesa. The nature of the disease,
Woman's Missionary Association at Fort Worth, Tex., the influence of drugs, and many other things affect the
that the Japanese are becoming snspioions of foreign in- result." This is hard on· the pious inventors and retailers
fluence and are not so friendly toward the missionaries of stories of Infidel death-bed horrors and conversions.
as they were. The ''higher criticism" also has reached· ·. ·. · Rev. Dr. Scudder, of Jersev City, has discovered
Japan and is having its pffeot on re.fleotiv mmds. Mr; that bicycles are not soul-destroyers, even when need on
N e" ton charges this to the Congregationalists. "Con- Sunday. He says that after a spin on his, he " beg\ns
gregationalism is sbifting toward Rationa~ism." Congr~ to feel like an angel." Rtill, he rebukes young ~en who
gatlonal missionaries "hav gone to starthng extremes lll ride their wheels on Sunday for mere Pleasure, instead
the renunciation of cardinal principles of Christian belief. of coming on them to his church. He is providing
They even go so far as to discredit the divinity of the stabling facilities at his tabernacle for the use of wheelLord Jesus Christ and deny the atonement of his blood." men. •. ·• · What was formerly known as the Unitarian
w~ch are always plentiful on fishing gtounds; and
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Chnroh of Kalamazoo is now called the People's ohnroh.
The pastor. Rev. Caroline J. Bartlett.. and her parishioners, who "diEcard all creeds as fellowship tests,."
deemine: the. Unitarian label altogether too sectarian,
fnrmally rPIIolved to abjure it for e:ood and all. . . .
While the Presbyterian G~>nera.l Assemblv votAd to RBsnme dirAot control of the Presbvterian theolo!!'ioal seminal'ies, Unirm Theological Seminary will. aooordine: to
the prophecy of the New Ym·k Swn, onnt.inne to tellob
heresy in the name of the " Higher Criticism." The
•'iun savs: "That institution will go on in its criticism of
the Bible as a book of errors and falBA pretenaAs.
Neither will the vote of the General Assembly Jessen the
determination of some of the richest of the New York
Presbyterians to giv it the great'lr snbqtantial support
beoanse of that very teaching. Ooposition only Berves
to strene;thAn them in their Infidelitv. · · · Nominallv the Presbyterian ohnrnh continues unbroken.
Really it is split into two widelv separate and diametrically opposed. parties, the namp of faith and the
camp of Infidelity." ·. ·. · Fast day obRervanoe in
Connecticut is oomine: to be a faroA. ThiR VP&r the
" union service" was omitted in Fair Haven because the ministers thought the intArest aroused in the
services was not sufficient to warrant the neoessarv preparation. Rev. Mr. Mitchell ~<ave that the ob~ervanee bas
"become a hie: humbug in Fair H11ven," wherenoon the
Providence Journal observes: "The same condition
exists in the averae:e ConnPotiont community." ·. ·. · It
goes without saving that the "theory" of evolution is
pretty well establishPd when an aBRAmbly of orthodox
ministers invites an advocate of that all-inolusiv principle
of development to present his viAWR rAgariling it to said
assembly. This is what hanpened in San Francisco, and
Prof. Joseph Le Conte was the evolutionist who addressed
the clergymen. ·. ·. · There is now manifested in the
Unitarian, organiza.Uon a very strone: tendency to so
widen the Unitarian field that it will reach out mnoh
beyond Christianity.

Freethonght Federation-Treasurer's Report.
We publish the contributions of friends for one
week. If the response to our anpeal continues as
general for the coming weeks we shall hav enough·
for a good Congress, and shall be able to do e:ffectiv
work.• We want to send out a large number of
documents.
It is necessary to stir Liberals up.
Send us the funds so that we can do this. Send
something, no matter how small the sum. It will
help. It is of the utmost importance to keep our
organization at the front.
CONTRIBUTIONS.
S. F. Benson............. $2 00 W. R. MillR ............... $1 00
N. F. Griswold .......... 25 00 .T. fl. Copping........... 25
Theo. Holly .............. 5 00 0. Childs ................... 5 00
John Calder.............. 3 00 M. H. Coffin ............ 1 00
L. Hofma...... .... .. . .. . .. 1 00
E. C .. REICHWALD, Secretary and Treasurer.
Theyhav had what the Houston, Tex., Heralrl calls
a "church racket" in that city. It seems that the rector of Chriet'sEpisoopalChuroh, with theconsentand
in the preRence of the bishop, allowed a negro minister to officiate in that church. This conoes11ion has
greatly disturbed and exasperated the church members, who are white. Of course it is permitted to a
negro to minister to those of his own race, and public sentiment now allows a white m1.n to preach to
colored people; but that a negro minister should
officiate for a white congregation, even with the
consent of the rector and the bishop, is something
not to be endured by those to whom God has shown
his mercy by dressing them up in a white skin. As
our Episcopalian brethren believe in the dootrin of
tbe apm.tolic succession, and this negro ministers
was regularly ordained, it would seem that the action of the angry white brethren involved a disrespect for the holy ghost. . We read in the book of
Acts that the pentecostal spirit was poured out upon
people of all nations, who represented, not only
many different tongues, but many di:fferent hues.
Our Southern brethren would probably claim that
the apostles were all white. We should really like
to know what sort of an epistle the apostle Paul
would write to the people of Houston, if he were
alive and heard oJ this transaction.-Ohristian
Register.
FRANKLIN STEINER's leotnre engagements so far arranged are:
Lyons, Neb., September 16th to 21st.
Fargo, N.D .. September BOth, October let, 2d, and 3d.
Crookston, Minn., October 5th and 6th.
Watertown, Minn., October 9th, lOth, ao.d 11th.
St. Charles, Minn., October 13th and 14th.
Chicago, Ill., 26th, 27th, and 28th.
•
Very few blame Adam for sinning when he was
persuaded by such a beautiful creature in such becoming costume as represented in the Dora pictorial
Bible. '· Will some innocent Methodist preacher
please ~ast the first stone !
God has always oppos!)d knowledge and the
devil has always been its champion. A few years
ago it was proof of intimacy and league with the
devil, punishable by death, to invent a new machine.
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After Eight }lore J,ost Lambs.
SALINAS, 0AL., Aug. 17, 18!l4.
MR. EDITOR: Please send to the addresses
given copies of the "Age of Reason."
W. B. FonD.
Eiglrt is a Good Number.
AsHLAND, PA., Aug. 21, 18!l4.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1 for
eight copies of Paine's "Age of Reason."
JOHN W. THOMAS.
An1l Still They Call for Them.
MAYSVILLE, KY., Aug. 23, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $1. Please
send ''Age of Reason" to the accompanying addresses, and oblige LoUis RosER.
Remembers His Christian Fr·iends.
CAMBRIDGE CITY, IND., Aug. 27, 1894.
Mn. EDITon: Inclosed find $1 ana names
. of eight of my Christian friend g. Please
send each of them one copy of Paine's
"Age of Reason."
MosEs MYEBs, Sr.

brain, and was ill only two weeks. My
father says he will continue to take your
paper. I read it whenever I hav time.
MRs. T. CooKE.
The Revivalist's Styles and Methods.
LAWRENCEBURG, TENN., Aug. 29, 1894.
111B. EDIToR: Please send me the following books: "Orthodoxy vs. Evolution,"
"Thumbscrew and R'\ok," and "Self-Contradictions of the Bible."
During our la~t series of revivals the
parson wa~ an ex-cowboy from Texas.
He preached in the usual m~~onner, and
about the third ni!;'ht he told the young
people that they must either 11top keeping
company or stay at home. The next command WR.~ for the good sisters to organize
into a salvation army, and pray in all
homes and places of business. He also
tried to get all the business men to close
their houses from 10 to 12 A.M, but you
can be sure that our ranch did not close,
even when he preached in the square.
There is one parson here who did not take
any stock in his mel3tings, and he is a very
liberal ma.n, and I hav a great respect for
biro, but the TtlXIl.S preacher gave him
hades, at lea~t he preached him there.
Yonr-11 very truly,
M. RICHARDSON.

A Grand }[isRionary Sclreme.
CnooKC~TON, MINN., Aug. 24, 1894.
Mn. EoiTon: Tn response to your generous offer I inclose $1 for the "Age of Rea- Hopeless Search for the "Infidel" Hero
of a Tract.
son, "which please send to addresses herein.
CRoSBY, TEx., Aug. 26, 1894.
'fhis is a grand scheme.
MR. EDITOR: I send you a little tract,
Fespeotfnlly,
J. 0. MATHEws.
published at Harrisburg, Pa." The tract
Short arul to the Point.
explains itself in its own way, but has not
been so satisfactory with me. To explain
. BmsToL, CoNN., Aug. 17, 18!14.
Mn. EDrroR: Inclosed please find $6 for more fully: On June 26th I received the
two years' subscription to THE TRUTH tract by mail as first-class matter, without
SEEKER and eight copies of Paine's "Age any comments or signature of the sender.
of Reason," to be mailed to names arcom- I suspected tbat there was a " bug under
the chip." I wrote to the publisher of the
panying.
0. F. MICHAEL.
tract, inclosing stamp, for the address of
'l'he I'!Inews of War.
the subject mentioned in said tract, as I
CLw, lA., Aug. 21, 18!14.
believed that, if true, John Harvey was
~in. Em•1•:m: Inclosed find $3.20. Apply a near relativ of mine whose address I
$1.1;0 to complete my subscription for this had lost. The publishers wrote to me on
year; senil me "The Creation of God," a postal card that the American Tract So"Hard Knocks at Christianity," and ciety was the author of the tract. I also
"New God," and mail eight copies " Age addressed them, with stamp, but hRov not
of Reason" to names incloaed.
received any answer from them. The case,
J. W. DAY.
I think, is a falsehood of the first order, or
the American Tract Society has a lack of
•ro UelJI Defend the Bible Circulator. honor and truthfnlneBB. It is an easy thing
WJcKr,IFFE, 0., Aug. 26, 1894.to convert skeptics and Infidels on paper,
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1 for and teach such falsehoods to children in·
the Wise Defense Fund. I hope all Free- their holy Sunday-schools. I hav not the
thinkers will chip in and defend him from least doubt but that these tracts are sent
" venomous" attacks, or any other one of out by the thousands by their publishers
us who is harassed by bigots, while ex- to poison the minds of innocent children
ercising our rights as freemen.
who hav not the discretion to weigh the
Yours, etc.,
GEo. L. PnAT'r.
mlltter in a reasonable way.
I am confident that some sky-pilot, who
For• One llozen COJlies.
is too cowardly to face me in an argument
LEEFIBURG, 0., Aug. 28, 1894.
on the merits of Christianity or the princiMR. EDITOR: Inclosed fiad $1. 75, for ples of Infidelity, sent me the tracts. As
whioh mail twelve copies of Paine's "Age to the tracts, they are ashamed to sign
of Reason" to the addresses in the in- their names to their silent arguments. I
closed list, and mail me a copy of the send some of my TRUTH S&EKERB to the
Ingersoll Argument in the Reynolds sky-pilots in this country and always write
Blasphemy 'frial. If yon will send me a my name on the wrapper so that Mr.
package of TRUTH SEEKERS I will dis- Preacher can easily tell from whence they
tribute them.
;J AOOB HILLIARD.
came. I ask of them to be as frank with
me.
J. 0. HARvEY.
Meeting With Success.
GLoBE, Amz., Aug. 22, 1894.
Swan Still Searching.
1\'IR. EDITon: Inclosed please find $1,
WooNsoCKET, R I., July 16, 1894.
for which send copy of the "Age of
MR. EmToB: Being absent from home
Reason" to each of the accompanying ad- almost continually, I hav not seen a copy
dresses.
of the noble old TRUTH SEEKJllR for five
Myself and friend Nason are doing what months, nevertheless I am seeking for the
we can to soat.ter Freethonght ideas in this truth, and should I giv you all of my expl11.ce and I am happy to say that we are perience for the past year in trying to
meeting with some success.
oondem 'l Spiritualism, it would require
Sometime back I sent you $3.
one whole issue of your paper, but I wish
Yours for Freethough t,
to giv one little incident that happened
F. M. CooPER.
but two days ago, and ask some kind
brother to divine the cause. Last Friday
Wife an1l Father Res]lect His Wishes.
I took the steamer at St. John, N. B., for
OLEAR CREEK, TFx,, Aug. 25, 1894.
Portland, Me., where I arrived on SaturMR. EDITOR: I am sorry to hav to write day at 6 A.M., after a siege of sea sickness.
and tell you that one of the most interested When called at Portland, I proceeded to
readers of your paper died ~n the 21st day dress myself, but found I was minus one
shoe, and the united efforts of all the porof July.
He was my hus·band and his name was ters and cabin-boys failed to discover its
Tom Cooke. He was always glad to get whereabouts. Without stopping to laugh
THm TRUTH SEEKER, and always said, "Do or comment on how I got along with one
not hav a preacher to come and worry me shoe, a '' shoeing it," I will say that I arwhen I am ill, or to preach over my grave." rived in Boston without losing my trousers,
So he had his wish, and I think if there is and wl,lnded my to a Mrs. Knight, of 484
.such a plaoe as heaven, h!l will be as likelv Colqmb~s .street, who givs independe~t
to . go there SR any one, for a better m·a'ii· slate writings. I said nothing of my failure
nev~r lived. He was a kind ·husband- and in the shoe business, who I was, or where
an affectionate father, and wtts. kind to I was from, but the first communication I
every one. He died of congestion of the received purported to come from my de-

ceased son, and wound up with, "Pa, don't
worry over your lost shoe." As I cleaned
the slates myself, closed them together
without pencil of any kind between them,
and as they never left my hands or eyesight, and in a light room, I could see no
possible chance for fraud of any kind.
This is not the first time I hav been "hit
in the eye" and had my Materialistic Gatling gun spiked (to which I had become so
much attached), but will add no more,
only asking some Materialistic brother to
send me some real fighting powder, so I
can shoot back. Send me a never-failing
recipe, for I've got. it bad, and Mrs. Winslow's soothing syrup will never cure m_e.
A. D. SwAN.
P.S.-Don't sen·d anything that will
shoot backwards or flash in the pan. for I
hav tried such and failed.
S.
He Misses It.
WooNBoOKET, R. I., Aug. 27, 18!l4.
MR. EDITOR: I failed to receive THE
TRUTH SEEKER of August 25th. Kindly
send a copy, for I cannot get along at all
if I miss even one issue. It is as good as
victuals and drink to me; in fact, it is my
Bible. There is not a word in it that I
skip, and then I lend it to others. By the
way, is there not a fund for the purpose of
s£~nding the paper to Liberals who are not
able to subscribe for it? If so, I would
suggest that it be sent to George M. Hare,
of this place, a stanch old worker for the
cause who is in very poor circumstances.
THE TRUTH SEEKER in his hands loses
nothing. Hope that it may be so arranged
that he will hav it sent to him. If I was
able I would see that his pRoper was paid
for, but my finances are too limited at
present.
Can a Freethinker oomistently assume
the obligations of the Odd Fellows or the
FreemasomJ?
Hoping to hear from you through the
columns of your paper, I remain,
Your friend and well-wisher,
WILt.IAM SLATER MoURY.
[There is no fund provided for the purpose named, but often one of our well-to~
do subscribers pays for the paper for some
poor Liberal, especially if he is aged and
finds rest and cheer in its perusal. We
hav no doubt that Mr. H!!ore is a worthy
candidate for such assistance.
Our subscribers wh'> are Odd Fellows
or Masons can better answer Mr. Moury's
second question. We refer the query to
them.-ED. T. S.]
Are Ministers Privileged ~
CLAY CENTER, KAN., Aug. 18, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: In connection with the case
of J. B. Wise, who was arrested for quoting Isa. xxxvi, f2, and lodged in jail for
sending obscene literature through the
mails, I wish to state that I attended the
meetings of the so-called evangelist here
in Clay Center, the town where Mr. Wise
was arrested. The evangelist read before
an audience of some four or five hundred
people, two-thirds of whom were ladies,
from John iii, 4. Then he referred to
Gen. vi, 4, "There w11re giants in those
days," etc. Now, if Mr. Wise committed
a serious ·offense in sending a verse through
the mails, how much more serious was Mr.
Rosewarne's offense in reading before such
an audience the passages above indicated!
The reverend sky-pilot has a go·od deal
more to slly, for a wonder, about the
church ancl its rottenness than he has to
say about Infidels. He stated distinctly
that the churches were rotten to the core.
Mr. Rosewarne delivered a lecture last
Sunday on inspiration, or "The Bible:
Whence Is It?" He is requested to repeat
it next Sunday (to-morrow) in the Methodist church, and any ~believer present
may answer it on the spot. I hav written
W. S. Bell to be here if possible to answer
him. In his lecture last night he announced the coming lecture, and said he
intended to produce such a chain of evidence that no one on earth, nor all the
devils in hell, nor yet even the angels in
heaven, could answer it. This egotism reminds me of the old Scotch lady whose
fault-finding with her pious neighbors
was about on a par with his. Her criticisms of het" pious neighbors leq onE) to
exclaim: "Why, . Janet, I really believe
you think no one will be saved but you
and the minister." "Oh, my dear," wa~

the reply, "I while's hae my doots about
the minister." From yours truly,
GEO• HARBISON•. ·
.. .i

Some Sensible Observations.
NEw BRITAIN, CoNN., Aug. 29~ 294.
lV.I.R.~ EDIToR: It will be no surprise to
you or any of your readers, especially
those who are acquainted with me, to hear
me say that I am an "Infidel " of tqe
most pronounced type. I avow ppenly
mydisbeliefin divine inspiration, miracles,
and prophecy; also in a personal God
a
future for any one's individuality. I.· am
a sincere accepter of the laws. of natu:re
and science, and believe we should study
and explain all we know about them. 4-nd'
I am a sincere advocate of the Nine De~
mands of Liberalism and I oppose dating
from any event that will not bear the investigation of modern criticism. There
are several other things that I do and do
not believe in, ene of which is the expensiv funeral and burial system of to-day.
Why do. we decorate the dead? Why put
the last remains in a metRllio casket or
rosewood coffin and waste thousands in
stone monuments with iron fences around,
them? Why disinter what remains of the
last body one has. before he dies and at.
great expense carry it hundreds or thousands of miles by express, thet"e to be
buried again at great expe'llse? I said the
last body because the tissues, muscles, and
bones are constantly decaying and being
replaced by other matter, and since i
began to think about it it seems so strange
to me that we do so much to keep the last
bit of substance sepRorate from other ma~ter,
when it is impoBSibl~ to keep it long and
in many oases dangerous to the living.
Why do we waste money on the dead,
whom we cannot benefit, while the living
need the money? Why not cremate every
corpse by electricity generated by water
power at an expense of n.Jt to exceed $5?
The gases will not convey disease in that
way. The truth is, we hav been taught so
long that we cannot sufficiently honor and
remember the dead, that my words above
will seem to most people to be all wrong.
It will seem to them that I hav no feelings,
while it seems to me that I" love sud remember my dead friends a~ much as others
do theirs. I like to look at their pictures
and would be more glad to see 1them. . .
GEORGE F. ELLIOTT.

or

Mortuary-Joseph Shin.
PATJiotos, 0., Ang. 24, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Joseph Shin, a long time
patron of your paper, died on the 18th of
August, 1894, aged about eighty years.
Friend Shin came here with his Quaker
parents when he was eight years old.
Once he refused to take his hat "off- in
Methodist meeting, for which he was ·fined.
Still our departed friend was a man of
peace. For the forty years I hav known
him, I never knew him to hav a dispute, or
be angry with anyone. He highly prized
THE TRUTH SE:r.KER, and was much charmed
with the pictures~ For more than t-vren-ty
years he was afllioted with- oonsn1llptjob,
but living in a large house, and 1being
much in the open air, may hav prolonged
his life. Cheerful under his aflliotion,
genial and sociable with his friends, he
has left a memory of a life that few hav
excelled.
J. B. SMITH.
THOUGHTS ON DlllATH.
When a friend or relativ passes away we
are apt to think on death and immortality.
Can the latter be bestowed on· man ?
Surely a happy future should be his, if it
is possible, because of the knowledge and
fear of death, because of the dread of
annihilation and the hope for immortality,
and because of the suffering endured here,
and the yearning desire to join the loved
ones who hav gone before. Yet better, far
better, should there be no future life than
that one human soul should go to the· hell
Gf the Bible. But one of the blessings of
Liberalism is that we scout the idea of the
Christians' hell. But there is small consolation in believing that our bodies are immortal and willliv in the fruits and flowers,
and why not in meaner things? Or~ in the
positiv belief of our friends tile Spiritualists, that the spirits
tli.e" departed-·
all
around us· and oonscious-of:all:aur:aotions.
if trn!l; how sad.they·wi>-nld be> Irilt~ a
future- is all in the imagiil,ation;· s#- if
~OQor!led to us, ·why not. trust that.. that
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future will be far more glorious and exqnisitly happy than human immaginstion
can· conceive? Or, if we take others' de"oription, take that of the Psalmist, "Eye
h<~.th not seen, ear hath not heQrd, nor
the imagination of man conceived of the
~Ziory of my fstlrer's mansion." Or ~yron,
slreptio that he was, when he writes:· ·
Yet if there be, as fondest souls hav
deemed,
A land of souls beyond that sable shore,
To shame the dootrin of the ssddnoee,
=And sophists vain of dubious lore, etc.
J. B. SMITH.

A Sensational Scheme.
CrNOINNA.TI, 0., Aug. 27, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: The inclosed was tal!:An
from the Times-Star, this city, of Aug. 22:
A plan is heine talkE>d of, which, if carried
out, might well be called the climax of the
:mi11sion of the new Columbian Liberty and
Pesce bell, about which ao much interest
was centered at the World's Fair. It is to
take the bell to the Holy Land, and on
Christmas eve of 1900, jnst before the openin~ of the twentieth century. to ring it on
the snot where, on the first Christmas, was
heard the angels' song whose words the
bAll hears impressed upon its surface.
The plan contemplates that all telel!raph
companies shall close their business .ten
minutes before the appointed hour, and
that Bethlehem shall be connected with
every te!eg'raph office and. with every
church that so srrang'es, and that thus
there shall be repeated around the globe
the sound of the bell whose firflt stroke
nsheretl in the Parliament of Religions,
and whose rine;ing in Judea may symbolize ''the parliament of man and the federation of the world," as the projectors claim.
What does it mean? Is it that they, the
so-called Christians, who hate a live Jew
and worship a dead one, want to take odr
Liberty Bell from our country? Or is it
a new one they want to send across the
water to proclaim pe~toe?
Will not their Christ hear it if rung
in free America on Christmas eTe of 1900
as well as if it were taken to Palestin~?
The sentiment is very pretty, but does
not the dear old Liberty Bell belong to
the A'Il~Tiea.'l P~"P A and not to a handful
of idol worshipers, for surely that is what
the Christian sects are?
Joseph Cook has said: "There are
twenty thon.ssnd Buddhists 1n Boston."
If it only be true, what an array of truth
seekers there are for our side. It goes to
show that people are learnin~ more and
more the true brotherhood of m_an; that
they cannot worship the man J esns and
hate his brother; that one and all hsv the
rie:ht to make and form their own god (how
I wish they would spell it with two o's) ·
according to facts, not fancies. Sentiment
is all right, but there is no religion higher
than truth. Call it God if they like.
But what do they intend to do? Please
let us know through your paper, and
oblige,
Yours respectfully,
CoRA B. DAvrs.
[It is not the gennin "Liberty Bell,"
but an imitation one, made by casting to. gather a large number of revolutionary
relics and other not so "sacred " material.
Would it not be as well to keep the bell
here and send out· its notes on American
sir in 1900? Of course not; that would
not be nearly so sensational; it would not
attract a hundredth part of the attention
nor bring in a thousandth part of the
money that the Holy Ln.nd scheme will, if
consummated. There is nothing like advertising, and religions wares feel the
stimulus just as readily as more useful
goods. The bell-ringing is to be only the
climax in a gigantic spectacular performance which is intended to belt the globe
with a zone of flamboyant and invasiv
Christianity. The theocratic branch of
the church first broached the soheme.ED. T. S.]
1

Wants a Searching Party Organized:
SALESVILLE, MoNT., Aug. 20, 1894.
MR. EDITOR : I am a friend to Spiritualism. I recognize its services and aid in
abating, in a measure, the nuisance of
orthodoxy, and to ·a certain extent in mitigating the rigor of its tyranny and in
slowly undermining its arrogance. Instead
of :throwing obstaclf!B. in its way which
would be a hindrance to its progress to.wsrd
a demonstration of its claims, I would
rather at any time when in my power supply the con4itions by which denwnstrstions
'

.

that would place it upon a permanent basis
of fact could be made. Therefore, it is
discouraging in the extreme when we find
onrselvs confronted. with the fact that it
persistently ignores a most important and
practical line of proof, which is perfectly
consistent, so far ss I know, with every
condition it demands, and one that any
rstionsl being would logically suppose it
would adopt. Why is it that the thin~s one
would nstnrslly suppose it would do, and
can do, and which would render its claims
acceptable to all, are the very things which it
persistently does not do? By way of illustration we may say, for instance, the claim
is made that there is one phase of mediumship possessed with a special gift of transmitting perfectly authentic written messages from the 11pirit realm to mortsls on
earth. It is not necessary to menti~n the
other phases of mediumship, this alone is
sufficient for my purpose. .In this one
phase alone, if true, we hsv the potentiality of all the proof necessary. It is
ample for the speedy sud universal conviction of the world. There is no other phase
of mediumistic power fraught with the
possibilities of this, rior so far reaching or
so general in its application. Materializations, tsble-tippings, raps, everything else,
as a consequence of their restricted operations, sink into insignificance when compared with this one wonderful accomplishment, as a means of nniverBSl proof. By
it the remotest confines of civilization can
be reached; well authenticated messages
from the spirit dead can go laden with nn"
mistakable proof to the humblest homes as
well ss'to the palsoes of kings. Why not
open up shop to spirits instead of to men?
Let them visit the mediums and transmit
messages, and thus spare mortals the expense of a journey that not one in a hundred is finanois!Jy able to incur. The personage who would occupy this position
would become the spokesman between the
two worlds, the most important of all
men, the channel of oommnniostion, in the
most practical sense, between the living
and the dead. A pepetnsl current of useful, prsotiosl, and convincing intelligence
would constantly flow, and a rushing torrent of humanity would pour into the ranks
of Spiritualism like a Niagara of waters.
Why? Because the proof will hsv become
practical, and therefore general. Exponents of Spiritual philosophy cannot expect
oonvi!Jtion of thinking people generally
by the introduction of isolated instances
of persons traveling perhaps hundreds of
miles to test a high-power medium and report results when they hav every facility
at hand to make proof which will be general in its application. And that, too, a
species of proof in direct line with their
pretensions, and perfectly consistent with
the conditions they demand. The suspicion will probably remain that there is
nothing to prove.
However, as remarked at the outset, I
am a friend to Spiritualism, and should be
pleased to see it rapidly advance. To this
end I hsv thought possibly I may aid its
progress by supplying a condition by which
a test can be made in a public and practical
manner. The editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
no doubt, will render efficient aid by giving
all the facts due publication.
I hav a lost brother-Henly L. Burkwho I hav reason for believing died three
or four years ago somewhere in the West.
I hsv used every facility known to the mail
service to find out where he died. If there
is a realm filled with spirits he is there surrounded by a brigade of relative. Now,
let some medium call him, or some of
them, up and. tell me where he died. Keep
doing things of this kind, hundreds, thousands of them publicly, and yon will disarm criticism and doubt will cease. Yon
will oanE~e ''a rushing mighty wind." An
svslsnohe of humanity will come pouring
into your ranks like a tidal wave, and the
carcass of ·priestcrsft will lie helpless and
dead at your feet. Besides, who does so
will receive a suitable reward at my hands.
THos. BtmK.

,Thoughts on Self-Destruction and }'a·
· talisrit.
Los ANGELRS, CAl:.., Aug. ·25, '189~
1\h. EDiToR: Ingersoll's article on suicide has been read apd reread,· and my
views on that subject hsv for vesrs been
in full accord with those expressed by
JriiP... It ~sy be a grql)sowe subject for a

less flowery writer than he to touch, but
it is one that will not down, for the past
and the present show that it is inseparably
connected with the record of the human
family.
It is noticed that Ingersoll is
somethine; of a fatalist, sud being a complete and thorough fatalist myself, I read
with indorsement and approval his words:
'' Our actions are the fruit, the result of
oironmstsnoes-of conditions, and we do sa
we must."
This is so true and so logically indisputable that I wonder it is ever denied; and
yet it is. All professed Christians, as far
as I know, believe and assert that man is
so free to sot that he can control his own
destiny for good or evil, being, as they
claim, a free moral agent.
But facts on every hand go to disprove
this, and that man does not exist who is
free from the influence of conditions from
his first to his last breath. Everybody is
the absolute slave of conditions; and under the law of periodicity all great events
ooonr in human affairs without being subject in the sli~htest degree to the control
of mankind. The rise and fall of n.stions
is as natural as the growth and decay of
vegetation; and over and over again history repeats itself, and man commits with
endless regularity the follies and the sins,
the mistakes and the wrongs, of hi!! anoestors. As V o ltsire hse .told us, " man
will feel, reason, and sot forever as nature
has destined," and that individual who
thinks he can pursue an independent
course through life has failed to giv the
subject due and sufficient thought. If a
man commits suicide under any circumstances, he does so because driven and
forced by conditions he could not avoid or
escape. No sot, good or bad, is ever committed independently of conditions, and a
motiv must first influence the will to produce an sot of any kind by the human
machine. Let pain and misery in sufficient quantities fall to the lot of any man,
and he will seek relief in suicide. I care
not what his moral or religions views, for
there is a limit to human endurance. But
snob extreme suffering is so rare that those
who take their own lives will always be a very
limited minority. We Elo not, as Voltaire
has told us, ever need to fear that suicide
will become an epidemic malady; for the
alternation of hope and fear under ordinary oironmstsnoes will insure the natural
death of most people. But under extraordinary oiroumstsnoes there will always
be more or lees self-murderers, and statute
laws to prevent will be about as sensible
and effeotiv as the Pope's bull against the
comet. Under the universal law of fatalism, where "the facts all touch each
other," what conditions produce will occur; and long ago I found out how foolish
it was to say I would never do this or that;
for necessity compels us to play our automatic parts in strict accord with the conditions that confront and surround, as we
march regardless of will or wish ever
downward to the grave.
More than one man who has spoken and
written against suicide when oompsrstivly
happy and prosperous, . has afterwards
ended his own.life; thnsdemonstrstin~r how
weak and uncertain is the action of the human will in the face of changed conditions.
Who knows to-day what he will do tomorrow, and who can declare with any
certainty coming events in human affairs?
No man; and we all grope our way in darkness from the first step to the last one on
the journey of life. Every animate thing
that livs and breathes, from a mouse to a
man is the creature of fate, and is compelled to be and to do precisely what oironmstsnoes determin ; and though it is'
true that some men are crushed by conditions that others survive, that fact only
shows that different degrees of endurance
and resistance prevail among men. The
law is not affected in the least. Victor
Hugo hse said that genin!f consists in
taking fate by surprise; but what is genius
but the product of fate? Fate produced
the greatest military commander of the
ages in the person of Napoleon Bonaparte,
and hsv~g produced an nnnsnsl prodigy,
the only surprise that could arise in connection with snob · a man would be his
failure to do something remarkable. We
do not exPect men of medioority .to startle
the world with great. deeds, for under the
invariable rule that effect cannot be greater
than cause, it is impossible for them to do
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so. For some unknown rea!'lon nature
produces very few Shsksperes and Ingersolis, Cressrs and Bonspsrtes, so when they
are produced they rise above their fellowmen like monuments above fence posts.
and yet what they do in proport;on t~
their capacity is no more than thoRe who
represent the other extreme of human
ability. The genius· can no more bAlp
being great than the man devoid of brains
can avoid being an intellectual nonentity,
and neither had anything to do with being
great or Amall in body or mind. AR we
follow up this line of thought we must bAoome more and more convinced of man's
automatic relation to the universe, and by
this I mean that while the human bein~r
is a self-moving machine, all movements
are involuntary and in strict secor~ with
outward influenceR which produce the
inward or the mental impulses; for withont
the five physical senRes there would be
none. Every thought. and every not of
mortal man is the result of some influence
on his five senses, and these influences
make him what he is as a factor in sooiet.y
just the same as soil, water, and sunshine
control vegetation. It is true many people
think they hsv t.be power of choice between two sots, but when thoroughly
analyzed, this power to choose is found
to be only the rE>sult of the st.rongE>st
influence. There is no snob thing as an
independent decision of the will, for t.be
will is merely an instrument of natnre'R
forces in producing human action, and not
an independent entity that sits supreme
above conditions and influences. The will
is under the control of hope and fear, and
never works unconstrained by either.
Yon cannot will without a motiv, said
Voltaire, and this undeniable fact sbowR
that motive must govern all actions; and
all motive being produced bv oonditionR
in which we are placed, no logical reasoner
can refuse to admit that fatalism accounts
for all things and the world is under the
reign of inevitable necessity. We love
and hate; we fight and fraternize; we
laugh and cry, rejoice and muse, invsr'sbly as conditions decide; and while playing our automatic parts, some of us get to
wondering what it all amounts to. A score
of the greatest minds the world ever produced, and whose names will exist as long
as human history, shuffied off this mortal
coil without waiting for nature to do the
job; and I believe the ultimate oonoluRiou
of every philosopher, from Aristotle the
suicide to Sohopenhsuer the pessimist, haa
been honestly expressed by Silenus, who
declared "that never to hsv been born
was the greatest blessing that could happen to man, and the next best thing was
to die very soon."
Seneca believed and asserted: " Death
is the best invention of nature. What
need to lament the particulars? The
whole of life is lamentable. New misfortunes will crowd in upon thee before thon
hast paid thy debt to the old ones;" anrl
unlimited testimony of this nature might
be adduced.
But still the world goes
round and round, and the hnman sni~al
continues to propagate his species-very
few of whom are philosophers, howeverand blind fate insures an 'endless snpply of
misery because of having made the globe
on which we liv "one vast field of destruction and carnage." Cheerfully yours,
C. SEvERANOI!l, Pessimistic Fah,list.
P. B.-Should I, under the influence of
my Ip.disn control Usqnebsugh, write
and forward anything not appropriate or
desirable for your columns, the same will
slwsvs fit your waste-basket very nicely,
and no harm done; J'or as old women must
talk, so at times some of us must write.
As it is customary to criticise your paper
at times, and many do by offering valuable
suggestions that won't work, will say that
the only criticism I hsv to offer at present
is the following, for otherwise the manner
in which yon oondnot the leading Freethought journal of the globe meets with
my unanimous approval.
The little defect to which I call your attention is the woodcut supposed to .represent the genial S. P. Putnam. From the
mental impression which I still .carry @f
that distinguished exponent of universal
mental liberty, I sin, and always hsv been,
unable to find an existing simiiarity; and;to speak with complete candor, I really
think that Samuel has just and ·Ie~ri.l
grounds for institntingo-Hhonld .hA feP-1
disposed-a libel suit for gro~<s and exaggerated misrepresentation.
C. S.
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tice, and they want to broaden them.
Tht~y note a hall-contracted feeling of man
toward man called love, and they want this
Jove to be as free and as gentle as the air
that sig-hs on a summer's night through the
g entle folia,.,"'" of ~he forest. They see and
they feel that the tyrant's power is not deai,
and they want to stifl' it, so that in a lat.d
where all are free m~>n and women it can
not exist. They see the bane of reli~ion,
and they want to banish it and put' in its
place a clearer conception of duty toward
each other. They see men worshiping
creations of the imagination, and they
want these idols destroyed, and in their
place to put the ideal of manhood and
womanhood, and to strive for it, not to bow
down and worship like Idolaters. ·fhey are
in earnest, deadly so, and their endeavors
will not relax until the day of victory has
appeared. They are sincere, terriblv so,
and for this reason they hate hypocrisy.
They love the world with all their hearts;
they consider that all should be bound
together by common ties of aftection,
and that the sole aim and ambition of
every individual should be to labor in the
interests of mankind. Beware, ye sluggards, that the day may come too suddenly
when man will be free, when parasites will
die a natural death, and the enemies of
progress and reform will be buried in oblivion's grave. These reformers hav the
true ambition. They are full of zeal and
believe they can accomplish in due time all
they want fo:r the human race.
A

'" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the dax's occn~ation•
That is known as the Uhildren s Hour."

Litt(e Girl and little Brook.
'"Little brook.little brook, why are yon always
singing?"
"Bec~tuse in early morning all the flower hells
are ringing
To waken bees and butterflies, and hid them
journey over
The fi~lds through which I flow, where grow the
daisies and the clover;
Bec~tme the liv-long .-lay the birds from tree to
tree are calling,
And now Rnd tl.en in dancing drop3 the sparkling
rain is falling;
Becan•e when comes the night the moon and stars
are brightly be ami- g
Upon th~ir fair reflections in my silvered waters
teeming;
Because I'm happy, little girl, ~tnd that iq why I'm
Ringing."

•·

A

A

A

Turn to the second chapter of the
"prophet" Joel and yon will find a good
description of the locusts and their wild
ravages.
S. H. W.
QuEsTroNs.-Describe the locust? How does it
deposit
its eggs?
does itWhat
produce
sound?
Are
locusts
very de.How
trnctiv?
did the
peopie in New England do once on account of
locusts? What would hav been more senoible?
Wbere arA locusts used for food? What did the
H l)rews believE\ concerning them? Do some
natwns ~till believe the same? What do they
tbink is written on the wings of the locmt? Re· peat the deocription fonnd in the book of Jo9l in
substance.
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And they want to teach us that blindness
iS not a virtue, and that if we would only
open our eyes to the possibilities that man
can accomplish, instead of picking the
thorns of failures, we would pluck the
flowers of success and happiness. These
reformers are full of love for the race, and
Where falls the tear of love, the rose appears
And where the ground is bright with friendship's tears
Forget-me-not, and violets heavenly blue,
Spring glittering with the cheerful drops
Hke dew.
-Bryant.
They are full of ihe noblest and highest
ambition-to make for the human race a
heaven upon earth. To banish forever
superstition and all that clogs the wheelH
of life and makes the burdens the heavier
to bear. They are pained at the world'~>
suffering and 1gnorance, and to banish both
s their sincere wish. They see the inconsistencies of man arising out of imperfect
manhood, and they want to perfect it.
They see and feel his narrow ideas of jus-
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What in the world is that noise ?-a
whirlwind? No. Then it is a btUJ.dle of
sticks all on fire. No. What then? Why
it is an army of locusts. See I is the locust
not a pretty creature with its three jointed
feet, short antennre, and, on the body of
the female yon observe four, wedge-shaped
pieces, moving up and down. And what
are thePe for? Why, to dig down in the
ground a place to deposit eggs.
This is a Carolina locust. Look at its
pale yellow, brown body with darkish
spots, and strong, black, yellow bordered
wings.
Locusts can leap like gymnasts, and' fly
like the wind. They are of a variety of
species, and they can travel like the mis
The Popes and Their Doings. Biographc hi ef · H ow d 0 th ey mak e t h at noise?
ical sketches of the most noted of these vicars
Nowyonwatch and see. The hind legs
ofChristandvicegerentsofGod,showingwhat
.
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
are d rawn across th ose b 1g veins of the
It contains very plain statements, in very nnwing covers, like playing the violin, and
varnished langnal!e, :..nd the unmasking is complete, proving__ them to have been erne!, inin that first segment of the body there is a
trigning, and licentious men. Considering the
cavity, which makes the notes sharper.
rapid growth of Catholicism in this country,
this book cannot be too widelr disseminated.
These little fellows actually swarm in
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
some localities, and are very destrnc•iv The Awful Disclosures of Maria Monk,
too, eating nearly a}} the grn;n and deas exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings dar·
inu her residence of :five years as a novice~nd
straying vegetat1on.
The , red-lel!aed
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel .Jieu
'"
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any anti·
species are the. worst, devouring clover,
Catholic book published has created more ex·
•
l
citement, and bad such a circulation as thiE
corn, vege t a bles- every thtng a most.
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
Truly, they would breed a famin in a little
circulated a story that Maria Monk w"s "no
while.
better than she should be," but investigation
disclosed that her '"child of shame" was none
Once there were so many of these little
other than the child of her priest-seducer.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.
gluttons in New England, and the people Auricular ConfeS!lion and Popish Nun·
were so discouraged, that they appointed
nerie~. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
a day of fasting, humiliation, and prayer
years a confessing priest. A revelation of the
licentious :practices of. the priests and nuns in
t o remove th em. It di•d not do any good,
these religions brothels. There ill no question
however. It would hav been much more
that Ex-:priest Ho!{an knew the truth of the
tales of vice, seductiOn, and infanticide he givr s
sensible to stock the farms with domestic
in this volume, and eqnallv there is no question
that if the people generally knew of them, Cad
f ow1s an 1et th em 1oose upon th e 1ocnsts.
tholicism would not be given the vast amounts
In some foreign J?laces locusts serve as
of. money now allowed it b:v our various ritv
food for folks. They are fried in fat and
~~ri:s~ments. Price, paper, ·50 cents, cloth 75
ar~ said to be fine; sometimes they are The Priest in Absolution., A Review of
drted, ground up as flour, and made t'nto
the system of anricnlar conression, induding
copious extracts from the "Confessional Unbread, They al'e sold by the peok in
masked," from the "ll'la.ter Key to l'oper-,"
etc. Theworkis aprotestagll.instandan~ppeal
Arb
a ia. In Africa cattle, as well as l!>irds
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and men, eat them.
and thoughtfully a religions svstem so inv"sivs
<>f privacy~ so powerful for evil in licentions
Get your Bibles and read the Old Testa
handd, so rranght with danger to fem"le modment and yon will find where they were
~~t,f· t; 0th~h~re~ncfo~ugfsth~~e;~es~P~!cfi0 ~~d
use? as food. The Hebrews WAre so superaction. Pric~. paper, 25 cmts.
'
lltitwns that they. believed that the locusts PrieRtly Celibacy Exposed A leQture b.Y.
.
.
.
the ltev Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham. Engwere t h e avengmg arm1es of their Lord.
land. Revised American edition showing the
What a strange idea! Other E t
re~nlt in pari•hes of the .Roman decree -,tnat
.
.
.
as ern
vnests shall not mar:v. Pt'lce paper. 1~ cents
natwns stlll beheve the same and good 1 Sister Lucv and Her ! wfnl Disclo~nres
Arabs will tell you that the story is written
Resoecttng New Hall Convent, Borein the Arabic lan,l!nage on th,. wings of : bam, Jilsf!ex 1 England.. Bhqwin!!' that onc~ents
•
1 ue IJluniCILl to Chastity, virtue, and freedom.
these msectsl However, nobody can read
J?rioe, paper, to cents.
it but the ignorant Arab.
~~UJ:C:.~~~~'lilu.
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'Little brook,little trook, if yon :fi 1cl so much
gladness;
Why, sn•ely, I shculd know no single thought of
sadness;
For all yon hav I hav-green fie· ds ancllm\terJ!ies
and JlowPrs,
And bees nnd birds. and sun and moon and s ars,
and pleasant showers;
And then I hav-anl this is far beyond all other
blisses. A darliul<' mother, little broo1•, who givs me smi'e~
and kisses."
PrP.ss bravely onwardl-,-not in vain
-ManTnl·et Evttnge in Harper's Young People.
Your gener,ms trust in human kind;
The good which bloodshed could not gain
Your peaceful zeal shall find.
The True Ambition.
( OONOLUDED.]
Again, further up the scale of social life,
is a class of people, independent so far as
wealth is concerned, whose sole aim is
pleasure-a worldly pleasure. A life of joy
is, to them, one of the highest and noblest
reasons to liv •. This is the class, generally,
that make a town or city attractiv; that
visit the places of amusement, and gather
in opera houses, hearing the most noted of
prima-donnas, and applauding what very
few of them understand. An individual of
rank, or social distinction, makes an innovation, and with an eagerness that is servil
and yet pitiable to see, this clique imitates
tbe innovation so as to be "in fashion."
There is a good and timely saying by Seneca that "servitude seizes on few, but
many seize on her." And must the fads
and fopperies of society be called ambition?
'l'here is another class who liv not for
self, but for others-for the world; who
are a harily set of people; willing to labor
so that humanity may be uplifted; so that
the day of peace and enlightenment may
come the sooner. Willing to suffer without complaining; happy to endure the
scoffs of a cruel world with resignation, but
still eager, still willing to push on the fight
for humanHy's freedom from thraldom,
and. to make this world the brightest and
happiest of worlds, and poverty and suffering almost unknown. They are as conscions of the fact as Massey was when he
wrote,
" There's no dearth of kindness
In this world of ours;
Only in our blindness
We gather thorns for flowers."
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By HELEN H. GARDENER.

Ons of Her Brightest, Wi.ttie.st, anft
Strongest Lectures Aqat.n'i't
tn.fl Bible.
Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Fl'lcmd~<
Price. to cents. Addres• this ofllcA

Agents Wanted !
We believe that not. only can good be done but
money made by any Lib. ral who will canva•s for
our book '"Old Testament Stories Comically Illnstrattd." In fact we know one man who worked
at it but a few hours woekly and so d nearly
fifty copies in a month. The price is low; everybody knows the Old Testament stories. and
nea~lY everybody would like a book appl:ving
nineteeJ1th-centnr:v wit and knowledge to them.
Peollle li'.<e to lingh. Reverence for the Old
'l'estament tales has Jarllely r:Jisa(,)roeared and
jokes at the e'I:P~Ds~ of Jonah And Joseph and
Es~n and Samson and D·vld, and the other wor.
thies or nnsavory reputation, are keenly apn•eciated. It saems to us that the brok 'IHll sell at
sight. It dt>es here in the 8torP. Linerals out of
employt11ent will find this a good way to make an
honest dollar.

Terms to Agents Sent on Appllcatton.
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secure divine favor because it doeth the
will of divine goodness.
The perfunctory utterance of a lan~ua!!'e
form by t"Oacher or pupils, or by b oth
with or without the compulsory formal at:
A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTIGATION;
titnde of the body, becomes monotonous
crvTAIN/NG 148 PROPOSITIONS .
wearisome, mFaningless, and heartless:
Such praver. however well meant. is a
With Refer ences to the most ..:'lain and Str iking s~If-Contr&dictions of tho Bo-oe.lled IneJ:)ir ed
mere formality, a vain repetition' and Porlptnres. Including Questions Answered Affirmatively and Negatively by QuotiLtions from the
:when scanned by t b!; bright ligh t of'trut.h Bible. Also, Other Bible References of ImporL&nce.
1s seen to be a de.t•Y enacted lie. Neerl
Fourth Edition, Revl~ed an1l E ularged.-- - Price, 25 Cents.
there be wonder at the Jack of high morn!
Address
'l'HR, TRUTH BEEKER. 28 Lafayette Plaeo. Now York Citv
quolities in the Amerioan character when
so much dependence has been pla~e d upon
the daily service of the lips and so little
upon the r ightful action of the individual?
From a long, careful, and u npr~jndiced
observation I hov concluded that tea h ers
~~often ~o not realize the g reat r Paponaibthty restm:: upon them in forming the
cha.racter of their pnpils. If a ny position
in society deser ves to be termed sacred,
surely it i"' that of teacherR in our public
schools; for no position affords snob op
portunities for moldi ng the human char·
acter. How abe shall accomplish her task
fully and faithfully in this regard furni~ hes by far the most d ifficult rroblem
she is called upon t o solve.
And now, when the trend of events
seems to immutably indicate that much
more will be r €quircd at her hands in t he
field of applied .,,bios, '' Rtght Living," by
the well· known ou tboresa, Susan H.
Wixon, comes as an invaluable aid to
ossist her in this noble work. Miss W ixon
poaseases the rare and happy faculty of
writing in such a l ucid, flue nt style that
her prodnotions, while fascinating to t he
young, deeply interest the mind of mature
years: hence "Right Living," although
especially dssi~?;ned as a text-book in oral
instruction and supplementary reading iu
the schoolroom, is o fitting work to grace
the private and bless t he patrons of the
publio library. Its greot truths are tersely
stated in atron~ nod forceful language,
condensed into short, axiomatic paragraphs which render it easy for the memor y to seize and r etoin them. It hoe a
copious index, which renders 1t conveniPnt
to select any topic which occasion may dema:od or the toste of tue reader may reqmre. It is entirely free from religious
bias, the author evidentl.v subordinatin g
all prejudioiol lenninga, if s he possessed
any, to the one ~rent e nd of d emonstrating
the truth and showing bow it sh( uld be
FROM UNDER
adopted and cherished in r ight living to
adorn tbe ohara~ter and thEreby build up
a noble manhood and womanhood.
A. bnok eo r eplete with wisdom should
be in the hands of every teoche r as well as
in every home in the land.
J. W.
Sy WII.I.I .AM. H.ART.

The Bible Inquirer,

Unless otherwise spec·ified, all publications noticed here can be had oj Tm;:
TnuTII SEEKER COMPANY, at the prier.
named.
RIGH'r L IVING. Uy Susan H. Wixon. New
York : The Truth Seeker Co. Price, Sl.
A great book upon a great subject. I n
an address before the Triennial Convention of Congrega!ional churches held
at Worcester, s reverend gentleman of
New York city asked this q nestion: "How
can we cure the incorrigible lying of our
children?" So bold s question frankly,
honestly, and earnestly asked befor~ such
an assembly presupposes two conditions
in sooiety: 1. A deplorable moral r etrogression within the last few dcoadea; 2.
An utter failure to check this retrogression
by all the appliances of organizations that
claim t o be the source and tho tlirect.iog
influence from and through wbioh all
genuin morality flow~. The moral status
of the nation to·day is a sad commentar y on the false theor y that it is
possible to do wrong with impunitv; and
is also tangible proof t hnt men will do evil
if they are convinced t hat hy o belief in a
dogma they are sure of bein~ relieved
from all r esponsibility and the consequences of evil ac tion.
Confidence is the orell.tor of social hllppiness. Without it society is in a miesra.ble stote o f unrest. With i t society progresses ,upward and onward to a state of
felicity; without it societv descends t o the
pitiable condition of chootio savagery.
From oonfirtence emanates love, which begets that kindly symp!lthy between man
and his fellow man that binrls Moiety together i nhomogeneous bo1 d a. TruthfulneBS creat~s confidence, deceit creates
distrust.
It is a per tinent inquiry of thoughtful
minds to·day, Is society r esting in the
common repose of confiding trust, or is it
in a stote of that nervous anxiety born of
distrnst? If the former, then it is because
truthfulness is the prevailing sentiment of
society; of this latter, then, we must conclude that it is so prevalent as to be it.s
cause.
An incident in public life may serve to
show us what we are in this respect. In
the disoussions which hav for some time
been carried on in Congres3 over a revenue
bill, it was IIUI!gest.ed thot a tax be imposed
upon incomes abova four thousand dollora.
This p r oposition was opposed by a large
number of Congressmen n.nd by t he press
generally mostly on the ground that it
would fail to bring the revenue anticipoted,
because of the wholesale perjury it would
be sure to ent ail. These sapient stntesmen
and writers admitted that such n tax was
not deemed onerous, and was n success in
Europe, but did not agree with Ameriorm
ideas, thus confessing that we were a nation
of liors, and cited in proof statements of
Commissioner Wells in rPgard to the .income tax imposed during the wor.
Startling us is the question of the clergyman quot.ed above, the ar~uments referred
to are more startling st.i ll. The conduct of
childr en is iorgely influenced by the conduo~ of their associates, and as they are ot
school nine months of the year during the
most impressible years of life, much, very
much, d epends np;m the ethical training
they receive there. It is to be d eeply regretted that the study ond proctice of
mora!A and manners, distinot.ivly as such,
were, until recently, wit.hdrawn from our
public schools, being superseded by what
were t.ermed '' devotwnal exercises." Some
school officials and teachers seemed to be·
lieve thot the iatter included the former~hot a school opened with the formula of
proyer, the recitation of scripture texts,
and the singing of so-called sacred song~<,
would be all-Rufficient to ·secure the exemplary conduct of their pupils, and build up
a pure and strong charocter. This w11s u.
grave and lamentable error na common observation clearly shows. Else 'vhy th11
constant violntion of the immutable Jaws of
ethics? Why the gross monners tmd lying
of many school children? Why the diabolical barbarisms attending the practice
of "hazing" in our universities ond colleges, which has not nnfreqnently cau~ed
the permanent injury or dEath of its hapleBB victims? Why the disfigurement for
life of young women at the Wesleyan U niversity of a Wester n state, where daily a.tt~ndance on vocal proyera was compulsory,
by tattooing their foces in Greek chnractors
witb nitrate of silver by their classmates?
Such t eachers and officials, it would
seem, hav u tterly failed to comprehend
the ethics of prayer . Montgomf:ry, t be
hy mnologist, declared p rayer t o be tho
,soul's sincere desire uttered or unexpressed. Prayer, t hen, is earnest de!lirs.
Action is the manifest energy of genuin
p rayer; therefore r ight living is pra.}' or
vitalized by righteouanese. Snob prnycr
ie truthful and avoiieth much; yet~, more,
it is the all-powerful agent in th11 butldtog
.of noble character and the diffusion of
happiness broadcast. Such prayer will
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Qgms of ~AougA t.
MAN can take no medicin that will cure
a bad religion.-Investigator.
CHANGE must come. But how? The
corporation, the capitalist, the representative of the masses, are strenuously urging
revolution by stimulating hatred, desperation, distrust; the people, by moral, peaceful, penistent agitation, are struggling
ag11in1:1t the awful approaching termination
of the industrial problem and the purifica·
tion of the body politic.- Weekly Indt:,x,
BoB ton.
THE higher the social evolution, the more
does this inner element of ceremonial rule
grow, while the outer formal element
dwindles. As fast as the principles of natural politeness seen to originate in sympathy, distinguish themaelvs from the code
of ceremonial within which they originate,
they replace its authority by a higher authority, and go on dropping its non-e~sen
tials wbile developing further its essentials.
-Her'bert .Spencer.
Is not our universal method of speaking
of time in units of centuries, years, and
hour!l, rather too impersonal and mislead·
ing to us in our efforts to grasp the idea of
lupse of time in our own lives? Should we
not rather measure it in pulse beat11, or
heart throbs, or life strokes, and would
not this then lead us to a more close knowledge of the existence of ourselvs in relation
to the world and our duties as the days roll
by?-Albert Gresswell, M.D.
CnAmTY is an outrage against the individual. As such it stands condemned.
Charity takes from the veins of personality
its most precious blood. The gallows, the
guillotine, the garrote, here ~itnes!l the.ir
spiritual counterparts. Jushce speaks m
defense of the individual. It fends him.
It makes whole that which previously was
only a part. It builds muscle and mind, it
fits soul and body for long journeys and
the ineflable victories of personality.
Charity is a mole. Justice soars to the
heavens, and IS not dazzled by the sun.
Charity live in holes its brief and shadowed
second; justice measures itself with all
space and time.- Horace L. 1'raubel.
"BuT there are some, like Carlyle, who,
practically speaking, shnflle off the tbeo·
logical idea and yet retain the ascetic
creed." Yea, verily, there are. At least,
there are who fancy they do. But paople
like this only think they think; their proposition, when you come fair and Equare
face to face with it, is absolutely unthinkable. Carlyle was the inheritor of a brain
and nervous system begotten and moulded
by Calvinism. He got rid of the founds·
tiona of tho Calvinistic belief, but he never
was logical enough to get rid of the superstructure. He knocked away the tortoise
that supports the elephant that bears the
world on his back, but he left the elephant
himself still gracefully poised in vaouo.G,rant Allen.
W·HY either Optimism or Pessimism?
These, let us remember, are superJativ
terms-'i. e., terms expressing extremes.
Suppose, now, that, instead of trying to
pot an extreme interpretation of one kind
or the other, on the universe, we content
ourselvs with trying to see it as it is What
do we find? A condition of things of which
the best, I think, we can say is, that it is
improving, while it is capable of indeflnit
'improvement 1•ight now, in ou1· own time.
'l'h1s is the modest, untheological doctrin
of Meliorism. Far from asserting JJ. world
at its best, all things considered, it asserts
a world whose capacity for immediate and
indefinit betterment should rouse every
human being to unselfish exertion. It is
as stirring and thrilling as the other is
soothing and benumbing. It arrays before
the conscience the sorrows and sufferings
of our brethren, and bids us remember
that we can ilo our part to lessen the
amount of human woe. - JVilliam H.
JohnBon, in Conservator.
THEOLOGIANS (however they may " officially" deny it) hav for years been busy in
rereading their creeds and adjusting them
to the new sciences. The theological readjustment, made necessary by the Darwinian doctrin and the general doctrin of
evolution, bas not been less important than
that required by the changed conditions of
the Copernican astronomy. The heresy of
a few, who held God to be the immanent,
indwelling, and eternal life of all the universe of men and things,}.s now the gospel
of a great and ever-grea.,_ening company.
This rereading of the natural world, and
of the theological system corresponding to
the mechanical conception of the world,
implied the utter and complete inadeqnaey
of the t-raditional belief in Christiantty as
a supernatural revelation. Subjected to
the new natural science and philosophy,
and likewise to the new and higher criticism, the Bible, neither in the record nor
in what is recorded, anywhere givs a hint
or sign of supernatural interference or action, unless all natural things are supernatural, in virtue of the immanent divinity,

-Banner oj

Ligh~

8100 R.ward $100.
The readers d tbif! paper will be pleased
to learn that there is at least one dreadful
disease that science bas been able to cure
in all its stages, and that is Catarrh.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is the only positive
cure known to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh being a constitutional diseasE~,
requires a constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Core is taken internally, acting
directly upoR the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, th;ereby destr~~ng
the foundation of the d1sease, and g1vmg
the patient strength by building up the
constitution and assisting nature in doing
its work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers, that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case that it
ftails to cure. Send for list of tostimonials.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Address
®"Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Toledo, 0.
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RIGHT LIVING.
By SUSAN

H. WIXON.

Ethics as Understood by a S1ndtn1 of Science. 8i:x1y Cbavters, as follo"s:

Right Living,
What l' Hypocrisy?
In Reg-ard to Concealed Vice,
What is Morality?
Conscience or Moral Sense,
BeautiJul Charity,
What is Ignorance?
Selfishness, the Menace of So- Fidelity. the Giver of etrength
Knowledge the Great Treasure,
c~ety.
.
and ~onor,
Concerning Education,
Grati.tnde, a Fragrant Flower of Valn!J of Wealth.
.
Conduct· or Right Doing
L1fe,
Avartce, Not a Means to Life's
Virtue, the lllnminator of Life, Is Reverence a DutY?
Best End,
.
·
Prudence, an Economy of Life, Pelf-Reliance,
Good Nature, one of L1fe's Best
What Know Ye of Justice?
Self-Control.
Blossoms,
.
Fortitude a Noble Possess10n,
Self-Res~ect
Reason and Free Inqmry.
Temperance and Intemperance, Foolish Pride and Silly Preju- Free SIJeech,
Is the Use of Tobacco Dangerdice,
.
A ;Free Press •.
ons?
Anger, the Distorter,
R_Ights of An.rmals,
Cultivation of Individuality,
'l'he Angel of Forgiveness
Rights of Children,
Character, 11. Jewel of Great Price, Observation a Great Facuity.
Human Rights: or the Equality
A CH.\NCE TO MAKE MONEY.
Idleness, another Name for Loss, Perseveran~e,.theFriend of Man,
of 1\'l:an.
I have had wonderful success sE~lling Dish Industry, the Sta.:ft' of Life,
Punctuality, a Promoter of Sue- Moral Cleanlines"-'.
Washer~. Have not made less than' 8 ~ny day
Valne of a Trade,
cess
•
Politenes<. The uentlema!-1~
and some days $1~. Nearly everv family buys Recreation a Necessity,
The Difficulties of Life,
Politeness. -Continued. - The
one. They are ch ap, durable, and do. the work Games of Chance,
Temptation, the Demon on the
GentJewoman,
perfectlv. Yon can wash and dry the d1~hes fora Truth and Falsehood,
h•gbway,
Best Somety,
family in two minutes, without tonchmll' your What is au Oath? or the Worth Hab1t, Second Nature,
Progress; or Enlightenment:
hands to a dish I believe any lad:y or gentleman,
of a Promise.
Power of Will,
Wisdom.
anYwhere, can do as well as I am doing, as I ha<1 Fraud a Crime,
Courage, a Necessity to Right
no experience. An yo 'e c.an se.l what everyone The Poison of Slander,
Living.
wants •o buy, and P.Very fawily seems ~o wan.t a
Miss Wixon has taken as her mottoes in writing this b9antiful book of 292 pages-wbiPb she
Dish Washer. Write to the Iron City Dish
Washer Oo, E. E Pitt.st.urg, Pa. They wi!J send bas dedicated to the memory of her father and mother-these sentences from the works of a great
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MARTHA B.
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_. A GREAT deal of the piety of to-day is a
_thing of great beauty because it is only
ski,n deep,-Puck.
MAMMA: ''Now, Hans, we must all giv
up something to help the good missionary
·to convert the heathens. What will you
giv?" Little Hans: "Soap, mamma.". Fliegende Bliuter, Mun~ch;
"As A Methodist, -I of course believe
"that the Methodists are right." •• And
·tlili.~ we Episcopalians iue wrong in every- t.l~i:p.g?" "Oh, no! -I hav no objection to
Epiecopalians outside· the fact that they
keep·open· on Su11day."-Puck.
' ....
LITT.LE Minnie had a new frock. When
· she went to bed her' mother told hei to
say, "Now I lay me down to sleep, I pray
.t.he Lord my soul to keep." "I pray the
Lord my clothes to keep," said little
-· Mi'nnie; nor could she be induced to alter
this,impt:~ye,dJorm of prayer.
· FARMER; '}·You had a fire £Lt the manse
this n;toi'ning. Any serious loss?" Minis··ter: "Yes, ten years' sermons were com. pletely burned." Farmer rwith the mem.. ory of many a weary Sunday morning):
"Mon, they had made a gran' blaze, they
' we_re so dry, ye ken."
·.A Jl'RIII!ND, whom we will call Mr. Smith,
:was visiting the wife of a farmer. Mr.
·.srhith: "-How is your husband now?"
Mrs. B_rown: " Worse than ever; he's got
·_a new bolus, which is tearing him to bits.
· ·Bn:t he's never well. How can a man be
well whose inside is as full of pills as a
peas-pod of peas? I often say to him:
: '·John, Ws just :flying in the face of provi··denc(l when you've got your lawful regular
.doctor within a mile of you, and you going
off to these impJsitors [impJstors].' "
·Mi.-; Smith: "It's certainly very foolish."
Mrs. Brown: "Foolish! it's all that-but
'it's 'far,worse; it's downright wicked. It
. ba.ats me how a man can go down on his
knees in ch,uch and pray against such
nastiness, and then go back like a dog to
his vom:it again." Mr. Smith: "And does
. he pray in church against quacks?" Mrs.
' Brown: "Of course he does. Don't we
pray against them every Sunday in the
litany? Don't we pray against 'all false
· docto:dn [doctrinl'"-London Spectato1·.
HO\V A DRUllliiUR OAUGI:IT TWO MCNISTIIlRS ON
AN EASY QUESTION.
Abashed at nothing, a commercial
traveler in the South once propounded a
- ql).estion-to a couple of clergymen, whom he
encountered on a railroad train which il. lustrates how easily.a man may be tripped
on a simple little ''catch " problem.
The drummer entered into a conversation with the ministers and entertained
them am~zingly with his brilliant remarks, touching men and affairs. GraduaVy the topic changed, until at last the
'blk 'was of Dr. Talmage and his visit to
the Holy Land.
.
''Speaking of the Holy Land," said the
graceless commercial man, "I was quite
., interested to read in a New York paper
recently that a party of explorers in
Palestine had discov~red a huge heap of
bones, which, from their size and quantity,
are supposed to be of the children which
Herod ordered killed. They were found
in a cave which had been closed for centuries; which accounts for their preservation."
"Indeed-!" replied one of the clergymen, much interested. "I had not heard
of it. It is certainly a surprising discovery."
. "Yes," continued the drummer, "and
oddly enough, while nearly half of the
bones are bleached white, the rest were as
blacl{ as ebony."
"Remarkable," ejaculated the clergyman who had already spoken, while the
·other lr oked at the drummer suspiciously.
"What is your theory?" continued the
drummer. "Do you think it possible
that the bleached bones conld be those
· of males and the black of females?"
"Possibly," replied the more communicativ clergyman. "I ·am not an anatomist, however, and can't say what effect
long exposure has on the bones of the
sexes."
·
"And you?" persisted the drummer to
the other. "What is your opinion? Do
you think it possible that the white bones
belong to male infants and the black to
female, or vice versa? That is the prob---le·in that now excites the discoverers."
"Really," replied the other, "I. don't
know;• but poss1bly as you first put 1t, the
· white bones may be of the male children
and the black of the female."
Shortly after this the clergymen reached
their destination and left the train. Jnst
as it was about moving off the drummer,
whQ_ IJ.ad been chuckling to himself the
meanwhile, thrust into the hand of one a
card, upon which was written the words:
" Excuse me if J suggest that you read
:Voul' Bibles hereafter with greater care.
Had you done so· in the past, you would
· hav known ·that boy '!;>abies only were
ordered slain by Herod."
)
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21 year case, $14, $15.501 $17, >1!19. $28. Hunting
case, $8 extra, In 10 Kt., 15 yeoLr CILHO, eitilor
kind, $3 le8s.
Laates' Stze.
Priceo: In 14 kt. gold fillet!, hnnl.ing 20 year
ca esi 7 JnwelH, $18; 11 iowolH, $14.00; 15 iuwelH,
$19. n 14 kt., solid golll, bunt111g cu.soo, $23.
$24.10. $29.

TilE NEW MODEL OTTO WETTSTEIN WATCH
Haa 16 jewels, pat~nt regula~orl breqnet (noncatebable) hn1r •prmg, bcaut1fu. double ~unk,
pan• Jed dial, nicliel, goi•l damMcened finish, adJusted to heat and cold and positions. L ILtcs
improvements and guaranteed a perfect time
keeper.
aentzemen's Size.
Prices: In 3 ounce silverine cn,se. $19; 4 mmco
coin silver. 1!1:!5; J.l"ld filled 14 l<t., 21 years, open
face, $28. Huntmg, $o2; 10 kt., 15 ye1tr cases, $8
less.
Lar!les' Size.
Ptices: In 14 kt. 20 year hunting cases, $30,
In 14 kt. solid gold huntinJ.( cases, $40.
All gold and fillc<i 11oseH made bv best mannfactunrs aR Boss, Dncber, Faby, an<! Lnd<l, in plain
engine t~trn' d, or ILrtistically engr!LVOd.
Gopds shipped by express, olta!'Qes P!'epata.
~END

In I~ YOUil WA'I'CII \VOIUi.

"OTTO WETTSTEIN,
THe

LIBe~.AL

Sendforpricc-lists

JeWeLeR.
ROCHELLE, ILL.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. STRONG, HEALTHY MANHOOD
A Nineteenth Century Novel.

Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL
For Her Daily BrAad is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left .parentless, with a little moneyh fair edncationh and
much conrall'e• to make t eir way throng; the
world by gomg to Ohicago. ~l'he author 1s also
the heroine.· 1'he narrative is, in the main, a hiRtory of a working-girl's life and experience in the
city of Chicago among bluff bnsin~sR-men, kind
hearted folks, and disreputable hypocrite. It b
just such· 8. story of human life as we should expect Colonel In_geraoll to be interested in; and
whatever he &dmirea and appreciates i~ sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
Price, 25 cents. Address
'l''FT"F. TROTH RF.F.l\ll1R

POPIS AHD 'J'It£Ui DOINGS
AOOOUNT

01'

Yiaars of Christ and Yiaegsrents of Bod.

l'aPer, 5DOelat11: oloth, n oeD•·

Wlll'd

e=
DR. B.. P. FELJ.01W'R,
Sa:vwb<~reyoneawthlaad't'el'. VIneland. N .T
Pl"" I wish to say that I am an out-and-out.
J,r:aERAL, and I trust the Freethinkers of the htPd
will give me their pa•. n&,l,{e and not wa.ste their
time a.nd mone:v on Ohriat1r.n doo~ora.-.Dr. Fellowl.
Edyof
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A ROARING OLD JOSS.
They shall walk after the Lord: he shall roar like a lion: when he shall roar, then the children shall tremble from
the west.-Hosea xi, 10.
THE Maine election has gone Republican. I IN the congress of the English trades
Governor Cleaves is reelected by a major- unions a prolonged debate ensued upon
ity of probably 25,000 to 30,000. It may a resolution to nationalize all lands conhe larger, Chairman Manley claiming· taining mines or minerals. James Keir
Hardie, M.P., moved an amendment that,
Tm: New Hampshire Republicans hav 37,000.
.
S
. .
besides the land, the whole means of pronominated Charles A. Bnsiel for governor.
THE ReJ?n~h~ans of the eoond distriCt duotion, distribution, and exchange of the
CoL. HENRY 0. KENT is the gnbernatoral of West VIrginia s~l~oted Alsto1;1 G. Day- output of mines ought to be nationalized.
nominee of the New Hampshire Demorats. ton to oppose. Wilham ~· Wilson, the The amended resolution was carried by
J?emooratio tariff leader, m the oongres- a vote of 219 to 61.
ON the Indianapolis track on Sept. 6. stonal race.
Robert J. bToke the world's pacing record
Tm: Northwest Legislature (Canada) has
DR. JAMES STRONG, the author of the
in 2:2~.
famous "Cyclopedia of Biblical,· Theo- decided the long disputed school question,
THill Nevada Populists nominated George logical, and Ecclesiastical Literature," and for a time, at least, It has voted that the
Peckham for governor, and James Douty of many religious works, has recently de- Catholics shall not be deprived of their
right to establish separate schools, and, in
for Congressman.
oea~ed, at the age of seventy-two.
districts where they maintained such sepLAND improvement schemes hav victimTHE police board of this city has dis- arate schools, shall not also be taxed for
ized a good many people in New York and missed Captain Stephenson for bribery, the public schools.
It has been deteradjacent oities and towns.
and also voted to abolish the office of pre- mined, further, that the only religons exT:JIE two wings of the Colorado De- oinot· deteotiv.
Central office men will ercises in the public schools shall be the
mooraoy hav combined and nominated hereafter do such deteotiv work as may be simple reading of the Lord's Prayer at the
opening.
Charles S. Thomas for governor.
necessary.
THE n·emoorats of Wisconsin hav reTHE Memphis grand j nry has discovered
SUNDAY phobists at Whitestone, L. I., nominat1jd Governor George
Peck.
are trying to prevent excursionists from The platform warmly indorses the admin- that the six negroes lynched near that city
alleged incendiarism were the victims
going there on the first day of the week.
istration and denounces the Democratic for
ol a plot to which the deteotiv who had
SENATOR JoNES, of Nevada, has formally Senators who so vitally amended the Wil- them under his care, and the driver of the
gone over to the Populists, although he son tariff bill.
wagon which became the butchers' shamretains his Republican proteo~ionist views.
"Is Suicide a Sin?" and "Is Bicycling bles, were probably parties. That the
IT is settled that sunlight and air are Immodest?" are the two questions most prisoners were to be murdered was known
Tery helpful for destroying the harmful earnestly flisoussed in some of the New in Memphis to certain persons many hours
potency of cholera bacillus and other mi- York papers. To one who believes in the before the slaughter took place. 'l'he sexorobes.
referendum most of the letters must be tuple murder made six widows and twentyseven orphans. The grand jury has inRoN. LAFE PENOE, Populist, has been very discouraging.
dicted several persons for the crime.
renominated in Colorado, although he
THE National Encampment of the Grand
wanted to enter the fight to beat Senator Army of the Repuhlio was held at PittsWolcott.
burg this wef'k. Thousands reached the
GENERAL GEORGE SToNEMAN, formerly city last Sunday, greatly to the disgust of Home Seekers in California
commander of the cavalry of the Armv of the Snndayites, whose headquarters are in Will find it to their advantage to call on or adthat unfortunate town.
dress the undersigned. Land from $10 to $500
the Potomac, died Sept. 5, aged seventyper acre.
OTTO NE!JRAUS,
two years.
THE Minnesota Democratic convention
4t84
Los Gatos, Oal.
indorsed the national platform, declarefl
THT!l Illinois Populists are having trouble its confidence in the administration, called
MA.TRUIUNIA.L.
is getting the names of their local nomi- for tlie election of Unit~d States Senators
Rank Materialist, farmer age 30, on the Pacific
nees on the official ballot, under the two bv the people, denounced the American
coast, desires to correspond with mental comrade
per cent law.
Proteotiv Association, &nd nominated of
20 to 2!1 ye .. rs.
Address
COSMOS,
care TRUTH SEEKER
THERE were large Democratic gains in George L. lleqker for governor.
the Arkansas election, the Populists being
THE police justices of this city hold
defeateli in almost every oonnt.y.
The court ofte!l with looked doors, in direct
majority is between 25,000 and 30,000.
violation of the law of the state. Men and
THE Vermont election resulted in Be- women hav often to lie in jail all night,
By A.SA AUGEB
publican victory by a large majority, because their friends and bondsmen can
A condenMation of the fundamento.l argnmet
amounting to 28,000 over all. Urban A. not get in to arrange for bail, thus sub- against
Ohri•tianity.
Woodbury is chosen governor.
jeoting them to needless inconvenience
A Y6ry Good LtH/e Misstenary Work.
and ignominy, and many others to serious
Price. 16 cents. Address
PROFESsOR HERMANN VON HELMHOLTZ, loss of time.
1'Hl<l 'l'RUTH REEKER.
one of the most distinguished scientific
THE Louisiana sugar planters hav reman of the century, died at Berlin, on solved to hereafter support the RepnbliSept. 8. He wag born Aug. 31, 1821.
can party because the DemooratR hav reCHEAP E61TION.
THE northeastern counties of Minnesota pealed the sugar bounty.
Governor
are threatened with additional disasters Foster, himself a sugar producer, protestfl
from forest fires. Large sums are being strongly a~tainst this step, arguing that
raised every day for the fire sufferers.
the planters can win nothing without the
support of the negroes, and to bid for
AT last a heavy rain has broken the their aesistance will reintroduce the race
By "· WHEELER.
terrific drouth in all parts of the country, problem in its worc~t form.
with the exception of the South, which has
This bo~t 1s lo.st 1\a.t i.i;s title implies-thum.Phad timely rams all through the season.
THE Colorado Populists rf'nominated \ng whac..s a.~ ~tiP!lrstitiQU. It deals with the
Governor Davis H. Waite, although hjs effect of OhristlS.tll t:r on the world, showing
what Ob.ristia.t~s bave done to advance their religTHE Comte de Paris, head of the French opponent~ mad!! as s_trong a f\g~t 1\S they ion
anq imvede the progress of man. It shows
Honse of Orleans, died in London last could agamst him, with ~II the .maobinery tha.t Jesus wa.s a false prophAt. that the gospels
are
not
ant.nentic, and that ln.... :.~ianit;~: is a borweek. He was the son of the late Duo o~ the convent\on j:q the hands of his
system of religion. That the Btble is not
d'Orlea.ns, andgrandsonofLonisPhilli~pe, friends. It now seems probable that rowed
in accord with Science, that the atonement
ki~g of the French. He w~ horn 4ng. Thomas M. Patterson, editor of the Rocky scheme is futile and foolish, and tha.t religion is
24, 183B. He served on the staff of General Mountain News, the leading Populist not areal bene!W; to man,
l'rioe, 20 cents, six for $1.
McClellan during the early years of our paper of the country, will bolt the nomCivil War.
. ination.
A.ddress THE 'l'BUTH BBEDB.
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Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
w.

Out of various importations and ·Pur·
chases of scientific works, at· dift'erent
tim11s, we h'l.v on hand a copy or two each
of the following, to which we call attention, as enabling our readers to get a good
deal for their money:
The Rise and Early Constitution of Universities,
with a survey of Medimval Education. By
S. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents.
_
Historx of Ancient Egypt. Rawlinson. 2 vols.
A Thousand illustrations. Copious Notes
and Full Index. Price, $1.25, postage paid.
The Dawn of Histr>ry; An Introduction to·PreHistoric Study. Edited by O. F. Keary, M.A.,
of the British Museum. Cloth, 75 cenis.
On The Study of Words. By Richard Ohenevix
Trench, D.D. Oloth,75 cmts.
Fetichism: A Contribution to Anthropology and
the History of Religion. By Fritz l:!chnltz
75 cents.
English: Past and Present. By Richard .Ohenevix Trench, D.D. 75 cents.
Modern Science and Modern Thought. By S.
Laing. 75 cents,
Formation o' Vegetable Monlil. through· the aCtion of Worms, with observations on their
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents.
Education. Intellectual, Moral, and Physical
Progress; Its Laws and Cause. With other
di~quisitlons. Two books in one. 75 cents.
The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Rpencer. 75 ct~
Political Science, containing Physics and P~li
tics. An Application of the Principles of
Natural Science to Political Society, by
Walter Bagehot; and History of •be Science
of Politic•, b:v Frederick Pollock. '75 cents.
Science and Orime...!'-·nd Science and Poetry.._ with
othPr essays. .HY Andrew Wilson,: F ..n.S E.
. Two books in one volume. 75 cents. ·
The Land Question: Containing the History of
Land Holding in England byJo;eph Fisher,
F.R.H.S.; and Historical Sketch of the Dis.:
tribntion of Land in England, by William
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents.
The Black Death: an account of the Great Pes- '
tilence of the fourte•nth century, and the,
Dancing Ma.nia of the Middle Ages. B:r J. F.
0. Hecker, M.D. Two books in one volume.
75 cents.
Bound Volume of Humboldt Library, containing
numbers 92 to 108. $2.
·.
Glimuses of Nature. By Andrew Wilson, F R
S.E.. F.L S., with 85 Dlnstrations. $1•
illusions: A Psychological Study. By James
Sully. 75 cents.
A Vindication of the Rights of Women with
Strictures on Political and Moral Subjects.
By Mary Wollstonecraft. $1.
The Genesis of Science and the Factors of Or~anic Evolution. Both by Herbert Spence~:·
m one volume 75 cents.
Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. By Sir John LnJ>..
bock, Bart., F.R.S., M.P., D.O.L., LL.D., with
numerous illnstratwns. 75 cents.
Geological Sketches at Home and Abroad. B:sArchibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents.
Current Discussion in Science, and Scientific As'llilCt of some Fari:illiar 'l'hings. By W. M.
Williams, F.O.S Two books m one volume-.
75 cents.
Charles Darwin; His Life an<l Work. By Grant
Allen. 75 cents.
The Pleasures of Life. By Sir John Lubbock,
Bart. 75 cents.
SELEOT WORKS OF RIOHARO '.A, PBOOTOB,
Light Science for Leisure Hours
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects.
Hereditary Traits, a ad other Essays.
Mi,cellaneons Essays.
illusions of the Senses, and other Essays. ·
Notes on Earthquakes, with fourteen miscellane
ons Essays. Six books in one volume. $1.50;
SELEOT WORKS OF GRANT ALLEN,
The Evolutionist at Large.
Vignettes from Nature, and
Force and Energy; a theor:v of Dynamics. 'l'hre&
books in one volume. Obth, $1.
THE

THE

BRAIN

AND

BIBLE;

OR

THE COmUTf BmEEN MENTAL SCIENO:
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D..,.
with a preface by

.R. G. INGERSOLL..
This is the only work of its kind in the litera~
ture of Freethonght. Its arguments are hued
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal dincU;v
to the reader's ser.se of logic and love of 1ttaliee.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
Price, cloth, $1. Address
THE TB~B SEEKEB,

.THE SABBATH.
By M. FARRINGTOK.

41 Thorough E'J:,aniin,ation and .Ref·
':ttation v.f the Claims of the
Sabbatariana.

THOMAS PAINE;
WAS E JUNIUS?
'sy W. H. BURR.

Second edition, enla.rged to 82 pages; with the ,
engraved likeness of Paine. Price,10 QNti& .
AddreRR THE TRUTH SEEKEB

Travels in Faith.,

BY CAPT. ROBEH'l' 0, ADAMS.
Being the story of his memal JourneY from,;..,
orthOdoxy to Ba.tiona· ~.
l'noe, PAPftollli ~ta; ol.oij).. 711 QllliL.

"400

YEARS OF FREETHOUCHT"

A Journal of Freethought and Reform.
Vol. 21. No.38 {PUBLillliED WDKLY.} New York, Saturday, Septenlber 22, 1894. {28 LAFAY1!TTB PL.} $3.00 Per Year.
R

WHAT THE PULPIT PARROT WANTS WITH THE LAY MONKEYS.
Freethought ranks: You hav knowledge and views tars for all Liberal literature is conceded Our
that are worthy of preservation in a bound volume. terms are as low as those of any other house that
Since the Truth Seeker Company's compositors
does good work and pays standard wages. As we
Why not, then, write a book?
got" Four Hundred Years of Freethought" off their
inquired
before, Why not publish a book?
In view of the disputes that arise concerning
hands they hav not been idle. We hav undertaken
the issuing of two new books, which are now in every prominent man's religious belief, after he is
It is evident that President Putnam of the Freepress, the :first in order of time being " The Better dead, a recerd over his own hand has become a ne- thought Federation is keeping a close watch on
World,'' by Dr. E. B. Southwick, of Michigan. This cessity-almost a duty. If his family or immediate m~n and events from his conning tower in Chicago.
is not, as might be inferred from its title, a religious friends do not agree with him, they are likely, at He means to hav a good Congress in October and
work having the heavenly beatitudes for its theme, his death, to accord him religious burial, deny all to keep every company and regiment in line for
but deals in a unique way with the possibilities of truthful accounts of his actual convictions, and de- efficient work against the theocratic foe. His most
complete happiness on this mundane sphere when stroy·whatever newspaper articles or private writing enthusiastic and useful allies are the thousand
men and women shall hav learned to lead natural from his pen might prove him to hav been a Free- good and true men and women who subscribed for
lives and tP adopt scientific government and regu- thinker; while his obituary, tombstone, and epitaph "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Only
lations. In the world which he describes there are will perpetuate the falsehood that he has "fallen those who know what has been suffered in the
no soldiers, lawyers, doctors, preachers, or public asleep in Jesus." The course we hav suggested- world·old battle for liberty and what has been won,
schools, and as a coincidence no war, litigation, dis- the publication of a book, if no more than an auto- can fully realize the magnitude of the task yet to
biography, to be a part of his last will and testa- be performed and the need of united, persistent,
ease, superstition,· or ignorance.
The second new book is by Mr. F. D. Cummings, ment-will render such a fate impossible. And and intelligent action. Th~ numbers of this select
of Maine, the title being "Religion and the Bible." there are other advantages of authorship which will corps are steadily if slowly increasing, and now we
Mr. Cummings is a business man, and, we judge, a readily suggest themselvs.
~e at last able to announce that the end of waiting
In further elaboration of this subject we would 1s here. After a tremendous struggle with our
prosperous one. Our dealings with him certainly
indicate that he is one of thorough business meth- say that the Truth Seeker Company is in the print- printers the last form went to press this week and
ods. And he has expressed his views on religion ing and publisbing business, and possesses all the the book is 'in the hands of the binder. As soon
and the Bible with the terseness, clearness, and pre- facilities for turning · out :first-class work. Any as we receive it from him it will be rushed out to
cision that characterize commercial paper. Perhaps faults of composition due to an author's unfanill- the subscribers as fast as we can wrap, direct, and
he is the :first resident of Maine to write such a iarity with literary labors are corrected by compe- ship the great volume. The names following are
book. If so, that state has made a good, though tent revision. This Company's imprint upon a those of subscribers received since last week:
publication insures it a home in the book world, Georgia, B. A. Denmark; Illinois, W. G. Reichwald.
tardy, beginning.
Announcement of the appearance of these books while our ad.vantages for securing it circulation
THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford
will be made at an early day. The price is :fifty among the claiSB it is intended to reach are not en- secretaryt_meets
at 2:80 and 7:80, every Sunday in War~
cents each, in paper covers. Meanwhile we hav a joyed by any other house. We believe that the ner's Hau1 Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia
suggestion to make to the substantial men in the Truth Seeker ~pa.:ats claim to be the headqua.r- Freethougnt publications are on sale at the meetings.

About Books.
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/he Most Magnificent Work Ever Published by the Freethought Press.

Four Hund.red. Yea,rs of Freethought.
BY S.AMUEI..

P.

PUTNAM.

HOW TO GET

FOUR HUNDRED ·YEARS
OF FREETHOUGHT

FREE

The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought. throughout the tJivilized World for
the last Four Centuries, from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the t1me of Ingersoll.
It will be a radical Historic Record of the Greatest Developments of the Human Race.
SPECIAL OFFER.
It will _reveal Freethought as an Intellectual, Moral, Literary, Social, Industrial, and Political
Movement.
We have made arrangements with
It will show what Freethought is in itself and how manifold are its influences, and with what
Mr. Putnam whereby we are enabled
hope and promise we can hail its future triumph.
to make our friends a most generous
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" will Embrace the most Illustrious Pages offer.
We need more subscribers to Tm:
of Human History,
TBUTH SEEXEB, and every Freethinker
needs "Four Hundred Years of Freeadorned with the brightest Genius, radiant with the most splendid Poetry, rich with the greatest Inven- thought." Not all are able to pay $5
tions and Discoveries and ennobled with Freedom's most shining advance.
for it, but everyone can do a little
No-thing Can be More In-teres-ting,
work to obtain a copy - congenial
more inspiring to the Pioneer Workers of to-day-:-to those who are still in the van for Human Rights ~n~ work, · that will do great good all
Progress. The struggle is not ended and what Is already won must be carefully guarded. Eternal Ylgi• around. This is the offer :
lance is the price of liberty; and from the Past we must ever learn Great Lessons for the Future.

NO LIBERAL CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK.
It will contain the Greatest Thoughts and th~ Greatest Deeds of the Greatest Men
In One HariDonions and Magnificent Whole,
a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added glory of
'WOMAN'S EMANCIPATION

Send us. Four New
Yearly Subscribers at
regular rates ($13 in
all), and "W"e "W"ill send
the Getter...-up of the
Club a copy of'' FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS OF
F R E E T H 0 U G H T,"
FREE OF CHARGES.

frcm the chnins and slavery of a barbaric creed and church.
'l1HE FIRST PART of the book will deal with Freethought as a Universal Power, as a Spirit, a
Method, a prevailing but unorganized Influence in every Department of Human Growth.
THE SECOND PART will deal with Freethought as an Organized Movement, especially in America
and Europe; and this history is of equal importance with the first, and should be justly understood
And further, to aid our friends in
and the Pioneers of our work recognized.
getting
this book for themselves, we
The first part will embrace the following Grand Departments:
will-offer
Literature.
Government and Politics. Woman's Emancipation. To the :New Subscribers as a
Philosophy.
Science. Education and
Ethics.
Boccaccio. Lessing.
Copernicus.
Voltaire.
Gambetta..
Madame Roland.
Bruno.
Premium,
Mary Wollstoncraft.
Galileo.
Bacon.
Rabalais. Schiller.
Rousseau.
Castelar.
l:ipinoza.
Comenius.
French ·Salon. Bradlaugh. Harriet Martineau.
Cervantes. ·.Goethe.
post free, a copy in boards of·
Descartes. Kepler.
Frances Wright.
Pestalozzi
Marlowe. George Sand. French Revo- Garrison.
Da Vinci.
Locke.
Shakspere. George Eliot.
Phillips.
lution.
Newton.
Froebel.
Lucretia Mott.
Hume.
Old Testament Stories
Victor Hugo. Thomas Paine. Parker:
Humboldt. Combe.
Gibbon.
Ernestine L. Rose.
Hobus.
Lyell.
Spencer.
Burns.
Emerson.
J
e:fferson.
Sumner.
Lydia
Maria
Child.
Kant.
Comically Illustrated
Shelley.
Lincoln.
Margaret Fuller.
Heine.
Hamilton. Darwin.
Owen.
Mazzinni.
Byron.
Tyndall.
Holyoake.
By
WATSON
HESTON,
Thoreau.
Bentham.
Bakounine.
Elizabeth
Cady
Stanton.
Comte.
Huxley.
Mill.
Haeckel.
Pushkin. Whitman.
Susan B. Anthony.
Warren.
Buchner.
THE GIWTF.ST BOOK OF IT8, KIND EVER
Tcherny- Ingersoll.
Garabaldi.
Petrofsky.
Feuer bach.
Girard
MatildaJ o~ Gage.
chewsky.
Lick.
Heinzen.
Helen H. :rdener.
CONCEIVED.
Annie Besant.
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of
THE PORTRAITS OF THESE ILLUSTRIOUS REFORMERS
W, S. BELL'S
in every domain of Human Thought and Progress will adorn the pages of this volume.
.
Bandbook of Freethought.
'rhe Second Part of this volume 'vill be devoted especially to organized Freethought and the Liberal
With these Splendid Works as prePress in modern times. The Truth Seeke1·, Investigator, Ironclad Age., Secular Thought, Freethinkers' Maga- miums there ought to be no difficulty
mne, Independent Pulpit, Ludjer, the Freethinker, Agnostic Journal, etc.
in getting hundreds of clubs of subIt will give a history of the
scribers.

CREAT INTERNATIONAL CONCRESS
at Chicago, tho Freethought Federation of America, the American Secular Union, the various state and
local organizations, the Canadian Secular Union, the British Secular Union, and other Liberal associations
throughout the world.
It will contn.in the portraits of those who, up to the present time, have been identified with Freethought work-editors, lecturers, officers of societies, and those who, as representative men, have won distinction in other fields of effort. There will be the portraits of
Horace Seaver,
George E Macdonald, Capt. R. C. Adams,
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr.,
Susan H. Wixon,
.l. P. Mendum,
E. M. Macdonald,
John R. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Watts,
D. 1\L .Bennett,
L. K. Washburn,
Samuel P. Putnam,
Prof. J. H. Cook,
Mrs. Robert C. Adams,
Parker Pillsbury,
Ernest Mendum,
John E. Remsburg,
E. H. Heywood,
Mrs. M. A. Freema.n,
Eliznr Wright,
Charles Watts,
Franklin Steiner,
Otto Wettstein,
Katie Kehm Smith,
T. 0. Leland,
G. W. Foote,
J. D. Shaw,
Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucy N. Colman,
T. B. WakAroR.n,
Saladin,
E. A. Stevens,
James Parton,
Lillian Leland,
Judge C. B. Waite.
J. R. Monroe,
H. L. Green,
Abner Kneeland,
Amy l'ost. ,
and other men and women who have contributed to the advancement of Freethought and whose names
snuu.ld be remembered throughout the Liberal ranks. There will also be about

ONE HUNDRED BIOGRAPHIES,
ancl in these will be given a picture of Freethought progress which will be most interesting and valuable,
lor it is in individuals that we find the best interpretations of the age.
.

Tne Price of This Superb Book is $5.00,
I
and not for the same amount of money can there be found such an array of facts, such a sur:vey of history,
and such n. galaxy of Freethought.
.
Mr. Pnlnam is uow devoting his whole time to this work and it will be published at the earliest
possible moment.
. :L'he name of mJery Subscriber who .'lends five dollars before the work is on the press
will be enrolled in this boo!~. DON'T FAI.L TO SUBSCRIBE AT ONCE.
This book will contaiu
Over Six Hundred Pages oi Printed Matter and Over One Hundred Portraits.
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your fne~ds when they as~, What IS Freet~wught-what has it done and what is it doing in the world?
Tlns Is the ~ost u~nversa~. pre~entatwn of Freeth ought ever given to the public, and .no Freethinker
can afford to be w1thout It. It ts a library in itself.
.
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is what all theocrats, hate and fight against. Right
here
the battle line is drawn, right here the war is
Our readers are familiar with the intention of the
to
be
waged.
theocrats. to secure, if possible, the incorporation in
F01JNDED BY Do Dlo IIENNE'rro
The
Christian Reformer, replying indirectly to
public school text-books of articles favoring comour
arguments
against state teaching of Sunday
E. M. M.A.ODONALD, • • • • • Editor and Manager, pulsory Sunday observance. They hav taken hold
observance
dogmas,
quotes from an address by
of the work in earnest and will push it with the
IS LAFAYETTE l'LAOE, NEW YORK.
vigor and wise system which characterize all their Bishop Whipple,· in which that church dignitary,
propagandism. Their organs 'urge upon theocrats after enumerating a number of the frightflil evils
- SEPTEMBER 22, 1894.
SATURDAY, everywhere in the country the duty and necessity which assail or threaten the country, says concernof writing to school-book publishers and presenting ing the asserted cause of these perils:
SnJJSCRIPTION RA.TESl
"For the past quarter of a century the apostles of InSingle subscription, in adva.noe .................................3 00 to them all possible arguments that may hav ·the
One subscription two :rea.rs, in adva.nce ........................ li oo effect of inducing the publishers to prepare and fidelity hav by press and platform been eating faith out
Two new subscribers ............................................. :i oo
of the hearts of men; multitudes hav forgotten that no
One subscription with onenews11bscriber, in oneremitta.noe. :i 00 issue series of text-books suitable for the accom- nation has ever survived the loss of its religion. It may
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remitplishment of the purpose of the Covenanters, that hav been a poor religion, but when men hav lost all sense
ta.noe ........................................................ 7 oo
is, the indoctrination of the minds of the children of accountability to a higher power, when they hav adOne subscription with three 11ew subscribers, in one remitta.noe ........................... : ............................ s :50 of the land with the dogmas and principles of the mitted no eternal standard of righteousness, and limited
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remitta.noe ........................................................10 eo Sunday superstition and tyranny. They are com- man's horizon to the grave, society has perished."
AnY ntunber over :ll.ve at the s&JDe rate, inva.ri&bl:rwith one
mitted squarely and unreservedly to the proposi- . It is now in order for Bishop Whipple to tell us
remitta.noe.
tion that it is a part of the business of the state to what nation, using " nation '' as synonymous with
teach
religion, and their kind of religion, as a mat- people, has lost "all sense of accountability to a.
. Monet/ 8710t.1Zd lie Bent lift ell;pre88 oom.Panfi'B rnonetl order,
,Postal order, dt'o.ft on New Yorl:, or lift r811tlterea Zetter. ter of course. Equally of course, they are abso- higher power." Within the historic period, no naA.dllreSB oornmuntcatt0718 and rnal:e draJU, oheol:e, .POBt-o'/11011
lutely sure that the state has an unquestionable tion which has gone down in ruin had any lack of
aniZ eli;.Prell rnonetl ot"derB Paflallle to
E. M. M.A. OIJON.AIJJ,
28 Larar~ette pZaoe, New Yorl:.
right to enact Sunday laws. Nay more, they are faith in a higher power or in higher powers.. If by
convinced that it is its bounden duty to establish nation _he means the government, it _is pertinent to
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be oblil'ed 1e Olii' such laws.
It is right here that we must meet remind him that ours is the first whose constitution
readers H they -wlllsend us the name and addrea of
them
firmly
and
without reservation. If the state guaranteed the complete and perpetual separation
any Freethinker who l• not a. regular •nbllcrlber.
has the right to enact Sunday statutes it has the of politics and religion, a:qd left the people absoright to enforce them, and in order that it may en- lutely free to cherish and giv expression to their
SOD HANDSOME· PRE:MIUJI8.
force them with the least possible friction it will sense of accountability to higher powers. So far
To induce new subscriptions and prompt renew-· teach the children of all citizens, who in their turn our nation has "survived," while all the dangers
.ts on the part of our friends we make the follow- are to be citizens, that those statutes are necessary, that it has encountered and surmounted are clearly
just, and must be obeyed. If Sunday statutes are traceable to sources other than the principle of
ing handsome premium offers:
justifiable on any ground, then it is entirely proper secularization embodied in its fundamental law.
For $6.50 we will send TBB TBUTH SEEXEB one that the children in the public schools and in all Indeed, we may fairly go much further than this
year ($3) and S. P. "Putnam's "Four Hundred other schools be told wherein they are justifiable and maintain that but for the disregard of this
Years of Freethought" ($5). By taking advantage and why they are justifiable. It will not do to play principle b/;our municipal and state goverments,
of this or our Free o:ft'er of the book (see opposit fast and loose with this momentous issue. The and even by the federal government, we should hav
page) there is no reason why every Freethinker in state directs the education of our children, and escaped many grave perils. By the exemption of
the country should not possess this splendid work. while it does it must insist, in self-defense, church property from taxation the way was opened
For $5 we will send To TBUTH . SEEXEB one that these children be taught to render obedience for the accumulation of vast properties in the hands
... year ($3) and·"Paine's Great Works Complete" to its laws. Its right to instruct the rising genera· of ecclesiastical organizations, an accumulation
($3). This edition of Paine's works contains a tion to respect its laws is c:mterminous with its which has never failed to be detrimental to the
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be right to adopt those laws. If there be any law al- welfare of the state and inimical to the interests of
erected in Chicago, and of his monument in New ready in existence which it may not teach the pupils all its industrious citizens. The admission of the
in the schools to obey, that law should be repealed. Bible to the public schools has made possible the
Rochelle.
For $5 we will send To TBUTH SEEXBB one The state may warn against murder and arson, "Catholic menace " to the common school system,
year ($3) and "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and for murder and arson are violations of the law of and has paved the way for this later theocratic de·
equal freedom, and therefore invasiv, hence the state ma.nd that the orthodox Christian belief concer~g
Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
may rightfully deal compulsorily with the murderer Sunday be taught in those schools. One of the
For $4:.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one and incendiary. Work and play on Sunday are greatest evils with which we hav to deal, and which
year ($3) and James B. Alexander's" Dynamic The- not violations of the law of equal freedom, therefore is eating into the very vitals of all that is honorable,
ory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid o:ft'er, for every one not invasiv, and hence the state cannot rightfully true, and just, is political corruption, and much of
,wants this book. It has over a thousand large punish them as crimes nor teach that they are this is directly chargeable to the scheming of the
jpages and more than four hundred illustratio~s.
theocrats. The attempt to subvert the secular
crimes.
Jlt is a diges£ of Science, and no one who studies
Constitution
has contributed powerfully to the un.
Furthermore, evim if the advocates of Sunday
:it can help but be well-informed in all scientific observance did not desire to force their ideas con- manning of politicians. They hav been bullied
:matters.
cerning it upon dissenters by means of legal enact- into voting for all sorts of unconstitutional laws,
For $4:.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEBEB one ments, the teaching of those ideas in the public and hav made all .kinds of promises under duress of
year ($3) and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- schools would be unconstitutional and invasiv, for threats of defeat in future elections if they do not
Book " in cloth ($2.50).
there should be no union of church and state, and giv their pub.lic indorsement to the demands of the
For $4: we will send THE TBUTH SEEXBB one year to teach in the schools that Sunday is a holy day, theocrats. They hav seen misleading and even
($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" the observance of which is enjoined by God, is to forged petition.s laid upon their desks, and they
propagate a religious. dogma at the expense of the hav not dared to expose the fraud, but hav had
in boards ($2).
For $4: we will send THE TBUTH~SEEEEB one year taxpayers holding to all forms of belief and non- to make believe that they saw nothing wrong, and
hav talked and voted as though they had not the
($3) and a copy of "Old Testament Stories Comic- belief.
The question of Sunday observance is one for pri- slightest doubt of the truth of the tlleocrats' asser.
ally mustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
tion that those documents actually expressed the
For $3.50 we will send TBB TBUTll SDDB one vate determination wholly, equally with that of solemn wish of a vast majority of the people.
year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically baptism, partaking of the communion, respecting These are but three examples of the many dangers
fast days, making pilgrimages to shrines, shaving
Illustrated," in board covers ($1).
the head, or saying grace at the table. The state and iniquities which all clear-sighted and good CitiThis is a splendid opportunity to obtain books has nothing whatever to do with lillY of these rites, zens fear and lament, and which cannot be debited
which every Liberal desires to hav, at an exceed- ceremonies, and observances, beyond protecting all to the constitutional inhibition of the union of
ingly low price. Old and new subscribers can ht the equal right to engage in or abstain there- church and state, but which, on the contrary, are un.
avail themselvs of it, and we shall be glad if our from. This is what separation of church and state doubtedly justly chargeable to the machinations of
the Christian enemies of that wise provision against
present readers will call the attention of their means, this is what secularization involves ; this is ecclesiastical encroachments ~nd tyranny.
what the advocates of the law-fettered Sunday, this
frienda to tla.e values o1fered.
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Immediately following its quotation from Bishop A. Frank Admission-A. Startling Comparison.
Whipple, the Christian Reformer says:
THE TRUTH SEEKER said recently that ,, we fight
from
the vantage ground of the Constitution," and
"In the light of all the facts, there is nothing more
reasonable or more patriotic than the proposition to in- it is strictly true, although it is a Constitution igsert in our school readers lessons on Sabbath observance. nored, violated, and trampled. To the fact that
· · · It is largelybymeans of this institution [Sunday] the Constitution is what it is do we owe all the rethat 'the sense of accountability to a higher power' has ligious liberty that the legislator of modern days
been developed. The Sabbath law is part of that law
has left to us. We must see to it that no Christian
written by the finger of God on tables of stone."
constitutional amendment is grafted on to the noble
This is begging the question. Whether God instrument, for when that is accomplished we are
wrote any law; whether, if he did, he wrote it on a lost. It is clearly perceived by the National Retable of stone; whether, if he did so write, we hav formers and their congeners that the Constitution
any sure means of knowing the fact, and finally is the greatest obstruction in their way, and they
whether there is or was a God who could or did are sure to make use of every obtainable lever in
write a Sabbath law or any law on a table of stone their desperate endeavor to remove it. · Of course
or elsewhere, are all theological questions with which some of the theocrats claim that the genius of the
the state has nothing whatever to do. It can nation is Christian and that a Christian amendment
neither legislate, adjudicate, nor administer upon would be in perfect harmony with the rE>ligious
the assumption of the truth of an affirmativ answer customs and legislation of the past, and would also
to one or all of these questions. They are wholly harmonize with the truest reading of the . Constituwithout the domain of politics. The state stands tion i~ the light of the real intentions of the
for the defense of the civil rights of all its citizens, fathers, but the more logical and clear- seeing of
regardless of their opinions concerning these or any their leaders are forced to confess that,· so far as
other religious tenets. It is not a council, presby- the Constitution is concerned, th~y are the innovatery, synod, conference, nor board of Bible inter- tors and must maintain an agg~essiv fight. Rev.
pretation or revision. Its functions are secular, E. Thompson, D.D., of Los Ang~les, California,
not ecclesiastical. For the state to put into the preached a sermon the other day in Pittsburg on
school readers what the theocrats want there is to the theme, " Is this a Christian Nation !" He
assume the existence of a God and his direct inter- claimed that it is. He said that the men.. women,
vention in human affairs, the divinity and infallibil- and children at home prayed for the success of the
ity of the Bible, and its own right to legislate in re- soldiers in the field ; that in the national convention
gard to religious beliefs. This is precisely what Franklin acknowledged God as the ruler of nations,
the National Reformers and their allies desire, and and moved that a minister be sent for to ask God's
they seem stone blind to the fact that all history is blessing on the convention ; that the president at
eloquent with warning against such a domination
his inauguration takes an oath, and that " twentyof the lawmaker by the priest. That this theocratic
six decisions of the supreme courts of as many
demand for religious instruction in the schools and
states hav said that this is a Christian nation."
for the incorporation of Theistic and Christian
He also said: "The Constitution of the United
dogmas in the laws is based on theological instead
States is distinctivly a Christian .document." The
of on humanitarian grounds is well-known to all inOhristian Re(orme1·, while expressing its admiratElligent observers of current events, in. spite of the
tion of the " spirit and aim " of this. discourse, feels
frantic protestations to the contrary of the more
compelled to point out some of the speaker's erdiscreet champions of the Covenanter schemes and
rors. Here are some of its admissions : •
of the less cautious themselvs in their cal~er or
"The reference to Benjamin Franklin's speech and
shrewder moments, but it will not be amiss to quote motion in the constitutional convention is incomplete and
here a few sentences from the Ohristian Reformer, may leave a wrong impression, The reader might infer
which are strongly confirmatory of, this observa- that the motion for prayers in the convention was adopted,
when the fact is a motion to adjourn was carried without
tion:
taking a vote on Franklin's motion, and it was never
"There is but one remedy for all these national ills, brought up again. Franklin himself tells us that the
and that is a return to the religion of our fathers. This convention, with the exception of three or four persons,
cannot be done without a proper regard for the Sabbath. thought prayers unnecessary. The assertion that 'the
There must be a cessation of all unnecessary trade and Constitution of the United States is a Christian docutravel on the Lord's day, This cannot be brought about ment,' must not be allowed to go unchallenged. We
unless the youth of our land are taught the command, meet it with the counter-statement that the Constitution
'Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy.' They of the United States is not a Christian document. · • ·
must he taught that this is not a mere humanitarian law, The statement as to the inauguration oath of the presidiscovered by science to be good for man physically, but dent calls for one or two ·rem&rks. The exact form of
that it has the authority of God behind it and that men the oath is prescribed in the Constitution. It is as folBnd nations disobey it at their periL They must be lows: 'I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will faithtaught that God commands nations to keep the Sabbath, fully execute the office of the president of the United
and threatens them with destructiol!, if they refuse. 'If States, and to the best of my ability, preserve, protect,
ye will not hearken unto me to hallow the Sabbath day, and defend the Constitution of the United States.' There
and not to bear a burden even entering in at the gates of is no recognition of God in this oath, and tbe president,
Jerusalem on the Sabbath. day, then will I kindle a fire in as a rule, takes it just as it is here giv.en. It appears,
the gates thereof, and it shall devour the palaces of Jeru- therefore, that while there is a large amount of Christiansalem, and it shall not be quenched.' "
ity in the nation, and a small amount in the laws and in
For some reason we hav been seeing less of the the administration, the Constitution is not a distinctivly
Christian document. All the Chril!!tianity found in the
"rest " pretense lately in the Sabbatarian papers statutes, custom!!, usages, thanksgiving proclamations,
than we hav been accustomed to finding therein. etc., is extra-constitutional."
Is it supposable that they are awakening to the fact
That is, all the Christian features of our local,
that it is a very thin disguise, not likely to fool people state, and national governments are illegal, unconof fair intelligence, and that this eye-opening has stitutional, rebellion-tainted. Thus much for the
been brought about by THE TRUTH SEEKER's demon- admission; now for the comparison :
stration of the utter lack of necessity for Sunday
"But in any case it impresses ns as a strange state of
laws in the interest of working people, who can affairs, when the Christianity of the Constitution has to
secure all the leisure they need without a single be proved. [And after all is not proved.] There should
statute of the kind! It will be comparativly easy be no need of proof. It ought to be so manifest that
to put the Covenanters to rout when they are ·once there c0uld be no doubt about its existence. What
would hav been the impression made on the public iiDr.
forced out into the open and compelled to admit on Thompson had taken an hour to prove that the Methodall occasions tha~ they are fighting for Sunday laws ist church is a Christian church? Common sense people
solely in the interest of the church. It is this con. would say, If the Christianity of the Methodist church is
sideration which causes us to devote so much space so vague, ambiguous, and doubtful that it needs to be
that church ought to hold a general conference
to the establishment of the truth of our contention proved,
forthwith and revise its creed, so that its Christianity
that no special Sunday laws are needed in order to will be known and read of all men. That is the dutynow
giv all time for rest. If further proof were needed resting on this nation with reference to its Constitution."
that t;he Sunday observance people are working in
Of all the comparisons that do not compare, this
the interest of the church instead of the worker, it may safely claim the palm. We find ourself wonwould be found in their unrelenting opposition to dering if the editor of the Ohristian Reformer
all forms of Sunday recreation and amusement. realizes how completely he has exposed his front,
Here they completely unmask.
:flank, and rear-every face and angle of his posi-

.

tion-to his enemies' attack. It seems utterly impossible for thorough-going theocrats to understand that a church and a civil government are two
distinct and separate things. Can they not grasp
the idea that the functions of the two are wholly
different T The mission of the Methodist church is
to uphold and propagate Christianity; the purpose
of this government is to defend its citizens-to rEmder secure their property, persons, and lives. .The
Methodist church has. a religious creed because it
is a religious society; the nation has a political constitution because it is a political organization. The
one is a declaration of religious belief ; the other is
a bill of civil rights. It is well that the Christianity
of the church is "known and read of all men." It
would not be well if the Christianity of the Constitution were known and read of all men, for the
Constitution should hav no Christianity nor .any
other religion or irreligion to be known or read of
any man. The man who calls the Constitution a
"creed" and proposes to revise into it the dogmas of
Christianity is, whether consciously or unconsciously
it matters little, the enemy of civil and religious
liberty, and would, if it were in his power, bring
back the days of the Inquisition, with his church
grasping the sword of merciless authority. We
earnestly wish to preserve the amenities of discussion, and we desire to reason rather than denounce;
but when an editor puts into cold type the atrocious
assertion that it is the duty of the people of the
United States to make the Constitution of the nation a creed of Christianity, so plain and pronounced
in its averments that no one can mistake it for
anything else, we find it difficult to refrain from
such denunciation as the anti-slavery apostles
heaped upon the heads of the apologists for chattel
servitude.

Will You Be

There~

We hope to meet a multitude of Trutbseekers at
the Annual Congress of the Freethought Federation and Secular Union in Chicago in October. All
Freethinkers who can spare the time and money
will, we are sure, be amply repaid their outlay of
both, if they attend. None of us touches hands
often enough with his fellow-workers. We are so
deeply engrossed with the everyday ~uties of life
that there is little time left or opportunity given
for the cultivation of social feelings and the exchange of fraternal greetings. But once a year we
can get together under the rooftree of our national
organization and relax the tense nerves strained
almost to the breaking point in the struggle for
existence. We get out of the old ruts, and
breathe a new atmosphere.
Old friendships
are frashened a:itd strengthened and new ones are
formed. We review the struggles and triumphs of
the year. We hope and plan for the future.
Of course we cannot get together a crowd of
thousands or tens of thousands, as the Women's
Christian Temperance Union people or the Christian
Endeavorers do, for our propaganda attracts only
the independent and thoughtful. But there will
be a sufficient number at the coming Congress to
hav a splendid time, and we can hav no doubt
that the meeting will giv fruitful _stimulus to the
work all over the country, and especially in all districts represented in the Congress by home delegates. The Chicago friends are not in the habit of
doing things by halves, and this year they are reinforced by Mr. Putnam, who is. an unconquerable
host in himself. His ·enthusiasm is contagious,
and he has an almost unlimited capacity for hard
work, which he draws upon without stint when he
makes up his mind that a job is worth doing. Then
there is Judge Waite, who wrote that admirable
work, the history of the first two hundred years of
the Christian religion, and who is the president of
the Secular Union, which this year foregathers with
the Freethought Federation in this annual congress.
Judge Waite and Mrs. Waite are good people to
know, and they are a tower of strength to our cause
in the city by the inland sea. Reichwald, Peacock,
and many other intrepid soldiers of Liberal~sm are
doing valiant service on the picket line, and will hav
everything in good shape for the Congress by the
time the outside delegates arrive.
It is not necessary to enumerate here the
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important questions that will come up for consideration ; suffice it to say that never has there been
greater need for vigilance, energy, union, and aggressivly defensiv fighting.
Come from East and West and North and South;
make this Congress an all-around success.

George Larson, who live out there, has opened the fire horror, but the .Freeman's Journal (Catholic)
ball without being asked, and sends us one dollar ventures this :
for the purpose named. Who will be the next !
" How helpless is man in the presence of the mighty
Will friends please send us papers from Utah :when- elements of nature! How pitiable his conditL n were it
ever any contain anything about the convention that not for God's ministering angel Charity, who hastens to
relief in the hour of distress and pAril, and bids him
can possibly be of any use in this connection! biB
take courage and hav faith in an eternal destiny and a
Keep us well informed in regard to events and we merciful providence by whom his sufferings in this tranWe are told that the Lord loveth a cheerful giver, will do all we can at this end of the line.
sitory life will not be forgotten I"
·
80 no doubt he has
warm place in his heart for
Certainly man is " helpless in the presence of the
The time rapidly approaches when Mr. J. B. Wise
that unique Freethinker, Charles Broadway Rouse,
mighty elements of nature," but on the Theistic
of this city, who has just sent to our Acting Mayor must appear for trial in the United States court at assumption this is equivalent to saying that he is
McClellan a check for $1,000 for the Minnesota fire Topeka for sending through the mails a transcript helpless in the hands of God. God, according to
of a "verse" of the Bible. We hope it will not be
sufferers.
that assumption, being unlimited in kuowledge imd
forgotten by the friends that trials in United States
power, it logically follows that he kuew from eterOn the last Sunday in September the Brooklyn courts cost heavily and that Mr. Wise is a very poor
nity just how those poor people in Minnesota and
Philosophical Association will go out to New Ro- man who stands greatly in need of their timely asMichigan would perish; But foreknowledge, in
chelle to see the Paine monument and ascertain sistance. · That the letters to the officials are read
being of infinit power, is equivalent to foreordinawhat, if any, improv~ments need to be made.. The and pondered is shown by the following card sent
tion, and hence it also follows that God intended
members of the association will leave the Grand to us by one of the best workers we hav. Read it,
that the victims of the Northwestern fires should
Central station in this city on the 1 P.M. train or and then giv United States District Attorney W. C.
die exactly in the way that they did. There was no
the first that leaves after that hour. They expect Perry of Topeka an opportunity to send you a more
possible escape for them, no matter what they or
to hav an entertaining and instructiv time and cor- satisfactory communication. And please do what
others might hav attempted in the way of :flight or
dially invite friends from other cities to join them. you ca:n to help Mr. Wise in a financial way. Here
rescue. Intelligent prevision, courage, decision,
is Mr. Groh's card:
may and often do save men and women from pre~
BmeATBliiDBVILLE, MD., Sept. 3, 1894.
A Cleveland paper, which is helping Qn the Sun" MR. EDITOR : That letters from the Freethought mature destruction by the" elements of nature,"
day crusade in that city, tells a story that concerns
are not disregarded iB evident from but from an iufinit God there is no possible escape;
Letter-Writing
the former mayor of the town._ !tis to the effect the fact that, inCorps
response to a postal, I this morning re- he has destined us to die in a certain manner,
that a church delegation waited on the official to ceived the following from United States District Attorand when we do die, no matter how horrible a
see if something could not be done to lessen the neyW. C. Perry, of Topeka, Kansas, saying: 'Referring
death, it is he who kills us, precisely ae he had innoise in a 'saloon which was next-door neighbor to to your postal card of the 22d inst.-, I beg to say that the
tended from the " beginning " to do. If Theism is
the church. The merry-making in the saloon dis- charge against J. B. Wise was presented to the grand
jury and an indictment returned against him. This of true, a personal God choked or burned each and
turbed the services in the church, it was stated. itself requires me to present the case to a trial jury, unevery one of those people who perished in thereThen the mayor asked: "Did it ever occur to you less I am convinced that the charge is unfounded in fact
cent forest fires, as surely as though he had taken
that the people in the saloon are probably disturbed and in law. This conclusion I am unable to arrive at.
them in physical hands and strangled them or
by your singing, as much as you are by their merry- The circumstances under which Mr. Wise is said to hav
thrust them into their :flaming houses and held them
mailed
the
postal
card
are
such
that
in
my
opinion
he
making'" We are not concerned to inquire here
there until they were only lumps of charred :flesh.
violated the law.' "
as to the relativ harmfulness or innocuousness of the
All that the religious editor has to say about .
two kinds of "noise," but the question of his honor
There is no doubt that all the regular readers of "God's ministering angel Charity," an "eternal
may not be quite so "brazen" as the Sunday law THE TRUTH SEEKER will carefully peruse Samuel P.
destiny" of bliss in heaven (or of agony in hell),
paper seems to think it is. It is barely possible Putnam's ringing protest against the foolish resoand a " mercjful providence " is sickening to a dethat the habitues of the saloon may be disturbed lutions adopted and sent to President Cleveland by
gree-a horrible mockery of grief and torture.
by a noise different from that which they make the convention lately in session at Topeka. It is
Quite possibly the man is sincere, but that fact does
themselvs, and that, under the law of equal free· utterly incomprehensible how-in face of the trenot make his deliverance any the less a ghastly
dom, they would be entitled to some consideration mendous issues that confront us as Freethinkersburlesque on intelligenqe and morality. In passing
at the hands of the lawmakers. If we assume that these people could go off at that tangent into the
it is pertinent to ask him upon what sound reasonthe sounds produced by church services are privi- slough of partisan politics. We hav our own work
ing he bases the assumption that a god who does
leged while all those made in the saloon are to be to do, more than we can attend to properly with the
so poorly in this world will do so well in another !
outlawed, of course there is nothing to be said in limited resources at our command, and it is fatuous
Is he to experience a " change of heart "! What
defense or extenuation of the mayor's quastion, but to waste our strength in attacks on any party, and
warrant hav we in experience, common sense, or
if it is admitted that each citizen is entitled to com. thus inevitably create ill-feeling and antagonism in logic, to assume that the superlativly wise and good
plain of .the sounds that annoy him, the question is our own ranks-unless that party has, as a party, will do better in the future than he has done in the
presented in a new aspect, and the problem is seen invited the attack by making war on the principles
past!
to be one which calls for the exercise of mutual for which all organizations that rightly bear the
forbearance and the granting of mutual concessions. Freethought name stand, and can alone stand.
Lectures and 1tleetings.
If statute law is to be called in to arbitrate, it must Had the Kanaans censured President Cleveland for
THE Chicago Secular Union re-opened Sunday, Sepbe law applicable to all days alike; no special en- any official utterance or act of his which was vio- tember 2d, with an excellent lecture by Samuel P. Putnam. September 9th Leon Lewis gave an able address
actments for Sunday are required.
lativ of the basic principles of secularization, they on "Brnno." September 16th Mr. Putnam spoke again,
would hav merited only commendation from all On the 23d Mrs. M. A. Freeman lectures on ''Science
The opportunity is now presented for what we Freethinkers, for to expose and condemn the words and Superstition." The speaker for the 30th has not
hope will be effectiv work in behalf of state secular- and works of officials which discriminate against some been deftnitly decided upon, but possibly Mr. Putnam
ization. As our readers are aware, Congress has citizens and in favor of others because of differences will again occupy the pl~~otform. It is hoped by these
passed an act admitting Utah into the Union as a of opinion regarding religion, is an important duty meetings to awaken Chicago Freethinkers to the necessity of united action and to secure a large attendance at
state, and she will come in in 1896. A cunstitution of every Freethought society. As an individual, the Congress. The lectures are frM and the meetings
had been adopted before the enabling act was passed, every Freethinker is at perfect liberty to form such are held at 181 Madison street every Sunday evening.
but it is now proposed to amend it, and a constitu- political affiliations as he chooses and to address to
The enlightened white pietist can't afford to
tional convention has been called for that purpose. the officers of the government such communications
Already the clergy are at work, determined· to se- as he thinks they should receive. But when any snigger too loftily at the religious darkness of the
cure the ·election of none but Christians as delegates, Liberal organization does as the one in Kansas has heathen Chinese at I:long Kong, who (Ao a cable
if possible. 'fhey see an opening for the incorpo- done, it goes entirely outside the sphere of its legiti- says) tried to scare a'ty'~Y the. black plagu_e by Joss
processions accompamed w1th the lettmg off of
ration of their religious opinious in the organic law mate work, very seriously impairs its own useful- crackers; nor need the Church of England folk
of the new state. We must meet them in every dis- ness, and casts odium upon and does grave harm to think to oproudly of their Archbishop of Canterbury
trict and in the convention. The Territory must every other Freethought body in the country.. T~e as compared to the viceroy of Canton, who publicly
be :flooded with our literature. It will not do to deserved ridicule which the press of the nat10n 111 offered sacrifices to propitiate the devila. Orthopermit the theocrats to gain a foothold there. Del- heaping upon the amateurish . deliverance of the dox creeds inculcate the very same superstition only
egates who will stand immovably firm in opposition Topeka Convention is worth nothing as a~ adver- it varies in its incidence. There are "prayers for
rain " especially set out in the "Book of Common
to all schemes for the recognition of religious dog- tisinent of our principles, because that dehverance Prayer," approved of by Canterbury and~ indorsed
mas in the constitution, should be nominated, and does not embody our principles, being merely the by her Grashus, who is the head of tlie church l
we are well satisfied that a majority of this kind can opinion of certain Freethinkers about a subject con- And isn't Australia familiar with "daye of humiliabe elected. When the convention assembles the cerning which organized Freethought can express no tion and prayer" as a cure for this evil, or for that
Freethinkers must be on the ground from the first. opinion, and hence cannot be defended. When t_hose -even to the sordid question of general bank"Who would be free, themselvs must strike the resolutions are thrown in our faces, we must e1ther bursting T That book, too, contains a plague prayer
or two and several other follies for use, when a ton
blow." To keep a good man there, and put into remain silent, awkwardly apologize fo!', or criticise of chloride of lime would be more to tke point. It
the hands of the delegates plenty of printed argu- and repudiate them. There was no warrant is the same superetition-the same priuciple of
ments in support of church taxation, against Sun- whatever for placing us in this most undesirable sacred ignorance ; the difference is is only one of
day laws, and for completely secular eduoation, will position.
degree and incidence. Our bishops and parsons
assemble and lead· public tomfooleries; the Canton
take money and we now ask the Freethinkers of the
So far the religious journals hav fought rather boss processes and offers sacrifices. Savages all.whole country to contribute to "The Utah Fund."
shy
of moralistic observations on the great forest Sydney Bulletin.
Let us resolve to make Utah a free state. Mr.

a
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Ingersoll and His Critics.
From the lfew York Worza.

twice," would take a fellow man who had been convicted of heresy, lay him upon the floor of a dungeon, secure his arms and legs with chains, fasten
him to the earth so that he could not move, put an
iron vessel, the opening downward, on his stomach,
place in the vessel several rats, then tie it securely
to his body. Then these worshipers of God would
wait until the rats, seeking food and liberty; would
gnaw through the body of the victim.
Now, if a man about to be subjected to this torture had within his hand a dagger, would it excite
the wrath of the "good God" if with one quick
stroke he found the protection of death !
To this question there can be but one answer.
In the cases I have supposed it seems to me that
each person would have the right to destroy himself. It does not seem possible that the man was
under obligation to be devoured by cancer ; to remain upon the ship and perish in flame; to throw
away the poison and be tortured to death by savages; to drop the dagger and endure the "mercies " of the church.
If, in the cases I have supposed, men would have
the right to take their lives, then I was right when
I said that "under many circumstances a man has
a right to kill himself."
Second. I denied that persons who killed themselves were physical cowards. They may lack
moral courage ; they may exaggerate their misfortunes, lose the sense of proportion, but the man
who plunges the dagger in his heart, who sends the
bullet through his brain, who leaps from some roof
and dashes himself against the stones beneath, is
not and connot be a physical coward.
.
The basis of cowardice is the fear of injury or the
fear of death, and when that fear is not only gone,
but in its place is the desire to die, no matter by
what means, it is impossible that cowardice should
exist. The suicide wants the very thing that a
coward fears. He seeks the very thing that cowardice endeavors to escape.
So, the man, forced to a choice of evils, choosing
the less, is not a coward, but a reasonable man.
It must be admitted that the suicide is honest
with himself. He is to bear the injury, if it be one.
Certainly there is no hypocrisy, and just as cartainly there is no physical cowardice.
Is the man who takes morphine rather than be
eaten to death by a cancer a coward!
Is the· man who leaps into the sea rather than be
burned a coward 1 Is the man that takes poison
rather than be tortured to death by savages or
Christians a coward!

First. In the article written by me about suicide
and published in the World, the ground was taken
that "under many circumstances a man has the
right to kill himself."
This has been attacked with great fury by clergymen, editors, and the writers of letters. These
people contend that the right of self-destruction
does not and cannot exist. They insist that life is
the gift of God, and that he only has the right to
end the days of men; that it is our duty to bear the
sorrows that he sends with grateful patience.
Some have denounced suicide as the worst of crimes
-worse than the murder of another.
The first question, then, is:
Has a man under any circumstances the right to
kill himself!
A man is being slowly devoured by a cancer, his
agony is intense, his su:ftering all that nerves can
feel. His life is slowly being taken. Is this the
work of the good God T Did the compassionate God
create the cancer so that it might feed on the
quivering flesh of this victim!
This man, suffering agonies beyond the imagination to conceive, is of no use to himself. His
life is but a succession of pangs. He is of no
use to his wife, his children, his friends or
society. Day after day he is rendered unconscious
by drugs that numb the nerves and put the brain
to sleep.
Has he the right to render himself unconscious !
Is it proper for him to take refuge in sleep !
If there be a good God I cannot believe that he
takes pleasure in the sufferings of men-that he
gloats over the agonies of his children. If there be
a good God, he will to the extent of his power lessen
the evils of life.
So I insist that the man being eaten by the cancer-a burden to himself and others, useless in
every way-has the right to end his pain and pass
through happy sleep to dreamless rest.
But those who have answered me would say to
this man: "It is your duty to be devqured. The
good God wishes you to suffer. Your life is the
gift of God. You hold it in trust, and you have no
right to end it. The cancer is the creation of God,
and it is your duty to furnish it with food."
Take another·case. A man is on a burning ship,
the crew and the rest of the passengers have escaped
-gone in the life-boats-and he is left alone. In
the wide horizon there is no sail, no sign of help.
He cannot swim. If he leaps into the sea he drowns,
Third. I also took the position that some suiif he remains on the ship he burns. In any event
he can live but a few moments.
cides were Pane ; that they acted on their best
Those who have answered me, those who insist judgment, anJ that they were in full possession of
that under no circumstances a man has the right to their minds.
take his life, would say to this man on the deck:
Now, if, under some circumstances, a man has the
"Remain where you are. It is the desire of your right to take his life, and if, under such circumloving heavenly father that you be clothed in flame stances, he does take his life, then it cannot be said
-that you slowly roast-that your eyes be scorched that he was insane.
to blindness and that you die insane with pain.
Most of the persons who have tried to answer
Your life is not your own, only the agony is yours." me have taken the ground that suicide is not only a
I would say to this man : " Do as you wish. If crime, but some of them have said that it is the
you prefer drowning to burning, leap into the sea. greatest of crimes. Now, if it be a crime, then the
Between inevitable evils you have the right of suicide must have been sane. So all persons who
choice. You can help no one, not even God, by denounce the suicide as a criminal admit that he
allowing yourself to be burned, and you can injure was sane. Under the law, an insane person is inno one, not even God, by choosing the easier death." capable of committing a crime. All the clergymen
Let us suppose another case:
who have answered me, and who have passionately
A man has been captured by savages in Central asserted that S'Ucide is a crime, have by that asserAfrica. He is about to be tortured to death. His tion admitted that those who killed themselves
captors are going to thrust splinters of pine into were sane.
his flesh and then set them on fire. He watches
They agree with me, and not only admit but asthem as tbey make the preparations. He knows sert that" some·who have committed suicide were
what they are about to do and what he is about to sane and in the full possession of their minds."
suffer. There is no hope of rescue, of help. He
It seems to me that these three propositions
has a vial of poison. He knows that he can take have been demonstrated to be true : First, that unit and in one moment pass beyond their power, der some circumstances a man has the right to take
his life ; second, that the man who commits suicide
leaving to them only the dead body.
Is this man under obligation to keep his life be- is not a physical coward, and, third, that some who
cause God gave it until the savages by torture take have committed suicide were at the time sane and
it! Are the savages the agents of the good God! in full possession of their minds.
'
Are they the servants of the infinite 1 Is it the
Fourth. I insisted, and still insist, that sujcide
duty of this man to allow them to wrap his quiver- was and is the foundation of the Christian religion.
ing body in a garment of flame! Has he no right
I still insist that if Christ were God he had the
to defend himself! Is it the will of God that he power to protect himself without injuring his asdie by torture! What would any man of ordinary sailants-that having that power it was his duty
intelligence do in a case like this! Is there room to use it, and that failing to use it he consented
for discussion!
to his own death and was guilty of suicide.
If the man took the poison, shortened his life a
To this the clergy answer that it was self-sacrifice
few moments, escaped the tortures of savages, is it for the redemption of man, that he made an atonepossible that he would in another world be tor- ment for the sins of believers. These ideas about
tured forever by an infinite savage!
redemption and atonement are born of a belief in
Suppose another case: In the good old days, the "fall of man," on account of the sins of our
when the Inquisition flourished, when men loved "first parents," and of the declaration that cc withtheir enemies and murdered their friends, many out the shedding of blood there is no remission of
frightful and ingenious ways were devised to touch sin." The foundation has crumbled. No intellithe nerves of pain.
gent person now believes in the "fall of man"Those who loved God, who had been "born , that our first parents were perfect, and that their

descendants grew worse and worse, at least until
the coming of Christ.
Intelligent men now believe that the general
course of the human race has been upward-that
while some tribes and nations have gone backward
·and perished, others have advanced; that the
world is nearer civilized to-day than ever before.
Intelligent men now believe that ages and ages
before the dawn of history man was a poor, naked,
cruel, ignorant, and degraded savage, whose language consisted of a few sounds of terror, of
hatred and delight ; that he devoured his fellowman, having all the vices, but not all the virtues of
the beasts ; that the journey from the den to the
home, the palace, has been long and painfu],
through many centuries of suffering, of cruelty and
war; through many ages of discovery, invention,
self-sacrifice, and thought.
Redemption and atonement are left without a
fact on which to rest. The idea that an infinite
God, creator of all worlds, came to this grain of
sand, learned the trade of a carpenter, discussed
with Pharisees and scribes, and allowed a few infuriated Hebrews to put . him to death that he
might atone for the sins of men and redeem a few
believers from the.consequences of his own wrath,
can find no lodgment in a good and natural brain.
In no mythology can anything more monstrously
unbelievable be found.
. But if Christ were a man and attacked the religion of his time because it was cruel and absurd, if
he endeavored to found a religion of kindness, of
good deeds to take the place of heartlessness and
ceremony, and if, rather than to deny what he believed to be right and true, he suffered death, then
he was a noble man, a benefactor of his race. But
if he were God there was no need of this. The
Jews did not wish to kill God. If he had only
made himself known all knees would have touched
the ground. If he were God it required no heroism
to die. He knew that what we call death is but
the opening of the gates of eternal life. If he
were God there was no self-sacrifice. He had no
need to suffer pain. He could hav changed the
crucifixion to a joy.
Even the editors of religious weeklies see that
there is no escape from these conclusions-from
these arguments ; and so instead of attacking the
arguments they attack the man who makes them.
Fifth. I denounced the law of New York that
makes an attempt to commit suicide a crime.
It seems to me that one who has 1 suffered so
much that he passionately longs for death should
be pitied instead of punished, helped rather than
imprisoned.
. A despairing woman who had vainly sought for
leave to-toil, a woman without home, without friends,
without bread, with clasped hands, with tear-filled
eyes, with broken words of prayer, in the darkness
of night, leaps from the dock, hoping, longing for
the tearless sleep of death. She is rescued by a
kind, courageous man, handed over to the authorities, indicted, tried, convicted, clothed in a convict's
garb, and locked in a felon's cell.
To me this law seems barbarous and absurd, ·a
law that only savages would enforce.
Sixth. In this discussion a curious thing has
happened. For several centuries the clergy have
declared that while Infidelity is a very good thing
to live by, it is a bad support, a wretched consolation, in the hour of death. They have, in spite of
the ~ruth, declared that all the great unbelievers
died trembling with fear, asking God for mercy,
surrounded by fiends, in the torments of despair.
Think of the thousands and thousands of clergymen who have described the last agonies of Voltaire,
who died as peacefully as a happy child smilingly
passes from play to slumber; the final anguish of
Hume, who fell into his last sleep as serenely as a
river, running between green and shaded banks,
reaches the sea; the despair of Thomas .l:'aine, one
of the bravest, one of the noblest men who met the
night of death as untroubled as a star that meets
the morning.
At the same time these ministers admitted that
the average murderer could meet death on the scaffold with perfect serenity, and could smilingly ask
the people who had gathered to see him killed to
meet him in heaven.
But the honest man who had expressed his hon.
est thoughts against the creed of the church in
power could not die in peace. God would see to it
that his last moments should be filled with the insanity of fear-that with his last breath he should
utter the shriek of remorse, the ery for pardon.
This has all changed, and now the clergy, in
their sermons answering me, declare that· the
Atheists, the Freethinkers, have no fear of deaththat to avoid some little annoyance, a passing inconvenience, they gladly and cheerfully put out the
light of life. It is now said that Infidels believe
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that death is the end-that it is a dreamless sleep just as good to us in that world as he is in this. If the protection of God. Billions of prayers have
-that it is without pain-that therefore they have this infinitely good God loves his children in this been uttered ; has Onfl beel:l. answered? Who sends
no fear, care nothing for Gods, or heavens or hells, world, he will love them in another. If he loves a plague, pestilence, and famine T Who bids the
nothing for the threats of the pulpit, nothing for man when he is alive, he will not hate him the in- earthquake devour and the volcano to overwhelm?
the day of judgment, and that when life becomes a stant he is dead.
Tenth. Again, I say that it is wonderful to me
burden they carelessly throw it down.
·
If we are the children of an infinitely wise and that so many men, so many women, endure and
The Infidels are so afraid of death that they com- powerful God, he knew exactly what we would do- carry their burdens to the natural end ; that so
mit suicide.
the temptations that we could and could not with- many, in spite of "age, ache, and penury," guard
This certainly is a great change, and I congratu- stand-knew exactly the effect that everything with tremblili.g hands the spark of life ; that prislate myself on having forced the clergy to contra- would have upon us, knew under what circum- oners for life toil and suffer to the last ; that the
dict themselves.
stances we would take our lives, and produced such helpless wretches in poor-houses and asylums cling
Seventh. The clergy take the position that the circumstances himself. It is perfectly apparent to life ; that the exiles in Siberia, loaded with
Atheist, the unbeliver, has no standard of morality that there are many people incapable by nature of chains, scarred with the knout, live on ; that the
-that he can have no real conception of right and bearing the burdens of life, incapable of preserving incurables, whose every breath is a pang, and for
wrong. They are of the opinion that it is impossi- their mental poise in stress and strain of disaster, whom the future has only pain, should fear the
ble for one to be moral or good. unless he believes disease, and loss, and who by failure, by misfortune merciful touch and clasp of death.
in some being far above .himself.
and want, are driven to despair and insanity, in
It is but a few steps at most from the cradle to
In this connection we might ask how God can be whose darkened minds there comes, like a flash of the grave; a short journey. The suicide hastens,
moral or good unless he believes in some being lightning in the night, the thought of death, a shortens the path, loses the afternoon, the twilight,
superior to himself.
thought so strong, so vivid, that all fear is lost, all the dusk of life's day; loses what he does not want,
. ·What is morality! It is. the best thing to do ties broken, all duties, all obligations, all hopes for- what he cannot bear. In the tempest of despair,
under the circumstances. What is the best thing gotten, and naught ~ema.ins except a fierce and wild in the blind fury of madness or in the calm of
to do under the circumstances! That which will desire to die. Thousands and thousands become thought and choice, the beleaguered soul finds the
increase the sum of human happiness-or lessen it moody, melancholy, brood upon loss of money, of serenity of death.
the least. Happiness in its highest, noblest form, position, of friends, until reason abdicates and
Let us leave the dead where nature leaves them.
is the only good; that which increases or preserves frenzy takes possession of the soul. If there be an We know nothing of any realm that lies beyond
or creates happiness is moral-that which decreases infinitely wise a:nd powerful God, all this was known the horizon of the known, beyond the end of life.
it, or puts it in peril, is immoral.
to him from the beginning, and he so created things, Let us be honest with ourselves and others. Let
It is not .hard for an Atheist-for an unbeliever established relations, put in operation causes and us pity the suffering, the despairing, the men and
-to keep his hands out of the fire. He knows. effects, that all that has happened was the necessary women hunted and pursued by grief and shame, by
that burning his hands will not increase his well- result of his own acts.
misery and want, by chance and fate, until their
being, and he is moral enough to keep them out of
R. G. INGERSOLL.
Ninth. Nearly all who have tried to answer what only friend is death.
the flames.
I said have been exceedingly careful to misquote
The Observer .Afloat.
So it may be said that each man acts according me, and thEm answer something that I never uttered.
to his intelligence-:-so far as what he considers his They have declared that I have advised people who
As my last week's account qf a sea voyage on the
own good is concerned. Sometimes he is swayed were in trouble, somewhat annoyed, to kill them- schooner Summers of Noank, Conn., did not cover
by passion, by prejudice, by ignorance-but when selves; that I have told men who had lost their all the points of the excursion, I will now resume
he is really intelligent, master of himself, he does money, who had failed in business, who were not in at or near the latitude where I interrupted myself.
what he believes is best for him. If he is intelli- good health, to kill them'3elves at one~, without I neglected, however, to mention in the proper
gent enough he knows that what is really good for taking into consideration any duty that they owed place that the government station at Sandy Hook,
him is good for others-for all the world.
to wives, children, friends, or society.
·
near the mouth of the outer New York harbor,
It is impossible for me to see why any belief in
No man has a right to leave his wife to fight the has a foghorn that the administration ought to be
the supernatural is necessary to have a keen per- battle alone if he is able to help. No man has a ashamed of. To my agricultural ear it sounded so
ception of right and wrong. Every man who has right to desert his children if he can possibly be of like the roaring of a bull Pfl:Wing sand that I hinted
the capacity to suffer and enjoy, and has imagina- use. As long as he can add to the comfort of those to Captain Latham the prudence of keeping a little
tion enough to give the same capacity to others, he loves, as long as he can stand between wife and further out at sea. Perhaps he was right in stating
has within himself the natural basis of all morality. misery, between child and want, as long as he can that the bellowing was artificially produced, but I
The idea of morality was born here, in this world, be of use, it is his duty to remain.
don't believe there is a farrow cow within ten miles
of the experience, the intelligence of mankind.
I beli.eve in the cheerful view, in looking at ·the of Sandy Hook.
Morality is not of supernatural origin. It did not sunny side of things, in bearing with fortitude the
But to resume, as agreed. The crew of the fishing
fall from the clouds, and it needs no belief in the evils of life, in struggling against adversity, in find- smack are well fed. At 5 A.M. they hav coftee and
supernatural, no supernatural promises or threats, ing the fuel of laughter even in disaster, in having cakes; at 8 a substantial breakfast; at 1 P.M. a still
no supernatural heavens or hells, to give it force and confidence in to-morrow, in finding the pearl of more substantial dinner, and at 5 or 6 an elaborate
life. Subjects who are governed by the threats joy amid the flints and shards, and in changing by supper. Meals are served in the forecastle, the conand promises of a king are merely slaves. They the alchemy of patience even evil things to good. verging sides of which are occupied by bunks, the
are not governed by the ideal, by noble views of I believe in the gospel of cheerfulness, of courage middle by the table, and the after part by the cook's
utensils and supplies. We had steaks, roasts, fowl,
right and wrong. They are obedient cowards, con- an.d good nature.
trolled by fear, or beggars governed by reward-by
Ol the future I have no fear. My fate is the fish, all sorts of vegetables that are worth eating,
fate of the world-of all that live. My anxieties fruits, hot biscuits, pies, puddings, and duff. For
alms.
Right and wrong exist in the nature of things. are about this life, this world. About· the phan- drink, lemonade was the standby, but coffee, iced
Murder was just as criminal before as after the toms called gods and their impossible hells, I have tea, and fresh water were available. Nearly all the
crew use tobacco both ways, but no grog. It is a
promulgation of the Ten Commandments.
no care, no fear.
The existence of God I neither affirm nor deny. dry ship, for Captain Latham is a total abstainer;
Eighth. Many of the clergy, some editors, and
some writers of letters who have answered me have I wait. The immortality of the soul I neither and he knows the weed only by its smell.
While waiting for wind or tide the men on the
said that suicide is the worst of crimes-that a man affirm nor deny. I hope__:.hope for all of the chilhad better murder somebody else than himself. dren of men. I have never denied the existence Summers hav plenty of leisure, which those who
One clergyman gives as a reason for this statement of another world, nor the immortality of the soul. care to read can spend in the capacious cabin, w.here
that the suicide dies in an act of sin, and therefore For many years I have said that the idea of im- there is quite a library. It is, in fact, the ship's
he had better kill another person. Probably he mortality, that like a sea has ebbed and flowed in reading room. The captain never goes to sea withwould commit a less crime if he would murder his the human heart, with its countless waves of hope out 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER aboard, and he also has a
and fear beating against the shores and rocks of collection of books published at the same office.
wife or mother.
I do not see that it is any worse to die than to time and fate, was not born of any book, nor of He has a stateroom about six feet wide and containlive in sin. To say that it is not as wicked to mur- any creed, nor of any religion. It was born of hu- ing two bunks, one of which is wide enough for a ·
der another as yourself seems absurd. The man man affection, and it will continue to ebb and flow bridal berth. I occupied the latter. After reading,
about to kill himself wishes to die. Why is it bet- beneath the mists and clouds of doubt and dark· the next diversion of the seafarer is "yarning," at
which he is almost as skillful as a member of the
ness as long as love kisses the lips of death.
ter for him to kill another man who wishes to live T
What I deny is the immortality of pain, the eter- Grand Army of the Republic; and I infer that freshTo my mind it seems clear that you had better
ness or originality iJL the narrativ is no more requisit
injure yourself than another. Better be a spend- nity of torture.
After all, the instinct of self-preservation is to secure the cordial attention and appreciation of
thrift than a thief. ~etter throw away your own
money than steal the money of another-better kill strong. People do not kill themselves on the ad- his auditors than ih the case of the soldier. If you
yourself if you wish to die than murder one whose vice of friends or enemies. All wish to be happy, interrupt the narrator with a thought suggested by
to enjoy life ; all wish for food and roof ahd rai- his yarn, he at once accepts the amendment, and
life is full of joy.
The clergy tell us that God is everywhere, and ment, fo.r friends, and as long as life gives joy the when he tells you the story again, which he is quite
that it is one of the greatest possible crimes to rush idea. of self-destruction never enters the human likely to do, you will find that he has not failed
to utilize the ideas you had previously given him.
into his presence. It is wonderful how much they mind.
The oppressors, the tyrant!!, those who trample A few years ago I spent six weeks in the woods with
know about God and how little about their fellowmen. Wonderful the amount of their information on the rights of others, the robbers of the poor, an uncle who had had many adventures on land and
about other worlds and how limited their knowledge those who put wages below the living point, the sea, in peace and war, and who was an able storyministers who make people insane by preaching the teller. Before I left him he knew all-the incidents
is of this.
There may or may not be an infinite being. I dogma of eternal pain; these are the men who that I was able to relate, and had given them back
neither aftirm nor deny. I am honest enough to drive the weak, the suffering, and the helpless down to me as auxiliaries or riders to the accounts of his
own experiences~ I was a trifle hurt at first, but
say that I do not know. I am candid enough to to death.
It will not do to say that "God" has appointed hav since reflected that the oral romancer must be
admit that the question is beyond the limitations of
my mind. Yet I· think I know as much on that a time for each to die. Of this there is, and there accorded the same latitude as the writer of fiction.
subject as any human being knows or ever knew, can be, no evidence. There is no evidence that any It is entertaining to me to see one of these yarners
and that is-nothing. I do not say that there is god takes any interest in the affairs of men-that listening with deep interest while another repeats
not another world, another life ; neither do I say any sides with the right or helps the weak, protects for the fortieth time a story with which he is perthat there is. I say that I do not know. It seems the innocent or rescues the oppressed. Even the fectly familiar, and the termination of which he
to me that every sane and honest man must say the clergy admit that their God, through all ages, has awaits philosophically, first, that he may supply any
same. But if there be an infinitely good God and allowed his friends, his worshipers, to be imprisoned, omission of the narrator, and secondly that he may
another world, then the infinitely good God will be tortured, and murdered by his enemies. Such is himself turn orator and giv the other the forty-first
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edition of an equally familiar tale. Probably over the rail, and confided the line to my care.
neither expects that his recital will be regarded as "Just hold it there, sah,'' said my colored friend.
a statement of fact, but you will nevertheless incur "Something take it directly, sah." Then he
his enmity and contempt if you cast doubt upon its trimmed his stovepipe and disappeared below,
truthfulness. He hasn't called you a liar, has he T while I entered upon the sport with an enthusiasm
No. Well, then, why should you question his that nothing interfered with except the negligence
veracity? Captain Latham is noyarner. His cr~w of the fish in the matter of biting. I could see
are the chroniclers of his achievements. He did, them skylarking around the bait, and making such
however, allude casually to the fact that last winter plunges as a man sometimes executes with his head
the Summers put out, boats to rescue from the rig- when overcome by mirth and obliged to s:t;ticker.
ging the crew of a ship t,hat had sunk almost_ to her The sport shortly became unfestiv. I imagined
maintop in a storm off Cape Hatteras, while the that all the men in all the boats angling on the
men at the government life-saving station looked Bank were watching me-that perhaps the cook
on afraid to venture out until the fishermen set them down below had played a joke on me and was now
an example they were ashamed not to follow. But grinning over it. To shorten the agony I began
the captain repeats this only as a sarcasm on official pulling in the line. Something resisted, so that I
life-savers. He would hav landed the wrecked crew was :filled with hope; but all I saw, as the line came
on his own deck twelve hours before if he had known aboard, was a great :ilopping thing, brown on one
side and white on the other, and wide enough to
of their distress.
The captain and crew of the Summers find a cover a barrel, dangling from the hook. I dropped
source of amusement in the attempts of other fisher- him on deck, white side up, and beheld the woefulmen to catch porgies with a seine. When we est and solemnest countenance I had ever seen out
reached Five Fathom Bank we found there present of a Christian pulpit. I made haste to get one foot
a rival outfit with a big schooner. numerous boats, on his brow and the other on his tail, and he wept
a swearing crew and a net. They hadn't got a and gasped while I got red in the face trying to exporgy for a week, and upon our arrival they took tricate the hook from his jaws. By the time I had
their apparatus aboard and set sail for New York. succeeded in severing our connection I was totally
Before they were out of range of a marine glass, disgusted with his society, and I expect he was with
Captain Latham had set his net and made a haul of mine. I therefore picked him up on a shovel and
about eight or ten tons of porgies. It was then hurled him violently back into the sea. The cook
that the crew openly exonerated the observer from said it was a "skate," but when he went over the
the suspicion of being a Jonah and he was created side he looked more like a kite.
mascot by consent; for it was the biggest haul
We lay at anchor for two days; turning with the
they had ever made, and the fish were of unusual tide and rocking on the swell that goes over Five
size R.nd magnificence.
Fathom Bank. The major part of the time I sat
Seining for porgies is a process which few landsmen upon a kind of thwart that runs along under the
hav opportunity to inspect, and perhaps a descrip- mainsheet traveler at the stern of the ship. I grew
tion of it would be useful. The sailorman Gus, to like the windward portions of the deck best, for
whom I hav previously mentioned, holds the posi- though no vessel was ever scrubbed oftener than
tion of shot-heaver aboard the Summers. His func- the Summers, i:lhe fragrance of fish pervaded us.
tion is to grind the menhaden into "stosh," which The cabin, especially while we were anchored, was
he shovels into a tub ; the tub he places in the stern occupied by a piscine smell of strong and athletic
of a dory, and then rows a short distance from the mold. Every fish in a natural state is coated with
vessel, and by throwing the "stosh" overboard, a a substance that makes him slippery. While he
handful at a time, gathers the fish about him. reposes in the ice this dissolves and seeps through
Meanwhile the captain and crew hav placed the the deck of the hold into the bilge; and every time
seine, eight hundred feet long and one hundred feet the ship lifts or dips her prow, so much of that acdeep, in two large skiffs, which are lashed together cumulation as is not reached by the pumps goes
and rowed to where the fish are. When the word cha.rging backward or forward, leaving its odor of
is given to let go, the skiffs suddenly separate and, sanctity by the way. I could not make it out at
powerfully propelled by sweeps. each describes a first, and for some time looked with suspicion upon
half circle with the shot-heaver's dory for a common an innocent cuspidore by the stove arid some sailcenter, the net being paid out over their inner rails. ors' socks hung on a line in the cabin. I likewise
The top line of the net is :iloated by corks. The accused myself of smothering a nest of rats in my
bottom is weighted after the fashion of the gowns pillow or mattress. Once I asked the captain if the
which female converts wear at a baptizing. It also plumbing of his craft was in good order, but he
has a purse-line or puckering string at the same only pointed over the bow and told me to go and
place, and when the skiffs hav completed the circle, inspect it. All my theories were inadequate ; for
this purse-line is hauled in and the net becomes a incense like this arises only from the bilge-water of
pocket. Both ends of the purse-line being passed a fishing smack. If it were on the outside of the
through pulleys hung to a davit in the larger skiff, ship it would impede navigation, I think, owing to
the crew begin to heave on it to raise the fish. its thickness.
The terms by which the men direct one another
We got under weigh one evening just before
during this heaving process are as varied as the lan- supper, with some sixteen tons of. fish on board
guage of a colored person shooting craps. A Scan- and thirty-six hours to reach New York and catch
dinavian named Peter, but called I key to distinguish the Wednesday's market, but the wind was dead
him from the other Peters, had a fine assortment of ahead and our progrE>sS slow, while a heavy sea
these terms. While taking in the last few fathoms hove up out of the east. As a consequence we had
of the line he gave these directions. I jotted them more motion than speed; and all that night and
down on the 1ly-leaf of Thoreau's "Walden," which the next day the sails and rigging 1lapped and
I was reading:
thrashed about with the noise of musketry. It was
Takein
Now
pleasant enough, though, and the scene, while not
Once more
Bowse it up
startlingly varied, had its attractions nevertheless.
All together
Heave then
The
waves chased one another away, like little hills
And again
Bring it aboard
running a race. There was no land in sight and
Pull in the line
Tighten the rope
Let her come
only once in awhile a sail. Set a splinter a:iloat in
Got to hav it
Haul in
That's good
a tub-then rock the tub and imagin yourself
I hav not here reproduced the complete vocabu- aboard the splinter, and you will get a notion of
lary, which if written in full would be as long as our relations to the waters around us. Brother
the list of prepositions, for !key's versatility, con- Byron was perhaps on a ship's deck, with the pathsidering that he is a foreigner, is altogether remark- less sea ahead and the trackless sea behind, when
able. Having taken in and stowed all of the seine it occurred to him to apostrophize the ocean as folexcept a bight to hold the catch of fish, the con- lows:
tents are scooped, :ilopping and spattering, into a
Roll on, thou deep and dark blue Ocean-roll!
dory; or, if there are no sharks in it, nor bluefish,
Ten thousand fleets sweep over thee in vain ;
Man marks the earth with ruin-his control
which are about as destructiv in proportion to their
Stops with the shore; upon the watery plain
size, the net is towed directly to the vessel and the
The wrecks are all thy deed, nor doth remain
I
fish landed on deck at the first handling. Then,
A shadow of man's ravage, save his own,
almost before the last kick is out of them, they are
When, for a moment, like a drop of rain,
He sinks into thy depths with bubbling groan,
lowered into the hold and packed in compartments
Without a grave, nnknelled, nnco:ffined, and unknown.
called ice houses.
To sink into the depths in the manner indicated
I was not asked to go out in the boats and help
set t.he seine, although I took no pains to conceal is the send-off that most sailors look forward to
that I could pull an oar. The captain said he with more or less indifference. I made shift to giv
thought I could do the most good by staying our captain an abstract of Byron's remarks, and
aboard the vessel and praying. As he regards probably if he had been familiar with that author
prayer as a useless agitation of the atmosphere, it the old salt would hav replied in this strain :
And I hav loved thee, Ocean ! and my joy
is easy to see what value he placed upon my serOf youthful sports was on thy breast to be
vices. But I was not altogether idle. Kit, the
Borne, like thy bubbles, onward ; from a boy
cook, thinking that I must necessarily want to
I wantoned with thy breakers-they to me
catch a fish, kindly baited a big hook, dropped it
Were e. delight: and if the freshening sea

Made them a terror, 'twas a-pleasing fear,
For I was as it were a child of thee,
And trusted to thy billows far and near,
And laid my hand upon thy mane-as I do here.
As all that I could recall of "Childe Harold's Pilgrimage," in which the foregoing verses occur, was
the stanza about the ungodly youth who ne in virtue's ways did take delight; and as the captain had
neglected to memorize the lines of his part, there
was no :ilow of poetry. He sat on the house darning his net where a shark had gnawed it, softly
cussing his squaloid enE>my meanwhile ; forward,
the cook trimmed his stovepipe and hung out his
wash on the fore boom; from the forecastle camA
the sound of a Scandinavian sailor played upon by
a mouth-organ; amidships the Portuguese hand sat
on the break of the deck, smoking and mending
his clothes; the man at the. wheel kicked the spokes
idly with his stockinged feet as he cast his eye from
binnacle to leech and spat expertly over the lee
rail; in the seclusion of the cabin below the fir8t
mate thumbed a marriage guide, anon turning his ·
thoughts selfward to detect the presence of symptoms described.
Night falls! we hear the loud jib boom; t~e seQman takes his evening bight ; then shrouded m the
mist and gloom, amidst the shrouds he sets his
light; and throwing overboard the match, of ocean
song he trolls a snatch: of whip and. sling he lays
the slatch, in :ilemish coil upon the hatch; and when
his evening swear is said, he winds with care his
larboard watch, and seeks his little trunnel bed.
Night falls! the cook, whom thoughts of wrecks,
and shifting winds distress and vex, like eb~n gh~st
still haunts the decks, dank as they are with chill
and dew, in dreams to trim his chimney-:ilue.
Night falls! 'tis quiet save the moan, and deep
complaint and muffled tone, of one pc;>o: victim l_E'ft
alone, arising forward low anil sad: It .ts that wild
harmonicon, which plays the Scandinli.Vlan lad.
Night falls! and having wrapped the earth, she
spreads her mantle out to sea, and curtains now the
bridal berth that vibrates with the hum of me.
When night got up again and gave day a chance
to assert itself, we were somewhere off Seabright,
with a. fair but feeble wind. Then a tugboat, for
and in consideration of $15, to the captain thereof
in hand paid, gave us a line and towed us in~o port.
The voyage was ended and my dolce far n_~ente, as
it is proper to call a period of pleasant Idleness,
was disturbed. I never, in a week's time, grew so
attached to place and people as I had become to
the Gertrude Summers and her population, and,
having lingered aboard as long as, there was any
excuse for doing so, I went ashore with some of
the disconsolate feelings of a marooned mariner.
GEo.

E.

MAcDONALD-

A. Protest.
In the interest of Freethought organizations and
future work I must protest against the absurd
resolution of the Kansas State Freethinkers' A~so
ciation * calling for the abdication of President
Cleveland. The wording of the resolution iN
simply childish and frivolous. As a piece of r_h~to
ric it is worthy only of a schoolboy's compositiOn.
It is beneath the dignity of a Freethought convention to indulge in such "hysterics." The idea of
Freethinkers using the phrase, "we, the undersigned, do humbly beg, pray, and entreat." It
makes me sick at heart to read such folly. Was
there not one sound Freethinker in that convention
to oppose such arrant nonsense'? It is a shame
that Freethought should be so misrepresented and
become the laughing stock of the whole country.
Think of it, that a Freethinkers' convention, in viE<w
of the important matters at issue, should mak·~
itself known to the country bv foolishly asking Mr.
Cleveland to "take off" his " crown," to " vacate"
his " throne " to " lay down " his "scepter," and to
, "away from human eyes forever. "
"take " himself
This is orthodoxy from the word go. There is no
Liberalism and no Freethought in it, and common
sense is indeed "conspicuous by its absence." ·I
could imagin a Christian convention doing so!llething of this sort, but a Freethought conventwn,
*According to the Chicago TimeB, the following
meBSage was sent to Grover Clev~land !>Jr th~ . Kansas
Freethinkers at their late conventwn: "We, Citizens of
Kansas and citizens of the United States, do hereby
beg the privilege of presenting this earnest wish to your
excellency Grover Cleveland, president of these United
States: Inasmuch as tbere has been gra!lted t? every
citizen of the United States the constitutiOnal rights of
'life liberty, and the pursuit of happiness;' and, inasmuch as there has been granted by nature's laws the
divine right of being well born; and, inasmuch as _we see
the rich armed against the poor, and the p_oor d~Iven to
selling their bodies and souls and man selling h1s manhood and woman her virtue for food and raiment, therefore we, the undersigned, do humbly beg, pray, and
entreat, nay demand, that yon take off your crown,
vacate your throne, lay down your scepter, and take
yourself away from the sight of human eyes forever."
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never. It is bigotry pure and simple. In this case
I do. most woefully say, "Save me from my friends."
This resolution will do more to injure our cause
than anything the Christian churches can declare.
For my part, I absolutely repudiate it as in any
manner representing the true purpose of Freethought, and I am sure that both the national organizations will repudiate it as entirely contrary to
their methods as expressed over and over again.
However, I speak simply as an individual; but I
believe I speak the sentiments of the best and most
earnest supporters of Freethought throughout the
country.
If the· Kansas convention had denounced Cleveland for an official act which in itself was a violation
of the Demands of Liberalism, it would hav been
eminently proper, but to denounce him merely because he is the president of the United States, and
ask him to "hide himself away from human eyes
forever," is squarely contrary to all the principles
of Freethought.
There are in our ranklil and working with us,
Freethinking Republicans, Freethinking Democrats,
Freethinking Populists, and is a Freethought organization to insult the honest convictions of any
of these men T I say, no, and a thousand times no.
We are not to deal with partisan politics. Free·
thought organization has its special work. It deals
with fundamental politics, with state secularization
-and to this it confines itself, and this is its glory
and its permanency-that it does deal with universal and all important principles, that it does that
which no other organization can do; and it is only
by attending to its legitimate business that Freethought can become a vast and splendid influence
in this republic. I am pained beyond measure at
these sad mistakes which are the result of wild and
blind enthusiasm, and create discord and weakness
in our ranJfs, and diminish incalculably our influence among the masses of the people. If one is
interested in tariff or free trade, or silver, or single
tax, there are plenty of organizations through
which he can labor for these things. Why drag the
Freethought organization out of its sphere to do
that which other organizations can do better? If one
is a Populist, let him work with the Populist party
as a Populist, and work with the Freethought organization as a Freethinker, in conjunction with
others of a different political faith as regards economic questions.
Freethinkers are deeply interested in all the
great questions of the day-questions of industry,
of education, of government, of reform ; but they
hav different opinions about these things. Freethinkers hav different opinions about Cleveland,
about Harrison, about Henry George, about Bellamy, about Herbert Spencer, even about Skakspere.
But a Freethought organization might just as well
take sides in the Shakspere-Bacon controversy as
in the silver and gold controversy, or free trade and
tariff controversy. The Freethought organization
has other work to do ; and it must let these questions alone.
All Freethinkers are thoroughly agreed upon the
Demands of Liberalism. These are the axioms of
politics imbedded in the Declaration of Independence, and the Constitution of our country. It is
for these principles-these transcendent principles
of American politics-that we stand, and for noth
ing else. We can stand for nothing else as a Free·
thought organization. These are the greatest principles, they are fundamental, and in their triumph
is the triumph of a pure democracy and a true republic.
This is our work, and there can be nothing
grander, more vast, or more beneficial. Let us keep
our organizations to this one great domain. Here
we shall keep our forces united. On this line we
shall win the victory.
I want the FreetP,inkers of the country to understand distinctly the reason of my opposition to this
unfortunate resolution of the Kansas Convent.ion;
why we cannot stand by it, that we must discard
it. It takes us from fundamental principles to the
bogs and quagmires of partisan politics ; not only
because it deals with an individual in a very foolish
and ridiculous way, but because the matter of the
resolution itself is beyond the province of the Demands of Liberalism. My contention is this, that
the Freethought organization has a special purpose,
namely, the total separation of church and state,
and it should confine itself to this purpose. To go
outside of this purpose is to weaken its organization and dissipate its forces. In fact, the Freethought organization will cease to be the moment
it takes up outside issues. It will then be submerg6d in these outside issues. It will lose its
reason for being. It will hav no speciality, no real
individuality. It is by concentration-devotion to
one great, supreme, universal principle-that Freethought organization will succeed. This is my line
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of work and I shall accept no other. I do not be- : tion to the generalfnnd. I hav ~een with yon in tbott~bt
lieve that the Freethinkers of Kansas will indorse' and ~eed for many years, and. wtsh yon th~ be11t of snccess m your October Convent10n. and contmned success
.
t
b
.
.
Yours very truly
a reso1u t wn so con rary oth to 1deal and practical throughout your life efforts.
Freethought. The spirit of the resolution is orGEoRGE STE;HENS.
thodox; its rhetoric is sophomorical, and its policy
Geo. L. Pratt, writes :
disastrous.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
I am in full sympathy with the Freethonght Federation
and I inclose a small remittance to help carry out its objects and principles. I shall be glad to meet with the
News and Notes.
Congress.
Leon Lewis gave an excellent lecture on " Bruno "
Other responses :
before the Chicago Secular Union on Sunday evenI would gladly. giv more if my pocket would permit.
ing, September 9th. It·was a stormy evening, and However, I will ever strive to giv a little when called
Yours fraternally,
only a few were present. Mr. Lewis has evidently on to assist the glorious cause.
E. E. WEST, M.D.
given great care to this subject, and consulted
are
scarce
and
hard
to
get;
but we must all
Dollars
original historical authorities, and he has given a
help your campaign a little. I am with you heart and
quite accurate picture of this "First Martyr, of hand
and all I am able to do.
Your truly,
Science," who has exercised such a profound influM. H. COFFIN.
ence upon Freethought in many directions, and
I herewith hand yon $1. I wish I was able to lend
who stands at the beginning of the new era of man. more valuable aid to the cause.
Wishing yon success as the exponent of a cause that
I hope this lecture will find a larger audience in the
merits the support of every human bein~. I am yoars
future.
E. S. ToDD,
The Sunday evening meetings of the Union will with kind regards. Sincerely, ·
E.
C.
REIOHWALD,
Dear
Sir:
The
cause
is a most
be maintained until the Congress in October.
worthy and noble one, and should be supported by all
There are many difficulties connected with this liberal-minded
people. Of a little we giv a little, and
work, but it will not be given up. If any Liberals would be pleased could we (myself and wife) do a thouare in the city from abroad, I hope they will make sand times more for mental emancipation.
Your friend,
E. D. BLAKEMAN.
it a point to attend. The place of meeting is at 181
I inclose $1 in currency and am glad to know that the
West Madison street, comer of Halstead street, third
floor. It is important that we thus create an inter- friends keep moving. Yours truly, STEPHEN BREWER.
est for future work.
B. F. Robbins writes:
I shall lecture next Sunday evening on "EvoluI am proud of the persistent effort made by the stalwart
tion and Creation." Mrs. Freeman will lecture on workers in the cause of Freethonght. I am doing some
September 23d on "Science and Superstition." On work in this vicinity with Freethonght literature.
the first Sunday in October there will be a Trumbull
E. C. REIOHWALD, Dear .Si1•: Yours of .vesterday at
Memorial m9eting, at which addresses will be made hand. The principlel'l of the Freethonght Federation of
America must be sustained or our government will fall.
by Clarence S. Darrow, S. P. Putnam, Mrs. Free Inclosed
is $5 for the Congress. Hoping that yon may
man, and others. General Trumbull was al- hav sucqess in your good work,
Yours truly,
ways in the front rank of Freethinkers ; and it is
THEo. HoLt..Y.
eminently fitting that his services should be thus
Herewith I hand yon draft for $25 in response to your
remembered by his many comrades. His life was call. I trust that yon will hav the biggest kind of a Congress and a first rate time. Good luck to the cause.
of heroic mold.
Truly yours,
N. F. GRISwoLD.
Notwithstanding the hard times, it is evident by
E. C. REIOHWALD, Dear Sir: If I can find it possible to
the resvonses to our circulars and documents that
at the Congress I will be there, or send a representawe shall hav a large attendance at the Congress. Al- be
tiv to help swell the crowd. Our work must go forward
though W~> Rre in the. pioneer ranks, there are many with vim and vigor. In Cincinnati we are making accesupon whom Wtl can, always depend for support, no sions to the ranks and there is no cause for discourageI. H. CoPPING,
matter what may be the outlook. I like to hav the ment. Yours truly,
voices of Liberals themselvs to show how earnestly
S. F. Benson always sends good word:
they are enlisted in the movement, and are ready to
I herewith inclose draft for $2; not much, but it will
help the cause. I hope that Liberal friends will enjoy a
help.
rousing good Congress and kindle a fresh enthusiasm for
James H. Greenhill writes:
the winter's work.
Of course !will be on hand in October, and will be glad
Our gallant captain from the South-west writes:
to see yon all, and will do what I can to make the Congress a success.
Dear Friend: I hav the pleasure to acknowledge the
receipt of your circular letter, and in reply herewith inF. D. Rexford says;
close $3 for the National Freethonght Congress with the
I hope to attend the Congress. Was kept away last regret that I am not able to partieipate, but I assure yon
year by sickness. I shall be in Chicago, if possible, as I yon hav my warmest wishes for the sncce!ls of the Conhav not been able to attend a Congress yet.
gress. I remain very truly, your sincere friend.
CHARLES C. DE Rumo.
John A. Calder, of Tennessee, givs this word:
these
extracts
from
a few of the many letI
giv
I w~nt certainly to be with you at the Congress. I
send my mite, and will try to make it more before yon ters received in order to show the interest which
meet. I hope yon will hav a good time.
exists all over the country for Freethought, which
Yours fraternally.
no words of mine can so well express. · These exOur old comrade, 0. Child, of Moline, Ill., truly tracts will keep up our courage, for like sparkling
says:
points they show that the flame of Freethought is
The great need, it seems to me. is organization. Super- still constant, and that there is a wide interest in
stition has her organizations. Every age and condition the work, and that our National Congress will be
are gathered under the banners of the church. I hope well supported and well attended, and that we shall
to meet a few of the faithful at the Congress.
hav the means for future progress.
This word comes from Michigan :
SAMUEL P. PuTMA.M, President.
I will do all I can in making the Congress as it ought
to be-a grand success. I hope to meet you and many
others at Chicago. I am yours fraternally,
Freethought Federation-Treasurer's Report.
P. B. REASONER.
And old Vermont is not behind:
We havsentout about three thousand documents
BRoTHER PUTNAM : I send yon $5. I am too old to in all, over the country-the Demands of Liberals,
come, 88 years and 8 months. But yon hav my best circulars, Constitution of the Federation, etc. The
wishes.
JoHN D. PowERS.
response so far is encouraging. Our endeavor is
And Massachusetts joins in:
to stir up the Libera1s and create a new interest in
I inclose $2. I cannot come;. am 83 the 9th of October Freethought, and to hav a good Congress which
next. I am cenvinced that yon are bound to succeed. shall enable us to do better work in the future. If
Yours always,
JoHN WINN.
each friend responds to our call with only twentyAnd California kindly remarks :
five or fifty cents it will help us greatly. Do not
I do not doubt yon need money for your Congress, f dl to contribute, even if but little. Do your best,
and I inclose $10, with best wishes, and kind regards to that is all. We shall appreciate the gift as if it
my Liberal friends of Chicago.
Yours truly,
·
MRs. P. VAN HoETER.
were greater, for it represents good will and gain
And Utah givs good cheer:
for our cause. Reports of contributions will be
given every week in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Although it would be one of the greatest pleasures of a
lifetime to attend the coming I..iberal Congres11 at Chi- A. Chapman............. $1 00 Ole Eidem ............. .. 1 00
cago, it will be impossible for us to do so. Yon will D. Freidenrich ...... , 2 00 Jos. Rhody .... :: ....... . 1 00
however find inclosed $1, which is our contribution.
B. F. Robbins..........
50 M. F. Dean ............ .
25
GEo. and JoHANNA LARSoN.
Stephen Brewer....... 1 00 Abner Kimball ........ . 1 00
Yours truly,
And Pennsylvania:
E. D. Blakeman & w
50 A. B. Lennox ......... . 1 00
E. S. Todd.............. 1 00 Ge(l&J obanna Larson 1 00
Please find inclosed $1 for the Congress. Sorry I can't J. H. Hunt.............. 5 00 B. Ode~ard ............ . 1 00
be with yon, but am confident yon will do much good.
Ben and L. S. Roth. 1 00 Chas. C. de Rndio ... . 3 00
· Yours,
J osKPH RHoDY.
A Friend................ .
40 J obn Winn ............ .. 2 00
And Iowa:
Geo. L. Pratt.......... 1 00 Mrs P. Van Hoeter. 10 00
Inclosed find $1 to help carry on the Freethonght W. J. Ribley............ 3 00 Rob't Dymond ....... . 100
Coagress. Hope it will be a success.
Yours,
Geo. Stephens.......... 10 00 Geo. A. Cooper ...... . 1 00
ABNER KIMBAt..L.
Henry M. Taber...... 15 00 B. C. Parsons ......... . 2 00
Again:
C. E. West, M.D......
50 W. C. Sturoc .......... . 2 00
John D. Powers....... 5 00
.
RJplying to your Cll'cnlar letter, September 3d, I am 1
rLa~ed to inclose yon herewith $10, being my contribnE. C. REIOHWALD, Secretary and Treasurer.
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The "Age" and "Right Living."
BYRoN, MINN., A.ng. 31, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $2,
for which send "Right Living" and "The
Age of Reason " to the eight names accompanying this.
J. A.. GwiNN.
Will Sing of Liberty.
GoLDEN PoND, KY., A.ng. 29, E. M. 294.
MR. EDIToR: Please send us the" Cosmian Hymn Book," "Pleasure and Progress,,,. and eight copies of the "Age of
Reason " to the names inclosed. Yours
fraternally,
BoGARD & Co.
For Wise and "The Age of Re!lson."
CHANDLER, TEx., Aug. 29, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $2;
$1 for the defense fund of J. B. Wise, and
the other for eight copies of Paine's "Age
of Reason " to be forwarded to the adA.. H. CHANDLER.
dresses given.
A Time to " Chip !1_1."
WESLEY, KAN., A.ng, 30, 294.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find postal
order for $1, to be used in defense of Mr.
Wise of this state. This is a case .in which
I think every Freethinker ought to chip
in for we know not when our own turn
wfll come. I hope every Freethinker will
help a litttle.
JoHN T. LAKIN.
Loves Good Books.
PoiNT PLEASANT, W. VA., Sept. 1, 1894.
l\IR. EDIToR: If I had the time at the
present moment, I would try to tell yon of
the high estimation in which your valuable
journal is held by me. Suffice it for the
present for me to say that I can't get along
without it. It is my main mental pabulum
and I cheerfully inclose $1l.15 for paper
and books, inclu(;]ing "Four Hundred
Years of Freethonght." Yours for Free.
thought and Intellectual Liberty,
JOHN R. SELBE.
Moving Slowly Upward&.
CHATHAM, N. Y., Aug. 24, 1894.
Mn. EDIToR: I see by my tag I am in
debt. Inclosed find $4; tug paper along
one year and send eight copies of Paine's
"A"'e of Reason." The world seems to be
drifting our way, Too many inquirers
prying into every nook and corner of
things to be known, to run humbugs successfully. Eternal war of the positiv and
negativ forces of the universe is essential
to all life. Christians call it war between
T. R. BuRRows.
gods and devils.
Clearing Away Religious Debris.
SAGINAw, E. S., MIOH., A.ng. 30, 1894.
lVln. EDIToR: Inclosed find money order
for 50 cents, for which please send me your
edition cf "Ghosts and Other Lectures"
all advertised in your catalog. I talked
with one of the book-sellers of this town
ana he told me that the church people combined to boycott any one who sold Infidel
works. This is a sample of the tolerance
and charity which Christianity has brought
into the world. Hoping that yon may be
strengthemd in your work of clearing
away the religions debris which men call
the church, I remain, Yours truly,
E. H. McPHERsoN.
Each to .Tudge for llimself.
GmBoN, NEB., Sept. 2, 181l4.
Mn. EDIToR: By what authority does J.
W. Richardson presume to say what my
politics should be? Who gave him the
moral standard whereby to measure the
political convictions of all Freethinkers?
What constitutes the "should " and the
"onaht" of a man's position upon questionso of political economy? Such an expression as he givs forth in last week's
TRUTH SEEKER has the gennin orthodox
taint, and its ofi'ensivness is aggravated
when he bases it upon principle. Let Mr.
Richardson be a Republican with all liberty, but let him beware of disp~aying his
paternal ipse dixits, or his snobbish "I am
better than thou."
C. PuTNAM.
For Adherence to First PrinCiples.
lDAuo SPRINGS, CoL., A.ng. 31, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $2, for
which please send one dollar's worth of
the "Age of Reason" for missionary work

among the heathen in this place, and apply the other for the defense of Mr. J. B.
Wis& the victim of religions persecution,
now ~waiting trial in Kansas. I note with
much satisfaction that the friends of truth
are rallying to the support of this old man
as well as to the support of the cause he has
espoused. This is an opportunity for the
spread of truth which should not be lost,
and if the fight is conducted as Ihav no
doubt it will be, great good will result.
On with the fight, and as yon hav in the
past proclaimed to the world that "the
truth has made us free," we desire the
freedom of all our priest-bound slaves to
the end that our government may be restored to the first principles upon which
it was founded, and which our enemies are
trying to wrest from us by their appeals to
the superstitions in which the masses hav
so long been held captive.
J.
MILLER.

w.

A Correction of a News Item.
MINDEN, NEB., Sept. 3, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Seeing an item in the
"News of the Week" column of THE
TRUTH SEEKER saying that the Nebraska
Populists selected their ticket from a list
of names presented by the anti-administration Democrats, ! wish to correct that
error. The truth is, the Populists of this
state select their candidates themselvs
from their own ranks, and further, they
are going to elect their whole ticket too
without the aid of Democrats or Republicans. There are very few Democrats in
this country and they are becoming- fewer
every day. To tell yon the truth, Mr.
Editor, neither yon nor anybody else can
distinguish any iliffeTence in this state between Republicans and Democrats; all the
argument either of them presents is,
"Anything to beat the d--d Populists."
Now, it seems to me yon try to make it
appear at every ·opportunity that the
Populists are an insignificant party, but
you are away off if yon think so.
Hoping to heal' from yon and also hoping
to see this in the paper, I remain,
Yours fraternally,
D. S. NEWBOLD.
[Our correspondent is mistaken in thinking tbat we try to make it appear that the
Populist or any other party is "insignificant." Our aim is to giv the news impartially, so far as we can giv it at all, and we
hav to depend on the daily papers for our
information. That is the source of the
statement that the Nebraska Populists selected their candidates from a list of names
presented by the anti-administration
Democrats. It should be said in passing,
however, that this did not mean a list of
Democrats, but a list of Populists, any of
whom would be acceptable to the antiadministration Democrats.-ED. T. S.]
Points Picked Up.
WALTz, MIOH., Sept. 2, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I hav just returned from a
three weeks' vacation, spent in another
county.
With three unread . TRUTH
SEEKERS in my hands, I felt like a cat in a
mouse nest-! didn't know which to gTab
first. A.s they are now fairly well disposed
of, I thought I would giv yon a few notes
which I gathered on my trip,
For variety I attended church several
times. One preacher, a Baptist, "gave
himself away." In speaking of a certain
reclaimed unbeliever, he sn.id, "That man
is now one of the best paying members
of the church at that place." That was
about the worst slip of the tongue I ever
heard a preacher make, showing so clearly
that he worked for revenue only.
A. Free Methodist meeting was not without interest. One man had lately attended
the funeral of his brother-in-law, who had
surely gone plumb, because he was a .l!'ree
Mason, after being warned of its awful
sinfulness. Several men bragged about
their wickedness before conversion. One
got excited, and in trying to tell of the
spirit which used to dwell within him, his
tongue turned the thing around, and made
him say, "Why, brethren, I hav sometimes had a woodchuck in me as big as the
devil."
A. friend told me of an incident in which
his brother was concerned. In driving
home one day he got out of his wagon to
pick up a horse-shoe. His team began to
run. He, by running also, got hold of the
back end of the wagon-box. In gettiug
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in he bruised his knee very severely on the
end board. It caused considerable pain,
and by the time he reached home he was
in a fighting mood. A. neighbor had
stopped at the gate, who now demanded
two bushels of wheat for the preacher.
The injured man raised his hand and
yelled, "Two bushels of hell! No damned
preacher will get a kernel of wheat from
me." This so scared the mendicant friar
that he hurried off and told the people
that Perry had gone dangerously crazy.
"Behold how great a matter a little fire
kindleth."
FRANK E. RoMINE.
Questions Asked and Answered.
EsKRIDGE. KAN., A.ng. 27, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Not long ago Professor
- - and a certain school teacher, came to
my ~lace of business, and wanted to know
why I was an Agnostic, and why I took
such positiv grounds against the infallibility of the Bible and the Christ.ian religio?,
in view of the fact that I might be mistaken, that we did not know anything positivly, to which 1 replied: "Your statements devour themselvs. If, as yon say,
'We do not know anything positivly,'why
do yon aBBail my motiv? Yon hav admitted
that yon do not know that my position is
wrong, and that yon are not positiv as to
the inspiration of the BiblP, or infallibility
of the Christian religion. It seems to me
yon are denying too much. The true Agnostic does not claim to know all; he admits that it is but little he knows compared
with what there is to know, but that we
are finding out more every day; that we
are positiv about some things." They both
insisted that we did not know anything for
certain. I said: "If y.on put your finger
in the fire it will burn, and yon know it."
"Well,'' said the teacher, "if yon place
your finger on an extremely cold iron a
similar sensation will be produced." I
answered: " You are begging the q nestion;
I insisted that yon know that your finger
will burn if yon place it in the fire, and it
might be proper for me to ask how yon
know that a similar sensation is produced
by placing the finger on a cold i~on; yo?jnst said yon did not know anythmg positivly." I added that, for the sake of argument, we would admit the similarity of
sensation, still there would be a difference
both as to phenomena and effect. I asked,
"Do yon know the multiplication table?"
Both laughed and said they supposed so.
I asked several questions, which were answered affirmativly. Professor - - then
wanted to know my qpinion of the Bible.
I made several quotations, and expressed
my opinions quite freely. He wanted to
know if I thought that Moses wrote the
first five books of the Old Testament-to
which I replied: "It seems to me that yon
havnot read the Old Testament carefully."
He admitted that he had not. I wish that
all might read it carefully.
C. V. WILLIAMS.
Kept Awake by Nothing.
ST. CHARLEs, MINN., Sept. 1, 294.
MR. EDITOR: A.s I write I can hear the
preacher in a church not very far away
talking to his people or to his God-! do
not know which,-bnt I think his people
or his God must be very hard of hearing,
judging from the noise lie makes.
There are six churches in this little
town, and the women and children seem
to attend regularly, but the men do not
appear so devout. I attended one where
there were but two men besides myself.
We hav also a sprinkling of Freethinkers,
many of whom will attend church occasionally, but the Christians will not attend
our lectures worth a cent. They are to be
pitied. I pity anyone who cannot or will
not look on both side# of a question, or
will not investigate. But the world is
progressing in spite of all the obstacles
thrown in the way by over-zealous Christians. The fact is, people are becoming
more and more civilized every day. You
can now find quite civil people among all
classes. Even Christianity is making
progress in this direction. And when
Christianity is making a little advance the
world is making great strides.
Mrs. M. P. Krekel was lately here and
gave us three splendid lectures. The subject the first night was, "Principles and
Objects of Secularism," in which she
showed plamly that there is no S!\VlQf lmt

human effort, and no providence but
science, and that the criterion ofright·!lnd
·wrong is the welfare of the human family.
She affirmed that all progress is secular,
not Christian, and that the ground or
foundation of right and wrong is in human nature, not outside.
The second evening's subject was
"Christian Civilization, or Civil Christianity-Which?" in which she showed
that secular knowledge is the groundwork of all civilization. The accomplishment of civil liberty, or man's right,
was by man's effort and man's alone,
not by a divine ruler. The foundation of
our government, the establishment of our
free schools, the emancipation of the
slaves, were all due to secular effort. Also
the emancipation of. woman is due to the
same cause.
The third lecture was "The Lessons
Learned From the Congress of Religions
at Chicago Last Year." She showed that
it was the principles of Secularism that
paved the way or made it possible for the
advocates of the different religions to come
together in harmony and compare notes
or the principles of one religion with those
of others. Also the principles of Secularism or secular knowledge made the great
World's Fair at Chicago, where people
from all quarters of the globe, artisans,
mechanics, sculptors, painters-all trades
and professions-met and showed to the
world the progress and improvement in
each and all of them.
To appreciate her lectures one must
hear them delivered. She uses the choicest
language, is gentle but firm and convincing, holding her audience spellbound and
thrilling- them through and through with
her presence and eloquence. I wish she
could be employed all the time. What an
amount of good would thereby be accomplished! All here who could appreciate
or understand her language speak in
glowing terms of her. One man, however, said when I asked him to come to
the last lecture that he did not want to
hear any more of it; that he did not sleep
a wink all night after hearing the first
lecture, and there was nothing to it, no
foundation. It seems, however, it kept
him awake. I told him Christianity had a
good solid foundation-being founded on
a dream.
Yours for hmnanity,
B. PEABODY.
Lincoln'R Religions Vi~ ws.
.OMAHA, NEB , Sept. 5, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: A. short time ago I contributed an article to the daily WorldB.erald of this city on Lincoln's religion,
claiming that Lincoln was not a Christian.
The article contained a personal letter
from Wm. H. Herndon, for twenty years
Lincoln's law partner, stating that Lincoln
was an Infidel, and it provoked the wrath
of a bigoted Methodist preacher of this
city, who had published a reply to the
article a few days ago, which reply was
full of irrelevant statements and quotations, pions fictions and the usual supply
of abuse-the stock in trade of orthodox
ministers.
The World-Herald refused to publish
my rejoinder to the reverend gentleman's
article, and I inclose the same, hoping yon
will giv it a place in your paper.
FRANKLIN J. GRIFFEN.
WAS ABRAHAM LINOOLN A. OHIDSTIA.N?
OMAHA, NEB., Sept 3, 1894.
To THE EDITOR oF. THE World-Herald:
A. certain local Methodist minister in a recent issue of your newspaper attempts to
defend Lincoln's Christian faith, and
claims that in later life Lincoln was a believer in Christianity and not an Infidel.
It is admitted by the reverend that in
early life Lincoln was an unbeliever. History proves that it was then tha;~ he ~on th,e
soubriquet of "Honest A.be.
Lmcoln s
" own unimpeached utterances" do not
by any means prove that in later life he
became a Christian.
While at Washington in 1862 (in the
"veal'' period?) in answer to inquiries concerning his religion and the expressed
hope that he had become a Christian, Lincoln wrote as follows to .his old friend,
Judge Wakefield: "My earlier views. of
the unsoundness of the Christian scheme
of salvation and the human origin of the
scriptures hav become clearer and stronger
with advancinz years, and I see no reason
for thinking I shall ever change them."
(Remsburg's "Lincoln.") .
. .
This is a statement of disbelief m the
Bible as a "perfect moral code l!'iven
to man by infinit wisdom," and in J esns
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as ,., the Savior," in the Christian sense.
The letter written by Lincoln to his
dyi11g father, containing a statement of
belief in the immortality of the soul, proves
nothing relevant to the issue. Two of the
greatest Infidels who ever lived, Voltaire
and Paine, believed in immortality.
Thomas Paine believed not only in happiness for the good after death, but in punishment for the wicked. (Paine's works,
p. 280.)
Concerning Lincoln's views on the efficacy of prayer, Mrs. Lincoln stated shortly
after his death that the following was a
favorit maxim with him: "What is to be
will be, and no prayers of ours can arrest
the decree." (Lamon's " Lincoln.")
Even if Lincoln did believe in prayer it
neither proves his Christianity nor disproveshis Infidelity. Jews pray, Mohammedans pray, some Deistic Infidels pray.
Regarding providence: In a speech on
Kansas in 1856 (in the '' veal " period ?)
Lincoln said: "Friends, I agree with yon
in providence, but I believe in the providence of the most men, the largest purse,
and the longest cannon."
"No clearer statement of the Christian
doctrin of a divine providence has ever
been made."
·
That Lincoln believed in a Goa is irrelevant to the issue. Jews, Mohammedans,
and Deistic Infidels believe in a God. Voltaire and Paine were believers in God.
In the ·latter years of his life (in the
"veal" period?), when the subject of religion was mentioned, with a knowing
smile, Lincoln was wont to remark: "It
will not ~o to investigate the subject of
religion too closely, as it is apt to lead to
Infidelity." (Manford's Magazine.)
To _lend an air of plausibility to their
claims, the clergy and other Christian
claimants often cite expressions of a seemingly semi-pions nature to be met with in
Lincoln's speeches and state papers. These
hav been partially accounted for by Herndon and Lamon, and are still further
explained by one of Lincoln's " own
unimpeached utterances." In his "Reminiscences of Lincoln," Judge James M.
Nelson, who was intimately acquainted
with him in Washington (in the "veal"
period?) says: "I asked him once about
his fervent Thanksgiving Proclamation,
and twitted him with being an unbeliever
in what was published. 'Oh,' said he,
'that is some .of Seward's nonsense, and
it pleases the fools.'" It is hardly possible that Lincoln would hav said this if he
had been a " reverent and devout Christian."
During the war (in the "veal" period?)
Lincoln's attention was called to the notoriously bad character of army chaplains.
He expressed his contemph for them and
for orthodox preachers in general by
relating the following story:
'' Once, in Springfield, I was going off
on a short journey, and reached the depot
a little ahead of time. Leaning against
the fence just outside the depot was a
little darkey boy, whom I knew, named
Dick, busily d!gging with his toe in a mud
puddle. As I came up, I said, ' Dick,
what are yon about?' 'Making a church,'
said he. 'A church.' said L ' What do
yon mean?' 'Why, yes,' said Dick,
pointing with his toe. 'Don't yon see?
There is the shape of it. There's the steps
arid front door-here's the pews, where
the folks set-and there's the pulpit.'
'Yes, I see,' said I, 'but why Elon't yon
make a minister?'
'Laws,' answered
Dick,' with a grin, 'I hain't itOt mud
enong:h.' "
(" Anecdotes of Lincoln,''
p. 86.)
Enough has been presented to show that
Lincoln was, " as a mature man,'' a disbeliever in the popular superstition-Christianity.
·
The biographies of Gibbon, one of the
greatest of historians, Darwin, the greatest of naturalists, and other great men
I might mention, show that orthodox
Christianity is very often for the "veal"
period. Both Gibbon and Darwin were
in early life orthodox Christians, "but,
like other natural men of vigorous intellect and activ conscience," they, "outgrew the 'veal' period," and became later
in life disbelievers in Christianity. That
brilliant, talented woman, Helen H.
Gardener, has truly said: " The cradle
has fallen heir to the discarded dogmas
of the pew.''
It is fortunate, in view of the misleading statements rehashed by your reverend
correspondent, that Lincoln's memory
needs no defense except by his own '' unimpeached utterances."
FRANKLIN

J.

GRIFFEN.

Sees a Serpent at the Polls.
SAN JosE, CAL., Sept. 5, 1894.
Mn. EDITOR : I hav been reading the
different articles commenting on Mr.
Sandberg's letter, and at last, with your
permission, I will reply to one and all, ·and
giv some of my reasons for objecting to
women voting. I am a woman and long
to be recognized as man's equal. I want
to help make the laws that govern me.
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Before me I see the opportunity of gaining nine-tenths of the women will agree with eral, then I am no Liberal. Let them
my desires, but right at the polls is a ser- him and use every effort in their power to make their Sunday laws among themselvs;
pent ready to crush me in its deadly coils; bring about the things preached.
let them bav their churches and Bibles,
that serpent is religion. I am willing to
Oh, how often I hav passed the door of but whe:u they try to pull me down to their
remain minus my right to vote yet a little the Women's Christian Temperance Union, level I protest. I would rather be branded
longer to escape a greater evil.
heard their prayers to down the whisky as a traitor by this class of people than to
First yon must admit that women as a traffic, and walked perhaps one square sink to that depth of ignorance and superclass are the slaves and dupes of fashion farther to see some of these women's chil-. stition again. No, friends, women are not
and religion. A walk or drive through dren on the street~ thrown in contact with prepared to cast their vote for the bast inany town or city of a Sunday will convince companions who would entice them into terest of their country, they are the foes
the most prejudiced mind of the truth of the saloons. While these women wrestle of liberty and intelligence; they do not
my assertion. See the frail young girl with a deaf God, their children become mean to be, but they are just the same. I
just budding into womanhood, her face the wine-bibbers of the future. If moth- believe they are working faithfully and
disfigured with powdsr, laced so she can ers would only depend on their own powers sincerely for what they think is right, but
scarcely breathe, shoes a size too small, in place of a God they know nothing about that is no reason why we should allow them
the liberty of doing still more harm. As
and clothing so tight that the blood cannot we would hav less intemperance.
circulate; her system is wrecked, her natMrs. Kuffel refers to a school teacher, long as they are willing to limit their narural form disfigured, and her brain could remarking, "We would down the whisky row little world to dress, pug dogs,
not digest a common· sense lecture to save traffic and hav a Sunday law in California." churches, novels, and the flattery of the
her life. Reason with her; point out the Do yon know what downing the whisky opposit sex, they are no fit subject to hav
awful harm she is doing herself. It is traffic through the Women's Christian the ballot, and as long as they submit to
like pouring water on a duck's back. It Temperance Union means? Are yon ac- being a slave and tool for man, they dehas no effect, she would die to be fashion- quainted with their platform? Below is a serve their present position. Now they
able (and she is to be the mother of our scrap of its intentions and the sentiments are led around (by a string in the nose) by
future generations). She is fairly edu- of its world-famed and bigoted president, their minister, and would obey implicitly
cated, is well read in dog-eared novels and Francis E. Willard. "The Women's the commands of that jumping· jack at the
trashy literature from the church libraries Christian Temperance Union, local, state, ballot-box.
They cry for temperance, but refuse to
(or goody goody sermons by some pulpit national, world-wide, has one vital, orpoodle), which ruins the memory, and oh, ganic thought, one absorbing purpose, be temperate themselvs; they still cling
so often the girl herself. Her only desire one undying enthusiasm; it is that Christ to the customs of the dark ages in dress
is to find some fashion fool who dresses in shall be this world's king, king of its while man has long since discarded such
the latest style and can furnish ice-cream courts, its camps, and its commerce; king frivolity; they plead for freedom in poliand will spend his last nickel, if necessary, of its colleges and its cloisters; king of its tics while their bodies are imprisoned,
laced, tortured; they ask for equality of
to take her to theaters, dances, and driv- customs and its constitutions.
ing. Outside of dress, dancing, novels, gos- Concerning the platform of our next na- sex, but refuse to become man's equal intelsip, and church, her mind is blank. I hav tional prohibition convention, I. am con- lectually. I am sorry to write thus about
tried for months in the past to get woman tent to leave it substantially as it ilil, save my sex (my heart aches for them), but it
to converse on sensible topics, to draw out that it should declare Christ and his law is true. Mr. Sandberg has given plain
her soul and set her to thinking, but it to be the basis of government and the su- facts. I am not too prejudiced to admit
was in vain. I became disgusted and preme· authority in national as in individ- it because he is a man. I want equality of
heartsick at the utter lack of soul in ual life.'' Now, Mrs. Kuffel may be will- sex. I hav many month battles for my
women as a class. If I talked about her ing to help enthrone Christ as king, to sex, but I cannot remain deaf and blind to
neighbors, the new preacher, a ball, pugs, bring women down to the level of the their faults because they are women. I
or poodles, some young man with more brute (where the dear apostle Paul com- know that men as a class are prejudiced
money than brains, or her beauty, I had mands them to stay or be forever damned); against equality of sex, but that does
her attention; but if I changed the subject I am not. I despise intoxicating drinks as not fit women to vote. The ignorant
to politics, science, health, or any of the live a beverage, but my temperance begins at foreigner and negro are given the ballot
iesnes of the _day that interest people of in- home. My child shall be taught the use while women are still fettered. Yes,
telligence and soul, she knew nothing, did and abuse of liquors, and will never be women could vote more intelligently than
not want to learn, had no desire to listen, tripped up at the saloon door through my this class-many women more intelligently
and her eyes, if not her lips, expressed her neglect. I want to see liquor abolished (as than the majori~y of men. It is humiliating to be governed by this class, for they
disgust at such dry, stnfly conversation.
a beverage), but never through the vote of do help make laws for ns poor women; but
She goes to church, prayer-meeting, theW oman 'a Christian Temperance Union.
it is the religions platform that makes the
and Sunday-school, and can tell you just Mrs. Kuffel and Laura Knox boldly assert
lots about it, to show her devotion to her that women will vote as intelligently as trouble. Men are pretty well balanced in
God. She could not tell you the text to men with such a platform. We all know religions sentiments, but nine-tenths of
the women are in a body for the church.
save her life, nor repeat over one verse of the vast numbers and power of the WoWe hav too much ignorance and religion
men's
Christian
Temperance
Union
in
the
the Sabbath-school lesson; but she could
in the voting class now. It is better to hav
tell yon how elegantly the oily-tongued United States. Where would our beloved a general cleaning up in place of adding
minister was dressed, and what a lovely Federation be, and the grand old TRUTH
more fuel to the already smoldering fire.
voice he had; how many fine·looking SEEKER, RB well as all other movements of Why make it stronger? I detest the presyoung dudes she saw in Sunday-school, reform? If woman had the ballot Tal- ent voting system. Giv intelligent men
and the exact shade of her classmates' rib- mage would. be president; God in the con. the ballot; then extend it to intelligent
bons and dresses. Her Bible will lie dusty stitntion; our grand and glorious republic women. Every man and woman voter
and unused on the parlor table, but yon ruined, and the present Constitution should understand the platforms of the
dare to tell her it is not a holy book, and trampled in the dust. Liberals would be different parties and the Constitution of
she will look daggers at yon. It is strange, ostracized from our conntry (for we are the United States and be able to read and
but true, she will not examin the con- hated far more bitterly, as a class, by write them correctly before allowing them
tents and find the nasty, filthy passages women than by men), or compelled to go the right of franchise.
Now, ladies,
it contains. She is positiv this book is the to church. I would rather make my home when will yon learn to be fair and view
among
the
Feejee
islanders
than
bow
and
guide to heaven, yet she does not read it.
both sides of the question? Stop fighting
It is like science, etc., too dry to interest cringe to the preachers and churches, and for woman snflrage; use your efforts to
would
prefer
the
life
of
an
exile
to
being
her, but she knows positivly that there is
crush out the ignorant voters in the op·
a heaven and a hell because the minister a hypocrit and taking such a nasty book posit sex; use your influence in your home
as
the
Bible
for
my
guide.
Bah
I
I
prefer
tells her so (he gets it from the dear old
to root out the Tum holes. Keep your
holy Bible), and she dare not question him. dog-eared novels to such trash. Giv me money from heathen lands and educate
She opens her month, closes her eyes, and literature of intelligence and sense, but Ameri.ca's poor. Build fewer churches and
swallows the dose he givs without a mur- good-bye to such literature if women vote more homes and schools for the destitute,
mur. She knows we poor Infidels are now. "The idea of the writer calling and your own vote will be your reward for
doomed to hell, and if looks could kill, himself Liberal when he is trying to pro- the in-:;elligence yon inculcate in others.
we would be sent there promptly. Chris- hibit people from making Sunday laws."
Laura Knox must know that there are
tian charity defined compels them to be- Can I be Liberal and allow my own liberty advanced men and women of the present
abridged?
Must
I,
to
be
a
Liberal,
allow
lieve as we do, or send them to a warmer
who do not favor women voting for the
climate. Again, they are fast in the a man to cut my head off if he makes the same reasons I hav given. I hav asked no
attempt?
I
presume,
if
I
prevented
him,
clutches of the church ; they toil like
less than twenty-five Liberal women in
slaves to support a lot of preachers and I would not be Liberal. Are my own San Jose, Capitola, and various Places,
priests too indolent to work, and just mean rights to hav no consideration? Am I their opinions on the subject, and the anand little enough to allow women to sup- Liberal when I allow these dear Christian swer has been unanimously that they are
not prepared to vote. Two gentlemen
port them; they take servants' places at friends to trample on the Constitution of favored
woman snffrage; one remarked,
the
United
States;
to
ruin
my
country
and
festivals, oyster suppers, etc., to aid the
"Let them vote and run the country to
missionary cause (while America's poor my home, and take from my friends and [a bot climate]; it will be a good eyeare reared in vice and ignorance). They myself all natural rights without· raising opener for them.'' I do rrot think so; at
sew and cook and stew, to help the tem- my voice in defense of freedom? By what least it is too risky to try. Laura may
change her mi~d if she investigates thorperance society (while their own children right do they wreck my home and our oughly.
I behaved as she does, but inare too often tripped up at the saloon door government, and set up a man-made God vestigation taught me better.
through a mother's neglect). They tax to rule and reign over me? By what auI am speaking of women as a classs.
their brains and wear themselvs out beg- thority do they make a law to compel me There are brave, noble, progressiv women,
ging money to pay church debts (and too to snppcrt their superstition factories, to but oh, how few in comparison to the
others. Now, men are full of faults
often their own homes are sold for unpaid observe a day in psalm singing and idle- many
too, but my letter is already too long to
ness,
to
honor
an
imaginary
being
in
the
debts). They sell kisses, keep fish-ponds,
bring them before yon.
guess bean pots, etc., to build new skies? Why should they compel me to
Mns. R. H. ScHwARTz.
churches, while . their own children lack be ruled by a religion I despise? It is an
P.S.-If Ward Diehl, of Watsontown,
care and ahtendance. Men and women insult to honest people, and unjust can- Pa.. is acquainted with John Raker, of
will listen to a sermon, nine-tenths of the ters who command it, and if, by raising Mifflinburg, Pa., he will confer a favor by
R. H. S.
men will disagree with the minister, while my voice against it I forfeit the name Lib- communicating with me.
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(S'AiZaren' s (5 ornsr.
Edited by MISS SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all OommunicationR for this Corner should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the da_x's occupation•
That is known as the Uhildren's Hour."

The Tasse1ed Corn.
I >ing thy glory, swaying corn,
'fhy charms that never fail;
'fhe wayside fields that yon adorn
Are more than holy grail.
liT oist and swpet your odors are
Upon the twilight fair;
Your blossoms send, anear and far,
A promis rich and rare.
Your banners, rustling in the air,
Murmur a soothing song;
Your gold an"' ga•net tassels there
With tender fancies throng,
Your golden grain more precious is
Than India's famous wealth;
Pale lips are touched by its sweet kiss
To rose-hued, happy health.
For strength anr1 grace and charming mien,
Symme•rical and free,
The sculptor mil!ht, with vision keen,
In thee a model see.
So bright and t.rnf, your gracious worth,
In every changing phase,
Shall float abroad o'er all the earth,
0 golden, glorious maize.
SusAN H. WrxoN

The Walnuts.
The straight, green path lengthened ont
nndPr the overhanging branches of the
tref s, which stood on either side, and terminated in a yellow field where the ripe
wheat glistened in the sunshine. Here
and there, the snn, piercing the thick foli·
age, formed little islands of light on the
turf, which moved fantastically about as a
soft wind fitfully swayed the tops of the
trees.
Two persons, a man and a woman, vdth
slow steps were walking down the path,
she supporting herself with her parasol in
lien of a cane; he upright and smart, his
bands behind his back; her hair covered
with a veil of rich lace under which her
silver curls were plainly visible; he with a
broad-brimmed straw hat on his gray
head. They were evidently annoyed with
each other, for they walked on without
speaking and without an exchange of
glances, save now and then to cast a fnrtiv
look of reproach at each other. At last,
when they had traversed half the walk,
she said to him in a voice which, though
sweet, still shook slightly as if there remained a little anger in it:
"It is decided then; yon are going to
make those children unhappy?"
"On the contrary, I shall arrange that
my granddaughter will never reproach me
with having caused her unhappiness by
permitting this imprudence."
She shrugged her shoulders, bnt very
slightly, however, as was becoming a
woman of good breeding.
"Because the boy, who lovesher, is not
quite so rich as she-- How fine that is!
They are always sure of having bread at
least--"
"But not butter, perhaps!'' observed the
grandfather.
" When one is in love he can eat kisses
on his bread," she responded, with a little
langh.
As he did not answer this she walked on
a few steps, looking to the right and to the
left, then stopped before a walnut tree.
"Look, my dear," said she, "are there
not some nuts there?"
With chivalric politeness the grandfather
approached, and, looking through his
glasses, regarded the tree and replied:
"Yes, there are some nuts there."
"Will yon get me a few, my dear?"
The grandfather looked at the grandmother with some surprise. It had been
many years since either had found any
pleasure in eating nuts. Nevertheless he
pulled down a branch within reach of his
wife, and she broke Clft a little twig of nuts,
as yet hardly ripe, and pinned it on her
bosom.
"Do yon not remember?" said she.
A ray of sunshine, breaking through the
leaves, lighted np the old man's face-or
was it a ray of memory? The gray eyes
of his wife penetrated into his with a dis-

quieting persistence.
He remembered
very well; bnt what had these walnuts to
do in such a serious affair as his only
grand-laughter's marriage? He pretended
to be occupied with a tree whose branches
needed tbe attention of the pruner; bnt
his wife went on:
"It is that very tree" (for it was an old
walnut tree) "which had eo many nntsthe
year that-"
" I know, I know," said he.
''I was here," she continued, "and I
had just gathered the nuts on the lowest
branches, when yon came. It was yon
who helped me to finish filling my basket,
and, as the pile of burs grew higher and
higher, your eyes became more and more
talkativ; and it was yon, I think, who put
the last twig of nuts where I hav pinned
this one."
"My dear wife!" said the old man.
"And yon said to me, 'Madeline, if your
parents will not consent to onr marriage,
I shall be wild '--"
"And we were married and we hav been
happy together many years," concluded
the grandfather.
"And we were not rich, we hav become
that-the children will do so-do yon remember?"
They said no more, bnt 'they walked
slowly on, arm in arm, until thev reached
the end of the lane. There they paused,
and he said at last:
"Well they must wait a little longer, so
that we can help them more than we are
able to do just now."
"Very well," she said, " they are young
yet and their hearts are warm."
"Yon see, I must let them hav enough
to get some butter."
"And while they are young," said the
grandmother, "I shall see that they always
hav enough walnuts. "-.Selected.
What Tile Little Folks Are Saying.
Little Dot-Mamma says when she was
a girl little girls wore white stockin's wat
didn't make their feet all black like these.
Little Dick-Then wot did they begin
wearin' black stockin's for?
Little Dot (after some thonght.)-1 gneEs
it's because it's easier to wash feets than
to wash stockin's.-GoodNews.

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS CHEAP

BIB

Life, Works, Career, and Prophecy.

Ont of various importations and purchases of scientific works, at different
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each
of the following, to which we call attention, as enabling onr readers to get a good
deal for their money:
The Rise and Early 11onstitntion of UniversitiAs,
with a snrvev of Medireval Education. By
A. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents.
The Dawn of Histr>ry; An Introilnction to PreHistoric Study. Edited bv C. F. Keary, M.A.,
of the British Museum. Cloth, 75 cen~.
On 1'he Stnily of Word•. By Richard Chenevix
Trench, D.D. Cloth, 75 O• nts.
Fetiehism: A Contribution to Anthropology an'
the History of Religion. By Fritz l:!chnltzd
75 cents.
English: P&st and Present. By Richard Chenevix Trench, D.D. 75 cents.
Modern Science and Modern Thought. By S.
Laing. 75 cents,
·
Formation o' Ve!{etable Monlil. through the a<;tion of Worms, with observations on their
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents.
Education. Intellectual, Moral, an-i Physica
Progress; Its Laws and Cause. With other
disquisitiOns. Two books in one. 75 cents.
The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer. 75 cts
Political Science, containing Physics and Politics. An Application of the Principles of
Natural Science to Political Society, by
Walter Bagehot; and History of the Science
of Politic~. by Frederick Pollock. 75 cents.
Science and Crime, and Science and Poe~•Y. with
other essays. By Andrew Wilson, F:R.s E.
Two books in one volume. 75 cents.
The Land Question: Containing the History of
Land Holding in England by J o ;eph Fisher,
F.R.H.S.; and Historical Sketch of the Distribution of Land in England, by William
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents.
The Black Death: an account of the Great Pestilence of the fonrte• nth century, and the
llancing Mania of the Middle Ages. Bv J. F.
C. Hecker, M.D. Two books in one volume.
75 cents.
Bound Volume of Humboldt Library, containing
numbers 92 to 108. $2.
Glimnses of Nature. By Andrew Wilson, F R
S.E .. F.L S., with 35 Illnstratio ,s. $1.
illusions: A Psychological Study. By James
Sully. 75 cents.
A Vindication of the Right> of Women with
Stricture• on Political and Moral Subjects.
By Mary Wolls tonecraft. $1.
The Genesis of Science anil the Factors of Organic Evolution. Both by Herbert Spencer
in anA volume 75 cmts.
Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. By Rir John Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S., M.P., D.C L., LL.D., with
numerous illustrations. 75 cents.
Geologi~al Sketcp.es at Home and Abroad. By
Aroh1bald Gerke, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents.
Current Discussion in Science, and Scientific Aspect of some Familiar Thing>. By W. M.
\Villiams, F.C.S Two books m one volume.
75 cents.
Charles Darwin; His Life ani! ~ark. By Grant
Allen. 75 cents
The Pleasures of Life. By Sir John Lubbock,
Bart. 75 cents.
WORKS OF

RICHARD A,

PROCTOR,

Light Science for Leisure Hours
Familiar Essays on tlcientific Subjects.
Hereditary Traits, a'lu other Essays.
M i cellaneons Eesays.
Illusions of the SenseB. •nd rther Essays.
Notfs on Earthquakes, with fourteen miscellane
ons Essays. Six books in one volume. $1.50

.A Lecture
SELECT WORKS OF GRANT ALLEN.
IJeltvererl b~tore the Brooklyn Ethical Association
The Evo uti•mi't at Large.
By TBADDEUS B. WAKEMAN.
Vignettes from Nature, and
Force and Energv; a theorv of Dynamics. Three
Price, 10 Cents.
books in one volume.
th, $1.
A li' tie book of ~8 pa·tes, fall of scientific
thought. The storv of thl• gre• t E<liAntist'o life
THE
THE
and works reads like an tnchanting tale.
Ailil""""
'fHF. 'l'HU'I'H H.I!:EKER.
28 Lafayette place, NPw V nrk Oily,
AND

cn .•

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.
Summer Days at Onset.

lustrated. Price, 25 cents.

Woman: Four Centuries

BRAIN

BIBLE;

By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents.

1l!mo, 300 pp., $1.

Apples of Hold. And Other Stories for
Boys and Girls. 12mo, 883 pp., $1.25.

3IZZ in a. Jfuts'AeZZ.
By ABA AUGER.
A condensation of the fundamental argnmei
against Christianity.
A Y6ry Good LiH/e Misst9nary Work.
Price, 15 cents. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKEB.

CHEAP EDITION.

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
By R. WHEELER.
This book 1s just what gs title implies-thnm]Jing whacks a~ ~np~Jrstition. It deals with the
effect of Ohr1st1amty on 1he world, showing
)Vhat Oh~istians have done to advance their relig.
1on and Impede the progress of man. It shows
that J esns was a, false pro ph At, that the gospels
are not authentic, and that (.,,.;"~ianitr. is a borrowed system of religion. That the B1ble is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not areal benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address THE TBUTB B!EKli'B.

New Edition, Revised and Enlai!'ged.

Men, Women and Gods.
Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
f'rice, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
:Jt:'IW Trade Su:p:pltea at S:pectal IJiscoont8,

IS THIS YOUR SOB. MY LORD 1
! ll'ascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.
Pl!ioo. olotb.. $1: Daper, 50 cents.

PRAY
A

YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?
NE'W' NOVEL.

Pri oe. oloth, $1.

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
with a preface by

B. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the litera-

upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's seLse of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
Price, cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

THE SABBATH.
By M. FARRINGTON.

A Tlwrough Examination and Ref
utation of the Claims of the
Sabbatariana.

THOMAS PAINE_;
WAS HE JUNIUS?
By W. H. BURR.
Second edition, enlo.rged to 32 pages; with the
engraved liken~ss of Paine. Price, 10 cents
A.il.il.rAAR
'l'FIF: 1'UUI'FI RF:EKE'R

Travels in Faith.
BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental Journey from
orthodoxy to Rationalism
Pnoe. na.ner. 25 cent•: cloth. 7~ oentR.

PRIESTLY CELIBACY EXPOSED
Bv Rn. G. T. Fox, M.A.

Pr1ae.l5 aanu.

Paper, 50 cents.

Pushed by Unseen Hands.
S H 0 RT STO Rl ES.
\

Price, cloth $1

Paper, 50 cents.

.A. Thought less Yes.
.CONTENTS:
A Splendid Judge of a Woman The Lady of the
Club-Under Protest- For the Prosecution-A
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler Honse
Mystery -The Time-Lock of Our Ancestors- Florence Campbell's
Fate-My Patient's Fate.
Pri~e, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Facts and Fictions of Life.
CONTEN1S:

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand- ture of Freethonght. Its a"gnments are based
some and Interesting BookhWithont Superstition\ for Children and Yont . The Only FreethinKers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address. THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Books by Helen H. Gardener.

DB

THE CONFLim' BWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
84 pages. nAND THEOLOGY.
of Progress.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.

Tbe only paper I;nb.lohed for n.e lOU " hit
froe from sup rs•Jtion. Sent 50 c~<Jt• a.o tr.
h for one Jear Or 25 tents for 6 m.nths 0• 10
cents f r 5 d ffer nt s·mple cop1e,
It 1s 1mperi• v t ·at the young be started •r· ght
if we hope to keep th • m free from churchly chalL s
Address,
ELMINA DltA.K.J!i "LENt l!:li.
Sn•>ilv.lle, Pulaski Co., Va.
b

SELECT

Prof. Ernst Haeckel,

The Little Freethinker

A ddraee

tllb oftlaa.

Preface-The F•ction of FictioDR-ADay in Court
-Throw a in Wi · h the City's Dead An Irrespon ible Edneat•d Cla•s-The Mnral UeSJ1Dnsibillty of Woman in HereditvW om an as ~>n Annex -Sex in BrainHeredity in 'ts Relations to a
Double Standard of MoralsDivorce and the Propo,ed Nati ·nal Law·
-Lawsuit • r 1 eg.
aoY-Common
8 e nse in
. Surgery.
Cloth, 11; paper, 50 cents.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
By HELEN H. GARDENER.

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, anti
Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible.
Every Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her

Friend~>

Price. 10 cents. Addreso thiR office.

Agents Wanted !
We believe that not only can good be done but
money made by any Lih ral who will canva's for
our book .. Old Testament Stories Comteall.v Illnstrat.d." In fa, t we know one man who worked
at it but a few honro w•tkly and sod nearly
fifty copi.s in a month. The price is low; every.
body knows the Old Testament stories. and
neal'l.v everybody would like a hook applying
nineteeroth-centnry vit ani!. kn •. wlEdge to thAm.
People lixe to hugh. Revtrence for the Olil
'l'estament tales h.s 1argely aisap1 eared ani!
jpkes at the ex:ponsA of Jonah and Joeeph al'd
Es~n and Samson and n vtrl, and the other wnrtbies or nnsavorv reputation, are keenlr. apJ1r~
ciated. It s~ems to us that the book ,.Ill !eliot
sigrt. It dreo hPre in the ~tor ... Lioerals ant of
employment will find thi• a good way to make an
honest dollttr.
Term" to Agent!i Sent on Application.

Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

THE'~TRUTH!'1SEEKER,
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.Agents tor The Truth Seeker.

OUR NEWEST BOOKS.

A.rkau.,as

Davies & Son, 412 Main st., Little Rock.

Thumbscrew and Rack. Illustrations sne-

The Bible l11.quirer,

Thos. W. Baker, Exetoer.
Stoll & Thayer, 117 W.lst st., LosAngeles.
S.C. Blake, 503 Kearney st., ::>anFrancisco.
C. E. Duran, 334 Montgomery st , t;an
Francisco.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., IJo!l
Angeles.
Max NewsStand, 102N. Main,LosAugeles.
J. E. Matthews, Eareka.
Eclectic Book Store, Los Angeles.
Shaw & Gregg, Broadway opp. Central
Bank, Oakland.
S. D. Schoenfeld, Red Blufl.

Self-Contradictions of the Bible. Ninth

A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTIGATION;

P. C. Allen, 35 King st., Toronto,
John McKenna, 80 Yonge st., Toronto.

Crimes of Preaclters in the United States.

Cali.I'Ot'uia

Canada

cial\y orep:tred, sud the text by Goo. E. 1\Iacdona-ld. Paper, 10 ceur.s.

edi tiou. Price, 15 cents.

Abraham Lincoln: Was He a

Christian~

By .John E. Remsburg. Cloth, $1; paper, 50
cents.

Pen-Picttu·es of the World's Fair. Illustrated.
cents.

By Samuel P. Pntnam.

Paper, 25

crVTAIN!NG 148 PROPOSITIONS.

With References to tho most ..->lain and Striking S<>lf-Coutradiction• of the So-called Inspired
"'cr·ptures. Including Questions A.nswered Afllrms.tively u.ud Negatively by Quotations from tlul·
Bible. A.Jso, Other Dible References ol' Importance.

Fourth Edition, Revised and Eularged.A.-cl<lre••

Religion a Curse, a Lie..! and a Disease.

-Price, 25 Cents.

THF, TRUTB' SE£ll:ER. 2S Laf>wotte PlaCA. New Ynrk Cit.v

By Samuel P. Putnam. l:'aper, 25 cents,

Design Argument Fallacies. A Refuta·

tion of th e Argument t·hat Nature Exhibits
l\fn.rk~ of Having Been Oesig11ed by an Intel·
ligeut Being. n.v the Editor of TBE TnUTR
SEEKER. P>~per, 15 cents.
By :.'II. E . Billings. Pa.p er, 25 cents.

Colorado

of Freethongltt. By W. S.
J ~owl and & Co. 400 Harrison av., Lead· Handbook
Dell. Cloth. $1: paper, 50 cents.
ville.
Pleasure and Progress: An Attempt to
Stanchfteld & Co., 200 Union ave., Pueblo.
Prove that the Pursuit of Ple~tsnre is tho sine
qua non of Intellectual, Jlforn.l. •nd Social
C. Smith & Son, 385 Larimer st., Denver.
D<Nelopment. and that the Promo tion of
Couuecticut

Perry Moul, Danbury.

Florhla

J as. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.

A. J . Gardner, Kissimmee.
GcOt''~ia.

Wm. Estill, Savannah~

l.llinois

Pleasure is the Dutv of l)hilanthropv and
Statesmanship. By Albert llf. Lorentz. tL.B.
Cloth, $1; oaper. 50 cents.

1'he Creation of (to(\, Tracine- the God. Ide· to Its Source. By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
Cloth. $1; paper. 50 cents.

ResUJ·rection of Jesus.

By Don Allen.

Cloth, 75 cents: cloth. 40 cents.

Brentano Bros.,204 Wabash ave., Chicago. Facts ltn(l Fictions of Life. By Helen
H. Ottrdener .. Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cen ts
Chas. W. Curry, 183 Madison st., Chicago.
Churclti and State~ By Matilda
Henry Fash. 51H W. Madison st., Chicago. Wonutn,
G:\ge. C oth. $2: leather. o!i'l.
Cha.s. Macdonald, 55 Washington, Chicago. The.Joslyn
Church and Freet.honght. By Frank·
Post-Office News Co., 93 Adams, Chicago.
liu Steiner. Paper. 10 cents.
Jo,,ru,
1'he Giant Delusion. One of Otto WettFranklin Steiner, Box 882, Des :M:oines.
. stein's Friendly Arguments with th a Spiri tu Tlldialla

alists.

P~.pcr,

10 cents.

Frank Weaver, Box 150, Petersburg.
Bible Inquirer. By Andrew Jacobson.
Paper, 25 cents.
Indianapolis News Co., 55 Mass. av., InWoman: Four Centuries of Progress.
dianapolis.
Louisiana

Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans.
ll.[a,.sacbtHWtts

Colby & Rich, !) Bosworth st., Boston.
H . W. Smith, 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
"Iaine

N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress st, Portland.

By Susan H. Wixon . Paper, 10 cents.

IN PRESS.
Four Ifnnllred Ye~u·s of Freethought.

By Samuel P. l'ntnam. Subscription hook.
ele~t>nt binuiug, ov.,r one hundred portr:uts, $!).

.!tlichigal\
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is baso(l a.re I:Lrgely Chris tiflu, our tb eologic>tl
fneuds will h>Lvo s ome hard nuts to cra.ck if they
att~mpt to answer them. - Bost.on lnvestt.(JatOI'.
'l'his book is one of tbe most tborongb and
lettrnod of the Freeth ought works that have come
across the A.t.lantic.-TII.e Ji'reetlttnke1". J,onaon.
ls R mo~t vahtable coutributton to tho literature of the nineteenth century.-P1·oaresstve

FROM UNDER
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Ey WILLIAM. HART.
l,!lO(• (t.ncsUon!' to the Chw:;:.l' a.ncl ••n· ihe Considea·a.Uon of Othet·s.

'l'be author, while a sincere chnrch member, obeyed tbe injunction to search the scriptures, which led to the proponudiug of
thea•~ qneries, no clergyman can answer rntionully and remain a
Chriatinn.
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Goma of ~Aougla,t.
TEMPTATioN is the file which rubs offm nch
of the rust of self-confidence.-Fenelon.
He who is most slow in making a promis
is the most faithful in its performance.-

Rousseau.
FoR virtue's self may too much zeal be
bad; the worst of madneBB is a saint run

mad.-Pope.
THE vanity of loving fine clothes and
new fashions and valuing onrselvs by
them is one ~f the most childish pieces of
folly that can be.-.Sir M. Hale.
WE think our civilization near its meridian, but we are yet only at the cockcrowing and the morning star. In our
bar barons society the influence of character is in its infancy. As a political power,
as the rightful lord which is to tumble all
rulers from theirs, ita presence is hardly
yet snspected.-Ralph Waldo Emerson.
IT is reported that a lunatic appear~d at
the White Honse and demanded that It be
turned over to the Jews. The police dieposed of him expeditiously. The cra!J-kB
in the Senate and House of Representativs,
however, who demand that the entire
country be turned over to a section of the
Christians, are still at large.-.American

$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper will be pleased
to learn that there is at least one dreadful
disease that science has been able to cure
in all ita stages, and that is Catarrh.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is the only positive
cure known to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
requires a conl!titutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upoB the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying
the foundation of the disease, and giving
the patient strength by building up the
constitution and assisting nature in doing
its work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers, that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
I!WSold by Druggists, 75c.
Toledo, 0.

Books by S. P. Putnam.

JUST OUT!
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RIGHT LIVING.
By SUSAN H. WIXON.
Ethics as Understood by a Student of Science. Sixty Cbapters, as foJlows:
Right Living,
What is Hypocrisy?
In Re~ard to C9noealed Vice,
What is Morality?
Conscience or Moral Sense,
Beautiful Chanty,
What is Ignorance?
Selfishness, the Menace of So- Fidelity. the Giver of Strength
Knowledge the Great Treasure,
ciety,
and Honor,
Concerning Education,
Gratitude, a. Fragrant Flower of Value of Wealth,
Conduct\ or Right Doingt
Life,
Avarice, Not a Means to Life's
Best End,
Virtue, tne illuminator or Life, Is Reverence a Duty?
Good Nature, one of Life's Best
Prudence, an Economy of Life, Self-Reliance,
Wha.t Know Ye of Justice?
Self-Control,
Blossoms,
Fortitude a Noble Possession, Self-Res"Q.eot~
. Reason and Free Inquiry.
Temperance and Intemperance, Foolish l'riae and Silly Preju- Free BJ!f)ech,
Is the Use of Tobacco Dangerdice,
A Free .Press,
Anger, the Distorter,
Rights of Animals,
ous?
Cultivation of Individualit;y, _ The Angel of Forgiveness\
Rights of Children,
Character, aJewelof Great Price, Observation a Great Faoruty,
Human Rights; or the Equality
Idleness, another Name for Loss, Perseverance, the Friend of Man,
of Man.
Industry, the Staff of Life,
Punctuality, a Promoter of Suo- Moral Cleanlines•_,
Value of a Trade,
cess
Politeness. The uentlemaa
Recreation a Necessity,
The Difficulties of Life,
Politeness.- Continued.- The
Games of Chance,
Temptation, the Demon on the
Gentlewoman,
Truth and Falsehood,
hiJrhway,
Best Society,
What is an Oath? or the Worth Habit, Second Nature,
Progress; or Enlightenment:
of a Promise.
Power of Will,
Wisdom.
Fraud a Crime,
Courage, a Necessity to Right
~'he Poison of Slander,
Living:
Miss Wixon has taken as her mottoes in writing this beautiful book of 292 pages-which she
has dedicated to the memory of her father and mother-these sentences from the works of a grea.t
synthetic philosopher and a gifted liberal minister:
As wtth the phystcal, so with the ethical. A bel'lfl(, as vet ttt/'Ul ana parttal, ts beqtnntng to
spreaa amongst rnen, that here, also, there ts an tnatssoluble bona between oause ana consequence, an
tnexorable aesttny, a law whtoh altereth not.- Herbert Spencer.
Ltving is an Art, a methoa of expressing great ooncePttons: tn fact, the highest rnethoa, the
noblest of the Arts.-Thomas Starr King.

Israelite.
THE requirements of equity must be sup·
plemented by the promptings of kindness
• · • The primary law of a harmonious
social cooperation may not be broken for the
fulfilment of the secondary law; and therefore while enforcement of justice must be
a public function, the exercise of beneficence must be a private fnnction.-Her-

Right Living" is well bound in cloth and printed on good paper.

PRICE, $1.00.
Address

·bert Spencer.
fhe New God. Price, 10 cents.
IT is a pretty generally received doc- The Problem of· the Universe~ and Its
Scientific Solution, with some Cntioisms of

'trin among modern soc~ologists. that
UniversolofU: Price; 20 cents.
what is known as the pubhc consCience, Waifs and wandenngs, A New Amerithe standard of right and wrong in any
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, ,150
cents. "A };!lose epic of the war, rich Wlth
given society, is an evo~ntion, the resnltl_'nt
incident and dramatic power; breezy from
of innumerable experiences, from whiCh
first ,Pag-e to last with the living spirit of to.
evolved man concludes that on the whole
day.' .....f!'ohn Swinton's Paper.
he is happier if he does right than if he Golden Throne, A. Romance. "The anthor certainly has jfenius. The divine
does wrong.-New York Times.
creative spark is within him. The book is
ftlled with manly thoughts~ expressed in
MY hope for the human race _is bri~ht
manly words-the transcri_pt or a manly mind.
as the morning star, for a glory Is commg
Every Liberal should read • Golden Throne.'"
to man such as the mos~ inspired tongue
-[Ingersoll. Price, $1.
of prophets and of poets has never been Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation in
rhillle between the Nineteenth Centnry
able to describe. The gate of human opInfidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
portunity is turning on its. hing~s, and th:e
it is shown there is much in harmony between
light is breaking through Its chink; poss~
them. Price, 10 cents.
bilities are opening, and human nature IS Adami and Heva. A poetic version of
pushing forward towards them .-Emerson.
the J ndian story of the Garden of Eden in
whica itri superiority to the mutilated copythe Genesis le!ie.nd-18 shown. Price, 10 cents,
MERELY ethical or theological appeals to
Gottlieb
: His Ltfe. A Freethonght Rogood motivs, if they are not actually a bar
mance. Price, 85 cents.
against, only inappreciably aid in progress
toward the straightening out of social diffi- My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
culties. What we need are men who see
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
and discuss radical principles. There is
28 Lafavette place, New York.
the most definit and exacting application
necessary. I find that scholars apologize
and supplicate where they should assert
and defy.-Horace L. Traubel.
on,
- ,.tJ
THE superiority of our time over anof the Natural Order or the 1/nltiquity is due not to the greater purity of i'lincijJies
rerse, with a System of Morali:Jy
our religion, or excellence of our poetry,
Based Thereon.
or wisdom of our philosophers, but mainly
BY PBoFEsson LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
to the possession of machinery and improved tools, which hav facilitated and
otlt:>$rENTS:
saved labor, enabled men to liv with more Force and Matter
The Fitness of Tb...ngs il:!
comfort and security, given them leisure, Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immor1mlity_of
Force,
Man,
opportunity, and motiv to educate them- Infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
selva, and thus carried them to higher Value of Matter,
Thoul{ht,
Consmonsness,
intellectual and moral conditions, and also Motion,
Seat of the Soul,
secured them against conquest by bar- Form,
[mmutabilityofNatural Innate Ideas;.
baric foes.-John .S. Hittell.
Laws,
The Idea of uod,
(J'niversality of Natural Personal Continuance,
WnY, then, eternal punishment for the
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Bonl of Brntes
temporary offenses of so frail a creature '.rhe HeaTens,
of the Creation Free Will,
as man? • • • Heaven and hell suppose Periods
of the Earth,
Morality,
two distinct species of men-the good and Original Generation, . ConoludJi:ng Obserw.tiona.
the bad; but the greatest part of mankind Beonlar Generation,
float betwixt vice and virtne. Were one o,.;oe. •uo. Address TR1ll 'JTll.UTlJ SEEKI!l.U
to go round the world with the intention
of giving a good Hnpper to the righteous WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES.
and a sound drubbing to the wicked, he
A new edition of that splendid 1,1rose p_oem,
would frequently be embarrassed in his "Life,"
by "the prince of orators,' Col. R. G.
choice, and would find the merits and de- ln(l:ersoll. It is larger and better than the old
ed1tion,
and
can be framed or Placed upon the
merits of most men and women scarcely table as an ornament.
In the center of the card
amount to the value of either.-Dav·ld appear
the portraits of the Colonel and the baby,
,jurrounded by the prose poem, which has been
Hume.
truthfully described as, "one of the masterpieces
HE [Carlyle] endeavored to persuade of the orator and J?oet who now, as far as we
men that they ought to take no heed of know, stands alone m the living world." It will
a delil{htful present, and will be a Rouvenir
the only motivs for action which existence make
not only of mtelleotual greatness, but of artistic
affords us ; that they ought to discover workmanship. It is printed on heavy board, gilt
motivless motivs, and lead their lives for a boveled edge. The size is 12x16 inches, and the
purposeless purpose. He imagined these price only75 cents, post-paid.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
00 r ...f ...Pt.t.P nlanA. NAW YnrJr.
unthinkable propositions contained some
supreme truth for the guidance of humanity, and as he addressed a public which
was fast losing faith in theological figments,
but which still retained the superstitions
idea that theological morality was the only !'he Bible of Nature: A Contribution
poBBible . code of ethics, he succeeded in
to the Relil<"ion of the Future. Cloth. $1.
convincing a considerable proportion of rhe Secret of thtl East; or, The Origin
of
the Christian Religion and the Significance
his fellow-countrymen that there was
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth. $1.
something in them. l\1any men at the
Education; or, The Health-Laws
present mom en~ desire to take refuge from Physical
of Na.ture. Cloth. $1.
a self-made bugbear of mora! chaos in a Household Remedies for the Prevalent
logical suicide. They wish to think that
Disorders 0! the Hum&n Orgamsm. Cloth, $1.
life can be governed-not by motivs at all, Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. illusbut by some supposed substitute for an
trated by H. Faber. Cloth'-$2.
actual motiv, which does not exist and has
Address
THE T.HUTH BEEKER.
never existed.-Grant .Allen.
28 La.f&Ystte lll~<Ce. N~w York.
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Pleasure and Progress.
AN ATTEMPr TO l'BOVE T:O:AT
The Pursuit of Pleasure is the Sine Qua Non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social
Development, and that The Promotion of Pleasure is the
Duty of Philanthropy and Statesmanship.

By Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
CONTENTS:
BooK 1.-PLEABUBE: Chap. I.-Sources of Pleasure. C.na.p. II.-Material Pleasures. Chap. m.Ideal Pleasurei. Chap IV -Social Pleasures. Chap. V.-Pleasures of the Savage, the
Barbarian and the Civilized. Chap. VI.- Genesis of religions. Chap. VII.-Christianity.
BooK II.-INTELLEOTUAL DEVELOl'MENT: Chap. I.-Purpose of life. Chap, IL-Material Plea~ures.
Chap. IlL-Ideal Pleasures: Knowledge. Chaf· IV.-Ideal Pleasures: Reason. Chap.-V.
lde!U Pleasures: Character. Chap. VI.-Booia Pleasures. Chap. VII.- Pedagogical Despotism.
BooK 111.-MonAL DEVELOl'MENT: Chap. I.-Morality. Chap. 11.-Material Pleasures: Prudence.
Chap. III.-Material Pleasm:e~:. Re.Jinement. Chap. ry.-Ideal•Pleasures: Foresight,
Chap. V.-Ideal J::leasures: CivilizatiOn. Chap. VI.-Somal Pleasures. Chap. VII,- Vice
Caused by Restramt.
BooK IV.-SOOIAL DEVELOl'MENT: Chap. I.- 0 rogress. Caap. 11.-Proteotion, Capitalism, and
Socialism: ResP..eotivly an Actual, an Imminent, and a Proposed Violation of Individual
Sovereignty. Chap. ill -Condition of Agriculture. Chap. IV. Public Schools, the
Mel}el ME)ne. Tekel of t:locialism. Chap. v.-Prol'inoe of Government. Chap. VI.-Our
Boma.L Disorder.
Here are some of the verdicts on this remarkable production which have be~n rendered by
men who are in every way qualified as judges of books:
~
This is a spirited, rattling sort of a book that skates right along over the deepest subject with
out mu. h thought whether the ice is thin or not. It ansWtilB the greatest questiOn-What is the
us·, obJect, motive, purpos!!t and sumrnum bonum of life, a.nd the real came and motive of progress?
-by one word Pleasnret-:.t·haaaeus B. Wakeman
He sharpiy attaeks, algq, mod~rn methpds of' ~jduoation, and in this he is most a.bundantly
bor!le out by the fae~s, and his arra!gnment IB praot10ally unanswerable. His book is altogether a
cnnous and suggestiVe one.-New York Oommercial Aaverttser.
'rhe man who wrote this book knows how to write a book, and knows what he is writing about.
There is not a padded sentence in the volume, not an attempt to fill up with words for laek of
knowledg-e. The author deals hard blows at shams and falsehoods, and hard blows for realities and
trnth. W~ do not see how anyonE) can re\d thi.s book a.nd disagree with the leadin_g pro 'Positions,
The work 1s goop.; every chapter IB worth .readmg. It IB a work of common-sense Booia.lism. The
chapter on pubhc schools ought to be put mto a tract and sent to every teacher in the land. Thousands of sentences are :worthy qf being framed ~s political maxims and hung up all over the nation.
The book deserves a wide read mg._ not only for xts literary style, which is clear and incisive but for
its bold, honest sayings.-L K. WashbUrn.
.
' ·
After you read this b~ok you will be as enthusiastic in praise of it as are the eloquent editor of the
Investtgator and the gallant President of the Canadia.n Secular Union,
Pleasnre and Progress" has 398 pages, is splendidly printed from large, clear type, on excel·
lent paper, and costs, bound in cloth, $1; paper covers, 50 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafaye~te Pl., New York, N.Y.

The Creation of God.
By DR. JACOB HARTMANN.
.An explana.tion of t~e origin of the God Ide!J-. and the mental processes that led to the formation
of Idol~ and the worshiP of them. From the.time of Terah's apostasy, Abra.ham's refonnation and
his bamshment for heresy and blasphemy agBJnst the Chaidean Idols, to Christ's coming the Jllinoipaloh.aracters Jll'e analyzed an~ shown to be humal}. by thought and dee?. It is made pfain that the
wouliar phraseology, can~ saYlJI.gs, subterf11g!ls, :nuracle~, wopder-workmgs, and supernatural pad!llng are the _proper ptTspnng of the then e:ustmg barbarism, 1gnorance, and superstxtion oonst1tut·
mg the peculiar pohtios of the da.y.
•
CONTENTS IN DETAIL:
The Universal Aspect.
Elinlination of Waste Substances,
The Earth.
In General.
The Chemical Aspect.
~~ t~: MN~~·
The Snn.
.
By the Kidneys.
Genesis-The Creation.
Digestion and Nutrition,
Genesis-The Garden of Eden.
The Elementary Substances.
The Deluge.
Alcohol and Its E:B:eota on the System.
The Scriptural God-The Creation,
The Soul-What Is It?
The Creation of God-/Abraham.
The Mind.
Sin and Salvation,
Moses-Confirmation of the Idea of God,
Samuel the Kin~PUaker.
The ll:cclesiastical Kindergarten,
Rational Review.
God Save the Kin_g.
Jehovah Takes a Rest.
Visions-Bible Dreams-Revelations.
The End of National Life,
The Planetary Gods.
The Christian Era.
Every Man His Own God.
Organic Life-Ve~etable,
Tables {Gateways to Knowledge.
Morals; Whence They Spring,
Organic Life-Anilnal.
The
Non
Credo.
fl'he Master Tissues.
Rules for Human Conduct
•'!'he M uscnlar Tissues.
lLLUBTliATIONS.
The Nervous Tissues.
Food and Food-Substances,
MaP of the Intellectual Faculties-The Mind,
MaP of Theological Retrogression.
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V~MAN D POND'S
EXTRACT." AVOID

ALL IMITATIONS.

APRoPos of the fascinations of golf, I
heard the other day of a Scotchman, a retired minister of the kirk, who was deploring the tendency of the game to become a
~uling passion, and also to induce bad
language. '' In fact," he said '' I had to
,giv it up for that reason." " ffiv up golf!"
•exclaimed his friend. "No," said his
reverence, " the meenistry." - London
7ruth.
THE Lord himself has, it would seem,
been known to throw some humor into the
praying business. When Sir Oloudesley
Shovel, the famous admiral, set out on his
!last expedition, there was a form of prayer
composed by the archbishop of Oanterlmry for the success of the fleet, in which
his ,.,-ace made use of the . expression,
that he "begged God would be a rock of
defense to the fleet;" and God, it would
appear, with grim humor, took him at his
word, which occasioned the following lines
to be put upon the monument set up for
Shovel in Westminster Abbey, he being
cast away in that expedition on the rocks
called ''The Bishop and his Olerks ":
·" As Lambeth prayed, such was the dire
event,
Else had we wanted now this monument,
'That God unto our fleet would be a rock;
Nor did kind heaven the wise petition
mock.
'To what the metropolitan said then
~ The Bishop and his OlerkiJ ' replied,
'Amen.' "
-Saladin.
'THE following affidavit was filed in the
court of common pleas in Dublin in 1822:
"And this deponent further saith that on
arriving at the· house of the said defendant, situate in the county of Galwayaforeeaid, for the purpose of personally serving
!him with the said writ, he, the said deJPOnent, knocked three several times at the
Quter, commonly· called the hall, door,
but could not obtain admittance; whereupon this deponent was proceeding to
knock a fo)lrth time, when a man to this
deponent unknown, holding in his hands
a musket or blunderbuss, loaded with
balls or slugs, as this deponent has since
heard and verily believes, appeared at one
of the upper windows of the said house,
and, presenting said musket or blunderlbuss at this deponent, threatened ' that if
,said deponent did not instantly retire, he
would send his [the deponent's] soul to
bell,' which this deponent verily believes
he would hav done had not this deponent
precipitately escaped. "-The Green Bag.
STUTTERING BILL.

.A story I fain would tell you
Of a" love feast" long ago;
'Twas told to me by a parson.i[t surely must be so.
In the mountains of Kentucky
The Methodists were "having a time;"
A preacher from down in the "settlements,"
Was working the leading line.
His fame became noised o'er the mountains
And brought sinners from hill and from
dell,
And many a " shiner " repented
In preference to going to hell.
'They spoke at the love feasts at morning,
And prayed in the meetings at night,
And sang at all of the services
Till the hills were all filled with delight.
Among the nativs converted
Was one called "Stuttering Bill,"
And. that he was to speak at the love feast
Was noised from hill to hill.
And ''the boys " all fixed up a compact
That when Bill began to speak
They'd hav a little amusement,
Because of his stuttering squeak.
Now it seems that Bill had been dreaming,
Like the Bible Joseph of old,
And the incidents o~ one of the night
previous
He wished at the love feast to unfold.
As he rose, he looked sober and thoughtful,
Then he braced him1elf up for the fight,
And began with his stuttering jargon:
" ~-I-I h-h-h-had a dream last night."
Bnt out in the audience before him
Sounded a voice both mirthful and shrill,
'"We can't hear you at this end of the
church, sir;
·wm you speak a little louder, please,
.Bill?"
Bill kindly took the suggestion,
And summed up his courage and might,
With one hand raised for a gesture" I-I-I h-h-h-had a dream last night."
Then from all parts of the church-house, .
Like demons from a hell of gun-powder,
Oame the voices of the moonshiners:
"Speak louder, Bill! Louder! LouDER!"
Then Bill lost all his religion,
And puffed like an overdosed rat,
Catching breath for his greatest exertion" G-g-g-go to belli D'ye hear that?"
-James Clarence ~ousley.
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This is the greatestargnment ever made in a case
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freely circulated, read to the Uhristians, ancl expounded on every occasion.
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Darwin and After Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEORGE J. RoMANEs.
A !JystematicEx~osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ~reneral reader rather than to profe•sed naturalists.
Mr. Romanes is well known a.s one of the most
interesting of En~lish writers upon evolution,
besides ranking w1th ProfessOI' Huxley in scientific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of
his conclusion regara:ng the great subject of
Design, to which the church so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a purely mechanical philosophy..•
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of the pre~ent generation m a manner and
to an extent that has never before been pos•ible;
and inasmuch as the change which ha.s taken
place haR taken place in the direction of natnrallsm, a.nd tbj.s to the ~xtent of rendf!ring th.e
mechanicalmter_pretatlOn of nature umversal, 1t
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in the
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th God?"
rllustrated Price, clolli~$2.
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6. The Paine Monument, as it appeared
May 80th wreathed in flowers and bearing
mottoes. No other picture of the Monument
like this one.

7. Paine Homestead as it appears now.
These are splendid photo~rraphs. They were
all taken at the commemorat1ve exercises at New
Rochelle, on May 30th, and are historically, patrl6'tically, and artistically veu: valuable and will
be prizf!d by thousands of Liber&ls who revere
the gemus and honor the memory of Thomas
Paine. Mia• Levin has spared no pains to make
them worthy the subject and the occasion. The
photograph• are 8x10 inches in size and the price
ts seventy-five cents each.
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A Nineteenth Century Norel.

Preface by R. 6. INSERSOLL.
For Her Daily BrAad is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with a little moneyh fa.ir edncationh and
mnch coura~re, to make t eir way throng the
world by gomg to Chicago. The author is also
the heroine. The narrative is, in the main, a history of a working.girl'slife and experience in the
city of Chicago among blnft' business-men, kindhearted folks. and disreputable hypocrite. It i~
Just snch a story of hnman life as we should expect Colonel lnEersoll to be interested in; and
whatevsr he admires and appreciates is sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
Price, 25 cents. Address
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enormous a!ild as the end of the ten years
term of Chilian control approaches it is
found that that government has coloniZed
the province with peqple who are strongly
opposed to becoming subject to Peru;
The consequence is that there· is ·great
probability of another war between the
two nations.
To OUT down expenses the government
of Italy has decided to reduce the number
of provinces from 69 to 23; of tribunals
from 180 to 89; abolish the courts of
cassation. in Palermo, Naples, Florence,
and Turin; convert twenty-three universities into private institutions, and
create state universities in. Rome and·
Naples. The Catholics see in this a sign
of degen.erao[ caused by the overthrow of
the tempora power of the Pope, but it
may more truly be said to be a wise cutting down of expenses through the abolition of useless offices.
THE news from the Chinese-Japanese
war is not very deftnit, but it appears
that the Japanese hav lately suffered some
considerable reverses. A.t least, they are
not winning in a dash as they had hoped
to do, and which seemed to be their only
chance. The very latest is to the effect
that the Japanese won a decided victory
in Corea last Sunday, capturing the fortified town of Ping-Yang. The Chinese
lost sixteen thousand men, killed, wounded,
and prisoners, including many high officers,
among whom was the commander-in-chief
of the Manohoorian army.

--------

-----

A. SORROWFUL TIME.
Awake, ye drunkards, and weep; and howl; all ye drinkers of wine, because of the new wine; for it is out off from
your mouth.-Joel i, v.
war preparations of other powers, which
continue to arm in spite of their professions of desire for peace.
ON the night of September lOth there
FRESH oases of cholera are reported in were killing frosts in northeastern NeHollalld and Austria.
braska and western Iowa. The crops
damaged were corn, flax, and garden
IN North Carolina the Republicans hav trnok.
·
fused with the Populists.
FouR inches of snow fell in Montana, at
Havre, on September 13th.
THE Iowa Populists demand an entirely
new constitution for the United States.
THE Massachusetts Prohibitionists hav
nominated A.. W. Richardson for governor.
THE Prohibitionists of Colorado hav
nominated George Richardson for governor.
THE sultan of Turkey sends three hundred Turkish pounds for the forest fire
sufferers.
THE Nevada Democrats hav nominated
J. E. Gignonx for Congressman and H. P.
Keating for governor,
THE Democrats of Pennsylvania hav
nominated for Congressmen- at- Large
Thomas Collins and Henry Meyer.
A. SJilRIOUS riot occurred between the
Mohammedans and Hindus in the city of
Pona, in Bombay Presidency, India.
REAR·ADMIRAL EDwARD Y. MaCAULEY
(retired), of the United States navy, died
on September 14th, aged sixty-seven years.
KARL FRIEDRICH BRUGSOH (Brugsoh
Bey), the Egyptologist, died in Berlin on
September lOth. He was born Feb. 18,
1827.
OF each one hundred American farmers
sixty-one own their farms, and more than
half of these hav no incumbrance whatever.
IN Portugal, the publication of a literary
work by a woman, without her husband's
consent, frees him at once from his marriage vows.
PREMmR CRISP! of Italy says 1hat society must accept Anarchy's challenge and
shout back the battle-cry, "For God,
King, and Country."
THoMAS L. JoHNSoN, the distinguished
Ohio freetrader, was renominated for Congress by acclamation by the Democrats of
the Twenty-first district.
GRAvE abuses are said to exist in the
Conneoticmt institutions for the care of
the insane, and the asylum system is also
declared to be very defeotiv.
THE education and charities amendments havftnallybeen adopted in the New
York Constitutional Co.avention. Comment in editorial columns next week.
IT is reported from Washington that
Democratic postmasters in several Republican communities hav been rigorously
boycotted by the patrons of the offices.
Russu, like the other "great powers,"
protests that its policy is one of absolute
peace, and its finance minister, Dr. Witte,
says in an interview that he regrets the

THE annual convention of the C"nadian
Union was held in Toronto on Sept. 7. 8,
9. Capt. Robert C. Adams was re1.ileoted
president, and J. S. Ellis secretary. Look
for report next week.
THE Republicans of Colorado ut · a
woman on their state ticket-Mrs. A.. J.
Peavy-for superintendent of public instruction. The Populists also nominated
a woman for the same office.
FIVE thousand more sheep hav been
slaughtered in Colorado, this time near
the Book Cliffs. Ranchers are in ·pursuit
of the perpetrators of the crime and the
shedding of human blood is probable.
THE Arkansas Populists are talking of enjoining Governor-eJect Clarke from taking
his office, although he has a majority of
24,000 on the face of the returns. The
Populists allege wholesale frauds.
IN Alabama the Kolbite-J effersonian
Democrats are indorsing the Republican
nominees for Congress, and the probabil.
ities now are that there will be but two
tickets in the field in that state this fall.
SENATOR PEFFER is reported to hav said
that Senator Martin cannot secure reelection because his course has not been
satisfaotorv to the people of Kansas, and
that he will be succeeded by a straight-out
Populist.
LAST Sunday several Brooklyn and New
York clergymen prepared "copy" for
Monday newspaper advertising (type
nearly all set on Snnqay night) by delivering sermons in denunciation of Colonel
Ingersoll's last article on suicide.
AFTER one of the most heated· contests
in the history of the organization, Col.
Thomas G. Lawler, of Rockford, Ill., was
elected commander-in-chief of the Grand
Army of the Republic over Col. Ivan N.
Walker, of Indianapolis, by the narrow
majority of eleven, in a total vote of 649.
GENERAL ANTONIO EzETA, the Salvadorian refugee held for extradition by this
government, has won in the· extradition
proceedings before Judge Morrow in San
Francisco, and his friends are already
figuring on how to make it uncomfortable
for the present government of Salvador.
A. NEw disinfectant has been discovered
in coke oven by-products. It is extracted
from a previously-unknown oil intermediate hetween the benzine series and the
paraffin series. It possesses two of the
most important desiderata in a disinfectant
-insolubility in water and distribution by
water.
CoNTROLLER RoBERTS of this state for
several months has been making a quiet
investigation into the state's landed interests in the Adirondacks, and the result of
his efforts will lead to proceedings that

i ma.r force some of the state's sworn officers

to Indemnify the state heavily for betrayal
of their trust.
A. MILITARY court of inquiry held to investigate the conduct of several militia
companies of the state of Washington
during the late railway strike, has recommended the disbandment of Company C
of Sp'>kane and the discharge of Capt. J.
W. l:::ltearnes of Tekoa. Governor McGraw has approved the finding.
N:mw YoRK Populists put in nomination
for governor Charles B. Matthews and for
judge of the court of appeals Thaddeus B.
Wakeman. To raise money for campaign
purposes the friends of the party sent to
the convention from all parts of the state
fruits, v.egetables, and miscellaneous articles and these were auctioned off at good
prices.
CARDINAL VAUGHAN, speaking • at the
Catholic conference in Presto!)., En~land,
September 10th, said that the reumon of
Christendom was coming nearer ever:y day.
So rapid had been the movement m the
Anglican church during the last fifty years
that it had often been impossible to distinguish between the Roman and Anglican
churches.
THE result of the Democratic primaries
in the Ashland district of Kentucky are
apparently in doubt at this time (Monday
morning). The Owens men claim that he
has a plurality of 410, while the friends of
Breckinridge assert that it is not more than
169, and that the official count will be
necessary to determin who is selected.
There may be a contest.
THE New York police commissioners
will discontinue trials of accused officials
while the Lexow committee is pursuing its
investigations, so as not to impede the lat.
tar's work. Witnesses who hav testified
before the committee and the commissioners are being arrested with surprising frequency. It looks much like persecution
intended to terrorize others who may hav
anything to tell.
THE state department has received a dispatch from Minister Terrell at Constantinople stating that the explorations of Dr.
Peters and Professor HeilprioM at Nifter,
near Babylon, hav added one thousand
years to the known history of the human
race. The expenses of this expedition are
borne by an association of Philadelphia
gentlemen, formed under the name of the
''Babylonian Exploratio~ Fund."
THE Memphis grand jury has returned
three more indictments-making thirteen
in all-against persons implicated in the
Millington lynching of six negro prisoners
accused of setting fire to barns. Nearly
all the men indicted are p:ominent citizens,
most of them ex office holders, office
holders, or aspirants for office. The grand
jury uses very strong language in regard
to the lynching, and intimates that it has
been impeded in its work by certain officials.
BY the terms of peace accepted by Chili
and Peru at the close of their last war,
Chili was to hold the Peruvian province of
Tacna for ten years. The revenue derived
from the nitrate beds of this province is

THEjointBritish-United States survey of
the boundary line between Alaska and the
English possessions has progressed so far
that it is known that Mount St. Elias, here-tofore supposed to be the highest p~k on.
the continent, is not on the soil of the
United States. Its altitude was found to be
18,023 feet, considerably more than had
been previously estimated, but less than
that of two, if not three,.other mountains
a few miles further inland, on English territory. One of these, Mount, Logan, is
19,534 feet in bight, and the other two
over-reach Mount St. Elias by several feet,

THE HOLY· CROSS SERIES.
The Popes and Their Doings. Biographical sketches of the most noted of these vicars
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing what
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very pla.in statements, in very, unvarnished langnagoe, :...nd the unmasking is complete, proving_. them to have been cruel, intriguing, and licentious men. Considering the
rapid growth of Catholicism in this country,
this book cannot be too widel:r disseminated.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
·

The A.wful Disclosures of l'lllria Monk,

as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings dur-·
ing her residence of five years as a novice~and
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel .Jien
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any antiCatholic book published has created more ex.
citement, and had ·such a circulation as this
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
circulated a story that Maria Monk was "no
better than she should be," but investigation
disclosed that her "child of ~hame" was none
other than the. child of her priest-seducer.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.

A.nricnlar Confession and Popish Nun·
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five

)'ears a confessing prie•t. A revelation of the
licention~ :practices of the priests and nuns in
these religious brothels. There iii no question
that Ex-:priest Hol'fan knew the truth of the
tales of vice, seductiOn, and infanticirle he gives
in this volume, and equallv[ there is no question
that if the people general y knew of them, Catholicism would not. be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it bv our various city
governments. Price, paper, ·50 cents, cloth 75
cents.

The Priest in A.bsolutlon. A. Review of

the. system of auricular confession, including
copious extracts from the " Confessional U nmasked," from the "Master Key to Po pen,"
etc. The work is a protest aga,inst and an apppa\
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and thoughtfully a religions system so invosive
of privacy~ so powerful for evil in licentions
hands, so tranght with danger to female modesty, to the ingenuous openness of youth.
and to the freedom of thought, speech. and
action. Price, paper, 25 cents.

Priestly Celibacy Exposed

A. lecture by

the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of l>nrham. En_gland. Revised American edition, showingo the
result in PJJ,rishes of the Roman decree tnat
priests shall not mary. Price, paper, ll' cents.

Sister Lucy and Her Awful Disclo~nres
Respecting New Hall Convent, Boreham, Essllxi England. Showing that COI!Yen.t.~
are ~ca to eha,stity, virtue, and freedom.

Price, paper, 'f.~~~R.u'J.'R (':!EEK.I!;!t UU. .
2S.Wu-etttl1'1awe. !lew llurk Jf;;v.

ASECIJUR MARRI!GE AND FUNERAL RITUAL
.A.ND

COLLECTION OF SECULAR HYMNS.
By A. R. AYRES.
"A good book written with a purpose."
Price, 25 cents.
Address
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One second.

b~fqre J11 i i:I."•.Q"h-1;, it is

Satu1•dal,l
wit:'h the native,

but at one secona
past midnight it is
Monday with the
white matt. Ther·efore
it follows that the
OJ'le inust keep Soturday for Sunda.,y. and
the other keep Mon-

d(;l!f· The "HOLINESS"

of the da.!f then
depends all on
1ocation or that
pal"tofthe..
tarltt wehaj>J>ezi
to!Je.:_c·~-=

SOME PROBLEMS FOR CHRISTIANS TO CONSIDER.

A Missionary Scheme.
THE 'fRUTH SEEKER has recently been doing, with
the generous aid ·of its friends, a great deal of political missionary work. We hav given away thousands of the "Church Property" pamphlet, and it
is doing its work. We hav also given away thousands of arguments against the proposed national
Sunday laws. Besides these, more thousands of
TRUTH SEEKERS hav been scattered broadcast over
the land.
With the advent of the reading season, when the
summer's work is done and the people hav time to
.think, we want to do a great deal of religious missionary work, and so we hav prepared this scheme,
which has already received ()Ordial indorsement:
Probably no one book has made more converts
to common sense and won more people away from
superstition than Paine's "Age of Reason." It is
a book, as Colonel Ingersoll says, that furnishes an
immense amount of food for thought. It is written
for the average mind, aad is a straightforward,
honest investigation of the Bible and of the Chris·
tian system. It has liberalized us all. It puts
arguments in the mouths of the people ; it puts the
church on the defensiv; it enables somebody in
every village to corner the parson. It has never
been "answered " and never can be.
What ought to be done, and what we propose to
do, is to scatter this book broadcast-to giv and to

hav given away thousands of them among the people. Every church-member that any Freethinker
knows ought to hav one. It will do that churchmember good, even if his wife bums it. He will
read a few pages in it at least before she gets hold
of it. But perhaps she too will read it. That book
in a family is bound to do good-an immense
amount. It has liberalized thousands and will
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE
TRUTH SEEKER, for from reading it D. l\1. Bennett,
whom we all loved when living, and whose memory
we now honor, became a Liberal. Previously he
was a rigid churchman. There are more like him in
.the country, and it is they we ought to reach.

Our proposition is tor every reader of this
paper to send us the names and addresses of
EIGHT of his Christian acquaintances and ONE
DOLLAR, and wewill mail each of them a copy
of Paine's "AGE OF REASON."

and we will make the selection of the target and
take the responsibility of the work. What we want is
to scatter the book among the people and hav it read
Remember, we do all the work-all we ask is the
names and addresses and means to mail the book.
Surely everybody can help in this and make thousands of Freethinkers. Don't select the names
of indifterentists, but those of good church people,
with a preference for those who hav the capacity to
think if they only are steered in the right direction.
Will some friend in each of the states of California, Idaho, Montana, Washington, and Wisconsin
send to Judge Hector W. Haight, of Farmington,
Utah, a copy of the constitution of his or her state
or giv him the address of the Secretary of State 1
The Freethinkers of Utah are very anxious to draft
a perfect constitution for the coming '!tate, and
they want to see just what has been done in other
commonwealths. If any Freethinker in any of the
states named, or in any other, knows of a particularly good provision in the organic law of his
state, it will be well to transcribe it and forward to
Judge Haight. That earnest Freethinker will be
very thankful for any information that will help
him and his co-workers to bring about the desired
result-the establishment of a free state for a free
people.

If you don't know eight Christians you care
enough about to convert, name those whom you do
want to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the
remainder to ·some editor or public mao. or preacher
worth saving.
In this way public opinion can be made and
the church undermined. A few Freethinkers
in a community can club together and convert a
If Cain's wife was from a different race than
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and
Adam
and Eve, who created her in their image ?
dry in his pulpit. Or they can send us the fund
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of the clauses that I insist be put in this amendment is
that it should be checked.
"What is there that exists among these institutions in
the city of New York that tends to pauperizing? In the
FOVNDED BY D. ltlo
first place, children are placed by their own parents
e_ven, without commitment, or, if a commitment is
E. M. MAODONALD, • • • • •
wanted, by going to the first magistrate .and haTing their
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YOBK.
own children, whom they are perfectly well able to support, put upon these iiUititutions for their support in very
State Aid to Charitable Institutions.
large numbers.
SATURDAY, • SEPTEMBER 29, 1894.
"And then there is another abuse grcrwug out of it, and
The New York Constitutional Convention is
that is that children are kept there, not as a temporary
finally through with its work on the constitution of refuge, but for years and years, up to the age of sixteen,
S1JDSCKIPTION KATES•
Bingle subscription, in a.dVHJ;ICe ....•.•••••...•••.•••..••••••••••3 00 this state, so far as education and charities are con- I believe, long after they ought tQ be placed in families
One subscription two years, in.a.dvance ...•..•••••••••••..••..• li 00
Two new subscribers ....•........•••••.••...•...•...••••...•••••• li 00 cerned. The educational amendment was accepted and no longer held to be raised as paupers, if you please,
One subscription with onenews11bscriber, in one remittance. 3 00 in precisely the form that we hav heretofore quoted or semi-paupers, in one of these institutions.
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remit"Now, what do I want to accomplish on behalf of these
tance ..•..... , . . . • . . . • . • • • . • . • •. . • . . • . ••• • •••• • • • • . . . • . . • • . . • 7 00 and condemned. The charities article nullifies, to children ? It is that there shall be a power in the state
One subscription with three 11ew subscribers, in one remita considerable extent, -the prohibitions of the edu- that has never been exercised before to go through these
tance .•..•••••.......•...•.. ; •.... ' .•...•...•...•...•...•... S 30
cational . article. How this is done will be seen institutions, any year, any week, or any day, and lay its
One subsoription with four new subscribers, in one remittance ••••....•..••••..••...••.••.•••.•••.••••••••••••••••••.•10 eo upon turning to the text of the two sections we hav hands upon this child, and upon that child, and say:
Any number over five a.tthe same rate, invariablY with one
'You shall not receive one dollar for that child, because
quoted below.
remittance.
Mr. Choate has been one of the leaders in the its parents are perfectly able to support it.'"
If these institutions did not receive from the
Mcm611 BliOOliJ lle sent lll/ e.z:press oom:pan!I'B mcm61J oraer, movement for a change of status as regards the supPostal oraer, ara.rt em · Ne'IIJ Yorl:, or lll/ regtsterea letter. port of education and charity, and he was one of state, for the support of each of its wards commitA.aczress oommuntoattons ana mal:e arQJ'U, oAeol:s, :post-ot/106
ana ez:press mcme11 oraers Pa!lallle to
E. M. MA ODONALD,
the chief .speakers in the Convention on the 14th ted to their care, more than the support of the child
28 Lara11ette pZaoe, Ne'IIJ Yorl:.•
mat. In the beginning of his remarks he said that costs, they would very quickly and effectually guard
for very many years he had been connected with against being imposed upon in this way by scheming
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall be obliged to our
parents. But so long as there is a per capita
readers H they W"illsend 1111 the nBJne and addreiiS ol the State Charities Aid Society and with the Society
any Freethinker w-ho is not a regular •ubscriber.
. for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children. When profit they are well con~ent with the system. If
the state cared for them in its own institutions,
he first came to the Convention he found that a
"very decided raid" was being made upon the Con- under a system of rigid inspection by officers
Plain Enough.
changed with each inspection and the time of inAnent the public protest of Mary Desha against vention with the intention of preventing the pay- spection always kept a secret beforehand, the evil
the re· election of Colonel Breckinridge or the elec- ment of any money whatever to any sectarian insti- might be reduced to a minimum. As matters now
tion of any other man of similar character from the tutions, and if the charges which he had heard are there is no show for the taxpayer. Mr. Ohoate
Ashland district, and her enumeration in the same before the assembling of the Convention, concern- was told of a man in Albany who had a job about
category with Colonel Breckinridge of ex-Repre· ing ·alleged abuses in some of those institutions, the capitol at twenty-two dollars per week and who
senta.tiv Taulbee and Colonel Thompson, the New had been sustained, "perhaps it would hav justified had three children in one of these institutions I
the cutting off of all public money from them."
York Independent says:
AbusCils such as this can be prevented, Mr. Choate
After inve•tigation he was satisfied that the charges
"Why should the Kentucky clelegation in Congress
thinks, by giving the commissioners of charities
hav had such a reputation for immorality? What is there were unfounded and had their source in a sentiment ample powers of inspection and removal. He says:
peculiar in the civilfzation of that state? There has not with which he had no sympathy-namely, "a fear,
there is another thin~ as to these children-they
been any lack of religious teaching. We hav been told a hatred for the Roman Catholic church as a relig- are"And
kept very long after they ought to be in families and
that there is not an Infidel in Kentucky. But that state ious body." Then he added:
attendants upon the public school. I want the same
nas long been famous for the lawless violence, the venpower, the public arm, to reach within those institutions
"If
it
were
an
original
question,
I
should
be
in
favor
detta feuds' of its mountain region; and now one who
and say : ' These children you may keep as long as you
knows· it thoroughly says that its Blue Grass section of prohibiting the use of any public money, the applica- please on your own money, but not a dollar of public
sends to Congress the most immoral delegation in Wash- tion of any public money, to any private charity, and I money shall be paia for them after they hav reached an
ington. The statement seems ,justified by the fact that think you will see in a few minutes that there is ground age and condition when they ought to hav been turned
a man of fine birth and connections and great ability just for that. But, as I consider unfortunately, some twenty out of this pauper establishment.' "
coJWicted of adultery and perjury, expects nevertheless years ago this state, as a state, departed from that rule.
That these institutions are receiving far more
to be returned to Congress from its proudest district. They found these children in public institutions herded
paupers
and
criminals,
and
so
the
state
deliberin
with
public
money than they spend in the care of wards
What is the reason of this bad preeminence? How will
the men who hav had the care of the. morals and religion ately entered by its law upon a scheme of using the of the state is intimated by Mr. Choate in this parof the state explain it; or will they simply ignore it and agency of private charities for the purpose of taking care agraph:
of the wards of the state."
not think it worth while to print Miss Desha's letter?"
" Then there are other things that result from this
While such was the origin of the existing system same cause. These institutionli are being built up. The
The Independent's perplexity is somewhat amusing, when we take into consideration the common there is found in that fact no justification for its in- founders and the patrons and the managers being very
orthodox idea, which it apparently shares, that the definit continuance if any better system can be ap- much interested in them, it is their earnest desire to
· '' Infidel" is to be expected to be a villain and the plied, of which there can be no doubt. Mr. Choate build up the institutions, and they get in as many as they
can and keep them as long as they can. And I am not
Christian a paragon of all the virtues. It cannot himself shows that grave abuses hav developed, and speakiDg of any one sect. Now, what will happen·? This
understand why there should be any exception to it is reasonable to suppose that they will not grow constitutional amendment being ordered, the state
the good old rule. By the way, our National Re- less as the years pass if a radical change is not Board of Charitiell will lay down rules and regulations,
former friends should giv a thought to this Ken- instituted. It remains to be seen what the state and this abuse to which I refer can be and will be rooted
The admission will be maEle more difficult, and the
tucky marvel. Mary Desha wants a man elected to Board of Charities will do to remedy conditions, if out.
exit will be made more easy. The difficulty is that it is
Congress from the Ashland district who has "brains the proposed amendment is adopted and they are infinitly easy to get a child into one of these institutions
enough to know that it is a. man's actions and not thus given new powers. Messrs. Choate and Lau- and inftnitly difficult to get it out. So, then, instead of
his religious twaddle that make for righteousness, terbach state that there are dependent upon the having to provide for 18,000, that number ought to be
and not brains enough to fool a whole community eighteen hundred thousand people of this city reduced by at least one-half."
Still nothing is discussed but mitigation ; the
for half a century into thinkirig him a Christian and eighteen thousand children of charity, or one
tearing
up of the wrong by the rootlJ is not considfor
eachone
hundred
persons.
In
the
rest
of
the
a gentleman, when he is directly the reverse." But
ered.
The
proposed amendment provides for the
state
there
are
eight
thousand
dependent
upon
four
do not the theocrats and others of related bent of
mind fear that, in striving to keep out of office all but million seven hundred thousand people. Why has secular education of the inmates of such instituChristians, they will merely succeed in getting good New York city such an excesaiv proportion of these tions. But fifty per cent of them should receive
that education in the common schools, Mr. Ohoate
berths for men who hav not only brains enough to dependent ones T Let Mr. Choate answer:
make a skilful use of "religious twaddle," but also
"Now, how does that come? Of eourse, it ought not thinks:
"The provision that shall be made for the maintenance
enough to fool whole communities into thinking to be that there should be for one hundred persons in a
of
secular education in these institutions savors of the
city
like
New
York
a
child
dependent
upon
charity
great
them to be Christians T In other words, are not
for support. Now, I will tell you how it has come about. terrible evil that exists there. I care not if they are betthe Covenanters and moralists offering big rewards It has come about by this very method of dispensing pub- ter fed and better clothed and better taught than they
for hypocrite, and will they not get them, and in lic charity through private institutions. It has tended to would be at home. That is not the question. Are they
the end find in official positions ten times the num- the pauperizing of a whole people, and there is an abuse proper wards of the state ? Are they mendicants ? I beber of shady characters that would hav got there that certainly ought to be checked, and the object of one lieve that one-half of them are not. They ought to be

if the only standard of fitness for public life had
been mental and ethical capacity to faithfully transact the business of their respectiv offices! When
BENNETT.
you make a m~n a hypocrit you start him on a
downward
career which is the easiest road in the
Editor and Manager.
world to travel.
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done. We believe that it was all along the intention to do just that thing and stop. Every act
that has been done and every act that has been left
undone points straight to this conclusion. It wa_s
never the intention of any of the Protestant soCIeties with :bigh-sounding names which hav been
engaged openly or secretly in this business to se"As for the matter of religious education, why, there cure an amendment that would effect all sects, that
cannot be any two opinions about that. The religion would operate to actually and completely separate
that a child is born in is the best for that child, at any
rate until it can attain tbe years when it can think and church and state. None of these societie!'.', as a
act for itself. Let every institution, let every parent, let society, has a hit of sympathy with the Demands of
every sect teach its own child in its own tenets, and teach Liberalism. One of these organizations claimed
those at its own expense, but the reading, writing, and to hav one hundred and ten of its members among
arithmetic must be provided by the public."
the delegates to the Republican state convention
The trouble is right here. If the state approprithe other day, and they were able to easily defeat
ates money to sectarian institutions for the secular
a gentleman who wanted the nomination for
education of its dependents, how will it be deterlieutenant-governor. "His boom withered in an
mined that this money is fairly expended for that
hour," although his following had been very strong.
purpose? Who is to tell that ?'eligious instruction
It was intimated that the association had at its
has not monopolized the lion's share of an approcommand one hundred thousand votes, which
priation 1 Will two sets of teachers be employed 1
would be cast against the party if the convention
Hardly. B11t here are the two sections of the prorefused to heed the warning. We mention this
posed amendment which bear upon the question at
incident here to show the strPngth of these orders,
issue between genuin friends of the secular state
and we insist that the power which could thus bend
and theocratic Christians. Let us see what they
a great party to its will could hav forced the masay:
jority in the Constitutional Convention-said ma"Nothing in this constitution contained shall prevent
the legislature from making such provision for the edu- jority representing the same party-to prepare and
cation and support of the blind, the deaf and dumb, and submit an amendment that would not hav left a
juvenil delinquents, as it may deem proper, or prevent vestige of the union of church and state in the
any county, city, town, or village, from providing for Constitution and laws of the state of New York.
the care, support, maintenance. and secular education of It could hav done this. It did not do it. It did
inmates of orphan asylums, homes for dependent children, or correctional institutions, whether under public not want to do it. Its affiliated societies did ·not
want to do it. They did not want to do a single
or private control.
" Payments by companies, cities, towns, and villages thing that would militate against Protestant control
to charitable, eleemosynary, correctional, and reforma- of education. And they did not. What they did do
tory institutiom, wholly or partly under private control
or care, support, and maintenance, may be authorized, did not hav its inspiration in universal and elevated
but shall not be required, by the legislature. No such principles of statesmanship, but in sectarian parpayments shall be made for any inmate of such institu- tialism and hatred. They made a great pretense of
tions who is not received and retained therein pursuant cutting off state appropriations to sectarian instituto rules established by the state Board of Charities. Such tions, but undoubtedly the ridiculous outcome is
rules shall be subject to the control of the legislature by
precisely what from the first it was intendad to be
general laws."
by
the leaders. A large proportion of· such instiWhat is gained, then, by this charities amendtutions
are under Protestant control, and here they
ment 1 One thing and one thing only, if the
could
not
damage the Catholics without hurting
commissioners do their duty ; nothing if they do
their
own
brethren. To hav made instruction in
not. If they do their duty, their inspection of
the
public
schools
wholly secular would hav been a
these institutions will in a large measure prevent
blow
at
both
Protestantism
and Christianity itself,
the abuses of which Mr. Choate has told us-the
as
they
view
the
question
of
education.
But as the
orphanages and reformatories will not be overCatholics
are
the
only
ones
who
wish
separate
ctowded with children who hav no business there,
schools,
it
was
very
easy
to
be
"patriotic."
and so the state will be saved one big item of exCompletely divorce church and state; in this
pense. But the adoption of this amendment will
"'"
not touch the principle of state aid to sectarian in- only is safety.
thrown back on their parentR; they ought to be thrown
out of these institutions, placed in families, and put where
they can be taken care of in the ordinary way, as members of society and attendants upon the public school.''
And after you hav taken out all of those who
should not be there, what then I How should those
who remain be educated! The gentleman says:

stitutions; by authorizing the appropriation of
public money to pay for secular education therein
- it opens the way for the grossest abuses as regards
religious instruction ; giving the legislature the
power to ·authorize "companies, cities, towns, and
villages" to make payments to charitable, eleemosynary, correctional, and reformatory institutions,
wholly or partly under private control, care, support, and maintenance," is to greatly aggravate
the actual and potential evils of the present system,
and, finally, we hav the specific declaration that
nothing in the constitution (including, of course,
the pending amendment forbidding appropriations
to sectarian schools), shall operate to prevent the
full harvest of wrong and disaster from being
reaped by the people of this state.
The sum
total of effect of the two amendments taken
together is that no state money can be appropriated
to parochial schools. Sectarian " charities " can
still fatten on the public; sectarian teachers will
still be paid for imparting alleged " secular" instruction within their walls; the Bible will remain in the public schools, and prayers and hymns
will continue to echo there; state funds will still,
go to the institutions of higher learning, despite
their religious services-all they will hav to guard
against will be the preaching of " denominational"
tenets-they can advocate the general principles of
Christianity all they please.
To us this whole struggle in the Constitutional
Convention has all the appearance of having been a
sectarian farce, cunningly played with high tragedy
stage properties. We do not believe that it was
ever the intention of any of the "powers behind
the throne " to do one thing more than has been

As it was in the Chicago Times that Mr. Putnam
read the Cleveland resolution unfortunately adopted
by the Topeka Convention, he sent to that paper a
disclaimer of sympathy with the form, spirit, and
substance of the resolution, and accompanied his
protest with a copy of the Demands of Liberalism,
which he said constituted the sole platform of
organized Freethought. His communication and
the Demands were printed ]n full.
Under the side head of "Purity," a late number
of the Christian Statesman had this item:
"Kentucky horsemen hav organized for the avowed
purpose of defeating Congressman W. C. P. Breckinridge if he is nominated. For that purpose $20,000 hav
been raised and it will be plaoed where it will do the
most good."
It is slightly dubious where the "purity" comes
in, when we reflect how such large campaign funds
are usually employed. And then without doubt a
good share of that $20,000 was won on the racetrack,
which still further complicates the purity problem,
especially for the Christian Statesman people.
1
In time of peace prepare far war; in two or three
months Congress and the state legislatures will be
in session again, and then the theocrats will be
ready for work. They never sleep, and we must
not until this is a secular republic beyond challenge. Be prepared to cooperate with the Freethought Federation when the time comes to meet
the enemies of religious liberty in the halls of legislation. Secure subscribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER;
sell Liberal books and distribute Liberal tracts ;
effect an organization of our people, whenever

possible, and keep yourselvs and your neighbors
thoroughly informed as to the designs and movements of the aggressiv church party.
At a meeting of the Ministers' Alliance of Denver,
Rev. R. N. Barnes made a plea for a combination
of the churches to work against the taxation of the
property of the ecclesiastical corporations, and a
committee of three was appointed to take the matter under advisement. That was a decidedly cool
proceeding, and it is safe to say that it will hasten
rather than retard the coming of the day when
every dollar's worth of church wealth will bear its
just share of the public burdens. The unjust privilege which its beneficiaries find it necessary to combine to retain is nearing its term, and its destruction is inevitable in the near future.
The Presbyterian Journal tells us that a" rulingelder" says that recently at a seaside resort, in a
hotel where there were hundreds of guests, the
most of them church members, he was the only one
who went to- church on Sunday. He is satisfied
that great numbers of professing Christians fail to
take their Bibles with them when they go on their
vacations, and leave behind taeir church-going and
other devotional habits. Why not? With most of
them church-going is only a social duty, more or
less perfunctorily performed, and when people go
away on vacation they go to rest, do they not!
Why then continue to work on Sunday?
Proscription for opinion's sake is utterly distasteful to the true Freethinker. He does not believe
in the political, social, or business ostracism of
those whose beliefs differ from his own. He attacks
creeds, not those who accept them. If they attempt to force their beliefs upon him through the
law, he will defend himself as the occasion and his
danger demands. But he will not defame the
masses of a church nor of a race, nor attempt their
disfranchisment or banishment because of the
offensiv utterances or invasiv acts of individuals.
Freethought judges men by their own personal
conduct, not by the personal conduct of their·
fellow-countrymen or their fellow-believers, nor yet
by their creed label or their mother tongue. Only
the narrowest sectarists are guilty of this offense.
Please look over (not overlook) what we hav to
say on page 610. There you will see how to get
some very valuable books on decidedly favorable
terms. The premiums offered-which include Putnam's masterpiece, "Four Hundred Years of Freethought "-are books that every Freethinker wants
in his house, and now is the time to begin to look
out for reading matter for the long winter evenings.
In connection with our successful " Missionary
Scheme" of sending eight copies of the "Age of
Reason" to separate addresses for $1, we now invite our subscribers to hav THE TRUTH SEEKER forwarded to their Christian or other friends on trial
for three months for only fifty cents. It should be
easy to secure clubs of trial subscribers in every
Anyway, read page 610.
neighborhood.
---------~---------

Is it coming to this that ministers cannot say
what they please in their prayers! Om they no
longer call people sinners and direct the scoffing
attention of their neighbors to them in their (the
preachers') confidential talks with God T Rev. J.
W. Campbell, of the First Methodist church of Los
Angeles, California, is in trouble because he pray~>d
after this fashion for Miss Tessa L. Kelso, librarian
of the public library of that city: "0 Lord, vouchsafe thy saving grace to the librarian of the Los
Angeles city library, and cleanse her of all sin, and
make her a woman worthy of her office." , Miss
Kelso did not like the implication in this prayer,
and so she has sued Mr. Campbell for damages in
the sum of $5,000. It seems that. there was in the
library a book in the French language (which language Miss Kelso does not read), and that volume is
the cause of the trouble. During more than a year
the work was taken out but once, as the record shows.
Then a clergyman got hold of it, and soon thereafter about every official and many unofficial pious
persons in the city had gone to the library for the
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book. This shows what a keen scent some classes of
people hav. But if Miss Kelso wins her suit some of
them may hereafter be a little careful about giving
themselvs away in the pulpit. If the California
courts decide that libellous prayers are not "privileged communications," the preaching industry will
be shorn of one of its most spicy attractions for
both the actors and the audiences.

and the narrow; bigoted, vindictiv, Christain position taken by a Western paper that weekly givs
forth a burlesque version of Freethought principles! Read again (on page 614 of this issue, bottom of first column,) the eighth paragraph of the
interview reprinted from the New York Herald,
and then contrast its spirit and its fidelity to facts
with the spirit and wild assertions of the following
excerpt from the paper indicated :

It is currently reported that all members of the
Salvation Army are ordered to read notning but the
Bible and such literature as comes from Army headquarters. If this is true, what becomes of the assertion that Protestants lay no interdict upon the free
investigation of all questions, which assertion has
been made almost in terms by one nominally not a
Protestant 1 ·As a matter of fact and of course, all
churches much prefer that their adherents should
leave severely alone whatever publications are not
wholly friendly to their doctrins, and nearly all of
them are prepared to exert all the moral influence
and ecclesiastical authority that they can command to
secure a complete tabooing of all hostil literature.
Fortunately for the freedom of the press and of
speech, there are a multitude cf sects and many
cliques and parties, which find it impossible to harmonize their conflicting opinions and interests and
in combination crush out dissent. In this aspect
of the struggle in this country, it is not pleasant to
perceive indications of "Christian union." We
already know the danger of such a confederation.
Where the sectarists hav united on so-called" moral"
grounds they hav given us some of the worst legislation that curses our people. Freethinkers should
avoid affiliation with all religious or semi-religious
socities the tennency of whose work is to help
break dowri the barriers between the sects. Until
such time as evolution has accomplished its perfect
work and developed a new school of theologians
having no desire to persecute for opinion's sake,
our safety will depend chiefly on the maintenance
of a "balance of power" between the various denominations.

"The happiest day for this country will be the day
when a war is inaugurated for the extermination of the
Catholic conspiracy from this continent. The Catholic
church is in no sense a religion, it is a political organiza.
tion, whose purpose is power andplnndeT. Theinfamons
and bloody organization should be onsted from American
soil. · · · Not being a system of religion, but a system of plunder, and the enemy of liberty, it cannot claim
the protection of our constitution and laws. It has never
done anything but plot and conspire against liberty, and
extort a living from the hand of honest labor. Do we
need such an institution in this country?"
As we hav repeatedly declared and as Colonel
Ingersoll clearly shows, an overwhelming majority
faithful to freedom needs not to resort to persecution
in order to defend itself from the machination of any
minority, even were that minority unanimously boatil to liberty. If the majority stands loyally for
equal rights it cannot ostracise, imprison, nor expatriate ; if it ostrarizes, imprisons, or expatriates,
it betrays liberty and is therefore ten-fold more to
be feared than the minority which it bullies and
"exterminates." All that is needed is to stand
inflexibly firm in defense of the secular state.
Freethinkers can join in no sectarian crusades
whose battle cries are but horrible echoes from the
Dark Ages.

It is a very convenient al'rangement to hav religion and political government united; by this
plan the "powers thq,t be" can bring to the support of any questionable governmental measure the
united army of priests of the state church. No
doubt our American theocrats hav carefully considered this, and hence their phenomenal activity in
the work of Christianizing the Constitution and
laws. We here call their attention to a Russian
law, "promulgated lately by the Czar himself." It
makes duelling obligatory upon all officers of the
army, not only when they think themselvs insulted,
but likewise when others think they hav cause for
an appeal to the code. No matter if the principals
themselvs can see no cause for fighting, they must
fight nevertheless if the "court of honor," instituted in accordance with the nflw law, decides that
they must do so. If either refuses to obey the
command he must leave the army. It has already
happened that duels hav taken place over some
word carelessly spoken when the challenger and the
challenged were the best of friends and had no desire whatever to imperil each other's lives. But one
officer has had the courage to refuse to fight when
ordered to do so by the "court of honor." "He
had no abstract objection to dueling itself,
but he had a decided objection to kill or maim in
time of peace a man who had done him no ill whatever." It is somewhat peculiar, were we to judge
religion by the pretensions of its advocates, that.
since the promulgation of the imperial ukase named,
dueling has been taken under the protection of
the orthodox church. Is there any iniquity which
state-fed Christianity will not sanction if that iniquity is winked at or committed by the power that
feeds it? Is there any single event or lesson in the
history of the world that would encourage us to
work for or permit a closer alliance of religion and
politics in the United States?
·
What a contrast there is between the broad,
statemanlike, humanitarian attitude of Colonel Ingersoll on the question of equal religious liberty,

Speaking of the memories aroused by the national encampment of the Grand Army of the
Republic in Pittsburg two weeks ago, the Christian
Statesman says :
"But the main thought that has come to our own mind
has found no expression that we hav found in the daily
papers or in the proceedings thus far of the encampment.
And this thought is the gratitude we owe to God for saving us from the destruction that threatened us in that
dreadful period of our history. It is true, some of the
pulpits of Pittsburg and Allegheny the preceding Sab ·
bath echoed and re-echoed the above and other kindred
thoughts. But the expression of all such sense of obliga·
tion to God is conspicuously wanting in the proceedings
of the Grand Army of the Republic and in the reports
and editorials of the daily press., And this is the one
lesson above all others that a reunion lik.e this should
impress upon the nation's heart."
"The one lesson above all others" that would hav
been impressed upon tbe mind of a really thoughtful person as he looked upon the marching columns
of prematurely old and crippled men would hav
been the utter baselessness of the theological assumption that there was anything to thank a God
for in connection with the Civil War. Nothing
could be more illogical than that assumption. On
the theory that God '' doeth all things " and that
therefore we should thank him because the
rebellion did not eventuate in the destruction
of the nation, it follows by a parity of reasoning
that we should curse him for precipitating that awful
conflict upon us. If there exists a God of infinit
wisdom and power, no man or nation is under the
slightest obligations to him for alleged favors. Infinit ability carries with it infinit responsibility. If
it were possible that the god of Theism were an
actuality, the people of the United States, instead
of thanking him because they managed to overthrow
tbe rebellion, should loathe him and teach their
children to speak his name in shuddering horror,
because he had created them with the deliberate intention that they should, and the full knowledge
that they would, be plunged into that hell of fratricidal strife. How much longer will apparently
sensible men and women be victimized by this transparent confidence game of the medicin men 1
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preachers, and lay members of churches have joined
in the discussion. Recently three correspondents
of the Sun hav put themselvs on record in defense
of the time-honored common cup. They hold that
very few instances of contagion hav been reported,
and that God will miraculously intervene to protect
from infection all who partake of the sacred elements in accordance with the example set by Jesus.
In the words of the Sun, "they treat the scientific
criticism of the pr~ctice by laymen as unjustifiable.
irreverent, and blasphemous interference with a
holy mystery, before which all mankind should bow
with unquestioning faith and obedience." To this
the Sun replies that such is the position of the extreme believers, who think that St. James was right
when he commanded that the faithful should not
call a physician when sick, but should depend on
the healing power of prayer. It also says that some
Baptists exhibit this faith when they baptize converts in the river through a hole cut in the ice.
According to this theory, it continues, they should
take nq precautions if a victim of small pox should
come to the altar and drink from the cup. Then
the newspaper drives the ardent devotees into a
corner in this wise:
"If God, in contravention of his natural laws, protects
from the danger of contagion all those who drink from
the common chalice at the communion, the presence at
the sacrament of a victim of small-pox and his participation in it, would be powerless for harm to other communicants, whether they were vaccinated or not. If God
guards one ceremony of his obligatory worship by the
exercise of miraculous power, must he not also guard
them all in the same way, so that the imposition of sanitary regulations on the churches by the health department
is impious and blasphemous? Neither can the fire department enforce against them its prohibitory requirements with a view to saving their congregations from
danger, except by dishonoring the Almighty. Practically, however, such safeguards are applied to churches
like other places of public assembly, and piety recognizes
their necessity and demands their enforcement."

Rev. Johnston Myers, of Cincinnati, in common
with .very many of his fellow clergymen, appears to
think that Colonel Ingersoll's recent letters on the
subject of suicide giv the gentlemen of the cloth an
excellent opportunity to attack the eloquent Freethinker. Mr. Myers seems to be even more careless
of his facts than ministers usually are, which is saying a great deal. The New York papers reported
that one of two persons who committed suicide together in Central Park had read and made some
written favorable comment on Colonel Ingersoll's
first letter to the World. This enables the veracimis Mr. Myers to say:
"Since Mr. Ingersoll set forth his defense twelve persons in and around New York city hav taken their own
lives and made some mention of Mr. Ingersoll's theories."
, Evidently this represf!ntativ of God would make a
good Oriental war correspondent. Here is another
sample of his imaginativ products:
"A prominent unbeliever in this city said to me, 'I
think all the world is selfish and bad. I won't help anyone. When I die I wish them to bury me like a dog.'"
Has Mr. Myers any objection to communicating
the name and address of this "prominent un believer" to us or to the secretary of the Ohio Liberal
Society7 But it is not until he begins to expatiate
on courage that Mr. Myers becomes really eloquent.
Hear him:
"Infidelity is cOwardly.
It takes courage to
face the battle of life and fight it through to the end. It
is the work of a shirk and a coward to bring disgrace and
dishonor to others by ignominiously and cowardly giving
up. · · · Infidelity m11kes men hopeless and cowardly,
while the gospel makes them brave and cheerful."
It is impossible for one to realize how intense is
Rev. Mr. Myer's admiration for courage until he is
made acquainted with the fact that the Liberals of
Cincinnati hav found it entirely bey~nd their power
to get him to debate the questions at issue between
Christians and Freethinkers with any representativ
of Liberalism in the country, although he never
misses an opportunity to assail and misrepresent
The New York Sun some tim9 ago became very Freethinkers and Freethought principles. In adsolicitous about the health of religious communi- dition to the virtues already named, he is intensely
cants. It fears microbes in the communion cup, "patriotic," in the latter-day, secret society sense.
and holds that i:qstead of the cQmmon cup there
should be an individual cup for es,ch communicant~
If the love of God is in your heart enough so
This and other agitation has lead at least one that you can see only virtue in him, there must
church to try the innovation, while editors, doctors, be something rotten about your heart.
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Ingersoll's Views on Religion.
Inter!rlew tn the New Yorle Herala.

"Which do yon regard as the better, Catholicism
or Protestantism T"
"Protestantism,"-said Colonel Ingersoll, "is better than Catholicism, because there is less of it.
Protestantism does not teach that a monk is better
than a husband and father, that a nun is holier
than a mother. Protestants do not believe in the
confessional. Neither do they pretend that priests
can forgive sins. Protestantism has fewer ceremonies and less opera bonffe, clothes, caps, tiaras,
miters, crooks, and holy toys. Catholics have an infallible man-an old Italian. Protestants have an
infallible book written by Hebrews before they were
civilized. The infallible man is generally wrong
and the infallible book is filled with mistakes and
cont~adictions. Catholics and Protestants are both
enemies of intellectual freedom-of real education.
The Catholic believes in education enough to make
a Catholic of a savage, and the Protestant believes
in education enough to make a Protestant of a Catholic, but both are opposed to education enough to
make free men and women.
"Nothing is more absurd than the Catholic creed,
unless it be that of the Protestants, and nothing
can be more absurd than the Protestant creed, unless it be that of the Catholics. Both churches are
the enemies of progress, and both sell sin and
crime on credit. Both teach the doctrines of forgivness Both tell the murderer if he will only repent
he will go straight from the scaffold to paradise.
Both tell the thief that there will be more joy in
heaven when he repents than over a hundred honest
men. Both promise eternal reward for belief and
both threaten everlasting pain for those who think.
The Catholics have always persecuted to the extent
of their power; so have the Protestants. The Protestants acted like fiends in Geneva, in Scotland, in
New England, and the Catholics acted like fiends
wherever and whenever they had the power. Between the Catholics and the Protestants there has
been about as much difference as there is between
the crocodiles and alligators. Both have done the
worst they could, both are as bad as they can be,
and the world i!l getting tired of both. The world
is not goin~ to change either; both are to be rejected."
"Are yon willing to give your opinion of the
Pope!"
"It may be that the Pope thinks he is infallible,
but I doubt it. He may think that he is the agent
of God, but I guess not. He may know more than
other people, but if he does he has kept it to himself. He does not seem satisfied with standing in
the place and stead of God in spiritual matters, but
desires temporal power. He wishes to be Pope and
king. He imagines that he has the right to control
the belief of all the world; that he is the shepherd
of all' sheep,' and that the :fleeces belong to him.
He thinks that in his keeping is the conscience of
mankind. So he imagines that his ble.ssing is a
great benefit to the faithful, and that his prayers
can change the course of natural events. He is a
strange mixture of the serious and comical. He
claims to represent God, and admits that he is
almost a prisoner. There is something pathetic in
the condition of this pontiff. When I think of him
I think of Lear on the heath, old, broken, touched
with insanity, and yet, in his own opinion, 'Every
inch a king.'
"The Pope is a fragment, a remnant, a shred, a
patch of the ancient power and glory. He is a survival of the nnfittest, a souvenir of theocracy, a relic
of the supernatural. Of course he will have a few
successors, and they will become more and more
comical, more and more helpless and impotent as
the world grows wise and free. I am not blaming
the Pope. He was poisoned at the breast of his
mother. Superstition was mingled with her milk.
He was poisoned at school-taught to distrust his
reason and to live by faith. And so it may be that
his mind was so twisted and tortured out of shape
that he now really believes that he is the infallible
agent of an infinite God."
"Are yon in favor of the American Protective Association T"
"In this country I see no need of secret political
societies. I think it better to fight in the open
field. I am a believer in religions liberty, in allowing all sects to preach their doctrines and to make
as many converts as they can. As long as we have
free speech and a free press I think there is no
danger of the country being ruled by any church.
The Catholics are much better than their creed, and
the same can be said of nearly all members of orthodox churches. A .majority of American Catholics think a great deal more of this country tban
they do of their church. When they ar~ in good
health they are on our side. It is only when they
are very sick that they turn their eyes toward

Rome. If they were in the majority, of course, the nature of the 'First Cause,' the hope of ascerthey would destroy all other churches, and im- taining wh"ether or not there was a 'First Cause.'
prison, torture, and kill all Infidels. But they will He admits that he does not know whether or not
never be in the majority. They increase now only t.here is an infinit being. He admits that these
because Catholics come from other countries. In a questions cannot be answered, and so he refuses to
few years that supply will cease, and then the Oath- answer. He refuses· also to. pretend. He .knows
olic church will grow weaker every day. The free that the theologian does not know, and he has the
secular school is the enemy of priestcraft and sn- courage to say so.
" He knows that the religions creeds rest on asperstition, and the people of this country will never
consent to the destruction of that institution. I snmption, supposition, assertion-:-on myth and
want no man persecuted on account of his religion. legend, on ignorance and superstition, and that
I give to every other human being every right that I there is no evidence of their truth. The Agnostic
bends his energies in the opposite direction. He
claim for myself."
" If there is no beatitude, or heaven, how do yon occupies himself with this" world, with things that
account for the continual struggle in every natural can be ascertained and understood. He turns his
heart for its own betterment?"
attention to the sciences, to the solution of questions
" Man has many wants, and all his e:ftorts are the that touch the well being of man. He wishes to
children of wants. If he wanted nothing he would prevent and to cure diseases, to lengthen life, to
do nothing. We civilize the savage by increasing provide homes and raiment and food for man, to
his wants, by cultivating his fancy, his appetites, supply the wants of. the body.
.
his desires. He is then willing to work to satisfy
" He also cultivates the arts. He believes in
these new wants. Man always tries to do things in painting and sculpture, in music and the dramathe easiest way. His constant effort is to accom- the needs of the soul. The Agnostic believes in
plish more with less work. He invents a machine; developing the brain, in cultivating the affections,
then he improves it, his idea being to make it per- the tastes, the conscience, the judgment, to the
feet. He wishes to produce the best. So in every end that man may be happy in this world. He
department of effort and knowledge he seeks the seeks to find the relations of things, the condition
highest success, and he seeks it because it is for his of happiness. He wishes to enslave the forces of
own good here in this world. So he finds that nature to the end that they may perform the work
there is a relation between happiness and conduct, of the world. Back of all progress are the real
and he tries to find out what he must do to pro- thinkers, the finders of facts, those who turn their
dnce the greatest e:Rjoyment. This is the basis of attention to the world in which we live. The theomorality, of law and ethics. We are so constituted logian has never been a help, always a hindrance.
that we love proportion, color, harmony. This is He has always kept his back to the sunrise. With
the artistic man. Morality is the harmony and him all wisdom was in the past. He appealed to
proportion of conduct-the music of life. Man the dead. He was and is the enemy of reason, of
continually seeks to better his condition-not be- investigation, of thought and progress. The church
cause he is immortal-but because he is capable of has never given ' sanctuary' to a persecuted truth.
grief and pain, because he seeks for happiness.
"There can be no doubt that the ideas of the
Man wishes to respect himself and to gain the re- Agnostic are gaining ground. The. scientific spirit
spect of others. The brain wants light, the heart has taken possessio!). of the intellectual world.
wants love. Growth is natural. The struggle to Theological methods are unpopular to-day, even in
overcome temptation, to be good and noble, brave theological schools. The attention of men everyand sincere, to reach, if possible, the perfect, is no where is being directed to the affairs of this world,
evidence of the immortality of the soul or of the this life. The gods are growing indistinct, and like
existence of other worlds. Men live to excel, to the shapes of clouds, they are changing as they
become distinguished, to enjoy, and so they strive, fade. The idea of special providence has been subeach in his own way, to gain the ends desired."
stantially abandoned. People are losing, and in" Do yon believe that the race is growing moral telligent people have lost, confidence in prayer. Toor immoral T"
day no intelligent person believes in miracles-in a
" The world is growing better. There is more violation of the facts in nature. They may believe
real liberty, more thought, more intelligence than that there used to be miracles a good w~e ago,
ever before. The world was never so charitable or but not now. The 'supernatural ' is losing its
generous as now. We do not put honest debtors power, its in:fluence, and the church is growing
in prison, we no longer believe in torture. Punish- weaker every day.
"The church is supported by the people, and iil
menta arP less severe. We place a higher value on
human life. We are far kinder· to animals. To order to gain the support of the people it must rethis, however, there is one terrible exception. The :fleet their ideas, their hopes and fears. As the peovivisectors, those who cut, torture, and mutilate in pie advance the creeds will be changed, either by
the name of science, disgrace our age. They excite changing the words or by giving new meanings to
the horror and indignation of all good people. the old words. The churcb, in order to live, must
Leave out the actions of those wretches, and ani- agree substantially with those who support it, and
mala are better treated than ever before. So there consequently it will change to any extent that may
is less beating of wives and whipping of children. be necessary. If the church remains true to the
The whip is no longer found in the civilized home. old standards then it will lose the support of proIntelligent parents now govern by kindness, love, gressive people, and if the people generally advance
and reason. The standard of honor is higher than the church will die. But my opinion is_ that it will
ever. Contracts are more sacred, and men do slowly change, that the minister will preach what
nearer as they agree. Man has more confidence in the members want to hear, and that the creed will
his fellow man, and in the goodness of human be controlled by the contribution-box. One of
nature. Yes, the world is getting better, nobler, these days the preachers may become teachers, and
and grander every day. We are moving along the when that happens the church will be of some use."
highway of progress on our way to the Eden of the
"What do you regard as the greatest of all
future."
themes in poetry and song !"
"Are the doctrines of Agnosticism gaining
"Love and death. The same is true of the
ground, and what, in your opinion, will be the greatest music. In 'Tristan and Isolde' is the
future of the church T"
greatest music of love and death. In Shakspere
"The Agnostic is intellectually honest. He knows the greatest themes are love and death. In all real
the limitations of his mind. He is convinced that poetry, in all real music, the dominant, the triumphthe questions of origin and destiny cannot be ant tone is love, and the minor, the sad refrain, the
answered by man.
He knows that he cannot shadow, the background, the mystery, is death."
answer these questions, and he is candid enough to
"What would be your advice to an intelligent
say so. The Agnostic has good mental manners. young man just starting out in life!"
He does not call belief, or hope, or wish a demon"I would say to him: 'Be true to your ideal.
stration. He knows the difference between hople . Cultivate your heart and brain. F0llow the light
and belief-between belief and lmowledge-and h of your reason. Get all the happiness out of life
keeps these distinctions in his mind. He does not that you possibly can. Do not care for power, but
say that a certain theory is true because he wishes strive to be useful. First of all, support yourself
it to be true. He tries to go according to evidence, so that you may not be a burden to others. If you
in harmony with facts, without regard to his own are successful, if you gain a surplus, use it for the
desires or the wish of the public. He has the con- gain of others. Own yourself and live and die a
rage of his co_nvictions and the modesty of his igno- free man. Make your home a heaven, love your
ranee. The theologian is his opposite. He is cer- wife, and govern your children by ki:r;tdness. ·Be
tain and sure of the existence of things and beings good-natured, cheerful, forgiving, and generous.
and worlds of which there is, and can be, no evi- Find out the conditions of happiness, and then be
dance. He relies on assertion, and in all debate wise enough to live in accordance with -them. Cuiattacks the motive of his opponent instead of tivate intellectual hospitality, exprsss your honest
~nswering his arguments. All savages . know the thoughts, 'love your friends, and be just. to your
origin and destiny of man. About other things they enemies:'" '
.. . ·
.
.
know bpt little. The theologian is much the same.
In his waning years Colonel Ingersoll, the silverThe Agnostic has given up the hope of ascertaining haired and silver-tongued, is nothing if tU?t satirtcal
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and his coming lecture on "The Bible," which he
expects to deliver in all sections of the "Union and,
. perhaps, in Europe, will be the most pungent and
radical of all his assaults on the works of the Old
and New Testaments.

Convention of the Canadian Secular Union.
As stated last week in our News Column, the annual convention of the Canadian Secular Union was
held in Toronto on September 7th, 8th, and 9th.
we summarize below. the full report of its proceedings contained in Secular Thought of Sept. 15th.
The convention assembled in the rooms of the
Toronto Secular Society, the Forum, Friday evening, Sept. 7th. The president of the Canadian
Union, our good friend, Capt. R. C. Adams, presided. The attendance was not quite so large as on
some former occasions, but when enthusiasm and
substantial results are considered, the convention
was the most successful of recent ·years. After a
solo by Mr. Ed Andrews, President Adams called
the convention to order and, following a few preliminary remarks, read an address in which he said:
It is the custom once in a year to take the reckoning,
verify positions, survey the past, and plan for the future.
We hav met here to tell of the work of the past year, to
sum up the progress of the cause, .and to refresh our zeal
and encourage our hopes by mutual conference. Our
secretary Mr. Ellis, will tell us of the status of our paper,
Becular Thought, and others will narrate the progress in
their localities and inform ns regarding the outlook for
reform. As president, I will giv a record of the eftorts
put forth for the advancement of Secularism. When I
assumed the presidency of the Canadian Secular Union I
took up, as the special work by which I desired to signalize my term of office. the reform .of the oaths laws of
Canada. Last year the right of affirmation was obtained
under the Dominion laws for all who hav conscientious
scruples against the taking of· an oath. I would urge
every Secularist, for the sake of example, to take adva~
tage of this right. I hoped to be able to tell you this
year that the same change had been secured for the province of Qo.ebec, which now refuses to the unb~liever t~e
right either to take the oath, make affirmatiOn, or g-Iv
evidence in a court of justice. A reform measure, defeated last year through the opposition of the attorney
general, will next winter come before the legislature, and
we hav strong hopes of succeBS.
While Secularism teaches the consideration of man's
weHare in this world and the ignoring of other worldliness, the prosPlytism of the church and its aggrPssions
upon the equal rights of the citizen necessitate that we
combine attacks upon supernatural religion with our
positiv work for human advancement. We see that the
social and economic evils nf the present time depend
lar.,.ely for their support upon certain teachinga of the
Bfble as interpreted by tne Christian church. What
there is of good in the church we will conserve, but we
cannot be blind to her f~ilings, and we must anta~onize
her wherever we find her obstructing the development of
humanity. As she receives police and ·fire protection
from the state she should· pay taxes upon her property.
Her ministers must cease to monopolize fifty-two days in
the year by shutting up museums, art galleries, libraries,
places of entertainment, .and preventing travel on Sunday. They must cease their attempts to suppress the
Sunday paper by law. It is because the Sunday paper
is more interl'stineo: than the sermon that the c~ergy try
to stop its publication. The church multiplies Its :.;neetings on week evenings in order to thwart th!l destre of
the people for other occupation or recreation. It demands recognition in birth, marriage, and death. In the
province of Quebec it opposes civil registration; a chil~
if! not deemed to hav been born unleBB a clergyman certifie11 to the fact, and a marriage without his. b!essing is
illegal. Woman is degraded by the restrictJOns and
teachings of the church; tyranny finds its chief sul>p~rt
in its edicts of submission to the powers that be; Its
preaching of contentment and alliance with the mas~er
hav kept the masses in subjection, and its proclamatiOn
of eternal woe has caused untold agony. By the proclamation of belief in miracle and' special creation it has
fostered weakness and dependence and been the greatest
foe of science.· The progress of modern times is ~oif!-Ci
dent with the emancip'ltion of society from eccle8lastical
domination and the substitution of reason for dogmatic
.
.
faith as a guide in practical life.
To destroy the hold of the church !lpon th:_e mmds of
the people it is not only nec~ssary to dlBprove It!! dogmas,
but we must supplant its mflo.ence by supplymg to the
·people in improved form such of its ordinances ae are
useful and hav become endeared by habit to the people.
Among the most important of these are the week~y m~et
ing and Sunday instruction for the young. It IS a VItal
question-How shall we gratify the established. taste for
Sunday gatherings and giv the peop!e ~ometh~ng better
than church diversions? To the maJority of 1ts attendants the church is even now only a reli~ious ful!- c~u~; but
we must win them to a fun club that will not mBldioudy
conspire against the political and mental liberties of
·
f
mankind.
It is not necessary to dwell upon the 1mportan~e o
sustaining our paper andsendin~ out lecturers and hterature. These are the established means of e!fort. It is
gratifying to notice how, through th~ e~hghten~ent
gained by education and the general diff~Ion of sc~en
tifi.c knowledge, the prin!'iples of f:!e~ularism are rapidly
spreading in harmony With the spint of the age and are
slowly but surely undermining the altar and the throne.
We the Secularists of Canada, should arouse ourselvs
from 'our present indifferent submission to churchly
bonda""e and resolve that the legal and social power of
the mi~ister of supernatural religion shall be destroyed;
that we shall so labor that the men of this country shall
cease to .,ntertain the sophistries of th~o!ogy an~ b~come
emancipated from those. cruPl superstitiOns wb10h m tbe
past hav shed gloom upon the life of men and barred the
path of progress with torch and ax.
Upon the call of the president, the secretary, Mr.

Ellis, gave an account of the work carried on in
Toronto. He thought the Freethinkers were recovering somewhat from the inactiv condition in
which the departure of Mr. Watta had left them.
There had been a successful season the past year ;
the debating club had held twenty-six sessions and
had discussed a wide range of subjects; members
had prepared a large number of. original essays~ a
singing class had been carried on and it was intended to hold concerts during this season ; the
fortnightly socials had been very successful and
would be continued; Sunday evening meetings had
been kept up until hot weather ; two or three theological debates had been held. Altogether, the
season's work had been permanently successful, and
for the first time in several years there was a surplus in the hands of the treasurer.
The committee appointed at the last convention
to form a burial club had met and organized the
club. A .considerable amount of literature had
been printed and issued recently. There had been
a perceptible improvement in public sentiment
regarding Freethinking and Freethinkers, evidences
of which were to be seen in the facts that the hall
engaged for the Sunday evening meeting was refmed to them only ·two years ago, and that most of
the daily papers had contained notices of the convention.
Messrs. Ellis, Pringle, Kendall, and Lemay and
Miss Ellis werE! appointed a committee on resolu•
tions. The committee on Secular Thought was
composed of Messrs. Wilson, Bourne, Johnston,
Miss Sanderson, and Mrs. Densmore. Mr. Andrews gave anothe~ piano solo and then the hall
was cleared foi' dancing, in which the evening was
spent pleasantly. Refreshments were served at
11:30 and dancing continued until about 1 o'clock.
"SATURDAY EVENING.

Captain Adams in the chair. Music by Mr.
Andrews. Next the secretary read letter~ from
absent friends, among whom were Charles Watts,
Judge Charles B. Waite," Mrs. M. A. Freeman,
Dr. E. B. Foote, George E. Baxter, J. B. Thibaudeau, F. H. Denton, and Charles Etler. The
last-named gentleman wisely observed that the
great Secular drift of modern times has been the result of the two factors of the Bible and education,
and it had its sure genesis in the outrageous demands ·made by the whole book upon the whole
man. In fact, the " inspired word " is that doubleedged " sword of the Lord" whose function it is to
cut Christians into Secularists and fanatics.
Captain Adams spoke feelingly of the brave men
and worne.n who had written the letters, and of
whose sympathy and support the Canadians should
be proud. He then announced the next order of
business-the election of officers for 1894-5. He
said that he had completed the work that he had
mapped out when elected four years ago; that he
now had a great deal of important business to attend to, which required his whole attention, and he
would be unable to devote to the office in the fut}lre the energy which should be given to it. It
was unwise to force one man to fill the office for so
many years ; other men should be called upon to
take a share in the B.ctiv work, and be must decline
to allow his name to be submitted as a candidate.
Several gentlemen who were nominated for the
office of president declined for various reasons,
and finally Captain Adams allowed his name to
stand, on the understanding that at the next election one of the nominees should replace him, and
he was then re-elected by acclamation. Then the
other officers were elected, as follows :
. First Vice-President-Allen Pringle, of Selby.
Second Vice-President-D. Densmore, of Toronto.
Third Vice-President-W. G. Hay, of Listowel.
Secretary-J. S. Ellis, of Toronto.
Treasurer-A. Earsman, of Toronto.
Executiv Co:inmittee-Geo. Martin, Montreal; Mr.
Lockie, Waterloo; Mr. Wilson, Attwood; W. A~e. Alton;
Mr. H. Falconer, ·w. Johnson, John Taylor, Mr. Lemay,
and Miss Sanderson, Toronto.
Mr. Firth then read his paper on ''The Religion
of Humanity Compared with Christianity." Following this vigorous essay the president formally
adjourned the convention till Sunday morning. the
membet;s remaining for an hour or so and taking
part in an informal concert and entertainment.
SUNDAY MORNING.

On taking the chair shortly after 10 o'clock, the
president called for the report of the committee on
resolutions, which were read and submitted seriatim.
In reference to the engagement of a lecturer, it
was suggested that an effort be made to induce
Charles Watts to return to Canada, but after discussion it was generally conceded that the financial
difficulties in the way are too graat. The question
of literature for distribution came up. Miss Hepburn said that it was important that the pamphlets
be of a very simple character. Mr. Ellis made a
financial statement regarding the condition of
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Secular Thought, and showed that so.p1e incr~ased
and organized effort would be necessary to enable
the paper to be continued in its present shape.
Sufficient assistance had been promised· to insure
the continued existence of the paper, bat he wished
to maintain it at its present standard, if not to raise
it to a higher one. Correspondence revealed, he
said, that the present state of things was in a large
measure due to the almost universal financial depression. He had personally lost a large sum in
issuing the paper and incurred a heavy liability and
could go no further. Unless the Union supported
the work more liberally than during the past year a
change would be necessary. William McDonnell
said that while such immense sums were given to
maintain superstitious organizations of all sorts,
surely the Freethinkers could easily maintain one
paper. Captain Adams said that he would himself
giv $25 and would collect $100 in Montreal. In a
few minutes signatures were obtained to pledges
for $240.
Mr. Hugh Falconer read the next paper, which
was on "The Church in Politics in Ontario."
There is no state church in Ontario, and no discrimination between sects. But the purely secular
functions of the state are diverted into establishing
and sustaining a multiplicity of religious factions
in the country. The functions of the church are
distinct from those of the &~tate. If the church can
be justified in regulating the temporal affairs of
the state then the state is justified in regulating
the religious belief of the nation. Such a system
destroys all mentalfreedom and abolishes the right
of free inquiry and investigation. Says Macaulay:
"It is" uDquestionable and a most' instructiv fact,
that the years during which the Anglican hierarchy
were in t.he zenith, were precisely the years during
which national virtue was at the lowest point."
Other authorities were quoted. Not only is the
evidence of modern history against the assumption
that the church wields an influence for good when
permitted to control any of the functions of the
state, but there is abundant confirmatory evidence
in the as yet brief history of Canada.. The affirmation in the British North American act, which constituted the Dominion of Canada, of the privileges
which the church had enjoyed prior to confederation, was undoubtedly the greatest mistake in the
constitutional history of Canada. The granting of
the privilege of state-sustained denominational education has been the one bulwark behind which the
old hostil feeling between the two races in British
North America hav intrenched themselvs and prevented a free and full assimilation of the two races
into one common nationality. After advancing
many sound arguments on the educational question, Mr. Falconer came to the subject of statesupported religious charitable institutions. According to official report there are ninety such in the
province of Ontario alone, drawing from the provincial government $165,000 annually. The other
customary violations of the principles of the Demands of Liberalism were pointed out and forcibly
condemned. ' he largest Christian denominations
hav direct representation in the Canadian Parliament. What should we think of a joint stock company or a bank which should elect its board of directors in nicely proportioned rEipresentation from
the different creeds of its stockholders? There are
over $6,000,000 in exempted church property in the
city of Toronto alone. This is exclusiv of cemeteries, private schools, hospitals, and all other socalled charitable institutions. The church should
be sternly driven from politics. Its recognition
tends to create selfish and jealous feelings in the
country, embitters the daily relations of the people,
intensifies sectarian rivalry for office and pelf, retards civilization, and in every way proves a detriment to the progress and happiness of the race.
SUNDAY AFTERNOON.

Mr. Drummond read a paper on "The Physical
Basis of Morals." All nature teaches morals to the
thinking mind by the expansion of the best of two
activ but contrary principles linked together, growing together in its lifa. The tree grows in strength
of trunk and beauty of top; what it gains in size of
trunk in the dense forest it loses in beauty of its
top; what it loses of trunk in the- open field, it
gains in beauty of branching and outline of top.
We take advantage of this dual action in raising
animals,. and thus we may raise horses for either
speed or draught; neither action is wrong; we only
vibrate the heredity of the animal. So with man ;
he is born out of a sleep into waking; these alte~
nate conditions make one phase of his character ;
neither is wrong, but too much of either is wrong.
He must form his judgment from a consideration
of the service of the two natural conditions in harmony. What is true of these twin functions of
sleeping and waking is true of all his other functions, A\\ J;l\s a~tions are right or wrong according
-
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to circumstances. The judgment should ~~:ot be for the increasing membership, and I understand headquarters of the Congress. Th? ac?m:?-moda.overbalanced by the exercise in unsuitable Cll'~u~ they are to hav a much more gorgeous temple of tions of this hotel are ample. It IB withm two
blocks lilf the hall, ·corner of West Madison and
stances of a generally good principle. There IB m political worship.
human nature a continual pendulum action be~ ween
I met Captain Gordon here, formerly of the Clinton streets. The rates for all members of Contwo linked conditions or principles. The swmg to British army, who for gallant services was pro- gress are $1.50 per day, room a:1d board. It is a
each side ought to be equal in force, and al~ernate. moted from the ranks to an officer, which is some- good plan to hav the members of Congress as near
All law is wrong which is single in assertwn and thing rare in the British army. At the famous together as possible, as this conduces to an agreecommand, and the more we see natural law and dis- battle of Alma by his desperate daring he recovered able social life outside the sessions of the Congress.
cover it we will find that duality of law exists for the colors, and for his splendid heroism was thus We ~an become much better acquainted ; and this
acceptance of best conditions; it is a principle of rewarded. He is-from the Highlands of Scotland I is one of the great benefits of the Congress.
nature's law everywhere, and society's law ought, believe, and he says the Highlands are the only pl~ce
The contributions this week show the lively inwhen formulated, to be dual, and is right only when in the civilized world never trodden by a foreign terest in the Congress ; and that undoubtedly many
judgment is given b;r a complementar;y law a~so. foe. Even the Roman eagles stayed their flight will be present. Remember that every gift, howThe evolution works m moral law as m physical over those magnificent hills. Captain Gordon is a ever small. counts for much when joined with the
law, or reversion makes perversion. No law can Liberal and a Freethinker, although in early youth others. We need means to send out thousands of
properly be pushed to an extreme.
he was in the grim circle of Scotch Presbyterianism. documents and it costs money for printing, postage,
SUNDAY EVENING AT THE AUDITORIUM.
He was educated at the university of Edinburgh etc. We must keep people informed as to our
Captain Adams opened with a few r?marks on and specially enjoyed the teaching of Professor work.
Secularism, which, he said, meant attendmg to the Wilson, the great and wonderlul " Christopher John Hubbell .......... $ 50 Geo. Hendee ............ 2 00
things of this world. Mr. Moffatt gave a short North" who certainly was one of the most unique, P. B. Reasoner......... 1 00 E. C. 'l'odd..............
25
address in which he pointed out some of the ab- inspiring, and brilliant lecturers that ever occupie_d W. S. Birkett.......... 2 00 D. M. Worley.......... 2 00
surdities of the Bible story. William Algie then the chair of moral philosophy. . Captain Gordon Is J. L. Way ............... 1 00 R.N. Howe ............. 1 00
J. F. Ruggles.......... 1 00 P. F. Spence............ 2 00
talked about " Chips and Cinders," classifying the full of reminiscences, and an hour's talk with him John Caines.............
50 Miss Lottie Wolfe.... 2 00
political, social, commercial, and theological worlds is profitably enjoyed.
J. H. Handy............ 1 00 E. P. Bosworth........ 1 00
as a forest of trees in all stages of growth and de~
We also visited the great Newberry Library, one Thos. Tripp............. 5 00 G. A. Bosworth........ 1 00
cay. The human family were all prisoners in chains of the best in the world, mairily a library for refer- Wm. Fray............... 1 00 Enos A. Mills........... 1 00
Peter Gillespie.........
25 Jonas Wicklund.......
25
of limitations, and were all entitled to extend ~h.ose ence. It has a vast collection of the best scienti- Jas.
A. Greenhill ...... 10 00 W. H. Pepper.......... 5 00
limitations. After speaking of the old pohtical fic, medical, and historic works. It has a special B. Dosher.......... :..... 2 00 A. C. Lake............... 1 00
10
trees of Canada, he came to the American Protectiv department devoted to religion which I hope some H. C. Elliott............ 2 00 Geo. M. Frink.........
Association tree, which he said was a bad tree day to ransack. The building is a noble structure. Thos. Simons.......... 1 00 J. G. Kendall ......... ,. 2 00
C. M. Chaffee....... 2 00 S. S. Br:van .......... :.. 5 00
planted in bad soil. Was it a tree or fungus T Its It occupies the spot where once stood the famous J.
Geo. M. White......... 3 00 Jas. A. Fletcher....... 1 50
creed was of the narrowest. The theological forest Ogden mansion, which in the midst of the mighty C. S. Whitney.......... 1 00 John Lomax............ 2 00
was badly mixed; it was hard to fix the labels. fire was the only building that stood intact. How H, Bohanon............. 1 00 Robt. Thorne.......... 1 00
J. Murphy...............
50 L. G. Reed.............. 2 00
He did not find any essential difference between wonderfully Chicago has grown since that time I
W. Wilson...............
25 ,Jerry Brockway....... 1 00
the Oatholic and the Protestant trees. The ProtOne of the veteran representative of our cause H.
L. Wilson......... .
50 Victor Laine............ 1 00
estant church was not such a solid combination as from my own nativ state, writes me as follows about Hans E. Neilson....... 1 00 G. M. Gates............. 2 00
the Roman church or some of those there would be the Congress :
E. C. REIOHWALD, Secretary and Treasurer;
prominent figures in a fire on the square outside.
SUNAPEE, N. H.
234 South Water st., Chicago.
Were I present at the Congress I should certainly giv·
He preferred the Quebec Catholic Sunday to the
my
testimony
for
the
extinction
of
superstition,
and
in
Toronto Protestant Sunday. The Salvation Army defense of constitutional civil liberty, which is the libObservations.
tree was the illegimate child of emotionalism and erty worth contending for. I send you my gift as . an
.A.
convention
~f
German Roman Catholics has
the indifference of the wealthy classes to the inter- indication of sympathy. Let us hope that the gathenng
ests of the poor. The Secular tree had spread its of the 26th, 27th, and 28th of October, 1894, will be just been held in this city .. It was called a,Verein
for its harmony and practical efficiency in meeting, though it does not appear that the people
seeds over all the churches. The social forest he memorable
discharging the work in hand.
did not find very promising. Envy had built up a
Yours always in the cause of human enlightenment and were Turners. I notice the occasion for the reason
that a delegate named Caspar, from Milwaukee, ensystem of caste. Hypocrisy was a fungous growth liberation,
WILLIAM C. STURoo.
which should be got rid of, if possible. Parents
My old friend, W. H. Pepper, of California, who tered complaint that members of German Catholic
should let their children be instructed in the func- has done so much for our work, writes as follows. societies were " not allowed enough of liberty ; the
tions of their own bodies, instead of letting them I am sure his letter will be of the greatest interest young people were not permitted to go to balls and
parties." Mr. Caspar was duly hissed down, and
leave home to learn the lesson in the vilest dens. to all those interested in human progress:
Delegate Fehling, from St. Louis, arose to confute
The Prohibition tree, although well watered, was
PETALUMA, CAL., Sept. 15, 1894.
stunted. The evil of intemperance probably could
S. P. PUTNAM, Dear Sir: Yours of the 5th instant duly his remarks. "It is not true," said Mr. Fehling,
be lessened only by education and intelligence. In received. Inclosed find post-office money order for $5 "that members of German Catholic societies are
con~ribution to the Freethought Federation Congress. denied liberty in the matter referred to. \ Why," he
the woods of labor there were too many deceiving Times
here are very dull. The bottom has dropped out
guide-posts. . The greatest danger there was the of my business (fruit and tree growing). I am now continued, while his hearers applauded, "the young
demagog.
seventy years old, and my life is drawing to a close. I people may attend all the balls and parties that are
The convention was concluded with a stirring hav now done my share for the benefit of coming gener- good for them, provided they first get the consent
hav estaolished a free kindergarten school to be of their priest." The proper place for a man of
arraignment of the church by Captain Adams. ations;
conducted on secular lines. Religious instruction is pro- Mr. Fehling's temperament is in some austerely
Among the attendants, activ and enthusiastic, was hibited The school is located in the central part of the
Mr. John Groom, who has seen eighty-four years of town. I gave a $3,000 lot; $5,000 for the building, and conducted penitentiary, from the confines of which
$15,000 endowment fund. I believe that the most he might sally forth at will:to participate in all sorts
good and earnest life.
effectual way to eradicate superstitien, ignorance, and of enjoyable doings, if he could get the warden's
poverty, is to place the little ones in training schools and consent. That is the kind of liberty dreamed of in
News and Notes.
drill them in habits of morality, industry, and economy.
The series of Freethought meetings at Chicago Secular training must supercede relig-ious training before the Roman Catholic's philosophy, and for a person
will be much improved in right living.
so far in arrears mentally as to be a Roman Cathopreparatory to the Congress are now under full society
Wishing you prosperity and happmess, I remain,
lic it is perhaps sufficient.
·
headway. I lectured last Sunday evening on
W. H. PEFFER.
Yours truly,
"Evolution and Creation " and a fine audience was
It is an encouragement to receive a letter like
There are twenty thousand and six papers pubpresent. There was an excellent debate pro and the following from those whose life· labors are going
lished
in the· United States, and within the past
con after the lecture; and interest in the great on to the century goal :
month all but the six hav returned thanks, on bequestions of liberty, science, and humanity is eviI thank you for your kind invitation to be at the Condently aroused. These meetings will be a great greBB, but when I tell you that I am in my eighty-sixth half of a harassed population, for th9 adjournment
help to our October gathering. If vi11itors are in year, and my wife in her seventy-eighth year, you must of the Fifty-third Congress. Simultaneously it is
the city I hope they will attend at 181 West Madi- take the will for the deed, however much I regret it. In- to be noted that the said newspapers and populace
find our contribution for a little help. I wish we are engaged enthusiastically in nominating memson street, corner Halsted. Mrs. Freeman lectures closed
could giv a thousand times more for such a glorious bers for the Fifty-fourth. The editors of papers
next Sunday evening, September 23d, on " Science cause-the emancipation of humanity.
should know better than to encourage this sort of
and Superstition " and on September 30th I shall
Fraternally,
A. c. LAKE.
thing
until their constituents hav recovered from
probably lecture on "Spiritualism, Theosophy, and
Another writes :
the effects of the last Congress so far as to be able
Freethought." On the first Sunday in October
I am an Infidel seventy-three years of ~ge; hav taken
will be the Memorial meeting in honor of Gen. M. T~m TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator twenty years, and to pay up their subscriptions. As for the people,
they appear to be voting drunk; they taper off
M. Trumbull, whose name is a shining one in the will continue to take them during life.
Inclosed find $2. The amount is small, but if all Free- their political sprees toward the big end and pass
annals of reform. Franklin Steiner will be with us thinkers
would assist it would require but little from from one delirium to another with no interim bethe third Sunday in October and at the. Congress. each.
Yours truly,
D. M. WORLEY.
tween wherein to draw a sober economic breath.
Every day the outlook is more favorable for a rousWhat we need more than all in Freethought are The excitement of the present campaign is not a
ing Congress. From Maine to Califo1·nia we re- new recruits to take the place of these grand old
new outbreak; it is the same old toot.
ceive encouraging letters.
veterans. We hope the coming Congress will enE. A. Stevens occasionally drops into town from large our list of youthful members.
The suggestion of this journal that those who
his busy labors. Whatever Stevens undertakes to
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. I desire not to be mirepresented, after death, as to
do he does with all his might, be it Freethought or
"Sapolio." He is continually on the go. I met him Freethought Federation-Treasurer's Report. their opinions on the subject of religion, should
record their views in a book and attach the same to
and Mrs. Stevens the other day on the street and
SFECIAL NOTICE.
their last will and testament, is worthy of serious
he took me over to the Wabanse Club House, a
Will all the friends of Freethought throughout
famous place for the gathering of the clans and the country mail us the names of the Freethinkers thought. A plain repudiation of the fundamental
the Democratic war-horses, where receptions are that they know of in their vicinity ? We desire to whimB of the popular superstition is not enough.
given to the great leaders, and celebrations held of send them invitations to attend the coming Con- I hav read somewhere that Thomas Paine was
mighty victories. Stevens and Geo. L. Robertson gress, and documents in order to arouse wider known to be an unbeliever in the Bible at the time
foregather with these Jeffersonian standard bear- interest in our 'work. Let us hav the names at he drew from it those arguments in ''Common
ers, and plant themselvs upon the democracy of once. This is important. I wish to announce also Sense " which giv the reader a tired feeling. If it
Jackson. The club-house is a handsome building that arrangements hav been made with the pro- had not occurred to J\llr. Paine to publish his
and has every facility for enjoyment; and I hav no prietor of the Gault House, a first:class hotel on " thoughts on religion " as a last offering to· his
doubt they hav gay and festiv times in these storied the West Side for the accommodatimi. of vis tors to " fellow-citizens of all nations," the Sunday schools
halls. The building, however, is not large enough the Congress, and the Gault Ro1,1se will be the instead of the Freethought societies would in our
day. be celebrating. the 29th of .January. Liucoln,
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whose religious views are now in dispute, committed
a great oversight in failing to "publish his thoughts."
He appears to hav been. a loquacious individual,
always ready to giv the preachers a game of talk,
and probably he fooled them into the belief that he
agreed with them. But he did not try to fool " all
the people all the time ;" and that fact has given
the clergy almost as much trouble as if he had
written a Freethought library.
The Virtuous Citizens of Kentucky hav by ballot
declined the offer of Colonel Breckinridge to serve
them further as a representativ in Congress. He
made his campaign on the strength of his experience as a public servant, and he was opposed and
defeated on moral grounds, with a substratum of
religious hysteria. There was a majority of two
hundred opposed to him, and there is no reason to
doubt that among those who voted against him
were at least that number whose lives had been no
more moral than his. If morality is to be made an
issue in politics, the . business of office seeking
migllt as well be abandoned.
There are not
enough ~rtuous men to fill the positions, and if we
resort to women as office holders we should still
lack a majority of pure persons to elect them. The
victory against Breckinridge has heen won on false
pretenses, for it is not the Pollard who was deceived, but the woman that married the candidate,
and she has not complained. Breckinridge is without doubt unfit for any position of trust for a man
who will betray his wife will betray his constituents.
Nevertheless, as I dispassionately view the matter,
the primaries in the Ashland district hav demonstrated that Colonel Breckinridge is not the only
hypocrit in ~entucky.
Canadian papers report that a half-million American settlers hav within the past year deserted their
claims this side the bordtr and taken up land in the
northwestern provinces of British Columbia. No
doubt of it, for the means the Canadian government
has used of late to induce such emigration would
be very likely to produce the result reported. Canada does not depend upon the private real estate
'dealer, of whom the prospectiv settler has learned
to be suspicious. She has an official commission
composed of substantial and corpulent gentlemen,
who range the country lying contiguous to the
Canadian border all the way from the Great Lakes
to the Pacific coast, looking after material for subjects of the queen. ·I ran across one out West. His
name was McLean, I think, and he weighed about
seventeen stone, as they compute weight in English.
He bore a card with his titles on it. He had been
mayor of Vancouver, and was an esquire and justice
of the pE!ace. The card conveyed also the information that he was in government service. The land
for which he sought settlers lies somewhere north of
Montana. It is flat, productiv, easily worked, and
cheap. Intending settlers from this country needed
only to get their goods together and take the train,
the government doing the rest, with the exception
of paying $10 for legal services and for the publishing of final proofs. I expect that the railroad is in
the scheme ol). account of the land boom and the
coal traffic created and stimulated by the increase
of settlers along its lines. I did not find out why
it was necessary for ex-Mayor McLean, Esq., J. P.
in the goverment service, to prospect for settlers on
those terms until I asked him about the weather.
Then he turned up his coat collar and shivered, and
it dawned upon me that we were conversing of
the country where blizzards are manufactured and
sent into the United States without passing through
the custom house. The pioneers in that region who
do not plant trees and attach themselvs thereto
with a clothes line will blow back.

The Design Argument and World Formation.
To the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The
logic of your little book, "Design Argument Fallacies," seems to me not only sound but unanswerable. I take exception only to that part relating
to world formation, based on the nebular hypothesis,
which I hav several times controverted in 'l'HE
TRUTH SEEKER and others pa.pers. Let me briefly
recapitulate my argument.
The maximum thickness of the earth's stratified
rock is not less than twenty miles.
There are
fossils all the way down. Below a depth of thirty
feet the temperature increases at the rate of one degree Fahrenheit for every fifty or sixty feet. "At
this rate," says Professor Dana, ''the fusing point
of iron would be reached at a depth of twenty-e~ght
miles." Accordingly, the stratified fossiliferous
rock at a depth of ten miles would be heated up to
one thousand degrees Fahrenheit, or nine hundred
degrees hotter than the material was when deposited
ages ago, with all its fauna ~tnd flora, which never
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failed to see that the people had no more need of
two legislativ bodies than a child has of two father!?.
Britain had a Reuse of Lords, composed of
barons and bishops-a house of great respectabilit.y
--at that time. And our fathers thought fit to
provide something nertr it-11.n upper house of
more respectability. Hence we are nffi.icted with a
Federal Senate of barons, that iR, and always has
been, nothing but an expensiv obstruction. Congressman Hepburn recently stated in the House
that the cost of a Senator is more than double that
of a Representativ; that the Hou11e, with 356 members, has but 300 employees on its payroll, while
the Senate, with 88 memb9rs has 303 on its roll at
a cost of $417,000.
,Now the pity is that each state in the Union, bi~
or little, has thought it necessary or proper to follow suit and saddle itself with this respectable
costly obstruction-a house of lords. Consequently
we hav two legislativ bodies to do the same thing ;
and they often quarrel (as in New Jersey recently)
over the spoils. Such quarrels or differences generally end in compromises-bargains to increase
and divide spoils, as in this and other states. And
we now hav in this city a costly Senatorial investigating c6mmittee to expose some of the results -of
its own bargains.
To carry out his good plans, Tweed had to buy
the Senate, and was forced to plunder this city to
pay the bribes. For a like reason the city is now
affi.icted with four-headed departments.
Including the federal and state governments, we
hav now more legislators than any three other nations combined. Consequently this country is the
victim of an enormous amount of bad, meddlesome
legislation. And we go from bad to worse. In
1830, the New York legislature passed but one law
affecting alone this city. Now it passes over seven
hundred bills annually-many of them specially
devoted to this devoted city. The Senate is bound
. to hav a goodly share of spoil with which to reward
the boys. .
A monarchy like that of England and of Germany,
while fla.ttering the people with a commons or representativ body,' takes good care to provide a more
Annual Congress-Call of the Freethougbt select" upper house" as a barrier between the common people and the crown. But, in the name of
}'ederation of America.
To the Liberals oj America and .Members of the all the gods at once, why do the American people
want an upper house to stand between them and
Freethought .F'ederation:
their own representativs?
L. G. REED.
The Annual Congress of the Freethought Federation of America will be held in Chicago, Oct. 26th,
Lectures and Meetings.
27th, 11-nd 28th, in conjunction with the Annual Congress of the American Secular Union. The imporTHE Manhattan Liberal Olub meets every Friday eventance of this Congress is great. The encroachments ing in German Ma.sonic Hall, 220 Ea.st 15~h street, New
of the church are ·becoming more bold and' danger- York, at 8 o'clock. Program for October:
ous. The attempts to amend the constitution so as Oct. 5tb.-" Mat-v Wollstoneoraft, The ApJstle of Equl
Rights." Voltairine de Cleyre.
to place our government on a Christian basis, and
to pass a national Sabbath law, are indications of Oct. 12th-"A Helomeet to Man." Gen. E. M. Lee.
Oct. 19th-" The Nude in Art." By the Editor of the
the attitude of the church. It has been and is toArt C1'itic.
day the enemy of freedom ; and we must be con- Oct. 26th-"Politics." T. B. Wakeman.
stantly prepared to meet its conspiracies. We can
THE Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday
not do this as an unorganized mass. We must join
forces, otherwise we shall be defeated. We need a evening at 421 Lackawana avenue. Our motto: Freedom
common impulse. There must be association. Let and Kindness. Everybody invited. Secretary, William
the gathering at Chicago be the greatest yet held Watkins.
in America. Think of past achievements as an inTJIE Detroit Investigator Society meets every Sunday
spiration to something better in the future. Free- afternoon at the hall, No. 32 Monroe avenue.
thought is growing. The necessity for political
J. E. REMSBURG is now lecturing in Texas. He reaction is more apparent than ever. The means of
cently
made a tour of theN orthwest, delivering fifty lectaction are improving. Freethought cannot go
ures in the following towns: Bedford, Ia.; New Market,
backward; it must step forward. Now is the
Ia.; Guthrie Center, Ia.; Lake City, Ia.; Rock Valley,
opportunity for union and strength. 'This Con- Ia.; Sherbnrn, Minn. ; Mapleton, Minn. ; Lake Crystal,
gress is for work. Let there be an enthusiastic Minn.; Waterville, Minn.; Osseo, Minn.; Grafton, N,
rally.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, Pres.,
D.ak.; Hoople, N. Dak.; Fertile, Minn.; Le Roy, Minn.;
FRANKLIN STEINER, ~
St. Charles, Minn.; Winona, Minn.; Seymour, Wis.;
N. F. GRISWOLD,
y
p
Medina, Wis.; Oshkosh, Wis.; Janesville, Wis.; Lamont,
J. M. PEcK,
1ce- res.
Ia.; Waterloo, Ia.; Murray, Ia.; Russell, Ia.; Elmo, Mo.;
B. A. RoLOBON.
J
Plattsburg, Mo.; Meriden, Kan.; Dentonville, Kan., and
E. C. REICHWALD, Treas. and Acting Sec.
Liberal, Mo.
'
July lOth was a red letter day for Mr. Remsburg. He
Abolish the Senate.
spoke at Winona, Minn., on this date, and this made just
Political may be less than religious bigotry, but one thousand different cities and towns that he has lectnot much. It is next to impossible to get theocrats ured in since he entered the lecture field in 1880. He
to do unto others as they would hav others do to has lectured in forty-eight states, territories, and provthem. They resist the just demands that all church inces-Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, ConnectRhode Island, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylp roperty shall be fairly_ taxed, and that no u_blic kut,
money shall be used lD BUppor.t 0 f any re l •g10n ; vania, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North Caroand the politician will do noth1ng to lessen the !~~~i,s~:!~s~:r:.l*=~a~e~r~=~s!:~~~~t!~~;:~!~~:=:
spoils of office.
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota,
The New York state convention, still in exist- Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, North Dakota, South
ence to propose amendments to the constitution, Dakota, Colorado, Wyoming, Idaho, Washington, Orewouid take a good step in the direction of simplic- gon, Californin, Utah, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Indian
ity and economy of government and respo~sibility Territory, District of Columbia, Ontario, Quebec, and
of the legislator, were it to propose the abolishment British Columbia.
of the monarchical Senate.
In the performance of this work Mr. Remsburg has
How did we come to hav double legislativ traveled two hundred and fifty thousand miles, a distance
bodies? The colonists, after gaining their inde- greater than from the earth to the moon. He has kept a
pendence of Mrs. Britain, adopted a constitution record. of his travels, of the meetings he has held, inoludbased on the declaration that all government is of, ing the names of the Liberals who arranged for them,
by, and for the people. But unfortunately they 1aud will publil1h them in 11 book some day.
could hav. endured, while living, a temperature
much above one hundred degrees.
Does not this fact refute the Laplace theory of a
cooling wo,rld T The oldest animals and plants hav,
in their fossil state, been growing hott!lr during all
the geological ages, until those which hav not been
upheaved are now four or five times hotter than
boiling water.
The prodigious pressure of gravitation is the evident cause of internal planetary heat. There is no
sensible radiation of internal heat through the
earth's crust-not more than one-sixteenth of a degree at the surface-not a thousandth part of the
heat imparted by the sun's rays. Every planet is
growing by meteoric accretion. The cooling-down
theory allows only eighteen million years for universal geological development. The accretion theory allows, as it were, an eternity. It is not hampered by time. There is no proof that our sun was
ever any larger than it is now. On the contrary,
ag-es of meteoric accretion must hav enlarged it.
More than seven millions of meteors strike the earth
every twenty-four hours.
But now comes the alleged discovery, announced
ten months ago in the Scientific American, that interstellar sp'lce does not presumably convey heat
radiation at all. This is what I hav for years been
expecting. The writer of the article says: "We
see in this the necessity for remodeling our theories
upon .the time required to cool the earth down."
Yes, indeed, the cooling down of the sun is no
longer limited to eighteen million years, as Professor Newcomb tells us in his "Popular Astronomy,"
but is extended to an eternity, less the comparativly
infinitesimal time involved in the radiation of so
much of the heat rays of the sun as impinge upon
the cold surface of its planets. .
The Laplace or nebular hypothesis postulates a
miracle--a universe of matter fired up and left to
cool down. There is no miracle involved in the accretion hypothesis. And now the alleged discovery
that heat does not radiate through interstellar
space demolishes at once the hypothesis of cooling
worlds.
W. H. BuRR.
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founded by our fathers and sealed with
their blood.
Sickness, death, and failure to eet my
money long since due has prevented my
No Words Wasted.
sending for "Four Hundred Years of
BLooK, KAN., Sept. 8, 1894.
Mn. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $1, Fr11ethonght." Bnt it must soon come.
PLINY SMITH.
for which send me eight copies of "The
Age of Reason."
D. MILLER.
Grape anll Canister.
Wants It Fought to the End.
SPRINGFIELD, MAss., Sept. 9, 1894.
Mn. EDIToR: I inclose $1 for the defense
of Brother Wise. I am not anxious to hav
the snit dismissed. Let it smoke. So
much the worse for orthodoxv.
E. 0. TUTTLE.
Those of Promis WiU Receive.
WATERBURY, CoNN., Sept. 5, 1894.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1 for
eieht copies of Paine's " Age of Reason."
·Please send them to my address. I shall
distribute them to those of my Christian
friends whom I find worthy to convert.
Yours truly,
H. FROMER,
Will Distribute Personally.
CoALPORT, PA., Sept. 11, 1894.
Mn. EDIToR: Pleaae find $2 inclosed; $1
for onr subscription, and $1 for eight
copies "Age of Reason." If satisfactory
and in keeping with your rules, I think I
can distribute them to the people personally with better results than by mailing.
Respectfully
JOSEPH RHoDY.
l<'rom Spark to Beacon Light.
MoKEEsPoRT, PA., Sept 3, 1894
. Mn. EDIToR: May the lines of life be
drawn lightly on your foce, and may the
spark of life increase until it bursts into a
flame so strong that all men may feel and
know that this flame is destined to light
the world and free ns from the darkness
that hBB hovered around ns for eighteen
hundred years, and may the grand old
TRUTH SEEKER liv forever.
·
J. PLATTENBURG
The Pious Are Slow to Learn.
BEE, NEn., Sept. 1, 1894.
Mn. EDIToR: As the time of my subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKFlR has expired I will take advantage of your offer
to secure Putnam's "Four Hundred Years
of Freethonght," as well as a renewal of
your valuable paper, and inclose for the
same $6.50.
Nebraska has suffered a drouth this
year, and the prayers of the self-righteous
fail to bring even a dew. It takes the
priest-ridden public a long time to learn
"that nature has no master."
CALVIN J. WRIGHT.
Reading First and Best.
HAMMoNToN, Sept. 3, 1894..
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1 to
extend my subscription. I hav to divid8
my means among the best papers, yours
heading the list of five. I am nearing
seventy-seven and may not need any long.
My dear partner went over when near
·eighty-two, the 13th of Jan., 1893. So here
I am, very lonely; hav to deny myEelf
'many pleasures to enjoy good reading. I
wish I could hav had "Four Hundred
Years," but hav to forbear.
D. R. WoLLISoN.
Giv His Majesty a Chance.
PoRTLAND, KAN., Ang. 29, 1894.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5, for which
giv me THE TRUTH SEEKER two years
more. Onr people are getting more Liberal in sentiment, yet very few are earnest
enon~rh to pay for a Liberal paper. It is
very dry here and the worst of it is we
can't expect rain until I get time to pray.
I think the oth~r gentleman is running
the weather now; at any rate, it is very
hot. If this is the best God can do, I say,
for suffering humanity's sake, let old Splitfoot try it a while, and see if he can worst
it. Yours for the truth, S. F. DAviS.
The Spirit of '76.
FREDONIA, N. Y , Sept. 3, 294.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2 long due
on THE TRUTH SEEKER. While the lamp
holds out to burn I ever feel constrained
to hold and maintain the spirit that
.wrought out the freedom of '76.
After years of experience I find THlll
TRUTH SEF.KER the best pillar of fire that
lights onr principles of a free nation as

NEw HAMPToN, !A., Sept. 10, 294.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1.15 for nine
copies of "Hero" Paine's "Age of Reason. " I triell to collect enough for sixteen
copies, but did not succeed. The parties
named herein are all Liberals; they prefer
to loan the books and when returned,
repen.t.
This " Missionary Scheme " is grape
and canister fired in the right direction
and will cause many a breach in the bulwarks of superstition.
Yours for the cause,
F. L. DAUBERSMITH.
A Question in Science.
CHATTARoY, WASH., July 29, 1894.
Mn. EDIToR: I hav tried, in a feeble
way, to get a new subscriber. I loan the
paper to those who will take a passing notice of it, bqt the world is so creed-bound
that few can be found who will come out
and pay for a so-called Infidel paper to be
seen by their friends. I do for truth's
sake what scarcely anyone else dare do in
this community, come boldlv out and
speak my sentiments in opposition to theology.
·
Inclosed find money order for one years'
subscription. Will some of the readers of
THE TRUTH SEEKER inform me as to the
probable cause of the variation of the
magnetic needle as shown by scientific
men of late? Giv me the places on the
globll where the magnetic meridian runs
due north and south in both hemiPpheres?
Giv me the facts as to the constant variation or vibration of the needle from one
side to the other for a series of years, if
such changes hav been recorded as to the
same place on the globe. By answering
me they will greatly oblige a student of
the suspected causes of magnetic vibration.
J, B. JoHNSON,
A Pension for Every Laborer.
HARLAN, IA., Sept. 1, 1894.
Mn. EDITOR: For the purpose of securing the voluntary retirement of the surplus productiv labor. The prodnctiv capacity of labor so far exceeds the demands
of use that many laborers are, and of necessity always must be, unemployed in
order to avoid over-production.
Is there any room for controversy on
this thesis, or are there any" weak points"
in it ? It is not a theory but a condition
that admits of an ocular demonstrationa fact that is verifiable from reliable labor
statistics. What else might we -expect
when we consider that steam, electricity,
wind, water, and other forces, are so extensivly applied to operate improved machinery?
Or is it necessary to point out the disadvantages of over-production, which
always results in greater inequality of
distribution?
A time of famin, when nature is so unfruitful that the.whole industrial population is pressed into service to secure even
a scant supply, does not cause as much
want as a time of plenty when only onehalf of the laborers produce more than is
needed, leaving the other half unemployed and destitute. Over-production
thus inflicts more destitution than famin.
The "weak point" of onr present industrial system is its lack of an equitable
distribution of tbe products of labor.
This can be secured only by an fqnitable
distribution of labn itself. "If no man
work neither sh&ll he eat." Onr system
is so arrO.nged that some work all the time
making it necessary that others should b~
idle all the time; but if it were so arranged
that each would be idle just as much as
equals his share of the surplus labor then
every one could get his share of work.
To realize this we propose '' a pension for
every laborer " on condition that he shall
ceBBe from all productiv labor, The pensionable age to be fixed so that the number thus P(lnsioned shall equal the number which, to prevent over-production
must be unemployed. The amount of th~
pension to be sufficient to secure its volun-

tary accepti\IlCe by the pensionable laborer. In the advocacy of this scheme I
cannot discover the least necessity of antagonizing anyone's political views or religions faith. I would very much like to
enter more into the details, and giv additional features of the proposed scheme,
which with other things must exclude the
immigration of foreign labor. As a means
of raising the revenue to meet the expenditures made necessary by this scheme, I
would suggest a graduated tax on labor,
or wa~es, increasing in ratio to the amount
of wages received; also a graduated taxon
incomes. Bnt the Editor has cautioned
me to be '' brief," so I must close. I do
not put this forth as a defiant challenge
.to " controversy." I only wish to know
-"yon know." I presume that remarks
are now in order.
J. K. P. BAKER.

the hard times in the states and want to
come to Mexico;
The Topolobampo colony scheme of A..
K. Owen has turned out to be a delusion ..
I left there three months ago after being· ·
in it a little over three years, and when I
left there was nothing growing nor any
food in camp except cornmeal. The ditch
filled np with sediment, and no water runs
in it except twice a year at times of high
water, There are six or eight at the bay
fishing and turtling to keep alive about
twenty families who cannot get away,
These people all liv in their old tents or
brush houses and there is no prospect of
anything better.
Things would hav gone all right, I think,
if the ditch could hav been kept open, bnt
Owen or his agent sold everything as fast
as it was grown and the people had to kill
Mexican beeves to keep from starTing at;
times, and a lawsuit came every few days
until everybody was so sick and tired that
they gobbled np what they could and those
who were able to travel struck- out like the
children of Israel, for nearly all the horsBBI
had died either of starvation or the gland-·
era. We journeyed for eleven days and
got one hundred and eighty miles from
hell-or Topolabampo, which is all the
same.
I think that at least six thousand people
hav come to the colony since I went there,
but not over fifty are there now. Alvin
Wilber, who has been Owen's agent for
seven years, has finally been made to let
go and another man has been appointed to
handle the cash. The ditch is in the care
of a Mexican officer.
A. J. Streator was down hera and I
think he will make it hot for Owen one of
these days. There are men here who hav
a bag full of Owen's railroad bonds, ditch
scrip, home scrip, checks, cash credits,
commissary checks, preferred stock, and
the deuce only knows what else. I hav
known fifty dollars of this paper to
be offered for a meal and one thousand
dollars for an old saddle. There is not a
thirig in Owen's new city except a graveyard; Bnt too mnch cannot be said in
praise of climate, soil, and natural opportunities.
- We are one hundred and eighty mileBI
np the coast from Topolo"?ampo, 'on the,
Yaqui river; a large ditch is being dng:
here; it will be one hundred miles longthat i~, the whole system-and will cost a
half million dollars. A fifteen thousand
dollar dredging machine is now at work
and a section of twenty miles of the ditch
is contracted to a man who is to finish it
in the next twelve months. Good land
call; easily be got of ·this ditch company,
wh1ch owns five million acres, or from the
Mexican government, which is anxious for
Americans to come in and settle here.
The country is new and there are no
sch_ools whatever, but I am thoroughly
satisfied that there are grand opportunities
here. The government will giv settlers
land. Onr people, who left Topolobampo
-about eighty in nnmber-hav located
here on a tract of nineteen thousand acres,
which the government has promised ns.
The river runs through this tract. It is a
large stream of splendid water and the
soil is excellent and easily cultivated.
There is plenty of good timber ana the
country is full of game, We are forty
miles from the coast, where there are
great quantities of oysters, turtles, clams
shrimp_ and such like, and n. single ma~
who is used to xonghing it will not miss it
much to come to Mexico. Many people
send me postage stamps from the States·
they are worthless to me here and I havn't
the time to answer one-tenth the letters I
get.
Yours for truth,
A. BuTTE.RFIELD,

Questions Not Answered.
TILLAMooK, On., Sept. 7, 1894.
Mn. EDIToR: As I am 11o constant reader
of your paper, and consider it the best paper in the United States, I take the liberty
of sending yon this communication, hoping
it may find place· in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
We hav been having a course of lectures
here by Mrs. Kehm Smith, of Oregon
City, assisted by Miss Nettie Olds and
Mr. W. P. Smith, and it hBB been as good
to us unregenerate who do not believe
that rams' horns are artillery as a lovefeast
would be to the godly. They gave four
lectures here at Tillamook, two at Bay
City, one at Nehalem, and one at Fairview, and had crowded houses at every
place. And the way they scored the musty
dogmas of the past was simply astonishing.
I think those people are doing a grand
work· in Oregon and Washington, and
they are doing it without compensation.
Of course since they left here, the skypilots·and their followers havbeen answer.
ing them, and the less informed they are
the more ready they are to undertake the
task.
·
We hav here at present a gospel tent,
rnn by Seventh Day Adrentists. They
are telling ns that Christ is about to come
again, but I fail to see how they know, as
the good book says none but the father
shall know, not even the angels in heaven.
How, then, can Adventists in Tillamook
find out? This Adventi11t preacher t'Ellls
me that when Christ said to his· disciples,
" Verily I say nn to yon, this generation
shall not passawaynntil all these things be
fulfilled," he meant whatever generation
happens to be here at his coming. I also
asked him to preach a sermon on the origin of the devil or sin. He said he would
if I would write ont the questions I wanted
answered. So I gave him the following:
1 "And God saw everything that he
had made, and behold it was very good."
Gen. i, 31.
2. "I make peace and create evil. I the
Lord do all these things." Is. xlv, 7.
3. "Shall tbere be evil in a city and the
Lord hath not done it?" Amos iii, 6.
4. ''Therefore I gave them also statutes
that were not good and judgments whereby
they should not liv." Ezek. xx, 25.
5. "Now, therefore, behold the Lord
hath put a lying spirit in the month of all
these thy prophets, and the Lord hath
spllken evil concerning thee." 1 Kings
xxii, 23.
6. Is evil good? Is lying good? Is deceiving good?
7. Did God create evil or not? If not,
how can the above be true?
8. If God created evil or the devil, is he
not responsible for his act.ions?
9. lf God could destroy the devil, but
will not do so, does it not prove that God
approves of his works?
He set hie time to #handle this subject,
and I gave notice of the same; and the tent
Freedom of Thought-A Colloquy.
where these meetings are held was full of
Guy's SToRR, TEx., Ang. 20, 1894.
people, most of whom were skeptics.
INTERLOCUToR:
Well, yes, Mr. Smith,
He got np and read the questions just as
they appear here, but failed to giv ns any but has a man the right to think?
SMrTH: Certainly a man has the right to
light on the matter. I told him this morning that the only difference between him- think.
L·: Then if he has the right to think,
self Bnd me was, his God was my devil.
has
he not also the right to express his
Yours for truth,
C. E. REYNOLDS.
honest thoughts?
S. : Of course he has; for no honest
Failure at Topolobampo.
man claims a right that he is unwilling to
CooosiT, SoNoRA, MEx., Marchl5, 1894.
accord to his fellow-man,
Mn. EDIToR:. I hav.received many let"
I.: I am truly glad, Mr. Smith, to learn
ters of late from persona who hav read my that yon are a man possessed of so great a
articles in your paper' 'J.'~ey
me of spirit of generosity, Well, then, hav yon
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ever read the Holy-:Bible? .And if so,
I.: Yes, with pleasure; 2 Sam. xili, 2 ions and comrades of drunkards and drunk- away far above the mists of ignorance and
what do yon think of it?
Sam. xi, Nnm. :r:xxi.
DR. LAOEY.
ard-makers at the polls.
superstition, and with his eagle eye take in
S.: Oh, yes. I hav read it here and
Then . they .hated and persoonted the the whole domain of human thought, and
l here, and when I was a boy. I believe
abolitionists who were the prohibitionists perceive and point out the true relation of
every word in the blessed book to hav
Has Made A. Discovery.
of slavery and slave-holding, and frater- all its parts. From this lofty vantage
been written by men inspired of God.
nized with the slave-holder.
ground he discovered· that there was no
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Aug, 30, 1894.
I.: Do yon not think it a strange fact,
Habitual drinkers whose brains are sat- God, and that religion was a fraud."
M.a. EDIToR: Yon are battling manfully
Mr. Smith, that there is a disposition
against religious fanaticism and proscrip- urated, hardened by alcohol and made
In reply I will take the liberty to say
among clergymen to denounce, calumnition. But I of late hav come to the oon- obtuse to any accurate or acute sense or that Ingersoll does not deny the existence
ate, and misrepresent a man whose· opinolnsioJi. that alohohol in its debauching and delicate conception of justice or of the of a God. But one thing he does affirm,
ion respecting that book happens to differ
demoralizing influence is a more potent rights of others, care very little who rules and he is correct. He says that the book
from their t>Wn?
factor in oon_trolling legislation and dictat- or how much others suffer, provided they that yon call the Bible is not the revealed
S.: Yes-strange-somewhat,
ing the policy in our government than are at liberty to carry on the traffic, and word of God. It is a divine blessing inI.: I think I understood yon to say you
either bigotry and superstition or a blind luxuriate on the earnings of others, mill- deed to .mankind that Robert Ingersoll
believe every word of it?
ions of whom their traffic dooms to mis- has sufficient genius, courage, and lanreligions enthusiasm.
S.;.. Yes, that is what I said.
ery and premature death, besides instigat- guage to unfold in snob an able manner
Rum
and
religion
are
allied
and
the
I.: Believe it was caused to be written
ing to nearly all the crime and poverty
by an omnipotent, omniscient, omnipres- church would sooner fellowship with the in our country. Liberals who take no in- the transformation of heathen mythology,
under the manipulation of adroit men, into
rum power and industry than with Freeent, infinitly loving and merciful father?
terest in this question and refuse to pro- a system of priestoraft that keeps hundreds
thought
and
religions
liberty.
There
is
a
S.: Yes, sir; I believe that very thmg.
test against this outrage, or vote for parI.: I would like yon to define belief sympathy between religion and rum, be- ties who license and sustain it, hav never of millions of the human race in ignorance
Mr. Smith.
' cause drink and drunkenness carry on no been enlightened or half converted to the and holds them in subjection as dupes of
S.: Well, sir, belief is another word for open warfare against superstition; so that principles they profess, and are but acting delusion. 0. J. A. ~:~aw fit to throw a sneer
credulity. To illustrate, a man is said to in the eyes of the fanatics, they are not in concert with a corrupt church to keep at Ingersoll's "modern " philosophy. Ingersoll's. philosophy is modern only in so
believe when he throws open his month advocates of Freethought or Infidelity.
the government under rum rule and Lib- far as common sense and religions liberty
The rum oligarchy now virtn8lly and erals in subjection to the church dicta.
like a young .bull-bat and swallows bugs
are modern, and with these laws of our
literally dictates the policy of both old
or horseshoe nails-no matter which.
Because some prohibitionists are church free country cannot and will not interfere.
I.: Mr. Smith, since yon are a gentle~ political parties in most of the states.
members and are acting with the bigots
In nnminating candidates for office the against Liberalism, it will be found that There has been Ingersoll belief since the
man who thinks one ought to. express his
honest thoughts, I beg .to differ from yon rum interest must be consulted and the with a majority of those it is from a belief time of Elijah's translation; the children
liquor-selling and consuming element be that they can havmoreinflnenoewith their heard their parents laugh at the pretenas regards your definition of belief.
secured
by providing men and measures church brethren in converting them to sion, and very naturally laughed ·at Elisha
· S.: Let us hear from yon then.
and said1 "Go up, thou bald head." It
I.: Belief is a thing the result of evi- for their approval, in order to get the prohibition by not antagoniiing them in
was priestoraft that said that two she-bears
dence as presented to a man's intellectual needed drinking and drnnken vote, so their bigoted religions notions; believing
came out of the woods and devoured the
faculties. Belief is formed in no other essential in most of the states to hav a that the arguments converting them to
The great mass of church prohibition for the good of man would soon children (the meaning is, that God sent
way. This being so, man cannot by any majority.
the bears to gobble them up). There has
possibility control his belief. To illus- voters join with the rum voters to keep convince them that the welfare of man is
been Ingersoll belief throughout the ages,
trate, I draw here a geometrical line. their favorit party in power. Rum and more important than their superstitions
and the ~mly barrier to this belief being
Now, the evidence, as presented to your religion combined are more than a match notions in regard to their imagined duties
made public was the persecution, iron
intellect, foroos the belief that the above for all the Freethonght and Infidelity in and special services to please God.
shackles, and the death sentence of dogcharacter is nothing more nor less than a the land. They will outwit and outvote
All the majority of church people need matic priestoraft. Galileo was put behind
geometrical line, though I may tell yon the Infidels, and scoff at their feeble ef- is the light to bring them to more rational
the bars for saying that the earth moved.
forts.
·
it is not a line at all, but a gold mine, and
and intelligent views of human rights.
The publishers of Paine's works were
Ohnroh or religions people hav little repromis that if yon will only belit~ve it to
We m nst not conclude because the church put behind them. But I need not mention
be a gold mine it shall be yours without gard or concern for the morality or char- papers publish articles ancl some pnlpiteers to any well-read man the hundreds of men
money and without price. Do yon, Mr, acter or religions principles of the candi- thunder their bigoted notions, that any
date if he keeps th.em to himself, and if he large proportion subscribe to or advocate who suffered persecution in a similar or
Smith, believe that to be a gold mine?
worse way. Is it any wonder that Robert
S.: I can't say I that I do; nor, since oanseonre the rum vote and keepthe party their narrow views. They go to church
Ingersoll takes advantag-e of the civil and
yon hav required me to believe a thing in power, and caters in his politics to both and to the polls more to please the pastors
religions liberty of his day? Where would
which my reason condemns as absurd, ~an rum and religion he is good enough for and their political leaders than from any
Robert Ingersoll hav been three hundred
I hav any confidence in your redeeming them.
enlightened views of religion or politics.
or even two hundred years ago, had he
We hav drunken congressmen and religthe promis von made me upon condition
My acquaintance with church prohibi- lived then and advocated what he does
ious congressmen, and they will act and tionists convinces me of this fact, and
of my believing it.
now? The teaching of that priestoraft
I.: To be candid, Mr. Smith, I cannot vote together to secure legislation, or to under the oironmstanoes no intelligent
has been the great and chief barrier to the
prevent
legislation
against
their
respeotiv
censure yon for your answer.
What
Liberal should show himself so illiberal as progress of science, learning, and oivilizawould yon think of the author of a com- interests. They fraternize in loving fel- to refuse to join with them in helping to tiC'n
mand that reads thus: "Now go and lowship to support their mutual interests. abolish the saloon traffic from the lan4.
There hav been men of perhaps eqnal
.smite Amalek and utterly destroy all that A beautiful exhibition ofthis tendor affecT. E. LoNGSHoRE.
greatness for centuries past, and any and
they hav, and spare them not; but slay tion was very striking in Senator Quay's
every well-read student of history knows
both man and woman, infant and suckling, Sunday-closing bill for the late Oolnm bian
that priestoraft, in all the denominations,
A.n A.ttack Resisted. ·
Exposition.
ox and sheep, camel and ass " ?
suppressed Freethonght, and I dare you
S.: My honest belief, sir, is that such a
Rum and religion must unite and work
RIOHMOND, VA., Aug. 17, 1894.
command could proceed only from a together, because they can do so much
MR. EDIToR: In the Rtohmond State of to Cl)me out and deny this and back your
bloodthirsty fiend.
good for each other and for the country. August 14th I read an article, "Will Bob denial with ·historical facts. When theoI : I thought yon said yon believed the This same happy feeling exists in most of Ingersoll Ever Suicide?" The paper was logians ·tell yon that the teaching of the
Bible?
our state legislatures, in political caucuses, handed to me by a friend of my own belief Bible brought about civilization they are
S.: Yes, sir, I said it and I meant it.
and in local primary meetings.
when on the train leaving the city for sev- going against the records. It was the
I.: I want to tell yon, Mr. Smith, that
Liberals may fight the encroachments of eral days' absence; hence delay in replying, overwhelmin~ tide in the progress of
that command is in the Bible, 1 Sam. xv, 3. the church and fanaticism, but while these The article was signed, "0. J. A." Now, science that compelled theologians to reS. : It must hav been given by the hav snob a powerful ally in tbe rum traffic Mr. 0. J. A., in my endeavor to defend treat and modify their assertions concerndeviL
they can make no appreciable show in self- Robert Ingersoll against your charges, I ing many of the more glaring errors of the
Bible and theology.
'
I.: I think it was given by the so· called defense. The purblind multitude do not will follow yon closely.
Robert Ingersoll is an extraordinary
Yon start out by complimenting the ediopposit of the devil. ' But, by whomsoever see this alliance between rum and religion
given, do yon not think it a little brutal? to rule the country; nor do they know tor for some "just comments" he inade production of human n"ture; his acquireS.: I told yon, sir, that I believed e-very that our bungling, drunken legislation in upon the evil influence of Ingersoll's ments are 'due to close application. His
word in that blessed book. Blasphemy, the interests of rum, religion, and capital teachings. Those comments I did not see, honesty and citizenship are above re·
blasphemy I
is the cause of the financial crisis and our therefore I will be silent concerning them. proach; he is bold enough to be honest
Then yon proceed by saying that " it is and honest enough to be bold; he is not
I.: But hold a bit, Mr. Smith; yon will present industrial anarchism.
It is all folly and a waste of. energy strange that they should hav any infl.n- afraid to think and to say what he believes.
please define blasphemy.
S.: Sir, a man is a blasphemer when he to work for any reforms or for the abolition anile at all; they certainly hav none with His object in this day of liberty and freespeaks disparagingly of the church or any of our social, commercial, and industrial those who know what he is, for he has dom of speech is to let men know the
evils while we ignore .or connive at this proved himself the veriest pretender in· truth; to pull away the curtains and open
of its adjuncts.
league between the rum and the religions every r6le in which he has appeared ex- to the gaze of the wide world that private
I. : I beg to differ from yon again.
forces. The occupations of both are profit- oept perhaps that of a lawyer." That as- apartment, "the holy of the holies," where
S. : What then?
I.: Blasphemy-invented by a priest- ably followed because of the help they re- sertion is as false as it is malicious. the high priests entered only once a year.
Robert Ingersoll in belief and principle is And if he did gain that loftv vantage
is an epithet bestowed by superstition oeive from each other.
Rum makes business for the church in no pr~tender, and 0. J. A., if he' be a ground he made no secret of it. He did
upon honest inquiry. Mr. Smith, hav yon
read recently the eighth chapter of Daniel? trying to save sinners and criminals that scholar, knows that. He must also be not, like Moses, pass a death sentence on
S.: No, sir, I hav not. Read it please; drink and drunkenness produce; a source tacking in knowledge if he does not know either man or beast that should come near
yon hav the book. · · · Well, well, that supplies the chief cause for churches that there are hundreds if not thousands to touch the mount. He does not preach
well, a profound mystery. I don't know. and church work. We can readily see the of people in every city who know what for tithes, but the theologians are jealous
I.: What do yon understand by mystery? cause for the sympathy and near fellowship Colonel Ingersoll is, and admire him as a because he can make an honest;. living by
S. : Mystery is the depth of meaning in existing between them. The rum power teacher of truth, learning, and sound phi- telling the truth, . and thereby shake to
atoms the doctrine of mystery, m:iraole,
snob chapters as yon hav just read and in can more than neutralize all the Infidels losophy.
Now let me quote the second paragraph; and prophecy.
the remainder of the book of Daniel, in all can do against religion by its fidelity to
0. J. A. knew no better than to assert
the book of Revelation, and, in fact, one- the church, its best friend. Liberals he says: "Take him first as a champion of
should bombard this alliance and either Infidelity. In this r6le he has made a that Father Lambert's little pamphlet,
half at least of the whol!l Bible.
L: Mr. Smith, I beg to differ from you, break it up or force it. to the open; and ireat show of intellectual acumen, and of "Notes on Ingersoll," ground him into
once more in the matter of defining words. self-defense; either to abandon or justify profound philosophical thought. To listen an impalpable powder. I hav read'the
its complicity,
to him, one would think that the true pamphlet, and a ten-year-old school boy
S. :· What then?
Fifty years. ago Stephen Foster and teachings of history, logic, and philosophy could digest it before breakfast.
I.: Mystery is the Mother Hubbard
It certainly grinds yon to a powder to
dress in which ignorance apparels non- Parker _Pillsbury prov.ed the "American .were never' nnderstood until the white
church .;nd oiergy a brotherhood of' l.igb:t ofhisoleli.r intelleotwaathlown ni>on know that yon· and all ·your- theolhgical
,
,
sense.
S.: ·Well, I must be going; but before thievelil," and the '• bulwark of American them. The greatest minds h.eretofore hav host hav never been able to iltil.gget- :him
·
·
taking my leave I'd like to.hav yon giv me slavery." To-day they are the bulwark of only groped like blind men in their search or shake his mi.derstanding.
T. A. DoNALDSoN.
the names of the chapters yon referred to. the rum traffic, and the political oompan- for. trn\h; it remained for him to soar
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
Ri11er, Mass., to whom all Oommunicati(Jn» for this Oorner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the da:r's occnr.at.ion•
That is known as the Children s Hour."

Sleepy Man.
When the sleepy man comes with the dust on his
eyes,
(Ob, weary, my Deari@, so weary!)
H 3 shuts up the earth, and he ope us the skies.
(So hush-a- by, weary, my Dearie!)
He smiles through his fingers, and shuts up the

sun;
(Ob, weary, my Dearie, so weary!)
The ptars that he loves he lets out one by one.
(So hush-a-by, weary, my Dearie!)
He cameo from the co.stles of Drowsy-boy Town;
(Ob, weary, my Dearie, RO weary!)
At the touch of his hand the tired eyelids fall
down.
(S·o hush-a-by, weary, my DeariP !)
He romes with a murmur of dream in his wings,
(Ob, weary, my Dearie, so weary!)
And whispers of mermaids and wonderful things.
(So hush-a-by. weary, my Dearie!)
Then the top is a burden, the hnll'le a bane,
(Ob, weary, my DenriP, FO weary!)
When one would he faring down Dream-a-way
Lane.
(So hush-a-by, weary, my Dearie!)
When one would he wending in Lullaby Wherry
(Ob, weary, my Dearie, so WAary !)
To flleepy Man's Castle by Comforting Ferry.
(So hush-a-by, weary, my Dearie!)
-G. ]). Roberts, tn tlw Century.

After the Shower.
The ga v little flowerets
Are sparkling with fun,
They seem to look up
A.nd make love to the sun;
He smiles.softly down
From the cloud-curtained sky,
And they open their wings,
As if readY to fly.
The birds e'en rejoice
That the shower is o'er,
Their mus;c sounds sweeter
Than ever before;
They fly to their haunts
In the emerald bower
And warble in harmony
"After the showfr."
-GxoBGE J.

Rn!sBURG.

Secular Education.
[Mr. Louis Levine sends ns the following, one of the National Secular Society's
tracts, London, England. It embodies
onr own views in relation to the education of children, and should be read and
pondered by all Liberals.-ED. C. C.]
Now that the struggle between Christianity and Freethonght, Religion and
Reason, is becoming every day more ac
centnated, every day, every hour more
bitter, it is of the highest importance that
we should arm onr children to meet the
foe, and nowhere shall we find a more
efficient weapon than in Secul"r education.
Everyone who sends his child to school
and allows it there to receive Bible teaching is doing that child and the Freethongh t
movement an infinit amount of harm. I
know it is said: "If we withdraw onr children from religions instruction they are
shunned by their schoolfellows, taunted,
scoffed at, and their little lives made miserable." Unfortunately this is in a great
measure true. bnt not to the extent that
we might at first imagin; for if the child,
having at home the example of honest,
upright parents, be himself honest and
upright, he soon live down all such unpleasantness and is respected and honored
by the whole school. It is not merely
that a certain portion of the child's day is
employed uselessly when he m,ight be
learning how to make his own life, and the
lives of others, better, happier, and more
beautiful, or when he might be in the
fields gathering in a store of health. It is
far worse than this; the time occupied in
Bible teaching in school is time employed
for the child's lasting injury, for from the
Bible he learns that to trick, to lie, to cheat,
has been conduct not only passed without
blame, bnt followed by actual reward. It
is not a negativ harm he receives bnt a
positiv moral poison.
If we wish onr children to be honest we
must not let them hear the Bible read in
school; lest they hear how Jacob lied to
his blind father rsaao aud thus stole his
brother's blessing, a theft indorsed by
God. To teach them that mere repent-

ance covers the sin of theft is a direct encouragement to dishonesty. To instill
into the young mind that there is more
joy in heaven over one sinner that repenteth than over ninety and nine just persons
who need no repentance, is a strong incitement to vice and crime. If we want
onr children not to lie, we must be careful
na one holds before them the example of
Peter, who thrice denied his master, and
:vet was given by that -master the keys of
heaven; nor must we teach them the story
of .Ananias and Sapphira, because when
once they hav proved by personal experience that a lie does not mean sudden
death, they will not only cease to believe
in the punishment, bnt in the wrongness
of the lie itself. Let ns rather teach them
tl) be hl)nest, not to lie, nor steal; that dishonesty, lying, and theft are evil because
one lie breeds many, and a liar is never to
be trusted, bnt is despised and feared
wherever he goes, always carrying with
him suspicion and hate.
If we wish onr children to be brave we
must beware how they are taught that
when one cheek is smitten they must turn
the other; we must be careful how they
hear that when Jesus was in sore distress
all his disciples "forsook him and tied-"
disciples held before children as examples
and models. To giv them moral courage
enforce upon them that a pure concience
is as an armor of proof. To make children physically brave we must first hav
them physically healthy. Next we must
explain to them dangers they are likely to
meet with, neither exaggerating nor depreciating their gravity. If we - exaggerate we make the children fearful and
timid; if we depreciate they go insnffi·
ciently prepared to meet the danger ail.d
get trodden under in the fight. We must
bid them be wary of defiance, bnt stout of
defense.
If we tell onr little ones how men bav
suffered and died for their opinions, let ns
rather point to Spinoza and Giorc:lano
Bruno than to J esns Christ.
Do we want onr children industrious?
Then we must not teach them to follow the
example of the lilies of the field. Do we
want onr children just and generous?.
Then we mnstnot let them hear how Jacob
bargained with Esan before he consented
to relieve the pangs o·f his brother's
hunger, or how Christ cursed and blighted
a fig tree because it had no fruit upon it
when he happened to Pl.BB by. Dd we
want onr children sober? Then. we must
guard them from such teaching as this:
"Giv strong drink unto him that is ready
to perish, and wine unto those that be of
heavy hearts. Let him drink and forget
his pover~y, and remember his misery no
more." If we wish onr children to hav a
clear and distinct idea of right and wrong
we must avoid putting into their hands a
book which contains such contradictory
moral teaching os the Bible.
In school the child's education should
be. secular; brit yet I would not hav him
grow np without teaching upon the subject of religion.
A child goAB to a. board [public] school
and hears for the first time the word
"god." Perhaps a favorit playmate says
to your astonished little one: "My mother
says that your father is a very wicked
man, he doesn't believe in God, and I am
not to play with yon any more." The
child wonders, comes home, and asks:
"What's God, father? D n't yon believe
in God?" Perhaps yon answer, "Little
children should not ask questions," or
something to that effect. The child goes
away unsatisfied and nneas'l!, To avoid
that I would hav yon yon;selvs in your
leisure hours t~ach your children about all
religions. Tell them that in the world
there are many religions which hav all
grown ont of ignorance. How reli!lions
hav ~ppeared and disappeared; how when
man did not understand the running
water there was a water god; when he did
not understand the natural causes which
brought about good and bad seasons then
the deity who had charge of agricultural
operations WR!!! pleased or angry. Tell
how, even long after a cause has been
removed, its ill effects unhappily remain,
and although the world is rapidly growing
less and less ig,!;wrant it cannot escape from
the toils of its 'manifold superstitions with
equal rapidity.
I would hav parents talk to their little
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ones of Thor, Woden, and Freis, worshiped by onr Saxon ancestors, explain to
them that that was a worship belonging to
a bar barons age, and that there are not many
people who believe in the Thunder God
to-day. Tell the children, too, of the
beantifnl fancies of the Greeks, of Zeus,
of Pallas, and the host of gods and goddesses. Neither omit the Jewish God
Jahveh; explain that, lacking as this
superstition is in beauty or high moral
teaching, nevertheless thousands of their
brothers and sisters are still in its toils.
Tell of Brahms, of Bndilha, of Allah, of
Krishna, of Christ, of Mohammed, and their
millions of worshipers. Moreover, never
lose an opportunity of making comparisons
between these different beliefs, and note
to your little student how all hav grown
ont of the hydra-headed dragon, Ignorance. Let the children be shown the
temples frequented by Protestants and
Roman Catholics; take them inside and
point ont the images and idols. Then
show them pictures of Buddhist and Mohammedan temples, or take them into a
museum and show them models. Let
them there look at the scores of idols worshiped· by different peoples, and having
shown the Madonna and child in the
Catholic temple, point out Isis and Horns
in the museum. Pnt all these legends and
myths on the- same footing to the child
and then when he hears the word "god,"
he will not be cast into a state of uneasy
wonderment as to whether his father really
is wicked, but will hav a feeling of tender
pity toward his little friend that he too has
not a father or mother to explain to him
that his god is bnt one of many, and all
created ont of man's ignorance.
· When the child is old enough to think
and judge a little for himself, then the
Bible should be put into his hands. He
will find it a very cnrions, interesting, and
in some parts beautiful, piece of literature;
but his brain will then be trained to distinguiSh between the good and bad in it,
and he will be prepared to study, not to
worship it,
HYPATIA BRADLAUGH.
Ideas of God.
From Lucy W. PHELPS, West Sutton,
Mass., aged seventeen:·
What are my ideas of God, and what
should God represent to the fntnre Freethinker? God is an appellation which
has been and is used to represent something that is indiscernible, and ever will
be. It is merely an imaginary idol which
those people who hav not broken the
gyves that bind them to superetition, those
who hav not progressed with the age in
which they liv, worship, as their creator.
That God's origin was caused through
ignorance of ancient people is ostensible.
Thus God is unavailable to the fntnre
Freethinker. He should base his structure
upon truths, not myths; on knowledge, not
ignorance.
God can represent only a
stumbling-block in the fntnre Freethinker's path.

Prof. Ernst Haeckel,
HIS

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS CHEAP
Ont of various importations and pur
chases of scientific works, at different
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each
of the following, to which we call atten
tion, as enabling onr readers to get a good
deal for their money:
The Rise and Early Oonstitutiou of Universities,
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tics. An Application of the Principles of
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Glimnses 'of Nature. By Andrew Wilson, F R
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lllusions: A Psychological Study. By Jame
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By Mary Wollst'Jnecraft. $1.
The Genesis of Science and the Factors of Or~anic Evolution. Both by Herbert Spencer
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Archibald Geike, LL.D., F'.R.S. 75 cents.
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Charles Darwin; His Life and Vlork. By Grant
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The Pleasures of Life. By Sir John Lubbock,
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Notes on Earthquakes, with fourteen miscellane
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SELEOT WORKS OF GRANT ALLEN,
The Evolutionist at Large.
Vignettes from Nature, and
Force and Energy; a theory of Dynamics. Three
hooks in one volume. Cloth, $1.
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with a preface by

Life, Works, Career, and Prophecy.
A Lecture
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THE

.R. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the litera•
ture of Freethought. Its arguments are based
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It is eloquent as well as convincing.
Price, cloth, $1.
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Travels in Faith
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I growth and development, its highest unfoldment, is the object of this book."
" When the eyes of ignorance are
opened evil will disappear."
" Right living is human helpfulnessthat is, wisdom."
"Anything that tends to the elevation
,
of humanity is moral."
"The result is to be: My life a profit
and a delight."
The temptation is to keep on gathering
these pearls by which the quality of goodness described in each chapter is adorned,
but that won't do for us. We must ·for
that turn the book over to the reader. It
will be a permanent delight, a ray of sunshine and of goodneBB in every household,
school-house, or lonely room in which it
may enter; a constant friend," As though
a sister's voice reproved," and yet reproved
by example and persuasion rather than
by command.
T. B. WAKEMAN.

RIGHT LIVING. l'y Susan H. Wixon. Pp.
292; price, $1. For sale by the Tra11J
Seeker Co.
This is a bright, cheerful, happy-making
book that brings a blessing wherever it
goes. Therefore, where ought it not to go?
There is nothing dnii, stapid, or pre aoby
about it; it merely samples out and pictures the best ways to liv. We are ''in it"
and hav no choice but to liv, Colonel
Ingerson on suicide to the contrary notwithstanding, so we had better make the
best of it and Iiv as comfortably, pleasantly, usefully, happily, and blessedly as
we can. This book was written by one of
"Dynamic Theory," by.James B. Alexthe Angels to show us how. It is happy- ander-" An attempt to show that ormaking because it drop,s so much so eagily. ganic beings are both constructed and
If most of us had tried to write a book operated by the dynamic agencies of their
respeotiv environments ''-is a recent ocabout "living" we would hav fallen into tavo volume of 1,065 pages and 400 illusreligions or philosophies or sociologies or trations by a Mine 'Polis scientific author.
at least ethics or morals, and so hav sunk Mr. Alexander is a writer of the Darwin
out of sight-at lea.st common sight, The and Spencer school, and in his volume
author illastrates life-self and social life- works out in detail a theory which is in
harmony with that on· which Darwin's
hopeful, healthfal, and enjoyable, by works were based. Commenoin~ with
showing its phases in chapters.
embryology, the author traces the deShe starts out with old Goethe; he, and velopment of the human being along all
not Solomon, was the wisest man; that is, lines, and draws evidence from every
department of science. Nine chapters
Goethe when he was old, and had sobered are
devoted to the testimony of ge·
out of his younger pranks, though he ology. Botany and zoology are exhaustcould never hav held a candle for Solomon ivly drawn upon. Even physics and
as to them, but he finaily sammed up the electricity are made to bear witness, while
wisdom of the world in three words, " Re- physiology and anatomy are made the
of a score or more chapters. In
member to liv!" (Gedenke zu leben.) subject
the chapters on the ego, or personality,
That is the sum, if not the motto, of this Mr. Alexander argues that the "feeling
book, and its sixty chapters are pictures, of personality " is a union of sensations.
descriptions, and '' tips " as to how it is to He says that ego is a true case of
be done. The chief end of man and life is e pluribus unum. When Tommy wants
a drink, the various ·organs .and functions
life itself-not to "glorify" some god or speak
through Tommy's month.
Mr.
shy some devil. The proof of the book is, Alexander admits that his theory subverts
that such a life is what we and everybody the theory of the immortality of the soul.
out of the lunatic asylum want or ought If the mind is an aggregate of phenomena,
to want, and so what the world wants. it ceases or dies, he says, when the body
Without boasted learning or casuistry we which maintains it ceases existence. The
union of sensatirns ceases when the sensahav a healthy, free-growing life pictured tions fail. This is true, he thinks, whether
in its sixty various aspects, and by looking the soul be considered material or immathem over we can always find by contrast terial. When the body and brain go, the
what we want to help us out, so that we machinery for the production of mind is
may be good and useful and even agree- destroyed. The continuation of our
he concludes, is to be accomable. Will our friends who will use rum identity,
plished, if at all, by the continuation or
and tobacco and compel us to catch their reconstruction of our bodies, that is, by a
breaths please read the chapters on Tem- resurrection. The work is snggestiv of
perance, Tobacco, Habit, Cleanliness, and thought, and will prove interesting even
Politeness and Best Society? Except for to those who may radically .diller with its
conclusions. The style is clear and the
a kiss every face should keep at least two arrangement of arguments is sp1thetioal
yards off from every other?
and easy to follow.
The work is well
But there is no authority or censorship worth pernsal.-[Speotator, Minneapolis.
in the book-no lessons from Censor
Anthony Comstock. Its cure for the bad
A SMALL
is not repression or repulsion, but contrast, assimilativ and healthy growth,
which soon rejects or transforms the bad
into the good. To do this we hav only to
step out of the old rotten authority-God
ALL J'OB $1.GO.
and devil, heaven and hell " morals " of
Evolution.
fear, hate, envy, punishment, and celestial
By B. F. Underwood,,,, ....... ,,,, .Price 6 cents
bribery-into the clear light of science, The World's Parliament of ·Religions.social attractions and motivs, to find that,
By Tenney.......................... Price 10 cents
The Gods.
as the author and the Wise Man say
By Ingersoll (with likeness) ...... , .Price·20.cents
"Living will teach yon how to liv, be~te;
Before The Unitarian Club.. ,Price 6 cents
than preacher or book." Yes, but it is Ingersoll
Myth of the Great ·Deluge.
right good to-learn a great deal of life by • By McCann .............. ,, .... , ... Price 15 cenb
the unlucky and unfortunate experiences Evolution of the Devil.
"
By Henry Frank ................... Price 25 cents'
of others instead of our own, In that lies
the great practical value and attraction of The Bruno Monument In Rome ........ Price 12 cents
and State.
works of this kind. George Eliot sought Church
By ·• Jefferson" .. , . , .. , • , , , , .. , , ... Price .10 cents
to illnstate a similar idea in her "Theo. Religion of Humanity:
phrastns Snob," following the " Charao.
By Benwell ............... , •• ...... Price 15 cents
ters" of gpod old Theophrastns, the Ingersoll on Roscoe -Gonkllng.i'-......,Price 4_cents
famed successor of Aristotle, But their Dwight L. Moody.
By Susan H. Wixon ................ Price 15 cents
pictures were gross and of special vices
Christian Religion.
personified, snob as "the Miser," "the
By an Old l!-armer ....: ............. Price 15 cents
Glutton," etc. Our author quite other- God In the Constitution.
·
wise, and in a way modern and original,
By Ingersoll .. ,, ........ , ...... ,,, ,Price 10cents
•
givs us the good aspects• of healthy char- Effacement -of Christianity.
By Holyoake.; .... • ................ Price 10 cents
acteristics upon which modern evolution
Life and Career -of ·Bradlaugh.
throws the emphasis of our age. She
By Holyoake,, , ............ , . , ..•.. Price 15 centa
drops every word of the old lingo, theo- Ingersoll's Address on Thomas Paine, Price 6 ceats
logical or philosophical, Her keynotes Standing Up for Jesus.
By H. L. Green .................... Price 4 centl
are li~e these:
In the Republic.
"Humanity is a unit-a body. We are Religion
By M.A. Freeman................. Price 6 centa
parts of the whole. • · · Therefore we Never-Ending Life Assured by Science.
shun those acts that hold the sting of pain I By Tenney......................... Price 6 cents
and regret."
1 Charles Darwin (lllustrated).
By Flower & Wakeman ........... Price·15 centa
"Nothing that we hav seen or known is
Jehovah I ntervlewed................... Price 6 cents
more wonderful and beautiful' than the 1 Cosmology
against Theology.
o
mind [life] of man, To aid its process oj ~ By Vllliex ....... u" ............. ,lTice 16 cen\1
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$100 Reward $100.
1
The readers of this paper will be pleased 1
to learn that there is at least one dreadful
disease that science has been able to cure
in all its stages, and that is Cata.r~h.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is the only positive
cure known to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional t!eatment. Ha_II's
Catarrh Cure is taken mternally, aotmg
directly npoD. the·blood and mucous s~
faoes of the system, thereby destroYing
the foundation of the disease, and giving
the patient strength. ~Y buildin~ up ~he
constitution and. asBisting nature m domg
its work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers, that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
F. J, CHENEY & CO.,
Address
Toledo, 0.
ltii!"Sold by Druggists, 75o.

•

Books by s. p. Putnam.·' 'The Bible: What Is IU

A pamphlet con-

taining eight chapters_ in refuta:t1_on of the
assumption that the Bible is a diVIne book of
}:Jure thougbt, and correct in sJl its utterances.
Price, 25 cents.

Studies In Theology. A clear exposition

of the biblical story of man's "creation," and
"OJlrse," theologicsJly denominated "the fall."
• •
Pr1ce, 10 cents.

The Bible Against Itself. Contammg

one hunilred and fifty plain self-contradictions
of the Bible1 ~nvolving q.ues tiona of theology,
morals, and nistory,
Price, 1.0 cents,
The Human Nature of Jesus. A re~~
tion of the assumption that he was a diVIne
})erson and that he was the fulfillment of Old
Testament prophecies. Price, 10 cents.
Liberalism. Treati~g the subject fro~ a
negative and affirmative standP.omt, showmg
what it is not and what it is. Pr1ce, 5 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, .
28 Lafayette place, New Yor:L

The New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe1 and Its

AT NEW ROCHELLE.

Scientific Solution, with some Oriticisms of
Universolol!Z: Price3 .20 cents.

PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A 11rose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breez7. from
first pag_e to last with tl:ie 'living spint of today."-.JJohn Swinton's Paper.

PAIIE MOIUMEBT &HOMESTEAD

thor certainlY has ~eniua. The divine
creative spark is within him. The book is
filled with manly thou_ghts~ expressed. in
manly words-the transcn_pt or a manly m.llld.
Every Liberal should read • Golden Throne.'"
-[ln![~rsolL Price, $1.
•
•

Views of Speaker's Platform

Waifs and waudermgs, A New Ameri-

Golden Throne, A Romance.

In~rsoll
:J."h~e

and Jesus.

ANP

The Assemblage.

A conversation m

between the Nineteenth Centnry
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price,10 cents.

Adami and Heva.

AND

"The au-

A poetic version of

the Indian storY of the Garden of Eden in
whic.a itli superiorit¥ to the mutilated copythe Genesis le!ieR_d-18 shown. Price, 10 cents.

What they are:

1. View of the Stand, with the speakers
and other occupants standing\ showin_g Colonel Ingersoll, President Rowley, S. P. Putnam, T. B. Wakeman, et al.

2. Colonel Ingersoll Causes n Smile.
mance. Price, 85 cents.
S. President Rowley Addresses the As·
M:y Religions Experience. Price, 25 cents. ·
semblage.
For sJl of the above address
4,, Mr. Putnam Reads A Poem,
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
28 La.favette place, New York.
o. Mr. Wakeman Talks of Liberty, Science and Humanity.
.
Gottlieb: His LUe. A Freethought Bo-

Force afld ?latter;
OB,

.

''I

ftinoljJ/ea of the Natural Order or the Unlrerse, with a System of Morali.'y
Based Thereon.

. lBY PBoFEssoB LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
<l<r.RTENTS:

Fo:r-oe and Ma.tter

The Fitness of Th..ngs ir
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology),
Immoroo.Iity_of Force, Man,
infinity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thou!'(ht,
Motion,
ConsClousness,
Form,
Seat of the SoUl,
(mmn.t&bilityofNatural Innate Ideas,.
.
Laws,
The Idea of uod,
tl'niversality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Sonl of Brutes
Periods of t,he Creation :Free Will,
of the Earth,
Morality,
Original Generation, Con c 1u dli:n g Obsern
Secular Generation,
tioru.
ll>,ol.,.. $1.!!0.

6. The Paine Monument, as it appeared
May 80th wreathed in fiowers and bearing
mottoes. No other picture of the Monument
like this one.

'l. Paine Homestead as it appears now.
These are splendid photo!l'raphs. They were
all ta.ken at the comme.morat1ve exercises at New
Rqchelle, on May ?Ot.h, and are historically, patrlotica~y, and artistically veiT valuable and will
be prlzl!d by thousands of Libera.ls who revere
thE! gemus_ and ~onor the memory of Thomas
Paille. Mis• LeVIn has spared no pains to make
them worthy the subject and the occasion .. The
photographs are SxlO inches in.size and the price
lB seventy-five cents each.
Address THE 'I'RUTH SJillllKJilR CO •
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

WAS

~

CHRIST

Aod1'AAII 'T'l'lJil 'li'RUTR SF.lil"R:WI

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES.
A new edition of that splendid l;'rose JJ9em,
"Life," by "the prince of orators,' Col. B. G.
In~~:ersoll. It is larger and better than the old
edition, and can be framed or Placed upon the
table as an ornament. In the center of the card
&ppear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby,
oUrrounded by the prose poem, which has been
truthfully described as," one of the ma_sterpieces
of the orator and J?Oet who now, as fa.r as we
know, stands alone m the living world." It will
make a deli~htful present, and will be a •ouvenir
not only of mtellectual greatness, but of artistic
workmanshiP. It is printed on heav:y board, lrilt
boveled edge. The siZe is 12x16 inches, and the
prioe only?5 oents, posJdiaid.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
.. T,&f&vAt.te nlaae. NAw Ynrk.

•

•

•

CRUCIFIED?
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
A judicial consideration of the question:&J!.d the
decision against the scriptures a.nd the Cnristian
tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKEH.

POPES AHD Tl{€11! DOIHGS
A00011NT OP

Ylcars of Christ and Vicegerents of Bod.
'Pu e •

~n eent!H

elntb, '75 eent...

CHEAP EDITION.

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.
PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
BOOKS BY

The Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Reli!l'ion of the Futmre. Oloth. $1.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

of the Christian lteligion and the Significanc'
of its Bise and Decline. Oloth. $1.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Law~
of Nature. Oloth, 1!!1.

Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Hum&n Orgamsm. Oloth, $1.

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History, Illua
tra.ted b:v H. Faber. Oloth~$2._
Address
THE TrlUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafa.:rette pla.oe, New York.

By R. WHEELER.
This book lB just what i~s title implies-thn1n_ping whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianity on ihe world, showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that J esua was a false prophet. that the gos_pels
are not authentic, and that v.... :.:.~ianitr is a borrowed system of religion. That the B1ble is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
not a. real benefit to man,
Prioe, 20 oents, six for $1.
Address '1'HE 'l'BUTH SEllllUilB

THE TRUTH SE.EK.ER. SEPT..Iii:MBER 29, 1894
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for_ '])arsons.

ST. PETER: "Minister, were yon? I
·don't see many souls to your credit."
New Arrival: "Didn't hav time to save
souls, St. Peter ; I was too busy raising
mortgages. "-Lije.
A MAN dat plants a watermillion patch
next to de graveyard may not save all his
melons, but he is de means ob eradioatin'
de germs ob sooperstishnn from de minds
of de colored population in dat veroinity .-Puck.
WHOEVER has lived long enough to find
out what life is, knows how deep a debt of
gratitude we owe to Adam, the first great
benefactor of our race-he brought death
into the world.-Mark Twaln, in " The

OentuPy," New ·York.

"MR. LoNGTALX is doing a wonderful
amount of good among the poor, overworked people." "In what way?" "He
preaches sermons long enough for them to
get a good, refreshing sleep every time."

--Chicago Inter-Ocean.
FATHER O'RouRKE: "Michael, my son,
I hope yon vote as I do." Mike Finnegan:
•• An' how does your riverenoe vote?"
Father O'Rourke : " Oh, I vote as I
JPray." "Mike ~'innegan: "Ooh, it's for
money, thin. Yis, your riverinoe. Oi am
wid yez,"-Lije.
MoTHER: "Yon shouldn't play games on
Snndav." Little boy: "This one is all
:right." " Do yon mean that all that rnn:ning and jumping is right?" "Yes'm.
We are playing steeple chase, and pretendin' they is reg' Jar church steeples."/Street and Smith's Good News.

POND'
S EXTRACT
•
THE ONLY ACTUAL CURATIVE
AGENT OF ITS KIND.

FOUR THOUSAND DROPS

-in a bottle-small size-and
EVERY DROP EFFECTIVE

in curing that troublesome
CATARRH, LAMENESS,
RHEUMATISM, SPRAIN,
MOSQUITO BITE, PILES,
SUNBURN, BRUISE,
WOUND, OR ANY PAIN
from which you are sujferi'flg.

USE I.T AFTER SHA VI.NG.

_CAUTION • gent
A discriminating intellipurchaser demands
fJUAL~XY.

Large bottles-and large
profits-to unscrupulous venders do
not compen&ate for days of pain and
nights of torture that may be avoided
by insisting that no weak substitute·
be oft'ered in place of the GENUINE

POND'S EXTRACT
MADE ONLY BY

PONDS EXTRACT CO., 76 Fifth Ave..• New York,

The Living Waters.
To tho•e who need a medioin, remember
that Water of Life is one of the best, and
will cure the stomach, liver, and kidneys.
-Large pamphlet free, 34 S. ~ain st.,
Wilkesbarre, Pa. J. R. Perry, mgr. 26t18

THE contradictions of popular theology ALL styles of watches from $1.88 up Hal'ldare not unperceived by the child mind. some catalogue free. Safe Wa.toh Co., 9 Murray
52t19
·.A little girl four and a half years old street, New York.
lately said: "Papa, who made Mary and
Joseph?" "Why, God, of course." "Oh,
:no, papa, that could not be; for, if Jesus
is God, and Mary is Jesus' mother, how
<eonld God make his own mother?"
ARGUMENT

Col. R. G.· Ingersoll's

THE SALVATIONIST'S HYMN.
fBvqgestea

by

G. L. MaoJcenzie's ''Salvationist's
Prayer."]

Praise the Lord, I'm nicely saved.
No matter how yon hav behaved,
The road to heaven with sin is paved.
Hallelujah!
Christ for sinners died and bled;
All my crimes are on his head.
.I sin·; he suffers in my stead.
Hallelujah!
Lord, I love to liv with thee,
:Sino.e thou dost provide for me;
'Though I work not, want will flee.
Hallelujah!
So I sing and shout and play,
Making life one holiday,
While to hell most take their way..
Hallelujah!

-Lucianus in London Freethinker,
A MAIDEN lady of Penzance owned a
parrot, which somehow acquired the disagreeable habit of observing, at frequent
intervals: "I wish the old lady would die."
This annoyed the bird's owner, who spoke
to her curate about it. "I think we can
rectify the matter," replied the good man.
"I also hav a parrot and he is a righteous
bird, having been brought np in the way
he should go. I will lend yon my parrot,
:and I trust his influence will reform that
,depraved bird of yours." The curate's
]parrot was placed in the same room with
1the wicked one, and as soon as the two had
lbeoome accustomed to each other the bad
lbird remarked: "I wish the old lady would
die." Whereupon the clergyman's .bird
rolled np his eyes and, in solemn accents,
added: " We beseech thee to hear ns, good
Lord?" The story got out in the parish,
and for several Sundays it was ntloessary
to omit the Litany at the church services.

-LondOn Freethinker.

IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J,
This is the grea.testa.rgument everma.de in a case
of this kind, a.nd will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christi&llS use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever ChristianJ>ersecution is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Ohristia.ns, and. expounded on every oooa.sion.
In Paper, 25 cents: in cloth. 50 cents.
Udreaa
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

'l'HE

Truth Seeker Library . Goms of
lssuBs OJ!' 1891,-$8,

Price.
TruthBeekerAnnual1)891..................... $0 25
Men, Women, and uods. Helen H. Gardener,..................................... 50
The Age of Beason. Thomas Pa.ine. IDustrated................................ :. .. . 25
Answers to Ohristian Questions. D. M. Bennett..................................... .. 25
Christian Absurdities. John Peck ......... .. i&
ViotorHugo'sOration on Volta.ire .......... ..
The Crisis. Thomas Pa.ine. IDustrated .... . 40
BabbathBrea.king. JohnE.Bemsburg ..... .. 25
Travels in Fa.ith from Tradition to Bee.son. Robert 0. Adllolll8 .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 25
Strike of a Sex. George N. Miller........ .. .. 25
My Religious Experience. Ba.muel P. Putnam....................................... 25
The Hig;her Critioism in Theology and Reli~non. T. E. Longshore.... .. . .. .. . .. ..
50
IsSUES OF 1892.-$8,
Infidel Death-Beds. G. W. Foote............. 25
Rights of Man. Thomas Pa.ine. IDustre.ted........................................ 40
Was ChristCruoifted? AustinBierbower.... 10
Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle. Helen H. Gardener ................................... ..
Bible Morals. John E.Bemsburg ........... . ~
Awful Disclosures gj Maria Monk ...•......•. 50
Pocket Theology. V olta.ire •.................. 115
WhY Don't God Kill the Devil? M. Baboook1 ...................................·... 15
LibeJ.1y m Literature. Testimonial to
Walt Whitman, with Funeral Address.
By Col. Robert G. IngersolL~........ . . . 25
Six Lectures on Astronomy. .niohard A.
Proctor................................... 15
Candle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
. Hart...................................... 40
The HolY Bible Abridged ... 00 ..... 00.......... 80
False Ola.ims of the Church. John E.
Remsburg............................... ..
ISSUES OF 1898.-$8,
Thomas Pa.ine Vindicated. Col. Robert
15
The <tir~ri.~~o~r·a.~·d.:"i>'i.''Y~ci~b' ..ii&rt:
mann..................................... 50
Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
M. E. Billings .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 25
Resurrection of Jesus......................... 40
Handbook of Freethought. W. B. Bell...... 50
Religion a Curse; Religion a Disease; Religion a Lie. B. P. Putnam.. 00.... ... .. 25
8~=~-~· ~.~.~~~~~- -~~ 15
Desl~~~~~t
Abraham Lmooln: Was He a Christian?
John E. Remsbur_g.................... 00 50
Pen Pictures of The World's Fa.ir. lliustra.ted. 8. P. Putnam................... 25
Common Sense. Thomas Pa.ine..... .... .. . .. 15
Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine.. 15
Pleasure and Progress. Albert M. Lorentz,
LL.B..................................... 50
Giant Delusion. Otto Wettstein............ 10
Bible Inquirer. A. Jacobson................
25
Sister Lucy. Her Awful Disclosures of
Newh8.11 Convent........................ 10
Woma.n: Four Centuries of Progress. Susan
H. Wixon................................ 10
IssUES OF 1894.-$8,
Thumbscrew and Rack. Geo. E. Macdonald 10
Self-Contradictions of the Bible. W. H. Burr 15
Durm11 the year other standard Freethough t
works Will be published and· sent to subscribers
as the:r appear.
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
published in one year. In ordering please say
which year is desired .
Bingle numbers so!d at prices quoted.
· THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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l ..OGIC OF DEATH)

Take Advantage of the11e Manufactu•
rer'• Price11.
REGULAR GRADE AMERICAN WATCHES,

-oB,-

Including Rockford, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden.

Why Should the Atheist Fear to Die ?

By J. G. HoLYoAXE.

Price, 5 cenbs.

Darwin an~ After Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEORGE J, RoMANEs,
A §ystematic Exposition of what may be termed
the Darwini8m of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ~eneral reader rather than to profe"sed naturahRtR.
Mr. HomaDe8 i• well known as one of the most
interesting of En~lish writers upon evolution,
beside• rankmg w1th Professor Huxle;r in scientific knowledge and abilitY. And this IS a part of
his "onclusion regar ~: ng the great sUbJect of
Design, to which the r.h nrch so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abnndant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
eupernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands of a. pnrelymechanical philosophy...
All nature has thus been transformed before the
view of thl' pre•ent generation 1D a manner and
to an extent that has never before-been pos•ible;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place ha• taken pla<Je in the direction of naturalIsm, .and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical intArpretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in th:.
wordA of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th God?"
fu~trated. Price, clolll~$2. UTH
.
Address, Tl::U!i TR
BEEKER.

OHRISTIAN OHARITY.
FoR the piotnre11qne freell>ooter on the
sunlit, South Sea isle,
Who's escaped the British shooter, and is
dressed in Adam's style,
Send around the plate, my brothers; let
your silver tinkle in_Shirts and stockings, maids and mothers,
for the heathen and his gin.
:!For the window stained and painted, for a
tea and crumpet fight,
:For a fat purse for the sainted one who
offers yon the light,
A Nineteenth Century Novel.
And who on the racket liveth, hand out
Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL.
all yon can aftordHe who to the bishop giveth lends, my
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a younger brotherwhowere left parentbrethren, to the Lord.
less, with a little moneyh fair education 1 and
For the Chinook and the coolie; for the much ooura~re. to make t eir way throug;n the
world by gomg to Chicago. The author 1s also
Jap, and Jew, and Fin,
the heroine. The narrative is, in the main, a hisFor the Znln man unruly drop the gold tory of a. working-girl's life and experience in the
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kindand silver in;
folks, and disreputable hypocrite. It jg
For the far idolater who livs in Delhi or hearted
just such a story of human life as we should exLahorepect Colonel Inge~soll to be interested in; and
For all except the Briton who is dying whatever he admires and appreciates is sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
at your door.
·
Price, 25 cents. Address
-London Freethinker.
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

~},ougAt.

Published Monthly at $8 per Year.

Again Reduced.

THE
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Gentlemen's Bfze.

Prices: In 8 ounce silverine case 7 jewels $5; 11
jewels, $6-50; 15 jewels, 11!8; 15 jewels, fully adjusted, 11!10; 17 jewels, adjusted, $14. In 8 ounce
coin silver case, $tO, $11.50, $18. $15, $19. In 4
ounce, $1 extra. In 14 kt gold filled, Ol!l!D face,
21 year case, $14, 11!15.50~ $17, 11!19. $28. Hunting
case~ $8 extra. In 10 xt., 15 year case, either
kina, $Siess.
La!Zfes' Rfze.
'PriceR: In 14 kt. gold filled, hunting 20 year
oases.,_ 7 jewels, $13; 11 jewels, $14.50; 15 jewels,
$19. m 14 kt., solid gold, hunting cases, $28,
$24.W, $29.
TilE NEW MODEL OTTO WETTSTEIN WATCH

Has 16 jewels, patent regulator brequet (noncatchable) hair spring, beautiful. double sunk,
pan~led dial, nioltel, gola damascened finish, ad~usted to heat and cold and positions. L ates
unprovements and guaranteed a perfect time
keeper.
Gentlemen's Bfze.

Prices: In 8 ounce silverine case, $19; 4 ounce
coin silver,_j25; gold filled 14 kt., 21 years, open
face, $28. .11unUng, $82; 10 kt., 15 year oases, $8
less.
Ladtea' Btze.

Prices: In 14 kt. 20 year hunting cases, $80,
In 14 kt. solid gold hunting cases, $40.
All gold and filled oaseA made bv best manufacturers as Boss, Dueber, Fatl;v, and Ladd, in pla.in
engine turned, or artistically engraved.
Goods shipped by express, oharqes prepata.
SEND ME YOUR WATCH WORK.

OTTO WETTSTEIN,
THB LIBBRAL .JBWBLBR.
Bend for price-lists

ROCHELLE. ILL.

STRONG, HEALTHY MAN~OOD

MY reason rises to proclaim
A~ainst your Bible. Shall I be
Held guilty? Speak! Who gave to me
The reason that rejects the same?

-Kenneth Lamar.
BUT if there be in glory aught of good,
It may by means far different be attained,
Without ambition, war, or violence;
By deeds of peace, by wisdom eminent,
By patience, temperance.

-John Milt.on.
Do NOT ~et between the four walls of a
denominatiOn, and close all the windows
and ventilators, and look the doors, and
die from all human use to the chant of
priests. Do- not fear that your freedom
will betray yon or your courage will suffer
ignoble decrease in hours of orises.-

Horace L. Trau.bel.

WITH family governments as with politioal ones, a harsh despotism itself generates a great part of the crimes it has to repress; while on the other hand a mild and
liberal rule both avoids many causes of
dissension, and so ameliorates the tone of
feeling as to diminish the tendency to
transgression.- Herbert Spencer.
IT is true that we find onrselvs less able
than our ancestors to mete out p&ins and
penalties to those who share the same
human nature as onrselvs. It is true that
"rie:or and vigor" are less in vogue in our
ethical practice, as they are in our critical
methods. But is it true that our new attitude toward crime and sin is due to a
lower ethical tuue? Is it the case that we
hav really gono backward, and that we are
retrograding to a past moral type?-Lon·

don Chronicle.
IT is our duty to make onrselvs ac-

quainted, so far as we can, with the universe around ns, and every part of it; to
know what is known of sun, moon, and
stars, planet, comet, and nebula/· of beast,
bird, and fish, tree, herb, and nngns; of
human origins and human lifet of institutions and laws, the right and wrong of
them. It is our duty to search and probe
into all these tlrings; taking nothing for
granted, accepting nothing on authority,
testing all we are told by teacher or
preacher, by priest or Havant, by moralist
or sohoolmaster.-Grant Allen.
THE world has grown tired of preachers
and sermons; to·day it asks f9r facts. It
has grown tired of fairies and angels, and
asks for desh and blood. It looks on life
as it exists to-day-both its beauty and its
horror, its joy and its sorrow. It wishes
to see all; not only the prince and the millionaire, but the laborer and the beggar,
the master and the slave. We see the
beautiful and the ugly, and know what the
world is and what it ought to be, and the
true picture which the author saw and
painted stirs the heart to holier feelings
and to grander thoughts. It is from the
realities of life that the highest idealities
are born.-0. S. Darrow.
OuR literature should be the clear and
faithful mirror of our whole world of life,
but at· present there are vast realms of
thought and ima~ination and passion and
action, of which It is not allowed to giv
any reflex at all or is allowed only to giv a
reflex so obscure and distorted as to be
worse than none. But, it may be objected,
suppose Satyrs come leering into your
mirror and Bacchantes whirl before it? I
answer that the business of a mirror is
clear reflection; if it does not faithfully
image the Satyr, how can it faithfully
image Hyperion? And do yon fear that
the Satyr will be preferred to Hyperion,
when both stand imaged in clear light before ns? It is only when the windows are
curtained, when the mirror is a black gulf
and its portraitures are vague dark shadows, that the beautiful and the noble can
pass undistinguished from the hideous and
the vile,-James Thompson (fl. V. ).
PoPULAR Rationalism is that most
dreaded b:v the clergy now-they do not
so much object to Rationalism in the philosopher's study or from the professor's
chair. They know, however they may
affect to despise it, that Freethonght is a
growing and a living force, progressiv and
advanoiv with or without organization-a
part ofthe spirit ofthe time. Their own re•
laxing grasp of dogma, its less and less prQminence in their preaching, M"e manifest
signs of the age. They show that the final
Armageddon will be between Rome: and
Rationalism; because Rome is changeless,
and Rationalism must absorb all that will
not fuse with Rome. When that day
comes, who can doubt the issue? In the
oondiot between light and darkness, between good and evil, in the grapple between truth and falsehood, only one result
is possible-the victory of Civilization and
Rationalism over Barbarism and Benightedness. Adown the far vista of the future,
then, we gaze, and we behold it fair and
fnll oflpromis.-.Alvin Blake, in Bradford

Truth &eker.
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Books by Helen H. Gardener.
-
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N.!f name(~ Anros.
ctlf"d

Im

a cowl,<!!/ from Yekoa.
.X. Chap.

"J

8. T/lus saif./, tlze I;orcf; YDr three
trans!fresston:s o;: JJa~tu:r~cus
ernd;ror,/'out; I will not"t7t.frn.
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perintendent Wells. He was acquitted,
the trial committee finding that his writings are not socialistic, and that he had
not aided strikes and boycotts, either
THE R, publicans of Connecticut hav generally or in specific instances.
nominated C. Vmcent Coffin for governor.
THE water supply of Jersey City comes
BY the burning of a mattress factory from the Passaic river, and has long been
in Washington on Sep. 17 four lives were of the poorest, the river being contamilost.
nated with almost all kinds of filth. .At
A DJ!STRUCTIV cloudburst oC!lnrred in last the citizens, pfficiently assisted by
Carroll county, Ark., on Sept. 22. Two some of the New York papers, hav succeeded in getting the authorities to act,
lives, at least, were lost.
and the prospect is now good for pure
THE apple crop this year is in excess of water.
that of 1891, although the quality is below
the average, except in Missouri, Kansas,
THE Ohio Democrats nominated Milton
Turner for secretary of state. .Senator
Nebraska, and Iowa.
Brice was present and succeeded in preJEAN 'BAPTISTE DE Rossr, the distin- venting a vote of censure for his antiguished Italian epigraphist and archm· tariff reform action at Washington, but
ologist, died in Rome on Sept. 20. He could not get an indorsement. He was
was born on Feb. 23, 1822.
very severely scored in the convention by
Ex-VIOE PRESIDENT LEVI P. MonToN John H. Olarke. Tom L. Johnson got a
received the Republican nomination for plank into the platform demanding the
governor of New York on the first bal- election of United States Senators by a
lot. Charles T. Saxton was selected for direct vote of the people. The platform
indorses the administration except as relieutenant. governor.
gards the silver issue, free and unlimited
DURING the last week there hav been coinage at the ratio of 16 to 1 being detornadoes in the Indian Territory, in manded.
northern Iowa, and in Minnesota, destroyUP to Tuesday of this week Democratic
ing much property, and sacrificing about
seven~y-five lives.
Leroy, Minn., was state conventions hav been held in twentythree states and Republican in twentyvery badly damaged.
two. Of the Democratic, these hav deTHE South Carolina Democratic con- clared for free coinage or its equivalent:
vention indorsed both the Ocala (Populist) Ohio, Arkansas, Michigan, Oregon, North
and ChicagQ platforms and nominated Carolina, Idaho, Nevada, and Wyoming.
John GaTy Evans for governor. The coin- Among the Republicans free coinage is
age of silver at 16 to 1 was demanded, and favored in Idaho, Nevada, Wyming, and
the national administration was not men- California; in Ohio, the latform, though
different from the Democratic in form, is
tioned.
essentially the same.i in Alabama the RelNVKSTIGATION shows that in the lower publicans snpportea the Knolb party,
wards of this city many of the school- which action placed them practically on
houses lack air, light, and sunshine. In a the free eilver platform; in Kansas they
large number of rooms the gas has to be advocated the coinage of the American
kept constantly burning, the play rooms product and the imposition of a tax on
are very small and often foul-smelling, imported silver.
and really good ventilation is impoPsible.
ON Septl•mber 17th a great battle beTHE New York Republicans, in state tween the Japanese and Chinese fleets was
convention assembled, refused to put fought at the month of the Yaln river, rethemselvs on record against the Fpirit of sulting in a decisiv victory for the Japathe A. P. A., although begged to do so by nese. Four Chinese ships were sunk, ar d
prominent Catholic Republicans.
This three others caught fire, while still others
party, like all others, though in a_greater were severely damaged. Three Japanese
degrP.e, is between a cross fire of Catholic war vessels were badly torn, but only one
and Orange votes.
·
ha~ to put back to Japan for repairs, the
APPoMATTOX Court Honse, where Lee art1fieers on board the others being
capitulated, has been changf'd to Surren- able to restore them to fighting trim. The
der by the post office department, the old Chinese fleet was convoying transpmts
and new Court Houses of Appomattox carrying troops to reinforce the army in
county being a constant source of confu- Corea. The soldiers were disembarked,
sion to the postal officials. Many of the which appears, under the circnmstanceP
prominent Confederate veterans are pro- equivalent to their surrender to the J apa~
nese. A large additional force has been
testing against the new name.
landed by the latter nation at Seoul. The
THE official canvass of the votes cast at. Japanese war loan of $30,000,000 was very
the Democratic primaries in the Ashland promptly taken at home.
district of Kentucky shows that W. C.
THm new general army order issued by
Owens received 8,074, W. C. P. Breckinridge7, 819, and- Seattle ~405, thus giving Secretary Lamont makes many important
Owens a plurality of 255. uolonel Breckin- changes in the disposition of the federal
ridge says that he will not contest the de- army. Nine pJsts are abandoned: Fort
Wood, on Bedlow's Jeland; Fort Ontario,
cision of the central committee.
Newport Barracks, Kentucky; Mount
PROFESSOR ELY, of the state university Vernon Barracks, Alabama; Fort Mackiof Wisconsin, was tried for sociological nac, Michigan; Camp Pilot Butte, Wyl;J.eresy on charges preferred by State Su- oming; Fort Bowie, Arizona; Fort Marcy,

IS THIS YOUR SOB, MY lORD l

and Fort Supply. The Third and Sixth
cavalry and the Thirteenth and Seventeenth infantry will come east, in whole,
or in part, while the Twentieth infantrytakes station at Fort Leavenworth. The
Department of the East will gain 19 companies, while the Platte loses 7, Colorado
4, and Dakota 8. The East will now hav
119 companies at 31 pnsts, and there will
remain west of the Mississippi 245 ~om
panics at 49 posts. There. are also 7 Indian
companies in the West. Indian scouts
will be discharged and enliste'd men take
their places. These changes_ will materially reduce expenses.
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We believe that.not only can good be done but
money made by any Lib ral who will canva·'B for
our book'' Old Testam~nt Stories ComiCally Illustrated.'' In fact we know one man who worked
at it but a few hours w•ekly and so d nearly
fifty copies in a month .. The price is low; everybody knows the Old Testament stories, and
neal"ly everYbody would like a book applying
nineteellth-centnry wit and knowledge to them.
People li!te to laugh. Reverence for the Old
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oiated. It saems to us that the book will sell a.t
sigbt. It does here in the 8tore. Liberals out of
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Price, $5 ; with The

FULL-PAGE HALF-TONE PORTRAITS

Of the Most Eminent Freethinkers and Philosophers, Living and Dead, of the }!ast J!'our Hundred Years.

a:' HE

:I R UTR SEEKER OOMPANY has pleasure in announcing
that this splendid work, which has been in preparation so long, and for
which nearly 1,100 persons hav subscribed in advance, is now ready
for delivery. For more than twelve months FouB HuNDRED YEARS OF
FREETHOUGHT has been advertised, and if it had appeared as originally designed it might hav been out half a year ago. The Prospectus has stated
all along that th-::J book would contain six hundred pages of printed matter,
>and :fifty portraits were mentioned, but it has so grown upon the hands of
the author and publisher that the pages of type hav reached nearer nine
hundred, while the list of pictures has extended to almost three times fifty.
As the portraits hav proved the most expensiv-as they will no doubt prove
to many the most attractiv-part of the book, their multiplication, together
with the added pages of text, will giv the subscriber about twice as much
for his money as was at first promised him. He is getting an Album as
well as a History; for what are called "half-tone" pictures, like those in

1.v

the present work, are the most finished and satisfactory product of the
artist's and engraver's skill, being exact reproductions and therefore equal
in accuracy to the original phot~graph. We feel considerable pride in this
collection of photographs, and call especial attention to then.!·
As for the subject matter of FouR HuNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT,
it covers nearly every phase of progress and development, and presents
them in such. orderly sequence as to giv the best possible picture of human
evolution. In Part First we hav Freethought as a manifestation and influence ; in Part Second, as an organized force. With this· history are given
sketches of the lives of the men and women who hav taken part in the move
ment. It unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home
book. It fulfils the promia of its inception, and is the most magnificen
work ever issued by the Freethought Preas.

Price, $5. With " The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50.
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any Freethinker w-ho I• not a regular •nb•crlber.

Religious

Teachio~

is Sectarian Teaching.

We hav shown repeatedly that the word " sectarian " means one thing in the mouth of the Freethinker and quite another on the lips of the Christian. We must. always be understoo~ to mean that
any and all religious teaching in the public schools
is " sectarian " teaching, within the only proper
definition of the word, when used in this connection.
The Christian, on the contrary, when he protests
against "sectarian" instruction has in mind only
the inculcation of the distinctiv tenets of the subdivisions of the Christian church. He does not believe that the repeating of the Lord's prayer, the
singing of hymns, and the reading of the Bible
come under the head of " sectarian " teaching. He
denies, explicitly or by implication, that to tell the
child that there is a God, that Jesus is the savior
of the world, that the soul is immortal, that the
Bible. is God's word, and that our moral system
came from heaven, is to teach "sectarian " dogmas.
He does not use " sectarian " and " religious "
synonymously. Until this. fact is accepted as a
matter of course by all Freethinkers they are sure
to be deceived by the vociferations of Christians
who claim to be opposed to all" sectarian" instruction, and w.ho misleadingly aasert that they favor
the total separation of church and state. It is the
failure to see this which is responsible for the mistakes made in regard to the animus and purposes
of our latter-day "patriots." In whatever we read
bearing on this phase of the educational question
we observe this inaccurate and confusing use of the
word "sectarian." For instance, in one of the last
discussions of the educational amendment in the
Constitutional Convention Mr. McKinstry said that
he believed "no harm resulted from the reading of
the Bible in the schools so long as sectarianism was
not taught." This seemingly utter inability of the
Christian to comprehend the fact that the reading
of the Bible in the schools is itself the teaching of
sectarianism should bring home to the mind of
every Freethinker the conviction that there must
be no entangling alliances with men and parties
whose only conception of the secular state is of a
a government in whose laws Protestatrlism and
fundamental Christianity are supremely enthroned.
It is such a state that the National Reformers, the
Sabbatarians, and the self-styled "patriots" are
making a practically united effort to establish.

The communication from Mr. H. L. Green which
we print in another column is a remarkable article
-and a characteristic one. In it the Freethinkers
of the United States are invited to turn their backs
on a fellow-Liberal who has incurred the displeasure
of a minister, and has, by the initiativ of that
minister, been· caught in the meshes of an unconstitutional federal law, under the operation of which
he may be sent to prison for more years than if he
had been convicted of wrecking a savings bank and
defrauding hundreds of widows, orphans, and poor
men out of all they had laid by for a time of stress.
Nay, this is not the worst-not only are Liberals
asked to desert J. B. Wise in his time of need, but
they are invited to join forces with his prosecutors
and giv their moral influence and contribute their
money to help in his undoing. Unless we are very
much mistaken as to the temper of the Liberal
men and women of this country, Mr. Green has
said the word that. will open the pocketbooks of
the friends of justice from Maine to California,
from Washington to Florida, and pour a generous
stream of free-will offerings into the treasury of the
Wise Defense Fund. This will be the best possible
answer 'to the sophistical arguments of Mr. Green
in advocacy of desertion in the face of the enemy.
Mr. Green does J. B. Wise gross injustice in his
assertions and insinuations. He declares that Mr.
Wise knew that the passage which he transcribed
was obscene, and that there was . no point in sending the card to Mr. Vennum if the passage was not
obscene. On the contrary, Mr. Wise wished to
bring home to the consciousness of the preacher the
conviction that the Bible is a human production,
mark~d with the imperfections inseparable from all
the works of man. We very much doubt if he even
thought that he was violating any law. If he believed that the quotation was obscene, he was as
poorly informed as is Mr. Green regarding what
constitutes obscenity. It is readily admitted that
it is coarse, that it is vulgar, measured by the
standards of to-day, although one of the two words
in it most commonly objected to is still in use
in works dealing with agricultural operations,
but it is not obscene within the proper meaning
and the common meaning of that word. Obscenity
has to do with the anatomy and physiology of sex
and with sexual relations. Common vulgarity and
coarseness are not obscenity. Webster givs these
as the synonyms of obscene: "Impure," "immodest," "indecent," "unchaste," "lewd." There
are secondary definitions, which might giv a slight
justification for the use of the word obscene as Mr.
Green has employed it, but we think that it cannot
be disputed that common usage requires us to limit
it as we hav indicated. There is neither sense nor
justice in magnifying the offense of Mr. Wise, if he
has committed an offense. Let the truth be told.
The Bible is obscene if Shakspere is, if Smollet,
and Fielding, and other classical works are. That
it is coarse and unfit for children to peruse, we all
know who hav read it, for when the Bible was
written, and when the King James translation was
made, the standards of literary refinement were
different from what they are to-day, but there is
no evidence to show that there was any intention
to raise obscene images in the mind of the reader,
or that the contemporaries of the w:iters thought
them lacking in delicacy; and this is the only really
fair test of an author's purity, as an author. The
Freethinker points out to the Christian numberless
parts of the scriphtres which are not in harmony
with the literary taste and the moral requirements of
the age, and he asks him why, on the supposition
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him to explain how it is that infinit wisdom could
not prepare a code of moral law that would not in
a few years become oft'ensiv in much of its phraseology to those even who accept the work as a whole
as God's testament to them. The Freethinker asks
the Christian why it is that he is not willing to
condemn the Bible in its entirety for the offense of
certain parts, while he is so eager to forbid the
privileges of the mails to reformatory and physiological works which contain only a few passages or
words which even approach the Bible in directness
of expression. But Freethinkers, as a class, are
not prepared to surrender one of themselvs to the
tender mercies of Christian prosecutors because he
has asked a minister these legitimate questions.
They are not ready to help punish Mr. Wise for
doing with an infinitesimal part of the .Bible
what Christians do with perfect impunity with the
whole. Nevertheless they wil~ continue to strongly
insist that, if we are to hav a censorship of the
press and mails on alleged moral grounds, the
Bible shall not be exempt from its rules of exclusion. If the jury convict Mr. Wise they must convict the Bible. If they ~o. not convict him they
must let the other classical works alone. That is
the point we are striving to impress upon biased
minds. But this insistence on the impartial enforcement of a bad law does not put the Liberals (Mr.
Green designates them as "so·called" Liberals)
under a moral obligation to join in a man.hunt
with a crippled Freethinker as the object to be destroyed.
Our critic says that Freethinkers hav always
maintained that certain parts of the Bible are
obscene, but now that we hav an excellent opportunity to demonstrate the fact in a court of justice
and send the offender to prison, we are found
raising funds for his defense. Let Mr. Green
speak for himself, but not for all other Freethinkers.
Our position has always been that the Bible is
obscene and indecent if any work in circulation is,
if "Cupid's Yokes," for mailing which Mr. Bennett
was imprisoned, is; but this is not tantamount to a
declaration that obscenity is an offense of which
the national government should take cognizance
and in the attempt to detect and punish it set a
gang of illiterate and impure-minded mousers at
the task of ransacking our mail bags for the purpose of confiscating whatever they, in the profundity of their ignorance, think is unfit for their betters to read. The United States had no business to
interfere in this dispute between Mr. Wise and Mr.
Vennum at all, and it is not our intention to hav
the old man out in Kansas sacrificed for the glory
of these Christian s:r}ies and robbers, or that a minister may win in a theological dispute, if we can
help it.
There is something more to be said : From the
tenor of the letter of H. L. Green we get the impression that he thinks that Freethinkers should,
if they had the power, suppress the circulation of
the Bible, on the ground that it is an obscene book.
He says that in mailing one verse of ih Mr. Wise
has certainly violated United States law, and that
if we join in the prosecution of the gentleman we
can, in all probability, establish a precedent that
will enable us to bring a successful action against
the Bible society. We could understand that there
might possibly be l'jomething gained by such a
course of action if the purpose was to secure
thereby the modification or repeal of the Comstock
statute. But it is very probable that Mr. Green would
find that the first effect of an adverse decision of a suit
involving the mailability of the Bible would be an
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· amendment exempting it frcm the operation of the
statutes against obscene literature. It would be
affirmed that, although primitivly plain in its
phraseology, in· some parts, it must not be defined
as obscene within the meaning of the statute.
As Mr. Green appears to approve the Comstock
law as it stands, and as he unreservedly affirms that
the Bible is obscene, we are driven to the conclusion
that he would be disappointed if the success of
the suit against Mr. Wise should result in lessening the rigor of the law or in its abrogation,
and that he is prepared to advocate the exclusion
of that volume from the mails if it is once adjudged
obscene by any federal court. We do not believe
that any considerable number of American Freethinkers are willing to join in such a crusade. We
do not believe that after working for years for the
repeal of the Comstock law they are now in favor
of it and its enforcement. We do not believe that
they even favor the interdiction of the circulation
of the so-called sacred book of their opponents,
though it certainly should be suppressed if" Cupid's Yokes" should.
It is the duty of Freethinkers to defend freedom
of expression and to stand by comrades put in
peril for exercising their constitutional rights as
American citizens.
We are sorry that Mr. Green has joined Comstock's crowd, but we hav been through this fight
once before, when Mr. Green was "shifty," and, as
we said in the beginning, this letter of his is characteristic.

A Hint for the Sunday " Rest " People.
It has been our pleasant task to point out to the
Sunday law advocates the absurdities of their claims
for their pet hobby. When they hav said that it is
plainly decreed by nature _that man must rest one
day in seven whether he does or does not wish to
do so, and that Sunday is the day, we hav demonstrated that nature far more distinctly indicates
that man should sleep at night and work in the
dayt~e than that he should work six days and rest
the seventh, and that therefore the law, il it has
properly anything to do with aggressivly regulating
the hours of labor and of leisure, should forbid
night work, which is unquestionably more injurious
than Sunday toil. Of co·arse the theocrats hav not
made, or attempted to make, any reply to this, for
they realize that to consider the question even
thoroughly exposes the hypocrisy of their talk
about "rest" and the "poor oppressed laboring
man." But now comes a distinguished writer with
the suggestion, seriously made, that the state should
legislate for the prevention of night work. Of
such labor, Bjornsterne Bjornson says in the Revue

des Revues:
"It ruins men's health, perverts their tastes, and is as
effectiv in lowering the standard of intellect as the abuse
of alcohol. The state ought to legislate in the matter.
If state employees and the schools were made to begin
work at sunrise and to cease work at mid-day (or two
hours later if necessary), this reform would soon lead to
others. Noon would again be noon, and all shops would
be closed early in the afternoon; evening would once
more be evening as in former times. The theaters would
be open from four to seven, or from five to eight, and be·
tween nine and ten everything would be closed and all
lights would be out, as at present in the country, where
people hav not yet ceased to work during the day and
sleep at night. Such a reversion to 'elders' hours' would
do much to alleviate the evils from which society is at
present suffering."
Will the National Reformers take hold of this
suggestion and make it one of their demands T If
they will and can carry it through, they will lay out
one of their most cordially detested enemies. The
morning newspaper necessitates night work, and a
law forbidding night work would seriously cripple
the Sunday paper, if it did not kill it outright.
However, it occurs to us on second thought that it
would be just like the worldly publishers to make
the Saturday editions so fascinating that the people
would remain at home on Sunday to read them instead of going to church, which reprehensible conduct is precisely what makes the real pious people
hate the Sunday morning sheet so intensely, as the
cause of this wholesale neglect of the "means of
grace."

A Confession and a Reservation.

the creation of the earth and "heaven." He occupied six days· in "subsequent transactions,'1 which
included the making of "heaven and earth, the sea,
and all that in them is "~plus the unknown time
that he devoted in the "beginning'' to the creation
of "the heaven and the earth." If the Christian
Advocate is right, God made "heaven and earth"
twice. Such is the ridiculous outcome of the latest
attempt of a noted Christian to reconcile the irreconcilable. The entire " plan of salvation " hangs
upon a wholly inadmissible construction of those
ten poor little words which constitute the first
verse of the first chapter of Genesis. How low
hav the mighty fallen I

From all the facts and speculations of geology and
their analogies, a reasonable· presumption is made out
that the earth as a planet existed for an indefinit and very
long period prior to the appearance of man. The time
has forever passed when the crude speculations of former
years concerning the age of the earth, based on a chronology whose sole purpose was to-- exhibit the succession
of events in the special history of man as related to God's
revelation, will be required as a test of orthodoxy. · •
· We believe that 'in the beginnin~r God created the
heaven and the earth.' Between that and the subsequent
transactions, culminating in the eartll's becoming habit·
able by man and his appearance, there is a possible if
capacious enough to include longer periods than any
geologist has ever supposed.-Ohristian Advocate.
--------~~-------The attempt to read the results of scientific in" Abont Books."
vestigation into the Bible will deceive only those
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
recently announced the pubwho are disposed to take the say-so of their selflication
of
two
new
books
written by men who hav
constituted leaders, instead of carefully studying
not
previously
appeare4
as authors. One is
the scripture story for themselvs. Science had to
"Religion
and
the
Bible,''
by
F. D. Cummings of
fight its way through and over the fiercely resisting
Maine.
It
is
a
work
that
should
at once win the
armies of theologians before it could secure respectful attention, saying nothing of acceptance, writer a good place among contributors to Freefor its message, and it was not until that message thought literature. The other new book is "The
could no longer be doubted or rejected that it was Better World," containing Dr. E. B. Southwick's
discovered in the Bible! But not in its entirety ; thoughts on religion and civilization, set forth in a
only bit by bit was it found there; not one scien- very readable manner. Along with this announcetific truth was "harmonized " with the Bible so long ment THE TRUTH SEEKER had a suggestion to make
as there was the ghost of a chance to doubt it, ridi- to the substantial men of Freethought to whom we
cule it into obscurity, or terrorize· its discoverers put the question, Why not write a book! and we
and propagators. The reason . that the scientific argued as follows: In view of the disputes that
explanation of the origin and development of the arise concerning every prominent man's religious
earth and its inhabitants was no.t earlier -found in belief, after he is dead, a record over his own hand
the Bible was that it was not there, is not there. has become a necessity-almost a duty. If his
Had the book never been handicapped with the load family or immediate friends do not agree with him,
of alleged divine inspiration no sane man or woman .they are likely, at his death, to accord him religious
would ever hav thought of asserting that it was burial, deny all truthful accounts of his actual conanything greater than the more or less accurate victions, and destroy whatever newspaper articles
record of the beliefs and acts of a barbarous people or private writing from his pen might prove him to
who were almost wholly ignorant of the facts and hav been a FreethinkeJ,'; while his obituary, tomblaws of the world in which they lived-who did not stan~, and epitaph will perpetuate the falsehood
even know the shape of the earth, or that there that he has "fallen asleep in Jesus." The course
could be no day or night were it not for the sun. we hav suggested-the publication of a book, if no
But the Christian found himself in a terrible di- more than an autobiography, to be a part of his
lemma-he had been taught to believe that the last will and testament-will render such a fate
Bible was the perfect work of a perfect God, and impossible. And there are other advantages of
when the patient student of nature asked him to authorship, which will readily suggest themselvs.
accept as true theories that were flaUy contradicted In further elaboration of this subject we stated
by that sacred work and facts of which it knew that the Truth SeekerCompany is in the printing
nothing, he was horrified and enraged. He rejected and publishing business, and possesses all the
the th.eories and disputed the facts as long as he facilities for turning out first-class work. Any
could, but when the evidence became absolutely faults of composition due to an author's unfamilirresistible he set himself to the desperate task of iarity with literary labors are corrected by compe·
saving his beloved book by "harmonizing" it with tent revision. This Company's imprint upon a
science. The work of " reconciliation " has been publication insures it a home in the book world,
going on for a very long time, and every recon- while our advantages for securing it circulation
ciler has done as Dr. Buckley does, that is, he has among the class it is intended to reach are not enattempted to make the Bible harmonize with science joyed by any other house. We believe that the
for not the most reckless of them ventured to at-' Truth Seeker Company's claim to be the headquartempt the reverse process.
· ters for all Liberal literature is conceded. Our
The Christian Advocate asserts that between that terms are as low as those of any other house that
"beginning" in which God is said to hav. "created does good work and pays standard wages.
The question, then, Why not write a book~ is
the heaven and the earth," and "the subsequent
traneactions culminating in the earth's becoming still a proper one to ask, and in connection with it
habitable by man and his appearance," there is all we are glad to refer to the communication of Mr.
possible room for the longest geological periods. W. C. Sturoc, of Sunapee, N. H., printed this week
•
What then becomes of the " six days " of creat-ion ? among the Letters of Friends.
If the writer of Genesis did not intend the first
Rev. Dr. Buckley, editor of the Christian Advoverse of the first chapter of that book to be an incate, is of altogether too " materialistic ·, a mind to
troductory summary of the detailed description
preach acceptably for those of his brethren who hav
which follows it, the Christian is estopped from
a large development of spirituality. Some of his
maintaining that the work of creation occupied but
observations must positivly shock them. He comsix days, and that God rested on the sev~nth day,
mented recently on the changed attitude of a once
thus instituting the Sabbath. In Ex. xx, 11, we
noted lecturer who has modified his former Mate·
read:
rialistic views and accepted belief in future exist"For in six days the ~oro'made heaven and eartq the
ence..
Dr. Buckley quoted the lecturer as saying
sea and all that in them is, and rested the seventlfday·
wherefore the Lord blessed the Sabbath day and hal~ that, "while the view is not to be sustained by
lowed it."
positiv proof, there is sufficient evidence to justify
That seems to include the entire work of crea- the belief." Then the preacher adds :
tion. Turn now to Genesis, and, beginning with the
"None ever denied that Mr.--- is au able man. But
second verse of the first chapter, read the description there is little advantage, over Materialism, to be derived
of the suc~ssiv steps of world- and man-making, from ' modern Spiritualism.' Indeed, if one had to
choose between Agnosticism or even Materialism, and
and you will see at once that the " six days " were accepting the rubbish predicated of 'our friends that hav
entirely consumed in what Dr. Buckley calls the left the fo!m,' if we took the trouble to choose, it would
"subsequent transactions." Not a moment is left not be ' modern Spiritualism.' "
for that creation of "heaven and the earth " " in
We do not see how Dr. Buckley can look upon
the beginning," and therefore the conclusion is in- the phenomena of Spiritualism as inherently imevitable that God occupied more than six days in probable so long as he believes in the continued
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existence of the soul. Granted that it is a fact
that man livs after the cessation· of his visible
bodily activities, it should not be difficult to conceive of his remaining in communication with his
old associates or of his forming new friendships
among those who yet liv "in the body~" We are
afraid that Dr: Buckley is not always perfectly frank
with himself or with the world.

and as most of them, according to her story, are now in
the less desirable place, much grief abounds in many
families, Her detailed descriptions of the joys of the
upper, and the agonies of the lower, world hav caused
great religious excitement, and her sister has gone violently insane."
What are the good ministers going to giv that
poor girl in place of her reason T
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any number of books the authors of which we hav
the best of reasons for believing were "good" men,
in the sense that they wrote with a sincere desire
to instruct and elevate their fellows. But that fact
does not prove that they were inspired by a god. So
long as the Bible is believed to be the perfect work
of an impeccable God it is a curse to humanity ;
when it is accepted as an expression of man's
Our New Orleans friends, Erwin Au:fturth and S. thought it can be studied with profit.
Capt. Silas Latham dropped in the other day and
S. Bryan, are doing good work in that city. They
left a ten dollar bill for the Utah Fund. He
make themselvs heard through the papers in a most
Mayor Blee, of Cleveland, appears to hav some
wants to see a state out there in the mountains
creditable manner. This is one of the best ways in backbone, greatly to the surprise and indignation
with a constitution which guarantees the equal
which to set our view~ before the people who are of the Sundayites of that city. Among other good
rights of all without regard to their opinions on the
not acquainted with Freethought. Mr. Bryan re- things he says that he will not help in the prosecusubject of religion.
cently told the readers of that excellent newspaper, tion of one class of people because they do not be--------~.--------That advertisment under the cartoon tells its the Times-Democrat, about the prosecution of J. lieve as another class does. One of the causes of
own story and so we do not need to say much here B. Wise, and he incorporated in his latter 'a long the present agitation of the turbid waters of bigabout the long-delayed but no less welcome " Four extract from Mr. Wise's statement of his own case otry is the Ferris wheel, which has been set up in
Hundred Years of Freethought." Those who hav as it appeared in THE TnUTH SEEXEB of July 28th, Cleveland. Probably it keeps some young folks
subscribed for the volume wiil know all ·about it,. and also gave the substance of the decision of As- away from church on Sunday. Director Herbert
while those who hav not will never know how valu- sistant Attorney General Tyner on the question of said that while there was crime to unearth and punable it is until they hav followed the wise example mailing the Bible and a book made up of selections ish, he thought the police should devote their attenof the pioneers. The books will l?e mailed as rap- therefrom. All this is timely work a" d we hope that tion to that, and then they would hav little time
idly as possible, but it will take some days to wrap many of our readers will· go and do likewise.
left for watching the people's instruments of recreand ship the eleven hundred copies already ordered.
ation. That was a center shot, but the theocrats
"The morals of the nation are highest when are invulnerable to all such projectile-they know
Archdeacon Farrar says that perhaps the mass of tithes are most willingly paid," said the dean of that it is the business of the police to prevent
men would hav greater belief in the· worth And Norwich, England, in a sermon lately delivered. crime and apprehend criminals, but bless your soul,
goodness of sermons if "they could see more marked That is always ,the keynote of the theocrat's song; Director Herbert, they are positivly sure that the
difference between the lives of professing Christians he is sure that the man who pays him the most crime of crimes is "Sabbath breaking," and that
and those of ordinary men." Christianity set up an money and pays it with the most subservient alac- the worst criminal to be found is the man who willanti-natural and irrational standard for the guid- rity is the best man in the country. If the citizen ingly works or who frequents a place of amusement
ance of conduct, and now' her teachers wonder t)lat will not willingly support religion he must be made on Sunday. They make tenfold more fuss about
the resulting hypocrisy has driven her disciples to to do so, and that state is the most "moral" which these manufactured offenses than they do about all
an extreme which is equally irrational and which is secures the largest ~um from him. This explains the crimes forbidden by the penal statutes, and the
also anti-social.
the anxiety of the National Reformers and the reason they do so is this : They claim that " Sabothers to retain religious instruction in the schools bath breaking " is primarily an offense against the
Some time since the Sun told of the drilling and at public expense ; to keep church property exempt majesty of God, i. e., the prerogative of the priestcamp life at Long Beach of sixty boys of the "Boys' from taxation; to enact Sunday laws to handicap hood, and they assert that this act of lese majeste is
Baptist Brigade." This organization was formed. the ministers' rivals; to get a state-paid chaplain the prolific parent of other crimes and is the surest
about a year and a half ago at the suggestion of into every place where it is possible to wedge one in provoker of the dire judgments of heaven. It is
Rev. M. R. Deming of the New York City Baptist on any plea, and to dictate in the press-room and impossible to reason with people who once get
Mission Society. We are told that it " is a means at the altar.
thoroughly infected with this delusion, but our temof interesting the boys in their Sunday-school
poral salvation depends upon making the insanity
work." They range in age from nine to seventeen
of
the notion apparent to the more reasonable of
Colonel Ingersoll has a new lecture, which he
years. No doubt the training these young gentleour
countrymen.
will deliver this fall and winter. It is entitled
men are receiving will be invaluable to them whtn
"T.,e Holy Bible," and is now ready in pamphlet
they are under the necessity of turning the left
We print on another page a lengthy excerpt
form. A million copies should be sold, and we are
cheek to their foes after the right has been smitten.
a letter of the New York Tribune's Pittsburg
from
ready to dispose of our share of them at the reguWe should imagin that the first and most imporcorrespondent.
It reads like a chapter from the
lar and low price of twenty five cents each. It will
tant command issued by their Christian officers
early
history
of
Puritan
New England. When we
make a superb missionary document.
would be, "Love your enemies."
Another pamphlet which everybody will want is observe the comparativly rational and liberal attitude of the churches whose membership is most
"A sect in Gwalior hav petitioned the Indian govern· this: "Is Suicide a Sin!" The work contains largely "foreign," we get a clue to a very great part
Colonel
Ingersoll's
two
letters
to
the
New
York
ment to allow them to convert an image into a ' real God,'
.they being at the present time without a God since their World, together with the replies of famous clergy- of the clerical and " patriotic " opposition to condeity was destroyed by some Brahmin zealots. Without men and others, a verdict from a jury of eminent tinental immigration. As the late A. J. Grover very
mch a God, it is declared, the marriege ceremony cannot men of New York, curious facts about suicides, ably and clearly demonstrated several years ago,
be performed, and their daughters are growing up unwe owe nearly all of ou.r remaining Sunday liberty
married."-Tit Bits.
· celebrated essays and opinions of noted men, and to our fellow citizens of foreign birth · and tradian original chapter on the "Great Suicides of HisWe hope that no Christian will be so inconsistent
tory." Price, in heavy paper, with late portrait of tions. Had it not been for them a Sabbatarian
as to laugh at these poor Indians. Tke oldest and
Robert G. Ingersoll, twenty-five cents. This is pall, such as that which now hangs over Pittsburg
largest Christian church holds that no marriage is
and Tennessee, would envelop the whole land. A
something new, timely, and thought-inviting.
possible unless the ceremony is performed by one
word to the wise should be 1:1u:fficient. Perhaps
of the priests of its god, and all Christians believe
the most discouraging feature of this Sunday law
that marriage was first ordained by this god. i Rev. Dr. George F. Pentecost, of London, business is the short-sighted policy adopted by such
Neither is it strange that the Gwaliors' god was de- preached in this city recently, and he said, referring associations. as the National Barbers' Union. These
stroyed by the Brahmins ; the Christians' god was, to some modern views of the Bible :
men C?ught to know by this time that they can, by
killed by the Jews.
adopting
common s,ense business methods and with"Better the old-time views of John Wesley as to the
source of the Bible, who said: 'The Bible was written by drawing their support from the bigots, easily arThe presumptuous Freethinker is often properly either ~ood or bad men. Bad men could not and would range matters so that they can all secure their
rebuked because he dares to preach his godless not. Good men mu&t hav written the book.' "
weekly rest day without closing the shops on Sundoctrin while he has nothing to offer to the poor
Had Wesley not been under the spell of the inspi- day. There is not the slightest excuse for playing
Christian to compensate him for the loss of belief ration idea he could easily hav seen that the Bible into the hands of the clerical party, which is workin the consoling dogma of eternal hell-fire punish- testifies that men of varying degrees of goodness ing only for its own interests. There is no need
ment. Down in Tennessee (where they send Ad- and badness were concerned in its production. whatever for ~ubjecting the hundreds of thousands
ventist farmers to jail for plowing in their fields There is no hard and fast line between "bad" men of men who desire to be shaved or h!J,v their hair
on Sunday) the wife of Frank Emert, a Seville and "good" men-the belief that there is is a d~lu cut on Sunday to the inconvenience of doing withcounty farmer, apparently died u.fter a few days' sbn born of the dogma. of the "fall" of man, accord- out these attentions. There would always be bar.
sickness with fever. Just before the funeral pro- ing to which, man in his "fallen" state is bad, and' hers to do the work were it not for such antiquated
cession started for the grave she gave faint signs after he is "born again" he is good. It is. the- statutes as the Pennsylvania law of 1794. These
of life, and prompt medical attention ~oon restored ological humbug. . If Wesley had dared to fear- barbers are simply throwing away good money.
her to consciousness. Within a few hours she was lessly analyze the Bible he would hav found that Large numbers of men will shave themselvs on
able to walk about.
some parts are very bad and some are very g()()d, Sunday in preference to losing time on Saturday or
"She declared she had been perfectly cured in the while the remainder occupies the intermediate Monday, and w1ten they get into the habit of shav'great beyond,' and told the mo~t wonderful stories of ground. But even if it were admitted that all.its ing on Sunday they are quite likely to help themboth heaven and hell, and said she met in one or other
,
d
of those places nearly eTery dead person ehe bad ever books were written by "good men, its allege selva on other days, if they wish to be shaved more
known. She told where the departed ones were located, divine origin would not be established.· We hav than once a week.
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the matter in the hands of United States District
Attorney Perry, and thus cause the arras~ of Mr.
Wise on the charge of sending obscene hterature
by mail. Mr. Wise is jailed at Leavenworth, Kan.,
Such Is the Prosecution of J. B. Wise. awaiting t.rial. What the result will be we cannot
predict, but this is the last, not by any means the
What a Few Editors and Correspondents Hav to worst or most outrageous, of the cases brought
under the "Comstock Mail Law."
·
Say About It.

THE CHBISTJAB OI)LAU&HT DB TH~ B'BtE.

From the Aaverttsers' a..ttae.

Rev. Mr. Vennum Mistaken for his InfiA funny blunder has been made in the application
del Victim.
of the Comstock law. Mr. Jacob B. Wise, of Clay

Editorial Comments.
From the Topeka. Jo•urnal.

J. B. Wise, of Clay Center, was recently released
from the Leavenworth jail, where he had been confined for a month on the charge of sending obscene
matter through the mails.
The strange part of his story is that his crime
consisted in quoting a verse from the Bible on a
po~tal card and sending it through the mail.
Wise is an aged one-armed man who livs in a
cabin and makes a very doubtful living canvassing
for books. He is a Freethinker and some of his
books were of that nature. Rev. H. B. Vennum, of
Industry, was well acquainted with Wise, and he
set about converting him to Christianity. A long
friendly controversy by letter took place, in which
quotations from the Bible were freely used. Finally, Wise, in reply to a quotation by Rev. Vennum, wrote the 12th verse of the 36th chapter of
Isaiah on a postal card and sent it to the preacher.
This angered the reverend gentleman and the arrest
of Wise, on the charge of sending obscene matter
through the mails, followed.
Like some of his predecessors in church history,
the Rev. Mr. Vennum, if he couldn't convert a man
to his views, could at least put him in jail. It
is pretty hard to tell whether Mr. Vennum was
moved by righteous indignation or merely by common worldly spite.
·
At any rate, when the neighbors of old man Wise
found out where he was, they secured a bond for
him and he was released. His trial was set for
October 8th. It will then be determined whether
certain parts of the Bible are to be regarded as obscene literature and not to be allowed to go
through the mails or not.
[The above was copied into the Clay Center Times
and the Clay Center .Dispatch.]
From the Ltttle Freethinker.

Now it seems probable that the United States
government is going to legally abolish the Bible.
In its courts, in various states and in numerous
cases, it has decided that one obscene word i'n a
papPr or book rendered the entire publication obscene.
Living in Clay Center, Kan., was Mr. J. B. Wise,
He is a Freethinker, and a terrible pester to the
cheap preachers and the Christians of that priestridden vicinity, for he asks questions that they cannot conveniently answer and makes statements that
they cannot refute.
Recently he wrote on a postal card and sent to
the Rev. Mr. Vennum, of Industry, Kan., a quoted
verse from the Bible, and for this the sky-pilot had
him arrested for sending obscene literature through
the mails. He was held in bonds, and in default
he was jailed at Leavenworth. However, wealthy
Freethinkers hav bailed him, able counsel has been
engaged, and a prompt trial is desired.
From the Freethtnkers' Mauaztne.

J. B. Wise, of Clay Center, Kan., has been arrested
and locked up in prison, and is shortly to be tried
for the crime of sending obscene matter through the
mails. We think he is guilty, and if anyone is to
be punished for that crime Wise ought to be. But
there are some very singular particulars about this
case. The prosecutor is an orthodox minister who
contends that every word of the Bible, from the
first verse of Genesis to the last verse of Revelation,
is the inspired word of God, but notwithstanding
this, he is prosecuting this Mr. Wise for sending
one verse of" God's Word" through_ the mails on a
postal card. If Wise is convicted for circulating
this passage, how will it reflect on the character of
the God who inspired it! "Great is the mystery
of Godliness."
From Foote's Health Monthly.

Mr. J. B. Wise, of Clay Center, Kan., was engaged in religious controversy with a Rev. Mr.
Vennum, each trying to convert the other, and
. quoting scripture in the effort. Mr. Wise, possibly
ignorant of the law, and evidently forgetful that
clergymen may be mean and spiteful, was unwise
enough to send by mail a quotation from Isa. xxxvi,
12, and Mr. Vennum was venomous enough to put

·Center, Kansas, has been arrested for mailing obscene matter. His o:ftense consists in having written
Isaiah xxxvi, 12, on a postal card, which he mailed.
In doing this he brought to a ridiculous conclusion
a long theological discussion which he had been
carrying on by mail with Rev. H. B. Vannum, an
evangelical preacher, of Industry, Kansas, to whom
'the postal card was directed. The fact that a layman could get the best of the argument seems to
hav incensed this alleged follower of the meek and
lowly Nazarene, and he proceeded promptly to
"hav the law" on his irreverent antagonist. Mr.
Wise after boarding at public expense for about a
month has been bailed out, $300 worth, and must
answer for his hideous crime at the next term of
the Federal court which convenes in October.
Unless somebody has gumption enough to sidetrack this case and prevent the threatened trial in,
October, a laughable dilemma will confront the
principal actors. If Mr. Wise is convicted it will
practically amount to a judicial determination that
the Holy Bible contains an obscene passage, which
won't do at all. If he is acquitted it will prove that
thi!l precious law is not effectual for dealing with
all kinds of offensiv publications impartially, which
is about as bad. The Freethinkers in Kansas are
a large and influential element and they are lying
low and waiting for October, when they expect to
see some fun. It will no doubt be an interesting
experience for Brother Vennum, whose indiscretion
has precipitated this grotesque situation.
Meanwhile, Mr. Wise, wishing to know exactly
what language was upon this famous postal card,
wrote to obtain an accurate copy of it, and t~e district attorney politely mailed him a copy, thereby
doing the same thing which he claims is a violation
of the law on the part of Mr. Wise. So that if Mr.
Wise is convicted the district attorney must of a
logical necessity prosecute and convict himself, or
else all legal and moral sanctions will fail, for it is
preposterous that an official, bound to maintain the
law, should with impunity commit the same offense
for which he procures the conviction and imprisonment of another.
Such cases as this make it all the more manifest
that the law itself is a mere fake the purpose of
which is to enable unscrupulous persons to get
money out of the credulous and gullible under pretense of suppressing obscenity, and the absurdities
of the law will never cease until we get a Congress
honest and cleanly enough to repeal it altogether.

From Contributors to Variou.s Papers.
W. B. BelZ tn Lum.ter.

The Rev. H. B. Vennum, of Industry, Kansas,
who had Mr. J. B. Wise arrested for sending him a
postal card through the mails with a scripture text
quoted on it, now says that he is sorry that Wise
was sent to jail, and that he had no intention of
having him sent there. But this is hardly probable ;
since he sent the postal card to thE! postal officials,
it must hav been with the purpose of having Mr.
Wise pay some penality for his lack of respect for
the Bible, and his temerity in thus addressing the
preacher ; for this sort of quotation is too much
like throwing rotten eggs at the cloth. It was
especially provoking to the dealer in antiquated
eggs to find himself bespattered with some of them,
and know that his neighbors were jeering at him,
because he had offered to sell the very same eggs,
and warrant them sound and fresh. " Curses, like
chickens, come home to roost."·
Mr. Wise has many friends in Industry, for the
citizens of that place are liberally minded. Mjl.ny
of them are persons of intelligence and large e:lperience, and do not sympathize with methods of persecution. They hav seen the folly and fatuity of
intolerance, and we believe they will not suffer such
.outrages to be persisted in without calling to account some of their rulers.
James Ponttus tn Washtnuton

(Kansa.~)

Post.

Is it not a libel on the Bible, an outrage on our
liberty and equal rights for all, and an injustice to
J. B. Wise, of Clay Center, Kan., to be arrested for
sending through the mail Isa. xxxVi, 12, as long as
the Bible, millions of lesson leaves, and the like are
allowed to pass through the mail undisturbed!
Mr. Wise is an old teacher; be lost his right arm in

a threshing machine ; he tries to earn an honest
living. He and Rev. H. B. Vennum of Industry,
having been carrying on a controversy on the Bible
during the winter and spring, finally got to sending
passages from the Bible through the mail to one
another for explanation. The reverend asked Mr.
Wise for some good reason why he did not believe
in the Bible; in return Mr. Wise sent to the reverend the passage for which the reverend had Mr.
Wise arrested for sending obscene literature through
the mail. Mr. Wise was taken to Leavenworth jail,
but was released on bail, and now awaits his trial
in October. Mr. Wise is put to a great deal of
trouble and expense for merely sending one passage
of the Bible, while another class of citizens are
sending Bibles by the millions through the mail.
It seems to me the public press should expose such
persecutions and all lovers of liberty. equity, and
justice should array themselvs against such tyranny.
How can the Rev Mr. Vennum admit to the public
that the Bible is obscene literature and still call it
the word of God T If the United States court releases Mr. Wise there certainly is nothir g too
obsce.ne to be sent by mail, and if the court convicts
Mr. Wise, the Bible then stands as obscene literature, and should be forever kept out of the mail and
our public schools.
W. 13. 1Jeil Aqatn tn Lucifer.

Mr. J. B. Wise, of Clay Center, Kan., has been
having some controversy with Rev. Mr. Vennum, of
Industry, Kan., upon the merits of the Bible. In a
most natural way Mr. Wise asked the re\Terend gentleman questions which he thought the minister could
not answer. On one occasion he sent the preacher a
postal card quoting Isa. xxxvi, 12. Some time afterwards a postal inspector called on Mr. Wise and
asked him if he wrote the postal card in question. The
officer went his way and nothing was said or done
in the matter by the postal authorities until the 15th
of June, when an officer came to Clay Center, and
took him to Leavenworth jail, where he now is. [was].
Here is a case that will expose the obscenity
hunters to shame and defeat. The obscPne quotation is from the inspired word of God. It matters
not which way this case is decided, as it is like a
double-edged sword that cuts both ways. If this
scripture quotation is decided by the federal courts
to be obscene, then t.he United States government
will hav set its foot upon the Bible. The Bible
will be ever after a condemned book ; or if the court
decides that the quotation 'is not obscene, then J.
B. Wise walks out of prison, and the work of holding up in the sunlight of sciPn<.'e and humanity the
barbarous language and customs of the past goes
on unhindered, and Comstockism will thereby be
rebuked. Mr. Wise will be rele!!.sed from confinement. Meantime the discussion of liberty and authority will go on. This controversy will not be a
fruitful subject for the anti-vice society. It will
not only expose the rottenness of the book frcm
which the passage was taken, but also the unspeakable meanness of the methods of these saints of
purity. It is hard for Mr. Wise to languish in.
prison, but his case will create light in dark places
as did the incarceration of D M. Bennett, Moses
Harman, Ezra H. Heywood, E. C. Walker, Lillian
Harman, and others.
We owe much to these
heralds and heroes of freedom. The di·cussions
growing out of Comstockism hav been fuitful. The
Anti-Vice Society has managed to gain sufficit-nt
pelf to sustain itself from year to year; but the reformers hav gained the new ideas and the modern·
spirit.
Putting a man in jail is to the Comstockians a
genuin success, but t.hrowing a good citizen into
prison is an eye-opener. Eighteen years of prosecution and persecution hav been hard upom many
good people, but while they hav been years of pain
to many, they hav been the dawning years of a new
epoch-the era of man.
.
Mr. J. B. Wise is a poor, one-armed man, depending upon his own exertions for his support. He is
a man worthy of sympathy for his own sake, as well
as for the cause he represents. Here is a case where
those who hav the means can, without question, do
a genuin det-d of charity. I know some readers of
Lucifer who will take pleasure in coming to J. B.
Wise's rescue.
.
From the Leavenworth ttanaara.
WHO IS B. B VENNUM T
The police are trying to find out who the Rev.
H. B. Venn_um is. This morning a newspaper,
postmarked 1n Germany, was received at the police
station. It bears this address : ''Rev. H. B. Vannum, care of governor of Leavenworth Jail, Kansas,
United States of America." A postal card bearing
the same address has also been received at headquarters. It speaks of the man Vennum as a "Freethinker " and $ays be is confined in the LeaveD-
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worth jail for an improper quotation from the it or get a. copy. We would probably be guilty of
In 1658 Wingate erected this false translation
scriptures. The police do not know anything the same offense in sending it to you that Mr. into a. maxim of the common law.
~tbout Vennum's whereabouts, but think they had Wise is.
Very respectfully, RANKIN MAs\lN,
In 1675 Sheppard copied the same, quoting
him in jail some months ago.
·
Finch and Wingate.
·
Assistant U. S. Attorney, Topeka, Ka.n.
Sir Matthew Hale also, about the same time, but
:MR. VENNUM IB FOUND.-A "STANDARD " READER WHO
Freethought and Liberalism-J. B. Wise and without quoting any authority, said : "Christianity
SEEMS TO KNOW ALL ABOUT HIM AND OTHERS.
is parcel of the law of England."
Obscene Literature.
In reply to your inquiry about Rev. H. B. V enBy these echoings and re-echoings from one to
There are no two grander words in tbe Enl!'lish lannum permit me to say : It seemt;~ that the editor of
gn~e than Freethought and Liberalism. And if they another, it became so established that in 1723, in
a. church paper in London had read in the .Free- could
be divested of everything but their legitimate or
th.inker of that city the statement that a. man named natural meaning. thousands of peoplA. yes, tens of thou- the case of King vs. Woolston, the court would not
Wise was suffering imprisonment in Leavenworth sands would willinglv and gladly adopt them as their re- su:fler it to be debated whether to write against
for merely writing a. verse of the Bible on a. postal ligious shibboleth. But the truth is, and it is always safe Christianity was punishable in the temporal court of
speak the truth, so many wild, unreasong.ble Cl"anks common law; and Wood ventured to vary the
card and sending it to a. preacher named Vennum. to
hav assumed that they are the representati~ of FreeDeeming the story as incredible as some of the thought and Liberalism that many honest people who phrase by saying that "all blasphemy and protales of Russian barbarities, he wrote over here to n.re really genuin Liberals refuse to be known as such. faneness are offenses by common law."
Then in 1773 Blackstone repeats the words of
know what foundation, if any, there was for the re- Here is an instance of how tl;lese zealous, self-styled
bring disgrace unon thA cause of progressiv Hale, that " Christianity is a part of the law of
port. Our English cousins, it seems, ha.v little Freethinklll's
thought. The other day Mr. J. B. Wise, of Clay Center.
realization of the actual status of human liberty in Kansas, in n. discussion with an orthodox minister, selected England," and in 1767 Mansfield, on his own authis puritan-cursed country.
from the Bible one of the mo~t obscene and disgustinl!' thority, says that "the essential principles of reJ. B. Wise is a. harmless, kindly disposed little passages in that book, writes it out on a postal caTd, and vealed religion are parts of the common law."
it through the mail to the clergyman. The pasThus we hav a. chain of authorities, hanging link
old man who livs alone in a. cabin at Clay Center. sends
sage is so abomniably obscene that we will not soil our
His right sleeve is empty clear to the shoulder, and pages by giving the number, chapter, and verse· and book by link, one upon another, and all ultimately on one
being very poor, he keeps soul and body together from which it is taken, for fear some innocent child might and the same hook, and that a. mistranslation of
anby canvassing for publications, some of which are look it up and be contaminated by it. Now, as a lawyer, the Norman French word "anciens," making"
giv it as my leP"al opinion that this was a plain, clear cient scripture" mean "holy scripture. 11
•
Freethought. The Rev. Vennum, of Industry, be- Iviolation
of the United States law against sendin~ obIt was Thomas Jefferson who adduced the above
ing well acquainted with Wise, undertook to convert scene matter thromrh the mails. Any judge presidinl!' at
him and wrote him several letters, quoting scrip- the trial of Mr. Wille would be compelled to charge the facts. I hav only slightly changed and condensed
his phraseology.
W. H. BUBR.
ture to warn him of his fate. Not to be outdone in jur:v n.s follows:
"GenUemen .of the Jury: There is no question that
the courtesies of the season, Wiee good na.turedly under
this statute the writing on the postal card in quesWill some friend in each of the states of Califorquoted Bible back to him, asking him to explain it, tion is obscene matter, and, gentlemen, if you find that nia, Idaho, Montana, Washington, and Wisconsin
and finally run on to a passage (Isa.. xxxvi, 12) the prisoner mailed the ~aid card as chal"~ed in the in- send to Judge Hector W. Haight, of Farmington,
which made the preacher mad. Wise was arrested dictment, then you must find him guilty."
I am sure that ninety-nine lawyers out of everv one Utah, a copy of the constitution of his or her state
as though he had committed a. murder and thrown hundred
will agree to what I hav here stated. TherA or giv him the address of the Secretary of State T
into the Leavenworth jail, where he lay a. month could be no clearer case than this. Now what do we see? The Freethinkers of Utah are very anxious to draft
before his neighbors found out what had happened flo called Liberal journals and Liberal people callini nn a perfect cocstitutian for the coming state, and
and bailed him out. His trial is set for October t.he Liberal vnblic to contribute money to defend Mr. they want to see just what has been done in other
WisA on his trial. Here is a man calling himself " Free8th.
thinker and a Liberal, who has plainly violated a United commonwealths. If any Freethinker in any of the
This case is one that concerns the Christian and States law-the law against sendint? obscene matter states named, or in any other, knows of a. particuJewish religions about as much as it does Mr. Wise. throul!'h .the mails-and Liberals rush to his defense. larly good p~ovision in the organic law of his
The Bible is rea.ll:v on trial, charged to all intents 'What iA the result and conRAquence. The I?AT\eral public state, it will be well to transcribe it and forward to
say with I!'Ood reason that Freethinkers and Liberals are
and purposes by Reverend Vennum with being in- in
favor of sending obscene matter thJOough the mails n.nd Judge Haight. That earnest Freethinker will be
decent and obscene and unfit for transmission that tbey stand hy anyone who violates the law. The very thankful for any information that will help
general public is justifieif in saving thl\t, and in sA.ving it, him and his co-workers to bring about the desired
through the mails.
As the courts hav held that one line or even one it seems to us they are telling the truth as to the Liberals result-the establishment of a. free state for a. free
take tbat course.
word of obscenity renders a. whole newspaper or who
This case furnished a verv good opportunity to hav people.
book unmailable; the conviction of Wise practically ltiven superstition a heavy blow in a vital point. The
decides the Bible to be obscene in the eyes of the Liberals hav always contended that portions of the Bible
Mr. H. H. Johnston, who knows as much about
are obscene-too obscene to be read by decent people. the Boers and their habits and character as most
law and its sending through the mails a. crime.
Wise selected one ef the most obscene passages and
It is more than likely that Judge Foster, who sent Mr.
sent it through the mails, and thll Chr;stian neople, or men, speaks of their religion as being fiercely CalHarman up for five :vea.rs for mailing his paper con- their minister, brings an action against Mr. Wise fol" cir- vinistic.. "Their form of Christianity," he says, "is
taining a. Latin word, will feel constrained to main- culating obsoene literat.ure. In this inshnce every Frlle- harsher than the harshest Presbyterianism; they
tain a reputation. for consistency and impartiality thinkeT and Liberal in the countTv should hav saiif: ''For are great Sabba.tarians, and their religious services
the Christians are rit?ht. They hav got onto a real
and giv Wise an equal dose. If so, prosecutions once
genuin case of mailing obscenll literl\ture and we will are gloomy beyond belief, consisting of dreary
will be brought against the American Bible society stand by them," and thev should hav further said to our prayers, lengthy psalms sung to dreary chants, inand others who offend against this puritanical law. Christian friends, "We will stand by von when you are terminable sermons, and readings from the sternest
What is sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander. in the ril!'ht, and if you need money call on us and we will portions of scripture. The Boers simply worship
contribute to aid in the nrosecution of this man Wise. He the Old Testament, the study <f which has become
George Francis Train was once arrested and bas
sent but onll verse of your holv inspired book throul!'h
thrown into the Tombs for printing texts of scrip- the mails, but it is so dirty 1\nd obscenA that hA oul!'ht to almost a craze among them, to such an extent that
ture in his· paper. Realizing their: blunder the case I?O to prison and be heavily fined for so doinl!'. Go ahABd, they identify themselvs with the children of Israel,
was gotten rid of in some way, but Train refused Christians, and show thA world what a smutty book this and in their treks through the wilderness imagin
is, and we will aid you all in our power." That
to leave the prison and demanded a trial. He was Bible
would hav been the correct position for Liberals to hav themselvs to be repeating the wanderings of the
finally inveigled outside by a ruse and the door taken in this Callf', and by so doing they would hav acted chosen people. This is why, on the older maps of
locked against him. He tried to break in but consistent with their professions, a:nd, as the politicians Southern Africa, there are so many 'Moses' Fonsav, they would hav put the orthodox people in a hole. tein,' 'Nilstrom,' 'Mounts Pisgah,' and 'Sinai.'
failed and so had to submit to the inevitable.
Then after the court had thus decided that certain por- The nativs whom they encountered and dispossessed
S. R. S.
tions of the Bihle were obscene and tbev had this prACedent established, t.he proper thinl!' would hav been to hav were compared to the Amalekites and the Canaanprosecuted the Bible Society for sending the Bible ites, and their extermination was demanded from
Letters to Mr. Wise.
through the mails.
the pulpit in the words of Deuteronomy xx, 10-14.
From J. I). Shaw, .Editor oJ the Independent Pulptt.
Some will say that this would hl\v been hard en Mr. Slavery has always been a. tenet of the Boer faith,
DEAR MR. WisE: Referring again to your trouble Wise.
But Mr. Wise is no fool. He knew that the paswith the post office officials, there is one thing about sage he wrote on the postal card was ob~oene, and that is and has been justified by the same references to the
it that may be an advantage to Liberals. If they the reason he sent it to the preacher. If it waR not. ob- Old Testament as were formerly in vogue among
convict you it will giv a black eve to the Bible. You scene there was no point in his sending it. Mr. Wise the ministers of religion in the Southern states of
he wasvi6lating a United States Jaw when he mailed
will hav shown in the courts that it is an obscene knew
this card, and he should hav been willinl!' to incur the America."-Mornin.q.
book. But everybody knows that, and I regret to penalty for tbA sake of Vindicatin!!' the C)aim that he
Every man has a right to worship God according
see you sacrificed for so small an advantage.
made that the Bible was obscene. ThA "insane" George
Francis Train was more consistent. He selected cPrtain to the dictates of his own conscience in this
Very truly,
J. D. SHAW.
smutty passages from the BiblA, sent them throul!'h the country, I take it. He can go to church if he
mail, and whAn anllsted and called on to plead to the in- chooses and remain away if he likes. I believe
From a. B. HoJJman, of Enterprise, Kan.
dictment, said: "Yes, I am .auilty. The Bible is an obJ. B. WisE, My .Dear Sir and Brother: I note scene book and I hav sent it through the mail, now I in liberty, just as •much liberty of action as poswith indignation the news of your arrest and im· will take the puniAhmeni." 'l'he Christians were in a sible, and I believe that a. man should be alprisonment at the instigation of some Jesuitical dilemmo. at once. To convict Train convicted their holy lowed to enjoy himself on Sunday, or a.By other
They found they had an elephant on their hands day, so long as he does not interfere with the rights
hypocrit-some pretended follower of the Nazarene, book.
and they had to tear down the prison to ~At rid of the or liberty of any other person. There are many
who was not ashamed to fraternize with the public elephant.
H. L. GREEN.
people in Cleveland who hav just one day in the
women of his day. What a contemptible, cowardly
Christianity and the Common Law.
week for recreation. They work from daylight
thing the average " preacher " is anyway! Living
How did Christianity come to be a. part of the until dark for their families and on Sunday they
on the charity of society, he begs for a living and
when some one refuses to deliver he attempts to common law? By judicial legerdemain. In 1458 visit the parks, attend picnics, participate in harmcall in the state, and generally with success, to Chief Justice Prisot gave an opinion in these less amusements, and go home refreshed and happy.
Their children hav no other opportunity for an outcrush the opponent. Well, what are you doing to words:
defend yourself I Let me hear from you. I hav
"To such laws as the Holy Church hav of the ancient ing. They may patronize the Ferris wheel for
scripture it behooves us to ltiv credence, for it is that aught I know, they may even ride in the haunted
$10, or more if necessary, for your defense.
common law upon which all kinds of law are founifed. swing, but in doing so they harm no one, interfere
Yours,
C. B. HoFFlii..'.N.
And therefore WA 1ue bound to know their law of Holy with the liberty of no person, and I believe are betChurch, and in like manner they are obliged to know our
laws. And if it should appear now tc. us that the bishop ter citizens for the day of recreation. I believe in
Officials Hav Become Cautious.
had done what we ordinarily do in a like case, then we law and order and shall endeavor to maintain the
Letter to the Postmaster at Industry, Kan
same, but I will not take part in prosecuting one
IsAAO GmBs, EsQ., Postmaster, .Dear Sir: Your should adjndl!'e it good, and not otherwise."
The first quotation of the above opinion was by class of people because they do not · believe as
Jetter of the 6th received asking ·for an exact copy
,,f the postal card written b:v Wise. We do not Finch in 1513, who mistranslated the Norman French another class does. If it is wrong to ride in the
fe• 1 that it is proper for this office to mail copies of and mangled it thus: "To such laws of the church wheel it is also wrong to ride on.the street cars for
that card from place to place. If anyone is suffi- as hav warrant in holy scripture our laws giv cred- pleasure. In fact it is difficult to say where the
line should be Clr!'wn.-Mavor JJlee, of C'l~'l)elamf.
ciently intereeted he can come to this office and see ence."

-----------.-----------
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News and Notes.
Last Sunday evening, September 23d, Mrs. M.
A.. Freeman gave her lecture on "Science and Super~
stition" to a crowded house. Science and superstition were certainly arrayed in their true colors in
this brilliant address. The interest in our Sunday
meetings is now constantly advancing, and .eve~y
day increases the prospects of a grand gathermg lD
October. Professor Copeland, formerly of Texas,
lectures next Sunday evening on " Freethought
Views of Sin and Crime." On the first Sunday in
October will be the Trumbull Memorial meeting,
at which a large gathering is expected. Many of
the old comrades of this veteran leader will be
present and speak in honor of his memory.
October 11th I shall lecture on "Spiritualism,
Theosophy, and Freethought."
Octobe~ 21~t,
Franklin Steiner will lecture on "The Bible m
the Light of Modern Criticism." A goodly array
of. speakers are here preparing for the Congress.
Besides Judge Waite, Mrs. Freeman, Dr. Juliet H.
Severance, and myself, who are already on the
ground, we shall hav among the fir&t and foremost
always in the battle of religious liberty, the Rev.
Alonzo T. Jones, of the American Sentinel, a right
good "Revere?d," indeed, not by apo~tolic succe.ssion, but by VIgorous and noble serVIce. He will
giv an address Sunday afternoon, October 28th, on
" The Judicial Basis for a Religious Tyranny in the
United States." It will repay anyone to come to
the Congress just to hear this one great lecture.
No one is so thoroughly posted on this subject as
Mr. Jones. He has mastered it, and is keen as a
diamond in his illustrations of judicial usurpations.
He is one of the ablest, most far-seeing, and eloquent debaters on our side of the question. He
stands squarely on the platform of the Demands of
Liberalism. He is author of the book, "The Two
Republics," a book freighted with the facts and
lessons of human history, which every American
citizen should read. We shall hav another broad
and Freethinking "Reverend " with us, W. W.
Chunn, of the radical Unitarians of the West. Dr.
Paul Carns, of the Open Court, we expect, will
be with us; also Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel, whose
pioneer work is well known ; John E. Remsburg,
who has traveled more and lectured more, I guess,
than any other Freethinker in the country; Franklin Steiner, who has the golden promis of youth;
Mrs. Ella Roberts, who has received the encomiums
of the Chicago press for her eloquence in behalf of
industrial reform; Leon Lewis will giv us "Bruno; "
Mrs. Sarah E. Ames, Mrs. L D. White, and Mrs.
Lizzie M. Holmes will contribute their share. We
certainly hav an array of talent which will prove
quite attractiv, besides others who we hope and expect will come at the last moment-Wakeman,
Washburn, Adams, etc.
We hav arranged to make the headquarters of the
Congress at the Gault House, a first-class hotel on
West Madison street, corner of Clinton, within two
blocks of Madison Hall, where the Congress meets.
The proprietor has made favorable terms for those
who attend the Congress: $1.50 per day, room and
board, which is nearly half rates. This is a pleasant and convenient place to locate, and it will add
much to the social interest of the Congress for us
to gather here.
We purpose to send five thousand programs
and invitations to the Congress all over the country,
and I hope that friends will send a list of names of
Liberals in their vicinity to whom the invitations
can be sent. We can thus arouse an extensiv interest in Freethought. Address 234 South Water
street, Chicago.
I was glad this week to hear from my old friend,
M.S. Palmer, of California, who is always ready to
do his share. For over half a century he has been
in the harness. He says :
Inclosed yon will find two dollars to help yon along
a little, and I wish yon success in your undertaking. I
must add that my eyesight is faili11g so fast that I cannot
see to read print or write, and I shall hav to giv up my
beloved TRUTH BEEKER. Yours as ever,
M. s. pALMER.
Our friend has the deepest sympathies of his
Freethought comrades throughout the country. No
shadows of orthodoxy will ever linger upon his
mental vision.
The sun of reason will shine.
Robert Gunther and H. F. Ebers also of California
send their good word and contributions.
C. V. Williams of Kansas writes :
When I came to this place, which is now my home, in
1893, but few dared to express their honest thoughts;
now a religions discussion may be heard on the streets
almost every day. I hav succeeded in converting a
United Brethren preacher. I delivered two lectures here
last winter. The Methodists had a revival immediately
after, but caught no converts. I intend to start a Freebought society here as soon as possible. I will try to
raise some money for the Congress, and will add my little and forward it. I hope for your snQcess, It will help

us all.

Miss Lottie Wolf of Kansas, a young Freet~ker,
sends contribution and quite a list of Freethmkers
in her vicinity. I hope others will do the s~e.
We would like to hav thousands of names of Liberals, in order that we can mail documents. Our
young friend writes :
I hope the coming Congress will do grea~ things in
abolishing the oppression of the human mmd. I am
ready to do whatever I can.
The Sabbath question is coming t.o the froJ?-t here
in Chicago. The Civic Federation IB prepanng for
the enforcement of Puritanic laws. Mayor Hopkins says if they want a Puritanic Sabbath they
shall hav it. Postmaster Hesing arranged for a
carrier's parade on Sunday. Of course the churches
made a protest. That wouldn't do, to hav a parade
of any. of Uncle Sam's officials on Sunday. The
postmaster called together the c~rrie.rs and gave
notice that if any one had consmentwus scruples
against marching on Sunday, he could be e~c?sed.
Not one carrier availed himself of the privilege.
In spite of the churches, t~erefore, th~ ~unday
parade will go on. The carriers are all In It, and
the preachers are not.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

Ingersoll on Brockway.
FrQm

the

New York Worza.

In my judgment no human being was ever made
better, nobler, by being whipped .or clubbed..
Mr. Brockway, according to his own test1mony,
is simply a savage. He belongs to the Dark Ages
-to the Inquisition, to the torture-c~amber-and
he needs reforming more than any prisoner under
his control. To put any man within his power is
in itself a crime. Mr. Brockway is a believer in
cruelty-an apostle of brutality. He beats and
bruises flesh to satisfy his conscience-his sense of
duty. He wields the club himself because he enjoys the agony he inflicts.
When a poor wretch, having reached t~e limit ~f
endurance submits or becomes unconsmous, he Is
regarded ~s reformed. During the rem~inder of
his term he trembles and obeys. But he Is not reformed. In his heart is the flame of hatred, the
desire for revenge ; and he returns to society far
worse than when h~ entered the prison.
Mr. Brockway should be either removed or
locked up, and the Elmira Reformatory should be
superintended by some civilized man-some man
with brain enough to know, and heart enough to
feel.
I do not believe that one brute, by whipping,
beating, and lacerating the flesh of another, can reform him. The lash will neither do-~elop the brain
nor cultivate the heart. There should be no bruising, no scarring of the body, in families, in schools,
in reformatories, or prisons. A civilized man does
not believe in the methods of savagery. Brutality
has been tried for thousands of years, and through
all these years it has been a failure.
Criminals hav been flogged, mutilated, and
maimed, tortured in a thousand ways, and the only
effect was to demoralize, harden, and degrade
society and increase the number of crimes. In the
army and navy soldiers and sailors were flogged to
death, and everywhere by church and state the torture of the helpless was practiced and upheld.
Only a few years ago there were two hundred and
twenty-three offenses punished with death in England. Those who wished to reform this sav!lge
code were denounced as the enemies of morality
and law. They were regarded as w.eak and sentimental.
At last the English code was reformed through
the efforts of men who had brain and heart. But
it is a significant fact that no bishop of the Episcopal church sitting in the House of Lords ever voted
for the repeal of one of those savage laws. Possibly
this fact throws light on the recent poetic and
Christian declaration by Bishop Potter to the effect
that "there. are certain criminals who can only be
made to realize through their hides the fact that
the state has laws to which the individual must be
obedient."
This orthodox remark has the true apostolic ring
and is in perfect accord with the history of tjle
church. But it does not accord with the intelligence and philanthropy of our time. Let us develop
the brain by education, the heart by kindness. Let
us remember that criminals are produced by conditions, and let us do what we can to change the conditions and to reform the criminals.

R. G.

INGERSOLL.

THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs
avenues. Program for O..:;tober, 1894:
October 7th-Mr. Henry Rowley, subject: "What we
Stand for.'' Vocal and instrumental music.
October 14th-Rev. F. E. Mason, subject (by request):
" The Science of Life."

Observations.

o!

We hav it upon the authority.
the clergymen
and the politicians that both rehgwn and governm.ent rest upon laws enforcing the observance of
Sunday as the Sabbath. Wherein is discovered an
explanation of the fact that both church and state
are rotten at the butt.
Reports from agricultural districts show that the
people who prayed for rain during the summer's
drouth hav now got enough of it to ~ither. spoil
their crops or to prevent the harvestmg of such
produce as the dry weather permitt~d them to
raise. If this is the result of the praymg that was
done, the warning against monkeying with the
weather is sufficiently impressiv for the longest forgetory to remember.
TWO OF A KIND.

If join a church you feel yon must,

Don't hesitate a minute,
But Catholic or ProtestantWhichever's first-get in it;
The difierence between the two
Won't pay a moment's botherIt's incense yon will find in one,
And nonsense in the other.

Inspector Byrnes of the New Yor~ police. ho~d.s
it to be according to law to dress his men In mtizens' clothes and to set them as spies upon the actions of merchants suspected of violating the Sunday law. President Martin of the Police Board
holds to the contrary, and some of the police justices hav refused to entertain charges or to hold
prisoners under the spy sy.stem: . Mr.. ~~rnes, I
think, may safely go ahead With his mqmsitwn, for
so far as my imagination can be exerci~ed ~t can
conceive of no depth of meanness, no vwlat10n of
rights, nothing either outrageous or desp~cable,
that is not justified by law-the Sunday law m particular. If anything under the head of either has
been overlooked, Inspector · Byrnes may rest assured that the Sabbatarians will call attention to
the omission and that the legislature will hasten to
supply it.
A religious journal called the Churchman, which
has come duly to hand, has a department headed
"Ladies' Column." If the perusal of that department relieves the ladies of the burden of reading
the rest of the paper, the female subscribers of the
Churchman are let off easily; otherwise it is invidious,· as indicating that the feminin min4 is limited
to the capacity of grasping a few very unimportant
subjects. The column merely tells the women what
are the latest freaks in coats, capes, tea jackets and
skirts, and informs them how to make guava salad
and to pickle nasturtiums. If I differed in sex I think
I would attach myself to some journal in an editorial capacity and start a "Gentlemen's Column." If
ladies are to ha.v their mental pabulum bitten off
and mummed for them by male grannies, why may
not the female turn editorial nurse and do a little
chewing for us T I hear no reply. Let some angel
rush in where fool man has trod for so extended a
period of time. I hav never seen a gentlemen's
column in any of the papers edited by women. Hav
they no suggestions to ofl:er about our clothes ? At
this time of the year we would like to know, for example, how to restore the sizing to our last winter's
derby; how to revive the symmetry of our pants ;
whether round or square patches are to be worn
this season by gentlemen of sedentary habits, and
whether the verge of the affected part is to be
darned down by Dame Fashion or tucked under.
Are there signs of a return to the barndoor of our
forefathers! Will it be en regle or outre to walk
on our upper shoe-leather this fall! Does a gentleman amble on the off side or the near side of his
female escort until further notice~ Having a quart
of milk in one hand and a jug of molasses in the
other, with which is it de rigueur to raise the hat
upon meeting a lady friend who carries a salt codfish in her pocket and a spool of thread on her arm?
Again, will the young man who goes to church with
his girl follow her inside and take his medicin, or
will it be deemed better form if he plays fifteen-ball
pool until meeting is out? Will the attendant upon
divine service take his own umbrella on leaving the
sanctuary, or the best one in sight, as heretefore T
Will St. Augustine or San Diego be the favored winter resort of upper-circle Sunday school treasurers
and Y. M. C. A. members who hav made their grab T
Those of us who are preachers of the gospel desire to know what prevailing taste dictates that we
should do in order to escape the criticism of unconventionality. Is it to be defendant in a heresy trial
or corespondent in a divorce suit T We would
that the cup of unbelief might pass from us, but
thanks be to God, we are qualified for the responding business.
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So long as the ladies receive from mankind instructio.n in the matter of guava salad and pickled
nasturtmms, they ought to be willing to giv us
somethi!lg for .tuition-something practical, for example, In family matters, and about tha.t portion
of domestic work which falls to the head of the
household; whether long or short stovewood is the
more economical; whether it really takes a bushel
of corn to fatten a pig's tail, and if something else
could not be fed for the development of the tail, and
the corn applied to the ribs. What makes the best
saw greaser? Having twelve hens and fifteen nests
what will prevent all the hens from trying to get o~
one nest at the same time? I might multiply these
examples, but I trust the ladies will see the necessities of the case without further illustration. True,
the ~uestion~ may seem trivial, but I. hold that they
ar~ JUst ~s Important as .thos~ which new·spaper
editors discuss for the edificatiOn of their female
readers; and if men had a department devoted to
them, we might soon be as restricted in our information as some women who do not want their sex
to vote.

incidentally with this crusade the police of Chicago hav committed an outrage that comes under
Herr Most's heading of Propaganda by Deed.
These policemen hav in~aded private property, and
not only disfigured bill boards, but torn down the
boards upon which the bills were posted. Such an
act would rightly subject a pri~ate citizen to fine or
imprisonment. What makes it worse, the authorities knew they were committing a felony, and like
other criminals chose the night for it. '!hen they
hav the impudence to ask citizens to respect the law.
GEo. E. MAoi>ONALi>.

·Annual Congrt'ss of the Freethought Federa·
· tion and the Secular Union.
OALL OF THE FR!ETHOUGBT FEDERATION OF AMERICA.

To the Liberals oj America and Members of the
.F'reetlwught Federation:
.

63:3

and vote for a r<~peal of the laws, or, at least, their modification. Mr. Lyon will be elected bv an enorm0119
majority, and not even the antagonistic clergymen will
ctnPstion this claim.
The sale of Sunday newspapers ifll forbidden,. too, and
the proprietors als() W!lnt to the Rnpreme Oonrt on a
fntil quest for relief. ThAV hav paid hundreds of fines,
and at the last session of the lee:islatnre thlly l!Actnrelt
the passaa-e of a bill to repeal the special act of 1858, and
to make t.he fine here the same as in the 1'Amaininj!' flixtythree cottnties of the state. Governor Pattison. Democrat, vetoPd it after the legislature had adjonred. It is
expected that t.he _bill will pass nf'xt winter and will be
signed by Daniel H. Hastings, the Republican governorto-be.
.
The D1spa.tch, the Posf, the Prp,,q,q, and the LerrdP.'l'
hav m11de a strong fight for the legalizinl!' of the Sunday
sale of snch harmless commoditiAs as Roda wat.Ar and icecream, becanRe on hot summer days the All<>ghenv river
water, coated with petroleum, is nanseatin!l', and the
Press went so far one season as to place at thA principal
street corners barrels of ice-water, free to all comers.
Those morning papers not having Rnnday editions hav
been compelled either t<> side with the Snndav press or to
remain neutral. or stand prosecution for the Sunday work
nf'lleFsary to a Monoay morning issue.
It is impossible for a stranger to goet a shave here on
Sunday, because the journeymen barbers make the prosPCntions themselvs. and the resident's onlv way to get a
Snnda:v "scrape" is to arrange with the "bl'ss" barber
to hav him visit his residence. The PhiladAlphia barbers
want the law repealed, bnt George W. Miller. the snnt•eme ol'vanizer, who livs in Pittsburg, says the National
Ba,.bers' Association will cmpose a chan!!'A,
· The Oatbolics, German-Lntherans, and Episcopalians,
clergy and laymen, hav all alon~ sided with the Snndav
newsp&nE~rs nnd the movement to modify the centnrv-old
laws. The Pittsbnrg park conc~>rts occur regularly on
Snndav evAnings. bnt wh~>n the Alle!!'heny conc<~rts werA
stopped, Biflhop WhitA, head of the Protestant EpiscoPal
diocAse, said: "The Episcopal chnrch does not considAr
Sunday as the Sabbath or da.v that is to be given np solelv
to rf'st, anch as was ori~inallv intended to he done with
the day we call Saturday. The,.efore, we feel that the
demands of the church havbeen frtlfilled when the morning services hav been attt>nded. I do not mean that people are to vut in the balance of the da:v in a way that
would do discredit to themselvs or be offenRiv to their
nei!!'hbnt's. Anythin~ t.bat takes them out on God's hill<~
under God's trees and God's skv has m:v approbation. It
is far better for them to be in the park li<etening to music
and incidentally drinking in health than herding together
in crowded tenPments, where fresh ~tir is even BCII.1'Cer
than money. "-Pitt8burg CorreBpondence of New York

The Annual Congress of the Freethought Federation of America will be held in Chicago, Oct. 26th,
27th, and 28th, in conjunction with the Annual Congress of th~ American Secular Union. The importance of this Congress is great. The encroachments
(?f the church are becoming more bold and dangerIn the midst of free nature it is only the free-why ous. The attempts to amend the constitution so as
should we not say it-the nnde, beautiful human form to place our government on a Christian basis, and
that is snit.able; all drapery is subject to fashion and
change; and human form, as it comes from the hand of to pass a national Sabbath law, are indications of
nature, is alone fitting to stand in the presence of ever- the attitude of the church. It has been and is tolasting natnre.-Berthold Auerbach.
day the enemy of freedom ; and we must be conThe Martin woman, who is superintendent of the stantly prepared to meet its conspiracies. We can
Purity in Literature and Art Department of the not do this as an unorganized mass. We must join
Women's Christian Temperance Union, which is forces, otherwise we shall be defeated. We need a
the female member of Comstock's society, has common impulse. There must be association. Let
broken out again. Of course she wants to suppress the gathering at Chicago be the greate~t yet held
something else than herself, and has appealed to in America. Think of past achievements as an inSuperintendent Byrnes of the police to abolish the spiration to something better in the future. Freeliving pictures shown in the theaters, and also the thought is growing. The necessity for political
theatrical posters "portraying actors and actresses action is more apparent than ever. The means of
in tights." Taking the ground that one humbug action are improving. Freethought cannot go
Now is the
justifies another, she argues: "If Secretary Carlisle backward; it must step forward.
can prevent the casting of a medal because of St. opportunity for union and strength. This ConGaudens' representation on it of a man's nude form, gress is for work. Let there be an enthusiastic
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, Pres.,
why shall we not say that our form shall not be ex- rally.
Tribune.
·
FRANKLIN STEINER, }
posed 1" Indeed, why not? Mrs. Martin's form is
N. F. GRiswoLD,
v· P
her own ; she is at liberty to drape it, and the person
J. M. PEaK,
Ice- res.
Lectures and Meetings.
who would hav it otherwise should swing.
WhatTl=fE Ohio LibArBI So<>iety meets Avery Sunday evf'ning
B. A. RoLOsoN.
ever the beauty of her chaste outlines, no one may
in Knabe Hall, 26 W. Fourth st.. Oincinnat.i. Mr. John
E. C. REIOHWALD, Treal!l. and Acting Sec.
conte'llplate them, without her consent, save the
R. Oharlesworth will lecture during October upon the
one favored man who Las purchased from some
following subjects:
other man a license to gaze. To be sure, the per- Freethought Federation-Treasurer's Report. O<>~ober 7th-" Infidelity and Suicide," a reply to Rev.
sons who exhibit· the living pictures hav bought a;
It is hoped that _friends will not fail to send in a
Johnston Mye""·
license to show them, and the men and women who list of names of Liberals in their vicinity. This October 14th-" The "Birth 11.nd Growth of Religions."
2t11t-" Thfl World ann its Gods."
spectate pay for the privilege; but as the freedom will be a great help. It is necessary to arouse October
Ot~tober 28th-" What the Bible has done fot' Woman."
to look once does not carry with it the compulsion Liberals to action. This Congress is for work, and
Lectures commence at 7:45 r.M, sharp. All lectures
to look always and never elsewhere, perhaps the to arrange plans to meet hereafter the aagressions are followed by free criticism and discussion. All are
cases are not paral1el.
of the church. A large attendance is expected. invited to attend.
It is astonishing, as Carlyle pointed out in his We report encouraging contributions for this week,
THE Manhattan Liberal Olnb meets every Friday even"Sartor Resartus," how much depends upon but hope that more will pour in, for we need the ing in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New
clothes ; and not only upon clothes, but upon the funds. We purpose to send out 5,000 invitations, York, at 8 o'clock. Program for October:
fit of them. Perfect-fitting garmenls, it appears, stating the objects of Congress, the principles of
l'ith-" M~t"V Wollstone<>Taft, The Apostle of Equal
are immodest, although the deity, of whose image Liberalism, etc. Our aim is to reach those who are Oct. Rights."
Voltairine de Oleyre.
Mrs. Martin is ashamed, and before whose handi- indifferent, or who do not yet understand the value Oct. 12th-"A Helnmeet to Man." Gen. E M. Lee.
work she makes an indecent exposure of her mind, of our work. We must gain recruits.
Oct. 19th-"Tbe Nude in Art." By the Editor of the
Art CrilifJ.
has decreed that we shall be created without any Robert Gunther ....... $2 50 I. Goulette ................ 1 00
at all. By the way, how does she expect to find l\Iax Stern .. .. .. ... ... . .. . 3 00 I. Oaron .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 00 Oct. 26th-" Politics." T. B. Wakeman.
him appareled when, as a reward for libeling that John .T. Duffy........... 1 00 L. Fowler ................. 5 00
THE Women's Liberal Lea!Zne of Philadelphia meets Bt
L. Moore .......... 3 00 F. 0. Schornborst.: ... 2 00 8 o'clock 'T'ue•day evenings in the Skerrett Building, N.
which he has made, she is ushered into his pres- John
M.P. Braffett.. .......... 2 00 Wm. 0. Decker ......... 1 00 E. corner of Ridge avAnUe and GreAn street. Admission
ence ? Do his clothes fit him?
Has she ever Mrs. C. Palm............. 2 l'iO A. Beveridge............. 1 00 free All welcome. Program for October:
thought how she herself will be dressed on that in- A. J. Noe .............. ; ... 1 00 Joe A. Kimble .......... 1 00 Oct. 9th.-"The Lesson of thA GTeat Strike." J. C.
teresting occasion? Does she iipagin that, as an W. Wbittick ............. 2 00 F. J. Porter .............. 10 00
Hannon, H. V. Hetzel, and B. Hanford.
Wenzel.......... 50 J. S. Peckham .......... 1 00
author, God is pleased with her assurance that his Joseph
John Gronan............. 1 00 W. J. Ribley ............ 1 00
Radical Library open 7.30 to 10 P.M. Dues 15 cents
works, especially his likeness, are obscene? Will L. Schlegel ...... ......... 1 50 Ed!?ar Worrell.......... 1 00 per month.
she inaugurate a Purity in Nature crusade over G. Hessler ................ 2 00 R. L. Hnnt.. ............. 1 00
THE program of exerciP<~s for the Sixth Annual Oonthere, and suggest to the almighty that henceforth H. F. Ebers ............. 2 50 J. E Palanca ............ 1 00
vPntion of the Orel!'on Statfl Secular Union is being
W.
J.
Jones
...............
5
00
R.
W.
Fairchild.........
25
the children of earth be born headed up in a barrEl C. W. Havlicek ......... 1 00 A. 0. H1cks .............. 1 00 rapidly arranj!'ed. One of the spPcial featur<>s of thA
to be opened in. the dark? According to her con- M. S. Palmer ............ 2 00 F. Dahlstrom............. 1 00 Oonvention will be the singing of the Forest Grove and
tention, providence clothes the human form with F. S. Weaver ............ 50 J. A. Murchnson....... 50 Portland Secular church choirs. Invitations toaddrAss the
lewdness only, and it is left to others similarly de- Chas. Warner ............ 5 00 Hiram Wilbur........... 1 00 nonvent.ion hav bPfln extend"d to S.D. Adams, of Salem;
John Bulmer ............ $2 00 E. Anffnrth............... 50 Rabbi Bloch and Reverend Elliott, of PnTtland; Mr. and
bauched to make it presentable. In some way the
Jvtrs. C. B. Reynolds.•Annie E. Barker. Virl!'il S. Smith.
E. C. REIOHWALD, Secretary and Treasurer,
fountain must be compelled to squirt water higher
Nettie A. Olils, D. W. Smith, Judge T. B. Handly, and
234 South Water st., Chicago.
others. The main feature, however, will be the work of
than its source.
Indecency concealed becomes
completing t.he system of organization adopted two years
purity, while purity revealed becomes indecent. I
agoo by the Union, and the examination of the Secular
fail to make it out in that way. I hav seen the theIn Sabbatarian Pennsylvania.
Snndav-school lesson!!, copies of all of which will be suh11.trical posters and the living pictures which Mrs.
The Sunday sale of soda-water, ice-cream, candy, and mitteo to the execntiv committee. The Secular Teacher's
Mart~n defames. The former are about as porno- cigars is illegal, and nnmerons crusades hav resulted in and Director's Bureau is already making its inflnence
graphic as the Chinese drawings on a teachest. The the payment of thousands of dollars in fines, but there is felt. Letters from te11.chers in Southern st&t.es indicate
really no trouble in gettin~ any of the articles named, that Secularism i11 not firmlv rooted there. Letters from
living pictures are the drape d fi gures of men, wom- and the police departmPnt has notified the druggists that, admirArs of the Secular Snndav·Fchooi !eRsonR BUI!'gest
en, and children posed in a handsome gilt frame, despite the state laws, they may sell soda water in consid- the advisability of publishing a Secular Sunday-school
with lights and surroundings which make them ap- eration of the fact that they keep open all day to fill pre- Paper, which 11hall t~ontain regular reports of all Secular
pear like works of art. You hav to go back of the scriptions. Still, the police department could render no Snnday·schools. The execntiv committee will consider
assistance whatever if any society or citizen decided to this matter at tbe Convention. A l!'req.t deal of interest
phenomena to discover the lewd, if anything of the prosecute, and fear of popular ridicule and indignation iR bein~ manifested in the proPosed Secular college at
kind exists. The prospect pleases; only the man alone prevents the prosecution. Thfl crnsad~s during New Era, where the Oregon Secnlar Park is located.
or woman h vile who sees more than appears. If several seasons were eo hot that arrests on Monday were Conservativ Secularists who believe in putting· their
one person touches that which is naturally clean, made by the who~esale, ~nd there w~re. app.eals to the money into work directly affecting the rilling generation,
·
t ·
't
·
h
M
snpreme court, which deCldAd that while It might nnoffi- write that thev are willing and anxious to help ench an
and ~mparts no s am to I , ~nd If anot er- rs. · cially approve a repeal of the obnoxious statutes, or, at institution. Since last report the followinl!' donations
Martln, for example-touches It and leavelil a smutch, least., their modification, thE-y mnst interpret the Jaw to hav been receiven: M. A. Booth aJ'd B. M. Booth, Mcthen which is the source of the impurity, the object mean that the onl~ recourse is the legis!atnre, so tl;le issue Minnville, eBI'h fifty cents; I. 0. RobiPon, $2.50; Mrs.
touched or Mrs. Martin's fingers T The answer is has been bt:onght mt~ the sta~ campaign, Walter Ly~>n, Lily Wink, $1t W. C. Carlton, $3; Joseph Bucher.
·
· ·
·
·
: H
ff
the Republican candidate for lieutenAnt-governor, bemg twenty-five cents; Annie E. BarkAr, fift.v cents: Dr. and
In the questwn, and the warmng 1s, ands o un- opposed in circnlars by some clergymen, who werfl Mrs. A. K. Olds, $5.
KATIE KEBM SMITH,
Sec. Oregon State Secnlar Union.
less they are clean.
prompted by his disposition while state senator to work
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!;etters of f}trien~s.
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and say, "0 Lord, thou knowest I hav
done many things I ought not to hav done,
and left many things undone that I ought
to hav done," and instead of mending
For the Defense.
their ways they go on sinning against God;
ATHoL, N. Y, Sept. 16, 1894.
MR. EniToR: I send $1 to help J. B. so if yon want a through ticket to hell fire
Wise in his defense against the sky pilot and brimstone all yon hav to do is to join
the church and do as yon are told to do,
who caused his arrest.
WM. WILcox.
misuse and mislead the young and rising
Gets Good Ammunition.
generation, and in the language of Robert
JoHNSTOWN, N.Y., Sept. 19, 1894.
Burns:
MR. EDIToR: Herewith I hand yon $1.
" Be to the poor like any whinstone,
PleaRe send me " Church Property " and
And hand their noses to the grindstone,
"Age of Reason;" the remainder use for
Ply every art of legal thieving,
No matter, stick to sound believing."
cause.
Truly yours,
JoHN L. WAY.
H. B. ALLEN.
Three Who Are on the Watch.
Facts and Inquiries.
BALLSToN, OR., Sept. 7, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: The self-s<.~.crificing work
LlllxiNGToN, KY., Sept. 16, 1894.
now being performed for the Oregon SecMR. EDIToR: Can a man reason logically
ular Union by its able officers is beyond who has attendeif a Sunday-school in early
all praise and must surely meet with its years? Will not his best ideas soon asreward here, or on the other side of sume the character of folly and madness?
Jordan. The vacation allowed from their He will abandon the light of consistency
Portland duties has been put in in spread- for the shrouded mysteries of religion.
in~ the light in the rural districts. The Prejudice the mind of a child, and you
writer had the pleasure of hearing Mrs. distort and ruin hiR reasoning powers,
Katie Kehni Smith, secretary of the Ore- leaving him hoodooed for life.
gon State Secular Union, lecture at Amity
Does common sense suggest the idea of
on " Special Providences," and her logical a God, or is it a crazy error taken from
presentation of the Secular view drew the musty archives of heathenism? Are
forth enthusiastic applause from an audi- body and Fpirit combined parts of the or.
ence of whom few had before heard that der of nature? What can be proved conside of the question. Mrs. Smith is an clusivly by presnmptiv reasoning or eviexceedingly able speaker. The objects of dence? Two things are necessary to life:
the Secular Union were set forth tersely The action of positiv and negativ forces
and clearly by D. W. Smith, a very pleas- reduced to a system, with sensitivness,
ant f!Peaker and third vice-president of the also heat. Why does a man turn cold when
Oregon State Secular Union. 1.\-Iiss Nettie he is dead?
Olds gave a very clear explanation of the
Solomon and Machiavelli united church
methods of Sunday-school teaching in the and state, bathing both in blood; they
First Secular Chmch of Portland, of murdered pretenders to the throne. Such
which school she is superintendent ; while men could save your soul, but not your
her charming elocution and violin solos money. Christ was not good enough for
were highly appreciated by the audience. the Pharisees, who rule the world now.
Miss Olds is a new beginner on the ros- What is the creed of tl}e true Christian?
trum, but bids fair to become a fine orator. Bull-dog principles hunt down all, espe.
These speakers bav adopted as a rule that cially the poor. Thumbscrews are useful
moderate tone which convinces without -they might take yon to heaven.
antagonizing.
WALLACE YATES.
I ommitted something from the Bible
which we should never forget: "The SabOnly a Few Will Work.
bath was made for man, and not man for
CAnMUs, KAN., Sept. 6, 1894.
the Sabbath."
ALHAZA.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $1.25, for
"About Books."
which send books named on inclosed list.
This will ma.'ke about $3 we hav sent from
SUNAPlllE, N. H .• Sept. 24, 1894.
here, and I think the lEOaven is working. I
MR. EnrToR: I was pleased to see in last
think that is a grand thought of yours. week's issue of your paper an opportune
It seems as though we the people who ha.v article under the above caption. The
the light ought to fill the United States sentiment yon there expressed that "in
fnll of Paine's " Age of Reason." But view of the disputes that arise concerning
there are so many professed unbelievers, every prominent man's religions belief,
who will not do anything. They will look after he is dead, a record over his own
at yon with a kind of sickly expression, if hand bas become a necessity-almost a
yon ask them to chip in a few cents for the duty "-I completely indorse. But as I
good cause. It always ha~ been that a do not claim to be a "prominent" man,
few hav to fight the battles, to pave the although a very decided and uncomprowav for a higher civilization. I don't want mising Freethinker, yet I hav many times
to discourage lecturers, but I find we, of expressed to my literary friends the same
this part of the vineyard, cannot get the idea. My own l'fforts hav as yet only
ones to attend that we want to hBv hear taken the shape of communications for the
t.he truth.
Our lecturers charge about newspaper preSB: and as no acquaintance
$10, which is little enough, but I think or friend of mine has any cause to doubt
we can beat it for the money by putting it my firm convictions on theological, or
into books and sending them broadcast what are commonly called reli.qious opinover the land, and I believe your proposi- ion!1, there might be no very apparent
tion is the best.
necessity in my Fpecial case of e-iving my
John Peck, of Naples, knows what he is specnlativ opinions shape in book form.
talking about when he talks finance or But I bav recently been seriously thinking
anything else. There are a lot of fellows of embodying my deliberate and wellon THE TRUTH SEEKER I should like to settled views in that convenient shape, at
shake hands with, and not the least among least for publication after I hav been laid
them En~ene nnd his brother George. For away.
the good cause,
AsA. SMITH.
I hav written sufficiently for the press to
know that it is of great importance to
Some l'lat Disobedience.
make a good selection of a c<~.ption for an
MR. EniToR: Being kind enough to article: and the same rule holds in regard
print two items I write you a third. The to an appropriate and attractiv title for a
church members preach bell to me; I tell book. I hav tried to decide on the title of
them they worship Jehovah, the God of my volume, and as yet hav got nothing
tbe Jews. He says: "Six days shalt thou better than "A. Ml\terialist's Legf,'CY."
labor and do all thy work, but the seventh When the matter which may constitute
day is tbe Sabbath." The Christian makes its contents is finally arranged, a more
and enforces laws to compel people to suitable name may be found.
make holy observance on Sunday, contrary
I like the clear-cut brevity of Thomas
to the command of the God they worship. Jefferson's confession to his friend William
Again: David in his last two Psalms com- Short, in April, 1820, when he said tersely,
mands us to praise the Lord with stringed "I am a Materialist." No intelligent and
instruments and with the dance; the honest man need hesitate to make that
church member does all he can to prevent confession, for all that any human being
the ilance, thereby thwarting the will of ever knew or knows now is bounded by
God; the youth and maiden do what they "matter" and its inevitable motions-all
oan to obey God in this case. Again: the rest that has been written and printed
JeRns commands ns not to pray in public is simply wandering conjecture busked in
-read the sixth chapter of Matthew-but 1 m~>re words.
at every church they fall on their knees 1 But I did not intend in this brief note to

I do more than to thoroughly approve of terial, thin and ethereal, but none the leSB
your suggestion referred to, ~nd to expre~s
a hope that the able Freethmkers of th's
country will act on your advice. I am
yours truly,
W. C. STURoC;
Business Correspondence as to Advertising.
·
·
Sept. 12, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: We hav been seriously considering the question of newspaper ad_ve~tising in religions papers. We hav prmmpally confined onrselvs to papers representing certain denominations, believing they represented the religions thought
of the community and also the men
who had homes ani! means with which
to purchase goods. We havbeen laboring
under the supposition, whether c~rrect or
not, that the man who subscribes for a·religions paper, who has a de:fi_nit cree~, _and
is a member of some church IB the relunons
man of the community. We hav received
a number of communications from various
persons conducting denominational and
undenominational papers, with arguments
pro and con as to the relativ merits of the
two classes of religions papers. Hav yon
anything-to say on the subject? We would
be glad to hav your opinion and would consider it very seriously. Is it true or not,
jndgin~ from your experience, that the
man who reads an undenominational paper
is a floating commodity in the religions
world and has no abiding place? Yours
truly, THE--WovEN WIRE FENCE Co.
NEw YoRK, Sept. 14, 1894.
THK--WovEN WIRE FENCE Co., Gentlemen: Your letter and circulars at hand.
It certainly is a mo~entons question,
which is the more stable and dependable
citizen, the denomin~ttional or the undenominational Christian.
But we fancy
yon are more interested in selling woven
wire fence than in the subtleties-which
we acknowledge-of the denominational or
undenominational strife to buy woven wire
fence. To be or not to be has ever been a
mooted question. That being the case, we
can cordially recommend yon to advertise
in THE TRUTH SEEKER, a solid and stanch
Freethonght journal, the national organ
of the Freethinkers, who are not tern by
denominational strife. The Freethinker
is the real solid citizen, who has his abiding place here on earth, believes in his
home here, and makes as good a one and
as permanent as he can. Naturally he has
to fencE> it to keep the preachers out, and
if your woven wire fence is high and
strong enough I don't see why he shouldn't
use that to protect his women folks and
chickens. There is a great field for yon
here, and we charge nothing for the idea,
beyond our regular ~~odvertising rates, which
we inclose.
Anything that the denominational editor
will sav about the unbranded scribe will
be born of jealousy and a. desire for adver- ·
tieing. Take our advice and place your
advertising where the Freethinkers will
see it. The readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER
all hav abiding places, and though they are
corraled in no church they can buy fence
wire from the best Christian in the country.
-En. T. S.
Not in an Argnmentativ Spirit.
BERWICK, N. S., Sept. 16, 1894.
MR."EniToR: I come, not in an argumentativ spirit, but humbly seeking information. There hav been many discussions in
your paper of late between Spiritualists
and Materialists. I hav never been fortunate enough to hav any intercourse with
disembodied spirits through mediums or
any other way and, while affirming or denying nothing, I am rather skeptical. I
should like to ask some Spiritualist how
the knuckles, or whatever it may be, of an
airy noth;ng can produce audible raps on
a table. Sound can be produced only by
the vibration of material substance; the
more substantial the lf.aterial the more
decided is the tone. A hammer clashing
on an anvil produces a very definit tone;
but substitute for the hammer a rubber
ball or a dry sponge, and then note the
difference in sound. Again, substitute for
the sponge an ethereal nonentity lighter
than air, a ghostly nothing, and then explain these spirit rappings, the ghoulish
pnnchings and fnmblings on substantial
flesh that can be affected only by material
substance.
Now, do not let any Spiritualist brother
wax indignant and declare that I am only
exposine- my ignorance, because that is
just what I set out to do in the beginning.
If, as some am,r~ 1 $!!e spirit is really ma-

real, I see nothing to hinder a good western cyclone from scattering the ghost of
Thomas Paine all over the American continent.
Matter can be affected only by matter,
and that through the action of force and
energy. Not one of the five senses of
man can be reached in any other way, and
if he has any other senses they are yet to
be discovered. No doubt there are many
things in so-called spirit phenomena difficult to explain, but where will yon turn
and not find mystery? Are there not a
thousand and one tricks of legerdemain
fully as m:fsterions to the uninitiated? Is
hypnotism or mesmerism any less inexplicable? Are there not mysteries even in
the word of God from Genesis to Revelation, from Cain's cattle-brand to the white
lightning conversion of Saul of Tarsus?
Even in the tariff protection theory there
are certain points hard to explain, ~nd
shall we expect to find less in the blind
workings of nature, particularly when
aided by the skilful manipulation of man?
As I said before, I am not arguing, but
merely inquiring. It is easy to be too
credulous, but not easy to be too skeptical.
As poverty is the mother· of invention, so
is doubt the grandmother of discovery
through her noble daughter, investigation.
Moreover, if disembodied spirits are privileged to knock furniture about at will,
what is to hinder any evil-minded ghost
from knocking a man's brains out with the
wash-stand while he is sleeping peacefully
in his bed? Ongh! it makes me think of
the nightmares of my infancy.
Enough, good sir, but when any of your
Spiritualist corresPondents are disposed to
answer my inquiries, I am disposed to
hear them.
W. P. LAWRENCE.
The Tariff Views of :Mr. Hays.
QmNIAULT, WASH., Sept. 7, 1894.
MR. EniToR: I hav been considerablv
interested in the tariff articles by Mr.
Peck and Mr. Hays and others, and being
a free trader desire to furnish the latter
gentleman with a fact which he asks for in
your issue of August 25th. I bought a
sack of sugar (100 pounds) a few days ago,
just about the time the Wilson bill was
passed, and was told by the dealer that the
reason sugar was higher was because the
said bill was sure to pass and the duty bad
been added. Everybody please make his
own comment.
Again. there are two nail factories on
the Pacific coast. One of them advertised
awhile ago, "Thirtv thousand kegs of
nails for sale on a basis of $2.75 per keg.
If for foreign shipment sixty cents per
keg off " Make your own comments,
gentlemen.
Once morA.
The Post-Blakely Mill
Company sold 47,755,075 feet of lumber in
foreign markets, in direct competition
with the "cheap " labor of Canada and
elsewhere. Did it make enough off the
home trade to make up for the loss (?) sustained by relinquishing the benefit of the
tariff on the foreign? (Seattle paper.)
Yet again. The Gray's Harbor Commercial Company has received two large orders for shipment to eastern Canada. It
is a sufficient answer to all the argument
against free lumber. (A.berdeen Herald,
Wash.)
And I can furnish Mr. Hays with several
more facts if he wants them. But I want
to say his statement concerning steel rails
is a very one-sided affair. The fact is, the
first steel rails shipped to this country
were made by an old process, and cost of
manufacture was greater. They were
shipped about the close of the civil war
and sold at war price.
Mr. Hays does not tell us that American
coal is practically on the surface; that vast
deposits of iron ore hav been discovered
that are above the track, and he neglects to inform his readers that by the
Bessemer-Siemens process of convEl!"ting
cast iron into steel, steel rails can· be made
to~day cheaper than cast iron could be
thirty years ago. But this neglect is one
that can always be noticed in protectiv argument. Hon. Tom Johnson, M. C.,
from Ohio, says his mill makes onethirteenth of all the steel rails produced
in the United States, and that all he gets
above $17.60 a ton (I quote from memory)
is clear gain, In this instance the tariff is
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not all added. Bnt who pays the extra
$10? If .Mr. Hays will carefully look up
the date on which "manufacturers began
to put out their fires," he will find that it
was not " from the day of Olevelanil's
election," but that it began abottt two
years before that, and the remainder of
his statement is true, but is not due to the
tariff. Neither will the high proteotiv
Wilson bill ruin the country as he says it
will. I hav "marked his prediotion."
.Mr. Hays hurts my American pride when
he insinnatts that Yankee machinery is
second to any. I hav seen much of it and
handled some. It is my choice. I will admit that probably he can set a hen better
than I can, but on the tariff and Yankee
notions he is unreliable. J. N. Looxm.

Some Work in Wasbingtou.

Union. It was more successful, fl.nanoially,
than we anticipated. The Behnke· Bros.
volunteered their assistance in furnishing
the music, Nettie A. Olds alternately
playing on the violin and dancing. They
1rill be long remembered on G1ay's river
•by all. Of course the Methodists had to
start a few scandalous libels about them
after they left. Freethonght lecturers expect the Christians to lie about them.
That is the Christian method of replying
to the logic of Secular lectures. They hav
no argument with which they can reply to
our public speakers, so they start slanders
about them. Well, they hav lied about
Thomas Paine, Ingersoll, et al. There is
some consolation-they cannot burn us at
the stake as they did Bruno and Servetns.
But they &how the same Christian spirit;
they would like to muzzle ns. Our trio,
the Smith-Olds troupe, went from here to
Astoria, 0, thence to Tillamook county,
Or. We will let them tell of their own adventures in Oregon. We wish them suocess in spreading the truths of Seonlari~m
wherever they may go, and bespeak for
them the cooperation of all Freethinkers.
, We hop'e to attend the Oregon State
Secular Union Congress at Forest Grov<3
•Or., Oct. 5, 6, and 7, then go to Chicago t~
·attend the convention .of the American
Secular Union as delegates from Oregon
and Washington.
0. C. LEA:.

has changed from a water·dog to an herbivorous quadruped, and we next hav him
recorded as a gardener, overseeing his
vegetables and fruits. In the fourth day
we find that he has another job on handthat of making the sun, moon, and stars to
giv us light by day and by night. It has
often been a query to me as to what furnished light from the first to the fourth
day, and, some will assert that a day in
those times was something like a thflnsand
years of .modern time, a greater mystery
still to be unfolded to me is how the l!'rasl'l,
th,e fruit, and the ve!letables planted on
the third ·day could grow and produce
every kind after its kind without the influence that we in modern times ·know that
the sun exerts upon the plant world.
-In the sixteenth verse we find it recorded that he (God) made two great
light11, the greater (meaning the ann) to
shine by day, the lesser (the moon) t() giv
ns light by night. Now, to all observers
oUhe action of the moon it is known that
the moon does not always giv ns light by
night on account of its slower movement
than the sun. God is perfect; but we see
that his perfection is not without a" flaw,
and the moon does not at all timespArform
the function intended by the all-wise
oi.eator. We find that on the fifth day he
orJated the animals and fishes of the sea,
and the fowls of the air, and gave them
good advice; he did not giv them a chance
to eat of 1he forbidden fruit, lmt told
them to multiply and replenish the sea and
the earth. Not so with the cattle and beasts
of .the earth which he made on the sixth
day; he neither placed a tree of forbidden
frqit befo"e them nor told them to mnltiplv. No doubt they could not understand
good Hebrew Latin at that time; but
they simply understood the instincts of
nature, and Boon they transgressed God's
law; for it is presnmed that that which
was commanded by God yon should d '>,
but that which was not com 'llanded yon
should not do.
Now we come to where God was ready
to make man, and he made him out of the
dust of the ground, and blew into his nostrils in order to giv him life. God made
woman out of a rib of Adam. Does not
this show the subordination of woman?
How can people of the present day advocate woman suffrage and yet declare the
scriptures to be divinely inspired?
In Gen. i," 26, God says, " L 3t us make
man in our · image." Is the word God
plural? Was God married? If so, who
was his wife?· Was there more than one
God? If so, what relation are they?
The~e are nuts that I cannot crack.
Yours, etc.,
GEo. C. ANDERSON.

RosBURG, WASH., Aug. 11, E. :M:. 29~
MR. EDITOR: We hav organit~~ed the
Secttlarists here. and hoping others will
follow our example, we will giv an online
of our methods and experience I came
here from Portland, Or., the latter part
of A~ril, . in response 'to a dem~nd for a
geiltim l11beral school teacher, one not
ashamed to be called an Infidel-one who
knows where the Bible belongs." '' Veni,
vidi, vici!" H. P. Andresen, a wellknown Freethinker, is the controlling
member of the school board here, holds
the balance of power betweAn Methodists
Calls .Attention to Some Mysteries.
and Catholics.
Il:e wrote to C. B.
LIME GRovE, IND., Sept. 6, 1894.
Revnold!l, secretary of the Washington
MR. EDITOR: Even though I, individuSeonlar Union, t<"~ furnish a teacher, and ally, am unable to advance the cause of
as the Washington Secular Union had Liberalism in a financial wav, it is quite a
no burea!l of Secular teachers and direct- consolation to me to see the advance of
ors, the application was referred to Katie Liberal ideas, and to note the change in
Kehm Smith, secretary of tbe Oregon Secu- the people's mode of thought and action.
lar Union. She o:ll'dred tbe billet tome, and It is plainly visible without getting a miI hav been teaohmg here more than. three croscope with a double compound lens.
months. All Secular teaoheu should It is easily seen by observing the daily
register with Katie Kehm Smith. Al- walk and talk of our most enterprising and
though this is away back in the country, thoughtful citizens. Oh, may the time soon
on Gray's river, twenty miles from As- come when the Bible, J esns Christ, God
toria by water, with steamer three times a & Co. will be obliterated from the minds
week, alntost inaccessible by land, with no of the people, and common sense, reason,
nMsable roads, everyone traveline; in boats and fidelity be so firmly ingrafted in their
in11tead of b•tz·!ies, we hav organized the· minds that ignorance, superstition, and
Gray's River U11ion as an auxiliary of the credulity never again will make an appearOregon State Secular Union, with over ance among mankind.
It has often come to me in my musings
thirty aotiv members, and the following
officers: W. C. Kessell, president; P. C. that nine-tenths of ·our more professedly
Neilsen, vice-president; John O'Brien,· religions beings do not read the Bil;>letreasurer; Orville C. Lee, secretary; H. that is, do not notice particulars. In the
P. ~ndresen, chairman exeontiv com- first chapter of Genesis there nre particumittee; Mesdames M. Feustel and E. lars enough to cause the most radical
Pemberton, members. We hav also or- Bibleite to put on his thinking-cap (mea. gs.nized a Secu 1ar Sunday school. We ger as most of them are) aild consider
use the same les9ons they do in Portland seriously the veracity of the inspired
Secular Snnda y Schools and in other towns scriptures:
1. " In the beginning God created the
in Oregon and Washington. The lessons
are type wi-ittcm, and furnished by Katie heaven and the earth." Is is a well-estabAnswers to Nineteen Questions.
lished fact that matter can be neither
Kehm Smith.
CASTANA, IA., Sept. 20, 1894.
manufactured
nor
destroyed,
and
the
esFor pu.rtionlars address her at Oregon
MR. EDITo.tt: In THE TRUTH BEEKER of
Ci y, Or. We hav been teaching the chil- tablishment of this fact makes the first
September 15th, Mr. D. Webster Groh
dren about metals, fishes, the human b·>dy, verse of the Bible an utter absurdity.
2. "And the earth was without form and challenges m-yself and three other correplants, and animals. We try to fill their
minds with the simple truths of science void; and darkness was upon the face of spondents to answer his nineteen quesinstead of having them crammed with su- the deep. And ·the spirit of God moved tions. My consistent and harmonious reply is as follows: .
perstition at the Methodist Episcopal Sun- upon the face of the waters."
1. If Mr. Groh will examin the factory
Can ·anyone who is sane, or who _has as
day school. We hope to see a Secular
Sunday school in every school-house in much sense as "God gave a last year's statistics he will find that various articles
bird's nest," imagin an object that is com- hav decreased ,in price while the producer's
the United States.
We had a Secular revival in August. posed of land and water to be without wages were increasing.
2. Carnegie is not a protectionist. PreKatie Kehm Smith and D. W. Smith, ac- form? I will admit for argument's sake that
companied by Nettie A. Olds, conducted the earth wa9 without form, but darkness vious to the election of 1892 h~ became a
the meetings. Katie K. Smith lectured wa11 upon the face of the earth, and the full-fledged tariff reformer, thereby join·
here Aug. 5, at 2 P.M.; subject: .. The spirit of God moved upon the face of the ing the camp of his plutocratic brethren
Can we imagin a thing without He now Iivs in a castle in Scotland aod
Fiction of the Christian Easter Day;'' at waters
-7:30 on "What Secularism has Done for form to hav a face? Face meaning surface, writes magazine articles in fa•ror of reWoman." At both meetings, Miss Olds can an object without form hav a surface? uniting the United States with the United
dtJlighted ·the audience with her violin Undoubtedly not. In ve.ses 3, 4, and 5 Kingdom.
3. Nearly all proteoti'"lnists are oppose l
solos and recitations. She is a fine violin- light was made, and divided from da kto
unrestricted immigration. The Ameriand
day
and
night
were
ordained.
ness,
ist and elocutionist. On Monday evening
What was between the waters above and can laborer should be protected.
Miss Olds delivered a lecture on "The
4: No kind of a tariff on a product
Free Moral Agency of Man," which was the waters below before God made the
a ma~terly effort, after which Mrs. Smith :fii'mament? Nothing-another absurdity; necessaril71 cheapens it.
5. · PriP.es of what? It is not the object
reoit:ld. Miss Olds promises to become a and just think, it took him all the second
of
any tariff to fix the market price of
day
(a
few
thousand
years,
as
some
pions
bright star in our increasing constellation
of Secular orators. They remained with us Christians proclaim) to create a 11paoe goods.
6. f:We answer to fourth question.
ten days. On the 12th of August, at 2 P.M., between the clouds and the sea. Well,
7. Nobody ever said the tariff was not
Katie K. Smith lectured on the "Ameri- the third day he had a more difficult task,
can P.r·•teotiv Association." On Sunday as we will all hav to admit-that of di- a tax.
8 The only reason why the bounty on
evening her subject was "SpPoial Provi- viding the land and water, and forming
d~noe. '-' On Monday nie;ht her subject what are known in modern times as seas sugar WM_given was to encourage the prowas '' The Secularist's Hope," showing and continents. In my opinion, he (God) ducers to try to manufacture all the sugar
what Secularism offers in the place of the had better hav done this on the morning ·consumed in the Union. No patri..>tio citiChristian dogmas. The lectures were 'of the first day; then he would not hav zen can oppose that object.
9. "Cheaper exchangeable< qnivalent"
highly appreciated. We had large and been obliged to swim for the first two days
attentiv andjenoes, and the revival was a -ah, thousands upon thousands of years! be hanged. In a few years-provided this
complete success. We gave a dauotl fvr Evolution iscin its infancy at this time; he nation does not go clear daft over a foolish
~~e l;l~~~fit 0~ th(l Qre~oll §t~~e ee~ular (God) .®a go~e through the prooess, ~n4 theory-~U the tin plate consumed in

America will be made in the factories of
this country. Then we will rejoice!
10. Who said they could?
11. All trade is not now aud never ha11
been .. mutually beneficial." n" the bene_
flt was really mutual there would be no
tariff racket. The commercial nations all
take advantage of any country, whenever
they get a chance.
12. '' Inexpensiv delnsiv nothingness"
is as funny as a oirons. As a matter of
fact imports hav, to some extent, displaoe!l
American labor.
13 Water and fire are good, but that is
no reason why we should drown or burn
onrselvs.
14. International trade is not necessarily imp?verishing, nor interstate trade
hurtful.
15. Foreign trade may or may not be injurious, according to olronm~tanoes. As
for subsidies, inquire of onr British oonqins. Americans hav small experience in
that line.
16. "Blockade" must be a nPar relation
to that imaginary "Chinese Wall" which
makes the perennial campaign lie so lurid.
17. The trust method of doing b•tsinPsi
was imported from Great Britain, that
country being much afflicted ·by them.
We hav not only imported that odious
method, fostered by free trade, but also
the Englishmen who hav thereby gaine'l
the greatest amount of trust wealth. All
trust men on both sides of the water are
free.trade tariff reformers.
18 Aside from all tariffd there are good
reasons why tli.e continental nations hav
not, as yet, equaled the wages of the
United Kingdom. It would take too much
space to fully consider this subject, which
has no direct bearing on American aft' •irs.
A tariff duty is only one of many items
which go to the making np of market
prices and the rate of wagel!!. It should be
remembered ~hat the United Kingdom
bas a.ll the aoonmnlated wealth and power
-all the signal advantage of four hundred
years of protection. The English tariff
reformers hav kicked over the latlder by
which their nation climbed to be tho "sovereign of the seas·," and the most important factor of the world's commerce. But
the ladder was there! And then, strictly
speaking, the United Kingdom is not a
free trade country. She raises nearly
$100,000.000 of revenue from customs
duties. Some of those duties bear heavily
on the breakfast table of the poor. One
of tbem taxes American manufactured tobacco more t-han 1500 per cent. Finally
she protects her foreign shipping by paying large sums of money in snbsidieR.
Surely John Peck would not oonsid r
England a genuin free trade country.
19. Because the game is not worth the
candle.
.rt'<MARI{B.

It is gratifying to learn that the father
of Mr. Groh was an outspoken abolitionist. If he was not a "mechanical " abolitionist he strenuously opposed the dangerous political heresies of those archenemies of free labor, .T. C. Calhonn and
Jefferson Davis. He mnst also havresented the influence of Wrn. E Glan~tone,
a symp"thiz ~r witt the Southern Confederacy who, in behalf of tbe capitalists and
aristocrats of Great Britain, would hav
been more than pleased to see our blessed
Union broken np. Frt.e trade was next to
the chief corner-stone of the pro-slavr ry
confederate constitution.
To-day tbtl
"s"lill South " is the bub of the wheel of
tariff reform. The common people hav
not complained of federal taxation; they
hav not demanded free trade. The enormous influence pnshine; the tariff refvrm
crusade comes from aliens, foreign oa[litalists, trust men, importers, shipper&, an<l
landlords. These all hanker after cheap
labor, and cheap labor they are bound to
hav if they can delude the~ laboring poor
with the deceptiv slo~Zan of tariff reform.
The ancient Trojo.n Faid, "I fear these
Greeks bearing gifts." As an abolitionist
and the son, grandson, and nephew (Jf
tbree abolitionists, l cannot follow the
lead of the tariff reform plutocrats; they
are the logical enemies of free labor.
Trusting that my harmonious and altogether lovely an>wers to the nineteen qneetions bav forever relieved me from the
horrid imputation of being "presumptuous," I remain the humble servant of
Freethonght,
PRESToN DAY.
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(3 'AiZdrsn' s (S ornsr.
!J:dited by MISS SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Ewer, Mass., to whom all Communicati()nR for this Corner should be sent.
" Between t.he dark and the daylight
When the nig.ht is beginning to lower,
Comes !"pause m the day's occupation•
That IB known as the Children's Hour."

A Word to the Boys.
Be of good cheer every one, boys,
Kick up your heels and run, boys,
Keep out in the air and sun, boys,
boys.
Make chase to each other-hav fun
Be hopeful and jolly and glad, boys,
Better be thus than sad, boys,
Should yon be sad don't be mad, boys,
Don't run into mischief, like bad boys.
To all others do as you should, boys,
And be to your parents real good, boys,
Since for yon they've done all they could,
boys,
And furnished yon clothing and food, boys.
If yon do not mean to be fool· boys,
Yon must .make it your practice and rule,
boys,
To be prompt and punctual at school, boys.
There, don't all rush at once, but keep
cool, boys.
B. F. R.

'J.1he Inquirendo Club.

v.

the city, and the new Carthage had become, in the second and third centuries of
the Christian era, one of the finest cities in
the Roman empire. It was oligarchical
in form of government, and the religion
was the same as that of the Phceniciansa worship of stars and of fire."
.Aunt Margaret ceased speaking, .and
Ernestine asked: "In what year occurred
the siege of Calais?"
"During the ninth century," answered
Flor~nce.
"In King Edward's reign,
Calais was then but a small fishing village,
and belonged to the French. But the
king of England captured it after a long
siege, and held it from the French people
who in the meantime were sufferin~
greatly. Their stores of provisions were
nearly gone, and starvation stared these
loyal people in the face. Still thev refused
to consider King Edward's harsh terms
until in despair six old men, with whit~
bear~s and heroic natures, suggested
offermg themselvs as a ransom for their
country. Perplexed and saddened at tho
terrible situation, the people· reluctantly
consented.
The~ forth there stept with gallant bearmg,
Six brave men whose noble daring
Was to save the city there
From the doom of slow despair,
As Nora Perry very prettily expresses it,
and who were saved by Queen Phillipps's
gracious interceBBion:
"For my sake" she sweetlv said
Lifting up her drooping head.'
"And for her sake," this "soldier, conqueror, and king," granted the tardy pardon. Calais is now a flourishing seaport
town of France.
It was held by the
English until 1558, when it was captured
by the Duke of Guise, since which time it
has been made under the French dominion
excepting the two years of 1596-98, whe~
the Spanish held possession. Louis XV III
lived there in 1814, after his exile."
"May I." said Lillie rather timidly
"ask who Margaret Fuller was?" "Most
certainly," was the respnnse. "Margaret
Fuller, Marchioness D'Ossoli, was one of
the most remarkable women of her time.
She was born at Cambridgeport, Mass.,
M av 23, 1810· H er father, Timothy Fuller,
was an advocate and gave his daughter an
excellent education and nurtured her with
great care. She grew up to be an earnest
self supporting, self-reliant woman. He;
favorit studies were philosophy, history,
and esthetics. She wrote Latin verses at
the age of eight, and was familiar with
the German writers Tieck, Schelling', and
Novalia.
After her father's death she
assi~te~ the family by private teaching,
until m 1839 she founded a society for
ladies where she herself delivered several
lectures. In compliance with ~ requel3t
from Horace Greeley, she proceeded to
New York, and contributed a great deal to
the New York Tribune.
She married
Marquis D'Ossoli in December,· 1847,
whom she met in Rome, During a tour
through Paris she became acquainted
with Madam Dndevant, known by the
nom de plume of 'George Sand.' In
1849, during the siege of Rome; Margaret
took the charge of a hospital, and viewed
with feelings of pain the downfall of the
Roman republic. In 1850 she set out on
her return to America with her husband
a~d little infant, but just as they came in
Bight of New York, a hurricane dashed upon
the ship and the three perished in the
waves. Her untimely and tragical death
saddened many hearts.
Emerson and
Channing published her memoirs in 1852
(London edition) under the title of' Memoirs of Margaret Fuller; Marche sa Ossoli.'"
Just as Florence ceased speaking the
drawing-room clock rang out the hour of
four, and promptly at the cessation: the
club adjourned.
IDA BALLou.

"Our club is progressing," remarked
Florence, at the next meeting. "I hav
here an interesting letter from Aunt Kate,
who, it seems, has taken an activ interest
in our society, for, after generalities, she
aEks:
" 'Can any member of the Inquirendo
Club describe Carthage to me? I would
like very much to hav information upon
this subject, especially as I recall one of
Ernestine's poems, beginning something
after this fashion:
Cart.hage's founder, royal queen!
Methinks I view thy strife
Wit.h Pygmalion, unnatural one,
Who sought a sister's life.
With treasures rare and goodly friends
To ~ail the briny blue,
'
And seek on Afric's barren shore
A trusty kingdom new,
We greet thee, powerful Dido,
Fair queen of royal state;
Founder of an empire grandCarthage, rich and great!
Immortal city! on whose shores
The Mediterranean dashes;
Many and great were the victories wonPeace be to thy ashes!
" 'I do not know if I hav quoted all,
but believe it to be ve1·batim, as far as
written. I hav many more queries, but
will hav to leave them until next time.
Remember me to all, etc. ' "
"The idea," exclaimed Ernestine, with
seeming chagrin, as Florence ceased read·
ing, ''of her quoting those verses! They
were written a long while ago, when I was
studying Virgil. She did not quote them
all, either, but it doesn't matter," she
added hastily, while Aunt Margaret said:
''Carthage was one of the greatest cities
of antiquity, situated on the northern
coast of Africa, in the state of Tunis, on a
peninsula extending into a small bay of
the Mediterranean sea. It was supposed
to hav been founded by Dido, a Phceni·
cian queen, who fled from 'ryre after the
murder of her husband and uncle, and a
priest of Hercules called Sichreus, by
Virgil. Pygmalion, Dido's brother, who
caused the slaughter, endeavored to gain
possession of the riches, but Dido outwitted him, and escaped with Tyrians,
who accompanied her, to Africa. There,
according to the legend, Ehe founded
Carthage. But what seems more probable, it originated for some trading purpose
the colonial merchants of Utica and the
capitalists of Tyre used it for, because of
its cun"enience as a mercantil seaport.
HIS
Of Carthage proper littie is known. Mod·
ern information of it begins only after it Life, Works, Career, and Prophecy.
became a great commercial city, and the
A Lecture
•
accounts of it, even then, are scanty. It Delivered before the BroolelYn Ethical Association
had also a very stormy history. The Car·
By TBADDI>.US B. WAKEMAN.
thagenians were seldom at peace. The
Price, 10 Cents.
city was overthrown B.c. 146, and a new
A li.tle hook • f ~8 pa~rs, f~ll of sdentific
city was organized, which did not, how- thought. The storv of th•• gre•t sci•ntist' lif 8
ever, prosper.
Augustus, carrying out and works read~ like an tnchanting tale. •
Adt1~•"•
'rilE 'I'KU'l'H t!J£EKEB.
the intention of his great uncle, restored
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of Beason,"" Examination of the
Prophecies," etc., with Life of
Paine and steel wrtrait, $1.1!0.
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Goms of q;JLoug'ht.
No institution will bA better than the
institntor.-Ralph Waldr; Emerson.
GENERALLY speaking, the Jess a man
knows about a subject, the more he wants
to talk about it.-F. Van norn.
As we bold that a theft is a theft whether
the amount stolen be a pound or a penny,
so we must hold that an aggression is an
aggression whether it be great or small.-

Cf:i THUMBSCREW

THAT the Hexatenoh In its known form
is of a oomparativly very rt>oent orgin is
folly borne out by the fact that the prophets of the eighth and seventh centuries
n o. know nothing of a Mosaic code. Jeremiah is the first prophet who has reference
to a code, and his qnotationA ar.. taken
from Denteronomy.-Dr. E. Reich.
UNHAPPILY, .there are maoy men who
are not born, but damned into the world.
It may not be the best theology, but it is
the sonndE'st sense, to admit that someby
defects and
aJJd moral
taints of
blood.
by inherited
mental, physical,
peculiarities, by surroundings and training and
circnmstdnces- hav no fair chanceR of
bei'ng anything but bad.-Rev. Osborne

10 Cts

12 COPIES
$1.00
Sent Post Paid
TORTURE INSTRUMENTS employed in the fifteen~ and ~ixtee~th oe~turies for
the Promulgation of Christianity. Being the Nuremberg CollectiOn, and mclndmg speCimens from
"l"be Holy Inquisition.

TmRTY-FIVE

-Kenneth Lamar.
To those who are strangerR to the study
of the heavenly bodies, although freqnl'ntly mastt>rs of the othl'r parts of natural philosophy, astronomy has still the
reputation of being an eminently religions
science, as if the famous verst>, Th"' l!eavenH declare il!e glrJry oj God, still preserved all its value. 'fo minds early familiarized with trne philosophical ast.ron.omy, the heavE'ns declare no ot.her glory
than that of Hipparohns, of Kepler, of
Newton, and of all those who hav aided in
establishing their Jaws.-Auguste Comte.
UNDER the cover of religion, men, perhaps, more frequently indulge the bitternPss of passion, without compunction, than
in any other situation. The wretch who
wantonly, ·and without some salve to his
conscience, attacks private character, feels
self-condemned.
But the sour, sanctimonious, grace-hardened bigot embarks
all his pride, gratifies aU his revenge, and
empties his corroded bosom of its gall,
and, smoothing over the distorted features
of his countenance, ~ays, and half believes,
that "he has done God servicel"-li'ev.

President Knott.
I VERILY believe that the great good
which haR been fffeoted by Christianity has
been larw ly counteracted by the pestilential dootrin on which all the churches hav
united, that honest disbelief in their more
or leBB astonishing creeds is a moral offense-indeed, a sin of the deepest dye,
deserving and inviting the same future
retribution as murder and robbery. If
we could only see, in our view, the torrent
of hypocrisy and cruelty, the lies, the
slaughter, the violation of every obligation of humanity, which hav flowed from
this sewer along the course of the history
of Christian nations, our worst imaginations of hell would pale beside the vision.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

Roanish Collar Thumbscrew, Iron Collar,Ji:le Rao'l.~,the Iron OrowniLeg Ornsh~r, the Btocks1
the Heretic C•tcher. the Iron Boot, the Hot mitt~n a month-_pear .(gag), ron Masks re!lommendeu
L>y the Inquisition, Breaking and Burning_ on the Whe.el, tha l>nckmg Oage, the Chastity Belt for
women, the t!pid~r the Iron Vir!liu U!> to Dt<te the E.:ecntion Bell, etc.
.
•• 1 used to read in books," says (,lol~nel Ingersoll_, ·· ho'! our fathers pers~cuted mankmd B)lt I
uever appreciated Jt. 1 read it, b•I.t It d~d uot burn Itself ,n~to my s_onl. I did l).Ot really app~e01ate
the Infamies that have been committed m the name of religiOn until I saw the Iron ar.:umen,s that
Christians used."
•
~
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EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt.

Books byS.P.Putnam.

12 Copaes for '11'1.00

Every LIBERAL Woman

and Man Will Want lt.

WOMAN, CHURCH, AND STATE.
By Matilda Joslyn Cage.
This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how
the church hae enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance at its contents will show this:
The first chapter-the Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilizations woman had great
freedom~ put that the tendency of Christianity from the first was to restrict her liberty. In this
chapter mrs. Gage claims that t.o the Matriarchate-or Mother-rule-the world is indebted for its
fir8t conceptim. of inherent rights.
Chapter 11 deals with the theological dogmas of original sin and celibacy. Woman, by the
church, was not regarded as a human being; marriaqe was looked upon as vile· wives were sold
as slaves; women driven to suicide; the influence of the church was unfavorable to virtue. The
celibacy of the clergy produced" egrading sensuality, and woman was the victim of these brutes.
Chapter III is on The Canon Law, showing how th" church controled woman by making the
legitimacv of marriage depend upon its own control of the ceremony. AnCient civilization gave
place to Christian barbarism, the c:ergy became a distinct body-at once a" holy" and an unholy
caste. Learnmg w•s prohibited to women, husbands prohibited from leaving them more than onethird of their property; daughters con:d be disinherited, sons could not. The Reformation effected
no change.
Chapter IV-Marqnette-is on Feudalism and its degradation of women, the rights of "lord~
spiritual," the immorality of the heads of the church, bapti•m of nude women in the early Chnstian
church. It also deals with some of the later-day abuses of females, like our Northwestern pineries,
the English debaucheries, governmental crime-makers, etc.
Chapter V-Witchcraft. In the days of this phase of religions insanity Mrs Gage shows how the
possession of even a little learningwM sufficient cause to suspect a woman of witchcraft, that to keep
a pet was dangerous, so rabid were the cler" y not to suffer '' witch t 1 li v. This persecutiOn for
witchcraft was a contmnance of the church's policy for obtaining no versa! dominion over mankind .
Women phYsicians of the Middle Ages were persecuted, and the" Pilgrim Fathers" continued it in
America. The first synod convened in America was to try a woman for heresy, and others were
strip:®d and whippe<l for not agreeing with the clerjl"Y.
The chapter on" W1ves" shows how thedisrnptiOn of the Roman empire was unfavorable to the
personal nnd .J>ropriebry rights of woman-tuat the sale of daughters was practiced in England
seven hnudred years after it was Christianized-that the practice of buying Wives waH regulated by
law-that women were not permitted to read the Bible-that they were not admitted as witnessesthat civil mar•iage_!_S nppo8ed by the church.
In Cilapter vn is Phown how polygamy was snstainerl by the Christian church, that the first
synod of the J:leformatio"l !lonvened to sanction t_b.is institnti~n, tha,t Ln~he]." and the other" prin~lpal reformers" favored It, as well as the Amencan Board of Foreign Misoions. 'l'he Mormon theocracv is shown to be similar to that of other Christian sects.
In the last three chapters Mrs. Gage treats of the opposition of the church to the amelioration
of woman's sufferings as interferenc~ with her'· curse,' of woman's degradation by the church to
labors unfit for slavesbof woman's" inferiority," a~ taught by the church to-day, and of how little
value Christianity has een and is to civilization.
The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by
the church, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No
woman, it seems to ns, can read it and remain a supporter of the religions institution
which has crushed her individuality, her mentality, and degraded her person. To the
woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ought to be widely read for the good it
will do.

In cloth, $:.; in half-leather binding, $3.
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.l'he New God. Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universe, and Its
Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universolo~ Price3 20 cents.
Waifs and wandermgs, A New American Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; J1aper, 50
cents. ".A prose epic of the wa.r, rich with
incident and dramatic power: breezy from
first page to last with the living spirit of tcr
day."-[John Swinton's Paper.
Golden Throne, A Romance. "The an-.
thor certainly has ~enins. The divine
creative spark is withm him.. The book is
filled with manly thoughts expressed in
manly words-the transcriJ>t of a manly .mind.
Every Liberal should read' Golden Throne."'
-[lnl{{)_l"lloll. Price, $1.
ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation in
rhyme between the Nineteenth Cent1U"Y
Infidel and the Galilea.n Reformer, wherein
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price. 10 cents.
!dami and Heva. A poetic version· of
the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in
whio:a itli superiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis lellend-18 shown. Price, 10 cents.
Gottlieb : Dis Life. A Freethonght Romance. Price, 35 cents.
\
My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the a.bove address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
ll8 Lafavette vla.ce, New I'ork.

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES.
A new edition of that "'flendid !?rose @em,
"Life," by •• the prince o orators, ' Cot. R. G.
It is larger and better than the old
edition, and can be framed or nlaced upon the
table as an ornament. In the center of the card
11ppear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby,
urronnded by the prose poem, which has been
crnthfnlly described a~." one of the masterpieces
of the orator and J.>Oet, who now, as far as we
know, stands alone 10 the living world." It will
make a deli~rhtfnl present, and will be a •onvenir
not only of mtellectnal greatness, but of artlotio
workma.nshio. It is printed on heavy bo"aru, gilt
boveled edge. The size is 12x16 inches, ano:l the
price only?5 cents, post-paid.
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
In~ersoll.
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HAND-BOOK
OF

FREEl'H OUGHT
By W. S. BELL.

-Projesso1· Huxley.
I wRITil on a sweet evening in May. The
heaven is blue, and the earth is green.
Far away on the horizon the sky touches
the hill, the bridegroom kisses the bride,
and the bride blushes crimson from the
vesper salute. The air is slumbrous with
the hum of wild-bees, and the white of
the gamboling lambs contrasts with the
golden flush of the dandelion blooms amid
which they play. On the meadow there is
·a moving shadow, the shadow of the slow
trail of an evening cloud, lined with silver
and fringed with crimson filigree. On the
h11l top the lips of heaven, the bridegroom, are still pressed to the cheek of
earth, the bride, which blushes with thd
wild-rose's faint and tender glow. Heaven
and earth are reconciled. Suggest not to
me the pain and horror that are involved
in "the shedding of blood." Avaunt with
the barbaric vulgarity I The beech spreads
over my head, dense with spring's young
leans-away with the stain of gore. The
white daisies p1 ink t.he green sward at my
feet-begone with the shuddering ideal
that would link them with gouts of blood
rather than drops of dewl-~'uladin,

•

$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper will be pleased
to learn that there is at least one dreadful
disease that science has been able to cure
in all its stageR, and that is Catarrh.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is the only positive
cure kn JWn to thf! medical fraternity.
Catarrh being a constitutional diseasA,
requires a oon~titntional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upo:a the blood and mnoons Sllrfaoes of the system, thereby destroying
the foundation of the disease, and giving
the patient s•rength by building np the
constitution and assisting nature in doing
its work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers, that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
~Sold by Druggists, 75o.
Toledo, 0.

BU"Z A DOLLAR'S WORTH AND RC-'.Tl'l!:R THF.M AMONG YuUR UHRIBTIAN C>IJ!:IGHBORSI
Address TH£ 1RUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Jay.
0, PITY the Puritan friar and nun,

Who crucify sense for the Ron);
Who tread upon thistles while under the
sun,
And qnaff the bitterest bowl.
0, pity the martyrs, wherever they are,
Who sacrifice happiness here;
Who boast of the plei\Bnres they mangle
and mar
In their wrath on the altars they rE'ar

AND RACKI M.ACHONALD.

PER COPY

Herbert Spencer.
EvERY nnit of gain in the :esthetic sense,
every diffusion of a wider taste for poetry,
for art, for music, for decoration, is to the
eood for humanity. What mE'asnres onr
distance above the beasts that perish consists in these three things-ethics, intelJeot, the sense of beanty.-Grant A Urn.

ByGEO.:E

Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitions doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
.
to all truth seekers it is invaluable. Its classification
.,
, .
·
of subjects makes it a hand-book. Aslngersoll said of
.
Ta10e's Age of R!!a.son, It enables somebod~ in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
V"l.rtAty of snblect.s mclnde rJ.l the di!ltluted oomts between Christianity and Freethonght.
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents,
At1ilr~••
THJil TRT1TR RFRKF.ll.

PEN PICTURES OF THE WORLD1S FAIR.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
.

It is, t>esides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of the Fair yet
g1ven~poetio, beant}ful, accurate. It describes the inau.gnration ceremonies, gives
the director-general s address, the efforts to close the Fau Sundays and the triumph
of the Sunday-openers; describes the varione buildings and what they contain and is,
'llll in all, the very best picture of the Fair that can be painted with a pen.
'

ILLUSTRATED.
A. M!P OF JACKSON PA.R.K, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A. BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time,

I SiDile copy, 25 cents. Five copies for $1,
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PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
.l'be Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Reli~tion of the Future. Cloth. an.
fhe Secret of thv East; or, The Origin
of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.
PhyRical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth, 1!!1.
Household Remedii\S for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Hnm&n Orgamsm. Cloth, $1.
Zoological Sketches : A .Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illustrated by H. Faber. Cloth~$2.
Address
THE TrlUTH SEEKER,
~ r... r.. vett.e lliACA. NPw vn.....
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of the Natural Order or the Uni-

rerse, with a System of Morafi.'y
Based Thereon.

BY I'BoFEsson LUDWIG :BUCHNER, M.D_
<it>BTENTB:

M'Olllrle and Ma.tter,
The Fitness of Th..nge in
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology},
lmmorilality_of For<'e, Man,
fufl.nity of Matter,
Brain and Mind,
Value of Matter,
Thou,.ht,
Motion,
Consmonsness,
Fonn,
Seat of the Soul,
[mnmtabilityofNatnral Innate Ideas.~.
Laws,
The Idea of u-od,
!lJ"niversality of Natural Personal Continuance,
La.ws,
Vital Force,
The Heavens,
The Soul of Brutes
Periods of t,he Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
Morality,
Original Generation, Con c 1n dli:n g Obsern.tioDB.
Secnlar Generation,
l'rioe, I~.GO. Add:eN 'l'BE 'rB'OTR BEE~,
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IJEMAND POND'S
EXTRACT. w AVOID
AL.L. IMITATIONS.

THE Deacon (to the cowboy, who has
just dropped in to see what a revival was
like): "Young man, hav yon mllde your
peace with your creator?" The Cowboy:
"I ain't never had no trouble with him."
-Life.
THE PESSIMIST: "Do yon really think
the world will ever be Christianized?"
The Optimist: "Yon bet I do. And at
the rate the heathen are being wiped out
by these machine guns nowadays it won't
be long, either.-Indianapolis Journal."
" Do you want to see your little babybrother?"askedaLawndalemotherofher 1
five-year-old, the morning after he had I
been sent into the city to stay over night I
at grandma's. "Yes. Hav I got one?"
"Certainly.. Come and see him." "What! !
that?" "Of course. Don't yon think he
is lovely?'' "N-not exactly. Where did
yon get him?" .. The doctor brought
him."
"Where
did the
him?" .
"An angel
brought
himdoctor
from get
heaven."
" From heaven?" " Yes." "Are yon
sure?" "Certainly. Why do you ask?"
"Oh, nothing; only I thought he might

FOB-

ALL PAIN

Rheumatism

Feminine
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Lameness
Soreness
Wounds
' •
Bru'ISeS
8~°F"';:-TL~RX'{, ~~R
. Catarrh
Burns
I
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SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.
Sommer Days at Onset.

84 pages.

By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents.

A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 800fP..,$1.

Apples o

~old.

And Other Stories for

Boys and G1rls. Limo, 883 pp., $1.25.

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handsome and Interesting BookhWithout Superstition for Children and Yout . The On!~ Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever 1ssned.
66 fnll-page illustrations and 25 smaller; huge
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to. 224 pp., boards, $1.
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EXT RAcT Fre Bthon~ht Library,

A condensation of the fundamentv, argument
against Christianity.

A Vary Good Little Misstenary Work.

Price, 15 cents.
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FAC-SIMILE oF

wars makes my face look just as red and
wrtnkled as that." "Oh!" And the poor
·
mother came near going into hysterics.
A RELIGious congregation in England
WI
•
wanted to procure new hymn books, but
they were very poor and could not afford
to pay for them at the ordinary prices.
They understood, however, that a certain
great advertising house, a business house
that made patent medicine, was willing to
furnish them hymn books at a penny each
if they would allow some advertisments to
be inserted in the books. They thought
that would be no special harm, that they
might hav a few pages of advertisments
bound up with Watts and Doddridge.
Thev agreed to the proposition. The
books came duly printed, and they got
down to the church on the 24th of December. On Christmas morning the model
The Living \VateiS.
Christians, who had no thought of anything but religion, got up to sing. Their
To those who need a medicin, remember
pastor gave out by the first line a very that Water of Life is one of the best, and
familiar hymn. Immediately the congre- will cure the stomach,liver, and kidneys.
gation arose to their feet, and in a few sec- Large pamphlet free, 34 S. Main st.,
onds were aghast to find themselvs sing- Wilkesbarre, Pa. J. R. Perry, mgr. 26t18
ing:
Hark! the herald angels sing
ALL styles of watches from $1.38 up Ha.~d
some ca.ta.logue free. s ...fe Watch Co., 9 Murray
Beecham's pills a're just the thing.
street.
New York.
52tl9
Peace on earth and mercy mild;
Two for man and one for child.
I MOVE, Mr. Editor, that, pursuant to
the idea implied in the resolution which
ARGUMENT
Mr. Morse (of the Honse) and Mr. Frye
(of the Senate) are fathering, we all
IN THE
turn Christians, no matter what our belief
may in fact be; that for the purpose of Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
carrying out the spirit of that resolution
At Morristown, N. J.
we resolve ourselvs into B committee and
procure synods of. the representa~ivs of
This is the grea.testa.rgumenteverma.de in a. case
the different creeds of Christendom, each of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
to formulate their own tenets and these ten- speech.
Its legal acumen is nns urpassed, its elo
ets to be enforced for all time to come as quenoe never equaled. Wherever Uhrl•tian per
the only and unalterable inspiration which secntwn is going on this argument snould bt
circulated, read to the tJhrlstians, anrl exthe people of the United 1:::1tates are en- rreely
oounded on every occasion.
titled to \;Jelieve hereafter; or that, failing
In Pa.per, 25 cents: in olotlt. ~n oent8
the proper harmony in view, each creed
A<ldre••
THE TRUTH SEEKER
may employ such force or agency to
compel agreement with its tenets as it sees
1'/:! l!J
fit, for. this purpose using persuasion,
arms, dynamite, and the torch, if necessary; or that, after such methods hav been
--on,tried as effectually as may be, the said
Morse or .!!'rye if they be living at said
Why Should the Atheist Fear to Die ?
time, be invested with the pontifical power By J. G. HoLYOAKE.
Price, 5 cents
of fixing the tenets for universal belief in
the United States, and that to the end
that their religious aspirations may not
prove a dead letter they be likewiue invested with plenary powers to enforce
A Nineteenth Century Novel.
their Ex Cathedra views for all time to
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL
come; that a high and insurmountable
wall be built on the boundaries of the
For Her Dally Bread is the story of two young
United States, of sufficient. strength and girls and a younger brother who were left parentwith a little moneyh fair edncationh and
durability to outlast the crack of doom, to less,
much conra!l'e, to make t eir way throng the
keep out of its domain any disturbing world by gomg to Chicago. 'l'he author is also
agency from other parts of the habitable the heroine. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a history of a. working-girl's life a.nd experience in the
world, and that no resident thereof be city
of Chica.go a.mong bluff business-men, kindpermitted to depart therefrom, whether hea.rted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It i~
with a view to return or otherwise, so that just such a story of human life as we should expect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and
the possibility of outside disturbing fac- whatever
he a.dmires and appreciates i~ sure to
tors be excluded; that the present fathers be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
and mothers who hav the interest of their Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH REEKER.
offspring at heart, inculcate the lesson of
total a.l:istinence from future race reproduction so that the sorrow and misery,
death and desolation, of fanatical religions
bigotry may hav nothing to feed on in the
course of ages; that the United States be
then exposed to the possibility of a national desert and graveyard; and that no
scientific or other doctrin be hereafter
taught in any school, or other· occupation
A CRAND DISCOVERY I
be followed, which nearly or remotely, in
the course of events, may conflict with
such tenets so fixed(?) in their logical and
strictest application, And I move further
that Messrs. Morse and Frye be awarded
the crown for the splendid exhibition of
intellectual greatness they hav made in
oflering the said resolution for serious
consideration.-Morris M. Oohn, in .American Israelite.
f
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Never·Endlng Life Assured by Science.
By Tenney._ ...................... Price 6 cents
Charles Darwin (Dlustrated).
By Flower & Wakeman ........... Price 15 cents
Jehovah I ntervlewed ................... Price 6 cents
Cosmology against Theology.
o
·r; By Vindex ......................... Price 15 cents

H:

THE HOLY CBOSS SERIES.
The Popes and Their Doings. Biograph-

ical sketches of the most noted of these vicars
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing what
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very pla.in statements, in very unvarnished language, :..nd the unmasking is complete, provin_g them to have been cruel, intrig;uing, and licentious men. Considering the
rap1d growth of c•. tholicism in this conntrf,
th1s book cannot be too widel:r disseminated.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The A.wfnl Disclmmres of Maria Monk,

as exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings dur·
in• her residence of five years as a novice1..and
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel .Jien
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any antiCatholic book published has created more ex·
citement, and had such a circulation as this
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
circulated a story that Maria Monk was "no
better than she should be," but investigation
disclosed that her "child of •hame" was none
otber thn.n the child of her priest-seducer.
PriCe, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.

Auricular Confession and Popish Nunneries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five

yearq a confessing prie~t. A revelation of the
licent10ue :practices of thELpriests and nuns in
these religiOUS brothels. '!'here ii no question
thstt Ex-:priest Ho~au !mew the truth of the
tales of v1ce, seductiOn, and infanticide he give's
in this volume, and equstll v there is no question
that if the people general 1y knew of them, Catholicism wonltl not be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it by our various city
governments. Pri<'e, paper, 50 oents, cloth 75
cents.

1892.-$3.

Infidel Death-Beds. G W ~·oote...... .......
Rights of Man Thomas Paine. lllustrated .......................................
Was UhristCrnoifted? Austin Bierbower....
Pulpit, Pew, and Uratlie. Helen H. Gardener .............................. .
Bible iVIorals. John E. Hems burg ........... .
Awful DisoloHllreR of ~!aria Monk .......... ..
Pocket Theology. Voltaire ................. ..
Why Don't Ltod Kill the Devil? M. Babcock,.................. .. ..............
Liberty 1n Literature.
'I'estlnllllllal to
Walt Whitman, with Fnutrst1 Address.
By Col. Robert 0. Ingersoll............. .
SIX Leotnr~s on Astronomy
tt!Chnr<l AProctor.. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . ...... _... ..
Candle From Under the BuRhel. Wm. A.
Hart ...................... _.... _.. .. . . .. ..
The Holx Bible Abridged .......... _.. . .. . . . .. .
False Ulaims of the Church. John E.
Remsburg.............................. ..
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1893.-$3.

'l'homas Paine Vindicated. Col. Hob~rt
G.Ingersoll...................... ... .. ....
l'he Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hart-

15

Orim~~f I>~e.&ti!l(;.:,; 'i':Ii' iii8 ·unH~;i siiie8:

50

M. E. Billings .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • ..
Resurrection of ,J esns.........................
Handbook of Freethonght. W. B. BelL . . . . .
Heligion a Uurse; Kelig10n a Disease; Religion a Lie. B. P. Put.nam.
_. . .
Design Ar~ument FalltLOies. By Erlitor ·or
'l'Hl<:
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Lmcoln: Was He a. Chriot1an?
John E. Hemsbnl'g.
.. . .. . .. .. .. . . . ..
!'on Pictures of 'l'he World's Fair. IJlustr•.ted. S. P. Putnam...................
Common Sense. Thomas Paino. .. . .. . .. •
Examination of Prophecies. 'l'hos. Paine:.
Pleasure and t'rogress. Albert M. Lnrentz,
LL.B............. .. ...
............
Giant Delusion. Otto Wettstein............
Bible Inquirer. A. Jacobson _. . . . . .
tlistor Lucy. Her Awful Discloonres 'oi'
Newhstll C1onvent.. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .
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25
40
50
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l'humbscrew and Uaok. Oeo. E. Man,Jrmal•l
10
'' lf-Contra<liction of the Bible. W. H. Burr
15
IJnnnl;( the year other standard l•'reetllllnghl
works w1ll be pnbhshed and sent to subscriber"
iS they appc,ar.
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
pu bhshed in one year. In ordering Please say
which _year is desired.
Single numbers so:d at prices quoted
THE THUTH SEEKEll UO.,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

Again Reduced.
l'ake Advantage of these lllannfacturor's PriCt!lil•
REGULAR GRAD£ AMERICAN WATCHES,
[ncluding Hockford, Elgin, Waltham. Hampden.

Oentzernen' s Size.
Prices: In 8 ounce sil verine case 7 jewels 1{!5' 11
jewels, $6 5u; 1~ jewelH, iji8; 15 jewelH. fully 'adJUSted, $10; 17Jewels, adjn>ted, $14. In 8 ounce
coin sliver case, $ o, $1150, $'8. $15, $19. ln 4
ounce, $1 extra. In 14 kt gold filled, open face,
21 year case, $14, $15.50, $17, >1119. $28. Hunting
case, $3 extra. In 10 kt., 15 year case, ehher
kind, 1!13 less.
J,aates' 8tze.
Price•: In 14 kt. gold filled, hunting 20 ytlar
ca.es, 7 jewels, $13; 11 jewels, $14.50; 15 j<Jwols,
~19. In 14 kt , solid gold, hunting case•, $28.
~24.W, $29.
Tff£ NEW MODEL OTTO WETTSTEIN WATCH
Has 16 jewels, patent regulator, brequet (non~atchable) hair spring, beautiful, double sunk
pant led dial, nickel, gola dama~cened finish, act-'
Jnsted to heat and cold and position~. L ates
Improvements and guaranteed a perfeot time
keeper.
Gentlemen's Size.
Prices: In 3 onnce silverine case, $19; 4 ounce
~om silver.J~5; .f.l'<Jld f!lled 14 kt., 21 Year~. open
$28.
Unbing, $22; 10 l{t., 15 Year cases, $3

r:;::

Lat!ies' Stze.
Prices: In 14 kt. 20 year hunting cases, $80,
ln 14 kt. solid gold hunting caRes, 1!140.
All gold nnd lillerl nases made bv best manufacturers as Boss, Dneber, Fahy, and Ladd, in plain
·mgine turn~d. or art.istwally engraved.
Goods shipped by express, a11arqes vrepata.
SENU lUI~ VOUit WA'I'UII WUICI~.

•OTTO WETTSTEIN,
THe LIBSt:lAL JeWeLeR.
Send for price-lists

ROCHELLE. ILL.

STRONG, HEALTHY MANHOOD

The Priest in Abs.)lut.ion. A Review of
the system of stnricr:lar conression, including
copious e<tracts from the "Confessional Unmasked," from the "Master Key to Poper","
etc. The work is a protest ag11.inst and an appc·stl
to every American citizen to examine carefully
and thoughtfully a religions svstem so inv"sive
of privacy~ so powerful for evil in licentious
hands, so Iraught with danger to female modesty, to the ingenuous openness of yontb.
a.nn to the freedom of thought, speech and
action. Price, paper, 25 cents.

PrlP.sfly Celibacy Exposed

A lecture by

the itev Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham. England. Hevised America.n edition, showing the
result, in pari• hes of the Roman decree th.at
rdests shall not mary. Price. paper. 1~ cents

SistPr lucy and Her Awful Diselo~ures
R.P.specttng New Hall Convent., 6ore-

~

:-•:Jot

'"-".a.

DR. R. P. FEI,LOWS,

""-vvmnrevou '"""

tlllfillt"'llt.

Vineland, N J

P"'ll wish to sa.y that 1 a.m an out-and-on t.
oonvevt.a
a.re
- ·
tO oha.atity, virtue, and freedom. LIBERAL, and I trust the Freethinkers of the land
will give me their pa.tr()n&ge and not waste their
.l'rioe, paper, l~-Jl~~oRtJ'rR i:!EJJ:.K.I!.lR 00.
time and monev on Ohristian dootors.-.Dr. ]l'el•
Wtol.
liB~ 1'!11oe, blew iork a&,,
haro1Jl~~~~ Englanoi. Showing that
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SCIENTIFIC BOOKS CHEAP
Out of various importations and purchases of scientific works, at different
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each
of the following, to_ which we call attention, as enabling our readers to get a good
deal for their money: -=-=-~ ·>~Si ""'-"'11

A CONTRARY OLD JOSS.
THoMAS SAIR CuMMINGS, the miniature
painter and Dean of the.Founders of the
National Academy of DPsign, died at
Hackensack, N. J., on September 24th.
THE late elections in Australia resulted He was born in England in 1804.
in victory for a freer trade policy.
THE Iowa Populist platform contains
THE West Indian cyclone did much only one hundred and fifty. words. It declares for free coinage, 16 to 1, against
damage in southern Florida last week.
bonds, for maximum passenger rate of two
LAUNT THOMPSoN, the sculptor, died on cents per mile, and direct legislation.
September 26th. He was born in Ireland
THE patients of Bloomingdale Insane
in 1833.
Asylum hav been ·removed to the new
A PLAN is· under conHideration for the home of the institution in White Plains,
consolidation of the Central American and Columbia College will hereafter ocstates into one republic.
cupy the ol<l site on Morningside Hight!!.
THE strike of the spinners at Fall River
THE board of health of Taunton, Mass.,
continues, and there is no prospect of an condemns every one of the public Echool
early settlement of difficulties.
houses, declaring all unfit for the temHIGHWAY robberies and maltreatment of porary habitation of the large number of
the robbed hav been quite common lately children who attend them. .At least two
of these buildings should be razed.
in some of the best streets of New York.
PRESIDENT CLEVELAND has by proclaLAsT week a convention for the study
of child nature was held in Chicago. mation granted amnesty and pardon to all
Many prominent kindergarteners were violators of the special Congressional laws
against polygamy who hav complied with
present.
the conditions prescribed in President
FnANOE is getting into trouble in Mada- Harrison's proclamation of Jan. 4, 1893.
gascar. The nativ government complains
CoNGRESSMAN MIOHAEL D. HARTER of
of her aggreBBions and a conflict of arms
Ohio is reluctant to take any part in the
is imminent.
general campaign in his state because of
BRAZIL notifies this country of the abro- the adoption of the 16 to 1 silver plank by
gation of the reciprocity 11greement be- the Demrcratic convention. Bnt he may
tween the two nations. The abrogation work for the election of Congressmen repwill take effect on January 1st next.
resenting the opposing monetary principle.
THE New York Constitutional ConvenA GOVERNMENT crisis in England seems
tion adjourned 8ine die on Saturday, Sep- to be near. All parties are anxiously
tember 29th. Bishop Doane made the awaiting a declaration by the ministry for
concluding prayer. It was needed.
the abrogation of the veto power of the
THE Repn blican- Populist fusion in Lords. The cabinet has not discussed
North Carolina is not a complete success. the question, a disruption being feared as
some con~picnous members of both parties a result of the probable divergence of
opinion.
refusing to support the ticket.
IN 1880 Louisiana was the· sixth ~tate
::JR. RAPHAEL NUNEZ, president of the from the bottom of the list as regards
United States of Colombia, died in Car- illiteracv; in 1890 it reached the bottom.
thagena on September 18th, aged sixty- In 1~80 18.4 per cent of the white adult
nine years. He was a brilliant writer.
population were unable to read and writ~>;
THE electors of New York will this fall in 1890 the percentage_ had risen to 20.1.
vote upon the construction· of a Rystem of The white illiterate adults had increased
rapid transit roads (surface, tunnel, sub- from 58,951 to 80.913 During this time
the negroes show a small percentage of
way, and viaduct) by the municipality.
gain. The New Orleans Times-Democrat
THRElll l\fississippi white-caps hav been brings out these facts.
sentenced to prison-two for five years
DR. CHARLES A. BRIGGS says that dee~ch and the other for two years. Their
nominationalism is the curse of Protesto:jfense was the whipping of two women.
antism. He points out that while the
GusTAVE AMEDEE HuMBERT, French ~~overage number of communicants to each
Republican Senator, died in Paris on Catholic priest in this country is 685 and
September 25th. He was born J nne ~8, 709 to each church building, the Protest1822. He wrote wofkB on law, finance, ants hav an average of only 142 communiand Roman antiquities.
cants to each minister and 105 to each
building. He adds that the ·Protestants
BY tbe deat.h of Emma Fursch-Madi could
do their work better with fifty
which occnrnd a few days ago in Ne; thousand
less ministers.
JerPey,. the operatic st~e loses one of its
NEILL's estimate of the cotton crop this
finest dramatic singers. She was born in
year is 10,300,000 bales, with an aUowance
France forty-seven years ago.
of 700,000 in the event of an early frost
THE Connecticut Democrats nominated This would still leave the crop the largest
Ernest Cady for governor. The platform on record, the heaviest previous output
indorses President Cleveland and the new having been the 9,035,000 bales of 1891-2.
t~riff, so far as. it goe~, dema?ds the aboli- On October 26th, in view of the probable
twn of the d1~erent11~l duties on sngar, glut, October options declined to 6.03
and condemnsm scathing language all re- cents per pound, November to 6.10 cents,
ligious tests of fitness for public office.
' December to 6.15 cents, and January to

6.21 cents. These are the -lowest prices
ever known. The lowest for any other
year had been 6.28 cents for March, in 1892.
A STATE convention of the Jeffersonian
and People's party of Alabama has ·been
called to meet in Montgomery on November 12th, the day before the state legislature will assemble. It is thought by
some that it is for the purpose of electing
a United States Senator by a legislatu~e
which they will set up, and that they Will
then adjourn until Congress meets, and if
the Republicans control the national law·
making body, they will contest for the
admission of their Senator and Representative.
THE W. C. T. U. women are just now
making themselvs very activ against the
living pictures and theatrical show bills.
Mrs. Pritchard, state superintendent of
the department for the Promotion of
Purity in Literature and Art, revealed
herself when she said that no modest
woman can be an artist's model. These
people are much encouraged by the rejection by Carlisle of the St. Gauden's medal.
Mrs. Pritchard says that the social evil is
fed and kept alive by the living pictures.
THE secretary of the London Painters'
Trade Society complained to the Baroness
Bnrdett-Coutts that she had permitted
her stablemen at Brookfield to paint the
stables instead of having it done by union
painters. The baroness replied that the
stables are owned by her husband, and
added that the" monstrous and intolerable
oppression that the union claims to hav
the right to practice, would deprive every
workingman of the right to work out his
own advancement by his own energy and
rob him of his birthright of personal
liberty." She halil been much interested
in the well-being of the workingmen, as
she has returned a good part of her fortune
to them for their benefit.
THE New York Democrats nominated
Senator David B. Hill for governor and
Judge William J. Gaynor for judge of the
Court of Appeals. The administration
was indorsed and the income tax regretted.
The convention refused to giv any representation to the State Democracy and
other independent elements. There is
much dissatisfaction with this and the
nomination of Hill. The Evening Post
will not support the ticket and neither will
the Times, from present appearances.
The World probably will, although it
very sharply criticises the selection for the
head of the ticket. O~side the state, the
independent p1.pers which usually support
the Democratic party denounce the action
Inasmuch as the
of the convention.
presidential election of 1896 in all likelihood depends on the result in New York
this year, these facts are important.

THE SABBATH .
By 1\1, FARRINGTON.

4 Thorough Examin,ation and Rej
utation of the Claims of the
Sabbatariana.

The Rise and Early Constitution of Universities,
with a survey of Mediroval Education. By
S. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 centR.
The Dawn of Histnry: An Introduction to PreHistoric Study. Edited by C. F. Keary, M.A.,
of the British Museum. Cloth, 75 cents.
On The Sturly of Words. By Richard Chenevix
Trench, D.D. Cloth,75 cents.
Fetichism: A Contribution to Anthropology and
,..c. the History of Religion. By Fritz Schultz.
76 cents.
English: Past and Present. By Richard Chenevix Trench, D.D. 75 cents.
•
Modem Science and Modern Thought. By S.
Laing. 75 cents,
Formation or Vegetable Mould through the action of Worms, with observations on their
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents.
Ednca.tion. Intellectual, Moral, and Physical
Progress; Its Laws and Cause. With other
disqnisit10ns. Two books in one. 75 cents.
The Data of Ethics. By Herbert SpenC)lr. 75 cts
Political Science, containing Physics and Politics. An Application of the Principles of
Natural Science to Political Society, by
Walter Bagehot; and History of the SCience
of Politics, by Frederick Pollock. 75 cents.
Science and Crime,_.!tnd Science and Poetry. with
other essays. jjy Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E.
Two books in one volume. 75 cents.
The Land Question: Containing the History of
Land Holding in England, by Joseph Fisher,
F.R.H.S.; and Historical Sketch of the Distribution of Land in England, by William
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents.
The Black Death: an account of the Great Pestilence of the fourtePnth century, and the
Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages. By J. F.
C. Hecker, M.D. Two books in one volume.
75 cents.
·
Bound Volume of Humboldt Library, containing
numbers 92 to I03. $2. ·
Glimnses of Nature. By Andrew Wilson, F.R.
S.E.. F.L S., with 35 lllnstrations. $1.
lllusions: A Psychological Study. By James
Sully. 75 cents.
.
.
A Vindication of the Rights of Women, with
Strictures on Political and Moral Subjects.
By Mary Wollstonecraft. $I.
The Genesis of Science and the Factors of Or~anic Evolution. Both by Herbert Spencer
m one volume 75 cents.
Flowers, Fruits, and L!"aves. By Sir John Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S., M.P., D.C.L., LL.D., with
numerous illustra t10ns. 75 cents.
Geological Sketches at Home and Abroad. By
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents.
Current Discussion in Science~ and Scientific AsIJ!lCt of some Familiar Tnings. By W. M.
Williams, F.C.S. Two books m one volume.
75 cents.
·
Charles Darwin; His Life and Work. By Grant
Allen. 75 cents.

SELEOT WORKS OF RIOHARl> A. PROCTOR,
Light Science for Leisure Hours.
Familiar Essays on l:jcientific Subjects.
Hereditary Traits, ana other Essays.
Mi"cellaneons Essays.
Illusions of the Senses, a.nd other Essays.
Notes on Earthquakes, with fourteen miscellane
gus Essays. Six books in one volume. $I.50

SELEOT WORKS OF GRANT ALLEN.
The Evolutionist at Large.
Vignettes from Nature and ·
Force and Energy; a theory of Dynamics. Three
books in one volume. Cloth, $I.
THE
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THE CONFLIIJF BimVEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
with a preface by

B. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethougbt. Its arguments are based
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's seLse of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
!'rice, cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THOMAS PAINE;
W A SHE JUNIUS?
By W. H. BURR.
Second edition, enla,rged to 32 pages; with the
engraved likeness of Paine. Price,IO cents
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER

Travels in Faith.
BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Being the story of his mental journe:r from
orthooioxy to Rationalism.
Pnce, paper, 25 cents: cloth. 75 cents.

WAS

~

CHRIST

•

•

•

CRUCIFIED?
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER,
A judicial consideration of the question,and the '
decision against the scriptures &nd the Christian
tradition. Price, IO cent~. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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HOW THE SACREDNESS OR VENERATION FOR A PERSON VANISHES WITH THE STYLE OF HIS CLOTHES.

400

Years of Freethought.

From Bruno to l11gersoll
Large Octavo, n65 pages, Gilt Sides and Back, Marbled Edges.
Truth Seeker One Year, $6.50.
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Price, $5 ; with The

FULL-PAGE HALF-TONE PORTRAITS

Of the Most Emlinent F'reethinkeTs and PhilosopheTs, Living and Dead, oj the Past J!'owr Hund'red YeaTs.

q; HE
7RUTH SEEKER OOMP.ANY has pleasure in announcing
that this splendid work, which has been in preparation so long, and for
which nearly 1,100 persons hav subscribed in advance, is ·now ready
for delivery. For more than twelve months FouR HuNDRED YEARS oF
FREETHOUGHT has been advertised, and if it had appeared as originally designed it might hav been out half a year ago. The Prospectus has stated
all along that the book would contain six hundred pages of printed matter,
and fifty portraits were mentioned, but it has so grown upon th~ hands of
the author and publisher that the pages of type hav reached nearer nine
hundred, while the list of pictures has extended to almost three times fifty.
As the portraits hav proved the most expensiv-as they will no doubt prove
to many the most attractiv-part of the book, their multiplication, together
with the added pages of text, will giv the subscriber about twice &I! much
for his money as was at first promised him. He is getting an Album as
ell afl a History; for what are called ".half-tone" pictures, like those in

the present work, are the most finished and satisfactory product of the
artist's and engraver's skill, being exact reproductions and therefore equal
in accuracy to the original photograph. We feel considerable pride in this
collection of photographs, .and call especial attention to th~m.
As for the subject matter of FouR HuNDRED YEARS oF FBEETHOUGHT,
it covers nearly every phase of progress and development, and presents
them in such orderly sequence as to giv .the best possible pichure of human
evolution. In Part First we hav Freethought as a manifestation and influence ; in Part Second, as an organized force. With this history are given
sketches of the lives of the men and women who hav taken part in the D).ovement. It unites the pa&t and the present. It is a world book and a hom.e
book. It fulfils the promis of its inception, and is the most magnificent
work ever issued by the Freethought Press.

Price, $5. With The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50.
11
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PREMIUMS

When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers:
For $6.50 we will send Tm: TRUTH ·SEEKER one year ($3) and S. p.
Putnam's" Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Prominent Freethinkers of the past four centuries.
The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throu,.hout
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoli. It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial,
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FoUR
HuNDB.IIID YEABS oF FREETHoUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry,
rich with the greatest inventions and discoTeries, and ennobled with freedom's
most shining advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the greatest thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church.

HOW

TO GET

400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE!

For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER. one year ($3) and "Paine's
reat Works Complete"($3).
This edition of Paine's works contains a
Picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Chicago, and
0 f his monument in New Rochelle.
For $5 we will send Tm: TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "The World's
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and James B.
$
d ff
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ( 2. 75). This is a splendi o er, for every one
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it
can help but be well-informed in all" scientific matters.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEXER one ·year ($3) and "The
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50).
$
.,
For 4: we will send Tm: TRUTH SEEKER one year ('1'3) and" The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and a copy of "Old
$
Testament Stories Comic~lly illustrated," in cloth covers ( 1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comically illustrated," in board covers ($1).
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Evasion and Mockery.
Such a terrible loss of life as is reported from the forest
settlements in Minnesota is something to lament something to arouse sympathy and to call for aid; but'it calls
for no special blame and can offer no particul!J.r warning.
The order of nature and no will of man is responsible for
the drouth which made such a conflagration possible.
Men must press forward into new settlements, and they
must run the risk of these extraordinary disasters; or
else they must withdraw every ship from an ocean on
which there may be a storm, and m~st move away from
every acre upon which there may burst a thunderbolt.
We are sure that tender hearts will o:ll'er sympathy and
willing hands will yield help. The deaths are part of
the tribute which civilization exacts from man.-New
York Independent.
That is-one or two considerations aside-a common sense way of looking at the terrible disaster,
but it is evasion and mockery when coming from
the lips of a Christian, of a Theist. If there is an
omnipotent God the awful calamity does call for
"special blame," and it is nothing less than cowardly for believers in such a God to ignore the· theological bearings of this disaster, as the Independent does. Most Christians are afraid to frankly
deal with the moral implications of the God idea,
and they hav never made a more pitiable exhibition
of their timidity than when referring to the Minnesota horror. Yes, " tender hearts" did "offer sympathy," and "willing hands" did" yield help," and
they were earthly hearts and earthly hands. Do
not forget this when priests talk to you of the
"oversoul." But when "God" is eliminated from
the problem we find that man is responsible for
many of these forest fires. He cuts down trees and
leaves the tops to dry on the ground, where they
are nearly as dangerous as so much powder when a
drouth comes, and the drouth itself is aggravated
if not caused by man's folly in denuding the earth's
surface of its forests, which operate to prevent both
floods and drouths. Then it also appears that incendiaries are to be charged with many of these
conflagrations. Such are some of the secondary
. causes, but if an infinit God exists he is the primary cause, and it was his purpose to make use of
the instrumentalities we hav named. If it was
not his purpose then he is less than omnipotent.
If it was his purpose he is morally imperfect. Man's
folly cannot exculpate God, for man's folly is of
~~

.

-

A. Remarkable Defense ·of God.
Orthodox logic is something wonderful. No
doubt our readers hav all made a note of the fact.
Then sometimes apparently Liberal people are
guilty of queer actions. What follows illustrates
both truths. It will be remembered that the terrible forest fires in the Northwest ca;lled out from us
an editorial on" God's Loving Providence." Well,
that article reappears in the .Daily Republican, of
Fargo, North Dakota, over the signature of "A
Writer." Of course "A. Writer" knew where the
article came from, and it is quite possible that the
editor did also. Certainly the editor knew that it is
a rule of newspaper ethics that all articles whose
source is known should be credited to the original
publication, and· it would seem that "A Writer"
should hav been equally conversant with this law of
meum et tuum. Perhaps the editor approved the
thoughts expressed in the article, but did not like
to take the responsibility of reprinting it as a selection and so conceived the idea of fathering it on an
anonymous correspondent-"A Writer." However,
notwithstanding this irregularity we are glad that our
remarks touching the untenability of the divine providence idea found their way into the Dakota paper,
if for no other reason than that they brought out
one of the most original d~fenses of the god superstition that we hav ever seen. A correspondent of
the Republican enters the lists to refute the argu·ments of "A Writer," and we are sure that our
readers will be interested in seeing how he takes
hold of the task. He writes over the signature of L.
J. Anderson, and we judge from his style that he is a
clergyman. Passing over his opening sentences,
which hav the genuin ~lerical tone and are couched
in the_ usual pulpit phraseology, we will first quote
this paragraph :
" Now, as for the suffering of these victims of the recent
fire, it does seem that if God directed it he must be
cruel, but if we stop to follow up 'A Writer's ' idea of
nature, I do not see that we are helped any, for certainly
to be compelled either to submit to an untimely death
like the cases mentioned, or to drag out a miserable existence to a feeble old age, and then to go down to a
grave without any hope of a better life beyond, seems to
me to be even worse than the case in hand, providing
that God had a much better place in store for the innocent ones whose earthly lives were cut short."
No intelligent Freethinker has thought of claiming, much less has ariyone claimed, that pain is
other than pain, whether indicted by " nature " or
by " God." But while the charge of deliberate cruelty cannot lie against non-personal nature it can
and must lie against a personal, all-knowing, allpowerful God. If tb,e God postulated by Christian Theism exists he intended that those people in Minnesota and Michigan and Wisconsin
should die in the torture of fire, and he put them in
the flames and burned them to death. What folly,
then, to pray to such a God to avert catastrophes
which he designed to occur and which never could
occur if he had not designed that they should !
Can the immutable change? It was our purpose to
show how utterly without foundation is the theory
of a loving divine providence, not to make any excuses for or attempt to explain away the blood on
every leaf and rock of nature. The blood is there,
whether God does or does not exist, but if " he"
does exist the blood is there because he intended it
to be and because he wished the suffering which its
presence implies and proclaims.
The best that Mr. Anderson can do for his God
is to suppose that if that God has provided a " better place" for "the innocent ones " they had a
"hope" in the hour of death agony. But where
was the "hope" for those who were not "innocent"
and who, if they believed in the or~hodox creed, ex-

pected in that horrible hour to plunge from the
hades of the burning woods into the inextinguishable
fires of hell' And what would we say of the
earthly father who, after subjecting his child to
indescribable torture for some hours, should apologize by saying that his victim would be " com penElated " for its present suffering in "better,
brighter," years to comeT Yet even this does not
tell the whole story, for the man has the excuse of
his earthly limitations, while the God of orthodoxy
is as unlimited in his responsibility as he is in his
might. Infinit intelligent power does not need to
burn us here in order to save us from burning hereafter. For such a being to burn us either here or
in some other world is for him to be guilty of wanton, inexcusable fiendishness. Again the critic :
"They struggled with the monster death from one to a
few hours and gave up for a better, brighter world beyond, according to God's own book, the Bible, while
those of responsible age without a shadow of a doubt hav
had many opportunities of salvation in Ohrist offered
them and as many of them as had accepted of it were a
thousand, yea, a million fold better off than if they had
remained here to the age of eighty, which 'A Writer'
seems to intimate would be the bight of bliss."
Now we will not pause here to dispute the
assumption that the Bible is "God's own book,"
although the critic should know better than to put
forward such an assumption in support of the primary assumption of the existence and goodness of
his god. So long as the existence of that God is
questioned it will not do to take it for granted that
he wrote a book. That remains to be proved.
Now to the question at issue: If those who died
"saved" in the Minnesota fires are a "million fold
better off than if they had remained here to the age
of eighty," what kind of a monster was it who put
them here in the first placeT And what of those
who are not "saved" and who were consequently a
million fold worse off than if they had stayed here
a few or many years longer and'' repented" in time
to " make their calling and election sure"! Why
were they denied that opportunity and why were
the innocent little children roasted to death T Was
it to save them from the risk of the furnaces of hell
should they grow to manhood and womanhood!
If so, would it not hav been a mercy if they had
never been created! If God may rightfully burn
to death a child to prevent it running the risk of
falling into his hell, why may not its mother, fearing
for it the same awful fate if it should liv to the
years of accountability, kill it in some painless way
in the days of its sinlessness, or, better still, prevent its appearance at all in this world where human
fuel is grown to feed the flames of eternal hell T
Still the Bible commands us to "increase and multiply" and the prevention of the initiation of the
unfit is a "crime" foJ"bidden by Comstock and Congress. Once more the clergyman :
"Does not the acorn that falls to the ground rise in
the stalwart oak? Does not the kernel of wheat dropped
into tbe soil bring forth fruit of its kind?"
According to this analogy man is immortal only
in his children, as the old oak is in the young oaks
and last year's wheat is in the harvests that are to
come. Analogy is a dangerous weap.!)n for the
theologian to attempt to wield to his antagonist's
hurt; he almost invariably cuts himself instead, as
the critic has done in t-his instance. But now how
does the gentleman prove that God cared for his
children in the Northwestern forests 1 This is the
way:
"But back to what 'A Writer' calls 'God superstition ' and his care for his children. Did he not preserve
the three Hebrew children whom Nebuchadnezzar had
thrown into the burning furnace? Did he not stand by
Joseph in Egypt? Did he not deliver the Israelites out
of the hand of the king of Egypt? Did he not even
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break the bonds of death anil ra'se his only begotten son
" Is Suicide a Sin ~"
from the tomb? Did he not rlPJiver Paul and Silas out
This intensely interesting pamphlet takes for its
of a locked and guarded prison?"
motto these lines from the "Rubaiyat " of Omar
Even if it were true that those alleged miracles Khayyam:
were performed as asserted, what would that dem"Why, if the soul can fling the dus~ aside,
onstration hav to do with God's appalling failure to
And naked on the air of heaven r1de,
" care for his children "in the Northwestern woods T
Wer't not a shame-wer't not a shame for him
In this clay carcase crippled to abide?
'If he had the power to do and did do as narrated
in the Munchausen stories which are cited by the
'Tis but a tent where takes his one day's rest
critic, so much the greater is the load of obloquy
A sultan to the realm of Death addrest;
The sultan rises, and the dark Ferrash
that must rest upon his name because of his neglect
and prepares it for another guest."
Strikes,
to act beneficently in the emergency under discussion. Nothing could be more absurd than to
The first chapter is devoted to the "Great Suiattempt to prove that there is a watchful divine cides of History." It begins with an affecting
providence because the Bible says that the opera- sketch of the life of Baron Jaromir Mundy, the
tion of the laws of nature was arrested by Yahveh famous philanthropist of Vienna, who the other
some thousands of years ago in the interest of three day was buried in disgrace because, wearied of his
young Hebrews. The incredible and unprovable long life, he drowned himself in the Prater. The
cannot be summoned to establish the miraculous. compiler observes that the "greatest poet, the
Those Bible miracles are too old, and they are greatest orator, the greatest philosopher, the greatutterly .discredited among well-informed and est general, and the two most famous women of
logically-minded people. We do not care whom God ancient times-Homer, Demosthenes, Aristotle,
saved in Palestine or Egypt in the days of legend Hannibal, Sappho, and Cleopatra-were all suiand myth ; a revelation is only for those who re- cides." Among others mentioned are Empedocles,
ceive it from its author; all others must take it on Cleanthes, Aristarchus, !socrates, Aristides, Zeno,
human testimony if they take it at all, and the laws Mithridates, Lycurgus, Samson, Saul, Brutus,
of evidence require that we shall accept the less Cassius, Antony, Cato the Younger, Terence,
improbable of two explanations of any story. Our Portia, Seneca, Lucretius, and the Emperor Otho.
experience teaches us that men lie and that men These were in ages of enlightenment. Then came
are mistaken, but our experience has not proved to the dark ages when civilization slumbered and
us the occurrence of miracles. If God performed a superstition reigned. Suicides were few. Followmiracle in ancient times in order to save three boys ing this came the Renaissance, and with it "genius
from the 1lames, why did he not perform a miracle and suicide again took their abode among men."
in Minnesota this year in order to save hundreds of So says the compiler of this pamphlet. Among the
men, women, and children from the 1l!Ulles T Surely later names mentioned are those of Sir John Suckmiracles are needed in this skeptical age if they ling, Charles Blount, Robert Burton, Thomas
ever were. Were it to be demonstrated beyond the Chatterton, Robert Clive, Romilly, Hugh Miller,
shadow of doubt that the God of the Jews pre- Richard Realf, and Admiral Fitzroy.
.
served three or thirty or three hundred of the
Next comes Colonel Ingersoll's first letter to the
"chosen people " from the effect of fire after they World, followed by the adverse criticisms of Father
were thrown into it, that would not convince us Ducey, Nym Crinkle, Rev. Madison C. Peters, W.
that he was an impartial, a just, or a loving God, or Q. Judge, and Anarchist Charles Wilfred Mowbray.
that the God of the Christians is any better. The After this we find Colonel Ingersoll's reply to his
Jews had no idea that he was impartial, else they critics and succeeding this masterpiece of elo' logic, and pathos comes "Some Ghmpses
.
would not hav considered themselvs " the chosen quence,
people." Cannot the critic see the ridiculousness of the Tragic Life of a Great City," consisting of
of his attempt to save his God's reputation by this letters from the very poor and the despairing. The
appeal to the musty legends of a superstitious age T World submitted the question, "Is Suicide a Sin T"
Suppose that a human father has six children and that to a jury of twelve eminent citizens and their verdict
they are all exposed to sudden and horrible death; constitutes the next chapter in this unique little
he can easily rescue them all, but contents himself book. The jury was composed of Charles W.
with saving one while the others are left to perish Brooke, lawyer; Thomas Byrnes, superintendent of
miserably. Shall we call him a loving, impartial police J Cyrus Edson, physician, commissioner of
parent, or a discriminating, cruel despot! This is health; John W. Goff, lawyer, counsel to the Lexow
the position in which the Christian God is placed Committee; Edward Hogan, police justice; John
if it is admitted that every one of the tales of mi- E. Mcintyre, assistant district attorney; Theodore
raculous interposition is true. As a matter of fact, W. Myers, banker, ex-comptroller; Frederick
it has not been proved that one of them is true.
Smythe, recorder; John Philip Sousa, musician;
It is useless for a man to attempt to make a crime Morris Tekulsky, president of the New York State
which he has just committed appear venial by Liquor Dealers' Association, and member of the
claiming that at a time in the remote past he got Constitutional Convention ; Evan Thomas, presisome one out of a scrape into which he had himself dent of the Produce Exchange; Francis L. W eliinveigled or forced him And he would simply sub- man, assistant district attorney. The next part
ject himself to ridicule if he should assert that the consists of " Some Curious Facts About Suicide," a
deliverance said to hav been then eftected was due collection of statistics by John T. Nagle, physician.
to his supernatural powers. Imagin a man who Schopenhauer's essay on suicide covers six pages
had set fire to his house in which his family was and then twenty-seven stanzas of Omar Khayyam's
confined, or who had seen the first tiny beginning "Rubaiyat," preceded by an introductory note by
of the conflagration started by the malevolence or the compiler, Carl Snyder, fitly brings the volume
carelessness of another (God sees everything, we to a close. Whatever our readers may think of the
are told), and who had not lifted a finger to save subject and of the various arguments advanced
companion and children from their heartrending they cannot fail to be interested in "Is Suicide a
fate, striving to mitigate the severity of popular SinT"
censure and judicial condemnation by telling a
story-the witnesses to the truth or falsity of which
Three New Books by Colonel Iugerso)l.
are all dead-to the effect that at an earlier period
in his life and in another country, he had thrown
Colonel Ingersoll has a new lecture, which be will
one of his children into a furnace and had then deliver this fall and winter. It is entitled "The
taken it out again before it was harmed I Let our Holy Bible," and is now ready in pamphlet form.
critic picture suph a scene and then tell us how A million copies should be sold, and we are ready
much credit the 01iminal would get for his self- to dispose of our share of them at the regular and
vaunted alleged preservation of his child in circum- low price of twenty-five cents each. It will make a
stances of danger for the existence of which he, the superb missionary document.
father, was alone responsible.
His lectures on Shakspere and Lincoln are also
in press, andwill be ready soon. The price of each
CoLONEL INGERSOLL will lecture at the Star Theater, will be twenty-five cents. They will be printed in
New York, on the evening of November 11th. Subject,
Every one
"The Holy Bible." This is his new discourse, and handsome shape, in paper covers.
will-want ·copies of these splendid addresses, and
shakes u:p orthodoxy as only he CIW do it.
·

1 orders may be sent to us at once, and will be filled

as soon as we get the books from the publisher.
"God gave it [the Bible) to be believed and obeyed,
not to be criticised and interpreted according to variant
mood and individual bias.- The Presbyterian,
How do you know that he gave it for any particular purpose or wit1t any specific object in view T How
do you know that he gave it at all T How do you
know that "he " exists to giv any book for any
purpose ? Why are you so undiscriminating and
weakly credulous ?

-----------------

The Oakland Times, referring to the overloaded
condition of the upper 1loors of the city library, says
that to put in any more books " would be tempting
providence to send an earthquake or something else
as dire." We hav read a prayer.in which man supplicates God not to lead him into temptation, but
this is the first time that we hav heard that man
could tempt God to make an exhibition of himself,
at least by such a piece of mere carelessness as that
indicated.
Some of our Christian friends are still determined
to know only Christ and him crucified. A correspondent of the Christian Commonwealth of London concluded a contribution with a lengthy quotation from Bryant's "Thanatop,sis," a poem with
which it would reasonably be supposed that
every editor in England as well as in the United
States would be more or less familiar, and yet this
London editor wants to know if any reader can
"trace the authorship" of the lines quoted!
Hamilton, Ontario, is away ahead of Toronto as
regards Sunday freedom, but her bigots are determined that she shall be degraded, if it is within
their power to accomplish her downfall. At a
meeting of the Lord's Day Alliance a resolution
was adopted calling the mayor's attention to the
fact that the Sunday laws are being disregarded
by the street railway, the steamboats, the Grand
Trunk Railway, the Incline Railway, and the omnibuses. What a delightful world-for dead people
-this would be if these venerable antiques could
hav their way in all things I
Dr. James Legge, a noted missionary and Chinese
scholar, has something to say in a religious journal
about the present Eastern war, and in the course of
the interview he remarks: "You might read all the
Confucian books from beginning to end in the
presence of the most delicate lady without needing
to omit a word." It is not probable that Dr. Legge
would risk his reputation on a similar statement regarding the Bible. Still, as a Christian minister,
he must believe that the Bible was written at the
dictation of a God perfect in all his attributes,
while the Confucian works are the product of a.
mere uninspired human being. The theologian is
the slave of fictions and absurdities.
At the Chautauqua Missionary Conference a. subject discussed was the " Ideal Missionary Society :
What Constitutes such Perfection, etc.!" Answers:
"No. 10: 'Prayer for the work.' No. 11: 'Confidence
and faith in the prayers.' This was put in the form of an
equation: 'Enthusiasm plus information minus self multiplied by activity divided by each member equals an ideal
missionary society.' And the delegate writing her report
to the Woman's Missionary Advocate of September,
1894, naively adds: 'I am sure a wonderful revolution
would follow the adoption and conscientious solution of
this problem."
The observant reader will p.erceive that "confidence and faith in the prayers" exactly equals the
amount of the enthusiasm and information of the
members, multiplied by their activity. God is entirely left out of the equation, which goes to show
that some missionary Christians are getting their
eyes open to the fa.ct that it is hard work that
counts and that prayer is purely ornamental.
There is progress, spite of all our pessimism.
If all courts should take the impartial view of
gambling operations that Judge Van Syckel of the
Union county (New Jersey) court does, it is possible
that our Christian ·friends would not be so zealous
in their legal warfare on gambling; including lot-
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teries. This judge instructed the grand jury that
the church practice of holding drawings for prizes
is as clearly a violation of the law against lotteries
as is race-track pool selling. He read to them the
program of a fair held in St. Joseph's church at
Plainfield and charged the jurors to investigate it.
When the officers of the state cease to regard the
church as a sacred institution and its mouthpieces
as superior beings, having rights greater than
ordinary citizens and a paramount initiativ in lawmaking, we shall hav fewer and better laws, and
consequently less "crime" and surer punishment
of real crime, thus giving to all tre people greater
security and prosperity.
------~~-------

The upper house of the Hungarian Diet passed
by three majority the bill granting free~om of religious worship to all beliefs. Cardinal Schlauch,
the Servian patriarch, and the RouJl!,anian and orthodox bishops opposed the measure, declaring
that the proposals of the government would ruin
society and the state. How familiar that sounds !
With rare exceptions, the priests are sure that
every measure enlarging the bounds of liberty by
putting all religions on an equality before the law
is going to bring the heavens down with a crash
and drop everybody intp the bottomless depths of
eternal ruin. That is what the. Sunday·law people
think is going to happen if there are not statutes
making it a crime to go anywhere except to church
on Sunday. When the hitherto most priest-ridden
nations of Europe are coming out into the light
shall we go back into the blackness of medievalism
at the command of the Presbyterians of Pennsylvania and the Univers.alist Dr. Miner, of Massa,..
chusetts?

Contemporary Review, entitles his last article
"Theological Book-Keeping by Double Entry," and
in it he tells how differently his positions hav been
antagonized in England and in other countries.
Catholics writing for the English public hav met
him with argument, while those abroad writing for
Catholics hav denounced him as a blasphemer. He
shows that there is a strong undercurrent of antagonism to Bibliolatry in the Catholic church, and
he closes his article with an application to Catholicism of the following quotation from Abu 1' ala, the
Freethinking Arabic poet:
"Its types of men are two: Gifted the one with faith,
But wholly lacking reason;
In jud~ent r~ch th~ ~~er, whose faith
H~s .vamsh~d mto 811'. •
•
This Is eqmvalent to saymg that nommal Catho·
lies who are rich in the capacity for judging accu·
rately hav no faith in the pretensions of the church,
while those gifted with faith in its dog~as are unable to reason. We could not hav put It any more
strongly than that, although we should hav made
the observation more general in its scope. It is
not to be wondered at that this gentleman writes
anony:tnously.
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the fact that when Thomas Jefferson approached
the sunset shores of life he dicta~ed his own epitaph
in these words:
"Here lies Thomas Je1ferson, author of the Declara·
tien of Independence, of the statute of Virginia for religious freedom, and father of the University of Virginia."
Senator White added: "Not cme word did he
suggest indicating that he had ever held any titular
honors." This Revolutionary Freethinker was content that posterity should know him as the friend
of political liberty, of religious freedom, of education. His labors for these should guarantee him
the immortality of enduring fame, but he saw
clearly that political notoriety is equivocal and
ephemeral. Thomas Jefferson is remembered not
because he was president, but because he was a
, thinker and a champion of equal liberty. Had he
been a theocratic Christian, striving to make church
and state one, he would now be forgotten or remembered only to be cursed. All that is good in
our Constitution and laws, exceptin~ only the
amendments eliminating chattel slavery, was put
there by the Secularist fathers of the republic, and
had Jefferson and Paine been heeded there would
hav been no need for thole amendments nor for the
terrible war that pricked theiP into the Constitution
with bayonet points. If. we permit the Christia,.n
church to intrench itself in the organic law of the
republic it will take a more fearful war than the
Civil Conflict to drive it out again. Don't let it in.

' Joshua S. Helmer, late president of the Merchants' bank of Lockport, New York, has been sentenced to :five years' imprisonment in Auburn
prison for bank-wrecking. . He was for many years
a leading member of the First Presbyterian church
of Lockport, and at the time of his conviction was the
treasurer of that institution. He was also famous
for his long prayers in Sunday-school. He is receiving much sympathy from his wealthy church
friends because it has in some way been made
known to the public that he and his wife expected
that he would receive the full term of ten years and
spent in prayer the day before sentence was pronounced. As the hour of sentence approached they
announced " that it was all for the best, that the
Lord had summoned Joshua to go to prison for his
glory." So says the Niagara Falls Oataract. Nothing is said about the probability that it would hav
mueh more redounded to the "glory of God" if he
had ·given Joshua strength enough to be an honest
man. Besides, it would hav been better for
the bank's depositors, and they would not hav felt
impelled to gather in a "hostil mob" at the courthouse door. It is not likely that those poor people
are fooled by the cant about going to prison for
God's glory. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Freethought Federation-Treasurer's Report.

Again we say to friends, Please send in name£.•
Help us to distribute the programs of the Congress,
We purpose sending :five thousand copies over the
country, with the Demands of Liberalism, the principles of American government, etc. We desire, if
possible, to make every body know that there is to
be a Freethought Congress. The contributions
are coming in generously. Remember we need the
"sinews of war" not only for the Congress itself,
but for work hereafter. Here in Chicago and elsewhere the churches are making grPat efforts to enforce a puritanic Sabbath. We must oppose them.
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"A people without faith in a God, and indifferent about . E. C. REIOHWALD, Secretary and Treasurer,
observance of the moral law, is already rotten to the core
234 Soutlt Water st., Chicago.
and ready for that besom of destruction which will certainly sweep them into the vortex of a dishonored

President Charles W. Eliot; of Harvard College,
writing in the .Forum under the head, " Reasons
Why ·the American Republic May Endure," says
that the :first moral cause of permanence is the
principle of religious toleration, put into practice here
for the :first time on a large scale. He sums up the
question in these ·words : "On one of the ltabest of
the watergate at Chicago was written this sentence:
' Toleration in religion the best fruit of the last four
centuries.' This statement is no exaggeration, but
the literal truth. Toleration in religion is absolutely the best fruit of all the public struggles,
labors, and sorrows the nations hav borne during
the last four centuries." Assuming that by "toleration " is always meant the condition of freedom
to worship or not worship, enjoyed equally by all
citizens, and it is no doubt true that President
Eliot is right. In view of this fact, what are we to
think of the political Christian party, which is doing
A ~ions }'alsehood.
all it possibly can to destroy this best fruit of the oblivion."-Richmond Times.
From the New Yorle- Worla.
Why do you reason that a people without faith in
In the World of this morning, in the article
last four centuries ! Is it not the enemy of the republic, of morality, of liberty, of humanity 1 It is. a God is "rotten· to the core" when, individually about the death of Governor Curtin, is the followconsidered, Atheists and Agnostics are, to state it ing:
Mr. Curtin had no patience with anyone who did not
Criticising the mayor of Waterbury, Connecticut,. very mildly, as good as their Christian neighbors?
in the Bible. Once when personally requested
w,ho received a Catholic dignitary in an official way Candid Christians themselvs admit that this is so, believe
by Colonel Ingersoll to sit on the stage during one of
and took occasion to utter some words in praise of and as the whole is simply the sum of the parts, the Colonel's lectures he flatly refusfJd to even attend the
what is to prevent a nation composed of those lecture.
that church, the Ohristian Advocate observes:
There is not the slightest truth in this statement.
"The reader maysay: 'What is there objectionable in without faith in the ghosts of theology comparing
all this? Would yon object if an eminent Protestant favorably in every respect with Christian or other I never requested Governor Curtin to sit .on.the
stage during one of my lectures. I never mvited
dignitary were to visit a certain city and be r~ceiv~d i;n Theistic nations? When you talk of " the moral him
to attend one of my lectures. I never spoke
this way?' Certainly not, if he were not received m hlB
law,"
what
moral
law
do
you
mean?
That
of
the
to
him
about one of my lectures. I never invited a
capacity as an envoy from some foreign goTernment, or
if the public authorities did not take the opportnn~ty to church?" The moral law is an evolution, not rev- human being to attend one of my lectures. The
praise his church, or he did not take the opP?rtnmty t_? elation, and it is subject to a continuous although story is simply a "pious falsehood."
aggrandize his church in any way, or appear m the uni- a very slow modification as man's experience widens
.New York, Oct. 8th.
R. G. INGERSOLL.
form and official robes of a particnlar religious commu- and his conscience thereby becomes attuned to
Lectures and .lleetings.
nion."
clearer and nobler harmonies of liberty, justice, and
S'PEINEB Wri•te II from F arg0 , N. D., October
FRANKLIN
That is excellent, so far as it goes, but we do not
equity. The church has attempted to appropriate 4th· "I am here and ~ave two lectures last Sunday. ~he
need to tell our readers that it does not go far
her personal property that which humanity as a Unitarian church here is Practically a Liberal orgamzation. They hav no prayers and no Bible .~eading. The
enough. Will Dr. Buckley hav the fairness and 88
whole
has gathered in sorrow and pain in the long preacher introduced me at all the lectures. ~
courage to say to his Christian subscribers that
and devious march upward from the ancestry that
THE Manhattan Liberal Olnb meets every Friday evenwhen an official publicly receives a clergyman or
church officer he should not take the opportunity was not human. In so far as the church accepts ing in German Maaonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New
and defends the best results of that interminable York, at 8 o'clock. Program for Octeber:
to praise Christianity nor should the churchman
struggle, the naturist has no quarrel with her, but Oct l2th-"A Helpmeet to Man.'' Gen. E. M. Lee.
take the opportunity to aggrandize Christianity or when she attempts to make her unprovable theo- Oct: 19th-"The Nude in Art.'' By the Editor of the
any other religion in any way! We respectfully
.
ask the editor of the Ohristian Advocate to answer logical assumptions a part of the cir.l law he must Oct.1~~h~!!~~litica." T. B. Wakeman.
and will assail her pretensions and expose her selfTHE Ohio LiberaJ Society meets eyeq SnJ?.day _evenm~
this question in his paper. We wish to know just
h
in Kna'be Hall 26 W. Fourth st., Cmcmnati. Mr. John
R. Charlesworth will lecture during October upon the
how far he goes in defense of equal rights in re- seekin g so e_m_e_s_.------------f Calif
· ·
t
ch t following subjects:
ligion.
Whi
Sen:tor
. te o
.on!la, ~ a. rece~ . spe~ a October 14th.;_." The Birth an.d Growth of Religions."
,
The Catholic writer who has been. criticising Los Ihgele~, m protestmg agamst1 religious mtol- October 21st-:-"The World ~d its Gods.''
t~rap~
wd
vrosCriJ>tiop
for
OJ>il:liOll
S
salta,
ree!'U~d.
October
26tb-''
Wh@t
t)le
}3lble
has
~Ol!.~
fc;>r
Wo~!'lll,
"The Policy of the Pope," in eolltributiOll!J to tbe

a
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{Sommunioa,tions.
Hav Women a Place in Heaven 1
For past ages the silent though common opinion
of Christians has certainly obtained that both men
and women (i.e., good ones) enter, in the next
world, .into the same " blessed abode of eternal
rest."
Now the Bible, clearly, is the only authentic
authority to which we can appeal in proving, either
a:ffirmativly or negativly, the question, "Hav
women a place in heaven?" For since a knowledge
of heaven is made known to us through the scriptures only,_ it is very evident that the scriptures
alone can giv us any well authenticated account of
the "future state." Hence to the scriptures we
must go. And if the scriptures be true (as all good
Christian men must believe them to be), then what
they reveal, no matter whether this revelation
clashes with the common opinions of men or not,
must be true; since what is revealed is the " divine word of God." From the Bible then, we dis·
close the statement, somewhat startling at first,
that women hav no place in that heaven which God
has promised to all those good and faithful men
that do his will.
In the first place, woman has no place in that
heaven which God has promised to man, because
the very purpose for which God created her proves
this to be true. This purpose was twofold : First,
to be a" helpmeet" or" companion" to lonely man;
secondly, to be united to him for the grand object
of multiplying his seed.
The first purpose of woman's creation is shown
in Genesis ii, 18: "And the Lord God said, It is
not good that man should be alone ; I will make
him an helpmeet for him."
Now the word "helpmeet" (or helpmate, a corruption of the former) is a compound of the simple
terms ·• help" and" meet," and means, according to
the only acceptation of the word, a partner, a companion, or a wife. The term "help" means "aid"
or "assistant;" the term "meet" means" to unite"
or "join." Hence the literal meaning of the word
is one who "meets" or "joins" another to "help"
or " assist " him. But it does not mean, as many
erroneously suppose, that woman, because she became "a companion " or "a helpmeet" to man, was
to share equally with him the rights of swaying dominion over the earth or of glorifying God. The
very contrary obtained. For God, in cursing the
woman after" the fall," explicitly says to her, "Thy
desire shall be to thy husband, and he shall rule
over thee" (Gen. iii, 16). Thus was woman first
married to man by divine institution.
After "the fall," however, woman was ordained
to serve man in a second capacity or purpose. "In
sorrow she was to bring forth children " (Gen. iii,
16). Cain and Abel were the first born of womankind, and Eve who bore them now attained the
pinnacle of her creation. Woman, thenceforth, was
to serve man principally in this second capacity of
multiplying his seed. And thus the consummation
of her second marriage with man marks out definitly the two great and only purposes of her creation.
Marriage, then, has a double meaning. In the
first marriage (i. e., before "the fall") it means
"helpmeet" or "aid." In the second (i. e, after
'' the fall") it means the " bringing forth children."
When, then, we employ the word marriage, we mean
to assert, always, that in these two senses only can
the word be ever interpreted.
·
Now we know, positivly, that in heaven woman
is not given in marriage to man, for in the thirtyfifth verse of the twentieth chapter, according to
the gospel of St. Luke, wherein the Sadducees
question our Lord about the woman who married
seven brethren, we hav in the answer of our Lord the
following strong testimony: "And Jesus, answering,
·said unto them, The children of this world marry
and are given in marriage, but they which shall be
accounted worthy to obtain that world and the resurrection from the dead neither marry nor are given
in marriage."
If, then we suppose a woman to hav a place in
heaven, the question would naturally arise, For what
purpose has she a place there ? Is her purpose in
heaven to be "an helpmeet" to man? Assuredly
not. For this would imply her being married to
man. Again, is it for the purpose of bringing forth
children to man ? Assuredly not. Because this
would also imply her being married to man. Lastly,
is her purpose in heaven to glorify God? Most
dogmatically not, for this right is the exclusiv right
of men alone. "For a man indeed ought not to
cqver his head, forasmuch as he [and he alone] is
the image and glory of God:_ but the woman is the
~lory of the man " (1 9or. xi, 7),
· · ·

For what purpose, then, could woman hav a place dressed to the woman also. As justly might we say
in heaven? Evidently for none at all. But God, that when God addresses Christ, his son, he adas we all know, does nothing without a purpose dresses man, the servant of Christ. "The servant,
(Rom. viii, 28) ; hence we are unavoidably driven to surely, is not greater than [nor equal to] his master"
the one conclusion that the only purpose of woman's (John xiii, 16). Consequently, the objection raised
creation was an earthly one, and consequently she carries with it no weight whatsoever.
Now the proof that woman has no place in heaven
can hav no place in that heaven which God has
because in the Bible no particular mention is made
promised to all good and faithful men.
Secondly, woman has no place in heaven, because with reference to her having a place there, lies in
the very fact that she was made of the rib of man is the fact that, throughout the Bible, in all other
a proof of this. God did not form woman as he did points of importance, God makes particular menman. Man he made of the dust of the ground, and tion (as he always does to man) of that which he
" breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and wishes woman to clearly understand. Thus, after
man became a living soul" (Gen. ii, 7). But the "the fall," as we hav before quoted, God, in curawoman he made of the rib of Adam, "bone of his ing both the man and the woman, addresses each
bone, and flesh of his flesh," after he had caused separately, specifying, explicitly, the punishments
both are to suffer for their transgressions. (Gen.
Adam to fall into a deep sleep (Gen. ii, 21).
From this, then, observe two distinguishing cir- iii, 16-19). Again, in regard to woman's duties
cumstances of man's creation: The first is that towards man and man's duties towards woman,
God made man of the dust of the ground; the sec- God addresses both separately, and particularizes
ond that he breathed into his nostrils "the breath his commands to each. (Titus ii)
But when Christ touches upon heavenly things
of life." In other words, God imbued man with his
in conversing with the woman of Samaria, as re(God's) spirit, a thing imperishable.
Consequently, since God made woman of "the lated in the fourth chapter of St. John, the discirib of man," as we hav already shown, and man of ples, on finding him thus conversing with a woman
the "dust of the ground," man and woman are truly at all, express the greatest surprise: "And upon
one in the flesh. But herein lies the dividing line this came his disciples and marveled that he talked
in the creation of man and woman : " God breathed with the woman; yet no man said rto the woman]
into the nostrils of maB the breath of life, and man what seekest thou 1 or [to the Chnst] why talkest
became a living soul." But we are not told that he thou with her?"
Is it, then, not exceedingly significant that God
so breathed his spirit into the woman. In fact, we
are informed just to the contrary that he did not. has made no particular mention in the Bible, either
"A man, indeed, ought not to cover his head foras- a:ffirmativly or negativly, as to whether woman has
much as he [and he alone] is the image of God" (1 a place in heaven? Why has he done so on all
Cor. xi, 7). And here note that the word " image" other subjects of importance, and not on this!
is equivalent in meaning to the word "spirit," for Why does he (manifestly on purpose) omit making
man is the "image" of God in the spirit only (Gen. particular mention of woman's having a place in
i, 26; John iv, 24).
heaven, if he ordained her to hav a place there?
FRITz L. ScHMIDT, JR.
Hence, since woman was made of the rib of man,
and since she was not imbued like man with the
spirit of God, woman can resemble man in the flesh
The Thumbscrew and Rack.
alone. But as the flesh is earthly-for God said
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER has already introduced its
unto man, " Dust thou art, and unto dust thou
shalt return" (Gen. iii, 19)-so is the woman readers to the medireval torture instruments colearthly. And as the flesh perishes with the body, lected from various nations of Europe and exhibited
so must the woman, also. Consequently, she cannot in the royal castle of Nuremberg, and recently to be
hav a place in that heaven which God has promised seen on Twenty-third street in this city. It is a
to man, "where neither moth nor rust [i. e., the very impressiv exhibit, and the lecturer informed us
flesh] doth corrupt, nor where thieves break through that every one of the instruments is original and
has done its deadly work. In these torture deand steal" (Matt. vi, 19).
Thirdly and lastly, woma::J. has no place in that vices are recorded the social, political, moral, and
heaven which God has promised to man, because no religious history of the Christian nations of the
particular mention is made in the Bible of her hav- Old World frcm the dark ages dowDI to the begining a place there. In the scriptures, all passages ning of the present century. They show what an
in which heaven is alluded to are either general in unlucky thing it was to be born a human being
meaning (i.e., the general term "man" is used or during the early and medireval period of the Chrisunderstood), or else the mention of heaven is made tian era. Every Freethinker, especially the cartoonto some individual man or men. Thus, for instance, ist, Watson Heston, ought to be able to inspect
we are told in the Old Testament that Enoch was this collection, as there is in it evidence enough, if
translated into heaven ~Gen. v, 24); and that properly promulgated, to blow all of the ecclesiasAbraham, Isaac, and Jacob by faith were each tical dross off society.
The hand of God never wrote on tables of stone
promised a future place in " the blessed abode "
(Heb. xi, 9, 10, 16). But with respect to woman, in characters more easily read than are t.hese iron
no such particular mention (or even reference) barbs, thumbscrews, beheading swords, and axes.
throughout the Bible is niade of her having a place To see this collection enables one to better appreciate our own times and the eftectiv labors of Volin heaven.
Now an objection, apparent at first sight, at taire and the other mighty Freethinkers who never
once springs up against this statement. It is that let humanity or the church rest as long as there
the man includes the woman, or, in other words, were wrongs to be redressed.
Three little holes in the blade of a beheading ax
that in the use of the word or term " man," we are
to understand that a reference to woman is made, or sword to signify the trinity, or carved pictures
because the woman is part of the man, and because of saints on the swords, and inscriptions, reading,
sometimes the general term man may be employed
I stand under God to execute aright,
Jesus, thou art the Judge and I the servant;
to denote woman also. But on more profound
thought, we shall clearly see that this objection at or,
most is very weak. Woman, it is true, is part of
0 God, take this sinner into thy kingdom,
the man, but only as regards the flesh. In particuThat he may know happiness,
lar cases, then, the term man may include the are evidence that has not been perverted by the
woman, but only so far as regards matters of this prejudice ·of historians or the inclination of the
world.
church to hide its wicktdness and folly, but speaks
The fact that woman is excluded from taking part to us more plainly of the sufterings of our foreat any ceremonies of the church, excludes her from fathers through religious delusions, than will the
beiBg included in the general term man when monuments Christian sentiment now erects, telling
reference to such matters is made. "Let your of the continued potency of God, speak to generawomen keep silence in the church; for it is not per- tiona as yet unborn.
mitted unto them to speak, but they are comm-nded
As a comet floats into our solar system from the
to be under obedience as also saith the law " (1 Cor. depths of space, so this instructiv collection from
14, 34). Again, the fact that woman is told to con- the ages of the past, and telling its own story, has
aider man, not Christ, as her Lord, excludes her come to us. To be at this exhibition and reflect
from being included in the general term roan, when upon the history recorded thereby, is like standing
spiritual affairs are alluded to: ' Wives, submit on a mountain peak and looking back over a sea of
yourselvs unto your husbands as unto the Lord. blood troubled by the cries of the agonized. To
For the husband is head of the wife, even as Christ know that these instruments exist is to be conscious
is head of the church; and he [i. e., the man] is of what a whirlwind of agony the god of Abraham
savior of the body. Therefore, as the church [and has sown among the children of men, and what
~ere obs~rve that the word "church" is equivalent efforts it has been necessary to exert to extricate
1n meanmg to the . term. ~·-man "}--is-subject unto the human race from supernatural rule and to dis~
Christ, so let the wives be unto their own husbands pel the delusian. ..of..the._diriiHLrigh.i. of kings to
in ev~rything" (Eph. v, 22). -Now, ,the ~ail'.being govert;t u~an's actions.
lord, .1t would ~e absurd to B\lppose that .what. wa_s
As with horror, we, who by mere circumstance of
~ddfeSSeq to lJ.li!l Wo\lld be '\lnderstooq to be aq- · t~e 4av escaved actual participation in thQS~
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scenes of torment, look back upon the dark ages of progress toward death; the drunkards' wooden
the past, which was the period of the gr€atest relig- cloak ; windlasses for stretching on the rack ; the
ions glory of the nations of the Old World, so with scavenger's daughter, or compressing irons; gauze
feelings of satisfaction do we occasionally catch bags for placing in the mouth and forcing into
glimpses, indicated by the finger of science and the stomach by pouring on water; the gallows;
of humanity, of a century coming when science, weights for fastening to the feet while being susreason, and justice will make this life a comfort and pended by a thumb; hooks for flaying alive; and
joy to all. In those days the fires of the CbrL,tian many others equally cruel, while the torture estabhell will terrify no more and education will make it lishment, presided over by tbe orthodox devil of
impossible for a set of intellectually di11honest m'n, one nation or sect which is the god of another, conclaiming to represent a supreme and supernatural sists of fire, brimstone, and according to Heston, a
being in the skies, to criminally defraud a large three-tined pitchfork. Such gentle punishments as
portion of the human family of the comforts and the above are not to be wondered at when we call
happiness this life affords, by promising them man- to mind that a portion of the frame work upon
sions in the skies. providing certain unreasonable which the Christian religion rests, is that of the
conditions be fulfilled on earth. Man becomes brutal murder of their own God. To draw the
civilized and capable of happiness just in propor- butcher's blade across the throat of an animal is a
tion as he throws off the supernatural beliefs, which, deed of mercy in comparison with some of these
serpent-like, are entwined about him while yet in tortures.
the cradle of innocence and helplessness.
We now turn from the tortures of the body to
Those who seek the truth must credit the church those inflicted upon the mind. It will be found a
with any good it has done, and not accuse it of pleasant diversion from the foregoing. There are
crimes of which it is not guilty. I am indebted to many mllsks in the collection, which, if not put on
the Encyclopredia Britannica for much of the data in a heated condition and not burdensome to carry,
in the following:
would torture the pride more thRn the body. These
The nations of antiquity before the time of the masks are iron, and in a variety of forms, many of
Christian propaganda practiced some tortures, the which are ludicrous. A lazy ne'er-do-well, for the
scourge and branding-iron probably being the old- improvement of his ambition, was compelled to
est devices, although the pagan nations' sense of wear a mask with an ags's long ears. Scolding was a
mercy never prompted them to devise many of the terrible offense . in centuries past, and there are
terrifying instruments of this collection. None but many appliances for dealing with such cases. One
an inspired mind could invent the Iron Maiden, or is the scold's collar, two fPet in diameter, wooden,
at least minds in communion with the heartless and a hole in the center for the neck. This was
Jehovah of the Old Testament. Under divine placed on a scold's shoulders and as she was led up
guidance human tortures grew fiercer and of more and down the streets about two dozen small bells
frequent application. Of European nations, Italy attached to the wooden ruff attracted attention t.o
has the reputation of having practiced the most her. Such a device might hav been welcomed by
cruel tortures, while Ireland was the most free Rip Van Winkle.
from them. In Athens slaves and resident aliens
One ingenious plan for placing two scolds who
were tortured, but not free citizens. In the early had fallen out with each other on a friendly footing
part of the fourth century in Rome a person of any was as follows: They were yoked together. A large
rank was tortured for treason or sorcery. A woman wooden soup or stew bowl, holding nearly as much
who had poisoned her husband could be tortured, as an ordinary pail, was placed in front of them.
but not until all of her slaves were first put through Only one spoon was provided for the two. One
that ordeal. Security had to be given for the value hand of each was fastened and one was free. As
of a slave, unless the torture was sanctioned by his they remained unfriendly and did not eat their hunmaster.
ger increased. When finally they began eating out
In the year 315 Constantine abolished crucifixion of the same bowl and spoon, one then the other, it
as a punishment, in m-:mory of the death of Christ was taken as a sign of returning affection.
who was crucified for mankind. I hav often looked
If a woman had two or more husbands at the
at the large picture of Justinian with a slave bow. same time, she was led on exhibition through the
ing in his presence, in the Museum of Art in Ctln- streets wearing the drunkard's cloak. This cloak
tral Park, and hav now discovered that the reason resembles a barrel, with straight staves, one end
the Christian perpetuate his memory in art is be- entirely open and in the other end an opening large
cause he made liable to torture and banishment enough for the neck.
any person insulting a bishop or priest in a church.
If a couple became too "susceptible," which is a
In the fourth century heresy took the place of charge the church occasionally prefers against a
treason, it being regarded as a 1 ind of treason minister in these days, they were placed side by
against God. When one of the clergymen made side in a wooden yoke, like that worn by cattle, and
himself liable to hav his orthodoxy inquired into driven through the public streets, or stationed in a
by barbs of iron, or for any sentence pronounced market place. This argument supplied what Chrisupon him by a civil tribunal, he was secured im- tianity lacked to make people moro.l. One yoke in
munity from torture. In 1252 Innocent IV. the Nuremberg collection has the ropes stillat.tached.
directed the civil powers to torture heretics as The parents of a child born out of wedlock were
murderers and robbers of souls and thieves of the yoked together and made to carry water to the top
sacraments of God. The church taught its follow- of a hill.
ers that it was no sin for them to inflict torture,
When the noble Freethinkers, Thomas Paine,
although priests might not do so with their own Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, and others
hands.
of that school, were laying the foundation upon
One Von Ha.len was tortured in Spain as late ns which to build a future mighty nation, they without
1817. In the United States a Giles Cory of Salem, doubt had in mind these terrible torture devices
in 1692, was tortured because of his refusal. to plead when they wisely inserted in the United States Conwhen arraigned on the charge of witchcraft. In stitution, "Cruel and un·usual punishments shall
1816 a papal bull decreed that torture should cease. not be infl.1.cted." And as long as God is kept out
At about this time the devil probably held a con- of the Constitution H will be possible to keep comsultation with God and induced him to repent and mon sense in, which means the impossibility of ever
promis to soften his harsh mf'thods of securing fol- reinstating the inquisition arguments for making
lowers; whereupon a telegram was sent from the Christians. Is it any wonder that such a God was
mlestial throne to the terrestrial, announcing the left out of' our Constitution T Christianity in the
glad tidings.
face of this record should crouch in the dust instead
The torture chambers of these saintly sinners, as of flaunting its claims upon the descendants of those
far as real agony was concerned, were in direct line who suffered and finally compelled religious devotees
with the Christian idea of a hell of eternal torment, to somewhat soften their harsh beliefs and methods.
only the instruments of one were the rack; the The church to day is the product and direct dewheel; the Spanish donkey; thumbscre~s; be- scendant of the church of the Inquisition, and the
heading swords and axes; the iron virgin; devices welfare of humanity demands men of the same prinfor crushing the boneR out of the arms and legs; ciples and attitude on the subject of religion as the
pincers for pulling out tongues; boots filled with Liberals who founded this government, to stand
hot water or molten lead; the cradle of unrest, the guard over the people's rights, in the council chamsides and head-rest of which are filled with barbs; hers and out, and to direct the destiny of this reheaYy weights for fastening about the neck; the public.
ducking cage for bakers who dealt in short weights;
Likewise our Constitution declares, "No person
shame masks to be worn at the same time that
shall be compelled in any criminal proceedimages of dragons were held in the hands; iron ing to be a witness against himself, :o10r be deprived
collars set inside and on, all sides with spikes; bar- of life, liberty, or property without due process of
rols barbed inside, in which the victim was rolled "law." The meaning of this provision in our Condown hill; stocks; shackles; branding irons ; the stitution is well understood when we rbmember
stake; the scourge; cat-o'-nine tails; cages in which that suspects were tortured· by such ingenious depeople were suspended in the air and left to starve, vices for the purpose of compelling them to confess
while mocking images were occasionally sent up on their guilt. They were tortured to make them con-
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just punishment; hence, there wa~ no escape from
divine wrath after a suspect, fleeing, once got a
barbed iron collar or riBg on the end of a long staff
slipped around his neck, and was afterward
arraigned before a tribunal of divine justice for the·
pronouncing of the character and duration of his
punishment.
. The Magna Charta, year 1214, indicates the possibility of our race, even at that late date, or call it
early, if preferred-to emerge from a vicious superstition, when it declares, "We will sell, or deny, or
defer right or justice to no man." The final establishment of the jury system, whereby the right
to decide upon a person's innocence or guilt was
taken ·away from an arbitrary judge and placed in
the hands of a body of everyday citizens, has done
much to establish justice and civilize our race. 1.'he
civilizing influence of the courts to-day is far in excess of that of the church, and one conscientious,
able lawyer who interprets our Constitution and
laws on the basis of reason. and justice, is of far
greater benefit to the community than many monks,
priests, and popes daily on their knees, repeating
their prayers to dead men, whom they call saints.
The lecturer who ar.companies this exhibition
speaks of the civilizing influence of America in causing the downfall of torture, as follows :
"During the period when torture existed in En·
rope, many works were written against it. Any
person who openly assaulted the customs of the
times endangered his life. It was a very difficult
thing to get works, when written and translated,
printed. Many. of the works were brought to
America, printed in Philadelphia, and then taken
back to Europe and secretly distributed."
After the battle of Waterloo, critics of afft1irj;J in
England considered republicanism and Atheism
crimes of the same degree. Republicanism bas
triumphed in America, and Atheism, which means
only common sense, is sure to triumph in America
sooner or later.
With no tens of thousands
of platforms propagating it, still it is probably
growing faster than all religious denominations
combined. The spirit of the times in America io to
think away from the supernatural beliefs of the
church. Those preachers who are the most liberal
in their views attract the most attention. If the
church wants to perpetuate itself, it must oppose
scientific education, as it is a well-known fact tba1
the cultured and educated clal!lses both in America
and the foremost nations of Europe hav practically abandoned Christianity. It is only the
less prosperous that can .be made to believe there is
anything to be gained by attachment to the church.
Already, we occasionally hear predictions from the
pulpit that America is about to enter upon a century of Atheism, and a foremost Christian minister
and college professor says we are living in the age
of the decline of the Christian church.
If free government should fail in this country.
and with no undiscovered continent where men
could flee to escape the tyranny of the church, as
when the firat colonists settled America, and if the
church of God should again get the control of
education and civil government, then, as rapidly as
time would permit, civilization would go back to
where it was when the scientists in the early part
of the seventeenth century began promulgating
their scientific discoveries, and for which theologians, because of their hatred of discoveries which
overthrew their ignorant teachings, tortured, imprisoned, and put to death the discoverers. The
World's Fair at Chicago shows that man now is rejoicing in scientific progress and Freethought,
while these torture devices show how men thought
and acted when God controlled man's actions very
much more than he does now, and, let us hope,
ever will again. History proves that the star of
hope of the human race is science and not the star
of Bethlehem. The practical application of discoveries in electricity alone has probably done more
in the short period of fifty years to civilize man than
the church has done in nineteen hundred years.
In conclusion, the solemnity of this exhibition
exceeds that of the open grave. When a vict;m
was ready for the grave, his sufferings for the sake
of his private opinions and for mankind were ended.
We see what a tragic stage our ancestors acted
upon. If the drama of life is more human now
than in centuries past, it is not because those on
the stage now hav brought the improved conditions
about, but we are enjoying the liberties paid for by
the blood of those who confronted these deadly instruments. .l'ublic sentiment now would rebel with
one accord against applying any of these tortures
to even a dumb brute. Contrast the customs of
the present times with those of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, and they show as plainly as
daylight differs from darknesss that there is something in human nature that im:pels well QllWMd tQ
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Whose leaps might conquer, counting bight and length,
We rejoice at the progress our race has made, Shllll cease to be in evidence at night;
The denizen of that world-distant coast,
youths let go who hav a cinch, and when
but the joy is not unalloyed. If the clouds of When
Whose nervous tail lends advantageous strength;
Virtue departs from honored names; why, then,
superstition were all swept away we could say to
But, Talmage, all of us are backing you
But not till then, shall men our names forget,
In competition with the Kangaroo.
generations unborn, "The path is clear, press onYou bet!
ward and develop more and more perfect civilizaSome quite singular correspondence was pubThat hardened old adversary of truth, Dr. Bucktions on the basis of the religion of man." But ah!
there is work for Freethinkers still to do before ley, editor of the Methodist Advocate, having ex- lished not long ago in the Agnostic Journal of
nations will be kept in a state of peace by the love hausted his stock of offenses against unbelievers, London, England. It was between a gentleman
of man for man, instead of by fear of an eternal has taken to repeating them. He is running signing himself Socialist-Spiritualist and a medium
through his paper a series of articles by the Rev. whom he addresses as the Countess of Caithness
torture establishment in the skies.
Side by side on Twenty-third street are two Joseph Pullman en "George Eliot's Loss of Faith." and Duchesse de Pompar. The S.-S. calls attention
buildings. In one are the surviving witnesses So far as I hav observed, Dr. Pullman treats the to the fact that a dramatic company is touring the
of an age of darkness and tyranny; in the other, subject without meanness; for which reason Editor provinces and presenting a series of living pictures,
which is surmounted by a cross, people are taught as Bu€kley deems it essential to explain that he prints or tableaure vivants, to illustrate a poem entitl~>d
true the same faith that made the existence of these the articles "as the opinion of a student and a lu- "Mary, Queen of Scotts.". The leading lady of the
torture instruments possible. After viewing these minous writer "-thus implying that their truthful- company impersonates the unfortunate queen and
beheading swords and axes, perforated with three ness is not guaranteed. As a further antidote, and presumably suffers herself to be beheaded in the
small holes to signify the trinity, and inscribed to lest by some oversight of his a just idea of George interests of dramatic effect, and is, as the writer
show that cutting off heads is pleasing to God, it Eliot should be conveyed to the readers of the says of the performance," singularly well executed."
does not giv a humanitarian a pleasant feelicg to Advocate, he reprints an editorial from his paper of Now the professed object of the Countess's correpass upon the street and see a procession four or December, 1880, containing the words : " Mrs. spondent is to find out whether Queen Mary" knows
five blocks long, of little boys, some of them mere Woodhull's and George Eliot's morals are identical. of this performance; whether (if she does) she approves of its being given; what her opinion is upon
Genius cannot sanctify lust.
babies, marching after a base-drum lettered, " MisIf Dr. Buckley knew nothing about either Victoria the representation; whether there is anything in it
sion of the Immaculate Virgin." Those innocents
learn early enough in life what a virgin is, without Woodhull's morale or the morals of George Eliot, which, were she here, she might wish to see altered
making a specialty of teaching it to them as soon he might be excused for supposing they were the in any way; whether there is any improvement she
as they get one foot out of the cradle. But as for same, but he could not be acquitted of lying in can suggest, either in their costuming or in the
their understanding what an "immaculate virgin " publishing his supposition as a statement of fact; arrangement of the tableaure, etc." He quite igis, it is enough to dwarf their intelleetual develop- and when, fourteen years later, an opportunity for nores the fact that Mary has been dead -since 1587,
ment.
apology and reparation being o:ffered him, he repeats and the countess, apparently not noticing the overAlthough the clouds of superstition are still his offense instead of repenting it, those who had sight or recalling the circumstance, replies in a calD).
hanging over us, it is satisfactory to know that the forgiven and forgotten will revive the bad opinion and commercial manner that, according to his repeople generally of America are better than their they formed about him at that time. No evidence quest, she bas inquired of "the queen, M.S.," conBibleg and religious creeds. They hav unconsciously has been offered that George Eliot entertained the cerning the. dramatic performance alluded to, with
outgrown them. And when the church members same ideas of marriage that Victoria Woodhull this result :
awaken to the fact that they are better than the advocated; but that is not material, for the identity
She [Mary, Q.S.] knew nothin~ whatever about it. I
old beheading God of the Hebrews and of the six- of views on marriage is not identity of morals by a asked
her if she could go to England? "Yes." To
teenth and seventeenth centuries, they will arise in considerable percentage. To illustrate, Dr. Buck- Scotland? "Yes." I then inquired if she could see the
the light of their discovery and break down their ley and Colonel Breckinridge believe that the church performance and report her opinion of it. She replied
old idols and create new ones that are more nearly and state hav jurisdiction over the connubial rela- she could not, although she could visit other cities (beParis); but that to see what was passing she reup to date. The present God would do for the tion; nevertheless I should not be warranted in sides
quired a medium. She, no doubt, has to make use of an
next devil. When priests and preachers finally stating, in the absence of further information with organism. Once she accompanied me in Paris to see a
discover that it is just as possible for men to regard to the habits of both, that "Dr. Buckley' Iii beautiful performance of a drama bearing her name, and
prephesy now as it was three tpousand years ago, and Colonel Breckinridge's morals are identical." made her remarks upon it as it proceeded. For this purpose she employed my jan, there being no furniture in
and that there are just as inspired writers now as That does not follow from the identity of their the
box that was not covered with soft velvet that yielded
then, it may be possible for them to write a new views of marriage, and it would be an actionable no sound.
"Word of God" that will meet all the requirements offense to say that it did. Dr. Buckley is alive,
If the Countess of Caithness did not sign the
of the old one now existing, and that will meet all while George Eliot is dead.
the requirements of the old one now existing, and
The world is acquainted with the facts about foregoing statement "yours sincerely," I should
that will be free from accounts of slaughter, polyg- George Eliot's marriage with George Henry Lewes. suspect that she was trifling with her correspondent,
amy, and debauchery, and more nearly geologically I will condense them from the statement of the who, as a Socialist and a Spiritualist, might be preand historically correct. Man, in his progress out Rev. Mr. Pullman, without changing any of his pared to believe almost anything concerning this
life or the next; but the letters are apparently
of savagery, has passed through the torture ages words:
written and published in all seriousness, and in all
founded on the Bible of the God of Abraham. The
Lewes had formerly married at an early age a woman
men who write the Bibles for the future must be wh~ des~rted him for another man. Subsequently the seriousness I hav here reproduced their substance.
the Thomas J effersons, Thomas Huxleys, and the errmg Wife professed penitence and begged to be re- There are some things in the world too almighty
GEo. E. MAcDoNALD.
Robert G. Ingersolls, for such mf\n know that man stored to her home. He received her back again. Once funny to be laughed at.
she deserted himJ and eloped with a worthless parabecomes civilized and capable of happiness just in more
mour. That separatea them forever. At that time the
proportion as he throws off his superstitious beliefs. laws of. England (contrary to the laws of most Christian
News and Notes.
countnes) forbade a divorce from a wife if her offense
LELLYLEWN D. 0RINE.
Prof. J. H. Copeland lectured before the Secular
had been condoned, even though after a reconciliation
she had repe!'ted her former wrongdoing. George Eliot Union Sunday evening, September 30th, on "Sin
Observations.
was then thuty-three years old and Mr. Lewes thirty- and Crime from the Standpoint of Freeth ought and
The Rev. Thomas Dixon, Jr., who preaches for fi.ve. A~ attachment sprang up between them that Social Reform." His main proposition was that
ripened mto love. An absurd law forbade their marriage.
the BaptistE! at Twenty-third street and Lexington r:t:hey
agreed to evade the law, and were united in mar- poverty was the source of almost all crime, and
avenue, and also for the Young Men's Christian riage. Their subseq~ent life for a quarter of a century that to remove crime we must remove poverty ; we
Association on Fourth avenue, went fishing a few Proves that the marriage was a true one in all but the must make good conditions of society. .A.s for sin
weeks ago, and when he got back he gave the re- legal form.
there is really no such thing, for sin is a theologporterp an account of his marvelons catch. It was . The Rev.. Dr. Buckley's comment, following this, ical term. It depends upon the existence of God.
IS
as
repulsiv
as
rape.
Hear
him
:
"
Genius
cannot
published with illustrations in several journals, and
If there is no God, then there is no sin, for sin is a
was the cause of some envy among fishermen and sanctify lust!" Who said anything about lust T wrong relation with "God." It is merely a figment
Who
in~roduced
that
subject?
The
account
says
other professional liars. The Sunday after his reo.f t.he. human imagination. Crime is a wrong relaturn he met upon the street Dr. Caleb S. Weeks, that .their attachment "ripened into love." If the tiOn with our fellowmen ; it is a forcible violation
who drew a newspaper on him and asked if he au- marriag~ was a true o?e "i~ all but the le~al form," of their rights. It is easy to be seen that if the
thorized the statement which it contained. The where did the fault he-with the marriage or with social conditions of mankind were such as to create
clergyman said that he did, and inquired whether the. form T The Rev. Mr. Pullman says the law happiness for all, there would be very little temptathe doctor doubted it. Said Dr. Caleb S. Weeks: which prevented a legal marriage was absurd and tion to crime. '!'his involves the great and
"Before answering your question I should like to "contrary to the laws of most Christian countries." pressing questions of labor reform, etc. The
know in what capacity you spoke when you related Would Dr. Buckley maintain that there is more discussion after the lecture was quite animated and
the yarn." "Why soT" pursued the Rev. Mr. sanc~ity. in an absurd law than in a true marriage? took in from various points a wide survey of the
Dixon. "For this reason," returned Dr. Caleb S. In his VIew, the attachment which ripened into love subject. All Freethinkers are deeply interested in
Weeks, "if you told the story as a fisherman I was lulilt which .geni~s could not sanctify, and as these important problems; but there are many and
might possibly giv it credence ; but if it rests only attac~men~s .which z:pen into love usually precede different opinions as to the best solution of them.
on your word as a preacher I am not under obliga- marria~e, It IS to be Inferred that he regards in the That they cannot be solved by any of the old ideas
tion to believe it." Whereupon the Rev. Mr. Dixon same hght the general inclination to mate. This or philosophies is apparent. Theology utterly fails.
fared thence buried in deep thought, while Dr. lu~t should be sanctified, he holds, and genius not It knows all about God; but it knows very little
helD~ a~equate to the emergency, the ministef or
Caleb S. Weeks went on his way rejoicing.
the JUStice must be called in and sanctification about humanity. But as God has no need of food,
"Th~,na.~e of Ernest Mendnm is not nnlmown to the Liberal e:ffected.
The happy result is marriage-i. e sane- shelter, or clothing, and can look out for Number
):lnbho. -Ernest Menaum, Prop1·tetar at the Investigator in the
One with comparativ ease; and cannot in the very
tilled lust, according to Dr. Buckley.
'
Investigator.
'
nature of the case be the hindmost, and so the devil
Th;e
religious
editor
may
hav
defined
Christian
Unknow~? Great Scotti Well, I guess not. Your name
And mme, to be forgotten, Fate forbids;
marriage more accurately than he inttnded; still I will not catch him. I do not therefore see what it
ava!-ls .to discuss his character and perfections; for
W~ are, par excellence, the Freethought kids,
should hesitate to classify it thus broadly.
By kmdred doomed to an enduring fame.
he Is In no trouble and anxiety. He pursues the
We had the luck to find a set of skids
even tenor of his way, and does not seem even to
That pastor who through years of doubt has held
For us prepared, and coasted down the 8ame;
be
very much concerned about humanity. But huThe
pulpit
of
a
Brooklyn
sanctuary
down,
The hands were dealt when we sat in the gameAnd from an eager populace compelled
manity is what we must look after, and it is science
And stranger's bulge relationship outbids
The. soubriquet of Tabernacle Clown,
Full oft I've paused to wonder where we'd be
that must .take care of huma?ity, and not theology.
Hath Journeyed to antipodean landsWithout the natural odds we bank on yet·
T~e ~olut10n of lu.bor qu~stwns must be entirely
Throu~h
Australasia
now
his
tones
resound
We do not reach our predecessor's knee- '
smentifi.c and for that universal mental emancipaWhere, 11! the bush or midst the blazing sands,
Alone we ne'er had climbed the pyramids.
Marsupial quadrupeds in droves abound.
tion must be attained. But this intellectual freeB.ut when the moon, that shines with borrowed light,
Few are the vaulters th~t our soU c~n bo~st
dom is not the end, but the condition by which the
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greatest practical results can be obtained for human happiness and progress.
The great purposes of Freethought, its ideas and
practical aims, are what will be declared at the
coming Congress. There will be a most interesting
program. We hav a list of good speakers, men
and women both, and there will be a manifold variety of thought. Our program is now published,
and in itself it makes a fine campaign document.
We hav printed upon it the Demands of Liberalism,
the principles of American government, quotations
from Paine, Washington, Jefferson, Madison, Garfield, Grant, Ingersoll, etc. We intend to distribute
five or ten thousand copies. There is so much
inqui).-y as to what Freethought is and what it is
doing, that this program is prepared for the express
purpose of answering these questions. We hav
also printed a list of the Freethought journals.
There are thousands of Freethinkers in this country who do not know that there is a Freethought
journal published. We want to advertise these
journals. What is necessary to do now is to recruit
our forces. We must hav new material; and one
grand object of the preparatory work of the Congress is to push into new fields; to arouse an interest which has not been aroused before; to make
Freethought and its principles better known, This
can be accomplished by distributing our programs
in every direction, by the thousand. I hope that
friends will send for these programs and help to
circulate them. Especially call the attention of
newspapers to them and get them to make note of
the Congress. Almost every Freethinker has sufficient influence with his home journal to get it to
announce our national Congress and perhaps also
make known its objects and demands. Everything
of this kind will tell for our future·work.
We must advertise Freethought. As well might
you expect a business house these days to succeed
without advertising as to expect that Freethought
will become a power without its principles being
made known. How constant are the inquiries by
the unchurched people as to what Freethought is
and what it is doing I We shall send these programs
to the contributors of the fund, and ask them· to
giv them around to friends and neighbors. No
matter whether they come to the Congress or not,
let them find out what is going on and that Freethought has a life and that it is a national power.
Put these programs in hotels, railroad stationsany place where they will attract at~ntion and get
some new readers. This is the way to push Freethought. We must hustle and make people see
that it is a live thing ; that it has purposes, organizations, papers, books, etc.
This is what we intend to do and we need money
for the purpose and the cooperation of friends. We
ask for help to carry out these plans. We can add to
our forces if we only make the effort. We can get
those interested in Freethought who hav not been
so before. We can extend our ranks. We must
do this.
We must push into new territories. We must not depend upon people to drift
into Freethought. We must go after them; we
must endeavor activly to enlist their interest and
their cooperation.
Rally for the Congress I Help to make it a grand
success. Help before Congress to make it known
that such a Congress is to be. Help to advertise
as widely as possible. The time is ripe for great
advance. New opportunities are before us.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

The comrade of the weary sla.ve wast thou
The bold defender of defeated right,
'
The guard of liberty when J ndas hands
W onld clothe her lovelineBS with gilded chains·
Thine eye was clear to see great nature's law '
Above the hoary precedents of wrong·
And as our starry flag thou didst defe~d
Within the bloody ranks of fateful war;
So wonldst thou make that flag the pennon bright
Of justice to all lands and coming time.
-Thy work is done; true to the line was all·
No wavering in thought or word or deed '
From freedom's call to which thy soul was pledged.
Sweet fortune thine that in the rayless grave
Illustrious ends the task thou aim'st to do·
So can we honor thee without regret·
'
No flaw upon the diamond of thy fa~e;
Th~ life is crystaled now in death's white grace
To 1ts supreme effulgence, starred sublime,
Upon the firmament whose thousand orbs
From ages' depths illume our path to-day
The fruit of thy brave toil shall yet appear·
Thy spirit's flower shall bloom in years afa;.
The glory of thy dream shall not be lost, '
For it is burning in a million hearts;
The reign of justice on the happy earth·
'
T4e peace of liberty in every land;
The grandeur of the truth in every brain·
The. melody of love in every breast;
'
Wh1Ie broad and beautiful shall be the way
Of fair humanity; the bights attained
Where wisdom shines; and on the laden plain
Shall glow the feet of labor, bowed no more
But throned and glorious in its nativ wealth~
And science, genius, music, art, romance, '
Shall be the melting links that clasp the world
In bright fraternity and equal good.
Thy harvest home is reached; our path beams on
To this great goal; we do not strive in vain·
For as thy virtues shine upon our eyes
'
So shall all virtues shine through comi~g years·
So shall all deeds flow in one mighty stream- '
One onward stream of beauty and delight.
Unceasing is the struggle of mankindThe gain to-day is but the vantage point
For grander progress on to-morrow's field.
No rest is there, save as one rests like theeIn the crowned glory of heroic death.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.

Voltairine de Cleyre's Lecture.

The Manhattan Liberal Club opened its twentyfifth annual course of lectures at the German Masonic Hall, 220 East Fifteenth street, on Friday
evening, October 5th.
Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.,
was in the chair and Voltairine de Cleyre gave her
lecture on Mary W ollstonecraft. She said that to
contemplate the life of Mary Wollstonecraft was to
contemplate sorrow. The anniversary of this woman's birth should be a festival day for Freethinkers,
equal in importance to that of Thoma'! Paine. In
keeping such days we obey a primal social impulse.
They are not merely tributes to indtvidual worth,
although that feature is not without its importance.
Mary W ollstonecraft was tlie pioneer worker for
woman's emancipation, and she !law that woman
could never stand on a plane of equality with man
until she was industrially independent. She attacked
with cutting irony alike orthodox moralists like Dr.
Gregory and Dr. Fordyce, and philosophers like
.Rousseau, who argued that the first duty of woman
was to study to please men by carefully concealing
all evidence of whatever reasoning powers they
might possess. The struggles of Mary Wollstonecraft developed in her a self-reliant spirit and great
generosity. She had a supreme contempt for idleness, whether it took the form of vulgar laziness,
of fashionable frivolity, or the stately display of the
soldier. Her reform labors began in earnest when
she was twenty-nine. She was the friend of PainE>,
and was in Paris during the Revolution. Always
M. M. Trumbull.
in sympathy with the people, she yet, at great risk
(Read at the Trumbull Memorial Meeting, Chicago, Oc- to herself, protested against the atrocities of the
tober 7th.)
populace at a time when sympathy was mistaken
A soldier born, thy spirit welcomed e'er
for treason. It may properly be observed in passThe stir of battle, be it in the smoke
ing that there are always multitudes who think the
Of cannon, and the bayonet's glistening surge,
same, but in times of revolution the old savage inThe swirl and thunder of ensan~nined hosts,
Where ghastly death confronts the victor's path,
stinct is released from the .leash of reason and the
Or realms of thought with fields more stormfnl far,
educated, humanitarian minority, which always
Where vaster forces meet in mightier strife,
makes for· civilization, is swept away in the sanguinWhere pen more luminous than shining blade,
ary surges of popular wrath. Only the few are
The flame electric drops which moves a world
And crowns a truth or blasts a giant lie;
capable of seeing that each man and woman is the
In this thou wast a knight exultant too,
inevitable resulta~t of antecedent causes and that
And ever in the front with beaming brow,
hate as a social regenerator is unscientific and
Thy mind as dauntless as the unsheathed sword
futil. It is the weakness of so many who are sinThat flings its splendor in the forward fray.
cerely working for the improvement of conditions
Thy aim was high, not for to-day's applause,
that they more often appeal to hatred than to reaNot for the truth of yesterday's renown,
son, and the misfortune of the uncritical masses
Bnt for the truth beyond the beaten path,
The untried truth that only lofty souls
that they are unable to resist these appeals. A
Behold and welcome on the distant bights.
speaker may well pause when he finds his fierce
denunciations received with rapturous applause
Thou wast a dreamer and a toiler too,
Thy mind was in the future's golden days;
and his unimpassioned elucidation of fundamental
The gates of paradise to thy far view
principles and his calm presentment of remedies
Were opened wide, the goal of martyr's fire,
listened to in cold silence.
Of poet's song, of hero's restless march,
Miss de Cleyre urged her hearers to make themThe bright enchantment that adorns the earth
With constant hues of beauty and delight.
selva familiar with the writings of Mary WollstoneAnd still thou wast in touch with common life,
craft, especially the " Letters to Gilbert Imlay "
And hand in hand with those whc. strike the spark
~d "The Ri~hts of Woman." Miss de Cleyre is
Of earnest action from surroundings grim.
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a forceful, pleasant, dramatic talker. It was noticed
that.she spoke of a supreme impersonal "being,"
but 1t would seem to be extremely difficult to conceive of a "being" lacking in the apparently
essential element of personality. She also makes
"Materialist" do duty for "Atheist." T. B. WakEma? followed the lecturer with a short speech,
wh1ch was both complementary and complimentary
to Miss de Cleyre's address. His arguments wera
well received. Henry Frank, Mrs. Beckwith, and
some others also made remarks more or less germane to the subject. There was a good attendance
of the old stand-bys of the Club and quite anumber of new faces were seen. Next Friday night
General Lee will speak upon "A Helpmeet for
Man."

The American Secular Union and Freethought
Federation.
THE ANNUAL CONGRESS WILL BE HELD AT MADISON
HALL, CHIOAG01 OCTOBER 26TH1 27TH, AND 28TH.
The headquarters of the Congress will be at the
Gault House, corner of West Madison and Clinton
streets, a first-class hotel within two blocks of Madison Hall. The proprietor will giv reduced rates
to those who attend the Congress, $1.50 per day,
room and board.
PROGRA.M.
The Congress will be called to order Friday morning.
All morning sessions to begin at 10 o'clock; afternoon sessions at 2 o'clock, and evening sessions at So'clock sharp.
FRIDAY MoRNING.-Opening Address, by Samuel P.
Putnam, "The Religions Conspiracy in the American
Republic."
Appoin'tment of Committees, etc.
Sh~rt Addresses by J,lhn E. Remsburg, Franklin
Stemer, Mrs. M. A. Freeman, Dr. Juliet H. Severance, and others, on the means and methods of Freethought work for State Secularization.
FRIDAY AFTERNooN.-Address by Leon Lewis "Bruno."
Address by Mrs. Lizzie M. Holm~s.l " S~paration of
Church and State." Address bJ' lv.Lrs. L. D. White
"The Reformer's Pathway to Truth." Address by
Professor Gordon.
FRIDAY EvRNING.-Address by Hon. C. B. Waite, "The
Crusade of the Church against the State." Address
by Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel, "Is Industrial Freedom
Possibll.l wit bout Mental "Emancipation?" Address
by C. Stuart Beattie,
SATURDAY MoRNING.-Business Meeting of American
Secular Union. Reports of Secretary and Treasurer.
Election of Officers, Addresses and Discussion.
SATURDAY AFTERNOoN. -Business Meetin~ of Freethonght
Federation of America. Reports of Secretary and
Treasurer. Election of Officers, Addresses aud Discussion.
SATURDAY EvENING.-Address by Mrs. Sarah E. Ames,
"Is tbe Spirit of the Age a New One?" Address by
Mrs. Ella Roberts, "Thoughts on Hell." Address
by M. W. Chunn, "Encroachments of Church on
State." Address by Julius Silverman, editor Occident.

SuNDAY MoBNING.-Address by JJ'ranklin Steiner, "The
Struggle for Religions Liberty." Address by Dr.
Paul Carns, "The Religion of Bnddba." Address by
Dr. Juliet H. Severance, "Our Work· How Shall We
Best Carry it Forward?" Address, by Voltairine de
Oleyre.
SuNDAY AFTERNoON.- Address, bv Rev. Alonzo T.
Jones, editor of American .Sentinel, "The Judicial
Basis of a Religions Despotism in the United States."
Mr. Jones is one of the most distinguished and able
advocates of State Secularization in the country.
He is author of that great work, "The Two Republicf," which should be read by every American
citizen.
SuNDAY EvENING.-Address, by John E. Remsburg
"The Sabbath Question in a Secular Government:'•
Address, by Mrs. M. A. Freeman, " The Ideal of
'76." Olosing Addresses, by Hon. C. B. Waite and
Samnel.P. Putnam.
It is hoped and expected that other Freethought
representative will be present. Robert G. In~ersoll,
Robert C. Adams, President of Canadian Secular Union·
E. M. Macdonald, editor of TnE TRUTH SElmER, Ne~
York; L. K. Washburn and Ernest Mendnm, of the
Investigator, Boston; J. D. Shaw, of the Independent
Pulpit_,_ Texas; H. L. Green, of the Freethinkers' .Mapazine, uhicago; J. Speucer Ellis, of SeC1.i,la;J" Thought,
Canada; Mrs. Lnln Monroe Power, of Ironclad Age;
M. Harman, of Luci.ter· T. B. Wakeman, Dr. E. B.
Foote, Sr., Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., C. B. Reynolds, of
Washington, Katie Kehm Smith, of Oregon; Helen H.
Gardener, author of "Men, Women, and Gods;" Susan
H. Wixon, author of "Right Living;" Matilda Joslyn
Gage, an•hor of" Woman, Church, and State;" Lucy N.
Colman; Mrs. Etta Semple, President of Kansas J.t'reethinkers' Association; D. G. Crow, author of "Eclecticism;" W. F. Jamieson, .T. H. Burnham, Henry Rowley,
PresidAnt of Brooklyn Philosophical Association; Henry
Bird, President of Newark Liberal League; Reuben
Rush, Dr. Rufus. N. Noyes, Harry Hoover, p.nd others.
Vocal and Instrumental Music will be given during the
sessions of Congress.
S. P. PuTNAM's lecture engagements for the month of
November:
Bangor, Mich., November 1st, 2d, 3d. 4th, and 5th.
Brooklyn Philosophical Association, November 11th.
Philadelphia, Pa., November 18th.
Cincinnati, 0., November 25th.
Dates are now open for engagements between Chicago
and New York. Please write at once to S. P. Putnam,
284 South Water street, Chicago, Ill.
.
THE Detroit Investigator Society meets every Sunday
afternoon at the hall, No. 32 Monroe avenue.
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!;etters of f]lrienas.
Eight More Loaves on the Waters.
SAVANNAH, GA., Sept. 18, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I inclose $1. Please send
Paine's " Age of ReaMn " to addresses
C. 0. W.
given.
Yours,
Atheists Mnst Hav It.
PRoCToR, Mo., Sept. 25; 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $5 to
apply on my subscription. No Atheist
like mA can afford not to take your paper.
Respectfully,
H. T. TALBOTT.
Brief and Clear.
FoREST CITY, IA., Sept. 14, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I inclose $1, for which
send "Age of Reason " to inclosed list of
names, all of Forllst City, Ia.
Yours truly, B. A. PLUMMER.
It Is Indispensable.
MoRRISTOWN, MINN., Sept. 24, 1894
MR. EDIToR: Find inclosed $3 for my
renewal. I would bav sent before but did
not think of it. Cannot do without the
paper. and want to help the cause.
Yours very truly,
E. L. CHUBB.

K('ntncky Trne Blues.
GoLD"RN PoND, KY., Sept. 11, 1894
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $7 to
pay for books ornered; for balance please
date Z. T. Bogard's subscription ahead one
year, also my own. We are still doing
something to hold onrselvs up, and against
superstition, and I think we are safe here
up to date.
E. W. RoDirs.
There Is Too Much Current Matter.
SAGUACH"R, CoL., Sept. 10, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Can't yon print some of
your many good books in a continued
form in your weekly TRUTH SEEKER ?
Many of us are not able to buy the bookl!l
hut would like to read them in T:irn
TRUTH S"l!KER. T hav never read any of
them but Paine's "Age of Reason."
Fraternally yours, JAMES CAMPER.
All Will Hel11 as They See the Ne('d.
RoLLA, Mo., Sept. 14, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $3 for renewal of subscription. I humbly snbmit
the following: I believe that if the Freethinkers of this country take a step toward
helping the producers in their demands it
will alienate a great many peoule from the
church and consequently help the Freethinker and the worker.
VICTOR BRENE.
From Far-away India.
ADYAR, MADRAS, INDIA, Aug, 29, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Kindly permit me to add
my mite for the defense of J. B. Wise.
The amount is very small, and I sincerely
wish that I could hav made it a hundredfold llu·ger. So please do not accept it as
a contribution; rather as a sign that there
are some loyal Americans who would
sooner sacrifice their lives than see the
bigoted Christians gt:t supremacy in our
would-be free country.
SvEN RYDEN.
The Cl1ris1ian NigiJfmare.
DENVER, CoL., Sept. 21, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER of
September 1st, containing Heston's cartoon, "Sickening Talk on the Gallows,"
should be enough to convince anyone who
has a grain of sense how utterly foolish,
unjust., and stupid is the Christian nightmare. I hav loaned it several times with
excellent results. Please send "The Candle from Under the Bushel," and some
tractP, Ingersoll preferred.
Yours truly,
I. N. SHoRE.
B('gS Leave to Difl'er and to AgreP.
DEMING, N. M., Sept. 10, 1894,
MR. EDIToR: Herewith find $6 50 for
"Four Hundred Years of Freetbougbt"
and for extension ohnbscription, I differ
from J. W. R:cbardson, who in your issue
of September 1st "differs decidedly from
your brother in regard to the tariff." It
was unnecessary to say, "I am a strong
Repnblican," and remarkably superfluous
to .a~d, "Every tJue Freethinker should
b~ .a Republican." A true Freethinker
be~ie_ves eve~y ma~ bas a right to his
~'Pl!llOll and lR-not m favor of government
oreating a rich class at tht> expense of the

community, nor of· enabling them to still
further rob the poor by their thieving
"trusts" to control the prices of the
necesEaries of life. Not a Republican,
s. FIELD.
Receives Warm Welcome.
SoMERVILLE, MAss., Sept. 25, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Many papers find their way
to my desk, but none receive as warm a
welcome as THE TRUTH SEEKER. It has
been a constant visitor at my house for
over a year and a half, and I hav only
words of praise for the course yon pursue
as editor, with the best wishes for your
sncceBB.
Truly your paper is a truth
seeker, and I shall esteem it an honor to
be enrolled in your list of life subscribers.
Fraternally yours in the fight for justice,
w. F. FRAZIER.

kindness, hospitalit:Y, virtue, and e~ery
principle that constitutes a perfect bemg.
There is no inspiration in this· it is but
the still small voice of nature th~t calls us
to duty, the hidden force of progress
within us, that has lifted us from the low
plane of animal barbarism up to our present state and will continue its silent work
of evoluiion until we occupy a plane of
purity that Augusta's angels d•ne no
tread. It needs no God to aid us to do
this. All of this, and more, pertains to our
natural organization. Augusta points us
to the natUJal "cussedness" of our human
nature, but fails to see the unparalleled
cussedness in the nature of her God; and
also fails to see that all badness in human
n t e is inhuman and unnatural. If it
ae nern t 0 ral for 08 to be bad and sinful,
w r would
a
this
be the general order of our
acts, and goodness would be the exception. while the facts in the case are, the
gen~ral tendency is to morality and the
exception is crime.
.
Suppose Anensta were to imitate her
lovely and truthful God, how long would
she be permitted io run at large? · Poor
soul! she takes that natural desire of Joers
to do good for the promptings of a God
outside of her own organization!
A little knowledge upsets t~e br~in,
But drinking deeper cures 1t agam.

Lonesome but Undaunted.
JoHN DAY. On., Hept. 8, 1894.
Mn. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $5 to
help your paper along, as also supply me
with eood reading matter for about another year. I feel somewhat lonesome out
here, being about the only outspoken
Freethinker in this place and the only one
taking THE THuTH SEEKER. I am confident that there is not one honest, sincere,
and devout Christian within fen miles of
B. H.
here, but they all pretend to be Christians, and hav not the moral courage to
So~etbing About Swearing,
come out and say npenly that they don't
NEw BRITAIN, CoNN., Sept. 17, 294.
believe the stuff and nonsense printed in
MR. EDIToR: I believe every secret sothe Bible. But here is success to THE
ciety is intended to be partial, and to gain
TRUTH SERKER.
CHAB. G. CABP ARY.
that end they require every initiate to
Very Warm in HiR Prai8e.
take an oath to assist and protect their
fellows. I heard a wife accuse her husMIDDLEFIELD, N.Y., Sept. 24, 1894.
MB. EDIToR: Find inclosed $3, which band of that kind of fidelity which was
place to my credit for the best paper to enforced bv mn oath in his society. This
enlighten the people and expose ortho- led me to think, What is an oath, .and
dox fraud that ever was published in the where did it originate?
The Mohammedan swears by the beard
United States, the greatest educator in
existence. I would like to do something of the prophet; the Chinese cut off a white
for the Congress, but am one of those un- cock's head before they are supposed to
fortunate farmers engaged in hop-raising; be able to tell the truth in a court of juslook at the prices of hops and yon will see tice while the Christian requires yon to be
that while it costs twelve cents a pound to swo~n with the right hand uplifted, and in
raise we are offered eight cents. I hav to some places to kiss his holy Bible, before
curtail expenses, having a small library of yon can tell what yon saw or know about a
Infidel books. Yon will hav to excuse me crime and the criminal, even if there be
no other witness, and the criminal is disthis time.
Yours in the cause,
charged for want of evidence. Abraham
ANGUS GRIFFIN.
got some promises from God in the form
of a covenant, if the Bible is true. Gen .
.A.n Attack of "ReverPntial Awe."
xii, 2, 3; xiii, 15, 16; xvi, 10; xvii, 2 to 15,
Los ANGELES, CAL., Sept. 10, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed is $2 to opp]y on the last six verses of which are too
my subscription, provided yon can con- obscene to quote, required the old man to
scientiously accept it when yon learn how submit to a surgical operation as a part of
I obtained it. My professional services as the covenant. Now what did God do for
a wood butcher were recently desired in that? Is it a fact or a fiction? According
converting a f.'acred edifice where they to Dent. vii, 8, God would not hav loved
had worshiped God and foneht the devil Israel if he had not sworn to do so. Why
for twenty years, into a building for pro- did God make such contracts? Who or
fane purposes, which included a billiard what did God swear by? Is this not blas·
hall. Though greatly shocked at being phemy to say that God loved because he
called on to do such work, I needed the swore and this is his word? But we are
legal tender which awaited my services, forbidden to swear by heaven, for it is
and went at it with stifled oonscience and his throne, or by the earth, for it is his
more or less reverential awe. The deed is footstool. Every priest and minister is
now done and I can only hope for fo.rgiv- required to swear to teach and preach without change the same religion that his predTruly yours,
C. SEVERANCE,
ness.
ecessors taught; and yet so strong is the
"Deific Insanity·"
law of progress that many find it difficult
to tie up to that hitching post. Every
LEMooRE, CAr•. , Sept. 19, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: In reading Mn. or Miss married couple hav made similar conAugusta Chapman's reply to Brother Ben- tracts under oath.
son on Atheism, the supreme ignorance of
So great is the power of the church that
A11gusta as regards human nature and in one church they never permit divorce.
natural law, and her deific insanity, are so Much could be said on this and the vows
palpable that to keep silent is really pllin- of chastity and celibacy, but not enough
fnl. Augusta bas yet to learn that the re~ to prevent the evils growing out of it.
lation we sustain to natural law, as it per- Then every civil and military officer has
tains to our own organization and to all sur- to swear every time he is promoted before
rounding things, is of that character tba~ he is considered fit for the place .. It n:iakes
in conforming to the requireme~ts of me thillk of being asked to promis somethese n'lturallaws, ev.,ry comfort, every thing. before I know wbM it is.
joy, every good, and every bappin( s3 is
I hav known liars to perjure themselvs
obtained, and cannot be obtained from to win a case at law, where several of them
any other source,
combined to swear to the samo nntrut.h to
When we strictly conform to the laws of outweigh in numbers those who testified
our being, E. very conceivable good will as to the tl'uth. And these same perjurers
naturally follow. Since this is a fact, An- "ere sincere believers in the Christian regusta cannot avoid s~eing that there runs ligion. How did God make a covenant
intuitivly all through our being a natural lllth Abraham or with David? Did he do
desire to avoid pain and to obtain bappi- it by proxy through a high priest? Cernees, and that both of these conditions tainlv he did not do it directly, because he
unavoidably exist in the relation we main- wouid then be a persbnality, a certain
tain to natural law. Herein also lies our number of feet high and pounds avoirduevery virtue Dr 0~~ every vice, Our: ol?~~ pois. Now I olin easily understand bow a
dienc£l to, and acqnieEQence in the laws priest could teooh aruler tbat he held his
of our beiug, is the ollly eourde oi lovo1 p9sit\ou by tb~ wUl ()f lUl imaginary bos11

1

I spook called God, a~d that if ~h.e king
allowed any other kmd of rehgwn, or
went after other gods, that god would prevent his seed multiplying. Yet I hav no
i~ea that any all-wise, all-power_fnl God
d1d or threatened an~ such thmg, for
such a. threat or prom1~ would be proof
that such a god was nnwtse.
A community, state, or nation may
enact laws !or the prote~hio~ _of all against
the ag7resswnsof other mdtvtdnals, states,
or natwns, by the consent of t_he governed,
But no good reason can be gtven why one
should be sworn, by holding up the right
hann, to obey those laws which he h_ad
helped to enact, more th_an the pecnhar
manner ~braham made h1s servant swear,
Gen. xxtv, 1, 2, 3. That was funny.1 Now
the question arises: Was Abraham's seed
- d m
·
mnIt'tpI'te d as mnc h as was p~om1se
that covenant? A:t;~d would 1t. be any
benefit to themselvs 1f they had mcreased
s? mnc~? Whe~ shall we be free to act
rtght wtthont bemg oath-bound?
Yours truly,
GEo. F. ELLIOTT.
Wbat Is Our Proper WorU
OTTAWA, KAN., Sept. 25, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Will yon kindly permit
me to answer S. P. Putnam's article, "A
Protest," in last week's issue. First, I
hav no right to change, ap~logize for, or
i.n any way correct any resolution or set of
resolutions after they hav been accepted
by a convention, but as a member of said
association and being the one who read
said petition or resolutions to the convention I will explain my position, leaving
other members to do likewise if they
choose. By direct advice of our exeontiv committee everything." pertaining to
the welfare of humanity was to be discussed in our Topeka convention from
a Humanitarian standpoint. This little
band of Kansas Freethinkers has worked
alone, unaided, unnoticed, and therefore independent of other· associations,
and when the privilege was granted the
workers to come out for humanity, what
naturally followed? The promulgation of
ideas nearest the heart. The members of
our association liv just outside of the great
Colorado silver district
We hav seen
train-load after train-load of men, stout,
honest, and true, shipped 1from their
homes like Russian exiles to become what?
Not citizens, but disfranchised tramps;
an<l their wives left alone with hungry
children to eke out an existence as best
they can, and if no other way offers, sell
their bodies for bread. This is no false
play on rhetoric.
Come out West, Mr. Putnam, and see
the sights I hav lately seen. The very
day before I left home for the Topeka
convention I fed five "tramps"(?) and
clothed a boy tramp with shoes and stockings. The morning I left, as I hastened
to make ready for the train, a woman carrying a little child six months old asked
for a mouthful to eat, not for herself, Mr.
Putnam, but· for her baby-nature's supplies being cut off. Was not this enough to
arunse every latent spark of love of humanity within. a sister's breast, even
though sarcasm was used to express it?
Last month an aged widow cried as she
informed me that she could P!I.Y only the
interest of the mortgage upon her home,
never being able to touch the principal.
I will admit those resolutions were
written in a vein of sarcasm, especially
where they read, "Inasmuch as bas been
granted to every citizen the constitutional
rights of 'life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness,'" and how could it be otherwise when we consider the fact that· both
our secretary and vice-president are
prisoners of said United States? I will
admit they are sarcastic and crude; I will
also admit the rhetoric is bad, but there is
a wild, weird wave of unwritten rhetoric
swet.ps over me whenever I hear the
plaintiv cry, "Please, lady, giv me a little
bite to eat." Hav I not, as the writer of
those resolutions, the same right to be
sucastic as has Mr. Putnam, or, like him,
to express ideas in plain words? His
article is a complete condemnation of the
action of many intelligent citizens of Kansas, and in rude contempt of them, besidef!
being a criticism on the "rhetoric" used,
May I ask Mr. Putnam what he thinl,ts a
man cares for rhetoric when he· is hungry
~~d cold and stand~ cringing befol'e the
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pallid face of his wife and he,ars the
wretched sobs of his own offspring?
Yes, I will admit that I used the words
"pray," "entreat." Webster says pray
means to ask with reverence; therefore,
Mr. Putnam, I will say that I used the
word in the fullest meaning, not, however,
with revet:ence to Cleveland, bot to suffering humanity. I used the words "throne, ••
''crown," etc., simply in an ironical sense,
knowing that Cleveland uses his ''one-man
power" more tyrannically than does
Queen Victoria, who really sits upon a
throne and whose head is truly bedecked
with a crown. Words are used to express
ideas and the rich and well-fed. can afford
to study rhetoric, bot I tell yon, Friend
Putnam, there was not a very great flow
of "rhetoric " in my thoughts recently
when I asked the jailer of the Shawnee
county jail to let me in to visit thirty-three
Commonwealers, and he answered me
thus: "Yon can go in, lady, if yon like;
bot they are not dressed for companythey are almost node;" nor was I overwhelmed with a fine outburst of oratorical
words rhetorically used when I heard
young Vanderberg's testimony read before
our convention; in it he states he has lain
in jail fourteen months without a preliminary trial and no evidence against him of
a criminal nature or not a stroke of the
pen to show why he is there.
Now, Mr. Putnam, were Cleveland to
say to Congress, "I pray yon to rtpeal
the law demonetizing silver; I pray yon to
repeal the Comstock law; or, I entreat
yon to do all in your power to aid humanity," would yon not almost, if not quite,
fall down and worship him, not stopping
to criticise the "pray," "entreat;" etc.,
used therein?
Yes, I will admit more still when I look
ahead of me through a long, cold winter
and draw the contrast. . Cleveland and his
family housed and having all the protection in the world given them from cold
and see them fed on all the luxuries labor
can giv them; when I see them turning a
deaf ear _to the heartrending cry of suicidal
men and starving women, and then when
I draw the other picture truly I will admit
I go into "hysterics;" and if those resolutions had a shadow cast over them by
being written onder this mood, I for one
hav nothing to regret. · ETTA SmMPLE,
Pres. Kansas Freethinkers' Ass'n.
[Mrs. Semple's answer to Mr. Putnam's
criticism of the resolutions of the Topeka
convention show how much that criticism
was needed. The attempted answer does
not touch the question at issue. Neither
Mr. Putnam nor THE TRUTH BEEKER has
expressed any opinion regarding the
merits or the demerits of Mr. Cleveland or
the wisdom or the nnwisdom of the demonetization of silver. The individual
Freethinker can say what he pleases about
both and can work with any political party,
reform or conservativ, bot no Freethonght
organization has any call to take sides on
political issues outside of the Demands of
Liberalism, for the self-evident reason
that Freethinkers are not a unit as to
the right or wrong of these extraneous
matters of political dispute.
Some
Freethinkers believe that the misery of
which Mrs. Semple speaks was caused by
the demonetization of silver; others do
not. Some think that President Cleveland
is a blundering tyrant; others that he is a
wise and just statesman. Some believe in
the single tax; others do not. Some are
free-traders, some revenue reformers,
while others are protectionists. And so
on to the end of the chapter. The only
possible safety for Liberal societies is to
stick to their own work and fight the
aggressions of the church. Liberals can do
their other reform work through the
parties formed for that purpose. That
was all that Mr. Putnam asked. As president of· the Freethonght Federation he
oonld not hav demanded less. Had Mrs.
Semple understood him she would not hav
written the foregoing letter. He was not
defending Mr. Cleveland. He had nothing to do with him, one way or the other,
in his capaoity as officer of a Freethonght
organization. In that capacity it is his
duty to try to keep the organizations in
line for theirlegitimate-work;~ED; T. S:]
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gratitude for the grand and fearless work among men, it is their erode and foolish and wide," leaving at every farm-house
of our paper, THE TRUTH BEEKER. It is ideas of a hereafter. Why are there so door a large poster announcing our arthe bright and morning star of human wany different beliefs about God and the rival. The result was that at 2 o'clock an
liberty. It is the power be bind the thl'one hereafter-? Simply because men hav no audience of over one hundred had asthat will yet shake the empire of snpersti- intelligent conception of any other exist- sembled beneath the giant firs of West's
tion and banish ignorance from among ence than the one they now possess. I Grove.
mankind. The object of the age is to hav read many authors and· speculators
W. W. West, the wealthiest and most
assail and overthrow every form of error upon the phenomena of the future exist- influential man in the neighborhood, was
and deceit. Ignorance is the bane of our ence of man, and I most say that language chairman of the first meeting. The audihumanity, and unless knowledge can be is inadequate to express the profound ence was enthusiastic, and after the meetmade to take its place man is a total failure, silliness of all such propositions as are set ing we met, among other friends, Mrs.
even if he was created by an infinit being. forth by the conning and deceit of man W. W. West, J. F. Dangerfield, Mr. and
I wish in this short letter to assert my regarding· this question. If the~;e was the Mrs. J.P. West, J. M. Gove, and others.
A second meeting was arranged for the
views relativ to the supposition that Christ least particle of knowledge upon these
was of divine character or origin. I take grave questions the entire race of men following evening, and inquiries Inade as
the position that he was not, and I think it would be at agreement upon the subject. to the neighboring towns. St. Helens
easy to prove that he was not from his own And the fact of their disagreement proves seemed to be the only place, bot our
words.
the fallacy of such a hypothesis. The friends assured ns that. no lecturer had
Let ns see: It is said and believed (and I. religions of all races of men disagree with ever been there-that it was a vsry orthowish to state here that that belief is not of themselvs; there is little harmony in all dox place, that we probably would be onevidence, bot the basis of error) that Christ their sayings, little bot childless folly able to get a hall, etc. That was the place
was the son of God, inasmuch as he was and silly ranting in it all. Oh, the inconsis- we wanted to ·go; We wanted to preach
both human and divine. It is evident tencies of mortal mind! Will the raoe the gospel to the •1 heathen."
then that it would be impossible for BTICn never learn sound wisdom and discretion?
Leaving Miss Olds and me to take charge
a being to ever err in any of his state- Mind cannot exist independent of matter. of the Scappoose meetin11:, Mr. Smith
ments. If it can be shown that he made one No brain, no thought; no physical organ- went ahead to bill St. Helens. Another fine
single mistake, it forever settles the ques- ism, no intelligent manifestation of any- audience at Scappoose, a beautiful bouquet
tion of his divinity and Godhead. Men thing. We perceive only by our senses, from Mrs. Ross, a dance onder the ausare ever asserting their belief ·in matters and those senses are manifest only by pices of the Oregon State Secular Union
of which they hav no positiv knowledge. physical organism, the product of matter. after the lecture, hearty handshakes of
Man asserts his belief in a God, bot has no I challenge a rational refutation of all the many friends,· and we are off for St.
knowledge or conception of such a being. points herein set forth. Until they are Helens. Mr. Henderson, of Milton,
Even the Bible says "God is past finding overthrown by sound facts, I hold them meets ns with hack at train. He is one of
out." ·Who believes it? The man who to be self-evident and valid.
those sincere men whom it is a pleasure
believes may be a fool, bot the man who
SIDNEY MURPHY, M. D.
always to meet. Everybody knows of the
knows has wisdom. I will here giv some
lecture and we expect a full house. St.
The Cause ln Oregon.
of the statements of Christ and we will see
Helens is a small bot beautifully located
PoRTLAND, OR., Sept. 25, 1894.
if they come from a divine source. '' Take
place on the Colombia, and we are glad to
MB. EDIToB: J nly and August are the learn that among her citizens are quite a
my yoke upon yon and learn of me; for I
am meek and lowly in heart; and ye shall hot months in Portland, and the First number of fine Liberals. We could bv
find rest nnt"o your souls" (Matt. xi, 29). Secular Church and Secular Sunday- lectured here gratis in the Court Honse,
" 0 generation of vipers, how can ye, School are closed for the usual summer· bot having left home with the idea that if
being evil, speak good things? for out of vacation. This gave Miss Olds, superin- we wished nice people to listen to ns, it
the abundance of the heart the mo1.1th tendent of the Secular Sunday School, would not do to resort to dingy halls and
speaketh " (Matt. xii, 34). "For out of Mr. Smith, and myself a vacation also, small and unpopular places, because they
the heart proceed evil thoughts, murders, and we decided to spend it making a tour were cheap or free, we rented the Opera
adulteries, fornications, thPft~. false wit- of the lower Colombia river, and some of Honse.
ness, blasphemies" (Matt. xv 19). "For the coast and interior counties, to explain
The following incident well illustrates
the people's heart is waxed gross, and and advocate the objects of the Oregon how Christians love their enemies: Maktheir ears are doll of hearing, and their State Secular Union, and the system' ing inquiries for some one to acoompany
eyes they hav closed; lest at any time they adopted by it of establishing Secular Miss Olds on the violin-as we always did
should see with their eyes and hear with churches and Sunday-schools in every where an instrument could be obtainedtheir ears and should understand with town, grouped in circuits, each circuit we were directed to Mrs. M. Explaining
their heart, and should be converted" etc. placed in charge of a licensed lecturer of to her our mission at St. Helens, she as(Matt. xiii, 15). Yon will see that in all the Oregon State Secular Union, who is sumed the attitude of a statne-one carved
these passages the word "heart " is the to deliver lectures regularly, at regular from ice-and said: "I am a Methodist,
point ·under consideration. And now I places, and hav supervision of all Secular and I would not care to do anything which
will ask, Does the heart understand in any Sunday-schools in his or her circuit.
might bring such a society here." We
The Oregon State Secular Union had no asked her to recommend some one else. She
instance during life? Does the heart ever
think? Has it any emotions or intelli- money on hand to guarantee our expenses, named a young lady and a doctor. The
&"ence whatever? Will some one who be- and as everybody is affected by "hard lady is a Baptist, also her mother.
lieves Jesus to be divine please answer this times," we had some misgivings about
We were delighted to obtain the daughquestion? Could an intelligent being being able to get very far on the contribu- ter's assistance. The mother is a very
speak liiO foolishly, much less a God? tions to the hat, and if we did, whether or agreeable, fine-looking woman. Though a
Think of the expression: "Out of the not they would be large enough to get ns Baptist, she said she was willing to listen to
abundance of the heart the month speak- home again ..
all questions, and would certainly not miss
However, it seemed absolutely necessary the lecture, bot while we were pleasantly
eth." Is it not out of the abundance
of the brain that the month speaketh? that if the "Oregon system" of teaching chatting the Methodist's daug-hter came
Is not the brain always the seat of Secularism was ever to be understood by into the parlor with a note. The mother
the intellect ? " The fool hath said the people, some one most go out and tell "changed her mind;" she "could not conin his heart, There is no God." He most them about it, and we could see no reason sistently let her daughter play for ns,"
hav said it in his heart if he ever said it at why we three could not attempt it at bot still she "would come to the lecture."
all, for the fool lacks brains and therefore least. The expenses of three would be We did not call on the doctor.
could not comprehend such a conception. three times the expenses of one, of course;
We began to think our friends were
The wise man has never yet comprehended yet none of ns wanted to go alone, and
right in calling this a "Christian" coma supreme being-much less has a fool- none of ns wanted to stay at home.
Mr. Smith has a voice, bot no knowledge munity. At the close of our meeting we
for "God is past finding out." "Keep
were informed that the godly Mrs. M.
thy heart with diligence, for out of it are of music, and my education has been
had taken the pains to drive where she had
bot
Miss
Olds
is
at
similarly
neglected,
all the issues of life." It is supposed nowany influence and tell the people to stay
adays that all life is an influx from the home with her violin, piano, or in a vocal
away from our meeting. The Baptist lady
brain and not from the heart. Think of effort.
We could all talk, bot all talk and no. did not come. Bot we had an audience of
all this tomfoolery emanating from an inover seventy-five, and we felt jubilant.
finit intelligence! One more point I wish music might not always interest the crowds
Eight' new membors joined the Oregon
to
entertain,
so
we
practiced
we
expected
to consider before I close, and that is in
State
Secular Union. Dr. Harry R. Oliff
relation to spirit. If it is a fact that man a few duets and "three "-ets, and took a
has a spirit independent· of physical organ- lot of membership blanks and our spare was chairman. The doctor is a man of
ism, and that this spirit il!l the real being, change and set t~nt, July 28th, for weal or deep thought and original ideas, and
would make a stanch worker in a Secular
ana that the body is no part of the soul, for woe.
Church.
That
evening
we
stepped
off
the
cars
at
bot only 1\ house for the spirit to liv in,
Among others whom we met are A. K.
and that this body is the medium through Scappoose, and took Uncle John Price
which all pain and suffering is. felt, why and his son-in-law, Harry West, and his Blakedey, the genial host of the Oriental
should it not be just, if not the proper act, excellent wife, by surprise. Noone in that Hotel; Mr. Weed, clerk of the court;
to release the spirit from this tabernacle of rich rural country suspected that Secu- Davis Brothers, editors ot the Oregon
clay, and therebY enable it to take its larist lecturer was within a hundred miles, JJiist; E. T. Gore, H. F. Rung, D. W.
flight to other scenes in a better world? and the idea of getting together an audi- Richardson, and J. H. Swager.
We were pleased to ·again shake the
W onld it not be the best thing in the ence at 2 P. lii. the next day filled our
hand of our stanch friend, John Price, of
world to exterminate the entire race of friends with wonder.
They assured- ns 'that other lecturers, Scappoose. The audience, of oour.se, was
men and thus release this mortal coil from
its many sorr.ows, disappointments, and although previously advertised, had had largely composed of Christians.' Chrispains? It seems to the writer that if this audiences ranging from seven to twenty, tiane are not to be expected to pay the·
is not the real and perfect life, th~ l!oGner- a·nd perhap.!! our enthusiasm seemed to expenses of Secularists, and the resnit is,
we paid the St. Helens· people $3 for the
we reach the other the better. Why pro- them after the Col. Sellers order.
·. ·
long our days here in.sic.Kness.and distress · Vil:gil S. Smith, one of the Oregon State privilege of ti!.IJfing to them. · . ··
A.t-.Jt~nier
WE!
expected.
to
nnd'/,~tari~h
Secul$r
Union
lecturers,
makes
his
headwhen.there
is
somethjng
far.better
..
bey.ond
Was Jesus of Divine Origin~
this ~ale of tears.? .;If_ there ii!.anything-: ql;larters at Scappoose,. and eariy Snl).day· friends,. and wE! ;Were·~ot ·disappointed: ·:
ATqnrsoN, KAN,; Sept. JO, 1894.
. . . . . . JU.f:e_ KEBjl{: S:Mi~JI.
MR. EDITOR: I wilf again express my that , s~ollJd · p~ .. lapel~d ~h~ J"idic;mloqs m;e>ri:rlng; ·a .la }'an~ l.levere1 rode 1 ' f~r·
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ing she hastened to inquire who was the
reader who rendered so finely the lltandard
selectionfl, and if it conld be possible that
they were given by the sick lady. "Yes,
Edited by Miss SUSAN H. WIXoN, .Fall
River, Mass., to wh.om. all Communica- it was I," she said. "I had a bad night
last ni~ht. I could not sleep with the
tion:. for this Corner should be sent.
pain, and to relieve the tedium of the long
and weary hours J repeated the poems
" Betwe~n the dark and the daylight,
· When the night is beginning to lqwer,
learned in my young days. I often do
Comes a pause in the day's occupatiOn•
that when I cannot sleep."
That is known as the Children's Hour."
"Yon do not mean to say yon recited
all those from memory?" said the astonBaby's Compliment.
ished listener.
His father and mother were both away,
"I do indeed, and those poems are not
And baby and I had been friendq all dayaU by any means that I am familiar with.
Many and gay were the games we p]1yed;
It is a great satisfaction to me now that I
Baby ordend and I obeyed;
\\' e cared not at all for the rainy sky,
stored them a way ' in the book and vol nme
We built us a blnckhonse three feet high;
of my brain,' where now, in these later
We threw pine;knots on the nursery fire
And watched the flames mount hi • her ~nd higher, days, I often 'turn the leaf to read.'
They are the jewels set in my mind and
We hid in the·m1st improbable nooks,
We looked at the pictuus in all his books:
their luster is nnt less than the diamonds
We ran in " tag " till hi; cheeks were rP.d,
upon mv fingers, which yon so much
Aod his curs were tangled ·about his head;
admire."
So when the twilight WM c"osing down
What a pleasure and gratification was
Over the fiel~s and the woorllands brown,
And nurse declared we must say good-night,
this storing of the mind with the gems of
He clung to me still in the firelightBA trompled my gown with his rough little feet, poesy, and how much pleasure they
yielded in after life. The lesson is
Pe climbed on my lap and kissed me sweet.
And as he scrambled from off my knee
obvious.
S. H. W.
"You'd make a good mother," said baby to me.
Stopped the Baby's Cry.
I hav ha1 compliments, now and then,
From grown up women and grown-up men,
A bachelor is not usually accredited
Some were commonpla'e, 'orne ~·ere ntw.
with much knowled~e about the proper
Never was one of tht m rung >O true,
treatment of children, but sometimes
Never was one Reemerl half so realBaby compared me to his ideal!
they step in where angels-that is, the
- "· St. (}. Lawrence. · mothers of the children-fear to tread,
says the Philadelphia Press. A wtlllTwo Flow rs.
known man ahont town, who is pretty well
A valley lay h'ddtn among tho greeJ hill•,
on in years, and not very fond of children,
Me de vel dant and fruitful by clear, trickling stopped in to see a married sister the other
rills,
day and found her trying to amuse her
Charmingly rare,
Exquisitly fair,
little boy, aged five years. Not long
Wi~h soft southern zeph >S, sweet Fummer air.
after he arrived she stepped out of the
Dame Nature smile 1 bri htly and forth from the room to attend to some household matter,
ground
leaving him alone with the child. The
A gay little floweret sprang W1th a bound,
latter eyed him dubiously for some minArtistic'Jy nen.t,
utes. He was a spoiled child if ever
Enticingly' weet,
To see and to know her a positiv treat.
there was one, and had no idea of making
With tears of rea.! joy for this beautiful birth
promiscuous acquaintances. The bachelor
Dame Nature rtwarderl and moistened the earth; tried to make the little one laugh, but all
'1 he fair fiower grew,
he ~ot for his antics was a sour look.
And crvstaline dew
Finally, without any warning, the child
Bedecked it with jewels pur , l1mpid, and true.
One clear, balmy evening the flowe!"' had a call- burst out crying. Here was a quandary,
Dame Petal and Blossom, Dame Nature and all- to be sure. He didn't care to pick the
W.uen lo! "ith a twirl,
boy np, and soothe him. His attempts in
A bewildering whirl,
a verbal line were dismal failures. What
This prince.~ of fiowers was 'ha· ged to a girl.
should he do? Finally a thought struck
As a girl•l.e is nicer than aR a mere flower,
him. He looked at the crying youngster,
Improving in goodness with each passing hour.
and the crying youngster looked at him
I hope she will do
All that's noble "nd true,
through his tears. He was evidently much
And for her ife's color wear naught but true blue. pleased with the impression he was making.
llm•lan, Ja..
C. W. BAKER.
"Cry !onder," said he.
The child obeyed.
1'he Mind a Treasury.
"Louder yet," urged the bachelor.
The mind is a treasure house where may
A yell went np that would hav done
be, and lihonld bo, deposited jewels of credit to an Indian.
worth and beauty. It is a book filled with
'' Cry !onder still," insisted the man,
rare paintings, many golden memories, fair and the boy did his best to obey.
visions indelibly impressed, and gems
"Louder," fairly howled his ·uncle.
whose value cannot be counted by pieces
"I won't," snapped the infant, and he
of gold and silver; or, it may be but a shut his month with a click and was quiet
record of duplicity, villainy, and many for the rest of the day.
distorted fancies.
Ideas of God.
It should be the aim to store the mind
with the useful and valuable, to do this From A. E. BENOIT, Marsh, Ida.
An idea that enslaves many minds·
in youth, when all the world is new and
fresh, that in old age the mental reservoir causes misery and destruction of morai
character; causes hypocrisy, robbery,
may be a source of pleasure and profit.
murder, superstition, and leads to destrucA lady was afilicted with an incurable tion's broad way,
disease. She suffered much and almost
constant pain. She was a victim of cancer
Correspondence.
and was obliged to carry her right arm in
YoNCALLA, OR., Sept. 6, 1894.
a sling. Upon the fin~ers of her left hand
DIMR Miss WIXoN: I hav written to the
she wore flashing and costly jewels to the Children's Corner often and am alwavs
amount of thirty thousand dollars. She pleased to see my letters in print. My
said to one attracted by the beauty and father h~~os taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for
brilliancy of the gems: "Yon admire my three years and I think he will continue.
ringbl Yel!, they are beautiful, but I I always read it on Sundays in place of the
Bible. If any Christian mentions the
would cheerfully giv them all to hav the Bible my father givs him some chapters to
use of my right hand and to be free from read; the nsnal answer is that such matter
pain."
is found only in the Old Testament.
One night the lady whose room was next Christians are getting pretty tough around
to that of the owner of the jewels, after here. The preacher ran off with another
man's wife. That's just about the way
she had retired for the night, was enter- they all do; we could not expect any better
tained for hours by the most beautiful of them. We hav lots of Christians around
recitations. They came from the room of here. My father has always been a Freethe invalid, There were choice selections thinker and has always got along all right,
from Cowper, Wordsworth, Poe, Hood, and I think he alwavs will. I break one
of the Ten Commandments every Snndav.
Ryron.· Gray, Shelley, Shakspere, and I crochet or read THE TRUTH SEEKE~ to
othPr poets.
pass away the time.
Th.,re are two
The listener was spell-bound as shf' churches in our town-Presbyterian and
heard ''The Dream of Eugene Aram," Methodist. I think our town would be
''The Raven," •' Rob Roy's Grave," better off without them. We hav but one
small schoolhouse, so I think it would hav
''Elegy in a. Country Churchyard," been bett·er had they built a schoolhouse
'' Ohilde Harold's Pilgrimage," •' John instead of the chnrohes. Our sohool
Gilpin'A ltide," and lastly the whole of starts September lOth. We had so many
ShelleJ 's "Queen Mab." The next morn- scholars last year th3t we h!¥1 to rent ~

1.894.

dwelling house to accommodate half of
them and I gneBB we will hav to do it
agafu this year. My father tried to raise
enon~rh subscribers to get "Four Hundred Years of Freethon~ht," but, owing
to the hard times, he could not do it.
NELLIE GRANT BRUMMETT.
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SCIENTIFIC BOOKS CHEAP
Out of various importations and purchases of scientific works, at different
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each
of the following, to which we call attention, as enabling our readers to get a good
deal for their money:
The Ris~ and Early Oonsti~ution of Univ;ersities,
with a survey of Medimval EducatiOn. By
S. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents.
The Dawn of Bistnu: An Introduction to PreHistoric Study. Edited b¥ C. F. Keary, M.A.,
of the British Museum. Uloth, 75 cents.
On The Study of Warde. By Richard Chenevix
Trench, D.D. Cloth,75 cents.
Fetichism.: A Contribu~iqn to Anthrqpology and
- the History of ReligiOn. By Fritz tlchultz.
7o cents.
English: P.1st and Present. By Richard .Chenevix Trench, D.D. 75 cents.
Modern Science and Modern Thought. By S.
Laing. 75 cents,
Formation or Vegetable Mould through the action of Worms, with observations on their
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents.
Education. Intellectual, Moral, and Physical
Progress; Its Laws and Cause. With other
disquisitiOns. Two books in one. 75 cents.
The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer. 75 cts
Political Science, containing Physics and Politics. An Application of the Principles of
Natural Science to Political Society, by
Walter Bagehot~ and History of the Science
of Politica, by Frederick Pollock. 75 cents.
Science and Crime,J~ond Science and Poetl'y,~. with
other essays. J:SY Andrew Wilson, F ..tt.S.E.
Two books in one volume. 75 cents.
The Land Question: Containing the History of
Land Holding in EnglandA by Jo;eph Fisher,
F.R.B.S.; and Historical ~:;ketch of the Distribution of Land in England, by William
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents:
The Black Death: an account of the Great Pestilence of the fourteenth century, and the
Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages. By J. F.
C. Hecker, M.D. Two books in one volume.
75 cents.
Bound Volume of Humboldt Library, containing
numbers 92 to 103. 1!!2.
GlimPses of Nature. ~JC Andrew Wilson, F R.
S.E .. F.L.S., with 85 illustrations. $1.
illusions: A Psychological Study. By James
Sully. 75 cents.
A Vindication of the Rights of Women with
Strictures on Political and Moral Subjects.
By Mary Wollstonecraft. $1.
The Genesis of Science and the Factors of Organic Evolution. Both by Herbert Spencer
m one volume 75 cents.
Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. By Sir John Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S., M.P., D.U.L., LL.D., with
numerous illustratiOns. 75 cents.
Geological Sketches at Home and Abroad. By
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents.
Current Discussion in Science, and Scientific Aspect of some Familiar Things. By W. M.
Williams,li'.O.S. Two books m one volume.
75 cents.
Charles Darwin; His Life and Work. By Grant
·
Allen. 75 cents.
SELEOT WORKS OF RIOHARU A. PROOTOB.
Light Science for Leisure Hours.
Familiar Essays on tlcientific Subjects.
Hereditary Traits, and other Essays.
Miscellaneous Essays.
illusions of the Senses, and other Essays.
Notes on Earthquakes, with fourteen miscellane
ous Essays. Six books in one volume. $1.50
SELEOT WORKS OF GRANT ALLEN."
The Evolutionist at Large.
Vignettes from Nature, and
Force and Energy; a theory of Dynamics. Three
books in one volume. Uloth, $1.
THE

THE

BRAIN

AND

BIBLE;

OB

The Bibll': Wllat Is It! A pamphlet containing eight chapters. in ,refutati_on of kthef
aasum}ltion that the Bible IS a divme boo o
11ure thought, and correct in all its utterances.
'
Price, 25 cents.
Studies In Theology. ·A clear exposition
ofthe biblical st!>rY of man's. "creaU<ln," all.an~
"C!Jrse," theologiCally denonunated vhe f
Pnce, 10 cents.
• •
The Bible Against Itself. Contft:m~ng
one hundred and fifty plain self-contradictions
of the Bible involving questions of theology,
morals, and history. Price, W cents.
The Human Nature of Jesus. A re~n~
tion of the assumption that heftllwaa a df1VInde
IJ.erson and that he was the fnl ment o 0 1
Testanient prophecies. Price, 10 cents.
Liberalism. Treating the sn~ject fro~ a
negative and affirmative standpomt, shoWlllg
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette l)lace, New York.

AT NEW ROCHELLE.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE

PAIBE MOBUMEBT &HOMESTEAD
AND

Views of Speaker's Platform
AND

The Assemblage.
What they are:
1. View of the Stand, with the speakers
and other occu11ants standing, showing Colonel In_gersoll, President Rowley, S. P. Putnam, T. B. Wakeman, et az.
2. Colonel Ingersoll Causes n Smile.

S. President Rowley Addresses the As•
semblage.

4:,, Mr. Putnam Reads A Poem,

5. Mr. Wakeman Talks of Liberty, Science and Humanity.
6.

The Paine Monument, as it appeared
May 80th wreathed in fiowers and bearing
mottoes. No other picture of the Monument
like this one.
'l. Paine Homestead as it appears now.
These are splendid photogra.ph~. They were
all taken at the commemorative exercises at New
llochelle. on May 80th, and are historically. patriotically, anrt artistically veu valuable and will
be prized by thousands of Libera's who revere
the genius and honor the memory of Thomas
Paine. Mis• Levin has spared no pains to make
them worthy the subject and the occasion. The
photograph• are SxlOinches in size and the price
IS seventy-five cents each.
A.rtrtress THFl 'f'RUTH RF.lilKlllR CO
28 Lafayette Pl., New York

THE CONFLIUI' BmEEN MENTAL SCIENCE ASECULAR MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL
AND
AND THEOLOGY.
COLLECTION
OF
SECULAR HYMNS.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
with a preface by

.H.. G. INGERSOLL.

By A. R. AY.RES.
"A good book written with a purpose."
Price, 25 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

This is the only work of its kind in the literature of :fre~thought. Its arguments are based
upon sCientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's se~:.se of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
Address
l'rice, cloth, $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.

THOMAS PAINE;
WAS Hij JUNIUS?

Hard Knocks
at Christianity.

By W. H. BURR.

Rv M RA nnonR".

..,""'"',

111:: 1'11Pnt.•

CHEAP EDITION.

. By R. WHEELER.
Second edition, enlarged to 82 pages; with the
This
book IS iust what i~s title implies-thum]lengraved likeness of Paine. Price, 10 cents ing whacks
at superstition. It deals with the
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER effect of Christianity on lhe world showing
what Christians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
that Jesus was a false prophAt. that the gosjlels
are not authentic, and that (.;,..;.~ianitr. is a borrowed system of religion. That the Bible is not
in accord with Science, that the atonement
• scheme is futile and foolish, and that religion is
•
•
not areal benefit to man.
Price, 20 cents, six for $1.
Address TRE TRUTH BEEKEP

WAS

CHRIST

CRUCIFIED?

By AUSTIN BIERBOWER,
A ;udicial consideration of the question1at)d the
decision ag~t the scriptures a.nd the Cllristian
tradiUQ~. Price, 10 cents. Address
,
TI'Q!l ~UT:EJ s~

~ssay

on Miracles.

·' By D.A VII> .HUME,
:li"rla
» @!;!i!!n

~HE

Agents tor 'l'he Truth Seeker.
A rluuuas

Davies & Son, 412 Main st., Little Rock.
California

Thos. W. Baker, Exeter.
Stoll & Thayer, 117 W. 1st st., LosAngeles.
S.C. Blake, 503 Kearney st., SanFrancisco.
C: E . Duran, 334 1\:Iontgomery st., 8an
Francisco.
EdwarCis & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
Angeles.
1\iax NewsStand, 102 N. Main,LosAngeles.
J. E . 1\fatthews, Enreka..
Eclectic Book Store, Los Angeles.
Shaw & Gregg, Broadway opp. Central
Bank, Oakland.
S. D. Schoenfeld, Red Bluft.
Cauatl a

P. C. Allen, 35 King st., '.roronto.
John McKenna, 80 Yortge st., 'l'oronto.
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Thumbscrew an1l Rack. Illustrations spe-

The Bible Inq"Ltirer,

Self-Contradictions of the Bible. Ninth

A KEY TO BIBLE INVESTICATION;

OUR NEWEST DOOKS.
cially prepared, and the text by Geo. E. Ma()..
donald. Paper, 10 cents.
edition. Price, 15 cents.

Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian7

:By ,Jo·h n E. Rem.sburg. Cloth $1· paper 50
cents.
• '
'
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Goma of q;ItougAt.
IT is hard to please a jealous person.IPvestigafor.
NEVER yet was noble man but made ignoble talk. He makes no friends who
never made a foe.-1'ennyson.
THE truth seems to us, not that the age
in which we liv has lost its moral sense,
but that it is acquiring a different sense of
moral proportion.-London Chronicle.
ENFORCEMENT of justice is nothing else
than maintenance of the conditions of life
as carried on in the social state. And the
more completely justice is enforced, the
higher will the life become.-Herbert
Spencer.
WE must claim and make forever sure
that heritage of American youth which is
the true meaning and priceless boon of
democratic institutions-equal opportunity
in a land of equal rights.-Hon. William
f,. Wilson.
THE spirit of liberty is not merely, as
some people imagin, a jealo<sy of our
own particular rights, but a respect for
the rights of others, and an unwillingness
that any man, whether high or low, should
be wronged or trampled under foot.Ohanning.
A RELIGION of effortless adoration may

~e~~~-re~~f~:o:h:n0~~~=~~~:i~,eb':t f?~

the activ, lies true hope; not in rapture,
but in reality, lies true life; not in tbe
realm of ideals, but among tangible
things, is man's sanctification wronght.Prnjessor Drummond.
THE infinit universe cannot hav emanated from nothing; something must nee·
essarily hav existed eternally, or that
which exists must hav been produced by
nothing; if ever there could hav been a
time when nothing existed, then there
could never hav been any such thing as
existence.- -"Yenophanes.
MAKn reputation the servant of character.
Despise any respectability that
cloaks itself against an absolute acceptance
of life in all its forms-in its shadow and
light, in its virtue and vice. Giv eyes to
evil that it may see. He who gropes and
does ill to-day may to-morrow stand erect
and fill the world with emulativ zeal.Horace L. Traubfl.
ALL the wrecks on either shore of the
stream of time- all the wrecks of cities
and nations, are a warning that no nation
founded on slavery can hv. From sandenshrouded Egypt, from the marble
wilderness of Athens, from every fallen
stone of mighty Home, comes a wail-a
cry: "No nation founded on slavery can
stand."-R. G. Ingersoll.
BuT mankind are not pieces-there's your
fault!
Yon cannot push them, and, the first move
made,
Lean back to study what the next should
be,
In confidence that when it's fixed upon,
You'll find them where yon left them,
blacks and whites;
Men go tm moving when your hand's
away,
-Browning.
TBE goal which we endeavor to attain is
scientific truth, the one test of which is
that it will bear untrammeled and unlimited investigation. Such truth must
be not only verified, but always verifiable.
· If must welcome every test; it must recoil
from no criticism, higher or lower, from
no analysis and no skepticism. It challenges them all. It asks for no aid from
faith; it appeals to no authority; it relies
on the dictum of no master.-Dani"'l G.
Brinton.
A ."woMAN's·RIGBT woman" gave me
sometime since a watchw0rd which would
form a perfect motto for a hedonist society. It was this-"Self·development is
greater than self-sacrifice." Oddly enough,
self-evident as this proposition seems to
any enlightened mind the moment it is
formulated, I find it greeted with surprise
and hPsitation among average Philistines
wherever it first shows itself. People are
so convinced of the old devil-worshiping
belief in self-sacrifice as in itself a good
thing, that it startles them to see selfdevelopment put before it. In short,
they believe their god has so ill- constituted
his world that for his creatures to develop
themselvs freely and satisfy the longings
of their own natures iR obviously wrong;
while to sacrifice themselvs ruthlessly,
and to repress or thwart or crucify tht>ir
own natures, is obviously right and proper
and desirable. One has only to place
these two antHhetical conceptions in such
juxtaposition in order to see that the
ascetic creed implies a diabolical origin
for the cosmos. God so made us, and put
such instincts in us, that to gratify them
is wrong, and to crush them is right; to be
happy is wicked, while to be miserable is
righteonsness.-Grant Allen.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, ~OCTOBffiR~:1.3, 1.894.
$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this pape;r will be pleased
to learn that there is at least one dreadful
disease that science bas been able to mii·e
in all its stages, and that is ·Catarrh.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is the only positive
cure known to the medical fraternity.
10 Cts
Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying
the foundation of the disease, and giving
the patient strength by building up the
$1.00
constitution and assisting nature in doing
its work. The proprietors have so much
Sent Post Paid
faith in its curative powers, that they offer
TORTURE INSTRUMENTS employed in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries for One Hundred Dollars for any case that it
the Promulgation of Christianity. Being the Nuremberg Collection, and including specimens from fails to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
'I"be Holy Inquisition.
Address
F. J, CHENEY & CO.,
THIRTY-FIVE ILLUSTRATIONS.
!W"Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Toleno, 0.
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PER COPY

12 COPIES

Rpanish Collar, Thumbscrew, Iron Collar the RacK. the Iron Orown Leg Crusher, the Stocks~
the Heretic c.tcher. the Iron Boo1 the Hot Mitten, a Month-Jlear (gag), 1ron Masks re!Jommenden
by the lnqni•ition, Breaking and .tmrning on the Wheel, the Ducking Cage, the Chas~Ity Belt for
women, the l:!pid!'r, tile Iron VirgL, U!> to Date the Execution Bell, etc.
"I used to read in books," says Colonel Ingersoll,·· how our fathers persecuted mankind But I
never appreciated it. 1 read it, lint it did not burn itBelf into my soul. I did l).Ot really appreciate
the mfamies that have been committed in the name of religion until I saw the Iron ar.:nments thaG
Christians used."
:

Price, 10 Cents per Copy.
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12 Copies Cor $1.00

Books by S. P. Putnam.
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BUY; A DOLLAR'S WORTH AND SC!.Tl'.lm 'l'HEM AMONG YOUR UHRISTIAN l'IEIGHBORS!
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EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt.

Every LIBERAL Womav

and Man Will Want lt.

WOMAN CHURCf-1 AND sr·A.TE
,

,

•

By Matilda Joslyn Cage.
This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how
the church has enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance at its contents will show this:
.
The first chapter-the Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilizatiom woman had gr< at
freedomdmt that the tendency of Christianity from the first was to restrict her liberty. In thi~
chapter Jl'lrd. Gage claims th•t to the Matriarchate-or Mother-rule-the world is iudebted for ito
·
firot conceptiOJ.. of inherent rights
Chapter 1I deals with the theological dogmas of o:iginal sin a~d celibacy. Woman, by the
church, was not regarded as a human being; marr1a~e was looked upon as vile; wives were soU
as staves; women driven to snicirle; the intlncnce of the church wai unfavorable to virtue. ·The
celibacy of the clergy produced' egrading sensuality, and woman was .the victim of these b1 utes.
Chapter III is on The Canon Law, showin~ how th~ church controled woman by making the
legitimac' of ll!arriage depend upon it~ own control of the Cdremony. Aument civilization gave
place to Christi.n barbarism, the c ergy became a distinct body-at once a" holy" and an unholy
caste. Learnmg w s prohi:bited to wome.,, hnsbanas prohibited from leaving th m more than onethird of their property; daughters con:d be disinherited, sons could not. The Reformation effected
no change.
Chapter IV-Marqnet' e-is on Feudd!ism and its degradation of worn :n, the rights of "lordR
spiritual," the immorality of the heads of the church, bapti~m of nude women in the early Chnstian
church. It also deals with some of the later-day abuses of females, like our Northwestern pineries,
the English debaucheries, governmental criru e-makers, etc.
~
Chapter V-Witchcraft. In the days • f this phase of religions insanity Mrs Gage shows how the
possession of eve'l a little learningwa< sufficient cause to suspect a woman or witchcraft, that to keep
a pet was dangerous, so rabid were the cler~ y not to suffer '~ witch t > li v. 'l'his persecution for
witchcraft was a contmuance of the church's policy for obtaining nn versal dominion over mankinrt.
Women phYsicians of the Middle Ages were persecuted, and the" Pilgrim Fathers" continued it in
America. The first synod convened in America was to try a woman for htreRy, and others were
stripped and whipped for not agreeing wit.h the cleql"Y·
~
The chapter on" W1ves" shows how the disrnpt10n of the Roman empire was unfavorable to the
personal nnd proprieta-ry ~ights of 'YO~al).-ttat the sale of .daughter~ was p1acticed in England
seven hundred years after It was Chnsttamzed-that the practiCe or buYing wives was regulated by
law-that women were not permitted to read the Bible-that they were not admitted as witnessesthat civil marriag:Q_1s opposed bv the church.
In Caapter Vli is shown how polygamy was sustained by the Christian church, that the first
synod of the 1~eformation convened to sanction.this institntiol!l that Luther and the other •• prin~tpal reformers" favored it, as we:l as the American Board of Jroreign Missions. The Mormon theocracv is shown to be similar to that of other Christian sects.
In the last three chapters Mrs. Gage treats of the O,Pposition of the church to the amelioration
of woman's sufferings as interferenc0 w1th her'· curse, of woman's degradation by the church to
labors nnjit .fm: slaves~ of womap.'s "ip.~erior~ty," as taught by the church to-day, and of how little
value Chnstiamty has oeen and IS to CivilizatiOn.
·

The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by
the church, which controled the 11tate. It is also extremely valuable as history. No
woman, it seems to us, can read it and remain a supporter of the religions institution
which has crushed her individuality, her mentality, and degraded her person. To the
woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ought to be widely read for the good it
will do.

In cloth,
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tn naif-leather binding, $3.
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The New God. :Price, 10 cents.
The Problem of the Universet and Its
Scientific Solution, with some Ontioisms of
Universololll': Price1 20 cents.

Waifs and wandermgs, A New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; J!aper, 50
cents. "A ~ose epic of the war, rich with
incident an dramatic power; breezy from
first page to ast with the living spirit of today."-[John Swinton's Paper.
.

Golden Throne, A Romance.

"The an-

thor certainly • has ~enins. The divine
creative sparll: 1s withm him. The book is
filled with manly thoughts expressed in
manly words-the transcript of a manly mind.
Every Libera.l should read • Golden Throne.'"
-[ln!{~rAolL Price, $1.

A conversation in

Ingersoll and Jesus.
J,:h~e

between the Nineteenth Oent11ry
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherem
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cents.

A poetic version of

Adami and Heva.

the Jndian story of the Garden of Eden in
whiea its snperiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesisle~r_ep.d-18 shown. Price,10 cents.

Gottlieb : His Life. A FreetJ;tonght Romance. Price, 85 cents.

My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cent&,
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafavette place, New iork.

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEEi
A new edition of that splendid prose ~!<>em,
"Life," by "the prince of orators," Co!. R. G.
ln¥,ersoll. It is larger and ootter than the old
edition, and can be framed or placed upon the
table as an ornament. In the center of the card
11ppear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby,
"urrounded by the prose poem, which has been
truthfully described as, "one of the masterpieces
of the orator and J?oet who now, as far as we
know, stands alone m the living world." It will
make a delil!"htfnl presen.t, and will be a souvenir
not only of 1ntellegtnal.lil:eatness, but of artis~ic
workmanshiP. It IS pruiied on heavy board., gilt
boveled edge. The size is 12x16 inches, and the
Price only?5 cents, post-paid.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
l!l!T,afo.vAt.ta nla.oe. New Yorlr,
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PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
!'he Bible of Nature: A Contribution

FREETH OUGHT
By W. S. BELL.

to the

Reli~ion

of the Future. Cloth. $1.

rhe Secre~ ~f th~. ]i:ast; or, The Origin
of the Christian Rehg10n and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth, $1.

llonsehold Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Hnma.n Orgamsm. Oloth, $1.

Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to
Containing in condensed and systematized form a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitions doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all truth Reekers it is inva.lnable. Its classification
. , ,.
, .
of subjects makes it a hand-book. Aslngersoll said of
Fal!J.e s .Age of Rf!ason.., It enables somebod:f in every village to "corner the pa.rson." Its wide
V'l.nety of subJects mclnae all the diapnted pomts between Christianity and Freethonght.
Cloth, $1; paper. 50 cents,
Address
THE TfUTH SEEKER

the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illustrated by H. Faber. Olothh$2.
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By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM:.
.
It is, '!Jesides b.eing a complete Gnide-~ook, the best description of tht! Fair yet
given-poetic, beantifnl, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies gives
the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
of the Sunday-openers; describes the varionl! buildings and what they contain and is
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and the stay-at-home to see where he went. .
A. BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time,
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J"ACOBUS MAGNUS.
A Sermon in the Valley. By JoHN DICKIN·
soN DoBBS, M.A., L:L.D., in which the
£>vii one, in the disguise of alcohol, inspireth the reverend gentleman to say
many true things inadvertently, transporteth him into high places on the
wings of sentiment, showeth him visions,
and tnrneth the current of his discourse
toward terrestrial joys.
Our text this morning will be found in
the twenty-fourth chapter of the Book
of Genesis, the eleventh and seventeenth
verses; and my humble endeavor,· dear
friends, will be to illustrate to yon
from the life of Jacob how virtue and
piety are rewarded by the Alnlighty, and
how he protects his chosen ones from the
avarice and malicious hatred of the wicked.
In all the sacred book, from Genesis to
Malachi, we cannot find a story which
affords stronger proof of God's goodness
and mercy to his children, and the stern
justice meted out to those who disobey his
holy word, than the career of Jacob, with
which I hope yon a:re all familiar.. What
history is more thrilling to the Christian
mind than that of this divinely-favored
and immacnlati! patriarch of Israel? My
friends, every sincere believer should be
conversant with his exemplary career,
stamped as it is with the marks of divine
favor and approval.
Looking to the
chronicles of.the saints for encouragement
in that hour when the Lord ohasteneth his
servant, and seemeth to permit the snares
of . the wicked and the machinations of
Beelzebub to prevail against him, then it
is that the lowly follower of Jesus feels in
his heart a oonsoionsness of the unerring
justice of our Heavenly Father in his relations with us poor worms his creatures;
and we are reminded that 'God pntteth
forth the hand of his omnipotence to B:looor the faithful in the time of peril. Just
as he protected the innocent Jacob from
tho avarice (Jf his brother Esan, and preserved him from the imposition of the in·
hospitable Laban, so also, my brother,
will he deal with thee if thou preservest
thy faith in the puissant sway of his omniscient grace; so will ho bestow upon
thee that religions discernment and moral
stamina which form so firm a foundation
for the virtues and piety of this admirable
man.
Turning to the initial portion of our
text, in the eleventh verse of the twentyfourth chapter .of Genesis.t. we find these
remarkable words: ''And J aoob kissed Rachel, and lifted up his voice and wept."
I say remarkuble, dear friends, because,
although it may be admitted that the delights of so happy a recognition might
fittingly be consummated with a kiss, still
to one who has not devoted earnest and
prayerful consideration to our inspired
aooonnt of this affecting incident it may
seem extraordinary oondnot on the part
of Jacob to lay violent hands upon his
quivering vocal chord (still tremblinl'\', peradventure, from this oscnlatory transport)
and lift it off its feet toward the vast em-.
pyreal sphere in rapturous emphasis, the
while he laid the dust around the !!Bored
well of Haran with a ·shower of grateful
tears. But, brethren, it pleased the Almighty Father, in his infinit wisdom, to
gi v us, through his inspired servant, the key
to what might otherwise hav remained for
all time a mystery and a stumbling-block
to trip the faithful-casting, perchance,
upon this great man's spotless character a
suspicion of hysterical tendencies. I believe, my friends, that the strange deportment of Jacob at this juncture may be satisfaotorily explained by a study of the simple and unadorned language ,of the inspired narrator of this interesting and instrnotiv epoch in his life. Turn to the
seventeenth verse of the same chapter, and
you will read these words: "But Rachel
was beautiful and well-favored " I think
we may perhap&, without disrepeot to the
memory of the revered subject of our
thoughts thiH morning, venture to remark
that Jacob was probably an ardent admirer of the charms of the gentler sex. At
any rate, basing our supposition on his
uxorious record subsequent to the day
when for the first time, in the exuberant
finsh of yonth, he pressed a kiss on the
13weet month of the fair :Rachel, we may
:reasom~obly assnrne that he undoubtedly
evideJll!ed this-virtue as he advanced in
;yeau and righteousness. Who knows, indeed, that it may not hav evolved in direct
oonseq,nenlle of the ecstasy of that felicitous moment when the youthful Jacob
came upon this vision of lovelineBIJ and
sipped his initial taste of the elysian nectar
from the winsome lips of his virgin oonqin,
Brethren, we will. digress at this point
in order to study the pleasing picture
which is here presented to us-Rachel,
the daughter of Laban, the son of Nahor.
Methinks I see her image pass before me,
as it was imprinted on the heart of Jacob
that radiant morning in the world's green
youth when they two thrilled together beside cool Haran's pool! Can we proceed
without a glance, h•Ywever fnrtiv, at this
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soft statue of ingenuous grace, whose
curving lines of beauty, suggested rather
by the very robes that hide them, evoke
with their mute eloquence dreams of
ecstatic bliss! Her raven tresses in a wave
of curls glance on her snowy neck I Light,
lovly limbs, to which the spirit's play give
motion airy as the dancing spray of falling
waters! "Lips in whose rosy labyrinths
when she smiles, the soul is lost!" And
blushes swift and wild as are the momentary meteors that shoot athwart the untamed but beauteous firmament! Eyesdeep, fathomleBB, strange, but yet exqnisit; now crossed by glimpses of the joys
of heaven-now shad.,wed with the shames
of earth; in every look the flashes of a
bright, unclouded soul, unstained with
guile and ignorant of sorrow! I confess,
dear friends, that though my head is hoary
with the winters that hav flown, and my
veins are waxing sluggish, I cannot rest
my thoughts upon this charming picture
without some return of that enthusiasm
which was wont to stir them to a quicker
pulse in the days of fervid youth. I hav
often wished, when readin~ this romantic
episode in the life of J aoob, that the
genius of a Raphael or a Michael Angelo
could hav exercised itself upon the delineation of this sensuous-breathing beauty of
the dreamy East, and left upon his immortal canvas a master's fancy of nature's
power and glory in the gorgeous land of
her early love. · Ah, my brethrenl-and
especially thou, my young brother, who,
like Jacob, are not proof against the enchantments .of feminin grace and beauty
-who 'is there among us that would not
hav claimed relationship with her? Who
is there within the range of my voice this
morning, that, meeting in the wilderness
with this delicious prodigy of maiden
charms-this budding rose of Israel, still
sparkling with the dewdrops of the twilight hour of childhood, yet warming into
life and radiant with the beams of love's
·young dawn-who is there; I say, who
would hav hesitated to stamp the assntanoe of relationship, with dear familiarity;
on the untried lips of snob an one! Nav,
more I who is it that, in the language of
our sacred text, would not hav "lifted up
·his voice and wept" for soulful joy at snob
a blessed vision! Yes, my brother, thou
too wonldst hav done as did the youthful
Jacob; for thee, also those lips would' not
hav smile!i in vain their invitation! Thou,
too, hadst irrigated the barren waste of
superfluous expression which ornaments
thy beaming .face with the pent-up torrents of long-hoarded moisture! Thou,
·too, my brother, who oft in the debatingclub hath raised thy voice in eloquent
excuse of thy delinquent fees l-and thou,
pa.le· faoedeoclesiast, whose resonant tones
are wont to ring the rafters in melodious
sweetness, and arouse the hardened sinner
to oonoede the cogent logic of thy burning words, and thy peculiar fitness for the
garrulous stnmp-ye all hadst seized with
nnkjnd hand, e'en as did. Jacob, the great
distributors of thy small thoughts, and
.lifted them in transport to the bright dome
of blue infinity!
But, fr~ends, wherefore this rapt attention? Ye fright me with the warm encouragement that. your eyes do speak!
The atmosphere within the house of
prayer, where all before breathed naught
could vex the calm tranquility which
marks the workings of true faith and the
serenity of stern conviction, is now reverberant with approving whispers, which
echo back and forth from lips that erstwhile scarce could summon energy to
speak ordained responses. The somnolent
brothers who ne'er hav mis9ed for twenty
years their Sabbath drowse, hav lost their
lethargy and, wide-awake, do hang with
eager attitude upon my words. Ah mel
my heart migivs mel What hav I said
that thus could rouse the interest of my
flock to snob a pitch of expectation? and
why this stra:nge delirium which numbs
the limbs and steals away the senses? For
an hour or more its subtle sway has gained
on me; and I confess the words of exhortation that the tongue .did speak my soul
knew not. It seems to me as though my
brain were reeling with the burning fires
of hell; my trembling knees soaroe can
support my weight; and some malignant
f<>roe doth bear me toward the earth, and
fain would hav me prone in horizontal
shame before yon! Lord, what hath thy
servant done that thou sbonldst lay on
bim the heavy hand of tribulation? Can
it be possible that written in the holy
book a.re words may lead alftray him that
doth read them? Away, satanic thought,
inspired by the blasphemer I back to the
noisome pit! And yet, doth not great
Solomon, prowned by Jehovah with the
priceless coronal of wisdom, invite his
friends to "drink, yea, drink abundantly
0 beloved " ? Verily I fear the fiend
hath entered me and put into my month
abominations, that I might utter them in
the sanctuary of the Moyt High I Brethren, I perceive that I oan stand no longer.
Surely 'tis no elae than death that thus
atfeoteth mel Yea, true, the sands of life
are slipping fBBt away; and I do feel the
prefatorv fluttering which bespeaks the
spirit's flight.
B.-neath my feet the old

world reels; its wild pulsations thrill me
with dismay, lest I should lose my foot·
ingl Ere the roof doth fall noon us -hie
-(and even now methinks I see these
massiv walls quake with disquietude) let
me once more prononnoe-hio-tbe benediction, and seek in prayer the blessing
of the Lord. Friends-hie-I am sink in~;
our mother earth attracts me. Mysterious visitations do appall me with their
strange phenomena. I see approaching
me-hie-rare beings from above, who
summon me to follow them, and one, more
somber than the rest, whio)l looks likehie-death I Grim death, if it be truly
thee, embrace thy-hie-willing prey! 0
Christ, receive my soul, winged for its
blest reward, and waft thy servant-hieto that mansion in the skies prepared for
-hie-him! My children, blank oblivion
cometh on apaoel-hio-out ere nnoonsoionsness o'ertakes me-hio-1 will speak
one last word more.-hio-hio- Keep in
;ronr-hio- hearts the story of -hie-great
Jacob, and remem-hio-ber Raohel!hio-hio.-.
·From tile LtclesPtttle Daay Buzz-Saw.

We are glad to weloome Into our midst
the Rev Jeremiah Cant, who has been
called to fill the vacancy of the First
Hardhead ohuroh caused by the retirement of the Rev. John Dickinson Dobbs,
who, on aooonnt of ill heath, has been
strongly urged by his physicians to take a
a long rest frorn the arduous labors of
the ministry. :I"he congregation made up
a handsome purse and presented it to their
beloved pastor, and tears stood in the eyes
of many as flock and shepherd parted.
There will be a festival and hand-shaking at the parsonage this evening, at which
all members of the congregation and
their friends are invited to be present and
extend a heJ.I'ty welcome to the new pas.tor, Mr. Cant.
VAUGHLEIGH.
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Jt owa of tAo Woolt.
IN this city the Populists hav nominated
Dr. James McCallum for mayor.
TB"I!l Massachusetts Republicans re·
nominated Frederick T. Greenhalge for
governor.
WILLIAM L. STRONG has been nominated by the Republicans for mayor of
New York.
TBE new Poughkeepsie trolley system,
covering thirty miles of line, was formally
opened last week.
JUDGE WILLIAM J. GAYNoR has declined
the Democratic nomination for judge of
the New York Court of Appeals.
PRoF. VINCENzoBoTTA, the distinguished
Italian-American author, died in New
York on Oct. 5. He was born Nov. 11,
1818.
CoL. J OBN M. CB"IVINGTON, notorious in
connection with the famous Sand Creek
Indian massacre, died in Denver last week
of old age.
AT its meeting in Council Bluffs last
week Gen. Greenville M. Dodge, of Iowa,
was elected president of the Society of the
Army of the Tennessee.
AN immense steel-rail plant is about
completed at Youngstown, Ohio, at a cost
of $1,500,000. By means of interchange11-ble rolls both steel billets and rails can
be made.
Tm:RE are some indications which point
to the conclusion that Senator William B.
Allison, of Iowa, a moderate protectionist,
may receive the Republican nomination
for president in 1896.
· IN the twenty-first congressional district
of New York the Democrats rebuked Simon Schermerhorn for his failure to vote
for the Wilson bill, and nominated George
Van Horn to succeed him.
IT looks as though the French were
trying to stretch their protector~~ e over
Madagascar into a complete occupation of
the country. If they do it may involve
them in serious trouble with England.
Tm: Chinese are reported to hav abandoned Mouk.den, the capital of Manchooria, and the Japanese are said to hav
landed a large force at Talien-Wah,
on the Chinese coast northeast of Port
Arthur.
THERE was a slight Republican gain in
the vote at the town elections in Connecticut, and a somewhat greater gain for
license, Danbury, New Britain, and other
places slipping away from the Prohibitionists.
THE late Atlantic coast cyclone, which
failed to reach this city, caused great loss
of life and property in Cuba. In the
eastern part of the island the banana
plantations were wrecked and two hundred people were killed.
IT is reported that rebellion has broken
out in some of the provinces of China, ow~ ing to dissatisfaction with the conduct of

PROF. DAviD SwiNG, the liberal minister,
the war against Japan, and it is rendered
comparativly easy by the withdrawal of died in Chicago on Oct. 8. Accused of
heresy, he left the Presbyterian church
troops to sena to the front.
several years ago and established Central
IN the Florida election the main fight church, on undenominational lines. He
was between two Democratic factions, the soon had a larger church and was receiving
friends and enemies of Senator Call, and a larger salary than any other minister i.p
Governor Mitchell stationed troops in Chicago. Services were held in Central
Jacksonville, but they were not needed. Music Hall, which was too small to acThe Populist vote was small.
commodate the crowds which went to hear
him. The church had a Sunday school
SENATOR McPBERBoN, of New Jersey, of three thousand pupils, a large kinderannounces that he cannot be a candidate garten and an industrial school. Profor reelection, on account of failing health. fessor Swing was born in Cincinnati in
It is supposed that this declaration is toss.
·
called out by the treatment of CongressIN
the
election
in
Georgia
last week a
man Cadmus by his constituents.
large vote was polled and the Democratic
TBE Democrats of the Fifth New Jersey candidates. were successful, although by a
district repudiated Congressman Cadmus greatly decreased majority from that obfor his votes against tariff reform, declaring tained two years ago. The majority has
that he was a traito'r to his party and more fallen from 70,000 to less than 30,000 on
dangerous than an open tmemy. Hon. the vote fo1 governor. William Y. AtkinPreston Stevenson was nominated in his son, the governor-elect, runs 4,000 behind
the rest of the Democratic ticket. As he
place.
had declared himself for the free co.inage
A J APANEBE fleet, convoying transports of silver and as a vote against him was a
-seventy Vf'BBels in all-has been sighted vote for the free coinage Populist candiin the gulf of Pe chili, near the Chinese date, Judge Hines, it would seem that the
coast. It is supposed that· the troops on disaffection toward him had other causes
board constitute the Second corps of the than the currency issue. The.Democrats.
Japanese army and that it numbers about hav the state legislature by a safe majority,
30,000 men.
thus insuring them a United States Senator to succeed Patrick Walsh.
TBE Democratic state central committee
CoMMoDORE ELBRIDGE T. GERRY, presiof Ohio has issued an address to the electors of the state calling upon them to so dent of the society alleged to exist for the
vote that no matter which party secures prevention of cruelty to children, has been
the ascendancy in the next Congress the in trouble lately, as Mr. Goff, examining
free coinage of silver will be attained. witnesses before the Lexow committee,
took occasion to protest against the law
The document is a voluminous one.
which puts so much arbitrary power into
Tm: Democratic minority of the recently the hands of the officers of that society.
adjourned Constitutional Convention of Mr. Gerry wanted to read a statement reNew York has issued to the electors of garding a certain case to the committee, but
the state an address protesting against he was told that he 3ould not do so, as the
what is called an attempt to incorporate committee was not listening to the reading
into the Constitution a " gerrymander " of statements, but was taking sworn testimony; if Mr. Gerry desired to go on to
of the legislativ districts of the state.
the stand and be sworn he could do so.
A RACE riot is reported at Power's Sta- Commodore Gerry also wants a law passed
tion, near Hawesville, Ky., on Oct. 4. by the legislature to provide for the legal
Negro excursionists, forced to ride in whipping of men guilty of extreme cruelty
separate cars, engaged in a shooting affray to children. A resolution favoring this
with several white men. The whites re- method of punishment was adopted by the
port that seven negroes were killed, and society.
more wounded, and a number of whites
OLIVER WENDELL HoLMES, author of
wounded.
the "Autocrat of the Breakfast Table,"
"Wonderful One-Hoes Shay." and
A CYCLONE swept over Little Rock, Ark. the
other famous articles and poems, died at
on Oct. 2. Thirty buildings in the busi: his
home in Boston on Oct. 7. He was one
ness portion of the city were unroofed and
America's foremost_ men of letters. He
the state insane asylum and the peniten- of
Dutch deEciAJ.t on the mother's
tiary, two miles from town, were badly was of
the W endells having gone from Aldamaged. Several people were killed and side,
bany to Boston early in the eighteenth
property to the amount of $1,000,000 or century; Jansen Wendell, who came from
more was destroyed.
the Old World in 1645, was the first
settler. Wendell Phillips was descended
STILL another war governor has passed from the same family, and Dr. Holmes
away; Andrew G. Curtin, of Pennsylvania, alluded to the fact in his Phi Beta Kappa
died at his home iu Bellefonte on Oct. 7. poem of 1881:
He was born in that place on April 27
"Fair cousin, Wendell P.,
1817. To him was chiefly due the first
nomination of Lincoln, and the troops he Our ancestors were dwellers by the Zuyder Zee;
raised were the first to reach the natwnal
capital at the outbreak. of the civil con- Both Grotius and Erasmus were countrymen of we,
filet. He called an extra session· of the
legislature, secured an appropriation of And V ondel was our namesake, though
he spelt it with a V ."
$3,500,000, and with that equipped thereserves that saved Washington after the Oliver Wendell Holmes was born Aug 29,
first battle of Bull Run.
1806.
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ment. It unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home
book. It fulfils the promis of its inception, and is the most magnificent
work ever issued by the Freethought Press.
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tertained by a young Jew worshiped by them as a
part of God ; this means, of course, the recognition
by the state of another tenet of the Christian
church. They want the national Constitution so
amended that the fundamental doctrins of the
Christian church and of Theism will be made a part
thereof and all except professing Christians be shut
out of public positions-if this does not mean open
and unequivocal union of church and state, what
does it mean '
The Secular :Principle of Government.
What man or· woman who intelligently loves libShould the state grant any favors to any church erty and justice c11.n indorse th ~ theocratic program
or to any number of churches T Should the state or recoil from the acceptance of the principles of
contribute in any way to the propagation of relig· Secularism 1
ious dogmas T Should the state compel outward
respect for or observance of any rite, ceremony, or
The Christian Reformer, the most aggressiv orinstitution of any church or of any religious system? gan of the theocratic party, keeps a very sharp
Secularism promptly aaswers these questions with watch on the columns of TH:m TnUTH SEEKER, and
an unqualified No. The union of church and state givs its readers the benefit of many of our exhortais wrong in principle and disastrous in effect. All tions, but it generally fights shy of our arguments.
history testifies to this. So indisputably true However, in its issue of October 6th it made a few
is it that even those sectarists who are striving to quotations that might hav shocked some of its con_establish a theocracy in this country are compelled stituency. We had said that a great deal of the
to continually protest that they are unalterably op- prevalent political corruption "is directly chargeposed to the union of the church with the state- able to the theocrats. The attempt to subvert the
that is, they are forced to disguise their intentions, secular Constitution has contributed powerfully to
forced to pretend that they hate that which. they the unmanning of politicians.. They hav been bullove, forced to make believe that they are Secular- lied into voting for all sorts of unconstitutional
ists in all but the name, for Secularists they must laws, and bav made all kinds of promises under
be if they do not believe in the combination of the duress of threats of defeat in future elections if they
church with the state or the subordination of the did not giv their public indorsement to the demands
state to the church. Yet, despite all their solemn of the theocrats." This was certainly plain enough
declarations that they favor the complete·separation without what immediately followed it in the editoof the state and the church they hate and loathe rial from which it was taken by the Christian Rethe principles of Secularism and the name of Secu- former. Any person of· ordinary mind should hav
larist. Why this glaring contradiction, this un- been able to see that we had reference to the theoblushing self-stultification T The key that unlocks cratic legislation secured by the Sabbatarians and
the mystery is the fa<lt that they are not opposed to other people of that class "under duress of threats
church and state union.· How, then, do they salve of defeat" for the legislators who should fail to vote
their consciences for the deception practiced upon for the laws demanded in the interest of religion.
the uncritical public? In a very simple way indeed. But the editors of the Christian paper evidently
They say that they do not want any particular did not like to lay before their readers statements
church to be made the state church, for that would of fact which the editors knew could not be disbe the union of church and state, but they 'do want posed of by them. Hence they said: " To say that
the fundamental principles of religion recognized the efforts of Christian people for the enactment
by the state, and that would not be the union of and enforcement of Christian laws lead to political
church and state. They fail to see, or at least to corruption is to utter arrant nonsense." Then they
publicly acknowledge, that the essence of theocracy proceeded to dilate upon the political rottenness of
is the favoritism shown by the political powers to the great cities, as though our remarks had direct
the beliefs of certain citizens at the expense of other reference to that kind of political corruption. Here
citizens. Favoritism breeds irresponsibility,· cor- is what immediately succeeded the lines reproduced
ruption, and tyranny, and these are the great evils by the Christian Reformer:
"They [the legislators] hav seen misleading and
of ecclesiastical alliance with or dominance over the
even
forged petitions laid upon their desks, and
state.
Thus it is clearly apparent that the recognition they hav not dared to expose the fraud, but hav had
of religion by the s~ate is essentially union of to make believe that they saw nothing wrong, and
church and state. This fact is brought out still hav talked and voted as though they had not the
more distinctly by an enumeration of the demands slightest doubt of the-truth of the theocrats' asserof the theocrats. They want church property to be tion that those documents actually expressed the
exempt from taxation ; this means the appropria- solemn wish of a vast majority of the people."
All this needed no explanation; it was self-evident
tion of money by the state to the churches. They
that
we alluded to the seandalous performances of
want chaplains in the army and navy, in the chamthe
Sabbatarians
at the time they were trying to
bers of legislation, and in penal and reformatory
close
the
gates
of
the
World's Fair on Sunday. To
institutions; this means more state payments to
the churches. They want religious instruction in emphasize the fact which the Reformer seems to be
the public schools ; this n:teans still more money so anxious to obscure, we again print sofue figures·
from the state for the propagation of church dog- which we gave in THE TRUTH SEEKER of _July 7th:
mas and also the direct teaching of those dogmas "The actual J).umber of petitioners calling for the
by the employees of the state. They want laws closing of the Fair on Sunday was 315,154; those
forbidding work and recreation on Sunday ; this is protesting against closing numbered 300,000. The
a demand for the setting aside of one day in the Sundayites claimed that 40,000,000 people had asked
week for the exclusiv use of a privileged class-the for Sunday closing; they attempted to substantiate
priesthood-and is intended to secure an acknowl- this claim by offering to Congress petitions said to
edgment of a tenet of the Christian church. They number 25,509,182. Here are a few samples of their
want the social relations of men and women regulated rascality: Michigan has a population of 2,093;896; it
in accordance with what they say was the opinion en- was represented to hav sent 4,096,240 petitions.

think of going from the theater directly into " the
presence of Almighty God" The implication seems
to be that Lincoln did not hav a well-balanced
J!OVNDED BY De l1L BENNETTe
mind and heart, and we fairly presume that this is
E. M. MAODONALD, • • • • • Editor and Manager. what the average clergyman thinks of every person
who attends the theater. It occurs to us that the
IS LAFAYETTE !'LACE, NEW YOBK.
implication may be as valid, as a general proposition,
SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 20, 1894. as would be a similar one r.egarding all attendants
at church services, but no more so.
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_ A Distinction Without Much Difference.
A few months ago 'we mentioned the fact that
Rev. lrl R. Hicks, of St. Louis, had preached a
sermon in 1874 in Eden Chapel in Missouri, and we
said that it was stated that in that sermon he had
declared that the soul of Abraham Lincoln 'i went
howling from the theater down to hell." Some
reader of this paper has sent Mr. Hicks a copy of
the issue containing the paragraph in question, and
now he favors us with a marked copy of his Word
and Works for· August, in which he says that we
are mistaken-only he does not use that exact form
of words-that he did not say what we were informed that he ·said. He explains that he was
preaching a Thanksgiving sermon, in which he
emphasized the fact that the prayers and thanksgivings of the people should be hearty and devout,
and that the rulers who issued the. proclam'ltions,
" calling the nation to prayers and · thanksgivings,
should j'Jin the people in making .such occasions
what they ought to be." Mr. Hicks continues:
"We deplored the fact that, at the close of a long and
bloody civil war, on the very day President Lincoln had
called the nation to devout prayer and thanksgiving, he
lost his life, • not amid the assemblies whom he had called
to the house of God; but in the public theater, the gates
of which open hell ward from the earth.' Our remarks
were not intended as an attack upon President Lincoln,
but a ·comment on the sin and folly of trifling with God,
as if formal proclamations, creeds, or confessionals, were
anything but mockery in his sight, without the sincere
and devout service of the heart. We are still of the opinion that • the gates of the public theater open hellward
from the earth '-that it is a source of extravagance and
vanity, a menace to chastity and morality, and that no
man or woman with well balanced mind and heart would
complacently entertain the thought of passing from the
sensual amphitheater directly into the presence of
Almighty God."
We fail to see that Mr. Hicks has helped his case
very much. If " the gates of the theater open hellward from the earth," Abraham Lincoln, who received his death wound in the theater, ran considerable risk of going straight to hell when he died.
Even now the preacher more than intimates that
Lincoln was guilty of " the sin and folly of trifling
with God," and we would not be surprised if as
early as 1874 his words and manner were less conciliatory than his words are now. Now he says
that it is his opinion that no man or woman with
" well balanced mind and hea,rt" would like to
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Mr. Beegle forgets that the authorized version is
The population of Ohio is 3,672,316; they said she
sent 4,104,396 petitions. Pennsylvania's inhabitants the one in common use, even in the church, and
number 5,258,014 ; the Sundayite petitions were that Mr. Vennum may very properly retort that it
pretended to bear the names of or to represent 15,- is not his business to throw aside the version of his
552,4 73 people! Think of it! If every man, woman, God'., holy book which that God has permitted his
and child, including new-born babes, in these three children to use for two hundred and seventy years,
states had asked for Sunday closing the petitioners and take up one which the spirit of modern skeptiwould hav been but 11,024,226. According to the cism forced the Protestant church to giv to the
good Sabbatarians, 23,75"3,109 na'Yies were secured world without its being asked for by the masses of
in those states. In other words, there were 12,728,- Protestant Christians. More than this, Mr. Ven883 more alleged signatures or votes for Sunday num may well be justified in censuring his colleague
closing than there were people of all ages in the for calling attention in this perilous time to the astonishing fact that the "Word of God" may be made
states named."
In this connection we printed the remarks made decent or indecent by a council or conference of
by a Presbyterian minister, Rev. Mr. Cross, before men who lay no claim to inspired wisdom and for
whom the most zealous Christian would not assert
a committee of Congress. Here they are again:
inerrancy
of judgment. Certainly Mr. Beegle has
"MR. CHAIRMAN AND GENTLEMEN OF THE COMMITTEE:
The real object of my being here to speak a word is in not helped the case for the Bible a bit by his learned
favor of intellectual honesty on the part of the orthodox intervention. Every such "defense" as his is an
churches. I am a minister of an orthodox church. I assault on the alleged divinity cf U e book. ·
notice in my territory that these church petitions are exIn another letter Mr. Beegle adn.its that it is not
ceedingly delnsiv as to the number of those that sign
them or vote for them. Now, for example, in one in- easy at first sight to successfully meet Mr. Wise's
stance in our state the Presbyterians passed a resolution, contention that if he is to be punished because he
sayitJg that we represent so many, agr:regating a certain sent one passage of the Bible through the mails
membership;· and then the Christian Endeavor Society, then those who publish and scatter the Bible
composed of many of the same church-members alluded broadcast should be punished much more severely.
to by that Presbyterian church, will pass a like resolution
and Ray we represent fifty, seventy, or one hundred But the preacher thinks that it should be rememmembers. And then it will be brought before the bered that the statute books of all the states conSunday-school. And many of the persons who are tain language far more obscene than Isaiah xxxvi,
counted as voting for the resolutions will hav been 12, and that in the trial of criminal cases in our
counted three, four, or five times; and it is almost on the
principle of voting early and often, which is so much op- courts the lawyers are permitted to "put questions
posed in secular politics. I am a witness to this fact: both to clients and witnesses, and, that too in open
There was one petition claiming to represent eighty court, before the crowds often, which are more obchurch-members that signed the petition to Congress, scene than the Bible passage referred to." All this
but they were not present at all. It was at a Sunday- may be true, but if the Bible should be nonschool, and the vote was taken by the Sunday-school
superintendent, and there were children voted for these prosecutable when it contains words which must be
resolutions that were not old enough to know whether used in the statute books to define crime, and which
the expression 'World's Fair' meant the pretty girls in lawyers must use in prosecuting persons accused of
the next pew or the Columbian Exposition in Chicago." crime, why should not other books hav immunity
Is there any room for doubt as to the species of from prosecution when they contain the same or
political corruption that we meant had beEn caused similar words! Why should the Bible be privileged
or increased by the attempt to pu't. Christian laws and reformatory and scientific books and papers be
into our statute books ~ But more than this may outlawed! E. H. Heywood's "Cupid's Yokes" and
justly be charged to the account of the theocrats. Dr. Knowlton's "Fruits of Philosophy" were seriThere can be no question that· every such transac- ous works written to advance what their authors
tion as that to which the Sabbatarians and the believed would be the progress of humanity, and
members of Congress were parties must inevitably yet nothing availed to save those pamphlets from
tend to the demoralization of all concerned. So in condemnation or those who sold them from punanother sense it is true that the attempt of the the- ishment. Why this discrimination T
ocratics to make their religious notions a part of
We hav no desire to see Mr. Wise punished for
the civil law has "contributed powerfully to the doing what he had a perfect right-to do, and neither
unmanning of politicians," notwithstanding the are we fighting to shut the Bible out of the mails ;
Reformer's assertion that such an averment is "ar- we are demanding simply that the church shall
rant nonsense."
cea.se its dictatorship and that the Bible shall not
We shall consider this subject further next we&k. be permitted to go where modern humanitarian
works are denied passage.
Mr. Wise, His Trial, and the Preachers.
Mr. Wise was simply showing up the obscenity
J. B. Wise attended the Leavenworth term of of the Bible, and to prevent his doing that the
the federal court to answer to the charge of ob- Christian preacher jumped on him. The Christians
scenity made against him at the instigation of do not care that the Bible is obscene-they claim
Rev. H. B. V ennum for mailing the preacher a indeed that it is not-but when an Infidel shows
postal card on which was written a passage from that it is they put him in pris-~n. It is to defend
the Bible, but the case was continued to the April their book that they are striving to put Mr. Wise
term of the court at Topeka. While it would be a in jail-not for sending it through the mails, as
relief to Mr. Wise to hav the suit disposed of at they do that themselvs. They al'e striving to deter
once, the postponement will giv us time to reach Infidels from attacking the Bible, and every Infidel
the people with a statement of the facts and argu- should rally to defeat them. It would be a pretty
ments on the merits of the prosecution and the im- thing if Christians can send the Bible smut through
plications of such a charge against the Bible.
the mails and then put in prison every Infidel who
Rev. S. D. Beegle has lately had two letters in points out that smut.
the Clay Center .Dispatch in which he has attempted
to break the force of the Rev. Mr. Vennum's assault
Injustice Does Not Pay.
on the Bible. He says that if Mr. Vennum had
The original constitution of Tennessee, like those
" carefully studied the different translations of the of some other Southern states, provided that no
Bible, and especially the revised version of 1881, he minister or priest could be eligible to a ~eat in the
might hav avoided all this trouble and all this dis- legislature, and in the case of Tennessee the provigr~tce to the Bible, to the church, and to the relig- sion has stood through all the revisions of the conion of the Bible."
stitution. In the "whereas" we find the reason
" In the revised version the objectionable words in the for the inhibition. It is this : "The ministers of
said passage are rendered, and no doubt correctly in a the gospel are, by their profession, dedicated to
way which leaves in them little, if anything, that is i~del
icate. C.;mpare Clarke's Commentary, also that of God and the care of souls, and ought not to be
Jamieson, Faucet, and Brown. For the only still re- diverted from the great duties of their functions."
maini~g somewhat objectionable word, the latter com- This sounds suspiciously like one of the favorit
mentary very properly proposes a perfectly proper word arguments against giving the ballot to woman.
~sa substitute. With these changes, the passages would
She ought not to "be diverted from the great
be far less indehcate than many paSBages found in the
duties"
which her functionlil devolve upon her.
criminal laws of every state in the union. In short, it
would be a passage of which the most sensitiv nerves 'l he Chattanooga :rimes thinks that an amendment
need not be afraid."
to the federal Constitution disqualifying ministers

and priests for office would be promptly ratified by
the Southern states without an exception. Curiously enough, the reason it assigns for the exclu.
sion of this class of citizens from direct participation in law-making is the exact opposit of that given
by the framers of the Tennessee constitution. It
says that the real reason for the prohibition was "the
Jeffersonian revolt against ministerial meddling in
civil affairs." From this it would appear that that
clause in the constitution was " writ sarcastic."
The utter futility ·of discrimination against a class
in the effort to safeguard the rights of the people
was perhaps never more conclusivly shown than in
this instance. The ministers of Tennessee were
forbidden to help frame the laws of that state because it was feared that they might make an injurious use of their power if they were put upon an
equality with their lay fellow-citizens. What is the
result? Why, Tennessee is one of the most intolerant states in the Union, aq witness the abominable persecution of the Adventists. What has proJ!Cription gained forfreedom of conscience 1 Nothing, of course ; it never does. It never pays to
discriminate when framing constitutions and enacting laws. Partialism is unwise, dangerous, suicidal.
No matter how plausible may be the arguments
with which we justify, or try to justify, these
political boycotts, they are sure to bring in their
train greater evils than those they were designed to
cure or prevent. Let the example o·f Tennessee be
a warning to those who are just now fascinated
with the Orange idea that it would be a fine stroke
of policy to shut Catholics out of office and expatriate Catholic priests, perhaps even to disfranchise
·an of that faith. "The blood of the martyrs is the
seed of the church," and every Catholic made to
suffer in any way because he is a Catholic will be
strengthened in his faith instead of alienated from
it and his influence in its behalf will be tenfold
greater than it was before. It seems absolutely
incredible that this should for an instant fail to be
self-evident to any Freethinker, and to every Freethinker.

''Four Hundred Years of Freethought" is Out
·
and Away. 1
AH advance orders for Mr. Putnam's masterpiece of Freethought literature hav been filled, and
now we are able to send out the book as it is or·
dered. Among the commendations of the Volume
that hav already come to our desk are these:
" 'Four Hundred Years of Freethonght' received. I
hav not had time to fully examin the work, but believe it
is all yon claim in the advertisment; and so far as the
get-up of the book is concerned, it is side by side with
Mr. C. P. Farrell's volume 'of Ingersoll's lectures, in my
opinion,
A. B. LENNox."
"BosToN, MAss., Oct, 10, 1894.
"I hav just .received my copy of 'Four Hundred Years
of Freethought,' and looked over all the pictures, and
they are a very fine set of Freethinkers, men and women.
I hav seen about forty of the originals, and testify that
the portraits are good likenesses. I consider it an honor
to be mentioned in such a book. I wish yon may hav a
hundred editions.
HENRY N. SToNE."
"MoNTREAL, Oct. 12, 1894.
"I got 'Four Hundred Years of Freethonght' yester·
day, and was indeed surprised to see such a grand book.
Every wide-awake Freethinker who can raise the money
will be bound to hav it; for it is not only a complete out·
line of the progress of modern thought, but it is espe·
cially interesting to see the faces and know about the lives
of the men and women whose writings we constantly
read People pay fifty cents for a portrait of a celebrity,
and here are one hundred and fo:rty portraits, most of
them printed in a high style of art, $70 worth, and more
besides! All for $51 Comrade Putnam deserves great
praise for this tremendous effort, wonderfully well done
in so short a time. His power of description and narration is marvelous; he is one of the most forcible and yet
ornate writers of our time. The publishers, too, are en·
titled to much commendation for their share of the work.
.

"R. C. A."

As will be seen by reference to our advertisments
on our 1st and 2d pages, we are making some very
favorable offers in connection with this book.
"Camilla" is informed that no attention is paid
to anonymous manuscripts. All articles intended
for publication must be accompanied by the real
name of the writer. Of course any initial or nom
de plume may be attached to the article, but the
author's name must be made known to the editor•.
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Four New :Books by Colonel Ingersoll.
Colonel Ingersoll has a new lecture, which he will
deliver this fall and winter. It is entitled "The
Holy Bible," and is now ready in pamphlet form.
A million copies should be sold, a~d we. are ready
to dispose of our share of them at the regular and
low price of twent,y-five cents each. It will make a
superb missionary document.
His lectures on Shakspere and Lincoln are also
in press, and will be ready soon. The price of each
will be twenty-five cents. They will be printed in
handsome shape, in paper covers.
Every one
will want copies of these spleU:did addresses, and
orders may be sent to us at once, and will be filled
as soon as we get the books from the publisher.
Another pamphlet which everybody will want is
this: "Is Suicide a Sin ~" The work contains Colonel Ingersoll's two letters to the New York World,
together with the replies of famous clergymen and
others, a verdict from a jury of eminent men of
New York, curious facts about suicides, celebrated
essays and opinions of noted men, and an original
chapter on the "Great Suicides of History." Price,
in heavy paper, with late portrait of Robert G. Ingersoll, twenty-five cents.

its words it would cea.se to legislate and the Senators would renounce their salaries and hereafter
look to their heavenly father for their food, raiment,
and shelter. If to be a Christian one must put in
practice the precepts of the Sermon on the Mount.
there is not a Christian in the world to-day.
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want to spank all the Freethinkers, Jews, and Adventists in the country.
----------~----------

We in America are a free people ; we love liberty,
in the abstract; we laud it in the papers, and shout
praises of it from the political stumps and Fourth
of July rostrums, but this is the way we allow an
The Dakota gentle~an who thinks that the illiterate old man to lead us around by our auricular appendages. The story is told in the Times of
mythical miraculous preservation of the three Hebrew children gave God a license to burn to death this city:
"Anthony Comstock, the agent of the Society for the
the five hundred people who perished in the forest
Suppression of Vice, had a lively argument yesterday
fires in the Northwest this year may be pleased to with J. A. Wood, who, in company with Edward Paisle,
hear that the same " merciful Providence " has just is the publisher of a series of pamphlets which are being
killed nine Hebrew children in this city by throw- sold by the street pedlers.
"Mr. Comstock met Wood in Ann street. He began
ing ail unfinished factory down upon the tenements
converMtion by asking where Wood published the
the
in which they resided. As all Christians who are books.
Wood replied that they were printed in Philafamiliar with the Bible are aware, God long since delphia.
solved the problem of aerial navigation, and in old
''Mr. Comstock ordered the publisher to take the books
times was occasionally seen :flying " on the wings off the wagons, telling him tbat they were unfit to put beof the wind." Well, on the morning of October fore young people.
"'Young man,' said Mr. Comstock, 'are yon aware
lOth he came along on the hurricane which swept that yon are violating the law?'
over this city and picked up an eight-11tory brick
"'No,' replied Mr. Wood. 'Judge O'Brien handed
building, and with it killed the nine Hebrew chil- down a decision that the books were not obscene.'
"'Judge O'Brien's decision is not worth the paper it
dren mentioned, members of the Steinman, Korones,
is
written on,' retorted Comstook.
and Abrahams families. He had just counted the
"'Yon can take your choice,' said Comstock. 'Either
hairs of their heads,· as is his wont.
--------~~-------take those books from the street or go to court and de" Is it not time t0 stop tinkering with the Bible and
fend yourself. I advise yon to take them off, as yon hav
treat it as a baok commanding respect, reverence, and
The United States Government is run by the no defense to make.' Wood said he would hav them
obedience?"- The Presbyterian.
Christian church. Because Postmaster Hesing of taken off, and the argnment ended."
The time has come to stop worshiping the Bible Chicago was going to hav a parade of the carriers
"And the argument ended"! Why shouldn't it
and to treat it as all other books should be treated of the city-with their cheerful consent-on Sun- end to Comstock's complete satisfaction when the
-accept the truths it contains, reject what is not day, the preachers raised a great fuss and sent in a agent of such a"society can snap his fingers with
true, and hold the judgment in suspension regard- protest to the department at Washington, and perfect impunity in the face of a judge of the
ing what is doubtful.
they of Chicago were reinforced by the priests in Supreme Court of the state? Our dictator grows
----------~-------other parts of the country. The department sur- more and more arrogant as the years go by and the
It will no doubt in~erest all Freethinkers to learn
rendered and countermanded the parade. The in- ·hand of justice continues to do injustice at his
that the pious and pestiferous Henry W: Blair, of
solence of these preachers is simply intolerable. command. Occasionally a judge snubs him, but
New Hampshire, who is again a candidate for
Let the people tell them that it is none of their he does no~ care so very much for that, for he is
United States Senator, has been indorsed by the
business what the letter carriers do with their time convinced that a man who can hav his own way, as
American Protectiv Association of his state. Inaswhen off duty. The Freethought Letter-Writing he does, nineteen times out of twenty, is extremely
much as Blair is one of the· most conspicuous supCorps will this week write to Postmaster-General lucky, as things go in this world. And he is right.
porters of various church-and-state schemes, while
It is a quite common error to suppoee that the
the association named claims to stand for the Bissell, at Washingtion, D. C., in protest against
divorce of politics a:r:id religion, the aetion of the New this interference with Postmaster Hesing and majority is justified in suppressing by force whatHampshire councils will no doubt induce serious the carriers of Chicago at the dictation of men ever they imagin is productiv of bad results Inthought in the minds of a few people of Liberal who want to make all the people of the country be- deed, this is the mistaken idea most frequently
lieve as they believe or pretend to believe.
entertained by people who otherwise think with
views.

W. Holman Hunt, the artist, in his presidential
address to the Sunday Society of England, suggested that Jesus Christ, were he living in Christendom to- day; would advise his disciples to visit the
museums on Sunday. Merely observing in passing
that if the people of the world had heeded his injunction· to take no thought for the morrow, there
would be no museums for anybody to visit on any
day, it should be said that it makes little difference
what Jesus or Julius Cresar would think about the
matter. What is essential is this: Would the
Sunday opening of museums and other places where
useful information and pleasant entertainment can
be found be conduciv to the physical, intellectual,
and moral well-being of the peopleT There can be
no doubt that it would; That settles the question,
regardless of the supposititious opinion of some ancient citizen who never heard of a museum or of an
art gallery.
The Christian Reformer, referring to the current
story of the group of Senators who did not know
where to look in the Bible for the Sermon on the
Mount, remarks: .
"Think of men being sent to the United States Senate
who know sa little of the Bible I It is not likely they
would put much of the spirit of the Sermon on the Mount
in their legislation."
If they should set out to put in practice the
principles of that discourse they would. at once
abolish the judicial oath. How would that suit the
pious people who think they cannot tell the truth
unless they swear to it T The Senators would also
set themselvs against all laws for the collection of
debt and all laws punishing kidnaping. The
Senate would. dismiss its chaplain, for he prays in
the public place where and because he may be
"seen of men." It would adopt a resolution protesting against the accumulation of property or
the doing of anything involving taking thought for
the days to come, and to harmo~e ~t13 ac~iop. with

more than average clearness. The church has
always acted in accordance with this view, and the
result is that she has been the most cruel and destructiv power that has ruled and desolated humanity. Freethought is the protest of common sense,
science, mercy, justice, and liberty against this
baleful delusion. The sole legitimate function of
enacted law is the protection of the personal and
property rights of the individual. When it goes
beyond that it becomes crime and invites disaster.
There is no justification in €thics or statesmanship
for the attempted suppression of the propaganda
of any creed. At rare intervals some misguided
Infidel suggests that it would be well to forbid the
preaching of Christian doctrine because the preaching and acceptance of those doctrine often produce
evil fruits. Such people seem to forget that for
Freethinkers to advocate the regulation of belief by
law is suicidal. If it would be right and expedient
for us, were we in the majority, to make the teaching of principles-for instance, the infamous dogma
of hell-fire,· or the other miserable doctrine taught
The National Reformers and other people of that at revivals-which we think harmful a crime to be
ilk are very strongly impressed with the idea that punished by the state/why would not the present
the kingdom of God will be in a fair way to be majority be at perfect liberty to make the teaching
realized on earth if only they can get a recognition of principles which they think harmful a crime to
of their peculiar religious notions into the Constitu- be punished by the state! If the lack of power is
tion and rigid Sunday laws written in the national all that prevents us attempting the suppression by
and state statute books. Their childlike faith in force of the Christian religion, what warrant hav we
the saving grace of brute force reminds Rev. E. M. to complain if the Christiaas act upon the hint we
Wheelock, of Austin, Texas, of a bright little five- giv them and suppress FrePthought by force T
year-old girl who wanted her mother to adopt as a Were the Demands of Liberalism formulated and is
playmate for her a boy baby who had been left an the fight for Secularism waged only because we are
orphan. Its parents were Jews. The mothe:t was at present in the position of the under dog, and are
averse to such an arrangement and thought she we to prove false to all our high professions when
could settle the matter for good by saying: " But, we get on top'? If that is our program the ChrisMabel, he is a Jew, and you wouldn't hav a Jew for tians would be fully justified, reasoning as a certain
your little brother, would you T" Mabel considered Western paper does, in exterminating us at once.
the question. for a moment, and then said: "No, Any Liberal journal that takes the position herein
mamma, I wouldn't; but can't you spank him and criticised plays directly intq the hands of the ~h~Q
m~~ him believe
Chp!!lt 1" The Covenanters cratic reactionist11.

We do not know whethE-r the Mennonites love
their enemies, as Jesus commandt>d his disciples to do, but it seems that there are some of
that sect who are w11ling to be robbed for the
glory of God. A press dispatch tells us that on
October 8th, in Manor township, near Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, the house of Christian Witner, a
Mennonite, was entered by burglars and several
thousand dollars, which Mr. Witner had just drawn
from t.he bank, was stolen. The Mennonites do
not countenance war or civic con~ention, and consequently Mr. Witner had no weapons in the house
and so was an easy victim. Wishing to avoid all
"civic contention," the family did not acquaint the
authorities with their loss and the officials did not
heal' of it until the lOth. Now the Witners are worried because there is likely 1io be trouble about the
matter. We sincerely hope that no Christian or
latitudinarian panegyrist of the Sermon on the
Mount will make fun of this good Mennonite family.

w
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An Autobiographical Sketch of Paine.
Moncure D. Conway sends to the New York

Evening Post an unpublished letter by Thomas
Paine, with an introductory note as follows:
SIB: The subjoined autobiographical sketch by
Thomas Paine appears to me of great interest. It
was inclosed in a letter of January 14,1779, written
from Philadelphia to the Hon. Henry Laurens.
Paine had resigned his office as secretary of the
Committee of Foreign Affairs on Januarv 8, on account of the controversy with Silas Deane, and
Laurens had resigned the presidency of Congress
in connection with the same matter. The letter was
probably written at Laurens's request; it i~ hastily
written, and its egotism should be read with the
re:fl.ection that it was a private letter to Paine's
most intimate friend. After slumbering long among
the papers of Mr. Gaorge Bancroft, this interesting
document found its way into the possession of the
Lenox Library.
MoNOUBE D. CoNWAY.
PAINE's LETTER TO LAURENS.

the coffee-house 1 and though the work was thus
increased, and consequently should hav borne a
higher price, yet, in order that it might produce the
general service I wished, I confined Mr. Bradford
to sell them at only one shilling each, or te?pe~ce
by the dozen, and to enable him to d~ th1s With
sufficient advantage to himself, I let h1m ha.v the
pamphlets at Std. Pennsylvania currency each.
The sum of std. each was reserved to defray the
expense of printing, paper, advertising, etc., and
such as might be given away. The state of the account at present is that I am £39 lls. out of
pocket, being the difference between w~at I hav
paid for printing, etc., and what I haY received from
Bradford. He has a sufficiency in his hands to halance with and clear me, which is all I aimed at, but
by his unaccountable dilatoriness and unwillingness
to settle accounts, I fear I shall be obliged to sustain a real loss exclusiv of my trouble.
I think the importance of that pamphlet was
such that if it had not appeared, and that at the
exact time it did, the Congress would not now hav
been sitting where thsy are, The light which that
performance threw upon the subject gave a turn to
the politics of America which enabled her to stand
her ground. Independence followed in six months
after it, although before it was published it was a
dangerous doctrin to speak of, and that because it
was not understood. ·

Monies J"eceived since I hav been in America:
Salary for 17 months at 70 dollars per
month(7) ....... ·:··--········:--···················1,190 dollars
For rations and occastonal aBBlBtance at Fort
Lee ....... ································: .. ········ 141 ditto
For defraying the expense of a Journey
from East Town round by MoriBB
when secretary to the Indian CommiBBion(S), and some other matters,
about 140 or 145 dollars..................... 145 ditto

---

Total of public money ......................• 1,476
In the spring, 1776, some private gentleman,
thinking it was too hard that I should, after giving
away my profits for a public good, be money out of
pocket on account of some expense I was put tosent ~e by the hands of Mr. Christophl'!r Marshall
108 dollars.
·
You ·hav here, sir, a faithful history of my services and my rewards.

(1) In 1767 Paine was usher in a school in Kensington,
London.-M. D. C.
(2) Robert Aitkin. This was the Pennsylvania Magazine.-M. D. C.
(3) Scott was a CommiBSioner of the Board of Excise,
by which Paine had been employed.-M. D. C.
SIR: For your amusement I giv you a short his(4} "Common Sense" appeared January 10, 1776.-M.
tory of my conduct since I hav been in America.
D.C.
I brought with me letters of introd.uction from
(5) The Rev. William Smith, M.D., President of the
University of Philadelphia.-M. D. C.
Dr. Franklin. These letters were with a :flying seal,
(6} The Flying Camp.-M. D. C.
that I might, if I thought proper, close them with
(7) As Secretary of the Congressional Committee of
a wafer. One was to Mr. Bache of this city. The
Foreign Affairs, to which he was appointed April17,1777.
terms of Dr. Franklin's recommendation were "a
C.
worthy, ingenious, eto." My particular design was
In order to accommodate that pamphlet to every -M.D.
(8) This commiBBion met the Indian chiefs at Easton,
to establish an academy on the plan they are con- man's purchase and to do honor to the cause, I Pa., in January, 1777.-M. D. C.
ducted in and about London, which I was well ac- gave up the profits I was justly entitled to, which
More About Suicide.
quainted with. • I came some months before Dr. in this city only would at the usual price of books
Franklin, and waited here for his Arrival. In the [hav] produced me £1,000 at that time o'day, beThe question of the right of suicide from the
meantime a person of this city desired me to giv sides what I might hav made by extending it to Christian standpoint involves the greater question
him some assistance in conducting a magazine, other states. I gave permission to the printers in of God's providence and his claims upon I) an; or,
which I did without making any bargain. • The other parts of this state to print it on their own stated generally, the question whether Go l has aswork turned out very profitable. Dr. Witherspoon account. I believe the number of copies printed ilerted any rights on earth that ma~ is b J nd to
had likewise a concern [in] it. At the end of six and sold in America was not short of 150,000-and respect. His self-appointed mouthpieces h v for
monthA I thought it necessary to come to some con- is the greatest sale that any performance ever had ages maintained that he has. First, as, they aid,
tract. I agreed to leave the matter to arbitration. since the use of. letters, exclusiv of the great run it he made man in his own image and then com-.
'l'he bookseller mentioned two on his own part- had in England and Ireland.
manded that that image should be respected and
Mr. Duchee, your late chaplain, and Mr. HopkinThe doctrin of that book was opposed in the not marred. (Gen. ix, 6) Next was the notion of
son. I agreed to them and declined mentioning public newspapers under the signature of Cato, God's government over these images of himselfany on my part.
But the bookseller getting who, I believe, was Dr. Smith, • and I was sent for his providence, as it is called; a " smiling proviinformation of what Mr. Duchee's private opinion from New York to reply to him, which I did, and dence" if the images were c;loing well and meriting
was, withdrew from the .arbitration, or rather re- happily with success. My letters are under the his approbation; or a "frowning providence" if
fused to go into it, as our agreement to abide by it signatl!re of "The Forrester." It was likewise op- they had be.en misbehaving and were undergoing
was only verbal. I was requested by several literary posed in a pamphlet signed "Plain Truth," but the disciplin and punishment. Such calamities as pergentlemen of this city to undertake such a work on performance was too weak to do any hurt or deserve sonal accidents and sickness, destructiv storms,
my own account, and I could hav rendered it very any answer. In July following the publication of :floods, lightning, pestilence, and all such unman"Common Sense" the Associators of this state• ageable agencies were reckoned as 'the "acts of
profitable.
As I always had a taste to science, I naturally marched to Amboy under the command of General God," and meant for punishment when he is in the
had friends of that cast in England, and among the Roberdeau. The command was large, yet there frowning humor. The 'necessity to labor for a livrest George Lewis Scott, esq., through whose for- was no allowance for a secretary. I offered my ing was also regarded as a curse pronounced on
mal introduction, my first acquaintance with Dr. service voluntarily, only that my expenses should mankind for the sin of Adam (Gen. iii, 19).
Franklin commenced. • I esteem Mr. Scott as one be paid. and all the charge I put General Roberdeau
Then the notion logically following these assumpof the most amiable characters I know of, but his to was $48 ; although he frequently pressed me to tions was that it was an act of presumption and
particular situation had been, that in the minority make free with his private assistance. After the rebellion to attempt to thwart the designs of God
of the present King he was his sub-preceptor, and associators returned I went to Fort Lee, and con- by trying to prevent the calamities he meant to infrom the occasional traditionary accounts yet re- tinued with Gen. [Nathaniel] Greene till the evacu- :fl.ict. Thus, if a man were sick it was rulable to
maining in the family of Mr. Scott, I obtained the ation.
ask God to cure hi~, but a sin for him to take
true character of the present King from his childA few days after our army had crossed the Dela- medicin with a view of curing himself. King Asa
hood upwards, and, you may naturally suppose, of ware on the 8th of December, 1776, I came to was supposed to hav suffered for this sin-of seekthe present ministry. I saw the people of this Philadelphia on public sPrvice, and seeing the de- ing "to the physicians " instead of to the Lord
country were all wrong, by an ill-placed confidence. plorable and melancholy condition the people were (2 Chron. xvi, 12). During the Middle Ages the
After the breaking out of hostilities I was confident in, afraid to speak and almost to think, the public church discountenanced phy'sic and habitually attheir design was a total conquest. I wrote to Mr. presses stopped, and nothing in circulation but tempted to control all sickness and pestilence by
Scott in May, 1775, by Capt. James Josiah, now in fears and falsehoods, I sat down, and in what I may prayer and ceremony. When lightning rods were
this city. I read the letter to him before I closed call a passion of patriotism, wrote the first number first introduced in France they were denounced by
it. I used in it this free expression: "Surely the of the Crisis. It was published on the 19th of the church as impious because designed to thwart
ministry are all mad; they never will be able to December, which was the very blackest of times, the will of God in steering the thunderbolt.
conquer America." The reception which the last being before the taking of the Hessians at Trenton
For a long time all sorts of invention calculated
petition of Congress met with put it past a doubt I gave that piece to the printer gratis, and con- to save labor was looked upon by the "rigid rightthat such was their design, on which I determined fined him to the price of two coppers, which was eous" as the work of the devil and designed to nulwith myself to write the pamphlet [Common] Sense. sufficient to defray his charge.
lify God's curse.
.
As I knew the time of the Parliament meeting, and
I then published the second number, which, beAbout fifty years ago a very pious old farmer
had no doubt what sort of a king•s· speech it would ing as large again as the first number, I gave it to lived in Ohio, who had accepted God's curse of
produce, my contrivance was to hav the pamphlet him on the condition of. his taking only four cop- labor in good faith and never tri~d to shirk or take
come out just at the time the speech might arrive pers each. It contained sixteen pages.
any easy ways. He always cut his grain with a
in America, and so fortunate was I in this cast of
I then published the third number, containing sickle. But finally, when he was no longer able to
policy that both of them made their appearance in thirty two pages, and gave it to the printer, con- work, one season he sent for his grandsons to come
this city on the same day.' The first edition was fining him to nine pence.
and cut his field of wheat. He spied them coming,
printed by Bell on the recommendation of Dr. Rush.
When the account of the battle of Brandywine each carrying a grain "cradle," which was then a
I gave him the pamphlet on the following condi- got to this city, the people were again in a sta#e of new-fangled invention. He hastened to meet them
tiona: That if any loss should arise I would pay it fear and dread. I immediately wrote the fourth and forbade them from taking the sacrilegious im-and in order to make him industrious in circulat- number [of the Crisis]. It contained only four plements into his field. ''Boys," said he, "my grain
ing it, I gave him one-half the profite, if it should pages, and as there was no less money than the may fall down and rot, but it shall never be cut by
produce any I gave a written order to Col. Joseph sixth of dollars in general circulation, which would those inventions of the devil." But all this is
Dean and Capt. Thos. Prior, both of this city, to hav been too great a price, I ordered four thousand changed. The more advanced of God's friends and
receive the other half, and lay it out for mittens for to be printed at my own private charge and given spokesmen hav renounced for him all claim upon
the troops that Wlire going to Quebec. I did this away.
human suffering and misfortune. They allow man
to do honor to the cause. Bell kept the whole, and
The fifth number I gave Mr. Dunlap, at Lancas- to invent and discover to his heart's content, and
abused me into the bargain. The prize he set upon ter. He, very much against my consent, set half a apply his discoveries to the entire nullification of
them was two shillings. I then ~nlarged the pam- • crown upon it; he might hav.done it for a great all of God's providences so far as they are hostil to
phlet with an appendix and an address to the Qua- deal less. The sixth and seventh numbers I gave his peace and comfort. They concede that God
kers, which made it one-third bigger than before; in the papers. The seventh number would hav takes no delight in seeing men suffer, and enters
printed 6,000 at my own expense, 3,000 by B. made a pamphlet of twenty-four pages, and brought no protest against the use of anresthetics to make
Towne, 3,000 by Cist & Stayner, and delivered them me in $3,000 or $4:,000 in a very few days, at the him insensible to pain. '!'he preacher himself will
ready stitched and fit for sale to Mr. Bradford at price which it ought to hav borne.
nat hesitate to take odontunder when a tooth is to
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help huma:nity is the noblest work of man. So I
My Religion.
be pulled; or chloroform when a leg is to be sawed
off. The more advanced agree with the evolutionist
I believe in the nobility of human life. . I believe believe in the religion of love than which there can
that man was not created in the image of God but in the sacredness of human happiness. I believe be none more magnificent-none more sublime.
in the image of a monkey ; and that he has been in the divinity of human love. I believe in the relig- Love is the brightest star that shines in the sky of
slowly growing into an image of what a God ought ion of this world. I believe in freedom. I believe the·human heart. It is the loftiest tree that rocks
to be ever si.ri.ce, by reason of these very inventions in liberty. I believe in right. I believe in truth. and bends fu the forest of affections. It is . the
that put him in a position to get the most satisfac- I helieve in goodness. I believe in kindness. I most beautiful rose that buds and blossoms in the
tion out of his environment. Now where can they believe in gladness. I believe in blessedness. I :flower garden of human sentiments. It is the lily
logically stop in these concessions to man T No- want to see everybody happy. .I believe in com- of the valley-the human soul's bright sun. It is
where. If he has a right to take chloroform or fort. I believe in contentment. I believe in joy. king of kings, and lord of lords. It is over and
morphine to escape his suffering, why has he not I believe in the holiness of the human smile. I above everything else. "It is the greatest thing
the right to use the more effectual remedy of sui- believe in the sanctity of human laughter. I pity in the world.,.
Without love there could be no joy-no happicide! If God wants a man to suffer, he has no the unfortunate possessor of a long religious face.
right to take chloroform ; if he does not want him I do not believe in J ehovahs and Satans, and gods ness-no summer-no sunshine--no rapture-no
to su:ffer he must hav the right of suicide, if that is and devils and angels and demons and heavens ecstasy. All would be black hate. Boys could not
the only way of escape.
and hells and New Jerusalems and purgatories. I play. Birds could not sing. Flowers could not
If a man is sick with an agonizing and fatal dis- believe in men, women, and children, in the uni- bloom. The beautiful could not exist.
Love has made men ·work. It has built homes.
ease, the doctor does not hesitate to put him under verse, this world, the earth, in America, the United
the influence of opiates, and when one dose wears States, in you and in myself. I think more of my It has tilled the soil. It has raised stock. It has
out and the man becomes sensible of his misery mother, my brother, and myself than I do of any sent boys and girls to school. It has made men
again, he givs him another, and if necessary, keeps trinity above the clouds. I like my fellow-men. I and women. It has done more for this world than
it up a Week or a month, or until the patient dies; like this world. It is good enough for me. I like all the gods of all religions, of all lands and of all
and everyone-preachers and all-agree it is right. the way weare progressing. We are getting better times. It has made humllJl life worth living. It
'rh11.t is, the mind of the patient is killed and his every day. Hatred, ignorance, selfishness, and in- has changed bitter to sweet-rough to smoothbody left to die of the disease. What a man may em- tolerance are giving way to love, education, liberal- long to short-pain to pleasure-sorrow to happiploy a doctor to do for him he has a right to do for ity, and justice. Nearly everybody in this world ness. It has made men and women good and great,
himselF, if he can. That is, he has a right to de- has ideas of his own. People are beginning to tender, kind, and just.
Upon what foundation does society rest t From
stroy his mind in· order to abolish intolerable open their eyes. They are doing their own thinkagony. 'rhis involves his right to destroy the body ing. Every man's brain is his church. Doubt and what beginning hav all reformations sprung t
too, since a body without a mind is functionless unbelief are gaining ground. Christianity has been Upon what base do all good laws stand T From
and worse than useless to anybody, and so the weighed in the balance and found wanting. Science what origin hav all beliefs developed T I answer,
operation that destroys the mind practically de- is bringing light. Mankind is on the upward love. Not love for God, but love for man. Love.
stroys the body.
march. Error is dying. Truth is rising. The for the good, the great, the beautiful, and the true.
In superstition's night, under the bloody hand of
All our rights are held subject to and limited by world is getting better every hour.
the rights of others. So that in any given case,
I believe in that -love that binds man to man, intolerance, surrounded by thumbscrews and racks,
whether suicide is right or not, depends upon cir- and strews along the pathway of every individual by fagots and stakes, by dogmas and ropes, by
cumstances. The desire of one to escape the ills of the tenderest :flowers of the sweetest perfume. I wheels and prisons, standing in the shadow of
life must be balanced against the claims that others like the big-heartedness of the great majority of death, the brave men, the good men, the heretics,
may hav upon him. And here, if anywhere, is the our people. I am glad that love can find a home the Infidels who loved principle better than policy,
dared to speak the truth on the side of right.
place for the state to put in its interference. And in almost every breast.
since it takes an interest in the birth of citizens by
I like the order and nature of things in this They had the courage to face the threats of gods
endeavoring to insure each one a licensed and legit- world. I like all the seasons of the year. :( like and men. They feared fire neither on earth nor in
imate entrance into the world, it might not appear winter. I like summer. I like the snow and the hell. And why T Because they loved the right.
so very illogical if it should seek to regulate his ice. I like ·the birds and the :flowers, and the trees They died that truth might liv because they loved
voluntary exit. So, for the consideration of those and the grass. I like the gdod, the great, and the their fellow-men.
Happiness is the only good. Humanity is the
states that, like New York, wish to interfere with beautiful. I like to read Shakspere's plays and
only religion. Home is the only heaven. Hussuicid~, I suggest, with more or less seriousness, Hugo's novels, and I thank them. for their works.
the following regulations :
I like the music we hav in this world, and I thank band, wife, and children arA the only angels. Love
First. Any person desirous of committing suicide the great composers. I like the way Remenyi plays is the only god. And all I ask, and all I hope for,
must first apply to the Probate Court for a license. the violin. I like to hear men and women sing. I is to be blessed with such a good-to enjoy a belief
Second. The Probate Court shall examin the like the common-sense we hav here. I like to hear in such a religion-to liv in such a heaven-to be
candidate with respect to his sanity, and if he is Ingersoll lecture. There is enough of the good, surrounded by such angels, and to be watched over
0. W. WILLIAMs.
insane, he shall be sent to a lunatic asylum, where, the great, and the beautiful on this earth to fill by such a goq.
Springfield, .Mo.
in the course of time, he will be killed by kindness. every soul with rapture through all eternity. I like
---------.--------Third. If the candidate is sane the court shall everything that tends to increase human happiness.
Two J. C.'s.
ascertain whet-her he has posted his books and left And I believe it is the duty of every man to add to
It
is
often
said
that the resurrection of Jesus
his accounts in intelligible shape, and insured his the pleasures of every other man. This is the life
Christ
is
as
well
attested
as the death of Julius
to enjoy. Now is the time, and right here is the
life.
Cresar.
It ought to be as the supernatural prodigies
Fourth. The court shall ascertain what use the place, to be happy. This is the only life we are
candidate is to his friends, whether they giv: their sure of. If we are not happy here we niay never said to hav accompanied that tragedy, whenThe graves stood tenantless, and the sheeted dead
consent, and whether it is possible to find a remedy be. He tbat saves his life may never lose it, but
Did Eqneak and gibber in the Roman streets.
in life for the troubles the candidate is endeavoring he that loses his life may never find it. It is not Professor J. A. Fronde, in a ''Plea for the Free
to escape. If the court finds it to be the man's necessary that we should believe in a future state. Discussion of Theological Difficulties," which he
duty to liv he must refuse the license, otherwise he It is only necessary that we should believe in a wrote in Fraser's Magazine, and which is repub.
must grant it. But the chances are that by this present one. It is not enough that men should ex- lished in his "Short Studies on Great Subjects," thus
time the candidate will hav become sufficiently dis- ist, they should liv noble, sublime lives. It is not disposes of the rash contention: "Julius Cmsar was
gusted to be willing to liv a while longer. But if necessary to be miserable here in order to be happy killed in a public place, in the presence of friend and
hereafter.
not, then
·
foe, in a remarkable but still perfectly natural manIf there is a savior we will all be saved. There ner. The circumstances were minutely known to
Fifth. He is to be given his license and sent to
the morgue, where apartments are to be fitted up is no doubt about it.
all the world, and were never denied or doubted
I pity every human being that believes in punish- by anyone. Our Lord, however, seems purposely to
for suicides' use, and furnished with razors, pistols,
ment.
I
know
how
it
is.
I
k~ow
how
to
sympathize.
ropes, a tank of deep water, a choice collection of
hav withheld such public proof of his resurrection
poisons, and all the necessary implements for a , I hav been through the mill. I hav experienced as would hav left no room for unbelief. He showed
the
fears
and
dreads
that
arise
from
such
a
belief.
quick and licensed exit.
himself, 'not to all the people '-not to his enemies,
Everything being done thus, "decently and in But, thanks to common sense and a tender heart, I whom his appearance would hav overwhelmed-but
hav
waded
out
·of
the
swamps
of
superstition.
I
order," the state ought to be satisfied.
'to witnesses chosen before;' to the circle of his
God's claims to the life and sufferings of a man hav accepted humanity as my religion, and at its own friends. There is no evidence which a jury
having been set aside, the only other claims are altar I shall worship. I can never bow my head to could admit that he was ever actually dead. So
those of his fellow-men. It takes two sides to Israel's God, nor bend my knee to the author of unusual was it for persons crucified to die so soon,
make a binding bargain. Whether a man owes hell. I can never believe in a religion that fills the that Pilate, we are told, ' marveled.' The subsesociety anything depends on what society has done human b~;east with sorrow, that causes the hearts quent appearances wer& strange. and scarcely intel·or is willing to do for him. If she wants him to liv of children to ache with fear, that makes death a ligible. Those who saw him did not recognize him
it is her du~y to make his life tolerable, otherwise demon and the dying man his victim. I can never till he was made known to them in the breaking of
he is not morally obligAd to liv on his own account. believe in a religion that separates husband and bread. He was visible and invisible. · He was misA man belongs to himself except to the extent that wife-mother and child. I can never believe in a taken by those who were most intimate with him
he has by his own act bound himself to others. religion that cursed the human race with war.
for another person ; nor do the accounts agree
I can never believe in a religion that has caused which are given by the different Evangelists. Of
And he is not bound to accept life on terms imposed
by others, and to which he ha~ not given his consent. bloodshed and crime. I can never believe in a re- investigation in the m:)dern sense (except in the
He is by nature introduced to life with suscepti- ligion that has deprived any human being of one one instance of St. Thomas, and St. Thomas was
bilities and feelings that imply a promis of condi- iota of happiness. But I can and do believe in a rather rebuked than praised) there was none, and
tions to giv him happiness. It is only when. this religion that has for its aim the welfare of the whole could be none. The evidence offered was different
promis is performed th~t he is under obligation to human family. The holiest and most sacred, the in kind, and the blessing was not to those who
accept existence, and the performance in itself in- grandest and the highest, the purest and the no- satisfied themselvs of the truth of the fact by a
sq.res his cordial acceptance of it; while its non- blest sentiment that man can feel is that which can searching inquiry, but who gave their assent with
performance givs him both the right and the in- hav its abode only in the tenderest of hearts-love the unhesitating confidence of love."-London
for humanity. What is more excellent than to love
JAs. B. ALEXANDER.
centiv to reject it.
.Freethinker.
mankind T What is more worthy of man's love than
The goodness of God is fully demontotrated in man 1 To love is to be charitable. To love is to
CoLONEL INGERSOLL will lecture at the Star Theater,
the story of how he allowed the devil to destroy be benevole:nt. To love is to be liberal. But with- New York, on the evening of November 11th. Bubje,ot,
"my servant Job's" property, kill his family, and out· love neither charity, nor benevolence, nor lib- "The Holy Bible." This is his new discourse, and
erality can exist. To love them is to· help, and to shakes up orthodoxy as only he can do it.
finally cover him with boils.
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Observations.
If that Voltaire o~ the present century, Theron
0. Leland, could hav lived a few years longer-=-long
enough to read the discussion on "Woman's
Sphere " recently occupying the columns of the
San Francisco Examiner-he would hav enjoyed a
pleasure which was denied him. He would hav
seen one of his children following his trail over the
field of reform with a footstep as light, an eye as
keen, and an air as jaunty as his own. For some
years the reading public has known Lilian Leland
as the author of a book of travels around the world,
but she has not until the present time taken up her
pen to write radical articles. When I resided in
San Francisco Lilian was not a reformer. She
saw no reason why the ideas of people should be
·disturbed, though erroneous. While an ardent admirer of her distinguished father, she was wont to
maintain, against my own strenuous opposition,
that he exercised himself unduly over the follies of
the world and the falsities of its beliefs. In San
Francisco especially, she held, there Wl\l!l no call for
advanced doctrin. Perhaps tha.t sandy city has
grown conservativ since those days ; at any rate,
Lilian has become a. reformer. She has joined an
Equal Rights League, and as one of a committee
appeared before a convention of male politicians to
present the claims of women as citizens and voters.
Her reception there, which to one as engaging a~
herself could not fail to be cordial, gave her courage,
and when that old chestnut, "Is Homtlli!e Women's
Limit?" came up for discussion 1n the papers she
was decidedly in it. I hav read a good deal about
the ~p_here
woman, but Lilian has hit upon a
defin1t10n of 1t that must stand forever because it
is all-inclusiv. "Woman's sphere, indeed," she
says; "the sphere of woman is this terrestrial
globe." Having proceeded thus far with unprecedented success, Lilian now takes the third degree
and the last Examiner to hand contains o. report
of one of her public speeches. She is not among
those who are afr~id to tell things exactly as they
are. The followmg words are pervaded with
solemn, but hitherto unuttered truth :
A woman can stand at the washtub all day without
being in the slightest degree nnsexed. It does not unsex
her to chop wood, carry coal, dig potatoes, or harness a
bor&e. She can work until midnight and start in the
next day for another sixteen hours' work, and be just as
W<?manly as possible all the time. A woman can do anyt~n~g that she has to ~o. Human endurance iA the only
bmit she knows. It Is cruel to fling into the faf'e of the
broken-hearted victim of man's perfidy the heartless
taunt, It was her own fault. As a matter of fact, the
Women who are neglected are generally the sweettempered, docil, devoted wives who ho.v no interests
beyond their homes, their husbands, and their children
T~ey m~ke the easiest victims. A domineering womali.
with a hvely sense of her own rights and decided temper
doesn't get imposed on very much.

o!

The autobiographical sketch of Paine which Mr.
Conway has just rowsed out of unmerited obscurity
is calculated to underscore the statement made by
Colonel Ingersoll at New Rochelle last Decoration
Day, to the eftect that " Paine was the best intellectual marksman of his time." Paine says: "As I
knew the time of the Parliament meeting, and had
no doubt what sort of a King'et speech it would
produce, my contrivance was to hav the pamphlet
["Common Sense"] come out just at the time the
speech might arrive in America." Did he hit the
target? He did; he scored a hull's eye. The author proceeds, "And so fortunate was I in this cast
of policy that both of them made their appearance
in this city on the same day." When newspaper
" scoops" are under discussion, this one should not
be lost sight of. It was and remains pre eminent.
If the reader, now made acquainted with Paine's
purpose in writing "Common Sense," turns to that
work and studies it, he will recognize oft-hand that
it is not a reply to King George's extended remarks.
To hav reasoned with the king at that time would
be like arguing with a judge after sentence is prOnounced. Paine knew a trick of the value of two
o~ t~at in th~ American court. He denied the jurisdictiOn of H1s Royal ldiotcy over the colonies and
of all kings over any people, and King Geo~ge's
speech, on the day after it arrived, was not worth
what it cost the tax-payers to hav it engrossed and
framed for presentation. The goosequill that Paine
~xed up with a jackk!life costing one shilling colhded w1th the expens1v scepter of the leading monarch of those days, and made it look like the busted
booms we see in the candidate's backyard after the
vox populi has been heard. As a sensation the
king's add!ess fell . in the soup. The newspapers
?ondensed 1t to a st1ckful.of nonpareil and printed
tt among the estray notu~es, while extracts from
·~Common Sense" were leaded with &hooting-sticks
and $8-point furniture and inserted on the local
page. Paine kept jabbing away, pointing his observ~tions with texts and italics and capitals, until the
JP.ng cQ~l4 :qot find a :j?f!.:j?er o:q this 1:3ide of the 4t-

lantic that would accept his articles, although he
had read them to his friends ana they advised him
to hav them published. At the same time Washington's soldiers were subsisting on bacon and baking powder bread and eating snow to relieve the
sour stomach. Between meals they fought in ~he
Revolutionary war and made notes Bf incidents ~or
veterans of the Civil conflict to reiate when recalling
their personll.l el:pllrieh~e at post meetings of the
G. A. R. When they needed literature to offset the elt'ects of the snow, Paine gave them hot
stuff in the Orisis, which they used for v. ads, dis-·
charging the same at the rumps of retreating redcoats and Hessians. Several patriots remarked that
they would never ha.v rammed their powder hbfue
without that wadding. They did not inqUire into
the religious belief t>f :M:r. i>aine.
Thel!!e are t.h~ inferences I draw from Paine's
autobiographical sketch. It would be interesting
to know why Mr George Bancroft so long kept
the matter from the public; also whether other
historians equally distinguished for piety hav felt
it their duty to make similar concealments. The
work of bringing Thomas Paine beftlre the world
in the bright light of truth goes oh with the persistency of o. naturll.i j>rocess ; and, as the authorhero said ~5nc~rhing another matter, what it lacks
in speed ill s'tipplied by time.
They say that when a man grows up
Of no account "to foe or friend,
He's justified, with steel or cup,
In making of himself an end.
When times were dull and days were dark
I've felt the force of that remark.
When :pessimist talks dolefnl truth,
And his conclnl!ions I perpend 1
Life seems illnsion 1 and in sooth
I hav no doubt that mine should end.
If reason I were asked to giv,
I could not tell yon why I liv.
Why should I linger ? . Let1s reflect :
I wrote this day some jolly squibs j
· I'd like to notice their e:fl:ect
On the hilarious reader's ribs.
Perchance 'tis best to panse a bit,
And see how many folks they hit.
Then there's that little chap of mineLast week we "put him into pants"~
Though tired of life, I sometimes pine
To know what Fortune, Fate, or Chance
Reserves for him. Who'd guide him right
lf I passed in my checks to-night ?
His mother, too; when we got tied
I asked, as 'twere to hide my joy,
"Forever, sweetheart?" bhe replied,
"I'll always and alway!! love my boy."
Think yon she told it to me straight ?
To test that matter I will wait.
The snn.l!et givs to close of day
Pecnliar beattties all its own j
They are not seen by noon, and tliey
To fairest morn were never known.
So may the close of life be blest
And who dies young miss all the best.
The English Secularist has more fortitude, or
assurance, or nerve, or sand, than his American
brother. Otherwise Mr. Charles Watts would not be
standing for an electiv office on a Secular platform.
They "stand " over there, while with us the candidate runs. The purpose of each, however, is to get
there. But to return to Mr Watts; he is candidate for a seat on the London school board, and is
making the canvass as though he ~xpected to be
successful.
His platform is the inculcation of
sound morality and the promotion of education
free from religious teaching or B1ble reading-a
declaration of principles that would defeat him for
election or even nomination in almost any American
community, and I notice that in England he is an
independent candidate. Here he would hav against
him all Protestants, including members of the
American Protectiv Association, who would reject
any man not an anti Catholic bigot; and o.ll Catho
lies, who, though they might not complain of his
platform, would vote for the m!l.n most likely to
make a failure in a.n official capacity and so cast
discredit on the system. The Freethinkers ex<;ept
such as are Republicans, or Democrats, or Populists, or Socialists, or Prohibitionists, or Single
Taxers, or Philosophical Anarchists who don't believe in voting, might giv him their support. He
would get two votes-his and mine.
Mr. Watts's attainments qualify him in a unique
manner for a school official. Even as a teacher I
doubt if he could be excelled, at least not in elocution. I once heard him, at the Liberal Club, in a
recitation entitled "The Maniac," which he gave
with such effect that it still lingers in my memory.
I would like to hear him repeat it on the day after
the election.

The clergymen who hold that the doors of the
public th~ate:r Qpe:q hellward f:roJll the earth can:Q.ot

hav had any experience of those pleasure resorts
provided with the modern roof .garden, which is in
quite an opposit direction.
Even mossbacks,
however, ought to except theaters provided ~th
:lire-escapes. Consideration of this question recalls
bhe circumstance that the other day I read a discussion of Lincoln's religious views wherein the
person conducting the pious end of tbe debate
claimed that hell-bent unbelievFr as a Christian on
account of language used in a Thanksgiving proclamation written by Secretary Seward. His opponent might, I think, hav instanced with good effect
the fact that, instead of observing the day as others
were i'e~uested to do, Mr. Lincoln shook bis
trousers'-legs down over his boot-straps and went
to the theater.
I heard a sermon on the Resurrection,
Wherein the Preacher sought by verse and textAlbeit wrested from their right connectionTo demonsttat~ that Christ we.s Crncifled ;
Did Btl:ffer for our sins 1 'Wa!! delid and t:ltt:ried;
, And di.d within the 11epulcher abide
Fo:r three full days ; then for another tarried,
And passed from this world skyward to the next.
Here was the tomb, and there the burial linen
The which the body formerly had been in ;
And thus the evidence of grave and clothes
Would seem to indicate that Christ arose.
But who could testify that Christ was dead ?
(The Preacher's words awakened a misgiving)
Disciples met him afterwards, they s'lid,
And that they spoke the truth was not denied.
I listened, but am yet unsatisfied ;
For when he·proved that Jesus still was living
He also proved that Jesus had not died.
The licensed merchants of this city who keep
places open on Sunday continue to be subjected to
surveillance, arre~t, and :f1ne or imprisonment
This is carried on under the spy system, policemen
being dressed in citir.ens1 clothes, making purchal!l@s
of goods,. and then taking the seller in~o custody.
The public generally, and many of the Judges, denounce the system as contemptible, but the law
seems to sanction it. The observing reader has
doubtless previously noted that when religious
and other hypocrisy enters into the provisions of a
law, it can be enforced only by agencies more
criminal and twice as contemptible as any possible
G.!o. ln. MAoDo~ALD;
offenses against it.

Plain Words Abou.t Meddling Preachers.
Washington Hesing is postmaster at Chicago.
He is a German, editor of the Staats-~eitun[J, and
he is likewise a Catholic. He recently arranged for
a parade of the letter carriers on Sunday and for
this be is being savagely attacked by the puritan~
ical clergy of Chitiago. These denuhtiiatidns do tlo~
~n the least frighten Mr. Ii:esing, as wili 'be s~en
from the e!.cerpts we giv below from an interview
printed in the Chicago Evening Post. Referring
to a sermon by ltev. Mr. Meloy, Postmaster Hesing
says:
He says that the catrier!i are not required to hav t-wo
uniforms a vear. That is a Jie. The law requires them
to do so. It is no rule of mine. Furthermore, the law
requires them to work every Sunday morning. They
must do it. If the carriers did not work on Sunday Mr.
Meloy could not get his mail, and I know he gets his
mail on Sunday, for he told me so himself. He came
here to protest against the inspection, representing, as
he said, the Christians of this community. I asked him
who authorized him to do so and he said no.one had. l
told him ~e was entitled to protest as an individual, but
had no right to say that· he represented the Christian
community when, a~ a matter of fact, he did not. I am
an integer of the Christian community, and J am qnitt!
sure he did not represent me.
I despise these preachers. They are vile miRrepresent•
ers and hypocrits, scribes and pharisees. I do not cou•
demn them as religionists, for I am a religionist mysel(,
~nt I de~pise t~eir san~t!monions, hypocritical, pharis ~
Ical, sycophanttc, parasitic monthings, and I hav no pa-tience with them. They howl abont Sabbath observancet
but if a Jew were to upbraid them for breaking the Sabbath on Saturday they would tell him that it was none of
his business, which would be perfectly proper and that is
what I tell them. They will not read the Su'nday newe• .
papers, but they read the Monday papers. Oh theY
read the Monday papers, be assured, because the' Monday papers print their Sunday sermons. I hav had man IT
of them come down on Sunday to my editorial rooms in
the Staafs-Zeitung and giv me the manuscript of their
sermo~~:s for publication. It was translated in my office
and prmted lD my office on Sunday, and yet, knowing
that, they got the paper on Monday, the work of which
.was done on Sunday, and wrote me crawling letters of
thanks for doing that work on Sunday just because it;
advertised them.
rr:h.ey prate. about politics in relie:-ion and religion in
politics, and If they are not giving us religion in politics
I _wonder what it is! If they want to open a fight of that
kmd they can get ·all they want of it. I am willing tQ.
meet them before any audience or on any platform and
discuss ~bese matters with them as far as they dare go. I
of!er i;bis man Meloy a challenge. I will trade places
w1th h1m. Let me preach a sermon from his pulpit and
I will tell his congregation truth and fact about these.
matters. In return I will giv him my pen and two columns of my paper to say whatever he desires to say
therein. That is a fair exchange.
I am a servant of this government and am trying-with ·
3 re~~osonabJe ~molPJ,t of su.coess, I think-to giv a good
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a4m~strati?n in the Chicago postoffice. I am working
Wlthm the lmes of the law and if the mailcarriers work
9~. ~nnday i_t probab,Iy give Dr. Meloy a chance to get
ll?me ~O?d l!~rmon from SOmebody that he cin read to
his con~reeatwn.
There is not one carrier in the service who obiects to
the Sunday inspection parade. Not one. I was at station
Fat 6.30 o'clock this morning and made the carriers a
!!peech. I told them that if there was one among them
who, from religions scruples, did not care to attend it
was perfectly . optional 'Yith him. Why, they recei~ed
the speech with enthusiasm, threw their hats np and
everyone said he'd be there.
I am amazed that in this enlightened age a sermon such
a~ ~eloy prea9hed yesterday. conld emanate from any
pni.P~t to any tloil~re~a.~ion. I im against religion in
poh.tics, a.nd ~ ~Ill Jom any movement with inyone
agamst any rehgwn, I don't care what, that tries to tangle up church and state.
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trust to chance, or "blind evolution;, for the success of pure Freethought principles. But this will
not do. Freethought will not succeed by chance,
:nor by a.ny "divine providence," nor any "blind
evolution." It lrill succeed. only by the earnest,
devoted, uncompromising eft'orts of Freethinkers
themselvs. We must keep battling oii.. We must
keep at the front, be there few or many. We must
hold our forces ready for action. Some, at least,
must ~a~e Freethought reform the supreme work
of their hves, and devote to this every energy they
possess. There must be a pionneer band who will
never haul down the flag under any circumstance~\
whatsoever.
·
,
.
I hope that ffieiids will realize how much we hav
to do ; that sacrifices are neliessary to carry on this
campaign ; that it is not for a teriipb'tay purpo.;;e,
but for a,. purpose as enduring as the republic itself.
A Secular government is absolutely necessary to
the settlement of all the other great political quest~ons now before th:e people. A special, long-contmued; and unwavermg effort must be made in this
direction. There can be no compromise.
We must not giv up, no m:a.tter how vast the
difficulties. The final great battle for human rights
which has been gQing on for centuries is now on our
our hands; and we must be true to the call, and
take no backward step, nor be careless and indifferent because others are so. I desire all friends to
write me at once, and cooperate and help to the best
of their ability.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
234 South Water street, Ohioago. ·
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Secular Union. .Reports of Secretary and Treasurer~
Election of Officers, Addresses and DiscnBBion'.
SATt1BDAY AFTERNOON.-B'nsiness Meetin~ of Freethonght
Federation of America. Report!! of Secretary and!
Treasurer. Election of Ofticers, Addrei!Bes and Discussion,
SATURDAY EVENING'.-Address by Mrs. Sarah E. AmeS',
"Is the Spirit of the Ae:e a New One?"'' Address by
Mrs. Ella Roberta, "Thoughts on Hell." Address
by M. W. Ohnnn, "Encroachments of Cbnrcb on
State/' Address by Julius Silverman, editor Occident.
SUNDAY MoRNING.-Addrealil by ]•ranklin Steiner, "'The
Struggle for Religions Liberty." Address by Dr.
Paul Carns, " The Religion of Bttddha." Add-ress by
Dr. Juliet H. Severance, "Our Work;. How Shall We
Best Oa!ry it Forward?" Address, by Voltairine die
. Oleyre.
SUNDAY AFTERNooN.- Address, by Rev. Alonzo T'.
Jones, editor of .American .Sentinel, "The Judicial
Basis of a Religions Despotism in the United States."
Mr Jones is one of the most distinguished and able
advocates of State Secularization in the country.
He iEranthor of that great work, ''The Two RepnlJ..
lie~, ' 1 which should be read by every American
citizen,
·
·
SUNDAY EVENING.~Addreas, by John E~ Remsburg,
"The Sabbath Q'nestion in a Secular Government.'•
Address, by :Mrs. M. A. Freeman, •• The Ideal of
'76." Olosing Addresses by Hon. C. B. Waite and!
Samuel P. Putnam.
·
lt is hoped and expected that other Freethonght;
representative will be present. Robert ·G. In~ersoll,
:ltobert 0. Adams, President of Canadian Secular Union;·
E. M. Macdonald, editor of TRill TRUTH SEHKER, New
York; L. K. Washburn, and Ernest Mendnm of the
Investigator, :Boston; J.D. Shaw, of the Independrmt
Pulpit, Texas; Ii. L. Green, of the Freethinkers' Ma.gazine, Chicago; J. Spencer Ellis, of Secular Thought,
Oanada; Mrs. Lnln Monroe Power, of Ironclad .Agp,;
M. Harman, of Luciteri... T. B. Wakeman, Dr. E. B.
Foote, Sr., Dr. E. B . .l!'oote, Jr., 0. B. Reynolds, of
Washington, Katie Kehm Smith, of Oregon; Helen H.
Gardener, author of "MAn, Women, and Gods;" Susan:
H. Wixon, author of "Right Living;" Matilda Joslyn
Gage, an'hor of" Woman, Ohnrch, and State;" Lucy N.
Oolman; Mrs. Etta SemplA, President of Kansas .l!'reethinkerR' Association; D. G. Orow, anthnr of "Eclecti-.
cism;" W. F. Jamieson, .T. H. Burnham, Henry Rowley,
Presid~>nt of Brooklyn Philosophical Association; Henry
Bird, President of Newark Liberal League· Reuben
Rush, Dr. Rufus N. Noyes, Harry Hoover, and others.
Vocal and Instrumental Music will be given dnring the
sessions of Congress.
·

A crowded assembly was present at the memorial
meeting in honor of Gen. M. M. Trumbull. Letters
were read from Judge Waite, Dr. Paul Carns, and
others who could not be present at the ~:tathering.
Mrs. M. A ..F~e.eman made the opening address. By
long assomatwn in the Freethought and Reform
work with General Trumbull and by intellectual
sympathies, Mrs. Freeman was able to giv a most
appreciativ review of his life and its heroic meanings. She was followed by Mrs. Lizzie M. Holmes
Dr. Juliet H. Severance, Mrs. Woodman, Mrs:
Sarah E. Ames, and C. S. Darrow, and a . poem by
S. P. Putnam. Music was furnished by Mrs. Gruber
and Mrs. Kinsella. Mr. Darrow, who is well known
for his brilliant work in reform in this city, and
who was associat~>d much with Mr. Trumbull in
his labors, closed the meeting with an eloquent Freethought Federation-Treasurer's Report.
tribute to the honesty and self-sacrifice of our dead
This is the last call to the friends of Freeth ought
comrade. Mr. Trumbull was indeed a man of to send their mites to help to defray the expenses
great courage. He was not afraid to front the of the coming Congress, Oct. 26th, 27th, and 28th.
world in the defense of his convictions. He might We will mail to all members a program of the Conhav occupied a much larger place in popular esti- grass this week, also to all who will SE-Dd us the
mation had he concealed his honest thought; but names of Freethinkers. Please send us names so
neither fortune nor fame had any influence when we can s~nd them invitations to the Congress. We
the right was to be maintained. . He cannot be ought to hav at least twenty thousand names on
forgotten by the few who now honor and appreciate our bookR as members of the Federation. We can
his unselfish motivs; and his memory will grow do iL wi h your assistance by ·sending us names so
and become more bright as the years sweep on. that we:: can ask them to join. We must hav them
Lectures and Meetings.
Thousands will hold him in noble remembrance.
so we can post them as to what is going on. The
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture engagements for the month of
I hav just read Mrs. Etta Semple's article in re- churches are united; they are pushing for their November:
ply to my protest. Of course I sympathize pro- Puritan Sunday with vigor, which we must oppose Bangor, Mich., November 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th.
foundly with Mrs. Semple in the spirit of her reply. with equal zeal, and this we cannot do single- Brooklyn Philosophical Association, November 11th.
There are great and terrible wrongs in human handed. We must hav the support of all Liberals Philadelphia, Pa., November 18th.
society, and our hearts are deeply pained by the in the land to stand by ·us, for in union there is Cincinnati, 0., November 25th.
Dates are now open for engagements between Ohica~o
sufterings that are in the world. There is no differ- strength. I must thank the Liberal women for
and New York. Please write at once to S. P. Putnam,
ence so long as our aims and symp'athies are the their support; they are sending in more names to 234 Sonth Water street, Chicago, Ill.
same. It is simply a difference as to the best way enroll than the men. Let the good work go on.
Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday evento reach the great purpose we hav in common. It J . H . Brown ............ '!l'
41> 2 on.
Mrs, L . A. Tinley ... . 1 oo ingTHE
in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New
must be admitted that we must specialize our work Christ Schweitzer.... 2 50t John Drew.............. 1 00 York, at 8 o'clock. Program for October:
so far as organization is concerned. Freethought John Springman ... ;.. 2 liO Jo~n Frazier,..........
50
is organized for a special work-the secularization D. T. Ames............. 5 00 John Langly............
50 Oct. 19th-" The Nude in Art.'' By the Editor of the
.Art Critic.
of the state. Is it not better to confine ourselvs
J~:a~:~a:
2 ~ ~~n~.~~ft~~~~~~·:.: 1
Oct. 26th-" Politics." T. B. Wakeman.
to this one supreme workT In this way we can 0. W. Brace............. 5 00 R. Rittenhouse........ 1 00
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every
concentrate our forces.
We can attain greater W. W. Ames............ 1 00 F. Flittner.............. 2 00 Sunday
afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business
power. It seems to me that this is plainly a matter W. T. Garter, M.D.. 1 00 Gustav Weber.......... 5 00 College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs
f
A F
h
W. Heton................ 5 00 Daniel Crosby......... 2 00
o common sense.
reethoug t orgimization E. w. Rhodes.......... 1 00 S. M. Brady............. 1 00 avenues. Program for O;~tober, 1894:
cannot hav a universal function. The old a.Jage W. A. Bogard.......... 1 00 Sam'l E. Nicoles...... 2 00 October 21st-Mrs. Eliza Archard Oonner, subject: "Reincnrnation."
comes into play, "Jack at all trades, and good at Z. T. Bogard............ 1 00 F. E. Nicolas........... 2 00
none." To succeed in life, in business, in anything, F. M. Oakley..........
25 Henry Luken.......... 2 00 October 28th-Mr. Henry Nichols, subject: "American
Socialism."
'al'
D
tall
l't'
Kane Oakley............
25 John A. Oald6r........ 1 00
.
we mus t spem Ize.
o no
poI Ica1 parties do John Brosi. ............. 10 00 John A. Jost............ 1 00
THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets at
this! Do they not make a special platform and A. R. Woodhams...... 2 00 J. T. Edwards..........
50
8 o'clock Tuesday evenings in the Skerrett Building, N.
confine the issues o'f the campaign to that platform?
E. C. REIOHWALD, Secretary and Treasurer,
E. corner of Ridge avenue and Green street. Admission
We must do the same. Our platform is the Nine
234 South Water st., Chicago.
free All welcome. Program for October:
Demands of Liberalism.
Let us organize and
Oct. 23d.-"Comstock. vs. Morality-In the Waisbrooker
Oase.'' Vol tairine de Oleyre.
work along that line.
Success is not possible 'l'he American Secular Union and Freethougbt
Oct. 30th.-"The Kindergarten in Relation to Labor.
unless we do this. There is no need of prolonging
Federation.
M.iss Constance MacKenzie.
this controversy. The point I make is understood,
Library open 7.30 to 10 P.M. Dues 15 cents ·
and that i ~ all I desire, for I am sure that the sober THE ANNUAL CONGRESS WILL BE HELD AT MADISON perRadical
month.
HALL,
CHICAGO,
OCTOBER
26TH
1 27TH, AND 28TH.
second thought of all Freethinkers will justify my
The headquarters of the Congress wiil be at the
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday _evening
purpose. I bav nothing but the greatest sympathy
with Mrs. Semple and her associates in their Gault House, corner of West Madison and Clinton in Knabe Hall, 26 W. Fourth st., Cincinnati. Mr. John
R. Charlesworth witl lecture during October upon the
untiring labors. We shall understand each other streets, a first-class hotel within two blocks of Mad- following subjects:
ison
Hall.
The
proprietor
will
giv
reduced
rates
better after this, and no doubt work harmcniously
October 21st-" The World arid its Gods.''
to those who attend the Congress, $1.50 per day, October
together.
28th-" What the Bible bas done for Woman.''
room
and
board.
It will be seen by our program that we shall hav
Lectures commence at 7:45 P.M., sharp. All lectures
PROGRAM.
are followed by free criticism and discussion. All are
a broad field of thought and. discussion before the
The Congress will be called to order Friday morning. invited to attend.
national Congress of Freethinkers, and a representAll morning sessions to begin at 10 o'clock; afternoon sesTHE Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday
ativ array of speakers who stand for a vast variety of sions at 2 o'clock, and evening sessions at 8o'clock sharp.
opinions. But at the same time it will be seen that FRIDAY MoBNING.-Opening Address, by Samuel P. evening at 421 Lackawana avenue. Our motto: Freedom
and Kindness. Everybody invited. Secretary, William
the whole drift and purpose of the Congress will
Putnam, "The Religions Conspiracy in the American Watkins.
~
Republic."
Appointment of Committees, etc.
be for state secularization.
The elucidation of
LAST
Friday
evenin£1;
Gen.
E.
'
M
:,
Lee
spoke to the
Short Addresses by John E. Remsburg, Franklin
this great subject, the best means by which to seSteiner, Mrs; M. A. Freeman, Dr. Jnliet H. Sever- Manhattan Liberal Club on "A Helpmeet to Man.'' It
cure the end in view, is the one grand object of
ance, and others, on the means and methods of Free- was a queer mingling of orthodoxy and woman suffrage.
the Congress. The total separation of church and
When not saying that woman should hav all the rights
thought work for State Secularization.
state must come as the all-important reform in FRIDAY AFTERNOON.-Address by Leon Lewis, ''Bruno." men hav, that she outshone the stronger sex in intelAddress by Mrs, Lizzie M. Holme!) " Separation of lect and cultivation, and that wherever she has had the
politics. We hav a tremendous contest before us.
Church and State." Address by J.urs. L. D. White, right to vote the best moral candidates were always
We hav not chosen an easy path, nor a popular
"The Reformer's Pathway to Truth.'' Address by chosen, he talked abont the virtues and greatness of
orthodoxy, and what it has done to pnt hope in the breast
movement.
We are in the very advance ranks.
Professor Gordon.
Not one single political party has dared to indorse FRIDAY EVBNING.-Address by Hon. C. B. Waite, "The and to make civilization possible. Dr. Foote, Jr., taking
Oruaade of the Ohorch against the State." Address a part in the disenBsion, said that General Lee was walkour just demands.
Ours is really fundamental
by Mrs.. Mattie P. Krekel'E" Is Industrial Freedom ing forward whilA looking backward. Wilson Macdonwork, and it requires self-sacrifice to devote one's
PoBSible without Mental mancipation ?" Address ald said that there was really nothing to answer, and he
self to it with unswerving aim. The temptation is
was reminded during the lecture of a good old Methodist
by C. Stuart Beattie,
great to plunge into more popular reforms, ~d SATURDAY MoRNING.-Bnsineas Meeting of American meeting,
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ing for his carelessness, or cussedness, if
yon please.
Inclosed find $8-$5 to llpply on my
subscription,
and three for the new subA Few of the Many for the "Age."
scriber.
ScHUYLER LATounETTE.
BAN ANTONIO, TEx., Sept. 27, 1894.
P.S.-Respects
to the Observer. Tell
Mn. EniTon: Inclosed find $1 for eight
copies of Thomas Paine's " Age of Rea- him to come out and go fishing with me in
th4i placid (I think that's what they call it)
son," as per advertisment.
Wabash.
S. L.
HENRY BoERNER.

Christ to be saved, etc.-all taught in
our public schools.
If there is a God, he has made a great
botch of his work. He recognized this
when he repented that he had ever made
man, but kept right on with very little improvement.
S. F. DAVIS.

sixty mil1ions in pensions are found. A
booli: that will cause such a slaughter as
that should be fried in a furnace with brimstone for fat, and the ashes made co:fl'ee
for treacherous priests when they meet at
church frolics and gluttonous feasts.
Ament Selah!
J. HACKER.

The Outlook Is Encouraging.
W ABREN, 0 ., Sept. 20, 1894.
Mn. EniToR: I send yon herewith $3 to
renew my subscription to the old reliable
TRUTH BEEKER. I am in my 83d year, and
some day. my remittance will be wanting, bot I do not falter in my !ileal and love
of truth and justice, though I often fret
and become impatient that progress is so
slow. The change from year to year can
hardly be discerned, but when I compare
our day with what it was in my yonth, the
advance is immense, continuous, and encouraging. Speed the day when the
li!!'ht of intelligent Freethonght may
illnmin the whole world. There are evidences that the leaven of science is fermenting in many unexpected quarters.
Even the muddling goa idea, the germ
ontof which nearly all the blighting orthodox theories spring, has been touched
with more rational interpretation in the
churches of late, especially those that are
not in the backwoods of intelligence.
Very truly yours, THo:MA!l DouG:tAss.

What Is Progress t
PBTERsnuRG, IND., Sept. 23, 1894.
MR. EniToR: A. Augusta Chapman de· ·
sires to learn
(1) What Atheists mean by "progress ..
"when applied to the human race?''
(2) "And what is the goal that must
direct and inspire progress,'' claiming that
(3) "Absolute perfection certainly eannot be predicated of the human race," eto,
I would suggest
11) The word "progress~> as used implies continuation of "the human race ' 1
as stated, and not as she would hav it, a
future life of an individual after he is
dead.
(2) The goal of the tread-mill horse is to
keep moving that neglect to so move may
not crowd him down in a corner, or why
should A. Augusta Chapman continue to
eat day after day if she doesn't want to increase in capacity? The object or goal is
not to retain the lood and constantly add
thereto; but she eats to kellp up the :tl.re of
life progressivly from day to-day, or until
the pleasure of eating ceases.
(3) Place civilized man among rude
savages. A.s individuals, neither agree
nor enjoy to the full that condition; yet
their offspring become adapted to conditions; the savagery of the one and the
refinement of the other are modified-the
old changeless individuals die and disappear, while the new and harmonious
take their places. The perfection problem ''of the race " is solved in the very
evjoyment of self-stnltifyir1g worship.
Self-adaptation to environment is the ultimatum of perfection, the goal of progrel!s,
She claims further:
. (4) "He who worships troth worships
God, for God is truth; be who worships
love worships God, for God is love." And
he who roars worships God, for God is a
roarer (Hosea xi, 10), or the devil, who
does a little roaring on his own account.
But it is better to be honest, loving, truthful, progressiv, and roar a little, than to
abstain from these, and just worship.
F. s. WEAVER.

Real Nourishing Substance.
BucxmMn, S. C., Sept. 29, 1894.
BALTIMORE, Mn., Oct. 3, 1894.
Mn. EDITon: Inclosed find $2. Send me
MR. EniToR: Will yon kindly send me
eight copies of Thomas Paine's "Age of
Reason" and "Hand-Book of Free- the inclosed list 'of books? Hav arranged
with my newsdealer for the paper. I am
thought."
T. D. FEASTER.
so little able to make complilnents that I
CoRRECTIONVILLE, IA., Sept. 24, 1894.
shall use none to THE TRUTH SEEKER, but
Mn. EmToR: Please find inclosed $1 for I must say that it contains real nourishing
eight copies of Paine's "Age of Reason," substance, and not the fatty degeneration
which I will giv away where it will do of an ignoramus's brain. If belief were
the most good.
E. C. SHWESINGEB.
the sole criterion of virtue, and that belief
exclnsivly the Christian, what a small secBELOIT, RAN., Sfpt. 28, 1894.
tion of philanthropists there would be to
Mn. EniTon: Please send me eight mitigate the sorrows of this harsh world,
copies of Thomas Paine's " Age of Rea- even if every professor were consistent in
son," for which yon will find inclosed $1. his practice.
FRED. H. PUND.
This is a Christly town; there are nine
churches, and quite a number of Infidels
Be Watchful and Work.
here, but they are cowards and afraid of
SwAN, UTAH, Sept. 10, 1894,
being boycotted. I like THE TnuTH
MR. EniTo.R: As the tirue is approachBBEKEB, and am lost without it.
ing when Utah will enter upon her career
E. HALBlllRT.
of statehood, and as a constitutional convention will soon be held in Provo City, I
Generous as Well as Just.
respectfn11y ask yon to do anything that
may be in your power for the good of the
BARNHILL, 0., Oct. 1, 1894.
Enriching Themselvs by Taxation.
Mn. EDITon: Inclosed please find $4 for coming state. I cannot at present giv yon
JAcksoNviLLE, FLA., Sept. 28, 1894.
my subscription to THE TRUTH BEEKER for the names of the delegates. Yon will find
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $5 in
one year; the remainder to be used for the inclosed $1 to aid in supplying them with
benefit of the paper. Excuse me for not the proper literature. I hope the Free- payment for two years' subscription for
remitting sooner, as it was due to my neg- thinkers of Utah will see the necessity of THE TRUTH BEEKllR.
What nonsense it is to restrict the perprompt action in this emergency, as
ligence.
JOSEPH HIRST.
Professor Holden has been lecturing on sonal rights of men, and create by law
Behind of Course.
the necessity of sending only good Chris- evil, sin, a hell and devils for the torment
of men. The ministers of the gospel tell
tians to the convention. GEo. LARSON.
ORANGE CITY, Sept. 14, 294.
us to observe the Sabbath. Suppose our
Mn. EDITon: Inclosed find $1 for the
Of
Course
He
Is
Pleased.
legislature
by law declares Sunday observDefense Fund.
Mur;crn, INn., Sept. 30, 1894.
ance a crime. The Sunday observer thereIn answer to Wm. Slater Mowry, I can
MR. EDIToR: I received the "Old Tes- after would be considered a big sinner; he
tell him that unless he is a Theist, he can
not consistently be an American Freema- tament Stories," and please accept thanks would be considered s fit subject for hell
son. It seems they are way behind the for same. To state that it is grand would and its devils. We talk about sin; hav yon
l>e putting it mildly. I bought" The Pic- an idea of its origin? It originates in the
times compared with the French.
torial Text Book," and it has been all over halls of Congress, in the halls of legislaDE LESPINASSB.
the neighborhood and caused many tion. Just think of it, to allow public serstraight-faced bigots to laugh in spite of vants to wring from the public an income
Revelator and Disseminator.
themselvs. As for their refuting the ar- tax, or any other tax, for the support ·of
BARLow, On., Sept. 26, 1894,.
guments
of it and "The Old Testament tbemselvs and their families. They then
Mn. EDiron: Inclosed find $3 to renew
my subscription. THE TRUTII BEEKER is Stories," bosh! They hav nothing to argue palm oft the device as a scheme for the
the best :cevelator and disseminator of un- upon, and when we know which denomina- general good of the public. Is that
answerable facts of any paper in the world. tion they are members of we can foretell honest? Is that Populism? Is that DemBut these glorious Democratic times make what they contend for. However, except- ocratism? If so, down with Populism
us scratch to pay taxes.
I am now ing their faith, which they always fall back and down with Democratism.
Respectfully,
AuGuST BuESING.
seventy-two years old, but can read and upon, their talk is like a babbling brook.
Please
accept
my
best
wishes,
and
that
think as well as ever. Send on the paper.
yon will succeed in converting many souls
Most Hav Read It Closely.
WM. BARLOW.
WM. H, YATl!S,
is my fervent wish.
VINELAND, N.J., Sept. 21, 1894.
The Books Made Him a Subscriber.
MR. EDIToR: Yon tell us the time is near
No Wonder He Is Surprised.
BnowNSVILLE, On., Sept. 25, 1894,
when J. B. Wise most appear for trial in
NEw YoRK, Oct. 4, 1894.
Mn. EniToR: I send you $3 for THE
MB. EDIToR: I hav read the letter of the United States court at Topeka, for
TRUTH SEEKER one year. I hav read Mr. H. L. Green published in this week's sending thron~h the mail a transcript of a
several of F..obert Taylor's books and the issue and am surprised at its contents. It verse of the Bible. If that trial is properly
last book I hav read is D. M. Bennett's is called a remarkable article, and so it is, conducted by just men, who know the
trial and conviction, and I came to the emanating from a Liberal and calling on Bible, it will end in pronouncing the Bible
conclusion that I would subscribe to your Liberals to de&ert J. B. Wise in his time obscene and unfit to be read.
paper. To read Bennett's trial is enough of need. THE TRUTH S!!iEKER·s remarks
I am now in my ninety-fourth year;
to make a man, if not prejudiced, change on Mr. Green's notion of obscenity are thirty. five years of the time was spent in
his views both religiously and politically,
a large city where all kinds of books
well timed.
J.
SMITH.
If the jury on the trial convict Mr. Wise could be had, and the Bible contains more
they must also convict the Bible of ob- falsehoods, filth, nastiness, and obscenity
Make a Sure Sncces~.
scenity. I am sorry that Mr. Gre(n than all other books I ever had in my
GREEN IFILAND, Sept. 28, 1894.
should take sides with the enemy. I read hand. With thy money thou mavest buy
MR. EDITon: Inclosed please find $5 to his magazine with a guat deal of pleasure, wine or strong drink or whatsoever thy
renew my subscription for another year if bot think he has lost his head in this case. sonllnsteth after, says the Bible. ThouI don't die or if I do die; eight copies of The <'UtPpokenness of TilE TRUTH BEEKER sands read this and flocked to saloons to
"Age of Reason "-for whoever yon think is approved by all who do not want to see £qnander their money and brains; thoubest, for I know oi no one here that would an old man sacrificed for the glory of sands lost houses and farms by their rum,
touch it-and $1 for tl'e Freethonght superstition.
and yet the old Bible still reigns.
8 R. THoRNE.
Federation.
With thy money thou mayest buy bondWhy will :qot all the ten thons\nd LibHi1> Eye Is on the Polestar.
men and bondwomen of the heathen round
erals put in $5 each and make a sure sncPoRTLAND, KAN., Sept. 23, 1894.
about thee, says the Bible, and if thou
ceEs? The Chri~tians would do ten times
MR. EDIToR: I notice quite an amount beat thy bondman that he1die, neverthethat much if they had as good s cause as of wrangling over p:>litics in our Free- less if he liv three days after the beating
we hav.
HIRAM WIT BUR.
thought pspers: these, to me, seem to be it is nobody's bn .iness, for he is thy
side iBBnes. The main tight is against ig- money. In accordance with this command
In Atont>mt>nt, Not Humiliation.
norance and snp~rstition. My idea is this: some of Ot!r pions fellow·conntrymen sent
CoviNGToN, IND., Oct. 1, 1894.
A real Freethinker may be a single tax to Africa and bought and etole men, woMn. EDITon: 1 wish to s'ly I am ashamed man or the reverse; a free trader or a pro- men, and children and brought them here
of myself. True, the times are a little tectionist, a Populist, a Rtpnblican, or ·a and sold them on the auction block like
close, but that was not the whole trouble; Democrat, but he cannot be a ~eliever in brutes-separating husbands and wives,
it was the lack of "hustle," that's what's ghosts-Bible or otherwise. As yon said parents and children, and brothers and
the matter· with me, and I fear it is the in a late issue, we need to concentrate on sisters for life. After holding them in
same with too many of the supporters of one thing, viz., keep church and-state sep- bondage some generations the two pions
our paper. Right here I will drop my pen arate.
ends of onr pions nation got up a war-one
and go for a new subscriber.
Oct.
Our children to-day are taught that the party to kill slavery and the other to keep
2d.-I hav got him and a good one, too. cyclone is a special providence; that there it alive; one million stalwarts were
Now, I think every delinquent subscriber is a devil, a Savior, a Holy Ghost, an all- slaughtered in that war. Another full
should go and do likewise, in way of a.ton- seeing-eye; that they must depend on million are limping around for whom

c.

The Folly of the God Superstition.
JuNCTioN CITY, KAN., Sept. 22, 1894,
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $5$2 to apply on my subscription and $3 for
a new subscriber whose address I inclose.
This is the fourth name I hav sent and
entitles me to "Four Hundred Years,"
which I am very anxious to possess. I
should be proud to see my name among
the subscribers for this great book, "if I
am entitled to be numbered there the
same as one paying $5 for it.
The old TRUTH BEEKER is just "out of
sight." The article in the issue of September 15th, under the heading, "God's
J,oving Providence," is indeed a plain
presentation of bard, cold faots thrust before believers in that old time myth, born
in an age of ignorance and snperstit.ion. I
claim that if any of the everyday affairs of
this old earth and of human beings are
controled and directed by a "divi:ne
providence," then all must be, which in the
case of the Minnesota calamity, and others
as bad and enn worse that hav visited this
"footstool," would make the " being "
responsible for it all anything bnt a
"loving" father for human beings to
worship. This "loving providence" has
evidently been "laying off" (as railroad
men call taking a vacation) about two
years, taking western Kansas as evidence
in the case, as on about one hundred
miles of prairie through which I run on
the Union Pacific railway there hav been
no crops worth mentioning except sand
burrs and sunflowers for that length of
time, for want of rain. And we are taught
to believe the Bible God infinit in love,
infinit in mercy, and intinit in power, and
that he brought the universe into eximtence by simply saying, "Let there be,"
etc. Why don't he say, "Let there be
enough rain in westErn Kansas?" Ministers please answer.
"God's ways are not our ways." Oh, I
expected you would answer wlth those

THE TRUTH SEEKER, OCTOBER 20, 1.894.
very words! Thank yon, but I am not
fully satisfied by your explanation, for if
his ways are not our ways, and he is so
above human beings in all 'the attributes
that go toward making a perfect being, I
then all the more think that he. is anything but a "loving father," or he would
make the lot of western Kansas farmers a
somewhat more desirable one than it has
been for two years past, because I, only
a human being, had I the power would
quickly do so. When will people drop
this foolish, superstitions idea?
Your "missionary sch~!me" is grand,
and I intend to hav eight of my Christian
friends receive a copy " Paine's Bible "
just as soon as I can spare the dollar so
that they can learn something of that
grand and good Humanitarian who said:
"The world is my country, to do good
my religion."
With best wishes to yon and Heston, I
remain,
Yours fraternally,
J. J. BARNES,
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his bed for months with a broken leg. He
was an old man and a thorough Freethinker, so I took him some of Mr.
Collier's TRUTH BEEK'EBS, as he wished
them; some of the nurses must hav acted
as informer, for the same day came the
matron to my room, bearing the obnoxious sheets, saying '' the bishop would go
for her," if he knew the papers were
allowed in the ward. I hav some dtmbts
about the bishop, as he is a very liberal
fellow, and not hurt with religion, but the
fact remains that a grown man cannot
choose his reading if he happens to be a
patient in St. Peter'tJ.
EvA WARR'IIIN CoLt..mR,
ADDRESS OF JUDGE WESTON.
FRmNDS : The great bond of human
brotherhood causes us to assemble here
to-day to perform the last sad duty, the
last solemn rite due from man to man,
The chill shadow of death has swept
through our quiet community, and the
finger of fate has been placed on one who
has for many years been a familiar figure
in our midst. When our race is run,
when our task is performed, and our
friends gather around all that is left of
The People Mean Well; Fight the Creed.
our once breathing, living, emotional,
EsKRIDGE, KAN., Sept. 23, 1894.
sympathetic, we hope conscientious existence-then we can reasonably expect
MR. EDIToR: I hav been reading "Inthat our accounts will be justly settled,
gersoll on Suicide," also the (so-called)
and that our friends who knew us best
replies.
I hav read many attempts to
will at least place upon the credit side
answer Ingersoll, but I hav never read an
Teachers Forced to Use the Bible.
honest intent in life's struggles, sympathy
answer to Ingersoll. Mr. Ingersoll is a
for our race and of having caused more
CoDoRus, PA., Sept. 29, 294
joy and happiness than disappointment
man of great merit and power, an exceedMR. EDIToR: Some time since I had an .and sorrow; will accredit to us that iningly correct man. The clergy can no
argument with a brainless theological ig- ward valor of conscience, of honesty, of
more answer his argument than they can
noramus at a crowded place, and beat him self-denial, of self-sacrifice, daring to do
reverse the rotary motion of the earth, or
so badly on his own ground (scriptural) right even in the face of t'le world's
render the false true. About two years·
that he resorted first to abuse and, when contumely, of striving ever to the fulfillment of our honesh convictions of duty.
ago I read a letter written by an Infidel to
that had no effect, then to flight. Being The
honest man is not incited by physical
his wife and children just before commitmeek and lowly, and like his master hav- deeds of daring as is the soldier hero i the
ting suicide ; a kind and affectionate
ing a disposition to love even his enemies, arena on which he acts is not that or agletttr, giving the reasons and causes that
he got his revenge by informing the gression and bloodshed, but of sympathy,
prompted the act. I read it to a Christian
superintendent of schools that I \II as an self-denial, and self-sacrifice; though he
err in judgment, never in intent;
lady. She was very indignant, and said it
Atheist and taught Infiilelityin my school. may
though his views inay not harmonize with
was a good thing that he killed himself, that
The consequence was that my certificate the views of his neighbors and the world
the world was better off without him. After
which I hav held for a number of years: at large, yet he is true to his own heart's
all, she agreed with t.he suicide; he thought
was annulled on the ground that an teachings; he knows that belief is involthe same, and for that reason killed himAtheist, Agnostic, Infidel, or even a Free- untary, as much so as the beating of the
heart, and if it was possible for him to
self. Why should infinit wisdom create a
thinker, does not possess a moral charac- formulate
a theory of belief exactly
failure? We should not hate the suicide;
ter.
suited to his taste and wishes, he would
as Ingersoll says, " Let us be merciful."
I at once applied for a re-oxamination, at once set his imaginativ genius at work,
A certain Christian asked me the other
which was granted. I passed favorably, and invent a plan by which all mankind,
day if I thought that J esns Christ would
but the superintendent refused to sign it both here and hereafter, would be snever come back to preach, to which I reuntil I promised not to hold an argument ptrlativly happy. But he cannot believe,
therefore without belief he cannot forplied: "Of course I know but little about
with any of God's specially appointed ser- mulate. He cannot change his opinion
the man called Christ, but according to
vants, commonly called "preachers of the without evidence, and in the absence of
the New Testament he was put to death by
go~pel." The demand was also made that evidence he must submit to the inevipeople who were far more religions than
I should read the holy Bible in my school table; though he might even w1sh it otherChrist was himself; that is to say, they
every morning. Proving the Bible unfit wise, but the certainty of one thing exists
chastised him for permitting his disciples
for the school-room, I compromised, prom- everywhere and that is the sovereignty
of duty; whatever may hav been in the
to pluck corn on the Sabbath, .for placing
ising to use the New Testament.
Dear friends, this was a bitter dose for past, whatever may be in the future,
himself on an equality with God; and
me to swallow, living, as I had thought, in whatever may be in the mysteries that enlastly, they condemned him to death upon
him1 one thing is certain, he m nst
a free country, and teaching a secular compass
the charge of blasphemy. No, yon will
school, maintained by state funds. I hav do right! Tne moral laws of our being
not fool him again; if Christ should apa family dependent on me for their daily are imperativ; in the deepest perplexity
not cease to aBBert themselvs; whatpear in this city to-day, before to-morrow
bread, and am cognizant of the fact that they do
the clamor about us, their voices
all the prayers ever uttered by man, ever
night some Christian (so-called) would
pierce the din like the blast of a trumpet.
woman, or child never brought a ernst of Let
insist that. another Infidel had come to
fly to the ends of the earth, they
bread to sustain life. I love my wife and are us
with us. God or no God, we dare
town."
children, as I suppose all Freethinkers do, not do
that which will smirch our honor
I had quite a time with the picture in
and this is what urged me to make the or degrade
our manbood. Heaven or no
THE TRUTH BEEKER representing the exeprom is
yet there is a kingdom on earth
This spring a good deacon in one of our heaven,
cution of the three negros. I showed the
which is duty rightly performed. Soul
churches cheated me out of $140. Another, or
picture to a Christian, and it made him
no soul, our own conscience demands
a
kind
hearted
Snnday·BC'lool
teacher,
deFor Religious Liberty.
angry. I said: "Why should yon be
that we be just and helpful to our ftlllowfrauded me to the extent of over $300 man.
Duty is confined to the present
o:fftmded? That is a correct delineation, a
NEENACH, CAL., Sept. 25, 1894.
which was done for Christ's sake. When
correct photograph of your doctrin; it is
MR: EDIToR: At last it has come to pass they again partake of the Lord's supper, moment; our task is not to shape the entire future; the duty that the instant
not mine, it is yours. Did not that minis· that a polititcal party in the state of Cal- will they quiet their consciences by saving presents is the thing to be done. We
"Jesus
paid
it
all?"
He
may
pay
their
ter impart to them the religions consola- ifornia applies the religions test in politics.
may not be able to see beyond it, ydt do
I am out of pocket all the same.
tion? Did they not accept it? Were their The American Protectiv Association has debts;
faithfully, and the way will open. He
How long will it be before I am placed it
statements in conformity with the accept- full control of the Republican party in on the rack? How soon will they apply who takes care of the present 1s taking
ance? Did not the minister who stood this state. In this county it defeated one the thumbscrew or something worse in care of the future. He who solves the
problem of the moment at hand solves
there accept it as such? If not, why did of its most honored members for chairman order to giv their God plea!lnre and to in· the p,wblem of eternity.
dnce
me
to
bow
down
to
superstition?
I
he not say so, and preach something else? of its convention for the well-known reaAll that is left of our friend Cyrus T.
would sell my little home if I :Knew where Collier
I am sorry yon don't seem to hav even a son that his wife was a Catholic and him- to
before us. A noble man has
find a place where liberty is not a mock- gone. Ais man
who since we knew him has
desire to understand your doctrin; and self, being a liberal-minded man, was ery; where science rnle11, and superstition
never been known to tell a lie, a man who
the moment yon see a correct picture of opposed to the dark·lantern methods of is a thing of the post. Yours for truth,
by his association with his fellowmen
J. W. F. CoPENHEAVBlB,
your position it makes yon indignant." Of such an organization as the American
forced respect, and though his lack of
course I am persecuted; I expect to be. Pzotectiv Association. The principle of
faith in mythology may hav caused some
Mortuary-Cyrus T. Collier.
When I lived at Clinton, a certain minis- religions liberty is at stake. The Amerito censure and some to avoid, yet all will
MR. EDIToR: I write to inform yon of admit that he was a noble man, that his
ter's wife said to me, "Mr. Williams, I can Protectiv Association to-day is opposed
see the Christians don't patronize your to Catholics, to-morrow it wlll probably the death, August 22, 1894, of Cyrus T. faith in duty, faith in everything, in
himself, faith in the nltj,mate in telliharness shop .very much." "No," said I, boycott the Freethinkers. I say, Down Collier, of Townsend, Mont. He had been gence
of mankind a.nd their final allegi"that is true; still I do not blame them; with such an organization, and down a subscriber to your paper for many ance to the principles of just and true
no doubt they think they are doing right; with the party that upholds it; there are years. He died as he lived, a fearless nn-. morality, faith io the theory that
some of them are good people ; I hav very few, if any, Liberals that belong to believer in Christian doctrins. He was freedom of thought and action wilt eventnothing against them; I hav a little flour, it; all the members of the American Pro- not afraid to meet death, though life had ually make life more perfect and desirable, has been· his undying wish. So .
a little meat, etc., in the house; bnt'if I tectiv Association that I am acquainted full interest yet. According to his wish far
as I know there never was a sir:gle
should starve to death, an appropriate epi- :with belong to some one of the orthodox his funeral was purely secular, a leading thought tainted with impurity or any·
Protestant churches.
friend, Judge J. R. Weston, reading an suggestion of vice entered his noble
taph might be something like this:
Being a member of the Freethonght excellent address, which I subjoin. Dnr- brain; no act of his ever caused us to con"'Persecuted by Christians. Died for
liberty, that all mankind might be free.'" Federabon of America, I believe in voting ing hh long illness (of heart disease), he sider anything in him but simple virtue
When I got acquainted with them I as I believe. Of all the political parties in spent much time at St. Peter's Hospital, clothed in rugged exterior, He is gone,
and now be not afraid to follow his examfound they were good people, good neigh- California, the Democratic party is the Helena, Mont., an Episcopal institution, ple; strive to know and then believe, but
bors; the people are not to blame. We only one which comes out squarely in and I got a glimps of the bigotry of even be ever watchful over your acts and oblifavor of religious liberty, It dt fia"s its intelligent Christians. In the hospital was gations to your fellow oreatnres. Liv thb
mnfi!t. t).ght the creed -the superstition.
c. v. WILLIAMS. position in unmistakable terms by the 1 a Mr. Morton, who had been confined to life perfect and fear not.
Pious but Rascally Councilmen.
NEw 0RL'EANS, LA., Sept. 24, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Very glad to see your announcement of Putnam's "Four Hundred
Years " being ready for delivery next
week, and now that the cool weather is
approaching and the mosquitoes-which
God in his wisdom has created to annoy
ns poor mortals seven months out of
twelve each year-will soon bid us farewell,
I shall spend the evening hours reading
his great book.
Some months ago five or six gentleman
and myself concluded to circulate a subscription list to secure Mr. Putnam to deliver a course of lectm:es here, but we
met with such poor success that we had to
giv up the idea, for the present at least;
subscribers were too few and far between.
Other Liberal-minded people would not
allow their names to appear on the list,
fearing apparently it would hurt them socially, financiallv; or otherwise. A few
members of the Unitarian church, as also
their minister, were approached, but with
the same result. Nevertheless we shall
try again this fall.
Yon will remember that in one of my
letters, some nine or ten months ago, I
mentioned that pur city council paBBed an
ordinance prohibiting the belting and
switching of cars in certain parts of the
cit.y during the morning hours on Sundays,
apparently for the purpose of not disturbing the worshipers at church in that
locality. Well, some eight or nine of
these good Christian officials hav been indicted by the grand jury for bribery, etc.,
with more to follow, and one of them has
already been convicted, and impeachment
proceedings are also pending against the
mayor .. This does not ~peak very well for
our city fathers who hav the welfare of the
church so much at heart, so much so indeed, that they pass Jaws to stop the
wheels of commerce so as not to disturb
the worshipers of superstition.
At our late legislativ session the repeal
of the obnoxious Sunday-law passed the
house, but failed to pass the senate, due
apparently to a committee of pions Snnday1aw advocates, who were hustled off to the
state capital to influence a sufficient number of members to kill the bill, and they
succeeded; but the law has never been, is
not now being, and never will be, enforced.
Another bill to tax all property not dL
rectly used for religions purposes was
introduced. I did not very closely follow
the proceedings at the time, but I think it
failed to pass. Still another bill was introduced prohibiting teachers of public
schools from appearing in their religions
garb; this bill passed .. Messrs. Dollnth
and Mouton were the fathers of these reform movements.
A few clippings inclosed will show that
my communications sent to the local
dailies lately are not being rejected so
often, when short and Dot too severe in
expression.
ERWIN AUFFURTH.

following plank in its state and county
platform:
We declare our continued adherence to
the-great principle of religions liberty as
enunciated in Article VI of the Constitution of the United States in the following
language: " No religions test shall ever be
required as a qualification to any public
office or public trust under the United
States." And we hold that the same principle shall be applied to all state, county,
and municipal offices.
The same plank was presented in the
Republican convention, and was vo.ted
down amid howls and hisses. Having had
the honor of attending Democratic conventions in this state, I can say with perfect truth that there are more Liberals
affiliated with the Democratic party than
all the other parties combined. The Liberals of this state are indebted to the Democratic party that we hav no Sunday laws
at the present time in California. As a
party it has always been consistently
opposed to them. Let the Liberals of this
state, regardless of party lines, vote for
the party which advocates religions liberty.
If the Republican party can be defeated
this election the' old proscriptiv knownothing spirit will hav its very short day
and die a disgraceful death and fill a dishonored grave.
H. SANDBERG.
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Ri11er, Mass., to whom all Oommunicafion" for this Oorner should be sent.

"Between the dark and the daylight.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the das's occupat.ion•
That is known as the Children's Hour.''

The Bull-frog.
In the warm summertimP., on a waier-soakeillog,
Sits the boss of the pond, the croal<ing bnll-frogPerchoog.
All signs of wet weather inspire the bull-frog,
And his great voice is heard through rain and the
fogPerchoog.
When frogs of all tones sing in chorus at night,
He leadeth the choir with his key-n,te all rightPerchoog.
On the brink he will sit, in a fatherly way,
His bulging eyes watching the polywoge PlayPerchoog.
When the sun is too hot he seeks a good shade,
Where he'll watch flies and croak 'mid8t leaflet
and bladePerchoog.
When a boy throws a. stone that startles his fears,
How quick under water the frog disappearsPerchoog.
In the late autumn-time, when cold winds begin,
His croak becomes feeble, and we seldom hear
himPerchoog.
Then in mud of the pond· he sleeps safe from
wrong,

Till we almost forget that naturalsongPerchoog.
All through the long winter, when the Pond i~
ice-bound,
We listen in vain for that musical sonndPerchopg,
But when the warm breeze melts the ice in the
spring,
Again comes the bull-frog to croak and to singPerchoog.
Who knows that frogs ha.v not a worshiping
hour,
When they sing to the gods with all theirPowerPerchoog.
When they pra:v themoonman to keep them from
harm,
And chain the boy-~evil that roams o'er the
farmPerchoog.
For the frogs know ns well what they are about
A.s does priest whom they mock when they croak
and aboutPerchoog.
Then let ns remember the tuneful bull-frog,
The boss of the pond on the water-soaked logPerchoog.

L.G.R.

The Inquirendo Club.
VI.
At the next meeting Florence produced
three queries from the query box, and
read them as follows: "In a criminal case,
is a plea of ' not guilty ' necessarily an
aBBertion on the part of the prisoner that
he is innocent?"
"In what country do members of a
certain order take an oath that to the utmost of their power they will 'make concord where discord is?'"
"What English official ranks next .to
royalty and crowns the sovereign?"
"The answer to the first query involves
a technicality in legal procedure known
as ' burden of proof,' " eaid Florence;
"and that is 'an obligation to establish by
evidence certain disputed facts.' And as
this ' burden of proof ' lies on the party
asserting the affirmativ of the issue to be
tried or question in dispute, the plea of
'not guilty' is not neceesarily an as~er.
tion by the prisoner that he is innocent
as is commonly supposed, but that h~
wishes to be tried, and that the burden
of proof is on the prosecutor, while he
has the presumption of innocence in his
favor.
"The second query," she coutinned,
"has reference to a quaint form of oath
that a body corporation-the burgessestake in Scotland upon their election or admission to the privilege of magistrates of
the burg-an oath involving loyalty to
the Queen, t.o the provost and bailies of
the burg and their officers. Pledging
and confessing a deep regard for the religion of their country, they resolve to
'make concord where discord is,' to the
utmost of their power.
"The answer to the third query is simply, 'the archbishop of Canterbury.' He
is primate of all England, metropolitan,
and first peer of the realm. He has the
honor ef placing the crown upon the head
of the heir to the throne when that party
ceremoniously takes the government of a
nation into his hands and listens to the
counsel from his archbishop. While the
latter is possessed of £15,000 a. year, he is
also patron of 149 livings.
" The great glory of the English city of
(Jan terbur;r is its magnj#cent Cll.thel4'a1,

It is a vAry old institution, and rich in
relics. It is very beautiful in design and
interesting to visit, particularly so if one
feels disposed to take an interest in ancient
legends and traditions."
Pausing for a moment, Florence next
unfolded a manuscript, and read by request an essay of her own composition
entitled:
THE POWEB OF IGNOBANOE.
"'Knowledge is power!' This oft-repeated axiom has become so universally
accepted as a self-evident truth that its
usage has grown to a careleBB assertion of
the superiority of knowledge, while no
one seems to question whether ignorance
has a power or not. Yet ignorance has
power-the brute-like force of a blind
giant, who, left to roam at will, would
make it a sport to seize the pillars that
hold up the temple of human good and
turn all the palaces of joy dark as a buried
Babylon. Its presence has obscured the
light of reason for countless ages, and enveloped the world in a cloud of Stygian
blackness. Its demoniac despotism was
shown in its cruel act of torturing and
killing Alexandria's beautiful teacher of
philosophy, Hypatia. It' took centuries
of patient, frugal work on the part of
pbilosophy to substantiate its statements,
but ignorance caused them to be all overthrown in a single hour. In view of this,
philosophically considered, ignorance is
the true bond between events, connecting the past with 11equent facts of the
future; and its power consists in dissolving the wrought fabric of knowledge.
Knowledge, with slow, laborious effort,
spends his six days in erecting a foundation, only to hav ignorance come, drunk
on the seventh, with a firkin of oil and a
match-with an easy ' let there not be,'
and the whole work is quickly destroyedleaving naught of the toil of knowledge
but a few ashes.
·"And yet, -barring the fact of its destrnctivness, ignorance has assisted progressnot very materially, still in a degree. It
is related of Gen. Zachary: Taylor that he
won the battle of Mexico 'by sheer pluck
and awkwardness.' But in reality he was
too poor a soldier to be conscious of his
own defeat, and continued fighting. His
adversaries, astonished at his persistency,
thought he had hidden resources, and incontinently ran away. And thus Taylor
captured Mexico.
"The old proverb that • fools rush in
where angels fear to tread,' thus brings an
unexpected argument in favor of the fools.
"But the limit of the power of ignorance carriee us far into the past and
farther yet into the future.
Its van
reaches us he.,.e and its wheels are lost in
the distant clouds. The rumble of its
dJ.Iead approach is heard throughout the
land, and the philosophers who understand its import blanch with fear when
they hear the ominous sounds. Woe to
the nation when ig1;1orance seeks recruits
among ill-clad, ill-fed, starving, desperate
people, to storm the palace walls with the
motto upon their banner, ' Bread or
Blood.'"
Following Florence's essay came a poem
·from Ernestine:
INDIAN BUMMEB.
A hazy mist obscures the dawn
Slow flushing in the east,
While softly sinks the drowsy moon,
Proclaimmg night hath ceased.
Delicious freshness greets the sense,
Diffusing perfume rare,
At d crisply blows the morning wind
Across the meadows bare.
A thousand glea_ms of burnished gold
Enrich the dewy sod,
O'er mountain peaks and valleys fair,
The fragrant golden rod,
Sweet harbinger of autumn drear,
That blossoms in September,
To liv, ere blows the northern snows,. Which usher in December.
Stanch members of true brotherhood,
·r~y motto faithfulness,
Ye linger long upon the soil
The barren land to bless.
So may we. whE>n our life shRll closeOur form lie 'neath the sodYet leave a. mt>mory beant1fnl
As the faithful golden rod.

now grown so Jate, was unable to retaliate perfectly well, and had lost no time
upon Florence's production, so the meet- from his work, except now and then a
holiday. Three·out of the number who
ing adjourned.
·
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had worked with him had meanwhile beWhy~
come intemperate, and were n. g., no good
- a.s workmen. The young man who had
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do yon suppose he found there? Just
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A most extraordinary publication. We venture the assertion that nothinrulike it h&A ever be.
fore app~ared iu this country and it is very doubtful if another one like it WI 1 ever again be pub.
Jished. We must give the Trut1 Seeker Company the credit of putting the boo in the reach of alL
At twice the price 1t wol'ld have been a. cheap hook. Art1st Heston as a. portrait Painter and designer is a wonderful st•cceso. an•l we judge from our own feelin~s that nearl:y every Liberal in
america will desire a cor• v of thio most wonderful volume.-[Freethinkers' Maga.zme.

Mr. Heston deserves i o be called the artist-hero of Liberalism He has dedicated his genius to
Freethought, and has done fai. hfuJ, and noble work for the cause of right and truth. But the 1 ictures do not make np the whole of his volume, There are nearlyiwo hundred pages of readm~
th"t se.ve first as exp,ana.tions of the illustrations, and seoondlY as texts to prove the 1..tter
"Very good,'' observed Aunt Margaret; matter
fai' ty of the church's profe>SlOns and the hP,ocrisy of tnose who uphold them. Altogether the
while Florence said critically, "It is not ix>ok i.l one of tue best weapons against Chnstianity and the church that has ever been put :n the
hands of F.eethmkers.-[Boston Investigator.
:
as good as some yon hav written, but contains a good moral which more than com:J?rice, board covers, $2; clot}\., $2.80.
peusates." Eruestine smiled, but, asitlw!
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To be trusted is a better compliment
than to be loved.-George Macdonald.
I WISH men to be free
As much from mobs as kings, from yon
as me.
-Byron.
SELF·SAOlUFIOE is impossible as an aim
in itself; self-development is possible, reasonable, and consistent.-Grant Allen.
TRur. science will continue to fulfil one
of her most beneficent functions; that of
relieving men from the burden of false
science, which is imposed upon them in
the name of religion.-T. H. Huxley.
COMMAND is a blight to the affections.
Whatsoever of beauty- whatsoever of
poetry, there is in the passion that unites
the sexes, withers np and dies in the
cold atmosphere of anthority.-Herbert
.Spencer.
INsiGHT and culture are not inevitable
allies. The man who spends his days collecting data too often finds in his hands a
dead weight of facts whose laws are hid
from his vision. One man may be expert
in collecting material and another expert
in using it. The final solution always
rests with those higher powers of imagination and prophecy upon which the formal
self-elected leaders in our civilization can
not set the seal of their aggrandizement or
monopoly.- Horace L. Traubel.
THE evidence, and the only evidence, to
which it [science] appeals or which it admits, is that which is in the power of
everyone to judge-that which is furnished
directly by the senses. It deals with the
actnal·world abontns, its objectiv realities
and present activities, and does not relegate the inquirer to dusty precedents or
the mouldy maxims of commentators.
The only conditions which it enjoins are
that the imperfections of the senses shall
be corrected as far as possible and that
their observations shall be interpreted by
the laws of local indnction.-Daniel G.
Brinton.
IT seems to me that moral principles are
neither self-sustained, nor supernaturally
revealed or inspired, nor a matter of predilection; bnt that they are grounded on
our social nature, and this again on the
organic solidarity, past, present, and future, of all individual members united in
the social life. The progressiv realization of the ethical ideal consists, under
this aspect, in the more and more thorough
recognition of the super-individual significance of our social relations, and in
the rational transformation of the social
medium in accordance with such recognition. -.Dr. Edmund Montgomer'IJ.
WHETHER yon believe that creation was
the work of design or of inconscient law,
it is equally difficult to imagin how this
random collection of dissimilar materials
came together. To the riddles which nature propounds to ns the profession of ignorance must constantly be our only
reasonable answer. The cloud of impenetrable mystery hangs over the development and still more over the origin of life.
If we strain onr eyes to pierce it with the
foregone conclusion that some solution is
and must be attainable, we shall only mistake for discoveries the figments of our
own imagination.-Lord Salisbury.
EVERY man's nature is a sufficient advertisment to him of the character of his
fellow1.1. My right and my wrong is their
right and their wrong, Whilst I do what
is fit for me, and abstain from what is
unfit, my neighbor and I shall often agree
in onr means, and work together for a
time to one end. Bnt whenever I find my
dominion over myself not sufficient for
me, and undertake the direction of him
also, I overstep the truth, and come into
false relations to him. I may hav so much
more skill or strength than he, that he
cannot express · adequately his sense of
wrong, bnt it is a lieLand hurts like a lie
both him and me.
ove and nature can
not maintain the assumption; it must be
executed by a practical lie, namely by
force.-Ralph Waldo Emerson.
.
THE names given to the di:flerent eras of
culture indicate generally the character
of the influences which hav contributed
most to the development of humanity.
Industrial art, accompanied and aided by
inventiv genius, has always been the chief
civilizer and benefactor of mankind. The
arts of working stone, bronze, and iron,
and the invention of movable alphabetic
type and the steam engin, hav made the
chief epochs in history. Science is now
crowdin~r closely upon the heels of industry, bnt is rather its handmaid than its
rival. Polity, society, morality, religion,
literature, and art, are very important to
human happiness, bnt they hav, in all
ages, followed in the train of mechanism.
The orators, preachers, and poets did not
exist as separate classes until the mechanics had provided means for their support.
-John S. Hittell,
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ByGEO.K
MACDONALD.
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PER COPY

STATE oF Onn, CrTY oF ToLEDo,} ss.
LucAs CouNTY
FRANK J CHENEY makes oath that he is the
senior partner of the lirm of F. J CHENEY & Co.,
doing business in the City of Toledo, County
and l:ltate aforesaid~nd that sa d firm will pay
the sum of O.'i.l!l .t:tONDRED DOLLA.RS for
each and every case .of· Catarrh tnat cannot be
cured by the use of HALL's CATARRH Cn•E.
FR~NK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.

{,-A--..}
SEAL.

12 COPIES

A. W. GLEASON,

Notary PulJlio.

'-v-'

Hall's Catarrh Cure ia taken interna.lly and acts
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system. Send for testimonials, free.
]'. J. CHEN~Y & CO., Toledo, 0.
PI'" Sold by Druggists, 75c.

$1.00
Sent Post Paid
TORTURE INSTRUMENTS employed in the fifteenth and '!ixtee!lth ce~turies for
the Promulgation of Christianity. Being the Nuremberg Collection, and mclnding spemmens from
'J'he Holy Jnquisition.

TmRTY-FIVE

ILLUSTRATIONS.

RPanish Collar, Thumbscrew, Iron Collar tpe Rack. the Iron Crown.,.Leg Crnsher, the Stocks~
the Heretic C .tch~r the Iron Boot, the Hot 'M\tten a Mouth-pear _(gag}, .tron Masks re!Jommendea
by the Inquisition, Breaking a:nd. Burning' on the Wheel, tJ?.e Duckmg Cage, the Chastity Belt for
women the Spider the Iron VugiU U!> to Date. the ExecutiOn Bell, etc.
.
"I used to read in books "says Colonel Ingersoll, .. how our fathers pers~cuted mankmd B]lt I
never appreciated It. I read' it, bap it ~d not burn Itself .i~to my s_oul. I did l).Ot really app~emate
the mfamies that have been committed m the name of religiOn until I saw the Iron argumen,s th&G
Christians used."
· •
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Price. 10 (Jents per (Jopy.
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A Rare (Jhance to get first-class

Freethnu~ht

Sto y Books of sixty pages or over
each. FREE Send 8 cents to pay postage on
samples. Address TH~ LIBERAL PUB. CO.,
42tf
Portland. Kan.

Books byS.P.Putnamll

12 UopJes f'or '11'1. 0

But A DOLLAR'S WORTH AND SCA.Tl'ER THEM AMONG YOUR CHRISTIAN .l'IEIGHBORSI
Address TH£ JRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

EVERY Woman Ought to Read lt.

Every LIBERAL WomaV'l

and Man Will Want lt.

WOMAN, CHURCH, AND STATE.
By Matilda Joslyn Cage.
This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how The New God. Price, 10 cents.
the church has enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A The Problem of the Universet and Its
glance at its contents will show this:
Scientific Solution, with some Onticisms of
The first chapter-the Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilizations woman had great
that the tendency of Christianity from the first was to restrict her liberty. In this
chapter ll'ira. Gage claims that to the Matriarchate-or Mother-rule-the world is indebted for its
firot conceptioL. of inherent rights.
Chapter !I deals with the theological dogmas of original sin and celibacy. Woman, by the
church, was not regarded as a human being; marriage was looked upon as vile\ wives were sold
as s1av .s; women driven to suicide; the influence of the church was unfa-.:orab1e to virtue. The
celibacy of the clergy produced fi egrading sensuality, and woman was the victim of these brutes.
Chapter III i~ on The Canon L~w. showing how thA church controled womal).l?Y. ma)dng the
legitimac v of n.arriage depend upon Its own control of the ceremony. Aument CIVIlizatiOn gave
place to Chris tis n barbarism, the clergy became a distinct body-at once a" holy" and an unholy
caste. Learning w•s prohi·bited to women, husbands prohibited from leaving them more than onethird of their property; daughter• cou:d be disinherited, sons could not. The Reformation effected
freedom~ put

no ch8lfi!e.ter IV-Marquet'e-is on Feudalism and its degradation of women, the rights of "lords
spiritual?• the immorality of the heads of the church, baptiem of nude women in the early Chnstian
church. It also deals with some of the later-day abuses of females,like our Northwestern pineries,
the English debaucheries, governmental crime-makers, etc.
Chapter V-Witchcraft. In the days of this phase of religious insanity Mrs. Gage shows how the
possession of even a little learning was sufficient cause to suspect a woman of witchcraft, that to keep
a petwas dangerous, so rabid were the clergy not to suffer c', witch t>liv. This persecution for
witchcraftw!l.s a contmuance of the church's policy for obtaining un •versa! dominion over mankind.
Women phvsil•ians of the Middle Ages were persecuted, and the" Pilgrim Fathers" continued it in
America. The .first synod convened in America was to try a woman for huesy, and others were
stripped and w:ijipped for not agreeing with the clergy.
Thl'lcbaPtrllr on" W1ves" shows how the disruptiOn of the Roman empire was unfavorable to the
personal niiul{~.roprietltry rights of woman-that the sale of daughters was practiced in England
seven hundre<'( years after it was Christianized-that the practice of buying wives was regulated by
law-that women were not permitted to read the Bible-that they were not admitted as witnessesthat civil marria@_!_s opposed by the church.
In Chapter YII is shown how polygamy was sustained by the Christian church, that the first
synod of the Reformation convened to sanction this institution, that Luther and the other "prin~Ipal reformers" favored it, as wei! as the American Board of Foreign Missions. The Mormon theocracv is shown to be similar to that of other Christian sects.
In the last three chapters Mrs. Gage treats of the opposition of the church to the amelioration
of wnman's sufferings as interferenc0 w1th her" curse•' of woman's degradation by the church to
labors unfit for slaves1 of woman's" inferiority," as taught by the church to-day, and of how little
value Christianity has oeen and is to civilization.

The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by
the church, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No
woman, it seems to ns, can read it and remain a supporter of the religions institution
which has crushed her individuality, her mentality, and degraded her person. To the
woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. :,:t ought to be widely read for the good it
will do.
·

In cloth,

$~;

tn naif-leather binding, $8.

Address THE TRUTH SEEJTTO-

HAND-BOOK
OF

FREETH OUGHT
By W. S. BELL.

UniversoloJU: Price: 20 cents.

Waifs and wandenngs, A New Ameri-

can st·ory. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
cents. "A 11rose epic of the war, rich with
incident and dramatic power; breezx from
first page to last with the living spirit of to·
day."-...1fohn Swinton's Paper.

Golden Throne, A. Romance. "The au-

thor certainly has ~enins. The divine
creative sparlt is within him. The book is
filled with manly thoughts~ expressed in
manly words-the transcri_pt OI a manly mind.
Every Liberal should read • Golden Throne.'"
-[In&:~raoll. Price, $1. .
·

A conversation in

Ingersoll and Jesus.

;!:h~e between the Nineteenth Cent1U'Y
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherelll
it is shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price,10 cents.

A poetic version

Adami and Heva.

ot

the Jndian story of the Garden of Eden in
whka itli superiorit:y to the mutilated copythe Genesis le~I,ep.d-18 shown. Price,10 cents.

Gottlieb : His .Life. A Freethoug.h,t Romance. Price, 85 cents.

:My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafavette Place, New York.

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES
A new edition of that splendid nrose I!_oem,
"Life," py "the prince of orators;'' Co!. R. G.
In~ersoU: It is larger and better than the old
edition, and can be framed or placed upon the
table as an ornament. In the center of the card
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby,
oUrrounded by the prose poem, Whioh has been
truthfully described as, " one of the masterpieces
of the orator and poet who now, as far as we
kn'>w, stands alone in the living world." It will
make a deli&"htful present, and will be a Pouvenir
Iiot only of mtellectual greatness, but of artistic
workmanship. It is printed on heavy boarc.l, gilt
boveled edge. The size is 12x16 inches, and the
Price only 75 cents, post-paid.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafavette nlaoe. New York.

BOOKS BY

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
l'he Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Religion of the Future. Cloth. $1.

rhe Secret of thtl East; or, The Origin
of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.

Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth, $1.

Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Human Orgamsm. Cloth, $1.

Zoological Sketches: A Contribution to
Containing in condensed and systematized form a
v~~:st amount ?f !lVi!lence against the superstitious doctrmes of Chnstiamty. As a. book of reference and aid
to all truth seekers it is invaluable. Its classification
. , .,
, .
of subjects makes it a hand-book. Asingersoll said of
Fal!J.e s Age of Rl!ason, It enables somebodl; in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
VIU'lety of subJects mclude a.ll the iliiiPuted Pomt~ between Christianitl' and Freethought.
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents,
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

the Outdoor study of Natural History. illustrated by H. Faber. Cloth~$2.
Address
THE TnUTH SEEKER,
9JI r, .. fsvette DIILOil. NAw York.
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PEN PICTURES OF THE WORLD'S FAIR.
By SAMUEL P • .PUTNA.M.
.
It is, '!Jesides b_eing a complete Gnide-~ook, the best description of the .Fair yet
gtven:-poetic, bean~ul, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
the director-generals address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
of the Sunday-openers; describes the varionl! buildings and what they contain and is
'·
'
all in all, the very best picture of the Fair that can be painted with a pen,

ILLUSTRATED.
A. M!P OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
'
A. BIRD'~· EYE VIEW 0¥. THE F A.IR, enabling one to comprehend at a
glance the magmtnde of the Expomtion, the greatest ever known to the present time.

Siagle copy1 25 cents, Five copies for $1,

Address THE TBUTF BEEKER.
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?tinciples of the Natural Order or the Unl•
rerse, with a System of Morali.'y
Based Thereon.
BY PlloFEBSOB LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D.
tltiir.!'ENTS:
·~and

Matter
mmortalityof Matter,
mmor1!ality_of Foroo,
lliini.ty of Matter,
Ta.J.ue of Matter,
1J:otion,

The Fitness of Th.ngs in
Nature (Teleology),
Man,
Brain and Mind,
Thou&"ht,
ConsCiousness,
'onn,
Seat of the SoUl,
mmntability of Natural Innate IdeasJ.
The Idea of u-od,
!Laws,
mversality of Natural Personal Continuance,
Laws,
Vital Force,
·he Heanns,
The Soul of Brutes
'eriods of the Creation Free Will,
of the Earth,
Morality,
•riginal Generation,
Con ol u dli:n ~ Obsel'ft>
. oCUlar Genel!'&tion,
nons.
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UEMANO POND'S
EXTRACT, ot AVOID
ALL IMITATIONS.

BosToN GmL: "Do yon know, I fahncy
heaven will be much like Boston." Chicago Girl: "Why? Because there will
not be men enough there to go around?"

FAC-SIMILE OF
BOTTLE WITH
BUFF WRAPPER.

THE
Prof. Ernst Haeckel, Truth Seeker
Library.

,.:

ALL PAl N
Rheumatism

-Life.

CHARLl!!S DUDLEY WARNER said that the
difference between the "faith cure" and
the "mind cure " is that " the mind cure
doesn't require any faith, and the faith
cure dpesn't require any mind."
VIEIITING CLERGYMAN: "And did your
fa~th brin.g yo~ to ~his?'' Salvation Army
Bill (serVIng hts thud term for disorderly
conduct and drunkenness): "No, not my
faith, but my convictionsi"-Lije,
TIMOTHY: "Say, ma, did our baby come
from heaven?" Ma: "Av coorse he did."
Timothy: "Well, he was a durn fool to
leave hea~en for a place like this, and then
run the nsk of never gittin' back again."
HusBAND (all ready for the theater): ''I
declare, dear, it's raining hard." Wife:
" Well, what about a little rain? One
wonld think, from your tone of voice,
that we were about starting for church."
THm other night, over a dram, two old
cronies were discussing the merits of their
pastors, when one remarked: "An' oor
minister diana read his sermons, aither."
"If I am credibly informed, Peter," observed the other, "he reads ither fow ks."
"PAPA," asks Tommy Goodman, "who
was Cain's wife?" "Caroline," said the
Rev. Dr. Goodman, after an ominous
pause, addressing his wife, "will yon
please hand me mv heaviest slipper and
le':'ve the room?.· There is going 1lo be a
trial for heresy right here and right now."
-Chicago Tribunl.
GABBmL: "Well, what can I do for
yon?" Applicant: "I want to see St.
Peter." Gabriel: "Engaged on important
work and can't be bothered just now."
Applicant: " What is he doing?" Gabriel:
" Making up his report on how many
sparrows fell to the ground during the
past month."-Puck.
COUNTRY PARSON: "Yon hav no idef\
how hard it is for me to perform my duties
here." Visiting Bishop: "What are some
of your difficulties?'' Country Parson:
"Take this week, for instance. J nat as
the piece of swamp they allow me for a
garden got dry enough to make my potatoes thrive, the congregation reqnestetl me
to pray for rain."-Puck.
JENKINS: "Great stroke of luck for·
Brownley. I knew him when he was a
poor theological ·student, and he has just
been selected as pastor of one of the most
fashionable churches in the city." Mrs.
Jenkins: "So I understand. Rich congregation, isn't it?" Jenkins: "Rich?
They hav special monthly prayer-meetings
to pray for a tight money market."-Puck.
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Feminine·
Complaints
Lameness
Soreness
Wounds
Bru·lses
Catarrh

USE ~N~s

POND'S

EXTRACT
It will
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Life, Works, Career, and Prophecy.

Published Monthly at $8 per Year.
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A Lecture
DeZtveretJ before the BrookZVn Ethtcaz .Assoctaticm Truth Seeker Aunual,,l89I .....................Price.
$0 25
.Men, Women, and uods. Helen H. Gardener, .................. ,..................
The Age of Reason. Thomas Paine. illustrated.....................................
A little book of f8 pa~es, fo.ll of scientific Answers to Ubristian Questions. D. :111. Benthought. The storv of this gre•t scientist'~ life
nett...................................... .
and works read~ like an enchanting tale.
Christian Absurdities. John Peck ......... ..
Adil,.,.ss
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Victor Hugo's Orat1on on Voltaire ..... 'd"".
28 Lafayette Place, New York OitT,
The Oris is. Thomas Paine. Illustrate .... .
Sabbath Breaking. John E. Remsburg ...... .
Travels in .l!'aith from 'fradition to Beason. Robert a. Ad&Dlll.. .... .. . .. .. .... •
Strike of & !:lex. George N. Miller.... . . . . . . . .
My Religious Experience. Samuel J.>. Putnam .................................... :..
Criticism in Theology and ReThe Popes and Their Dolnn. Biograph- fhe Higher
liglOD.
'f. E. Longshore................
ical sketches ofthe most notea of these ·vicars
ISSUliiS
OF 1892.-J3.
of Ohrist and vicegerente of ~d. showing whM
they have done, and what kind of men theywere. Infidel Death-Beds. G. w. .Foote.............
tUghts
of
.Man.
Thomas
Paine. illustraIt contains very pla.iu statements, in very unted ..................................... ;..
varnished langual!'e, :...nd the unmasking iSelcomplete, proving_ them to have been em , in- Was UbristOrucifted? AustinBierbower....
triguing, and licentious men. Considering the Pulpit, Pew, and Oradle. Helen H. Gardener .................................... ..
ra-pid growth of Catholicism in this cquntl'Y,
th1s book cannot be too widely dissemmated; Bible .Morals. John E.Bemsburg ........... .
Awful
Disclosures of .Maria Monk ........... .
Price, paper, 150 oen ts; cloth, 711 cents.
Theology. Voltaire .................. .
The Awful Disclo11nres of Haria Honk, Pocket
Why
Don't
Uod Kill the Devil? 111. Babas exhibited in a narrative of her snife~gs durcock,......................................
ing her residence of :five years as a noVlce.._and Liber]y in Literature.
Testimonial to
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel .uiett
Walt Wh1tman, with Funeral Address.
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any anti•
By
Ool.
Robert
G.
Ingersoll.........
..
Catholic book published has. created more e;- Six Lectures on Astronomy. Richard. .Acitement, and had such a. Cll'culation as this
Proctor
..........
;.....
..
..
..
..
•
..
..
..
..
..
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
From Under the Bushel. Wm. Acirculated a storl" that Maria Monk was "no Oandle
Hart.....................................
better than she should be," but investigation The Holy
Bible Abridged ................... :..
disclosed that her "child of shame" was none
Ulaims of the Ohurch. John E.
other than the child of her priest-seducer. FalseRemsburg
.............................. ..
Price,,paper, 50 cents; cloth 711 cents.
By TBADDEUS B. WAKEMAN.

Price, 10 Cents.

THE HOLY CROSS SE1liES.

IssUBs

The Living Waters.
Auricular Confession and Popish Nun•
neries. By Wm. Hogan, for twenty-five
To those who need a medicin, remember
)Tears a confessing priest. A revelation of tl].e
tha.t Water of l if ~ is one of the best, and
licentiou~ -practices of thuriests and nuns 1ll
these relig1ous brothels. There ill no question
will cure the stomach, liver, and kidneys.
that Ex--priest Hol{an knew the truth of the
Large· pamphlet free, 84 S. Main st.,
tales of v1ce, seductlon,andinfan~cide he giyes
Wilkesbarre, Pa J. R. Perry, mgr. 26t18
in tbis volume, and equally there 1s no questi on
ALL styles of watches from $1.88 up Handsome catalogue free. Safe Watch Oo., 9 Murray
street. New York.
52t19

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At. MorriBtown, N. J.
This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpass!ld,, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Ohr1st1an persecution is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Uhristians, an it expounded on every occasion •.
In pa;per, 25 cents: in cloth. 50 cents.
.(!i!i""""
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Little Freethinker
Tbe only paper published for the young thR t
1s free from sup~rstition. Send 50 cents and trv
it for one year Or 25 cents for 6 months. Or 10
cents for 5 ddfer•nt sample co pie•.
It is imperitlv tnat the young be started ari~th t
if we hope to keep them free from churchll" oha1ns
Address,
ELMINA DRA.iU!llliLEN11Eii.
Snowv,l!e, Pulaski Oo., Va.
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'l'homas Paine Vindioated. Ool. Robert
G. Ingersoll............................... I5
fhe Creation of God. Dr. Jacob Hartmann...................................
50
Orimes of ~reachers in the United States:
M. E. Billings............................ 25
Resurrection of Jesus......................... 40
Handbook of Freethought. w. B. Bell...... 1>0
0
that if the people generally knew of them, a.- Beligi!>D: a Our~e; Jieliglon a Disease; Re, lig1on a L1e. S. P. Putnam.............
1111
tholicism would 1wt be given the vast amounts
of money now allowed it by our various city Des11rn Argument Fallacies. By Editor of
THB 'l'BUTiJ BEEKBB....................
I5
governments. Price, paper, 1>0 cents, cloth. 711
Lmcoln: Was He a Christian!
cents.
R .
f Abraham
J!>hn E. Remsbu~....... .... .... .. .....
50
The Priest in Absolution. A eVIew o
the system of auricular confession, including Pen P1ctures of '!'he World's Fair. lllustrated. B. P. Putnam...................
25
copious extracts from the "Oonfessiq_nal Un- Common
!:lens e. Thomas Paine........
I5
masked," from the "Master Key to Popery,"
I5
etc. The work is a protest against and an ap_peal Examination of Prophecies. Thos. Paine::
Pleasure
and
t'rogress.
Albert
M.
Lorentz,
to every American citizen to examine carefUlly
and thoughtfully a religious sys~m so,invn,sive
~g
of privacy~...so powerful for evil in licent1ous manlt~~ti.tiioii.' · oiio'w6it's'i6iD.::::: :::::::
25
hands, so rraught with danger to female mod- Bible Inquirer. A, Jacobson............. ..
t:lister
Lucy.
Jier
Awful
Disclosures
'of
esty, to the in_gennous openness of youth~
Newhall Oonvent..... .... • .. .. . . .. . .. .. .
10
and to t]).e freedom of thought, speech, ana
Woman: .l!'ouraenturiesof Progress. Susan
action. Price, paper, 25 cents.
H. Wixon................................
IO
Priestly Celibacy Exposed. A lecture by
ISSUlliB OF 1894.-$3,
the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durhal)l, En_g- Thumbscrew and Back. Geo. E. Macdonald
IO
land. Revised American edition, showmg the t:lelf-Oontradiction. of the Bible. W. H. Burr
15
result in parishes of the Roman decree that
Durm~ the year other standard Freethought
vriests shall not mary. ,Price, paper, 1~ cents.
works Wlll be published and sent to subscribers
Sister J.ucy and Her Awful Disclosures as they appear.
Yearly subscribers at $8 receive all the numbers
Respecting New Hall Convent, Bore- pu]?lished
one year. In ordering please say
bambi~.':.~ ]\lngland.. Shqwing th&t oonvents wh1ch yearip
1s desired.
ge
.
to C)la.stlty. Virtue, &nd rreedom.
Bingle numbers so~d at Prices quoted .
.l'rice, paper, l~m-~~RU'rR 8EEKER 09.
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28 Lafayette Place. New York.
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Froothought Library,

ONE Sabbath afternoon a Scotch minisALL FOB $1.60.
ter, in his closing prayer, earnestly beEvolution.
DEATH~
sought some seasonable and ~ncb-wished
By B. 'F. Underwood ................ Price 6 cents
-oB,for rain. Immediately rain began to fall
The World's Parliament of Religion&.
Why Should th9 Atheist Fear to Die?
-the first for many weeks-and for a
By Tenney......................... Price 10 cents
short time it fell in torrents. Meanwhile 13y J. G. HOLYOAKE.
Price: II cents
The Gods.
the congregation was dismissed; and then
By Ingersoll (with likeness), ....... Price 20 cents
came the scramble for umbrellas. One
Ingersoll Before The Unitarian Club... Price 6 cents
lady, who had no umbrella, commenced
Myth of the Great Deluge.
gathering the skirts of her gown over her
• By McCann ........................ Price 15 centl
head before quitting the church vestibule,
BY OAI'T. BOBEBT 0. ADA!IBEvolution of the Devil.
"
at the same time remarking to a neighbor: Being the story of hill Jn!lntal. 'ourne:r from
By Henry Frank ................... Price 25 cents
ortholioxy
to
Ba.
hona.J.ism.
"Eh, wumman, isn't it too bad o' the docThe Bruno Monument In Rome ........ Price 12 cents
Pnoe. vaver, 25 cents: cloth. 75 cents.
tor? He might ha' letten us hame first!"
Church and State.
London Freethinker.
By ·•Jefferson" .................... Price 10 centl
Religion of Humanity.
MR. W. R. LE F ANU, in his " Seventy
By Benwell ........................ Price 15 cents
Years of Irish Life," givs the following
Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling ........ Price 4 cents
testimony of an invalid who had been to
Dwight L. Moody.
Knock chapel, in the hopes of securing ~
By Susan H. Wixon ................ Price 5 cents
the services of Om: Lady of Knock. "InChristian Rellplon.
deed, sir, I took all the rounds, a.nd said
By an Old Jrarmer ................. Price 15 cents
all the prayers, but it was of no use; not
God In the Constitution.
but what it's a. grand place. It would asBy Ingersoll ....................... Price 10 cents
tonish yon to see all the sticks and crutches
"'
Effacement of Christianity.
hanging up there, left behind by poor
By Holyoake....................... Price 10 cents
cripples who went home cured. It's my
Life and Career of Bradlaugh.
opinion, sir, that for rheumatism and the
By Holyonke ....................... Price I5 cents
like of that, it's a grand place entirely;
Ingersoll's Address on Thomas Paine, Price 6 cents
but as for the liver, it's not worth a d--n."
Standing Up for Jesus.
-Lonaon Freethinker.
By H. L. Green .................... Price 4 cents
SEE, see auld Orthcdoxy's faes
Religion In the Republic.
By M. A. Freeman................. Price 6 cents
She's ewingein' thro the city;
Hark, how the nine-tail'd cat she plays!
Never-Ending LHe Assured by Science.
By Tenney.. , ...................... Price .6 cents
I vow it's nnco pretty I
There, Lea.ril.ing with his Greekish face,
Charles Darwin (lllustrated).
By Flower & Wakeman ........... Price 15 cents
Grunts out some Latin ditty;
Jehovah I ntervlewed ................... Price 6 cents
And Common-sense is gaun, she says,
To mak to Jamie Beattie
Cosmology agalnlt Theology.
•
,
Her plaint this day,
:, By Vindex ......................... Price 15 cents
But there's Morality himsel',
Embracing all opinions;
Hark, how he gies the tither yell,
a,
Between his twa companions.
By
ABA AUGER
See, how she peels the skin and fell,
A condensation of the fundamental argument
As ane were peeling onions!
agaillBt Ohri&tianit:r.
Now there, they're packed aff to hell,
A Vary Good Little Misslfmary Work.
And banished our dominions,
Price, 15 oeute. Address
Henceforth this day.
TBB TBUTH .SBIXIIIB
-From " The Ordination," BurnB,

Otto Wettsteiq.
TBE
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Thread Holders.
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OF

THE OTTO WETTSTEIN WA 'CH.
INGERSOLL
SOUVENIR
SPOON.

NOTICE,
An_y of m v Liberal friends w;sbing anyth :ng in
my llne wil1 rlo well by _puttinfl tbe1r a<' drePs on
& postal card, an 1 I will mail price lists of my
specialties, I can PORU.tvzv save you money,
I hav been beforb the Liberal nublic for nearly
forty year~ and to thoPe who favor me with their
orders, I will Pay that I will endeavor in every
way to merit their kind patronage. Fraternally,
OT'l'O WET1'S'fEIN Tlte IAberaZ Jeweler.
Established 1857.
Rochelle, Ill.
Repatr Work a Speolaztv.

STRONG, HEALTHY MANHOOD

JfutsheZZ.

DR. B. P. PBLLOWtl.
VJuelaud, N J
..-I wish to s&:r that I am an out-and-out
Lm:DAL, &nd I tl'Il8t the Freethinkers of the l&nd
will give me their p&ti'ClD&~e r.nd uot wute their
time r.nd moue:v ou Obriltir.n doo~r•.-.Dr. Felto
-i&v wbnze

zowr.
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tion of Lexington to the precinct which
should giv the colonel the largest proportional vote, and Harper's Ferry gave him
139 of its 179 votes. Most of the address
dealt with national issues, .but the first
part " fairly bristled with· ingeniously
contrived :fl.ings at those who had been the
means of defeating him."
·
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LUTHER CoLBY; the editor of the Banner
of Light, died at the. Crawford House in
Boston on October 7th. He was born at
Amesbury, Mass., Oct. 12, 1814, and for
thirty-seven years had been editor of the
Banner of Light. His funeral took place
on October lOth from the Spiritualist
Temple.
IT has just been discovered that the
government has been the victim of a plot
in the Bureau of Engraving and Printing
by which it has lost perhaps two hundr11d
thousand stamps. The stealing has been
going on for thirty days and it will take
weeks to ascertain the exact amount of the
loss, as no one can tell until they make
their quarterly reports ·how many postmasters hav received short packages.
THERE are eleven Scandinavian papers
in Minnesota and they hav heretofore
supported the Reoublican nominees, but
this year ten of them hav bolted the nomination of Knute Nelson for governor on
the ground that he is merely a tool in the
hands of the railroad corporations. They
hav run up the. names of Sidney M. Owen,
Populist, for governor, and Adolph Biermann, Democrat, for auditor~ The other
Republican candidates are accepted.
A111.0S HAS MORE TROUBLE WITH HIS

JYowa of tAo Wool!.
AT a lodging-house fire in Boston one
man was killed and several injured.
IT is reported that the czar is hopelessly
ill and that a regency is about to be established.
AT Ironwood, Mich., while some dynamite was thawing in a stove, it exploded
and killed five persons.
ONE of the boodle councilmen of New
Orleans has been sentenced to five years'
imprisonment in the penitentiary.
THB Massachusetts Democrats indorsed
the income tax, denounced the A. P. A,
and nominated John E. Russell for governor.
THB Supreme Court of South Carolina,
b;Y: a vote of two to one, on party lines, de
01des that the state di~pensary law is con·
sti tutional.
ON October 11th an east-bound overland
train was held up near Sacramento and the
express car robbed of gold to the amount
or $51,000.
THB carelessness of a carpenter in carrying a naked lamp into a colliery shaft at
Shamoki!l, Pa., caused the death by fire
of five mmers.
TBEASURY receipts for the first ten days
of October make the outlook for governt fl. nc
nder the new tariff law
me_n
na el! u
qmte favorable.
DR. A. B. DoBSoN, a very popular
Spiritualist physician,· formerly of Ma-

JO~S

AND CAUS.El'H HIM TO REP.ENT.-Amos vii, 4, 5, 6.

quoketa, Ia., and later of San Jose, Cal.,
died recently in the latter city.
THE official canvass of the votes cast in
the Georgia election shows that the
assembly will contain 3 Republicans, 50
Populists, and 166 Democrats.
About
thirty seats are contested.
AT the parade of the striking cloakmakers in this city on October 11th the
police did some clubbing which is declared
to hav been wholly unnecessary. The
affair is being investigated.
As THE Lexow committee's investigation
of the police department of this city proceeds more and more astonishing revelations are made. Still the press urges the
committee to go " higher up."
WILLIAM LLoYD GARRISON, Moncure D.
Conway, and other prominent reformers,
recently addressed a large meeting in
Faneuil Hall, Boston, in condemnation of
lynching in the South and elsewhere.
THE strong wind which blew over New
York on the morning of October lOth
prostrated an eight story building in
course of construction and buried two
tenement houses in its ruins. Nine people
were killed and thirteen injured, several
of them badly.
CHIEF·JusTIOE LEON ABBFJTT of New
Jersey char~ed the g1and jury at Trenton
that the officials of the state fair and the
~olice who '!ere on th~ g~ound a~ ~he
time ":ere gmlty of a cr1me m perm1ttmg
gamblmg and should be ma~e to suffer f~r
1t. The managers of the mter-state fair
include nearly all the leading business
1men of Trenton, some of whom hav very
prominent church connections.

A. Missionary Scheme.
THE TRUTH SEEKER has recently been doing, with
the generous aid of its friends, a great deal of poUtical missionary work. We hav given away thout~J.nds of the "Church Property " pamphlet, and it
is doing its work. We hav also given away thouunds of arguments against the proposed national
Sunday laws. Besides these, more thousands of
TRUTH SEEKERS lrav beE>n scattered broadcast over
the land.
With the advent of the reading season, when the
summer's work is. done and the people hav time to
think, we want to do a great deal of religimts misbionary work, and so we hav prl:'pared this scheme,
which has already received cordial indorsement:
Probably no one book has made more converts
to common sense and won more people away from
~up~rstition than Paine's" Age of Reason." It is
11 book,· as Colonel Ingersoll liays, that furnishes an
immense amount of food for thought. It is written
f0r the average mind, and is a straightforward,
honest investigation of the Bible and of the Christian system. It has liberalized us all. It puts

THE Jewish-American press the country
over condemns the A. P. A. and numerous
Jewish social organizations hav adopted
resolutions in favor of teligious freedom.
AN express train was robbed on the 12th
inst. near Quantico, Va. A large sum of
money was obtained. The robbers cut
the engin loose and made their escape on
it, afterward letting it go wild, and it
would hav run into another passenger
train had it not been for a signalman who
managed to sidetrack it.
THE Chinese-Japanese war drags slowly
along·. The Japanese hav recently won a
few small victories and are slowly pushing
their way toward Pekin. It is rumored
that the Chinese government has sued for
peace through the British minister, offer-.
ing to guarantee the neutrality of Corea
'
and to pay Japan a war indemnity.
EARL GREY, the third of the title, died
in England last week .. In 1841 he was
celebrated for his debates in Parliament
in opposition to the protectionist policy of
Peel's administration. He was in Melbourne's cabinet, was a frequent writer to
the London Times, and was the author of
several bOoks. He was born in 1802.
COLONEL BREOKINRIDGE made public
confession to his church at Mount Horeb,
Ky., and his repentance has been accepted,
but the officers of the church hav suspended him from communion until Feb.
1, 1895. On the same day that this was
announced Colonel Breckinridge presented a banner to the precinct of Harper's
Ferry in Henry. county. It had been
oftered previous to the holding of the
primaries by the Breckinridge organiza-

arguments in the mouths of the people ; it pu.ts the
church on the defensiv ; it enables somebody in
every village to corner the parson. It has never
been " answered " and never can be.
What ought to be done, and what we propose to
d,.,. is to scatter this book broadcastr-to giv. and to
hav given away thousands of them among the people. Every church-member that any Freethinker
knows ought to hav one. It will do that churchmember good, even if his wife burns it. He will
read a few pages in it at least before she gets hold
of it. But perhaps she too will read it. That book
in a family is bound to do good-an immfmse
amount.
It has liberalized thousands and will
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE
TRUTH SEEKER, for from reading it D. l\l. Bennett,
whom we all loved when living, and whose memory
we now honor, became a Liberal. Previously he
was a rigid churchman. There are more like him in
the country, and it is they we ought to reach.

Our proposition is for every reader of this
paper to send us the names and addresses of
EIGHT of his Christian acquaintances and ONE

THB central committee of the New York
Democracy fille.d the vacancy on the· state
tick.!Jt caused by the resignation of Judge
Gaynor with the name of Jnstice Charles
F. Brown. The Shepard Democracy o,f
Brooklyn has put a third ticket in the field,
substituting Everett P. Wheeler for
Senator Hlll for governor and accepting
the regular Democratic nominee for
lieutenant-governor-Daniel E. Lockwood
-and the regular Democratic nominee for
judge of the Court of Appeals-Charles
F. Brown.
·
IN New York all the elements of opposition to Tammany hav united on the Strong
ticket. The latter organization has nominated the philanthropist, Nathan Straus,
for mayor. Fo.r Congressmen it has put
up Hs own members, refusing to join with
the other elements of the Democratic
party, and " turning down " all the present Congressmen who voted for the Wilson
bill. This will probably lead to the nomination .of other candidates by the antiTammany Democrats and the election of
Republicans in some· of the d~stricts.
THE first parliamentary election in ·
Belgium under the new universal suffrage
compulsory voting law .took place last
Sunday. All men over twenty-five years
hav one vote; all married men and widowers who pay taxes to the amount of five
francs hav two, while the class of highly
educated hav three. In the last class ate
included all the priests, numbering ten
thousand; so that the clerical party received thirty thousand votes from the
priests .alone, with the result that that
party shows large gains at the exoense of
the party called "Liberal," which also
lost to the Socialists. Large numbers of'
men had to be dragged to the polls to vote
and many of them put the names of'
imaginary candidates on their ballots and.
this has much delayed the counting of the,
vote.

DOLLAR, and we will mail each of them a cop;v·
of Paine's
"A.GE OF REASON."
•
If you don't know eight Christians you care>
enough about to convert, name those whom you dQ;
want. to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the
remainder to some editor or· public man or preacher
worth saving.
In this way public opinion can be made and
the church undermined.
A few Freethinkers
in a community can club together and convert a
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and
dry in his pulpit. Or they can send us the funds
·and we will make the selection of the target and
take the responsibility of the work. What we want is
to scatter the book among the people and hav it read.
Remember, we do all the work-all we ask is the
names and addresses and means to mail the book.
Surely everybody can help in this and make thousands of Freethinkers.
Don't select the names
of indifierentists, but those of good church people,
with a preference for those who hav the capacity to
think if they only are steered in the right direction.
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SOME SUGGESTIONS TO THE CLERGY ON HOW TO FILL THEIR CHURCHES.

400

Years of Freethought.

From Columbus to l11gersoll

~

B~ ·Samuel

Large Octavo, n65 pages, Gilt Sides and Back, Marbled Edges.
Truth Seeker One Year, $6.50.

Porter Putqam
Price, $5 ; -with The
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FULL-PAGE ·HALF-TONE PORTRAITS

Of the Most Eminent JJ'Teethinkers and Philosophers, Living and Dead, of the Past .J!owr Hundred Years.

a:' H.E [fRU:IH SEEKER COMPANY has pleasure in announcing
l..eJ that this splendid work, which has been in preparation so long, and for
which nearly 1,100 persons hav subscribed in advance, is now ready
for delivery. For more than twelve months FouR HuNDRED YEARS oF
FBEETHOUGHT has be~n advertised, and if it had appeared as originally designed it might hav been out half a year ago. The Prospectus has stated
all along that the book would contain six hundred pages of printed matter,
and fifty portraits were mentioned, but it has so grown upon the hands of
the author and publisher that the pages of type hav reached nearer nine
hundred, while the list of pictures has extended to almost three times fifty.
As the portraits hav proved the most expensiv-as they will no. doubt prove
to many the most attractiv-part of the book, their multiplication, together
with the added pages of text, will giv the subscriber about twice as much
for his money as was at first promised him. He is getting an Album as
well u a History ; for what are called "half-tone" pictures, like those in

the present work, are the most :(inished and satisfactory product of the
artist's and engraver's skill, being exact reproductions and therefore equal
in accuracy to the original photograph. We feel considerable pride in this
· collection of photographs, and call especial attention to them.
As for the subject matter of FouR HuNDRED YEARs oF FRIETHOUGHT,
it covers nearly every phase of progress and development, and presents
. them in such orderly sequence as to giv the best possible picture of human
evolution. In Part First we hav Freethought as a manifestation and influence ; in Part Second, as an organized · force. With this history are given
sketches of the lives of the men and women who hav taken part in the move
ment. It unites the palilt and the present. It is a world book and a home
book. It fulfils the promis of its inception, and is the most magnificent
work ever issued by the Freethought Press.

Price, $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50.

THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 28 LAFAYKTTB PLAOB, N:sw You.

THE TRUTilt"JSEEKER. OCTOBER 2"', 18~4-

LIST
OF

TRUTH SEEKER

PREMIUMS

When Renewing Your ~ubscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers:
For $6.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and S. p.
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever
issued by the.Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Prominent Freethinkers of the past four centuries.
The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of IngersoU. It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industnal,
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold a.re
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FouR
HuNDRED YEARS OF FREETHOUGH'r" embraces the most illustrious pages of human
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the moat splendid poetry,
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's
most shining advance. Nothing can he more interesting or more inspiring to the
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great·
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolutil)n, with the added
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church.

400 YEARS OF FREETH OUGHT FREE f

For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "Paine's
preat Works Complete "($3).
This edition of Paine's w?rks ?ontains a
icture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected 1D Chicago, and
f his monument in New ·Rochelle.
For $5 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and" The World's
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett. ·
For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and James B.
· Th
" $2 7 ) Th' ·
1 did ff f
Alexander's" Dynamic
eory ( . · 5 ·
1s 1s asp en
er, or every one
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of· Science, and no one who studies it
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters.

°

For $4:.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and ''The
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50).
For .au1 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "The Free'11'1:
thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2).
For $4: we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and 8 copy of" Old
Testament Stories ComiMlly lllustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).

For $3.50 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and" Old Tes~
tament Stories Comically Illustrated," in board covers ($1).
-- - - Send ns FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rates
($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OJ<' THE CLUB
AND
'' t'OUK :UUNDKJ<.;D YE tRS OF FREE'I'HOUGHT"
THE TRUTH SEEKER
FREE Ot' CHARGES.
ONE YEAR,
AND .F UR:IHER-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves,
Will be sent for $4.50. The
we will offer To the New Subsc·rlbers as a Prenvlum, post
$2.75 Pin and TBE TRUTH
FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION.
SEEKER one year for $5.
free, a copy in boards of

HOW
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1
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OFFER!
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The Freethinker's Ba~ge-~in

THE GREATF.ST BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED.
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Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of

BELVS HANDBOOK OF

FREE THOUGHT.

The TRUTH
SEEKER and

The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon

Will be sent for $4-75. Sugar Spoons and TRUTB BEEKER, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
g-ilt, l>nw\. 50c. more, A.ddresR 'rHE TRU'rH I:!EEKEit

.<9E~MS AND SUBSG~IPJI!ION BLANf\

SUBSCRIBE FOR

-oF-

The Truth Seeker.
aft o:D-ro-ft~, \!?.ft~ a.~-tb ~on~ t:).zob~, to .f>e- ·ma.bc- pa.1Ja..f>fe to
Eo M. MACDONALD,

M.Al\E YOUR FRiENDS A PRESENT OF A TRIAL
SUBSCRIPTION.

SAMPLE COPIES FREE,

,...FUl out the accon1,panyinu Sttbsm·iption
Blank antl

fm~wa:rtl

to THE TBUTH SEEBER,

28 Laj(tyette Place, :New York.

\

Three months, (trial subscribers,) in advancC',
$0.75
Oue subscription with two new subscribers, in
Six
"
"
·u
1.50
one remittance,
Single subscription, one year,
3.00
One subscripllon with three new subscribers, in
One subscription two years,
5.00
one remittance,
Two new subscribers,
5.00
One subscription with four new subscribers, in
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one
one remittance,
remittance,
5-00
·Any number over five at the same rate, inVariably with one remittance.

$7.00
8.50

1o.oa

It is thus seen that any of our friends who will take the trouble to get a new subscriber at the regular rate ($3)
will get his own for $2; by getting two new subscribers he will get his paper for $1; by getting three new subscribers
he will not only get his own [1ee; but will have fifty cents beside; by getting four new subscribers he will have his own
fn~e and gain $2. If anrone chooses, or.if by so doing he can easier secure partners in taking the paper, he can share

With them the advantages of the club rates,
This makes THR TRUTH SEEKER, with its sixteen large pages, cheaper than any other Liberal paper.
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In connection with our "Missionary Scheme " of sending ~Tt.c ~~lttlt .§.e.elt.e~

18

C!t.o'.,

28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Eight Copies of Paine's "Age of Reason" to separate addresses

for $1, we think that further good can be done by letting
Please send The 'Trutlt Seeker to the following address ..... fo-r ..................._year
people read THE TRUTH SEEKER for awhile.
To this end we uu
'--/,osedfin d $---·--··in payment
·
"" the same.
OJ
make the following offer :
NAMES.

POST OFFICE, [Box ST." No., IF A•vJ & STATE.

To New Trial SubS<lribm•s, Three Months fot• 50 Cents.
We feel confident that everyone who read~ THE TRUTH
SEEKER for three months will renew his subscription.
We therefol'e respectfJlly urge our present subscriber~>
to bear this offer in mind when sending their renewals, and tt.
make an effort to send us one or
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We hope that all readers to whose notice the paper comes
will send us a six or twelve months' subscription, but if they do
not feel like subscribing for either term we shall be thankful if
they will fill the blank out for a trial subscription of three months.
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Prince of Peace or Patron Saint of Wart
B. 0. Flower, givin:g in the Arena a partial list
of the armories in Massachusetts and New York,
says:
"They, of course, do not represent all the bastiles of
death, which speak in such an unw.istakable manner of
the real materialism of the age and the absence of soul
kinship with the Prince of Peace."

That has a soft, alliterativ sound, but how much
truth does it·express? This is called a Materialistic
age chiefly because machinery has to a great extent
supplanted metaphysics, and men are more and
more inclined to make critical examination precedent to belief. The ages of war were the ages of
unquestioning faith, and the ferocity of the wars
which then prevailed was immeasurably greater
than that of those which occur in these "materialistic" times. Economic considerations are more
powerfully operativ to prevent war than are all other
influences. It is seen that war does not pay, and
the mighty armaments that are maintained are
maintained to prevent war rather than to provoke
it. Every resource of diplomacy is exhausted to
obviate a resort to arms. All governments are anxious to leave undisturbed the balance of power.
Why? Because they fear the terrible destructivness of the modern war. This age of "materialism"
has armed the nations with such unprecedented annihilating forces, and it costs so much to replace
what is consumed and destroyed, that every government is compelled by monetary necessities to
hold the dogs of war in leash as long as possible.
This talk about the "Prince of Peace" is nauseating. It is only pious spreadeagleism. If we are
to accept the New Testament narrativ-its nonmiraculous features only, of course-as authentic
history, we will be as fully justified in calling the
Nazarene the Patron Saint of Holy War as the
Prince of Peace. The teachings imputed to him
are contradictory and confusing. But there can be
no doubt that when he and his immediate followers
made belief in him and his " gospel " a virtue, and
non-belief therein a crime against man and "God,"
the virus of persecution was implanted in the Christian blood, and it has remained there to this day.
Many of the wars that desolated the world during
the distinctivly Christian period were caused by the
dogma of exclusiv salvation, while all that occurred

ollaries. Whatever Jesus may hav meant when he
said, as reported, that he came to bring a sword,
his followers hav ever taken him literally and rendered him the homage of imitation in this respect.
The old spirit of Christian hatred of the "heathen''
is by no means dead. No longer ago than last August the Philadelphia Times, referring to the Jap·
anese-Chinese war, said that "it is of comparativly
little consequence what these pagan nations are go·
ing to war about. The most important thing is to
see them fairly launched in the conflict that must
vastly benefit both.
The Bible can fight
its own battle in Christian countries, but when it is
confronted by the unbelief of the pagan, the sword
and the battle-ax are the most important handmaids
of Christian civilization." There spoke the old
evangeli2;,.ing1 crusader spirit that has made the
Christian nations the bloodiest on earth. Mr. Flower
is welcome to such "spiritual" or " ' soul' kinship
with the 'Prince of Peace.' " We prefer something
a little less inflamed with the sanguinary hue of the
missionary.
----------~----------

The Secular Principle of Government.-11.
The Christian Reformer quotes from our article
of September 22d the sentences which follow:
"The question of Sunday observance is one for
private determination wholly, equally with that of
baptism, partaking of the communion, respecting
fast days, making pilgrimages to shrines, shaving
the head, or saying grace at the table. The state
has nothing whatever to do with any of these rites,
ceremonies, and observances, beyond protecting all
in the equal right to engage in or abstain therefrom." No attempt is made to prove that Sunday
observance is not a religious rite, or that the other
religious duties mentioned should not be made
legally obligatory on dissentientE', as the theocrats
wish to make Sunday abstention from work and
play. Instead of trying to show that they do not
desire. to violate the rights of conscience these representative of the church party make a fierce onslaught on the principle of Secularism, without
which, practically applied, there can be no security
for those rights. Mattie A. Freeman's protest
against " Christian dominance " and " Christian
privilege "is quoted, but we look in vain for a word
in disclaimer of the imputed desire to dominate
over their fellow citiztns, or to be the beneficiaries
of privilege. It is plain that they are eager to lord
it over those who do not share their belief, and to
get for themselvs all the special favors they can
wheedle or frighten the servants of the people into
giving to them. Our readers will be interested in
examining some of the Reformer's assertions concerning Secularism. It says :
"It would be folly for us to attempt to prove that the
Constitution and government ure Christian. Our opponents cannot be dislodged from the position they hav
taken behind the Constitution. We must candidly admit
that the fundamental law of the land is a secular instru·
ment. It is constructed on the theory that government
has nothing to do with God or his law. But after making
this admission we must turn our guns on the theory of
secularism. This theory is as false as anything ever
promulgated by the father of lies. It is false whether
viewed from the standpoint of political science, of history, or the Bible. The secular theory of government
has not a single scientific truth to sustain U. No sound
writer on politics believes it. All hi::tory is against it.
No government could be formed on a purely secular basis. Constitutions may be written as though this theory
were true, but practically no such constitution can be
put into operation without virtually amending it by adding in practice portions of the true theory. Secularism
never presided at the birth of a single nation, nor has it
ever rendered service in rearing, guarding, and developing the institutions of any government, Secularism is a

theory of anarchy and national ruin. While there is no
thoroughly Christian government on earth to-da}', there
is none that is thoroughly secular. Such a monster could
not exiflt. The only reason why existing governments do
not fall to pieces is because there are in each of them
some elements of the true theory of government by
which they are held together. The chief thing for us to
do is to demolish the secular theory of government, and
reconstruct the Constitution on the Christian theory."
It is scientifically true that the mind of man can
believe only as it is convinced by evidence. A man
may profess to ·believe, but he does not really believe at the command of authority. This is the
basic scientific fact that makes a state religion a
crime against humanity. The chief function of
such a religion is to breed hypocrite, that is, to
promote immorality. It cannot be scientifically
demonstrated that it is a legitimate and beneficent
purpose of government to make men vicious and
criminal, yet this is what it inevitably does whenever it tries to contravene the immutable laws of
nature by putting its citizens in a position where
they are expected to believe what appears to them
to be unreasonable, absurd, or immoral. Men must
grow into the truth if it is ever to become theirs.
There can be nothing more unscientific than the
attempt to legislate it into them. It is an aggravation of the evil to try to make them believe that
which is doubted by some of the best thinkers, and
to punish them if they cannot believe it.
Whether " any sound writer on politics " believes
in the secular theory is a matter of opinion. It is
our opinion that no writer who does not accept it
can be thoroughly sound, but these two antithetical
opinions should settle the question for no man or
woman. Each must weigh the opposing arguments
for himself.
All history tells us that the partnership of the
ecclesiastic and the politician has been a robbers'
league, a combination for wrong, first, last, and all
the time. It has made of the priest an insolent inquisitor, of the official a torturing tyrant, of the
people hypocrite, paupers, and slaves. The union
of theology and politics has ever brought misery
to the masses and swollen the unrighteous power
of the few. That union has corrupted the priest
and debased the politician. Such is the unvarying
testimony of the ancient states, of Spain, of Portugal, of Germany, of France, of England, of Scotland, of Russia, of Mexico, of the United States.
This government was formed on a purely secular
basis; its Constitution, as even ita bitterest foes acknowledge, was written by those who had a clear
perception of the ideas that are the roots of the
tree of secular government. That this Constitution
has not yet become practically operativ in all cases is
due to the fact that we are not yet unburdened of
the incubus of citizens who cling to theocratic
ideals. The men who a:ave us the Constitution
were exceptional men, men ahead of their age and
of this age as well. Most of them knew what the
union of church and state was and they were determined that the new nation should start right. Had
they not feared the machinations of such traitors as
are now striving to nullify their grayd work they
would not hav taken the remarkable precautionary
measures that they did. They knew what the
political priest had done and they knew that he
would do it again if he could grasp the sword of
power. The secular principle has been vindicated by
our experience as a nation, although, as we are well
and sadly aware, it has been "virtually" amended
" by adding in practice portions of the " Christian
theory, but that adulteration does not invalidate
the secular principle. It merely proves that too many
of the people are still dominated by superstition
and that priests yet lust for the power which time-
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serving politicians are only too willing to giv them. ished not for failing to worship but because they order that the equal rights of all may be secure,
No evil results hav followed the secular experiment worked on that day! But if the law under which and that we discourage abuse, vituperation, and
err,cept in so far as the secular principle has been they were punished was enacted in the interest of defamation. Send him the Demands of Liberalism
disregarded and trampled at the instance of such the church and to discriminate against people not and point out the encroachments of the church that
marplots as the editors of the Christian Reformer. holding to the strictly orthodox faith-as it was- render the Demands necessary. Let your letters,
Secularism has rendered a vital and inestimable what hav you gained by taking this line of defense? as always, be clear, courteous, and accurately writservice in developing and defending as well as It still remains true that the law discriminates in ten.
in equipping this government with a model Consti- favor of certain persons and against other certain
" The incarnation brought righteousness out of the
tution. It has done all for the nation that the am- persons, and all because they differ in religious be~ region of cold abstractions, clothed it in flesh and blood,
bitious and jealous priestly caste would permit it to lief or concerning religion. But if we cease to re- opened for it the shortest and broadest way to all our
do, and to-day it is menaced by that caste with gard the religious aspect of the question we are at sympathies, gave it the firmest command over the springs
of human action by incorporating it in a person, and
more formidable weapons of siege and assault than once prompted to ask what equity there is in im~ making it, as has been beautifully said, liable to love."they hav ever before been able to bring into the prisoning men for working on their own premises Hon. Wm. E. Gladstone.
field. They keenly realize that they must overthrow and confessedly without disturbing others? Will
This is very well, written, but it does not mean
you say that they violated law ? But it is the law anything. MT. Gladstone is an adept in that kind
the secillar government soon or never.
Secularism is a theory of liberty and justice, that we are attacking and that you are defending, of composition when he attempts to elucidate theo.
therefore of order, peace, and individual and national and we should hardly expect the Independent to logical problems.
prosperity. We say "therefore" because liberty try to escape from the consideration of the funda---------~---------Under the head of" Critical Notes" the Sunday
and justice are the fundamental con"diti:ons of social mental principle involved by pleading that the law
order, and the " Christian theory " of a state- punishes people for acting in a way that is perfectly School Times tells us that "the letters of the Greek
supported and state-enforced religion flatly denies innocent in itself. Christian martyrs were tortured word 'Ichthus' (fish) are the initials of the phrase,
in accordance with law, and slavery had the sane~ 'Jesus Christ, Son of God, Savior.' '' The story
both liberty and justice.
No, there is "no thoroughly Christian govern- tion of law, but that fact did not make either tor~ has certainly a fishy flavor, but we imagin that a
ment on earth to-day"; if there were that nation ture or slavery right. Those Adventists wronged really "critical " examination of the early history of
would be a fearful illustration of what the whole of no one, and as the essence of all crime is the wrong- Christianity would discover-yes, has discoveredChristian Europe was in the " midnight of civiliza- ing of others, it follows that they committed no many more mythological elements than the one in·
dicated by the Times.
tion," the Dark Ages. No, there is no government crime, and therefore should not be punished.
--------~~-------The Independent declares that if the three Adthat is thoroughly secular, for there is no nation
In England an attempt was made to revive a
that is not infested with a self-seeking priesthood ventists had kept Saturday their imprisonment was
statute of George III. which made it an offense to
that is sure, or pretends that it is sure, that no "an offense against freedom of worship." Whether
lecture
on Sunday if an admission fee was charged.
people is safe which does not tax and coerce the they had or had not kept Saturday their imprisonThe
case
was dismissed, Judge Mathews substanheretic for the good of his soul and the aggrandize- ment was an offense against freedom of worship,
tially deciding that the law is out of date. So one ·.
and, still more broadly and inclusivly, it was an
ment of his persecutors.
The reason existing governments do not fall to offense against the equal rights of the citizen, which by one the old cob houses of superstition and privilege get rudely shaken. But disregard of bad laws
pieces is because society is a primary necessity of rights include the right of freedom of worship.
is
not repeal of them, and a foolish or bigoted judge
Neither is it material whether their actions were
man, and the poorest government performs in a
and
jury may put life into them at any time. They
very bungling and costly way some few of the discovered by "persons spying out for the purpose
are
harmless
only after they are wiped off the statute
functions of an orderly society. There can be no of inquisition" or by the people who were casually
books.
.
doubt the most despotic governments are held passing. The churchman need not say that the
----------~--------together to a great extent by the chains of super- sight of the man working in his garden "·disturbs"
At the Christian Evidence meetings in Hyde
stition. But exactly in proportion as a people are him on his way to church, for it is quite possible Park, London, a Jetter, full of belief in the religion
intelligent and prosperous is a just government that the sight of the churchman on his way to the of the Christian, was read and then the audience
really strong, and the more intelligent a people are chapel "disturbs" the man at work in the garden. was asked, "Do you know who wrote that ?-Abrathe more nearly secular their government will be. The law cannot properly take cognizance of such ham Lincoln.'' The extract was from a letter writIf the world is to continue to progress, the truth or kinds of "disturbance" as this. In whatever light ten by Lincoln to his mother when he was nine
falsity of religious dogmas must cease to be deter- you view the persecution of the Adventists for Sun- years old l It thus appears that the same persons
mined at the polls.
day working that persecution is seen to be " an who reject the Freethinking ideas of Lincoln's
outrageous injustice," "an offense against freedom manhood, on the plea that such notions were
Christian Outrages in .Maryland.
of worship," and it would "not be allowed by the formed during the "veal" period, hav no hesitancy
"The ~igns of the Times, a Seventh Day Adventist laws of a reputable state."
in accepting his judgment as a kid. The London
paper, wants to know what we think of the fact that three
Freethinker exposes this characteristic Christian
men should now be lying in jail in the Commonwealth of
Four New Books by Colonel Ingersoll.
" evidence.''
Maryland for 'doing bodily labor on Sunday' in obediColonel
Ingersoll
has
a
new
lecture,
which
he
will
ence to .the dictates of their own conscience and their reThe World thinks that it is nonsense to talk of
ligious faith-one of them having been discovered plow- deliver this fall and winter. It is entitled "The
ing in his own field, a second setting out tomato plants in Holy Bible," and is now ready in pamphlet form. having compulsory voting-" If good men and
his own garden, and a third chopping wood at his own A million copies should be sold, 'and we are ready good citizens can be manufactured in that way, why
door. We answer that if it be true, as our contemporary to dispose of our share of them at the regular and not hav compulsory church attendance!" Well,
tells us, that these were men who conscientiously obthat is what they did hav in the old Puritan days
served the seventh day ns their Sabbath, and who, in low price of twenty-five cents each. It will make a
in
New England, and it is what we shall hav again
doing this work, disturbed nobody else, and were dis· superb missionary document.
if
the
theocratic, Sabbatarian party is permitted to
His lectures on Shakspere and Lincoln are also
covered at it only by persons spying out for the purpose
of inquisition, then it is an outrageous injustice, an in press, and will be ready soon. The price of each hav its way. Cannot the World see that there is
offense against freedom of worship, and ought not to be will be twenty-five cents. They will be printed in but one step and that a short one from our present
allowed by the laws of a reputable state."-New York
handsome shape, in paper covers.
Every one laws forbiding work and recreation on Sunday,
Independent.
will want copies of these splendid addresses, a&d which is done for the purpose of increasing church
There are too many provisos in the Independent's
orders may be sent to us at once, and will be filled attendance, to laws directly compelling people to
answer. We now ask it to answer these questions:
attend religious services? And more than thisas soon as we get the books from the publisher.
Can there be any real freedom to worship when the
the World should know that at least nine-tenths of
Another
pamphlet
which
everybody
will
want
is
freedom to abstain from worship is denied? Is not
our municipal corruption is due to the fact that we
this:
"Is
Suicide
a
Sin
T"
The
work
contains
Colthe freedom to abstain from worship in effect dehav permitted the old Puritan spirit to dictate legnied when men are forbidden to do on Sunday those onel Ingersoll's two letters to the New York World,
islation. This is an age in which the people cirtogether
with
the
replies
of
famous
clergymen
and
things which disturb "nobody else"! A necessary
cumvent
the attempts to make them moral and
implication of freedom to abstain from worship is others, a verdict from a jury of eminent men of
religious
by
law, and the way they do it .is by bribthe liberty to do, on the day or days when others New York, curious facts about suicides, celebrated
ing
the
officials.
essays
and opinions of noted men, and an original
worship, such things as we wish to do instead of
worshiping, subject to the same limitations that chapter on the "Great Suicides of History." Price,
One day last summer the Australian bushmen of
circumscribe our actions on the other days of the in heavy paper, with late portrait of Robert G. Inger- Barnum & Bailey's circus wandered into a vacant
week and to such limitations only. If this is not soll, twenty-five cents.
lot at Bridgeport, Conn., and began throwing
--------~~-------b.1sed on equity, will you tell us why? If it was an
The Freethought Letter-Writing Corps will this boomerangs in their marvelous way. It was Sun"outrageous injustice" to imprison those three men week try to convince George Martin, editor of the day, and thousands of people were on their way to
in Maryland for working on Sunday if they had Gazette, of Kansas City, Kansas, that he does not church ; they were attracted by the unusual disworshiped on Saturday, but was a just punishment understand what Freethought is. In that paper of play and stopped to look on, apparently temporarily
of them if they had not worshiped on Saturday, October 15th we are informed that Freethinkers forgetting all about their souls' necessities. But
what can you call laws that make such discrimination compose "a bigoted, intolerant sect," whose objects the police were not so absent-minded, for they
inevitable but laws directly designed to encourage are to abolish the church and the state and to stopped the playing and drove the crowds toward
and reward worship and punish non-worship? And abuse people who do not think as they do. the churches. So the people went along meekly
is this anything other than union of church and Show him that we seek' to educate Christians out and listened once more to "the old, old story,"
state, and does the Independent champion such of Christianity, not to abolish the church by law; although it is very probable that most of them
union ? Do you still say that these men were pun- that we wish to mSke the state absolutely secular in would hav preferred to hav the show go right
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ahead. . Each no doubt felt that he was able to take
care of himself without the assistance or prompting
of the police, but he doubted his neighbor's ability
to attend to his own affairs, and so he was willing
to let the Sunday law stand and see the ministers'
rivals driven away. But when the police judge begins to fine him when he fails to go to church regularly he may conclude to wake up and assert his
rights as against all the priests in Connecticut.
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Ingersoll's lecture on " The Bible " was a great
event in Chicago. Five thousand people were present, and applauded the most radical utterances of
the supreme orator. They paid the closest attention to this masterly handling of a great themegreat because the Bible is the idol of so many millIn the paper of this city formerly known as the .ions of believers. If we say that anything of Ingersoll's is the best, where all is so entirely good,
Ohristian Union, but now called the Outlook, there we might say that is the best lecture that Ingersoll
recently appeared this advertisment:
has ever delivered; best in many respects ; best in
'' WANTED-A minister for a progressiv country the matter contained, in its learning and literary
parish. Must be young and married, a Republican, and merit; in its sublime eloquence ; in its burning huinterested in social and club work. Salary $1,200 and manity and magnificent courage. It was a brave
Lectures and Meetings.
parsonage. An overgraduate preferred. Address Supply. and splendid effort every way. It is unanswerable.
THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford,
Committee, Hartford, Vermont."
It is crowded with facts ; has a wealth of wit and secretaryi meets at 2:80 and 7:80, every Sunday in Warner's Ha 1, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia.
Not a word about his religious belief! His poli- pathos, and in the compass of its thought over- Freethought
publications are on sale at the meeting.
arches
eighteen
centuries.of
human
history.
I
betics and his social qualifications alone seem to be
THE Detroit Investigator Society meets every Sunday
lieve Ingersoll touched every emotion in the unfoldof any interest to those Vermont Christians.
ing of his vast and varied theme. His voice was afternoon at the hall, No. 82 Monroe avenue.
Verily latter-day Christianity is of the world clear and distinct, and reached and thrilled every
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every
worldly. This advertisment seems to hav shocked heart with its dramatic intensity and changeful Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business
the Ohristian Advocate and amused the Ohristian melody. His wonderful facility of holding the College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs
continuous attention of an immense audience was avenues. Program for October, 1894:
.Register. The first mentioned paper says:
October 28th-Mr. Henry Nichols, subject: "American
"Nothing is said about his success in saving souls, but never more brilliantly displayed. For two hours
Socialism."
and
a
half
there
was
no
faltering
in
the
flow
of
he must vote the Republican ticket, and stand by that
THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets at
party even if it stands by the devil; and he must be in- speech or the rapt interest of the thousands of lis8 o'clock Tuesday evenings in the Skerrett Building, N.
terested in club work! How many churches are there teners. There seemed to be perfect harmony be- E.
corner of Ridge avenue and Green street. Admission
that are advertising for the !lame sort of a minister now- tween the orator and that great mass of heart and free All welcome. Program for October:
brain
before
him
which
swayed
to
his
living
power.
adays, though a little less openly?"
Oct. 30th.-"The Kindergarten in Relation to Labor.
The glory of Freethought was never more fully exMiss Constance MacKenzie.
The Ohristian .Register thinks that the responses
pressed ; and never has reason won a more noble
Radical
Library open 7.30 to 10 P.M. Dues 15 cents
in that church should be altered to read: "God be triumph over ignorance and superstition. The
per month. ·
merciful to me a Republican and a sinner!"
lecture itself should be read by every Freethinker.
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets ever;v Sunday _evening
It is an armory for future -battles. It is compact.
Knabe Hall, 26 W. Fourth st.,. Cincmnati. Mr. John
Katie Kehm Smith's report of the proceedings of Every word counts. It is logic and history. It is in
R. Charlesworth will lecture during October upon the
the late Convention of the Oregon State Secular a marvelous massing of evidence. It settles the following subjects:
Union should be read by all Freethinkers. Our question as to the authority of the Bible. It places October 28th-" What the Bible has done for Woman."
Lectures commence at 7:45 P.M., sharp. All lectures
friends out there on the Pacific are taking hold of it where it belongs. It is to Paine's "Age of Reason" what the shining dome is to the great temple. are foilowed by free criticism and discussion. All ~~ore
the work in a very practical way. They seem disIt completes the work. It givs. Paine his noblest invited to attend.
posed to act as well as talk and, what is still more luster in that it adds to his labors the most searchTHE Scranton Secular Union meets ·every Friday
to the point, most of their talking is descriptiv of ing scholarship of modern times, and an eloquence evening at 421 Lackawana avenue. Our motto: Freedom
what they hav done. They hav been crippled by rivaled only by Shakspere himself. The poetic fire and Kindness. Everybody invited. Secretary, William
the lack of money, but they hav not allowed this burns in every sentence-and yet the argument is Watkins.
C. SADAKIOHI HARTMANN was the lecturer at the Manto paralyze their activities, and hav accomplished as clear and strong as a legal document. I hope
hattan Liberal Club on Friday evening, October 19th.
more with a few dollars than many of us would hav that this lecture, which cannot be equaled by any The
father of Mr. Hartmann was German and his mother
living writer, will hav a million readers. It should
thought could be done with hundreds. While self- be distributed as widely as the Bible itself, and Japanese and as a consequence he does not always attain
a complete mastery of our somewhat peculiar language,
helpfulness is nearly everything in the battle of life, some day it will be the requiem of the Bible and to
but he is an intelligent gentleman and a most eloquent
it might be well to remember that many of the the interpreter of its real worth to humanity.
and instructiv speaker. He had the close attention of
I gave my lecture ("Spiritualism, Theosophy. and his audience and received frequent, hearty, and enthusiOregon Liberals are pioneers in that country, and
astic applause. Both sides of the question of the nude in
that they are trying to make homes for themselvs Freethought ") Sunday evening, October 13th, to a art were impartially presented, the first half of his lecture
and their children, and so cannot do as much for full house. Th~re was a warm discussion after it, being a clear statement of the objections to the artistic
but the main points of the lecture· were apparently representation of the unclothed human figure. Mr.
Secular education as can those who hav weathered
acceptable to most of those present. In the world Hartmann givs evidence of a very wide and full study
some of the storms that still beat about the heads of universal ideas there is a harmony which is not of the artistic, literary, and musical history of the race.
The space at our command for this purpose is not suffiof those heroic workers. In view of these facts it discovered when we take a superficial view of these cient
for a satisfactory synopsis of the lecture, and a brief
would not be amiss for well-to-do Freethinkers out- great movements. There are many differences as paragraph or two would only travesty it. We shall
side the state to lend them a helping hand in their to phenomena and special doctrins ; but unity exists reproduce here only a very few of his apt and striking
In ''this silent, severe country life" of New
in those things which attract and influence all in- sentences.
most praiseworthy and necessary labors.
England "was born the enmity to the nude in art." "We
telligent and free minds.
.
cannot dispose of the Puritanic spirit by sneers at their
I realize a growing interest in the coming Con- narrowness a.nd ignorance. Those pioneers fought
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" is winagainst red Indians, wild beasts, and a still more tyrannining golden encomiums from its readers. Among gress. The daily papers are taking interest in our cal church." They were the product of their environwork. We are making an impression which has not ment, in which art, as art, could hav no place. "That
those who hav recently placed their opinions onbeen felt before. Some are already on the ground type of frugal life is a thing of the past." "Man must
record is our artist, Watson Heston, who writes us from a distance, and we receive letters daily from first be satisfied with himself before he can be satisfied
as follows:
those who promis to be present. When most of with anyt~ing else." :rhe q-t-eeks could worship the _nude
-their climate permitted It-but here the necessi!Y of
"'Four Hundred Years' is a fine work and I am much the readers of THE TBUTH SEEKER peruse these clothing and Christian conditions are in the way. Walt
pleased with it. Mr. Putnam deserves great praise for notes, the Congress will hav opened.
Whitman was an exception; he had enough of the Greek
such an eloquent and graphic description of the progress
I am glad to see my book-" Four Hundred spirit to appreciate the religious and artistic idea of
of Freeth ought. The portraits and biographical sketches Years of Freethought." I hav waited as patiently nudity. "In the golden age of painting they used the
golden tints, and they were made radiant by their _enof so many leading Liberals is a pleasant feature of the as the rest for its appearance from the unknown vironment.
But nJw we hav gray, and gray means Imwork which all will appreciate. George E. Macdonald's recesses of the publishing department, and as it potent. Violet is frozen blood-the blood of old men.
poem on page 40 is a gem. May the muses never jilt him comes fQrth so beautifully arrayed I feel almost as It is the favorit cqlor of the Chines~-" " Modern paintnor his Pegasus 'buck' with him.
Yours as ever,
if I were looking upon a new acquaintance. I hope ing endeavors to represent the multiform phases of modern life, and it represents intelligence, but the old inward
.
" WATBON HESTON."
my subscribers will like it, and feel, at any rate, harmony
is lost." "Art is impossible without the nude."
Here is another subscriber who gets to thinking they hav got their money's worth. If they find any "The spirit of the nude always remains supreme in art."
of the millennium of Freethought when he reads Mr. failings in the book, they must remember that one "Except at the seashore we never see the female human
man cannot do it all ; and that one volume cannot figure in natural movement and pose." "Art is no
Putnam's book:
flirtation." Music may be erotic. '' The dram a should
contain all there is in the universe of Freethought. soothe
"SEATTLE, WAsH., Oct. 17, 1894.
and rest, not exha!lst." "'r:h~ Jap~nese hav no
I
hav
tried
to
do
my
level
best-writing
more
like
"MR. EDIToR: Received 'Four Hundred of Freeconception of the nude.' Rabalais s philosophy was
a soldier in the field than a philosopher in his healthful. "He presented human life wi~hout blue penthought ' and am just tickled to death with it.
closet. I hav had to do most of my labors while cil marks." "The best the world has !t owes t<;> ~he
"Yours for a millennium of Freethought,
of the nude." "Why do women pamt such triflmg
.
"JOHN GRONOW."
on the march, but I believe, so far as the facts are spirit
things? The woman who can paint men as we hav
concerned,
I
hav
got
them
down
in
the
right
order,
painted women and paint women as we hav painted men
We are still receiving orders for "Four Hundred
will win immortality." To the Puritans: "You did not know
Years" and sending them out promptly, as all and given them their true meaning; and I can let that
nature is art, religion is art. You renounced art
this child of my brain go forth with a clear conthe old orders were attended to some days ago.
and were therefore old when you were children." But we
science.
·
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
must forbear. T. B. Wakeman, WilsonMcDon~ld, Crnthi16
As the reading season draws nearer the demands
Leonard and Mr. Wilson spoke to the questiOn With acfor the book will increase and we may not be quite
ceptance' to the audience. Mrs. Leonar.d said that. religFreethonght. Federation'-Treasnrer's Report. ious
bigotry :was the greatest obstacle to the nude m art,
so prompt. But do not let this possible continWe are _still receiving. contributions toward thE! and she justly scored Parkhurst and his congeners. She
gency alarm you-the book will be on its way in a
expenses of the Congress. What is left over will said that they hav eyes that can never go beyond .the imfew hours after your money reaches us. The club be used to oppose the church in its endeavor to en- moral. On that alone their minds, dwell. If God created
in his image, and if the nude Is obscene, then we hav
offer is· still good-" Four Hundred Years" and force the puritan Sunday law. It (the church) is man
an obscene God. She spoke of the devils who i_nterfere
THE TnuTH SEEXEB one year for $6.50, or the l}~og making great efforts in this city. Please ask your with all art in thiB city, and told of tbe cenBorBhip of tbe
plone for $5.
~iber/}1 !_ri~!l~B to jom tbe -Fel,ier~~otion, It coBts IU't schoolf$,
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terested in the work and will contribute when they are Postage, $25; printed supplies, $16; cyclostyle and
typewriter supplies, $15 40; engraving seal, $5;
able.
At the last convention the Oregon State Secular P. 0. Box rent, $2 ; Sunday-school supplies, $12 80 ;
In point of numberP, enthusiasm, and work accomplished, the Sixth Annual Convention of the Union numbered thirty-one members. To-day it num- miscellaneous, $10; total, $86.20, which was albers four hundred and fifty-seven. Last year but one
Oregon State Secular Union was a success.
Secular Sunday-school had been organized-_at ~ortland lowed by the Convention and the secretary authorThe Convention was composed of eighty-six mem- -and it had no regular lessons, nor did It hav a ized topul'chase the supplies. The executiv commitbers, besides those from Forest Grove and vicinity. system as the Oregon State Secular Union has now tee also submitted estimate for inclosing pavilion on
formu1ated for the Secular Sunday-schooL Since last park ground, $50; for sign on same, $10 ; for walk
Rosburg, Wash., was represented by H. P. An- convention
circuits, or Sunday-schools, hav be~n organdresen and daughter, Miss Lena, and Mr. and Mrs. ized in the following places: Portland, by Katie _Kehm approach from river and railroad, $75, which was
0. C. Lee ; Tillamook, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Reynolds ; Smith; Forest Grove, by Annie E. Barker; Ramer, by allowed by the C:nvention, or so much thereof as
Scappooee, John Price, Virgil S. Smith; Clatskanie, Henry Addis; Shelton, Wash., by Mrs H. E. Shelton- necessary, and referred to executiv committee to
G. R. Higgins; Oregon City, Nettie A. Olds, D. W. Cyphert· Rosburg Wash., Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Lee. hav the work done.
These Secular Sunday-schools are supplied with constituSmith, Katie Kehm Smith; Corvallis, B. F. Hyland; tion and by-laws, printed instructions for conducting the
Fifty dollars was voted the secretary for work of
Woodburn, R. H. Scott, Mrs. Ann Scott; McMinn- schools, lessons, opening and closing song, and Sunday- the past year. The bill of Wheeler & Sager, for
_
ville, Dr. A. K. and Mrs. M. J. Olde, E N. Ford, school poem by the state organization. _
balance due on lumber used for park pavilion,
Many applications hav been received aekmg the $68.46, was allowed and ordered paid. For this
and W. T. Booth; Portland, W. W. Jesse, Chas.
Oregon State Secular Union to establish Secular
Hagner, H. E. Girard. Mrs. May Hagner, Gustav churches
and Sunday-schools, but remembering the fate purpose $40.50 was contributed at once, as follows:
Hicketbeir; North Yamhill, Mr. and Mrs. Lee of former Secular unions that hav been organized, and Dr. and Mrs. Olds, $5; E. N. For ', $5; Lee LaughLaughlin, Mrs. Stewart; Dilly, D. M. Dunbar, Mr. not put in charge of a leader or lecturer, the execntiv lin, $10; Thos. Todd, $5; C. E. Reynolds, $5:
and Mrs. T. A. Dilly; Greenville, Asa Williams; committee decided that no charter should be granted un- 'Thos. Bellingher, $2; W. · T. Booth, $1.50; Mrs.
less a lecturer could be placed in charge whose business
Montavilla, Earnest Wright; Glencoe, Jacob Feuer- it
should be to make his or her circuit :flourish, these Lee Laughlin, $1 ; cash, $1 ; collection, $5. Bestein ; Buxton, Geo. L. Finch; Manning, L. F. Car- lecturers to be duly licensed by the Oreg~n State sides, there was subscribed by R. H. Scott, $5 ;
Secular Union. During the year the followmg per- Chas. Hagner, $5. Secretary's bill for $19 70 for
stens.
The Convention was opened by President W. W. sons hav been granted licenses to lecture under the money expended over and above receipts as above,
auspices of the Oregon State Secular Union: Katie
Jesse, with a brief address, reviewing the past work Kebm
Smith, Henry Addis, Annie E. Barker, Virgil was allowed and ordered paid. The Convention
of the Union and its future plans. One of the S. Smith. and Nettie A. Olds.
assumed the indebtedness incurred by Charles
Since Feb. 18, 1894, Mrs. Barker has had charge of the Hagner and others, for improvements made upon
most interesting features of this Convention was
the music, both instrumental and vocal, furnished Forest Grove circuit. For quarter ending April 2d, she the Oregon Secular Park, amounting, per bill renreports six lectures at Forest Grove. For quarter ending
under the leadership of Miss Olds and Mrs. Barker, July
let. her r~>port is as follows: Lectures at Forest dered, to $72.60. The executiv committee also
assisted by Professor Green, Mr. and Mrs. Wirtz, Grove, 13; North Yamhill, 2; Dilly, 1; near Cornelius, 2; recommended an appropriation to supply the secand the choirs of the Forest Grove and Portland funeral addresses, 1. During this quarter she also or- retary's office with THE TRUTH SEEKER, Investigator,
circuits. Mrs. Barker's Juvenile Choir was a sur- ganized the F01·est Grove Secular Sunday-school, with Ironclad.Age, and Freethinkers' Magazine, for the
an average attendance of about seventy members, and
prise to every one. It consists o! nine of the also
the Ethical Society, auxiliary to the Secular Sunday- ensuing the year, which on suggestion of D. M.
brightest boys and girls, and their sweet young schooL
Dunbar, of Dilly, was disposed of in the Convention
voices had been well trained ; but perhaps the
Henry Addis reports that in February, 1894, he organ- by cash subscriptions, as follows: D. M. Dunbal',
most important feature of the entire Convention ized the Ranier circuit, with about forty members, and $1; Reynolds, $1 ; Hyland, 1; Scott, $1 ; Price, 50
lectured twice a month for the society until June 3d,
was the practical illustration of conducting the when
he surrendered his commission as lecturer by rea- cents; Cheney, $1; Hagner, 50 cents ; Bisbee, $1 ;
Secular Sunday-school under the system inaugu- son of leaving the state.
Andresen, 50 cents; Freeman, 75 cents; Wilkes, 25
rated by the Oregon Secular Sunday-school Union,
Nettie A. Olds reports having lecturPd seven times as cents.
follows:
At
Portland,
Forest
Grove,
Ranier,
Rosburg,
Mrs. Barker's Sunday-school being convened for
Receipts btJfore and during Convention not otherthis purpose. The visiting members were most en- Astoria, Tillamook, and McMinnville. She has been wise accounted for: John Price, $5. Mrs. Maria
snperintendent of the Portland Secnhr Sunday-school
thusiastic in their praise of the Secular Sunday- since its re-organization last November, and leader of West, $5; Mrs. H. West, $1; Levi O'Ren, R. S.
school work as they saw it illustrated, feeling that ·the choir of the First Secular church of Portland.
Harrington, B. F. Hyland, Mayme J. Abbott, E. N.
Sine~ last convention I hav lectured as follows: For the
•. at last there was some hope that Secularists in
Ford,
Mrs. Susie Ford, each, $1; I. C. Robison,
Oregon are working in the right direction. The First Secular church of Portland, 34 times; Forest Grove, $2 ; Mrs. Susi Comer, 50 cents; collections during
1; McMinnville, 4; Scappoose, 2; St. Helens, 1; Ranier,
exhibition of the Secular Sunday-school work was 1; Mayger, 1; Gray's RiTer and Rosburg, Wash., 5; Convention, $20.03.
preceded by an able lecture by Miss Olds on "The Astoria, 4; Tillamook, 3; Fairview, 1; Bay Oity, 2; NeThe secretary, pursuant to instructions of the
Importance of the Secular Sunday school." The halem 1; Amity, 1; Sheridan, 1; Whiteson, 1; Dayton, 1; fifth annual convention to prepare lessons for the
address was replete with splendid thoughts, and Total, 64, and funeral addresses, 2.
Since there are no Secnlal' Snndav-~chool books or use of the Secular Sunday-school, submitted her rereceived much applaus~.
le5sons printed, the lesRons furnished the schools hav port, accompanied by a series of twenty-eight lesAnother important address was that of Annie E. been composed by Mr. Smith and myself. I append to Ions, for group from nine to fifteen years of age,
Barker on "Our Work and Our Workers," de- this report copies of twenty-eight lessons prepared for and a series of other lessons for group from fifteen
livered Friday evening to a crowded house. In groups from nine to fifteen years old, also sample ques- to twenty-one years, which, on motion, w~s referred
tions for group from fifteen to twenty-one years. With
this address Mrs. Barker outlined the work of past Miss
Olds's assistance in the type-writing and cyclost.vle to a special committee consisting of Nettie A. Olds,
conventions, showing how little was accomplished work there hav been sent out from the secretary's office Annie E. Barker, Emma Lee, Lee Laughlin; and
compared to work accomplished now under the to Sunday-schools, and otherwise distributed, over 4,000 Chas. Hagner, to examin and report on the same.
present system of propagating Secularism. Her of these lessons; about 1,000 copies each of opening and
song, and the Secular Snnday-scbool poem; 500 The committee reported as follows : " We recomaddress also dealt extensivly with the history of the closing
copies of Oircnlar No. 1; 28 copies of Circular Nn. 2; mend the adoption of forms as now used in the Secprogress of religious thought from earliest times, 300 copies of Oircnlar No. 3; 325 copies of No. 4; and 380
ular Sunday-school and further recommend that
and she was most warmly complimented. This ad- copies of No. 5, copies of which are hereto appended.
after necessary revision they ba embodied in quarI
hav
written
and
mailed
since
last
convention.
exclnsiv
dress did much to awaken the members to the
cil'cn}al's and postal-cal'dS, 474 letters, as shown by terlies for use in the Secular Sunday-school." Renecessity of standing firmly on the lines of con- of
"Letter Memorandum" which I herewith submit.
port adopted.
structiv work inaugurated by the Oregon State.
Through the generosity of Mr. and Mrs. Brettel, the
Resolution of condolence dopted :
Secular Union.
Other addresses were : "Re- Ironclad .Aae, D. C. Hatch, and other friends, we hav
WHEREAS:
Since our last convention death has entered
been
able
to
send
out
a
large
number
of
reform
Papers
ligion in South America," by Virgil S. Smith,
pamphlets. The Oreg'OD State s~cnlar Union the home of one of our estemed members, Robert Rankin
who, having spent most of his life in that country, and
has received as a gift from David and Caroline Witten- Laughlin, of North Yamhill, an upright and honorable
gave a most interesting account of the evil effects burg, of New Era, Or., ten acres of land at that place citizen, an intellectual and brave champion of the SeenJar cause, and by claiming him, as it eventually must
of both Catholicism and Protestantism ; and the for a Secnlal' park.
September lOth Miss Olds, Mr. Smith, and myself fin- each one of ns in accordance with nature's undeviating
closing address by myself on " The Persistency of
a seven-week's tonl' of a portion of the stat.e, the laws, has deprived this Union and his highly respected
Fanaticism." Bri.ef addresses were also made by ished
purpose of which was to explain the objects of the Union and grief-stricken family of his cherished companionship,
B. F. Hyland, C. E. Reynolds, Mrs. Barker, Judge and its method of forming circuits and establishing Sun- protection, and love; therefore,
Smith, and others.
Resolved, That this Convention tender to the relday-schools. During this time we lectured to thousands
Interesting letters were received and read as fol- of people, the larger pnrtion of whom never heard of the ative and friends of said member deceased, this token of
its esteem and sympathy for thom, and expression of
lows: From S. P. Putnam, Mrs. M.A. Freeman, Mr. Oregon State Secular Union and its work.
The work is in a most prosperous condition, but to ac- our Union's inestimable loss,
and Mrs. C. B. Reynolds, and S. C. Adams, of. Sa- complish greater results we must hav more money.
R3solution of thanks adopted :
lem. Saturday evening was devoted to a musical There bas been no time during the year that the Union
Resolved,
By the members of the Oregon State Secular
has
not
been
indebted
to
Mr.
Smith
and
myself
for
money
and literary entertainment followed by a dance.
.
Union in Convention assembled, that the thanks of this
An amendment to the by-laws was proposed by advanced to pay necessary expenses.
Besides this, Mr. Smith, Miss Olds, and myself hav Convention are due, and are hereby extended, to the citiwhich membership fees and dues were to be charged, devoted substantially all of our time to the :work, and I zens of Forest Grove and vicinity, and the members of the
but after discussion it was the unanimous sentiment hope that every Secularist present will closely examin Forest Grove auxiliary to the. Oregon State Secular
Union, for their generous hospitality, and warm welcomof the Convention that a free membership, as at the details of the work.
ing courtesies extended to the members of this ConRespectfully submitted,
KATIE KEHM SMITH,
present, would be more conduciv to the success of
vention in so many ways; and particularly to those
·
Sec. Oregon State Secular Union.
the Union; that what the Union needed was numladies who hav so faithfully and untiringly devoted
The
executiv
committee
reported
the
financial
bers; that if it had numbers it could more safely
their personal service, gratis, in preparing and serving
excellent meals at their hall; and to all others who hav
rely upon voluntary contributions from many than condition of the Union the past year as follows :
Total receipts, $66.15. Total expenditures, $85.85. contributed to make our visit to Forest Grove so very
upon dues from a few, and the proposition to amend
Sources of receipts, W. H., J. H., and Emily Schroeder, pleasant.
the by-laws was abandoned.
$5• R. H. and Ann Scott, $10; Wm, Barlow, $1; Thof!.
The question of establishing a Secular College
The secretary's report of work done during the Behingher, $2: W. E. JonPs, $1; First Secular Church,
year was read and adopted, and is, in substance, as $6.90; B. Huston, $2; M. Manninll, $1; M. Bisbee, $2; was discussed at length, and deep interest maniMrs. A. DePeatt, $1; F. J. Beaty, $1; B. F. Hyland, $1; fested, but it was thought that the condition of the
follows:
Levi O'Ren. $1; John Price, $15; Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Union at the present time would not justify taking
To the. members of the Oregon State Secular Union Beattv, $1; Dr. A. K. and Mri1. Olds, $7; W. T. Booth,
in Convention assembled: It is exceedingly gratifying $1; Mr. and Mrs. H .• and Mrs. Maria West, $5; M. immediate steps to found such a college.
The following officers were elected for the ensuto note the progress made by the Oregon State Spahn, 25 cents; D. C. and E. Hatch, 50 cents; B. M.
Secular Union since the last convention a year ago. and M.A. Booth, $1; I. 0. Robison. $2.50; Lily Wink, ing year: President, W. W. Jesse, Portland; 1st
At that convention was adopted, in part, the plans which, $1; W. C. Carlton, $3; J. Bucher, 25 cents; A. E. Bar- vice-president, Lee Laughlin, North Yamhill; 2d
up to date, hav proven so snooeesfnl and awakened ker. 50 cents; Wm. Thompson, $1; M. Miller, $lt,H. P.
new hope in hundreds of Secularists who had become Andresen, $1; H. P. Ahlberg, 25 cent11. Expenaitnres: vice-president, B. F. Hyland, Corvallis ; 3d vicediscouraged, as they saw so little permanent work result- Cyclostyle and typewriter supplies, $14.05; postage, president, R. H. Scott, Woodburn; 4th vice-presiing; from the large amount of money they had been con- $19.45; printing and stationery, $25.85; debts of last dent, Nettie A. Olds, New Era; secretary, Katie
tributing. The organization during the past year has convention, $24; P. 0, bo:r. rent and acknowledgment of Kehm Smith, Oregon City; treasurer, C. E. Reybeen chiefly supported by those who understand the work deed, $2. 50.
nolds, Tillamook. A special circular was authoras it is now being carried on. Scores of letters hav been
The executiv committee also submitted estimate ized sent out by the secretary, soliciting funds to
received from stanch Secularists who, on account of the
hard times, oould not contribute money, but who are in- for carrying ori work of ensuing yea.r, as follows·= defray the expenses of representativs of the Oregon

The Oregon Convention.
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State Secular Union to be appointed by the executiv committee to attend the legislature at its next
session to procure legislation for the taxation of
church property, etc.
NOTES.
President Jesse obtained from the Southern
Pacific Railroad, on all its lines, reduced passenger
rates, which was a great saving to many members
attending the Convention.
The oldest Secularist in the state is Dr. A. K.
Olds, who, though 85 years old, took part in a quadrille, giving an interesting exhibition of how people
danced to time in his youth. The presence of Dr.
and Mrs. Olds was in itself a great help to the Convention.
The funny man was C. E. Reynolds, coroner of
Tillamook county, and present treasurer of the
Union. His forte is singing comic songs. He is a
splendid worker, too, .and. will make an efficient
officer.
This report is already long, which forbids full
mention of the labors of all who contributed to
make the Convention a success, but I cannot conclude without giving special mention to the work of
Annie E. Barker, through whose untiring labors,
the Forest Grove auxiliary has been organized.
· It is well to rembember the Hypatias of the past
but I believe it is better to help the Hypatias of the
present. Besides her splendid address, Mrs. Barker arranged nearly all the details of the Convention; trained her juvenil choir; took part in nearly
all the songs, and devoted her time and strength to
making others comfortable and happy. Her gentleness, her strength of character, her good judgment and her interest in others, won for her the admiration of every member of the Convention.
KATIE KEHM SMITH,
Sec. Oregon State SecU:lar Union.
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all .respects to that given by his well-meaning
But the fulfillment of the foregoing predictions
(Anom 2) but misguided friend. He reasoned thus : will not influence free-traders.
Demonstration
I can sell these horses in America for so much, weighs nothing against their assertions. Facts
duty and other expenses so much ; therefore the cannot avail against theories.
·
Canadian breeder must sell them to me for so much
The questions propounded by D. Webster Groh
or look elsewhere for a purchaser.
are not entirely consistent in themselvs. Some of
This rule must govern dealings of every kind, them are based upon assumptions which the proand the man who would undertake to conduct tectionist does not and cannot grant and can be
horse trading, or any other business whatever, on answered simply by denying the premises. These
the opposit plan, as given by Mr. Peck, is 11imply a are numbers 3, 5, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19. The other
-well, I hav my opinion of him. In this case of answers are as follows:
horse trading the duty was not added to the price
1. Yes.
of the goods, but was subtracted from what would
2. Previous to the Homestead strike, Carnegie had,
otherwise hav been the foreign price. But the pro- by founding libraries and other private gifts, demon· strated that he was a protectionist purely for the
fessor triumphantly asb:
"Now who paid the duty! How far does my benefit of his employees. Since the strike he is so
argument fall!"
embittered against laboring men that he is now a
It falls low as absurdity can carry it. The Mc- free-trader.
Kinley law placed a. duty of thirty cents per bushel
4. We prefer not to " pay" foreigners, but to
on barley, whereupon Canadian barley promptly produce our own goods.
dropped thirty cents. The McKinley law also
6. This order was inverted to conform to existing
placed a duty of thirty-two cents per gallon on conditions-the more labor, the more duty.
linseed oil; and in 1892 Cincinnati papers quoted
7. This is not a protection measure, but owing
linseed oil at thirty-four cents per gallon. I need to the small protection majority then in Congress
a lesson in arithmetic ere I can understand how the this provision was inserted as a compromise.
consumer paid this duty? Was oil really worth but
8. Sugar tariff is not protectiv.
two cents per gallon!
9. No one can be expected to seriously consider
"Why do consumers smuggle goods?"·
this question.
Simply because protection reduces the foreign
10. No.
price sufficiently to make smuggling profitable
12. Same as No.4.
(Axioms 1 and 4).
·
13 Yes; except for revenue purposes.
''For these changes we are indebted to Yankee
18. Because of her enormous export trade, forced
skill and Yankee ingenuity, and not to any change upon India and other possessions. British bayonets
in the tariff."
·
compelled China to buy British opium. British
A change in the tariff stimulated home produc- bayonets would also compel America to buy British
tion, causing an increased demand for labor, thereby goods, but for a wholesome respect for American
raising the price of labor, to save which Yankee bayonets.
.
ingenuity was brought into use, thereby cheapening
My shoulders are broad and can bear a great
goods to the consumer (Axiom 2).
deal, but my time is limited, and so far as I am in. " So far as any argument is concerned, he might dividually concerned, this discussion is closed.
Professor and Pupil.
as well hav filled the space with ciphers."
There are hundreds of Liberals, including IngerIf Professor Pe9k will giv me his attention for a
No doubt of it. Facts a:.1d ciphers hav about soll, Denslow, and many others, who are avowed
few moments I will recite my lesson, beginning the same value to the average free-trader, therefore Protectionists, and who do not resent the calumny
"we differ as to what constitutes argument." This of ·"bleeding," "fleecing;" "pirate~:," "robbers,"
with the axioms :
1. It is far better to think without talking than "hifaluten" is simply a statement of three collectiv etc., and I shall not. I do not accuse Mr. Peck of
facts, each containing a thousand individuals, the any ungentlemanly language, but I do accuse him
to talk without thinking.
2. A man who cannot reason cannot be convinced enumeration of which is prevented merely by the of studiously avoiding facts. My article of August
lack of space and the labor of writing.
25th remains unanswered, my questions ignored.
by reason.
"Why should not New England levy a tax on
The success of THE TnuTB SEEKER and its most
3. A man who can talk without advancing an
argument is incapable of appreciating an argument. Western pork and beef and grain 1"
liberal editor is my earnest desire.
CHAB. o. HAYES.
4. A man who studies but one side of a question
New England would certainly be benefited
---------~---------thereby, but at the expense of the West, which is a
is the most positiv man in the world.
A Correction.
Should any error be found in the foregoing I part of our own country. The different states do
EDITOR
oF
THE
'J'RUTH SEEKER--Sir: In your
call for correction, desiring that all be pez:fect for not seek to enrich themselvs at the expense of each
other, but are not so considerate with aliens. I hav issue of October 13, 1894. page 648, entitled '' Ob·
the purpose of reference.
" It is a claimed that a [protectiv] tariff enriches delayed writing this in order to see the latter part servations," it is reported that I met the Rev.
a country and givs the workingman better wages. of the professor's letter, but it was time wasted,_ as Thomas Dixon, Jr., and made some comments on
Then it must follow that to lower the [protectiv] I find two columns of theory relieved by just one his fish story published in the papers several weeks
ago. The report was not exactly made of whole
tariff would tend to impoverish the country and re- fact:
"A Dutch vessel sailed into Boston harbor with cloth, but it shows that some Liberal has an imagduce wages."
ination about as poetic as fishermen, and, like them,
copper on boar<;l to resheathe the vessel," etc.
Exactly ; that is the law of cause and effect.
We must grant that in this instance the tariff de- subject to inspirations. Perhaps it took several to
" Why don't these high-tariff men emigrate to
prived a few Boston laborers of a few days' employ- complete that report. I hav not spoken with Mr,
Mexico T"
This shows the subterfuges to which free-traders ment. It is possible that another instance of the Dixon since his fish story appeared, but there is this
must resort and the justice of their comparisons. kind has occurred in our history, but I take the much of truth in TuE TRUTH SEEKER's story : I
Apparently Mr. Peck has never heard that Mexico liberty of doubting it. That Dutchman was an said to a company of friends that if I should meet
is one of the most thoroughly priest-ridden coun- ignoramus; first, beccuse he did not know that Mr. Dixon I would joke him about his big fish story,
tries of the world. Were I so straitened for an America imposed a tariff; and second, because he saying, ''I took it all in and believed it ; not that I
argument I might well retort by asking why these .did not know that, owing to higher wages, he could supposed preachers always tell the truth, bu:t that I
free-traders do not emigrate to Ireland. They get the work done anywhere else in the world for know fishermen always do" The case exemplifies
would find a paradise of free trade there. A com- less money without considering the tariff, but for the old saying, that a story never loBes anything in
parison between America and Ireland is as fair and this one instance Mr. Peck would close every cop- traveling. The fact is, I would discount Mr. Dixon's
words but little as a preacher. He givs more than
per mine in the United States.
just as between England and Mexico.
two-thirds truth, and sometimes nine-tenths, while
"We can beat the world making watches," etc.
The professor next tells of a horse· trading friend
Very true, but we did not beat the world nor one-third is a large allowance from a pulpit, and
of his who, being an unknown quantity, may be
named X. Mr. X went to Canada and purchased even little Switzerland until after we had placed a one-tenth about the average. I know of no preacher
horses, etc. This places me in something of a di- duty on watches. It is a most singular coincidence who utters so large a proportion of truth, and
.lemma ; to accept this account of that transaction that Yankee skill and Yankee ingenuity do not go who so courageously opposes ecclesiastical authorone must seriously question the common sense of into the world-beating business until after we hav ity and superstition, and declares his belief in and
Mr. X, while to reject it would be equally severe a tariff. Watches and printing paper hav been sympathy with Liberal thought. In fact few Libon Mr. Peck's veracity. What then am I to do ! manufactured for centuries. I attended school in erals surpass him in this, and many of them might
Nothing but to compromise the matter by conclud- Cincinnati, in a district containing over four hun- take lessons of Liberal teaching from him. It is
ing that by talking without thinking (A:;iom 1) Mr. dred pupils, of whom one hundred ranged from due to me, and I think to Liberals in general, that
Peck has innocently done his friend a great injus- twelve to eighteen years of age, and the hero of this correction should be published in TilE TRUTH
tice. There is a very old story of a man who joined that school was the one boy, son of a wealthy SEEKER, for otherwise Mr. Dixon and his friends
a horse to a cart, but failed to get them in working lawyer, who could tell us the time of day. At the would think me, or some of us, more inspirable
order. This is precisely what Mr. X is accused of present time ninety of that hundred would hav than the biggest teller of fish stories.
Dn. CALEB S. WEEXB.
doing. According to the professor the horses cost watches. The McKinley law is dead. Under the
so much in Canada; duty and other expenses so new law, wool is free, and the duty on woollen
Cannot All See This 1
much; therefore, in order to realize a reasonable manufactured goods is greatly reduced. We shall
The controversy over religious teaching, stirred
profit, they must be sold for so much. But we are now hav a chance to see the effect of free trade on
at once constrained to ask: Suppose American one article. I predict that in 1896 wool will be up by the clerical party on the London School
horse-buyers refuse to pay so ptuch, what then? higher than in 1893, and that little or no wool will Board, should materially aid the cause of secular
education. It is all very well to contend that there
Home-bred horses, equally good, may be sold at be grown in America.
A suit of woollen clothing will cost Mr. Peck as are thousands of schools in which unsectarian remuch lower rates; then Mr. X must sell at a loss
or hav his stock left on his hands. But I decline much or more in 1896 than it it did in 1892. Mill· ligion is taught. It is only unsectarian in the sense
to assume that Mr. X is such a thorough fool as to ionaires will be richer nnd the poor will be poorer that the peculiar tenets of no particular Protestant
try to do business in the suicidal manner · here in 1896 than ever before. In 1897 an extra session sect are taught, but only the general principles of
represented or he must long since hav landed in of Congress will be called by a protection president Protestant Christianity. But then Protestantism,
a poor-house or a lunatic asylum. I venture to to relieve this nation of the most terrible distress and even Christianity for that matter, is but a.sectarian religion. To teach any form of religion in~
guess that he pursued a course exactly opposit in in its history.
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volves the teaching of a belief in the divinity of per- schools. Wherever possible it puts its own teachsons in whose divinity, or existence even, millions ers, nuns, etc., in the schools for the express pur·
pose of religious training. In this way it favors a
do not believe.-Justice, oj London.
dangerous union of church and state. It makes
The Religioll8 Conspiracy in the American the school an instrument in the hands of the church.
Republic.
· Secondly, wherever possible, the Romish church
OPENING ADDBBBB AT THE NATIONAL FBEETffiNXEBB1 seeks a division of the school funds, so that its
church schools shall be supported out of the taxes
CONGBEB81 OCTOBER 26TH1 BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
paid by all the people. If this plan succeeds, the
It is undoubtedly true that there is a vast combi- common schools are absolutely destroyed.
nation of religious forces going on in this country
Thirdly, in school districts where the memberd
which threatens the liberty of the republic. It may of the Romish church are in a majority, they vote
not be a conscious conspiracy ; the forces come to- to giv no funds to support the common school; and
gether rather by natural and logical attraetion than of course the common school is suspended and the
by definite forethought; but it is nevertheless a con- parochial school is established in its place.
spiracy, for it is a union of forces for one common
In these ways the Romish church endeavors to
purpose-the destruction of civil rights. It is a uproot and destroy the greatest support of Americombination to thwart the principles of the Decla- can liberty and progress. This is its declared inration of Independence.
tention.
Let us look · first at the attitude of the Romish
The New York Evening Post says:
church. Let us consider its own public and authorT~e Roman Catholics of the Northwest appear to be
ized statements.
making ~ ca~efJ?lly planned war upon the public schooll!.
It must be understood that the government of In <?De ?1str1ct m the town of Barton, Wis. 1 the Catholics
the Romish church is an oligarchy-the college of rallied m force at the annual meeting and carried a resocardinals, under the form of the one-man power, the lution that no public school should be maintauwd during
year and none was held. At :Melrose, Minn., the
pope. There is no authority whatsoever in the the
Catholic priests engineered a movement to shorten the
masses of the members of that church, or in the sc~ool year of the public schools, ih order to compel
priests or bishops or archbishops, but the author- ch?Jdren to attend a paroohial school. In Stearns county
ity, the source of all law, the fountain of all policy, ~mn., the. Romai:l catechism is said to be taught openly
!D the public schools,. and either the opening or the closof all doctrine, is in the college of cardinals, ex- mg
hours. of the sess1on are devoted to religions instruccept an occasional ecumenical council, which coun- tion given by the priest.
cil is practically the child of the college itself.
In its very nature the church of Rome is opposed
~urthermore, t~e. Romish church has always
to state secular schools, and it will never cease its
clauned to hold political power. In fact, we might determined opposition and subtle undermining.
say that the Romish church, as a differentiation and
Again, says the Baltimore convention: "'rhere
evolution from primitive Christianity, started as a
are many Christian issues in which Catholics could
politic&! power, and is. e.ssentially a political power; come together with non-Catholics and shape civil
and str1pped of all politiCal powers it would cease to
legislation for the public weal."
be. .'Ye must deal with it not simply, therefore, as
This is a new and memorable innovation in the
a spmtual power, but as a political organization
policy of the church of Rome. Hitherto there has
with political purposes.
·
The Baltimore convention, held a few years ago been an impassable chasm between it and other
sufficiently indicates the tendency and the final goai Christian churches. It has not allowed that there
are any Christian churches or bodies except
of the Romish church in this republic.
th~ Catholic church, which very name means the
It must be noted that there is something remarknmversa.l
and only church. For centuries there has
able about this convention. It is a "new departbeen
a
bitter
confl.ict between the church of Rome
ure." It is a convention of laymen. Such a conand all Protestant sects. And now it holds out
V!lntion ~as never been h?ld before in the history of
the. Rormsh church. It 1s contrary to the original the olive branch. It desires to unite with all other
pohcy o~ that church. Why a convention of lay- Christi~n. bod~es. . And for. what purpose T To
men, seemg that laymen can exercise no authority T shape mvil leg1slatwn, that 1s, to unite church and
The laymen are taught to be submissive to the state. Can .we be any longer. blind to the purposes
priests. So ~ar as the c~urch is concerned, they of. the Rom1sh church when 1t thus publicly o:fters
can have no 1deas or pohcy of their own. They alliance with its enemies of over three hundred
~ears in order to control legislation in this repubcan dictate nothing.
hc-to
make the combined church powers omnipoIn this American republic, however the Romish
church desired, with the cunning of ~fox, to take tent over the civil power T
~d the Protestant churches gladly welcome the
on th~ appearance of democracy. It wanted to
make 1t appear that the laymen had something to alliance. Says the Christian Statesman: "Whensay, although, as a matter of fact, they had nothing ev~r they-the Roman Catholics-are willing to
to l!lay. It was a shrewd trick, and I presume that coop?rate in !esisting . t~e progress of political
many have be~n led astray by it, and have an idea Atheism, we will gladly JOin hands with them."
The compact is already made. Are we to let this
that the Rormsh church is becoming imbued with
"unh~ly alliance " triumph T
democratic ideas, and that the laity will be
AgaiD says the Baltimore convention, "We proallowed some voice in the authority of the church.
teat
against ~he assumption by any secular governwhich, of c?urse, will never be the case. So long
as the Rom1sh church endures, so long will no par- ment of a r1ght to affect the interests or control
ticle of authority pass from the grasp of the college the. action of our ho~y father by any form of legislatz?n or other publzc acts to which his full approof cardinals.
But while the Baltimore convention cannot be ba~zon has not been previously given." Here is a
!ooked upon as the source of any new law or policy claim for s~preme political authority in the American repubhc, that the supreme pontiff shall possess
1D the church of Rome, it can be accepted as an authoritative interpretation of what the church is t~e veto po.wer, and that there shall be no legislaand what it purposes to do. For the conventio~ tiOn. to wh1c? his "full approbation has not been
was manipulated by the cardinals and simply ex- previOusly g1ven." And "'ill not this claim be en·
for~ed wherever possible T Is it a mere idle declapressed the will of the cardinals.
What, therefore, are expressed in the resolutions ~atwn? Does not the church of Rome mean what
of. the Baltimore c?uncil, and what therefore is the 1t . says? . The church of Rome does not utter in
vo10~ of th.e R_?rmsh church in the American re- th1~ pubhc manner a meaningless formula. It will
c.la1m pre-emi:r~.ent political authority in this repubpnbhc T Ftrst 1s this declaration :
hc whe~ the ttme comes. It is simply waiting. It
. As in.t~e state schools no provision is made for teachmg religxon,, we must continue to support our own has resigned none of the sovereignty it has ever
sclrhools, mnlttply and perfect colleges and universities held. It has ruled kings and princes and it means
a e~d;r establishe.d and others, so that the benefits of a to rule the American people.
Chr1stian education may be brought within reach of
Says the Pope in his encyclical letter :
every Catholic child within these United States.
m~s~ ma!te ~hemselves felt as active eleAll
. ~ere is a distinct declaration of the undying hos- ~ents~atho~cs
1n da1ly poht1cal hfe m the countries where tbJly
tility of the Romish church to the common school li'~e.. Th~y must J!e~etrate wherever possible in the adsystem ?f this republic. This is a question of im- ministration of political affairs.
mense Importance. The common schools are the
Need there. be anything further said to show
?nlw~k of the republic. There must be universal that the Rom1sh church as an organization under
Intelligence among the people. The common the absolute control of the college of cardinals is
sc~o?ls must be pur~ly secular. They cannot teach opposed to American liberty? I do not say that
religton, .for, as Madison says, "religion is beyond the masses of the Catholics of this country are in
the purv1ew of government." "Religious training 11 sympathy with these purposes. They are simply
as Grant says, "is for the homes and churches add ?lind. and unintelligent. They do not know what
schools supported by private funds, but not for the ~a g01ng on. They do not understand the logic of
state schools."
1t. I am very sure that if there ever should come
Three methods are resorted to by the Romish a direct c~nflict between the church of Rome and
chu~ch to destroy the state secular schools.
the ~e!-'lcan fl.~g the majority of our Catholic
Ftrst, to connect religions exercises with these fellow-01~1Zens Will s.tand by our fl.ag. I will not
schools1 and so :practicall! to malta them church vote against a man arm ply because he is a Catholic.

But if he practically indorses and labors to carry
out in political life the declarations of the Baltimore convention, then I must oppose him, for he is
the opponent of liberty. He has joined the conspiracy against the republic.
.
Let us look further and see what the Protestant
churches ~e doing in favor of this great conspiracy
for the nnwn of church and state. The National
Reforn;t Association, which, as l>r.. Foote says, by
good ~g?ts ~hould ~e called the National Deform
Assomatwn, ts organized for the special purpose of
putbing " God 11 into the Constitution, and it has
been labori~g in this direction for over thirty years.
The followmg is what it desires to put into the
Constitution i
We, the p~ople of the United States, humbly acknowledgxn.g.Aln;li~hty God as the source of. all authority and
power m CIVil government, the Lord Jesus dhtist as the
ruler among the.nations, his revealed. will as the supreme
la.w of the land, m oi:der to constitute a Christian govern~nt, ettl.
What is the logical result of this amendment T
Says the Christian statesman :
~o pe perfectly :plain, the existence of a Christian ConstitutiOn would disfranchise every logically consistent
Infidel.
What is the spirit of this amendment T It is
the following from the Christian Statesman:
(]:ive all men. to understand that this is a Christian
~at10n; and beli~viD:g that wit~ont Christianity we perIsh we must mamtam by all r1ght means our Christian
character. Inscribe this character on our Constitution.
JJ!nforce up~n all that come among us the laws o) Chris•
t~an moraltty.
Again:
1f the opponents of the Bible do not like our government and its Christian features let them go to some wild
and desolate land, and in the name of the devil and for
the sa!te of the devil snbdne it and set np a government
of theu own on Infidel and Atheistic ideas and then if
they can stand it, stay there till they die. '
'
This is the gospel of peace on earth good will to
men. How literally they fulfill the w~rds of Jesus
"I came not to bring peace on earth, but a sword.'~
Are they not hand in hand with the terrific despotism of Rome T
The ~eri~an Sabbath Union is another powerful. org.an1zatwn. for t~e enforcement of religious
leg1slatwn. By 1ts nnJnst and demoralizing methods it. cm;npelled the .late Congress to violate the
Const1tutwn and pass a law to close the gates of
the World's Fai_r. on Sunday. It is endeavoring to
concentrate political power at Washington in order
to enfor.ce a puritanic Sabbath all.over the country.
It has mt~od~ced a bill ~or this purJ?OBe, and a
great ?on~1ct 1s before us on this question. The
followmg 1s one of the provisions of that bill. ·A
more outrageous law cannot be conceived.
~EOTION 5. That it shall'l?e unlawful to pay or toreceive payment or wages m any manner for service
rendered.or for labor pe~for:.;ned ?r for the transportation
of. persons or property 1n VIOlatiOn of the provisions ef
th1s act, nor sh~ll any action.lie for the recovery thereof,
and when so pa1d, whether m advance or otherwise the
same may be recovered by whosoever shall flrst su~jior
the same.
Think of it l ln this American republic a man is
not t_? receive payment for aB honest day's labor;
and .1f he does. receive payment, anybody can sue
f~r. 1t and get 1t I For instance, a free American
mt1zen, for the sake of his wife and little ones, works
on Sunday and gets paid for it, say in advance on
Saturday night. Monday morning a. tramp co~es
along, hears of the transaction, sues for that man's
wages and gets them by this law. Can Siberia
produce a worse act of tyranny than this ¥
The ~erican Sabbath Union is indeed a fit
<:ompanwn of the Spanish Inquisition. It will
hght ~he fi~es of persecution all over our land. It
consptres With old Rome against American liberty
an~ progres~.. The Women's Christian Temperancp
~n10n ala~ JO~ns in this conspiracy. It is a politIcal _?rganizatwn playing into the hands of Rome
a!ld 1t pnrpo~es to destroy our republican institutiOns. Th1s 1s what it says:
A true ~~~ocracy i~ yet to come; hence I pray devoutly
as a Christian ~a~r10t for the ballot in the hands of
'!omen, and I reJoice .that the National Women's Christian Temperance Umon has so long championed th"
cause.
1s
~he. National Women's Christian Temperance
Unwn 1n 1888 passed the following resolutions:
Resolved, That Christ and his gospel as universal king
an~ ~ode sh<?nld be sovereign in <mr government and
Political aft~~s, a~d that obedience to his law is the only
path to political righteousness and peace.
Again:
WHEREAS, God would have all men honor the son even
as they honor the father; and
WHEREAS, The civil law which Christ gave from Sinai is
the only perfect law that will secure the rights of all
classes; therefore,
R~solved, That civil government should recognize
Chr1s~ as ~e moral governor, and his law as the stand d
ar
of legxslatiOn.
Is there need of anything further to show that
the Women's Christian Temperance Union is in
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conspiracy against the American republic ; that it is improve. It is incapable of any advance. It is tion of the rules·· of decency aud the regulations of the
opposed to the Declaration of Independence ; that fastened to a ''divine revelation," which revelation post-office department.
·'
it would in fact revolutionize our whole form of ceased to be of any living value eighteen centuries
Upon reading this, I immediately became filled
government and put us under the feet of Rome ?
ago. Revealed theology can never progress. It is with grave doubts as to the truth of what he had
The National Prohibition party is also the a fixed quantity. It is opposed to all change; to said. ·I hav known the members of the Ohio
hanger-on of imperial Rome, and justifies every il.ll advancement. Such has been its history. It Liberal Society since the moment of its inception,
despotism of the past, and is the opponent of has opposed every science, invention, and discovery.
and from my acquaintance with them, I also knew
iiberty. A more un-American party does not exist. It has kept the human race in bondage and in ignothat none ofthem would be guilty of sending such
This is its platform i
rance. It has been a prison-house for humanity. communications through the mails. So, armed
T.he Prohibition party, in. convention assembled1 rever- lt has been the tyrant of heart and brain, the enemy
ently recogniZe Almighty God as the supreme ruler to of human ioy, of human genius, of human brother- with this knowledge and conviction, I made it my
especial ·duty to call upon Post-office Inspector
whose laws all hnilian laws sholild conform,
hood and 'human rights. Such is the monstrous Salmon, in company with Andrew Hogg, that we
This just suits Rome. This just suits every power that under new conditions is seeking a far might obtain a denial or a verification of 11uch
tyrant-=-every oppreSsor of humanity---every perse- greater sway than e"ter before. The evidence is reports. We were fortunate in our efforts, for the
cutor. 1t is . the qliintessentie . of kingcraft-=.of plain and conclusive iii. its unswerving purpose.
result of the interview was that both the inspector
priestcraft-=-of all that has ruled and ruined the
The church is not civilized. It never will be civil- and his assistant were positiv in their assertions
wotlcl..
ized. lt is to-day the same savage power it eYer was, that no such cards were in their possession now, or
The Declaration of independence says i "The the same wild beast of destruction. It is the eter· ever had been. These gentlemen denied all knowljust powers of government are derived from the na.l foe of liberty. lt is a manifold and subtle edge of such mail matter as this of which Myers
consent of the governed." And Abraham Lincoln power. It is imbedded in the ignorance s.nd super- had spoken. This was just what we had expected,
deciares : '' The government is of the people, by stition of the race. It loves darkness rather than· so, provided with this testimony, Mr. Hogg and I
the people, for the pe~ple." The preamble ()f the light. It moves in the shadow of conspiracy. It at once repaired to the office of the Gazette that we
Constitution says: "We the people of the United may have music and art, and the embellishments of might see the editor, lay the facts before him, and
States." (iod is nowhere to be found. The Pro- ciVilization ; but these do not change its nature. request a vindication of the Liberal Society. At
hibition party should emigrate to Siberia and join They only cover over and help to make 1;1s forget the editor's request we sat down at an adjoining
hands with the czar. There is no place for it in its cruelty and injustice. l..et us learn the lessons desk and wrote out our statement. This was
free America. Cold water is a good thing, and of history and be watchful of the priceless inherit- signed by Mr. Hogg and. myself, the editor read it
temperance is a good thing, but there·is no place ance of liberty. Ours is the land of noble and over in our presence, expressed his satisfaction with
for " God " in our politics.
beautiful promise. Never was there a grander op- the article, and declared his intention of giving it
I am sorry that the Farmers' Alliance has drifted portunity for the establishment of liberty and jus- publication. Eight days hav passed since then and
into religious fanaticism and followed in the wake of tice. May the American people heed the warning our letter has not yet appeared. The cowardly
The National Alliance at Ocala, Fla., lights and steer from the breakers.
Rome.
editor has failed to correct the error, atone for the
adopted the following resolution:
wrong he has done, and show up the true character
Sail on, 0 Union strong and great,
Resolved: That we, the National Farmers' Alliance of
of this preacher.
.Humanity, with all its fears,
America, believing that obedience and veneration for the
With all its hopes of future years,
Who can speak of the honesty of our public press?
laws of God are the conserving and saving force of human
Is hanging breathless on thy fate.
What feelings can we hold toward the clergy but
government, do hereby respectfully request that the diSail on, nor fear to breast the sea;
those of utter contempt~ A silent falsehood
rectors of the great national fair do not desecrate the
Our hearts, our hopes, our prayers, our tears,
American Sl\bbath by keeping open the gates of the same
is as far from the truth as a spoken one. To conOur faith triumphant o'er our fears,
on the Lord's day.
Are all with thee, are all with thee.
ceal the truth is as much a crime against the community as a deliberate falsehood. Of such ignoble
We are in sympathy with the main objects of the
conduct
both the editor and the preacher stand
Farmers' Alliance, but these objects are economic
Sparks from the Lecture Field;
convicted before the world. Neither has had the
and not theological. The Christian Sabbath is not
The proclivities of the Christian clergy in the di- honesty to make even a sem,blance of an excuse for
a "divine institution." It is not recognized by the
Bible .er early Christianity itself. There is no" law rection of prevarication are so well known that th~y what they hav both said and done. Such is the
of God" about it. It is the creation of the church hav now bacome proverbial. Pious falsehoods character of these men who pose as instructors in
of Rome. Luther did not believe in it, nor Calvin. seem to be almost as indigenous as vegetation and public morals and through the position they each
It originated with an edict of Constantine in the even more so, for vegetable matter will flourish only occupy endeavor to mold public opinion.
If this preacher is sincere in his belief in the
year 321. Wliy does the Farmers' Alliance thus in proper soils, while Christian lies will take ruot
eternal justice of the God he worships, what does
falsify history and betray the principles of liberty' and grow anywhere.
Once a man is given to lying, his general testi- he think will be his thoughts as he stands before
How can they expect to win justice for themselves
while they thus commit themselves to the ignorance mony is discredited and we are naturally placed in that judgment bar 1 " Lord, Lord, I did it for thy
a state of doubt concerning the truth of any and all sake and for thy glory" may satisfy his craven mind,
and injustice of history~
·
The Populist party has shown itself to be equally statements he may make. or all the preachers in but it will not meet the demands of an intelligent
unwise in putting "Almighty God" j.n its platform. this class, there is one in Cincinnati, Johnston community. Truly, he is a worthy disciple of the
In this it has shown a greater superstition than the Myers by name, who conducts the" New Jerusalem old Jehovah, who is accused of speaking falsely
old parties. Wh"'t has "God" ever done for the special" from the Ninth street Baptist church. concerning those of a different faith, for this man
salvation of the human race ! What has he ever This man sought to gain notoriety by making ~ Myers is given to the same vicious practice. But
done for the removal of injustice, wrong, and virulent attack upon Colonel Ingersoll. His attack what a terrible example it is ! When the Chriscrime ? In the American republic the shadow of was loaded with the usual abuse common to the tian's God and his clergy both indulge in falsehood
God ought to forever depart. Political economy clergy, and it teemed with invectiv. So severe was what are we to expect from their lay followers?
There is a perceptible improvement in all our
has nothing to do with theology and metaphysics. he in his denunciation of the Colonel and those who
If the Populist party put " God " int<? its platform had the courage to openly sympathize with the business circles here .. Trade seems to hav generally
what guarantee have we that it will not endeavor to views he had expressed, that the Ohio Liberal revived from the late stagnation and this fills us
put "God" into the Constitution T If this is to be Society felt called upon to make a public rejoinder with better hopes for the coming winter's work.
the party of the future it certainly must hav noth- to what he had said. As I was lecturing for the The first two lectures of the season here hav been
Society we agreed to adopt this method of making given before large audiences. . The society has
ing to do with the superstitions of the past.
Finil.lly, the "Whitecaps" hav joined in with the a reply, not as apologists for the Colonel, as he is moved to more spacious quarters and still the place
church and state party, and instead of a govern- well able to defend himself, but to put the matter is filled each Sunday night. A new and increasing
ment of the people, want a government of God. in a true light before the public. In consequence interest seems to hav been awakened here in the
One of their notices recently posted up reads as of the prolonged discussions in the press, the sub- work of Freethought, and the outlook appears
follows: "God hates liars and perjurers and adult- ject had attracted considerable attention and the bright and encouraging. Since coming here I hav
erers; the Whitecaps are the Lord's chosen people result was the largest audience with which the received invitations to lecture at different points in
the immediate vicinity, also at Grafton, W.Va., and
to wreak his vengeance on the wicked and the un- Society had ever been favored.
My lecture was on "Infidelity and Suicide" and Augusta, Ky., all of which will be accepted in due
just."
.
Such are the many forces and tendencies at the in the reply I made I started from the text upon time.
Although the effects of the late depression are
present day combining against the Secular Repub- which Myers had preached, "And he went out and
lic. The issue is being forced upon us, and sooner hanged himself." The press gave us good and still felt in many q J.arters, there seems to be a
or later we must meet it in the arena of political prominent reports. Apropos of my reply, Myers great interest prevailing in the work of the coming
was interviewed by a representativ of the Cincinnati Congress. This loe1ks well, and each one should do
life. Says the Rev. Sam Small:
I want to see the day come when the church shall be Commercial Gazette and the interview was pub- his or her part to make the effects of that work
the arbiter of alllegisfution, state, national, and munici- lished, together with a report of my lecture. This more general and more lasting.
pal· when the great churches if the country can come is from the report :
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH.
tog~ther harmoni~nsly and .issue their ~d!ct, and the
Mr. Myers, when spoken to about it last night, said he
legislativ powers will respect It and enact It mto laws.
CoLoNEL INGERSoLL will lecture at the Star Theater,
did not care what the Liberal Society, or any expounder
Such is the enormous tyranny proposed by the of its doctrine, said about him, and he did not think the New York, on the evening of November 11th. 8nbject,
religious party to-day-a tyranny greater than _ex- public cared any more than he did. He said that since "The Holy Bible." This is his new discourse, and
ists anywhere on the globe. In the old countries, he had p)."eached his sermon on Infidelity and suicide, he shakes up orthodoxy aH only he oan do it.
had been hearing a good deal more from members of
where a union of church and state exists, the state this·
society. They had been sending him printed pamS.. P. PUTNAM's lecture engagements for lhe month of
is supreme; it is the controlling power, and there phlets letters under seal, and postal cards, calling him November:
is some chance of improvement, for the state as a all sor'ts of names and accusing him of all sorts of things. Bangor, Mich., November 1st, 2d, 3d. 4th, and 5th.
human institution will feel the breath of civiliza- Some of these postal cards were too indecent for publica- Brooklyn Philosophical Association, November 11th.
and the very worst of them, he regretted to say, Newark Liberal League, Sunday evening, November 11th.
tion. Even the state of Russia grows better, and .tion
had 'been sent, not to him, but to his residence, ad- Philadelphia,
Pa., November 18th.
as the state improves it takes the chureh along with dressed to Mrs. M:vHs. They were BiJl;ned, "A Member
of the Ohio Liberal Society." These in!"nlting cards had Cincinnati, 0., November 25th.
it, being superior to the church.
Dates ar~ now open for engagements between Chicago
But the proposed union of church and state in come in such numbers that he had felt called upon to
refer them to the post-office authorities, and many of and New York. Please write at on<)e to S. P. Putnam,
our country is of a vastly more tyrannical character; them
are now in the hands of Post-office Inspector 234 South Water street, Chicago, Ill:
for it is proposed to make the church itself supreme Salmon. Mr. Salmon, however, after as full an investiga·
and the state subordinate. The state is to be an tion as coul4 be given an anonymous communication,
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every FJ;iday eveninstrument in the hands· of the church-a mere ~~~~oys that the prospects of finding the writer are not en- ing In German Masonic Hall, 220 East. 15th street, New
couraging;
that,
however
much
the
writer
may
be
in
puppet. we may then expect an iron rule indeed, favor of liberty of thought, he is too big a cowar!l t<? let York, at 8 o'clock. Program for· October: ·· ·. - · · ·
~e dark ages over again.
The church will never himself be known and take the consequences of his VIola- Oct. 26th.:...."Politics." T: B. Wakeman.
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One of the Necessaries or Lite.
KALAMAzoo, Mroa., Nov. 2, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Another year has passed and
with it has expired our subscription to one
of the best of Liberal papers. We con·
aider it one of the necessaries of life, and
herewith send $3 for another year.
Mns. L. BRoNSoN.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, OCTO.tlEH. 27,
Not for All the World's Wealth.
APPoNAUG, R.I., Oct. 7, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $5 for
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght,"
which is the greatest book of the age, and
which I would not be without for all the
riches in this world. I would say to the
public at large, Take Ta:m TRUTH SEEKER,
and thus see where yon stand with regard
to what yon call religion, for I cannot see
anything in it, for the Bible, which they
call the Book of Truth, is anything but
that. So yon can see what my belief is,
for THE TRUTH BEEKER comes nearest to
the truth that I hav seen.
Yours truly,
JoaN R. SwEET.

1894.

send good men to Congress-legislators
who are willing to raise this country from
its ruin-then it would not be so hard for
such a paper as THE TRUTH SEEKER to exist, and liberty will prevail. I will not
take up much space in your valuable paper,
but will say this: By investigation you will
find it useless to work for any of the old
parties, as they are bound hands and
feet to the church and money power. I
will say to all· Liberals and ask in the name
of humanity: Work and vote for the People's party; there you will find the brawn
and brain of this country, and the sentiment of Thomas Paine, Jefferson, and
Lincoln. Yours for freedom,
MARTIN GRAN.

I ehnrch people would do if ever so slim a

Le11s Economics and More Infidelity.
BPoXA.NE, WAsH., Oct. 1, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Herewith I inclose $1.50,
which please apply to my account. Will
send more later on. Your paper is excel·
She Is a Good Missionary.
lent, especially the editorials and ObaervaEvidently Thinks a Christian Has It.
NANAIMo, B. C., Oct. 2, 1894.
tions, which I always read first of all. A
LURAY, VA., Sept. 28, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed yon receive $6.50
little more on religion and a little leBS of
MR. EDIToR: Please find $5 for THE
economics would, I believe, please the for subscription to 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER TRUTH SEEKER two years, and $1 for the
majority of your readers. It certainly and "Four Hundred Years of Free- J. B. Wise Defense Fund. If times are
thought." I must say that I appreciate hard I cannot do without your paper. Of
would me.
JOHN E. WELIN.
this paper very much and distribute it all the writers whose works I hav read Infreely in my establishment, where it is gersoll tops them all. I think he ought
Will It Open Their Eyes1
well read, especially by a young German, to let ns hear from him more frequently
SANTA CLARA, Oct. 1, 1894.
who used to study the War C1·y very much, through THE TRUTH SEEKER. I would like
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $2but after taking a good dose of your so much to attend the Congress again this
$1 for the Defense Fund of Mr. Wise. I
medioin from THE TRUTH BEEKER, bid year, but times are too hard here in this
think his case should be the means of
farewell to superstition or religion. There priest-ridden country. I cannot afford it.
showing to the Bible believers what a
are a good many church goers here who The first Freethonght woman I ever saw
humbug they are trying to push on to the
would be splendid Freethinkers if they
was at the Congress last year, and how I
people.
had only the courage to express their
enjoyed the presence of those intelligent
I hav written to Mr. Putnam and
minds openly. Hoping that yon will sno·
women while there! Well, I do not expect
sent my mite for the Liberal Congress by
oeed in your work of clearing away the
to spend all my days here with these suthill mail.
A, R. W OODHAMB.
religions debris which people call the
perstitions people. I want to get wh~;re I
church, I remain yours for Freethonght,
can hear Freethonght lectures often, and
For Freethought In Medlcln.
MllB. E. KEMPER.
my children can hav some place to go on
TERRE HAUTE, IND., Sept. 27, 1894.
Sundays for instruction, pleasure, and
MR. EDIToR: I inclose yon herewith $1
Reason vs. Prejudice.
pastime. It will be very hard for me to
on account. I want some books, but can
get away from here, though, as I am a
NEw YoRK; Oct. 13, 1894.
not now afford to get them. There's so
MB. EDIToR: This is said by a lady 'way jaok-at·all-trades and people are pulling at
much miasionary work to do. Just at off in Snohomish: "Don't you think THE me on every side with a. job of some kind.
present we're in the vaccination fight here TRUTH BEEKER is doing good missionary
It is hard for me to lose the $2 I sent
trying to force orthodox medioin into al· work with the 'Age of Reason?'" Yes, yon to advance my subscription to THE
lowing Freethonght in medioin and, as and will continue to do so when a little TRUTH BEEKER that yon say never reached
yon know, such tights are always at terrible prejudice is removed from the mind. In yon, because it· is sure to assist in opposiodds. I hope Mr. Wise and Mrs. Wais. conversation the other day with a minister tion to what I intended.
brooker will get off all right. I must send of the gospel, I found him a little harsh
I wish yon could say something in your
a slight contribution to the Defense Fund. on Infidelity, and he said, "Tom Paine's paper that would help and encourage the
Yours as ever,
FRANK D. BLUE.
works are destroying the peace and happi· Little Freethinker and its worthy editor.
ness of mankind." I asked him if he had I think she is very worthy and deserves
ever read the ''Age of Reason." He said more encouragement. Let me be for jusWords and Actions Correspond.
"No," but he had seen it. Now I want tice, liberty, equal rights, and fraternity.
NATioNAL HoME, CAL., Sept. 8, 1894.
M. V. DADISMAN.
MR. EDIToR: As I hav been a Free- to send hilll a. copy.
A friend informed me that he had prethinker all my life, and thinking this is a
More Christian Outrages in Michigan.
time when all Freethinkers should declare sented the "Age of Reason" to a promithemselvs and do all they can for the de- nent member of a church, who undertook
GRAND HAVEN, MICH., Oct. 12, 1894.
velopments of our ideas, I will certainly to read it; he found nothing in it that he
MR. EDIToR: The beautiful city of Grand
send my humble tribute. Sorry that I .could object to, but he said he dared not Haven, Mich., has been struck by a "reread it through on account of his standing ligions" cyclone.
cannot do more.
The Young Men's
Yon will find inclosed $7, for which yon in the church. What do yon think of Christian Association ·and other church
will send ma THE TRUTH BEEKER and the that? And that is the case with many.
organizations are endeavoring to put in
s. R. THORNE. force an old law, passed some time in the
badge; apply$1 to the Wise Defense Fund,
and send the ''Church Property" pamphlet
'40's, and hav secured the passage of an·
for the remaining dollar, to distribute
ordinance by the city council to enforce
They Were One in Thought.
among the old soldiers here.
it. As a consequence, people are forbidMoNTEZUMA, IA., Oct. 2, 1894.
GEo. BoURDAIB.
MR. EDIToR: I see that it is about time den to walk the street on Sunday except
to renew our subscription. My husband to and from church. A man cannot even
He Who Reads May Be Saved.
died very suddenly just the week after he go into his place of business for any purhad renewed last year; he had taken the pose whatever. The hotels hav been forCEDAR GRovE, W. VA., Oct. 8, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inolo11ed please find $2 on paper for a number of years and was a bidden to receive new arrivals on that day,
subscription. Orthodoxy holds the fort stanch Freethinker and also a one-armed and citizens are denied the privilege of
at this place; There are a few Liberal- soldier. When Mr. Remsburg lectured "taking their dinners out" at the hotel.
Two hundred names of transgressors of
minded people here, but they generally here he took .dinner with ns, and lectured
this
" holy men's law " hav been taken in
keep their thoughts to themselvs. I am at our school-house on Sunday afternoon.
Each year we hav bought a few books, t.he last week since the ordinance was
doing all I can to pr~mote the cause of
Freethonght by handing my TRUTH such as we thought would be good to lend, passed, who are to be dealt with for the
SEEKERS around, and whenever an honest so this year I will inclose $5 for THE nnpardona.ble sin of doing as they like on
thinker reads the truth and begins to in- TRUTH BEEKER another year, and the the Christian Sabbath.
It appears the law is incomplete as
vestigate he is on the right road. There- following books:
fore so long as I can get a few persons to
Two copies of " Age of Reason;" two passed, as it places the fine at five or ten
read Freethonght books and THE TRUTH copies "Church Property;" one "Myth dollars, but provides no manner in which
BEEKER I am satisfied that my labor is not of the Great Deluge;" "Two Hundred it can be collected. While the sinner might
Poetical Riddles;" "Was Christ Cruci- be made to pay the fine, no provisions
in vain.
Yours for Freethonght,
fied?" '' Christianity a Reward for are made for the costs, so the church
BEN. F. WaiTE.
Crime;" "Clergyman's Victims;" " Blas- would hav to pay them. If the outcome of
phemy of the Bible;" "All in a Nutshell;" prosecution was to be that the church had
Nothing for the Guides to the Skies.
"Secular Marriage and Funeral Ritual;" to pay the expenses ofllnit, but few people
KINGsToN, Mo., Oct. 6, 1894.
"Thumbscrew and Rack ;" " Book of would be brought to trial.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1 on
Grand Ha.ven is a beautiful little city
Books."
MRs. J oa.." GARING.
my subscription, which is all I can spare
of six or seven thousand inhabitants, on
at present. Sorry to hav kept yon waitthe shore of Lake Michigan, directly east
Wants Political Action.
ing. I think if our government ill run by
from Milwaukee. The only drawback is
Wall street and the Rothaohilds a few years
BucKLEY, WAsH., Oct. 3. 1894.
the bigotry of its people. The populalonger we will be too poor to buy either
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $6.50 for tion are nearly or quite half Hollanders,
books or papers. I am nearly sixty-eight, your grand paper and "Four Hundred who are good citizens in all but matters
and livin a decidedly sky pilot-ridden com- Years of Freethonght." I could not af- pertaining to religion, and in this they
munity, but such leaders would starve ford to send any money jnet now, but I hav are " priest-following numskulls." The
out directly if none helped more than I. to help along the Seeker of Truth and churches are numbered in the "teens,"
I am a disbeliever in the God of Moses, Brother Putnam.
and a fire, which burned some sixty
.Jacob, and Aaron; not only that, but I
Now, if we Liberals would take an aotiv dwellings a few years ago, took several
assert it at any and all times.
part in the fall election and work and churches. While the ordinance passed
.
W. A. OoLvm.
vote for the People's party, and thereby will be inoperativ, it only shows what

chance was given them.

On:.

From a Single-Tax Letter Writer.
CINCINNATI, 0 ., Sept. 30, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: In your issue of September 1st you indorse a proposed constitutional amendment the object of which is
to forbid the exemption of any property
whatever from taxation. Permit me to
say that, while it is a monstrous injustice
that onr present tax laws should discriminate in· favor of church property, the
principle involved in this proposed amendment of taxing everything valuable under
the sun is quite as unjust and hurtful as the
unfair favors now shown to the ohnrohee.
The adoption of the proposed amendment
would make more difficult the repeal of
the present tax laws that impose a fine
upon every act of industry and enterprise
and put a premium upon obstruction to
progress.
The effect of exempting
churches from taxation has been to stimulate the building of churches. As the
church does not happen to be a very useful institution the people hav not reaped
any great benefit from this, but the same
means that stimulated the building of
churches would, if properly applied,
stimulate the production of things that
are beneficial. We would like to hav
more factories. Then why not exempt
them? We would like to hav more houseg.
Then why do we tax the man who builds
one while the man who withholds his land
from use escapes with only a nominal tax?
We all of ns want more wealth of all kinds.
Then is it not foolish to tax any of the
products of individual labor; and still
more, to try to perpetuate this foolish
policy by a constitutional amendment?
Freethinkers, of all men, ought to be
united in demanding that all ·taxes upon
industry or the products of industry shall
cease and that all public revenue shall
be derived from the single tax·.on land
values regardless of all improvements and
also regardleBB of whether the land was
held by a church or not. Under such a
tax system no one could afford to withhold
valuable natural opportunities from use,
and oonseqnen tly opportnni ties for employment would be provided for all who wanted
to use them. This must result in a further
spread of education and increase in intelligence, which can ultimately result only
in the complete triumph of Freethought.
SAMUEL DANZIGER.
The God Question.
Los ANGELES, CAL., Sept. 26, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Your Baltimore correspondent seen:is determined to hav a God,
and the way she writes in behalf of that
phantom of the mind reveals the possession
of a much larger supply of words than of
ideas; for in all she has written we look in
vain for .anything tangible or practical.
To assert, as she does, that" God is truth,"
is to settle nothing, and we still wait for
something fresh in the way of an assertion,
for facts are not forthcoming, and that expression is too aged to startle or surprise.
It meaos absolutely nothing, and givs no
clue to the existence claimed. What a
sample of logic her,statement is, that the
real Atheist is the one who knows no god
but greed, etc.! It would be just as true
and sensible to assert that the real Atheist
ill the man who wears number ten boots,
for the size of his feet has just as much to
do with Atheism as his greed for grub or
gain.
There is only one kind of an
Atheist, for denying the existence of God
is all that makes an Atheist. It is not his
characteristics as an individual nor his
political belief, for Atheism neither covers
nor touches such things. When it comes
to knowledge we are all Atheists, for not
a trace of God as a power or a personality
was ever found, seen, or known. There
are but two forces in the universe-attraction and repulsion-and the manifestations
of these forces are all we know or ever will
know of that figure of speech, God the
u.hnighty. We are face to face with the
forces of nature, and as we know nothing
of life save through its manifestations, we
can know nothing of a god not revealed in
these forces, and if people of intelligence
hav not yet learned that nature's forces are
unaffected by faith or prayer, and are
totally indifferent to human happiness or
suffering, they hav devoted more time to
cherishing a pet .belief thiUl to observing
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facts.
Unless we watch and fight the
forces of nature they will exterminate us
in a thousand different ways, and thew hole
of life is an eternal round of care and
watchfulness to guard against accidents
and disease. The only "protecting care "
under which mortal mali exists is found in
his ability to look out for himself, and
when he depends on anything but human
efforts for protection and preservation he
invariably gets left. Prayers are as powerless in time of need as one of your correspondent's God arguments in a discussion, and this fact is becoming more generally known than when the priest was the
only man permitted to think and express
thoughts on such subjects. The philosopher leaves the domain of emotion and
sentiment to women and such men as
need an imaginary God to walk with
through life, for in his department of
thought, which relates entirely to the connection of causes and effects, he finds the
feelings are not suitable things to rely on
in a search for facts.
Yes, we can dispense with the "Deity"
because the world has run up to the present time without such a factor, and when
the present imaginary one .now roosting
like an incubus on the dome of thought
is shook off and discarded by those thus
afflicted they will find they hav lost nothing essential to their welfare or happiness.
Good· bye, God.
C. SEVERANCE.

Is Freedom of Trade Immoral l
BREATHEDBVILLE, MD., Oct. 12, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: In your columns, October
6th, Mr. Preston Day replies to my questions in THE TRUTH BEEKER of September
15th; but answer No. 1 antagonizes answers No.4, 5, and 6.
Pointing to our higher civilization and
wonderful progress, Christians say the coexisting Christianity caused it, and pointing to cheaper goods and higher wages,
Protectionists (including Mr. Day) say the
coexisting high tariff caused· it. Both
classes of enthusiasts fail to see that two
things or conditions may coexist without
either one causing the other. They are
unaware of the fact that both these results
came, not because of, but in spite of the
"causes " they attribute.
New inventions, better machinery, and improved
processes of manufacture hav cheapened
goods. And as wages are the laborer's
share of his product, his wages (or share)
hav risen somewhat with his increased
production.
When tariffs originally designed for the
very purpose of increasing prices, lower
them, then will reaction be greater than
its parent action and peTpetnal motion
become possible. Competition may reduce
prices, but "trusts" and tariffd never do.
And world-wide competition is greater
than nation-bound, state-bound, or countybound competition, and hence reduces
prices most.
The law of "supply and demand"competition-sets the price of wages just
as it sets the price of goods. Rich emploveTs pay no higher wages than poor
ones do, and millionaires buy both goods
and labor as cheaply a!J poor men do.
The fashion of "tipping" waiters ap·
parently increases their wages by the
amount of the ''tip." But in the ''hightoned" hotels, where "tips" are constant
and regular, men are so anxious to get
these "tips" that they consent to work
for less wages. And, in some cases, waiters hav even been willing to relinquish all
wages and pay the proprietor something
fol" the privilege of working for him.
Hence, a subsidy of $1 per day paid
from the federal treasury direct to journeymen shoemakers w:onld not eventually
raise their wages one iota; for so many
persons would flock into this more desirable occupation that their wages, like
those of the "tipped" waiters, would soon
fall to the common level. And this is
equally true of every c.ther vocation. So
if we cannot raise men's wages, even by
paying them a direct bounty or subsidy,
much less can we raise their wages by
paying their employers the bounty or
subsidy and leaving it to their own sweet
will to distribute it among their employees.
Ought not any honest protectionist who
fully understands this be ashamed to ever
again assert that bounties, subsidies, or
iariffs raise the laborer's wages? Why_

then do they reiterate it again and again?
Labor alone creates all our valuable
products. Law creates nothing. Atid if
law givs to some what they would not
otherwise get, it must take it from others
-creating millionaires on the one hand
and paupers on the other.
After admitting that the tariff is a tax
will Mr. Day please explain how taxing ns
heavier and heavier enriches ns more and
more, as most people evade taxation as
much as possible, which they probably
would not do if they knew how it enriched(?) them?
To be logical, advocates of Freethonght
should advocate moral (not immoral) freedom in everything-that is, the freedom
to do any moral thing. For, without the
freedom to morally act, what is the freedom to think-i. e., Freethonght-worth?
Freedom to think, without the freedom to
express that thought, availed the tortured
victim of the Inquisition but little. Freethought must logically include the freedom to morally act. Freedom to tradei. e., free trade-and freedom to migrate
-i. e., free immigration and emigrationare logical concomitants of Freethonght.
If trading is not immoral we should be
free to trade-i. e., hav free trade.
By themselvs producing "all the sugar
consumed" therein, would not states, connties, and families reap as much benefit (?)
as nations? If not, why not? Is this not
likewise true of tin, etc. ?
If trade is not mutually beneficial, why
do men trade? . If imports displace (?)
American labor, then to that extent must
we get their goods gratis. For, aside
from character and health, the only thing
we are reluctant to giv for goods is labor
or that which costs us labor to replace.
How can these imported gifts injure ns?
As people are entirely free to morally
nee fire and water they should be entirely
free to morally trade. If not, why not?
Why not, by free trade, leave every
individual to decide for himself under what
circumstances foreign trade is or is not
injurious?
"Trusts " are formed by " cornering ''
the market on certain classes of goods and
are facilitated and fostered by tariffs in
exact ratio, as it is easier to corner the
product of a single nation than that of the
entire world. Hence Mr. Day's absurd
and reckless allegation that "all trust
men · · · are free trade tariff reformers " is equaled only by his sweepingly
broad assertion that "nobody ever said
the tariff was not a tax," as though he
could vouch that nobody in the world had
ever said a certain thing. As a matter of
fact, there is no protectionist assertion
more common than this that the taTiff is
not a tax. So common is it that is a matter of astonishment that Mr. Day should
not make use of it himself, and our astonishment turns to amazement when we find
him repudiating it as having ever been
made use of by a protectionist. If he will
turn to THE TRUTH BEEKER of August 25th,
this year, he wi11 see that Mr. Charles 0.
Hays, a red-hot protectionist, writes, in
an article which appears on the same page
with one of Mr. Day's own, that the claim
that the tariff is a tax is a ''rotten dogma,"
a "glaring fraud;" that it is "as absurd
as the plagues of Egypt," "as untenableas the geology of Moses," and '' has been
refuted a thousand different times, in a
thousand different ways, by a thousand
different facts" Mr. Hays and Mr. Day
should "get together."
As well declare that the chick should go
back into its shell or we to our cradle, as
claim that, because England once had
protection, we must forever wear these
cast-off protection gat"ments of England's.
We claim that this is the "land of the
free "-then why should we not be free to
trade?
D. WEBSTER GRoH.

Progress and Woman Suffrage.
BAN Jos:E, CAL., Sept. 30, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Since the arrival of the
grand old TRUTH BEEKER of the 22d inst.
some friends hav asked me to write my
opinions on the much debated subject,
"Are Women Capable of Using the Electiv
Franchise Intelligently?"
Notwithstanding. the somewhat lengthy
and very able article written upon the·
negativ side of the question by Mrs. R. H.
Schw!U"tZ (who is a personal friend of

mine), which appeared in THE TRUTH
BEEKER a week ago, it seems to me that
the facts do not warrant her conclusions.
I fear that my highly esteemed friend
is viewing the matter through very dark
glasses; I fail to find the present conditions as she depicts them.
Several years ago I too was of the same
opinion as Mrs. Schwartz is to-day, but
since that time I hav come in contact with
hundreds of women, both in a business
sense and in private life, and I find that
the woman of whom my friend draws such
a vivid pen picture is the exception rather
than the rnie at the present time. The
fashionable as well as the religions world
is not standing still, but it is moving forward to-day more directly than it has moved
before since the beginning of the Christian
era. As I go into the homes of my Liberal
and Christian friends· I do not find the
trashy novels sneh as one found so often
some eight or ten years ago, but instead
the more progressiv and educational publications of the times. As I walk through
th_c:~ streets of San Jose and other cities I
cannot fail to notice that the small wasplike figure is•as rarely seen as was the
common-sense waist a few years since. I
am acquainted with women whose waists
are naturally small who, owing to the
tendency of the times toward a more
rational mode of dress, are forced to make
their garments with sashes and shirrings
so as to hav their waists correspond with
the rest of the body to present a more
symmetrical figure. And the mind of
woman has expanded in proportion with
her waist. Unless the shoe dealers hav
misinformed me women to-day are wearing larger shoes than they hav in the past
twenty-five years. As for powder, I remember a large assemblage of people that
I was in not long since where one young
lady's face was disfigured with our modern
preparation of chalk. She was the novelty
of the evening, all eyes were upon her,
not with admiration, but with wonder,
while some of the more sensitiv actually
blushed when they viewed the pitiable
and very unusual spectacle.
We all know that woman's sphere has
broadened wonderfully within the last
fifty years. To-day she is admitted to
universities and colleges where, only a
few years ago, the door was shut in her
face. She has entered the professional
field and proven herself to be as capable
as her more favored brother. She, in
spite of herself, is fast leaving the faith
that comforted her mother and grandmother and is seeking shelter under the
wide-spreading branches of the banyantree of liberty.
If we read the signs of the times aright
we will see that, although the apparent
trend of Protestantism is toward the union
of church and state, there is in reality a
strong undercurrent of Liberalism in the
ocean of religions thought and belief today which is moving on steadily and irresistibly toward non-religions politics.
Like the gulf stream, it carries with it to
certain destruction the icebergs of an
ancient mythology, with their frozen fossils, into the warmer waters of modern
scientific thought. One marked evidence
thereof is the number of Protestant sects
refusing to take money appropriated by
Congress this summer for sectarian purposes.
Had my friend been with me at a meeting of the Prohibition party that I attended
recently, which was opened by prayer,
and had she heard the derogatory remarks
made by a great many strictly church
people as to the good policy of bringing
religion into politics, she would hav been
greatly encouraged,
Surely any one watching the results of
the elections in states where suffrage has
been granted the women cannot help but
note how intelligently and independently
of her brothers' and ministers' opinions
she use~ the ballot. For instance, in
Colorado. this spring, where women for
the first time in the history of the state
exercised thfl right of the electiv franchise,
the old prejudices were overthrown. The
women hav taken hold of public matters
as perfectly independent citizens, and all
parties and candidates hav to figure upon
their vote as an uncertain factor. 'lhey
formEd clubs throughout the state, in
which they made a careful and systematic
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study of political and social queetlons,
which we all know has a tendency to eo•
lighten the mind of woman and lift her
out of her narrow, superstitions surroundings to a purer air and broader view.
The enfranchisment of women, at least
in Kansas, seems to hav had the eft'ect of
bringing her to a realizing sense of the
necessity of dress reform, where it is r~
ported by the papers that laTge clu.bs of
women are formed, who pledge themselvs
to wear the reform snits. And it is safe to
sny that similar results would become
universal under like circumstances.
Another instance in woman's favor is the
fact that in Colorado she made fewer mistakes in the use of the Australian ballot
system than did her father and brothers.
One more argument on her side is that
a very small percentage of the ministers
favor woman suffrage, as they realize only
too well that when woman once has the
ballot she will soon consider a right to
vote the duty to vote, and that it will r~
snit in her neglecting her church and missionary woTk for secular affairs, consequently affecting their bread and butter.
· I do not believe that the women of this
country would steer the ship of state into
the harbor of a Presbyterian winter resort.
They might sail near enough to receive a
whiff of the hot air, which would only
make them bear away into deeper water
and finally anchor our good old vessel ia
the peaceful harbor of a Liberal snmmel'·
resort.
I believe it is only by giving woman the
responsibility of handling the ballot that
she will awaken from the long mental
lethargy that she has been in since religions fanaticism threw its mantle of darkness over the minds of humanity and
cause her to study and strive to wear tbe
habiliments of wisdom, usefulness, and in~
depend-ence. If, before she is freed from
the shackles of sUperstition (after she has
a right to vote), there is to be a despe,.ate
stTnggle for ns to retain our liberty, I
hope that it will come in our day, that I
may be able to add my energies to the
emancipation of woman from the thraldom
of preacher and priestcraft, so that the.
substance and not the shadow of Liberty
shall reign universally from the Atlantio
to the Pacific, and the future generations
liv in peace.
My friend surely cannot apprehend any
danger from that "religions serpent at
the polls," when she recognizes its size as
compared with our strength. The entire
church membership of the United States
is put by the census statistics at20,643,000,
and we must remember that a great many
of this number are in favor of non-religions
politics, while the majority of the remaining 50,000,000 or so are more or less liberal
or they would be tied to some church.
We need not hold a magnifyi-ng glass before our eyes to see that the wheels of
progreBB are turning slewly but surely,
steadily bearing along to a higher plane of
thought and action the nineteenth century
car of civiliza.tion.
If we will consider that at the elecMon
next November thet"e will be submitted to
the people of Califoroia proposed constitutional amendments to be balloted upon,
in which it is provided that no person
convicted of any infamous crime, no person hereafter convicted of the embezzlement or m:sappropriation of public money,
and no person who shall not be able to
read the•constitntion in the English language and write his name shall ever exercise the privilege of an elector in this
state, we will see that there is an attempt
being made in this land of sunshine (as
well as being agitated in other states) to
hav the educational qualification for
voters. As there are three out of the four
political parties in California which indorse woman suffrage, the da~ is not far
distant when intelligent men and women
will stand shoulder to shoulder upon the
great plane of mental, religions, and politIcal equality, and cast their ballot for the
best interests of our country.
The Liberals who take the negativ Side
of this question must feel highly honored
to know that they stand on the same platform with Cardinal Gibbons and other
distinguished prelates. I would like to
say much more, but fear if I do this letter will be consi~ned to the waste- buket
for its length. Yours for the emancipation of woma:Q.,
CLA.R4 F. HARKBB,
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all OommunicationR for this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the dar's occnpat.ion•
. That is known as the Children's Hour."

The Sun Will Shine Again.
What though the day be dark and drear,
The meadow wet with rain,
Look up and smile and hav no fearThe sun will 8hine again.
The leaden cloud, the whistling wind,
May bring but notes of pain,
But w1th the morrow thou shalt find
The sun doth shine again.
Shadows may dim the onward way
With mist and murky stain,
But by and by,. with banners gay,
Cometh the suo again.
And •o in all the ways of life,
On land and o'er the main,
Foretold it is through toil and strife,
The sun will shine again.
SusAN H. WixoN.

The Inquirendo Club.
VII.
"Aunt Margaret," Paid Arthur at the
next meeting of the Inquirendo Club,
"bsv yon ever read Delis Bacon's work
on ' The Philosopby of the Plays of Shakspere Unfolded'?" And as Aunt Margaret
answered in the sffirmativ, be continued,
impatiently: "Well, then, ann tie, do yon
think she proved that the Shsksperean
plays were really written by Lord Bacon?"
"She endeavored to prove it," answered his aunt, "but no biographer I
know of has accepted her views. It is a
difficult thing to settle, because there is
really nothing to build upon but one's
theories. Myself, I hav thought more of
Lord Bacon's authorship than that of the
so-called William Shskspere-s poor, illpaid actor. Lord Francis Bacon was one
of the greatest writers of his time-one of
the most penetrating and far-reaching,
with a remarkably vivid imagination. He
was born in the year 1561 and died Jan.
22, 1626. His mother was the learned
Anna Cooke, a woman noted for her
superior education and high moral qual·
ities. Bacon early evinced his superior
powers, so tl:at at the age of thirteen the
queen was fond of calling him ber "young
lord keeper." He was sent to the University of Cambridge, which he quitted after
a period of three years with a general dissatisfaction with the method of teaching
employed there and a low estimate of the
Aristotelian philosophy, thus severing himself from the literary class of thinkers of
his time. Biographers do not clothe
Lord Bacon with the moral qualities of
hill mother. He perjured himself upon
several occasions to elicit favors from
King James I and his royal favorit,
Villiers. In 1613, while acting under the
authority of attorney, he tried to extort a
confession of treason from an old clergvmsn by cruelly torturing him on the rack.
These, while marking Lord Bacon's public
life with meanness and dishonor, gave him
shining laurels in the way to kingly favors.
In 1619 he was made lord chancellor with
the title of Lord Vernlsm. In the year
following he was crested Viscount St.
Albans. It is easy, however, to ascribe
Bacon's reckless extravagance and relentless search for power and opulence to the
corrupting morals of that age. Then, as
now, an official signified cunning, and
Bacon's friendship for the notorious Earl
of Essex probably aggravated a natural
propensity for rascality. That 'evil communications corrupt good manners' is
true. Often the best of men, after a
career of public life, find their names
linked with accounts of evil doings that
they would fain erase from their record,
but which were apparently necessary by
the conditions surrounding them.
So
with Lord Francis Bacon, whose works
alone form a .treasury of the deepest
knowledge of human relations, conveyed
in a gorgeous and energetic style. He is
regarded by l).is countrymen as the father
of indnctiv philosophy-inventor and first
teacher of the method of interrogating
. nature by observation and. experiment and
induotiv· reasoning. And if recent oriti-

cisms hsv dethroned him from the position
which for centuries he occupied in relation
to the phvsicsl sciences bv showing that
his doctrins, experiments, and writings
hav not materially affected their course, it
is only to leave him free to be placed in a
position no less dignified in relation to
social and human philosophy."
Aunt Margaret paused for s moment,
and Flot'ence, who had been very deeply
interested in the conversation, now took
occasion to remark:
•' It seems improbable to me that a man
cruel enough to torture another upon the
rack to extort a confession should hsv
written 'The quality of mercy is not
strained,' and the other beautiful expressions attributed to ShSkspere."
"Not Bny more strange than that of
George Eliot preaching submission and
practicing license-denouncing egoism
and then living out its principles as elucidated by present philosophers," rejoined
Arthur, while Aunt Margaret said: "It is
a peculiarity with many writers that their
works belie their lives. Fancy will fondly
create a noble author for a noble work,
but realism more often banishes the pleasant dream by exposing an unpleasant
reslitv."
"Like the discovery of Ells Wheeler
Wilcox eating pork and beans," suggested
Arthur.
"I once read an anecdote about Jane
Austen's hero worship," said Florence,
and she appeared to pfl.rticnlarlv centralize her adoration upon William Makepeace
Tha<lkersy. One ds:v, to her infinit delight, she was invited to attend a dinner
party which Thackeray also attended, and
the kind hostess, probably aware of the
anthoreFs's preference, plsoed her at the
side of her fsvorit hero. Now Thackeray
was a very hearty ester and although, as
he related afterward, he could see disappointment and chBgrin deepening upon
Jane Austin's facP, he continued to refill
hi9 plate again and again. Finally, he
was both startled and amused to hear his
companion exclaim, clutching his arm in
her ragArness and arresting the departure
of hi~ fifth potato: '0 Mr. Thackeray,
don't!' in both a tragic and despairing
manner."
Aunt Mar&-aret smiled at Florence's
narrstiv a.nd Ernestine remarked, apropos
of their Shaksperean discussion: '' If the
works of Shakspere were written by such
an unprincipled man as Lord Bacon I will
hav no more confidence in Portia's genius,
Perdita's virtue, or Celia's constancy, nor
ever thrill to the sublime declaration:
"Love is not love which alters
When it alteration finds."
"Now yon are as bad as Jane Austen
trying to prevent Thackeray from eating
potatoes," said Ralph, which amused
Arthur so much that he Phonted with
laughter, immediately perceiving the
point of the joke.
Lillie turned the current of the conversation by remarking: ".Tane Austen wrote
'Pride and Prejudice.' Was her rame
oridnal or assumed?"
"Oh, original," said Arthur. "She
was the dan~rhter of a Steventon rector in
England. She had a very superior education and was endowed with what Aunt
Margaret calls 'high moral qualities.'
Possessinl!' numerous personal attractions
which made many friend~. she commenced
writing stories at an early age, but the
first to attract public attention were,
'Sense and Sensibility' (1811), 'Pride
and Prejudice' (1813), 'Mansfield Park'
(1814), and 'Emma' (1816). The great
merit in her novels is simplicity in style,
accurate and truthful, portraying with
vividnees the every-day life of the middle
classes in England. Sir Walter Scott
said of her: 'That young lady has a talent
for describing the involvements, feelings,
and characters of ordinary life which is to
me the most wonderful I ever met with.
The big bow-wow I can do myself like sn:vone going, but the exqnisit touch which
renders commonplace things and characters interesting from the truth of the description and sentiment is denied me.'
And let me add right here that if ever an
author lived who was willing to accord
praise to a fellow-writer that. person was
Sir Walter Scott. Not only has he made
the world richer b:v romantic illustrations
of important historical incidents, but he
left s record of generosity and chivalry
unequaled by any of his characters. He
was s man of noble impulses and a passion
for scm.nac;v of description together with
s consCientiOus love of truth. A patriot
naturally he was a little bissecl in politicsi
events; but he acknowledged the fact and
was proud of it. Everv nook and cranny
in Scotland was dear to him. And I regard Sir Walter Scott as one of the most
entertaining writers of the day."
"I also share your enthusiasm " said
Ernestine, "but we hsv no more time to
en!oP."iZe this evening. It is growing
late.''
Acting upon this hint, the club adjourned,
IDA BALLOU.
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With Histocy of his Li erary, Political, and Religious Career in
America, Franoc and England,
and a Sketch by William Cobbett.
The only adeqttate Biography of
Paine. 2 vols. Portraits. $5.

LIFE OF. By Remsburg. 50c.
LIFE OF. By G. Vale. $1.
LITHOGRAI'H OF. 22128, $1.
POLI'fiCALAND RELIGIOUS
REFORMER. Underwood.10o
POLITICAL WORKS: "Com-

mon Sense,'' "Crisis,"" Rights of
Man" $1.50.

RIGHTS OF MAN. Answer to

Bnrke's Attack on the FrenohRev-

T~s¥mo~IAl~TOc}fjrMER-

ITS. Comp. byl\loreau. 10o.
THEOLOGICAL WORKS:"A~
of Itea.son," "Examination of t
Prophecies," eto., with Life
Paine and steel PQrtrait, $1.150.

VINDICATION. Reply to N.Y.

OtMtroer. By B. G. IuaenoU. 100.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl&oe,INew York •
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Goma of ~houg'At.
AN old Spanish proverb says: "Mankind
is an ass who kicks those who endeavor to
take off his panniers."
IF Christ rose from the dead, why did
he not appear to his enemies? Why did
he not call on Caiaphas, the high priest?
Why did he not make another triumphal
entry into J ernsalem ?-IngerBoll.
No GREAT art ever rose or ever can rise
that is based upon imitation or that sacrifices truth for effect. No great sculpture
will come till it comes out of spontaneous
effort. Veritism does not enslave, it- sets

free.-Hamlin Garland.

BUT little do or can the best of ns;
That little is achieved through liberty.
Who, then, dares hold, emancipated thusHis fellow shall continue bound? Not I,
Who Iiv, labor freely, nor discuss
A brother's right to freedom.

-Robert Browning.
THoUGH most of our pleasures are to be
accepted as concomitants of those various
expenditures of energy condnciv to selfsustentation and sustentation of family,
yet the pursuit of pleasure for pleasure's
sake is to be sanctioned, and even enjoined, when primary dntieli hav been fnl-

fllled.-Herbert J5pencer.

SELF-D:&VJ'\LOPMENT
is an aim
for ali; an aim which will make all
stronger, and saner, and wiser, and better.
It wilJ make each in the end more helpful
to humanity. To be sound in wind and
limb; to be healthy of body and mind; to
be educated, to be emancipated, to be
free, to be beautiful-these things are
ends toward which all should strain, and
by attaining which all are happier in
themselvs, and more useful to others.-

Grant Allen.

NATURE and books belong to the eyes
that see them. It depends on the mood of
the man, whether he shall see the sunset
ol' the fine poem. There are always sunsets, and there is always geninsi:· but only
a few hours so serene that we re ish nature
or criticism. The more or less depends
on structure or temperament. Temperament is the iron wire on which the beads
are strung. Of what use is fortune or
talent to a cold and defectiv natnre?-

Ralph Waldo Emerson.

THERE are classes who assume a function
and authority which does not naturally
belong to them. In medicin, the professional doctor; in law, the professional
lawyer; in art, in literature, in theology,
in ethics, the professional, class-proud
leader-in each, that man, or those many
men, in whom pride of profession rises
above and makes little of that final human
poise and service which arbitrates between
what is ephemeral and what is of infinit

moment.-Horace L. 1raubel.
WE liv in a small, bright oasis of knowledge_ surrounded on all sides by a vaslfunexplored region of impenetrable mystery.
From age to age the strenuous labor of
snccessiv generations wins a small strip
from the desert ·and pushes forward the
boundaries of knowledge. Of such triumphs we are justly proud. It is a less
attractiv task-but yet it has its fascina-

In the nature of things,
SAYS

STATE oF OHIJ, CrTY oF ToLl!Do,} ss.
LUCAS CoUNTY
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FRANK J CHENEY makes oath that he IS the
senior par~ner o( the firm.of F. J. CHEN&Y & Co.,
doing bnsmess m the CitY of Toledo, (!onnty
and State aforesaid0nd tha-t sa d firm Will P,aY
the sum of ONE .ttUNDRED DOLLARS for
each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be
SOIENTIFIO truth has likewise this trait cured by the use of HALL's CATARRH Cn<E.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
of its own: It is absolutely open to the
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
world; it is as free as air, as visible as presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
light. There is no snob thing about it as
(""--}
A. W. GLEASON,
an inner secret, a mysterious gnosis shared tsEAL.
Nota1'1/ Pu1Jl1o.
by the favored few, the select illuminati,
concealed from the vulgar horde, or H:n.;Catarrh Cure iR taken internally and acts
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of
masked to them under ambiguous terms. the
system. Send for testimonials, fres.
Wherever yon find mystery, concealment,
1!'. J. CHENffiY & CO., Toledo, 0.
occultism, yon may be sure that the spirit 17" Sold by Druggists. 75c.
of science does not dwell and, what is
A Rare Chance to get first-class
more, that it would be an unwelcome inBto. y Books of sixty p&ges or over
truder.
Such pretensions belong to Freethonght
each. FREE Send 3 centR to nay @Stage on
pseudo-science, to science falsely so-called, samPles. Address THE LIBERAL PUB. CO.,
42 f
Portland. Kan.
shutting itself out of the light because it
is afraid of the light.-Daniel G. Brinton.
tion as well as uses-to turn our eyes to
the undiscovered country which still remains to be won, to some of the stupendous problems of natural study which still
defy our investigation.-Lord SaliB'Jury.

THE HOLY CBOSS SEBIES.

[Sf I [G-INfSI
PICTORIAL WORK
DUPLICATE SIGNS

Is Suicide
. ?
A S lll.

A SMALL

Colonel Ingersoll's Famous WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES
A new edition of that splendid ~?rose j)_oem,
Letters and Replies from Em- "Life,"
by "the prince of orators, ' Co!. R. G.
In!(ersoll. It is larger and better than the old
edition, and can be framed or placed upon the
inent Men. With a StartlinQ" table
as an ornament. In the center of the card
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby,
Chanter on
.urronnded by the prose poem, which has been

Great Suicides of History.
Schonenhauer's Celebrated
Essay "On Suicide."
Paper covers. - Price 25 Cents

The Truth Seeker,

rrnthfnlly described as, "one of the masterpieces
of the orator and poet who now, as far as we
know, stands alone in the living world." It will
make a deli~htfnl present, and will be a •onvenir
not only of mtellectnal greatness, but of artiotic
workmanship. It is printed on heavy boarol, gilt
boveled edge. The size is 12x16 inches, an<:l the
p-rice only 75 cents, post-paid.
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 L&f&vette nl&ae. New Yorlr

Force af\d "'atter;
OR~

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
!'he Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Religion of the Fntnre. Cloth. $1.
rhe Secret of the East; or, The Origin
of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.
Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth, iJ!1.
Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the H nma.n Organism. Oloth, $1.
Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natura.! History. Illustrated by H. Faber. Oloth~$2.
Address
THE T~UTH SEEKER,
28 L&f&:rette Pl&Oe, New York.

CHEAP EDITION.

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll,

A Lectu1·e

IJeztverea 1Jetore the Brooklyn Ethical AssoCiation
By THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN.
Price, 10 Cents.
A little book c.f ~8 pages, fall of scientific
thought. The storv of thi• gre•t scientist's life
and works read> like an enchanting tale.
Ailill'MS
'I'HF. TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette Place, "'ew Ynl'l< mt..,.,

Books by S. P. Putnam)

BOOKS BY

the nature of things there can be
no evidence to establish the claim of
inspiration." Such is the text of the
Colonel's new lecture entitled

HIS

IJife, Works, Cat·eer, and Prophecy.

The Popes and Their Doings. Biographical sketches of the most no ten of these vicars
of Christ and vicegerents of God, showing wha.ll
they have done, and what kind of men they were.
It contains very plain statements, in very unMANY writers tell ns that Rome and the
varnished language, :...nd the unmasking is complete, proving_ them to have been cruel, inother empires of ancient times were overtriguing, and licentious men. Considering the
thrown by the influence of luxury; but
rapid growth of Catholicis)l! in this countey,
this assertion indicates a complete misconthis book cannot be too Widell' disseminated,
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
ception of the main causes of the decline
The A.wfnl Discl01mres of Maria Monk,
and disappearance of nations. The diss.s exhibited in a narrative of her sufferings dur.
astrous checks to national progress hav
ing her residence of five years as a novice~,._and
never been caused by the luxury, general
two years as a black nun, in the Hotel .uien
Nunnery, at Montreal. Perhaps not any antihappiness, or wealth of the people, but
Catholic book published has created more exmainly by their poverty and misery. As
citement, and had such a circulation as this
the number of slaves increased, they were
work. To counteract its effects the Catholics
circulated
a story that Maria Monk was "no
treated with more severity, and, when war
better than she shonld be," but investigation
came, they gave their direct or indirect
disclosed that her "child of shame" was none
assistance to the public enemy. Those
other than the child of her priest-seducer,
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth 75 cents.
fight best who hav the most to fight for.
and it has always been observed that the
A.nricnlar Confession and Popish Nnn•
nobles and those classes who lived in the
neries. By Wm. Hog~~tn, for twenty-five
xears a confessing priest. A revelation of the
most luxurious manner walked most comlicention~ :practices of the priests a.nd nuns in
posedly into the jaws of death.-John S.
these religious brothels; There iil no question
Hittell.
that Ex-:priest Ho~an knew the truth of the
tales of viCe, seductiOn, and infanticide he gives
in this volume, and eqnaUy there is no question
that if the people generally knew of them, Ca!'be New God. Price, 10 cents.
A Late Breakfast
tholicism would not be given the vast amounts
The Problem of the Universet and Its
of money now allowed it by our various city
is often caused by a late milkman. No
Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
governments. Price, paper, 50 cents, cloth. '1'5
UniversoloJU: Price1 20 cents.
cream for the coffee or oatmeal has decents.
layed many a morning meal. Keep a snp· Waifs and wandermgs, A New Ameri- The Priest ·in Absolution. A Review of
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50
the system of auricular confession, including
ply of Borden's Peerless Brand Evaporated
cents. "A I>rose epic of the war, rich with
copious extracts from the "Confessional UnCream in the house, and avoid such anincident and dramatic power; breezy from
masked," from the "Master Key to Popery,"
first page to last with the living spirit of t<>noyances,
etc. The work is a protest ags.inst and an ap_peal
day."-[John Swinton's Paper.
to every American citizen to examine carefully
Golden Throne, A. Romance. "The .anand thoughtfully a religions system so invnsive
of privacy1 so powerful for evil in licentious
thor certainly has ~enins. The divine
hands, so rra.nght with danger to female modcreative spark is withm him. The book is
fi.lled with manly thon_ghts expressed in
esty, to the ingenuous openness of _youth~
manly words-the transcriPt of a manly mind.
and to the freedom of thought, speech. ana
Every Liberal shonld read' Golden Throne.'"
action. Price, paper, 25cents.
-(IngerRoll. Price, $1.
Priestly CeJibacy Exposed. A lecture by
lngersoll and Jesus. A conversation in
the Rev. Geo. Townsend Fox, of Durham, Engrhyme between the Nineteenth Centnry
land. Revised American edition, showing the
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherem
result in p_arishes of the Roman decree that
GlASS r.ARDS. SilK BANNERS.
it is shown there is much in harmony between
priests shall not mary. Price, paper,16 cents.
them. Price,10 cents.
8
Sister .Lucy and Her Awfnl Disclosares
-Esrb~N~ FoR
!dami and Heva. A poetic version of
Respecting New Hall Convent, Borethe Jndian story of the Garden of Eden ·in
8t43 J. U. MANUTH, 210 Blue Island Ave., Chicago.
bam, .Essex England. Showing that convents
whkll its snperiorit:y to the mutilated copyare IJiimiCaJ.1 1io ohs.stity, virtue, and freedom.
the Genesis le~rep.d-Is shQlYJl. Price,10 cents.
Gottlieb: His Life. A .lfreethonght Ro.Price, paper,l~Ei~~RU'l'R I:!EEKE.ll. 09.
mance. Price, 85 cen~s.
20 .L&fuette t>taoe, New York Oltr.
.My Religious Experience. Price, 25 cents.
For all of the above address
·
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Value of Matter,
Thought,
Motion,
Consciousness,
ii'onn,
Seat of the Soul,
b~m-u~s.bilityofNatural Inna.be IdeasJ..
Laws,
The Idea of u-od,
0l!l.i.ve:rsaJ.ity of Natural Personal Continuance
. :r. . awo,
Vital Force,
'
'I'he Hes.•eno,
The Sonl of Brutes
Periods of the Creation Free Will,
of ';he Earth,
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Hard Knocks
WAS
~
at Christianity.
CHRIST
•
•
•
By R. WHEELER.

Froothon[hl Library,
.ALL POll $1.50.
Evolution.
By B. "F. Underwood ....•........... Price 6 cents
The World's Parliament of Religions.
By Tenney......................... Price 10 cents
The Gods.
By Ingersoll (with likeness) ........ Price 20 cents
Ingersoll Before The Unitarian Club... Price 6 cents
Myth of the Great Deluge.
j By McCann ........................ Price 15 cents
Evolution of the Devil.
•
By Henry Frank ................... Price 25 cents
The Bruno Monument In Rome ........ Price 12 cents
Church and State.
By ·'Jefferson" .................... Price 10 cents
Religion of Humanity.
By Benwell ........................ Price 15 cents
Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling ........ Price 4_cents
Dwight L. Moody.
By Susan H. Wixon ................ Price 5 cents
Christian Religion.
·
By an Old ll'armer ................. Price 15 cents
God in the Constitution.
• By Ingersoll ....................... Price 10 cents
Effacement of Christianity.
G
By Holyoake....................... Price 10 cents
Life and Career of Bradlaugh.
By Holyoake ....................... Price 15 cents
Ingersoll's Address on Thomas Paine, Price 6 cents
Standing Up for Jesus.
By H. L. Green .................... Price 4 cents
Religion in !_he Republic.
By :M. A. Freeman ................. Price 6 cents
Never-Ending Life Assured by Science.
By Tenney......................... Price 6 cents
Charles Darwin (illustrated).
By Flower & Wakeman ........... Price 15 cents
Jehovah Interviewed ................... Price 6 centa
Cosmology against Theology.
•
·o .By Vindex ......................... Price 15 cents

This book IS Just what i-t;s title implies-thumping whacks at superstition. It deals with the
effect of Christianity on *he world, showing
what Uhnstians have done to advance their religion and impede the progress of man. It shows
By AUSTIN BIERBOWER.
All About the
that Jesus was a false prophAt. that the gospels
are not autnentic, and that L.u.:o~ianitY. is a. borA. judicial consideration of the qnestion1a.tJ.d the
By ASA AUGER.
system of religion. That the Bible is not . deoision against the scriptures s.nd the Cnristian
Holy Bible rowed
A condensation of the fundamental argumen~
in a.coord with Science, that the atonement tradition. Price, 10 cents. Address
is futile and foolish, and that religion is
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
against Christianity.
Just published in a large and hand- scheme
nota. real benefit to man.
A Vary Good LiH/e Missumary Work:
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. AdPrioe,20cents,sixfor$1.
GHOST OF ST. JOHNS. Price, 15 cents. Address
dress The Truth Seeker Co., N~w York.
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Jfot for ])arsons.
ELDER BERRY: "Joblots tells me he still
has serious doubts about the miracles."
Dr. Thiraly: "Why should he hav?"
Elder Berry: "He can't get over the fact
that the witnesses to them were mostly
fishermen,"
TIIlll FALL OF ADAM.

$1.00
Sent Post Paid
TORTURE INSTRUMENTS employed in the fifteenth and sixteenth oentnries for

the Promulgation of Christianity. Being the Nuremberg Collection, and including specimens from
'.l'he Holy Inquisition,

THIRTY-FIVE

ILLUSTRATIONS.

Roanish Collar, Thumbscrew, Iron Collar the Rack, the Iron Crown Leg Crusher, the Stocks
the Heretic c ..tcher, the Iron Boot, the Bot Mitten, a Mouth -:Pear (gag), iron Masks recommende6.
by the Inquisition, Breaking and Burnin~t on the Wheel, the Ducking Cage, the Chastity Belt for
women, the Spider, the Iron Virgiu Up to Date. the Execution Bell, etc.
"I used to read in books," says Colonel Ingersoll, ··how our fathers persecuted mankind But I
never appreciated it. 1 read it, but it did not burn itself into my soul. I did not really appreciate
the Infamies that have been committed in the· name of religion until I saw the iron arguments thar
Christians used."
·
G'

Price, 10 Cents per Copy.

-

•

12 Copies Cor $1.00

Bm A DOLLAR'S WORTH AND SCA.T.rERTHEM AMONG YOUR CHRISTIAN J.'IEIGHBORS:
Address TH£ I RUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

EVERY Woman Ought. to Read lt. Every LIBERAL Womal'l
and Man Will Want lt.

WOMAN, CHURCH, AND STATE.
By Matilda Joslyn Cage.
This is Mrs. Gage's latest and crowning work. It is THE book to show how
the church has enslaved woman and kept and keeps her in an inferior position. A
glance at its contents will show this:
The first chapter-the Matriarchate-shows that under the old civilizations woman had great
freedomMbut that th(\ tendency of Christi~nity from the first was to restrict her liberty. In this
chapter ra. Gage claims that to the Matnarchate-or Mother-J•ule-the world is indebted for its
firot conceptior. of inherent rights.
·
Chapter li deals with the theologic~l dogmas. of original· sin aud celib~cy. Woman, by the
church, was not regarded as a human bemg; marnage was looked upon as vile• wives were sold
as "'av=s; women driven to suicide; the influence of the church was unfavorable to virtue. The
celibacy of the clergy produce<! rlegrading sensuality, and woman was the victim of these brutes.
Chapter III is on The Canon Law, showing how thA church controled woman by making the
leg:timacv of marriage depend upon it3 own control of the ceremony. Anment civiiization gave
place to Christian barbarism, the clergy became a distinct body-at once a" holy" and an unholy
caste. Learning w"s prohi·bited to women, husbands prohibited from leaving them more than onethird of their property; daughters could be disinherited, sons could not. The Reformation effected
no change.
.. ChaJ?ter ry-Marquette-is on FeudaJism and its deg;radation of women,, the rights of" lord~
spintual,' the Immorahty ofthe.beads of.the church, baptism of nude women m the early Chrlstian
church. It also deals with some of the later-day abuses of females, like our Northwestern pineries.
the English debaucheries, governmental crime-makers, etc.
Chapter V-Witchcraft. In the days of this phase of religious insanity Mrs. Gage shows how the
possession of-even a little lea~;ningwas sufficient cause to suspect a :woman qfwitch.craft, that to keep
a pet was dangerous, so rabid were the cler!!Y not to suffer '' Witch t~ hv. This persecution for
witchcraft was a contmnance of the church's policy for obtaining un•verssl dominion over mankind.
Women phYBicians of the M:iddle Ages were persecuted, and the" Pilgrim Fathers" continued it in
America. The first synod convened in America was to try a woman for heresy, and others were
stripiJed and whipped for not agreeing with the clerf5Y.
Thechapterou "W1ves" shows how the disruptiOn of the Roman empire was unfavorable to the
personal nnd _propriet11.ry rights of woman-that the sale of daughters was practiced in England
seven hundred years after it was'Christianized-that the practice of buying Wives was regulated by
law-that women wera not permitted to read the Bible-that they were not admitted as witnessesthat civil marriaglliS opposed by the church.
In Chapter YII is shown how polygamy was sustained by the Christian church, that the first
synod of the Reformation convened to sanction this institution, that Luther and the other ·• prin'!Ipal reformers" favored it, as well as the American Board of Foreign Missions. The Mormon theocra.oy is shown to be similar to that of other Christian sects.
In the last three chapters Mrs. Gage treats of the opposition of the church to the amelioration
of woman's sufferings as interferenc0 with her •· curse,' of woman's degradation by the church to
labors unfit for slaves~ of woman's "inferiority," as taught by the church to-day, and of how little
value Christianity has oeen and is to civilization.

The work is a burning protest against the tremendous wrong done woman by
the church, which controled the state. It is also extremely valuable as history. No
woman, it seems to us, can read it and remain a supporter of the religious institution
which has crushed her individuality; her mentality, and degraded her person. To the
woman's cause it opens an Age of Reason. It ought to be widely read for the good it
will do.

In cloth, $:<i; in naif-leather binding, $3.
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HAND-BOOK
OF

FREETH OUGHT
By W. S. BELL.
Containing in condensed and systematized fonn a
vast amount of evidence against the superstitious doctrines of Christianity. As a book of reference and aid
to all trnth Reekers it is invaluable. Its classification
of subjects makes it a hand-book. Asing'ersollsaid of
Paine's "Age of Reason," it enables somebody in every village to "corner the parson." Its wide
variety of subJects include all the dlaputed points between Christianity and Freethought.
Cloth, $1; paper. 50 cents,
Addres•
THE TRUTH SEEKER

PEN PICTURES OF THE WORLD'S FAIR.
By SAMUEL P. PUTN.AM.
It is, besides being a complete Guide-Book, the best description of tbtl Fair yet
given-poetic, beautiful, accurate. It describes the inauguration ceremonies, gives
the director-general's address, the efforts to close the Fair Sundays and the triumph
of the Sunday-openers; describes the various buildings and what they contain, and is,
all in all, the very best picture of the Fair that can be painted with a pen.

ILLUSTRATED.
A MA.P OF JACKSON PARK, enabling the visitor to make his way around,
and the stay-at-home to see where he went.
A BIRD'S·EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR, enabling one to comprehend at s
glance the magnitude of the Exposition, the greatest ever known to the present time.

Jiliagle oopy, 20 oen&e, Five copies for tt,
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A Tragedy in One Act. Scene, Garden of
Eden. Persons represented: Jehovah,
Adam, Eve. (The two last named are
hiding behind a bush!)
·
JEHOVAH: "Adam, where art thou?"
ADAM (to Eve): "Did you hear that?
He's coming to get on to ns. This is a fine
pickle of fish you've ~ot us into with your
cursed inquisitivness."
EvE: "Why, what's he making all the
fuss about? 'Twas only an apple and sour
at that."
JEHOVAH:-.. Adam, where art thou?"
ADAM: " My word, don't he shout I
Whatever shall we do?"
EvE: "Why, just keep behind the bush,
and not let him catch us."
ADAM: "But there is no use in trying to
hide from God. He knows everything
and sees everywhere."
EvE: "Then, what's he shouting for?"
JEHOVAH (louder than ever): "Adam,
where art thou?"
ADAM: "My God! don'i he thunder!
We'd better make a olean breast of it.
Lord, Lord, was you a-talking to me?"
JEHoVAH: "Ahl I've got you at last,
rascal! What's this you've been up to,
eh?"
ADAM: "Well, to tell you the God's
truth, my old lass is awful inquisitiv, and
ever since you spoke about that forbidden
fruit she's been dying to hav a taste of it."
JEHOVAH: "What then?"
ADAM: "Well, she took an apple."
JEHOVAH: "And what about yourselfout with it; I'm in the middle of making a
world and ca.n't wait."
ADAM: "You see, she persisted in making me hav a bite, and as I didn't want a
family quarrel over an apple I took a slice
-just to please the old girl."
JEHOVAH: "Oh, you wicked, diabolical
couple. To go and eat an apple when I
told you not to! Horrible! But I'll hav
it out of you, see if I don't. I'll not allow
you to go naked another day. Eve, I condemn you to petticoats. Adam, I sentence
you to trousers."
ADAM and EVE: "Oh, how shall we bear
it?"
JEHovAH: "Eve, you inquisitiv creature, you'll hav to suffer for it every time
you get a baby. Adam, you scamp, you'll
hav in future to work for your living-no
more loafing, mind you. I curse you all
-serpent included. And, remember, my
curse isn't a mere sessional affair.i on the
contrary, I make it a standing oraer. The
whole human race in the future shall suffer the same curse fot the same apple."
(Exit JEHOVAH exclaiming: "I curse
you all, I curse you all, I damn and curse
you all.")
EvE: "My conscience, don't he swear
awful? He couldn't get on worse if we'd
swallowed the whole garden.''
ADAM: "Hush, Eve; you mustn't talk in
that way ahout God. He is all-powerfuL"
EvE: "The more's the pity."
ADAM: ''Hush, God is the potter-we
are only the clay. He made us. He manufactured me, for example, out of a little
heap o' dust."
EvE: '' I wish he had left the little heap
o' dost alone."
ADAM: "You're a wicked skeptic, Eve.
You should remember that we owe everything to God. As the poet says:
" ' The ways of God are wondrous ways
And difficult to grapple;
He made the world for you and me."'
EvE: "And damns us for an apple."
Adam lived to the green old age of 930
yearP. Yet t ven Adam was a mere stripling in comparison with some of the antediluvian patriarchs. Modern apologists
try to get over this little difficulty by saying that, so far as those worthies are concerned, the word year really means
months. In other words, the Bible, being
a divine revelation, difit~rs from ordinary
profane books by saying what it does not
mean, and meaning what it does not say.
Let us accept the theory and see how it
works. We read in God's holy book that
Adam begat a son when he was 130 years old.
Now, if 130 years means 130 months, Adam
must hav begat a son when he (Adam) was
ten years and ten months old-which was
a highly impropar thing for Adam to do.
Again we read that Enoch when he was 65
years of age begat Methuselah. Now1 if
years must be taken to mean montns,
Enoch must hav taken upon himself the
cares and responsibilities of paternity at
the mature f'.ge of five years and five
months -which to say the least was a
very rash thing for a five-year-old gentleman to do, The Christian apologists are
in a fix. On one theory the patriarchs
lived too long-on the other they don't
liv long enough. My private opinion is
that they never lived at all.- Wallace

Nelson, in ProgreBB.
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will cure the stomach, liver, and kidneys.
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The only paper published for the young that
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-CHAP. Yilt, 7nt-

~HAP VI,

8.-rt:::

ihe LO"rd God hath ljWOrn
k.!:J himself, saith the Lord

the-a:::1o/ hosts,l a'hh.or
the excellenc.':f'!f Jacob,
et-c.

, • -- - -

CIIJ1P. VIII.

f}1e Lord hath sworn &::/tlze
exceNency pf Jacob, de.
"' CHAP. IX, /4. I~

rhe!f s/1a/l I::Jui/d the wasie
c~s t:mcl iJthaJ;,d· t-hem;
and ~he.!f s)u:dl plant- ILfae-

!l.cu•ds and drin""k t/1§.

~.._.

There sa/d the .lord unto
In~

The ~do come upon
lnff ;?.eople o.f Israel, ~l¢.

c/fAP. IX. piI wi'/1 slag the lcrst"o.f
then~ wt:#h the sword rr.

wine t.her'!._df,

d«

/Ina }'.willplcrttt"-thelff;;+
utfoi't their laJtd and they
sltaii~YLniore lJe pulled

ua-_otlli. of. 1;/telr(amd.
whr'ch. J !rave5tven t-hem,
et-c.. r.hs1. .•

:J.r:. Tire Isret~l/t•t.

SOME MORE INSPIRED CONTRADICTIONS.

MANY new cases of cholera in Russia.
TIIE Czar is not expected to liv very
long.
RwiJARD CROKER is again at the head of
the forces of Tammany Hall.
Two Sisters of Mercy lost their lives in
a ftre_at Houston Tex., on Oct. 18.
FIFTEEN miners were killed by a firedamp explosion in the Anina colliery,
Hungary.
GEN, WILLIAM BooTH, commander-inchief of the Salvation Army, is now in the
United States.
JAMES ANTHONY FROUDE, the historian,
died in London on Oct. 20. He was born
April 23, 1818.
ON Oct. 18, Attieborough, Mass., celebrated the two hundredth anniversary of
its incorporation.
REGISTRATION is very heavy SO far in
New York and Ohicago this year, amounting to 200,000 in each city.
THE election in Norway rei!Ulted in a
draw between the Right and the Left.
Feeling is running pretty high.
A BILL to raise $150,000,000 to proscute
the war against China·passed both houses
of the Japanese Parliament unanimously.
Ex. GovERNOR JosEPH D. BEDLE, of New
Jersey, died in this city on Oct. 21. He
was also ex-justice of the state Supreme
Court.

A coNGRESS of eminent Catholic thinkers
will meet in Rome next winter to study
the application of an encyclical upon social subjects.
IT is reported that the ground will soon
be broken at New Kensington, near Pittsbur~, Pa, for the largest tin-plate mill in
the United States.
ANOTHER accident happened at the
Shamokin, Pa., mines on October 11th.
By the explosion of a boiler four men were
killed and six injured.
THE New York State Sabbath Association held its third annual convention in
Brooklyn, Oct. 19. It denounced Sunday
newspapers, travel, and recreation;
LAST week striking cloakmakers in New
York and Brooklyn attacked non-union
workers and several arrests resulted. The
Brooklyn men were armed with revolvers.
CoTTON has taken another plunge, November selling on Oct. 19 for 5.51, Dec.
for 5.58, Jan., 5.64, Feb., 5.70, March,
5.76, April, 5.83, May, 5.88, and June,
5.99.
ON Oct. 20 a Missouri Pacific passenger
train was wrecked by train.robbersln the
Indian Territory, who then opened a fierce
fire upon it and several passengers were
wounded.
Ex-PoLIOE CAPT. DoHERTY and six subordinates were arrested on Oct. 20 under
grand jury indictments. Doherty's bail
was fixed at $10,000 and that of the others
at $5,000 each.
IN the Massachusetts Tenth Congres·
sional district there are six candidatesRepublican, Independent Republican,

A Missionary Scheme.
THE TRUTH SEEKER has recently been doing, with
the generous aid of its friends, a great deal of political missionary work. We hav given away thousallds Qf the "Church Property" pamphlet, and it
is doing i.tEI work. We hav also given away thousands ()f arguments against the proposed national
Sunday laws. Besides these, more thousands of
TRUTH SEEKERS bav been scattered broadcast over
the land;
With the advent of the reading season, when the
summer's work is done and the people hav time to
think, we want to do a great deal of religious missionary work, and so we hav prepared this scheme,
which has already received cordial indorsement:
Probably no one book h<J.s made more converts
to common sense and won more people away from
superstition than Paine's "Age of Reason." It is
a book, as Colonel Ingersoll ilays, that furnishes an
immense amount of food for thought. It is written
for the average mind, and is a straightforward,
honesil investigation of the Bible and of the Christian system. It has liberalized us all. It puts

Democrat, Independent Democrat, Populist, and Socialist.
LAST week the miners of the Straight
Creek Coal Company in Carter county,
Ky., were ambushed by strikers armed
with rifles, and a number were wounded,
some perhaps fatally.
THERE is a judicial war in Nebraska,
Judge Scott and Judge Ambrose each
claiming the right to try the libel suit of
Sophia Bennett against Editor Edward
Rosewater, of the Omaha Bee.
THE control of the Chicago !1. imes has
passed out of the hands of Carter H.
Harrison's sons into those of Adolph
Kraus, who was corporation counsel during
the senior Harrison's last administration,
he having become possessed of a majority
of the stock.
GEORGE W. HowARD, vice-president of
the American Railway Union,_ lost a
pocket-book a few days ago, for which he
advertised. It contained forty annual
railway passes, including one from Pullman. He said that all the leaders of railway organizations had passes from the
railroads.
NATHAN STRAus has withdrawn from the
head of the Tammany municipal ticket in
this city, and Ex-Mayor Hugh J. Grant
has taken his place. Mr. Straus withdrew
because Senator Hill consented to the
printing of the Grace independent municipal ticket on the regular Democratic
state ticket.
THE Portuguese are in trouble with the
nativs in the territory claimed by the
Portuguese in the neighborhood of Delagoa Bay, Africa. The nativ women and

l

arguments in the mouths of the people ; it puts the
church on the defensiv; it enables somebody in
every village to corner the parson. It has never
been " answered " and never can be.
What ought to be done, and what we propose to
do, is to scatter this book broadcast-to giv and to
hav given away thousands of them among the people. Every church-member that any Freethinker
knows ought to hay one. It will d~ that churchmember good, even if his wife burns it. He will
read a few pages in it at least before she gets hold
of it. But perhaps she too will read it. That book
in a family is bound to do good-an immlnse
amount. It has liberalized thousands and will
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE
TRUTH SEEKER, for from reading it D. U. Bennett,
whom we all loved when living, and whose memory
we now honor, became a Liberal. Previously he
was a rigid churchman. There are more like him in
the country, and it is they we ought to reach.

Our proposition is tor every reader of this
paper to send us the names and addresses of
EIGHT of his Christian acquaintances and ONE

children hav been sent north and .the
men are all under arms, the shops in the
country districts having been looted of
guns and ammunition abandoned by the
Europeans.
Mns. UROHITTEL, whose children were
taken from her by the Gerry society
through the false testimony of police spies,
bas them at home now, Mr. Goff, the
Lexow Committee counsel, having secured
their release. Dr. Parkhurst states that
this is only one of more than two hundred
similar cases of police outrage which are
personally known to him.
HFJRETOFOBE in Vermont selling and
keeping liquor hav been interpreted to be
one offense, and hence in the case of a
first arrest the offender could be fined
only. Now the Supreme Court has decided that keepin~ and selling are distinct
crimes, and the VIolator of the law can be
fined for one as a first offense and imprisoned for the other as a second offense.
THE estate of Thaddeus B. Stevens has
been in litigation for twenty-six years. At
last the Supreme Court of Pennsvlvania
has sustained the validity of the will,
which provided that the residue of his
estate, if it amounted to $50,000, should be
used to found an industrial home for boys
in Lancaster, and the home should be
free to boys without regard to race, color,
or nationlili.ty, and they should eat at the
same table.
. DuRING the six months just past the
Ohio Dairy and Food Commission has instituted ninety suits against grocers for
selling adulterated food and drinks, and
has won in all instances. The articles
adulterated included vinegar, butter, coffee, jellies, preserves, spices, lemonade,
and milk. Now druggists are being proceeded against for dealing in such standard preparations as Vin Mariani, Paskola,
and two brands of "unfermented " grape
juice. These last four cases will be bitterly contested.
PROF. T. W.RHYs-DAvms, LL.D., Ph.D.,
will this season deliver a course of six
lectures on the literature and history of
Buddhism before Cornell University,
Lowell Institute, Boston; Brown University Lecture Association, Providence;
Peabody Institute, Baltimore; Univerility
Lecture Association, Philadelphia; under
the auspices 'of Columbia College, New
York, and in the Brooklyn Institute. This
is the first course of what is intended to
be an annualseries of lectures on the comparativ history and study of religions.
DURING the last two· sessions of Congress 474 new offices were created at an
annual salary of $654,712, and the offices
omitted and abolished were 1923 at an annual cost of $1,235,992, making a net reduction in number of 449, and in amount,
$581,179. The salaries increased are ten,
at an annual cost of $33,741, and the salaries reduced are sixty-nine, at an annual
cost of $26,800, a net reduction of fiftynine in number and a net increase in cost
of $6,941. The appropriations by bills
for the two sessions were $391,156;005,
and the permanent appropriations were
$101,074,680, a total of $492,230,685.

Travels in Faith.
BY OA.FT. BOBEBT 0. ADAMS.
Being the stor:r of his ment&l joume:r from
orthotio:s:Y to Ba.tion&lism.
Pnce, P&Per, 25 cents: cloth. 75 cents.

DOLLAR, and we will mail each of them a copy
of Paine's "AGE OF REASON."
If you don't know eight Christians you care
enough about to convert, name those whom you dowant to convert, send the dolJar, and we will mail theremainder to some editor or public man or preacher
worth saving.
In this way public opinion . can be made and!
the church undermined. A. few Freethinker&
in a community can club together and convert awhole congregation, leaving the minister high and
dry in his pulpit. Or they can send us the funds<
and we will make the selection of the target and:
take the responsibility of the work. What we want i&
to scatter the book among the people and ha v it read:,
Remember, we do all the work-all we ask is thenames and addresses and means to mail the book.
Surely everybody can help in this and make thou-sands of Freethinkers. Don't select the nameS!
of indifterentists, but those of good church people;.
with a preference for those who hav the capacity t01
think if they only are steered in the right direo'tion.
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THE STUPIDITY OF THE FAITHFUL.
FREETHINKER TO Cnoss-HUGGER : "Better get out of that dangerous mire before the tide comes in."

400

Years of Freethought.

From Columbus to l11gersoU ~ B~ Samuel Porter Putnam
Large Octavo, n65 pages, Gilt Sides and Back, Marbled Edges.
Truth Seeker One Year, $6.50.
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Price, $5 ; vvith The

FULL-PAGE HALF-TONE PORTRAITS

Of the Most Eminent Freethinkers and Philosophers, Living and Dead, of the Past J!our Hundred Years.

Cf: HE

7RU7H SEEKER OOMPANY has pleasure in announcing

1..e; that this splendid work, which has been in preparation so long, and for
which nearly 1,100 persons ha.v subscribed in advance, is now ready
for delivery. For more than twelve months FouR HuNDRED YEARS OF
FREETHOUGHT has been advertised, and if it had appeared as originally designed it might hav been out half a year ago. The Prospectus has stated
all along that the book would contain six hundred pages of printed matter,
and fifty portraits were mentioned, but it has so grown upon the hands of
the author and publisher that the pages of type hav reached nearer nine
hundred, while the list of pictures has extended to almost three times fifty.
As the portraits hav proved the most expensiv-as they will no doubt prove
to many the most attractiv-part of the book, their multiplication, together
with the added pages of text, will giv the subscriber about twice as much
for his money as was at first promised him. He is getting an Album as
well all a History; for what are called "half-tone" pictures, like those in

the present work, are the most finished and satisfactory product of the.
artist's and engraver's skill, being exact reproductions and therefore equal
in accuracy to the original photograph. We feel considerable pride in this
collection of photographs, and call especial attention to them.
As for the subject matter of FouR HUNDRED YEARS OF FKEETHOUGHT,
it covers nearly every phase of progress and development, and presents
them in such orderly sequence as to giv the best possible picture of human
evolution. In Part First we hav Freethought as a manifestation and influ_
ence ; in Part Second, as an organized force. With this history are given
sketches of the lives of the men and women who hav taken part in the move
ment. It unites the past and the present. It is a world book and a home
book. It fulfils the promis of its inception, and is the most magnificent
work ever issued by the FreethoughtPress.

Price, $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 LAFAYETTE PL.A.OE, NEw YoBJ:.
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PREMIUMS

When Renewing Your subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers:
~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

For $6.60 we will send THE TBUTH SEBKEB one year ($3) and S. P
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever.
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Prominent Freethinkers of the past four centuries.
The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throu._ghout
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of mger·
soli. It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial,
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "Fou:a
HUNDBJID YEARS Oll' li'REETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry,
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's
most shining advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the greatest thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church.

HOW
TO GET

SPECIAL
OFFER!

400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE!

For $6 we will send THE TBUTH SEEEEB one year (U) and "Paine's
preat Works Oomplete"($3).
This edition of Pa.me's w?rks ~ontains a
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected m Obica.go, and
of his monument in New Rochelle.
For $6 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and "The World's
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
·
For $4:.60 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and James B.
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters.
For $4:.60 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and " The
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50).
For $4: we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2).
For $4: we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and a copy of " Old
Testament Stories Oomic~lly illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.60 we will send THE TBUTH SBEKEB one year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Oomically Illustrated," in board covers ($1).

Sand us FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rates

($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB
"' .t'OlJR HlJNDRED YE.t.RS OF FREETHOIJGHT"
J'REE OF CHARGES.

The Freethinker's Ba~ge-pin

ANIJ F U.R7HE.R-To aid our friends in getting this book for themselves,
we will offer Po the New Subsm•ibers as a Premium, post
free, a copy in boards of

FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION.

AND

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for 1114.50. The
$2.75 Pin and TilE TBUTII
BEEKER one year for $5. _

THE GREATFEf BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED.

Old Testament Stories Comically 11/ustrfited
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of

BELVS HANDBOOK OF
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FREETHOUGH~

The TRUTH
SEEKER and

The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon
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gilt bowl, 500. more, AddresH THE TRUTH li!EEKER.
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MAKE YOUR FRIENDS A PRESENT OF A TRIAL
SUBSCRIPTION.

.,. Fill out the accompanying Subscription
Blanl~ and forward to PHE TRUTH SEEil.ER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

SAMPLE COPIES FREE.

\

I

Three months, (trial subscribers,) .In advance,
$0.75
One subscription with two new subscribers, fo
Six
"
"
u
1.50
one remittance,
Sin~le subscription, one year,
3.00
One subscription with three new subscribers, in
One subscription two years,
5.00
one remittance,
Two new subscribers,
5.00
One subscription with four new subscribers, in
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one
one remittance,
remittance,
•
5.00
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one remittance •

$'7.00
8.50
10.00

It is thus seen that any of our friends who will take the trouble to get a new subscriber at the regular rate ($3)
will get his own for $2; by getting two. new subscribers he will get his paper for $I; by getting three new subscribers
he will not only get his own f•ee, but will have fifty cents beside; by getting four new subscribers he will have his own
fr~e anct gain $2. If anyone chooses, or if by so doing he can easier secure partners in taking the paper, he can share
With them the advantages of the club rates.
This makes THR TROTH SEEKER, with its sixteen large pages, cheaper than any other Liberal paper.

In connection with our "Missionary Scheme" of sending ~h.e ~X:Ut!l .§.edt.eX

----------~---------------18

C!r.cr.,

28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Eight Oopies of Paine's "Age of Reason" to separate addresses

for $1, we think that further good can be dol!le by letting
Please send The Truth Seeker to the following address....- for ........_,. __ .year
people read THE TRUTH SEEKER for awhile. To this end we Inclosed find $----·in payment of the same.
make the following offer :
NAMES,

POST OFFICE, [Box

ST."

No,,

IF ANY.)

& STATE.

To New Trial Snbscl'ibet·s, 'Ihree Months for 50 Cents.

We feel confident that everyone who reads THE TBUTH
SEEXEB for three months will renew his subscription:
We therefore respectfully urge our present subscriber"
to bear this offer in mind when sending their renewals, and t0
make an effort to send us one or

A Club of Trial Subscriptions.
For clubbing terms for renewals use the Blank adjoining
this at the rates given.
We hope that all readers to whose notice the paper comes
will send us a six or twelve months' subscription, but if they do
not feel like subscribing for either term we shall be thankful if
they will fill the blank out for a trial subscription of three month!'.
Address

T:H:E TRUTH SEEKER,
~S

La£ayet1:e PI., Ne"\-V York.
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Two new subscribers ................ ; ...............•......... ~ .. li oo
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance li 00
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remi~
tanoe ......................................................... 7 oo
One subscription with three uew subscribers, in one remittance........................ ................ ............... s :iO
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remi~
tanoe ...........•..........................•......••••.•.•...10 80
Any number over :D.ve atthe same rate, invariably with one
remittance.
Monev B11oula be 1ent llfl ezpreBB oompanfi'B motl8fl oraer,
postal oraer, ara.n: on Ne'I.IJ Yorl:, or llfl rea,sterea ~tter.
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SPECIAL NOTICE.-We •hall be obliged &o OIU'
readen U &hey "Will•end n• the· naDle and addre• of
any Freethinker 'Who 18 no& a regular •nb•crlber.

A Signifi.cant ·Statement.
The Ohristian Statesman, the oldest of the or•
gans of the National Reform Association (the Godin-the-Oonstitution party), and a paper that knows
its friends from its enemies, has come to the conclusion that, while it does not approve of secret socie•
ties, it prefers the A. P. A. to the Jesuits. And
why? Because, as it thinks, the Oatholic church is
the chief obstacle in the way of the enactment and
enforcement of Sunday laws. In an editorial in its
issue of October 13th it reasons in this way :
"Some of us are just far enough behind the age to believe that the Roman Catholic machine is one of the
greatest hindrances to genuin reform in this country.
Notwithstanding the suave utterances of Cardinal Gibbons and the deliverances of the Baltimore Council anent
Sabbath keepingwebelieve the papal church is the greatest obstacle we hav to contend with in the effort to secure
a general observance of the day. So long as the church
holds to her present doctrin that the Pope, not Jesus
Chris~, is Lord of the Sabbath, so long will the present
custom of mass in the early morning and merriment for
the rest of the day prevail. But so long as the Sabbath
is made a holiday, instead of a holy day, so long will true
Sabbath-keeping be impossible to secure. And so long as
the Roman Catholic laboring man can continue to work
seven days in the week, with the blessing of his church,
so long will all other laborers be at a disadvantage when
contending for their Sabbath rights. [That is, so lang
will it be difficult for the Sabbatarians to convince laboring men that they should stop all work and play on Sunday and go to church and drop something into the hat.]
When the railroads can replace a conscientious man who
objects to working on the Lord's day [meaning the priests'
day] with a man who has no scruples there will be little
hope of very great reform in Sabbath traffic. There are
many kinds of public service for which the better class of
Protestants will not compete by reason of the Sabbath
lauor involved. No earnest Christian man wants to go
into railroad service which may involve Sabbath labor.
The same is true of the United States mail service, newspaper, street car, and other kinds of service. [And so
the theocrats want to forbid peeple who hav no scruples
against working on Sunday engaging in useful ocoupations so that they can themselvs get jobs without damage
to their pet superstitions!] To those of us, therefore,
who see in the papacy a strong barrier against the progress of true reform [i.e., compulsory Sabbatarianism], it
is a comfort to know that the system is likely to hav a
shaking up in this country."
All this is very significant, and of great interest
to Freethinkers. It will be well to note, in passing, that the Ohristian Statesman has no hope,
evidently, of convincing Oatholic laborers that they
. should always "rest" on Sunday. It seems to be

feature of the Old Testament is that "the Jews
feel themselvs the chosen people of God." There
is, says the professor, plenty of ethical teaching in
the other sacred books, but nowhere except in the
Old Testament do we find such a sure feeling that
the people to which the writers belong is set apart
by God as his own peculiar children.
"The Jewish people always referred every~hing that
happened to them, whether happiness or misfor~une, to
a divine government; it was meant for them; there was a
meaning in it; they were made to feel that God was
angry or pleased."
And so they calmly assumed that their atrocious
slaughterings of their neighbors was commanded
by that God, that he had from the beginning decreed that they should "spoil the heathen" and
"raise up children to the Lord" from the ravished
wives and daughters of their murdered victims.
Whatever they stole was "meant for them;" whatThe Scholar Not Always a Sound Thinker. ·ever outrage they committed had "a meaning in
Professsor Max Muller is probably the greatest it;" this· superstitious and egotistic notion made
of living philologists. In the domain of language them the scourge of the surrounding tribes, but it
he is an incomparable specialist. But when he gets was the evidence of their ethical superiority, and,
out of that department he sometimes trips, stum- ~reserved in their writings, it fills the bosom of
Professor Muller with a sense of unbounded admibles, and even falls. Recently the Ohristian Oom.
rrttJnwealth, of London, sent a reporter to interview ration.
The interviewer asked: "How would you explain
him. The first question asked was this : "Would
the superiority of the Bible over other sacred books T"
you say that any one sacred book is superior to all
"I don't explain it," replied Professor Muller, " I
others in the world !" Max Muller answered : " It
only accept it as a fact," and then he ·proceeded to
may sound prejudiced, but, taking all in all, I say
explain it. He said that all sacred books profess
the New Testament." Next comes the Koran and
to be given by the deity and to be inspired. "The
after that the Old Testament, succeeding which we
book is sacred because it is the gift of God ; otherfind the various other sacred books of the world.
wise it would hav no authority." Teaching was in
It is not our purpose to call in question the wisdom
the keeping of the priests, and rather than spend
of this classification, for all such ranging of books
time reasoning with the people over disputed points,
in degrees one above another is very largely a matthey cut it short by saying, "This is divine truth,
ter of opinion. But we must direct the reader's atgiven to us by immediaj;e revelation of the deity."
tention to some of Professor Muller's remarkable
Having heard Professor Muller say this-which
reasons for choosing as he does.
covers the whole ground and is equally applicable
He says that there can be no doubt that ethical
to the priests of all religions-you would Fcarcely be
teaching is much more prominent in the Old and
New Testaments than in any other of the similar prepared for what follows:
"With us things hav taken a different shape; we say,
books of the world. He declares that " therein lies
the distinctivness of the Bible." Now we want to not that revelation makes truth, but that truth makes
revelation; the sense of truth within us is to us the sense
know in what this exceptional ethical teaching con- of God; the voice of God is tons the spirit of truth. We
sists. Let Max Muller speak for himself:
do not say that the New Testament was handed down
" O~her sacred books are generally collections of what- from the sky in any miraculous way. The spirit of truth
ever was remembered of ancient times. For instance, in speaks, and what is perfectly certain, what is more certain
the Veda you get a description of the flood, simply as a than anything else, that is to us inspired."
deluge; in the Old Testament it takes an ethical meaning;
But the truth of history is that the Ohristian has
it is a punishment and a reward; there is the difference always stoutly maintained that revelation does make
between the two; and that distinction runs through the
truth ; that no matter how absurd and contrary to
whole of the sacred books."
So, then, the conception of a divine providence, all human experience are the stories of the Bible
which sacrifices the innocent with the guilty for the they must be believed, on pain, if rejected, of
sins of the latter, is what makes the Bible superior eternal punishment in hell. If there is one dogma
as an ethical guide to the sacred books of the other which more than another has been dinned into the
world religions ! This is wonderful! The moral ears of the Ohristians' of all ages it is this, that we
offense of these other books is that they hav simply are not to believe that which to us is "certain," but
recorded the traditions of terrestrial events, with- what and all that the Bible says, wholly regardless
out assuming that their writers knew that certain of its inherent probability or improbability. We
natural phenomena were sent by a god to punish must believe, whether we can or not, or go to hell.
some and reward others of his children. The merit That is the good old gospel, and it is yet in all the
of the Bible is that its writers assumed that they creeds, and while it remains in the creeds it is the
knew all about God's intentions and could justify, official Ohristianity of the world and the Freeby an appeal to his name, the most :flagrant viola- thinker will deal with it as such. When 'Professor
tions of a healthful moral code. It thus appears Muller says that "we do not say that the New
that ethics consist in guessing at what you do not Testament was handed down from the sky in any
know anything about, and in teaching that innocent miraculous way," he means ~hat he does not say so,
little children and all species of animals were but he is aware that the Ohristian world does say
drowned by a just God because that God had once that it came to man in precisely that way, and that
made a man who was so imperfectly constructed the written creeds of the churches declare that our
that he disobeyed his maker's command and ate an eternal happiness depends upon our acceptance of
apple which gave him a knowledge of good and evil. this view.
The sense of truth within us is the sense of God,
No wonder that Professor Muller thinks that his
we
are told, but we are not told why this sense of
remarks may "sound prejudiced." They do.
truth which is from God so :flatly contradicts itself
Professor Muller declares that the distinguishing

sure that they will hav no objections to working
on that day so long as their church does not denounce it as a sin. Neither does it appear to think
that its "conscientious" Protestant, who objects to
"working on the Lord's day," is at all influenced
by other than religious motivs. All of which confirms our contention that the Sunday question is at
bottom only a struggle between the aggressiv wing
of the church and the common sense elements of
our population, the church being engaged in an attempt to force all the people to quit work and
eschew recreation on the day that the priest takes
up his collections and "earns" most of his salary.
"The weekly rest " for the laborer is only a pretense, for even theocrats know that he can get his
weekly leisure without making it a misdemeanor or
crime to work and seek amusement on Sunday.
The secular holidays prove this.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, NOVEMBER 3, 1894right ~oment to save thems~lvs from being tardy. I t~nden~ies, and promotiv of peaee, order, and hapThere IS no reason for resortmg to any such make- pmeas · .
.
.
shifts as this proposed by the Minnesota official.
Refernng to this outrage, the New York Sun
If Christian parents and Christian churches cannot call~ attention ~o the fact. that, irre~pectiv of the
giv their children the religious instruction they merits or dements of· the pictures se1z~d, the char--------~~-------think they need without intruding those instruc- acter of the goods destroyed or appropriated should
The Bible in the Schools.
tiona in the common schools of all the people, they always be judicially determined, and that before they
Mr. S. J. Fleckter, one of our subscribers at Kan- had better quit sending missionaries to the heathen. are seized or destroyed. It says : "In the pr~sent
diyohi, Minnesota, complained to the attorneyThe Freethought Letter-Writing Corps will this ?on_d~tion o~ th~ law, Anthony ?omstock, ~ private
general of the state because the Bible was read and week address Superintendent Pendergast regarding mdiVIdual, IS VIrtually armed ~t~ an o~mal comthe Lord's prayer repeated by the teacher in the the matter here discussed. Ask him to lay this sub- miSSIOn as censor. ·
· This IS a se~10us _POWer
school attended by his children. It seems that ject before the legislature at its coming session and to intrust, without any assurance of responsibility,
heretofore the religious exercises named hav not request it to withdraw the power given to the school to a private citizen. · · ·. Ther~ is no better re~son
had a place in the curriculum of that district and trustees to admit the Bible and religious services. why such power of arrest and seizure should _be given
Mr. Fleckter was surprised and justly indignant at Also ask him to quote for you the provisions of the Anthony Comstock t?an. t~ a~y other resident of
the innovation, and so he took the action which state Bill of Rights relating to freedom of worship. Ne~ York, or why di~cri~na.tiOn s~o~ld be used
called out the letter given below :
It is probable that the reading of the Bible in the aga.mst .one allege,? ObJectiOnable exhibit to the. ad"ST. PAUL, MINN., Oct. 8, 1894.
schools is unconstitutional. In fact, we ore sure vantage of others. We commend these obsel.'VatiOns
"MR. S. J. FLF:OKTER, Kandiyohi, Minn., Dear Sir: that it is, if Mr. Fleckter has made no mistake in to Mr. Shaw and other ~ibera.ls w~o seem to think
The attorney-general always refers to this department
letters relating to schools; he has so referred your letter quoting Sec. 16 of the state Constitution, and it is that we should ha.v ?othing t_o do. with the defense of
safe to assume that he has not. This is the section persons charged with the VIOlatiOn of the so-called
of the let inst., requesting me to reply to it.
obscenity statutes. It must be borne in mind that
"Cases l'!imilar to that you mention are sometimes named :
referred to me. I quote from a. reply made to such a. letin this case Comstock is acting under the authority
"Nor shall any man be compelled to attend, erect, or
ter last December.
of
state law!!, but when he acts under the authority
" 'After consultation with the attorney-general, who support any place of worship, or to maintain any religious of the federal statutes he is equally arbitrary, and
has suggested the line of my answer, I reply as follows: or ecclesiastical ministry against his consent, nor shall
The Bible has been honored by all intelligent people as a. any c~ntrol or interference be given bylaw to any relig- then he has his victim at a still greater disadvantage,
for it costs very much more to defend in the United
work of the highest literary merit. In view of this it can ious establishment or mode of worship."
hardly be regarded as an impropriety for a. teacher to
It is perfectly clear that it is unconstitutional to States courts, the prisoner is often dragged away
read a. brief selection from this book in the presence of read the Bible or repeat the Lord's prayer in the into a city or state where he is not known, and
the school. Even in the case of those who do not subscribe to the religious teachings of the Bible, their chil- public schools of Minnesota, and that the legislators where, consequently, he is deprived of mueh of the
dren would hardly receive any harm from such a. who gave permission for both to be done were advantage of a hitherto good life, and the penalties
procedure. No injury could probably result to a. bigots. or incompetents, or a combination of both under the federal law are decidedly more severe
Mohammedan, a pagan, or a. Freethinker in listening to classes. It is self-evident that if the citizen cannot than those inflicted by the state statutes.
•
a. reading from the Bible. The exercise of good common be compelled to erect or support any place of wor.
As
the
Sun
intimates,
there
is
no
mpre
reason
sense and that toleration for which the United States i8
noted ought to lead to an amicable understanding among ship, the Bible cannot be read in the schools, for for investing Anthony Comstock with the authority
the people of the district, the board of trustees, and the that reading makes the school-house a place of to steal or destroy books and pictures which he
teacher. The teacher will hardly persist, if he is a. :r.-erson worship.
says are obscene than there would be to authorize a
of discretion, in a. practice that causes trouble among the
constable to go into a grocery and destroy butter or
pa.tronM of the school.'
His Obscenity on the Rampage Again. "' coffee which he thinks is adulterated. Every person
"As in this case it appeared from Mr. Rollevson's letter
A few days ago Anthony Comstock made another accused of an offense has the constitutional right to a
that he is reading the Bible at the request of the board of
trustees and a. considerable number 0f the patrons of the of his customary raids. This time he robbed E. jury trial; we do not want any lynch law. Comstock
school, it would probably be best to acquiesce in it. Vallet, of 144 West Twenty-first street, of anum- is a. white cap, and that he was not long since brought
Should you, however, hav conscientious objections to
up with a short turn is due to the fact that he has
having your children listen to such re1.1ding, the board ber of taluable pictures. What the pictures were
of trustees and the teacher would perhaps excuse your and Comstock's high-handed methods are well had the support of the theocratic party, which has
not an atom of regard for the rights of the citizPn
children from attending the opening exercises.
shown in this report of the World:
"Gordon E. Cole, a. former attorney-general, says as
who does not sacrifice on the altar. of orthodoxy.
"The first picture seized was a nude, entitled
follows: ' Whether the book be good or bad, the legislaBeyond
this, it should be said that 1the fathers of
ture has vested the control of school in the trustees and 'Nymphe sur le Po.' Under it was the inscription:
the matter is entirely with them, and I know ol 'Honi soit qui-.' It represents a nymph sitting in a. this republic did not intend that the bulwarks of all
no authority competent to revise their action. They may wood. When the hammer proceeded to detach it from free institutions and the safeguards of the rights of
exclude it if they desire, but i.t is within their power to the wall Vallet clasped his hands and cried that it was a. the people_:.Free Speech and Free Press-should be
prescribe it as one of the books to be used in the schools.' copy of the famous painting in the gallery of the Luxem· overthrown in the name of ,either religion or mobourg, Paris.
"Yours very truly,
W. W. PENDERGAST,
" ' It makes no difference where it comes from,' said rality. The death of real morality is the sure result
"Superintendent Public Instruction.''
the Comstock; 'it is not fit for young people to see.' of a censorship by a creature like Comstock. If we
It seems needless to say that Superintendent
"'How do you know?' asked Vallet. "All these works are not competent to select our own reading and
Pendergast entirely misses the point in his answer are copies of the masterpieces of French art. You send
artistic adornments, are we competent to select
to our subscriber. The literary excellences of the your American boys to Paris to learn our art, but you
our own religion and bodily sustenance and amusethat
art
to
hav
a
representation
here.
will
not
permit
Bible hav nothing to do with the question of its use
Your boys are taught free in the schools of Paris. It i8 ments?
in the public schoohi. It is a religious authority, a shame. When I was young I wanted to go to. the
not a book of literary exercises, and it is as a relig- School of Fine Arts, but I could. not because American
A Baptist paper having said, "If God had his
ious authority that it is out of place in schools sup- boys had taken all the places.'
way," another paper of the same denomination re'' ' That has nothing to do with the case,' said Com- bukes it and asks :
ported by and intended for the use of all the citizens of the state. It is not for Mr. Pendergast to stock. 'We can't sacrifice our boys for French art. Art
"Who in his universe can prevent the Lord God Om~
has no privileges over morality,' he went on as he pro.
say that the children of Freethinkers would not be ceeded to take the pictures from the wall.
nipotent from having his way?"
harmed by the reading of hhis book in the common . " 'Yes, it has,' said Vallet. 'You ha.v plenty of nudes
The Independent answers, "Man can and does,'
school room. This is a. matter for the determina- in the Museum of Art in the Central park, and you do and it quotes some texts of scripture in support of
tion of the parents, not of any school officer. Quite nothing with them.' To this Comstock answered that he its affirmation. Then it adds: ·
possibly the children of Christians would not be would not enter into any discussion over the matter.''
"If men would but fall into God's WBYB he would be all
harmed by the reading in the morning of a selecNaturally this cowardly ignoramus would enter in all; but they will not, and so there is sin in the world,
tion from the Koran or from the work of some into no discussion concerning his failure to attack and despite the divine purposes and influences men reject
Freethinker, but you may be sure that if such read_ the Metropolitan Museum of Art ; he dare not go God's overtures and perish. It is a. mighty and awful
ing was attempted the Christians would make in there and destroy and steal paintings and statu- fact that men thwart God's eft'orts to save them."
1
Could there be a more pitiful confession of the
themselvs heard in protest, and rightly. "That tol- ary; he knows how to measure the size and strength
impotence
of the divine being worshiped by the
of
his
victims,
and
if
he
ever
gets
beaten
it
is
when
eration for which the United States is noted,"
would ha.v a new meaning for Christians under he encounters a judge who is not afraid of him and most advanced nations of the world! Where is
such circumstances. Probably even Superintend- the Miss Nancies behind him. It is safe to rob the essential difference between the Independent's
ent Pendergast could then perceive the " injury" some poor dealer or exhibitor, but to pr<)Ceed conception of its God and the conception which the
that results from sectarian exercises in the public against the Museum of Art would be too hazardous "idolater" has of the god he whips when it does
not giv him that for which he asks ? In each case
schools.
a. venture.
The suggestion that the children of those who ob"Art has no privileges over morality," says this the infinite is admitted to be subject to the finite in
ject to Bible reading and prayers in the schools be man Comstock. He means that his conception of many respects. The Independent cannot shut its
excused from the opening exercises adds insult to in- morality is so distorted and degraded that all eyes to the fact that the universe and the family of
jury. This is particularly true of country schools and nudity in art appears to him vile and corrupting. man are wretchedly imperfect, and so, instead of
in the winter. The pupils must get to the school- Cannot he see that this is his misfortune and not frankly admitting that the hypothesis of a perfect
house in time to get warmed before school is called. the fault of the art? Does he not know that there God is not reconcilable with the facts as they apThey cannot afford to remain away until the relig- are tens of thousands of men and women whose re- pear in the open light, it is forced to say the same
ious services are over, for they will lose time i:f finement not even he dares call in question who thing in other words, which it does when it makes
they do, and it would be impossible for them to so pronounce very much that he condems as obscene the assertions which we ha.v quoted. It all amounts
regulate their movements as to arrive at just the and corrupting to be distinctly elevating in its to this, that the " Omnipotent" is not omnipotent.
in different individuals and in successiv ages and
antagonistic races and countries. This kind of inspiration iR no more understandable than the old
kind, and it is not likely to be of very much service
to supernaturalism.
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THf ffOfRATION AND UNION.
They Join Hands at the Annual Con.
vention in Chicago.
PUTNAM IS PRESIDENT OF BOTH.
There Was a Good Attendance and Many Excellent Speeches Were Made-Secretary-Treasurer Reichwald's Encouraging Report-The
National Spiritualists' Association Sends a
Cordial Greeting-Letters from Absentees.
The joint convention of the Freethonght Federation of America and the American Secular Union
was called to order in Madison Hall, Chicago,
October the 26th, at 10 A.M., by President Putnam,
of the first-named organization. The hall is a nice
one, in the fifth story, and was consequently quiet
and free from interruption. Among the visitors
were many who ca.me to the Congress last year,
and found it so pleasant they had to come again.
There were Mr. Van Ness and brother, Mr. Whipple,
B. A Shaw (bringing his father along), from Iowa;
Franklin Steiner, from the same state ; Dolphns
Millard, distributing cards describing himself · as
an "Independent Rationalist;" Mr. Green, now
located in Chicago; Mr. Harman, all the way from
Kansas; Mr. Kendall, of Wisconsin ; Mr. Devenbangh, of Indiana; John Mahara, Mr. Yeomans,
F. D. Rexford, J. A. Greenhill, Mr. Smith, of Liberty, Iowa; A. Chapman, G. W. Purviance, J. 0.
Tronson, John Hudson, Mr. and Mrs. Freeman,
D. T. Ames, Mrs. Holmes and Mrs. White, Mrs.
Power and husband, Mr. Burdick, and about fifty
others who do not read THE TBUTH SEEKER, and are
therefore unknown to the reporter. The banner
presented to the Federation la"t year by the Boulder, Col., Liberals, was suspended at one side of
the hall, and was the only attempt at decoration.
On the platform, under a red can.opy, which gave
them an aureoled saint like appearance, were Mrs.
Freeman and Dr. Juliet Severance. Dr. Severance
represented Mr. Waite, president of the Secular
Union, who was absent in Colorado, trying to sell
$150,000 worth of horses and a ranch he took in
trade for his quarter of a million dollar World's
Fair hotel in Chicago.
The first business transacted was the appointment of a secretary of the Congress, and the audience seemed to think that E. M. Macdonald would
do, and he was consequently selected. Then Mr.
Putnam made the speech printed in last week's
issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER. But the audience was
such a friendly one, and the meeting was so sort of
informal and the place so home-like, that he had a
hard time of it. They added to his facts and arguments as ideas occurred to them, amended his
illnstrativ anecd::>tes, and occasionally broke in with
a "Say, Mr. Putnam!" and then went on to make a
little speech themselvs, while the orator of the occasion hospitably waited for them to free their
minds. About a third of them evidently thought
they could get off the speech just a little better than
Mr. Putnam could do it.
When the ~ndience got the speech amended to
their satisfaction, and permitted Mr. Putnam to
conclude, Mr. Steiner moved the appointment of
a committee of five on Resolutions, which s1wnld
hav charge of all resolutions introduced. This
proposal was adopted, and Mr. E. M. Macdonald
was selected as chairman, with Franklin Steiner,
Mrs. M. A. Freeman, John Mahara, and W. Bogard
as conferees.
Dr. Greer, Mr. Barr, and Mrs. Devenbangh were
ma.de a Committee on Credentials for the Union,
and Messrs. Reichwald and Steiner acted in the
s11me capacity for the Federation. After this was
done short speeches were made by Mrs. Freeman,
Mr. Steiner, and Dr. Severance.
FRIDAY AFTERNOON.
Friday afternoon the speaking was resumed, and
Dr. Leon Lewis read a fine paper on Bruno, but
too long for insertion here. Mrs. Macdonald sang
"Sweet Ma.rie" and Mesdames Holmes and White
read excellent papers, though somewhat tinctured
with the Anarchistic ideas prevalent in Chicago.
FRIDAY EVENING.
In the evening Mrs. Freeman had the :floor as a
substitute for others. First she read letters of
regret from those who could not attend, and afterwards the speech Judge Waite would hav delivered
had he been there. The following are some of the
letters:

E&sT NoRToN, MASS., Oct. 7, 294.
DEAR MRS. FBHEMAN; Your letter, for which, please
receive my thanks, reached me away here in Ma!saohusetts: where I came some weeks ago ~o see a favorit
cousm about to add to her name that of another, who is
her. ohos.en life ~ompa.uion, an aoqui~ition which, if we
real.Ized Its meanmg,. we should all hesitate to accept espeoiallv as promi~s are required iu the bargain very little under~tood by either party.
I wish I could be with you and the other dear friends
who _will make ~P the Annual Congress, but that is not
possible. The mfirmtties that come with age I hav not
escaped, though my health is good, and so I must be oontep.t to .stay at home. I know that you, with ·others who
will be with you, will be faithful to the cause of humanitv. Please say to all with congratulations for what we
hav already achieved, that in my estimation the foundation for all reforms is simple Freethought The strugg-le
for bread, which is the struggle that most of the people
of our OJnntry (not to speak of other countries) are contending with, is not eft'eotiv, because people hav been
·taught that, ~·the poor ye hav always with you," &'ld
"blessed are the poor;" thlly shall "rest in Abraham's
bosom," an1l ''the powers that be are ordained of God."
Woman, seeking the right to all that her nature demands
has been constantly reminded that Eve ate the apple, and
so through the whole list, the superstitions taught by the
church are always in the way of progress. I hope the
obs,enity of the Bible will be brought before the people
by the trial of Mr. Wise for sending one of its verses
thr~mgh th~ mails. If only we could get rid of that vice
society which has so long cursed the country! Bnt it
seems impossibl~; like many another bnrthen which
government puts upon its subjects, we are obliged to
bear it; there is a little consolation in the knowled!l'e
that its agent, Comstock, is so ignorant that he fails to
fin~ social reform in anything save Mr. Harman•s paper,
while nearly every book published witbin the last five
vears abounds with it and all the public libraries, even in
the small towns, are well stocked with them. What a
good work ha11 been done through the ago<~noy ·of THE
TBUTH SEEKER in putting the "Age of Reason" into
hundreds of families! Well, dear friends, all accept my
love, and believe me to be your co-worker until death.
Luoy N. CoLMAN.
MoNTREAL, Sept. 21, 1894.
DE&.R MRs. F~mnMAN: Your kind letter of September
3d found me at Tononto on my way home after four
months' absence in Briti~h Columbi&. I should like to
m_eet the Liberal friends again and hear nne of your
witty addresses and greet my good friend Judge Waite
and his worthy wife once· more. It would be a satisfaction also to ring- more changes on the bells and hav the
pleasure of addressing snob intelligent audiences as
gather at your conventions ; but many circumstances
seem to make it impracticable this year, and I fear I
must oon~ent mysplf with reading the report of the good
things yon will enj ~y.
I hope that together with friend Putnam yon will succeed in arousing the enthusiasm of your members, and
through the press reports awake the country in favor of
the preservation of those liberties that are so seriously
threatened by ecclesiastical nsurp1.tion.
Mrs. Adams thanks you for your kindly remembrance.
Please giv our regards to all the friends, and helieve me,
with best wishes, Sincerely yours, RoB'T C. AD&.MS.
To the Freethonght Federation of America and American
Secular Union in Convention A.ssembled.
DEAR FRIENDS: We are in the midst" of perilous and
trying times. Our beloved country is in a political ferment, and the traditions of our fathers are being tried in
the furnace fires of doubt and discontent.'
In the midst of oonfl.iotin~ forces and many discouragements, it is a pleasure and gratification to know that a
body of Liberals, of able-minded men and women, such
as constitute the Freethongnt Federation of A.merioa and
American Secular Union, can meet together and harmoniously consider the· most important of all th'l questions
of the hour, and discuss ways and means for future
action.
There was never greater need of concerted action than
the present. Enemies of freedom, alway11 alert and stirring, are to-day more aotiv than ever. Their encroachments must be sternly and vigorously met by the healthful forces of Liberty and the united eft'orts of Liberals.
While superstition livs and flnats defiantly its banners
in the breeze, there will be need of laborers in the vineyard of Freethought.
The principles of our cause need to be defined and ex~
tended. Over and over again, line upon line, precept
upon precept, must the story of progress and liberty be
told. Apathy and indifference will never gain a hearing for
or a recognition of the principles we sincerely assert and
maintain.
While Freethonght may not be the exact remedy for
all the ills that flesh is heir to, nor for some of the evils
that we deplore, yet, it is without doubt, or the sh11.dow
of a doubt, the one great lever lifting the whole human
race to better cnnditions, into a clearer and purer atmosphere. It is, nndoubttldlv, and surely, a panacea for
much that disturbs and destroys the peace and wellbeing of communities. And there will not be-there can
not be-any great and noticeable uplift of humanity,
until the message of Freethought to the world. in all its
beauty, significance, and glory is understood and accepted.
Freethonght is the advance guard of civilization. It
is the herald of real enlightenment.
It always has been, and always will be, the beacon light
warning traveters oft' the treacherous shoals of igtlOrance. It always has been, and always will be, the bright
star of hope and promis, pointing the way out from the
morass of doubt and dqspair, away from the murky and
desolating darkness of bigotry and superstition, into the
fair land of fact and science.
.
The Demands of Liberalism are absolute ann our land
is in danger until those demands are recognized and conceded. And the danger is the greater because the foes
we hav t-1 meet are within the borders of the land, silently
and insidiously plotting the overthrow and destruction
of much that makes life attraotiv and valuable.
"Eternal vigilan·oe is the price of liberty," and we onnot aft'ord to lose one iota of our precious freedom by any
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nee-leot, by any relaxation of watchfulness, or putting
aside the work that belongs to ourselvs to do.
The extension of Freethought, the inculcation of ideas
of reform, and emano.ipation from mental bondage, that
there may be no ohai.ns upon the human mind is the
great work confronting Liberal men and Liberal ~omen.
'fhrough such forces, and in such channels, must come all
social, religions, industrial, and political advancement.
The cooperation of woman in this task is necessary and
little can be accomplished without her aid and influence.
Of this you are aware, and it is to liberal and procrressiv
minds that woman must look for the advantages that will
malte her position superior to present conditions.
Regretting my inability to be with you in person, yet
shall I be with yon in spirit, and I know that the work
in which we all hav a mutual and common interest will
be pushed with earnestness and enthusiasm.
With heartiest wishes for a successful Congress,
I remain, yours for Progress and Reform,
Fall River, Mass.
SuS&.N H. WIXoN.
ToRONTo, CAN., Oct. 24, 1894.
MY DEAR MRs. F.auM&.N: I flnd that it is utterly impossible for me to be present at the Congress. i see,
however, that yon hav a full program and earnestly hope
you may hav an interesting and profitable meeting.
If I migh~ be allowed to do so. I would very strongly
urge upon the Congress the necessity of uniting the
Liberal forces in one organization; and, indeed, I wish I
could see my way to proposing the formation of an Iuternat.ional Freethought Union. My time, however, is so
entirely taken up with local matters and the necessities
attending a struggle for bresil and butter that I do not
see how I can help in any such scheme, thou~h I hav no
doubt it would hav a greatly extended influence, and
would gain a support the present unions seem to lack.
Again wishin~ yon a pleasant and snooessful gathering,
Faithfully yours,
J. SPENOER ELLIS.
I am,
~AOoM&., W &.SH , Sept. 9, 1894.
MRS. M. FREEMAN, Dear Go-worker: Your favor of the
Bd instant just received. I thank yon for kind remembrance. My heart is in the work as ever, but the re·
strainin_g grasp of povert,Y will prevent the possibility of
my havmg the pleasure I~ would aft'ord me to mq·et with
and address the Liberals who will assemble at Chicago
at the Eighteenth Annual Congress of the American
Secular Union.
May wisdom and harmony prevail iu its deliberations,
and the cause we love receive new im~etns from the zeal,
devotion. and self-sacrifice manifested by all the faithful
and true who shall hav th'l fortune to attend. With kind·
est wishes,
Yours for Reason, Right, and TNth,
C. B. REYNOLDS.

CASTLE KEHM·ON·THE·WILL&.MmTTE, 0&., Oct. 15, 1894.
To the members of Amerio·m Secular Union and Freethought Federation of America in Convention Assam,
bled.
FRIENDS: From aoros~ the continent we send greetings
to yon all, and the hop3 that your ConventiOn will be a
most successful one.
The task of undermining the strongholds of supersti·
tion is a great one, and one which will be accomplished
only through thorough organization of our forces, anli
the adoption of an aggressiv and oons~ruotiv policy in
our work.
May your Convention, then, work toward the realization of these ends. Sincerely, D. W. 8MrTH,
K&.TIE KEHM SMITH.
Judge Waite's address was as follows:
ORUSADE OF THE OHUBOH AGAINST THE STATE.
Our governmenh was founded upon the principles of civil and religions liberty, and upon 'the
theory of a complete separation of church and
state. But the church has never accepted the theory in good faith, and has never conformed to it.
The church has felt, from the beginning, that Freethinkers had too much to do with framing the government, and has been engaged in a constant
struggle to capture it from the Infidels.
A series of assaults were soon commenced, which
hav been from time to time repeated and persisted
in up to the present day. And nothing could demonstrate more forcibly the strength of our institn.
tions · and the powerful, though !or the most part
silent, growth of the Freethonght sentiment by
which they hav been supported than the fact that
these assaults hav not been successful.
For a hundred years has this crusade been continned; and in order that we may realize the strain
to which our institutions hav been subjected, it is
necessary, for a short time, to revie~ the history of
the movement.
1. Chaplains in Congress. The church had
failed to introduce chaplains into the convention
that framed the federal Constitution. But in the
first congresses it was more successful. Chaplains
were appointed, and the practice thus commenced
has been continued. The fact that it was contrary
to the genius of the government could not, h ;wever, be ignored, and accordingly it has from time
to time met with vigorous opposition. In 1839'40, in 1845, in 1850, and in 1860, there were lively
debates in Congress over the chaplaincy question,
members· contending that no warrant for such appointments could be found in the Constitution. In
this contest the church has been successful. But
though it is a step toward the union of church and
state, there is a long way yet to go before the object can be accomplished.
2. Incorporation of Churches and Church Ap·
propriationtt Applications for the incorporation
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EDITORIAL NOTES.

The Christian Evidence lecturers of England are
no doubt very "cute"-in their own estimation.
One of them says that Huxley· believes in the soul,
and to substantiate his assertion he quotes this:
"Our knowledge of the soul is more i,ntimate than
our knowledge of the body." Asked to produce
the book, he shows you an earlier edition of the lecture, " Descartes' Discourses on Method," careless
of the fact that in the later editions Huxley has
added a footnote in which he says that by soul he
means the sum of the states of consciousness of the
individual.
They hav some odd temperance societies in
Russia. For instance : The one in the province of
Tobolsk meets once a year in the church and, after
singing a Te Deum, the members pledge themselvs
to total abstinence for twelve months. However, they
hav twenty-four hours of grace in which they can
"decorate their heads with vine leaves." But whosoever breaks his pledge during the remainder of
the year must pay a fine of twenty-five rubles to
the church and the faithful members may spit in
the face of the backslider. Those twenty-five rubles must make the church in Russia very lukewarm
in its opposition to the manufacture and sale of intoxicants. That method of "reform" resembles
that contemplated by some of our statutes in this
country, which giv half of the fine assessed against
the law-breaker to the informer. This is a good
thing for the informer, giving him a present reward
and stimulating him to promote tl:e law-breaking
industry in the " sure and certain hope " of future
emoluments.
" No matter how much the wicked get, they only get it to
lose; but whatever a good man gets he is going to keep.
The devil cannot pick the look that guards the treasures
of the righteons."-Ram's Horn.
If that is in allusion to material treasures, we
fail to see that the good man is any better off at
the end of life than is the bad man, for it seems to
be pretty well established that neither can take any
material wealth with him, while, on the other hand,
it would be prepo•terous to· say that only fairly
good men keep their hold until qeath on the property they hav accumulated. Then we must suppose that the Ram's Horn has reference to" spiritual " treasures, but, if so, what is meant by the
assertion that what the wicked get of such treasures they get only to lose ? If they possess " spiritual " wealth, are they " wicked "? Reading the
above-quoted sentences in the only way in which it
seems they were meant to be rend, we are forced to
conclude that the writer meant to be understood
as saying that no matter how good and spiritual
the " wicked " are they can nenr be good and
spiritual! The devil has always a skeleton key
that. can open the door to their religious treasure
house.
·
The Catholic Cardinal Vaughan of England recently delivered an address on the reunion of Christendom in which he intimated that his church was
so anxious for such reunion that she would surrender for it three things : She would allow her
clergy to marry ; she would giv communion direct
to communicants; she would allow the mass to be
said in the vernacular. But she would insist
upon the maintenance of the divine constitution of
the church, meaning by this the supremacy of the
Pope. The Outlook, commenting on the address,
says:
"So lo~g as the high-church Presbyterian puts the
Presbyterian creed and assembly above the Bible, and
the high-church Anglican the prayer-book and the
rubrics above the Bible, and the Roman church the authot:it~ of t~e .Pope above ~he Bible,. and s_o long as other
Chr1st1ans ms1st upon the r1ght ofpr1vate Judgment in the
interpretation of the Bible, putting that and the individual oons~ienoe abo!e all ecclesiastical authority, 110 long
the reumon of Christendom cannot be anticipated as an
immediately imminent event."
.
For all of which obstacles to the unity of Christendow before Christendom learns the lesson of
equal liberty, all friends of freedom and progress
must be sincerely thankful.
The Sunday-School Times says that God has ordained that many of his blessings " shall come to
his children through prayer." He is perfectlywilling to bestow them, we are told, but he must first
be asked for them. When we cease to· pray for
ourselvs, or ask only little things, we "impoverish
our lives. The same is true of prayers for others."
We hav observed that it is safe only to pray for
strength to be content with what we get or do not
get, no matter what it is that we supplicate God to
giv us. The American people prayed that Garfield
~ould recover after he was shot down by the as·sasBin, but he died. It would e~~~ tb~t the people

prayed for something that was not "little," to Garfield, at least, but it does not appear to hav made
any difference with God. Probably we shall now
be told that "be knew best," but, if we admit that,
what is the use of praying?. Why not leave the determination of the matter to his superior judgment!
Or does he want us to gratify his pride by getting
down on our knees to ask him for something he has
never had the slightest intention of giving to us ?
Only a short time since the Count of Paris died in
England in spite of all the prayers and masses of
the church in France. Was hls life a "little" thing
to the count? "Ask, and ye shall receive." What
a humbug!
The Churchman of this city is very bitterly
opposed to the present English ministry because it
introduced a bill for the disestablishment of the
Church in Wales. It thinks, however, that the opponents of the Welsh Establishment will ultimately
be beaten and it places great reliance on "the determined attitude of the Church of England."
Upon this the New York Tribune remarks that
while Mr. Asquith's bill may not pass, "the disestablishment of the Church in Wales is sure to come
before many years, and the oppo11ition of the Anglican clergy will hav just about as much influence
in preventing it as the crackling of thorns under a
pot." The Tribune mentions the fact that the people of Wales do not want an established church,
but says that this makes no difference to the
Churchman and the Anglican Establishment. It
adroitly brings into light the self-interest of the
Welsh diocesan bishops, "five of whom hav an
aggregate income of nearly $100,000 a year."
While the people of the Old World .are striving to
free themselvs from the clutches of state ecclesiasticism, we in the United States are asked to make
the churches supreme in political affairs and to
surrender to them one-seventh of our time, the
education of our"children, and the selection of our
books, periodicals, and entertainments.
It is never prudent to underrate your enemy's
strength. It is far less risky to exaggerate it,
although both extremes should be avoided if possible. In " Social England " H. D. Traill, referring
to ~he decadence of the Puritan spirit, observes
that while "culture and skepticism and the growth
of luxury and refinement are no doubt affecting
English character," the extent to which they are
doing so is very much less than many superficial
thinkers suppose. This mistake is due to the fact,
says Mr. Traill, that "the classes which hav outgrown the influence of Puritanism are disproportionably vocal, as they are relativly small, while the
classes among whom that influence is still dominant are a virtually. voiceless multitude." The
same is true here, but in a lesser degree, as it appears to us. Here the press speaks for this " multitude" more than it does in England, for the reason that our population is more scattered and the
influence of the metropolitan papers is, consequently. less dominant. Mr. Traill continues:
'' But the impartial student of the national character is
constantly being confronted with evidence to the fact
that the process of so-called 'emancipation' has reached
but the merest fringe of the community, and that the
great bulk of middle class Englishmen are still, to all intents and purpose!!, the true spiritual descendants of a
Puritan stock."
The same is true of the United States, except in
so far as the rich infusion of continental ideas· has
liberalized the more teachable of the descendants of
the American Puritans, and it is this infusion which
accounts for the fact-for we think it is a factthat a larger proportion of "nativ Americans "
than of Englishmen hav got rid of the most extreme
and intolerant of the Puritan notions. This is encouraging, but it does not necessarily argue that
we are in less danger of reaction than is the mother
country. As before intimated, our country press is
decidedly unprogressiv, it being to an alarming extent under the domination of the clergy, and the
nation is so great in extent that the comparativly
independent and progressiv journals of .the larger
cities do not reach the masses of the p.,ple.
Herein is the hope and the opportunity of the
Puritan, hater of the free Sunday, free art, and free
literature.

prayer and concluding it with inflammatory and insulting speeches well calculated to arouse the passions of the armed men who are always present."
It concludes with this advice:
" If we are to hav meetings opened with prayers, let
pistols.remain at home. If we are.to hav the pistol as a
campaign ~rgument, dispense with the opening prayers.
The two things do not go together."
No doubt the Bews and Oourier means well and
does the best it knows how as a mere secular newspaper, but it is certainly all at sea as to what is
proper in the Christian warfare. Men who are
cool-blooded, amenable to reason, and disposed to
let facts and logic decide the issues of debate, do
not need to get down on their knees and praywhen
they step on to the rostrum. They are going to
argue, not quarrel, and there is no danger of bloodshed and of the sudden and violent summoning of
souls to the "judgment bar of God." But in the
South Carolina campaigns it is different and every
good Christian wants to be sure that he is Spiritually
all right before the speaking begins, so that if the
knife or bullet of some other good Christian should
pierce his vitals he will go to the country which has
the best climate. Assuredly, prayers and pistols
are very congruous. Does not the News and Oou.
rier know that we hav chaplains in all our armies and ·
navies and that it is always in order to pray on the
eve of battle!
Do not all nations when tpey
are engaged in the work of' reducing each other's
surplus population pray fervently to their respectiv
gods, or sometimes to the same god, to help them
get the best of the other fellows by inflicting all the
damage on them that they can 1 · Are there not
often religious ceremonies when war vessels are
launched and when flags are presented to regiments T It seems to hav always been a religious
rule to make supplications to the gods numerous
and earnest in the ratio that the enterprise about
to be entered upon promised to be hazardous, destructiv, and bloody. There does not appear to be
any valid reason why a primary campaign in Carolina should be an exception to this time-honored
and church-blessed practice and hence we cannot help thinking that the Charleston paper has
made a serious mistake, measuring its expressed
opinions by religious standards.
Of all hateful things nothing can be more hateful than a combination of race and religious prejudices. The teacher of a school for girls in this city
announced that she would take no more Jewish
pupils, giving as her reasons, in a letter to a Jewish
lady, that " Gentiles demand an exclusivly Gentile
school for their daughters, and .the Hebrews I find
are now objecting to the school because there are
so few Gentiles here." It seems that some years
ago the Gentiles objected to this teacher because
she refused to giv up her Jewish pupils; so she lost
their patronage, to a considerable extent. Now the
more aristocratic Jews object to the school because
there are not enough Christians in it ! Evidently
they are striving after social equality with the Gentiles, while the latter are determined that they shall
not attain it if they can be kept down in the scale.
The whole squabble is a good illustration of how
little the fashionables care for education for their
children for the sake of education, and how much
they wish for position in a worthless "society."
Commenting on this case, the Ohristian Advocate
observes:
''The main reason, though they may not be conscious
of it, that 'Gentiles' are jealous of Jews in a school is
that they are not able to contend with the Jews intelleot.ually. What a burlesque of democracy these race prejudices are! How hollow are the loud-swelling paragraphs
which popular orators utter and rhetoricians write about
equality, fraternity, and the glorions fact that every man
has as good a chance in this country as any other!"
That is right to the point, but the Christian paper has apparently forgotten that we are indebted
to the religion it professes for the common prejudice against the Jews. The ancient Jew was
charged with the impossible crime of killing God,
and his descendants hav been ·hounded ever since
by the Christians who, if their religion is based on
fact, would hav had no ''crucified redeemer" to
worship if the Jews had refused to kill Jesus. If
Christianity is true the Jews had to murder God's
son, for God had set him aside from the foundation
of the world as the sacrifice for man's sins, and had
decreed that he should die at the hands of the
"Chosen People," and yet the Christian has made
that mythical story the excuse and justification for
the most atrocious outrages again11t the unhappy
Jews. This is one of the ways in which Christianity has " civilized " the world.

The Charleston News and Courier, in an editorial
written at the time Governor Tillman and Senator
Butler were making their canvass of South Carolina,
expresses the opinion that it was perfectly proper
for the candidates and voters to open the meetings
with prayers, for there were grave issues at stake
and divine guidance was certainly needed to enable
the speakers to "control their thoughts and utterances," but it thinks that there was "gross improIf Jesus had been a woman there would n()t be so
priety and irreverence in opening a. meeting With • many Marys and Marthas in heaven.
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Experience instructs us that when we commit
ourselvs or any other indiscretion we will be juinped
upon. It is a law of nature, and as the funeral
orators assure us with regard to death, it is inevitable. I therefore know th~t if I relieve my overburdened system on the subJect of free silver coinage, Mr. Roscoe of Brooklyn will nail me. When 1
talk free trade, Mr. Hays of Ohio only waits for his
he!ls to go .~o roost _before he gets after me. The
e~t~r of L1,berty discourag?s my aspirations to
elimmate daggers and dynamite from the discussion
of economic questions. My chastely written essays
on the connubial state hav evoked protests from
esteemed lady reader~. Only yesterday an old subscriber called in tD;ne · to spoil a sonnet by warning
me that the longenty of my ancestors could not be
relied upon to insure me length of days if I continued to make poetry. So I may not evolve a thoughil
nor subject.deep .excogi~ate, e'en though my think~
tank be ahve With thinks in protoplasmic state.
Nor was the mouth which I possess, by me e'er
used for truth's behoof, but some who would the
s~e suppress arose to call me off its roof.
~~latest indiscr?et _act ~onsists in referring with
leVIty to the publicatiOn m an English paper of
what was represented to be an up-to-date interview
with Mary Queen of Scots, who was beheaded in
1587. And now, anent that same, my friend Judge
Brewer, of Oortland, N. Y., writes me an intimation
that my observations on death and the after life
do not display a right conception of ascertained
facts as _he sees them. The judge's contribution to
t~e subJect is contained in a statement substantially
like this : That he wrote a letter to a relativ ten
years deceased, applied to a medium, and received,
upon slates, a communication not only replying in
a satisfactory manner to his favor of even date but
written in the well-known hand of the relatio~ addressed.
Other circumstances were that the
medium and Judge Brewer were strangers ; th"at
the letter was written in the privacy of the judge's
own room and was never ·out of his custody; that
he was in his normal condition when the answer was
received ; that it was broad daylight ; that there
was no person in the room except himself and the
medium ; that he was addressed by his full name
and that the full Ohristian, married, and related
names of the decedent were signed; that the slates
were never out of his hands or sight; that he heard
the scratching of the pencil as it wrote. The slates
were tied together. With a few changes the foregoing describes a seance that I once had, except
that I r,ecognized none of the handwriting. Perhaps that was because I addressed a fictitious person; the same sent me a message, however, promising to be with me always. I take it that he was
one of the poor people mentioned in the scriptures,
whom we are always to hav in our society. There
were no manifestations not explainable in the. ordinary way.
I cheerfully avouch that Judge Brewer is a man
whose word is to be taken as he givs it. He is not
a promiscuous and miscellaneous liar, like myself,
and there is no reason to doubt that his account is
correct. The facts that he has not stated, because
they esc ped his observation, would be necessary
to an explanation of those he has mentioned. The
conclusion tha~ spirits write on slates involves so
·much, and has so many corollaries, that I hesitate
to jump at it. Besides, when I remember all the
mean people who hav lived, and are now deceased,
I find much encouragement in my belief that the
dead are dead for keeps:
The field of Spiritualistic journalism is not sacred
from the invasion of enterprise and competition.
Dr. A. B. Dobson, the healing medium, who lived
for many years at Maquoketa, Ia., passed from this
life recently at San Jose, Oal. Being recognized
as a rustler and also as one who understood the
value of advertising, it was altogether natural that
he should appreciate the same qualities in others.
Hence when the editor of the Light of Truth got
a scoop on his loathsome contemporaries in announcing the ''transition" of Dr. D., recognition of the
fact by the deceased was immediate. The doctor's
shade at once dropped in at the office of the paper
in Oincinnati, 0., and while he did not plank down
. a year's subscription in advance he left a communication which must hav been almost as gratifying to
the editor. It began: "Being the first paper to
notice my transition, I hav sought an avenue
through the Light of Truth." It sounds just like
the doctor; he believed in taking his announcements
to an editor who could get a move on himself, the
same as that familiar old contributor, Vox Pop,
whose communication uniforq~.ly begins with the
word's, "Recognizing the enterprise of the Bugle
JiB Q. p~e79J" Qf ~~w~~~~ Well miBht the editor of

our cont~mporary vaunt himself, if he felt so dispo.sed, Wlth the remark, "It is a cold day when the
Light ~f Truth gets left."
Dr. Dobson, in the communication referred to
says that he is still attending the cases he had o~
hand at the time of his decease, and finds himself
as us?al heaijng the sick. · Instances are known to
the his~ory ?f medical practice where the recovery
of the mvalid was attributed to his physician dying
first and giving him a chance to get well but as
Dr. Dobson though dead yet doctoreth ~o such
c?nclusion can be reached in the case of his patients! and one hope is denied their friends. The
questiOn then arises whether his heirs are entitled
to the fee, and if not why not. It was reported the
other day that a yotmg lady had sued the estate of
her intended ~us~and, whom she charged with
breach of promis m that he had then and there
broken their engagement by thim and there dying.
The cases are not parallel, but both are interesting
nevertheless.
·
Dr.· Dobson expresses a wish which the most of
us will find it easy to respect. He says: "Only one
request I make here : It is that no one claim me
as a ~uide, nor evo~e me." Possibly the Banner
?f L1,ght office-medium, or the spirit-message clerk
m the .P_rogreBBive Thinket· office, will exclaim that
these word~ are an ~ful. interpolation by the editor o_f the JOurnal m which they appear, designed
to elmo~ his hold on Dr. Dobson as a cor:t:espondent of his paper to the exclusion of the othus; but
~hen, what one person says about another person
m the same line of business is sometimes inspired
by envy.
.
As one who is not at all certain that the dead
write or dictate letters to the quick, I do not attribute the communication here discussed to the spirit
of Dr. Dobson; there is better reason to believe
that the spirit of modern journalism has got enrapport with the Light of Truth office. The failure
of the deceased to giv his present address is a suspicious circumstance and supports that theory.
" The Ozar is drows;p;-Does he rest
Or does a dark and horrid past '
Across his brain its shadow cast
And pres~:~ like lead upon his breast?
And does his filmy eye, that gleams
So dully 'neath its nerveless lid,
Behold what from its light was hid
And dwell on horrors while he dreams?
Or comes there to his ears again,
From which the sense of sound has fled
The wail of tbose who mourn their dead
By his imperial mandate slain? ·
The Ozar is drowsy! Warmth and light,
The pulse of blood, the stir of breath,
Forsake him, but can even death
Shut from his mind all sound and sigh~?
From out the dungeons czars hav built
'
From out Siberia's prison mines,
Where sun of hope nor freedom shines,
Must shrieks and curses cry his goilt.
And clanking chains and whistling knout
A land with crime and suffering wrung'
Might giv the martyred dead a tongue,'
And lend new volume to the shout.
The Ozar is dying! Who shall weep?
Let anodyne allay his: pains,
But be the present rest he gains
Prolonged to everlasting sleep!
A correspondent at Oarroll, Ia., Mr. Richard
Oonway, sends me a clipping and asks me how I
like " Brother Bob " revised and enlarged. Said
clipping is an obituary notice of Mrs. Amanda
Meyers, who, according to the writer, died in Jesus
at or near Lyons, Ia., and awaits the resurrection
in the Blue Grass cemetery. This was the 19th of
September, and it is to be supposed that she still
waits. What my correspondent calls attention to
is the eulogistic matter following the statement of
facts in the obituary. Having set forth, as aforesaid, that Mrs. Myers died in Jesus and awaits the
gladsome sound of his v?ice at Blue Grass, also
that the funeral was a soCial success, the mortuary
editor says :
Th~ loving wife, mother, and friend die"d where womanhood a morning almost touches noon.
The reader who does not recognize those words
as a paraphrase of Robert G. Ingersoll's tribute to
his brother Ebon, will still find something in them
to make him pause and reflect. Mrs. Meyers was
born in 1827 and was going on sixty-eight years of
age. If that may be called life's morning, how old
would the deceased hav been if she had lived till
sundown 1,
The writer follows Ingersoll's words along down
the page as closely as the sex of the departed will
permit, even to declaring that ''in every storm of
life " she was "oak . and rock ;" and although
pre~ously a11serting that .. Ttfrs. _Meyers was a lhtb·.
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odist and one of God's people, he does not hesitate
to aver that she "left all superstition far below."
Then follows a rank interpolation, for "the dawning of a brighter and grander. day" that fell upon
her forehead is described as "in the loving embrace
of Jesus our savior." There are also other variations, such as ''duty toward God" and "worshiper
of God." . After these the writer finishes the paraphrase of the tribute, but, evidently regarding it
as incomplete, he adds:
And w!J.ile we mo:nrn we are consoled by the thought
that she IS released from her suffering, her spirit happy
and at re.st ip t~e p1ua4ise of God, and that the "first
resur~ectton ' w1ll reumte all who liv to obtain a part
therem.
It is these revisions and enlargements, I suppose,
that led Mr. Oonway to ask how I liked the result.
I ~m candid in saying that it does not please. It is
edtted too much like a mixed quatrain I saw
lately-two lines from Scott and two from Popeas follows:
0 woman I in our hours of ease
Uncertain, coy, and hard to please,
Yet seen too oft, familiar with her face.
We first endure, then pity, then embrace.
I recently expressed the thought that Oolonel
Breckinridge's- campaign for renomination as candidate for Oongress must hav convinced him that he
was not the only hypocrit in Kentucky. To the
support of that opinion I now bring the Prophet
Mohammed Oharles Ohilton Moore, one of Breckinridge's political rivals and editor of thtl Blue Grass
Blade, who, speaking of the defeated candidate,
says:
. We who bav been blasting him are no better than he is
if others could know about us as we know ourselva.
Such confession must be good for the soul of
Mr. Moore. Now let him call upon the other gentlemen, and especially upon the ladies, who worked
and prayed against Breckinridge on moral and religious grounds, to come and do likewise. They
need not specify their sins, which are nobody'a
business. Only let them own up ; and, above all,
shut up.
Oolonel Ingersoll's late commentaries on holy
writ, which he is now delivering in the form of a
lecture entitled "All About the Bible," embrace remarks that seem to me to express the sublimity
of charity and benevolence. The method which
he pursues in this work is to take up the books or
divisions of the Bible one after another, to com·
ment upon their value, and then pass on to the
next. This naturally brings him in the course of
time to a consideration of the book of Ruth, when
he says : "I admit that the history of Ruth is in
some respects a beautiful and touching story; that
it is naturally told, and that her love for Naomi was
deep and pure. But in the matter of courtship we
would hardly advise our daughters to follow the
example of Ruth. Still," admits the colonel-and
it is here that his thoughtfulness displays itself" we must remember that Ruth was a widow."
· Literature is pathetic with apologies for the sacrifices of wives for their husbands, of mothers for
their o:ftspring, and of maidens for their sweethearts. It was time that something should be said
in behalf of the widows who are at times impelled
to make a little break on their own account.
GEO. E. MACDONALD.

Four New Books by Colcnel Ingersoll.
Oolonel Ingersoll has a new lecture, which ho will
deliver this fall and winter. It is entitled "The
Holy Bible," and is now ready in pamphlet form.
A million copies should be sold, and we are ready
to dispose of our sqare of them at the regular and
low price of twenty-five cents each. It will make a
superb missionary document.
·
His lectures on Shakspere and Lincoln are al~o
in press, and will be ready soon. The price of each
will be twenty-five cents. They will be printed in
handsome shape, in paper covers.
Every one
will want copies of these splendid addresses, and
orders may be sent to us at once, and 'till be filled
as soon as we get the books from the publisher.
Another pamphlet which everybody will want is
this: "Is S'uicide a Sin?" The work contains Oolonel Ingersoll's two letters to the New York World,
together with the replies of famous clergymen and
others, a verdict from a jury of eminent men of
New York, curious facts about suicides, celebrated
essays and opinions of noted men, and an original
chapter on the" Great Suicides of History." Price,
in heavy paper, with late portr~~t 9f BQ\J~tt G.luser·
s.oll, tweuty-five ce~tq 1
. -
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( Oontinued from page 693.)
of churches in the District of Columbia were early
made and constantly continued. These applications at first came in modest form, Congress being
asked to grant such powers, privileges, and immunities as " they in their wisdom should deem
proper." Afterwards the requests were changed to
demands, the ministers appearing with bills in
their pockets drawn to suit themselvs, and boldly
claiming that their property should be exempt
from taxation. These claims bav been partially
successful, though the course of Cong-ress in regard
to taxation of church property has bqpn so vacillating that it cannot be said that any nqtional policy
has been adopted. One of the earliest of these
bills of incorporation was vetoed by President
Madison in 1811, on the ground that it exceeded
the rightful authority to which governments are
limited by the essential distinction between civil
and religious functionP, and violated, in particular,
the article in the Constitution of the United States,
which declared that Congress should make no law
respecting an establishment of religion.
For the same reason President Madison vetoed
a bill reserving a certain parcel of land for the use
of a church. These vetoes checked, for a time, this
species of legislation; but the churche!l, by con·
stantly watching their opportunity, and by continued besieging, not only obtained acts of incorporation but occasionally succeeded in getting appropriations. Of late years, also, Congress has
established a system of appropriations for sectarian
schools among the Indian tribes. It may be safely
said that the national policy is against appropriations for churches or for religious purposes. Nearly
the only exception consists in these appropriations
for sectarian schools; and there is a fair prospect
that this practice will, at no distant day, be abandoned.
3. Sunday Mails. The greatest contest and the
longest continued, was over the Sunday mails; and
in that the church party was utterly routed. The
principal honor of the victory was due to Senator
Johnson, of Kentucky, who, by his memorable report in 1829, put a quietus upon the crusade against
Sunday mails. In a masterly review of the whole
question, he showed that the movement was ''an
entering wedge of a scheme to make the government a religious instead of a social and political institution." The movement, having since then slept
for more than sixty years, now shows some signs
of resuscitation. Logical consistency requires Sunday advocates to open the question again. But
they will not succeed, unless indeed as a part of
their general surcess all along the line. If the
government is to go into the hands of the church,
then we may expect to lose our Sunday mail. But
not ot.herwise.
4. Exemption of Ohurch Property from 7 axation. In nothing is the crusade of the church
against the state more apparent-in nothing does
it more clearly display its hostility to our republican institutions than in the tenacity with which it
insists upon having its property exempted from
those burdens which are borne by other classes of
the community.
Taking the census of 1890 as a basis, and making
allowance for the different species of property not
reported, the amount of untaxed church property is
about a thousand millions of dollars ; and when we
consider the undervalua.tions that would be very
naturally given in, it is more probable that the
total is double that amount, or two thousand millions of dollars. This is the burden which the
American people are carrying for the benefit of the
churches. How long will they submit to it, how long
before they will pass laws subjecting all church
property to taxation, remains to be seen. Institutions and customs sanctioned by the usages of hundreds of years are not to be overthrown in a day.
But the people are constantly growing more restless under such a burden. They cannot fail to see
that all exempted property throws upon the other
property in the community an additional amount
of taxes exactly corresponding to- the proportionate
amount of property exempted. If one-fifth of the
property is exempt, the taxes on the other fourfifths a~e just twenty-five per cent more than they
otherwise would be ; $400 of property having to
pay the tax belonging to $500.
The city of Chicago has been trying to make the
Young Men's Christian Association pay for the
water it uses. The association claims that it is
just ·as reasonable that it should be exempt from
water rates as from taxes. And the argument is a
good one. To exempt it from either is to rob the
ball!once of the community.
, .5 .. 7h.e s_unday Movement. Sunday is a Cathohc mst1tutwn. No sacredness was attached to it
in the early history of the church. The obligation
to keep it different from otber days rests upon the

traditions and decrees of the Catholic church. But
the Protestants, in adoptil"g the day, are not satisfied to adopt at the same time the mode of keeping
the day. To do that would be to admit, too distinctly, its Catholic origin. They wish to make a
more sacred day of it. The Protestants, while they
admit there is no authority in the New Testament
for changing the Sabbath from Saturday to Sunday,
nevertheless claim the right to do so. Taking the
Catholic Sunday, they wish to attach to it the sacredness of the Jewish Saturday. And having done
that they wish to compel by Jaw all American citizens to observe it according to the ideas of sacredness which they, the Protestants, choose to attach
to it. They hav various state laws for that purpose,
and now they wish a national law. They hav not
yet succeeded, but they will not desist in their
efforts to that end; nor must we desist in our determined efforts to prevent it.
Notwithstanding the World's Fair Sunday act,
which was exceptional in its character, the government iR not fully committed on the Sunday question. It is on the defensiv. In the action lately
taken, overruling the order of Postmaster Hesing,
in the matter of the Sunday parade of the carriers,
the department was careful not to put it upon the
ground that Sunday was to be observed as. a sacred
day, or even as a rest day. The order, though
claimed as a triumph by the ministers, was not so
great a .triumph after all. Their persistent opposition may hav had something to do with the result,
but the action of the department is based expressly
upon the ground that some of the clerks might not
participate, and this might prevent such a complete
inspection as was required. On the Sunday question the government is on the defensiv, resisting
while strongly besieged. Every aid should be rendered by all good citizens to make its defense
effectual.
This is the phase of the crusade which is more
immediately upon us. It demands our constant
watchfulness, our unceasing vigilance, our earnest
activitv.
6. God in the Oonstitutfon. This has .been a
battle-cry of the crusaders. They would hav the
fundamental law of the land given a religious character. Then they would be prepared for other victories. If it is important for them to hav such a
change, it is . equally important for us that the
change should not be made. We hav been and
we must continue to be on the alert in this matter.
At the hearing lately appointed before the committee in Washington, Mr. Putnam, ever vigilant,
was on hand, but his argument was, for the present
at least, deemed unnecessary. Ordinarily, when
the Court declines to hear opposit counsel, no decision adverse to him is to be apprehended. Still
we trust be will only rest upon his arms, keeping
them bright and ready for the conflict.
7. This is a Ohristian Oountry. If the decision
of Justice Brewer of the Supreme Court of the
United States. mada in February, 1892, in the case
of the Trinity church vs. the United States, declaring this to be a Christian country, was not of
itself a part of the crusade, it certainly gave a powerful stimulus to the movement, and placed a most
effectiv weapon in the hands of the crusaders. And
what places Justice Brewer under suspicion of having joined the crusade, and of having given the
opinion for the purpose of aiding the movement, is,
that it was not necessary to a decision of the case,
that he should express any opinion upon that subject at all. The fact that the opinion was unnecessary makes it what lawyers call an obiter dictum/
that is, something said outside the case.
The Church of the Holy Trinity, of New York,
had made a contract with a Mr. W arran, of England,
to come over to New York and become the pastor
of the church, which Mr. Warren did. But an act
of Congress had been passed against the importation of foreigners under contract to perform labor
or service in this country; and suit was brought
against the church for the penalty for violating this
law. The Circuit Court of the United States in
New York decided against Trinity Church, and the
church took .the case to the supreme court of the
United States. Justice Brewer, in deciding lhe
case, held that the act of congress was intended to
apply to manual labor only, and that it did not
apply to professional men. Mr. W arran being a
professional man and not a laboring man, the justice held that the law did not apply to him. Don't
you see that that should hav ended the case T
Don't you see that it made no sort of difference
what kind of a professional man Mr. Warren was?
Whether he was a lawyer, a preacher, a doctor, or
a teacher of music? It was not necessary at all to
say anything about the Christian religion or any
other religion.
But Justice Brewer, who seems to hav wanted
to help along the zeligious crusade against ·the

government, going beyond any necessity in the
case, held that this being a religious country, ap.d
Mr. Warren· being a minister of religion, it could
not be presumed that the act of Congress was .intended to apply to him. If Mr. Warren, instead
of being a minister, had been a teacher of music,
it was not to be presumed that t]le act of congress
was intended to apply to him. If Mr. Warren,
instead of being a minister, had been a teacher of
music, then it might be argued that this being a.
country in which people are fond of music, it Was
not to be presumed that the act of congress was intended to apply to him, and the argument would
hav been just as good. But in that case Mr. Warren would hav been outside the act of congress,
not because he was a musician, but because he was
not a manual laborer, within the meaning of the law,
as Justice Brewer construed it. So in the case as
it was. If the statute did not apply to Mr. War-.
ren, it was not because he was a minister,. but because he was a professional man, and not a laboring
man within the meaning of the law.
As Justice Taney in the celebrated Dred Scott
case, going beyond any necessity, by an elaborate
dictum, sought to bolster up the cause of American
slavery, so here Justice Brewer in the same way
has done what he could to support the .A.merica:ll
church and to strengthen it in its assaults upUn out
free institutions.
8. The Blair Amendment. This attempt to
amend the federal Constitution so as to require the
principles of the Christian religion to be taught to
all the youth of our country has met with a complete failure. The attempt will no doubt be renewed, and we must be prepared to resist it, whenever and in whatever form it may be made.
Such is the crusade which has been carried on
and which is still carried on by the Church againiJt
the State in this country. Such are the assaults
which, for over a hundred years, hav continull.lly
been made by the advocates of the prevailing
religion upon our republican form of government
and upon our free institutions. The aim is to overthrow them, and to establish in their place a theocratic oligarchy. The claim of those ministers who
are now managing this movement, of their right to
dictate the laws, is unblushingly put forth, and we
are told that if we are not. satisfied with such a
state of things we can leave the ·country. But we
will not leave the country. We will remain; and
we will fight all these movements to the bitter end.
Our principles are silently pervading the masses.
We are rapidly becoming a nation of Freethinkers.
Our sentiments find voice through the press, in city
councils, in state legislatures, in the halls ·of Congress. The foundations of the old religious edifice
are crumbling, and already it totters to its fall.
While many things hav conspired to bring about the
present situation-the progress of science and scientific modes of thought, to which religion and the Bible are at variance-the spirit of investigation which
has inquired into the origin of books and of doctrine which had been received as heaven-descended
-the contradictions, absurdities, and indecencies
which hav more and more become p~tent in the
book supposed to hav been inspired-while all these
causes hav been at work, there has been, all the
time, one central idea ever uppermost-one thought
which never would down, and which has been more
potent, perhaps, than all other causes together.
That is, how the God of the universe could be capable of arranging a scheme for the salvation of a few
who could believe a certain form of doctrin, while
among the many who could not believe it, and who
wou,ld be lost, would be friends, companions, and
relative of the saved.
Historians tell us that in the seventh century,
when the Frisians of Germany were being conquered to Christianity, and the pagan chief Radbod
was about to be baptized-when he had even gone
so far as to immerse one of his legs in the baptismal
font, he turned suddenly upon the bishop and
asked, "Where are my dead forefathers at present?" " In hell, with all other unbelievers," replied
the bishop. "Mighty well," said Radbod, removing his leg, ''then will I rather feast with my ancestors in the halls of Woden, than dwell with your
little starveling band of Christians in heaven."
The thought of Radbod had been coming down
through the generations, and had worked its way
among the millions. It has kept people from
church, and it has kept people who go to church
from the anxious seat. It has year after year increased the cost of converting the heathen. It is
now overturning that system of religion, the contemplation of which started the thought in the
honest pagan's brain.
Friends, we hav much to encourage us. The
net results of the hundred years' struggle are by
no· means disheartening. What .the church has
gained is much less than what it has attempted and
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has failed to accomplish. In its desperation, distrusting the power of that holy spirit upon which
it has urged others to rely, the church has resorted to constitutional changes· and legal enactments for the purpose of forcing its effete religion
upon a. free people. Shall the attempt be permitted
to succeed ! Never I Never I
Inspired with fresh zeal and renewed courage, let
us renew the struggle. Whatever may be the
result, we shall at least hav the satisfaction of
knowing that in our day and generation we ha.v
all done What we could to transmit to those· who
shall come after us the blessings ot a. republican
form of government, and of those free institutions
which, if preserved; will be a guaranty of civil and
religious liberty for all time to come.
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TREASURIIlR'S REPORT.
Things were so harmonious that they went quick.
At the time of my last report at our previous C'l'l~ress
E. 0. Reichwald read the secretary's and treasurer's
there remained a. balance in tbe treasury of $65.67.
reports as follows :
Since then I ha.v received by contributions. etc., $891.09,
making the total receipts np to date $956.76. ·OM; ()f
SECRETARY'S REPORT.
·
The work of the Federation for the last year has been this there has been expended as follows:
one of wea.t importance; some gain bas been made for S. P. Putnam-services and expenses at Washington and Albany and for services for this
Fr~ethonght, and the a.g!!ressions of the church ha.v been
Con!!ress........................................................ $488 75
resxsted and defe~ted. The _ecclesiastical party, encouraged no doubt by xts success m Congressional enactments Franklin Steiner. for services.............................. 80 00
for the closing of the World's Fair on Sunday, introduced .John R. Charlesworth, for services..................... 58 18
into both branches of Congress a. bill to amend the Consti- Stationery.......................................................... 16 40
tution, so as to make this a. Christian government. It is Printing............................................................. liO 18
known as the ".God-in-the-Constitution" amendment, an Postage.............................................................. 60 84
amendment which, radical and revolntiona.ryin its nature Stenographer..................................................... 8 50
would logically disfranchise every Freethinker.
' Folding and mailing........................................... 4 00
. For yea.~s the Christian political party has been Ia.bor- Express charges.................. . .. ..... ..... ... .. . . . ... . . ... .. 2 45
mg for this amendment, and it rallied all its forces in Distribution of pamphlets on church property
taxation .......................................................... 129 20
order to influence Oongreas to present this amendment to
the American people. The President of the Federation
Incidental expenses, such as advertising, hall rent,
Stuart Beattie, D. T. Ames, and Mr. Putnam fol- together with others, wE~re present before the Congres~ signs, rubber stamp, etc., $21.80, makin~r a. total of ex~
siona.l Committee, in order to combat the arguments of
lowed in more of the short and informal talks which the clergy, who were about the only ones who seemed penditnres of $814.25, thus leaving a. balance in the
treasury of $142.51.
were a. feature of this Oongress.
de~iro~s of passing the amendment, as they would be the
Mr. Putnam was then nominated and elected
chxef,
xf
not
the
only
ones,
who
would
receive
any
beneftt
SATURDAY MORNING.
the proposed change: The prospect of a. long and President, Mrs. Freeman secretary, and E. 0.
The morning of Saturday was used for the busi- fro~.
excxting debate on qnestxons of snoh vast importance
ness meeting of the Unioo. Dr. Severance presided. seemed to disturb the Committee of Dongress; and in or- Reicbwa.ld, treasurer. Vice-presidents are FrankThe doctor is a strict parliamentarian, and held the der to avoid the whole matter the amendment was laid lin Steiner and N. F. Griswold. The remainder of
delegates down to business. Mrs. Freeman read upon the table. so that for the time being the victory is the afternoon was utilized for ten minute speeches,
Freethonght. But none the less does it demand un- and Mr. Barnett, Mrs. Power, D. T. Ames, Mr.
her report as Secretary.
She quoted Linton's mtb
remitting watchfulness on the part of the Federation to
speech in Oongress against the Indian school ap- see that this undertaking is not renewed and made more Burdick, and Mr. Betz were heard. Mrs. Power's
propriation bill as a sign of the times, and also the successful when more pliable and corrupt politicians are da.u.ghter read her grandfather's last poem, and a
five-year-old boy sang a. song. Mr. Morgan, a
·tact that a Chicago Presbyterian preacher wanted at hand.
This _project of the church party having failed, a. more Ohristia.n with a buzzing wheel in his head, amused
church property taxed. The work of the Union determmed
effort was made for Sabbath legislation.
itself had been done mostly in OhicagQ_in opposi- Bills are now before Congress for this purpose, liable to the audience with some incoherent remarks. Moses
tion to the church societies.
The Union had be acted upon at any time; and it will require constant Harman made what he calls one of his "rambling
checked the Sunday Observance soc1eties, and also attention on our na.rt to counteract their repeated efforts talks," after which Mrs. Freeman read letters from
for the pa.BSage of a. national Sabbath law. We must be Ernest Mendum and Louis Levine.
the ministers who wanted to proselytize the unsus- in
a. position immediately to send a. representa.tiv of the
(OONOLUDED NEXT WEEK.)
picious people of Ohicago. A friend of the Union Federation to Washington whenever this matter is before
had paid out about $125 in printing leaflets for .Oon~ress, as it undoubtedly will be during the coming
Lectureg and Meetings.
these purposes. The President, Mr. Waite, had sessiOn.
The New York Constitutional Convention afforded
also written several articles for the Boston Investi- another
COL.
R.
G.
INGERSOLL's
lecture route is as follows:
field for effort in behalf of Freethon~ht. It was
{/att:Jr. The report was adopted as read.
proposed, if possible, to induce the Convention to present Nov. 11.............. New York Nov. 80 .... Worc~ster, Mass
. Otto Wettstein, the treasurer, being i:n Europe, to the people of New York an amendment in favor of Nov. 14............ A.ltoona, Pa Dec. l..New B~dford, Mass
15......... Pittsbnrg, Pa. Dec. 2........... Boston, Mass
his son appeared in his stead and read the· treas- equal and impartial taxation, so that church property Nov.
Nov. 16 ......... Colnmbns, 0 Deo. S •.•.••• Ha.verhill, M11ss
not
be
exempt
even
by
legisla.tiv
enactments.
A
could
urer's report, which may be summarized as follows : powerful pamphlet on ''Church Property" was prepared Nov. 17 ............. Dayton, 0 Dec. 4 ........... Portlo.nd, Me
Balance on hand at beginning ·of the flscal year, h:r the Truth Seeker Compa.nv and widely circulated. Nov. 18 ........ Cincinna.ti, 0 Dec. 5 ............. Lynn, Ma.sR
$90.92.. Receipts for year, $163.85. Elxpenses, Fifteen hundred copies were distributed over the state Nov. 19 .......... 0levela.nd, 0 Dec. 6 ......... Concord, N. H
by the Federation, copies were sent to all the papers, to Nov, 20 ............... 1£lyria., 0 Dec. 7 ...... Milnchestflr, N.H
$125.98 Balance, $37.87.
state
county officials, and to memhers of the Conven- Nov. 21 .............. Toledo, 0 Dec. 8 ....... Brockt'ln, M11afll
John Mahara moved and J. A. Greenhill seconded tion. and
The pamphlet attracted wide attention and quite Nov. 22 ............. Warren, 0 Dec. 9..... Providence, R. I
a proposition that the •balance was too small, and numerous extracts were made from it by the secular Nov. 28 .... .Jamestown, N. Y Dec. lO .••• Fa.ll River, Mass
that the members present be assessed a dollar each. papers; and even some Christian journals and clergymen Nov. 24 .......... Buffa.lo, N. Y D~c. ll.NewL'>ndon, Conn
Nov. 21i ...... Brooklyn, N. Y Dac. 16 ... 'Va.shingt'>n, D. 0
Oarried. Messrs. Ma.hara and Greenhill paid their admitted the force of its arguments. President Putnam Nov. 26 ... Bridgeport, Conn Dec. 17........ Richmond, Va.
visited
Albany
and
conferred
with
many
members
of
the
dollar at once, as did Mr. Kendall, Moses Harman, Convention in re~ard to church taxation and found a. Nov. 27 ....... Holyoke, Mass Dec. 19 .... Philadelphia., Pa.
Mr. Smith, Mr. Bosworth, and others.
large number in its favor and also in favor of prohibiting Nov. 28 .... Springfi.eld, Mass Dec, 20 ....... Baltimore, Md
D. T. Ames moved that the two organizations be by constitutional enactment appropriations from the pub- Nov. 29Northa.mpton, Mass
merged into one, and that the officers to be elected lic treasury to sectarian institutions. Had the Convention
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture engagements for the month of
devoted itself to universal principles instead of to party
·
for both be the same. John Mabara. seconded the policy it might hav presented these great issues to the November:
proposition, and added an amendment that they people as a. matter of justice. But the Convention de- Bangor, Mich., November 8d, 4th, a.nli 5th.
use the name of the Secular Union. Mr. Putnam cided for what was expedient. to the majority as repre- Brooklyn Philosophical Association, November 11th.
N ewa.rk Liberal Lea~ne, Sunday evening, November 11th.
remarked that the thing couldn't be done, as the senta.tivs of a. party organization, and not for the good of Philadelphia, Pa., November 18th.
all
the
people~
constitutions ·stood in the way. The chair agreed
But the agitation of these questions of Freethonght Cincinnati, 0., November 25th.
with him and that settled it. The proposition of has no doubt spread information among the people and
Dates are now open for engagements between Chicago
Messrs. Ames and Mahara. was then made as an set them to thinking, which will bear fruits for just leg- and New York. Please write at once to S. P. Putnam,
islation in years to come.
284 South Water street, Chicago, Ill.
advisory one, and in that shape carried.
·
In connection with the American Secular Union the
A motion to elect by acclamation was carried. Federation decided to hold the present joint Congress.
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meet'! every
Mr. Barr of Ohicago nominated Samuel P. Putnam, An appeal for funds was generously responded to. Mr. Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock in Long Island BuRiness
and then the nominations were closed, which elected ~ntna.m devoted two months of his time to the work of College, South 8th street. between Bedford and Driggs
Program for November, 1894:
him. Dr. Severance was made first vice-president, the CongresR. Hundreds of letters and thousands of cir- avenues.
culars were sent all over the country. Notwithstanding November 4th-" Politics." T. B. Wakeman.
Judge Waite second, Dr. J. H. Greer third, Mr. the industrial and tina.ncia.l depression the old-time enTHE Ol;lio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening
Betz fourth. Mrs. Freeman was re-elected secre- thusiasm of the Freethinkers was aroused, .and through
this Congress, no doubt. a. fresh impetus will be given to in Knabe Hall, 26 W. Fourth st., Cincinnati Program
tary, and the Secular Union adjourned.
for Novem her: .
Mrs. Freeman read a letter to the Union from our cause, and Freethinkers will work unitedly together. November 4th-" No Matter, no Mind; or, The Theory
The persecution of Mr. Wise in Kansas for sending
Mr. Gardiner of Trov -as to details of organization passages of the Bible through the mails is a. religions perof The Soul a Delusion." .John R. Charlesworth.
and another from Katie Kehm Smith on Secular secution, and it forces upon our att.,ntion the despotic
THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia. meets at
spirit of the church, and shows that it is ready to resort
Sunday Schools, which will appear later.
8 o'clock Tuesday evenings in the Skerrett Building, N.
The National Spiritualists sent the following, to the most cruel and Oppressiv measures in order to com- E. corner of Ridge avenue and GreAn street. Admission
pel people to accept its authority. Freethinkers must
which reached the secretary of the Oongress at this rally to the defense of Mr. Wise and others who ha.v bPen free All welcome. Program for November:
time as follows :
attacked by these unjust laws which, enacted professedly November 6th-" The Peace Movement and its Relation
to Woman." A. H. JJove.
WAsHINGTON, D. C., Oct. 26, 1894.
for the benefit of morality, are in reality for the destrucTo the American Secular Union and Freethonght :E'eder- tion of Freethonght.
Radical Library open 7.80 to 10 P,M. Dues 15 cents
Utah is about coming into the Union as a. state; a. tre- per month.
ation in Convention assembled, Greeting:
We are makin!! a. strong tight for no God in the Con- mendous effort is being made by the churches to incorTHADDEUS B. W AXJIMAN, candidate for judge of the
stitution of the United States of America.. We stand by porate a. religions declaration in the constitution of the
the Constitution of the days of .Teffe::-son and Thomas new state, which was accomplished in Washington and court of appeals on the People's party ticket in this state,
Paine. Let ns unite, and as this world is our home and Montana. There is a. strong Liberal element in Utah, spoke before the Manhattan Liberal Olnb last Friday
doing good our religion, stand always together for and the Freethinkers of all the Union should support evening upon "Politics." A fair audience heard what
Utah friends in the great contest. which is now before he had to say upon that important problem. The present
Liberty and Progression.
them. If a. sufficiently energetic effort is made the plans system of parties and manner of nomina.tin~ people for
·
HARRISON D. BARRETT, Pres.,
office was severely condemned. We are snffdring to-day,
of the church party can be defeated.
FANNIE B. WooDBURY, Sec.,
In. Chicago and many other cities, great efforts are he sa.idi from an ()ligo.rchy of demagogy, a.o.d he q11oted
National Spiritualists' Association.
The secretary was ordered to reply, which he did b11ing made by religions combinations to enforce a. Puri- Aristot e's dictum-oligarchy and a. demagogy are the
tanic Sabbath. lt is necessary that we be on our guard two diseases of democracy, and said that in a. true democin the subjoined:
against these efforts, and to maintain personal liberty. racy the people, not party bosses or m11chines, do the
CHIOAGO, Oct. 2~ E. lii. 294.
Great efforts are also being made in Chicago and else- nominating as well as electing. Mr. Wakeman would
To the National Spiritualists' Association, l.:treeting:
where to destroy our state secular schools by the intro- remedy the present evil by restoring the td'wn meetings
Your welcoJDe message on the line of march was re- duction of the reading of the Bible and other religions which once characterized New Eo.gla.nd, and in every
ceived by the United Congress of the Freethinkers of exercises. It is necessary for Liberals to be constantly election district he would ha.v halls owne.i by the city or
America. with enthusiasm. We heartily reciprocate your vigilant in these matters. We must oppose a. strong and state where the voters could register and then nominate
good will, and we are instructed by the Congress to ~end crafty organization, which will. resort to any means to their candidates on the spot. This could be applied, he
to yon our message of fellowship, and whether the march carry out its purposes against American liberty. The said, to assembly, state, Senatorial, and Congressional
be longer or shorter we will always stand together in the Federation needs the support of all Liberals in its work. election distr;cts and the people vote directly for the
cause of eternal right. Nothing is more precious than We must organize. We must labor together on the broad president and United States Senators. He also said,
liberty, more necessary to human progress than human be.sis of state secularization. It is a. matter of self- while he was in favor of the defeat of Tammany Hall in
rights. With the fathers of the Republic "we pledge defense.
We are being continually attacked; and we this city, the election of the anti-Tammany ticket
our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor." With must resist, in order to preserve our rights and the prin- would mean that in a. few year~, instead of the City being
best wishes of all members of the Congress, Yours ciples of the republic.
robbed by thousands it would be by millions and in a. more
E. M. MACDONALD, Sec. of Congress.
truly,
The report of the Treasurer showA that the Liberals of legal way than the present style of corruption. The
the country ha.v confidence in the Freethonght Federa- remedy would be to abolish the system which makes this
SATURDAY .AFTERNOON.
tion and will sustain it financially as well as morally in its disgraceful state of affairs possible, and glancing over the
The Federation had ·its business session at this llllceasing .oonilict with tyranny a.nd Fnperstition.
field of politics the People's party alone can acoompl.iah
·
t~e, !)ond cut it about as short as the Uniou did.
..
E. C. RBIOHWAUD. · this great reform.
·
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Too Good to Stop.
1\IooDY, T:mx., Oct. 10, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed order for
$2 on my subscription. The old reliable
TRUTH SEEKER is too goorl to stop.
JOHN M. SIMMONS.
He Is Wide A.wake.
SolllERVILLE, MAss. , Oct. 13, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: It is with "joy unspeakable and full of glory " that I send you a
little more of the "root of all evil," with
the request to mark me, "paid up to '95."
Long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Yours for truth while life lasts,
w. F. FRAZIER.
Plenty of Modern Ammunition.
WAMEGo, KAN., Oct. 17, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $2.50,
for which send me Ingersoll's new lectures
as follows: Four copies of "Holy Bible,''
four of "Shakspere," and two of "Lincoln." Freethinkers cannot fail to be immensely grateful to Colonel Ingersoll for
these latest lectures. We now hav a new
supply of ammunition of the most approved
style with which to attack the already
<Jrnmbling walls of superstition. Let us
bombard them all along the line. "Four
Hundred Years of Freethought" is a
splendid work and does credit to its author
and the Freethonght people who made its
production possible. A. r. McMILLAN.
Friendly In Wishes and Works.
BANNAOK CITY, MoNT., Oct. 14, 1894.
Mn. EDITOR: I hav known you for so long
in THE TRUTH SEEKER prints that I seem to
be familiar with you personally. Our friend
Samuel P. Putnam's "Four Hundred
Years of Freethought" was received last
night, and duly appreciated indeed You
hav certainly made a grand effort in getting it up; the engravings are simplybeaut.iful. I hope you will be well paid for
your work in the years to come; and the
same wish is extended to the author of the
book, our "faithful worker." I here inclose yon $6.75-t3 to renew my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and $3.75
to pay for books and a trial subscription
to a friend named in my letter.
A. BESSETTE.
Cotton and Coin.
BLANKET, TEx., Oct. 15, 1894.
Mn. EDITOR: Creclit my account with
the amount you will find inclosed. You
may count on my writing as long as you
hav snob able contributors as John Peck
and George E. Mcdonald, provided I can
raise the hones\ dollars. I think it is only
a question of time when they will become
so very honest we cannot get them at all.
It takes now twenty-two and a half pounds
of dishonest cotton to buy one honest dollar. The plutocratic press and corporation lawyers proclaim on every occasion
that the producers and laborers are fools,
and not capable of knowing right from
wrong ; that they hav a corner on the
brains and intelligence of this nation, and
all we hav to do is to hurrah for the party
and tamely submit to be robbed; and the
truth is we hav to hang our heads in shame
and acknowledge that.they are right.
Yours for Freethought and reform,
c. P. WHITEHEAD.
Protestants Would Pay linch tl1e Most.
RooK IsLAND, ILL., Oot.·14, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $1.50 on
subscription. There is no law in this state
for or against having religions services in
the public schools, yet it is and has been
customary to read the Bible and hav the
children say the Lord's prayer. I hav
had some talk with the school directors
. and superintendent of city schools; the
city school superintendent, though a
l\iethodist, says he is not. in favor of it,
but does not feel like taking any stand
against the time-honored custom.
I am making good use of five copies of
"Church Property" and find many Protestants saying they are in favor of paying
taxes for the laudable purpose of compelling the Catholics to pay on much more
than they would., So yon see the average
Protestant Christian is ve,.y patriotic and
liberal when he can do bie OathoUo
· brother a -good tutn,

Yours for the success of a purely secular ary, and social entertainments were enthn·
siastioally enjoyed by large and appreoiagovernment in the not-distant future,
tiv audiences. The members took much
J. L. BEAN.
interest in the business sessions, approvA. Namesake of Heston's.
ing the past efforts of the actual laborers
DALuAS, TEx., Oct. 13, 1894.
in the Oa1l1Je, and voting increased assistMR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $1, for which ance for the future. The election of offiplease send me THE TRUTH SEEKER for cers terminated in some re-elections, nofour months, by or before the expiration tably Mr. Jesse, president; Mrs. Katie
of which time I hope to be able to send Kehm Smith, secretary; and Miss N. A.
you another $1 bill. I hav been buying Olds, one of the vice-presidents. These
the paper from newsdealers for some years laborers deserve much praise for their
past, but was, for many years, from the unremitting devotion to the Liberal
first number, a subscriber. I am well .movement in the state.
pleased with the paper under your very able
Especial notice should be taken of the
management. I enjoy Brother George's Christians of Forest Grove, many assisting
Observations immensely, also Putnam's in the success of the convention by their
letters, Susan Wixon's children's depart- presence, and some, astonishing to relate,
ment, the Wettstein brothers and John actually freely entertaining visiting memPeck's letters, and, in fact, all good Ma- bers! Verily the world does move when
terialists' writings snit me O.K.
Methodists will volunteer the hospitality
Myself, wife, and three children are of their homes to Infidels who hav assemcharmed with Heston's comical pictures, bled to further the dieintegration of Chrisso much so that we hav named our young- tianity I Moreover the professor of biology
est boy "Heston."
in that most orthodox university in Forest
Our city and business is, and has been, Grove invited the convention to visit the
on the decline now for three or four years, new school building now in process of
getting duller and deader. The boom left erection, the university library, and
us with a lot of property to pay taxes on, museum of anatomy and natural history.
and very little income from it. Compared Nothing loth, we, the Infidels of Oregon
with four years ago it is awful poor times in convention assembled, marched there in
With US here.
ALLEN JOHNSON.
a body and were highly and instruotivly
entertained in that most Christian institn"
Honest Thonght Will Do the Work.
tion by the courteous professor.
BouLDER, CoL., Oct. 15, 1894.
This liberalattention to our organization
MR. EDITOR: It givs me great pleasure
to be able to send you $21 on account and by these Christians is the result of their
for subscription. Times are so very hard enlightenment by one of our most promiout here just now on account of Anarchist n.ent lecturers, ·Mrs. A. E.- Barker, who
Cleveland and his gang cutting off the sup- has labored untiringly during the past
ply of needed money, by their infamous year in Forest Grove.
Much encouraged, I am
legislation last fall, that it is diffiouH for
Respectfully,
VIRGIL S. SMITH.
most people to get the ordinary absolute
necessities of life, let alone buying what
Once Tanght in Snnday-School.
many of them would call wicked, blaspheAvoNDALE, At.A., Oct. 2, 1894.
mous, Infidel books; and so they go rather
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find
slowly this year; but I manage to work off
some now and then, and here and now seventy-five cents to apply on my subonce in a while, sometimes twice in a while, scription. I would send more, but times
some one gets one eye partly open, and a hav been so hard in this vicinity that it is
little light gets into his theologically be- almost impossible to make anything above
fuddled brain; and even a little light is a a living. However, times are improving a
dangerous thing to theological supersti- little now and I shall soon be in position
tion, If one of them gets to thinking for to renew my subscription. I hav been
himself he is a gone case, it is only a mat- taking your paper for the past three years
ter of time; honest thought will surely and I cannot do without it.
This is one of the suburbs of Birmingbring people to right conclusions. I think
I am the only one in this county who ham and contains about two thousand inkeeps your books on sale, and so will ven- habitants. We hav five churches within a
ture to order a few more to keep up an as- stone's throw of each other and you may
sortment. Hoping that the time may come imagin how many "bums" we hav to coneven in our day when it will not be consid- tend with. I am the only outspoken In~
ered a disgrace to promulgate unanswer- fidel in this place, but I frequently meet
able truth, I am, as ever, respectfully and some Liberal-minded individuals ..
I was once a Sunday-school teacher and
fraternally yours.
L. Z. CoMAN.
believed the teachings of the Bible, but
Threatened with the Boycott.
after reading "One Hundred and Fortyfour Self-Contradictions of the Bible" I
WATERTOWN, MINN., Oct. 15, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Franklin Steiner deliv- concluded at once that if the writings of
ered three lectures in the City Hall here on the Bible had been inspired these contraOct. 9th, lOth, and 11th. His subjects were: dictions would not hav OO(lnrred. I then
''The Evidences of Christianity Tested," read ProfeSBor Buchner's "Force and
"The Morality of the Bible," and "Mo- Matter" and became convinced that the
rality Without Christianity," and they whole religious theory is a fraud. I used
were handled in a. brilliant and scholarly to be foolish enou_gh to get down on my
manner, and his language was such as not knees and pray, but not having any of my
to offend the ears of the most fastidious prayers answered, I became disgusted and
Christianl'l, ha.d they had the courage to quit. Neither do I believe that anyone
attend. But no, they got up services in ever had a prayer answered. I would like
their churches or had "pound parties" at to hear something more from our friends
their parsonages, and the ''sky pilots " all on Spiritualism. Is it a fraud, or is there
forbid their flocks going; but that was not such a thing as a spirit? If the dead can
enough, for all sorts of slanderous reports be conversed with we must giv up the
were sent out a.nd also blackmailing idea that this life ends all. I can never
threats made. There were several people believe in Spiritualism till I see these
who would hav been pleased to go and things with my own eyes. I would like
hear, but owing to blackmailing influences very much to hav the Editor's opinion on
had to stay away. But in spite of all we this subject.
had good audiences, and all those who did
Hoping we may allliv to see these mysattend felt sorry when the last night's teries solved, I am,
lecture was over and they could not hav
Yours for Freethonght,
any more.
IW. P. PmLLIPS.
This is the first venture of the kind in
An Open Letter.
this place, but I hope it will not be the last,
MARSH, IDA., Oct. 1, 1894.
and perhaps by the time that we are able
REv. MR. PIEROE, Payette, Ida·., Sir:
to hav some more lectures, more people
will hav courage to come out and enjoy a Some few weeks since, by accident, I attended your Sunday evening service.
feast of reason. JoHN P. THORNQUEST,
Yon took a beautiful text, which among
.Earnest Liberals and Exceptional Chris· other th~ngs enjoined truth and charity,
Hans.
upon wh10h there might be a good long
ScAPPOOSE, OR., Oct. 10, 1894.
sermon preached by one whose mind and
MR. EDITOR: I ha.v just returned from heart were led in that direction. Yon
the convention of the Oregon State Secular started off by saying that the business
Union, held in Forest Grove on the 5th, men of your place wanted something
6th, and 7th of -October. It was a perfect more practical jlteaehed and you were
sncoee~ ill every way, , The JPUsioal1 liter~ ~l>l'ry P§ ;fQ~ JooJj;eq 9V~l' 10m' ~l.l<Jieuo~

and saw none present, but remarked that
you might get in a " lick" somewhere else
if not on them:
Yon wound up by making the assertion
that our prisons were filled by Anarchists
and Infidels. When the service was over
and your attention was called by me to
the statistics of our prisons your reply
was that you were as well informed as myself. Yon certainly ought to be much
more so, holding the position you occupy
and making such assertions in public.
Will you kindly mail me some documents
bearing on the subject or inform me
where to send for them, in return kindneSB
for the statistics, "Crimes of Preachers,"
mailed you this date. I cannot help· asking you the question, Does it look well for
a follower, or a professed one, of Christ
coming from the land of fox hunting and
bob-tail horses, and of the same blood as
those who sent their hired Hessians across
the waters to shoot down the grandsires of
those who contribute most liberally to
build our schoolhouses, keep them stookell
with "useful" teachers, and pioueer in
the. wilderness among savages-yes, sir,
does it look well for one in yonr position
to get up in his pulpit and teach women
and children (I overheard the remark that
there was one man at your former discourse) to ostracize a class of citizens who
will not be found below par with preachers
when truth's record is forthcoming? I
would not cast a stone at any decent
preacher of the gospel-for we occasionally
hav one in our midst-but they do not
teach the uneducated women and children
falsehoods to prejudice them against their
fellow-citizen.
At your service, sir, in searching for
truth,
A. G. CHuROH.
Some Calm Re1lections.
EuREKA, CAL., Oct. 11, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I am home again and hav
settled down to business ouoe more, part
of which is to soruliinize T.a::m TRUTH
SEEKER or anything else that comes along.
Lately I read the letter of Mr. C. 0. Hays
and I ha.v been sick at the stomach ever
since. Now comes Mr. J. K. P. Baker
and givs us a recipe for making every
person happy. There is a great difference
in the two writers. The former is infallible, like the pope of Rome, -and knows it
all; the latter seeks for light on the sub·
jeot. Mr. Hayli's article contained neither
sense nor argument; Mr. Baker's induces
reflection.
Mr. Baker starts out with the claim that
the cause of distress among the laboring
olaSBes is overproduction. Had Mr.
Baker examined without bias all the pro's
_and_ con's which bear upon that subject he
would hav found that there is no foundation for that claim. Overproduction is an
impossibility.
The production of all
things dependa upon their demand. When
the demand decreases the production decreases likewise, and if the demand stops
altogether, the production ceases. That
warehouses are full of manufactured articles with no one to buy them argues uothing; it simply shows that the ordinary
flow in that line has been interrupted. It
often happens that articles are stored because there is no sale for them when thou·
sands of people in the immediate vicinity
are suffering because of the want of them.
The same may be said of labor. Labor,
generally speaking, was never in excess,
but it is often difficult to lead it into the
channels where it is wanted There are
many causes that produce stagnation in
business. Our proteotiv tariff has been
one of them and lately the main cause,
and people hav been and are still idle ·on
account of it. But this idleness on the
part of the working classes does not prove
that there is a surplus of labor; it merely
shows that impediments hav been thrown
in the usual channels of labor, and the
impediments must either be removed or
labor turned into different channels.
Another mistake is that labor-saving machinery turns people out of employment.
I wa.s brought up in a manufacturing district and remember well when the power
loom first came into use. People claimed
that the country was overpopulated already
and that the introduction of machinery
must inevitably produce starvation, I
left that country some forty years ago and
last year I went back. I found all hand
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creased about one-third, and wages had
more than doubled.
The cause of complaint is not that too
many people work; it is that we hav too
many drones in the hive whom working
peopl~ hav to support.
Mr. Ba:Iter's
remedy for our social evils is worse than
the disease, and he need not reflect much
to be convinced that those who can hardly
earn money enough to sustain life cannot
afford to pension others.
RoBERT GUNTHEB.

participant ·in a discussion, and in itself
countsJor nothing. Mr. Owen was an able
man, and he had the right side of the
question. ·''.
Mr. J .. ~- Wheeler observes that "Owen
profoundly influenced the thought of. his
time in .t!J.!l direction of social amelioration," all.4 Johnson's Cyclopedia says that
"in spite of his failures he was universally esteemed for his integrity·and benevolence. His later years were spent in
efforts to promote a religion of reason and
to improve the condition of the workingA Vigorous Protest Against Superstition. classes. His followers bore the name of
HousToN, NEB., Oct. 9,' 1894.
' Owenites,' and from them sprang the
MB. EmToB : Will yon please tell me English Chartist movement."-En.. T. S.]
through your columns if yon hav or ever
had in your ranks a Freethinker by the
Asks Questions About Spiritualism.
name of Robert Owen, and: did he amount
CoLUMBUs, 0., Oct. 18, 1894.
to anything? Did he at any time hold a
MB. EDITOB: THE TBUTH S:EEKBB comes
debate with Campbell. the founder of the to me regularly an fl. is about ·the only
Ciimpbellite faith? Which beat?
society I hav. This is probably the most
I am told by a Christian neighbor that priest-ridden, God-cursed town in the
Owen was beaten badly in the argument, state. The Liberals are largely of the
and owned himself beaten. If this is true, lukewarm, milk-and-wat.er sort and permit
he m]lst hav been a poor excuse for an In- the church bigots to lead them about by
fidel. The holy and sanctified in these the noses as tenderly as asses are led to
parts hav completely lost their balance, if their oats. Over a year ago they closed
they ever had any, this summer, over the the Sunday theater and baseball, and the
terrible drouth and loss of crops, attribut- past summer the Sunday park concerts
ing it all to the prevailing wickedness of were prohibited. ·I am informed that
the people, which has brought down the some of them here are becoming so pions
wrath of God upon their heads. The poor that they are seriously agitating an ol'difools don't seem to be aware that both nance prohibiting the Scioto river from
saint and sinner hav got it in the neck this running on Sunday.
year, and in many instances the former
Charlesworth was here about two years
worse than the latter. One crack-brained ago and held a series of meetings, but as
fellow, an editor at that, berates the peo- soon as he left they were discontinued.
ple soundly, because they are holding It was about that time that I became a fullirrigation meetings, with a view to prepare fledged Freethinker, and I went to the hall
themselvs to fight the drouth in a sensible the Sunday after he left intending to unite
and sure way, He accuses them of flying with them, but I .found the door locked
in the face of the Almighty and upsetting ·and no one there to open it. Some three
that gentleman's plans, predicts all manner or four ladies were waiting outside. Be it
of punishment on them for so doing, and said to their credit, they showed more enso on. What a feeble, helpless God, whose thusiasm than the gentlemen; it made me
plans can be upset by the puny arm of feel ashamed of my own sex and I did not
man! And what dolts and rebels are we stay long.
who refuse to sit calmly down and starve
Considerable numbers of the Liberally
. and see our children starve, rather than inclined people hav, in the last two years,
dare to criticise his way of doing business, embraced Spiritualism and Theosophy.
and take the reins in our own hands. A Mrs. Annie Besant's lecture here seems to
pretty God he is indeed, but not one-half hav proven very fruitful, for they rapidly
so pretty as some of his dupes and tools. developed a large and enthusiastic followGod might be excused for some of his fool- ing. They meet regularly and spend
ishness,. for if all accounts are true he much time in speechifying. It is a religmust be in his dotage, and of course some- ion, not a philosophy; but as they are not
what childish; but his army of servants filled with the spirit of tyranny, and hav
are many of them in the full vigor of man- no cruel dogmas to enforce, I shall not
hood and womanhood ; hence supposed to quarrel with them.
exhibit a little sense. Great Scotti beSpiritualism had attracted but little
fore we know it we will not dare to irrigate attention here, and was comparativly
our own throats on a hot day with a unknown, until Dr. Bennet, one of the
draught of cold water, lest this curious, leading divines of the city, preached a
cranky, old-maidish God should fall into series of sermons against it, after which it
himself, all because we upset some plan of immediately sprang into popularity, and
his.
Yours for common sense,
now they are numbered by the hundreds.
L. E. R. LAMBBIGGEB.
It seems that the D. D.'s guns had such a
[Robert Owen was born in Wales in tremendous recoil that he injured his own
1771, and became one of the most noted cause more than he did that of the enemy.
I hav occasionally attended the meetings
Freethinkers and social reformers of his
time. About 1800 he became partner and of the Spiritualists here, and also in Daysole manger of the New Lanark Mills, in ton, but their sermons do not seem to difScotland, where he built the first infant fer greatly from the .orthodox harangs.
schools and improved the dwellings of the All I hav been able to learn about the
workmen.
From 1810-15 he published subject· tends to strengthen· my doubts in
"New Views of Society; or, Essays on the the disembodied spirit theory. The eviFormation of Character." Having accu- dence appears to me to point toward the
mulated considerable property, and being phenomena of this life rather than some
patronized by the Dnke of Kent, he was other, but it is astonishing what slush
enabled to giv his views wide publicity. some of them do swallow down after being
.He created great excitement in 1817 by co-nverted.
declaring that all the.religions of the world
If a mall sees snakes where we are posiwere false, and that man is the creature of tivly certain there are none, we know at
circumstances; that is, all effects are the once that he is either crazv or drunk; if
resultants of causes. This statement of he sees human beings where we are equally
fact of course earned him the enmity of the certain that none exist, we immediately
priesthood, for it was a deadly blow aimed dia"'nose the case as Spiritualism. The
at the irrational dogma of the freedom of pro~~o~is of the disease is uncertain, but
it is frequently incurable.
the will.
A proruinent Spiritualist of this city was
In 1824 Mr. Owen came to the United
States and l?onght New Harmony, Ind., out driving one day, and his horse kicked
of the Rappists, to found a new commun- up several times, and later, the same .day,
ity, but the experiment was a failure, as one of his medium friends, who was not
were others in the United States and Mex- present at the kicking, informed him of it,
ico and a "labor exchange " in London. and told him that Big Buffalo, the spirit
In i828 he held the debate with Alexander of a departed Indian, had caused the kickCampbell at Cincinnati on the "Evidences ing by pinching the horse. The gentleman
of Christianity," which call~ out the ques- related the circumstance to me without the
tions of our correspondent. The debate least indication of incredulity. I think he
was published in book form, and if Mr. antnally believed it. Now if the Indian
Lambrigger can find a copy of it he will could pinch that old' black horse, why did
quickly see who was :worsted in the argu- he not pinch the driver? Why does he
ment. Of course onr Christian friends not pinch me?
assert that Mr. ·campbell came o·nt ahead,
Spiritnl;'lists s.how yon their spook pic}>nt that Qlai~ is always ~a<Je fo~ eaQ!l tl:lres as a f!OJ'.~ of ¢li:gq~er; · they seem to

offer them as a kind of knockdown argument; but I hav a suspicion that many of
the Spiritualists hav such vivid imaginations that ·they can often be led to believe
that the spook represents some one whom
they formerly knew, whether it does
represent that person or not. One of them
shows me a picture which purports to be
that of his daughter, who died, a child,
some fifteen years ago; but the picture
represents a woman probably twenty years
old. He also says this same wom~n has
appeared before him, mate?ialized, at
seances, and has talked with him and
shaken hands with him. How does thls
child's spirit know what she would look
like had she lived fifteen years longer?
How does he know? And yet he has not
the slightest doubt about the genninness
of the phenomenon.
I hav been shown the picture of an
Egyptian princess (?) who died thousands
of years ago. She also frequently appears
at seance, and talks with people, and is
responsible for the statement that she is
an Egyptian princess. The face represents a woman probably less than thirty
years of age, with handsome and somewhat classic features, but not very strongly
snggestiv of the EgypMan physiognomy.
Now if the child who died only a few years
ago has grown so much, why has not this
princess grown older? One would naturally infer that she would now be wrinkled
with age or dried up to a mummy. If
people of mature minds, educated peo·
pie, professional men, believe such things
as these, what will they not believe? Where
will this credulity end?
One explanation of the spook pictures is
that the spirits hav to recollect what they
looked like in the flesh, and then make up
for the picture; but how can the infant
who died at a few months of age recollect
what it looked like? It also seems to me
that a little child who dies at five or six
would experience considerable difficulty
in recollecting what she would look like
had she lived tweive or fifteen years
longer; and it is barely possible that the
Egyptian princesS would hav her memory
subjected to a very severe strain.
I, too, hav been hit in the eye quite as
hard as Mr. Swan. I am certain that no
one knew the circumstances, except myself, that were related to me by the medium; but I knew them, they were in my
mind; and in Mr. Swan's case, it seems to
me that the shoe affair was in his mind,
and the medium got it there. If the
spirits were acquainted with the circumstance independently of his mind, why
did they not tell me where the shoe was?
Before this subject can be of much practical use it will hav to be put on a scientific basis, and the Spiritualist mind does
not, as a general rule, seem to be built for
scientific thinking ; it is organized for
wondering, believing, and dreaming,
rather than for reasoning, doubting, and
investigating. It is more anxious to preve
that something is true than it ill to prove
that it is false.
The 9nly proper way to hunt for the
truth is to start in without caring where
we are going to land, precisely as we do
in solving a problem in mathematics; and
we must also try just as hard to prove that
a proposition, or result, is not true as we
do to demonstrate that it is true.
If there be a spirit, what is a spirit? If
there be spirits, what is gained by communicating with them? Can we benefit
the dead? Can they assist us? Perhaps,
if we knew more of the subject, we might
be better able to answer these questions
satisfactorily; but are there not thousands
of questions pressing upon us for solution that giv Promis of better returns?
Is it not possible to become so absorbed
in getting communications from the dead
as to totally forget our duties to the living?
Onll life at a time, is not a bad motto.
My letter is growing entirely too long.
Let me say in conclusion, do not dispense
with the "ObRervations." They are one
of the most interesting features of the paper. · George is all right on the silver and
tariff questions. Three chflflJS for John
Peck.
D TAYLoB.
"YEll," said the eminent clergyman,
"I nearly left the pulpit once to embark
in ·a mercantile business, but the Lord
wished me to continue his work.'' "How
did yon know he did?" "My congregation offered me $8,000 a year-and that
was $2,000 more than I was offered in
busillese. "-Brooklyn Life,

In the nature of things,
SAYS

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll,
" In the nature of things there can be
no evidence to establish the claim of
inspiration." Such is the text of the
Colonel's new lecture entitled

All About the
Holy Bible
Just published in a large and handsome pamphlet. Price 25 cents. AddrE>BS The Truth SeekAr Co., New York.
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BETTER WORLD.
A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE

By Dr. E.• B. SOUTHWICK.
For I dipt into the future, far as human eye could
Saw the Vision of the :~~ld, and all the wonders
that wonld be •

O said the poet Tennyson, and al-

S

though what he saw was more or
less remarkable he was on the outside of the tent relatively to our present author. Dr. Southwick, without
telling us how he got there, relates
the many and strange adventures that
befell him in a land without a sun or
a newspaper, but where light and
everlasting spring abide nevertheless;
where women are the stronger sex,
where all dress alike, wear no buttons,
go in ·bathing together, and are "naked and not ashamed."
There is something of "Looking
Backward" in this book, with a spice
of Gulliver added, and it is totally devoid of religious superstition. It will
be read with interest and curiosity.
Published and for sale at this office.
Price, 50 cents.

$67g,6g4,439·
Jlv the OPDRUR of 189~, the
above is the value or

Church Property
In the U nit6d States.

Should It Be Exempt from
Taxation?
REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT.
Onr palllPhlet with this title contains an Argument for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement
of Facts, giving, from the CAnsus or 1890,
the Value. by Denominations, of Church Prooer•
ty in the Un'i.ted StatjlS and ~n. tha se•:eral Btates
and rerritones and 1n all C1t1es havmg 25,000 or
more inhabitants; so arranged a• to show at
a glance the relative ~tanding as to Wealth of the
Leading D·-nomination• and Denominotional
Grnups. Also, much other mat~r of especial interest to cerhm Cities, States. and Sections, all
oompari•ons being based upon offidal fi~JUres.
This pamphlet i• the only one of the kmd published. In no other work are the 1 ads, figures,
and arguments to be found. The figur•s. bemg
derived from the Government Censu• of 1890. will
not bA superseded until the cen'ns of 1900 shall
have been completed- probably about eight
years hence. Thq argumentR are unanswerable
and will hav the dew of morning 01) th~m so long
as the injustice of church exemptiOn 1s suffered
to exi•t.
·
By single copies the pri~e is 15 cents, hut as the
work is published ~_Pecially for distribut,on by
those who favor justice in taxation the followin~.:
reductions are made:
,.
Ten copie~.
~1.on
Fiftv copies.
. 4.~0
One hnndred cop1e• •
8.qJ
Larger quan itie• at s~~ial ra.t.e•.
.
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bird, as it was a swift flyer, to go np to
the sky and search for fire. After being
absent for a time, the bird oame back and
Edited b.'l/ Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall reported that it oonld find no fire. He
River, lYJnss., to whom all Oommunica- sent it again and told it to go higher. It
inn:o for this Oorner should be sent.
remained absent for a long time, and when
it oame down it oame so swiftly that its
" Between the dark and the daylight.
body sunk into the ground, leaving only
When the night is beginning to lower,
its feet above the surface. The Coyote
Comes a pause in the da'l"'s occupation•
That is known as the Children's Hour."
pulled it out and asked if it had found fire.
It replied, "No." He then ordered it to
go North, where the dnoks went to rear
Golden Rod.
their young. The humming-bird then
Along the Highland road I went,
went North until it oame to a hut built of
Ani! crossoil the paqtnreq fair;
flags and rushes, where a dnok was rearAni! ever:vwhere Icanf;l'ht the scent
Of perfume in the air.
ing her young, and seeing a fire within, it
watched its opportunity and seized a brand.
The autumn fmitage eensers swung
From every rlapplei bough and vine;
While swiftly returning sparks flew in
Anrl jewel• bright from nature's shrine,
every direction, the large sparks fell upon
On every sirle were gaily strunf;l'.
maple trees, while the smaller ones dropped
Ten thon•and plumes of yellow gold
on other kinds of trees. Then the great
Were waving in the breeze;
Coyote ordered them to take maple wood
An.-Jsymphonies were sung and told
and make their implements to light their
By lowly bush and trees.
fires. The people obeyed and never after
I plncked the feathery golden rod,
lacked the means to light their fires.
Ancl everv tinted, sunlit spray
Maile Rens of roval splencl'lr play
JENNIE TAYLOR.
Tipon the path my feet had trod.

It• •erriPrl ran k• were full ani! free,
They glowed hke burning fire;
A Rt.nrrv hoRt they seemed to be,
In holiday attire.
Thfl snnli!l'ht of thoRe stately flowers,
RWl glowing, on my pathway shines;
In man:v curvPd and graceful lines,
With gold they gild the pas•ing hours.
SusAN H. WixoN.

My Neighbor's Boy.
HA seems to he several boys in one,
Ro mnch is he constJtntly evArywhere I
Ancl the mischievou• things that hoy has done
No minrl c1tn remember nor mouth declare,
He fills t.he whole of his share of space
With his strong, straight form and his merry
face.
HeiR very cowarrlly, very brave;
He i• ldni!Jtnil erne], o:ood and bad;
A hrnte nnrl n hero I Who will save
The host f'rom the worst of my neighbor's lad.
'T'he me1tn ancl th' noblo strive to-i!Jty.
Vhich of the powers will hav its way?
Thn wnrlrl is nnerling- his streng-th and akill.
lle will m1tlce heJtrts happy or make them ache,
Wlmt power is in him for good or ill?
Which of life's paths will his swift feet take?
Will he rise and draw others up to him,
Ot· the Ii<:ht that i• in him hnrn low and dim?
Bnt wh'lt is my nei<:hbor's hoy to me
"'ore thJtn "nui•ancq? My neighbor's boy.
'l'hongh I hav some fear.> of what he may be
I• a eon•ce of •ol!citnde, hope and joy
Allll n conqh"t plea•nre, because I pray
That thA be•t th1t\ iR in h'm mav rule some day.
-.ilf. Farningham, tn Gllristian A avocate.

An Indian " Genesis."
[Following is a legend showing how the
earth and man were made, and why the
implements for lightin~ fire oame to be
created, as related by Yavarino, a California Indian, aged 107 years.]
Before the earth was made there was
nothing but water exoflpting Mount Tamalpais, a large rook on which lived Hnlie,
hA great Chief of the Coyotes.
One day the Chief of the Coyotes, while
wandering along near the water's edge,
met Kncksin, the great Chief of the
Greooo, and the two held a oonnoil and
decided to make the earth.
The great Covote ordered the Chief of
Greooo to make a oora to bring down the
earth and rocks from the sky, while he
gat.het·ed reeds and rushes and tied them
together, and spread them on the water to
receive the earth and rooks. When the
Pn.rth was finished they made the trees and
plants. Then they held another oonnoil
an<l decided to make people to ooonpy the
land. The great Coyote proceeded to
make them in tribes, and when he had
enough for a tribe he threw them to the
place where they were to liv. Thns the
Napas fell in Napa valley, the Oohelamnes
on the lower Sacramento, and the Looohomenes baok of Mount St. Helena, eto.
The trees and plants bore fish, venison,
and all kinds of eatables ready cooked, so
the people bad only to piok when hungry.
Bv and by the people became very lazy,
and the great Coyote was displeased and
Raid they were no better than rooks and
Atones; so he oansed the trees to bear nuts
and acorns, and the bushes to bear berries instead of cooked fish and meat. The
people then had to hunt and fish for a living. The raw ·fish and meat did not snit
their taste, and they appeale i to the great
Coyote to giv them fire to oook with. The
great Coyote then called the humming_

ExPLANATioNs:
"'his is the story of the Napa Indtans, now
nearly extinct.
TamaloaiR -A high. rocky peak just north of
the Golden Gn.tP San Frs.ncisco.
floyote.-A barking wolf or prairie wolf.
Grecco.-Indian name for a small falcon.
Vora.-A basket made of roots of small rushes.

A Boy's Composition on Bones.
Bones are the framework of tbe boys.
If I had no bones in me, I should not hav
Po mnoh motion, and grandmother would
be glad, but I like to hav motion. Bones
giv me motion because they are something
hard for motion to cling to. If I had no
bones, my brains, lungs, heart, and large
blood vessels would be lying around in me
and might get hnrted, but now the bones
get hnrted, but not mnoh, unless it is a
hard hit. If my bones were burned, I
ehonld be brittle, because it would take
the animal out of me. If I were soaked in
aoid, I should be limber. Teacher showed
ns a bone that had been soaked. I oonld
bend it easily. I would, rather be soaked
than burned. Some of my bones don't
grow close to my body, snug, like the
branches of a tree, and I am glad they
don't, for if they did I oonld not play leap
frog and other nioe games I know. The
reason why they don't grow close to my
body iq beoan~e they hav joints.
Joints are good things to hav in bones.
There are two kinds. The ball and socket,
like my shoulder, is best. Teacher showed
it to me, only it was the thigh bone of an
ox. One end was round, smooth, and
whitish. That is the ball end. The other
end was hollowed in deep. That is the
socket, and it oils itself. It is the only
machine that oils itself. Another joint is
the hinge joint, like my elbow. It swings
back and forth and oils itself. It never
creaks like the schoolroom door. There
is another joint that don't seem like a
joint. That is in the skull. It don't hav
no motion. All my bones put together in
their rig-ht places makes a skeleton. Cripples and deformed people don't· hav no
skeletons. Some animals hav their skeleton on their outside. I'm glad I ain't
them animals, for my skeleton, like it is
on the chart, would not look well on my
outside. -Hospif.al Gazette.

"Waal, it's this way: Preacher Stone's
pulpit is a dry goods box nnder a live oak
tree."-Texas Siftings.
WHY A BOY OBEYS.

"It isn't 'oanse, perhaps, he'll get a
whipping, mamma," explained a six-yearold, "that makes a boy do things yon tell
him ; it's 'cause he's 'termined in his
mind."
Which delicious bit of child wisdom is
referred to parents as a valuable hint.
Teach the boy or girl the obedience which
comes of "'termining in his mind," and
the battle is over.-New York Times.
EQUAL 'l'O Tti:E o00ASION.
Bon: uWha.t did the lecturer say when
yon threw the cabbages at him?"
DmK: "Oh, he said he had hoped the
audience would be pleased, but he really
hadn't expected they would entirely lose
their heads. "-Courier Journal.
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Conespondence.
DELLA. MD.. Oot.. 8, 1894.
DEAR FRmNDs: Herewith I send my
contribution to fhe Children's florner,
an original oomnosition to the tune of
"Sweet By-and-By:"
There's no land that is fairer than this,
As by knowledge and reason we know,
And no father has promised ns bliss
But the share that we get here below.
CHoRus.-In this good present life,
By all fears of the future nnvexed,
Tn this good present life
We shall take not a thought
of the' next.
For the " father " must wish everyone
To prepare him a dwelling-place here,
And to make it his kingdom of love
To improve with eaoh vanishing year.
On self-effort we therefore depend
To seonre all the pleasures we seek,
For in this is the means to the end
And the bountiful joys we bespeak.
The reward of a life nobly spent
Every promis of fntnre excels;
It repave ns with rest and content
And the bounty of nature it tells.
Respectfully submitted by a friend of
truth.
Yours sinoer~>ly.
C. J. ZEITINGER.
'N'.B.-I am highly charmed with your
"Right Living," a most excellent pnblioation.-C. J. Z.
[Thanks for commendation of "Right
Living." Always glad to hear from yon.ED. c. C.]
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FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A Nineteenth Century Novel.

Preface by R. 6. INGERSOLL
For Her Daily Brea1 is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with a little moneyh.fair educationh and
much coura~e, to ma~e t eir way throu~ the
world by gomg to Chtcago. 'lhe author ts also
the heroine. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a his
tory of a working-girl's life and experience in the
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kind
hearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It i~
just such a story of human life a.s we should ex
pect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and
whatever he a.dmires and appreciates is snre to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world
Price, 25 cents. Addre~'IJE TRUTH SEEKER.

PRIESTLY CELffiA.CY EXPOSED
By BIIV. G. T. F.ox, M.A.

RARE CHANCE 10 MAKE MONEY.

Juvenile and Other Holiday Books.
Rare, Wherein ? Let us Give You Particulars !
If you want to make from $250.00 to $400.00 between now and the Holidays, w ite to us at o~c
for a Canvasiiing Outfit of our BEAUTIFUL JUVENILE HOLIDAY BOOKS. We guar.ntee the

Best Terms, and Best Books
Best
MOSt
of pa:>er,
o~ Printing,
of btnd.ng;

in ev. ry particular

amusing,
.
interesting, ~tnd
instructive stories written for the chil

chi'dren. Prices, :50 cents, Sl, S1.:iO, graded to suit all ages.

Big Sales!

Large Profits!

Exclusive Territory!

If you wan~ your choice of territo~y. send immediately 45 CENTS to pay exp•ess charge3
and we will send you full instruct ons and

DUB BEAUTIFUL ~4.50 OUTFIT FREE.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.

What The Little Folks Are Saying.
Here is a story of a schoolmaster who
promised a crown to any boy who should
propound a riddle that he oonld not
answer.
One and another tried, and at last a boy
asked, " Why am I like the Prince of
Wales?"
The master puzzled his wits in vain,
and finally was compelled to admit that
he did not know.
"Why," said the boy, "it's beoansei
am waiting for the crown. "-1it-Bits.
AN EXTENSIV AUDITORIUM.
"Can yon tell me," said an itineran'G
preaoher to a Texas cowboy, "how far it
is to the ohnroh where Brother Stone is
carrying on a protracted siege against the
stronghold of Satan?"
" Well, sir," said the cowboy, "you're
in the ohnroh now, l;mt it's nigh onto four
miles to the pulpit."
" I do not understand yon," continued
the minister.

Ulcutfrl)c £reibrnkcr-~iid)tr.

We give full instructions.

Address, Dept. Rare,

S. I.· BELL & CO., Publishers,
PHILADELPHIA., PA.,

L K. Washburn's Works.
The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian chnrch are thirty-nine poor.
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
The Foolishness of Pra~r. '' Think of
a minister's praying God to kill gra.sshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one against the Oolor&do beetle I"
Price, 10 cents.

Religous Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane I Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.
4 i!.irA•A 'T'HR 'I'RTI'l'lJ SEEKER

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, N. J.
This is the greatestargumentevermade in a case
of this kind, and will be a model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its elo
quence never equaled. Wherever Christian persecution is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Ohristians, an<l ex
oounded ou every occasion.
In pao~r. 25 oentM: in cloth. M oent8.
ldlire11
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ASECULAR MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL
THOMAS PAINE;
A.ND
WAS HE JUNIUS ?
COLLEGTION OF SECULAR HYMNS.
By W. H. BURR.
Second edition, enla.rged to 82 pages; with the
engra.ved likeness of Paine. Price, 10 cents
Address
THE TBUTH BEEKEB

Bv A. R. AYRES.
"A good book written with a purpose."
~9e, 25 cents.
Ad<l.fefti\
rHE TRUTH SE:EK:&R.

THE TRUTH SEEKER. NOVEMBER 3, :1894.

A UNIQUE BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

t~e

Truth Seeker library,

u
fhe World's Sages, Thhikers, and Re·
formers. The Biographies of three hun-

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES
COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED.

'70:1

8ouks by ilefeiJ H. Gw·dener»

dr~d of the most distinguished teachers and
phil~sophers (who were not Christians)l from
the trme of Menu to the present. By D.~ . Bennett. 1,()75_ pages, 8vo. Cloth, $8; leather, $4;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

Supernatural

~~ligion.

.An inquiry into

tlie reality of d1vme revelatwn. Decidedl:r th,
mo!lt thorough and e;o<hanstive work on th<·
cla1ms of snpernatnrahsm ever written. By F
W. ;Newxpan, Emeritus Professor of the London
Umvers1ty. 1,115 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4'
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges; $5.50.
'

It will

It will
Corner
the
Parson.

Make You
Laugh.

rhe Great Works ot' Thomas Paine.

Including The Age of Ueason, Examination of
Prophecies, Repl;r to Bishop of Llandaft', Let
ters to ~Ir. Erskme, Essay· on Dreams, Letter
to Camille Jordan, '!'he Religion of Deism
Common Sense, 'l'he Crisis, and the Rights of
· Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine,
and a. steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo.
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.

\nalysis ot' Religions Belief.

By "W"ATSON HESTON.The Stories HumoroLsly Told-And Hard Facts
Given Concerning tt.e Or1gin and AuthemicitJ of the
Old Testament-A Page 01 Ttxt to Each PictUle.

400

Pages.

200

Full-Page
Pictures.

CONTENTS.
Sustaining a Theory,
Some Giants, .
The Adventures and Work of Noah,
A Hunting Anecdote,
Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor,
A Queer Familr,
Isaac and Hi" ' Sister,"
One of Twins,
Jacob and Esau,
Joseph the Man of Dreams,
BHaolalyamMothseesbl·vi"ner,

An ex-

. am,i.IJ.ation of tho Creeds, Rites, and Sacred
wr1t1n_gs of the Worltl lly Vi~count Amberley.
son of the late Lord John Bussell, twice Pre·
mier of England. Uomplete from the LondoiJ
edition. 745 pages, Svo. In cloth, $3.

• BloodvJoshna,
The Campaig_n Elf Deborah and Barak
Against J abin and Sis era,
General Gideon
Jephthah and ii:'is Human Sacrifice,
Samson the Strong,
Ruth and Boaz.
Unstable as Water, God Shall Not Excel,
David God's Favorite
Some Stories from the Book of Kings,
Adventures of the Prophets,
Jonah the Truthful Sailor.

l'he Gods and Religions ot' Anrirnt and
.Motlern 'l'itues. Vul. I gives a full ac·

conut of all the godR the nations of the HartL
have worshiped, iuclnding .Jehovah, tiatun, tlu
Holy Ghost, Jesus Ghrish Viri•:in l\[arY and th•
Bible .. 835 pages, 8vo. vol. l de<rri1Jes full\
all r~hgions systems of the world, inclndini
Jnda!<m, Moha~medanism, an•l Christianity
~he latter occnpYing_37:.!_pn.ges, being fully gon<
mto, WH pages. lly D. Ill. Bennett. \I rit
ten 1u l•r1son ut Alhany. In clot.h, $~nor vol
ume, nr $5 for the two volumes; iuloather, $7:
iu morocco, gilt edges, $8.
The foregoing volumes are called "The Truth
Beeker Library." If all are ordered together and
sent br express\ one dollar will be deducted from
the Pnce of ea.cn.

New Edition, Revised and Enle.rgRd-

Men, Women and

Gods~

Introduction by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
£rice, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
2'!1. Tra.ae Bu,:p:pl,ed. at BJ,Jeclal ])tscounu.

IS THIS YOUR SOB. MY LORD 1
l. Fucina.ting Story of Radical Trnths on
Religion and Social 1\fa.tters.
!'rice. cloth. $1: naner. 50 oentt.

S.ent by mail or express, prepaid, at the following prices : Cloth, gilt side
stamp, $1.50; Boards, illuminated covers, $1.
Addt·ess THE TRUTH .SEEKER, 2B Lafayette Pl., New York city.
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Ingersoll's.

JOHN E.

PRAY YOU, SIR, WHOSE
DAUGHTER?
A. NE'W NOVEL.
Paper, 50 cents.

Price, cloth, $1.

Works Pushed by Unseen Hands.
SHORT STORIES.

REMSBURG'S
WORKS.

Address THIS OFFICE

A. Thoughtless Yes.

Oarwm and Alter Uarwin.
An Exposition of the Darwmian Theory.

By GEORGE J.

Abraham Lincoln:

Was He A Christian?

For fifteen yea ·S Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work, He presents
an array of testimony that i~ irres•stible and overwhelming, and which must put this quest ton
at rest forever. In addition to the testim->ny of twenty w, nesses who claim that Lmcoln wa •
a Christian, and which is reviewed an.f refuted. IJe adduce 1 the testimoJ!Y of more than a hundred witnesses in proof of the claim tJ.a& Linco:n Wad not r. Uhrb tian. These witnesses include
~ts wife and other rehttives; his th,·ee law partne.s; his private secretaries; members of his
cabinet; his principal biographerd, and scores of Lis mootl tim·.te friends.

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged

As a Missionary Document it is naexcelled. Amox.; the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are: 'l'he Church and Morality; Crimmal Statis-;;lcs showmg the creeds of the prid·
oners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Civilization; the Church and Science; the Chnr<Jh
and Learning; the Church and Liber~; the Cnnrch and the Antislavery Reformi_ ~he Woman'~
~ights Movement; the Temperance Reform; the Church and the Republic. rrice, 10 cent;
,singly; 75 oonts per dozen.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Or•imes and Vices Sanctioned by

Scripture; F<~.lsehood and Deception; Chea.tin~; Theft and Robber;F:; Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of C.Jitqne,t an:i Extermmation.;. Des·l)otism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman; Unkindness to Children; uruelty to Animals; Human Sacrifices;
Cannibatismj Slavery; Witchcraftj P->l:ygamy; Intemperance; Poverty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and laiocy; Obscenity. PriCJ, sugle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1. Jo;ecial dlBOonnt
.on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best and most thorough work
ever written on the Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large and handsome print. Th~
qnest10n is d1s, nssed under the foJowin { heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; the Jewish
Sabbath; the Chnstian Scdptur@s and the Sabbath; Examination of Sunday Argnme.1ts;
Origin of the Christian Sabbath; Tes•.imony of tna Cnristian Fatb.ers; the Sabbath durin~':
tbe Middle Ages; tha Puritan Sabbath.;,. TdstimJnY of Chris;ian Reformers, Scholars, and
Divines; Abrogation of Hnnday Laws. rrice, 25 cents; 6 copie3 $lo
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Six Lectures:

RoMANES,

A l!}'stematic Exi!_osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
~~r:~:ien~~~:lfs~~~ral reader rather than to pro·
l\1r. flomanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of F.n~lish writers upon evolution,
beside• rankmg w1th ProfessOl" Hnxle;r in scientific knowledge and ability. And this 1s a part of
his . ~onclnsiop regar ;:og the great stjbJect of
DesiEn, to whiCh the '~nreh so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adapta·
tion or to those of benuty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causatinn, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence ol
npernatnrul design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty nrH ulil<e rPceiving their explanation at
the hands ofa.I•nrelymechanicalphilo•ophy...
All natnre has thus be~n tran"fnrmed before the
view of thP pre•ent generation 111 a manner and
to an extent that has never before bren posRible;
and inasmnrh as the change which has taken
place ha• tn.l!en pla.Je in the direction of naturalIBm, and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical intArpretation of nature universal, it
i• no wonder if the religions mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in ths
word• of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th God?"
·
lUnstrated. Price, clothJ.$2.
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pooed NatiJnal Law
-Lawsuit or Leg.
aoy-Coml)l.on
Sense ln
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Cloth, 11; paper, 60 cents.
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and CRADLE.
. By HELEN H. GARDENER.

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
Strongest Lectures Against
the Bible.

Evea·y Woman Should Read It
and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Price. 10 cents. Address this office.

Tells the story of the Author-Hero's Life,

delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the
a I>~rsions cast Upon it. Choice extracts from ·• Common Sende," •· American Crisis,"" Right'
' f Man," and" Age of Reason," are given; also, tribnte3 to Potine's character from more than
• one hundred noted persons of Europe and Amer"ca, many of them written expressly for thi·
work. Second edition. 160 pall'es, printed on fine tinted paper, neatly bound, and containing a
hanruome steel portrait of Pame. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

VALDABLE ENGLISH
PDBLIOATI.ON.

The Apostle of Liberty.

The student's Darwin. By Edward B.

An address delivered in Paine Hall, bef:re theN. E. Freethinkers' Convention. January
10 cents.
For all the above works address
THE TRUTH BEEKER COMPANY,
28 Lafayette !'lace, New York.

Aveling, D. Be., Fellow of University Colle gel
London. The purpose of this book is to tel
something of Darwin's work to those who have
neither the time nor the oppoPtnnity_to investigate it fully for themselves. 1. 'rhe Naturalist's
Voyage Around the World.
2. Geolouical
Works. a. Botanical Works.
4. Zoological
Works.
5. Works on Evolution.
With a
copious index. Price, $2.
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the Life and Papers of Edmnnd Randolph," etc.

Four Volumes, Royal Octavo, Gilt Tops, Uniform with the Editor's" Life of
P~e." Price per Volume, $2.50.
Two volume are now ready for deliverr, and the others will follow soon. Orders for the
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evil that is, or from obstructing and retarding- the better thing-s that are to be.
Otir self-development will be ten thousand
times more useful to the world at large
than any amount of self-sacrifice to a single individual-Grant Allen.
ITs aims [science's] are distinctly beneficent. Its spirit is that of charity and human kindness. From its peaceful victories it returns laden with richer spoils than
ever did warrior of old. Through its discoveries the hungry are fed and the naked
are clothed by an improved agriculture
and an increased food supply; the dark
hours are deprived of their gloom through
methods of ampler illumination; man is
brought into friendly contact with man
through means of rapid transportation;
sickness is dimished and pain relieved by
the conquests of chemistry and biology;
the winter wind is shorn of its sharpness
by the geologist's discovery of a mineral
fuel; and so on, in a thousand ways, the
comfort of our daily lives and the pleasurable omployment of our faculties are increased by the administrations of science.
-Daniel G. Brinton.

THE character of the environment cooperate with the characters of human
beings in determining social phenomena.
-Herbert .Spencer.
ONE cannot without a keen pang of
shame and rage think of what we are when
one remembers what we were; when one
recalls our old and glorious literature, in
the wide woild unsurpassed; our literature
noble and renowned, ever most glorious
when most manly and daring.-Jame8
1. hom son (B. V.)
NEVEB a heart should be broken on earth,
If I were God;
Never a misery follow our mirth,
If I were God;
Never should longings be vile or vain,
Never be pestilence, famin, or chain,
Never be poverty, farewells, or pain,
If I were God. -Kenneth Lamar.
THF. mesEage is freedom. Freedom is
not the end-it is the open way to many
beginnings, many ends. It is the servant
of equity. It is the key to moral selfCertified Milk.
hood. It is wing· when we would soar
and foot when we would walk. It offers Every dairy supplying uur condenseries
us experiences which we must use. To is under supervision. Milk is produced
its infinit vision the divine circle is re- under rigid hygienic rules. The company's
reputation is therefore a certificate of the
vealed.-Horace L. J.raubel.
absolute purity of the Gail Borden Eagle
THE new hatched radical leaves his co- Brand Condensed Milk.
coon of ancient theory behind him and
for awhile he rejoices that he is free. But
liberty soon tires the unused wings-the
sweep of the unfenced universe givs a sense
of terrifying vastness. The thin ether is
insecure. He spins a new cocoon out of
his new theories, and once more he sleeps.
But to a true worshiper of the goddess, PICTORIAL WORK
every day truth is new-born; every day,
to the fearless explorer, a new landscape
8
opens, a new outpost is gained in truth's -EST~~N~ FoR DUPLICATE SIGNS
limitless dominions,- Wayland H. Smith, 8t43 J, U. MANUTH, 210 Blue Island Ave., Chicago.
in Conservator.
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GLASS CARDS. SILK BANNERS.

THE reveries of the true and simple are
prophetic. What the tender poetic youth
dreams and prays, and paints to-day, but
shuns the ridicule of saying aloud, shall
presently be the resolutions of public
bodies, then shall be carried as grievance
and bill of rights through conflict and war,
and then shall be triumphant law and establishment for a hundred years, until it
givs place, in turn, to new prayers and
pictures. The history of the state sketches
in coarse outline the progress of thought,
and follows at a distance the delicacy of
culture and of aspiration.-Ralph Waldo
Emerson.
ALL the wisdom that lengthens and ennobles life-all that avoids or cures disease, or conquers pain-all just and perfect laws and rules that guide and shape
our lives, all thoughts that feed the flames
of love, the music that transfigures, enraptures, and enthralls, the victories of
heart and brain, the miracles that hands
hav wrought, the deft and cunning hands
of those who worked for wife and child,
the histories of noble deeds, of brave and
useful men, of faithful loving wives, of
quenchleEs mother-love, of conflicts for
the right, of sufferings for the truth, of all
the best that all the men and women of
the world hav said, and thought, and done
through all the years. These treasures
of the heart and brain-these are the
scriptures of the human race.-Robert G.
Ingersoll.

W111 should each of us arrive at a consistent theory of the universe for ourselvs,
and of our own place in it. By so doing,
not only shall we develop our own intellectual selva, but we shall be better,
wiser, and more useful citizens. We shall
know man's life and the state we liv in;
we shall know the general trend of human
evolution, and whither our own community and all others are tending. We shall
be able more surely to forecast the futore;
more wisely to help on the good that
comes, to refrain from propping up the

Is Suicide
A Sin?
Colonel Ingersoll's Famous
Letters and Replies from Eminent Men. With a Startlin{[
Chanter on

Great Suicides of History.
Schouenhauer's Celebrated
Essay "On Suicide."
Paper covers. • Price 25 Cents
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A NEW AND VALUABLE BOOK.

Religion and the Bible.
.By F. D. CUMMINGS.

A Series of Sixteen Freethought Essays.
SubjectsIntrodnction. I The God and Man of the Bible II. G;Jd and the Devil. III. Is the Bible Contradictory? IV. Jesns-Was He t,he :fnlfillm~nt. of Hebrew t'rophe<Jy a ad. Expectancy?. V. Jesus
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Punishment. X'/. .unmortality. XVI. Conclusion.

A Book that should be in the hands of all who seek the Li{[ht.
Price, 50 cents.

Address The Truth Seeker Oompany, New York.

Just Ont.-25 Cents.-Five Copies for $1.
A Liberal living in Michigan said once that he wo1dd give $25 a
.JQ&r to have the Crimes of Preachers recorded, as the freque~t !ap~es

of "firtue of the ministers showed how little v&l.ue Ohristi&mt:V
possesses to make men moral.
.
We have just issued the Fourth Edition of the book dolnjr thil.
'&'he additions for this new edition of ihe

:' Crimes of Preachers"

~ nearly 400 cases of ministerial condnct. While those in pret:lolltl editions show thai within a :lew years a.beut

·

1300 J.UNISTERS HA.VE BEEN GUILTY
of one kind or a.nother of criminal conduct. Most of the crimes
are against women, for the fair sex are at once tha weakness and
the streligth of the church-" the church" meaning of course the
l'ler_gy.
• ·
Notwithstanding tho many additional pa.ges,
price the same, 25 cents. Send for a copy, andnnnumron
men. Show them just what sort of scamps are
tl.osed the World's Fair 0n Sunday, because it is so
'l&intinlls in this period is "immor&l.."
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fo't' 'I}a't'sons.

HEARING it said that a Capuchin monk
had been devoured b:y wolves-" Poor
brutes!" exclaimed Sophie Arnould "hunger must indoed be a terrible thing!"
ONE of our city preachers brought
across the Atlantic the same sly ·sarcasm
upon church disagreements from a different point of view. "A man whose evi·
dences had never been satisfactory to the
elders of a Scottish congregation, one day
walking by the church with downcast
countenance, was asked: "What is the
matter?" "I hav been trying fourteen
years to get in here, and I hav not succeeded yet." "Ohl" said the Lord (for
it was he), "I've been trying twice as long
and cannot get in either."
WE must remember that God did not
act in those days as he acts now-he did
not remain in the dim back ground leav·
ing his poor children to grope for him in
the dark. On the contrary, he was always
turning up somewhere. He used to hav
long chats with Moses on a hill-side. He
paid a visit to Abraham's back kitchen,
and carried on an animated discussion
with Sarah. In Adam's time he took a
constitutional in the_garden of Eden in the
cool of the day. In fact, two or three
thousand years ago a man would be no
more surprised at meeting God than at
meeting his mother.
When Abraham
heard some one talking in the next room
he would ask who was there, and Sarah
would quietly reply: "Nobody in particular-only God."- Wallace Nelson.
cc .ALL THINGS TO ALL MEN."

One God there is from old J udee,
One God alone, not one in three.
Who was, and is, and aye shall beThe Bible says so.
Three God's there are from old Judee,
Not one alone, but one in three,
WhQ were, and are, and aye shall beThe Bible says so,
No man can ever liv and see
This awful God from old Judee;
The sight the mortal's death would beThe Bible says so.
In perfect safety men did see
This awful God from old Judee,
And spoke with him, as you with meThe Bible says so.
Affirm, denr, that A is C, ·
That black lB white, that one is three;
You must be right, whate'er it beThe Bible says so.
-G. L. Mackenzie, in London Free·
thinker.
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Statesmanship. By Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B. samples.
42tf
.
Portland. Kan.
Oloth, $1• paper, 50 cents.·

The Creation of God. Tracing the God·
Idea to Its Source. ByJacobHartmann,M.D.
Oloth, $1; paper, 5ll cents.

Resurrection of Jesus.

·

By Don. Allen.

Oloth, 75 cents; cloth, 40 cents.

Facts and Fictions of Life.

By Helen

H. Gardener. Oloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Woman, Church and State. By Matilda
Joslyn Gage. doth, $2; leather, !l3.

The Church and Freethought. By Frank·
lin Steiner. Paper, 10 cents.

The Giant Delusion. One of Otto Wettstein's Friendly Arguments whh the Spiritualists. Paper, 10 cents.

Bible Inquirer. By Andrew Jacobso:a..
Paper, 25 cents.

.

Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
By Bus&D H. Wixon.

Paper, 10 cents.
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GULLAVESQUE THEOLOGY.

Rev. Miss Flora BroWn preached last
night in the gospel tent in King street
just above Sheparf:l. The scene on entering was weird in the extreme. Two blazing torches shed a dusky light over the
dusky audience, who were seated, half
squatting, on pieces of plank on the
ground. The Rev. Flora mounted a small
stand, on which was a table, on which in
turn stood a lamp.
The evangelist, whq is rather a short,
rather dark negress, had at her command
an extensiv budget of Biblical quotations,
which she introduced at every turn into
her discourse, pronouncing them with a
most markedly Northern, not to say Bos·
tonese, accent of a most superlativly cultivated kind and in a strident, highly
pitched voice that was never procured bl
the owner south of Mason and Dixon s
line, which contrasted queerly with the
soft, low, "gullavesque" patois into which
she relapsed when not quoting the inspired
words.
The preacher did not state definitly that
she had just had a conversation with J eeus,
but implied it strongly. He had told her,
she said, to preach to the people-the
wicked people who were riding about on
" wild, sinful horses in a mad career "
and thereupon she started upon a highly
emphasized discourse, the text being:
'• Paul and Silas prayed in the night and
sang praises to God." Paul had /.one
round on a wild, sinful horse, she sai , till
the Lord had smitten him, persecuting the
church, but when Gawd smite 'um he call
pon de Lawd same like you call on 'um
when de cyclone blow de water all roun'
yon foot in de cyclone.
·
"Da's so-da's de trute. Yes, Lordi
0 Savior! Sabe mel Sabe mel Amen.
I'se gwine to glory I Amen. Chiee is
come. Born-h-women-ml Chise is
come!" came from the crowd.
Den you prayed to' de Lawd to take way
de water from roun'[ou foot, and you·
pray and you pray, an you say [and here
came in the Bostonesej, " Spare me a
a little while that I may gather a little
strength before I go forth to be forever
lost, and Gawd I'll serve you all my life."
".Yes." "Amen." "Ebrybody dome
uml" "0 Gawdl" ejaculated the old
maumas in front of the speaker.
But when Gawd done hear the prayer of
some of de ole patriarch en done tek pity
pon de people and tek way de water from
roun' you foot, you gone and ketch de
wile, sinful horses 'gen and git up pon top
uv dem and gone tu caperin' roun' [Voice
in crowd: ''Yes, been do dat."] stead uv
saying to de evil spirit in you, sister:
"Come outer dere, I command you in de
name of God." You got to command
these devilish things to come out you, sister, and your brother, else dey'll stay in
'um .and chain 'um down, and you too.
•• Unless you seek Jesus, whose going to
elevate from the bed of sickness?
"Nobody-y' Bin' no man kin do 'nmno physic ain' goin' do 'um-ain' no root
kin ellerwate you!" mingled with low
groans, came from the crowd.
But Jesus kin-he'll giv you peace, he'll
ellerwate_you by peace.
"Yes, Gawd, by peace! 0 Christl piece
by piece! Yes, Gawd-tek me any way,
Gawdl" cried the audience.
At this point of the eloquent Rev. Flora's
discourse the writer was unfortunately
obliged to leave-and is tormented by the
thoughts of the gems he must hav missed
by having to do so.-Oharleston News
and Oourier.
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THE GIANT DELUSION.

A Consideration of the Doctrine
of Personal Immortality.
By OTTO WETTSTEIN.

A Paper rear! at the International Freeth ought
Congress at Chicago, Octcber 5, 1893.
Prlce,10 Cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

NOTIOE,
AnJ! of mv Vberal friends w sbing anyth ng in
my hne will do well by putting- thetr a<l dre•s on
a postal card. and I will mail price lists of my
sp~dalties, I can postttvl'l/. •ave you money,
I hav been before the Liberal nuhlic for nearly
forty years and to tho•e who favor me with their
orders, I will •ay that I wi:l endeavor in every
way to merit their kind patronage. I?raterna lly
OTTO WETTS'l'EIN The Ltberal Jeweler.
Established 1857.
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A CANDIDATE for Congress in a Western
state asked the agricultural department to
send garden seeds to the women· in his
district in order to secure thei.r influence
for him. He received a reply that must
hav surprised him.
ONE of the men connected with the train
robbery near Qnanticp, Va., has confessed
and taken the officers to where some of the
stolen property was concealed. Most of it
has now been recovered and more of the
robbers hav been taken.
H. T. H:EMBOLD, the famous millionaire patent medicin proprietor (of
"Buchu" fame), died in an epileptic fit in
the New Jersey Insane Asylum last week.
He has been incarcerated in various asylums off and on for the last thirteen years.
EDIToR RoSEWATER of the Omaha Bee
at last forced J ndge Scott to grant a change
of venue in the Sophia Bennett libel case,
which he refused to do until the Supreme
Court was about to mandamus him. Scott
said he was beaten only because Rosewater
owned a newspaper.
THE London so-called "purity" crusade
has so far resulted in the closing of the
Empire Music HQII and the conseqnent
throwing of three thousand persons out of
emplovment, which means, of course, the
forcing of many of these employees into
lives of viciousness.

WHAT MOVED GOD TO REPENT.
But let man and beast be covered with sackcloth, and cry mightily unto God -Jonah iii, .8-10.

JERUSALFJM now has 135 saloons.
THE total registration in Chicago is
844,014, of which 30,338 are women.
MAYOR J. F. MARSH of Kinsley, Kan.,
was k1lled by robbers on October 22d.
THE Salvation Army owns property in
Sweden to the amount ofl,OOO,OOO crowns
THFJ total registration in New York this
year is 309,981, and in Brooklyn, 191, 613.
THE chief of the A. P. A. in New York
has come out openly for the Republican
ticket.
Omil of Harvard University's outpost
observatories in Peru has been looted by
bandits.
AN. equestrian statue of Gen. George B.
McClellan was unveiled in Philadelphia on
October 25th.
BY the burning of the West Side Hotel
in Seattle on October 27th sixteen persons
were burned to death.
THERE was a severe earthquake shock
in Argentina and other South American
countries last Saturday.
THE Staten Island constables are making many arrests of bird killers, one of
whom had to pay a fine of $285.

IHE mills at New Bedford hav opened
again, an agreement between the managers
and operative having been reached.
A SUCCESSION of earthquake shocks at
Sakata, Japan, destroyed 3,000 houses and
killed 260 people, besides injuring many
others.
THE army and navy departments hav
forbidden the cadets at West Point and
Annapolis to play football any moJ,"e this
season.
THERE are two Democratic candidates in
each of five of the nine Congressional districts in this city, one of these being Dan
Sickles's.
·
ANTOINE SARDou, the father of Victorian
Bardon, the playwright, and himself an
author, died in Nice on October 24th. He
was born in 1808.

THE second triennial session of the
National Council of Women will open in
Washington on February 18th and will
close on March 2d.
ON October 25th one miner was killed
and eleven entombed in the Pewabic mine
at Iron Mountain, Mich., by the collapse
of the sandstone roof.
NoN-UNION hatters were attacked by
strikers and their friends in Newark on
October 2Bd. Russians, Poles, Jews, and
Italians were involved.
ExTENBIV and disastrous prairie fires in
Nebraska last week. The property loss
will reach into the millions while several
ANDREAS KoYE, for many :vears con-~ human lives were sacrificed.
nected with the Milwaukee Freidenker,
died recently at the age of seventy-five
HAVING General Booth with them the
years.
Salvation Army people havjnst been hold-

A Missionary Scheme.
THE TRUTH SEEKER has recently been doing, with
the generous aid of its friends, a great deal of political missionary work. We ha.v given away thousands of the "Ohurch Property" pamphlet, and it
is doing \tlil work. We hav also given away thousands CJf arguments against the proposed national
Sunday laws. Besides these, more thousands of
TRUTH SEEKRI\S hav been scattered broadcast over
the land.
With the advent of the reading season, when the
summer's work is done and the people hav time to
think, we want to do a great deal of religious missionary work, and so we hav prepared this scheme,
which has already received cordial indorsement:
Probably no one book h~s made more converts
to common sense and won more people a.wa.y from
superstition than Paine's "Age of Reason." It is
a. book, a.s Oolonel Ingersoll says, that furnishes an
immense amount of food for thought. It is written
for the average mind, aRd is a straightforward,
honest investigation of the Bible and of the Ohris
tian system. It has liberalized us all. It puts

ing their American jubilee in this city.
They were in great good humor and
numbers.
THE Japanese hav won some small
victories on the Chinese frontier and a
great battle is expected soon. They hav
blockaded Port Arthur and their second
army has landed near Talienwan. ·
THE New York park board has at last
appointed a landscape architect to supervise the construction of the Harlem River
Speedway. The man offered the place is
Frederick' Law Olmstead, foremost in his
profession.
OLIVEIRA MARTms, prominent Portuguese Freethinker and historian, is dead.
He was born at Lisbon in 1845. His best
known works are "History of Oivilizatio'n
on the Iberian Peninsula " and " History
of Portugal."
THERE is a marked decrease in cholera
mortality in those parts of eastern EJirope
where the disea!le has been most prevalent
-Russia and Galicia..,...bnt the number of
infected places in western Europe remains
about the same.
BOTH the Czar and the Czarina are very
ill and apparently growing steadily weaker.
The Czarewitch is to be married immediately, Princess Alix of Hesse having at
last been "converted," as is reported, and
the rings exchanged.
OF the $12,000,000,000 of life insurance
written in the world, $5,500,000,000 is
placed in the United States. Between the
years 1880 and 1890 there was $2,500,000 1000
new life insurance written in the Umted
States and $1,000,000,000 in the British
empire.

arguments in the mouths of the people ; it puts the
church on the defensiv ; it enables somebody in
every village to corner the parson. It has never
been " answered" and never can be.
What ought to be done, and what we propose to
do, is to scatter this book broadcast-to giv and to
hav given away thousands of them among the people. Every church-member that any Freethinker
knows ought to hav one. It will do that churchmember good, even if his wife burns it. He will
read a few pages in it at least before she gets hold
of it. But perhaps she too will read it. That fook
in a family is bound to do good-an immense
amount. It has liberalized thousands and will
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE
TRUTH SEEKER, for from reading it D. 1\I. Bennett,
whom we all loved when living, and whose memory
we now honor, became a. Liberal. Previously he
was a rigid churchman. There are more like him in
the country, and it is they we ought to reach.

Our proposition is for every reader of this
paper to send us the names and addresses of
EIGHT of his Christian acquaintances and ONE

CHANCELLOR VON CAPRIVI has resigned
and Prince von Hohenlohe-Schillingsfiirst
has accepted the chancellorship of Germany and also the premiership of Prnslolia,
He is a .Bavarian, a Catholic, is seventyfive years old, and for nine years hll has
been the severe governor of AlsaceLorraine.
THE German free cities of Hamburg and
·Lubeck hav prohibited the importation of
American cattle and beef on the ostensible
ground that in some consignments received
animals were found to be infected with
Texas fever. It is supposed that the real
reason of the prohibition is the levying by
the United States of a discriminating duty
on German beet sugar.
. JAMES W. WADSWORTH, present member
of Congress from the Thirtieth district of
New York, is standing for re-election on
the Republican ticket. He was an activ
supporter of all the bills for the closing of
·the World's Fair on Sunday and he is very
proud of his record. His opponent,
Francis Murphy, is ''unalterably opposed
to the mixing of ch nrch and state."
IN New Jersey the grand jury of Union
county brought in a presentment declaring church fairs illegal. One church in
Elizabeth had announced a1 fair at which
$500 worth of· articles were to be raffied.
The clergymen and officers of the association were warned, and their attention
. called to the inconsistency of a crusade
against r'ace-track gambling, if, under the
cloak of religion, they engaged in. an
. eqnally nnla wfnl .practice..

TERRmLE atrocities ai-e reported as having been committed by order of Brazilian
commanders in the state of San Mateo and
other disaffected sections. It is said that
a number of men hav been buried alive in
a standing position, their heads being left
exposed. Vultures and starvation had
done the rest. Women accused of sympathizing with the insurgents had their
clothing saturated with oil and set on fire.
While burning the soldiers were ordered
to fire on them, but only to wound, not to
kill.

DOLLAR, and we will mail each of them a copy
of Paine's" AGE OF REASON."
H you don't know eight Christians you care
enough about to convert, name those whom you do
want to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the
remainder to some editor or public man or preacher
worth saving.
In this way public opinion can be made and
t.he church undermined.
A few Freethinkers
in a community can club together and convert a.
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and
dry in his pulpit: Or they can send us the funds
and we will make the selection of the target and
take the responsibility of the work. What we want is
to scatter the book among the people and hav it read
Remember, we do all the work-all we ask is the
names and addresses and means to mail the book.
Surely everybody can help in this and make thousands of Freethinkers.
Don't select the names
of ind.iflerentists, but those of good church people,
with a. preference for those who ha.v the capacity to
think if they only are steered in the right direotion.
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SEE THE TUUTH.

Years of Freethought.

From Columbus to lllgersoll ~ B~ Samuel Porter Putqam
Large Octavo, n65 pages, Gilt Sides and Back, Marbled Edges.
Truth Seeker One Year. $6.50.

Price, $5; vvith 'I he
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FULL-PAGE HALF-TONE PORTRAITS

Of the Most Eminent Freethinkers and Philosophers, Living and Dead, of the Past J!'our Hundred Years
~HE

7RUIH SEEKER COMPANY has pleasure in announcing
that this splendid work, which has been in preparation so long, and for
which nearly 1,100 persons ha.v subscribed in advance, is now ready
for delivery. For more than twelve months FouB HUNDRED YEA.BS OF
FBEETHOUGHT has been advertised, and if it had appeared as originally designed it might hav been out half a year ago. The Prospectus has stated
all along that th'3 book would contain six hundred pages of printed matter,
and fifty portraits were mentioned, but it has so grown upon the hands of
the author and publisher that the pages of type hav reached nearer nine
hundred, while the list of pictures has extended to almost three times fifty.
As the portraits ha.v proved the most expensiv-as they will no doubt prove
to many the most attractiv-part of the book, their multiplication, together
with the added pages of text, will giv the subscriber about twice as much
for his money as was at first promised him. He is getting an Album as
well as a History ; for what are called " half-tone" pictures, like those in

1.v

the present work, are the most finished and satisfactory product of the
artist's and engraver's skill, being exact reproductions and therefore equal
in accuracy to the original photograph. We feel considerable pride in this
collection of photographs, and call especial attention to them.
As for the subject matter of FouR HuNDBED YEARS OF FJ!EETHOUGHT,
it covers nearly every phase of progress and development, and presents
them in such orderly sequence as to giv the best possible picture of human
evolution. In Part First we ha.v Freethought as a. manifestation and influence ; in Part Second, as an organized force. With this history are given
sketches of the lives of the men and women who hav taken part in the move
ment. It unites the past and the present. It is a. world book and a. home
book. It fulfils the promis of its inception, and is the most magnificen
work ever issued by the FreethoughtPress.

Price, $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50.

THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 28 LAFAYETTE PL.A.OE, NEw YoRK.
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PREMIUMS~~:

TRUTH SEEKER

When Renewing Your subscription, Take Advantage ofThese Good Offers:
For $6.60 we will send To TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and S. P.
Putnam's " Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever
i ssued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Prominent Freethinkers of the past four centuries.
The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger·
soiL It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial,
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its· future triumph. · ''FoUR
HUNDB.mD YEARS OF li'REETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid pOetry,
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's
most shining advance. Nothing can he more interesting or more inspiring to the
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the greatest thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church.

now

'1'0 GET

400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE!

For $6 we will send THE TB.UTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and "Paine's ·
prea.t Works Complete"($3).
This edition of Paine's works contains a.
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Ohica.go, and
of his monument in New Rochelle.
For $6 we will send To TBUTH SuuB one year ($3) and "The World's
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4:.60 we will send To TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and James B.
Alexander's "Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a. splendid offer, for every one
wants this book. It has over a. thousand large pages and more than four
hundred illustrations. It is a. digest of Science, and no one who studies it
can help but be well-informed in a.ll scientific matters.
For $4:.60 we will send To TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and " The
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50).
For $4: we will send To TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2).
For $4: we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and a. copy of " Old
Testament Stories Comically Dlustra.ted," in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.60 we will send To TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Comica.lly Illustrated," in board covers ($1).

Send us FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rates
($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB
'' I<'OIJ.K HlJNDKJ<,D YE&RS OF FREETHOIJGHT"
OFFER! FREE
OF CHARGES.
AN.D F UR 7 HER-To a.td our friends in getting this book for themselves,
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the world at the present time and hence this prospect has for us only or chiefly the interest of an
abstract truth, and yet Professor Momerie is led by
the contemplation of it to say:

"If t~en t~e universe. be so fundamentally irrational
and so diabolically tantalizing, why should I trouble my~elf about character? If in so ridiculous and contemptIble a world there be one thing more stupid than another
would it not be the attempt to act as rational and· morai
beings? Would not a belief in the reality of right and
wrong be the maddel!t of all delusions? What does it
matter, what cau it matter, bow I act, if my life be but a
momentary and accidental gleam of consciousneBB in the
passage of the atoms from the fiery cloud to the frozen
bl~ck? Surely there can be no riglit and wrong for a
bemg who has been made, and who will be unmade at
the caprice of dead, unthinking atoms. For myself' at
an:y rate, 1" can say that if I believed in a godless, soulless
umverse, I should be stricken with the paralysis of despair."
What wonder that the history of the Christian
ages is written in characters of fire and blood I
When we realize that the Christian world has believed that the only reason why men should respect
the rights of their fellows was that they might get
into heaven and escape hell, and that, no matter
what monsters of cruelty they were, "Jesus paid it
all," and all they bad to do was to repent and his
blood
would "wash all their guilty stains away,"
any Freetblnker "WhO b not a regnlar !Rlb•crtber.
"I am bound to admit that there hav been men 'to can we marvel that the church has made the horwhom the dignity of manhood and the fellow13hip of this
:Progress of the Theocratic Movement.
life, undazzled by the magic of any revelation, unholpen rible record that she would fain erase T Professor
Momerie has unthinkingly indicted Christian Theism
There can be no reasonable doubt that among the by promises of anything higher or more enduring than
the fruition of human love and the fulftlment of human at the bar of' common sense and human justice.
really orthodox Christian people of this country the duties, are sufficient to bear the weight of life and death.'
He has shown us just what we may expect if the
proposed Christian amendment to the national· I am bound to admit that there are men here and there church should succeed in her struggle to regain poliConstitution is rer.eiving more and more favorable who, with no conscious faith in God, are yet living noble, tical supremacy in the world. He has revealed the
consideration and that the number of its outspoken useful, self-denying lives, spending and being spent for
easential immorality of the gospel of Christian sal·
advocates is growing larger year by year. Eventu- others, taking the moat enthusiastic interel!t in all that
concerns the well-being of their fellow-men, content to vation. He has made it possible for the most dullally all Christians must choose between the com- work for blesl!ings to be enjoyed by posterity, when they minded to· see that "Christian morality " is based
plate Ohristianization of our constitutions and stat- themselvs shall hav passed into non-existence. I marvel on the fear of the hangman's noose and that we
utes and the equally complete secularization of the at the goodness of these men, but I could never hope to shall _never hav a rational system of ethics, accepted
same. Which position many of them will take will imitate it. Their universe is fundamentally irrational
and lived by the masses of the people, until we hav
and immoral."
depend on how earnestly and wisely the Freelaid Christian Theism away in the crypts of the dead
thinkers of the United States champion their own
What right, in logic, has Professor Momerie to superstitions.
·
cause. We must work as never before and we must say that the universe of such men is fundamentally
What could be more foolish than the utterances
let it be seen distinctly that in demanding t4e sepa- irrational and immoral T He admits that they lead we hav quoted from this clerical moralist T Does
ration of church and state we mean just what we lives that he could never hope to imitate if he be- the acceptance of the scientific theory of the gradual
say and hav not the slightest intention of oppressing lieved as they do; has it never occurred to him development of the cosmos, of sentient beings, of
any class or church when our ideas become ascend- that the fault would be in his mental and moral the various attributes which man manifests, and of
ant. In its issue of October 20th, the Christian make-up rather than in the "logic of life" which to the probable extinction of planetary activities, alter
.&former givs two instances of the growth of theo- them is all-sufficient, as he confesses T But .how one single fact of human relations and the relation
cratic sentiment. James Black reports that for does he know that he could not liv a good life if he of man to the other forces of nature! Does the
three years he has presented .in the state conven- accepted the evolutionary theory of the cosmos T. acceptance of this theory dispoae of the facts that
tiona of the Pennsylvania Prohibitionists a resolu- Can he not conceive it as probable that the facts of fire tortures, that water smothers, that carbonic
tion recognizing the " Lord Jesus Christ as au- existence and the incentivs to a decent life might acid gas poisons, that savage beasts tear and devour,
preme ruler." This resolution has been defeated appear to him in a new light under those circum- that murder kills, that theft despoils, that cruelty
in committee year by year, but by decreasing major- stances T It cannot be supposed that he is willing destroys peace and caases suffering, that love thrills~
ities. This year it was defeated in committee by a to say that he is by nature so much more depraved that the scent of flowers is pleasing, that the odors
vote of eight to seven, and .then it was introduced than the Atheists he has in mind that he could not of decay are nauseaMng, that slavery degrades, and
on the floor of the convention itself, and there it possibly keep his hands from crime were it not for that liberty elevates and educatesT Is sympathy
was defeated by only a small majority. The Ohris- belief in the white-hot furnaces of hell. Yet this is less desirable, is order no longer good, has food lost
tian Reformer remarks that it seems strange "that what he seems. to say in every paragraph of his its flavor and does starvation bring joy to its vicfriends of prohibition could find any argument article. Following the last sentence quoted above tim T Even if there be no future existence for that
against the recognition of Jesus Christ as the au- he draws a picture of the universe as the scientist hand with which Professor Momerie penned these
preme ruler." However strange the finding of conceives it: In the beginning the atoms, which he despairing words will he deliberately put it in the
such arguments may be so far as Prohibitionists speaks of as " dead, inanimate ;" they fall through fire and let it slowly melt into ashes T, Granting
are concerned, if Dr. McAllister will send us ten space and come in contact; heat is evolved, worlds that the babe which plays on his knee has no proscents we will mail to him E. 0. Walker's "Bible condense, "animals, men, instinct, reason, memory, pect of singing with a ransomed few in the courts
Temperance," and in that he will find hundreds of imagination, will, thought, worship, love" come into of God, will he hate and abuse the little one, and
Bible arguments against accepting that book as an existence. "If this were all, we could rest content; all because of his doubts about the future life in
authority in temperance, or Jesus as the ruler over progressiv evolution musi be the work of God." which he has been taught to believe T When did
temperance people. Now to the other illustration But the "Atheistic philosophers" sketch the future the florist cease to plant roses and lilies because the
of the growth of theocratic sentiment: The Central of evolution also; all the mental and moral attri- fragrant and beautiful blooms are not everlasting'!
Ohio Conference of the United Brethren has just butes developed are to "pass away and be no Because houses decay are they not desirable as
adopted this resolution:
more;" the stars and planets will cool down, their shelters and homes T Because we may not liv in
"We believe that our Lord Jesus Ohrist is the ruler of heat will be radiated into space, and they will be- the future in some other world do we think it wise
nations and that his will as revealed in the Bible is the come frozen blocks. " The curtain of history is to fall to neglect sanitary precautions and get in the way
standard by which all moral issues in national life should on a lump of ice I" The prophecies of science may of cyclones and rattlesnakes and railway trains?
be decided, and that his authority and his law should be be verified, in part, or wholly, but we are living in

Editor and Manager. The Essential Immorality of Supernaturalism.
,
ll8 LAFAYE'l"l'E PLACE, NEW YOBK.
The Agnostic Annual far 1895 has a very interesting symposium on "Why Liv a Moral Life!"
SATURDAY, •
• NOVEMBER 10, 1894. Among the contributors thereto is the Rev. Alfred
Mom erie, who has achieved considerable notoriety and
SlJDSCBIPTION BATES;
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~g~st facts, and to be without hope for truth,
Any nulll:ber over :D.ve at the same rate, invariably with one
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JUstice, mercy, peace, honor, and love if it can be
demonstrated that the evolutionary hypothesis is
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symposium, Mr. Momerie says: " Faith-faith
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in God and immortality_:_:seems to m~ the only
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Has it not entered the mind of Mr. Momerie that
the very fact of the brevity of life might induce a
reasonable man to make the best possible use of the
few short years that are his? Experience has
amply demonstrated that the happiness of others
directly and indirectly contributes to our happiness;
if one citizen is insecure in the possession of property, liberty, and life, that insecurity inevitably
weakens the safeguards of all other citizens.
It might be well for Professor Momerie to tell
us why we should be more moral if we believed in
God and immortality than if we rejected those two
concepts or were in doubt concerning them. He
has made no attempt to do so, having conliented
himself with bare a.ssertions that there is nothing
but stupidity in any endeavor to liv moral and
rational lives if the universal laws of growth
and decay are not suspended in man's favor. But
do not the very words used imply that it is well to
"trouble about character ''! What incentiv can
there be to lead an irrational life T Is not the fact
that a life is irrational a sufficient condemnation of
it? Why should a young man deliberately do that
which he admits is not in any way reasonable T
But there is more here than has yet been seen by the
minister. If the universe is so bad that there is no
inducement to be moral if the earth is some day to
become a "frozen block," what sort of a.. god is it
who made the world T If he made a world so very
imperfect and immoral that it will take an eternity
of happiness in some other sphere to justify his
previous colonizing of the human family in this,
what warrant hav we for suppposing that the commands that are attributed to him are in any way
ethical, and why should we assume that he will do
better by us in "heaven'' than he has done on
earth T If the vice, crime, and agony that he has
made inseparable from our existence in this world
were not and· are not incompatible with his infinit
goodness, purity, and justice, what evidence hav
we that vice, crime, and agony will not be inseparable from our existence in the "world to come "T
And if a future life of happiness is the necessary
complement of the life which we lead in this world,
what is to be done for the other forms of sentient
existence which we so glibly call the "lower animals "T They hav suffered and do suffer terribly,
and need as much as does man another life in
which to receive compensation for the miseries of this.
The conception of the universe as created by an
infinitly powerful and wise god carries with it the
implication that he premeditated the vice, crime,
and agony that hav cursed all forms of life through
all the ages. What consolation or hope is there in
this for the man who wishes to lead a moral life?
On the other hand, the conception of the universe
as the resultant, in its particular manifestations,
of its own inherent, non-moral energies does not
fill the mind with despair, for it is seen that with
individual consciousness has come an ethical desire and some measure of ethical accomplishment, thus giving room for hope that as man
grows wiser he will grow better, that is, he will
more and more clearly perceive that his personal
well-bl'ing is one with the well being of his fellows,
and that the influences that reduce the sum total of
·cruelty in the world are conserving influences, as
they must be, for self-preservation is the" first law"
of all forms of life.

At Last They Notice the Charge.
It will be remembered that we hav often charged
that the attempt to introduce Christian ideas into
the laws has been productiv of corruption. In the
nature of things it could not be otherwise. In an
tLge like this, when science, historical discoveries,
and critical examination are discrediting and disproving the old theological notions, it must be taken
for granted that a large proportion of the educated
and acute men who aspire to hold public positions hav
lost faith, to a greater or less extent, in the various
dogmas of the Christian churches. It could not be
expected that these men would vote for the Christianizing of our constitutions and laws unless they
were influenced thereto in some potent way. That
way was found when Christians decided to vote for
no office seeker who would not do as they wished

him to in this matter. They told Congressmen,
when the resolution for closing the World's Fair on
Sunday was pending, that those who did not support that resolution would hear in a very unpleasant
way from their constituents on the next election
day, and to make this threat sufficiently appalling
they flaunted before the Congressmen's eyes what
were claimed to be the petitions of not less than
twenty-five million citizens in favor of that resolution. It had the desired effect and Congress hastened to do the bidding of the church and enacted
a law in the interest of the clergy.
The fraudulent nature of those petitions has been
shown scores of times, in Freethought, in secular,
and even in religious papers, but heretofore it has
been impossible to get the theocratic journals to
consider the allegations which reflected so seriously
upon the honor of the Sabbatarian leaders. They
ha.v persisted in boasting of the twenty-five
to forty millions <. f citizens who were said to
hav indorsed those petitions for Sunday closing,
but they paid no attention to the well-sustained
charge of fraud. At last, however, they hav ventured to notice the matter. For some months the
Ohristian .Reformer has quoted at length from THE
TRUTH SEEKER and lately has attempted to meet the
issues presented by this journal, in particular our
often reiterated affirmation that the effort to unite
church and state still more closely has tended to
the demoralization of politicians. It now accuses
us of obscuring the issue, saying that while we asserted that law makers " hav been bullied into voting for all sorts of unconstitutional laws, and hav
made all kinds of promises under duress of threats
of defeats in future elections if they did not giv
their public indorsement to the demands of the
theocrats," we had exclusiv reference to Sabbath
legislation. This is a mistake ; we did not hav exclusiv reference to Sabbath legislation; the theocrats hav induced the lawmakers to vote for and in
some instances to enact other unconstitutional
statutes, but we confined our exposure to the chicanery connected with the World's Fair business,
partly because the subject was one which had attracted the attention of the whole country, and
partly because there was grave reason to suppose
that more of the legislators who voted for Sunday
closing were unduly influenced by the threats of
the theocrats than were so influenced in the case of
some of the other unconstitutional enactments.
We propose to hav the Sabbatarians stick to this
question, now that they hav at this late day recognized the fact that there is a question of the genuinness of the petitions for Sunday closing. Now
we will se.e what the Ohristian Reformer has to say
in the premises :
"Reduced to its lowest terms the charge of Tlllli
TRUTH SEEKER is that certain legislators hav been
persuaded by Christians to vote for Sabbath laws.
It claims, however, that there was exaggeration as to
the number of pe(lple who wanted the World's Fair
closed on Sabbath, that in some states more people were
claimed on this side of the question than these states contained, and that this astonishing result was reached by
taking the vote both in churches, in Christian Endeavor
societies, and in other Christian associations, so that many
people would thereby be counted twice. On this point
we hav three things to say. 1. We are not sure that the
charge is true. 2. If it is true, those who gathered the
petitions and figured up the results made a mistake. If
they did thtl thing charged intentionally, we denounce it
as a stupendous fraud. Our cause needs no such methods.
8. We do not believe that any man or number of men deliberately planned any such fraud. If the nuinber of
Christians in any state who opposed the opening of the
Fair on Sabbath was overestimated, it was done by mistake, and not of set purpose. And if it was done purposely, neither Christianity nor the church is responsible
1
for it, but only the few individuals who did it."
Not only is it charged that many people were
"counted twice," but it is charged that they were
counted three, or four, or more times. The Presbyterian minister, Rev. Mr. Cross, testified before
the Congressional committee that names were
counted "three, four, or five times," as he knew.
The editor of the Ohristian .Reformer had this
statement before him at the time he wrote, for it
was in the very editorial of ours that he was criticising. Why did he ignore it? His evasiv remarks
will not dispose of the issue raised by Mr. Cross
and THE TBUTH SEEXEB.

"Not sure. that the charge is true" I "If it is
true
· it was a mistake " I Even " if it was
done purposely, neither Christianity nor the church
is responsible for it, but only the few individuals
who did it" I All this is ridiculous. These charges
hav been public property ever since the claim was
made that twenty-five millions of people had indorsed the Sunday-closing petitions. The claim
was false on its face, and every minister, paper,
and church that has countenanced the claim is responsible. It was only a few months since that the
General Assembly of the Presbyterian church,
North, solemnly declared that •• a large majority of
our American people" had "expressed" their
"convictions" in favor of the closing of the Fair
on Sunday, and there has appeared time and again
in the Ohristian .Reformer, the Ohristian Statesman, and other theocratic and Sabbatarian journals, the uncontradicted assertion that from twentyfive to forty millions of our people had so expressed
themselvs. The theocrats knew that the claim had
been disputed, knew that it had been shown that it
could not be true, knew that they had been challenged repeatedly to make good the claim and clear
themselvs from the imputation of trickery and deception. It is preposterous to say at this time that
those who gathered the petitions and figured up
the results are responsible for the fraud, "if" there
is any fraud. Of course there is fraud, and those
upon whom rests the heaviest responsibility therefor are the men and women who hav assisted in
giving circulation and credence to the monstrous
story since the heat of the conflict has cooled.
There was no possibility that the claim could be
true. Suppose that we take the smallest number
of alleged petitioners, twenty-five millions:
At the time of the World's Fair we had. populatiqn of sixty-five millions or less. Call it sixtyfive millions. The census of 1890 givs t:qe United
States families to the number 12,690,152, but we
will let it go at an even thirteen millions at the
time the Fair was held. The average number of
persons to the family is within a small fraction of
five. This would giv, in round numbers, twenty-six
millions of men and women who might hav signed
petitions From the sixty-five millions are to be
deducted the aliens who could not legally petition
and the Indians not voters. Of . the more than
seven and one-half millions of colored people how
many signed the petitions, and of the other millions of Germans and other foreign born citizens,.
how many could the Sabbatarians fairly count ont
their side? Then there were the Unitarians, the•
Advmtists, and the Freethinkers, including the·
Spiritualists, who are largely nativ Americans, andl.
who can be reckoned almost to a man for Sunday.
opening, saying nothing of the millions of the nonchurch members who take no stock in Sunday leg'islation. After all these are deducted where are1
you to find those twenty-five millions of petitionerS\
for Sunday closing! But forty millions were
claimed for a long time, and one often sees the
latter figure in Christian documents even to-day.
In the light of these facts and many more that we
hav not the space to display here what can we think
of the partisans who talk about "ifs" in trying to
dispose of the awkward charge of fraud in connection with the vote to close the World's Fair on
Sunday!

a

On the 13th of October there was unveiled at
Batavia, New York, a tablet erected in memory of
Robert Morris, the financier of the Revolution.
Nearly all of the cabinet officers were present, as
well as several state officials. Secretary Carlisle
delivered a historical address. There was a very
large concourse of people on the ground. · In
making arrangements for the ceremonies care was
taken that the two great divisions of the church
should hav an opportunity to advertise themselvs.
After the tablet was unveiled Bishop Ryan, Catholic,
delivered a prayer. AUer luncheon the exercises
were resumed at the State Park, where Bishop
Coxe, of Buffalo, the arch anti-Catholic of the state,.
said his little prayer, and" Zion Awake" was sung..
At the close of Secretary Carlisle's address Rev..
Philo G. Cook of Buftalo delivered the closing:
prayer and the benediction.
We do not know

THE TRUTH SEEK..E.R. NOVEMBER 1..0, '1894.
whether Mr. Cook is a Protestant or a Catholic, and
it does not make any difterence. The essential
truth is that all these religious services were wholly
out of place, and were ·an insult to every selfrespecting citizen, regardless ot his or her religious
belief Where church and state are separated the
clergyman has no -official functions. lte may, and
often does, usurp them, as Bishops Ryan and Coxe
and ltev. Mr. Cook did in this instance, but he is an
interloper and a mischief-maker. The Ohristian
Advocate objected when the mayor of Waterbury,
Connecticut, received a Catholic dignitary officially,
and it will now of course censure all concerned in
this affair at Batavia. If it does not, shall we not
be justified in saying that it does not mean anything
when it avows its adherence to the principle of the
separation of church and state?
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parties. It is certain that they with their fellow~
theocrats did hav their way with the politicians of
both orga~intions, and the People's party as well,
so far as the closing of the World's Fair on Sunday
was concerned, and we may be sure that they will
hav their way all the time if we do not realize that
their success means the destruction of liberty, and
The mingled stupidity and dishonesty of some fight them to the death.
propagafldists is wonderful. A society paper, in
In the Episcopal Diocesan convention Rev. Dr.
playing at drawing a contrast between the teachings
Bradley spoke of "unbiblical debauches." Preof Catholics and Protestants, says that the former
sumably he treant some other kind than the class
teach that ''God cursed the human race be01~use
of which Lot's and Noah's and the "well drunken"
1
Eve ate.' The dishonesty in this is the implication
time they had at the wedding in Cana were examples.
that the Protestants do not teach the same thing,
and the stupidity consists in supposing that anyThe second volume of Moncure D. Conway's
body will be fooled by the assertion. Of course edition of the collected works of Thomas Paine is
the trap was set to catch Freethinkers, but these out, and we hav it for sale. Price, $2.50.
know that the Protestants hold to the same belief
The Sunday-law people always walk backward. in regard to the effect of Eve's "transgression"
Lectures and Meetings.
On October 30th-31st the Pennsylvania Sabbath that Catholics do, and that the source of and authorCoL.
R. G. INGERSOLL's lecture route is as follows :
Association held a convention at Williamsport to ity for this superstition is the Bible, which the soNov. 11.............. New York Nov. 30 .... Worcester, Mass
celebrate the centennial of the Pennsylvania Sunday cieties of which the paper indicated is one of the Nov. 14 ............ A.ltoona, Pa Dec. l..New Bedford, Mass
law, which is one of the worst statutes of the kind organs are determined that the school children of Nov. 15 ......... Pittsbnrg, Pa Dec. 2........... Boston, Mass
Nov. 16 ......... Columbns, 0 Dec. 3 ....... Haverhill, Mass
that disgrace the law-books of these states. In its this country shall be compelled to study, r~gardless Nov. 17 ............. Dayton, 0 Dec. 4........... Portland, Me
call for the meeting the Association says that the of the objections of their par~nts. The same sheet Nov. 18 ....... (Cincinnati_, 0 Dec. 5 ............. Lynn, Mass
19 .......... Clevelana, 0 Dec. 6......... Concord, N. H
law in question has preserved the Sabbath for the says that the Catholic priest teaches that God made Nov.
Nov 20 ............... hJyria, 0 Dec. 7...... Manchester, N.H
people of that state during the one hundred years a forty-year-old m.an in a minute. Of course he Nov. 21 .............. Toledo, 0 Dec. B....... Brockton, Mass
22 ............. Warren, 0 Dec. 9..... Providence, R. I
now just passed.- _This amounts to a confession does, and likewise does the Protestant minister, Nov.
Nov. 23 .... Jamestown, N. Y Dec. 10 .... Fall River, Mass
that a rite of the Christian church would ha:v fallen and not an orthodox Protestant church in Chrbten- Nov. 24 .......... Bnffalo, N. Y Dec. ll.NewLondon, Conn
25 ...... Brooklyn, N. Y Dec. 16 ... Washington, D. C
into desuetude had it not been for the arm of the dom dares to put a denial of the truth of the Nov.
Nov. 26 ... Bridgeport, Oonn Dec. 17........ Richmond, Ya
· civil power, which means, again, that there is not alleged miracle in its official creed, and this society Nov. 27 ....... Holyoke, Mass Dec. 19 ... ,.Philadelphia, Pa
enough of vitality in the religion of the Nazarene paper knows it. Freethinkers will not fall into Nov. 28.... Springfield, Mass Dec 20 ....... Baltimore, Md
Nov. 29Northampton, Mass
to keep it alive; it must be artificially sustained by that trap, either.
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture engagements for the month of
constables and judges. Which means, still again,
November:
The Sunday worshipers· are working on the na- Brooklyn Philosophical Association, November 11th.
that church and state are united and that the theo.
crats rejoice that they are, despite their protesta- tion, the states; and the cities and towns. They Newark Liberal League, Sunday evening, November 11th.
Philadelphia, Pa., November 18th.
are quite rapidly adding the latter to their lists, Cincinnati, 0., November 25th.
tions t.o the contrary.
and certainly are doing very thorough work when
Dat.es are now open for engagements between Chicago
The Chicago Herald observes that while it seems they can get such ordinances as this recently and New York. Please write at once to S. P. Putnam,
234 South Water street, Chicago, Ill.
quite easy for. a few ministers to get the ear of the adopted by the council of St. Louis, Michigan :
THE Women's Liberal Leaf];ne of Philadelphia meets at
postal department at Washington and secure
''SECTION 1. No person shall keep open his or her store, 8 o'clock TneRday evenings in the Skerrett Building, N.
"instant attention," it appears "to be absolutely shop, restaurant, grocery, or other place of business, E. corner of Ridge avenue and Green street. Admission
impossible for the business men of Chicago, for pleasure, or amusement, or sell or offer for sale any free. All welcome. Program for November:
the grPat mass of the people for whose accommoda- goods, wares, or merchandise, within the corporate November 13tb-''What Some People hav Said About
limits of the city of St. Louis on the first day of the week,
the Land Question." Mrs. Burleigh.
tion the postal service is supposed to exist, and commonly called Sunday.
Radical Library open 7.30 to 10 P.M. Dues 15 cents
who pay so enormous a proportion of the general
"SEo. 2; No person shall do any manner of work, or per month.
postal revenues of the country, to get the attention take part in any sport, game, or play, or be present at
THE Manhattan Liberal Olnb meets every Friday evenof the department." The American Sentinel an- any dancing, public diversion, show, or entertainment ing in German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, New
tne
corporate
limits
of
the
city
of
St.
Louis
on
within
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for November:
swers that there are two reasons for this state of
said first day of the week."
November 9th-" Spiritualism, Tbeosophy, and Freeaffairs, one of which is "the religious prejudice of the
thought. S. P. Putnam.
Sec. 3 permits works of necessity or charity to be
officials," and the other the non-union of the busidone, and allows drugs and medicine and under••THE BmLE " is the title of the lecture that will be
ness men, who hav not yet learned to "knife at the
by Col. Robert G. Ingersrlll at the Star Theater
takers' goods to be sold, but those are the only delivered
on Sunday evening, November 11th. It was first depolls any politician or party that refuses their deprivileged· actions and commodities. The minimum livered under the auspices of the Chicago Press Club in
mands." "The political boycott is a powerful
and maximum fines are five and ten dollars, and the the great Auditorium of Chicago a few nights ago. It
created the most profound sensation of anything the
weapon and the political churches hav learned how
costs are to be added. Think of the insolence of inimitable master of. speech has uttered since he flrst
to use it.'' This is true, and we shall never be reforbidding the playing of croquet, lawn tennis, and burst like a ray of sunshine dispelling the gloom of ignospected by the political assassins of religious libnorance and blind faith. The press of Chicago united in
checkers on Sunday I Talk about trying to securE) declaring it to be Ingersoll's ~asterpiece-the ~aim, diserty until we learn to so use our votes as to retire
"rest " for the laboring people when they are fer- passionate pronouncement of JUdgment by a phllosopher
them from the turmoil and strife of public life.
a friend of humanity. He prefaced the lecture by a
bidden to do the very things that would giv them and
characteristic explanation, as follows: "I hav long
rest I Who is so blind as not to see that the whole thought that somebody ought to tell the truth about the
Cr~dit should be given to the editor of the TestiBut I knew that tbe politicians dared not; they
business is a scheme to make life so dreary on Sun- Bible.
would lose their election. Ministers dare not; they
mony, a Sabbatarian paper of Buffalo, for telling
day that the people will be forced, in sheer ennui, would be driven from their pulpits. Editors dare not;
the truth when it reflected on his fellow-Christians.
the:y would lose their circulation. Professo.rs would lose
to go to church? Where is this thing to end T
theu positionl!; society men would lose tbeu caste; merHe is evidently not a thick-and-thin partisan, and
chants would lose trade. So, having the leisure and the
his honorable action is a lesson to all reformers,
A movement is on foot in Illinois to organize inclination, I thought I would attend trl the matter my.particularly to those who think that it is an unfor11elf." His lecture is a serious analysi!l of the Bible, and
wha.t its projectors are pleased to call a good citi- he maintains vigorously throughout 1ts theme: "In the
givable offense to criticise one's fellow-workers.
zenship political party. The Christian Endeavor nature of things there can be no evidence to establish the
He liad read in the writings of "a Boston theoclaim of inspiration." The climax of interest in the lectSociety, with a membership of forty-five thousand, ure was reached when after he had exhanstivly enumerlogian and historian" this quotation ·from the
is the originator of the scheme. To these hav been ated the wrongs to h11manity that I?-av be~n done. in the
" Table Talk " of Martin Luther :
of Chirst he declared that "If Chr1Bt was m fact
joined the Epworth League with thirty thousand name
God he knew all the future. Why did he go dumbly to
"If anywhere anyone set up the day on a Jewish
and the Baptist Young People's Society with ten his death, leaving the world to misery and to doubt? I
foundation to be observed for the day's sake, then I comwill tell yon why. He was a man, and did not know."
mand yon to work on it, to ride on it, to feast on it, to thousand The leaders think that they will absorb The Times said: "When Mr. Ingersoll reached the
dance on it, to do anything whereby this encroachment the Prohibition party and that they can secure the words 'He did not know,' a great sigh went up from the
on Christian liberty may be removed."
assistance of the Catholics, thus enabling them to audience. There was an instant's silence and then a
storm of applause that rose and surged and echoed from
In seeking to verify this quotation the editor of wipe out the liquor traffic at once. All this shows stage to topmost gallery. The hand-clapping died away,
the Testimony purchased successivly three editions us how rapidly we are approaching the time when then rose again· this time a great burst of cheering accompanied it. '. · · Ingersoll, like his hearers, knew
of the "Table Talk," edited by three clergymen, of political issues will be decided on religious grounds, that he had just achieved one of the great triumphs of a
different sects. He found that each minister had the time when secular political parties will hav be- life that has been crowned with triumph£~. Men who hav
him time and again in the years past shook their
omitted some things that would tell against his come religious political parties, and Christ will be heard
heads gravely aud said he had never done anything so
own sect, and all had left out the above quotation. king, a.s Miss Willard says, of our " camps and masterful, so superb, and so full of resistless eloquence."
the lecture, Colonel Ingersoll called upon
The editor also read quotations from the prose courts.'' The Prohibition party is the one that we Throughout
the clergy to attempt to dispute any of his statements,
works of Milton which were against Sunday ob- should naturally expect would be tee first to under- and it is quite likely that some of them will respond with
servance and the doctrin of the trinity. Consult- go this transformation, because it has a less num- the usual result, after he is safely aw~y. <:!olonel Ingersoll h118 determined to do more lectnrmg th1s season than
ing an edition of Milton's works, he found these ber of secular garments to doff than any of the UBnal. His plans include a brief Western trip this month,
things carefully excluded, and " the learned editor, others. The Oongregationalist thinks that with a tour of New England in December, an extended West·
ern trip in January, and a season in the South in Februthe 'pious doctor of divinity,' coolly informs the concert of action the Christian Endeavorers should ary. C. A. Davis o~ 1293 Broadway, has charge of tbe
1
reader that he omitted tb~§~ ~hin~s l;>eQ!''qS.@ blld he be able to control the politi<l!l of both the old Colonel's lecture ous111ess,
lived in our day he would hav been as much
ashamad of such opinions as we, or words to that
effect." All of which is commended to the careful
consideration of the good Christian gentlemen who
got up the stuffed 'petitions for the closing of the
World1s Fair on Sunday.
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Obse"ations.
A gentleman of the name of Thomas A. Janvier,
writing a book just published by the Harper's, and
called "In Old New York," givs a "glimpse" of
Thomas Paine. He himself did not see Mr. Paine,
but his "informant" did, and Janvier solemnly reproduces the picture. It was in 1809, when Paine
lived in a house in Herring street which is now 293
Bleecker. The description is as follows:
The sash was raised and a small table or stand was placed
before him with an open book upon it which he appeared
to be reading. He had his spectacles on, his left elbow
rested upon the table or stand, and his chin rested between the thumb and fingers of his hand; his right hand
lay upon his book, and a decanter containing liquor of
the color of rum or brandy was standing next to his book
or beyond it.
The informant might hav done better than that.
Provided he possessed any imagination whatever, a
slight exercise of its powers should hav enabled
him to say that one foot which Paine had elevated
to an adjacent mantelpiece was seen to be cloven,
although his shoemaker had endeavored to disguise
the deformity; that, coiled about the back of his
chair, and only partially concealed by the long coat
which he wore, was a diabolical tail with a notable
barb at the end; and that a pair of horns were visible through the locks of hair now thinned by age.
That was the popular conception in religious circles of Paine's appearance at the period mentioned,
and if Mr. Janvier had s~en fit to giv the story
these few additional touches it would be picturesque enough for the use of Sunday-schools. Di ciples of Paine may say that the decanter contained
only cold tea, or hard cider at the strongest, but
the hoofs, horns, and tail could not, I apprehend,
be disposed of quite so flippantly.
I hav made a few notes on the campaign we are
now sustaining which I will here introduce. I write
this too early to announce the result of the election,
but that is not of importance except to those who
hav bets on it or are running for office. If any
rascals hav been turned out, we may still sleep
peacefully at night, calmed by the certainty that
greater ones hav been turned in.
Note 1. The campaign has not been without
features of distinguished die. The women hav
been in it to such an extent that even those who
wore bloomers hav had to hold them up; and as
has been noted by several persons, the ministers
talked politics while the politicians were sermonizing. Parson Parkhurst, who preached against the
proposed constitutional amendment providing for
woman suffrage, has, to use a scriptural phrase,
plowed with the heifers to overthrow the Tammany
Samson. He was not short-sighted enough to
appeal to women's intelligence as it might be exercised at the polls. Heads is not what he wins on.
He prefers the Delilah method to that which we
may imagin would hav been favored by Hypatia.
His trick has been barred out of the prize-ring, but
is still, I believe, regarded as legitimate by the
clergy.
Note 2. As I make out the issue of the campaign
in New York, it is a question of legal or illegal robbery-whether protection money shall be paid to the
poor devils- in policemen's clothes, or whether it
shall go "higher up." It is a question whether it
is more economical to giv a patrolman a dollar or
to pay the taxgather, the license clerk, or the police
justice from two to ten. Some prefer to giv alms
with their own hand rather .than through a charity
organization, or to assist the heathen round about
them instead of making their contributions to a
missionary society for tranmission abroad. On the
same principle they like to conduct their own
affairs without the too officious interference of a
body of politicians designating themselvs the state.
The investigations by a committee of senators
headed by Senator Lexow is one phase of the problem. It is a suit brought to determin whether all the
perquisite, or what is vulgarly called the "boodle,"
of New York city offices shall be retained by their
local incumbents or be distributed among the senators and members of the assembly. The corruption known to exist has been unveiled, as might be
expected, but if a committee from the police department should investigate the senators, the only
difference, I take it, would be in the size of the
game.
Note 3. As usual, there is great activity among
the hunters after mercenary voters, that is, the povertycstricken citizens who sell their votes for a few
dollars. They ought to go "higher up" in this matter. Nobody believes that our state senators and
assemblymen are pure or that corporations hav no
influence on legislation. It is charged that even
members of the Lexow committee hav been the
attorneys for railroads at Albany. Half the country
is convinced that votes of United States senators

hav been bought with the money of sugar trusts,
while it is a chestnut to describe the president as a
tool of Wall street. I presume that all the charges
are true. Officials who offer no resistance to the
demands of religious hypocrisy, who hav not back·
bone enough to bar the door a~ainst r~ligious
thieves, moral prudes, and theocratic conspirators,
would not naturally possess sufficient moral courage
to decline to be bribed. Having parted with their
manhood, they might as well sacrifice their honesty
too, and let the tail go with the hide. Meanwhile
they may divert public attention from their own
rascality by passing and amending laws to jail the
voter who disposes of his political influence for two
dollars and a half.
Note 4. There are picturesque features, too,
that should be kept in sight. The other night a
political orator of New York named Wetmore, in
predicting the defeat of the other party, delivered
himself thus :
For it is coming. You can hear it in the air. From
the dark forests and mountains of the North, from the
hill-embosomed lakes of the South-from the green waters
of Niagara to where our own bay· opens her beautiful
arms to welcome the world, from the workshop and the
home, from the lonely farm and the teeming city-louder
and louder comes the sound of a people arousing in their
wrath. Let vice shrink in its dens and wickedness tremble in its parlors, for the day of the Lord is at hand.
Over base intriguer and truckling politician, over perjured officer and thieving ruffian, the flood shall roll and
bury them so deep that never again shall they rise in
public life-not even when the political seas giv up their
·
dead.
That is fine and should hav been produced earlier
in the campaign for general use throughout the
country. It would sound as well in the mouth of
any other party orator as it did in Mr. Wetmore's;
but it will be as applicable next year as this. The
wave of indignation has the same periodicity as the
election, and is always to be remarked at this·season of the year. It is a deplorable fact, though,
that the base intriguer, the truckling politician, the
thieving ruffian, and the rest of them know how
to swim.
Note 5. The sporting gentlemen who run horses
for the purpose of betting on their speed adjourned
business about the middle of last week in order to
lay their money on the candidates. These fellows,
however, are no more than chubbers when their
stakes are compared with those of the plunging
senators, representative, and other officials who
make and enforce laws against gambling. As a
sporting event, an election is second in interest
only to an- encounter between eminent pugilists.
The members of the Epworth League must be a
highly imprePRionable lot of young people. At one
of their late conventions in the West, as rEported
by a local paper, Dr. Berry, editor of the Epworth
Herald, sang a song of which the refrain is,
When the roll is called up yonder
I'll be there,
and the audience we:at wild. There was surging,
and shouting, and other wild demonstrations. In
fact, the reporter avers that "the effect was electrical." If Dr. Berry, in addition to saying that
when the roll was called he would be there, had
assured his listeners that he intended to stay all
night, there is reason for inferring that asylums
could not contain the lunatics he would hav made.
I suspect that about one-half of the thoughtful
people of the civilized world hav either written
"poetry," attempted to do so, or wished that they
could. What proportion of these hav ever paused
to inquire whether, before making verses, it is useful to learn anything about the art, I will not giv a
guess. I estimate the percentage to be small,
though, because so much so-called poetry proves
its authors' neglect of such study. Yet nearly all
the school grammars contain lessons on prosody,
and a brief survey of any of these would enable the
student to see that verse, like arithmetic, has rules;
that it is as necessary to measure the lines of a
poem as the several legs of a table, and that, like a
yardstick, it is· composed of feet. During my service as a printer I hav been more or less troubled
by persons who paid no attention to these facts.
They of course knew that in figuring they nlust
giv a proper value to numbers, and that a house
could not be built by inspiration, but they took no
advantage of such knowledge when planning and
erecting their poems. They were careful enough
that there should be something like a correspondence of sound in the terminal words or syllables of
their lines, thus providing for the rhyme; and that
seemed to satisfy many of them. Others, I observed, had counted their syllables, undel" the delusion, apparently, . that nothing more was needed.
Now, if the rhymers will get their grammars and
turn to the lessons on Prosody, they will perceive
that a verse (and verse means line) is divisible into

sections or feet, and that the words or syllables in
these sections hav a certain relation to one another
with respect to number and length. It may be im.
agined that the lines given by the grammarian as
examples were cut up in that way just for fun, or
to show what could be done with those particular
verses, but neither theory would be the right one ;
the truth being that all poetry must be susceptible
of similar treatment. It is an oversight of the
grammarian that no hint of this is given, and I hav
a few specimens that will serve to prove how reckless writers are of the same fact. These specimens
were withheld from publication out of regard for
their authors. I will apply the dividing or " scanning" process to a line or two and see how they
come out. A young writer begins his poem thus:
I wish I was a man like papa,
And educated, too;
I'd buckle on my sword and shield
And bravely march right through.
The first line scans as follows :
1. I wish I I was I a man I like pa- I pa,
The grammarian calls that meter "hypercatalectic,"
because it has a syllable hanging over the end of
the line. Take the next:
2. And ed- I uca- I ted, too ;
Pure iambic, and above criticism; but look at the
line which is to be read to correspond with line 1:
8. rd buck- lie on 1my sword 1and shield
My son, your third line is short. It must hav es•
caped from some other poem. Now for the fourth:
4. And brave- lly march I right through.
But you can't keep step with those two long fellows
there at the end. The " ted" in line 2 only serves
to mark time, but "right" is a full step in itself.
Oompare the first with the closing stanza, which is
as follows, scanned to avoid repetition :
1. rd plant 1 its glo- I rious ban I ner
2. On some I sublime I bight,
8. And un I to all I the world I let it be
4. A gnid- I ing star I a shin I ing light.
Observe that "bight," a long syllable, stands alone
in line 2. Then see the group of particles at the
end of the next, and note that line 4 has an extra
foot as compared with No.2, which has but three,
and one a game foot at that. Let's even things up
if we can:
rd plant its glorious banner
On more than Alpine bight,
To be to all the people
A burning, shining light.
It is not good poetry yet, but it can be depended
upon to stand the stress of voice. n my young
friend has a notion of music he will find it advantageous to tinker his lines until he can sing them to
some tune without slurring· the words or putting
in extra notes. They will then be mechanically correlit. Furthermore, if the author of the lines below
will not take offense, I would suggest that he apply
the same test to his verses. This stanza is from a
hymn designed, says the writer, to be sung to the
air of the "Sweet By-and-Bye." It will illustrate
to the reader how the lyrical calipers giv the ruleo'-thumb poet away. Let somebody pitch the tune
and we will proceed:
The satisfaction in living a noble life
Excels every future promis,
And rewards us in meeting every strifeThe highest theme of nature, the father.
Not pausing to inquire why the writer failed to
chuck in the adverb "rather" as a terminating
word for his second line, to rhyme with " father "
in tJ:te fourth, it is proper to point out that words
to fit the music of the "Sweet By and Bye" must
hav anapestic feet, that is, three syllables--two
short and a long one-to wit:
There's a land I that is fair· I er than day.
But the line," The satisfaction in living a noble life,"
could not be cut up in that shape with an ax, nor
could any of the others in the stanza. Nevertheless,
if you don't write it that way it won't go. The
rules of prosody are ossified. The throb of rhythm
is as regular as the ticking of a clock. No ~me but
Walt Whitman was ever permitted to write poetry
in prose paragraphs indented like those of a catalog.
A religious paper, the Star of Bethlehem, published at Leeds, York county, England, is accredited
with the following item of news about the late railroad strike:
A big revolution is now going on in the United States
of America, and there is little doubt that the government
will be defeated. The dictator, Debs, has been driven
from his palace, and he and his wife are now hiding in
the mountains. The greatest trouble has been experienced in the capital of Chicago, where Grover Cleveland
has obtained complete control The railroad at that
place has been torn np and thrown into the Mississippi
river, and the stock yard has been razed to the ground.
It will be apparent to American readers that the
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defe_ctiv. If the_ foregoing clipping may be accepted
as nghtly showmg how short our English brethren
are .on information regarding American institutions
and geography, the editor of the London Freethinker may be let off with a light sentence for
elaborating Ala. into Alaska, and locating Montgomery, Alabama, four thousand miles or so from
where it really is. And we are not prepared to
throw stones, either. The other day a nativ of
Maine applied for registration in New York as a
voter, and the intelligent inspector demanded his
naturalization papers.
GEo. E. MAcDoNALD.

The Freethinkers' National Congress.

Among the letters read at the C~ngress of Freethinkers held in Chicago October 26th, 27th, and
28th, was the following from Katie Kehm Smith,
secretary of the Oregon State Secular Union:
SECULAR SUNDAY•SCHOOLS.

It was only by great effort, expense, and thoughtful

care that immense palms and other matured trees were
taken from their nativ soil to the Oolumbian Exposition,
and to make them liv, thrive, and look natural in a climate unnatural to them required further theughtful care
and large expense.
It included providing those conditions of soil, heat,
moisture, etc., which the nature of .the particular trees
required.
The l'luooess of transplanting trees involved a thorough
knowledge of their natural requirements, a plan for ar·
ti:ficially providing those requirements, and skillful hand·
ling.
·
Take away the conditions necessary to make the trees
flourish at Ohicago, and nature would assert herself in
the withered leaves and subsequent decay of branch and
trunk.
Oould the seed hav been planted, or even the young
tree set out there, and thus been gradually acclimated,
it might hav flourished with less artificial assistance. In
other words, the tree would flourish because it had been
so developed that it had within it those essentials to make
it liv and grow in a different climate, still retaining its
nativ peculiarities.
Nearly every Person has had sufficient experience in
horticulture or floriculture to know that the seed or the
youn~ plant can be better developed, and with Jess care
and expense, tba.n the plant or tree which has reached
or is nearing maturity.
·
The commonest man or woman knows that what I hav
said of trees is true.
When I apply nature's laws to the cultivation of trees,
or improving the breed of cattle, they listen, think, and
understand, but when I undertake to tell them that children are like trees and cattle and can be stunted by bad
conditions, or improved by good ones, they will not listen, will not think, and will not understand. Their
religion has settled the fate of children. God sent them
as they are; perfect or imperfect, blind, deaf, dumb, or
crippled, it is God's will, and investigation is useless.
Yet just as surely as what I hav said of the vegetable
and animal kingdom is true, so is it true of the development or molding of the minds of the human family.
Men and women are the matured trees. Heredity,
temperament. environment, education hav molded their
minds, shaped their bodies. and so :fixed their ideas that
it requires a tremendous effort to chan~e them, not only
a tremendous effort, but a continuous effort.
How different the child· mind. The child-mind is but
a twig, and the twig is easily bent.
The most important question, then, before us as Secularists is: Shall we bend the twigs, or let Ohristians
bend them? Shall we continue our e:fforts to transplant
the matured trees? Shall we devote our energies, our
time, and' our money to changing the minds of men and
women, or shall we devote them to shaping the minds of
children?
If we shaPe the child, we will hav no adult to change.
Is it not time that we comprehend the meaning of the
priest's words, "Giv me the child until he is twelve years
of age and he will never depart from the faith?"
What do these words mean, and what can we learn
from them? They mean that priests learned long_ ago
the best method of propagating their religion. They
hav learned by experience that if they plant the seed,
the harvest is theirs; that a plastic mind is easily molded,
and when once it has imbibed their teachings, so long as
the child livs its mind will revert to its :first training.
The priest realizes that it is just as easy to instill into
the child's mind error, as it is truth; that it is not capa·
ble of distinguishing the true from the false, and if, day
after day and year after year, it imbibes superstition,
and is placed where it can hear nothing but such teachings, of course it is true that it will likely "never depart
from the faith."
With this end in view priest and preacher hav left
nothing undone to provide society and entertainment for
the young, as the Young Men's Ohristian Association,
the Youn~ Woman's Ohristian ABSociation, the Society
of Ohristian Endeavor, the Young People's Guild, the
Young People's Prayer Meeting, the Young Men's Institute, the Boy's and Girl's Brigade, the Ohristian Sunday-schools, and even the Baby's branch of the Ohristian Ohurch, will testify.
While Secularists hav been trying to transplant ma·
tured minds, Ohristians, by means of these societies, hav
taken advantage of the· social nature of children, and provided attractiv entertainments for them, knowing that if
they succeed in drawing the children into their fold, the
parents would naturally follow.
The social part of their meetings is the drapery ever
hiding the ugly skeleton of their religion. It is a kind
of perfume which overcomes the noxious smell of their
decaying creeds, It is the paint and powder which covers
the deceitful face of superstition and givs to it the appearance of health and beauty.
Even Secularists are caught in these Ohristian webs,
and permit their children to be oaught, too, thinking and
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saying: "Oh, well, I don't think it will do them much one years of age, it is expected that they will be able to
harm, and it is a way for them to get into society."
:find the answers themselvs, and thus there will be room
Is it true that it will not do them much harm? Would for more thorough discussion of the question than if the
you say it will do your child no harm to be taught a false- answers were furnished.
·
hood? Will it do him no harm to be taught that the
The next group is called the "Progressiv Bible Olass,"
Bible _God, the devil, heaven, and hell are facts, when composed of those over twenty-one years, who choose
there IS absolutely no proof of their existence? Will it any subject they wish for discUSBion, or they read and disdo him no harm to be taught to aek Jesus for help, when cnss the Koran, the Bible, or any of the other so-called
·
it cannot be proven that Jesus ever helped anybody? sacred writings.
Will it do him no harm to be taught that a good God could
All Secular Sunday-schools hav the same opening and
be the author of so many ridiculous and bad things as are closing songs, read the same concert poem-all of which,
credited to him in the Bible? Will it do him no harm to be with the leBBons, constitution, and by-laws, etc., are furtaught that the many unreasonable, unnatural, and im- nished by the Oregon State Secular Union. About
possible statements and stories found in the Bible are twenty minutes are allowed for lessons; then comes aretrue, when all experience and science proves them t.o be view of lessons by the superintendent; then a calisthenic
false? Is it best to teach him to do right throu~h fear of drill, followed by recitations, songs, essays, etc.; the
hell and hope of heaven, or to do right because 1t is right exerciaes concluding with a military drill in which flags
to do right?
are used instead of guns.
The members of the different groups are to be provided
. You know very well that every wrong idea or impresSIOn that your child gets will in some way affect his con- with badges, at the side of each group being a banner
duct, to his injury.
with the name of the group and the portrait of the person
Now, why should you send your children to these after whom it is named. The kindergarten group will
schools, where faith is valued higher than facish· where wear white badges, their banner containing the name and
emotions are appealed to and reason ignored· w ere all portrait of Frederick Froebel; the second group will
the teachings, songs, pictures, and prayers naturally wear blue badges and their .banner hav on it the name
and portrait of Susan H. Wixon, and so on.
tend to destroy reason and nourish faith?
Examin the lesson leaflets or catechism. The foundaThe calisthenic and military drills, conducted with
tion of these is the Bible, which the children are told is vim, are especially attractiv to the children, but we aim
the inspired word of God.
to make everything so simple and so interesting that the
The :first thing the child is taught is that God made him, children will tease to come to our Secular Sunday-school,
Each Sunday-school will hav its own library and muand made him expressly to glorify his name; that the
highest good in this world,is, therefore, to work for God. seum, and many of the lessons are written about the
These lessons teach the child of Bible heroes and hero ins minerals, insects, and flowers which the museum contains.
and hold them up as shining examples of God's chose~
It is true that our schools involve labor, thought, and
people, and yet these same men and women would not be some expense, but it is the planting of seeds and twigstolerated in respectable society of to-day.
less labor, less thou~ht, and laBS expense than transplantWhy tio the Ohristians not teach in their Sunday- ing matured trees, and there is more certainty of perma·
schools something useful and sensible? Something that. nent success.
will awaken thought or develop reason? Why do they
Every child stopped on the road to superstition, and
not teach things which pertain to this world, to the good, turned into our schools, is a "stitch in time." It will
the true, and beautiful of earth; of the sweet here and not cost half as much to start him right as it will to get
now instead of the sweet by-and-by; of our relations to him right after he is grown.
There is not much labor, however, for those who conone another instead of to the gods; of how we must liv in
harmony with nature's laws if we woUld hav health and duct the schools, as all the paraphernalia 'is furnished by
the Oregon State Secular Union, just as the Ohristian
happiness, instead of praying for these things?
·
The teachings of the Ohristian Sunday-schools are for Sunday-schools are supplied from headquarters.
The real labor is in the preparation of the lessons,
the most part foolish notions on the origin and purposes
of life, and deal with subjects concerning which we know which, so far as this state is concerned, has been done by
absolutely nothing, namely, of God and a future life. myself and Mr. Smith, for, after a thorough inv&stigation,
The welfare of the body is lost sight of in their anxiety the executiY committee of the Oregon State Secular
Union was unable to :find any lessons published that were
for the welfare of something or nothing called the soul.
Is it possible that clouding the tender mind of the child suitably arranged, or that contained the subject matter
with error will do it no harm?
which it was desired to.introduce into our schools.
We are confident that the organization of Secular
Are there not enough known facts to teach our children
that would interest and benefit them? Oannot children Sunday-schools on these or similar lines is the simplest,
be brought together on Sunday and hav a good time, and surest, and quickest way to reach the young, and cut off
the supply which supports Ohristio.n superstitions.
bE' taught truth and sense instead of lies and nonsense?
Is this work not worth our united effort? Shall we not
Is there anything more important for us to do than to
provide a place for our children where their minds will dev.ote more time to childrent instead of nll our time to
be free from such detrimental environments? Hav we grown people? Shall we not De more and more construcnot too long been permitting priest 1\nd preacher to bend tiv in our work? Is it not best everytime we pull up a
weed of superstition, to then and there plant in its place
the twigs?
· It is only natural that children should want society, a seed of ~ruth? Will we remember that just as true as
and they Will hav it. It is right that they should super11tition is born in man, so it must be bred and eduhav it. The social nature in them was not born of cated out of him?
The Secularists of Oregon answer in the affirmativ, and
the Ohristian reli~on or any other religion. It is
as natural as the singing of the birds or the unfolding invite the cooperation of Secularists everywhere in this
of the bud into blossom. Ohristians hav taken advantage necessary, aggressiv, and fruitful work.
KATIE KEHM SMITH,
of this part of human nature in all their organizations,
Sec. Oregon State Secular Union.
and it is for this reason that they hav been tmccessful.
Would we, as Secularists, hav equal success? Then let
us be wise and learn although from the enemy. We
The committee on resolutions, of which E. M.
know that human nature cannot be entirely changed in a
day nor yet a year. Indeed we would not, if we could, Macdonald, Franklin Steiner, Mrs. M. A. Freeman,
educate out of men and women that desire to mingle to- John Mahara, and W. Bogard were members, regether and cultivate the social side of life.
ported the following, which were adopted:
The most important thing for us to do is to unite our
CHUJIOH TAXATION.
strength, our forces, and supplant Ohristian young peoResolved, That the exemption from taxation of over
ple's societies and Sunday-schools with similar organizations controled by and in the interest of Secularism. two thousand million dollars' worth of church property
The secular Sunday-school must supplant the Ohristian in the United States, which property is constantly
Sunday-school if we would hav the child's mind rightly increasing in value while a large portion of it is used
for business and not religious purposes, from which
developed.
The future of Secularism depends upon the Secular the churches derive a vast revenue, is a most danSunday-schooL As the Ohril!ltian Snnday-schoo1s are the ~rerous and unjust form of class legislatiOn, contrary to the
nurseries where are trained the future workers for the Constitution of the United States, which declares the
cause of Jesus, so the secular Sunday-schools must be the equal rights of all and special privileges to none. The
nurseries where will be trained the future workers for churches are protected by the government in their rights
the cause of science and humanity. Nor does it require of property, the religious freedom of every citizen is
a vast amount of care, time, or money. The success of guaranteed, and for these benefits, if for no other reason,
the Ohristian Sunday-schools is the result, :first, of a churches should contribute their just share to the bursplendid working system, evolved from :years of ex- dens of taxation. To exempt churches on any ground
perience, and second, the simple manner m which the whatsoever is a violation of the rights of all, compels the
non-Obristian to support a religion in which he does not
paraphernalia is arranged.
Anyone who can read the English language and who believe, and therefore makes the churches a standing
will giv sufficient time and energy to the work can con- monument of injustice fraud, and tyranny. Against
duct a Ohristian Sunday-sohool; and we must hav our this gigantic wrong the Freethinkers of Amer!ca protest.
SABBATH LEGISLATION.
paraphernalia so systematized, our instructions so plain,
Resolved, That the attempt to enforce the observance
that any Secularist who can read and who is sufficiently
of the Ohristian Sabbath by legislativ enactments, or b,v
energetic can conduct a Secular Sunday-school.
The Secularists of Oregon hav made an effort in this the revival of ancient laws which are practically a dead
direction, and while our system may not yet be perfect, letter on the statute books, is a most unwarranted attack
yet it is working so admirably that we believe it is on the upon the liberties of the American citizen. The Ohristian
Sabbath is an ecclesiastical institution, and is solely for
road to perfection.
The ideas involved in all our work are, First, to make the benefit of the churches, and not the people. The
it as simple as possible, so that the child can easily grasp maintenance of the Sabbath by the power of government
its meaning; and second, to make it as attractiv as pos- is a fruitful source of oppression and persecution. Good
citizens, for no other reason than that they believe in and
sible, so that the child will be happy in the work.
The play instinct is natural to every child; therefore obey the Bible, are torn from their homes, are dragged
the younger the child, the more play we seea: to bring ·to the prison house, are sent into exile, are stripPed of
into its work. For the :first ~roup, then, we hav adopted their property by these iniquitous Sabbatll-laws. We dekindergarten work and teaching by means of objects, and mand the repeal of all these laws, which are a relic of
all children from the ages of four to nine are included in superstition unfounded even upon the Ohristian religion
itself, and tile only effect of which is to increase the desthis group.
The second group is provided with leBBon leaves which potic authority of th8 clergy.
We demand that every citizen shall decide for himself
contain ten questions and answers. These lessons are on
subjects which pertain to this world, alternating lessons which day he shall keep holy, or on which day he shall
on ethical subjects with those on science or perhaps the rest from his labors. The interference of the ~overn
life of some poet, historian, or inventor. These lessons ment in a matter which alone concerns the indiVIdual is
contain what we call a "Oonoert Gem of Thought," contrary to every democratic principle, and subversiv of
which all the members of the group recite in concert. personal liberty, and all Sabbath laws of any kind whatThey also contain a "Thought to be Remembered," as, soever should be persistently and unflinchingly opposed
"A1ittle b,elp is worth a deal of pity," each lesson having by every true American.
COMMON SCHOOLS.
a di:fferent thought for each pupil
Resolved, That the common school system of the
For the third group :five questions without answers are
provided. These being for pupils f.rom :fifteen to twenty- American republio is the bulwarlt of free institutions;
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Wishing the Federation and Union the great succe~s t;ey de· Christianity. They are bound to damn in this life
serve, I am,
Yours fraterna.lly,
G. G. &ox.
all who obey not their will, as they believe God will
in
the next those who are disobedient to him.
Ernest Mendum wrote:
.
A belief in a God, a ruler of the univetse; who
BosToN, Oct. 24. 1894•
To tbe Friends and Delegates to the Annual Congress of Free- rewards obedience and punishes disobedience is, in
thinkers, Greeting:
·
d
The Boston Investtgator is pledged to the work you hav 1n h~n · my judgment; the foundation of all religious superFor over sixty years it has waged uninterrupt!l~ warfare agam~t stition, hence the first and most important work
ecclesiastical tyranny and all forms of superst.ItiOn.. On the um in the line of liberalizing the minds of the people
versa.l acceptance of the Nine Dema~ds of L1berah•m restP the is to eradicate the god idea-root and ·branch.
welfare of this nation If this republio i! to Pnilure the church
must take its hands off our throats and out of our pockets. Re- This is a difficult and thankless task, and can 'be
ligion must be divorced from the government, an~ people ~ust accomplished only by patient work, sound ·log!c,
learn that true salva' inn comes more from the forb1Jd"n frn 1 t of familiarizing the mind with- the facts and theones
the tree of knowledge than through"' the blood.of thb lamb"
Your work has the inspiration of justice, hbe~ty, a~d truth. of evolution, the correlation of forces, the natural
May harmony and wisdom characteriz:e your delibe!at10ns, and combinations of matter in accord with inherent ,
may the result of your convention be an rmpetus to radiCal thought
that shall stir this country to better things f om center to circum- qualities; in fact, the naturalness of the world and
ference
EBNl!:Sr MumUM. its inhabitants, with no. dependence upon any external ruler, 9r governor, or first cause, or. oversoul,
Other letters were read making suggestions on or any other modification of the God 1dea. All
organization and publications, but the Congress, these fetishes we worship come alone from the
while regarding all of these as good, seemed to child-condition of the human brain, that has not
Resolved, That the pr=:iion by t~e United B~tes consider their adoption impracticable at present, yet outgrown the demand for a Santa Claus, or
government of citizens for sending portions of the Bibl~ and took no action thereon.
what is equally a myth-a God.
through the mails is an example of the grossest tyranny,
The concluding portion of the Congre.ss was a . The plane of authority is a natural one. The
and is a direct blow against free speech and a free press.
If, for the Pake of wreaking their vengeanc~ on an honest succession of speeches. Saturday evenmg Mes- child in its development must take itlil parents' and
Freethinker the churches through the phant power of dames Ames and Roberts interested the audience, teachers' word as authoritative. As manhood is
a corrupt an'd cowardly jn'dioiary, are wi.llil!g to declare the former endeavoring to answer the question, "Is
their own sacred book 110 obscene t~a~ It. IS D!J-fit t<? be the Spirit of the Age a New One!" the latter with reached that condition is outgrown, and the demands of reason must be met, facts must be proven
sent through the mails,. we will n,o~ JOin m this unJust
crusade. Let the shame and the dl!lgraoe fall np!>n the some "Thoughts on Hell." The Rev. Mr. Chunn, by demonstration.
Ohristian churches themselvs. We defend the rig~t of who was scheduled to appear at this session, wrote
The last faculties of the human brain to reach
every man to utter his honest thought~ to speak It, to that he could not keep his appointmen~.
maturity-a ripe development-are the reasoning
write it and to send it through the mails; and a~y_law
Sunday morning Franklin Steiner discoursed on faculties. What is true of the individual is true of
which prevents this is solely for the purpose of rel1g1!lns
persecution and not for the advancement of morahty. "The Struggle for Religious Liberty," making a races. When the manhood plane is reached in the
We demand that all snob laws be at once repealed. T~ey good speech, which will be utilized by the two or- evolution of humanity, all beliefs that cannot admit
are for the despotism of religion, and not for the pnnty ganizations in their political work this year. He
of demonstration will be relegated to the chambers
of the people.
was followed by Dr. Juliet Severance on " Our of rejected superstitions.
·
WOMAN'S RIGHTS.
If, as I claim, the God idea is the basis of all suResolved That the principle of equal rights and Work: How Shall We Best Carry It Forward 1"
impartial liberty affirms that woman is in .every r~~~eot She said in part :
perstition, once remove that a:rid the superstructhe equal of man, that she has .the s~~e right t~ life,
ture builded thereon will surely fall to the ground.
liberty and the pursuit of bapptneBB, the same right to
1 he distinctiv work of the Secular Union is to Holy days, prayers, religious feasts and fastings,
develop her own being to the utmost of her power1 ~nd
to be untrammeled in every department of h~man actiVIty. educate the public mind in those principles of lib- will be rfplaced by scientific education and demonA government whose just powers are deriv~d from the erty and equality clearly set forth by the Declara- strat~ d facts.
consent of the governed must be representativ of woman tion of Independence and the Constitution of the
To bring this happy state to mankind will require
as well as of man. A government of the people, by t!Ie United States.
heroic
endeavor. The church is bent on subjugatpeople, and for the people does not exclude fr<?m Its
Little by little, in various ways, through state ing the people to her power. She has marshaled
citizenship one-half of the people. The Deola!at10n of
Independence is for woman as well as for man; IS for her legislation, has religious liberty been invaded. At the women of the nation (a power Liberals too
liberty, her honor, her adva~~;oement, and he~ moral, the present time, in seven states the testimony of an little appreciate) under her _banner, and "the Wosocial, legal, and political elevatiOn. ~e ~reethmkers of
America are committed to the emancipatiOn of woman Infidel will not be taken in a court of justice. For men's Christian Temperance Union," says its presifrom the bondage degradation, and infamy imposed upon example, I may see my son murdered, my daughter dent, Miss FrancesE Willard," local, state, national,
her by the barba;ous theologies of a past age, and would ravished, my home laid in ashes, yet because I can- world-wide, has one vital organic thought, one abendow her with every right possessed by any human not believe in a God my testimony is refu• ed, while sorbing purpose, one undying enthusiasm ; it is that
being.
that of any criminal, even a murderer, will be re- Christ shall be this world's king, king of its courts,
METHOD OF WORK.
Resolved That in our contest for the principles of ceived if he first swears he believes in a God-and its camps, and its commerce, king of its colleges,
Freethonght we do not war upon persons; we ~o. not war most criminals do so believe.
and its cloisters; king of its customs. and its conwith any man or woman on a'!oon!lt o! a~y rehgi?ns beWe are all taxed for the support of religion stitutions. · · · Concerning the pllitform of our
lief; we war with systems, with mstitnhons which are agains~ the express spirit and letter of the Constinext national Prohibition convention, I am content
committed to the enslavement of the human race. We
affirm the largest intellectual charity, and we do not tution, for the hundreds of millions of church prop- to leave it substantially as it is, save that it should
hold the individnal to blame for what is the result of long erty that pays no revenue to the government causes declare Christ and his law to be the basis of governcontinued and widely spr~ad oonditi<?ns of human so- an increase in the amount every tax payer is ment and the supreme authority in national as in
ciety. Our battle field is m the domam of thought.. It assessed, thus in reality compelling every one to
is against superstition, fear, ignorance, t!!anny, crime, pay tribute to the church; as also in the· case of all individual life."
Thus organized as professed temperance agitators
and falsehood that we lift oitr banner. We defend the
rights of the Ohristian as unflinchingly as we defend our chaplaincies, appropriations to sectarian schools, they are by every means in their power fastening
own rights. We claim no right or privilege for the F!ee- etc. The injustice of exempting all church property the shackles upon the limbs of cringing slaves more
thinker that we do not grant to every other human bemg. from taxation was protested against by President
We contend for universal principles whose triumph will Grant in his laat message to Congress. He recom- and more securely.
The Anti-Vice Society, guilty itself of not only
be for the benefit of all.
mended taxing churches that claim the protection vice but grossest crimes, bas c('used the world the
REFORM.
Resolved That the true m~thod of reform in tliis age of government the same as any other property and loss, so far as physical presence is concerned, of
and land of freedom and enlightenment is by evolution prophesied that if it were not done bloodshed would some of our most valiant workers. D. M. Bennett
and not by revolution· that the time has arrived when
peace and not war wili be the pathway of liberty. So be the final result. Garfield also, in a speech in and E. H. Heywood, as well as others, were victuns
Jon~ as every American citizen holds in his hand the Congress, made a strong argument against the ex- of its cruel persecutions, as no doubt their deaths
ballot there is no need of a resort to violence or blood- emption of church propert:y from taxation, declaring were· caused by the effects of prison life. To-day
shed. In the great struggle of the future fo~ jns?oe and that the divorce between church and state should Moses Harman is at large on a writ of habeas corhumanity it is agitatien, education, and arbitratiOn that be absolute.
pus, and may be incarcerated again at any time.
will bring forth the noblest fruits of .human endeavor f~r
Teaching religious dogmas in our schools sup- Lois Waisbrooker, a woman worn and battle-scarred
the amelioration of wrong. Orgamzed Freethonght IS
in sympathy with every effort for human welfare. It ported at public expense is also an outrage upon by her life-long fight for liberty, is now awaiting
affirms the dignity and the rights of labor and ~hat po~ individual rights, as there are many who disbelieve trial under that odious Comstock law, enacted alone
erty should be removed as an nn~eoe~sary evil; b.n~ It in the doctrine thus instilled into the minds of their
for the infamo11s purpose of persecuting and ridding
affirms that science, mental emanCipation, and political
justice are the necessary means to social and industrial children, claiming the right to direct their religious the world, so far as possible, of religious and social
progress. It therefore declares the supremacy of its training as they may elect.
heretics. And there are professed Liberals who
work alild that the secularization of all human governThe laws compelling every citizen to observe cer- justify the law and would help enforce it. They
ments is the greatest step toward the perfection and hap- tain days as holy, under the pains and penalties of
must, it seems to me, be very stupid or exceedingly
piness of mankind.
fines and imprisonment, is an outrage upon the vicious.
'l'he resolutions, on motion of John Mahara, were principles of religious liberty that our forefathers
The right to the safe, unmolested transit of the
adopted unanimously.
fought and died to establish. .
malls is o~e like free speech and a free press, that
Mrs. Freeman read some more letters from abRequiring the judicial oath from those who dissent friends, among them one from Mr. Beck, re- believe in theologic dogmas is unjust and an in- should be kept inviolate. In fact, we cannot hav
the latter without the former.
garding the founding of a college, as follows :
fringement of personal rights.
To right these wrongs, to re-establish the religious
ST. JosEPH, Mo., Oot, 23, E.lll:. 294.
We hav formulated and adopted what we deyom- libe1 ty constitutionally ours, will require .long-conS. P. PuTNAM, EsQ., CmoAoo, ILL., ])ear Frtena ana Brother: As
you will soon be having the Freethought Congress in Chicago, I inate the Nine Demands, and upon these principles tinued self-sacrificing labor, and few there be with
write you to say that I regret that I oannot be there in per•on; we stand, and to secure these rights we hav banded love enough for humanity to take their lives in
but I send you and the Comrress my greeting and best wishes that together. This iii! our particular work as an organic
you will hav a successful meeting, that the oause of Human Lib- body. How best to accomplish this is the burden their hands and, facing oblcquy and Ecorn, the
misunderstanding of friends, do this work, in season
erty will be advanced and ~trengthened, and that finally Freethought will prevail in the United States. I wish to say that I hav of my thought this morning.
and out of season, for the enlightenment and liberIngersoll Springs yet. I also hav another quarter section adjoinThe churches are strongly organized, hav plenty
ing, and will renew the offer that I made in Tm: TRUTH SEEKIB of of money at their command, are popular and in ation of the world. A man or woman who engages
in this grand educational work should feel the
September, 1898. to giv ten acres of land for the Ingersoll College
and home for aged Freethinkers; and as I hav more land now I their methods unscrupulous. They believe in a sacredness of the mission. The eyes of the people
will double the offer and giv twenty acres for the same purpose. God who wreaks his vengeance upon all who disobey
The springs are fine and suflioient to water a large town and irri· his decrees. They are very godlike in this respect, are upon him. Does he fail in honesty and integgate a. good traot of land besides with proper water works, and
rity, it. is attributed to his irreligion. Does his
it would make a. paradise on earth if improved. I would like to as is manifest by the bitter persecutions everywhere life not square with the highest code of morals in
get the matter started as soon as .I oan, because I am sixty-three meted out to offenders as instanced ih the cases of
years of age, and I want to make it go while I am living. With the the Seventh Day Adventists in Tennessee, who hav the line of sobriety, chastity, and other virtues, it is
proper appliances every person living there oould hav good spring
because he is not a believer ill religion, and his usebeen persecuted with a malignancy worthy only of fulue~e i~ liU'gely de~troyed.
water in houses and on the lawns.
·
and
that the proeperity and greatness of our country
the virtue and progress of its citizens are based upon
universal intelligence. The ballot shonl~ bt thede~prt'i!'"
Ilion of knowledge and not of ignorance; Its .onl e be
enlightened judgment of a great people. This o~not e
except by the establishment of common schools m every
community. These schools must be pnr~ly secular. _No
sectarian or rel~ons teaching or exercises of any kind
whatsoever should be allowed in these state schools.
There should be no Bible reading, no. prayers, ~n~ no
religions hymn. Not theology, but science, patru~tisru,
and human rights should be taught. The cross IS for
the ohnroh, but the American flag is for the.school-ho~se.
All are taxed for the support of. the pnbl!o schools, all
hav a common ownership and mteres~ m t~em, and
therefore to mingle religions training w!th secular e41!·
cation is a perpetual outrage upon the rJghts of the otti·
zen who is taxed for the snpportofthem; and we regard as
disl~yal citizens those who are trying to pervPrt and destroy them. In the words of the immortal Grant. concerning the education of children under the authority of
the government, Freethonght affirms, "Keep church and
state forever separate."
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A worker for the higher civilization should feel a
mighty responsibility resting upon him-should,
for the sake of his work, for the sake of other
workers, for the sake of those he would redeem
from the thraldom of superstition, set an example
of the highestliving in every possible aspect.
The world is moving forward, faiths are broadening, disbelief in creeds is on the increase. Then,
why are we not_ a greater power in the nation, to
bring about the repeal of those laws so unjust and
cruel, by which theologic impudence and cupidity
persecute and imprison the. people most honest
and intelligent?
It is because we hav not yet outgrown creda.l
sectarian jealousies and petty bigotry, because" of
our stupid intolerance and lack of unity of feeling,
that church malevolence dares arrest, fine, imprison,
yea, persecute to the death, those among us who are
brave enough to dare be true. .
We have in these United States millions of Spiritualists, all of them believers in a Secular government. ·'Why are they not working with the Secular
Union for just legislation against church domination! Listen. There is only one reason-In toler~
ance. Intolerance of Materialists manifest toward
Spiritu~~olists ·and vice ve1·sa. Here is common cause
with common. ground for united work, whereby
this world can be bettered here and now. Every intelligent man and woman knows that ecclesiasticism is determined to subjugate to its will the people of this nation.
c
Catholicism is on the increase, its adherents even
now outnumbering those of Protestantism in New
England. Protestantism is growing fat on its success in enforcing Sunday laws in many states, ·persecuting with godly zeal even those who for conscience' sake dare disobey its edicts. Our workers
for free thought and free lives are being hounded
to the death, both Spiritualists and Materialists, by
the accursed Comstock gang, while some of the
professed Liberals uphold the nefarious work.
It is time a halt was called. It is full time that all
. Liberals, whether they hav belief .or knowledge of a
future life or think death is an endless sleep, should
join hands and stop making faces at one another
and calling names. They should stand shoulder to
shoulder, united in the noble purpose of resisting
the ecciesiastical monster that threatens the life of
the republic. Life is as important here and now
as it can ever be in any future state of existence,
and whether .civilization goes on with ever-increasing excellence and beauty depends upon the question of that freedom necessary for the growth and
unfoldment of the blossoms and fruits of progress.
I seem to see, with the poet Massey," 'Tis coming."
Sunday afternoon Rev. A. T. Jones occupied the
entire session with an address on the" Judicial Basis of a Religious Despotism in the United States.''
Mr. Jones's address is in pamphlet form and can be
had for ten cents. In the evening Mr. Peacock, of
Chicago the Zither Club of the same place, D. T.
Ames, of New York, and others occupied the platform a few minutes each. They were followed by
Mr. Remsburg on ''The Sabbath Question in Secular Government." Most of his lecture is already
familiar to many of our readers, as is Mrs. Freeman's "Ideal of '76," which she delivered in her
usual acceptable, eloquent, and poetic way. Jndge
Waite being absent, the closing address was by Mr.
Putnam alone, who said:
·
THE AMEBIOAN FLAG.

The :flag of our country is not something that
has been manufactured ; it is not an artificial creation like. the forms and colors of a fashion-plate.
It i; a growth like the :flags of the great nations of
the world. It was born of a people's fervid life.
It has a history and a meaning deep and wonderful
as the sublime aspects of nature herself. It is the
child of the past ; it is the prophet of the futlire.
It is, not a thing; it is a symbol. Like the stars of
heaven it is freighted with the light of ages. It
beams with the struggles of centuries ; with the
victories of many a hard-fought field. Years of
darkness ·and years of glory have poured their
greatness into its shining folds. It is the jewel
of man's richest blood. It is the blossom upon the
azure fields of earth's noblest harvests.
We honor our :flag. We welcome it with throbbing hearts. We believe in its gracious promise.
We would give our best efforts to make more illustrious its sweeping splendors.
Wl;tat does our flag mean, not simply as it floats
at the head of armies, but as it streams from a
thousand bights, from the domed capitol and the
roof of school and home !
First of all, it represents the unity of man. It is
the emblem of world-wide fraternity. Formerly
flags represented · strifes and division. They
marked the boundaries of nations. They kindled
the passion of war. They floated to strains of
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martial music, and surged in the fury of battle. liberty, the flag of man's onward march, that flag
But in the evolution of man flags begin to repre- whose first tays flashed from the genius of a Paine,
sent the victories of peace, the intermingling of which was defended by the sword of a Washington,
nations, the federation of the world. The old sav- which challenged and overturned kings with the
age war spirit ceases. The soldier becomes a pen of a Jefferson and the lightnings of a Franklin,
comrade. The stars upon our flag multiply not by which unloosed a million chains in the freighted
conqilest, but by the cultivation of the earth. The words of Lincoln! That flag, in spite of falsehood
national spirit becomes international, and the :fla~s and tyranny, of ignorance and superstition, shall yet
of every land blend in one blaze of glory. We float in stainless splendor
believe in the universal republic, in the commnnO'er the land of the free and the home of the brave.
wealth of all mankind. This is the ideal of the future. Our government shall broaden and brighten
Considering various disadvantages under which
until it embraces the millions of the earth. In the the two organizations labored the meeting was a
folds of our banner shall shine the happiness and good one. Not so many from out of town were
progress of all. But unity must not destroy lib- present as at the last Congress, but Saturday and
erty, and our flag stands for liberty-for the indi- Sunday brought the number fairly well up, and the
vidual freedom, for local government, and not a local attendance oil Sunday was large. The officers,
centralized government.
all of them, deserve great credit for their efforts,
We do not want a consolidated empire. We must though to Mr. Putnam, as usual, fell most of the
keep the powers of government distributed among work, and he is entitled to special credit. The
the people, and close to the people. The citizen Federation and Union now hav the same president
must not be subordinate to the state. The state is and secretary, and their work will of cours~ be
for the citizen. ·It is for the defense of his rights ; identical. The vice-presidents, however, and dinot to take them away. The state is not to be a rectors are not the same, nor the treasurers, Messrs.
" divine power " above and beyond tbe people, but it Wettstein and Reichwald retaining their po~itions
is to be the continuous expression of the people's will. as of old. Mr. Wettstein is at present in Europe,
The authority of the government is the consent of and his son attends to the matter for him. Otto
the governed, and this consent is to be- perpetually Wettstein, jr., is a capable y-oung man, pleasant to
_given. Not the general government, but the town meet and good to know. He is with his father in
government, is the foundation of the American re- the jewelry business at Rochelle, Ill. Mr. Reichpublic. The town government must be preserved, wald is head of the finn of Reichwald Bros., fruit
for it is that which is most closely in connection and vegetable commission merchants, at 234 South
with the life of the people. To destroy the town Water street, Chicago, Ill. He is a good man for
government and substitute general government our farmer friends to write to when they hav prowould abolish the real glory of the republic. Its duce of any kind to sell. He has achieved success
vitality would cease. Its union then would be a in business through close attention and integrity
despotism. It is liberty and union that constitute in· handling the commissions intrusted to him.
the true glory of a state. The state exists for the The other officers hav been before the Liberal
individunl, not the individual for the state. The public for years, and are so favorably regarded bedespotism of a democracy is no whit better than cause of their-devotion to Liberalism. There ought
the despotism of a czar. Let there be liberty in to be some good work accomplished this year.
unity and unity in liberty. Our flag also stands for
labor, its worth, its dignity, its right!!, its advanceTreasurer's Report.
ment. Labor was once the mark of degradation; it
The most successful Congress in the history of
was the vocation of a slave. He who labored was
trampled under foot. He sweat for others. He Freethoright has come and gone. Many friends we
hav met, and new ones added to our acquaintance.
was a beast of burden.
Labor is now sovereign. The republic of to-day This was truly a business Congress from the beginand of the future is the republic of working people. ning to the end. More good has been accomplished
Not to work will be dishonorable hereafter. Labor than at the World's Fair Congress, and I hope the
shall have its just reward; its share of earth's golden next will eclipse tbis. We hav received splendid
harvests. There shall be homes for all. Poverty notices from our daily papers as well as the press
shall be abolished. Does not our flag mean this ! outside, which we never had before. The FederaWas it not born of the people! And are not the tion is in good financial standing ; it has borne
people the workers of this planet! Is not work nearly all the expenses of the Congress, and still has
the glory of humanity?
Is not this the true a balance of $142.51 in the treasury to oppose Sungrandeur of nations! The farm and shop must day, Bible-in-the-schools, and God-in-the-Constitutake the place of camp and palace ; and the hand of tion legislation.
J.D. Kinnae............. $1 00 Nils. Strandberg ...... $ 1 10
toil must wield instaad of the scepter. ·
Nels. Pearson ............ 1 00 RemyOalias............. 1 00
Again, the flag of the republic means ~he educa- J. B. Dawley.. .-.......... 50 Louis Oalias. ...... ...... 1 00
tion of the people. The school-house IS greater Oar] Mercia].............. 1 00 Herman Tiedjens.. ... 1 00
than the throne of any king. Where there is a S. Farnham............... 50 J. Henry Schroeder. 1 00
A. G. Oase................ 50 T. E. Stephenson...... 1 00
school-house there is the guardian of liberty and Goo.
B. Wyatt........... 1 00 Collections during
justice. Knowledge is power, knowledge is virtue, Jerry 0. Brown ....... ;. 5 00
Congress ............ 58 98
knowledge is happiness. Ignorance is the_ mother Mrs. A. 0. McDonald. 1 00 J. W. Barciber.........
25
25
of vice and crime, as well as of devotion and E. Smith................... 1 00 W. H. Melrose.........
W. J. Ribley............. 1 00 0. V. Williams.........
50
tyranny. Teach· children the truth ; teach them 0.
0. Fisk.................. 8 00 E. J. Waugh............
25
nature; teach them humanity; teach them human Phillip Bruch............ 1 00 0. H. Obase.... .. ... ... . 1 00
rights ; teach them to honor themselvs a~~ othe~s ; Thos. Castle............... 25 E. R. Brown............
25
25
teach them industry, health, good Citizenship. Geo. Guthrie............. 25 Geo. Waugh........:....
D. Balch.............. 50 J. J. Olark...............
25
Then shall the republic be great and beautiful. W.
S. B. Star.................. 50 A. W. Williams........
25
Then shall art and science flourish. Then shall su- Robt. Egert............... 50 J os. A. Conant......... 1 50
perstition cease, and tyranny and fear. Then _sh~ Ohas. Dnncke...... ...... 8 00 Dell & Lizzie Conant
50
the mind be free as well as the body, and wm Its
E. C. REIOBWALD, Treasurer,
noblest triumphs.
234 South Water st., Chicago.
And so, finally, our flag, representing unity and
liberty, labor and education, shli.l! be the banner of
THlll Detroit Investigator Society meets every Sunday
man's radiant progress. Ours IS the flag of the afternoon at the hall, No. 82 Monroe avenue.
future ; the flag of hope and promise. Our flag is
the prophecy of golden to-morrows. Let. us have
THlll Scranton Sedlllar .Union meets every Friday
faith in its glorious beauty. Let us believe that evening at 421 Lackawana av~n~e. Our motto: Fr~om
the world is growing better and wiser from day to and Kindness. Everybody InVIted. Secretary, William
day; that liberty and justice shall be bright _real- Watkins.
ities; that knowledge shall make virtue, and Vl~tue
TBlll Friendship Liberal League, George Longford,
happfness ; that wrong shall be defeated and nght secretary meets at 2:80 and 7:80, every Sunday in Wartriumphant. Our flag has been through many a ner's Hah Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia.
stormy scene. Torn, but flying, it has still swept Freethought publications are on sale at the meeting.
to victory.
THlll Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every
From year to year while the vast republic extends Sunday
afternoon at 8 o'clock in Long Island Business
from sea to sea, has it not gathered increasing College, South 8th street. between Bedford and Driggs
promise in its starry folds ! Does it n?t grow more avenues. Program for November, 1894:
dear and precious as more and more It represents November llth-"Spiritualism, Theosophy and .Freethought." Samuel P. Putnam.
peace and justice to uncounted millions! Great
struggles are before us ; great contests f~r the
TBlll Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening
right. Liberty is not yet achieved. Truth IS not
yet on the throne. The press and platform must in Knabe Hall, 26 W. Fourth st., Cincinnati. Program
for November:
take the place of sword and cannon in still mightier November 11th-" The Visions of the Apocalypsl', or
combats in the arena of the world. But shall we
Book of Revelations." Judge E. Thempson.
not hope that our :flag, the flag of. the. ~meri~an reLectures commence at 7:45 l'.M., sharp. All lectures
public, the flag of wondrous and mspmng history, are followed by free eritiei&m and disoussioD, All are
the flag of a new world, shall ever be the flag of invited &<>.attend,
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Right Living in the Age of Reason.
GUY's SToRE, TEx., Oot. 24, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $2. Please
mail to me "Right Living," and "Age of
Reason" to names given. R. C. LACY.
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but the more I read the worse it became,
~nd it took me fifty years to get rid of the
superstition that I had inherited from
seven generations. My children are all
Freethinkers and some of my grand ohildren.
T. G. PoND.

I

Our Saturday papers are none of them
void of interest, because they are kind of
Sunday visitors, which are always entertaining.
I think that every Freethinker should
assist THE TRUTII SEE:KER in some way. If
we cannot get new' snbseribess, then we
oan subscribe for two years and profit ourselva as well as the paper.
This, the last da.y of September, is mild
and clear for western skies.
I will acknowledge receipt of "Four
Hundred Years" by renewal of subscription.
WALTER RUNNELS.

at them and say, 1 ' That is no argument at
all, only a little freak of Christian nature."
Just God-like is all their wrath; it knows
no bound. I am then delighted. They
are not apt to try to bring me to the fold
of Christ, as they phrase it. They say that
I am a hard case to handle. "No use to
bother with her. It is a pity a woman over
half a century old should reject Jesus!'
Yours for liberty,
MRs. E. N. F AIBCHILD.

Just What He Wanted.
GALVESToN, TEX., Oot. 22, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $4.25, for
Freethought and Scientific Works.
which yon will please credit one year's
SHEPARD, 0., Oct. 22, 1894.
llnbscription to your paper, and send
Nature Is Beautiful, but Priests are Vile.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $1.50, ''Bible Stories," eight copies '' Age of
for which please send me "Is Suicide a Reason," and one copy of Colonel IngerSAN BERNARDINo, CAL., Oot. 25, 1894.
Sin?" " The Holy Bible," " Shakspere," soll's "Holy Bible." I received "Four
. MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please flnd $6.50,
and the other books named.
Seed by the Wayside.
for which send THE TRUTH SEE:KER and
Hundred Years of Free thought," and
F. S. MoNTGOMERY.
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght."
LHESBURG, 0., Oot. 1, 1894.
found it just what I wanted, and in every
MR. EDITOR: Your postal of the 14th nlt., I received a copy of this book a few days
way
as
represented.
Missionary Work in Texas.
stating that " we shall be pleased to send since, and am yery mnoh pleased with it
Respectfully, in the good oanse,
FoRT WoRTH, TEx., Oct. 22, 1894.
the copies to the people yon spAoify," was from what I hav read, and want another
.
R.
H.
LARBABEIII.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed I hand yon $3
received, but I was absent at the time of copy to loan to those who will read it.
for THE TRUTH SEEKER eight months and
Wants to Save Them from Hell.
This beautiful valley of San Bernardino,
its arrival, hence delay in answering. I
eight copies of the "Age of Reason " to
inclose yon a list of sixty-six names with where the sun shines on ns three hundred
BELMONT,
TEx.,
Oot.
23,
1894.
the gentlemen whose names I inclose.
MR. EDITOR: As I am a new convert and post-office addresses, made up of indifl'er- days in the year, where nearly all kinds of
J. M. BRoWN.
fruits and vegetables are grown to perfecnew subscriber, please send me "Four ents, doubters, and Infidels.
The list may seem quite large, coming, tion, where the purest of water fiows frotn
Hundred Years of Freethonght," Bell's
"Putnam's Glorious Work."
"Hand-Book of Freethonght," "The as most of it does, from one locality, but hundreds of artesian wells and stream!!
CHEsTER, N:an., Oct. 21, 1894.
Mn. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $5, Holy Bible," '' The New God," and eight "the woods are full of 'em" if looked up. from the snow-capped mountains! On the
for which send me Putnam's glorious copies of Paine's "Age of .Reason." I am If yon oonld adopt some plan for obtain- north, east, and west is located the city of
work, "Four Hundred Years of Free· surrounded by Christians of all kinds, and, ing lists of names from all the :r-ost-o:ffioes San Bernardino, where intolerance pre•
thought."
Yours for progress,
if possible, would like to san them from in the states, particularly the rural dis· vails and municipal laws are made to suit
E. H. BENSON.
that eternal hell-fire of brimstone. I am triots, it would largely increase the circu- the priests. About one year ago our city
the only open Infidel here, but think many lation of your paper. In fact, has not the fathers passed an ordinance for the closing
will come out soon. They all like to read time arrived to giv more attention to the of all business houses, excepting livery
"Church-Ridden" Community.
stables, undertakers' establishments, and
MERIDIAN, Miss., Oot. 25, 1894.
THE TRUTII Sl!IEKER and the " Old Testa· every-day working people of the land?
I will soon secure contributions for drug stores, the latter not being allowed
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $6.50 ment Stories Illustrated." J. C. SPEER.
another lot of "Age of Reasons," which to sell anything except medioins prescribed
for !mother year's subscription and "Four
will be promptly forwarded. And by the by physicians. This was rather hard on
Puzzled the Lecturer.
Hundred Years of Freethonght." I would
way, no better thing has ever been placed the young ohnroh people, as they conl.d
TURNER, IND., Sept. 30, 1894.
like to do more for Freethonght, but I am
get no soda water, ioe cream, or candy
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $2 to in the hands of the casual reader.
not able to on account of poor business
JACOB HILLIARD.
after ohnroh hours, so the city fathers were
and being in a ohnroh-ridden community. pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER. Please exprevailed upon to modify the Sunday olos•
cuse this time, as I am getting old, seventyM. M. KLEIN.
Will Theologians Read This~
ing ordinance, and allow the sale of the
eight, and my mind is somewhat impaired.
ITHACA, N. Y., Sept. 26, 1894.
A Great and Excellent Work.
above mentioned commodities. But the
However, I hav to answer and ask some
MR. EDIToR: I hav been financially em- ma:n who wants a cigar, a little fruit, a
PHILADELPIDA, P A., Oot. 30, 1894.
questions just for the fun that we Infidels
Mn. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $2 for get out of it. There was a smart Aleck barrassed so that I had to stop my paper, drink of wine or beer for the "stomach's
subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and lecturing some coal miners (himself being but I hav commenced again. I wish to sake," must wait until the holy Sabbath is
for "Auricular Confession." Hav received a miner) on this mythical creation. There ask a few questions through your valuable past; or if the traveler wants a shave, or
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght." was a little lull in the conversation, and I paper. I wish to hear the answers of all his boots blacked, he cannot get anything
I am delighted with it, it is grand, it is a said, "By your leave I would like to ask a theologians, and if they will giv any satis· of the kind done here on the Lord's day.
great and excellent work.
question or two." "All right." "What factory answers I will turn Christian. 1. The result is that people go by rail sixty
OLIVER J. PoPPEY.
produced the light before there was any Was there ever a time when there was no miles to Los Angeles, where they oan get
sun, moon, or stars, which were not made earth? 2. Was there a being, or beings, what they want every day in the year.
Still the "Age" Moves.
until the fourth day?" No answer. " On that did create the earth? 3. Did that be- Many hav left this place on aooonnt of the
GoRDoN, NEB., Oot. 22, 1894.
the sixth day the gods created man, male ing, or those beings, foreknow what the radical puritanical laws and priestly rule.
MR.. EDIToR: I hav secured one new and female, but forgot to make a farmH, earth and its inhabitants would do? 4.
Respectfully yours, WM. McDoNALD.
\
subscriber, and I want mv snbsoiption ex- and after a while they found they had for- Did that God, or those gods, know that
Interested in the Wise Persecution.
tended one year from the time it expires, got to make a milk-maid. Then they put he or they would hav to hav a devil to lead
SAMOTH, ILL., Oot. 7, 294.
and send me eight copies of Paine's " Age them in a garden. Did God know or did poor little Eve astray? 5. Is that devil, or
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $3.50
of Reason," and I will see that they are he not know that they would partake of are those devils, granted power to perseread. Also, "Self-Contradictions of the the fruit of that tree?" I asked him too cute the whole world? 6. When he, the for THE TRUTH SEEKER and " The Holy
Bible." Inclosed find $6.15 to pay for the many questions; the audience commenced Lord, placed those trees in the Garden of Bible " and "Is Snioide a Sin?"
The snvernatnralists, it appears, cannot
Eden did he know, or did he not know,
same, and oblige
C. W. SMITH.
laughing at him. Yours with regard,
that those poor innocents, tempted by the for an instant entertain the self-evident
JESSE
MAURER.
Some Are Beginning to Think.
devil, would partake of the forbidden fact that Christ the man-god curtailed his
DAGGETT, CAL., Oct. 14, 1894.
fruit? 7. Was it necessary to create a own career by self-slaughter-that their
Activ in Kansas.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5, for
devil? 8. Is this God, or are those god•, untenable system of religion is founded
BENTON, KAN., Oot. 26, 1894.
upon self-murder. Oh, no! that would
which send me "Four Hundred Years of
MR. EDIToR: The fall and winter cam- good to the human family? 9. What did be "jumping from the frying-pan into the
Freethonght." Please aooept thanks for
Job
do
that
the
Lord
should
set
Satan
at
catalog; will hav more orders soon. I paign for Freethonght was opened here him? 10. Did Job hav the same wife and fire."
think people are beginning to think, and on Sunday, the 21st inst., by two lectures family and flocks that he had when the
I am enlisting more than a passing inyour house is doing a great deal to set them in the afternoon and evening by Chas. C. Lord told him to go and smite them? 11. terest in the prosecution and persecution
thinking, and I am helping a little with Millard, of Wichita,
of our crippled comrade and co-worker, J.
The lecture in the afternoon, on "Illu- Was it not a dirtytriok on Joseph the hus- B. Wise. Mr. Vennnm, who "loves his
the books I hav and TRill TRUTH SEEKER
band
of
Mary?
12.
If
no
parson
believed
sions; or, Other People's Religion," was
which I take.
HARVEY WoOLEY,
enemies," calls on the godless govern·
historical in ohara(lter, being a review of in devils how many would go to ohnroh? ment to vindicate himself and God from
Well, if yon print this, I shall hav occuthe
morals
of
the
Dyaks
of
Borneo,
the
They Will Not Argue.
the irrefutable argument of the irreverent
ancient Greeks, the Mohammedans, and pied space enough. With my best regards,
LovENA, TEx., Oot. 24, 1894.
scoffer.
I
am,
the
only
gennin
Infidel
in
Ithaca,
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $10 for my the Spiritualists; showing that all religIf the Theists convict Mr. Wise, it will
WM.
L.
MARSH.
subscription to THill TRUTH SEEKER, and ions are similar in character, and that the
prove our point that the Bible should be
Laughs at Their Wrath.
list of books inclosed, including " Four morals of a nation or people are in no way
excluded from the mails, if any book
Hundred Years of Freethonght." I am dependent upon their religion. It was
GARDEAU, PA., Oct. 26, 1894.
should; if he is acquitted, it will doubtless
all alone in my belief here; all are stanch delivered from manuscript, in a clear and·
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $2.50 demonstrate that Comstock censorship
Christians. I oan hardly get a ohanoe to impressiv manner, and showed mnoh care to apply on the g-rand old TRUTH SEEKER, has been defeated by their own keen scent
speak to any one; they all scorn to argue and thought in its preparation.
the best journal published. Hard times for the "indecent." Yes, this case outs the
The evening lecture was on " Equal or not, I must hav it. Long may it liv to theologians like a "two-edged sword;" it
with an Infidel. With earnest wishes for
Suffrage,"
a
subject
soon
to
be
decided
the truth to prevail, I am,
fight the battle against superstition and places them in a precarious position. I
by ballot in this state. It was a masterly bigotry. It is tiresome (that isn't all), it's am eager to see the outcome.
WM. M. MATTHEWs.
Yours truly,
production in favor of equal rights, and irritating, to liv where orthodoxy so
It is to be hoped that Mr. Vennum and
Out Into the Light at Lnst.
was listened to with interest and greeted abounds as in this place, where there is
the other "small fry" of " other worldliwith applause by a fair-sized audience of not a soul to speak to but Christians;
DELAVAN, MINN., Oot. 25, 1894.
ness " will exercise more discretion before
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $9, for ladies and gentlemen. We expect to hav where the people thi:r* there is no crime they again endeavor to reenact the horrors
which please send Mrs. T. G. Pond's lectures here once a month.
so great as unbelief in the so-called holy of the Inquisition. Furthermore, it will
TRUTH SEEKER another year, " Four
B. F. HoYT.
scriptures. Nonsense, what foolishness! show that the law which incarcerated D.
Hundred Years of Freethonght," " Holy
It is too absurd, too ridiculous for a fool M. Bennett, E. H. Heywood, and Moses
Read With Pleasure and Profit.
Bible," '' Thumbscrew and Rack," '' Abto tolerate, mnoh less people who call Harman for similar acts is a farce.
solution," "Attrionlar Confession," "CanHAWTHORN, IA., Sept. 30, 1894.
themselvs civilized. They know not the
Freethinkers everywhere, take heart,
dle From Under the Bushel," eight copies
MR. EDITOR: I am expecting THE TRUTH first rudiments of civilization. ''Christian hold on, we are surely " gaining ground."
of '' Age of Reason."
SEEKER this afternoon and that also re- civilization" is debasing, though they The citadel of "faith without evidence"
I was never a believer in the " holy minds me that my subscription will soon claim for it elevation. If my financial is perceptibly crumbling.
queer," although my father was a deacon expire.
means would permit, I should place in the
The Chicago limes, in an article under
in the Presbyterian ohnroh, and when a
I subscribed for Mr. Bennett's "World's hands of the principal sky-pilots and other the caption of "The Coming Church,"
youth I asked questions. I was given to Sages, Infidels, and Thinkers" before it bigots in general, works that would set says: "It is rarely that the ohnroh oan be
understand that I was a very wicked boy, was in press and I assure yon that father them to thinking. I love to debate with brought to openly confront and honestly
and still my questions would not be an- and I hav not only read it with interest them; they always get angry and use harsh discuss from a practical standpoint the so·
swered. I hav read the Bible a great deal, and :pride, bqt showed it to oqr frie:qcif),
words, also instllting language, and I laugh cial and partiowarly the in<lnstl"W vrob·
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lema of the day. Occasionally, however,
preacher of courage, intellect, and wide
human sympathy drops his professional
platitudes and comforting generalities and
tackles the rough, hard knots of conditions as they exist," etc.
Is this not tantamount to the tenets of
Tm: TBUTH SEEKEB?
Drinking a toast to your health and
happiness, I am still a friend to freedom.
CHAs. D. MoBBmE.
8

England's Reactionary Clergy.
LoNDoN, ENG., Oct. 20, 1894.
MB. EmToB: It is somewhat difficult to
underatand why the bishops of that branch
of the civil service misnamed the Church
of England should so strenuously oppose
marriage with a deceased wife's sister, for
no valid reason has been assigned by any
of the clergy for their doing so; the absurd argument founded on a disputed passage in their fetish book is worse than
childish. If marriages were forbidden to
be celebrated before a clergyman, and
:recognized as in France solely as civil
contracts, and legal only if performed before a registrar, their opposition would
not be quite so strong, although it would
still be exercised, simply because the
clergy do not like to lose any hold they
hav upon the superstitious laity, and they
look upon such a concession as merely the
insertion of the thin end of the wedge
which would tend to lessen their author. ity; at the same time, if they had nothing
to do with the matter, and would thereby
be unable to make any money in the shape
of fees as they do at present, the question
would not be considered so important to
fight about. It is a disgrace to any people, more especially to those who are so
frequently bragging of their freedom, and
comparing themselvs so favorably with
other nations, that they should still be
slaves to the clerics, and allow them to exercise any power of legislation, for it is
certain that of all men these are least
.capable of giving an opinion on any subject of interest or welfare of the people.
In the towns the paralyzing influence is
not so much felt and is comparativly innocuous, but in the villages or hamlets it
is a tyrannical power, exercised without
meroy, and in many places the peasant is
nothing more than a serf of the church.
Emboldened by their victory in this instance, they hav since tried their hand at
a further attempt at tyranny, and through
their mouthpiece, the bishop of London,
introduced a bill into the Honse of Lords
demanding complete control of the liquor
trade. It must be admitted that this trade
is a pernicious one, and, as it is at present
conducted, one of the greatest curses of
the country ; but if controled by the
clergy, it would be even worse than it is
now; and so, fortunately, the bill was defeated. It was base ingratitude on the
part of the church, because hitherto beer
and the Bible hav been closely allied,
and the principals hav been sworn friends
in demoralizing the masses. It may be that
the bishops see that a public-house is such
a profitable business that, ever greedy of
worldly wealth, they want to secure all
the profits of this trade in addition to the
millions of which they already rob the
country; but the distiller and brewer, although great admirers and supporters of
the church as by law established, draw the
line here, and do not intend to giv up
everything, even to such good friends as
the priests. If the bill had been for the
purpose of putting an end to adulteration,
and making it a penal offense to use any
deleterious substitute for pure malt and
hops it would most probably hav met
with' general support; but this would reduce profits, and no parson could ever entertain such a revolutionary idea as that.
An ardent churchman told me that as the
church is infallible in its ministers, they
ought to be placed in a position that would
empower them to govern all public affairs;
and I understand this is not a solitary
opinion, but firmly believed in by the
majority of churchmen. The Protestant
church would be quite as intolerant as its
Romish mother, and the dissenting sects
would be no better ; altogether it is a
deadly upas .tree, this Christian religion,
and there will be no millennium until it
is extirpated by the common-sense of future generations.

A temporary victory has been seemed
by the "Lord's Day Observance Society"
at Leeds, who hav secured a verdict
against the " Sunday Lecture Societv "
for giving lectures on this moat holy day.
It was charged against the lecturers that
they actually had the audacity to amuse as
well as instruct their audiences, and as no.
one has any right to be aught else but
gloomy on this day, a greater crime could
not be committed. The whole thing was
so ridiculous that the judge, who is not a
particularly liberal or enlightened man,
could not help saying that in his opinion
the prosecution was ill-advised, and likely
to do more harm than good; nevertheless,
an intelligent jury convicted, though they
expressed an opinion that the act of Parliament should be repealed.
The case
stands over for argument on points of law.
J.D.

labor unit, then one hour of labor would
be ten units and ten hours, an ordinary
day's labor, 100 units. Let this be the
equivalent of a dollar as at present, but
instead of reading, "This certifies that
there has been deposited in the treasury
of the United States one gold or silver
dollar," hav it certify that there hav been
rendered one hundred units of labor.
Now I do not wish to be misunderstood,
and will repeat that if a laborer engages
in growing corn, he does not go to the
banker and register his day's work in the
corn-field or any other field of labor for
that matter, but his surplus corn goes on
the market at market value if he receives
credits, or ~Jetter, labor unit certificates.
·The editor brings his products on the ss me
market and receives subscription in labor
units; so, too, the surgeon, the mechanic,
·the poet and musician, and, in fact, every
avenue of labor would naturally adjust itself, and industry receive its full reward.
Thus it will he seen that there would
be as much money issued as there was
wealth or labor produced (real wealth),
and it would not be accumnlativ but selfcirculating, requiring no act of government to make it circulate. Now, to go
one step farther, on the Jeffersonian doctrin of government (for defense of property and order), government would hav to
be voluntary, supported in the same way
as the store-houses, and such voluntary
organizations of defense would hav to go
on the same market.
The above, I think, will fully meet ·the
gentleman's views, and over-production
would not, and does not, even now, under
the present rotten money system, inflict
more destitution than famin. But there is
no labor exchange, and opportunities are
monopolized by the few, and our good
government by the people for the people
and of the people fosters and supports
monopoly. Gold and silver are no better
commodities than others, and on a natural
market of exchange would fluctuate according to supply and demand ; thus
neither of thesA metals, nor any other
commodity, would furnish a standard for
money-issue. Furthermore, if any special
eommodity is used, why not all commodities for basis of money issue? On the
other hand, time is standard and labor
the true means of producing wealth.
This furnishes an equitable basis and is
self-regulating.
Trusting I hav not made my letter too
long for publication, I am yours for truth,
CHRISTIAN J. ZEITINGER.

"Time is Standard" but Not Uniformly
Productiv.
DELLA, MD., Sept. 80, 1894.
MB. EDIToR: I wish to offer some remarks upon J. K. P. Baker's proposition
to pension every laborer, to show that the
pension system is unjust and wholly unnecessary in a free and natural state. of
society in which all are given an equal
chance in the natural field, or opportunity
to labor according to their desires and
ability, or at least to maintain themselvs,
provided ·they do not seek to obtain a surplus. The earth and atmosphere surrounding it naturally belong to them, or
rather to all that can make use of it, both
human and animal, and all hav a right to
that which they can enjoy, and you cannot enjoy morally more than you produce,
but· to hav a variety outside of your own
field of production you would desire to
produce a surplus (by this is meant surplus over your own needs) and this surplus,
which represents labor already performed
and not consumed, would enable you to
exchange for the variety which you like,
or products of others; therefore on an
equitable basis of exchange you would enjoy all you could, and would naturally hav
all you could enjoy. To illustrate: Suppose I am a planter or agriculturist and
produce a surplus, which goes on the
natural m11.rket; if there is demand for my
products they are sold; if no natural demand, placed to my credit, not in dollars
and cents, for there was no demand and
therefore could be no equitable basis of
arriving at values, consequently they were
entered as pounds or bushels of thus and
In the Far Northwest.
so, and stored in a common store-house
ST. PAUL, ALAsKA, August 25, 1894.
maintained by a tax upon the products in
MR. EniToB: I take the liberty of writstore, each creditor bearing his pro rata
share of the expense of the management of ing a short article descriptiv of the country
the store-house economically adminis- in hopes that it may prove interesting to
tered. Now then, if all laborers should some of the readers of your paper, proconsume all they produce and a drouth viding you deem it fit for publication.
The United States steamship Alert, one
or famin should exhaust the surplus, the
managers of the store-house would also of the Bering sea patrol fleet, detailed
hav to labor in the fields to produce in for the protection of the sealing industries,
order to liv, but as there is already a great left Port Townsend, Washington, May
surplus and increased facilities will tend to 1nh last for the North, skirting the coast
keep up a surplus in spite of famin and in- line and arriving at Unalaska on May 29th.
After leaving Cape Flattery the coast
crease in population, all laborers would
hav a certain credit in the great store- line presents one continuous succession of
house, and when they or any one desired desolate islands, bleak, rocky cliffs, snowto retire from actual labor he would draw capped mountains, and extinct volcanoes.
on his surplus in the store-house and sub- Mount St. Elias is generally supposed to
sist off that or exchange it for such articles be the highest peak in the United States,
as he wanted in the market. In this way but surveys made this summer, and just
all laborers would produce their own pen- completed by the United States governsion and receive such pension as they pro- ment survey boat Patterson, hav estabduced surplus, less cost of storing, and lished the fact that Mount Logan, the
this is the only equitable system of distri- neighboring peak, is nearly one thon!land
bution and could not be termed a pension feet higher, and towering considerably
system. Now, if this is sound theory, then over nineteen thousand feet above the sea
the only question at issue at present is our level, presents a grand and majestic
system of exchange, our money system. sight, and it is also a pretty well established
Certainly it is not possible under the fact that Mount Wrangel is still higher,
present unjust and inadequate money its actual bight being unknown. From
system. By inadequate I do not :m,ean in- Unalaska we went directly to the seal rooksufficient money issue, but inadequate be- eries at Pribylov Islands. About the lOth
cause not distributiv or self-circulativ, of July they begin to congregate for
breeding purposes, and flock here by
and instead is accumnlativ.
From the standpoint that the only thousands. The Pribylov group is comwealth producer is labor and industry posed of the four islands of St. George,
(embracing all manner of labor) then to St. Paul, Otter, and Walrus, but St. Paul
hav an equitable system of exchange we is the principal rookery, over ninety per
must hav a labor basis of money issue, a cent of the seals congregating here. It is
labor exchange, where each class of labor estimated. that over five millions of them
would naturally adjust itself; or in other hav been seen here at one tim~. l'he
words a time money; that is to say, tore- Alaska Commercial Company and North
duce it at once to a decimal system, sup- American Commercial Company hav the
pose six minutes of time shall constitute a monopoly of the sealing industry. They
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are limited by the government to taking
fifteen thousand· per year, and the whole
number are taken in abontsixweeks' time.
Wherever a killing is made the nativs go
in a body to the rookery, get between the
seals and the water and drive them toward
the place of slaughter, sometimes nine or
ten Iniles distant. Seals cannot travel
more than two or three miles per hour,
and even then some of them become exhausted on the way and hav to be killed.
Arriving at the place of slaughter they are
detached from the main body of seals in
groups of twenty or thirty at a time (a
drove generally contains from five hundred to fifteen hundred seals or more), and
run the gantlet between the nativs ranged
on either side. One man stands with a
long club, givs them a sharp, quick blow
on the head, which is very tender, breaks
their skull and kills them; others divest
them of their hide, and the others cut the
blubber and steaks off them, which they
use as food. The object is to get all threeyear-old skins if poBBible, as they are the
most valuable. After a seal becomes six
years old its skin becomes tough and is
practically worthless from a marketable
standpoint, therefore the old seals are
never molested. The females are also excluded from slaughter. The seals poBSess
. Mormon proclivities to a great extent, and
one bull seal often has as many as sixty or
seventy wives. They leave here about the
middle of August, and it has never been
ascertained where they go. They hav
been followed as far as the lower coast of
California, where all trace of them has
been lost.
Last May a whaling·vessel, the Ethan
Allen, with a crew of thirty-nine men, was
up here on a sunken reef about one hundred and f,orty miles from Unalaska.
They utilized the small boats and took
refuge on the small island of Aknum near;
finally two of t\le men made their way to
Unalaska and reported their comrades to
be in a starving condition. The United
States revenue cutter, Bear, was sent to
their rescue. They had experienced some
very rough weather, the ship became unmanageable, was blown on the rocks; the
crew had to leave the ship, take to the small
boats, and make for Aknum island. Their
provisions lasted only a short time. There
were plenty of fish around the island, but
they had no means of catching them.
Seven of the party had died of cold,
hunger, and exposure, and were buried
there, but the unfortunates were finally reduced to such a strait that they dug :np
one of the dead men and made a meal of
him, and they dug up the second, cut him
up and put in the kettle, and had him on
the fire cooking when they were found and
rescued by the Bear and taken to Unalaska,
where they were transferred to the steamer
Cresent Oity bound· for San Francisco.
The inhabitants are mostly Indians,
Russians, and others who depend on the
whale, seal, and fishing industries for their
sustenance. There are a few Americans
who transact all the busineBB, and a few
Catholic priests who do all the thieving
and roguery, abuse the women and teach
the nativs to do likewille. The Holy Roman Catholic church is pretty well represented up here, most of the islands being
named after Bible saints. One rock here
claims the title of Priest and holds the dis.
tinction of being classified as a bishop, and
I hav no doubt that if I were to pursue
my investigations far enough I might discover Jesus Christ himself hidden away
on some of these islands frozen to death
and buried under a mountain of snow.
This is such a desolate country that it is
open to navigation only four months in
the year, and from September to June is
completely isolated from the outside world.
I call this God's country, and my reason
for doing so is because it is like everything
else in connection with and pertaining to
God-no good. Nothing but the whale,
seal, walrus, and reindeer will thrive here,
and the simple nativ together with the
pulpit-pounding, psalm-singing Catholic
priest.
Please respond at once and oblige an
unregenerate, liberty-loving Infidel of the
F. J. A.
most pronounced type.
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the name of Freethinker; that, however,
is now past. I hav probably made my
tl.rst letter a little too long. I am not acquainted with any restrictions, and thereEdited by MISS SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall fore ask pardon. I hav graduated from
River, Mass., to whom all (Jommunica- Grammar School No. 17 this June. I am
tionR tor this (Jorner should be sent.
now a music teacher. I would be pleased,
and not at all ashamed, to see this printed in
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and hope yon will
"Between the da.rk a.nd the daylight,
kindly do so, and believe me sincerely,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a. pa.nse in the da.x's occnv.a.tionR
One who is desirous to learn the truth,
Tha.t is known a.s the Children s Honr.''
LILLIAN G. BoYD, aged fifteen years.
[We advise no one to accept Free·
thought without investigation. Study its
Kansas Sunflowers.
principles, compare them with other and
The la.nghing sunflowers nod in every la.ne,
opposit ideas. Yon will find Freethonght
And every nook of Kansas is aglow
With lnster tha.t eclipses e'en the snn.
a garden of beauty as well as a storehouse
They scorn a.t modesty a.nd proudly ga.ze
of useful knowledge and wisdom. Mr.
Athwart the hills into the purple da.wn,
Reed is one of our most valued correspond.
Until their brilliant riva.llifts his hea.d;
Then fix their ga.ze upon the ether pa.th,
ents, and we shall be pleased to enroll
And drink its course until the zenith foils
Lillian among our friends of the Corner.
Their eager watch. Then pausing for a. rest,
We will be glad to hear from her often.
They tum their ftl.ces to the occident,
-ED. C. C.]
And watch their rival as he fa.in retreats
Behind the hills. Thsn folding up their !ida
They slowly drop their beads. a.ncl fall asleep
To dream of naught but triumph in their wa.ke.
GEo. J. REMSBURG.

A Kiss for the Baby.
There is a dear IHtle baby girl out in the
town of McPherson, Kansas, just about a
year old now. We never heard of her
until a few days ago, when we received her
photograph and the information that her
name is Susan Wixon Kubin. Had she
been born eight days before, she would
hav made her advent into the world on the
very day of the very month as her namesake.
Her picture represents the sweetest,
dearest, healthiest little face and body
imaginable. Her eyes indicate that she is
a bright, intelligent little Liberal, and she
snnggleil down in the warmest place of the
Children's Corner, as if she knew that she
belongs there. May she liv, grow, thrive,
and be a constant joy and blessing wher·
ever she may go.
May health and strength and happiness
]'orevermore adorn her;
And may her shadow ne'er be lessOur baby of the Corner.
ED. C. c.
Ray, aged six years, youngest child of
Mr. and Mrs. D. McReynolds, of Litchfield, Ill., died on the 8th of October of
croup, after an illness of about one week.
Ray was the pet of the household, and a
favorit wherever known. Parting with
Ray was a sad occasion for the parents,
relativs, and friends. Mr. and Mrs. McReynolds are Freethinkers, usually called
Infidels, Atheists, etc., and, as the orthodox would say, "without faith and with·
out hope." But hav not these parents,
relativs, and friends something better
than the average Christian's •1faith and
hope " to comfort them in these hours of
grief? Yes, they know that their loved
one livs again, and will always liv in their
hearts. They know the little world in
which he moved and loved and was loved
is better for his life, though brief. Is the
Christian's hope and faith any more desirable? Is not this knowledge more satisfactory than the orthodox dream- a faith
that no one does, or can, know anything
about?

Correspondence.
NEw YoRK, Oct. 23, 1894.
DEAR MISS WIXoN: My little sister, not
a great while ago, wroto a little letter to
the Children's Corner and that has in a
way prompted my writing.
At that time I was a disbeliever in Freethought, although brought up in a family
that were purely Freethinkers. I cannot
say with truth that I am a Freethinker
yet; there are still some things I cannot
believe. I really think that in the course
of time, if a few thinfliS are made clear to
me, I may yet be numbered with that
honored class.
There is one thing I should like to say
here, and that is, that in all my association
with Freethinkers; I hav discovered that
they are all of the smartest men of the
present century.
I still go to Snnday·school, and for that
reason I do not like to say anything aga;nst
them that might ever be repeated. I go,
though, for purely social interests, and
for the purpose of having good times.
My grandfather is undoubtedly well
known to yon. I am proud to giv yon his
name-Lewis G. Reed.
There was a time when I used to be
angry with him for telling me things that
I now see are truths.
'!'here was a time when I_oould not bear

CBoSBY, TEx., Oct. 17, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I will attempt to
write to the Children's Corner for the first
time. Father takes THE TBUTH SEEKER
and I love to read the Children's Corner.
I am a Freethinker, and I hav five brothers
and one sister{· they are all Freethinkers.
We are the on y Freethinkers there are in
this little place, but I think there are some
people here who are of the same belief, bot
are afraid to speak out. I am not afraid
of going to that horrid place the Christians
talk about. 1 he people aronnd here are
afraid of us because we are Freethinkers.
I gave a friend of mine a copy of the
Freethinkers' Magazine to read and her
mother sent me word to not send any more
of them there. I guess they were afraid
to read it. We hav no church here and I
am glad of it. · Our school is out and I am
sorry, because I get so lonesome. Well,
I will close for this time. Hopin~ this
will escape the waste-basket, I remam,
Your friend,
BELLE HARVEY.
[Our cause will not suffer in the town of
Crosby so long as the Harvey family reside within the limits. We shall be always
glad to hear from Belle, or any other
member of the Harvey honsehold.-ED.
C. C.]
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For I dipt into the future, far a.s human eye could
Sa.w the Vision of the .;~~lct, and a.ll the wonders
that wonld be.
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In the nature of things,

though what he saw was more or
less remarkable he was on the outside of the tent relatively to our present author. Dr. Southwick, without
telling us how he got there, relates
the many and strange adventures that
befell him in a land without a sun or
a newspaper, but where light and
everlasting spring abide nevertheless ;
where women are the stronger sex,
where all dress alike, wear no buttons,
go in bathing together, and are "naked and not ashamed."
There is something of "Looking
Backward" in this book, with a spice
of Gulliver added, and it is totally devoid of religious superstition. It will
be read with interest and curiositv.
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll,
Published and for sale at this office.
Price, 50 cents.
" In the nature of things there can be
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A UNIQUE BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

The Truth Seeker Library.
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Books by Helen H. Gardener.

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re·
formers. The Biographies of three hnn·

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES
COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED.

drt1d of•the most distinguished teachers and
P.hilqsophers (who were not Christians), from
the trme of Menu to the present. B~D.M. Bennett. 1.~ pages, svo. Cloth, $3; leather, $4;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

Snpern~tnral ~~Ugion.

An inquiry into

tlie reality of divme revelation. Decidedly the
mo!'t thorough and eJthaustive work on the
clanns of BUJilernat)lralism ever written. By F.
W. ,N'eWipan, Emerttus Professor of the London
Umvers1ty. 1.115 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4 ·
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.
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The Great Works of Thomas Paine•

Including The Age of Reason, Examination of
Prophecies, Repl;v to Bishop of Llaudaff, Letters to Jlir. Erskme, Essay on. J?reams, Letter
to Camille Jordan, The Rellgton of Deism
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights of
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine,
and a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, svo.
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.

Ana~ysi~

By W"A.TSON HESTON.
The Stories Humorously T"Oid-And Hard Facts
Given Concerning tt.e Or1gm and Authenticity of the
Old Testament-A Page ot Tut to Each Picture.

400

Pages.
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An ex-

aill_ll).atwn · of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred
.wntmgs of the World. By Viscount Amberley,
sop. of the late Lord John Russell, twice Pre.
mt.e~ of England. Complete from the London
editton. 7t5 pages, svo. In cloth, $3.
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'l'he Gods and Rel!gions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full ac-

count of all the pods the nations of the earth
have worshiped, mcluding_Jehovah, Satan, the
Holy Ghost, Jesus Chrish Vir,gin ll'lary1 and the
Bible.. 8?5 pages, svo. vol. l i descrioes fully
ail rllligtous systems of the world, including
J udatsm, Mohammedanism, anrl Christianity·
phe latter occupying_ 872 pnges, being fully _gone
mto.. 949. pages. lly I>. l\1. Bennett. Writ·
ten 1u pnson nt Albany. In clot.h. $8 Per vol!Jme. or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7;
m morocco, gtlt edges, $8.
The fm::egoing volumes are called "The Truth
Beeker Library." If all are ordered together a.nd
sent by express\ one dollar will be deducted from
the prtce of eaon.
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Works Pushed by Unseen Hands.
SHORT STORIES.

REMSBURG'S
WORKS.
.Abraham Lincoln:

Was He A Christian?

For fifteen yea s Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work, He presents
an array of testimony that is irresistible and overwheuning, and which must put this quest ton
at rest forever. In addition to the testimon:l' of twenty wnnesses who claim that Ltncoln wai
a Christian, and which is reviewed and refuted, he adduces the testimol!}' of more than a hundred witnesses in proof of the claim that Lincoln was not a Christian. These witnesses include
~is wife and other relatives; his three law partners; his private secretaries; members of his
cabinet; his principal biographers, and scores of his most 1 · tim~te friends.

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged

As a Missiona:ry: Document it is uB.excelled. Amor..,; the subjects considered by Mr.
Remsburg are: The Church and Morality; Crimmal Statistics,_showmg the creeds of the pri~·
oners ill the penitentiaries; tha Church and Civilization; the uhurch and Bctence; the Chur•>h
and Learning; the Church and Liberty; the Church and the Antislavery Reform;.. the Woman'H
Rights Movement; the Temperance Reform; the Church and the Republic. rrice, 10 centJ
singly; 75 cents per dozen.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and Vices Sanctioned by

Scripture; Fa.lsehood and Deception; Che!Lting; Theft and Robber:y,; Adultery and Prostitu·
tion; Murder; Wars of Col!qne•t ana Extermination;, Despotism; Intolerance and Persecu·
tion; Injustice to Woman; Unkindness to Children; uruelty to Animals; Human Sacrifices;
Cannibalisml Slavery; W1tchcraft_j Polrgamy; Intemperance; Pove;:ty and Vagrancy; Ignorance and laiocy; Obscenity. Pnce, smgle copies,~ cents; 6 copies, 811. Jt:ecial discount
.on larger quantities.

SaJJbath-Breaking. This is the best and most tlwrough work
ever written on the Sabbath from a rational );)Oint of view. Large and handsome print. The
questton is discussed under the fo.lowin!l' heads: Ori,gin of the Sabbatic Idea; the Jewish
SiLbbath; the Christian Scriptures and the Sabbath; ExiLmination of Sunday Argume;.1ts;
Origin of the Christian Sabbath; Testimony of t.be Christian Fathers; the Sabbath during
.tbe Middle Ages; the Puritan Sabbath.;,_Testimony of Chris dan Reformers, Scholars, and
l>ivines; Abroga.tion of Sunday Laws. rrice, 25 cents; 6 copies $1.

2mage Breaker.

Six Lectures:

Address THIS OFFICE

Darwin and After Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.
By GEoRGE J. RoMANEs.
.A s:vatematicExil_osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
~=~!:ien~!~:lfs~~~ral reader rather than to proMr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
intE)resting <?f Enjl'lish writers J!POn e!olution,
besides rankmg wtth Professor Huxley 1n scientific knowledge and ability. And this ts a part of
his !'onclusion regan;ug the great subject of
Desjgn, to which the ehoroh so often refers:
"Thus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
supernatural design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
the hands ofa pnrelymechanical philo~ophy...
All nature has thus been transformed before f.he
view of thE" pre•ent generation m a manner and
to an extent that has never before been possible;
and inasmuch as the change which has taken
place ha• taken plwe in the direction of naturalIsm, and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical interpretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in tht
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th God?"
!ffinstrated. Price, clogt.J. $2.
Address,
Tl:1.1!; TRUTH BEEKER.

Colonel Kelso's Works.

CONTENTS:
A Splendid Jud_ge of a Woman -The Lady of the
Club-Under Protest-For the ProsecutiOn-A
Rusty Link in the Chain-The Boler House
Mystery-The Time·Lock of Our Ancestors- Florence CamPbell's
Fate-My Patient's .Fate.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Facts and Fictions of Life•
CONTENTS:

Pt eface-Thlil F•c~ion of Fictions-ADa:; in Court
-Throo;p m W11h the City's Dead-An Irrespon lb}e,Educated Cla•s-The Moral ReSIJOnslblllty of Woman in HereditrWoOJan&s&nAnnax-BexinBrainHeredity in 'ts Relations to a
Double Standard of MoralsDivorce and the Proposed NatiJnal Law
-Lawsuit or Leg.
acy-Comlpon
Sense m
Surgery.
Cloth, IT; paper, 60 cents.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
By HELEN H. GARDENER.

One of Her Brightest, Wittiest. and
Strongest Lectures .Againat
the Bible.
Every Woman Should Read It

and
Koow Her Eoemiee aod Her Frieoda.
Price, 10 cents. Address this office.

Tells the story of the A.utlwr-Hero's Life,

deliD.eates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the
asll~rsions cast upon it. Choice extracts from ·• Common Sense,"" American Crisis,"" Rights
of Man," and" Age of Reason," a1:.e given; also, tributes to Paine's character from more than
one hundred noted persons of J!:urope and Amer'·.ca, many of them written expressly for this
work. Second edition, 160 );la~es, printed on fine tinted paper, neatly bound, and containing a
handsome steel portrait of Pame. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

VALUABLE ENGLISH
PUBLICATION.

!/!he Apostle of Liberty.

'l'he StndenVs Darwin. B_y Edward B.

An address delivered in Paille Hall, bef:re the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, January

;tALveldmg, D. So., Fellow of Umversity College!
on on. The PU11>0Be of this booli is to tel
OJ]lething of Darwin's work to those who have
e1tqer the time nor the opportnnityjo investi" g_ate 1t fully for themselves. 1. The Naturalist's
Voyage Around the World. 2. Geolo~ical
Works. 8. Botanical Works. 4. Zoological
Wo~ks•. 5. Works on Evolution.
With a
copious 1ndex. Price, $2.

29, 1884. Price, 10 cents.

For all the above work's address

Paper, 50 cents.

A. ·Thoughtless Yes.

Decline of .Faith: Protestant Intolerance; Washington an Unbeliever; Jetferson an Unbeliever; Paille and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each 5 cents; bound, paper, 2li cents; per
doz., 40 cents.
·
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Price, cloth $1.
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THE WRITINGS OF THOMAS PAINE.
COLLECTED, EDITED, AND CHRONOLOGIOALLY ARRANGED BY

MONCURE

DANIEL

Pre &.ru.i Con of

CON"WA.Y.

Author of " The Life of Thomas Paine," " Omitted Chapters of History Disclosed in
the Life and Papers of Edmund Randolph," etc.
Four Volumes, Royal Octavo, Gilt Tops, Uniform with the Editor's" Life Of
Paine" Price per Volume, $2.50.
-Two volumes are now ready for delivery, and the others will follow soon. Orders for the
whole set will be taken and filled as the volumes ~~~ or the volumes can be purchased sepa~atelY.
.A.ddresa
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00., 28 LafaYette PJ.&oe, NewYork.
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Goma of r:Fhought.
FRlllEDoM, enlightenment, and well-being
for alll-Ludwig Buchner.
SADLY the blast of thy tremendous word,
Whate'er its mystic purportmayhavbeen,
Echoes across the ages, Nazarene;
Not to bring peace mine errand, but a
sword.
-William Watson.
I FF.AR to breathe any treason against the
majesty of love which is the genius and
god of gifts, and to whom we must not
affect to prescribe. Let him giv kingdoms
or flower-leaves indifferently. - Ralph
Waldo Emerson.
How can one man establish the inspiration of another? How can an inspired
man prove that he is inspired? How cau
he know himself that he is inspired?
There is no way to prove the fact of inspiration. The only evidence is the word
of some man who could by no possibility
know anything of the subject.-Robert G.
Ingersoll.
NoT as adventitious therefore will the
wise man regard the faith which is in him.
The highest truth that he sees he will
fearlessly utter; knowing that, lll.t, what
may come of it, he is thus playing his
right part in the world-knowing that if
he can effect the change he aims at-well;
if not-well also; though not so well.Herbert f)pencer.
THEY hav stormed the stars with their
passion-cry
For hope or mercy or justice herePlead that their darlings should. never
diePlead with many a sob and tear.

brutes. Cul9, whelp, and nestling are nurtured by that parental instinct which constitutes the altruism of the animal world.
Sexual attraction reinforces the sentiment
already roused into action, and te!lches
that the normal life is happiest when linked
with the life of others. In the case of man
the sympathy which issues first through
the natural emotions of family and sex is
spread over an ever-widening area by the
power of imagination. A greater faculty
of entering into the feelings of others goes
along with a deeper sensitivness to their
pains and joys. Their experience becomes
ours. Our self is blended with theirs.
We pity their actual sufferings, and, calling
up in imagination the suffering our co~d~ct
might entail, we shrink from comm1ttmg
a wrong. To ease the smart of pity, or, if
the phrase please better, to intensify our
pleasure, we hasten to relieve a neighbor's
grief or add to his happiness. Pity is the
characteristic mark of the later ethics.F. J. Gould.
The Va.Jue ol Good Bread

A NEW AND

VALUABL~

BOOK.

Religion and. the
.By F. D. CUMMINGS.

A Series of Sixteen Freethought Essays.
Subjects-

.

.

Introduction. I The God and Man of the Bible II. God and the DeVIl. ill. Is the B1ble Contradictory? IV. Je~ils-WasHethe Ji'nlfillmf!nt.of Hebrew "rophecyand_ Expectancy?_ V. Jeans
the Te•cher of lli~rhteonsn••s. VI D1d the DlsclpleR L_ook for an. Immediate !Cesm:recttqny Vll.
What Does the Bible Teach Regarding the Second Co mn,.- of Chr1st? VII The Chnst Sp1nt Outside the Bible. IX What Is the uible? X. How Man Ailvances. XI. Why Do Men Cling to the
Bible? XII Belief Unbelief Faith. Rea.qon, and Prwer. XIII. Is There a God? XIV. Reward and
Punishment. X{. immortality. XVI. Conclu3ion.
··
•

A Book that should he in the hands of all who seek the L11rht.
Price, 50 cents.

Address The Truth Seeker Company, New York.

is appreciated by every one, but so few
are able to secure uniformly good results.
This is often due to the fact that when
milk is used the character of it is exceedingly variable; by using Borden's Pee!lees Brand Evaporated Cream you Will
overcome this difficulty. Try it.

·rHE 1<bSURR·ECTION OF JESUS.

JSI I /G[N[SI

Pilute's Attempt to Save the Life of J esns; Christ Before Herod; ANew Indictment

PICTORIAL WORK
GlASS CARDS. SilK BANNERS.

-Esrb~NH 8FoR

DUPLICATE SIGNS

J. U. MANUTH, 210 Blue Island Ave., Chicago.

AN ACNOSTIC'S VIEW.
CoNTENTs: The Christian Dogma of Salvation; The Christian's Belief; Why Wa.s
the Resurrection a Secret Affair? The Age of a Story Does Not Prove Its Truth;

Against Jeans; Were the Guards Hired by the Priests? Pilate's Motive for Secreting
the Bodv; Matthew's Account of the Resurrection; Why the Angel Bat on the Stone;
Mary's Visit; Angels; Renan's Theory; The Disciples Were Deceived; The Identification; The Ascension; Why Did Jesus Disappear? Other Strange Phenomena; The
Chief Priests Did. Not Believe in Resurrection; What Became of the Roman Guards?

Folly! for never an answer came,
And never an arrow was turned away;
It sped to its beautiful mark the same,
Whether they prayed or scorned to pray.
-Kenneth Lamar.

8t48

Dr. E. B. Foote's Works.

Example; The Roman Governors and the Resurrection Story; The Testimony of

BY a moral life, it need scarcely be said,
no merely formal conduct iii understood,
guided by petty conventions and hedged
around by narrow restrictions, but that
healthy existence, consistent with natural
principles and obedient to wise and universal social experience, which has proved
itself the best and the happiest for the
individual, and most conducive to the
comfort and well-being of the race. Such
a life is not dependent on any form of religious belief.-~e A.uthorof"f)'upernatural Religion."

Plain Home Talk and Medical Conimoz.
Sense. In one handsome 12mo volume

Inspiration; Conclusion.

Go your own way. From all the parlors
and cloisters will come cries of warning.
Go your own way, Gather flower and
grain. Be these your gift to the social
treasury. You can contribute generonsly
when you are big in yourself. To borrow
that you may giv puts a lien on your future. All the debts must be paid. Out
of your personal private riches you can
civ and giv, and never reduce your store.
But if you will put yourself in bond that
you may play philanthropist, borrower,
lender, and receiver are deceived and
defeated.-Horace L. :I.raubel.
WE see that to prepare ourselvs for the
duties of paternity and maternity, by
making ourselvs as vigorous and healthful
as we can be, is a duty we all owe to our
children unborn and to one another. We
see that to sacrifice ourselvs, and inferentially them, is not a thing good in itself,
but rather a thing to be avoided where
practicable, and only to be recommended
in the last resort as an unsatisfactory means
of escape from graver evils, We see that
each man and each woman holds his virility and her femininity in trust for humanity, and that to play fast and loose with
either, at the bidding of priests or the
behest of Puritans, is a bad thing in itself,
and is fraught with danger for the state
and for future generations.-Grant Allen.
SYMPATHY did not wait to be called into
life by religion. It was born among

Is Suicide
A Sin?
Colonel Ingersoll's Famous
Letters and Replies from Eminent Men. With a Startlinll
Chanter on

Great Suicides of History.
Schonenhauer's Celebrated
Essay "On Suicide."
Paper covers. - Price 25 Cents

The Truth Seeker,
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE. New York.

I

The Origin of the Story; St. Paul's Account; §t. Paul's Conversion; A Modern

Contemporaneous Writers; Miracle-Workers; Is the Resurrection Well Attested?

Price, cloth, '15 cents; paper, 40 cents.

of nearly 1,000 pages, fully illustrated. Cloth,
$8.21>--in En_glish or German. A new cheap
edition at onlv $1.50.

Science in

St~ry;

Sexual Physiology for the Young.

250

pages, illustrated and cloth-bound. (The :fifth
volume of" Scienc,e in Story.") 50 cents.

Dr. Foote's Health Monthly. Devoted to

Hygiene, Sexual and Social Science, and a.llied
St!biects; ninth year. Subscription, wi.th preJmnm, 50 cents per year. Specunen cop1es free
on application.

DfSIGN ARGUMINT fALLACifS.
A Re:tutadon o:t "the Argu"JDen"t Tha-t Na-ture Exhibi"tllil
Marks o:f Having Been Designed by
an Intellii:en"t Bein,K"•

Comprising "Advice

to a Wife on the Management of Her Own
Health, especia.lly Durin~ Pregnancy, Labor,
and Sucklfug," and •• AdVIce to a Mother on the
Management of Her Children in Infancy and
Childhood;" 2 books in 1 volume, 528 pages, $1.

Hand-Book of Health Hints and Ready
Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet
of 128 pages. 25 cents.
Addrens
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt FOLI{S.

SYNOPSIS:
I. The Dddltm Argnmellt Vitiates Itself By Necessitating an Infinite Series of Designe-rs
n. If There Were a Del!igner He Could Not Be Beneficent.
IIL If There Were One He Could Not Be Wis~ for
His Processes Are .r.;gre_Kionsly Blow,
They Are Egregionsl:t_Wasteful,
They Often Serve No Use,
.
·
They Have Produced Faulty Mechanisms.
IV. What Is Ca.lled Design Is Only Subserviency; and the Watch Argument Is illegitimaub.
V. What Actna.lly Did Oanse So-Called Design.
VI. Astronomv and Design.
VII. The Argument of a First Cause.
Embracing a Succinct Exposition of Evolution and a Sketch of Astronomy.
BY THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,

By MRS. B. D. BLENKER.

Boards.

• «<oenill.

Th~ Or~er

of Creation.

OONNJUf BEIWEEN 6EN}ES AND smll!lfll.
A

THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York Cit:r.

or, Sammy Tubbs, the

Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome
Monkey. 5 volumes in one, cloth, ~2.00, postage
prepaid; 5 volnmeso.!!eparate, fle:nble cloth\ 5{l
cents J)er volume· lted Line edition, suitaole
for holiday presents, $1.00 per volume.

Mother's Manual.

Addr~

0oNTBGVEBBY liB'l'WEE!1 'r1ltl

HON. W. E. GLADSTONE, . l'P.Oco M.Ax l!'ft1LL111L
PlloJ'. T. H. HUXLEY,
M., RJ:vD:.LE,
E. Lnm LDrrol!!.
amo,1'111 pp.; paper,I!Octs.; cloth, ~eta.
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H-UMANIT~

Price 15 cents.

Address

THE TRUTH BEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.

Remsbure:'s Book on Lincoln.

ABRAHAM
LINCOLN:

BETTER THAN

ErERNAL PUNISHMENT.

WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?

By M. BABCOCK.
10centa.

Price,

Answers to Christian

~oestions

And Arguments.
B:v D. M. .Buurr.

DIRECT LEGISLATION.
By the Citizenship through the
Initiative and Referendum,
BY J. W. BULLIV.A.l!!.
Price, ill cents. Address To TBUTKI!ulcm,

By John E. Remsburg.

One of the most noted controversies of the century has been waged over the question of
Abraham Lincoln's religious belief. Boon after the remains of America's most illustrious son ware
laid to rest at Springfield, one of his bioqraphers, Dr. Holland, put forward the claim that he was a
Christian. The claim was promptly demed by the dead statesma.n's friends, bnt only to be renewed
again, and again denied. And thus for a quarter of a century the question of Lincoln's belief has
been tossed like a battledore from side to side.
For fifteen years Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work. He "{>resents .an
array of testimony that is irresistible and overwhelming, and which must 11nt this qnest10n at rest
forever. In addition to the testimony of twenty witnesses who claim that Lincoln was a Christian,
and which is reviewed and refuted, he adduces the testimony of more than a hundred witnesses in
proof of the claim that Lincoln was not a Christian. These witnesses include his wife and other
relatives; his three law partners; his _Private secretaries; members of his cabinet; his principal
biogr~hers, and scores of his most int1mate friends.
Oloth, $1; paper, 50 cents,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York
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MINISTER:

"Is your father a religions

man. my son?" Small Boy: "Guess so;
snarls every time we speak to 'im. "-Plain
Dealer.
u YEs," said the Vermont deacon, " I
always go down· to the camp-meeting, and
always come back feeling good. Do yon
see that magnificent· horse in the field?
Well. yon ought to hav seen the old plug
I took down."
A SMA.LL young curate rebuked a lady,
conspicuous for . her good deeds among
the poor and outcast, with the words:
"You're a good woman, but why don't
yon do some really religions work, such
as embroidering an altar cloth?"
A FLoRiDA friend writes us to tell the
following true story: In one of the smaller
towns of that state a lady went into a book
store and inquired of the proprietor
whether he had the " Heavenly Twins "
for sale? He replied: "No, madam; but
here is a book of the same general character, entitled 'Stepping Heavenward,' in
which I think yon will be quite as deeply
interested." -Buffalo Commercial.
SHOPKEEPER: "I should like to do more
for yon, but business is not what it used
to be.• " (Givs a dollar to the parish col·
lector, who then retires.) Friend: " And
is trade so very bad?" Shopkeeper: "I
didn't say so. On the contrary, it is just
booming. I said it was not what it used
to be, see? But that's no reason I should
giv $5 to the church when I can stand
them Qft' with $1."-Boston Transcript.

There is comfort and joy in the sickening
thnd
With which I shall presently fall.
The judge asked the Lord to hav mercyyon heard
The cant of that gentleman grim.
The judge did-absurd! I am thinking,
my word!
.
I had better be praying for himThere's no "drop" of salvation for him.
Now, stick to the Bible, my Sarah, and
kneel
Until yon are sore at the knees ;
There's a mansion where sinners can't
enter and stealDo lay up your treasure there, please.
You've gone from the path that yon formerly trod,
So try to be gentle and mild;
The kingdom of God, though it strikes
yon as odd,
Is just like a dear little childA poor little baby-farm child."
-London Freethinker.

POND'
S EXTRACT
•
~'HE

Valuable Books o:o

H~gie11e,

-With Husic Written to All the Bona-s.CoiiPILBD

· a Student of Science

CATARRH, LAMENESS,
RHEUMATISM, SPRAIN,
MOSQUITO BITE, PILES,
SUNBURN, BRUISE,
WOUND, OR ANY PAIN

FELIX L. OSWALD.

28 Lafayette place, New York.

A. W. GLEASON,
Notarv Pulmo.

Ha.ll's Catarrh Cure iR taken internally and acts
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system. Send for testimonials, freo.
]'. J CHENi!<Y & CO., Toledo, 0.
nr Sold by Druggists, 75c.

A Rare Chance to get first-class

Freeth•mght Sto y Books of sixty pa,ges or over
each. FREE Send 3 cents to nay @Stage on
samples. Address THE) LIBERAL PUB. CO.,
42uf
Portland, Kan.

(J:ND.Ktt ~\' ov..v . . ,

FOB SALE AT T1lE TRUTH SEEKER Or < 1,

EIIl:~r~ing luL
ence of Christiapi~y on Cl v!llzatlo'! ; L ur
tianityandl\'latenalism; WhatLitcrahsm oft<
in Place of Christianity; Scientific l\Iateri.al~sJ
Woman • Spiritualism from a Matenahs1
Standpolnt· Paine the Political and Religim
Ueformer· 'Materialism and Crime; Will tl
Coming Man Worshii> God? Cri;mes and C:rn
ties of Christianity; the Anthonty of the DlhJ
Freethonght Judged by Its Frmts; Our J 'I.P>•
of God 800 pp., paper, 60 cents.

l<:ssays and Lectures.

Influence of Christianity upon Clviliza
tion. 25 cents.
Christianity and :Materialism. 15oonts.
What Liberalism Offers in Place o
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism ; Its :Meaning an~
Tendency. 10 cents. ·
Sp4-itualism from a Materialistic Stand•
point. 10 cents.
Paine the Political and Religion!! Reformer. 10 cents.
Woman : Her Past and Present: Het
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents.
M:aterialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming )[an Worship God!
lOcents.

l'welve Tracts. Scientific and Theolog·
,.

Skeleton Keys to SaGerdotal SeGrets•
"Wrtte me no more faJJ!es, lmrt I be a tool ana
reaa t11e rtaates a!.DT'/J."

By R. B. Westbrook, D.O., LL.B.

CoNTENTS: The Whole Truth; Sacerdotalism
Impeached; Th!!. Fabulous Claims of Judaism;
Moses and the l'entatench; Ancient Symbolism
and Modern Literalism; Astral Keys to Bible
Stories; The Fable of the Fall: Search for the
"Last adamb·" What Is Known of the New Testameqt· The rama of the Gospels; The Ideal
Qbnqt; Jesus and Other Cbrists; A Reverent
Critique on Jeans; A Few Fragments; Blood
Salvation· The Thin~ That Remai:o..
Prioe. clo1ih, .1.50- Fort sale ali this oftioe.

By Susan H. Wixon.

P~er,lO cents.

A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 800fP. $1.

Hygiene of tho Brain and the Cure of Apples o GOld. And Other Stories for
Boys and Girls. 12mo, 883 pp., fl.25.
Nervousness. By M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1.50. "Get this book and The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand-

POND'S EXTRACT

SEAL }
{~

Cloth, $1,

Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.

ttc.

ONLy ACTUAL CURATIVE

20 cents.

L. K. WASHBURN,

Right Living. Ethics as Understood by

-in a bottle-small size-and
EVERY DROP EFFECTIVE
in curing that troublesome

IC'-&1.

BY

ll'or R&la &t THTS 011'11'1011

CAU.TION

STATE OF Om J, CrTY OF ToLEDo,} 88
LucAs CouNTY
•
FRANK J CHENEY makes oath that he is the
senior partner of the lirm of F. J. CHENEY & Co.,
doing- business in the City of Toledo, County
&nd State aforesaid...!!nd that sa d firm will pay
the sum of ON"J!l .ttUNDRED DOLLARS for
.each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be
.cured by the nse of HALL's CATARRH CnHE.
FR!\.NK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
presence,
,......,..._, this 6th day of. December, A. D. 1886.

ORI61NAL AND SELECTED HYMNS
1'0~

FOUR THOUSAND DROPS

~'.

A. COLLECTION OF

Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools
and the Home.

AGENT OF ITS KIND.

J.

HYMN-BOOK.

Food a11d
Diet,
P\arriage
a11d
SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.
Pare11 tage,

SHE is only eight years old, this small
New Yorker, but nourished in a Freethinking family she has absorbed the Agfrom which you are suffering.
nostic theories of her elders, has decided
USE IT .AFTER SH.A VING.
opinions of her own; in short, is an outA discriminating lntelll·
and-out small Atheist. For some time
• gent purchaser demands
past she has been much interested in a
qUALITY. Large bottles-and large
little companion, a recent acquaintance,
profits-to unscrupulous venders do
but to the surprise of the family, recently
not compensate for days of pain and
she positivly refused to accept a tea-party
nights of torture that may be avoided
invitation from the child. Being :p,ressed
by insisting that no weak substitute
for an explanation she at last gave it:
be offered in. place of the GENUINE
"Well, I'll tell yon why. I just cannot
play with her. She's one of those com·
mon kind of children who believe in hell."
-"New York Sun.
l>UDE ONLY BY
THE preacher was having a sort of test
POND
S
FXTRACT
CO .. 76 Fifth Ave., New York.
meeting by asking the congregation questions on their conduct. "Now, brethtv....,.c\o:> ti Y
ren," he said, "all of yon who pay your
debts will please stand up." In response
to this there was an apparently unanimous ~ROF.
uprising. "Now," said the preacher, rhe Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Reli~tion of the Future. Cloth. 1!11.
asking the others to sit down, " all those
who do not pay will please stand up." l'he Secret of the East; or, The Origin
of the Christian neligion and the Significance
One man alone arose. "Ah, brother,"
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth. $1.
said the preacher, "why is it that yon, of Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
all this congregation of brethren, should · of Nature. Cloth, $1.
be so different?" "I don't know, par- Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Hnma.n Orgamsm. Cloth, $1.
son," he replied slowly, as he lopked
around over his friends and acquaintances Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illusin the meeting, "unless it is that I ain't a
trated b_y H. Faber. Clothh$~.
liar. "-Detroit Free Press.
Address
THE TnUTH SEEKER,
HEROD MAKIN, a baby farmer, was
hanged at Sydney for murdering a dozen
or 'more infants. He wrote a very pions
letter to his wife and accomplice, who was
reprieved from the capital sentence, expressiD.g a hope to meet her in heaven.
The Sydney Bulletin givs a versified ver·
sion of his letter, from which we clip the
following:
Dear Sarah, if still yon were keeping the
Farm,
The Farm where we used to make hay,
I might hav some. dread of your coming
to harm
·
When death took yon oft' and away;
But since yon are fixed up in prison for
lifeReprieved by command of the Gov.The world, with its strife, cannot get at
my wife,
I think yon should meet me above! will speak to St. Peter, my love.
How pleasant it feels to be " washed in
the blood!"
(See 2d Corinthians-Paul),

COSMiAN

read it~· for it abounds in practical
knowleuge."-[Chicago Inter-Ocean.

valnabl~

Eating for. Strength. B1, M. L. Holbrook,

M.D. Price by mail, $1. 'I am delighted with
it."-[H. B. Baker, M.D., Secretary :Michigan
State Board of Health.

Parturition Without Pain. A Code of

Directions for avoiding most of the Pains and
Dangers of Childbearing. ·By M. L. Holbrook,
M.D. Price, by mail, $1. "A work whose excellence Bnr_llasses O'-Ir _power to commend."[New York EvWing Mail.;

Liver Complain't .Mental Dyspeps1~ and
Headacqe : Tneir Cure by Home :nea.t-

ment. By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. Pnce, by
mail, $1. "Reading this book I cured m~"leli
after several doctors had failed. "-[T. C. Curtis,
U.S.A.

'rhe Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E.

B. Duffer an thor of "What Women Should
Know," • No Sex in Education," etc. Price, by
mail, $1. Mrs. Charles Brewster1 Portland, Me.,
writes: " Had I possessed this aook ten years
ago it would h't<e saved me ten years of inviilidism, and I should have been the mother of
healthy instead of sickly children."

some and Interesting BookhWithont Snpersti.
tion 1 for Children and Yont • The Only FreethinKers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
66 fnll-page illustrations and 25 sma.ller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address, THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

The Clergyman's Victims.
A LIBERAL 820RY.
MD&. J. E. Bu.r..

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and History
of the Naw TeB1iament.
B:r PBol',ll'. W. NBWKo\11.
Price Ill oentll.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SHALL THE BIBLE BE READ
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?

Bv R. B. Westbrook, A. M,

Youth: Its Care and Culture. By J.

Mortimer Granville. $1. To this has been
added a paper by that charminl{ English
writer, Grace Greenwood, on the 'Physical
Education of a Girl," ancl a J?aper on the
"Press of Girls." Its retail priCe is $1.

Talks to My Patients. By Mrs. R. B.

Gleason M.D. A Practical lfandboolr for the
Maid, Wifehand Mother: with a beautiful Photographic .l:'ortrait of the Author. Price\ by
mail $1.50. "We wish the chapter, • Confhtcntial to Mothers,' might be J?Dblished as a tract
and sent to every mother m theland."-[Har·
per's New Monthly Magazine.

The Better Way. An Appeal to Men in

behalf of Human Culture throygh a wiser parentage. By A. E. Newton. Price, by mail,
25 cents. "lt con tams information and warning
that are urgently needed."-[Christian Union.

Price, 25 eents,

Third Thousand.
A.ddreeo THE TRUTH SEEKER

Roaring Lion on the Track.
B11 M. BABOOOK.
Price..

to aentll

The Living Waters,
To those who need a medicin, remember
that Water of L tJ e is one of the best, and
will cure the stomach, liver, and kidneys.
Large pamphlet free, 84 S. Main st.,
Wilkesbarre, Pa. J. R. Perry, mgi'. 26t18

Sexual Physiology. A Scientific and Pop·

nlar ExpositioB. of the Fundamental Problem•
in Sociolo_gy. Dy R. T. Trail, M.D. Price, by
mail, ·$2. 'l'hi.s work has rapidly passed through
forty editions, and the demand is constantly
increasing. No such complete and valuable
work has ever before been issned.

Fruit and Bread. A Natural and Scien-

tific Diet. By Gustav SchliC'ke:ysen. Trans.
lated from the German, by M. L. ·Holbrook,
M.D. In addition also it contains a Complete
and Radical Cure for Int,emr>eranc!a by the Use
of a Veg~table and Fruit Diet. ny Chas. 0.
Groom .Napier, F.R.S.· 250 pages. Price, $1

rhree Books in One.

A.LL styles of watches from $1.88 np. Baudsome catalog_ne free. Safe Watch Co., 9 Murray
street, New York.
52t19

Otto Wettstei11.
THE

From the Cradl<:

to the School. B;y_Bertha Meyer. The Right>
of Children. By Herbert S11..encer. The Gov.
ernment of Children. .Uy M. L. Holbrook\ M.D
Price by mail, ·
cloth, $1. · It i~
a book worthy oo oe ranked with the best that
"!las ever been written concerning the training
of children."-[.Bazar.

DESIGNI!lB OJ!'
THE OTTO WETTSTEIN WA ICH.
THE

Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for In·
temperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.

Price, 80 cents, by mail. "It should be quietly
given to every diinker."-[Herald of Health.

Muscle-Beating;
for Sick and

1!.~1 Home
ll' ell. By

Liberal Jeweler.
INGERSOLL
SOUVENIR
SPOON.

Gymnastics
C. Kemm,

manager of the gymnasium of Rega. 80 cents.

Marriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary

and Physiological Helations, and in their bearing on the producing of children of finer health
and greater ability. Dyl\"1. L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.
'!'he Sotenttt!o Amertoan says: "Dooks on thiP
subject are. usually written by • crankB,' but thh
is radically different: it is scientific, sober.
clean, and worthy of conscientious consideration by every po!lSible parent, and particularh
by the young."

The Diet Cure. The Relations of Food
and Drink to Health, Disease Cure. By_T. L.
Nichols! M..D., editor London Herala of Health.
Price, c oth, 50 cents.

Medical Hints on the Protection and Management of the Singing . Voice. By

NOTICE,
Any of mv Liberal friends wishing anything in
my !me will do well by ;_mttin~t their addre•s on
a postal card and I WJll mail price lists of my
BI>e··ialties, 1 oan.vostttvllf save yon money,
I hav been before the L1beral nnblic for nearly
forty yea,rs and to tho•e who favor me with their
orders, I fvill •ay that I wi•l endeavor in every
way to merit their kind patronage. Fraternally
OT'.rO WETTSTEIN Tlt.e LtberaJ Jeweler.
Established 1857.
Rochelle,
Be.vatr Work a S.veotaltv.

Lenox Brown, F.R.C.S. 20th thousand. 80 cts.

Deep Breathing; or Lung Gymnastics.

Prfce, cloth, 50 cents. Mrs. Horace Mann writea:
·"Every book yon J?rint is pure gold and de·
serves wide circulatiOn."

How to Strengthen the Memory. By M.
L. Holbrook, M.D. $1.

l. Physician's Sermon to Young :Men. ·Bs
Dr. W. Pratt. Price, 25 cents. Prof. B. A
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer
says of it: "Through false delicacy lads ani
youths are left to fall into trouble, and not a f~-<
have their prospects of a healthy haJ.py life nl
solntely rnmed. The little book before ns is in
tended to be put into the handR of young met
by fathers who are unwilling or incapable u
discharging a father's duty in this respect; an•
all not one fat "IJ.er in ten is, we believe, ready '
do what is right by his boys himself, it is wei
that such a book as this should be available. l
it ill read by all who should read it, its sale wi
be counted by hundreds of thousands." Tl
publisher will send 10 copies by mail. poRtpai•
for $2· Should anyone desire them by the 11
or 1,000 they can make satisfactory terms by cot
respondence.
PJ""Catalognes Free ....AE~

By mail on receipt of price.
Add.reu THE TRUTH S:F..EKlilR

ward

edy ot
evidences of nocees.
DR. B. P. li'BLLOWII,
8&7 wboze :rou •w thlllldwr. VIneland, N J

..-I wish to say that I am an out-and-out
LIBERAL, and I trust the Freethinkers of the land
will gin me their patrona_ge and not waste their
nme md m.one:r on Ohria1ii.&D docnon.-Dr.J!e"'lotll.

'rHE TRUTH SEEKER. NOVEMBER 10. 1894.
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paper writer, senna out an appeal to
liberal-minded people to nullify the boycott by purchasing their postage stamps at
Auburndale,
SoME w:eeks since S!!Crliltiu.'f of the
Treasury Carlisle had· a young Englishman, John· James· Howard by name, .arrested under the contract labor ·law. ·
Howard was- brought to this country by
ex-Vice-President Morton, Republican
nominee. this year for governor of :New
York, 81'1 under coachmrm. United States
Judge Lacombe held that Howard was
illegally arrested, as the contract labor law
exempts private servants from its provisions, but he said that only the secretary
of the treasury bad authority to release the
man, as the law put all power of: enforcement into the hands of that official. After
considerable further delay Mr. Carlisle
made a cabinet question of the matter,
but that did not reHnlt in anythin"' definit,
apparently, and after still more c1elay the
prisoner on Ellis Island was released on
November 3d. NeaTly all the influential
Democratic papers of the country condemned the action of the secretarv as a
contemptible campaign dodge.

STAR .THEATER lraq,if~~

:~:g~~~

November lith.·

"I believe -w-here the ..vidence is sllffi•
cient. "-Ingerson.

The distingui;hed Jurist, Litterateur, and Orator,
·
·

.

A PROP FOR EVIL DOERS.
The hea.ds thereof jndge for reward, and the priests thereof teach for hire, and the prophets thereof divine for
money: yet wdl they lean upon the Lord, and say, Is not the Lord among us? .none evil can come upon _ns,-MicaL·iii, 11.

Col. ROBERT G.

INGERSOLL,
SUBJEOT~"THE BIBLE:"
(Firat time iil New York.)

October 30th and about 130 lives were
lost.
IT now looks as though Blair would sncT:fm Japanese hav taken Fong-Fang· ceed this year in getting back into the
Chen, whic4 leaves the road open to Senate from New Hampshire. If he does
Monkden,
there will be one more untiring enemy of
religions liberty to watch.
CANADIAN agricultural implement mann·
factnrers are preparing to establish facto·
PRoF. W. S. WYMAN, of the University
ries in the United States.
o~ Alabama, says that the phrase, "all
correct," usually indicated by the initials
ON November 2d an earthquake visited "0. K.," is derived from the Choctaw
the City of Mexico; It was the most word "okeh," meaning "it is all right."
Bf:lvere felt there since 1858..
LAST year, when John Y. McKane was
IN Servia the Nicolaeivich ministry re- at Gravesend, the registration of alleged
signed and a new one was formed with voters reached 6,218, and this year, with
Ntcola Christich as premier.
the "boss" in Sing Sing, only 2 039 voters
EUGENE EsPERANOm OUDIN, the famous register, a falling off of more th~n 4,000.
singer, died in London on November 4th,
Ex-PREMIER HoNoRE MEROIER of Can-.
H~:~ was born in this city in 1858.
ada died in Montreal on October 30th.
. BALTIMORE manufacturers hav secured- During the last few years he has favored
the con_tract for supplying the Japanese the independence of Canada and, inciarmy w1th cotton duck for their tents.
dentally, Hs annexation to the United
States. He was born Oct. 15, 1840.
PRESIDENT CLll.VELAND has designated
November 29th as Thanksgiving Day.
IN 1874. the United States sent to Great
The proclamaUon is pions to a degree. ·
Britain only 123 head of beef cattle while
in 1894 there were shipped to that c~nntry
CZAR ALEXANDER of Russia died at 345,734 head. Fresh· beef was first sent to
L~vadia in the Crimea on November 1st. England in 1877 to the amount of 49,210,Hts son has been proclaimed empE'ror 990 pounds. Sv far this year 193,331,292
pounds hav been shipped.
under the title of Nicholas II.
THERE being no longer a bond of union
A BILL is pending in the Vermont legisto hold them together the trustees of Pro- lature to aid farmers to re~over their
feasor Swing's enterprise at Cent;ral Music maple sugar bounty. It provides for the
Hall, Chicago, hav decided to disband
payment by the state of~ sum not exceed·
THE steamer Wairarapa, plying between I!J.~ $6~0llto the first resident of the state
Auckland, ~. Z., and Sydney, N. S. W., 'ito s da sue for and recover the bounty
was wrecked on Great Barrier Island on ·IJ. ege to be due from the general government.

A. Missionary Scheme.
THE TBUTH SEEXEB has recently been doing, with
the generous aid of its friends, a. great deal of political missionary work. We hav given away thousands of the "Church Property" pamphlet, and it
is doing i.t11 work. We ha.v also given away thousands ()f arguments against the proposed national
Sunday laws. Besides these, more thousands of
TRUTH SEEXJU\B bav been scattered broadcast over
the land.
With the advent of the reading season, when the
summer's work is done and the people hav time to
think, we want to do a great deal of religious missionary work, and so we haT prepared this scheme
which has already received cordial indorsement: '
Probably no one book h~s made more converts
to common sense and won more people away from
superstition than Paine's "Age of Reason." It is
a. book, a.s Colonel Ingersoll 11a.ys, ~hat furnishes an
immense amount of food for thought. It is written
for the average mind, a.Bd is a. straightforward,
honest investigation of the Bible and of the Christian system. It has liberalized us all. It puts

TIMBER frauds, involving many persons, P"'Seats now on sale~B-;;x Office, Star Theater
some high in public and social life, hav
been discovered in Wisconsin. Among
J't' /!,
those indicted are a brother of exCongressman McCord and A. R. Osborn
receiver, under President Harrison, of th~
DEATH~
Ashland land office.
-{)B,ATTORNEY· GENERAL OLNEY holds that
Why• Should the Atheist Fear to Die?
the dispensary law· of Son~h Carolina is \y J. 0. HoLYOAKE. ·
Price. 5 cents.
inoperativ as against the provisions of the
federal revenue Jaws; that is, a South
Carolina sheriff, for instance, could not
enter a bonded warehouse and tendering
the tax on distilled spirits, seiz~ the goods.
EMBRACING THE
DoN FRANOISOo. QUIROGA Y UoDRIGUEZ. Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel·
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the
eminent scientist, geographer, and pro:
Derivation of Christianity;
fefsor of the Univer~ity of Madrid, Spain
to 'which is addeil.
is dead. He was the author of nnmEron~
scientific works, member of various Span- WHENCE OU:R ARYAN A~CESTORS ~
ish and foreign scientific societiPP, member
B'v GEORGE W, BR'owN; M.D
of the Spanish Freethonght Federation
·
.1:! ourth Edttton:
and as such took activ part in the Inter~ Part 1.-Res.earohes in Jewish Hist~~y;. ~n chapnational Congress at Madrid in 1892.

LOGIC OF

BesearGhes in .Oriental ·.History,.

IN a recent spFech at Bradford Prime
Minister Rosebery. Jl1ade a sharp attack
on the Honse of Lords. He sai<t that he
favored the principle of a second chamber
holding that the temptation of absolnt~
power was too great for any person or
body, but the upper house in the present
form was an obstruction that the Commons and the people must giv no quarter.
MISS LoUisE IMoGEN GUINEY is postmistress a.t Auburndale near Boston
Mass. ·She is well known' as a poetess and
writer of prose, and is a Catholic which
has resulted in the boycotting of h~r postoffice by the A P A 's Mrs Margaret
F. Sullivan, of Chic~g~, another news-

I

arguments in the mouths of the people ; it puts the
church on the defensiv ; it enables somebody in
every village to corner the parson. It has never
been " answered " and never can be.
What ought to be done, and what we propose to
do. is to scatter this book broadcast-to giv and to
ha.v given away thousands of them among the people. Every church-member that any Freethinker
knows ought to hav one. It will do that churchmember good, even if his wife burns it. He will
re~d a few pages in it at least before she gets hold
of It. But perhaps she too will read it. That book
in a family is bound to do good-an imt!ense
amount. It has liberalized thousands and will
liberalize thousands more. That book start~d THE
TBUTB SEEXEB, for from reading it D. M. Bennett,
whom we all loved when living, and whose memory
we now honor, became a. LiberaL Previously he
was a. rigid churchman. There are more like him in
the country, and it is they we ought to reach.

Our proposition is for every reader ot this
paper to send us the names and addresses ot
EIGHT ot his Christian acqnaintances and ONE

ters. ·
Partii.-Uesearches in Zoroastri ..n sm; thirteen
.
chapters.
,
Part III -Derivation of Christianity ; twenty
chapters.
.·
·
.
·
Part IV.-Whence Ca'lle the Aryans? Five chap.
ters. ·
.
· Press Notices.

The style is forcible and terse, the rea•oning
~ooa, and as the facts upon which the argument
ts based !Lre large1y Christian, our theological
fr1ends will have some hard nuts to crack if they
attempt to answer them.-Boston ln'llesttgator.
This book is one of the most thorough and
learned of the Freethought works that have come
across the Atlantic.- The Freethtnleer, Loriaon.
Is a mo•t valuable contributwn to the literature of the nineteenth century.-Proaresst'lle
Thtnlrer.
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.:iO.
Address all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER
OOMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, New York Oity.

DOLLAR, and we will mail each ·of them a copy
ot Paine's "A.GE OF REASON."
If you don't know eight Christians you care
enough about to convert, name those whom you do
want to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the
remainder to some editor or public man or preacher
worth saving.
In this way public opinion can be made and
the church undermined.
A few Freethinkers
in a community can club together and convert a.
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and
dry in his pulpit. Or they can send us the funds
and we will make the selection of the target and
take the responsibility of the work. What we want is
to scatter the book among the people and hav it read
Remember, we do all the work-all we ask is the
names and addresses and means to mail the book.
Surely everybody can help in this and make thousands of Freethinkers.
Don't select the names
of. indifierentists, but those of good church people,
Wl~h a .preference for those who hav the capacity to
thmk if they only are steered in the right direction.

A

Jownal of Freethought

~d Reform.

Vol. 2l. No.46 {:PUBLISHED WEEKLY.} New York, Saturday, November 17, 1894· 28
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FACTS INSTEAD OF FICTION-ANOTHER VIEW OF THE WORLD.
FREETBINXER (to Christian Scrubber): '' No scrub bing can e:v er remove from this world the stains of innocent blood shed by the followers of Christ in the name of
the Christian religion."

400

Years of Freethought.

From Columbus to lqgersoll

~

B~

Samuel Porter Putqam

Large Octavo, n65 pages, Gilt Sides and Back, Marbled Edges.
Truth Seeker One Year~· $6.5o.
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Price, $5; vvith :~~he

FULL-PAGE HALF-TONE PORTRAITS
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t:f!:' HE 7 .R UI H SEEKER OOMP ANY has pleasure in announcing

1.v

that this splendid work, which has been in preparation so long, and for
which nearly 1,100 persons ha.v subscribed in advance, is now ready
for delivery. For more than twelve months FouR HuNDRED YEABs OF
FREETBOUGBT has been advertised, and if it had appeared as originally designed it might ha.v been out half a year ago. The Prospectus has stated
all along that the book would contain six hundred pages of printed matter,
and fifty portraits were mentioned, but it has so grown upon the hands of
the author and publisher that the pages of type ha.v reached nearer nine
hundred, while the list of pictures has extended to almost three times fifty.
As the portraits ha.v proved the most expensiv-a.s they will no doubt prove
to many the most attra.ctiv-pa.rt of the book, their multiplication, together
with the added pages of text, will gv the subscriber about twice as much
for his money as was at :first promiised him. He is getting an Album as
well as a. History ; for what are called "half-tone" pictures, like those in

Yea

the present work, are the most finished and satisfactory product of the
artist's and engraver's skill, being exact reproductions and therefore equal
in accuracy to the original photograph. We feel considerable pride in this
collection of photographs, and call especial attention to them...
As for the subject matter of FouR HuNDRED YEA.Bs OF FRE~TBOUGBT,
it covers nearly every phase of progress and development, and presents
them in such orderly sequence as to giv the best possible picture of human
evolution. In Part First we hav Freethought as a. manifestation and influence ; in Part Second, as an organized force. With this history are given
sketches of the lives of the men and women who ha.v taken part in the move
ment. It unites the pa.at and the present. It is a. world book and a. home
book. It fu11ils the promia of its inception, and is the most ma.gnifi.cen
work ever issued by the FreethoughtPress.

Price, $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50.
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the missionary work.
The ex-cabinet minister
added that the Parliament was disheartening to
missionaries abroad. . Undoubtedly, for it was an
indirect but none the less effectiv assault on the
dogma of exclusiv salvation.

ls :Morality in ItseH a "Quixotic Weakness" t

upon a possible future existence, and we hold it to
be one of the most grave objections to Christianity
and Theism that they induce in the minds of such
men as Professor Momerie a feeling of hopele~s
pessimism regarding the mora.J. nature of man whPn
unbuttressed by belief in the dogmas of supernaturalism.
Why should " goodness lose all its charm " if
doomed to annihilation when manifested by some
particular organism? Is the rose bereft of present
beauty because it perishes in a day? Is the chiseled
marble form hideous because it will at soma fuhure
time yield to the erosion of th'e elements 1 Is the
shelter hateful because it cannot always endureT Do
thick garments fail to keep out the cold in winter

Continuing his argument for supernaturalism as
• NOVEMBER 17, 1894. the only adequate basis for a moral life, Rev. Alfred
Momerie says in the Agnostic Annual: ·
SlJBSCKIPTIQN KATES:
"It may be objected that he who truly loves goodness
Bingle subscription, in advance ................... ········-··•3 00
One subscription two years, in advance .•••• ·-·· ••••••••.••••• li oo loves it for its own sake, and that he neither seeks nor
Two new subscribers •.•••·........................................ II oo
One subscription with onenews11bscriber; in one remittance. II oo needs reward. But if in the end the wages of virtue is to
be dust, you can never prove its reasonableness, you can
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remittance •...••..•...•......••.......•...•••••••••••••...•..••... 7 00 never prove that it ought to be the supreme aim of life.
One subscription with three ROW subscribers, in one remitIf goodness be doomed to annihilation, it loses all its
tance~. ••• • • • •. . • • . . •• . . • . . . . • . . • • . . . •. . . •. . . • . • • • . • . • . .. • . . . S 110 charm, and devotion to it becomes unreasonable-an because they are not indestructible t
Similarly, is
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remitthe kind word made unkind by the fact that the
tance ••••....•••••••..••..•...••..••..•••.. ···-·-·-·-·-······10 eo amiable but quixotic weakness."
Any number over :D.ve at the same rate, invariablY with one
How can this be true if the experience of the one to whom it is spoken may not liv in another
remittance.
race demonstrates that respect for the reasonable world T Is immurement in a prison cell desirable
wishes of our fellows is conduciv to the gratification because the sunshine will not forever, so far as we
Monet~ Bhi>Ula be sent llfl ezpreBB eompanv'• monet~ oraer,
postal oraer, llraft on New Yorl:, or liTI reatsterell tetter. of our own reasonable wishes T And it is certain know, reveal to us a landscape of green or crimson
A411reBB oommuntoattonB anll ma:te 4raft8, olieoi:B, post-olloe that the experience of the race does demonstrate and the ocean beating on sandy beach and rocky
anaezpreBBmonevoraerBPatlallleto
E. M. MAODON.ALD,
that truth. Out of human experimentlil and suffer· headland T What do we confess ourselvs to be if
28 Lafaf/Btte place, New Yorl:.
ing hav come all the moral codes of all the ages. we can say that we should delight in the robbery,
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We •hall he obliged to OlU' Man found that certain actions were, 80 far as he in the torture, in the slaughter of our fellow crea·
readers H they 'Will •end n• the naDle and addren of could see, injurious to him, while other actions were tures if we did not think that we should liv in
any Freethinker -who l• not a regular suhBCrlher.
beneficial to him. But all men did not see that another sphere T It so · happens, however, that
this was so, and therefore those who did tried, as those whose especial joy or whose self-assumed
~hristianity in the Orient.
men do ~o-day, to force their fellows to accept their duty it was to despoil, mutilate, and kill those
Ex-Secretary of State John W. Foster has been view' and liv in accordance therewith, and for that who did not agree with them in belief, or who had
on a trip around the world, and he recently told view they invoked supernatural sanctions.. As Max the misfortune to liv in another country or to be of
the Presbytery of Washington about some of the Muller says, they stopped all disputes over mooted another race, were almost without exception bethings that he saw and the conclusions that he points by declaring, " This is divine truth, given to lievers in one or more gods and had a " sure hope"
drew therefrom. He referred to the menace that us by immediate revelation of the deity." But that of immortality, and among those wholesale murChina, with its 400,000,000 of· people, would be to which they called the truth did not come from the darers none were more cruel than the Christians.
the world if that vast population should be trained skies ; it .was the child· of human weakness and What will Professor Momerie do with this indiain the arts of modern warfare and become possessed strength ; it was a growth, a development of a bet· putable fact T Those bloody destroyers did not
of the resources of Western science, " if once in- ter from· that which was not 80 good, and in its think that the "wages of virtue is to be dust," but
spired with hatred of Christianity." It was, how- turn it gave way to make room for that which was their abundant faith absolutely failed to make them
ever, he said, the judgment of all travelers in the still better. And 'this evolution of ethics continues lead moral lives. In this connection it will be well
East "that Christianity would travel in the wake through all the centuries of man's existence ; there to quote a few more sentences from Dr. Momerie's
of commerce, steam, and electricity in entering are, or .should be, constant revisions of the ethical article:
"It seems to me that the last word on this subject was
China." Now how is this T Are we not constantly code, for the race is ever adding something to its
said ages ago by the author of Ecclesiastes. He did not
told that Christianity is itself the great ·civilizer, store of knowledge ; the fundamental principle!:! of believe in immortality, and therefore he was a pessimist
and that all these marvelous inventions and mighty honesty, honor, truth, mercy, justice, equity, are and a senualist. By all the laws of logic the three things
commercial enterprises which distinguish the pres- not likely to be superseded, but we hav an in:fi.nit les· are inextricably bound together."
It is to be presumed that the author of Ecclesient epoch are directly due to the influence of Chris- sontolearnregardingtheactionswhich are and those
tianity T Has the child usurped the place of the which are not in harmony with these fundamental astes is called a pessimist and a sensualist because
parent T Ca.nriot Christianity do with the civilized principles. From our point of view it does not he looked out on existence with open eyes, and did
people of the Orient what she is asserted to hav seem at all necessary to take into account the eX· not care to stultify himself and deny the truth by
done with the savages of Europe T But is not Mr. istence of a God or the continuation of our personal vociferously proclaiming this t.o be the best possible
Foster too sanguin! Is it at all certain that life after these bodies hav run their course. The of worlds. Unfortunately for Professor Momerie's
Christianity will win its way in China, even with scientist in his experiments operates with and upon contention, he did not, although a believer in the
the advantage of having steam, electricity, and com- the forces and material of what we call nature, and mortality of man, think that there was no inducemerce to pioneer for it~ It is doubtful, for even no theory about a God will help him in the least, ment to liv amicably with his neighbors, for he says
Mr. Foster tells us that in Japan the results hav while, as we all well know, the belief in a· God has that there is no good "but for a man to rejoice,
not been such as the Christian missionaries and been one of the most potent of the influences which and to do good 'in his life," which seems to hav
their backers had hoped they would be. He says hav confused and hindered the investigator of nat- been a common sense conclusion, and one which it
that the marvelous advance in civilization of the ural phenomena, and to-day that harmful influence would be well for us all to reach. As to the "sen- ·
latter country has "not been kept pace with by is painfully felt in the domain of ethics and sociol- suality" which is said to be the logical product of
doubt concerning or rejection of the belief in iman advance in Christianity," and he repeats the ogy.
Whatever may be the facts regarding our con- mortality, it is necessary to remark that the word
anecdote of the Japanese delegate to the Parliament
of Religions, who wrote home that the Parliament sciousness after the change that is denominated is a very elastic one, capable of covering either a
was called because Western nations had realized death, it is very certain that we hav all that we can multitude of sins or a multitude of virtues. Neither
that Christianity was a failure, and were mEeting do to attend to the duties of this world while "it is should we be afraid of the word "pessimist"; genin convention to learn what the best religion was, called day " with us, and so need not worry about erally speaking, Freethinkers are not pessimists;
and also that Buddhism had been found to be the the " wages of virtue" after we hav closed our eyes they do not think that this is the worst possible of
best, and Americans were ready to accept Japan's in dreamless sleep. It is sufficient that we know worlds ; it certainly is not the best possible world,
superior religion. Mr. Foster says that he was in we are happier and mq,re secure and that those we but it is an improvable world, and as such they reAsia at the time of the Parliament, and that the love and leave behind us will be happier and more gard it, and are earnest in their determination to
Hindoo and Mohammedan delegates had similar secure if we take good care of our physical health take advantage of the opportunity to make it better,
impressions, and as one of the results are preparing and respect the property, liberty, and life of our for it is the only home of which the majority of
missionary movements for the conv~rsion of the neighbor, as we would hav our own respected. them hav any knowledge, and they believe in making
Americans. This cannot fail to hav a good effect, There is not, in our estimation, anything which is the most of the present chance to be comfortable,
for it will help to bring home to the consciousness more easily demonstrated than the reasonableness if not happy. So does Professor Momerie, and
of thoughtful Christians the foolishness of most of of an honorable life, wholly regardless of its effect probably he would not change in that respect, even
SATURDAY, -
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if he should become a Freethinker, but things improvement continue to be the cause of suffering it permanently in my library as a book of reference.
It is complete and comprehensiv: I was sure
would then appear vastly different to him. How_ while the pursuit of wicked pleasures is productiv Brother Putnam would giv us a good book, but he
ever, let us listen to some more of his lamentations: of happiness? If the pursuit of virtue in this has far exceeded my expectations. It would be
•' If there be no future life, then everything is in the world for use and enjoyment in this world is "un- difficult to get more or better matter in one thoulast resort vanity. And if everything be vanity, there is certain" and "chimerical," and its attainment im- sand pages; and when we consider the short time
but one pursuit that will bear serious investigation, and possible, as Professor Momerie asserts, then the occupied in preparing it, it appears to be what
that is the pursuit of pleasure. We hav been dragged God who made this world is infinitly lower in the Christians would call a miracle.
out of nothingness, and made to endure the heartache
The portraits make a noble gallery, while the
and the thousand natural ills that flesh is heir to, only to scale of ethical excellence than are thousands of the language is terse and eloquent. The words hav
be hurled back into nothingness at the last. We may men and women who inhabit the planet. But it is the breath of life in them. May it run into numhav struggled bravely to liv a useful, heroic life, to help not true that it is more painful to be merciful, lov- berless editions. Yours for Freethhought,
on the progress of the world; but the object for which ing, and just than it is to be cruel, to hate, and to
JNO. Q. CARTER.
we hav worked we shall never see. Long ere that we be unjust. That is, it is not so for some, and the
AN
ENGLISHMAN'S
VIEW
OF IT.
shall hav been "cast as rubbish to the void." And those
LoNDON, ENG., Oct. 31, 1894.
for whom we labored were not worth the effort. They, number of these is constantly increasing as theolDHAR PUTNAM: I hav received your book, "Four
too, are ephemeral and contemptible. They, too, will ogy loses its hold on the mind and emotions of the
shortly be flung into the same bottomless abyss. In such human family. Finally, if man must be immortal Hundred Years of Freethought," and am delighted
a universe the man who tries to act morally is a fool"
in order to make the universe mot·al, no less must with its contents. It is an excellent production:_
And these are the empty h"gsks that are offered all other forms of life be immortal, for all nature is your masterpiece-and reflects great credit upon
us as the rich harvest following nineteen centuries stained with blood, and the suffering of our rela- your industry and mental power. I hav already
of Christian and fifty thousand years, say, of tive calls as loudly for "compensation" as does our sold twelve copies and ordered more; Depend upon
my doing my best to make it known in this country.
Theistic cultivation of the human mind! It is a own.
It is a library in itself, containing more information
pitiful exhibit. Reasoning by analogy, Dr. Mom erie
After all that has been said in this connection, it about the Freethought movement than is to be
will do nothing for his children's material comfort will not be amiss to remind Professor Mom erie that found in any other one work. The "get up" of the
CHARLEs WATTS.
and prosperity because they must die sooner or character has nothing to do with a man's chances book is also very good.
later. And he would le-t them plunge into crime to get to heaven. It is a question of belief, not of
Samuel P. Putnam last week shed the cheerful
and vice without extending a restraining hand if he conduct. As Professor Buchner well says in the
sunshine
of his smiles upon the Gothamites, after
believed that " death ends all"! Well, it is ex- article which immediately follows Professor Momseveral months of absence. He was hard at work,
tremely fortunate that, having been so poisoned in erie's.:
his moral nature by the deadly drugs of religion, he
"The Bible tells us distinctly that there is more as usual, and is ready for lecture engagements anydoes not lose his faith in God and immortality. For joy in heaven over one sinner that repenteth than where.•
those who find no inward satisfaction in a loving, over a thousand righteous who need no repentance.
President Cleveland has issued the customary
peaceful and honorable life there must needs be the Whosoever believes this doctrin, be he honest or unconstitutional Thanksgiving proclamation. It is
restraining influence of superstition or the civil law. rogue, will receive salvation. Jesus himself assured a humorous production of the labored sort that is
Last week we quoted Dr. Momerie's admission the thief upon the cross that for having believed popularly supposed to be the most dear and cherthat there are those who, wholly lacking his faith in upon him he would that very night join him in
ished wea.kness of our transatlantic relative. Mr.
God and a future of bliss, yet" liv noble, useful, self- Paradise. Mere belief givs more assurance of ParCleveland takes occasion to remark that "the
denying lives," but now he declares that men who adise than an entirely moral life if it hav not been American people should render thanksgiving and
so liv in a world such as they believe this to be are accompanied by such belief."
·
pra.ise to the Supreme Ruler of the Universe [capfools. Really, they should thank him heartily for
itals his], who has watched over them with kindness
Warm Praise for a Great Work.
the left-handed compliment he tosses to them before
and fostering care during the year that has passed."
he proceeds to brand them as imbecile for making
"Four Hundred Years of Freethought" has re- It was wisdom in the chief magistrate to issue that
the best they can of the world in which they find ceived a most cordial welcome from those who hav
proclamation before the election was held ; we do
thtlmselvs through no choice of their own.
had an opportunity to examin it, but its author is not believe that he would write it now.
We are told that because we may not always be no doubt particularly proud of the four earnest
cognizant of the world whose progress we hav commendations which follow. The first was writReferring to the case of Joshua S. Helmer, the
helped on there is no reason why we should ten by
late president of the Merchants' bank of Lockport,
THE GREATEST fiBATOR OF TmS GENERATION.
take any interest in progress of any kind. An
New York, who was convicted of embezzlem(>nt,
NEW YoRx, Nov. 4, 1894.
architect might say with equal unreason that as he
the Niagara Falls Oataract agrees with THE TRUTH
DEAR PUTNAM: Well,_! hav read the "Four Huncould not liv as long as the cathedral would endure
SEEXER
that "'the glory of God' is best conserved
he would hav nothing more to do with his profes- dred Years of- Freethought." It is a book that by being honest, rather than by suffering because
every Freethinker ought to hav, and that every
sion-he would make no more designs, and would child of superstition ought to read. Every clergy- of dishonesty." It will be remembered that it was
henceforth subsist on charity and die a pauper. man should study its pages, so that hereafter he announced by Helmer's family that he and his wife
So might the sculptor refuse to longer devote him- can tell the truth about the mental pioneers of our had spent the day before sentence was passed in
self to his art, saying that as the statue would out- race.
prayer, and that they had reached the conclusion
I forgiv you for having given me too great credit, that " it was all for the best ; that the Lord had
last him for perhaps hundreds or thousands of years
there could be no possible reason why he should not for having multiplied and exaggerated my virtues summoned Joshua to go to prison for his glory."
starve to death at once ; that the man was a fool and ignored my defects.
The book is written with great clearness-with The implication was that God had instigated the
who wasted time creating things of beauty which great force and beauty. Many of the pages are crime which opened the way to the penitentiary,
might survive their artificer.
poems, and these poems are filled with philosophy. else Helmer could not hav gone there for the deity's
The Christian has never failed to argue as though Every line is warm, alive, and throbbing with en- glory.
pleasure were to be found always in" sin," and virtue thusiasm-with love for the right and for man.
You hav done a great service to a sacred cause,
Among the other" blessings" for which we are to
were the most painful of actions or conditions. This
be officially thankful are "the harvests that hav reis confusing, misleading, and demoralizing, and the . and I thank you with all my heart.
Yours always,
R G. INGERSOLL.
warded our husbandry," Let us see how this is:
mistake has its source in the assumption that only
The
second
is
from
a
review
in
If the harvests hav "rewarded our husbandry" it is
self-denial is moral. Self-denial is in itself neither
fairly to be presumed that the harvests are the reTHE OLDEST ll'BEETHOUGHT PAPER IN THE WORLD.
moral nor immoral. It all depends upon condiThis
long-promised
book
of
nearly
1,000
pages
sults of the husbandry, and hence that we ourselvs
tions. There is no more effectiv way in which to
is
already
in
the
hands
of
those
who
hav
subscribed
are the ones to thank therefor. What is the average
discourage right living than that adopted by the
Christian moralist~ The next quotation from Pro- for it, and undoubtedly they will agree with us yield per acre of the wheat and corn that the
that it is a great book in more respects than one. "Supreme Ruler" cultivates without man's help?
fessor Momerie illustrates what we mean:
When one glances at the vast amount of informa."Pleasure is always pleasurable more or less. But the tion contained in the eight hundred and seventy- While we are examining. this problem it may not be
struggle for perfection is painful and, in this life at any four pages between the covers of the book he will impertinent to ask the president what those farmrate, unsuccessful. To sacrifice pleasure for character- realize that Mr. Putnam set for himself an hercu- ers hav to be thankful for whose husbandry has not
apa.rt from immortality-would be to giv up the certain lean task and will not wonder at the delay which been rewarded with any harvest? Those, to illusfor the uncertain, tho real for the chimerical, the possible attended its production. "Four Hundred Years trate, who hav toiled early and late only to see the
for the impossible. The art of life is to be in harmony of Freethought" is a valuable acquisition to Freefruits of their labor and the bread of their children
with one's environment. Bu~ if there be no immortality, th
ht rt
t
Th
b·
1 era ure.
the universe is rotten to the core, and therefore devotion
oug
e su Ject matter ii pre- cut to pieces by God's hail, or swept away by God's
to goodness is the crowning folly of the race."
sented in Mr. Putnam's most fascinating style and
covers the history of the Freethought movement cyclones, or burnt up by God's drouths, and
If the god who Dr. Momerie imagins made this from Columbus to the present day. As a book of forest and prairie fires, or borne away to the sea by
world has charge of conditicns in the world which reference it is invaluable and it should be in the God's floods, or devoured by God's bugs and worms T
the minister thinks will complement this, what right hands of every Liberal who wishes to hav in conhav we to take it for granted that there will be any cise form matter available for the warfare against
In a religious disquisition which he gave out for
better chance for ethical culture in that world than the church. It is an interesting book, ever new, a publication a short time ago the present occupant
there is in this, where, as we are told, the struggle book that Mr. Putnam and the publishers, the New of the White House expressed the opinion that
York Truth Seeker Company, may well be proud of.
"surely He who has given us comfort and plenty
for perfection is painful and unsuccessful? Taking -Boston Investigator.
this common sense view of the matter, does the bewill
look upon our ministrations of charity as the
IT BAS THE BREATH OF LIFE IN ITS WORDS.
lief in continued existence and in God make the
BEAR CITY ABK. N 7 189,
work of hearts truly grateful, and as proofs of the
outlook much more hopeful for moral development
E. M. MAcDONALD: I hav r~ad ail ofv.P~tna~'s sincerity of our thanksgiving." That has a soothand happiness? And will the struggle for moral : "Four Hundred Years of Freethought," and placed , ing sound, but it does not enlighten us as to the
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cause of God's partiality. Mr. Cleveland should
make an attempt to tell us why God, in his" power
and goodness," made such a distinction between
his children-why he gave "us" "comfort and
plenty",and left others "destitute." "Surely," if
he gave "us" what we hav he must hav withheld it
from the " poor and needy" of whom the president
speaks, and so left them destitute, or else endowed
"us" with a better Equipment of muscles and brains
with which to acquire "comfort and plenty." In
either case he has shown himself to be anything but
an impartial "all-father."

go of the child, "who jumped up and ran wildly
toward the first opening that oftered itself, screaming, ' Don't kill me, good God ! Don't ·kill me,
good God I' " The nurse called her back, md then
she saw that her father and mother and her brothers.
and sisters were all safe. Flinging her arms about
the neck of the nurse, she crie(J, " How I would
like to throw my arms around God's neck and kiss
him for saving us all!" The conception of God as
a man with a neck and other human parts was perfectly natural to a child trained in the schools of
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Freethought Letter-Writing Corps and all others
who will now engage to write one letter each week
to the target selected by tlie Captain to send us
their names and addresses, not for publication, but
that we may know how many there are, and so be
better enabled to direct their activities. Let us
make the coming year memorable in the annals of
Secularism.

------------------The Liberal Club.

The bright lights of the German Masonic hall at
220 East Fifteenth street, last Friday evening, put a
superstition, but did it not occur to the teller of gilt edge on the largest and handsomest audience
Following the "whereas" of President Cleve- the story that the god that the little girl wanted that has attended any meeting of the Liberal Club
land's Thanksgiving proclamation comes this para- to kiss for saving the lives of herself and those she this year. Not only were all the chairs filled with
loved, as she thought he had done, was the same manly proportions and female loveliness, but campgraph:
god who put them in such deadly peril? He had stools were elicited from their retirement, to be
"Therefore I, Grover Cleveland, president of the merely saved them from himself. We may ask,. tested suspiciously and diffidently sat upon by late
United States, do hereby appoint and set apart Thursday,
comers. Mrs. Beckwith, vice-president, had the
the twenty-ninth day of November instant, as a day of even if the Grand Duchess Olga did not, why he club on her hands on this occasion and presided with
Thanksgiving and prayer, to be kept and observed by all murdered the twenty-five or more people who were aplomb, provided the same be not too austere a
the people of the land."
mangled and killed while the autocrat and his family word. The lecturer of the evening was Samuel P.
Is this a recommendation or a command 1 As a escaped.
Putnam, who discoursed about "Spiritualism,
Theosophy; and Freethought."
private citizen Grover Cleveland may without offense
Two weeks ago the Pennsylvania Sabbath AssoWhen the preliminaries had been attended to
commend to his fellow-countrymen the observance
eiation held a glorification meeting at Williamsport Mrs. Beckwith kindly presented the speaker to the
of a day in thanksgiving and prayer, but as such he iil honor of the Pennsylvania Sunday law of 1794. audience and rang the jingle bell, as it were. Spirhas no authority to command them to engage in these. The first fruit of this celebration of the survival of itualism, said Mr. Putnam, offers a series of pheor any other religious exercises, while as an officer barbarism is a new Sunday ordinance adopted by nomena to the world, and solicits an explanation for
of the government he has the right neither to com- the invertebrate city fathers of Williamsport. It for- the same. In order· to clear the ground for close
work he would dismiss the most of these phenommand nor to recorr mend them to giv thanks or to
pray. "To be kept and observed by all the people bids the selling of anything on Sunday except ena as fraudulent. The series might be further rebread, milk, and medicine and also lays a. fine upon duced by throwing out the large portion referable
of the land"! Will Dr. McAllister tell us how he
the owner of any shop, store, or other place of to delusion, while aberration of mind would also
interprets that 1 Must we obey 1 And how will it business, who . permits persons to congregate account for a great deal of the belief in spirits. As
be when the National Reformers hav got God, and therein on Sunday. This law is more severe than for the residuum, Mr. Putnam felt under no obligaJesus, and the Bible into the Constitution! · Will it the old (1794) statute, which permitted the sale not tion to deal with it, but he rejected the spiritualistic
then be may or must ?
only of milk but "of the necessities of life" before inference that the phenomena were produced by in- ·
----------.-~-----telligences which once controled individuals now
Some of the proprietors of New York barber shops nine in the morning and after five in the afternoon. deceased, for the reason that the cause assigned
are engineering a movement to secure fro:q1 the city The penalty is raised from four to ten dollars. was unnecessarily immense as compared with the
e<~uncil an ordinance closing all barber shops- on The prohibition of the gathering of a merchant's effect. It was a canon of lQgic, called the law of
Sunday after 1 P. M. It does not seem to hav en- friends in the store is a new twist of the thumb- parsimony, he said, that in assuming a cause for any
tered their heads that they do not need an ordi- screw. The American Sentinel sarcastically re- phenomenon we are not to assert one greater than
marks that the people of Williamsport are still is required to produce it. The spiritual theory prenance to enable them· or any of them to close their
supposes a world of disembodied.peop~e millio~s of
doors at any hour they choose. There is no valid "permitted to congregate in the churches on Sun- times more numerous than the mhabitants of the
reason, no reason which is good in any ethical day and drop their coin into the collection-box for earth. All this to account for the scratching of a
sense, why those who do not want to close should the payment of the preacher." Of course; that is pencil on a slate, a few raps on a table, the
be compelled to close by those who personally want the industry that Sunday laws are enacted to thrumming of a guitar, or the appearance of human
to shut up shop. The president of this new associa- stimulate. One of the editors of the Adventist forms in the part of a darkened room where nobody
paper above named delivered two addresses in the was supposed to be located at the time. He held
tion is John E. Knierim, 939 First avenue, and the court house at Williamsport on the Sunday and that the phenomena were insignificant as compared
secretary is George Koernig, 1030 First avenue.
not only with what should be expected from so exThe Freethought Letter-Writing Corps will this Monday evenings preceding the convention on tensiv a spirit world, but also as compared with the
week write to the officers . named and present to various aspects of Sunday legislation, and the Ad- phenomena of ~his lesser physical world. Anoth:er
them the secular position regarding Sunday legis- ventist church circulated fifty-two thousand pages canon of logic mstanced by Mr. Putnam as one VlOof Sunday liberty literature and also one thousand lated by the spiritual hypothesis is that ~hich forlation. Show them in addition that if the law can
copies of the American Sentinel. The Pennsyl- bids us to assign an unknown cause until kn~wn
rightfully prescribe the hours when they shall not vania Sabbatarians are trying to get the penalty causes hav been shown to be unequal to producmg
work it can just as readily prescribe the hours when
the effect He contended that for aught proved to
they shalt work. In either case, the intervention under the state law raised to twenty five dollars. the c()ntrary the human mind contained the powers
of the law is the recognition of the principle of The Freethinkers of that state should be repre- and potencies necessary to the production of all
sen.ted at Harrisburg during the session of the alleged spirit phenomena.
.
chattel slavery.
legislature.
Still,
in
spite
of
their
shortcomi~gs,
Mr. Putnam
~------~.---------The Friends, who ·are among the recipients of
held that Spiritualists were essentially Freethought
The legislativ season will soon be here. Con- people. The phenomena were but the shell of. the
government money for the support of Indian
gress
and the law-making bodies of the states will philosophy; in themselvs were not new or um~ue
schools, admit that .there is likely to be an end put
get
to
work, and then will be the opportunity for and added nothing to human knowledge or behef,
to the business, a committee appointed at the last
the
political
Christians. During the next six months since spirit mythology is as old as the race. The
yearly meeting at Baltimore reporting as follows:
these meddlers will be more activ than ever before. value of modern Spiritualism is in its phil.o~~phy of .
''There has been a disposition on the part of the
the unity of all life, personal responsibihty as
Indian bureau to discourage the further extension, We want each of our readers to consitute him- or opposed to vicarious atonement, and eternal hope
if not to abolish the government contract school sys- herself a committee of one to keep watch of the and progress as against the orthodox dogma of detem. Under the system the schools established by dif- enemies of the secular state. :Report to us imme- spair and the arrest of development !1-t de~th. If
ferent churches are assisted by government aid. Con- diately every movement of the theocrats. Look out there was another life the speaker behaved It would
gress having appropriated $1,025,000 for the education of for new Sunday laws and attempts to more rigor- be subject to the same law of progress that obtains
the Indian children, a large part of this amount is paid
this.
•
to denominational schools, the government allowing $167 ously enforce old ones ; watch for appropriations in Taking
up
Theosophy
Mr. Putnam gave the ~st
to
the
church
and
to
institutions
under
the
confor each child per annum in these institutions. The
of
its
doctrin
in
which
he
took no stock; but as Its
Roman Catholics, having more llChools than any other trol of the church l gather all the facts that
denomination, received a larger share of this eum, and you can in relation to the . exemption of ehurch philosophy ~ffirmed evolution, the supremacy of
reason and the brotherhood of the race, he claimed
this has caused some feeling among the Protestant
churches and may lead to a withdrawal of government property from taxation; be vigilant in regard to that Tbeosophists belonged in the secular. ranks.
The third division of the lecturer's subJect comreligious teaching in the schools; note what is said
aid from all denominational schools."
prised an exposition of Freethought in three aspects.
and
done
about
the
employment
and
payment
of
This shows how the Catholics came to get the
Political Freethought is expressed in the Demands
lion's share of the appropriations, and the probable chaplains ; do not fail to keep informed and to in- of Liberalism. Secondly, the articles 6f its creed,
outcome of the quarrel illustrates anew the truth form us as to the attacks which the anti-naturalists if it has any1 are the facts of science. In place of
of the adage that when the despoilers of the people are sure to make on the agencies of· expression and the deity he would put humanity as an object of
Do not assume that the Editor solicitude and affection. Here he introduced very
fall out among themselvs justice has a chance to transmission.
will
find
out
all
about these things through effectivly the poem about Abou Ben Adhem.
come into its heritage.
At the close of the lecture there was applause
the
daily
papers
;
there
are hundreds of those
--------~.--------In an article in Kate Field's Washington, V. T. journals, and there are only seven days in the and a collection, both quite generous, and then th~
Rann tells some stories about "The Dead Czar" week; something of vital importance to our cause critics supervened. Mr. Wake~an was not comphmentary to Spiritualism, and Wilson McDonald was
and his family. Among the rest we find an account may escape his eye and yours may ·catch it in not flattering toward Mr. Wakeman, and other
of the railroad wreck in which the Czar and the the nick of time; it will be better for him to hav speakers' contributions to ~he debate wer~ ~?re an
royal household were "miraculously " saved. The his attention called to it several times than not exposition of their own VIews ths!l a cnb~Ism of
little Grand Duchess Olga. and her English nurse to see it all. So send along the items. In this what the lecturer had said; all which made It easy
were thrown down an embankment. The nurse let . WtP!~~~~o~ 'Y~ ~ r~quest: all the members of the fo~ Mr. J>utnam in his closing remar~s.
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always pressing the moral application of their I Nowt however, we meet ~th a. vein of irQDY which one
th ·
B th
· d
t
a·
· would na.rdly ha.v expected m Buddha.. Gods and devils
eOrles.
o
exe~CIBe
an ex raor mary m- he had located; to all mythological and philosophical
Buddhism, the most widely spread of all religions, fluence; they looked mto the hearts of men and acquisitions of the past he had done justice as far as poewas founded by a Freethinker. His name was swayed their minds through purity of motiv and the sible. Even fabulous beings such as N~gas, Ga.ndha.rva.s,
Gautama Siddr artha and he claimed to be Buddha, authoritativ earnestness of their personality. Both and Garuda.s, had escaped the process of dissolution which
the enlightened one, the teacher of gods and men ob]' ectPd to the traditional method of clinaing to was to reach them l!'ter only a~ the ha.n~s of oompa.ra.tiv
. .
.
. .
. .,- .
mythology. There II!! only one Idea., the Idea of a. personal
who bad found the way of salvation. But his re- the letter of religiOUS
behef which IB sailsfied With creator in regard to which Buddha. is relentless. It is
ligion is different from other religions in so far as rituals and prayers,· and both substituted for it the not oniy denied, but even its origin, like that of an
it has no dogmas, but enjoins its devotees to rely spirit of religious devotion and moral conduct. a.~~:cient niyt~, is carefully explained by him in its
upon themselvs and hav no other guide than the Both loved to express their sentiments in paradoxes mmutest details.
truth. "Hold fast to the truth as to a lamp" were such as "By giving away we gain; by losing our
Buddha thought it not necessary to play the part
the significant words of Buddha in his farewell ad- soul we preserve it; by non-resistance we conquer." of a religious Don Quixote. He did not fight the
dress to his disciples before he died. He bowed Both spoke in parables, and many subjects of their wind-mills of mythological deities whose existence
to no authority, and set up no creed, no dogma. parables are the same; as such we mention the he knew to be doomed. But as soon as confronted
He denied the divine inspiration of the Vedas, re- sower and the lost son; the worldly fool who builds with a serious problem he made no attempt at
fused to recognize castes, rejected rituals as irrele- a. large residence with store-rooms, but dies sud- evading it but met it squarely and gave to his disvant, denounced sacrifices as inhuman, ridiculed denly; the comparison of good deeds to seeds sown ciples his unequivocal solution.
prayer as useless, disdained to worship Bra.hma, on good and bad soil, according to the nature of the
Now it is strange that in these_two points which
exposed the fallacies of the belief in the creation of people, illustrating the truth that in bad people the constitute the main difference between Buddhism
the world by a good Lord, and also in the existence passions choke the growth of merit. Buddha calls and Christianity, viz., the Christian belief in a. perof a soul entity. In a word, he opposed an the the Brahmans, and Christ the Pharisees, " blind sonal God and World-Creator and the doctrin of the
favorit notions of Brahmanism, the religion of his leaders of the blind."
existence of an individual soul-entity, modern science,
time. And yet he was not an irreligious man. On
Both Buddha. and Christ show an unexpected represented exclusivly by scientists educated in
the contrary, he was a deeply religious man, graciousness toward a woman sinner, and a Buddhist Christian schools and with a Christian tradition of
certainly more religious than any of the priests disciple had an encounter with a woman at a well two millenniums, will certainly side with Buddhism:
who denounced him as irreverent. Such was analogous to that of Christ in Samaria..
There is scarcely anyone among our scientists who
the influence of his powerful personality that
Both Buddha. and Christ were, like Krishna, would be willing to indorse a creation out of nothhis disciples spread his doctrin over an Asia, and transfigured shortly before death, and above all, ing, and among our prominent psychologists few
his religion has even in its aberrations preserved the both inculcated the utter extinction of desire, lust, only will be found who adhere to the dualistic
moral earnestness of its founder.
and hate in their very germ, so as to forbid all soul-conception which assumes the e:riste1;1ce of a
The life of Gautama Siddbartha. was adorned assertion of self, even the resistance of evil, and psychic agent behind the facts of soul-life. Neverwith legends which bear a remarkable similarity to both demand the practice of love of enemies.
theless, our popular conception of a Creator-God
the accounts of the life of Jesus in the gospels.
Remarkable as these parallels are, they by no and an ego-soul are so deeply rooted in the minds
BudJha, like Christ, was of royal, not of priestly, means exhaust the subject; and the similarities are of our people that, as a rule, they still consider
lineage, and his life, while he was still a babe, was the more striking, as among the dissimilarities there these two ideas the indispensable foundations of all
jeoparded by King Bimbisa.ra in the same way that are two which exhihibit an irreconcilable contrast. religion.
the infant Jesus' was by Herod on account of the This contrast, which is well known to Buddhists
Having studied of late the Buddhistic canon, I
transcendent glory of his future. Buddha, like themselvs, touches the two most vital points of re- ha.v collected its most beautiful and characteristic
Christ, led a life of poverty. He wandered about ligious belief-the idea of a. personal God-Creator passages and compiled from them a. little volume
without a home, without family, without property. and the conception of an individual soul-entity as a. called "The Gospel of Buddha," which is to appear
Both Buddha. and Christ lived like the lilies of the separate being, a thing in itself independent of the soon. As the contents of the book are taken from
field and preached to all people, to rich and poor alike, body. We read in Charles D. B. Mills' book, "Bud- Buddhistic sources, they are unquestionably genuin.
without difjtinction of class, the deliverance from dha and Buddhism," p. 76:
The most important passages are lite:.:ally copied
evil Both Buddha and Christ were hailed soon
The
regent
of
Lha.ssa.
declared
perpetually
to
the
from
the translations of the original texts. The
after their birth as the saviors of the world by Catholic missionaries Hue and Ga.bet, as they tell us main work
of the compiler has been the reduction
celestial spirits, by a religious prophet, and by "Yonr religion is like our own, the truths are the ~a.me~ f 1
we
differ
only
in
the
explanation
[exposition].
Amid
ad
o
engthy
passages into brief condensations, the
sages. Devas, like the angels in the Christian gosthat
you
ha.v
seen
and
heard
in
Tartary
and
Thibet
you
transcription
of unintelligible parts into language
pels, sang hymns. Asita is the Christian Simeon
must ha.v found much to condemn; but you are tore- that is understood by Western readers, and the
the Naga-rajas are the Magi
' member
that many errors and superstitions that you hav omission of extravagancies which may please OriThe apocryphal gospel of pseudo-Matthew con- observed hav been introduced by ignorant Lamas, but are
t 1
d
b
tains a passage in which we are told that "when rejected by intelligent Buddhists." He admitted between en a rea ers, ut are not to the taste of the more
the most blessed Mary with her little infant had us and himself only two points where there was disagree- sober Western mind. The quotation from Buddha's
origin of the world and the transmigrations of farewell address to his disciples, which· is literally
entered one of the temples in Egypt, all the idols ment-the
souls. ".Let us exa.min them both tog-ether," said he to taken from the Maha-pari-nibbana. Suttaj will giv a.
fell prostrate on the earth." The same story is told them a.gam, "with care and sincerity; if yours is the best good idea of the spirit of Buddhism.
in the Thibetan Life of Buddha. The king, his we will accept it; how could we refuse you? If, on the
Ananda requested Buddha to speak once more to
father, took the child to the temple, but the Yaksha other hand, ours is best, I doubt not that you will be alike
the disciples before his final passing away should
gods bowed down at his feet. When the king saw reasonable, and folhw that."
Concerning Buddha's Atheism the following pas- take place, and Buddha said:
the Yaksha gods bow down at the child's feet he
" What, then, Ananda, does the order expect of
said, " He is the God of gods,'' and the child was sage quoted from Max Muller's essay on" Buddhist
"
is
instructiv.
Max
Muller
says:
me
1 I hav preached the truth without making
Nihilism
called Devada.tta-deva.
As to Atheism. it cannot be denied that. if we call the any distinction between exoteric and esoteric docBoth Buddha and Christ excelled their teachers.
eods of the Ved-Indra.. and Agni, and Ya.ma.-gods, trin; for in respect of the truth, Ananda, the Tatha-Both '!ere tempt?d br ~he Evil One. Both pro- old
Buddha. was an Atheist. He does not believe in the gata has :ao such thing as the closed fist of a teacher
fessed It to be their miSSIOn to establish on earth a divinity of these deities. What is noteworthy is that he who keeps some things back.
kingdom of righteousness. Buddha sent out his does not by any means deny their bare existence just as
"Surely, Ananda, should there be anyone who
disciples to preach the gospel, and he spoke as fol- little as St. Aue:ustine and other fathers of thech~ch endea.vored to snblimize or entirely explain away the exist- harbors the thought, 'It is I who will lead the
lows: "Go ye now, 0 disciples, and wander for the ence
of the Olympian deities. The founder of Buddhism brotherhood,' or 'The order is dependent upon me,'
gain of the many, for the welfare ol the m~ny out treats the old e:ods as superhuman beings and promises h h ld 1 d
that they shall after death be reborn into e B ou
ay own instructions in any matter conthe
believers
of compassion for the world, for the good fo~ the
gain, and for the welfare of gods and men. ' Let no the world of the gods, and 11hall enjoy divine bliss with earning the order. Now the 'fa.thaga.ta, Ananda,
two of you go the same way. Preach, 0 disciples the gods. Similarly he threatens the wicked that after thinks not that it is he who should lead the brotherdeath they shall meet with their punishment in the sub- hood, or that the order is dependent on him.
t~e d~ctrin w~ich is glo?ous_ in the beginning, glo~ terra.nea.n
a.b<?des ~D:d hells, whe~eAsuras, Sa.rpa.e, Na.gas,
"Why, then, should the Tathagata leave I·nstrucriOUB m the middle, glonous m the end, in the spirit a.nd other evil spuitB dwell, bemgs whose existence was
·
and in the_ letter ; ~roclaim a consummate, perfect, more firmly rooted in the popular belief and langUB"'e tiona in any matter concerning the order T
"I am now grown old, 0 Ananda, and full of
and pure hfe of hohness. There are beings whose than that even the founder of a. new religion could h~v
da:.:ed to reason them. a~ay. But, although Buddha. years, my journey is drawing to its close, I hav
mental eyes are covered by scarcely any dust but ass1gned
to these mediatized gods and_ devils, palaces, reached the sum of my days, I am turm'ng ei'ghty
if the doctrin is not preached to them they c~nnot gardens, and a. court-not second to thmr former onesyet
he
deprived
them of all their sovereign rights years of age.
. •
attain salvation. They will understand the doctrin.
"Just as a worn-out cart can only with much difAnd I will go also, 0 disciples, to Uruvela, in order Although,, "!~cording to Buddha, the worlds of the god~
last for million~ of years, they must perish, at the end of ficulty be made to move along, so the body of the
to preach the doctrin."
every Ka.1pa., With the gods and with the spirits who in T th
t
1 b k
·
a a.ga a can on Y e ept gomg with much addiBoth Buddha and Christ "walked on the water." the circle of births ha.v raised themselvs to the world of
Both attended a. marriage feast and helped the host the gods. Indeed, the reorganization of the spirit world tional care.
"It is only Ananda, when the Tathagata, ceasing
by a. miracle to entertain his guests. In Buddha's goes further still. Already, before Buddha., the Brabmans
h~dsurmounted the_lowstandooint of mythological t_o attend to any outward thing, becomes plunged
presence, as we are told in the story of the marriage polytheism, and supplanted it by the idea. of the Brahth
d
d
feast at Jambunada, a small"supply of food proves ma. as the absolute divine or super-divina power. What 1D at evout me itation of heart which is conover and over sufficient for a great number of thep., does Bu~dh_a. d~cree? To this Bra.hma. also h~ earned with no bodily object, it is only then that
guests. The idea of turning water into wine at the a.sBignsa. pla.cem-hi!lunlverse, Over and a.bovetheworJd the body of the Tathagata is at ease.
the gods with its six paradises, he heaps up sixtlen
"Therefore, 0 Ananda, be ye lamps unto yourmarriage feast at Cana. is un-Buddhistic. Both of
B.rahma. worlds, not to be attained through virtue and
1
R 1
e Y on yoursel VB, and do not rely on exBuddha and Christ tried asceticism for a time and piety only, but through inner contemplation throu"'h se vs.
knowledge
and
enlightenment.
The
dweller~
in
these
tarnal
help.
carried their fasts to the extreme, but both aban"Hold fast to the truth as a lamp. Seek salva-doned self-mortification for a middle way, and were worlds ~re a.lrea~y pur«:lv epiritualized beings without
body,
Without
we1ght,
Without
desire,
far
above
men
and
tion
alone in the truth. Look not for assistance to
in consequence of it suspected, by former believers, gods. Indeed the Buddhist architect rises to a. still more any one
besides yourselvs.
of flagging in their religious zeal. (See Luke vii to,:wer!ng bight, hea.pi:ag upon the Bra.hma. world four
still
higher
worlds,
which
he
calls
the
world
of
the
form"And
how, Ananda, can a brother be a lamp unto
19, and Matthew ix, 3.)
'
Both Buddha and Christ were powerful preachers, less. All these wor~ds are ?pen to !Dan, and the beings himself, rely on himself only and not on any extera.scend and descend m thecucle of _time, according to the nal help, holding fast to the truth as his lamp and
~nd _fond of pa!ables, c?ncentrating their teachings works they hav performed, a.ccordmg to the truths they
kin
1 t'
·
m pithy aphorisms, which were both impressiv and ha.v :.:eco~ized, ;sutin all these worlds the law of change see g sa va IOn m the truth alone, looking not
obtams;
m
none
IB
there
exemption
from
birth
age
and
for
assistance
to
any
one besides himself?
easily remembered. Both were keen thinkers and
"Herein, 0 Ananda, let a brother, as he dwells
invincible in controversies, as a rule bringing the death. The world of the gods will perish like th~t of
men, even the world of the formless will not last forever ·n th bod
d th b d th t h b ·
debate to a climax by presenting a dilemma, and b!lt
the Budd~a., the enlightened and truly free, stand~ I
e
y, so regar
e c y a . e, emg
higher, and wil~ not be ~ffected or disturbed by the col- strenuous, thoughtful, and mindful, may, whilst in
• An. address d_elivered at the Na.tiona.l Congress of ~apse of t~e unn:erse: S~fractus illabatur orbis impav- the world, overcome the grief which arises from the
Freethinkers, Ohtca.go, Saturday evening, Nov. 27, 1894. tdumjerumt ru~nre,
.
body's cravings.
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"While subject to sensations let him continue so
to regard the sens~tions that he, being strenuous,
thoughtful, and mmdful, may, whilst in the world
overcome the grief which arises from the sensations~
"And so, also, when he thinks, or reasons, or
feels, let him so regard his thoughts that, being
strenuous, thoughtful, and mindful, he may, whilst
in the world, overcome the grief which arises from
the craving due to ideas, or to reasoning, or to
feeling.
"Those who, either now or after I am dead, shall
be a lamp unto themselvs, relying upon themselvs
only and not relying upon any external help, but
holding fast to the truth as their lamp, and seeking
their salvation in the truth alone, shall not look for
assistance to any one besides themselvs, it is they
Ana.nda, among my disciples, who shall reach th~
very topmost bight ! But they must be anxious to
learn."
·
This farewell speech contains the most important
injunction which Buddha imposed upon his disciples, and its spirit is characterized by the words
"Hold fast to the truth as to a. lamp." For Buddhism, let me repeat once more, had no creed in the
sense in which Christians or Mohammedans are
required to believe their confessions of faith.
Buddha rejects blind faith. He does not want his
disciples to rely upon any Credo, and warns them not
to accept any truth upon authority, not even upon
his own, upon Buddha's authority.
There is
another remarkable passage in the sacred writings
of Buddhism, which, according to Oldenberg, reads
as follows:
If ye now know thus, and see thus, 0 disciples, will ye
then say: We respect the Master, and out of reverence
for the Master do we thus speak? ';['hat we shall not, 0
sire. ·
· • What ye speak, 0 disciples, is it not
even that which ye ha.v yourselvs known, yourselvs seen
'
yonrselvs realized? It is, sire.
Would that all religions adopted this principle of
Buddha's! Would that it became the corner-stone
of the Christian, the Jewish, the Mohammedan
faith! The result would be that, peJ;"haps slowly,
but surely, tb,e old traditional superstitions would
be abandoned. Religion would be rationalized and
become as it ought to be, only another name for the
search after truth and the trust in truth.
PAuL Cuus.

A Pious Plagiarist Scored.
Professor Drummond's "Ascent of Man'' has
created quite a. :flutter of excitement among. those
people who are scarcely able to resist the evidences
for evolution but who find it beyond their power to
giv up their faith in Jesus and God. Mrs. Lynn
Linton has a sharp and timely criticism of the pretentious volume in the .Fortnightly .Review for
September. Here is a striking passage from her
article:
Christianity no more invented the family than it invented virtue. Indeed, what is original anywhere? The
story of Antinous is that of sacrifice, all the same as are
the stories of Abraham and Isaac, of J ephtha.h's daughter, of the old Greek demigods and Roman heroes, who
gave themselvs for humanity and their country-that is,
for the good of others. Nay, Christ himself had his
forerunner in Krishna., and his doctrine were f. resta.lled
by Confucius and Ga.nta.ma., as in a. sense by Plato and
Socrates. We take exception to the unscientific a.Dd
more than sickly tone of Professor Drnmmond'senlogium
on the love which he asserts rules creation from the protoplastic base to the summit of human society at the end
of the nineteenth century-the Professor himself standing on the apex like the angel on the top of Sa.nt' Angelo.
Without even a. side glance to the truths of human lifeto the war going on between capital and labor; between
the Ha.vs and the Ha.v-nots; between classes in England,
races and religion in Ireland, anarchy and organization
everywhere; between political opponents, and in society
generally; between the nations which stand like dogs
straining in the leash, held back only by economic con
sidera.tions from hurling themselvs across the frontier in
that deadly war so snre to come, nations armed to the
teeth and 'spoiling' for the fight-we are treated to these
mystical prea.ns on Love in the abstract as the one predominant factor of modern, that is, evolnted life, and the
idea. of justice is nowhere.
Professor Drummond's critic charges him with
having . "coolly" taken as his own " passages
wherein Mr. Herbert Spencer has laid down principles and adduced facts to support them," and she
adds that he has marred what he has thus borrowed from Spencer with " unworkable sentimentalities, to catch the taste of the uncritical and
unscientifically educated public." She continues:
That he has succeeded in his aim is proved by the
enormous success of his book-mere hash of other men's
labor as it is-a. plagiarism from first to last. It is a. thing
of this kind whicli makes one despair of one's generation.
The greedy haste-to swallow any form of quackery while
neglecting truer and better-grounded expositions-the
seeming ina.bilit:r to grasp first principles or to go to the
fountain-head for knowledge-the curious pleasure taken
in mysticism and sentimentality, and the no less curious
aversion for the calm distinctness of science-the comfort of phrases analogous to the blessed word Mesopotamia-all point to a. state of mental confusion which argues
ill for the future, and which certainly proves the present

to be ~~tisfactory. There is nothing which average
dislike_ ~ore than precision of thought, the logical
geneBIS _of op1mon, the root-work of a. creed; nothing
that d!llights t~em so much as picturesqueness of statement urei!_PectlV of its truth-as sentimentality irreducible by logtc or· reason to anything resembling common
se!lse. And, as the exponent of that form of pseudosCience which puts new wine into old bottles and expects
to make a. good thing of the .storage, Prof~ssor Drnmmon~ fnlfi_ls all the~e conditions and supplies all these ing!edie~~;ts m pr<?fnsion. Hence his popularity. He brings
his subJect, which only the educated can rightly understand, down tp the level of the ignorant. He strips
sci~nce of her divinity and sends her out as a cottage
ma.1d, ~r, rather, as a. young priest, of whom no one need
be afraid. But he lets slip truth in this endeavor to extract ~il)t for babes out of the meat for men; and his
rendermg of synthetic philosophy is both inadequate and
shallow. Whatever is true, is borrowed; whatever is
false,_ strained, and inconclusiv, is his own. His sin is
the sm of plagiarism, with the additienal offense of distortion in the lifting.
peopl~
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Freethought Progress.
During the period of two months three thousand copies
of "Force and Matter," translated by our friend Ten
Bokkel. ha.v been sold in Holland,
·
The Belgian Freethinkers ha.v now a. son""-book for
children. ·. ·. • The Freethonght Federation ~f Belgium
held a. special congress on September 2d, at Brussels.
The congress was well attended and in every respect a.
decided success.
The Ra.monChies memoria.lfnnd i9 slowlycreepin"" up.
It has now reached the six thousand pesetas mark. A
peseta. is equal to a. franc, or about 19 cents. ·. ·. · A
grand anti-clerical demonstration is to be held at Barca.
lona., Spain. The invitation contains a.mon~its signatures
the names of thirty-four professors of different Spanish
universities.

Since the death of Dr. Ed. Scihwella., Dr. Pa.nthel
has assumed the leadership of the Vienna. Free Religions
Society, and the editorship of Der Liohtfreund. ·. ·. •
The Austrian minister of agriculture stated in a. lengthy
The Reasons Supplied.
speech in the congress of that country that the only soluIn making appropriations of money for Christian tion of all social trouble lies in a. return to faith in God.
missions the state makes itself the patron of relig- Representa.tiv Pernerstorfer took his excellency down
io~, and thereby violates the sacred rights of con- amidst the applause of the Liberals.
smence. The government of the United States has
During the last two months six new societies ha.v j lined
done this f9r many years. It has granted large the French Freethonght Federation. ·. ·. · A poor memsums of money to both Catholics and Protestants ber of the Roman Catholic church committed suicide at
to be used in the religious training of American Candebec-les-Elbeuf, France. The priest would not
The Freethinkers of the villa.~e took the
Indians. I am profoundly astonished at the Con- officiate.
matter in hand, and the poor suicide had a. first-class
gressmen who hav voted for such appropriations, funeral. ·. ·. · The annual French Freethought congreRB
and I am still more astonished at the people for not was held November 1st, at Paris. The congress disprotesting against this unjust and unconstitutional cussed the following subiects: The necessity of adopting
anti-clerical program by the electoral committee, and
use of. their money. A large share of the money an
making the same known among the ma.~ses; organization
used for this purpose was taken from the pockets of secular and social festivals among Freethinkers; creof Jews and other non-believers in the Christian re- mation, etc.
ligion. In thus compelling them to support ChrisA new fully revised edition of ''Force and Matter " has
tianity they are robbed of the liberty of conscience.
published in Germany. The revision WRB by Pro·
Every person who can read ought to know that this been
feasor ~nchner himself. •. ·. · During the fiso"l yAar
is a violation of the Constitution of the United 1893-94 sixty-four lectures were delivered to the Free ReStates. He ought to know that every Congressman ligions Society in Berlin. The Snnda.y-scbool was
who votes for these appropriations violates his oath attended by five hundred and twenty children, and the
of the society consistFld last Marcb of 2 775
of office. But the wrong continues. The consen- membership
adults. ·. ·. · Professor George H. Schodde, writing to
sus of opinion in every state in the Union is that the Independent from Germany, does not seem to take a.
the federal government has no right to make any very hopeful view of the theological outlook there. He
such use of the people's money. But, knowing this, says that "the new and most powerful factor in German
theological thought is the school of the late Professor
the representative of the people, for reasons which Ritschl,"
and he describes the tenets of this school as
they keep within the solitude of their own breasts, being snbversiv of such fundamental Christian dogmas as
continue these unlawful appropriations.-.Rev. JJr. "the pre-existence and the eternal sonship and divinity
and virgin birth of Christ his work of atonement, the
Hawthorne.
trinity, the inspiration of tb.e scriptures, and other essen[The reasons which the politicians "keep within tials." And yet these men claim to be Christians I ''The
the solitude of their own breasts," but which are antitheses now put forth between the conserntiv and the
well known to all observing people, are that the advanced clans are more fundamental than ever, involving
politicians dare not do otherwise than as they think as they do the very heart principles of evangelical Christianity and theology." One of the latest victories of this
the church wants them to db, and the church wants class is the capture of the dogmatical chair of J en a, held for
to receive every special privilege that the politician decades by Lipsins. Its inflnenc<J has extended to France
has it in his power to bestow. When Mr. Haw- and found "warm adherence among the French ProtestIts three leading organs-a. bi-monthly, a. bithorne can make the controling· forces in the church ants.
weekly, and a. weekly-are all skilfully edited and are
honest enough to refuse these appropriations, Sun- a.ggrei!Biv in tenor and tone." Evangelical Christianity
day laws, et al., he will find that the politicians will cannot extend the hand of fellowship to the protagonists
of this kind ol theology. ''It would be ecclesiastical
not try to force them on the church.-En. T. S.]
and theological suicide to do so. A reconstruction of
evangelical theology along these lines can be possible
Christianity and Slavery.
only at the sacrifice of its heart's blood," says Professor
Christian teaching was neither the sole nor the Schodde. And yet eva.ngelicism seems to be reduced to
a choice between this suicide and surrender to undischief cause of the abolition of slavery. Slavery was guised Freethought.
first condemned as a violation of natural right by
Dr. Briggs says of the Higher Criticism and its oppocertain Greek philosophers long before the Christian era; ,and legislation of a kind favorable to nents: "The investigation must go on all the same. It
matters little how many oppose it. It may delay the end;
emancipation was initiated by Roman jurists im- it cannot prevent it. It may make the investigation a.
bued with the spirit of Stoicism long before the holy war, and the establishment of its resnlt ·a catastroconversion of the empire to Christianity. The eco- phe to the faith and life of its opponents. But the
development of the investigation is the calm,
nomical disadvantages of forced labor and the normal
steady, invincible march of science." ·. ·. · The city
closing of the slave-markets by a series of political council of Winnipeg will make churches which bring
and military events quite unconnected with religion professional entertainments to the city pay a. license fee
did the rest; and it is notorious that the human of twenty-five dollars. If shows in secular halls and on
the streets must pay a license, why should not those which
chattels of the religious houses were the last to be seek
the shelter of church walls? ·. ·. · Unity says: "By
manumitted. With the discovery of America and forces quite irrepressible, the Universit;v of Chicago must
opening up of Africa. came a. revival of the hateful eventually become a. seat ol learning m the interests of
institution under forms worse than any known to morals and religion on a. basis far removed from the preelements of any denomination or orthodox limitaclassical antiquity; and in this revival some very scribed
tion." ·. ·. · One hundred years ago the man who critipious Christians bore a prominent part, while none cised the sermon was lil{!'ly to be fined in this land of the
that I know of raised a protest against it. At last free. One hundred years &f.to the whippin~·post and
a. protest came, but it was uttered by the Rational- pillory were still standing in New York and Boston (and
now CommodorA Gerry wants to get them back). ·. ·. ·
istic philosophers of the eighteenth century, and At
Amenia., N. Y., a. preacher has lately been installed in
was first put into the form of law by the anti- the Presbyterian church after he had declared his disbeChristian conv£'ntion of France. So with the whole lief in the Calvinistic doctrin of preterition. The Presemancipating movement of modern times. In all bytery of the North river accepted him in spite of his
Ministers must be growing scarce for, as the
its phases it has been originated and supported by heresy.
.~un remarks, "preterition is a. fundamental postulate of
Rationalists, and, until lately, has counted many de- Calvin's theological system, which is the groundwork of
vout religious believers among its opponents. I Presbyterianism." But if this minister's u heart " is
am well aware that quite recently the public opin- growing tender his intellect is losing its capacity for logthinking, for if there is an inflnit God and if any
ion of the religious world has undergone a great ical
man or woman goes to hell that man or woman was forechange in this respect-a change well illustrated doomed to hell by that infinit God. ·. ·. · The board of
by the very book I am reviewing-but it is a. change review of assessments of Milwaukee refused to comply
for which their religion is no more to be thanked with the request of Bishop Ka.tzAr to take off the ta.:r.
assessed on his resid..nce. Had it been held by the
than for their acceptance of the Dar\'linian theory, church
it would ha.v been exempt. The board will also
both being due to the serpentine rather than to the investigate the exemption of the residence of Presiding
dovelike qualities of pietism.-.A. W: .Benn, in the Elder Creighton of the Methodist church. ·. ·. · We ha.v
received Frt>-niad ("Forward"), a. weekly Sca.ndana.via.n
.Academy.
paper published at Sioux Falls, S. D., and we find it a.
twin brother in sentiment to Rodhuggeren. •• •• • The
No passion so e:ftectually robs the mind of all its excommunicated
Canadian paper, the OaN-ada Revue, bas
powers of acting and reasoning, as fear.-Edmund changed its name to LfJ Reveil, but its principles rema.i~
the aa.me,
·
·
.BurktJ.
.
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News and Notes.

. ever to be gathered into the orthodox fold. I can
not enumerate all the generous supporters whom I
found in Bangor and vicinity. Mr. C. A. S?utha~d,
Irving Southard, H. M. Overton and all his family
for three generations, Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Wood,
Polk Wood, F. J. Overton, J. L. Willis, etc.; these
f F
names represent families and associations o . re~thinkers that will be influential and durable m this
b
d •t
place. The flag is now flung to the reeze an I
will not be taken down. I shall count it a great
pleasure to meet these friends again in some future
campaign. A successful and brilliant opening has
certainly been made and 1 do not expect to find
more enthusiastic or splendid allies than in Bangor.
Among those present were Mr. and Mrs. A.
Johnson, of South Haven. My old friend Lewis,
of Goldthwaite, Tex., will recognize these friends
when 1 introduce them in the pages of THE TRUTH
SEExEB. Mrs. Johnson is the daughter of the
Texan pioneer.
·
·
h
1 1
Ba
Tuesday
It Is
snowmg
w ten 1 t• eaveda ·ng 0on
r and the
·
Th
8
y I
mornmg.
e grea e ec IOn
political landslide all over the country, but as I can
not vote 1 let things take their way. 1 travel 80
much that, though 1 feel at home in every state, 1
cannot cast a ballot in any. 1 presume the country
is safe just the same. Friend Reichwald did more
than vote, however. He was judge of election and
was at his post continuously from five o'clock
Tuesday morning until four o'clock Wednesday
morning. Thil!l is like serving one's country on the
field of battle and requires both pluck and
'
atriof 8
p My ~e~t point from Bangor is the Liberal Club,
New York, where 1 am Friday evening, November
9th. 1 am glad to meet old comrad·es again on
this historic field of intellectual combat. It has
now a lady president, Mrs. Beckwith, who presides
with grace and dignity and knows when to use the
gavel. A more extended notice of my lecture, 1
hope, will be given by the " Man With the Badgepin." A fine audience was present, and the Liberal
Club still flourishes as one of the lights of the world
and the platform scintillates with every variety of
thought.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

Observations.
What is the matter with the A. P. A.? Is it all
right or is it not? The answer will depend upon
the reader's race, political color, and previous condition of religious servitude. Protestants generally
do not make any audible objections to the association, while Catholics J"ust despise it. Again, the
adherent of the Republican party bears the order
no ill-will, but Democrats regard it as a mortal

I am glad that the annual congress has tumed
out to be such a cheering success. It was pleasant
to meet so many comrades and to work so harmoniously together. It is needless for me to giv any
further account of this great gathering, for ample
reports hav been published in the papers. We hav
laid out a good bal!lis for progress. There will be
a consolidation of all our forces, and we shall be
enemy. Once more, its membership is almost exready to meet any emergency in the defense of
clusivly unceltic, and the Irish are extraneous to
human rights.
it. Thus it is a question whether the A- P. A. was
After the labors of the Congress, it was a delightorganized by Protestants to down the Catholics, by
ful change to meet the Liberals of Bangor, Mich.,
Republicans to beat the Democrats, or by Yankees
in the first campaign for Freethought in that place.
to freeze out the Hibernians. However the quesArrangements for six lectures in the Opera House
tion .is answered, the fact cannot be disguised that,
were made by F. N. Overton, and a wave of excitepolitically, the Catholics are downed, the DemOment was in the community. There are four
crats are beaten, and the temperature surrounding
churches in Bangor with an average attendance of
' the Irish office-seek,er is extremely cold.
three hundred in a population of two thousand in
p
b b li
If the members of the A. . A. are to e e eved,
the township. For fifty years-ever since the settlef
th
d
·
t
a·
th
the purpose o h eAm
or er· IS ot tIvorce
e ca thth
olict
ment of the country-there has been no opposition
Th
to speak of to the ancient faith. It has pursued
church fro~ t e . _encan 8• ~ e.
e~ say a
the Catholi~ church IS· a pohtical machme whose
the even tenor of its way, and Christians hav dozed
o~erators Bln;t at. absolute cont~ol _of the concomfortably in their church pews and the ministers
preached hell-fire without making any particular
SClenc~s and liberties of us all ; which IS true. T_he
impression or creating extra warmth in the hearts
Catholic churc~ approaches as near to the mof their listeners. But now something new was
famous as anythmg I know ?f except those branches
appearing. The Freethinker was in the land,
?ftheProtest!"ntchurch whiChmo~tcloselyr~semble
and the other side of the question was to be
It. It com~uts and defends, I behe_ve, all crm1.es exheard. This was indeed a novel enterprise, and
cept the capital one of murde~, and Its. record IS ~ot
what would come of it was the absorbing ques?lear of that offense. It ter.nfies the I~norant with
Its hoc-est-corpus, and bulhes the enhghtened by
tion. The Infidel was something so entirely unexpected that the faithful did not know exactly
~he ~ower of its w~al~h and poli_tical. influence. .It
what kind of a picture might enlighten their perImpnson_s women m Its nunnez:es; It steals from
turbed imagination. Whether the Infidel had horns
the publ~c treas~ry to supp?r~ Its schools and reor hoofs was a matter to be decide~ only by actual
formator1es, which ~re ~rammg-grou?~s for the
observation.
·
?htn;ch and the pemte!ltmry. It~ _rehgiOus. tea~h
However, Freethought had been growing in the
mg_ IS frattd touc~ed with I!!Uperst1t10n, and Its hiscommunity for many, many years. In the backtor~es are mostly l~es t~at no reas_ona~le p~rson can
woods it had flourished with the stroke of the ax
behe!e. I~s chanty I~ spec~lation In mi~fortune,
and the furrow of the plow. The pioneers had not
and Its phdant?ropy I~ ~usmess enterprtse. conbattled with nature without seeing the real truth
duct~d on a basts ?f cru;tgmg and sycophantiC hyof things and that science was better than theology.
pocrisy. As a swmdle, It has no respectable comAnd so the Freethinker found a cordial welcome in
petitors among the green goods men, bunco steerera, and lottery agents. They are outclassed. Its
this prosperous and advancing community. The
only rival is its offspring, the Protestant machine.
Opera House was filled on fhe first night. Two or
After Grover.
Considering these serious objections to the
three clergymen were present, and a large sprinkThe Dallas Freethinker~!!, says a dispatch, dated
ling of Christian believers, although the majority of Nov. 4th, to the Galveston News, did business to- Catholic church as a shaper of the destinies of
the audience were evidently in favor of Freethought night at the old l!ltand on Ervay street. About America, it is quite natural that the A. P. A. should
and found that it was in agreement with their own sixty people were present, and they proceeded to spring up. The wonder is that citizens who becommon sense and humanity. It was what they wrestle with the president of the United States, by lieve in a non-Catholic state hav not previously
had thought all along, only it had never before been adopting the following, which will be circulated for combined. In spite of all that has been said
clearly expressed. The weather was not so favor- signatures, and when signed will be forwarded to against the American Protectiv Associ~tion, I hold
able as I wished. It rained one or two evenings, President Cleveland :
that this combination is proper and necessary, so
and the traveling was bad, and as many of my
To GRoVER CLEVELAND, President of the United States long as such union of church and state exists as
Liberal friends lived in the country it made it diffi- -Dear .Sir: Having read your proclamation, we make permits our legislature to raise money for the excult for them to attend. On pleasant e-venings the bold to ask you the following questions:
penses of the state, and appropriate the same to
1. Is there a constitutionally recognized church in the pay the expenses of running the pope's religious
house was full. On the stormy evenings it was
institutions. It follows that keeping Catholics out
nearly full, and the interest continued unabated. United States?
2. If so, are you the hllad of.this church?
k f
· ·
f
I am sure that if the last evening had been clear
3. Does the office of president confer with it the posi- of office is the legitimate wor o an orgamzat10n o
even the standing room of the Opera Hous~ tion of the head of any church?
this kind, because the more Catholics we elect to
would hav been occupied. As it was I hav every
4. As the head of the church hav you the right to speak positions of trust, the more we shall be robbed in
the manner here deprecated. The question of :re:
reason to feel encouraged at the outlook, and to in your official capacity as president?
5. As president, hav you any authority to issue church ligious liberty has been raised by the orators of the
thank the Liberals of Bangor for their stanch devo- orders?
tion and presence, rain or shine, at the meetings. · 6. In so doing are you not mixing religious matters party threatened by the boycott of Catholics ; but
The work at Bangor shows what can be done in a with affairs of state?
'
that religious liberty which permits a Catholic to
7. Do you remember a part of the Constitution which hold office is not violated, I think, if in the exercise
thousand communities in this country, if a few
Congress small make no laws respecting the estabC
fe~less and . persistent FreetJ:!.inkers will push says
lishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise of it I vote against him. The portion of the onthmg~ and brmg out the real progressiv thought in thereof?
stitution which provides that "no religious tesft
the mmds of the people. The majority of the peo8. If you do not get your authority from Congress, shall ever be required as a qualification to any office
ple are out of the trammels of the church only whence does it co:tne?
of public trust" places no restrictions on the voter
9. Are you not openly insulting every American citizen
h"
d
"th th
I"'
they do not know it-they hav not heard 'Free- when
you assume, as president, the authority of a pope? and therefore has not mg to o WI
e case.
v
thought lectures 01: read Freethought papers.
10. If the order be but a form, as may be urged, is it means that an officer-elect shall not hav his religious
I challenged the clergymen of the place to meet not bad form to exceed the constitutional rights con- belief inquired into when he takes the oath of office.
me in open debate, but none answered. I suppose ferred on the president by acting as you hav done in the It does not mean that a Freethinker is to ignore
of issuing religious orders?
R
c th 1·
a· a t · 1 a a
they will reserve their guns until the Freethought matter
11. What authority hav you to stamp or brand a relig- the fact that a oman a o IC can I a e IS p e ge
~ecturer is a thousand miles away; but I am will- ions bull with the great seal of the United States?
by his alliance with the church to violate that other
mg to leave my facts and arguments with the com12. Hav you any constitutional authority to command article of the Constitution which says "Congress
mon sense of the people and do not fear the tri- or even suggest that people observe any religious feast or shall make no law respecting the establishment of
r
umph of the enemy. The Freethinkers of Bangor festival?
As believers in a secular government and religious religion." The article touching the matter of re Igare _fully ab~e. to ~efend themselvs. They occupy worship and the right to worship according to the die- ious qualifications is notoriously disregarded in the
leading positions m the community and are re- tates of conscience, or not at all, we condemn your ac- appointment of chaplains, whose only qualification
spected by all, and· their convictions are backed by tion and appeal to the people to put a stop to this mode is a religious one; and the other article is shoved
character.
of religious m_e_d_dli_·n_g:..:..__________
aside to make room for laws prejudicial to the
I found, indeed, a very congenial atmosphere in
S. P. PuTNAM's lecture appointments:
Demands of Liberalism. A vote for a Catholic is a
B~n~or-plenty of intelligence and progressiv Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 18th.
I
vote against those demands, and the American citispmt-and the whole time of D;ly stay was stinlulat- Cincinnati, 0., Nov. 25th.
zen is a mule if he does not use all honest means
ing and enjoyable.
• 2· 5-7.
Blair,
Wis.,
Dec. 1Dec.
to elect a secularist instead-not on account of the
Grafton,
N.Dak.,
I enjoyed the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Hoople, N. Dak., Dec. 8, 9.
Catholic's belief, but because he conceives it his
Overton, ~nd. it was a delightful sojourn for the Park River, N.Dak., Dec. 10-12.
duty to rob the taxpayer for the benefit of the
church.
Secular Pilgnm. Among the companions of this Oonway. N. Dak., Dec. 13-15.
Fargo, N.Dak., Dec. 18-20.
b
b
h
Freethought fireside were Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Ben- St.
Charles, Minn., Dec. 22. 23.
The A. P. A.-ist is objectiona le not ecause e
s_cotter, who, althoug~ they believe in the spiritual San Marcial, N. ~-·Dec. 29 to Jan. 2.
opposes the Catholic church, but because, having
hfe beyond the honzon of this world are still
Mr. Putnam will lecture during the month of January removed the Romish incubus he would substitute
intensely interested in all that concerns the welfare a~ .P~escott, Arizona. It _is hope? that friends in the . the Protestant succubus that equally plays the
VlCrmty and throughout Arizona will make arrangements
. .
. . .
~
.
and progress of humanity to-day. In the sunset of for
lectures at this time, and push the Freeth ought work. devil with secular mstitutiOns. He loses stght of
age they hav not lost the golden freshness of life's Mr. Putnam will also arrange to -lecture in New Mex- the great truth that the two churches are mother
morning. The children of the household Glenn ico, Col<?ra~o, and Kan.sas on his return frol!l Arizona. and daughter, of the same blood and both tough.
and Essie Overton, were constant in their' attend- T_hose w~shing lectures many of these states will comm~- The old lady has her appointments with one politnicate with S. P. Putnam, 234 South Water street, Oh1- . !C
. al. par t y, th. e gtr
· 1 w~.H
"tl-. theo th er; an d nei"th er will
'+ nee at the lect1:1res! apd ht~<V toQ muQh Freet1:wught oago,
.
~

..;
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hesitate to throw oft on her partner when he loses
his jo~. The Democratic party just now has the
Cathohc church and Tammany on its hands. The
Republican party hall the Protestant church and
the A. P. A. If their contests in the future prove
to be Kilkenny cat symposiums, the Pops will be
tickled to death.
The brilliant enterprise of the Light of 7 ruth
a Spiritualist pap~r, in securing the late Dr:
A. B. Dobson as a heavenly correspondent has
be':n. materially dim~ed by its contemporary, the
Sp~nt of Truth, a little sheet published away oft
in Arkansaw, which now claims Luther Colby as
its editor. When Mr. Colby, editor of the Banner
of Light, went to his reward on October 7th his
friends expected that he would lose no time in ~om
municating_ with the o~ce where he spent so great
a part of his earthly hfe. But it appears that Mr.
Colby has fooled them, for instead of making himself known in Boston as aforesaid, he went West
where, according to the Spirit of Truth, he has or~
ganized the "Colby Band of Spirit Editors," with
~undane h~adqliarters at t~e office of that journal
m Hot Sprmgs, Ark. In his communication there
are several items of interest. Apologizing for not
retu~ing to the IJanner household, he says that
the friends t~ere did not need "coddling," while
he regarded It as his first duty to search out those
who had been averse to him in earth life and assure
them of his forgivness. Among such antagonists
was Dr. Cook, editor of the Spirit of 7'ruth. Another was John C. Bundy, but on meeting in the
spirit world, they (Mr. Colby and the Bundy spook)
embraced each other, "whilst the very heavens
vibrated and rang with the anthems of praif!e and
shouts of angelic joy that arose from the united
voices of the unnumbered, vast concourse of redeemed beatific souls as we both, th~n and there
forgave each other, and be0ame everlasting spiritual
friends in an inseparable oneness of spiritual love."
While in Boston Mr. Colby did not write that kind
of slush; spirits, however, never write anything
else. I cannot imagin Luther Colby saying that
he feels "like a newly hulled chestnut that has just
shed its burr," because I doubt that he ever was a
chestnut, which, I take it, an individual must necessarily be in prder to know how it feels to be shucked;
yet the alleged communication puts those words in
his mouth. Chestnuts!
It is to be observed that the Banner of Light,
Mr. Colby's old paper, publishes no communication
from its departed editor. It is just possible that
the respect which Mr. Colby's surviving friends hav
for his memory forbids that exhibition of mendacity.
Perhaps they regard spirit messages as Dr. Dobson
did his own medicins-quite profitable as an article
of commerce, but not to be taken by the compounder. There may be this further analogy, that
as the doctor's medicins all came out of the same
bottle, so the messages produced by a medium all
hav their origin in the same brain.
I heard the other day, from one who had been a
member of Dr. Dobson's family, quite an enlightening bit of information. The doctor had the reputation of being an independent slate writer; and so
he was. His method was to lay a piece of paper on
a slate and to write thereon quite independently of
spirits or any other influences. Such messages as
the Spirit of Truth medium givs to the world with
Luther Colby's name attached hav the same selfreliant character.

the course of the Lexow committee's investigations·
the rascals would ha.v the bright light of publicity
thrown upon them. It is written, however in the
book of probabilities, that when Mr. Goff takes the
elevator to go higher up he will not linger at the
floor where these buzzards roost.
.,
. Mr. L: G. Reed, whose writings brace a man up

~ke a ~k of ginger-and-water in the hay-field, has
~~st pubhshed a booklet of poems and essays-or

Jmgles and prose pieces, as he calls them. I read
Mr. Reed's articles in THE TRUTH SEEKER long before I learned that he was kin to the Reeds who
used to go to school at the North End district in
Surry, N. H., when I, aged 10, studied aliquot parts
and least common multiples at "middle-town" next
to Sam Poole's blacksmith shop. The Reeds were
a. g~od sort of people, who went soberly about their
bus.mess: I often saw the old folks jogging by in
their reliable pleasure wagon, as well as the younger
ones with their smarter rigs, and I recollect that
everybody spoke well of them. I remember this
~ecause, being myself a. hard formation, and learnmg. my lessona not by study but by the immediate
assistance of the devil, respectable citizens attracted
my attention and I wondered how it felt to be good.
From the appearance of some known to be not
only good but pious, I got a notion that it hurt.
There is not much Liberalism in New Hampshire
Tho~ght. is petrified about as permanently as th~
gra.mt hills. . Peop~e there .ar? divided, according
to the local Idea., mto Christians Catholics and
Spiritualists. The Christians are the Protestants·
the ~ath?l~cs a~e ~~~erents ofthe "Irish religion,';
and Spiritualists mclude all unbelievers whether
Materialists or otherwise. There is so littl~ thought
on the subject of religion that, though the inhabitant may h~v his opinion of the folks who go to the
other meetmg-house, he would be surpriF!ed if you
should ask him to explain the difference between
his creed and theirs.. The old lady who borrowed
THE TRUTH SEEKER and read it piously every Sunday for a year previous to her death, under the imp~essi_on that it was a religious journal, and then
died m the hope of a glorious resurrection ~as
fairly representativ of the rest of the popul~tion.
To return to Mr. Reed's book, it is the kind that
~hould be circulated in t~at state. Its unorthodoxy
Is so frequently emphas1zed throughout its pages
th~t even the common mind as it is in New Hampshue would detect its drift, and the same common
mind, being shrewd if not enlightened, would see
there was truth in the darned thing after all. I
can tell without going there just how it would be
clandestinly passed from one to another until a
copy had been read by ?verybody in a given neighborhood except the children and the unmarried.
There is nothing in it to shock the mind of a child
or to agitate the bosom of a vestal, but New Eng~and p_arents, though bro~der than they are long
m their ·speech, are pecuharly narrow as to their
literature. Mr. Reed's jingles especially would
prove. a cent~r s~ot at the New Hampshire understa~dm~, which Is.natura.lly receptiv toward rhyme.
~bile his prose might awaken reflection and doubt,
his poetry would create a sensation. As an example, select his verses on the Bible story of the flood.
They would ·read it because it is quaint and humor·
ous. And the last stanza. would stay with them
like the sting of a bumblebee. It is pointed, and
good poetry:
The banded knees and lifted hands
Implore the gods in vain ;
The New York Sun attributes the Democratic
Not all the priests of all the lands
reverses to President Cleveland's indifference and
E'er brought or stayed the rain.
Populism in the party, but . Mr. T. Platt, manager
Some reader may recognize in these remarks a
of the Republican machine in this state, declares it
description of people he knows outside of New
was Providence that did it. Mr. Dana should take
Hampshire. If so, Mr. Reed's book will be useful
a balloon and " go higher up."
there also. It is calculated to quicken all those who
Last June a parcel of male and female doctors
who kill or cure illegally were arrested in this city
by agents of a sort of vice society and charged with
malpractice. Not a single one of them was ever
tried, and the last witness before the Lexow committee, Dr. Newton Whitehead, told the reason
why. The case turns out to be that the physicians
were "pinched" as a blackmailing proposition, and
that upon the payment by them of money to be
divided between the agents, the lawyers, and the
courts, the prosecution was dropped. The leader
in this felony was one Joseph Britton, who will be
remembered as having done a fugleman's work in
the arrest of D M. Bennett. He was then in the
employ of Anthony Comstock, who taught him first
to prosecute vice and then to squeeze it. It is not
comforting to hear that among the lawyers who
took money from the criminals to " fix" the court
was Hugh 0. Pentecost. If Britton's society and
Comsto~~·s Lsociety a.ud Parkhurst's society were
not of the same brood, it might be h9ped that in

are in the stage of arrested development.
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Lectures and Meetings.
CoL. R. G. INGERSoLL's lecture route is as follows:
Nov. 16 ......... Columbns, 0 Dec. l..New Bedford, Mass
Nov. 17 ...........:.D.ayto'?-, 0 Dec. 2........... Boston, Ma!JB
Nov. l8 ........ Cmcmnat1, 0 Dec. 3 ....... Haverhill, Mass
Nov. 19 ............... l!.lyria, 0 Dec. 4........... Portla.nd, Me
Nov. 20 .......... Cieveland, 0 Dec. 5 ............. Lynn, MaBB
Nov. 21. ............. Toledo, 0 Dec. 6......... Concord, N. H
Nov. 22 ............. Warren, 0 Dec. 7...... 1\Ianchester, N.H
Nov. 23 .... Jamestown; N. Y Dec. 8 ....... BrocktoD, Mass
Nov. 24 .......... Bu:ffalo, N. Y Dec. 9..... Providenee, R. I
.Nov. 25 ...... Brooklyn, N. Y Dec. 10 .... Fall River, Mass
Nov. 2G ... Brid~eport, Conn Dec. ll.NewLondon, Conn
Nov. 27 ....... IJ;olyoke, Mass Dec. 16 ... Washington, D. C
Nov. 28 .... Sprmgfield, Mass Dec. 17........ Richmond, Ya
Nov. 29Northampton, Mass Dec. 19 ... ,.Philadelphia Pa
Nov. 30 .... Worcester, 1\f&H Dec, 20....... Baltimore, 'Md
.J. E. REMSBURG left home October 27th, and is now on
h1~ way east. He spoke in Chicae:o, October 28th; Marsedles, Ill., 29thi· Ellsworth, Ill.• 30th; Martinsville, Ill.,
31st; Rerlmon, 11., Nov, 1st; Carbon, Ind., 2d; New
Ross, Ind., 3d. and 4th; Lebanon, Ind., 5th and 6th;
GreentO'\yn, In~ .• 8th; Marcelona, Mich., lOth and 11th;
Elk Rapids, M1c~., 12th and 13th; Hersey, Mich., 14th;
Hubbardston, M1ch, 15th and 16th. His appointments for
the next three weeks are as follows:
Nov. 18 ......... Detroit, Mich Nov. 26-28 ....... Cortland, 0
Nov. 18 .............. Toledo, 0 Nov. 29 ........... Gustavus, 0
Nov. 19, 20 ....... Delphos, 0 Nov. 30 .......... Castile, N. Y
Nov. 21.. ............... Lima, 0 Dec. !.. ..... Ridgeway, N Y
Nov. 22.. Mechanicsburg, 0 Dec. 2.......•Lnckport, N: Y
Nov. 22 ............. Newark, 0 Dec. S.......... Dundee, N y
Nov. 24 ......... Lexington, 0 Dec. 4, 5.. Pult.neyville, N. Y
Nov. 25 .............. Shreve, 0 Dec. 6 ......... Oswego, N. Y
THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets at
8 o'clock Tuesday evenings in the Skerrett Building N
E. corner of Ridge avenue and Green street. Admis;io~
free. All welcome. Program for November:
November 20th-" Browning's Statue and Bust." Geo.
Brown.
November 27th-" From Barter to Banknotes." JohnS.
Durham.
Radical Library open 7.30 to 10 P.M. Dues 15 cents
per month.
. T~ Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday evenmg In German Masonic Hall, 120 East 15th street Now
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for November:
'
November lGth-"American Socialism." Henry Nichols.
November 23d-" The Politi<ml Aspect of Socialism."
Delmore Elwell.
November 30th-" The Inheritance Tax. Is Property in
Danger? WalterS. Logan.
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Business
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs
avenues. Program for November, 1894:
November 18th-" Why Democracy is the Best Form of
Government." S. H. Nichols.
November 25th-" How to Make the World Happier."
H. A. Powell.
. THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening
m Knabe Hall, 26 W. Fourth st., Cincinnati. Program
for November:
November 18th-" Has the Belief in God been Detrimental to Man?" B. A. Roloson.
November 25th-" The Mistakes and Superstitions of
Jesus." S. P. Putnam.
Lectures commence at 7:45 P.M., sharp. All lectures
~re. followed by free criticism and discussion. All are
mv1ted to attend.
THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford
secretary, meets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday in War:
ner's Hall, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia
·
Freethought publications are on sale at the meeting.
November 18th-lecture by Samuel P. Putnam.
THE Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday
evening at 421 Lackawana avenue. Our motto: Freedom
and Kindness. Everybody invited. Secretary, William
Watkins.
THE Detroit Investigator Society meets every Sunday
afternoon at the hall, No. 32 Monroe avenue.
James Payn, in his "Gleams of Memory," says that he
never found orthodoxy in any man of letters, even if he
was nominally connected with an evangelical sect. He
adds: "Their doubts are more than historic doubts
Their difficulty is to believe that omnipotence and benev~
olence can permit too outrageous crimes and cruelties
that go on every day in the world." ·. ·. · Dr. G. Vance
Smith writes to the Nineteenth Century in answer to the
assertions of Gladstone regarding the numbers of professing Christians. Gladstone had said that 450 000 000
people agree in witnessin~ to the ''central truths 1, or' the
mcarnati,on and th~ trip1ty. Dr. Smith .Pointedly comments: ' When allis said and done what lB the testimony
thus appealed to worth? What proportion of these numberless millions can be said to 'witness' to the alleged
truths with any rational conviction of their own, or after
any intelligent inquiry worthy of acknowledgment?
What of the masses of English Christians, includine- the
multitudes of· fine people who fnquent churches and
chapels merely because it is the fashion to do so? Their
testimony surely is only a nominal thing destitute of
weight or value. Numbers are no test of truth. Otherwise, what should we hav to say of those other hundreds
of millions, Buddhists and Mohammedans, who are as
passionately devoted to their religion as are Christia11s
and, indeed, far more so?"
'

Faith, hope, and charity are not greater than
duty, humility, and self-sacrifice. (1) By working
the Duty racquet, conscientious persons may often
be induced to assist the undeserving, who are as a
rule the persons most profited by the exercise of
that virtue; for which reason they are the most
persistent in pointing out its demands. (2) In the
practice of Humility we assure the author of our
being that his works are imbecil, which must be
somewhat humiliating to him. It is well that the
most high should occasionally be called down.
(3) Self-sacrifice means that we must deny ourselvs
small favors and temporary pleasures in order that
we may enjoy those which are great and enduring.
It follows, then, that he who most sincerely
Several Christians in Virginia hav just been sent to
desires to exercise the virtue here discussed will jail because their religion did not quite agree with that
content himself with the lesser benefits, and, by a of their more numerous orthodox neighbors.
supreme act of self-sacrifice, forego the everlasting
The deficit in the postal department f.or the fiscal year
reward.
GEo. E. MAdDoNALD. ; is $9,243,935.
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To Enlighten the Benighted.
READING, P A., Oct. 22, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $1, for
which please send to my address eight
copies of Paine's "Age of Reason."
GEORGE EAST.
Into His Own Pit.
AsToR, FLA., Oct. 17, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2.
Send me eight copies of Paine's "Age of
Reason," and apply $1 to the defense of
Mr. Wise. I hope the Reverend Vennnm
has dug a pit for himself and others like
him.
Yours truly,
JoHN KANE.
Religion Always a Curse.
BusHNELL, ILL., Oct. 23, 1894.
M:a. EDIToR: I cannot resist the impulse
to send a few words to THE TRUTH SJliEKER,
expreBBing my gratification in reading
the article in the last number, "My Religion," by a brother, C. W. Williams, of
Springfield, Mo. Beautiful and grand it
is; but I am unable to accept the use he
makes of the word religion. I wish he
had left that out; religion has always been
a curse, the word is hateful. If Bro. Williams will look at it a minute. he will agree
with
s. L. BABBITT, M.D.
More than Satisfied.
.TERREY CITY, N.J., Oct. 22, E.M. 294.
MR. EDIToR: I received "Four Hundred Years of Freethonght," in perfect
orde!:', and was much surprised to see snob
a masterpiece of human ingenuity. Surely
Mr. S. P. Putnam is a literary wonder;
his great production is a complete library
in itself and no Freethinker can afford to
be without it. The only thing I am sorry
for is, I do not find poor old J. Ha(lker's
photo; yeti am more than satisfied, and my
prayer is, may it liv many, many long
:vears after the author is (not an angel)
dust. Yours for humanity without gods,
saints, and Christa, WILLIAM THoRPE.

estimation, ranks next to Buckle's " History of Civilization in England."
I must tell yon of a rather amusing
thing that happened in this village a short·
time ago. We hav been having a series of
revival meetings in tlie Methodist Episcopal church, star~ing in last Sunday night.
Rev. Mr. Merideth was the speaker for the
evening, and he said that he hoped that
all the people would be faithful and pray
for rain, and if they only prayed in faith,
believing, their prayers would be answered.
Now, of course, yon know that we hav had
a very bad storm in the past week all on
account of the prayers of the faithful in
this little village. But when we take into
consideration the fact that the wind was
northeast and it looked like rain every moment, it is indeed wonderful how God did
answer their prayers. But this is not all
Reverend Merideth said (and here comes
the funny part of it); he said that he hoped
it would rain good and hard, and then he
would know the faithful by their attendance. So, on Tuesday night (I think it
was), it rained very hard and was correspondingly dark, and about thirty of the
faithful showed up, but the Reverend
Merideth, "Oh, where was he?" At home,
taking it easy, and not thinking of the
few faithful who did come to the church
that night. But I hav not the least doubt
that he offered up a prayer that those who
did go to church would take their hip
boots and mackintoshes so that they would
be able to get home safe, and not be
drowned in the God-sent flood which pervaded the streets of Northport. I am
yours for mental and physical liberty,
NELSON L. PIDGEON.

Mr. Beegle's Misapprehension.
CLAY CENTER, KAN., Oct. 22, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: This morning I received a
marked sample copy of your issue of the
20th inst., in which yon quote freely from
my articles in the Clay Center (Kan.)
Dispatch, and it may be that what yon
hav quoted may not be calculated to prejudice your Freethinking readers against
me, but if your declining to quote one
Ji'illed with Wonder and Awe.
thing more from my last article does not
ELMIRA, N. Y., Oct. 24, 1894.
Mn. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM: "Four Hun- oanee what yon did quote to thus prejudred Years of Freethonght" was duly re- dice them it will be welL Yon say: "We
ceived. Briefly I must 11ay it is a great hav no desire to see Mr. Wise punished,"
aooeBBion to Freethonght literature, and etc. Did not I say also, at almost the
monumental of the grand and glorious close of my last article, " It is my opinion,
intellectual achievements that hav rolled and this also is my hope, that the federal
down the ages for four centuries, fitting court will rule out the case of Vennnm
the human race for still greater aooom· vs. Wise"? Now this shows plainly that so
plishments. Stricken with wonder and awe far as the matter of punishing Mr. Wise was
when contemplating the vast field of its concerned, I was of the same mind with
exploration, I ask myself, How can any yourself. · Why then did yon not quote
one man, poBBibly accumulate Bo very much my words in which in substance I exmaterial in so short a time? This exhans- pressed the hnpe that he would be allowed
tiv work is all that and even more than I togo free? Yours, etc., S. D. BEEGLE.
[It certainly was not our intention to
expected. It is a most profound production and reflects great credit upon its garble Mr. Beegle's letters in the Disauthor. It is a monument unto thyself patch, and we do not think the pad he
more lasting than shafts of shining marble. has now quoted had a direct bearing on
I am proud to hav my name inscribed the two points we wished to make, the first
upon its pages of inspiration. I hav of which was that he had not helped the
placed it alongside the great works of the case for the Bible by making prominent
world's greatest sages, a position it so the fact that the "word of God" could so
easily be made decent or indecent by fallirichly deserves.
The pictures of those champions of lib- ble man, and the second of which was that
erty and progress who hav been and are the Bible should not be given privileges
to-day the real saviors of mankind, so far in the mails which are denied to reformaas I am acquainted with them, are good. tory works not claimed to be inspired,
The book is an emanation from a sage and this merely because the Bible conmind, the product of nineteenth century tains words no more obscene than those
which abound in law books and which are
heroism.
L. DEWITT GRISWOLD.
heard in the pleadings of attorneys. We
The Preacher Was Only a Guideboard for think that our intelligent readers inferred
Others.
that Mr. Beegle dill not wish to see Mr.
NoRTHPoRT, L. I., Oct. 28, 1894.
Wise imprisoned, for we certainly conMR. EDITOR: Books received all right; veyed the impression that the minlster
was. surprised to receive two, and not thought the Bible was non-prosecutable,
knowing what to do with it, and believing and if it was then it would. follow that he
yon made some mistake, I hav taken the would not deem it just that Mr. Wise
liberty to sell the other one, and hereby should be punished for mailing an extract
inclose yon check for same. I must say a from it. But be this as it may, Mr. Bee-·
word in commendation of "Four Hundred gle now has the benefit of his own stateYears of Freethonght," and that is it is a ment, and we feel impelled to ask him a
much better book than I ever expected, question : Suppose that Mr. Wise had
and the greatest compliment that I can sent through the mails to Mr. Vennnm an
pay Mr. Putnam is to say that it is written excerpt from some book other than the
in snob plain and simple language that not Bible, the tone of the excerpt being the
only the educated but the uneducated can same as that of the one he did send and
read and understand it, and it is a work the objectionable words the same, would
that everyone should read, as it is just he say, as he now says, that he would hope
what the publishers and author claimed that the case would be ruled out of court?
for it all the time the book was in the press, In other words, does Mr. Beegle really
and that is that it is a "History of Free- stand for fair play for all beliefs and all
thought" from the beginning, and, in my schools of religion ·and sociology, or is he
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pleading for special privileges for the ment and stayed the entire week the debate
Bible? We sincerely hope that it is for was to hav taken place. He and a committee of Freethinkers called on the Disthe former.-ED. T. S.]
ciple minister and labored with him to
induce him to stand to his part of the conThat Pierson Debate Fiasco.
tract. He did promis to notify Mr. DunPIERSoN, IA., Oct. 22, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Yours of the 4th to hand gan and do what he could to save the
with letter of D. R. Dungan as stated. I debate (which Dungan says he did not do).
Of course the whole affair was arranged
return Dungan's letter herewith, and inclose one I received a few days since from by the Christian clergy to deceive church
members into the belief that the clergy
him. These are the letters:
are able to defend their false doctrine.
THA~ DEBATE WHICH DID NOT OOOUR.
They never intended to risk the effort.
During· the spring term of this (Cotner)
F. BENSON.
university, I was requested by the secretary of a oom~ittee appointed b_y _the
Methodist
Eptsoopal and
D1s01ple Lett.,r from Pnlpit-Sick Pennsylvania.
churches of Pierson, Ia., to meet a. Mr.
WILLIAMSPoRT, PA., Oct. 20, 1894.
Charlesworth, a Freethinker, there in deMR. EDITOR: I was pleased to see Ingerbate. I accepted, and the debate was fixed
for June 18~h or 19th. Shortly before the soll's slap in the face to the New York
time they wrote me that Charlesworth had World liar concerning ex-Governor Curbeen withdrawn and that W. F. Jamieson tin's refusal to sit upon' the stage at one of
would take his place. I replied that it was his lectures, etc. While Curtin was a
all right, and I would be on time. On
Saturday before the debate should begin, Christian, he was not so narrow-minded
I received notice that the debate was off; as some other governors of the great Keythat the Freethinkers had denied making stone state. '' In-God-We-Trust "Pollock
any challenge, and that the Methodist (ali others cash) was one of them, while
Episcopal church would hav no more to James Beaver can fill a pulpit in oases of
do with it on that account, The Disciples emergency, and Robert Pattison can talk
were not able to pay the expenses, and
unctuously about the Sunday desecration
therefore I was asked not to come.
at the World's Fair and at the same time
D. R. DuNGAN.
hold stock in one of the best paying Sunday
BETHANY, NEB., Oct. 12, 1894.
DEAR SIR: Yours of the 11th received. newspapers in this state. I was going to
I did not receive any notice that Mr. say that was hypocrisy, but I suppose it is
Jamieson was there, but supposed that he a matter of business. I suppose both God
would not be, as I was informed that the and the devil hav been consulted in the
whole matter had been declared off, as the matter.
Methodist Episcopal church refused to hav
If this article is to contain any news
anything more to do with it inasmnoh as
the Freethinkers denied having given any matter I might say that the people of this
challenge, and that the Christian church beautiful Susquehanna. valley are making
was not able to stand the expenses.
arrangements through state and national
Would I hav come if so notified? No. legislation to beat God at some of his
I had expected to go, np to Friday before
I was to hav started on the Monday follow- "blessings." For the pas~ few years it
ing, and had my trunk packed for that has been a trick of God's to dose the peopurpose. It was the letter that prevented ple hereabouts with some water left over
my going which told me that the Metho- from Noah's flood, I presume. In 1889 he
dist Episcopal church would hav·no more succeeded in drowning several thousand
to do with the debate. I will not go and
defend the cause where there are those residents of this state, and he has my perwhose duty it is to do it or hav it done, sonal thanks for the destruction of a numunless employed by them. And the con- ber of his own "hen houses." In the
tract was at an end when I received the spring of this year he tried the same old
letter. I was very sorry that the matter trick over again, but the people were onto
failed.
It took a little while to hav another set him. I believe he was after ns Infidels
of appointments. But I was at home this last swoop, and I think he had your
but a short time, for the board wished me humble servant on the string. He did not
to work in the interest of the in£1titntion find me in Pennsylvania. I suppose Peter
and I did so. I was willing to debate with had failed to keep a record of my whereMr. Jamieson, and hoped to do so, but I
should not hav gone there for that work abouts and when they discovered me in
except by invitation and for remnn~ration. Colorado God sent a big flood in that
state only a few days later than the PennVery truly yours, D. R. DUNGAN.
sylvania
flood, but I was onto the trick of
This matter has been so thoroughly ventillated here that I doubt the profit of 1889, so I gave him the slip in Colorado
further comment. But if yon think best and kept in the dry and away from his
to giv another, chapter, the following facts wrath.
This beautiful city of Williamsport is
are too notorious to be denied even by our
infested with a gan~ of nose-in-otherChristian apologists:
That J. P. Waldron, the Disciple min- people's - business Christians who are
ister, was the entire committee, having going to enforce Sabbath observance.
been authorized by his church to do what The daily pa.pers here are making fun of
he thought best; that I hav still in my them. The movement i~ sanctioned by
possession the contract for that debate the Young Men's Christian Association, an
witten by Dungan and signed by Jamie- organization which it has been proven
son; that the back down was wholly and furnishes ninety per cent of the bank
notoriously on the part of the Christian wreckers of this state. The old Blue laws
clergy; that all the facts which they prof- of 1794 are to be enforced by a branch of
fer as excuses were as well known before the State Sabbath Observance Association,
offering to debate as after; that the Free- and already cigar stores and photograph
thinkers accused them to their faces, and galle,.ies hav been closed. These moral
at the time, of making these excuses solely bloodsuckers would hav the outside world
to cover their retreat; that so far from the believe that Williamsport is a perfect hell,
Methodi11t Episcopal ·church flying the as is shown in the following silly twaddle
track, th9 Methodist minister immediately in a resolution:
Our city is in open rebellion against dipublished to a crowded house at a Sundayschool convention that the Freethinkers vine laws. Our people are being corrupted
had backed out and were not men of their with vile and debasing literature; also in
other ways. The blessed Sabbath is beinp;
word; that afterwards he acknowledged to openly and shamefully violated and
the Freethinkers that it was a mistake, trampled upon by individuals and corporaclaiming he had been misinformed by Mr. tions. In view of these facts the time has
Waldron; that either church was abun- come for our Christian and moral men to
dantly able to raise the money, and that call a halt regarding this state of things
and change Williamsport into a model
the Freethinkers offerel to make up to city. We therefore call upon all lovers of
them any deficit they were unable to raise, the right and of law and order to be presif they would only go on with the debate. ent, etc., to deville ways and means to
In one of Dungan's letters he says the change the present condition of things in
Freethinkers denied having received any our city.
challenge; in the other that they denied
It ill not more than reasonable to supmaking any challenge. Neither statement pose that by "vile and !lebasing literais true. The local Freethinkers challenged ture" is meant the Sunday newspapers,
the Christians; so did Mr. Jamieson. The which are nothing vile as compared to
Freethinkers only denied that the debate that ancient ghost story, the Bible. The
was arranged under a challenge left by Sunday Gr-it of this city, one of the most
Mr. Charlesworth, he to return and debate, popular Sunday newspapers in this state,
so that no other lecturer could debate. takes the Sabbath observance business to
Charlesworth left no snob explicit chal- heart and in an editorial of a recent issue
lenge. Mr. Jamieson (failing to receive calls the hobos down in the following emour telegram) came according to agree- phatic language:

s:
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It is indirectly intimated that the pur- neeses testify. Three or four men
pf'lse and object of this movement is the snatched Pfannenschmidt and ran him ":fire worship" of the ancient Scytbians. elty, and selft.shuess were uultuown, and
They worshiped no gods, and permitted whence man has wandered far over to
strict enforcement of the old Blue Laws of out of the court room.
.
om state, and if this is confirmed we can
no symbols, images, nor temples, but "diabolical perversity" and dark despair,
Since my last letter to THE TRUTH worshiped the physical elements themselvs relieved only by the c~eerful rememb:rance
MRnt'e the society tha.t it will meet with
the vir::torons. opposition of our people. SEEKER another good old Infidel has been -viz., Hre, water, earth, air, sun, moon, that the same unerring wisdom which has
These obnoxiouA _I~ws. enact~d a century .sent to hell (wherever that is) by God's
RI?O to meet conditions or I'IXl!!'encies that folks in the person of that great and good the naked sword," etc. (see Rawlinson's guided the race from the gladness of
Thus does her heaven to the blackness of despair, still
hav long ago ceased to exist, hav no rela- poet, Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes. After "Third Monarchy").
omnipotent deity shrivel to nothing in so- directs all earthly affairs, aud, in the nick
tion to the necessities of to-day. The
lav s of 1794 are inquisitorial and as applied awhile hell will be. so crowded with re- called ''fire worship."
·of time, will yet snat~h afew of the best of
at this time are merelv instruments of per- spectable people that it will be a torture
us from the impendin~ cataclysm of red
The
phrase,
"Brother
Benson
and
other
secution 11Vhich can be called into activity to go to heaven-unless a fellow goes there
ruin.
And with consistent infatttat\on she
professed
Atheists,"
may
be
either
a
guess
bv a single persou or a few people for the on an annual editorial pass which is good
aunoyanee of the many. Other cities ·hav for a return trip, which, by the way or an inspiration, but it does not express asks, "If this is· not progress, will Brother
been inHicted with spasmodic efforts to
a fact, for I hav never professed either Benson tell us the meaning of progress?"
app!v. the laws, and a !!'eneral, h;tdignant probably explains the reason why ther~ Atheism or Theism.
Over against this ghastly tragedy, scinprlAing of tbe people has been the usual are so few editors in heaven.
Let us understand each other. I do not ence has set her glad new story of evolution.
result. In the lang-uage of a learned
With apologies to the human race, I will
say there is no divine wisdom. The uni- Nay, more, she has unveiled the very pathjndgoe of this ~tate, "a general enforce- make my exit.
J. W ABD Dmm.,
verse may be full of it. But !Iince no hu- way over which man's weary feet hav
ment of these obnoxious enactments is the
hl'lst 'Yav to insure their repeal," and we
man being has yet discovered even the traveled all the long journey from the
God or No God~
fnlly mdorse the wisdom of his declaration.
shadow of its appearing, it is, to us, as if most brutish conditions up to our present
PIEBSON, IA., Oct. 25, 1894.
Law and ordPr advocates will dama"'e their
it were not. And since all men are falli- fairly intellectual estate, wherein the averM11.
EDITOR:
That
I
may
tempt
the
cause serionRly by a resort to a~v such
age modern home actually transcends the
tactics, and instead of being- an inHuence friends of progress to eat of the tree of ble, none can be guided by " unerring
ancient idea of heaven.
for !!'ood they will become objects of pub- knowledge, and be driven from the para- wisdom."
And from this Ion~ index of expanding
Now, what I do say is, that it is immoral
lic derision. Williamport will not suhmit dise of illusion, I desire to sacrifice a few
to a "€establishment of old-time Puritan- of Miss Chapman's asseverations to serve to state as fact that which is not known to e:lory she bids us plume the Hight of future
i~al Sabbaths. Nor ~II any community
be fact. It is a fraud, the " wisdom " of expectations, till men shall walk as angels,
of sane Peoplt>, and tf such a project is as background against which to Hash the which is not "justified by the result."
and the tireless bauds of men and women
ooutemplated, as is generally understood jewels of modern thought.
Let us now turn to modern thought. shall robe this earth in brighter felicity
The contrast will be more effectiv if I
those in charge should take into consider~
than mortal eyes hav ever seen or human
atiou the fact that they will meet with an claim all the" spiritual insig-ht" of the most BrieHy its principles are:
opposition that will prompt.ly brin!!' them devout believer, and show by a few examMan has arisen from a lowly origin, and hearts conceived. And this is the progres!!
to a realization of the fact that the days of ples that I, too, can write history from is still rising. He could not hav fallen of modern thought.
intolerant oppression are passed.
Now Miss Chapmau believes in the serv"intuition," though I confess that in my from paradise.
It is not necessary for me to say that sunny childhood I might hav suffered
All human knowledge has been wrought ice of humanity and the possibility of au
the leaders of this Sabbath observance cruel chastisment for induJgin!!' in such out, primarily, by slow and painful expe- earthly heaven. If she should make them
movement are not the most useful and "direct revelation from within." I quote rience ; not handed down ready-made her supreme trust, and instead of giving
enterprising citizens of this community.
from Miss Chapman, the clauses not in- from heaven. 'Tis not God, but experi- all the praise to God and all the depravity
ence, that reveals to the burnt child the to man-instead of gazing into the sky for
While a resident of Philadelphia I lived closed in quotation marks being mine:
opposit a saloon and I often observed that
1. "Since light . comes from the sun. nature of fire. And this costly founda- wisdom and mighty salvation-she should
street beggars watched men going in and therefore intelligence comes from God " tion underlies all actual knowledge. 'Tis put her whole couft.dence h human enout and invariably "struck" that class of and as silks come from China, therefo:e the golden ladder, whose steps lead up to deavor, and her whole solicitude into the
rising ~eneration, would humanity be the
people for mnney and they were very sel- eausag-es·come from the Cannibal islands. heaven.
loser,
and Miss Chapman be dehumanized?
Man
is
not
religious
by
nature.
Man's
dom refused. I hav also lived opposit
2. "The best evidence of a matured mind
churches, but I never saw a poor man· is the development of intuition, or direct primary nature is that of the lower ani- It seems to me that one more angel would
waitinr::t outside to "hit" any of God's revelation from within." Some people mals; none of the lower animals is wor- be drawn from the cold distant sky, transfigured and saved in a heaven among men.
people for money. PeoPle that patronize are born marvelously matured, imd some shipful.
Every species in animated nature is
saloons do not preach liberality, but pra'l- mature for a consideration.
Primeval man had no religion. The remade up of ephemeral individuals. 'Tis
tice it; church people preach liberality,
ligions
of
the
world
are
all
acquired
prac8. "In the early days of Zoroastrian
and do not practice it. If the reader does faith, fire was clearly seen to be only a tices, and only a fraction of the race hav the species only that goes on forever. If
the human species be not an exception, we
not believe this and he livs in a large city, symbol of Mil's Chapman's deity," and the acquired them.
just see if he cannot observe the same sacred cat of Eeypt was discovered to be
There is no universal craving. It is an must be content to achieve the humble
things which I hav.
orthodox fiction. The craving for strong purpose of human ephemera; to rejf'lice in
his exact image.
There are preachers in this city whose
drink
is much more general, and even it the glory of our little day, and, falling as
Let us frankly admit the foregoing
the leaves of autumn, by the w~y. deliver
ill-gotten gains amount to several thou- statements to be intuition, revelation, or is far in the minority.
sand dollars a year. A subscription was fabrication, according to the bias of the
Belief in God and eternal life are not our race from birth to birth in one glad
raised here for a soldiers' monument and reader. In short, they are the evidence necessarily refining inHuences. Rawlin- sprin!!'time of eternal youth, onward to a
of the many contributors to the fund I of sheer credulity and the substance of son, the historian, though a friend to sublimer to-morrow.
Thus hope and life itself at'e swallowed
saw the name of but one preacher, and his things that do not exist. Now to the Christianity, admits that Monotheism has
mite was $1. Some of the hotel men gave proof:
always been more intolerant than poly- up in posterity; and the soul that shall
thus unfold wW build upon an eternal
as much as $21, and their income is not
1. Science now discards the idea ·that theism.
greater than that of many preachers of light and heat come from the sun. She
And Dr. Austin Flint, in a recent num- foundation, and leave an everlasting inthis city. I am not writing this in defense regards them as engendered within the ber of the Youth's Oompanion, ably main- heritance to the glad new race that shall
of th 'l saloon. I am no drunkard, but earth's atmosphere by its resistance to mu- tains that great longevity can be secured rise out of his ashes.
For the places we occupy and the ooportake a drink when I want it and pay for tually interchan~g forces.
"Where only by such paramount consideration of
the same. I hav never refuBEl:,.1 a drink now is thy God?"
self as to be wholly incompatible with a tunities we monopolize are the aoples of
immortality, forever ripening f()r the combut once and that was church "bug juice."
2. The article, "Perversions of Scrip- life of self-sacrificing usefulness. Hence
I almost .forgot to tell the readers of ture," placed immediately after Miss to desire extreme longevity argues su- ing children of the race. There is no
"dreary muddle" here, but an intense
Tum TRUTH SEEKER that we had United Chapman's article in THE TRUTH SEEKER preme selfishness.
States OircuH Court here a few weeks ago of Sept. 8th effectually exploded her theory
Rev. J. W. Chadwick admits that belief put'pose and a clear-cut way of life.
We are builders in a golden stairway
and here is one of the cases as reported by· of monotheism back of myths-and legends, in immortality is regarded as ignoble by a
leading up to mauv mansion!! of earthly
the daily papers of the city:
Even the monotheism of the Hebrews is great many people, and that an appalling
excellence, and in due time we must set
Herman Pfannenschmidt, of Altoona, nothing but the varnish of translators. amount of evil must be charged up to its
the gates ajar and "go hence," that
indicted for sending obscene postal cards Now let Miss Chapman throw away her account.
throu!!'h the mails, was put on trial shortly intuition and read the series of Hibbert
Remember these beliefs invented the brighter lives may rise upon the steps we
aftl'lr 4 o'clock. He did not want counsel LMtures by Count Goblet D' Alviella on cruelest thing this world has ever con- laid.
of Hesh and bone. but said God was his
In this philosophy there would seem to
ceived-the Inquisition. They conjured
Munsel.· The indictment was read and "The Origin and Growth of the Idea of
be
little room for personal immortality,
up
the
unspeakable
horror
of.
a
neverPfannenschmidt pleadAd not guilty. Post- God" (1891).
master McDonald testified that he recog8. Her Zoroastrian "symbol" met its ending, purposeless hell. And how dare but he that shall lose his life in the bosom
nized the defendant's handwriting on the Waterloo in the splendid sermon of M. W. they cast the firs~ stone at Atheism? May of his rac'.l shall put ou such immortality
cards in question. Pfannenschmidt sat Chunn, published simultaneously in the it not be that these beliefs combined con- as shall shine above the stars while the
quietly by until the government had
stitute the greatest "peril to the whole race endures.
ended its case. He then read a paper to Boston Investigator, showing that ZoroAnd this is the faith of science, the
cause
of humanity" that our race will ever
Judge Buffinr::tton which contained Biblical astrianism was simply crude nature worlast best gift of the spirit of life. Only a
quotations. Next he went to the jury and ship, having originally no reference to confront?
Thus far, as science has penetrated the child to-day; but when she shall come in
read a prayer. The court objected, but God or fire.
Pfannenschmidt kept on until he ended
unknown,
she has overthrown preexisting bridal splendor, to enter upon her estate,
4. The mysterious "presence" back of
the prayer. He wanted his witnesses to myths and legends is thus dragged to opinions, and compelled new terms to ex- she will gather her jewels from the uttertestify, and unwrapping a copy of Puck,
most ends of the earth, every gem of
Judge, a Bible, revolver. wood cut, and light by the Rev. G. W. Cox, of Oxford: press the new discoveries.
The divine mystery may be no excep- human excellence-for they are all the
some old papers, he was about to put them "The great stream of mythology has at
in the witness box, when the court ob- last been traced to its fountain head. · · · tion. So if science shall Hnd out God, property of the race-and she will adorn
jected. The juTy without leaving the box These legends represent a stage in human and know him face to face, we shall prob- humanity as the brightness of the morning, adding many a luster born into the
rendered a verdict of guilty, and recom- language when the idioms of conscious ably call him by eome other name.
mended that the prisoner be sent to an inworld with her.
Till
then,
the
ignorant
will
contend
•ane asylum. At this Pfannenschmidt life were applied to all external objects·
We Hnd her sublime charity a safe refbegan to cry, and wanted some person to · · · Every phrase became a picture, about his quality, and the crafty will contake the revolver and kill him, as there
• and not a few of these phrases hav jure by his name, for in the absence of uge for the soul, where no e.Jlemy dares
was no justice in this world. It required come down to us in their earliest form. knowledge, guessing, intuition, and reve- mock us nor make us afraid. A very Gibraltar of strength, from which the billows
three men to hustle him out of the room.
These phrases are the myths that became lation will hold high carnivaL
Concerning the Single Tax, we are told of human creeds retire broken and scatThis crank with such a tiresome name legends of heroes and gods so soon as their
. tered.
S. F. BmNBON.
proved to be a bad one, and here is what meanings were forgotten.
The by Eli Perkins that the Chinese hav enthe daily papers said of him when he was most intricate myths hav earlier forms joyed its blessings for six thousand years,
brought before the court for sentence:
where the physical meanings are no longer and still the " wild beast struggle J,or surFOR ANY OF
vival" goes on. And some do say that
Herman Pfannenschmidt was brought a doubt."
l
And Miss Chapman's intuition has mis- same struggle is the power unto salvation,
before the court fol' sentence. He was
not sent to Danville insane asylum, as was taken this secular vagabond (the poverty without the spur of which our race would
expected, but was sent to the Blair county of primitiv speech) for an omnipotent become too ahiftleBB to exist.
jail for three months. Pfannenschmidt
I am surprised that Misl Chapman still
again created a scene and called the court God.
clings
to the orthodox fable of a KOlden
5.
Her
intuition
has
also
confused
Zoroa liar, and severely lectured Judge BuffingAddress THIS OFFICe:
ton for ~~not allowing him to hav his wit- astrianism with magism, the so-called age in the eternal past, where want, ern-
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Singing hymns unbidden,
Till the world is wr!)nght
To sympathy with hopes and fears it
heedeth not,
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall soared aloft, one day, sang his sweetest_
River, Mass., to whom all Oommunica- song, folded hiswingsand died. Polly, too,
tionR for this Oorner should be sent.
the Intelligent African parrot, sickened,
gasped, and spoke no more. And Mrs.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
Warburton, the loving helpmate and true
When the night is beginning to lower.
Comes a pause in the day's occnpationR
friend, whose eventful life was full of inThat is known as the Children's Hour."
terest, after a brief illness, fell into the
sweet slumber that knows no care or
Working and Shirking.
trouble. But life has always its compensations. Other songsters trill sweet songs
A grasshopper met a bumble bee
In a field of sweet red clover;
in the little white cottage, and two little
"Oh. why this flurry and haste?" cried he.
grandsons, Jimmy and Chatty, run in and
"I've brought my fiddle along with me,
out in love with life and ruaking sunshine
Let's dance till the summer's over!"
everywhere they go.
"I'm gathering stores for the winter time,"
The comfort and competence that hav
The bee cried over his shoulfler;
"I like your fiddling. it is sublime,
been achieved at Cressbrook may be won
But living here in this changeable clime,
by others. Because a person is a spinner
I must think of the days that are colder."
or weaver in a mill, a mechanic, a journeyThe graRshopper laughed in a mocking way,
man carpenter or stone-cutter, is no reaAs gaily he flourished his fiddle;
son that he should always remain so. At
A troop of butterflies, pretty and gay,
Danced in a ring the livlong day,
the Lick Observatory in California, upon
While the grasshopper stood in the middle.
the work-bench used by James Lick, is a
The bumble bee was fond of a dance,
silver plate bearing the following inscripAnd the day was hot for working;
tion: "This work-bench was brought from
But he never gave them a second glance,
South America to San Francisco in 1847
And hastened away (if near them by ch11nce),
by James Lick. The foundation of his
For he knew the danger of shirking.
He gathered his stores through the sunny hours, large fortune and the source of his power
And felt that his pleasures were coming;
to confer great and lasting benefit!! upon
P"e knew that soon there would be no flowers;
his fellow-citizens and upon mankind was
He knew that in winter the cold sky lowers;
honest and faithful labor."
Ancl he kept up a cheerful humming!
Honest and faithfnllabor I It is the key
The cold winds came and the days grew dark,
that unlocks the door of many mysteries.
And frozen were flower and berry;
The fliJdler and dancers lay stiff and stark,
It puts education in the mind and fortune
In lonely graves with never a mark;
in the possession of those who would
Bot ths wise little bee made merry.
achieve it. "Skill to do comes by doing;"
and a keen, comprehensiv brain watches
for and seizes the opportunities that lead
The Twins.
to advancement. Labor is the great conTwo little twin brothers I know
queror. Scorn it not, for by it hav been
Who neither will cry, fight, nor worry,
And we all like the little dears so,
accomplished all things of value and interThat whenever they're absent we're sorry.
est to the race.
S. H. W.
The one is a queer blondie elf,
The other brunette and called Thomas,
And if walldng I go by mYself
The blonde m~t.lres a terrible rumpus.
The darlings I wish you could see,
I'm certain that Thomas and Bunny
Wonlillreep yon in best companyOur doggies so cute and so funny.
-M.E.B.

Cressbrook.
Those who ho.v read" The Story Hour"
will remember the sketch entiUed "Cress·
brook Cottage." That was no fancy
sketch but a reality. When it was written
there was in the owner's mind a foreshadowing of still other graces that might
some day come to light at Cressbrook, as
greenhouses, a horse and carriage, a J ersey cow, and some other additions.
In the passing years these visions hav
been fully realized. Effort and industry
hav produced all except the Jersey cow,
and that might be also, if the proprietor
of Cressbrook cared to introduce her upon
the premises.
There are now seven large greenhouses
upon the place, all filled with blooming
plants-roses, pinks, lilies, ferns, palms,
and many rare exotics-and the owner
of them all has become the leading florist
of Fall River, Mass., and vicinity. It is
a pleasure to walk through the lovely
grounds, adorned and beautified by fountain and statuary.
Mr. Warburton, aesi~ted by his son,
Mr. C. Warburton, has toiled hard late
and early to make this place what it is
to-day. When a spinner in a cotton-mill,
fair dreams of what might be, floated
through his mind of all that now the eye
beholds; but it seemed almost impossible
that the dreams would materialize, but
yet they all came by persistent trying.
Now, there is an object-leeson here, or
this would not hav been written. The
sketch illustrates that work will win. Mr.
Warburton set an ideal and resolved to
reach it. It was done only by earnest
effort and many days and years of wearisome toil.
Abstemious habits, the non-use of to·
bacco and alcohol, were aids in the course
pursued, and placed him on the high road
to health and fortune.
In the intenal that has elapsed between
the sketch in " The Story Hour " and this
time there are some notes of sadness that
hav floated over Cressbrook. Jerry, the
skylark that
Like a poet hidden
In the light of thought,

"Right Living."
Our good friend Pauline Van Hoeter,
of Grass Valley, Cal., thus write!! of our
new book, "Right Living": "It is a
treasure, for the old as well as the young.
It is a book one can read again and again
and yet again with pleasure and profit each
time." Similar good words come to us
from many sources, and while we are
grateful for such commendation, we are
therebyinspired to renewed effort and, we
trust, still higher and better work. Our
purpose in life is to scatter seeds of goodness, hoping that thus there may be some
uplift in right ways of living.-ED. C. C.
What the Little Folks Are Saying.
A SLANGY CONGREGATION.
Little Flossie: The people at the Episcopal church are very slangy, don't yon
think, mamma?
Mamma: No, dear. What makes yon
think so?
Flossie: Well, every time the minister
stopped reading they all said, "Ah there."
A USELESS MEMBER.
"Mamma, hav I an eye-tooth?"
"Yes, Johnny; why?"
"Why because I can't see anything
with it."
TH:r: FINANCIAL QUESTION.
Tommy has a popcorn ball and a penny.
Frank has a bag of peanuts.
Frank: Let's play store! Yon buy a
penny's-worth of my peanuts, an 'en I'll
buy a penny' a-worth of your popcorn, an
'en yon can buy some more peanuts, an I
can buy more popcorn, an yonTommy: Yes, but (cautiously)- but
who'll hav the penny when everythin's
et np?
0

Correspondence.

tender bud, the flowering stem, the sere
and barren bough are all alike to her; her
me!!senger is death, to whom all must bow
although a thousand heartstrings bar the
way; but she is kind. Befora our birth in
sweet nnconsciommess she guards our life;
in death she folds us in a dreamleBB sleep,
and with the pall comes rest. But for our
dead we hav no fears, and no tears for him
shall pave the way to nature's rest. 'Tis
for ourselvs we mourn. We miss the
dimpled band, the velvet cheek, the sweet
warm breath of one we loved; 'tis this we
lose and our part is the hardest now. But
in the weary years to come, had he lived,
when thorns perchance should pierce his
feet on the hot dusty road of life and we
would be powerless to smooth the way, how
sad our hearts would then hav been! He
has missed it all and it is all his gain; and
though our selfish love would call him back
'tis better as it is.
Little brother, thou hast left us,
And our hearts are lonely now,
But though shadows fold about ns
Care shall never mar thy brow.
Soarcely had the sun arisen
On the morning of thy life
Ere death came to take our baby
From this world of ceaseless strife.
Purest ray of/olden sunshine,
Ours te hoi for one brief hour;
Love could no longer keep thee,
Death was stronger than our power.
We hav laid thee in the garden,
Where shall bloom the summer flowers;
While we mourn for thy departure,
'Tis thy gain, the loss is ours.
. MoTHER.
[We sympathize with our friends for the
loss of their baby boy. It is hard to part
with the young, hard to say a last farewell
to any of our loved ones, but all is in the
ordering of Nature, and that which comes
to the infant comes to us all soon or
late. We hav to bear the inevitable wHh
patience and philosophical calmness.
With our dead all is well.-En. C. C.]

.

ScRANToN, P A., Oct. 28, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: As I am sick, and
hav to stay home from school, I thought I
wonld while my time away trying to write
a letter to yon and the little members of
the Children's Corner. My throat and
neck are sore and I do not feel very good.
I am nine years old. There was a man in
this place who preached, and he stayed
here about six weeks. He got the people
pretty nearly wild. Mamma and I attended one of his meetings just for fun. I
came near laughing out loud in church.
He said that when your children hav
learned how to play a game of cards, and
go to dancing-school, it is time they should
be taken away from yon by 1he beautiful
savior. I wonder if Jesus's mother would
hav liked to bav him tllken away from her.
If she did, she must be different from
most people. He said that there were
three kinds of beauty: Some yon can buy
in drug-stores, and some is in your looks,
but he said the best beauty was in your
heart. Then he repeated this verse,
"Favor is deceitful, beauty is vain, but
whosoever feareth God shall be saved."
Well, now, if Goil is so almighty good,
why should we fear him? If some man
was so very good to me, I don't think I
would be afraid of him, would yon? All
the girls np this way believe so strongly in
the churches that yon cannot speak a word
to them about Freethonght, for they will
take it as an· insult. I would like to correspond with some of the mem hers of the
Corner, for I know that I could let a word
out to them without having them take it
as an insult. My address is 524 Lackawana
av., Scranton, Pa.
Your little friend,
MARY L. MERRITT.
[W& hope Mary will soon be able to be
in school again. We hav no fear for her,
and we are sure she can hold her own in
any controversy regarding such dreadful
preaching as she relates. Dancing is a
healthful and agreeable exercise, and cardplaying an innocent and amusing pastime.
When indulged in to excess, or in any im.
moral way, they are evil, as are some other
things that are perverted.
One who could steal cJtildren from their
parents is the worst kind of thief.
Let ns think the preacher misrepresented
matters, through ignorance or otherwise.
Our children are our jewels. We cannot
spare one.-ED. C. C.]

NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., Oct. 28, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: Will yon please insert the inclosed obituary in the Corner?
We sent it to our county paper, but they
failed to print it, possibly because it set
forth natural principles rather than superstitions belief.
MR. and MRs. F. A. ABBoTT.
OBITUARY.
In me~ory of Baby Abbott, infant son
of Mr. and Mrs. John W. Abbott.
.
"Baby is dead!" More pitiful words A Consideration of the Doctrine
were never framed by human lips But
of Personal Immortality.
life is a bubble that comes and goes like
By OTTO WETTSTEIN.
waves upon the seashore, and like the
A Paper reart at the International Freeth ought
waves it asks not our consent. We are Congress at Chicago, October ~. 1893.
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The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that "Christianity elevated the womaJ!; it shrouded as
with a halo pf sacred innocence the tender
years of the child." The object of Saladin's
work is to show the archdPacon his error, and·
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tion limited in its operations to the defense
of those rights which the individual is unable, alone, to maintain." We reap the
harvest whose seeds he sowed. Were it
not for the Oonstitution the theocrats
would long since hav destroyed the last
v~st!ge of religious liberty in this country.
Sumlarly, a dual system of legislation
operates as a check upon the schemes of
the !'mbitious sectarists and other enemies
.of liberty. The people are so often carried off their feet by violent emotional
storms that it· is well that we can wait for
the "sober second thought" which is
pretty sure to come, if we hav not plunged
over the precipice under the influence of
the first panic impulse.
Mr. Oonway givs in this edition both
the French and English prefaces .to the
"Rights of Man."
The publishers hav done their part as
regar~s _typography, paper, presswork,
and bmdmg, and the volume, like its predecessor, is in every way worthy of the
"Author-Hero."
As showing what a change has come over
the literary public as regards the estimation in which it now holds the once almost
universally execrated Thomas Paine we
subj<?in a review of. this volume, which we
find m the New York Times:
'-'The appearance of the second Tolume
of Mr. Oonway's edition of Paine's writings
recalls the pleasure and interest awakened
by the appearance of the first, an event
now distant from us by many months. The
work he has undertaken for Paine was
a work which should hav been undertaken
long ago, but, having waited for Mr. Oonway to perform it, the public is fortunate
in having it done so well Here are shown
ample knowledge, intelligent care, true
devotion, and loyal industry. When Mr.
Oonway issued his biography of Paine, he
performed a service to the memory of
Paine that was great with the greatness of
patient industry and love of justice, rewarded with the applause of readers
Paine's memory no longer, at the hand~
of any intelligent man, will suffer from
that load of obloquy which unthinking
zealots so long burdened it with. P&ine
was a devoted and powerfulfriend of mankind, and his services can no longer with
reason be obscured or diepa.ra~ed.
" The present volume contams material
of first importance, embracing as it does
the 'Letter to the Abbe Raynal,' and ihe
famous reply to Burke, entitled 'The
Rights of Man.' For the latter work Mr.
Oonway has written an introduction that
containll more than one interesting statement. He even identifies the place where
Paine was living in London when Burke
astonished him by publishing his ' Reflections on the Revolution in France.' Until
shortly before that work appeared, Paine
had had no doubt that Burke would sympathize with the upheaval in France, and,
in that belief, had written to him from Paris
as if he were sending details that would
giv him joy. But so soon as the ' Reflections' appeared, Paine, in a London hotel,
began to write his reply to that work. This
hotel has been twice rebuilt since that
time, and nothing of the original remains,
save a small image, which appears to hav
been intended as a representation of Liberty. Paine's pamphlet was issued at the
same price as Burke's-3s.-and leaped at
once into an immense circulation. Paine's
receipts from it were given to societies
which had sprung up in response to his
teachings.
"Mr. Oonway reminds us that Paine's
work was 'the earliest complete statement
of republican principles,' and by Jefferson, Madison, and Jackson it was declared
to contain the fundamental principles of
the American republic. Paine did not reproduce the principles of Rousseau and
Locke. The principles he set forth ' were
evolved out of his early Quakerism,' and
hence they ran back not to Rousseau and
Locke, . but to George Fox. Fatal to all
privilege and rank was the Quaker belief
that ' every human soul was the child of
God and capable of direct inspiration
from the father of all, without mediation
or priestly intervention or sacramental
instrumentality.' This was applied by
Paine to the individual's rights in the state.
" This pamphlet is interesting reading
even to-day. There are to be seen alertness of mind, brightness of statement,
warmth of interest in the human race,
and fearlessness toward Burke and the
English monarchy that rouse one's enthusiasm to good bights. Paine is never
the ill-mannered antagonist. He preserves his urbanity, but he is relentless in
his logic and in his adherence to the faith
that lay under his waistcoat. The reader
will find it worth his while to peruse a
few passages from this work, as reprinted
below:

THE WRITINGS OF THoMAS PAINE. Ool. lected and edited by Moncure Daniel
Oonway. Volumell. 1779-1792. New
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. Price per
volume, $2.50.
This volume contains: Peace and the
Ne~found~and Fi~heries; The American
PhilosophiCal SoCiety ; Emancipation of
Slaves; Public Good; Letter to the Abbe
Raynal ; Dissertations on Government
the Affairs of the Bank, and Paper Money~
The Society for Political Inquiries; Pros~
peots on the Rubicon; Specification of
Thomas. Paine; Letter to Jefferson in
Parisi· Answer to Four Questions on the
Legis ativ and Executiv Powers· Address
and Declaration; The Rights of Man; the
Rights of Man, Part Second.
Mr. Oonwa:v has written an Introduction to the " Rights of Man," and from it
we glean many items of interest to the
admirer of the great humanita.rian writer
and worker. When Paine left America
for France in April, 1787, he was, says
Mr. <;Jon way, ''perhaps as happy a man as
any m the world.
His most intimate
friend, Jefferson, was Minister at Paris
and his friend Lafayette was the idol of
France.
His fame had preceded him,
and he at once became, in Paris, the center of the same circle of savants and philosophers that had surrou~ded Franklin,
His main reason for proceeding at once to
Paris was that he might submit to tbe
Academy: of Sciences his invention of an
iron bridge, and with its favorable verdict
he came to England, in September."
Leaving with a publisher his "Prospects
on the Rubicon," he visited his mother at
Thetford, and then made arrr.ngements to
patent his bridge and to construct the
large model of it afterwards exhibited on
Paddington Green, London.
Leading
statesmen like Fox and Landsdowne welcomed him to England. Edmund Burke
was especially cordial in his. attentions,
having }Jim as a guest at Beaconsfield and
driving about the country with him. Paine
had at that time no revolutionary intentions as regarded either France or England. He was grateful to Louis XVL for
the aid he had rendered the colonies, and
toward George III. he cherished no unkind feelings. He had become convinced
by-his residence in Paris that a political
reformation was on the way there, and he
thought that it would reorganize the state
after the American model except that the
crown would be preserved, and he did not
object to the compromise, provided that
the throne be not hereditary. However,
events were accelerated faster than he had
judged probable and he was recalled by
Lafayette, Oondorcet, and others to advise as to the constitution. '' Such," remarks Mr. Oonway, "was the situation
immediately preceding the political and
literary duel between Paine and Burke,
which in the event turned out a tremendous war between royalism and republicanism in Europe. Paine was, both in
France and in England, the inspirer of
moderate counsels.
Until Burke's
arraigment of France in his parliamentary
speech (Feb. 9, 1790), Paine had no doubt
whatever that he would sympathize with
the movement in France, and wrote to him
from that country as if conveying glad
tidings. Burke's 'Reflections on the Revolution in France ' appeared November 1,
1790, and Paine at once set himself to answer it. He was then staying at the Angel
Inn, Islington." The pamphlet, though
sold at three shillings, had a vast circulation, and Paine gave the proceeds to the
Oonstitutional societies which his teachings had called into existence.
Then there appeared Burke's "Appeal
from the New to the Old Wbigs,"in which
he quoted at some length from the ''Rights
of Man," but "replied to it only with exclamation points," saying that the onlv
answer it merited was '' criminal justice."
Next came Part Second of the " Rights of
Man." Mr. Oonway thinks there is no
doubt that Burke instigated the prosecution of this last publication. When the
time of trial came (Dec. 18, 1793), Paine
was in his seat in the Oonvention. Paine
stood for liberty of discussion; Burke
would criminall,Y prosecute sentiments as
mild as those m the First Part of the
" Rights of Man." Paine labored to make
the change in France a peaceful one, while
Burke "fomented the league of monarchs
against France which maddened its people, and brought on the Reign of Terror."
"A greater absurdity cannot present itsAlf to
The reader of this volume will follow with· the
understanding of man than what Mr. Burke
much interest Mr. Oonway's comparison of offers
to his readers. He tells them, and he tells
the world to cornea that a certain body of men
the work of these two men.
who
existed
a hun red yeiors ago made a law, aud
Paine saw that the individual might be that there does
not exist in the nation, nor ever
oppressed by the majority as well as b:y will,
nor ever can, a power to alter it. Under
the king and by privileged classes, and how many subtleties and absurdities has the
to govern been imposed on the
hence he sought to safeguard him with a divine right
of mankind!"
declaration of rights which could not be credulity
"The Parliament of 1688 might as well hav
traversed by any government, and he
would " reduce government to an associa- f:r!~~ra~ ~~\!~~!thae~~~~~~~i{~~~~~~:v~~- !fv

".1 kn'lW a place in America called Point-no·
Pomt, because, as you l'roceed along the •hore,
e:ay and flowery as Mr. Burke's language it contlDnal y ror.edes and presents itself at a distance
before yon; b~t when yon hav got as far as yo_u
c~~:n go, there 1• no pomt at alL Just thus it IS
w1th Mr. Burke's 865 pages."
"I can c ~aider Mr. Burke's book in scarcely
any other light than a dramatic performance·
and h'l mns:. I think, hav constdsred it in the
same light himself by the poetical liberties he has
talren of omitting some facts, distorting o•hers,
and making the whole machinery bend to produce a stage effect."
"The French constitution sa.ys that the number, of representativd for any place shall be in a
ratio to the nnlllbe• of taxable inhabitants or
elec_tors. :What article will Mf . Burke place
ag_unst tb1s? The county of York, which contams nearly a mil1ion of souls, sends two county
me!llbers; al!d ~o doe• the county of Uutland,
which contams not a hundredth part of that
number. The old town of Sarnm, which contains
not three houses, send~ two members, and the
t!lwn of 1\fancbester, _which contains uPward of
siXtYthonaand sonl•,Is not admitted to send any
Is there any principle in these things?"
'

"Paine's hottest shot was reserved for
that part of his work which he calls the
'miscellaneous chapter.' Here he did rake
the principle of monarchy fore and aft.
'As to who is king in England or elsewhere.' he said, 'or whetner the people
choose a Ohsrokee chief or a Hessian hussar for a king, it is not a matter that I
trouble myself about-be that to themselva; but with respect to the doctrin so
far as it relates to the right of men ~nd
nations, it is as abominable as anything
ever uttered in the most enslaved country
under heaven.' Through this chapter runs
the fiery indig:uation of Paine that admirably recalls to us a good deal that was
most .potent in the American Revolution.
It is pervaded by italics, and not only
small capitals, but full capitals diversify its
pages. One of Paine's most impassioned
paragraphs is the following:
"Whether it be from a sense of shame, or from
a consciousness of some radical defect 1n a government necessary to be kept out of sight, or
fr!lm any o~her cause, I undertake not to deterrom, but so 1t is that a monarchial reasoner never
traces government to its • onroa or from its
source. It is one of the Shibboleths by which he
may be known. A thousand years henna those
who shallliv in America or France will look back
with contemplativ pride.on the origin of their
gov11rnment and s~y 'This was the work of our
glonons anceRtors I But what can a monarchial
talker say? What has he to exult in? Alas he
has nothing. A certain somet.hin~~: forbids him to
look back to a beginning, lest some robber or
some "Robin Hood should rise from the long ~b
scurity of time and say, • I am the origin.' Hard
a.s M~- Burke labored at the Regency bill and
hereditary Pncoession two years ago and much
as he dived for precedents......he at ill hail not boldness enough to bring up william of NormandY
and say, 'There is the head of the list I There is
the fountain of honor I The son of a proRtitute
and the plnnde•er of the Englcsh natinn.'"
All are architects of fate
Working in these walls of time
Some with massiv deed and great,
Some with ornaments of rliyme.
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the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illns· ·
trated by H. Faber. Clothh$g._
Address
THE TnUTH BEEKER,
9A TrAfQ.vAt.t.f:'
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ASECULAR MARRIAGE AND FlJNERAL RITUAL
AND
COLLF1TITON OF SECULAR HYMNS.
By A. R AYRES.
"A good book written with a purpose."
Price, 25 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER
Address

10centa.

Price,

Answers to [hristian

~uestions

And Arguments.
B:v D. M. Ban:TT.

THOMAS PAINE;
WAS HE JUNIUS?
By W. H. BURR.
Second edition, enlarged to 32 pages; with the
engraved likeness of Paine. Price,10 cents
Address
THE TRU'l'H BEEKER
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A LIBERAL 8'1. OR Y.

MRs. J. E. B.u.L.

Price, 25 eents,
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Gems of q;Aov;g:!t.

effectiv as free from vice and defect as
possible. We see clearly that it is his first
duty to make his own muscles, his own
organs, his own bodily functions, as pe~
fect as he can make them, and to transmit
them in like perfection, nnspoilt, to his
descendants. We see clearly that it is
good for every woman among ns that she
and every other woman should be as
physically developed and as finely equipped
for her place as mother as it is possible to
make herself. We see that it is good for
every woman that there should be such
men, and for eveey- man that there should
be such women. We see it is good for
every child that it should be born of such
a father and such a mother.-Grane

LITTE minds are tamed and subdued by
misfortune, but great minds rise above
them.- Washington Irving.
IT has been observed that they who
most loudly clamor for liberty do not most
liberally grant it.-8am Johnson.
DmaENES being asked which beast's
bite was t.he most dangerous replied: "If
yon mean the wild beasts it is the slanderer;
if tame beasts, the flatterer."
GoD is a guess. If the existence of God
"ls admitted, how are we to prove that he Allen.
inspired the writers of the books of the
THE Christian man, however clad, still
:Bib!e?-Robere G. Ingersoll.
presumes too much. While the natural
MISERY has neceEsarily to be borne by man does all the good, the Christian man
a constitution out of harmony with its .takes all the credit. He declares.. indeed,
conditions; and a constitution inherited that the civilization of Europe is nis work.
from primitiv men is out of harmony with Briefly and frankly, civilization is mainly
the conditions imposed on existing men. a matter of race, and is for the most part
Hence it is impossible to establish forth- the product of Teutonic peoples-peoples
with a satisfactory social state.-Herbere who were the last to embrace Christianity,
.Spencer.
and the first to disarm, disable, and disSo sHALL they build me altars in their zeal, card it. In like manner it was because of
Where knaves shall minister and fools race, and not of religion, that the great
Christian cities-Jernsalem, Alexandria,
shall kneel;
Where faith may mutter o'er her mystic Constantinople - were wrenched from
Christian hands, If progress were due to
spell
supernatural forces, it should surely hav
Written in blood, and bigotry may swell
The sail he spreads for heaven with blasts been most rapid when those forces were
most powerful; it should be most rapid
from hell.
-Moore.
now in those people whose belief is the
WE "boast our emancipation from many most intense, and whose religions observsuperstitions; but if we hav broken any ances are the most scrupulous. · Europe
idols, it is through a transfer of the idol- should now be sitting at the feet of Ireland
atry. What hav I gained that I no longer and Spain.-Furneaux Jordan.
immolate a bull to Jove, or to Neptune, or
a mouse to Hecate; that I do not tremble
before the Eumenides or the Catholic
The Co:llee Habit
purgatory or the Calvinistic judgment day is difficult to throw off, especially if one's
-if I quake at opinion, the public opinepicurean taste leads to the use of the Gail
ion, as we call it?-Ralph Waldo Emer- Borden
Eagle Brand Condensed Milk in
son.
this popular beverage. Its snperioriityto
I woULD preach to every man rebellion. cream is admitted. Rich flavor and uniHold preciously to yourself the flnal de- form consistency.
cision. Reverence authority that yon
elect and refuse authority which others
attempt to impose upon yon. Do not
love the atmosphere of courts and
churches, of formal culture and polite and
urbane emasculation. Do not play sheep
By the census of 1890, the
to another's shepherd. Violate no o~her
above is the value of
son!, and hold your own soul defiant to
the foot of the robber.-Horace L.

1raubel.
THE hell which a thoroughly bad man
•dreads can only be a hell of physical suffering; and, if he abstains from crime
through fear of fire, he is not a good man,
but a bad man in chains. If, again, he is
a bad man, he will hav a bad God, and his
reljgion will be a sanction for cruelty and
immorality. And his God must be, in
any case, an unjust God, who creates him
as a sinner, and then inflicts monstrous
punishments upon him for sinning. A
conception which necessarily makes the
ruler of the universe an embodiment of
injustice cannot be favorable to morality
when its meaning is fully realized.-

Leslie Stephen.

WE see clearly that it is good for every
man among ns that he and every other
man should be as tall, as strong, as
well-knit, as supple, as wholesome, as

THE
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WORLD.

A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE

By Dr. E. B. SOUTHWICK.
For I dipt into the future, far as human eye could
Saw the Vision of the ;~~ld, and all the wonders
that would be.

O said the poet Tennyson, and al-

S

though what he saw was more or
less remarkable he was on the outside of the tent relatively to our present author. Dr. Southwick, without
telling us how he got there, relates
the many and strange adventures that
befell him in a. land without a. sun or
a newspaper, but where light and
everlasting spring abide nevertheless;
where women are the stronger sex,
where all dress alike, wear no buttons,
go in bathing together, and are "naked and not ashamed."
There is something of "Looking
Backward" in this book, with a spice
of Gulliver added, and it is totally devoid of religious superstition. It will
be read with interest and curiosity.
Published and for sale at this office.
Price, 50 cents.

Ch nrc h Property
in the United States.

Should It Be Exempt from

Taxation?

STATE oF OHIO, CITY OF ToLEDo,} ss.
LUCAS CoUNTY
.
FRANK J. CHENEY makes oath that he IS the
senior partner of the firm of F. J. CHENEY & Co.,
doing business in the City of Toledo, Qounty
a.nd State aforesaid...ttnd that sa d firm Will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by the use of HALL's CATARRH CrrRE. y
FRANK J. 'CHENE .
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
("""--}
A. W. GLEASON,
Nota111 Publ!o.

tBEA.L.
'-v-'

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system. Send for testimonials, free.
l!'. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
Pr"" Sold by Druggists, 75c.
A Rare Chance to get first-class
Freethonght Story Books of sixty p»,ges or over
each. FREE. Send 8 cents to pay ~stage on
samples. Address THE LIBERAL PUB. CO.,
42Gf
Portland, Kan.

In the nature of things,

The :Bible: What Is Itt A pamphlet containing eight chapters. in refut~ti.on of the
assumption that the Bible is a divme book of
J:lnre thougbt, and correct in all its utterances..
Price, 25 cents.
Studies In Theology. A clear exposition
of the biblical story of man's "creation," and
"curse," theologically denominated "the fall."
Price, 10 cents.
The Bible Against · Itself. Containing
one hundred \lnd fif~y plain s~lf-contradictions
of the Bible ~nvolVlng_ guest10ns of theology,
morals, and 1nistory, !'r1ce,l0 cents.
The Human Nature of Jesus. A re~~a
tion of the assumption that he was a divme
ll_erson, and that he was the fulfillment of Old
Testament prophecies. Price, 10 cents.
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
negative and affirmative stai!f].point, showing
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
1!8 Lafayette place, New Yor:Jt;

SAYS

Works of W.
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.
" In the nature of things there can be
no evidence to establish the claim of
inspiration." Such is the text of the
Oolonel's new lecture entitled

All About the
Holy Bible
Just published in a large and handsome pamphlet. Price 25 cents. AddressTheTruthSeekerOo •• NewYork.

~~

H~

Burr.

Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144
Propositions proved Affirmatively and Negatively by Qnotations from Scripture, without
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents.
Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alike
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev.
Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price, 200
Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that Shakspere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents,
Thomas Paine-Was He Jm1ius t Second
editi0n, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine.
Price, IO cents.
Junius, Casca, Common Sense, 11nd Thomas
Pa.ine. Arefntation of M. D. Conway's
objections to the identification of Paine as
Juni11s 11.11d Casca. Price.o..5 cents.
Address THE ·.~:RUTH SEEKER,
28 LafaYette Place, New York.
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_ _V._:A_L_U_.A_B_L_E_B••O_O_K-~-~):
REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT. ~w--.A--:N-E-_W_.A_:N_D
Our palllPhlet with this title contains an Argument for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement
of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890,
the Value b:y Denominations, of Church ProPerty in the Umted States and in the several States
and ·rerritories and in all Cities having 25,000 or
more inhabitants; so arranged as to show at
a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of the
Leading Denominations and Denominational
Groups. Also, much other matter of especial interest to certam Cities, States. and Sections, all
comparisons being based upon official fi~PU"es.
This pamphlet is the only one of the kmd published. In no other work are the !acts, figures,
and arguments to be found. The figures. being
derived from the Government Census of I890, will
not be superseded until th0 census of 1900 shall
have been completed- probably -about eight
years hence. The arguments are unanswerable
and will hav the dew of morning on them so long
as the injustice of church exemption is suffered
to exist.
By single copies the price is IIi cents, bnj; as the
work is published s_Pecially for distribution by
those who favor justice in taxation the following
reductions are made:
Ten copies.
•
$1.00
Fifty copies,
•
4.50
One hundred copies •
•
8.00
Larger quanfities at Sllilcial rates.
Address THE TBUTH SEEKER, New York.
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Religion and the Bible.
By F. D. CUMMINGS.

A Series of S1xteen Freethought Essays.
SubjectsIntroduction. I The God and Man of the Bible. TI. God and the Devil. TIL Is the Bible Contradictory? IV. Jesus-Was He the Fulfillment of Hebrew Prophecy and Expectancy? V. Jesus
the Teacher of Righteousness. VI Did the Disciples Look for an Immediate Jiesurrection? VII.
·What Does the Bible Teach Regarding the Second Coming of Christ? VII The Christ Spirit Ontside the Bible. IX What Is the !Sible? X. How Man Advances. XI. Why Do Men Chng to the
Bible? XII. Belief.,_Unbelief, Faith. Reason, and Prayer. XIII. Is There a God? XIV Reward and
·
Punishment, XV • .unmortality. XVI. Conclusion.

A Book that should be in the hands of all who seek the Lig-ht.
Price, 50 cents.

Address The Truth Seeker Oompany, New York.

Remsburg's Book on Lincoln.

ABRAHAM
LINCOLN:

By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,

with a preface by
.B.. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethonght, Its a.rguments are based
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's sense of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
Price, cloth, $1. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Travels in Faith.

WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?
By John E. Remsburg.

One of the most noted controversies of the century has been waged over the question of
Abraham Lincoln's religious belief. Soon after the remains of America's most illustrious son were
laid
to
rest at Springfield, one of his bio4traphers, Dr. Holland, put forward the claim that he was a
BY CAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Chrj.stian. Th!J claill). was promptly demed by the dead statesm»,n's friends, but only to be renewed
BeinK the story of hiB mental journe:r from agam, and aga.m derued. And thus for a quarter of a century the question of Lincoln's belief has
been tossed like a battledore from side to side.
orthooioxy to Rationalism.
For fifteen years Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work. He l;,lresents an
Pnoe, paver, 25 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
array of testimony that is irresistible and overwhelming, and which must put this question at rest
forever: lJ,l addjtion to the testimony of twenty witn(\sses who claim that Lincoln was a ChristiB!l,
and which 18 reVIewed and refuted, he adduces the testimony of more than a hundred witnesses m
proof of the claim that Lincoln was not a Christian. These witnesses include his wife and other
PRIESTLY CELffiA.CY EXPOSED relatives;
his three law partners; his .Private secretaries; members of his cabinet; his pnncipal
biogra,phers,
and scores of his most intimate friends.
'
B7 Bn. G. T. l!'ox, M.A.
Oloth,
$1; paper, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
l"rroe,u oenu.
Addren Ul.ll olll.oe.
28 Lafayette Pla.oe, New York;
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Jfot for I}arsons.

on and in the next block saw a little brown
church, and was surprised to see that it
was also a Lutheran church. He went
back.to the hotel and told the proprietor
that It struck him as strange that in a little
town like this, hardly able to sustain one
church, there could be two churches just
alike. "What do you mean?" asked the
landlord. The stranger told him what he
~:'d seen. ~· Oh," replied the landlord,
you are mistaken. Those two churches
are B?mewhat . alike, but not just alike.
Over m the white church they believe that
the Berpent temoted Eve, and Eve tempted
Adam, and Adam fell; but over in the
brown church they think that Adam was a
bad egg from the start."-One of Laje
Pence's Stories.

"PAPA," said Johnny, "what's a seraphim?" "A seraphim, my son," said Mr.
Knowitall, "is a male seraph, the final
syllable ' him ' being added for identificatiOn.-Harper's Bazar.
"WHEN er man smites yer," said Uncle,
" tuhn de uddah cheex. Den ef he's
mean 'nuff ter tek advantage ob yer Christianity, he deserves de bes' lickin' yoh
knows how ter gib 'im."- Washington
,Star.
"JoNAH," expostulated the whale, "do
keep still." "Certainly," answered the
famous man, "now that I know where I
am. I wasn't sure but I had been caught
in a folding-bed, don't you know."-.Detroit Tribune.
FIRST Western lawyer: "A penny for
your thoughts." Second Western lawyer:
" I was thinking of Solomon and his three
hundred wives. What an amount of divorce business he could hav thrown in a
man's way?"-Puck.
LITTLE Bess was told by her mother that
all our afliictions are sent by providence
as punishment for error. One day she fell
down a few steps, and pickin~ herself up,
she said: "Now, God, that IB the third
time you hav bumped my head to-day, and
I am about tired of it."-Inter-Ocean, Jr.
Two runaway convicts took refuge in a
church which was having an experience
meeting. They listened to the stories told
by several of the regenerated.> _until one of
the fellows exclaimed, in a wnisper, to the
other, "Come, Jim, let's get out o' this!
It's a tough crowd, and no man's life's
worth a copper!" And out theylit.-Boston True Flag.
THE war in the East is improving as a
source of news. The naval battle off the
Yalu river made, on the whole, very fair
reading. Of course, where heathens are
thumping one another, there is not quite
the same thrill about the proceedings as
where enlightened Christians fall to, but
the fact that the ships on both sides were
Christian ships of modern pattern, helped
matters very much, and made it seem more
like authentic warfare.-:Life.
IT was little Ernest's bedtime. He knelt
beside his mother and lisped, as thousa.nds
of little tongues would do, that evening,
''Now I lay me down to sleep." Ernest not
only prayed at night, but asked a blessing
on each meal. He finished the prayer in
great haste, as though some other thought
was crowding it out of the little mind, and
said, looking earnestly into the eyes above
him, "Say, mamma, IB this the same feller
I ask the blessing of?"- Voice.
JoHN BULL is a reasonable man; he is a
reflecting and moral character; >and he
fights to promote trade, to maintain peace
and order on the face of the earth, and for
the good of mankind in general. If John
Bull conquers a nation, it is to improve its
position in this world and secure its welfare in the next. If he goes after fresh
fields and pastures new, he takes the Bible
with him; then, by and by, the native hav
got the Bible, and he has got the land.
He has not the slightest doubt the whole
world was meant for him. And not only
this one-John Bull considers the kingdom
of heaven is incontestably a British possession.-Max O'Rell.
MANY stories-how true I do not know
-were told by Mr. A-- and his wonder·
ful would-be converts. Here is one. An
old widow, Bryan, called on him, and on
being shown into his library and asked by
him what her business was, she said,
"Well, now, your reverence, it's whatI'd like to turn Protestant." Mr. A.:
'' Why do you wish to change your religion?" Widow B.: "Well, now, I'm told
your reverence givs a blanket and a leg of
mutton to anyone that turns." Mr. A.:
"Do you mean to say that you would sell
your soul for a blanket?" Widow B.:
"No, your reverence, not without the leg
of mutton."- W. R. La Fanu.

Is Suicide
A Sin?
Colonel Ingersoll's Famous
Letters and Replies from Eminent Men~ With a Startlinl!
Chauter on

Great Suicides of Histnry.
Schouenhauer's Celebrated
Essay "On Suicide."
Paper covers. - Price 25 Cents

The Truth Seeker,
28 LAFAVETTE PLACE. New York.
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FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A Nineteenth Century Novel.

Preface by R. 6. INBERSOLL.

Rheumatism
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For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with a little money 1 fair educationh and
muoh courage, to make tneir way throu~ the
world by gomg to Chicago. The author 1s also
the heroine. l'he narrative is, in the main, a his·
tory of a working-girl'slife and experience in the
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kindhearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is
just such a story of human life as we should expect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and
whatever he admires and appreciates iR sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Right Living. Ethica as Understood by
a Student of Science. Cloth, $1,

Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper, 10 cents.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 800 J>P:;. $1.

Apples or tiOld. And Other Stories for
Bo:y:s and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., '1.25.

EXTRACT
It will Oure.

Antiquity
Unveiled.

The Story Hour. An ExceptiOnally Hand·
some and Interesting Book1 Without Superstition for Children and Youtn. The Only Free·
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address. THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals 11nd History
of the New T81tament.
.
ByPaor. Jl. W. NBWJUN.
Prioe 25 '3ents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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Four Hundred Years of Freethought.
By Samuel P. Putnam. Subscription book,
elegant binding, one hundred and forty-one
portraits, $5.

Church Property: Should It be Exempt
from Taxation? Reasons Why It Should Not.
Paper, 15 cents.
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SCIENTIFIC BOOKS CHEAP

ALL styles of watches from $1.38 up. Hand·
Out of various importations and pur· some
catalog_ue free. Safe Watch Co., 9 Murray
A dip into the future chases of scienti:fl.c works, at different street,
New York.
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of mankind on earth. By Dr. E. B. Southtimes, we hav on hand a copy or two each
wick. Paper, 50 cents· cloth, $1.
Religion and the Bibie. An old subject of the following, to which we call attenin the light of modern thought. By F. D.
tion, as enabling our readers to get a good
Cummings. Paper, 50 ceuts;,.,cloth, $1.
Jingles and Prose. Fact, .1mn, and Sar· deal for their money:
casm. By L. G. Reed. Pa.per, 15 cents.
Rise and Early Constitution of Universities,
Remodeling the Government. With Re- Thewith
THE
a survey of Medimval Education. By

The Better World.

Otto YJettstei11.

marks on the Bible and the LiQJI_or Business,
the Christ Principle, etc. By W. L. Willis.
Paper,10 cents.

8. 8. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents.
The Da.wn of Historr~.An Introduction to PreHistoric
Study. Eaited by C. F. Keary, M.A.,
Thumbscrew and Rack. Illustrations soeof the British Museum. Oloth, 75 cents.
cially prepared, and the text by Geo. E. Mac• On The Study of Words. By Richard Chenevix
donald. Paper, 10 cents.
Trench, D.D. Cloth, 75 cents.
Self-Contradictions of the Bible. Ninth Fetichism: A Contribution to Anthropology and
edition. Price, 15 cents.
the History of Religion. By Fritz Schultz.
75 cents.
Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christiau7
By John E. Remsburg. Cloth, $1; paper, 50 English: Past and Present. By Richard Chene-·
vix Trench, D.D. 75 cents.
cents.
Science and Modern Thought. By S.
Peu·Pictures of the World's Fair. illus- Modern
Laing. 75 cents,
trated. By Samuel P. Putnam. Paper, 25
Formation
of Vegetable Mould through the accents.
tion of Worms, with observations on their
Religion a Curse, a Lie1 and a Disease.
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents.
By Samuel P. Putnam. .Paper, 25 cents,
The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer. 75 cts
Design Argument Fallacies. A Refuta- Science and Crime0nd Science and Poetry..._ with
tion of the Argument that Nature Exhibits
other essays. jjy Andrew Wilson, F.fi.B.E.
Marks of Having Been Designed Q.y au IntelTwo books in one volume. 75 cents.
ligent Being. By the Editor of THE TRUTH The Land Question: Containing the History of
SEEKER. Paper, 15 cents.
Land Holding in England-1 by Joseph Fisher,
F.R.H.S.; and Historical~:~ketch of the DisCrimes of Preachers in the United States.
tribution of Land in England, by William
By M. E. Billings, Paper, 25 cents.
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents.
Handbook of Freethought. By W. S. The Black Death; an account of the Great PesBell. Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
tilence of the fourteenth century, and the
Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages. By J. F.
Pleasure and Progress: An Attempt to
C. Hecker, M.D. Two books in one volume.
Prove that the Pursuit of Pleasure is the stne
75 cents.
qua non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social
Development and that the Promotion of GlimPses of Nature. 1!:1' Andrew Wilson, FR.
Pleasure is the Duty of Philauthrop;r and
S.E .• F.L.S., with 85 Illustrations. $1.
Statesmanship. By Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B. Illusions: A Psychological Study. By James
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Sully. 75 cents.
The Creation of God. Tracing the God· Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. By Sir John Lubbock, Bart.{ F.R.S., M.P., D.C.L., LL.D., with
Ide,. to Its Source. By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
numerous i lnstrat10ns. 75 cents.
Cloth. $1; paper, 50 cents.
Resurrection of Jesus. By Don Allen. Geological Sketches at Home and Abroad. By
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents.
Cloth, 75 cents: cloth, 40 cents.
Facts and Fictions of Life. By Helen Ourrent Discussion in Selene~ and Scientific AsI>ect of some Familiar 'J:hings. By W. M.
H. Gardener. Cloth, $~i paper, 50 cents
Williams, F.O.S. Two books m one volume.
Woman, Church! and ~tate. By Matilda
75 cents.
Joslyn Gage. C oth, $2: leather, $3.
Darwin: His Life and Work. By Grant
The Church and Freethought. By Frank· Charles
Allen. 75 cents.
lin Steiner. Paper, 10 cents.

BACK in Marion county, Ind., there is a
little town on the Johnson county line of
about three hundred people. A stranger
came into the town one Sunday, and walk·
ing out from the hotel saw a little white
church and a crowd going in. He noticed
that it was a· Lutheran church. He went
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The Giant Delusion. One of Otto Wett- SELECT WORKS OF RICHARD A. PBOOTOB,
stein's Friendly Arguments with the Spiritualists. Paper, 10 cents.

Bible Inquirer. By Andrew JacobsoB..
Paper, 25 cents.

Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
Bv Susan H. Wixon.

Paper, 10 cents.

DIRECT LEGISLATION.
1

1
I

By the Citizenship through the

Initiative and Referendu01,

BY J. W. SULLIVAN.
1 Price, llli cents. Address To TB'OT:a: BEJCKD.

Light Science for Leisure Hours.
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects.
Hereditary Traits, and other Essays.
Mi"cella.neous Essays.
illusions of the Senses, and other Essays.
Notes on Earthquakes, with fourteen miscellane
ous Essays. Six books in one volume. $1.50

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LI11Lt FOLI(S.
Bg MR8. E • .D. BLENKER.

Boardl.

..

\·

-

t008Dtl.

ward~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ii
onyof

:JmS.

DR. R. P, PELI.O~

-laY wbllre you llaW thllllldver.

Vineland, N J
...-I wish to say that I am an out-and-ont
LIBERAL, and I truat the Freethinkers of the land
will give me their pat'f·nage and not waste their
time and mone:r on Ohriati.an dootora.-.Dr. FelIOWI.
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ONE of the Japanese armies .is rapidly
approaching Mondken, the capital of Man.
chooris, while another has ·surrounded
Port Arthur on the land side and ·captured
several outlying forts. Chinchin · and
Tslieri·wsn hav been taken by'the Japan.
ese. It is reported that the United States
government has offered to intervene between the belligerents,
MAJOR-GEN. 0. 0. HowARD, having
reached the age limit, was last week put
on the retired list of the United States
Army, and Brig.-Gen. Alexander McDowell McCook, the oldest of the ten
"fighting McCook " brothers, was promoted to the ma.jor generalship over the
heads of Ruger, Merritt, and Brook. He
will retire for age the 22d of next April and
then the others· will have a chance. Col.
James W. Forsyth takes McCook's place
as brigadier.

HOW ANOTHER PREDICTION IS BEING FULFILLED.

NoN-UNION closkmskers and policemen
hav recently been attacked in this city by
mobs of women.
A ooNFERENOE is now in session in Rome
to consider the reunion of the Eastern and
Western churches.
J oBN WALTER, chief proprietor ef the
London ~l'imes, died recently. He was
seventy-six years of age.
BY the collapse of the Montreal Street
Railway Company's building several men
were killed and wounded.
PHILIP GILBERT HAMERTON, the essayist
and art critic, died in London on Nov. 6.
He was born Sept. 10, 183-t.
THERE is a cabinet crisis in Chili, while
in Argentina a new cabinet has been
formed, which is not expected to last very
long~

ON Oct. 15 a volcano on the island of
Ambrym, in the New Hebrides group, destroyed all the nstiv villages on one side
of the island.
REAR ADMIRAL BANOROFT GHERADI, of
the United States Navy, went on t)le retired list on Nov. 10, having reached the
age of sixty-two.
THERE was a transit of Mercury on Nov.
11, the planet touching the sun's disk at 11
A.M. in this latitude, and its passage was
observed for five hours.
THE volcano of Colima in Mexico is in
activ eruption, and fifteen deaths hav been

reported in the same country as the result
of the recent earthquake.
THREE thousand Armenians, including
women and children, are reported massacred near Moosh,. Turkish Armenia, by
the Kurds.
Turkish officers deny the
story.
THE genial caricaturist "Chip" (Frank
P. W. Bellew) died last week. He was the
son of" a popular artist, Frank Bellew, famons a generation ago. He was onlythirtytwo years old.

indefinitly, or at least until the new city
officers hsv reorganized the various departments.
IT is reported from W sshington that in·
order to repair the gold reserve and to
provide for its maintenance at $100,000,000,
five per cent bonds will be issued on a.
three per cent bs!lis. Some dailies, however, deny the report.

THE Hovss ·government of Madagascar
seems disposed to resist the aggressions of
the French. Since the death of .the Czar
the latter are apparently inclined to move
THE Supreme Court of New Jersey has cs little more slowly, not· being so sure of
decided that the wagon license law under the support of Russia as they were.
which Asbury Park and other boroughs
collected fees from the owners of delivery
FoR some time a fight has been on bewagons is nnconstitntion!!-1.
tween the white and colored ilcrewmen st.
New Orleans. The former hav ·thrown
A coLLISION between a passenger and a the ·tools of the latter out of the ·ships, and
freight train on the Baltimore and Ohio hav .also killed some of them. Oil. Novem~
road occurred at Rosen Steel Siding in ber 12th an incendiary fire destroyed cotPennsylvania, on Nov. 7, whereby six ton to the value of $500,000.
persons were killed and two wounded,
FIRE broke out on ten of thirteen ships
GUILLAUME Lours FmurnR, the cele· loading with.cotton at Savannah, on Nov;
brstedFrench scientishnd author, died in 6 and 7. The fires were undoubtedly
Paris on Nov. 10.' He wrote more than incendiary, and it is suspected that the
eighty volumes besides his memoirs and employment of non-union labor by the
magazine contributions. He was born in shippi1J.g companies had something to do
1819.
with the attempted destruction.
Ex-GovERNOR WILLIAM E. RussELL, of
ARGENTINA is rapidly coming to the
Massachusetts, has been appointed a mem- front as the rival of the United States in the
ber of the Board of Indian Commissioners b d ""
t t 11
h"d
d
1
by the president. The office carries no rea stnus, mea, a ow, 1 es, an woo
sahtry traveling expenses only being markets o~ the world. The _ares adspte~
II e'd
to wheat 1s about equal to that of th1s
a ow ·
country, and at present it costs the agriTHE Committee of Seventy, which did cnltnrists only about half as much to get
so much toward the overthrow of Tam- their products to the shipping ports as it
many, will probably continue in existence does our farmers.

A Missionary Scheme.
THE TRUTH SEEXEB has recently been doing, with
the generous aid of its friends, a great deal of political missionary work. We hav given away thousands of the "Ohurch Property" pamphlet, and it
is doing \tEl work. We hav also given away thousands C>f arguments against the proposed national
Sunday laws. Besides these, more thousands of
TRuTH SEEKERS hav been scattered broadcast over
the land.
With the advent of the reading season, when the
summer's work is done and the people hav time to
think, we want to do a great deal of religious missionary work, and so we hav prepared this scheme,
which has already received cordial indorsement:
Probably no one book h~s made more converts
to common sense and won more people away from
superstition than Paine's " Age of Reason." It is
a. book, as Oolonel Ingersoll lilays, that furnishes an
immense amount of food for thought. It is written
for the average mind, and is a straightforward,
honest investigation of the Bible and of the Ohristian system. It has liberalized us all. It puts

I

arguments in the mouths of the people ; it puts the
church .on the defensiv; it enables somebody in
every village to corner the parson. It has never
been " answered " and never can be.
What ought to be done, and what we propose to
do, is to scatter this book broadcas~to giv and to
hav given away thousands of them among the people. Every church-member that any Freethinker
knows ought to hav one. It will do that churchmember good, even if his wife burns it. He will
read a. few pages in it at least before she gets hold
of it. But perhaps she too will read it. That book
in a family is bound to do good-an immeltse
amount. It has liberalized thousands and will
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE
TRUTH SEEKEB, for from reading it D. l\1. Bennett,
whom we all loved when living, and whose memory
we now honor, becaii).e a Liberal. Previously he
was a rigid churchman. There are more like him in
the country, and it is they we ought to reach.

Our proposition is for every reader of this
paper to send us the names and addresses of
EIGHT of his Christian acquaintances and ONE

THE election on the 6th inst. resulted in
the overwhelming triumph of the Republicans. The landslide was equal to that
for the Democrats in 1890. The Democratic majority in the Honse of Representstivs has been overcome and the Republicans hsv instead a_ majority of about
150. In the Senate the Populists will hold
the balance of power, although some may
vote with the Republicans to organize the .
Senate. Illinois, Wisconsin, New York,
New Jersey, Missouri, and Delaware hav
gone into the Republican camp. Even
Tennessee and California art' in doubt.
Tammany was overthrown in this city, the
combined opposition winning by from
forty to fifty thousand, and Hill had
barely 8, 000 plurality in the town, and was
beaten in the state by 157,000. Wheeler,
independent Democrat, received about
26,000. The new constitution wa,s adopted,
and the rapid transit scheme favored in
this cit}" as well as the inquiry proposition
regardmg consolidation. In the whole
country the Populists probably doubled
their vote, although their representation
in the next Honse will be less than that in
the p:~;esen t, unless some of. their nominees
are seated on contest. They lost four
Congressmen, the state officers, and the
legislature in Kansas, and everything but
one Congressman (Bell) in Colorado.
They saved Kem (probably) in Nebraska,
and elected· Holcomb governor. In Minnesota they lost one, but gained one in
Alabama, and four, by fusion, in North
Carolina, while Newlands; Silver, was reelected in Nevada. They will hav one
Senator by fusion in North Carolina as ·
will the Republicans, and Tillman, of
South Carolina; belongs with them on
financial issues. In Texas they came very
near securing two or three representativs,
and hsv greatly reduced the Democratic
majority. There the Republicans get one
Congressman, for the first time since reconstruction days. The Democratic defeat all over the conn try is' largely due
to the Democratic stsy-at"homes, who
amounted to 25 per cent of the usual
Democratic vote in Arkansas and Massachusetts, for instance. In Maine Republican majorities were doubled, while their
vote was increased only one per cent.
Springer, Bland, Wilson, Hatch, Bynum,
Holman, Simpson, Cummings, Tracy,
Johnson, O'Neill, Fithian, Pence, Outhwaite, and many other leaders are left at
home. Maguire, the Single Taxer, was
the only Democrat saved in California.
Adolph Sntro, nominated by the Populists and indorsed by the American Protectiv Association, was elected mayor of
San Francisco on the Southern Pacific
monopoly issue.

DOLLAR, and we will mail each of them a copy
of Paine's" AGE OF REASON."
If you don't know eight Ohristians you care
enough about to convert, name those whom you do
want to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the
remainder to some editor or public man or preacher
worth saving.
In this way public opinion can be made and
the church undermined.
A few Freethinkers
in a community can club together and convert a
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and
dry in his pulpit. Or they can send us the funds
and we will make the selection of the target and
take the responsibility of the work. What we want is
to scatter the book among the people and hav it read.
Remember, we do all the work-all we ask is the
names and addresses and means to mail the book,
Surely everybody can help in this and make thousands of Freethinkers. Don't select the name&
of indifterentists, but those of good church people,.
with a preference for those who hav the capacity to
think if they only are steered in the right direc.
tion.

''400

YEARS OF FREETHOUCHT IS NOW READY!"

A Journal of Freethought and Reform_

The hypocrit sits at his sumptuous board,
And thanks the Lord for the feast before him,
With never a thought for the hungry horde
Who curse the hour their mothers bore them.

A .Missionary Scheme.

Thus Selfishness sits and stuffs at ease,
Drinks of his wines and liquors rare,
Seeking himself and his church to please
While many are dying i~ dumb despair.
arguments in the mouths of the people ; it puts the
church on the def~nsiv; it enables somebody in
every village to corner the parson. It has never
been "answered" and never can be.
What ought to be done, and what we propose to
do. is to scatter this book broadcast-to giv and to
hav given away thousands of them among the people. Every church-member that any Freethinker
knows ought to hav one. It will do that churchmember good, even if his wife burns it. :J;Ie will
read a few pages in it at least before she gets hold
of it. But perhaps she too will read it. That book
in a family is bound to do good-an immense
amount. It has liberalized thousands and will
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE
TBUTB SEEKEB, for from reading it D. l\1. Bennett,
whom we all loved when living, and whose memory
we now henor, became a Liberal. Previously he
was a rigid churchman. There are r10re like him in
the country, and it is they we ought to reach.

THE TBUTB SEEKEB has recently been doing, with
the generous aid of its friends, a great deal of political missionary work. We hav given away thousands of the "Ohurch Property" pamphlet, and it
is doing i.te work. We hav also given away thousands t>f arguments against the proposed national
Sunday laws. Besides these, more thousands of
TBUTB SEBXE:RS hav been scattered broadcast over
the land.
With the advent of the reading season, when the
summer's work is done and the people hav time to
think, we want to do a great deal of religious missionary work, and. so we hav prepared this scheme,
which has already received cordial indorsement:
Probably no one book h1.s made more converts
to common sense and won more people away from
superstition than Paine's "Age of Reason." It is
a book, as Oolonel Ingersoll lilays, that furnishes an
immense amount of food for thought. It is written
Our proposition is for every reader of this
for the average mind, a:ad is a straightforward,
paper
to send us the names and addresses of
honest investigation of the Bible and of the Ohris·
EIGHT
of his Christian acquaintances and ONE
tian system. lt h~~ 'liberalized u~ ~. It puts

Giv thanks to the Lord as you cut and carve
(He is watching the sparrows lest they fall);
There is food in abundance ; yet thousands starve,
For the gourmand and hypocrit gets it all.

DOLLAR, and we will mail each of them a copy
of Paine's "AGE OF REASON."
If you don't know eight Ohristians you care
enough about to con'lert, name those whom you do
want to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the
remainder to some ~ditor or public man or preacher
worth saving.
In this .way public opinion can be made and
the church undermined. A few Freethinkers
in a community can club together and convert a
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and
dry in his pulpit. Or they can send us the funds
and we will make the selection of the. target and
take the responsibility of the work. What we want is
to scatter the book among the people ~d hav it read.
Remember, we do all the work-all we ask is the
names and addresses and means to mail the book.
Surely everybody can help in this and make thousands of Freethinkers. Don't select the names
of indifterentists, but those of good church people,
with a preference for those who hav the capacity to
think if they only are steered in the right direotion.
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~;r PREMIUMS

When Renewing Your Subscription] Take Advantage of These Good Offers:
For $6.60 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and S. P.
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Prominent F!"eethinkers of the past four centuries.
The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throughout
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Ingersoll. It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial,
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FouR
HUNDRED YEARS OF li'REETHoUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry,
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's
most shining advance. Nothing can he more interesting or more inspiring to the
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and
pro~ess. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the greatest thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church.

HOW
TO GET

SPECIAL
OFFER!

400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE!

For $6 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and "Paine's
prea.t Works Oomplete"($3).
This edition of Paine's works contains a.
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be· erected in Ohica.go, and
of his monument in New Rochelle.
For $6 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and "The World's
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4:.60 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and James B.
Alexander's "Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a. splendid offer, for every· one
wants this book. It has over a. thousand large pages and more than four
hundred illustrations. It is a. digest of Science, and no one who studies it
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters.
For $4:.60 we will s~nd THE TBUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " The
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50).
.
For $4: we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2).
For $4: we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and a. copy of "Old
Testament Stories Oomic!Uly illustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.60 we will send THE TBUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Oomica.lly Illustrated," in board covers ($1).

Send us FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rates
..

($12 in all), and we will send the GETTEB UP OF THE CLUB

AND
THE TRUTH SEEKER

The Freethinker's Badge-pin

'' .t'OlJR HlJND8ED YE1.RS OF FREETHOIJGHT"
FREE 0.1<' CHARGES.
.AN.IJ F UR7HER-To a1d our friends in getting this book for themselves,

. we will offer To the New Subscribers as a Premium, post
free, a. copy in boards of

ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 llin and TilE TRUTII
SEEKER one year for $5.

FREETHOUGllT vs. SUPERSTITION.

THE GREATFEf BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED.

Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated· Bb:fs\.'{,S:N
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of

'

BELL'S HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGHT.

The

JrMl~R

The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon

and

Will be sent for $4.75. Sligar Spoons and TRUTB SEEKER, $5 Either kind (Tea or Sugar) Spoon
gilt bowl, 5oc. more, AddresR THE TRUTH SEEKER.
.

SUBSCRIBE FOR
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The Truth Seeker.
6ft '1}-a;a,ft:), ef1-~ an~ ~11-e1j- e).z-be-u, to f>e. 1-Habe.
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Eo M. ltiA.CDONALD.

MAKE YOUR FRIENDS A PRESENT OF A TRIAL.
SUBSCRIPTION.

,... Fill out the accompanying Subsm·iption
Btank and jorwa1•d to THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

SAMPLE COPIES FREE.

•

Three months, (trial subscribers,) In advance,
·$0.75
One subscription with two new subscribers, in
Six
"
"
''
1.50
one remittance.
Single subscription, one year,
3.00
One subscription with three new subscribers, in
One subscription•two years,
5.00
one remittance,
Two new subscribers,
•
5.00
One subscription with four new subscribers, in
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one
one remittance,
remittance,
5.00
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one remittance.

$7.00
8.50
10.0()

It is thus seen that any of our friends who will take the trouble to get a new subscriber at the regular rate ($3)
will get his own for $2; by getting two new subscribers he will get his paper for $r; by getting three new subscribers
he will not only get his own free, but will have fifty cents beside; by getting four new subscribers he will have his own
free and gain $2. If anyone chooses, or if by so doing he can easier secure partners in taking the paper, he can shate
with them the advantages of the club rates.
This makes THB TROTH SEEKER, with its sixteen large pages, cheaper than any other Liberal paper.

------------·--IS
In connection with our " Missionary Scheme " of sending
Eight Oopies of Paine's "Age of Reason " to separate addresses
for $1, we think that further good can be done by letting
people read THE TRUTH SEEKER for awhile. To this end we
make the following offer :

~h.e ~xttth

..§.e.elt.ex .@;.cr.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Please send '.The '.Truth Seeker to the following address ..... for ········--···-···yea,
Inclosed find $-....... in payment

o/

the same.

NAMES.

POST OFFICE, [Box ST.

A

No.,

IF ANY.J

& STATE.

To New Trial SubsCI·ibers, Three .Months for 50 Cents.

'We feel confident that everyone who reads THE TRUTH
SEEKER for three months will renew his subscription.
We therefore respectfully urge our present subscribers
to bear this offer in mind when sending their renewals, and to
make an effort to send us one or

A Club of Trial Subscriptions.
For clubbing terms for renewals use the Blank adjoining
his at the rates given.
We hope that all readers to whose notice the paper comes
will send us a six or twelve months' subscription, but if they do
not feel like subscribing for .either term we shall be thankful if '
they will fill the blank out for a trial subscription of three months.
Address
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28 La:taye"t1:e Pl., Ne-w York.
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Can the Christian Be Happy!
The Christian Endeavorers recently held a national
convention in Cleveland. An exchange quotes from
another paper the remarks which follow, attributed
to a motorman in that city :
"I never enjoyed anything better than that convention
-and 'I didn't go to a single session, either. Every
night, on my last run, I had a carload of those happy
young folks, and to see their faces and hear them sing,
was enough to giv a fellow an idea of religion such as he
had never heard before. I had never known that Christians were so happy.''
And real Christians of good character are never
so happy. This poor motorman wa~ able to observe but he could not reason. The creed of every
orthodox church teaches that the vast majority of
the human family is doomed to an eternity of excruciating agony in hell. Only the few will be
saved. To thoughtful, conscientious men and
women who really believe this there can never come
true happiness. Their days and nights must be
filled with horror. Only the shallow-minde4 or the
Vicious and cruel can believe in orthodox Christianity and be even partially happy. Those young people
of the Christian Endeavor Society are Christians by
inheritance, convention, and contagion only ; if
they believed in that religion as the Christians of
other ages believed in it they would lock the chains
of another Inquisition on the world. The person
who actually believes that an eternity of pain or of
joy depends upon what one believes in this world
will stop at no crime which promises to save the
" soul " of the doubter or the souls of those who
might otherwise be lost through his heresy. With
comparativly few exceptions, the Christian Endeavorers would not persecute in the name of Christian theology; the spirit of the age is against it,
and they do not hav enough faith to strongly champion that which is unpopular, but they are ready
to persecute in the name of "Christian morality,"
for that is the way in which the dogma of exclusiv
salvation manifests itself in this century, a century
which lies between the past epoch of faith and war
and the coming epoch of science and solidarity.
· They think they believe, but they only accept, yet
the old poison of intolerance is in their blood. In
the ancient times Christians persecuted that the
souls of men might be saved from a dreamed-of hell;
at the present time Christians and some others, all

of them having lost faith in hell, persecute to save their readers, and we cannot help regretting that
the bodies of men from various real and imaginary Colonel Ingersoll has not yet succeeded in so completely crippling th~ church that it can no longer
hells on earth.
prevent the expression of the real sentiments of the
.A. Great Newspaper's Mistakes.
most timid citizen. But he has done much to make
The Chicago Inter-Ocean appears to hav been intellectual honesty possible for all without risk of
considerably disturbed by the late lecture of starvation. It is well that the Chicago Press Club
Colonel Ingersoll in that city. Here is a specimen is disposed to help him in this good work, and we
hope that it will keep right on in the same course,
paragraph from an editorial in that paper :
"To many it may seem strange that the Press Club of unmindful of the lamentations of a few belated
Chicago, which by those who do not know better is be- journalists. But once more the Inter· Ocean :
lieved to represent the most matured and best thought
"It is sufficient to say that Mr. Ingersoll does not rank
of the profession of journalism, frequently invites Colona among skeptics with Voltaire, or with Renan, or wit 1t
Ingersoll to lecture upon a subject and in a manner that Huxley, or even with Hume. Religiously, or irrelig
is insulting to the intelligence and aggravating [Mr. iously, he is the philosopher of the jejune. And to-day
Nixon must mean irritating instead of aggTavating] to the it is, as in other days it has been, the fashion of the jejune
feelings of those who-and they form an immense ma- to affect what goes in cant as liberalism, but which is the
jority of civilization-believe in the existence of God, in extreme of intolerance, inasmuch as it seeks and delights
a written revelation of his character and purpose, and in to offend the sensibilities of Christendom."
the spiritual and temporal dependence of man upon him.
It is the especial delight of Christian champions
This action of the Press Club is not representativ of the
newspaper people."
·
to assert that the present day advocates of FreeBecause the Inter-Ocean does not agree with thought are not to be compared, in ability and in:fl.uColonel Ingersoll does not seem to be a valid ence, with the noted Freethinkers who in past ages
reason for the unkind :fling at tlie Press Club. Its gave battle to the hosts of Christianity. This is
arguments would hav been just as strorig with that supposed to effectually answer their arguments and
omitted and then we should hav been less likely to dispose of their facts. Generally at other times
suspect that its other remarks were inspired by there is nothing mean enough to say about those
bad temper or jealousy. But one clause in that old Infidel heroes. The Christian protagonist, lay
sentence, taken in connection with. an assertion or clerical, is an odd specimen of humanity.
"Jejune " is an epithet that does not seem to
which follows, calls for some comment. It is inhav
any particular applicability to the young,
directly asserted that the most matured and best
thought of the profession of journalism in·Chicago earnest, vigorous, and conquering scientific Freeis not favorable to the employment of Colonel In- thought of the nineteenth and twentieth centuTo call the Liberalism which demands
gersoll to lecture before the Press Club, which may· ries.
or may not be true, but when the additional state- equal rights for every citizen of the republic,
ment is made that the immense majority of civiliza- no matter what his belief on the subject of religion,
tion "believe in the existence of God, in a written "the extreme of intolerance" is as ridiculous as it is
revelation of his character and purpose, and in the unfair and untrue. To say that any Freethinker
spiritual and temporal dependence of man upon delights to " offend the sensibilities of Christians"
him," we perceive that there is an att'lmpt made to is to plead the baby act. Until Christians repudiidentify " the most matured and best thought " of ate the absurd and atrocious dogmas of their
the Press Club with the thought of the "imme~se religion they must expect them to be argued against
majority of civilization" which accepts the creed and satirized. Is the Freethinker to conceal his
named by the Inter· Ocean. Can it be possible that thoughts lest the expression of them should offend
the Chicago paper believes that that "immense the sensibilities of Christians! Has the religionist
majority" of the nations which are called Christian eva- been mindful of the sensibilities of the Freeand which accepts the Christian and Theistic dog- thinker to the extent of ceasing to preach the gosmas enumerated is really possessed of the best and pel of the Nazarene! Has he not sent missionaries
most matured thought of the civilized world? into every corner of the world to argue against,
Where is the faith in those tenets the stronger- misrepresent, ridicule, and lampoon the religious
in the centers of literary and scientific culture or beliefs of the nativs! More than this: Has not the
in the less advanced states and in the sections of all Christian waged war against heathen nations, and
the states where ignorance is still the portion of the against nations of Christians who differed from his
masses of the people! Is there more, or less, Free- own in regard to certain tenets of Christianity?
thought in Germany than in Spain and Portugal ? Has he not tortured millions of his fellows because
In England and France than in Mexico and the Cen- they had doubts regarding the truth of all the dogtral and South American countries! In Paris, Lyons, mas of the Christiap religion, or regarding some of
and ·Marseilles than in the Vendean provinces? those dogmas, or were suspected of having such
In London than in the country districts of England doubts, or were related to other unfortunates who
and Ireland 1 In the Northern than in the South- had doubts, or were accused of having communicaern states? Among the whites rather than among tion with the "father of lies"? Did he think about
the blacks! All these questions are answered in "sensibilities" then? Why, he tried then, as his sucthe asking and they completely dispose of the cessors do now, to make it appear that the agonized
victim of the Inquisition was the aggressor, that he
Inter-Ocean's preposterous claim.
We hav little doubt that the action of the Chi- had disturbed the "peace of the chil<b'en of God.''
cago Press Club is representativ of "the newspaper that he had "offended their sensibilities." The
people" of that town. We are well assured that Inter-Ocean would like to hav us believe that Colothe great majority of them like to hav the oppor- nel Ingersoll is an invader of the rights of his feltunity to hear Colonel Ingersoll speak and thank low citizens, when every unprejudiced person knows
the Club for its enterprise in securing his services. that he is fighting the battles of FreE:thought simIt is quite probable that many of them are more or ply to liberate the minds of men from the thraldom
less orthodox in their views, but that will not always of intolerant superstitions, and to giv to each citizen
prevent their enjoying his satire and arguments. Of of the republic the rights and opportunities enjoyed
course, also, there are those among them who are by all other citizens. Let the Inter- Ocean plant
the victims of the counting-room, and who are itself on the platform of secularization, and labor
therefore compelled to say one thing when they for the total separation of church and state, and
think another. This is unfortunate for them and then it will hav a right to set itself up as a critic of
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intolerance, for its ovrn skirts will be clear of that ble creed of barbarism ! Does not Mr. Nixon know
stain; but so long as it ~andi<.ms the injustice that that in Chicago, a.s elsewhere, the intensity of faith
givs to the members of churches privileges paid for in the Christian "plan of salvation " is, as a rule, in an
by non-church members it has no ·call to complain inverse ratio to the nativ intelligence and the edueaof the attacks made upon that system of injustice, tion of men and women? If he does not know it,
on the score that those attackS "offend the sensi- he is lamentably unobservant.
bilities" of those. who are responsible for the existJohn Ma.hara writes to THE TRUTH SEEKER that
ence and continuance of the injustice.
A. B. Frost should hav been credited with a contriThe Inter-Ocean says that Bacon, Voltaire, Nabution of $1 to the Secular Union Congress fund.
poleon, and Kant hav in "brilliant aphorisms"
The credit was omitted by mistake.
confirmed the edict of David, king of Israel, that
"the fool hath said in his heart, there is no God,"
Those two new issues of the Truth Seeker
and it givs it as its opinion that " no rr ember of Library, "The Better World," by Dr. Southwick,
the Press Club can stand on any side of this quad- and "Religion and the Bible," by F. D. Cummings,
rilateral of immortal intelligences, nor can Mr. are receiving favorable notices, and bid fair to be
Ingersoll himself." It so happens that Colonel quite popular among readers of that class of literaIngersoll has not said "there is no God"; he ~as ture. The first named contains 375 pages and the
contented himself with rendering the verdict of other 314. The price of each is 50 cents in paper
"not proven," a verdict which has been concurred and $1 in cloth. The reading season is here and
in by many very eminent Christians. The latter now is the time to lay in a good supply of Liberal
ha.v said that it never could be logically or scien- literature.
tifically demonstrated that there is a god, but that
" It has pleased our Lord to recall to him our
there must be one, or human life is a failure. As
to the names of the great men which are hurled at the much-beloved sovereign." So say the Russian
heads of the Atheist and Agnostic, it is sufficient to official phrase-mongers. From which it is to be in·
say that there is no belief, however absurd, which ferred that the czar at one time lived with the
has not been accepted by men eminent in various Lord, who, presumably, grew tired of his company
departments of human thought and activity. A and sent him down to Russia to raise cain for
brilliant array of names could be marshaled to giv a while. Now the old fellow, who was always very
respectability to the superstition of demoniacal changeabie, if the Bible is to be believed, wants to
possession, but it is doubtful if even this "proof '' hav him with him for an indefinit period. Why
would be sufficient to convince the editor of the does he not " rec~ll " the rest of the Romanofls 1
Inter- Ocean of th~ reality of witchcraft. Beyond
Some of the Russian bishops are having their
this, it may well be said that it is very probable that
miters
made of aluminum, greatly to the scandal of
if the men named had lived in this age of scientific
their
more
conservativ brethren. According to the
development, they would not so readily ha.v conTribune,
they
look upon the practice as sacrilegious.
curred in the dictum of the author of the Psalms.
"Think of St. Paul with an aluminum miter," they
"There are subjects upon which Mr. Ingersoll lectures without offense to thH deepest and-whether he be- pio~~ly ejaculate. Will the orthodox church banish
lieves it or not-the holiest sentiments of mankind. · · • these new heretics to Siberia. to keep company with
But the gentlemen who direct the affairs of the Press the Stundists and other Protestants and Free.
Olub do not ask Mr. Ingersoll to lecture upon unobjec- thinkers! How light a thing may tip down the
tionable topics. They seem to take delight in parading
themselvs as fautors of attack upon sentiments and opin scale on one end of which is poised eternal salvation!
ions that are cherished as sacred by at least eight-tenths
The superserviceable " Christian people" of
of all the citizens of Ohicago and of more than eighttenths of all that is brainy, all that is constructiv, and all Wichita Falls, Texas, held a mass me• ting to prothat is decent."
test against the Sunday excursion of a hose comWhere do we find "holiness " in the fancy that pany to that town. The bigots objected to the
God chose a certain tribe to be his favorit people? baseball playing, bicycle racing, and other harmless
That the first man and woman of this tribe dis- sports which were to compose the amusements of
obeyed the commands of this God, and in so doing the day. They hypocritically said that it was to
entailed a heritage of sin, suffering, and death on the interest of the "laboring men" to discourage
the whole human family and all other inhabitants such desecration of the" Sabbath." Why? Unof the earth as well? That this god was possessed doubtedly because it would keep many of them out
of all wisdom and power, and hence knew before he of the church. Cannot· the " laboring men" see
created these people just what they would doT through this sham ?
That this same God had provided from the " beIt seems almost like a bit of ancient history to
ginning "-knowing that such an atonement would
read
of the passage, in the upper rouse of the Hunbe necessary-for the cruel death of his only son as
garian
Diet, of the bill granting freedom of wora propitiation for the transgression of the man and
ship
to
all religious beliefs. It recalls the action
woman who were made just as God, the father of this
foreordained sacrifice, had wished them to be made, of successiv states of Europe after 1848 which
having made them himself T That a previous at- granted civil and religious emancipation. Hungary,
tempt of God to raise up a generation of righteous among the earliest to proclaim civil and religious
people having come to naught through the wicked- liberty, has been among the last to sanction such a
ness of those who were saved in the ark, God had law, its recent history being largely a. series of rehis son killed a.s he had predestined that he should actions. The present bill was adopted by a majorbe killed, knowing that the ark scheme would be a ity of three only. The Liberal movement may be
flat failure T That the prede£ermined murder of deferred, but cannot be depressed; that is the ·law
the son of God was also a failure, as his father had of history.
known that it would be eternitie"l before the first
human being was made, only a very few of the children of Adam accepting the offered opportunity to
be saved from the deathless fires of hell, their rejection of the terms of forgivness being due to their
inability to believe the story told them about the
creation, the fall, the atonement, and the terrible
fate awaiting them if they did not believe, God having made their minds just as he wanted them to be
-for he looked down on his creation, and declared
that it was good-while uncounted billions of
them hav never heard of the gospel of salvation?
These are some of the idiotic and fiendish dogmas
which the Inter-Ocean dignifies with the name of
the "holiest sentiments of mankind" ! And it avers
that more than eight-tenths of "all that is brainy, all
that is constructiv, and all that is decent" in the
population of Chicago cherishes as sacred this terri-

Christians are never tired of asserting that their
religion is an evangel of peace to the wo:rld,· while
facts continually giv flat denial to the boast. A
letter from Japan, received by the Presbyterian
Board of Foreign Missions in this city, says that
"the country is full of the spirit of war ancl the
Christians are especially eager for the fray to prove
that they are patriots." It is probably well for
Japan that, in this instance, there is so much difference between Christian precept and Christian
practice, although a Quaker example is a good one
for the world in the long run, if it does not mark
the submission to injustice which it may easily do.
What would the church do if it were not for the
women? The dailies tell us that in the village of
Highland, up the Hudson, one woman bakes cakes
and pies which she sells about the town, and

another has taken up the occupation of boot-black.
"There are few earnest church women in Highland
who are not engaged in menial work of some kind
in behalf of the churches." If that earnestness and
zeal could only be utilized in useful work, what a
blessing they would be to the world! But why
does the reporter characterize honest and fruitful
labor as "menial?" Is it so that he can magnify
the church services of the women by speaking of
their "unusual method of bearing the cross "T
As a movement is on foot to close the barber
shops of Boston by law on Sunday the Freethought
Letter Writing corps will reach the people of that
city with common sense arguments by sending letters this week to the editor of the IJaily Globe.
If those workmen are all agreed to close on that
day they do not need any law to enable them to do
so, while if they are not agreed it is utterly foreign
to the spirit of free institutions for the majority to
compel the minority to suspend work at their behest. Cooperation, and alternation of work and
rest periods, will permit all to get one day of leisure
each week, or more, for that matter. Down with
the law-enforced Sunday!
Why did not God make his revelation in a polyglot form so that people everywhere could get it
right a.t once instead of having to wait hundreds or
thousands of years for the mistakes of the earlier
translators to be corrected ! Here is Professor M.
L. Bloom writing to the World that the Solomaic
injunction "Spare the rod and spoil the child"
should be translated so that " rod " would be rendered" disciplin." This is the dictum, he says, of
the "most erudite Biblicists." Think of the kind
of a God we hav who would allow such a mistranslation as that to cause millions of tender little
children to be abused in the most shameful way !
What is a revelation worth that does not reveal T
We shall issue a TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL this season and we now request our readers to send us the
namfls of all Freethought and Secular societies and
Sunday-schools, with the names of the president
and secretary, and also place and time of meeting.
Please send names and permanent address of lecturers and occasional speakers. The latter are particularly desire~, as we often hav inquiries for
some one to deliver a. funeral address and sometimes are unable to comply with the request., as our
regular lecturers are too far away from the place
where the speaker is wanted. Let us hear from all
men and women who are qualified for and will do
this very necessary work. The ANNUAL will cost
25 cents. Table of contents will be an11ounced
later. Send in your orders to insure early filling.
Anent the late political overturning in this city,
the New York Press exclaims that the "purity of
New York homes has been preserved; the purity
of New York womanhood has been vindicated."
Without the slightest desire to impugn the inten-,
tions of the reformers, it must be said that such
talk is the varies~ gammon. The defeat of the
long-dominant political power in this city will not
destroy the social evil ; it will not appreciably
affect it. Prostitution has always been associated
with the social condition we call civilization and
while it would be foolish to say that it always will
be, it is equally foolish to declare that the change
of municipal rulers will produce a revolution in that
regard in New York. Probably police blackmail
will be checked for a time, but it is doubtful if, on
the whole, justice will be any less blind than before.
So long as clergymen and other empirical quacks
hav a controling influence in municipal affairs we
cannot reasonably look for scientific and humane
treatment of the unfortunate. Anti-naturalism will
poison and pervert the most promising of reform
movements.
Referring to the late Constitutional Convention
of this state the Christian Advocate says :
''The following points hav been gained:
"1. A constitutional recognition of the principle involved in the prohibition of sectarian appropriations.
"2. This principle is applied without quallii.cation to
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the free public school system by the adoption of a sweeping amendment so thoroughly prohibitiv as to be thoroughly protectiv."
This is a mistake; the letter is applied to the
common school flystem, but the principle is not so
applied. By not forbidding all religious instruction in the public schools the way is left open for
the reading of the Bible, the saying of prayers, and
the singing of non-denominational Christian hymns.
This is what was intended by the Protestants who
secured the adoption of the amendment. So sectarian appropriations are still in order, being given
in the form of taxes paid by non-Christians for the
tea<'hing of Christian and Theistic dogmas, which
are sectarian dogmas, in the common schools. Dr.
Buckley knows that this is the truth, but he does
not touch the issue thus made.
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October 21st, on the occision of the laying of the
corner stone of the new Germa.n Hospital, and they
applied to the mayor for the necessary permit. He
is reported by the Staats Zeitung to h\v rE~plied:
"Neither Germans, Irish, nor Bohemians should
ask for special privileges. I am not the ma.yor of
the Germans alone." Very true, but neither should
he be the mayor of the Sabbatarians alone, which
he manifestly is, so far as the Sunday issue is concerned. He denies equality of rights to the Germans, not to preserve the equal rights of the Sa.bbatarians, but to guarantee to them a monopoly of
one day of the week. He denies equal rights to
the Germans and· grants special privileges to the
S:lbba.tarians, and tha.t is the way in which he
demonstrates that he is a mayor of all the people
of the city ! Why he does this he unwittingly tells
us in the next sentence after that we hav just
Our enemy is the political church. The choic3 is
That
rambunctious
young
man,
the
emperor
of
quoted: "I believe in churches and I am a chur~h
not ours ; the issue is forced upon us. Freethinkers
man." Exa.ctly, and consequently he knows of no
has
an
ambition
to
be
talked
about,
it
Germany,
individually should work for such reforms in sobetter way to pronote church interests than the
would
seem,
for
be
says
something
every
few
days
cial and industrial fields as they can and at the
time-honored one of denying to the rest of the peothat
gets
his
name
into
the
papers.
But
he
is
not
same time not relax their vigilance against the theople the opportunity to peacefully seek happiness in
the
only
German
who
does
this;
even
his
enemies
cratic schemers who are determined to make this retheir own ways. Since he has delivered himself of
the
Bismarckian
press
outdo
him
sometimes
in
of
public a vassal of the church. The deadliest foe of
these good orthodox sentiments the Sunday Obtheir
reactionary
utterances.
Here,
to
illustrate,
liberty and justice is a religion enthroned in the
servance Association of Brooklyn has asked him to
is
an
excerpt
from
Zukunft:
state. What we hav to meet and defeat is told in
suppress Sunday ba.ll playing within the city limits,
"It
;s
a
battle
of
life
and
death,
in
which
mild
"treatthese words which we quote from the Christian
Judge
Gaynor having decided that the sport is not
ment
of
the
empire's
enemies
is
the
bight
of
folly.
The
Re(orme1· of November 3d:
best means of securing the victory for the existing sys: in contra.vention of decent law and common sense.
"We must see that the great issues are moral, and not tem is to disqnel.ify the Social Democrats to exercise any
merely economic. We must come to the conviction that political rights. It would be simple justice to wipe them If there is anything tha.t your true "churchman "
Christ is upon the throne as Lord of the Sabbath and out in this manner, because they do not possess the quali- hates, it is innocent recrea.tion on Sund~~ty, while he
King of kings, and that our relation .as a nation to his fications prescribed under the spirit of the Constitution. is as silent aCJ the grave concerning the cruelties of
law of thE! Sabbath, and to his authority in every depart· Persons leagued to destroy the empire and its institutions fashionable pigeon shooting. The only apparent
ment of national action, is the one all-important question should not be recognized as imperial subjects. They reason for his opposition to bull fighting is the fact
for us to consider and settle aright."
ought not to vote or be voted for. They should not be that it is a kind of cruelty not popular in this counWhich being interpreted means that the church permitted to exercise any political rights whatever."
try. He is frantic about pugilistic encounters, in
will, if she can-and she has already succeeded in a
This mad talk has, na~urally, excited much com- which no one is hurt but the willing participants,
large measure-force her views of Sunday observ- ment, and the radicals and Socialists are quite but when it comes to the wanton slaughter and
ance upon the people of th" United States. To satirical in their observations. All such folly, as maiming of pigeons, which un"doubtedly are not willaccomplish that is, however, only a small part of they clearly realize, is so much grist to their mill. ing participants in the matches, he is as dumb as
her program, as we hav often shown in these columns. "Whom the gods," etc., and we hav in this country the majority of his predecessors were when slavery
The friends of religious freedom must get together quite a large number who are just as wild and fool- was popular in the United States.
and work as they hav never done before; tue battle ish as the anti-Socialist Germans, and they are
is on and for us it is victory or surrender. Which doing equally e:ftectiv work for their would-be vicIt will take a long time to eradicate from the minds
shall H be!
tims. It is too late in the day to talk of the dis- of the lower strata of Christiii.JI. populations the de--------~---------franchisment and deportation of parties and se~ts. graded notion of woman's position that a thousand
'rhe heart, brain, and stomach of the Sabbatarian
That method will not win with fair minded people. years of priestly rule and a multitude of Bible precrusade is the priesthood. If it cannot monopolize
cepts hav made a part of the intellectual patrimony of
Zukunft makes a good mirror for all proscriptivs.
one-seventh of the citizen's time it will ruin every
the peoples who fell under the sway of that superenterprise that it can and make life miserable for all
Bishop Keane i'3 reported to hav said, speaking stition. In Justice Voorhis's court in this city there
who do not think and act as this arrogant power
was recently brought up for trial a burly fellow
desires them to do. Rev. J. B. Cranfill, who wa1:1 of the rumored attempt at reconciliation between
Latson charged with beating his wife. For
named
the Prohibition candidate for vice-president a few the Italian government and the Pope, that perhaps some time she has been supporting him, and on elecyears ago, writes a.s follows to the Waco (Texas) the latter would be satisfied "with the guarantee tion day she gave him six dollars. He came home in
of his independence and the concession to him of a
News and .IJay- Globe:
right of veto in all lPgislativ issues which affected the evening and asked for more money. When she
H The action of the cotton palace directory in opening
faith and morals." This suggests two thoughts, the refused to giv it he struck her. When the justice
the doors on Sunday will bring pain to many hearts, and
asked him about it he answered: "Yes, I did swipe
will, if not rescinded, make it necessary for m~ny who first of which is that the Pope is very modest in his her one, but it was because she tongue-lashed me.
hav helped the enterprise to withdraw their co-operation demands, if the concessions named are all that he
and become activopponents of the whole affair. !do not would insist upon, for it will be readily conceded I did not hit her any harder than this, though," and
hesitate to say for myself, Bnd I believe I voice the sen- that the supervision of the faith and morals of a with that he struck her in the face. She gave a
timents of hundreds of our best people, ~hat I shall nation like Italy is a. very small contract· for the cry of pain and nearly fell. Justice Voorhis shouted :
vigorously oppose the cotton palace project in toto if it
"What I You dare strike her before me?" After
thus sets at defiance the word of God and the earnest Vicegerent of God on earth to undertake. The
this
Mrs. Latson did not want her husband proseChristian sentiment of the community. As a business second t~ought is that tnuch of the trouble that
move our cotton palace directory will find that this dis- torments the nations of the Old World comes from cuted, and the justice told hie that if he would
regard of the Christian sentiment of Waco and Texas and their persistence in legislating on matters of faith promis never to strike her again he would let him
the world will cost more than 1t comes to. If the matter and morals. If they could be induced to attend to go. " Oh, '' said the fellow, "I can't promis that.
remains as it ie, I shall feel it my duty as a citizen, as a
She is my wife, and if I want to I'll hit her now
Christian, and as editor of the most widely circulated re- the matters only with which the state can rightligions paoer in the Southern states to make this and fully deal the outlook would be c.uch brighter for and again. It don't do a woman any harm." Inevery other enterprise a failure that flies in the face of them, and their people would hav an easier and a asmuch as the husband is the head of the family as
Christianity and good morals."
decidedly more peaceful li~e. But they got in a Christ is the head ot the church, and Christ, acting
How is that for impudence f The spirit mani- very bad way centuries ago, and they find it terri- as God, chastises man. for his good, there does not
fested by Mr. Cranfill is the ·spirit that the priest bly difficult to get out of it. Even an "Infidel na- seem to be any flaw in Latson's logic. He certainly
has manifested in all Janda and all ages. Sure as tion " like France continues to pay enormous sums has the same right to correct his wife for her good
the priests are that they are the only custodians of to the church. This should be a warning to the and his own glory the.t Christ has to correct men
the secrets of the Almighty, equally sure a.re they United States. We started right, so far as our and women for their good and his own glory. The
that the salvation of the world is their mission, that Constitution was concerned, but we hav allowed Christians who will not permit women to participate
they hav the right to command, and that he who many abuses to creep in, and it is growing worse in the. government of the church of whj.ch they are
will not obey is are bel against God and a traitor to all the time ; if the demands of the National Re- members are simply logical in the application of
the state. What business is it of the Reverend formers are acceded to we shall soon be in as awk- the good Bible doctrin that woman brought sin
Cranfill's whether the Cotton Paiace is or is not ward a predicament as are the nations of Europe, and death -into the world and they certainly can
open on Sunday T Ir he does not wish to attend on and we shall find no consolation in the reflection not severely censure Latson for his savage applicathat day he can go on some other ; no one would that we hav wasted the most noble heritage of tion of that doctrin. Woman was to be subject to .
think of attempting to compel him to attend on Jiberty that any nation ever possessed. "Keep the her husband because she ate that apple, and so why
should not her husband whip her when she fails to
Sunday or any other day. But he is not so respect- church and the state forever separate."
obey him! She has no rights. The Bible makes
ful of the rights of his neighbors. He is possessed
Mayor Schieren of Brooklyn is a Christian first the family a despotism, not a republic. In a word,
of the conceit that he is a better judge of their needs
and desires than thfy are themselvs, He is so foolish and a servant of the whole people afterwards. The it was establis:l;led according to the Latson sreci.
as to think that he has a commissicm to l?ully them Gerw~a, (>1 ~lt~ ~!~;r wanted to hav a big parade on ncations.
into staying at home on the day that they want to go
to the Cotton Palace, while he would be in a white
heat of rage if they told him that he should not
preach on a certain day or should attend a place of
amusement on that day. But they hav precise1y
the same right to issue such commands to him that
he has to issue his Sunday-keeping comm mds to
~hem. So long as a considerable proportion of the
people of any country are afraid of the ghosts in
whose names such men as Cranfill presume to
speak, so long will the priests insult, browbeat, and
t·ob the people. Only the Freethinker is really free
from the superstitious dread of the priEst; all
others hav a sneaking notion or a sure conviction
that he can call "spirits from the vasty deep " and
that those spirits can. in some way work them more
or less serious injury, here and hereafter.
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A.n Important Publication.

our work wherever we can. We shall not be idle,
and our supporters may be assured that we shall
use every dollar to the best possible advantage.
Let us first of all push the circulation of the pamphlet of the Congress. Evezr Liber~, I ~m sure,
will see the advantage of this and will a.xd us to
whatever 'extent he can. Contributions can be
sent to E. C. Reichwald, 234 South Water street,
Chicago; or, if more convenient, they can be sent
directly to THE TRUTH SEEKER office.
'
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM:.
234 South Water street, Ohicago, nl.

·Praise of Which To Be Proud.
Yesterday there came into my hands a copy of
S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought." Why it was so long in coming was a
query which I could not answer. I am glad to say
it was not the fault of the express company, but
simply a blunder of the person who, in my absence,
received it.
Well, it is certainly worth waiting a long time
for, and, long &_1!1 the time seemed while we waited
for its appearance, the problem is much greater
how such a work could hav been produced in twelve
months than where my one copy was buried for the
weeks it was out of sight.
The book is beautifully bound and the print is
excellent. The pictures are so lifelike that one can
almost seem to be really with the living person
rather than only looking upon the shadow. And
oh, the delight with which we read the pleasant
words of our personal friends ! Mr. Putnam has
the most perfect power of language ; no one surpasses him in its use save, possibly, Ingersoll ; and
he says the best of all whom he names, forgetting
no one who has labored specially for Freethought.
The reports of the.conventions holden way back
-the Harvard Bible convention, the meetings of
the "Society of Free Inquiry "-the imprisonment
of men for unbelief in this country and England,
he has left nothing out ; the woman questionnothing more fine was ever written on that subject;
and then the philosophies of the men who were all
trying to emancipate the mind from superstitious
theories; it seems to me that to read the book
thoroughly will be almost a" Liberal education."
I wish every Freethinking family could possess a
copy and that all the public libraries will feel that
it belongs to them also.
Well, I am glad to know that the congress w~s a
success. I hav given up all expectation of ever
attending any gathering of that kind again. I am
so deaf that to try to hear is distressing, and the
friends with whom I hav so long labored are mostly
under the sod. The younger ones do not need me,
and so I must be content to read of them. One of
the old and worthy workers for freedom whom I
had known for many years passed away recentlyHenry Bonnell, of Junius. He was one of the sup~
porters of the '' Waterloo Meeting " that did good
service many years. So time removes us all at last ;
and now that we hav lost all fear of a world to come, death is quite a pleasant "looking forward
to."
Luoy N. CoLMAN.
Syracuse, .N. Y., Nov. 15, 1894.
P.S.-THE TRUTH SEEXER is brighter every number.
L. N.C.

To THE FBBETHINKEBS OF AmmxoA: The Eighteenth
Annual Congrees bas given much promise for the
future. It was well attended. The sessions were
harmonious.
Our forces are now consolidated
We have had a wide variety of opinion presented as
to the best way to work; and so far as possible the
suggestions made will be adopted and carried out.
It is not within our present means, however, to inaugurate successfully all the new plans which earnest friends have indicated. We must make good use
of what is already at hand. As pioneers we must
Sparks from the Lecture Field.
labor slowly and patiently in the great pathway of
reform.
Upon the urgent request of a few stanch Liberals,
The national organizations are now practically I made a special trip of three hundred and four
united. During the coming year arrangements will miles and return, in order to giv a course of lectures
be made to meet the wishes expressed by the Con- in Grafton W. VI\. These lectures were the culmigress for one national association. In spirit this is nation of ~ series of efforts extending over a period
already accomplished; but in form and in accord- of three years, and at last the 1abors of our friends
ance with the constitutions of both societies it will hav received their due reward. Grafton has sucrequire a year for complete assimilation. We do cessfully placed itself in the line of. Liberal work.
not need an elaborate organization. We need a Nothing of the kind has ever been m the town besimple business organization which can be made fore, but the way has been paved for more wor~ of
quickly available for work in any part of the .fiel'd at the same kind ; the ground has been broken, and
any time. The enemies of freedom have so many Liberal lecturers will find a hearty welcome should
forces at command that we must be constantly on they pass that way.
the alert to meet their manifold attacks. Every
How frequently in the course of our work do we
Freethinker should be on the watch in his own meet people-too many, alas !-who are poscommunity, and if anything occurs in violation of sessed of decidedly Liberal tendencies, and yet stand
the Demands of Liberalism he should immediately in constant fear lest their particular opinions
inform the officers of the national association, so that ahould be made public I Men in office, men in
they can be ready to resist if need be. The object business, and even the laboring classes are extremely
of the national association is to bring all the Free- averse to making known their views upon such
thinkers of the country into a common body, so matters. They stand in constant fear of a monthat they can defend themselves together and pre- strously cruel ostracism to which the liberal-minded
sent a united front to any usurpation of whatever hav been subjected in all ages by the religious porcharacter.
tion of the community. Through such means, the
This last Congress has been better advertised than masses hav been induced to stifle their true
any other Congress. More ample reports have been thoughts and to pretend to be that which they
published in the papers, and information has been were not. The greatest gain to humanity is to bemore widely scattered in regard to the objects of come free men and women, enjoying the full exJl'reethought.
Undoubtedly for the first time .ercise of their reasoning faculties, and a happy day
thousands have learned that there is organized that will be for the race when this is fully recogFreethought in this country.
nized.
We must continue to agitate and to interest the
This fact is well exemplified in the case of George
people more and more, and thus increase the corps Chambers, of Grafton. Since his youth he has been
of Freethought workers. We must recruit our fearless in the expression of his Infidel view!l, never
forces out of the many millions who are really in hesitating to let the people know wbat.his opinions
sympathy with us but do not know that we are at are, and yet he has been elected and re-elected for
work. We must maintain the Freethought press five successiv terms as mayor, a position which he
and platform by every means in our power. We holds to this day. The churches hav combined
must distribute Freethought literature.
against him, but without success. At all times the
In order the more effectually to utilize the influ- impartiality in the discharge of his duty has reence of the Congress, a Report of the Proceedings vealed his true worth, and the people hav sent him
will be immediately published in pamphlet form. It back again ifpqpite the work of the clergy. Had he
Rain :Machines, Prayers, and Tom-toms.
will contain one hundred large pages of solid read- been a hypoc it and attempted to deny his Infidelity,
ing matter. It will include the speeches and re- the result might hav been far different.
The recent drouth in South Dakota, Iowa, and
ports of the presidents and secretaries, and also a
The lectures were brought about by a combina- Wisconsin (summer of 1894) afforded an opporlist of all the donors to the funds for the past year; tion of Liberals, among ~whom were Dr. C. H. Ice tunity for putting the prayer and other tests into
addresses of S. P. Putnam, Hon. C. B. Waite, Dr. of Farmington, Dr. Strickler, and Mayor Chambers. operation for producing rain. After drenching
Juliet H. Severance, Mrs. M.A. Freeman, J. E. Rems- They were given in the large Opera House, the Kansas, the Rock Island rainmakers went to Iowa
burg, Rev. A. T. Jones, and Franklin Steiner. The mayor presiding the first night, and Dr. Ice each and bombarded the skies with vile chemicals. The
Report will also contain the resolutions of the Con- night following. Our first audience was rather weather bureau predicted light showers for two
gress, letters from Lucy N. Colman, Susan H. slim, probably owing to a want of proper advertis- days, and for two days it was hot· and clear. Then
Wixon, Robert C. Adams, Katie Kehm Smith, and ing, but each succeeding night it was greatly aug- the bureau predicted clear weather, when down
others-all that has a bearing upon the Demands mented, and the last was all that could be desired. poured the rain by the half-inch at a time for nearly
of Liberalism and upon the practical work of Free- Many Freethinkers came in from the adjoining two days and redeemed the crops. It took the
thought. It will be one of the most interesting country and thus helped to swell the enthusiasm.
machines, however, forty-eight hours to start it.
and valuable pamphlets ever published. It will be
In Dakota a. general prayer for rain was put up
I waa somewhat surprised to find a large amount
full of information and facts, besides stating the of Truth Seeker literature in the town. THE TBUTH in the churches Sunday afternoon. "A spirit of
principles and purposes of the Liberal party. The SEEXEB itself, also the Investigator, is freely read deep solemnity characterized the gatherings."
cost of this publication will be at least $200. What and transferred from one to another, thus doing Tuesday evening dark clouds lowered, the church
money is now in the treasury will be used for this pur- splendid missionary work.
This will probably bells rang and a sprinkle followed. Thursday a
pose, but we shall need more to complete the work. account for the spirit of Liberal thought that seeD1S heavy rain fell, extending into the night, and the
A copy will be sent free to every donor to the fund, to permeate the district.
crops were saved, At Aberdeen, however, the
and we hope that after they have read it they will
Besides those mentioned there were Mr. and Mrs. prayer was not done until Tuesday afternoon when
take hold and help circulate it more widely, and Shaw, an aged pair who were present at each lect- the mayor from the top of the city hall saw with a
thus broaden the action of the Congress. We must ure, as also were Mr. and Mrs. Lambrecht, Mr. and powerful glass the dark clouds gathering at Huron,
educate the people, and this is the way to do it. Mrs. Grant, and several others-too many to men- eighty miles away. Business was suspended and
The price of one copy will be twenty-five cents, but tion here. The lectures were a decided success all the grain palace crowded with prayer experts.
to all those contributing to our treasury eight cop- around. At first the women seemed a little shy Thursday morning it rained at Aberdeen and again
ies will be sent for one dollar, eighteen copies for about entering the hall, but when one had ventured Thursday afternoon. In this case prayer at Huron
two dollars, or fifty copies for five dollars. We de- in, the rest soon followed. All that we needed was caused a sprinkle in forty-eight hours, at Aberdeen
sire to circulate five thousand copies if we can get for some one to break the ice. Our friends were the beginning of a heavy rain in thirty-six hours.
the funds, and we ask our friends to join in this well pleased with results.
The weather bureau predicted fair weather for
enterprise and aid in spreading the truth. We
The success that still follows in the wake of the Tuesday; showers, Thursday.
mast keep on the move, and if we can't do one Ohio Liberal Society is a continual source of gratiIn Wisconsin the Winnebago Indian chiefs orthing do another, so that an advance is always made. fication to all who are connected with it. Large dered a rain dance to break the drouth. The sky
The president and the secretary will take the crowds attend the meetings every Sunday night, way clear, the weather very hot. Three t_om-tom
.field and labor on the platform in conjunction with and standing room is frequently at a premium. drummers were set to work. They beat their
the press. It would be a good thing if we could The severe drubbing the clergy has received has drums with great vigor for three hours, when the
have some officer at a central position, as the Chris- taught them to let the society severely alone, rain came down in sheets. It passed over Wisconsin
tian organizations do who have their salaried although their railings only tended to advertise us and was followed by a storm next day putting an
officers at every prominent point. We cannot, how- the more. Bright music and a lively discussion, end to the drouth. The bureau had predicted fair
ever, afford to pay regular salaries. We must earn which invariably follow the lecture, make our meet- weather.
our way by hard work in order to use our funds ings more attractiv. Our Liberal papers and a
Hence, if these tests are to be regarded as fair
for propaganda purposes. We hope our friends large quantity oJ literature are kept for sale at each for all concerned, prayer is about twenty-five per
will realize that we are not rich ; that we cannot, meeting. Thus the good work goes on and hope cent more effectiv than the rain machines, and the
during the year, be present at every important still urges us to keep moving forward.
rain-dance and tom-toms from twelve to sixteen
place; that we m:ust cover a wide field and put in
times more effectiv than the other two.
J OBN R. 0BABLESWOBTB;.
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Congress last year appropriated several thous 1nd
dollars for rain-making experiments which p:roved
failures.
The two more effectiv experimentsprayer and rain-dance-cost little or nothing.
Prayers can be pnt up anywhere and at any time,
while the ra~n-dancers can probably be had by any
dry com~umty on payment of their traveling expenses. In these tests the tom-toms hav vindicated
their unquestioned superiority. With them there
could be no local option. · No county in the state
could long go "dry.''
Snme skeptics may say that the tests prove too
much. The very fact that all three of the agencies
brought rain in the same region at about the same
time proves that none of them had anything to do
with it, but it was brought on by perfectly natural
csmse~, which would hav produced it had prayers,
machme, and drums been kept in the background.
It is doubtful, however, if this will prevent the
clergymen, or the rain machinists, or the Winnebago chief from each claiming to be the sole and
only trustworthy proprietor of the genuin rain
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of more tyrannical Sunday laws. • . . Catholics and
Churchly Purpose and Performance.
Protestants are trying to Bf'e which can most quickly deThe New York Press, in its investigations of the tene- moralize the children of the country. Military histrncment house problem i~ this city, has di!lcovered that tion in their schools is now all the. rage. The infection
there are no. tenements m :Which "the neglect o( misery has spread to the public schools and to the institutions of
!lta?~B out 1D clearer rehef '' than in those owned by higher learning-.
The national government sends in·
Trimty Church Corporation, and from which it manages structors to colleges of all grades and kinds, and no one
to. ~raw .a ten per cent revenue. . ·. ·. Jacob A. Riis, can tell when the craze will stop or can measure the evil
writing 1D the Century Maaazine for November on the consequences it is bound to produce. . . . Russell
"Making of Thiev~s in New York," give us to under· Whitcomb, once a prominent business man of Boston,
~tand that the Ieadmg manufactories ene;aged in this has renounced the world and founded the Community of
mdnl!try are state-supported Catholic and Protestant "re- the Brothers of the Church Episcopal. . ·. ·• Republican
formatories," asylums, and protectories which answer papers of South Dakota worked the " Infidel racket"
the. purpose. of training-schools for th~ penitentiary. on Mr. Howe, Populist candidate for governor.
Children guilty of no other offense than homelessness
destitution, or ~nf~rce~ truancy are ~ommitted by th~
The Christian Religion.
c~mrts ~o these mstitntwns, to be clasBI:fied according to
BI~e with boy burglars, pickpockets, and thieves. By ITS PAST, PBJ!SENT·, AND FUTURE EFFECTS UPON MANthts. pro!'ess ~he goo~ are corrupted and shipped to the
XIND, AND ITS RESPONSIBILITY THERliFOR.-WI!AT
pemtentiary m due time. . ·. ·• Emilie. Espye, aged 2, of
ARE ITS TITLES. TO FURTHER INDULGENCE?
Homestead, Pa., was told that the bogie man would catch
her, and so when she was left alone in the dark she went
To be acquainted· with the merits of a. rE>ligion
!nto. convulsions and died from fright.. . ·. ·. At the ded- we need only observe the condition of the people
ICatiOn of St. Joseph's church at De Pere. Wis., the
preacher, bead of a seminary, declared that Joseph the who prqfess it. If we see them obedient to good
''foster father" of J esns, was of first rank in heaven, ','for laws, honest, patriotic, temperate, and prosperous,
even Mary and Jesus pay hClmage to Joseph. what they we may reasonably presume tl::at their religion is
could pay to no one else. Therefore his influence with promotiv of those ends. If, on the contrary, after
genera.tor.-.Detroit Evening News.
the fountain of grace must be powerful· a mere wish of
J~seph eqnali!lg to Jesus as a command.'~ God seems to centuries of fair trial and full sway of a religion we
giv cuckolds m heaven more honor than do his Christian find lawlessness, dishonesty, defection, poverty, deThat Mosaic Myth.
children on earth. Still this case is not without mundane bauchery, and vice flourishing under its reign, we
parallel, as earthly potentates hav at times been known
Before sitting down permit me to glance at the under similar circumstances. to giv the injured husband may without hesitation pronounce tha.t religion a
subject in a somewhat more serious spirit-for, be a place at court and to invest him with a "pull" which he failure.
The condition of the people leads us-naturally to
it remem\>ered, even the follies of Christianity hav might not otherwise hav acquired. . ·. ·. The Sunday
a serious as well as an amusing side. Is there the School OhroniclP, referring to the treatment Paul re· consider the situation of their rulers, the character
ceived at Jerns~lem and his rescue by R<;>man soldiers
slightest s ha.dow of evidence that the Mosaic story from the fanatical mob, says: "To-day m the holiest of their teachers, and the truth and wisdom of what
is true? . Is there the slightest reasonable proof (Christian) church in Jerusalem the Turkish troops per- they are taught. Among the so-called civilized nathat six thousand years ago God made Adam and form exactly the same duties as those old Romans. Mo- tions, the religion of Christ has dominated for fif.
Eve, and that those persons, by eating forbidden hammedan soldiers guard the entrance; their presence is teen hundred years. It has shaped laws and connecessary to preserve the pea(le, ai:Jd more than once
fruit, brought misery and death into the world? like Lysine and his men, they hav had to :fight their way troled their administration, and directed the wealth
Science has but one answer : The story is as false thro~g.J;t a raging_ ';llob to save some unhappy victim of of the people. It has been ~ upreme in dictating
and as baseless as · it is possible for a story to be. (Christian) fanatiCism from murder beside the very tomb morals and education. Its missionaries hav peneIt is just as true that Adam and Eve never existed ?f ~esus Christ." How tolerant and civilizing Christian- trated the remotest parts, and it claims to be the
Ity Is,. when a~ter two thousand/ears of its benign in:flna.<.• it is that the moon is not made of green cheese. Pnce Its vota1'les hav exchange places with the heathen herald of civilization. It has erected its schools of
No anthropologist to-day with a reputation "to lose it was sent to reform I . ·. ·. Speaking of holy places in learning and temples of worship by every path of
believes the absurd myth. Science has proved be and out of Jerusalem, a correspondent of the New York the race. Combined with military powers it has in
,C:,nn says : " The Calvary site dispute can be traced to its time triumphed over all opposition and denial.
yond dispute that man existed thousands of years· the
time of the Crusades, when some of the maps located
Claiming to be the only moral guide and medium
before the alleged creation of Adam and Eve. the Stephen gate, Calvary, and other noted places where
Says Professor Draper: "So far as investigations t~e Damascus gate is now, on the north side of the city. of salvation, intrenched behind untold and untaxed
hav gone they indisputably refer the existence of Smce the Mohammedan occupation these localities and wealth, with almost unlimited resources, equipped
many others hav been located in new and more conven- for every emergency, built into the constitutions of
man to a date remote from us by many hundreds ient
places. so the pilgrims can visit them with little
of thousands of years. We are carried back im- trouble." The correspondent adds that if the Turk is ever nations, cemented to all legisla.tiv action, every immeasurably beyond the six thousand years of Pa- onsted from the Holy land "the sacred localities will be portant proceeding of the state directed by its
tristic chronology.
It is difficult to assign a rearranged to snit the new conditions." If the tomb of prayers, a social and political organization so mighty
Christ is as shifty as the other sacred spots-and there is and vast that its influence affects, more or less, the
.shorter date for the last glaciation of Europe than the
Pame unc"rtainty about it that atta.ohes to them-then
a quarter of million of years, and human existencE> a pilgrimage there is "an empty pag-eant at an empty life of every individual, it cannot escape the awful
antedates that." Again, Professor Huxley says: grave," and the fanatical devotees are fighting over a last re3ponsibility of the unhappy condition a.:ftecting
"Thousands of people are taught this Adamitic year's bird's-nest. . ·. ·. Gypsies, it is said, never pass the people to-day. "The feather that adorns the
church without muttering a curse, and they will not be royal bird supports his flight; strip him of his
monogenesis as if it were an established truth, aburied
in a church. This state of mind is one of the
and believe it. I do not, and I am not acquainted fruits of their persecution in the Middle Ages. At that plumage and you fix him to the earth.'' This rewith a man of science or duly instructed person time the gypsies were the poets, sing_ers, and players who ligious bird, which breeds upon the earth, is princiwho dofls." But I almost insult you in elaborately amused the provincial population. Their allusions to the pally an inhabitant of heaven. Let us bring him to
and clergy, being truthful, were not often com- solid ground, strip him of his many-hued plumage,
proving what every instructed person knows-that church
plimentary, and the persecutions which followed were and observe his naked worth. We find that this rethe myth is utterly unsupported by evidence of. any among the most despicable outrages placed to the diskind. What I want to impress upon you is the fact credit of the dominant relig'ion. Read the history of the ligion, while distinctly human, has soared high and
that thousands of men who profess to guide the Goliards in Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Free- secluded itself from the gaze of man. It has built
. ·. ·. Ail order for two hundred barrels of its eyrie in the pale azure of mystery and the supermorals of the people, are morally pledged to advo- thought."
triple-proof ~randy was filled f!o while ago at Fresno, Cal., natural, and from its lofty bight it sweeps the
cate as the very truth of God what they must know for the Russian church. Of course it was for sacramental
to be utter falsehoods. Not only is money and purpose•, wine being too weak a potation to be palmed earth with its eye and directs the conduct of the
time wasted in teaching falsehood which might be off on a Russian or an Aleutian islander as the blood of world.
It begins with childhood, attaching itself to one
savior worth having. . ".\ The clergy are getting
employed in teaching truth ; but the love of truth. any
more and more exacting, and now make no bones of de~ set of ideas, and one set of persons ; the heart is
the foundation of moral character, is undermined manding the resignation of public officials who do not do
not permitted to open itself to new convictions, nor
by a system of moral and intellectual Jesuitry as they want them to in their private affairs. This interth'3
mind to better its understanding. The child
which is a disgrace to our common hum&nity. In ference they make not as male or female citizens, but as
is fed with meats that are proper only for maturity,
ministers,
that
is,
as
members
of
the
third
sex.
Christian
the past Christianity was a mistake ; to day it is a lie. . ·. ·. The A. P. A. of New Hampshire has indorsed the
and its mind is trained and developed to accept
In the name of reason, in the name of truth, in the candidacy of Henry W. Blair for the United States Senprinciples
whose truth it is wholly incapable of
name of humanity, I ask you to do what you can atorship. Blair's hobby is the union of church and state
fairly
determining.
It is not suffered to determin,
to destroy this wicked sham, expose this unholy to be eflected by teaching the Christian superstition in
even if it could, and it grows up defenseless against
•.
·.
There
is
a
sermon
factory
in
Chipublic
schools.
.
lie, and to restore and preserve and foster that cago where sermons are written on all kinds of subjects
argument, and dulled to all opposition or evidence.
love of truth, that fidelity to conviction, which and furnished to ministers at reasonable rates. The same
A character of this sort is the soil fittest to prois one of the noblest inspirations that ever fired sermon does for several preachers-sometimes far as
duce that obstinate bigotry in politics and religion,
the hearts of men, and without which no nation many as seventy-five. It is related that through the operation of this system persons passing from one parish which begins with a. meretricious sacrifice of the
can be truly free or great.- Wallace Nelson, in to another between the hours of morning and evening
understanding, and finally urges its subject to
.Melbourne Liberal.
service hav been twice edified by one discourse in a single intolerance, persecuj.ion, and usurpation of thought
day. The sermons are adapted for· different denominaSeparation of Sects is Sectarianism.
tiona. . ·. ·. In the burial grounds of Puritan communities and power. The child develops into a man who
in New England persons who were not church members cannot be wholly honest with himself, because he
In the preparatory school connected with the were interred by themselvs in the part of the cemetery neither appeals to his understanding, nor confides
Teachers' CollPge, the management has not solved known as "the damned corner" Sometimes there were in the internal evidence of his conscience. He is
tombs used as general receptacles for those of different
the question that was raised by some parents of faith or of no faith, and these bore no inscriptions. There the helpless slave of the impostor, who has shaped
Jewish pupils. They were attracted by the state- are two such in the Copp's Hill cemetery, in Boston, and his brain to prejudice, cunning, and force. He is
ment that the school 'Yould be non-sectarian, yet it is apprehended that the same will cause some confusion arrogant in dispute, and imposes silence when he
Christian hymns and prayers were insisted upon. in the mind of the angel Gabriel when, on the resurrec- cannot convince. He will not brook successful option morn, he comes to awaken those who hav fallen
That the management recognizes the Jewish relig- asleep under the proper auspices. . ·. ·. J. Rodes Bn- position, but enforces his contention by the sword.
ion as entitled to the same respect as other creeds, chanan says that Cazotte predicted the French Revoln- It is by thus shaping the mind of the child, that
ought to be conceded by people who are acquainted tion and the particular fl\tes of several of the actors the Christian religion has succeded in intrenching
with the intelligent citizens in charge; yet with the therein, but the London Freethinker points out that Al- itself behind the emotional nature of man, and in
.
ger, in his "Glimpses of the FrPnch Revolution," has
inconsistency with which so many avowedly intelli- shown that this story was a coufes~ed invention of La putting his. reason to sleep. It has compressed the
gent people ignore Judaism as a sect, this school Harpe, who wrote the "prophecy" along time after the infant brain in order that it may not attain to its
seems to regard hymns and prayers as non sectarian events predicted had become history. It appears that healthy, natural functions; it has bent and warped
because they suit nearly every shade of Christianity. Lord Lytton, the novelist. was taken in by the same im- the mind of youth, so that the ultimate condition _is
.
postor. In his story of '' Zanoni" he attributes prophetic
The solution reache.d IS that. Jewish pupils are ex- powers to Cazotte, and at the same time accniies the un- one of bigoted attachment, and fanatical, unreasoncused from the openmg exercises, and are to be kept believing revolutionists of being credulous and supersti- ing prejudice. Upon this ground it has placed
busy in preparatory work of some kind. Hence, ti~ns. • ·. ·. A ~espe~ate effol't is. making in Chicago to Belief for its corner-stone. It believes, but never
with this separation of sects insisted upon the school remstate the Bibl~ m the pnbhc ~c~ools of that city. demonstrates. It relies wholly upon asaertion, and
Ji · . .M.
The Sunday worshipers are also strammg- every nerve to
.
becomes sect armn.- ewzsh essenger.
bind the peovle of the Wester:p P.letrovolis ~ the (lhail}s is ce:rtaill of things, t~ond beings, and worlqs of
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which it has no evidence. Its methods of debate which you flattered with promises of paternal care.
are to attack its opponents with personal abuse, Upon your altars were sacrificed life and fortune.
instead of answering arguments. It has main- Confiding in your professions, men clothed you
tained its supremacy of opinion by_ ostracism, per- with power and submitted to your decrees. Gensecution, imprisonment, and tortures. It works eration after generation has followed where you
miracles, enshrines relics, absolves the sin it in- led. And yet you hav neither advanced our mor~ls
dulges, and employs numerous like devices to nor lessened our tendency to sin. Your mor~lity
strengthen its influence and insure its emoluments. consists in praying, and your religion in kneehng.
Its clothes are mystery and the supernatural. It Your promises are unfulfilled. States that hav
is the foe of science, and appeals to the sword to trusted you now find you a source of int~rnal disprove that its belief is right and every other wrong. sension. They find that you are wholly mcapable
It arrogates to itself the province of peace-maker, of solving moral and social problems, and that you
but has been first in intrigue and war. It loudly are a. millstone about their necks.
If your influence is healthy and good,_why are
proclaims good-will to man, and brotherly love, yet
breeds witbin itself the most violent divisions and those nations which you control the most Ignorant
dissensions. It assumes to protect the life and and vicious, and those which hav succeeded in defyproperty of a man, but not his freedcm of thought ing you, the most ha~py an? enlighte~e~ ~ Freeand opinion. It will not suffer a. change, and can thought, science, and mventwn, the prmCiples you
be neither persuaded by agument, nor instructed most oppose, seem to operate to their good, and to
by experience. Its laity are its serfs, and its clergy, make them superior and happier beings. We hav
instead of being the servants of the people, are but learned to think, and we doubt. you. Your upturned
the domestics of their bishops. The bishops, ele- feathers hav not their external gorgeous hue. The
vated to a power which satisfies ambition, are the civilization which should insure peace to mankind
arch-plotters with the throne, in their design to has advanced its slow weary steps in spite of you.
. stupefy the brain of men, that they may use their We now charge you with being a corrupter of govbodies as carpenters do axes, chisels, and planes. ernments, and demand an account of your stewardThis religion worships a dead Jew, but persecutes ~~
.
the living. It fears the virtues of its foes when
If a wise man were to look about to choose his
alive, and ·slanders them when dead. Of living religion by the lives of those who founded, taug~t,
devils it makes dead saints.
and professed it, and the works wroug~t . by It,
It adores motherhood, yet subjects woman to in- surely Christianity would be the last rehgwn he
feriority, and commands her to silence and obedi- would choose. It has not even the pretense of
ence. It is the sworn enemy of intemperance, yet evidence on the score of any moral effects it has
is not averse to accepting a goodly share of its produced in the world. It has ~rchitectu~e, but
revenues. It is intoxicated with heaven, and wastes that is only for the grandeur of pr1est and kmg, at
its inheritance of intellect, which should be used for the expense of toil and deprivation of the poor. It
this world, in· pursuit of the winged phantoms of has art, an endless waste of talent in picturing imthe air. It becomes alarmed at facts and scientific aginary saints and devils, not men and things that
development more than at the most dangerous and were. The advance of the human mind will break
vicious principles. It involves itself in a labyrinth away the last refuges of imposture lying concealed
of nonsense by its labors to maintain miracles and behind high walls and closed ·blinds. A religion
falsehoods by argument and reason. It carries glad which rests her dying struggle on the fanaticism of
tidings to savage people, dispossesses them of their the vulgar, and the craft of the informed, the willlands, and ultimately effects their extermination.
ingness to be deceived on the part of the many, and
Built upon a rock, it has been shifting as the the power to punish those who would undeceive
sands. Humble and meek, it has been constant to them, will not liv. Audacious ignorance cannot
flattery. Affecting poverty, it has been mercenary; forever trample upon modest truth; craft as a
professing a love of tlnlightenment and self-respect general is inferior to learning. Reason is fast
it is ignorant and servil. It is penitent, yet diligent being exalted to its just supremacy, and the truth
in giving offense. It is condescending in spirit, will vindicate its~!lf. The sacerdotal empire, erected
but arrogant in carriage. Its light is placed upon on the imbecility of human nature and the impera bushel, but it is intensely interested that its past fect composition of man, will vanish with the mists
history shall be concealed and not remembered. It of sun-kissed day.
is the proclaimer of liberty, but the slave to power.
The voice of fanaticism may ring out in her gorWe look into the bleeding night of history and geous temples, her. secret conclaves, and her menacsee, as the result of the ignorance which this relig- ing parades, but persecuted reason and all-powerful
ion engendered, war, famin, epidemics, lieentious- love of liberty will remonstrate untilness, tortures, and cruelties unspeakable. We
" Hoary-headed selfishness has felt
look at the present and observe still the power of
Its death-blow, and is tottering to the grave;
A brighter morn awaits the human day;
its blight. Nations claiming to be Christian are
War with its horrors, and religion's fierce hell
training vast armies, equipping them with the most
Shall liv but in the memory of Time,
murderous implements of warfare, to protect themWho, like a penitent libertin, shall start,
selva from other nations equally Christian in characLook back, and shudder at his younger years."
ter. The condition of the state is abnormal, restless,
Oi~1cinatti, 0.
J. B. WILsoN, M. D.
and sullen. Wealth is centralized, the people are
Lectures and Meetings.
over-burdened, and poverty stalks naked through
CoL. R. G. INGERSOLL's lecture route is as follows :
the land. The cities fester with vice, discontent
glooms upon the faces of hungry men, while Nov. 22 ............. Warren, 0 Dec. 4 ........... Portland, Me
23 .... Jamestown, N. Y Dec. 5 ............. Lynn, Mass
Anarchy leers and lurks in dark corners. The law- Nov.
Nov. 24 .......... Bu:ffalo, N. Y Dec. 6 ......... Concord, N. H
making powers, national, 1:1tate, and municipal, Nov. 25 ...... Brooklyn, N. Y Dec. 7...... Manchester, N;H
are sinks of moral pollution. Elections are carried Nov. 26 ... Bridgeport, Conn Dec. 8 ....... Brocktou, Mass
by purchased ballots, and patriotism goes search- Nov. 2L ..... Holyoke, Mass Dec. 9..... Providenee. .R. I
28.... Springfi.eld, Mass Dec. 10.... Fall River, Mass
ing with a lantern for honest men. Christianity Nov.
Nov. 29Northampton, Mass Dec. 11.NewLondon, Conn
rules supreme, and where her temples are most Nov. 30 .... Worcester, Mus Dec. 16... Washington, D. C
numerous and imposing, there we find the most Dec. 1.. New Bedford, Mass Dec. 17........ Richmond, Ya
political corruption, vice, disease, violence, sexual Dec. 2........... Boston, Mass Dec. 19 ..... Philadelphia, Pa
depravit.y, saloons, almshouses, police, and courts Dec. 3 ....... Haverhill, Mass Dec 20 ....... Baltimore, Md
S. P. PuTNAM's lecture appointments:
of justice. Christians bar fast their doors at night
against the violence of men who hav been given a Cincinnati, 0., Nov. 25th.
Blair, Wis., Dec. 1, 2.
careful Christian training. The prisons are filled Grafton, N.Dak., Dec. 5-7.
with church-reared criminals, and the scaffold's vast Hoople, N.Dak., Dec. 8, 9.
majority of victims are those who are saved by Park River, N. Dak., Dec. 10-12.
Conway, N.Dak., Dec. 13-15.
Christ at both extremities of life.
Fargo, N. Dak., Dec. 18-20.
To what extent shall we hold a religion respon- St. Charles, Minn., Dec. 22, 23.
sible which furnishes the worst examples of crime, San Marcial, N. M.. Dec. 29 to Jan. 2.
Mr. Putnam will lecture during the month of January
that of capital punishment! Has it proven itself
efficient to accomplish the social and moral results at Prescott., Arizona. It is hoped that friends in the
vicinity and throughout Arizona will make arrangement,
for which human nature haa so far striven in vain T for lectures at this time, and push tLe Freethought work:.
Should its past achievements recommend it to the Mr. Pntnam will also arrange to lecture in New Mexfurther indulgence of mankind T Do its own hat- ico, Colorado, and Kansas on his return from Arizona.
reds and dissensions inspire us with confidence in Those wishing lectures in any of these states will communicate with S. P. Putnam, 234 South Water street, Chiits ability to promote peace and establish the broth- cago.
erhood of man T
THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford,
Christianity is an experiment, but should eternity secretary, meets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday in Waralone be the limit of an experiment? After fifteen ner's Hall, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia.
hundred years of trifll, do the results justify a con- Freethought publications are on sale at the meeting.
November 25th-2.30 P.M. Charles W. Mowbray.
tinuation of the test 1
Christianity stands ipdicted before the bar of 7.30 P.M. Mrs. T. H. Symonds.
THE Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday
public opinion, which presents tltese co:p1pl~ints:
at421 Lackawanaavenue. Onrmotto: Freedom
You forped yourself upon the world l>Y the sword. evening
and ~dn~se. :f]very~ody ~yjteq. Seoretary, William
~y yo~ feligious guise you quieted igno:ranpe, Watkins.
·

Obsenations.
A lot of naval architects, who recently held a.
convention for the purpose of discussing the question of warships, seeme.d to agree that many of
Uncle Sam's vessels are behind the requirements
of the age in some essential particular!!!. I guess
there has never been a time when the experts were
satisfied. Thucydides, who was either a spectator
or a participant, observes concerning a. naval engagement between the Athenians and the Corinthians that the preparations of the latter "still
retained something of the awkward manner of antiquity." The trouble referred to occurred about
440 B.O.
Flattering requests for copies of some of the
rhymes and prose pieces I hav written ha.v led me
to contemplate 'the matter of publishing a Volume.
They are at present pasted in a scrap book, which
is the private possession of the deponent's major
moiety, who thinks that the time spent in copying
them might to better advantage be devoted to put.
ting them in type. Such an expedient is among the
chances of the future, and as Mr. S. ].>. Putnam has
a similar scheme in mind, it is possible that we will
collaborate and get out a book suitable for holiday
gifts in 1895 and for birthday gifts thereafter. The
Truth Seeker Company has half agreed to undertake the venture, disguising the contents of th~
work beneath an attractiv exterior.
Whenever I read one of Ingersoll's tributes I
think of a remark made by George Bakeman, the
undertaker of a Western town where I resided.
One day Deacon Moran was in Bakeman's shop removing the lead from a lot of cartridges, so that a
Decoration Day salute could be fired without danger to the adjacent ranchers. He had a cartridge
in the Vise, and was twisting at the slug with a pair
of pinchers, when the thing exploded and camEl
near shooting the proprietor. "Dammit all, Deak,"
said Bakeman, "mind what you are doing. If I'm
killed, who the devil is going to bury me T" Admitting that those to whom the colonel has offered
tributes were worthy of his eloquence, who will be
left, when the time comes, to pronounce a fitting
eulogy upon him T
Condolence in great hunks to Lulie Monroe ·
Power, editor of the Ironclad Age /-she being
called to account by Mr. H. Wettstein for permitting a common jour printer to capitalize the word
God in one of Mr. Wettstein's contribut~ons. Mr.
Wettstein appeals to "high-class publications,"
whatever high-class may hav the distinction to be,
as authority for the capitalizing of Nature, but I
notice he appeals from them again in the matter of
God, for in the majority of offices not only is God
printed with an upper-case G, but also derivativ
appellations and the personal pro:iwuns standing
for it. In Catholic publications the Pope is similarly exalted. The printers of the quean's speech follow the same rule with regard to her majesty. If,
as Mr. Wettstein contends, a big G "exalts a. myth
into a deity," then that capital is a. great ( ffender.
But I would inquire if a large N would not bav a
mythological effect if used as the initial of Nature;
for when you come down to driving brass tacks you
can no more stick one of them into nature than
into God. I reject a rule that would force a diffident person· to say i, under pain of being suspected
of seeking recognition as an object of religious
worship ; and I believe I am safe in assuring Mr.
Wettstein that the significance of the capital G
found at the fore enti of God in TEE TRUTH SEEXER
is grammatical and not theological; also that when
nature is printed with a small n no disrepect is intended toward the aggregate of phenomena..
The election returns as printed show that between the election of 1892 and that of 1894
the number of voters at Gravesend, Long Island,
dropped from 6,000 to 2,000. This falling off is
attributed to the imprisonment of John Y. McKane,
who was the political boss of the Gravesend district. McKane was also the favorit Sunday-school
teacher there, but no report is made of the condition of ·the little flock that formerly enjoyed his
ministrations. McKane erred in lingering in the
East until nabbed and put in jail, when the West
has so large a field for him. I hav just received
news of the political battle on Puget ·Sound, and
judge that McKane would do well out there. A
little town that advertised itself as the terminus of
the Great Northern railroad, but which is the terminus of nothing but the Snohomish river, had a
contract on hand to get the county seat, and needed
voters. It therefore chartered a steamer, got a
gang of "floaters " from Seattle, and voted them at
as many precincts as it could. As a result, the
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town returned about fourteen hundred votes out of
an actual total resident population of possibly
twenty-five hundred. Among the managers of the
campaign 1 note the name of a religious gentleman
who once tackled Putnam in debate, and got raked
fore and aft. McKane is an ideal running mate for
him. If this ballot that executes the freeman's will
as lightning does the will of God is not a survival
of, the Hindoo juggernaut, then that disreputable
old institution has resigned its trusteeship of human
destiny without naming a successor.
We hav got it straight from Grover that the Bnler of the
earth
~
Is so stuck upon us Yankees, and his interest is so vast,
That the people of our nation are especially watched over
And enjoy his fostering kindness from the moment of
· their birth.
You will recognjze the diction; you ha'7 heard it o'er
and o'er;
The same was said in '98 and year before the last ;
In fact, way back in '88 I mind the pious fiction,
Which was identical with this of eighteen ninety-four.
Now the chestnut as a seasoning for Thursday's roast or
stew,
It is known, will form a dressing of a savor unsurpassed,
But yet it shouldn't follow by a parity of reasoning,
That we must swallow chestnuts in the proclamation too,
The fifty clergymen who condemned the Rev. W.
H. Betts, of Johnstown, Pa., hav, I think, given
themselvs away. "One night recently," says the
dispatch, "Mr. Bates· was seen in the rear of some
buildings in company with Jennie Watkins, a notorious woman." On that account charges of immorality were made against Mr. Bates, and although
he swore that he was merely seeking the salvation
of the woman, his brethren shook their heads and
suspended him from the ministry. The fifty clergymen appear to hav known themselvs too well to be
deceived by the fifty-first. Opportunity for offense
being proved, they had only to consider what they
would hav done under similar circumstances in
order to establish the guilt of the accused. But if
they reject the professions of the Rev. Mr. Bates,
what reason hav any of us to accept theirs'
PHILOSOPHICAL AND RELIGIOUS.
Faith Enables us to hav more confidence in what
we guess at than in what we know.
The rock in the way of woman suffrage is the adamantine truth that suffrage, male or female, is not
a paralyzing success.
Beware, my sister, of the man who assures you
that love has made him your slave. He is on the
point of asking you to become his servant.
When you see a new bank started with a Sundayschool superintendent as cashier, look out for a
run. The direction will be toward Canada.
When Christ said, "Suffer little children to
come unto me," he was interrupted by Alkali Ike,
who advised him to marry and let nature do the
rest.
If the Bible speaks otherwise than highly of hell,
we must remember that it is written by the promoters of the New Jerusalem, and that the boomers
of the rival 1>lace are trying to get the courthouse
removed to hades.
The clergy know what they are about when they
maintain that, although God is all-powerful, his will
may be and is daily thwarted by the creature man;
and he who thinks otherwise is betting on the
wrong candidate. Were it once admitted that the
omnipotence of the deity is sufficient for the carrying out of his purposes, the services of the ministers as his agents might be deemed superfluous.
Then there would be the devil to pay instead of the
preachers, who are not so unwise as to saw off the
branch of human idiocy by which they are supported.
The prophets of the old and the prophets of the
new are all at sea when they enter the domain of
behavior. (1) The servants of Christ hold that immortality is the foundation of morality; but upon
this it ensues that immortality not being of this
world, there is no earthly basis for morality. (2)
The enlightened ones instruct us to do right because it is right to do right; in saying which they
are as lucid as the philosophers who explained that
cold was cold because it was cold. They might
avoid tautology without sacrifice of clearness by
contenting themselvs with saying we should do
right because. Proceed, 0 Ananda, to follow the
line of condnct which experience has proved to be
conduciv to human well-being, but fortify yourself
for intelligent defen~e whether accused of doing
wrong or right.
Gro. E. MA<1DONALD.
THE Fellowship for Ethical Research meets Wednesdays at· 8.15 P.M., 1219 Chestnut street, Philadelphia.
Program for November:
.
November 28th-'' The French Revolution in Romance."
~
Dwi~ht M. ~owre;y.

News and Notes.
The Brooklyn Philosophical Association, with its
fine han and cultivated audiences and lively discussions, presents to the secular pilgrim a very pleasant picture of Eastern Freethought, which, if not
quite so aggressiv as that of the West, is still a
widely flowing stream of tendency to the new
times. President Rowley, with his efficient staff,
has given a noble and splendid position to Freethought in this "City of the Churches." I delivered a lecture before the association on Sunday
afternoon, November 11th, on" Spiritualism, Theosophy, ana Freethought," which was well received.
As the object of the lecture was .rather to develop
harmonies than discord, the points made were not
combated very pugnaciously. However, President
Rowley made a pretty severe and critical examination of the claims of phenomenal Spiritualism. He
wanted to see a "naked spirit." Why does the
spirit always appear clothed' Hav "old clothes"
an immortality also' The inhabitants of the
other world must always appear dressed. How
much more vivid and interesting the manifestations
would be if the spirit was only naked. The naked
truth is what science is after ; and it must be admitted that "materialization" would hav a more.
logical value if the millinery was omitted. How can
we ever analyze a real spirit when it is thus covered
up T Pure spirit is the thing, and until we get it,
phenomenal Spiritualism must remain an object of
faith. The argument of Rowley was not squarely
met, and on this point it is evident that Spiritualism must await further developments. If we can't
test a spirit as spirit, how is it possible ever to
know 1 What we see are clothes; and we infer the
spirit. Rowley also said that if you put your arm
around a spirit it never passed through the arm, but
always stopped right there. Now if a spirit can go
through walls and roofs without impediment, why
can't it go through a human arm! Why must it
slide around, as if an obstacle were in the way ?
The chairman made several other good points,
which arlded much to the interest of the lecture.
After all thl:l bristling discussion, it was evident
that so far as the philosophy of this world is conearned we are pretty well agreed. We combine
heart and soul against orthodoxy and the tyrannies
and superstitions of the past.
The atmosphere of the Brooklyn Philosophical
Association is so congenial, it is so animated with
thought, it is so manifold and sparkling in its
elements, that I gather intellectual strength from its
meetings and feel that I can hustle in the pioneer
ranks mdre courageously than ever. May the light
of this association :uever die out. Under its present
management it certainly radiates a splendi_d influence, light and heat both, and the whole universe
finds full play upon its broad platform. In the
evening of the same day, with the same lecture, I
find an equally delightful audience at Newar_k, N.J.
Here President Bird stands at the front with the
pertinacity of the old-time reformers, and the ~~ague
flourishes under his wise and equable admmistration. Dr. Wright, Daniel T. Ames, and others made
some very pertinent criticism on the lec~ure. Mr.
Bird pointed out the pregnant fact adrmtted by a
popular preacher of Newark that "science is anti-·
God." Said the preacher: "We are undoubtedly
on the threshold of the most tremendous and final
battle between religion and its opponents, a battle
which is to decide, once for all, whether we are to
believe in a creator or not. There never was a time
when the antagonism to Christianity was so skillful
and so successful as now. If the church ignores
the magnifictlnt arguments urged by m?n of ~cience
against Christianity the . next gene~_twn will certainly be Agnostic, and Its. most bn~han~ men ~nd
women will be utterly without fruth m Chr1st.
Though many Christian me~ giv ~heir att~ntion to
scientific things, modern SCience IS essentially godless. A most significant fact is that out of the last
forty-three presidents of the Royal Society, men
chosen from the highest ranks of science, but seventeen were acknowledged Christians. ~e are not
fighting a man of straw when we are fighting Agnosticism, but something which has taken an awful
hold upon our intellectual youth. Ask your son
when he comes from college what he thinks of the
Bible, and you will be surprised !l't the answe~.".
This is a pretty good confessiOn for a Chnstian
preacher. He l!leems to understand the situation.'
President Bird in a criticism of the above declaration in the Newark News, further elucidated the
positi~n of the frank theologian, and c_olrected so~e
of his scientific mistakes. In closmg, Mr. Bird
said: " This preacher has elicited my sincere admiration. Few of his cloth will admit of any conflict
.
.
between religion and science, but b y vanous ~ngenious devices and artifices epd~a,vor to :,:econCile the
irrecoucllable."
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Newark is one of the places I always like to visit.
It is one of the first places in which I gave Freethought lectures, and through various fortunes for
many years the League has preserved its vigor and
has a bright look ahead.
On Sunday, November 18th, I lecture, afternoon
and evening, at Philadelphia before the Friendship
Liberal League, and here I meet a great audience.
The League has removed to a larger hall, which
holds about a thousand people, and in the evening
it was filled. Much credit is due the president,
secretary, and members of the League. fo_r the bril_liant success of the Freethought assomatwn. It IS
continually increasing in power and influence and
has weathered the hard times with great pluck and
eclat. It is a most encouraging field of Liberal
effort. Greeting many friends in this handsome
new hall, my mind's eye sees many radiant visions
of human progress.
In the afternoon I lectured on "Socialism,
Anarchy, .and Republicanism," and this wide and
varied subject elicited a many-sided discussion,
participated in by Messrs Whittick, Hannum, Kitson, Butler, and Frailey, who an had different
opinions to express. I suppose we never shall
agree as to the best political remedy for existing
evils; but one thing is sure, we shall never find out
until the matter has been most thoroughly discussed
from every point of view and experiments made.
There .is no patent remedy, and we cannot settle
the question by any mere assumptions nor by
sentimentalism. Whatever is done must be done
Rcientifically and with a recognition of human
nature as it is.
In the evening I lectured on "The Bible." This
brought out some lively Christians to the defense
of their idolized book; but my facts and arguments
were not overthrown. The reply was the old, old
story of "Believe in Jesus, and you will be saved."
It was an appeal to feeling and not to common
sense.
I was pleased indeed with the reception at Philadelphia. The audience was magnetic and made one
do his level best.
.
I had the pleasure of meeting Prof. Clarence De
Rome, recently from England, a member of the
British Secular Union, who now makes America
his residence. He is devoted to the art of music.
I enjoyed the hospitality of Mrs. Wm. F. Porter.
Mr~ Porter was one of the first Liberal comrades I
met in Philadelphia.
He was of English birth
-a talented and devoted Secularist. He died
within the last year. He met his fate bravely.
He had no fear. He was an honorable and noble lDan, and always stood by his colors.
We
will keep his memory green.
Mrs. Porter is
earnestly Liberal, and it was a great pleasure to
meet her again. I am sure that her excellent
boarding-house, with its finely furnished rooms, will
be a plearilant place for Liberal fr~ends who vi~it
Philadelphia to locate; for there w1ll be a cordial
greeting and a Freethought atmosphere, with good
things which one does not always find at a hotel.
The number is 1427 Vine street.
I quite enjoyed my renewed acquaintance with
J. 0. Bentley. He certainly has had a remarkable
experience. He has been a Freethinker from six
years up. He has taken the Investigator over fifty
years, and THE TRUTH SEEKER ever since it began
at Paris Ill. He is now seventy-four years of age,
and is i~ splendid health and is built for a century.
He haa taken part in and vividly remembers the ?ld
battles for liberty from 1840 onward, the glowmg
speeches of Ernestine L. Rose, Frances Wright,
Harriet Martineau, Garrison, etc. He is an inventor and has made his fortune as manufacturer of
decorativ art needle work, which art he himself
originated. He has tr&.veled e;xtensivly throughout
this country and Europe, and JS a great student of
those things which md.ke for human happiness. It
was a great pleasure to visit his beautiful establishment and to view the wonderful and gorgeous
designs in embroidery; many of which sprang from
his fertil brain. Theeae hav a large sale, although
it takes money to enjoy such exquisit and cunning
marvels of human ingenuity. One would scarcely
think that silk could be woven into such airy and
fairy forms-birds, insects, flowers, et~.-~hich
charm the eye like the beauty of nature Itself.
Freethought with my friend Bentley unfolds into a
world of glorious color and form.
·
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Notice.
Mrs. M. A. Freeman will make a trip east about the
first of January, and would like to secnr~ engagements
for lectures in Ohio, Indiana, Pennsylvan1a, New York,
and Massachusetts. Those desiring her services will
please write her at once 1087 West Madison street,
Chicago, Ill.
THE Detroit Investigator Society meets every Sunday
hall, ~o. 8~ Monroe aveque,

~fternoon ~t t~e
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account of; the• few:working'::Freethinkers
I cannot comply. Nothing would please
me better than to hav a series of Free·
thought lectures here this winter, and
treat this priest-ridden community to
showers of sense and reason. However,
this seems impossible. I shall do what I
can myself, and during the coming protracted meetings I shall endeavor to make
it interesting for the pulpit pounder, the
saint and the sinner. Always working for
our cause and THE TRUTH SBEXEB, I am,
respectfully,
ELMER MILLER.

The Great Almighty Dollnr.
Oct. 28, 1894.
BRoTHER PuTNAM: The greatest work of
your life, "Four Hundred Years of Freethought," reached me safely. I hav only
glanced over it, but to say that I am well
pleased with it would be putting it mildly.
I am delighted with it and am sure it will
bAa great source of pleamre and intellectual profit to me through the winter evenings. Yon certainly deserve to rest after
Wants the Author Well Paid.
finch an heroic effort to emancipate your
SToOKToN, CAL., Oct. 20, 1894.
fellow-man from superstitions thraldom.
MR. EDITOR: Am~in receipt"of Mr.'PntMay the "Great Almighty" (dollar)
nam's "Fond Hundred . Years of Freenumerously bless yon in all your under·
takings in behalf of mental liberty, is the thought." My first impressions of it were
amply verified on review of its contents
prayer of your friend,
D. J. O'N,
and admirable illustrations.
The mechanical make-up of the book,
There Has Been Progresp.
in my judgment, is all·ronnd perfection,
WoROEBTER, MAss., Nov. 5, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: " Four H nndred Years of highly creditable to all concerned, and
Freethonght" received I hav looked it cannot fail to be satisfactory to the snbover and find it is well worth the time we acribers. But I should like to be aBBnred
hav waited for it. It is with great pleas- that after all the art, care, and liberal ex·
nTe one can read and see what progress pense bestowed upon its preparation, to·
has been made during the centuries since gether with the cost of mailing to its
snperstitition had such a strong hold upon patrons, there was a reasonable sum left
the people. Many thanks to Mr. Putnam for the author.
It is a valuable addition to Freethought
for this grand book, which I think will be
read by many who would be unwilling to literature, and Mr. Putnam is no doubt
hav their names among the list of its sub- proud of its authorship, as its patrons are
of its author and his book. It deserves a
scribers.
I was in a news-room a few months ago large circulation and I hope that future
and I asked the proprietor if I could leave editions will enable him to take some
a few TRUTH SEEKERS on his counter for leisure, after his many years of ceaseless
people to read. He said it would injure and untiring labors in the Liberal cause.
W. F. FREEMAN.
his business, but he would keep a few in a
corner of the shelf and show them to
Bothered With Church Beggars.
anyone who might call for it or to those
CHEYENNE, WYo., Nov. 5, 1894.
whom he knew to be liberally inclined.
MR.
EDIToR:
It is with pleasure that
It would set people to thinking for themTHE TRUTH SEEKER is welcomed to the
selva, and that is just what we want.
Opera Honse Block. It is a welcome
HARRIET C. DoDGE,
guest and read by many, and those' cartoons of Mr. Heston's are beyond comWants Putnam to Write More.
ment. It is amusing to see some of the
APPONAuG; R. I., Nov. 4, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: "Four Hundred Years of people look at them and then giv that
Freethonght" is at hand, and a fine book far-away look and make the remark that
it is, and it has turned out to be a great such a paper should not be published, and
deal better than I anticipated, and I only I ask them about the Bible and they say,
wish that Comrade Putnam would giv us "Inspired." By whom? No answer.
some more of the same sort, for a finer Reason has not reached them yet, but I
book for sound sense and logic was never think prospects are brighter than in the
in circulation than the "Four Hundred past in this Christian city. This is a very
Years of Freethonght," to my knowledge. Christian city; we hav churches on every
It comes right to the point with no beating corner and church property about the
about the bush. As I said when I sent on same, but we see none of it on the tax list,
for it, I would be without it for no con- which would be of great benefit to the
sideration whatever, if it cost twice the taxpayers of this county. Still they are
price that I paid for it. Anyone with com- very activ in politics.
We hav many Freethinkers here, but
mon sense ought to hav it in his house, if
for nothing more than a reference book to they are afraid to say much for fear they
show him where he stands on the religions will be boycotted. It is unpleasant to be
question. I do not believe in it myself robbed in this style, but then it is for the
now, but when I was between twelve and love of God and is all right.
We hav a sky-pilot in this city who has
seventeen I did attend Sunday-school, and
was taught the old Puritan sort of belief just built a church and is very anxious to
in hell-fire and brimstone; but when I left pay for it, and he is now around urging
home to go to sea, which I followed for the citizens of the city to pay for it, and
upwards of thirty years, I got my eye-teeth he has gone so far as to apply the boycott
cut after seeing the rascality carried on un- to business men who do not donate liberder the cloak of religion in foreign countries ally, but I suppose that his works are all
and islands from the north to the south, for the benefit of God.
And here comes another: "Well, what
the east to the west. That has given me
enough of religion, for if yon want to find is it this morning?"
"I am selling tickets for the social this
fraud, rascality, and superstition yon will
find them within the pale of the church. evening for the benefit of the organ fund."
I did not take a ticket and I suppose if
This is my firm belief. JoHN R, SwEET,
the opportunity presents itself-the old remMakes It Interesting for the Preachers. edywill be applied, but nevertheless !can't
swallow Jonah and the ticket doesn't go,
CRAYON, 0., Nov. 8, 1894.
I think this city has more church beggars
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed yon will find the than any other of its size in the country.
amount neceBBary to carry on my subscrip- If they would look after the needy, I think
tion to the grand old TRUTH SEEKER to the that they would attain better results, as
new year. It seems to me that to do with- there are many in the county they could
out this paper is to liv in constant need of assist.
z.
a great neceBBity of life. I read several
papers, but were I to dispense with all but
An Explanation.
one, I assure yon THE TRUTH SEEKER
PoRTLAND, OR., Nov, 2, 1894.
would be retained.
MR. EDIToR: As truth and justice are
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght" two of the fundamental principles of Freehas been received and perused. It meets thought, and ~s THE TRUTH SEEKER always
my every expectation. It is a remarkable give both sides of any question, I hav no
book. I would n?t exchange it for all the doubt that :yon will giv me a little of your
Bibles in Christendom. Having met and valuable space to correct a statement made
formed an acquaintance with its genial by Katie Kehm Smith, secretary of the
author, I shall keep it as a work of un- Oregon State Secular Union, in her report
measured worth as well as an invaluable of the last convention, which is worded so
souvenir.
as to convey the impression that I ran the
I am in receipt of a number of letters Oregon State Secular Union in debt. Irefrom our Liberal lecturers asking that I fer to the following sentence: "The conarrange for lectures in my locality, but on vention assumed the indebtedness incurred·
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by Chas. Hagner and others, for improvements made on the Oregon Secular Park,
amounting per bill rendered to $72. 60.''
The injustice consists in mentioning my
name alone as the party who contracted
the bill and then saddled the same on the
Oregon State Secular Union, when, in
fact, Mrs. Smith and D. W. Smith were
the prime movers in havi:pg the debt contracted to secnre the donation of land for
tbe Park as officers of the Union. Mr. and
Mrs. David Wittenberg would not giv a
deed to the Union unless some improvements were made on the place, and as the
Union had no' money on hand-in fact,
was in debt-Mr. and Mrs. Smith as well
as myself thought that by running an excursion from Portland to the Park w
could clear enough money to pay for the
necessary improvements, which consist of
the clearing of two acres of land, a pavilion
forty feet square, roofed over, .a speaker's
stand, and lunch and ice cream booths.
W. W. Jesse, president of the Union, who
by the way was not over-confident of the
financial success of the undertaking, and
Mrs. Smith procured the lumber and got
people to haul it to the grounds, while I,
at this end of the line, sent men to do the
work, furnished provi~ions for the same,
the nails and other things needed; to do
this I advanced the money out of my own
pocket, part of which I had to borrow.
Owing to the strike a~d scarcity of money
we did not realize our financial expectations, and when I brought my bill before
the Convention, D. W. Smith disclaimed
any connection with the work as an official
of the Union, claiming that wbat he did,
he did BB an individual. I will further say
tbat while the execntiv committee of the
Union did perhaps not hold !t meeting and
authorize these improvements to be made,
I had four of the said committee with
me all the time, and I notice they took
good care to hav the lumber bill allowed
by the Convention, which would hav been
useless without the olher work being
done. In closing, I will say this: If the
execntiv committee did what they did as
individuals, let us divide the bill in five
parts and each pay his or her share. I will
pay mine like a man. So far the executiv
committee has not turned over one dollar
to me on account of the bill allowed by the
Convention, and has used all the money
raised at Forest Grove for other purposes.
Hoping yon will oblige me by publishing_
this, I remain, respectfully yours,
CHAS. HAGNER,
Treas. First Secular Church of Portland.
Failed to See the Satire.
ANKENY, !A., Nov. 5, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I am in receipt of two
copies of your publication, THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and can heartily indorse the nam~
but not the spirit of it. Your treatment of
Amos is slighting, unfair, and dishonest.
(I say this in kindness, and will proceed to
prove it.) Is it not unfair to quote an expression of displeasnre from any author
and not quote the reason for that displeasure, especially when the reason is given in
the next sentence? Is it not dishonest to
so slight a writer for the pnrpo~e of casting contempt either c.n him or his mbject?
I will illustrate: I hav a son sixteen years
old. In J nly I send him into the field with
a team and mower to cut hay. About 10
A.M. he appears before me with his hair
perfumed, a violin in one hand and a slice
of meat in the other and says, "Father,
sit_: down and eat this meat while I play yon
a tune!" W onld it be fair or honest for
him-or anyone else-to complain of me
for refusing to be thus entertained and say
nothing of the neglected hay-field? I am
aware that Christians are serving their
God with about as much zeal and consistency as the boy wonl4 ha.v been cutting
hay while preparing :!lis hair, his viol,
and his meat to flatter and hoodwink me.
But in cutting loose from their hypocrisy
need yon also cut loose from consistency?
When yon publish a journal of Freethought worthy of the name I will subscribe for it-if I am able to pay the price
-but don't send me any more such stuff as
the samples now at hand. Yours for the
uplifting of humanity, H. D. EASTLY.
[The "next sentence" qoes not giv the
explanation of Jehovah's wrath, but the
twenty-fifth and twenty-sixth sub-divisions
of the_ chapter quoted by Mr. Heston fur-

nish the desired clue. In them we are informed that the Children of Israel had
failed, during their alleged forty years'
tramp. through the wildern!3BB, to proffer
to their tutelar divinity the sacrifices and
offerings to which he is supposed to hav
thought himself entitled, and that they
had also borne the images of some of the
"false gods." This neglect enraged him,
and he refused to play any more until they
had sufficiently humbled themselvs. Now
this "cause" of the god's displeasure had
no relation to the point that Mr. Heston
was making against the Bible and no injustice was~done to any "author" or transcriber. Mr. Eastly seems to be lacking
in imagination and the sense of humor. If
he were not he would hav seen at a glance
that the artist was making fun of the idea
that an infinit God could be placated by
a peace offering of fat meat, the sound of
Vil>lB, or the stench of burning entrails of
beasts. J nst fancy the size of the nose
that an infinit God must hav! And what
enormous ears to take in the " melody" of
those little Jew's harps and viols! Cannot
Mr. Eaetly understand that these old
anthropomorphic conceptions of the God
he worships are utterly childish and
absurd, totally ·out of place in this age of
science, and ridiculous even when considered as parts of the higher forms of
monotheism? Re·shonld be able to recog •
nize a jest before he again charges us
with being "unfair and dishoneet.''-ED.
T. S.]
l<'rom Cradle to Church.
ELSINoRE, CAL., Oct. 25, 1894;
MR. EDIToR: Rev. J. H. Williams, of
Los Angeles, made the following observations before the General Congregational
Association, held in that city last week:
J esns emphasized the trn · h that the
little ones belonged to God, and were to
be kept near to himself. The attitude of
the church toward its young people should
be one of cordial greeting and sympathy.
They need a good d€al of sunshine for their
growth. The church home needs to be a
warm, cosy place. There is'in the child a
deep-seated reverence for authority when
properly used. The church has taken a
long step toward the solution of the problems connected with the young in recognizing that they are a part of the church
life. The truth should be recognized that
the children are already in the church,
and the problem is to keep them in it. The
child says "my church," Let us cultivate
this Renee of ownership and possession.
The Junior Christian Endeavor Society is
proving an easy step to the Young People's
Society of Christian Endeavor, and that
an easy step to the church. Let us use
this path way from the cradle to the church
door.
The apple may grow in the bottle which
cannot be forced in when larger grown.
Rev. Mr. Williams in thus talking to an
audience simply gave publicity to what
has always been the secret policy of Chris·
tianity; but this good and wily reverend
gentleman, together with ·an the other
good and wily gentlemen of the cloth,
must soon discover that even these easy
s\epping stones "from the cradle to the
church" will not toll in the lambs of the
nineteenth century. Children cannot be
reared in the present civilization without
receiving some of the benefits of its in·
:flnence, one of which is the capacity to
reason.
They will obtain worldlv wisdom as well
as "church sunshine "-or moonshine, as
the worldly wisdom they obtain will trans·
late it to thPm, They will read the history of the church as· well as other history
and wonder why the church has been
dragging so far. in the rear. They will
ask for a better and revised edition of the
genealogy of the blessed savior, and if
they are not supplied with one which
bears the mot de pas11e of respectability
they will be very coy about entering the
church, even should they arrive at the
door.
The "deep-seated reverence for author·
ity " will giv way to a deep-seated reverence for truth, and they will smile at the
mythology of the parents whom they love
and honor, the same as those parents
smile when they remember the no more
ridiculous mythologies of their own past
consangnini ty,
They will hesitate as to the advisability
of teaching their own lit-tle ones the past,
present, or future possibility of immacn·
latl) Qo:p.cevtion by b9ly ghosts, and they
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will marvel that J esns allowed his mother's
dishonor to be revealed to the unfeeling
criticism of society, even if it were true.
They will wonder why the author of their
religion did not teach science instead of
superstition, morality instead of discord,
marriage instead of misogamy, peace instead of dissension, and they will wonder
and ask why he did not by precept and
example teach plain and unvarnished
truth instead of mystification.
When these little Junior Ohristian Endeavor Society people inquire who Gain's
wife was a slipper trial for heresy will not
bring them back into the fold as it did
when the good doctor was wearing his
swaddling clothes, bnt it will convince
them of a possible weakness in the foundation of Christianity and set them to work
investigating, and when they hav done so
they will be ashamed to say "my church,"
bnt will be anxious to deliv.er e:r;ltire possession thereof to the truly good Rev. Dr.
Williams; et al, who hav not followed the
march of civilization so closely as to pe~~ ·
ceive its glory, a glory pre-eminently
more brilliant and substantial than that
upon. which sits, surrounded by airily
clothed !'ngels, deacons, murderers, ministers, polygamous saints, and weakminded women, the author and finisher of
the good reverend doctor's bad faith.
F. H. HEALD.
Mr. Swan Talks to Mr. Taylor.
AKRQN, 0., Nov. 4, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I am once more compelled
to come to the front in defense of my
" fool ideas," and will endeavor to explain
myself as plainly as possible, regardless of
whom it hits, for I hav long since learned
that even a Humboldt or Ingersoll does
not know it all. Neither has that boasted
monster called " science " as yet ascended
the second step of the great ladder of development.
I am pleased to know that there is one
Freethinker in Oolnmbns, 0., who dares
to think for himself, regardless of priest
or king, parent or guardian, but I would
giv Mr. Taylor a few ideas for consideration.
He admits that he " has been hit in the
eye quite as hard as Mr. Swan;" and then
goes on to acknowledge the law of "psychic" power; arid when he does so, he
shows that he is not nearly as joined to
his idols as he may think; and for all such
there are hopes, yea, expectations, that
they will eventually perch as victors on
the mountain top of advanced thought.
He goes on to say, "Before this subject
[Spiritualism] can be of much practical
use it will hav to be put on a scientific
basis, and the Spiritualist's mind does not,
as a general rule, seem to be built for
scientific thinking; it is organized for
wondering, believing, and dreaming,
rather than for reasoning, doubting,
aml investigating." Well, really, Mr.
Taylor, I hope to soon see Spiritualism put on a scientific basis, although
it will be no great proof of the existence
of " spirits" for science to acknowledge
that fact, because it will but show that
some ignoramus has so demonstrated, bnt
still greater fools will not accept. Science
is a very stupid pupil, and was never the
originator of one idea.
Its ears are
filled with nndemonllltrated wax, its vision
obscured by the scales of ignorance.
Science has never yet told ns how a tree
gathers its solidity, its beautiful proportions and frl!ogrance from off the elements
that surround it, neither what or where
the life-giving principle came from, that
constitutes its very "soul," or entity.
Science is but a great, big booby, filled
with selfishness and conceit; ca!lnot even
tell why the heart continues its thrusts of
blood throughout the long night while we
sleep; neither knows why the clock ticks,
simply because Mr. Armstrong transmits
power to the delicate little steel spring so
highly tempered that its intnitiv spirit
seeks to gain its liberty and straighten itself
out instead of being forced to be coiled np
• within. prison walls; why and what the
conditions of inanimate matter when
formed by certain processes into steel,
science knows not, but undertakes to ex.
plain that certain properties called this
and that, put together, do thus and so
and produce certain. results. Oan it hear
the footsteps of the minute little ant as he
rUIUI across the floor, or see the nimble

little legs as they step with rapid pace to
and fro? I think I hear Mr. Ant say to
me, "You great, big ass, could I be as
large as yon I would walk a mile a minute
and not mope along as yon do, neither
would I hav so little regard for ants as
yon hav, and allow my big, clumsy foot to
destroy a whole village of helpless ants."
"Hush," says the animalcule, "yon are
nothing bnt a big lubber yourself, and pay
as little attention to me in my oceanic domain as man does to yon, for yon will
walk with giant Strides to I'Ur domicil,
and gulp a thousand of ns down at one
swallow."
Now, Mr. Science, yon will please .consider that could your eyes see and were
your ears sensitiv enough yon could really
distinguish our delicate spirit forms and
watch ns play ball, see ns gather the
beautiful flowers, hear ns crack foolish
jokes with each other, as when in those
gross and nns1ghtly forms we had on
earth. Yon would then know that we hav
eyes, ears, a heart, and entire physical
nature and constitution as perfect as in
earth life, but much more refined and
progressed, of subtle matter.
Please observe that a soul (entity or life)
has the same ability to manifest itself,
first, with a physical earth life, then with
other and more progressed power; can
take on forms of more sublimated matter
and such as cannot be perceived by mortal
senses.
Now to Mr. Taylor or to others whom it
may concern, let them be Oolonel Ingersoll, Mr. Putnam, John. Peck, or others
who depend on science and the ideas of
past critics of advanced thought, yon can
take your own slates to Miss May Bangs,
of 10 South Elizabeth street, Ohicago, and
prepare them yourself, put two or more
together, with no pencil between them, in
daylight; can either place them on the
stand or under it, on the floor, and put
yonr feet on them or suspend them by
strings, yourself, from the cha:ft.delier
overhead, and obtain written communications giving both intelligence and physical
proof of some unseen power, which eigns
the names of your deceased friends. Yon
can see the same in your own home should
yon care to do so by paying the expense
as yon would for a minister to preach a
funeral sermon.
There are many slate-writing mediums
in nearly all large cities who can demonstrate nearly all I hav written on the subject of spirit manifestation, and those who
doubt my ability to inform myself or my
veracitv in the matter, after paying out
hundreds of dollars to learn the truth (and
I hav not been deceived), hav bnt to expend
their own shekels to hav the bigotry taken
out of them.
Anyone wishing" My Experience in the
Investigation of Spiritualism" can secure
it in pamphlet form by sending two cents
for postage to A. D. SwAN, ·Akron, 0.

The Church and Woman Suffrage.
NEw YoRK, Nov. 12, 294
MR. EDITOR: Without wishing to express any opinion as to the justice of woman's non- enfranchisment, I should be
pleased if yon would. permit me to direct the
attention of 01ara F. Harker to some facts
which she appears to hav overlooked, and
if this permission is granted I offer what
follows, which is an adaptation of an article of mine that was published in the last
issue of Liberty.
I may perhaps be permitted to call the attention of your correspondent to a misapprehension under which she is laboring. I
think that it would be very difficult for
her to be more mistaken about any other
matter of fact than she seems to be regarding the attitude of the conservativ forces
toward the political equality of woman.
The correspondent mentions the alleged
independence of the· women voters of
Oolorado in the election last spring; she
tells ns that they were not under the control of the ministers, but I remembe:o- seeing in THE TRUTH SEEKER a statement of
facts that shows that they did make their
power felt against the men of Liberal religions views. But let that pass for the
present.
Fifteen years ago the minister who
advocated giving the ballot to woman
was the exception. To·day the Protestant
minister at the North (with the possible
exception of the Episcopalian, who is not

a very conspicuous factor in. the discussion
of political questions) who does not champion woman suffrage is the man who is
rarely found. The tide began to turn
about ten years ago, and it has gathered
volume every year since, and it still continues to swell. It began in. the West,
and the further yon go in. that direction
the stronger yon will find it to be, generally speaking. So far it is relativly weak
in. the South, and is not so powerful here
as in the Middle West.
The genesis of thi 3 movement is very
easy to trace, especially to one who has
lived in the Prohibition states and is familiar with their politics. Mrs. Harker
is well aware, of course, that in. the case·
of all the Protestant churches the membership in. and attendance of women is
many fold greater than that of men. So
notorious is this fact that it a common
saying that, were it not for the women,
in.ore than half of the Protestant churches
would hav to close their doors. They are
sustained by the moral and pecuniary support which the women bring to them
Many of the men who do go to church attend only because their wives and sweethearts are generally there on Sunday,
w:hile the number is still larger who giv
money to the church simply because their
wives are members thereof and they must
help support the conventicle if they would
hav peace at home. .Oonld Mrs. Harker
leave her home and go out among the people, in all parts of the United States, and
spend a few years in getting acquainted
with them in. town, village, and country,
she would be astounded at the number of
indifferentists and Infidels who giv with a
more or less free hand to the churches. Of
course the clergy ~now well where their
friends are and which sex it is that they
hav the most influence over, and hence it
was very natural that they should early
grasp the idea that the ballot in the hands
of woman would immediately and vastly
augment their power and enrich the
church. The first political use they had
for woman was in the fight for Prohibition, and they realize that they are likely
to be ultimately beaten there if they do
not arm her with a vote. Next came the
Sunday question-if it was not primary in
the thought of the preacher-and from
that point the vista of tyranny widened
out until at this time the militant branch
of the church expects nothing less from
the assistance of •' enfranchised woman "
than the establishment of a theocracy in
which religion, morals, and politics will
be absolutely dominated by the reactiona'-ry principles of the most orthodox wing
of Protestant Christianity. Before the
clerical influence was enlisted on the side
of the woman suffragists the ballot for
woman was demanded on the ground that
it was her right to vote because she was
amenable to the criminal laws, because
she was a taxpayer, and because one sex
cannot legislate justly for another. But it
was not long after the ministers came to
her side before the tone of the womansuffrage advocates changed, and from that
time on we heard less and less about
equality of rights and more and more concerning what woman would do in the suppression business when once she got her
hands on the reins of authority. She
would suppress the liquor traffic, she
would legislate the social evil out of existence, she would preserve. the "Sabbath " from " desecration," and now she
is prepared to Christianize the Constitution and outlaw Freethonght. She long
since allied herself with the priesthood
for the regulation of art and literature,
and y£ ars ago in. Kansas she had already
been so corrupted by the ministers that,
when she got into office in Oskaloosa, she
had an ordinance adopted prohibiting the
presence of a stallion in. any stable within
the city limits I That was shortly after
she was given the municipal ballot; and
now, as the hour of her investiture with
full suffrage draws near, her and the
clerics' influence has become so potent
that the officials hav begun the regeneration of society along more " radical " lines
by the castra.tion of the feeble-minded in
state institutions. The minister can think
of no other method of " reform " so bean·
tifnl and efficient as statute law, and he,
knowing his influence with woman, is only
too eager to giv her political power. Of
course there are exceptions, even in the
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West, bnt they are becoming fewer every
day.
There is another consideration which
must always be borne in mind. ' The
churches, as churches, are much more religions and social than they are political
in their direct work. The greater portion
of their scheming is done indirectly
through the auxiliary societies. The differentiation of functions has been going
on for some time, and, if yon want to
know what the live, aggressiv divisions of ·
Protestant Christianity are after, yon
·must make yourself acquainted with the
demands and plans of these societies.
Among such organizations are theN ational
Reform Association, the American Sabbath Union, the Div~rce Reform League,
the King's Daughters, the Women's
Ohristian Temperance Union, the Young
People's Society of Ohristian Endeavor,
the Epworth League, the League for the
Promotion of Purity in Literature and
Art (a branch of the Women's Ohristian
Temperance Union), and the Prohibition
party. The last contains a few people who
are not. Christians, bnt the others are
wholly Ohristian. They are the pioneer
political corps of the Protestant churches,
and they are for woman suffrage by the
overwhelming majority of the membership
of each. Although thev are many societies, they are seeking the same general
end, and there is the strongest bond of
sympathy between the leaders of the most
reactionary and the (apparently) comparativly harmless organizations.
Frances
Willard the head of the Women's Christian Temperance Union, is an ardent National Reformer (the God·in-the·Oonstitntion party), and the department of Sunday
observance of the Women's Ohristian
Temperance Union, is very activ and successful in its field. Miss Willard has said
that she was for woman suffrage because
that would be of immense benefit to the
church, and Freethinkers know that she
is not alone in that position among the
prominent workers for woman's political
equality. Taken altogether, these societies stand for all that is bigoted and reactionary, outside of the economic domain,
in American politics. That they also
stand for woman suffrage is significant,
to say the least. Between them they are
fighting for Prohibition, for rigid Sunday
laws, for the Bible in the schools, for one
moral code and that the priest's, for no
divorce except for adultery and the prohibition of the remarriage of the offending
partner, for a censorship of literature, art,
and the stage, and the Ohristianization of
the Oonstitntion and laws. For some of
these measures they are all united, and no
one of them is alone in its propaganda.
As to the Oatholic clmrch, U has always
permitted to its members considerable
liberty of action in regard to most matters
not directly affecting their faith. B11t the
prohibitory idea has during the last few
years gained a large number of adherents
in that organization, and there are not
wanting indications of a tendency in the
Oatholic church to accept and act upon
the Puritanic principle. Once it begins
to move with an accelerating momentum
in that direction, it will not be long before
its astute leaders will perceive the wisdom
of giving the ballot to woman, as the
Northern Protestants hav already. The
Oatholic church holds for indissoluble
marriage, and its vote would be cast
solidly for the so-called " reforms" of the
Protesta11t authoritarians. The latter
would make almost any concession to the
Oatholics to secure their assistance. It
needs no prophet's eye to see that in two
decades the American Oatholics will be as
devoted to the cause of woman suffrage as
the majority of the Protestants now are,
and for similar selfish reasons.
I do not say that women should not hav
the ballot, despite the grave gangers in•.
volved in their enfranchisment, but I do .
say that we should take the step, if at all,
with our eyes open; we cannot afford to
be lulled to sleep with assurances that the
church is opposed to the woman suffrage
movement, for it is not true of the most
reactionary part of the Ohristian army.
E. 0. wALKER.

PRIESTLY CELffiA.CY EXPOSED
B:r B:av. G. T. Fox, M.A.
PriOI,li OlDY·
Addr111 Ullto.lloe.
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(S'AiZdren' s .Gornsr.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Gommunicati(JnR tor this Corner should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the da:r's occupation•
That is known as the Children's Hour."

The Omnipresent Fly.
When winter's gone and spring has sped, and
temperature is high,
Prepare to meet and greet the coming of the
household fly,
The women folks may fret and scold, and often
Aay"Oh my!"

But what cares he-the buzzing, tiny, ever-present fly?
They come to stay-go right away your tang] e.
foot to buy,
Or else expect the trouble of the summer household fly.
Thongh tanglefoot may thin them out and many
hundreds die,
Unto their funera-ls hundrE cis come to mourn the
hou.ehold fly
llut, then, though much theee household pesky
things our patience try,
They're nothing when compared to the bloody
· out-door fly.
Just look at your old crttmpled-horn, i~dustri
ou•lY she'll ply
Her whisking tail, and sha 1!e her sides to scare
away the fly.
And so he'll buzz-he alwan does and will"till
we all die
And leave the field and conflict to the omnipres.
ent rly.
But when the chilly winter comEs, 'tis then we'll
say good-bye
To the little, tiny buzzing thing-the everlasting
fly,
Wno, being small, is wont to crawl iLto some
niche so shy,
Anrl there at last they sleep and fast and bid us
all good-bye.
-B. F. Ronnr' s.
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his sturdy little legs were planted wide soon the atom was half covered with all
apart. J n his fist he held the missing sorts of peace offerings. He looked at the
ticket. His childish, treble voice rang! things in a dazed sort of way, and then his
1
ont clear and true.
blue eyes went from face to face with a
"Yon bad mans. Yon makes fnn of my puzzled expression. Pretty soon two men
poor papa. Yon s'ant do it., yon naughty were hanging over the back of his l!!eat,
mans. He's my papa!"
two more over the back of the seat in
He stood there like an infant Ajax, front of him, and the aisle near him was
glaring defiance at all of them for a mo- crowded with men, all anxious to talk to
ment. Then his chubby fists went up to him, and to show him that they were not
his eyes and a tempest of sobs burst forth. the "bad mans " he had thought tbem.
A silence fell on the crowd. The pill The gigantic" jag," with man attachment,
man stood a moment wit-h month agape had dwindled into insignificance beside
looking down on the atom. Then he the atom. . Cedar Hill was soon reached,
slipped into his seat looking very sheep- and a dozen men stood ready to steer the
ish. The atom climbed back into his cor- "jag" and man safely ont to the platform
ner while the smiles faded from the faces of the station, all for the sake of the atom,
around. Some looked very steadily ont of whose tiny fingers, straying among their
the window and others with a sudden re- heart strings, had found and touched a
vnlsion of feeling looked reproachfully hidden but tender chord and made it
at the pill man. The conductor came thrill to to the sweet music of hnmanity.bnstling in, ~ized np the "jag" instantly, New York World.
and shook the man sharply, demanding
---------his ticket, receiving only mumbled and inCorrespondence.
distinct replies, while the atom looked np
MIDwAY, KY., Nov, 9, 1894.
at him with such a world of helpless wonMY DEAR Mrss W1xoN: I hav lately read
der and trouble in his eyes as would hav some of your books, and, on the whole,
melted t.he heart of an iceberg. The pill quite an amount of Freethonght literature. It is a pleasure to see onr cause so
man saw that look, arose, touched the con- rapidly progressing, and let ns hope that
ductor's shoulder, and asked how much the day is not far distant when America
the man's fare was to Cedar Hill, paid it will indeed be a land·of the brave and the
ont of his own pocket, sat down and looked free ; when every intelligent man and
the crowd Fqnarely in the face with the air woman, releaseil from the bonds of a rethat seeks to destroy their liberty,
of a man who has done the right thing and ligion
will say with that brave and never-forknows it. A colored man entered the car gotten patriot: "The whole world is my
announcing in succulent tones: "Oranges! country; to do good, my reli~ion."
Tbe contributions in THE TRUTH SmEKER
bananas! figs! candies!"
One man bought a box of candy, reached of Mrs. Schwartz and Clara F. Harker on
"Woman Suffrage" I read with pleasure,
over and dropped it into the lap of the and while I think the opinions of the
atom and looked around with a benignant former were well grounded and accurately
and self-satisfied air. It was catching, and expressed, still I agree with the latter,

believing as I do that when women interest themselvs in politics and national
affairs the church will snfter for lack of
nourishment. It is because of the narrow
sphere to which they are limited, and because they are told that it is unwomanly
to broaden their minds and onltivate their
reason, that they remain the bulwarks of
the church to-day. Even the most libe:t:alminded Christians can sc~rcely free themselva from the opinion that God created
woman for man alone ·and to exist merely
for his pleasure.
Heredity is an enormous power. She
can be a friend, bnt she is often the worst
of foes. "I will avenge" is her motto,
and with her sword directed toward what is
wrong, she strikes a fnrions blow at the
race for every injustice done to woman,
every crime in the name of God.
It ie only the mothers who are fairminded and well educated that will free
humanity from the shackles of superstition, and produce a race of high-minded,
honorable sons.
My letter is growing rather lengthy, so
I must bring it to a close. I liv in the Blue
Grass region of Kentucky. Atheism has
very little show here, and at times I feel
quite lonely. I should be pleased to hear
from some of the young people. My parent's are Christians. I became an Inftdel
of my own accord. I am eighteen years
old. With best wishes for yourself and
the Cornerites, sincerely,
MAY L. CoLLINS.
[A young lady who thinks and reasons
for herself is a treasure. We hope May
will favor the Corner with her thoughts
often. Please tell ns something about
Freethonght in 'i;he Blue Grass region.En. C. C.]

The Clergyman's Victims.
A LIBERAL .Y'l OR Y.
, .MRs. J. E. Bilili.
Price, 25 eents.
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The Victory of an Atom.
A large "jag" rolled into the smoking
car of a New York & New Haven train. at
In selecting Holiday Presents for their friends,
Liberals 8hould remember that good books make
one of the Connecticut stations. It had
lasting impressions, and please as well every day
possession of a small man, who was accomin the year. A LiberaJ book in the right
bands often changes the vie-s of sev•
panied by an atom of humanity which
eral persons.
huddled down by the small man in the
We have q11ite a number of books approPriately
bound for Holiday purchasers, and we will pack
corner of the seat and was completely hidthem carefully so they can go any distance in the
mail, or by prepaid express. The following are
den by the seat's high ]?ack and by the
all good hooks for the purpose :
man. The man fumbled in his pocket for
his ticket, and when he found it, tried to
pnt it between his teeth, where he could
photograph Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll.
Four HundrEd Years of Freethought. From
find it easily when the conductor came
50 cents.
Columbus to Ingersoll. Ky Samuel P·
around. His hand went ·to his eyes, nose,
Putnam. 14\ mil-page hPJf-tone porand ears, to the amusement of the specApples
of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon
trait; of the m~st eminent FreEthinkers
ant1 philosophers. living and dead, of thA
Gilt stamp. $1.25.
tators. At last he succeeded in getting the
past four hundred years. Large octavo,
1165 pages, gilt sides and back, marbled
ticket into his month, where it remained
Allin A Lifetime, by Miss Wixon. $1.
edges.
Price, &5.
about a minute, and then fell ont and into
Right Living. By Susan H. Wixon. Ethhe lap of the atom beside him. Soon the
voltaire· s Romances, Profusely Illustrated.
ics as Understood by a Student of Science.
Half ca~f. $4; vellum cloth, $1.50.
man missed his ticket. He arose with a
"Right Living" is we'l bounrt in !'loth
and printed on good paper. Price, $1.
oarwin and After Darwin~ By George J.
horrified look on his face and announced
Romanes. Silk cloth, gilt top, $2.
to the car occupants that he had swallowed
An Unofficia~ Patriot. A Historical Story
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handt. The delighted passengers made various
of the Oivil War. By HelPn H. Gardener.
uloth, $1.25; pape-, 50 cents.
some and Interesting book, Without Susuggestions to the man. One advised him
perstition, for Children and Youth. The
The, Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book, in
o swallow a railroad guide to go with the
Only Freethmkers' Children's Story-book
cloth,
with
gold
lettering
and
side
stamp,
ever issued 66 full-page illustrations and
ticket. Another suggested that he should
25 smaller; large typd, heavy. toned paper,
for $2.50. In plain boards, $2.
swallow the conductor's punch with a
broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224
Old Testame~ t Stories Comically Illustrated
pp., boards, $1.
string attached, so that the ticket might
in cloth, with gold lettering and side
conway's Life of Paine. Two large, handbe punched and the punch recovered. At
stamp, for $1.50. In plain boards, $1.
some volumes. The best and only comthis point, a short., fat man, wearing a pair
plete life of Paine. Half calf, $10; in
Around the World, by D. M. Bennett, 4
cloth, $5.
of green glasses and a snuff-colored snit,
volumes, reel cloth covers, $6.50: leather,
asked the man where he was going.
part;n's Life of Voltaire, Of which the
reel edges, $9.50; morocco, gilt edges,
$10.50.
same can be sa1d .as of Conway's Life of
"Sheeder 'Ill," was the reply. Cedar
Paine. Half calf, $10; in cloth, $6.
]he World's Sages, Thinkers, and ReformHill was the station he meant.
woman, Church, and State. By Matilda
ers. 1,075 pages. Svo. Cloth, $3;
The fat man pulled out a time table,
leather, $4; morocco. gilt edges, $4.50.
Joslyn Gage. Leather, $3; cloth. gilt top,
consulted it a moment, pulled ont from
$2.
The
Gods
and Refigions of Ancient anrl Modern
under the saat a sandwi<>h grip, opened it,
History of Christianity, Comprising all that
Ttmes.
Two
volumes.
Written
in
took ont a small vial and, rising, said:
relates to Christianity in the "Decline
prison. In cloth, $~ per volume. or $5 for
and Fall of the· Roman Empire." Half
the two volumes; in leather, $7; in mo"We are now at Wallingford. I find
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
calf, $4; vellum cloth, $2.
the running time between here and Cedar
Force and Matter. By Professor Ludwig
fngerso/J's Prose Poems and Selections.
Hill, whither onr unfortunate fellowBuchner, M.D. Half calf, $3; vellum
From his Writings and Sayings. Silk
pilgrim is bound, is fifteen minutes. I
cloth, $1.50.
cloth, $2.50; tree calf, $9.
now hold in my hand a bottle of my justly
[Jynamic
Theory of Life and Mind. By James
Jngersol!'s Princif'al Works: Gods and Other
famous Getthereeli, or Rapid Transit PelB. Alexander. Cloth, $2.75.
Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures;
lets. I propose to enter them in a race
Some Mistakes of Moses: Interviews on
Lessons From the World of Matter and the
Talmage; Wnat ~lust We Do to Be Saved?
against this train. I will now administer
1
World of Mafl. By Theodore Parker.
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals.
Cloth, gilt top, $1.25.
six of them to onr friend, and stake my
1,141 pages. In one volume, half calf, $5.
Asleep
and Awake. A new Liberal novel.
.reputation as a benefactor of the race
fe. A Prose Poem. By R. G. Ingersoll.
By Raymond Russell. Cloth, side and
against another ticket that they will overlc~~f~~r, on boards, beveled, gilt edges, 50
back stamp, $1.
ake the ticket in its wayward course and
cosmian Hymn Book. With music to all
Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.
22x28.
restore it to its rightful owner before
the songs. Edited by L. K. Washburn.
mches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents.
Cedar Hill is reached."
Cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.50.
The crowd shouted, the fat man approached the patient, pills in hand, while
ltir For Other Books See the Advertisements, or Send to Us for a Free Catalogue. ~
all the passengers roared. Suddenly a
bundle rolled off the seat and tumbled ont
Address THE TRlJTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, Ne'v York.
nto the ai~le in front of the pill man. It
was the atom. His hat had fallen off and ,dh@4§i@ldi@W§i#
' ¥
a mass of tangled yellow curls fell around
bi Jl $onlderl!!. His blue eyes bla2;ed &l;ld
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400

Years of Freethought.
B~

From Columbus to l11gersoU

Samuel Porter Put11am

Large Octavo, ·n65 pages, Gilt Sides and Back, Marbled Edges.
Truth Seeker One Year, $6.so.

Price, $5

vvith 'I he

FULL-PAGE HALF-TONE -poRTRAITS

Of the Most En~inent Jl'-reethinkers and PhilosopheTs, Living and Dead, of the Past :I!'ou/f' Hunllred
Cf!: HE TRUIH SEEKER OOMPANY has pleasure in announcing
1.v that this splendid work, which has been in preparation so long, and for
which nearly 1,100 persons hav subscribed in advance, is now ready
for delivery. For more than twelve months FouR HUNDRED YEARS oF
FREETHOUGHT has been advertised, and if it had appeared as originally designed it might hav been out half a year ago. .. The Prospectus has st.~ted
all along that the book would contain six hundred pages of printed matter,
and fifty portraits were mentioned, but it has so grown upon the hands of
the author and publisher that the pages of type hav reached nearer rtine
hundred, while the list of pictures has extended to almost three times fifty.
As the portraits hav proved the most expensiv-as they will no doubt prove
to many the most attractiv-part of the book, their multiplication, together
with the added pages of text, will giv the subscriber about twice as much
for his money as was at first promiised him. He is getting an Album as
w~>ll aR a History : for what are called "half-tone" pictures, like those in
Marching to Freedom.
(AIR-Marchtng Through Georgla)

Bring the Freethonght songster, and we'll sing
another songSibg it ~s free men should sing it, many millions
s~onw:

Sing it with a spirit that will start the world
along,
As we go marchir g to Freedom.
Cao.-L nrrah! hurrah! we'll bring the jubilee.
Hnrr ,h! hurrah! 'tis sciet•ce makes us free.
,..o we'll sing the chorno ovtr l!ind and over
sea.
While we are marching to Freedom.
How the patriots shouted when they heard the
jJy)nl sound,
As" Uommon Sensb" by Thomas Paine was scat.
tered all around;
How the crowned heads cursed him when that
noble truth wa; found,
While we were marching to Freedom. [Cho.l
Yes, and there were honest mtn who onffered at
the stake
Because of those blasphemy laws that priests
and kings did make;
And only for the • Rights of Ma'l" we'd never
b~en a~ake

While we were marching to Freedom. [Cho.J
Sec'larism is played out, 'twill nAver win the host,
Was what old orthodoxy said; itwa, a handsome
boast,
But, alas! they q,lite forgot to reckon with their
Jhost,
While we were marching to Freedom, [Cho.]
Robert G., yon plainly se.,., is working with a will,
Macdonalil, Trm TRUTH SEEKER man, the musty
creed; will kill,
A.nd Heston with his c .. rtoons, is by no means
keeping still,
·
While we are marching to Freedom. [Cho.]
Putnam, Bell, and Wo1!hbnrn too, who speak
thPir pieces loud,
K&tie Kehm of Oregon, of whom we're justly
proud,
And scoreR of others n ,t here named who are
with brains endo iVed,
While we are marching to Freedom
[ :ho.J
All hail! to every honest man who battles fort he
rightAnd every noble woman who has bhed a ray of
light;
Do not be'disconral!'ed. but cootinn9 in the fight
While we are marching to Freedom.
[Chv.l
So we'll make a thoroughfare for Freedom and
her tra•n
-From western· California to southern coast of
Maine,
And •·reeds must fl.y beft~~re us. f:>r resistance is
in vain.
While we are marching to Freedom. [Cho l
-Composed and sung by C. E. REYNOLDS, Trlla•mook,Or.
·ESTABLISHED 1865.

E. C. Reichwald & Bro.,
Ueceivers and Shippers of

~RUITS an~ .VEGETABLES
and

GENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

! Chas. Bradlaugh ·s Works.

234 So. Water St., Chicago.

the present work, are the most finished and satisfactory product" of the
artist's and engraver's skill, being exact· reproductions and therefore equal
in accuracy to the original photograph. We feel considerable pride in this
collection of photographs, and call especial attention to them.
As for the subject matter of Foua HuNDRED YEARS oF FnEETHOUGHT,
it covers nearly every phase of progresR and development, and presents
them in such orderly sequence as to giv the best possible picture of human
evolution. In Part First we hav Freethought as a manifestation and influence ; in Part Second, as an organized· force. With this history are give?
sketches of the lives of the men and women who hav taken part in the movement.. It unites the palilt and the present. It is a world book and a. home
book. It fulfils . the promis of its inception, and is the most magnificent
work ever issued by the FreethoughtPress.

Price, $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50.
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THEOLOHICAL ESSAYS.
In two volumes. VoL I.-Heresy; Its Morality and Utility; Is ThP.re a God? Has Man a
Ronl? Were Adam and Eve Our First Parents?
Who was Jesus? What Did Je•ns Teach? The
Atonement; Life of Abrah•.m; Life of Jacob;
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Written? A Plea for Atheism. Price, $1. Vol.
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Christian Evidences. In Henly to the Oxford
Honse Papers; A Cardinal's Broken Oath;
Snpern~ttnral and Rational Morality; Mr. Gladstone's Reply to Colonel Ingersoll on Christittn;
itv; A Few Words About the Devil; Has Man a
Soul? Two Nights' Debate at Burnley with
the Rev. w. M. Westerbv; Secularism Unnhilosophical, Unsocial, •nd Immor~tl. Three nights'
Debate in London with the Rev. Dr. McCann.
Price, $1.
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Yearly subscribers &t $3 receive all the numbers
-With Mnsio Written to All the Songs.published in one year. In ordering please say
whichyear is desired.
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Single numbers so!d &t prices quoted.
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Prl••· $1.50.
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ORIGINAl AND SElECTED HYMNS

I'

When he had read thiR hook Colonel Ingersoll
wrote to the author: "Yon have earntd the
thanks of all who real y think.' It i• a work of
vast resea ch, of sound criticism, of canstichnmor, ot sledgehammer vehemenoP, of scathing
satire, of Pttthos and e'oqneuce. I tis one of the
heaviest iconoclasti broad•ides ever fired at
theJewishGodandtheBible Cloth,goldlette s. 11!1.2!\

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAME,
AND HER GOI).

The ltev. Aroh<leacon Far ar s•id that' Christianity'ele ateu th; woman; it shrouded as
with a halo of sacred innocence ohe tender
years of t~e child." The object of Saladin's
work is to show the archdPa~on his error, a.nd
he has succeeded. An English writer said of it:
" This certainly is one of the most marvelous
books ever issued from the press. The an horities ctteu aro unquestionable, and the result is
convincing-.'' In two volumes, cloth, gilG-lettered, $2.50.

CHRISTIANITY and the SLAVE TRADE.
A condensation of t.h~ known fa· ts upon this
subject, P' ovinl! that Christianity did not abolish but aided this infa'llons traffic in human
beings. To whic· 1 are added such comments as
only Saladin can make. In paper, 80 cents.

THE 1'RANSITION.

A consiuerat.ion of the antagonism of the Bible anfl Hcience, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Ohris
tion Bib·e can be interpreted by modern
Pcience. In pa_P-~ ?0 cents.

ROSES AND ltuE.

Being Random Notes and Flk.,tches. Some of
its subjects are: A Last Interview with a Man
of Gen us; An Es•ay on Stirt irnlt.nre; A.sceticism and Flnp~rstition: Capital Pnmshment;
PovertY,:.., God in the () •nstitutionb· Bruno~
Gods: witchcraft. etc. This may e callea
Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in prose,
and is one of the books that lov.rs of strong
literatnrA like to read again and again •. In
l th
ld
1 ·1
1 tt d $150
co 'go . an( si ver- e ere ' . •

LAYS OF ROMANCE.

This books reminds one of Sir Walter Scott,
being romantic, historic verse. aglow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic
genius. Cloth, gold lettered, 75 Cll.llts.

ISAURE AND OTHER POEMS.

'!'he title poem ,sa storv of intense passion,
tonchinl!'lY told. The other twenty ooems are
fresh, fragrant, thonl!"htfnl, and everv verse
reveals thP thinker, ob•erver, and reformer.
Cloth, gold-lett.red, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.

· JinglPs and Prose. Fact, Fun, and Sarcasm.

IRem!cte:fngnet~~ · ·o:over'nD.ieiif."'W'ith ·n~:

GOD AND HIS BOOK.

Bv one who endured it Based upon a mannscript m the Possession of Saladin. Paper, 10c.

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.

Studies in Psychology. B_y one who was cut
down from the g•.llows Pnntefl rom mannscript in the hands of Saladin. Paper. 10 cent•.

WHIRLWIND SOWN AND REAPED.

A short story of o' erical crime- and villainy
founded on fact. Of this book the Ope11 Oourf
said: "This novel will command the same or
moreh interest than Helen Gardener's story
'Is T is Your Son.~ Lord?'" Pal!E/!-~,25 cants
Address
THE TRUTH SEE.IU!<R 00,
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Gsms of q;Jtought.
MENTAL power cannot be got from illfed brains.-Herbert 6pencer.
ENTHUSIASM is the genius of sincerity;
truth accomplishes no victories without it.
- Bulwer Lytton.
CHEERFULNESS in lonely adherence to
the right, is the endowment of elevated
characters.- Emerson.
BE yon yourself, in yourself, whole. Do
the acts of justice. Let mutual respect
epitaph charity. Let men take their natural places in self-sufficient poise. Let
priests and professional economists retire,
Take up the golden thread yourself. It
runs through all history and it leads
the way of all revelation.-Horace L.
1'raubel.
BRIEFLY, a morality which does not imply character is no morality, or a morality of the scourge and the hangman; but
a morality which does imply charactor is a
morality which cannot appeal to the motive common to men and pigs. The essentially bad man is safe from argument.
The attempt to escape from this dilemma
is, I hold, the source of most of the sophistry about ethical problems.-Leslie
,Stephen.
To test all assertions by adequate evidence, to extricate the truth from involvements of imperfect language, to push
inquiry by every method-tbese are prime
essentials of human progress. Of equal
necessity is the removal of all checks to
the liberty of expressing opinions. If
thesu objects hav the importance that
Mill attributed to them, his labors for
their promotion would alone entitle him
to be accounted a benefactor of the race.
-Dr. Bain.
AND what is
· true of the body
corporal is true also of the body spiritual,
intellectual, esthetic. It is the duty of
every one among us to develop himself
and herself to the highest possible point,
freely, in every direction. It is our duty
to think as far as we can think; to get rid
of all dogmas, preconceptions, and prejudices; to make sure we are not tied by
false or vague terrors ; to examin all
faiths, all belief, all fancies, all shibboleths, political, religions, social, moral.Grant Allen.
LET others bow at marble shrine
Within the white cathedral's calm,
And sing the penitential psalm,
And quaff the red communion wine;
But never to your unseen king
Will my proud spirit bend the knee
Until with mortal eyes I see
An angel hovering on the wing,
Or hear a melody divine
Down-ringing through the purple skies,
Or see the fronded palms that rise
Where heaven's hills are said to shine.
-Kenneth Lamar.
WE are told that morality without a
particular form of belief is impossible.
For twelve years every kind of religious
teaching has been banished from the primary schools of France, and yet immorality among the French children has not
increased. The beliefs which the church
imposec are like the "bogie " which the
nurse conjures up to keep her charges

quiet. Mankind asks for bread, but the
church givs a stone; for :work she _off~rs
fine phrases; empty proimses she g1vs Instead ofaction: trust in a visionary future
instead of well-being in an actual present.
-Ludwig Buchner.
I AM just and honest, not because I expect to liv in another world, but because,
having felt the pain of injustice and dishonesty towards myself, I hav a fellow
feeling with other men who would suffer
the same pains if I were unjust or dishonest towards them. Why should I giv my
neighbor short weight in this world because there is not another world in which
I should hav nothing to weigh out t~ hi~.
I am honest because I don't like to mfbct
evil on others in this life, not because I
am afraid of evil to myself in another.
It is a pang to me to witness the suffering
of a fellow being, and I feel his suffering
the more because he is mortal, because
his life is so short, and I would hav it, if
possible, filled with happiness, and not.
misery.-George Eliot.
FoR thousands of years men hav been
writing the real Bible, and it is being
written from day to day, and it will never
be finished while man has life. All the
facts that we know, all the truly recorded
events, all the discoveries and inventions,
all the wonderful machines whose wheels
and levers seem to think, all the poems,
crystals from the brain, flowers from the
heart, all the songs of love and joy, of
smiles and tears, the great dramas of Im·
agination's world, the wondrous paintings, miracles of form and color, of light
and shade, the marvelous marbles that
seem to liv and breathe, the secrets told by
rock and star, "by dust and flower, by rain
and snow, by frost and flame, by winding
stream and desert sand, by mountain
range and billowed sea.-Robert G. Ingersoll.

A NEW AND VALDABLE ROOK.

Religion and the Bible.·
By ·F. D. CUMMINGS.

A Series of Sixteen Freethought Essays.
SubjectsIntroduction. I The God and Man of the Bible. II. God and the Devil. III. Is the Bible Contradictory? IV. Jesus-Was He the ~l:fillm~Jnt.of Hebrew Prophecy and. Expectancy?. V. Jesus
the Teqcher of Righteousness. VI Did the DisCiples Look for an Immediate J{esnrrect·on? VU.
What Does the Bible Teach Regarding the Second Coming of Christ? VII The Ch~ist Spirit Outside the Bible. IX What Is the !Sible? X. How Man Advances. XI. Whv Do Men Chng to the
Bible? XII. BeliefiUnbelief1 Faith. Reason, an<;~ Prayer. XIII. Is There a God? XIV. Reward and
Punishment. Xi, mmortality.. XVI. ConclusiOn.

A Book that should be in the hands of all who seek the Lig-ht.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

ABRAHAM
LINCOLN:
WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?
By .John E. Bemsbnrg.

In the nature of things,
One of the most noted controversies of the century has been waged over the question of
Abraham Lincoln's religions belief. Soon after the remains of America's most illustrious son were
laid to rest at Springfield. one of his bio~raphers, Dr. Holland, put forward the claim that he was a
Christian. The claim was promptly demed by the dead statesman's friends, but only to be renewed
again, and again denied. And thns.for a quarter of a century the question of Lincoln's belief has
been tossed like a battledore from s1de to side.
For fifteen yea•s Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work. He vresents an
array of testimony that is irresistible and -overwhelming, and which must 11_nt this question at rest
forever. In addition to the testimony of twenty witnesses who claim that Lincoln was a Christian,
and which is reviewed and refuted, he adduceR the testimony of more than a hundred witnesses in
proof of the claim that Lincoln waR not a Christian. These witnesses include his wife and other
relatives; his three law partners; his ,Private secretaries; members of his cabinet; his Pnncipal
biographers, and scores of his most intimate friends.
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York
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J.D. Sqa'W's Boo~s. FOR HER DAILY \BREAD.
·

Preface by R. &. INGERSOLL.

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.
" In the nature of things there can be
no evidence to establish the claim of
inspiration." Such is the text of the
Oolonel's new lecture entitled

The Bible and Evolution.

All About the
Holy Bible

By Arthur B. Moss.

Christianity and Evolution.
Church Property Wit::r~=:~yu~ ::::LER.

Studies In Theology. A clear e:z:po~tion

~?o;~~s~t~B~~~!dr ' the
890

:.

Should It Be Exempt from
Taxation?
REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT.
Our pam_llhlet with this title contains an Argument for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement
of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890,
the Value bf Denominations, of Church Property in the Umted States and in the several States
and ·rerritories and in all Cities having 25,000 or
more inhabitants; so arranged a' to show at
a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of the
Leading Denominations and Denominational
Groups. Also, much other mat'er of especial interest to certam Cities, States. and Sections, all
compariEons being based upon official fi~;nres.
This pamphlet is the only one of the kma pub, lished. In no other work are 1he 1 acts, figures,
and arguments to be found. The figures. being
derived from the GovernmAnt Cer sus of 1890. will
not be superseded until the cen, us of 1900 shall
have been completed- probably about eight
years hence. 'l'he arguments are unanswerable
and will hav \he dew of morning on them so long
as the injustice of church exemption is suffered
to exist.
By single copies the price is 15 cents, but as the
work is published specially for distribnt,on by
those who favor justice in taxation the followintl
rednct10ns are made:
Ten copies.
$1.00
:Fiftv copies,
. 4.50
One hundred copies s.oo
Larger quantities at_lll)JlCial rates.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, New York.

A Nineteenth Century Novel.

For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with a little moneyh fair edncationh and
much conra!!"e, to make t eir way throng the
world by gomg to Chicago. The author is also
the heroine. 'l'he narrative is, in the main, a history of a working-girl's life and experience in the
city of Chicago among bluff business-men, kindhearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits. It is
just such a story of human life as we should expect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and
whatever he a.dmires and appreciates is sure to
be worth the attention of the rest of the world.
Price, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Bible: What Is It~ A pamphlet con-

in the United States.

The Truth ~eeker, New York.

Remsburg's Book on Lincoln.

Just published in a large and handsome pamphlet.. Price 25 cents. Address The Truth Seeker Oo.. New York.

$67g,6g4,439·

~

CoNTENTs-The Pagan Roots of Christianity,
The Borrow.ngs of Christianity. The Evolution
of the Christian Trinity. • riginal Sin and the
Atonement. A Medley of Gospels. Wanted
Contemporary Evidence. Paley's "Evidences of
Christianhv " Examined. The Testimony of
Paul. Did Jesus Rise From the Dead and Ascend
into Heaven? The First J!'onr Christian Centuries. A Thousand Dark Years. The Dawn oi
Science. Christianity on the Wane.
Price. Cloth, $1,
Address
THE TRUTH REEKER,
28 Lafayette Pl.. New York.

THE

THE

BRAIN

taining eight chapters in _refntat1.on of kth~
assumption that the Bibl~ lB a !'llvme boo o
J:lU~e thought, and correct m all1ts utterances.
Price, 25 cents.
.
of the biblical story of man's." cr!Ja~}on, ~¥\\
"curse," theologically deno=ated the fa.u.
Price, 10 cents.
• •

The Bible Against Itself. Contn:m!ng

one hundred a.nd fifty plain self-contradictiOns
of the Bible involving gnestions of theology,
morals, and history, Pnce, 10 cents.
The Human Nature of Jesus. A re~u~
tion of the assumption that he was a divme
J:lerson, and that he. was tlJ.e fulfillment of Old
Testament prophemes. Pnce, 10 cents.
Liberalism. Treating the subject fro~ a
negative and affirmative standP.omt, showmg
what it is not and what it is. PriCe, 5 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
ll8 Lafayette place, New York.

Works of W1. H. Burr.

Of this valuable book the London " Freethinker" says: "It is by far the best production
of Mr Moss's pen, and we heartily recommend
it as an excellent text-bonk c.f the snbiect. The
manner is good. and the style is ·bright. The
reader is ca.rr1ed along on an easy-flowing stream
of science, history, ethics, and common-sense."
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SIIEKER,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.
Right Living. Ethics as Understood by
a Student of ScieiWe

Cloth, $1,

Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
By Susan H. Wixon. PI!Jl\lr, 10 cents.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo,800jP:,.,$1.

Apples o

uold. And Other Stories for

Boys and Girls. 12mo, 8Bll pp., f1.25.

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handsome and Interesting BookhWithont Snpersti·
tion for Children and Yont • The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
66 fnll-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illns·
trated covers; 4.to, 224.pp., boards, $1.
Adqress, THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

BIBLE;

Self-Contradictions of the Bible- 144

THE CONFLI11r BmEEN MENTAL SCIKNOE
AND THEOLOGY.

Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days A.like
Holy, A Controversy with the Rev

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.

.By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,

Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price, 20a
Bacon and Shaks~ere. Proof that Shakspere conld not wr1te, etc. Price, 20 cents,

with a preface by

Thomas Paine-Was He Junius~ Second

Exlmlination of the Mor&ls a.nd HiBtor:v
of the New Testament.
B:v l'Bo:r.l'.
NIIWJU!I.
Price • aente.
Address
THE TBUTH_ SEEKER.

AND

R. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the literature of Freethonght. Its arguments are based
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's seLse of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
Price, Cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Propositions proved Affirmatively and Negatively by Quotations from Scripture, without
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents.

edition, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine.
Price, 10 cents.

Junius, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas
Paine. Arefntation of M. D. Conway's
objections to the identification of Paine as
Juni11s ll,'lld Casca.. .Price~5 cents.
Address THE ·~·RUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Pla.ce, New York.

w.

Roaring Lion on the Track.
Br1 M. BABOOOK.
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S.ANDY MA.OTA.VISH.
"The Sabbath was made for man," but the
"Saawtc:):lman" was made for the" Sawbatb."
Sandy Mactavish was walking one day
Along by the ~eashore in Ar?Jladale Bay,
When, splashmg and dashmg and quite
within reach,
He saw, in a pool that was left on the
beach,
A salmon that struggled in vain to be free,
And tried very hard to get back to the sea.
But Sa:ady rejoiced, like a canny old Scot,
And made up his mind that return it
should not,
When, just as he started to capture his
game,
He remembered the Sawbath, and thought
of the shame,
That the elders and deacons would say
was attached
l'o fish that on So.wbaths by sinners were
"catched,"
Aud stood for· a moment crestfallen and
glum,
Now scratching his head and now biting
his thumb,
For nothing could alter the date or the
day
To justify taking the salmon away.
But Sandy was canny, like most of his
race,
And thought that he might find a snug
little place
Where the tide wouldn't reach, but the
fish could remain
Till Monday would let him come fishing
again,
For all the kirk elders and all the kirk men
Wouldn't hav spoken to Sandy, ye ken,
If he'd taken the fish when the law had decreed
T.hat Jews from all manner of work should
be freed.
So he found a nice spot, in a dark little
grot, ·
And rejoiced at the fortune that fell to his
lot,
And there he conveyed the fine fish that
he'd found,
·
Which he'd hav for his supper when Monday came round.
Monday morning arrived, as did Sandy as
well,
. And there walil the fish, safe and sound as
a bell,
And Sandy Mactavish, I hardly need say,
Didn't wait very long ere he took him
away.
He straightway invited, that very same
night,
Some friends of his bosom with him to
unite,
•
·
To partake of a fish, which would make
such a dish,
That never for better could anyone wish;
And when they appeared at his jovial
board,
'Twas just as he said; it was fit for a lord.
There was Elder McPherson and Deacon
McGill,
And Macgregor the laird, who lived up on
the hill,
Doctor McCulloch and Hamilton Quirk,
The parson who preached in Mactavish's
kirk;
Six brawny old Scots; who had long pulled
together,

I

Thanks to Scotch whisky, thro' all the 1 And didn't they giv it to Sandy, and say,
Unfortunate Peoph
Scotch weather;
That the fish was a test which had come in who do no* live near the leading dairy re·
And they didn't take very long to dispose
his way,
·
gions, can Jiow use products of such dai·
Of the salmon-and peas. Then a ques- Being left by the deil, as he ought to hav ries owing to the perfect preservation of
tion arose
known,
milk in all its mother purity, as accomAs to how such a piece of good fortune Who wished to secure him for one of his plished in Borden's Peerless Brand Evapbefell
own,
orated Cream.
To enable Mactavish to treat them so well, And as with such ease he ltad taken his
And over the whisky they begged him to
prey,
i ·
tell
Th!!Y wondered he'd gone so much out of
As to who was the donor, and why he had
his way;
sent
For he needn't hav left a fine salmon like
By ARTHUR B. :MOSS.
Such a fine bonny fish, which he doubtless
that,
With Portrait and Bio_grapP,ical Sketch by
had meant
When all that he wished he'd hav had for
G. STANDRIN G.
As a token of gratitude; still, there were
a sprat.
I
Contents-Two Revelations. Man and the
some
And this was the judgment they passed on Lower Animals. Design and Natural Selection.
Who thought it might indic:~.te favors to
the case·
Bible Horror.!!.i or, True Blasphemy. Health,
"Th a t fi s·h.m • on S awb a ths was awfu 11Y Wealth,
andlimp
nappiness.
Bible Saints and Sincome;
ners. In
oloth, 50 oents
But these, from respect to propriety's
base,
1
Addre•s 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER,
laws,
And Sandy had brought on the kirk such
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Didn't hint that they thought such a thing
disgrace,
1
was the cause.
That ere he could enter its precincts again,
They had eaten the salmon, jowl, middle, He must make an apology ample and
and tail,
plain;
With the peas that I've mentioned, as And .then if they thought he was penitent.
well as sea kale,
qmte,
And whisky the best that was ever dis- They wouldn't be sure, but receive him
..
they might."
tilled,
And so with all peace and contentment But Sandy was obstinate, little he cared
Colonel Ingersoll's Famous
were filled.
Fo.,rndthl~;:dr,.ath of the deacon, the elder, Letters and Replies from EmThey puffed their tobacco, what more
w
w~
could they wish,
And as.to the minister, also the sessi<?n,
inent Men. With· a Startlin{!
Save that Sandy would say how he came They could all go to-(ohl such a wtcked Ch
by the fish.
expression).
i a pter on
Mactavish, then beaming with innocent His dander was up, and he wasn't polite,
pride,
·
And h~ knew that they acted from motivs
Did the tale of his fishing excursion conof spite.
I
fide,
Himself, he considered the salmon was
,
Cl
And expected his guests would exclaim
sent
Schonenhauer s e ebrated
with delight
By p~ovidence and 1\S a favor was meant; Es a " On Sul·Cl.de "
That in spite o' the Saw bath he'd done And If any more on the Sawbath he found,
S Y
·
what was right.
1 He wouldn't abide until Monday came
Paper covers. _ Price 25 Cents
But picture his feelings when never a
round,
.
word
j But take them directly, and eat every bit
The Truth Seeker,
Beyond a deep murmur of censure he By himself, as his neighbors were clearly 28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, New York.
heard
unfit
While they sat in their places with frowns To partake of such dainties as salmon and
as they spoke
peas;. ,
(The. elder and deacon both stopped in They didn t cieserve more than dry bread
their smoke);
an~ c!J.eese. .
,
.
.
Till an unpleasant silence the minister And lf tn the kuk they d receive hun no
broke~
I more,
.
"Alexander Mactavish, it's little we cared, He'd go all his Sawbaths to fish on the
Myself and the deacon, the elder, and
shore.
.
.
-olaird,
J The s~ssion rephed, thro' their head m the
An o tent Votoes
To ask any questions before we appeared
chau,
,
from t7te Sptrtt
At a house where we thought there was He could do as he liked, and they d none
Realm atso!ose t7te
nought to be feared
1
of 'em care,
most Btartltna RevTho' some of the foll~ are weak brothers, And after the way that he'd treated them
elattons.
'tis true
all,
-o-·
We neve; expected such conduct from Although the;r regretted his terrible fall,
Proving Cbrlstlanlty
you.
They'd hav hun to know that they wouldn't
Butjishing on Sawbath! We ne'er could
relent;
· .
to be of
ha.' thought
· And further, the fish by the dell was sent,
That you by the deil were so easily And Sandy had better hav tested the case,
Heathen Origin.
caught "
1..
By leaving the fish or hav hidden his face,
[ILLUSTRATED.]
He paus~d; and the others all showed by And so hav. avoided te~ptations lijre this,
Price, - - - - t1.~0.
their looks
And, counting such trials as nothing but
That Sandy had got in their very black Hbli s!', d
th
t inl th
ht th t
books.
av 1IVe , as ey cer a. y oug
a
Addre•e
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And when he attempted to tell them his
he ought,
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lA Suicide
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Antiquity
Unveiled.
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Th!;~~ut
up their ears.
hav been Jews!

Why, they might

In silence they left, except Minister
Quirk,
W~kaid that he'd havto report to the
The breach of decorum and Sandy's confeBBionWhich
he couldn't deal with, but left to

W~~~~~t.eating fish th~afi~~:b;~~e:.as

fill p 0 n d ' I.!

rf~

,;:::1

E X t ract

And there with Mactavish again he would
speak,

BETTER WORLD.
A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE

By :Vr. E. B. SOUTIIWICK.
For I dipt into the future, far as human eye could
Saw the Vision of the ,:~~ld, and all the wonders
that would be.

O said the poet Tennyson, and al-

S

though what he saw was more or
less remarkable he was on the outside of the tent relatively to our present author. Dr. Southwick, without
telling us how he got there, relates
the many and strange adventures that
befell. him in a land without a sun or
a newspaper, but where light and
everlasting spring abide nevertheless;
where women are the stronger sex,
where all dress alike, wear no buttons,
go in bathing together, and are "naked and not ashamed."
. There is something of " Looking
Backward" in this book, with a spice
of Gulliver added, and it is totally devoid of religious superstition. It will
be read with interest and curiosity.
Published and for sale at this office.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
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the session,
Wwhiecehk,had its next meeting that very same

THE

and Essays

Kirk session was met, and Mactavish was
there,
.
With Minister Quirk at the head in the
chair,
And the elder, and deacon, and doctor,
and laird,
Who now for inquiring apparently cared,
As well as some others, who felt very
queer,
Thro' not being asked to partake of the
cheer;
And if a conclusion was ever foregone,
To make a man wish he had never been
born,
'Twas that which they sat on in judgment
this morn.
They sat upon this, and they sat upon that,
And one of the gentlemen sat on his hat
And squashed his best beaver remarkably ,
flat·
So when to the fishing excursion they
came
With just indignation their hearts were
aflame.
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that
:Mercury,
as mercury will surely destroy the sense of smell
and completely derange the whole system when
entering it through the mncons bnrfaces. Such
articles sbonld never be nsea excep~ on preecription" from reputable phyeicians, as the damage
tbev will do is ten JOld to the good yon can possibly <lerive from them Hall's Oatarrh Onre,
manufactured by F J. Ch~ney & Qo., 'l'oledo, 0.,
conLaius nom ,r.,nry, ana 1s takeumternahy, acting directly upon the blood and mucous 'nrfaces
of ;he system. In buying Hall's Oatarrh Onre be
sure yon get the genuine. It is taken mternallv
and is madJ in 'l'oledo, Ohio, by F. J. Oheney &
Oo. Testimonials free.
17'" Sold by Druggists, price, 75c., per bottle.

cures

Cuts, Burns,
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and
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PICTORIAL WORK
GLASS CARDS. SILK BANNERS.

DUPLICATE SIGNS

-ESTIMATES
GIVEN FOR
8t48 J, U. MANUTH, 210 Blue Island Ave,, Chicago,

A. Rare Chance to get first-class
Freethought Sto:y Books of sixty pu,ges or over
each. FREE Senrl 8 cents to pay 'Q9stage on
samples. Address THE LIBERAL PUB. CO.,
42~f
Portland, Kan.
ALL styles of watches from $1.88 np. Haudsome catalog_ne free. Safe Watah Oo., 9 Murray
52tl9
street, New York.

Otto YJetts te ill.
THE

A good thing is always imitated; poor
ones never. Ther" are many worthless
imitations of POND'S EXTRACT. If
you •cant to be CURED

·Liberal Jeweler.
DESIGNEB OF

BEWARE oF SUBSTITUTES
WHICH' DO NOT CURE.
BOOKS BY

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
!'he Bible or Nature: A Contribution
to tbe Religion of tbe Future. Oloth. $1.
rhe Secret o: th~ East; or, The OrigiD
of the Christian Religion and the SignificancE
of its Uise and Decline. Oloth. ltlo
Ph,sical Education; or, The Health-Law!
o Nature. Oloth, $1.
Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Hnma.n Orgamsm. Oloth, $1
Zoological Sketches : A Contribution tu
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illn~
trated by H. Faber. Oloth~$2.
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28 La. fayette Plaoe. New York.

NOTIOE,
Any of II!Y Liberal friends wishing anything in
my hne will do well by .PUtting their address on
a postal card, and I will mail price lists of my
spe ialties, I can postttvl'l/. save yon money,
I hav been befo•e the Liberal nnblic for nearly
forty yeu,rs and to thooe who favor me with their
orders, I wi1l •ay that I wi,l endeavor in every
way to merit their kind patronage. Fraternally
OTTO WETTSTEIN Tll.e I4beral Jeweler.
Established 1857.
Roche'le,
Repatr W orlc a Speutaltv.
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of the former makers of our postage
stamps, has turned out a large supply that
do not meet the requirements of the users
of stamps and -now postmasters:are: authorized to return them to . the .department.
The in]t is "off color," the· iltaJ;IlpB c~l.
the mucilage will not stick., . The bureau
tried to use a cheaper grade of j>ape~ and
of mucilage than experience had demonstrated to be necessary.
ON November 19th Reuben F. Kolb.
defeated Poprilist candidate for governor
of Alabama, issued an address to his partY
and the people of the state generally in
which he renews his charge that he was
Elefranded out of the governorship in 1892
and again in 1894. December 1st is inauguration day and Kolb amwnnces that
he Will be in Montgomery on that day and
take his seat as governor. He calls on the
people to gather there to support him by
"all proper and peaceable methods."
These are the concluding words of his address: "Yon, fellow citizens, hav twice
elected me governor of this state, and this
time, by the grace of God an!l the help of
the good people of Alabama, I will be
governor."
All are architects of fate
Working in these walls of time
Some with ma.ssiv deed and great,
Some with ornaments of rliyme .

.TINGLES C)F
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HUMOR,
SARCASM,
AND FACT•
TO

SOME MORE BIBLICAL ADVICE.
Trust ye not in a friend, put ye not confidence in a guide: keep the doors of thy month from her that lieth in thy
bosom Micah vii, 5.
and will hereafter spend half the year here
and the other half in London.
THE women of Colorado cast over 90
EuRoPE was swept by a severe storm on per cent of their registered vote, while the
men cast less than 80 per cent of theirs.
November 12th.
The women's vote amounted to 70,000.
THE loss by Colorado's forest fires is estiON November 17th southern Italy, inmated at $1,000,000.
cluding all Sicily, was shaken by earthDulliNG 1893 California more than quakes. A panic prevailed. Many people
doubled her silver output.
were killed. The property loss is heavy.
FoREST fires in Arkansas hav done great
AT the general election on November
damage and the danger is not yet over.
6th the Republicans carried Hamilton
THE Democrats of Boston nominated county, Ohio, by 22,000 majority and at a
General Francis Peabody, Jr., for mayor. special election a week later they lost it by
B,BOO.
HENRY PRESERVED SMITH, lately tried
LAsT week competition between the
for hereBy, has come into a fortune of Standard
Oil Company and the New
$300,000.
England Oil Company cut the price for
It is reported that Montreal is threat- high test oil down to one cent per gallon
ened with an epidemic of small-pox and in Somerville, Mass.
diphtheria.
FRANCIS MAGNARD, editor-in-chief of
EIGHT lives were lost at Charlotte Har the Paris Figaro, died in Paris on Nobor, Fla., by the capsizing of a barge vember 18th. He was one of the most
famous of French journalists, and was
loaded with phosphate.
born in Brussels on Feb. 11, 1837.
ONE hundred people were killed by
THE Northwestern Millers' Association
earthquake 11hocks within a radius of forty
has voted to shut down for six weeks durmiles of La Paz, Bolivia.
·
three months beginning December
DR. PARKHURST says he will not help ing the The
St. Louis mills hav also closed,
ministers secure places under Mayor 10th.
for an indefinit period.
Strong for their favorits.
So FAR as reported at present, there will
A SINGLE-TAx colony, organized at Des be twenty-six contest cases in the next
Moines and incorporated in Iowa, will be Honse of Representative, in all of which
settled in Baldwin county, Ala.
but one Republicans and Populists will
THE treasury department has issued a demand the seats of Democrats.
circular inviting proposals for a new issue
IT is reported from Berlin that a split
of $50,000,000 of five per cent bonds.
between the North and South German
THE New York Rapid Transit Commis- Socialists is inevitable as the result of Herr
sion has resumed its hearings since the Bebel's speech disapproving the action of
people gave a favorable vote on the scheme. the recent Social Democratic Congress.
S. D. WoRDEN has been convicted of
RoBERT CHAllLRB WINTHROP, of Massa- murder in the first degree for wrecking a
chusetts, died on November 17th. He was train near Sacramento during the late
an orator, statesman, scientist, and writer. strike, the wreck resulting in the death of
FoR nearly a week a severe sandstorm four soldiers of the Unitod States army.
swept over Oklahoma and the Cherokee
REv. JAMES McCosH, ex-president of
Strip, being especially bad in the latter Princeton University, died at his home in
territory.
Princeton on November 16th. He was
ON November 14th the steamer Adriatic born in Carskeoch, Ayrshire, Scotland,
took out' twenty negroes who are the ad- April 1, 1811, He was a distinguished
vance detachment of a colony which will educator.
.
.
.
.
settle in Liberia.
:rHE chi~f of the _Chicago police has disTHE W. C. T. U.'s of New York and missed thll'ty po!Icem~~ for neglect. of
Brooklyn threaten to boycott the dry duty and malreatmg Citizens on electiOn
goods stores which hav put in wine and day. Seventeen . o_thers hav been susspirits departments.
pended for conmvmg at the' escape of
BY the will of Robert Stanton Avery, murderers.
ON November 12th the American liner
formerly chief of the coast survey, the
Smithsonian Institution will receive a do- ''St. Louis " was launch~d at Philadelphia,
Mrs. Cleveland breakmg the bottle of
nation of about $110,000.
over t~e bow of the vessel,
THE ·bye-elections in Newfoundland giv cha!llpa.gne
the Whitewayites a majority in the assem- a~a!~st .the emphatic protest of the Probly. The resignation of the government hibitiomsts.
MissoURI went Republican by 3,094.
is consequently demanded.
The Democrats lost 41,853 and the RepnbIN Pennsylvania the Republicans re- licans gained 1,927. The Poprilist vote
ceived 574,801; the Democrats, 336,404: was 42,466, the Prohibitionist, 3,098, and
the Prohibitionists, 23,443; the Populists, the Socialistic Labor, 1,572. The Popn19,464, and the Socialists 1, 733.
lists gained 1,259.
MRB. WooDHULL MARTIN has purchased
THE report of the commissioners apa residence on West 72d street, this city, I pointed by President Cleveland to investi-

,]fowa of tAo Woolt.

gate the Pullman railway strike is decidedly adverse to the railroad co:tporations, a surprise alike to the strikers and
the railway managers.
DISSENSIONS hav broken out in the ranks
of the striking cloakmakers of this city,
and about three thousand hav returned to
work. They are very poor and receive
such small wages that they cannot maintain a protracted strike.
BY the foundering of the British ship
Cnlmore off the coa~t of Yorkshire during
the great storm of last week twenty-two
lives were lost. Thon.sands of people hav
bPen driven · froin their homes by. the
overflowing of ·the Avon.
ON November 15th Prudente de Moraes
took his seat as president of the republic
of Brazil, being the third in succession.
but the first elected by the vote of the
people. The cabinet seems to be composed of men friendly to Ex-President
Peixoto.
A SYNDICATE of Chicago firms has
secured two contracts with Japan, one for
canned corned beef for the army and the
other for cast-iron pipe to extend the
Tokio waterwli>rks. The contracts were
secured in competition with English,
French, and Belgian bidders.
THH lenses for the Chicago observatory
were tested at the Cambridge establishment of Alvan G. Clark a few days ago.
They are the largest ever made, the diamter of each nearly equaling that of an
ordinary buggy wheel and weighing, with
their mountings, 1,200 pounds.
THE Supreme Court of Pennsylvania reaffirms the decision of the lower court in
the Gallitzin case. The decision is that it
is not sectarian instruction for teachers
who are nuns to appear in the school
room in the garb of their order. Justice
Williams hands down a dissenting opinion.
A BILL has been introduced in the legislatnre of Georgia which makes the sale of
liquor }n that state a felo~y an~ creates a
state dispensarr and state hqn!lr mspecto!",
the latter bemg clothed with despotic
, PO'!er to .ent~r upon prope~ty for purposes
of mvestigatwn and to seize contraband
goods.
THE Woman's Club of Chicago, after a
stormy session, declined to admit to membership the noted lecturer, Mrs. Fanny
Williams, who is an octoroon. Mrs.
Charles Henrotin is lAtterly opposed to
drawing the color linll and it is probable
that the action of the majority will disrupt
the association.
THE bn tchery of Armenians by Kurds
appears to hav been more appalling than
at first reported; the death list is put by
some as high as ten thousand. The massaores were attended by all the peculiar
atrocities which hav ever characterized
religions slaughtering&. In reading the
narrativ of the terrible event one is reminded of the awful scenes that attended
the capture of Jerusalem by the Christians
during the Crusades.
THE Bureau of Engraving and Printing,
refusing to profit by the long experience

j

Tingle -the Pries-t
TO WHICH ABE ADDED

A Few Select Prose Pieces.
By L, G. REED.

Price,
Address

- 15 cents.
TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Pl., New
York,
.
.
~HE

Col. R. G. Ingersoll's
ARGUMENT
IN THE

Reynolds Blasphemy Trial,
At Morristown, JY, J.
This is the greatest argument ever made in a case
of this kind, and will be a. model for the Bar so
long as the Christians use force to repress free
speech. Its legal acumen is unsurpassed, its eloquence never equaled. Wherever Christian persecution is going on this argument should be
freely circulated, read to the Christians, and. expounded on every occasion.
·
·
·
In paper, 25 cents: in clot hi ~n cents
A.c\dre••
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

L. K. Washburn's Works.
The Fillse Teaching of the Christian
Church. " The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church . are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions.'' Price, 10 cents.
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of
a minister's praying God to kill'grasshoppers;
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one against the Colorado beetle I"
Price, 10 cents.
"
Rellgons Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane! Price, 10 cents.
Tbe Public Schools and the CathoHe
Church. Price, 5 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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of Creation.
THE

A OoNJ:OOVEBSY BETWEI!Ir TJl:L
dON W. E. Gr.AoSTONE.
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E. LYNN LINToN.
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R:'LIGION OF HUMANITY
BETTER THAN

E:':CRNAL PUNISHMENT.
By M. BABCOCK.

1ocenta.

Prioo,

Answers to Christian

~uestions

And Arguments.

THE GIANT DELUSION.

A Consideration of the Doctrine
of Personal Immortality.
By OTTO WETTSTEIN.

A Paper rea.<l at the International Freethought
Congress at Chicago, October 5, 1893.
Price, 10 Cents,

Address
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The Difference between Faith and Common Sense.

400

Years of Freethought.

From Columbus to lllgersoll

B~ ·Samuel

Large Octavo, n65 pages, Gilt Sides and Back, Marbled Edges.
Truth Seeker One Year, $6.50.

141-

Porter Putf\am
Price, $5; with ·1 he

FULL-PAGE HALF-TONE PORTRAITS

Of the Most E'lninent Freethinkers and Philosophers, Living and Dead, of the Past .I!'our Hundred Years.

r:t':' HE ~RU~H SEEKER OOMPANY has pleasure in announcing
l..e.J · hat this splendid work, which has been in preparation so long, and for
which nearly 1,100 persons hav subscribed in advance, is now ready
for delivery. For more than twelve months FouR HuNDRED YEARs OF
FREETHOUGHT has been advertised, and if it had appeared as originally designed it might hav been out half a year ago. The Prospectus has stated
all along that the book would contain six hundred pages of printed matter,
and fifty portraits were mentioned, but it has so grown upon the hands of
the author and publisher that the pages of type hav reached nearer nine
hundr6il, while the list of pictures has extended to almost three times fifty.
As the portraits hav proved the most expensiv-as they will no doubt prove
to many the most attractiv-part of the book, their multiplication, together
with the added pages of text, will giv the subscriber about twice as much
for .his money as was at first promiised him. He is getting an Album as
well as a History ; for what are called "half-tone" pictures, like those in

the present work, are the most finished and satisfactory product of the
artist's and engraver's skill, being exact reproductions and therefore equal
in accuracy to the original photograph. We feel considerable prige in this
collection of photographs, and call especial attention to them.
As for the subject matter of FouR HUNDRED YEARS OF FBEETHOUGHT,
it covers nearly every phase of progress and development, and presents
them in such orderly sequence as to giv the best possible picture of human
evolution. In Part First we hav Freethought as a manifestation and infl.u_
ence ; in Part Second, as an organized force. With this history are given
sketches of the lives of the men and women who hav taken part in the movement. It unites the palilt and the present. It is a world book and a home
book. It fulfils the promis of its inception, and is the most magnificent
work ever issued by the FreethoughtPress.

Price, $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50.
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When Renewing Your subscription, Take Advantage of These GQod Offers:
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For $6.50 we will send THB TBUTH SEEKEB one year ($3) and S. p,
For $5 we will send THB TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and "Pain~'s
Putnam's" Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150 preat Works Oomplete"($3).
This edition of Paine's W?rks ~ontains a
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected m Ohicago, and
issued by the Freethought Press. 14:0 Half Tone Engravings of the Promi- of his monument in New Rochelle.
nent Freethinkers of the past four centuries.
For $5 we will send THB TBUTH SBBXEB one year ($3) and "The World's
The object of this work is to present the ·Course of Freethought throughout Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers" ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
\he Ci~zed W<?rld fr?m t~e time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger-,
For $4:.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3)· and James B.
soil. It IS a radical H1stonc Reco~d of the greatest d~velopments_ of ~he hum.an Alexande 'a" Dynamic Theory" ($2 75) This is a splendid offer for every one
race. It reveals Freethought as an mtellectnal, moral, literary, soCial, mdustnal,
~
· ·
'
·
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than. fo~
its in11.uences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FouR hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who st:udies 1t
HUNDB&D YEABs OP FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry,
.
·
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's
For $4:.50 we will send THB TBUTH SEBXEB one year ($3) and "The '
most shining advance. Nothing can he more interesting or more inspiring to the Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book " in cloth ($2.50).
) d "Th Freepioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and
F ~..
ill
d T
T
S
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great. or,..,2: ~e ": sen
HB, .BUTH EBKEB one year ..,3 an
e
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and thinker a P10tonal Text-Book m boards (S2).
magnificent wh~le, a viv_id J?icture of man's ~ublimest evolution, with _the added
For $4: we will send THE TBUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and a copy of" Old
glory of woman s emanCipation from the chams and slavery of a barbaric church. T es t amen t Stones
· 0 om1c.u
· _, 1y mus t rat e d"
· c1oth covers ($1. 50) . ·
·
·
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For $3.50 we will send THB TBUTH SEEKER one year ($3) and " Old TesTO GET
tament Stories Oomically IDustrated," in board covers ($1).
·
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FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION.
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BELVS HANDBOOK OF FREETHOUGHT.

The TRUTH
SEEKER and
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,....Fill out the accompanying Subscription
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28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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SAMPLE COPIES FREE.
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Ttlree months, (trial subscribers,) In advance,
$0.75
One subscription with two new subscribers, in
Six
"
"
"
1.50
one remittance,
Single subscription, one year,
3.01:>
One subscription with three new subscribers, ln
· One subscription two years,
5.00
one remittance,
..
Two new subscribers,
·••
. 5.00
One subscription with four new subscribers; in
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one
one remittance,
. •
remittance,
5.00.
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one remittance.

$7.00
~.50
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It is thus seen that any of our friends who will take the trouble to get a new subscriber at the regular· rate ($3)
will get his own for $2; by getting two new subscribers he will get his paper for $I; ·by getting three .n\'w subscribers
he will not only get his own free, but will have fifty cents beside; by·getting four new subscribers he will have his own
free and gain $2. If anyone chooses, or if by so doing he can easier secure partners in taking the paper, he can share
with them the advantages of the club rates,
.
This 111akes THE TRUTH SEEKER, with its sixteen large pages, cheaper than any other Liberal paper.
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In connection with our " Missionary Scheme " of sending ~h.e ~~ttth .§.e.ek.e~ ~.0'.,
Eight Oopies of Paine's "Age of Reason" to separate addresses
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

11
for $1, we think that further good can be doae by letting
P.''~ease sen d · -'<77.
c- k er to th e fio~~owzng
•
JJ.
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- ree -'<r- ru th uee
auuress.....
people read THB TRUTH SEEKEB for awhile. To this end we inclosed find $--·-·in payment of the same.
make the following offer :

To New Trial Subscribers, Three Months for oO Cents.

-

POST OFFICE, [Box

NAMES.

We feel confident that everyone who reads THE TBUTH
SEEKER for three months will renew his subscription.
We therefore respectfully urge our present subscribers
to bear this offer in mind when sending their renewals, and to
make an effort to send us one or

A Club of Trial Subscriptions.
For clubbing terms for renewals use the Blank adjoining
his at the rates given.
We hope that all readers to whose notice the paper comes
will send us a six or twelve months' subscription, but if they do
not feel like subscribing for either term we shall be thankf~ if
they will fill the blank out for a trial subscription of three months.
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bigot Patterson is out of the way, it may be that,
if a reform bill gets through the legislature, it will
not be killed by a· veto. Of course Freethinkers will
FO"UNDJ1:D BY Do DL JIENNE'.I.'To
be sati:fied with nothing less than the total· repeal of
all Sunday statutes, but nevertheless they will welE. M. MA.ODoNALD; • • • • • Editor and Manager.
The Sabbatarians' Purposes and .Plans.
come every real step forward as one that takes them
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YOBK.
There is not the least room to doubt the inten- nearer the goal of true liberty. However; it is best
tions of the Sabbata.rians to make the enforced ob- in every way that we do our work through our own
SATURDAY, . :
DECEMBER 1,1894. servance of Sunday the test issue between theocrats organizations and along the line of our own deAt the same time individual Secularists
~,~ond secularists. We hav rio choice in the matter. mands.
StJDSCBIPTION RATES:
They hav elected to fight the secular principle in can help leaven the less radical reform forces, and
Bingle·subscription, iii advance . ."...............................3 oo
One subscription two years, in advance ........................ li oo all its applications, but more than all else that we de~ thus push them further along in the right direction.
Two new' subscribers .................. ·........................... :J ·oo mand they hate the Free Sunday, and they believe
Here is a summary of the resolutions adopted by
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance. :i oo
that if they -lose in the struggle around that they the Wiliamsport convention, and it is an epitome of
One subscri.ption with. two. new subscribers, in one remittance ........................................................ '100 lose in everything. In choosing the issue th~y the designs of the Sabbata.rians :
One subscription with three Dew subscribers, .in one remitIn the preamble we are told that all power is from
tance .......... ; .•..•••.••...•.•.••.••..••..••..••..••••••.•• s :50 necessarily choose also the battle-ground, which is
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remitthe "field of legisl'ation. They stake even Christian- God; that he has delegated the administration of this
tanoe........................................................10 eo
ity on the resuit; They say that if the law-maker power to Jesus; that this control "exteB.ds to every deAn:v ·number over five at the same rate, invariably with one
partinent of human interests"; that the "King's" law
remittance.
does not giv the priest one day out of each seven contemplates every requirement and necessity of our
for his personal use · and emolument the whole nature, here and hereafter; that Christianity has long
Monefl 8110ulll be 8811' btl e:~:PreBB oompant/'8 monw or~~er, structure of revealed religion :will tumble into ruin. since "been declared to be the common law of PennsylV08tal or~~er, . arllft on NeUJ Yorl:, or btl rerrt8terea ze~r.
vania (see decision of the Supreme Court in the Girard
.41147"6!18 oommuntoatton8 ana mal:e llrllftB, olleol:e, wBt-ot/106 By taking this extreme position they invite for the
Will case), and that the Supreme Court of the United
anll e:~:preBB monw orller8 vat/able to· E • .M• .M.AODON.A.LD;
church
the
very
fate
they
foretell.
Beaten
they
28 Lafatle,te plaoe, NeUJ Yorl;.
States has affirmed that this is a Christian nation; that
be ultirilately, though "it may take a century to Jesus declared that he is the Lord of th:e Sabbath; that
drive
them over the precipice of popular disfavor, the Pennsylvania Sunday law of 1794 is based upon the
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We shall "be Obliged to our
readers H they will send us the nanae and addre• of but when they are finally routedit is not improba- divine law, and that it has proven itself" the conservator
any "Freethinker who I• not a regular .ubscrlber.
ble that the people will take them at their word of the vast commercial, social, ana moral interest of the
'
arid throw the remnants of their religious system commonwealth."
Resolution One pledged the Sabbatarians to "the most
into
the
pit
with
them.
A
hierarchy
that
predicts
THE
determined maintenance of the Sabbath law of 1794 ";
its' own downfall the moment the sustaining hand Resolution Two expressed their conviction that the penof the state is Withdrawn is in a terribly perilous alty of four dollars is inadequate and should be increased
position; it surrenders. all claims to respect and to twenty-five, and in this resolution was included the
WILL CONTAIN AN ARTICLE BY
puts its fate into the hands of its enemies. But it form of a petition to the legislature praying .for the indemanded. A committee of three doctors of
Col, ROBERT G, INGERSOLL, will do great ·mischief before the- catastrophe comes, crease
divinity wBB appointed to draft a circular letter, copies of
and it will not be overthrown by our wishes and which are to accompany the petition. Another committee
Entitled," THE OLD AND THE NEW."
hopes. Optimistic dreams" and rosewater batteries of the same composition was appointed to receive the
will not destroy it. No great cause was ever borne signed petitions and prese11t them to the legislature, and
"last named committee was empowered to call a mass
to victory by those who thought that there was " no the
''Christian Charity."
meeting in Harrisburg during the session of the legislaAlthough Jesus, the "master," told his followers, danger " in the machinations of its enemies.
ture, if deemed necessary.' The expense of all this was
On October 30th a convention called by the apportioned among the three Sunday associations.
so the story goes, to return good for evil and to
Resolution Three is a diatribe against the Sanday newshand over tqeir ulsters to the takers of their coats, Pennsylvania Sabbath Association and other Sunpaper, which is characterized as " one of the most insidiassociations
of
the
state
was
held
at
Williams
day
there is n9 Infidel, prohably, so vindictivly remorseous and dangerous of all the enemies of the Sabbath";
less in pursuit of offenders as is the average. clergy- port to celebrate the centenary of tp.e Sunday Resolution Four calls for the impeachment of all officials
man. We :find a case in point recorded in the St. law of 1794. ·But let it not be supposed that this who fail to enforce the existing Sunday laws; Resolution
Louis Globe-IJemocrae. Four boys, the oldest but convention was called for mere idle glorifi,cation of Five demands the suppression of the Sunday electric oar,
fourteen, were arrested for taking· some hymn books the work of the legislativ bigots of the past cen- the grievance against it being its carrying of the people
away from the church to resorts where they "spend the
froi:n Rev. Dr. Mulholland's church. Mrs. Traub, tnry. It was held ·by the clerical bigots of this sacred hours of the Sabbath in mere idle recreation, if noththe mother of three of the children, found her boys century to devise ways and means whereby the ing worse." [As the day worshipers profess to be so anxplaying. with the books and took them back to the legislativ time-servers of the present can be hood- ious to secure "rest" for the "laboring man," why should
church. In order to apply the·. instructions of his winked or frightened into making still more invasiv they object to his spending Sunday in ''mere idle recrea"master" in this case, Dr. Mulholland shoUld hav and onerous the Sundliy law of 1794: .. Almost simul- tion?''] Resolution Six is a pronunciamento against
Sunday mails ; Resolution Seven in.:lorses the eft<Jrts of
sought out the"offenders and given them his pulpit taneously with the holding of the convention, the law and. order societies to enforce Sunday laws and urges
Bible, if not the whole Sunday-school library, but city council of Williamsport passed a very stringent their formation in every town and village where they do
in lieu of that, warrants for petit larceny were got ordinance, the proviSions of which hav already been not already exist; Resolution Eight adjures all"OIU:istians
out and the boys were brought into the Court of commented upon in these columns. The next work to be consistent observers of Sunday; Resolution Nine
pledges them not to sustain by their votes any candidate
Criminal Correction. Otto ,Traub was at .once re- of the Sabbath associations of the state will be the for civil office who has shown himself unfriendly to the
leased on account of his extreme youth-seven presentment to the legislature of Pennsylvania of existing Sunday law or wHo will not help raise its penalty;
years-and the fourth boy, named Shicktanz, was petitions asking for the increase of the penalty for Resolution Ten requests citizens living in places where
discharged because there was proof t,hat he had the violation of the state law from four to twenty-five the mails are delivered and distributed on Sunday to
notqing to do with the theft. The. prosecuting at- dollars, the latter being now the penalty in Alle- unite in petitioning the postmaster-general to hav such
work discontinued; Resolution Eleven asserts that the
torney wanted to let the other two boys 'go with a gheny county, and against any reduction of that " greatest need of the Sabbath cause at the present time
severe reprimand, but Rev. Mr. Mulholland stren- penalty in the county named. What the Sabbata- is sound and thorough instruction BB to the authority and
uously objected, declaring that he wanted them rians fear is that Walter A. Lyon, just elected permanence of the divine law of the Sabbath, together
sen£ to the House of Refuge or Work House. At lieutenant-governor of the state, will attempt to with the blaBBing of God upon this instruction," and so
first he swore t~at. the books were valued at eight carry out a program to which they assert he is it is urged· that the week between the first and second
Sundays of April be obserJed 8B a period of special prayer.
dollars, but on cross-examination he was unable to pledged. This program is said to include thereAmong the subjects which were discussed by the
tell how much they were worth. After the evidence peal of the special penalty of twenty~:five dollars in
convention
were "The Sabbath for man, Historical
was all in it .was seen that Mr. Mulholland had Allegheny county, the modification of the law of
and
Ethical,"
"The Sunday Mail," "The Christian
proved nothing. beyond the fa~t that the children 1794 so. as to giv Sunday newspapers and " other
Citizen and Enforcement of L~w," "The Secular
forms
of
Sabbath
desecration
"
a
legal
standing,
were playing with the books. Again the prosecutPress and the Sabbath Issue," "The Sabbath and
ing. atto:rney asked that the boys be released, but and for the transference of all the cases of Sundaythe Laborer," "The Sabbath and the Home," "A
violation
that
may
be
left
from
the
criminal_
to
law
the minister refused, saying that he wanted them
Plague in the Head" (the leprosy of Sabbath desethe
civil
courts.
It
certainly
is
time
that
Penns.yl"put through." This disgusted the attorney, and
cration); "The Citizen and the Law,"" Tile popular
he nolle prossed the suit, amid the protestations of vania took a step forward, and it will be a decided
Fallacies
Concerning Sabbath Legislation" (Judge
Mr. Mulholland. All the boys are sons of his par- advance if the reforms named can be brought about
Ashman);
"Sabbath Legislation and the Commonishioners. The ambassador of the "meek and during the coming year. Now that the intolerable
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lowly" and forgiving Jesus was eager to affix the
crimiilal brand to those ·children, who were in his
"spiritual" care, although he had received back the
books.
,

will
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wealth," "Moses and Medicin" (the health value of
a rest day, by the Rev. H. L. Hastings, of Boston,
ihe Infidel annihilator); "The Workingman's Right
to the Sabbath" (by Hon. H. M. Hinckley). E. K.
Hart sent a paper on the "Sunday Newspaper,"
which was made much of as the production of a
"praetical newspaper man." It will receive, later,
some attention in these columns.
Of all the essays read and addresses delivered,
but three were from the pens or lips of laymen; all
the others were delivered by ministers, and nearly
all the officers of the convention, as well as the·
committeemen, were likewis·e of the cloth. This is
not to be wondered at, for the whole Sunday movement is one in the interest of the priesthood. It
is not strange that they look out for what so immediately concerns themselvs and can do iO little
for ft'D.ybocly else.

Preposterous Claims and Fatal Admissions.
In th& Willinmsport Sunday law convention, Rev.
W. A. McCarrell, responding to the add~ss of welcome, said that the Sunday que11tion was one of the
most important, if not the most important question
before the people to-day. His reasoning was quite
peculiar:
"The con~inned prospsrity of onr state and nation depends on ilhe moraiUy of the people."
We shall agree with this if "morality" is defined
as equality of opportunities for all the citizens ·of
the republic, irrespectiv of b&li.ef, and self-impelled
conformity to the laws of nature.
"A trne morality depends on· religion-the O})ristian
religion. There is no morality outside the pale of Ohristi~ity."

A true morality does not depend on religion, the
Christian nor any other. Men hav been moral
under all religions and under no religion. Morality
does not depend upon belief, although it is often
destroyed by belief and sometimes strengthened by
its sanctions. But belief is not fundamental to
morality, only incidental The man who asserts
that there is no morality outside the pale of Christianity is either very bigoted or densely ignorant,
with the chances largely in favor of the truth of
both suppositions. Every civilization has had its
great defects, but none has been wholly bad and
some of the best hav been untouched by Christianity, while one of the worst was that which dominated Europe during the ages when Christianity
was supreme in all it8 nations. Thus it is seen
that ihe perpetuity of our free institutions does
not depend on the persistence of Christianity, if
we are to be permitted to judge the future by the
past.
" Christianity cannot be maintained to-day without
the SAbbath. If there i8 no Sabbath, the churches will

soon be emptied, and religions teachers cannot reach the
people."
The italics are the Ohri$tian Statesman's. It
would seem that Christian minist&rs are mad to
take such a stand as this. It givs awp.y the whole
case for Christianity. It is equivalent to saying
that there is no vital truth in the religion of Jesus,
and that the terror of the law is all that can fill the
churchell in this age of science. It involves the asaumption that there is not enough earnestness, not
en.ough self-abnegation, not enough learning, not
en.ough ~loquence, not enough humanity, in all the
priesthoods of the United States to keep the people
within the fold of the only church which, as we hav
just been assured, possesses a vestige of moral power!
Mr. McCarrell distinctly says that the churches
WQUld be emptied if there w.-e no Sunday laws,
and that the proochers could no longer reach the
people. What a confesl!ion I Think of asking the
people to make laws to compel themselvs to attend
religious services on Sunday, it being admitted that
~hey will not hereafter be seen inside the synagogs
1f they do not now provide statutes whereby
th~y may then be clubbed in by policemen or
deputy sheriffs.
While the Sabbatarians are in
the business why do they not ask for laws compelling the people to attend "week-day" evening
prayer meetings and revival services ? Or is
the "drawing power " of the clergy hopelessly
weak only on Sunday! By the way, how does it
aome that Christianity survived during the first

centuries of its existence or until Constantine
issued the pioneer Christian Sunday edict? Was
it stronger then than it is now, or hav the diecoveries of the scientists, the investigations of the
scholars, the excavations of the archeologists, and
the comparisons of the students of the world religions so strengthened the cause of its enemies that
it is obliged to ask for the aid of the civil power !
Or may we not attribute its present inability to do
what it once did, when numerically almost infinitly
less powerful than it is now, to the increasing intelligence of the masses of the people, who, while not
possessing very clear notions of the relation of the
various educational factors we hav named to the
Christian religion, hav nevertheless felt the influence of the scientific spirit and find it easier to
seek for natural causes of unusual phenomena than
to accept the supernatural explanations which to
their ancestors seemed the most rational of all interpretations! At all events, it has come to this
that the most aggressiv of the Christian propagandists are compelled to confess that Christianity is a
failure unless backed by the bayonet~ and cannon of
the state. We are glad to meet them right here
and to say to them that they shall not hav the
bayonets and cannon of the state to further the interests of their church. If Christianity can maintain herself in the field of fair and open discussion,
well and good ; so long as she can do that she is
entitled to survive, but not one moment longer.
Mr. McCarrell adds that the Sabbath is the
~·key stone " of the ten commandments and that
"every other commandment is dependent on this."
It is a wonder that he does not say that we could
not breathe if it were not for God's law of the Sabbath, or that the animals and birds and fishes and
insects all hold their tenure on life by virtue of that
commandment. Perhaps the P~nnsylvania legislature does not make the penalty twenty-five dollars
in all parts of the state the moon will jump out of
its orbit and the sun go into perpetual eclips. It
just now occurs to us that the good Sunday folks
are not any more-respectful of the property, liberty,
and lives of their fellow-citizens than are those of
the people who think that one day is just as good
as another if the meteorological conditions are
equally favorable. Just how it is that it is so
wicked to disobey the command to abstain from
work and play on Saturday, while all Christians except the Adventists and Seventh-Day Baptists do
disobey that command, we hav never been able to
understand. And then when we see how eager they
are to raise a small hell here and predict a large on&
in a world to come for those who make secular
use of a day about the alleged holiness of which ·the
Bible is dumb as the traditional oyster, we are again
amazed.
One more quotation from the reverend pessimist:
"Is it not high time to awake?
· The continental Sunday is almost on us. If the Sabbath
goes, religion will go; if religion goes, morality
goes; if morality goes, then, .what?" We confess
to an utter inability to see so far into the future.
If all these losses are to follow the abrogation of
Sunday laws, we perceive no possible way out of
the trouble. If morality depends upon religion,
and if religion departs from our borders when the
"continental Sunday" arrives, it appears that all
the "marvelous mysteries of God" and all the ethical
truths and beauties which now delight the soul of
the moralist and render secure the lives of men and
women are contingent on the vote of some few
thousand legislators who are more or less-generally less-moral and intelligent than the average of
their unofficial fellow-citizens.
"Great God! on what a slender thread
Hang everlasting things!"

!f

'

Fruits of a Foolish and Unjust Law.
Tennessee is now reaping the fruit of her narrowness and bigotry in her inability to enforce her laws
against a gang of the most cold-blooded murderers
that ever brought shame on a state. The Millington butchery of six Negro prisoners who were
accused of arson will be recalled by our readers.
Several men concerned in the atrocious crime were
indicted by the grand jury and held for trial. One

of the witnesses who testified before the grand jury
was the son of Sheriff McCarver. The case came on
for trial last week and this young man was put on
the witness stand, but being a friend o"f some of
the accused persons he determined not to giv any
incriminating evidence. So he announced that he
was an Infidel, that he did not believe in God,
heaven, or hell. The state was thunderstruck.
Cross-questioned, he said that his reading of Infidel
literature was confined to a half-page of Ingersoll.
A doctor, brother-in-law of one of the prisoners,
swore that when the fellow had been sick and he,
the doctor, had attended him, he bad said to him
that man was just like any other animal. His
father, the sheriff:, swore that the young man's
mother was a Catholic while he, the father, was a
Presbyterian. He had never known that his son
was an Infidel until he heard him say so in
court. Of course it was all a trick to save the men
in the prisoners' box. We hope that such Christians as the editor of the Independent and other
religious papers can see the point to this without
any assistance. Perhaps even the theocrats who
want only Christian citizens will for once perceive
the folly of discriminating against those who do
not hold to the orthodox creeds. If all persons
without regard to their religious opinions could
testify in the courts of Tennessee there would be
no opportunity for such fine work as this in the
interest of criminals. If a witness wished to shield
his associates he would hav to swear falsely under
the risk of imprisonment for perjury. If the punishment of a murderer depended on the testimony
of an Atheist, and the Atheist was perfectly willing
to giv that testimony, he could not do it in Tennessee if his Atheis~q were-known. .This shows the
other side of the miserable oaths law of that state,
the state which delights in the persecution of Adventists and now has probably to permit red-handed
murderers to go free because in the early years of
her history she let the priestly spirit creep into her
statute books and has never since had the courage
and wit to exorcise it. . Such are the laws we shall
hav everywhere if we permit the National Reformers and the Women's Christian Temperance Union
to get into power. We are forewarned.
Since the above was written the testiinony of the
young man who pretended to be an Atheist has
been admitted. After a long discussion between
the attorney-general and the counsel for the prisoners Judge Cooper said that he had carefully studied
the matter and prayed over it. "In the ·light of
the law, and after his praying, he felt that McCarver
was not sincere when he said there was no God and
therefore he would hav to hold that he was a competent witness." Having reached the conclusion
that the young tough was Christian and a liar
his evidence was acceptable under the laws of'
Tennessee, whereas if it had been determined that
he told the truth when he said that he was an
Infidel, Tennessee "justice" would hav had no use
for him ! It is to be presumed that this is the decision of God as well as of Judge Cooper, for we
find that while the judge examined the law he also
prayed, and after both exercises he was of the
opinion that McCarver had lied when he said he did
not believeinGod. ProbablyGodgave thejudgethe
benefit of a special revelation. Anyway, he did not
believe th~t the fellow told the truth and therefore
he held hrm to be competent to testify in a case
of life and death, while if he had believed that he
told the truth in the matter before the court ·he
therefore would not hav let him testify in the more ·
weighty issue. So long as Tennessee prefers liars
to truth t elleri! she will retain her laws which forbid
Freethinkers to giv evidence in her courts.

a

Father Chiniquy, one of the most reverend apostles of the "non-sectarian" proscriptive, has this to
say, as we learn from the Independent Pulpit:
. "Though I am in. favor of liberty of conscience in its
hig~est s~nse, I think that the Atheist onght to be
pumshed like the murderer and the thief-for his doctrin.s
tend to make a murderer and a thief of every man."
Can we expect stmight thinking from a man who
in one breath affirms that he favors liberty of conscience "in its highest sense " and in the next
declares that he does not favor such liberty ! If he
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really stood for freedom of conscience to the fullest
extent he could .not demand the punishment of the
Atheist as a criminal. We prefer things as they are
rather than as they would be if the Father Chiniquys got into power.
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week to '?et money for my mother. The only time I hav · ries who shall reapectivly select the drinks, food,
to P~Y _Is on Sunday.' 'Yon havn't any business to clothing, houses, occupations, and religion of the
play, SBid Mr. Shumway 'Yon are on the road to per.
·
people; others who shall choose for us our WlVes or
dition. •"
Jus~ce Hogan promptly discharged the Sabba- husbands and dictate the size of our families, apd
tarian's victims, remarking as he did 80 that "the also some one to tell us when to go to bed and
lads hav got to play some time, you know." If when to get up, whether to walk to our places of
In Philadelphia Superintendent of Police Linden
justice was to be had in the present instance Mr. business in the morning and home in the ~veninrg,
had two newsdealers arrested for selling sporting Schumway would be compelled to pay the boys at or take a bicycle, horse car, or elevated train. 111
papers. He got two bootblacks to purchase the least fifty dollars each in compensation for their fact, there should be not less than one thousand of
papers and then he arrested the ·dealers. That inthese Christian cabinet grandmothers to p:rop&rly
unjustifiable arrest and detention as alleged
culcatFs moral lessons with a vengeance I An ex- most
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is allowed to make an alter.ation in his houlie tit
pit, is well pleased with "Four Hundred Years of cen ·
Freethought." He has this to say about it in the
the plan has been passed upon by the authoritiu
Referring to different methods of reform work, a appointed by the city." It is to be hoped that when
November number of his magazine:
'·This is a great book containing 1,165 pages neatly friend says that he believes in the "amenities'' and we get our Secretary of .A,rchitectur& he will not
bound, with a well arranged compendium of the history that he does not think that fairness can at any time permit the construction of such monstroaities aa
of Freethonght for the last four hundred years. As was do harm. We fully concur in the latter part of our present goverDment architects advise for the
promised in the prospectus, it covers nearly every phase this statement of belief, but as to the amenities it
of progress and development, and presents them in the will be well to say that they sometimes hav to take nation.
most attractiv and impressiv manner. It is on the whole
Many Liberals wonder why Freethought boob
a picture of human development during the period con- a secondary place if we would be really fair to ourand
papers are not as cheap as 1ome orthodgx and
selva,
to
truth,
and
to
those
with
whom
we
work.
sidered. The book is in two parts; in the first of these
we hav Freethonght as a. manifestation and influence, It ·is not exactly courteous to knock down a secular books and joua-:g.als. Then we are oftSID
while in the second it is presented as an organized force, rough who assaults one on the street but it is told that file Puritanic spirit is about dead and th!lot
and contains141 portraits of the men and women who hav sometimes necessary. Where there is only a dif- it does not greatly influence business and proparticipated in the 11truggles of the past1 with elaborate
ference of opinion as to an asserted fact or merely fessional men to our disadvantage. Perhapa the
sketches of their lives and the work they hav done.
" This is, perhaps, the most important work that has a question of preference as to what is best for the relation of the Puritanic spirit to the relativly high
issued from the Liberal press in many years, and Mr. individual under given circumstances there need be price of radical literature will be seen by il!e perusal
Putnam deserves the gratitude of Liberals everywhere no disregard of the amenities of discussion. But of what follows. A London correspondent of
for the labor and pains with which he has placed before when antagonizing those who are striving to secure Printers' Ink, referring to the fact ilbat the
us so much valuable data for use in the struggles yet ro
Youth's Oompanion had refused an advertisment of
come, and we congratulate th~ Truth Seeker Company on the enactment of laws which would deny to the inplaying
cards, remarks :
dividual
the
right
of
choice
in
thought
and
nonthe handsome style of the work, which displays commend"There are abundant taotis to show yon that har.dly
able skill and energy in the matter of book publishing." invasiv action we find it necessary to call a spade a
spade at times, and to expose the violence and anything makes for large circulation like strict, even exIn Switzerland the Seventh Day Adventists are trickery of the enemies of human freedom. It ceasiv and old-fashioned 're11peotability' - Pnritanism.
Not that playing cards are otherwi11e than re1peo•ble,
having a hard time with the government, which is then becomes a question of expediency wholly, but the prejudice against them ill one of the t.ltiBgs that
determined that they shall observe the Christian whether we shall handle them with hands kid-gloved it pays a pnblilller to giv way to."
Sunday. Switzerland is supposed to be an asylum or ateel-gauntleted. They hav taken the sword and
From this the correspondent proeeeds to show
for the oppressed, but it seems that it all depends cannot complain if they meet the sword. When the what the popular taste in litera-ture is and this
upon whether they are willing to forswear their own police of a city tyrannize over the poor and helpless showing is a very good explanation of the phenomconscientious convictions regarding certain religious and blackmail men of business and places of evil enal success of matter which the intelligent F:teedogmas if they are to be protected from legal rob- resort, it is useless to talk about amenities. The thinker will not touch. Mr. Russell (the correbery and alienation of liberty. The Sunday ques- discourteous epithets of "bully" and "blackmailer" spondent) says that when a curious person took a
tion is coming to the front both in Europe and the are the missile that hurtle from the hand of every literary census in America, it was found that "it was
United States and will never be settled until the friend of justice and peaee. At the same time, of not Shakespere, or Scott, or Thackeray, or Fielding
law admits that an act legitimate on one day of the course, the real student of sociology will point out -it was not even Dickens-that was Toted the
week is not a crime on any other day. But we shall the causes which tend to produce bullies and black- most popular author." The most popular books
pass through many a storm of conflict and sustain mailers. When ward heelers stuff ballot boxes, and were the "blameless" fictions of Rev. 1il. P. Roe!
many a temporary defeat before that glad day Sabbatarians stuff petitions, there is no great danger The same state of a:ff'a.irs prevails in England to-day,
dawns on an emancipated world. While the earth of upsetting the world if we say that these enemies where a series of "semi-religious novelets" haT
is governed by the dead we shall be the slaves of of fair play hav done these things, and say so in attained in a short time an enormous ci:r:.enlation.
the priests who presume to interpret the will of the the most clear-cut and vigorous Saxon at our com- "They are 'pure,' Puritanical, and not too clever."
dead. Sacred books and gods and devils are the mand. This is an entirely different matter from That is the explanation : To suit the reli~oualy
actual rulers of the world. Discredit the bo.ks the abuse of those who do not think as we do or educated masses the book or periodical must not
and drive the phantoms out of the human brain. who hav the misfortune to belong to an organization deal in a scientiflc manner with the faets of exis~
whose history and leaders are such as to wake us ence, else it will not be" puJC!l "-anli it must not be
It is the "one thing needful."
the foes of the organization.
"too clever." Mr. Russell also says that thereThere is a pious person in this city who would
'
. . · ·ligious papers of London that hav the big circulaln her annual address to the Women a Chnstian tiona are not the well-edited o,·tristian W'Qrld or
make glad the heart of Dr. McAllister or W. F.
Temperance
Uni_on, Frances Willard _said ~hat she British Weekly, but the sloppy Ohris~an (]_omCrafts. He is a d~alor in toys and notions and live
wanted
a.
ne~
cabmet officer whose busmess It shoul_d. monwealth, quoted in every daily paper in the
at 263 West Fortieth street. He holds that it is
~e
to
super;tse
~he amusement~ of the p~ople.. This country, and the Ohristian Herald, which prints
deserving of hell here and hereafter to play marbles
or any other sinful games on Sunday. Children ~a cansorsh~p With a vengea~ce · B~t _Miss Willard Talmage's sermons and has a lot of" secontl:adven•
E'hould be in Sunday school on the priest's day, he IS too modest by far. While she ISm the humor and faith-healing matter, with illustrations and
wisely observes. He tries to make his acts harmo- for ~his kind of work, why did she_ not indicate her little religious anecdotes-that is the paper tlul.t
nize with his opinions. To this end he had five boys chOice of first Pooh Bah of AthletiCs, Art, and. the sells/ and it sells by the hundYed thousand." This
arrested on November 18th for playing marbles in Drama! Anthony Comstock would abo_ut fit mt? enables us to see that the Christian religion yet
West Fortieth street. The eldest of the boys was that mc:e; or how would ~ayor _Hopkms o~ Chi- molds the thought of the ma11es and tha• the
fifteen and the youngest ten. They were well- cago do. The latt~r stole mto pnvate premises at Liberal publisher, who has perhaps a thou&lf¥nd subbehaved and were disturbing no one-except the night, because he did not dare to trample on the acribers where the religions p 11blisher has fifty
person mentioned, whose name is Franklin "Schum_ law in the light of day, and tore down fences and thouf!J'nd, cannot oompete with the latter in pn,efl,
way, and who has the Puritan's instinctiv hatred of ~ill-bo!M'ds in the i~terest. of th~ counterfeit inoral- for the larger the circulation the relativlJ smaller is
happiness found in non-orthodox ways. The cul- Ity ~o conserve which MISS Willard longs fo~ ?el' the cost of putting the publication on llhe market
prits were taken to the station hous~, and then to cabi~et censor. :here. ~re several other pr?mismg and the more the advertiEnng patronage that eo.• be
the rooms of the Gerry society for the night. ?andidates for this positiOn who~e names will read- secured, and this is what pays in the newspaper
Monday morning they were arraigned before Jus- lly suggest themselvs to the mmda of thoughtful business. And if the publisher of popular literature
tice Hogan. The Times' reporter says that they citi~ens a~d to Miss '!illard.. Th~ ca~in~t could will not advertise playing cards because to do so
"presented a fine appearance," which we will war- be mde~mtly enlarged m t~e dire~ti.O.il mdicated by would injure his business, we cannot expeet him flo
rant was more than Mr. Schumway did. This dia- the president of the Women a Christian Temperance make favorable mention of Liberal books or giw
log took place between Schumway and the eldest Union. Looking at the matter from the point of Liberal ideas a hearing in his colum:as.
view of the lady who has made this startling aug_ ____:·_ _ _ _ _ _ __
of the boys:
gestion, there does not appear to be anything
When you send in your renewal for THE TBU!'B
"'Why did yon hav us arrested?' asked young Fern.
'Because yon were on the road to Sing Sing,' said Mr. except the Constitution-and that is only a trifling BEEXEB just remember that the Anu.AL for ~895
Schnmway, 'But,' said Fern, 'I hav ~ woJ'k all the obst!'cl~-in the way of the apl?ointment of secreta- will cost only twentrfive cents~
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Teaching the Clerk of a Court a Little Law. Doilay version of the Bible and told him to swear

.A. Missionary Scheme.

THE TRUTH SEEKER has recently'been dqing, with
It requires a good deal to convince the Roman to his statement. Naturally the Editor objected,
the generous aid of its friends, a great deal of poand
requested
an
affirmation.
The
Irish
gentleman
Catholics whom Tammany Hall has placed in official
litical missionary work. We hav given away tho_ilpositions in this city that people who do not believe then ordered him to elevate his hand. The Editor
sands of the " Church Property" pamphlet, and it
said,
No.
Holding
up
the
hand
is
no
part
of
an
in their religion hav the same right to exist that
is doing its work. We hav also given away thouoath,
and
not
necessary
in
taking
an
affirmation.
they themselvs do. The clerks of courts particusands of arguments against the propos~d national
larly<seeni to need instruction in their duties, in The clerk thought he knew better, and refused to
Sunday
laws. Besides these, more thousands of
the law, and as to the fact that the Bible is not in administer the affirmation, ordering the affiant to
TRUTH
SEEKERS
hav been scattered broadcast over
all cases an indispensable part of the equipment of sit down, which the affiant did.
the
land.
When the court itself arrived, he was appealed
a court room. The missionary of civilization and
With the advent of the reading season, when the
upholder of the rights of man :finds virgin soil in to, and to him was explained the ignorance of the
summer's
work is done and the people hav time
clerk.
The
court
said
the
point
was
a
novel
one
most of our municipal, county, and state offices.
think,
we
want to do a great deal of religiou8 mia-which
it
wasn't-and
ordered
the
affiant
to
sit
The Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER has for years
sionary
work,
and so we hav prepared this scheme,
down
again,
which
the
relator
did
of
course,
being
been one of these missionaries, sometimes winning
has
already
received cordial indorsement:
which
a
law-abiding
and
law-upholding
and
law-enforcing
by persuasion, and sometimes by resort to force.
Probably
no
one
book h~s made more converts
sitting
as
long
as
he
considered
it
citizen.
After
In 1888 he had a difference with an election board,
to
common
sense
and
won more people away from
necessary
the
affiant
again
appealed
to
be
allowed
and won a decision from the court that has been
superstition
than
Paine's
"Age of Reason." It is
to
take
the
affirmation
and
go
about
his
business.
used as a precedent by other Freethinkers ever
The
court
said
that
he
would
allow
the
affiant
to
a
book,
as
Colonel
Ingersoll
says, that furnishel;! an
since. It was as to the way to take an oath, or
affirmation, and the election inspectors received a take the oath without uplifting his hand, and the immense amount of food for thought. It is written
lesson that astonished them. A few of the clerks clerk read an oath concluding with, " So help you for the. average mind, and is a straightforward,
in our courts need the same lesson-and one of God." " That," said the court, " will go on record." honest investigation of the Bible and of the Christhem has g.ot it, as will be seen by the following "Will it also go on record," asked the affiant, "that tian system. It has liberalized us all. It puts
I protest against it?" "No," said the court. arguments in the mouths of the people ; it puts the
affidavit:
"Superior Oourt of the Oity of New York in the Matter "Then," retorted the affiant, "It is not my oath." church on the defensiv; it enables somebody in
of the Application of Eugene M. Macdona!, for re- "Take your seat," said the court, which the affiant every village to corner the parson. It has never
lief from duty as a Petit Juror.
did.
been "answered " and never can be.
"Oity and Oounty of New York sa:
In a few minutes the clerk called a panel of juWhat ought to be done, and what we propose to
"Eugene M. Macdonald, haviDgdulyaffirmed, saysthat
rors,
and
among
the
names
read
was
that
of
the
do.
is to scatter this book broadcast-to giv and to .
on the 19th day of October, 1894, he appeared in Part II.
affiant.
When
the
lawyers
in
the
case
beg~n
the
hav
given away thousands of them among the peoof the Superior Oourt of the Oity of New York in reformalities necessary, and got as far as asking the ple. Every church-member that any Freethinker
sponse to a notice to serve as a Petit Juror therein.
"That deponent, believing himself entitled to exemp- affiant if he knew any reason why he could not knows ought to hav one. It will do that churchtion from such duty, offered to affirm according to try the case the affiant said he did, and added that member good, even if his wife burns it. He will
Law as to such exemption, but that the Olerk of the said
Oourt declined to permit deponent to affirm as provided he had been trying to tell the court so all the morn- read a few pages in it at least before she gets hold
by section 847 of the Oode of Oivil Procedure which pro- ing. By consent the lawyers excused the· affiant, of it. But perhaps she ·too will read it. That book
and the court ordered him to bring in a written in a family is bound to do good-an immense
vides as follows:
"A solemn declaration or affirmation, in the following statement as to how he desired to take an oath. amount. It has liberalized thousands and will
form, must be administered to a person who declares that
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE
he has conscientious scruples against taking an oath, or Hence that affidavit.
When the affidavit was presented the next morning TRUTH SEEKER, for from reading it D. ·l\I. Bennett,
swearing in any form: 'You do solemnly, sincerely, and
truly declare and affirm.'
the court read the words of the statute from it and whom we all loved when living, and whose memory
" That deponent does not require or exact that any permitted the relator to go-which he did at once, we now honor, became· a Liberal. Previously he
peculiar mode of swearing, or that any ceremonial what- to the commissioner of jurors and asked to hav his was a rigid chtirchman. There are more like him in
soever be employed, but that he he permitted to affirm as
name taken from the list of possible jurors. The the country, and it is they we ought to reach.
aforesaid.
"That deponent is informed and verily believes that clerk there had more sense, and when the situation
Our proposition is for every reader of this
under the Statute above quoted, and under the decisions was explained to him took the affirmation without paper to -send ns the names and· a'ddresses of
of the Oourts of this State, it is the privilege of every either an " uncovered head " or an uplifted hand.
person therein, who has scruples against swearing upon He seemed to hav heard of men who "ould neither EIGHT of his Christian acquaintances and ONE
DOLLAR, and we will mail each of them a copy
the gospels, to affirm as aforesaid without regard to the
position of the body, or any part thereof, or to dress, or kiss a dirty book, nor extend their hand to an im- ot Paine's "AGE OF REASON."
any other formality not expressly provided for by said aginary being in the sky who is supposed by the inIf you don't know eight Christians you care
Statute.
ventor of that form of oa.th to strike the false
"Deponent begs leave to refer to the opinion of Mr. swearer dead. And it is for the benefit of the clerk enough about to convert, name those whom you do
want to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the
Justice Barrett rendered on the 1st of November, 1888,
in a proceeding entitled People of the State of New York in the court, who did not see the affidavit, that we remainder to some editor or public man or preacher
ex rei. Macdonald VB. Nuss. The inspectors of election print it here, and shall send him and his fellows worth saving.
·
had refused to register deponent because, in administer- copies for their instruction in their duties. They
In this way public opinion can be made and
ing the affirmation, deponent refused to raise his hand or ought to know how to do so simple a part of their
to be interrogated as to his religious beliefs. Mr. Justice duties as to administer an affirmation, and that they the church undermined. A few Freethinkers
Barrett in his opinion says:
do not is one of the best reasons why the Free- in a community can club together and convert a
"'The inspectors had no right to require the Relator
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and
to affirm with the uplifted hand. Nor was it within their thinker should kindly but firmly teach them their
dry
in his pulpit. Or they can send us the funds
proviDce to exact a religious test. Indeed, their interro- business. The law is perfeetly plain in the matter,
gation upon the subject of the Relator's belief in the ex- no court in this state can get around it, and every and we will make the selection of the target and
istence of a Deity was an impertinence to which no citizen
in the absence of any suspicion of his truthfulness' public official who refuses to take such affirmation take the responsibility of the work. What we want is
should be subjected. The Mandamus must be granted.~ can be mandamused and forced to take it. No to scatter the book among the people and hav it read.
Remember, we do all the work-all we ask is the
"Deponent also begs leave to refer to the similar case official has the right to make it a religious question
of Mr. John Frankenheimer against William Bainton
names
and addresses and means to mail the book.
and others, reported in theN ew York Lew Journal of Oc- at all-nor to ask a man what his religion is or Surely everybody can help in this and make thoutober 23, 1891, wherein Mr. Justice Barrett declared that whether he bas one or a dozen different sorts.
Mr. Frankenheimer had a perfect right to affirm in the That is simply none of their business. Th~ law sands of Freethinkers. Don't select the names
manner he desired, and censured the Respondents for says they must administer the affirmation when re- of indifferentists, but those of good church people,
nquiring him to affirm with uplifted hand and uncovered quested-and a :rr:an cannot be required to hold up with a preterence for those who hav the capacity to
head.
think if they only are steered in the right direc"Deponent begs leave to refer to the case of Fryatt vB. hi~ hand nor to uncover in the presence of supposed tion.
Lindo 3 Edwards Oha.ncery Reports 239 as illustrativ of de1ty. In court of course his hat is naturally off in
the absurd lengths to which a departure from Deponent's deference to the visible presence of the represenAt the Belleville Sunday-school convention, a
EuGENE M. MAODONALD.
position may lead.
tativ of law in the person of the judge.
Miss
Vella, of Massachusetts, remarked that teach"Affirmed before me this 20th day of November, 1894.
The Editor of THE TRUTH SE:tKER feels that he ers sqould pray for every pupil by name, for "when
"ELMER G. SAMMIS,
"Notary Public, Kings Oounty, Oert. Filed in New York has done the clerk a kindness and benefit in teAch- the children knew this was done, it had a great ining him so much of law, and he also asks the aid of fluence upon them." No doubt; the praying had
Oonnty."
The way that happened to be offered to the court other Freethinkers to extend this information all the influence, not the supposed answer to the
was this : The Editor of TBE TRUTH SEE.KER has a over the state, and teach the Christians to practi- prayers. The children would be put to a certain
valid excuse for not serving as a juror, and being cally separatE;J church and state in this matter. The extent on their good behavior, and they woUld be
called for such duty last Monday endeavored to ex- law on the subject is all right and plain__:it only impelled to try to justify their teachers' interest in
plain to the clerk of the court his reasons for asking needs fr£quent enforcement to make that fact thtm. Gradually the theologically inclined are
for exemption from such duty. The clerk is un- known.
coming to recognize the fact that the efficacy of
doubtedly a Roman Catholic, with no particular
THE TauTB SEEKER ANNUAL for 1895 will hav con- prayer, in so far as it has any, is not due to God's
fitness for his position-except that he fits the ideas tributions from Colonel Ingersoll, Matilda. Joslyn interference in the affairs of nature or the concerns
of the political friend who placed him in a position Gage, Helen H. Gardener, Samuel P. Putnarr, of man.
he ~vidently could never hav won on a civil service James B. Alexander, Susan H. Wixon, Katie Kehm
When purchasing your mo:p.ey order for your
examination-and when the Editor offered to state Smith, Henry Rowley, W. F. Hamilton. George E. TRUTH SEEKER subscription think to add twenty· five
his reasons for not wishing to serve he held out a Macdonald, John Peck, and probably others.
cents for the ANNUAL for 1895.
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Four New Books by Colonel Ingersoll.
Oolonel Ingersoll has a new lecture, which he will
deliver this fall and wint~r. It is entitled "The
Hoiy Bible/' and is now ready in pamphlet form.
A Iiiiliiotl ·copiE!s shorild be sold, and we are ready
to ?ispose. ot out share ·ot them at the regular and
low price of twenty-five cents e~tch. It will make a
superb missionary document.
His lectures on Shakspere and Lincoln are also
in press, and will be ready soon. The price of each
will be twenty-five cents. They will be printed in
handsome shape, in paper covers.
Every one
will want copies of these splendid addresses, and
orders may be sent to us at once, and will be filled
as_ soon as we get the books from the publisher. ·
Another pamphlet which everybody will want is
this: "Is Suicide a Sin 1" The work contains Colonel Ingersoll's two letters to the New York World,
together with the replies of famous clergymen and
others, a· verdict from a jury of eminent men of
New York, curious facts about suicides, celebrated
essays and opinions of noted men, and an original
chapter on the" Great Suicides of History." Price,
in heavy paper, with late portrait of Robert G. lngerl!l'oll, ·twenty-five cents.
·
ln his introduction to the papal encyclical calling
On the "'lations and peoples ·of the universe" to retur~ to the fold of the Catholic church, Cardinal Gibbons points out that "the fathers and doctors hav
invariably taught that 'where Peter is, there is the
church,' and that on account of its superior power
and primacy every particular church must adhere
'and be united to the church of Rome where blessed
Peter erected his see forever." Commenting upon
this the American Sentinel says:
"It is only when we realize that Peter is dead that
the stupendous folly of the whole thing dawns upon the
mind. The papal system is built upon men, and upon
dead men at that."
Can the American Sentinel at this moment call
to mind any religious system that is not built upon
men and dead men at that ! It seems to be able to
realize that Peter is dead, but we are under the
necessity of assuring it that Adam and Noah and
Paul and Jesus are fully as dead as is Peter. The
dogma of the infallibility of Peter and his successors is no more absurd than the dogma of the infallibility of the Bible.
--------~~--------

It is a great pity that any man will indulge in
cant in order to catch the ears of the unthinking,
and this is especially true of men who, outside of
politics and other business, are Freethinkers. The
Kansas City Times reports that Judge J. B. Johnson was making a speech in Kansas and took occasion to say that every Anarchist was a Populist. A
foreigner in the audience asked for a definition of
an Anarchist. Judge Johnson replied :
"He came from the same country that you did. He
knows no law, no country, rio God, no flag, no wife, no
children, and when America asserts itself I hope it will
hang every one of them higher than Haman."
We are not cpncerned here with the fact that
Judge Johnson fails to distinguish between the
Philosophical Anarchist and the revolutionary Anarchist-Communist, nor with the further fact that
neither of these are Populists, but we are concerned
when a Freethinker tries to make a man's nonbelief in God a reproach to him and counts his
Atheism among the offenses for which he ought to
be "hung higher than Haman." If Judge Johnson
has been reported correctly he should be heartily
ashamed of himself.
--------~~--------

The Independent seems to hav a "Higher
Critic " on its staft of book reviewers. In its issue
of October 25th there is a notice of a new work on
"The Origin of the Pentateuch in the Light of the
Ancient Monuments," and the author of the book
is treated in a very unsympathetic manner by the reviewer, who says that he does not know how to use
the vast amount of critical material that lies ready
to his hand, nor does he properly utilize the "fragments he has accumulated." We are told that
"the results of scholarship go for nothing with
such a writer as this. If we read him correctly he
will not even admit the presence cf Elohistic or
Jehoviatic docuwet:~.tsin the composition of Genesis,"

which is equivalent to saying that he will not admit
that Moses did not write the Genesaical narrativ.
But this is not all; the reviewer charges that the
writer of tne book in question is unable to free himself from "theological constriction " because he
says that Adam was " the representativ head of the
race," was the first man, and that his acts "were
binding on his progeny." Has it come to this that
one of the leading Christian papers of the world
openly declares that a christian writer is a victim
of "theological constriction" because he holds that
Adam was the parent of the human family and that
in his sin " we all jined in "! · Surely the light is
breaking!
Our esteemed progressiv contemporary, Unity,
of Chicago, is not wholly pleased with Colonel Ingersoll's last lecture in that city, "The Holy Bible."
The gist of its criticism is that Mr. Ingersoll "goes
on in the old way assuming the Mosaic authorship
of the Pentateuch," and ignoring the results of the
Higher Criticism and the Higher Criticism itself.
And why should he not! So far as the claims for
the so-called " Holy" Bible are concerned, the task
of the Freethinker is to meet the official affirmations
of the church and to show them to be unfounded,
if he can. When any church repudiates the ltlleged
Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch, accepting and
affirming the results of the Higher Criticism, the
Freethinker will be bound to meet that church on
its new ground. The Christian church formally
affirms a revelation, and that revelation is not that
which the Higher Criticism leaves to us, but it is
the one which the great body of the Christian
church accepts. It will be time enough for Freethought advocates to assume that the theory of the
Mosaic authorship of the first five books of the
Bible is obsolete when some authoritativ evidence
is forthcoming that that theory has been abandoned
by the church itself. But there is no such authoritativ evidence ; so far as we are aware, the Higher
Criticism has not had the effect of changing one letter in the creed of any one of the orthodox churches.
As far as the organization represented by Unity is
concerned, it is Infidel under another name, and is
not entitled to speak for Christianity. It merely
stands for <me form of Theism.
Dr. Rossiter W. Raymond is opposed to giving
money to the American Board of Foreign Missions
for the spreading of · the gospel of hell fire. He
says:
''I am sick and tired of going to the American board
in sufferance to aid in supporting missionaries who believe
out-and-out in the damnation of all the heathen and that
damnable heresy that God doesn't love the heathen. I
am tired of the whole miserable humbug, and I won't giv
a cent to spread the news of damnation. I won't let the
damnable doctrin be disseminated by my money. That
God is love is good news, but it is made stale old staff by
these men who drag a juggernaut car over the heathen
and want us to feed the beasts that haul it. It is my
Ohristian duty not to giv to any concern that will teach
the heathen that their fathers went to hell,"
That has a vigorous sound, and it would delight
the heart of a Universalist or a Unitarian, but a
logical Presbyterian or Freethinker will at once
perceive the fallacy that puts a false note into the
ringing sentences. If God is too good to burn us
in another world, why was he not too good to make
ths life a hell for a majority of the human family
and of the animal races ~ If he will not cause purposeless suffering in the world that is said to await
us heyond the rim of this planet, why does he cause
purposeless suffering in this world! If God is infinit in knowledge and power, did he not predestin
every pang of pain that has ever torn the nerves of
sentient creatures on this earth of ours? Calvinism is a horrible doctrin, but it is horrible because
the facts of the universe which (it is said) God
made are horrible.
At the laying of the corner- stone of the new
Roman Catholic church of St. Joseph in this city,
Rev. Henry A. Brann of St. Agnes' church said:
" 'Thou shalt not steal' is one of the fnndamentallaws
of the church, and society, therefore, must look to the
church for protection."
If this is so, why does not the church pay her
taxea? As ah~ does not, are we not justified in say-
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ing that the man who looks to the church for protection is in the same position that the rancher would
be who should depend upon the Cook gang in thEJ
Indian Territory to protect his stock farm ! But
what does Mr. Brann mean when he says this:
"There are some would-be statesmen who tell hnndreds of thousands of patriotic American citizens, as our
Oatholics are, that our church can hav no state funds to
help it educate the youth in the Jove of God and the
rights of citizenship; but they willingly giv them to jailbirds and ruffians, who are a menace to the land."
"For the love of God," who are these "jail-birds
and ruffians" to whom the state give the school
money that is or should be withheld from the
church? Does Mr. Brann intend to be understood
as claiming that if the school money is not given to
the church for such educational use as is specified,
those who grow up without thEl said education that
the church is so anxtous to giv will be "jail-birds
and ruffians"! If this is his meaning it is rather
strange that the jail-birds and ruffians of the present time are largely recruited from the ranks of
those who hav had the advantage of the muchlauded education "in the love of God and the rights
of citizenship" which the church imparts.
The position taken by the writer of "Bible Temperance" concerning the "wine " and " strong
drink," so frequently mentioned in the Bible, is
ably sustained by T. W. Chambers, D.D., in a con·
tribution to a symposium on the drink question
which appeared in the· Independent a few weeks
ago. Referring to the "two-wine " theory put
forward by the "Christian . Temperance" people,
who maintain that the Hebrew scriptures inculcate
the duty of total abstinence and the rightfulness
of prohibition, Dr. Chambers observes that it is
difficult to combat it because the eftort to do so involves the necessity of kicking at nothing. He
says:
" The view is not held by any respectable scholar now
living in any part of the world. It is not maintained in
any influential commentary on the inspired word. It is
not supported by any Hebrew or Greek lexicon, whether
issued in Europe or America."
He adds that all scholarship is on one side and
some "mistaken advocates of temperance on the
other." His contention is that in Eastern lands in
Bible times, as now, there was no such thing as unfermented grape juice called wine, and he cites
many texts of scripture in support of this position.
The fact that the Koran forbids the use of wine is
here mentioned, and the doctor remarks that it
would hav been very easy for Jesus and his apostles
to hav inserted "the same prohibition in the New
Testament had they been so disposed." But as
they did not do it the latter day Christian invented
the "two-wine " theory to make it appear that the
"Son of God" was familiar with and favorable to
the modern temperance and prohibition attitude
toward liquor drinking.

Burial of Thomas Paine.
A brief biography of Thomas Paine was written
by Madam Bonneville, to whom and her two sons,
Benjamin and Thomas, he bequeathed the bulk of
his estate, valued at $30,000. Mme. Bonneville
attended Paine in his last illness. She says he
spent the last night in tranquility and expired at
her house in the morning about eight o'clock. She
then adds:
" On the 9t b of J nne my son and I and a few of Thomas
Paine's friands set off with the corpse to New Rochelle,
twenty-two miles from New York. This interment was a
scene to afflict and to wound any sensible heart, Oontemplating who it was, what man it was that we were
committing to an obscure grave on an open and disregarded bit of land, I could not help feeling most acutely.
Before the earth was thrown down upon the coffin, I,
placing myself at the east end of the grave, said to my
son Benjamin, •Stand you there at the other end as a
witness for grateful America.' Looking behind me and
beholding the small group of spectators, I exclaimed as
the earth was tumbled into the grave, '0 Mr. Paine!
my son stands here as testimony of the gratitude of
America, and I for France.' This was the fnneral ceremony of the great politician and philosopher."
In 1833 Mme. Bonneville emigrated to St. Louis,
where she died in 1846, a devout Catholic. Her
son Benjamin entered the military academy in 1811,
served through the Mexican war, and was brevetted
for gallant service. He also made important explorations on our western frontier. At the breaking out of the rebellion in 1861 he was too old for ·
activ service, but he lived till 1878 and died a
colonel of the United States Army. W. H. BuBB.
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Obse"ations.
The court clerks in New York are not the only
officials of that class in the country who never heard
of a plain and undecorated affirmation. In a murder trial out West a few years ago a TRUTH SEEKER
subscriber named Richard Roesiger, who was called
as a witness, indicated his desire to affirm. The
clerk had never learned the form, and in his confusion at such an extraordinary request, invoked the
help of God to aid Mr. Roesiger to tell the truth.
The witness rejected the proffered assistance and
remained standing until the court took cognizance
of the situation, and administered a secular obligation. The lawyers, by the way, found Roesiger a
peculiar witness. He had no prejudices, though he
might hav an opinion. Previous to being subpenaed he was interviewed by both prosecution and
defense, and both hesitated to call him. Being
asked whether he would testify for the state or for
the other side, he replied that the jury would hav
to settle that question after his testimony was in.
His purpose was to testify for the truth. .The defendants' counsel accepted him for his moral support, and showed some shrewdness in preventing
him from telling all he knew, while the prosecution
was short-sighted enough not to know the state had
in him a good witness. Roesiger, who is a German
and a rancher, shook his head in deprecation of a
kind of legal procedure which in effect forbids that
all of a witness's knowledge of material facts shall
go before the jury. Having been allowed to tell
only what favored the accused, while his information that might help toward a conviction was represqed, Dick returned to his ranch quite dissatisfied with the proceedings, and doubtful of the
court's ability to get at the root of the matter.
The Theosophist, a magazine published at Madras, India, by the wily Col. H. S. Olcott, felicitates
itself upon its sixteenth year and upon the advance
which Theosophy has made since he took hold of
that cult. But what are sixteen years? In about
a month we shall celebrate the close of the eighteen
hundred and ninety-fourth year of the era of Christ,
so that judging a spook by a myth, and a fallacy by
a delusion, Theosophy has at least one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-eight years to run. By
that time the questions of fact and authenticity,
which now rise up to harass Colonel Olcott, will
hav ceased to trouble true believers.
Now we hav all got it right in the neck. Mr.
Herman Wettstein, of Byron, Til., continuing his
argument against God with a big G, says that any
one" who capitalizes 'god,' or uses the word without placing an 'a' or 'the' or 'any' or some other
suitable letter or word as occasion may require before it, in order to reduce it to an object of the imagination, practically admits its existence as a reality
and just to that extent is he derelict to his convictions," and, Geewhillikens! "a traitor to Freethought." If Mr. Wettstein had said that the improper use of large initials was a capital offense
he might hav been understood as attempting
a joke to soften the asperities of things, but it
transpires that he could make that remark in sober
earnest; for a traitor to Freethought could certainly betray so commonplace a thing as his country without blinking. And now how long will it be
before somebody is called down for pronouncing
the word in an upper-case tone of voice 1
God, it is generally understood, is the ghost of
that disreputable character known to Old Testament readers as Jehovah. He is a myth beyond the
shadow of doubt in my mind, and dwells only in
imagination. But, grammatically, anything wl:ich
exists in the imagination is a reality in its class.
To those who never heard of Mr. Wettstein, that
gentleman does not exist; to those who hav heard
of him he does exist, in their minds. So far those
who argue for the existence of Mr. Wettstein hav
no advantage, except in the plausibility of their
contention, over those who maintain the existence
of the J ehovistic ghost.
Investigation would
change the situation, and demonstrate that Mr.
Wettstein is an actual citizen, or that he is not.
Those who failed to find him would set him down
a myth; those who discovered him, or thought they
did, or got on what they took to be his trail, and
found "sign," as the bear-hunters say, would accept him. Then if a discussion arose between the
believers and the unbelievers in the or a wettstein,
the former, being the more numerous, would make
it tropical for the latter, who, to express their contempt, would write the myth herman wettstein (for
in the last analysis, what does herman mean more
than the common noun gentleman, or wettstein
than whetstone!) Would either side score! I think
not. This rigmarole is to get where I can ask my
1 riend at what point it would be proper to begin the

use of small letters, and how soon " traitors" could
be appropriately fired at those who, while accepting
the myth hypothesis, yet fa.ile~ to fo~ow at once,
and in a servile manner, the mnovat10n on the
established rules of grammar arising out of the debate.
Having reduced God to its lowest terms, we ~re
bound by consistency to perform the same serVIce
for the alleged son. The word Christ signifies the
"anointed;" it is synonym us with messiah and also
with "savior." It is no more a proper noun than
"god." Hence Jesus christ. Mr. ~ettstein's position will hav to be abandoned. It IB too crowded
with ghosts who, in printers' phrase, cannot be
"kept down."
The Prohibitionists and other political theologians will need a revival before next spring if they
intend to maintain their rank as soldiers of the
kingdom on earth, for the Pops are crowding them.
In the town of England, near Little Rock, Ark., the
Populists put up one of their party for preacher to
a Baptist society, and being defeated by the plutocrats, they bolted and organized the First Populist
Baptist Church. At a meeting of the same political persuasion in Denver, the audience, led by an
office-holder under Governor Waite, sang the Doxology" with all the fervor of a camp meeting." And
now, quite expectedly, comes the Vineland Independent pointing out that the People's party was
foreseen by the prophet Daniel; that the government it is to establish will be one in which " the
people of the saints of the Most High should take
the kingdom and possess it forever and ever." And
there will be no change to secular forms of government, for the administration of the saints is to be
permanent. During the late campaign this party
inaugurated the millennium by nominating ministers for office ail the ratio of about 16 to 1, and the
record of their men in Congress has been awful.
Hundreds of Freethinkers are members of the Peo·
pie's party, though its platform pledge3 them to
the God-in-the-Constitution whim, and its representative are Sunday-law communists. If the Pops
would get somebody to cremate that Ocala platform
and replace it with one having the Demands of Liberalism for a preamble ; if in addition they would
discontinue the services of their spiritual advisers
and leave the parsons to pastoral functions and
other duties appropriate to their sex; and, finally,
if they would abandon Socialistic notions to professed Socialists, they would present a system of
government worthy to be called progressiv, although they might not be able to maintain that it
was inspired.
One who is not a financier may fail to understand
the government bond system. which the present administration is so.industriously applying, but he is
not thereby prevented from contemplating it with
reverential awe. A few months ago a fifty million
dollar issue of bonds had the effect of increasing
the treasury supply of gold by about thirty millions.
On the face of things, of course, it would appear
that the supply was increased to the amount of the
bonds, but such is not the result reported, for the
purchasers of the bonds drew some twenty millions
in gold from the treasury so they could ·pay for
them. The present issue promises to be still less
fruitful, as the thirty millions previously realized
will be drawn out by the financiers who buy the new
bonds. The result, as we are bound to see, is that
by running one hundred millions in debt on the
two bond issues, the administration is enabled to
realize one-half that amount in gold with which to
redeem previous obligations that hav doubled since
they were assumed-that is, unless figures and
figurers incontinently lie, two dollars in bonds are
issued to procure one dollar in gold. When the
bonds mature, more bonds will be issued at the
same or greater discount to redeem these, and in
the mean time interest possibly equaling their face
value will be paid. The case of the man who explained his inability to straighten up by saying that
dry made him drink, drink made him drunk, and
drunk made him dry, has long been known to maw
people who did not suspect that its central principle was being applied to national finance.
The Shoe and Leather Bank of this city has just
discovered its loss of $340,000 through the rascality of a bookkeeper named Seely. Simultaneously
the facts are developed that the thief is a man of
exemplary moral habits, temperate, idustrious, frugal, with no known defects, and a pewholder in a
Brooklyn church, at which he has been a regular
and devout worshiper. And his accomplice was a
man who stood still higher in religious circles. The
bank officials would deserve more public sympathy
if they had taken the pains to inform themselvs of
the situation before they placed Seely in a position

of trust. Recent warnings, like those afforded by
Erastus Wyman, Breckinridge, McKane, and many
other less conspicuous persons, had put the community on its guard-all but the directors of the
Shoe and Leather Bank. As we say about our
rural friends who are taken ·in by bunco steerers,
green goods men, and other smooth swindlers, they
aught to read the papers.
GEo. E. MAODONALD.

"Thanksgiving " Reflections.
We hav just beheld the sun of a Thanksgiving
morn and we wtre enjoined to thank God for his
blessings bestowed. This has caused me to think
and ask myself three questions: Who and where is
God and how will we return thanks for his divine
favors! What need has he for our thanks and how
much does he deserve thanks 1 In trying to answer
the first question I find myself swamped in the
midst of know-nothingism, for no one can know of
a god or where located. An ideal god is simply
a creature of the imagination and no one could possibly conceive of a god great enough and with
energy enough to make from nothing or otherwise
the great and grand universe, composed of a multiplicity of individual worlds suspended in infinit
space, inconceivable to the mind of man. As a
worker must be greater than his works, how much
greater must God be than the works he has made,
and how can such a being expect or ask of a worm
(for nothing greater is man in the sight of God) his
thanks or devotion? Also how shall we thank him or
even feel thankful when we are forced into the world
without even our wish or consent and then hav the
joy to know that we are born in sin, filled with imperfection, pain, sorrow, and tribulations and at
last must be cast into hell ? What a great and unspeakable satisfaction it is to know that our president has reminded us of our duty to giv thanks to
Almighty God for such blessings! Some should be
thankful that their days on earth are but few; that
the beneficent goodness of him that has filled their
days of mortality with fear and trembling has made
such laws that they are not compelled to remain in
earthly torment, and that they are promised an
eternal hell in which their condition cannot be
worse. My waiter at the hotel said he was thankful for a black skin and a second-class existence on
earth and hoped for straight hair in the city of
dreams reached only by climbing the golden stairs.
The two thousand Armenians lately butchered
should thank God for a premature entrance into
the happy heaven of rest, and the Turks who murdered them should fall on their knees in thankfulness to God for the privilege of destroying so many
Infidel heretics. Yes, even I should be thankful
that the God-like Christians hav not been able, in
the year of our Lord, 1894, to bribe our legislators
to pass laws compelling me to pay priest tax. However, my aged grandfather, a poor old blind man
who had lived in Litchfield county, Conn., once had
the pleasure of having his only cow taken from him
by the officers of the law for that noble purpose. I
feel like jumping to my feet and shouting " Glory
to God," so that the sanctuary of heaven will resound in echo ; yet I will keep my seat and wait
until I learn more of heaven and the holiness therein.
If I find that heaven is the home and dominion of
Jehovah, the god of the Jews, I shall want a ticket
for the other place where thanksgiving to an undeveloped ideal God never preys upon his subjects.
There are thousands of children dying every day
with that dread scourge diphtheria, caused by the
same hand that forced the poor little sufferers into
the world. How thankful they and their loving
parents should be for such a showing of God's love
toward them ! Let us pray : "0 thou God of
abomination, thou who gavest us the thirty~first
chapter of Numbers and taught us to slaughter our
enemies, to save none but the virgins for immoral
purposes ; thou who di videst spoils with the devil
and cursed Eve and her posterity as well as all the
mammalia of thy creation because thou failest to
make us perfect, and took into partnership Old
Nick, who you knew was evil disposed, and would
get the better of thee in business and bring trouble
and sorrow upon all the world ; while we are prospered to eat a turkey dinner, many other poor sinners no worse than ourselvs hav none, and for this
special dispensation of thy providence in our behalf, we are glad we are on thy side, also on the
side of the turkey. Clothe us with divine armor
that the devil may never get us or deprive us of a
good dinner on Thanksgiving. As long as thou
wilt be on our side we will keep Thanksgiving and
never feel sorry for the poor turkey." I will leave
the congregation of THE TRUTH SEEKER to shout
Amen and sing the Doxology. And while they are
singing I will pass the hat for a collection to buy
something for those whom God's mercy has not
reached.
A. D. SwAN.
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·What Do You Believe 1
tit?es, and other tribu.te f?r the support of the I prominent place-in hotels, railroad stations, read. It is easier to deny believing a statement than to ~riests ~nd synagogs; IB this productiv of civiliza- ing rooms, etc. To do thi~, however, requires
advo~ate it, but in my brief letter I propose to ask ~10n or Iruproyement of mankind T The Lord pun- money; but money cannot be put to a better use.
questiOns and leave the reader to answer them for 1shes th_e children of Israel by permitting the A little of it goes a long way. One book can reach
himself.
Babylomans to capture them ~ecause of their wick- many persons. We desire to keep the movement
The Egyptians probably believed in their religion ed~ess, a:r;td th?n the Babylomans are punished for initiated by the last Freethinkers' Oongress advancof many gods and in sacrifices and prayers to those dmng this thmg and the Jews are restored to ing, so that the thousand persons reached there may
multiply to hundreds of thousands of persons
gods to secure their blessings, and that their gods Jerusalem.
When they returned from Babylon their first reached elsewhere.
Khem, Knoph, and Phtah were the creators of all
We hope that friends who believe in this kind of
things. Perhaps they believed in a future state of care was to rebuild the church on the most orthodox
existence for souls that hav departed this life . sys~em. The prophets exerted their energies to work will help us. We giv them something in resome in a state of felicity, some in torment and reVIse and record the law of Moses and restore the turn which will be of service to them in their
some reincarnated as the spirit of some anim~l or purity_of descent b~ ~asting _out all mixed blood and hom~s and communities, and bring them into comother human being. But because they believed it enf?rcmg the_ traditional rites and usages of the panionship with the Freethinkers of the whole
ancient Isr~elites.
.
.
. country. Our new pamphlet, "The Federation
do you accept it without investigation T
The Jewish law as _at that trme established, Is and the Union," will be out at the earliest possible
The Assyrians and Babylonians believed in a
multiplicity of gods. They considered Anu the closely observed to this day by all orthodox Jews. moment. It will contain one hundred pages of
chief of their gods. " Bel is the God of Lords '' They adhered to the _so-called God:s covenant with excellent reading matter. It will show the progress
"the father of the gods," "the creator.'' In the Abraham _up t? t~e time of recordm~ the l~w, and of Freethought, its facts and arguments. It will
history of creation we are told that " Bel made the that _law IB still m force. The Jewish priests or be an inspiriting book. It will be a splendid camearth and th~ heaven; ~hat he formed man by rabbis adhere to the o}d law. The ~ews are all paign document. It will contain the speeches,
means of a muture of his own blood with earth brothers and the remamder of ma~kin~ ~re ~he letters, reports, etc., of the late Oongress in regard
and also formed beasts ; and afterward he created heathe:r;t round about them ; and their rehgi<~n givs to our great work, the total separation of church
the sun and the moon, the stars and the five them hcense to plu~de~ and e:r;tslave them Just as and state. Such a book is well worth twenty-five
planets." They also believed that sacrifice and much to-day as. It d~d m the time of Abraham or cents a copy. But the object is to send it broad. . .
cast, and therefore it will be given to subscribers at
prayer wer_e very ~ecessary to appease the displeas- Moses, o~ any time smce.
A god IB and always was a man-made mstitutiOn, less than cost--eight copies for $1; eighteen copies
ure of their passiOnate gods. The Assyrians and
Babylonians no doubt believed in their gods and and was made the very pr?totype of the builder~. for $2 ; and fifty copies for $5. The National Assothe above statements ; but do you believe it because If they were sa~ages, t~eir god was a sav~ge ; ~f ciation will depend upon its friends to aid in this
they were b~rbanans, their god was ~ barbanan; If matter, so that the cost all round shall be very little
they taught itT
The Ohaldeans had a long history of their gods they are enlightened, they hav an enhght_ened ~~d and a great work be accomplished. Send all contriThe Jew has become better than his ~ebg10n butions for this pamphlet, "Federation and Union,"
doing the creating, making many terrible mistakes
but. finally creating the heavens, the earth, and through the pressure of advanced progressiOn ; he to 234 South Water street, Ohicago, Ill.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM,
hades. This history also stated that " the god has outgrown some of its savagery; but the intense
Pres. of National Freethought Association.
Belue commanded one of the gods to cut off his selfish "I am better than thou" spirit still exists
head and to mix the blood which :flowed forth with that he has inherited from his ancestral religion;
earth and form men therewith and b'easts that and as long as they pin their faith on God's covenant
Lectures and Meetings.
could bear the light. So man was made and was with Abraham that selfish, arrogant, haughty spirit
OoL. R. G. INGERSOLL's lecture route is as follows :
will
adhere
to
them.
intellige11 t, being a partaker of the divine wisdom.
Now, thoughtful, reader, you claim to protest Dec. l..New Bedford, Mass Dec. 9..... Provi~• .R. I
Likewise Belue made the stars and the sun and the
2........... Boston, Mass Dec. 10 .... Fall River, Mass
against otbPr ancient religions. Why adhere to Dec.
moon- and the five planets."
Dec. 3 ....... Haverhill, Mass Dec. 11.New London, Oonn
that
of
the
Jews,
which
is
no
better
and
is
still
exDec. 4 ........... Portland, Me Dec. 16 ... Washington, D. 0
In another account Anu is credited with doing
Dec. 5 ............. Lynn, Mas11 Dec. 17........ Richmond, Ya
the work, especially among the sun, moon, and isting among us and is making terrible havoc with Dec.
6......... Ooncord, N. H· Dec. 19 ..... Philadelphia, Pa
stars. He made the moon the principal luminary the causA of human liberty through the money Dec. 7...... ManQhester, N.H Dec 20 ....... Baltimore, Md
power
of
whi"b
the
Jew
is
the
main
head.
If
you
on consideration of being worshiped.
"Each
Dec. 8 ....... Brockton, Mass
month without fail brought together festal assem- would tak. the Jew element out of the power of
S. P. PuTNAM's lecture appointments:
blies in the beginning of the month
and money to effect the status of the laborers, it would Blair, Wis., Dec. 1, 2.
be
so
paralyzed
that
we
would
think
it
almost
dead.
Grafton, N.Dak., Dec. 5-7.
on the seventh day a holy day appointing and comWell, Ohristian brothers (the Jew would call you Hoople, N. Dak., Dec 8, 9.
manding on that day a cessation from business.''
heathen), do you believe the doctrine of the Park River, N, Dak., Dec. 10-12.
This might be called a Sabbath for worshiping the
Oonway. N.Dak .. Dec. 13-15.
Egyptians?
No. Or 'the Assyrians? No. Or the Far~o,
moon.
N.Dak., Dec. 18-20.
Babylonians? No. Or the Ohaldeans? No. And St. Oharles, Minn., Dec. 22. 23.
The Ohaldeans had a legend of the deluge quite
why not t Because they are not in harmony with San Marcial, N. M.. Dec. 29 to Jan. 2.
similar to that narrated in Genesis, though stated
Mr. Putnam will lecture during the month of January
human needs and cannot supply them. They disdifferently in some particulars. Shamas, the builder,
Prescott, Arizona. It is hoped that friend!! in the
regard individual rights and encourage tyrannical at
vicinity and throughout Arizona will make arrangements
completed his ship on the eighth day.
priesthoods to enslave mankind. That is a very for lectures at this time, and push the Freethone:ht work.
Do you accept all these accounts as true without
good reason. Do the Jews disregard equal personal Mr. Putnam will also arrange to lecture in New Mexinvestigation because others are supposed to hav
rights by claiming themselvs to be God ordained to ico, Oolorado, and Kansas on his return from Arizona.
believed them, or do you condemn them as myths
Those wishing lectures in any of these states will commuenslave the remainder of mankind 1 Yes; that is nicate
with S. P. Putnam, 234 South Water street, Ohiunworthy of credence T
their religion. Did they not act like barbarians- oago.
We find the account of another ancient religion
rob, murder, enslave, and disregard the most sacred
that men of the present time profess to believe to
Mrs. M. A. Freeman will make a trip east about the
rights of mankind, if the Bible tells the truth?
be positiv truth. We find in it another account of
of January. and would like to secure engagements
Yes ; and when they became civilized, they got their first
for lectures in Ohio, Indiana, Pennsylvania, New York,
the creation of all things by a God who created all
wealth by guile, scheming, and fraudulent means and Massachusetts. Those desiring her services will
things in six days and rested on the seventh, and
instead of outright brigandage, and when they please write her at once 1037 West Madison street,
hallowed it as a Sabbath. But according to the adapted themselvs to the enlightened epoch they Ohicago, Ill.
account, the Lord God must hav accomplished the only refined their schemes for deception.
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every
work in one day and then cursed part of his work
You adhere to the Jewish superstition and call it Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Bnsinesa
because it did not result as he intended, and after- holy, when it has been shown to be your worst Oollege, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs
ward resolved to drown the world because of its enemy. You accept it without investigation and in avenues. Program for December:
December 2d-" Popular Discontent." T. McOants
wickedness, and made a failure of that because so doing rivet the chains that enslave you.
Stewart.
the wickedness crept into the ark that had been
Rise in your might and call a hoe a hoe and an
prepared to save a few righteous ones. Noah got ax an ax, and call a tyrannical oligarchy by its
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets '3Very Sunday evening
angry at Ham and cursed his son Oanaan, saying, "A proper name-the enemy to the best interests of in Knabe Hall, 26 W. Fourth st., Oincinnati. Program
servant of servants shalt thou be unto thy brethren.'' mankind-and be sure that so long as the Jew ad- for December:
The Lord God made a covenant with Abraham, heres to the covenant with Abraham he is one of December 2d-" The Orthodox Devil." E. 0. Wilmot.
making him and his posterity a specially chosen the Jewish oligarchy and will oppress you whenever
J. E. REMSBURG's lecture appointments:
people and giving them the land of Oanaan as an his selfish interests dictate such a course.
Dec. !.. ..... Ridgeway, N. Y Dec. 4, 5•. Pnltneyville, N. Y
Dec. 2........Lockport, N. Y Dec. 6 .......... 0awego, N. Y
inheritance forever.
But the children of Israel
Montpelier, Ind.
WILLIAM ALLEN.
Dec. B•....•.•••. Dundee,• N. Y
displeased the Lord God, and he sent them into
NOTE.-The quotations in this epistle are all taken from
bondage to the Egyptians and then sent Moses with ''The
THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford,
Religions of the Ancient World," by George Raw·
the various curses to affiict the Egyptians for chas- linson. Obambers' Encyclopedia. corroborates these secretary, meets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday in Warner's Hall, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia.
tising the children of Israel as he had caused them statements.
W. A.
Freethonght
publications are on sale at the meeting.
to do, and commanded Moses to deliver the Israelites from the Egyptians by piloting them through
Campaign Literature.
THE Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday
the Red sea, and then fed them on manna and quails
It is of the first importance that Freethought evening at 421 Laokawana avenue. Our motto: Freedom
and Kindness. Everybody invited. Secretary, William
in the wilderness; and then the Lord gave Moses literature be widely distributed. The people must Watkins.
the law from Mount Sinia, the most of which was be educated. It is impossible to reach all by means
THE Detroit Investigator Society meets e.very Sunday
extant previous to that time. The Lord God com- of lectures. We must supplement the lectures
afternoon
at the hall, No. 32 Monroe avenue.
manded Moses to conquer and drive out the tribes with books, pamphlets, and papers. We can find
of the Oanaanites and take their country to them- hearers by the thousand; but we ought to find
Our fathers did not quite love God nor quite
selva for an inheritance, and to utterly cut oft the readers by the million. Earnest Freethinkers should
Amalekites and also the Midianites, which included make it a specialty to buy and distribute books. hate the Devil-but they were afraid of both.
Zippora, Moses's wife, and his and her two A book is a power. It is always at work. It costs They really wished to enjoy themselvs with God in
sons and all their kindred, and then there was the but little. It influences like the sunshine. It is the next world and with the Devil in this. They
butcheries of Joshua, Saul, David, and others. Do pretty difficult to get angry with a book. It is like believed that the course of Nature was affected by
their conduct; that :floods and storms, diseases,
you believe all these statements to be true and all a fact, and cannot be easily put down.
these bloody deeds to be righteous acts 1 Then
It is a part of our work as a national organiza- earthquakes, and tempests were sent as punishthere is the building of the tabernacle of the Lord tion to keep Freethought literature in constant cir- ments, and that all good phenomena were rewards.
and the arrangement of the priesthood with the culalion. We would like to hav pamphlets setting -Robert Q._ I?'l.gersoll, in TBE TBUTB SEEKER AN·
garments and other paraphernalia and the sacrifices, 1forth our principles all over the land-in every NUAL for 1895.
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Has Read Every Column.
· JAVA.VILLAGE, N. Y., Nov. 7, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed is $1 for four
copies of R. G. Ingersoll's late lecture on
the holy Bible.
I bav read every column of THE TRUTH
Snu:B for over ten years with great interest, and I mean no flattery when I say
that I Jike it the best of any of the ten papers I now take in my family.
CHABLRB BARBER.
All Reaching for It.
P ABIB, TEx., Oct. 31, 1894.
Ms. EDITOR : Inclosed please find
'Seventy-five cents for three copies of
.. Holy Bible," by Ingersoll. I hav re'Ceived S. P. Putnam's "Four Hundred
Years of Freethonght," and am delighted
with what I hav read of it. Other persons
hav been so anxious to read it that I hav
bad but ~little chance to read any my41elf.
J. F. MILES.
Happy to Keep His Promis.
IOBA:NBERRY CENTER, Wis., Nov. 8, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I feel somewhat ujoiced
in that I am able to come up to my promis
to yon about thirty days ago ; therefore, please find inclosed $3, for which giv
me credit on my subscription to your much
esteemed TRUTH BEEKER. May it seek for
truth long after I am gone I
RespeOtfnlly yours, J. W. KRuscHKE.

.! Question for Mr. Richardson.
GIBBON, NEB., Nov. 9, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: In Colorado, the workingman's candidate for governor was defeated
by the woman vote, and the woman vote
was controled by the church organizations. Contemplating such a phase of
Christian Republicanism we·wonder if our
friend Richardson will join the Women's
Christian Temperance Union?
Respectfully,
C. PUTNAM.
It Is Cheap, but Splendid.
SAOBAMRNTO, CAL., Oct. 30, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: The books I ordered from
yon a few weeks ago came safely to hand
on time. Also " Four Hundred Years of
Freethonght," which I consider a splendid
work, a book which ought to be in the
bands of every Freethinker. I hav read
it nearly through. Brother Putnam deserves our thanks for giving us such a
splendid work, and so cheap, too.
N. D. GooDELL.

getting very liberal indeed. The Congregational minister who had been here three
years, I think, has gone to another part of
the state, and is now preaching for the
U nitarianB. He is a thinker and reasoner,
and t>robably his next step will be into the
Freethonght ranks. He informed me the
day before leaving here that . he should
preach Unitarianism. I told him 1 was
glad to hear it, as the Unitarians had bht
one step to take to get to our ground.
Freethonght is bound to make great progress in the nell:t ten years. Yours for the
truth,
B. PEABODY.
After Twehe Years He Comes to Us.
ALLISON, Mo., Oct. 13, 1894.
MR. EDITo.a: Some twelve years ago I
first saw THE TRUTH SEEKER and the impression that it made on me is never to be
forgotten. I believe D. M. Bennett published it then. I hav never seen the
paper since until a few days ago a politician
called at my store and in conversation
mentioned that he was a Freethinker. I
thought, " Keep that to yourself in superstitions Missouri." I assured him that
whatever ticket he might be on he could
depend on one vote. I had nearly given
up the idea of ever gettiD g a chance to vote
my convictions. But the gentleman informed me that there were several candidates of an "intellectual" cast of countenance on the various tickets this fall.
TrllPtfng that the conventions knew what
kind of timber they were nominating, I
shall vote for every one-i. e., if I can find
out who they are.
Inclosed please find $1 for THE TRUTH
Sl!EKER. I am doing what I ca.n to get
subscribers.
M. T. JERSEY.
Thanks 1o the Generous Greenhill.
CLINTON, !A., Nov. 9, 1894.
MR. EDrToR: I am a subscriber to the.
dear TRUTH BEEKER, thanks to Mr,. James
A. Greenhill, for it was he who gave me
the first copy of it, and afterward gave me
one year's subscription.
I am well pleased with the paper; it has
completely turned me away from the
churches. Last month Mr. James A.
Greenhill ~ave me a very nice present, and
what do yon, Mr. Editor, think that was?
Nothing smaller than Samuel P. Putnam's
"Four Hundred Years of Freethonght."
I was surprised at first; I could not find a
word for myself. I grabbed his hand and
thanked him heartily for that costly present. I hav looked through it at the pictures and I found one of my countrymen,
Bjornstjerne Bjornson. About the I ook,
I can say that it is not a history of Four
Hundred Years of Freethonght alone, but
a Four Hundred Years of Freethinkers
album also. And it is the most magnificent
work on Freethontzht I ever saw. I shall
now begin at the beginning and read it
through with respect. Yours for Freethought,
JoNAS R. ELLisoN.

Putnam Has Done a Great Work.
CARLETON, NBB., Nov. 9, 1894.
MR. EDITOR : I inclose $3 for my subscription, and $2 for the Campaign Fund,
and $1 for the Kansas martyr, Wise. I
bav read through the "Four Hundred
Years of Freethonght ;" am just delighted
over it. Brother Putnam has done a great
work. I hope he will take it more easy
Thought, Then Wisdom.
now, and not work too hard. We want to
HAMILTON, N. Y., Nov. 12, 1894.
prolong his life as long as possible, and all
MR. EDIToR: You may extend my snbof yon as well,
BENNET ANDERSON,
soription another year. I want the paper
as long as I liv. I hav lived upward of
Every Page Bristles with Facts.
eighty years and bid fair to reach the
century mark. I was brought up in a
ELMoRo, CoL., Nov. 5, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: The old TRUTH BEEKER is Christian family and during all that time
a regular Sunday visitor at my home, and I doubted the truth of what I was taught
a very welcome one at t.hat. I hav been and always must. I watch with interest
out of a job since last June, and hav just the progress of Freethonght, Christianity
succeeded in getting on<". I hav been has reached its bight and is on the decline.
pretty busy for two weeks reading "Four Science will destroy it, if nothing else will.
I think yon had a good Congress in
Hundred Years of Freethonght;" it don't
make any difference where yon open that Chicago and that the outlook for Freebook, it is bristling with facts on every thought and for truth is good.
page, and I wouldn't take $25 for my copy,
The sending out of the life and teachings
if it was impossible for me to replace it.
of Paine ca~ses a disturbance among the
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
churches. They sa.yth~ thing ought to be
JOHN SCHuYLl!:B.
stopped, as it unsettles the mind, not only
of the young, but of the old as well, I
Step by Step to Complete Liberty.
hope the work will be kept up, as it is
ST. CHARL'IIB, MINN., Oct. 20, 294.
doing much good.
MR. EDITOR: Franklin Steiner was here
I will send by and by a list of the publast week and gave us three splendid lect- lications I want. I want them to giv away
ures. Two ministers thought to down him, to those who never read or see such
but to their surprise and to the surprise of thoughts as they contain. Yon may send
many others, were completely nonplnsed. me now John Peck's works. They create
His easy, gentlemanly manner of dealin~t thought, which leads to wisdom.
with them won him hosts of friends. The
CARLTON RICE.
sympathy of many Christians present
ltlortnary-Dr. W. P. Badger.
seemed to be with him. We expect to hav
him here three months next fall, and will
ATOHIBON, KAN., Nov. 15, 1894.
no doubt draw quite a number into our
MR. EDITOR : Dr. W. P. Badger, a vetranks. Some of the Christians here are el'all :freethiuker 9f thiB vicinity, died at

his home at :Muscotah l~st Saturday, of
consumption. He was born in Vermont,
Dec. 15, 1817, and came to Kansas for his
health in 1857. His health was much improved and his life prolonged many years
by the change. :br. :i3ad~er had a varied
and interesting career. He was a member
of the territorial legislature in 1858, and
agent for the Kickapoo Indians for four
years. During the war he was adjutant of
the Thirteenth Kansas, and aeqnitted himself with bravery. He was the first mayor
of the little town of Muscotah, and virtually the father of the place. He kept a
hotel at Muscotah for years, and many
Freethonght pilgrims will remember his
hospitality. Dr. Badger was a nephew of
Governor Badger, of New Hampshire, and
his widow is a sister of Ex-Senator Kellogg,
of Louisiana. Dr. Badger was an unflinching and uncompromising Freethinker, and
accomplil!hed much good for the cause in
his locality. He was a reader of THE
TRUTH BEEKER and other Liberal journals,
and always kept a supply of Liberal literature around his premises. He was a good,
honest man, and his death is a loss to the
cause of mental liberty.
Yours,
GEo. J. REMSBURU.
Does Not Want to :Uun the Pnper.
VAN BUREN, ARK., Nov. 4, 1894.
MR. EDlTOR: Inclosed yon will find $3
to renew my subscription. I would hav
been glad if I could hav sent yon the
money for several books that yoii advertise, but money is too scarce here this
year for me to get anything but the paper,
and I am downright glad to be able to get
that and pay for it. I wanted Putnam's
new book and "Godly Women of the
Bible." I read that as it was published in
the paper several years ago and thought it
struck the religions folks some pretty hard
blows, and as soon as I am able I shall
send for the book and read it again.
I will not stop to tell yon how you should
run your paper; I get three dollars' worth
out of it every year and hav been getting
that much out of it for nearly or quite
twenty years, and it has always bristled
with good things. The past year your
editorials on the taxation of church property and the separation ol church and
state, when yon wrote against the proposed
amendment to onr national Constitution
were exceptionally good. In fact, I can
get three dollars' worth out of any departc
ment of the paper in a year; the pictures
alone are worth all that in a year.
Hoping tha.t all your present subscribers
will be able and willing to renew. and that
yon may get many new ones, I remain,
JAS. R. NEAL.
Yours respectfully,

.:;
Always Some Pra«ltical Suggestions.
BREATHEDSVILLE; Mt>.• Nov. 11:1, 18!14.
MR. En:rToR: At this ~aeon of the ye~
Freethinkers 01rli iay the fonhdatioh for
much future good work by heiplng io
ganize literafy or debating societills in
their vicinity. Debates being necessarily
educational in their character, the school
authorities will generally grant permission
to hold them of evenings in the schoolhouses, thus saving room rent.
By taking a prominent part in organizing them, Freethinkers can generally secure sufficient control over them to select
their questions for discussion, and by occasionally interspersing some which lead
in Freethonght directions, can greatly enlighten the community. By cautiously
and gradually passing, week after week,
from less radical to more radical Freethought ground, many of the audience
may, .in a year two, be converted to Free
thought. Furthermore, the training re;ceived in such societies th9roughly fits
them for usefnlnells in the Freethonght
cause.
This season of leisure, when inoieme:d
weather pte-vents out-door '\fork, is also
auspiCious for gettifig trial eubsoribere io ·
Freeihonght journals, lor oir@nlaiing thD
"Age of fteason" and other Freethottght
bookS, and for vatiofis other kinds of :Free•
thought missionary work. Let each Jree"
thinker do.liomething for the cans@, and
do it now, hifiiself @hoosiilg the way fu
which he thinks he can best work, and the
progress of our cause will be greatly augmented.
D. WEBSTER GRoH.

or-

Are Free Trade Politicians :MoraU
CAsTANA, IA., Nov. 10, 1894.
Mn. EDIToR: It is too bad! After
answering Mr. Groh's nineteen questions
harmoniously and flattering myself that
those answers '\\'ere altogether lovely, it
now turn!! ont that one of them was a.n nn•
accountable blunder. Napoleon[?] did not
refer to this kind '\\'hen he said " a blunder
is a crime;" still, the situation is l!olemn,
if not dangerous, because 1\lr. Groh \Yal
first astonished and then amazed. Ro"'Yever, he recovered sn:ffi.cien tly to say; " :M:r.
Hays and Mr. Day should get together."'
which was good advice. All Mr. :Itaya has
to do is to stand still while J; make the
race. Nobody ever said that a duty on
imported goods was not a customs tax. A
tarift is a " list." How can a list be a tax?
A tariff can no more be a tax than a menu
can be a dinner. Mr. Hays and I are already close together. (Discrimination is a
jewel.)
"Hence Mr. Day's absurd and reckless
allegation that all trust men are free trade
tariff reformers," etc. That little word all
is sweeping, but, according to my know I~
edge and belief, all of the Standard Oil
trust men, all the sugar trust men, together with all other well-known trust men,
are solidly in fa:vor of the politics of tariff
reform. It requires no effort to cry out
"absurd" and "reckless;" why not try
the virtue of some pertinent facts?
"Trusts are formed by cornering the
market on certain classes of goods, and are
facilitated and fostered by tariffs in exact
ratio, as it is easier to cornet the product
of a single nation than that of the entire
world." Why easier? One would naturally
conclude that goods from all parts of the
world, coming through a few custom
houses, and mainly through one, would
easily be ''cornered " by a few wealthy
importers. Tin, sugar, and coffee are in
evidence. Our manufacturers find It very
difficult to corner domestic products, except such as come under the operation of
the patent or mining laws. " Is free trade
immoral?" is not the question; it should
be: Are free trade politicians moral?
PRESTON DAY.

Man· A.fraid·of-His-Wife.
CANTRIL, !A., Nov. 2, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Some of my Christian
friends, according to their own statements,
hav received Paine's "Age of Reason "
and they appear not to be so noisy as they
used to be; the fires of hell seem to be
smoldering down; I think likely they
hav struck bottom. I beard one Disciple
preacher say at the close of his Eermon
that some one had been so kind as to send
him from New York a copy of Paine's
"Age of Reason" and he supposed he
would never know who did it. All he had
to say was that he had not read much ofit,
for it was so awful hard he could not stand
much at a time. The trouble is, I think,
he cannot answer it, and that is what
hurts.
Mr, I. P. Davis and I hav to stand here
alone in Cantril. There are others who
think just as we do, but when it comes to
talk about having some fJiberal giv us a
lecture here, then it is they begin to dodge
and make excuses and say: "My wife is a
Methodist "-or Baptist or Presbyterian'' and if she knew of my giving anything
for a Liberal lecture I would be obliged
to seek a divorce." I told a man the other
day that if that was the case, then his wife
thought more of the church than she did
of him. My Christian friends are a good
deal like the J ewe; they never pray except
when in trouble, and then it is for vengeance, victory, and riches.
Please send me "Religion and the
Bible," two copies "Holy Bible,"" The
Candle From Under the Bushel, ' 1
, '' Tlmmbscrew a1ld Bp.c~,'' .ALEx Fix. '

A. MinLter's Evolution.
DEs MoiNES, IA., Nov. 5, 1894.

MR. EDITOR: The Rev. H. 0. Brnden,
of Des Moines, Ia., lately advertised that
he would preach a series of sermons on
"The Bible in the Light of the Highest
Criticism," and he b~>gan the course last
Sunday night by talking upon the question, "Who Wrote the Bible?" I heard
the same gentleman giv some lectures on
the divinity of the Bible six years ago,
when he strongly maintained the gener~
ally accepted orthodox views.
As in
those six years great advances hav bee~

,-
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made in Bible investigation and the long
cherished views of that book completely
overthrown by Christian critics, I was
anxious to ·know how the Rev. Mr.
Brnden had been affected by the situation. Mr. Brnden is a Disciple and
preaches in the largest church in the city,
and he is frequently spoken of 88 " the
most popular minister." To say that I
'lfas Surprised does not express my feelings
when t heard him advocate the most
radical conclusions possible with the keep·
ing of his pulpit. If. anything, he was
more aggressiv in his advanced views than
either Dr. Briggs or Professor Harper.
His references to some of the orthodox
Bible scholars were by no means complimentary, and had any of them been present they would hav wished themselvs anywhere else. He does not believe that all
of the Bible is inspired. He admits that
we do not know who wrote a great portion
of it, and particularly the Pentateuch and
other books of the Old Testament. He
made one mistake here by saying that all
of the Bible was written between 700 B. o.
and 100 A. D.. But we conld forgiv h'tm for
this when he said that he cannot indorse
the bloody wars of the Old Testament and
that some parts of that book are not fit to
read. He never reads it himself, he says,
except as a student. God, he admitted,
was only connected with the Bible in a
second-handed manner. The Bible, he
says, is not an authority, but Christ.
How he can make Christ his authority and
not the Bible is something he will hav to
settle for himself. The moss-backed
Methodist, Presbyterian, Lutheran, Baptist, and other orthodox ministers of
Des Moines, must feel very blue to know
that their Bible is assailed as regards
both authenticity and morality in the
largest church in the city. We may
add that Dr. Brnden is the only minister who has his church full on· a Sunday
night or even a Sunday morning. The
fact that he preaches such sermons as the
one' I hav mentioned and that he takes
special pains to provide entertainment for
his hearers, accounts for it. The church is
sometimes called "Brnden's Opera" by
profane parsons.
FRANKLIN STEINER.

'' The Bible," could be obtained at twentyflve cents per copy, but people preferred
to pay prices ranging all the way from
fifty cents to $2.50 or more per ·seat to hear
his voice as well as see him. By the
strength of his gestures, he appeared to be
thirty instead of sixty, and judging of the
healthfnlness of heresy from his personal
appearance, there is no reason why he
ehonld not be with us for many years to
come to gladden the hearts of men, terrify the orthodox, liberalize our minds,
ancl make us more gentle and kind toward
one another. Prolonged applause frequently interrupted his address. and at
the close he was recalled to the stage,when be merely bowed his acknowledgments.
Freethinkers may make mistakes and
not be right in some things, but as surely
as there is science and human reason, they
are more sane and more nearly right than
their theological antagonists, consequently
they need never allow themselvs to waver
in their purposes or hopes. The Freethought army will increase just in proportion to the dissemination of thought and
truth, and when flnally our descendants
do really come to treat one another as
human, and as having equal rights, the
one man of this age to whom the greatest
glory will be given, will be the man we
all love, Robert G. Ingersoll.
L. D. CBINlll.
Would Woman Suffrage Now Make for
Liberty~

CHILLIOOTHE, 0., Nov. 1i, E.M. 294.
MR. EDITOR: For some time I had contemplated giving the friends of liberty
and progression my opinion (for what it
is worth) on woman snfi'raP,"e; but when
Mrs. Schwart~s article apptared in THE
TBUTH SEEKER, it BO thoroughly agreed
with my own views that I thought it unnecessary. But since sister Harker has criticised it, I feel like criticising hers just a
little. Not but what Mrs. ScL\Itutz is perfectly capable of defending her own views;
but my own are so similar, I feel she is
treading on my corns. Sister Harker says
she "fails to find conditions as her friend
has depicted them," a:. such women as
sister Schwartz describes are exc€ptions,
No Extra Attractions Needed.
not the rule.
NEw YoRK, Nov. 12, 294.
My friend, are you aware that you liv in
MR. EDITOR: Sunday morning, Novem- one of the most Liberal states in the
ber 11th, I went to hear the noted Unita- Union? AU the Western states are LibHe eral. The West is the home of Liberalrian, the Rev. Robert Collyer.
teaches his congregation to believe in God, ism,' while the East is that of conservathe father, maker ef heaven and earth, tism. • Come to Chillicothe, 0., and you
thus turning down the ghost and son divi. will not be able to find one Liberal journal
sions of the trinity. I had to admire his or publication on that subject for sale in
virtuous countenance, framed by snowy the city; and it is a place of about fifteen
locks, and .also admired his heresy as far thousand inhabitants. The principal stock
as it extends. Besides that I saw nor heard of the book-stores consists of cheap sensanothing worthy of note, except his musi- tional novels, and it just snits the people.
cal voice, though it is somewhat mono to-~ An expensiv copy of the Bible and these
nons as he rattles along and lulls the wor- trashy books are all they· desire. Tradesshipers into a semi-doze.
men always keep what sells; and, when
In the evening, the areh-heretic of the you look about our book-stores, yon are
century again struck this churchly town. not at all puzzled to discover what it is.
Many other heretics, big and little, and They keep very few scientific works. You
pew holders heretically inclined, assembled generatly hav to order what you want in
at the Star theater to giv him a royal wel- that line. I frt:quently lend books from
come. Promises of the appearance of my library; but can never lend a scienmusical celebrities and elaborately pre- tific book or paper. Those who are Litpared programs were not required to fill eral enough to read such literature claim
the house from the stage and boxes to the they are too dry and uninteresting. A
gallery, and even the aisles. The people few weeks ago I loaned "Robert Elsquietly assembled and, at the appointed mere," a book that has been very popular
time, our Freethought general appeared, and had a large sale. The book bas much
and, as usual, without introduction, at merit to recommend it and then the
once began his lecture. While he was ex- clergy recommended it by denouncing it
posing, as only he can expose, the source and forbidding their flocks to read it. The
and character of the Hebrew· Christian person to whom I loaned it returned it
Jehovah, it was also the time when many after keeping it for weeks, and said it was
prayers from learned pulpits were being too deep for her. She had read it about
offered to the same Jehovah, and listened half through, and stopped. She had read
to by small groups of worshipers, any one to where the solid part of the book came
of which would constitute about one-half in, and stopped. This lady is fifty years
or less of the number seated in the gallery, of age, fairly educated, and of more than
to say nothing aboll't the balcony, boxes, ordinary intelligence. I cannot lend a
stage, and main auditorium. One thing Liberal book, and if women know I read
the prayer-makers should especially ask them, they want nothing to do with me.
for is to be given the drawing powus of Now, my friends, is that encouraging?
Colonel Ingersoll.
This state of afi'airs prevails not only in
He makes no reference to his many Ohio, but throughout the East and South.
slanderers, but proceeds to propound the- In dress I ·see but very little reform.
ological enigmas for them to solve. He Stays and corsets are still worn by all
shows that the most glorious triumphs of women.
Probably yon may now and
the race hav been won in spite of the teach- then find a freak of nature, like Dr. Mary
ings of the Bible. The audience bought Walker; but generally those who hav not
many copies of his writing~, and this lect- slender waists try to make them w. As
ure cannot fail to giv Liberal views another for tight shoes, there is about as much
JDpetus in this oity. His new leoture, ~qnetzing as ever. The la$t tiwe I was in a

shoe-store (about a month ago), a lady was
trying on shoes, pulling, sweating, ·and
fussing, the dealer. chalking her heel trying to get a shoe on her about two. sizes
too small. I still see placards in the drugstore windows announcing the best preparation for ladies' complexions. I know
they buy, for their faces look as if they
had been in the flour barrel. I agree
with yon that "woman's sphere has
bro~ened in the last fifty years." They
hav more book learning than formerly,
more practical knowledge. They don't
piece so many quilts, knit so much lace, or
nurse poodle dogs so much; probably it is
the pugs they nurse now. It is a disgrace to be seen carrying your six-weeks'
old baby on the street, but the bight of
fashion is to lead or carry a dog. For all
·woman's increase in knowledge, I should
not care to trust my life and liberty in her
hands.
The men are making a bad
enough iness of it; but put the ballot in
the priest-governed women's hands, and
farewell to what little liberty we hav.
The " strong undercurrent of Liberalism "
of which you speak has permeated only
the educated few. It has not reached the
moving, throbbing mass of humanity,
and, my friend, if yon think the ancient
mythology is becoming fossilized or
frozen, just come to the East, and it is
my opinion yon will change your mind,
and that speedily.
Yon say that· had your friend heard the
derogatory remarks made by the church
people as to the policy of bringing religion
into politics, she would hav been greatly
encouraged. Well, my friend, had yon
been in Ohio, and heard the president of
the Women's Christian Temperance Union
and one of their most famous lecturers
cant about Jesus, heard her tell how they
wrestled and prayed to bav J esns recognized in their Constitution, aavocate
prayer, and the return of the Bible to
the public. schools; and then, had yon
taken their strength into consideration;
you probably would hav felt about as
blue as yon ever did in your life. Yon
Western people are too sangnin. A visit
to the East or South would take it out of
yon with a vengeance.
Are yon aware, my friend, that if the
Prohibition party comes into power, your
month and mine will be shut tight as wax?
And are you not also aware that nearly all
women are Prohibitionists, made so by
their experience with intemperate husbands, sons, and brothers? I believe in
woman's rights; but I do not believe in
going back to the Dark Ages to giv them
to her. Some appear to think that the
ballot is a sure panacea for all woman's
ills. That is another mistake. It is not a
cure-all for man's; on the contrary, it is
· one of the greatest evils that exist. The
government is so corrupt that only
· moneyed men are eligible to office.
Think yon women would change this?
·No, the wives and daughters of rich men
would then be elected, and men would
starve and women sell thar virtue for
bread, as they must do to-day. Yon
say, sister Harker, that the women of
Colorado vote intelligently and independently of the ministers. I don't doubt that;
bitt they were free, independent before
the ballot was put into their hands. Think
yon old Frances Willard and her crew
wonld vote intelligently, independently of
the clergy? And yon must remember that
the Women's Christian Temperance Union
is largely represented wherever the Christian religion has any influence. Another
mistake yon make, my friend, when you
say the clergy are not in favor of woman
suffrag-e. They are in favor of it; for the
women are the power behind their throne.
It is the influence of "omen that keeps
the church alive. Men are too radical.
They hav found out that religion is one of
the unnecessary evils of this existence.
Many are still dragged to the sanctuary
by wives, sisters, and mothers, but they
are fast slipping through the priestly grasp.
The clergy would rather keep woman in
ignoranct' and deprive her of her-rights:
but they dare not. Women are their only
hope. Yon think your friend "cannot
surely apprehend any danger from the
religions eerpent at ·the polls when she
recognizes its size when compared with
our strength." Why, my friend, we hav
no strength. We hav but a handfnl when
compiUed with them. They are wealthy,
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in untaxed property, while we are almost
88 poor as the Nazarene. We hav perhap'l
a dozen lecturers in the field, and they
hav their thousands of impudent, sleek ··
preachers. We hav on an average three or
four organizations in each state, while they
hav a dozen to every ten miles Fqnare.
Our only .stronghold is our intrench·
ment behind the Constitution; and they·
are doing their best to dislodge us from
that position, and no doubt would hav accomplished their designs had it not been
for the valiant work of Mr. Macdonald,
Putnam, and others. Yon giv us the statistics of the strength of the enemy; if
yon are right, my. experience goes for
nothing. I know many who are not in
the church; but I know of more who are
not outspoken Liberals, but who believe
in the Bible, and consider the morals of
the church all that is to be desired. You
sav a word against the church, and espe·
cially against the Bible, and they will
mount their stilts immediately.
Only those of the· educated, progressiv
class feel the encroachments of the church.
To the mind of a conservativ there is no.
oppression about it. You hav to be educated to perceive it. You might as well
point out the beauties of nature to a blind
man as to point out the tyranny of the
church or the errors in the Bible to one
who has never troubled himself to think or
investigate the matter. The indifferents
-those outside the church-do not think.
They don't even trouble about the welfare
of their souls, which the members of the
church do.
'"
That the Christian religion is declining,
I admit; but the process is so gradual that
it is scarcely perceptible. So little advancement has been made by the church
that our liberty is in jeopardy, if not our
lives.
I am a woman, and I naturally desire
the elevation ol my own sex, but not at
the sacrifice of libertv. We hav had a
hard struggle for what little we possess.
Our benefactors hav been ostracized, imprisoned, burned, and tortured in every
manner fiendish brains could invent; and
now, shall the sacrifice of their lives and
liberty be naught? Are we going to put
the whip in our enemy's hand, and then
bare our backs to receive the lash?
Let woman suffrage become a fact all
over the Union at once, and the theocrat's
power will be unlimited. God and J esns
Christ will be put in the Constitution; the
Bible be put back into the public schools,
and then will begin the reign of terror
for the Infidel. Are you aware, my friend,
that the fluid in a real Christian's veins is
not human blood, but vitriol? They hate
all other religions; but the Infldel they
hate with a bitter, relentless hatred. They
never lose an opportunity to insult us. A
woman, speaking on temperance, and
woman suffrage last summer, said that "a
godless woman made her shudder," and
suggested that people with " such wicked,
heathenish hearts go off to unknown
lauds, and set up a colony of their kind,
where they would not contaminate the
virtuous."
Now, my friend, would you like to put
your life and liberty in that woman's ·
hands? She is not the exception, but the
rule. J was the godless woman at which
she made her coarse fling, the only woman
in the audience holding those views, and I
had had a special invitation to this meeting oh account of my belief in woman
suffrage. 'rhat woman, who claimed to be
holding the banner of liberty aloft, had
not enough of common decency to respect
the opinions of another, and that other
one of her own sex, for whom she professed to be laboring. Yon may claPs me
with Cardinal Gibbons if you like; but I
fancy I will not be in any worse company
than yourself. There are more Christian
suffragists than Infidel. The .Infidel sees
where it is tending.
HEBBIBBA M. CBYDER.
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er, Mass., to whom all Oommunica'i''1•" tor this Corner should be sent.
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" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the dai's occupation~
That is known as the Children's Hour."

.A. Disappointment.
Little MaY came in from school,
All her features were aglow.
" Miss Trevilla wants ns all
Mother, dea.reat, may I go?
" 'Cause she wants to form a band,"
Ran her happy little song.
Mother turned to see tbe clock" Very well; but don't be long."
Too well trained to answer " Why?"
May looked np in sad surprise
Mother, busy, did not see
Tears were standing in her eyes.
Alice, waiting at the gate,
Wondered at the long delay.
Slowly out upon the porch
Came the disappointed May.
"Hurry, May, or we'll be late.
Why, you're crying. What is wrong?"
Hroken hearted, May rePlied,
·'Mother says I can't belong."

-Youth's Companton

Thanksgiving.
Thanksgiving days are of ancient origin.
Away back in Egypt, after the harvests
were gathered in and everything housed
-for the winter, it was the custom to observe a day of feasting and to hav a good
time all around. They mixed some religion with the feasting and laid offerings
~r.pon the altar of Isis, as they supposed
he proteoted the harvest and gave them
good crops. The Greek~ and the Romans
too made feasts in honor of the god of harvests, who was called Demeter. They
held out-of-door sports and games, made
wreaths of holly and red berries and
adorned their household gods with them.
Three thousand years ago the Jews celebrated thanksgiving by a great feast,
which was called "the feast of Tabernacle." It was kept np a whole week, and
everyone was instructed to eat, drink, and
be merry. J ernsalem was the place where
people congregated about this time of the
year, and there were music, dancing, and
processions. Little houses were constructed for the people who flocked into
the city, and there were great displays of
fruits and flowers. The little children
were jubilant. Everyone was well fed
and happiness prevailed. Worship was
held in the houses, and banquets were
made every day, while saori:fioes were
offered to the imaginary gods overhead.
New England received thanksgiving observance from Old England. When the
harvests were gathered the people in the
"old country" held a festival and it was
known as the '' Harvest Home." There
was dancing and racing, jumping, and
wrestling matches, pitching quoits, and
indulging in the same games that are practiced to-day. At the close there was a
feast of good things-birds, meats, plum
puddings, oakes, and cheese. So our New
England forefathers thought they must
keep np the good old custom, and after
gathering in the first harvest, which consisted of about twenty acres of corn and
six acres of barley and peas, they made a
great banquet. The men went hunting
and secured wild fowl and animals which
roamed in the thick woods. It was a sumptuous repast, for wild turkeys, ducks,
and venison make good dinners any time.
Their Indian neighbors were invited, it is
said, and Massasoit and ninety warriors accepted the invitation to dinner. The next
year there was a great drought and no
harvests to speak of. Then the pilgrims
prayed and kept it np for ten long hours.
That night it rained and of course they
thought it was in answer to their prayers.
Bradford was governor of the New England colonies then and he ordered a day
of thanksgiving right oft'.
Washington in 1789 proclaimed a day of
national thanksgiving, and the second
similar proclamation was ordered in 1795.
Since President Lincoln's time the day
has been national in its observance.
There seems to hav been always, from
the:t>agans down to the present time, a desire at the olose of the year to celebrate

harvest time by a day of general rejoicing
and banqueting, at which time turkeys,
chickens, and geese are sacrificed; pumpkin :pies, as well as mince and apple pies,
cranberries, and other goodies come in
for a share of attention. Prayers are
generally ordered in the proclamation,
but visions of the good dinner in process
of cooking usually destroys the force of
the petitions, which are, as a rule, mere
words.
It should be our pleasant duty tO see
that no one is neglected at this harvest
festival, and our own dinner will be more
enjoyable by supplying, so far as we a,.e
able, others with something good to eat.
Sometimes, when we hav met with losses
and reverses, it seems as if there was very
little to make ns glad and happy. Bnt we
can get a ray of sunshine here and there
and rejoice that things are no worse than
they are.
From the time of our old Revolution,
When we threw oft' the yoke of the king,
Has descended this phrase to remember,
To remember, to say, and to sing.
'Tis a phrase that is full of a lesson,
It can comfort and warm like a fire,
It can cheer us when days are the darkest" That things are no worse, 0 my sire!"
'Twas King George's prime minister said it,
To the king, who had questioned in heat
What he meant by appointing thanksgiving
In such days of ill-luck and defeat.
"What's the cause of your day of thanksgiving?
.
Tell me, pray," cried the king in his ire.
Said the minister: " This is the reasonThat things are no worse, 0 my sire."
There has nothing come ·down in the story
Of the answer returned by the king;
Bnt I think on his throne he sat silent
And confessed it a sensible thing.

For there's never a burden so heavy
That it might not be heavier stillThere is never so bitter a sorrow
·That the onp could not fuller fill.
And what of care and of sadness
Onr life and our duties may bring,
There is always the cause for thanksgiving
Which the minister told to the king.
'Tis a lesRon to sing and remember,
It can comfort and warm like a fire,
Can cheer ns when days are the darkest"That things are no worse, 0 my sire." ·
S.H.W.

-------God Idea.

The
Man in all stages of development has
possessed the faculty of ideality, which is
developed in degree and direction corresponding to his general moral and mental
development. This faculty, in its earliest
development, desired tangible ideals; so it
created numerous gods and goddesses,
each embodying qualities which man then
most admired. Later on in its development we hav all these qualities concentrated in what is abstractly called ''one
God."
But this god is as numerous as the
minds which conceive and idealize it.
Because difference in mind necessitates
difference in ideals. Therefore we hav a
tolerant and an intolerant God, a merciful
and a merciless God, a prejudiced and a
generous God. Question a man as to the
nature of his God and his answer will be
an infallible index to his own nature. God
is simply the highest ideal which each man
creates, each person's God being but the
reflection of his @Wn moral and mental
qualities. Incidentally he makes this ideal
accountable for what he cannot understand.
We hav seen what the God idea means
in its general sense; let ns see what it
should mean to Freethinkers in particular.
Christ is reported to hav said that we cannot put new wine into old bottles. But
Freethinkers may keep the old term

"God," and put new and better mean
into it. Let it stand as the Free
thmker's ideal of every desirable mental
moral, and physical quality, an ideal noi
to be worshiped from afar, but to be real.
ized in himself.
He need not dispense with oonventiona
forms, but he should put new meaning into
them. Ruskin says, "There is a trtte
obnroh wherever one hand meets another
helpfully;" so he may worship in church
at any time. Let every day see him stri1'
ing to realize ip. himself his ideal; then
truly shall he see himself in God.
EMMA STOOKINGli!R.
in~

Versailles. Ind.

[But .Jeans said, "Put new wine into new
bottles, and both are preserved. ,:._Proof
reader.]
------~~------

Correspondence.
MILFORD, MAss., Nov. 16, 1894,
DEAR Mrss WixoN: I saw in the Chil
dren's Corner of THE TRUTH SEEXliiR of
Nov. 10 a letter from Lillian G. Bond, in
which she says that she does not think
that she is a Freethinker. I think she is,
but does not know it.
Tn a letter which my mother wrote me
on ~ last birthday, she said: "Free
thinker does not mean that yon believe or
do not believe any one thing-, except that
yon are free to think for yourself.
" A Freethinker believes we hav a righ
to think on any subject, and need not take
anything as true because it is in any book
or taught by any ehnroh.
" Now the thing- to do is, to prove tha
being free to think is an advantage to ns,
and that we can liv better and be better.
with free minds than we would be if we
merely accepted what someone said."
Miss Boyd says that the smartest people she knows are Freethinkers, and I
think this shows that thinking for ourselva will make ns smart men and women,
Yours truly, BERTHA F. JoHNSoN.
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Four Hundrtd Ytars of Freethought.

From

Columbus to Ingersoll, By Samuel P.
Putnam. 141 inll-page half-tone portrait~ of the mnst eminent Freethinkers
anti phiiosophers. living ancl dead, of the
past four hundred years. Large octavo,
1!65 pageR, .ilt sides and back, marbled
edges. Price, ~5.

Right Living.

By Susan H. Wixon. Eth-

ic• as Uncl~rstood by a Student of Science.
"Right Living" is well bonn<l in cloth
and printed on ~tood P§Per. Price, $1.

An Unofficia! Patriot.

A Historical Story

of the Civil War. By Hel•n H. Gardener.
Oloth, $!.25; paper, 50 cents.

The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book, in
cloth, with gold lettering and side stamp,
for $2.50. In plain boards, $2.

•

Qld Testamer t Stories Comically illustrated
in cloth, with gold lettering and side
stamp, for $1.50. In plain boards, $1.

Around the World, by D. M. Bennett, 4
volumes, red cloth covers, $6.50: leather,
red edges, $9.50; morocco, gilt edges,
$10.50.

In selecting Holiday Presents for their friends,
Liberals should remember that good books make
lasting impressions, and please as well everY day
in the year. A LiberaJ book in the right
hands often changes the vie-ws of sev•
eral personB.
We have q11ite a number of books appropriately
bound for Holiday purchasers, and we will pack
them carefully so they can go any distance in the
mail, or by ore paid express. The following are
all good books for the purpose :

photograph Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll.
50 cents.

Apples of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon
Gilt stamp. $1.25.

Allin A Lifetime, by Miss. Wixon.

$1.

voltaire· s Romances, Profusely Illustrated.
Half ca:f, $4; vellum cloth, $1.50.

oarwin and After Darwin.

By George J.

Romanes. Silk cloth, gilt top, $2.

The Story Hou~

An Exceptionally Hand-

some and Interesting book 1 Without Superstition, for Children anu Youth. The
oJnly Freethinkers' Children's Story-book
ever issued 66 full-page illustrations and
25 smaller; large type, heavy. toned paper,
broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224
pp., boards, $1.

Two large, hand-

conway' a Life of Paine.

some volumes. The best and only complete life of Paine. Half calf, $10 ; in
cloth, $5.

part n' s Life of Voltaire,

Of which the

same can be sa1d as of Conway's Life of
Paine. Half calf, $10; in cloth, $6.

The Wol'ld's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers. 1,075 pages. 8vo. Cloth, $3;

woman, Church, and State.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient at~rl Modern
T1mes. Two volumes. Written in

History of Christianity, Comprising all that

fngersol/'s

Force and Matter.

leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

prison. In cloth, $ll per volume, or $5 for
the two. volumes; in leather, $7; in morocco, g1H edges, $8.

Prose

Poems and

Selections.

From his Writings and Sa.yings.
cloth, $2.50; tree calf, $9.

Silk

fngersoll's Principal Works: Gods and Other
Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures;
Some Mistakes of Moses: Interviews on
Talmage; Wnat Must We Do to Be Saved?
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals.
1,141 pages. In one volume, half calf, $5.

Lfe.

A Prose Poem. By·R. G. Ingersoll.
In color, on boards, beveled, gilt edges, 50
cents.

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.

22x28.

mches, heavy plate paper, 50 ce r ts.
Jfiir

By Matilda

Joslyn Gage. Leather, $3; cloth. gilt top,
$2.
relll.tes to Christianity in the " Decline
and Fall of the Roman Empire." Half
calf, $4; vellum cloth, $2.

By Professor Ludwig

Buchner, M.D.
cloth, $1.50.

Half calf, $3; vellum

[)ynamic Theory of Life and Mind. By James
B. Alexander. Cloth, 1!>2.75.

I Lessons From the World of Matter and the
By Theodore Parker.

World of Ma"·

Cloth, gilt top, $1.25.

Asleep and Awake.

A new Liberal n'bvel.

.By Raymond Russell.
back stamp, $1.

cosmian Hymn Book.

Cloth, side and

With music to all

the. sonll's. Edited by L. K. Washburn.
Cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.50.

For Other Books See the Advertisements, or Send to Us for a Free Oatalogue . .A!!JI
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New- York,
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Jt ew 'I}uolioa,tions.

also in other religions, and givs the anthor's ideas of the meaning to be attached
to them, and also to the source of the
Unless otherwise specified, all publica- "err_ors." For sale by the pnblishers.tions noticed here can be had oj THE Balt~more .American.
TBUTH SEEKER· OoliiPANY, at the price
Books Received.
Flamed.
Animals' Rights. By H. S. Salt. With
RELIGION AND THE BmLlll. By F. D.
an essay on Vivisection in America., by
by
H~
Onmmings. 12mo., pp. 314; price,
Albert Leffingwell, M.D. New York:·
cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents. New York:
M~cmillan & Oo. Oloth, 12mo., 176 pp.
The Truth Seeker Oo.
. Pr1ce, 75 cents.
This book is the product of years of The Evolution of Woman. By Eliza Burt
Gamble. New York: G. P. Putnam's
thought, study, and candid examination.
Sons. Oloth, 12mo., 350 pp. Price,
The old myths one by one faded from the
$1.50.
author's mind before the penetrating and
ali·di:ffnsing light of reason and common An Introduction to the Philosophy of Herbert Spencer. With a Biographical
sense.
Sketch. By William Henry Hudson.
In the fifteen chapters presented the
New York: D. Appleton & Oo. Oloth,
author givs his honest opinion regarding
12mo., 234 pp. Price, $1.25.
God, man, and the devil; shows that the
Bible flatly and often contradicts its .state- The Laws and Ethics of Marriage and Divorce. Bv Henry 0. Whitney. Philaments; that the expectations of the Hedelphia: John E. Potter & Oo. Oloth,
brews were not fulfilled in the coming of
octavo, 377 pp. Price, $3.
Jesus; that Jeans is no more the son of
God than any other man; that the Ohrist The Gospel of Buddha. By Paul Oarns.
Ohicago: The Open Oourt Publishing
spirit exists in other men; that the teachOo. Oloth, 12mo., 275 pp. Price,$1.50.
ings of Socrates, Plato, Buddha, and
others, are superior to the teachings of History of Bohemia. By· Oharles H.
Vickers. Chicago: Oharles H. Sergei
Jeans.
Oompany. Oloth, octavo, 763 pp. IllusIn the Bible Mr. Onmmings sees a mix·
trated. Price, $3.50.
ture. of good and ill. He finds words of
mercy and love, also words more cruel The Redemption . of .the Brahman. By
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
Richard Garbe. .Ohicago: The Open
and relentless than the grave.
Publishing
Oo.
Oloth,
12mo.,
82
Oonrt
This book will well repay perusal.
pp. Price, 75 cents.
Especially is it adapted to the needs of
those who are thinking themselvs out of Fundamental Problems. By Panl Oarns.
Introduction by
Ohicago: The Religion of Science
the mazes of religions superstitions. To
ROBERT
G. INGERSOLL.
Library,
the
Open
Oonrt
Publishing
such it is an excellent help. It is interestOo. Paper, 373 pp. Price, 50 cents.
ing from beginning to end and a valuable
.f'rice, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
addition to every l\brary. It contains 314 On Double Consciousness. By Alfred
Tl'&e Traae Sv,:pJ)ztea at 81)emaz 1>1scounu.
Binet. Ohicago: The Religion of Scipages, is well printed and well bound, and
ence Library, the Open Oonrt Publishis alike creditable to author and publisher.
ing Oo. Paper, 93 pp. Price, 15 cents.
N atnre of the State. By Paul Carns.
THE BETTER WORLD. By Dr. E. B. South- The
Ohicago : The Religion of Science
wick. 12mo., pp. 375; price, paper, 50
Library, the Open Oonrt Publishing
cents; cloth, $1. New York: The Truth
Oo. Paper, 56 pp. Price, 15 cents.
Seeker Oompany.
The Ohild of Democracy. By Oorydon
This is such an odd book you ·cannot
Ford. Ann Arbor, Mich.: On sale with l Fascinating Story of Radical Trntns or
help laughing when you read, and when
Religion and Social Matters.
John V. Shee~n & Oo. Paper, 283 pp.,
you hav read a few chapters, and think
!'n<><> <>ll>tlhl, ~1 ~ DaT'Ill". •n MUte.
with appendices. Price, 50 cents.
you will read no more, you will find your- Pictures of the Future. By Eugene Richself reading straight on till you reach the
ter. New York: Paragon Library of
end of the last chapter~
Modern Books, the Optimns Printing
The author endeavors to portray an ideal
Oo. Paper; 19J pp. Price, 50 cents.
A HISTORICAL STOR._r_oF THE CIVIL
community where men and women are Good and Evil: A Discussion of One
equal in every respect, and the women are
Problem Arising from the Recognition The literary hit of the season.- Ohicauo Ttme~.
more than equal; where there are no lawof Good and Evil. By Aaron M. Orane.
yers, .. doctors, preachers, or professors;
Cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cen,ts.
Boston: Alfred Mudge & Son, Printers.
where th~ always do right and never do
Paper, octavo, 51 pp. Price, 25 cents.
wrong. The people are described as hav~ An Atheist at Ohurch. By George Standing fingers growing from their noses, a
YOU, 8/R, WHOSE
ring. London: RbbertForder. Paper,
curioJis sight to behold. They learn from
44 pp. Price, 15 cents.
each other, and every one works for the The Lawyer. By A Member of the Bar.
DAUGHTER?
universal good. There are original ideas
New Braunfels, Texas: The Oomal PubA NE'W NOVEL.
of education, geology, chemist-ry, philosolishing Oo. Paper, 68 pp. Price, 20
phy, and hints on medical science, and the
Paper, 50 cents.
cents.
Price, oloth, $1.
science of health.
Life and Healing: A Segment of SpiritIn. this dreamland, Dr. Southwick found
anomy. By Holmes W. Merton. Bosa congenial mate who accompanied him on
ton: Published by the Author, 212
his excursions. The interest in these fanOolumbns ave. Paper, 49 pp. Price,
cies of a better world, situated in the land
50 cents.
SHORT STORIES.
of Nowhere, is well maintained, but wheth- Freidenker • Almanach for 1895. Miler human beings, such as we see about us,
waukee: Freidenker Publishing Oo.
Paper, 50 cents.
Price, cloth $1.
could be happy in such a world is still an
Paper, 121 pp. Price, 25 cents.
open question. Every one of the 375
pages is interesting, and the book contains
A CHANCE'TO MAKE MONEY.
much wit and wisdom mingled with its
I saw one of yonr subscribers tell in yonr colcuriously interwoven facts and fancies. umns
CONTENTS:
a few weeks ago how she made money sellIt is published by the Truth Seeker Oom- ing Dish Washers. !wrote to the Iron City Dish A Splendid Jnd_ge of a Woman -The Lady of the
,Washer
Co,
E.
E.
Pittsburg,
Pa.,
and
obtained
pari:y:; in good style and low price, bringOlnb-Under Protest-For the ProsecutiOn-A
one of their Dish Washers and tried it myself
Rnsty Link in the Chain-TheBoler Honse
it Within reach of everybody.
·
first. It is just lovely;_ yon can wash and dry the
Mystery-The Time-Lock of Our AnSusAN H. WIXoN.
dishes for a family m two minutes, without
cestors- Florence CILm_pbell's

Books

Helen

The Truth. Seeker library.
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re·
formers. The Biographies of three hun-

dred of the most distinguished teachers and
philosophers (who were not Christians), from
the time of Menu to the present. B:y D. ru. Bennett. 1,07q pages, 8vo. Cloth, $8; leather, $4;
morocco, g1lt edges, $4.50.

Gardener.

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry into
the reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the
most thorough and exhaustive work on the
claims of Sni!ernatnralism ever written. By F.
W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London
University. 1.115 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4;
leather, $5; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine.

Including The Age of Reason, Examination of
Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay on Dreams, Letter
to Camille Jordan, The Religion of Deism
Common Sense, The Crisis, and the Rights of
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine,
and a steel-plate portrait. BOO pages, 8vo;
Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.

Analysis of Religious Belief,

The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern Times. Vol. I gives a full ac-

count of all the gods the natiOns of the earth
have worshiped, including_ Jehovah, Satan, the
Holy Ghost, Jesus Chris~ Vir_gjn l\1aryband the
Bible. 835 pages, 8vo. v ol. II descri es fully
all religious systems of the world, including
Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity;
the latter occupyins:. 872_pag~s, being fully .B_one
into. 949 pages. By D. M. Bennett. Written in prison at Albany. In cloth, $8 per volume, or $5 for the two volumes; in leather, $7;
in morocco, gilt edges, $8.
The foregoing volumes are called "The Trnth
Beeker Library." If all are ordered together and
sent bf express, one dollar will be deducted from
the pr1ce of eacn

Men, Women and Gods.

All are architects of f&te
Working in these walls of *ime
Some with massiv deed and great,
Some with ornaments of rllyme.
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Pushed by Unseen Hands.
Thoughtless Yes.

"The Better World," by E. B. Southwick M.D., is a bit of highly imaginativ
fictio'n that places the reader in touch with
a peculiar people who are simply loaded
down with virtues. The etory may please
those who long for the unattainable, and
who hope that the millennium will arrive
in their time. Published by the Truth
Seeker Oompany,New York.- Wisconsin.
"The Better World," by E. B. Southwick M;D., is a fanciful visit of a doctor
to a better world, showing a people in the
enjoyment of life as an intelligent, matterof-fact community should; a race of beings
to whom selfishness, ayirice, and fear are
unknown; a nation of people far advanced
in civilization and in all the sciences, all
free and equal, and enjoying the same
privileges and the same rights. Men anli
women are equal in every respect. They
work together1 play and study together,
and what one !earns is told to all. They
hav no doctors, la'wyeJ:B, preachers, nor
professors; and by observing a regular
diet and exercise, are never sick, and as
they always do right, they :n_l;led no law to
enforce justice. They all work, so each
has little to do, and hav no wealth, seeing no value in money. If those reading
this book can learn how to improve their
own situation, the object of the :work will
be attained.
The Truth Seeker Oompany of New
York hav also issued the forty-third work
of their library, entitled "Religion and
the Bible," by F, D. Onmmings. This
volume is presented to the public as the
result of a number of years of thought and
examination. It dissects the apparent
errors and contradictions in the Bible and

touching yonr hands to a dish or putting them in
hot water 1 I made the first day, $5, and everybody wamed a Dish Washer jnst as soon as they
saw me wash their dishes. Since then I hav
made as high as $18 a day, and I believe that I
can get enon!Jh money to keep mY brother in
school this wmter and have money in the bank
too. Any lady or gentleman can do as well as I
am doing, I am sure, as I had no experience,
When everybody wants to bny, it is not hard to
sell. Anyone can get information by writing the
above firm\ and I am glad to add my experience,
because I tnink it is my dnty to o~bers to help
them over the hard times. VIRGINIA HERNE.
1t48

"WANTED.

To correspond with

young lady of good moral character, between the
ages of 20 and 25; those interested in the study of
literature. music, and human nature preferred.
4t48
Address C. A. LINDSAY, Butte, Mont.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

The False Teachlnl{ of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Pricf!, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of

a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one against the Oolorado beetle I"
Price, 10 centli.

Fate-My Patient's Fate.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Facts and Fictions of Life.
CONTEN'IB:

Pl eface-The Fiction of Fictions-A Day in Court
-Throwa in With the City's Dead-An Irrespon,ible Educated Cla•s-The Moral Responsibillty of Woman in HeredityWow an as an Annex -Sex in BrainHeredity in 1 ts Relations to a
Double Standard of MoralsDivorce and the Proposed NatiJnal Law
-Lawsuit or Legacy-Common
Be ns e in
Surgery.
Cloth, 11; paper, 60 cents.

An ex-

amination of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred
writings of the World. By Viscount Amberley,
son of the late Lord John Russell, twice Premier of England. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.
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TO

Tingle the Priest
TO WIIIOH ARE ADDILD

A Few Select Prose Pieces.
By L. G, REED,
Price,
15 cents.
Address
""HE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette 1:'1., New York,

IJarwin and Alter Uarwin. ·
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEoRGE J. RoMANES.
A !!YBtematicExJ:)_osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the fleneral reader rather than to profe~sed naturalr~ts.

Mr. Homanes is well known as one of the most
interesting of F.njl"lish writers upon evolution,
besides rankmg wrth Professor Huxley in scientific knowledll'6 and ability. And this Is a part of
bis P-onclusion regar '' ng the great subJect of
Design, to which tl1e - 1· urch so often refers:
'"rhus whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of heHuty, rven·where throughnut organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural cau•atinn, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
upernatnral design. . . . Adaptation and
\Jeauty are alilte r~ceiving the;r explanation at
·he hanils ofa purely mechanical philo~ophy...
\ll nntnre has thus been trnnsformeil before the
view of th<> present ,.-rneration 1n a manner nnd
to an extent that has never before bPen possible;
•nd inasmuch as the change which has taken
place ha• taken pla.Je in the direction of naturalIsm, a,nd this to t.he extent of rendering the
mechanical int..rpretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religions mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in tht
words of its traditionaL enemy-Where is now
th God?"
Illustrated. Price, cloth,_ $2.
Address.
TH.lli TRUTH BEEKER

Colonel Kelso's Works.

PULPITPEW
• '
'
and cRADLE •
By HELEN H, GARDENER.

On• of Her Brightest, Wittiest, and
"'

Strongest Eectures .Against
the Bible.
·

Religons Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Every Woman Should Read It
Was Jesus Insane I Price, 10 cents.
and
The Public . Schools and the Catholle
Church. Price, o cents.
Know Her Enemies and Her Friends.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Price, 10 cents. Address this office.

ASECULAR MARRIAGE AND FUNERAL RITUAL
THOM.AS PAINE;
AND
WAS HE JUNIUS?
COLLFmiON OF SECULAR HYMNS.
·By W. H. BURR.
Second edition, enlarged to 32 pages; with the
engraVed likeness of Paine. Price, 10 cents
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER

BY A. R. 'AYRES.
"A good book written with a purpose."
Price,~ cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.

The Bible Altalrzed.
pages, $8.

Oloth~

oet&To, 881!

Deity Analyzed. Oloth, 12mo, $1.00.
'"'be Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12mo,
188 pages, 50c.

Spiritualism Sustained.
'J45 pages, $1.

ITnherse ~
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martvred patriotism, or the loud cries of
crushed and starving labor. The law has
been always wrong. Government began
in tyranny and force, began in the feudalRELIGION says Humilitv. Humanity ism of the soldier and the bigotry of the
says Dignity,_.:_Emile Leclercq.
priest; and the ideas of justice and
humanity hav been fighting their way
IGNORANCE is the great mother of assur- like a thunderstorm agamst the organized
ance and undoubting confidence.-Lee.
selfi!!hness of human nature.- Wendell
I no not ask that my opponent be of my Phillips.
IT [asceticism] has despised the beautiopinion; but I may fairly expect him to
ful. It has taught that love of scenery,
be of his own.-'lalleyrand.
love of the exqnisit human form, love of
WE know who is benevolent, by quite fiction, of the drama, of music, of pictures,
other means than subscriptions to soup of statuary, of decoration, are mere
societies.-Ralph Waldo Emerson.
worldly gauds. It has elevated a false
Tm: writer of the Apocalypse turned the ideal of what it calls "the spiritual." It
very moon into blood; but evidently not has made men believe that to be much enbefore the said moon had turned his head. gaged iii. the rapt contemplation of its own
imaginary deities, its saints and martyr-~aladin.
doms, its glories and its heavens, .is the
HE saw at the art museum an old ruffian highest thing in human existence. It has
who looked at the picturPB and was morally preferred the syllable Om, or that blessed
disgusted with them. His name is The- word Mesopotamia, to Pheidias and
Man-with-the-Dirty-Spectacles, for the Michael Angelo. As a consequence, the
dirt that he finds he brings with him.- most religions life has been as a rule the
William Busch.
lowest, the barest, the squalidest, the least
beautiful. All really ennobling and eleONE must not count on any exertion of
intellect on the part of one's readers. vati~g agencies. hav been. steadily refused
by 1t. The Hmdoo fakir, the Catholic
They must be told straight out what one monk, the Thibetan devotee, the English
intends, or they miss the point-though Puritan, are alike in this, that they hate
as plain as the conclueion of a syllogism. and despise every object on earth that can
-James Anthony Froude.
enrich the life of man with sublime and
UNQUESTIONABLY among monstrous be- glorious images. To the British Dissenter
liefs one of the most monstrous is that poetry is wicked, the theater is w eked;
while for a simple handicraft, such as the nude in art is dangerous; painting
shoe-mak~ng, a long apprenticeship is and sculpture are stumbling ~!>locks music
needful, the sole thing which needs no is worldly; nothing is sacred save the
apprenticeship is making a nation's lawai- preaching in Little Bethel and the singing
of hymns around the untuned piano on
Herbert ~pencer.
Sunday evening.-Grant Allen.
MINISTERS wonder how I can be wicked
enough to attack the Bible. I will tell them:
This book, the Bible, has persecuted,
even unto death, the wisest and best.
BAYS
This book stayed and stopped the onward
movement of the human race. This book
poisoned tho fountains of learning and
misdirected the energies of man.- Robert

Gems of q;l}ougJ,t.

A NEW AND VALUABLE BOOK.

FoR since the first1 fierce morning of time
with its toils ana tears,
Down through the dim, long vista of fleet
and fugitiv years,
I see but one black picture, 'twixt the
cradle and coffin-bed,
Of conquering knaves,
And cowering slaves,
And the doom that struck them dead.

-Kenneth Lamar.

ALL the fighters, from the unscrupulous
politician of the low type, who consents to
trick or flatter for the advantage of himself or his party, up to the dynamiter who
seeks to terrorize society for the sake of
views of which he himself has but a slight
understanding, are all fighting together
in one \!ast army to render true progress
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.
impossible. Progress can never be won
by the weapons of trickery, flattery, or " In the nature of things there can be
terrorism. The use of all such weapons
means the wearisome passage from one set no evidence to establish the claim of
of evils to another. - Hon. Auberon inspiration." Such is the text of the
Herbert.
Oolonel's new lecture entitled

By F. D. CUMMINGS.

A Series of S1xteen Freethought Essays.
SubjectsI,ntraduction. I The God and Man of the Bible. II. God and the Devil. III. Is the Bible ContradiCtory? IV. Jesus-Was He the Fulfillment of Hebrew Prophecy and Expectancy? V. Jesus
the Te!Lcher of llighteonsneAs. VI Did the Disci.Ples Look for an Immediate .Hesnrreotion?. VII
What Does the Bible Teach Regarding the Second Coming of Christ? VII The Christ ·Spirit Ont~
side the Bible. IX What Is the uible? X. How Man Advances. XI. Why Do Men Chng to the
Bibl!J? XII. Belief,_Unbelief, Faith. Reason, and Prayer. XIII. Is There a. God? XIV. Reward and
Pnmshment, X '1. J.Inmorta.lity. XVI. Conclusion.

A Bool\, that should be in the hands of all who seek the LiQ"ht..
Pnce, paper,

50 cents; cloth, $1.

Christianity and Evolution.

By the oensns of 189J, the
above is the value of

With Preface by J. M. WHEELER.
CoNTENTS-The Pagan Rootl! of Christianity.
The Borro~·~gs of Chri•tianity. ·.rhe J!;volnt10n
ot the Chr1st1an Trmity. • ri11inal Sin and the
Atonement. A ¥ed!ey rf Gospels. Wanted,
Con~e:JP.P'!rar,r EVlde!!ce. Paley's "Evidence• of
Chnst1antoy Exammed. The Testim mv of
;£'aut. Did Jesus !tiRe J<'rom the Dead and Aqcend
1~to Beaven? 'l'he F•rst Jt'our Christian CentnrH'!B· A Thol,lsa,nd. Dark Years. The Dawn oi
Smence. Chr1st1amty on the Wane.

Church Property
in the United States.

Should It Be Exempt from
Taxati~n?

REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT.
Onr pam_phlet with this title contains an Argument for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement
of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890,
the Valne~.b:y Denominations, of Chnroh Property in the umted States and in the seceral States
and 'l'erritories and in all Cities having 25,000 or
more inhabitants; so arranged aq to show at
a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of the
Leading Denomination• and Denominational
Groups. Also, mnoh other mat'er of especial interest to oert&In Cities, States. and Sections, all
comJ!arisons being based upon official fil;\'nres.
Th1s pamphlet is the only one of the kma published. In no other work are •he 1 acts, figures,
and arguments to be found. The figures. being
derived from the Government Ceosns of 1890. will
not te superseded until the cenms of 1900 shaU
have been oom.Pleted.- probably about eignt
years hence. The arguments are nnanswetable
and will hav ihe dew of morning on them so long
as the injustice of ohnrch exemption is suffered
to exist.
By single copies the price is 15 cents, bnt as the
work is published s_Pecially for di8tribut on by
those who favor jnst1ce ip. taxation the following
reductions are made:
1111.00
Ten copies.
Fift:y copies,
4.00
One hundred copies 8.00
Larger quantities a.t .mllOial rates.
Address THE TRU'l'H SEEKER, New York.

By ARTHUR D

MOSS.

Price. Cloth. $1.

Address

THE 'fRUTH REEKER,

28 Lafayet.te Pl. New York.

THE

THE

BRAIN

AND

·BIBLE;

OB

THE CONFLIUf BmEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
AND THEOLOGY.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
with a. preface by

.R.. G. INGERSOLL.
This is the only work of its kind in the literature of :fre~thonght. Its arguments are based
upon sment1fic Phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's seLoe of logic and love of justice.
It 1s eloquent a.s well a.s convincing
l'rice. cloth, $1.
Address
·
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SHA.LL THE BIBLE BE READ
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?

Bv R. B. Westbrook, A.M.

Third Thousand.

The Truth S~eker, New York.

Remsburg's Book on Lincoln.

ABRAHAM
LINCOLN:
WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?
By Jobn E. Remsburg.

One of the fUOst. l!oted cqntroversies of the cent~ry has been waged over the question of
AJ:>raham Lmcol~ s rehg10ns behef. ~oon after the remamR of America's most illustrious son were
lald.to.rest ~~ Spn~gfield. one of h1s blol;\'raphers, Dr. H!llland, put forward the claim that he wa.s a.
Chr~st1an. J h!J clam;t was promptly demed by the dead statesma.n's friends, bnt only to be renewed
agam, and a~am demed. And thns.for a qp.arter of a century the question of Lincoln's belief has
been 'ossed hke a battledore from s1de to s1de.
For fif~een yea•s 1\fi'·. Reip.sJ:>nrg has been colle.cting. material for his work. He l;,lresents an
array of testlmOI).:V: that 1s ures1s~1ble and overwhel_ming, and which mnst ~nt this qnest10n at rest ·
forever, IIJ. add~t10n to the testimony of twenty Witnesses who ola.im that Lincoln was a Christian,
and wh10h 1s rev~ewed and refuted, he adduces th.e ~estimony of more than a hundred witnesses in
proof of. th!J cla1m that Lmcoln .wa~ not. a Chnst1an.. These witnesses inolnde his wife and other
rlllat!ves, h1s ·three law par~ners, lps _Pnvate .secretaries; members of his cabinet• his prmoipal
biographers, and scores of h1s most mt1mate fnends.
·
'·
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
2B Lafayette Place, New York

J.D. Sqav,1's Books.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A Nineteenth Century Novel.

Preface by R. 6. INGERS'oLL
.For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls a~d a YOI!nger brothe~ w~o were left parentless, With a httle moneyh fair education a.nd
mnoh conra~e, to make t eir wa.y throng;h the
world b:y gomg to Ohioago. The an thor 1s also
the herome. ~'he n.arrat.ive is, in the,¥Iain, a hist~ry of a w;ork11,1g-gul's hfe and 1!XPenence in the
mty of ChiCago among bluff bnsmess-men kind!Jearted folks, and disreputable hypocrits.' It is
JUst snoh a story of hnma.n life as we should ex"
peot Colonel In$ersoll ·to be interested in; and
whatever he admues and a,pprec1ates is snre to
be .worth the attention of the rest of the .world.
Pnoe, 25 cents. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

EVERY step of progress that the world All About the
has made has been from scaffold to scaffc~ld
and from stake to stake. It would hardly
Holy Bible
be exaggeration to say that all the great
truths relating to society and government Just published in a large and handbav been first in the solemn protests of some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Address The Truth Seeker Oo .• New York.

$67g,6g4,439·

CT~~

and the Bible.

In the nature of things,

G. Ingersoll.

~

The Bible and Evolution.
By Arthur B. Moss.
Of· this valuable book the London "Freethinker" sa.y~: "It is by Jar the best production
of Mr Moss'a pen, and we heartily recommend.
it a• an e;x:cellent text-book of th\) snbjeot. 'l'he
manne~ 1s good. and the style 1s bright. The
reader 1s earned alon~.on an easy-flowing stream
of science, history, etl).ics, and common-sense."
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Address
TRE TRUTH SFEKER,
~8 Lafayette Pl., New York.

'rile Bibl«': Wbat Is IU A pamphlet' containing eight chapters in refutation of. thet
assumption that the Bible is a divine book o
}Jure thougbt, and correct in all its utterances
Price, 25 cents.
Studies In Theology. A clear exposition
of the biblical story of man's "creation," and
"cnrRe," theologically denominated "the falL"
·Price, 10 cents.
The Bible Against Itself. Containing
one hnn<lred and fifty plain self-contradictions
of the Biblehinvolvin£ gnestions of theology,
morals, and is tory. Pnce,1.0 cents,
The Human Nature of Jesus. A refuta..tion of the assumption that he wa.s a divine Right Living. Ethics as Understood by
a Student of Science Cloth, $1,
!)erson, and that he wa.s the fulfillment of Old
Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
•.restament prophecies. Price, 10 cents.
Susan H. Wixon~ PI!!Jler, 10 cents.
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a AllBy
tn a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
negative and affirmative standpomt, showing
12mo, 800jP·• $1.
what it is not and what it is. Price,5 cents.
Apples o Gold. And Other Stories for
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKE!t,
Boys
and Girls. 12ma, 883 pp.,ljl1.25.
28 Lafayette place. New YorlL
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hands9me and Il).teresting BookhWithont SuperstitiOn for Children and Yout . The Only Freethinkers' Children'~ Story-book ever issued
66 fnll-page illnstrations•and 25 smaller; large
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illusSelf-Contradictions of the Bible - 144
trated covers; 4to. 224 pp., boards, $1.
Propositions proved Affirmatively and NegaAddress. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
tively by Quotations from Scripture, without
comment. 40,000 sold. Price, 15 cents.
Sunday Not the Sabbath-All Days Alike
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev
Examination of the Morals. and History
Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1811. Price, 200
of the New Testament.
Bacon and Shaks~ere. Proof that ShaksB:v PBoP. I' w. NBWIUlll. · !'rice II cents.
pere could not wr1te, etc. Price, 20 cents,
AildrA&s
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Thomas Paine-Was He Junius I Second
ed~tien, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine.
Pnce, 10 cents.
Junius, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas
Paine. A refutation of M.-D. Conway's
objections to the identification of Paine as
Juni":11 1\lld Ca.soa.. Price,.5 cents.
Btl M •. B.ABOOOK.
Address THE ·.1·RUTH SEEKER,
2B Lafayette Place, New York.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Works of W. H. Burr.
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RELIGION NOT HISTORY.

Roaring Lion on the Track.
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And ordered our race to belive it or roastFor his mercy endnreth forever.
This scheme of redempti,m is only a sham,
By ARTHUR B. MOSS.
No sensible man can believe in the lamb;
With
Portrait
and B;ogra_pp.ical Sketch by
THE Lord takes care of his own; but the God means all his sensible creatures to
G. STANDRING.
church trustees still put lightning rods on
damnCmtents-Two Revelations. Man and ,the
the steeple.-.Puck.
For his mercy endnreth forever.
Lower Animals. Design a.nd Natural Seleot10n.
Bible
Horrors· or, True Blasphemy. Health,
IF all the men who expect to go to
Wealth, and Happiness. Bible Saints and Sinheaven do go, it will be a mighty depress· The blackest conception of all that's ac· ners. lnA~c:&e~~oth,,J~~n.jl'RUTH SEEKER,
curst;
ing place for some of ns who may get there
· 2S Lafayette Place, New York.
The vilest reflection of man at his worst,
by chance.-Puck
Was Yahveh the bloated, whom science
LITTLE JENNIE: "Say, mamma, is this
· .
has burst,
earth God's footstool?" Mamma: "Yes,
And reduced to a by·word forever.
dear." Little Jennie: "My! He must G. L. Mackenzie, inLondonFreethinker.
hav awful big feet."

Lectures and Essays '

MRs. JoN:ms: "There ~oes Mr. Gray,
He's an octogenarian." Mrs. Robinson:
" Ale yon sure of that? I hav always nn·
derstood he was a Unitarian."-Boston
Transcript,
"WHAT's that big tmilding over there,
Wallie?" asked the visitor, pointing to the
monastery that stood near Wallie's home.
"That," said Wallie, proudly, at the
thought of telling something they didn't
know; ... that is the monstrosity."
SUNDAY·SOHOOL TEAOBEB : " Oan yon
imagin anything more wonderful than this
miracle of the whale swallowing Johah?"
Johnny: "Yes, I sir, can!" Sunday.
Rchool Teacner : "Well, what is it?"
Johnny:· "Jonah swallowing the whale,

sir."

A TEXAS Sunday·school teacher asked a
pupil how many sacraments ther.a were.
" There ain't any more left." "Why,
what do yon mean?" "Well, I hear that
our sick neighbor received the last sacrament yesterday, so there can't be any
left."
•'FR:mnnm, when yon said your prayers
last night didn't yon ask God to make yon
a good boy?" ".Yes, mamma." " Well,
you've been as bad as ever to-day."
"But, mamma, yon can't blame me if
God doesn't do jnst what I ask him."Life's Oalendar.
FATHER RYAN (to parishioner): "It's a
long time since I hav seen yon at confession, Pat," Pat: "Yis, father, but fur
the lahst six months Oi hav had nothin' to
confi.ss." Father Ryan: "That is impossible, Pat, . Even the angels would hav
!!inned in that time. I go to confession
three simes a week, and find plenty to confess," Pat: "The more shame to yon,
father, "-Boston Investigator.
A sMALL New Yorker had been having
a day of unmitigated outrageousness, such
as all children who do not die yonug are
likely to hav at times; and when he was
ready for bed his mother said to him:
" When yon say your prayers, Georgie,
ask God to make yon a better boy. Yon
hav been very naughty to-day." The
youngster accordingly put up his petitions
in the usual form, and then· before closing
with "Amen," he added: "And please,
God, make me a good boy." He paused a
second, and then, to the utter consternation
of his mother, ·concluded with unabated
gravity: " Nevertheless, not my will, 0
Lord, but thine be done!"-Providence
Journal.
HIS l!Q!lROY JliNDURETH FOREVER.
The infinit nothing, Jehovah the Ghost,
Oondensed to a sentient, unfortunate host,
J nat all for the pleasure of seejng them
roast·
For his mercy endnreth forever •.
Oreation he cunningly planned to contain
DiBpro?fs of "design," to a man with a
bram·
Auddamn's those w;ho see them to infi.nit
pain- .
Fnr his mercy endureth forever.
When Eve in the orchard the apples did
pluck,
The God who tabooed them ran madly
amuck;
He blasted and cursed, and his curses hav.
stuckFor his mercy endureth forever,
The Lord was enraged with the bloodguiltless Oain
·
For offering harmless frnit, cabbage, and

Ins&!~~~ a~ animal writing in pain-

For his mercy endureth forever,
God published a tale of a girl and a ghost,
Of devils in pigs, and his son on a post,

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that
:Mercury,
as mercury will surely destroy the sense of smell
and completely derange the whole system when
entering it through the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never be use..t excepG on prescriptions from reputable phyo;ioians, as the damage
tbey will do is ten fold to the good you can posSibly derive from them Hall's Catarrh Cure,
manufactured by F J. Uheney & Co., •roledo, 0.,
contains nom3rcury, and is taken internaLy, acting directly upon the blood and mucous t'urfaces
of ~he system. In buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be
sure you get the genuine. It is taken internalJv
and is madH in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Clheney &
Co. Testimonials free.
Jr' Sold by Druggists, price, 75c., per bottle.

l'Pond's
·extract
cures

and

ALL

E. C. Reichwald & Bro.,
Receivers and Shippers of

~ RUITS

and VEGETABLES
and

GENERAL COMlDSSION MERCHANTS.

Antiquity
Unveiled.

SPECIALTIES:
California. Fruits, B~uanas, Oranges, Lemons,
Cranberries, Pmea}!ples, Grape•,
Peaches, Pears, Plums, Melons, Appaes, Berries.
-oPotatoes. Onions, CabbagA•, Cucumber~, Tomatoes, C •lery, Beets. Carrots, Tnrmps,
Anotent Votoes
Pop3orn, l:l'!uasll.,. Crab Ap.
plea, .l!:gg rlanG.
from the S v t r ft

Realm atso!ose. the
most Startztno Refl-

234: So. Water St., Chicago.

ezattons.
-o-

Cuts, Burns,

Catarrh, Sore Throat

186;.

PfOYing Cbrlstlanlty
to be of
Heathen Origin.

By the Uitizenship thl'ough the

[ILLUBTRATBD.J

Initiative and Referendum.

DIRECT LEGISLATION.
Br J. W. BULLIV,6.1!1.

Prioe. - - - - a1.50.

Address

'PriM,

9~

Mnto.

AddrARR TIIB TBUTll R-.:11K1u•.
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LITTLE LESSONS FOR

OUR NEWEST BOOKS.

LlTTLt FOLI{S.

PAIN.

Fonr Hundred Years of Freethought.
By Samuel P. Putnam. Subscription book,
elegant binding, one hundred and forty-one
portraits, $5.
lJY MR8, E. D, SLENKER,
Church Property: Should It be Exempt
.
· from Taxation? Reasons Why It Should Not. I Rno.Ma,
Paper, 15 cents.
A goocf, thing is always itnitated; poor
The Better World. A dip into the future
--------------o~es never.
There are tnany worthless
of mankind on earth. B.v Dr. E. B. South·
wick. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
imitations of POND'S EXTRACT. If
Religion and the Bible. An old subject
you want to be C U:RED
in the light of modern thought. B.v F. D•.
Cummings. Paper, 50 cents. ;_,cloth, $1.
Jingles and Prose. Fact, .1mn, and SaroF
casm. By L. G. Reed. Papert15 cents.
Remodeling the Uovernmen • With Re- .
marks
on the
Bib e a.ndetc.
the By
Liqy!)r
Busines•, -.Mii41iettiiNii41iettiiii.M;eiiiithe Christ
Principle,
W. L. Will1s. ·
Paper,10 cents.
Thumbscrew and Rack. Illustrations snecially pre.Pared, and the text by Geo. E. Maodonald. Paper,10 oems.
Self-Contradictions of the Bible. Ninth
Somet~il)g J
edition. Price, 15 cents.
Lincoln: Was He a Christiant
QUITE NlfVi & UNIQUE Abraham
By John E. Remsburg; Cloth, $1; paper, 50
cents.
THE
Pen-Pictures of the World's Fair. IDnstrated. By Samuel P. Putnam. PaRer, 25
cents.
·
Religion a Curse, a Lie.! and a Dis~ase.
By
Samuel
P.
Ptitna.m.
J:'aper,
25
cents,
A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE
Design Argument Fallacies. A RefutaBy Dr. E. B. SOUTHWICK.
tion of the Argument that N~t.ture Exhibits
Marks of Having Been nesigned by an IntelFor I dipt into the future, far as human eye could
ligent Being. By the Editor of TilE TBUTB
BEEKER. Paper, 15 cents.
Saw the Vision of the ;~~id. and all the wonders
Crimes of Preachers in the United States. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - that would be.
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BEWARE SUBSTITUTES
WHICH DO NOT PURE.
~~~~~~

BETTER

WORLD.
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O said the poet Tennyson, and al-

S

though what he saw was more or
less remarkable he was on the outside of the tent relatively to our pres
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without
telling us how he got there, relates
the many and strange adventures that
befell him in a land without a sun or
a newspaper, but where light and
everlasting spring abide nevertheless ;
where women are the stronger sex,
where all dress alike, wear no buttons,
go in bathing together, and are " naked and not ashamed."
There is something of "Looking
Backward" in this book, with a spice
of Gulliver added, and it is totally devoid of religious superstition. It will
'be read with interest and curiositv.
Published aii.d for sale at this office.
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Ha~~~~&·o:~r:;::!;?FogJ!ft:~tBy

W. S.
Pleasure and Progress: An Attempt to
Prove that the Pursuit of Pleasure is the stne
qua non of Intellectual, Moral, •nd Social
Development1 and that the Promotion of
Pleasure is ~he Duty of PhilanthrOP.!" and
Statesmanship. By Albert M. Lorentz. LL.B.
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
The Creation of God. Tracing the GodIde.·. to Its Source. By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
Cloth. $1; paper. 50 cents.
Resurrection of Jesus. By .Don Allen.
Cloth, 75 cents; cloth, 40 cents.
Facts and Fictions of Life. By Helen
H. Gardener. Cloth. $~i paper, 50 cents
Woman, Church and ;:,tate, By Matilda
.l oslyn Gage. doth. $2; leather, ol_a.
The Church and Freethought. By Franklin Steiner Paper, 10 cents.
'The Giant Delusion. One of Otto Wettstein's Friendly Arguments whh the Spiritualists. Paper. 10 cents.
Bible Inquirer. By Andrew Jacobsoa.
Paper, 25 cents.
Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper,10 cents.

BOOKS BY

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.

Is Suicide
A Sin?
Colonel Ingersoll's Famous
Letters and Renlies from Eminent Men. With a StartlinQ"
Chanter on

Great Suicides of History.
Schouenhauer's Celebrated
Essay "On Suicide."
Paper covers. - Price 25 Cents

'rhe 'rruth Seeker,
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE. New York.
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PICTORIAL WORK
GLASS fARDS. SILK BANNERS.
-Esr~~NnoR DUPLICATE SIGNS
8t48

J, U. MANUTH, 210 Blue Island Ave., Chicago •.

A Rare Uhance to get :fl.rst-claas
Freethought Sto y Books of sixty p&ges or. over
each. FREE Send 8 cent~ to oay }!9st&_ge on
samples. Address THI!l LIBERAL PUB. CO.,
42tf
Portland. Kan
A.LL styles of watches from $1.88 up. Hndsome catalog_ne free. Ba.fe Watch Co., 9 Murray
street, New York.
52t19

Otto YJettsteiq.
THE

. Liberal Jeweler.

!'he Bible of Nature: A Oontribntion
to the Jteli~tion of the Futmre. Cloth. $1.
rhe St>cret of th~ East; or, The Origin
of Ghe Christian lleligion and the Significance
of tts Rise and Decline. Cloth.~
Phy>~ical Education; or, The Health-Laws
of Nature. Cloth. d!1.
Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Hum&n Orga.msm. Cloth, $1.
z,ological Sketches: A Oontribntion to
the Outdoor study of Natural History. Illus·
trated by H. Faber. Cloth~~-.
Address
THE TnUTH SEEKER,
28 L&f&Yette pl&oe, New Yorlr.

D&S!GN&B

OF

THE OTTO WETTSTEIN WA CH.
THE INGERSOLL
SOUVENIR
SPOON~

PRIESTLY OELIBA.CY EXPOSED

Prtae.15oea!yBQ,G.T.~:~~~....ollle~

Travels in Faith.
Br CAPT. BOBEBT C. ADAJriS.
Belllt: the story of hla mental Joumel' from
ortholloxy to BatioDaliiJm.
Pnoe, p&per, 211 oent.s; cloth, 75 oent.B.

NOTICE,
Any of mv Ltberal friends w.shing anythina- in
my hne wiU <to well by ,P.UGting the1r a<J drePs on
a postal card an:i I will mail price lists of my
ape ia.lties, 1 can vosttt'lllt( save you money,
I hav been before the Liberal oublio for nearly
forty yea.rs and to tho· e who favor me with their
orders, I witl Pa.Y that I will endeavor in every
W&Y to merit their kind patronage. Fr&ternally
OT.rO WET.rSTEIN T1l.e .Uberal J611Jeler.

Established 1857,

Roche'le,

.RBpatr Wort a BPeolaUfl.
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SEND ME YOUR

Holiday Orders
~

PRICES AGAIN REDUCED!--.
'I-he .New Model Wettstein Watch
has 16 jewels, patent regulation, Bre;
quet (non-catchable) hair-spring, beautiful double-sunk paneled dial, fully
adjusted to heat, cold, and position,
nickel -finished, and guaranteed. a.

Perfect 'Iime Keeper.
GENTLEMEN'S SIZE.

Prices.-In 3 oz. screw dust-proof,
silverine case, $19: In 3 oz. coin silver, $24. In fine screw open-face goldfilled case, warranted 15 years, $25.
Do. hunting, $29. In 20 year cases,
screw open face, $28. Hunting, $32.
In special engraved, scalloped and
Louis XIX. cases, $2 to $5 more.
In 14kt. solid gold heavy cases, open
face or hunting, $45, $50, $6_0, $70,
to $200.
LADIES' SIZE.
Prices.-In fine gold-filled hunting
case, warranted 20 years, $30. In
fine heavy 14kt. solid gold case, $40.
Extra heavy and scalloped, $50. Ladies' watches shipped in fine plush
YAHWEH GETS MAD AGAIN AND SLINGS FILTH.
cases.
And I will cast abominable filth upon thee, and make thee vile, and will set thee as a gazingstock.-Nahum iii, 6.
Regular Grade American Watches.
Including movements of Rockford,
the name of the organization be changed
1 Irn Brooklyn Board of Aldermen Hampden, Elgin, Waltham,· Springto New England Free Trade League.
passed an ordinance banishing itinerant field, etc., and cases of Boss, Fa.hys, ·
musicians from the city. Among those
etc.
AN employee of the Shoe and Leather who voted for it was Alderman Guilfoyle, Deuber, Crown,PRICES,
GERMANY has a population of 51,500,000 Bank of this city, with the aid of an ac- who achieved national notoriety by his 7 jeweled 8oz. sorew open hoe silverine case, $4,75
complice, a lawyer, embezzled $354,000 of discovery, while a member of the Board of 7 " 8oz.
"
"
silver
"
9 75
and France 38,343,000.
7
"
15yea.r "
"
gold-filled " 10 00
its funds, as has just been discovered. The
2{) "
·'
"
u
18 00
THm Populists gained 600,000 in their accomplice is dead, and the bookkeeper Education, that Longfellow's "Building 77
15 " hunting
·"
" 14 1 o
of the Ship" was immoral!
vote in the whole country.
7
20 •.
..
.. ' 17 00
missing.
TJi:E Japanese captured Port Arthur on 7
~o " hunt., Louis xiv. go d-lilled 20 00
MoNTREAL will hav a World's Fair, to
14kt. solid gold open faoe case 28 00
SALVADOR FRANOH, the chief conspirator Nov. 21st, after thirty-six hours hard 7
"
hunting
"
-85 00
last from May 24 to Oct. 31, 1896.
in the plot which resulted in the death of fighting. The loss on both sides is re- 711 " 14kt.
$1 more; 15 jeweled, $2.50 more.
ported
to
hav
been
heavy.
·Port
Arthur
is
thirty
persons
in
the
explosion
in
the
15
·•
adj.,
1!!4
more;
17
jeweled,
adj,
$6
more·
OKLAHOMA wants to be joined with the
Lyceum Theater in Barcelona a little more the great naval arsenal of northern Ohina,
Indian Territory and become a state.
Ladies' American Gold Hunting
than a year ago, was garroted in that city and is said to possess more nai:.ural advanIncluding movements of
MissiSSIPPI Populists will contest the on Nov. 21.
The Watches.
tages for defense than Gibraltar.
seats flf several of the newly elected Oonthird Japanese army left Ujina on forty Rockford, Hampden, Elgin, Waltham,
0HARLES FosTER, ex-Secretary of the transports on Nov. 22.
gressmen.
·
Springfield, etc., and cases of Boss,
Treasury, writes that he did order the
FiiANOEs WILLARD was re·elected presi- preparation of plates for a new issue of
THE result of the London school board Fa.bys; Deuber, Crown, etc.
dent of the Women's Ohristian Temper- bonds, just before he retired from the election is encouraging to the progressiv
PRICES.
\
ance Union.
$11 50
cabinet. This, he says, was to replenish elements. The clericals still hav a ma- 7 jeweled in 20 year. plain or engraved,
7
"
20
"
full
eng'_d
and
scalloped.
15 00
jority,
but
it
has
been
reduced.
The
AFTER the first of January there will be the gold reserve.
7
"
20 " 14k t. solid gold,
- 20 00 ·
''
Progressive"
gained
six
seats,
now
havno " days of gracb " on notes of hand and
7
"
20
"
14kt.
"
heavy,
80 00
MoRE earthquake shocks hav been felt ing 26 to the cleri.cals 29; their total vote, 11 ...
$1 more.
the like in this state.
in southern ltaly. Thirty-eight com- however, is greatly in excess of that of the 15 "
4more.
JoHN BENN, Radical member of Parlia- munes were severely affected by the first clericals, but owing to the division in their 15 " adj. 6 more.
In ftne plush aases per exPress prePata.
ment, and John Burns, Labor member, shocks, and others more lightly. Fifty ranks they did not obtain the control of
thousand persons hav been left homeless the board.
CHAINS.
sailed for America on Nov. 24.
in the Reggio district.
Latest styles in ladies' and gentleON
the
face
of
the
returns,
0.
0.
Black
PRoF. DANIEL G. ELLIOT, of New York,
GovERNOR FisBBAOK, of Arkansas, was elected to Oongress from the Tenth men's chains in best gold-filled, $2,
goes to Ohicago as curator of zoOlogy in
·
thinks that it is not necessary to. go to any district of Geor~ia, but Thomas Watson, $2.50, $3.50, $4, and $5.
the Field Oolumbian Museum.
other than the Democratic party to secure Populist, maintams that he is elected, and
Watch
Work.-Our
repair
depart~
JAPAN declined the offer of mediatio.n the rehabilitation of silver, and therefore now to settle the matter amicably Mr.
made by our state department. Overtures he declines to attend the silver conven- Black offers to resign and go to the people ment is one of the largest in the counOverhauling, $1. Jewels, $i.
must come directly from Ohino, she says. tion to which he was invited by General in a special election, the resignation to try.
to take effect .on the 4th of March, 1895, Springs, $1. Warranted one year and
Warner.
THE list of the classified civil service
when Mr. Black's term would begin. Mr.
(not subject to the spoils system) has again
ON N @V. 20th Anton Gregor Rubenstein, Watson has consented to the arrangement. returned, charges prepaid.
been t>xtended, this time to include sea the great pianist and composer, died at
The Friethought Badge and Charms. On Nov. 23 the new treaty between the
postal clerks.
Peterof, Russia. He was a Hebrew by
·
Large
Size Badge: 10kt. $3; 14kt.
United
States
and
Japan
was
signed
in
a German by education, and a RusTHE Ohicago grand jury has indicted birth,
Washington by Mr. Gresham and Minis- $4. With genuine chip diamonds, $8.
by
baptism,
sentiment,
and
sympathy.
sian
thirteen men for participation in the elecwas born in W echwotenez, a Bessara- ter Kurino of Japan. This treaty has Genuine full cut diamond, $12.
tion outrages which resulted in the death He
been pending for fifteen years. The chief
bian
village, on Nov. 28, 1829.
Oharms.-10kt. $5, 14kt. $6. With
of - - Oolliander.
feature of the treaty i11 the recognition of
IN Wisconsin the plurality for Upham, Japan as a civilized country, the consular genuine chip diamond in sun, $9.
M1ss KATE FIELD has been decorated
by the French government for her literary Republican, for governor, was 54,307. On courts being abolished and the native With fine cut genuine diamond, $10.
Small Size Badge.services, it having conferred upon her the other candidates it was greater, Governor courts given jurisdiction in all cases in
Peck running ahead of his ticket about which citizens of the United States are in"Academic Palm."
!Okt.
$2, 14kt. $2.75.
volved.
Other
governments
will
concede
6,000. The Prohibition vote was 11,200, a
With genuine chip diaJAMES B. SovEREIGN was re-elected loss of about 2,000 from 1892. The Popu- the same right to Japan, and the treaties
president of the Knights of Labor. On list vote was 25,612, a gain of 15,000 from provide that the Japanese courts will asmond, $6. With full cut
his motion the salary of the office was re- 1892.
sume their new functions on July 1, 1899.
genuine diamond, $18.
duced from $3,500 to $2,500.
TWENTY years ago the architect of the
BISHOP McQuAID, of Rochester, severely
Oharms.-10kt. $3, 14kt. $4. With
PAUL OoNRAD, president of the Louisiana arraigns Archbishop Ireland, of St. Paul, Capitol laid down a pavement which in- genuine chip diamond, $7. With genfringed
Schillinger's
patent.
Suit
was
Lottery Oompany and the Honduras Oom- for his interference in the reform fight in
uine iull cut diamond, $15.
pany, died in New Orleans on Nov 20. He New York Oity. Bishop McQuaid says brought against the government, and it
that he has not voted for twenty-seven has been dragging along through the
The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon.
was born in that city in 1840.
Now the Supreme
years, not wishing to hav the appearance courts ever since.
REDUOED }>BIOE LIST.- 'I ea Spoons,
ON Nov. 18 the best Ohinese battle-ship, even of taking part with any political Oourt decides that the patentee has no redresm; the government cannot be sued in $2; extra. heavy, $3; gold-bowl, $2.50.
the Ohen Yuen, in leaving Wei-Hai-Wei party.
harbor, was accidentally damaged by a
its own courts without file consent of it- Orange Spoons, $2.50 ; gold bowl, $3.
HILL's plurality in this city was 2, 780; self, granted by Oongress, and Oongress
torpedo and had to be beached.
that for Lockwood, lieutenant-governor, has absolute discretion to specify the cases Sugar Spoons, $3; gold bowl, 3.50.
THE new national bond iB!!ue is a suc- was 12,298, and fo:: Brown, for judge of in which this right may be granted. The
cess, in so far as the taking of the bonds is the Oourt of Appeals, was.13,829. On the opinion was read by Judge Brewer, and Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded or goods exchanged.
concerned. The Stewart syndicate gets city ticket Strong, reformer, for mayor, amounts to a decision thatthegovernment
them all at $117.077, which will make the received a plurality of 45,187 and Goff, for can do no wrong. Justices Harlan and I can save you money in anything in
rate of interest about 3 per cent.
recorder, had 54,749 over Smyth, the Shiras dissented.
my line.
present incumbent.
THERE are said to be thonsands of
Careful .Attention
Do not delay your orders. Send·
American workmen on the lsthruns of
THE Rm~.g~rian ministry (headed by Dr.
Panama who are starving, and dying from Wekerle) 1s Jeopardized by its toleration to the healthful feeding of the cows pro- · for price-list, cards in colors, of badge,
disease, and more are constantly arriving. of the agitation of the Extreme Left for ducing the milk received at our condensa- etc. Address
There is no work for any of them.
Louis Kossuth's son Francis, and this en- ries is vitally important. We rigorously
OTTO WETTSTEIN
dangers the ecclesiastical bills, which
the use of foods not qualified to
_
'
AT the banquet of the New England Francis Joseph may refuse to sign if the prohibit
Th~ Liberal Je-w-eler,
produce
pure,
wholesome
milk.
Hence,
ariff Reform League, held in Boston on ministry does not take measures against
the superior quality of the Gail Borden
Rochelle, Illinois.
ov. ~ many of the speakers urged that Kossuth and his friends,
Eagle Brand Oondensed Milk,
Established 18~1'.
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is ·no worse.than"the

HOW RELIGION WARPS HUMAN REASON (OR JUDGMENT).

400

Years of Freethought.

From Columbus to· lllgersoll

B~

Samuel Porter Putflam

Large Octavo, n65 pages, Gilt Sides and Back, Marbled Edges.
Truth Seeker One Year, $6.5o.
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Price, $5 ; "VVith ·1 he

FULL-PAGE HALF-TONE PORTRAITS

Of the Most Eminent Freethinkers and Philosophers, Living and Dead, of the Past J!'our · Hundred Years.

cr HE
1.e.J

~RU~H SEEKER OOMPANYhas pleasure in announcing
h at this splendid work~ which has been in preparation so long, and for

which nearly 1,100 persons hav subscribed in advance, is now ready
for delivery. For more than twelve months FouR HuNDRED YEARs OF
FREETBOUGBT has been advertised, and if it had appeared as originally designed it might hav been out half a year ago. The Prospectus has stated
all along that the book would contain six hundred pages of printed matter,
and fifty portraits were mentioned, but it has so grown upon the hands of
the author and publisher that the pages of type hav reached nearer niM
hundred, while the list of pictures has extended to almost three times fifty.
As the portraits hav proved the most expensiv-as they will no doubt prove
to many the most attractiv-part of the book, their multiplication, together
with tbe added pages of text, will giv the subscriber about twice as much
for his money as was at first promised him. He is getting an Album as
well as a History ; for what are called " half-tone" pictures, like those in

the present work, are the most finished and satisfactory product of the
artist's and engraver's skill, being exact reproductions and therefore equal
in accuracy to the original photograph. We feel considerable pride in this
collection of photographs, and call especial · attention to thenr.
As for the subject matter of FouR HuNDRED YEARs OF FREETBOUGBT,
it covers nearly every phase of progress and development, and presents
them in such orderly sequence as to g"iv the best possible picture of human
evolution. In Part First we hav Freethought as a manifestation and in11.u.
ence; in :Part Second, as an organized force. With this history are given
sketches of the lives of the men and women who hav taken part in the movement. It unites the paat and the present. It is a world book and a home
book. It fulfils the promia of its inception, and is the moat magnificent
work ever issued by the Freethought Press.

Price, $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50.

·
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TRUTH SEEKER

When Renewing Your subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers:
For $6.50 we will send THE TBuTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and S. P.
Putnam's "Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges_:the most magnificent work ever
issued by the Freethought Press. 140 Half Tone Engravings of the Prominent Freethinkers of the past four cen.turies.
The object of this work is to present the Oourse of Freethought throughout
the Civilized World from the time of Oolumbus and Bruno t3the time of Inger·
soil It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human
race. It reveals Freethonght as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial,
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are
its in1luences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FoUB
HUNDB&D YEARS Ol!' FBEETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human
history, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry,
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's
most shining advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the
pioneer workers of to-day, to those who are still in the van for human rights and
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the greatest thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and
magnificent whole, a vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church.

HOW

'fO GET·

SPECIAL
OFFER!

400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE!

For $5 we· will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and "Paine's
preat Works Oomplete"($3).
This edition of Paine's works contains a
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Ohic~go, and
of his monument in New Rochelle.
·
For $5 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and "The World's ·
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and James B.
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one
wants this book.. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four
hundred .illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters.
For $4:.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and " The
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50).
For $4: we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and " The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in boards ($2).
For $4: we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and a copy of " Old
Testament Stories Oomic~lly IDustrated," in cloth covers ($1.50).
For $3.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Oomically Illustrated," in board covers ($1).

Send us FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rates

($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB

we will offer To the New Subscribers as a Premlium, post
free, a copy in boards of
'

THE GIWTFST BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED.

Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated
Or, if preferred, a copy cloth-bound of

BELVS HANDBOOK OF

THE TRUTH SEEKER
ONE YEAR,
Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2;75 Pin and THE TBUTB
SEEKEB one year for $5.

FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITI()N.

------------------·------

B:L:::S~1'.S:N

'
FREETHOUGH~~

SUBSCRIBE FOR

AND

The Freethinker's Badge-pin

•• I<'OIJ.R HUNDK.t<.;D YE&.RS OF FREETHOIJGHT"
FREE OF CHARGES.
A.N.D FUR 'I HER-To a1d our friends in getting this book for themselves,

The

J~M;[~R

and

The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon

Will be sent for $4.75. Sugar Spoons and TBUTB S!llljp:B, $5. Either kind (Tea or Sugar) SpOon
gilt bowl, 50c. more, AddresR THE TRUTH t!EEKBR.

<§E~MS AND SUBSG~IPIJ!ION BLAN~
-OF-

The Truth Seeker.
----<>-•ait q)~t:>, eft.evfv.> a-1-1-b ~14"-"<t e).z:.beu, to

£e. 141-~e. -pa,f;ta-£fe. to

Eo M. MACDONALD.

MAKE YOUR I'RIENDS A PRESENT OF A TRIAL
SUBSCRIPTION.

,... Fill out the accompanying · Subscription
Blank and jm•ward to THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

SAMPLE COPIES FREE.

I

1'bree months, (trial subscribers,) In advance,
$0.75
One subscription with two new subscribers, in
Six
"
u
"
1.50
one remittance,
Single subscription, one year,
3.00
One subscription with three new subscribers, in
One subscription two years,
5.30
one remittance,
Two new subscribers,
5.00
One subscription with four new subscribers, in
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one
one remittance,
remittance,
• 5.00
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably with one remittance.

$7.00

8.50
10.00

It is thus seen that any of our friends who will take the trouble to get a new subscriber at the regular rate ($3)
will get his own for $2; by getting two new subscribers he will get his paper for $r; by getting three new subscribers
he will not only get -his own free, but wi!Lhave fifty cents beside; by getting four new subscribers he will have his own
free and gain $2. If anyone chooses, or if by so doing he can easier secure partners in taking the paper, he can share
Witb them the advantages of the club rates.
·
This makes THB TRVTH S:BEKER, with its sixteen large pages, cheaper than any other Liberal paper.

---------------------------18

In connection with our " Missionary Scheme " of sending ~h.e ~rnth .§.e.ek.e"t ~.o.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Eight Oopies of Paine's "Age of Reason" to separate addresses
for $1, we think that further good can be do&e by letting
Please send The Truth Seeker to the followz"ng address ..... for ···--·-···--Year
people read TnE TRUTH SEEKER for awhile. To this end we Inclosed find $-.z"n payment of the same.
make the following offer :
POST OFFICE, [Box ST.

NAMES.

1o

No.,

IF ANv.J

& STATE.

To New Trial Subscribers, Three Months for oO Cents.

We feel confident that everyone who reads THE TBUTH
SEEXEB for three months will renew his subscription.
We therefore respectfully urge our present subscribers
to bear· this offer in mind when sending their renewals, and to
make an effort to send us one or

A Club of Trial Subscriptions.
For clubbing terms for renewals use the Bla.nk adjoining
his at the rates given.
We hope that all readers to whose notice the paper comes
will send us a six or twelve months' subscription, but if they do
not feel like subscribing for either term we shall be thankful if
they will fill the blank out for a trial subscription of three months.
.Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 La:fayet;te Pl., Ne-w- York.
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ways not necessary to particularize hereT. Why is wants, all he asks for." Ingersoll's audiences, says Rabbi
it that the World's Fair was ordered closed on Sun- Wise, are the ones for which he "coins, makes to order,"
the lectures which he delivers. The people who compose
day and that the Ootton Palace at Waco is now these audiences, and who pay one dollar or more to hear
F011NDED BY Do l'fio BENNET.I'o
closed on that day because the preachers demanded '' a rehash of old and stale stuff," do not belong to the
classes; they do not b~long to the "claBII of
E. M. :MA.onoNALD, • • • • • Editor and Manager. both ! Why is it that the church is able to laboring
support one hundred snd fifteen thousand preachers students, truth seekers, or ·the friends of intellectual pas!8 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YOBJL
for "no brainy person could possibly feel the deand a multitude of other employees, while not time,"
sire to listen for an hour or longer to Mr. Ingersoll's
more than a dozen Freethought lecturers are able to
DECEMBER 8, 1894. make a scanty living in their profession! Why is recitation of rotten eggs." They could not be the lunaSATURDAY, tics of the city, for "our probate judge " "sends them to
the proper asylum," nor the criminals, for they " are beit
that
the
church
is
gaining
every
year
a
firmer
SUBSCRIPTION BATES:
hind lock and bars." [rhe inference here is that the
in
the
laws
!
Why
is
it
that
intelligent
foothold
Single snbsoription, in advance •..• ,_................. -·-···•3 00
lunatics and criminals would hav been in the audience if
One subscription two years, in advance.····-····-···· .•••.• li oo Europeans who come among us express their amazethey had not been under restraint.] His conclusion is
Two new snbsoribers ............................................. :5 00
One snbsoription with one new s11bsoriber, in one remittance. :5 oo ment at the fact that our political, professional, and that those who go to hear Colonel Ingersoll are the" wellOne subscription with two new snbsoribers, in one remitbusiness classes are so subservient to the church! to-do, soft-brained, merry-making, amusement hunters,
tance ........................................................ 7 oo
Why is it that in nineteen towns out of every unprincipled fanatics, who pay for the pleasure in specie of
One snbsoription'with three ».ew snbsoribers, in one remittance. ••• • ••• • . . . • . . . •• . . • . . • • . . • • . . • • . . . • . . • • . •. • . • . • . . . • . . • S. :50 twenty in the country the average business and hearing their neighbors' religion chastised and derided.' "
They are " stultified dilettantes, too lazy to read and
One subscription with tour new snbsoribers, in one remittance •••••...•••••••..••...•.•.•..••.•••...••••••••••••••••••10 80 ·professional man, if a Freethinker in sentiment think." The size of the audiences indicates that those
'
Any number over ftve at the same rate, invariably with one
dares not say so publicly, and generally finds it to "who hav no more principle, sense of honor, and selfremittance.
his ~dvantage to giv to the church! Why is it respect in their charaoters than to go to the devil, if his
that the. church is able to. increase her membership, tricks and antics amuse them, must be considerable in
Mcmev Bhoula be se1U ll!l ezpreBB oom.Panfi'B monet~ oraer,
our good city, and this is lamentable. Respectable peopostal oraer, ara.r& on New Yorl:, or ll!l ref1{Bterea zetter. her wealth, her political power, her social prestige
A.aareBB communications ana mal:e araJU, oheoi:B, poBt-o#IOB as· she is constantly doing ! The man who makes ple patronize no obscene shows."
The lecture is "venturesome rigmarole," " ordinary
ana e:wreBB mcmer1 oraerBPaflallZe to
E. M. M.A.ODQN.A.LD,
28 Larar~ette place, New Yorl:.
the statements we hav quoted has traveled all over and faulty in language and diction." The "idol," "St.
this country as a lecturer, and is therefore in a posi- Robert Ingersoll," indulges in '' impudence," and '' never
SPECIAL NOTI()E.-We llhaJI be obliged to our to know better than to indulge in, such misleading produces an argument." Rabbi Wise cannot properly
reply to the Freethinker for the reason, as he tells us,
readen H they wlll•end n• the naJDe and addren of
assertions. Of course.there are many factors in the that he "speaks in a sanctuary, and to respectable audiany Freethinker W"ho ill not a regular llllbscrtbero
social and educational development of our country ences."
which are encouraging, and giv us good grounds
And in the face of all this Mr. Wise finds fault with
THB
to hope that liberty and justice will eventually win
the Ohristian preachers because they merely " scold "
way in America, but it will not be without a
Truth Seeker Annual for 1895 their
desperate struggle with the hosts of ignorance and Oolonel Ingersoll!
After this very courteous exordium, Rabbi Wise
WILL CONTAIN AN ARTICLE BY
tyranny. If anything, the struggle is to be more
proceeds to indicate somewhat in detail what he
closely contested here than in England or on the
HELEN H, GARDENER,
alleges are the intellectual limitations of Oolonel
Oontinent. It will not be a walk-over for us, by any
Entitled, ''WHAT ARE WOMEN HERE FOR 1" means, and it will be all the more severe and pro- Ingersoll. The rabbi looks upon the "Ingersoll
literature" as something of a patchwork quilt, made
longed a conflict in proportion as our people giv
up chiefly from cyclopedias, some of which, as the
credence to the siren songs of those who tell them
Are Americans Merely Spectators ~
Britannica, contain "errors and fallacies enough to
that we hav no direct interest in the battle beA contributor to Secular Thought is responsible tween theology and science, b~tween liberty and supply a dozen of Ingersolls." Tb.e two "main
patches," we are informed, "are from two scientific
for the assertions quoted below :
despotism ; that we are merely spectators of an Old
"The din of the conflict of· faith and reason, of science World war, and shall not need to enlist ourselvs. discipline, the Natural Sciences and the Modern
Bible Oriticism," and neither of these has been
and theology, is everywhere audible; but Europe is the Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty.
studied by Mr. Ingersoll, according to Rabbi Wise.
chief seat of this battle. In this conflict, we Americans,
although part and parcel of Christendom, occupy the
It does not seem to hav occurred to the reverend
An Excited and Illogical Rabbi.
position of spectators and outsiders rather than that of
critic that the masses of the Ob.ristian public know
combatants. Tlie reason of non-belligerency is not far
As is usual, the lecture of Oolonel Ingersoll in
to seek. Religion has always with us been more a matter Oincinnati greatly disturbed the official representa- little or nothing about the Higher Oriticism or
of private judgment and private opinion. It has not tive of religion. Among those who let " their angry about the details of modern science, and that they
accept the Bible as the word of an all-wise and ailbeen dictated and imposed so much by authority. It has
not been interwrought into the state and social and politi- passions rise" wa.s Rabbi Isaac M. Wise. He de- good God. Such being the case, it is enough that
cal organization. Hence, the decay of a religions faith livered two "replies " to Mr. Ingersoll's lecture on in popular lectures the patent absurdities, contrahere will not be · accompanied with any violence to or the Bible, but as we hav not seen the report of the
dictions, and awful barbarities of the Bible be
laceration of the body politic."
first of these ebullitions we do not know how he ac- pointed out and the general development of the soThese are remarkable statements, yes, more than quitted himself in that, but if he did no better in it
called sacred word indicated. Those who hav the
remarkable when we take into consideration the than in the one we hav seen, the friends of superinclination and leisure to pursue the subject
fact that they are made by a Freethinker. If naturalism hav no reason to felicitate themselvs
further can do so by studying the works of critic&
Europe is just now the chief seat of the battle be- upon his defense of their creed. Rabbi Wise has
and scholars and attending the lectures of those
tween science and theology, between faith and in times past been accounted more or less Liberal
who hav made a J.ife work of biblical exegesis. Such
reason, it is because there the opponents of faith himself, but there is little evidence of it in the disbooks and such lectures will carry the results of
and theology are more numerous, more aggressiv, course ol. which we hav before us a quite extended
painstaking investigation to hundreds where the
and more courageous than they are here. On the report. While deprecating the attitude and methlectures of Oolonel Ingersoll and his co.
Oontinent there are many avowed Freethinkers ods of Oolonel Ingersoll's Ohristian critics he does
workers will carry the same results, in a somewhat
among the men of politics and the scientists, and not avoid the faults of which he accuses them. He
more popular form, to tens of thousands. Both of
even in conservativ England a majority of the says that they sent their " fiery volleys " after the
these classes of liberal propagandists are useful,
scientists reject the old creeds, and at least one Infidel, but only " scolded and denounced him,
and there is no rivalry between them. Oertainly it
well-known Freethinker sits in the cabinet. Where without a.ny attempt at sober argument." Well,
is true that Oolonel Ingersoll has not given his life
are our. Freethinking politicians, and among our here are some of the things which the grave rabbi
to the study of the Bible and its commentaries, but
.scientists how many are there who s~d out in the says about the colonel, and we must submit that,
it by no means follows that he is in error in his de·
light as do the representativ scientists of England, taken altogether, they sound very much like scoldductions· concerning its origin and teachings. If
France, and Germany! Secular funerals are very ing and seem to be lacking in the element of "sober Rabbi Wise is right, then no ma.n or woman is justi·
com~on on the continent, especially in France, argument:"
·
fied in refu~ing to accept the claims made for the
where a great many public men hav been interred
He tells his congregation that Colonel Ingersoll "spoke Bible unless that person has made a thorough study
without the aid of priest or preacher. In America, as Ingersoll speaks, always did-not as he thinks, but as of the Bible and all literature relating to it. This
what public man, since Michael 0. Kerr was ]aid to those others think whose goods he retails. He is not would limit the number of Freethinkers in the
rest, has had a secular funeral! Religion not in- guilty of·any self-thought, proposition, or argument. He world to some few hundreds, which would, no
conlcl not venture an argument, because he deals in stolen
wrought into our state, and social and political goods exclusivly. He negates, denies, scorns, ridicnles, doubt, be very gratifying to the priests, preachers,
organizations 1 Why is it, then, that the ·church with a crude humoresque between and betwixt, and his
and rabbis. But the whole world is entitled to
eceives vast revenues from the state, in tarious audience laughs. The laugh and the $1.50 are all he
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share in the benefits of critical scholarship, even if bills pending in Hungary as the work of the Masonic
comparativly few hav the time to master all its de- bodies, and says that the Archduke Joseph's oppotails. If only those who thoroughly understand sition to the measures shows that ."at least one
steam power and electrical energy were to be member of the imperial family does not wear the
benefited by or to accept the results of discoveries yoke of the lodge of Lucifer." This is tantamount
in those departments of practical science which owe to saying that in Hungary religious freedom is from
their existence to the applications of steam and the devil. In this country, according to our Cathoelectrical energy, civilization would be vastly, im- lic contemporary, it is from heaven. It occurs to
us that this very effectually unmasks the Oatholic
measurably, different from what it is at present.
.Review.
There is more in this contention of Rabbi Wise's
than he appears to see. If no one is to be permitted
Colonel Ingersoll's Quartet of New Books.
to affirm that the Bible is a purely human producColonel Ingersoll is delivering his new lecture,
tion unless he has spent forty or fifty years in ex"About the Holy Bible," to immense audiences in
amining mto its history, what is to be done with the
the East and West. It is a phenomenal success
hundreds of millions of Christians and Jews who and is now ready in pamphlet form.
believe that it is the word of God, and who hav
His lectures on Shakspere and Lincoln are also
made no study whatever of the subject T Must one
ready. No words of praise, deserved as they are,
be accounted presumptuous if he thinks that the can add anything to the mere statement that they
Bible, like all other books, is the work of man, wliile
are Ingersoll's. They are printed in handsome
he who thinks that God wrote it is to be welcomed
shape, in paper covers. All of our many readers will
as a modest scholar ? Aside from the alleged
want copies· of both for themselvs, and more for
sacred books, we are convinced by our experience
their children and friends, and some for missionary
and the experience of our predecessors that all
work among Christians. The titles of these lectures
literature of every sort has come from the brain and are not terror-inspiring to faithful souls, and readhand of man. The Bible worshiper asserts that the ing these eloquent productions will crea~e an appeBible did not hav this origin ; in other words, he tite for more from the same source. The three
assumes that the Bible is the one exception to the
otherwise universal rule. Making this affirmation, pamphlets are twenty-five cents each.
Another pamphlet which everybody will want is
the burden of proof is his. The Freethinker is not
this:
"Is Suicide a Sin?" The work conta.insColunder a logical obligation to prove that God did not
onel
Ingersoll's
two letters to the New York World,
write it or inspire its writing, which is the same
together
with
the
replies of famous clergymen and
thing. It is the business of the supernaturalist to
others, a verdict from a jury of eminent men of
prove that God wrote it. All that the Rationalist
New York, curious facts about suicides, celebrated
and Freethinker hav to do is to show the fallaessays and opinions of noted men, and an original
cies and the insufficiencies which abound in the
chapter
on the "Great Suicides of History." Price,
arguments of the Bible apologists. This is the
in heavy paper, with late portrait of Robert G. lugertask of Colonel Ingersoll and other Freethought
son, twenty-five
_ _cents.
________
lecturers and writers. It may or may not be true
that he or they sometimes giv too little or too much
Can any good come out of the Pennsylvania
credence to the statements and conclusions of this Nazareth T It would seem so, for the Ministers'
or the other historical or scientific specialist, but it Ass_ociation of the United Presbyterian church at
is true that the supernaturalists hav not demon- their October meeting in Pittsburg debated the
strated that the Bible is of divine authorship; it is question of church exemption from taxation, and detrue that they hav not disposed of the natural and cided that such exemption is wrong. Those who
reasonable presumption that the Bible is of human spoke also took occasion to censure those ministers
authorship, like all other books ; it is true that the who ask discounts from their tradesmen because
more thoroughly the question is studied the more they are clergymen. This is certainly refreshing,
clear does it become that the Bible is the human and now we shall not be surprised to hear that a
record of the experiences and thoughts of a certain Presbyterian minister has denounced the enactment
portion of our race, and that the claimed-to-be of Sunday laws and placed himself on record against
extra-natural marvels described therein are of the the .retention of the Bible in the schools. Gentlesame kind as those of which we read in the sacred men, we are glad to welcome you to the service of
books of other religions:and in the literatures built justice, even though it is nearly the eleventh hour.
up on those fJacred books-marvels that science But you cannot hav a full day's pay, and, when the
and critical investigation relegate to the domain of wrong is finally righted and the churches hav
natural phenomena not understood in the old days, ceased to be deadheads, you must not put in the
or to the realms of allegory and downright lying.
claim that " Christianity did it all."
The moat satisfactory disposition of the Bible is
We wish our readers would look at the date on
its explanation by the scientist and the scholar, and
they are doing their work in a very thorough man- their wrappers and see if they do not owe us a rener. But the essential thing is to get out of the newal. If they find they do, it will be a great favor
minds of the people the preposterous notion that to us if they will forward it at their earliest conventhe book is above criticism, and that they are under ience, as we need the money. Owing to various
an ethical obligation to believe that it is the word
causes more than the usual number· are in arrears
of an omnipotent God. While a man believes this
it is impossible to obtain from him an unprejudiced at present, and this embarrasses us financially, or
ex~mination of moral and social problems. While we wouldn't mention it. We like to keep square
he is under the spell of the infallibility delusion he with the world, and in order that we may do this it
will not ask, "Is it true T" but, "Does the Bible say is necessary that our readers keep square with us,
so?'' Such an attitude is an utterly hopeless one for when they let their subscriptions run behind we
for the reformer and the humanitarian, and you hav to get behind with others. ·we hav no capital
might as well argue with the dead as with a man
to fall back upon, and depend upon getting our
who thinks that what you advocate is contrary to
dues to giv others their due. If our friends who
the teachings of his fetich. Colonel Ingersoll
keenly realizes the truth of this, and he is deter- are in arrears will note these facts and act theremined to do what he can-and he can do much-to upon, it will be, as we hav said, a great favor to us,
open the eyes of his fellows to the madness of be- and a favor duly and thankfully appreciated.
lieving that the Bible is the thought-the perfect
How rapidly the people of the country are being
thought-of an all-knowing and all-good God.
educated in the principles of the theocrats is not
We shall hav something more to say about the
generally known to Liberals, and this is not to be
arguments of Rabbi Wise. ·
wondered at when we remember that only a small
We hav before alluded to the Catholic antago- fraction of the anti-orthodox people of the country
nism to the religious reforms proposed in Hungary. take Freethought papers, and as they do not read
The Catholic .Review, while declaring, anent the the organs of the theocrats they must necessarily
political questions agitating this country, that "re- be in the dark concerning the machinations of the
ligious liberty is of more worth than tariff taxes or enemies of secular institutions. The Young Peoany other issue," characterizes the religious liberty ple's Society of Christian Endeavor is rapidly

making recruits fer the God-in-the-Constitution
party. It is very much interested in the so-called
"Christian Citizenship" movement. The Christian .Reformer tells us that that society "is pushing this department of work with commendable
zeal." At their recent convention in Pennsylvania,
the Endea.vorers of that state elected as their president Rev. J. T. McCrory, D. D., who until recently
was one of the editors of the Christian ,Statesman,
and who, it is needless to say, is an ardent advocate
of the Christianization of the Constitution and lawfJ
of the nation. His special theme as Christian Endeavor lecturer will be "Christian Citizenship."
This is indeed setting the wolf to guard flhe fold.
With the rarest of exceptions, the Christian min,ister sets out to "reform" the world by force, when
he takes any interest at all in reformatory work.
He does not think of studying social problems. He
assumes that all evils are the result of the "fall."
Hence we find Rev. Dr. McArthur talking as though
the girls who are the chief victims of the social evil
were the cause of it. Hear him :
"I favor localizing it on an island in the midst of the
ocean. I would then dip the island for a while, and, after
giving the women some time to repent, I would dip the
island again, and hold it under for a while longer."
Of course this is rhetorical bombast, but why not
a word about the ethical, social, and economic
causes back of the social evil, and why not a word
about the male customers without whom these
women he wants to drown could not ply their trade
for a day T Is he too dull to understand that no
business can liv without patronage and that supply
follows demand 1 Let him murder every woman of
the pave to-day, and in ten years-the environments
otherwise of men and women remaining as they
are--the places of the slaughtered ones would be
more than filled. But who should expect a coinprehension of social problems from the promoters
of other-worldism T They that follow the average
ministerial "reformer" fall into the ditch with liim.
It is the old story over again in Manitoba. There
the Catholics hav been defeated in their attempt to
get a part of the public school fund for their religious schools, and now the Protestants are taking
steps to prevent the secularization of the public
schools. In the Presbyterian synod the question
came to the fore and, as we learn from· ,Secular
Thought, with this result :
"Dr. King gave notice of a motion that the synod
deems its asonableand important to affirm its satisfaction
at the fact that an unsectarian system of education has
been instituted in Manitoba, and that the synod would
deprecate any change in the present system of oPeration
which would forbid the use of the scriptures at the opening or closing of the schools when the trustees so desire."
That is to say, when the Catholics get some of
the school money the public school system is sectarian, but it is not sectarian to use the Bible in the
schools. Catholicism is sectarian, but Protestantism
is not sectarian. That is logical and fair, indeed.
What can exceed the impudence of the cleric who
in the same breath talks of the beauty of unsectarian ·schools and proposes to keep those schools
sectarian by continuing the use of a sectarian
text-book-the Bible-therein ! Yet we hav several
large and activ organizations in the United States
which are working hard for just this kind of " unsectarian" instruction. One of them is the Gad-inthe-Constitution party. Another is the Junior Order of American Mechanics. Others bear equally
misleading names.

In THE TRUTH SEEKER of February 17th we commented on the case of Henry Krech, of Tacoma,
who runs a barber shop in the Hotel Fife. He
chooses to exercise his rights as an American citizen by keeping his shop open on Sunday, and the
fact that he does so is prima facie evidence that
many of his fellow-citizens desire to hav the place
open, and that they express this desire by patronizing Mr. Krech. In a decent civilization this would
be taken as a matter of course, and no one would
make a fuss about it. But the other barbers of·
Tacoma, or, at least, the majority of them, do not
want to keep open on the first day of the week, and
so they are determined that no one else shall do
what they do not want to do. It is the old dog-in-
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the-manger story. Mr. Krech has often felt their
wrath, having been arrested several times, and always convicted. At last he got into the Supreme
Court of the state on appeal, and that tribunal has
decided that he can shave and cut hair on the
" Sabbath." The Tacoma News says that it is understood that the decision is rendered "on some
technic~l point." While this is not the best report
to get, 1t can truly be said that many a judicial victory for liberty has been won on a technical point.
All honor to Henry Krech for his good fight for the
right. It is not every man who will stand up in
his own defense. If all would do so there would
very soon be some thousands of meddling preachers and Christian Temperance women looking for
new jobs.
On the whole, it is fair to assume that Jesus
knew what he was saying when he declared that he
came to bring a sword. Christianity appears to be
adapted to the fighting races. And the church is
determined that the war spirit shall not die out if
it can possibly keep it alive. The world's humanitarian leaders are striving to put arbitration in the
place of war, and of course there are some nolllinal
Christians .among these peace lovers, but it, seems
that it is not within their power to drive the war
lust out of the blood of the great masses of the
Christians. The churches are doing what they can
to train up their young in such a manner as to
qualify them for the work of wholesale slaughter
when they reach the fighting age. We see in the
papers constant allusions to Presbyterian cadets and
Catholic cadets, to Episcopalian cadets and Congregational cadets, to Lutheran cadets and Baptist cadets. Twenty-seven churches in Detroit hav
twenty-seven companies, thirteen of which are
armed with rifles and one with swords. Nineteen of
these companies are Protestants and eight are
Catholics. On Thanksgiving day, the day to secure
the religious observance of which the president and
governors issue unconstitutional proclamations, the
Boys' Baptist Brigade of New York had a parade
and general review in Brooklyn. The time was
well chosen ; when old Christians are offering thanks
·to the "Prince of Peace" it is eminently fitting that
young Christians should be instructed in the art of
murder, so that they will be enabled to keep the
supply of old Christians within reasonable limits
during the next _thirty years.
On December 18th, 19th, and 20th there will be
a National Reform Convention held in New Castle,
Pennsylvania. It is called for the purpose of
advancing the movement for the ·strengthening of
the abominable Sunday law of that priest-ruled
state. Among the other questions to be considered are the Bible in the schools, " Christian " marriage and divorce, a:rid "Christian" temperance
issues. There is in the call the usual talk about the
sovereignty of God, the rulership of Christ over the
nation, and the .binding authority of the Bible. We
quote here the last paragraph of the precious document:
"This call has been signed already by all the pastors
and many of the leading business men of New Oastle, by
many of the pastors of Pittsburg a.nd Allegheny, not
one of all to whom it was presented having declined to
sign it, and is being signed by so many of the principal
men of Western Pennsylvania and vicinity that it is impracticable to print the names to the call."
We should like to know how maily of these business men who hav signed the call hav done so
because they accept the principles which the convention is intended to advance, and how many
signed it because tliey feared to lose patronage if
they did not attach their names to the paper. In
this connection it might be pertinent to ask the
writerfrom whom we hav quoted, in the :first article
on the first editorial page, some very peculiar assertions, whether Americans are to be nothing but
"spectators" in this struggle in Pennsylvania T Be
this as it may, the Freethought Letter Writing
Corps was not called on for service last week, and
now we shall expect the members to devote themselva for the next two weeks to the enlightenment
of the editors of the Oourant, News, .IJemocrat,
Guardian, and Volunteer, all published in New
pas~le, Pennsylvania. You can each write three

letters, one for last week and one each for this and
the next. Thus you will reach three papers. Of.
course more letters can be written if you are so disposed, and we hope that you will .be so disposed.
Present the Secular principles briefly but clearly
and in particular show up the origin, the needlessness, and the injustice of Sunday laws.
An Armenian Christian, narrating the story of
the horrible · massacre of Armenians by Turkish
soldiers and Kurds, said to a newspaper correspondent:
"But why prolong the sickening tale.? .There must be
a God in Heaven who will do right in these matters, or
some of us would lose faith."
How will this God "do right "T By torturing in
hell the murderers of the Armenians T Would it
not bav been an economy of ethical instruction if he
had made the Turks. so that. they would hav had no
desire to commit this atrocious crime T If God can
torture them forever could he not hav made them
decent in the first place T But suppose God "does
right" by making the Christians happy forever with
him in "heaven," what thenT Would they not hav
reached that abode of bliss if they had not been
outraged and slaughtered T Certainly, according
to the Christian creed, this must be so, but where
does the compensation come in if they are not all
booked for heaven because they were outraged and
cruelly massacred T Being sure of eternal life
anyway, nothing is gained for them by this horrible
cutting off in infancy, youth, and middle age, while
their destroyers will get there too all right if they
''repent" in time, and in that contingency the
murdered Armenians will not hav even the consolation of vengeance. Look at it in any way we
can in reason, and there is no explanation in the
God superstition of the massacre in Armenia.
The legisla.tiv season is here. Congress is
already at work, and some of the state legislatures are also in session. Soon all will be, and
this is the opportunity for the political Christians. During the next six months these meddlers
will be more activ than ever before. We want
each of our readers to constitute him- or herself
a committee of one to keep watch of the enemies
of the seculli.r state. Report to us immediately
every movement of the theocrats. Look out for
new Sunday laws and attempts to more rigorously enforce old ones; watch for appropriations
to the church and to institutions under the control of the church ; gather all the facts that you
can in ~elation to the exemption of church prop~
erty from taxation ; be vigilant in regard to religious teaching in the schools ; note what is. said
and done about the employment and payment of
chaplains ; do not fail to keep informed and to inform us as to the attacks which the anti-naturaliets
are sure to make on the agencies of expression and
transmission. Do not assume that the Editor will
:find out all about these things through the daily
papers; there are hundreds of those journals, and
there are only seven days in the week; something
of vital importance to our cause may escape his eye
and yours may catch it in the nick of time; it will
be better for him to hav his attention called to it
repeatedly than not to see it at all. So send along
the items. In this connection we will request all the
members of the Freethought Letter-Writing Corps
and all others who will now engage to write one
letter each week to the target selected by the
Captain to send us their names and addresses, not
for publication, but that we may know how many
there are, and so be better enabled to direct their
activities. Let us make the coming year memorable
in the annals of Secularism.
In Troy, New York, a movement is on foot intended to make all citizens do as the priests and the
Women's Christian Temperance Union think is
best for them-and the church. Whatever the
anti-naturalists hold to be improper must disappear
from sight; newsboys mus~ cease to cry papers on
Sunday morning, and the people must not ha.v the
opportunity to buy what they desire if what they
desire is not what their Christian neighbors desire.
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In Omaha the barbers ·hav induced the police to
order all barber shops shut on Sunday, which is
proof positiv that some of the barbers wanted to
hav the shops remain open. If all had wished to
hav them close there would hav been no need for
the interference of the police. In this city the boss
barbers and the journeymen barbers cannot agree
in their work of repression, and so they now hav
two associations, that of the bosses working for a
law to shut at 1 P. M. on Sunday, and that· of the
journeymen for a law. to close up at 10 A. M. on
that day. Both associations will hav committees
at Albany when the legislature meets, and they will
do their worst to get that body to meddle in a
matter of business that does not in the least concern it, and with which, therefore, it has no business
to meddle. Let the shops that want to keep open
do so, and those which want to close exercise their
right so to do. No law is .necessary to secure to
the journeyman one day of rest in the week, but if
there were, it would not be a statute forbidding all
work in a barber shops on Sunday. Let six days
constitute a week's work and then the workmen can
arrange among themselvs what day off each shall
take. This is tlie only common-sense solution of
the problem-if there is such a problem-and it is
the only one in harmony with free institutions. • Of
course, it should be distinctly understood that while
six days constitute a working· week, any man can
work all seven if he chooses. A man should no
more be forbidden to work on Sunday or punished
if he does work than he should be forbidden to
work on the Fourth of July, or punished if he does
work on that day. The primary trouble is that
some millions of our people hav got into the habit
of running to the state every time they want to outdo their rivals, instead of depending on their own
resources. They are like- the cry-baby who goes
whimpering to his mother whenever he stubs his
toe or is outclassed by his playmate.
There does not seem· to be that perfect unanimity
of opinion among the official and semi-official guardians of our morals that might reasonably be expected from those who apparently proceed upon the
assumption that they are the interpreters and executors of the will of the alleged divine author of the
ethical code. Lady Henry Somerset is now trying, in conjunction with ·Frances Willard and her
society, to prevent the exhibition of Living Pictures
in the theaters of this city. Superintendent Byrnes
sent Captain Schmittbergerand a number of policemen around to the various places where the Living
Pictures are part of the entertainment, with instructions to report if the exhibitions were indecent.
Think of the innocence of the assumption that a
Tammany official is especially qualified for such a
task! As Nym Crinkle observes, "What is there
in this view of the matter f.o prevent a detectiv from
visiting the Academy of Design and pronouncing
judgment on a Venus by Chase, or a Leda by Millais !" Captain Schmittberger reports that there
is nothing wrong with the Pictures, and a certain notorious preacher is said to agree with
him. On the other hand, the notorious preacher
says that the exposure made by the women of
the Four Hundred in the boxes of the Metropolitan Opera Hous~ is scandalously indecent, and
with him agrees Elizabeth B. Grannis, who is the
head of the Social Purity League of the Women's
Christian Temperance Union. She also thinks that
the Living Pictures are not immodest. But Mrs.
Grannis's official superior, Frances Willard, is sure
that the Pictures are doing a great deal to continue
the social evil! Of course there was no social evil
before we had Living Pictures in New- York! That
is the way these anti-naturalists play with the scattering filaments on the extreme outer fringe of the
most appalling social problem of the ages. Referring to the dresses of the Four Hundred, Mrs.
Grannis says that when we look at a beautiful neck
" something should be left to the imagination."
That is precisely the trouble ; we hav been leaving
so much to the imagination that the imagination
has rioted in corruption. Mystery in religion and
mystery in art and ethics are the twin curses of
humanity.
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The Sermon on the :Mount.
One after another the extravagant claims made
for Jesus hav been combated from the outside, and
now we see doubt arising within the very churches
themselvs. Rational criticism has carried the outposts of religion, and the inner defenses seem,
even to many believers, to be in danger of giving
way, while the historical reality of Jesus, the cen
tral figure itself, seems more and ~ore t?z"eaten~d.
In the midst of these doubts and distractiOns behef
tends increasingly to a reliance on the alleged moral
teachings of Jesus, as being, after all is said and
done, the great fortress of the faith. Hence we
hear a great deal about the sublime morality of the
Sermon on the Mount. Even the so-called Freethinker, Renan, grows sentimental over it, as when
(Life of Jesus, p. 87) he says : "The morality of the
gospels remains, nevertheless, the highest creation
of human conscience, the most beautiful code of
perfect life that any moralist has traced."
I dispute this assumption as a whole and in all
its particulars, whether made by a genuin Christian
or advanced by a man like Renan, who to a great
extent was a Rationalist only for the purposes of
literary effect, and largely to giv a background of
color to his picturesque and often unfounded exaggerations about the life of Jesus.
The main source of information as to the alleged
moral teachings of Jesus is the so-called Sermon on
the Mount (Mat. v, vi, vii). There is one peculiarity" about this discourse-only Matthew says that
Jesus delivered any sermon on the mount. Neither
of the three other gospels says so. Luke give a
small portion of the matter of the sermon, but he
contradicts Matthew flatly as to the location, for he
says that " Jesus came down and stood in the
plain." The occasion is evidently the same, as both
are preceded by a description of the multitude who
followed: (Mat. iv, 25), "And there foll0wed him
great multitudes of people from Galilee, and from
Decapolis, and from Jerusalem, and from beyond
the Jordan." (Luke vi, 17), "A great multitude of
people out of all Judea and Jerusalem, and from
the sea coast of Tyre and Sidon (that is beyond
the Jordan)."
·
If this discourse is so important, as Christians
profess to believe, the sum of all the teachings of
Jesus and the sufficient source of all morality, it is
curious that Mark and John knew nothing about it
and that Luke should dismiss it with such a short
report. Luke, omitting the larger part of the matter, takes only one page to tell what occupies three
pages in Matthew, and to find any parallel to much
of Matthew we hav to go to other chapters of Luke
and to other occasions. In addition to which they
disagree as to whether it was given on a mountain
or in a plain.
Jesus begins with an enumeration of those whom
he calls "blessed." The "blessed" are people who,
so far from being blessed, are in most of the cases,
in any real sense of the word, the very opposit.
He calls "blessed " the "poor," the "poor in
spirit," they that mourn, the meek, they that weep,
they that hunger and thirst after righteousness,
they that hunger, they that are persecuted and reviled, the pure in heart, and the peacemakers, etc.
These are the "blessed," who are so in a way
characteristic of Jesus, and here as in most things in
which he may be said to be original, his teaching is
harmful in theory and has been so in practice.
"Blessed are the poor," "the poor in spirit," has
been the excuse for ages of tyranny-the rod laid
on the backs of nations, with the aid of the
church, to weaken and degrade mankind and to keep
it so. What ages hav passed, during which this
teaching has enabled kings to plunder their people,
whilst the church looked on, shared in the plunder,
and in return taught the people that it was their
duty to be satisfied " with that station in life in
which it had pleased God to place them," and to
honor the God and church which helped to plunder
them!
When was it ever true that " Blessed are they
that mourn T Blessed are the meek, the poor, the
persecuted?"
See these "blessed " ones in slums, poverty,
misery, and distress; the high in spirit, the energetic, grasping and presuming, with the wealth of
the world, fine houses and plenty at their command; and, for commentary, " those to whom it is
given to understand the kingdom of God," absorbing their share of the good things of this world
whilst claiming to be the successors of those
apostles who, when Jesus sent them out to preach
to the world, were instructed to "provide neither
gold, nor silver, nor brass in your purses, nor scrip
for your journey, neither two coats, neither shoes,
nor yet staves."
To each of these states Jesus alleges a reason for
their blessedness. The poor in spirit are blessed

because the kingdom of heaven is theirs, the poor
because the kingdom of God is theirs, the mourners because they shall be comforted, the weepers
laugh, the meek because they shall inherit tbe
earth, the· hungry and thirsty because they s~all be
filled-all in the kingdom of heaven. That 1s, that
those who are suffering and degradE!d in this world
are to hav their " reward " in the kingdom of
heaven, not for any good that there was in them,
but solely because they lacked any rewar? here. In
the story of Dives and Lazarus (Luke XVI, 25) Jesus
makes Abraham tell Dives, who is in hell: "Son,
remember that thou in thy lifetime receivedst thy
good things and likewise Lazarus evil things, but
now he is comforted and thou art tormented."
Dives is in hell, not because he was a bad man, but
because he was comfortable on earth! Those who
hav any part in the good things of this world are.
to be considered as having had all that they are entitled to here, and consequently everything is to go
wrong with them hereafter/ they " shall be cast
intoouter dadmess,' where ''there shall be weeping
and gnashing of teeth (Mat. viii, 12; xxii, 13·;
Mark xxv, 30).
Listen:
Woe unto you that are rich! for ye hav received your
consolation (Luke vi, 24).
Woe unto you that are full! for ye shall hunger(Luke
vi, 25).

.

Woe unto you that laugh now! jor ye shall moum and
weep (Luke vi, 26).
We were told by the old law in Ecclesiastes (iii,
17) that " God shall judge the righteous and the
wicked," and surely an ennobling and just conception of God could picture him only as judging mankind on the merits of each individual. Jesus, with the
fanaticism born of his time and his own peculiarly
low conception of divine justice, degrades the best
Jewish conception of God to an immeasurably low
depth, and makes the divine judge judge individuals according to their material conditions and surroundings on earth, and awards the heavenly kingdom as a compensation for lowness of condition
here, not for any merit in the individual; whilst the
person who had had some share of good estate here
is sent to feed his brimstone flames in eternal damnation for that alone, and not for any personal
demerit.
If we examin each of the above statements as to
who the blessed are, we shall find that the first
portion of it, in nearly every instance, is not original
with Jesus, he derived it entirely from the Old
Testament; but the second part of each statement,
in so far as it denounces judgment and awards
punishment solely because a person had some
degree of comfort on earth, is peculiar to Jesus ; the
gross immorality of it, the degraded conception he
had of his heavenly father, is his own. The Old
Testament, in all conscience, is full enough of low
and degrading conceptions of God, but he is also
sometimes pictured as having "loving kindness"
towards men; and his loving kindness which he
promises in Isaiah, Proverbs, Psalms, and elsewhere in the Old Testament is for the poor,
broken in spirit, contrite, the meek, the righteous,
to whom he promises rewards because they hav been
righteous and "hearkened" to him, and his judgments are threatened against the well-to-do and
prosperous because they had not done as he had
commanded-not, as with Jesus, solely because they
were prosperous.
The mass of the people in Jesus's time were poor,
miserable, and suffering because of bad government ; one does not need to be inspired to
know that. Jesus is said to hav been a divine person, sent from God, all-knowing, and the best advice he can giv is to tell the poor and miserable
that they are to think themselvs blessed because
they are so accursed here-it will be made all right
to them in the " sweet by and bye." Five hundred
and fifty-one years before Jesus was born, with a
divine or Holy Ghost for one of his parents, there
was born in China, of mere Earthly parents, a mere
earthly man-child, with no pretense to anything divine in his nature. What a blessed thing it was for
Confucius that he was not ..born with a Holy Ghost
for one of his parents ! It enabled him to hav colJlmon sense, human and humane ideas about some of
the troubles of his time. He was not divine or inspired, but was able to say, " when a country
is well-governed, poverty and a mean condition
are things to be ashamed of. When a country is
ill-governed, riches and honor are things to be
ashamed of." He said, "The requisite of good
government are that there should be sufficiency of
food, su::fficiency of military equipment, and confidence of the people in their ruler." And being
asked, "If it cannot be helped and one of those
must be dispensed with, which of the three should
be foregone first?" Confucius replied, " The military equipment." Asked if one of the remaining two
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must be dispensed with, which of them should be
foregone' Confucius answered, " Part with the
food. From of old, death has been the lot of all
men ; but if the people hav no faith in their rulers,
there is no standing for the state."
Three hundred and seventy-one years before
Jesus was born, another merely human Chinaman
was born-Mencius. He had a mo8t remarkable
mother, too. She brought him up with great care
and good sense, and he was never known, though
ori.Iy a Chinaman and not divine, . to abuse her, as
Jesus did his mother. M.encius was called upon
for advice on the miseries of the people and their
political troubles. Not being inspired, this is how
he talked. To a king whose people were suffering
he said:
Your dogs and swine eat the food of men, and you do
not know to make any restrictiv arrangements. There
are people dying from famin on the roadst and you do
not know to issue the stores of your grananes for them,
When people die you say " It is not owing to me, it is
owing to the year." In what does this differ from
stabbmg a man and killing him and then saying, " It
was not I it was the weapon?" Let your majesty cease
to lay the 'blame on the year, and instantly from all the
empire the people will C<?ID:e to you. · . · · · I_s there
any difference between killing a man With a st1ck and
with a sword? The king said ''There is no difference."
"Is there any difference between doing it with a lilword
and with the style of government?" " There is no difterence·" was the reply, and then Mencius givs him other
sound advice as "to be sparing in the use of punishment
and fines, to' make taxes and levies light, to encourage
agriculture, industry," etc. Again _(p. 28): "If your
majesty will now make pleasure a thmg common to the
people and yourself the imperial sway awaits you." (P.
30): •• If the people generally are not able to enjoy themselva they condemn their superiors." Another time to
King Seuen of T'se, Menclus said (p. 34): "Suppose that
the chief criminal judge could not regulate the officers
under him, how would you deal with him? The king
said "Dismiss him." Mencius agli.i.n said, "If within the
fou~ borders of your kingdom there is not good govern·
ment what is to be done?" The king looked to the right
and left and spoke of other matters.
Mencius said on another occasion :
Calamity and happiness are of men's own seeking, as is
illustrated by the passage of the Ta'e Kea: "When
heaven sends down calamities, it is still possible to escape
from them· when we occasion the calamities ourselvs it is
not possible any longer to liv."
Decidedly, the counsels of these Chinamen are to
be preferred to the " divine" ones of Jesus. It
never was and never will be true that poverty of
spirit or of purse, mourning and weeping, hunger
and thirst, etc., are blessings ; and it is criminal to
teach so. The more men try to avert such calami~
ties, the more moral they will be. In these matters
Jesus was an immoral teacher; Conf~cius and
Mencius waoe wise ones.
Mat. v, 9: Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall
be called the children of God.
Undoubtedly the peacemaker ought to be called
blessed-he was so called before Jesus' time. " To
the counselors of peace is joy " (Prov. xii, 20). If
Jesus thought so highly of the peacemaker, why
did he not imitate him! He says of himself:
Think not that I am come to send peace on earth; I
came not to send peace but a sword. For I am come to
set a man at variance against his father, the daughterin-law against hermother-in-law. And a man's foes shall
be they of his own household (Mat. x, 34-36 l. Sup·
pose ye that I am come to giv peace on earth? I tell you
nay· but rather division (Luke xii, 51). If any man
corde to me and hate not his father, and mother, and wife
and children, and brethren an~ Bi!lters, yea and _his own
life also, he cannot be my d1BC1ple (Luke, XIV, 26).
Truly a strange man to say, "Blessed a.re the
peacemakers."
·
Mat. v, 13: Ye are the salt of the e~th; but if the
salt hav lost his savor, wherewith shall 1t be salted? It
is henceforth good for nothing but to be cast out and
trodden under foot.
This is the kind of overstrained, exaggerated
metaphor that pleases the attendants at little Bethels. As a matter of fact, the metaphor is false, because salt cannot lose its savor. When we are
shown a case in which salt has lost its savor, it will
be time to tell·wherewith it shall be salted.
"Let your light so shine before men that they
may see your good works" (Mat. v, 16). Good advice if meant in the sense that we should not be
ashamed to do good. " Take heed that ye do not
your alms before men, to be seen of them" (Luke
vi 1). Also good if meant to advise modesty in
d~ing alms; ·but both Dl:axims are hum~n wisdom
discoverable by any sens1ble man. Put m the way
Jesus puts them, it is to be observed, in passing,
that they contradict each other.
Mat. v, 20: "For I say unto you that except
your righteousness shall exceed the righteousness
of the scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in no case
enter the kingdom of heaven." Here, again, is a
merited reproach to the mere outward observance of
forms, whilst their meaning is neglected. The reproach is a human one that has been reiterated by
men in all ages, and it did not need that a god
should be slaughtered in order that we might hear
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it again. It is a trite commentary upon the failure
of Christ's teaching among his own people that
if he were to return to earth t(}-day he would be
bound to deliver the maxim in something like this
form: "Except your righteousness shall exceed the
r"ighteousness of them that worship in my name, ye
shall in no wise be worthy to enter the kingdom of
heaven."
CBAs. B. CooPEB.
fTO BE CONTINUED.l

The Rising Generation.
Henrik Ibsen, in his remarkable dramatic study,
entitled" The Master Builder," puts in the mouth
of his leading character, Halvard Solness, the frank
expression that he fears to promote his apprentice
Ragmar because he has no doubt that the younger
man will ultimately push him from the high position
to which he has attained and which it is his ardent
desire to hold as long as his life lasts. This is the
conservativ spirit the world over; not always expressed .so frankly and fully as by the ideal character
in the play of the Norwegian poet, but. always
tacitly implied. In all departments of life the old
are in perpetual dread of the "Rising Generation,"
and this truth is manifest in the highest degree in
our social and political and religious life. Let us
illustrate our meaning by a glance at the religious
world in its present unsfilttled and transitionary condition. Everywhere there is manifested a spirit of
unrest ; the clergy are not blind to this fact ; they
are satisfied that wonderful changes. are being
wrought by outside forces in the opinions and sentiments of their flocks, but they are unable to calculate precisely to what definit result they are all
leading. With wonderful unanimity the clergy of
the old school from time to time arise in all their
strength to denouD;ce the r~vol~tionary. notions o_f
t'he rising generation, but m time their denunCIations and anathemas lose their force, for it is seen
that ·the younger spirits are advancing, firmly and
resolutely pushing their elder brethren from. ~he
positions to which in ages of fear and superstition
they hav been elevated. First their pretensions are
attacked, then the dogmas they teach. The ''Rising
Generation " indeed has discovered at last that the
supposed god-given religion called Christianity does
not consist of a fixed and settled set of dogmas
· which are true through all time, but that the main
features of Christianity are of a changeable character.
and need to be revised from time to time. Moreover, the "Rising Generation," from the scientific
side traverse all the fundamental dogmas of the
chu;ch. They deny that man is born a '' depraved
creature," inheriting all the alleged sins· of Adam.
They affirm that if all men were inherently depraved7 to . attempt to educate and improve them
would be a gross waste of time and result il!- nothing but failure; and they further affirm that If men,.
in fact were "miserable sinners," and all their
thoughts were "evil continually," as theologians
are never tired of asserting, the world could not
show such splendid examples of unselfish heroic
conduct as hav been witnessed in all ages of the
world's history. Consequently, .they a~rm ~~at,
instead of man being a fallen bemg, he IS a nsmg
one and they support their statements.by an appeal
to ~very branch of physical science, as well as the
facts of history.
Indeed, the rising generation find that they are
supported in their views by eminen~ scientists, who
still claim to be Christians, like Professor Drummond in his recent work entitled "The Ascent of
Man," and by the Rev. Professor John Symes ~n his
discussion with me at Northampton, wherem he
declared that he accepted the doctrin of evolution and considered "that Darwin was a much
greater authority on biology than Mos~s." The
Rising Generation also deny the doctnn of the
Atonement and declare that the death of the
innocent c~uld in no sense blot out the sins of the
guilty. They recognize that a deed once perfor.med
cannot be undone. As a celebrated statesman once
said: "You cannot unpull a man's nose." Once a
crime is committed, nothing in the world can undo
it. It is written. indelibly upon the book of. nature,
from which no leaves can be torn and nothing can
be expunged. Moreover, it is manifestly unJust for
the innocent to suffer in the place of the gmlty. All
the rhetorical skill that the " old parliamentary
hand," Mr. Gladstone, can command in his article
on " The Atonement " in the Nineteenth Century
fails to convince any rational creature that the death
of the innocent Jesus could blot out the crimes of
any pious scoundrel, or that there would be any
justice in it if it could. And so the fundamental
articles of the Christian faith are found to be false
and the Rising Generation demand their revision.
That the old school of theologians will resist we
know ; that they will wriggle furiously for some

time we may rest assured, but they will hav to giv
way in the end.
The objections of the rising generation are of a
perfectly radical character. They go right to the
root. They repudiate altogether the old Jewish
conception of God-a sort of elongated "ghost-like
man," who is supposed to exist somewhere in the
universe, but whose exact whereabouts cannot be
discovered ; and they hav equally discarded belief
in his satan;c majesty, " God the devil," who was
supposed to be occupied as perpetual stoker in hell
until recent science made known that brimstone
puts fire out, and so the devil's occupation, like
Othello's, is gone forever.··
And having once begun the work of revolt against
the old and the false, the rising generatic;m must
continue the task. They must be persistent in
their efforts; they must chop away without ceasing
at the old tree of ·superstition; they will bav to
remove a heap of lumber before they can pull up
the poisonous roots. For a long time yet the old
will cling tenaciously to the dying superstition, and
hug with grim intensity the effete rags of their
faith ; but all will hav to go at last.
And then the new faith of the rising generation
will hav its turn ; but that too will hav to undergo
change or suffer destruction, for we must all learn
to appreciate the glorious fact that there is no fil).ality
to truth. . Let us then urge on the cause of the
rising generation and sing with Whittier :
0 brave reformers! not in vain
Your generous trust in human kind;
The good which bloodshed could not gain,
Your peaceful zeal sballftnd.
The weapons which your hands hav found
Are those which mind itself has wrought:
Light, truth, and love; your battle-ground,
The free, broad field of thought.
ARTHUR B. Moss.

Churchly Purpose and Performance.
. Religion has entered politics in Norway. The reactionary party calls the republicans "Freethinkers " and
'' Blasphemers."
.

.

According to the latest statistics there were deposited
on the altar of rPligion, as offerings during the time
between the year 1500 and 1581765.200 men; 12,000women
and girls were ravished, and 128,256 houses burned, and
this in France alone.
It is a common saying that "Paris is France," but it is
certain that all of France is not like Paris. The propol!al to erect a statue to Renan at Treguier, his birth-place,
has had to be abantiloned for the present, owing to the
religious intolerance of the municipal council of the town.

Of the Russian Stundists it is said that their character
is as oppoeed " to the use of force as to using deception,"
and even their enemies recognize that they are "temperate, wise, industrious, devoted to work and .to the e~
lightenment of their minds by reading." And yet, m
spite of all this, the orthodox Ohristians of Russia will
not permit them to liv in peace anywhere, and their persecution grows more and more oppressiv year by year.
The Seventh Day Adventists at Basel, in Switzerland,
are having much trouble with the authorities in regard to
Sunday work. They rest on Saturday and run their large
printing establishment on Sunday, and this brings th.em
into direct conflict with the laws. At first the fines Imposed were merely nominal, but the punishments hav
been increasing in severity, until sometime since when
the director's household gpods were sold to pay the fine.
Dr. Volkel, of Germany, has been indicted for blasphemy seventeen times and convicted twice. He will
probably visit the United States during the coming year.
•. •. · A German Lutheran priest has recently been sentenced to fourteen years' imprisonment at hard labor and
ten years' loss of honor. He bas, for a period of several
years robbed poor and rich alike to the tune of 1,000,000
mark~. Had he been a layman his sentence would hav
been thirty years. He has '' got religion " again since
entering prison.
Upon the order of a priest the body of a suspected
Freethinker was exhumed in the night and placed outside the cemetery at Vereda Nueva, Ouba. The authorities interfered, but in vain. On the island of Ouba the
church rules. ·. ·. · Not being able to pay the exorbitant
price demanded by several different priests at Oidra,
Porto Rico the family of a deceased woman wanted a
secular fun~ral. The priests refused admittance to all to
the grave-yards, and the body had to be carted around
for two days before it finally found a resting-place in
"unholy " ground.
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this work now will discover when this amendment iB
made to the Constitution that if they do not see fit to fall
in with the majority, they must abide the consequences or
seek some congenial clime." What the ''consequences"
would be we can easily imagin. ·. ·. · J. Norwood is a
vender of the ''holy" Protestant Bible Society in Valera,
Venezuela. The priests had him hauled up for selling
and distributing "obscene and immoral" literature.
The books were confiscated. The attention of Oomstock
and the United States postal department is called to this
decision. · . .
The persecution of Freethinkers in
Peru has now SBBumed such a · magnitude that on
several occasions blOod has been shed on l!oth sides. It
is not so bad in the lar~er cities, but in small towns it
iB dangerous to property and life to be taken for
a Freethinker. ·. ·. · Dr. Felicismo L6pez, editor of
El Deario de Avisos, Guayaquil, Ecuador, and member
of the senate of that republic, has been excommunicated,
and as a result lost his seat in the senate. When he left
the senate chamber he was grePted with cries of ''Long
liv Dr. !,.6pez!" "Down with the priests." "Shame on
the senate of 1894."
In July, 18'0: John Thorogood was imprisoned at
Ohelmsford, Eng., for refusing to pay church rates, He
spent twenty-two months in prison rather than pay five
shillings ·and sixpence. We hav progressed a little but
not much from the stage of civilization marked by the
imprisonment of John Thorogood. In almost every state
in America the property of the citizen may be sold to pay
the tax levied for the support of the church. Let any
taxpayer refuse to pay his assessment !Jecause the ex.emption of church property from taxatiOn compels him to
help build churches and pay the salaries of the ministers,
and he will find there is no help for it-he will hav to
pay for the support of religion. Under existing law all
the forces of the state and national government are in reserve to compel him to pay tribute to the church. · · ·
The Hon. Oecil Rhodes, Premier of Oape Oolony, has
.given to the Baptist church of South Africa nine thousa~d
acres of land in Mashonaland and Matabeleland for miBsionarv purposes. Once more are the heathen spoiled for
the glory of God and the enrichment of his ministers.
Rhodes's campaign, in which he acquired the land he so
generously give to the Lord's anointed, was one of the
bloodiest in all the "record of England's unjust wars."
But he knows what attorneys to retain to make the worse
for him appear the better part. ·. ·. · When the Matabele
campaign closed the number of wounded prisoners on
hand was only eight, when, in the course of ordinary
war, there shouM hav been hundreds.. Rho~~s·~ mara~
ders handed prisoners over to the nativ auXIliaries, then
hereditary enemies, who, after torturing them as much
as they wished, disposed of them in appr<!ved sava~e
fashion. ·. ·. · At a temperance mass meeting held m
Leighton Buzzard, Eng., Rev. R. Watkin Jones, Wesleyan, told of the disastrous e:ftects of Su,!lday-sch<;>ol
training. He said that "a few years ago, m an Edmburgh prison, there were 569 prisoners, and 408 of them
had received instruction in Sunday-schools. ' · · At
Glasgow it was reported 'that 62 out of 68 prisoners had
received Sunday-school instruction. . · · . · In ~eed.s,
out of 2,000 prisoners, 1,500 bad received mstructi<!n .m
Sunday-schools. · · · .After that, a very extensiv ~n
quiry was made by chaplams and others connected. With
the principal prisons of England and Wales, and thetr report showed that out of 10,000 prisoners, 6,500 had received instruction in Sunday-schools · · · some of
them had been Sunday-school teachers." ·. ·. · At Finsbury Park, London, Ohristian manners are at their best.
When the Secularist lecturer, Mr. Rosetti, called attention to a few scripture texts, there was a loud call that
they be read. Mr. Rosetti said that it WSB im\>ossible to
read them in a mixed assembly. Then the disturbance
grew so bad that the chairman was obliged to close the
meeting. Shortly afterward the police escorted two of
the Ohristian opponents out of the park, and later took
one to the lock· up. He pleaded in defense that he "bad
mistaken a Ohristian gentleman for an Atheist." He
thought that his zeal for religion should excuse his little
mistake. The magistrate told him that Atheists had a
right to speak as well as others, and fined him ten shillings. ·. ·. · Henry Knight. of Luton, Eng., was fined
for selling nuts to boys on Sunday. He pleadPd that he
had suffered a Ion~ illness from rescuing a child from
drowning, and had, as a ~oneequence, been for. some
time dependent upon his wife, and so he w~s !'nxious .to
earn something for himself. Yet the Ohrtsttan l,!lagiBtrate fined him! Now he asks -why the War Cry IB sold
in the streets on Sunday. Evidently he does not yet
know very much about Ohristian law and Ohristian ideas
of fair play. ·. ·. · Great is missionar;vism! Samuel
Storey said in the House of Oommons: "Whereever the
missionaries have gone in Uganda there has fo1lowed warfare bloodshed cruelty, anger, and all the passions that
infl~me hqmanity a'lld disgrace Ohristian peo\>le." In
the Anglican Oonference the Rev. R. P. Ashe pomted out
that the Ohurch Missionary Society, with a revenue of a
quarter of a milliod pounds a year, had failed to. ~stablish
a native church in any part of the w~rld. In Fl_Jl, !'c~or
ding to Lord Stanmore, the entire hfe of the Ohl'lstianized natiTB is "one piece of unreal acting," ':~;he ~ree
thinker says: "It is 'punishable by fine an4 Imprisonment ' to wear nativ clothing, to make nativ cloth, to
smoke tobacco to wear lo:iJg hair or a garland of flowers,
to wrestle or 'play at ball, to build a n!'tiv-faBh.ioned
house not to wear shirt and trousers, and m certam localitie's coat and shoes also. It is even a crime to bathe
on Sunday. 'To my knowledge,' says Lord Stanmore,
'women hav been flogged for no other offense.'" Beautiful religion! Let us put God into ~he Constitution! ·. ·. ·
The Friends are a small body m England, but very
wealthy. Recently one of them died, leaving an estate
valued at more than $5,000,000. On the other hand, Mr.
Joseph Smith the Quaker bookseller, devoted a large
part of his lif~ to the compiling of a. bibliograp~y of all
works written by Quakers or concernmg Quakel'lsm, and
he was left by his brethren to starve in an obscnre street
in one of the poorest quarters in London.

The advantage of a good constitution is again demonstrated this time in the republic of Venezuela, where the
bushwhacker president, Orespo, responding to a congratulatory address from the Arehbishop of Venezuela and
the clergy of Oaracas, says that as the son of Oatho.lic
parents he will gjv the clergy of that church an the h~
erty of action that hA can, and he re!P'et!l that the O?nBtitution of the republic does not permit him to make It hot
for the heretics. But suppose that Vonezuela had such a
constitution as the theocrats want want to impose on the
people of the United States-how quickly and easily
Orespo could set his Inquisition in motion! Dr. McJohn Peck's performance on "A Queer God and
Allister, of the National Reform Association, would make
a splendid Crespo. the only difference between the two His Queer Book," in the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for
being that while Ore~po would torture Protesta~ts and
Freethinkers, McAllister would torture Oathollcs and 1895, is worth the price of admission. There is only
Freethinkers. Listen to McAllister: "Those who oppose one John Peck in the world, a11d we've got hi:Jn,
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the opera and other public places. Women who do
this, says Mrs. Grannis, not only court the danger
Mr. John Burns, the Labor member of the Enof taking a severe cold in the neck, but are responglish ~arliament, is now giving Americans an opsible for sending young men off to places where the
portumty to see what a Britishlegislator looks like,
view may be indefinitly extended. In this way the
and i~cidentally he is instructing us on the Labor
upper crust of society contributes to the demoraliquestiOn. The reception committee having provided
zation of the lower strata. Mrs. Grannis also testime with a ticket, I was enabled to attend the
fied that the effect of the dress upon the wearer
Cooper Union meeting last Monday evening, where
herself is similar. Grea~ minds before mine hav
Burns and his friend Holmes and his colleague
exhausted themaelvs in the endeavor to find a good
Benn addressed the multitude. I had considerable
reason why women should dress in that manner
curiosity to know what an English Labor leader
when fashion has always allowed them to wear
would hav to say. I hav heard the American agiclothes to their chins. We cannot suspect them of
tators, and hav not often been able to extract mendesignedly producing the effect ascribed byMrs.
tal sustenance from their discourse. As a general
Grannis. Women-that is, women other than the
thing they care little for any other effect than to
moral reformers:_think of other things, as I am inmake the crowd yell. Last Monday night at
formed and believe. Possibly a decollete dress is a
Cooper Union the audience did its turn at
mere vanity, to feed which they are ready to endancackling over Burns's appearance on the platger the morals of young men ; but they are wrong
form, and I supposed that when he came to
People who supposed that the Vigilant with a in doing so, for the young man is a tender and imspeak he would tickle the animals again ; but he
twisted
centerboard was an American institution pressionable thing, and with such encouragement
did not. As soon as he could make himself
heard he said: "Cheerin' won't solve the industrial hav been laboring under delusioB; for the English might become as bad as he wants us to think he is.
GEo. E. MA.oDoNALD.
problem." He addressed his hearers as " fellow- people hav furnished us one in the person of Lady
citizens.'' which they took as a joke and cackled Somerset, who will join our vigilante, Mrs. Martin,
News and Notes.
over. Then Mr. Burns assured them that he spoke in her crusade against photographs, billboards, and
The Ohio Liberal Society still keeps the torch of
advisedly. Said he, "The world is my country, living pictures. This distinguished moral nymphoand to do good, in an humble way, is my religion." maniac (as the doctors diagnose case.s showing her liberty at the front. President Light and Secretary
That statement quenched the enthusiasm momen- symptoms) recently effected the closing of a concert Allen are persistent workers. There is plenty oflocal
tarily and gave Mr. Burns opportunity to say: " The hall in London where more attractiv females than talent to aid; and whenever a speaker comes from
day of the labor agitator is past. It is time, also, Lady Somerset were to be seen, with the result of abroad he has a splendid welcome. I was greeted
to quit dreaming. When a man with a sudden rush throwing several hundred respectable persons out of with a full house on Sunday, November 25th. I
of brains to the head wants to giv you a plan employment. Mrs. Somerset then turned her atten- lectured on the " Mistakes and Superstitions of
whereby all social difficulties may be adjusted at tion to America. What direction the attractiv women Jesus," a very fruitful subject when you come to
once, don't waste your time listening to him ;" or took is not known, but wherever they are, it may be study it. It is very difficult to discover the real
safely predicted that the virtuous people of London Jesus. He vanishes among the stars when you try
words to that effect.
By remarks like the foregoing Mr. Burns con- will find them an:d giv them another chance to exert to 'find him, like the divinities of Greece. But the
vinced me that he really meant business ; that his their blighting influence. Exactly where morality Jesus of_ the gosp_elE-the church Jesus-is a very
mission here is not to wave a flag in one hand, a received the benefit through this virtuous Somerset extraordmary affair, as remarkable for his weakunion label in the other, and cleave the welkin with -as you might call such a :flop-cannot be seen at nesses and defects as for his merits. He certainly
howls. The burden of his address was orga:liza- this distance ; for the women concerned were not made a great many mistakes and was a very ignorant
tion of workingmen according to trade, without re- reformed, but scattered, and they are sure to con- and superstitious man. I tried to find some Chrisgard to race, color, or creed. This, he claimed, gregate elsewhere, while the crowd whom they tians to defend Jesus-to stand up for him-but no
would enable the laboring men and women not only drew to the concert hall now closed is equally sure one did so. I had logic and history on my side, as
to maintain living rates of wages, but also to secure to follow them. This suggests an aspect of the against pure sentimentalism on the other. The critithe repeal of unjust laws. Men were to be educated case that Lady Somersault has neglected to view. cism, in the main, agreed with my estimate of Jesus,
in trades unions for municipal offices, and in munic- The congregation of an attractiv and benevolent although some seemed still desirous of keeping the
ipal offices for larger legislativ functions. This, in female is in itself harmless, and therefore can be halo around his head. He meant well even if he
brief, is Mr. Burns's plan for promoting industrial safely tolerated, especially if the public knows was. deluded, it was said. The discussion dashed off
where she is and is thereby enabled to avoid her. now and then into the unsounded depths of Anarchy
equality.
The
danger sign is up; everybody knows where the and Socialism ; for there is no doubt that Jesus was
I doubt if Mr. Burns has his counterpart among
the industrial reformers of America. He is more thin ice is, where the edge of the roof is located; himself an Anarchist and Communist, but not by any
like Henry George than like any other that I now where the water is deep; but ice and roofs and deep means a scientific or philosophic reformer. Jesus
call to mind, but he has no universal panacea for water are things not to be gotten rid of, and to acted more from feeling than through an illuminated
application to the outside of the body politic, as Mr. :warn people of their danger and keep them away intellect. He was a rebel, and as such still excites
George has. Though a Socialist, he does not ad- IB about the best we can do. To show how sensible a certai~ sor~ of admiration. One of my critics
vocate immediate reconstruction of all governments. people can do in a similar case, the Freethinker found fault with Ingersoll because he did not deHe alludes occasionally to the somewhat effete no- does not advocate the closing of the churches and fend the Anarchists when on trial for their life. I
tion that when the people are the source of govern- forcing the preachers out upon· the highways and replied that it was impossible for any one to decide
ment, the responsibility for the character of that byways to spread their mischief. He prefers to see these questions of duty but Ingersoll himself. His
government rests in a measure upon the populace it confined to the churches, for almast anybody can honesty, his bravery, his devotion to truth cannot
itself. H~ ar~ues also_ that if_ the laborers, through ~ell a meeting-house when he sees it, and need not go be questioned. There are ·many ways to serve
the orgamzat10n of umons, will work out their own m unless he wants to, and he deserves no sympathy if humanity, and each must choose for himself. There
redemption from industrial slavery, the government he does so. The method has to some extent the is no infallible rule for a reformer. No one knows
will cut a small figure as a ruler, but be an impor- effect of starving the preachElrs out; hence they exactly the best way to do. If Ingersoll did all that
seek our schools and other public institutions as was expected of him by many, he would hav to be
tant factor in the general cooperation.
Some of the Socialists who were present did not fields of work ; and here it is legitimate to meet God Almighty Peveral times over. But Ingersoll is
appear to indorse all the proceedings or all of the them and force them back. Suppose the Lady a man with the limitations of a man, and his splendid
speech of Mr. Burns. They first asserted them- Somersaults and other moral contortionists should genius does not make him greater than humanity.
selva by hissing the chairman, Samuel Gompers, adopt that system-that is, let the attractiv and He is with us and of us, and he can only do his
who is a trades unionist instead of a Socialist. In benevolent female congregate if she will, but share of the work along the common pathway. It
fact, every time Mr. Gompers appeared at the desk warn the public against her, and throw the respon- is preposterous for any one to mark out a line of
he was similarly greeted. The same parties also sibility on the person who, in the face of their duty for Ingersoll, as if he were POme enormous
endeavored to howl down Mr. Benn, one of the warnings, persists in being demoralized! This, it machine that every little crank has the privilege to
English delegates, and to bring Socialist De Leon seems to me, would be a fair and square contest turn. Ingersoll is a man, and like a man he must
to _the_ f~ont. At this writing the unity of labor, between morality and its opposit, and would giv the make his own choice. If he makes mistakes he
which It IB the purpose of Mr. Burns and his colleags better cause a permanent victory on its merits. makes them honestly, and the greatest hav done the
to effect, and which is the terror of Mr. Herbert The moralists paint vice as alluring and pleasant in same thing.
its promises, but disappointing in its fulfillment.
A wonderful commotion he has created among
Spencer, still tarries below the horizon. ·
However that may be, the things that a man can't the clergy of Cincinnati. Some of them want him
The New York Herald is polling its readers on help seeing and hearing btfore he comes to forty arrested for blasphemy. Every pulpit has poured
the question of "The Saloon on Sunday.'' I am year must convince him that what passes under out its vials of wrath. One Howard Saxby-priest
shut out from voting by the form of the ballot the name of virtue has abuses and terrors difficult or politician, I know not which, has written himself
which puts the elector on record as in favor of Sun: to exceed. It may be frankly suggested that men down an ass-the very Dogberry of critics. Well,
day laws or else in favor of saloons. The opposition who went to the Empire Garden abused nobody it is a good thing to stir up all this bad blood in the
but themselvs while on the excursion, and that the veins of orthodoxy. It brings the virus to the surballot reads :
same
could not always be said of those that stayed face, and then there is a chance of its being cured.
I desire to record my vote in opposition to the opening
away. Possibly, too, the minds of these Ladf Ingersoll is the best doctor that Christianity has
of saloons during cert~n legal hours on Sunday.
S~merse~s are a trifle affected by jealousy not un- ever had. It has mightily improved since his surAnd the ballot for the other side is as follows :
miXed with envy. The result of official crusades geon's knife has been applied. The clergy ought to
I desire to record my vote in favor of the opening of on the excluded class in New York has been to cor- be thankful to Ingersoll for enabling them to get
saloons during certain legal hours on Sunday.
rupt those who engaged in it, and nobody bas been rid of so much superstition and giving to ChristianThat is not a fair statement of the issue. The reformed.
ity a decent appearance.
problem is a theological one, and not one of rum or
There is another woman reformer in this city
The Liberal Society has blazed a good pathway
no rum. A voter may oppose, on moral grounds, who ?eserves encouragement, as compared with the for its winter work. It is expected that Remsburg,
the opening of saloons during either legal or illegal Martms and Summersaults. That is Mrs. Elizabeth Steiner, Mrs. Krekel, and Mrs. Freeman will be
hours, on Sunday or any: other day, and still not Grannis, who has begun the reform at the top of here. Mr. Wilmot is going to giv his ideas of "The
desire to close them by law; or he may favor open society by criticising the foolish women who wear Orthodox Devil"; Rabbi Wise will tell "Why he is
saloons at all hours of the day and night through- low-necked dresses. I cannot repeat the language not a Christian.'' The society has secured a new
out the week. Only the advocates of Sunday laws which she has published, but she holds that the and elegant hall, and this is filled from evening to
and the saloon men can consistently vote t.he Her- attractions of Westchester county and other dairy evening and a wide variety of subjects are handled
alcl'B ballots. Neither an open saloon nor an open regions should not be emulated by attendants at by ~ble lecturers.

Observations.

church arouses my hostility to the extent of exciting
a desire to arrest the proprietor, so long as nothing
str·onger than tbirst or curiosity is invoked to impel
me to enter either of them. If a man's conscience
permits or necessity forces him to sell rum or to
dispense superstition to those who want that sort
of truck, I do not recognize the authority of the
politicians to interfere between him and his customers. The party owning or renting a store or
building is the one to decide when its doors shall
be open or closed.
My ballot would therefore read as follows : "I
desire to record my vote in favor of abolishing Sunday laws and leaving the opening of saloons,
churches, and other places of business to the janitors employed by their sevaral proprietors.'' The
law h'as no more to do with locking the doors than
with cleaning the spittoons.

-----------------
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Man is not by nature indued with a knowledge of 1
Lectures and Meetings.
the rectitude or injustice of his actions. If he is so
THE Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday
indued, why does it not become apparent before he evening at 421 Laokawana avenue. Our motto: Freedom
has received any intellectual training! The fact is, and Kindness. Everybody invited. Secretary, William
he must learn right and wrong. Virtue is a study. Watkins.
Where totally lacking, this faculty has been supplied
Tum First Secular Church of Portland meets in Labor
by proper mental cultivation. Vice, not virtue, is Hall, Union Block, corner First and Stark streets, reguinherent in the human character. Bad traits may larly every Sunday evening at 7.45. Nettie A. Olds, lecbe eliminated from the character and good ones in- turer. Sunday-school at same place at 12.30.
grafted in their stead. No man shuns vice instinctJ. E. REMSBURG's lecture appointments:
ivly, but does it at the dictation of his better judg- Dec. 9........... Boston, Mass Dec. 13 ...... Danbury, Conn
ment, which is the result of training. An aversion Dec. 11.. .... Brookton, Mass Dec. 14...... New York, N. Y
to wrong and a love of right may be created, aiid Dec. 12 ....... Milldale, Conn Dec. 16...... Brooklyn, N. Y
undoubtedly are created, by man within himself, just
CoL. R. G. INGERSOLL's lecture route is as follows :
as be may acquire a knowledge of mathematics, his- Dec. 9..... Providence, .&. I Dec. 17........ Richmond, Ya
tory, etc. Some Christians claim that this fa<>ulty Dec. 10 .... Fall River, M:ass Dec. 19 ..... Philadelphia, Pa
is created by God, but by God it will take them a Dec. 11. New Loudon, Conn Dec 20 ....... "Baltimore, M:d
long time to comprehend the difference between Dec. 16... Washington, D. C
right and wrong, unless they place some dependM:rs. M:. A. Freeman will make a trip east. about the
ence upon their own intellectual exertions.
first of January. and would like to secure engagements
The conscience has no existence distinct from the for lectures in Ohio, Indiana, Pennsylvania, New Yorki
and Massachusetts. Those desiring her services wil
mind, and if the mind is not immortal, it certainly please
write her at once 1037 West Madison street,
cannot be said that the conscience is so.
Chicago, Ill.
A third class, whose saint-like credulity greatly
FRANKLIN STEINER is now arranging a trip eastward
exceeds their reasoning capacity, affirm that the through
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York,
''immortal soul" is the life. No one has ever been and M:assaohusetts. Address him at once to box 882, Des
able to satisfactorily demonstrate wherein the fun- M:oines, Iowa. He will return <larly in the spring. The
For Reason and Liberty.
damental principle of life in man differs from the Liberals of St. Charles, M:inn., are thinking of engaging
The intent of Christianity, as avowed by the life of other animals. All animal life is essentially M:r. Steiner for a three months course some time in the
leading exponents of that doctrin, is to save the the same, differing only in minor particulars. If near future.
" immortal soul," and this, also, is the purport of the simple element of life is the soul, it is indeed
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening
the scriptures. If, then, there is no "immortal difficult to conjecture how one animal can enjoy the in Knabe Hall, 26 W. Fourth st., Cincinnati. Program
soul," Christianity and the Btble are without an possession of a soul, to the exclusion of all others. for December:
9th-"Revenue or Robbery." Ernest T.
object, are intent upon the accomplishment of no Will some shaven sage of the cloister favor us with DeoPmber
Fries.
definit purpose, and, consequently, hav no right to an explanation T If a mammal of the genus homo December 16th-"Adam and Eve." Allen 0. M:yers.
claim the slightest consideration.
has an immortal soul, why may not a mammal· of December 23d-"A Popular Exposition of Geology."
Samuel A. Miller.
The jejune and unedifying homilies of the holy the genus troglodytes be accorded a like attribute T
30th-" Why I am not a Christian." Rabbi
fathers, and others of their ilk, are replete with long The underlying principle of life is essentially the December
ll!laao M:. Wise.
and elaborate accounts of the most approved de- same in the one as in the otl:er; their digestiv, reTHE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every
vices for securing the soul's salvation, but in no in- spiratory, and reproductiv organs are resemblant
afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Island Businese
stance do they giv (and, inde'ed, they rarely attempt in all respects, and there is a striking similarity in Sunday
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs
it) an intelligible and reasonable definition of the an· the features of their anatomy. It is obviously avenues. Program for December:
chief end and object of their solicitude.
inconsistent to say that animal life constitutes the December 9th-" Political Aspects of Socialism." Delmore Elwell.
.
A commonly accepted theory is that the soul is the soul, and in the next breath say that there is only
"mind, the understanding, the intellectual prin- one animal which has a soul. If, in the premises, December 16th-" Some Flaws in Christ's Credentials."
J. E. Remsburg-.
ciple." The statement that the mind is immortal they had taken the position that all animals hav souls, December
23d-" Christmas Sermon." Henry Rowley.
m!"rits the most emphatic denial.
their theory might, possibly, hav been tenable ; but December 30th-"The Christian Religion." Raymond
S, Perrin.
·rh" x'~t..,nc~ of the mind depends upon the ex- as it is, it can hav no foundation in reason or in
it:ltt>uce ul the t>nin, and the strength of the former fact.
THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford,
is marked by the healthy development of the latter.
Still another class maintain that the soul is" that secretary meets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday in WarThis, is a fact too well authenticated to admit of imperceptible, inconceivable, incomprehensible part ner's Hail, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia.
doubt, having bpen fully demonstrated by recent of man, given him by the breath of God " They Freethou.,.ht publications are on sale at the meeting.
9th (2.30)-"The Duty of a Good Citizen."
experiments. When a portion of the brain is in- admit that they cannot describe it, know nothing Deoembe;
Rev. J. W. Nichols.
jured, a faculty of the mind is also injured; and of it, and are unable to conceive of its remotest at7. 30.-" The Historic Personality of Jesus Christ."
when a portion of the brain is removed, a corre- tribute. If they know absolutely nothing of it, and
Rev. W. H. Furnace.
sponding faculty of the mind is removed. Now, when ca:r;mot understand anything at all about it, having December 16th (2.30)-" God and the State." Charles
W. M:owbray.
it is so removed, is it not the bight of absurdity to no evidence of it (save the insinuations of a few in7.30-"0ur Christ." Rabbi J. Leonard Levy.
suppose that the missing faculty has winged its coherent and unreliable Jewish documents), what
THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets at
flight to some far-off region of ecstatic .bliss, there right, I ask, hav they to assert its existence T In
8
o'cl.ook
evenings in the Skerrett BuildiD:g,_N.
to sing in glory among the "angels," throughout answer to this it is urged that there are many things E. cornerTuesday
of Ridge avenue and Green street. Admission
eternity, while the remainder of the mind is left to which we do not understand, yet recognize their free. All welcome. Program for December: ·
a lone existence upon this dreary world below, pa- existence; electricity, for example. The problem, December ltth-" Four Years of Convent Life." Voltairine de Cleyre.
tiently awaiting the " calling of the master?" The " What is electricity T" is yet unsolved. But, unquestion implies the answer. And would it not be like the soul, we hav unmistakable evidences of its December 18th-"Browning's Statue and Bust." George
Brown.
equally absurd to suppose that, when the entire existence. We see the electric spark, feel its shock, December
25th-No meeting Christmas night or New
brain is deprived of life, the mind will emigrate to and know its power. No such thing can be said of
Year's night.
a brighter world than this ?
the soul, of whose existence we hav no proof, save
Radical Library open 7.30 to 10 P.M. Dues 15 cents
Let us imagin a man of brilliant intellect. Grant the idle conjectures of fancy and a superstitious per month.
that hi'3 intellect is his soul and is immortal. He veneration of a few ancient writings the authenticity
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday evenbecomes a .lunatic, a raving maniac. He loses of which has always been questioned.
ing in German M:a.souio Hall, i20 East 15th street, Now
every vestige of reason, and the most learned scienWhen a man dies, he remains dead a long, long York, at 8 o'clock. Program for December:
tist is unable to discover the faintest trace of intel- time. Perhaps he may liv again, but having no rea- December 7th-" Ingersoll and the Bible." Henry
Frank.
lect, where it once reigned supreme. Manifestly, it sons for belie-ving this we are justified in doubting
is gone. Whither has it gone? "To heaven," it. Observation teaches us that all men who liv will December 14th-" Some Facts About the Bible." .John
E. Remsburg.
sturdily answers the churchman. Soon the lunatic die; but we are not prepared to say that dead men December
21st-" Increased Production the Only Hope
is restored to health ; reason returns, and his intel- willliv again. Deaths are common, but resurrecfor M:ankind." Starr Hoyt Nichols.
lect is with him once more. Are souls allowed a tions are few-yes, very few, and far between. December 28th-Twenty-fifth anniversary of the Liberal
Olub. All friends are invited to come and celebrate
free pass to hell, heaven, or purgatory, and return, What the future will be no man can tell. How
with us in a special program.
while the body is yet upon earth ? It may be true, foolish it is, then, for man to persecute his fellows
S. P. PUTNAM's leotu~e appointments:
but I dare say my Christian friends will not allege it for not believing things of which all are ignorant.
to be in conformity with the teachings of the script- Every sect frantically endeavors to compel the soul Hoople, N. Dak., Dec. 8, 9.
Park River, N, Dak., Dec. 10-12.
to be saved in its own particular m<.tnner, when, in Conway, N.Dak., Dec. 13-15.
ures.
A second theory is that "the soul is the con- fact, it is a matter of very grave doubt whether or not Fargo, N. Dak ., Dec. 18-20.
science, the better part of man's nature, which lives there is a soul to save. It rather seems to me that the St. Charles, M:inn., Dec. 22, 23.
forever." A more pueril and unstable idea could b~tter plan would be to alleviate the sufferings and San M:arcial, N. M:.• Dec. 29 to Jan. 2.
M:i. Putnam will lecture during the month of January
scarcely be conceived. It may suffice for children ameliorate the condition of the present, physical at Prescott, Arizona. It is hoped that friends in the
and monks, but bearded men require something man, and cease this howling warfare of sects and vicinity and throughout Arizona will make arrangements
that savors, at least, of ordinary intelligence. It is creeds, "all about an elephant which none of them for leotn.res at this time, and push tLe Freethought work.
impossible to dra~ a distinction between ~he con- hav seen." Theological disputations hav generally Mr. Putnam will also arrange to lecture in~ New Mexico Colorado, and Kansas on his return from Arizona.
science and the mmd, save that the former 1s a fac- ended in chains and slavery to the vanquished.
Th~se wishing lectures in any of these states will oomm~
Let the rights of men be vindicated. The intel- nicate with S..P. Putnam, 234 Sonth Water street, Chiulty of the latter.
Like other mental faculties, conscience is suscep- lect has too long been held in thralldom. Why cago.
tible of education and development. Neglected, as longer bow in abject servility to a superstition
One-half of the human race cannot'progress alone.
in the rude intellect of the barbarian, it grovels in which has retarded civilization and drenched the
In
the effort to do so it has thrown itself into a
the dust, and is a stranger to the higher qualifica- earth with human blood? It must not, it shall not
tions of that of the cultured man; cultivated, it is be. Right and reason will be our gods, and Liberty tangle that has filled its madhouses, its hospitals
and its homes, alas! with dwarfed, half-developed
brought nearer to the ideal of perfection. The our creed.
T. S. MosBY.
human pawns who are the legitimate fruit of the
mind conceives original ideas and grasps others not
JejJ'erson Oity, Mo.
conditions under which they are born and under
its own. It is this reasoning power which discrimiTHE Detroit Investigator Society meets every Sunday which they develop.-Helen H. Gardener, in Truth
nates between right and wr<mg. What is conscience
Seeker Annual for 1895.
but the internal judgment of right and wrong? afternoon at the hall, No. 32 Monroe avenue.
I shall spend the month of December in the north,
hoping that I shall not be overtaken by a Dakota
blizzard. Afterwards I shall be in Arizona, at Prescott and other places; San Marcial and Santa Fe,
New Mexico. I expect to lecture at Trinidad, ·colorado, during February. I especially desire that
Liberal friends in Colorado-Denver and vicinitywill arrange for one or more lectures. I want to
be kept busy.
Mrs. Freeman will lecture at the East during the
coming winter, in Cincinnati, Philadelphia, New
York, Boston, etc. This is the first trip of the
secretary to the Atlantic coast, and I hav·no doubt
it will be a successful one, and help to consolidate
our forces for future work. I hope that every
Liberal society in the East will secure the services
of Mrs. Freeman. Steiner will also come, and
Remsburg is leading the way. Let there be a grand
rally all around for the advance of the Liberal cause.
Some gain has been made. The leaven of reform
has already appeared in the meeting of the Milwaukee Protestant ministers. Nearly all of them de·
clared they were in favor of the state taxing .all
church property.
This is a sign of the times,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, DECEMBER 8, 1.894.
to flourish, even to the Seventh-Day Ad- November transit goes angling upwards, they sprang. No objections hav reached
my ears even from church members of any
ventist. They hav had a campmeeting and always from left to right.
persuasion, although many Catholics and
Fraternally, .TAMES A. GREENHILL.
here, and gained a good many members
some
Protestants were in attendance.
from other churches, and it seems they hav
The Chief Pillar of the Church.
Three of these funerals were conducted
" Book of Books " as a. Missionary.
settled right here to stay. They hav built
from the Methodist Episcopal church.
CHRYBTOVAL, ARIZ., Nov. 13, 1894.
SKowHEGAN, ME., Nov. 18, 1894.
a church, and say they will pay taxes on
N . .r. SALISBURY.
MR. EDIToR: I think the following exMR. EDIToR: Your book of books, it, as all churches should do. That is
'' Four Hundred Years of Freethonght," honest. We are having very fine weather, tract from Chevalier des Monsseanx,
Conduciv te Welfare in This World.
has come into our house, and we think it plenty to do, and lots of money. It makes "Moonrs et Pratiqnes des Demons," will
CoWIOHAN LARJll, B. C., Oct. 28, 1894.
answer
your
correspondent,
Wm.
L
..
shows great success on Putnam's part as a us quite happy.
C. W. WELLS.
MR. EDIToR: I wrote yon some time ago
Marsh, as to questions 4 and 7. It must
searcher for historic facts.
be remembered that this is the voice of the .to stop my copy of the paper (my letter
From a Red-Hot Republican.
I hav already sent it on its missionary
probably miscarried), it seeming to be too
KENT, 0., Nov. 18, 1894.
Roman church:
tours, and expect it to make better conMR. EDIToR: From THE TRUTH BEEKER
The devil is the chief pillar of faith. expensiv for these times. However, I'm
verts than the evangelical missionaries.
of the 17th I learn that ''Illinois, Wiscon- He is one of the grand personages wh.ose better satisfied now that it came, because
DR. F. S. BIGELow.
consin, New .Tersey, New York, Missouri, life is closely allied with that of the church; there is much in it that seems (in my opinand Delaware hav gone into theRepnblican and without his speech which issued out ion) to be more condnciv to a person's
l<'reethought Shall Rule the World.
so triumphantly from the month of the welfare in this world as well as the next
Camp."
To that half truth why did yon serpent,
BANTA CRuz, CAL., Nov. 12, 294.
his medium, the fall of man could than the ofttimes devoid of common-sense,
MR. EDIToR: I hav just finished the pe. not add West Virginia, Indiana, Kansas, not have taken place. Thus, if it was not meaningless drivel of the supposed skyrnsal of "Four Hundred Years of Free- Colorado, Rhode Island, and Connecticut, for him, the savior, the crucified, the re- pilots. Then, again, there's Putnam's
deemer would be but the most ridiculous
thought.'" I think it is the best book I which the Democrats conceded lost to of supe~nnmeries and the cross an insult to new book with its splendid collection of
them.
Did
yon
wish
to
let
them
down
hav ever read. It shinPs like the sun in
good sense.
portraits, biography, etc. There ought
every corner, and give the most eloquent easy? Even the Memphis .Appeal says
When reason and common sense shall to be within its covers a vast field of interthat
nothing
is
left
to
Democracy
but
epitome of universal human history. It
succeed in making an end of the Devil est and study for the student of human
proves that it is Freethought, and not the Mississippi and heaven, and might hav (with a big D) the battle with ignorance, nature.
There are many people menadded
hell
and
Texas
or
"
perfidy
and
gods or devils, which rule the world.
superstition, and bigotry will be more than tioned whose pictures I shall be glad to
dishonor."
Yours
for
the
whole
truth,
Honor to its author, and all prosperity.
half won. According to the above extract see.
M. H. HFJIGHTON.
With best wishes, yours ever,
the Devil is a more important personage
There is a splendid sermon given in the
[In
our
restricted
"News
Column,"
we
VICTOR LAINE.
can r.dv only the salient features of elec- to the church than even God himself. issue of October 13. I read it only about
tion returns in general and such ~pecific "He is the chief pillar of faith," therefore twenty times with increa~ed relish every
DoeRn't Want to Wait So Long.
The passages from
figures as come in from time to time in the God is a second-rate figurehead. With a succeeding time.
JACKSON, TENN., Nov. 14, 1894.
proper understanding of law and matter, which the text is taken used to prove quite
daily reports.-ED, T. 8.]
MR. EDIToR: What has old man· Calder
the only two elements of which man abso- entertaining to me in days gone by, when
done that he does not get any paper this
Has Interested a Minister.
lutely knows anything, both the Devil and I used to be supposed (false supposition)
week? I would rather go without breakEsKRIDGE, KAN., Oct. 9, 1894,
God will be eliminated from human con- to be preparing for a residence in the
fast any day in the week than miss my
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $1 for sideration. .
0. F. THoRNTON.
clouds; but this last expatiation by the
TRUTH BEEKER. If yon issue the paper on four months' subscription to your paper.
gifted and eloquent - - - - , his captiThursday, it takes a hell of a long time to I shall say and do what little I can while I
Likes fo Be Scalped Occasionally.
vating way of handling the sacred subject
come to .Tackson. I scarcely ever get it be- liv to make mankind truly free. An old
leaves an impression that will last for some
NEw HARTFORD, IA., Nov. 12, 1894.
fore Tuesday. Inclosed you will find a dime, minister of this place has become interested
MR. EDIToR: Iowa never got it where time.
for which you will please forward as soon in the principles of Freethonght and would
I am much interested in Ingersoll'!!
the .chicken got the ax until this summer.
as yon can one copy of your paper for like to get some ancient history, one that
In this part of Iowa our hay, corn, potato, writings; will remit yon this coming year
November lOth. As soon as the pay car treats of events as far back as can be
and buckwheat crops were almost entire for several books.
comes this month I will send yon a small reached. I referred him to several. But
My opinion is that yon do a lot of good.
failures. Small fruit was also cooked beorder.
.TonN A. CALDER.
yon may be able to suggest something in fore ripening. Yon may think it wonderful
CHARLES A. BAYLOR.
this line that would be of great benefit to that in the face of all this I am possessed of
More Than Satisfactory.
him; some ancient history treating on even a dollar. The Lord chasteneth those
A. Witless Evangelist.
NEwPoRT, 0., Nov. 26, 1894.
~ncient worship, the origin of all religions. he loveth, and in giving his darlings the
SPRINGFIELD, MAss., Nov. 19, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I write to let yon know I gave him a great deal of information on
MR. EDIToR: .Tohn de Witt, the "comdevil he has overlooked me, so in conset.hat the three copies of " Four Hundred that p9int, and while beseems to hav great
quence I can come to the center. In- mercial traveler and drummer-evangelYears of Freethonght" ordered by me confidence in me, he would like to read it
closed is $2 to chalk me ahead on subscrip- ist," haranged the Young Men's Christian
were all received in good shape, and are himself. I had some such books, but I
tion and fifty cents for our Bob's "The A.ssoci~~otioo. las~ Sno.day. He said that
more than satisfactory.
loaned them, and some were never re- Holy Bible," also "Church Property •' as he was buying a paper from a stand
I think Heston's "A Thanksgiving Re- turned.
C. V. WILLIAMS.
and "Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle." It may in New York his grip, containing all his
minder," in your paper of November 24th,
[We would cordially recommend .Tohn be that all of us do not take kindly to all clothing and toilet article;s, was stolen
should be tacked up in every public office S. Hittell's "Mankind in Ancient Times."
George E. Macdonald says, but we hanker from the table where he had set it down by
and other public place in this conntrv. It Four volumes, $6.-ED. T. 8.]
a-fter it; so please do not let the cranks his side, and he had to buy a collar and
ought to be enlarged to life size and adorn
head him off. If every· Infidel's views borrow a comb to make himself presentevery pulpit and every church door in this
Who Will Giv Him Work~
were identical with mine on all subjects, I able. But he was glad, as he hoped that
country on the 2\lth of this month.
NEw YoRK, Nov. 22, 181l4.
should hav no use for any publications of the Bible in his bag would convert some
MR. EDIToR: Yon will permit me, a ·that kind. Hoping that George will con· one. He cautioned zealous Christians not
E. P. BLY.
stranger, to trouble yon by a few lines.
tinne to rattle our dry bones in his own to tackle Infidels and Atheists witho nt
I should like to ask yon if yon could giv original way, and that in doing so he will being thoroughly prepared by reading the
Hard Times, but the Paper'' Gets There."
me any advice how to get some work, or if neither pity, spare, nor hav mercy, I am,
OMAHA, NEB., Nov; 23, 181l4.
"word of God" and getting filled with the
MR. EDIToR: I think I will be able to yon know somebody that wants help, no
Yours sincerely,
MEL. Plr.ROE.
Holy Ghost; "for," said he, "they are
raise a subscriber in Council Bluffs. In- matter what kind of work it may be, if I
hard to manage, and if yon pitch into an
closed please find fifty cents for three am able to do it. I am a cabinet maker Money of Freethinkers Wasted on Pren ch- Atheist when yon are not thus armed he
months, !lnd send THE TRUTH BEEKER to by trade; came from Winona, Minn.,
ers.
has the best of the argument and will make
Mr. Russell.
about two years ago to New York. I
BoDIE, CAL., Nov. 15, 1894.
yon sit down on the ice so suddenly yon
I am . doing all I can to get subscribers belonged with the Freethinkers there and
MR. EDIToR: Yon will please find in- will see more stars than appear from an
for the best and most fearless Freethonght took the Fr6idenker from Milwaukee for closed $5. 75, for Ingersoll's "Holy Bible,'• observatory; at least if yon hav the curiospublication I hav ever read. All complain six years. I could not since get a steady " Shakspere," and "Lincoln," "Is Sui· ity to try it, don't do it in a crowd, for it
of hard times, but THE TRUTH BEEKER is place in these dull times. I am here, and cide a Sin ?" and for "Four Hundred is the Atheist's delight to humiliate yon
" getting there" "all the same."
my means are all gone. I cannot call on Years of Freethonght."
and he will do it every time. I am armed
With best wishes, I am truly yours.
any religions society for work. I hav
Our mining camp has been relieved for with the word of God, and with that I
much confidence in yon that yon will giv the last five month!! of the company of a once met the great Infidel orator, Bob InJoHN McARDLE.
me advice how to get work, to earn a little Methodist expounder of the so-called holy gersoll, and floored him, as has been pubto support my wife and family. I am not writ. All who hav represented the Meth- lished in the papers all over the country,
Lights tl1e Pathway of Life.
very well posted in this language; yon odist Episcopal church in this section and in thousands of H. L. Hastings's antiEAST .T ORDAN, MIOH.' Nov. 26, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I must hav your paper, will excuse that, but I hope yon will un- heretofore hav come among us poor and Infidel tracts. It was on the station plat·
and yon will find inclosed $1.50 to apply derstand what I mean to say.
needy, as the prodigal son is represented form at Cleveland, 0." With beating
THEODOR p ALME.
on samt. Your spl6ndid paper is the only
to hav been, and at the expiration of their heart he offered the bold pagan a tract en149
First
avt>nne,
rear
house,
New
York.
ray of light that ever reaches here; there
allotted time they hav gone with plenty of titled, "Twelve Things Which Won't
never has been a Freethonght speech here.
the filthy lucre, their families well clothed Win Salvation." Ingersoll read the title
A.n Error of Date Corrected.
I think if we could hav one it would do
and provided with all the necessaries of ard thrust it back, saying:
CLINToN, IA,, Nov. 19, 1894.
much good.
I went to the Methodist
" I don't want heaven."
MR. EDIToR: In the little item in last life, these donations coming from the hands
Episcopal chnreh last night, and the pulpit- week's TRUTH BEEKER, on the transit of of a liberal-minded, Freethinking com"No," said the drummer-evangelist, "it
pounder told us that Infidelity had never Mercury, you let a little error creep in. mnnity. Eighty per cent are of that per- don't say heaven, but salvation."
cast one ray of light on the dark shadow It took place on the lOth, not the 11th, and suasion.
Ingersoll took it again, and read:
of death. He may be right, but it does although I had made calculation for over
A holy father keeps fis residence in our
" First, a lovely character will not win
throw lots of light on the road we are two years to see it, I got left. The day midst, but he will not assist a lost soul on salvation."
traveling.
W. R. STEWART,
"What!" said he, "if a lovely character
he:re was cloudy, the sun not appearing at the road to the everlasting. All souls are
all. I felt greatly disappointed, as I had lost that do not belong to his church. won't win salvation, I don't want it. I
invited the· members of the schools to Therefore some one has to perform the would rather go to hell."
Willing to Pay Their Way.
"But," continued the drummer-evangelcome to my observatory, and the time of last sad rites at the grave of the departed,
TAMPA, FLA., Nov. 22, 1894.
or let them be placed in the earth nnno- ist, " I soon put him in a hole, for I kept
the
day
was
so
remarkably
favorable,
from
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $5 for
ticed and nncared for even by sympathetic up conversation, and mentioning Dixon,
renewal and one new subscriber. I said I 10 A.M. till half-past 3 P.M., five and one
human brotherhood. Five human beings whom Mr. Ingersoll had sued for saying
half
hours.
The
next
transit
will
take
would get a subscriber before I sent again
hav crossed the dark river of death during something about him which he did not
f·n yuar paper. I hav received Putnam's place Nov. 14, 1907. The one after on
this vacancy in the Methodist Episcopal like, he flew into a passion and.. marched
Nov.
7,
_1914.
The
third
on
May
7,
1924.
"Four Hnndrei! ·.tears of Freethonght."
church, and I hav been called upon to up and down the platform, the maddest
It is a great book, and is well worth twice They occur at intervals of thirteen, seven,
officiate in the closing lilCenes, which efforts man I ever met. ' There,' said I, ' yon
its price. I am well satisfied with the ten, three, ten, and three years, and always hav given satisfaction to the living, and I hav proved by your own manner that yon
in
May
or
November.
The
last
was
on
book. Tampa is growing up into a city
May 9, 1891. The May transit shows the am quite sure to the dead, for they hav are not entitled to 11~lv~tiou by youl' OWll
very_rapidly, and w1th it all creeds seem
planet going angling downwards. The been consigned to thl\tnatnre from whence 1 test.'"

~sttsrs

of f}trisnas.
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The next point attempted by this Davidic
slinger of gospel slang (for nearly every
second word was from the jargon of the
slums, and sc~rcely a grammatical sentencQ occurred in his whole talk) was the
inability of Infidels to back np their assertions and to quote scripture correctly.
Said he, " I once offered an unbeliever
fifty dollars to show a real self-contradiction in the Bible, and the money lay safe
in my pocket, for it could not be produced.
Again I offered ten dollars if he•wonld
quote one verse correctly and tell me what
verse and chapter it was. This smashed
him. It is impossible to quote and specify
scripture correctly without the aid of the
Holy Ghost."
I ached to quote Matt. vii, 1: "Jndge
not that ye be not judged, for by that
judgment ye judge ye shall be jnd~ed,"
but opportunity was not given for remarks,
and I did not wish to get into a muss with
those who were not worth the breath to
blow away a fly. Elder Farman, SeventhDay Adventist, I heard preach in Lowell a
week before, and he said that there were
many men who could quote scripture from
beginning to end and half way back again
who would not be saved because they had
not the Holy Ghost in them. Who, I ask,
shall be.a guide to salvation when gospel
gushers thus disagree? Certainly I shall
not choose for my sky-pilot a traveler so
witless as to lose his own grip from under
his elbow.
JoHN P. GtiiLD.

that the amount collected does not much
more than meet the expense of collecting.
Then if any class of citizens is benefited
by protection, it must be at the expense of
another class of citizens of the same conntry, I am not surprised to find the producers of protected goods in favor·of protection, but it beats me to find laborers
upholding it. The cunning producer attributes all the good that exists to protectection. "Compare your wages with
European wages," he says. To this Mr.
Groh givs a good answer in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of October 27th. Still I may add
to it that the difference in the wages is not
great when the price paid for the neces·
saries of life is considered. Besides this,
Europe is over-populated and the people
are yet obeying the orders of their clergy
-to produce as large families as possible.
The result is a large number of them must
emigrate, not in· search of higher wages,
but to find employment. "High wages
caused by protection" seems to me quite
ridiculous. In substance, the employer
says: "Pay me a high price for my goods
and I will pay yon high wages." How in
the name of common sense the laborer can
expect that the employer will giv him back
more than he received froni him in the
first place is a puzzle to me. I do not
even expect him to return it all. We hav
shown that protection brings no profits
from outside. Like the saloon-keeper and
his wife taking turn about as "tender"
and "customer," the bottles must eventually be emptied, leaving no money in the
till.
Wages are regulated by the supply and
demand, and as there is no duty on laborers, when immigration fails to supply, the
manufacturer goes after it. Some years
ago I went on a visit to Fall River. I was
there a week and I noticed that every
morning, after the factories had their full
supplies there was a large number of
laborers left at the door and the city had
opened public soup houses to prevent the
unemployed from starving. When I returned home, to my great surprise I found
agents of the factories hiring people and
paying their fare to Fall River.
If a Freethinker is so situated that protection is to his benefit I would not blame
him for enjoying it as long 11.8 it lasts, but
it seems to me it ill becomes an honest
man, intelligent enough to be a Freethinker, to advocate such a miserable
cause.
This is only one of many injustices that
exist and it is no wonder when we consider
that law-making has always been in the
hands of the rich. One by one they must
all go as the laborer becomes intelligent.
But the process is very slow. The greatest trouble is, not to put down the leaders,
but to wean the oxen from cherishing
their yoke.
CHARLES LAPEROHE.

To Whose Advantage is Protection~
HowroK, QUE., Nov. 5, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Since the question of free
trade has been in discussion I hav many
a time grabbed my pen to take exception
to the arguments advanced in favor of
protection and as often hav I flung it back
into the rack and relapsed into silence,
thinkin.g that protection writers able to
use as good language as they do can hardly
be supposed to be wanting the necessary
intelligence to comprehend the problem;
hence I concluded that the defect is in
their will or in my own intellect. If my
understanding is correct, "protection " is
their creed and protection they must hav,
right or wrong. Of late years I hav discovered that there are political bigots and
fanatics as well as religions ones. I k11ow
some who believe in protection only because it is a plank of the Republican platform and the question whether it is right
or wrong is to them too sacred to be
entered upon. They can no more consider it than a good Christian will consider
the blasphemous question: "Is there a
God?" Like all defenders of bad causes,
the protectionists hav a good flow of language, but in all their letters they. exhaust
their ability in threats and promises and
when they get to the (supposed to be)
argnmentativ portion of the letter their
mental power has dwindled to nothing.
Unconscious Cerebration.
To me the case seems so clear that I
SAGINAW, MroH., Nov. 10, 1894.
wonder at anyone outside of an insane
asylum, not a producer of the protected
MR. EDIToR: Unconscious cerebration,
goods, being a protectionist, when I ~ealize discussed by Dr. Mandsley and others,
the fact that I am not incarcerated In one has imparted to it an interest-I might say
of those institutions of safety.
a constantly increasing interest-so much
When a citizen of the United States so that this ques-tion is often suggested:
buys anything in a foreign country he, or What special phenomena are included in
the party of whom he buys it, must pay a what is called unconscious cerebration.
tax on the same. This enables the home The phenomena to which this question reproducer to demand that mnch more of a fers are doubtless the work of the mental
price for the same kind of goods. Is not and sensorial apparatus which fails to reach
this already an injustice, no matter who consciousness at the time the work is being
pays the duty on the foreign goods? done or accomplished. It seems as though.
Does not the home producer realize a the field of unconscious cerebration is
profit at the expense of the buyer?
quite unimportant in early life; this, at
Then how anyone can make out that the any rate, is a reasonable presumption.
whole amount of duties paid at the bound- Sensorial reports and consciousness in
ary line comes out of the foreigner who early life are so closely allied that when
sold the goods is beyond my comprehen- one stops the other does likewise. That is
sion. but we will suppose that he does, to say, they act in such ready coordinated
and ~hat difference does it make? Are responsivness that consciousness seldom
the United States completely surrounded fails to grasp all sensorial reports and this
by fools too stupid to make the same rule renders unconscious cerebration doubtful,
work both ways? Or will the coming pro. and makes plausible the conjecture that
tectionist make the stupid foreigner pay unconscious cerebration mostly comes in
the duty both ways? If he cannot do that, the life of man when his mental organic
as yon export about as much as yon import, processes are so highly stimulated that
the one must balance the other. Tlia.t consciousness fails to hold its own and
does a\¥oy with the possibility of a general hence fails to cognize what is passing. It
benefit to the country. Then the duties is in a state of rest and nutrition. The
collected on the boundary line do no ma- mental an~ sensorial app.aratns is fnrn.ishterial good to anyone except by giving ing materia! f.or unconsCious cerebration,
good positions to the collectors on both and hence It Is reasonabletoto assume ~hat
Bides of the line. Mr, Pee$: has shown ! the brain grants P1ace
nnconscwns

cerebration which is in excess of place
granted to conscious cerebration. The
field of unconscious cerebration is relativly
increasing over that of conscious cerebration as a consequence of the greater complexity in experience which forces greater
mentaland sensorial wo-rk. Much of our
every-day life in the complexity of our
experience is done through unconscious
cerebration. Consciousness often plays
but a small part amid the material surrounding it. Many performances take
place in the sensorial and mental field
without attending consciousness and are
done as well as if watched by consciousness. The organic process of thought;
through which thought comes, has but little to do with consciousness. Dr. Maudeley says: "The formation of an idea is an
organic process that takes place by imperceptible degrees beyond the range of consciousness itself. · · · In like manner
the catenation of a group or series of ideas
is an organic process of which consciousness has no knowledge." Herein we hav
the key to a large class of phehomena and
herein lies the ability to play off on the
multitude many delusions. Millions of
registrations hav taken place upon the
brain tissues to which consciousness was
not aroused. And herein lies the reason
that it comes to pass under certain brain
stimulations that these unconscious registrations float into consciousness and consciousness is called upon to recognize
strangers who demand attention. Sometimes only a face, in the terms of speech
or song. Faces seen, words are spoken,
and in many other forms visitors appear,
all of whom were registered in or through
unconscious cerebration. These numerous visitors hav taken consciousness by
surprise, and here comes an explanation7
to many the only one: These are ghostly
visitors having taken quiet possession of
consciousness. But then we remember
that these visitors to whom we hav referred hav found their way into consciousness in the way we hav suggested through
unconscious cerebration and hav won
recognition through brain stimulation.
This brain stimulation has conditions such
as usually lie outside of the normal.
Hence it is reasonable to assume that all
cannot hav these peculiar experiences.
These impressiv experiences can come
to only a certain class in whom specialized
molecular arrangements exist. Really,
almost the entire field of delusion may
find its data in unconscious cerebration.
Doubtless many a ghostly visitant will
lose his re~mtation when seen in the light
of unconscious cerebration. But those
thus possessed will hardlv see the force of
this reasoning. People who hav these experiences are doubtless honest and sincere.
I hav endeavored to show only a reasonable method in the light of which an explanation of the phenomena which we hav
considered may be rendered. I do not
deny or controvert the fact that these experiences may demand another method
than the one which I hav suggested. I
confess that there are scientists who admit
the theory of unconscious cerebration,
such as I maintain, but do not consider
it competent to account for this special
ghostly experience. I would suggest that
it sometimes comes to pass th'at prearranged opinions necessarily come of an
accidental arrangement, molecular arrangement or adjustment to see and sense
things outside of the normal state of the
organic process through which the furniture of consciousness is to, be considered.
J. B:. BURNHAM.

Gods of Superstition ami Gods of Beason.
NEw YoRK, Nov. 22, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: The only god I can conceive of is the "Infinity of Time." It had
no beginning; it will never hav end; just
as is asserted of the " Christian" God, it
develops the seed into the tree and the
embryo into the child; just as is claimed for
the " Christian" God. It produced and
produces and will ever produce itself. It
is all over the universe at the same time,
and always present in every nook and
area. Just as is averred of the "Christian " God. It cannot be interfered with
or annihilated; but it cannot hav moods
or revenge, worshipers or priests, neither
can it hav sons or produce an "immaculate" conception. It cannot produce or
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alleviate pain, nor eradicate carbuncles.
It wants no priests or prayers. It is infinity. It is no human invention.
It has transformed the mighty elements
of force and matter into the universe ;
it has molded planets and stars in its
almighty crucible, and lastly, and least of
all, it has changed the snrfooe of the
world. Time works evolution, and evoln~
tion does the work attributed by Christians to "God." Now what necessity
or possibility ' is there of a '' personal "
God? The elements of matter which compose every bone in every body and every
drop of blood in every animal system,
must hav always existed and will ever exist in a much different form. The elements of force which are expressed by
our movements must ever hav existed, but
also in a different form; for there is not
one iota more force and matter in the universe now than there was at the time
which I will designate by minus infinity,
and plus infinity will possess not one iota
more than minus infinity, but it will
exist in a far dillerent shape and form,
owing to transformation and evolution,
the workings of time and nature hand in
hand.
The ignorant world to-day thinks that
immense rainfall is a gain t() the world.
They do not know that there is not one
drop more or less water now than there
was a million million years ago. The ann
borrows but always givs back, the medium
being the fleecy cloud. So we see that
from the infinit bulk of force and matter
which existed in minus infinity time
through evolution has wrought the universe and this tiny world so perfect in its
mechanism; the five ages of man were but
infinitly small stepping-stones in this
almighty transformation. When time and
evolution formulated the present universe the ann received an immense percent~e of forcll and matter; it radiated·
and will radiate this force and matter, and
through its beams impart power and life
to its attending planets, and even to II. very
small degree to the stars. It will radiate,
but not to infinity, for it will die out in
time and gradually, just as all the fiery
planets did, but the force and matter
which it once had will hav been radiated
into space and imparted to the planets,
and as space is inftnit, not one iota will
hav been lost. Such is the economy of
nature. A steam engin is propelleil by
steam; steam is derived from fl~e, fire
from coal, coal from nature, which has
saved it through ages, and we use it; but
coal is the power of the, ann concentrated,
and to release that power combustion is
essential.· We may also obtain the color
as it was imparted millions of years
ago (not, as the' Bible says, 6,565 years).
Thus again we see the economy of nature. She has saved all the power which
seemed useless and is perpetually saving;
every motion of a man's arm is not force
or power lost, but, producing miniature
whirlwinds, effects the whole universe
forever in an infinitly small degree. The
food we eat is never wasted, but produces
an exact proportion of tissue and muscle.
When we die our bodies are not wasted,
for they mingle with the soil and stimulate vegetation indirectly forever. So we
see not one infinitesimal part of force and
matter is wasted in this grand system, and
time alone unites changes with the original
force and matter. The world, so long as
history; has chronicled its happenings,
has ne;er been troubled by the whims of
a personal God, but time has ever been
omnipotent. The conception of a personal
God is an unnatural one and does not accord with infinity. There is no room in
this matter-of-fact, cause-and-effect, lackof-miracle universe for personal gods,
invented seemingly to extract offering and
moneys from trusting mortals, to support
a corrupt priesthood and enC(1'Qrage preposterous superstitions. But if the cancer of
snpeTstition and the poison of bigotry hav
made such inroads on human reason, why,
then worship "God," but do not support
prie~ts and ministers, liars and hypocrite,
as middlemen, for if possibly, or rather
impossibly, there is such a thing as a personal God, who heeds your pravers, he
would surely rather hear them direct from
your hearts than through the hypocritical
mnmblings of paid sorcerers and indolent
ycophants.
W. MoREBRooK.
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that such pure white substances can be obained from black coal, but we can easily
test its merit by a simple little experiment
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall with a substance well known to all-sugar.
Ri11er, Mass., to whom all Oommunica- Take a little white sugar and dissolve it in
tionR for this Oorner should be sent.
an equal amount of hot water. Tqen pour
in some strong sulphuric acid, and the
" Between the dark and the daylight,
sugar will be converted into charcoal."
When the night is beginning to lower,
The Professor tried the experiment for the
Comes a pause in the da:r's occn£ationR
That is known as the Children s Hour."
edification of his young auditors, who
were intensely interested, and the grown
people also.
The Spider's Oration.
"Yon know," he continued, "that carCome, children, who fancy we spiders are fools.
And view the lace houses we build without tools. bon is e'l'erywhere in nature. Now, obI'm just about finishing one at the lattice.
serve this little experiment with turpenCome quick. and I'll operate for yon, all gratis.
tine. I pour a little of the colorless liquid
And where do yon think are my shntttle aiid
on this bit of paper, and then plunge it
loom?
into this cylinder of chlorine gas, when the
Yon see no machinery here in the room,
No silk thread nor cotton, and yet yon all see
carbon in the turpentine will become visThis wonderful fabric is woven by me.
ible." And true to his assertion, they saw
It's all in my little round abdomen here,
a cloud of black vapor instantly ascend.
No steam apparatus to burst, nev~r fear!
"And so I might go on all the evening,
It's hard to explain to yon jnst how I do it.
Look sharp, and perhaps your bright eyes will proving to yon how important a part acids
play in chemical constituents to produce
see through it.
The rostume Cinderella wore at her first ball
colors. Probably yon all know what
Was wrought by an ancestor, robe, veil, and all.
madder roots are. They are imported
With hues of the rainbow the fabric was blended.
She captured the prince, but yon know how it from foreign countries in large quantities
for the sake of the beautiful and valuable
en !led.
dye that can be got from them. And thus
What woulil a fine lady not giv to possess
the natural question arises, what is it in
A ~pider-web drapery o'er a silk dress!
'The wen.ver, if human, would win a great name,
the madder which givs it these peculiar
While artisan spiders no merit may claim
beautiful
colors ? It is a red, crystalline
For the nnobtrnsiv and skillful and wise,
substance lately discovered by Dr.
We try to relieve yon of troublesome flies.
We're hunted ani! scouted with duster and broom, Schnnclr, of Manchester, who gave it the
And all our fine tapestry swept from the room.
name of alizarine as the coloring principle.
When questions, " What spiders were made for?" And Dr. Schnnck showed that it is to this
arise,
alizarine that is to be ascribed the power
Some wiseacre answers, "TheY're made to catch which madder possesses of producing
flies!"
And what were flies made for?" he answerR these distinct and beautiful tints, which
again,
we know are either madder pinks or madTo feed hungry spiders. I'm sure this is plain." der purples, as well as the brighter color
Now this is chop logic, or reason in rings.
which we all know as turkey red.
Observe how I amputate this beetle's wings.

"It was very desirable for the chemists
to be able to produce these madder colors
from coal oil, instead of relying upon the
importation of the plants, for in thisconntrv we prefer the less brilliant colors of
the madder to those of the aniline. So two
young German chemists, Messrs. Graebe
and Liebermann, set to work to perform
this chemical synthesis, succeeding at
length, after important experiments, the
nature of which I cannot take time to explain. But this is the first case of a coloring matter contained in a plant having
been artificially made. The beautiful colors derived from crude aniline do'not exist
in nature; they are altogether new."
"What is aniline ?"asked Ralph.
"A. heavy, colorless liquid," answered
his father, "which can, however, produce
the most beautiful colors. By adding a
drop or two of aniline to a globe full of
water, and mixing in some' hypochloride
of sodium, yon would presently see the
color of the water changed to a splendid
violet, containing the well-known color
mauve, which was discovered by Mr. Perkins in 1856. Many colors can be got from
it, but as these compounds all come originally from .this little lump of coal, yon
will, perhaps, hav some idea of what chemical analysis can do.
" I hav not by any means exhausted the
the subject of coal colors, though I hav my
allotted time, and some day in the future
we will renew the subject."
The Professor glanced at his watch, but
was detained a few moments from departing by a voem written upon the subject by
Ernestine.
THE STORY IN THFJ COALS.

Like robes of fleecy whiteness
Gleamed the snow in the window-sill,
Within by the glowing fire-light
A. wistful, childish form
Crouched, listening in the shadow
To the ravings o'f the storm;
Watching the coals a-burning,
A.s if those cWldish eyes
Could see some wondrous story
As the gas-blue flames arise.
And the brilliant coals burn warmly
In the broad old fire-place,
A.s it dances and gleams athwart
The dreamy little face.
What tale are the coals imparting
To the child a-listening there ?
Does it breathe phantasms wondrous
In its healthful, ruddy glare?
And why does that face so childish
Grow dark in the gloom of nightGrow luminous jn the shadow
With a sudden wondering light ?
Because it lacked just a few moments of
their appointed time for adjournment.
IDA BALLOU.

Correspondence.
CRoSBY, TEx., Nov. 18, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I thought I would
write yon a short letter, as I hav never
written to ·your paper yet. My sister
Belle's letter was published. I like to read
the Children's Corner. Papa takes three
papers, Tmn TRUTH SEEKER, Houston
semi-weekly Post, and the Texas Farm
and Ranch. I am a Freethinker; all of
my brothers and sisters are Freethinkers.
One of my sisters is married, and has one
of the prettiest babies I ever saw; it weighs
twentv-two pounds. So I will close for
this time. Your friend, BoYD HARVEY.

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL

The winter wind blew wildly,
Twilight descended chill,

Price, 25 cents.

The1 e! done like an 1\f.D., with minus a tool,
Now, hav I not proved yon the spider's no fool?
I've shown him a weaver the best in the nation,
· An architect planning his own habitation,
A mal{er of traps to catch fishes with wings,
A surgeon accomplishing won!lerfnl things,
A skilled decorator of mansion and c t,
A plain, honest worker content with his lot.
And last, you'll admit, little children-I know it,
I've proved him an orator, scholar, and poet.

P~tStXTS

::FOR
THt :: f{OLIDA )'S.

-Mary F. VanDyck, tn Ohrtstian Work.
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The Inquirendo Club.
VIII.

" Do yon see these colors ?" asked Professor Morse, at the next meeting, hold·
ing up to view a small piece of anthracite
coal, and upon the members answering in
the a:ffirmativ, he continued: "Well, these
are known to scientists as chemical compounds. Can yon tell me whl\t they really
are?"
" Imprisoned sunlight," answered Ernestine, promptly.
Her uncle turned toward her with smiling eyes. '' Very true, Miss Ernestine.
But can yon tell me why it is imprisoned?"
"Probably not so well as yon could,"
returned Ernestine. "But I think it is
owing to revolutions in the formation of
the ernst of the earth."
"Yes," said her uncle; "very good.
But these colors are also compounds of
bodies which are perfectly colorless ! It
is the combining with acids which renders
their coloring power evident. To illustrate : Take a colorless liquid and pour a
little over white blotting paper. Then
warm the blotting paper over a lamp, and
the color becomes apparent. This is because tbe base of the colored compound
does not possess any color whatever, and
it ·is only when this base is, by drying,
converted into a salt that the color appears. Again, take a colorless solution
called rosaniline, which yon hav only to
heat to convert into a salt, and a beautiful
bright-red color is seen. A. very small
quantity of this placed on a piece of white
paper will in a minute or so turn the colorless paper into a bright crimson. This,
then, is the singular property of these
colors.
"Take a piece of anthracite coal, ·a sub.
stance consisting almost exclnsivly of
carbon, and we can, by resorting to coal
tar, extract beautiful white substances.
For instance, the white crystalline body
called carbolic acid, so largely used for
disinfecting purposes; this beautiful white
crystalline substance, naphthaline, also
benzole, all come from this dirty-looking
substance called tar.
"I dare say it sounds incredible to yon
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male births. It is claimed that in cities and
well-to-do towns there is an excess of female
births and in the country and among the
poor more boys are born, and also imme~iately following epidemics, wars, and famms. It is likewise claimed on scientific
authority that there are more reversions
to lower types amoDg males than among
females. The fact of the presence in males
throughout the vetebrate kingdom of
rudiments of the organs of reproduction
properly belonging to females is regarded
as another evidence of the fact that some
"remote progenitor of this kingdom must
hav been hermaphrodite, or androgynous,
especially as it has· been asc8rtained that
at a very early embryonic period both
sexes possess true male and female
glands."
Our author displays a little too much
feeling for a true student of science, and
is too ready to asperse the motivs of Mr.
'Darwin and other scientific observers.
She is mistaken when she attributes all the
suffering of woman in parturition and subsequently to the "unchecked disrnptiv
forces developed in man." The sedentary habits of the modern woman, her confinement to indoor occupations, where she
is shut out from fresh air and has not the
exercise that is necessary, together with
the poor quality of her food and its tendency to congest the system, are responsible for the larger part of the sufferings
she undergoes as the mother of the race.
Savage women escape very much of this
suffering, and yet they are the slaves of
husbands, and subject to their "disrnptiv
forces" to an almost immeasurably greater
extent than are the classes of women in
civilized society who are the most pitiable
victims of their special functions.
Under the "matriarchate" the husband
became a member of the family of the
wife, and when the existing ·system came
into vogue-where the wife leaves her
home to follow the husband-woman absolutely lost her iridependence, as the
matter is viewed by Mrs. Gamble. The
origin of the present system she attributes
to the capture of females by other tribes,
within the pale of which, as "aliens and
dependents, they were shorn of their
power and influence." McLennan thin lis
that it was the institution of property that
caused the institution of kinship through
females to die out. Sir.T. Lubbock holds
that "the origin of marriage was independent of all sacred and social conditions," and that it was "founded not on
the rights of the woman, but of the man,"
and that on woman's part there was not
even a pretense of consent. Mrs. Gamble
asserts that civilization has been possible
only because of the checks interposed by
woman against the "animal nature of the
male." But she claims, and with good
reason, that in the lower forms of vertebrate life the female always has the right
of veto of the advances of the male, while
in the human family she long ago lost that
right. How, then, is it to be explained that
the lower races hav not profited by the restraining influence which it is asserted is
the cause of human civilization? The
trouble is that Mrs. Gamble is tempted to
generalize too broadly on too narrow a
basis of fact. It would be nearer the
truth to say that civilization has advanced
in 8pite of the modern supremacy of the
male and that, having through the operation of other causes, largely, reached a
certain stage of development, woman is
now gradually asserting in practice her
right to self-ownership. If at a very
much earlier stage of civilization woman
had complete control of her person, it
would seem that she -lost that control
through influences chiefly extraneous to
sex relations, per se, and this view is confirmed by the fact that she is slowly regaining that control through similar extra·sexnal influences. The liability to fall a
victim to any system of prostitution diminishes in the direct ratio of the acquirement
of the means of independent livelihood.
When every laborer has been admitted to
be "worthy of his [or her] hire," then
woman's economic dependence on man will
cease and with it will go her enforced submission to his wishes.

THE EvoLUTION oF WoMB&: An Inquiry
Tnto the Dogma of Her Inferiority to
Man. By Eliza Bnrt Gamble. New
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. Cloth,
12mo., 356 pp. Price, $1.50.
Part I. of Mrs. Gamble's book is devoted to "the Theory of Evolution," and
embraces Develotlment of the Organism,
the Origin of Sexual Differences, the
Female Superior to the Male, the Development of the Social Instincts and the
Moral Sense, the Supremacy of the Male.
Part II. describes '' Prehistoric Society,"
and embraces the Method'of Investigation,
the Relation of. the Sexes Among_Ea~ly
Mankind, the Gens-Status of Woman
under Gentile Institutions, the Origin of
Marria~, Bachofen's Theory to Account
for the Early Supremacy of Women, WifeCapture-:Mr. McLennan's Theory, WifeCapture-the Theory of SirJohn Lubbock.
In Part III. '' Early Historic Society" is
described, the description embracing
Earlv Historic Society, Development of
the Gens, Women in Early Historic Times,
Ancient Spart~ Athenian Women, Roman
Law, and the ljtoic Philosophy.
In her preface the author says that after
a careful study of written history she became convinced that the female organization is in no way inferior to that of the
male. A subsequent collocation of the
facts est11.blished by naturalists "relativ to
the development of mankind from lower
orders of life," and a careful reading of
Darwin's "Descent of Man " led her (in
1886) to entertain the belief " that the
theory of evolution, as enunciated by
scientists, furnished much evidence going
to show that the female among all the
orders of life, man included, represents a
h'gh .. r stage of development than 1he
ILII.le. '' 'fu!M belief ·is amplified and defended in the voh:1me before us. It is held
that "the history of life on the earth presents an unbroken chain of evidence going
to prove the importance of the female, "
while the persistence of the contrary doctrine is explained by the fact that in the
ages when physical force ruled the world
the idea of male superiority became firmly
grounded, and during the following ages
of "metaphysical speculation and theological dogmatism," and in the total lack
of "exact knowledge concerning the subject," the male of the human species, meeting no opposition to his claim that he was
"an infinitly superior creatnre," continned to so regard and vaunt himself. It
was, "and to a certain extent still is,
sufficient for the theologian and metaphysician that God made man first." This
attitude of the theologian does not greatly
surprise the author, bntshe discovers, as she
says, that the most advanced scientific men
are not able to wholly rid themselvs of
the inherited prejudices of the past ages of
faith and darkness, and so it is rare to find
a discussion of the sex' question in which
those prejudices cannot be traced.
With many other thoughtful observers,
the writer of this book holds that ''no fact
is more patent, at the present time, than
that sex constitutes the underlying principle throughout nature." She also points
out that in the human family, as among
all other animals in which there has been
a separation of sex, there "has been established a division of labor," and "the
consequent specialization of organs, and
the differentiation of parts, form the true
line of demarcation in the march of the
two diverging columns " of sex.
The earliest forms of life were androgynous-that is, the two elements necessary
for reproduction were confined within one
and the same individual. Later, a division
of labor arose, the. two functions became
detached, and the reprodnctiv processes
were thereafter carried on "only through
the commingling of elements prepared by
or developed within two separate and distinct individuals." Scientists hold that the
greater differentiation, or specialization of
parts, denotes higher organization, and
F. D. Cummings, who asserts that he
consequently the division of labor by
which the germ is prepared by one in- has studied the Bible assiduously for
dividual and the sperm by another, "con- years, has given the reading public the
stitutes an important step in the line of results of his study in a book entitled
progress." Audubon, Darwin, and other "Religion and the Bible," published by
naturalists show that among the forms of the Truth Seeker Comp~ny, New York.
unisexual life below man the female An idea of what readers will find in the
selects her partner, and this has resulted book may be gleaned from this declaration
in the greater adornment of the male and by the author in the introductory chapter:
the development in him of many second- " When I commenced, I believed the
ary sexual characters.
Mrs. Gamble Bible to be true from Genesis to Revelareaches the conclusion that the differentia- tion. The story of the creation, fall, retion of sex must hav necessarily resulted demption, miraculous birth, miracle,
in making the female more complex in Jonah and the whale-all were true. And
organization than the male, and therefore then I commenced to think-and then I
superior to .him, she having developed read and thought a good deal more ; and
special or~ans for the ante-natal and post- little by little, one by one, the myths of
natal sustenance and defense of her off- old hav vanished and their place is filled
spring. She quotes Professor Brooks as by the ideas I try to present to yon in this
saying that, "among animals and plants, book." Mr. Cummings does not go quite
as well as in mankind, a favorable environ- as far as Robert Ingersoll in his plucking
ment causes a:Q. excess of female births and of the Bible; he has saved some religion
lUI. tlllfavorable environment an excess of from the wreek.-Evening Wisconsin,
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Theological, Not Grammatical.
by
BYRoN, ILL., Nov. 21, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: I beg to take issue with
Mr. George Macdonald as to the "good
grammar" of capitalizing "god," I contending that it is pre· eminently a theological rule instituted ·by the church to exalt
a myth into a personal deity. That it is
not a proper name like J npiter or Jehovah
yon will find by referring to Webster,
amongst whose scripture proper names
yon will not find the word ''god." This
should settle that question beyond fnrther
controversy and prove my a11sertion that
it is not only ungrammatical to capitalize
"god," but also an exclnsivly ecclesiastical rule which it is inconsistent for
Materialists to indorse by adopting it.
I presume it is only force of habit or of
getting into the orthodox rut through
educational influences which induces many
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
Freethinkers to persist therein, but if they ·
would giv the matter serious consideration
they would see the incongruity of failing
Introduction by
in line with the dictates of the church
ROBERT
G. INGERSOLL.
which they hav entirely repudiated. For
·the same reason that Christianity spells
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
"god" With a capital g we should write
The Traae Su:p:pZtea at S:pectaZ Dtsoountl.
"Nature" with a large N, i.e., because we
acknowledge it as the primary source of
all existenoes. This does not involve
deification, since we do not prostrate ourselva before it as the Christian does before
his mythical god, the main point being to
indicate.to the world at large that we also l. Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on
Religion and Social Matters.
acknowledge a cause of all phenomena and
l'ri«<ll. cloth. •1 : vaver. 50 oentl.
to emphasize it by writing it with a capital n. The effect of this rule, if it is generally adopted by Freethinkers (and it is
only a question of time when it will be) in
A HISTORICAL STOR'f OF THE CIVIL W4R.
relegating the Christian's god to the cate·rhe
literary hit of th;-;;;;;;s on.- Olticauo Ttmes.
gory of ancient mythology, and of raising
Nature in the estimation it deserves to be
Cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.
held in, is incalculable and will greatly expedite our purpose of disenthralling manPRAY YOU,. 8/R, WHOSE
kind of the God superstition.
Would also correct Mr. Macdonald's
DAUGHTER?
assertion that Mrs. Power of the Ironclad
A NEW NOVEL .
.Age permitted a jour printer to capitalize
"god," the fact being that he took that
Paper, 50 cents.
Prioe, cloth, $1.
responsibility without her knowledge and
consent, for which she gave him the bounce
the next day.
HERMANN WETTSTEIN.
P. S.-If "god" is capitalized in the
above and "Natnre'' printed with a small
SHORT STORIES.
"n," the reader is requested not to hold
Paper, 50 cents.
Price, cloth $1.
Mr. Wettstein responsible for it. H. W.

Men, Women and Gods.

IS THIS YOUR SOH. MY LORD 1

An Unofficial Patriot)

P~shed

WHAT A WOMAN CAN DO!
I want my lady friends to know of the new Jhld
now open for them. ln the past. 6months we have
made a profit of $907.0ll after paymg all expenses,
All our sales have beeu made at home, not having canva,serl anv. My official duties calhng me
away most of the time, I left the Dish Washer
businesR in my wife's control with the above results, The bminess is rapidly increasingh anu
will continue to grow untll every family as a
Climax Dish Washer. N•>t a day pa;ses but what
we sel! one or two. and some days fifteen or
twentv Dish Washers. It's easy sel.ing what
everybody wants to uuy. You can wash and dry
the di•hes perfectly 1n two minutes. Jt,or full
particulars, address the Climax Mfg, Co., ColumbuP, Obio. Get a sample washer and you ·can't
help but make money. They oill.y cost *5· You
may just as well be making $5 a. day as to be doing nothing.
1t49
ReiUarkable Pre111ervatiou

is a characteristic of Borden's Peerless Brand
l!:vaporated Vream. Always the same; is perfectt:v pure; entirely wholesome; free from sub.
stances foreign to pure milk. A perfect product
acco.mplishtd by a scientific process.

by Unseen Hands.

A Thoughtless Yes.
CONTENTS:
A Splendid J ud,ge of a Woman - The Lady of the
Club-Under Protest-Forthe ProsecutiOn-A
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Mystery -The Time-Lock of Our Ancestors- Florence Campbell's
Fate-My Patient's .Fate.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Facts and Fictions of Life.
OONTEl'ITB:

Preface-The Fiction of Fictions-A Day in Oonrt.
-Throwa in With the Oity's Dead-An Irrespomible Educated Cla•s-The Moral Responsibility of Woman in HeredityWomanasanAnnex-SexinBrainHeredity in 1 ts Relations to a.
Double Standard of MoralsDivorca and the Proposed NatiJnal Law
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Surgery.

A WONDERFUL OFFER.

Cloth, 11; paper, 60 cents.

Our grand catalogue over 350 illustrations,
agent's latest goods and novelties, 1 writing pen,
fountain attachment, 1 elegant gentleman's
watch chain and charm, guaranteed 20 yeard.
Your name in agent's directory 1 Yea.!.,. all sent for
10 cents. Postage 2 cents. EMl.'IRI!ll'IOVELTY Co.,
4teow49
1~7 '.rrtmont St., :Boston, Mass.

PULPIT, PEW,
and CRADLE.
ai HELEN H, GARDENER.

"WANTED.

To correspond with

young lady of good moral cqaracter, between the
ages of 20 and 25; those interested in the study of
literature. music, and human nature preferred.
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Address C. A. LINDSAY, Butte, Mont.

Works of W. H. Burr.
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Strongest Lectures .Against
the Bible.

Every Woman Should Read
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and
Know Her Enemies and Her Friend~,
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Self-Contradictions of the Bible - 144
Propositions proved Affirmatively and Nega.tively by Quotations froj~i,Scriptnre, without
comment. 40,000 sold. Pnce, 15 cents.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

Sunday Not the Sabbath-A..Il Days Alike 'Ole False Teaching of the Christian
Holy. A Controversy with the Rev
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
Byron Sunderland, D.D., in 1871. Price, 20c

Bacon and Shakspere. Proof that Shakspere could not write, etc. Price, 20 cents,

Thomas Paine-Was He Junius t Second
edition, enlarged, with best likeness of Paine.
Price, 10 cents.

the Christian chnrch are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.
·

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of'

a. minister's praying God to kill gra.sshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deit¥ to undertake a..
o1'11Baiie of one against the Uolorado beetle J"·
Prioe, 10 cent&.

Junius, Casca, Common Sense, and Thomas Religous Problems. Price, 10 cents.
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I Who sinks the ship and drowns the people.

Praise God for dreadful Johnstown flood,
For scenes of famin, plague, and blood;
Praise him who men by thousands
drowned,
But saved an image safe and sound I
Praise God when tidal waves do come,
O'erwhelming stanch ships nearing home;
Praise him when fell tornadoes sweep
Their swift destruction o'er the deep.
Praise God for poor Dakota's drouth,
For fires and floods in West and South;
Praise him who sends the killing frost,
And Louisville's dread holocaust.
Praise God for sorrow, pain, and woe,
For railroad wreck, av'lanch of snow;
For parsons who, with book and bell,
Demand your cash or threaten hell.
Praise God for war, for strife and pain,
For earthquake shock, for tyrant's reign.
Praise him for rack and stake; and then
Let all men cry aloud, Amen!
-Secular Thought.

PRUYN: "Then yon do not approve of
the Universalist doctrin?" Mrs. De Piscopal: "Oh, I hav nothing to say of their
orthodoxy, but I'm sure they're not sufficiently exclnsivi"-Puck,
ToMMY: "Does God make everybody,
·mamma?" Mamma: "Yes." Tommy :
"Does he hava pattern?" Mamma:" Yes;
the Bible says we are made like himself."
Tommy: "Humph! I guess he must follow that pattern by his eye."-Puck.
A ooUPLE of tourists staying at Loch
Ness had a fancy, one fine Sunday, to go
for a row on the Loch. They met the
boatman just leaving his house, dressed in
a snit of glossy black, and with an extra
large Bible under his arm. "We want to
go for a row," said one of the tourists.
"Dae ye not know it's the Saw bath?" was
the reply. "Ye'll no get a boat frae me
the day; forbye, I'll hae ye to know I'm
an elder of the kirk. No; I'll not let ye
the boat, but I'll tell ye what I'll do for
ye. Dae ye see yon green boatie doon
among the rushes?" "Yes." " Weel,
she's ready, with the oars inside. Jist row
oot to the middle, an' I'll come doon to
the bank an' swear at ye; but never mind;
jist row on, an' I'll ca' for the money on
Monday."-London Freethinker.
THE Hungarians, Poles, Italians, and
other cheap laborers who come into the
coal regions are regarded with great disfavor by the resident population. I was
walking near the railroad with an Irish
laborer returning from work one evening,
when I saw one of the despised class walking on the tracks. I turned to my companion and said: "Pat, yon had better run
down there and make that fellow understand that he is in danger. Make him get
off those t•acks." "Shure, sor, he's'noth. in' but a Hungarian," said Pat. •' But he
has a soul," I retorted. Pat chuckled.
"The only sowl he has is on his fnt."
"Well, Pat, he belongs to your church;
he's probably a Romanist." "Indade,
thin, the sooner he's in pnrgathory, the
sooner he'll be out," replied Patrick.Harper's Drawer.
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In the nature of things,
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By the census of 1896, the
above is the value of

Church Property
in the United States.

Slwuld It Be Exempt from

Taxation?
REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT.
Our pall!Phlet with this title contains an Argument for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement
of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890,
the Value by Denominations, of Church Property in the United States and in the several States
and l'erritories and in all Cities having 25,000 or
more inhabitants; so arranged as to show at
a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of the
Leading Denominaiions and Denomina-tionaJ
Groups. Also, much other matter of especial interest to certam Cities, States. and Sections, all
comparisons being based upon official fi~ures.
This pamphlet is the only one of the kmd pub·
lished. In no other work are the tacts, figures.
and arguments to be found. The figures. being
derived from the Government Census of 1890, will
not be superseded until the census of 1900 shall
have been com_pleted- probably about eight
years hence. The arguments are unanswerable
and will hav ihe dew of morning on them so long
as the injustice of church exemption is suffered
to exist.
By single copies the price is 15 cents, but as the
work is published specially for distribution by
those who favor justice in taxation the following
reductions are made:
Ten copies.
1!11.00
Fifty copies,
4.50
One hundred copies 8.00
Larger quantities at S"Ql!Cial rates.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, New York.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.
Right Living. Ethics as Understood by
a Student of Science

Cloth, $1,

Female Complaints,

Neuralgia, Piles, Sores,
Bruises and ALL PAIN.

· Tms is the style of a country parson of
the last century. After the service is read
he begins: "I publish banns of marriage
· between Oornelins Hale, bachelor, and
Tamzin Oraddock, spinster, both of this
parish. If any of yon know cause or just
impediment why these two simpletons
should not be joined tog_ether in wedlock,
ye are to declare it. This is the second
time of asking, and I hope, before the
third, seeing that Tamzin is in my own
service, and well off, and Oornelins can't
keep himself sober, let alone a wife, they'll
hav got into a more. reasonable state of
mind. There'll be no sermon to-day, because I bad to sit np all night with my cow
that is sick, and I can't afford to lose her
these hard times. But it doesn't matter,
for I've not seen one bit of improvement
in the parish (especially among the farmers) since my last; and as that did not
bring them to their senses, I don't know
what will. "-London Freethinker.

!!QJ CURE.

DO

Just published in a. large and handsome pamphlet. Price 25 cents. AddressThe.Truth

SeekerO~ .• New~ork.

The Bible and EvolutiOn.
By Arthur B. Moss.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.

Of this valuable book the London " Freethinker" saye: "It is by far the best production
of Mr. Moss's pen, and we heartily recommend
it as an excellent text-book of the subject. The
manner is good. and the style is bright. The
reader is carnfd along on an easy-flowing stream
of science, history, ethics, and common-sense."
Price, ·paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

By Susan H. Wixon. Paper,10 cents.

Apples o

ttold. And Other Stories fol

Boys and Girls. 12mo, 888 pp., f1.25.

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand·
some and. Interesting BookhWithout Supersti·
tion for Children-and Yout . The Only Free.
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address, THE TRUTH SEEKER CO

SHA.LL THE BIBLE :UE REA.D
CHEAP SUBSTITUTES

All About the
Holy Bible

Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.
12mo, 800jP:;., $1.

cures

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll,
" In the nature of things there can be
no evidence to establish the claim of
inspiration." Such is the text of the
Oolonel's new lecture entitled

.

IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?
Bv R. B. Westbrook, A.M.
Third Thousand.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals and History
of the New Testament.
.
By PBOJ', J'. W. NBWIL\K.
Price II oentl!.
Address· THE TRUTH SEEKEB,
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A NEW AND VALUABLE BOOK.

'I

Religion and the Bible.
.By F. D. CUMMINGS.

:

A Series of Stxteen Freetho_ught Essays.

I

Subjects-

THINKERS agree that the law of the survival of the fittest works to exterminate all
thieves, especially chicken thieves. But if
we hav understood Rev. A. A King, of the
Hackensack neighborhood, correctly, it is
only through the operation of the Higher
Law that the millennium will come. We
refer, of course, to what Mr. King has
said when in his official capacity he has
urged ns to offer our chickens freely to
those who are hungry enough to try to
steal them, and also to giv our cloaks to
those who attempt to take our coats. This
is what Rev. Mr. King advocates as a theorist, but in practice 'he has just filled with
large-sized bird-shot the entire back of a.
person who was attempting to suspend the
operations of the great law that none but
the fit shall hav the chickens. In Hack
ensack and elsewhere theory is a sublime
thing, but in practice Oromwell has taoght
Hackensack to trust the Higher Law only
as long as the powder keeps dry.-New
York World.
PARAPHRASE.
Praise God:from whom all cyclones blow ;
Praise him when rivers overflow;
Praise him who whirls down house and
steeple,

-

Beware of Ointments for Catlirrh that
Mercury,
as mercury will surely destroy the sense of smell
and completely derange the whole system whe n
entering it through the mucous surfaces. Su.ch
articles should never be ns!Jq excep~ on prePcrJp
tions from reputaole phy•1c1ans, as the damag e
they will do is ten told to the good you can pos
s1bly rlerive from them. Hall's Catarrh Cur e,
manufactured by F J. Oh!Jney & qo., 'l'oledo, 0
contains nom3rcury, and 1s taken 1nternalty, ac ~
ing directly upon the blood and mucous •nrfaceS
of the system. In buY}.ng Hall's Catarrh Cure b e
sure you get the genum('. It 1s taken mternallv
and is made in 'l.'oledo, Ohio, by F. J, Cheney &
Co. Testimonials free.
r;r- Sold by Druggists, price, 7llc., per bottle.

-

-
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I
I

Introduction. I The God and Man of the Bible. II. God and the Devil. m. Is the Bible Contradictory? IV. Jesus-Was He the Fulfillment of Hebrew Prophecy and Expectancy? V. Jesus
the Teacher of J:lighteousneRs. VI·. Did the Disciples Look for au Immediate J:lesurrection? VII.
What Does the Bible Teach Regarding the Second Coming of Christ? VII The Christ Spirit Outside the Bible. IX What Is the 6ible? X. How Man Advances. XI. Whv Do Men Cling to the
Bible? XII. Belief,_Unbelief1 Faith. Reason, and Prayer. XIII. Is There a God? XIV. Reward and
Punishment, XV . .unmortality. XVI. Conclusion.

PICTORIAL WORK A Book that should be in the hands of all who seek the LiQ:ht.
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Remsbursz's Book on Lincoln.

A Rare Uhance to get first-class

Freethought Sto,y Books of sixty pages or over
e ach. FREE. Send 8 cents to pay @Stage on
s amples. Address THE LIBERAL PUB. CO.,
42tf
Portland, Kan
ALL styles of watches from $1.88 up. HandSorne catalog.Jle free. Safe Watch Co., 9 Murray
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Christianity and Evolution.

ABRAHA-M

LINCOLN:

By ARTHlJR B. MOSS.

With Preface by J. M. WHEELER.
CoNTENTs-The Pagan Roots of Christianity.
The Borrowmgs of Christianity. The Evolution
of the Christian Trinity. • riginal Sin and the
Atonement. A Medley of Gospels. Wanted
Contempnrary Evidence. Paley's "Evidences of
ChristianiLY " Examined. The Testimony of
Paul. Did Jesus Rise From the Dead and Ascend
into Heaven? The First Four Christian Centuries. A Thousand Dark Years. The Dawn oi
Science. Christianity on the Wane.

WAS HE A CHRISTIAN?
By John E. Remsburg.

Price. Cloth. $1.

Address

THE TRUTH REEKEB,
28 Lafayette Pl. New York.

LITTLE LESSONS FOR

LITTLt -FOLI{S.
By MRS, .E. D. 8LENKER.

"

One of the most noted controversies of the century has been waged over the question of
Abraham Lincoln's reli_gious belief. Soon after the remains of America's most illustrious son wlilre
laid to rest at Springfield, one of. his bio~raphers, Dr. Holland, put forward the claim that he was a
Christian. The claim was promptly demed by the dead statesman's friends, but ouly to be renewed
again, and al!'ain denied. And thus for a quarter of a century the question of Lincoln's belief has
been tossed like a battled ore from side to side.
·
For fifteen yeaTs Mr. Remsburg has been collecting material for his work. He J?resents an
array of testimony that is irresistible and overwhelming, and which must Il.nt this questton at rest
forever. In addition to the testimony of twenty witnesses who claim that Linco~ was a Christian.
and which is reviewed and refuted, he adduces the testimony of more than a hundred witnesses in
proof of the claim that Lincoln was not a Christian. These witnesses include his wife and other
relatives; his three law partners; his private secretaries; members of his cabinet; his pnnoipal
biogrl!ol>hers, and scores of his most intimate friends.
Oloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York,
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Gems of ~l:z.oug'At.
THE loving worm, within its clod,
Were diviner than a loveless-God
Amid his worlds. -Robert Browning.
AN enlightened bad -man often makes a
better citizen than a narrow-minded, wellmeaning one.-Grant Allen.
ALL reformers are handicapped by temporizers who study results they cannot
foresee, and forget principles which never
fail.- William Lloyd Garrison,
THE realization of moral good no more
meanS' obedience to imposed laws than the
realization of the beautiful in a work of
art means the carrying out of certain rules.

-Ernest Renan.

I DESIRE to emphasize the fact that the
extent to which the lawless restraint of
personal liberty may go is less important
than the public sentiment which tolerates
any invasion whatever.-T. M. Cooley.
WHAT is science? To see the absurdity
of the prejudice against it, we need only
remark that science is simply a higher development of common knowledge, and
that if science is repudiated, all knowledge
must be repudiated along with it.-Her-

bert 6pencer.

To the average party man the lesson of
instant -resignation to events is easily
learned and always offered. But to the
party man not of the average the party is
honored only at its best, and must ever be
pointed towards that ideal or fail of applause
and adherence.-Horace L. -Traubel.
MANIKINS swear by great names, and,
from the grave, are despotically ruled by
the scepters of great ghosts. For a thousand years the intellect of Europe was tied
to the skirts of the ghost of Aristotle; and
even yet millions in Europe are in bonda~e to the ghost of Moses, although Moses
himself was a ghost. Phantoms ourselvs,
we bow abjectly at the feet of- the shadow
of a ahadow.-Saladin.
·
IN dealing with the state .we ought to
remember that its institutions are not
aboriginal, though they existed before we
were born; that they are not superior to
the citizen; that every one of them was
once the Mt of a single man; every law
and usage was a man's expedient to meet
a particular case; that they are all imitable, all alterable; we may make as good;
we may- make better.-Ralph Waldo

Emerson.
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terms of its agreement with the Universal
'
Postal Union.
IN Alabama two full sets of state officers
hav taken the oath of office. On the face
of the return~ tb.e.Democrats hav a major·
ity of 27,000, while Captain Kolb and his
friends claim that on a fair count the Pop·
nlist majority was not less thlm 25,000.
The Democratic .legislature has reelected
Senator MC!rgan and the Populists hav
chosen Colonel Reese for Senator. There ·
will also be some Congressional contests,
THE surrender by our consul-general,
·under orders from Washington, of two alleged Japanese spies to the Chinese antliorities at Shanghai, and their subsequent
fiendish torture and murder, has created a
great stir in. the East, and terrified all
others who are under the "protectiotl" of
the United States. The Chinese officials
at Shanghai had solemnly and repeatedly
promised that the Japanese prisoners
should not be tortured and that they
should be held as prisoners.

THE BA.D TEMPERED OLD JOSS ON THE RAMPAGE AGAIN.
Thou didst march through the land in indignation, thou didst thresh the heathen in anger.-Habakknk iii, 12.

PERU has increased its tariff on American agricultural machinery.
ON Nov. 26 Princess Alix .of Hesse became the Czarina of Russia, marrying Czar
Nicholas II.
IT seems to be established that the cliff
dwellers of Arizona were-part of them at
least-farmers.
EooUARD THmRRY, French man of lettPrs, died in Paris on Nov. 28. He was
born Sept. 14, 1813.
Luoma J. FULLER, a millionaire Spiritualist, formerly of Willimantic, Conn., has
just died in California.
A OONFERENOE of the national commit·
tee of the People's Party will be held in
l;t. Louis on Dec. 28 and 29.
IN North Carolina the fusion nominee
. f · t"
· d 48 4 4 t
d
for chIe
JUS ICe receive 1 • 3 vo es an
the Democratic nominee 127,593.
A NEW high-class theological review will
.soon be established in Chicago. This
.means more " Higher Criticism."
Pu:BLIO schools in Yonkers, N.Y., and
in Detroit hav been closed on account of
the presence of diphtheria in those cities.
TH!1l Southern Associated Press has sev·
ered its connection with the Associated
Press of Chicago and joined the United
Press.

·

SwiTZERLAND surrendered to Italy the
Anarchists Lezzioli and Partinotti, and
has warned others who hav recently come
across the border.
FRANOE seems to be nrepal"ing for war
with Madagascar. On Nov. 26 the Cham·
ber of Deputies voted the Madagascar
credits-377 to 143.
BY a decree of the Italian government
every socialistic club, society, and union
has been dissolved and the papers and ar·
chives of all confiscated.
IN North Carolina the Republicans and
Populists hav agreed to caucus together in
the legislature, to each take one U. S. Senator, and to continue the fusion through
1896.
EDWARD ATKINSON of Boston, the financier and economist, approves of free banking, as he understands it, and demands the
repeal of the 10 per cent tax on state banks
of issue.
JosEPH E. BROWN, ex-Governor, -Justice, and -Senator of G~oorgia, died at bia
home in Atlanta, on November 30. He
was born in Pickens county, S. C., on
April 15, 1821.
CHOLERA has broken out in Moosh and
other places in Armenia where the maesacres of September occurred. It is supposed to be due to the stench rising from
the unburied corpses.
THE Court of Appeals of New York
unanimously affirms the conviction of
John. Y. McKane, the Gravesend boss.
Nothmg but pardon by the governor can
now cut short his term of imprisonment
·
IN Mississippi the Populists will contest
the seats of all seven Democratic Con-

·I

. Th~ James LICk monument was ~nvelled
m Cny Hall Square, San FranCisco, on
Nov. 29. The cost of the monument was
about $100,000.

gressmen, on the ground that more than
half of the voters of that State are disfran·
chised by the " Mississippi Plan " franchise law.
A NUMBER of bankers and business men
of Denver petitioned Governor Waite t9
permit gambling houses in that city to remain open in the interest of business. The
governor denied the prayer of the petitioners.
IN New Jersey the t@tal vote for Congressmen was-Republican, 163,823; Democratic, 115,345; Prohibition, 7,252;
Populist, 4,149; Social Labor, 4,454; Populist and Social Labor, 1, 193. Republican
plurality in state, 48,478. Congressmen all
Republican.
THE total gubernatorial vote of the state
of New York at the late election was-Morton, Rep., . 673,512; Hill, Dem., 516,153; Wheeler, anti-Hill Dem., 28 649;
Baldwin, Pro., 22,392; l\Iatchett, Soc.Labor, 12,954; Matthews, Pop., 9, 794; de.fectiv, blank, and scattering ballots,
5,918.
THE Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty· to Animals supplies
each policeman of Boston with a copy of
Our Dumb Animals (its official paper),
and the reading rooms of all police stations with its various humane publications.
The police hav done good work for the
Society. •
THE Turkish government has issued an
edict forever debarring American newspapers from admission to its dominions.
This is because of their denunciation of the
massacre of Armenians. lhe government
had the authority to· do this under the

arguments in the mouths of the people ; it puts the
church on the defensiv ; it enables somebody in
THE TauTH SEEKEB has recently been doing, with
every village to corner the parson. It has never
the generous aid of its friends, a great deal of political missionary work. We hav given away thou- been " answered " and never can be.
What ought to be done, and what we propose to
sands of the "Ohurch Property" pamphlet, and it
is doing ite work. We hav also given away thou- do. is to scatter this book broadcast-to giv and to
sands C>f arguments against the proposed national hav given away thousands of them among the peoSunday laws. Besides these, Jl!Ore thousands of ple. Every church-member that ariy Freethinker
TauTH SEEXEBS hav been scattered broadcast over knows ought to hav one. It will do that churchmember good, even if his wife burns it. He will
the land.
read a few pages in it at least before she gets hold
With the advent of the reading season, when the
of it. But perhaps she too will read it. That b<y>k
summer's work is done and the people hav time to
think, we want to do a great deal of religious mis- in a family is bound to do good-an immense
amount. It has liberalized thousands and will
sionary work, and so we hav prepared this scheme,
liberalize thousands more. That book started THE
which has already received cordial indorsement:
TBUTH SEEKEB, for from reading it D. ill. Bennett,
Probably no one book h1.s made more converts whom we all loved when living, and whose memory
·.to common sense and won more people away from we now honor, became a Liberal. Previously he
,superstition than Paine's "Age of Reason." It is was a rigid churchman. There are more like him in
:a book, as Oolonel Ingersoll says, that furnishes an the country, and it is they we ought to reach.
immense amount of food for thought. It is written
Our proposition is for every reader of this
for the average mind, aBd is a straightforward,
honest investigation of the Bible and of the Obris- paper to send us the names and addresses of
tiaD system. It has liberalized us all. It puts EIGHT of his Christian acquaintances and ONE

A Missionary Scheme.

THE st:rike rioters at Ridgeway, Pa.
who last January burned coal tipples and
placed bombs under buildings, hav just
been sentenced. Three were given seven
years each solitary confinement at hard
labor, and fined $1 each, with costs of
prosecution; two the same fine and five
years each, and two were fined and given
sentences of three years each. The fifty or
more miners who violated the injunction
of J ndge Maher by marching along. the
highway in a body were acquitted. The
others, who forfeited their :recognizances
and left for Italy, were found guilty.
THE health authorities of Brooklyn hav
ordered the surface car companies toscrnb
their cars every third day with a solution
of bichloride of mercury, and the liquid
must remain on the floor over night.
Stairways and platforms of elevated roads
must be scrubbed once a week with a soln·
tion of carbolic acid. and then with soap
and water. The cocoa mats on the floors
·of cars must be replaced by wooden slats
or mats, which must be scrubbed with the
disinfecting solution used on the floors.
Floors of ferryboats must be swept eve1'y
hour with the aid of damp sawdust to prevent dust from rising.
THE Trans-Mississippi Congress, recently
in session in St. Louis, favored free coinage
at the rate of 16 to 1 by a vote of 164 to 72.
Among the other demands made were these:
That the general government; deepen the
harbors on the Gulf coast, and at San
Joaqnin, Sacramento, San Pedro, - Isla
Creek, and Oakland, Cal. ; erect f6rtifications and keep armed vessel's on· Pnget
Sound; enlarge the appropriations for improving rivers, and renew work for betterment of the Mississippi jetty system;
government aid to the Nicaragua. Canal,
and interior canals connecting the great
lakes with the Atlantic Ocean; greater
protection to person and property in
Alaska.; creation of an iiiternationa.l commission to control canals and natural
waterways of an international character;
the cession of arid, non-mineral pnillic
land to the several states and territories
containing such, for their use in storing
water for irrigation; opening for settlement the Uintah and Uncompahgre Indian
Reservations in Utah; admission of Arizona, New Mexico, and Oklahorua.; thQcession to Oklahoma of the Indian Territory,
and the abolition of tribal relations among
the Indians, they to become citizens of
the United States.

DOLLAR, and we will mail each of them a copy
of Paine's "AGE OF REASON."
If you don't know eight Ohristians you care
enough about to convert, name those whom you do
want to convert, send the dollar, and we will mail the
remainder to some editor or public man or preacher
worth saving.
In this way public opinion can be made and
the church undermined.
A few Freethinkers
in a community can club together and convert a
whole congregation, leaving the minister high and
dry in his pulpit. Or they can send us the funds
and we will make the selection of the target and
take the responsibility of the work. What we want is
to scatter the book among the people and hav it read.
Remember, we do all the work-all we ask is the
names and addresses and means to mail the book.
Surely everybody can help in this and make thousands of Freethinkers. Don't select the names
of indifferentists, but those of good church people,
with a preference for those who hav the capacity to
think if they only are steered in the right direction.
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4oo· Years of Freethought.
From Columbus to lllgersoll ~ B~ Samuel Porter Putllam
Large Octavo, n65 pages, Gilt Sides and Back, Marbled Edges.
Truth Seeker One Year, $6.50.

Price, $5; with The
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FULL-PAGE HALF-TONE PORTR.AITS

Of the Most Eminent Freethinkers and Ph!llosophers, Living and Dead, of the Past .I!'our Hundred Years.
the present work, are the most finished and satisfactory product of the
artist's
and engraver's skill, being exact reproductions and .therefore equal
l..eJ that this splendid work, which has been in preparation so long, and for
in
accuracy
to the original photograph. We feel considerable pride in this
.
which nearly 1,100· persons hav subscribed in advance, is now ready
collection
of
photographs, and call especial attention to them.
for delivery. For more than twelve months FouR HuNDRED YEARs OF
As
for
the
subject matter of FouR HUNDRED YEARS OF FBEETHOUGHT,
FREETHOUGHT has been advertised, and if it had appeared as originally deit
covers
nearly
every phase o! progress and development, afld presents
signed it. might hav been out half a year ago. The Prospectus has stated
them in such orderly sequence as to giv the best possible picture of human
all along that the book would contain six hundred pages of printed matter,
evolution. In Part First we hav Freethought as a manifestation and induand fifty portraits were mentioned, but it has so grown upon the hands of
ence
; in Part Second, as an organized force. With this history are given
the author and publisher that the pages of type hav reached nearer nin~
sketches
of the lives of the men and women who hav taken part in the movehundred, while the list of pictures has extended to .almost three times fifty. .
ment.
It
unites the pa11t and the present. It is a world book and a home
As the portraits hav proved the most expensiv-as they will no doubt prove
It
fulfils the promis of its inception, and is the most magnificent
book.
to many the most attractiv-part of the book, their multiplication, together
work
ever
issued
by the Freethought Press.
with the added pages of text, will giv the subscriber about twice as much
Price, S5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50.
for his money as was at first promised him. He is getting an Album as
THE TBUTH SEEKEB 00., 28 LAFAYBTTB PL~oB, NBw YollK.
well 8S 8 History ; for what are called "half-tone" pictures, like those in
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that God will save these multitudes in some other
world T In reply to the Methodist bishop the Cal·
vinistic Christian Reformer Says :
"We maintain that God isnot"'tryiug to save'; he is
actually saving. Christ came, not to try to save, but to
save. Did God ever try to save any one and fail?
Bishop Foster admits that all are not saved. Why ~e
some lost? His explanation must be that God is unable
to save them. The plan of ·salvation, in his view, is. not
adapted to those who are lost. They might hav been
saved if only God knew of a plan that would mit their
case. The bishop, in trying to maintain his theory of the
goodness and love of God, sacrifices both his omnipotence
and omniscience,"
·
In brief, Bishop Foster believes thahome will go
to hell because G()d can .not save them, and the
C11.lvinist critic believes ~hat more will g,o to hell because God will not save them. Logically, the Calvinist
has the_ best of the argument. He m1,1Bt be right if
their mutual premia is sound. According to the
Calvinistic theory, God has savec;i all that he
has tried to ~>ave, which-if orthodoxy be true-is
equivalent to saying that he has not tried to save
more than one out of each thousand of his creatures.
He is a delightful God.

much we might be disposed to belittle his powers
of observation. This was not his position, however, if he is correctly summarized by Rabbi Wise ;
FOUNDED BY Do lJ.L IIENNETT.
he did not assume, a priori, the fact of creation,
but he assumed a priori the fact of revelation, and
E. M. MAODONALD, • • • • • Editor and Manager.
then, because he found creation asserted in the as28 LAFAYE'ITE PLACE, NEW YORK.
sumed revelation, he declared that his belief in creation was philosophically as valid as the belief of
SATURDAY, •
• DECEMBER 15, 1894.
Plato and Aristotle in their theories. The moment
he attempted to prove creation by revelation, the
S11BSCKIPTION KATES~
Single subscription, in advance .. , ......................... _ ... t3 OG
latter took its place in the category of disputed
One subscription two Years, in advance........................ 5 00
facts and had to be itself proved to be a fact before
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it could in any degree help to demonstrate the
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remit·
alleged miracle of creation. It is needless to say
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One subscription with three :new subscribers, in one remitthat the much-desired proof of the actuality of
tanCle ....................................................... S :SO
revelation has not yet been produced, and that
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remit·
tanoe ........................................................10 eo
consequently it in its turn has not contributed the
AnY number over Ave at the same rate, invariablnrith one
!!Ought-for demonstration of the creation of the
remittance.
cosmos by God. In fact, as all know, the most earnest and learned of Theists and special creationists
M0716f1 •l'loula lie •ent lltl ezpress oompanrl'• mone11 oraer,
postal oraer, ara.n: on Ne'IIJ Yorl:, or lltl regtsterea letter.
hav very little to say about the Bible as a witness
d.aare•• oommuntoattons ana mau ara./1l8, ol'leou, post-o#kHJ
for their clients. They talk much about design
ancZezpreBBmml6florcZer•pafla~!eto
B. M. MAODONALD,
28 Lata11ette p!aoe, Ne'IIJ Yorl:.
and order and moral purpose, which they try to
show are everywhere manifest in the universe, but
SPECIAL NOTICE.-We •hall be obliged to our
it is clearly apparent that they no longer expect to
readen H they - n i •end ~the naJDe and addre• of Accepts Revelation, and therefore Believes in
convince reasonable men and women of the soundany Freethinker -ho l• not a ·reii'Ular •nb•crlber.
Creation.
ness of their positions by appeals to a discredited
Continuing his criticism of the views of Colonel "revelation."
THE
Ingersoll, Rabbi Isaac M. Wise observes that the
When Mamonides offered his belief in revelation
Bible teaches that God created the world; that as proof of an assumed creation, he was logically
among ·ancient philosophers it was Plato who held required to prove the fact of revelation instead of
WILL CONTAIN AN ARTICLE BY
that matter existed in a chaotic and formless state, creation. Could he do this, the creation issue
JOHN PECK:
and God made the world from this existent matter; would incidentally be disposed of once for all.
"A. QUEER GOD AND HIS QUEER BOOK." that ·Aristotle maintained that heaven and all that Three men, living on an island where there are no
is in it, everything besides the eat:_th, existed from trees, dispute regarding the~. A asserts that trees
eternity, and that the earth was produced by the grow suspended in the air, and B asserts that they
God and the Calvinists.
action of the heavenly · bodies. Centuries after· grow with their roots only in the air, while C asserts
Bishop Foster, of the Methodist church, has got wards came the Moorish-Spanish philosophers, that they grow with their roots in the ground.
into doctrinal trouble with the Calvinists because he Arabs and Jews, who reasoned on this problem. Here we hav three assumptions which mutually
a·aid in a recent sermon that there was hope for Among these was Moses Mamonides, who analyzed con1lict, and the_ defender of each must bring the
the heathen. Here follow a few of his disturbing the three theories of cosm,ogony, '' reasoning on best evidence he can :find in support of his particular
them from the purely philosophical standpoint," claim. Then if A injects the supernatural element
sentences:
"I am not hopeless. If I could conceive-for a moment and reached the conclusion " that it is not within into the dispute, producing a book said to hav been
that the world as I know it-and I know it from rim to the ·bounds of possibility to establish certainty in written by an infallible God which affirms that trees
rim; I hav traveled in all its lands; I hav seen its desolate one or the other of these dogmas, and added to it: grow suspended in the air, it is manifest that if he
and despicable millions; I hav seen it in shame and filth ' I, believing in revelation, · believe also in creation, is right the others can hav nothing more to say. Atand poverty-if I were compelled to think that my God
whom I worship would by any possible method of admin· to which; from the philosophical standpoint, I am once the question is raised, JJid God write ·this
istration send down to an eternal and hopeless eternity at least as well entitled as you are to yours.' This book T If it is found to be impossible to prove that
twelve hundred millions of my brethren who know not says that you can deny creation as little as I can the he did, the book then · takes its place among the
their right hands from their left, and save a few of us who eternity of matter."
productions of fallible men and the question is no
are but a little better perhaps, in our moral fiber, I would
longer, Is it divine T but, Is it tcue 1 That is to be
Even
if
it
were
admitted
that
this
reasoning
was
not go to heaven if I could. · I say that with consideration. I could not worship such a God as that. I would valid, under· the circumstances, what essential con- determined by investigation. The three disputants
join all the hosts of hell in rebelling against such a God nection has it with the present contention between come into the possession of other books and these
as that. God is love. God is trying tosavemen. There the supernaturalist an~ the naturalist t:. Philosophy deny that trees grow as the alleged God-written
is not a man in the universe whom God is not trying to has yielded the :first place which it so long held to book asserted that they do; the men travel in
save, and not a man whom he will not save if he can do it
under principles IDf moral law. No man will be lost if science, and the inductiv method bas largely super- foreign lands, where they :find trees growing with
God can save him by any principles which he knows any- seded the deductiv. Instead of :fitting facts to their roots in the ground, and they reach the intheories, as in the old days, we now rest the super- evitable conclusion that the book which put forth
thing about."
When a Methodist bishop talks in that way you structure of theory upon the· basis of a.sce~ta.ined the suspension theory was neither divine nor true.
may be sure that the humanities are getting the facts ; to be sure, the generalizations are often too This is also the conclusion reached by unprejudiced
better of the creeds. It is one thing to reject Cal- -broad, often defectiv, but they are not advanced as people concerning the Hebrew and Christian scriptvinism, but quite another to threaten to rebel :finalities, and every true student of science well ure-that is, it is not of divine origin and it is not
against God in a. certain contingency. Yet is knows that they are always subject to revision when true so far as the creation story and other miracuBishop Foster prepared to rebel against the God new facts are ascertained or a clearer light is lous tales are concerned.
Rabbi Wise is pleased to designate as "negations "
who, if the creed of the Methodist church be thrown on old facts. But the reasoning of Mamonthe
affirmation of the scientist that nature is selftrue, has made this earth a hell for such a large ides was not valid, even with modern science left out
ordering
and the affirmation of the scholar that the
of
the
question.
It
is
not
reasonable
to
make
pr9portion of the human family? Did he not create
these "desolate and despicable millions," and did one's mere belief in the supernatural carry with it Bible is a human production, like all other books so
he U:ot make the "shame and :filth and poverty" in the settlement of disputed philosophical or scien- far known to man. The supernaturalist, himself
which they liv and dieT Is there no principle that tific questions, or even to do no more than to claim the persistent denier of the oneness of nature a.nd
"he knows anything about" by which he can rescue that that belief is sufficient to balance the scales as the testimony of human experience that all literathem in this world! Or are there " principles of between the contending theories. Had Mamon- ture has been traced to the hand of man, delights
moral law" which the in:finit cannot control! If ides said that an a priori. assumption of creation to call his opponents the apostles of negation and
that is the case-and it would appear that it is, was philosophically as legitimate as the theories of to accuse them of tearing down and failing to put
judging by the fate of the majoriiy of earth's chil- Plato and Aristotle, his position would hav been anything in the· place of that which they dedren-what warrant has Bishop Foster for his hope logically sound, reasoning deductivly, however stroy. It has too often been ~:hown that this.
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an utterly valueless defense for us to use here maintained for ages and what the "Higher Critics," the people may then rest and enjoy themsehsT
much space in exposing its triviality. It is to so despised by Rabbi Wise, are demonstrating anew Not at all, and no one would hav thought of saying
be charitably presumed that Rabbi Wise did the every day. It is not necessary to say to Freethink- that such steps would be necessary as regards Sunbest he could for his cause, and we must take ers, although it seems to be necessary to say it to day had it not been for the priests, with whom
this as the explanation of the millionth-time sowing Rabbi Wise~ that Colonel Ingersoll and his coil· the movement for Sunday legislation originated.
of these "negativ" chestnuts. There is no life in freres attack the Bible on the ground selected by Under a rational system only those will work: on
them and has not been for hundreds of years. The its friends. When Christians become frank enough any holiday whose services experience shows to be
Freethinker and the practical scientist are the to put the creeds of the churches into harmony with necessary for the proper use of the day by the bulk
affirmers. None can surpass or approach them in the position of the advanced critics, and ~;~trive to of the.population. Sunday has become the weekly
the readineNs, nay the eagerness, with which they educate the masses of their adherents in the prin- day of rest for the masses, and the repeal of. all
accept both old and new truths that hav reason- ciples of Bible growth, the work of the Freethinker legislation which punishes work done on that day
able certification. They would be as credulous and will be vastly different from what the churches com- will not make it a day of general labor. Those
foolish as the supernaturalists if they accepted what pel it to be to-day. As we hav said before to other who serve their fellows during that time can rest
was lacking such certification. 'l'h< ir attitude is critics of the Freethought lecturer and writer, so on some other day. Drive fanaticism out of our
the furthest possible remove from that of the mere long as the vast majority of Christians believe that legislativ halls and there will be no difficulty
idle denier or the denier who denies because his the Bible is one book written by dictation of a in securing for all the leisure they want. lhat
perfect god, we will find it necessary to consume the cry of " a rest day for labor" is insincere
Bible or his church denies.
The rabbi thinks that the scientist and the critic much of our energy in attacks that apparently put is demonstrated by the fact that the clergy and
are very rash to hav doubts regarding revelation us in the attitude of assuming that such was the their lay coadjutors are just as bitterly opposed to
and creation, or to deny them, when so little is origin and such is the nature of that book. When Sunday recreation as they are to Sunday labor.
known about the universe and even this earth on we point out the absurdities of the scriptures we Do you not remember how they fought against the
which we dwell. He calls to the witness stand are not unaware of the fact that many of those ab- opening of the Metropolitan Museum on Sunday T
the " historian of materialism,, the physiologist, surdities are more apparent than real if the Bible is And in Pittsburg they are just as uncompromisingly
and the philosopher, who all say, and truly, that our considered as a collection of writings by different opposed to the public parks being open on that day.
real knowledge is very little indeed. None will more human authors living in periods of time far apart If the bigots who are at the bottom of the Sabbath
cheerfully grant this than will the scientific ration- and under the influence of differing civilizations. observance movement could hav their way they
alist. But he will also say that what we do know But the official view of the Bible does not recognize would close Central and Bronx parks on Sunday,
has been gleaned in the rich fields of observation such an explanation as permissible or even moral, atop every horse and electric and .cable car in the
and experiment, not in the barren desert of revela- and the masses of Christians and Jews consider city and state, and keep the people shut up in their
tion, nnd he will add that what we do know points that it is only the Infidel who could be so foolish houses all day on Sunday unless they went to
unmistakably to the uniformity and sufficiency of and depraved as to contend that the Bible can be church, and to drive them there is the object of the
natural processes, alike in the realms of mind and so explained. While the revelationists giv the word day worshipers. Repeal every Sunday law.
of matter, conveniently so-called. So far super- of command to the armies of religion they must not
The historian Bancroft . says that " Infidelity
natural gods and devils hav not been proved to hav be surprised or angry if the Freethinker attacks
gains the victory when it wrestles with hypocrisy or
had any hand in the making of worlds or in the the very pretension that they sustain.
with superstition, but never when its antagonist is
writing of books. Every fact classified up to date
Down With Sunday Laws.
reason." This is readily explained. Infidelity does
has been credited to the scientist, and every " revealed" lie debited to the supernaturalist. We do
There will be found on another page of this issue not wrestle with reason; Infidelity is on the best of
not know very much, but what we do know is of THE TRUTH SEEKER a petition to the legislature terms with reason_; hypocrisy and superstition are
uniformly unfavorable to the claims of the anti- of New York asking for the repeal of the Sunday its natural foes ; this accounts for its uniform trinaturalists.
law of the state. We want every one of our read- umphs when contending with Christianity.
Mr. Wise tries to be witty at the expense of the ers in New York to cut that petition out of the
George Macdonald says his story of the "OneMonists. He tells a story of a·n English gentleman paper or send to this office for separate petitions
horned
Ox" in THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1895
who spent several years in hunting in Australia, and then get every signature possible. When all
will
run
its circulation up to a million, beyond a
and on his return was ridiculed by his acquaintances the names hav been obtained that hard work can
doubt.
That being so, our readers should order
for his lack of information concerning the country procure send these filled sheets to us and we will
their
copies
early, as we shall print o~ly. a few
at the antipodes. Thereupon he had his footman forward to the proper committee in Albany.
thousand.
Price,
25 cents. And speaking of the
bring him the long boots which he had worn in
Some of the newspapers of the city are making
ANNUAL,
it
may
be
well
to say that we hav got the best
Australia. Scraping from them the mud he found an effort to obtain from the legislature a modificacollection
of
ccntributions
for its pages that we
clinging there, "he microscoped it carefully, arid tion of the law in the interest of the saloons and
had,
and
that
is
saying
a very great deal.
hav
ever
then he wrote a geology of Australia." It is true their patrons. This does not concern us. The
The
articles
cover
the
field
of
Freethought,
and
that a work so written would not be very full or issue is a partial and misleading one. The fundaeach
is
a
gem
in
itself.
reliable, but that mud would tell much more to the mental iniquity of Sunday legislation is not. touched
careful investigator of nature than any man who by any such scll:eme. Let the fight be made openly
We learn from the religious ·outlook that Mr.
had never been in Australia or who had read no and squarely on the issue of the unconstitutionality
Johnston, the British Commissioner for Central
better description of it could imagin. The other- ~nd barefaced injustice and tyranny of all Sunday
Africa, " looks for the salvation of that region, not
worldian knows all about heaven and hell, but he laws. No enthusiasm can be aroused in behalf of a
so much from any political or religious domination
has not so much as a grain of gold from the pave- makeshift and a compromise. Strike straight at
by white colonies, as by the introduction of farmments of the one or a pinch of ashes from the fur- the fundamental principle underlying the. infamc;>Us
ers and traders from India. The experiment has
naces of the other to furnish a foundation for his Sunday statutes. All these laws are in the interest
already been tried of settling Banyans <.n the Shire
descriptions. He likewise can tell us all about of the church and were and are meant to be. They
River, and it has been encouraging." Somehow,
God's intentions, but he has not a scrap of paper as are intended to help unite church and state and
religion does not seem to be very much of a success
big as a maple leaf bearing the sign manual of that they do help unite them. The ministers are
anywhere as a civilizing agency-at least, not the
alleged being.
their only consistent champions; with them it is
Christian religion; Mohammedanism appears to be
Because Colonel Ingersoll criticises the Bible as a trade movement; they are trying to legislate
somewhat better.
one book, written by God or by his direction, Rabbi rivals out of the field. The man who cannot see
--------~~-------Wise accuses him of being ignorant of the fact that this must be blind to the most glaring everyday
The fall and winter being more particularly the •.
it is a collection of books, written by many persons, facts.
·
reading lieason, and naturally the renewing of
at different times. It is difficult to hav patience
The Voice, the preachers, and the other defend- subscription season, we hope that our friends will
with such statements. As though Mr. Ingersoll ers of privilege are much disturbed by the effort, make a little effort to send TRE TRUTH SEEKER some
did not know all this ! What does Rabbi Wise already mentioned, for the modification of the exist- new subscribers. A good many of our old ones
mean ! Does he assume that his hearers are so ig ing law so as to permit the saloons to ·be open dur- hav had to drop off during the past eighteen
norant that they will believe that the Agnostic does ing certain hours of Sunday. The "laboring peo- months of panic and dullness in the business world, ·
not know anything about the development of the ple" (how they love them!) are told that if such a and we need some more to take their places and push :
Bible T Does the rabbi suppose that he will be able step is taken it will only be a short time befor~t on the work. Our friends hav never failed us in an
to drive the Freethought lecturer from the field by everything will be ope.n on Sunday and the emergency, and we again venture to ask them to do
throwing chaff at him T What fact is more patent "laborer" will find himself compelled to work something to help by inducing new subscriptions.
to thinking people than this that the average Chris- seven days in the week; his day of "rest" will be We hav tried to make this easy by the premium
tian believes that the Bible is one book, clear, coil- gone. All this is buncomb. Are all men com- offers printed on the second page of this paper,
sistent, and receive<i from the hand of God himself pelled to work at night because a certain large and we think considerable can be done by our
at a certain time in the past, or, rather, at certain number do soT Will all hav to work seven days in friends if they will take the trouble to speak a good
times, the Old Testament having been given, and the week because, in order to giv those who do not word for us to their Liberal acquaintances.
then, at a later date, the New to complement and work a chance to enjoy their· holiday, a certain perTo those who feel like presenting THE TRUTH ·
fulfil itT That the Bible is a collection of books, centage of the people work on that day f Has it SEEKER for a short time to some dear friend, our
and parts of books, written at times widely separated been found necessary to make work and recreation Trial Subscription offer opens the way at a small
and by many per!!ons of diverse and even antago- on the Fourth of July and other secUlar holidays cost. A great many of the Liberals to whom Tm:
nistic opinions, is precisely what the Freethinker has misdemeanors or felonies in order that the masses of TnuTH SEEKER is first sent this way become perm&-
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nent subscribers and earnest workers in the cause
of mental liberty,
And lastly, after you hav induced some acquaintance to subscribe, and sent THE TRUTH SEEKER
three months to some friend, send us the names of
all the Liberals you. know, and we will send them
sample copies, and see if they, too, will not subscribe. We need them all. .
We ha-;' sold over a thousand copies of Colonel
Ingersoll's lecture about the Bible within the last
few weeks, several hundred copi~s of his Letters o~
Suicide, filled accumulated orders for his lectures
on Lincoln and Sha.kspere to the number of several hundred more, and still the people w11-nt them
just a little faster. All of which shows that the
Colonel is about the best read man in the United
States, for what we hav sold is but. a drop in the
bucket compared with the sales at his lectures.
Five hundred to a thousand are disposed of each
time he speaks. Mr. Farrell expects that over a
hundre~ thousand copies of the lecture on the Bible
will be circulated this winter.
Now it is Senator Hoar who tells something out
of school, and it is the Outlook which helps giv currency to the heretical observation. The Senator
says:
"In studying the cause which gave Boston its influence
at the beginning of this century, I became satisfied long
ago that the influence was chiefly due to the fact of the
existence at Boston and at Cambridge of great public·
libraries."
Education is a mighty force, and it will be the
redemption of our race, to the full extent that it
can ever be redeemed. In spite of itself, Chris£ianity is involved in the great forward movement begun when movable alphabetic types were
invented.
·
We wish our readers would look at the date on
their wrappers and see if they do not owe ·us a renewal. If they find they do, it will be a gre~t favor
to us if they will forward it at their earliest convenience, as we need the money. Owing to various
causes, more than the usual number are in arrears
at present, and this embarrasses us financially, or
we wouldn't mention it. We like to keep square
with the world, and in order that we may do this it
is necessary that our readers keep square with us,
for when they let their subscriptions run behind we
hav to get behind with others. We hav no capital
to fall back upon, and depend upon getting our
dues to giv others their due. If our friends who
are in arrears will note these facts and act thereupon, it will be, as we hav said, a great favor to us,
and a favor duly and thankfully appreciated.
As stated in our News Column, revelations very
unpleasant for Trinity Church· Corporation hav recently been made. The Sanitary department of the
Board of Health began an investigation on Dec. 10
that will be continued until all the Corporation's
14:8 tenements hav been thoroughly examinad.
Fifty-two of these tenements are leased to various
persons who sublet them to the tenants and collect
the rents. In regard to these Trinity makes the eL
cuse that the leases prevent it from making repairs
or building new structures. Ninety-six are owned
and rented directly by Trinity. The great majority
of these are old, tumble-down affairs, many wholly
unfit for human habitation. Trinity asserts that
these were inherited from former regimes, and that
it has torn down and rebuilt as rapidly as the means
at its command would permit. In the report in the
'I ribune of the testimony before the Tenement House
Commission will be found some statement of facts
that are very damaging to Trinity, although Colonel
Cruger, comptroller of the corporation, claims in
an interview published in the World, that if his
version of the facts given to the Commission had
been printed there would hav been no ground for
the present discussion. Dr. Cyrus Edson of the
Board of Health said that the corporation had
fought the Board of Health in the courts on the
issue of having running wp.ter on each floor and

had been released from that obligation. Of course
neither Colonel Cruger nor any other official of
Trinity would for a moment consent to liv in a
house where there was not running water easily .accessible on every floor. But it is •different in the
case of" God's poor."
It is very clear why Archbishop Corrigan forbade
Father Ducey to longer attend the sessions of the
Lexow Committee. The latter is not disposed to
support the machine with which the former is on
such friendly terms, and it had come to be understood that Father Ducey's presence at the Lexow
hearings might be taken by the machine to mean
the secret sympathy of Corrigan with the independent priest's verY" apparent interest in the antimachine reform movement. This would not do,
and so there came the orders to Ducey to absent
himself thereafter from the committee rooms.
There does not seem at this writing to hav been
any reason for the implied charge that Ducey was
meddling, as a priest, in political affairs. This has
been the habit of the wolf. According to the fable,
the lamb was accused of roiling the water in the
stream from which the wolf was drinking, although
the poor lamb was down the stream from his lupine
lordship.
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in Arthur's Home Magazine describes in two
paragraphs which we condense below !
Birds are very tame in Egypt. They enter houses
and hop about in perfect fearlessness. A sparrow
was seen perched on the corner of a table during a
crowded hotel repast, and it is not uncommon to
see them flitting across the ceilings of drawingrooms at Luxor. All birds, from the largest to the
smallest, go unmolested, unless they are definitly
useful for food. Owls, kites, and crows sit ·in
peace on the roofs of Cairo, or in the palm-trees in
the gardens. What security would any of these
hav in our Christian "sporting lands"! Even
song birds are defenseless before the gun-muzzles
of ~ur ministers of the meek and lowly Jesus.

A book reviewer in one of the leading dailies,
speaking of a work written by a distinguished Bible
critic, referred tO the critic as " one of the most
eminent living exponents of Christian rationalism
in Germany," and said of his position :
" It is doubtful if he admits the supernatural at all; he
declares miracles impossible, and the resurrection of
Jesus Christ a. delusion. The idea that the Bible is a.
heaven-descended revelation from God cannot, he feels,
be seriously maintained. · · · Nevertheless, the
spirit that characterizes these volumes is essentially
religious and devout."
The Ohristian Advocate give the reviewer a deserved castigation. It observes truly that there
In its issue of December 6th, the Ohristian can be " no such thing as ' Christian rationalism,'
Advocate outlines its work for 1895. Regarding in the sense of utterly excluding the supernatural,"
the public schools, it says that it will defend them and says that the man who denies the inspiration
against all attacks, whether those attacks take the of the Bible "is a rationalist ·pure and simple."
form of demands for the introduction as teachers of As for an author who repudiates the inspiration of
nuns and priests wearing the uniform of their the Bible, the occurrence of miracles, and the resorders, or for the division of public funds among urrection of Jesus, it is misleading and foolish to
the denominations, or, while the schools are main- say that his spirit is "essentially religious and detained in general, to allow the Catholics to hav a vout," "in the sense that .either of those words is
share of the public money, pro rata, for their applied to believers in the supernatural, though he
parochial schools. This is all right so far as it goes, may stand awestruck before the mystery of the unibut the Advocate is so careless as not to say a verse." We can heartily agree for once with Dr.
word regarding its attitude toward the the u,;,e of Buckley; there are hundreds of writers like this
the Bible and the saying of prayers and singing of reviewer ; they try to be like St. Paul, " all things
hymns in the public schools. Is it going to cham- to all men," with the result that they confuse everypion or antagonize these? A little farther down in thing they touch. They are either too stupid or
the same column we are told that when the Ohris- too cowardly to tell their readers just what they
tian Advocate is" in doubt it will maintain silence." mean or what those of whom they write. mean.
We infer that it is in doubt regarding the propriety They use old words in senses which deceive and
of the teaching of Christian and Protestant dogmas probably are oftentimes intended to deceive.
in the common schools. We hope that this is so, for
The legislativ season is here. Congress is
it is said that "doubt is the beginning of wisdom."
already at work, and some of the state legislatures are also in session. Soon all will be, and
Evidently they are unsophisticated in Vermont. this is the opportunity for the political Chris
A woman in that state writes to Kate .Field's Wash- tians. During the next six months these meddlers
ington that she wants to receive into her house will be more activ than ever before. We want
several little girls to educate with her own. After each of our readers to constitute him- or herself
describing the proposed system of instruction and a committee of one to keep watch of the enemies
giving her terms, she innocently adds : ''My refer- of the secular state. Report to us immediately
ences are unquestionable, as I am a life-long resi- every movement of the theocrats. Look out for
dent of this city and a church member I " If she new Sunday laws and attempts to more rigorhad only been prudent enough to leave off those last ously. enforce old ones; watch for appropriations
four words she would hav been all right, but when to the church and to institutions under the conshe says she is a church member she at once be- trol of the church ; gather all the facts that you
comes an object of suspicion, for the business can in relation to the exemption of church proppublic and a good many other people hRv learned erty from taxation; be vigilant in regard to religto keep clear of the man or woman who makes a ious teaching in the schools ; note what is said
display of his or her religion. A religious pro- and done about the employment and payment of
fession has come to be regarded as very often a chaplains; do not fail to keep informed and to inmask for rascality. So many embezzling bank form us as to the'attacks which the anti-naturali<ts
presidents, calilhiers, and bookkeepers hav been are sure j;o make on the agencies of expression and
zealous workers in the church that prudent em- transmission. Do not assume that the Editor will
ployers are not anxious to take that kind of business find out all about these things through the daily
men into their service. The Vermont teacher has papers ; there are hundreds of those journals, and
made a mistake.
there are only seven days in the week; something
of vital importance to our cause may escape his eye
The champions of Christianity never tire of and yours may catch it in the nick oJ time ; it wiU
boasting that that religion has civilized the world be better for him to hav his attention called to it
as no other has done, and yet it is notorious that repeatedly than not to see it at all. So send along
among the devotees of no other great religion hav the items. In this connection we will request all the
the humanities helm less cultivated. When the members of the Freethought Letter-Writing Corps
Bible told man that he was to hav dominion over and all others who will now engage to write one
all the beasts of the field and the birds of the air, letter each week to the target selected by the
he took it for a perpetual license to torture and Captain to send us their names and addresses, not
slaughter, just as the Christians of the middle for publication, but that we may know how many
ages took the command, " Thou shalt not suffer a there are, and so be better enabled to direct their
witch to liv." In what Christian land could a activities. Let us make the coming year memorable
traveler find such a condition of affairs as a writer m the annals of Secularism.
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The Sermon on the :Mount.
II.

Mat. v, 22: But I say unto yon, that whosoever-is
anln'Y with his brother without a cause shall be in danger
of judgment.
Put in this way this saying is a mere self-evident
platitude. Any uninspired person knows that to
show anger, resentment, or any similar feeling,
"without a cause," is childish, and Jesus uttered only a platitude in saying so.
In the revised version of the New Testament,
however, the words "without a cause" are omitted.
Dr. Roberts, a member of the committee that prepared the Revised Version, says, in his " Companion to the Revised Version of the New Testament " (P· 48) :
The evidence from manuscripts, versions, and fathers,
is here not quite conclusiv, but the internal evidence is
clear. It is obvious that a strong temptation presented
itself to transcribers to insert the words, in order to
soften the apparent harshness of the precept, whereas,
had they existed in the primitiv text, it is scarcely possible to account for their beiiJg dropped. Tl!ere is little,
if any, doubt, therefore, that they ought to disappear.
I fail to see that there is any "internal evidence"
in the precept, but in the above quotation from Dr.
Roberts there is "internal evidence" that this last
alteration was made because there was an external
desire to do so. He admits that the evidence from
manuscripts, versions, and fathers is inconclusiv,
and one may fairly retort upon the revisers by
paraphrasing Dr. Roberts, and saying: "It is obvious that a strong temptation presented itself to
the revisers to soften the evident platitude of which
Jesus was guilty, and so they dropped the words out
merely because they desired to." This is a very
forcible example of how the difficulty of knowing
anything about what Jesus really said and did has
arisen. There has never been any genuin desire
on the part of Christians to keep the records of
Jesus authentic. All they hav been anxious· about
has been to get the text into such a shape as to
support each of the transcribers' pet doctrins and
dogmas and his theories of what Jesus ought to
hav said and done for that purpose. Jesus lived
in an extremely ignorant age ; we know that he
made some terrible mistakes in his assertions ; his
horizon was very limited, and his knowledge probably very limited too. Unquestionably he liaid and
did foolish things, and the endeavor of his followers in all ages has been to conceal these facts and
make it appear that he was divinely perfect. His
character and life hav become problematical and
illusory in consequence. The New Testament revisers, in this instance, hav put themselvs on a
level with the unscrupulous Christian historian
Eusebius, to whom Christians are indebted for so
much false Christian history. As Gibbon says
("History of Christianity"), "Eusebius indirectly
confesses that he has related whatever might redound to the glory, and has suppressed all that
could tend to the disgrace, of religion." Eusebius
headed the thirty-second chapter of his "Evangelical Preparation " with the scandalous proposition :
" B;ow it may be lawful and fitting to use falsehood
as a medicin and for the benefit of those who want
to be deceived" (Gibbon, "Vindication"). Evidently the spirit of Eusebius still survives.
However, it will be seen that the revisers had not
improved matters by making the statement read
thus: "Whosoever is angry with his brother shall be
in danger of judgment." There are kinds and degrees
of anger ; some are bad and should "render one in
danger of judgment;" but there are kinds of anger
that are righteous and called for; times when it is
proper and is demanded.
Gross injustice and
many other extreme facts render anger not only
righteous but necessary. Among other things, I
think we may fairly say that we are entitled to be
righteously angry with un~:~crupulous Bible revisers
who read their own ideas into a text when admittedly "the evidence is not quite conclusiv," and
with historians who maintain " how it may be lawful and fitting to use falsehood as a medicin and
for the benefit of those who want to be deceived."
Jesus was fond of venting his anger, in a full tide,
against those he called "hypocrits," and there is no
greater bypocrit than he who plays fast and loose,
or falsely, with what he pretends to hold sacred.
And, by-the-bye, there were scribes among those
Jesus called "hypocrits."
Jesus continues (Mat. v, 22), "And whosoever
shall call his brother ' Raca.,' shall be in danger of
the council." The New Version says " Raca" is an
expression of contempt, and the Old Version says
it means "vain fellow." Obviously, there is no
divine or human wisdom to detain us here. Jesus
then adds, "But whosoever shall say, 'Thou fool,'
shall be in danger of hell fire." (N. V., "hell of
fire.") Then why does Jesus do so himself T His
constant practice with those who do not at once
accept his teachings, on his authority, is to belie his

own maxims and to fly into fits of anger and ill
temper, to call them names, to use the harshest expressions of contempt, and last of all to call them
fools.
0 generation o) vipers (Mat. xii, 34).
Ye serpent!', ye generation of vipers (Mat. xxiii, 33).
Ye hypocnts (constantly).
Ye fools (Luke xi, 40); (N. V., Ye foolish ones).
Ye fools and blind (Mat. xxiii, 17).
Well might we retort on Jesus his own saying
(Mat. xii, 36, 37).
I say unto yon that every idle word that men shall Epeak,
thev shall giv account thereof in the day of judgment.
For by thy words thou shalt be justified, and by thy
words thou shalt be condemned.
.
Mat. v, 27, 28: Ye hav heard that it was said by them
of old time, Thou shalt not commit adultery. But I say
unto yon, That whosoever looketh upon a woman to lust
after her, hath committed adultery with her already in
his heart.
First, I wish to point out the extreme indelicacy
and atroeious bad state of the unnecessary intrusion
by Jesus of the words ''with her" in this text.
Then, as regards the maxim itself, as it stands, if it
really conveyed the meaning that Jesus meant, if
he meant to condemn lust, the teaching is sound
and honorable. But there is the fact to be faced,
that nobody has ever supposed for a moment that
he meant what he said. It has always been underlitood that in using the word lust he really meant
desire ; if so, and I see no reason for doubting it,
the case is entirely altered.
The orthodox religious idea has always been that
any conscious relation between the sexes, however
it had to be unwittingly permitted now, was sinful,
the desire sinful and a curse, and that it was one of
the curses imposed on man as a result of his sin
and fall in the Garden of Eden. St. Augustine, in
the fourteenth chapter of his "City of God," and
elsewhere, writes vehemently upon the subject and
from the orthodox point of view. I canno.t quote
any of the crazy, unnatural and preposterous saintly
indecency that Augustine writes on the subject, but,
put in its mildest form, his statement is that in the
Garden of Eden the relationship was one in which
there was no consciousness or sensation, no emotion
physical or mental. That was the dreamy ideal
from which man fell through the sin of eating an
apple, and the punishment for sin was desire, therefore desire was wickedness. That has been the
basis, though not always admitted, of religious
teaching from Jesus onward even to our own time.
Its consequences hav filled the world with untold
misery and despair. No more monstrous and unnatural doctrin was ever ta!lght. Human reason
and experience teach us that hunger and thirst are
desire, imperativ and not to be denied, for food and
drinlr, and that unless the desire is reasonably satisfied the individual, and through the individual the
race, would perish. Human reason teaches us that
excess in food and drink is low and bestial and to
be condemned. But human reason can see and appreciate the difference between the reasonable satisfying of the desire for food and drink and the voracious excess of gormandizing, if the divine delirium
cannot see it. So it is with the relation of the sexes;
if the same delilire did not exist, the relationship
would never exist, would never be fulfilled, and the
race must inevitably die out. Human reason can
see and appreciate the difference between natural
desire and unnatural lust, if divine delirium cannot.
Jesus has but one word for the two.
Whilst we are on this subject, let us read in the
same connection what Jesus says in Mat. xix, 11,
12, "All men cannot receive this saying, save they
to whom it is given. For there are some eunuchs,
which were so born from their mother's womb; and
there are some eunuchs which were made eunuchs of
men, and there be eunuchs which hav made themselva eunuchs for the kingdom of heaven's sake. He
that is able to receive it, let him receive it."
Enigmatically expressed as this passage is, it is
impossible for any one who thinks for a moment to
be ignorant as to what Jesus meant; impossible not
to understand that he was here also speaking of
himself, for one. Jesus, in the passage in the Sermon on the Mount, is denouncing what he regards
as sin, and in this last passage he speaks of what hi
regards as the best and only safeguard against that
sin, which precaution he implies that he had himself
taken, and leaves it to be understood that whoever
is able to follow his example, let him do so. if he
was to be crucified at all, why, in heaven's name,
wasn't he crucified before he had given utterance
to so monstrous and wicked a precept T
The same fearful idea of putting oneself beyond
the possibility of sin and temptation by mutliation
is enforced in the Sermon on the Mount in these
words: "If thy right eye offend thee [New Version,
'causeth thee to stumble'], pluck it out, and cast it
from thee ; for it is profitable for thee that one of
thy members should perish and not that thy whole

body shOuld be cast into hell. And if thy right
hand offend thee, cut it off, and cast it from thee ;
for it is profitable for thee that one of thy members
should perish, and not that thy whole body should
be cast into hell" (Mat. v, 29, 30).
It is perfectly idle to say, as some do, that the
language in which these commands are expresse.d is
figurativ, not meant to be taken literally. If, as you
say, Jesus attained the highest possible limit of
human wisdom, then he is doubly criminal in having
expressed his ideas in words that convey commands
to do what he did not intend should be done. As
·wise old Confucius said, hundreds of years before
Jesus, "Without knowing the force of words, it is
impossible to know men" (p. 11). "In language it
is simply required. that it convey the meaning" (p.
88). If Jesus used words that did not convey his
meaning, how can we know him and his ideas t
Why do you say that he preached a perfect morality if you do not know what he meant T
Is it any wonder that a man so cut off from
human nature and feeling, as to utter such precepts,
should also say: "If any man come to me, and hate
not· his father, and ~other, and wife, and children,
and brethren, and sisters; yea, and his own life also,
he cmnot be my disciple"! (Luke xiv, 26.) The
most alarming feature about these utterances is that
the religious spirit is at all times so given to morbid
and fanatical extremes that teachings like these
might be mixed up and associated with the finest
pearls of human thought and these vile and debas·
ing thoughts will be the very ones that will be
pitched npon to form the basis of action instead of
milder and more humane ones. Bear these horrible
utterances in mind, and then run over the social
history of mankind since Jesus' time, and will you
wonder that among its most prominent features you
will find vast communities of men and women shutting themselvs up in mona~teries to liv lives of painful and morbid asceticism and inhuman severity, to
be followed, afterwards, in the same places, by simir
lar hordes of men and women going to the other
extreme under the same mask of severity, but in
reality leading lives of fearful license? Will you
wonder that when men hav so placed themselvs
outside of human nature, torrents of blood flowed,
ignorance and bestiality of every kind abounded,
that vice and crime followed in the wake of the
Christi!tnity founded on the teachings of Jesus T
Put all these scattered passages together, as we
hav done, and any one must be convinced that Jesus
did say exactly what he meant, no more, no less.
He is consistent, though fanatical. On them were
founded the fanatical ideas of the Middle Agesthe system of punishment and torture that prevailed
as long as the cross of Jesus was the ·symbol of
government and the word of Jesus the foundation
of the law and practice. If thy right hand, offending thee, is to be cut off, authority will sool}. relieve
you of the trouble by cutting it off for you, and so
on through all the list of offenses, until the full
logic of the system is elaborated, and then must
come the reign of the cutting block, the tongue
tearers, the eye gougers, branding irons to put on
the forehead the mark of the beast, martyr lashes,
ru1d the rest. The conception of sin, extending
from "one of thy members," will grow to include
the whole body, and then you hav the gallows, the
executioner's ax, and fire, until the whole thing must
culminate in the punishment of thought, and then
you arrive finally and logically at the horrors of the
Inquisition-all of it the outcome of the fanatical
spirit of Jesus, and not solely of that of vile Jesuits.
And then this man has the effrontery to say: "Come
unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and
I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you, and
learn of me ; for I am meek and lowly in heart ; and
ye shall find rest unto your souls. For my yoke is
easy, and my burden is light"! (Mat. x, 28-30.)
Crus. B. CooPER.
fTO BE OONTINUED.l
Among the curious associations of animals as
mutualists, is that of a gamasid-a smal1 insect of
the acarus family-with the ant; particular species
of gamasid associating with particular species of
ant. One gamasid described by Michael is protected
by the ant to the extent that when there is an alarm
the gamasids leap on to the heads of the ants and
ride to a place of safety, the ants apparently feeling under obligation to save them while they save
themselvs. The benefit to the ant by this association appears to be that the gamasid is a sort of
scavenger, eating the dead ants and assisting in
keeping the nest clean.
When renewing for THE TRUTH SEEKER add
twenty-five cents for a copy of the forthcoming
ANNuAL.
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At the Book !fable.
The Open Court Publishing Company is quite
rapidly adding to the world's supply of solid literature. Several of its meaty publications confront
us as we seat ourself at the book table. The first
that we take up is "The Nature of the State,"* by
Dr. Paul Carns. When the Homestead rioters
were indicted for treason in 1892, Gen. M. M.
Trumbull wrote for the Open Oourt some criticisms,
in which he said that their prosecution for treason
was a moral victory for the rioters. This statement, together with others in the same article,
called out from the editor, Dr. Carns, some pointed
but kindly comments, in which he expressed the
opinion that Gen. Trumbull was "carried away by
his sympathy for one party-viz., the strikers-and
thus become unjust to the other-the state." Following ~his there appeared in the paper numerous
letters, which evinced the "wide interest taken
in the subject." The discussion suggested the
essay republished in this number of the "Religion
of Science Library," and which first appeared in
several instalments in the Open Oourt.
The author first asks: "Does the state exist,,,
and he answers that it does ; that " th.e relations
which we call society, nationality, and state are not
mere phantoms, but realities for the preservation
of which individuals are ready to fight, to sacrifice
their possessions, and even their lives." In connection with this answer the author remarks that
" the tendency of the times is toward individualism, and, indeed, the glory of our institutions is
that they hav, for the first. time in the world's history, given, in principle at least, a most unbounded
sway to individual liberty. And.rightly so." However, Dr. Carns admits that "this theory remains
too much mere theory." We are not jealous of our
ljberties, and do not guard against inroads upon
our rights. It may be said here that it is barely
possible that the reason, or one of the reasons, why
we do not take more interest in the preservation of
the liberties guaranteed to us by the Constitution
is because there is in the minds of many of our
people a strong trend of thought away from individualism, a trend so strong that it may well be
considered the dominant current in our politics today. This necessarily produces confusion in our
minds, making us doubtful of the propriety of vigorously defending this or that right, for the suggestion is always present that it possibly is not
a right after all. Dropping· this suggestion as a
thought provoker for otbers, we pass on to examin
the work before us a little more. Dr. Carns thinks
that the state exists as an entity, an entity of the
kind that consist of " relations, realities which are
not eoncrete objects.''
Was the individual prior to society? the writer
re~ards as similar to that much-discussed query,
Which was first, the hen or the egg? He replies
that the right answer to both questions i£l, Neither
was first. Dr. Carns does not seem to discriminate
as clearly as did Thomas Paine between societyand
the state, yet he realizes that, indispensable as society is to the individual, he cannot get the best from
it unless he is free to grow and to suffer from, and
therefore be benefited by, his own mistakes. This
consideration leads the author to say that all places
ih a society should "be open to free competition,"
and that there should be " elbow room for all the
individual~'~, so that everywhere the best may come
to the front. It is not probable that an increase of
comfort or of individual happiness will be the result [for the few, the context seems to show] of the
full application of this principle; hence the opposition of the ruling classes to individualism. On the
contrary, it will make it harder for him who has an
easy lot in life to maintain it. But society as a
whole will be benefited, and mankind will progre<;~s
at greater strides than ever before."
We must not linger, great as is the temptation to
do so, with this very interesting volume, for our
space is limited, and we must not neglect other
good books that their publishers hav kindly sent
us. In the third chapter Dr. Carns argues that the
state is a product of natural growth. In this he discriminates between society and the state, but ma.intains that the latter is " as little artificial (i. e., unnatural) in comparison with the so-called natural
condition of savage life as the upright gait of man
can be said to be artificial as contrasted with the
walk of quadrupeds." Disagreeing with Rousseau
and Kant, Dr. Carns holds that the rights of states
are not merely negativ, exercised only for the protection of the liberties of their members, but are positiv
also. If they were only negativ they could not, as
he endeavors to show, collect taxes or pass laws enforcing military and juror's service. He concludes

that "the state is actually a super-individual power,
and has to be such in order to exist at all." But it
it is human, not divine, in its origin and sanctions.
In the succeeding chapter the modern state is
examined- Here it is held that no majority vote
can make a wrong law right; not even the consensus of all can do this, for there is a difference between the will of all and the common will, and the
authority of the state "is founded upon the latter,
not tht: former." The next chapter is devoted to the
demonstration of the thesis that the modern state is
based upon revolution, .and the concluding chapter
maintains that, notwithstanding the revolutionary
origin of the modern state, there can be committed
against it such an offense as treason, and that this
treason is "one of the gravest crimes." It is admitted, however, that "it is very difficult to draw
any well-defined line between treason and reform,
especially when it is remembered that every reform
appears mcessarily as treason, to a conservativ
mind."
In " Double Consciousness"* we hav a record of
experimental psychological studies by Alfred Binet,
a well known French student of the science' of mentality. During recent years, a great scientific movement has developed iri France for the experimental
investigation of psychological manifestations. In
the high echools and universities the professors continue "to teach an antiquated science, whose only
method ·is that of introspection," but in the philosophical reviews and in the journals which are
" strictly medical " the investigation of mental
phenomena is carried on along the lines and according to the methods of natural science. The
forerunner of this inquiry was M. Taine, who in
1869 wrote an important treatis on "The Understanding." Then came M. Ribot, who is the" real
inaugurator of the psychological movement proper."
M. Ribot started the Revue Philosophique, through
which he made known the investigations of hiruself
and his fellow scientists of France and the investigations of the psychologists of Germany and England. He also instituted a chair of psychology at the
Sorbonne and later at the College de France. Finally,
in conjunction with M. Charcot, be founded the Society of Physiological Psychology, which has more
than fifty activ members. This society has brought together the physiologist, the psychologist, the pbyl'ician, the mathematician, the alienist, and the linguist,
and working in the same direction they bav been
enabled to do a great deal in developing the new
science. M. Ribot has published four·very timely
works on the Diseases of Memory, of Will, of Personality, and on the Psychology of Attention. M.
Binet says that he has always endeavored to stand
"upon the groundwork of facts, entertaining a horror of metaphysics that is perhaps exaggerated."
It is also said of him that " he has little love for
great systems, and rightly give precedence to little
facts accurately observed and minutely described."
Concerning the relationl!l of the " physical and the
spiritual," be regards the matter as a simple concordance, without going into the problem ; be has frequently compared the state of consciousness to a
state superadded, which in no shape modifies physiological processes, and which acts like a shadow opposita body. He affirms, in different places, that an
unconscious phenomenon is nothing else than a
purely physiological phenomenon. M. Binet believes that we "know absolutely nothing regarding
the nature of unconscious phenomena," and he suggests that despite M. Ribot's repugnance to metapbysies, it may be thought that a " slightly metaphysical character attaches to the ideas just
noticed," and which we bav outlined above. 'fhe
little book we are noticing is devoted to the investigation of the phenomena of unconscious cerebration ·in their " relation to double consciousness."
The subjects treated are included under the heads
of "Proof of Double Consciousness in Hysterical
Individuals," "The Relations Between the Two
Consciousnesses of Hysterical Individuals," "The
Hysterical Eye," "Mechanism or Subconciousness !"
"The Graphic Method and the Doubling of Consciousness," "The Intensity of Subconscious
States," " The Role of Suggestion in Pbenomt:lna
of Double Consciousness," and " Double Consciousness in Health."
As in the case of all other mysteries, the domain
of the unknown in psychology is the domain of the
miraculous, the supernatural. As we explain we
cease to fear and to worship. In-stead of burning
" witches " and the "possessed," as the Christian
doctors of minds diseased were wont to do in the
good old days of faith and nescience, the students
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of these times are delighted to reduce the causes of
unhappiness by discovering and explaining the
sources of all this "bedevilment." This is the
method of science. It is a pleasure to review, ever
so briefly and imperfectly, such works as the
"Double Consciousness " of Alfred Binet. If only
the people in general could be induced to read
them the reign of superstition could not long endure, but, alas! we cannot hope that they wiJJ.
Only a few will read and understand, but that is a
great gain, and it give us hope for the future of
our race.

Science Notes.
It is notorious that man as an individual left to
himself is an exceedingly helpless being. He DlUst
be assisted by others in order to become anything
more than a very low down beast. And he presses
into his service also many animals of other species
than himself. 'l'o most of these, as the horse, ox,
sheep, et.c., he is obliged to render a return service
in shelter and food. Animals associated together
and thus helping each other are called mutualists.
There are parasites, it is true, that rob their hostl!l
as much as they can, and never giv any benefit in
return; but almost all animals are mutualists. Dr.
James Weir bas lately rescued the reputation of
some BO·called parasites !l.nd proved them mutualists. Thus the lice that infest fowls are found to
be only scavengers scraping up the waste scarf-skin
of the fowl and leaving it in a more healthy condition. They never bite or suck the blood of the
host as parasites do. Many fishes are served by
mutualists. The doctor experimented with gilt
cat fish. This fish has mutualists called gyropeltes,
whose friE>ndly office is to devour the mucus that
exudes from its body and remains on the skin clogging up the pores. The doctor put two of these
fish in a tank where there were no gyropeltes, and
in two days they were covered with a dense mucus,
lost their fine complexions, and became decidedly
low spirited. He then put them in a tank containing hordes of their little friends, and they were
covered by them in a few moments, and in two days
were beautifully polished off and restored to their
usual good health and spirits.
There is a newly discovered worm called the
Filaria Noct?.trna, that gets into the blood of men
(and probably other animals) in India. The embryos of this worm are in the water, and when it is
drank are taken into his stomach.
From the
stomach they bore their way into the lymphatic
vessels, where they become sexually mature and
reproduce a prodigious number of minute embryos
inclosed in a delicate shell. These pass from the
lymphatics into the blood, and during the day are
quiet and not easily detected, but are activ at night.
Now the mosquito, also a nocturnal animal, comes
along, and sucking the blood of her victim, transfers some of these embryos to her own stomach,
where they grow. When the musquito retires to
water where she lays her eggs and dies, these embryos are scattered in the water, where they swim
about and never develop any further, unless some
drinker of the water swallows them, and so give
them a chance to produce a new generation. Providence bas thus very ingeniously arranged this
partnership between men and mosquitos for the
benefit of the Filaria Nocturna. They are sometimes injurious to men, but not unless they are in
great numbers.

The term annelid is used to designate that class
of animals that, like· the ear~hworm, consist of a
series of rings or segments placed one behind the
other and attached together in a long row. Each
segment is provided with a nervous ganglion on the
ventral side of tb<e animal, aud nerve .fibers running
from it to the sides terminating in hairs, which
are organs of touch, and sometimes in limbs. The
leech is an animal belonging to this class. It, like
other annelids, has at the bead end an exLra bunch
of nervous ganglions that hav not improperly been
styled its brains. Professor C. 0. Whitman of the
University of Chicago has exhaustivly studied the
nervous system of the clepsine, one of the leech
family, and has shown that this bunch of ganglions
arises from the bunching of the ganglions of .five
common segments into one segme~t. Every element of -these ganglions with the proper number of
nerve fibers is there in this primitiv brain. This is
interesting to the human race, since there is ever.y
indication that man (as well as other vertebrates) 1s
a lineal descendant of the annelids. Each vertebra
in our backbone, with its corresponding ganglion
and paired nerves, represents an ancient segment in
the worm-like ancestor. This discovery shows how
•The Nature of the State. By Paul Carns. Chi..:ago:
• On Double Consciousness. By Alfred Binet. Chi·
at least.
The Open Court Pqblj.shing Co, faper, 54 pp. Price, cago : Open Court Publishing Company. Paper, 93 pp. the brain was started in one family
J
AEI- B. ALEXANDER.
15 cents.
Price lo cents.
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News and Notes.
glory of an almost immeasurable past. Nearly viewed by Hamilton from Faunce's tavern. Then
Accidents will happen, and the Secular Pilgrim three-fourths of the farmers about Blair are from the cheering part of the day began by indulgence
cannot escape the troubles of this life anymore than Norway originally, and they make a steady and in various forms of stimulating percolations and
the saints, who are expected, of course, to suffer, prosperous community. They, perhaps, ha.v more every one no doubt was very thankful. Washingfor whom the Lord loveth he cha.steneth. I left churches than any other nationality, for they seem ton went to church in the morning and at high
Chicago Friday evening, November 31st, and ex- to delight in splitting on subtle points of theology, noon began to receive his visitors. It was well on
pected to be in Blair the next day before noon; but but a vast Liberal element prevails; and I find in the afternoon that Hamilton's little dinner began.
I was obliged to pursue a round-about journey be- among them some of our broadest and best thinkers It was rather a famous little dinner in its day and
fore I got there. At Trempealeau, Wis., one freight and most vigorous workers. The spirit of its liter- generation, although it is never talked of nowadays.
train had dashed into another, and the main track ature is now almost thoroughly Freethought. There It was eaten at Faunce's and was the first official
was blocked, and would be for several hours, so I are about 600,000 of Norway's people in our land Thanksgiving banquet in our history. Hamilton
was dead sure of missing my connection at Marsh- to-day, and they will certainly break off the shackles was to respond to a toast and then go off to the
land; and if~I did there was no railroad communica- of superstition and become a powerful element in president's mansion, but it seems the secretary of
the treasury was behind time, and there occurred
tion with Blair until Monday morning, in which American life.
I hope to return to Blair some day. I ha.v also at the dinner table what would now be called a discase my three lecture engagements for Saturday
and Sunday would remain unfulfilled. I thought an invitation to break ground at Taylor, which sent agreement among gentlemen. We ha.v much and
certainly I was in a box, and must resign myself to a goodly delegation to these meetings. The Lib- detailed information about it in the Hamilton letan uncomfortable three days' sojourn in a strange erals of Whitehall also desire a continuation of the ters. In the first place Lieutenant St. Clair, a
country, with nothing to do, and out of pocket. campaign, so I find this whole country in sympathy nephew of famed Arthur St. Clair, took occasion to
However, by due inquiries of the conductor and with progress and reform. I leave Blair to pursue say upon his honor as a gentleman that he was
various fellow-passengers, I found that I could take my northward way with hope and encouragement. sober. An unhistoric personage of whom we know
I ha.v come across a history of the first national no more than that his name was Tisda.l and that he
a local train to Galesville, seven miles off, and then
drive across the country a distance of twenty miles. Thanksgiving in the American Republic, and it is was an alderman and notary, impeached the veracity
I proceeded to carry out the program. I arrived in quite an entertaining affair, and shows what a farce of Lieutenant St. Clair's assertion and defied him
Galesville about 10 A.M., had breakfast, and then the the whole ecclesiastical procedure was. We shall to prove it. The lieutenant thereupon threw a botteam was ready for Blair. Off we started, over hill find points in it for secular instruction. As will be tle at nobody in particular and ·missed his aim. In
and through dale, behind a couple of splendid Mon- seen by the record, the first Thanksgiving was the an instant, as they say in novels, all was confusion,
tana bronchos. I must confess I like the broncho. occasion of making the "Father of our country" and then like a god out of a machine in walked
He is a lively animal. He keeps going. He does profane. It really made Washington swear, per" Alexander Hamilton. The scene that met his gaze,
according to John Adams's account of it, was
not seem to ha.v the slightest idea of walking. He haps for the first time.
The idea of having .such a national holiday orig- shameful. Viands and glassware and gentlemen
is a kind of electric battery incapable of fatigue.
We went over that twenty miles in two hours, and inated in the fertil brain of Alexander Hamilton were all massed together. However, they were
I arrived in Blair only an hour behind time after all. Hamilton was then secretary of the treasury, and in separated and Hamilton, dreading the effect of the
I enjoyed the drive. It was a misty morning. The August of .1789 he broached the subject at one of scandal if the episode became public property, did
his best to patch matters up. The skeptical alderdull gray and gold of December's scenery was all the meetings of President Washington's cabinet.
It was in September of 1789 that the matter was man appears to ha.v had his doubts upon the subabout. The hilltops were covered with snow and
ice, and we had to wallow around some of the heavy brought to the attention of Congress. Representa. ject of Lieutenant St. Clair's sobriety set at rest;
drifts; but on the whole the roads were good, and tiv Boudinot of New England moved, that in view but unfortunately there could be no doubt that the
the cool air was exhilarating; and there was some- of the blessings so abundantly bestowed on the lieutenant's nose was broken in the course of debate,
thing unique and weird in the darkling pictures that country by the Almighty, a day of thanksgiving be for the Hamilton letters distinctly say so, but we
opened and shut in the cloudy chambers of the set apart by the president. The resolution was ha.v the same authority for maintaining that it was
morning that reminded one of the vague and lum- supported by Representa.tiv Sherman of Connecti- agreed that a gentleman is at times justified in ininous poetry of Ossian when he sings of the melan- cut, but it aroused violent opposition. Many mem- sisting that he is sober.
choly heroes in the dim solitudes. So although I bers of Congress denounced the proposition as effete
The next thing that happened, according to the
didn't thank God for changing the course of my a.Jid monarchial, and we ha.v the authority of Repre- letters, was a dispute about the turkey. Where
journey, I made the best of it, and derived all the sentativ Muhlenberg of Pennsylvania for the state- was the turkey? It had not been brought upon
romance I could from the swift and circling progress ment that some members grew so personal in their the table. There were loud shouts for turkey, but
through a hitherto unexplored country. When I discussions of the matter that blows were exchanged none was forthcoming. A proposition to dispense
drove up to Mayer's hotel at Blair I was in a right on the streets of New York. It appears from the with that fowl was hooted down, and Alexander
good condition for dinner, and found a cordial wel- Hamilton letters-and the fact will certainly sur- Hamilton swore-the Hamilton letters say he swore
prise the historians-that Jefferson and Hamilton -that no citizen of the United States of America
come from many friends in this new field.
I certainly should ha.v missed it greatly if I had immediately differed as to the desirability of_ the should abstain from turkey on Thanksgiving day.
not made Blair. It was a treat indeed to giv lec- holiday. Jefferson, as appears from his letters, was Well, they got a turkey somehow, and a.te1it. Then
tures in so apprecia.tiv a community. The first opposed to the idea because it seemed undemocra- they drank and cheered and sang songs, and sang
night, Saturday, was pitch dark; the fog still ac- tic. He was then, of course, fresh from his long songs and cheered and drank. They knew how to
cumulating, but the town hall was nearly full. residence in Freethinking France, and at the very observe Thanksgiving in those days.
Liberal friends came from Whitehall, seven miles culmination of his skeptical progression. Anything
This little matter attended to, Hamilton made a
away; from Taylor, the same distance, and from that savored of prayer and church observance in the speech and hied him to the presidential abode.
other places ; and in every respeot it was a grand government was oppoBed to his extreme views in Here and there had been dignified observance of
rally of our forces. The lectures on Sunday after- the ma.tte:r of separation of church and state. He the day, but it seems that some inkling of the little
noon and evening were equally successful. The expressed these views of his with moderation and row at Faunce's had got abroad already, and Washlargest audience of all was present on Sunday even- good sense in a concise letter, for he had as yet ington put some questions to the secretary of the
ing. These were the first Freethought lectures hardly assumed the reins of office.
treasury about it. Both Knox and Randolph menHowever, the resolution went through Congress, tion the exercised condition of the president, and
here, and certainly the result is most favorable.
The mists rolled off, and Sunday was a lovely and Washington duly appointed the last Thursday Hamilton seems to ha.v been influenced somewhat by
day, a perfect winter day. There was no cloud in the of November, ·1789, as the first of one long line of his recent excitement. However it was, Washington
sky. The brilliant hues of autumn had vanished, national Thanksgivings. Immediately another acri- at any rate became vexed and indulged in some
but the soft. colors presented to the eye had a most monious contest was begun. How was the day to pointed remarks. Readers of the history of tl:e
charming effect, contrasting with the sparkling glory be observed ! It was proposed to ha.v a monster period remember the effectiv way in which Parton,
of the clear atmosphere over which the sun was procession of dignitaries, headed by Washington Marshall, and Hillard ha.v touched up the anger of
gorgeously marching. The river was frozen over, himself, on horseback. Jefferson's opposition to our first president. Washington's displeasure
and hundreds of happy people were skating although anything of the kind, as his letters show, effectivly always took the form of just resentment. He reit was Sunday. Dr. Bodon and myself climbed the prevented such spectacular perambulation. It was sented the whole Thanksgiving episode. John Jay
big bluff, on whose top is the residence of Ole finally determined that the day was a domestic givs the language of the father of his country on
Granberg, who is in the front rank of our Liberal holiday and should be observed in the privacy of this occasion with some pretensions to exactness.
workers. It was like tugging up Zion's hill to the home after the good old New England manner. Washington was incensed that a young soldier
reach his delightful home; but we were amply re- This much we know from John Adams, the vice- should ha.v broken his nose in a tavern brawl,
paid for the toil. The valley of the Trempealeau president, who came from Massachusetts, the mother while professing to be giving thanks for heaven's
stretched wide beneath the glittering azure. of Thanksgivings.
best gifts. Our first president went so far as to
The bluffs and hills and cultivated lands mingled in
Now, it seems that Alexander Hamilton, eager to say that it was disgraceful, "by God." "By God,
beauty and charm. The woods shone with exquisit do anything calculated ,to put Thomas Jefferson to sir!" was the most blasphemous imprecation in the
luster. Now and then a spot of vivid green check- confusion, had been organizing all manner of festiv- Washington vocabulary, and he used it twice to
ered the. landscape. The ice-bound river gleamed ities and observances likely to make Thanksgiving a Hamilton. The first occasion was on this unhappy
like a silver ribbon, and animated nature rejoiced in noisy holiday. Jefferson, on the contrary, had held Thanksgiving. At the second Hamilton quitted his
the diamond-like splendor of the earth and sky. somewhat aloof from the whole thing, for he took master.
·
Everything conspired to make an entrancing pic- great pride in his superiority to all affairs of a religl
The churches are welcome to all the credit they
ture.
ious nature, and he looked npon Thanksgiving as can get out of this first Thanksgiving celebration
Ole Granberg has a fine library of Freethought a religious contrivance entirely. The friends of by order of the president. It shows Jefferson in
and scientific books, and it was a pleasure to roam Jefferson did what they decently could to ignore the light of a wise statesman and a sensible Freethrough thes_e treasures of wisdom, poetry, and Thanksgiving altogether, as John Adams's letters thinker, and Hamilton as an imitator of the ancient
romance, for if anything makes the world beautiful show very emphatically. Hamilton's partisans, on monarchies. It is a bit of history worth preserving.
it is· the truth itself.
the contrary, did all in their power to make the day
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Dr. Bodon treated me with the genuin }.wspitality a success, and when the state of affairs was made
of the Norsela.nd. I had the bread and cake, fish known in Boston and Philadelphia, the battle was
and cheese of that far country; and it seemed as if I heartily entered into. Washington had the morti"I will dash them one against the other, even the
were really in the "land of the midnight sun," with fication of seeing that his day of Thanksgiving for sons and fathers together ; I will not pity, nor
its art, its music, its literature, and its good the blessings of Almighty God had become a source spare, nor ha.v mercy."
things of ancient renown. It whetted my appetite of no end of contention.
"And his mercy endureth forever."
to visit that great and wonderful country where sea
However, the day dawned bright and even warm
When will Christians see the absurdity of these
and land mingle in such magnificent array, and in for New York. The bells of Trinity were rung for contra.dictions'f-John Peck, in Truth Seeker Anthe minds of whose people are the traditions and an hour and· there was a para.d~H~f one regiment re- nual for 1895.
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.A.n Observation.
A rhetorical denunciation of unbelief, the authorship of which was attributed to James Russell
Lowell, has been printed in most of the religious
papers during the past few years and has probably
by this time found its way to the heathen. It bore
internal evidence of imposture, but that made no
difterence. It was slush, and Lowell was not given
to writing slush, but it answered the purposes of
piety. It was analyzed, picked to pieces, and -disposed of as worthless refuse, but the Gabriel of the
resurrection of fraud blew his trumpet and it arose.
·Mr. Lowell, who died in 1891, repudiated it over
his own signature, but within the past six months
it has reappeared. Who has not been dazzled by
this gem!Bome gentlemen tell ,us very complacently that they
hav no need of religion; they can get along well enough
without it Let me tell yon, my friends, the worst kind
of religion is no religion a~ all. And these men who liv
in ease and lmmry, indulging themselvs in the amusement of going without religion, may be thankful they liv
in lands where the gospel they hav neglected has tamed
the beastliness and ferocity of the men who, but for
Christianity, might long ago hav eaten their bodies like
the South Sea Islander"• or cut oft their heads like the
monsters of the French Revolntion.-James Russell
Lowell.
Or blinded by the following TWhen the microscopic search of skepticism, which has
hunted the heavens and sounded the seas to disprove the
existence of a creator, has turned its attention to human
society, and has found a place on this planet ten miles
square where a decent man can liv in decency, comfort,
and secnri~y, supporting and educating his children unspoiled and unpolluted; a place where age is reverenced,
infancy respected, womanhood honored, and human life
held in due regard-when the skeptic can find such a place
on this globe where the gospel of Ghrist has not gone and
cleared the way, and laid the foundations arid made
decency arid security possible, it will then be in order
for the skeptical literati to move thither, and there ventila~e their views. But so long as these men are dependent upon the religion which they discard for every privilege they enjoy, they may well hesitate a little before
they seek to rob the Christian of his hope and humanity
of its faith in that savior who alone has given to man that
hope of eternal life which makes life tolerable and society
possible, and robs death of its terrors and the grave of its
gloom.-James Russell Lowell.
.Would the man who grieved to find" Truth forever on the scaffold " be likely to crucify facts in
that manner! Hardly. Would a person pious
enough to lie for God's sake say this!Slowly the Bible of the race is writ,
And not on paper leaves nor leaves of stone.
The quotation is from "Bibliola.tres."
It is doubtful if Lowell was a Christian at all.
There is nothing in his works to indicate that he
was. In his poem, " The Search," he relates how
he sought Christ.,_a.nd having come to a church he
says:
I found his tomb, indeed, where, by their laws,
All must on stated days themselvs imprison,
Mocking with bread a dead creed's grinning jaws,
Witless how long the life had thence arisen.
Here the church is. made the tomb of Christ's
dead body-his spirit, that is, his teachings, having
gone outside. There is here also a crack at the
Sunday laws by which professed Christians "themselva imprison" in churches on their Sabbath; also
at the .communion business. Instead of partaking
of the body and blood of Christ, the church people,
as Lowell thinks, feed the grinning jaws of a dead
creed, and his thought is well expressed, though
in harsher terms than Ingersoll, for example, would
ha.v employed under the circumstances. Not to
leave the reader in doubt as to how Lowell's search
for Christ ended, I will say that he found him in a
"hovel rude'' feeding a hungry child and protecting
a slave he had set free. He was not at that moment
robbing the grave of its terrors, or death of its
gloom; he was just trying to make life endurable.
If I were to guess at Lowell's estimate of Christ, I
should say that he regarded the Galilean as a reformer whose mission was not to deterrorize death
or to ungloom the grave, but to help the unfortunate, free the enslaved, humble the proud, call the
righteous to repentance, and put the gad to hypocrite.
I find nothing about Christianity in Lowell's
works, and he mentions the church only to score it.
The fact seems to be that he took no stock in the
gospel of Christ as now promulgated. His poem
entitled ''A Parable" tells of a visit which Christ
makes to earth in our days. He finds the church
built upon the groaning multitude, whose heavings
and sighings rend its walls. And he says to the
chief priests :
Hav ye founded your thrones and altars, then,
On the bodies and souls of living men?
And think ye that building shall endure
Which shelters the noble and crushes the poor?

.

.

.

.

.

.

I hav heard the dropping of their tears
In heaven these eighteen hundred years.

.

The chief priests try to apologize, and call Christ's
attention to the images of himself which they hav
rearfd, and to illustrate their zeal they tell him :
Our task is hard-with sword and flame
To hold thy earth forever the same,
And with sharp crooks of steel to keep
Still, as thou leftest them, thy sheep.
But Christ does not approve of that method. He
goes away and finds a laborerA low-browed, stunted, haggard man,
And a motherless girl whose fingers thin
P.ushed from her faintly want and sin.
And having set these two in the midst of the Christians who had sent the gospel into heathen lands,
and the said Christians having drawn their skirts
. away to avoid defilement" Lo, here," said he,
" The images ye hav made of me."
That does not really look as though Lowell
thought the gospel necessarily promoted "decency
and security," or as though womanhood was especially honored on every ten square miles of Christian territory. On the other hand, the conclusion
is that he holds Christianity responsible for the
man being low-browed, stunted, and haggard, and
for the condition of the girl who but faintly pushed
away want and sin. It cannot be gathered from
the lines quoted that no religion at all, in the estimation of Mr. Lowell, could be worse than such a
religion. Mr. Lowell had a God who always agreed
with him, and also a Christ whose opinions and
conduct were invariably such as Mr. Lowell could
indorse. He had likewise a heaven, to which he
gave Wm. Lloyd Garrison and the heretical Dr.
Ellery Channing a handsome send-off. "He had a
hell, too, but it was the hell that the rich Christians
make for the poor ones on this planet. But Lowell's deities were just; they judged men on their
merits. His heaven was evidently a mental state
and was to be won, in abolition days, chiefly by
fighting slavery. If there was no cunscious existence after death, on which subject the poet did not
dogmatize, stillNo power can ever die that wrought for Truth;
Thereby a law of nature it became,
And livs nnwithered in its sinewy youth,
When he who called it forth is but a name.
In Lowell's humorous writings ministers are described as of the earth earthy, and joining the
church is recommended, in one instance which I
recall, as a matter of business. Here the commercial value of piety is set forth, and it is argued that
nobody who has not experienced a change of heart
can make one nigger raise ten bales of cotton. But
if you read anything whatever that Lowell is known
to ha.v written, and then turn to the rancid stuff
attributed to him, you can almost detect the imposture by the taste the words leave in your mouth.
He may ha.v been a Christian, despite the lack of
evidence to that effect. It never occurred to me to
invest any man with the title of Freethinker unless
he claimed and defended it ; but it is only fair to
Lowell to say that he was no ranting blatherskite,
as he would deserve to be called if the denunciation
of the "skeptical literati ''-a. denunciation that
would fall upon his friends and contemporaries
Channing, Emerson, Holmes, Thoreau, Parker, and·
Whittier-had been his.
It is tardy justice for the Ohristian Advocate of
November 15th to reprint the matter under the
acknowledgment that Lowell is not its author, but
these facts are welcome nevertheless: Professor
Wilkinson, of the University of Chicago, wrote to
Prof. C. E. Norton, the lifelong friend of Lowell
and editor of his published letters, saying that he
wanted to use the passage and asking Mr. Norton
to authenticate it if he could. Why a college professor should take any trouble to secure such a
screed when the Rev. ·John Jasper's Sun-Do-Move
sermon was available, is one of the mysteries of
godliness. Norton replied that he was sure it
could not be Lowell's utterance. The next witness
is Mr. John T. Perry, of Exeter, N. H., a journalist,
who says that he warned the Rey. Smith Byington,
the Congregational minister of Exeter, who had
quoted the words as Lowell's, that they were spurious. Thereupon the Rev. Mr. Byington wrote
directly to Lowell, and to his apparent disappointment received in reply a note saying that the passage was not his (Lowell's) and that he was not in
the habit of employing that style when discussing
religious questions.
There is valuable instruction in this incident, if
no truth. Here we find, in the hindquarter, as might
be said, of the nineteenth century, a pious fraud
flourishing within three years of the death of its
purported author, after his literary executor had
branded it as such, and even after a letter in which
h<~ had declared over his own signature that he did
not write it was in the hands of a distinguished
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clergyman. The Rev. Mr. Byington, who received
Lowell's denial, did not make it public, but Norton
the journalist saw it, and so set about clearing the
poet's reputation. The indications are that the
preacher designed to suppress the facts.
If in these days of newspapers and diffused intelligence a humbug of such dimensions can pass as
genuin for years, what a gorgeous freedom the
fathers of the church enjoyed to invent every posible imposture and attribute it to Christ and the
apostles ! The editor of the Advocate admits:
''The tendency to exaggerate in religious writing
and conversation is so • marked that .... we are
compelled by lengthening experience to declare
that the presumption is that exaggeration exists in
every case of unusual positivness in unauthenticated
quotation." Applying that rule, which is a good
one, to the gospels, there is no more if not less ex, cuse for accepting them as authentic than for believing James Russell Lowell wrote the passage we
now know to be fraudulent. GEo. E. MACDONALD.

Lectures and Meetings.
THI!I Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday
evening at421 Lackawana avenue. Our motto: Freedom
and Kindness. Everybody invited. Secretary, William
Watkins.
Mrs. M. A. Freeman will make a trip east about the
first of January, a-nd would like to secure engagements
for lectures in Ohio, Indiana, Pennsylvania, New York,
and Massachusetts. Those desiring her services will
please write her at once 1037 West Madison street,
Ohicago, Ill.
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday eTening
in Knabe Hall, 26 W. Fourth st., Cincinnati. Program
for December:
December 16th-"Adam and Eve." Allen 0. Myers.
December 23d-"A Popular Exposition of Geology."
Samuel A. Miller.
December 30th-" Why I am not a Christian." Rabbi
Isaac M. Wise.
THI!I Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Islaad BnsineBB
Oollege, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs
avenues. Program for December:
December 16th-" Some Flaws in Ghrist's Credentials."
J. E. Remsbnrl!.
December 23d-'' Christmas Sermon." Henry Rowley.
December 30th-"The Christian Religion." Raymond
B. Perrin.
THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford,
secretary, meets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday in Warner's Hall, Broad and Wallace· streets, Philadelp.hia.
Freethonght publications are on sale at the meeting.
December 16th (2.30)-" God and the State." Oharles
W. Mowbray.
7.30-"0nr Ghrist." Rabbi J. Leonard Levy.
December 23d (2.80)-J. 0. Frost will reply to Oharles
W. Mowbray's lecture on " God and the State."
7.30.-"0nr Ghrist." Itabbi J. Leonard Levy.
THI!I Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets at
8 o'clock Tuesday evenings in the Bkerrett Building, N.
E. corner of Ridge avenue and Green street. Admission
free. All welcome. Program for December:
December 18th-" Browning's Statue and Bust." George
Brown.
December 25th-No meeting Christmas night or New
Year's night.
THI!I Manhattan Liberal Olnb meets every Friday even·
ing in German Masonic Hall, :120 East 15th street, New
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for December:
December 14th-" Some Facts About the Bible." John
E. Remsburg.
December 21st-" Increased Production the Only Hope
for Mankind." Starr Hoyt Nichols.
December 28th-Twenty-fifth anniversary of the Liberal
Olnb. All friends are invited to come and celebrate
with us in a special program.
B. p, PUTNAM's lecture appointments:
Fargo, N.Dak., Dec, 18-20.
St. Oharles, Minn., Dec. 22, 23.
San Marcial, N. M.• Dec. 29 to Jan. 2.
Mr. Putnam will lecture during the month of January
at Prescott, Arizona. It is hoped that friend11 in the
vicinity and throughout Arizona will make arrangements
for lectures at this time, and push the Freethonght work.
Mr. Pntnam will also arrange to lecture in New Mexico Colorado, and Kansas on his return from Arizona.
Th~se wishing lectures in any of these states will communicate with B. P. Putnam, 234 South Water street, Chicago.

The child is the raw material. It is in our power,
and it is our duty, to mold, fashion, develop, prune,
as it were into as good a growth as the world at
large has~ right to expect and a comm11nity to demand. With all due allowance for inherited tendencies, the work of training the child is in the
hands of the teachers. · - · We hav no more
right to put a child in mental bondage than we hav
to enchain ais limbs or to obstruct his free respiration. By mental bondage I mean the bars and
bolts that are used to shut out the light and radiance of scientific fact and investigation, the dungeons of i~norance and cells of dogmatic authority.

-Susan H.
1895.
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Goes at It in Earne•t.
Nxw Ross, IND., Nov. 25, 1894.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find names and
addresses, to which please send twentyfour copies of Paine's "Age of Reason."
Yours truly,
PHILIP BnuoH.
He Most Hav It.
OAKLAND, Nxn., Nov. 25, 1894.
Mn. EDrron: I cannot afford to be without THE TRUTH SEEKER in spite of hard
times, so inclosed find $3 to extend my
subscription for another year.
ELLING STRAND.

are unable to comply on account of the
regular Liberal lecturers being too far away
from where the speaker is wanted.
I hav always insisted that Freethinkers
should conduct their own funerals. Some
call an orthodox minister, simply as a
matter of custom, but it is very inconsistent. I hav delivered Liberal lectures and
funeral addresses, and will continue to deliver funeral addresses as long as I liv, if
desired. Should I hav to go a distance
that would necessitate travel by rail, all I
ask is expenses paid. If I can say something to lessen grief and impart consolaC. V. WILLIAMS,
tion, I am satified.

from our friend Jones, who keeps the only
Liberal book stnre in this city, and who
has done a great deal here for Secularism.
Since the convention of the Oregon State
Secular Union we hav again commenced
holding our regular meetings, and the work
is progressing finely. Our first few meet
ings were small, but we are again attracting audiences of from two to three hundred
people to our hall, which, by the way,
though not large enough to seat more than
three hundred and fifty people, is very
good. We hav it decorated with mottoes
from Paine; also with his picture and Mrs.
Smith's in crayon presented to the church
by Professor Bauer. Over the pictures
we hav respectivly "The Founder of Our
Republic " and "The Founder of Our
Church." Mrs. Smith resigned as lecturer
of the church October 14th, as it was too
hard for her to come down here from her
home, eighteen miles from Portland, every
Sunday; and although w~ all regret that
we hav lost her we hav a splendid substitute in Nettie A. Olds, who has taken
charge of the work here.. Inclosed I send
yon one of her lectures clippPd from the
Portland LeadFr, which paper publishes
them every week, as she delivers them.
Our Sunday-school is growing very
rapidly, and altogether we are very much
encouraged in the work. Yours for truth,
CHAS. HAGNER.

Some Things That They Forge+.
VINELAND, N.J., Nov. 29, 1894.
Mn.
EDITOR:
The churches hav accepted
Putnam Ahead of 11fose11, Et AI.
the errors of prilistcraft so long and beAPPONAUG, B. I., Nov. 25, 1894
Mn. EDITOR: I hav got the "Four Hun- come so ignorant that they think the way
dred Years of Freetbonght," which I am to worship their man-made God is to injure
reading now the second time, and the themselvs by a day of extreme gluttony;
yet, while thanking God for food that they
more I read the more I ret interested
raised
themselvs, or bought by hard labor,
in the work. It is the greatest book on
they neglect to reprove him for sending
record, superior to all, the Bible included,
strikes, riots, business stag-nation, drouth,
which is saying a good deal.
failure of crops, great fires, bnrnPd
Yours as ever,
JoHN R. SwrTT.
bodies, ruined homes, broken hearts,
Throws up His H 1t for ''Our Artist." blasted hopes, despair, and numerous diseases that kill thousands every year.
SToNY CREEK, MroH., Nov. 25, 1894.
They are indulging in gluttony to-day
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5.20, which
please credit as follows: Extend my sub with a full force, and to-night and to morscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and send row the doctors will hav their hands full
That's Right, Organize the Sunday
me "The Better World,"" Religion and in alleviating the pain and distress of their
Schools.
the Rible," and the ''Age of Reason." I outraged bodies. These, errors will conALLISON, Mo., Nov. 24, 1894.
should much like to send for the eight tinue wit~ the churches so long as they are
Mn. EDITOR: Having received all the
copies of the "Age of Reason," but my ruled by the Bible and priestcraft.
J. HACKER,
literature promptly I sent for, find in.
financial condition forbids.
closed $1, for which please mail eight copWatson's pictures are grand, and I can
Approves of the Idea of An Annual.
ies of Paine's "Age of Reason "to address
shout, "Long liv Watson!"
SuNAPEE, N. H., Nov. 25, 1894;.
inclosed. There are a number of FreeP. H. HARRIS.
Mn. EDITOR: You will no doubt rem/3m- thinkers in this locality, but up to date we
Wants no Unadulterated Constitution. her that some months ago I- made the are unorganized, and hav not done so
inquiry as to the prospect for the publica- much for the cause of liberty of thought
GLENS FALLS, N. Y., Nov. 13, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed fifty tion of an ANNUAL, Yon were discouraged as we should, and in every discussion becents for the '' Age of Reason," and Inger- then, but now I am glad to see by an tween the Freethinker and Cb.ristian the
announcement in yesterday's TRUTH retort would be used: "If yon are right,
soll's "Holy Bible."
I cannot believe iii their personal Gods, SEEKER that an ANNUAL will soon be forth- why are yon in the minority?" The answer
but am a believer in Spiritualism. I hav coming.
to us is obvious. Yet we believe time has
l regard sncli compilations with great come for something to be done for liberty,
THE TnuTH SEEKER read in the Psychical
Hall very often. We are for Freethonght favor, because they can be really the cream and we propose to organize a Secular Sunan_d liberty, and we are gaining slowly. of the year's progress, and are in better day school as soon as possible, and scatter
Now and then one dares to show himself shape to use for proselytizing than any all the .Freethonght literature we can get
on the side of liberty. No God in the special number of a weekly publication. the people to read. There are two churches
Constitution for me. I hope yon will suc- The calendar alone is ""orth the price here, and a revival meeting has been in
ceed in your grand, good, and truthful charged, as being a ready authority in progress at one of them for three weeks
regard to great events and persons con- without a single conversion, I believe
work.
GEo, H. WooD.
nected with the onward march of Liberal- there has been one backslider "reclaimed
ism. The present year, I take it, has been from the paths of sin." Nightly the repHow Moody Feeds God's Lambs.
more than usually fruitful in THE TRUTH resentatives of the fifteenth century pour
OniLLIA, ONT., Nov. 27, 1894.
Mn. EDITOR: Winter has come on here SEEKER office in valuable material for out their supplications to their Joss for
in Canada, and the snow is now covering illustration. Yon may put me down for the "salvation of souls," and for the " rethe ground, and in Toronto the poor some- two copies, and I will instantly remit on moval, 0 L'lrd I of that Infidel who stands
timeshavto starve, but, thank God, Moody receipt of same. Yours truly,
in the way of the salvation of his famUy."
w. c. STUROO. I don't suppose they would waylay that
spent two weeke in the great Massy Hall
and warmed up their souls in a most Godman and murder him in cold blood, but I
Ingersoll in Toledo.
like manner, and when leaving the other
do believe they would like to see some
WooDVILLI!l, 0., Nov. 27, 1894.
day he took $1,800, as a result of the big
other disciple of darkness do so, and then
Mn. EDITOR: Last Wednesday, Novem- they could very readily see " one of those
fish stories and stale jokes. If this amount
had been spent for bread and divided ber 21st, I first set eyes on Colonel "Bob." mysterious ontworkings of Providence,"
amongst the needy of this most godly city, I attended his lecture on Voltaire, at etc. If yon will send me a few sample
it would hav purchased 700 barrels of flour Toledo, 0., and was charmed by his per- copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER I will disor eight car loads or 49,000 loaves of bread, snasiv eloquence. The attendanc9 was tribute them where I think they will do
weighing four pounds each, food for one large, standing being at a premium, but good work. Hoping that liberty may soon
month for 1,633 families of five persons what was most gratifying was the hun- be proclaimed to aU the world, and wisheach, or 8,1G5 souls for one month. Won- dreds of female heads to be seen in the ing your paper success, I remain
audience, and the enthusiasm with which
derful is the blessing of godliness.
Yours truly.
LuTE JERSEY.
they applauded the brave Colonel. I
T, W. MoFFATT.
Common Sense Exercise~..
judge that about one~ third of the audience
were women.
No, He is Another Lambert.
NEwARK, N. J., Nov. 26, 1894.
LEoN, IA., Nov. 25, 1894.
As usual, it set the Lord's anointed to
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $6.50 for
Mn. EDITOR: I read recently in some blowing like a school of porpoises, and it "Four Hundred Years of Freethought"
paper that one Rev. Mr. Lambert, a Oath- is probable that more pions lies hav been and paper ns per oiler. I am highly
olio priest, had been converted to Prot- told in Toledo during the last week than pleased with the able manner in which yon
estantism, and wish to know if he is the hav been told since they got through with conduct the paper; it snits me.
Lambert who is the author of "Notes on Ingersoll .last year.
My wife died last June, and I had Mr.
Ingersoll." Please find inclosed $1, and
Mr. J. E. Remsburg has written me H. Bird to speak inst.:ad of a sky-pilot.
send me eight copies of Paine's "Age of twice to try and arrange for a lecture at Much surprise was expressed at the deReason." It is not my intention to giv Woodville, which I would gladly do if it pvture from the customary manner of
these books away, but to lend them first were possible, but Lutheran bigotry is so conducting the last rit~ for our departed
to one and then another as missionary dominant here that a hall cannot be se- loved ones. It served to start the brains
docnments. As soon as I can spare the cured for an "Infidel " lecture.
and tongues of the neig·hbors. Some were
When starting to Toledo on the 21st, I quite shocked at the innovation; others
money I will send yon a few names and
the money to pay for their subscription to told a prominent merchant of Woodville spoke in praise of the plain common sense
THE TRUTH SEEKER for three months, that I was going to hear Robert Ingersoll of Mr. Bird. One lady quite indorsed
hoping that they will become regular sub- lecture, and he said he had never heard of much that was said. Mr. Bird reminded
scribers. Yours with admiration for TH~ him, so yon see how far the people hav ad- those present that the deceased knew that
TRUTH SEEKER, and the cause of Free- · vanced in twenty years.
death was near, but that she had not the
thought,
FRANK CooK.
GEORGE H. TuRNER.
slightest fear in meeting it; in fact, when
told that she was going to die, her last
Where They Hav Live Liberals.
Make a Note or tile Name and Address.
words were, "I am so glad." She died
·EsKRIDGE, KAN,, Nov. 25, 1894.
PoRTLAND, On., Nov 24, 1894.
about one hour after thl\t, He also told
MB. EDITOR: I see in a recent issue that
Mn. EDITOR: As I hav received several them that death was but the process of all
you often hav inquiries for some one to sample copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER I wish nature; all things hav to pass through the
deliver a funeral address, and sometimes to inform yon that I always get the paper same process of decay. As for the hope 0f

a future life, he left that to those who
wished to cherish that hope, not denying
or affirming the possibility. Altogether, 'he
made a pretty good impression on those
present. Mr. Bird not only gave his time
and servbe free of charge, but he sent a
beautiful floral tribute. Mrs. Bird was
also present. If Freethinkers had the
courage to hav their own ceremonies over
their departed, Christians would receive an
object lesson, and would see what sort of
people Freethinkers are; as it is, they think
that we Freethinkers turn at the time of
death, and that we take it all out in talk
while we are in good health. Go ahead
and unseat this Christian-Jewish monster,
Yahveh or Jehovah. Yours for god killCHARLES EVERETTE,
ing,
. A Fearless Lawyer Wanted.
Nov. 24, 1894.
Mn. EDIToR: Any man who is living
in a village among orthodox people, and
forced to liv from his labor and support
his family, is bound to suffer injn!!tice
from orthodox churches.
I will describe to yon the wrongs committed against me by the Roman Catholic
church. My wife died four yea:s ago in
- - Camp (about forty miles from this
place), while on a visit and in her father's
house. She went there to attend the marriage of her sister. She left me with three
small children, the eldest being twelve
years o~ age.
I was advised to leave the children with
my father-in-Jaw (he is a well-to-do farmer), and I left this country and went to
the Black Hills. From .there I corresponded with my children and sent them
money which I earned. I remained there
four years, when my eldest girl wrote me
to come back, and she would keep house
for me. So I secured my old situ.ation
here (with salary of $2 per day), and two
months ago came back. But in the mean
time my eldest girl was seduced by Father
- - in -·- Camp, and all the rest of the
fanatics think that he, as a priest, has just
as much right to the children as I hav.
The second girl was taken to a sisters•
school, and the fanatics are simply laughing at me. I spoke with one of my old
friends, a lawyer, who is practicing in
this state, but the fact is that churches
hav such privileges, and 1lawyers living among orthodox people do not like
to punish priests lest they make themselvs
enemies.
Now, I ask yon for some advice; and I
will wait until I hear from yon. Otherwise there is nothing left' for me but to
take the matter in my own hands.
Will yon or can yon giv me some. advice, to save me trouble? Please let me
know, and send charge for your trouble. I
will pay it. Inclosed find subscription for
one year.
A FATHER.
About Various Things.
LEXINGTON, KY., Nov. 25', 1894.
Mn. EDITOR: The Thumbscrew Association has lately arrived at the followin~
conclusion :
The god Juggernaut, being a legitimate
advance from some ancient dragon, was -in
like manner followed by the Holy Jackal,
the Sacred Crow, Jupiter, Jehovah-such
like deities coming on, according to the
principle of evolution, in due time to bless
and civilize the world.
Women are sometimes so unkind to
their own sex that it has been hinted that
Beelzebub, their favorit god, is included
in this list. Truly, people do not know
what they worship. Mammon is adored
with a zealous spirit, his worshipers not
being aware of the extent oftheir devotion;
thumbscrews are a little lighter in this instance. Piety is so natural to the human
heart that we excuse the heathen, but if
yon do not pray to Jehovah the churches
will order a box of thumbscrews :in a
hurry. Evolution is getting to be fashionable; so nextly: The unformed, nebulous
state of the human mind, however, givs us
a gloomy, misty idea of a sentimental
journey, into a purer sphere or heaven
called "progress," Evolution fits in here,
for we would be ashamed of mpposing that
we could reach heaven by a single bound.
The next world is evidently the result of
this, but how about a spiritual e:ffeet of the
weary tide of present affairs ? Fond
, dreamer, examin this kind of progress;
can yon hide facts? Progress indeed! A
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decaYing corpse, a heap of carrion, the
harvest, the heaven of the buzzard, the
carrion crow, and this to nourish the lowest., the meanest of all animal life. Yon
hav found a cord connecting _the two
worlds, not h:.lf as strong as the ''spider's
most attenuated thread." A spiritual rose,
growing from a dead cabbage Atalk-an
effect without a cause. And probably the
universe cannot contain an instance of
more complete deterioration of true men·
tality thall that existing here.
Christians and others cannot locate their
spirit world. Charles Lyell remarks that
nature givs a bound now and then, but
years hav been spent in bringing us to our
present standing, without leaving this
planet, and if w.e develop further it will be
here, not as individuals but as a race.
Nothing but divine pity in the human
heart can save the world from returning
to the fearful grossness of the gorilla or
chimpanzee monkey, from horrible deg-radation and oblivion. Purity must become
second nature.
What is heaven? The heaven of thereligions miser is the moment when he cheats
a poor widow out of five cents and "it falls
into his hand. Snob men are not human
beings. How often do we associate witha
church bull-dog or tiger without being
aware of it! Tyranny is on the increase
and the church does not hinder it. Thirty
or one hundred tyrants rule our beloved
country, and how few protest against it!
Hav we an Alcibiades sunk in religions
luxury? Will he not arise from his lethargy and q nioken the honest hearts of the
people? The latest religions racket is to
burst in on the silent starving poor; the
bediamonded woma"Q. seizes her and sucks
her breath to find out if she has been eating
meat! She drives some poor girl to infamy
sparkling with holy gems, then comes to
tell her that she is " fallen" and must be
conveyed to a "Honse of Mercy." So
dwelleth the love of Christ in his church.
Respectfully,
ALHAZA.

The Sunday Octopus in California.
NATIONAL HoME, CAL., Nov. 25, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: As I well know that yon
feel interested in anything that may happen to demonstrate that the sky-pilots are
all the time hard at work against our enjoyments of Snnd~y, I will tell yon that
they hav persuaded. the governor of the
home to issue an order not to play cards
on Sunday. The order was promulgated
to-day. Mind yon, there never was any
complaint about the noise or playing for
money, neither through the week nor on
Sunday. The home has been established
six years, and under the governorship of
Colonel Treichet, although they used to
say he was a religions man, there was no
restriction about playing cards on Sundays. The boys here, I mean the Infidels
and a good many more, think that the
Gad-in-the-Constitution scheme is nearing
success.
I hav here to mention the steps taken by
the Board of School Directors of Alameda
county in est~blishing a .censorship over
the literature circulated in the schools of
Alameda conn ty by the W. C. T. U. This
literature is about the evils of rum and tobacco, in a pamphlet entitled "The Streets
of Hell." Another teaches that no man
can be a Christian if he uses tobacco. But
the School Directors did not see it exactly
in that light, so at a meeting they adopted
a motion that snob literature could not be
circulated in the public schools without
previous examination by the superintendent.
I had to laugh on reading a letter published in the San F .ranoisoo Gall of the 23d
inst., in which Rev. Father Ducey, of St.
Leo's church, givs vent to his bad temper
against Archbishop Corrigan for reprimanding him for taking part in the Lexow
Committee's meetings without permission
from him. I will not say whether Mr.
Corrigan is right or wrong in the matter,
but it appears to me (of course I am an In_
fidel, and ought not to know) that Mr.
Ducey seems to forget that he is a priest,
and as snob has no right to do anything
without Mr. Corrigan's order; for on the
day that he was made a priest did he not,
of his own free will, and not in ignorance
either, surrender the right to act or think
for himself, and promise to act and think
only "through the mind of his superior, appointed by the Holy See, and in case of

disobedience to th!'se orders he commits
a breach of disoiplin against the obnroh of
the same order that a soldier or any officer
would who disobeyed the orders. of the
commander in-chief in face of the enemy;
and I do not think that the Holy See would
support him in doing that. And should the
Holy See order him to be punished, it will
be only justice. That is where the shoe
pinches, for how does Mr. Ducey dare to
dispute an order from his superior officer
whom he sworeofhisownfree will to obey?
Let Mr. Ducey remain the slave of his own
act. I do not pity him, and only wish they
would punish him as he deserves and as
they did punish them in the sixteenth century; it would teach him the foolishness
of surrendering the liberty to act as he
wishes. I can tell Mr. Ducey of a way to
rid himself of interference by Mr. CorrL
gan for ever, and it is this: Let Mr. Ducey
throw the frock from him, and tell Mr.
Corrigan that he does not any more recognize him as the arbiter of his will, and
it is done. But that is where the shoe
pinches on the other side. Mr. Ducey will
cease to be a slave to the nhnroh, a beggar,
and a non-producer, but he will hav to
work a little harder for his living as we Infidels and profane hav to do, and he will be
free to think and act as he likes. As long
as he does not interfere with anybody
else's _liberty, he will h&v the right of not
being interfered with, and I do not believe
he will hav. los~ by the change. Truly
yours,
GEo. BouRDAIS.

Does Machinery Displace Labor 7
HARLAN, IA., Nov. 25, 1894. •
MR. EDIToR: My " Labor Pensioning''
scheme was compressed into a few brief
sentences in my letter published in your
paper of Sept. 29. Yet I think it was presented distinctly with the fact assumed as
an imperativ necessity for it and the specific benefit to be derived from it. Yet
Mr. Gunther, under the capt; on of "Some
Calm Reflections," has entirely misunderstood it., with no better excuse for his
misreading than a ''sick Ptomaoh." His
use of Mr. Hayes as a buffer and the
compliment that by comparison he renders to me does not at all diminish the
effect of the unnecessary collision. Is it
fair to say that "now comes Mr. J. K. P.
Baker and givs us a recipe for making
every person happy "? I do not offer a
recipe to cure even a "sick stomach"more's the pity for those who would digest
an argument in the same way they would
digest a dinner; or who read articles they
wish to criticise from the "pit of the
stoml\ch." I do not "start out with tho
claim that the cause of distress among the
laboring classes is over-production" in
any snob meaning of the word as he give
to it. On the contrary, my leading proposition is that very law of £qnilibrinm between demand and supply that makes
over-production an impossibility, and
"thus over-production inflicts more destitution than famin." Over-prodn9tion is
thus limited by the context to the "capacity" or potential over-production. I
might say that there is over-production in
relation to the market or commercial demand when there is no sale for a product.,
although if distributed freely there might
be a deficiency.
Or I might say very properly, and this
is the evil to be remedied, that if one
laborer produces enough for his o:wn use
and for the use of ten or a hundred others,
this is over-production. This is the
actual state of industry now; and it comprehends the great wrong I seek to remedy. When one laborer produces enough
for one hundred, the one hundred are out
of employment, and that means destitution and crime. To distribute the neces·
sary labor so that each of the hundred
shall get his share of it, is the object of
my scheme. I do not doubt that stagnation results from any stimulation of the
prodnotiv forces just as soon as overproduction becomes apparent. So the
effect of protection at first is to stimulate
production. by enabling the producer to
obtain higher prices; but soon the market
is stalled, prices decline in spite of protection, laborers are unemployed, mills and
factories close, and we hav "hard times."
But I will not discuss this question because
the advantages or disadvantages of any
particular tariff scheme are something outside df my present purpose, and I hope to
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find both Mr. Gunther and Mr. Hays made bread." That was a wise and benev·
cooperating with me to secure the adop- olent suggestion, and if it had been
tion of my Labor Pensioning scheme, heeded, and " the author and :6.nisher of
although they differ from each other about our fai\h" hai transmitted the pQwer of
the tariff. My scheme is not snob a whale making snob transubstantiation to his folas to swallow the political Jonah, with all lowers, it would not only hav made Pales·
tine the granary of the world, but it would
his schemes.
Mr. Gunther makes no issue with me, hav secured the immediate success of Chrisbut rather reiterates my own argument tianity. I see nothing abhorrent in the
till he arrives at this statement: "Another suggestion of Satan. Therefore, I am
mistake is that labor-aaving machinery prepared to welcome to the ranks of
human benefactors those daring geninises ·
turns people ont of employment."
At the last session of Congress, on the who declare tl>at they are about to take a
motion of the Hon. McGann of Illinois, short out on nature in the direct prod notion
the Honse passed a resolution directing of organic substances from inorg11nio
the Commissioner of Labor to report as to elements. For instance, eggs will be made
the effect of machinery on labor, wages, by machinery, and that old question of
etc. I am told that nearly a year must which came first, the egg or the chicken ?
elapse before that report can be submitted will be relegated tothernbbish ofthepast.
to the Honse and given to the public. I But all these yet unrealized schemes are
do not know what Ppirit or purpose in- not at all necessary to our argument, for it
fpired that resolution, only as one may seems to me scarcely a debatable proposi·
judge from the language in which it is ex- tion that labor-saving machinery does save
pressed. I should not be surprised to find labor, and saves it to starve the displaced
that it will create a greater excitement laborer to death. In Mr. Gunther's old
than did that lit.tle work of statistics neighborhood labor had not been displaced, for though " all hand labor had
known as " Helpers' Crisis "of long ago.
:Labor-saving machinery means, by the ceased the population had increased about
very terms, a saving-a displacement of one-third, and wages had more than
labor. Now, all the steam engins of the doubled." If Mr. Gunther had compared
world, excluding locomotive, hav in power the present per capita production with the
an energy greater than the entire popula- past, he might hav seen that, althoulh
tion of the earth, if every soul were an the working population there had increased
able-bodied laborer. The engin power of somewhat, hand labor in distant places
the United States (steam engin, I mean) bad also ceased, without any machine or
is equal to the energy of 50,000,000 able- factory employment to take its place. But,
bodied men (excluding locomotive). Al- quoth Mr. Gunther, "those who can
most all this vast power has been created hardly earn money enough to sustain life
within the last twenty-five years, and there cannot afford to pension others." Well,
is no limit, except the demand, to its in- then, who does it now-for we hav more
idlers than workers with us now? But I
definit expansion in the future.
Let us look at Niagara. The flow of do not believe Mr. Gunther will take issue
water at Bnff~lo is estimated atabont 250,- with me on anything I hav said.
J. K. P. BAKmB.
000 onbio feet per second, and it has a fal
of 165 feet. This immense force is eqnal to
7,000,000 horse power, or the energy of
147,000,000able-bodied men-exerting the In the natu're of things,
force of so many men workinll: night and day
BAYS
and every second of time. The full utilization of this force is far in the future, but
the present company hav a charter to use
45~,000 h'"lrse-poweron the American side
and the same amount on the Canadian side,
making 900,000 horse-power as their limit.
This would be equal to the energy of
18,900,000 men. The present plant, however, will use only 125,000 horse-power,
and the turbines are now in place
for only a small part of thil'. This
great free power will be applied just Bs
fast as there is a demand for it, until the
whole of "it is in use. Yet this Niagara is
only an atom from the universe! It is but
one local partial application of the universal force of gravitation, that sleeple!ls
giant that plays with planets and suns as
boys do with spinning-tops. Men need to
eat, and sleep, and rest. Even steam
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.
engines must be fed with coal. But here
is absolutely a free and etern11ol worker to " In the nature of things there can be
take the place of the human laborer. But no evidence to establish the claim of
the advantages of snob natural forces are inspiration." Such is the text of the
supplemented by labor-saving machinery. Colonel's new lecture entitled
What was the effect of the invention of
Whitney's cotton gin? Now comes Whit- All About the
ney's grandson, and claims that he has
Holy Bible
eclipsed his progenitor by the invention of
a cotton harvester, which, with two men Just published in a large and handand two horses will do the work of one some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Adhundred men.
drABS The Truth Seeker Co .. New York.
I believe the only great staples in the
production of which this country is defi- LINCOLN
cient are wool and sugar, but more espeThis• is Colonel INGERSOLL's great
cially the latter. A planter who has 4, 000 lecture, printed in a hand~ome pamacres of beets in San Bernardino county, phlet, and conf,aining the Century's
Cal., and 2,000 acres more near San Fran'ttmous portrait of Lincoln-said to
cisco, says that the crop will amount to
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents.
55,000 to 60000 tons, and that hat for the
dry weather it would hr\V been 100,000.
He claims that there is enough good beet SHAKSPERE
land in the state south of San Francisco to ''An intellectual ocean, whose waves
touched all the shores of thought."
supply the whole world with sugar. (I get
this last item from an educational paper, A lecture by INGERSOLL, w;th likenllss
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt
Our Times, in the November issue.)
The newspapers are crowded with death mask. Pricf', 25 cents.
accounts of late achievements in the line
of labor-saving discoveries and appliances,
FOR ANY OF
some of them, no doubt, somewhat uncertain yet. Some one seriously proposes
boring into the earth, nutfor gas or oil, for
that is already a fact, but to get free access
to tl~e internal heat of our little planet?
Chimerical? Well, may be-I am not sure.
It is said that the Evil One, tempting our
Lord in his hunger, suggested that he
1 Address THIS OFFICE.
might "command that these stones be

Ingersoll's
Works
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Edited by Miss SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall
River, Mass., to whom all Communication~> for this Corner should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the da_x's occupation•
That is known as the Children's Hour."

The Inquirendo Club

ily look on the sunny side ; and hence
are most apt to sense the true and the
pleasing. People are said to hav good
sense when they do right, proper, and
wise acts.
An old philosopher says: "We hardly
find any persons of good sense save those
who agree with us." The reason of this
i11, we do not appreciate or fully understand those who do not think as we do.
We think our own opinions are right,
and all who believe differently from us are
wrong. Of course if we thought we believed a wrong thing, we could not keep
that belief. We believe as we must, as
we hav sense or reason to. We cannot believe fire will freeze us, or that an appletree will produce potatoes, because our
senses tell us it is not natural.
We all like being thought to be sensible;
to be full of good sense, to hav good judgment and understanding.
AUNT ELM.

idea is that if there is any such place as
heaven everybody will go there after they
die, but as to there being two places, a
EMBRACING THE
good and a bad, I think it is pretty thin;
and if there is I don't think God would be Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the
merciful to send the Freethinkers to the
Derivation of Christianity;
bad place after giving them that belief. I
think if the Christians would study a little
to which is added,
they wouldn't be so sure of that heaven
WHENCE
OUR
ARYAN ANCESTORS!
bnsiness. Well, I had better close for
Bv GEORGE W, BROWN! M.D
fear of that waste-basket. I remain your
.l!'ourth Eatttcm.
Freethinker friend,
BELLE HARVEY.

Researches in Oriental History,

Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap
ters.
Part 11.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen
chapters.
·
Part 111.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty
chaPters.
Part IV.-Whence Ca'D.e the Aryans? Five chap
ters.
Pres• Notiee••
The st~le is forcible and terse, the reasoning
~roo'1, and as the facts upon which the argument
1s based are largely Chi"istian, onr theological
fr1ends will have some hard nnts to crack if they
att mpt to answer them.-Boston Inf!esUgator.
This book is one of the most thorough and
learned of the Freethonghtworks that have oome
across the Atlantic.- The Freethinker, Lonaon.
Is a moRt valuable contribution to the literature of the nineteenth centnry.-Progresstf!e

All are architects of fate

Working in these walls of time
vm.-OONTINUED.
Some with ma.soiv deed and great,
Some with ornaments of rliyme.
Arthur read a hastily prepared essay, as
nothing more availabe chanced to be at
hand.
JINGLES OF
'' EGOISTIC PHILOSOPHY.
HUMOR,
" 'A philosopher in a passion, like a hero
SARCASM,
"n his night-shirt, would seem an inconAND FACT.
gruous spectacle to the popular fancy,'
writes a gifted author, 'and yet, shall not
TO
even the philosopher get in a passion when
Tingle "the Pries-t
Thtnker.
there is occasion for it, and would yon hav
TO WHICH ABE ADDED
Correspondence.
Elegantly bound in cloth, price, $1.:iO,
the hero go to bed without his night-shirt?'
CRoSBY, TEX., Nov. 21, 1894.
Andress all orders to THE TRUTH SEEKER
"The popular idea of a philosopher is
A
Few
Select
Prose
Pieces.
COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.
DEAR MISS WuoN: I wi1l write again, as
one who has, or must possess, repose of I saw my other letter in print. I was glad
By L. G. REED.
Price,
•
15 cents.
manner and studied carelessness. ' Calm to see it in print I think Mary L. MerW"ANTED. To correspond with
~HE TRUTH SEEKE~.
Address
as Greek art.' But, as Shakspere has ritt wrote a nice letter for a girl of nine.
28 Lafayette Fl., New York, yonne- lady of good moral character, between the
agts
of 20 anrl 2!i; those interested in the study of.
written, ' There never was yet a philoso- I wish I could write a letter simHar to
literature. mnoic. •nd human nature preferred.
pher could endure the toothache patiently.' that. I hope the day will come when one SHALL THE BIBLE BE REA.D
4t48
Address C A. LINDSAY, Butte, Mont.
can speak a word of their own belief with• I pray yon peace, I will be flesh and out its breaking the heart of a sky-pilot
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?
blood.' 'Serenity too often masks the real or other Christian. There was a preacher
Bv R, B. Westbrook, A.M.
~:~ymbol of perpetual weariness and unrest.' here for about four months, and got five
Thlrd Thou"'and.
And the aspirant for the honors of philos- members, and is sti1l preaching; but he
A. Consideration of the Doctrine
ophy must not be bound by emotion, be doesn't get any more memben; he has
about three or four families to hear him
of Personal Immortality.
it plllasnrable or otherwise. Why? Be- preach.
RELIGION
NOT
HISTORY.
Well, I don't think they will get
By OTTO WETTSTEIN.
cause the affections are fruitful sources of me to join any of their churches by howlExamination of the Morals and History
A Paper rear! at the International Freethonght
both inward and outward disturbances. ing around. Tf I wanted to join their
Congress at Chicago, October 5, 1893.
of the N!!w Testament.
Bv PBOY. 11' w NBWIIAII
Pri"" 25 'lent....
Price, 10 Cents.
Propose to yourself not too many ob- "holy band" I would do it in my rie-bt
Aililr"""
'FRF TRPTH FIFF.KF R.
Andr!lss
THE TRUTH. SEEKER
jects, if yon would hav a tranquil mind.' ·mind; they wouldn't scare me into it. My
So with the student in the school of philosophy. Subordination of disturbing
susceptibilities is-a necessity, requisit for
cultivation of tranquility. And yet, shall
one giv up all happiness merely to become
a philosopher? And such a philosopher!
Less human and less humane than the
In selecting Holiday Presents for their friends,
average of men? No! As Lovelace has
Libera.ls should remember that good books make
lasting impressions, and please as well every day
declared in a burst of soulful melody:
in the year. A LiberaJ book in the right
hands often changes the views of sev'Stone walls do not a prison make,
eral
pe.sons.
:IS"or iron bars a cage;
We have @ite a number of books appropriately
Mindfl, innocent and quiet, take
bound for Holiday purchasers, and we will pack
them carefnUy so they can go any distance in the
That for a heritage.
mail, or by nrepaid express. The following are
If I hav freedom in my love,
all good books for the plll'pose :
And in my soul am free,
Angels alone, that soar above,
Enjoy such liberty.'
photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll.
Four Hundred Years of Freethought. From
" Kindred with this popular illusion is
50 cents.
Colnmbns to Ingersoll. By Samuel p.
the conviction of many minds that altrnis·
Putnam. 141 tnll-page half-tone porApples _of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon
tic-other-than-yonrself-istic-is the proptraits of the most eminent Freethinkers
and philosophern. living and dead, of the
·
Gilt stamp. $1.25.
er form of philosophy, but which is, howpast four hundred years. Large octavo~
1165 pages, gilt sides and back, mar!J.lea
ever, a 'method of procedure extremely
A" In A Lifetime, by Miss Wixon. $1.
edges. Price, $5.
nconvenient for "others."' The point in
Right
Living.
By Susan H. Wixon. Ethvoltaire· s Romances, Profn11ely Illustrated.
philosophy which justifies its course, is to
ieR as Understood by a Student of Science..
Half calf, $4; vellum cloth, $1.50.
make the current of human life flow as
"Right Living " is we;l bunnd in cloth
and printed on good paper. Price, $1.
oarwin and After Darwin. By George J.
smoothly as possible. To secure one's own
Romanes. Silk cloth, gilt top, $2.
comfort is to promote that of others. And
An Unofficia: Patriot. A Historical Story
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handof the Civil War. By Helen H. Gardener.
egoism is contentment.

THE GIANT DELUSION.

I

I

PI{tStXTS ::FOR

THt :: J{OLIDA)IS.

c.Jloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.

'I qnazrel not with destiny,
The best is good enough for mel'
declares the poet, who, satisfied with little
' a little more than enough,' as Dr.
Oliver Wendell Holmes pleasantly suggest!!, resigns himself to the inevitable.
'Blessed are they who expect nothing, for
hey shall not be disappointed.' Egoism
would offer a consolation for the renouncing of pleasurable anticipation in theg1•eat!

cloth, with gold lettering and side stamp,
for $2.50. In plain boards, $2.

Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated
in cloth, with gold lettering and side
stamp, for $1.50. In plain boards, $1.

Conway's Life of Paine.

volnm~s.

red cloth covers, 1116.50: leather,
red edges, $9.50; morocco, gilt edges,

partJn"s Life of Voltaire,

$10.50.

$2.

History of Christianity, Comprising all that
relates to Christianity in the " Deeline
and Fall of the Roman Empire." Half
calf, $4; vellum cloth, $2.

prison. In cloth, $3 per volume. or $5 for
the two volumes; in leather, $7; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.
P~ose -~oems

and

Force and Matter.

~elections.

Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures;
Some Mistakes of Moses: Interviews on
Talmage; What Mnst We Do to Be Saved?
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals.
1,141 pages. In one volume, half calf, $5.

A Prose Poem. By R. G. Ingersoll.
In color, on boards, beveled, gilt edges, 50
cents.

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.
inehes, heavy plate paper, 50 cents

JQr For

22x28.

By Professor Ludwig

Buchner, M.D.
cloth, $1.50.

Silk

Half calf, $3; vellum

Dynamic Theory of Life and Mind. By James

1ngerso/J"s Principal Works: Gods and Other

Lif'I.

By Matilda

Joslyn Gage. Leather, $8; cloth. gilt top,

The Gods and Religions of Ancientanrf Modern
Ttmes. Two volumes. Wrftten in

From h1s Wr1tmgs and Saymgs.
cloth, $2.50; tree calf, $9.

hand-

Of which the

woman, Church, and State.

leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

Ingersoll" s

lar~e,

same can be sa1d as of Conway's" Life of
Paine. Half calf. $10; in cloth, $11.

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers. 1,075 pages. Svo. Cloth, $3;

Arthur ceased reading, with a final emphaeis on the last words, which the "old
clock on the stairs " gave still greater significance in pealing out the chime of fcmr;
and the Club adjourned. InA BALLou.

Two

some volumes. The best &nd only complete life of Paine. Half calf, $10 ; in
cloth, $5.

Around the World, by D. M. Bennett, 4

1 he unexpected!"

Sense.
,.
All that we feel, think, and are, is the
result of sense. We sense a thing by feeling it through mental or bodily faculties. We are said to hav five senses; but
really they are all resolved into the one
sense of feeling. We feel with the eye,
the ear, the nose, and all parts of us.
We feel good, bad, or indifferent, according as we are in good health or good
spirits.
We sense the grand, t.he good, and the
beautiful, and we feel thrilled all through
nto a joyous gladness. We sense sorrow, sin, and misery, and our mind is
filled with sadness, regret, and mourning.
But Mother N atnre has given to the most
of us a strong yearning for all that is
sweet, loving, and good, so that we cheer-

some and Interesting book Without Superstition, for Children and Youth. The
Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book
ever issued 66 fnll-page illustrations and
25 smaller; large type, heavy, toned paper,
broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224
pp., boards, $1.

The Freethinker's. Pictorial Text-Book, in-

B. Alexander. Cloth, $!.75.

I

Lessons From the World of Matter and the
World of Man. By Theodore Parker.
Cloth, gilt top, $1.25.

Asleep and Awake.

A new Liberal novel.

By Raymond Russell.
back stamp, $1.

cosmian Hymn Book.

Cloth, side and

With music to all

the son~;s. Edited by L. K. Washburn.
Cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.50.

Other Books See the Advertisements, or Send to Us for a Free Oatalogue . ..6!!JI
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Jf ew 1)-u"bZioations.
Unless othe'I'Wise specified, all publications noticed here can be had oj THE
TRUTH Sm:KEB CoMPANY, at the price
rtamed.
·
"The Better World" is a study in idealistic. conditions, after the manner of
'' Looking Backward," and a host of successors. The author endeavors to show
us a people in the enjoyment of life as an
intelligent, matter-of-fact way, without
selftshnese, avarice, and fear. They are
too good-natured to need lawyers: diet
and cleanliness hav abolished any need
elf doctors; and they are all so sensibly,
naturally good, that preachers are unknown among them. The purpese of the
book is to show how present conditions
may be improved; and with all the extravagant vein given to fancy, there are
some intere3ting and thonglit-provoking
suggestions.
.
F. D. Cummings' book, "Religion and
the Bible," is an effort to reconcile with
a practical, working faith in natural religion and in the moral precepts of Christ,
the inaccuracies and unexplainable inconsistencies of the Scriptures. It pleads in
a convincing way for toleration in religions beliefs, and points out that some
activ, operating, religious principle is important to all, especially to those who
hav no faith in a hereafter. Yet, for all
this, there is an unsparing criticism of
the faults and weaknesses of current
Cbristianity.-Portland Oregonian.

"How Weak and Diseased Lungs
Are Now Cured."
IN A SERIES OF ABTIOLES BY ROBERT HUNTER.

Dr. Robert Hunter, the grea.t specialist on wea.k
lungs a.nd lung troubles, contributes to The
Truth Seeker his va.hia.ble book, wherein he
shows how consumptien ca.n be a.voided a.nd how
it ca.n be cured. It should be rea.d with grea.t interest, a.s it shows how ma.ny lives ca.n be sa.ved
with a. little ca.re. His book will be published in
The Truth Seeker, a. cha.pter every week.
INTRODUOTION.

,

Scientific Works. Books by SALADIN.

of instance• ha.ve succeeded in the cure of consumption a.fter other treatment~ ba.ve been tried
in va.in. The nrity of cures I have effected is indisputable. No case in a court of law wa.s ever
proved by a. grea.ter array of unimpea.oha.ble witnesses in its fa.vor tha.n has been the truth a.nd
succe~s of antiseptic air inhala.tions in lung
diseases.
ROBERT HUNTER, M.D ..
117 West 45th Street, New York.
NoTE -Dr Hunter's book will be sent to a.ny of
the readers of The Truth Seeker who ha.ve wea.k
lungs, or who are interested in the subj set, free,
on addressing him a.s above.

Three Lectures on The Science of Lan•
guage. By Prof. F. Max Muller. The

Beware o.t Ointments for Catarrh that
·
..Contain Mercury,

Th~

a.s mercury Will surely itestrov the sense ·of ~mell
a.nd completely dera.nge the whole system when
entering it th~ough the mucous surface. Such
articles should nevPr be used except on presrriptions from reputa.ble Physicia.ns, a.s the dama.ge
they will do is ten fold to the good you can possibly derive from them. Hal"s Catarrh Cure,
ma.nufactured by F. J, Cheney & Co., Toledo, 0,
conta.ins no mercury~ a.nd is taken internally,
R.cting directly upon tne blood a.nd mucous snrf~ces of the system. In buyinJZ Hall's Catarrh
Cure be sure :vou get the g.enuine. It i• takf'n
internallv a.nd is made in Tole<1o, Ohio, by F. J.
flhAney & Co. 'J'estimonia.ls free.
~~¥"Sold by Druggists, price, 75c., per bottle.

lll·tempered Babies
are not de•irable in a.nv home. Insufficif'nt nourishment produces ill temper. Gn•rd against fretful • hildren by feedin~t nutritions and digestible foOd. The Gail Borden • aide Bra.nd Conrlen ed Milk is the most successful of all infant
foods,

FREE

13t50

A Valuable Book on Nervous
JJi•eases to a.ny "n.ilnreoP by the

REV. E. KONIG,
-FORT WAYNE, IND.-

Truth Seeker Library.
Published M:onthly at $8 per Year.
IssuBs OP 1891.-$3.

Price.
Truth Seeker Annual,.,1891 ..................... $0 25
Men, Women, a.nd uods. Helen H. Ga.r50
The .t::~~·neaiioii.' ·-Tb.oDi~ ':P'&iiia:"mliS:
tra.ted..................................... 2
Answers to Christia.n Questions. D. M. Bennett...................................... . 25
Christia.n Absurdities. John Peck .......... . 20
Victor Hugo's Ora.tion on Volta.ire ........... . 10
The Crisis. Thoma.s Pain~ Illustrated .... . 4~
Sa.bba.thBrea.king. JohnJ!l. Remsburg ...... . 25
Tra.vels in Faith from Tradition to Rea.son. RobertO. Adams.;,;.............. 25
Strike of a. Sex. George N. Miller.... . . . . . . . . 25
My Religious Experience. Samuel P. Putna.m....................................... 25
The Hi!{her Criticism in Theology a.nd Religion. T. E. Longshore................ 50
Issu:ms oP 1892,-$3.
Infidel Dea.th-Beds. G. W. Foote............. 25
Rights of Ma.n. Thoma.s Paine. Illustra.ted........................................
40
Wa.s Christ Crucified? AustinBierbower....
10
Pulpit, Pew, a.n'd Ora.dle. Helen H. Ga.rdener ................................... .. 10
Bible Mora.Is. John E. Remsburg .......... .. 25
Awful Disclosures of Ma.ria. Monk ........... . 50
20
Pocket Theology. Volta.ire .................. .
Why Don't God· Kill the Devil? M. Ba.bcock1...................................... H
LiberJy m Litera.ture.
Testimonial to
WaltWhitma.n, with Funeral Address.
By Col. Robert G. Ingersoll........ . . . . . 20
Six Lectures on Astronomy. Bicha.rd A.
Proctor................................... 10
Ca.ndle From Under the Bushel. Wm. A.
Ha.rt...................................... 40
The Holy Bible Abridged........... . . . . . . . . . . . 80
Fa.lse Ola.ims of the Church. John E.
Remsburg....... ,, ...................... .

In publishing my book I ha.ve endea.vored to
expla.in, in pla.in, untechnica.l terms, the na.ture
of consumption-the ma.nner in which it is contra.cted-the ca.uses which produce it-how it is
to be prevented, a.nd wha.t must be done t:> cure
it. In doing this I feel tha.t I confer a.n inestima.ble benefit on the whole people by pla.cing before them knowledge which, if received intelligently. will sa.ve ma.ny Jrom. the most dreaded
disea.se known to ma.nkind. Unquestiona.blydisea.ses of the brea.thing orga.ns a.re less understood
by the public a.nd trea.ted with poorer results by
the genera.! profession tha.n· a.ny other cla.ss of
ma.Ia.dies in the whole ra.nge of medica.! practice.
The records of the Boa.rd of Health inform us
tha.t in a. single yea.r the dea.ths bythroa.t a.nd
1ung compla.ints in New York City were 14,698 out
of a. tota.l of 85,975-or 40 per cent. of the whole
morta.lity.
This frigbtfulsa.crifice of huma.n life could not
occur if pulmona.ry disea.ses were trea.ted with
a.ny degree of success, or were not, under the
usua.l mea.ns employed by physicia.ns, pra.ctica.lly
incnra.ble a.nd hopeless. Ma.ny prominent people
during the pa.st yea.rs have pa.ssed from life by
Issu:ms op 1893,-$3.
ung diseases which bega.n ill simple a.tta.cks of ~oma.s Paine Vindicated. CoL Robert
congestion of·the !'lltlgS. Genera.! Sherma.n, Mrs.
G.Ingersoll............................... 1f
Ha.rrison, a.nd Ja.y Gould a.re significa.nt exa.m- l'he Orea.tion of God. Dr. Ja.cob Hartma.nn .. :.................................. 50
ples. They were in perfect hea.lth when a.tta.cked
of Prea.chers in the United States.
· -sUrrounded by all comforts-a.ble to comma.nd Crimes
M:. E. Billi.Jlgs ; .......................... . 25
competent medical care, with a.ll the aids to Resurrection of Jesus ........................ . 40
health tha.t wealth ca.n buy, a.nd yet. were not Ha.ndbook of Freethought. W. B. Bell ..... . 50
sa.ved. Why? Because there was not virtue Religion a. Curse; Relig1on a. Disea.se; Religion a. Lie. S. P. Putnam....... . .. . .
25
enough in that medical treatment they em- Desxgn Argument Fallacies. By Editor of
ployed, from both the schools of a.llopathy a.nd
THE TBUTB SEEJtEB.. •• •• ..............
1~
homeopa.thv combined, to a.rrest Mrs. Ha.rrison' Abra.ha.m Lmcoln: Wa.s He a. Christia.n?
John
E.
Renisburg......................
50
"influenza," break up Gen. Sherman's" cold,'
Pen Pictures of The World's Fair. Illl1Bor cure Jay Gould'g "bronchitis."
tra.ted. S. P. Putna.m..... ... . • .. . . . .. ..
25
And yet a.ll this in face of the fa.ct tha.t we ha.ve Common Sense. Thoma.s Paine..... • .. .. . . • •
15
15
remed1es Ptrfectl:v a.dequa.te to the mastery even Exa.mina.tion of Prophecies. Thos. Pa.ine..
a.nd l'rogress. Albert M. Lorentz,
of consumption. But where a. ta.sk of such ac- Plea.sure
50
LL.B .................................. ..
kowledl!ild difficulty is to be accomplished a.s the Gia.nt Delusion. Otto Wettstein ...•••....••
10
cure of consumption, not only are the needful Bible Inquirer. A, Ja.cobson ............... .
25
remedies requisite, but their use must be directed Sister Lucy. Her Awful Disclosures of
Newh8Jl
Convent........................
10
with masterly intelligence and an extended
Four Centuries of Progress. Susa.n
knowledge a.nd experience of the true na.ture of Woman:
H. Wixon................................
10
lung oases. Precious lives should not be f-itIsSUEs oP 1894.-$3.
tared a.way a.nd sacrificed by piddling pallia.tives, Thumbscrew and Ra.ck. Geo. E. Ma.cdonald
10
which do no good, a.re tota.lly without power to >~elf-Contra.diction· oftheBible. W. H. Burr
15
arrest the a.ttack, a.nd a.ctually inctea.se the da.n- Church Property: Snould It be ExemPt
from Taxat1on? Rea.sons Why It Should
ger by stifling the na.tura.I functions of the
Not......................................
15
body.
Congress a.nd Snnda.y La.we . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
5
Until physicia.ns genera.lly learn to apprecia.te The Better World. A dip into the future
of ma.nkind on earth. Dr. E. B. Souththa.t sedatives, hypnotics. a.nd hypodermic injecwick.. ..
............................
50
tions only poison the pa.tient's blood, and injure,
Chnrch a.nit Freetboug!Jt. Franklin St.einer
JO
instead of benefiting, his lungs, they can never Religion
a.nd the Bible. An old subject in
succeed in lung casep. Such treatment actua.lly
the light of moderu thought. F. D.
robs the lungs of their na.tural power of hea.ling.
fo
The trea.tment of the air pa.ssa.ges a.nd lungs by ATa.I~uo~~i~!lo:··:Moi:ti&ii'A..":R~i>e'rlioD.:
Illustrated by A. Ca.rey K. Jurist......
50
vola.tilized antfse:pttcs a.nd curative a.gents-a.p- JinglPs
and Prose. Fa.ct, Fun, a.ndSa.rca.sm.
plied directly to the infla.med a.nd a.ffected pa.rtd,
L. G. Reed........................... . .
15
within the lungs, by inhalation-is the only Remodeling the Government. With Rema.rks on t.he Bible a.nd Liquor Busicourse tha.~ ever succeed~. The antisep ice a.re
ness. the Christ Principle, etc. w. L.
necessa.ry to destroy the germs, a.nd the healing
Willis....................................
10
medicines to repa.ir the injuries they and the
Dunn!I the yea.r other sta.nda.rd Freethought
disea.se ha.ve inflicted on the lungs. This is the works will be published a.nd sent to subscribers
essence of my cure.
as they appea.r.
Yea.rly subscribers a.t $8 receive a.II the numbers
The a.rrest of consumption and the restora.tion
published in one yea.r. In ordering plea.se sa.Y
of the lung to hea.lth by it I know by the a.ssur- whichyea.r
is desired.
·
a.ace of a.ctua.I experience. t sa.ved my own life by
Single numbers so!d a.t prices quoted.
inhaled remedies, a.fter the Ia.te Dr Swett of New
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
York, Dr. Wi1liams of London, a.nd Baron Louis
28 Lafa.yette Pla.oe. New York.
of Pa.ris-the highest J!'rench a.uthority-had pronounced me in incurable consumption. I ha.ve
since then-for forty yea.rs-ma.de a.n exha.ustive THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL
Price, 25 cents.
study of p111mona.ry disea.ses, a.nd in thousa.nds

(W. STEWART ROSS),
Editor of the Lonaon .Agnosttc Journa

Three Introductory Lectures on the
Science of Thought. By F. Max Miil-

ler. ~· The Simplicity of Language; 2. The
I dentity qf Language a.nd 'l'honght, and 3.
Th\) s,mphc~ty of Thought. With a.n II.J)pendix
wl).1ch contams a correspondence on "Thought
W1tho.nt Words," between F. Ma.x Muller a.nd
FRoranCls Ga.Iton, the duke vi Argyll, George J.
manes, a.nd others. Neatly bound in cloth.
,
Pri ce, 75c.
Oxford Universtty Extenliion Lectures. With
a. supl?lement, "lily Predecessors." an essay on
genesis of "Th~ Science of Thought." 112
pa.ges; cloth. Pnce, 75c.
·

Psychology of Attention. By Th.

Ribot, I>rofessor of Compa.rative and Experiments.! .Psychology at tue ·college de France,
a.nd . ed1tor of tqe Revue PhilOso:phi.Que. Autho~zed translatiOn. Treatin !£or the following
topics: 1..Spontaneous, or Natural, Attention.
-:a. Emotwna~ states; b, Pl1ysical inanifestatlOns; .o. Surprtse. 2. Voluntary or Artificial,
Attent1op.-a~Its·mechani•m: b, Inhibition; c,
The fe~ling or effort. 3. The Morbid Htates of
Att~nt1op.-a, Distra.ction; b, Hypochondria;
c, FlJi:ed Ideas and ecsta~y; dl Iilioe.y; e, Attent wnm sleep a.nd hypnos1s. C oth, '1'5c.

Fundamental Problems. The Method of
Philosophy aq a l:>ystema.tic Arra!l'l'ement of
Knowledge. By Dr. Paul Carns. Price, $1.

The Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms.

A Study in Experimental Paycllo!Qgy. By Alfred Binet. Tra.nslation from the French with
the .sanctiop of the a.n thor. Treating of the folIowmgsubJects: 1. The Psychology of the Cell
'-I~troductor:r. 2. The Structu~ ·~1 and Psychological Character of Proto-Org~tuisms: Motory
a.nd .t:!!Jmoa: Organ~. 3. The Psrchology of
Nutr1t10n.: .HolophytlC, Saprop~ytlC, and Anima.J. Nutnt1on; Pred~~:tory Jiabits or Certa.in
~mmalcula. 4. Colorues of Unicellular Orga.nlBms. 5. Fecundation of Proto-Organisms. 6
Fecundation of Hit! her Animals a.nd Plants 7.
The Physiological Function of the Nucleus:
C(>rrespondence between. Alfred Binet and Ch.
R1chet (profc~sor of physiOlogy in the Faculty of
Medicine a.t Paris) respecting .cellular psychology, 10mo, 185 pages; cloth, 75c.; paper, 506.

a:

Wheelbarrow Articles and Discussions
on the Labor Question, Including the
Con~roversy
EthiCs of t~e

with Mr. Lyman F. Gage on the
Board of Trade;_ and also the Controversy w1th Mr. H~h v. Pentecost, and
other~ •.on. the Singlt;l Tax Question. Elegant
·cloth bmdmg,.Portra.lt of the author, and autograph letter. Price, $1.

The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carus.

Being a. disquisition en the development of
tl).e ide~ of God in human t.houR'ht and histo!Y:
dtscus•mg: 1. The Nature of lde!U!. 2. The J!ltymology of The Word,G;od. 3. God an Abstract
Idea. 4. ,The Concep.t1ons of p-od (Polytheism,
Monoth~l~m. Pantheism, Theism,andAtheism).
5. Defimt1ons of the Idea of God. 6. En theism
the Mona.stic Conception of God. Price, 15c. '
Epitomes of Three Sciences. 1. Comparative Philology: The Study of Sanscrit. By
Prof. H. Ol!lenberg, of. the University of Kiel.
-a, Sanscr1t Resea.rch; b, From Jones to LaPsen; o, The Discovery of the Veda; d, The Interp.retation of the Veda; e, The History of the
Vedic Epoch. 2. Experimental Psychology
:fu: Prof, Joseph Jastrow, of the University of
Wisconsm.-a, Aspects of Modern Psycholog;vb. Psychology. in Germany; c, Psycliology ni
France·a.nd Italy; a. Psychology in Great HritID!l and the United States.. 8. Old Testament
H1story: pr, The Rise of the peqple of Israel.
By Prof. C. H. Cornell, of the University of
Konigs berg,_.,.-a, The Traditions of the People of
Isra.el; b, 'l'he Migrations of the Tribes of
Is.rael; c, The Con'lllilst of Palestine a.nd the
Kin_gdom of!srael. With especial introductions
b y Profe~sors Oldenberg and Cornell, a.nd prefatory remarks by the editor of the Open
Court. Elegant cloth binding. Price, 75c ..

The Ethical Problem. By Dr. Paul

GOD AND HIS BOOK.

;;;;:., When he had read this book Colonel Ingersoll
-wrote to the a.uthor: "You have earned the
thanks of all who really think.' It i• a work of
vast resea.•ch, of sound criticism, of caustichul mor, of sledgehammer vehemence, of scathing
satire, of pa.thos and eloquence. !tis one of the
hea.viest 1conocla.sti • broadsides ever :tired at
~ the Jewish God and the Bible. Cloth, gold letr•te• s, 181.25.
.

;l

WOMAN: HER GLORY, HER SHAM:E,
A.ND HER GOD.

The Rev. Archdeacon Farrar said that "Christianity eleva.ted thd woman; it shrouded ae
with a. halo of sacred innocence ;he tender
years of the child." The object of Saladin's
work is to show the archctea.con his error, and
he ha.s succeeded. An English writer said of it:
" This certainly is one of the most marvelous
books ever issued from the press. The au.horities cited are unquestiona.ble, a.nd the result is
convincing." In two volumes, cloth, gilt-lettered, $2.50.

CHRISTIANITY and the SLAVE TRADE.
A condensation of the known fa.ets upon this
subject, proving that Christianity did not abolish but aided this infa.mous traffic in huma.n
beings. 'l'o which are added such comments as
only Sa.ladin can make. In paper, 80 cents.

THE TRANSITION.

A consideration of the antagonism of the Bible and t:lcience, and of the question whether
the veiled or allegorical portions of the Chris
tion Bible can be interpreted by modern
Pclence. In_J;JaE_er, 20 cents.

ROSES A.NV RUE.

Bein~ Random Notes and Sketches. Some of
its ~Ubjects are: A Last Interview with a. Man
of Genms; An Essay on Stirpiculture; Asceticism a.nd Superstition; Capital Punishment;
Poverty.t., God in the C<>nstitution; Brunoj
Gods: witchcraft. etc. This may ne ca.Ilea
Saladin's own book, for it is poetry in prose,
and is one of the books that lovers of strong
literature like to read a~rain and again. In
cloth, gold· and silver-lettered, $1.50.

LAYS OF ROMANCE.

This books reminds one of Sir Walter Scott,
being roma.ntic, historic verse, a.glow in every
page with the energy of a true and high poetic
genius. Cloth, gold lettered. 75 cen1s.
•

ISAURE AND OTHER POEMS.

'rhe title poem 1s a stor:v of intense passion,
touchinR"lY told. The other twenty poems a.re
freshl fragrant, thoughtful, and every verse
revea s the thinker, observer, and reformer.
Cloth, gold-lettered, 75 cents.

A FEARFUL FLOGGING.

By one who endured it Based upon a ma.nuscript in the possession of Sa.ladin. Paper, 100.

Carns. Three Lectures, delivered before t.he

THE AGONIES OF HANGING.

ones gf EthiCs .. 112 pages, cloth. Price, 50c.

WHIRLWIND SOWN AND REAPED.

(loc~etY. for Ethical Culture of Chicago a.t the
mw~a.tion of the Boa.rd of Trustees: 1. Ethicp,
a. ~c1ence; ~· The Data of Ethics; 8. The The·

On Double Consciousness. Experimental

PsychologicalStudies. By Alfred Binet. Table
of contents: 1. Introductory· Experimental
Psychology in France. 2. Proof of Double Consciou~ne•s in Hysterical Individuals. 8. The
Relat1ons between the Two Consciousnesses of
Hysterica.l ~ndividuals. 4. The Hysterical ~e.
5. Mecha.msm or Subconscion•ness? 6. '.l.'he
Gra.phic Method a.nd the Doubling of Consciousness. 7. The Intensity of Subconscious States
8. The Role o,f Suggestion in Phenomena of
Double Consc10usness. 9. Double Consciousness in Health. 98 pages, paper. Price, 50c.

The Lost Manuscript. A Novel. By

Gusta.ve Freytag. A handsome, elegantiy
bound edition of this famous and popula.r Germa.n romance. The author writes a.s a. motto
for the American edition: "A noble buma.n
J.i,fe doE)S not en.d on earth with dea.th. It contmues lD the mmdg and deeds of friends, a.s well
a13 in the thoughts a.nd the activitv of the na.tlOn." In two octavo volumes; boxed. Price, $4.

Diseases of Personality. By Th. Ribot.

Authorized translation. Treating of the following subjects: 1. Nature of Persona.Iity and
c~msciou~ness. 2. Organic Disorders. 8. Emotional Disorders. 4. Intellectual Troubles. 5
Dissolution of the Personality. Cloth, 75c.
·

Tl1e Soul of Man. An Investigation of

the Facti of Ph.rsiological a.nd Experiments.!
Psychology. B:yDr.PfmlCarus. With 152lllu<Cuts a.nd Diagra.ms. Price $3, pages 480.
:j'nnted on extra. fin!l paper, handsomely bound
m cloth. The subJect-matter of the work is
di~ded il!to the followil!g sections: 1. The
PhllosophiCal Problem of Mind. 2. The Rise of
Org.al!ic Life. 3. Physiological Facts of Bra.inActlvlty. 4. The Immortality of the Race and
tpe Da.ta. of ;propagation. 5. The Investig''"
~lone of ExP.ei;Imenta.l Psychology, 6. The Ethlca.l a.nd Religious Asi!ects of Soul-Life.
Address
'£HE 'r:RUTH HI!:EKER.
28 La.fa.yette Pla.ce. New Vor!.

tr~~:tive

L. K. Washburn's Works.

The False Teaching of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of

the Christian church a.re thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. " Think of
& minister's pra.ying God to kill gra.sshoppers.
or trying to induce the Deity to underta.ke a
crusa.de of one against the Oolora.do beetle I"
Price, 10 centa.

Beligons Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane! Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catbolit
Church. Prioe. 6 cents.
Address THE TBUTH SEEKER.

Studies in Psyobology, By one who was cnt
down from the g",llows Prmted from ma.nuscript in the ha.nds of Saladin. Paper,10 cents.
A short story of clerical crime and villai oy
founded on tact. Of this book the Open Oourt
said: "This novel will command the same or
moreh interest than Helen Ga.rdener's story
'Is T is Your Son.~ Lord?'" Pa})er, 25 cents
Address
'rHE THUTH SEEKER CO.

IJarwin and AIter Uarwin.
An Exposition of the Darwmian Tl>eory.

By GEORGE J.

RoMANEB,

A systema.tic F.xQosition of what may he termed
'he Darwini•m or llarwiu, and Iur.ended tl• be of
.ervice to the gPncrt<l reader rather than to prole-se.! natnrali"t'
Mr. Hom owe" i" woll !mown aij one of the most
ntere•tiug or Fu!!I;Kh writer~ upon evolution,
•e•i•le" r ...nkmg with l'rnfessm- Huxley iu ••·ieuitic knowiP<lL!~ and a\lllitv. An<l thie 1s a part of
.is ~onl'ill"ion ll'l<:>tl ·.. ug the grell.t H• hJect of
•>esign, to whi1'11 tho< ·t nreh ""often refer•:
"'l'hu~ wlwt.her w~ lnok to tho facts or a<lnptaion or to thoKA of l•e•nty, pverywherc thronghnut organic ""lllr<' we meet with abundant
.,vidence of nn.tural can,at.inn, while nowht·re do
ve meet with any mdepcndent evirlen~e of
nperuatnr~tl rl<>silm
. . . Adaptation and
IJea.ntv aro< alilw r<·C<•iving their explanatiou 11t
·he hanrls of a Jo11rPiym<•<•luwical philo"ophy ...
\ll natnre haH thn• l•e•·n trnn"f'orme•l hefore the
view of thP pre"ent '(l•ru-rHtiou In A mRnr,er ond
to au ~xtent that ha.R never hrl'ore lw•m pns"ihle;
mrl inasmnrh as the cha.nge whi<·h ha• taken
pla.ce ha• ta.ken pl&.<le in the direction of naturallRID, and this to the "xtent of renderinll' the
mechanical int.Prpreta.tion of nature universa.l, it
i• no wonder if the religious mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in ths
word• of its tra.ditiona.I enemy-Where is now
thy God?"
li1ustrated. Price, cloth.J.. $2.
Address.
THI" 1'RUTH REEKER.

VALUABLE ENGLISH
PUBLICATION.
The studenVs Darwin. By Edward B.

Aveling, D. Sc., Fellow of University College!
London. The purpose of this boo]{ is to tel
something of Darwin's work to those who ha.ve
neither tlie time nor the opportunity_to investi~rate it fully for themselves. 1. The N atura.list's
Voyage Around the World. 2. Geolooica.I
Works. a. Botanies.! Works.
4. Zoological
Works. 5. Works on Evolution. With a
copious index. Price, $2.
.
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SEND ME YOUR

Lectures and· Essays

Holiday Orders

By ARTHUR B. MOSS.
With Portrait and B'ogra_p!iical Sketch by
G. STA..NDIUNG.
C ntents-Two Reve:ations. Man and the
Lower Animals. Design and Nat.ural Selection.
Bible l:lo·ror•· or, True Blasphemy. Health,
Wealth, anil Happiness. Bible Saints and Sinners. ln limp clo.h, 50 ~ents,
Addre s THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

MARK TwAIN says: "Adam was but human. He did not want the apple for the
apple's sake; he wanted it only because it
was forbidden. The-mistake was in not
PRICES AGAIN REDUCED!
forbidding the serpent; then he would hav
eaten the serpent."
CLERGYMAN: "John, I hope yon are try~he New Model Wettstein Watch
ing to do what isright." John: "Yes,
sir; I teach my children the command- has 16 jewel1, patent regulation, Brements." Clergyman: "But what we do quet (non catchable) hair-spring, beauis of more importance than what we say." tiful double-sunk paneled dial, fully
John: "Yes, sir; but it would be mighty adjusted to heat, cold, and position,
" tejus to keep all of them commandments."
nickel- finished, and guaranteed a
-Voice.
Perfect ~ ime Keeper.
ANOTHER church-fair story comes to us,
relativ to raising money to pay off church
GENTLEMEN'S SIZE.
debts. A friend meeting a deacon on the
Price~.-In 3 oz. screw du£!t-proof,
street, asked: "Are yon not going to get silverine case, $19. In· 3 oz coin silup a fair to pay off the debt on the church?"
"We were going to," replied the worthy ver, $24. In fine screw open- face goldd• aeon; "but the congregation heard of filled case, warranted 15 years, $25.
the rumor, and raised the money at once." Do. bunting, $29. In 20 year cases,
-Oakland /:.aturday Press.
screw open face, $28. Hunting, $32.
"THIS morning " writes a Sunday- In special engraved, Fca.lloped and
school teacher, "'i gave the children a
little talk about their souls. When I had Louis XIX. cases, $2 to $5 more.
done I thought I would ask them a few In 14kt. solid gold heavy cases, open
questions to see ifthey understood what I face or hunting, $45, $50, $60, $70,
had told them. S'J I began, ' What did to $200.
the almighty giv us besides our l:odieb ?'
LADIES' SIZE.
Perhaps yon can imagin my emotions when
they instantly responded ' Laigs !'"
Prices.-In fine gold-filled hunting
''I NEVER in my hfe," sain Dean Stanley case, warranted 20 years, $30. In
to his wife, after a sermon in Westminster fine heavy 14kt. solid gold case, $40.
Abbey, "so touched the congregation. Extra heavy and scalloped, $50. LaThey were entranced; every eye was upon dies' watches shipped in fine plush
me from the first word to the last." "No
wond~r," said Lady Augusta; "your cases.
Regu ar Gt'· de American Watches.
gloves were inside of your hat, and when
Including movements of Rockford,
yon took it off they remained on the top
of your head all through the sermon."
Hampden, Elgin, Waltham, SpringA STORY is told by a French paper of two field, etc., and cases of Boss, Fahys,
provincials, a man and his wife, who visited Deuber, Crown, etc.
the Louvre in Paris. ''What struck yon
PRICEw.
most at the Louvre?" asked one of their 7 ieweled Soz. screw open face silverine ca•e,$4,75
friends, when they returned home and 7
3oz.
u
"
silver
"
9 75
la year "
"
gold-fillEd" 10 oo
began to tell of the wonders they had 77 " 21)
18 00
seen. "Oh," replied the husband, "a 7
15 " hunting
"
" 1410
picture that represented Adam and Eve, 7
iO •·
•·
"
"
17 00
l 0 " h 'lilt., Louis xiv. go d-filled 20 00
with the apple and the serpent." And his 77
14kt.
solid
gold
open
face
ca.se
28 00
excellent wife chimed in, "Yes, we found 7
14kt.
•·
l:iunt;ng
"
85 00
that very interesting, because, yon know, 11 " l!!l more; 15 jewele<l,$2 50 more.
15
·•
adj.,
1!!4
more;
17
jeweled,
adj,$6
more
we knew the anecdote."
Ladies' American Gold Hunting
WHEN yon see a clergyman wearing a
white cravat, and a long-tailed coat but- Watches.
Including movements of
toned up to his chin, closely shaved, and Rockford, Hampden, Elgin, Waltham,
kid gloves upon his lily-white -hands, yon
see a man who has his sign hung out, which Springfield, etc., and cases of Boss,
·signifies: "I don't belong to the common Fabys, Deuber, Crown, etc.
herd; I stand upon an elevated pedestal; I
PRICES.
$11 50
demand reverence on account of my cloth; 7jeweled in 20 year. plain or engraved,
20 •· full enj;t'd and scalloped. 15 00
I expect that all the goods I buy will be 77 "•·
2il " 14.b t. solid gold,
- - 20 00
discounted in price, and that on all occa- 7 "
20 " 14.kt.
"
heavy, to 00
1!!1 more.
sions special favors will be meted out to 1l "
15 "
4more.
me." "But a man's a man for a' that," ·15
" adj 6 more.
says Robert B.-Christian Leader, CinIn !!.,.e plus1~ cases per express prepata.
cinnati.
CHAINS.
"Mns. TRULIGooDE has made applicaLatest styles in ladies' and gentletions for divorce, I hear." "Yon don't men's. chains in best gold-filled, $2,
say? Why. it was only a short time ago
that her husband was converted and joined $2.50, $3.50, $4, and $5.
Watch Work.-Our repair departthe church." "I know it, That was the
cause of the trouble. Yon B£e since his mmt is one of the largest in the counconversion, Trnligoode has been in the try. Overhauling, $1. Jewels, $1.
habit of going alone to the evening experience meetings. Full of the spirit of Springs, $1. Warranted one year and
the occasion, he would get up- and tell returned, charges prepaid.
what a bad man he had been; indeed he
The Frfethought Badge and Charms.
seemed to take pride in recounting his
Large Size Badge: 10kt. $3; 14kt.
slips while he was in the gall of bitterness
and the bonds of iniquity. The other $4. With genuine chip diamonds, $8.
night Mrs. Trnligoode dropped into the Genuine full cut diamond, $12.
meeting, and from a back seat heard his
Oharms.-10kt. $5, 14kt. $6. With
confession, and when he closed, by saving
his eyes were now opened to the knowledge genuine chip diamond in sun, $9.
of his sinfulnesP, her eyes were opened, too. With fine cut genuine diamond, $10.
She went next day to her lawyer, and proSmall Size Badge.ceedings for a divorce were begun."10kt. $2, 14kt. $2.75.
Secular Thought.
With genuine chip diaWHEN we remember how difficult it is
mond, $6. With full cut
even for the adult mind to attempt to
genuine diamond, $18.
grasp the conception of God, we need not
wonder that children are utterly puzzled
Gharms.-10kt. $3, 14kt. $4. With
oveT it. As their ideas of all scriptural genuine chip diamond, $7. With genthings come from the scrip· urea, it is uine full cut diamond, $15 .
wholly natural thatthe anthropomorphism
of the Bible should tinge all their ideas of
The Ingersoll Souvenfr Spoon.
deity. Ruskin says that when he was a
REDUCED PRICE LIST.-~ ea Spoons,
child he had a very reverent conception of
God, as a grave old man, with a long, white $2; extra heavy, $3; gold-bowl, $2 50.
beard, clothed in a flowered dressing- Orange Spoons, $2 50; gold bowl, $3.
gown; which conception, no doubt, had Sugar Spoons, $3 ; gold bowl, 3.50.
come to him from some old picture. A
friend was telling me, the other day, of a SatisfacLion flUaranteed or money relittle fellow who came to his mother with
. funded or goods exchanged.
the inquiry: "Mamma, do yon believe
that God can see everything?" His I can save you money in anything in
my line.
mother assured him that God was omniscient, explaining to him what the term
Do not delay your orders. Send
meant. " But I know, mamma, there is
something that God cannot see." The for price-list, cards in colors. of badge,
mother, naturally, was shocked at the lit- etc. Address
tle skeptic's asseveration. "But I know he
OTTO WETTSTEIN,
can't see everything!" "What can't he
see?" "Why, mamma, he can't see the
The Liberal Je-w-eler,
top of his own head."-Margaret J. PresRochelle, Illinois.
ton, in the Chautauquan.
Established 18:i7.
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BETTER

WORLD.

A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE

By Dr. E. B. SOlJTHWICK.
For I dipt into the future, far as human eye could
Sa.w the Vision of the ;~~ld, and all the wonders
that wonld be.

Antiquity
Unveiled.

O said the poet Tennyson, and although what he saw was more or
less remarkable he was on the out~
side of the tent relatively to our presAnotent Vokes
from the BptrH
ent author. Dr. Southwick, without
Rea~m atsolose the
telling us how he got there, relates
most Btartltna Rer~
the many and strange .adventures that
e~attons.
befell him in a land without a sun or
-oa newspaper, but where light and
PC0¥1ng Cbrlstlanlty
everlasting spring abide nevertheless;
to be of ·
where women are the stronger sex,
Heathen Origin.
where all dress alike, wear no buttons,
[ILLUSTBA,TED.!
go in bathing together, and are " naked, and not ashamed."
Prioe, - - " - 11-~o.
There is something of " Looking
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKEH
Backward" in this book, with a spice
of Gulliver added, and it is totally deOUR NEWEST BOOKS~
void of religious superstition. It will
Four Hundred Years of Freethonght
be readwith interest and curiosity.
By Samuel P. Putnam. Subscription book
Published and for sale at this office.
elegant binding, one hundred and forty-one
portraits, $5.
Price, cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents.
Chnrch Property: Should It be Exempt
from Taxation? Reasons Why It Should Not.
Pa.per, 15 cents.
.
ESTABLISHED 1865.
The Better World. A dip into the future
. of mankind on earth. By Dr. E B. Southwick. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1E. C. Reichwald & Bro.,
Religion and the Bible. An old snhject
in the light of modern thought. By F. D.
Receivers and Shippers of
Cummings. l'aper, 50 cents;,.,cloth, $1Jingles and Prose. Fact, Jmn, and Sarcasm. By L G. Reed. Paper, Ui cents.
Remodeling the Government. With Remarks on the Bib e a.nd the Li<l!lor Businesg,
t.he Christ Principle, etc. By W. L. Willis.
Paper. 10 cents.
and
Thumbscrew and Rack. Illustrations soecially prejlared, and t;he text by Geo. E. Maodonald. Paper, 10 cenus.
GENERAL COMMISSION MERCII!NTS.
Self-Contradictions of the Bible. Ninth
edition. Price, 15 cents.
Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christian!
SPECIALTIES:
By John E. Remsburg. Cloth, $1; paper, 50
cents.
California Fruits, Bananas, Oranges, Lemons,
·
Cranberries, PtnPaJ:!Ples, Grape•,
Pen-Pictures of the World's Fair. DlnsPeache•, Pears, Plums, Meltrated. By Samuel P. Putnam. Paper, 25
ons, ApPles, Berries.
cents.
Potatoes, Onions, Cabbage•, Cucumbers, TomaReligion a Cnrse, a Lie1 and a Disease.
toes, C ,Jery, Beets. Carrots, Turnips,
By Samuel P. Putnam. l'aper, 25 cents,
Popcorn, S~nasb. Crab Ap.
pies, l!lgg Plant.
Design Argument Fallacies. 1 A Refutation of the Argument that Nature Exhibits
Marks of Having Been nesigned by an Intelligent Being. Bv the Editor of Tllll: TBUTll
234: So. Water St., Chicago.
BEEKER. Paper, 15 cents.
Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
By M. E. Billings, Paper, 25 cents.
Handbook of Freethonght. By W. B.
Bell. Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
Pleasure and Progress: An Attempt to
Prove that the Pursuit of Pleasure is the stne
qua non of Intellectual, Moral, and Social
Development, and that the Promotion of
Pleasure is the Duty of Philanthrop:y and
Statesmanship. By Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
Colonel Ingersoll's Famous Cloth, 1!!1; paper, 50 cents.
The Creation of God. Tracht~ the GodLetters and Renlies from Em- Ide to Its Source. By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
Cloth. $1; paper, 50 cents.
inent Men. With a StartlinQ" Resurrection
of Jesus. By Don Allen.
Cloth, 75 cents; cloth, 40 cents.
Chanter on
Facts and Fictions of Life. By Helen
H. Gardener. Cloth, $1<i paper, 50 cents ·
Woman, Chnrch and otate. By Matilda
Joslyn Gage. doth,$2; leather, $3.
The Church and Freethonght. By FrankSteiner. Paper, 10 cents.
·
Schonenhauer's Celebrated ThelinGiant
Delusion. One of Otto Wettstein's Friendly Arguments with the SpirituEssay "On Suicide."
alists. Paper, 10 cents.
Bible Inquirer. By Andrew Ja.cobsoa.
Paper covers. - Price 25 Cents
Paper, 25 cents.
Woman: Fonr Centuries of Progress.
By Susan H. Wixon. Paper.10 cents.
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Is Suicide
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Great Suicides of History.
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BOOKS 8Y
THE

BRAIN

THE

BIBLE·,

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.

l'he Bible of Nature: A Contribution
to the Religion of the Fnbnre. Cloth. $1.
fhe Secret of the East; or, The Origin
!oB
of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline. Cloth. 1!!1.
·
Education; or, The Health-Laws
THE OONFLUIT BmvEEN MENTAL SCIENCE Physical
of Nature. Cloth, $1.
Household Remedies for the Prevalent
AND THEOLOGY.
Disorders of the Huma.n Orgamsm. Oloth; $1.
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
Zoological Sketches : A Contribution to
the Outdoor study of Natura.! History. llluswith a. preface by
tra.ted by H. Faber. Cloth~-,l!!j._
R. G. INGERSOLL.
Address
THE TrlUTH SEEKER,
This is the only work o.f its kind in the litera28 Lafr.:rette Place, New York.
ture of Freethongbt. Its a.rgnments are ba.sed
upon soientifto phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's seLse of logio and love of justice. PRIESTLY CELffi.ACY EXPOSED
It is eloquent a.s well as oonvinoing.
Prioe, oloth, $1. Address
B:r BEV. G. T. Fox, M.A..
THE TBUTH SEEKER.
AND

DIRECT LEGISLATION. Travels in F·aith.

By the Uitizenship through the
BY OAPl'. ROBERT O. A.DA.!IB.
Initiative and Referendum,
Being the stor:v of his menta.! journer from
BY J, W. SULLIVAl'l.
Price, !15 oents. Address Tllll: TaUT~ BEiuum,

orthofiox:r to Rr.tiona.lism.
l't,oe, pa.per, 25 oe11t.s: cloth, 75 cents.
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Gems of ~l:t.oug:At.
RELIGION is the shadow of which culture
is the substance. The one pretends to be
what the other is in reality.- Grant Allen.
THE world owes no man a living save as
he earns it or is willing to earn it. It owes
. him, however, the opportunity to earn it.
-Alexander Kent.
A MIRAOLE · is the badge and brand of
fraud. No mil-acle ever was performed.
No intelligept, honest man ever pretended
to perform a miracle, and never will.Robert G. Ingersoll.
I SOMETIMES find myself surmising
whether a people who, like the Americans,
put up quietly with all sorts of petty personal imposition and injustice, will not at
length find it too great a bore to quarrel
with great public wrongs.-James Russell
Lowell.
A GREAT story, exhibiting the features of
a universal sympathy, and a vision that is
not deceived by much clothing into obseqniousness or by little into Puritanical
horror, enters into history far more influentially than a battle or a new code of
laws.-Horace L. Traubel.
CRIME is incurable, save by that gradual
process of adaptation to the social state.
which humanity is undergoing. Crime is
the continual breaking out of the old unadapted nature-the index of a character
unfitted: to its conditions; and only as fast
as the unfitness diminishes can crime di~
minish.-Herbert ~pencer.
THE real Freethinker accepts truth from
whatever source it comes, and cheerfully
concedes the right of his neighbor to strive
for happiness at his own cost. The real
Christian accepts such truth only as he
· thinks the Bible sanctions and insists that
his neighbor shall seek for happiness in
such ways only as the :8ible appears to approve.-E. 0. Walker.
FAR better to be a bonnet rouge of the
barricades, my friends, than to be a conservatist, if conservatism makes it our duty
to let all the drains of thou~ht choke up
and keep the soul's windows down, to shut
out the sun and the breezes, till the soul
sickens with moral typhus and we begin
to snore in its coma. or rave in its delirium.
-Oliver Wendell Holmes,
INSTEAD of encouraging civilization,
Christianity actually retards it. Religion
consists in serving God. Religionists
serve God as subjects serve kings, In
both cases, means are sacrificed for the
benefit of their superior. In both cases,
they rely for happiness on supplication.
In both cases, they hope to avert misfortune by flattery. In both cases, they accept information credulously instead of
seeking it curiously.-Albert M. Lorentz.
IT has long been scientifically acknowledged that morality, as such, is far older
than religion, which at first was limited to
certain metaphysical theories, which must
be accepted on the authority of ancestors.
Mr. E. B. Tylor has shown us that the re;
lation between morality and religion is at
!irst very insigni~c'?'~t an~ ~f second-rat_e
Importance. Pr1m1t1V an1m1sm, the earhest form of religion has no moral rei ations whatever. M~rality comes only as
the consequ~J?-CB and r«:sult. of the inevitable necesstttes Of SOCial Intercourse, SO
. prunttlV
. . . peop1es moral't
th a.' ln
1 y d oes not
extep.d beyond their own ra~e, and does
not mclude the people of foretgn races.Ludwig Buchner.

Now, the good a man does livs after him,
although the man who did the good ha~,
after death, no conscious knowledge of it.
The discovery of chloroform is still of immense good to humanity, although ProfessorSimpson, who introduced it, is dead.
Personally, for years past I hav had no
hope of a future life; but that has had no
effect in preventing me from striving to
do something to leave the world better
than I found it. There is not the slightest
substantial evidence extant for the belief
in a future life; while the belief in eternal
sleep after death is a thousandfold better
·than the Christian doctrin that ninety per
cent of humanity are to be tortured forever. Professor Momerie cries out for
immortality. How does ·he know that, if
he got it, he would not be one of those who
are to be either roasted or frozen for all
eternity?-Lex Naturce, inAg"ostic Jour·
.

~L

AGAIN, that spirit of science which we
cultivate and represent is at once modest
in its own claims and liberal to the claims
of others. The first lesson which every
sound student learns is to follow his facts
and not to lead them. New facts teach
him new conclusions. His opinions of today must be modified by the learning of
the morrow. He is at all times ready and
willing to abandon a position when further
investigation shows that it is probably incorrectly taken. He is in this the reverse
of the opinionated man, the hobby rider,
and the dogmatist. The despair of the
scientific aBBemblage is the member with
a pet theory, with a fixed idea, which he
is bound to obtrude and defend in the face
of facts. Yet even toward him we are
called upon to exercise our toleration and
our charity, for the history of learning
has repeatedly shown that from just such
wayward enthusiasts solid knowledge has
derived some of its richest contributions.
So supreme, after all, is energy, that error
itself, pursued with fervid devotion, yields
a more bountiful harvest than truth languidly cultivated.-Daniel G. Brinton.
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SCIENTIFIC BOOKS CHEAP

By the census of 1890, the
above is the value of

Out of various importations and purchases of scientific works, at different
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each
of the following, to which we call attention, as enabling our readers to get a good
deal for their money:·

Church Property
in the United States.

Slwuld It Be Exempt from
Taxation?
REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT.
Onr paiiD>hlet with this title contains an Argument for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement
l)f Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890,
~he Value.,.by Denominations, of Church Prooerty in the united States and in tho several States
and l'erritories and in all Cities having 25,000 or
more inhabitant~; so arranged a• to show at
a glance the rela.tive standing as to Wea.l.th of the
Leading D ·nominations and Denominational
Groups. Also, much other matter of especial interest to cerhan Cities. States. and Sections, all
compari• ons being based n pon official tl.~nres
This pamphlet is the only one of the km<l published. In no other work are the tacts, tl.gures.
and arguments to be found. The tl.gnr~s. being
derived from the Government Censn~ of 1890, will
not be superseded until the cen 'ns of 1900 shall
have been completed- probably about eight
years hence. Tbe argnments are unanswerable
and will hav the dew of morning on them so long
as the injustice of church exemption is suffered
to exist.
By single copies the pri<'e is 15 cents, but as the
work is published specially for distribut·on by
those who favor justice in taxation the followinll
reductions are made:
Ten copie~.
$1.00
ll'iftv copies.
4.50
One hundred copies 8 00
Larger qnan+itie• at ~"()!lcial rates.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, New York.

MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S

The Rise and Early Oonstitntion of Universities,
with a survey of 1\fedimval Education. By
B. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents.
The Dawn of Histou: An Introduction to PreHistoric Study. Edited by 0. F. Keary, M.A.,
of the British Museum. Cloth, 75 cents.
On The Study of Words. By Richard Chenevix
Trench, D.D. Oloth, 75 cents.
Feti,hism: A Contribution to Anthropology an
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7~ cents.
English: Pd.st and Present. By Richard Chenevh: Trench, D.D. 75 cents.
.
Modern Science and Modern 'fhonght. By S.
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Formation o' Vegetable Monl<l through the action of Worms, with observations on their
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents.
The Data pf Ethics. By Herbert Spencer. 75 eta
Science and Crime,J\nd Science and Poet~y.,_ with
other essays. .1:1y Andrew Wils9n, F.~.S E.
Two books in one volume. 75 cents.
The Land Question: Containing the History of
Land Holding in England by Jo;eph Fisher,
F.R.H.S.; and Historical Sketch of the Distribution of Land in England, by William
Lloyd Dirbeck, M.A. 75 cents.
The Black Death; an account of the Great Pestilence of the fourteenth century, and the
Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages. By J. F.
C. Hecker, M.D. Two books in one volume.
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Glim~es of Nature. D:!' Andrew Wilson, FR.
B.E .. F.L B., with 851llnstratious. $1.
lllnsions: A Psychologica.J. Study, By James
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Charles Darwin; His Life and Work. By Grant
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Light Science for Leisure Hours
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Hereditary Traits, a ad other Essays.
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Illusions of the Senses, and other Essays.
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By MRS. E, JJ, SLE.NKER.

SubjectsIntroduction. I The God and Man of the Dible. II. God and the Devil. ill. Is the Bible Contradictory? IV. Jesus-Was He the Fnltl.llment of Hebrew Prophecy and Expectancy? V. Jeans
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Punishment. XV'. mmorta.J.1ty. XVI. Conclusion.
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A Book that should be in the hands of all who seek the Lilrht.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
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T~m diphtheria epidemic in Yonkers,
N. Y., is over.
ANOTHER member of the New Orleans
common council has been convicted of
bribery.
THe president has issued a proclamation
announcing that the new treaty with
Ohina is now in force.
Ex-GovERNOR 0DEN BowiE, of Maryland, died at his home in Bowie on Dec.
4. He was born in 1826.
THEBE was almost a riot in the German
Reichstag when half a dov;en Socialist
members refused to cheer the Kaiser.
JoHN BuBNS, Labor Member of Parliament, received a very cordial greeting in
New York, although the Socialists criticise
- him sharply.
HENRY HoussAYE, historian and critic,
was elected member of the French
Academy; Zola was a candidate, but did
not receive a vote.
ON Dec. 3 two persons were killed and
three injured by a car of the Delaware
and Hudson railroad going into the lake
at Whitehall, N. Y.
AaaoBDING to a recent Census Bulletin
the number of people of foreign parentage
(not birth) in the United States is equal
to 83 per cent of the total population.
AN officer of the Austrian army has been
conrt-martialed and reduced to the ranks
for wearing crape when dressed as a
civilian and acting as a marshal at the
funeral of Louis Kossuth.
THll: Massachusetts Society for the Pre·
vention of Cruelty to Animals offers a
reward of $25 for evidence sufficient to
convict for violation of the state law
against vivisections and dissections in the
public schools.
JEAN VmToB DuRUY, the Academician
and historian, died recently in Paris, aged
eighty-three. His seat in the AcadeJ;Dy
has· been :filled by Henry Honssaye. As
Minister of Education he was bitterly opposed by the clericals.
Tm: High Court of Justice of Hungary
has decided that Francis Kossuth, son of
Louis Kossuth, is eligible to a seat in the
Reichstag and Deputy Fonszek, an aged
friend of the elder Kossuth, will resign his
seat in favor of Francis.
OoNGBESS bel!"an its short session on
Monday, Dec. 8. The president's message was long and made several important
recommendations, especially regarding
the currency, all of which our readers will
find in their political papers.
SENATOR BUTLER, c f South Carolina, is
trying to get the election law of that state
declared unconstitutional, because of its
discrimination against colored voters. He
has been three times elected Senator by
legislatures chosen under that law.
LEON ABBETT, ex-governor and supreme
court justice at the time of his death, died
at his homtl in Jersey City on Dec. 4. He
was one of the best known of the Eastern
members of the Democratic party. He
was born in Philadelphia, Oct. 8, 1886.
Tm: English Liberals hav lost another
seat, this time in Lincolnshire. They recently lost one in Forfarshire, Scotland.
This reduces their working majority to
about ten, as the Parnellites are pledged
to oppose them on all questions, Dissolution seems to be near.
REUBEN F. KoLB, signing himself
"Governor de jure of Alabama," has
· isBned a proclamation to the lt>gisla.tnre
and the people of that state. He advises
his supporters to form clubs to assist the
general object of his appeal for their
rights, and to pay no taxes at present.
A BILL has been introduced in the Alabama legislature making it a penal offense
for anyone to attempt to exercise the
duties of an office to which he has not
been regularly declared elected. This is
aimed at Kolb and the other Populists
who recently had themselvs sworn in as
state officers.
MBB. CLEVELAND has decided that the
painting by Watts, "Love and Life," refused a place in the White Honse by Colonel Wilson after the artist had presented
it to the government, shall go to the
Smithsonian Institution. She thinks that
the presidential residence was not intended
to be an art gallery.
SoME time ago the name of the Old
Oonrt Honse of Appomattox county, Va.,
was changed to " Surrender "by the post
office department. The change created a
great excitement, but it has now been decided to let the new name stand and to
change the name of Nebraska, which town
is now the county seat, to Appomattox.

Tm: emperor of Austria-Hungary has
approved the ecclesiastical bills adopted
b.r the Hungarian Parliament. These ar"
all in behalf of religious freedom. One
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THAT ILL.HUMORED OLD JOSS MAKES SOME MORE IDLE THREA.TS.-Zeph. i, 2, 3,

To the Senate and Assembly of the Legislature of the State of New York:
We citizens of the State of New York, respectfully request yon to repeal the Sunday law of this State.
We ask this because,

First, Sunday being a period of time of precisely the same nature as Saturday or Monday, there Is no
natural reason for its being elevated above or depressed below the other days of the week.
Second, Said Sunday law is, in the best possible view of it, useless; it is wholly inoperative as a
conserver of the rights of any inhabitant of the State.
Third, It is invasive of the equal rights of the citizens of the State, an impertinent meddling with their
private affairs, and its effect is to disturb their peace and rob them of their earnings.
Fourth, In making or amending our laws, common sense and experience should be the guides, instead of
sentiment-religious or otherwise. Experience has demonstrated that Sunday laws are not obser1ved by the
people, and common sense teaches that, in the nature of things, they never will be, for it cannot be wrong to
do on one day what it is right to do on another. The people, feeling this and knowing this, will not be governed by the dead churchmen who made these laws, which are anachronistic and have been perpetuated by
hypocrisy. ·Here we will call your attention to the words of Martin Luther, a churchman we are willing to
put against the ecclesiastics of to-day: "As regards the Sabbath, or Sunday, there is no necessity of k~eping
it.
If anywhere the day is made holy for the mere day's sake-;-if anywhere anyone sets up its
observance upon· a Jewish foundation...,....then I order you to work on it, to dance on it, to ride on it, to feast
on it-to do anything that shall reprove this encroachment on the Christian spirit of liberty."
Fifth, Sunday laws are vicious, for they are used as instruments of blackmail and of cruel oppression
by the police of the cities, as the revelations of the Lexow. Committee abundantly show. They produce
more crime than they could possibly prevent, for blackmail is more immoral than drinking.
Sixth, All such laws are essentially religious in their intent and effect and as such they are opposed to
the spirit of our institutions, which do not favor the union of church and state. The Sunday law of the
State of New York is no exception to the rule, and it should be immediately repealed in the interest of religious liberty, if for no other reason. This law is a survival from the time when there was a state church and
t.he civil power enforced the Sunday law of the state ·church, just as it enforced that church's blasphemy
and heresy statutes. But where there is no state church the state has nothing to do with the enforcement
of the domestic rules of any church or those of Christianity in its entirety.
For these and other reasons we ask the entire repeal of the Sunday laws rather than a patching which
shall discriminate against one business and foster another. We ask that the liquor trade be subject to the
same rules on Sundd.y that it is on other days. and the sa'lle with all other kinds of business. It is not
proper for the state to legislate in the interests of any legitimate trade as against any other l'egitimate trade,
and we ask your careful attention to this admitted fact! and particularly ask you to bear in mind the also
admitted fact that Sunday laws are a fruitul source and an adequate means of blackmail.
legalizes civil marriages, another removes
restrictions regarding children whose parents are of different beliefs, another lifts
Hebrews to the plane of religions equal·
ity, and the fourth permits conversions
frQm Christianity to Judaism.
CouNT FERDINAND DE LESSEPS, the projector of the Suez Canal, died in Paris on
Dec 7. Since the Panama revelations he
has been in a state of comatose somnolence. He did not know of his trial and
conviction nor of the imprisonment of his
son. At the age of sixty he married Mlle.

de Bragard, aged nineteen, and eleven
children have been born to them, the last
in 1885. De Lessops wae eighty-nine at
the time of his death.
THE W01·ld has sent its reporters around
among the tenement bonses owned by Trinity Oburch Corporation, and it sums np
the result of their observations in the statl:lments that "Its ramshackle tenement
houses are not :fit for human habitation;"
that they lack light and ventilation, are
" :filthy, squalid quarters, with water only
in backyards." Richard Watson Gilder

says the corporation should take immediate steps to improve these premises.
Gov.mBNOB HoGG, of Texas, sent a requisition to Governor Flower, of New York,
for several of the Standard Oil Company's
officials, who are accused of violating the
anti·trnst law of Texas. Governor Flower
refused to honor the ·requisition because
of some technical defect, but it is also
claimed that citizens of one state cannot
be taken to another state to answer a
criminal charge unless they are "fngitivs
from justice " from the latter state,
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FULL-PAGE HALF-TONE PORTRAITS

Most Eminent J!'1·eethinke'l's and Philosophe'l's, Living and Dead, of the

:t.RU'IH SEEKER OOMPANY has pleasure in announcing
1.v that this splendid work, which has been in preparation so long, and for
which nearly 1,100 persons hav subscribed in advance, is now "ready
for delivery. For more than twelve months FouR HuNDRED YEARS OF
FREETHOUGHT has been advertised, and if it had appeared as originally designed it might hav been out half a year ago. The Prospectus has stated
all along that the book would contain six hundred pages of printed matter,
and fifty porttaits were mentioned, but it has so grown upon the hands of
the author and publisher that the pages of type hav reached nearer nine
hundr<d, while the list of pictures has extended to almost three times fifty.
As the portraits hav proved the most expensiv-as they will no doubt prove
to many the most attractiv-part of the book, their multiplication, together
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the present work, are the most finished and satisfactory product of the
artist's and engraver's skill, being exact reproductions. and therefore equal
in accuracy to the original photograph. We feel considerable pri£1e in this
collection of photographs, and call especial attention to them.
As for the subject matter of FouR HuNDRED YEARS oF FREETHOUGHT,
it covers nearly every phase of progr-ess and development, and presents
them in such orderly sequence as to giv the best possible picture of human
evolution. In Part First we hav Freethought as a manifestation and infl.u·
ence ; in Part Second, as an organized force. With this history are given
sketches of the lives of the men and women who hav taken part in the movement. It unites the paat and the present. It is a world book and a home
book. It fulfils the promis of its inception, and is the most magnificent
work ever issued by the Freethought Press.

Price, $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50.
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glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a barbaric church.
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and chapel, that is, between the established church to show that, while the man who bad religiously
and the dissenting sects. Each brought out all its observed one day of the week by abstaining from
reserves,
the usual " stay-at-home" vote. The re- labor could not be compelled to observe another,
FOUNDED BY D. J.U:. DENNETT.
sult wa!l a phenomenally large poll.
the exemption clause which protected him could
Mr. Watts himself, Mr. Foote, Mr. Wheeler, and not be invoked to · shelter another man who had
E. M. MACDONALD, • • • • • Editor and Manager.
other Secular leaders are not despondent over the failed to keep some special holy day and who yet
. 28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YOBK.
result; they haT learned some valuable lessons, and worked on Sunday. The Supreme Court of MichiSATURDAY, •
DECEMBER 22, 1894. will make the most of them. They know now where gan was remorselessly forced by the constitution
their friends are and just what the religious party of the state to find in the decisions of other
intends to do. They are glad the vote they polled courts and in that vague thing, " the police power
SlJBSVBIPTION KATES:
Bingle subscription, in advance ........................... - ... •3 OG had the effect of defeating some " Progressiv " can- of the state," a secular, that is, human need and
One subscription two years, in advance ........................ li oo didates, and they.are determined to go ahead and justification for Sunday laws, as the constitution
Two new subscribers ............................................. 3 oo
One subscriPtion with one new sabscriber, in one remittance. 3 oo defeat more in the next election, and keep on doing itself debarred it from sustaining the law on divine
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one remit·
tance .............·........................................... 'r 00 so until the people become tired of the farce of re- grounds. Of course it is indisputable that the
ligious instruction in the schools and join with the decision is in flagrant defiance of the state constiOne subscription with three new subscribers, in one remittance ........................................................ S 30 secularists to make a square ·issue against the tution ; but this is not the first state supreme
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one remittance ........................................................10 eo clericals of all degrees of orthodoxy.
The total court which has so flouted the organic law, and we
Any number over ftve at the same rate, invariably with one
secular
instruction
vote
has
been
increased
in Lon- might as well make up our minds now as later that
remittance.
don from 21,352 to 72,074. This includes the So- until the people get their eyes open and arise in
Monet~ BhoUliZ be IMit lJ!/ e:wreBB oompanii'B monev order, cialistic vote, the platform of that party pledging their strength and destroy the "political church the
postal oraer, dra.tt. on Ne'IJJ Yor.t, or lJ!I reatsterea zetter. its candidates to non-religious instruction. Con- courts will continue to decide that Sunday laws are
!aaress oomm'U?Itoattons ana ma.te ara.tf,B, oheo.ts, post-o#IOe
cluding his review of the situation, Mr. G. W. constitutional because they are not in the nature of
11na e:~:preBB monet~ orderspava?J!e to
E. M. M.A. ODONALD,
28 Lal'11.11ette p!aoe, Ne'IJJ Yor.t.
Foote says :
religious legislation, although every unprejudiced
"The' Progressive' who think the religious question person who has common sense knows that they are.
SPEVIAL NOTIVE.-We •hall lte obliged to our
can be shirked are grievously mistaken. It has been Until we hav judges who get their interpretation of
readers H they - n i Bend Ull the name and addre• of
raised once for all, and it nmst be settled. Church and our constitutions from those instruments themselvs
any Freethinker ._ho 1• not a regular BUltBcrilter.
chapel will go on fighting each other until the ' secular ' instead of from the American Sabbath Union and
constable comes in to restore peace. As a matter of fact
-,-and Mr. Diggle [clerical] gloats over it-the 'Pro- its allies, we shall continue to hav decisions handed
THE
gressive ' hav pledged themselvs absolutely to Bible- down which brush aside the organic laws' inhibition
reading. In other words, the Bible is to be kept in the of Sunday statutes with the specious plea that it is
schools forever as God's word; and men like Graham "as sanitary" safeguards that these statutes are
Wallas are promoting the monstrous swindle! Very well enacted, and that, as such, they are constitutional.
CONTAINS AN ARTICLE BY
then. It is a plain challenge to the party of secular edu·
In the case before us the court seems to hav been
cation, and those who are found in the enemy's camp will
MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE:
know what to expect when we confront them. Meau. anxious to make the Sunday law perpetual, to re"WHAT THE CHURCH HAS NOT DONE while there is a great duty incumbent on Secularists. move all objections that might be raised against it,
No alternativ is left us but to show the real nature of for it ·went outside of the argument of counsel to
JWR WOMAN."
this book which is forced upon board-school children.
We shall hav to prosecute an anti-Bible campaign with answer possible criticisms. The court says :
all possible vigor in London and perhaps especially in
'' Another question which naturally presents itself, but
"Down With the Bible."
Finsbury. Lectures must be delivered, telling leaflets which has not been discussed by respondent's counsel, is
Mr. Charles Watts did not win a seat on the must be scattered, and the reticence of mere etiquet must whether the law is open to the objection that it is class
London School Board, but he made a strong fight be thrown to the winds. Church and chapel are all one legislation for the reason that those who observe the
in Finsbury and has sounded the keynote of the to us; so are ' Diggleite ' and 'Pr6gressiv.' They stand seventh day of the week are excepted from its provisions.''
by an open Bible [in the schools], and the Bible must be
issue for coming .years. He polli~d 7,642 votes, the object of our attack. Those who thought the time
A Louisana case is cited in which it was held that
about one thousand less than Mr. Forder received for ' destructiv criticism ' was over hav been living in a such a provision is unconstitutional, because it disthree years ago. But the religious question was fool's paradise. We must do our utmost to open the eyes criminates between religious sects ; but the provinot so much in evidence in Mr. Forder's canvass. of the multitude, and our war cry in this great fight is, sion bas been in force in Michigan since 1846, and
while the question has never been passed upon
Besides, there was another secular education candi- 'Down with the Bible.'"
date this year-Mr. Hobert, Social Democrat, who
directly, its validity has been assumed in a number
of cases. The question was raised in Indiana, where
received 4,065 votes. Three years ago Mr. Forder Judicial lnconsequentialities and Sophisms.
The Supreme Court of Michigan recently affirmed the constitution contains this inhibition:
bad the support of the Pall Mall Gazette, the
.Daily News, the Star, and other organs of the the constitutionality of the Sunday law of that
"The general assembly shall not grant to auy citizen,
political Liberals. This year the secular vote was state. The legal friend who sends us some excerpts or to any class of citizens, privileges or immunities which,
cast on a clear-cut issue-it was for no religious in- from the decision of the court thinks that that part upon the same terms, shall not belong equally to all
struction of any kind in the public schools. As of it which deals with the physiological aspects of citizens.n
In the light of this, the Indiana court said of the
Mr. Foote says, it "can be depende.d upon as a the question is an obiter dictum, inasmuch as the
Sunday
law of that state:
solid nucleus in all future struggles." It was cast court bad stated that the issue before it was one
"The framers of tbe statute meant to leave it to the
in the face of the most strenuous appeals not to simply of constitutional interpretation. With all
consciences and judgments of the citizens to choose be"split the Progressiv vote." This year Mr. Watts due respect for the probably superior judgment of tween the first and seventh days of the week. One or the
was boycotted by the entire press. The " Pro- our friend in a technical matter of this kind, we other of these days they must refrain from common labor.
gressiv" newspapers refused to report his meetings; nevertheless must express our opinion that the Which it shall be is to be determined by their own con·
during the last week of the contest they failed to judges were under the necessity of showing that it sciences. It was not the purpose of the lawmakers to
print any but the " Progressiv " list of candidates. was constitutional to compel the observance of a oompel any class of conscientious persons to abstain from
labor upon two days in every week."
Thus the public was denied the information it had day of rest, else they would be obliged to declare
We quote this here in order to ask why the
a right to expect; thousands of voters did not the state Sunday law invalid, for, leaving the exceplegislature
assumed ~hat those who did-not care to
tion
clause
to
one
side
as
a
mere
incident
not
know that Mr. Watts was running. This would
not hav mattered much in a small district, but vitally affecting the law either pro or con, it is clear abstain from " common labor" on either of these
Finsbury is miles in extent and has ninety thou- that the statute in question is a piece of religious days should be branded as persons who are not
sand electors. Again, all the Liberal and Radical legislation, and as such is forbidden by the con~ti conscientious, and why every citizen must abstain
party machinery in London was used in the interest tution of the state. But when the exception clause from labor on one or the other of these days ! The
of the "Progressiv" candidates. Many who called is taken into consideration, it is, if possible, still Indiana Sund!ly statute is undoubtedly unconstituthemselvs Secularists, "men who profess un- clearer that the Sunday law of Michigan is uncon- tional, for it grants to. Adventists and ordinary
bounded admiration for the late Charles Bradlaugh, stitutional. With these facts staring them in the Christians a privilege not granted on the same
were battling for the 'Compromise '-that is, for face, it is not strange that the judges cast about terms "equally to all citizens." These two classes
forcing the Bible upon helpless little children in .them for "sanitary " sanctions for the statute, and of Christians are permitted to choose the days upon
the public schools," as Mr. Foote expresses it. this is why they quoted the p~agraph from Coo- which they will work and the day upon which they
Then the fight was a stand-up one between church ley's "Constitutional Sanctions," the intent being will rest, a right of choice expressly denied to all
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other citizens. (Of course, we include with the not cttJculated to offend those who, from religions scruAdventists the Jews and all other seventh-day ples, observe Sunday as the Lord's day, this necessity
appears to be the only valid source of legialativ power ;
people.)
and this is based upon the fact that experience has deThe Michigan court also refers to the decision of monstrated that one day's rest is reqnisit for the health
the Ohio Supreme Court, which held that a Sunday of most individuals, and not all individuals possess the
law without the exception clause was unconstitu- power to observe a day of their own volition."
Here we are told that under conceivable contintional. Now, as we hav already shown by their
own words, all this talk about the possible class gencies certain industries might be permitted on
legislation of the seventh-day exception clause was Sunday were it not that those engaged in them
entirely outside the question raised by the respond- should be compelled to rest for their health's sake.
ent's counsel, and seems to hav been introduced for What are these might-be-allowed industries? Those
the purpose of darkening the argument as affecting that are "noiseless and harmless in themselvs," it
the constitutionality or unconstitutionality of the is replied. And what. is the contingency under
Sunday statute. Section 'rhirty-nine of Article Four which these noif!eless and in themselvs harmless ocof the constitution of Michigan declares that " the cupations may be engaged in by the citizen? Why,
legislature shall pass no law to prevent any person bless you, he may engage in noiseless and harmless
from worshiping Almighty God according to the work on Sunday when he does so "in a man.ner not
dictates of his own conscience." By what right c8.lculated to offend those who, from religious scrudoes the legislature assume that mere abstention ples, observe Sunday ae the Lord's day" I The
from labor constitutes worship according to the dic- mask is off, the veil is lifted, and now we know that
tates of one's conscience, while to engage in work is we may do as we please in innocent work-if the
a demonstration that one is not worshiping accord- state thinks we do not need to rest and if we labor
ing to the dictates of his conscience ! If the legis- in a way not to offend the " religious scruples " of
lature is correct in its assumption, then the tramp the Christian I So it is not to protect the Christian
is engaged in worship while the minister and church from noisy Sunday work and the citizen from daorganist are not. Certainly it needs no argument mor8.lizing traffic that we hav "Sabbath" laws.
to prove that the right not to worship is the correl- Such statutes are designed to prevent the Christian
ativ of the right to worship ; neither is of any value from having his feelings hurt by the sight or knowlwithout the other. If one has no choice he has no edge of work done on the Lord's day! No matter
liberty. Therefore, the Sunday law of Michigan is how innocent in itself the man's occupation may be;
violativ of the constitution of that state. But there no matter how quie~ he is, he is still deserving of
is more in that instrument that the court has over- punishmenfi-"--in addition to what he should get for
looked or to which· it has purposely shut its eyes. not "resting" when good grandmother state thinks
Section Forty-one of Article Four reads as follows : that he should-if his labors "offend" the "religious
" The legislature shall not diminish or enlarge the civil scruples" of some superstitious Christian I Nothing
or political rights, privileges, or capacities of any person is said about the possibility of his offending any but
on account of his opinion or belief concerning matters of "religious" scruples, or people with that kind of
religion."
scruples. Presumably the scruples of none but
And the legislature has immediately, deliber- Christians would be hurt by work that was at once
ately, and directly proceeded to do the very thing noiseless and harmless, and it needs to be said right
which it was expressly forbidden to do, and now here that theirs would not be if all such work were
comes the Supreme Court and sustains it in its not in competition with the noisy and harmful work
usurpation of power. The legislature has enlarged of the pulpit tyrants. In this connection it is in
the civil rights, priYileges, and capacities of Chris- order for the Michigan judges to explain what justitians and diminished the civil rights, privileges, fication there is for Sunday laws forbidding quiet
and capacities of non-Christians, and it has done and harmless amusements. The " rest" pretense
this because in the one instance they were Chris- is not available, for even judges should kno~ that
tians and in the other instance they were not the best rest is change, and that therefore all forms
Christians. Ministerial and lay representative of of recreation that are not in themselvs unhygienic
the church hav gone to the legislature and demanded are beneficial and cannot be forbidden on Sunday
that a certain day which they believe or claim to on ''sanitary" grounds to those who hav labored on
believe is holy shall be set aside for purposes of other days. But we all know that the true Sabbaworship ("rest" is a very modern euphemism for tarian hates Sunday amusements with as virulent
worship) and that whosoever works or plays on this and unreasoning a hatred as he does Sunday work,
day of worship shall be punished by the civil powers. and for precisely the same reason-they "offend"
The legislature has granted their request. Thus his "religious scruples." This fact exposes the
those who do not believe in Christianity or in the hollowness and hypocrisy of the priest's suddenly
Sunday dogma are compelled to render obedience developed interest in the cause of weekly " rest"
to certain commands of the church under stress of and " sanitation."
the pains and penalties of the law. The Christians · In a future article we shall continue this subject,
because they are Christians are enabled to dominate exposing more judicial sophisms and tracing the
over the rationalists because they are rationalists. genesis ·of the Puritan Sunday.
Christians may choose which of two days they will
hav for worship or idleness without worship, but
The Campaign in This State.
the non-Christian can hav no right of choice as to
We
hope
our readers will giv us what moral and
which days he will employ in labor or recreation,
financi8.1
aid
they can in circulating the petition to
so far as the one day which the orthodox Christian
the
legislature
for the repe8.1 of the Sund~y laws in
holds to be sacred is concerned. The Constitution
this
state.
It
is
particularly the fight of the citizens
of M!chigan forbids legislation in the interest of
of
New
York,
but
as every struggle of this kind anyreligion. The legislature of Michigan legislates in
the interest of religion, and the Supreme Court of where in the country helps in all states, aid from
the stlllte dec.ides that these religious enactments outsiders interested in the attempt to realize the
are constitutional, because, forsooth, the legislature Nine Demands will not be refused.
1he time is particularly opportune this winter, as
is qualified to decide when the citizen is tired
there
is to be a general discussion of the Sunday
enough to need rest and does not know enough to
issue
at
Albany. The liquor de8.lers of the state set~n
rest of his own volition I
to
hav
been promised by both parties-and very
The court next proceeds to reason regarding the
strongly
by the party which won in the late election
alleged " sanitary " basis for Sunday laws, and in
-that
their
interests sh8.11 be considered, and
so doing it incidentally pulls aside the veil from the
face of the Fury of religious intolerance, who for legislation in their interests enacted. This is genher own base purposes is just now masquerading er8.lly understood to mean opening the saloons for
as the Angel of Rest for the poor, down-trodden a portion of each Sunday. Of course such legislation will be strenuously resisted by the ecclesiastics,
" laborer." It says :
who see in this another chance for the p6lople to
''The better reason for maintaining the police power
slip away from them. The matter will be argued
to prohibit citizens from engaging in secular pnrsnits on
Sunday is the necessity of such regulation as a sanitary pro and con, and the church will show her hand
mea.snre. As to those employments which are noiseless, and the clergy are sure to expose the re8.1 animus of'
and harmless in themselvss and conducted in a manner their protests against the proposed law, which is to

1894.

save to themselvs the day on which they earn their
living.
This will giv the Freethinkers their opportunity,
and they will miss it sadly if they do not jump in
and see that the legislators hav the true doctrin on
the Sunday question presented to them.
We propose to send the petitions out all through
the state, together with printed arguments against
any Sunday legislation ; to get the petitions signed
numerously and presented to every member of the
Senate and Assembly; and when the Sunday legislation is referred to the proper committee for consideration and recommendation thereon, it is our
intention to hav a_ me good men represent the
Freethinkers and make some speeches to that
committee.
This will cost money- a good deal of it. We
ought to hav five hundred dollars at least. The
clerical forces will spend thousands of dollars. The
Freethinkers cannot do that, but we believe they
can raise enough to do what. we hav so briefly outlined. THE TRUTH SEEKER is bound to do something
to start the thing going, and how vigorous we can
make the fight will depend upon how much we are
aided. A ten dollar bill will do a great deal, and
we would like to hav every New Yorker who can
afford it send us one of them to push this along. If
you cannot send ten, send five, or four, or whatever
you can spare for this work. Within the next week
we shall spend at least fifty dollars to open the ball,
and we would 1 ke some help promptly.
Let us hear from you at once, friends, so we can
know what to depend upon. The more you send
the hotter will we make the fight.

Touched in a Tender Place.
The American politician and agitator is very respectful to the church. In. fact, he is afraid of it.
Before it he appears cap in hand. He give it what
it wants, generally. If it says that a Fair should be
shut on Sunday he obediently passes a law to shut
ifr"--and then slips in himself with his friend the
director. If it wants the saloons closed on Sunday
he closes them-in: front-and sneaks in at the side
door when he gets thirsty. If it demands a general
Sunday law he gratifies the whim-and then proceeds, in common with millions of others, to pay no
attention to the law. If a few Freethinkers and
Adventists are persecuted and imprisoned under
this statute-well, so much the worse for thew;
they should not be animated by a principle; he is
not; does n~t believe that such over-niceness
"pays." If the church wants its property exempt
from taxation, all right ; let them hav it ; he has no
time to fool with constitutional questions; all he can
do is to attend to his fences. Suppose that this exemption does slightly increase his own taxes-what
of that? He will make it up quickly enough if the
orthodox electors reward him with the reelection or
the promotion that he is after. He finds it very
convenient to get off cute little religious catch words
on the stump ; it doesn't hurt anybody, and it is
always good policy to cast a theological "anchor to
windward." The Christians are apparently in a big
majority, and so what self-respecting politician could
think of hurting their feelings by telling the truth
concerning the usurpations of the church or letting
" the cat out of the bag " in regard to his own real
views? He is no "crank" I Of course the' papers,
while considerably more independent-we mean the
metropolitan journals, chiefly-are far from having
minds of their own all the time, and are pretty sure
to rebuke the luckless wight who happens to giv
utterance to an unpopular truth about the church.
If anything of the kind must be said, they are the
ones who should say it, in their own good time and
way. That is what they think.
John Burns, Member of Parliament, came to the
United States a few weeks ago, and it is already plain
that he is not a" practical politician." He does not
always sacrifice to the popular gods. He occasionally indulges in the luxury of saying what he thinks
when what he thinks is not what his auditors think.
This is unpardonable. What business has a labor
leader with a mind of his own! Well, Mr. Burns
was at a banquet where he had the temerity to remark that in walking and riding about New York
he had discovered that there were a great many
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costly churches, especially along Fifth avenue, and that there is not a considerable contingent of nativ pendent nothing to say in condemnation of the
be said that " there will never be any reciprocity Americans ready to applaud the hits at the expense wrongfulness of Trinity's treatment of its tenantl!l
between rich and poor so long as the rich hav so of the church which are occasionally heard on the and the leasing of buildings for saloon purposes
many churches." This rank heresy has shocked the stage. And what about Colonel Ingersoll's immense except that such conduct brings reproach on the
Times awfully. It says that Mr. Burns "has audiences? Are there no nativ Americans among church ? We hope that the journal named Will
already made one serious mistake." He began to the hundreds of thousands who, in the course of a not leave this impression on the minds of its readagitate, we are solemnly told, before he had learned lecture season, giv him such hearty applause as he ers, as it will if it does not explain itself more clearly.
" the difference between the conditions of agitation satirizes and excoriates the church, her creeds, and
in this country and in his own." ·It is stated that her Bible! Finally, Mr. Burns is warned that he
The fall and winter being more particularly the
for the lack of knowledge of this difference he has "will do himself and his cause nothing but harm by rea,ding season, and naturally the renewing of
at times presented the appearance of "a chimera opposing that sentiment" favorable to the church, subscription season, we hope that·.our friends will
bombinating in a vacuum." That must be terrible. which we are assured animates the bosoms of all
make a little effort to send TEE TRUTH SEEKER some
The Times wants to know wherein the multiplic- "nativ Americans." We hope that the Englishman
new subscribers. A good many of our old ones
ity of costly churches hinders reciprocity. It occurs will keep right on telling the truth as he has done
had to drop off during the past eighteen
hav
to us that the thoughtful laborer in the humbler in the instance which has so disturbed the Times/
walks of life might reflect that here are gorgeous it will not hurt him at home and will do the " cause" months of panic and dullness in the business world,
club-houses in which the rich meet to display their good everywhere. Frankness is a. tonic that our and we need some more to take their places and push
fineries and secure desirable alliances for their sons editors and politicians cannot be dosed with too on the w-ork. Our friends hav never failed us in an
and daughters, and that it is hardly fair that these generously. They are sick nigh unto moral death emergency, and we again venture to ask them to do
ostentatious reception rooms should be exempt for the lack of it.
something to help by inducing new subscriptions.
from taxation while the few belongings of the poor
We hav tried to make this easy by the premium
We wish our readers would look at the date on
are thereby compelled to bear additional burdens.
offers printed on the second page of this paper,
It is quite possible that these towering piles hinder their wrappers and see if they do not owe us arereciprocity by keeping before the minds of the newal. If they find they do, it will be a great favor and we think considerable can be done by our
ordinary people of the city the fact that the churches to us if they will forward it at their earliest conven- friends if they will take the trouble to speak a good
word for us to their Liberal acquaintances.
of the rich are oftentimes built and kept in repair
ience, as we need the money. Owing to various
by money raised in the form of rentals from the
To those .who feel like presenting THE TRUTH
causes, more than the usual number are in arrears
miserable tenements of the poor. Even the Times
SEEKER, for a short time to some dear friend, our
might hav perceived a fact so glaringly conspicuous at present, and this embarrasses us financially, or Trial Subscription ofter opens the way at a small
as this. It is also not entirely without the bounds we wouldn't mention it. We like to keep square cost. A great many of the Liberals to whom THE
of possibility that reciprocity is not so easily ob- with the world, and in order that we may do this it
TRUTH SEEKER is first l!lent this way become permatainable as it would be if a great many of the is necess&ry that our readers keep square with us,
manual and mental workers of the city did not for when they let their subscriptions run behind we nent subscribers and earnest workers in the cause
realize · that the people who frequent these " dim hav to get behind with others. We hav no capital of mental liberty.
And lastly, after you hav induced some acquaintcathedral aisles" and the ministers who stand in
to fall back upon, and depend upon getting our
the pulpits and break the fashionable bread of life
ance to subscribe, and sent THE TRUTH SEEKER
dues to giv others their due. If our friends who
hav within their home.s the means of passing their
three months to some friend, send us the names of
Sundays very agreeably, and if not, that they can are in arrears will note these facts and act there- all the Liberals you know, and we will send them
drive out in their carriages, while the masses of the upon, it will be, as we hav said, a great favor to us,
sample copies, and see if they, too, will not subpeople are dependent for recreation on far less and a favor duly and thankfully appreciated.
scribe. We need them all.
convenient and luxurious agencies, and that the
Capt.
Robert
C.
Adams,
the
genial
whooper-up
of
clergy and mil.ny of the ultra respectables among
The Oh1istian Advocate says :
the laity are constantly clamoring for the suppres- all things Secular in Canad~and elswhere, for that
"
There is not a word in the Bible that is not based on
sion of what few means of amusement and instruc- matter-was in town a few days last week, and re- the assumption of a supernatural revelation-its fact, its
tion are accessible to the poorer people on Sunday. lated a pleasing and encouraging story of the new necessity, its reality, its consequent authority."
While the preachers and other self-vaunted moralists town he has been chiefly instrumental in founding
Could superstition further go? Did Luke hav
continue their agitation for rigid Sunday laws and in British Columbia. .The town is brand new, and such a claim in mind when he wrote in the beginthe like there is bound to be a lack of reciprocity though it has leaped from nothin~ to the third ning of his gospel (as per Revieed Version) :
between the owners and users of the big churches town in the province in a year, the preachers hav
"Forasmuch at many hav taken in hand to draw up a
not yet got anybody there foolish enough to giv them narrativ concerning those matters which hav been fuland those who are called the "common people."
The Times observes that while in England the ·money to build a meeting-house. The town has a filled among us, even as they delivered them unto us,
church "is regarded by the poor as an oppressor," court-house, wherein one case lasting twenty which from the beginning were eye-witnesses and
ministers of the word, it seemed good to me also, having
"no poor m&n in America looks upon it in that minutes has been disposed of, and the authorities traced the course of all things accurately from the first, to
are
building
a
jail
in
anticipation
of
the
advent
of
the
light." This is simply not true, and if it were it
write unto thee in order, most excellent Theophilus, that
would be a reflection on the intelligence of all religious element. But so far-and this is what we thou mightest know the certainty concerning the things
American people of moderate means. Numbers of started out to say-only one man of God has been wherein thou wast instructed."
The revisers insert a foot-note in which they allaboring people regard the church as an oppressor there, and the only congregation he could get was
one
woman
and
two
children-both
girls,
one
five
ternativly
render the last clause of the above by
because she demands Sunday laws; because she has
her property exempted from taxation; because she and the other seven years old. The founders of this expression: " Or, which thou wast taught by
forces the Bible into the schools; because she the town are all Freethinkers and the people seem word of mouth." This amounts to the declaration
seeks to prescribe the literature, art, and amuse- to follow the lead of the rational captain and his of the Authorized Version that he, Luke, had given
ments of the people ; because she is continually partners. The name of this paradise is Midway, himeelf the task of writing out a.n account of the
striving to secure from the political powers privi- and anyone desiring further information about it can events which others had also attempted to set forth
in order concerning " the things most commonly
leges which would be necessarily oppressiv as re- write to Capt. R. C. Adams, Montreal, P. Q.
believed" among the Christians of that time. Where
gards non-conformists, and because she socially
The Independent, referring to the investigations is there the "assumption of a supernatural revelaand financially ostracizes those who do not accept
of the Tenement House Commission as they affect tion" in these statements of the person who writes
her theological creeds, or, accepting, do not find it
Trinity Corporation, quotes this remark made by over the signature of•Luke! He makes no claim
convenient to activly aid her in her enterprises and
the secretary of the commission : " Trinity Church to being inspired, but puts himself in the attitude
in her schemes for the overthrow of civil and reCorporation has not made a very strong effort to of a simple chronicler af certain alleged events which
ligious liberty.
help the Board of Health in its endeavors to im- he had received by word of mouth from those who
· "No nativ American;" sapiently remarks the
prove the condition of the dwellings of the poor." asserted that they were eye-witnesses of those
'I imes," entertains any activ hostility to churches
The Independent comments : " We are sorry that events. Dr. Buckley should be too wary a theoor to religion." This is decidedly amusing. What
such things should be said of a church corporation." logian to make such a " break " as this.
does this paper take the na.tiv Americans for if it
This, taken alone, would be interpreted by us to
really supposes that, in spite of the intolerable
mean that the Independent is sorry that such things _ The Catholic Union and :limes remark!! that the
aggressions of many of the churches, none of these
should need to be said of a church corporation, but " must of Paine and Voltaire still hangs round "
American-born citizens feel hostil to the church and
when we read further along we are almost compelled the lecturee of Ingersoll. But this assertion does
to the religious intolerance which makes so many
to let the sentence stand as the editor· wrote it. nothing toward answering the arguments of either
churchmen tyrants to the full extent that the laws
Here is the succeeding observation to which we Colonel Ingersoll or the illustrious dead. At the
same time the religious paper named wonders why
and that the better public opinion permit ! Does
refer:
" the little fraud doesn't try to answer Father
it think that we are all .contented slaves! To be
"We mentioned, last week, the fact that a member of
sure, there is not enough independence of church- the faculty of a theological seminary had just allowed a Lambert." Does the Rev. Father Cronin suppose
that Colonel Ingersoll can stop to answer every
grandyism, but the picture of American indifference saloon to be opened in one of his buildings. Such things priest or preacher who chooses to attack him
is not nearly so black as the Times has painted it. ought not to be. They bring reproach upon the church There was nothing notable in Father Lambert's
We are told that " purveyors of public amusement and the cause of Christ."
book except the prodigious number of faulty sylloIs it the only reason why those things "ought gisms, and those hav been pretty effectually exfind it very much against their interest to satirize
the churches or the religious sentiment." No doubt not to be" that "they bring reproach upon the posed for the Freethinkers by Lacy, Watts, and
true, to quite an extent, but it by no means follows burch and the cause of Christ"? Has the Inde- others.
1
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enough to enter into it-the life that forces him
sometimes to doubt whether the course of our
In these days everyone who reads is. thinking boasted Western progress is really in the direction
and talking about that wonderful land m the far of moral development. Each day, while the years
East-Japan. We are amazed at the _maryelous pass there will be revealed to him some strange
facility and the lightn~ng speed with w~~~~ 1t. ha~ and 'unsuspected beauty in it. L~e. othe~ life, it
seized upon and assimllated "Western 01V1hzat10n. has its darker side ; yet even th1s 1s brightness
Most of us are, of course, quite sure that it will be compared with the darker side of Western exista great gainer thereby; that it will s!ough off its ence. It has its foibles, its follies, its vices, its
superstitions and become a beacon bght to that cruelties ; yet the more one sees of it, the more one
part of the world. But there are ~ot w:ant~n~ th?se marvels at its extraordinary goodness, its miracuwho perceive that there must be w1se d1scrrmmat10n lous patience, its never-failing courtesy, its simplicin the process of assimilation or some of _the gen- ity of heart, its intuitiv charity."
tlest of the virtues of that great people will suffer,
And yet Rev. Mr. McOarrell asserts that "there
perhaps irretrievably, by contact with and im- is no morality outside of the pale of Christianity"!
itation of the West. One thing seems to be already
Referring to the beliefs of the common people,
certain and that is that Japan is almost sure to Mr. Hearn observes that a few of these are sinister
burden' herself with debt and thereby sink a large -like the belief in demon foxes, which popular edunumber of her people into abject and hop~les~ pov- cation is rapidly dissipating-but this is so only in
erty if she persists in her present determmat10n to a comparativly few instances.
assume a place with the nations of Europe as a
"A large number are comparable for beauty of
great war power. The maintenance o~ im~ense fancy even to those Greek myths, in which our
military establishments and costly naVIes. IS the noblest poets of to. day still find inspiration; while
curse of the countries of the Old World, and 1f Japan many others, which encourage kindness to the unfollows their example, she will soon find herself, as fortunate and kindness to animals, can never hav
they long ago found themselvs, in the remorseless produced aily but the happiest moral results. The
grasp of the money lenders. If she can retain the amusing presumption of domestic animals, and the
best of her old civilization and absorb only the best comparativ fearlessness of many wild creatures in
of that of the West she will take her place in the the presence of man ; the white clouds of gulls
very forefront of the world's advance.
.
that hover about each incoming steamer in expectaWhat the best of that civilization is Mr. Lafcadio tion of an alms of crumbs [what a contrast to the
Hearn• has most charmingly told us in these two reception that awaits the gulls on the coast of Ohrisoctavo volumes. The telling is with him a labor of tian Massachusetts, where, when they come to a
love. To the keen, penetrating vision of the· scien- summer resort, they are shot down for " the fun of
tific observer there are added in him the warm sym- the thing''!]; the whirring of doves from temple eaves
pathy of the humanitarian and the deli~ate appreci- to pick up the rice scattered for them by pilgrims;
ation and insight of the poet and art1st. He was the familiar storks of ancient public gardens; the
for four years a teacher in the schools of the Island deer of holy shrines, awaiting cakes and caresses ;
Empire and in that time he made himself acquainted the fish which raise their heads from sacred lotus
with the people-their religions, their social cus- ponds when the stranger's shadow falls upon the
toms their industries, their literature, their art-as water-these and a hundred other pretty sights are
only 'one could who loved them and had,their co!l- due to fancies which, though called superstitious,
fidence. In his "Tales of Old Japan, Mr. Mit- inculcate in simplest form the sublime truth of .the
ford wrote in 1871: "Of the inner life of the J apa- Unity of Life."
nese the world at large knows but little-their
In view of these facts, Mr. Hearn is inclined to
religion, their superstitions, their ways of thought, think that it is regrettable that " the critical spirit
the hidden springs by which they move-all these of modernized Japan is now indirectly aiding rather
are as yet mysteries." It is this invisible life that than opposing the efforts of foreign bigotry to deis the Unfamiliar Japan of which we get a few stroy the simple, happy beliefs of the people, and
glimpses in these volumes of Mr. Hearn's. He substitute those cruel superstitions which the West
modestly says that a residence of four years is all has long intellectually outgrown-the fancies of an
too short even for one who tries to adopt their unforgiving God and an everlasting hell." In this
habits and customs, to begin to feel at home in connection he further observes: "More than a hunthat land of strangeness. The popular religious dred and sixty years ago, Kaempfer wrote of the
ideas-in particular the ideas having a Buddhistic Japanese: 'In the practice of virtue, in purity of
source-and the curious superstitions adverted to life and outward devotion, they far outdo the Ohrisin these sketches, are little shared by the educated tians.' And except where nativ morals ha.v suffered
classes. The occidentalized Japanese is indifferent by foreign contamination, as in the open ports, these
toward abstract ideas in general and metaphysical .words are true of the Japanese to-day. My own
speculations in particular; otherwise he "stands conviction, and that of many impartial and more exalmost on the intellectual plane of the cultivated perieneed observers of Japanese life, is that Japan
Parisian or Bostonian." Toward the great religious has nothing whatever to gain by conversion to
questions of the day his attitude is one of perfect Christianity, either morally or otherwise, but very
apathy. He is inclined, according to Mr. Hearn, to much to lose."
treat with undue contempt all conceptions of the
Mr. Hearn's description of the streets, with the
supernatural, and this necessarily leads him to dis- curious, artistic signs of the shops ; of the homes of
regard the genesis of the superstitions of his coun- the people and the temples and shrines; of the
trymen, and thus to unintentionally aid the West- woods and shllp.mering waters of river and lake ; of
ern missionaries in their proselyting work. "For the almost cloudless skies and the distant mounthim, superstitions are simply superstitions; their ains; of "the market of the dead;" of the deft workrelation to the emotional nature of the people in- men who fashion things of use which are no less
terests him not at all." There are some exceptions objects of art, and all that his facil pen limns f0r us
to this rule, notably Viscount Torio. Mr. Hearn of all the other strange and lovely creations of nature
thinks that this attitude of the scientifically edu- and man in that fair Eastern land-for none of these
cated among the Japanese is due to the shame they delineations which speak hav we room here, nor can
still feel that they once held religious beliefs. . To we giv even an outline of the entrancing picture.
illustrate his meaning Mr. Hearn says :
The reader must look for all these delights for him" Most of us who now call ourselvs Agnostics can self and he will be amply rewarded for the time he
recollect the feelings with which, in the period of devotes to the pursuit of them.
our fresh emancipation from a faith far more irraAmong the poorer classes some of the deities of
tional than Buddhism, we looked back upon the evil are worshiped, as well as the beneficent Kami.
gloomy theology of our fathers. Intellectual Japan The worship seems to take the form of requital that
has become Agnostic within only a few decades ; and the evil powers hav graciously vouchsafed to inflict
the suddenness of this mental revolution sufficiently a temporary ill instead of an irremediable misforexplains the principal, though perhaps not all, the tune. On these occasions they are duly propitiated.
causes of the present attitude of the superior Mr. Hearn remarks parenthetically : "After all, tlis
classes toward Buddhism."
is no more irrational than the thanksgiving prayer
The exquisit charm of Japanese life, so different at the close of the hurricane season in the West
from that of other countries, is to be found in the Indies, after the destruction by storm of twenty-two
interior, away from the Westernized centers. It thousand lives."
·
was there that Mr. Hearn went to study as he
After telling in his own inimitable way several of
taught, and his story of travel and association i!' as the legends of the countryside, particularly the exfascinating as the better novels of the best wnters ploits of the demon foxes, Mr. Lafcadio Hearn says :
and as instructiv as history, descriptiv sociology,
"But these strange beliefs are swiftly passing
and science combined. Referring to what he saw away. Year by year more shrines of Inari crumble
there our author says:
down, never to be rebuilt. Year by year the statu"This is the life of which a foreign observer aries make fewer images of foxes. Year by year
can never weary, if fortunate and sympathetic fewer victims of fox-possession are taken to the
• Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan. By Lafcadio Hearn. hospital to be treated according to the best scientific
Boston and New York: Houghton, Miffi.in & Company. methods by Japanese physicians who speak German.
The cause is not to be found in the decadence of
2 vola., 8vo., 699 pp. Price, $4.
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the old faiths-a superstition outlive a religion,
Much less is it to be sought for in the efforts of
proselytizing missionaries from the West-most of
whom profess an earnest belie~ in devils. It is
purely educational. The ommpotent enemy of
superstition is the public school, where the teaching
of modeJ:U science is unclogged by sectarianism or
prejudice; where the children of the poorest may
learn the wisdom of the Occident; where there is
not a boy or a girl of fourteen ignorant of the gl'eat
names of Tyndall, of Darwin, of Huxley, of Herbert
Spencer. The little hands that break the Fox-god's
nose in mischievous play, can also write essays upon
the evolution of plants and about the geology of
Izumo. There is no place for ghostly foxes in the
beautiful nature-world revealed by new studies to
the new generation."
.
But in the public schools of the United States
our children yet read of the foxes whose tails Samson united that they might carry destruction to the
grain fields of his enemies, and of the lions which
would not eat Daniel, and of the ravens which fed
Elijah! And they ~re solemnly assu~ed t~at those
stories are the diVIne truths of an mfalhble God,
who made them and will damn them if they do not
believe the foolish tales I Where in the scale of
scientific development does the United States stand?
Behind Japan, only yesterday plunged in the "filth
and ignorance of heathenism"! How ·many of our
school children of fourteen can giv an intelligible
account of Darwin, and Huxley, and Spencer 1
What good is the Bible in the schools doing them?
The most difficult problem that the Japanese
educator has to deal with is the one of nutrition.
The modern knowledge which the student "must
acquire upon a diet of boiled rice a~d bean ~urd
was discovered, developed, and synthet1zed bymmds
strengthened upon a costly diet of flesh." The curriculum of the Japanese schools is at least twice as
difficult as that of Western schools of the same
grade, and it must be mastered upon a diet that
would starve an English or American boy. The
result is that the best pupils . often break down in
mind and body. Better conditions are coming, but
at present the strain is very severe. What may be
expected of this people is prophesied by this fact :
"Happily, even among the poorest of her poor, the
educational policy of the government is seconded
with an astonishing zeal; the entire nation has
plunged into study with a fervor of which it is
utterly impossible to convey any adequate conception in this little essay. Yet I may cite a touching
example: Immediately after the frightful ~arthquake
of 1891, the children of the ruined cities of Gifu and
Aichi, crouching among the ashes of their homes,
cold, and hungry, and shelterless, surround6d by
horror and misery unspeakable, still continued their
.small studies, using tiles of their own burnt dwellings in lieu of slates, and bits of lime for chalk,
even while the earth still trembled beneath them."
In the opinion of Mr. Hearn, while Japan attempted too much, she could not hav attempted
less. The development of the mental system has
been forced. " For the desired intellectual change,
to be accomplished within a few generations, must
involve a physiological change never to be effected
without terrible cost." To our mind, it is easily
conceivable that the slow progress of the Indian
and the Negro, in contact with Oaucasian civilization, is nf>arer normal than that of the Oriental, and
that, consequently, it will continue proportionally
longer.
With Mr. Hearn, we are glad that while Japan
admires Western material superiority, she does not
look with favor on Western morals. " Oriental
thinkers do not commit the serious blunder of confounding mechanical with ethical progress, nor hav
theyo failed to perceive the moral weakness of our
boasted civilization." One Japanese writer says:
" Order or disorder in a nation does not depend
upon something that falls. from the sky ~r ria~~ from
the earth. It is determmed by the dispositiOn of
the people."
'
No thinking, humane man or woman will regret
reading" Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan."
Alas! Poor Talmage.
Dear modest Talmage says he sees God's hand
in burning up his tabernacles three;
God wills that he should preach throughout the landHis church this continent, his gospel free.
Then should his temple wide be struck apace,
By blizzards earthqoakes, flames, and famin's curse;
The signs would ~ad, '' Giv Talmage wider space
Till gall sublime has filled the universe!"
OWEN Jomns.
When renewing for THE TBUTB SEEKER add
twenty-five cents for a copy of the AmroA.L. It is
great.
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The Sermon on the Mount.
m.
Here, again, ' the Chinese Mencius, centuries
earlier, was wiser than Jesus. He said: "Maintain
firm the will, and do no violence to the passionnature." So far from condemning what he calls
the " passion-nature," and pulling it up by the
roots, as Jesus taught should be done, Mencius
taught that ''it is the mate and assistant of righteousness and reason. Without it man is in a state
of starvation." There must be a constant practice
of this righteousness, without the object of thereby
nourishing the passion-nature. Let not the mind
forget its work, but let there be no assisting the
growth of that nature. Let us not be like the man
of Sqng. And this is what he tells of the man of
Sung: "There was a man of Sung, who was grieved
that his growing_ corn was not longer, so he pulled
it up. Having done this, he returned home, looking very stupid, and said to his people, • I am tired
to-day. I hav been helping the corn to grow long.'
His son ran to look at it, and found the corn all
withered. There are few in the world who do not deal
with their passion-nature as if they were assisting
the corn to grow long. Some, indeed, consider it
of no benefit to them, and let it alone-they do not
weed their corn. They who assist it to grow long,
pull out their corn. What they do is not only of
no benefit to the nature, but it also injures it."
Wise old Mencius!
In Mat. v, 32, Jesus forbids divorce on any
ground but for adultery on the part of the wife, and
he forbids anyone to marry a divorced woman.
Here again. his teaching is mischievous and immoral, and the Christian world revolts against it, as
is shown by the steady growth of a more reasonable
divorce law. Jesus, too, allows only the man to
procure a divorce; to woman he permits no escape
from her intolerable position in such cases. The
man only may hav the divorce, and he may marry
again ; the woman cannot procure a divorce ; and
if the man does, the woman is forbidden to marry
again. Jesus recognizes only the one ground for
divorce, that is adultery on the part of the woman ;
whereas, all human experience shows that there
are other forms of misery, and other grounds
for divorce that may be, and often are, much more
intolerable.
Mat. v, 33-37. Jesus says: "But I say unto you,
swear not all, but let your communication be yea,
yea, nay, nay; for whatsoever is more than these
cometh of evil." Here again is a precept right
enough in itself, but not of a vastly lofty nature.
It is curious that almost the only people who follow
this injunction of Jesus are heretics, Quakers, Infidels, ·etc. In spite of Jesus's command, "Swear not
at all," Peter, when accused of being a follower of
Jesus, denied him, and, we are told (Mat. xxvi, 74),
"began to swear and . curse." The followers of
Jesus ever since hav followed Peter's example, the
lower orders by cursing and swearing, all classes
by swearing oaths in courts and government affairs.
Is it not curious that where there is a germ of
truth in any saying of Jesus, the so-called Infidels
follow him, and you Christians will not, until Infidels l:tav made you do it T The more under the
thumb of the church the mass of the people are the
worse they are in this respect, the more horrible
and continuous their swearing and profanity is, as
anyone may find by listening. Orie of the most
disagreeable experiences in the streets of Christian
cities is the swearing and profanity of Christian
men.
(Mat., v, 39-41.) I say unto yon that ye resist not
evil; but whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek,
turn to him the other also. And if any man will sue thee
at law, and take away thy coat, let him hav thy cloak also.
And whosoever shall compel thee to go a mile, go with
him twain.
The old Jewish law of an" eye for an eye, and a
tooth for a tooth," was bad enough; but how is it
possible to justify evil doers more forcibly or increase
evil-doing more surely than by observance of this
command T If it were carried out, and we were to
sit down quietly under evil, a premium would be
put upon evil-doing, and every man would become a
law unto himself against others. The command is
so contrary to human reason and universal experience that it has never obtained any amount of observance, even among Christians themselvs. Here
again these directions and teachings are of a kind
that are peculiar to Jesus, and again are impracticable and ridiculous. Anyone following them would
be taken for a lunatic, even by his Christian friends.
A sincere admirer of Jesus, W. R. Greg (Creed of
Ch., 38), has commented on the passage in words
that I cannot do better than to quote. "The common sense, or the common instinct, of Christians
in all ages and in all lands has quietly but peremptorily put it [the doctrin of non-rel!istance] aside as
not meant for use." · · · "Only the Quakers
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hav professed to obey it literally, and they never
pretended to carry out more than one-half of it·
the! never. d~~ied themselvs the luxury of passi~
r~sl8tance 1n 1t~ most resolute and ingenious deVlCes. They did not return a blow ; but they did
not make the first so easy or so pleasant as to invite
a second. And yet the Quakers hav nearly died
out! The whole of our criminal law and our police
~rangements are based upon a systematic repudiation of the precept in question, and the order of
modern society, the security of modern life, could
not otherwise exist. · · ~ No one would fail to
resi~t the blows directed against our neighborsa~amst those whom we are taught to love, to asSist, and protect. A man may be so disciplined as
to take meekly the blow struck at himself, but
would never dream it his duty to endure in the
sam~ fashion the blow struck at the woman leaning
on h1s .arm. · · · The worst ill-service. you can
do to the violent, is to show them that they may
work their wicked will unpunished and unchecked
by the natural instincts of humanity. Non-resistance, then, becomes connivance and complicity in
wrong. In the case of nations, for one country to
submit to outrage and wrong at the hands of
another, when the means of resistance lay in its
power, has never been held right or obligatory.
The doctrin of non-resistance would mean nothing
but the destruction of the gentler and finer races,
and the rampant tyranny of the stronger ; the
reign of violence, not of peace."
Listen to the "heathen Chinee" again. Ages
l;>efore Jesus, some one asked Confucius, "What
do you say concerning the principle that injury
should be recompensed with kindness?" Confucius said, "With what, then, will you recompense
kindneBs T Recompense injury with justice, recompense kindness with kindness."
Giv to him that asketh thee, and from him that would
borrow turn thou not away (Mat. v, 42). Giv to everv
man that asketh of thee, and of him that taketh away thy
goods, ask them not again (Luke, vi, 30). Lend, hoping
for nothing again (Luke vi, 35). If thou wilt be perfect,
IW and sell that thou hast, and giv to the poor (Mat. xix,
21). Sell whatsoever thou hast and giv to the poor (Mark
x, 21). Sell all thou hast and giv to the poor (Luke xviii,
22).

It will be seen from our examination of the Old
Testament that the old Jewish writers were possesEed of truer ideas about helping the poor-to
supply whatever help is timely. The Mosaic law
not only enjoins that relief is to be given (Levit.
xxv, 35), but you are to "lend him sufficient for his
need'' (Deut. xv, 7), and "Take thou no usury of
him, or increase" (Levit. xxv, 36). Mofles (so called)
teaches, not quite wholly, but approximately, the
true doctrin-the practice of helping the poor to
help themselvs. Jesus not only does not adopt or
notice this good feature, but is again "original,"
and goes to a vicious extreme. He made poverty a
personal merit, without which salvation could not
be attained; so that logically, as to alms-giving, he
is obliged to teach and did teach :

Sell all that thou hast, and distribute to the poor (Luke
xviii, 22). And when thou makest a dinner or a supper,
call not thy friends, nor thy brethren, neither thy kinsmen, nor thy rich neighbors lest they bid thee again,
and a recompense be made to thee. But when thou
makest a feast, call the poor, the maimed, the lame, the
blind (Luke xiv, 12-14). And thou shait be blessed; for
they cannot recompense thee; for thou shalt be recompensed at the resurrection of the just.
Such a system is utterly impractical, and would
reduce the whole of mankind to poverty and debar
all progress to civilization. In the early ages of
Christianity many converts, acting on these teachings, deprived themselvs of all their possessions,
and not only reduced themselvs to beggary, but
their families also. Of all Jesus's precepts, perhaps those about alms-giving are the most easily
obeyed uo to a certain point, and hence hav made
the most impression and hav been acted upon more
widely than any others, and the practice has been
of immense evil. Not only has there been little or
no discrimination in the practice, but it is difficult
to see how there could be if Jesus's own words are
considered. The more exactly his words are obeyed
the more harm there is done, and it is difficult to
see how the "spirit" of his injunction is to be observed without a literal interpretation of it. It
must inevitably lead, and has led, to indiscriminate
alms-giving, and that is the most mischievous of all
forms of charity. Modern opinion, whether Christian or unbelieving, has come to be that charitable
gifts, bequests, endowments, etc., when based on
the letter and spirit of these texts, is responsible to
an immense degree in creating further pauperism
by degrading the receiver into a state of permanent
reliance on charity, and eliminating from the minds
of large classes of men and women any healthy
ideas of self-help.
CHAs. B. Cool'EB.
TO liE OO!lTmUED.

Foghorn Philosophy.
The wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou hearest
the sound thereof, but thou canst not tell whence itoometh, and whither it goeth; so is everyone that bloweth a
foghorn (John).
Friend Hayes has been blowing the tariff foghorn
for a long time, and the more noise he has made the
less knowledge he has imparted.
A man who had no gun caught a panther in a
trap. He said he caught him without help, but he
wa~ted two men to help him let the !"nimal go
agam, and I was afraid that I would hav to call for
help in order to let friend Hays go. But I find by
his last article that he has concluded to "close."
That is probably the most sensible conclusion he
has arrived at. If he had decided to " close " before he threw his last boomerang, which came far
short of the mark, he would hav escaped the fearful
wounjl which was inflicted when it returned.
He says " the McKinley bill placed a duty of
thirty cents a bushel on barley, and promptly Canadian barley dropped thirty cents." And to my
question, "Why do consumers smuggle goods?" he
answers, "Simply because protection reduces the
~oreign price sufficiently to make smuggling prof.
1table." If the duty on foreign commodities reduces the price equal to the amount of the duty,
then a duty equal to the current price would reduce
the price to nothing. So that at any time if we
should lay a duty equal to current price, we could go
over there and gobbla up all that Canada produced,
for the price would be reduced to nothing. All the
" Professors " and all the " axioms " in the world
cannot cover up the bare bones of such absurdity.
Well, it is a good thing that friend Hays decided
to "close," for another such blast from his foghorn
would burst even such a ram's horn as was used at
the city of Jericho.
I hav before me a Canadian paper, and I find by
the price-list that oats, hoga, butter, tallow, and
produce generally are selling over in Canada at
about the same price that they are selling for here.
Potatoes are selling for more there than here.
and yet I am informed that there is a duty of
fifteen cents a bushel.
Does this look as if
foreign commodities dropped in price equal to the
amount of the duty laid T I liv in the selvage of a
great potato-raising district. If Mr. Hays could
go through this region of country and see the number of acres devoted to the culture of potatoes, he
would doubtless exclaim, "Why, what a great industry I How many are engaged in itT It ought
to be protected ; foreign potatoes ought not to be
allowed to come into competition with it." It would
be a good object-lesson for Mr. Hays if he could
see all the potato raisers arranged in rank and file
and all the potato eaters arranged in like manner.
For every potato raiser who wants a high price for
potatoes there will be a hundred potato eaters who
would like cheap potatoes. Mr. Hays's philosophy
would sacrifice the interest of the one hundred who
eat potatoes to the interest of the one who raises
potatoes. I do not think that friend Hays means
to be dishonest, but he is laboring under a hallucination, the same as the Christian. He (the Christian) believes the Bible to be the word of God, and
without thought or consideration takes it all in at
a gulp. When reminded of the absurdities, impossibilities, and plain contradictions, he exclaims,
" Great is the mystery of godliness!" and then he
has got you up a stump, sure enough.
What the Bible is to the Chrietian the protectiv
system is to Mr. Hays. He is laboring under such
a spell that he cannot reason correctly. The Christian believes just what the minister tells him, but
never stops to think that the minister's living depends upon his success in deceiving the people.
So Mr. Hays takes all that Depew and McKinley
and other interested. parties say, without stopping
to think that they, like the ministers, hav fish to
fry-well knowing that if they cannot make Mr.
Hays and others furnish the fuel they must procure
it themselvs.
Eliminate the selfishness behind the tariff scheme,
and it would fail to the ground of its own weight.
It is estimated that one-half of the families in the
United States hav no income above a bare living,
and that two per cent of the people own. two-thirds
of the entire wealth of the country, and instead of
defraying two-thirds of all the expenses, as justice
would require them to do, through the tariff tax
they are enabled to shift the great burden of taxes
which they ought to pay on to the shoulders of the
poor, who ought not to be taxed at all.
.
The tariff scheme is the old game of putting the
burden upon the other fellow instead of bearing
your own fair proportion manfully. It makes men
pay according to what they consume-that is, according to their necessities, and not according to
their ability.
All will see that the thousands of poor people
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and those in moderate circumstances will consume
vastly more than the comparativly few who are
really rich, and consequently are made to pay more.
A greater outrage cannot be conceived. It is a
scheme of robbery from start to finish.
There is but one fair and honest way to defray
the expenses of the goTernment, and that is by taxing the people directly according to the ability of
each to pay. We elect three men in each town who
are supposed to be impartial, and men of good
judgment, to ascertain the amount of wealth possessed by each wealth owner. If A is worth twice
as much as B, he must pay twice as much. The
richest man in the town must pay the most. Could
any plan be adopted which would prove more fair
and equitable for raising money to defray the expenses of county and state! If this is fair for the
county and state, why should it net be equally fair
for the general government? Who would objec~ to
such a system of taxation T Nobody but the riCh.
Whereas, under the tariff scheme, a man in moderate circumstances may be made to pay more than a
niggardly rich man. If he consumes more he must
pay more. The tariff takes cognizance of onl;y _what
you consume; it takes no thought of your ab1hty to
pay. The tariff tax falls heaviest on those who
consume the most, regardless of their ability to pay,
whether they are rich or poor.
The object of government should be to protect
the poor and the weak ; the rich and the st~oll;g
through all history hav managed to get the hon s
share. My only object is to raise the minds of men
above old-time abuses and make them see the abomination of advocating wrongs simply because they
are hoo.ry with age.
I had nearly completed this article a long time
ago when the old machinery got out of order. The
valves leaked, the governor refused to do duty, the
cogs slipped, and I had to lay up for repairs. And
I expect that Mr. Hays and all good Christians will
think that I am not yet sound in the head Mr.
Hays and myself hav been cantering along together
for some time, and now, as we come to the "parting of the ways," let it be with good wishes and
friendly feeling. And as we shall not probably ever
hav another tilt, let us part with a fraternal shake!
&m•ti~

J~h~

Naples, N. Y.

News and Notes.
The Secular Pilgrim has to make long jumps,
and a pair of seven-leagued boots would be very
convenient, besides saving railroad fare, which
counts up rather fast in Dakota, where the charge
is four cents per mile. From Blair, Wis., I travel
day and night to Grafton, North Dakota, which is
about five hundred miles distant. However, when
I arrive at Merchant's Hotel, where John Ildstad
entertains the traveling public, I find such a hearty
welcome that I am sure that everything is all right
for the campaign in Dakota. Remsburg has already
been at Grafton and broken ground, and I find a
considerable Liberal element that is willing to
stand up and be counted and do some work ;
while there is a still greater element of Freethought
that is afraid of publicity, and does not wish to be
identified with any forward movement. I giv the
lectures in the Opera House. It is well-filled on
the first evening, although but few ladies are
present. I lecture on the following afternoon in
order to accommodate those from the country, and
there is a fair attend"nce. On the last evening,
Thursday, December 6th, I hav the largest audience of any, and this time there is a great increase
of the attendance of women, which shows that when
people find out what Freethought is they are willing to listen and accept it. John C. Risvold, C. E.
Anderson, and John Ildstad are among our earnest
allies at this point. Mr. Sylvester comes from a
distance of forty miles to join our forces; Mr. and
Mrs. Woodbury are present from Voss, and Nels
Berntson from Milton ; and from various other points
outside of Grafton there is quite a delegation.
Grafton is an important point in North Dakota.
It is a lively place for business. There is a good
farming country about it. Two railroads run
through it, the Northern Pacific and the Great
Northern. There is quite a Freethought element,
but only a few are willing to bear the brunt. But
many are ready to fall into the ranks when the
leaders are found to push ahead. Undoubtedly
Grafton will in the future be a successful field for
Liberal work. The forces are here if they can be
fused together. As usual there are several churches,
and they hav the spirit of old. They want to rule
without opposition ; but they cannot do this any
longer. The people will not remain in the fold.
On Friday, December 7th, I take my journey by
railroad to Hoople, fourteen miles away, where I
ectured last summer. This is a small place, with

two churches; but the Liberals prevail. I like to trip. This is a matter we need to push-the income to this frontier place, for there is a cordial crease of the membership of our national organizareception. All are willing to do their level bes~. I tion. There are thousands, I believe, that will join
giv three lectures here, one on Saturday evenmg, and help us.
After Christmas I take my way to New Mexico
and two on Sunday afternoon and evening, in the
and
Arizona. I hope that the Liberals in these
school-house. Quite an improvement is made in the
order of exercises this time. We are treated with Western frontiers will be ready to push the camboth vocal and instrumental music, which makes a paign. Organize and arrange for lectures.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
notable addition to the interest of our meetings.
Mr. Thomas Simons, J. E. Flanagan, Miss May
The Campaign Book.
Flanagan, Frank Francis, Mrs. A. D. Marble, of
Crystal, and Mr. Alfred Jones, the schoolmaster of
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav
the place, favored us with this delightful entertain- the pleasure of acknowledging the receipt of $2
ment. One of the pieces, which they sang to t.he from Dr E. B. Foote for eighteen copies of the
tune of "Marching Through Georgia," was the book giving the report of our last Congress. I
Freethought hymn recently published in THE TRUTH hope many others will follow the example of Dr.
SEEKER, written by C. E. Reynolds, of Oregon, which Foote. It will be a book that should be react by
was enthusiastically received. My friends, Mr. and every Freethinker in the land, and thousands of
Mrs. Woodbury, of Voss, are also present at the copies should be handed to others to read, as itwill
Sunday meetings. Mr. and Mrs. Soll, of ·Park set people to thinking, and help our cause along in
River, and Mr. A. D. Marble, of Crystal, M. A. better shape. Very able addresses were delivered.
Hewitt, L. T. Berdahl, and others of the immediate Reports of the officers and all the names of the
vicinity, always put their shoulders to the wheel. donors will be included, and, as I understand it, one
K. T. Gryte, D. W. Collins, Nels Berntson, Nils book goes free to those who contributed toward the
Monson, Charles E. Ebbighausen, Sander Soll, Congress. I will reporh every week the names and
John Ofstedahl, C. A. Trovatten hav joined THE amounts subscribed for the book.
TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator roll. As on my
E. C. REICHWALD,
previous visit, I enjoyed the genial Western hospi234 South Water Street.
tality of Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Hewitt and Mr. and
Ohicago, JJec. 6, E. M. 294:.
Mrs. J. E. Flanagan. I feel under obligations to
my friend, the schoolmaster, Mr. Alfred Jones, who
Manhattan Liberal Club.
was ready to lend a hand. In every respect I had
Lately the Manhattan Liberal Club has been goa profitable time at Hoople, with pleasant memories . ing off after the strange gods of Socialism, Anarchand hope for the future. Comrade Berdahl has ism, and commonplace politics, but last Friday
been married since I wa.;~ here, for which he receives night it returned to its first love-straight Libour heartiest congratulations.
eralism. Consequently the audience was large, and
On Monday morning, with Mr. Thomas Simons if George F. Train had been kept off the platform
and wife and baby, I enjoy a sleigh ride across the the meeting would hav been what one might call a
Dakota plains, my first experience of this kind, and grand success. Of course Mr. Train couldn't quite
it was an exhilarating drive. There was no storm spoil a session of the club, but his profanity and
nor piercing winds. It was a fine winter's day. I vulgarity would diminish the interest in the prodid not feel cold a bit, and although in some places ceedings of a person who didn't know Train and
there was bare ground, the team sped along quite his mental irresponsibility. It is well that he has
lively. So far I hav had nothing but favorable now hired a hall for himself, where his eccentriciweather in Dakota. I am agreeably disappointed. ties will not be imposed upon people who attend
I looked forward to some blizzards, but as yet meetings to hear something.
they hav kept~out of the way. In fact, I discover
Mr. Remsburg has been lecturing in Massachuthat on the average December is a mild month in setts and Connecticut, and was persuaded to stop
North Dakota. The storms and cold come later on his way South to enlighten New Yorkers and
on. The thermometer has sometimes been sixty- Jerseymen upon the Bible. Between him and
five degrees below zero. I hope to escape such a Colonel Ingersoll that volume of legends and
"spell of weather" as that.
alleged history will get quite an extensiv circle of
I arrive at Park River, which is quite a thriving acquaintances this winter. Even some Christians
little place, but terribly orthodox. There is a bit- will find out what is in it.
ter theological element here which would like to
The title of the lecture was "Some Facts About
crush out Freethought altogether; but the Free- the Bible." The facts he presented are not taught
thinkers are not of a kind to be easily routed. in the pulpit or Sunday school. Regarding the
These are the first Freethought lectures ever given claims of theologians respecting the origin and auin Park River and the results are quite a surprise thorship of the books of the Bible he showed that the
to many. Some found Freethought much better authorship of a majority of the books, both of the
than they expected, and some thought the lecturer Old and New Testaments, was unknown and that
should be stopped by force of law. The lectures the greater portion of these books were written at a
were given in the town hall, and an effort was made much later period than that usually claimed. He
after the first evening to prevent my having the use devoted considerable time to a consideration of the
of the hall the next evening, but it was a failure. four gospels. He showed that they were not writ! gave two lectures and the audiences were large ten by Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John in the first
and appreciativ, showing that really the Liberal ele- century, as claimed. He refuted the claim that we
mentis predominant in this place, if it was only hav an unbroken chain of testimony to their credicourageously expressed. As the hall was engaged bility from the first century down to the present
the third evening for other purposes, it is secured time. He showed that the most important links in
for Sunday afternoon, December 16th, and no this chain of testimony were missing-that the
doubt there will be a tremendous orthodox kick other writers of the New Testament, the apostolical
against this desecration of the Sabbath ; but the fathers, and the early Christian fathers, make no
Freethinkers are determined to fight it out on this mention of them.
Mr. Remsburg showed how the canon was formed
line and vindicate the rights of free speech. There
is some thought of arresting me for blasphemy, but by Irenams, Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria,
it has been concluded that this is too risky a pro- Origen, Jerome, and Augustine. He also reviewed
ceeding, for if the prosecutors did not succeed in the work of the various Christian councils. He
the suit, then they would hav to pay the costs, and gave a description of the various manuscripts and
the orthodox are not ready to meet this issue. versions of the Bible, showing that no two copies
There is great agitation in the community. It is were alike-that Christians had never been agreed
seldom that I hav come across so much bigotry as as to what books should constitute the Bible-that
is now exhibited. But the tendency is to make the even Martin Luther, the founder of the Protestant •
Freethinkers more decided and earnest, for they church, rejected no less than six books of the Bible.
see that it is not a question of creed, but of human While Colonel Ingersoll's new lecture deals almost
rights, and they do not propose to submit to the fntirely with the internal evidence of the Bible in
bulldozing of the churches. The orthodox hav proof of its purely human origin, Mr. Remsburg
made the fight. They hav threatened violence and confines his lecture almost entirely to the external
persecution, and the broad and progressiv element or historical evidence respecting it.
The usual discussion followed the lecture. Mr.
in the community will take a stand in favor of fair
play. I am waiting to see what measures will be Case and a lady defended the Bible. C3.pt. R. C.
taken to prevent my speaking here next Sunday. Adams, of Montreal, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., ancl T.
Mr. Thomas Simons and George Kapler favored us B. Wakeman opposed it, and heartily indorsed the
with excellent instrumental music at the two lect- views of Mr. Remsburg.
ures. Mr. E. Smith-Petersen, John J. Kohnen,
Mr. Remsburg spoke before the Brooklyn PhiloSander SoU, and others are among our stanch sup- sophicai Association Sunday afternoon on "Jesus
porters. I hav enjoyed the company of Mr. and Christ," and before the Newark Liberal Leagur
Mrs. Smith-Petersen, Mr. and Mrs. Sander Soll, Sunday night on "Thomas Paine."
and Frank Hughes, of the Arlington Hotel. I hav
THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1895 is out.
received over a hundred new names as members of
the Freethought Federation of America during the Price, 25 cents.
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Observations.
A new finance scheme is reported from Washington, D. 0. It has the following features : The
issue by the United States of all the money necessary for the people ; the retirement of the paper
money of all kinds now issued by the government,
and the free coinage of gold and silver at the United
States D'ints. This looks promising; in fact, al.
most any scheme involving free silver, for those who
want it, looks that way to me. The people in scattered communities are now in the condition they
would be in if the government regulated the manufacture of wagons and had stopped making everything but buggies. Anybody can see that under
such an arrangement, while the wealthy could continue to get around in carriages or cars, the producer would experience difficulty in conveying his
produce to market. There would be a demand for
a resumption of wagon making, which the fellows
in the buggies would say was a scheme concocted
by owners of white oak and ash timber to make a
market for their material. And a whole lot of numskulls, believing the yarn, would go on paying big
rent for wagons. They would likewise submit to
government monopoly ofwagon building, and would
applaud the secretary of the treasury for issuing
bonds to purchase buggies for government use instead of making them from the material at hand.
They would go further and agree with the owners
of the buggies that any man who should build for
his own or others' use wagons with round wheels
in imitation of those manufactured by the government should be put in the penitentiary. At least,
I suppose this is what they would do. They take
that position with regard to money.
The analO'gy between the functions of wagons and
those of money can be carried a long way·without
a serious break. I got the suggestion from J. K.
Ingalls.

believe he shall without doubt be everlastingly
damned; and thus she provides against errors of
the head, while Dr. Parkhurst, Anthony Oomstock
and their female coadjutors attend to the offense~
h~ving their rise in an opposit quarter; so that,
With the Prohibitionists" in our midst," as the New
York Sun would insist on expressing it, and all of
them claiming their department as the most vital,
we are tolerably well surrounded, invested and
hemmed in. These are matters that seem to deE>ply
interest the conservativ world. They do not hit
me . as questions to be dealt with by courts, but I
notiCe that Mr. H. L. Green has become impressed
with the necessity of joining the Oomstock and
Parkhurst division. He knows that, as Lowell observed, " once to every man and nation comes the
moment to decide, in the strife of Truth and Falsehood, for the good or evil side ;" hence he is prepared to say :
"In our. opinion _the most diabolical crime that a person
can comm1t Is to Circulate real obscene literature."
That sounds more like a preacher than a philosopher, and I think that upon reflection Mr. Green
will modify his utterance. No one can hold, except
as a preacher, that the dissemination of an impure
thought ranks as a crime with the ancient slaughter
of the Midianitefl, with the affair of St. Bartholomew's day, or even with the modern massacre of
Ohristians in Armenia. The extravagance of the
proposition almost excludes it from serious consideration. I once saw an old man arrested and taken
to jail; from jail to the penitentiary, and from the
penitentiary, I might say, to the grave. I called it
a crime, and I would maintain that its atrocity exceeded any that could possibly result from simply
transmitting printed matter through the mails.
With this tragedy in mind could Mr. Green repeat
his statementT I believe we hav a list of martyrs
to Freethought-men and women who forfeited
their lives by maintaining their opinions. We still
wax indignant occasionally over the deep damnation of their taking off. In my humble opinion
their murder was an offense greater than circulating
reading matter to which objection could be made
on moral grounds. To state It briefly, the enforcement of the Oomstock law is a greater crime than
its infraction.
Out in Arkansas a few years ago an Adventist
was put in jail for working on Sunday, and from
lack of his support his wife and child died. N othing as criminal as his arrest and his imprisonment
could occur through a violation of the obscenity
statutes, and therefore I hav no hesitation in denying that the circulation of obscene literature, while
it may be a serious offense, is as diabolical as the
passage and enforcement of the Sunday laws. When
murder, rape, arson, theft, and all other violations
of the rights of person and property hav become
unknown; when the history of the race, of church
and state, has been forgotten, and when such a
thing as an infringement of human liberty can no
longer be imagined, then, but not till then, Mr.
Green will hav some excuse for holding the opinion
which he has expressed in the words quoted.
That ignorance-by some called "innocence"which is fostered by statutory law is about as undesirable and shaky an article as the superstition
which is supported in the same manner.

The Socialist paper of New York, the People, is
suspicious of the mission of John Burns, M.P., and
his fellow delegates to this country in the professed
interests of Labor. It charges quite directly that
Mr. Burns misrepresents the facts about trades
unions in England, and intimates that he is the
cat's-paw of the enemies of workingmen. Now, the
main object of Mr. Burns, as he states it, is to promote, and in fact to realize, harmony among organized laborers ; but the attitude of the Socialists
shows that he has not effected his purpose up to
date. I judge there must be something unrevealed
that, if known, would account for this hostility.
Burns proclaims himself a Socialist; and the trades
unions are getting there as fast as they can. I note
that a proposition is before the Typographical
Union to abolish the individual and substitute the
people'; the same to be effected by government
control of agriculture, manufacture, transportation,
finance, communication, and all sorts of effort.
What more, or less, do Socialists want T
It is suggested by a comparison ~f the achievements of Socialism with those of trades unionism
that the differ'ence between the two methods is the
same as that between preaching and practice ; that
one represents the gospel and does the talking,
while the other represents the acts and does the
work. Nobody can deny the superiority of Socialistic over trades union literature-" Looking BackThe latest spiritist imposture that has come to
ward," for example, being a more highly idealized
notice
is a communication in the Spirit of Trutl~
production than the " Speaking of Ellen ;'' but still
the strike and the boycott hav been known to take purporting to emanate from Ezra H. Heywood, late
effect, while nothing tangible has resulted from Mr. of Princeton, Mass. The prophet of Ahab repreBellamy's dream. A choice between Socialism and sents Mr. Heywood as uttering this flubdub :
trades unionism involves the question whether it is "Heart in hand and soul in soul I gently and
better for the laborer to contemplate a sweet by- sweetly stand with the heroic Garrison." Ezra
and-by or to hav sugar in his coffee this winter. Heywood, with his heart in his hand, gently and
Theories do not disturb the bloated capitalist. sweetly standing! It is further represented that
Even a political revolution finds him still serene, Heywood has forgiven Anthony Oomstock-and
for he knows that the man with a sack or a barrel Oomstock still on earth and unrepentant! Get out,
has the ear of legislators of all parties. It is an- you fra.ud.
other matter when he finds that he must pay living
wages or not get his work done. My solution of
~y Uncle Benja~in R. Tuck~r, editor of Libert'!(,
the labor question is a general return to agricul- remmds me that wh1le condemnmg Lady Somersets
tural or rural life, greater simplicity in living, abo- crusade agains~ the concert gardens of London, I
lition of taxes, and so forth. Perfectly organized am spe_akmg. h1ghly of Jchn Burns, M.P., who was
trades unions with consequent elevation of wages her assistant m that matter. I am thankful for the
and destructi~n of the " hives of industry " produc-1 reproof, correction, and instruction in righteousing so many thousand things that are of no earthly ness. The facts of the case had escaped my obseruse to anybody, would contribute to that result. I vatio~ or memory_; but I sho~ld .h~v guessed by
conceive that with nine-tenths of our people owning I a parity of reasonmg that an mdividual who dea few acres of land, producing what they consume ! clares himself a Socialist, and in favor of nationaland something more, and reading THE TRuTH 1 izing the principal departments ~f labor, would
SEEXEB every week, we should hav a nation which hardly overlook ~o consi~era?le ~ md'lstry as that
few foreigners would care to tackle in debate.
alluded to. Still the mchnat10n to attack the
under dog is not peculiar to Socialists. As a SoIf everybody were to define the most heinous cialist, however, Mr. Burns has given us a fair illusoffense that any human being can commit, and also tration of what to expect under the reign of that
prescribe the penalty for the same, I am afraid system. If the government may conduct an inthat few of us would escape with our lives. The dustry, it follows as a natural consequence that the
church has creeds which except a man do faithfully government may discontinue or suppress it. I
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doubt if any government in the world would make
an appropriation for the publication of Libertyand that is not the only kind of liberty that would
be squelched.
GEo. E. MAonoNALD.

Lectures and M:eetings.
THE Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday
evening st421 Lackawana avenue. Our motto: Freedom
and Kindness. Everybody invited. Secretary, William
Watkins.
J. E. REMSBURG's app:~int.ments for Pennsylvania are
as follows: Sunbury, Dec. 22d; Williamsnort, 23d; Glen
Citv, 24th: Benton: 26th; Lock Haven, 27th; Benezette,
28t.h; McDonald, 29th and 30th.
THill First Secular Church of Portland meets in Labor
Hall, Union BlMk, corner First and St.ark st.reets, regularly evpry Snndav evening at 7.45. Nettie A. Olds, lecturer. Sunday-Echool at same place at 12.30.
Mrs. M. A. Freeman will make a trip east about the
first of January. and would like to secure engagements
for lectures in Ohio, Indiana, Pennsylvania, New York,
and Massachusetts. Those desiring her services will
please write her at once 1037 West Madison street,
Chicago, Ill.
FRANKLIN STEINER delivered three l~>ctures in Carbon
Hill, Ill, Dec. 18th, Hltb, and 20th. His dates for his
~rip east are nearly all filled.
He will return through
New York, northern Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, MiRsouri,
and Iowa. He may be addressed at Des Moines, Ia., or
in care of this office.
THE F11llowahip for Ethical Research meets Wednesdays at 8.115 P.M., 1219 Chestnut street, Philadelphia.
No condit.;ons or qualifications are attached to memb~>rPhip. Biscussions each week are opened by special
addrePses, ten m;nute speeches following. Privileges are
granted equally to visitors and members.
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening
in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program
for December:
Dec~>mber 23d-"A Popular Exposition of Geology."
Samnel A. Miller.
December 30th-" Why I am not a Christian." Rabbi
Isaac M. Wise.
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock i;n Long Island Business
College, South 8th street. between Bedford and Driggs
avenues. Program for December:
December 23d-" Christmas Sermon." Henry Rowley.
Decemher 30th-"The Christian Religion." Raymond
S. Perrin.
THE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford,
secretary, m~>ets at 2:30 and 7:30, every Sunday in Warner's Hall, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia.
Freethought publications are on sale at the meeting.
December 23d (2.30)-J. C. FroRt will reply to Charles
W. Mowbray's lecture on " God 11.nd the State."
7.30.-"0ur Christ." R!!.bbi J. Leonard Levy.
THE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets at
8 o'clock 'l'ueRday evenings in the Skerrett Building, N.
E. corner of Ridge avenue and Green street. Admission
free. All welcome. Program for December:
December 25th-No meeting Christmas night or New
Year's night.
THE Manhattan Liberal Club meets every Friday evening in German Masonic Hall, ~20 East 15th street, New
York, at 8 o'clock. Program for December:
DecembAr 21st-"Inoreased Production the Only Hope
for Mankind." Starr Hoyt Nichols.
December 28th-Twenty-fifth anniversary of the Liberal
Clnb. AU friends are invited to come and celebrate
with us in a special program.
S. P. PuTNAM's lecture appointments:
St. Charles. Minn., Dec. 22, 23.
San Marcial, N. M.. Dec. 29 to Jan. 2.
Mr. Putnam will lecture during the month of January
at Prescott, Arizona. It is hoped that friend11 in the
vicinity and throughout Arizona will make arrangements
for lectures at this time, and push tLe Freethougoht work.
Mr. Putnam will alRo arrange to lecture in New Mexico, Colorado, and Kansas on his return from Arizona.
Those wishing lectures in any of these states will communicate with S. P. Putnaru, 234 South Water street, Chicago.
The church has not allowed women to inherit or
hold property. It was a general ecclesiastical rule
that a woman could never take part of an inheritance with a man unless by the particular and ancient customs of certain towns and cities. This
restriction upon woman's right of property so
obliterated the sense of justice in men's mind that
husbands hav not hesitated to use property coming
to them through wives in the maintenance of a
second or illegal family, while denying the legal
wife and children the commonest necessaries of life.
As late as 1878, when a law was enacted in one of
the Swiss cantons allowing sisters to share inheritances with brothers, it met with great opposition
from such brothers, many of whom protested their
own ruin would follow.-.Matilda Joslyn Gage, in
the Truth Seeker Annual for 1895.

When renewing for THE TRUTH SEEKER add
twenty-five cents for a copy of the ANNuAL. It is
great.
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The Hit of the Season.
CENTER PoiNT, LA., Dec. 4, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Please allow me to congratulate Mr. Heaton on his "Thanksgiving Reminder." It is the beat thing of the
season. I would like to see him and Colonel Ingersoll, as I think them great men,
and hope they may liv long and prosper;
also long may liv the grand old TRUTH
BEEKER.
LoD H. DANIEL.
It is Food nnd Drink.
IsHPEMING, MroH., Nov. 29, 1894.
Mn. EnrTon: I received the "Four Hundred Years" all right, and I am wonderfully pleased with it. I hav read five hundred pages straight, besides ina and outs.
It is meat for the soul. It created an appetite and then aatiafietl it. If it was three
meals a day and no book, or two meals a
day with the book, I am sure that I
should take the two meals every time. If
you please, send me Colonel Ingersoll's
lecture on the Bible, fonr copies, and the
"Godly Women of the Bible."
I am not living in the church, but aL
moat. They are getting up all the time
these cantatas representing the godly
women of the Bible, and I want to giv
them a look at their characters. I get into
many arguments with them, but ihey cannot ans"'er my questions. Find money
inclosed for books. Yours truly,
J A.B. J3LAOKNEY.

·would Not Giv Him a Chance.
CoRTLAND, 0., Dec. 3, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3,
for which aencl me the beat paper in the
world, the dear old TRUTH SEEKER.
John E. Remsburg delivered three leot.
urea in this place November 26-28 to small
but intelligent audiences. His subjects
were: "Bible Morality," "Some Flaws in
Christ's Credentials," and the "Sunday
Question." Our people consider Mr.
Remsburg a splendid speaker and an honest gentleman. The writer extended a
challenge to onr clericals to be present
and ask questions upon the anb~eot, but
they did not show up.
Last winter it was told the writer that
the Disciple minister wished an Infidel to
~et up in his audience and state his reasons
for being lln unbeliever. A friend of
mine wanted me to go and reply. I did
go, but this moral dictator closed his services without giving me the privilege.
He knew I was present. B. F. PARSoNs.

lectured for us upon "Do the American
Protestants Believe the Bible?" and "The
First Transgression." He is drawing
up a new lecture, "Faith, Fiction, and
Folly," and he is now prepared to deliver
the first three anywhere, and is willing to
do so for a very low compensation. Mr.
Wilmot is desirous of getting a start as a
Freethonght lecturer, and I recommend
him to all as a very intelligent, brilliant,
and unusually witty speaker.
I consider him the equal of a professional Freethonght lecturer. He is a gentleman of about fifty years of age, a school
teacher by profession, and his voice is
very good, while his lectures are original
and unique.
The Cincinnati Enquirer, the morning
paper having the largest circulation, devoted almost a column to a report of his
lecture delivered last Sunday night. This
is the longest a.ooonnt of a lecture deliverered for us by a Freethonght lecturer ever
published, which is quite .flattering to Mr.
Wilmot.
He would be a credit to the Freethonght
platform, and he stated to me that he
would be willing to lecture for a very little
above expenses. We all consider him a
lecturer of much ability, and we are
anxious to assist him. Any one desiring
the services of Mr. Wilmot should address
him at Pruett, Kenton Co., Ky.
JA.MEB R. ALLEN,
Sec. Ohio Liberal Society.
Providence-alias God.
Loa ANGELEs, Turkey Day, 1894.
MB. EDITon: The usual Thanksgiving
editorials appeared in our city papers today, and one editor referred to the alleged
fact that Providence directs not only the
aftaira of individuals but of nations, and
he profeBSed to believe it. Later on in
editorial comments he took occasion to
refer to the recent outrages in Armenia,
and expressed it as his opinion that the ·
signatory powers to the Berlin treaty
should take immediate action to prevent
other outrages of a similar kind. I regard
this demand for immediate action to oppose Providence, alias God, as a direct insult to his intelligence and an unjustifiable
effort to help him manage his own affairs.
Those who think Providence is ''directing"
the affairs of individuals, and nations also,
should be the last to find fault with the
way things go, or to use force in warring
against his will. Who made these barbarians with their brutal natures and blood.
thirsty dispositions but this same Providence who now directs and controls them;
and what right hav those who believe
this to criticise their God or counsel opposition to his way of doing things? How
can they affirm that " he doeth all things
well," and then make efforts to defeat his
possible intentions later on? It is remark·
ably inconsistent to giv God credit for
wisely running the world according to his
plan and purpose, and then to attempt to
run it themaelva. It looks very much as
though they were dissatisfied with the explanation that "God's ways are not our
ways," and had an idea that they could
'' direct" some things better than he is
now doing. Such beliefs must eventually
plunge those who hold them into doubt of
the God idea and all ita attendant evils·
and I wish to caution those who desire t~
retain the faith in the oontroling power of
Providence, not to think too much on
questions of this kind. "There must be a
God or some of na would lose faith," is the
purported remark of Armenians who survived the maBSaore, which leads me to wonder how much longer faith can resist facta
that utterly disprove it. How long can
credulity continue to swallow what reason
rejects; and when, oh, when, will common
sense cease to be rejected for idiotic nonC. SmvEBA.NOE,
sense?

!IOrthodoxy Weakened in Little Palo.
PALO, !A., Dec. 4, 294.
Mn.EmTOn:·To yon, your Brother George
and all the T.RUTH BEEKER family, I send
~reeting.
I do hope yon will hav a happy
Christmas ann New Year's, and that the
coming year will be a very prosperous one
to one and all. I do not expect to see
many more, as I am in my seventy-fourth
year and feel the infirmities of old age
creeping on very fast. But I am still able
to work some in tbe cause I like so well,
and I take great pleasure in THE TnuTH
SEEKER and my books, what I hav left. I
hav given away more than half of them,
but I hav enough left to do good work
with. I keep my paper and books a-going
all I can, and I can see the good effects of
it. This place cannot support one preacher
well now. I hav seen the time when we
had three and sometimes four, and I think
I am to blame. ·I am well satisfied the
church has not as strong a hold on the
people here as it had years ago, and I do
not intend it ever shall hav again if I can
help it, for the older I get the more I am
disgusted with the way it draws the money
out of the people, and I ask the people
what they receive for it? Well, they can
not show much good for it sure. I must
Prof. J. H. Cook on Right Living.
close now, hoping this may catch the eye
of some that hav known me sometime in
CoLuMBus, KAN., Dec. 4, 1894.
the past. I um, as ever, yours truly,
Mn. EDIToR: "Right Living"! Susan
JOHN STRATFORD,
H. Wixon could not hav chosen two more
snggeativ, expressiv, and oomprehensiv
words as a title for her book. I am tempted
Good Words for a New Lecturer.
CINCINNATI, 0., Dec. 6, 1894.
to write those two words over and over till
Mn. EDITOR: Last Sunday night Mr. E. my sheet is full. Right living is an ideal to
C. Wilmot lectured for this society upon aspire to and work for in this ignorant and
"The Orthodox Devil," and although stupid world. Right living is all that life
this was the secon_d time he delivered this is worth. It implies, in its widest and
lecture for us, 1t was very interesting fullest significance, that unless we are conthroughout. lMr, Wilmot, in past seasons, , oeived, gestated, born, and educated right,

with growing children who will need
some place in which to start in life, and
who are wondering if there may not be
something better for them than a life of
toilanoh as their fathers hav had, subject
to periodical panics which atop manufacturing, out down trade, and consume the
savings of years in buying food during the
months of idleness. A safe business is
that of the tiller of the soil, where he has
a good farm, well located, properly oared
for, and intelligently handled. When he
giva his attention to husbandry instead of
"statesmanship" he is the moat independent man in the world, free from care and
sure of his comfortable living. I do not
refer to men who are trying on the atony
hillsides of New England or upon the impoverished farms of the Middle States, to
force a living from the unwilling soil or
trying to compete for a market against the
fertil valleys and hills of western Oregon, ·
where we never hav a failure of crops of
any kind. Our land is very prodnotiv.
We raise all kinds of fruita except the
tropical without irrigation. We raise
wheat, oats, corn, and barley. We hav
no blizzards nor cyclones. It is a warm,
very healthful climate, well watered
country, and land is cheap. The Yoncalla
valley cannot be surpassed for fruit growing, the famous California fruit belt not
excepted, and I am proud to say we hav a
great many. Liberals here who read THE
TnuTH BEEKER. I take it and six other
papers, but like it better than all the rest.
I am now getting up a club for it. I think
it the beat paper published in the United
States, I hav been requested by a great
many readers of your paper in the Eastern
states to write for ita columna a description of western Oregon; hence this letter,
Any who may desire further information
Two Cartoons •.
address as above, inclosing stamp.
Yours for truth, liberty, and the pursuit
SYRAOUBE, N. Y., Dec. 8, 294.
W. BRUMMETT.
Mn. EDIToR: A very long time has of happiness,
passed .since I hav listened to a Thanksgiving sermon from a pulpit, but the "Four Hundred Years of Freeth ought."
SAGINAw, MroH., Nov. 25, 1894.
one on your first page the week precedMn. EDITOR: "Honor to whom honor is
ing the day appointed by the president is worthy of oommen t. Certainly due "-a very consistent apothegm; but it
your artist surpasses all the preach- is often thrown aside as useless material in
era in his representations of a model these days of advanced Christian ethics.
Thanksgiving. I think it would be well But in the ranks of Freethonght it holds
to preserve that picture, frame it, and ita away. I confess that I am profoundly
1
hang it in our dining rooms to giv appetite gratified to know that my most aangnin
expectations
hav
been
eolipssd
by
the suto those who hav not as yet suffered the
pangs of hunger. In the old slavery days perb excellence of Putnam's new bookwas a picture representing a runaway slave " Four Hundred Years of Freethonght."
woman, barelegged and barefooted, only To say that I am pleased with it is not half
one ragged garment covered a part of her what I feel; I am vastly more than·plea·aed.
person, a moat agonized expression of The introduction alone is worth the price
fear upon her face as she looked back upon of the book; it is one of the clearest and
her pursuers, who were running to over- moat profound statements of the principles
take her. One of the persona represented and methods of all that is fundamental in
was a Presbyterian minister of Boston the ·literature of Freethonght. The anwho had emphasized from his pulpit the thor's definition of Freethonght is nnaurChristian duty of returning fugitive to paBSed in correctness and clearness of
bondage, citing the example of Paul, who statement. The way in which Mr. Pntnam
sent back Onesimna to his master; the presents the claims of the men and women
other man was the "godlike Webster," who hav d·one so much to emancipate the
with his saying that, however disagreeable, human race from the cruel curse of relig.
"a constitutional duty must be per- ion and superstition deserves the gratitude
formed," written upon the picture. That and profound admiration of every Freepicture was hung on the wall of more than thinker in the world. The record made
one parlor and did effectual work in show- by these noble workers is so faithfully
ing the wickedness of Christian and repub- drawn by the pen of this author, their
lican faw. So this sermon so plainly merits and praiseworthiness so clearly set
preached by Watson Heaton should be forth in terms that need no revision, that a
used to show people the wicked absurdity sense of fitness says, Well done, Putnam!
of thanking an unknown power for bless- I wish a million copies of the great book
ings which are curses when we consider could be placed in as many homes in this
the ignorance of a government which country. All in all, it is the great work of
makes it possible that a few should be fed this century on the line specified in the
to repletion while the many die with introduction. I am not only proud of the
book, I am also proud of ita author.
starvation.
·
I must al!!O confess that I am proud of
I am always yours for the redemption of
the world from ignorance and superstition, the way in which the Truth Seeker Company has done ita work. In the presentaLuoy N. CoLMAN.
tion of this work to the thoughtful public,
"Home·Makin,."
in the perfection of ita printed pages and
beauty of ita artistic faithfulness in the
YoNCALLA, On., Nov. 25, 1894.
Mn. EDITOR: The question of "home- presentation of the faces of those whom
making" is one of the moat important a the author put upon these pages through
man is called upon to decide, both for his mental pen with anoh nicely shaded
himaeif and his children. There are at colora, I congratulate the Truth Seeker
this time hundreds and thousands of fami- Company in the highest terms of praise.
lies living upon their small earnings or Ita artist complements the author's mental
upon the bread of charity who, if they pictures, while the author's mental pictcould get a small home farm, could at ures equally complement thii artist.
I hOpe the Truth Seeker Company will
least raise whatthey need to eat and make
a living and be independent, and be in a reap a rich reward in shekels of gold and
position to wait for the coming of "good silver for the good work it has done in the
times." Again there are many who hav gift of this book to the public. I also
saved something by years of toil and find trust that the author will not fail to gather
theiDselvs thrown out of employment, in a handsome reward for his hard work
or in conformity to the laws of health, life,
and parentage, there can be no right living. Right living is to be developed in
every part of the brain and body, since all
life or living is, to me, but the product of
the organism. "A corrupt tree cannot
bring forth good fruit," or right living,
for, as is the organism, so is the living.
Right living is the objectiv point, the
goal, of all true Freethinkers and humanitarians. Right living would make our earth
a paradise and supply all h"Uman wants.
We want to keep open and free from all
obstruction the road of human progress,
that humanity may grow into conditions of
right living. Right living implies a state
of society in which the love of truth,
liberty, justice, and humanity predominates. Oh, that the "soul savers," who lead
their votaries away from right living and a
true life, would come down from the regions of the man-made gods and " airy
nothing," and liv right themselva and teach
right living. Right living pertains to the
here and the now. Right living is to save
and take care of the body. Right living
in ita fullest sense implies a basis of a
strong, healthy body, with a dominant
intellectual and moral brain-a fountain
of physical and mental power and enjoyment. Right living implies right views
and motiva. Right living includes every
purpose of Freethonght; qll the objects of
the Nine Demands. There can be no right
living in slavery of any kind. Very few
can or do liv right. How much I hav
been cheated out of life by my ignorance
and the false education of long ago! Our
schools and "learned (? ) professions.,
teach very little right living either by precept or example. 0 reader, aspire to right
living.
J. H. CooK.
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aside from the conviction of "Well done,
good and faithfnl servant." It is not
'a season book, but a book for the coming
ages as well as for the present.
J. H. BtmNHAM.
Texas is After God as Well as Rockefeller.
LORENA, TFX.' Nov. 30, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: As I am a subscriber to
your excellent paper, I trust yon will giv
me some room to express my ideas on a
few questions. I protest, and I voice the
sentiments of thousands, against your
treatment of the "God of Abraho.m." Yon
claim that he is the creature of human
fancy. So be it. Suppose you should invent something, and after mature deliberation you should decide that the universal
use of your invention would clothe yon
with power, surround yon with wealth,
and make yon all that a ·poor earthly mortal should wish to be, would it not make
you " mad " if some one should abuse,
malign, and otherwise seek to injure your
inventioll and so far succeed as to very
seriously shake your power? Now, I don't
pretend for a moment that I possess any
snob power as above spoken of, but a few
of those thousands do.
Your unkind utterances concerning God
and Christianity shook my sensibilities
(lucky in having them after having read
THE TRUTH SEEKRR) very much. Now I
know that "my redeemer liveth," and it
is very clearly demonstrated in those Kurd
atrocities committed in Armenia the other
day. The facts are well known, and some
thousands of Christians were summoned
before the judgment-seat of God, and the
summons was served by Mohammedan soldiery! But when we think of the reward
awaiting those faithful followers of the
"meek and lowly Nazarene, "who said, "If
any man come unto me, and hate not his
father, and mother, and wife, and children,
and brethren, and sisters; yea, and his own
life also, he cannot be my disciple; " and
whose disciple, after having fulfilled all the
requirements, was inspired to teach, that
" whosoever hateth his brother is a murderer "-I repeat that when I think of the
reward awaiting those victims of religions
persecution, I feel tempted to yell, "Hlll'rah for Texas! "
Of course, everyone knows that God is
"omnipotent and omniscient" (whatever
that means), and therefore he necessarily
knew the impending doom of those poor
faithful Armenians. And he knew also,
ages ago, that these poor people would
be ruthlessly murdered, tortured to death
by barbarians; the men, bound and helpless, forced to see their wives, sisters, and
daughters suffer indignities that would
bring the blush of shame to the brow of a
Fejee Islander-and they might hav avert·
edit by renouncing their belief (had they
been so-a-mind)-and he never raised a
finger to prevent it.
There, you see, is where God's loving
providence comes in. Well, it's a mighty
good thing that God doesn't liv in Texas,
for, if he did, and these things had occurred
in Texas, along with the indictments against
the soldiery for "murder, rape, and robbery " would hav been one against God
Almighty as an aooe~sory before the facts.
I received "Four Hundred Years" all
safe, arid am well. pleased with it ; also,
Bell's "Handbook of Freethonght." I
would not be without them.
Hoping that you may avoid the "wrath
to come," I am, as ever, the friend of
WM. M. MATTHEws.
liberty,
A Clerical Prevaricator Called to Time.
CLAY CENTER, KAN., Dec. 1, 1894.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $5
on books, and as soon as I sell the rest of
the books I will send you more. Also
find inclosed two articles taken from the
Clay Center Dispatch. They speak for
themselvs.
J. B. WISE.
Yours as ever,
REV. MR. VENNUM'S UNGRAHM:ATIOAL DENIAL.
1\fB. EDIToR: I wish to say to your many
readers that the statements made by Mr.
Wise, and printed in your valuable paper,
in which he (Wise) claims that he and mya elf had a controversy in regard to certain
portions o:f the Bible. Now, Mr. Editor,
this is false. Mr. Wise and myself never
had one minute's conversation in regard
to the Bible. Neither on my part hav we
had a correspondence in regard to the
Bible. Neither has Mr. Wise, up to this
time, ever asked my opinion on any portion of the Bible. He has Wl'itten me a

great many letters which will show for
themselTs -when the proper time comes.
The truth of the matter is, Mr. Wise is
not seeking for truth, and his letters are
such as no gentleman would wr_ite to another. I stood his slang writing for over
one year. Coming home one day I found
my wife feeling quite sad over a letter
which he had sent me. The next day I
wrote Mr. Wise and asked him in a gentlemanly manner to stop his letter writing to
me, as I did not want to receive them in
my family. Then came the postal card,
which he wrote and mailed me, with his
own name signed. This card will speak
for itself in the proper time. When all
his publications, regarding a discussion
between he and myself, will recoil on his
own deceitful head, for I defy him now,
and shall in the court, to show his letters,
which he claims to hav received from me.
He has them not, for they never hav been
written, and all his slush is utterly false.
H. B. VENNlJM.
D1' REPLY TO REV, MR. VENNlJM,
EDITOR DISPATCH: I would be pleased
to answer the article written by H. B.
Vennnm, and which appeared in your
valuable paper of Oct. 25, 1894. Mr. Vennnm put himself upon record as a persecutor to perpetuate his faith-rather than
appeal to reason-thereby making himself
ridiculous in the minds of all libertyloving people-and now seeing his position, he, by falsifying, tries to make the
public believe that he is innocent and only
protecting his family against the sending,
through the mail, snob passages as !'re
found in Isaiah xxxvi, 12, which he himself claims to be holy. Were they holy,
they would injure no one, but the reverend's own actions show that he doubts
their being holy, and is ashamed of his
doctrin and does not even want his own
family to know the kind of dootrin he
patronizes. Mr. Vannnm must not think
that people are going to believe liim simply because he is a preacher. There are
people in Clay Center and in his own
town of Industry that will testify under
oath that they saw letters which Mr. Wise
received from Mr. Vennnm while he and
Wise were having a controversy on the
Bible through the mail, and the people of
Industry know when Mr. Vennnm first
came to Industry he started the dispute
between himself and Mr. Wise by misrepresenting Freethonght, or Infidelity, as he
was pleased to term it, and challenging
people in many of his sermons (as is very
common for the clergy to do) to show
wherein Freethonght ever did anything
for the world, thus forcing Mr. Wise into
the dispute which ended in the arrest of
Mr. Wise.
Mr. Vennum is very bold in his assertions while having his own way, but when
he thinks he will be beaten by argument
and reason, he appeals to law to subdue
his adversary, or he has business somewhere else, as in the case of the le~tnres
given at Industry by Mrs. Matt1e P.
Krekel, Professor Bell, and myself. He is
never on hand to defend his cause, though
getting invitations w~eks ahead,. which
shows there is somethmg wrong WJth the
man or his dootrin, or both.
Washington, Kas. J..urEs PoNTIUS.

A View of Freethonght.
Dec. 7, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Lack of self-reliance, a
prevailing sentiment of imperfection, a
feeling of dependence, carefully cultivated
and entertained for the benefit of a few,
permitted feudalism to flourish, acknowledged the right of hereditary rule, and
initiated, developed, and promoted the
worship of supernatural gods.
Although weakness in human character
is diminishing with the advance of education mankind is yet unwilling to discard
beli~f in religions incompatible with reason, a phenomenon that must find its
explanation in the fact that routine, conservatism, and superstition are united
to maintain the customary and ancient
theories. The older these theories are the
more difficult it is for science to present
direct proof of their apocryphal character.
Religion is adjusted to the intellectual
faculties of the masses. The Egyptian
Iris succeeded to the fire and the sacred
bulls of the earlier days; then came Zeus
and Jupiter with more firmly established
reputations. They were supplanted later
by a unique divinity which himself underwent several modifications and transformations, represented in his succeeding
phases by the various creeds recognized
up t9 date in civilized countries.
Notwithstanding we admire mythologies
for their sometimes ennobling personifications of the beautiful and the heroic, we
rebuke the idea of worshiping ourselvs,
Jupiter, or Woden, or of possessing a satisfactory substitute in a more powerful

and independent God. A Moses, a Jesus
Christ, or a Mohammed, who should appear to-day, claiming to be inspired by a
God, could awake orily the commiseration
of all thinking people, the commiseration
that we all feel for the insane. We are
advanced enough to refuse to believe that
miracles oanv be performed in our day,
but are wi.llli;lg to admit that miracles
were possible; some twenty centuries ago.
It is true, science is so far powerless to
solve the problem, the origin of our existence; it is, however, an even more difficult task to prove the existence of a creating God, although the assumption is the
easiest of explications and therefore accepted by those having no use for difficult
problems. The faithful believer is content to end all discussions on this subject
with the double· interrogation: ''But who
has made ns and all onr surroundings?
Can anything come out of nothing?"
Freethonght as well as the ohnroh claims
to teach the good and to condemn the bad.
The difference lies merely in the method,
the latter employing hypothetical illustrations and invoking supernatural sanction;
the first contenting itself with the use of
known, proven facts to fortify its teaching.
It seems logical to assert that supernatural
examples are more difficult to comprehend, by both children and adults, than
historical, simply human facts. Is it not
as easy to educate our children in the love
of the good and the hatred of the bad as in
the fear of a God's anger? Are we compelled to seek moral illustrations in le·
gends and stories1he authenticity of which
can never be proved?
If it is pleaded that civilization is due to
the religions influence of Christianity, it is
answered that it is an acknowledged fact
that the Egyptians and the ancient Greeks,
three and four thousand years ago, attained
the bight of civilization.
Further, it is inexact to affirm that morality cannot exist without religion. Not
taking into account that we hav to condemn as immoral a considerable number
of passages of the (alleged) holiest of
books, we find that in a broader sense
morality means happiness; he who creates
happiness for himself and others, injuring
none, is moral. Everybody is aware that
the ohnroh never claimed earthly happiness as the most desirable condition of
things, assuming that humanity is too
weak to do good if there is no further
punishment for the bad. We hav, however, no warrant to indulge the degrading
supposition that, for instance, charity
would cease without the hope of direct
and material remuneration. It is, on the
contrary, morally elevating to suggest
that people are capable of doing good
without hope of compensation. On the
other hand, it may easily be ascertained
that the simple belief in religion does not
prevent immorality and crime-Ignorance
grasping quickly, through simple repentance, pardon for any mischief.
Cultivation of the mind is essential to
the comprehension, the propagation, and
the living of ethical principles. One can
further safely state that eternal punishment, being exaggerated, cannot be moral;
in fact, the question arises here: How can
there be peace for a real moral soul in the
expectation of seeing the eternal torture
of a large part of humanity? When we
subtract damnation from religions teachings we deprive all religions creeds of their
foundation.
EuG. TEwELB.
Would Exorcise "Him" by an Ejacula·
tion.
FAIRFAX, MINN., Dec. 7, 1894.
MB. EDIToR: In view of the fact that
nature absolutely solves the great mystery
of life, creation, and phenomena, in our
presence and under the immediate view of
our senses in a light wherein we may perceive and read the entire details and logic
as expressed by her functions of power in
bringing into existence the products and
reprodnots of the globe, which are actual
fruits of n'\ture's functions and not problematical creatures of assumption, and
compelling them to pass through a career
of definit stages of existence from a nonorganized state of matter, to an ultimate
entity and a final destiny-why is it, in
view of all this, that science, with so many
discriminating students, has so long signa.lly failed to explain the details of the
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operation in some ;~mmon·sense, ~ntelligent manner?
·
The answer to the query can be looked
for only in the postulated Theistic idea
expressed in the first verse of the Bible,
"In the beginning God created the
heavens and the earth." The bGlief in
the assumption has been almost universal,
and has become so deeplv rooted in the
minds of mankind that it is almost impossible for them to perceive that the entire
functions of creation are inherent in the
primeval matter composing nature, and
that fills all spa.oe, instead of in an ideal
personal being called God, who is represented to be entirely alien to and independent of the principles, powers, and
functions of nature, and who is endowed
with the most extraordinary super-human
powers that can be conceived of by mortals, an image in the form and likeaess of
man and possessing his attributes and
propensities.
Besides being represented as a monstrous
superhuman being, he is represented as
being a God-the creator of the entire
universe and all belonging to it, as his
empire, and the inhabitants thereof his
created subjects, who were created by his
autocratic majesty, as emperor, for his
especial purpose and for their especial
benefit while subjects of his worldly empire, over which he rules with despotic
power by his mere will and providence
only, promising to all his subjects who are
loyal and faithful to him and obey his
edicts in this world, a perpetual seat near
his throne in a spiritual empire, which he
has erected and prepared for them somewhere outside, or in some remote oorner
of this material empire. The disloyal and
unfaithful are to be confined in a horrid
prison especially prepared for them in
some Siberian corner, the localities both
being unknown to mortals.
This postulated God is assumed to be the
only true god over and above many
other supposed gods. He is eternal, everlasting, most high, almighty, all powerful,
all-knowing-knowing the end of all things
from their beginning-omnipresent, Lord
God, God of gods, Lord of lords, a great
King above all gods, a God of hosts
greater than all Gods. He is a spirit, a living God, the great God of Israel in whom
all powers reside and than whom there
are no higher powers, for "there is no
power but of God and the powers that be
are ordained of God " (Rom. xiii, 1), thus
alienating all powers of nature entirely
from the domain of his empire and [assuming] authority over it.
Thus there is supposed to be but " one
God-the father, of whom are all thin!Zs,
· · · one Lord J esns Christ, by whom
are all things" (1 Cor. viii, 6), who is
entirely independent of the principles,
powers, and functions of nature; in fact,
who is the supreme being, author, designer, and creator of nature. And that
it was absolutely necessary that he shonld
be and exist, in order to design and oreate
his own empire and all belonging to it
without any kind of matter or raw material or even a hint of any other law or
po~er than hiswill; that he might govern,
control, and execute by his providence,
his will power, over his entire domain.
All that is necessary for him to do in
order to carry into eftao~ his commands
and laws is for him to speak his will and
say, LM it be. His voice is so ~owerfnl
that his entire limitless emp1re -the
bounds of which are inconceivable by
mortals-instantly hear, obey, and it is
done.
To overthrow the entire Theistic idea
and the Theistic theory bMed upon it, it is
only necessary to exercise a little common
sense and repeat the oft expressed ejaculations of women, "How ridio1,1lonsl" "The
ideal"
The number of essays and books that
hav been written, since records began,
based upon the postulated ideB of godwhich has been taken for granted as being
true without aetnal proof or knowledge or
even a hint of law-if piled upon a plot of
ground ten miles square would make a
mountain a mile in bight. As yet a solution upon that foundation appears to be no
nearer · a satisfactory answer than when
records first began. Why? It is beoan.se
the assumption to begin with is not true.
GEORGE DAVIS.
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that they are old enough to reason on re1il!'ion, they are as rational on that as on
other things. Of course, in results, I hav
not reached my ideal with them, but, conEdited b.'l/ Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall siderinl!'
their inheritance, I hav done well,
River, Mass., to whom all Oommunica- or hav succeeded
in havinl!' them ilo well.
tionR for this Corner should be sent.
The children hav always been free in
thought and in expression, and sometimes
the expre!!Rion would he a sll\"prise to me
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
on a line that was quite new.
Comes a pause in the dar's occnrationA
I bought a colored doll for mv yonnp:est
That is known as the Children s Hour."
when she was four years old. The doll
looked Bo much alive that I liked it myself. I dressed it up nicely, and the chilThe tittle Arm-Chair.
dren all loved it better than any doll they
Nobocly ~its in the little arm-chair;
ever had. A lady visited us and wanted
It stands in a corner dim;
them to drPss the doll in calico and put an
But a white-haired mother gazing there
apron and cap on her and hav her for a servAnd yearningly thinking of him,
ant for the other dolls. The children could
See~ through the dn•t of long ago
not understand it. "Why make hPr a
The bloom of her boy's sweet face
servant?" "Because she is black " "What
A• he rocks so merrily to ani! fro,
bas black to do with it?" "Why, folks
With a laugh that cheers the place.
used to make slaves of black folk." "I
Sometime~ he holds a book in his hand,
don't see why?" and thPn, "Isn't a servant
Sometimes a pencil and slate;
as !!ood as anybody? When Hannah [the
And the les•on is hard to understand,
,!rirl who helped with our work] goes out,
And the figures hard to mate;
she dreBses as nicely as anybody, and she
But she sees the nod of the father' a head,
takes as !!ood care of us as mamma does.
So proud of his little son,
and we like her. I j!'Dess the black doll
And •he hears the word so often said:
can keep her nice clothes." I said to the
"No fear for our little one."
woman. who was a Democrat dnring the
They werA wonderfnl days, the dear, sweet days, war, "Yon see how old slavery ideas stick
When a child with sunny hair
to yon, and how almost impossible it is for
Was her() to scold. to kiss, and to praise
one taught to respect the rights of others
At her knee in the little chair.
to nnderstand the possibility of slavery."
She lost him backiuher busy years,
Then conversing on woman's equal rip:ht,
When the great world caught the man
their ideas came out as unexpectedly.
Ani! he strode away past hopes and fears
There were two boys that used to play with
To his place in the battle's van.
about eight or ten girls in our yard. the
Ani! now anrl then in a wistful dream,
largest and the smallest were boys. They
Like a picture out of dat",
used to play "cars"; the big boy would 1!'0
She sees a bead with a golden gleam
ahead and the largest girl take hold of his
Bent over !I pencil and elate.
coat and so on down, the little boy beinl!'
And •he Jivs again the happy day,
in the rear. They would puff and scuff
The days of her young life's spring,
When the small a,.m.chair stood just in the way, their feet and call stations, and hav a good
time. One day the older boy was away,
The center of everything. -Harper's Bazaar.

but I saw the train going on regular time;
presently Pearl, my oldest, then six, came
in and sat down. I noticed she looked as
thongh something was wron!!. I asked,
"What's the matter, Pearl?" "Mamma, it's
the fanniest thing; it doesn't make any
difference how little or how weak the boy
is, be thinks a boy must be enain!" and
she would not play so. So all through
their lives I hav noticed that children
bronl!'ht up to think will think, and there
is little danger of "Ohristians stealinl!' our
children" if we do not put our children
under their influence.
Pardon this lonl!' letter. I hav written
this much to yon to show yon that I am
really interested in the subject, and let
yon see whether or not I could help in any
way in boomin.Q the Ohildren's Oorner.
I wish 0. Fannie Allyn would contribute
rel!'nlarly. Her mother's heart is always
full of love for the little ones. I hav heard
her speak of yon many times, and she has
wanted me to meet yon.
I was away from home on Bertha's fourteenth birthday, so wrote her a long letter
on Freethonght and intellectual hospitality, etc. It is from that she makes her
quotation. I thought her old enough to
hav me help her formulate a definition
of Freethinker, and not get the idea that
many older persons hav, that yon must
accept soma particular Materialist's or Agnostic's view to be a Freethinker.
Sincerely yours,
M. FLORENCE JOHNSON.
[The above was not written for publication, but the ideas presented are so good
that we prevailed on the writer to consent
to its appearance in print. We feel sure
all will appreciate the thoughts expressed,
and mothers may find some ideas in Mrs.
Johnson's views for guidance in bringing
up their own children. We had a delight-

fnl meeting with Mrs. Johnson in Boston,
on the 2d of December at our lecture in
Paine Hall. She is a fine elocutionist, being a graduate from the Emerson school
of oratory, and among her dramatic recitations she includes one from "Apples of
Gold"-" Jack Howard's Stepmother"which, she says, never fails to interest her
hearers, especially the boys. Mrs. Johnson is a talented lady, and we commend
her to those seeking such service as she
can so well render. Her three lovely
daughters, Pearl, Bertha, and Olive, are
violinists and giv rare promis for the future.
We also met that Sunday our esteemed
friend, Fannie Allyn, as bright and winsome as ever. She has occasionally illumined the Oorner by her poetic effusions,
and she will always find a royal welcome
there, whenever she may come again.En. 0. 0.]
All are architects of fate
Working in these walls of time
Some with masRiv deed and great,
Some with ornaments of rliyme.
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Correspondence.
MILFORD, MAss, Nov. 17, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I am interested in
THE TRUTH SEEKER as a liberal paper, and
especially interested to see the Ohildren's
Oorner made of value to the children. I
think t.here ought to be not only a Ohildren's Oorner, but a paper for children.
As we hav no such paper, I want to see
parents and children take hold and at
least show that they are interested, and
consequently write to ask if there is anything I can do to aBBist in that line.
I hav three daughters between the ages
of twelve and sixteen, and the middle one,
aged fourteen, has written a letter for the
Oorner. I hav asked the children several
times if they would like to write for the
paper, but they said they had nothing to
write about. They did not want to say,
'This is my first letter to the Oorner; I
am a Freethinker, and hope this letter
won't find the waste basket." I told them
to write about somet.hing they knew, but
they are so much like their mother that
they can't write without something to call
them out. Lillian Boyd's letter struck
Bertha as something to write about, so
yon hav it. I think, perhaps, I can get
the others to write later. They do not
know that Bert.ha has written.
I hav my own ideas about the religions
edncat.ion of children, and the principal
thing. I think, is to leave the religion out. I
would, if I could hav controled the matter,
never hav had them hear the word God
nor religion until they were old enough to
study and compare religions. As it was not
possible to do this, I treated the matter as
one of no importance. and when Bertha
was six years old a Oatholic girl began to
talk to her about God, and Bertha said,
"Emma, yon must stop. My mamma don't
want us to talk slang. She don't allow us
to say, 'Yon bet, • nor 'By golly, • nor 'By
George, • nor talk about God, nor anything bad." She had heard men swear,
and heard women use slang, and hearing
the word God in the swearing considered
it all one thing. When children talked religion to my girls, they would ask me about
it Once one of them asked me about
Jesus, and I told her I did not know anything about him. The Bible represented
him as a good man who died for his belief;
but historians differed, some claimed there
was no proof that he ever lived, and some
thought he did liv. "Well," said my little
girl, "you don't know about it then."
"No," said I, "Idon'tknow." "Well, I
guess the whole thing is mixed," said she,
and dropped the subject.
I never allow the girls to attend Sunday
school (where the purpose is to control the
thinking of children). I did not teach
them that they were Freethinkers, but
merely kept them thinking, not on religion, but on other matters; on how they
wanted a dress made, how they wanted
their hair arranged, how to control themselvs, to observe others' actions, and
through their own experience and observation know what was right and wrong; to
read what they could understand on dress
and hav clothes made sensibly from choice,
and I saw to it that comfortable dress was
beautiful . dress as far 8!1 possible. Now
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Four Hundred Years of Freethought.

From

Columbus to Ingersoll, By Samuel p.
Putnam. 141 full-page half-tone :portraits of the most eminent Freethinkers
and philosophers. living and dead, of the
past four hundred years. Large octavo
1165 pages, gilt sides and back, marbled
edges. Price, $5.

Right Living. By Susan H. Wixon. Ethic• as Understood by a Student of Science.
"Right Living" is we 11 bound in cloth
and printed on good paper. Price, $1.

An Unofficial Patriot.

A Historical Story

of the Civil War. By Helen H. Gardener.
Oloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.

The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book, in
cloth, with gold lettering and side stamp,
for $2.50. In plain boards, $2.

Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated
in cloth, with gold lettering and side
stamp, for $1.50. In plain boards, $1.

Around the World, by D. M. Bennett, 4
volumes, red cloth covers, $6.50; leather,
red edges, $9.50; morocco, gilt edges,
$10.50.

]he World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers. 1,075 pages. Svo. Oloth, $3;
leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

T'he Gods and Religions of Ancient afld Modern
1 . Times. Two volumes. Written in
prison. In cloth, $3 per volume, or $5 for
the two volumes; in leather, $7; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.

Jngersol!' s Prose Poems and

Selection$·

From his Writings and Sa.yings.
cloth, $2.50; tree calf, $9.

Silk

Jngerso/1' s Principal Works: Gods and Other
Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures;
Some Mistakes of Moses; Interviews on
Talmage; Wnat Must We Do to Be Saved?
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals.
1,141 pages. In one volume, half calf, $5.

Lif'l. A Prose Poem. ByR. G. Ingersoll
In color, on boards, beveled, gilt edges, 50
cents.

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.
inehes, heavy plate paper, 50 cents
lfir
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In selecting Holiday Presents for their friends,
Liberals should remember that good books make
lasting impressions, and please as well every day
in the year. A LioeraJ book in the right
hands often changes the vie-ws of sev•
eral persons.
We have q11ite a number of books appropriately
bound for Holiday purchasers, and we will pack
them carefully so they can go any distance in the
mail, or by prepaid express. The following are
all good books for the purpose :

photograph (Oabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll.
50 cents.

Apple6 of Gold, by Miss Susan H. Wixon
Gilt stamp. $1.25.

Allin A Lifetime, by Miss Wixon.

$1.

voltaire· s Romances, Profusely illustrated,
Half calf, $4; vellum cloth, $1.50.

oarwin and After Darwin.

By George J.

Romanes. Silk cloth, gilt top, $2.

The Story Hour.

An Exceptionally Hand-

some and Interesting book~ Without Superstition, for Children ana Youth. The
Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book
ever issued. 66 full-page illustrations and
25 smaller; large type, heavy, toned paper,
broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224
pp., boards, $1.

conway's Life of Paine.

Two large, hand-

some volumes. The best and only complete life of Paine. Half calf, $10; in
cloth, $5.

parton' s Life of Voltaire,

Of which the

same can be sa1d as of Conway's Life of
Paine. Half calf, $10; in cloth, $6.

woman, Church, and State.

By Matilda

Joslyn Gage. Leather, $3; cloth, gilt top,
$2.

History of Christianity, Oomprising all that
relates to Christianity in the " Deeline
and Fall of the Roman Empire." Half
calf, $4; vellum cloth, $2.

Force and Matter.

By Professor Ludwig

Buchner, M.D.
cloth, $1.50.

Half calf, $3; vellum

Dynamic Theory of Life and Mind. By James
B. Alexander. Cloth,

$~.75.

LfSsons From the World of Matter and the
World of Man, By Theodore Parker,
Cloth, gilt top, $1.25.

Asleep and Awake.

A new Liberal novel.

.By Raymond Russell.
back stamp, $1.

cosmian Hymn Book.

Cloth, side and

With music to all

the son~ts. Edited by L. K. Washburn.
Cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.50.

For Other Books See the .Advertisements, or Send to Us for a Free Oatalogue. Ji!!JI
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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Jf ew ]}u"blioations.
Unless otherwise specified, all publications noticed here can be had oj THE
TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY, at the price
named.
·
"The Better World," by E. B. South·
wick, M.D., is published by the Truth
Seeker Company, New York. The title
suggests heaven, but the writer is only
concerned with the heaven he has
dreamed on earth. His work is a Utopian
romance, narrating his fancied experiences
among an ideal community, in which wisdom, virtue, and happiness prevail, and
women take the lead in most things. One
point is rather odd-the women, in consequence of suckling their yonng artificially, .
hav no more bosom than the men; and, as
bmth sexes dress alike, it is only by the
broader hips and smaller feet that yon
know yon are talking to a female. Dr.
Southwick's romance is in some· respects
interesting, but in other respects rather
tiresome. It is a form of composition to
which only great art and high literary
form can reconcile us. We think Dr.
Southwick would be better advised to deliver his message to the world in a straightforward exposition.
"Religion and the Bible," by F. D.
Cummings, reaches us from the same
publishing house.
It contains much
shrewd criticism of the orthodox faith
from the standpoint of a Spiritualist.
Being written with great simplicity and
lucidity, and with unmistakable candor
and earnestness, it should be useful in introducing Freethonght to orthodox readers. That the writer still believes in immortality, not as an article of faith, but as
the disclosure of reason, perhaps adds to
its utility in this respect.-London Freethinker.

Weak Lungs.
E-dra~t•

fl'om n~. ltnnter's l!'amon~ Book, showing Rennn"b e Snccess in Lung Cases. (Con~inued ft ... m la;;t week's Truth Seeker.)
The mind has such a controling infi!lence over
the healing powers of the body that there is little
chance for the recovery of any one who believes
his disease incurable. Onca convinced that he
can reasonably hop a for the rest6ration of his
health, by knowing of the· cure of others similarly afflicted. his vitality increases and every
function of his body responds to the ministrations of the physician.
I have in thonsa.nds of c:tses, inc 1nding all
stages and forms of Consump&ion, effected the
removal of every symptom and the complete
restoration of health.
The following cures show what can be accomplished by a proper treatment of the lungs:
I.-Mr. Frank E. Lewan, of Delnry's, corner
Sixth Avenue and Fourteenth street, New
York City, was attacked in 'Maroa, 1890,
with a d!lep congestion of the lungs which
rapidly developed into phthisis. His disease
continued to increase until Nov. 28th, at which
time he came under my care. Hi'! left lung was
then solid with tubercles, and his cond tion so
critical that I feared he might not live a month
His cough was incessan~. his expectoration a
thick yellow matter, and his breath extremely
short. He was placed at ,once under treatment
by antiseptic inhalations and showed signs of
improvement from the first. His breathing was
freer, the solidified portion of his left lung gradually diminished by the absorption of the tuberculous matter, and his condition became hopeful
of cure. In eighteen month'! from the commencement he ceased treatment a well man. He
has not required a prescription for the last nine
months, and has passe1 through the severe
weather of last winter without any signs of
relapEe.
II.-James Bynum, of Brooklyn, N. Y ,had been
for several years afflicted with catarrh before his
lungs became affected. He had had several attacks of hemorrhage, and was just recovering
from one when he first consulted me. His cough
was attended by purulent expectoration. Every
afternoon he had a chill, followed by a high fever•
and at night became bathed in a cold sweat. In
the three and a half months preceding the loth of
October he had lost twenty-seven pounds in
weight. On examining his lungs I found a large
cavity in the apex of the left, from which he was
coughing np a mixture of pus and softened
tubercle, and the lnng around tb.e cavity was dull
under percussion and partly solidified by the
deposition of tnbercnlons matter. Considering
the rapid progress the disease had made. the
emaciated condition to which he was reduced•
and the violence of his present symptoms, it was
impossible not to feel tbe gravest doubts of his
recovery. My firot prescription was made on the
lOth of October, and I continued to treat him
through the winter and following summer. In a
little over a :rear from commencing treatment he
was able to attend to his business, and in ~ix
months more every symptom had entirely left
him and he had nearly regained his best weight
before his sickness.
III.-Mrs. Edward Raynor, of 24 Lake street,
East Orange, N. J., was another bad case which
had resisted all the usual remedies and been pronounced hopeless. Her ltft lnng was ulcer. ted
and a large cavity existed in the upper lobe. The
disease began in a severe congestion of the lungs
in the great blizzard of March, 1888. This was
followed some two years later by a severe attack
of Ia grippe She coughed nv bloody matter
from the lungs, had hectic fever and night
sweats, was very short of breath, greatly emaciated, had an ulcerated throat, and her nervous
system was utterly broken down, Under the di-

rect treatment of the lung• by antiseptic air inhalations her life was saved. All the symptoms
of her disease have disappeared, her lungs are
restored, and her general health fully reestablished.
IV.-David Hiscox, of 390 Webster avenue, Long
Island City, a wealthy manufacturer, writes:
"Every part of my system. was breaking down
under the weight of cough, profuse discharge,
night sweats, and my chest seemed as if held in a
vise. Under your treatment my strength came
back, congh and night sweats disappeared. I was
once more able to breathe. I could get a full,
deep. satisfying breath of fresh air, and it was &
glorious satisfaction that I had thought I would
never realize again."
V.-Jesse F. Hiscox, of Long Island City, N.Y.,
says of his case: "My experience has been of the
most satisfactory and substantial kind. I contracted catarrh, which gradually developed into
bronchitis and a bad bronchial asthma. I treated
with five different physicians, two of whom were
specialiF ts in lung diseases, bnt they had no control over my case. Under yonr treatment I have
not had the slightest return of asthma, while the
catarrh and bronchitis have been entirely overc:me. I am perfectly convinced that yours is the
only treatment for diseases of the breathing
organs"
VI.-Mr. A. B. Tuthill, of 67 Perry street, New
York city, was attacked by Ia grippe in April,
1891, which rapidly developed into catarrhal bronchitis, threatening to end in quick consumption.
Under antiseplic air inhalations all his symptoms
disappeared and he entirely regained his health.
VII.-Mr. Lllmbert Miller, of 324 Willow avenue,
Hoboken, N.J. (with the wholesale house of Claflin & Co., New York city), was afflicted for eighteen months with catarrh of the throat, nose, and
lungs, which affected his who'e system-brain,
nerves, and breathiE.g. He derived no benefit
from tbe llSllii:J treatment by h·S phyEicians, but
under local treatment by antiseptic air inhalations he steadily improved and completely recovered his health.
Here are •even cases of Lung disea3e-three of
them confirmed Consumption, two of chronic
Bronchitis and Asthma combined, and three of
Catart;hal Bronchitis-all of which were radically
restored to health by local treatment applied directly to the lungs. They prove that tuberculous
matter can be absorbed and tuberculous cavities
healed in the lungs by antiseptic inhalations. No
other treatment known has ever accomplished
such results. Anti•eptic air inhalations constitute the only hope that exists for any form of
lung disease.
ROBERT BUNIER, M. D.,
117 West 45th Street, New York.
(To be continued next week.)
NoTE -Any of the readers of The Trnth Seeker
who desire & copy of Dr. Hunter's book can obtain it, free, by addressing him as above.
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Scientific Works.

mediately released and the chief of police
who ordered the arrest was dismissed from
his office.
Three Introductory Lectnres on the
Science of Thought. By F. Max MiilFIFTY yearsagotwenty-eight weavers in
ler. 1. The Simplicity of Language; 2. The
the mills of Rochdale, Eng., started a
Identity of Language and 'l'lionght, and 8.
cooperativ society. Each contributed one
The Simplicity of Thought. With an IIJ)pendix
which contains a correspondence on '"l'honght
pound sterling to the capital of the comWithout Words," between F. Max Muller and
. pany. There are now in that country
Francis Galton, the duke ui Argyll, George J.
more than 1, 700 cooperativ societies, with
Romanes, and others. Neatly bound in cloth.
Price, 75c.
1,300,000 members. The aggregate Dapital is $90.000,000, and the annual output Three Lectnres on The Science of Lan•
is about $250,000,000, with profits amountgnage. By Prof. F. Max Muller. The
Oxford University Extemdon Lectures. With
ing to nearly $23,000,000. In 1844 the
&
snpJ?lement, "Jliy Predecessors." an essay on
Rochdale operators were able to carry
genesis of "The Science of Thought." 112
their purchases in a wheelbarrow. Now
pages; cloth. Price, 75c.
the Cooperativ Wholesale Society has an The Psychology of Attention. By Th.
ocean-going fleet of seven steamers, and
Ribot, Il_rofessor of Comparative and Experimental Psychology at the College de France,
among British buyers it does the largest
and editor of the Revue PhilosopltiQue. Autrade of all in the produce of the world.
thorized translation. Treating or the following
topics: 1. Spontaneous, or Natural, Attention.

Improved Digestion.
The patient i• reqatred to diet. I .. building up
and maintaining good health, milk is recognized
as &valuable hctor, bo.t it is imp lrtant that it. ba
absolutely pure and sterilized. Borden's Peerless Erand Evavorat~d Cream meets all nquirements. Ent'rely wholesome.

How's This!
We offer One Hundred Dollar~ Reward for any
case ot Catarrh tnat cannot be cured by Hall's
Cat&rrlt Cure.
.
E. J. CHENEY & CO , Props • Toledo, 0.
WA the nndersigneJ. have known W. F. Che~:e.v
for the last 15 vears. and believe him perffctly
honorable in all business transactions and financially able to carry ont any obligAtion made by
tbPir firm.
WEST & 'rRnAx, Whole• ale Dru_g_l!iPts, Toledo,O.
WALDINGt KINNAN & MARVIN, Wholeeale Drnggi•ts 'l'oleao. 0.
Hail'd Catarrh Cure is taken internally. acting
directly upon the b 1ood and mn ·ons sn•fa.res of
the s~stem. ·"Price, 75c. per bottle. So~d by all
Druggists. Testimonials.

GET THE WONDERFUL NEW BOOK l

SGienGe of Life an~ Power of our Min~;
U~IVERSAL

OR,
HEAL'IH KES'.l'ORED,
PRICE, l!l:l.CO.

4151

R. C. HANNON, C.S.B.
809 Linden St., Scranton, Pa.

In the nature of things,
BAYB

-a, Emotional states; b, Physical manifestations; c. Surprise. 2. Voluntary, or Artificial,
Attention.-a~Its mechaniAm; b, Inhibition; c1•

The feeling oi effort. 8. The l\Iorbid States or
Attention.-a, Distraction; b, Hypochondria;

c, Fixed ideas and ecstasy; a · Irliocy; e, AttentiOn in sleep and hypnosis. C1oth, 'T5c.

Fundamental Problems. The Method of
Philosophy aR a Systematic Arranttement of
Knowledge. By Dr. Pan! Carns. Price, $1.

The Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms.

A Study in Experimental Psychology. By Alfred Binet. Translation from the French with
the sanction of the authm·. Treating of the following subjects: 1. The Psychology of the Cell
-Introductory. 2. The Strnctlt"."itl and Psychological Character of Proto-Organisms: Motory
and Senso~:t Organs. 8. The Psychology of
Nutrition: Holophytic, Saprophl'tlC, and Animal Nutrition; ·J'redatory Habits of Certain
~nimalcnla. 4. Colonies of Unicellular OrganIsms. 5. Fecnndn.tiou of Proto-Organismll. 6.
Fecundation or Hill' hoi· Animals and Plants. 7.
The Physiological Function of the Nucleus. a.
Correspondence between Alfred Binet and Ch.
Richet (prof~•sor of physiology in the Faculty of
Medicine at Paris) respecting cellnlar psychology. 10mo, 185 pages; cloth, 75c.; paper, 50c.

Wheelbarrow Articles and Discussions
on tile Labor Qnestion, Including the
Controversy with Mr. Lymnn F. Gage on the
Ethics of the Boai·d of Trade;_ and also the Controversy with Mr. Hl,!gh u. Pentecost, and
others, on the Single 'l'ax Question. Elegant
cloth binding, .POrtrait of the an thor, and autograph letter. Price, $1.

The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carns.
· Being a disquisition on the development of
the idea of God in hnman t.hought and histo!Y;
discussing: 1. The Nature of Ideas. 2. The Etymology of The Word God. 8. God an Abst.ract
Idea. 4. The Conceptions of God (Polytheism,
MonothPism, Pantheism, Theism, and Atheism).
5. Definitions of the Idea of God. o. En theism,
the Monastic Conception of God. Price, 15c.

Epitomes of Three Sciences. 1. Com-

l!arative Philology: The Study of Sanscrit. By
l'ro.f. H. Olden berg, of the University of Kiel.
IJ, From Jones to La•·
sen; o, The Discovery of the Veda; a, The Interp_retation of the Veda; e, The History of the
Vedic Epoch. 2. Experimental Psychology
~y Prof. Joseph Jastrow, of the University of
Wisconsin.-a, Aspects of Modern Psychology·
b. Psychology in Germany· c, Psychology in
France and Italy; a. Psychology in Great .Brit
ain and the United States. 8. Old Testament
History: or, The Rise of the peq_ple of Israel.
By Prof. C. H. Cornell, of the University of
Konigsberg~-a, The Traditions of the People of
Israel; b, The Migrations of the Tribes of
Israel; c, The Conql"ljlst of Palestine and the
Kin_gdom of Israel. With especial introductions
by Profe•sors Oldenberg and Cornell, and prefatory remarks by the editor of the Open
Oourt. Elegant cloth binding. Price, 75c.

-a, Sanscrit Uesearch;

of Interest.

SAMUEL Gom>ERB thinks that within a
year we shall hav a big indns~f:!al revival.
• THE Chicago Press Clipping Bureau has
been incorporated with a capital of
$10,000.
THE New York World recE>ntly put in
five more linotypes, giving it the largest
equipment of any newspaper office l:n the
world.
RECENTLY at Patnnknrk, Ulster county,
N.Y., while Mrs. Harriet M. Davenport
was on her knees near the stove saying
her morning prayers, her dress caught
fire and she was so badly burned that she
died.
ARGENTINA has adopted the system of
standard time in use in the United States.
All railways and public institutions will be
governed by Cordoba time, which will be
given daily by the national observatory at
that point.
THE standing order committee of the
Reichstag refused to report -the proposition to prosecute Herr Liebnecht for smlitions utterances. The same committee
also refused to punish the Socialist members who declined to rise and cheer for the
Kaiser. The vote stood nine to four.
SENATOR PEFFER is trying to stop the
expensiv junketing which follows the
death of Senators and Representative.
He has introduced a' bill limiting the
expense of the govenment to the cost of a
neat coffin and the transportation of the
remains to the home of the family of the
deceased, in charge of a sergeant-at-arms.
THE Chicago Women's Club is to open a
sanitary sewing shop in the heart of the
sweating district. Two floors of a large
building hav been leased. The upper
floor is well lighted by windows and skylights, and will be the sewing-room. Tne
machines will be run by steam. The
other floor will be fitted up for lodgings
for the girls.
REv. JosEPH NoRwooD, American Bible
Society agent in Venezuela, was imprisoned because of his religion. The
American minister at Caracas demanded
his release. The secretary of the interior,
by order of the president ad interim, at
once telegraphed to the president of the
state of Los Andes-where the arrest
occurred-to instantly release Mr. Norwood and punish those responsible for the
arrest, reminding the execntiv that religions propaganda is not an offense under
Venezuelan law, The preacher was im-
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The Ethical Problem. By Dr. Paul
Carns. Three Lectures, delivered before the
Society for Ethical Culture of Chicago at the
inwljlttion of the Board of Trustees: 1. Ethics,
a S'cience· 2. The Data of Ethics; 3. The Theories of Ethics. 112 pages, cloth. Price, 50c.

On Double Consciousness. Experimental

Col~

Robert, .G. Ingersoll,

Psychologica!Stndies. By Alfred llinet. Table
of contents: 1. IntrodnctorYi, Experimental
Psychology in France. 2. Proor of Double Consciousness in Hysterical Individuals. 8. 'J'he
Relations between the Two Conscionsnesses of
Hysterical Individuals. 4. The Hysterical ]jlye.
5. Mechanism or Snbconscionsness? 6. 'l'he
Graphic Method and the Doubling of Consciousness. 7. The Intensity of Snhconscions States.
a. The Role of Suggestion in Phenomena of
Double Consciousness. 9. Double Consciousness in "Health. 93 pages, paper. Price, 50c.

"In the nature of things there can be
no evidence to establish the claim of
inspiration." Such is the text of the
The Lost Manuscript. A Novel. By
Op~onel's new lecture entitled
Gustave Freytag. A handsome, elegantly

~il

About the
Holy Bible

bound edition of this famous and popular German romance. The author writes as a motto
for the American edition: "A noble bnman
life does not end on earth with death. It continues in the minds and deeds of friends, as well
as in the thoughts and the activitv of the nation." In two octavo volumes; boxed. Price, $4.

Just published in a large and hand- Diseases of Personality. By Th. Ribot.
some pamphlet. Price 25 cents. AdAuthorized translation. 'l'reating of the following subjects: 1. Nature of Personality and
dress The Truth Seeker Oo .• New York.
consciousness. 2. Organic Disorders. 8. Emotional Disorders. 4. Intellectual 1'ronhies. 5.
Dissolv.tion of the Personality. Cloth, 75c.

LINCOLN

Tile Sonl of Man. An Investigation of

This is Oolonel INGERSOLL's great
lecture, printed in a handsome pamphlet, and containing the Century's
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to
be the best extant. Price, 25 cents.

SHAKSPERE

the Facts of Phxsiological and Experimental
Psychology. ByUr.PanlOarUH. With l52Illustrative Cnts and Diagrams. Price 1!13, pages 480.
Printed on extra fine paper, handsomely bound
in cloth. The subject-mutter of the work is
divided into the following" sections: 1. The
Philosophical Problem of Mind. 2. Tbe Hise of
Organic Life. 3. Physiological Facts of BrainActivity. 4. The Immortality of the ltace and
the Data of Propagation. 5. The Investigations of Experimental Psychology. 6. '.rho Eth·
ical and Religions Aspects of Soul-Life.
Address
'J'HE 'l'RU1'H REEKER.
28 Lafayette Platle, New York

"An intellectual ocean, whose waves
touched all the shores of thought."
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness
of Shakspere from the Kesselstadt. The False Teaching of the Christian
death mask. Price, 25 cents.
Chnrch. "The Thirty-nine Articles of

L. K. Washburn's Works.

the Christian church are thirty-nine poor,
broken-down opinions." Price, 10 cents.

'W".ANTED.

To correspond with The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of

young lady of good moral character, between the
&g~s of 20 and 25; those interested in the study of
literature. music, ond human nature preferred.
4t48
Address C. A. LINDSAY, Butte, Mont.

FREE

18t50

A Valuable Book on Nervous
JJiseascs to any address by the

REV. E. KONIG,
-J'OKTWAYNE, INDo-

a minister's vraying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one against the Oolorado beetle I"
Price, 10 centa.

Religoos Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesns Insane~ Price, 10 cents.
The Pnblic Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 oenu.
Address THE 'l'BlJ'TH BEEKEB.
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Gems of o/;Aou;g'At.

I capable of fashioning and worshiping an
unjust divinity, nor on their humanity so
long as they incorporate inhuman motive
in their most sacred dogma, nor on their
reasonableness while they rigorously decline to accept reason as a test of truth.Right Hon. John Morley, M.P.
·Two hundred years ago, this 21st of November, was born the brilliant Freethought soldier, Voltaire. His name was
long a terror to the orthodox. None was
more hated, none more reviled. The reason is simple. He attacked bigotry and
superstition, not in the dull and decorous
fashion of pedants writing for the few, but
with the wit and pleasantry of a practiced
writer for the people. He made the bigots
and tyrants appear ridiculous as well as
odious. Those who felt the sting of his
lashes denounced him as a Mephistopheles,
whose writings all good people should
avoid as they would a pestilence; and all
whose interest lay in the perpetuation of
absurd dogmas stigmatized Voltaire as a
mere mocker, railing at all things holy.J. M. Wheeler.
VOLTAIRE's motto was, " Straight to the
Fact." He brought all histories and
creeds to the test of fact and common
sense. Was it true or not that an Infinit
Deity had chosen. barbarous Jews as his
peculiar people? Was God born of a virgin? Did he liv in obscure circmnstances,
and was he put to death with ignominy
while deserted by his disciples, in spite of
the signs and wonders which he wrought
among them? To ask these questions in
the light of common senl!e, to subject
them to the cross-examination applied to
ordinary principles of evidence, was to
answer them with laughter. But, as Mr.
Morley has said with truth: "There is no
case of Voltaire mocking at any set of men
who lived good lives. He did not mock
the English Quakers. He doubtless attacked many of the beliefs which good
men hold sacred; but, if good men take up
their abode under the same roof which
~h!llters the children of darkness and wrong
It IB not the fault of Voltaire if they are
hit by the smooth stones shot from his
sling against their nn worthy comrades."J. M. Wheeler.

BI-OENTENABY OF VOLTAIRE.
November 21, 1894, was the two hundredthanniversary of the birth of FranQois Marie Arouet (VoLTAIRE).
NAME me one nation where miracles
hav not been performed, especially in
times when reading and writing were unknown.- Voltaire.
To be free, to hav none but equals, is
the true and natural life of man. Every
other plan is an unworthy artifice, a bad
comedy, in which one plays the part of
master, another of slave, another parasite,
and another pimp.- Voltaire.
THE lovers of miracles say they must be
true. There are so many monuments in
proof. And we say they must be false,
since the vulgar hav believed them. A
fable is current in one generation, it is
established in the second, becomes respectable in the third, and the fourth elevates
temples thereto.- Voltaire.
ON the whole, Englishmen are generally
not at all aware how completely Voltaire
succeeded in the great controversial object
of his life, and that on the continent there
is certainly not above one educated man
in ten who has not very great doubts of
the reality of any of the miracles in the
Bible; and this I believe true even of Germany.-John Sterling
MoRE than a century ago Oatholicism,
wrapped in robes red with the innocent
blood of millions, holding in her frantic
clutch crowns and scepters, honors and
gold, the keys of heaven and hell-trampling beneath her feet the liberties of
nations, in the proud moment of almost
universal dominion felt within her heartless breast the deadly dagger of Voltaire.
From that blow the church never can recover. Livid with hatred she launched
her eternal anathema atthe great destroyer,
and ignorant Protestants hav echoed the
curse of Rome.-Ingersoll.
IN the presence of this society, frivolous
and dismal, Voltaire alone, having before
his eyes those united forces, the court, the
nobility, capital; that unconscious power,
THE
THE
the blind multitude; that terrible magistracy, so severe to subjects, so docil to
the master, crushing and flattering, kneelAND
ing upon the people before the king; that
clergy, vile melange of hypocrisy and
'OB
fanaticism; Voltaire alone, I repeat it,
declared war against that coalition of all THE GONFLIIYf BKIWEEN MENTAL SCIENCE
the social iniquities, against that enormous
AND THEOLOGY.
and terrible world, and he accepted battle
with it. And what was his weapon? That
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
which has the lightness of the wind and
with a. preface by
the power of the thunderbolt-a pen..H.. G. INGERSOLL.
Victor Hugo.
This is the only ·work of its kind in the literaof Freethought. Its arguments are based
VoLTAIRE's task, however, was never ture
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
directly political, but spiritual, to s)lake to the reader's sense of logic and love of justice.
the foundations of that religions system It is eloquent as well as convincing.
Price, cloth, $1.
Address
which professed to be founded on the
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
revelation of Ohrist. Was he not right?
If we find onrselvs walking amid a generESTABLISHED 1865.
ation of cruel and unjust and darkened
spirits, we may be assured that it is their
beliefs on what they deem highest that hav
E. C. Reichwald & Bro.,
made them so. There is no oennting with
certainty on the justice of men who are
Receivers and Shippers of

BRAIN

~RUITS

BIBLE;

and VEGETABLES
and

GENERAL COMMISSION MERCH!NTS

THE

BETTER

WORLD.

A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE

in

BUTTER, EGGS, CHEESE, AND POULTRY.

By Dr. E. B." SOUTHWICK.
For I dipt into the future, far a.s human eye could
Saw the Vision of the .;~~ld, and all the wonders
that would be.

O said the poet Tennyson, and although what he saw was more or
less remarkable he was on the outside of the tent relatively to our present author. Dr. Southwick, without
telling us how he got there, relates
the many and strange adventures that
befell him in a land without a sun or
a newspaper, but where light and
everlasting spring abide nevertheless ;
where women are the stronger sex,
where all dress alike, wear no buttons,
go in- bathing together~ and are "naked and not ashamed."
There is something of "Looking
Backward" in this book, with a spice
of Gulliver added, and it is totally devoid of religious superstition. It will
be read with interest and curiosity.
Published and for sale at this office.
Price, cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents.

S

SPECIAL TIES:
Florida and California Products-Bananas, Oranges, Lemons, Cranberries! Pine_apPles,
Grape•, Peaches, Pears, P ums, Melons, 4J>ples, Berries.
Potatoes, Onions, Cabbages, Cucumbers, Tomatoes, C"lery, Beets, Carrots, Turnips,
Popcorn, S<luash..._ Crab Apples, Egg rlant.
_ Special attention paid to filling orders for
Poultry, Eggs, Cheese, and all kinds of Fruits
and Vegetables in their season.

A .NEW A.ND VALUABLE

Religion and the Bible.
By F. D. CUMMINGS,

A Series of Stxteen Freethought Essays
SubjectsIntroduction. I The God and Man of the Bible. II. God and the Devil. ill. Is the Bible Contradictory? IV. Jesus-Was He the Fulfillment of Hebrew Prophecy and Expectancy? V. Jesus
the Te<l.cher of .HighteousneRs. VI Did the Disciples Look for a.u Immediate .Resurrection? VII.
What Does the Bible Teach Regarding the Second Coming of Christ? VII The Christ Spirit Outside the Bible. IX What Is the tsible? X. How Man Advances. XI. Why Do Men Cllng to the
Bible? XII. Belief'rUnbelief1 Faith. Reason, and Prayer. XIII. Is There a God? XIV. Reward and
Punishment. X 't. mmortality. XVI. Conclusion.

A Book that should be in the hands of all who seek the Lig-ht.
· Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

BOOKS BY

PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD.
The Bible of Nature: A Oontribntion
to the Religion (If the Fu1mre. Cloth. $1.

The Secret of the East; or, The Origin

of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise a.nd Decline. .Cloth, $1.

Ph'lsical Education; or, The Health-Laws
o Nature. Cloth, $1.

Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Huma.n Organism. Cloth, $1.

Zoological Sketches : A Oontribntion to
the Outdoor study of Na.tur&l History. llluatra.ted b:v H. Faber. Cloth~tg_
Address
THE TrlUTH SEEKER,
28 L&fa:vette Plaoe, New York.

The Truth Seeker, New York.

SCIENTIFIC BOOKSCHEAP
By the census of 1890, the
above is the value of

Church Property
in the United States.

Should It Be Exe'l'nopt from
Taxati -n?

Out of various importations and purchases ot scientific works, at different
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each
of the following, to which we call attention, as enabling our readers to get a good
deal for their money:

The Rise and Early Constitution of Universities,
with a survey of Medimval Education. By
S. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents.
The Dawn of Histfi!"Y~,An Introduction to PreHistoric Study. Eaited by C. F. Keary, M.A.,
REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT.
of the British Museum. Cloth, 75 cents.
On The Study of Words. By Richard Chenevix
Our pan:lJlhlet with this title contains an ArguTrench, D.D. Cloth,75 cents.
men1l for Equality of Taxation, and a. Statement Fetichism: A Contribution to Anthropology an
of Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890,
the History of Religion. By Fritz Schultz.
the Value-.~..b:Y Denominations, of Church ProPer75 cents.
ty in the umted States and in th, se ce ial States
English:
Past and Present. By Richard Cheneand t'erritories an<! in all Cities having 25,000 or
vix Trench, D.D. 75 cents.
more inhabitants; •o arranged a• to show at
a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of the Modern Science and Modern Thought. By S.
Laing. 75 cents,
Leading D nomination• and Denominetional
Gr.•ups. Also, much other matter of especial in- Formation or Vegetable Mould through the acterest to certa.m Cities, States. and Sections, all
tion of Worms, with observations on their
comparisons being based upon official fi~ures
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents.
This pamphlet is the only one of the km<1 pub- The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer. 75 cts
lished. In no other work are the tacts, figures,
and arguments to be found. The figurPs, being Science and Crime...._and Science and Poetry.,.. with
other essays. .ny Andrew Wilson, F.n.S E.
derived from the Government Cecsus of 1890, will
Two books in one volume. 75 cents.
not be superseded until the cemus of 1900 shall
have been com_pleted - probably about eignt The Land Question: Containing the History of
Land Holding in .England by Joseph Fisher,
years hence. The arguments are unanswerable
F.R.H.S.; and Historical Sketch of the Disand will hav ihe dew of morning on them so long
tribution of Land· in England, by William
as the injustice of church exemption is suffered
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A. 75 cents.
to exist.
By single copies the price is 15 cents, but as the The Black Death; an account of the Great Peswork is published specially for distributiOn by
tilence of the fourteenth century, and the
those who favor justice in taxation the following
Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages. By J. F.
reductions are made:
C. Hecker, M.D. Two books in one volume.
Ten copies.
$1.00
75 cents.
Fiftv copies,
4.50
Glimpses of Nature. ~ Andrew Wilson, F R
One hundred copies 8 00
S.E., F.L. S., with 35 illustrations. $1.
Larger quantities at 1!11!lCial rates.
Illusions: A Psychological Study. By James
A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER, New York.
Sully. 75 cents.
Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. By Sir John Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S., M.P., D.C.L., LL.D., with
MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S'
numerous illustratiOns. 75 cents.
Geological Sketches at Home and Abroad. B:r
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents.
Current Discussion in Scienc.f!_, and Scientific AsJ:l!lCt of some Familiar Things. By W. M.
Williams, F.C.S Two books m one volume.
75 cents.
Charles Darwin; His Life and Work. By Grant
Allen. 75 cents.

SELEOT WORKS OF RIOHABD A. PROCTOR.

Light Science for Leisure Hours.
Familiar Essays on Sci!jlltific Subjects.
Hereditary Traits, and other Essays.
Miecellaneous Essays.
Illusions of the Senses, and other Essays.
Notes on Earthquakes, with fourteen miscellane
ous Essays. Six books in one volume. $1.50

Christianity and Evolution.
By ARTHUR B

M.OSS,

With Preface by J. M. WHEELER.
:ILLUSTRATED.
0oNTENTs 7 The Pagap. ~o9ts (If Christianity.
The BorrowmgR of Christiamty. The Evolution
By Carey K. Juris-t.
of the Christian Trinity. • ril:dnal Sin and the
A Medley of Gospels. Wa.nted
The text is poetical and the lllu~trations are Atonement.
Contempnrarv Evidence. Paley's "Evidences of
fearful for minister~ to behold
Ohristianiov" Examined.. The Testimony of
There are 70 broad pages ac d the price is only Paul. Did Jesus Rise From the Dead and Ascend
into Beaven? The First Four Christian Centu50 CENTS; CLOTH, $1.
ries. A Thousand Da.rk Years. The Dawn of
Science. _Christianity on the Wane.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Price. Cloth, $1.
28 Lafayette Pl, New York.
Address
T EIE TRUTH REEKER,
28 Lafayette Pl. New York.

SUSAN WIXON'S BOOKS.

Rigbt Living, Ethics as Understood by

Prof. .Ernst Haeckel,

Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.

Life, Works, Career, and Prophecy.

a Student of Science

HIS

Cloth, $1,

By Susan H. Wixon. PI!Jler, 10 cents.

All in a Lifetime, A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 800 PP:;., $1.

Apples of

t~~Old,

.

And Other Stories for

A Lecture
ByTBADDEUSB.WAKEMAN

Boys a.nd Girls. 12mo, 383 pp., '1.25.

The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand-

234 So. Water St., Chicago.

ROOK.

Price, 10 Cents.

some and Interesting BookhWithout Superstition1 for Children and Yout ~r The Onl~ FreethinKers' Children's Story-book ever Issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
tvpe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to. 224 pp., boards, $1.
Address. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO

A little book 1Jf ~8 pa~Ps, fall of scientific
thought. The storv of thi• gre\t scientist'o life
and works read!like an tnchanting tale.
A.ddriiBs
THF. TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette Place, New Vnrlt Oit.v,

The Bible and Evolution.

A new edition of that splendid ~rose "Q.Oem,
"Life," by "the prince of orators, ' Col. R. G.
It is larger and better than the old
edition, and can be framed or placed upon the
table as an ornament. In the center of the card
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby,
urrounded by the prose poem, which has been
·ruthfully described as, "one of the masterpieces
of the orator and J?Oet who now, as far as we
know, stands alone m the living world." It will
make a deli&"htful present, and will be a souvenir
not only of mtellectual greatness, but of artistic
workmanship. It is printed on heavy board, gilt
boveled edge. The siZe is 12x16 inches, an<i the
vrice only75 cents, post-paid.
·
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
~ Lr.f•.-yette l)lr.oe, New Yort.

By Arthur B. Moss.
Of this valuable book the London " Freethinker" says: "It is by far the best production
pf Mr. Moss's pen, and we heartily recommend
It as an excellent text-book •·f the subject. The
manner is good. and the style is bright. The
read~r is carped along.on an easy-flowing stream
of smence, history, ethics, and common-sense."
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER
28 Lafayette Pl., New Yo;k.

WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES
In~~:ersoll.
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SEND ME YOUR

fort ])artsons.

Two little children looking at the moon
one evening, the younger asked: "Is the
moon God's wife?" Older Child (patronizingly): " No, you silly child, God is a
bachelor."-Life.
MooN (to Sun): "Say, pard, couldn't
you stay out with me a little while tonight?" Sun: '' I'd like to stay very much,
but since Joshua's dead I don't know who
to ask for an order, so I must decline."
MRS. BEECHER STowE tells how she
taught her child that anger was sinful,
whereupon he asked, "Then why, mamma,
does the Bible say so often that God was
angry?" She replied (mother· like): "You
will understand it when you are older."
The boy pondered seriously for awhile,
and then burst out: " 0 mamma, I hav
found it out. God is angry because God
is not a. Christian!"
A COLORED woman presented herself as
a candidate for confirmation in the diocese
of Florida., and was required to say the
Creed, the Lord's Prayer and the Commandments. She got through with the
first two fairly well1 as somebody had evidently been. coachmg her, but when it
came to the last she bungled and hesitated,
and then remarked in a confidential tone
to the clergyman: "De fac' is, Mr. Turpin, I hasn't been practicin' de Ten Comma'dments lately.•:-Llfe.
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"I noN'T like to say anything against
Wixon, 95
my neighbors," said Miss Philenda FortyKatie
46 Secular Sunday Schools.
smith, cautiously, to Mrs. Longnecker,
Kehm
Smith,
I04
who had come up from South Squann to
55 The Freethought Federation of
exander, spend the day; "but it 'pears to me that
America Hamuel P. Putnam. no
What Are Women Here For?
Deacon Trilligan is a leetle mite too hasty
65 The One-Horned Ox. George E.
Helen H. Gardener,
and violent for a parfessor of religion and
Macdonald,
The Tbree Voices. A Poem.
II7
73
a pillar of the church." ''Mercy on us!"
A Queer God .and His Queer Book.
Blasphemy. Judge Parker's Dereturned the visitor hungril:y. "What
cision
in
the
Case
of
C.
C.
Moore,
John
Peck,
·
74
has the deacon been a-dom'?"
" It
What WeStandFor. Henz:yRowley, 85 Freethought Societies, Schools,
ain't what he 's done, but what he said,
and Lecturers,
that struck me as bein'kinder unwarranted.
You see, last Friday, jest as he was startin'
o:ff to market with a load of produce,. the
colts he was drivin' got frightened at
something and began to cut up terribly.
NEW YORK:
They overturned the wagon on top of the
deacon, and then ran in through our gate,
which happened to be open, and tore
around through the lot, crashin' through
the grape-arbor and breakin' up the hotbed, and then tore out again and out of
sight up the road, leavin' the wreck of the
wagon piled up against the gate-post, with
·the deacon all tangled up in it. I 'spose
likely he felt pretty badly aggravated
when he crawled out; but it seems to me
that he ought to hav at least stopped and
counted one hundred .before he spoke."
"Good land! What did he say?" "Why,
he threw up both hands and said' Gosh!' Said God: "As my principal reason for
A WONDERFUL OFFER.
loud enough to be heard clear across the
making it
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catalogue over 850 illustrations,
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l'r MUk St., Boston. Miuls.
though puny verse:
•
dignity,
'
'Twas all out of nothing-all " out of
And hinder my creatures from praising
A BARCAIN.
his heaa."
my name;
I have a new Climax Sewing Machine (No. 26)
I'll, therefore-to hide what they'd call price
$45, which I will sell for $18, for the benefit
my malignityof LUtZe Freethtnker. The buyer will receive
Cause devils to spoil it, and bear all the it direct from the makers' hands. I hope some
friend will order it of me real soon. It ii trul;r a
blame.
bargain for the buyer. If I did not need the
money so much for Ltttle Freet7ttnker I would
" The dodge will succeed, throngh its silly keep the machine for m:v own use.
Address
ELMINA D. EILENKEll,
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52t19
Will simply be roasted in hell for their
pains!"
-G. L. Mackenzie, in Lonaon Freethinker.
------·~·._
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THE clipper ship Richard Parsons of
New York was wrecked in the Indian
Ocean on September 17th and six lives
were lost.BRooxLYN is the first city to hav a woman
as forewoman in a stable. Her husband
formerly held the position, but lost it and
is now a driver.
THE Cook gang is still at work in the
Indian Territory, and there does not seem
to be any immediate prospect of its capture or dispersal.
ON December 13~h Budapest was
ablaze with torches und hons' illnmina·
tiona in celebration of the triumph of the
religions liberty bills.
AT Freiberg, Saxony, one hundred and
fifty pereons were prostrated with the
symptoms of arsenical poisoning; they had
all eaten rolls from one bakery.
CoNTRACToR MoRAN testified that he
paid tribute to Tammany as a means of
holding his contract!!, and his checks, in·
dorsed by Croker, hav been ,produced to
confirm his story.
- - - ~' -~
,. THE president nominated Gen. John C.
Black, ex- Commisaioner of Pensions, and
now a Representativ-at·Large in Congress
for Illinois, to be District-Attorney for the
Northern District of Illinois.
ON December 16th a royal decree pro·
rogued the Italian Chamber of Deputies
because the deputies-or a few of themwere determined to revive the bank scandals of last year and so delay or prevent
legislation.
NEWFOUNDLA!<D is in the throes of a
commercial panic. Through the death of
one of the financial agents of a fish exporting house certain notes wtre allowed to go
to protest, and this was the initial force
that let slip the financial avalanche.
If ON December 15th Judge Goff at Char·
Ieaton decided against the state in the case
involving the arms of the Washington
Light' Infantry, which Governor T1llman
required the company to surrender for insubordination during the dispensary riots.
ON December 11th Ex-Governor Tillman was elected Senator from South
Carolina by a vote of 131 to 21 over
Senator Butler. He says that he stands
on the Chicago platform and will act with
the Democrats of the anti-Clevelan~ wing.
J' SEORETARY·OF·WAR LAMONT, who has
the deciding voice in the New York and
New Jersey bridge matter, forbids the
putting of a pier in the river. So it is a
suspension bridge or none. The decision
is generally condemned, as it is almost
certain that the cost of a single span. will
be prohibitiv.
CAPT. T. J. CREEDEN of the Morrisania.
precinct testified before the Lexow Committee that he paid $15,000 for his New
York police captaincy. Promotion was
. impossible · without pay.
Ward-man
Thorne also made a. confeSBion-to the
assistant district-attorney- implicating
several captains.
AT the municipal election in Boston on
December 11th the Republicans elected
Edwin U. Onrtis mayor by a plurality of
about 2,000. Two years ago Matthews,
Democrat, had a plurality of over 10,000,
and last year he was re-elected by a plurality of 5,000. Dissatisfaction with the local
Democratic machine is said to hav been
the chief cause of the change.
AT the Federation of Labor convention
a resolution in favor of postal savings
banks in connection with the post-offices
was voted down by a large majority, while
another favoring occupancy and improvement as the only title to land was adopt€ d.
Direct government issue of all money was
demanded. The Socialistic political rEsolutions were generally defeated.
THE national convention of the Ameri
can Federation of Labor wal:l held in Denver
last week. Several labor delegates from
England were· present. Charges of bad
faith against party leaders were freely
made. Samuel Gompers was defeated in
his candidacy for re-election as president
and John McBride of Columbus was
chosen. Headquarters were removed from
New York to Indianapolis.
RoBERT Loms BALFoUR STEVENSoN, the
novelist, died of paralysis of the brain and
collaps of the lungs in Samoa. He
has been ver:r_ low with consumption for
some time. His breakdown is attributed
to the excessiv use of cigarets, one hundred to one hundred and fifty per day
being the number he usually consumed.
He WIIB born in Edinburgh on Nov 13;
1850. At the time of his death he had a
new novel half completed.
ON December 16th the engin-honse of
the Stevens colliery at West Pittston, Pa.,
caught fire. The engineer, Thomas
Lloyd, realized that the stoppage of the
Jllachinery meant the death of the forty
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OLD YAHWEH BLOWETH ABOUr H£S DUBOLIOAL WOR.K-

To the Senate and Assembly of the Legislature of the State of New York:
We citizens of the State of New York, respectfully request you to repeal the Sunday law of this State.
We ask this because,

First, Sunday being a period of time of precisely the same nature as Saturday or Monday, there
natural reason for its being elevated above or depressed below the other clays of the week.

IS

no

Second, Said Sunday law is, in the best possible view of it, useless ; it is wholly inoperative as a .
conserver of the rights of any inhabitant of the State.
Third, It is invasive of the equal rights of the citizens of the State, an impertinent meddling with their
private affairs, and its effect is to disturb their peace and rob them of their earnings.
Fourth, In making or amending our laws, common sense and experience should be the guides, instead of
sentiment-religious or otherwise. Experience has demonstrated that Sunday laws are not observed by the
people, and common sense teaches that, in the nature of .things, they never will be, for it cannot be wrong to
do on·one clay what it is right 'to do on another. The people, feeling this and knowing this, will not be gov. ernecl by the dead churchmen who made these laws, which are anachronistic and have been perpetu2-ted by
hypocrisy. Here we will call your attention to the words of Martin Luther, a churchman we are willing to
put against the ecclesiastics of to-day: "As regards the Sabbath, or Sunday, there is no necessity of keeping
it.
If anywhere the day is made holy for the mere clay's sake-if anywhere anyone sets up its
observance upon a Jewish founclation....:...then I order you to work on it, to dance on it, to ride on it, to feast
"im it--'-to do anything that shall reprove this ·encroachment on the Christian spirit of liberty."
Fifth, Sunday laws are vicious, for they are used. as instruments of blackmail and of cruel oppression
by the police of the cities, as the revelations of the Lexow Committee abundantly show. They produce
more crime than they could possibly prevent, for blackmail is more immoral than drinking.
Sixth, All such laws are essentially religious in their intent and effect and as such they are opposed to
the spirit of our institutions, which do not favor the union of church and state. The Sunday law of the
State of New York is no exception to the rule, and it should be immediately repealed in the interest of religious liberty, if for no other reason. This law is a survival from the time when there was a state church and
the civil power enforced the Sunday law of the state church, just as it enforced that church's blasphemy
and heresy statutes. But where there is no state church the state has nothing to do with the enforcement
of the domestic rules of any church or those of Christianity in its entirety.
For these and other reasons we ask the entire repeal of the Sunday laws rather than a patching which
shall discriminate against one business and foster another. We ask that the liquor trade be subject to the
same rules on Sunda.y that it is on other days, and the same with all other kinds of business. It is not
proper for the state to legislate in the interests of any legitimate trade as against any other legitimate trade,
and we ask your careful attention to this admitted fact an~ particularly ask you to bear in mind the also
admitted fact that Sunday laws are a fruitul source and an adequate means of blackmail.
while the minority- Judge Learnedfinds that the charges were based on fact.
Governor Flower seems to accept the report of tne majority as in harmony with
the facts, for he has reappointed two of
the board of managers of the reformatory
who refused to remove Superintendent
Brockway when the State Board of CharTHE commission appointed by Governor ities recommended his dismissal.
Flower to investigate tht'l alleged abuses
in the Elmira Reformatory has just made
EuGENE V. DEBS, leader of the A. R. U.
its report. The majority-Messrs. Deyo strike, was sentenced by Judge Woods at
and Flint - exonerate Superintendent the conclusion of his trial in Chicago to
Brockway from the charges of cruelty, six months' imprisonment in the county

miners at work on the levels below. He
signalled the fact of danger, but it was
some time before they responded and then
it took three trips of the cage to bring all
to the surface. Lloyd stuck to his post to
the last and saved them all, but was very
badly burned himself.

j~il.

This was for contempt of court in
violating the injunctions issued by Jud!les
Woods and Grosscup last July. G. ·W.
Howard. Sylvester Kelliher, L. W. Rogers,
M. J~ Elliott, James Hogan, William
Burns, and Leroy M. Goodwin were given
three months each. The eentence is considered a light one, as it was in the discretion of the court to sentence the men to
any term of years it chose within the constitutional limits, and to impose any fine it
thought fit. An appeal is to be taken to
the Supreme Court. Clarence S. Darrow
is the defendants' counsel.
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THE GRAVEYARD OF THE GODS-F·REPARING FOR THE NEXT FUNERAL.

400

Years of Freethought.

From Columbus to lqgersoll

B~

·Samuel Porter Putqam

Large Octavo, n65 pages, Gilt Sides and Back, Marbled Edges.
Truth Seeker One Year, $6.50.
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Price, $5; ""W"ith The

FULL-PAGE HALF-TONE PORTRAITS

.Of the Most Eminent Freethinkers and . Philosophers,. Living and Dead, of the Past :J:!'our Hwndred Years.
~~~~~~-~~~-~~~~~~~~~~

(':t: HE 'I.RU'IH SEEKER OOMPANY has pleasure in announcing

1..v

that this splendid work, which bas been in preparation so long, and for
which nearly 1,100 persons hav subscribed in advance, is now ready
for delivery. For more than twelve months Foun .HuNDRED YEARs OF
FREETHOUGHT has been advertised, and if it had appeared as originally designed it might bav been out half a year ago. The Prospectus bal!l stated
all along that th9 book woilld contain six hundred pages of printed matter,
and fifty portraits were mentioned, but it has so grown upon the hands of
the author and publisher that the pages of · type bav reached nearer nine
hundred, while the list of pictures has extended to almost three times fifty.
As the portraits hav proved the most expensiv-as they will no doubt prove
to many the most attractiv-part of the book, their milltiplication, together
with the added pages of text, will giv the subscriber about twice as much
for ·his money as was at first promised him. He is getting an Album as
.,ell as 1 History; for wbat are oalled "half-tone" pictures, like those in

the present work, are the most · finished and satisfactory product of the
artist's and engraver's skill, being exact reproductions and therefore equal
in _accuracy to the original photograph. We feel considerable pride in this
collection of photographs, and call especial attention to them.
As for the subject matter of FouR HuNDRED YEARs OF F:ltEETHOUGHT,
it covers nearly every phase of progress and development, and prel!lents
them in such orderly sequence as to _giv the best possible picture of human
evolution. In Part First we bav Freethought as a manifestation and in1luence ; in Part Second, as an organized force. With this history are given
sketches of the lives of the men and women who hav taken part in the movement. It unites the pa1t and the present. It is a world book and a home
book. It fiilfils the promis of its inception, and is the most magni1i cen
work ever issued by the Freethought Press. ·

Price, $5. With "The Truth Seeker" One Year, $6.50.
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PREMIUMS

When Renewing Your Subscription, Take Advantage of These Good Offers
For $6.50 we will send To TBUTH SEExEB one year ($3) and .S. P.
Putnam's " Four Hundred Years of Freethought" ($5). Large Octavo, 1150
pages, gilt sides and back, marbled edges-the most magnificent work ever
issued by the Freethought Press. 14:0 Half Tone Engravings of the Prominent Freethinkers of the past four centuries.
The object of this work is to present the Course of Freethought throuuhout
the Civilized World from the time of Columbus and Bruno to the time of Inger~
soil. It is a radical Historic Record of the greatest developments of the human
race. It reveals Freethought as an intellectual, moral, literary, social, industrial,
and political movement. It shows what Freethought is in itself, how manifold are
its influences, and with what promise we can hail its future triumph. "FoUR
HuNDRED YEARS oF FREETHOUGHT" embraces the most illustrious pages of human
histor.v, adorned with the brightest genius, radiant with the most splendid poetry,
rich with the greatest inventions and discoveries, and ennobled with freedom's
most shining advance. Nothing can be more interesting or more inspiring to the
pioneer workers of to·da.y, to those who are still in the van for human rights and
progress. No Liberal can afford to be without this book. It contains the great·
est thoughts and the greatest deeds of the greatest men in one harmonious and
magnificent whole, a. ·vivid picture of man's sublimest evolution, with the added
glory of woman's emancipation from the chains and slavery of a. barbaric church

HOW
'l'O GET

SPECIAL
OFFER!

400 YEARS OF FREETHOUGHT FREE!

For $5 we will send To TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and "Paine's
Great Works Oomplete'\$3).
This edition of Paine's works contains a
picture of Paine, of the statue proposed to be erected in Ohicago, and
of his monument in New Rochelle.
For $5 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and "The World's
Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers " ($3). By D. M. Bennett.
For $4.50 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and James B.
Alexander's" Dynamic Theory" ($2. 75). This is a splendid offer, for every one
wants this book. It has over a thousand large pages and more than four
hundred illustrations. It is a digest of Science, and no one who studies it
can help but be well-informed in all scientific matters. ·
For $4.50 we will send THE TRUTH SuxEB one year ($3) and " The
Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth ($2.50).
For $4 we will send To TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and" The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book'' in boards ($2).
·
For $4 we will send THE TBUTH SEEXEB one yea.r ($3) and a copy of" Old
Testament Stories Oomic1lly illustrated," in cloth covers ($1 ..50).
For $3.50 we will send To TBUTH SEEXEB one year ($3) and " Old Testament Stories Oomically Illustrated," in board covers:($1).

Stmd ns FOUR NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS at regular rates

($12 in all), and we will send the GETTER UP OF THE CLUB

·• I<'OUU HUNDRt<.:D YE1.RS OF FREETHOUGHT"

FKJ<.;E OJ<' CHARGES.

AND F UR7 HER-To a1d our friends in getting this book for themselves,
we will offer To the New Subscribers as a Premium, post
free, a copy in boards of

The Freethinker's Ba~ge-~in

THE TRUTH SEEKER

FREETHOUGHT vs. SUPERSTITION.

Will be sent for $4.50. The
$2.75 Pin and THE TBUTB
SEEKER one year for $5.

THE GREATEST BOOK OF ITS KIND EVER CONCEIVED.
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The Ingersoll Souvenrr Spoon

Will be sent for $4.75. Suga.r Spoons a.nd TBUTB SIJiijl[EB, $5. Either kind (Tea or Suga.r) Spoon
gilt bowl, 500. more, AddresA THE TRUTH t'IEEKD'.
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The Truth Seeker.
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,.. Fill out the accom,panying Subsc·ription
B:ank and forward to THE TRUTH SEEKER,
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Bigotry Ablaze in Texas.
It seems that we were mistaken when we stated
that the. S~bbatarians had succeeded in closing the
Cotton Palace at Waco on .Sunday. We had rea_d
of their organized movement to secure that result,
and ha.d also read the threat of Rev. J. B. Cranfill,
editor of " the most widely circulated religious
paper in the South," that if the Sabbatarians were
not obeyed the Palace would be boycotted, and we
did not think that any organization of business
men in that part of the country would dare defy
the church. Besides, in perusing the Waco dispatches in the Galveston News, we had failed to see
anything about the Exposition being open on Sunday. But we are glad to know that it is open, as
we learn from the Denison Gazetteer, which states
that on a recent Sunday there wer~ between 7,500
and 10,000 visitors, notwithstanding the inclemency
of the weather, and that among these visitors were
two hundred employees of one Dallas firm. If
the Rev. Mr. Cranfill and the American Sabbath
Union could hav had their way those work-people of
Dallas could not hav visited the Palace without serious inconvenience to themselvs and their employers.
They got their weekly " rest," and recreation and instruction at the same time, and they got the last two
by disregarding the Puritans and their Seventeenth
Century notions. But still the Texas bigots hav not
learned anything ; they are the real American Bourbons, they and their confreres in the other states.
A press dispatch of December 11th from Dallas
states that at the meeting that day of the stockholders of the State Fair and Dallas Exposition
Association, a delegation of preachers headed by
:Rev. C. A. Seasholes appeared and demanded that
hereafter the gates be closed on Sunday ; that no
gambling be permitted and that paintings in the
nude be excluded and statuary draped. The com-

munication was received, but no pledges were given.
These clerical gentlemen are excessivly modest in
their demands. Why did they not ask for the arrest and decapitation of all people who read Sunday
newspapers in Dallas during the continuance of
the Fair! If there were no buyers of Sunday papers there would be none printed, and thus one of
the worst of Sunday ''desecrations " and the cause
of many other " profanations" of the "Lord's
Day" would be prevented. And then why should
not all the live stock and flower exhibits be removed
or draped 1 That would be not one whit- more
ridiculous than the removal of paintings of the
nude human form and the draping of statuary.
Let the Freethinkers of Texas encourage the officers of the Fair Association to kindly but earnestly
take up the free passes or half-fare permits of Rev.
Mr. Seasholes and his associates and politely tell
them to mind their own business in futuro.

The Sour.ce and· Nature ot Sunday Legislation.
In its decision affirming the constitutionality of
the Sunday law of that state, the Michigan Supreme Court quotes from Tiedeman's "The Limitation of Police Power," as follows:
''If the law did not interfere, the feverish, intense
desire to acquire wealth, so thoroughly a characteristic of
the American nation, inciting a relentless rivalry and
competition, would ultimately prevent not only the wageearners, but likewise the capitalists and employers themselva, from yielding to the warnings of nature, and
obeying the instinct of self-preservation, by resting
periodically from labor, even if .the mad pursuit of
wealth should not warp their judgment, and destroy this
instinct. Remove the prohibition of law, and this wholesome sanitary regulation would cease to be observed."
Certainly the supreme court or any other court
that feels itself under the necessity of invoking the
support of such an "argument" as this is sincerely
to be pitied. When a jurist seriously contends
that were it not for the law the wage-earner and
the employer would both work themselvs to death
the first thought suggested is that it is deplorable
that the law has not fixed an earlier date for the
retirement of judges-assuredly Judge Montgomery has been lamentably overworked. The old Jewish Sabbath l"aw compelled every one to rest every
seventh year as well as every seventh day; Judge
Montgomery and his associates should at once
adopt this "wholesome sanitary regulation," but if
their unholy and " mad pursuit .of wealth " has
"warped their judgment'' and destroyed in them
the ''instinct of self-preservation," so that they will
not yield " to the warnings of nature "-as appears
to be the. case-then the law should compel them
to rest one year in seven; and as their mental condition indicates that they hav not heretofore rested
at all in their " feverish " chase after fame and material rewards, it will be a great kindness to them
to giv them an opportunity to rest for the remainder
of their lives. They will undoubtedly be greatly
pleased that the state has had the thoughtful benevolence to so considerately apply their principles.
While the state is in the business of looking after
the physical health of the citizens who are too busy
to attend to the job themselvs, it can well afford to
turn its paternal gaze upon other than the " Sab.
bath breakers," for there are many other ways be.
sides working on Sunday of letting the " feverish,
intense desire to acquire wealth" lead one to disregard the "warnings of nature." There are the
multitudes of business men and clerks· who swallow
their mid-day repast in seven bites and three minutes-that is very bad for the digestion and consequently for the morals, for as a man feeleth in his
stomach, so is he. Then there are the many men
and women who do not go to bed early enough ;

they defiantly ignore nature's warning that night is
tl:e time to sleep. They, too, need looking after
by the ward man or township constable. Others
get up before they hav had enough sleep, while
more injure themselvs by remaining in the vitiated
atmosphere of their sleeping apartments altogether
too long·; and this compels the observation that the
dear old state is very remiss in its duties in not
forcing the ignorant citizen to ventihte his whole
house, but especially his bedrooms, in a scientific
manner. We do not see what the law carpenters
are about to permit ·poor people to ride all night on
the train sitting in the day coaches; they should
be compelled to buy berths in the sleepers ; no man
should be allowed to sacrifice his comfort and
health in the "mad pursuit of wealth." What can
tha Michigan judges be thinking of that they hav
taken no steps to prevent all this slow suicide?
Beyond these mere palliativ measures the state
should certainly go, but before cutting off by the
adoption of the Socialistic program all opportunity
to injure the health through rivalry and competi
tion, it might be prudent to try the experiment of
forbidding all night work, in which some hundreds
of thousands of people are e~gaged in this country
alone. There does not appear to be any imperativ
necessity for having our bread fresh in the morning
and the morning's milking could be deferred to a
more seasonable hour, thus giving the milkmaids a
morning beauty sleep and preventing the running of
early trains. We do not need the morning papers
evening will do just as well, while there is not the
slightest necessity of expediting the transmission
of mails by keeping the cars going during the
night. If there is anything so v&ry important to
be written that the letters containing that news
ought to be sent along without delay it can be tele
graphed. It is all nonsense to suppose that travel
ers should proceed on their journeys right on
through the night. Let the trains stop at sunset
it will be a bonanza for the proprietors of wayside
hotels ; never mind abou~ the pockets of the trav
elers. We do not see that there can be any serious
objection on the part of the Sabbatarians to this
proposition; they say that the adoption of this
scheme is just the thing for Sunday, and what is
good enough"for Sunday is certainly good enough
for the common, plebeian days of the week. It
should not be forgotten that night work is far more
likely to be harmful than labor performed on Sun
day. We always feel depressed and nervous after
working at night, but Sunday activity never fazes
us a bit more than similar activity on Tuesday or
Saturday. We hope that Judge Montgomery wil
take kindly to our suggestion that he interest him
self in the prohibition of night work. Rest at
night is undoubtedly good for the system, and he
must see that in the absence of legal control this
''wholesome sanitary regulation" pas ceased " to
be observed."
Inasmuch as the most activ promoters of Sunday
laws are opposed equally to work and amusements
on that day, we do not see how the " rest " plea
could hav been accepted by the Michigan court as
applicable without exception to the defense of a law
which, if without objection to those Sabbatarian propagandists, must be as oppressiv to Sunday players
as to Sunday workers. If the court supposes that
the friends of Sunday legislation will be contented
with the prohibition of labor, while no restraining
hand is laid by the law on Sunday baseball, Sunday
theaters, Sunday concerts, and the many other forms
of Sunday recreation, it is very much mistaken.
On the other hand, if it proposes to suppress these
amusements, it will utterly destroy its own argument in favor of" rest," unless it defines rest as ab-
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solute abstention from all activity save that necessary to going to church. In this contingency, it will
be impossible for it to escape the odium of adjudicating directly and solely in the interest of the church
-which is precisely what it has done, all pretenses
to the contrary notwithstanding. This will be made
clearly apparent by what follows, although such
demonstration is not needed by either Sabbatarians
or Freethinkers ; it is for the enlightenment of the
classes intermediate between these two that we
write.

Dr. Bownde himself said that the man was called
to dress and keep the garden, but charged to keep
holy the seventh day," meditating upon the wisdom
and mercy of God," "giving thanks to God,"
"praying for the continuance '' of his blessings, and
teaching his posterity regarding them.
"It was needful that the seventh day should be unto
him (and it was indeed)·a Sabbath day, that is, a day of
rest, resting from all his other necessary business, that
so he might with his whole heart and mind attend upon
these, as the worship of God requireth."
There is in all this not even a hint that the day
was set aside by the Puritans for the purpose of
physical rest ; the cessation from work was to giv
the opportunity for worship and religious instruction, and for nothing else. Had it been suggested
to a Puritan in the Puritan ages that the day was
to be used primarily for the purpose of resting the
body, and that its observance should be legally enforced on that ground, he would hav thought that
the suggestion was prompted by the devil. The
"rest" theory has been advanced because there is
a constitutional prohibition of religious legislation
and because there is also a strong, although largely
latent, prejudice against the union of church and
state. As Rev. Mr. Jones says in his summing-up,
the Puritan theory of one-seventh part of the time
for the Sabbath is a fraud upon the command given
in the Bible which Christians take for their authority;
the theory of one-seventh part of the time for physical rest is a fraud upon the original Puritan theory,
thus making the theory of the seventh part of the
time for physical rest a fraud upon a fraud ..

In the American Sentinel of November 29th, its
editor, Rev. A. T. Jones, under the head of "The
Puritan Sabbath for 'Physical Rest,'" very pointedly exposes the sham of the claim that the demand
of the Sabbatarians for Sunday laws is made really
in behalf of the cause of "physical rest," that men
may " recuperate their wasted energies.'' He examine the plea for the purpose of discovering its
basis and its origin, that we may know what it is
worth. We must greatly condense his statement of
facts and ignore his able arguments, but trust that
we can giv an intelligible summary of the former in
the brief space at our disposal :
"The theory of 'one-seventh part of time' for rest
originated in the controversy between the Puritans and
the Episcopalians in the latter part of the sixteenth century, and the authority for the theory was the Rev. Nicolas Bownde, or Bound, D. D., 'of Newton, in the county
of Snfl.olk,' England. Dr. Bownde was a Puritan, and
promulgated his theory for the first time in a book which
he published in 1594, entitled, 'The Doctrin of the Sabbath.'"
This was in the bight of the controversy between
Sunday Silliness in Boston.
the Puritans and the Church of England IJoncernPoor old Massachusetts is still suffering from the
ng "habits and ceremonies, and church disciplin,"
and the Church of England held, to state its posi- terrible effects of that awful dose of Puritanism
on in the most condensed form, that, " whatever that she took some hundreds of years ago. As
the scriptures do not forbid, in matters of church Charles Francis Adams tersely says, " the question
disciplin and church government, may be done with- of religious toleration was, so far as Massachusetts
out sin." The Puritan position, stated with equal could decide it, decided in 1637 in the negativ. On
brevity, was that, "whatever is not commanded in that issue Massachusetts then definitly and finally
the scriptures, in these things, cannot be done with- renounced all claim or desire to head the advancing
column, or even to be near the head of the column;
out sin."
it
did not go to the rear, but it went well towards
"The Puritans therefore dropped all festivals and feast
days, surplices, habits, and ceremonies, and charged the it, and there it remained until the issue was deEpiscopalians with ' popish leaven and superstition, and cided." Unfortunately, the issue is not yet decided,
snbj~ction to the ordinances of men,' because they retained
but Massachusetts is still in her old place well down
these. As proof which, they thought, ought to convince
the Puritans that the church had liberty in such things as towards the foot of the column.
On December 20th the Board of Police Commis·
these, the Episcopalians produced the fact that the observance of Sunday is only an ordinance of the church, sioners of Boston revoked the licenses granted to
and rests only upon the authority of the church; and that the Howard Athenreum, the Palace Theater, and
the Puritans therefore contradicted themselvs in observ- the Grand Dime Museum for the holding of Suning Sunday while denouncing the authority of the church,
the only authority upon which that observance rests. day concerts. The revocation was distinctly made
This put the Puritans in a box, and they had to cast about on the ground that the concerts were "too secular"
for some way to get themselvs out."
in their character. That is, they were not suffiThey could not afford to observe the day on the ciently " sacred." The action of the Board is a
mere ordinance of the church, and yet they could clear-cut victory for the Sabbatarians, and is the
not giv up its observance. To observe it without sequel of a long series of inquisitorial investigations
any authority was equally out of the question, for and hearings that were a shame to even moribund
they insisted, as against the Episcopalians, " that Massachusetts. The Herald, of Boston, in its rethere must be a commandment of God for every. port of the examination before the Board of Police
thing that was to be done." Dr. Bownde rose to Commissioners on December 17th, says that there
the occasion ; he deliberately " wrested the script- was a " large attendance of the clergymen of the
ures " to his own purpose, and formulated this city." Of course; it was a matter of business with
tham ; they were engaged in an attempt to crush
theory:
"It is not the definit seventh day, but ' a seventh part out their rivals, and it could not be expected that
of time' that is required by the fourth commandment to they would neglect any precautions ; it is not their
be kept for the Sabbath; it is 'not the seventh day from habit to let their personal interests suffer by decreation, but the day of Ghrist's resurrection, and the fault ; they realized that their presence at the hearseventh day from that;' 'the seventh day is genus' in the
fourth commandment, so that 'the seventh day from cre- ing would help to awe the Commissioners and cloud
ation, and the day of Ghrist's resurrection and the sev- their judgment.
enth from that' are ' both of them at several times com·
The witner;Jses were examined and cross-examined
prehended in the commandment, even as genus compre- as to the jokes that were told at the concerts, the
hendeth both his species.' Thus the fourth command- songs that were sung, and the costumes and actio1ts
ment was made to enforce the seventh day from creation
until the resurrection of Christ and then the first day of the performers. The manager of the Grand
Museuru testified that " the concert consisted of infrom that time onward!"
This lifted the Puritans out of the pit into which strumental and vocal music; there was no shifting
they had fallen, and they eagerly embraced the doc- of scenes, no dancing on the stage, and no one in
trin set forth by Rev. Mr. Bownde. The book soon costume." As though it was the business of any
attained an immense circulation. But to what use outsider whether there was shifting of scenes or
was this "seventh part of time" to be put 1 Was dancing, or whether the singers wore costumes!
it to be a day of" rest," as the Michigan judges now The Police Commissioners had just as much right
maintain it to beT Writing about that period of to ask these questions as they would hav had to
ask whether a certain clergyman wore a surpl;ce in
time, Neal says:
'' This year [1594] Dr. Bownde published his treatis on the pulpit or spoke in a dress or business suit, or
the Sabbath, wherein he maintains the morality of the whether the singing was by a choir or was congregational-that is, no right at all. One of the comseventh part of time for the worship of God."

plainants was a theological student who found fault
because Ella Caldwell sang "Ave Maria " at the
Palace Theater ! She was put on the stand by the
defense and it was asked that she be allowed to
sing the "questionable" piece. The attorney for the
prosecutors objected; he said that he would admit
that the hymn was in the Roman Catholic commun.
ion, and would also admit that the theological
student, being a Protestant, "was not competent
to judge whether or no the performance was sacred."
Finally the song was rendered. Was there ever a
more contemptible farce put on the boards in the
interest of bigotry and monopoly than this '' hearing" before the Police Commissioners of Boston T
The attorney for the defense called attention to
the fact that at a meeting at a church the night before a quartet of colored persons had sung plantation songs to a distinguished and select audience.
Darling, for the prosecution, in his closing argument, said that it was an absolute stultification of
common sense to compare a meeting at the church
Sunday evening with the concerts at the theaters.
No doubt-from the point of view of Christians;
they are not in the habit of asking for or abiding
by the rule of equal justice for all classes of citizens.
Darling also said the " Christian public of the entire ·
state were anxiously awaiting the result of the investigation.'l No doubt, again; their predecessors
watched with a like anxiety for the result of the
trials of the "witches " at Salem. The virus of intolerance and cruelty is still in their blood and the
defiled stream has filtered into almost every nook
and corner of our land, carried in the veins of the
consanguineous and mental descendants of the persecutors of 1637 and 1691-2.
Mr. Galvin, counsel for the defense, did not
make any argument at the close of the examination,
a failure to take advantage of a great opportunity
for the presentation of fundamental truths for
which we can find no adequate excuse.
On the same day that the Police Commissioners
were considering the matter of the Sunday concerts
the subject was brought up in the Board of Aldermen by Mr. Hallstram, who moved that all licenses
heretofore granted to any persons to hold Sunday
concerts at any place in Boston be revoked. A
heated debate ensued. Some members thought
that the " sacred" concerts were really sacred and
therefore should be protected. It does not appear ·
to hav occurred to a single alderman that the right
of the managers to giv the concerts and of the people to attend them is what is sacred, wholly irrespectiv of the alleged and disputed " sacredness " of
any performance. Alderman Hallstram said that
dancing should not be permitted at Sunday evening
concerts ; Alderman Berry was glad there were
places where young men could go Sunday eveningthe cranks who now want the theaters closed are
the same who some time ago wanted to stop the
Sunday sale of baked beans and wanted to close
the barber shops; Alderman Dever started out well
-he said that he was opposed to the proposed
order and to the people who were behind it ; they
wanted to suppress everything, they were fanatics.
So far, quite good, but it was too good to last.
Mr. Dever proceeded :
"It was disgusting to see so much fuss made over
sacred concerts, while there is no rumpus whatever over
Bob Ingersoll. Ingersoll comes into Boston Sunday
nights, gets a theater without a license, and proceeds ·to
blaspheme. He outrages his God, and traduces everything sacred, and there is not a word of protest from the
so-called religions fanatics. Why don't they stop Ingersoll, the blasphemer? There's a chance for reform, if
they are real reformers."
We'll venture something that Mr. Dever is a
Catholic ; that would explain why it is that while
he can stand Sunday concerts he is driven into a
frenzy by Colonel Ingersoll's "blasphemy." The
Protestants, on the other hand, fear blasphemy less
than they do "Sabbath desecration"; they know
that their more independent adherents will read
and listen to heretical lectures anyway, while Sunday laws are necessary to drive them to church.
The Catholics, however, do not apprehend, as a
rule, that the free Sunday would very much reduce
attendance at their churches while the devotees of
that faith are protected from the contaminating
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touch of heresy. If the two parties could unite
their forces it would be a very short shift for liberty. Fort"'una.tely the same influences that are
breaking down the lines between them are disintegrating all theologies and educating the people in
the principles .of secular justice. Conditions are
bad enough when bigotry and injustice can · dominate a city like Boston as it is now dominated, but
it would be infinitly worse if it were not for the
dissensions among Christians. The desire for
" church union" is in effect the desire for the return of the rack and stake, although, of course,
many who wish for that union would not persecute.
But think seriously of what Massachusetts would
be to-day if she had never been inhabited by other
than Puritans and had never felt the influence of
freer currents of thought. Under such conditions
"Sabbath desecration " would be a capital crime.
The rector of Trinity church complains of the
treatment accorded to the Corporation by the newspapers during the present agitation of the condition of its tenements. He denounces the " startling headlines " and the " sensational wood-cuts."
The World kindly informs the reverend gentleman
that he is mistaken-that he is putting the blame
in the wrong place-it is the sun. that is responsible for the objectionable pictures, not.the imagination of the newspaper artists. The illustrations
of Trinity's wretched hovels are not wood-cuts, but
process engravings from photographs.
Two clergymen are reported to hav sent to the
committee on libraries of the board of education of
one of the Eastern cities a communication protesting against the putting of "Trilby" on the shelves
of the public library. They assert that this famous
novel, of which one hundred thousand copies hav already been sold in this country, and which was also
read by the multitude of buyers of Harper's Magazine, is "immoral and antagonistic to Christianity."
There does not appear to be any doubt about the
latter part of the statement, but as to the other it
is respectfully submitted that the clergy are not
competent judges.
,
We wish. our readers would look at the date on
their wrappers and see if they do not owe us a renewal. If they find they do, it will be a great favor
to us if they will forward it at their earliest convenience, as we need the money. Owing to various
causes, more than the usual number are in arrears
at present, and this embarrasses us financially, or
we wouldn't mention it. We like to keep square
with the world, and in order that we may do this it
is necessary that our readers keep square with us,
for when they let their subscriptions run behind we
hav to get behind with others. We hav no capital
to fall back upon, and depend upon getting our
dues to giv others their due; If our friends who
are in arrears will note these facts and act thereupon, it will be, as we hav said, a great favor to us,
and a favor duly and thankfully appreciated.
Providence is sadly neglectful of its own. We
recently chronicled the fact that a woman in Ulster
county, in this state, while kneeling by the stove
saying her morning prayers, was burned to death,
her clothes having ignited from the fire she had
just kindled. Recently Mrs. Mary Bannon, living
near Nevada, Missouri, was weeding her rose garden when she scratched one of her fingers on a
brier. The hand soon became swollen, the inflammation extended to the shoulde:c, and the hand and
arm became discolored. She suffered great agony
for a day or two preceding her death. She ~as
ninety-two years and six months old when she ~1ed.
For ninety-one years and six months she had hved
outside of all churches, but a year ago she united
with the Christian church and was baptized in
Tucker lake, near her home. It does not ap{lear
why Pr~vidence could not hav let her die in a less
a onizing way, especially as it had tolerated her
g four score and eleven years while sh e " 1"1ved m
.
for
sin." It mayhav been angry because she gave the

devil all the best years of her life and brought to
its service only the worn and broken fragments T
While she could think and act for herself she kept
out of the fold.
In our issue of January 5th the reader will hav a
rare treat in the report of the proceedings of the
Manhattan Liberal Club's celebration of its Twentyfifth Anniversary. The special meetings of the
Club are always crowded because it has come to be
known to the Freethinkers and other fun-lovers of
the city that the program will be one of exceptional
merit. Those who cannot ha.v the delight of seeing
and hearing Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., in his role of satirist and all-around humorist will hav the next
greatest pleasure in reading our account of what
he said and did at the Jubilee meeting.
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of January 12th we shall
giv Franklin Steiner's "Christianity and· Crime,"
which contains a mass of figures that will be very
convenient for reference. Single copies of the paper, 7 cents. Five copies, 25 cents. Now is a good
time to subscribe.
The fall and winter being more particularly the
reading season, and naturally the renewing of
subscription· season, we hope that our friends will
make a little effort to send THE TRtrTH SEEKER some
new subscribers. A good many of our old ones
hav had to drop off during the past eighteen
months of panic and dullness in the business world,
and we need some more to take their places and push
on the work. Our friends hav never failed us in an
emergency, and we again venture to ask them to do
something to help by inducing new subscriptions.
We hav tried to make this easy by the premium
off€rs printed on the second page of this paper,
and we think considerable can be done by our
friends if they will take the trouble to speak agQod
word for us to their Liberal acquaintances.
To those who feel like presenting THE TRUTH
SEEKER for a short time to some dear friend, our
Trial Subscription offer opens the way at a small
cost. A great many of the Liberals to whom THE
TRUTH SEEKER is first sent this way become permanent subscribers and earnest workers in the cause
of mental liberty.
And lastly, after you hav induced some acquaintance to subscribe, and sent THE TRUTH SEEKER
three months to some friend, send us the names of
all the Liberals you know, and we will send them
sample copies, and see if they, too, will not subscribe. We need them all.
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churches in the country. There are five churches
of that denomination in that part of the West Side.
But the " spiritual needs " of its tenants down town
hav not been provided for by new churches nor
their physical necessities by improved homes. As
the Times says, the zeal of Trinity for the spiritual
welfare of the city has not led it to do what is needed
to lower the death rate in the tenement district,
nor put water on the floors, nor repair the fire escapes, nor make the buildings safe, but it has seen
to it that the Episcopalians of the upper West Side
should not hav too much pedestrian exercise on
Sunday, and has given them the choice of five
splendid churches of their faith in that part of the
city where before they had been compelled to get
along with four.
They hav a decidedly independent Baptist minister at Atlanta, Ga. There is a bill before the legislature of that state to exempt church parsonages
from taxation, and several members of the body invited Dr. Hawthorne to preach a sermon on the relation of church to state. He consented to do so,
and improved the occasion in a masterly manner.
The bill to exempt church parsonages was denounced
in no uncertain terms; the employment of chaplains
was declared to be " inconsistent with our principles, and incompatible with true religious liberty ";
appropriations for religious purposes were handled
in a like uncompromising manner ; the movement
to secure the Christianization of the Constitution
was unsparingly condemned ; the American Protective Association was weighed in the scales and
found wanting, and the taxation of all church property was demanded. Unfortunately he did not
mention Sunday laws and the Bible in the schools,
but otherwise he placed hirp.self squarely on the
secular platform. He said he hoped that the parsonage exemption bill would be voted down " by a
majority that will be absolutely paralyzing to its
friends." Here is a striking passage from his sermon:
"When Constantine, by an imperial edict, abolished
Paganism, and established Christianity as the religion of
Rome, he was more an enemy to the truth and kingdom
of Christ than the inhuman Nero, who illumined his public gardens with the burning bodies of the saints."
The people of this country were declared to be
theoretically a unit for the separation of church and
state, " but practically they are far from being
united." After enumerating some of the principles
for which our people stand in theory, Dr. Hawthorne proceeded :
"But the people of this country are not consistent with
the views which they hold upon this subject. They believe in the absolute non-interference of the state in all
matters of religions faith and praotice, and yet, millions
of them seek the help of the state to propagate and establish their religions doctrins and worship. Every year
they are asking the Federal Congress, and the state legislatures, and city councils to do things which violate the
rights of conscience."
Dr. Hawthorne's ringing remarks concerning
chaplaincies we commend to the consideration of
Dr. Buckley :
"In appointing men to these offioes, and paying them
for their services with money taken from its own treasury,
the state does more than protect the Christian religion.
It patronizes it, and any governmental patronage of religion is a violation of the rights of conscience. These
chaplains receive their commissions as is prescribed by
the government. They perform snob religions services
as are prescribed by the government. They are responsible to the government for the manner in which they
perform the duties of their ministerial office. Could
there be a more real alliance between religion and the
st&te? Hav we not in this country a state religion ? I
am absolutely sure that we hav. We hav made Christianity the religion of the state. · · · While these
abuses of civil goverment exist let no man speak of this
country as • a land of religions liberty.' We hav nothing
but religions toleration. Religions liberty is found only
where there is a complete severance ol church and
state."
Some of Dr. Hawthorne's animadversions on the
exemption of church property from taxation are
excellent.

The more closely the tenements of Trinity Church
Corporation are examined the worse it appears for
that exceedingly wealthy association. Of about
one hundred buildings investigated by the Department of Buildings, forty-five are defectiv ; in many
instances the law has been flagrantly violated :
Walls are unsafe; fire escapes are useless; drainage is bad; water has to be carried from the ground
floor to the top stories even of the tall tenements,
and this sadly interferes with that cleanliness
which is so essential to health, while the many
women tenants who are washerwomen are thus
subjected to needless additional hardships. Colonel
Cruger, the comptroller of the corporation, insists
that it spends its entire revenue in improvements,
but the books of the Building Department show
that the tenements hav got but an infinitesimal
part of this princely revenue. In ~welve year~ the
Corporation has bettered the physiCal, the samtary
condition of its tenants to the extent of five small
houses and two small tenements, while it has put
$780,000 into new factories and warehouses and
millions into charches. Claiming to be too poor
to improve its tumble-down and unhealthful tenements, it has expended $1,000,000 on the magnificent new Episcopal church on Ninety-second street,
When renewing for THE TRUTH SEEKER add
miles away from the human hives where the money
that built it was earned in squalor and tears. This twenty:five cents for a copy of the ANNUAL. It is
church-St. Agnes-is one of the finest Episcopal great.
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At the Book Table.
We ha.v scarcely bflgun to measure the effect of
Herbert Spencer's Synthetic Philosophy on the
world's thought. We are too near him in time to
grasp even partially what it involves and prophesies. The magnitude of his a.ecomplishment repels
multitudes whose lives are filled with work; they
ha.v not th~ leisure to sit down and read, much less
study, the many ponderous volumes which embody
the fruits of his profound cogitations. The ~ew
ha.v mastered the principles of his epoch-ma.kmg
philosophy ; the millions of fairly well-informed
people hav read only a little here and there of all
the many books he has written. This is their loss,
of course, but until the masses ha.v more time for
serious reading there does not seem to be any help
for it-they must get all, or nearly all, they will
assimilate of the teachings of Herbert Spencer
from those who are his pupils, critics, and interpreters. In view of these facts. every such work as
this" Introduction"* of Mr. Hudson's is most welcome. It will help to remove the misconceptions
which so generally prevail concerning the evolutionary philosophy, and will also giv its readers
something of an understanding of the character of
Herbert Spencer, the man, and a glimps of the
environment which helped mold the greatest English thinker of the century.
Mr. Hudson thinks that there is a " wholesome
spirit of inquiry" abroad as to the "personality
and writings of Herbert Spencer. To him, as the
philosopher of evolution-as the systematic exponent of the new thought in its wider relationsattention is turned from almost every side ; and
countless readers, whose own studies ha.v taken
them but a small way below the surface of the
questions to the consideration of which he has de~
voted the energies of his life, are none the less imbibing from the very atmosphere around them a
vague but strong impression that his teachings and
speculations ha.v been, of all men's, the most influential in directing the intellectual movements of
the nineteenth century." The author does not
trace over the arguments or summarize the conclusions of the Spencerian philosophy. Still less does
he feel called upon to enter into any discussion of
its more debatable aspects, and least of all does he
venture to offer a substitute for the synthetic system itself. Those who would really understand Mr.
Spencer's ideas must go to his writings; " no short
cut can be pointed out that can be other than unsatisfactory; no patent method can be devi!'ed that
will relieve the student of the need for a first-hand
study of Mr. Spencer's own arguments, or even
render such first-hand study a very light and easy
task." Nevertheless, Mr. Hudson thinks that something can be done to make the way smoother and
easier for the feet of the untrained explorer, and
this is what be ·has tried to do, and, in our opinion,
with no small measure of success. He has given
what he claims the "Introduction" to be-an outline map or hand-guide of the principal features of
the Synthetic philosophy.
The contents of the volume, as indicated in the
chapter headings, are : Herbert Spencer-a Bio.
graphical Sketch; Spencer's Earlier Work-Preparation for the Synthetic Philosophy; the Synthetic
Philosophy; the Spencerian Sociology; the Ethical
System of Spencer; Religious Aspects of the Spencerian Philosophy; Chronological List of Mr.
Spencer's Writings. Of the men who ha.v profoundlyimpressed the thought of this age probably
less is known of Mr. Spencer personally than of
any other. The chief cause of this is the ill-health
which for nearly forty years has kept him confined
within the circle of a few immediate friends. Then
he has been so closely kept to the great task which
he set for himself that, even when his health was
compa.ra.tivly good, he has not had time to mingle
much in the stirring activities of the less studious
world. Not only does he not seek notoriety, but
he resents, "as something akin to outrage, any
attempt to thrust notoriety upon him. He began
his vast work paying but scant heed to the fierce
and fiery criticisms by which it was assailed; and
now that, after so many years of hard struggle and
patient effort, his place as a thinker is acknowledged
on every hand, he concerns himself as little with
the praise which is showered upon him as he formerly did with the blame."
Herbert Spencer was born at Derby, England, on
the 27th of April, 1820. His father, a tea.ch~:r, was
a man of strong character, unusual breadth of culture, and very original views. Mr. Hudson says
that he was in advance of his time, and of ours as
well, it may be feared. He did not believe in load*An Introduction to the Philosophy of Herbert Spencer. With a Biographical Sketoh. By William Henry
Hudson. New York: D. Appleton & Co. Cloth, 234 pp.
Price, $1.25.

ing the memory with a great mass of undig~sted
facts and leaving the mind untrained to hab1ts of
personal observation and reasoning. Therefore,
" be regarded it as of more importance to fos~er
originality and independence of thought, to exCite
interest and nurture the re:flectiv powers, than to
store the memories of his pupils with any quantity
of merely bookish learning. His ambition wa~ to
produce a well-balanced and self-reliant human bemg,
and not 8 walking encyclopedia of more or less useless information." With such a father it is natural
that Herbert Spencer should ha.v developed-with
the heritage of brain power he received-into one
of the few really deep original thinkers of the age.
From his thirteenth to his sixteenth year the young
Spencer studied under the care of his uncle Thomas,
a clergyman of the Church of England, a man of
robust independence and whose views on educational
matters do not seem to hav differed essenti~ly from
those of his brother the teacher. "A radical at the
time when nearly the whole English church was in
bondage to the Tory party; a teetotaler when the
temperance movement was held by the general religious world to be a subtle form of Atheism; a
Chartist, and the first clergyman of the EDglish
church to take an activ and prominent part in the
anti corn-law movement, a vigorous and unwearied
lecturer upon all matters touching the physical,
moral, and social welfare of the people--the Rev.
Thomas Spencer was assuredly a man marked out
from the rank and file of the clergy of his day."
While under the care of his uncle, H~rbert's sueceases and failures in his studies were repetitions of
those of the past-in the classic languages he showed
an·' inaptitude almost astounding," and with French
it was but little better. "Rules and vocabularies
proved. perpetual stumbling-blocks to him ; and
what little was with infinit difficulty committed to
memory was almost as soon forgotten." But a
counterba.lancing aptitude was shown for studies
"demanding a different kind of a.bility-constructiv
and coordinating power rather than a memory
for unconnected details. In mathematics and
mechanics such rapid advancement was made that
he soon placed himself in these departments ahead
of fellow-students much older than himself. What
was noticeable, too, was his early habit of laying
hold of essential principles, and his ever-growing
tendency toward independent analysis and explora.tion." · His uncle, himself a graduate of Cambridge,
wished him to be coached for admission to that
university, but Herbert steadfastly refused. In the
end his objections prevailed and all idea of an
a.ca.demic career was abandoned. Mr. Hudson coneludes that while he lost something by this decision
he uLdoubtedly gained vastly more than he lost.
As a school-teacher the embryo philosopher possassed a rare faculty for luminous exposition; he
easily aroused the interest of his pupils in the subjects with which he dealt, and he always "recognized and appreciated the individualities of the
pupils committed to his charge, realizing in this
direction the lofty ideal of the relations between
teacher and taught which he afterwards so strenu-.
ously insisted upon in his book on education."
In the early edition of the " Social Statics;'' Mr.
Spencer accepted the intuitional theory of morals
as opposed to the utilitari9.n, but the difficulty of
reconciling this theory with the wide disparity of
views regarding what is moral which has always
prevailed in different countries and among the people of diverse races led him to greatly modify his
opinion as therein expressed, and to say in his ·recent" Inductions of E~hics" that it has gradually
become clear to him that the current belief among
us that it is wrong to rob and that the unrepentant
thief will be eternally damned, while it is an accepted
proverb among the Bilochs that" God will not favor
a man who does not steal and rob," cannot be
reconciled with the theory that men ha.v in common
an innate perception of right and wrong. Yet be
did not at this take his stand with the utilitarians.
The struggle between the two schools had reached
a deadlock when evolution stepped in to reconcile
them. One thing they had nlwa.ys had in common---,
"both had based their arguments and formulated
their conclusions upon the conceptions of special
creation and :qxed types ; and the discussion, witt!
the full consent of both contending parties, bad
been in this way limited in range to the experiences
of the individual life. Could the conscience ever
ha.v arisen after the manner alleged, wit.hin the span
of the separate mortal career! 'Jhis was the form
that the issue had taken, and to the question in this
shape one side had answered Yes, and the other
No. Evolution a.t once widened the issue. Behind
the individual it placed the race; behind civilized
humanity, the ages of barbarism and animality, out
of which, through untold centuries, we ha.v been
slowly and painfully struggling upward into higher
developments of life. The problem was no longer

that of explaining the fine, sensitiv conscience of
the modern adult Caucasian as the outgrowth of a
few years of personal intercourse with his environment. The gradually acquired experiences of count~
less generations, slowly regi..stered through long
periods of social conso1ida.tion, and handed down
from age to age as slight but. persistent modifica.tiona in the nervous organization of evolving man,
these were the new factors which the development
theory introduced into the discussion. An expla.nation which had properly been condemned as
absurdly inadequate, so long as attention was confined to the brief terms of a separate life; assumed,
immediately that account was taken of the element
of hereditary transmission, the appearance of a
rational and complete solution of the problem. In
merging the life history of each single generation
in the life history not only of the human race at
large, but of all sentient existence, and in postula.ting the thread of a continuity that, running tbiough
almost imperceptible gradations, binds the highest.
forms to the lowest, the evolutionist at once sacured a new standpoint, and escaped the obvious
charge of extravagance or specious reasoning."
Thus we are again brought face to face with the
fact that the modern Freethinker must build his
superstructure upon the solid foundation of the
evolutionary philosophy. It is passing strange that
there is occasionally an Infidel to be found who
laughs at and ridicules the development theory.
Such a man does not seem to realize that, facing
the supernaturalist, the rationalist stands unarmed
if he :flings away the sword of science, and that the
now seemingly inevitable induction from the facts
known to the student of science is that man is the
latest of a practically endless succession of living
forms that ha.v slowly evolved through uncounted
millions of years. Until the advent of the science
of development from earlier forms all that the rationa.list could do was to point to the :flaws in the
argument .for design and in the assumption of a
god given scheme .of morals, but now, thanks to
the investigations of Darwin and his fellow observers and the synthetic work of Spencer and his fellow philosophers, the rationalist has positiv principlea for which he can stand and which will not fail
him in the hour of comparison. He commits logica.l suicide when he :flouts the philosophy of devolopment. Without science he must fall back on
God or Chance, and science has been synthesized
only in the evolutionary philosophy.
A careful study, under the guidance of Mr. Spencer, of the problem of the development of therefigious emotion, leads to the revision, or, rather the
rejection, of one of the mo~:>t popular of the modern readings of the mind of primitiv man, and the
effect upon it of the phenomena of nature. Formerly those who sought a natural genesis for religious ideas held that early man was led by the sense
of wonder or fear to reverence and directly personi y the objects of nature-those iD:fluencing his daily
life. The theory is a fascinating one and appeals
to the poetical temperament, and, moreover, is congruous in its alleged experiences with the mental
processes of our more developed state. But the
primitiv man had" neither the emotional tendencies
nor the intellectual tendencies requisit to produce
the supposed chain of e:ff~cts. The familiar s.ights
and sounds of surroundmg nature, suggest1v as
they may be to the civilized adult, aroused in him
no greater feeling of awe than they do to-day in the
child or the ·village clown, who watches the rising
and setting of the sun, the waxing and waning of
the moon, the ebbing and :flowing of the sea, without the slightest impulse in the direction of worship." The religious emotions of which we may be
conscious as we stand face to face with such phenomena. are distinctivly modern, and are obstacles in
the way of our comprehension of the emotional attitude of early man: The savage, like the ignorant
and brutal among ourselvs; has no curiosity. He
does not speculate or ask questions concerning his
environment; he does not seek an interpretation.
He lacks t:qe traits from which a system of natureworship would ha.v to originate. The conclusion is
that nature-worship is not the primordial form of
the religious idea, but a development from it. In
shadows, reflections, and dreams religion was born.
From these. came the notion of the duality of
things, the underlying concept in all systems of religion, no matter how refined and complex. He
saw his shadow, his reflection in the water, and,
knowing nothing of their physical causes, he simply
and naturally regarded them as appended entities.
The savage sleeps; but not all his mental forces
are quiescent, and hence he dreams. He eats, he
hunts, he fights; he awakes and learns fro~ others
that during this time his body has been lying on
the ground, unmoving and voiceless. From this
grows up the notion of the wandering double that
goes away in sleep for a short time, and longer in
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fe'7ers, sw~onin~s, ~nd tran.ces. ·subsequently
comes the 1dent1fication of th1s other self with the
appended entity shown in shadow and reflection.
So is born and developed the llelief in the double
or ghost. NtJ.turally this belief assumes special
proportions in connection with the· phenomenon of
death .. No'Y the other self is perm'l.nently detached.
It van1sh.es mto the shadow world, carrying with it
many of 1ts bodily characteristics, and naturally endowed with suggestions of superadded power, by a
process akin to that by which we invest our absent friends with capacities and virtues not perceptible when they were with us. By-and-by the surrounding world is filled with these shadowy doubles.
At first the doubles are short-lived, for the savage
is n?t likely to dream often of any except the recently dead, and wheh the deceased friend is no
longer dreamed about, he is no longer thought of
as still existing. Later, this conception of temporary after-life expands into the conception of an
unending after-life, immortality. Later still comes
the division of the shadow world into places of
probation, punishmPnt, and reward.
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instead of fourteen. Socrates, meeting him one (Luke xiv, 25, 26 J. If we are bidden to hate our
day, s;aw that he was troubled about something, and nearest relati~ns, what is the good of telling us to
questwned him. When he learned what the trouble love our enem1esT What is Jesus's o'Wn account of
was, he said, " Shall I tell you my mind, Aris- how he or God will show his love to his own enetarchus 1 Well, then, I am of opinion that in the mies at the last judgment-? Listen: ''Then shall he
condition you are in, you cannot love your'guests, say unto them on the left hand, Depart from
nor they you, for this reason, that you, on the one me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire prepared for
hand, feel that they are a burden to you, and they, the devil and his angels" (Mat. xxv, 41). Jesus asks
on the other, perceive you uneasy and discontented men to love their enemies, but.on earth he is intoler·on their account.
The discontent will in- ant and unloving to his enemies, and he promises
cr.ease on bot~ sides, and the sense of past favors that on high tb.ere shall be no love shown them by
wil:l wear off.
Then Socrates goes on to advise himself or God If man's natural want of love for
Ar1starchus to set his poor friends at work, instead his enemies is wrong, surely Jesus's or God's wrath
of ~eeping them in idleness and always poor. The and cursing theirs with eternal torment is dev.ilish.
adv10e was followed, to the mutual satisfaction of Again we may sa.y to Jesus, "Physician, heal thyboth parties, and both "had their reward," as self." Jesus is supposed to lay his life on the altar
Jesus would hav said. .Hut Jesus looks for no "re- as a sacrifice for men. We may retort to him in
ward" or good result on earth; it is all to be looked his own words. "If thou bring thy gift to the
for in heaven. Jea'us's method results in fifteen altar, and there rememberest that thy brother has
starving malcontents in place of the original four- aught against thee ; leave there thy gift before the
teen ; wise old Socrates's method resulted in fifteen altar, and go thy way ; first be reconciled to thy
contented people h~re on earth. Surely, if there is brother, and then come and offer thy gift" (Mat. v,
a hereafter, Aristarchus is still just as much, nay, 23, 24). If the divine perfection does not include
more, entitled to the kingdqm of heaven for the any love or forgivness for its enemies it is useless
help he afforded under Socrates's guidance, as he to ask men to love their enemies in order. that they
The Sermon on the Mount.
would hav been for the increased helpless poverty may be perfect ''even as our fathar which is in
~.
that must hav resulted to fifteen instead of four- heaven is perfect."
CHA.B. B. CooPER,
: It is often claimed that " Christian " charity and teen people by following Jesus's command. Wise
(OuNTINUFD NEXT WEEK.)
.
alm>-giving are the outcome of the love, pity, and old Socrates, simple Jesus !
The Chinese Mencius, centuries before, said:
sympathy with suffering humanity that spring from
Th.e Religion ot the Savage.
Jesus's teaching. But that is diametrically the op- "The feeling of commiseration is the principle of
In
the
confused crowd of his impressions the
posit of Jesus's teaching. He does . say, "Lend, benevolence." Surely a proper motiv for giving
savage perceives chiefly that he is beset on every
hoping for nothing again" (Luke vi, 35); he does help. The old Jewish law (Deut. xv, 8) said, side. He feels the blows dealt him by the invisible.
indorse the old law, "Love thy·neighbor," and he ''Lend him sufficient for his need." Surely a
He sees ghosts in the visions of the night. Slain
does say. "Love your enemies ;" but he distinctly proper limitation. But Socrates taught Aris- animals, no less than slaughtered men, inhabit
teaches that this is not to be done from any good tarchus, as we hav seen, to help his poor to the places to which his spirit wanders during
Surely that was the best
that there is in charity, love, pity, or sympathy, or help · themselvs.
sleep. It does not, for a long while, occur to him
from any obligation to help the needy, but because direction for the benevolence arising froin com- that this multitude of influences may be summed
miseration.
Socrates's
teaching
includes
the
essenthat is. the only thing out of which you can get any
up in a few grand poetical abstractions, any more
profit or reward. You are to think of the profit or re- tial points of all good teachers-viz., the right than it occurs to a rhild now·a-days to strike out a
ground,
the
extent,
and
the
best
direction.
Jesus
ward to yourself, first, last, and all the time.· But the
theology for himself. The most ancient idols are
only reason why you are not to Hpect any reward perverted benevolence at its fountain head when he without shape, not even human, nor even bestial;
made
it
to
begin
with
the
desire
of
future
reward
from those you do good to is that the reward is to
and such, too, are the conceptions they body forth.
be in the next world. These people cannot reward from a hypothetical god in a hypothetical future Men worshiped the fire in the tree, which their own
life.
As
a
result
those
countries
which
are
still
the
you thus, but as you are entitled to your profit on
hands had kindled, ages before they rose to the idea
the transaction, God will himself repay you in the most imbued with the doctrine of Jesus are th~ of a supreme, aU.seeing sun-god They adored the
most
involved
in
abject
poverty
and
misery;
and
next world. You are always represented as having
animals, tame or wild, in their neighborhood, by no
ma::le a bargain with the Lord, one so good that it the mass of the people, learning to depend on char- means symbolically, but with a deep reverence for
ity,
become
a·
race
of
beggars
and
beget
a
race
of
will pay you to sacrifice everything for it. Thusbeggars. Go to Italy and Spain and see the crowds the wisdom, strength, and power of evil possessed
. Ifye love them which love yon, what thank hav ye?
of
lazy mendicants that swarm there. As a learned by these other-shaped mortals who disputed the
. If yon do good to them which do good to yon, what
friend, himself a believer in Jesus, told me, his ex- world with them. In vegetation they recognized
.
thauk hav yon?
gods many and lords many, born with the spring,
If ye lend to them of whom ye hope to receive, what perience with these beggars was that they did not
·
thanks hav ye?-Lnke vi, 32, 6t seq.
ask for alms thus: "Giv me a sou;" but they say: dying at harvest, and needing to be helped by the
That is, if your good will is repaid in any way, ·if "Giv me my sou." ~That is, giv me the daily dole soh·mn magic ritual which made things flourish or
turned aside mischief. The animal, the tree, and
there is good will in return, what reward hav yeT that I hav a right to-that which is mine. So true
the god were all bound up together, incarnate in
is
it
that
Jesus's
teachings
about
charity
are
misYou hav been repaid by some one else, and your
king
and priest, liable to injury and even to death,
bargain with the Lord is "off," and you are in debt, chievous that Christians themselvs are being driven so that a continued succession must he provided
to
reorganize
their
ideas
upon
secular
models.
To
not he! No, you are to do it "hoping for nothing
lest their life should fail.- Quarterly Review.
again ;" and " your reward shall be great, and ye whatever extent their charity may hav been useful
they
hav
been
heathens
;
to
whatever
extent
they
shall be the children of the highfst.''
Observations.
So far from our action, as recommended by Jesus, hav been guided by Jesus they hav been mischievous
Evolution
gets
in
its work on judicial tribunals
being unselfish, or springing from any doctrin he
'' But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless . as well as upon the animal kingdom. It is a long
taught about love, pity, good will, or sympathy
with human suffering, it is, on the contrary, selfish- them that curse you, do good to them that hate you, way from the monkey to the man, and it is also a.
ness of the grossest kind, grossly immoral, and has and pray for them that despitefully use you and considerable distance from the Star Chamber to the
prov. d disastrous in practice. Not only is no persecute you " (Mat. v, 44; Luke vi, 27, 28, 35 is Lexow investigating committee. And the thought
attempt made by J esuR to enforce a distinction be- similar). Portions of this command hav long been may be inserted here as a corollary, or as a side
tween· the deserving poor and those . poor from known to be interpolated (S. R 291) and they hav issue, that as a good many worthy, though savage,
laziness and vice, but he is unable to see any. been omitted in the revised vert>ion, where it reads anthropoid apes hav been sacrificed to the law of
Poverty itself is the merit, and if you are not poor, thus: "Love your enemies and pray for them that progress in order that we might hav a number of
to hav: your re"'ard you must become so, or else you persecute you; that ye may be the sons of your disreputable men, so we hav shoved aside some
will go to hell like Dives, who went there, not be- father which is heaven; for he maketh his sun to quite respectable old legal institutions to make
cause he was a bad man, but simply and solely rise on the evil and the good, and sendeth rain on room for the show that Mr. Goff has been running.
because he was rich. As to any recommendation as the just and the unjust." And he ends with, "Ye Whether the world gained anything when our avoto how to get rid of poverty by better government therefore shall be perfect as your heavenly father lutionary ancestor disappeared from his tree and
the Rev. T. De Witt Talmage showed up in his
and improving men's ideas, Jesus is not only silent, is perfect."
Here again J eeus steps as much outside of nature pu1pit, and whether the Lexow committee is a debut he had to be, because he saw no merit in abolishJDg poverty. '' Ye hav the poor always with you" as he does in his ideas about charity, and about sirable innovation on the Star Chamb~r, are ques(Mat. xxvi, 11), and you were to add to the general family life. If he had told us to deal charitably in tiona worth thinking 'of, even though there may be
thought and action with our enemies, to moderate but one answer.
poverty by becoming poor yourself.
In any community where there are poor, as a last our resentment at their enmity, he would hav been . The apologists for the Star Chamber probably
resort, in their t-Xtreme need, they must depend for wise; but he himself is the best evidence to show inquired, "If you take away our tribunal, what will
sustenance on those who hav more or less wea'th that his extreme command, "Love your enemies," you giv us in its placeT" exactly as religious peolaid by. In this way the wealthier hav an interest is unnatural. He did not act on it himself, and ple ask us how we propose to fill the hole left by
in the matter, and Jesus tells them that their duty neither he nor any of his followers has ever pictured an uprooted superstition. The question was paris to become themselvs enrolled among the poor by God as acting on it or as going to act .on it in the tially answered by the grand jury, whose proceedgiving up to them what they themselvs possess. judgment day. Let us see in what manner Jesus ings, like those of its predecessor, were e:1;parte-a
Socrates, centuries before Jesus, had a friend named carried out his own precept. In sending out the legal disguise for one-Elided. Between a grand jury
Aristarchus, who in times of trouble and distress disciples to preach Jesus tells them: " Whoever and a Dorcas society or sewing-circle, I should
had taken into his house, and supported, in idleness, shall not receive nor hear your words, when ye de- choose the latter, for the reason that its findings
fourteen poor women, his own . relations. The part out of that house or city, shake off the dust of hav less legal-force.
Nobody now defends the Star Chamber, which
strain on his resources wat;~ so great, and his means your feet. Verily I say unto you, it E<hall be more
being so rapidly diminished, that he saw the end tolerable for the land of Sodom and Gomorrah in convicted and hanged people without accusing or
staring him in the face, and that the time must the day of judgment than for that city" (Mat. x, 14, trying them. Many lawyers object to the grand
soon come when he could no longer support them, 15). Again: "Whoever shall deny me before men, jury, which may indict a citizen without giving him
and they must starve. In plain words, Aristarchus him will I also deny before my father, which is in a chance to explain, or force a witness to giv testiwas a primitiv Jesus, living centuries before Jesus; heaven" (Mat. x, 33). ·Again: "If !\ny man come mony calculated to degrade himself.
The Lexow committee has burlesqued the gcod
and he was giving all he had to fourteen poor peo- to me, and hate not his father, and mother, and
ple, with the result that he saw that there would wife, and children, and brethren, and sisters, yfa, . old Star Chamber, and differs from the grand jury
eoon be fifteen poor people in danger of starvation and his own life also, he eanuot .be my disci:ple " !n holding its s~sl:liQn!i! with ol>en doors.- ~t i):l II.U
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extra-judicial but strictly intra-politics! trib~mal,
established by politicians out of office to mvestigate
the conduct of those who were in, with the contemplated result that the relativ . po_sitions h~v been
changed. It is not restricted m 1ts operatiOns by
any rules of procedure, wherein it resembles the
grand jury; but here the resemblance ~nds, for
whereas the grand jury summons credible Witnesses,
it cannot be recalled that any reputable person has
appeared as an accuser before the committee. The
Lexow tribunal drags a citizen's reputation across
the tongue of a pro~essionalliar or blackguard, ~nd
then turns him adrift. He cannot even obtam a
transcript of the testimony in order that he may
proceed against the witness for perjury, nor can
he be heard through counsel. If he goes upon the
stand in his own defense, he is lost; insult by
Mr. Goff being the salve applied to the injuries inflicted by the witnesses. The following is a stenographic report of an examination made in such a
case:
Q. Hav yon not stolen anything?
A. No, sir.
.
Q. What, never stolen anything! (Looking around m
horror.)
A. IinsistQ. CBreaJ?ng in.) Naturally! (Sardonically.)
A. But, Bir.
Q But me no buts. I ask yon a simple qnest10n; yon
gro~ confused. Why, if yon are so innocent (lingering·
on the "innocent"), do yon get confused?
A. I can explainQ. Oh, we want no explanations.
A. Bnt-

Q•.Excused!

A. Sir, IQ. Step down! You're excused.

Step down, sir! We
bav had all we want of yon.
The examiner was the man upon whom the people of New York ci,ty hav bestowed the highest
judicial office in the political market. The language
is not that which a gentleman would use when addressing another, but Mr. Goff may be excused
from observance of such courtesies on the ground
that he is not acquainted with them.
The Lexow Senate committee, if the truth were
told, has only cleared land where its predecessors at
Albany sowed the seed of blackmail and rascality.
The religionists, the mock moralists, and the suppressors, co-operating with small-caliber legislators,
gave us laws not demanded by public opinion or
necessity-laws that nobody pretends to observe,
and which hav no other uses than those to which
they hav been put by the police, namely, blackmail
and oppression. Persons with political influence
hav of course enjoyed immunity from their operation; others, without such influence, hav bribed
the police, which was the most natural thing they
could do. Everybody has known such to be the fact,
and the Lexow committee has merely classified public information on this subject. The official corruption did not begin in the submerged quarter, but in
the churches and societiel!l which used their "moral"
influence on the legislature. And, by the way, out
of this same " moral " influence arises a scandal ten
times greater than any the Lexow committee could
unearth in a century. I refer to the immunity of
seventy-five millions of church property in this city.
Compar&d with that, ten or a hundred dollars paid
by a saloon keeper or a " madam" to a '' ward
man " is as a flea to an octopus. Yet the persons
pushing the present investigation are the identical corrupters of legislatures who profit by
their religio-political pull. I would like to see a
committee of citizens sent to Albany with power to
call the legislators and even the governor to the
witness stand and make them tell how special bills
exempting this church and that church from assessment for street, water, and other improvements
were put through, and why all the churches are
permitted to escape general taxation. Here is a
scandal, flagrant, glaring, and notorious, for there
is no moral difference between evading a fine and
evading a tax that is in justice due. The ministers
and the legislators having communicated a bad disorder to the body politic are doctoring it with
otions that aggravate the disease, and then stripping the patient and exhibiting him for fees and notoriety. But it is the doctors themselvs who need
the caustic.
That the Lexow investigation was needed will
not be here denied. That municipal officials hav
worked their jobs for all they worth seems apparent; but anyone who thinks that the investigators,
in harassing the police, are actuated by less selfish
motivs than actuated the police who neglected to
harass some of the offenders against the law, could
not be deemed an apt student of human nature.
The constitutionality of the income tax is to be
tested by various gentlemen who object to paying
it; This circumstance recalls a warning addressed
to the British Parliament by William Pitt, who
iaid: "To levy a direct tax i.s a dangerous experi-

ment in a free country, and may invite revolt; but
there is a method by which you can tax the last rag
from the back and the last bite from the mouth
without causing a murmur against high taxes, and
that is to tax a great many articles of daily use and
necessity so indirectly that people will pay them
and not know it; their grumbling will then be of
hard times, but they will not know that the hard
times are caused by taxation."
Wise Mr. Pitt! The same citizens who now revolt hav been paying when they must, or evading
when they could, tariff and revenue and other indirect taxes all their lives without a thought about
appealing to the Constitution ; and still, if rightly
comprehended, the income tax is as constitutional
as any.

News and Notes.

Conway, North Dakota, is my next point after
Park River. This was thought to be somewhat of
a dark place with the shadow of :Etome over it and
that possibly brickbats might be used upon the adventurous reformer. But Conway turned out to be
one of the best places I hav visited. I gave three
lectures ·in the school-house, and it was full every
evening. I had most attentiv audiences, and the
Catholics present admitted that the Demands. of
Liberalism were about right. I had a fine drive
from Park River to Conway with John J. Kohnen.
It was a perfectly lovely day. The distance was
.twelve miles, and it didn't take much over an hour
to go that distance. Half way between Park River
and Conway is Pisek, a Bohemian settlement that
is Roman to the core. A ten-thousand-dollar
The bloomer girls who ride the bike
Catholic church has been built here, and farms hav
Can now indnlge in smoking too.
Since they at last a match can strike
been mortgaged in order to pay for it. At the last
The same way that their brothers do.-Puck.
election every candidate was obliged to put up someWhich seems to prove, as we are p!Pned to say,
That Mrs. Martin's wrong, and girls are built that way. thing for. the beneflt of that chul'ch. It presents a
very handsome appearance, and can be ·seen for
The book "Trilby," which is now so conspicu- miles over the wide plains. I reckon I shouldn't
ously before the public eye, has a detect which, if get a corporal's guard to listen to me at Pisek.
all readers possessed my prejudice against polyglot The priest has got his work in here, and the people
writing, would condemn it to remain in· the hands bow down. So I lingered not. At Conway, howof the publishers. As a work represented to be ever, it is entirely different. · There are many
English prose, it is a fraud, for about ten per cent Bohemians here, but almost all of them are Freeof it is French or Latin. No amount of merit as a thinkers. The spirit of John Buss flames out. In
novel can make it anything but an imposition on fact, the majority of the people are Freethinkers,
the rea<}er. Mr. Herbert Spencer observes that and, take it all in all, Conway is _one of the most
quotations from foreign writers are made as a rule Liberal points in North Dakota. The lectures-the
"less for the sake of. throwing light upon the topie first of the kind ever delivered hete-"-wete well
in hand· than for the sake of effect." In this case received, and the membership of the Federation waa
it is all effect, and the effect is all bad. So far increased by many names; among them the leading
from advising anybody to read " Trilby" I would business men of the place. Mr. Kohnen made a
advise everybody not to. And if I should find it in fine opening address in introducing me to the peoa library, instead of recommending its exclusion, as ple, speaking in behalf of human rights and free and
the Pennsylvania clergymen hav done, I would urge honest investigation. Wm. E. Black, the schoolmaster of the place, F. E. Vorachek, Math Vobayda,
that it be left there.
In one chapter of " Trilby " a young man who is Geo. W. Fraine, 0. Davidson, R. A. Wavsanek, F.
engaged to a minister's daughter gets to thinking J. Ponzar, F. D. Worthing, etc., are among the Libover the subject of religion, and makes out a fairly eral friends at Conway. I found them stanch and
strong case against the church. Its value consists generous supporters, and all the time 1 spent at
in the fact that it will be read by ·others than Free- Conway was pleasant and encouraging for fututt!
thinkers, who hav already had the same matter pre- work. It was wonderfully fair weather the first
sented to them in a not inferior form.
two days I was there-sunshiny days .and moonlight
nights, brilliant and beautiful-but Saturday closed·
Mr. D. C. Wismer, of Quakertown, Pa., notes that in with a white frost and heavy mists. Thinks· I,
the Hon. Mr. Carlisle, secretary of the treasury, has the blizzard is on my track now, I guess, but I must
approved a desi~n for a five-dollar bill decorated grin and bear it. It remained dark and gloomy all
with angels.. Mr. W. thinks that Secularists should day Saturday; and after sunset it was so d~rk th~t
protest. I hav already written Mr. Carlisle sug- one could scarcely s~e !l.n arm's length ahead. Thts
gesting that he omit the wings.
prevented those who lived in the country from a.ttending, l;mt the school-house was full nevertheles8.
In view of the great services which the Rev. Dr. To my surprise E. Smith-Petersen, of Park River,
Parkhurst has performed for the city of New York was present. He had taken his chances and driven
a grateful people are going into their pockets to over from his home, twelve miles, to attend the teetprovide a Testimonial which shall express their ure and take me back with him for Sunday services.
thanks. It is thought proper that the offering It was rather dubious weather for such a midnight
shall also be a Memorial to perpetuatt:l his achieve- journey in almost total darkness, but of course I
menta. We know, of course, that the benefits ac- must get baok to Park River, or else the Methodist
cruing from the Parkhurst crusade hav not as yet minister would be too happy. Well, during the
assumed material or appreciable form except in an lecture it partially cleared off, and the moon shone
appropriation of $50,000 for the expenses of the dimly through the :fleecY. clouds so t~at we CO?ld
Lexow Investigating committee, but practical con- easily see our way, and It was a delightful drt'\'41.
siderations of that kind cut no figure in a crisis· We had a good pair of horses, and they sped along
like this, when the emotions are aroused. The nobly over the slippery ground, and about one
amount subscribed for the Parkhurst Memorial o'clock Sunday morning we were in Park River.
fund has already reached $10,000, and as the form
Sunday dawned in gorgeous array. There was
of the contemplated testimonial is still not decided scarcely a cloud in the sky. There could not hav
upon, and as suggestions are in order, I take th~s been a more favorable season for a battle-ground
occasion to make some. Beyond doubt, the most with orthodoxy. The forces were out indeed on
appropriate Memorial would be a large seven or both sides. There never before was such exciteeight story Home for Unrepentant Magdalena, ment in Park City. It beat even election. The
where visiting clergymen could be entertained and effort to prevent my speaking proved unsuccessful.
afforded. opportunity to witness the wickedness of The Opera House was rented, paid for, and there .
the city without the dangers and expense of'' slum- was no interruption. It was crowded in the afterwing" in company with corrupt policemen. As the noon, and I delivered my lecture on" The Bible and
Parkhurst habit is likely to spread to other cities, Modern Thought." Mr. Petersen made the introthe Memorial might be made an interstate affair- ductory address, and it was a good one-a bold and
Massachusetts, for example, contributing the splendid presentation of the whole matter as to
Crispus Attucks monument to be set up in the whether a Freethinker should be allowed to speak
front yard. It would be sure to attract attention. in Park River or not. It was a question which conIf this scheme is objected to as too elaborate or ex- earned the interests of all, a question of justice and
pensiv, then how about a Fountain, erected in the human rights. This opening address struck the
Tenderloin district, with statuary representing the keynote of the situation and won the attention and
young men of Dr. Parkhurst's Bible class playing sympathy of the whole audience. I spoke for nearly
leapfrog with nymphs! That would perpetuate two hours, I believe, for I felt that the occasion dethe initial feature of the crusade. Or, third, manded a full tlxposition of our principles; for no
let a souvmir Coin be struck, the obverse side doubt Park River will b~ shaken for many a day to
showing the easy-going savior forgiving the woman come with this revolution in behalf of Freethought.
taken in the act ; on the reverse side, Dr. Parkhurst, Messrs. Simons and Kapler furnished us with inwith a stern expression of countenance calculated spiring music, as before, and we closed the great
to denote that he is for giving her three months on meeting with singing "America" to Freethought
the island. That, I take it, would serve to illustrate sentiments; and that closed our part of the dramatic
the progress of Christian charity during the past contest, and our colors were victorious.
eighteen centuries. These designs, I admit, are
But an event of even more tremendous import to
unique, but so is the occasion ; and new occasions the orthodox faith occurred in the evening. It was·
teach new duties.
a splendid culmination .of the existing campaigu
GEo. E. M.&.ODONALD.
It completed the revolution, and announced that
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hereafter Park River was not to be under the dominion of a gloomy orthodoxy; that light and truth
and humani~y were triumphant. The Rev. Mr.
Campbell, of the Presbyterian church, announced
that he would preach Sunday evening upon Freethought. He had attended every lecture__:.is an
educated and able man-capable of holding his
own. He is besides a man 9f good breeding-of
courtesy and social culture, a true gentleman ; and
also one who dares to speak his honest thought.
Now the impression in the community was that he
would train his well-mounted theological. guns· upon
me, and that nothing would be left of the Infidel
lecturer. The editor of the paper at Park River,
who is a true-blue Methodist, had written the following exquisit bit of criticism, which, of course, as
a genuin expression of the orthodox spirit, I am
sure that the readers of "News and Notes" will
appreciate.
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be severed from orthodoxy and become humani- This is a typical Western town, with Western pluck
tarian.
and enterprise, and no doubt it has a bri~ht career
The criticism of Ingersoll was that he confounds before it. The leading people are of the right sort
orthodoxy, the church, and Christianity, and makes and are in favor of progress. I thank the friends
them one and the same thing. I am sure that In- of this place who hav stood so noblv by the colors;
gersoll does nothing of the sort. He recogn;zes and I feel sure that hereafter Park River will enjoy
the distinction, but so long as the church and the golden days of humanity. The midnight of
Christianity are based upon and cling to orthodoxy orthodoxv is on the wane. The "priests of the
should we not deal with them as identical! If the evil faith" are passing.
church will frankly say that it does not believe
Their swot"ds and sceoters I fl.oatin~ see,
in, but repudiates orthodoxy, then we will no longer
Like wrecks on the surge of eternity.
acc~se the church of the sins of orthodoxy. But
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
until the church does this-so long as it is logically
and historically connected with orthodoxy, and orLectures and Meetings.
thodoxy is its creed-hav we not a right to hold
L. K. WAsHBURN's lectu,.e ene-ascements: Dec. 23d and
the church responsible for orthodoxy, and for the
savagery it contains? It is said that Ingersoll at- 30th, Willimantic, Conn.; Jan. 6th, East Dennis, Mass.;
Jan. 7th, Cotuit, Mass.
tacks a creed that is no longer believed by the inTHE Scranton Secular Union meets every Friday
telligence of the race. This is true. But this is
evening at421 Lackawana avenue. Our motto: Freedom
still
the
creed
of
the
church,
and
through
the
A Freethought (so-called) lecturer was billed to occupy
and Kindness. Everybody invited. Secretary, William
the city hall a couple of evenings tbis week. This irre- church this creed is still powerful and dangerous. Watkins.
ligious specialty sometimes has a poisonous eftect upon We must keep on attacking the creed until the
THE Detroit Investigator's societv meets at 45 Monroe
bright half-grown lads, and upon ignorant people of church and all Christians are so ashamed of it that
larger growth, but the intelligent man or woman who has they will publicly and forever repudiate it. Our avenue every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. All Liberal
-persons are invited to attend these meetings. Stanley
given any previous thought to the subject finds such a
lecture only "flat, stale, and unprofitable." The" Free- chief work at _the present is to strip off the coward- Kleindienst, Recording Secretary.
thought" platformist of to-day is generally only an echo ice and hypocrisy of the church, imposed by a
Tnlll First Secular Church of Portland meets in Labor
or a contortionist.
creed which, if not any longer trbly accepted by Hall, Union Block, corner First and Rtark streets. re~
In connection with this he published a notice of the advanced Christian, still haunts with terror the larly every Sunday evening at 7.45. Nettie A. Olds, lecminds of many millions. · I think Mr. Campbell, in turer. Sunday-school at same place at 12.30.
the R~v. Mr. Campbell:
his endeavor to defend the 'church from both IngerTHE Fellowship f01· Ethica.l Research meets WednesRev. D. Campbell will, on Sunday eveniiu~· next in the soll and orthodo:Ky, made some illogical statements, days at 8.15 P.M., 1219 Chestnut street, Philadelphia,
Presbyterian church, speak upon the subject of " Free- but he did this in a courteous and honorable man- No conditions or qualifications are attached to memthouj!:ht." As a rule, Scottish Presbyterian ministers are
bership. Biscussions each week are opened bv special
soundly logical ·and well. able to discuss metaphysical ner, and he himself certainly occupies no " coward's addresses, ten minute speeches following. Privileges are
questions, and the Gazette- Witness expects that Mr. castle."
granted equally to visitors and members.
Campbell will prove himself no exception to a national
I do not mean to convey the idea that Mr. Camprnle. It is urged that all who can should go and hear bell is in full agreement and sympathy with myself.
THE Ohio Liberal Society meets every Sunday evening
this address.
.
in G. A. R. Hall, 115 W. Sixth st., Cincinnati. Program
No doubt hereafter there will be intellectual battles for December:
Well, the editor came to hear the preacher whom between us on great questions, but he is a foeman December 80th-" Why I am not a Christian." Rabbi
he had so extolled, and a more woe-begone counte- worthy of one's steel. He will take no unfair adIsaac M. Wise.
nance was never witnessed. It was nearly a yard .vantage. But the difference between us, be it
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets every
long and as solemn as the grave. It was as if the noted, is in result, but not in spirit and method.
afternoon at 3 o'clock in Long Islan.d Bnsiness
day of judgment was right upon it, and this was He is a free thinker, as he declared Jesus and Lu- Sunday
College, South 8th street, between Bedford and Driggs
the general effect upon the orthodox mind of this ther to be free thinkers, in that he affirms the right avenues. Program for December:
radical discourse. It was Freethought in spirit of private judgment, declares that each one should DeCAmber 30th-"The Christia"n Religion." Raymond
from beginning to end. The speaker practically think for himself, that the highest authority is huS. Perrin.
indorsed the demands of Liberalism. He was will- man reason itself, and that doubt is a necessary
TKE Friendship Liberal League, George Longford,
ing to admit that Freethought was constructiv; and condition of progress. Hence there is no reason secreta,.v.
mMts at 2:80 and 7:80, every Sundav in Warthat skepticism· had benefited the church ; that it why we should not shake hands, since our moral ner's Hall, Broad and Wallace streets, Philadelphia.
was what the church needed to bring it into line ideals are practically the same. Of course the Freethought publications are on sale at the meeting.
with civilization. He affirmed that Christianity orthodox will misrepresent Mr. Campbell and
TKE Women's Liberal League of Philadelphia meets at
was capable of growth and improvement. He re- call him an "Infidel" and all sorts and varieties 8 o'clock 'l'ue<~day evenings in the Sk.errett Building, N.
pudiated the doctrin of infant damnation and of harsh names. They will not realize the depths E. corner of Ridge avmme and GreA11 street. Admission
eternal damnation. He said he sincerely hoped and bights of his philosophical ideas ; that he is free. All welcome. Program for December:
that hell would sometime be turned" upside down." trying to make the church a better and more huTKE Manhattan Liberal Clnb meets every Friday evenHe thought that hope should be immortal. It was a mane institution; to bring it in accord with civili- htg in German Masonic Hall, 920 East 15th street, New
discourse in the line of my own, for it was progres- zation, and to make it a more splendid factor in York, at 8 o'clock. Program for December:
siv, and infused with a broad and splendid spirit of modern life. They will not see the nobility and December 28th-Twentv-ftftb anniversary of the Liberal
Olnb. All friends are invited to come and celebrate
inquiry. The church was crowded to its utmost value of his efforts. They will crucify him, I be
with us in a special program.
capacity. All the standing room was occupied. It lieve. But if he is excommunicated it will be to
was the largest audience that any church in Park the injury of the church, and will redound only to
MRs. FBE'EMAN'fl lecture IJ.opointments: Philadelphia,
River had ever held. The Freethinkers were de- his credit. He will hav the support of the best Pa., Jan. 13th; Nort.bpo,.t, L. l:., Jan. 14t.h, 15th. and
LibeTal Club, New ·~oTk, Jan. 18th; Newark. N. J.,
· 16th;
lighted with the utterances of this brave preacher. people in Park City.
Ja:r.1. 20th; Boston, Mass., .Tan. 27th, Feb. 3d. and 10th.
On the other hand the Methodist clergyman is a Mrs. Freeman desires to lecture during the months of
Mr. Campbell, of cout·se, is not an Infidel as
generally understood, except in the method of in~ unique specimen of the il1quisitor and persecutor. Januar:v and February along or near the above route.
quiry. He still believes in God, in immortality, in He can smell .out heresy :afar off. He knows it all. Those desirine- to sMul'e dates not taken plea11e write her
the divinity of Jesus, in the Bible as to a certain His nasal protuberance is an arch detectiv, as the at once, 1037 West Madison street, Chicago, III.
extent an inspired book; and believing in these following incident exhibits. One of the citizens of
S. P. PUTNAM's lectnre anooint.ments:
things, he claims his right to stand in the Presby- Park River, who had really never violated any law, San Marcial, N. M.. Dec. 29 to Jan. 2.
Putnam will lectu-re during the month of January
terian pulpit Of his duty in this matter no one was arrested for selling intoxicating drinks. The at Mt'.
Prescott., Arizona. It is hoped that friends in the
can judge except himself. I certainly do not claim defendant offered a bottle of the accused liquor vicinit:vand throughout Arizona will make arr&nE\'ements
the right to mark out his pathway for him, any to the prosecuting attorney, and asked him for lectures at this time, and push tLe Freethou~ht work.
more than he can claim the right to do the same for to taste of it, and see if it was intoxicating, Mr. Putnam will ll.lRf} arrange to lecture in New MexiM, Colorado, and Kansas on his raturn from Arizona.
ine. But he is not bigoted. He is broad-minded. a short and easy method of settling the ques- Those
wishing lect.ures in anv of these 11tates will commuHe is willing to agree to disagree in spite of wide tion. The officer did so, and at once declared that nicate with S. P. Putnam, 234 South Water street, ChiIt had no cago.
divergences ; · and that is the spirit of Liberalism, it was not an illegal beverage.
and this spirit is more than the particular mental intoxicating quality. " Will you please let me
L. K. Wa<Jhbnrn in the Lecture Field.
results to which one arrives. At present Rev. Mr. smell of it!" said the reverend Methodist, who was
Colonel Ingersoll says:
Campbell is neither an Agnostic, nor Atheist, nor present at the trial. He was allowed to do so, and
"NEw YoRK, Dec. 16, 1894.
Materialist, nor Deist. He is a Christian Theist, by his wonderful sense of smell instantly declared
"I hear that L. K. Washburn is going to lecture, and I
accepting Christianity in its universal principles that the liquor was intoxicating, and that the de- hooe
be will.
rather than its special doctrine. He has no desire fendant should be prosecuted with the utmost rigor
"Mr. Washburn is thoroughly informed-knows the
to draw the sword or compel others to follow his of the law. I think this reverend smeller could al- popular theology in all its mood" and tenses-is perdictum. He· is evidently a man who knows what most equal Jesus, who turned water into wine, in fectly familiar with the hiRtory of Freethought, and with
sophistries of superstition. He is a natural orator
he thinks, and I do not believe he will take any his prodigious knowledge of the constit-qents of the
and is full of enthusiasm for what he believes to be
backward step. What he said on Sunday evening, liquor. He must hav an amazing experience of the truth. He bas the courage of his convictions, and
without doubt, is the result of much thought and liquor to know simply by putting his nose to it how presents his arguments in a logical, forcible, pleasing,
deep study. He spoke with deliberation and great drunk it will make a man. That is a theological and poetic way.
"Good luck to him-and long life!"
nose indeed, fitted for the grand inquisitor himself.
earnestness.
Of course I do not agree with his criticism on Who can withstand such a proboscis, truly elephanCapt. Silas Latham, late of the schooner GerIngersoll and the old-time Infidels who hav done tine in its capacity, which would rule Park City with
such good work, more destructiv than constructiv a rod of iron T Fortunately other people had more trude Summers, laid his course down Lafayette
perhaps ; but such is the necessity of the situation. brains than nose, and the suit was dismissed. This place the other day with a small cargo of bluefish
We must remove in order to build. Mr. Campbell is a specimen of the despotism of the church. It under his arm and a snug wad of greenbacks in his
distinguishes between ort~odoxy, the church, and not only puts its foot in it, but nos~ and all. It pocket. The fish he contributed to the Editor's
Christianity. The church 1s not so bad as ortho- would not only crucify a man for false doctrin, but table, while of the greenbacks he deposited a gendoxy, and Christianity is not so bad as the church. also for a false scent. If he does not please the ol- erous bunch for the good of the cause and for value
There are faults in all.of them, but the church and factory nerves he is to be executed without benefit received. The captain has been fishing down Nor""'"""---·Christianity can be and are improved, while ortho- of clergy. Deliver me from the tyranny of the nose ! folk way this fall. The Gertrude Summers became
too small for his business, and was sold, but it is
doxy must be left behind. The distinction is a If that is established, what will the end beT
I shall not forget Park River, the good fellow- safe to predict that . he will soon be plowing the
good one ; and it is possible that in the onward
progress of man the church and Christianity will ship I hav had here,. and the varied experiences. brine again with new planks under his feet.
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cyclopedia of Freethonght achievements,
and is worth its weight in gold.
Very truly yours,
J. W. HoDGE.

That Libel on Lowell.
JERSEY CITY, Dec. 14, 1894.
. MR. EDIToR: I was glad to see George
E. Macdonald's "Observation" th.is week
about the James Rnss<Jll Lowell paragraph.
I bav the paragraph down on my memorandum for investigation, as I could not believe he ever wrote it when I first read it.
C. B. CooPER.

A Good Missionary.
ORANGEVILLE, PA., Nov~ 26, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $2, for which
send eight copies " Age of Reason," and
one each of Ingersoll's latest works, "The
Holy Bible," '' Shakspere," '• Lincoln,"
and " Is Suicide a Sin?" I had a halfdozen ''Age of Reason," and I got my Chris·
tian neighbors to read them till I can't find
them any more. There are several FreeBeyond tlte Eightieth Mile-post.
thinkers now in this neighborhood, though
ATCHISoN, KAN, Nov. 29, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Please send me Putnam's but few are out-spoken, and they are widely
"Four Hundred Years of Freetbought" scattered. They talk of getting J. E.
and Helen H. Gardener's ''Men, Women, Remsburg, if they can, to giv a lecture or
M. 8. HAYHURST.
and Gods." This is probably the last two.
time I can send for THE TRUTH BEEKER,
Is Thankful for a Roast.
as I am n~w in my eighty-third year, but
KENT, 0., Dec. 5, 1894.
I do want to liv as long as I can.
MR. EDIToR: Right glad am I that yon so
HENRY BENDER.
cleverly roasted the narrow-viewed InterOcean for its unwarranted attack on the
Carlisle is Dead to Reason.
Press Club of Chicago. I hav mailed it a
QuAKF.RTowN, PA., Dec. 3, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: I see by the papers that copy of THE TRUTH BEEKER containing
Secretary Carlisle bas approved the de. your exposure of its meanness; hav also
sign for a five-dollar silver certificate ceased allowing the Inter- OcP-an to come
illustrated with angels. I think the Letter· into my family, since I do not' want to
Writing Corps sh~uld get in their work contribute in any way to making sectaon SecrAtary Carlisle at once.
rians to divide humanity into hostil
c.amps only to sqiUibble about the unVery truly,
D. 0. WISMER.
known rather than to learn and obey
Is in a Hurry for Them.
natural law. Yours for e~osing ChrisWHEELING, W. VA., Dec. 4, 1894.
tian sup,eratilion,
:1\Lrnros HEIGHTON.
Mn. EDIToR: Find inclosed $7. Let THE
A M.l~take ns to Fact.
TRUTH SEEKER, "Four Hundred Years of
WAsHINGroN,
D. C., Dec. 5, 1894.
Freetbought," and two copies of " The
MR. EDITOR: Pleas:e send "Bible TemHoly Bible," by Colonel Ingersoll, come
perance" and a catalog of public-ations.
along quick.
I hav a communication from the spirit
Wishing you much success, I remain, a
of D. M. Bennett. He says he has not
stanch Freethinker,
LouiS RoESSLER.
changed his opinions any in regard to the
Substantial Thanks.
holy Bible or the divinity of Jesus Christ
TRoUTDAL:R, OR., Nov. 29, 1894.
since he left us, but that he has learned
MR. EDIToR: As to-davis Thanksgiving, that he was entirely mistaken in regard to
and as I don't know of anyone to thank a future life, and he is happy and well
but yon, for your noble work in the Free- satisfied with his work on earth.
thought cause, I therefore inclose $8 50
HmAM F. HovER.
for the following books: "Four Hundred
[The trouble with the communication of
Years of Freethonght," two " Story Mr. Bennett is, the medium did not know
Hours," one ''Right Living," ''All About that Mr. Bennett was a Spiritualist while
the Bible," and ''Crimes of Preachers."
living, and that if he has changed his
·
C. F. KuNATH.
mind he must now disbelieve that he is
living as a spirit.-ED. T. 8.]
It Is a Demolisher.
ILwAco, WAsH., Dec. 3, 1894.
For Stirring- Up Purposes.
MR. EDIToR: I hav just received Colonel
WooDBURN, IA., Dec. 6, 1894.
Ingersoll's latest lecture, "The Bible."
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $1.50,
The entire foundation of the Christian re- for which send me the foll•Jwiog books:
ligion has been demolished. The colonel '' Answers to Christian Questions," '' Was
Rhows as plainly as can be that the clergy Christ Crucified?" " Bible Morals,"
know no more about psychology and ''Crimes of Preachers," ''Resurrection
otherworlds than they know about how or of J esns." '' Th nm bscrew and Rack," and
where Mr~. Eve got the needle and thread "Self-Contradictions of the Bible."
to make fig-leaf aprons. J. A. SEEBER.
I hav just finished reading "Four Hundred Years of Freethonght." It is a great
Sowing the Seed.
and grand work. Brother Putnam should
OTTAwA, 0., Dec. 5. 1894.
hav the praise of every Freethinker in
MR. EDIToR: Please find within $6. America.
Renew my subscription for two years and
There are not many outspoken Freesend me eight copies of Paine's "Age of thinkers here, but several who are too
Reason." I will distribute the same where timid to let their views be known to the
I think they will bring forth fruit in due public.
season. We are the most priest· ridden
I tl:dnk a little Freethonght literature
county in the state, equal to Russia or dropped in their homes would do a good
Spain, excepting the thumbscrews. See work.
E. H. HoRTON.
Putnam county in your prospectus.
c. E. BEARDSLEY.
Sunday :Meddlers at Work.
NoRTH
BALTIMORE, 0., Dec. 4, 1894.
A Crime ami No Crime.
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $2,
SNoHoMISH, W Asrr., Dec. 1, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: If two men pull their guns for which send me one dollar's worth of
and commence shooting at each other, it Paine's "Age of Reason," and for the
is a high crime. But if we organize in other dollar send me the bast yon hav for
large armies and kill by the thousand it is <iistribution on the Sunday question.
no crime, and the victorious party is Thfl preachers hav gone through the town
treated with aistinguished consideration. and notified all to close business on SunIf a man should copy a verse in a certain day and threatened to boycott and prosebook and send it through the mail to an- cute those who do not obey. The majorother person, it is a crime. But if he ity of the people here are Liberal and it
should send the whole book through the has stirred them up, so. it will be for the
mail it is no crime, provided it carries the interest of Freethonght. The reverend
gentlemen say as they go around that they
holy brand.
J. 8. MARTIN.
do not want any controversy on the subject.
A Cyclopedia of Freethought Achieve·
S.M. BoWER.
ments.
[Of course the Sabbatarians want no
NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y., Dec. 7, 1894.
controversy-it is not recorded in the hisMR. EDIToR: I hav a copy of "Four tory of the world that a tyrant ever
Hundred Years of Freethonght," which I wanted to argue the merits of the case
procured nearly a month ago. I hav at with his victim; it is precisely to prevent
different times of late received over $60 argument that the despot enacts repressiv
worth of Freethought literature published. laws; to his mind there is more sound
by the Truth Seeker Company, but "Four logic in a club than in all the reasonin~?;
Hundred Years of Freethought •' ls the that has been done from the beginning of
greatest book of all. It is a
--'cble human life to the present moment, The

despot or would-be despot is sure that
the imprisonment, disfranchisement, or
banishment of his opponent will answer
for all time the objections made by that
opponent. Down with the Sunday laws.
ED. T. 8.]

out thought, not susceptible of any understanding whatsoever, and, _if _yon please,
not eligible to the acquaintance of even an
iota.
Among the logical theories referred to
we make soecial mention of chemistry and
geology. These we consider the superior
pair of philosophic keys that yet may
unlock to a great demonstration the question of the past and future.
Religio~, as we now see it every day, is,
entirely too weak and absurd to be admitted by any thinking mind for farther con;.
sideration than the Indian ghost dance
of a short time ago. These things were
born of a like or sim~lar source and cannot
be fostered by others than the ignorant.
And should we admit the validity of religion or the ghost dance, what is it at
best ? Would not Abraham's bosom and
the environments of the "great white
throne " soon wear to the meanest monotony? Christian, would not the crown yon
speak of be a burden to bear? Now, to be
'' hQnest Injun," would not yon prefer a
nice Mexican sombrero? It is mnoh more
desirable!'.')
That ther~ is no individual being ruling
the universe; that time, space, and matter
make up the whole; that life is. nothing
more than nature's fungus, are postulates
too plain to ques_tion.
,,,
Time exists and defies any god; space
occupies regardless of aU things, and matter pervades time and space, forever and
forever.
What business can a god play at among
these independent elements?
·
s. T. GRAY·

How She Shames the Thoughtless Youth.
FoRESTVILLE, N. Y., Dec~ 5, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $7, for which
send "Four Hundred Years of Freethought," " About the Holy Bible,"
"Thumbscrew and Rack," and "Age of
Reason." I would like to giv yon a little
description of the town in which I liv,
but am getting almost too old to write
much, heine: nearly eighty-four years of
age, but will say there are eight hundred
inhabitants and five churches and not an
outspoken Liberal but myself so far as !.
know.
I sent a copy· of THE TRUTH SEEKER to
our local editor, and I inclose the comment he made on it:
THlll TRUTH BEEKER is the name of a
New York publication whiqh makes monev
by pandering to thA tastes of those who
criticise and disbeliAve the teachings of
the Bihle. A copy of. it has been sent to
tbi11 office by one of our lady subscribers,
and from a perusal of it we conclude its
editor will never find the "truth" as it is
.held by the majority of our intelligent and
best people.
I wish to say to Brother G.eorge E.
Maodonaid that "Observations" are right
to the point every time. This from your
friend and well-wisher,
MRB. J. w. BENNETT.
[Th;s. give us the occasion to remark
that the respect the average country edDon't Know Their Own Platform.
itor has for the beliefs of "our Intelligent
SoU'TH BEND, WASH., Dec. lll, l894.
and best citizens" is induced by a healthy
MR. EDITOR: I am way behind with my
appreciation of the numerical fact tbat
they do constitute "the majority." That snb~cription this time, but nevertheless I
is why they are, in his sight, the most in- hav been hard at work all the time for
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
telligent and the best.-ED. T. 8.]
I hav now got yon a club of four new
Unanswered Prayers.
subscribers at last, but I hav never had
such a time in my life as to get the fourth
EAGLE, NEB., Nov. 28. 294.
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $1.75 subscriber. I hav had three a long time,
for THE TRUTH BEEKER and Ingersoll's but the trouble commenced in getting the
"All About the Holy Bible." This is all fourth. But yon may not think it ·strange
I can send at present, as times are very at all, when we take into consideration
hard. The Christian God saw fit to send the fact that we hav seven churches in our
us hot winds and drouth last summer, place, a town of about two hundred voters.
thereby causing untold misery this winter. Well, sir, we hav church sociables for
This has been the worst failure our state breakfast, church sociables for filinner,
ever had. The corn crop was nearly a and church sociables for supper, in this
total failure, and still people are foolish place, and it is a fact that it is an impossienough to pray and trust in such a good- bility to hav any 11omnsement at all, unless
it is for the benefit of some church. The
for-nothing God.
There will be great sn:flering this winter, Women's Christian Temperance Union is
and if it was not for weak and frail men also having quite a boom at the ·present
starvation would stalk through our land. time. I don't know their exact number,
God will do nothing, so it is left for man but judging from the noise they make
alone to alleviate the suffering of the un- they must be numerous; but I hav been
fortunate.
During the drouth there told as a fact that few of them hav ever
were at work the rainmaker with dynamite read or known anything about their platto halt the clouds and the preacher with form. They hav been after me several
his prayer-meeting to appease the wrath of times to join them, but I hav told them
God, but they all were miserable failures. that I know too much about their platI asked a good Christian why their pray- form; that it is too narrow for me, and
ers were not answered and he said that that I feel better at home in THE TRUTH
those were things of nature which we SEEKER family.
I think I am the only one in this
could not regulate. If a good rain had
followed their prayers and saved the crop, place that has been taking THE fRUTH
I venture to say that this Christian would BEEKER heretofore; but from now on, our
fnmily will be five, and I hope it will bearhav said it was all God's domg.
These sky-pilots are a stumbling block its fruit in due time.
We hav quite a number of what they call
in the way of progress. We hav one old
crank here who tells his young sheep not business men in our town, who profess to to associate with doubters and unbelievers, be Liberals, but when I approach them
as it is very dangerous to the welfare of for a subscription for THE TRUTH SREKER
their souls (of the preachers' pocket-books they always find some excuse; the most
he means). He is a Lutheran minister, common is that they cannot take it beand while offioiating at the funeral of a cause of their wives. Well, , it seems a
neighbor's boy which I attended, he had pity to me that men ara afraid to let their
to attack the public schools from the wives read common-sense literature, but
pulpit-said they were godless schools, such is prejudice.
I must bring this to a close with a happy
schools of the devil.
Yours for free speech and free thought, New Year to THE TRUTH BEEKER family;
and with the best wishes to THE TRUTH
0. R. Bo:IJSEWETTER.
SEEKER and Mr. Heston, I remain, yours
Inter Alia.
for truth and liberty, HENRY ELLISoN.
GRAY, N. M., Dec. 7, 1894.
MR. EDIToR: How limited and finite are
In a Contented Frame of Mind.
the many theories (logical ones, too) essayALEDo, TEx., Nov. 1, 1894.
ing- to explain the freaks indulged in by
MR. EDIToR: I send $10-seven of it is
Mother Universe so long ago, and, too, to pay for THE TRUTH BEEKER and '' Four
gnioed by an eye, as scientific as pro- Hundred Years of Freethonght" and four
phetic, depict an atlas whereon is thrown copies of the "Age of Reason," to be sent
a panorama as abstract as the future itself. to Mr. J. K. P. Brown. The remainder
However, rational theory is the only is for the same old ship that I hav been
means of acquainting onrselvs with what sailing in for several years, THE TRUTH
might be ·called anything, for without SEBKE!i, and four copies of the " Age of
theory we "re without thought, and with- Reason." l ha-v t4r~El f~i~ijdfl that I waut

THE TRUTH SEEKER. DEOEMHER
to save, and I think that they are worth saving; and I also hav their promis that they
will read the·" Age of Reason" carefully.
S<> yon see
. that is all I can ask for. I feel
sure that it will knock more superstition
out of them in a short tUlle than the
preacher can talk. ·into. them in . a
whole year, for the preacher doesn't talk
common sense o~ use re~son, but talks
nons~nse and tnes to scare, and does
t
b
't ·
h
scare, a grea many y p1c nrmg tot em
the wrath of Go~ and opening th~ gat~s
of hell, and. letting them hliv an lm&glnar! peep at the _fiery furnace, an~ msybe
tell~ng them while they are lookmg that
the1r. o~d 13:randma or some other . near
rel~tiv 1s, surely t,here, because_ she did not
behave the appl~ story, the r1b story, or
some :ot_her f~ohsh s~ory equally _as a~surd, w1th wh1ch the1r old scrap-book 1s
crowded.
I asked a preacher a question once, and
this is the way he answered it: "I don't
propose to waste my shot on dead ducks."
I did not know until then that I was a
duck at all, . and don't know it yet. But
there is one thing .that I do know, and
that is, I hav never been ducked by a gospel pounder yet, and BtO. 11ot likely to be;
don't thin"!t that it would do any good,
unless he used a cake of soap _and a good
coarse towel, which he would not be likely
to do, as there would be some work about
that, a thing which the most of them don't
like very wail. Sorp.etimes I think that if
there is a God, and .he uses any class of
men for spokesmen, it must be snch'men
as Paine, Ingersoll, Putnam, Remsburg,
and other men of that type, men who tell
the people that they must save themselvs
and not pay for prayer3 by holy dro.nes
who cannot show one instance wh.ere they
ever had a prayer answered or show a
~eceipt for any soul they ever saved.
Well, as I am not much of a church-goer,
and think that Christianity as it is tft.nght
is a holy humbug, I may be one of Satan's
boys ; if I am, it doesn't bother me any.
Take the Bible for i~, he is a pretty good
old chap, and as sharp as a tack, and he
and our dear old mother Eve are the
whole sources of our knowledge. Hoping
that THE TRUTH SEEKER lamp ma:y hold
out to burn and shine brighter and
brighter;
J. C. MILLER.

troop home to graveyards at the approach
of sunlight. Yes, "Four Hundred Years
of Freethonght" is a great book in mate· 1, size, weight, and mechanical finish;
r1a
but far greater in ·its immeasurable worth
to spread the truth.
A Methodist lady is reading one of the
two sent me, and! intend to lend it to all
-orthodox people who will read it, as I hav
. ever been doing WI"th a}} m b k
d
1
w
y oosan
papers. The price is only$5· it is
th
$500-money cannot measnr~ its :a~~e.
The proem is worth $5; the introduction
is priceless, so much saving, b!lsic truth
"in a nutshell," so well expressed.
Reader, if yon hav not read the book,
go without something for your back and
stomach that yon may feed your mind. · I
must st')p.
·
J. H. CooK.
The Frnih of Priestcraft.
VINELAND, N. J., Dec. 6, 1894.
MB. EDITOR: The papers tell us that
there are a hundred and eleven thousand
priests_ ~nd clergymen. in this country.
lnAtead· of making the people brothers
and sisters, all working together in iove
for· the general good, they hav e-ot them
divided into a hundred and forty.fonr different sects, each sect hating all the others.
And this is all dcile by preaching from the
same man-made Bible about its man-made
God, the object of e~ch priest or clergyman being to :fill his own purse and liv at
ease.
Tb.e priests are impostors,
Their trade is a fraud;
They teach that the Bible
Came from a wise God;
But it proves him a being
. Of vengeance and wrath,
Dispensing injustice
Throughout his whole path.
The priests start revivals
That are but a fraudMere animal passion
And not from a god;
They frie-hten the weak ones
By preach-ing of hell
And soon hav them dupes
To their noisy old bell.
But the converts when made
Are worse than before,
For they think they are saved
And they ''go it " the more.
Churchmen in trading
Will cheat and will lie,
To build a grand church
Pointing up to the sky.
And their church frolics, festivals,
Feasts, fairs, and fun,
Intelligent heathen
Would carefully shun;
Church-women start
A brisk temperance hum,
But still hug. the Bible
That bids men drink rum,
Building up with one hand
What the other pulls downToo blind to observe
That no progress comes round.
Church girls sell kiBBes,
A quarter apiece,
To help raise the wherewith
To pamper the priest.
And some when they get it
Are so awfully glad
They whack the old Bible
As though they were mad;
I hav seen the leaves fall
From the pulpit to floor,
And wished they would whack
Till there was not one more,
For the sooner that book
Is out of their sight,
The sooner the people
Will learn to do right.
J. HAOKER.

S •. P. Pntnani's Works: His Great Book.
CoLUMBUs, KAN., Dec. 9, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: My conditions are such
that I hav read only part of "Four Hundred Years of Freethonght;" As I am
struggling to liv and life is uncertain I
hasten to giv my opinion as far as my few
feeble words can. Being a born lover
and seeker of truth and having for seventy
years, with insatiable love of knowledge,
read a vast amount of literature in search ·
of truth, I am, I think, somewhat qnali:fl.ed to appreciate Putnam and his work.
His writings for the past :fifteen years or
more hav been to me an inexpressibly
great mental feast. His poetical prose
and his poetry are always full of literary
gems-far more"important to me, they are
gems of truth; g·ems of nature; gems of
realities; gems "that will glitter on the
forefinger of all time " to emancipate, elevate, save, and bless humanity. S. P.
Putnam is (to me) to our present mental
revolnti~n what his namesake, General
Putnam (whose history I know), was to
the great Revolution that preceded our
American liberty, so called, but practiVariation of tile Magnetic Needle.
cally to a.great extent a misnomer comLoouBT CoRNER, 0., Dec. !l, 1894.
pared to my ideal of liberty.
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of Sept. 29~h
Yes, I glory in what S. P. Putnam has
done and is doing for truth and humanity. last, there appeared a letter from J. B.
I am proud and elated that he has, or Johnson, of Chattaroy, Wash., containing
seems to hav, a working and thinking some questions concerning the probable
organism so full of exhaustless (?) life and cause of the variation of the magnetic
energy, from sole to crown, to inspire needle.
I, too, hav been much interested in this
and awaken the ignorant, stupid, and apathetic; to penetrate and explore, and subject and can but regret that Mr. Johnspread tho light in new :fields from North son's letter did not bring out the informato South and East to West (this also ap- tion he desired.
I wish to advance a few ideas, which, I
plies to John Remsburg) to pioneer the
hope, may provoke some criticism, if nothway as I did in my way long ago.
Oh, that.we had a thousand or even a ing more.
All the variations of the needle will no
hundred Putnam& in the field (Remsbnrgs
too) to "carry the war into Africa"; to doubt be due mainly to magnetism of the
defeat and rout godism and priestcraft; to earth itself, though affected slightly, per"put to flight those silly superstitions haps, by the magnetic influence of other
with which tyrants hav enthralled man's planets, BI!JPJlCially by Venus and Jupiter.
~eason and liberty." Then would old
Professar-~orton, author of a number
Error flee from his victim!! all ghosts of scientific publications, has nnderta}ten
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to show that the earth derives its magnetism from the collision of the molecules of
its revolving and rotating ma!IS with the
ether of space. This, if true, will partly
explain the variations; at any rate, it will
serve as a basis for some further ideas.
The profeBBor furnishes much evidence
in the known properties of magnetism to
sustain his theory, which, in the absence
of inconsistent or controverting facts, may
be accepted for the present as a basis for
the writer's theories.
It is evident that the equatorial regions
encounter greater friction with the ethereal
medium than the poles because of the
greater motion of the former.
It is equally evident that the side of the
earth which is opposit the sun at any
instant meets greater friction than the
side next to the sun, and for the same reason. Owing to the inclination of the
earth's axis, the poles are alternately presented to the sun in the solstices, and at
right angles in the equinoxes; thus the
relativ inclination of the earth's axis to the
sun performs a complete revolution each
year, which must cause a corresponding_
variation in the ethereal friction in the
diffdrent parts of its mass. This may in
a measure account for the departure of the
magnetic from the geographical pole,
which departure, in the absence of rotation
and other influences, would seek a point
of equilibrium at -about twenty-three and
one-half degrees: But the rotation would
naturally counteract this tendency and
drive the magnetic pole to a point nearer
the geographi~al pole, where the two
opposing influences would balance.
A magnetic center reached in the man' ner here supposed would be permanent
unless disturbed by outside influences ..
Of these there· are possibly two: 1. The
precession of the equinoxes causes a slight
but constant variation in the annual revolution. 2. The varying positions of Venus,
Mars, and Jupiter, both in their distances
and the inclination of their poles to or
from the corresponding poles of the earth,
must result in complicated and ever-changing effects upon the magnetism of our
planet.
Magnetic variation is here " explained "
by theories based up)n a theory based
upon facts, and if errors in .reasoning are
visible to any truth seekers, they will
oblige the writer, and no doubt Mr. Johnson, by pointing out the same.
CaA.s. 0. HAYs.
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pass, to overcome, the spirits by which we
are there surrounded. They say that this
is to be preferred, as. eternal-rest would be
eternal stagnation.
To the young, in the activheat of strife,
when laurels are seen within their very
grasp and victory, with he.r rainbow-tinted
banner, ever waves them on, peace and
rest may seem stagnation; but to the old,
aweary with the toil and strife, sorrowladen, tt:~ar- stained, · heart- broken; in
whose souls the grim phantoms of despair
hold revel, the quiet found in a dreamless
sleep-, in a nameles~ grave, seems a boon
greatly to be desired. If there be~ future
life, whose environments must be guessed
by what we learn in this; if it be but the
continuation of this, then I would sleep
the quiet sleep of endless forgetfulness,
and instead of playing upon the harp of a
thousand strings I would. play upon the
stringless harp of eternal silence; and I
would pray in the la3t thross of expiring
nature, as the death damp bedewed my
brow; ere the eye had glazed, the pulse
had ceased to throb; whilst yet the tongue
the power had to lisp-! would pray: "0
God-if God there be-grant that death
may be my end, and raise me not up to a
life of endless toil and pain, but let me
sleep, sweetly sleep, the quiet sleep of
non-existence through all eternity."
It is sweet perhaps when death steals
from us our kind, fond parents, who hav
battled with the cares of life to make ours
less hard, to think, There is a future where
we can meet tha.t father and that mother,
and tell them how much we loved them,
how much ·we missed them when they
were taken away. Bat it is a selfish
thought. They were aweary, aweary with
toil, aweary of life, longed for rest; yet
we, who claim to love them, woultl cause
them to rise from their peaceful sleep to
liv a life of which we know nothing and
can hope but little; a life of toil more
wearisome perha.ps than this; a life to last
as long as endless God exists, for the selfish pleasure it might giv us to tell them of
our love. It is here that man's unwonted
selfishness looms forth in all its horrid
hideousness-at the graves of those we
love. We would not giv them up to the
destroyer worm, and so we raise them to
a life more sa:l, more drear, more damnable than this.
Or, when death came· among your
flowers and took away little Alice, took
that one cherished rose, how the tears
chased themselvs adownyonr ashen cheek;
Is Life Eternal~
you felt the clasp of that little fevered
hand grow weak; yon saw those pretty
Dec. 7, 1894.
MR. EDITOR: The day was when I would blue eyes, which had seemed for days to
hav given much, hav given life itself, to wear a heavenly light, put on. a lusterless
hav answered the above query in the :film; yon felt, as you held her little form
affirmativ; but now, since the goblet of against your anxious bosom, a spasmodic
life appears less sweet, since experience qniver of limbs and trunk and knew that
has shown the lees in the cup, and since all was over, and as you laid her little
our greatest joys are found, when grasped, wasted form upon its conch and left her
to be but bubbles, I, wavering, pause on little body to the sacrilegious care of
the dizzy bights of the granit cliffs whose stranger hands, you felt that if the power
bases are washed by the murky waves of were yours you would call her back; but
death's dark river-wavering, pause and as this power you lacked yon built for her
ask, If there be a life beyond the seething another life in the p1any-mansioned baaflood, were it worth the living?
ven, and then 'twere sweet perhaps to
The flower blooms to wither and decay; think yon would some day meet again
fruit ripens to fall and rot; man grows old your little Alice to tflll her how much she
to die; and then the flower, the fruit, the had been to yon-how dear, how sweet,
man are dead. And, may I ask, does how loved. But that too was a selfi3h
death end all?
thought. Yon hav raised her to a lifeThe Spiritualist says, ''No; there is an- yon know not of what; yon hav raised her
other life beyond the cares of this; beyond to liv yo a know not how-you know not
the surge of time; beyond the festering where. She missed a few roses, but many
pit, where souls immortal while eternity thorns;•some sunshine, but more shadow.
away basking in the rays of an eternal We who hav live:l and not in vain hav
sun on the flower-strewn banks of a celes· learned that in this life, though there be
tial stream, where sorrow is unknown and flowers and gilt, glitter and gold, yet
pain is never felt? The Materialist says, there are many more thorns than roses,
"Yes; there is no beyond. 'As the tree more clouds and shadows and sha.de thlln
falleth .so shall it lie.' Death is thQ end; sunshine.
They tell us that heaven is built alone
then comes the corroding worm, the loathsome pit, the dreamleBB sleep, and eternal on desire. We wish for it, therefere we
oblivion." Then, again, comes the Ag- believe in it. It may be so~ with some,
nostic with "I don't know." In truth we perhaps with many, but as for me, though
are all Agnostics, for we don't know. We I believe in a future life, yet I know not
may think we know, we may hope we if it ia desirable. As I said before, if it be
know, but we don't know.
· but a continuation of this life, then giv me
I am a Spiritualist-a medium. I hav instead the tuneless harp of endless silence,
seen some manifestations; yet I cannot and with it folded to my breast let me lie
say I know, nor can I say I hope.
down to that sweet peace found alone in a
Those who profess to know the most dreamless sleep, an endless sleep, a sleep
about that life on the shoreleBB deep tell that feels no awaking. Would I liv anus that life there is an eternal progression. other life like this? No, no, no. If the
Then there must be there, as here, a per- power were mine to "\\'ill I would not
petnal struggle for existence, ·an eternal choose another life, nor had fin the past
jostling, jolting, striving to excel, to sur- chosen this.
JAMES Po& CsiriER. ·
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GJ:u.L~ren's eorner.

What Boys Should Know.
Six things a boy ought to know:
That a quiet voice, courtesy, and kind
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall acts are as essential to the part in the world
River, Mass., to whom all Communica- of a gentleman as a gentlewoman.
tiom for this Corner should be sent.
That roughness, blustering, and even
foolhardiness are not manliness. The most
"Between the dark and the daylight,
firm and courageous men hav usually been
When the night is beginning to lower,
the most geu' le.
Comes a panse in the da:v's occupation•
That is known as the Children's Honr."
That muscular strength is not health.
That a brain crammed only with facts is
not necessarily a wise one.
.A. Gentleman.
That the labor impossible to the boy of
I knew him for a gentleman
By ~i gns that never fail.
fourteen will be easy to the man of twenty.
Hie coat was rongh and rather worn,
The best capital for a boy is not money,
His cheeks were thin and palebut love of work, simple tastes, and a heart
A lad who had his way to make,
loyal to his friends.
With little time for play! knew him for a gentleman
By certain signs to-day.

He met his mother on the street,
Off came his little cap.
My door wa• shnt-he waited there
Until I heard his rap.
He took the bundle from my hand,
And when I dropped my pen,
He sprang to pick it np for me,
This gentleman of ten.
He does not push and crowd along,
His voice is gently pitched;
He does not fling his books abont
A! if he were bewitched;
He stands aside to let yon pass;
He always shuts the door;
He runs on errands willingly,
To forge and mill and store.
He thinks ~f yon before himself,
He serves yon if he can;
For in whatever company
The manners make the man,
At ten or forty 'tis the same,
The manner tells the tale,
And I discern the gentleman
By signs that never fail.
-Jfaruaret E. Sanuster.

A. Gallant Rescue.

Here is a very charming cat and dog
story, for the truth and accuracy of which
the proud inhabitants of the Swiss village
where it occurred quite recently are, one
and all, ready to vouch.
A troublesome cat in the village had
been doomed to a watery death, and the
children of the owner had been told off to
take it in a sack to the river Aar and there
to drown it. The house dog accompanied
· the party to the execution, which was carried out according to parental instructions.
But, much to the surprise of the inmates,
a short time after the Cl!>t and dog, both
soaking wet, reappeared together at their
owner's door.
This is what had happened: The dog, on
seeing that the sack containing the cat was
thrown into the river, jumped after it,
seized it with his teeth, dragged it to the
bank, tore it open and restored his friend
the cat to life and liberty. It goes without saying that the death warrant of the
cat was destroyed after this marvelous
escapade.-London Million.
Jimmieboy's Letter to Santa Claus.
Dear Santa Olaus, if you could bring
A patent <loll to dance and sing,
A five-pound box of caramels,
A set of reins with silver bells;
An elephant that roars and walks,
A Brownie doll that laughs and talks,
A humming-top t-hat I can spin,
A desk to keep my treasures in;
A boat or two that I can sail,
A dog to bark and wag his tail,
A pair of little bantam chicks,
A chest of tools, a box of tricks;
A scarlet suit of soldier togs,
A spear and net for catching frogs,
A bicycle and silver watch,
A pound or two of butter scotch;
A small toy farm with lots of trees,
A gun to load with beans and peas,
An organ and a music box,
A double set of building blocksIf you will bring me these, I say,
Before the coming Ohristmas day,
T sort of think, perhaps, that I'd
Be pretty nearly satisfiPn.
-Harper's Young People.
Christmas in the Backwood!!.
"Well, my good man, going to hav a
Ohristmas tree this year?"
"Yes; done got it."
''Indeed!"
"That's what!"
"Where is it?"
"Hit's down thar in the swamp, an' ef
lhe dogs don't tell no lies, thar's a 'possum
up it."

Looking Up.
Dick: "I wish we had a great big dictionary."
Tom: " Do you want to look for something?"
"Dick: "Yep; the preserved cherries
grandma put up on the shelf, that I can't
reach standing on a chair."

this world, and drive from the mind of
the human race the illusion regarding God
and hell and the old ideas that hav so long
held the mind of human-kind in bondage.
When I think of the injnstice practiced on
those who are unable to discern it, I
almost lose faith in the fidelity of humankind. I am somewhat of an optimist, after
all, and believe, with Tennvson, " that
good shall fall at last-far off-at last, to
all-and every winter change to spring."
But I do not believe that what. is called
God is going to bring it about. Humanity
will make all the changes that are ever
made. What people call God is simply
a myth, nothing more or less. And every
intelligent man and woman is aware of
that fact to-day.
Like Ingersoll, "About the phantoms
called gods and their impossible hells, I
I hav no care, no fear."
I hope you will hav a good sale for
'' Right Living." The merits of the book
deserve it.
Feeling interested in your welfare, because ·I believe you a benefactor, I sincerely wish you a great degree of success.
Yours sincerely, 0. NEWTON WHEELER.
[Thank you, dear friend, for kind appreciation of our efforts.-ED. 0. 0.]

An Ounce of Prevention
is cheaper than any qnantityof cnre. Don't give
childl'en narcotics or sedatives. TheY are nnnec~
essary when the infant is properly noniished, "as
it will be if brought np on the Gail Borden Eagle
Brand Condensed Milk.

How's This!
We offer One Hnndl'ed Dollars Reward for any
case ol Catarrh tnat cannot be cured by Hall's
Catarrh Cnre.
.
E. J. CHENEY & CO , Props . Toledo, 0.
We the undersigned. have known W. F. Cheney
for the las~ 15 :vears. and believe him pal'fectly
honorable in all business transactions and financially able to carry ont any obligation made by·
their firm.
WEST & TnnAx, Whole• ale Druggists, Toledo.O.
WALDING1 KINNAN & MARviN, Wholesale Drnggi•ts 't'oleao.
0.
·
H&il'd Catarrh Cnre is talren internally. ac~ing:
directly upon the blood and mn cons snrfa•es of
the system. "Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold by all
Druggists. Testimonials.

In the nature of things,
SAYS

Truth Seeker Beadm·s !

Teaching His Teacher.
HAVE YOU THE
Jack: ".Miss Sharppin, tell me how
Book~
many peas are there in a pint?"
Teacher: " How can I tell, you foolish
Do yonr children lParn these beantifnlsongs of
boy?"
Tennvson. Whittier. Longfellow, and other -roets,
and
sing them in Your hoines, making them haP·
Jack: "Well, I can. · There's always P¥, and
bright ?-SEND FOB A OOPY,-Green cloth,
gilt title, 40 cents; half bonnd, l!5 cents.
one 'P' in a pint, yah!"

liberal H}mn

Correspondence.
MoPHERSoN, KAN., Nov. 29, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: I take pleasure in
writing to the Children's Oorner. My little
sister Susie is just taking her first steps.
I hav a little brother by the name of Ingersoll Stanley; he is three years old. I
hav a. little cousin three years old, and he
has no name yet. Let us try to find him
one. I forgot to tell you we liv in the
country five miles from McPherson.
Mamma said, "If Miss Wixon would see
little Susie she would not think her very
sweet, her face all smeared up with applebutter." I am twelve years old and go to
0ARRIE S. KUBIN.
school.
Yours,
P.S.-I would like some boys and girls
to write to me, and I will gladly answer.
[Little Susie's apple-buttered face is just
as swe?t, and sweeter, if anything. Now,
who wtll suggest a name for the dear little
three-year's-old boy? Surely he ought to
hav a name by this time.-ED. 0. 0.]
ANDOVER. KAN., Nov. 22, 1894.
DEAR Miss WIXoN AND FRIENDS oF
THE TRUTH SEl<lKER: I presume that all of
you hav forgotten me, but I hav not you.
I am away from home at school, and do
not see THill TRUTH SEEKER very often,
as the place where I am staying is of
that turn of mind that dates back to
the time of David (only they do nClt like
dancing). My teacher quotes scripture in
school a gre~~ot many times, but we Infidel
pupils hav to hold our tongues. One
day he explained the. six days and six
nights to the school. He said that the
days and nights, as used in the Bible,
meant long periods of time. He was
clear of saying anything about the morning and evening, as does the Bible. Of
course Olark B"aden made that plain to
him, for he is my teacher's idol. He also
said that David was a man after God's own
heart until he became bad. He did not
tell us whose heart he was after then. My
opinion is he was after human hearts.
I am secretary of the Social Science
Union at present. We hav done nothing
V!3ry wonderful as yet, but we are progressing rapidly. It is still in its infancy.
Many of its members are young people,
and are very busy in school. We are going to civ a dance Thanksgivin~ eve at the
G A. R. hall, Andover. I think it will be
a success. I will close with good wishes
for all of my Liberal friends, and success
to THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Yours for truth and justice,
LoTTIE WoLFE.
[It is too bad that your teacher does not
know that his business is to teach and explain secular subjects, and not the scriptures. Schooltime is too precious to waste
in that way.-ED. 0. 0.]
[EXTRAOT FROM A LETTER.]
SoUTH BUTLER, N.Y., Dec. 20, 1894.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I hav been reading
your book, "Right Living," and find it
very interesting. Hav also loaned it to a
number of my pious friends, and they
concur in my judgment. I wish more
t>uch books could be read by the masses
yve ~ight then hope for greater progres~
m this poor world. Your book is a practical one. That, in my judgment, is the
very best way to light the dark places in

Uarwin and After Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory.

By GEoRGE J. RoMANES,

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll,

A systematicExJ:!.osition of what may be termed
the Darwinism of Darwin, and intended to be of
service to the ~eneral reader rather than to profe•sed naturalists.
.
Mr. Romanes is well known as one of the most
mteresting of Rnglish writers npon evolution,
besides riLnking with ProfessOi' Hnxley in scientific knowledge and ability. And this Is a part of
his conclusion regar ;: ng the great subJect of
Design, to which the clmrch so often refers:
"'.fhns whether we look to the facts of adaptation or to those of beauty, ·everywhere throughout organic nature we meet with abundant
evidence of natural causation, while nowhere do
we meet with any independent evidence of
:upernatnral design. . . . Adaptation and
beauty are alike receiving their explanation at
t.he hande of a pnrelymechanical philoRophy...
'til nature hae thns been transformed before the
view of thl" pre•ent generation In a manner and
to an extent that has never before been posRible;
~tnd inaemnch as the change which has taken
place ha• taken plaue in the direction of naturalIsm, and this to the extent of rendering the
mechanical intP.r_pretation of nature universal, it
is no wonder if the religions mind has suddenly
awakened to a new and a terrible force in thll
words of its traditional enemy-Where is now
th God?"
ffinstrated Price, cloth.,~. $2.
A.ddl'ess.
TH.I!i TRUTH SEEKER.

This is Oolonel ~NGEBSOLL's great
lecture, printed in a handsome pamphlet, and containing the Century's
famous portrait of Lincoln-said to
be the best extant. Price, 25 cen~s.

Researches in Oriental History,

SHAKSPERE

" In the nature of things there can be
no evidence to establish the claim of
inspiration." Such is the text of the
Oolonel's new lecture entitled

All About the
Holy Bible
Just published in a large and handsome pamphlet. Price 25 cents. Address The Truth Seeker Oo.• New York.

LINCOLN

\

"An intellectual ocean, whose waves
touched all the shores of thought."
Origin of the Jews, the Rise and Devel·
opment of Zoroastrianism, and the
A lecture by INGERSOLL, with likeness
Derivation of Christianity;
of Shakspere from the Kessel.stadt
to which is added,
death mask. Price, 25 cents.
WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS t
EMBRACING THE

Bv GEORGE W, BROWN, M.D
Fourth Eattton.
Part I.-Researches in Jewish History; ten chap
ters.
Part II.-Researches in Zoroastrianism; thirteen
.
chapters.
Part ill.-Derivation of Christianity ; twenty
chapters.
Part IV.-Whence Ca'lle the Aryans? Five chapters.
Elegantly bonnd in cloth, price, $1.:iO.
Addl'ess all orders to THE. TRUTH SEEKER
COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City.

J.D. SqaYJ's Boo~s.

RELIGION NOT HISTORY.
Examination of the Morals a.nd History
of the New Testament.
By PBOI'. Jl'. W. NBW'JUII,
Prioe 1!1i '.lentil.
l<'lfti'AAA

'I'Rlil T"RTIT"R Rli!F.lCli!"R,

SHA.LL THE BIBLE BE REA.D
IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS?
Bv R, B, Westbrook, A.M.
Third Thousand.

The Bible>: What Is IU A pamphlet con-

taining eight· chapters in refutation of thet
assumption that the Bible is a divine book o
!)nre thought, and correct in all its utterances
Pnce, 25 cents.

Studies In Theology. A clear exposition

of the biblical story of man's "creation," .!W·«l
"curse," theologically denominated "the f....,
Price, 10 cents.
•

The Bible Against Itself. Oontainmg

one hnnflred and fifty plain self-contradictions
of the Biblehlinvolving q.nestions of theology,
morale, and 'story, Price, W cents.

The Human Nature of Jesus. A refuta-

tion of the assumption that he was a divine
11.erson,.and that he was th.e fnlflllment of Old
Testament prophecies. Pnoo, 10 cents.
JJberalism. Treating the subject fro~ a
negative and affirmativ;e standP.oint, showmg
what it is not and what It is. Price,5 cents.
Addl'ess
THE TRUTH SEEKE~
liS Lafayette pJaoe. New Yor..
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casm. By L. G. Reed. Paperi 15 cents.

Remodeling the Uovernmen • With Re-

marks on the Bible and the Liq_119r Business,
the Christ .Principle, etc. By W. L. Willis.
Paper, 10 cents.

Thumbscrew and Rack. Illustrations sne-

oially pre.Pared, and the text by Geo. E. Maodonald. Paper,1o cents.

Self-Contradictions· of the Bible. Ninth
Abraham Lincoln: Was He a Christiant

$1.

By John E. Remsburg. Oloth, $1; paper, 50
cents.

voltaire· s Romances, ProfUI!ely illustrated.

Pen-Pictures of the World's Fair. illus·
trated.
cents.

Half calf, $4; vellum cloth, $1.50.

Darwin and After Darwin,

By George J.

Old Testament Stories Comically Illustrated

Design Argument Fallacies. A Refutation of the Argument that Nature Exhibits
Marks of Having Been Designed !!Y an Intelligent Being. By the Editor of THE TBUTB
.SEEKER. Paper, 15 cents.

Crimes of Preachers in the United States.
By M. E. Billings, Paper,ll5 cents.

Handbook of Freethonght.

conway's Life of Paine. Two large, hand-

· in cloth, with gold lettering and side
stamp, for $1.50. In plain boards, $1.
·

some volumes. The best and only complete life of Paine. Half calf, $10; in
cloth, $5.

the World, by D. M. Bennett, 4

volumes, red cloth covers, $6.50: leather,
red edges, $9.50; morocco, gilt edges,
$10.50.

parton's Life of Voltaire,

Of which the

same can be saud as of Conway's Life of
Paine. Half calf, $10; in cloth, $6.

]he World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers. 1,075 pages. 8vo. Cloth, $8;

Bell. Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Prove that the Pursuit of Pleasure is the s'ne
of Intellectual, Moral, 1\Ild Social
Development, and that the Promotion of
Pleasure is the Duty of Philanthropl' and
Statesmanship. By Albert M. Lorentz, LL.B.
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

fJ..Ua non

I

The Creation of God. Tracing the God·
Ideo to Its Source. By Jacob Hartmann, M.D.
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Joslyn Gage. Leather, $8; cloth, gilt top,
$2.
.

The Gods and Religio11s of Ancient ar~d Modern
Times. Two volumes. Written in

Besurrection of Jesus. By Don Allen.
Cloth, 75 cents· cloth, 40 cents.
Facts and Fictions of Life. By Helen

History of Christianity, Comprising all that
relates to Christianity in the "Deeline
and Fall of the Roman Empire." Half
calf, $4; vellum cloth, $2.

prison. In cloth, $3 per volume, or $5 for
the two volumes; in leather, $7; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.

Buchner, M.D.
cloth, $1.50.

Silk

H. Gardener. Cloth, $1,~ paper, 50 cents.

Woman, Church and ;:,tate. By Matilda
Joslyn Gage, cfoth, $2; leather, t_s.
The Church and Freethonght. By Frank-

By Professor Ludwig

Force and Matter.

fngerso/1' s Prose Poems and Selections·

Half calf, $3; vellum

lin Steiner. Paper,10 cents.

The

·Dynamic Theory of Life and Mind. By James

, fngerso/f' s Principal Works: Gods and Other

Paper,ll5 cents.

Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.

Cloth, gilt top, $1.25.

A Prose Poem. ByR. G. Ingersoll

cosmian Hymn Book.

22x28;

By Susan H. Wixon.

A new Liberal novel.

By Raymond Russell.
back stamp, $1.

In color; on boards, beveled, gilt edges, 50
cents.

Deb,tsion. One of Otto Watt-

Bible Inquirer. By Andrew JacobsoB.

Lessons From the World of Matter and the
World of Man, By Theodore Parker.
Asleep and Awake.

~iant

stem's Friendly Arguments with the Spiritualists. Paper, 10 cents.

B. Alexander. Cloth, $!il.75.

Lectures; Ghosts and Other Lectures;
Some Mist!!_kes of Moses; Interviews on
Talmage; What Must We Do to Be Saved?
Blasphemy; Crimes Against Criminals.
1,141 pages. In one volume, half calf, $5.

By W. S.

Pleasure and Progress: An Attempt to

.A

By Matilda

woman, Church, and State.

leather, $4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

Paper, 26

By Samuel P. Putnam. J:'aper, 26 cents,

An Exceptionally Hand-

some and Interesting book, Without Superstition, for Children ana Youth. The
Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-book
ever issued. 66 full-page illustrations and
25 smaller; large type, heavy, toned paper,
broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224
pp., boards, $1.

cloth, with gold lettering and side stamp,
for $2.50. In plain boards, $2.

By Samuel P. Putnam.
,

Religion a Curse, a Lie1 and a Disease.

Romanes. Silk cloth, gilt top, $2.

The Story Hour.

The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book, in

Lithograph of R. G. Ingersoll.

Jingles and Prose. Fact, Fun, and Sar-

edition. Price, 15 cents.

Allin A Lifetime, by Miss Wixon.

of the Civil War. By Helen H. Gardener.
Oloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.

Lif~.

in the light of modern thought. By F. D.
Cummings. l'aper, 50 cents· cloth, $1.

Gilt stamp. $1.26.

A Historical Story

From his Writings_ and Sayings.
cloth, $2.50; tree calf, $9 ..

Religion and· the Bible. An old subject

We have (ffiite a number of books appropriately
bound for Holiday purchasers, and we will pack
them carefully so they can go any distance in the
mail, or by prepaid express. The following are
all good books for the purpose :

Apples of Gold, by Miss SllS8D. H. Wixon

ics as Understood by a Student of Science.
"Right Living " is well bound in cloth
and printed on good paper. Price, $1.

A dip into the future

of mankind on eaTth. By Dr. E. B. Southwick. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

50 cents.

Right Living. By Susan H. Wixon. Eth-

Aro~nd

The .Better World.

hands often changes the vie,vs of several persons.

photograph (Cabinet) of R. G. Ingersoll.

From

Columbus to Ingersoll, By Samuel P·
Putnam. 141 full-page half-tone portraits of the most eminent Freethinkers
and philosopherR. living and dead, of the
past four hundred years. Large octavo
1165 pages, gilt sides and back, marbled
edges. Price, $5.

An Unofficiat' Patriot.

from TaxatiOn? Reasons Why It Should Not.
P!!!Per, 15 cents.

In selecting Holiday Presents for their friends,
LiberrJ.s should remember that good books make
lasting impressions. and please as well every day
in the year. A. Liberal book in 'lb.e right

~~~'"'--"""-.."'-"""-..'"'-"""

·

By Samuel P. Putnam. Subscription book
elegant binding, one hundred and· forty-one
portraits, $5.

Church Pro\)erty: Should It be Exempt

P~(S(XTS

Four Hundred Years of Freethought.

OUR NEWEST BOOKS.
Four Hundred Years of Freethonght

Paper, 10 cents.

Chas. Bradlaugh's Works.

Cloth, side and

With music to all

the son~;s. Edited by L. K. Washburn.
Cloth, gilt side stamp, $1.50.

inches, heavy plate paper, 50 cents

lfir For Other Books See the Advertisements, or Send to Us for a Free Oatalogue . ..I1!JI
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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All are architects of fate
Working in these walls of time
Some with massiv deed and great,
Some with ornaments of rliyme.

.TINGLES OF

HUMOR,
SARCASM,
AND FACT.
. TO

Antiquity
DIRECT LEGISLATION.
By the (litizenship through the
Unveiled . Initiative and Referendum,
-oAnotent Vowes
rrom the B:DtrH
Realm atsolose the
most Btart!tna Reve!attons.

Tingle 'the Pries-t
. TO WHICH ARE ADDED

-o-

PrOYing Cbrlstlanlty
to be of
Heathen Origin.

A Few Select Prose Pieces.
By L. G. REED.

Price,
Address

15 cents.
,.HE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette 1:'1., New York,

BY J, W. SULLIVAl'l.
Price, ll5 cents. Address TBB TRUTH I'IBBXBB,

Travels in Faith.
BY OAPT. ROBERT 0. ADAMS.
Beinll' the story of hie mental joumer from
orthociox:v to Rationalism.
Pnoe. vaver. 25 cents: cloth. 75 cents.

Colonel Kelso's Works.

[ILLUSTBATED.l

The False Teachin~ of the Christian
Church. "The Thirty-nine Articles of
the Ohristian church are thirty-nine poor.
broken-down opinions." Prioe, 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think of

a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers,
or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a
crusade of one against the Oolorado beetle I"
Price, 10 cent&.

Address

HUMANITY'S GAIN FROM UNBELIEF.
ffiR North Amertcan Revteto article reprinted.
1Q cents,

THE
GIANT DELUSION.
fJonsideration of the Doctrine

HERESY: ITS UTILITY and MORALITY.

of Personal Immortality.

WHEN WERE OUR GOSPELS WRITTEN~

A Plea and a Justification. Third edition.
Price, 25 cen tR.

A.

By OTTO WETTSTEIN.

Fourth Edition. Price, 25 cents.

NOTES ON CHRJSTIA.N El'IDENCES.

Being CriticiRms on the " Oxford House Papers," with Replies by their authors. 25 cents.

TRACTS.

Address THE TBUTH BEEKER.

By ARTHUR B. MOSS.
With Portrait and Biogra,p!lical Sketch by
G. STANDRI.NG.
Contents-Two Re~elations. Man and the
Lower Animals. Design and Natural Selection.
Bible Horror~ or, True Blasphemy. Health,
Wealth, and nappmess. Bible Saints and Sinners.
In limp cloth, 50 cent~
Address
1'HE Tl\UTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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Man; Whence and How? Or1 Revealed and
Real Science in Conflict. Relilnon: What and
Why? Or, God -X. Price, $1.ll5.

THE TBUTH SEEKER

Religons Problems. Price, 10 cents.
A Paper read at the International Freethonght
Congress at Chicago, October 5, 1893.
Was Jesus Insane! Price, 10 cents.
Price, 10 Cents.
The Public ·Schools and the Catholie
Church. Price, 5 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER

Lectures and Essays

In two volumes. Vol. I.-Heresy; Its Morality and Utiliw; Is There a God? Has Man a
rsoul? Were Adam and Eve Our !:First Pfl,rents?
~Who was JesuR? What Did Jesus Teach? The
Atonement; Life of Abraham; Life of Jacob;
Life of Moses; Life of David,;. Life of Jonah;
The Twelve Apostles; When vvere Our Gosp_els
1JWritten? A Plea for Atheism. Price, $1. Vol.
f1II.-Humanit;v's Gain From Unbelief; Notes on
.Christian EvrdenccR. In Rel,'lY to the Oxford
Honse Papers; A Cardino.ls Broken Oath;
Supernatural and Rational Morality; Mr. GladRtone's Replv to Colonel In~erRoll on Christian;
ity; A FewWordR About the Devil; Has Man a
'' Soul? Two Nights' Debate at Burnley with
'the Rev. W. M. WeRterbv; SeculariRm UnphiloRophical1 Unsocio.l, and Immoral. Three nights'
~Debate
m London with the Rev. Dr. McCann.
'
'Price, $1.

FREETHINKERS' TEXT-BOOK. Part 1.

Price, • - - - •1.50.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

THEOLOf:HCAL ESSAYS.

COSMIAN

HYMN-BOOK.

A OOLLEOTION OF

ORI&INAL AND SELECTED HYMNS
I'OB

Liberal and EthicalSocfeties, for Schools
and the Home.

--

-With Music Written to All the Bongs.,

OollPILBD

Price. $1.&0.

BY J.i. K. WASHBURN,
J'Ol' s.te at THIS ODIOB

l'he Bible Analyzed. Cloth, oet&To, 8liJ
pages, $8.

Deity Analyzed. Cloth, 12mo, $1.00,
'"'l.le Real Blasphemers. Paper, 12n>o,
138 pages, rl()c.

Spiritualism Sustained.
·w; pages, $1.

ITnherse ~

tl.

Land Question, 5 cents; Were Adam and Eve
Our First Parents? 5 cents; Why Do Men
Rtarve? 5 cents; A Plea for Atheism.,_ 5 cents;
Is There a Goa? 5 cents; Labor's rraver, 5
cents; Poverty,ltsEffects on the Political Condition of the Peo;P.le, 5 cents; New Life of David,
5 cent•: New Lrfe of Jonah, 5 cents; A Few
Words About the Devil,5 cents; NewLrfe of Ja.
cob,5cents; TwelveApostles,:._5cents; WhoWas
Jesus Christ? 5 cents; WhatJJidJesus Teach? 5
5 cents; New Life of Abraham, 5 cents; New
Life of Moses, 5 cents. On orders for these
Tracts we will send 11!1.10 worth for 1111: $2.50
worth for $2; $5 worth for $8; and $10 worth
for $5.
Address THE TRUTH' BF.EKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York
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Gsms of ~houg!t.
MEN are builders of their own destiny,
and more especially of the destiny of their
children.

fooled or abated of any jot of her authority I ~(
by the pertest of her sons; and as !ast ~s
. ·. . , 3
the public mind is opened to more mtelh- C::
gence, the code is seen to be brute and '\' [;{~
stammering. It speaks not articulately,
and must be made to. Meantime the edncation of the general never stops.-Ralph

-:z.g

ness.-Grant Allen.

IT is only, dull people who associate
brilliancy with superficiality, and imagin
that because a man is witty he must, therefore, be shallow. Going over the writings
of Voltaire, I am as struck by the soundness of his judgments as by his facility of
expression. · • · A book might be
written on Voltaire's anticipations of modern thought. He accepted the view of
man's savage origin. He derived the belief in ghosts from dreams, and discerned
the magical nature of early religion. He
anticipated most of the social and political
problems of our time. He stated the population question before Malthus. He
cleared the way for modern science.-J.

A. NEW AND VA.LVABLE BOOK.

R e 1•1g1on
•
and the Bible.

Waldo Emerson.

I~ all ancient Ohristian literature there
is not one word that tells the slave to revolt,
WHY the outcry made against the nude
or that tells the master to liberate the in art ? If we are to hav truth, why not
slave, or even that touches the problem of pure truth ? Why half truth ? The
public right which arises out of slavery.- answer comes from the jungles of India,
Ernest Renan.
where prehistoric anchorites sought, by
STUDYING Sociology scientifically leads mortification of the flesh, to achieve a life,
to fairer appreciations of different parties, half in thi!! world, half in another; from
political, religions, and other. The con- the desert cells where early Ohristian devception initiated and developed by social otees, deriving a half knowledge from Inscience is at the same time radical and dian sources, sought salvation in starvaconservativ-radical to a degree beyond tion, scourging, and ne~Zlect of the bodyanything which current radicalism con- the temple of the soul. During the formaceives; conservativ to a degree beyond tiv period of the now so-called Ohristian
anything conceived by present conserva- faith and dogma (orthodox), during the
time when the pure knowledge and belief
tism.-Herbert <Spencer.
of the early disciples was aggregating to
WHATEVER givs literature spontaneity, itself the vast mass of Indian, Greek, and
candor, profundity, bringing the word di- other folk·lore, myths, traditions, rites,
rect from its human background, must and customs, in which it now lies incrusted,
commend itself to a ripe intelligence. the question of clothing the body was,
Genninness is inestimable. Genuinness among other things, by degt<ees, considered
plus breadth adds by more than double to and settled. As physical culture had
the wealth of expression. Dialect may be formed part of the Grmco-Roman system
classic. By independence of model And of natnre worship, and as men had shown
tradition, by entire abandon to immediate honor to the gods by appearing nude in
inspirations, an artist accomplishes a com- the arena and the temple, so these monkprehensiv purpose.- Horace L. Traubel.
ish factions rapidly settled upon the opMosT people nowadays think, either ex- posit theory, that the right way to honor
plicitly or virtually, that the highest and god was to degrade and conceal the body.
noblest thing in life is to dwell upon the All bodilY' perfection and physical beauty
attributes of imaginary beings, and to were condemned, and in conformity with
merit by more or les,s ascetic observance these ideas the degraded art of the early
their aid and approval. The hedonisi sets Ohristian centuries shows us drawings of
men free from such slavish ideals~ He shapeless, att.ennated bodies, with pipeshows them that it is bett.er io st.and erect st.em arms and legs, swaddled in masses of
like a man than to grovel like a dog befQre drapery. Such was the origin of the
an angry mast.er; t,o face the co.smos],than modern attitude toward the nude in art.to tremble at it; to love bean~ and good- Roger Cunningham, in American Art
ness and purity for their own s.ake,~, than P1"inter.
to reject the firs.t, to pursue the second
through hope of gain, and to confound the
third with repression and nnwholesomeTHE

1894.

By F. D. CUMMINGS.
;. .·

A Series of Stxteen Freethought Essays.
Subjects.
.
.
Introduction. I The God and Man of the Brble. IT. God and the DeVIl. ill. Is the Bible Contradictory? IV Jesus-Was He the Fulfillment of Hebrew Prophecy and Expeotanoy? V. Jesus
the Teo.cher of RighteonsneRs. VI Did the Disciples Look for an Immediate Resurrection? VII.
What Does the Bible Teach Regarding the Second· Coming of Christ? VII The Christ Spirit Outside the Bible. IX What Is the !Sible? X. How Man Advances. XI. Whv· Do Men Chng to the
Bible? XII. Belief'rUnbelief, Faith. Reason, an9 Pr<Lyer. XIIT. Is There a God? XIV. Reward and
•
Punishment. X v. mmortahty. XVI. Conclusion.

A Book that should be in the hands of all who seek the Lll!ht.
Price, paper,

50 cents; cloth, $1.

SCIENTIFIC BOOKSCHEAP
By the census of 1896, the
above is the value of

Church Property
in the United States.

Slwuld It Be Exempt from
Taxation?
REASONS WHY IT SHOULD NOT.

Our _pamphlet with this title contains an Argument for Equality of Taxation, and a Statement
l)f Facts, giving, from the Census of 1890,
the Value b:y Denominations, of Church ProPerty in the Umted States and in the several States
and l'erritories and in all Cities having 25,000 or
more inhabitants; so arranged ag to show at
a glance the relative standing as to Wealth of the
Leading Denominations and Denomina-tional
Groups. Also, much other matter of especial interest to certam Cities, States. and Sections, all
comparisons being based upon official fi~ures.
1:'his pamphlet is the only one of the kmd published. In no other work are the 1 acts, figures,
and arguments to be found. The figures. being
derived from the Government Census of 1890. will
AND
not be superseded until the census of 1900 shall
have been completed- probably about eight
'on
years hence. The arguments are unanswerable
and will hav the dew of morning on them so long
the injustice of church exemption is suffered
THE CONFLicrf BmEEN MENTAL SCIENCE as
to exist.
B:y single copies the price is 15 cents, but as the
work is published specially for distributiOn by
those who favor justice in taxation the followin2"
By EDCAR C. BEALL, M.D.,
reductions are made:
with a preface by
$1.00
Ten copies.
Fiftv copies.
4.50
.R. G. INGERSOLL.
One hundred copies •
8.00
This is the only work of its kind in the literaLarger quantities at Slli)Cial rates.
ture of Freethonght. Its arguments are based
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, New York.
upon scientific phrenology, and appeal directly
to the reader's seLse of logic and love of justice.
It is eloquent as well as convincing.
MORGAN A. ROBERTSON'S
Price, cloth, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

BRAIN

BIBLE;

AND THEOLOGY.

.

M. Wheeler.
WE. are superstitious, and esteem the
statute somewhat; so much life as it has in
the character of living men, is its force.
']'he statute stands there to say, Yesterday
we agreed so and so, but how feel ye about
.this article to-day? Our statute is a currency, which we stamp with our own portrait; it soon becomes unrecognizable, and
in process of time will return to the mint.
Nature is not democratic, nor limited
monarchal, but despotic, and will not be

ESTABLISHED 1865.

·E. C. Reichwald & Bro.,
ReceiverB and Shippers of

~-RUITS

The Truth Seeker, New York.

and VEGETABLES
·and

Out of various importations and purchaSes of scientific works, at different
times, we hav on hand a copy or two each
of the following, to which we call attention, as enabling our readers to get a good
deal for their money:
The Rise and Early Constitution of Universities,
with a survey of Mediwval Education. By
S. S. Laurie, L.L.D. 75 cents.
The Dawn of HistoiT: An Introduction to PreHistoric Study. l!]dited by C. "F. Keary, M.A.,
of the British Museum. Cloth, 75 cents.
On The Study of Words. By Richard Chenevix
Trench, D.D. Cloth, 75 cents.
Fetichism: A Contribution to Anthropology an
the History of Religion. By Fritz l::lchrutz.
76 cents.
English: Past and Present. By Richard Chenevix Trench, D.D. 75 cents.
Modern Science and Modern Thought. By S.
Laing. 75 cents,
.
Formation or Vegetable Mould through the action of Worms, with observations on their
habits. By Charles Darwin. 75 cents.
The Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer. 75 cts
'Science and Crime.._and Science and Poet1'Y..t. with
other essays. .tlY Andrew Wilson, F.n.S E.
Two books in one volume. 75 cents.
The Land Question: Containing the History of
Land Holding in England by Joseph Fisher,
F.R.H.S.; and Historical Sketch of the Distribution of Land in England, by William
Lloyd Birbeck, M.A.. 75 cents.
The Black Death: an account of the Great Pestilence of the fourteenth century, and the
Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages. By J. F.
C. Hecker, M.D. Two books in one volume.
75 cents.
Gliml1!les of Nature. I!;~C Andrew Wilson, F R
S.l!] .• F.L.S., with 85 Illustrations. $1.
illusions: A Psychological Study. B:y: James
Sully. 75 cents.
Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves. By Sir John Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S., M.P., D.C.L., LL.D., with
numerous illustrations. 75 cents.
Geological Sketcbes at Home and Abroad. B.r
Archibald Geike, LL.D., F.R.S. 75 cents.
Current D_ iscnssion in Scienc~ and Scientific As. pect·of some Familiar Things. By W.·M.
Williams, F.C.S. Two books m one volume.
75 cents.
Charles Darwin; His Life and Work. By Grant
Allen. 75 cents.
SELECT WORKS OF RICHARD A. PROCTOR,
Light Science for Leisure Hours.
Fainiliar Essays on Scientific Subjects.
Hereditary Traits, and other Essays.
Miecellaneons Essays.
illusions of the Senses, and other Essays.
Notes on Earthquakes, with fonrteen,miscellane
ons Essays. Six books in one volume. $1.50

Christianity and Evolution.

GENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS
in

By ARTHlJR H

MOSS.

With Preface by J. M. WHEELER.
CoNTENTS-The Pagan Roots of Christianity
[IlLUSTRATED
The Borrowings of Christianity. The Evolution
By Carey K .. Jurist._
of ·the Christian Trinity. 1 'ri~>:inal Sin and the
A Medley of Gospels. Wanted
SPECIALTIES:
The text is poetical and the illustrations are Atonement.
Con temporarY Evidence. Paley's "Evidences ol
Florida and California Products-Bananas, Orfearful for ministers to behold.
ChristianhY " Examined. The Testimony of
anges, Lemons, Cranberriesi Pm~apfles,
Paul. Did Jesus Rise From the Dead and Ascend
There are 70 broad pages and the price is only into
Grape•, Peache•, Pears, P urns, Me .
Heaven? 'l'he First Four Christian Centuons, Apples, Berries.
ries. A Thousand Dark Years. The Dawn of
50 CENTSJ CLOTH,, $1.
Potatoes, Onions, Cabbage•, Cucumbers, TomaScience.
Christianity on the Wane.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
toes, Colery, Beets, Carrots, Turnips,
Price, Cloth, $1.
28 Lafayette 1'1 •. New Ymk.
Popcorn, S~nash, Crab Ap.
Address
THE TRUTH REEKER,
pies, l!]gg Plant.
28 Lafa.yette Pl. New York.
Special attention paid to filling orders for
Poultry, Eggs, Cheese, and all kinds of Fruits
and Vegetables in their season.
Right Living. Ethics as Understood by
ms
a Student of Science. Cloth, $1,
Four Centuries of Progress. Life, Works, Career, and Prophecy.
234: So. Water St., Chicago. Woman:
By Susan H. Wixon. PI!<Jler, 10 cents.
A Lecture
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 800 PP:;,$1.
.
.
ByTHADDEUSB.WAKEMAN
Apples of ttold. And Oth~ Stories for
Boys and Girls. 12mo, 883 pp., f1.25.
Price, 10 Cents.
The Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand·
A little book of ~8 pa~es, full of scientifio
some and Interesting BookhWithont Supersti- thought.
The storv of this gre\t scientist's life
tion for Children and Yont , The Only Free- and works reads
like an enchanting tale.
The Bible of Nature: A Oontribntion
thinkers' Children's Story-book ever issued·.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
to the Religion (If the Fntmre. Cloth. $1.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
28 Lafayette Place, New YorkOitv,
tvPe, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illusThe Secret of the East;· or, The Origin
trated covers; 4to, 224 pp., boards, $1.
of .the <;Jhristian Religion and the Significance
of Its Rise and Decline. Cloth, $1.
Address. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO
WITH DAUGHTER'S BABE UPON HIS KNEES
Physical Education; or, The Health-Laws
' A new edition of that splendid :!?rose Jl..Oem,
o{ Nature. Cloth, $1.
"Life," by "the prince of orators, ' Col R. G.
Housellold Remedies for the Prevalent
ln!l:ersoll. It is larger and better than the old
Disorders of the Hnma.n Orgamam. Cloth, $1.
edition, and can be framed or placed upon the
Zoological Sketches: A Oontribution to
table as an ornament. In the center of the card
By Arthur B. Moss.
the On.tdoor study of Natural History. lllns·
appear the portraits of the Colonel and the baby,
tra.ted by H. Faber. Clotht..$2.
Of this valuable book the London " Free- ,urronnded by the prose poem, which has been
Address
THE TnUTH SEEKER,
thinker" says: "It is by far the best production truthfully described as, " one of the masterpieces
28 Ll.fl,yette Place. New Yo1'k.
of Mr. Moss's pen, and we heartily recommend of the orator and ~oethwho now, as far as we
it as an excellent text-book of the subject. The. know, stands alone m i e living world." It will
manner is good. and the style is bright. The make a deli~htfnl present, and will be a souvenir
is canned along on an easy-flowing stresm not only of mtellectnal greatness, but of artistio
PRIESTLY CELIBACY EXPOSED reader
of ~ience, history, ethics, and common-sense."
workmanship. It is :printed on heavy board,lril.t
boveled edge. The SIZe is 12x16 inches, and the
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
By Jbly. G. T. Fox, M.A.
11rice only?5 cents, Po~id.
Address
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER,
TRUTH BEEKER,
Prlae.15 aeDw.
Addre11 i\!1 ol!n.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
"~~~•n"' 'Qlr.oe, t{ew YorJI,
BUTTER, EGGS, CHEESE, AND POULTRY.

THE

BETTER

WORLD.

A PHILOSOPHICAL ROMANCE

By Dr. E. B. SOUTHWICK.
For I dipt into the future, far as human eye could
Saw the Vision of the .;~~\d, and all the wonders
that would be.

O said the poe. t Tennyson, and al-

S

though what he saw was more or
less remarkable he was on the outside of the tent relatively to our present author. Dr. Southwick, without
telling us how he got there, relates
the many and strange adventures that
befell him in a land wil"IJ.out a sun or
a newspaper, but where light and
everlasting spring abide nevertheless ;
where women are the stronger sex,
where aU dress alike, wear no buttons,
go in bathing together, and are "naked and not ashamed."
There is something of " Looking
Backward" in this book, with a spice
of Gulliver added, and it is totally devoid of religious superstition. It will
be ·read with interest and curiosity.
Published and for sale at this office.
Price, cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents.
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BOOKS BY
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The Bible and Evolution.

Prof. Ernst Haeckel,
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AT the milliner's hung a hat very fair
And Mrs. Blinker prayed for it.
The powers immortal answered her
prayerBut Mr. Blinker:paid for it!
-Puck.
'' 'PINIONS," · said Uncle Eben, '' hez
allus gotter be considered f'um de stan'
p'int ob de pusson dat 'spresses 'em. Yoh
kain't expect de tuh'key ter hab special
admiration for er Thanksgivin' bill ob
fare."- WaBhington Star,
THE Rev. Mr. Harps (solemnly): "My
dear friend, cannot I say something to
turn you from your present sinful and ruinous course? Remember that the wages
of sin is death!" Alkali Ike: "Aw, shucks,
elder I I'm not follerin' this y,ere course
fer wages; I'm simply in. it fer the fun of
the thingi"-Puck.

PRICES AGAIN· REDUCED!

TH~

Truth Seeker Annual
JJfn~tthinl,~rn' Jtnumat,
-AND-

A GOOD story is told of a number of.boyEi
who were playing on Satttrday in front of ·
an Episcopal church. The reotor suddenly came out of his parsonage and told
the boys.to be quiet in front of the Lord's
house, " That is all right, mister," said
the boys; "The Lord is not here to·d~y.
He is down the street at the Jewish syna~
gog."-JewiBh MesBenger.
. .,
THE South Carolina PresbY,tery, at a
recent meeting, received into 1ts membership, after. examination, the Rev. James
Woodrow, D.D., who has been under a
cloud for some time on account of certain
views about the descent of man which he
is supposed to hav entertained. He was
asked if he believed the holy scriptures
contained in the Word of God, and an~
swered that he did. FJrther: "Do you
believe that Moses wrote the Pentateuch?"
"Most of it, sir." "What portion do you
think he did not write?" "The account
of his own death."-Argonaut.
DAMP! OR BE DAMNED!
A CHRISTIAN RONDEAU.
"He that believeth and iB baptized
shall be saved."-JeBUB OhriBt.
Unless you're damped you'll go to hell,
Howe'er your trustful faith may swell!
As Jews perforce were circumcised,
Believers must be all baptized:
Or else, as scriptures plainly tell,
II\ endless fires be maile to yell
By· him that "doeth all things well."
0 yes! you'll all be carbonized
Unless you're damped,
Belief alone will ne'er repel
Old Nick, nor break his wicked spell;
But faith and damp, we're all advised,
Will render Satan exorcised.
Now, don't forget! you'll go to hell
Unless you're damped.
-G. L. Mackenzie, in London Freethinker.
FIXING THE RESPONSIBILITY."
·• How did you fiad matters over at
Boomopolis?" asked tile able editor of the
Hawville Clarion, of Colonel Handy Polk,
the enterprising real estate agent, who had
been spending a few days in a neighboring·
settlement.
" There is nothing going on over there
worth mentioning," replied the colonel,
"except a lively row between the rainmakers, the Salvation ·Army, and a few
other parties, over who deserves the credit
for breaking up the long drouth. You see,
the town offered a purse of two hundred
dollars for a good soaking rain, and jnst

/Pond's
Extract
cures

(E. M. 295.)
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GENTLEMEN'S SIZE. ·

Prices.-In 3 oz. screw dust-proof,
silverine case, $19. In 3 oz. coin silver, $24. In-fine screw open-face goldfilled case, warranted 15 · years, $25.
Do. hunting, $29. In 20 year ca'!es,
screw open face, $28. Hunting, $32.
In special engraved, scalloped and
Louis XIV. cases, $2 to $5 more.
In 14kt. solid gold heavy cases, open
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7 jeweled Soz. screw open face silverine caRe,
$4,75
11
7
"
Soz.
"
"
silver
9 75
7
"
15 year "
"
goldJftlled " 10 00

------..

··~o------

NEW YORK:

7

20.

7
7
7
7
7

" hnnt\ng
"
" 14 uO
•.
•.
"17 ou
~0 " h11ut., Louis xiv. go:d-ftlled 20 00
14kt. solid gold open face case 28 00
J4kt.
"
hunting
"
85 00
$1 more: 15 jeweled, $2 50 more.
a!lj., 1!!4 more: 17 jeweled, adj, $6 more

U

''

U

H

18 00

15

~0

11

15

·•

Ladies' American Gold Hunting
Watches. Including movements of
Rockford, Hampden, Elgin, Waltham,
Springfield, etc., and cases of Boss,
Fahys, Dauber, Crown, etc.

about the time the rainmakers began oper- ~ _..,..,.....,...,...,.........~~,..,._,..,..,.~•
ations, the Salvation Army commenced .
praying for the same blessing. Both
parties labored zealously, and three or
four days ago the rain came down in torrents. _Well, then, when the rainmakers
came up for their money the Salvationists ~~~~~!::~~~~~~~~~~~
put in a claim for it on the ground that the
A BARCAIN.
flood was produced by prayer and not by
mechanical means. A little later, there I have a new Climax Sewing Machine (No. 26),
price
$45
which
I will sell for $18, for the benefit
came the Methodists with the announce- of Ltttle' Freethtnleer.
The buyer will receive
ment that the credit belonged to neiiher it direct from the makers' hands. I hope Aome
party, but to a kind and beneficent provi- friend will order it of me real soon. It h truly a
for the buyPr. If I did not need the
dence, alone; while up jumped the Popu- bat'gain
money so mnoh for Ltttle Freet1ttn1Cer I wonld
lists with the pessimistic assertion that it keep the machine for m'l owNn U<e. L NKE"
Addzess
E MI A D. R "E
"•
rained because they were having a basket
2t51
.
Snowville, Pulaski Co, Va.
picnic on that day. What few Infidels
tnere are in the settlement deny the claims ALL styles of watches from $1.38 up. Handof everybody else, and say that it rained some catalog_ue free. Safe Watch Oo., 9 Murray
52t19
just because it happened to. Hop Wing, street, New York.
the Chinese laundryman, credits the bless.GET THE WONDERFUl NEW BOOK l
ing to his joss, in a sort of left-handed
way, alleging that he got tired of pampering his idol to no purpose, and whirled in
and pounded the blockhead regularly every
on,
day till the lazy rascal got down to busi·
ness and made it rain. It looks as if the U~IVEKSAL HEA.LTH RES'J'OREDo
PRICE, 1!12.00.
court would hav to be called in to straighten
R. C. HANNON, C.S.B.
out the complication. Meanwhile, several
809 Linden St., Scranton, Pa.
farmers living on the river and along Bitter
Creek are patiently waiting for the re- 4t51
sponsibility to be settled, so that they can
begin action for damages on account of
their crops having been washed out by the
flood."- Puck.

I
1

1

S&ien&e of Life and Power of our Mind;

FREE

18t50

r·

A Valuable Book on Nervous
Diloeases to any artdre•s by the

REV. E. KONIG,
-FOR'J' WAYNE, IND.-

fe~~~~~~~~tJl

: FALLS HEATER.

Takes the place of stoves In medium-sized
rooms. In successful use In New England
8 years. Highest awards. Best of refer.
ences. Sample Heater$1 • .A.gent&wanUd.
·-~BOSTON ENTERPRISE .MFG. CO.
17 .MUk St., Boston9 .Masso

.___

BEWARE oF SUBSTITUTES
WHICH DO NOT CURE.

in the Church and in
the H.gber L1terature. A. H.
Hatnilton,
Edn.,:ttinn of Children. Susan H.

and Lecturers.

ALL PAIN.

A good thing is always imitated; poo1'
ones never• . Thet'e are many worthless
imitations of POND'S EXTRACT. If
you want to be (JURED

.

FrPethou~rht

Wixon,

Cuts, Burns,

Catarrh, .Sore Throat

and

1895.

New Model Otto Wettstein Watch
has 16 jeweh, patent regulator, Brequet (non-catchable) hair-spring, beautiful double-sunk paneled dial, fully
adjusted to heat, cold, and position,
nickel- finished, and guaranteed a
Perfect :lime Keeper.

_, 11

A Rare Uhance to get fi.r&t-claa

Freethought Sto.y Books of sixty pa.ges or ove1
1 each. F BEE Send 8 cent• to Day I!Osta.geo a
, samples. Address THE LIBERAL PUB. 00.,
·
42tf
Portla.nd, Kan

Is Suicide
A Sin?

Colonel Ingersoll's Famous
Letters and Renlies from Eminent Men. With a Startlin!l
;chanter on

Great Suicides of History.

PRICES.
20 year. plain or engraved,
$11 50
20 " fnll eng'd and scalloped. 15 00
20 " 14kt. solid gold,
- 20 00
20 " 14kt.
"
heavy, 80 00
$1 more.
4 more.
adj. 6 more.

7 jeweled in
7
"
7
"
7
"
11

15
15

"

"
"

In ttne plush cases per express vrepata.

CI-J:AINS.
Latest styles in ladies' and gentlemen's chains in best gold-filled, $2,
$2.50, $3.50, $4,and $5.
Watch Work.-Our repair department is one of the largest in the country. Overhauling, $1. Jewels, $1.
Springs, $1. Warranted one year and
returned, charges prepaid.
The F'riethought Badge and Charms.

Large Bize Badge: 10kt. $3; 14kt.
$4. With genuine chip diamonds, $8.
Genuine full cut diamond, $12.
Oharms.--10kL $5, 14.kt. $6. With
genuine chip diam='nd in sun, $9.
With~fine cut genuine Jiamond, $10.
Small Jjize Badge.10kt. $2, 14kt. $2 75.
With genuine chip dia·
mond, $6. With full cut
genuine diamond, $tO.
Oharms.-10kt. $3, 14kt. $4. With
genuine chip diamond, $7. With genuine full cut diamond, $15.
The Ingersoll Souvenir Spoon.

RmnuoED PRICE LIBT.-7 ea~ Spoons,
$2; extra heavy, $3; gold-bowl,-$2 50.
Orange Spoons, $2 50; gold bowl, $3.
Sugar Spoons, $3 ; gold bowl, 2.50.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded or goods exchanged.
I can save you money in anything in
my line .

Schonenhauer's Celebrated
Essay "On Suicide."

Orders filled ~e day received.
Send for price-list,. cards in colors, of
badge, etc. Address

Paper covers. • Price 25 Cents

The Liberal J e-vveler,

The Truth Seeker,
28 LAFAYET'lE PLACE. New York.

OTTO WETTSTEIN,
Rochelle, Illinois.
Established 1.8:$?'.

832

THE Chicago grand jury has indicted
many persons for election frauds.
TWELVENewYork milk dealerflhav been
punished for selling adulterated milk.
THE striking cloakmakers of this city
who were locked out by their employers
are now being evicted by their landlords
for non-payment of rent.
THE Bethlehem Company has received
the contract for 12,000 tons of armor plate
for Russian iron-clads, bidding against
the great European iron manufacturers.
THE United States Supreme Court has
affirmed the constitutionality of the Massachusetts law forbidding the sale of oleomargarine and butterine colored to resemble butter.
' JunGE GRAHAM at Denver decided that
the Colorado law which forbids insurance
companies to write insurance on the lives
of children under ten years of age is unconstitutional.
HENRY L. NELSON, for six years a member of the World's editorial staff, has become editor of Harper's Weekly, taking
the place which has been ncant since the
death of George William Curtis.
DR. KISSEL, a member of the Pension
Examining Board of Ossian, Iowa, who
was indicted for complicity with Agent
Van Lenven in pension frauds, pleaded
guilty on Dec. 18 and was fined $5,000.
A SEVERE storm swept the coast of
Northwestern Europe the latter part of
last week. It destroyed houses, caused
the overflow of rivers, and wrecked a large
number of vessels. Many lives were lost.
THE Honse passed the Forest Reservation bill by a vote of 159 to 63. The Army
Appropriation bill also passed. Amo:og
its provisions is one transfering the Leavenworth military prison to the Department
of J nstice,
·
ERASTUS F. BEADLE, who made a fortune in "dime novels" before the dawn of
the present era of cheap literature, died
at his residence in Cooperstown, New
York, on Dec. 18. He was born there
Sept, 11, 1821.
JER:m HARALSON, once a member of Congress from Alabama, and lately an attorney at Pine Blnft, Ark., has just been
sentenced to two years' imprisonment or
to pay a fine of $5, 000 for pension swindling. He wm go to jail.
ON Dec, 18 Henri Brisson, who was
Prime Minister on the fall of Jules Ferry
in 1885, was elected President of the
French Chamber of Deputies to succeed
the late M. Bnrdean, by a vote of 249 to
213 for M. Meline, the French protectioniSt leader.
JAMES LusK ALcoRN, formerly very
prominent in the politics of Mississippi,
having filled, among other offices, those of
governor and United Sates Senator, died
at Eagle Nest in that state on Dec. 20.
He was the founder of the state levee system, and was born in Golconda, Til., on
Nov. 14, 1816.
THE Rev. George Edward Ellis, who
was at one time president of the Massachusetts Historical Society, filled editorial
positions on the Christian Register and
Christian Examiner, and was otherwise
prominent in the Unitarian church, died
in Boston on Dec. 20. He was born in
that city on Aug. 8, 1814.
A STRONG effort is being made to break
the monopoly of the Standard Oil Company. Combinations of independent dealers in kerosene hav been formed in Ohio,
.l!'lorida Texas, Massachnsett11, and other
states. 'The independent pipe line is already completed to W:ilkesbarre, and oil
is being run through It to the seaboard.
This places the independents on an equality with the Standard.
THE Court of Appeals of New York has
affirmed the judgment under which the
state Board of Canvassers were fined for
contempt of court in canvassing the ''Mylod" returns from Dutchess county in 1891.
It was this matter which became known as
the "Maynard case," and resulted in
the defeat of Judge Maynard last year
and of Mr. Hill this year, and also gave
the Constitutional Convention to the Republicans.
IT is reported that the Chinese government has sent envoys to Japan to sue for
peace. Charges are made by the correpondent of the World, who is with the
Japanese army under Marshal Oyama, that
the Japanese soldiers committed great
outrages when they entered Port Arthur,
and for three days thereafter, and that
more than 2,000 non-combatants were
slaughtered. The correspondent of the
Herald, who is also on the scene, denies
that there was a massacre, and says that
the victorious troops did nothing more
than could hav been expected under the
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ZECHARIAH HATH- THE NIGHTMARE.
I saw by night, and behold a man riding upon a red horse, and he stood among the myrtle that were in the bottom;
and behind him there were three red horses, speckled, and white.-Zech. i, 8.
_

To the Senate and Assembly of the Legislature of the State of New York:
We citizens of the State of New York, respectfully request you to repeal the Sunday law of this State.
We ask this because,

First, Sunday being a period of time of precisely the same nature as Satur(lay or _Monday, there is no
natural reason for its being elevated above or depressed below thfl other days of the week.

Second, Said Sunday law is, in the best possible view of it, useless; it is wholly
conserver of the rights of any inhabitant 9f the State.

inoper~tive

as a

Third, It is invasive of the equal rights of the citizens of the State, an impertinent meddling with their
private affairs, and its effect is to disturb their peace and rob them of their earnings.

Fourth, In making or amending our laws, common sense and experience should be the guides, instead of
sentiment-religious or otherwise. Experience has demonstrated that Sunday laws are not observeq by the
people, and common sense teaches that, in the nature of things, they never will be, for it cannot be wrong to
do on one day what it is right to do on another. The people, feeling this and knowing this, will not be governed by the dead churchmen who made these laws, which are anachronistic and have been perpetuated by
hypocrisy. Here we will call your attention to the words of Martin Luther, a churchman we are willing to
put against the ecclesiastics of to-day : "As regards the Sabbath, or Sunday, there is no necessity of keeping
it.
If anywhere the day is made holy for the mere day's sake-if anywhere anyone sets_ up its
observance upon a Jewish foundation-then I order you to work on it, to dance on it, to ride on it, to feast
on it-to do anything that shall reprove this encroachment on the Christian spirit of liberty."

Fifth, Sunday laws are vicious, for they are used as instruments of blackmail and of cruel oppression
by the police of the cities, as the revelations of the Lexow Committee_ abundantly show.
more crime than they could possibly prevent, for blackmail is more immoral than drinking.

They produce

Sixth, All such laws are essentially religious in their intent and effect and as such they are opposed to
the spirit of our institutions, which do not favor the union of church .and state. The Sunday law of the
State of New York is no exception to the rule, and it should be immediately r:epealed in the interest of religious liberty, if for no other reason. This law is a survival from the time when there was a state church and
the civil power enforced the Sunday law of the state church, just as it enforced that church's blasphemy
and hexesy statutes. But where there is no state church the state has nothing to do with the enforcement
of the domestic rules of any church or those of Christianity in its entirety.
For these and other reasons we ask the entire repeal of the Sunday laws rather than a patching whichshall discriminate against one business and foster another. We ask that the liquor trade be subject to the
same rules on Sund-a.y that it is on other days, and the same with all other kinds of business. It is not
proper for the state to legislate in the interests of any legitimate trade as against any other legitimate trade,
and we"> ask your careful attention to this admitted fact aJd particularly ask you to bear in mind the also
admitted fact that Sunday laws are a fruitul source and an adequate means of blackmail.
circumstances, and that they were justified ) In the case of the Debs decision it was
in what they did. The correspondent of unanimously voted to demand the enactthe London 'limes, which paper is not ment of a law setting a limit beyond
friendly to the Japanese, concurs in the which "equity Courts" may not go.
opinion of the Herald's correspondent.
ON Dec. 18 Sergeant Taylor testified
AT the last day's session of the Federa- before the Lexow Committee that he had
tion of Labor in Denver it was decided received bribe money from patrolmen and
that trades unions as a party shall not take turned it over to Inepector Henry V,
up political matters; that the Federation Steers, lately retired. He also implicated
will not co-operate with the Knights of Inspector McAvoy. Half a dozen policeLabor until its officers shall show a spirit men and one ex-ward man testified that
more favorable to trade unionism, and they had received this bribe money and
that it will oppose compulsory arbitration. turned all or some ef it over to Captains

Schmittberger, Gastlin, and Allaire, and
Acting-Captain Taylor (above mentioned).
On Dec. 21 Captain Schmittberger made
a full confession before the. Committee,
Being already. under indictment, it is
probable that this confession will save him
from the penitentiar;y. He implicated ExSergeant Liebers, Ex-Captain Devery,
Captain Price, Ex-Inspector Steers, Inspectors Williams and McAvoy, Ex-Com·
missioner McClave, and Commissioners
John C. Sheehan and James J. Martin,
the latter president of the Board of Police
Commissioners.

